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Mar. 18,
18, 1940_

54
54

Mar. 25, 1940--1940_ __

55

28, 1940_
1940...-_
Mar. 28,

79
79

1940-Mar. 28, 1940___

80
80

29, 1940_ __
Mar. 29,1940---

80
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Act
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LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Date

Res.
Res.

Secretary
authorize the
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, functions.
functions. AN
AN ACT To
To authorize
the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to delegate
delegate certain regulatory
regulatory
functions ------------------------------------------59 Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
JOINT RESOLUTION
ProInstitution, regent.
regent. JOINT
RESOLUTION Profilling of aa vacancy
viding for the filling
vacancy in the Board of Regents
Regents
of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution of the class
class other than
than
Members
Members of Congress
Congress-------------------------------First Deficiency Appropriation
1940. AN
AN ACT
ACT Making
Making
447 ----- First
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940.
appropriations to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain
certain appropriaappropriations for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30,
to provide
provide
30, 1940, to
supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for such fiscal
fiscal year,
year, and
and for
for
other purposes------------------------_
purposes
_--_--------60 Blackfeet irrigation
irrigation project,
RESOLUTION
project, Mont. JOINT RESOLUTION
To approve the action of the Secretary
in
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior in
deferring the collection of certain
certain irrigation
irrigation charges
charges against
against
lands under the Blackfeet
Blackfeet Indian irrigation
irrigation project
project -----448 ---U. S. Employees' Compensation
ACT
U.
Compensation Act,
Act, amendment. AN ACT
To amend
amend section 40 of the Act entitled "An Act
Act to
to provide
compensation for employees of the
suffering
the United States
States suffering
injuries while in the performance
performance of
of their
their duties,
duties, and
and for
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916, as amended
amended__449 ----- Crow
Indian Reservation,
Crow Indian
Reservation, Mont. AN ACT
ACT To reimpose
reimpose the
the
trust on certain
certain lands allotted to Indians of the Crow
Crow Tribe,
Tribe,
Montana
Montana --------------------___-- _____________
-Copyright Act, amendment.
450 _---Copyright
amendment. AN ACT To
To amend
amend section
section 33
33 of
entitled "An
the Act entitled
"An Act to amend
amend and consolidate
consolidate the Acts
respecting copyright",
copyright", approved
approved March 4, 1909, and
and for
for
other purposes
-.-other
purposes -_-----_-----.-------.----451 ----- Dike, Stansbury Creek,
conCreek, Md. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the condike or dam across Stansstruction and
and maintenance of a
a dike
bury Creek
Baltimore County, Maryland
Maryland -- ___-__---Creek in Baltimore
452 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Pearl
consent of
of ConPearl River.
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the consent
Congress to the Mississippi State Highway
Highway Commission
Commission to conconstruct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a free highway bridge across
across
the Pearl River at or near Carthage, in the
the state
State of Mississippi -------_-----------.------------------- -.
sippi
61 Foreign-trade
Foreign-trade agreements.
RESOLUTION To
agreements. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
To extend
extend
the authority of the President under section 350 of the Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended
amended -___________________________453 ----- Niagara
Niagara Falls
Palls Bridge Commission.
Commission. AN ACT To
amend the
To amend
the
joint resolution
resolution creating the Niagara Falls Bridge CommisCommissio
n -_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - sion
454 ----- Arkansas,
Arkansas, western judicial
judicial district.
district. AN ACT To
To provide for
for
terms of the District Court of the United States for the WestArkansas at Fayetteville
Fayetteville------------___-ern District of Arkansas
455 ---- _ Grand
Grandjuries.
juries. AN ACT To amend
amend the Judicial
reJudicial Code
Code with
with recontinuation of grand juries
spect to the continuation
juries to finish investigations...-tions
456 ----- Floyd
Floyd Bennett
Field, N.
authorize the
the SecreSecreBennett Field,
N. Y. AN ACT To authorize
tary of the Navy to accept, without cost to the United
United
conveyance of sixteen and four-tenths
States, a
a fee-simple
fee-simple conveyance
acres, more or less,
acres,
less, of land at Floyd Bennett Field in the
city and
and State
........
____city
State of New York--..-______._
York
457 ----Alaska Organic
Organic Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
section
6 of the
the Organic
--- _--------6
Organic Act of Alaska
Wrangell,
458----Wrangell, Alaska. AN ACT For the transfer of funds
funds to the
town of
Alaska --------town
of Wrangell,
Wrangell, Alaska
----Independent Offices Appropriation
459
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941. AN ACT
ACT
Making
appropriations for the Executive
Making appropriations
Executive Office
Office and sundry
commissions, and
independent executive bureaus, boards, commissions,
and
1941, and for other
offices, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
other
purposes ----------------------------------purposes
460 - Bridge,
Bridge, Nestucca
Nestucca River. AN ACT To legalize aa bridge
across
460
bridge across
the Nestucca
Nestucca River at Pacific
the
Pacific City,
City, Oregon
Oregon
461 ---__ Grave markers
veterans. AN ACT
ACT To
461
markers for deceased
deceased veterans.
To authorize
authorize
the Secretary
of War
to furnish certain markers
the
Secretary of
War to
markers for certain
graves --------------------------graves
462 ---Bremerton,
Wash., sale
sale of /and.
land. AN ACT Authorizing
462
Bremerton,
Authorizing the
Secretary
of the Navy to sell certain
Secretary of
certain surplus land owned by
by
the
United States in Bremerton, Washington
Washington -----the United
463
.....
S. district courts,
U.S.district
courts, civil suits.
suits. AN ACT To exte
n d original
ori
gi
nal
extend
jurisdiction
district courts
j
uri
sdiction to
to district
courts in civil suits between
between citizens
citizens
of the District of Columbia, the Territories of Hawaii or
or
Alaska,
and
any
State
or
Territory...
.....Alaska, and any State or Territory

Date

Page
Page

-----

Apr.
Apr.

4, 1940___
4,
1940 -_

81
81

Apr.

5, 1940.... _
5,1940-__

82
82

Apr.
Apr.

6, 1940_-___
6,1940

82
82

Apr. 11,
1940___
Apr.
11,1940---

105
105

Apr. 11,
1940_-__
Apr.
11, 1940

105
105

1940_
Apr. 11,
11,1940--

106
106

1940_
Apr. 11,
11,1940--_

106
106

1940_-_
Apr. 11,
11, 1940_-

106
106

Apr. 11,
Apr.
11, 1940_...
1940_--

107
107

Apr. 12,
12, 1940_
Apr.
1940____

107
107

12, 1940_
Apr. 12,
1940_-__

107
107

Apr. 17,
17, 1940_1940_ __
Apr.

109
109

Apr. 17,
17, 1940.....
Apr.
1940-__

110
110

Apr. 18,1940__18, 1940.... _
Apr.

110
110

Apr. 18,1940--18, 1940_ __
Apr.

111
111

Apr. 18,1940_18, 1940.. __
Apr.

111
111

1940..__
Apr. 18,
18,1940---

111
111

Apr.
1940_ __
Apr. 18,
18, 1940_-

142
142

18, 1940 ... _
Apr. 18,1940__

142
142

Apr. 20,1940_-20, 1940.. __
Apr.

142
142

Apr.
20, 1940___
1940. __
Apr. 20,

143
143
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465

466

467
467

468

469
470

471
472

473
474

Res.
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Date

Page
Page

1940_ __
Apr. 20, 1940--_

143
143

Apr.
20, 1940_ __
Apr. 20,1940--

144
144

22, 1940--_
1940_ __
Apr. 22,

145
145

Apr. 22, 1940__
1940-- _

148
148

February 28,
Apr.
22, 1940_ __
February
28, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1406)
1406)---------------------Apr. 22,1940------- Federal
Federaljudges, expenses. AN ACT To reenact
of
reenact section 259 of
the Judicial Code, relating to the traveling
traveling and subsistence
expenses of circuit and district
district judges
expenses
judges ---------------Apr. 22, 1940_
1940____
----- D. C. Unemployment Compensation
CompensationAct,
Act amendment. AN ACT
ACT
To amend the District of Columbia
Columbia Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation Act
__
pensation
-------------.
------Apr. 22, 1940_
1940___
----- Vessels, prevention
of collisions.
prevention of
collisions. AN ACT To amend
amend laws
laws for
for
preventing collisions of vessels --------.------__
preventing
Apr. 22, 1940_
1940___
----- Rio Grande
Grande canalization
canalization project.
project. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the
reconstruction
certain bridges
bridges necessitated
reconstruction or replacement
replacement of certain
necessitated
by the Rio Grande
canalization project
Grande canalization
project and authorizing
authorizing
appropriation for that
that purpose----------------------purpose
22, 1940_ __
appropriation
Apr. 22,1940__----- United
Spanish War Veterans, incorporation.
United Spanish
Proincorporation. AN ACT Proincorporation of the United Spanish
viding for the incorporation
Spanish War
War
Veterans --------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Veterans
Apr. 22, 1940_
1940---__
----- Refuse
D. C. AN ACT To regulate,
Refuse disposal,
disposal, D.
regulate, in
in the District
District
of Columbia, the disposal of certain refuse, and for other
other
purposes
1940_ __
purposes --------------------Apr. 22, 1940_-_.-------------

148
148

1940_ __
Apr. 22, 1940---

155
155

1940_ __
Apr. 22, 1940--

156
156

1940_ __
Apr. 22, 1940---

156
156

Apr. 22, 1940-__
1940_ __

156
156

Apr. 22, 1940--1940_ __

157
157

Apr. 22, 1940--1940_ __

157
157

Apr. 22, 1940--1940_ __

157
157

Apr. 22, 1940_
1940--__

159

Apr. 22,1940
22, 1940_--__

161

----- Foreign
Foreign Service retirement,
retirement, etc. AN
Act
AN ACT
ACT To amend
amend the
the Act
entitled "An
grading and classification
"An Act for the grading
classification of clerks
clerks
in the Foreign Service of the United
and
United States of America,
America, and
providing
compensation therefor",
providing compensation
approved February
February 23,
therefor", approved
1931, as amended
1931,
amended -----------------Navy and Marine
etc., disposition
----- Navy
Marine Corps personnel,
personnel, etc.,
disposition of remains.
remains.
made for
AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing appropriations
appropriations to
to be made
for the
the disposition of the remains
remains of personnel
personnel of the Navy and
Marine Corps and certain
civilian employees
Navy,
certain civilian
employees of the Navy,
and for other
other purposes
purposes----------------------_----- San
San Diego,
Diego, Calif.,
Calif., exchange
exchange of lands.
lands. AN ACT
ACT To authorize
an exchange of lands between
city of San
San Diego, Califorbetween the city
nia, and the United States, and acceptance
acceptance by gift of certain
certain
lands from the city of San Diego, California
California------------AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend
----- Locomotive
Locomotive Inspection
Inspection Act, amendments.
amendments. AN
the Locomotive
February 17, 1911,
Locomotive Inspection Act
Act of February
1911, as
amended, so as to change the title of the chief inspector
and
inspector and
assistant chief inspectors of locomotive
locomotive boilers
boilers --------------- Engineers,
Engineers, reclamation
reclamation work. AN ACT To amend
amend section 1
1
of an Act entitled
"An Act authorizing
entitled "An
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior to employ
employ engineers
and economists
Interior
engineers and
economists for consultaconsultapurposes on important
important reclamation
approved
tion purposes
reclamation work", approved

475 ..- ___ Arrowrock Dam,
Dam, improvements.

476 -_--477 ----478

-----

479

-----

480 -----

62

63

64

AN ACT
ACT To
AN
To authorize
authorize the
the
Secretary of the Interior to permit
permit the payment of the costs
resurfacing, improvement,
improvement, and enlargement
of repairs, resurfacing,
enlargement of the
Arrovvrock
twenty annual installments, and
and for
for
Arrowrock Dam in twenty
other purposes
purposes --------other
White House
ACT To
an increase
in the
White
House police.
police. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
authorize an
increase in
the
White House police force
force---------------------------Street NW.,
NW., D. C. AN ACT To change
Twenty-fourth Street
change the
name of a
Twenty-fourth Street Northwest
to
a portion of Twenty-fourth
Northwest to
Williamsburg
Lane --------Williamsburg Lane
_.--_.-_-_- -----------Bridge,
Missouri River. AN
AN ACT To extend
extend the times
times for
for
Bridge, Missouri
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge
River at or near
near Randolph,
Randolph, Missouri__
across the Missouri River
Missouri-- _
Police
fountain, D. C. AN ACT
ACT To authorize
Police memorial fountain,
authorize and
direct the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia to
to
accept and maintain aa memorial
fountain to the members
memorial fountain
Police Department
Department -----------of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Commodore Barney Circle,
authorize the
Circle, D. C. AN ACT To authorize
construction of a
a waiting room and comfort
comfort station
station in Comconstruction
modore Barney Circle, United
United States Reservation
Reservation 55-56,
and for other purposes
purposes---------_- -------------Golden Gate International
International Exposition.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Exposition. JOINT
copyrights and
foreign exhibitors
To protect
protect the copyrights
and patents
patents of foreign
exhibitors
be held
held at
at
at the Golden Gate International
International Exposition,
Exposition, to be
San Francisco, California, in 1940
1940---------------------Inaugural
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Inauguralceremonies,
ceremonies, 1941, permits. JOINT
Authorizing the granting of permits
permits to the Committee
Committee on
on
Authorizing
Inaugural
Ceremonies on the occasion
Inaugural Ceremonies
occasion of
of the
the inauguration
inauguration
of the President-elect
and for other
other purPresident-elect in January
January 1941,
1941, and
poses
poses--------------------------------------------Inaugural
ceremonies, 1941, public
public order.
order. JOINT RESOLUInaugural ceremonies,
maintenance of public order
order
TION To provide for the maintenance
and the protection of life and
and property in connection
connection with
the
inaugural ceremonies
1941
the Presidential
Presidential inaugural
ceremonies of 1941------------

149
149
149
149
150
150

151
151
152
152
154
154

xX
Act Res.
481 __--481

482 -----

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Apportionment, fifteenth,
etc., censuses.
Apportionment,
fifteenth, etc.,
censuses.

AN ACT
AN
ACT To
To amend
amend

Date

an Act to provide for the fifteenth and subsequent
subsequent decennial
decennial
censuses and to provide
provide for
for apportionment
apportionment of
of RepresentaRepresentatives in Congress, approved June 18, 1929,
1929, so
to change
so as
as to
change
the date of subsequent
subsequent apportionments ------._------.-_
Apr.
__
Apr. 25,
25, 1940_
1940__-

Naval
ACT To
To amend
Naval Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
amend
Reserve Act of 1938 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 732,
the Naval Reserve
732,
Stat. 1175)
1175)-------------52 Stat.
-----.------.--Service, accounting
procedure. AN
AN ACT
483 ----- Foreign
Foreign Service,
accounting procedure.
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing
the adoption
adoption for the Foreign Service of an accounting
accountingproprocedure in the matter
matter of disbursement
appropriated
disbursement of funds
funds appropriated
for the Department of State
State------------484 ----- Motorboats.
Motorboats. AN ACT To amend
amend laws for preventing colcollisions of vessels,
vessels, to regulate equipment of
of certain
certain motormotorboats on the navigable
navigable waters of the United States,
and
States, and for
for
other purposes ------------ ____ ._________________
485 ----- Private
Private vehicles for
AN
ACT
To
amend
the
for official
official travel.
travel. AN ACT To amend the
provisions of law relating to the use of private vehicles for
for
official travel in order to effect economy
economy and better
better adminadministration
Inauguralceremonies,
65 Inaugural
ceremonies, 1941,
quartering troops.
troops. JOINT
JOINT RESORESO1941, quartering
LUTION
LUTION To provide for the quartering,
quartering, in certain public
public
buildings in the District of Columbia, of troops participatparticipatceremoniesing in the inaugural ceremonies
__
-__
Osage Act, amendment.
66 Osage
amendment.
JOINT
RESOLUTION To
To amend
JOINT RESOLUTION
amend
section 5
5 of Public Law Numbered
360,
Sixty-sixth
Numbered
Sixty-sixth Congress_
White-pine blister
486 ----- White-pine
AN ACT
ACT For
For forest
forest protection
protection
blister rust.
rust. AN
against the white-pine
blister
rust,
and
for other purposes_
purposes__
white-pine
_
Marine
487 ---Marine inspection
inspection and
and navigation.
AN ACT
provide for
navigation. AN
ACT To
To provide
for
rearrangement
of
the
location
of
the
several
rearrangement
locatioa
boards of local
inspectors. ---------------------------inspectors
488 ----- Bridge,
River. AN
ACT Granting
Granting the
consent
Bridge, Susquehanna
Susquehanna River.
AN ACT
the consent
of Congress to the General State Authority, Commonwealth
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, and/or the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Bridge
and
Bridge and
Commission, either
Tunnel Commission,
either singly or jointly, to
construct,
to construct,
maintain, and operate a
across the
the Susquehanna
a toll bridge
bridge across
Susquehanna
River at or near the city of Middletown, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania_--__ _
489
_--Bridge,
Susquehanna
River.
AN
ACT
Granting
489
Bridge, Susquehanna
the
consent
the consent
of Congress to the General
General State Authority, Commonwealth
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, and/or the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Bridge and
and
Tunnel Commission, either singly or jointly, to construct,
construct,
maintain,
a toll bridge across the
maintain, and operate
operate a
Susquehanna
the Susquehanna
River at or near the city of Millersburg, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania --490 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Delaware
Delaware River. AN ACT
the times
times for
ACT To
To extend
extend the
for
commencing
commencing and completing the construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge
across the Delaware
Delaware River between
between the
the village of
Barry
ville,
of Barryville,
New York,
Shohola, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania -York, and the village
village of
of Shohola,
491 ----- Veterans,
Veterans, clothing
and supplies.
AN ACT
amend
clothing and
supplies. AN
ACT To
To amend section
section
35B of the United States Criminal Code to prohibit
prohibit purchase or receipt
in
pledge
of
clothing
receipt
clothing and other supplies isissued to veterans maintained in Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration
facilities
facilities---492
. Postal
annual and
sick leave for substitutes.
substitutes. AN
492 Postal Service, annual
and sick
AN ACT
ACT
leave for substitute postal employees___
employees_ __
Providing for sick leave
493 ----- Bridge,
Mississippi River. AN ACT To
To extend the
Bridge, Mississippi
the times
times for
for
commencing and completing the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River near Jefferson
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks,
Missouri
Missouri
494 --- B Bridge,
Bridge, Saint Louis River.
River. AN
494
ACT To
the times
times for
AN ACT
To extend
extend-the
for
commencing and completi
n g th
cons t
ruc tion of
of a
a bri
dge
completing
thee construction
bridge
or bridges across the Saint Louis River at or near the city
of Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota, and the city of Superior, Wisconsin,
and to amend
amend the Act of August 7, 1939, and for other
other
49
purposes__
.
...--------purposes
495 ----- Widows of ex-Presidents,
franking privilege.
495
ex-Presidents, franking
privilege. AN
AN ACT
ACT AmendAmendprivilege to
of exing Acts extending the franking
franking privilege
to widows
widows of
exPresidents of the United States
496 -.- Bridge,
River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge, Wabash
Wabash River.
The Superior
Superior
Authorizing The
Oil Company,
Company, a
a California corporation, to construct, mainmaintain,
operate aa free
highway bridge
causeway, and
and
tain, and
an operate
free highway
bridge or
or causeway,
approaches
the old
channel of
the Wabash
approaches thereto,
thereto across
across the
old channel
of the
Wabash
River from Cut-Off
Cut-Off Island,
Island, Posey County, Indiana, to
to
White County, Illinois---Illinois

Page

162
162

Apr. 25,
25, 1940-_1940_ __
Apr.

162
162

Apr.
1940..__
Apr. 25,
25,1940-__

163

Apr.
25, 1940_ __
Apr. 25,1940.__

163

Apr. 25,
25, 1940-_
1940___
Apr.

167
167

Apr. 25,
25, 1940
1940_-_
__
Apr.

168
168

Apr.
__
Apr. 25,
25, 1940_
1940 -_

168
168

Apr.
1940_ __
Apr. 26,
26, 1940___

168
168

Apr. 30,
1940_-_
__
Apr.
30,1940

169

Apr. 30,
30, 1940-_1940_ __
Apr.

169

Apr.
30, 1940_ __
Apr. 30,1940___

170

Apr.
30, 1940_ __
Apr. 30,1940_--

171

Apr. 30, 1940_-1940_ _-

171
171

Apr. 30,
30, 1940--_
1940.__
Apr.

171
171

Apr.
1940.-- _
Apr. 30,
30, 1940_--

172
172

Apr. 30,
30, 1940___
Apr.
1940-__

172

Apr.
30, 1940-Apr. 30,
1940 -_

172

Apr. 30, 1940.. __
Apr.
30, 1940-_

173

171

172

172

173

xi
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Act

497

Xi

Res.
Res.

AN ACT Granting
Granting the consent
consent
of Congress
Congress to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to construct,
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa free
bridge across
across
free highway
highway bridge
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River, at
at or
or near
near Wyalusing,
Wyalusing, between
the
between
Terry and
and Wyalusing
the county
county of
BradTerry
Wyalusing Townships,
Townships, in
in the
of Bradford, and in
in the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania-------_
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Bridge, Mississippi
498 ----- Bridge,
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for
for
commencing and
completing the
of a
bridge
commencing
and completing
the construction
construction of
a bridge
or bridges across
across the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
cities
River at or near the
the cities
of Dubuque,
Dubuque, Iowa,
Iowa, and
and East
East Dubuque,
Illinois, and
and to
to
of
Dubuque, Illinois,
amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
of July
July 18,
18, 1939,
1939, and
other purposes---purposes_
and for
for other
Transportation of automobiles.
amend the Sub499 ----- Transportation
automobiles. AN ACT To amend
sistence Expense
Expense Act
Act of
of 1926,
as amended
sistence
1926, as
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of
June 30,
30, 1932
1932 (ch.
(ch. 314,
sec. 209,
314, sec.
209, 47
Stat. 405)-----------405)
47 Stat.
500 ----- Bridge,
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the times for
Bridge, Mississippi
for
commencing and
completing the
commencing
and completing
the construction
construction of
of a
a bridge
bridge
across
the Mississippi
River at
at or
or near
near Little
across the
Mississippi River
Little Falls,
Falls,
Minnesota------------------------------______Minnesota
Great Pee
501 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Great
Pee Dee
Dee River. AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the
the consent
consent
of
Congress to
the State
State Highway
South
of Congress
to the
Highway Department
Department of
of South
Carolina to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate aa free
Carolina
and operate
free highway
highway
bridge across
bridge
across the
the Great
Great Pee
Pee Dee
Dee River,
River, at
or near
Cashua
at or
near Cashua
Ferry, South
Carolina -------___.-------____-__---Ferry,
South Carolina
Foreign
telephones. AN ACT To amend the Act of
502 ----Foreign Service, telephones.
of
August 23,
23, 1912
1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 414;
414; U.
S. C.,
C., title
title 31,
August
U. S.
sec. 679)
31, sec.
679)--__
503 ----- Transfer
prisoners. AN ACT To provide for the
Transfer of U.
U. S. prisoners.
transfer
transfer of
of United
United States
States prisoners
prisoners in
in certain
certain cases
cases ----Conchas project,
N. Mex.,
Mar., easement.
504 ----- Conchas
project, N.
easement. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing
the Secretary
War to
to execute
an easement
easement deed
deed to
to the
the
Secretary of
of War
execute an
the
State of
New Mexico
for the
use and
and occupation
of lands
lands
State
of New
Mexico for
the use
occupation of
and
Conchas Dam
project,
and water
water areas
areas at
at Conchas
Dam and
and Reservoir
Reservoir project,
New Mexico
New
Mexico ------------------------------------505 ----- War with
Spain, relief of certain
certain volunteers.
volunteers. AN ACT For the
with Spain,
relief of
and soldiers
soldiers of
the volunteer
of the
relief
of officers
officers and
of the
volunteer service
service of
the
United
mustered into
into service
for the
the War
War with
United States
States mustered
service for
with
Spain
and who
held in
in the
Philippine
Spain and
who were
were held
in service
service in
the Philippine
Islands
after the
the treaty
of peace,
peace, April
April
Islands after
the ratification
ratification of
of the
treaty of
11, 1899
11,
1899 -------------------------------------------67 II Am An American Day.
Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION AuthorizAuthorizing the
of the
United States
States of
of America
to proing
the President
President of
the United
America to
proclaim
Citizenship Day,
for the
the
claim I
I Am
Am An
An American
American Citizenship
Day, for
recognition, observance,
observance, and
commemoration of
American
recognition,
and commemoration
of American
citizenship ---citizenship
__---__-----------_-----------68 Phosphate
resources. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Amending
Phosphate resources.
Amending Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
112 of
lic
Numbered 112
of the
the Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Congress
Congress
and
Public Resolution
Numbered 48
and Public
Resolution Numbered
48 of
the Seventy-sixth
of the
Seventy-sixth
Congress -----------------------------------------Congress
JOINT RESOLUTION
amend
69 Foreign-owned
Foreign-owned property.
property. JOINT
RESOLUTION To amend
section 5
the Act
Act of
6, 1917,
1917, as
as amended,
and
section
5 (b)
(b) of
of the
of October
October 6,
amended, and
for
other purposes
for other
purposes ----------------------------------506 ----- Dudley
Dudley F.
F. Wolfe,
AN ACT
Authorizing the
Secretary
506
Wolfe, bequest.
bequest. AN
ACT Authorizing
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
accept on
on behalf
behalf of
States aa
of
Navy to
to accept
of the
the United
United States
bequest
property of
the late
Dudley F.
personal property
of the
late Dudley
F.
bequest of
of certain
certain personal
---Wolfe ------------------------------------Wolfe
70 International
expositions, articles
imported. JOINT RESOInternational expositions,
articles imported.
LUTION
To extend
extend to
the 1940
1940 New
New York
York World's
World's Fair
Fair
LUTION To
to the
and the
the 1940
Gate International
the
International Exposition
Exposition the
and
1940 Golden
Golden Gate
provisions according
according privileges
privileges under
customs and
provisions
under certain
certain customs
and
other laws
laws to
to the
the expositions
expositions of
of 1939
1939 ----- _--_------other
507
Greenwich, Conn.
Conn. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
of an
an
To authorize
authorize the
the striking
striking of
507 ----Greenwich,
appropriate medal
in commemoration
the three-hunthree-hunmedal in
commemoration of
of the
appropriate
dredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the establishment
establishment of
of Greenwich,
Greenwich,
dredth
Connecticut,
as a
Connecticut, as
a town
town __-_---____ _____-__--____--_--and Justice,
Justice, etc., appropriaDepartments of
appropriaState, Commerce,
Commerce, and
of State,
508 ----- Departments
tions, 1941.
1941. AN
AN ACT
ACT Making
Making appropriations
the
appropriations for
for the
tions,
Departments of
of State,
Commerce, and
Justice, and
and for
The
for The
State, Commerce,
and Justice,
Departments
Judiciary,
for the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1941,
for
year ending
1941, and
and for
Judiciary, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
other purposes
purposes ---------------------- ------------other
509
Survey.
AN ACT
the
of the
the Director
Director of
authorize the
To authorize
AN
ACT To
GeologicalSurvey.
509 ----- Geological
Geological
of the Secsupervision of
under the
the general supervision
Survey, under
Geological Survey,
retary of
of the
to acquire
acquire certain
certain collections
collections for the
the Interior,
Interior, to
retary
United States
States --------------------------------------United
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Apr. 30, 1940_
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Apr. 30,
30, 1940_
Apr.
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Apr.
__
Apr. 30, 1940_
1940___
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Apr. 30, 1940_
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1940_--
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Apr.
Apr. 30,
30, 1940___
1940--
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Apr. 30, 1940_
1940____

175
175

Apr. 30, 1940_
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1940---

175
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May
May

1,
1940.__
1, 1940__
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May
May

2,
1940_ __
2, 1940--

176
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3, 1940_
1940--__
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May

1940_ __
3, 1940--
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178

May

7, 1940__7,1940---

179
179

May 11, 1940--1940_ __

179

May 11, 1940___
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180

May 13, 1940_
1940---
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May 14, 1940_
1940--
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May 14,
1940_ -14,1940---
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Act
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511
511

512
513
513

514
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LIST
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Res.
Res.

Battlefield site,
site, Md.
Md. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
Secthe SecAntietam Battlefield
---- , Antietam
retary
acquire property
property for the Antietam
Antietam
retary of
of the Interior to acquire
Battlefield site
of Maryland, and
and for other
other
Battlefield
site in
in the
the State of
purposes
--------------------------------------purposes Uniforms, Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps, Army.
ACT To
To provide
provide
Army. AN ACT
----- Uniforms,
equipment for certain
certain officers of
allowances for uniforms and equipment
the Officers'
Reserve Corps
of the
Army ---------------Officers' Reserve
Corps of
the Army
the
fisheries station.
station. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the
Mont., fisheries
----- Bozeman, Mont.,
Secretary
Interior to grant
of the Interior
grant a
a right-of-way
right-of-way to the
the HighHighSecretary of
way
Commission of
of the
the State
of Montana--------------Montana
State of
way Commission
Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend the
National Defense Act,
----- National
National Defense
Defense Act of
as amended, to
to provide
provide
National
of June 3,
3, 1916, as
for
in the
of the
in time of
of
the United
United States
States in
the Army
Army of
for enlistments
enlistments in
emergency declared
declared by Congress, and for
for
war, or other emergency
other purposes
purposes ---------------------------------other
National Defense
section
Defense Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend section
----- National
10, National Defense Act, as amended,
amended, with relation to the
maximum authorized
strength of the Medical
Medical
enlisted strength
maximum
authorized enlisted
Department
Army
Department of
of the Regular
Regular Army---------------------Agricultural Commodities
Commodities Act, 1930, amendment.
----- Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
AN
amend the
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodithe Perishable
ACT To
To amend
AN ACT
ties Act,
Act, 1930,
as amended,
amended, and
and for
purposes
for other
other purposes-------ties
1930, as
National Cemetery, N. C. AN ACT To author----- Wilmington National
Wilmington
establishment of boundary
boundary lines for the Wilmington
ize the establishment
National Cemetery, North Carolina -------..-------Gate International
International Exposition.
71 Golden Gate
Exposition. JOINT
JOINT RESOLURESOLUTION To provide for participation of the United States in
the Golden Gate International Exposition at San Francisco
in 1940, to continue the powers and duties of the United
Exposition Commission,
International Exposition
States Golden Gate International
purposes
and for other purposes------------------------------72 New York World's
RESOLUTION To amend
JOINT RESOLUTION
World's Fair.
Fair. JOINT
entitled "Joint
authorizing
"Joint resolution authorizing
the joint resolution entitled
Federal participation
participation in the New York World's Fair, 1939,
authorizing an
appropriation therefor
therefor and
authorizing
an appropriation
and for
for other purposes", approved
provide for
approved July
July 9, 1937, to
to provide
for participation
participation
poses",
in the New York World's Fair, 1940, to authorize
authorize an approappro-
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518

519
520

521
521
522
522

523
524

Page

May 14,
14, 1940--1940_ __
May

212
212

1940___
May 14,
14, 1940---

212
212

May 14, 1940___
1940-_-

213
213

May 14,
1940_ __
May
14, 1940--

213
213

1940-May 14, 1940___

214
214

May 14,
14, 1940_
__
May
1940___

214
214

May 14, 1940__1940_ __

214
214

May
1940___
May 14,
14, 1940---

215
215

priation
and for
May 14,
1940_
purposes ---------------therefor, and
for other
other purposes
priation therefor,
May
14, 1940--Soil
Conservation and
amendment.
Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act, amendment.
JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To amend
amend section
section 88 (f) of
of the
the Soil
Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended__
1940_ __
Conservation
amended_ - _ May
14, 1940-May 14,
RESOLUamendment. JOINT RESOLUMerchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936, amendment.
74 Merchant
section 510 (g) of the Merchant
Merchant Marine
TION To suspend section
European war, and for other
Act, 1936, during the present European
purposes
May
14, 1940_
-------May 14,
1940--__
purposes-------------------------amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend sec----- National
National Defense
Defense Act,
Act, amendment.
secan
tion 24e, National Defense Act, as amended, so as to add an
alternative requirement
requirement for appointment
appointment in the Dental
Corps
May
1940_ _Corps------------------------------------May 15,
15, 1940__D. C.
16 and
and 17
----- Life
Life insurance,
insurance, D.
C. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend sections
sections 16
17
of chapter
chapter II of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled
Act
entitled "An Act
to regulate
regulate the business of life insurance in the District of
Columbia."
May
1940-____
Columbia."-----------------------------------------May 20, 1940_
Memorial, S. Dak. AN ACT To
----- Mount Rushmore
Rushmore National
National Memorial,
To
amend the Mount Rushmore
Memorial
Act
of
1938------Rushmore Memorial
1938
May 22,
22, 1940___
1940_ __
May
Turtle
Reservation, N. Dak.
Dak. AN ACT To authorize
--Turtle Mountain
Mountain Reservation,
the purchase
purchase of certain lands adjacent
adjacent to the Turtle MounMountain Indian
Indian Agency
Agency in the State of North Dakota--------Dakota
May 24,
__
May
24, 1940_
1940___
judges, additional
appointments. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
----- Federal
Federaljudges,
additionalappointments.
provide
for the appointment of additional district
district and circuit
circuit
judges --------------------------------------May 24,
24, 1940_
__
May
1940___
To authorize
authorize an
American Negro
Negro Exposition.
Ezposition. AN
-- ___ American
AN ACT
ACT To
an
appropriation
defraying the expenses of the
appropriation to assist in defraying
American Negro Exposition to be held in Chicago, Illinois,
American
during 1940
1940---------------------------------__-__
.
May 24,
24, 1940-_1940_ __
May
designate the
and
----- Henry
Henry T.
T. Rainey Dam. AN
AN ACT To designate
the lock
lock and
dam at Alton, Illinois, as the Henry T. Rainey
Dam------Rainey Dam
May 27,
27, 1940___
1940_ __
May
--Navy, warrant
warrantofficers. AN ACT To amend the Act approved
approved
February
warFebruary 15, 1929, entitled "An Act to permit certain warrant officers to count all active service rendered
rendered under
under temtemporary appointments
appointments as warrant
warrant or commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
in the
the Regular Navy, or as warrant or commissioned
commissioned officers
officers
Reserve Force, for purpose of
in the United
United States Naval Reserve
promotion to chief warrant rank", so as to permit
permit service
service
i the National
m
National Naval Volunteers
Volunteers to be counted for purposes of promotion
promotion------------...-May
1940___
May 27,
27,1940---
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Quantico,
Quantico, Va. AN ACT To amend
amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Richmond,
to authorize an exchange of lands between the Richmond,
Fredericksburg and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company and the
Fredericksburg
Quantico, Virginia",
approved June 24,
Virginia", approved
United States at Quantico,
removal of certain
1935 (49 Stat.
Stat. 395), so as to permit the removal
concerned -----------------_
encumbrances
May 27,
encumbrances on the lands concerned
526 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend the time for
completing the construction
a bridge across the Missiscompleting
construction of a
sippi River at or near La Crosse,
May 27,
Crosse Wisconsin
Wisconsin-------------27,
extend the times for
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend
527 ----- Bridge,
commencing
construction of a
a bridge
commencing and completing the construction
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River at or near Friar Point, MissisMay 27,
Arkansas--------------------------sippi, and Helena, Arkansas
Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT To extend the times for comcom528 --- __ Bridge,
mencing and completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge across
across
mencing
Mauckport, Harrison
Harrison County,
the Ohio River at or near Mauckport,
Indiana ------------.-------------------------------May 27,
Indiana

Page

-----

1940_ __
1940-__

221
221

1940_, -_
1940.

222
222

1940_
1940 -_

222
222

1940._
1940__-_
ACT To
the consent
AN ACT
AN
To grant
grant the
consent of
of
Congress to the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania to conCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
a free
free highway bridge across
struct, maintain, and operate a
the Allegheny
Allegheny River
River at or near Port Allegany,
Allegany, Liberty
CommonTownship,
McKean, and in the CommonTownship, in the County of McKean,
May 27, 1940__1940_ __
wealth of Pennsylvania
wealth
Pennsylvania -------------------------------consent
530 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Monongahela
grant the consent
River. AN ACT To grant
Monongahela River.
conCongress to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to conof Congress
highway bridge across
maintain, and operate a
a free highway
across
struct, maintain,
the Monongahela
Monongahela River, at a
between the boroughs of
a point between
in
Elizabeth, in Elizabeth
Elizabeth Township,
Township, and West Elizabeth, in
Elizabeth,
Jefferson Township, in the county of Allegheny,
Allegheny, and in the
Jefferson
May 27,
27, 1940_
__
1940_-Commonwealth
Pennsylvania-----------------------Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
provision
531
_____ Military
Academy Band.
better provision
Band. AN ACT To make better
Military Academy
531 ----Academy
teacher of music, the leader of the Military Academy
for the teacher
May
__
May 27,
27, 1940_
1940_-Band
---------------------------------------------532
National-forest
authorize the withdrawal
lands. AN ACT To authorize
National-forest lands.
532----watersheds from
of national-forest
national-forest lands for the protection of watersheds
water is obtained for municipalities,
municipalities, and for other
other
which water
May 28,
28,1940___
May
1940__purposes
purposes----------------------------------------SecreAuthorizing the SecreOreg. AN ACT Authorizing
533 ----- Port
Cascade Locks, Oreg.
Port of Cascade
convey to the Port of Cascade
Cascade Locks, Oregon,
Oregon,
tary of War to convey
May 28,
28,1940_
May
1940--certain lands for municipal
municipal purposes ----------------certain
534
Arizona State
Elks Association
Hospital. AN
AN ACT
ACT Providing
Providing
Association Hospital.
State Elks
534 ----- Arizona
for the sale of certain lands to the Arizona State Elks AssociAssoci28,1940_
May 28,
1940--ation Hospital
Hospital --------------------------------ation
a bridge
535
Bridge, Bayou
legalize a
Lafourche. AN ACT To legalize
Bayou Lafourche.
535 ----- Bridge,
May 28,1940___
28, 1940--Louisiana-----------across Bayou Lafourche
Lafourche at Galiano, Louisiana
536
Fort Thomas Military
Reservation, Ky. AN ACT To authorMilitary Reservation,
536 ----- Fort
on
purposes on
a right-of-way
right-of-way for roadway purposes
the granting
granting of a
ize the
the
Kentucky, in exReservation, Kentucky,
Military Reservation,
Thomas Military
the Fort Thomas
a certain
change
of property rights in and to a
release of
change for the release
May 28, 1940--1940_ __
May
reservation
road on said reservation-----------------------------Army. AN ACT To increase the
Regular Army.
generals, Regular
Brigadiergenerals,
537 ----- Brigadier
number
Regular Army
brigadier generals of the line of the Regular
of brigadier
number of
May 28, 1940--1940_ __
four-------------------------------------------by four
a more
538 ----- Postal
star routes.
routes. AN
ACT To provide
provide for a
AN ACT
Service, star
Postal Service,
538
permanent tenure
tenure for
persons carrying the mail on star
for persons
permanent
May 31,
31, 1940_
1940---__
routes
routes_----------------------------------------ACT
539 ----- Prison
Industries Reorganization
Administration. AN ACT
Reorganization Administration.
Prison Industries
539
Authorizing the continuance
Prison Industries
Industries ReorReorcontinuance of the Prison
Authorizing
Order
ganization Administration,
established by Executive
Executive Order
Administration, established
ganization
31, 1940_
1940---__
Numbered
September 26,
June 30, 1941-1941_ _ May 31,
26, 1935, to June
7194 of September
Numbered 7194
540 ----- Aerial
surveys, additional
amend
To amend
ACT To
AN ACT
expenses. AN
additional expenses.
Aerial surveys,
540
"An Act authorizing the concon5 of the
the Act entitled "An
section 5
struction, repair, and
preservation of certain public works
and preservation
struction,
on rivers
rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, and for
approved
purposes", approved
other purposes",
for other
on
March
3, 1925
(43 Stat.
1190; 34
34 U.
U. S.
C. 893),
so as
as to
to
893), so
S. C.
Stat. 1190;
1925 (43
March 3,
authorize the
connection with
diem in connection
per diem
of a
a per
the payment
payment of
authorize
May 31, 1940___
1940--naval aerial
of aviation
charts--_ May
aviation charts_
checking of
flight checking
and flight
surveys and
aerial surveys
naval
541
real estate.
estate. AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary
AN ACT
Fla., real
Miami, Fla.,
541 ----- Miami,
of the
the Navy
Navy to
accept real
United
granted to the United
estate granted
real estate
to accept
of
1940_ __
3,1940--States by
by the
Miami, Florida,
Florida, and
for other
other purposes_
purposes- June 3,
and for
of Miami,
city of
the city
States
542
Key West,
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the
Air Station.
Station. AN
Naval Air
Fla., Naval
West, Fla.,
542 ----- Key
June 3,
1940_ __
3, 1940--Secretary of
the Navy
Navy to
acquire land at
Florida- June
West, Florida_
at Key
Key West,
to acquire
of the
Secretary
75 Reorganization
Plans Nos.
IV, and
V. effective
effective dates.
dates.
and V,
III, IV,
Nos. III,
Reorganization Plans
75
JOINT
RESOLUTION Providing
Providing for
taking effect
of
effect of
for the
the taking
JOINT RESOLUTION
June 4,1940--4,1940___
June
Reorganization Plan
Numbered V
V------------------Plan Numbered
Reorganization
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222
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529 -----

Allegheny River.
River.
Bridge, Allegheny
Bridge,
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229
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557
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559
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560
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Page
Page

June

5,1940--5,
1940___

231

June
June

6,1940-_6,
1940_ __

231

June
June

6,1940--_
6,
1940_. _

232

June

6, 1940-1940_2_

232

June
June

6, 1940_1940_ __

232

June

6,1940
6,
1940_--__

233

June
June

6,1940-6,
1940_ __

234

June

6,1940_-6, 1940_ __

234
234

June

6,1940--6, 1940_ __

234
234

June

6,1940_-6,
1940_ __

235

---------------Florida
Florida ------------------June 6, 1940--_
1940_ __
235
increased pensions
Pensions.
AN ACT
provide increased
pensions for vetTo provide
ACT To
Pensions. AN
service-connected
Establishment with service-connected
erans of the Regular
Regular Establishment
erans
disability incurred in or aggravated
aggravated by service prior to
to
disability
April 21, 1898
June 6, 1940-__
1940_ __ 237
-----Illinois,
judicial districts.
districts. AN ACT To amend section
section 79 of
Illinois, judicial
--the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended
June 6, 1940..__
237
1940-___
amended.----.----.---.-----.....
certain
of lands.
lands. AN ACT To convey certain
conveyance of
Wyoming, conveyance
----- Wyoming,
June 6,1940_-Wyoming------------------------lands to the State of Wyoming
6, 1940_ __ 238
238
Coast Guard,
Guard, efficiency.
efficiency. AN ACT To amend an Act entitled
----- Coast
Guard",
"An Act
efficiency of the Coast Guard",
increase the efficiency
"An
Act to increase
approved
1938
June 6,1940___
6, 1940_ __ 239
approved January 12, 1938--------------------------Coast Guard
servicing base. AN ACT To provide
Guard depot and servicing
----- Coast
fo
enlargement of the Coast
Coast Guard depot at Seattle,
fo'- the enlargement
a Coast Guard
1
' .shington, and for the establishment of a
servicing
June 6,1940-__
6, 1940_ __ 240
Tennessee--------dervicing base at or near Chattanooga, Tennessee
Secretary of the
Yacht "Freedom." AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
---a gift of the
Navy to accept on behalf
behalf of the United
United States a
Navy
yacht Freedom
Freedom from Sterling
Sterling Morton -.....--....----June 6,1940___6, 1940_ __ 241
northern judicial
judicial district.
district. AN ACT To transfer
transfer Harde--Texas, northern
man County, Texas,
Texas, from the Fort Worth division to the
Wichita Falls division of the northern judicial district of
Texas
June 6,1940___
6, 1940_ __ 241
Texas -------------------------------------241
Center, D. C.
authorize the ComC. AN
AN ACT To authorize
----- Municipal
Municipal Center,
missioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia to provide
provide for the
parking
parking of automobiles
automobiles in the Municipal
Municipal Center
Center --------June 6, 1940___-1940_ __ 241
241
Board
ACT
C. AN ACT
and Parole,
Parole, D. C.
-.
Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and
a Board of
To amend an Act entitled "An Act to establish
establish a
Indeterminate Sentence and Parole for the District of
Indeterminate
Columbia and to determine
determine its functions, and for other
purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July 15, 1932, and for other
other purposes_ June
1940_ __
242
June 6,
6,1940-__
242
---Books for adult
adult blind.
blind. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
"An Act to provide books for the adult blind", approved
"An
March
-----------.
March 3, 1931 -June
1940_ __
245
June 6,
6,1940___
245
To extend
the times for
__
_ Bridge,
Missouri River.
ACT To
extend the
for
River. AN
AN ACT
--..-Bridge, Missouri
commencing and completing the construction
construction of a
a railroad
commencing
bridge across the Missouri River at or near
near Randolph,
Missouri--------- - _
-----..
Missouri
June 6,
1940_ -_ 245
6,1940---

553 ----553

554
554

Tobacco seed
seed and
prohibit
To prohibit
AN ACT
ACT To
exportation. AN
plants, exportation.
and plants,
Tobacco
the exportation
for
seed and plants, except for
tobacco seed
exportation of tobacco
the
experimental
purposes
---------------------experimental purposes--General
Pulaski's Memorial
RESOLUTION
Memorial Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
General Pulaski's
Authorizing the President
America
President of the United States of America
Authorizing
to
11, 1940, General Pulaski's Memorial
October 11,
to proclaim
proclaim October
Day for
the observance
observance and commemoration
commemoration of the death
for the
Day
of
Brigadier General
Casimir Pulaski
Pulaski -------------General Casimir
of Brigadier
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act, 1938,
1938, amendment.
AN ACT To
amendment. AN
Agricultural
amend
Act
Adjustment Act
Agricultural Adjustment
335 (d) of the Agricultural
section 335
amend section
of 1938
-1938-------------------------------------of
Quantico, Va.
Va. AN
ACT Authorizing
conveyance to the
the conveyance
Authorizing the
AN ACT
Quantico,
Commonwealth of
reservaa portion of the naval reservaof Virginia a
Commonwealth
tion
Quantico in
Virginia_
in Prince William County, Virginiaknown as Quantico
tion known
incorporate
Navy
incorporation. AN ACT To incorporate
A., incorporation.
U. S. A.,
Club, U.
Navy Club,
the Navy
Navy Club
Club of
of the
United States of America
America -------the United
the
authorize the
Put
in Bay, Ohio,
Ohio, fish hatchery.
hatchery. AN ACT To authorize
Put in
conveyance
property
conveyance of the United States Fish Hatchery property
at Put
Put in Bay,
State of Ohio -------to the
the State
Bay, Ohio, to
at
Criminal
Code, amendment. AN ACT To amend section 289
Criminal Code,
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code-----------------------Code
---of
2 of the Act
Foreclosure
actions. AN ACT To amend section
section 2
Act
Foreclosureactions.
of
1528), in regard
regard to service of
March 4, 1931 (46 Stat. 1528),
of March
process
the United
United States in foreclosure
foreclosure actions
actions------on the
process on
J. AN ACT To authorize
Lakehurst, N. J.
Station, Lakehurst,
Naval Air Station,
the
acquisition by
Manchester
by the United States of lands in Manchester
the acquisition
and
Jackson Townships
Townships of
county of Ocean
Ocean and State
of the county
and Jackson
of
Naval Air
Air
connection with the Naval
for use in connection
Jersey for
of New Jersey
-------Lakehurst, New Jersey
station, Lakehurst,
proceedings, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act
Act
Adoption proceedings,
adoption in the
entitled
An Act to regulate proceedings
proceedings in adoption
"An
entitled "
1937-------District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved August
August 25, 1937
District
Bridge,
BradenACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Bradenetc. AN ACT
Pass, etc.
SarasotaPass,
Bridge, Sarasota
Company, its successors
successors and assigns, to construct,
ton Company,
maintain, and
operate a
Sarasota Pass,
a toll
toll bridge across Sarasota
and operate
maintain,
Manatee, State of
Longboat Pass, county of Manatee,
across Longboat
and across
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Coast
Guard personnel,
clarify
personnel, etc. AN ACT To amend and clarify
Coast Guard
other
certain
pertaining to the Coast Guard, and for other
certain Acts pertaining
purposes
-June
---------------purposes
77 Bureau
RESOLUTION AuthorizAuthorizBureau of Labor
Labor Statistics.
Statistics. JOINT RESOLUTION
ing
the Bureau
Bureau of
Statistics to make
make studies of proof Labor
Labor Statistics
ing the
ductivity
June
ductivity and labor costs in industry ----------------confer jurisdiction
ACT To
To confer
jurisdiction on the
AN ACT
Kansas. AN
Indians, Kansas.
----- Indians,
State
committed by or against Inoffenses committed
Kansas over offenses
State of Kansas
dians
Indian reservations-----------------reservations
June
June
on Indian
dians on
Va. and
C. AN
AN ACT To amend
amend the
and N.
N. C.
Parkway, Va.
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway,
----- Blue
2041), providing
providing for the adminJune 30, 1936 (49 Stat. 2041),
Act of
of June
istration
maintenance of
Ridge Parkway, in
of the
the Blue Ridge
and maintenance
istration and
the
States of
of Virginia
Secretary
and North
North Carolina, by the Secretary
Virginia and
the States
of the
purposes
June
June
other purposes-----------------for other
and for
Interior, and
of
the Interior,
June
protection of the bald eagle__
eagle____ June
For the protection
eagle. AN ACT For
Bald eagle.
----- Bald
Forest, Oreg. AN ACT To extend the proviNational Forest,
Ochoco National
----- Ochoco
certain
Exchange Act, as amended, to certain
of the
the Forest Exchange
sions of
lands so
that they may become part of the Ochoco National
so that
lands
Forest,
June
Oregon ---------------------------------Forest, Oregon
Crow Indian
benefit of
of
the benefit
For the
AN ACT
ACT For
Mont. AN
Reservation, Mont.
Indian Reservation,
----- Crow
the Indians
Indians of
the Crow
Montana, and for
Reservation, Montana,
Crow Reservation,
of the
the
June
other
June
purposes--------------------------------other purposes
the
absence. AN ACT To provide for the
leaves of absence.
Service, leaves
Postal Service,
----- Postal
conservation
leave and
and
accumulated sick leave
transfer of accumulated
conservation and transfer
vacation
employees who
civil-service employees
vacation time due classified civil-service
succeed to
to the
the position
postmaster, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes June
of postmaster,
position of
succeed
southern judicial
district. AN ACT To repeal the
judicial district.
York, southern
New York,
----- New
prohibition
the filling
filling of a
office of
vacancy in the office
a vacancy
against the
prohibition against
June
district
for the
the southern district of New York ----judge for
district judge
University of
lands. AN ACT
conveyance of lands.
Mexico, conveyance
of New Mexico,
----- University
Mexico
Granting to
to the
University of New Mexico
regents of the University
the regents
Granting
the
under
alienate certain lands conveyed to them under
to alienate
the right to
authority
of the
approved August 19,
Congress, approved
of Congress,
Act of
the Act
authority of
amount
exchange for an equivalent
equivalent amount
659), in exchange
Stat. 659),
1935 (49 Stat.
June
of
expediently situated
June
situated --------------------more expediently
land more
of land
AN ACT
ACT To
repeal certain
certain laws with respect to
to
To repeal
Shipping. AN
----- Shipping.
manifests
and
vessel
permits
June
June
manifests and vessel permits--------------------------Chippewa Indians.
Indians. AN ACT To set aside certain
Minnesota Chippewa
----- Minnesota
lands for
the Minnesota
Minnesota Chippewa
Chippewa Tribe in the State of
for the
lands
June
Minnesota,
for other
other purposes---------------------purposes
and for
Minnesota, and
Train wrecking.
make it
it a
a crime to wreck or
ACT To make
wrecking. AN ACT
----- Train
attempt to
commerce_ _ June
engaged in interstate commerce-train engaged
wreck aa train
to wreck
attempt
Authorizing the county of
Missouri River. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge, Missouri
----- Bridge,
Knox,
State of
maintain, and operof Nebraska,
Nebraska, to construct, maintain,
Knox, State
ate
a toll
toll bridge
bridge across
the Missouri
River at
near NioNioat or near
Missouri River
across the
ate a
brara,
June
Nebraska ----------------------------------brara, Nebraska
AN ACT
authorize the
county of
the county
To authorize
ACT To
River. AN
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
----- Bridge,
Burt,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
State of Nebraska, to construct,
Burt, State
a toll
toll bridge
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
at or near Decatur,
River at
bridge across
a
Nebraska
June
Nebraska-------------------------------------AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
for
extend the times for
River. AN
Missouri River.
Bridge, Missouri
----- Bridge,
commencing and
and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge
commencing
across
the Missouri
Missouri River
at or near Petersburg,
Petersburg, Missouri_ -_ June
River at
across the
Wayne Co.,
Mich., easement.
easement. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
Co., Mich.,
----- Wayne
Secretary
of the
the Interior
grant to
the county
Wayne,
of Wayne,
county of
to the
to grant
Interior to
Secretary of
State
an easement
easement over
certain land of the
over certain
Michigan, an
of Michigan,
State of
United
County, Michigan,
for a
sewagea sewageMichigan, for
Wayne County,
in Wayne
States in
United States
disposal line
June
line-----------------------------------disposal
Bridge, Mlississippi
Mississippi River.
To extend
extend the times for
ACT To
AN ACT
River. AN
----- Bridge,
commencing and
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
completing the
and completing
commencing
across the
the Mississippi
or near
near Winona,
Minnesota- -_ June
Winona, Minnesota_
at or
River at
Mississippi River
across
Bridge,
the times
times
extend the
To extend
ACT To
AN ACT
River. AN
Lawrence River.
Saint Lawrence
Bridge, Saint
---for
completing the
a bridge
bridge
construction of a
the construction
and completing
commencing and
for commencing
across
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River
River at
or near
Ogdensburg,
near Ogdensburg,
at or
the Saint
across the
June
New
and for
other purposes-------------------for other_purposes
York, and
New York,
Sullivans Island,
Island, ,S.
C. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
the grant
grant to the
accept the
To accept
S. C.
----- Sullivans
United States
by the
the State of South
Carolina
South Carolina
land by
certain land
of certain
States of
United
and to
to authorize
authorize its
use by
by the
the United
United States
Coast Guard_
Guard -_ June
States Coast
its use
and
78
of John
John Marshall,
Marshall, D.
C.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
D. C.
Statue of
78 Statue
Authorizing the
removal of
statue of
of John
John Marshall
Marshall
the statue
of the
the removal
Authorizing
from
present site
the Capitol
Capitol Grounds
to aa new
new site
site
Grounds to
on the
site on
its present
from its
June
in
proximity to
to the
Building------------Court Building
the Supreme
Supreme Court
in proximity
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8,
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253

8, 1940_ __
8,1940__-
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8,1940_8,
1940_ __

254
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255
255
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256
256

8,1940-8, 1940_ __

257
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1940_ __

258
258

8,
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8,1940_--
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258
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260
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Act

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
Res.
79

Fishing compacts.
compacts. JOINT RESOLUTION
Fishing
RESOLUTION To authorize
authorize comcompacts or agreements between or among
among the States bordering
bordering
on the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean
Ocean with respect to fishing in the
the territerritorial waters and bays and inlets of the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean
Ocean on
on
which such States border, and for other purposes-------__
purposes
583 ---National
associations. AN
583
National banking
banking associations.
AN ACT
amend section
ACT To
To amend
section
5136 of the Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, to authorize
authorize charcharitable contributions
contributions by national
itable
national banking
banking associhtions
associations ---584 ----. Frankford
Frankford Creek, Pa.
Creek,
Pa. AN ACT To
To declare Frankford
Frankford Creek,
Pennsylvania, to be a
nonnavigable stream
a nonnavigable
stream -585 -- _- Alaskan
Alaskan International
InternationalHighway
To exHighway Commission.
Commission. AN ACT
ACT To
extend the existence of the Alaskan
Alaskan International
International Highway
Highway
Commission for an additional four years, and for
other purpurfor other
poses
poses -----------------------------------586 ----- Cumberland
Cumberland Gap
Gap National
National Historical
Historical Park,
Park, Tenn.,
Tenn., Ky.,
Ky., and
and
Va., establishment.
establishment. AN ACT To provide for the establishestablishment of the Cumberland
Cumberland Gap National Historical
Historical Park
Park in
in
Tennessee,
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and Virginia -----____----587 ----- U.
Coronado Exposition
U. S. Coronado
Exposition Commission.
Commission. AN
AN ACT
To postpostACT To
pone for one year the date of the transmission
to Congress
Congress
transmission to
by the United States Coronado Exposition
Exposition Commission
Commission of
of aa
statement
of its expenditures---_____------statement of
International Technical
Technical Committee of Aerial Legal Experts.
80 International
Experts.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Providing for an annual appropriaJOINT
tion to meet the share
share of the United States toward the exexpenses of the International
International Technical Committee of Aerial
Aerial
Legal Experts, and for participation in the
the meetings
meetings of
of the
the
International Technical
Technical Committee of Aerial Legal
International
Legal Experts
Experts
and
commissions established
Committee ---and the
the commissions
established by that Committee_
81 Railroad
RailroadRetirementActof
Retirement Act of 197,etc.,amendments.
1987, etc., amendments. JOINT
JOINT RESRESOLUTION
OLUTION Providing
Providing for more uniform coverage
coverage under the
the
Railroad
Retirement Acts of 1935 and 1937, the Carriers
Railroad Retirement
Taxing Act of 1937, and subchapter
subchapter B of chapter
of the
the
chapter 9
9 of
Internal
Code------------------------Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
588 ---Navy Department,
Department, etc., appropriations,
1941. AN
ACT Makappropriations,1941.
AN ACT
Makappropriations for the Navy Department and
ing appropriations
naval
and the
the naval
service for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1941,
1941, and
for other
other
and for
purposes----------------------------------------.purposes
Cleveland
589 --Cleveland National
National Forest,
ACT To
To facilitate
facilitate the
Forest, Calif.
Calif. AN
AN ACT
the
control
control of soil erosion and/or flood damage originating upon
upon
lands within the exterior boundaries
boundaries of the Cleveland
lands
Cleveland
National Forest in San Diego County, California ----590 --Reimbursement of Indians,
For the
the relief
of
Indians, etc.
etc. AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
Indians who have paid
allotted lands
for which
paid taxes
taxes on
on allotted
lands for
which
patents in fee were issued without application
or consent
consent
application by
by or
of the
the allottees and subsequently
of
subsequently canceled, and for the
reimbursement of public subdivisions
subdivisions by whom
whom judgments
judgments
for
claims have
have been paid
for such
such claims
591 ---.
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.
Angeles National
Calif. AN ACT
ACT To facilitate
facilitate the
the
control of soil erosion and/or flood damage originating
originating upon
upon
lands within the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries of the Angeles
Angeles National
National
Forest, California
California -------------------Forest,
Statue of George
592 --.George Washington.
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
selecWashington. AN
the selection of a
a site in the District of Columbia
Columbia and the erection
erection
thereon
a statue
statue of
of George
George Washington
Washington -------------thereon of
of a
593 --.
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway, N.
authorize the
N. C.
C. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
the SecreSecretary of the Interior to convey
convey to the State of
of North
Carolina
North Carolina
for use
use in
in connection
connection with the Blue Ridge Parkway
Parkway certain
for
certain
land within the Cherokee
Cherokee Indian Reservation in
in the State
State
of North
North Carolina
Carolina-..
of
Carolina -----------------------------------594 _____. Pensions.
Pensions. AN ACT To amend
amend the service pension Acts
Acts pertaining to the War with Spain, Philippine Insurrection,
taining
Insurrection, and
and
the China Relief Expedition
Expedition to include
include certain
certain continuous
continuous
service
595 -595
Tomah
Indian School,
transf
er th
ite an
Toma Indian
School, Wis.
Wis. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To transfer
thee ssite
andd
buildings of
of the Tomah Indian
Indian School to the State
State of
Wisof Wisconsin
consin 9_-596
Arkansas,
A
western judicial
judicialdistrict.
596 -Arkansas,
western
district. AN ANCT
ACT To establish
establish the
the
Hot
of the
the Western
Judicial District
District of
of
Hot Springs
Springs division
division of
Western Judicial
Arkansas
Arkansas----------597 --Grand
Dam Authority.
Authority. AN
ACT
T
o
transfer
certain
Grand River
River Dam
AN ACT To transfer certain
Dam Authority, and for
Indian lands to the Grand River Dam
other purposes
purposes -------------------------------------

Date
Date

Page
Page

8,
1940_ __
8,1940-_-

261
261

June 11,
1940_ __
June
11, 1940_--

261
261

June
June

June
11, 1940_ __ 262
262
June 11,1940_--

June
11, 1940_ __
June 11,1940___

262
262

June
11, 1940_ __
June 11,1940__-

262
262

June 11,1940-_11, 1940_ __
June

263
263

June
11, 1940_ __
263
June 11,1940_--

263

June 11,
11, 1940___
June
1940_--

264
264

June
1940_ __
June 11,
11,1940-_-

265
265

June 11, 1940_ __
June
11,1940_--

297

June 11,
1940_ __June
11,1940

298

June
11, 1940_ _June 11,1940___

299
299

June
1940_ _June 11,
11,1940-__

299
299

June 11,
1940_ __
June
11,1940-__

299

June 11,
1940_
June
11,1940___

301
301

June
June 11,
1940___
11,1940___

301
301

June
1940_ __
June 11,
11, 1940___

302
302

June 11, 1940..
1940---_

303
303

297

298

299
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Res.
Res.
598
598 -----

Date

Act

599
599 ----600
600

-----

601 --601

-

82
82

602 -----

603 -----

604
604

-----

605
605

-----

606 -----

607 ----607

608 ----609

-----

610
610

-----

611
611

-----

612 ----612
613 ----613

614
614

615
615

-----

-----

Criminal
AN ACT
Criminal
the Criminal
ACT To
To amend
amend the
amendment. AN
Code, amendment.
Criminal Code,
of the
Code so
to confer
confer concurrent
concurrent jurisdiction
on courts
courts of
jurisdiction on
as to
Code
so as
United
States over
on certain
certain Federal
Federal
crimes committed
committed on
over crimes
United States
reservations
--------------------reservations -__----_
Revised
the Revised
Shipping. AN
To amend
section 4370
of the
4370 of
amend section
AN ACT
ACT To
Shipping.
Statutes
United States (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46,
the United
Statutes of the
sec. 316)
316)------------------------------------------"Products
fisheries." AN ACT To limit the
American fisheries."
"Products of American
fisheries"-_
interpretation
"products of American
American fisheries"
interpretation of the term "products
to
Stowaways
on vessels.
vessels. AN
AN ACT
ACT Making
it a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor to
Making it
Stowaways on
stow away
away on
on vessels
vessels and
punishment therefor-therefor_ _
and providing
providing punishment
stow
Foreign
construction costs.
costs. JOINT
RESOLUTION To make
JOINT RESOLUTION
Foreign construction
temporary
determination of
for the determination
provision for
emergency provision
temporary emergency
foreign construction
section 502 (b) of the
under section
construction costs under
foreign
Merchant
amended
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended---------------Appropriation Act, 1941. AN ACT
District
Columbia Appropriation
District of Columbia
Making appropriations
appropriations for the government of the District
Making
chargeable in whole or in
of Columbia
Columbia and other activities chargeable
fiscal
part against the revenues of such District for the fiscal
year
June 30, 1941, and for other purposes
purposes---year ending
ending June
Mines. AN ACT Authorizing
School of Mines.
Montana School
Montana
Authorizing the SecreMontana for
Interior to grant to the State of Montana
tary of the Interior
the use
use and
benefit of
Montana School
a
of Mines a
School of
the Montana
of the
and benefit
the
patent to
to a
a certain tract of land
land-----------------------patent
a
South
districts. AN ACT To provide for a
judicial districts.
Carolina,judicial
South Carolina,
change in the time for holding court at Rock Hill and
and
change
Carolina--------------------------Spartanburg,
Spartanburg, South Carolina
Hawaiian
Organic Act,
amend
amendment. AN ACT To amend
Act, amendment.
Hawaiian Organic
section 73
73 of
of an
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to provide aa governsection
approved April 30, 1900,
Hawaii", approved
ment for the Territory of Hawaii",
amended---------------------------------------as amended
Civilian
schools. AN ACT To provide
provide for the
nautical schools.
Civilian nautical
examination of civilian nautical schools and for the inspecinspec examination
other
of vessels used in connection therewith, and for other
tion of
purposes
purposes-----------------------------------------798
Murder,
degree, D. C. AN ACT To amend sections 798
first degree,
Murder, first
and 800 of the Code of Law for the District of Columbia,
----------relating to murder in the first degree
Railroad, Mont. AN ACT Relating
Wiota-Fort Peck Railroad,
Relating to the
Wiota-Fort
Government-hours of service of persons employed upon the Government
owned Wiota-Fort
Peck Railroad in the State of MontanaMontana_ _
Wiota-Fort Peck
owned
districts. AN ACT To amend section
judicial districts.
section 107
107
Tennessee, judicial
require-eliminate the require
Judicial Code, as amended, to eliminate
the Judicial
of the
court
accommodations for holding the court
ment that suitable accommodations
au-Tennessee, be provided by the local au
at Winchester, Tennessee,
thorities
thorities--------------------------------------------Public schools,
educational emem D. C. AN ACT To provide educational
schools, D.
Public
ployees of
Columbia
of the public schools of the District of Columbia
ployees
absence 'with part pay, for purposes
purposes of eduwith leave of absence,
cational improvement,
improvement, and
for other
purposes---------other purposes
and for
cational
appro-ACT Making appro
Military
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941. AN ACT
Military Appropriation
priations for the Military
Military Establishment
Establishment for the fiscal year
purposes---------ending June
1941, and for other purposes
30, 1941,
June 30,
ending
Army officers,
officers, promotion.
promotion. AN
provide for the proTo provide
AN ACT To
Army
motion
promotion-list officers
after specified
specified
officers of the Army after
motion of promotion-list
years of
purposes
and for other purposes------service in grade, and
of service
years
Con Missouri River. AN ACT Granting the consent of ConLittle Missouri
gress to the States of Montana,
Montana, North
North Dakota, South
compact
Dakota, and Wyoming to negotiate and enter into a
acompact
for division of the waters of the Little Missouri
or agreement
agreement for
River
River-------------------------------------Army
retired list.
list. AN ACT To promote
promotion on retired
Army officers, promotion
on the
who were
were decorated
and recomdecorated and
officers who
list officers
the retired
retired list
on
mended for
for promotion
promotion for
distinguished service
service during the
for distinguished
mended
World War
and who
not attained
attained the
the rank
rank to which
which
have not
who have
War and
World
recommended
recommended------------------------------------Act
Navy Department,
Department, transit
transit pay. AN ACT To amend the Act
Navy
entitled "An
appropriations for the naval
"An Act making appropriations
entitled
service for
year ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
nineteen
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
service
hundred
and three,
three, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes" approved
approved
for other
hundred and
July
(32 Stat.
Stat. 66
2), so
as to
to provide
provide uniformity
in
uniformity in
so as
662),
1902 (32
1, 1902
July 1,
the
pay of
all civilian
employees of
the Navy
Department
Navy Department
of the
civilian employees
of all
the pay
appointed for
the continental
limits of
the
of the
continental limits
beyond the
duty beyond
for duty
appointed
United States
Alaska
States and in Alaska-------------------------United

193470°--41----U
193470---41----II

Page

June 11,1940--11,1940___
June

304
304

June 11,1940_
11,1940-June

304

11,1940___
June 11,1940--

305

June
11,1940___
June 11,1940___

306

June 11,1940_
11,1940--June

306

June 12,1940--1Z 1940_ _
June

307

June 12,1940-12, 1940_ _
June

343
343

June 12,1940--12, 1940_ __
June

344
344

June 12,1940--12, 1940_
June

345
345

June 12,1940--12, 1940_ _
June

346

June
1940_ _
12,1940-June 12,

347

June 12,
1940_ _
12,1940--June

348

June 12,
1940_ -__
12,1940
June

348

Jane 12,1940
12,1940___
-Jane

349

June
13,1940-June 13,1940_

350
350

June 13,1940___
13,1940--June

379

June
1940_ _
13,1940--June 13,

382

June
13,1940_
June 13,1940---

382

June
13,1940-June 13,1940_

383

Xviii
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Act
Act

616
616

LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Res.
Res.
----

617 ----617
618
618

-----

619
619

-----

620 ----620

621
621

_----

622
622

-----

623
623

-----

624 ----624

625 ---625

626
626 -.-

-----

628
628

---

629 ---83

630 --631 ---84

-----

Date
Date

Page

13,1940_-June 13,
1940_ __

383

1940__June 13, 1940_
June
__

383

13,1940__June 13,
1940._ __

384
384

June 13,1940--13, 1940_ __
June

385
385

June 13,1940__13, 1940_ _

385

13,1940__
June 13,
1940_ __

385

June
1940_ __
June 13,
13,1940-_-

386
386

June 13,
13, 1940--June
1940_ __

386
386

__
June 13, 1940_
1940-__

386
386

June 13,
1940_ __
June
13,1940___

387
387

AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend the
Act
the Act
AN

entitled "An
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
Corps,
establish aaCivilian
to establish
Act to
"An Act
entitled
and for
for other
purposes", approved
28, 1937, as
June 28,
approved June
other purposes",
and
amended ------------------------------------------amended
Isolated
naval stations,
etc. AN
AN ACT
Authorizing the
ACT Authorizing
fuel, etc.
stations, fuel,
Isolated naval
sale
at isolated
isolated naval
water at
ice, and water
current, ice,
electric current,
of fuel,
fuel, electric
sale of
stations
stations---------------------------------------Alaska,
license taxes.
taxes. AN
AN ACT
To provide that fines for
for
ACT To
Alaska, license
failure
license taxes in
Alaska shall
shall be disposed of
in Alaska
pay license
to pay
failure to
as
taxes-----------of such taxes
for the
the disposition of
as provided
provided for
Military Academy.
Academy. AN
ACT To
prevent retardation
in
retardation in
To prevent
AN ACT
Military
promotion
in pay
pay and
and allowances
permanent profesprofesof permanent
allowances of
and in
promotion and
sors of
the United
United States
Military Academy
appointed by
Academy appointed
States Military
of the
sors
the President
commissioned officers of the Regular
Regular
the commissioned
the
President from the
Army
Army--------------------.-------------------------Bridge, Spokane
Spokane River.
River. AN
AN ACT
ACT Granting
Granting the consent
consent of
of
Bridge,
Congress
Secretary of
the Interior and the State of
of the
to the
the Secretary
Congress to
Washington
maintain, and operate
operate a
a highway
construct, maintain,
Washington to construct,
bridge
Washington --------bridge across the Spokane River, Washington
Bridge,
Kettle River,
Wash. AN
consent
the consent
Granting the
ACT Granting
AN ACT
River, Wash.
Bridge, Kettle
of Congress
Secretary of the Interior and Stevens
to the Secretary
of
Congress to
County, State of Washington,
Washington, to construct, maintain, and
operate a
a highway
highway bridge across the Kettle River, near
Marcus, Washington
Washington -----------------Bridges,
Kettle River,
Wash. AN
consent
Granting the consent
ACT Granting
AN ACT
River, Wash.
Bridges, Kettle
of Congress
Congress to the Secretary
Great
Secretary of the Interior and the Great
Northern Railway
Company to construct, maintain, and
Railway Company
Northern
bridges across the Kettle River, near
near
operate two railroad bridges
Marcus,
Washington----------------------------Marcus, Washington
Seattle, Wash.,
totem pole. AN ACT To donate to the city of
Wash., totem
Seattle,
Seattle a
a totem pole carved
Alaskan native Civilian
carved by the Alaskan
Seattle
Conservation
Corps
---------------------------Conservation Corps--Plaquernines Parish,
Parish, La.,
authorize
La., easement. AN ACT To authorize
Plaquemines
Secretary of War to grant an easement
easement for pipe lines
the Secretary
across public lands reserved
in the
reserved for military purposes in
across
parish of Plaquemines,
L9uisiana ---------------parish
Plaquemines, Leuisiana
Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Fla.,
Authorizing the
Fla., easement. AN ACT Authorizing
Fort
Secretary
Treasury to grant to the city of Fort
Fort
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
Lauderdale,
authorizing
easement or easements authorizing
Lauderdale, Florida, an easement
such city to construct and maintain aa highway and utility
facilities over the United States Coast Guard Reservation
Reservation
facilities
known
Florida ---------Lauderdale, Florida
known as base six at Fort Lauderdale,
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
Code, amendments.
amendments.
Canal

627
627

632

Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps.
Corps.
Civilian

AN
amend the
AN ACT To amend

June
Code-------------------------------June
Canal Zone Code
Killing
assaulting of Federal
amend
Federal officers. AN ACT To amend
Killing or assaulting
section 1
1of the Act providing
providing punishment
punishment for the killing or
or
assaulting of Federal officers -------------------------June
June
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, amendments.
ACT
amendments. AN ACT
Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, as
To amend the Agricultural
amended,
purposes..June
_--.....
amended and for other purposes
June
Navy, vessels, construction.
establish the comconstruction. AN ACT To establish
Navy,
position of the United States Navy, to authorize
authorize the construction of certain
certain naval
naval vessels, and for other
other purposespurposes__ June
June
RESOLUTION To
American republics,
assistance. JOINT RESOLUTION
republics, assistance.
American
assist
authorize
Secretaries of War and of the Navy to assist
authorize the Secretaries
the governments of American republics to increase
increase their
their
establishments, and for other
other purmilitary and naval establishments,
poses--------------------------------------------poses
June
June
Federal Credit
Credit Union Act, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend
Federal
1,
the Federal Credit Union Act (June 26, 1934, ch. 750, par. 1,
48 Stat. 1216, sec. 1761)------------------1761)
June
June
National-forest
and
National-forest administration.
administration. AN ACT To facilitate and
____----_-simplify national-forest
national-forest administration----administration
June
June
Finland, payments. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
authorize
RESOLUTION To authorize
Finland,
the
the postponement
postponement of payment
payment of amounts payable to the
Finland on its indebtedUnited States
States by the Republic
Republic of Finland
indebtedUnited
ness under agreements
agreements between that Republic
Republic and the
United States dated May 1, 1923, and May 23, 1932 ----June
June
division of waters. AN ACT Granting the
Yellowstone River, division
consent of Congress to the States of Montana,
Montana, North
Dakota,
Dakota, and Wyoming to negotiate
negotiate and enter into a
a comcomYellowpact or agreement
agreement for division of the waters of the Yellowstone River--.-------------------...-..---____ June
River
June

13,1940__13,
1940_ __

387
387

13, 1940_ __
13,1940__-

391
391

13, 1940_ __
13,1940___

392
392

14, 1940_ __
14,1940__-

394
394

15, 1940_
__
15,
1940_--

396
396

15,
1940_ __
15, 1940__-

398
398

15,
1940_ __
15, 1940__-

398
398

15,
1940_ __
15, 1940___

398
398

15, 1940___
1940_ --

399
399

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
Act

Res.

633 ----633
634
635

636

637

638

639

640

641

642

643

644
645

646

647
647

Alaska and
rates. AN
ACT To
To require
the
Alaska
and Hawaii,
Hawaii, wage
wage rates.
AN ACT
require the
payment of prevailing rates of wages
wages on Federal public
works in Alaska and Hawaii --------- ___..__--______June
June
----- Marine
Marine Corps,
regulate the
Corps, warrant
warrant officers. AN ACT To regulate
number of warrant
in
warrant and commissioned warrant
warrant officers in
the Marine Corps------------------------___________
Corps
June
June
aircraft, etc.
----- Naval aircraft,
AN ACT To authorize the
the construction
construction
or acquisition
construction of certain
certain
acquisition of naval aircraft, the construction
public works, and for other purposes
June
purposes -----------------June
Prison-made goods. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing the
85 Prison-made
Bureau of Labor Statistics to collect information as to
to
amount and value of all goods produced in State and
Federal Prisons --------------------.
June
June
projects. AN
ACT To
To extend
extend the
time limit
limit for
for
----- Reclamation
Reclamation projects.
AN ACT
the time
cooperation between
cooperation
between the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and the
Farm Security
Administration in the development
development of farm
Security Administration
projects_ _ June
June
units on public lands under Federal reclamation projects------ Sequoia National
Forest,Calif.
Calif. AN ACT To facilitate
National Forest,
facilitate the concondamage originating
trol of soil erosion and/or flood
flood damage
originating upon
lands within the exterior of boundaries of the Sequoia
Sequoia
National Forest, California -------------------- ______June
June
Forest Exchange
extend
----- Forest
Exchange Act, provisions
provisions extended.
extended. AN ACT To extend
amended, to
the provisions of the Forest Exchange Act, as amended,
to
become parts of the Whitcertain lands, so that they may become
man,
National Forests
June
man, Malheur,
Malheur, or
or Umatilla
Umatilla National
Forests------------June
----- Pierre,
Pierre, S. Dak.
entitled "An
Dak. AN ACT To amend the Act entitled
"An
Act to authorize the city of Pierre, South
South Dakota, to conconstruct, equip, maintain, and operate on Farm Island, South
Dakota, certain
amusement and recreational
facilities; to
certain amusement
recreational facilities;
to
charge for the use thereof; and for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved August 16, 1937
1937----------------June
June
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941. AN ACT
----- Interior
Interior Department
ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the
Department of the
Interior
the Department
the Interior
1941, and for other
other
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
purposes ---------------------------____
June
-___-----June
Legislative Branch
Branch Appropriation
----- Legislative
Appropriation Act, 1941. AN ACT MakMaking appropriations for the Legislative
Legislative Branch of the GovernGovernJune 30, 1941,
1941, and for other
other
ment for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
purposes
June
June
purposes------------------------------------associations, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Code of
----- Cooperative
Cooperativeassociations,
organization and
the District of Columbia to provide for the organization
and
regulation
cooperative associations,
associations, and for other purregulation of cooperative
poses
June
June
poses ------------------------------------------------- Condemned ordnance.
ordnance. AN ACT To amend an Act to authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War and the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to
to
make certain disposition
disposition of condemned
condemned ordnance, guns, projectiles, and other condemned
respective
condemned material in their respective
Departments
June
June
Departments---------------------------86 University
University of Pennsylvania
RESOLUPennsylvania bicentennial.
bicentennial. JOINT RESOLUTION Authorizing
Authorizing the recognition of the two-hundredth
two-hundredth
anniversary
University of PennsylPennsylanniversary of the founding of the University
vania by Benjamin Franklin and the beginning of university
university
education in the United States, and providing
providing for the representation of the Government
Government and people of the United States
in the observance
observance of the anniversary
June
anniversary --------.---------- June
Navy Department
reorganization. AN ACT Providing for the
----- Navy
Department reorganization.
reorganization
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, and for other
other purof the
reorganization of
June
poses
June
poses __---------------------------------------------amend
Panama, etc. AN ACT To amend
Payments to Colombia
Colombia and Panama,
----- Payments
approved May 24, 1938, entitled "An
"An Act for the
the Act approved
Limites Entre
Demarcadora de Limites
relief of the Comision Mixta Demarcadora
Colombia y
y Panama"
relief of Jose Antonio
Panama" and for the relief
June
D
June
Sossa D------------------------------------------certain
Army disbursing
disbursing officers. AN ACT For the relief of certain
----- Army
disbursing officers
of the
the Army
Army of the United
for
States and for
United States
disbursing
officers of
the
individual claims
War
approved by
by the War
claims approved
of individual
the settlement
settlement of
June
Department
June
Department---------------------------------------Alteration of
of certain
certain bridges.
AN ACT
provide for
for the
the alteralterACT To
To provide
bridges. AN
----- Alteration
ation
of certain
certain bridges
bridges over
United
of the United
over navigable
navigable waters of
ation of
States, for
apportionment of
of the
cost of
of such
such alterations
alterations
the cost
States,
for the
the apportionment
between
the United
and the
the owners
bridges,
owners of
of such
such bridges,
States and
United States
between the
June
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes------------------------------and

XiX
xix

Date

Page
Page

15, 1940_1940_ __
15,

399
399

15, 1940_-1940_ __
15,

400
400

15, 1940_
15,
1940____

400
400

17,
__
17, 1940_
1940---

401
401

17, 1940-__
1940_ __
17,

402
402

17,
1940_ __
17, 1940___

402
402

17,
__
17, 1940_
1940---

402
402

17, 1940_
__
17,
1940-_-

405
405

18, 1940___
1940_ __
18,

406
406

18, 1940_
__
18,
1940___

462
462

19, 1940-_1940_ __
19,

480
480

19, 1940_ __
19,1940--

491
491

20,
20, 1940__1940_ __

491
491

20,1940--_
20, 1940_ __

492

20,1940-20,
1940___

494

20,1940--20,
1940___

495

21,1940--21,
1940_ _-

497

XX
XX
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Act
Act
648

-----

Res.
Res.

649
649

-----

650 ----651 ----651

652 ----653 ----654

-----

655

-----

656

-----

657

-----

Date

Fargo, N. Dak., easement. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing a
Fargo,
a grant
grant to
to
the city of Fargo, North Dakota, of an easement
easement in connecconnection with the construction of water and sewer systems__
systems --.__
Radio-monitoring station,
station, Mass. AN ACT
Authorizing the
Radio-monitoring
ACT Authorizing
purchase of a
abuilding
building in the
purchase
a site and the erection of a
the State
State
radio-monitoring station,
station, and
and
of Massachusetts
Massachusetts for
for use as aaradio-monitoring
for other purposes ---------------------------Indian reservations,
reservations, lumber, etc.
authorize the
Indian
etc. AN ACT To
To authorize
sale of lumber and other forest products obtained from the
the
forests
reservations by Indian enterprises-----forests on Indian
Indian reservations
enterprises
Hayward
Indian
School,
Wis.
AN
ACT
Authorizing
the
transHaywardIndian School, Wis. AN ACT Authorizing the transfer of title of the Hayward
Hayward Indian School to the State of
Wisconsin
Wisconsin----------_----------------Revenue
amendment. AN
for
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932,
1932, amendment.
AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide for
the local delivery
delivery rate on certain first-class mail matter__
matter ___
War Department
Department Civil
ACT
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941. AN ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year ending June
Making
June 30,
1941, for civil functions administered
administered by the War Depart1941,
Departpurposes
ment, and for other purposes- .----Internal
amend
Internal Revenue Code,
Code, amendments. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
sections 2803 (c) and 2903 of the Internal Revenue Code-Code__
Internal
Internal Revenue Code, amendments.
amendments. AN ACT To eliminate the tax on brandy and wine spirits used in the fortification of wine; to increase the tax on wine; to compensate
compensate
for the loss of revenue occasioned by the elimination of
of the
tax on brandy
brandy and wine spirits used in the fortification
fortification of
of
_
wine; and for other purposes---purposes
-----Revenue Act of 1940.
19461. AN ACT To provide for the expenses
expenses of
national preparedness
preparedness by raising revenue
revenue and
and issuing
issuing bonds,
to provide a
a method for paying for such bonds, and for
purposes_--_
-- ---__- -___
other purposes
Navy, Construction
Construction Corps.
Corps. AN ACT To transfer the active
active
list of the Construction
Construction Corps to the line of the Navy, and

for other purposes
purposes---------------__------_---

658

--------

Page
Page

June 24,
24, 1940._
June
1940_--

503
503

June 24,
24, 1940__
1940__ _
June

504
504

June
24, 1940--1940 ___
June 24,

504
504

June 24,
1940___
June
24,1940-__

504
504

June 24,
June
24, 1940__1940 --

505
505

June
__
June 24,
24, 1940_
1940---

505
505

June 24,
June
24, 1940_
1940_--_

512
512

June 24,
June
24, 1940___
1940_--

513
513

June
25, 1940_1940_ __
June 25,

516
516

June
__
June 25,
25, 1940_
1940__-

527
527

Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
ACT
----- Department
AppropriationAct, 1941. AN
AN ACT
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes --------------------------------_____.-___June
25, 1940_
__
_
June 25,
1940-_659 ----- Communications
Communications Act
Act of
of 1934,
1934, amendment. AN ACT To
amend
amend section 210 of the Communications
Communications Act of 1934,

532
532

approved June
June 19,
19, 1934
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 1073;
U. S.
C. 210),
approved
1073; 47
47 U.
S. C.
210), so
so

660 ----661 -----

662 ----663 -----

664 -----

665 ----665

as to permit communication
communication utilities to contribute
contribute free
services to the national defense
defense---------------___----Sugar Act of 1987,
amend section
Sugar
1937, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
section
301 (a)
(a) of the Sugar Act of 1937 ..------- -----FlaglerBeach,
Beach, Fla.,
Fla., easement.
Flagler
easement. AN ACT To authotime
authorize the SecSecretary of the Treasury to grant to the Road
Department of
retary
Road Department
of
the State
State of Florida an easement
easement for a
a road
road right-of-way
right-of-way
over the Coast Guard Reservation
Reservation at Flagler Beach, FloridaFlorida..
Railway Mail
Mail Service,
Service, moving expenses.
Railway
arpenses. AN ACT To allow
moving
moving expenses
expenses to employees
employees in the Railway Mail
Mail Service_
ServiceInsignia,
ACT For
the protecprotecInsignia, veterans'
veterans' organizations.
organizations. AN
AN ACT
For the
of the
the badge,
or
tion against
against unlawful
unlawful use
use of
badge, medal,
medal, emblem,
emblem, or
other
veterans' organizations
other insignia of veterans'
organizations incorporated by
Act of Congress, and providing penalties
penalties for the violation
violation
thereof
----------..---.-- __--- ._thereof ------Reconstruction
Corporation, stock.
To
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
stock. AN
AN ACT To
authorize the purchase
purchase by the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance CorpoCorporation of stock of Federal home-loan
home-loan banks; to
to amend
the
amend the
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act, as amended, and
---------_---_
---------_
for other purposes -----Labor-Federal Security
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941.
Labor-Federal
Security Appropriation
1941.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
appropriations for the Department of Labor, the
Making appropriations
the
Federal
Federal Security Agency, and related independent
agencies,
independent agencies,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other
other

June
1940_ __
June 25,
25,1940__-

570
570

June 25,1940-_25, 1940_ _June

571
571

June
1940_ __
June 25,
25,1940___

571
571

June 25,1940-25, 1940_ __
June

571
571

June
__
June 25,
25, 1940..
1940-__

571
571

June
1940__ _
June 25,
25,1940--_

572
572

purposes
---------------------.------------------June 26,1940--puoses
rp
e Band
G. A.
conven tion . AN ACT To574
Marin
Marine
Band attendance,
attendance, G.
A. R.
R. convention.
AN ACT To June 26, 1940_ __
authorize the attendance
attendance of the Marine
Marine Band at the convenconvention of the Grand Army of the Republic
Republic to
to be
be held
held at
at SpringSpringfield, Illinois, September 8
1940
June 26,1940--26, 1940_ __
8 to 13, inclusive,
inclusive, 1940-------June
667
National Defense
Appropria tion A
ct, 1941.
667 ----- First
First Sup6ylnental
Supplemental National
Defense Appropriation
Act,
1941.
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the
the
AN ACT
A
Making gupplemental
national defense
defense for the fiscal year ending
ending June
June 30, 1941,
1941, and
and
for other
other purposes
----------------.......
for
purposes
June 26,1940___
June
26, 1940-666

-----

574
598

598

599
599

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS
Act
Act

Res.
Res.
87

Cross vessels. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
American Red Cross
amend section
Numbered 54,
amend
section 4
4 of Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
54, apapNovember 4, 1939, entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution to
to
proved November
peace of the United States
preserve the neutrality and the peace
interests."
and their interests."
and to
to secure
secure the safety of its citizens and
JOINT RESOLURESOLU88 Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
AppropriationAct,
Act, 1941.
1941. JOINT
Making appropriations
TION Making
appropriations for work relief and relief, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1941
June 30,
1941-----------------the
year ending
668
ACT Making
AN ACT
Making
Act, 1940.
1940. AN
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
AppropriationAct,
668 ----- Second
appropriations to supply
approsupply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain approappropriations
1940, and
and
priations for the fiscal year ending June
June 30, 1940,
prior
supplemental appropriations
for
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, to provide supplemental
appropriations for
the
1940, and June
June 30, 1941,
the fiscal
fiscal years
years ending June 30, 1940,
1941, and
and
purposes ----------------------------------for other
other purposes
669 ----- Bankruptcy
1898, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To amend an
Act of 1898,
Bankruptcy Act
669
Act
uniform system of bankbankAct entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to establish aauniform
ruptcy throughout
throughout the United
United States",
States", approved
approved July 1,
1,
1898,
amendatory thereof
supplementary
Acts amendatory
thereof and supplementary
1898, and Acts
thereto -__----_------------------------------670
AN ACT
To prohibit
certain
prohibit certain
ACT To
Act, 1940.
1940. AN
Registration Act,
Alien Registration
670 ----- Alien
activities; to amend certain
certain provisions
provisions of law
law
subversive activities;
to
with respect to
to the
the admission
admission and
and deportation
deportation of aliens; to
require the fingerprinting and registration of aliens;
aliens; and for
for
require
-------------------.
other purposes..---671
671 -----

National
defense, naval
naval shipbuilding,
etc. AN
To exexACT To
AN ACT
shipbuilding, etc.
National defense,
pedite national defense, and for other purposes ---.-----..
672
Act, amendment.
extend for
for
To extend
Loan Act,
amendment. AN ACT To
Federal Farm
Farm Loan
672 ----- Federal
two
interest on Federal
Federal
two additional
additional years the reduced rates of interest
loans- - - -----land
Land Bank
Bank Commissioner
and Land
Commissioner loans
land bank
bank and
89 Vessels affected by
JOINT RESOLURESOLU1939. JOINT
by Neutrality
Neutrality Act
Act of 1939.
89
TION To make emergency provision for the maintenance
maintenance of
essential
essential vessels
vessels affected
affected by the
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act of
of 1939,
1939, and
and
obligations with respect to such vessels
vessels_ --__
for adjustment
adjustment of obligations
673
Prize-fight films.
prize-fight films of their
AN ACT To divest prize-fight
films. AN
673 ----- Prize-fight
character
character as subjects of interstate or foreign commerce, and
for other
other purposes
------------purposes ----for
674
the
provide for the
AN ACT
ACT To provide
National Airport.
Airport. AN
Washington National
674 ----- Washington
administration
National Airport,
Airport, and
Washington National
administration of the Washington
purposes -----------------------for other purposes
675 ----- U.
procedure. AN ACT
ACT To give
Court, criminal
criminal procedure.
U. S. Supreme Court,
675
the
Supreme Court of the United
United States
States authority to prethe Supreme
scribe rules of pleading, practice, and procedure
procedure with respect
respect
to proceedings
criminal cases prior to and including
including
proceedings in criminal
verdict,
finding or
or plea
guilty ---------------------plea of
of guiltyor finding
verdict, or
ACT To
676 ----- Jury
Jury service,
service, U.
S. or
D. C.
employees. AN
AN ACT
To provide
C. employees.
or D.
U. S.
676
for
pay, for
for any employee
employee of the
the
for leave of
of absence,
absence, with pay,
United States or of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia who may be
called upon for jury service in any State court or court of the
United
States-------------------------------------United States
677
Merchant Marine
amendment. AN
AN ACT
amend
To amend
ACT To
Act, 1936,
1936, amendment.
Marine Act,
677 ----- Merchant
1936, as
as amended, to provide
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936,
war-risk insurance
insurance and
reinsurance and for
for
and reinsurance
for marine
marine war-risk
marine risk reinsurance,
purposes ---------and for other purposes
reinsurance, and
marine
678
AN ACT
Authorizing the
the temporary
temporary detail
of
detail of
ACT Authorizing
Savage. AN
J. L.
L. Savage.
678 ----- J.
John L.
L. Savage,
employee of
to
of the
the United States, to
an employee
Savage, an
John
New South
Government of
of the
the State of New
service under
under the
the Government
Wales,
Australia, and
and the
the Government
Government of
the Punjab,
Punjab,
of the
Wales, Australia,
India
India--------------------------------------------679
of U.
S. prisoners.
prisoners. AN
ACT To
To amend
certain laws
laws
amend certain
AN ACT
U. S.
Parole of
679 ----- Parole
governing Federal
prisoners, and
purposes ------and for
for other
other purposes
governing
Federal prisoners,
680
To amend
amend section
section 1
1of
of
ACT To
AN ACT
employees. AN
Railroad, employees.
Alaska Railroad,
680 - --- Alaska
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
the retirement
of
retirement of
of employees
employees of
Act for
for the
the
Act entitled
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, Territory
citizens
who are
are citizens
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, who
the
of the
States", approved
June 29,
1936 -----------29, 1936
approved June
of
the United
United States",
681
National Academy
Academy of
Sciences. AN
AN ACT
the
authorize the
ACT To
To authorize
of Sciences.
681 ----- National
furnishing of
of steam
steam from
the Central
Central Heating
Heating Plant
Plant to the
from the
furnishing
National
Academy of
Sciences, and
other purposes
purposes ---and for
for other
of Sciences,
National Academy
682
Hills National
Cemetery. AN
ACT For
For the
marking,
the marking,
AN ACT
National Cemetery.
Cypress Hills
682 ----- Cypress
care, and
the Mount
Mount of
of Victory
Victory plot
in the
the
plot in
of the
and maintenance
maintenance of
care,
Cypress
Hills Cemetery,
in Brooklyn,
New York
York --------Brooklyn, New
Cemetery, in
Cypress Hills
683
American Sanitary
ACT Permitting
Permitting official
official
AN ACT
Bureau. AN
Sanitary Bureau.
Pan American
683 ----- Pan
mail
Pan American
American Sanitary
Sanitary Bureau
transmitted
Bureau to
to be
be transmitted
mail of
of the
the Pan
in penalty
envelopes---------------------------------penalty envelopes
in

XXI
xxi
Date
Date

Page
Page

June 26,
1940_--__
June
26,1940

611
611

June 26,1940
26, 1940_-__
June

611
611

June 27,1940-_27, 1940_ __
June

628
628

June 28,1940-28, 1940_ __

667
667

June 28,
1940_ _
28,1940
-_

670
670

June 28,
28, 1940-1940_ __

676
676

June 29,
29,1940_-1940_ __
684
684

June
June 29, 1940_
__
1940__-

684
684

1940 _. _
June 29,
29,1940
-_

686
686

June 29,
1940_ __
29,1940---

686
686

June
June 29,1940--29, 1940_ __

688
688

June 29,1940-29, 1940.. __

689
689

June 29,
29,1940
--1940_ _

689

June 29,1940_-29, 1940_ _

691

June 29,
29,1940-1940_ __

692

June 29,
29,1940_-1940_ __

693

June
29,1940_-June 29,
1940_ __ 694
29,1940-_June 29,
1940_ __

694

29,1940-__
June
June 29,
1940_ _..

695

Xxii
xxii
Act
Act
684
684

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LIST
Res.
Res.

---

685 --685

686 --686

687
687 ----688
688 ----

689 ----689

690
690 ----691
691

----

692 ----692
693 ----693
90
90
91
91

694 ----694
695 ---695

696 ---

697 ----697
698
698

-----

699 ----699
700 ----700
701
701 -----

San Juan
and Rio
AN ACT
ACT For
the
For the
Forests. AN
National Forests.
Grande National
Rio Grande
Juan and
San
exchange
to the
Forest
National Forest
Juan National
San Juan
the San
adjacent to
lands adjacent
of lands
exchange of
and
the Rio
National Forest
in Colorado
Colorado --------Forest in
Grande National
Rio Grande
and the
Bank
robbery. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
the receipt,
possession,
receipt, possession,
prohibit the
To prohibit
Bank robbery.
or
disposition of
of money
property feloniously
feloniously taken from
or property
money or
or disposition
organized or
under the laws of the United
operating under
or operating
bank organized
aa bank
States or
or any
member of
of the
Reserve System
System ---Federal Reserve
the Federal
any member
States
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodities
Commodities Act,
1980, amendments.
Act, 1930,
Perishable
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend the
Perishable Agricultural Commodthe Perishable
AN
perishable agriities Act,
amended, to include as a
a perishable
as amended,
1930, as
Act, 1930,
ities
cultural commodity
brine, and
for other
purposesother purposes_
and for
in brine,
cherries in
commodity cherries
cultural
to
ACT To amend
Podiatry regulations,
amend the Act to
AN ACT
C. AN
D. C.
regulations, D.
Podiatry
regulate
the
practice
of
podiatry
in
th
i
e
District
of
Columbia_
regulate the practice of podiatry in the District
Steam, etc.,
etc., engineers,
To grant
diem
per diem
grant per
ACT To
AN ACT
D. C.
C. AN
engineers, D.
Steam,
compensation
the appointed members
members of the Board
Board of
of
compensation to the
of
Steam
and
Other
Operating
Engineers
the
District
of
Steam and Other Operating Engineers
Columbia,
for other
other purposes
-purposes-and for
Columbia, and
Cape Hatteras
N. C. AN
AN ACT To amend
amend
Seashore, N.
National Seashore,
Hatteras National
Cape
the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
provide for the establishment
establishment
to provide
entitled "An
the Act
of
the Cape
Cape Hatteras
Hatteras National
Seashore in the State of
of
National Seashore
of the
North Carolina,
other purposes",
approved August
August
purposes", approved
Carolina, and for other
North
17, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
----669)--------------Stat. 669)
17,
For the acquisition of
Grand
Coulee Dam
AN ACT For
project. AN
Dam project.
Grand Coulee
Indian lands
lands for the Grand Coulee
Coulee Dam and Reservoir,
Reservoir, and
and
Indian
for other
other purposes-----purposes
----------------------for
Military posts,
construction. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
appropriaauthorize appropriaACT To
posts, construction.
Military
tions for construction
other
construction at military posts, and for other
purposes ---------------------------------------purposes
Lands
for military
military purposes.
purposes. AN
ACT To
authorize the
the acquiacquiTo authorize
AN ACT
Lands for
sition
additional land
military purposes
purposes ----------land for military
of additional
sition of
the
Authorizing the
Conconully Cemetery
Association. AN ACT Authorizing
Cemetery Association.
Conconully
Secretary of
the Interior
to sell
sell certain
certain land to the ConInterior to
of the
Secretary
conully
Cemetery Association
Association-------------------------conully Cemetery
Branch County, Mich. JOINT
RESOLUTION To clear title
JOINT RESOLUTION
Branch
to
certain
real
estate
to certain real estate ------------------------------AuthorizRESOLUTION AuthorizC. JOINT
Public-works loans,
D. C.
JOINT RESOLUTION
loans, D.
Public-works
reduction in the rate of interest
interest to be paid on certain
certain
ing aa reduction
loans and
advances made to the District of Columbia by
and advances
loans
Works
the
Public
through
of
America
America
the United States
Administration
------------Administration .------------Hawaii,
naturalization. AN ACT To amend
amend an Act entitled
Hawaii, naturalization.
"An
women
naturalization of certain women
Act relating to the naturalization
"An Act
born
Hawaii", approved
approved July 2, 1932
1932----------------born in
in Hawaii",
Wapato irrigation
irrigation project,
Wash. AN
authorize the
AN ACT To authorize
project, Wash.
Wapato
appropriation
payment of the cost of providing addiappropriation for payment
tional water for the Wapato Indian irrigation project,
Washington
Washington
school. AN ACT For expenditure
Cass
expenditure of funds
Cass County, Minn., school.
for cooperation
cooperation with the public-school
public-school board, Cass County,
County,
extension, equipment, and
Minnesota, for the construction, extension,
to
be
available
improvement
public-school facilities
facilities to
to
improvement of public-school
Indian
in the
the district
-----------------------district children in
Indian children
front work. AN ACT To authorize
Colorado
Colorado River, front
authorize defraying
cost of necessary
necessary work between the Yuma project and
Boulder Dam --------------------------------cedar shingles.
shingles. AN ACT To provide
provide for exercising
exercising the
Red cedar
right with respect to red cedar
cedar shingles reserved
reserved in the trade
November 17, 1938, between
between the
agreement concluded November
United States
States of
of America
America and Canada, and for other purUnited
poses ---------------------------------ACT Amending
Bankruptcy
amendments.
AN
AN ACT
1898, amendments.
of 1898,
Act of
Bankruptcy Act
the Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Act
with respect
respect to the basis
basis of property__
propertyAct with
the
Publication
of inventions.
inventions. AN ACT To amend the Act relating
Publicationof
to preventing the publication
publication of inventions
inventions in the national
interest, and for other purposes
purposes - -------------------Immigration Act of
of 1924, amendments. AN ACT To amend
amend
Immigration
the Immigration
Immigration Act of 1924 to require aliens admitted into
either
governments
of
foreign
officials
either
the United States as officials
to maintain
maintain their status or to depart from the United
United States,
approval of the Secretary of State __----------with the approval

Date
Date
Da

Page

June 29,
__
1940--29, 1940_
June

695

June 29,1940--29, 1940_ __
June

695

June
1940_ __
29, 1940-June 29,

696

1940- -_-_
June 29, 1940_

696
696

1940---__
June 29, 1940_

702

June 29,
1940_ __
29,1940.-June

702

June
1940_ __
June 29, 1940---

703

29,1940--June 29,
1940_ __

704

June 29, 1940--1940_ __

705

June 29, 1940_-1940_ __

705

1940--June 29, 1940_
__

706

July
July

1, 1940_
1940--1,
__

706

July

1,
I, 1940--1940_ __

707
707

July

1, 1940I,
1940__ _

707

July

1, 1940_
1940--_
__

707

July

1, 1940--1940.__

708

July

1,1940_-1,
1940..__

708

July

1,
1940_ __
1,1940_--

709
709

July

1, 1940_
1940--_
1,
__

710
710

July

1, 1940_
1940-- _1,

711
711

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Act Res.
Res.
702 ----- Atlantic Refining Co.
provide a
a license to the
Co. AN ACT To provide
the
Refining Company, and for other purposes
Atlantic Refining
purposes -----703
703 -----

704

705

---

----

706 -----

707

----

708

-----

709

-----

710 ----710

711 -----

712 -----

713
714

-----

715 ----716 -----

717 -----

718
718

-----

719
719

----

720 ----720

National defense,
defense, construction
of plants,
plants, etc.
AN ACT
ACT To
National
construction of
etc. AN
To
expedite
strengthening of
of the
national defense
expedite the strengthening
the national
defense -------

xxiii
XXlll
Date
Date

July
July

July
July
Repatriation of certain
certain native-born
native-born women. AN ACT To reRepatriation
patriate native-born
native-born women residents of the United States
patriate
heretofore lost their citizenship
citizenship by marriage
marriage to an
who have heretofore
alien ----------------------------.--------------July
Internal Revenue Code,
Internal
amend secCode, amendment. AN ACT To amend
tion 2810 (a),
(a), Internal Revenue
Revenue Code, to exclude petroleum
petroleum
stills from the requirement of registration
registration -________--_._
July
July
Dam, North Slough, Oreg. AN ACT To extend
for
extend the times for
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
a dam and
and
dike for preventing the flow of tidal waters into North Slough
in Coos County, Oregon------------------------------Oregon
July
July
Naturalization. AN ACT To permit certain aliens whose
Naturalization.
childhood was spent in the United States, if eligible to citizenship, to become
become naturalized
naturalized without filing
filing declaration
declaration of
intention --------------- ____--_--__-____--intention
July
Dentistry,
Dentistry, D. C. AN ACT To amend the Act for the regulation of the practice
dentistry in the District of Columbia,
practice of dentistry
Columbia,
and for the protection
relaprotection of the people from empiricism
empiricism in
in relation thereto,
approved June 6, 1892, and Acts amendatory
thereto, approved
.
..---------------------------------thereof------thereof
July
Alaska, salmon fishery. AN ACT To amend
amend section 5
5 of the
Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved June 26,
26, 1906, relative
relative to the
the
Alaska Salmon fishery
fishery---July
-------------------------July
Unfair trade
trade practices.
practices. AN ACT
ACT To limit the importation
importation of
Unfair
products made, produced, processed, or mined under procproducts
ess covered by unexpired
unexpired valid United States patents, and
July
for other purposes
purposes ------------------------------July
Barro
Colorado Island,
Barro Colorado
Island, C.
C. Z. AN ACT To
To authorize
authorize the setsetarea within the Canal Zone to preserve
preserve and
and
ting aside of an area
conserve its natural features for scientific study, for providing and maintaining
maintaining facilities for such study, and for
for
July
other purposes -------------------------------San
property transfer.
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif., property
transfer. AN ACT AuthorizAdministrator of the Federal Works
Agency to transWorks Agency
ing the Administrator
fer
certain property
property in San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
California, to the city
fer certain
purposes -------Francisco for street purposes
and county of San Francisco
July
Life Insurance
ACT To amend
amend
Insurance Act, D.
D. C., amendments.
amendments. AN ACT
section 10 of chapter 5
Numbered 436, Seventy5 of Public Act Numbered
July
third Congress,
approved June 19, 1934----------------1934
Congress, approved
National
secNational Defense Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend secNational Defense Act, as amended, relating
relating to the
tion 40,
40, National
organization of the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, so as
organization
provide for an
University
respect to
to the
the University
an exception
exception with
with respect
to provide
of Alaska---------------------------------------Alaska
July
Bridge,
Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT To extend the times for comcompleting the construction
construction of
mencing and
and completing
of aa bridge
bridge across
across
Illinois
July
the Ohio River at or near Shawneetown, Illinois---------Act, amendment.
Soil Conservation
Conservation and Domestic Allotment
Allotment Ad,
AN ACT To amend the Soil Conservation and Domestic
Adjustment
Allotment Act, as amended, the Agricultural Adjustment
July
Act of 1938, as amended,
amended, and for other purposes -------Bridge,
Susquehanna River.
River. AN ACT To extend the times
Bridge, Susquehanna
a bridge
completing the construction
construction of a
for commencing
commencing and completing
across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at or near the city of HarrisJuly
Pennsylvania -----------------------------burg, Pennsylvania
Junior
C. AN
AN ACT To enlarge and extend the
D. C.
Junior colleges, D.
power
over
Education over
of the Board of
of Education
jurisdiction of
power and
and jurisdiction
degree-conferring
institutions operating
District
operating within the District
degree-conferring institutions
of
Columbia
July
of Columbia------------------------------------D.
AN
Compensation Act, amendments. AN
C. Unemployment Compensation
D. C.
ACT
Unemployment
the District of Columbia Unemployment
ACT To amend
amend the
Compensation
Act ---------------------------------July
Compensation Act
Juvenile
D. C.
C. AN
ACT To
section
and clarify section
To amend
amend and
AN ACT
Court, D.
Juvenile Court,
6, subsection
of the
the Act
approved June
known
1, 1938, known
June 1,
Act approved
2, of
6,
subsection 2,
as "Juvenile
"Juvenile Court
Court Act
Columbia", and
District of Columbia",
Act of the District
as
for
July
for other
other purposes
purposes------------------------------------

Page
Page

1, 1940_
__
1,
1940-_-

712
712

2,
1940_ __
2, 1940-

712
712

1940_ __
2, 1940--_

715
715

2, 1940_--__
2,1940

715
715

2, 1940
1940_--__
2,

715
715

2, 1940_ __
2,1940--_

715
715

1940_ __
2, 1940--_

716
716

2, 1940_ _
2,1940-_

723
723

2, 1940--1940_ __
2,

724
724

__
2, 1940_
1940--_

724
724

2, 1940_ __
2,1940--_

725

2,1940--2, 1940_ __

726

2,1940--2,
1940_ __

726

__
2, 1940_
1940---

727

2, 1940..__
1940.--

727

2, 1940_
1940--__

729

2,1940--2,
1940_ __

729

2, 1940_
__
1940--_

730

1940.-- __
2, 1940..

735

xxiv

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS

Act
Res.
Act
Res.
721
721 -----

722
722 ----723 ----723

724

-----

725 ----725
726 ----727
727 -----

728

-----

729 -----

730 --731 -----

732
732

- -

-

733 ---733

734 ----735 ----735

736 ---737 ---92

93

738 -----

AN ACT Extending the jurisCivil
Aeronautics Authority. AN
Civil Aeronautics
diction of the Civil Aeronautics
certain
Aeronautics Authority over certain
air-mail services, and for other purposes --------------Motor
vehicles, D.
ACT To
To provide
provide for
for the
the rereD. C.,
C., liens.
liens. AN
AN ACT
Motor vehicles,
cording and
of liens
liens by
by entries
entries on
of
on certificates
certificates of
and releasing
releasing of
cording
title
for
motor
vehicles
and
trailers,
for
other
purposes_
other
and
for
title for motor vehicles and trailers,
Bridge,
Ohio
River.
AN
ACT
Authorizing
the
county
of
of
Bridge, Ohio River. AN ACT Authorizing
Lawrence, Ohio,
and operate
operate as a
a unit certain
Ohio, to acquire and
Lawrence,
privately
owned
toll
bridges
across
the
Ohio
River
adjoining
Ohio
privately owned toll bridges across
-------------------------------------such county
New Orleans,
La.,
land.
AN
ACT
Declaring
a
forfeiture of
of
Declaring
a forfeiture
land.
Orleans,
certain land heretofore
heretofore granted by the United
United States to
the
board of
of commissioners
commissioners of
of the
District,
the Orleans
Orleans Levee District,
the board
in
the city
of New
Orleans, State
State of Louisiana,
Louisiana, for levee
levee and
New Orleans,
in the
city of
street purposes
purposes -----------------------------------Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
ACT
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT
Insurance Act,
Railroad
To
amend
section 13 (d) of the Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment
To amend section
Insurance
Act
Insurance Act--------------------------------Oil
and gas leases.
leases. AN ACT
ACT Relating
Relating to rentals in certain
Oil and
oil
and gas
gas leases
leases issued under authority of the Act of
oil and
--February
amended, and for other purposes
purposes__
February 25, 1920, as amended,
Authorizing Alabama
Bridge at Cedar
Cedar Point,
Bridge
Point, Ala. AN ACT Authorizing
Bridge Commission
Commission (an
agency
of
the
State
Alabama)
to
to
of
(an
construct, maintain, and operate a
causeway
a toll bridge and causeway
between
Dauphin Island
Island and
and the
mainland at
near Cedar
Cedar
at or
or near
the mainland
between Dauphin
Point, within the State of Alabama
Alabama -------------------the
for
Bridge,
Missouri
River.
extend
times
fdr
AN
ACT
To
Bridge, Missouri
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge
commencing
across the Missouri River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri_
Transporting remains,
Transporting
remains, etc. AN ACT To defray
defray the cost of
returning to
to the
families, and
returning
the United States the remains, families,
effects of officers and employees dying abroad, and for other
other
purposes
----------------------------------------Parker
Parker Dam project.
project. AN ACT For the acquisition of Indian
lands for the Parker
Parker Dam and Reservoir
project, and for
for
Reservoir project,
lands
other purposes
purposes -----------------------ACT
Southern California
District. AN ACT
Southern
California Metropolitan
Metropolitan Water District.
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
certain of
of
Secretary of the Interior to lease certain
the public lands to the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Water District of
of
Southern California for the extraction of sodium chloride
purposes -----------------------for water-conditioning
water-conditioning purposes
Deceased Indians,
Indians, allotments. AN
AN ACT
for the
the
Deceased
ACT To
To provide
provide for
leasing of restricted allotments
allotments of deceased India,ns
in
Indians in
certain circumstances,
circumstances, and for other purposes ----------Adoption of
Relating to
adopAN ACT
ACT Relating
to adopAdoption
of minors
minors by
by Indians.
Indians. AN
tion of minors by Indians
Indians-----------------------------Navajo Reservation,
AN ACT To authorize
exchanges
Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz. AN
authorize exchanges
of lands within the Navajo Indian
Reservation, ArizonaArizona_ ___
Indian Reservation,
_
Consular bills
bills of
health. AN
the Act
Act entitled
ACT To
To amend
amend the
entitled
Consular
of health.
AN ACT
"An Act granting additional quarantine
quarantine powers and imposimposService",
ing additional
additional duties upon the Marine
Marine Hospital Service",
February 15, 1893, as amended
approved February
amended---------------Defective indictments.
indictments. AN ACT
ACT To amend
amend the law
law limiting
limiting
the operation
operation of statutes of limitations in certain
certain cases --D. C. Revenue Act of
amendment. AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend
of 1937, amendment.
the District of Columbia
Columbia Revenue Act of 1937, as amended_
amended_ -_
Col. Donald
Donald H.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION AuthorizAuthorizCol.
H. ConnoUy.
Connolly. JOINT
Donald H. Connolly to hold the office
ing Colonel Donald
office of
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics
Department of
Administrator
Aeronautics in the Department
Commerce ---------------------------------Potomac Valley
Potomac
Valley Conservancy
etc. JOINT
Conservancy District,
District, etc.
JOINT RESOLURESOLUTION Granting the consent of Congress to the States of
Maryland and West Virginia
Virginia and the Commonwealths
Commonwealths of
Maryland
Virginia and Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and the District of Columbia as
signatory bodies, to enter into aacompact for the creation of a
a
Potomac Valley Conservancy
Conservancy District and the establishment of the Interstate
Interstate Commission on the Potomac River
River
basin
__
---.
basin ----------------------------------------Recess appointees,
compensation. AN ACT To authorize the
appointees, compensation.
payment of compensation
compensation to recess appointees
appointees in certain
cases -------------------------------------------

Date

Date

Page

Page

July

1940-___
2, 1940_

735

July

2,1940-2, 1940_ __

736

July

2,1940-2, 1940_ __

740

July

2,1940-2,
1940_ __

741

July

2,1940-_2,
1940___

741

July

8, 1940___

742

July

8,1940___
8, 1940_ __

742

July

8,1940--8,
1940_ __

743
743

July

8, 1940_ __
8,1940--

743
743

July

8, 1940_
1940___
__

744

July

8, 1940_ __
8,1940___

745

July

8,
8, 1940_
1940-____

745

July

8, 1940_ __
8,1940___

746

July 10,1940-10, 1940_ __

746

1940_ __
July 10,
10, 1940-_-

747
747

1940_ __
July 10,
10, 1940_-_

747
747

1940_ __
July 10,
10,1940--

747
747

July 11, 1940___
1940_ __

748
748

July 11, 1940__
1940_ __

748

July 11,1940___
11,1940-__

751
751

LIST OF PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
Act

Res.

739 ----- Ohio
Valley Water
Water Sanitation
AN ACT
Ohio River Valley
Sanitation Compact.
Compact. AN
ACT
Granting
Granting the consent and approval
approval of Congress to an interstate compact
compact relating
control and reduction
reduction of pollution
pollution
relating to control
in the Ohio River drainage basin
basin ----- _----___----___.
740 ---Postal Service, motor
motor vehicle service. AN ACT To provide
Postal
provide for
the transportation
distribution of mails on motortransportation and distribution
vehicle
routes------------------------.---____-__vehicle routes
741 ---Recorder
building, D.
Recorder of deeds building,
D. C. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing
advancements from the Federal Emergency
advancements
Emergency Administration
of Public Works for the construction
construction of a
a recorder
recorder of deeds
building in the District of Columbia, and for other purposes-----------------------__----_---_--_
poses
742 ----- Estates
abroad. AN ACT To
Estates of American
American citizens
citizens who die
die abroad.
provide for the disposition of estates
estates of American
American citizens
__..
____
-who die abroad
abroad -------------------743
ACT Providing
743 ----- Retired
Retired emergency
emergency officers.
officers. AN
AN ACT
Providing for
for continuing
continuing
retirement pay, under certain conditions, of officers
and
officers and
former officers
officers of the Army, Navy, and Marine Corps of the
United
other than officers
United States, other
officers of the Regular Army,
disability
Navy, or Marine Corps, who incurred physical disability
while in the service of the United
United States during the World
World
War, and for other purposes
purposes ------.. _. --------------744 ---Schools in
in Indian
reservations,etc. AN ACT To authorize
Indian reservations,
authorize the
facilities of Indian reservations,
reservations, national
use of certain facilities
parks, and national
ele,mentary school pin.national monuments
monuments for elementary
puiposes ---------------------------------National Park.
Park. AN ACT To withdraw certain
c'ertain por745 ----- Hawaii
Hawaii National
tions of land within the Hawaii
Hawaii National
and to
National Park and
transfer the same to the jurisdiction and control
control of the
Secretary
War for military purposes - ------------Secretary of War
746 ----- World
provisional,etc., officers. AN ACT Extending the
World War provisional,
benefits of the Emergency
Emergency Officers'
Officers' Retirement Act of May
probationary, or temporary officers
officers
24, 1928, to provisional, probationary,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard
Guard who
of the Army, Navy, Marine
_--__--_______-_
served during the World
World War ----Reserve Corps.
747 ---Officers' Reserve
Corps. AN ACT To extend the benefits of the
United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act to members of
of
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps and of the Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
the Officers'
Corps of the Army who were physically
physically injured in line of
of
authorized
performing active duty or engaged in authorized
duty while performing
dates of February 28, 1925, and July 15,
training between
between dates
1939, both inclusive,
other purposes
purposes ------------inclusive, and for other
748 ----- Purchase
repeal sections
and wood, D. C. AN ACT To repeal
Purchaseof coal and
3711, 3712, and 3713 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes which relate to
to
3711,
purchase in the District
District of Columbia of coal and wood for
for
the purchase
public use, and for other purposes
purposes-------------------property. AN ACT To amend the Act
Act
Surplus Federal
Federal real
real property.
749 ----- Surplus
"An Act to provide for the disposition, control, and
and
entitled "An
use of surplus real property
Federal agencies,
property acquired by Federal
and for other purposes',
purposes", approved August 27, 1935
1935 (Public,
Numbered
Seventy-fourth Congress),
and for other
Numbered 351,
351, Seventy-fourth
Congress), and
purposes
-----------------purposes
750 ----- U. S. Grain
Grain Standards
amend
amendment. AN ACT To amend
Standards Act, amendment.
Standards Act, to provide for the
the United States Grain Standards
purposes
of soybeans,
soybeans, and
and for other purposes------------grading of
for
Mississippi River. AN ACT To extend
751 ----- Bridge,
Bridge, Mississippi
extend the times for
commencing and completing
construction of a
a bridge
completing the
the construction
commencing
Illinois----across the Mississippi River at or near Chester, Illinois
752 --- - Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, D.
Relating to the
D. C. AN ACT Relating
Saint Elizabeths
Hospital of persons resident
resident
Elizabeths Hospital
admission to Saint
States- --Islands of the United States
in the
the Virgin Islands
or domiciled
domiciled in
RESOLUJOINT RESOLUMaritime Commission,
insurance. JOINT
Commission, insurance.
94 U. S. Maritime
United States
an appropriation
appropriation to enable the United
TION Making
Making an
marine and war-risk
Maritime Commission
Commission to establish
establish the marine
insurance
fund ------------------------------insurance fund
Pernicious political
activities. AN ACT To extend
extend to certain
certain
political activities.
753 ----- Pernicious
officers
several States and the District
District
and employees
employees in the several
officers and
of
the provisions
provisions of
"An Act
Act to
to
Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
the Act
of Columbia
Columbia the
prevent
political activities",
activities", approved
approved August 2,
prevent pernicious political
1939
1939----------------------------------------------

XXV
XXV
Date
Date

Page
Page

11, MO__
July 11,
1940 -- _

752
752

July 11, 1940_
1940-- __

756

July 11, 1940_
1940-- __

757
757

__
758
July 12, 1940_
1940_-758

July 15,
July
15, 1940..
1940 --__

760
760

July 16, 1940-1940_ __

761

July
1940_ __
July 16,
16, 1940---

761
761

July 18, 1940_
1940 --__

762

1940---__
July 18, 1940_

762
762

July 18, 1940_
1940--__

764

1940_ __
July 18,
18,1940---

764
764

July 18, 1940_
1940---__

765

July 18,1940-18, 1940_ __

765

July 18, 1940_
1940--__

766

18,1940
July 18,
1940_--__

766

1940_ __
July 19, 1940---

767

KIM
xxvi
Act
Act

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
Date

Res.
Res.

754 ----754
755 ----755
756
756 -----

757
757

----

758
758

---

95
95

759
759-----'760 ----760

761 ----761

762
762 ---

763 ----763

764 -----

765 ----765

766 --.

_

767 -----

768 ----769 ----770 -----

98
96

De
Miss. AN
ACT To
To provide
provide for
De Soto
Soto National
National Forest,
Forest, Miss.
AN ACT
for the
the
transfer of certain
certain land in the De Soto National
National Forest to the
Secretary of
military purposes
1940_ __
Secretary
of War
War for use
use for military
purposes ---------- July 19, 1940-Travel, U.
U. S.
To encourage
in the
United
ACT To
encourage travel
travel in
the United
Travel,
S. AN
AN ACT
States,
other purposes
July 19, 1940_
States, and
1940- __
and for other
purposes ------------Boulder
Dam, electrical
the
Boulder Dam,
electrical energy.
energy. AN
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior to
promulgate and to put into effect
effect
to promulgate
charges
electrical energy
energy generated
charges for
for electrical
generated at
at Boulder
Boulder Dam,
Dam,
providing for the application
revenues from
providing
application of
of revenues
from said project,
authorizing
authorizing the operation of the Boulder Power Plant by the
other
United States directly or through agents, and for other
purposes
1940_ __
purposes-----------------July 19,
19,1940___
Navy, vessels.
vessels. AN
ACT To
To establish
the composition
of the
the
establish the
composition of
Navy,
AN ACT
United States Navy, to authorize the construction
construction of certain
certain
naval
naval vessels, and for other purposes -----------------July
1940_ __
July 19,
19,1940-Regular
Panama Canal
Canal and
AN ACT
ACT To
To proand Hawaii.
Hawaii. AN
Regular Army,
Army, Panama
vide for the rank and title of lieutenant general of the
Regular Army in the military departments
departments of
Panama and
Regular
of Panama
Hawaii--Hawaii __-_-___---___________--..---------31, 1940_-___
July 31,1940
Tennessee
Valley Authority.
RESOLUTION MakMakAuthority. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
Tennessee Valley
appropriation for the Tennessee Valley
ing an additional appropriation
Valley
Authority
Authority for the fiscal year 1941 to provide facilities to
expedite
expedite the national defense
July 31,
defense-------------------------July
31, 1940_
1940--__
Commodity
increase the
the
Corporation. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To increase
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation.
credit
credit resources of Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation --- _-_
Aug.
1940_ __
Aug. 9,
9,1940_Sitka, Alaska,
public utilities.
utilities. AN
AN ACT
To authorize
the
Sitka,
Alaska, public
ACT To
authorize the
incorporated town of Sitka, Alaska, to purchase and enlarge
incorporated
certain public utilities and for such purpose to issue bonds
in the sum of $200,000 in excess of present statutory debt
debt
---------------------.----------------limit -Aug.
9, 1940_
Aug. 9,
1940--__
Bridge,
AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
the times
Bridge, Monongahela
Monongahela River.
River. AN
extend the
times
for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the construction of bridges
across the Monongahela
County,
Monongahela River in Allegheny
Allegheny County,
Pennsylvania
-----------Pennsylvania ---..-Aug. 9,
9, 1940--1940_ __
Aug.
U. S.
S. District
District Court,
H., jurisdiction.
To extend
U.
Court, T.
T. H.,
jurisdiction. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
extend
the jurisdiction of the United States District Court, Territory of Hawaii, over the Midway Islands, Wake Island,
Johnston
Johnston Island, Sand Island, Kingman Reef, Kure
Kure Island,
Baker Island, Howland Island, and Jarvis Island, and for
other purposes ------------.. ---------Aug.
Aug. 13,
13, 1940_
1940--__
Chopawamsic recreational
Chopawamsic
demonstration project.
To
recreationaldemonstration
project. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
recreational facilities within
provide for the operation
operation of the recreational
within
recreational demonstration
the Chopawamsic
Chopawamsic recreational
demonstration project, near
Dumfries, Virginia, by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior through
through
Park Service, and for other purposes
purposes ------Aug.
1940_ __
the National Park
Aug. 13,
13, 1940--Coal-mining operations.
Coal-mining
operations. AN ACT To provide
provide for more unicoverage of certain persons employed in coal-mining
coal-mining
form coverage
operations
operations with respect
respect to insurance
insurance benefits provided for
for
by certain Federal Acts, and for other purposes
Aug.
13, 1940_1940___
purposes----------Aug. 13,
Marjorie Park,
authorize the
Marjorie
Park, Tampa,
Tampa, Fla.
Fla. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
the conconPark, Davis
struction of certain facilities in Marjorie
Marjorie Park,
Davis
Island, Tampa, Florida, and for
purposes
Aug.
1940_ -_
for other
other purposes----------Aug. 13,
13, 1940--Transportation Act
1920, amendment.
amendment. AN
AN ACT
amend
Transportation
Act of
of 1920,
ACT To
To amend
the Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920, as amended
amended Aug.
1940_ __
---------Aug. 13,
13, 1940--.
Army, enlisted
enlisted men,
protection. AN
AN ACT
amend the
the Act
Act
men, protection.
ACT To
To amend
protection of certain
certain enlisted
entitled "An
"An Act for the protection
enlisted men
men
of the Army",
Army", approved
approved August 19, 1937, and for other
-------------------..
purposes -----Aug. 16,
1940.. __
---Aug.
16, 1940--_
Investment companies
and investment
AN ACT
To
Investment
companies and
investment advisers.
advisers. AN
ACT To
regulation of
provide for the registration and regulation
of investment
investment
companies
companies and investment advisers,
advisers, and for other purposes_ Aug.
Aug. 22,
22, 1940--1940-..
Minnesota, land
land patent.
patent. AN ACT
Minnesota,
ACT Relating
Relating to
the issuance
issuance
to the
by the Secretary of the Interior of a
a patent
patent to the State of
Minnesota
Minnesota for certain lands in that State ----------__-__
Aug.
__
Aug. 22,
22, 1940_
1940--_
Immigration
overtime services.
To provide
provide
Immigration Service, overtime
services. AN ACT To
overtime immigrafor the deposit of certain
certain collections
collections for overtime
tion services
services to the credit of the appropriation
appropriation chargeable
with the payment for such
Aug. 22,
such services, and for other purposes_
purposes- Aug.
22, 1940..
1940-____
National defense,
reserve components.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
National
defense, reserve
components. JOINT
To strengthen the common defense and to authorize the
To
the
President to order members and units of reserve components
components
and retired personnel of the Regular Army into active military service
service.
......._--_
-Aug. 27,1940--27, 1940_ __

Page

773
773

774
774

779
781
781

781
781
782
782

782
782

784
784

784
784

785
785

785
787
787
788
788

788
789

858

858

858

xxvii
xxvii
XXVn1

LIST
PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF
OF PUBLIC
LAWS

Act
Act

.

Res.
Res.

Date
Date

771 ----- National
parks, photographs.
photographs. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the
National parks,
Secretary of the Interior to furnish mats for the reproduction
reproduction
in magazines
magazines and newspapers
newspapers of photographs of national
national
scenery -----------------___-______.-______
park scenery
Aug. 27,
27, 1940_-1940_ __
Aug.
772 ----- Florida,
Florida, lands.
lands. AN ACT Granting to certain claimants the
preference right to purchase certain public lands in the State
preference
of FloridaFlorida ---------------------------------.---.--Aug.
1940_ __
Aug. 27,
27, 1940-__
773 ----- Strawberry
Strawberry Water Users' Association,
Association, Payson,
Utah. AN
AN
Payson, Utah.
ACT To authorize
authorize the Secretary of the Interior
Interior to accept
accept
payment of an annual equitable overhead charge in conconcontract between
United
nection with the repayment
repayment contract
between the
the United
Strawberry Water
Water Users'
States and the Strawberry
Users' Association
Association of
of
Payson, Utah, in full satisfaction of delinquent
delinquent billings upon
the basis of an annual fixed overhead
overhead charge,
charge, and for other
other
purposes ---------------------- _-------------.-------purposes
Aug. 27,
27, 1940--1940_ __
Aug.

774 ----774
775 ----776

-----

777 -----

778

-----

779 ----780 ----781 -----

782 -----

97

783 ----783

784

-----

785 -----

786

-----

787

----98
98
99
99

Foreign
Foreign mail by
by aircraft.
aircraft. AN
AN ACT
ACT Relating
to transportation
Relating to
transportation

of foreign mail by aircraft
aircraft -----------------_-________
Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
Act of
of 1940.
Naval
Personnel Act
1940. AN
AN ACT
ACT Increasing
Increasing
the number of naval aviators
aviators in the line of the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy
and Marine
Marine Corps, and for other purposespurposes -------------Neutrality Act of
Neutrality
of 1939, amendment.
permit
amendment. AN ACT To permit
American
American vessels to assist in the evacuation from the war
zones of certain refugee children
children -_---.--__ _-----Greenlee
Gr eenlee County, Ariz.
AN ACT For the relief of the Greenlee
County Board of Supervisors-------------------Supervisors
Beaufort, S.
S. C. AN ACT To provide for the transfer of the
duplicates
duplicates of certain books in the Library of Congress to
to
the Beaufort Library
Library of Beaufort,
Beaufort, South Carolina-------Carolina
Midshipmen, U.
Midshipmen,
U. S.
S. Naval
Naval Academy.
Academy. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To increase
increase
the number of midshipmen
midshipmen at the United States Naval
Academy
.
------------------__
___
.
--.______
Academy
Federal Highway Act
ACT To
To amend
amend the
Federal
Act of
of 1940. AN ACT
the
approved July 11,
11, 1916,
Federal Aid Act, approved
1916, as amended
amended and
and
supplemented, and for other purposes------------------supplemented,
Supplemental National
Second Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Making supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
1941. AN ACT Making
for
the national defense for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941,
and for other purposes-----------------_purposes
_--_-_-__---Naval Reserve Officers' Training
Training Corps.
Corps. AN ACT To amend
amend
March 4, 1925, entitled "An Act prothe Act approved
approved March
viding for sundry
sundry matters
matters affecting
the naval
service, and
and
affecting the
naval service,
purposes", as amended
amended ---------for other
other purposes",
_------Jesse H.
Jones. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To authorize
Jesse
H. Jones.
authorize Jesse
H. Jones, Federal Loan Administrator,
Administrator, to be appointed
appointed to,
and to perform
perform the duties of, the Office
Office of Secretary
Secretary of
Commerce
Commerce ------------------------.---- _____
---..
Selective
Training and
Service Act
of 1940.
ACT To
To
Selective Training
and Service
Act of
1940. AN
AN ACT
provide
provide for the common
common defense by increasing
increasing the personnel
of the armed forces of the United States and providing
providing for
for
training ------------------.
.
...
its training
Reconstruction
Corporation, loans,
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
loans, etc.
etc. AN ACT To
authorize the Reconstruction
make
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation to make
loans for the development
development of deposits of strategic
strategic and critical
critical
minerals which in the opinion of the Corporation
Corporation would be of
minerals
value to theUnited
theUnited States in time of war, and to authorize
authorize the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation to make more adequate
Reconstruction
loans for mineral developmental
developmental purposes --------------Transportation
to
Transportation Act of 1940. AN ACT To amend the Act to
regulate commerce,
amended,
commerce, approved
approved February 4, 1887, as amended,
so as to provide
provide for unified
unified regulation
carriers by railroad,
railroad,
regulation of carriers
motor vehicle,
vehicle, and water, and for other purposes
purposes- -------Navy, public
Navy,
public works. AN ACT To authorize the Secretary of
of
the Navy to proceed
construction of certain
proceed with the construction
certain public
works, and for other purposes
purposes ------------------------works,
National
authorize the
National City, Calif., lands.
lands. AN ACT To authorize
Secretary of the Navy to accept on behalf
United
Secretary
behalf of the United
States certain
certain lands in the city of National
National City, California_
CaliforniaComdr.
Howard L.
Vickery. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To
Comdr. Howard
L. Vickery.
authorize Commander
Commander Howard L. Vickery to hold the office
office
member of the United States Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission_ -__
of a
a member
-_
Military
Establishment, additional
appropriations. JOINT
additional appropriations.
JOINT
Military Establishment,
RESOLUTION Making
Making additional
additional appropriations
for the
RESOLUTION
appropriations for
the
Military
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
Military Establishment
Establishment for
year ending
30,
1941
1941----.----------------------------------------

Page
Page

861
861
861
861

862
862

Aug. 27,
27, 1940_
__
Aug.
1940---

862
862

Aug. 27,
27, 1940_
__
Aug.
1940---

864
864

Aug. 27,
27, 1940_
Aug.
1940 --__

866
866

__
Aug. 27,
27, 1940..
1940--_

866
866

__
Aug. 30,
30, 1940_
1940---

867
867

__
Sept. 4,
4, 1940..
1940-_-

867
867

Sept.
Sept.

5, 1940--1940_ __
5,

867
867

Sept. 9,
9, 1940--1940_ __
Sept.

872
872

11, 1940--1940_ Sept. 11,

884
884

Sept. 13,
13, 1940--1940.. -Sept.

885
885

Sept. 16,
16, 1940--1940_ __
Sept.

885

Sept.
1940_ __
Sept. 16,
16, 1940---

897

Sept. 18,
18, 1940
1940_--__
Sept.

898
898

Sept. 18,
18, 1940_
__
Sept.
1940_--

956
956

1940--__
Sept. 21, 1940_

956

Sept. 24, 1940_
1940-____

958

Sept. 24,
24, 1940___
Sept.
1940_ __

958

xxviii

Xxviii
Act
Act

788
788

791

792
793
793
794
794

795
795

796

797

798

799

800

801

802
803
804

Date

Page

Sept.
__
24, 1940_
1940-_Sept. 24,

958
958

1940__24, 1940_
Sept. 24,
__

959

24, 1940_
1940--_
Sept.
__
Sept. 24,

959

Sept. 24, 1940-_1940_ __

960

Sept. 25, 1940___
1940_ __

961

__
Sept. 26, 1940_
1940__-

961

Sept. 27, 1940_
1940____

962

Oct.

4, 1940_
1940--__

962

Oct.

4, 1940_
1940--__

963

Oct.

5, 1940-1940_ __

963
963

Oct.

5, 1940-1940_ __

964

Oct.

5, 1940_
1940--__

965
965

Oct.
Oct.

5,
__
5, 1940_
1940-_-

965
965

Oct.
Oct.

8, 1940_ __
8,1940___

965
965

Oct.

8, 1940_ __
8,1940--

974
974

Oct.

8,
1940_ __ 1018
8, 1940___
1018

Oct.
Oct.

8,
1940_ __
8,1940___

Oct.
Oct.

8,
1940._ __ 1019
8,1940-_1019

Oct.
Oct.

8,
1940_--__ 1020
8, 1940
1020

R.
Res.

Photographed records.
AN ACT
To provide
the disposition
disposition
provide for
for the
records. AN
ACT To
----- Photographed
of certain
of the
the United
Govrecords of
United States
States Govof
certain photographed
photographed records
ernment, and
and for
purposes
ernment,
for other
other purposes------------------------

789
789 ----790
790

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS

Monroe
Mich., lands.
lands. AN
the SecSecAuthorizing the
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
County, Mich.,
Monroe County,
retary of
of the
Interior to
to issue
for /ands
held under
under
retary
the Interior
issue patents
patents for
lands held
color of
---------color
of title
title------------------------U. S.
AN ACT
ACT To
To extend
extend the
Academy. AN
S. Naval
Naval Academy.
Midshipmen, U.
----- Midshipmen,
age limits
applicants for appointment
midshipmen at
at
age
limits for
for applicants
appointment as midshipmen
the
Academy---------------------the United
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy
100
Jefferson bicentennial.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
To
bicentennial. JOINT
100 Thomas
Thomas Jefferson
establish
Commission for the
Celebration of
of the
the Two
Two
the Celebration
a Commission
establish a
Hundredth
Birth of
of Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson-Anniversary of
of the
the Birth
Hundredth Anniversary
Bridges, Straits
consent
AN ACT
ACT Granting the consent
Straits of Mackinac.
Mackinac. AN
----- Bridges,
of
Michigan to construct, maintain,
of Congress
Congress to
to the State of Michigan
and
operate a
bridge or
causeways, and
and
or series of
of bridges, causeways,
and operate
a toll
toll bridge
approaches
or
Mackinac at or
approaches thereto, across the Straits of Mackinac
near
between Saint Ignace,
near a
a point between
Ignace, Michigan,
Michigan, and the
the
of Michigan
Michigan -----------------------Lower Peninsula of
Bank of Washington. AN ACT To provide
Export-Import Bank
----- Export-Import
for
Export-Import
lending authority
authority of the
the Export-Import
for increasing the lending
Washington, and for
purposes -------for other purposes
Bank of Washington,
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River. AN
AN ACT To
To extend the times for
----- Bridge,
commencing
completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge
commencing and completing
across
Tennesseeacross the
the Mississippi River at or near Memphis, Tennessee_
To
----- Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps officers,
officers, retired
retired pay.
pay. AN ACT To
provide for the
officer
provide
the advancement
advancement on the retired list of any officer
to the
the proproMarine Corps
Corps retired pursuant
pursuant to
of the Navy
Navy or Marine
1938. -__
-_
or 15
15 (e) of
of the
the Act
Act of June 23, 1938_
visions of section
section 13 or
Defense Act,
amend
To further
further amend
----- National
NationalDefense
Act, amendment.
amendment. AN ACT To
section 13a
authorize
section
13a of the National Defense Act so as to authorize
officers
detailed for
aircraft observers
for training
training and duty as aircraft
officers detailed
---------to be so rated, and for other purposes
provide for the burial and
and
----- Deceased
Deceased veterans.
veterans. AN ACT To provide
funeral expenses of
deceased veterans
veterans of the Regular
funeral
of deceased
Regular Estabdischarged for disability incurred in the
lishment who were discharged
service in
receipt of
duty, or
or in
in receipt
of pension for
for service
service
in line of duty,
connected disability -----------------------Authorizing the Admin----- Memphis, Tenn., easement.
easement. AN ACT Authorizing
istrator of Veterans'
certain
Veterans' Affairs to grant an easement in certain
Tennessee, for street-widening
street-widening
land to the city of Memphis, Tennessee,
purposes
purposes -----------------------------------------agencies at
atforeign
foreign seaports.
seaports. AN ACT To amend section
----- Postal
Postalagencies
4021 of the Revised
Revised Statutes and to repeal
repeal section 4023 of
the
Revised Statutes relating to establishment of postal
the Revised
agencies ----------.-------------------- Los Angeles, Calif.,
Calif., easements.
easements. AN
AN ACT To authorize
authorize the
the
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs to grant an easement in
Administrator
a
Veterans' Administration Facility,
a small strip of land at Veterans'
Angeles, California,
Los Angeles,
California, to the county of Los Angeles, California, for sidewalk purposes--------------------------purposes
Supplemental National
Appropriation Act, 1941.
----- Third
Third Supplemental
National Defense Appropriation
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the naAN ACT Making supplemental
tional defense for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and
for other purposes -----------------------------------revenue,
----- Second Revenue Act of 1940.
1940. AN ACT To provide
provide revenue,
and for other purposes--------------------purposes
Nautical School. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
101 Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State Nautical
Maritime Commission to
To authorize the United States Maritime
furnish to the State of Pennsylvania aa vessel suitable for
the use of the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State nautical school,
school, and for
_____
other purposes --------------------------------.- _ Agricultural
AgriculturalAdjustment Act, amendment.
amend
amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Agricultural
Act of 1933
1933 ------------Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
__
----- Portland,
Portland,Oreg., post office. AN ACT To re-form
re-form the lease for
the Sellwood
Sellwood station of the Portland (Oregon)
(Oregon) post office__
office__
----- Minnesota
Minnesota school
school districts.
districts. AN ACT To provide funds for
cooperation with public-school
(organized and
public-school districts (organized
unorganized)
Mahnomen, Itasca, Pine, Saint Louis,
unorganized) in Mahnomen,
Clearwater, Koochiching,
Koochiching, and Becker
Clearwater,
Becker Counties, Minnesota,
Minnesota,
in the construction,
construction, improvement,
improvement, and extension of school
facilities
available to both Indian and white children__
children facilities to be available

1019
1019

LIST OF
OP PUBLIC LAWS

Act
Res.
Act
805
805 ----- Criminal
Criminal Code,
amendment. AN
AN ACT
ACT Relating
to the
the status
Code, amendment.
Relating to
status
Army, Navy,
of retired officers
officers of the Army,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
and
Corps, and
of the
Coast Guard
Guard of
the United
United States,
States, and
and to
to amend
amend section
section 113
113
of the Criminal
Criminal Code -----------.806 ----- Naval
Naval Proving
Proving Ground,
Ground, Va. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
the conconveyance
the Commonwealth
veyance to
to the
Commonwealth of
of Virginia
Virginia of
of a
a portion
portion of
of
the naval
the
naval reservation
known as
Naval Proving
reservation known
as Naval
Proving Ground,
Ground,
Dahlgren,
Virginia ---------------Dahlgren, Virginia
_-__.-_
--

807

Internal Revenue Code, amendment.
Internal
amendment. AN ACT To amend
amend
of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
section 3493 of
Code, formerly
formerly section
section
1937----------404 of the Sugar Act of 1937
808 ----- Commissioned
Commissioned Naval Reserve officers. AN ACT To authorize
authorize
the appointment
appointment of
graduates of
of the
the
of graduates
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training Corps to the line of the Regular
for
Training
Regular Navy, and for
purposes-----------------other purposes
809
Vessels, explosives.
AN ACT
ACT To
amend section
4472 of
of the
the
809 ----- Vessels,
explosives. AN
To amend
section 4472
Revised Statutes
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., 1934
title 46,
sec. 465)
465) to
Revised
Statutes (U.
1934 edition,
edition, title
46, sec.
to
provide
for the
the safe
safe carriage
explosives or
dangerous
provide for
carriage of
of explosives
or other
other dangerous
articles or substances
substances on
board vessels;
or semidangerous
semidangerous articles
on board
vessels; to
to
effective the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
International
make more
more effective
the International
Convention
Convention for
for Safety
Safety of
of Life
Life at
1929, relating
at Sea,
Sea, 1929,
relating to
to the
the
carriage of
of dangerous
dangerous goods;
and for
other purposes------carriage
goods; and
for other
purposes
810
Coast
retired officers.
AN ACT
810 ----Coast Guard,
Guard,retired
officers. AN
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the SecreSecretary of
of the
the Treasury
to order
retired commissioned
tary
Treasury to
order retired
commissioned and
and
warrant officers
the Coast
Coast Guard
warrant
officers of
of the
Guard to
to active
active duty
duty during
during
time of
emergency, and
and for
for other
other purposes
time
of national
national emergency,
purposes ----811 ----- Assignment of
Claims Act
Act of
of 1940. AN
of Claims
AN ACT
ACT To assist
assist in the
national-defense program
national-defense
and
program by
by amending
amending sections
sections 3477
3477 and
3737
of the
to permit
the assignment
3737 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes to
permit the
assignment of
of
public contracts-----------------------claims under public
contracts
812 ----- First
First Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1941.
Supplemental Civil Functions
Functions Appropriation
AN
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
AN ACT
ACT Making
Making supplemental
for the
the supsupport
of the
the Government
port of
ending June
30,
Government for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
1941, and for other purposes---- 1941,
purposes
813 ----Indian
lands, Wash.
ACT To
To authorize
authorize the
the leasing
of
813
Indian lands,
Wash. AN
AN ACT
leasing of
certain Indian
lands subject to the
approval of
Indian lands
the approval
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior-------------------------------814 ----- Relief of certain
certain former
former disbursing
disbursing officers. AN ACT For the
relief of certain former disbursing officers
the Civil
Civil Works
Works
officers for
for the
Administration and
the Federal
Emergency Relief
Administration
and the
Federal Emergency
Relief AdminAdministration
istration ---------------------815
Field, N.
Y.
AN
remove the
the restriction
815 ----- Mitchel
Mitchel Field,
N. Y.
AN ACT
ACT To
To remove
restriction
placed
upon the
of certain
in connection
connection
placed upon
the use
use of
certain lands
lands acquired
acquired in
with the
with
the expansion
expansion of
Mitchel Field,
Field, New
New York
York ----------of Mitchel
816
Seamen's certificates.
certificates. AN
AN ACT
To repeal
4588 and
816 _--Seamen's
ACT To
repeal sections
sections 4588
and
4591
of the
United States
4591 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
States---------817 ----Petty
offenses, Federal
Federal reservations.
reservations. AN ACT To confer
confer jurisPetty offenses,
diction upon
certain United
commissioners to
to try
diction
upon certain
United States
States commissioners
try
reservations- -------petty offenses committed on Federal
Federal reservations
818 ----- Commodity Exchange
amend
Exchange Act, amendment. AN ACT To amend
the Commodity
the
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act,
Act, as
amended, to
its
as amended,
to extend
extend its
provisions to
provisions
to fats
fats and
and oils,
meal, and
and
oils, cottonseed,
cottonseed, cottonseed
cottonseed meal,
peanuts
peanuts--------------------------------------819 ----- Taxation,
Taxation, Federal
permit the
States to
819
Federal areas.
areas. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
To permit
the States
to
extend
their sales,
and income
taxes to
to persons
residing
extend their
sales, use,
use, and
income taxes
persons residing
or carrying
carrying on
or
on business,
business, or
to transactions
occurring, in
in
or to
transactions occurring,
Federal areas,
Federal
areas, and
and for
other purposes------------------purposes
for other
820
Claims against
against United
United States.
States. AN
for the
820 ----Claims
AN ACT
ACT Providing
Providing for
the barbarring of
of claims
claims against
the United States
States ---------------against the
821
River. AN
ACT Granting
consent
Bridge, Mississippi
Mississippi River.
AN ACT
Granting the
the consent
821 ----- Bridge,
of
Congress to
of Congress
to the
the Minnesota
Minnesota Department
Department of
of Highways
Highways and
and
the
Benton and
Stearns in
Minnesota, to
conthe counties
counties of
of Benton
and Stears
in Minnesota,
to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
free highway
highway bridge
struct,
and operate
operate a
a free
bridge across
across
the
or near
near Sauk
Rapids, Minnesota__
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at
at or
Sauk Rapids,
Minnesota- -_
822---Vicksburg National
ACT To
To authorauthor822
Vicksburg
National Military
Military Park,
Park,Miss.
Miss. AN
AN ACT
ize
the acceptance
property for
the VicksVicksfor the
ize the
acceptance of
of donations
donations of
of property
burg
National Military
Park, in
in the
the State
State of
of Mississippi,
Mississippi,
Military Park,
burg National
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes--------------------------------and
823 ----- Postal
ACT To
To provide
provide an
an eight823
Postal Service,
Service, dispatchers,
dispatchers,etc.
etc. AN
AN ACT
eighthour
workday
for overtime
dispatchers and
and
for dispatchers
payment for
overtime for
and payment
hour workday and
mechanics-in-charge
in
the
motor-vehicle
service
of
the
mechanics-in-charge in the motor-vehicle service of the
Postal Service---------------------------------------Service
Postal
-----

XX1X
xxix
Date

Page
Page

Oct.
Oct.

8, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1021
8,
1021

Oct.
Oct.

8, 1940--_
1940_ __ 1022
1022
8,

Oct.
Oct.

8,
1940_ __ 1022
1022
8, 1940___

Oct.
Oct.

8, 1940_ __ 1023
1023
8,1940---

Oct.
Oct.

9,
__ 1023
9, 1940_
1940--1023

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1029
9,
1029

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940
1940_ -__ 1029
9,
1029

Oct.

9, 1940_.-__ 1030
1030
9,1940

Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ _
_ 1057
1057
9,1940
_-

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1057
9,1940__1057

Oct.

9, 1940_ -__ 1058
1058
9,1940

Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1058
9,1940--_
1058

Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1058
9,1940--1058

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1059
9,
1059

Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1059
1059
9,1940---

Oct.

9,
1940_ __ 1061
9,1940-_-

Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1061
9,1940---

Oct.

9,1940--9, 1940_ _. 1061

Oct.

9, 1940..
__ 1062
1062
1940-__

XXX
XXX
Ad
Act

LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
Date
Date

Res.
Res.

and Casualty
AN ACT
To provide
provide for
regufor the
the reguACT To
C. AN
Act, D.
D. C.
CasualtyAct,
Fireand
---- Fire
lation of
the business
marine, and
and casualty
casualty insurance,
insurance,
of fire,
fire, marine,
business of
of the
lation
and
for
other
purposes
--and for other purposes--------------------825
Title
to lands
lands acquired
by U.
U. S.
AN ACT
amend section
section
To amend
ACT To
S. AN
acquired by
Title to
825 --355
of the
the Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, to
the
authorize the
to authorize
Revised Statutes,
355 of
Attorney
General
to
approve
the
title
to
low-value
and
lands
Attorney General to approve the title to low-value
interests in
in lands
lands acquired
acquired by
or on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
United
by or
interests
States subject
to infirmities,
and for
for other
purposes ..-----other purposes_
infirmities, and
subject to
States
826 ----- Grand
Grand Coulee
Dam project,
hatcheries. AN ACT To authorfish hatcheries.
project,fish
Coulee Dam
826
ize the
maintenance and
operation of
of fish
hatcheries in
conin confish hatcheries
and operation
the maintenance
ize
nection
Grand Coulee
project
Dam project-----------Coulee Dam
the Grand
with the
nection with
827
Bridge,
AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the Indiana
Indiana
River. AN
Wabash River.
Bridge, Wabash
827 ---State Toll
Commission to
and
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Bridge Commission
State
Toll Bridge
operate a
a toll
toll bridge
near
Wabash River at or near
bridge across the Wabash
operate
Mount Vernon,
Posey County,
Indiana ----------------County, Indiana
Vernon, Posey
Mount
828 ----- Checks
Checks to
to addresses
addresses abroad.
abroad. AN
AN ACT To restrict or regulate
regulate
828
the delivery
delivery of
checks drawn
United
of the United
funds of
against funds
drawn against
of checks
the
States,
agency or
or instrumentality
instrumentality thereof,
thereof, to ador any
any agency
States, or
dresses outside
United States,
possesTerritories, and possesStates, its Territories,
the United
outside the
dresses
sions, and
for other
other purposes
purposes --------------and for
sions,
102
RESOLUTION
data. JOINT RESOLUTION
Board, data.
Retirement Board,
Railroad Retirement
102 Railroad
Providing
Retirement
acquisition by the Railroad Retirement
the acquisition
for the
Providing for
Board
in carrying
carrying out the provisions
the
provisions of the
data needed
needed in
of data
Board of
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Acts
------------------Acts ------Railroad
103
admission tickets.
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
tickets. JOINT
Inaugural admission
103 Inaugural
exempt
from the
the tax
admissions amounts paid for adon admissions
tax on
exempt from
mission
tickets sold
authority of
on InCommittee on
of the Committee
by authority
sold by
mission tickets
augural
Ceremonies on the occasion of the inauguration of
augural Ceremonies
the
January 1941
1941-------------------President-elect in January
the President-elect
National defense,
requisition of certain
certain articles.
articles. AN ACT To
defense, requisition
National
829 --authorize the
the President
President to requisition
requisition certain articles and
authorize
materials for
for the use of the United States, and for other
materials
purposes
purposes----------------------------830 ----- Customs
immigration laws, enforcement. AN ACT To
and immigration
Customs and
830
amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act to provide better facilities
laws",
immigration laws",
for the enforcement
enforcement of the customs and immigration
approved
1930
26, 1930----------------------------June 26,
approved June
831
National Defense, eight-hour
eight-hour provision.
provision. AN ACT To exNational
831 ---pedite national
national defense by suspending, during
during the national
emergency,
provisions of law that prohibit more than eight
eight
emergency, provisions
hours'
engaged upon work
work
hours' labor in any one day of persons engaged
covered by
Maritime ComStates Maritime
United States
of the
the United
contracts of
by contracts
covered
mission, and
--------------------purposes
and for other purposes
mission,
RESOLUTION Relating
JOINT RESOLUTION
Sugarcane crop, payments. JOINT
Relating
104 Sugarcane
sugarcane
payment with respect
conditions for payment
respect to sugarcane
to the conditions
harvested from certain plantings in the mainland cane-sugar
cane-sugar
harvested
area
area-_---------------------------105
RESOLUTION
Day. JOINT RESOLUTION
American Aviation Day.
Pan American
105 Pan
Authorizing the participation
participation of the United States in the
celebration of a
a Pan
American Aviation
Aviation Day, to be observed
observed
Pan American
celebration
December 17, of each year, the anniversary of the first
first
on December
.
successful flight
heavier-than-air machine
machine ------------a heavier-than-air
flight of a
successful
Simplification of accounts.
accounts. AN ACT To simplify the accounts
832 ----- Simplification
of the Treasurer of the United States, and for other purposes
poses------------------------------------------ACT
833
Railroad Unemployment
InsuranceAct, amendments. AN ACT
Unemployment Insurance
833 ----- Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance Act,
To amend the Railroad
approved June 25,
25, 1938, as amended
amended June 20, 1939, and for
for
approved
-------------------purposes-------------other purposes
Court. AN ACT To transfer the essential lanCustoms Court.
834 ----- U. S. Customs
guage
518, title IV, of the Tariff Act of 1930,
1930,
guage of section 518,
approved
June 17, 1930, into the Judicial
Judicial Code of the
approved June
reenactment as part
United States and to provide for its reenactment
of
to take effect from the date of its
of said
said Judicial
Judicial Code, to
passage,
allowance to the judges of the
including the allowance
passage, including
Court for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses inUnited States Customs Court
curred for maintenance
on
maintenance while absent from New York on
official business and to repeal
repeal all Acts inconsistent theretherewith to the extent of such inconsistency,
inconsistency, and for other
other
purposes --------------------------------------------purposes
Minn. AN
Indians, Minn.
835 -----.. Red Lake Band
of Chippewa
AN ACT AuChippewa Indians,
Band of
thorizing
members
payment of $10 each to the members
a per capita payment
thorizing a
of the Red Lake
Lake Band of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians from any funds
their
on deposit
deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to their
_____.
credit
_-.....__
credit--..
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Oct.
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1940___
Oct. 10, 1940_
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Oct.

10, 1940_-1940_ __ 1093
1093

Oct.
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1094

Oct.

10, 1940_
1940---

Oct.
Oct.

10, 1940_ __ 1103
10,1940--1103

1101
1101
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OF PUBLIC LAWS
LIST OF
Act
Act

Date

Res.
Res.

836 ----- Alaska
amendment. AN
ACT To
To further
further amend
amend
AN ACT
Law, amendment.
Game Law,
Alaska Game
836
the
Alaska game
game law
law ------------------the Alaska

---------

837 ----- Hawaii,
Hawaii, electric
electric franchise.
approve Act numnumfranchise. AN ACT To approve
837

Oct.
Oct.

214
Session Laws
Laws of
1939 of
of the
of Hawaii,
Hawaii,
Territory of
the Territory
of 1939
the Session
of the
214 of
Session Laws of
entitled "An
"An Act
105 of
of the
the Session
Act 105
amend Act
to amend
Act to
entitled
Hawaii,
franchise for
the manufacture,
manufacture,
for the
granting franchise
1921, granting
Hawaii, 1921,
for
maintenance,
distribution, and
and supply
of electric
current for
electric current
supply of
maintenance, distribution,
light and
and power
within Kapaa
Kapaa and
the district
district
in the
Waipouli in
and Waipouli
power within
light
includof
on the
the island
island and
of Kauai,
by includKauai, by
county of
and county
of Kawaihau
Kawaihau on
Kawaihau,
ing within
said franchise
franchise the
entire district
district of Kawaihau,
the entire
within said
ing
island
of Kauai."-------------------------------Kauai."
island of

1940_ _- 1105
Oct. 10, 1940_--

839 ----- Transportation
Transportation of
household goods,
etc. AN ACT To provide
goods, etc.
of household
839

841 ----841
842
842

-----

843
843

-----

844 ----844

106
106

845 ----845

846
846

-----

847
847

-----

848
848 -----

849
849
850
850

---------

10, 1940_ __ 1103
Oct. 10,1940_--

of
bered 65
65 of
of the
Session Laws
Laws of
of 1939
of the
Territory of
the Territory
1939 of
the Session
bered
Hawaii, entitled
Act 29
29 of
the Session
Session
of the
to amend
amend Act
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Hawaii,
Laws
1929, granting
to J.
J. K.
Lota and
associates
and associates
K. Lota
granting to
Hawaii, 1929,
of Hawaii,
Laws of
Hanalei,
light, current,
and power
in Hanalei,
power in
current, and
electric light,
for electric
franchise for
aa franchise
Kauai, by
including Moloaa
such franchise"
franchise"----within such
Moloaa within
by including
Kauai,

838 ----- Hawaii,
electric franchise.
franchise. AN
numbered
ACT To approve Act numbered
AN ACT
Hawaii,electric
838

840 ----840

Page

transportation of housefor
uniformity of
of allowances
the transportation
for the
allowances for
for uniformity
hold
goods of
of civilian
civilian officers
officers and
when transemployees when
and employees
hold goods
another for permanent
to another
ferred
one official
official station
permanent
station to
from one
ferred from
duty
duty -------------------------Merchant
1986, amendment.
amend
amendment. AN ACT To amend
Act, 1936,
Marine Act,
Merchant Marine
the
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
1936, as
amended ------------as amended
Act, 1936,
the Merchant
Saco
Divide unit,
Mont. AN ACT Authorproject, Mont.
River project,
Milk River
unit, Milk
Saco Divide
izing
allocation of
of funds
the construction
construction of Saco Divide
for the
funds for
izing allocation
unit,
River project,
project, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ----Milk River
unit, Milk
Purchases
and contracts.
contracts.
AN ACT
ACT To
certain
consolidate certain
To consolidate
AN
Purchases and
Statutes and to
exceptions
section 3709
of the
Revised Statutes
to
the Revised
3709 of
to section
exceptions to
improve the
the United
United States
Code
------------------States Code---improve
Stony Point
Light Station
N. Y.
Y. AN ACT To
Reservation, N.
Station Reservation,
Point Light
Stony
authorizing the
further amend
amend the
the Act
July 30,
1937, authorizing
30, 1937,
of July
Act of
further
Point Light Station
Stony Point
conveyance
the Stony
of the
a portion
portion of
of a
conveyance of
Reservation to
to the
Palisades Interstate
Commission_ _
Park Commission_
Interstate Park
the Palisades
Reservation
Bridge, Whetstone
Channel. AN
the
Granting the
ACT Granting
AN ACT
Diversion Channel.
Whetstone Diversion
Bridge,
Highways and
of Highways
consent of
Congress to
to the
the Department
and
Department of
of Congress
consent
the
of Big
State of
of Minnesota,
Minnesota, to
to construct,
construct,
Stone, State
Big Stone,
county of
the county
maintain, and
and operate
operate aa free
free highway
the
across the
bridge across
highway bridge
maintain,
Whetstone
Diversion Channel
at or
Ortonville,
near Ortonville,
or near
Channel at
Whetstone Diversion
Minnesota
Minnesota --------------------------------National
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION Making
housing. JOINT
defense housing.
National defense
an
additional appropriation
national defense
defense housing
housing
for national
appropriation for
an additional
for the
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, and
other
for other
and for
ending June
fiscal year
for
purposes ------------------------------------------purposesNational
Corps. AN
AN ACT
amend the
ACT To amend
Air Corps.
Army Air
Defense, Army
National Defense,
National
Act, as
as amended,
amended, so
so as
as to
for
provide for
to provide
Defense Act,
National Defense
retirement
of assistant
chiefs of
and of
wing comcomof wing
branches and
of branches
assistant chiefs
retirement of
and pay of the
manders
Corps with
with the
rank and
the rank
Air Corps
the Air
of the
manders of
chiefs and
highest grade
held by
officers as
as assistant
and
assistant chiefs
such officers
by such
grade held
highest
wing commanders,
commanders, and
and for
purposes --------other purposes
for other
wing
ACT
Civil Service
of 1930,
amendment. AN ACT
1930, amendment.
Act of
Retirement Act
Service Retirement
Civil
To
amend the
Civil Service
Act and
and other
other
Retirement Act
Service Retirement
the Civil
To amend
retirement
Acts -----------------------------------retirement Acts
Metropolitan
etc., retirement.
retirement. AN
ACT To
To proAN ACT
C., etc.,
D. C.,
police, D.
Metropolitan police,
vide
for the
retirement of
of certain
members of
Metrothe Metroof the
certain members
the retirement
vide for
the District
of the
politan
Police Department
District of Columbia, the
Department of
politan Police
Police
United
Park Police
Police force,
House Police
White House
the White
force, the
States Park
United States
force, and
the members
the Fire
Fire Department
Department of the Disof the
members of
and the
force,
trict
Columbia
of Columbia---------------------------------trict of
Water conservation.
conservation. AN
an Act
Act entitled
"An
entitled "An
amend an
To amend
ACT To
AN ACT
Water
Act
construction of
water conservation
conservation and
and
of water
authorizing construction
Act authorizing
semiutilization
in the
and arid
arid and
and semiPlains and
Great Plains
the Great
projects in
utilization projects
arid areas
areas of
of the
11, 1939
1939
August 11,
approved August
States", approved
United States",
the United
arid
(53 Stat.
and an
entitled "An
conAct to promote con"An Act
Act entitled
an Act
1418), and
Stat. 1418),
(53
servation in
semiarid areas
areas of
of the
United
the United
and semiarid
arid and
the arid
in the
servation
States
by aiding
aiding in
the development
of facilities
water
for water
facilities for
development of
in the
States by
storage and
utilization, and
and for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
for other
and utilization,
storage
August
28, 1937
1937 (50
Stat. 869)
869)-----------------------(50 Stat.
August 28,
National
housing. AN
AN ACT
expedite the proTo expedite
ACT To
defense housing.
National defense
vision of
in connection
national defense,
defense, and
and
with national
connection with
housing in
of housing
vision
for other purposes
for other purposes--------------------------------Wool Products
Products Labeling
protect
To protect
ACT To
AN ACT
1939. AN
of 1939.
Act of
Labeling Act
Wool
producers,
consumers from
from
and consumers
distributors, and
manufacturers, distributors,
producers, manufacturers,
the
presence of
of substitutes
substitutes and
in
mixtures in
and mixtures
unrevealed presence
the unrevealed
spun,
woven, knitted,
knitted, felted,
felted, or
or otherwise
otherwise manufactured
manufactured
woven,
spun,
wool products, and for other purposes
purposes------------------

wool products, and for other

10,
1940_ __ 1104
10,1940-_-

10, 1940_ __ 1105
Oct. 10,1940_--

Oct. 10,1940__10, 1940_ __ 1106
Oct. 10,1940__10, 1940_ __ 1108
Oct. 10,1940__10, 1940_ __ 1109

Oct. 10,1940--10, 1940_ __ 1114

10, 1940___
Oct. 10,1940---

1114

14, 1940___
Oct. 14,1940--

1115

Oct.
Oct.

1940---_ 1116
14, 1940__
14,
1116

Oct.
Oct.

14,1940--14,
1940_

Oct.

14,
1940_ __ 1118
14,1940--

1116

Oct. 14,1940--14, 1940_ __ 1119
1125
Oct. 14,1940--14, 1940_ __ 1125

Oct.

- 1128
1940- __
14, 1940..
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LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS
Date
Date

Act Bes.
Res.
Act
851
851---.

Convict-made goods.
goods. AN ACT To make unlawful
unlawful the transConvict-made
portation of
of convict-made
convict-made goods
goods in interstate
interstate commerce,
portation
and for
purposes ---------------------------other purposes
for other
and
852
National Guard.
Guard. AN
AN ACT
ACT Relating
changes in the adto changes
Relating to
852 ----- National
ministration of
Guard of
of the
United States
the United
National Guard
the National
of the
ministration
bearing
Federal recognition,
allotment of funds,
pay, allotment
recognition, pay,
on Federal
bearing on
drill,
so forth------------------------forth
and so
training, and
drill, training,
853 ---Nationality
Act of
ACT To revise and codify the
AN ACT
1940. AN
of 1940.
Nationality Act
853
nationality
laws
States into a
a comprehensive
comprehensive
United States
the United
of the
laws of
nationality
nationality
code-----------------------------------nationality code
854
Navy, promotions.
ACT To
amend the Act of June 23,
To amend
AN ACT
promotions. AN
Navy,
854 --1938
(52 Stat.
Stat. 944)
944) ------------------------------1938 (52
855
Administration
of oaths.
oaths. AN ACT To empower and authorauthorAdministration of
855 --ize special
special agents
such other
Division
employees of the Division
other employees
and such
agents and
ize
of Investigations,
Investigations, Department
Department of the Interior, as are desigdesigof
nated by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for that purpose, to
to
nated
administer oaths
oaths in
in the
dutiesofficial duties_
their official
of their
performance of
the performance
administer
arrange856 --Alaska, aircraft
Authorizing special arrangemail. AN ACT Authorizing
aircraftmail.
Alaska,
856
ments in
in the
the transportation
Territory of
of mail within the Territory
transportation of
ments
Alaska
---Alaska ---------------------------------857
Flood-control projects.
Secretary
authorize the Secretary
ACT To authorize
projects. AN ACT
857 ---- Flood-control
of
accept, as
loans, from States and political
political subas loans,
to accept,
War to
of War
the
divisions
immediately used in the
to be immediately
funds to
thereof, funds
divisions thereof,
other
prosecution
authorized flood-control
flood-control work, and for other
of authorized
prosecution of
purposes
purposes _----------------------------------858 --Army
Planter Service.
Service. AN
increase the authorAN ACT To increase
Mine Planter
Army Mine
858
the
ized
numbers of
of warrant
warrant officers and enlisted men in the
ized numbers
Army Mine
and for
other purposes
purposes------for other
Service, and
Planter Service,
Mine Planter
Army
859 Hartford, Conn.,
flood control.
control. AN
provide for
for
AN ACT To provide
Conn., flood
East Hartford,
- East
859
East
the completion
of certain
certain local
local proteetion
protedtion works at East
completion of
the
Hartford,
--------------------------Connecticut
Hartford, Connecticut
860
Sugar
amendment. AN ACT To extend, for an
1937, amendment.
Act of 1937,
Sugar Act
860 --additional
provisions of the Sugar Act of 1937
1937
additional year, the provisions
and
the taxes
taxes with
sugar
to sugar----------respect to
with respect
and the
To
861
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Act of
of 1940. AN ACT To
Relief Act
Civil Relief
Sailors' Civil
861 ----- Soldiers'
promote
national defense
defense by suspending
suspending
promote and strengthen the national
enforcement of certain
certain civil liabilities of certain persons
enforcement
serving in
the Military
Military and Naval Establishments, includin the
serving
ing
Coast Guard
Guard----------------------------the Coast
ing the
862
Alaska, school
school lands.
lands. AN ACT To authorize the lease or sale
Alaska,
862 ---_
of
purposes_ -__
Alaska, and for other purposes
lands in Alaska,
public lands
certain public
of certain
863 ---Alaska, lands
park, etc., purposes.
authorize
purposes. AN ACT To authorize
lands for park,
Alaska,
863
the
Secretary of the Interior to sell or lease
lease for park or rethe Secretary
creational purposes,
ptikposes, cercerto sell for cemetery purposes,
and to
purposes, and
creational
tain public
public lands
lands in
in Alaska--------------------------Alaska
tain
retirement. AN ACT To
864 ----- Disabled
nurses of
Army and
Navy, retirement.
and Navy,
of Army
Disabled nurses
864
retirement of disabled
amend the Act to provide
provide for the retirement
disabled
amend
nurses of
of the
the Army
the Navy
Navy-------------------and the
Army and
nurses
Calif. AN ACT To au865 ----- Death
National Monument, Calif.
auValley National
Death Valley
865
thorize the exchange
exchange of certain patented
patented lands in the Death
thorize
Valley
Monument for Government
lands in the
Government lands
National Monument
Valley National
monument
---------------monument-----------------------866
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924, amendments. AN ACT To
866 ..-- World
amend
Veterans' Act, 1924,
1924, as
(3), Wokld War Veterans'
section 202 (3),
amend section
amended,
to provide
provide more
more adequate
adequate and uniform
uniform adminamended, to
istrative
veterans' laws, and for other puristrative provisions in veterans'
poses
--------------------------------------poseswater supply. AN ACT For the protec867 ---- _ Petersburg, Alaska, water
protec867
tion of
of the
water supply of the town of Petersburg,
Petersburg, AlaskaAlaska_
the water
tion
Authorizing the
868
Rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, improvements. AN ACT Authorizing
868 ----- Rivers
interest
improvement
harbors in the interest
improvement of certain rivers and harbors
purposes ------of the
the national
national defense,
defense, and for other purposes
of
869
Merchant seamen.
seamen. AN ACT To amend section 4551 of the
869 ----- Merchant
Revised
Statutes, as
as amended,
amended, and for other purposes ----Revised Statutes,
organizations. AN ACT To require
870
Registration of certain
certain organizations.
870 .--- _ Registration
the registration
organizations carrying on activicertain organizations
of certain
registration of
the
United States, and for other purposes-----purposes
within the United
ties within
AN
amenament. AN
871
D.
C. Unemployment Compensation
Compensation Act, amendment.
D. C.
871 --ACT
To
amend
further
the
District
of
Columbia
UnemACT To amend further the
Act-------------------ployment Compensation
Compensation Act
ployment
872
s. AN ACT To provide
provide for an extension of the
Army quarters.
872 -- _ Army
a money allowance
undbr which a
conditions
allowance for quarters
conditions undkr
non-commissioned officers
officers of the
may be paid to certain non-commissioned
States----._---------------Army of the United States

Oct.
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Page

1134
1940--14,
14, 1940_
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Oct. 14, 1940-1940___

1134
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1137
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1176

Oct. 15, 1940__1940_ __ 1177

15,1940__Oct. 15,
1940_ __ 1177
1177
1940_-Oct. 15, 1940_
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1178

17,1940--Oct. 17,
1940___

1178

Oct.

17,1940--17,
1940_ __ 1191

Oct.

17,1940-17,
1940_ __

1192
1192

17,1940--Oct. 17,
1940_ __ 1192

Oct. 17, 1940--1940_ __ 1193

Oct. 17,1940_17, 1940_ __ 1193
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Oct. 17,1940--17, 1940_ __ 1197

Oct. 17,1940__
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17,1940--17, 1940_ __ 1201
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Act
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873 -----
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874

875
875

876
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877
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879
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880
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882
882
883
883

884
884

885
885
886
886

887
887

888
888

889
889

890
890

xxxiii
Date
Date

Overtime, War
War Dept.,
etc.
Dept., etc.
Overtime,

rates
employees of the field services
services of
compensation for employees
for compensation
rates for
Panama
the
and the field services of the Panama
Department, and
the War
War Department,
Canal,
and for
purposes
other purposes-----------for other
Canal, and
ACT To amend section
AN ACT
troops. AN
State troops.
defense, State
National defense,
----- National
National Defense
Defense Act of June
adding
June 3, 1916, by adding
the National
61 of the
military
proviso which
organize military
will permit States to organize
which will
aa proviso
units
National Guard, and for other
other
part of the National
units not aa part
purposes
purposes ----------------------------------------Conservation Corps.
AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
amend the Act
Act
Corps. AN
Civilian Conservation
----- Civilian
Civilian Conservation
entitled
establish a
a Civilian
Conservation
"An Act to establish
entitled "An
Corps, and
for other
other purposes",
approved June 28, 1937, as
purposes", approved
and for
Corps,
amended
amended ------------------------------------------107
Oliver Wendell
Wendell Holmes,
RESOLUTION To
JOINT RESOLUTION
Holmes, bequest. JOINT
107 Oliver
provide
the use and disposition of the bequest of the
provide for the
late
States,
Holmes to the United States,
Wendell Holmes
Oliver Wendell
Justice Oliver
late Justice
and
for other
other purposes
purposes-------------------------and for
108
Painting of
of scene
Constitution. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUsigning of Constitution.
at signing
scene at
108 Painting
TION
acquisition of a
a suitable
suitable frame for
authorize the acquisition
To authorize
TION To
the
the Constitution to be used in
signing of the
of the
the signing
the painting
painting of
mounting
the Capitol
Building __-------Capitol Building
in the
painting in
said painting
mounting said
Adjustment Act
AN ACT
ACT
of 1938,
1938, amendment. AN
Act of
Agricultural Adjustment
----- Agricultural
1938------Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938
the Agricultural
To amend
amend the
lands
certain lands
Siuslaw National
Oreg. AN
AN ACT
add certain
To add
ACT To
Forest, Oreg.
NationalForest,
----- Siuslaw
to the
Siuslaw National
Oregon
Forest in the State of Oregon---National Forest
the Siuslaw
to
authorproject. AN ACT To authordamage project.
hurricanedamage
England hurricane
New England
----- New
ize the disposal of
equipment on the New England
England
of tools and equipment
ize
hurricane damage
damage project
project -----------------------hurricane
amendment. AN ACT
of 1938, amendment.
Act of
Adjustment Act
Agricultural Adjustment
----- Agricultural
To
Act of 1938,
1938, as
Adjustment Act
Agricultural Adjustment
To amend the Agricultural
amended, and
other purposes
purposes----------------------and for other
amended,
Classified Civil
AN ACT
.ACT Extending
Extending the classified
classified
Service. AN
Civil Service.
----- Classified
executive civil
United States
States-------------of the
the United
civil service of
executive
judicial districts.
districts. AN ACT To amend section 107
107
----- Tennessee, judicial
of
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
to redistrict
redistrict the
to
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, to
the State of
Code, to
of the
provide
powers of the district
district judges
judges of the
duties and powers
the duties
provide the
State
Tennessee, and
for other
other purposes------------purposes
and for
of Tennessee,
State of
Indian Nation
or Tribe.
ACT For
For the relief
relief of
Tribe. AN ACT
Nation or
Cherokee Indian
----- Cherokee
the Cherokee
Nation or
or Tribe,
Tribe, and
and for
purposes_
other purposesfor other
Indian Nation
the
Cherokee Indian
make the excess land proTo make
ACT To
AN ACT
reclamation. AN
Federal reclaim/ham
----- Federal
laws inapplicable
inapplicable to the
reclamation laws
visions of the Federal reclamation
lands of
District,
Conservation District,
of the
the Washoe County Water Conservation
lands
Truckee
and the Pershing
Pershing County
County
Nevada, and
Truckee storage project, Nevada,
Water
Conservation District,
District, Nevada
Nevada -------------Water Conservation
for promotion.
promotion. AN ACT
authorize the
ACT To authorize
examinationsfor
Army, examinations
----- Army,
discontinuance
examinations for promotion
promotion
professional examinations
of professional
discontinuance of
in
Regular Army
Dental, and
Medical, Dental,
Army of officers of the Medical,
in the
the Regular
Veterinary
Veterinary Corps
Corps ----------------------------------transfer the jurisdiction of
Va. AN ACT To transfer
Farm, Va.
Arlington Farm,
----- Arlington
the
Arlington Farm, Virginia,
the War
War
jurisdiction of the
the jurisdiction
to the
Virginia, to
the Arlington
Department,
purposes------------------for other
other purposes
and for
Department, and
enAct enan Act
To amend
amend an
ACT To
AN ACT
material. AN
of war
war material.
Destruction of
----- Destruction
titled
"An Act
to punish
destruction of
the willful injury or destruction
punish the
Act to
titled "An
war material,
material, or
or of
or utilities
connecutilities used in connecpremises or
war premises
of war
war
tion
war material,
approved
purposes", approved
and for other purposes",
material, and
with war
tion with
April
20,
1918
---------------------------------April 20, 1918
AN ACT
ACT To amend
amend the Act of
leave. AN
military leave.
Service, military
Postal Service,
----- Postal
June 25,
entitled "An
"An Act extending the classified
25, 1938,
1938, entitled
June
include postmasters
postmasters of
of the first, second,
second, and
and
civil service to include
third classes,
classes, and
and for
purposes"
other purposes"-----------------for other
third
Columbia River.
To extend
times for
the times
extend the
ACT To
AN ACT
River. AN
Bridge, Columbia
----- Bridge,
commencing and
construction of
of aa bridge
bridge
the construction
completing the
and completing
commencing
across the
Columbia River
County,
Astoria, Clatsop County,
at Astoria,
River at
the Columbia
across
Oregon, and
and for
for other
other purposes
purposes ---------------------Oregon,
Saint Marys
Authorizing the State
ACT Authorizing
AN ACT
River. AN
Marys River.
Bridge Saint
----- Bridge
of Michigan,
Michigan, acting
Bridge
International Bridge
The International
through The
acting through
of
Authority
of Michigan,
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operand operMichigan, to
Authority of
ate
a
toll
bridge
or
series
of
bridges,
causeways,
and
apate a toll bridge or series of bridges, causeways, and approaches thereto,
the Saint
Saint Marys
Maus River,
River, from
from a
a
across the
thereto, across
proaches
point in
in or
near the
the city
city of
Sault Sainte
Sainte Marie,
Marie, Michigan,
Michigan, to
to
of Sault
or near
point
a
point in
in the
Canada------------Ontario, Canada
of Ontario,
Province of
the Province
a point
Withlo,coochee River.
River. AN
AN ACT
legalize the
conthe conTo legalize
ACT To
Bridge, Withlacoochee
----- Bridge,
struction by
by the
the State
Highway Board
Board of
Georgia of
of a
free
a free
of Georgia
State Highway
struction
highway bridge
across
the
River,
between
River, between
the Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
across
highway
Valdosta, bridge
Georgia,
and Madison,
Florida, at Horns Ferry__
_

Valdosta, Georgia, and Madison, Florida, at Horns Ferry

198470*
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Establishing overtime
AN ACT
ACT Establishing
overtime
AN

Oct.
21, 1940_
1205
1940-_-__ 1205
Oct. 21,

21, 1940_
__ 1206
1940--Oct. 21,

1940--21, 1940_
__ 1206
1206
Oct. 21,

Oct. 22,
22, 1940--1940_ __ 1206
1206
Oct.

1940_ __
Oct. 29, 1940---

1209
1209

Nov. 22,1940___
22, 1940_ __ 1209
1209
Nov. 25, 1940-1940___

1210

Nov. 25, 1940-1940___

1210
1210

Nov. 25,1940--25, 1940_ __ 1211
1211
1940-Nov. 26, 1940___

1211
1211

Nov. 27,1940--27, 1940_ __ 1216
1216

27,1940--Nov. 27,
1940_ __ 1218
1218

1219
Nov. 29,1940-_29 ,1940 _
__ 1219

Nov.29,1940_-Nov. 29, 1940_ __ 1219
1219
Nov. 29,1940--29, 1940_ __ 1219

Nov. 30,1940_-30, 1940_ __ 1220
1220

Dec.

6, 1940--1940_ __ 1221

Dec. 16,1940-16, 1940__ _ 1222
1222

Dec.
Dec. 16,
16, 1940--1940_

1222
1222

Dec.
Dec. 16, 1940--1940_ —

1223
1223
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Act
891
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LAWS
LIST OF PUBLIC LAWS

Date

Res.

Under Secretary
of War,
War, etc. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the PresiSecretary of
----- Under
dent to
Under Secretary
Secretary of War during national
national
an Under
appoint an
to appoint
dent
emergencies,
fixing the
the compensation
Under SecreSecrecompensation of the Under
emergencies, fixing
to preWar
tary of
War, and
and authorizing
authorizing the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of War,
tary
1940--scribe duties--------------------------------------Dec.
duties
Dec. 16, 1940._
scribe
109
Temporary National
National Economic Committee.
JOINT RESORESOCommittee. JOINT
109 Temporary
LUTION Extending
reExtending the time for submitting the final reLUTION
port of
Temporary National
Dec. 16, 1940--1940___
Committee-Economic Committee
National Economic
the Temporary
port of the
RESOLUTION
110 Pan
JOINT RESOLUTION
Congress. JOINT
Cotton Congress.
American Cotton
Pan American
110
to
Authorizing
President to invite foreign countries to
the President
Authorizing the
Dec. 17,1940--participate in
in the
American Cotton
Congress -17, 1940_ __
Cotton Congress
Pan American
the Pan
participate
"An
Act
892
Pandering,
D.
C.
AN
ACT
To
the
entitled
"An
amend
ACT
AN
C.
D.
Pandering,
----892
Act in
relation to pandering,
pandering, to define and prohibit the
in relation
Act
*
same and
punishment thereof
thereof",, approved
approved
provide for the punishment
to provide
and to
same
June 25,
1910 --------------------------------------Jan.
3, 1941-_.
1941-__
25, 1910
June
amend
To
ACT
893
Transportation
Act
of
amendment.
AN
amend
amendment.
1920,
of
Act
Transportation
----893
the
section
204 of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the
Act entitled
section 204
termination of
of Federal
Federal control of railroads and systems of
termination
transportation;
to provide
provide for the settlement
settlement of disputes
transportation; to
between
amend an
employees; to further amend
their employees;
and their
carriers and
between carriers
approved
commerce', approved
Act
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to regulate
regulate commerce',
Act entitled
purposes",
February
4, 1887,
1887, as
amended, and for other purposes",
as amended,
February 4,
•
894
894

approved
February 28,1920-------------------------28, 1920
approved February

Jan.

Trace Parkway,
Parkway, Miss. AN ACT To permit the reNatchez Trace
---- Natchez
linquishment
or modification
modification of
restrictions upon
of certain restrictions
linquishment or
the
lisp of
lands along
Trace Parkway
Parkway in the
Natchez Trace
the Natchez
along the
of lands
the use
Jan.
village of
French Camp,
Mississippi _------------------Camp, Mississippi
of French
village
111
Jefferson bicentennial.
bicentennial. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To
Thomas Jefferson
11 Thomas
extend
the date
date for
for filing
filing a
a report
United States
report by the United
extend the
Hundredth
Commission for
for the
the Celebration
Celebration of the Two Hundredth
Commission
Jan.
Anniversary of
the Birth
Birth of
of Thomas
Jefferson----------Thomas Jefferson
of the
Anniversary

Page

1224
1224
1225
1225
1225
1225

1225
1225

7,1941-__
7, 1941_.

1226
1226

7,1941_-7, 1941_

1227
1227

1227
9,1941_-9,
1941_ __ 1227

LIST OF REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION PLANS
PLANS
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Plan No. III. Prepared by
and transmitted
transmitted to
to the
and
by the
the President and
the Senate
Senate and
the House of Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled, April 2, 1940, pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3,
1939
3, 1939--------------------Reorganization
IV.
Reorganization Plan
Plan No. IV.
Prepared by the President
President and transmitted
transmitted to the
the Senate
Senate and
and
the House
House of Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled,
assembled, April 11,
pursuant to
to the
11, 1940, pursuant
the
provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1939, approved
1939
approved April
April 3,
3, 1939---------------ReorganizationPlan
Reorganization
Plan No. V. Prepared by the President and transmitted
transmitted to
Senate and
to the
the Senate
and
the House
House of Representatives
Representatives in Congress assembled, May 22, 1940, pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the
provisions
provisions of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939---------------1939
Xxxv

Page
Page

1231
1231
1234
1234
1238
1238

PUBLIC LAWS

PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS
ENACTED DURING
DURING THE
THE
ENACTED

SECOND
SECOND'1 SESSION OF THE SEVENTY-SIXTH
SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
OF
THE
OF THE

UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF AMERICA
held at
at the City of Washington
Begun and held
Washington on Thursday,
1959, and adjourned
Thursday, September 21, 1939,
adjourned
without day on Friday,
Friday, November 8,
without
3, 1939
FRANKLIN
President; J
FRANKLIN D.
D .ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President;
OHN N.
N.GARNER,
GARNER, Vice
Vice President;
KEY PITTMAN,
JOHN
President; KEY
PITTMAN,
President of the Senate pro
pro tempore; W
WILLIAM
B. BANKBEAD,
ILLIAM B.
BANKHEAD, Speaker
of the
the
Speaker of
Representatives; SAM
RAYBURN, Speaker
Speaker of
House of Representatives;
SAM RAYBURN,
of the
the House
House of
of RepresentRepresentSeptember 25-October
25—October 9,
1939.
atives pro tempore, September
9, 1939.
[CHAPTER 11
1]
[CHAPTER

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

for certain
To make provision
provision for
certain expenses
expenses incident
incident to
to the
the second
second session
of the
session of
the
Seventy-sixth Congress.
Congress.
Seventy-sixth

Resolved by the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and House
of the
the United
United
States of America in
following sums
in armgress
Congress assembled, That the
the following
sums
are hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
any money
not
out of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the payment
payment of expenses
expenses incident to
to the
second session Qf
Congress namely:
of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
namely:
For payment to Della Logan, widow of Honorable M. M.
M. Logan,
a Senator from the State of Kentucky,
late a
Kentucky, $10,000.
$10,000.
To pay the widow of Thomas M. Eaton,
Eaton, late aaRepresentative
Representative from
the State of California, $10,000.
$10,000.
To pay the widow of Thomas S. McMillan,
Representative
McMillan, late aa Representative
from the State of South Carolina,
Carolina $10,000.
The two foregoing
foregoing sums to be disbursed by the Sergeant at Arms
of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
For mileage of the President
President of
of the Senate and
and of Senators,
Senators,
$51,000.
For mileage of Representatives,
Delegate from Hawaii,
and
Representatives, the
the Delegate
Hawaii, and
Resident Commissioner
and for
for expenses
expenses of
the Resident
Commissioner from Puerto
Puerto Rico, and
of
the Delegate from Alaska, $171,000.
$171,000.
For the payment of twenty-one
twenty-one pages
pages for
for the Senate
Senate and
and fortyfortyeight pages
pages for
the House
of Representatives
$4 per
per day
day each,
for the
House of
Representatives, at
at $4
each,
for the period commencing
commencing September
September 21,
21, 1939,
1939: and
and ending
ending with
with the
the
last day of the month in which the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress
Congress adjourns
sine die at the second session thereof, so
may be
be necessary
so much
much as
as may
necessary
for each the Senate and House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Approved,
October 11,
Approved, October
11, 1939.
1939.

'[Ext'a
I[Extra session.]
session.]

3

October 11,
11, 1939
October
1939
[H. I.. Res.
Res. as4]
384]
[H.
[Pub.
No. 63]
53]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
Appropriations, cercerAppropriations,
tain
tain expenses
expenses of
of secsecond session,
Seventyond
session, Seventysixth
gress.
sixth Con
Congress.
M. M.
M. Logan.
M.
Logan.
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Thomas M.
Eaton.
Thomas
M. Eaton.
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Thomas
Thomas S.
8. McMcMillan.
Millan.
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Mileage.
Milage.

Pages.
Pages.
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[CHAPTER 21
2]
[CHAPTER

November 4, 139
1030
[H.
306]
lH. I.
RBP.
J. Res.
3061
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 54]
64]
Neutrality
Neutrality Act
Act of
of
1939.
1939.
22 U. B.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V. 41104Q-245j-12.
V,
H246J-2456-19.
Preamble.
Preamble.
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JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

neutrality and the
the peace
the United
United States
States and
to secure
To preserve the neutrality
peace of
of the
and to
secure the
the
safety
citizens and
their interests.
safety of
of its
its citizens
and their
interests.

Whereas
neutrality in
in
Whereas the United States, desiring to preserve
preserve its
its neutrality
wars between foreign states and desiring
involvement
desiring also
also to avoid
avoid involvement
therein, voluntarily
voluntarily imposes
nationals by domestic
legislation
imposes upon
upon its
its nationals
domestic legislation
the
restrictions set out
and
the restrictions
out in
in this joint
joint resolution;
resolution; and
Whereas by so doing the United States waives
own
waives none of its own
any of
of its
its nationals,
under internarights or privileges,
privileges, or those
those of
of any
nationals, under
internaexpressly reserves
all the
the rights
privileges to
tional law,
law, and
and expressly
reserves all
rights and
and privileges
to
which it
nationals are
under the
law of
of nations;
it and
and its nationals
are entitled
entitled under
the law
nations; and
and
Whereas the
reserves the
the right
right to
Whereas
the United
United States hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserves
to
resolution or
or any
repeal, change
change or
or modify this joint
joint resolution
any other
other domestic
domestic
legislation in the interests
peace, security
security or
or welfare
welfare of
the
interests of
of the peace,
of the
United States and its people:
people: Therefore
Therefore be
be it
it
Resolved by the Senate and
ResoLved
Representatives of
of the
and House of Representatives
the United
United
States
in Congress
assembled,
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
PROCLAMATION OF
A STATE
STATE OF
WAR BETWEEN
STATES
PROCLAMATION
OF A
OF WAR
BETWEEN FOREIGN
FOREIGN STATES

Proclamation
Proclamation of aa
state of war between
between
foreign
foreign states.

Revocation.
Revocation.

S
ECTION 1. (a)
(a) That whenever
by
SEcrroN
whenever the
the President,
President, or
or the
the Congress
Congress by
concurrent resolution, shall find
find that
that there
there exists
of war
concurrent
exists aa state
state of
war
between
between foreign states, and
necessary to
to promote
promote the
and that
that it
it is
is necessary
the secusecurity or preserve
preserve the peace of the United States or
the lives
lives
or to
to protect
protect the
of citizens of the United States, the President
shall issue
President shall
issue a
a proclaproclamation naming the states involved;
involved; and
time,
and he shall,
shall, from time
time to
to time,
by proclamation, name other states as and when
when they
they may
may become
involved in the war.
war.
(b) Whenever
war which
have caused
(b)
Whenever the
the state
state of
of war
which shall
shall have
caused the
the PresiPresiproclamation under the authority
authority of
of this
dent to issue any proclamation
this section
section
shall have ceased
exist with
with respect
respect to
any state
state named
such
shall
ceased to
to exist
to any
named in
in such
proclamation, he shall revoke such
to such
such
proclamation,
such proclamation
proclamation with
with respect
respect to
state.
COMMERCE
COMMERCE WITH
win STATES
STATES ENGAGED
ENGAGED IN
IN ARMED
ARMED CONFLICT
CONFLICT

on
Prohibition
desProhibite on
designated use of oe
American vessels.
Port, p. 866.

t. p. 86.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Export,
etc., of artixportetc.,ofrti
cles or materials; ex-

ception.
ception.

'

Transfer of title, etc.
TransterofUtlet.

Bill of lading.
Billoflading.

S
2. (a)
Whenever the
the President
shall have
proclamaS EC.. 2.
(a) Whenever
President shall
have issued
issued aaproclamation under the authority of
of section
section 1
(a) it
it shall
shall thereafter
be unlaw1 (a)
thereafter be
unlawEO

ful for any American vessel to carry any passengers
passengers or any articles
or materials
materials to any state named in such
such proclamation.
proclamation.
(b) Whoever
Whoever shall violate any of the provisions
provisions of
(b)
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
of this section or of any regulations
regulations issued
thereunder shall,
shall, upon
issued thereunder
upon
conviction
conviction thereof, be fined not more than
for
than $50,000
$50,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for
not more than five years, or both.
both. Should
Should the
the violation
violation be
be by
by aa
corporation, organization,
corporation,
organization, or association, each . officer or director
director
thereof participating
in the
the violation
violation shall
be liable
liable to
to the
the penalty
thereof
participating in
shall be
penalty
herein prescribed.
prescribed.
(C) Whenever the President
a proclamation
proclamation
(c)
President shall have issued a
under the authority of section 11 (a)
(a) it shall thereafter
thereafter be unlawful
unlawful
to export or transport, or attempt to export or transport,
transport, or cause
to be exported
exported or transported,
transported, from the United States to any state
named
such
proclamation,
any articles
articles or
or materials
copynamed
in
such
proclamation,
any
materials (except
(except copyrighted
articles or materials)
materials) until
all right,
right, title,
and interest
interest therein
therein
righted articles or
until all
title, and
shall have been transferred
transferred to some foreign
foreign government,
government, agency,
partnership, corporation,
institution, association,
association, partnership,
corp ora ti on ,or national.
nat i
ona l
. IssuIssuance of aabill of lading under which title to the articles or materials
materials
to. he
be exported or transported
passest
ore i
gn purc
haser unconuncontransported passes
too aa f
foreign
purchaser
ditionally upon the delivery of such articles or materials
materials to aacarrier,
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shall constitute
constitute a
a transfer of all right, title, and interest therein
declaration
declaration
within the meaning of this subsection. The skipper
shipper of
of such articles bySworn
shipper.
shipper.
or materials
materials shall be required
required to file
collector of
of the
the port
port
file with the collector
from or through which they are
be exported
are to
to be
exported a
a declaration
declaration under
under
oath that he has complied with the requirements
requirements of this subsection
subsection
with respect to transfer of right, title,.
interest in
such articles
articles
title, and
and interest
in such
or materials,
materials, and that he will comply with such rules and regulations
Estoppel against
Estoppel
against
promulgated from time to time. Any such declaration
as shall be promulgated
declaration American
claims.
so filed shall be a
a conclusive
conclusive estoppel against any
citizen
any claim of
of any
any citizen
of the United States of right, title, or interest in such articles or
had-knowledge
materials, if such citizen
citizen had.
knowledge of the filing of such declaration;
tion •and the exportation
exportation or transportation of any articles or materials
without filing the declaration
declaration required by this subsection shall be a
a
conclusive
conclusive estoppel against any claim of any citizen
United
citizen of
of the United
States of right, title, or interest in such articles or materials,
materials, if
if such
such
citizen
citizen had knowledge of such violation.
violation. No
any
Losses incurred.
No loss incurred
incurred by
by any
such citizen (1)
(1) in connection
connection with the sale or transfer
transfer of right, title,
and interest in any such articles or materials
materials or (2)
(2) in connection
connection with
with
the exportation
exportation or transportation
transportation of any such copyrighted
copyrighted articles
articles or
or
materials,
materials, shall be made the basis of
forward by
the
of any
any claim
claim put
put forward
by the
Government
Government of the United
United States.
Insurance on shipInsurance
(d) Insurance written by underwriters on articles or materials ments,
vessels, etc.
included
included in shipments
shipments which are subject to restrictions
restrictions under
under the
provisions
resolution, and on vessels carrying such
provisions of this joint resolution
such shipments shall not be deemed
deemed an
no
an !American
American interest
interest therein,
therein, and
and no
insurance
insurance policy issued on such articles or materials,
and
materials, or
or vessels,
vessels, and
no loss incurred
thereunder or by the owners
incurred thereunder
owners of such vessels, shall
shall
be made the basis of any claim put forward by the Government
Government of
of
the United States.
Revocation of procRevocation
proc(e) Whenever
Whenever any proclamation
proclamation issued under the authority of
(e)
of lamation,
effect.
lamation, effect.
1 (a)
section 1
(a) shall have been revoked with respect to any
any state
state the
provisions of this section shall thereupon cease to
respect
to apply
apply with
with respect
to such state, except as to offenses
offenses committed prior to such revocation.
revocation.
(f) The provisions of subsection (a)
(a) of this section shall not
Transportation over
over
not Transportation
contiguous
contiguous inland wawaapply to transportation
transportation by American vessels on or over lakes, rivers, ters, etc.,
etc., by American
vessels
or
aircraft.
or
aircraft.
and inland waters bordering on the United States, or
transportaor to
to transportation by aircraft on or over lands bordering on the United States;
States;
and the provisions of subsection (c)
(c) of this section shall not
apply
not apply
Articles not listed
in
Articles
listed In
(1) to such transportation
(1)
transportation of any articles or materials other than proclamation.
proclamation.
a proclamation
articles listed in a
proclamation referred to in
the
in or
or issued
issued under
under the
Other border transauthority
(i), or (2)
(2) to any other transportation
authority of section 12 (i),
transportation on
on portation.
portation.
or over lands bordering
bordering on the United States of any articles or materials other than articles
articles listed in aa proclamation
proclamation referred to in or
or
Exemptions.
issued under the authority of section 12 (i)
(i);;and the provisions of Exemptions.
(a) and (c)
subsections (a)
(c) of this section shall not apply to the transportation referred to in this subsection and subsections
subsections (g) and
and
(h) of any articles or materials listed in aa proclamation
(h)
referred to
to
proclamation referred
in or issued under the authority of section 12 (i) if the articles
materials so listed
are to
be used
used exclusively
exclusively by
vessels,
or materials
listed are
to be
by American
American vessels,
aircraft, or other vehicles in connection with their operation and
and
maintenance.
maintenance.
Transportation
to
Transportation
to
(g)
subsections (a)
(c) of this
section certain
(g) The provisions
provisions of
of subsections
(a) and
and (c)
this section
Westports in
in Westexshall not apply to transportation
vessels (other
than ern Hemisphere;
Hemisphere; extransportation by
by American
American vessels
(other than
ceptions.
aircraft) of mail, passengers, or any articles or materials (except
(except ceptions.
articles or materials listed in aa proclamation
proclamation referred to
to in or
or issued
under the authority
authority of section
section 12 (i))
Western
(i)) (1) to any
any port
port in
in the
the Western
(2) to any
Hemisphere south of thirty-five degrees north latitude, (2)
port in the Western Hemisphere
H emi sphere north
north of
of thirty-five
north
thirty-five degrees
degrees north
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latitude and
and west
west of
sixty-six degrees
(3) to
port
any port
to any
longitude, (3)
west longitude,
degrees west
of sixty-six
or latitude
on the
the Pacific
the China
China Sea,
on
Pacific or
or Indian
Indian Oceans,
Oceans, including
including the
Sea, the
the Tasman
Tasman
Sea,
Bay of
Bengal, and
other dependdependSea, the
the Bay
of Bengal,
and the
the Arabian
Arabian Sea,
Sea, and
and any
any other
Atlantic ° Ocean
Atlantic
Ocean ent waters of either of such oceans, seas, or bays, or (4)
to
any
port
(4)
to
port
south
south of 30
30* north
north
on
the Atlantic
Ocean or
its dependent
dependent waters
latitude.
on the
Atlantic Ocean
or its
waters south
south of
of thirty
thirty degrees
degrees

Ports on Pacific or
Pacific
PortsOceans,
Indian
etc.

on

Combat
areas.
Combat areas.

Air transportation.
transportation.
Air

Combat areas.
Combatareas.

Sworn statement
statement of
of
Sworn
cargo, etc.; contents.

Restrictions, rules,
Restrictions,
rules,
and regulations.

and
regulations
incurred.
Losses incurred.

Revocation of cerRevocation of certain proclamations,
e ct
effect..

efl

Clearance and
deand departure in advance of
date
der of enactment;
risk assumed.

clearance
of enatment;

risk assued.

Losses Incurred.
Losses
ncurred.

Certain exemptions
netral
Sertain etio
extended
to neutral
vessels;
vessels; condition.
condition.

north latitude. The exceptions contained
contained in this subsection shall not
not
apply to
is included
included within
within a
a combat
combat area
area as
as
such port
port which
which is
apply
to any
any such
defined in
section 3
applies to
such vessels.
vessels.
defined
in section
3 which
which applies
to such
(h) The provisions of subsections
subsections (a) and (c)
(c) of this section shall
not
to transportation
transportation by
by aircraft
passengers, or
or any
any
not apply
apply to
aircraft of
of mail,
mail, passengers,
articles
or materials
(except articles
materials listed
listed in
in aa proclaproclaarticles or
materials (except
articles or
or materials
mation
or issued
under the
of section
section 12
12 (i)
mation referred
referred to
to in
in or
issued under
the authority
authority of
(i)) )
(1) to
to any
any port
port in
Western Hemisphere,
Hemisphere, or
or (2)
(2) to
to any
any port
on the
the
(1)
in the
the Western
port on
Pacific
Oceans, including
the China
Sea, the
Tasman Sea,
Sea,
Pacific or
or Indian
Indian Oceans,
including the
China Sea,
the Tasman
the Bay
Arabian Sea,
Sea, and
and any
any other
other dependent
dependent
the
Bay of
of Bengal,
Bengal, and
and the
the Arabian
waters of
of either
either of
of such
oceans, seas,
seas, or
bays. The
consuch oceans,
or bays.
The exceptions
exceptions contained in
in this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
which is
tained
to any
any such
such port
port which
is
included
a combat area
included within a
area as
in section
section 3
which applies
as defined
defined in
3 which
applies
to such
such aircraft.
aircraft.
to
(i) Every American vessel to which the provisions
provisions of subsections
subsections
(g) and
apply, and
and every
vessel to
provisions
neutral vesse
to which
which the
the provisions
(g)
and (h)
(h) apply,
every neutral
of
subsection (1)
(1) apply,
apply, shall,
shall, before
departing from
port or
of subsection
before departing
from a
a port
or from
from
the jurisdiction
the
jurisdiction of
of the
United States,
States, file
with the
of customs
the United
file with
the collector
collector of
customs
of
the port
port of
of departure,
or if
if there
such collector
at such
such
of the
departure, or
there is
is no
no such
collector at
port
nearest collector
customs, a
port then
then with
with the
the nearest
collector of
of customs,
a sworn
sworn statement
statement
(1) containing
containing aacomplete
(1)
all the
the articles
carried
complete list
list of
of all
articles and
and materials
materials carried
as
vessel, and
and the
names and
of the
consignees
as cargo
cargo by
by such
such vessel,
the names
and addresses
addresses of
the consignees
of all such articles
articles and
and (2)
stating the
and materials,
materials, and
(2) stating
the ports
ports at
at which
which
be unloaded
such articles and materials
materials are to be
unloaded and
the ports
ports of
of call
and the
call
of such vessel. All transportation referred
(f),
referred to in subsections
subsections (f),
(g),
(g), (h),
(h), and (1)
(1) of this section shall be subject to such restrictions,
restrictions,
rules, and regulations
regulations as the President shall prescribe;
prescribe; but no loss
loss
incurred
incurred in
connection with
any transportation
transportation excepted
excepted under
in connection
with any
under the
the
provisions
(g), (h),
provisions of subsections (g),
this section
section shall
(h), and
and (1)
(1) of
of this
shall be
be
made the basis of any claim put
put forward
by the
Government of
forward by
the Government
of the
the
United States.
United
States.
(i)
(1) Whenever all proclamations
proclamations issued under the authority, of
section 1
1 (a)
(a) shall have
of subsections
have been revoked, the provisions of
subsections
(f), (g),
(g), (h),
(h), (i),
(i) 1and
(1) of
of this
section shall
(f),
and (1)
this section
shall expire.
expire.
(k) The provisions of this section shall not apply to the current
current
voyage
of any
vessel which
which has
has cleared
cleared for
foreign port
port
voyage of
any American
American vessel
for aa foreign
and has departed
a port or from the jurisdiction
departed from a
jurisdiction of the lnited
United
(1) the date
States in advance of (1)
date of
of this
this joint
resoluof enactment
enactment of
joint resoluity or
resolution
(2) any
proclamation issued
issued after
date under
authortion,
or (2)
any proclamation
after such
such date
under the
the authority of section 11 (a)
(a) of this joint resolution;
tion,
resolution; but any
shall
any such
such vessel shall
proceed
own risk
risk after
after either
either of
of such
such dates,
'laths, and
loss incurred
proceed at
at its
its own
and no
no loss
incurred
with any
in connection
connection with
any such
such vessel
vessel or
cargo after
either of
such
or its
its cargo
after either
of such
dates shall
dates
shall be
the basis
of any
any claim
put forward
forward by
by the
the
be made
made the
basis of
claim put
Government
the United
United States.
States.
Government of
of the
(1)
(1) The provisions
provisions of subsection (c)
(c) of this section shall not apply
apply
to the
the transportation by aa neutral vessel to any port referred
to
referred to in
subsection (g)
(g) of
of this
any articles
articles or
or materials
(except
subsection
this section
section of
of any
materials (except
articles or materials listed in
in aaproclamation
proclamation referred
to in
in or
referred to
or issued
issued
under the
the authority
of section
section 12
so long
as such
such port
is not
authority of
12 (i))
(i)) so
long as
port is
not
included within a
a combat area as defined
defined in
in section
section 3
which applies
applies
3 which
to American vessels.
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COMBAT AREAS
AREAS
COMBAT

SEC.
a proclamation
S
EC. 3. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever the President shall have
have issued a
proclamation
under the authority of section 11 (a),
(a), and he
he shall thereafter
thereafter find
find
States so
so requires,
requires, he
he
that the protection of citizens of the
the United
United States
shall, by proclamation,
proclamation, define combat
thereafter it
combat areas,
areas, and
and thereafter
it shall
shall
be unlawful, except under
under such rules and regulations
regulations as
as may be preprescribed, for any citizen of
of the
the United
or any
United States
States or
any American
American vessel
vessel
to proceed into or through any such combat
area. The
The combat
combat areas
combat area.
areas
so defined
defined may be
vessels or
be made to apply
apply to
to surface
surface vessels
or aircraft,
aircraft, or
or
both.
(b)
the violation
of any
any of
of the
provisions of
of this
this section
section
(b) In
In case of
of the
violation of
the provisions
by any American
American vessel, or any owner
officer thereof,
such vessel,
vessel,
owner or
or officer
thereof, such
owner, or officer
officer shall be fined not more than $50,000
$50,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned
for not more than
the owner
than five
five years, or both.
both. Should
Should the
owner of
of such
such
vessel be a
a corporation,
corporation, organization,
organization, or association,
each officer
or
association, each
officer or
director participating
be liable
liable to
the penalty
penalty
participating in the
the violation
violation shall
shall be
to the
hereinabove prescribed. In
violation of
section by
hereinabove
In case
case of
of the
the violation
of this
this section
by
any citizen traveling as a
a passenger, such passenger
passenger may
may be fined not
not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned
two years,
years, or
imprisoned for
for not
not more than two
or
both.
both.
(c) The
time to
or extend
any
(c)
The President may
may from time
to time
time modify
modify or
extend any
proclamation
proclamation issued under the authority
authority of
of this
this section, and
and when
when
issue any
any such
such proclamathe conditions which shall
shall have
have caused
caused him
him to
to issue
proclamation shall have ceased
ceased to exist he shall revoke such proclamation
proclamation
and the provisions of this section shall
apply,
shall thereupon
thereupon cease
cease to
to apply,
except as to offenses
offenses committed prior
revocation.
prior to such revocation.

areas; rereCombat areas;
strictions.
strictions.
Post, p.
p. 866.
Post,
866.

Application
Application to sursurface vessels
vegaels or
or aircraft,
face
aircraft,
or
or both.
both.
Penalty.
Penalty.

Authority
Authority of
of President
to modify,
modify, extend,
dent to
extend,
etc.,
etc., proclamation.
proclamation.

AMERICAN
AMERICAN RED
RED CROSS
CROSS

SEC.
SEC. 4. The provisions of section 2
(a) shall not prohibit
2 (a)
prohibit the
the transtransportation
charter or
and control
portation by vessels
vessels under
under charter
or other
other direction
direction and
control of
of
the American Red Cross, proceeding
proceeding under
under safe conduct
conduct granted
granted by
by
states named in any
proclamation issued under
the authority
authority of
any proclamation
under the
of section
section
(a), of officers
officers and American
medical person11 (a),
American Red
Red Cross personnel,
personnel, medical
personnel, and medical supplies, food, and clothing, for the
the relief of human
suffering.
suffering.
TRAVEL
TRAVEL ON
VESSELS OF
OF BELLIGERENT
STATES
ON VESSELS
BEIJIGERENT STATES

Transportation by
Transportation
vessels
vessels under control
control
of
American Red
of American
Red
Cross.
Cross.
Post, pp.
866.
Post,
pp. 611,
611, 866.

SEC.
SEC. 5. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever the President shall have issued a
proclamation
a proclamation
1 (a)
(a) it
under the authority of section 1
it shall thereafter
thereafter be unlawful
unlawful
for any citizen of the United
United States to travel
vessel of
of any
any
travel on
on any vessel
state named
named in such proclamation,
proclamation, except
except in
in accordance
with such
such
accordance with
rules and
prescribed.
and regulations
regulations as may be prescribed.
(b) Whenever
issued under
under the
the authority
(b)
Whenever any proclamation
proclamation issued
authority of
of
section 1
1 (a) shall have been revoked
revoked with respect to
to any
any state
state the
provisions of this section shall
thereupon cease
with respect
shall thereupon
cease to
to apply
apply with
respect
prior to
to such
revoto such state, except
except as to offenses
offenses committed
committed prior
such revocation.
cation.
ARMING
MERCHANT VESSELS
ARMING OF
OF AMERICAN
AMERICAN MERCHANT
VESSELS PROMBIrED
PROHIBITED

Travel on
on vessels
vessels of
belligerent
belligerent states,
states, rerestriction.
striction.

SEC.
S
EC. 6. Whenever
Whenever the President shall have issued
issued aa proclamation
proclamation
under the authority
authority of section
(a), it
it shall thereafter
be unlawful,
section 11(a),
thereafterbe
unlawful,
until such proclamation
proclamation is revoked, for any American
American vessel, engaged
engaged
in commerce with any foreign state
except with
with small
state to be armed,
armed, except
small
ammunition therefor, which
arms and ammunition
neceswhich the
the President may deem
deem necessary and shall publicly designate
designate for the
the preservation
preservation of
of discipline
discipline
aboard any
any such
such vessel.
vessel.

Armingof
American
Armingof American
merchant vessels
vessels proProhibited.
hibited.

Revocation of procRevocation
proclamation,
lamation, effect.
effect.

Exception.
Exception.
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FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS
TRANSACTIONS
FINANCIAL
Dealing in obligations of belligerent
belligerent
states,
unlawful.
states, etc.,
etc., unlawful.

Sale of certain
certain maSale
terials to persons in
belligerent states.
states.

Existing
Existing indebtedindebtedness.
Penalty.

Revocation of procRevocation
pro&
lamation, effect.
effect.

S
EC. 7.
(a) Whenever
Whenever the
the President
President shall
proclaSEC.
7. (a)
shall have
have issued
issued aa proclamation under the
of section
section 1
(a), it
thereafter be
be
the authority of
1 (a),
it shall
shall thereafter
unlawful for
United States
States to
for any person
person within the
the United
to purchase,
purchase, sell,
sell,
or exchange
exchange bonds,
obligations of
the government
government
bonds, securities,
securities, or other
other obligations
of the
of any state named in such proclamation,
or of
political subproclamation, or
of any
any political
subdivision of any such state, or of
acting for
or on
behalf
of any
any person
person acting
for or
on behalf
of the government of any such state, or political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof,
issued after the date of such proclamation,
or to
to make
loan or
proclamation, or
make any
any loan
or
necessary credits
credits accruing
connecextend any credit (other
(other than necessary
accruing in
in connectransmission of
of telegraph,
telegraph, cable,
and telephone
tion with the transmission
cable, wireless
wireless and
telephone
services) to any such government,
services)
government, political
political subdivision, or
or person.
person.
The provisions
provisions of this subsection
subsection shall also
also apply
apply to
to the
the sale
sale by
by any
any
person within the United States to any person
named in
in any
person in
in a
a state
state named
any
such proclamation
listed in
proclamation of any articles
articles or materials
materials listed
in a
a proclamation
proclamation
referred to in
authority of
of section
section 12
(i).
in or
or issued
issued under
under the
the authority
12 (i).
(b) The provisions of this section shall not apply to a
or
a renewal or
indebtedness as may exist on
adjustment of such indebtedness
on the
the date
date of
of such
such
proclamation.
(c)
(c) Whoever
Whoever shall knowingly
knowingly violate any of
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
of the
section or of any regulations issued thereunder
thereunder shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof, be fined not more than $50,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned for not
not more
more
than five years, or both. Should
by a
corporation ,
Should the violation
violation be
be by
a corporation,
organization,
organization sor association,
association, each officer or director thereof
participatthereof participating in the violation shall be liable to the penalty
penalty herein prescribed.
proclamation issued under the authority
(d) Whenever
Whenever any proclamation
authority,of
of secsection 1
1 (a) .shall have been revoked
revoked with respect to any state the provisions of this section shall thereupon cease to
such
to apply
apply with
with respect
respect to
to such
state, except
except as to offenses committed prior to such revocation.
revocation.
SOLICITATION
COLLECTION OF FUNDS
SOLICITATION AND COLLECTION
FUNDS AND CONTRIBUTIONS
CONTRISIJTIONS

Solicitation
Solicitation or receipt of contributions.
contributions.

Unofficial
Unofficial solicitations to relieve human
suffering.

Rules
tions.

and

regula-

Revocation of procRevocation
lamation, effect.
lamation,
effect.

SEC.
SEC. 8. (a)
(a) Whenever
Whenever the President shall have issued a
a proclamation under the authority of section 11(a),
(a), it shall thereafter
thereafter be
be
unlawful for any person within the United States to solicit or receive
any contribution for or on behalf of the
the government
of any
government of
any state
state
named in such proclamation or for or on behalf of any agent
agent or
or
instrumentality
instrumentality of any such state.
section shall
shall be
cons t
rue d t
hibit the
th
e
(b) Nothing in this
this section
be construed
too pro
prohibit
solicitation or collection
contributions to be used for
collection of funds and contributions
assistance, or for food and clothing
medical aid and assistance,
clothing to
human
to relieve
relieve human
suffering, when such solicitation
solicitation or collection of funds and
and contribucontributions is made on behalf of and for use by any person or organization
organization
which is not acting for or on behalf of
but all
of any
any such
such government,
government, but
all
solicitations and collections
such solicitations
collections of funds
be
funds and contributions
contributions shall
shall be
in accordance
accordance with and subject to such rules and regulations as may
prescribed.
be prescribed.
(c)
proclamation issued under the authority
(c) Whenever
Whenever any proclamation
secauthority of sec1 (a) shall have been revoked with respect
tion 1
to any
state the
respect to
any state
the proprovisions of this section shall thereupon
visions
thereupon cease to apply with respect to
such state, except as to offenses committed prior to such revocation.
revocation.
AMERICAN REPUBLICS
AMERICAN
REPUBLICS

American republics.

SEC. 9.
9. This joint resolution (except section 12)
SEc.
12) shall not apply to
any American
American republic
republic engaged in war against aanon-American
any
non-American state
or states, provided the American republic
cooperating with aa
republic is not cooperating
non-American
non-American state or states in such war.
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RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF AMERICAN
RESTRICTIONS
AMERICAN PORTS

S
EC. 10. (a)
(a) Whenever,
war in
which the
the United
Restrictions on use
SEC.
Whenever, during
during any
any war
in which
United offRestrictions
Am
American ports.
States is
is neutral,
the President,
President, or
or any
thereunto authorized
o
erican
States
neutral, the
any person
person thereunto
authorized ports.
by him, shall have cause to
to believe
believe that
vessel, domestic
domestic or
that any
any vessel,
or
foreign, whether requiring clearance
or not,
not, is
is about
carry out
out of
clearance or
about to
to carry
of
a port or from the jurisdiction of the
a
United States,
States, fuel,
fuel, men,
men, arms,
arms,
the United
ammunition, implements of
of war,
war, supplies,
supplies, dispatches,
dispatches, or
or information
information
to any warship,
warship, tender,
tender, or
or supply
ship of
proclasupply ship
of aa state
state named
named in
in a
a proclamation issued under
1 (a),
(a), but the evidence
under the authority of section 1
evidence
sufficient to
forbidding the
departure of
of the
is not
not deemed
deemed sufficient
to justify
justify forbidding
the departure
the
vessel as provided for by section 1, title
chapter 30,
of the
the Act
title V,
V, chapter
30, of
Act
18 U. S.
C., Supp.
approved
approved June 15, 1917 (40 Stat. 217, 221; U.
vT3ii:
S. C.,
Supp.
U. S. C.,
C., 1934 edition,
edition, V,
§ 31.
title 18, sec. 31),
and
31),
if, in the President's judgment, such
will
such action
action will
serve to maintain
maintain peace between
between the United States and foreign states,
commercial interests of the
or to protect
protect the commercial
and its
its
the United
United States
States and
citizens, or to promote the security or
United States,
States,
or neutrality
neutrality of
of the United
Bond requirement.
he shall have
shall be
be his
to require
require the
the owner,
requirement.
have the
the power,
power, and
and it
it shall
his duty,
duty to
owner, Bond
master, or person in
thereof, bef
or
e
departing
from
a
port
in command
command thereof,
before departing from a port
or from the jurisdiction of the
to give
give a
bond to
the United States,
States, to
a bond
to the
the
United States, with sufficient sureties, in such amount
amount as
as he
he shall
shall
deem proper, conditioned
conditioned that the
not deliver
deliver the
the men,
men, or
or
the vessel
vessel will
will not
any fuel, supplies, dispatches, information,
information, or any
of the
the cargo,
cargo,
any part
part of
warship, tender,
or supply
supply ship
state named
to any
any warship,
tender, or
ship of
of aastate
named in
in aaproclaproclamation issued under
under the
the authority
authority of
of section
section 1
1 (a).
(a).
del
(b) If
If the
the President,
President, or
or any
any person
zed by
by hi
m , Vessel
Vessel
ivering
delivering
(b)
person thereunto
thereunto authori
authorized
him,
cargo to warship, etc.,
shall find that a
or foreign,
foreign, in
ortof
of the
the United
a
f
e
s
:t
t
ii:
a vessel,
vessel, domestic
domestic or
in a
a p
port
United rAlige
of a belligerentPga
state.
States, has
departed from a
port or
from the
has previously
previously departed
a port
or from
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the United States during such war and delivered
delivered men, fuel, supsupplies, dispatches, information, or any part of its cargo to
to aa warship,
warship
tender, or supply ship of
in a
a proclamation
issued
of a
a state
state named
named in
proclamation issued
under the authority of section 11 (a),
(a), he may prohibit the departure
of such vessel during the
war.
the duration of the
the war.
Temporary stay
(c) Whenever
Whenever the
shall have
issued a
under alien
Temporary
stay of
of
(c)
the President
President shall
have issued
a proclamation
proclamation under
seamen; bond
alien seamen;
bond to
to
section
(a) he may,
may, while
proclamation is
insure departure.
departure.
section 11 (a)
while such
such proclamation
is in
in effect,
effect, require
require insure
any vessel,
vessel, foreign
or
the owner,
owner, master,
master, or
or person
person in
in command
command of
of any
foreign or
domestic,
the United
United States,
to give
domestic, before
before departing
departing from
from the
States, to
give aa bond
ond
to the United States, with sufficient sureties,
such amount
as he
sureties, in
in such
amount as
he
conditioned that
that no
who arrived
arrived on
shall deem proper,
proper, conditioned
no alien
alien seaman
seaman who
on
such vessel shall remain in
in the United States
States for a
a longer
longer period
period than
than
that permitted under the
regulations, as
as amended
time,
the regulations
amended from
from time
time to
to time,
39 Stat. 896.
896.
issued pursuant to section
of February
section 33 of the
the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
February 55 89
Issuance
1917 (U. S. C.,
sec. 168).
provisions oi
Issuance of regula
regulaC., title
title 8,
8, sec.
168). Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
of tions.
tions.
said section 33, the President may issue
respect
issue such
such regulations with
with respect
to the landing of such seamen as
insure their
their
as he deems necessary to
to insure
departure either on
departure
vessel at
the expense
expense of
of
on such vessel or
or another
another vessel
at the
such
in command.
such owner,
owner, master, or
or person
person in
command.
w

SUBMARINES AND
ARMED MERCHANT
VESSELS
SUBMARINES
AND ARMED
MERCHANT VESSELS

SEc.
S
EC. 11. Whenever, during any war in which
which the United States
States is
is
neutral, the
that special
restrictions placed
the President
President shall find
find that
special restrictions
placed on
on
the use of the ports and territorial waters of the United States by the
submarines
submarines or armed merchant
merchant vessels of a
to
a foreign
foreign state will serve
serve to
maintain peace
States and
and foreign
states, or
or to
maintain
peace between
between the
the United
United States
foreign states%
to
protect the commercial
commercial interests of the United States and its citizens,
or to promote the security
security of the United
United States, and shall
shall make
make proclaproclamation
thereafter be
be unlawful
for any
submarine
mation thereof, it
it shall
shall thereafter
unlawful for
any such
such submarine
or armed merchant
merchant vessel to enter a
a port
port or the
the territorial
territorial waters
waters of
of
the United States or to depart therefrom
therefrom, except
except under such
such conditions
conditions

Restrictions on
on enRestrictions
entry
and departure
of
try and
departure of
*reign craft.
craft.
Abreign
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to such
as the
the President
President may
may prescribe.
prescribe. WhenW henlimitations as
such limitations
subject to
and subject
Proo and
ever,
conditions which
him to
to issue
issue
caused him
have caused
which have
the conditions
in his
his judgment,
judgment, the
ever, in

Revocation of
of procRevocation
lamation, effect.

mtion effect.

his
ceased to
he shall
proclamation
his proclamation
revoke his
shall revoke
to exist,
exist, he
have ceased
proclamation have
his proclamation
and
the
provisions
of
this
section
shall
thereupon
cease
to apply,
apply,
and the provisions of this section shall thereupon cease to
except
as to
to offenses
committed prior
prior to
to such
revocation.
such revocation.
offenses committed
except as
NATIONAL MUNITIONS
MUNITIONS CONTROL
BOARD
CONTROL BOARD
NATIONAL

SEC. 12.
12. (a)
(a) There
There is
is hereby
National Munitions
ConMunitions Conestablished aaNational
hereby established
SEC.
trol
Board
(hereinafter
referred
to
as
the
"Board").
The
Board
shall
shall
Board
The
"Board").
the
to
as
referred
trol Board (hereinafter
composition.
consist of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
State, who
shall be
executive
and executive
chairman and
be chairman
who shall
of the
consist
officer
the Board,
Board, the
the Secretary
the Treasury,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Treasury, the
of the
Secretary of
of the
officer of
War,
the Secretary
Navy, and
and the
of Commerce.
Commerce.
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
of the
Secretary of
War, the
Administration.
Except
otherwise provided
provided in
by other
law, the
the
other law,
or by
this section,
section, or
in this
as otherwise
Except as
Administration.
administration of
of this
this section
section is
in the
the Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
is vested
vested in
administration
The Secretary
of State
shall promulgate
promulgate such
regulations
Rules
such rules and regulations
State shall
Secretary of
The
and regularegunla
Rules and
tions.
with regard to the enforcement
tions.
enforcement of this section as he may deem necesMeetings.
sary to carry out its provisions. The Board shall be convened by the
Meetings.
a year.
chairman and
and shall hold at least one meeting a
chairman
Registration rere(b)
Every
person
engages in the business of manufacturing,
manufacturing,
who engages
person
Every
(b)
Registration
quirements.
exporting,
or importing
importing any
arms, ammunition,
or implements
of war
war
implements of
ammunition, or
any arms,
exporting, or
quirements.
listed in
in a
to in
in or
or issued
issued under
the authority
authority
under the
referred to
a proclamation
proclamation referred
listed
of
subsection (i)
(i) of
of this
whether as
an exporter,
exporter, importer,
importer,
as an
section, whether
this section,
of subsection
manufacturer,
or dealer,
dealer, shall
register with
with the Secretary
State:
Secretary of State
shall register
manufacturer, or
his
name, or
principal place
place of
of business,
and places
business, and
name, principal
business name,
or business
his name,
of business
in the
the United
United States,
States, and
and a
alist
list of
of the
arms ammunition,
ammunition,
the arms,
of
business in
and
of war
war which
which he
or exports.
imports, or
he manufactures
manufactures, imports,
and implements
implements of
Notice of
of change
person required to register under this section shall
Every
(c)
change in
(c)
Notice
arms, etc.
arms,etc.
notify the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
arms, ammuninotify
State of any change in the arms;
tion, or
which he
he exports,
exports, imports, or manufacof war
war which
implements of
or implements
tion,
tures; and
and upon
such notification
State shall issue
Secretary of State
the Secretary
notification the
upon such
tures;
to such
such person
person an
certificate of
registration, free
free of charge
charge,
of registration,
an amended
amended certificate
to
which
shall remain
original
the date of expiration of the origmal
valid until the
remain valid
which shall
certificate.
person required
register under the provisions
required to register
Every person
Registration fee, cercertificate. Every
Registrationfee.certificate, etc.
receipt
$100. Upon receipt
registration fee of $100.
a registration
of this section shall pay a
tificate,etc.
of
the required
shall issue
issue aa
State shall
of State
Secretary of
fee, the
the Secretary
registration fee,
required registration
of the
registration certificate
certificate valid
for five
which shall
renewable
be renewable
shall be
years, which
five years,
valid for
registration
for
periods of
five years
years upon
upon the
each renewal
renewal
the payment
payment for each
of five
further periods
for further
Valid existing cer(including
of
registration
of
a
fee
$100;
valid
certificates
registration
(including
certificates
but
$100;
of
a
fee
Of
cer
existing
talid
tificates.
amended certificates)
issued under
under the
the authority
authority of
of the
the
2 of
of section
section 2
certificates) issued
amended
49 Stat.1082; 50 Stat. joint resolution of August 31, 1935,
49Stat.1082;650tat.
1935, or section 5
5of the joint resolution
resolution
124.
124.
of August 31,
311 1935, as amended,
amended, shall, without payment
payment of any
additional registration
registration fee,
fee, be
considered to
be valid
certificates of
valid certificates
to be
be considered
additional
registration issued
under this
this subsection,
subsection, and shall remain valid for
issued under
registration
the
same period
as if
this joint
been enacted.
resolution had not been
joint resolution
if this
period as
the same
Export or
or import
(d) It
shall be unlawful for any person to export, or attempt to
Export
import of
of
(d)
It
arms, etc., requirere
export,
the United
United States
States to
to any
state, any
any arms,
ments.
arms, ammuammuany other
other state,
from the
export, from
ment..
nition,
referred to in or
a proclamation
proclamation referred
war listed in a
nition, or
or implements of war
issued under
(i) of
section, or
or to
of this
this section,
subsection (i)
authority of subsection
issued
under the authority
import" to
any other
other
import, or
or attempt to
to import,
to the
the United
United States
States from any
state, any
of the
arms, ammunition,
or implements
of war
listed. in
in any
any
war listed
implements of
ammunition, or
any of
the arms,
state,
such
having submitted
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
to the
first having
submitted to
proclamation, without
without first
such proclamation,
State
the name
name of
of the
and the
the terms
terms of
of sale
and having
having
sale and
purchaser and
the purchaser
State the
obtained a
a license therefor.
Maintenance of
recMaintenance
of reo(e)
(e) All persons required to register under this section shall mainords.
tain, subject
subject to
inspection of
of the
State, or
the inspection
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
or any
any
tain,
to the
person
persons designated
designated by
him, such
such permanent
records of
by him,
permanent records
of
person or
or persons
manufacture for export,
exportation of arms
arms,
export, importation,
importation, and
and exportation
manufacture
ammunition,
Secretary of
shall
war as the Secretary
of State shall
and implements
implements of war
ammunition, and
prescribe.
prescribe.
Establishment
and
Establishment and
composition.
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(f)
Licenses shall
Secretary of State to
to persons
persons
by the Secretary
(f) Licenses
shall be issued by
who have
have registered
registered as
provided for,
export
of export
in cases
cases of
for, except
except in
as herein
herein provided
who
or import
where the
export of
or impleimpleof arms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or
or
import licenses
licenses where
the export
of this
this joint
joint resolution or any
in violation
violation of
ments of war would be in
other law
law of
of the
of a
a treaty
which the
the United
United
treaty to which
States, or
or of
the United
United States,
other
States is
party, in
cases such
such licenses
not be
be issued;
issued; but
licenses shall
shall not
in which
which cases
States
is aaparty,
a
valid license
license issued
issued under
under the authority
authority of section
joint
section 22 of the joint
a valid
resolution
of August
August 31,
31, 1935,
1935, or
of
the joint resolution
resolution of
or section 5
5 of the
resolution of
August
considered to be a
a valid license
license
be considered
amended, shall
shall be
31, 1935,
1935, as
as amended,
August 31,
issued
shall remain
remain valid for the
the same
issued under
under this
this subsection,
subsection, and
and shall
period
resolution had not been enacted.
period as
as if this joint resolution
(g) No
No purchase
purchase of
ammunition, or
of war shall
or implements
implements of
of arms,
arms, ammunition,
(g)
be made
made on
of the
States by
officer, executive
by any
any officer,
United States
behalf of
the United
be
on behalf
department, or
Government from
from
establishment of the Government
or independent
independent establishment
department,
any
person who
provisions
register under the provisions
have failed
failed to register
who shall have
any person
of this
this joint
joint resolution.
of
(h)
The Board
shall make
make a
report to Congress
3 and
on January 3
Congress on
a report
(h) The
Board shall
July
year, copies
copies of
distributed as are other
other
be distributed
of which shall be
3 of
of each
each year,
July 3
reports transmitted
transmitted to
contain such
Such reports
reports shall contain
Congress. Such
to Congress.
reports
information and
collected by
the Board
Board as
as may
considered
may be
be considered
by the
data collected
and data
information
of value
determination of
of questions
control
with the control
connected with
questions connected
in the
the determination
of
value in
of trade
trade in
ammunition, and
of war,
war, including
including the
and implements
implements of
arms, ammunition,
in arms,
of
name of
of the
the purchaser
purchaser and
of sale
sale made
made under
under any such
such
terms of
and the
the terms
name
license. The
shall include
include in
in such
reports a
list of
all persons
persons
a list
of all
such reports
The Board
Board shall
license.
required to
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this joint
joint resolution,
resolution, and
and
of this
to register
register under
required
full
licenses issued
issued hereunder,
hereunder, including
including
the licenses
concerning the
information concerning
full information
the
name of
of the
the purchaser
of sale made under any such
purchaser and the terms of
the name
license.
(i) The
President is
to proclaim upon recomauthorized to
hereby authorized
is hereby
(i)
The President
mendation of
of the
the Board
Board from
to time
list of articles
articles which
which
time a
a list
from time
time to
mendation
shall be
be considered
considered arms
implements of
of war
for
war for
and implements
ammunition, and
arms,2 ammunition,
shall
the
this section;
section; but
but the
the proclamation
proclamation Numbered
2237,
Numbered 2237,
of this
purposes of
the purposes
of May
1, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 1834),
1834), defining
defining the
ammunition,
the term "arms, ammunition,
of
May 1,
and
war" shall,
it is
is revoked,
revoked, have
and
full force
force and
have full
until it
of war"
shall, until
and implements
implements of
effect as
as if
if issued
this subsection.
subsection.
of this
authority of
under the
the authority
issued under
effect

Licenses to
registo regisLicenses
trants.
trants.

49 Stat.
Stat. 1082;
Stat.
49
1082; 50
50 Stat.
124.
124.

Purchases
Purchases on behalf
of U.
U. S.
of
S. from
from unregisunregispersons.
tered persons.

Semiannual reports
reports
Semiannual
contents.
to Congress,
Congress, contents.

Proclamationlisting
Proclamationlisting
arms, ammunition,
implements of
ef
and implements
war.
Proclamation
Proclamation No.
2237 in effect until revoked.
voked.

REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS

Sm.
The President
President may,
may, from time to time, promulgate such
13. The
SEC. 13.
rules and
and regulations,
law, as may
necessary
may be necessary
with law
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
regulations, not
rules
and proper
to carry
resolution;
of this joint resolution;
provisions of
the provisions
carry out any of the
and
proper to
and he
exercise any
conferred on him by
or authority conferred
any power or
may exercise
and
he may
this
joint resolution
through such
officer or
or officers,
agency or
or
or agency
officers, or
such officer
resolution through
this joint
agencies,
as he
shall direct.
direct.
he shall
agencies, as

Regulations.
Regulations.

UNLAWFUL
AMERICAN FLAG
UNLAWFUL USE OF THE AMERICAN

Sea 14.
14. (a)
It shall
(a) It
shall be unlawful for any vessel belonging to or
SEC.
operating
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
any foreign
state to
use the
the flag
to use
foreign state
of any
under the
operating under
of
United States thereon, or
use of
of any
any distinctive signs
or to
to make
make use
the United
of the
or
same is an American
American vessel.
indicating that
that the same
or markings,
markings, indicating
(b)
violating the provisions
provisions of subsection (a) of this
(b) Any vessel
vessel violating
section
right to
to enter
enter
of three months the right
period of
be denied
denied for aaperiod
section shall be
the
except in cases
cases of
the ports or territorial waters of the United States except
force majeure.

Unlawful use of the

American
American flag.
flag.

Penalty.

GENERAL PENALTY
PENALTY PROVISION
PROVISION
GENERAL

Sze. 15. In
of
SEC.
In every case of the violation of any of the provisions of
this
joint resolution
of any
any rule
or regulation
regulation issued
pursuant
this joint
resolution or
or of
rule or
issued pursuant
thereto where
where a
aspecific
violator
specific penalty is not herein
herein provided,
provided, such violator
or violators,
violators, upon
upon conviction,
conviction, shall
shall be fined
fined not
not more than
than $10,000,
$10,000,
or imprisoned not more than two years,
years, or both.
both.

OeneralpenaltyproGeneral penaltYPre•
vision.
vision.
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DEFINTTIONS
DEFINITIONS
Definitions.
Deflnitions.
"United
State."
"United States."

"Person."
"Person."

"Veael."
"Vessel."

"American VresseL"
vesseL"
"American

"State."
"State."
"Oitisen."
"Oitizen."

SEC. 16.
16. For
For the
the purposes
of this
this joint
resolution—
joint resolutionpurposes of
SEO.
(a) The
The term
term "United
when used
used in
geographical sense,
sense
in aageographical
States", when
"United States",
(a)
includes
the
several
States
and
Territories,
the
insular
possessions
possessions of
insular
the
Territories,
and
States
includes the several
the
States (including
the Philippine
Canal
the Canal
Islands), the
Philippine Islands),
(including the
United States
the United
Zone,
and
of
Columbia.
District
the
and
Zone
(b) The
The term
"person" includes
includes a
associacompany, associaa partnership,
partnership, company,
term "person"
(b)
tion,
or
corporation,
as
well
a
person.
natural
a
as
well
as
tion, or corporation,
(c)
"vessel" means
means every
every description
description of watercraft
watercraft and
term "vessel"
The term
(c) The
aircraft
of being
used as
as a
under,
on, under,
transportation on,
of transportation
means of
a means
being used
capable of
aircraft capable
or
or over water.
(d)
The term
term "American
"American vessel"
vessel" means any vessel documented
documented l
(d) The
United
and any aircraft registered or licensed, under the laws of the United
States.
(e)
The term
shall include
include nation,
nation, government, and country.
"state" shall
term "state"
(e) The
(f) The
The term
shall include
any individual
owng allegiance
individual owing
include any
"citizen" shall
term "citizen"
(f)
to the
United States,
partnership, company,
association composed
composed
company, or association
a partnership,
States, a
to
the United
in
or in
in part
United States, and any corporathe United
of the
citizens of
of citizens
part of
whole or
in whole
tion
organized and
and existing
the laws
the United
United States as
of the
laws of
under the
existing under
tion organized
defined in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of this section.
defined
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY
OF PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY OF

Separability of provisions.

SEC. 17.
17. If
If any
this joint resolution, or the
of this
provisions of
the provisions
of the
any of
SEC.
application
thereof to
any person
or circumstance,
circumstance, is held invalid, the
person or
to any
application thereof
remainder
of the
resolution, and the application of such prothe joint resolution,
remainder of
vision
other persons
persons or
or circumstances,
circumstances, shall not be affected thereby.
to other
vision to
APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

auA4propriations
Appropriations authorized.
thonried.
Post, pp. 90, 650.
6.50.

Sm.
18. There
There is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated from time
SEC. 18.
to time,
in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated.,
money in
any money
out of
of any
time, out
to
and
such amounts
necessary to carry out the provisions and
be necessary
may be
amounts as may
such
accomplish
the purposes
of this
this joint
joint resolution.
resolution.
purposes of
accomplish the
REPEALS
REPEALS

Repeals.
Repeals.
49Stat.1081,
50
1081, 1152; SO
49tat.
Seat. 121,
121, 3.
Stat.
offenses, etc.
Prior ofienses,

amended, and
SEC. 19. The joint resolution
resolution of August 31, 1935, as amended,
and
SEC.
the joint resolution of
repealed; but
of January 8, 1937, are hereby repealed;
the
offenses
committed and penalties,
penalties, forfeitures,
forfeitures, or liabilities incurred
incurred
offenses committed
under either
resolutions prior to the date of enactjoint resolutions
of such joint
either of
under
of this joint resolution may be prosecuted and punished,
ment of
proceedings for violations of either of such joint resoluand proceedings
suits and
and suits
regulation issued pursuant thereto may be
tions or of any rule or regulation
manner and with the same
commenced and prosecuted,
prosecuted, in the same manner
commenced
effect
resolutions had not been repealed.
if such
such joint resolutions
as if
effect as
SHORT TITLE
TITLE
SHORT

Short title.

"Neutrality Act
SEC. 20. This joint resolution may be cited as the "Neutrality
SEc.
1939".
of 1939".
4,1939,
Approved, November 4,
1939, 12:04
12: 04 p. m.

PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS
ENACTED
ENACTED DURING
DURING THE
THE

SESSION OF THE .SEVENTY-SIXTH
SEVENTYSIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
THIRD SESSION
OF THE
THE
OF

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED
termiBegun and held
held at the City of Washington
Washington on Wednesday,
Wednesday, January
January3, 1940, and
and termiFriday, January
1941
nated on Friday,
January8,
3, 1941
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President;
President; J
OHN N. GARNER,
Vice President;
President; KEY
PITTMAN,'1
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
JOHN
GARNER, Vice
KEY PITTMAN,
President
of the
the Senate
tempore; MORRIS
M ORRIS S
HEPPARD, Acting
of the
President of
Senate pro
pro tempore;
Acting President
President of
SHEPPARD,
the
Senate
pro tempore,
1940; ALBEN
ALBEN W.
W .BARKLBY,
BARKLEY, Acting
Acting President
President of
of the
the
Senate pro
tempore, July
July 25,
25, 1940;
Senate
W ILLIAM H. KING,
KING, Acting
Senate pro tempore,
tempore, August
August 31—September
31-September 5,
5, 1940;
1940; WILLIAM
Acting
President of the Senate pro tempore,
tempore, September
President
September 18,
18, October 14-November
14—November 18,
18, and
elected President of the Senate pro tempore
November 19,
KENNETH
tempore November
19, 1940; KENNETH
M CKELLAR, Acting President of
9-13, 1940;
MCKELLAR,
of the Senate pro tempore,
tempore, October
October 9-13,
1940;
WILLIAM
W
ILLIAM B.
B.BANKHEAD,
BANKHEAD,22Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House
House of Representatives;
Representatives; SAM
SAM RAYBURN,
RAYBURN,
Speaker of
Representatives pro
2—
Speaker
of the House
House of
of Representatives
pro tempore
tempore,'February
February 7-19,
7-19, April
April 2May 6, September
September 11-15,
Representatives
May
11-15, and
and elected Speaker
Speaker of
of the House of Representatives
September 16,
16, 1940;
1940; J
OHN W
CCORMACK Speaker
of the
House of
of RepresentRepresentSeptember
JOHN
W..M
MCCORMACK,
Speaker of
the House
atives pro
tempore, December
December 5-18, 1940;
W ILLIAM P.
COLE, Jr.,
Jr., Speaker
Speaker of
atives
pro tempore,
1940; WILLIAM
P. COLE,
of the
the
House
House of Representatives
Representatives pro
1940—January 2, 1941.
pro tempore, December 19, 1940-January
1941.

[CHAPTER
1]
[CHAPTER 1]

AN ACT

ANJanaryA

To provide for the protection
protection of witnesses
witnesses appearing before any department,
department,
or the Conor other
of the United
States, or
independent
independent establishment,
establishment, or
other agency
agency of
United States,
gress of the United States.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Representatives of the
the
and House
Bouse of Representatives
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Criminal
United States of America
Congress assembled,
Code of the United States be amended by inserting therein
therein a
a new
section immediately
immediately following section 135 (U.
S. C., title 18, sec. 241)
(U.S.
to be known
known as section 135 (a)
(a) (U. S. C., title 18, sec. 241 (a))
and
(a)) and
reading
reading as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
That whoever
corruptly, or by
by threats
threats or
or force,
"
SEC. 135. (a)
(a) That
whoever corruptly,
force, or
or
by any threatening
threatening letter or communication,
communication, shall endeavor to influence, intimidate, or impede
witness in
impede any
any witness
in any proceeding
proceeding pending
pending
before any department,
department, independent
independent establishment, board, commisagency of the United States, or
connection with any
sion, or other agency
or in
in connection
any
investigation being had by either House,
inquiry or investigation
House, or any committee of either House, or any joint committee of the Congress of
of
the United
threats or force,
United States, or who corruptly
corruptly or by threats
force, or
or by
by

any
threatening letter
influence, obstruct, or
any threatening
letter or communication
communication shall influence,
or
impede, or endeavor to influence,
influence, obstruct, or
or impede the
the due
due and
proper administration
administration of the law under
under which such proceeding
proceeding is
independent establishment,
establishment, board,
being had before such department, independent
board,
commission, or
or other agency of the
the United
United States, or
or the due and
and
proper exercise
exercise of the power of inquiry under which
proper
which such
such inquiry
or investigation
committee of
investigation is being had by
by either
either House, or any
any committee
of
either House or any joint committee of the Congress of the United
United
States shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not more
than one year, or both."
Approved,
January 13,
Approved, January
13, 1940.
I [Died
2

November 10,
10, 1940,
12: 35 a.
a. m.]
[Died
D
November
1940, 12:35
m.]
[Died September
15, 1940,
1940, 1:
35 a.
m.]
[Died
September 15,
1:35
a. m.]
13
13

, 1940
January 13,13940
[H.
6832]
[H. R.
B. 6832]
[Public, No.
401]
[Public,
No. 401]
Criminal
Criminal Code,
Code,
amendment.

Witnesses before
witnesses
before
governmental a
gengoesVtrm
aoni
cies or Congressional
committees.
Oommt
etc etc.
Influencing,

Obstruction
adof adObstruction of
ministration
of law.
aw
m
ini t rato of l .

Penalty.
Penalty.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2]
January 17, 1940
January
[H.
R. 884]
[H. R.
884]
402]
[Public, No. 402]
Siuslaw
National
Siuslaw
Forest,
Foret, Oreg.
Lands
Lands added.

Description.

AN ACT
ACT

To
certain lands
the Siuslaw
Siuslaw National
Forest in the State of Oregon.
National Forest
to the
lands to
To add
add certain

Be
,Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
of .America
in Congress
That, for the purassembled, That,
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United

pose of
management and
watershed protection,
protection, the
the
municipal watershed
and municipal
forest management
of forest
pose
following-described
excepting such
as were
were
subdivisions as
such subdivisions
lands, excepting
following-described lands,
revested
in the
the ownership
of the
United States
States by
the Act
Act approved
approved
by the
the United
ownership of
revested in
June
9, 1916
1916 (39
(39 Stat.
218), or
now are
the unappropriated
unappropriated
of the
parts of
are parts
or now
Stat. 218),
June 9,
public domain,
domain, are
are hereby
and made
made a
part of
the Siuslaw
Siuslaw
of the
a part
added and
hereby added
public
National
the State
State of
Oregon subject
existing
to valid
valid existing
subject to
of Oregon
in the
Forest in
National Forest
rights and
and all
the United
States shall
shall
United States
by the
lands owned
owned by
added lands
of the
the added
all of
rights
hereafter be
be administered
subject to
to all
all the
the laws
regulations govgovand regulations
laws and
administered subject
hereafter
erning
the national
All of
of township
7 west;
west;
range 7
12 south,
south, range
township 12
forests: All
national forests:
erning the
all of
of township
12 south,
south, range
range 8
19, sections 29 to 32,
8 west;
west; section 19,
township 12
all
inclusive,
and sections
inclusive, in
township 12 south,
south, range
in township
to 36,
36, inclusive,
34 to
sections 34
inclusive, and
9
half section
section 13, sections 14 and
10, south
south half section
section 10,
south half
9 west;
west; south
15, sections
22 to
to 27,
inclusive, and
and sections
sections 34
inclusive, in
to 36, inclusive,
34 to
27, inclusive,
sections 22
15,
township 12
12 south,
south, range
west; sections
to 11,
11, inclusive,
inclusive, sections
sections
sections 22to
10 west;
range 10
township
15
to 21,
inclusive, and
and sections
sections 30
30 and
31 in
township 13 south, range
in township
and 31
21, inclusive,
15 to
1 to 5, inclu8 west; sections
7
west; all
of township
sections 1
13 south, range 8
township 13
all of
7 west;
sive,
section 8,
sections 9
and 10,
11, secsecsection 11,
half section
10, north
north half
9 and
8, sections
east half
half section
sive, east
tions
12 and
and 13,
half section
15, sections
sections 16,
20, north
north
and 20,
16, 17,
17, and
section 15,
13, north
north half
tions 12
half
section 21
21 and
and 36
13 south,
south, range 99
36 in
in township
township 13
24 and
sections 24
and sections
half section
west, all
all Willamette
and meridian.
Willamette base and
west,
1940.
Approved,
January 17, 1940.
Approved, January
[CHAPTER 3]
[CHAPTER

January 17, 1940
[H.
R. 5919]
5919]
[H. R.
No. 403]
403]
[Public, No.

[54 STAT.

AN ACT

To
refunding of the bonds of municipal corporations
corporations and publicfor the
the refunding
To provide
provide for
utility
validate bonds which
which have
the Territory
Territory of Alaska, to validate
utility districts in the
heretofore
public-utility district
district
corporation or any public-utility
a municipal
municipal corporation
issued by
by a
heretofore been
been issued
Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes.
in the Territory
purposes.

it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
whenever
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That whenever
Provisions for reany municipal
corporation or
or any
any public-utility
district in the Terripublic-utility district
municipal corporation
funding certain
certain bond- any
ed indebtedness, etc.
tory
Alaska shall
shall have
or
tory of Alaska
have outstanding
outstanding any
any bonded
bonded indebtedness
indebtedness or
ed ndebtedness, etc.
bonds payable
from the
the revenues
revenues from
from any
any municipal
municipal or public
bonds
payable from
utility,
it shall
shall be
municipal corporation
or publicpubliccorporation or
said municipal
be lawful
lawful for
for said
utility, it
utility
common council or board
board of directors, or
its common
through its
utility district through
Refunding
bonds, other governing
Refumdng bonds,
governing body, as the case may be, to issue its bonds and to
use of proceeds.
useopreds
sell such bonds and apply the proceeds of the sale in payment
payment of the
bonds for
the payment
issued,
refunding bonds are issued,
which such refunding
of which
payment of
bonds
for the
bonds constituting
constituting said
or
outstanding bonds
same for
for such
such outstanding
or to
to exchange
exchange same
indebtedness,
or, as
as the
the case may
outstanding bonds
be, for such outstanding
may be,
indebtedness, or,
Exchange for
out- payable from the revenues
Excage
for outa municipal or public utility. Said
revenues of a
standing bonds.
and in
in payment
refunding bonds may
payment and
and
may be exchanged
exchanged privately
privately for and
refunding
a municipal or public-utility
public-utility
discharge
outstanding bonds of a
discharge of any outstanding
district.
Refunding bonds
payable from the
revenues of
municipal
bonds payable
the revenues
of a
a municipal
district. Refunding
or public
may be
be exchanged
exchanged for
for a
or greater
greater amount
like or
amount of
of
utility may
a like
or
public utility
outstanding bonds
bonds payable
payable from
the revenues
revenues of such municipal
municipal or
from the
outstanding
principal amount of such refunding
refunding bonds
public utility,
utility, and
and the principal
may exceed
exceed the
such outstanding
outstanding bonds
bonds to
may
the principal
principal amount
amount of
of such
to the
the
about
extent
necessary or advisable to fund interest in arrears
arrears or about
extent necessary
Payment
ofaynnof
accrued
p
aied
to become due on such outstanding
outstanding bonds. The holder
holder or holders
Intelsat.
the
of any outstanding bonds need not pay accrued
accrued interest on the
refunding bonds
bonds to be
delivered in
therefor if,
if, and to the
refunding
be delivered
in exchange
exchange therefor
Alaska.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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15

CONG., 3n
SESS .—CH.3—JAN.
3-JAN. 17, 1940
3D SESS.-CH.
76TH CONG.,

extent
that interest
unpaid on
extent that
interest is
is due
due or
or accrued
accrued and
and unpaid
on the
the outstanding
outstanding
bonds
be surrendered.
surrendered. No
No election
be required
required to
authorize
to be
election shall
shall be
to authorize
bonds to
the
issuance and
bonds and the issuance
and
the issuance
issuance and
and sale of
of such
such refunding
refunding bonds
sale
may be
authorized, and
with reference
reference
sale thereof
thereof may
be authorized,
and all
all proceedings
proceedings with
thereto prescribed,
ordinance or
of the
the common
common council,
council,
or resolution
resolution of
thereto
prescribed, by
by ordinance
or the
board of
governing body,
the municipal
municipal
of directors,
directors, or
or other
other governing
body, of the
or
the board
corporation or
or public-utility
district, as
the case
be, at
at any
as the
case may
may be,
any
corporation
public-utility district,
legally
meeting thereof.
thereof. Such
refunding bonds shall not
Such refunding
not be
legally called
called meeting
subject
limitations of bonded
prescribed by
bonded indebtedness
indebtedness prescribed
subject to the limitations
Public
1388),
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1388),
Numbered 626,
626, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress
Congress (49
Public Law
Law Numbered
as
the provisions
Public Law
Law Numbered
563,
Numbered 563,
as amended,
amended, or
or by
by the
provisions of
of Public
Seventy-fifth
Congress (52
Stat. 589),
589), or
by any
any other
other debt-limitadebt-limitaor by
Seventy-fifth Congress
(52 Stat.
applicable to
corporations or public-utility
to municipal
municipal corporations
public-utility disdistions law applicable
of
total debt of
tricts in the
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska:
Alaska: Provided,
Provided, That the total
the municipal
corporation or
public-utility district
shall not be
be
or public-utility
district shall
the
municipal corporation
increased by
refunding operations.
such refunding
increased
by such
S
Ec. 2.
date or
or
pursuant to
to this Act shall bear such date
SEC.
2. Bonds
Bonds issued
issued pursuant
dates, may
may be
may mature
mature in
such amounts
at
in such
amounts at
be in
in such
such denominations,
denominations, may
dates,
such time
time or
or times,
times, not
not exceeding
thirty years
from the
the date
date thereof,
thereof,
years from
exceeding thirty
such
may be
be payable
at such
either public
sold at either
be sold
such place
place or
or places, may be
payable at
may
or private
provided, may
be redeemable
redeemable
may be
as above
above provided,
or exchanged
exchanged as
private sale,
sale, or
or
(either
with or
or without
without premium)
such
carry such
may carry
nonredeemable, may
premium) or nonredeemable,
(either with
registration privileges
privileges as
to either
principal and
and interest,
principal
interest, or principal
as to
either principal
registration
only,
and may be executed by such officers and in such manner, as shall
only, and
be prescribed
prescribed by
common council or board
board of
other
or other
of directors
directors or
by the common
be
governing body
of the
the municipality
municipality or
or public-utility
public-utility district
district issuing
issuing
governing
body of
the
In case any of the officers
officers whose signatures appear
appear on the
the bonds. In
bonds or
officers before
delivery of
of
before delivery
such officers
cease to
to be
be such
shall cease
bonds
or coupons shall
such bonds,
such signatures,
whether manual or
shall,
or facsimile, shall
signatures, whether
bonds, such
such
nevertheless, be valid and
if
all purposes,
purposes, the same as if
sufficient for all
and sufficient
nevertheless,
such officers
officers had
remained in
in office
office until
The bonds
bonds
such delivery.
delivery. The
until such
had remained
such
so issued
governing
rate to be
be fixed
fixed by the governing
at a
a rate
issued shall
shall bear interest at
so
municipality issuing the same,
same, not
exceed, however, 66
not to
to exceed,
body of
of the municipality
per centum
per annum
payable semiannually,
semiannually, and
in no
no event
to exceed
exceed
and in
event to
annum payable
per
centum per
the rate
rate of
of interest paid on the bonds to be so refunded. Such bonds
shall at
all times
treated as
negotiable instruments
as negotiable
instruments
shall be,
be, treated
at all
times be,
be, and shall
shall
exchanged
purposes. In case such bonds are sold rather than exchanged
for all purposes.
accrued
less than
than par plus accrued
shall be not less
the purchase
purchase price thereof shall
interest.
SEC. 3.
It shall
governing body of every municiof the governing
the duty of
SEC.
3. It
shall be the
pal corporation
corporation or
or public-utility
public-utility district
which issues
issues such
such bonds
bonds
district which
pal
under the
the authority
levy or
or to
to cause
cause to be
each
be levied
levied each
of this
this Act
Act to
to levy
authority of
under
sufficient seasonamounts sufficient
year during the life of such bonds taxes in amounts
ably to
provide for
payment of
of and
and the
interest on and
and to pay all interest
for payment
ably
to provide
mature:
accrue and mature:
respectively accrue
of such
such obligations
obligations as they respectively
principal of
Provided, however, That
That the
the provisions
this section
shall not
Provided,
provisions of
of this
section shall
not apply
apply
a
their terms are
are to be paid from the revenues of a
to bonds
bonds which
which by their
operated by such municipal
corporation or
or
public utility
utility owned or
or operated
municipal corporation
public-utility
public-utility district and are not general obligations
obligations of the municipal
municipal
corporation
refunding bonds
which
corporation or public-utility
public-utility district. Such
Such refunding
bonds which
are to be paid from the revenues of a
a municipal
municipal or public utility
secured by the same lien on
pledge of the revenues
shall be secured
on or
or pledge
revenues of
of said
said
to be
be refunded.
utility as the outstanding
outstanding bonds
bonds to
refunded.
SEO.
So. 4. (a)
(a) All bonds which have heretofore
heretofore been issued
issued by any
any
municipal corporation
corporation or any public-utility district
district in the Territory
Territory
of Alaska,
al proceedings
Alaska and all
proceedings for the authorization and issuance of
of
such
such bonds
bonds and
and the sale, execution, and
and delivery
delivery thereof, hereby
hereby are
validated,
notwithstanding any
validated, ratified, approved, and confirmed, notwithstanding
any
defects
defects or
or irregularities
irregularities in such
such proceedings.
proceedings. Said
Said bonds heretofore
heretofore

Issuance, etc.,
etc., of
of
refunding bonds,
bonds, aurefunding
authorization.
thorization.

Debt-limitations
Debt-limitations
laws not to apply.
48 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp. V,

§§ 44a-44e.
44a-44e.
§§

48 U.S.
IJ. S. C., Supp. V,
§§ 315-315d.
§6
315-315d.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Total debt, restriction
tion on
on increase.

Bonds; denominations,
tions, maturity.

Registration
Registration privileges.
leges.

Validity
ValiditY
tures.

of
of signa-

Interest rate.

Negotiability;
Negotiability; sale.

Annual levy for
interest payment and
and
retirement.

Proviso.
Pri.
Exception.
Exception.

Validation of bonds
hecetofore
heetofore issued.

16
16

Validation of proValidation
ceedings
incur
ceedings
to incur
bonded indebtedness,
bonded
indebtedness,
etc.

S. C., Sul3P48 U.
U. S.
Supp.V,
§§ 44a-44e.
44a-44e.
§f
48 U. S. C., Supp. V,

i§

§§ 316-315d.
315-315d.

Issuance of
of negotiable bonds.

PUBLIC
CBS.3,
11, 12—JAN.
17, 20,
20, 25,
25, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
3, 11,
12-JAN. 17,
1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

issued and
sold are
declared to
be, and
in the
actual form
.
issued
and sold
are declared
to be,
and shall
shall be,
be, in
the actual
form
bonds have
have been
been issued,
issued, the
the binding
obligain which
which such
such bonds
binding and
and legal
legal obligations of
the municipal
municipal corporation
corporation or
or public-utility
district issuing
issuing the
the
tions
of the
public-utility district
same.
same.
(b)
by any
any municipal
corpora(b) All
All proceedings
proceedings heretofore
heretofore taken
taken by
municipal corporation
any,public-utility
public-utility district
district in
in the
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska in
in _contion or
or any
the Territory
connection with
proposals to
bonded indebtedness
indebtedness or
or to
nection
with proposals
to incur
incur bonded
to issue
issue
negotiable
bonds pursuant
pursuant to
to the
of the
Act of
of May
28,
negotiable bonds
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
May 28,
(49 Stat.
1388), as
as amended,
of the
Act of
of May
May 31,
1936 (49
Stat. 1388),
amended, or
or of
the Act
31, 1938
1938
(52 Stat. 589),
which may have
been heretofore
heretofore submitted
those
(52
589), which
have been
submitted to
to those
municipal corporation
or public-utility
public-utility
of the
the qualified
qualified electors
electors of
of the
the municipal
corporation or
district
names appeared
appeared upon
upon the
of such
district whose names
the tax-assessment
tax-assessment roll
roll of
such
corporation
last completed
completed prior
prior to
to the
corporation or
or district
district last
the holding
holding of
of the
the
election,
are hereby
hereby validated,
validated, ratified,
and confirmed,
confirmed, notwithstandelection, are
ratified, and
notwithstanding
irregularities in such
proceedings; and
and the
the fact
ing any
any defects or
or irregularities
such proceedings;
fact
that
the indebtedness
heretofore authorized
the electors
electors at
that the
indebtedness heretofore
authorized by
by the
at the
the
time
to incur
incur a
time of
of the
the submission
submission to
to them
them of
of the
the proposal
proposal to
a bonded
bonded
indebtedness
or to
to issue
issue negotiable
bonds may
exceeded the
indebtedness or
negotiable bonds
may have
have exceeded
the
limit of indebtedness which may have
have been
been applicable
applicable at
at the
the time
time
of
of such authorization
authorization under
under the terms
terms of
of either
either of said acts shall
shall
not
serve
to
prevent
the
issuance
of
negotiable
bonds,
at
any
time
or
nottimes,
serve i
to
n any
prevent
amount
the or
issuance
amounts
of which,
negotiable
at the
bonds,
time at
or any
times
time
of
or times, in any amount or amounts which, at the time or times of
limitations to
to be
such issuance, will not cause
cause the aforesaid
aforesaid limitations
be exceeded.
exceeded.
Approved, January
January 17,
Approved,
17, 1940.
[CHAPTER 11]

1940
January 20
20, 1940
[8.
IS. 154]
[Public, No. 404]

Washington, westWasbington,
ern district.
district.
District judge
judge for,
to serve also for eastern district.

62 Stat.
Stat. 585.
52
V 28 U. 8.
S. C.,
C, Supp.
V,,§§4L
4t.

AN ACT
To provide that the district
district judge for the western
western district of Washington, authorized to be appointed
appointed under the Act of May 31, 1938, shall be a
a district
district judge
for the eastern and western
western districts of Washington.
Washington.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the district
district
western district
judge, authorized
authorized to be appointed
appointed for the
the western
district of
of Washington under the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to
to provide
provide for the appointment of additional judges for certain
certain United States
States district
district courts,
circuit courts of appeals, and certain courts of the United States for
for
the District of Columbia", approved
approved May 31,
31, 1938 (Public Act
Act
Numbered
Numbered 555, Seventy-fifth
session), shall
Seventy-fifth Congress, third session),
shall be aa
district judge for the eastern and western districts of Washington.
Approved,
January 20,
Approved, January
20, 1940.
[CHAPTER 12]
121

January 2,
25, 1940
January
[8.
1335]
[8. 1336]
[Public,
[Public, No. 405]

District court
court for
District
District of Alaska.
Alaska.
31 Stat. 444.
Disqualification
Disqualification of
judicial officers.
officers.

Affidavit
Affidavit of personal
personal
bias or prejudice
prejudice of
judge, filing of.
judge

AN ACT
AN ACT
Relating to the filing of affidavits of prejudice in the district court for the District
District

of Alaska.
Alaska.
of

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
the
United
States of America in
assembled, That section 707,
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
chapter
further
chapter 70
70, of title II
II of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act making further
provision for aacivil government for Alaska,
Alaska, and for other purposes"
purposes",
approved June 6, 1900, as amended (section 3305 of the Compiled
Compiled
Laws of the Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, 1933),
1933), is amended
amended by striking out
the period at the end of paragraph
paragraph "Fourth"
"Fourth" and inserting in lieu
semicolon and the following new paragraph:
thereof aasemicolon
paragraph:
"Fifth. Whenever
Whenever any party, or an attorney for
for any
any party,to
party, to
any action or proceeding, civil or criminal, shall make and file an
affidavit that the
the action
action or
proceeding is
is to
to
the judge before whom
whom the
or proceeding
be tried or heard has aapersonal bias or prejudice either against him

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]

17
17

76Ta CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS .--CHS .12-14—JAN.
26, 1940
1940
76TH
12-14-JAN. 25,
25, 26,

opposite party, or attorney
attorney for
or his attorney or
or in
in favor
favor of any opposite
for an
an
opposite party, to the suit, and that it is made in good faith and not
for the purpose of delay. Every such affidavit
affidavit shall state the
and
the facts
facts and
the reasons for
exists, and
and shall
shall
for the
the belief that such bias or
or prejudice
prejudice exists,
be filed within
action, suit,
is at
at issue
within one
one day
day after
after such
such action,
suit, or
or proceeding
proceeding is
issue
upon a
shown for
for the
a question
question of
of fact, or
or good
good cause shall be
be shown
the failure
failure to
to
file it
it within such time. No party or attorney shall be entitled to
file
affidavit in any
this
file more than one such affidavit
any case.
case. The
The provisions
provisions of
of this
subdivision shall apply
the District
District Court."
apply only to
to the
Court."
Approved, January
January 25, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 13]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To amend section 22 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by th,e
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of

Statement of
of facts
facts
and reasons
reasons for belief;
belief;
time limitation.

Application of proApplication
visions.
visions.

January 25, 1940
January
[H. R.
R. 7171]
[H.
7171]
[Public,
No. 406]
406]
[Public, No.

Agricultural AdjustUnited
America in
Congress assembled, That section
United States of America
in Congress
section 22 of
of ment
Act, amendAct,
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended,
the Agricultural
amended, and as
as reenreen- ments.
49 Stat. 773; 50
60 Stat.
Agricultural Marketing
acted by section 11 (k) of
of the Agricultural
Marketing Agreement
Agreement Act
Act 246.
7
U.
S.
C.,
Sapp.
V,
7
U.
S.
C.,
Supp.
V,
of 1937, as amended,
amended by inserting after the
amended, is amended
the words
words "Soil §§624.
Import
provisions.
Conservation
Domestic
Allotment
Act,
as
amended",
wherever
Conservation and
and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended", wherever
figures ", or section 32, Public Law
they appear, the words and figures
Stat. 774.
Numbered 320, Seventy-fourth Congress,
approved August 24,
Congress, approved
24 1935, 49
77U.S.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
612c.
subsection (a)
(a after the
as amended";
amended"; by inserting in subsection
the word "being"
"being" §612c.
the words "or are practically
practically certain to
bto be' ;by
b;
by striking
striking out
out in su
subsection (b) the words
words "limitations
"limitations on the total
quantities of
total quantities
of any
any
article or articles which
which may be imported" and by inserting in lieu
thereof the words "fees on, or such limitations
limitations on the total quantities
withdrawn from
of, any article or
or articles
articles which may
may be
be entered,
entered, or
or withdrawn
from
warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption";
consumption"; by striking
striking out in subsection (b) the
expression
expression "July 1,
1, 1928, to June 30, 1933"
1933" and inserting in lieu
thereof the expression "January
"January 1, 1929, to December 31, 1933";
1933"; and
and
Fees and import
Fees
import
by amending
amending subsection
subsection (c)
(c) to read as follows: "The fees and import restrictions.
restrictions
restrictions proclaimed
proclaimed by the President under this section and
any
and any
revocation,
revocation, suspension, or modification
modification thereof, shall become
become effective
effective
on such date as shall be specified
specified in
revocation,
in such
such proclamation,
proclamation, revocation,
suspension, or modification,
modification, and such
such fees,
fees, which
which shall
shall not be
be in excess
excess
of 50 per centum ad valorem,
valorem, shall be
be treated
treated for
for the
the purposes of
of all
Stat. 590.
provisions of law relating
relating to customs
customs revenue
revenue as
as duties imposed
imposed by
by 46
19 U. 8. C. ch.
oh. 4;
Stipp.
V, oh. 4.
Bupp.
V,
the Tariff Act of 1930."
1930."
Approved,
January 25, 1940.
Approved, January

[CHAPTER 14]
141

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing States owning lands or interests therein acquired
acquired from the United
States to include the same in certain agreements
agreements for the conservation
conservation of oil and
gas resources.
resources.

Be it
it enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United States of America in
United
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithnotwithstanding the provisions of any applicable grant, deed, patent,
exchange, or law of the United
United States, any State owning lands or
or
acquired by it
interests therein acquired
it from the United
United States may consent
consent
to the operation or development
development of
of such
such lands
lands or interests,
interests, or
or any
part thereof, under agreements approved by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior made jointly or severally with lessees or
or permittees
permittees of lands
or mineral deposits of the
the United
United States
States or others, for
for the purpose
of more properly
properly conserving
conserving the oil and gas resources within such
State. Such agreements
agreements may provide
provide for the cooperative
cooperative or unit
unit
operation or development of part or all of any oil or gas pool, field,
field,
193470°
----2
193470°-41-PT.
I-2

January
January 26, 1940
1940
[H.
2953]
[H. R.
R. 2953]
[Public, No.
No. 407]
[Public,

Conservation of oil
Conservation
and gas resources.
Inclusion
Inclusion by States
in certain agreements
agreements
for, of
of lands, etc.,
etc., acacquired from U. S.

Provisions
Provisions and

terma
terms.

PUBLIC LAWS—
CRS .14,
14, 16,
16, 17-JAN.
17—JAN.26,
26, 29,
29, 31,
31, 1940
1940
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC

18
18

Proviso.
Proviso.
Title or ownership
ownership
of
construction
of lands; construction
of Act.

or area;
area; for
for the
the allocation
of production
and the
proceeds
of proceeds
sharing of
the sharing
production and
allocation of
or
from
the
whole
or
any
specified
part
thereof
regardless
of
the
the parof
regardless
thereof
part
specified
any
or
whole
from the
ticular
tract from
from which
which production
production is
is obtained
proceeds are
are
or proceeds
obtained or
ticular tract
derived;
and,
with
the
consent
of
the
State,
for
modification
of
modification
the
for
State,
the
of
consent
derived; and, with the
the
terms and
and provisions
provisions of
of State
State leases
leases for lands operated
operated and
and
the terms
developed
thereunder, including
including the
years for which said
of years
term of
the term
developed thereunder,
leages
originally granted,
conform said leases to the terms
to conform
granted, to
were originally
leaSes were
and provisions
of such
Provided, That nothing in this
agreements: Provided,
such agreements:
provisions of
and
Act contained,
contained, nor
nor the
the effectuation
effectuation of
of it,
it, shall
be construed
construed as in any
shall be
Act
respect waiving,
determining or
affecting any
any right,
title, or interest,
right, title,
or affecting
waiving, determining
respect
making
which
otherwise may
States, and that the making
may exist in the United States
which otherwise
of
as provided
provided in this Act, shah
shall not be construed
construed as
agreement, as
any agreement,
of any
an
to the title or
ownership of the lands included.
or ownership
as to
admission as
an admission
Approved, January
January 26, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 16]
[CHAPTER

January 29, 1940
January

[S. 1919]
[Public,
408]
No. 408]
[Public, No.

[54 S
TAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT

To
provide for
by the
the United States of the estate of Patrick Henry
acquisition by
the acquisition
for the
To provide
in Charlotte County, Virginia, known as Red Hill.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
Congress assembled,
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
of the
is hereby
directed to acquire by purauthorized and directed
hereby authorized
Interior is
of
the Interior
to
chase, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
States, at aa cost not to
United States,
chase,
exceed $100,000,
$100,000, the
the estate
of Patrick
Charlotte County,
in Charlotte
Henry in
Patrick Henry
estate of
exceed
Virginia, known as Red Hill.
Virginia,
SEo. 2.
The property
Use; administraunder the provisions of this Act shall
acquired under
property acquired
2. The
SEC.
tion.
be
permanent public
public memorial to Patrick Henry, and shall be
be aa permanent
administered as the Patrick Henry National Monument,
Monument, as provided
administered
a
establishment of a
in the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment
in
national monument
monument on
of Red
Red Hill, estate of Patrick Henry",
49 Stat. 652.
site of
the site
on the
national
16 U. S. C., Supp. V, approved
approved August 15, 1935.
§§ 5§
450f-450k.
450f-450k.
Appropriation auappropriated, out of any
SEC.
There is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
3. There
SEC. 3.
thorized.
money
in the
the Treasury
Post, p. 448.
appropriated, such sums as may
Post,
not otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not
money in
be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
be necessary
Approved, January
January 29, 1940.
Approved,

Estate of Patrick
acquisition of;
Henry, acquisition
cost.
cost.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 17]
January
31, 1940
Janury 31,
[H.
[. J.
J. Res. 419]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 551
55]

Golden Gate InterInternational Exposition.
Imported exhibits,
extension for sale,
time extension
abandonment,
abandonment, etc.
50 Stat. 187; 53 Stat.
626.

New York World's
World's
Fair 1939.
Imported exhibits,
time extension
extension for sale,
abandonment, etc.
etc.

668;
50 Stat. 060;
625.
625.

Stat.
63 Stat
53

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To extend, for three additional months, the time during which articles imported
the
free
Golden Gate International
International Exposition or the
for exhibition
exhibition at the Golden
of duty for
free of
New
Fair, may be sold or abandoned.
New York World's Fair,

United
Representatives of the United
Resolved
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
resolution
States
of America
assembled, That
the joint resolution
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
importation of articles
entitled
articles
providing for the importation
entitled "Joint resolution providing
free from
tariff or customs
duty for
for the purpose of exhibition at the
customs duty
from tariff
free
International Exposition
Francisco,
Exposition to be held at San Francisco,
Gate International
Golden Gate
California in
purposes", approved May 18, 1937,
in 1939, and for other purposes",
California,
as
as amended, is amended by striking out the words "within three
months" wherever
appearing therein and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the
wherever appearing
months"
words "within six months".
SE.o.
That the joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution to
2. That
SEC. 2.
imported from foreign countries
countries for the purpose of
permit articles imported
exhibition at the New York World's Fair 1939, New York City,
tariffi and for other
New York, to be admitted without payment of tariff,
purposes", approved
approved August
amended, is ame
n ded by
amended
August 16, 1937, as amended,
purposes",
within three
wherever appearing
striking out
out the words
words "within
three months"
months" wherever
appearing
months'"
six months''.
therein and inserting in lieu thereof the words "within sir
Approved,
January 31, 1940.
Approved, January

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

19
19

""i6TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3n
SESS .—CHS .18,
19—FEB.1,
1940
1, 1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
18, 19-FEB.
76TH

[CHAPTER 18]
18]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
section 355
355 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
permissive
Statutes, as
as amended, to make permissive
To amend
amend section
the
acquisition of
jurisdiction over
acquired
in land
land acquired
over land
land or
or interests
interests in
of legislative
legislative jurisdiction
the acquisition
by the
United States.
by
the United
States.

Be it
and House
Representatives of the
the
Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That section 355
United
of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United States (U. S. C., title 33, sec.
733; title 34, sec. 520; title 40, sec. 255; and title 50, sec. 175) be,
and the same is hereby, amended
amended to read as follows:
"SEc.
"SEC. 355. No public money shall be expended upon any site or
land purchased
purchased by the United
United States for the purposes of erecting
thereon any armory, arsenal,
arsenal, fort, fortification,
fortification, navy yard, customthereon
house
lighthouse, or other public building
building of any kind whatever,
house,' lighthouse,
Attorney General shall be had in
of the Attorney
opinion of
the written opinion
until the
favor of the validity of the title. The district attorneys
attorneys of the United
United
favor
States,
Attorney .General, shall furnish
upon the application of the Attorney
States, upon
information in their power in relation to the titles
assistance or information
any assistance
of
respective districts. And
public property lying within their respective
of the public
secretaries of
departments, upon the application
application of the
of the departments,
the secretaries
Attorney
General, shall
shall procure
additional evidence
evidence of title which
which
any additional
procure any
Attorney General,
he
possession
which may not be in the possession
necessary, and which
deem necessary,
may deem
he may
Government, and the expense of procuring it
of the officers of the Government,
contingencies
appropriations made for the contingencies
shall be paid out of the appropriations
of the
respectively: Provided,
Provided, however, That in all cases
departments, respectively:
of
the departments,
of
the acquisition
interest therein
therein by the United
any interest
land or any
of land
acquisition of
of the
States
wherein
purposes, wherein
or for other purposes,
specified or
herein specified
the purposes
purposes herein
for the
States for
the
written opinion
opinion of
the Attorney
Attorney General in favor of the validity
of the
the written
of
title of
such land
land is
is or
or may
required or
authorized by
law,
by law,
or authorized
may be
be required
of such
the title
of the
the
General may,
may2 in his discretion,
discretion, base such opinion upon
Attorney General
the Attorney
a
certificate of
of title
title of
of a
atitle company.
other
Notwithstanding any other
company. Notwithstanding
a certificate
provision
law , the obtaining of exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction in the United
of law,
provision of
States over
which have been or shall herehereor interests
interests therein which
lands or
over lands
States
after be
acquired by
not be
be required;
required; but
the head
or other
other
head or
but the
it shall
shall not
by it
after
be acquired
authorized officer
of any
any department
department or
establishment
or independent
independent establishment
officer of
authorized
Government may, in such cases and at such times
or agency of the Government
as
desirable, accept or secure from the State in which
he may deem desirable
as he
any
lands or
interests therein
therem under
immediate jurisdiction,
jurisdiction,
his immediate
under his
or interests
any lands
custody,
or control
are situated,
situated, consent to or cession of such juriscontrol are
custody, or
diction,
exclusive or
theretofore obtained,
obtained, over any such
not theretofore
or partial,
partial, not
diction, exclusive
lands
interests as he may deem desirable and indicate acceptance
acceptance
lands or interests
of
such jurisdiction
on behalf
behalf of
a notice
by filing a
United States by
of the
the United
jurisdiction on
of such
of
such acceptance
with the
the Governor
of such
such State
or in
other
in such
such other
State or
Governor of
acceptance with
of such
manner
such
prescribed by the laws of the State where such
as may be prescribed
manner as
lands are
are situated.
situated. Unless
accepted
the United States has accepted
and until
until the
Unless and
lands
jurisdiction over
hereafter to
to be
it shall
aforesaid, it
as aforesaid,
acquired as
be acquired
lands hereafter
over lands
jurisdiction
be conclusively
conclusively presumed
presumed that
that no
accepted.
been accepted.
jurisdiction has been
such jurisdiction
no such
be
1, 1940.
February 1,
Approved, February
[CHAPTER 19]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To amend the Emergency
Mortgage Act of 1933, as amended.
Emergency Farm Mortgage

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
assembled, That the tenth
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
United States
sentence
Mortgage Act of 1933,
Emergency Farm Mortgage
sentence of section 32 of the Emergency
1016), is further amended by
12, sec. 1016),
amended (U. S. C., title 12,
as amended
1940" in the two places
striking out "February 1, 1940"
places in which it
it appears
1942".
and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "June 1, 1942".
Approved, February 1, 1940.

February 1,
1940
February
1, 1940
7293]
[H. R. 72931
[Public,
4091
[Public, No. 409]

Lands, etc., purchased
United
by United
public
States
for
buildings.
Validity of title to;
requirements.
requirements.
Post,
Post, p. 1083.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Certificate

company.
company.

title
of title

Exclusive jurisdicrequired.
tion not required.

Acceptance
Acceptance of jurisdiction from State.
diction

February
1940
1, 1940
February 1,
[H. R.
R. 7342]
[Public,
410]
No. 4101
[Public, No.
Emergency
Emergency Farm
Mortgage Act,
Mortgage
Act, amendment.
49 Stat.
Stat. 314.
12 U. S.. C., Supp. V,

§ 101
(g).
1018 (g).
Time extension
extension for
for
Time
making
loans.
making loans.

20
20

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS— CH.20-FEB.
20—FEB.6, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 20]

February
6,
1940
6,1940
February
e

s. 1820]

[S. 18201
[Public, No.
No. 4111
411]

[Public,

Texas.
Texas.
Conveyance
Conveyance of certain
land to,
to, authorauthortain land
ized.
ized.

Description.
Description.

Galveston
Galveston County,
County,
Tex.
Conveyance
Conveyance of certarn land to, authortain
ized.
ized.

Description.

Description.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
provide for the transfer
transfer of
certain land
owned by
United States
States to
of certain
land owned
by the
the United
to the
the

State of
of Texas;
certain other
Texas.
State
Texas; and
and certain
other land
land to
to the
the county
county of
of Galveston,
Galveston, Texas.
Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
or War is
to convey
convey to
to the
State of
of
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
the State
of Texas,
Texas,
all right,
and interest
interest of
the United
to all
all of
of that
that
all
right, title,
title, and
of the
United States
States in
in and
and to
out of
of lot
lot 525,
1, Trimble
Trimble and
certain tract
tract or
or parcel
parcel of
of land
land out
525, section
section 1,
and
Lindsey Survey, Galveston
Texas, described
described as
as follows:
follows:
Galveston Island,
Island, Texas,
Beginning
at the
southwest corner
corner of
of said
said lot
525 as
Beginning at
the southwest
lot 525
as established
established by
by
for the
of a
two and
oneUnited States
States Engineers for
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
a two
and onetenth acre tract owned by the
of America
America and
and described
the United States
States of
described
in book 329, pages
Galveston County,
County, Texas;
pages 628,
628, Deed Records,
Records, Galveston
Texas;
thence north twenty-five
minutes west
west along
the westtwenty-five degrees
degrees eleven
eleven minutes
along the
westerly line of said two and one-tenth
and sixtyone-tenth acre tract
tract one
one hundred
hundred and
sixtyfive feet to the northwest corner of said
said two
one-tenth acre
two and
and one-tenth
acre tract
tract
two hundred and forty-one and nine-tenths minutes
east along
the
minutes east
along the
northerly line of said two and one-tenth
northerly
one-tenth acre
tract two
hundred and
and
acre tract
two hundred
forty-one
forty-one and
and nine-tenths
to a
angle jog
in the
nine-tenths feet
feet to
a point
point in
in aa right
right angle
jog in
the
northerly
right-of-way line
line of
of the
leading to
the new
northerly right-of-way
the State
State highway
highway leading
to the
new
causeway
causeway across
across Galveston
shown on
on
Galveston Bay,
Bay, as
as said
said State
State highway
highway is
is shown
plat of
of record
record in
the office
county clerk,
County,
in the
office of
of the
the county
clerk, Galveston
Galveston County,
Texas, to which plat reference
reference is hereby made;
made '
•thence
thence south
south twentytwentynine degrees two minutes west perpendicular
center line of
perpendicular to
to said center
of
proposed State highway thirty-two and
six-tenths feet to
point two
and six-tenths
to a
a point
two
hundred feet perpendicularly
perpendicularly distant northerly from
center line
from said
said center
line
of proposed State highway; thence
thence south
sixty degrees
fifty-eight
south sixty
degrees fifty-eight
minutes east parallel to said center line one hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty feet
feet
to the southerly line
line of
of said
two and
and one-tenth
acre tract;
tract; thence
thence
said two
one-tenth acre
south sixty-four degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes west
the southerly
southerly
west along the
line of said two and one-tenth
one-tenth acre
twenty
acre tract
tract three
three hundred
hundred and
and twenty
feet to the place of beginning, contains nine
ninety-six
nine hundred
hundred and
and ninety-six
one-thousandths
acre.
one-thousandths acre.
It is the intention in the above description
It
description to include all of that porone-tenth acre tract
tion of said two and one-tenth
tract owned by
by the
the United
United States
States
of America that is within the
said State
the limits of
of the
the right-of-way
right-of-way of
of said
State
highway.
highway.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of War is
and directed
directed to
to convey
convey
SEC.
is authorized
authorized and
to the county of Galveston,
Galveston, Texas, all the
interest of
of
the right,
right, title, and
and interest
the United States in and to all of that certain
certain tract or parcel of land
land out
out
of
section 1,
Trimble and
and Lindsey
of lot
lot 525,
525, section
1, Trimble
Lindsey Survey,
Survey, Galveston
Galveston Island,
Island,
Texas,
described as
as follows:
follows:
Texas, described
Beginning
at the
the intersection
intersection of
Beginning at
the northerly
line of
of
of the
northerly right-of-way
right-of-way line
the
State highway
highway leading
causeway across
across Galveston
Bay,
the State
leading to
to the
the new
new causeway
Galveston Bay,
as said State highway
of record
highway is shown on map of
record in
in the
the office
office of
of the
the
County, Texas,
county clerk, Galveston County,
Texas, with
the southerly
southerly line
with the
line of
of the
the
United States of America two and one-tenth
one-tenth acre
on
acre tract
tract of
of land
land on
Galveston Island, Texas, and described in book 329, pages 628
628 and
and
629, Deed Records, Galveston
Galveston County, Texas; thence
beginthence from said beginning point north sixty degrees fifty-eight minutes west along
along said State
State
highway
right-of-way line one hundred and eighty
highway northerly right-of-way
eighty feet
to a
feet to
a
right angle jog to the right in said right-of-way
right-of-way line; thence north
twenty-nie degrees two minutes east thirty-two and six-tenths
twenty-nine
six-tenths feet
feet
to the northerly line of said United States of America two
two and
and onetenth acre tract; thence north sixty-four degrees
degrees forty-nine
forty-nine minutes
minutes
fifty-three and eight-tenths feet, more or less,
east two hundred
hundred and fifty-three
to the southerly right-of-way
right-of-way line of the old State Highway Numbered
Numbered
6, formerly a
acounty road; thence south sixty degrees fifty-eight minutes east
east two hundred and three and four-tenths feet along said
utes

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

21

76TH
3n SESS
.—CHS .20-22-FEB.
20-22—FEB.6,
6, 9,
9, 1940
1940
SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D

right-of-way of
Highway Numbered 6
6 to the
of the
the old
old State
State Highway
southerly right-of-way
said
one-tenth
said southerly line of the United States of America two and one-tenth
acre
tract; and thence south sixty-four
sixty-four degrees
degrees forty-nine
minutes
forty-nine minutes
acre tract;
west
southerly line
one-tenth acre tract two
line of two and one-tenth
said southerly
west along said
hundred and eighty-two
eighty-two and two-tenths
two-tenths feet, more or less, to the place
hundred
of
hundred and four one-thouContains one and one hundred
beginning. Contains
of beginning.
sandths acres.
SEC. 3.
SEC.
3. The grantee in each case shall bear any expense (other than
preparation of the deeds)
deeds) necessary to carry out the provisions
for the preparation
of this Act, but shall not be required
required to pay any consideration
consideration for the
right,
conveyed: Provided,
Provided, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
right, title, and
and interest
interest conveyed:
War is
i
sauthorized
make such deviations in the description of the
to make
War
authorized to
lands above described
described as may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the purpose and
intent of this Act.
Approved, February 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 21]
21]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

For the relief of World War sailors and marines who were discharged
discharged from the
United
Marine Corps because
because of minority or
or
United States Navy or United States Marine
misrepresentation
•
misrepresentation of age.

enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
Be it
it enacted
United
assembled, That in the adminCongress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
istration of law conferring
conferring rights, privileges, or benefits upon honorably discharged
discharged sailors
of the
the United
United States
States Navy and upon honorsailors of
ably
ably discharged
marines of the United States Marine
Marine Corps, their
their
discharged marines
ably
dependent children,
children, a
a sailor or marine who served as an
widows and
and dependent
enlisted man between April
November 11, 1918, both
April 6,
6, 1917, and November
enlisted
fraudulent enlistment
discharged for fraudulent
enlistment
dates inclusive, and who was discharged
on account
account of
of minority
minority or
hereafter
misrepresentation of age, shall hereafter
or misrepresentation
on
be held
honorably discharged
discharged from the
considered to have been honorably
be
held and considered
therefrom if his
separation therefrom
on the date of his actual separation
naval service
service on
service
entitled him to an honorsuch as
as would have entitled
service otherwise was such
able
discharge: Provided,
Provided, That no back pay or allowance
allowance shall accrue
able discharge:
by
the passage
passage of
of this
further, That
That in
all
in all
Provided further,
this Act:
Act: Provided
of the
by reason
reason of
such
such
shall, upon request, grant to such
Department shall,
such cases
cases the Navy Department
men,
discharge certificate
sailor
certificate showing that the sailor
a discharge
men, or their widows, a
or marine
marine is
considered to have been honorably discharged
discharged
is held and considered
or
provisions of this Act.
under the provisions
Approved, February
February 9, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
22]
[CHAPTER 22]

AN ACT

Giving
Giving the consent of Congress to the addition of lands to the State of Texas
and
jurisdiction to
Texas over certain parcels or tracts
tracts of
to the
the State of Texas
ceding jurisdiction
and ceding
United
heretofore acquired
acquired by the United
United States of America from the United
land heretofore
Mexican
Mexican States.

the
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and

the
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
That upon
upon the
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
United

acceptance
or
of this Act by the State of Texas all of the parcels or
acceptance of
Texas
territory of the State of Texas,
tracts of land lying adjacent to the territory
Government of the United States of
which were acquired by the Government
America
convention between the United States of
of the convention
virtue of
America by virtue
1933
America
Mexican States signed February
February 1, 1933,
America and the United Mexican
shall be and become
become a
a geographical
geographical part of the State of Texas and
criminal jurisdiction of the said State,
be under
under the civil and criminal
shall be
affecting the ownership of the said lands
lands.
without affecting
Approved,
February 9, 1940.
Approved, February

Grantee
Grantee to bear
bear certain
tain expense.
expense.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Necessary deviNecessary
ations in description
description
authorized.
authorized.

February 9, 1940
February
[H.
R. 5734]
[H. R.

[Public, No. 412]

World War
War sailors
sailors
World
and marines.
Discharge because
because
Discharge
of
minority,
etc.,
deemed honorable
honorable discharge.

Provisos.
Provios.
No back
back pay, etc.
Issuance of certifiIssuance
cates.
cates.

February 9, 1940
[H. R. 6124]
[Public, No. 413]

Texas.
Certain lands adjaCertain
cent to,
from
cent
to, acquired
acquired from
United Mexican
United
Mexican
States, ceded
ceded to State.

48 Stat. 1621
1621.
m fi
itliT
t
ion. to
Sunbect
jurisdiction.

State
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1940
PUBLIC
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[CHAPTER 25]
[CHAPTER
February
12, 1940
February 12,
[H. R.
[H.
R. 4532]
4532]
[Public, No. 414]

District
of the
District Court
Courtof
United States
States for
United
Puerto Rico.
Stat. 967.
39 Stat.
48 U.
U. S.. C.. §
§ 873.
Rules of civil proceproceRules
dure, etc., in U. S.
district courts made
district
applicable to.
applicable

Effective
Effective date.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To
make effective
the District
Court of
Rico
effective in
in the
District Court
of the
the United
United States
States for
for Puerto
Puerto Rico
To make
rules promulgated
promulgated by
by the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
United States
rules
Court of
of the
the United
States governing
governing
pleading, practice,
procedure in
the district
district courts
the United
United States.
pleading,
practice, and
and procedure
in the
courts of
of the
States.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
by the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of
new section
section
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That aanew
be inserted
inserted in
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
civil government
be
in the
the Act
provide a
a civil
government
for Porto
Rico, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
1917
approved March
March 2,
2, 1917
for
Porto Rico,
(39 Stat.
amended, immediately
immediately following
section 49
thereof,
(39
Stat. 951),
951), as
as amended,
following section
49 thereof,
follows;
to read as follows:
"49a.
That the
rules heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter promulgated
and made
made
"49a. That
the rules
promulgated and
effective by
by the
the Supreme
Court of
of the
the United
United States
States under
effective
Supreme Court
under authority
authority
of the
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
1064; U.
U. S.
C., title
title 28,
of
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 19,
19, 1934
Stat. 1064;
S. C.,
28,
secs.
regulating
secs. 723b, 723c),
723c), or
or under authority
authority of
of any
any other statute,
statute, regulating
the
forms of
process, writs
and motions,
and the
practice,
the forms
of process,
writs and
motions, and
the pleadings,
pleadings, practice,
procedure, in
a civil nature
nature in
in the
the district
district courts
courts of
and procedure,
in actions
actions of a
the
regulating appeals
appeals therefrom,
apply to
to
the United States,
States, and
and regulating
therefrom, shall
shall apply
the District
District Court of the United
United States
States for Puerto Rico
Rico and
and to
to appeals
therefrom."
SEC.
SEC. 2. This Act shall become effective
effective March
March 1, 1940.
Approved,
February 12, 1940.
Approved, February
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 27]
27]

February
1940
12,1940
February 12,
[H. R. 7805]
[Public, No. 415]

Emergency SuppleEmergency
Supplemental
mental AppropriAppropriation Act, 1940.

AN ACT
ACT
Making supplemental
Military and Naval Establishments,
Establishments,
Making
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the Military
Investigation, for the
Coast Guard, and Federal Bureau
Bureau of
of Investigation,
the fiscal
fiscal year ending
ending
June
June 30, 1940, and for other purposes.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
United
assembled, That the following
following
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the Military and Naval Establishments,
Establishments,
Coast
Investigation, for the
fiscal
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
and Federal
Federal Bureau
Bureau of
of Investigation,
the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1940, and for other purposes, namely:
namely:
TITLE
DEPARTMENT
TITLE I—WAR
I-WAR DEPARTMENT
SALARIES, WAR DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT

Temporary employemployees, designated
designated offices.
ees,
offices.
992,
53 Stat. 592, 992,
1327.

restriction.
Salary restriction.

42 Stat. 1488.
C. §§
§§ 661-674;
55U. S. C.
V. §§
§§ 673, 673e.
673c.
Supp. V,

Exception.

personal services
services
For an additional
additional amount for compensation
compensation for
for personal
in the District of Columbia, for temporary employees, as follows:
follows:
Office of Secretary of War, $4,025.
$4,025.
Adjutant General's office, $52,685.
$52,685.
$30,949.
Office of the Chief of Finance,
Finance, $30,949.
$27,900.
Office of
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, $27,900.
Office of Chief
Infantry, $960.
Chief of
of Infantry,
In all, salaries, War Department, $116,519.
In expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or portions of appropriations
appropriations contained in each title of this Act, for the payment
payment for personal services
in the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification
Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, the average
average of the salaries of the total
number of persons under any grade in any bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or other
other
appropriation
average of the
appropriation unit
unit shall
shall not at any
any time
time exceed the
the average
the
compensation rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended,
amended
and in grades in which only one position is allocated
allocated the salary
salary of
of
such position shall not exceed the average of the compensation
compensation rates
for the grade, except
except that in unusually meritorious cases of one
one posiposition in a
a grade advances
advances may be made to rates higher than the
average of the compensation
compensation rates of the grade but not more often
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than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next
next higher rate:
Provided,
this restriction
restriction shall
shall not
to grades
1, 2,
Provided, That
That this
not apply
apply (1)
(1) to
grades 1,
2,
3, and 4
4 of the clerical-mechanical
require the
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or (2)
(2) to
to require
reduction in salary of any person whose
compensation was fixed
whose compensation
fixed as
as
of July 1, 1924, in accordance
accordance with the rules of
section 6
of section
6 of
of such
such Act,
(3)
reduction in salary of any person who is trans(3) to require the reduction
ferred from one position to another position in the same or different
different
grade in the same or a
office, or other appropriation
appropriation
a different bureau, office,
unit, (4) to prevent the payment of
of a
a salary
salary under
under any
any grade
grade at
at aa
higher than the maximum rate of the grade when such
higher
rate higher
such higher
Classification Act
amended, and
rate is permitted
permitted by the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as amended,
is specifically authorized by other law; or (5)
(5) to
to reduce
reduce the
the compencompenposition is
sation of any person in a
a grade in which only one position
allocated.
allocated.
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE or
OF THE

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction not apRestriction
plicable in designated
designated
cases.
42 Stat. 1490.
U. 8.
S. C. § 666.
55U.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For an additional amount for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, War Department,
ment, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
specified under
under this head in
in the
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
Military
1940, $44,600.
$44,600.

Department
Department contingent expenses.
expenses.
594.
53 Stat. 594.

PRINTING AND
PRINTING
BINDING, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
AND BINDING,
DEPARTMENT

additional amount
For an additional
amount for printing
printing and binding for the War
War
Department, except
otherwise provided
in accordDepartment,
except such as
as may
may be otherwise
provided for
for in
accordance with existing law, $290,160.

Printing and bindPrinting

ing.

594.
53 Stat. 694.

MILITARY
AcTIvrrIE
M
ILITARY ACM
VIA LES
GENERAL
STAFF CORPs
CORPS
GENERAL STAFF
MILITARY
INTELTIGENCE ACJIVITIES
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
ACTIVITIES

intelligence activities,
For an additional
additional amount
amount for military intelligence
activities, comcomobjects specified
specified under this head in the Military
Military
prising the same objects
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
$25,000.
1940, $25,000.
Appropriation

Military
Military intelligence activities.

53 Stat. 595.

FIELD
FIELD EXERCISES
EXERCISES
Special field
field exerSpecial
For an additional amount for the conduct of special field exercises,
exercises, cises.
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Military
comprising
53
696.
Stat. 596
53 Stat.
Appropriation Act,
1940, $15,000,000,
$15,000,000, to
June
Appropriation
Act, 1940,
to remain
remain available
available until
until June
Proviso.
Proviso.
30, 1941: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation may be used for troop
Availability.
movements and travel of
connection
movements
of personnel
personnel of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army in
in connection
with field exercises, including
including special combat training for
units;
for small
small units;
Rent, etc.
for rental of land or purchase
purchase of options to rent land without reference
31 U.
U. S.
S. C. 529.
to section
3648
of
the
Revised
Statutes;
for
the
use
or
repair
of
private
section 3648 of the Revised Statutes for the use or repair of private
Private
property
property
property; and settlement
not exceeding
exceeding $500 in any one damage claims.
property;
settlement of claims (not
case)
resulting from
such
case) for damages
damages to or loss
loss of private
private property resulting
from such
exercises, heretofore or
accrued, when payment thereof
thereof will
or hereafter
hereafter accrued,
be accepted
such
accepted by the owners of the property
property in
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of such
damages, and when each claim is substantiated
substantiated in such manner as
damages,
as the
the
Secretary of War may prescribe
prescribe by regulation
regulation and is approved
approved by
Secretary
the Secretary
Secretary of War, or by such officer
officer as he may
such
may designate,
designate, such
action thereon
thereon to be conclusive.
conclusive.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
ADJuTANT
WELFARE OF
OF ENLISTED
WELFARE
ENLISTED MEN
MEN
For an additional amount
amount for welfare of
comprising
of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, comprising
the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Military AppropriaAppropriation
1940, $33,938.
tion Act,
Act, 1940,

Welfare of
enlisted
o enlisted
Welfare
men.
men.
5;11Itat.
596.
53 stat. 96.
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F
INANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
PAY OF
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY
PAT
Pay of
the Army.
Pay
of the
Army.
53
Stat. 596.
63 Stat.
696.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Certain limitations
Certain
limitations
waived.
waived.

For an additional
additional amount
amount for
of the
Army, comprising
for pay
pay of
the Army,
comprising the
the
same objects specified under
in the
the Military
Military Appropriation
under this head
head in
Appropriation
Provided, That
That this
appropriation shall
shall not
not be
Act, 1940, $12,714,196:
$12,714,196: Provided,
this appropriation
be
subject
subject to the limitations as
of commissioned
commissioned officers
as to
to numbers of
officers and
and
enlisted
enlisted men specified under this
such Act.
this head in
in such
Act.

TRAVEL OF THM ARMY
ARMY
TRAVEL
Travel
Army.
Travel of
of the
the Army.
53
597.
63 Stat.
Stat. 597.

For an additional amount for travel of the
comprising the
the
the Army,
Army, comprising
same objects specified under this head in
in the
the Military Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1940, including travel of dependents of
when
of retired personnel
personnel when
therefrom, $2,724,444.
$2,724,444.
ordered to active duty
duty and
and upon relief therefrom,
FINANCE
FINANCE

services.
Personal services.
53
53 Stat. 599.
599.

SERVICE
SERVICE

For an additional amount for compensation
and other
other
compensation of
of clerks
clerks and
employees of the
Department, $93,874.
employees
the Finance
Finance Department,
$93,874.

QUARTERMASTER
QUJAmTEASTER Coups
CORPS
Subsistence of
of the
Subsistence
the
Army.
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 599.
599.
Regular supplies
supplies of
of
the Army.
53 Stat. 600.
600.
Clothing and
and equiequipage.
page.
53 Stat. 600.
Incidental expenses.
Incidental
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 601.
601.
Army
Army
tion.

transporta-

53 Stat.
Stat. 601.
601.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Subsistence of the Army: For an additional
additional amount for
for subsistence
of the Army, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head
in the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, $2,737,488.
$2,737,488.
Regular supplies of the Army: For an additional amount
amount for
for
regular supplies of the Army, comprising
comprising the
same objects
objects specified
specified
the same
under this head in the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,201,641.
$1,201,641.
Clothing and equipage: For an additional amount
for clothing
clothing and
and
amount for
equipage for the Army, comprising
specified under
comprising the same objects
objects specified
under
this head in the Military
Military Appropriation
Act, 1940,
1940, $5,550,199.
$5,550,199.
Appropriation Act,
Incidental expenses
Incidental
an additional
amount for
for
expenses of the
the Army:
Army: For
For an
additional amount
incidental expenses of the Army, comprising the same objects
speciobjects specified under this head in the Military .Appropriation
1940, $552,856.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
$552,856.
Army transportation:
additional amount for Army transtransportation: For an additional
portation, comprising the
specified under
in the
the same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
head in
the
Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $21,962,564, such sum
availsum to be
be available for packing, crating, and transportation
authorized baggage
baggage
transportation of authorized
and household effects
effects of retired personnel
personnel when ordered to
to active
active duty
duty
and upon relief therefrom,
therefrom, and for the purchase (not
(not exceeding
exceeding
$2,000,000)
passenger-carrying vehicles.
$2,000,000) of passenger-carrying
HORSES,
HORSES, DRAFT
nsArr AND
AND PACK ANIMALS
ANIMALS

Purchase, etc.
53Btat.
53 Stat. 602.
602

For an additional
additional amount for the purchase
purchase of draft and
and pack
pack
animals and horses, comprising the same objects
specified under
objects specified
under this
this
head in the Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, $15,000.
$15,000.
MILITARY
POSTS
MILITARY POSTS

Construction,
Construction, etc.,
etc.
posts.
at designated posts.

53 Stat. 602, 994,
1327.

MeChord
MeChord Field,
Wash.
Wash

For an additional
additional amount to be added to the appropriation
appropriation "Con"Construction of Buildings, Utilities, and Appurtenances
Appurtenances at
at Military
Military
Posts," contained in the Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, $611,800
$611,800,
to be applied as follows: For temporary shelter, Air Corps, Puerto
Rico,
Rico, $319,000; temporary
temporary hangar,
hangar, Air Corps, Panama,
Panama, $92,800; additional
tional amount for housing for shop testing facilities, Chanute Field,
Illinois, $200,000.
ACQUISITION
ACQUISITION or
OF LAND
LAND

For the acquisition
acquisition of approximately
For
approximately two hundred thousand
thousand acres
as aa bombing area
area for use in connection
connection with
with McChord
McChord Field,
Field,
Washington, $200,000;
acquisition of approximately
approximately fortyWashington,
$200,000; for the acquisition
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eight thousand acres as aabombing area in connection
with Hamilton
connection with
Hamilton
Field, California, $150,000; and for the acquisition
acquisition of
of approximately
approximately
eight hundred
hundred acres in Puerto Rico for the establishment
establishment of
of aageneral
general
depot and cantonment
cantonment area and the enlargement
Camp Buchanan,
Buchanan,
enlargement of
of Camp
as authorized
authorized in the Acts of July 2, 1917,
and April
April 11,
1918 (50
(50
1917, and
11, 1918
U. S. C. 171),
171), $200,000; in
available until
until
in all,
all, $550,000,
$550,000, to
to remain
remain available
expended.

Hamilton
Calif.
Calif.

Field,
Field,

Puerto
Puerto Rico.
Camp
Camp Buchanan.
Buchanan.
40
Stat. 241,
518.
40 Stat.
241, 518.

BARRACKS AND
AND QUARTERS
BARRACKS
QUARTERS AND
AND OTHER
OTHER BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND UTILITIES
UTILITIES

For an additional
additional amount for barracks
barracks and
quarters and
and quarters
and other
other
buildings and utilities, comprising the same objects
objects specified
specified under
under
this head in the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
general
1940, including
including general
overhead
overhead expenses
expenses of transportation,
transportation, engineering,
engineering, supplies,
supplies, inspection,
inspection,
and supervision,
supervision, $9,750,000.
$9,750,000.

Construction, etc.
etc.
Construction,
603.
53 Stat.
Stat. 603.

CONSTRUCTION AND
CONSTRUCTION
OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS
AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF

For an additional amount for
of hospitals
hospitals
for construction
construction and
and repair
repair of
comprising the same objects specified under this
head in
in the
the Military
this head
Military
Appropriation Act, 1940, $750,000.
Appropriation

Construction
Construction and
and
repair of
hospitals.
repair
of hospitals.
53
Stat. 604.
53 Stat.
604.

SIGNAL CORI'S
SIGNAL
CORPS
SIGNAL
SERVICE OF
SIGNAL SERVICE
ARMY
OF 1.111.
THE ARMY

For an additional
additional amount
amount for signal service
service of
of the
Army, comcomthe Army,
prising the same objects specified
specified under this
in the
the Military
Military
this head
head in
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,761,998.
$1,761,998.

Expenses.

53 Stat. 604.

AIR CORPS
Am
AIR
AIR CORPS,
CORPS, ARMY
ARMY

For an additional
additional amount for Air Corps, Army, comprising
comprising the
the
same objects specified under this head in
the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation
in the
Act, 1940, $1,787,358,
$1 2787,358, of which not to exceed $262,000 shall
remain
shall remain
available until June 30, 1941: Provided,
Provided, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
is authorized
authorized to sell to civilian flying schools
schools at
at which
which flying
flying cadets
cadets
are being given flying training under the provisions
Act of
provisions of
of the
the Act
of
April 3, 1939 (53 Stat. 555),
555), and under contracts which require
such
require such
schools to maintain and repair Army airplanes
them for
airplanes furnished
furnished them
for
this purpose, such spare parts and accessories
be needed
needed for
for
accessories as
as may
may be
such repair, at aa price, free on board shipping point, not
not in
in excess
excess
of the contract cost of such materials
materials to
the Government,
Government, plus
plus the
the
to the
cost of packing and handling.

Designated objects.
Designated
objects.
53 Stat. 605.
605.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Sales to
certain ci.
to certain
vilian flying
schools.
flying schools.

M
EDICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
ARMY
ARMY
MEDICAL AND
AND HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT

For an additional
additional amount for Medical
Medical and Hospital Department,
Department,
comprising
comprising the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head
head in the Military
Military
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,389,128.
$1,389,128.

Expenses.
Expenses.
53 Stat.
tat. 607
607.

HOSPITAL
CARE, CANAL
CANAL ZONE
HOSPITAL CARE,
ZONE GARRISONS
GARRISONS

For an additional
additional amount for hospital care, Canal Zone garrisons,
garrisons,
comprising
comprising the same objects
objects specified under this head in the
Military
the Military
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
$30,000.
Act, 1940,
1940, $30,000.

Expenses.
Expenses.
53 Stat. 607.
W.
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CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEER
ARMY
SERVICE, ARMY
ENGINEER SERVICE,
Designated
objects.
Designated objects.
53 Stat.
Stat. 608.
608.
63

For
additional amount
amount for
for Engineer
comprising
Army, comprising
Service, Army,
Engineer Service,
For an
an additional
the
specified under this head in the Military Appropriathe same objects specified
tion
1940, $2,000,000,
until June
June 30,
30, 1941.
1941.
available until
to remain
remain available
$2,000,000, to
tion Act,
Act, 1940,
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE

ORDNANCE SERVICE
AND SUPPLIES,
SUPPLIES, ARMY
ARMY
SERVICE AND
ORDNANCE
Ordnance service
service
Ordnance
and
supplies.
and supplies.

For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
service and
and supplies,
supplies,
ordnance service
for ordnance
For
Army,
the same
same objects
specified under
under this
in the
this head
head in
objects specified
comprising the
Army, comprising
53 Stat.
Stat. 608.
608.
53
Military
Appropriation Act,
1940, and
including
pay
and
allowances
allowances
and
pay
and
including
1940,
Act,
Appropriation
Military
Pay
allowances.
Pay and
and allowances.
of
Ordnance Reserve
officers and
Specialist Reserve
Reserve officers
officers ordered
ordered
and Specialist
Reserve officers
of Ordnance
to
duty to
to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
this appropriation,
appropriation,
of this
to active
active duty
$5,625,055.
$5,625,055.
CHEMICAL W
ARFARE SERVICE
SERVICE
WARFARE
CHEMICAL
Expenses.
Expenses.
53 Stat.
Stat. 609.
53
609.

For an
additional amount
comService, comWarfare Service,
for Chemical
Chemical Warfare
amount for
For
an additional
prising
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in the
Military
the Military
the same
prising the
Appropriation Act,
$73,885.
1940, $73,885.
Act, 1940,
Appropriation
CHIEF
NFANTRY
CHIEF or
OF I
INFANTRY
INFANTRY
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT DENNING,
GEORGIA
BENNING, GEORGIA
INFANTRY SCHOOL,

expenInstruction
Instruction expenses.
ses.

53 Stat.
Stat. 609.
609.
53

For
Infantry School, Fort Benning,
additional amount for the Infantry
For an additional
Georgia,
same objects
objects specified
under this
this head
in
head in
specified under
the same
comprising the
Georgia, comprising
the
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1940, $960.
$960.
Act, 1940,
the Military
CHIEF
CAVALRY
CHIEF OF
OF CAVALRY
ACTIVITIES
INSTRUCTION
IN CAVALRY
CAVALRY ACTIVITIES
INSTRUCTION IN

Instruction expenexpenInstruction
ses.
ses.
53 Stat.
Stat. 609.
609.
53

For an
an additional
for instruction
in cavalry
cavalry activities,
instruction in
amount for
additional amount
For
comprising the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
head in the Military
Military
this head
under this
the same
comprising
Appropriation Act,
$960.
1940, $960.
Act, 1940,
Appropriation
CHIEF OF
OF COAST
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
CHIEF
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, PORT
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
FORT MONROE,
COAST

Instruction expenInstruction
expenses.
ses.

53 Stat.
Stat. 610.
610.
53

For
additional amount
for the
Coast Artillery
School, Fort
Fort
Artillery School,
amount for
the Coast
For an
an additional
Monroe, Virginia,
Virginia, comprising
objects specified
this
under this
the same
same objects
specified under
comprising the
Monroe,
head in
Military Appropriation
$2,880.
Act, 1940,
1940, $2,880.
Appropriation Act,
the Military
head
in the
NATIONAL
GUARD
NATIONAL GUARD
ARMING, EQUIPPING,
THE NATIONAL
GUARD
NATIONAL GUARD
TRAINING THE
AND TRAINING
ARMING,
EQUIPPING, AND

Care of
of
Care

ia
materials,
e s,
animals,
etc.
animalsetc.
mat

compensation of help for care of
For an additional
additional amount for compensation

materials, animals,
materials,
animals ' and equipment, including
including the compensation
compensation of
employees engaged
property.custodial and accounting
accounting
employees
engaged upon Federal property
property and disbursing officers for the United
United
work in the offices of property
States,
States, $15,700.
Camps of
of instrucFor
additional amount
of instruction,
tcamp
stra
For an
an additional
amount for expenses,
expenses, camps of
instruction, comcomtion.
533Stat.
611.
Stat.61L
prising
prising the
specified under
under this
this head
in the
Military
the same objects
objects specified
head in
the Military
Appropriation Act, 1940, $4,583,752.
$4,583,752.
Appropriation
Service
schools.
Service schools.
expenses, selected
For an additional amount
amount for expenges,
selected officers and
and
enlisted men
$505,825.
men, military service schools, $505,825.
Equipment and
and inin- For an additional amount for general expenses, equipment, and
Squipment
struction.
instruction, National Guard, comprising the same objects specified
specified
53 Stat.
63
Stat. 611..
under
in the
the Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
under this
this head
head in
1940, $175,641.
$175,641.
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For
amount for
for travel
travel of
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
of officers,
For an
an additional
additional amount
and enlisted
enlisted men
the Regular
detailed to, or
duty
or while
while on duty
Army detailed
of the
Regular Army
men of
and
with, the
Guard, comprising
comprising the same
under
objects specified
specified under
same objects
the National
National Guard,
with,
this
head in
Act, 1940,
$32,186.
1940, $32,186.
Appropriation Act,
the Military
Military Appropriation
in the
this head
For an
an additional
additional amount
for transportation
equipment and
and
of equipment
transportation of
amount for
For
supplies,
$181,179.
supplies, $181,179.
For an
an additional
additional amount
Guard (armory
(armory
of National Guard
for pay of
amount for
For
drills),
$5,469,962.
drills), $5,469,962.
No part
appropriations contained
contained in this title shall be availthe appropriations
part of the
No
able for
or traveling
of any
any officer
officer
expenses of
or other
other expenses
traveling or
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
able
for pay,
or
of the
Guard who may be drawing
drawing a
apenNational Guard
the National
man of
or enlisted
enlisted man
sion,
allowance, disability
disability compensation,
retired pay
or retired
compensation, or
disability allowance,
sion, disability
(where retirement
been made
disability
of physical
physical disability
account of
on account
made on
has been
retirement has
(where
or age)
age) from
from the
Government of
United States:
Provided, That
States: Provided,
of the United
the Government
or
nothing in
this provision
so construed
construed as
the
to prevent
prevent the
as to
be so
shall be
provision shall
in this
nothing
application
funds herein
herein contained
allowances, or
contained to the pay, allowances,
of funds
application of
traveling expenses
of any
officer or
enlisted man
man of
National
the National
of the
or enlisted
any officer
expenses of
traveling
Guard
who
may
surrender
said
pension,
allowance,
disaallowance,
disability
pension,
said
surrender
Guard who may
bility compensation,
compensation, or
pay for
his service
service in
of his
period of
for the
the period
retired pay
or retired
bility
the National
National Guard:
Provided further,
general who
adjutants general
That adjutants
further, That
Guard: Provided
the
may be
be drawing
emoluments may
may be
be continued
in a
a federally
federally
continued in
such emoluments
drawing such
may
recognized
without pay
under this
this provision.
pay under
status without
recognized status

Travel, Army officers, etc.
cers,
etc.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 612.
612.
Transportation
Transportation
equipment, etc.
etc.
equipment,

of
of

Pay,
armory drills.
Pay, armory
for
Not available
available for
pay, etc.,
officer
etc., of
of officer
pay,
pension.
drawing pension.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Surrender of
of penpenSurrender
sion.

Adjutants
Adjutants general,
general,
continuation
continuation in
in prespresent status without
without
pay.
pay.

SERVICE,
FIELD SERVICE,
FOR FIELD
ARMS, UNIFORMS,
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
AND SO
SO FORTH,
FORTH, FOR
EQUIPMENT, AND
ARMS,
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD
NATIONAL
Procurement, etc.
etc.
For
amount for
for arms,
arms, uniforms,
equipment, and so Procurement,
uniforms, equipment,
additional amount
an additional
For an
forth,
field service,
the same objects
comprising the
Guard, comprising
National Guard,
service, National
for field
forth, for
Stat. 612.
612.
53 Stat.
specified
under this
in the
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940, 53
the Military
head in
this head
specified under
$7,218,087, and
all of
sums appropriated
appropriated in
account
this title
title on account
in this
of the
the sums
and all
$7,218,087,
of
the National
National Guard
Guard shall
shall be
for as
which
of which
fund, of
as one
one fund,
accounted for
be accounted
of the
the
not
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 may
may be
be used
used for
of employees in the
the pay of
for the
not to
National Guard Bureau.
National
Mounted units, etc.,
Mountedunits,
etc.,
No appropriation
appropriation contained
in this
shall be
for any
any restriction.
available for
be available
title shall
this title
contained in
No
restriction.
expense
for or
or on
on account
account of
of a
larger number
of mounted
mounted units and
number of
a larger
expense for
wagon
companies of
National Guard than were in existence on
of the
the National
wagon companies
June
June 30, 1932.
ORGANIZED RESERVES
RESERVES
ORGANIZED
Desi gnated objects.
objects.
Designated
For
additional amount
Reserves, comprising the
Organized Reserves,
amount for Organized
an additional
For an
53
Stat.
613.
53
Stat.
613.
same
objects
specified
under
this
head
in
the
Military
Appropriation
same objects specified under this head in the Military Appropriation
Provisos.
Provisos.
Act,
1940, $3,617,282:
$3,617,282: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall not
Act, 1940,
Certain limitations
limitations
Certain
waived.
waived.
be
subject to
to the
as to Reserve
officers on active duty
Reserve officers
limitations as
the limitations
be subject
53
Stat.
615.
53 Stat.
615.
specified
this head
1940:
Act, 1940:
Appropriation Act,
the Military
Military Appropriation
in the
head in
under this
specified under
Reserve
Organized
Or
ganized Reserve
Provided
further, That
not to
to exceed
$80,000 of this appropriation
appropriation headquarters.
exceed $80,000
That not
Provided further,
headquarters.
may
be used
establishment, operation,
maintenance of
operation, and maintenance
for establishment,
used for
may be
Mileageallowance.
allowance.
Organized
Reserve headquarters:
headquarters: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
mile- Mileage
the mileThat the
Organized Reserve
age allowance
to members
called
Corps when called
Reserve Corps
Officers Reserve
of the
the Officers
members of
allowance to
age
into active
active service
for thirty
or less shall not
thirty days or
training for
for training
service for
into
exceed 4
4 cents per mile.
exceed

TRAINING CORPS
RESERVE OFFIERS'
02E CMS' TRAFNING
CORPS
RESERVE

For
Training Corps,
Officers' Training
for Reserve Officers'
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For an
comprising the
same objects
objects specified
specified under
under this
Miliin the
the Milihead in
this head
the same
comprising
tary Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
travel of dependents,
and including
including travel
1940, and
tary
and
packing, crating, and
transportation of authorized
authorized baggage and
and transportation
and packing,
household effects
personnel when ordered
ordered to active
active duty
effects of retired personnel
household
$220,572.
therefrom, $220,572.
relief therefrom,
and upon relief

Expenses.
Expenses.
53 Stat.
Stat. 615.
53
615.
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Not available
available for
pay, etc.,
officer
etc., of officer
drawing pension.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Surrender
sion.

of penof

Restriction
Restriction on personnel employment.
employment.

Philip B.
B. Fleming,
appointment to civil
civil
office authorized.
authorized.

Salary.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

No appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
shall be
available for
pay,
No
this title
title shall
be available
for pay,
allowances, or
or traveling
traveling or
or other
other expenses
of any
of the
allowances,
expenses of
any officer
officer of
the
Organized Reserves
drawing a
Organized
Reserves who may
may be
be drawing
a pension,
pension, disability allowallowcompensation, or retired pay from the
Government
ance, disability compensation,
the Government
of the
States: Provided,
That nothing
in this
this provision
provision shall
shall
of
the United
United States:
Provided, That
nothing in
application of
herein conbe so construed
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent the application
of funds
funds herein
contained to
to the pay,
pay, allowances,
allowances, or traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of any officer or
or
enlisted man
man of the
the Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps who
who may
may surrender said pension,
disability
compensation, or
disability allowance,
allowance, disability compensation,
or retired
retired pay
pay for
for the
the
period of his active duty in the Reserve Corps.
SEG. 2. The appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this title under
SEC.
under the
the gengeneral heading
"Military Activities,"
Activities," shall
shall not
available for
for the
eral
heading "Military
not be
be available
the
temporarily of classified personal services.
employment other than temporarily
services.
S
Ec. 3.
provisions of section 1222
3. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions
SEC.
1222 of
of the
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 10, sec. 576)
576),2 Philip B. Fleming,
United States
aa commissioned
commissioned officer on the active list, United
States Army,
Army, is
authorized to hold the office of Administrator
authorized
Administrator of the Wage and Hour
Hour
Department of Labor
prejudice to
Division in the
the Department
Labor without loss of
of or
or prejudice
to
his status as aa commissioned
commissioned officer on the active list of the United
States Army and if appointed
appointed to such civil office he shall receive in
in
addition to his pay and allowances
commissioned officer an
allowances as such commissioned
amount
allowances as
amount equal
equal to
to the difference between
between such
such pay
pay and
and allowances
as
such commissioned
commissioned officer
officer and
the salary
such
and the
salary prescribed
prescribed by
by law
law for
for such
civil office.

TITLE II-NAVY
II—NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABasiMENT
OFFICE
OF TH
OFFICE OF

S
ECRETARY
SECRETARY

MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
For an additional
miscellaneous expenses
expenses comprising
comprising
additional amount for miscellaneous
the same objects specified under this head in the Navy Department
Department
53 Stat. 757.
and Naval Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940,
1940, $685,000, of
which there shall be available
available not to exceed $200,000 for telephone,
telegraph,
telegraph, and teletype rentals and
and tolls,
tolls, telegrams,
telegrams, radiograms,
radiograms, and
and
allowances for civilian employees
cablegrams; $4,000
$4,000 for allowances
employees in attaches'
attaches'
Group IV (b) em- offices; and $176,400
employees assigned
$176,400 for the pay of employees
assigned to group IV
ployees.
(b) and those performing
performing similar services carried under native
(b)
native and
alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the
Field Service of the Navy Department.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
prows.
penses.

exox-

BUREAU
NAVIGATION
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION
TRAINING,
AND WELFARE,
TRAINING, EDUCATION,
EDUCATION, AND
WELFARE, NAVY
NAVY

training staNaval training stations: For an additional amount
amount for maintenance,
stat.
operation, and other necessary expenses, including repairs, improvements, and care of grounds of the naval training
trammg stations which
which
follow:
follow:
San Diego,
Diego. Calif.
San Diego, California, $86,000;
$86,000;
Newport, t.a. L
I.
Newport,
Newport,
Rhode Island, $135,000, of which not to exceed $960 shall
Newport, Rhode
be available for the pay of employees
employees assigned to group IV (b)
and those performing
performing similar services carried
carried under native and alien
schedules in the Schedule of Wages
Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field
Service of the Navy Department;
Service
Department;
Great Lakes,n.
Lakes,BL
Great
Great Lakes, Illinois, $80,000, of which not to exceed
exceed $3,600 shall
be available for the pay of employees
employees assigned to group IV (b) and
those performing
performing similar services carried under native and alien

Naval training stations.
53 Stat. 760.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field
Department;
Service of the Navy Department;
Norfolk,
Virginia, $60,600;
$60,600;
Norfolk, Virginia,
Libraries: For an additional amount for libraries, professional
professional
Libraries:
books,
newspaper subscripbooks, textbooks,
textbooks, religious
religious books, periodicals, and newspaper
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for,
tions for ships and shore stations not otherwise
$76,600;
$76,600;
Welfare and recreation:
recreation: For an additional
additional amount for welfare
welfare and
recreation,
under this head in
recreation, comprising the same objects specified under
the
Department and
Service Appropriation
fiscal
Appropriation Act, fiscal
and Naval Service
the Navy Department
$400,000;
year 1940, $400,000;
In
all, training,
education, and
and welfare,
Navy, $838,200.
$838,200.
welfare, Navy,
In all,
training, education,

Norfolk, Va.
Libraries.
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 760.
760.

Welfare and recreation.
tion.
53 Stat. 760.

INSTRUMENTS AND
SUPPLIES, NAVY
NAVY
AND SUPPLIES,
INSTRUMENTS
For an additional amount
amount for instruments
instruments and supplies, Navy,
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Navy
Department and
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940,
Naval Service
Department
and Naval
$750,000.
OCEAN
AND LAKE
NAVY
LAKE SURVEYS,
SURVEYS, NAVY
OCEAN AND

Instruments
supplies.

and
and

For
additional amount
amount for
Navy, comand lake surveys,
surveys, Navy,
for ocean and
For an
an additional
prising the same objects specified under this head in the Navy DepartService Appropriation
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $5,000.
$5,000.
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
and Naval Service
ment and

Hydrographic surHydrographic
veys.

53 Stat. 761.

53 Stat. 762.
63

NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE
NAVAL
For an additional
amount for the Naval Reserve, comprising
comprising the
additional amount
head in the
the Navy Department and
under this
this head
same objects specified under
$2,281,000, to be
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $2,281,000,
Naval Service
Service .Appropriation
available, in addition to other appropriations,
appropriations, for and on account of
Naval and Marine
Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve Aviation.

Organizing, recruitrecruitetc.
ing, etc.

53 Stat. 762.

BUREAU OF
OF ENGINEERING
BUREAU
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
For
additional amount for Engineering,
Engineering,comprising
comprising the same
For an
an additional
objects specified
specified under
head in
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and
and Naval
Naval
in the
under this
this head
objects
$18,363,000, of which not
fiscal year
year 1940, $18,363,000,
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
exceed $100,000
$100,000 shall be available for the pay of employees
employees assigned
assigned
to exceed
to group IV (b) and those performing similar services carried under
native and alien schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages for Civil
Employees
the Navy
Navy Department.
Department.
Service of the
Field Service
Employees in the Field

Repairs,
preservapreservaRepairs,
tion of machinery,
machinery, etc.
53 Stat. 764.
784.

BUREAU OF
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
REPAIR
OF CONSTRUCTION
BUREAU
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION
For an
additional amount for Construction
Construction and Repair, comprising
comprising
For
an additional
the
objects specified
specified under this head in the Navy Department
Department
the same objects
$14,969,000,
and Naval Service Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $14,969,000,
available for the pay of
$145,000 shall be available
of which not to exceed $145,000
employees assigned
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing
performing similar
services carried under native and alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department.
BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
BUREAU OF

Construction
Construction
repair.
repair.

and
and

53 Stat. 765.
765.

ORDNANCE AND
ORDNANCE STORES,
STORES, NAVY
ORDNANCE
AND ORDNANCE
NAVY
For an additional amount for Ordnance
Ordnance and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
Stores, Navy,
comprising the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Navy

Ordnance
ordand ordOrdnance and
nance
nance stores.
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Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
Department
1940,
$30,260,000, and, in addition,
addition, the
may enter
enter
$30,260,000,
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy may
into contracts prior to July
1940, for
purposes of
of this
this appropriaappropriaJuly 1,
1, 1940,
for the purposes
not in
in excess
$2,450,000.
tion, to
to an
an amount
amount not
excess of
of $2,450,000.

53 Stat. 765.

BUREAU OF
or SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS
BUREAU
ACCOUNTS
PAY, SUBSISTENCE,
PAY,
SUBSISTENCE, AND
AND TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF NAVAL
PERSONNEL
NAVAL PERSONNEL

Pay of naval
naval personnel:
additional amount
for pay
pay and
and
personnel: For an additional
amount for
allowances of naval personnel,
specified
personnel, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
53 Stat. 766.
53
under this head in the Navy Department
and Naval Service
Service ApproApproDepartment and
Aerial flights.
priation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1940, $13,957,459,
$13,957,459, of which $763,890
$763,890 shall be
in addition
addition to the amount
amount named in such Act for increased
increased pay
pay for
for
for men
for excelexcelmaking aerial flights, and
and $11,393
$11,393 for cash
cash prizes for
men for
lence
knee in gunnery, target
target practices,
practices, communication,
communication and engineering
engineering
Provisos.
Proviss.
competitions: Provided,
Provided, That the
chief petty
petty officers
for
competitions:
the number
number of chief
officers for
officers,
Chief petty officers,
number.
the fiscal year 1940,
1940, in addition to chief petty
petty officers
officers of the Naval
Reserve
Reserve called to active
active duty, shall not exceed an average of 11,140
of which number those with a
a permanent
permanent appointment
appointment as chief petty
Household servants.
servants.
Household
officers
officers shall not exceed
exceed an average
further, That
That
average of 9,731: Provided
Provided further,
the number of men who may be designated by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
residence or quarters
Navy for duty in the residence
quarters of naval officers is
is hereby
hereby
increased
increased from forty to forty-four;
forty-four;
Subsistence.
Subsistence.
Subsistence of naval personnel:
Subsistence
amount for subpersonnel: For an additional amount
sistence of naval
naval personnel,
personnel, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
specified
under this head in the Navy Department
ApproDepartment and Naval Service
Service
Appro53 Stat. 767.
priation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1940,
19401$2,580,797;
$2,580,797;
Transportation
Transportation and
and
Transportation
Transportation and recruiting
recruiting of naval personnel:
For an
an addiaddipersonnel: For
recruiting.
recruiting.
tional amount for transportation
transportation and recruiting
recruiting of naval personnel,
personnel,
comprising
specified under
comprising the same
same objects
objects specified
under this head in the
Navy
the Navy
53 Stat. 768.
768.
Department
Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation
year 1940,
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
$1,376,744;
$1,376,744
In all, for pay, subsistence,
transportation of naval personnel,
subsistence, and transportation
personnel,
$17,915,000.
$17,915,000.

Pay of naval Per
per-sonnel.

MAINTENANCE,
BUREAU OF
OF SUPPLIES
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
SUPPLIES AND
ACCOUNTS
AND ACCOUNTS
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

53 Stat. 769.

transporFuel and transpor.
tation.

53 Stat. 770.

For an additional amount for maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and
and
comprising the same objects specified under
Accounts, comprising
under this
head in the
this head
the
Service Appropriation
Navy Department
Department and Naval Service
Appropriation Act,
year
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
1940, $1,785,000,
$1,785,000, of which not to exceed $600,000 shall be available
for
available for
the pay of employees
employees assigned to group IV
IV (b)
(b) and
and those
those performing
performing
similar services
services carried
carried under
under native and alien schedules in
in the SchedSchedule of Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Department.
Department.
FUEL AND
FUEL
AND TRANSPORTATION,
TRANSPORTATION, NAVY
NAVY
For an additional amount for fuel and transportation,
transportation Navy, comcomprising the same objects specified
specified under this head in the Islavy
Navy Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940,
1940,
$2,065,000.
BUREAU OF
or MEDICINE
M EDICFNE AND SURGERY
SURGERY
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT

Medical
Medial
ment.

53

53 Stat.
tat.. 770.

depart-

depart.

For an
an additional amount for the medical
For
medical department,
department, comprising
comprising
the same objects specified
specified under
under this head
head in the Navy Department
Department
and
Naval Service
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1940, $592,000,
and Naval
Service Appropriation
$592,000, of
which not to exceed
exceed $15,000 shall be available for the
employes
the pay of employees
assigned
assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those
those performing
performing similar services carcarried under native and
and alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages
Wages for
for
Civil Employees in the Field Service
Service of the Navy
Navy Department.
Department.

54 STAT.
STAT. ]I
54
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CARE OF
OF THE
ZELL DEAD
DEAD
CARE

For an additional
additional amount
amount for care of the
dead, comprising
comprising the
the dead,
the
same objects specified
specified under this
Department and
and
this head
head in the
the Navy Department
Naval Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
$14,000.
1940, $14,000.

of the
the dead.
dead.
Care of

53 Stat. 771.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
OF YARDS
DOCKS
MAINTENANCE,
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
YARDS AND
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS
DOCKS

For an additional
additional amount
amount for
of Yards
Yards and
and
for maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of
Docks, comprising the same objects
specified under
this head
head in
in the
the
objects specified
under this
Navy Department
Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation
fiscal year
year
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
1940, and including
including the purchase of four motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles at a
acost not to exceed $600
$600 each,
$871,000.
each, $871,000.

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

53 Stat.
Stat. 771.
771.

CONTINGENT, BUREAU
CONTINGENT,
BUREAU OF
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
OF YARDS
DOCKS

For an additional
additional amount
amount for contingent
minor
contingent expenses
expenses and minor
extensions and improvements
improvements of public
public works at navy
navy yards
yards and
and
stations, $50,000.

Contingent
exContingent expenses.
penses.
53
53 Stat. 772.
772.

PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
,PUBLIC
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
BUREAU OF

For an additional
additional amount, to be added
added to the appropriation
appropriation "Pub"Public Works, Bureau of Yards and Docks,"
Docks," for temporary
temporary buildings
buildings
and facilities for personnel, storage, and
and operation
operation of ships
ships and
and
aircraft,
aircraft, $7,000,000, of which
which amount
centum
amount not to exceed
exceed 2%
21/2 per
per centum
available for the employment
shall be available
employment of classified
classified personal
personal services
services
in the Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks and in the field service.
service.

Public works, etc.
Public
etc.
53 Stat.
Stat. 772.
772.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
AVIATION, NAVY
AVIATION,
NAVY
For an additional amount
amount for aviation, Navy, comprising
comprising the same
objects specified
specified under this head in the Navy Department
Department and
and Naval
Naval
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $28,661,000.
$28,661,000.

Designated exox.
Designated
penses.
penses.

53 Stat. 774.

M
ARINE CORPS
MARINE
CORPS
PAY,
MARINE CORPS
CORPS
PAY, MARINE

Pay of officers, active list: The amount
under this
head in
in
amount named
named under
this head
the Navy Department and Naval Service
fiscal
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
year
year 1940, for increased
increased pay
aerial flights,
i
s hereby
hereby
pay for
for making
making aerial
flights, is
increased by
increased
by $21,000;
$21,000;
For pay of officers
officers prescribed
prescribed by law on the retired list, $107,800;
$107,800;
Pay of enlisted men, active
active list: For an additional
additional amount for
for pay
pay
of enlisted men, active list, comprising
comprising the
the same
same objects specified
specified
under
under this head in the Navy Department
Department and Naval Service
Service
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940, $2,128,948;
$2,128,948;
For an additional
allowances of the Marine
additional amount
amount for pay and allowances
Marine
Corps Reserve,
Corps
Reserve, $553,572;
$553,572;
For an additional
additional amount
amount for mileage and actual
actual and necessary
necessary
expenses and per diem in lieu
authorized by
law
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence as authorized
by law
to officers traveling
traveling under orders without
without troops, $31,680;
$31,680;
In
In all, $2,822,000,
$2,822,000, and the money herein
herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated
for pay of the Marine Corps shall
be disbursed
and accounted
accounted for
for
shall be
disbursed and
accordance with existing
in accordance
existing law and shall constitute
constitute one fund.

Officers, active
active list.
list.
Officers,
53 Stat.
Stat. 775.
775.
53

Retired officers.
officers.
Retired
Enlisted men,
men, acacEnlisted
list.
tive list.
775.
53 Stat. 775.
Marine Corps
Corps ReReMarine
serve.
serve.
traveling
Officers
traveling
under
under orders
orders without
without
troops.
troops.
53 Stat. 776.
Disbursement
Disbursement and
and
accounting.
accounting.
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PAY OF CIVIL
crvim EMPLOYEES,
EMPLOYEES, MARINE
MARINE CORPS
PAY

Civil force.

Civil force.
53 Stat. 776.

7

force: For an additional
additional amount
amount for personal
personal services
services
Pay of civil force:
in
the District
of Columbia,
temporary employees,
follows:
as follows:
employees, as
for temporary
Columbia, for
District of
in the
Offices
the Major
Major General
adjutant inspector,
inspector,
and adjutant
Commandant and
General Commandant
of the
Offices of
$19,200;
$19,200;
Office of
of the
the paymaster,
$4,320;
paymaster, $4,320;
Office
Office of
quartermaster, $17,280;
$40,800.
$17,280; in all, $40,800.
the quartermaster,
of the
Office
MARINE CORPS
GENERAL
EXPENSES, MARINE
GENERAL EXPENSES,

incident to, the
For
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
the authorized
authorized
requisite for, and incident
For every
53 Stat. 776.
work
tkan as appropriated
appropriated for under
under
Marine Corps, other than
Post, p. 648.
work of the Marine
8.
Pot,
the
headings of
pay and
and salaries,
salaries, as
follows:
as follows:
of pay
the headings
Provisions, etc.
subsistence, board,
For an
for provisions,
provisions, subsistence,
board, and
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For
Provisions, etc.
53 Stat. 776.
lodging of
of enlisted
enlisted men,
recruits and recruiting
recruiting parties,
parties, and applimen, recruits
lodging
tat
3 776.
cants for
for enlistment;
enlistment; cash
cash allowance
allowance for
subsistence to
lodging and subsistence
for lodging
cants
enlisted men
on duty;
ice, ice
ice machines
machines and
and their
duty; ice,
traveling on
men traveling
enlisted
maintenance,
$672,328;
maintenance, $672,328;
Clothing.
For an additional amount
Clothing.
amount for clothing
clothing for enlisted men, $1,500,000;
$1,500,000;
Fuel,
etc.
Fuel, etc.
For an additional
additional amount
amount for fuel, heat, light, and power, including
sales
$125,000;
000;
sales to officers, $125
Military
For an
an additional
additional amount
supplies and equipment,
military supplies
amount for military
For
uppenlie
Miltary supplies
and equipment.
53
Stat. 776.
comprising the same objects specified under this head in the Navy
comprising
53Stat.
Department and
and Naval
Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940,
1940,
Naval Service
Department
$2,474,500;
$2,474,500;
Transportation.
amount for transportation
or an additional
additional amount
Transportation.
For
transportation of troops and applicants
enlistment, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
specified under this
for enlistment,
cants for
53 Stat. 776.
head in
in the
Navy Department
Appropriation Act,
Service Appropriation
Naval Service
Department and Naval
the Navy
head
53 Stat. 776
fiscal
year 1940,
19402 $300,000;
$300,000;
fiscal year
Barracks,
repairs
For an additional
additional amount for repairs and improvements
improvements to barFor
en'P"
andairackvem
improvements.
comprising the same objects
objects specified
specified under this head in the
n t racks, comprising
53 Stat.
Stat. 777.
777.
Department and Naval
Navy Department
53
Naval Service Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
year
1940,
$633,172, of
which not
not to
$600,000 shall be available for
exceed $600,000
to exceed
of which
1940, $633,172,
the construction
temporary buildings;
buildings;
of temporary
construction of
the
Miscellaneous supp
For
an
additional
amount
supplies comprising
comprising
miscellaneous supplies,
for miscellaneous
amount for
additional
an
For
a
,
liesetcneous
plies,
etc.
Department
the
objects
specified
under this head
head in the Navy 'Department
specified
objects
same
the
53 Stat. 777.
year 1940, $895,000;
$895,000;
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
Naval Service
Service Appropriation
and Naval
63rtat.7. .
Proviso.
In all,
$6,600,000, to
to be
for as
as one fund: Provided,
Provided,
accounted for
be accounted
all, $6,600,000,
In
Limitation.
Limitation.
That the
the sum
additional appropriation
appropriation for
for
be paid out of this additional
to be
sum to
That
employees
assigned to
performing similar
similar
IV (b) and those performing
to group IV
employees assigned
services carried
carried under
under native
Schedule of
native and alien schedules in the Schedule
services
Wages for
for Civil
Employees in
Service of the Navy Departin the Field Service
Civil Employees
Wages
$85,000.
ment shall not exceed $85,000.
ment
General expenses.
General
expenses.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPnATMENT
NAVY
RALARIES
SALARIES
Temporary
Temporary

ployees.
53 Stat. 779.
P6

SYat.

em-

services
For an additional amount for compensation for personal
personal services
employees, as follows:
temporary employees,
follows:
in the District of Columbia, for temporary
Office
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, $2,613;
$2,613;
Office of
Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, $4,000;
Office of Judge
Office
Chief of Naval
Naval Operations, $5,040;
$5,040;
Office of Chief
Office
of Director
$18,415;
Communications, $18,415;
Director of Naval Communications,
Office of
Office
of Naval
Intelligence, $21,000;
$21,000;
Naval Intelligence,
Office of
Bureau
$49,280;
Navigation, $49,280;
Bureau of Navigation
Ilydrographic
15,000;
Office $25,000;
Hydrographic Office,
Naval
$7,070;
Observatory, $7,070;
Naval Observatory,
$67,120;
Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $67,120;
$31,500;
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, $31,500;
$231,038.
In all, salaries,
salaries, Navy Department,
Department, $231,038.
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CONTINGENT
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
Contingent
For an additional amount for Contingent
Contingent exContingent Expenses,
Expenses, Navy
Navy Depart- penses.
penses.
ment, comprising
comprising the same objects specified
specified under this
head in the
the
this head
Stat. 780.
780.
53 Stat.
Navy Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation
fiscal year
year
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
$85,000.
1940, $85,000.
PRINTING AND
PRINTING
AND BINDING
BINDING

For an additional amount for printing and binding
binding for the Navy
Navy
Department
Department and the Naval Establishment
Establishment (including
(including the
the HydroHydrographic Office and the Naval Reserve
Training Corps)
Corps)
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
executed
executed at the Government
Office, $263,000.
Government Printing Office,
$263,000.

Printing
Printing and
and binding.
53 Stat. 781.
63
781.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE
OFFICE
ContingentandmisContingent and misFor an additional
additional amount
amount for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous cellaneous
cellaneous expenses.
expenses.
Hydrographic Office, comprising
expenses, Hydrographic
comprising the
specified
the same objects
objects specified
53 Stat. 781.
Department and Naval Service
under this head in the Navy Department
Service Appro- 63
priation
priation Act, fiscal year 1940, $25,000.
$25,000.
CONTINGENT AND
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, NAVAL
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
OBSERVATORY
Contingent and misContingent
For an additional
additional amount for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous cellaneous
cellaneous expenses.
expenses.
expenses, Naval Observatory,
Observatory, comprising
comprising the same
specified
same objects specified
53
782.
63
Stat.
under this head in the Navy Department
Department and Naval Service
Service Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1940,
1940, $1,200.
$1,200.
Acquisition, etc.,
etc., of
Acquisition,
SEC.
SEC. 202. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby
authorized to
hereby authorized
to one
one transport.
transport.
acquire and convert one
one transport.
Emergency
Emergency repairs
repairs
SEC.
SEC. 203. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized to
exceed the
to exceed
and alterations.
alterations.
repairs and
alterations to
to vessels
commissioned
statutory limit on repairs
and alterations
vessels commissioned
or converted
converted to meet the existing
existing emergency.
emergency.
Restriction on
on perRestriction
SEC.
appropriations contained
SEC. 204. The appropriations
contained in this title under the
the sonnel
employment.
employment.
general
general heading "Naval Establishment,"
Establishment," shall not be available for
for
employment other
temporarily of
personal
the employment
other than temporarily
of classified
classified personal
services.

TITLE
III-DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
TITLE III—DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU
NVESTIGATION
FEDERAL
BUREAU OF
OF I
INVESTIGATION

Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution
prosecution of
crimes: For
For
of crimes:
an additional amount for salaries and expenses,
expenses, Federal
Federal Bureau of
of
Investigation, including the same
under the
the same
sam e condico n diInvestigation,
same objects
objects and
and under
tions specified
specified under this head in the Department of Justice
Justice Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,475,000,
amount not
$1,475,000, of
of which
which amount
not to
to exceed
exceed
100,000 may be expended
$100,000
expended for personal
personal services
services in the District
District of
of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
Columbia; $75,000 for
for the purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles; and
$100,000 to meet
unforeseen
and $100,000
meet unforeseen
emergencies
character.
emergencies of aaconfidential
confidential character.

Detection and proseDetection
of crimes.
cution of
88.
Post, p. 88.

53 Stat. 897.
897.
63

Vehicles.

TITLE IV—TREASURY
IV-TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
COAST
GUARD
COAST GUARD
Expenses.
Expenses.
appropriations for the Coast Guard
For additional
additional amounts for appropriations
Guard
(including
(including the Bureau
Bureau of Lighthouses
under the
the
Lighthouses transferred
transferred under
63 Stat.
561, 1432.
authority of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1939),
1939), including
same
fflrt'
s
itni
u
431v
including the
the same
5 U.S. C., Supp. V,
limitations s
pecifiedun
der the
th e several
several 01331133C
objects and subject to
to the same
same limitations
specified
6133-133t.
under
53 Stat.
heads in the "Treasury Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940"
1940" and
53
Stat. 663.
863.
under the head "Bureau of Lighthouses
Lighthouses *
general expenses",
* ** *
* general
expenses",
13-

19347V-41—P.c. I-3
193470°-41-PT.

34
53 Stat. 913.
Office of CommanCommandant.
dant.
53
63 Stat. 663.
Pay and
and allowances.
allowances.
53
63 Stat. 664.
Post,
91.
Post, p. 91.
Retired members,
members,
Retired
former Life Saving
Service.
Service.
46 Stat. 164.
Fuel
Fnel and water.
53
664.
63 Stat. 664.

Outfits, etc.
53 Stat. 664.
63
6C4.

Station
improvements.
53 Stat. 664.

Communication
Communication
lines.
53 Stat. 664.
vessels.
Repairs to vessels.
53 Stat. 665.

Proviso.
Proito.
Aviation expenses,
Aviation
limitation
increased.
limitation increased.
53 Stat. 665.
666.

Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
general
general expenses.
expenses.
53
63 Stat. 913.
Post,
st, p. 91.

PUBLIC
CH.27—FEB.
27-FEB. 12, 1940
LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC LAWS—
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SPAT.

in
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940",
1940",
of Commerce
"Department of
in the
the "Department
respectively,
follows:
as follows:
respectively, as
Office of
of the
Commandant: For
For personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of
in the
the Commandant:
Office
Columbia, for
$43,701;
employees, $43,701;
for temporary
temporary employees,
Columbia,
Pay and
and allowances:
allowances: For
pay and
prescribed by
by law
law
and allowances
allowances prescribed
For pay
Pay
for commissioned
commissioned officers,
warrant officers,
officers, petty
petty officers,
officers, and
and
cadets, warrant
officers, cadets,
for
other enlisted
active and
retired, temporary
temporary cooks,
cooks, surfmen,
surfmen,
and retired,
men, active
other
enlisted men,
substitute surfmen,
and three
instructors 2 retired
retired pay
pay for
for
three civilian
civilian instructors,
surfmen, and
substitute
certain
of the
former Life
Life Saving
Saving Service
Service authorized
authorized by
the former
members of
certain members
the
approved April
April 14,
178a), and
and so forth,
(14 U. S. C. 178a),
14, 1930
1930 (14
the Act
Act approved
$2,263,000;
$2,263,000;
Fuel and
and water:
water: For
For fuel,
fuel, lubricating
kerosene, and
and water,
lubricating oil, kerosene,
Fuel
and
furnishing of
of heat,
heat, light,
light, and
and power
power (service)
(service) for
vessels,
for vessels,
for the
the furnishing
and for
stations,
and houses
refuge, $250,000;
$250,000;
of refuge,
houses of
stations, and
Outfits: For
For outfits,
equipment,
supplies and
and equipment,
necessary supplies
including necessary
outfits, including
Outfits:
medals,
newspapers, and
periodicals for
for statistical
statistical purposes,
rental
purposes, rental
and periodicals
medals, newspapers,
of mechanical
mechanical accounting
accounting machinery,
machinery, repairs
repairs to
equipment
portable equipment
to portable
of
at shore
stores, and
and draft
animals
draft animals
engineers' stores,
chandlery, engineers
units, ship
ship chandlery,
at
shore units,
and their
their maintenance,
$768,188;
maintenance, $768,188;
and
Rebuilding and
and repairing
stations: For
For rebuilding
rebuilding and repairing
repairing
repairing stations:
Rebuilding
stations and
refuge ' temporary
temporary leases,
and improveimproverent, and
leases, rent,
houses of
of refuge,
stations
and houses
ments of
of property
property for
Coast Guard
purposes, including
use of
including use
Guard purposes,
for Coast
ments
additional
necessary, $95,000;
$95,000;
where necessary,
land where
additional land
Communication
coastal communication
communication lines
lines and facilifaciliFor coastal
Communication lines:
lines: For
ties
maintenance, and
and communication
communication service,
service, $125,000;
$125,000;
their maintenance,
ties and
and their
Repairs to
to vessels:
For repairs
to Coast
Coast Guard
vessels and
Guard vessels
and boats,
boats,
Repairs
vessels: For
repairs to
exclusive of
of .aircraft,
.aircraft, including
cost of
of salvage
salvage operations
operations when
when
including cost
exclusive
incident to
to the
the repairs
repairs thereof,
thereof, $650,000;
$650 000;
incident
In all,
$4,194,889: Provided,
Provided, That
$2,200,000
of $2,200,000
In
all, $4,194,889:
That the limitation
limitation of
which may
may be
expended for
for aviation
contained in
aviation contained
in said Treasury
be expended
which
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act
"Coast Guard"
Guard" is
is hereby
hereby
Act under
under "Coast
Department
increased to
$2,435,000.
to $2,435,000.
increased
Lighthouse Service
of Lighthouses),
general expenses:
Lighthouse
Service (Bureau
(Bureau of
Lighthouses), general
expenses:
For supplies,
including replacement
replacement of
and necessary
necessary additions
to
of and
additions to
For
supplies, including
existing
equipment, repairs,
repairs, maintenance,
maintenance, and
incidental expenses
expenses of
of
and incidental
existing equipment,
lighthouses and
other lights,
fog signals,
signals, lighting
lighting
and other
lights, beacons,
beacons, buoyage,
buoyage, fog
lighthouses
of rivers
authorized to
vessels, other
other aids
of
rivers heretofore
heretofore authorized
to be
be lighted,
lighted, light
light vessels,
aids
to navigation,
navigation, and
and lighthouse
the establishment,
establishment,
to
lighthouse tenders,
tenders, including
including the
repair, and improvement
beacons and day
improvement of beacons
day marks, and
and purchase
purchase of
of
land
of post
post lights,
lights, buoys,
submarine signals,
buoys, submarine
land for
for same;
same; establishment
establishment of
necessary outbuildings,
outbuildings, and
and so forth,
construction of
of necessary
and fog
fog signals; construction
$81,960.
$81,960.
TITLE
AGRICULTURE
OF AGRICULTURE
TITLE V—DEPARTMENT
V-DEPARTMENT OF
PRICE
1988
PrICE ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMErN ACT OF 1938

Payments.

53 Stat. 974.
52 Stat. 819.
Short title.

SEc. 501.
exceed $11,000,000
$11,000,000 of
the funds
appropriated by
by
SEC.
501. Not to
to exceed
of the
funds appropriated
the
entitled "Parity
"Parity Payments"
contained in
the Department
Department of
of
the item
item entitled
Payments" contained
in the
Agriculture
Appropriation Act,
are hereby
for
Agriculture Appropriation
Act, 1940,
1940, are
hereby made
made available
available for
the
payments under
under the
Adjustment Act
Act
the purpose
purpose of making payments
the "Price
"Price Adjustment
of
of 1938".
1938".
SEC.
SEC. 502. This Act may be cited as the
the "Emergency
"Emergency Supplemental
Supplemental
Appropriation
Act, 1940
1940"..
Appropriation Act,
Approved, February
February 12,
12, 1940.
Approved,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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[
CHAPTER 28]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Making
appropriations to supply urgent
Making appropriations
urgent deficiencies
deficiencies in
in certain
certain appropriations
for
appropriations for
1940, and
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940,
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of Representatives
Representathyes of
of the
the
and House
House of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
the following
following
assembled, That the
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
in the
not othermoney in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherappropriated, to supply urgent deficiencies
wise appropriated,
in certain
appropriadeficiencies in
certain appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and
for other
and for
other purposes,
purposes,
namely:
namely:
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE

35
February
12, 1940
February 12,
[H.
R. 80671
8067]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 416]
[Public,

Urgent Deficiency
Deficiency
Urgent
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation
Act,
1940.

SENATE
SENATE

For payment to Mary
Mary Borah, widow of William
William E.
E. Borah,
Borah, late
late
State of
of Idaho,
Idaho, $10,000.
$10,000.
aaSenator from
from the
the State
For repairs, improvements,
improvements, equipment,
equipment, and supplies for
for Senate
Senate
kitchens and restaurants, Capitol
Building and
and Senate
Senate Office
Office Building,
Capitol Building
Building,
including
including personal and other
to be
from the
the contincontinother services,
services, to
be expended
expended from
gent fund of the Senate, under
under the supervision
supervision of
of the
the Committee
Committee on
on
Rules, United
United States
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $23,700.
$23,700.
States Senate,
Senate, fiscal

William
E. Borah.
William E.
Borah.
Payment to
widow.
Payment
to widow.
Senate kitchens
kitchens and
and
Senate
restaurants, etc.
etc.
restaurants,
53
53 Stat. 825.
825.

HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES

To pay the widow of William A.
Ashbrook, late
late a
Representative
A. Ashbrook,
a Representative
of Ohio,
$10,000.
from the State
State of
Ohio, $10,000.
To pay the widow of
Bolton, late
late a
aRepresentative
Representative from
of Chester C.
C. Bolton,
from
the State of
$10,000.
of Ohio,
Ohio, $10,000.
To pay the widow
widow of Edward W. Curley,
late a
Representative from
Curley, late
a Representative
from
the
New York,
York, $10,000.
the State of New
$10,000.
To pay the widow of George
George H.
late aa Representative
Representative
H. Heinke,
Heinke, late
from
$10,000.
from the State of
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, $10,000.
To pay the widow
widow of Santiago Iglesias,
Iglesias, late
late aa Resident
Resident CommisCommissioner from
Puerto Rico,
from Puerto
Rico, $10,000.
$10,000.
To pay
pay,the widow of
Representative from
from the
of Carl E. Mapes,
Mapes, late
late aaRepresentative
the
State
State of Michigan,
Michigan, $10,000.
$10,000.
To pay the widow of John
Martin, late
late aa Representative
Representative from
from
John A.
A. Martin,
Colorado, $10,000.
$10,000.
the State
State of
of Colorado,
To pay the daughter of Wallace
Wallace E.
E. Pierce,
Pierce, late
late aa Representative
Representative
from
the State
New York,
from the
State of
of New
York $10,000.
$10,000.
To pay the widow
widow of J.
from
J. Will
Will Taylor, late
late a
a Representative
Representative from
Tennessee, $10,000.
$10,000.
the State of Tennessee,
The foregoing sums to be disbursed by
the Sergeant
at Arms
of the
the
by the
Sergeant at
Arms of
Representatives.
House of
of Representatives.
Contingent expenses: For
Contingent
For furniture
for repairs
repairs of
furniture and
and materials
materials for
of
same, exclusive of labor, tools and
for furniture
repair
and machinery,
machinery, for
furniture and
and repair
shops, fiscal
fiscal year
$10,000.
shops,
year 1940
1940,1$10,000.
miscellaneous items, exclusive
For miscellaneous
exclusive of salaries
salaries unless
unless specifically
specifically
Representatives, including
ordered by the House of Representatives,
the same
same objects
including the
objects
specified under this head in the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Appropriation
Branch Appropriation
Act, 1940, fiscal year 1940, $15,000.
$15,000.
stationery for
and the
For stationery
for Representatives,
Representatives, Delegates,
Delegates, and
the Resident
Resident
Commissioner
Commissioner from Puerto Rico, for
the third
third session
session of
for the
of the
the
Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, $87,600.
$87,600.

William
A. AshAsh.
William A.
brook.
brook.
Payment
widow.
Payment to
to widow.
Chester
C. Bolton.
Bolton.
Chester C.
Payment to
Payment
to widow.

Edward
Edward W. Curley.
Curley.
Payment to
widow.
Payment
to widow.
George H.
H. Heinke.
Reinke.
George
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Santiago Iglesias.
Santiago
Iglesias.

Payment to widow.
Payment
Carl E. Mapes.
Carl
Mapes.
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Jahn A.
A. Martin.
Martin.
John
Payment to
to widow.
Payment
widow.
Wallace E. Piero*.
Wallace
Pierce.
Payment to
to daughdaughPayment
ter.
1.
WM Taylor.
J. Wi
Taylor.
Payment to
widow.
Payment
to widow.

Furniture, etc.
etc.
Furniture,
53
Stat. 829
829.
53 8tat.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
llama
items.
829.
53 Stat.
Stat. 829.
Stationery.
Stationery.
Stat. 830.
53 Stat.
830.

ARCHITECT
ARCHITECT OF
THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL
OF THE

Senate Office Building:
Building: To reimburse
reimburse the
the maintenance
maintenance fund
fund of
of the
the
Senate Office Building for the fiscal year 1940 for necessary
necessary emergency
emergency
expenditures
chairs, stands,
expenditures for desks,
desks,chairs,
stands, tables, and
other equipment
equipment
and other

Additional equip.
equipAdditional
ment
supplies.
ment and
and supplies.
53
53 Stat. 832.
832

36
63
53 Stat. 1080.
2
S. 0., Supp. V,
V.
2 U.
U.S.
II
60a, 60b,
If 60a,
60b, 92.
92.

P UBLIC LAWS--CHS.
LAWS—CHS. 28, 30—.b.EB.
IA 13,
13, 1940
30--FEB. 12,
PUBLIC
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[54 STAT.

supplies, for
additional clerical
clerical assistants
assistants to
and supplies,
for the use of the additional
provisions of Public
Numbered 216,
Public Law Numbered
Senators, under the
the provisions
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved July 25,
1939, $5,000.
25, 1939,
Seventy-sixth
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE
INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIION
CONSTITUTION SESQUICENTENNIAL
COMMISSION
SESQUICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
UNITED

Personal services.
Personal
53 Stat. 1307.

Commission, contained
contained
The portion of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation for the Commission,
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, which
which
in the Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
may be expended
exclusively for personal
personal services is hereby increased
increased
expended exclusively
from $5,000
$5,000 to
to $7,500.
$7,500.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL VESSELS
VESSELS
REPLACEMENT

Armor, armament,
armament,
and
and ammunition.
ammunition.

3 Stat. 778.
77a
63

Ammunition: For an additional
additional amount
amount
Armor, armament, and ammunition:
toward
armament, and ammunition
ammunition for
toward the armor,
armor, armament,
for vessels
vessels heretofore
heretofore
authorized (and appropriated
part), including
including the same
same objects
objects
authorized
appropriated for in part),
and
limitations prescribed
and under
under the same
same conditions
conditions and
and limitations
prescribed under this
fiscal year 1940,
1940,
head in the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
$28,000,000, to continue
continue available
expended.
$28,000,000,
available until expended.
TRE ASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
BUREAU
BUREAU

Refunding internal
internalRefunding
revenue collections.
revenue
collections.

53 Stat. 662.
63
66.
title:
Short title.

[CHAPTER 30]
February 13, 140
1940
Februar
[8. 2B24]
M 24I
[Public, No. 417]
'Public.

OF INTERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE

Refunding
collections: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount
Refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections:
refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections,
provided by
by law,
law,
for refunding
collections, as
as provided
including
conditions and limiincluding the same objects and under the same conditions
prescribed under
Treasury Department
tations prescribed
under this head in the Treasury
Department
Appropriation Act, 1940,
$29,300,000.
1940, fiscal
fiscal year 1940, $29,300,000.
Appropriation
SEO.
SEo. 2. This Act may be cited as the "Urgent Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940".
1940".
Approved, February 12, 1940.
Approved,

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Act of August
August 24
24, 1912 (37 Stat. 460),
460), as amended, with regard
t
th e limitation
lim itati on of
ofcos
u pon the
construction of
buildings in
in national
national parks.
parka.
too the
costtupon
the construction
of buildings

Be it
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
ouse of Representatives

National parks.
National
parks.
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the limitation
Congress assembled,
Limitation of
of cost of
certain buildings
buildings inin- of cost upon the construction
construction of any
administration or other building
building
any
administration
creased.

16 II.
B. O.
U.S.
O.
. I451.
45L

in any national park
park without
without express
express authority
authority of Congress, contained
contained
approved August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 460),
460), .as
amended by
in the Act approved
as amended
(40 Stat.
677), is
hereby increased
increased from
from
the Act
Act of
of July 1, 1918 (40
Stat. 677),
is hereby
$3,000.
$1,500 to $3,000.
Approved, February 13,
13, 1940.
Approved,

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

37
37

76TH CONG., 3D
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS.--CHS. 31,
32--MAR. 1,
2, 1940
1940
31, 32-MAR.
1, 2,

[CHAPTER 31]
[CHAPTER
31]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Making available
available for the fiscal year
year 1940
1940 an
additional amount
from the
the special
special
an additional
amount from
funds heretofore
heretofore set up for the payment of compensation
benefits authorized
authorized
compensation benefits
by certain
certain Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Acts.
Appropriation Acts.

1, 1940
1940
March 1,
[H.
456]
[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 456]
56]
[Pub. Res., No. 66]

and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of America in Congress
Employees' ComStates
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
the
Employees'
That the
the paragraph
paragraph of
pensation Fund,
pensation
Independent Offices Appropriation
Independent
Appropriation Act, 1940,
1940, under
under the
the heading
heading Emergency
Emergency Relief.
53 Stat. 531.
53
531.
"Employees'
"Employees' Compensation
Compensation Fund, Emergency
Relief", is
is hereby
Emergency Relief",
hereby Amount
Amount for 1940
1910 ininamended by striking out the sum "$3,200,000"
creased.
creased.
"$3,200,000" and
inserting in
in lieu
and inserting
lieu
thereof the sum "$4,700,000".
"$4,700,000".
Approved, March 1, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 32]
32]

AN ACT

To authorize the Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
to transfer
transfer by
by quitclaim
quitclaim deed
Affairs to
deed
Pennsylvania Railroad
to the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, for right-of-way
right-of-way purposes,
small
purposes, aa small
strip of land at Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facility, Coatesville,
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
Adminisassembled, That the
the AdminisVeterans' Affairs be, and he
trator of Veterans'
authorized and
he is hereby, authorized
and
directed to transfer by quitclaim
quitclaim deed
deed to the Pennsylvania
Railroad
Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, the following-described
following-described property
property located
at Veterans'
Veterans'
located at
Administration
Administration facility,
facility, Coatesville,
Coatesville, Chester
County, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania:
Chester County,
Beginning at a
apoint, said point being
being marked
iron pin
pin and
and
marked by
by an
an iron
set in the southwest corner of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration ReservaReservation as now constituted, said
the northerly
northerly rightsaid point
point also
also being
being in
in the
rightof-way line of the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad
and fifty
Railroad right-of-way
right-of-way and
fifty -feet
feet
distant from the center
center thereof; said
being directly
directly opposite
said point
point also
also being
opposite
center line station 1972
of the
region, Eastern
Penn1972 plus
plus 28.5
28.5 of
the eastern
eastern region,
Eastern Pennsylvania Division,
Division Philadelphia
Division of
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvani a RailPhiladelphia Division
of the
Railroad; thence north, no degrees fifty minutes no seconds
seconds west
west along
along
the westerly boundary
boundary line of the Government
Government Reservation,
distance
Reservation, a
a distance
of forty-two and forty
one-hundredths feet to aa point;
forty one-hundredths
along
point; thence,
thence, along
a curve to the left having a
a
six hundred
hundred and
and
a radius of five thousand
thousand six
forty feet, a
a distance of six hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one and
and ninety-seven
ninety-seven
one-hundredths
which curve
one-hundredths feet, the chord of which
curve bears south
south seventyseventyfour degrees
degrees thirty-four minutes six seconds
seconds east,
east, a
a distance
distance of
of six
six
hundred
hundred and thirty-one
thirty-one and sixty-four
sixty-four one-hundredths
thence
one-hundredths feet;
feet; thence
south thirty-four
thirty-four degrees fifty-one
fifty-one minutes
minutes and no seconds
seconds west along
along
one of the boundary
boundary lines of the Government
Government Reservation,
Reservation, aa distance
distance
of forty-three
forty-three and thirty-one
thirty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
point, said
to a
a point,
said
point being in the northerly right-of-way
right-of-way line of the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Railroad
Railroad right-of-way
right-of-way and fifty feet
feet distant
from the
the center
thereof,
distant from
center thereof,
said point also being directly opposite
opposite center
line station
plus
center line
station 1966
1966 plus
17.55; thence, along aa curve
curve to the right having a
a radius of five
five
thousand six hundred
hundred and eighty
eighty feet a
a distance
distance of six
and
six hundred
hundred and
five and sixty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet the chord of
curve bears
of which
which curve
bears
north seventy-four degrees
degrees thirty-three
thirty-three minutes
twenty seconds
seconds west,
west,
minutes twenty
a distance of six hundred and five and thirty-six
a
thirty-six one-hundredths
feet;
one-hundredths feet;
said curve being the south boundary line of the Government
ReservaGovernment Reservation
tion and the north boundary line of the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad rightof-way to the .point of beginning,
containing in all an area of five
of-way
beginning, containing
hundred and sixty-eight
sixty-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths acre,
acre, more or
or less.
less.
Approved, March 2, 1940.
1940.

March 2,1940
2, 1940
March
[S. 2867]
Is.
[Public, No. 418]
IPublic,

Coatesville, Pa.
Certain property
property lotransfer to
cated at, transfer
Pennsylvania RailPennsylvania
road Company.
Company.
Description.
Description.
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PUBLIC
ORS.33,
33, 34,
37—MAR.2,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS--CHS.
34, 37-MAR.
2, 1940
1940
[
CHAPTER 33]
33]
[CHAPTER

March
2, 1940
March 2,1940
[S.
7878]
[8. 2876]
(Public, No.
[Public,
No. 419]
4191
Annual and Sick
Sick
Leave Acts.
Acts.
Provisions
Provisions modified.
modified.
Sapp. V,
55U.. S.
S. C.,
C., 8upp.
V,
if§ 30b-30m.
30b-30m.

Raport-Import
Export-Import
Bank of Washington.
Washington.
15 U. S. C.,
Stipp.
o., Supp.
713b.
V, § 713b.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 982.
962.
Lending
Lending authority
incrased.
increased.
Provisos.
Limitation on agLimitation
gregate amount of outstanding
loans.
standing loans.

Loans to governments in default.

Loans in violation
violation
of international law,
etc.

Ante, p. 4.
4.
72 U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.
22
Supp. V,
if
245J-245J-19.
H 246J-246Fl9.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
the
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the days
days of
of
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
annual leave
provided for
in the
the Act
Act of
14, 1936
annual
leave with
with pay
pay provided
for in
of March
March 14,
1936
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1161),
1161), and
and the
of sick
leave with
with pay
provided for
in
(49
the days
days of
sick leave
pay provided
for in
the
March II,
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1162),
1162), shall
shall mean
days upon
upon which
which
the Act
Act of
of March
14, 1936 (49
mean days
employees would
would otherwise
work and
and receive
shall be
be excluemployees
otherwise work
receive pay,
pay, and
and shall
exclusive of
of Sundays
occur within
regular tour
tour of
of duty,
sive
Sundays which
which do
do not
not occur
within aa regular
duty,
holidays, and
and all
days established
established by
Federal statute
statute or
or by
by
holidays,
all nonwork
nonwork days
by Federal
Executive
or administrative
order.
Executive or
administrative order.
Approved,
March 2,
1940.
Approved, March
2, 1940.

District of Columbia Revenue Act of
1939, amendments.
1939,
amendments.
53 Stat. 1095.
20 D. C.
0. Code,
Stipp. V,
Supp.
V, §980q.
§ 980q.
Time for filing returns.
If made on basis of
scayear.
I year.
Decal

AN ACT
AN AU

To provide for
for increasing
the lending
increasing the
lending authority
authority of
of the
the Export-Import
Export-Import Bank
Bank of
of
Washington, and for other purposes.
Washington,
purposes.

Be it
and House
House of Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United States of America in
United
in Congress
That section
section 9
9 of
of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
approved January
the Act approved
January 31,
(49 Stat. 4),
4), as
as amended,
amended, is
is
31, 1935
1935 (49
(1) by
by striking
striking out
amended (1)
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
out "$100,000,000"
"$100,000,000" and
lieu
"$200,000,000", and
and (2)
thereof "$200,000,000",
(2) by
before the
the period
the
by inserting
inserting before
period at
at the
following: "Provided
end thereof
thereof a
a colon
colon and the following:
further, That
That the
the
"Provided further,
aggregate amount
of loans
loans to
to any
one foreign
foreign country
country and
and the
the agenagenaggregate
amount of
any one
cies and nationals
nationals thereof
thereof which
which are
hereafter authorized
authorized to
to be
be made
made
are hereafter
and are outstanding
outstanding at any one
one time
time shall not exceed
exceed $20,000,000,
$20,000,000,
and such
amount shall
shall be
be in
addition to
to the
the amount
amount of
loans heretoheretoand
such amount
in addition
of loans
fore authorized
authorized or made to such foreign
foreign country
and the
country and
the agencies
agencies
and nationals
thereof: Provided
further, That
That the
Export-Import
nationals thereof:
Provided further,
the Export-Import
Bank of
Washington shall
shall not
not make
any government
government
of Washington
make any
any loans
loans to
to any
which was in default
default in the payment
payment of
obligations or
any part
part
of its obligations
or any
thereof
thereof to
the United
United States
States on
1934,
to the
the Government
Government of
of the
on April
April 13,
13, 1934,
or in violation of
as interpreted
interpreted by
by the
the Department
Department
of international
international law
law as
of State or for the purchase
purchase of any
aircraft exclusively
exclusively
any articles, except
except aircraft
for commercial
commercial purposes,
listed as
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or
or implements
implements
purposes, listed
as arms,
of war by the President
President of the United States
with the
the
States in
in accordance
accordance with
Neutrality Act
Act of
Neutrality
of 1939".
1939".
Approved,
March 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved, March
[
CHAPTER 37]
[CHAPTER

March 2,
1940
2 1940
[H.
[I. R. 8237]
8237]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 421]
421]

AN ACT
ACT

To
Leave Acts
Acts of
14, 1936.
1936.
To amend
amend the
the Annual
Annual and
and Sick
Sick Leave
of March
March 14,

[
CHAPTER 34]
[CHAPTER
March
2, 19
1940
March 2,
[S.
[8. 3069]
309]
[Public, No. 420]
[Public,
420]

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.,

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the District of Columbia Revenue Act
Act of 1939.

and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembleft,
assembled, That
That section
section 18
18
of title II
to provide revenue
II of the
the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
revenue for
for the
the
District of Columbia, and for
for other purposes",
purposes", approved July 26,
1939, be amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
"SEc.
All returns
the preceding
taxable year
year
"SEC. 18.
18. All
returns of
of income
income for
for the
preceding taxable
shall be made to the assessor
assessor on or before
before the 15th day of April
April in
in
each year, except that
that such
such returns, if
made on
the basis
basis of
of a
fiscal
if made
on the
a fiscal
year
before the 15th day
year shall be made
made on or before
of the
the fourth
month
day of
fourth month
following
following the close of such
fiscal year,
unless such
such fiscal
year has
has
such fiscal
year, unless
fiscal year
expired
expired m the calendar year
year 1939 prior to the approval
approval of this Act,

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54

MTH
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.37,
37, 38—MAR,
2, 4,
4, 1940
1940
38-MAR. 2,
CONG., 3D
76TH CONG.,

in which
shall be
made on
the 15th
day of
of
15th day
or before
before the
on or
be made
event returns
returns shall
in
which event
the third
the approval
approval of
this Act."
of this
Act."
following the
the
third month
month following
S
EC. 2.
Subsection (a)
section 26
26 of
title II
II of
of said
said Act
Act apapof title
(a) of
of section
SEC.
2. Subsection
proved July
July 26,
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
1939, is
26, 1939,
proved
"SEc.
26. (a)
(a) TIME
the total
amount
total amount
of the
OF PAYMENT.—One-half
PAYMENT.-One-half of
TIME OF
"SEC. 26.
of the
imposed by
by this
this title
be paid
paid on
day of
of
on the
the 15th
15th day
title shall
shall be
the tax
tax imposed
of
April
following the
the calendar
and the
the remaining
remaining
calendar year
year and
close of
of the
the close
April following
one-half
shall be
paid on
on the
of October
October followfollowday of
the 15th
15th day
tax shall
be paid
of the
the tax
one-half of

return be made on the
year,, or, if the return
ing the close of the calendar year
basis
one-half of the total
amount of
the tax
of the
total amount
then one-half
of a
a fiscal
fiscal year, then
basis of
imposed by this title shall be paid on the 15th day of the fourth
month
fiscal year
year and the remaining
remaining onemonth following the close of the fiscal
half
paid,on the 15th day of the tenth month
half of
of said tax shall be paid,
a fiscal year which
following the close of the fiscal year, except
except a
following
expired in
calendar year 1939 prior to the
the approval
approval of this Act
Act,
in the
the calendar
expired
in which
which event the tax shall be paid
paid on the 15th day of the third
following the approval
approval of this Act."
month following

SEC. 3.
of said
said Act
approved July
July 26,
26, 1939
1939, is
is hereby
hereby
Act approved
3. Title
Title VI
VI of
SEC.
thereof
inserting in lieu thereof
amended by striking out "June 30, 1940" and inserting
1942".
the words "June 30, 1942".
SEC. 4.
4. Section
Section 4
Act (relating
(relating to
exclusions from
to exclusions
such Act
4 (c)
(c) of
of such
SEC.
gross income)
income) is amended
amended by adding
adding at the end thereof
thereof the
following:
following:
beneficiary
"(10) Payments of benefits made to or on account of aabeneficiary
under
veterans."
relating to veterans."
of the
the laws
laws relating
under any
any of
Approved, March
March 2, 1940.

39
39

1099.
53 Stat. 1099.
20 D.
C. Code,
Code,
20
C.
Supp. V, §
§980y.
Supp.
Time of payment.
payment.
Time

return made
made on
If return
on
fiscal year.
basis of
of fiscal

1118.
53 Stat. 1118.
20 D.
D. 0.
20
. Code,
Code,
Supp. V,
V, §971a.
971a.
Advances from
Advances
from
Treasury.
Treasury.
Exclusions from
Exclusions
gross income.
income.
gross
1088.
53 Stat. 108K
20 D. C. Code,
Supp. V, §
§ 980c (c).
(c).
Veterans' benefit
benefit
Veterans'
payments.
payments.

[CHAPTER
38]
[CHAPTER 381

ACT
AN ACT
for
To
or the retirement
retirement of
To aid the States and Territories in making provisions f
employees of the land-grant
colleges.
land-grant colleges.
employees

March 4, 1940
March
1940
[S.
8I. 1850)
1850]
[Public,
No.
422]
[Public, No. 422]

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Retirement of
of emRetirement
United
assembled, That, pursuant to
to ployees
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
ployees of land-grant
land-grant
colleges.
colleges.
the
recognized obligations
obligations of
of governments
governments to
to guarantee
the social
social
guarantee the
the recognized
Withholding of
of ememWithholding
security
ployer contributions.
contributions.
employees and
and in order to provide for the retire- ployer
security of
of their employees
ment
on an annuity,
annuity, or otherwise, of all persons being paid salaries
ment on
in whole or in part from grants of Federal funds to the several
several
approved
States and Territories
Territories pursuant to the terms of the Act approved
12 Stat. 503.
July 2, 1862, for the endowment
endowment and support
support of colleges of agriculU. S.
S. C. iH 30177 U.
30180s.
mechanic arts, and Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto provid- 808.
ture and
and mechanic
ing for instruction in agriculture
agriculture and mechanic
mechanic arts, for the estabcooperative
lishment of agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations, and for cooperative
extension
economics, all States and
work in
in agriculture
agriculture and home economics,
extension work
Territories are hereafter authorized,
contrary
notwithstanding any contrary
authorized, notwithstanding
Territories
provisions in
said Acts,
expenditure, from Federal
Federal
Acts, to withhold from
from expenditure,
provisions
in said
funds advanced under the terms of said Acts, amounts
amounts designated
designated as
Territories to
employer contributions to be made by the States or Territories
retirement systems established in accordance
accordance with the laws of such
retirement
States or
established by the governing
boards of
governing boards
of
or established
States
or Territories,
Territories, or
colleges of agriculture and mechanic
accordance with the
mechanic arts in accordance
colleges
Deposits for
for subseauthority vested in them, and to deposit such amounts
amounts to the credit
credit quent
quent disbursement.
disbursement.
of such retirement
retirement systems for subsequent
disbursement
in
accordsubsequent disbursement
accordance with the terms of the retirement
retirement systems in effect
effect in the respecProvisos.
Proisot.
tive States and Territories:
Territories: Provided,
deducted
Provided,That there shall not be deducted
Employer contribucontribuEmployer
tions, limitation.
from Federal funds and deposited
deposited to the credit of retirement
accounts tions,
retirement accounts
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PUBLIC
CHS.38, 39-MAR.
39—MAR.4, 1940
1940
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—

Proportion of Federal advances
advances in employee
retirement sysployee retirement
tems.

State,
matchetc., matchState, etc.,
ing
funds of
of Feding of
of funds
eral origin.
origin.

Salaries paid wholly
by States,
States, etc.

Employees subject
subject
to U. S.
Service
S. Civil Service
Retirement
Retirement Act.
41 Stat. 614.
511.
C. §§
738;
§ 691691-738;
5U. S..S.C
Stipp.
i§ 693-736b.
Bnupp. V, ft

as employer
contributions, amounts
of 55 per
per centum
of
centum of
excess of
in excess
amounts in
employer contributions,
as
that portion
salaries of
employees paid
paid from
such Federal
Federal
from such
of employees
of the
the salaries
portion of
that
funds:
further, That,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of making
deposits
making deposits
That, for
Provided further,
funds: Provided
and
contributions in
systems in
favor of
any employee,
employee,
of any
in favor
in retirement
retirement systems
and contributions
in
no event
shall the
the deductions
deductions from
fund advanced
puradvanced purFederal fund
any Federal
from any
event shall
in no
suant to
the foregoing
foregoing Acts
Acts be
in greater
greater proportion
proportion to
total
the total
to the
be in
to the
suant
deductions for
for such
such employee
employee than
the salary
such
under such
received under
salary received
than the
deductions
Federal funds
to the
total salary
salary from
from Federal
Federal sources:
sources: ProProthe total
bears to
funds bears
Federal
vided
further, That
That the
the deposits
contributions from
from funds
funds of
of
and contributions
deposits and
vided further,
Federal
origin to
retirement system
system established
by aa State
State or
or a
a
established by
to any
any retirement
Federal origin
land-grant
college must
must be
at least
equaled by
the total
total contributions
contributions
by the
least equaled
be at
land-grant college
the
thereto
the part
individuals concerned,
the State,
State, and the
concerned, the
the individuals
of the
part of
on the
thereto on
the forecounties:
provided further,
further, That
no deductions
deductions for
for the
That no
Andl provided
counties: Awl
going
purposes shall
shall be
Federal funds in support
support of
from Federal
made from
be made
going purposes
employees appointed
appointed pursuant
to the
terms of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing Acts,
Acts,
the terms
pursuant to
employees
whose
paid wholly
States or
or Territories:
Territories: ProProthe States
by the
wholly by
are paid
salaries are
whose salaries
to any
vided further,
further, That
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
this Act
the provisions
That the
vided
who may be
employee
paid in
in whole
whole or
funds who
Federal funds
from Federal
in part
part from
or in
employee paid
Civil Service
subject
the United
Service Retirement
Retirement Act, as
as
States Civil
United States
to the
subject to
amended.
amended.
4, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
March 4,
Approved, March
[
CHAPTER 39]
[CHAPTER

March
4, 1940
M 4,
[S.
I . 1935]
161]9
[Public, No. 423]

Bankruptcy Act of
amendments.
1898, amendments.
47 Stat. 1471.
1471.
S. C. §
203(c);
§ 203(c);
U.S.
11 II.
Bopp.
V,
§
203 (c).
(c).
Supp. V, § 203
Insolvency petition,
Insolvency
time limitation for
filing.
Schedules to accompany.
pany.

47 Stat. 1473.
§ 203(0;
203(r);
11 U.
S. C. §
U.S.
Supp.
V, §
(r).
203 (r).
§ 203
Supp. V,
"Farmer"
c
o
n-c
on
"Farmer"
strued.
stmed.

Residence.
BR
lmoa

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To extend
until March
March 4,
which petitions
may be
be filed
by
filed by
petitions may
during which
time during
1944, the
the time
4, 1944,
To
extend until
farmers
under section
section 75
75 of
of the
Bankruptcy Act.
Act.
the Bankruptcy
farmers under

Be
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
75 (c)
(c)
section 75
assembled, That
America in
United States
of
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to establish
establish a
auniform
uniform system of bankthe Act
of the
approved July 1, 1898, as
ruptcy throughout
throughout the
the United
States", approved
United States",
ruptcy
read as follows:
amended, is
is amended
to read
follows:
amended to
amended,
filed
may be filed
"(c) At
March 4,
4, 1944,
petition may
a petition
1944, a
to March
prior to
any time
time prior
At any
"(c)
farmer is insolvent
the farmer
by any
any farmer,
farmer, stating
that the
insolvent or unable to meet
stating that
by
his debts
they mature,
mature, and
that it
it is
desirable to
to effect aacomposiis desirable
and that
as they
his
debts as
answer
tion or
of time
time to
to pay
his debts.
The petition
petition or answer
debts. The
pay his
or an
an extension
extension of
tion
his schedules. The
by his
be accompanied
accompanied by
of
The petition
petition
shall be
the farmer
farmer shall
of the
and
shall be
but shall,
shall, on
request of
of the
the
on request
court, but
with the
the court,
be filed
filed with
and answer
answer shall
for
commissioner for
farmer
or creditor,
conciliation commissioner
by the
the conciliation
be received
received by
creditor, be
farmer or
the county
which the
and promptly
promptly transmitted
transmitted by
by
farmer resides
resides and
in which
the farmer
the
county in
is filed,
filed,
him
the clerk
of the
the court
court for
filing. If
petition is
If any
any such
such petition
for filing.
clerk of
him to
to the
except as
an order
order of
not be
entered except
as provided
provided
be entered
shall not
of adjudication
adjudication shall
an
hereinafter
in this
this section."
section."
hereinafter in
of such
such Act is amended
S
EC. 2.
2. Section
Section 75
(r) of
amended to read as follows:
follows:
75 (r)
SEC.
"(r) For
the purposes
section 4
(b) the
the term
term
and section
4 (b)
of this
this section
section and
purposes of
"(r)
For the
'farmer' includes
includes not
only an
an individual
individual who
is primarily
primarily bona
bona fide
fide
who is
not only
'farmer'
producing products
personally
personally engaged
engaged in producing
products of the soil, but also any
mdividual
who is
is primarily
primarily bona
engaged in
in dairy
dairy
personally engaged
bona fide
fide personally
individual who
farming the
production of
or livestock,
livestock, or
or the
the production
production
the production
of poultry
poultry or
farming,
of
livestock products
in their
unmanufactured
their unmanufactured
of poultry
poultry products
products or
or livestock
products in
state, or the principal
principal part of whose income is derived from any one
or
the foregoing
foregoing operations,
the personal
personal reprerepreand includes
includes the
operations, and
or more
more of
of the
sentative
of a
a deceased
deceased farmer;
and a
a farmer
farmer shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed aa
sentative of
farmer; and
resident
of any
any county
county in
which such
such operations
operations occur."
occur."
in which
resident of
Approved,
1940.
March 4,
4, 1940.
Approved, March
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[
CHAPTER 40]
[CHAPTER
401

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To
transfer thereto the
To establish
establish the Rings
Kings Canyon
Canyon National
National Park, California,
California, to
to transfer
the
lands now included
included in
in the General Grant National Park, and
and for other purposes.
purposes

March 4,
1940
4, 1940
AMarch
[H. R.
B. 37941
394]
[Public, No. 424]
[Public,

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of 1?epresentatines
of the
Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the
in Congress
assembled, That the tract of toPp
United States of America in.
Ciortress assembled,
CaByoaN
Naf
tion
K.
ei
ings rPaAna
ni.a..,

land
in the
of California
described as
as follows,
to establishment.
land in
the State
State of
California particularly
particularly described
follows, to
etablishment.
ti
wit:
at the
the summit
summit of
Junction Peak,
Peak, being
on the
the
Description
tract.
Deip
on of
oftract
wit: Beginning
Beginning at
being a
a point
point on
of Junction
present north boundary of Sequoia National Park, also aapoint on the
Tulare and Inyo County line; thence
thence westerly along said north boundhydrographic divide between
between
ary of said park to the crest of the hydrograplaic
Boulder
n aanortherly direction
Boulder Creek and Sugarloaf
Sugarloaf Creek;
Creek; thence in
along
along the crest of the
the hydrographic
hydrographic divide between
between Boulder
Boulder Creek
Creek
and
Sugarloaf Creek
and Sugarloaf
Creek to the intersection
intersection of
of said divide
divide with
with the secsec3 and 4
4 of township
tion line between
between sections 3
township 14 south, range 80 east,
Mount
meridian; thence northerly
northerly along
Mount Diablo base
base and
and meridian;
along the section
section
line
between said
4 and
line between
said sections
sections 33 and 4
and between
between sections 33 and 34,
and sections
sections 27 and
and 28 of
of township 13
13 south,
south, range 30
30 east,
east, to the
northwest
of southwest
quarter of
of section
27; thence
thence northnorthnorthwest corner
corner of
southwest quarter
section 27;
westerly
the ridge
ridge immediately
adjacent to
and lying
lying northeast
northeast
westerly along
along the
immediately adjacent
to and
from
of the
fork of
of Lightning
Lightning Creek
the interCreek to
to the
interfrom the
the headwaters
headwaters of
the east
east fork
section
section of
of said
said ridge
ridge with the section line between sections 21 and 28,
section
township 13
13 south,
south, range 30
30 east, which point
point lies
lies on
on the
the said section
line three quarters
quarters of a
amile more or less westerly from the northeast
northeast
corner of
said section
section 28;
28; thence
thence in
in a
across the
the
of said
a northerly
northerly direction
direction across
corner
easterly branch
of the
the east
Lightning Creek
fork of
of Lightning
Creek at
at Summit
Summit
easterly
branch of
east fork
Meadow
creek branch; thence northeastMeadow to the ridge north of said creek
erly
northeasterly
said ridge
ridge to Lookout
Lookout Peak; thence in aa northeasterly
erly along said
direction along the ridge
being also the crest of the
direction
ridge from said peak, being
hydrographic divide between
Lightning Creek to
Creek and
and Lightning
between Sheep Creek
hydrographic
the
ridge, with
with the
the line between
between section 15 and
the intersection
intersection of said
said ridge,
22,
township 13
13 south,
south, range
east, which
lies one
quarter of
which point
point lies
one quarter
range 30
30 east,
22, township
a
less westerly
of the
of said
corner of
said section
section 22;
22;
westerly of
the northeast
northeast corner
a mile
mile more
more or
or less
thence easterly
easterly along
of sections
14, 15,
sections 14,
15,
said section
section line
line to
to the
the corner
corner of
thence
along said
the line between sections 14 and 15
22, and
and 23;
23; thence north along the
to the
southwest corner
corner of
of the
quarter of
northwest
the northwest
northwest quarter
of the northwest
to
the southwest
quarter
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of the
the northquarter of
of section
section 14;
14; thence
thence east
east to the
quarter of
south
thence south
east quarter
quarter of the northwest
northwest quarter
of the said
said section; thence
section;
corner of
of the northeast quarter
quarter of the
the said section;
to the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of the southwest
southwest quarter of the
the southeast
southeast corner
thence east
east to the
northeast
quarter of
said section;
section; thence
to the
southwest
thence south
south to
the southwest
northeast quarter
of the
the said
corner
quarter of the
southeast quarter
said
the said
the southeast
quarter of the
corner of
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter
section;
thence east to
quarter
corner of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
to the northeast
northeast corner
section; thence
of
southeast quarter
quarter of
section; thence
thence south
to the
the
of the
the said
said section;
south to
of the
the southeast
southwest
sections
corner of section 13; thence
thence east
east on
on the
the line
line between sections
southwest corner
13
south13 and
and 24 to the
the southeast
southeast corner of
of section 13;
13; thence south to southwest
corner of
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
west corner
section
township 13
range 31
east; thence
31 east;
thence east
east along
along the
the
section 19,
19, township
13 south,
south, range
north
north latitudinal
latitudinal one-sixteenth
one-sixteenth section
section line of sections 19, 20, and
21 to the southeast corner of the northeast quarter
quarter of the northwest
northwest
quarter of said section 21; thence north to the quarter section corner
corner
of
thence east along the
of sections 16 and 21; thence
the line
line between sections
sections 16
16
and
along
and 21
21 to the
the southeast
southeast corner of
of said
said section
section 16;
16; thence north along
the
sections 15
16;
the quarter
quarter section
section corner
corner of sections
15 and
and 16;
the section line to
to the
thence west along the latitudinal quarter
quarter section line of sections 16,
northwest corner
corner of
the northwest
of the
the southeast
quarter of section
section
southeast quarter
17, and
and 18 to the
18;
of the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
18; thence north
north to the northeast corner of
the northwest quarter
quarter of said section 18; thence west to the northwest
northwest
corner
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the northwest
northwest quarter of said
corner of
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section
along the
between ranges
ranges 30
30 and
and
line between
range line
the range
north along
thence north
18; thence
section 18;
31
township 13
13 south
to the
the northeast
northeast corner
corner of
of section
section 13,
13,
south to
31 east,
east, township
township 13
south, range
range 30
east; thence
thence west
west along
along the
the line
line between
between
30 east;
13 south,
township
sections 12
12 and
and 13
to the
corner of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of
the southeast
southeast corner
13 to
sections
the
southwest quarter
quarter of
of section
section 12;
thence north
north to
the northeast
northeast
to the
12; thence
the southwest
corner of
southwest quarter
quarter of
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of said
said section
section
of the
of the
the southwest
corner
12;
thence west
the northwest
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
of
quarter of
corner of
to the
northwest corner
west to
12; thence
the
southeast quarter
section 11;
11; thence
north to
to the
the northeast
northeast
thence north
of section
quarter of
the southeast
corner
quarter of
of the
northeast quarter
of said
said
quarter of
the northeast
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
corner of
section 11;
west along
line between
between sections
sections 2
2and
and 11
the
to the
11 to
the line
along the
thence west
11; thence
section
northwest
of the
northeast quarter
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
quarter of
the northeast
corner of
northwest corner
said
section 11;
11; thence
to the
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of the
the northeast
northeast
south to
thence south
said section
quarter of
of the
northwest quarter
section 11;
thence west
to the
the
west to
11; thence
said section
of said
quarter of
the northwest
quarter
northwest corner
corner of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
the northwest
quarter of
of
northwest quarter
of the
northwest
said
section 11;
along the
the line
line between
between sections
sections 10
10 and
and 11
11
north along
11; thence
thence north
said section
and
to the
the intersection
the ridge
of southeast
southeast spur
of
spur of
ridge of
with the
intersection with
and 3
3 to
and 2
2 and
Stag
Dome; thence
along the
crest of
of said
said
the crest
direction along
northwesterly direction
in aanorthwesterly
thence in
Stag Dome;
spur
to the
summit of
Dome; thence
northerly direction
direction along
along
thence in
in aanortherly
of Stag
Stag Dome;
the summit
spur to
the
crest of
the hydrographic
hydrographic divide
divide between
between Lewis
Creek and
Deer
and Deer
Lewis Creek
of the
the crest
Cove
and Grizzly
Grizzly Creek
Creek to
to its
intersection with
with Monarch
Divide at
at HogHog-.
Monarch Divide
its intersection
Cove and
Back
thence in
westerly direction
along the
the crest
of Monarch
Monarch
crest of
direction along
in aawesterly
Back Peak;
Peak; thence
Divide,
to its
junction with
the northwesterly
spur of
of Mount
Mount HarHarwith the
northwesterly spur
its junction
Divide, to
rington;
northwesterly along
along the
the crest
crest of
hydrographic
of hydrographic
thence northwesterly
rington; thence
to the
the interdivide on
on the
of the
the Gorge
Despair to
of Despair
Gorge of
side of
the southwest
southwest side
divide
section with
between sections
sections 12
and 13,
13, township
12 south,
south,
township 12
12 and
with the
the line
line between
section
range 29
thence continuing
along the
the line
line between
between secsecwest along
continuing west
29 east;
east; thence
range
tions 12
and 13,
11 and
and 14
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of the
the southeast
southeast
14 to
to the
12 and
13, 11
tions
quarter of
of the
the southeast
of said
section 11;
11; thence
to
thence northerly
northerly to
said section
quarter of
southeast quarter
quarter
the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
northeast quarter
quarter
the northeast
southwest corner
corner of
of the
the southwest
of
said section
section 11;
thence east
east to
to the
the quarter
quarter section
section corner
corner of
of secsec11; thence
of said
tions
11 and
north to
the southeast
southeast corner
corner of
the northnorthof the
to the
and 12;
12; thence
thence north
tions 11
east quarter
quarter of
northeast quarter
quarter of
of said
said section
section 11;
11; thence
thence east
east
of the
the northeast
east
to
southeast corner
of the
the northwest
the northwest
northwest
quarter of
of the
northwest quarter
corner of
to the
the southeast
quarter of
12; thence
north to
the northeast
northeast corner
of the
the
to the
corner of
quarter
of section
section 12;
thence north
northwest quarter
the northwest
northwest quarter
quarter of
said section
section 12;
12; thence
thence
of said
northwest
quarter of
of the
east to
to the
quarter section
corner of
of sections
sections 1
12; thence
thence north
1 and
and 12;
north
east
the quarter
section corner
to the
the northeast
corner of
of the
the southeast
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
southwest
to
northeast corner
the southwest
quarter of
said section
section 1;
1; thence
thence east
to the
the southeast
southeast corner
of the
quarter
of said
east to
corner of
the
northwest
quarter of
of the
the southeast
quarter of
of said
said section
thence
section 1;
1; thence
southeast quarter
northwest quarter
north
to the
the northeast
corner of
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southsouthof the
the northwest
north to
northeast corner
east
of said
said section
1; thence
to the
the quarter
quarter section
section
east quarter
quarter of
section 1;
thence east
east to
corner
of sections
6; thence
thence north
north along
along the
the range
range line
between
line between
corner of
sections 1
1 and
and 6;
the
ranges 29
29 and
30 east,
south, to
to the
the northeast
northeast corner
12 south,
corner
the ranges
and 30
east, township
township 12
of said
said section
1, township
range 29
29 east;
east; thence
east along
along
thence east
township 12
12 south,
south, range
of
section 1,
the
line between
between townships
townships 11
11 and
and 12
12 south,
range 30
30 east
east
south, range
township line
the township
to the
southwest quarter
quarter of
the southwest
southwest
corner of
of the
the southwest
of the
to
the southeast
southeast corner
quarter
section 31,
31, township
south, range
range 30
east; thence
thence north
11 south,
30 east;
north
quarter of
of section
township 11
to
the northeast
northeast corner
the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest
to the
corner of
of the
quarter
thence west
west to
to the
northwest corner
corner of
of
quarter of
of said
said section
section 31;
31; thence
the northwest
the
of the
quarter of
section 36,
36, townthe southwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
the southeast
southeast quarter
of section
township
south, range
range 29
south to
to the
the quarter
quarter section
ship 11
11 south,
29 east;
east; thence
thence south
section
corner
of sections
and 36;
36; thence
thence west
west along
along the
the township
township line
line
corner of
sections 1
1 and
between
townships 11
11 and
and 12
12 south,
29 east
east to
the northwest
between townships
south, range
range 29
to the
northwest
corner
section 1,
1, township
township 12
12 south,
29 east;
east; thence
thence south
south
corner of
of section
south, range
range 29
to
the southwest
southwest corner
corner of
of the
the northwest
quarter of
of the
the northwest
northwest
northwest quarter
to the
quarter
of said
said section
thence west
to the
the northwest
corner of
of the
quarter of
section 1;
1; thence
west to
northwest corner
the
southwest
quarter of
the northwest
quarter of
section 2;
2; thence
thence
southwest quarter
of the
northwest quarter
of section
south
to the
the northwest
southwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southsouththe southwest
northwest corner
corner of
of the
south to
west quarter
of said
2; thence
west to
to the
northwest corner
corner
west
quarter of
said section
section 2;
thence west
the northwest
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of the southeast quarter of
southeast quarter
of the
the southeast
quarter of section 3; thence
south to the southwest corner of the southeast
quarter of the
southeast quarter
the souththence continuing
east quarter
quarter of section 3; thence
continuing south
south to
to the intersection
intersection
with
contour; thence
along the four
four
with the four thousand four hundred
hundred contour;
thence along
thousand four hundred-foot
southwesterly direction
direction to
to
thousand
hundred-foot contour in aa southwesterly
its intersection
intersection with Tombstone Ridge;
Ridge; thence
thence in aa northwesterly
northwesterly
direction along the
Tombstone Ridge
direction
the crest
crest of the Tombstone
Ridge to
to the
the summit of
northeasterly direction
direction
a northeasterly
the Obelisk; thence in aa straight line in a
crossing Crown Creek to the summit
summit of Kettle Dome; thence in a
a
northeasterly direction
direction along the crest of Kettle
Ridge to the summit
northeasterly
Kettle Ridge
summit
thence northwesterly
northwesterly along
along
of Finger Peak in the White Divide; thence
the crest of the said White
White- Divide
Divide and the Le
Le Conte
Conte Divide, passing
passing
Reinstein and Red Mountain to the
over the summits of Mount Reinstein
summit of Mount
Mount Henry;
Henry; thence
thence in a
a northerly
direction along
northerly direction
along the
Mount Henry
Henry to
South
crest of the north spur
spur of Mount
to the junction
junction of the South
Fork San Joaquin
Joaquin River and Piute Creek;
Creek; thence across the South
South
Fork San Joaquin
Joaquin River and in.
northeasterly direction
direction along the
the
in a
a northeasterly
hydrographic divide between
Creek and
Fork San
hydrographic
between Piute
Piute Creek
and the
the South Fork
thence in an easterly
Joaquin River to the summit of Pavillion Dome; thence
hydrographic divide to its interdirection along the crest of said hydrographic
section
with Glacier
Glacier Divide;
Divide; thence
southeasterly along
along
section with
thence continuing
continuing southeasterly
the
intersection with
with the
the crest of
of said Glacier Divide to aa point of
of intersection
crest of the Sierra Nevada Range,
Range, also the boundary
boundary line between
between
Inyo County and Fresno County; thence continuing
continuing southeasterly
southeasterly
Nevada Range,
over the
along the crest of said
said Sierra Nevada
Range, passing
passing over
Mount Darwin, Mount
Mount Haeckel,
summits of Mount Lamarack, Mount
Haeckel, Mount
Mount
Wallace,
Mount Thompson,
Mount Gilbert,
Gilbert, Mount
Mount
Wallace, Mount
Mount Powell, Mount
Thompson, Mount
Johnson, Mount Goode, Mount Winchell,
North Palisade,
Johnson,
Winchell, North
Palisade, The Thumb,
Mount
Mountain, Cardinal
Cardinal Mountain,
Mountain, Striped
Striped
Split Mountain,
Mount Bolton
Bolton Brown, Split
Mountain,
Mountain, Mount Perkins, Colosseum
Colosseum Mountain,
Mountain, Mount
Mount Baxter,
Diamond Peak, Black Mountain,
Mountain, Dragon
Dragon Peak, Mount
Bixford,
Mount Bixford,
Mount Gould, University Peak, Mount
Mount Bradley,
Bradley, and Mount
Mount Keith
Keith
to
Peak, being
the point
point of
of beginning;
is
to the
the summit
summit of
of Junction
Junction Peak,
being the
beginning; is
hereby reserved and withdrawn
withdrawn. from settlement, occupancy,
occupancy, or disposal under the laws of the United States and dedicated
dedicated and set apart
apart
as
as aa public
public park, to
to be known as
as the
the Kings Canyon.
Canyon National
National Park,
Provisos.
people: Provided,
That nothing
nothing Acquired
for the benefit
benefit and enjoyment
enjoyment of
of the people:
Provided, That
Acquired rights
not
rights not
affected.
abridge any right acquired
in this Act shall be construed
construed to affect or abridge
acquired affected.
by any citizen of the United States in the above-described
area:
above-described area:
Grazing permits In
in
Grazing
And provided
provided further,
further, That no grazing permits
permits heretofore
heretofore issued effect
effect Jan. 15,
1961939..
affecting the area described
described in this
and in effect on January
January 15, 1939, affecting
section, for whose renewal
renewal an application
made before
before the date
of
section,
application is
is made
date of
expiration, shall be
expiration,
be affected
affected by this Act, except
except that they
they shall be
subject
conditions to insure
insure protection
protection of the lands
such terms
terms and conditions
subject to such
and
Secretary of the
and for other
other purposes
purposes as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
Interior.
Interior.
General Grant
Grant NaGeneral
SEC. 2. That the General Grant National Park is hereby abolished,
SEO.
abolished, tional
Park, abolishabolishPark,
and the west half of section 33, township 13 south,
south, range
range 28 east, and ment.
west half of section 4, all of section
section 8
northwest quarter
of
8 and the northwest
quarter of
section 9, township
township 14 south, range 28 east, Mount
Mount Diablo
Diablo meridian,
meridian,
California, together with the lands formerly
General Grant
California,
formerly within the
the General
Grant
National
National Park, California,
described as follows, to
California, and particularly
particularly described
range 28 east, and
and
wit: All of sections 31 and 32, township 13 south, range
5 and 6, ;township
township 14 south, range 28 east, of the same
sections 5
meridian, are, subject to valid existing rights,
and
rights, hereby
hereby added to and
General Grantgroe
Grant grove
Genmal
National Park
shall section;
made aapart
part of
of the
the Kings Canyon National
Park and such lands
lands shall
section; extension
extension perper,
milted.
General Grant grove section
section of the said park. The mitted.
be known as the General
General
General Grant grove section of the Sings
Kings Canyon
Canyon National
National Park
may, by proclamation
President, be
be extended
to include
include the
the
proclamation of the
the President,
extended to
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Movement of stock
stock
Movement
and vehicular traffic
traffic.

Transfer of funds.
Transfer

Use for recreational
purposes.
purposes.
Motor-vehicle liMotor-vehicle
censes.

MIMS.

Proviso.
Privilege limitation.
Privilege

Administration, eta
etc.
Administration,

18 U. S.
16
8. O.,
0., ch. 1;
1;
Sapp. V, ch. 1.
Supp.

STAT.
[54 S
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following
to wit:
wit: Section
9, south
half, section
section 10,
10,
Section 9,
south half,
described lands,
lands, to
following described
southwest
and that
part of
the east
east half
half south
south of
of Generals
Generals
of the
that part
quarter, and
southwest quarter,
Highway; section
section 11,
11, that
of Generals
Generals Highway;
section
Highway; section
that part
part south
south of
Highway;
13, that
that part
part south
of Generals
Highway,- section
14, that
that part
part south
south
section 14,
Generals Highway;
south of
13,
of
Highway, section
section 15,
the
quarter, and the
northwest quarter,
half, northwest
15, east half,
Generals Highway,
of Generals
southeast quarter
quarter of
of the
southwest quarter,
quarter, section
section 21,
21, southeast
southeast
the southwest
southeast
quarter of
the northeast
northeast quarter,
quarter, and
and the
the east
east half
of the
southeast
the southeast
half of
of the
quarter
quarter;
section 22,
east half,
east half
the northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, southsouthhalf of
of the
half, east
22, east
quarter; section
west
quarter and
and southwest
southwest quarter;
section
quarter; section
the northwest
northwest quarter
of the
quarter of
west quarter
23; section
south of
Generals Highway;
sections 25 and
and
Highway; sections
of Generals
part south
24, that
that part
section 24,
23;
26;
section 27,
east half, northwest
northwest quarter, and
and that part of the
27, east
26; section
southwest
north and
and east
of the
the crest of Redwood Mountain;
Mountain;
east of
quarter north
southwest quarter
section 34,
that part
the crest
of Redwood
Mountain; sections
Redwood Mountain;
crest of
part east
east of
of the
34, that
section
35
36, township
28 east;
east; all
of sections
sections 1
and 2;
2;
1 and
all of
range 28
township 14
14 south,
south, range
35 and
and 36,
section
crest of Redwood
Mountain; section 11,
11,
Redwood Mountain;
3, that part east of the crest
section 3,
that
part east
and north
north of
of the
the crest
crest of
of Redwood
Mountain; all
all of
Redwood Mountain;
east and
that part
section 12; section
section 13, that part north of the Sequoia
Sequoia National
National Park
boundary, township
township 15
range 28
28 east,
east, Mount
Mount Diablo meridian,
south, range
15 south,
boundary,
which shall
shall be
all laws,
applicable
and regulations
regulations applicable
laws, rules,
rules, and
to all
be subject
subject to
which
to
park. Such
extension of
of the
the General
General Grant
Grant grove
grove secSuch extension
the said
said park.
to the
tion
interfere with
movement of stock
with the movement
park shall
shall not
not interfere
tion of the
the said park
and vehicular
traffic without
under general
general regulations
regulations to
to
charge, under
without charge,
vehicular traffic
and
be prescribed
prescribed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Interior,
Interior, to and from national
be
forest
lands on
on either
side of
of the
the said
said park
park extension.
extension. The Kings
Kings
either side
forest lands
Canyon
moneys heretofore
heretofore or
receive and use all moneys
Canyon National
National Park shall receive
hereafter
hereafter appropriated
appropriated for General Grant National Park.
Sisc. 3. That
National Park
Service shall,
Shall, under the rules
rules and
the National
Park Service
SEC.
That the
regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, adminrecreational purposes the lands withdrawn.
withdrawn.
ister for
for public recreational
Szo. 4.
motor-vehicle license
license issued
Sequoia National
National
SEC.
4. That
That any motor-vehicle
issued for Sequoia
Park shall be
applicable to Kings
National Park, and vice
be applicable
Kings Canyon
Canyon National
vice
versa: Provided,
Provided, That in order to insure the permanent
permanent preservation
preservation
character of the Kings Canyon
Canyon National Park the
of the wilderness
wilderness character
Secretary
discretion, limit the character
Secretary of the Interior may, in his discretion,
character
and number
number of privileges
privileges that he may grant within
within the Kings Canyon
Canyon
National Park. No privileges shall be granted
granted for a
period in excess
National
a period
of five years.
Sco.
administration, protection,
development of
SEC. 5.
5. That
That the
the administration,
protection, and
and development
the Kings Canyon
Canyon National
National Park
exercised under
under the
direcPark shall be exercised
the direction of the Secretary
National Park Service,
Service,
Secretary of the Interior by the National
subject to the provisions of the Act of August
August 25, 1916
1916 (39 Stat. 535),
535),
establish a
aNational
National Park
Service, and
other
entitled "An Act to establish
Park Service,
and for other
purposes", as amended.
Approved,
Approved, March 4, 1940.
[CHAPTER
41]
[CHAPTER 41]

March
4, 1940
March 4,
1940
[H. R. 65061
6506]
4251
[Public, No. 425]

Bankruptcy Act of
Bankruptcy
amendments.
1898, amendments.
Stat. 655.
50 Stat.
11 U.
U. S. o.0,
0., Stipp.
V.
Supp. V,
1i43
1
40
3 (a).
(a).

Petition
Petition for
for compocomposition of
obligations.
sition
of obligations.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish aa uniform
uniform system
system of
of bankruptcy
bankruptcy
throughout
approved July 1, 1898,
amendatory
throughout the United States",
States", approved
1898, and Acts amendatory
thereof and
thereto.
thereof
and supplementary
supplementary thereto.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Representcttives of the
and House of Representatives
United
Congress assembled, That section
section 83a
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
83a of
of
chapter IX
IX of an Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act to establish aauniform system
of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the United
United States", approved
approved July 1, 1898,
1898,
as amended,
amended, be, and it is hereby, amended
amended by inserting immediately
immediately
after the first paragraph
paragraph of said section 83a the following:
following: "Whereever the petition seeks to effect a
aplan for the composition
composition of obligasecurities, or evidences
evidences in any form of rights
tions represented
represented by securities,
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76TH CONG., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS.41,
44—MAR.4,
4, 5,
5, 1940
1940
41, 44-MAR.

to payment, issued by the petitioner
petitioner to
cost of
of local
to defray
defray the
the cost
local
improvements
improvements and payable out of the proceeds
proceeds of special assessments
assessments
or special taxes levied by the petitioner,
petitioner, it
the
it shall be sufficient
sufficient if the
petitioner
petitioner aver that the property
property liable for the
of such
the payment
payment of
such
securities, principal,
principal, and interest, is
sufficient value
value to
to pay
is not
not of sufficient
pay
same, and that the accrued interest
interest on such securities
securities is
is past
past due
due and
and
in default; and the list of creditors
be filed
filed with
such petition
petition need
creditors to
to be
with such
need
contain only the known claimants
claimants of rights based
based on those securities
securities
evidencing the obligations
evidencing
obligations sought to be composed
this chapter,
chapter,
composed under this
and such list shall include separately
and addresses
addresses of
of
separately the
the names
names and
those creditors
creditors who have
have accepted the plan of composition.
A list
list
composition. A
of the record owners or holders of
legal, or
or equitable,
equitable, to
to any
any
of title,
title, legal,
real estate involved in the proceeding
proceeding, shall also be filed with
with the
the
petition,
petition, and such record owners or holders
notified
holders of title shall
shall be notified
in the manner provided in this section for creditors
creditors and
be entitled
entitled
and be
to hearing
hearing by the court upon reasonable
reasonable application
application therefor."
therefor."
SEO. 2. The provisions
Sac.
provisions of the foregoing
foregoing section
be deemed
deemed to
to
section shall
shall be
be additional
additional and cumulative
cumulative and not in diminution
of the
the
diminution of
of any
any of
powers conferred
conferred by the Act
hereby amended.
Act hereby
amended.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 4, 1940.

List
List of
of
contents.
contents.

creditors,
creditors,

record ownownList of
of record
ers, etc.,
real estate
estate
ers,
etc., of real
involved.
involved.

Hearing.
Hearing.
Provisions deemed
deemed
additional.
additional.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 44]
44]

AN ACT
ACT
To facilitate
facilitate the procurement
of aircraft
aircraft for
for the
defense.
procurement of
the national
national defense.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That, until June
30, 1941, whenever
whenever contracts are to be awarded
awarded as a
a result of competitive bids for furnishing the
Department or
or the
Navy
the War
War Department
the Navy
Department
Department with aircraft,
aircraft, aircraft
aircraft parts, and
accessories therefor,
therefor,
and accessories
the Secretary
Secretary of War or the Secretary of
Navy is authorized
to
of the
the Navy
authorized to
award
contract for the aircraft,
award a
a contract
aircraft, aircraft
aircraft parts,
to
parts, and accessories
accessories to
a result of any such competition
be purchased
purchased as a
bidder that
competition to the bidder
the said Secretary
Secretary shall find to be the lowest responsible
responsible bidder
that
bidder that
satisfactorily perform the work or service required
can satisfactorily
best
required to the
the best
advantage of the Government, or, in his discretion
discretion and when such
such
action is considered
considered necessary by the said Secretary
interest
Secretary in the interest
of the national
national defense,
defense, to award
award contracts
contracts for such aircraft,
aircraft
aircraft, aircraft
parts, and accessories
accessories to such bidders, not
exceeding three
three in
in number,
number,
not exceeding
as said Secretary
Secretary shall find to be the lowest
lowest responsible
responsible bidders
bidders that
that
can satisfactorily perform the work or
service required
or the
the service
required to
to the
the
best advantage of the Government.
Government. The
The determinations
determinations as
such
as to such
multiple awards and the necessity for making the same
based
same shall
shall be based
upon quality, times and rate of delivery, price and the prevention
prevention
a plant or plants and such
of the overloading
overloading of a
awards
such division of
of awards
shall be made only when found by the said Secretary
Secretary to be in the
defense: Provided,
Provided, That no awards
interest of the national defense:
be
awards shall be
made at prices in excess of
the bidders
bidders in
any such
such
of those
those offered
offered by
by the
in any
competition and that the decision
decision of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the DepartDepartconcerned as to the award of any such
ment concerned
contract, or
or contracts,
contracts,
such contract,
the interpretation
interpretation of the provisions thereof,
thereof, and the application
and
application and
administration of the same shall not he
administration
otherwise than
than
be reviewable,
reviewable, otherwise
as may be therein provided
provided for, by any
or tribunal
of the
the
any officer
officer or
tribunal of
United
President and the Federal
United States except the President
Federal courts: Provided
Provided
further, That a
a report shall be made to the Congress by the Secretary
further,
Secretary
of the Department
Department concerned
concerned in the case
competition as
case of
of any
any competition
as a
a
entered into under
result of which
which quantity
quantity contracts
contracts are entered
under authority

March 5,, 1940
March
1940
[8.
2568]
8. 2868]
[Public,
No. 425]
[Public, No.
42]

Procurement
Procurement of aircraft for national
national dedefense.
fense.
Awarding of
conof contracts.

Multiple award.
awarda.
Multiple

Determination and
Determination
and
necessity
necessity for making,
making,
basis.

Provsos.
Proriaos.
Price limitation.
limitation.
Decision, interpreinterpreDecision,
tation,
application,
tation, application,
review restricetc.; review
restriction.

Quantity
Quantity contracts,
contracts,
report to Congress.
Congress.
report

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.44,
44, 45—MAR.
5, 1940
1940
45-MAR. 5,
PUBLIC
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Limitation
Limitation

profits.
profits.

on

s 8sta.

53 Stat. 560.
10 U. S. C., Stipp.
ig 311, 312; 34
U. 8. 0. §496;
B
6 Supp.
Va 496.
Necessity for pro.
ro
ourement.
remen t

BO.
s11i.,312;4
.'1.. i 49; s pp.
Necesity

V.
vI

u
.
Authority
Authority herein

granted, construction.

granted

consructon

a stat. 100.
lao; up.a. v. i311Upp"
v3349j.s

53 Stat. 500, 1000.
10 U. S. C. § 310,
1201; Supp. V, 5 311313; 34 U. 8. C.. Bupp.
C
J 496.
49&
V, §

AwoUatontodesignateontracts.

Application to desigmted contracts.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

of
Act with
with more
one bidder,
bidder, immediately
immediately upon
upon the
the execuexecuthan one
more than
of this
this Act
tion
setting forth
forth the
the articles
articles purchased,
purchased, the
the prices
prices
contracts, setting
of such
such contracts,
tion of
paid therefor
names of
each bidder,
of each conand of
bidder, and
of each
or names
name or
the name
therefor,, the
paid
tractor receiving
for awarding
awarding
reasons for
particular reasons
the particular
and the
contract, and
receiving aacontract,
tractor
each of
of such
Provided further,
further, That any contract
contract entered
entered
contracts: Provided
such contracts:
each
into under the authority
authority hereby granted, for the construction
construction of any
complete aircraft
aircraft or
or any
thereof, shall
subject to the
shall be subject
any portion
portion thereof,
complete
applicable profit-limitation
of the
March 27, 1934
1931
of March
the Act
Act of
provisions of
profit-limitation provisions
applicable
(48 Stat.
Stat. 505),
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 25,
25, 1936
(49 Stat.
Stat.
1936 (49
505), as
(48
1926), and
and as
as further
the Act of
of April 3,
1939 (Public,
(Public,
3, 1939
by the
amended by
further amended
1926),
Numbered
18, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress):
That
further, That
Provided further
Congress): Provided
Numbered 18,
procurement
aircraft parts,
parts, and
accessories therefor
therefor shall
shall
and accessories
aircraft, aircraft
of aircraft,
procurement of
be made under authority
authority of this Act only when
when in the opinion
opinion of
necessary in
Department concerned
concerned such action
action is necessary
the Secretary
Secretary of the Department
Provided further,
interest: Provided
further, That the authority
authority herein
herein
public interest:
the public
granted
construed to abrogate,
granted shall not be construed
abrogate, repeal, or suspend
suspend any
any
of the
provisions of
of Revised
Revised Statutes (3709,
(3709, U.
11. S. C. 41:5),
41 :5), the Act
Act
of
the provisions
of
2, 1901
1901 (31
(31 Stat.
Stat. 905), the Act of July 2, 1926 (44 Stat.
March 2,
of March
787), section
section 14
11 of the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 18,
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), or
or of
of the
the Act
of July
July 13,
13 1 1939
1939 (Public,
(Public,
Act of
Seventy-sixth
Numbered
168, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
or to
to prohibit
prohibit the
award of
of
the award
Congress), or
Numbered 168,
shall
any contracts
in any
now authorized
law, but shall
shall be
authorized by law
manner now
any manner
contracts in
any
be
construed as additional
additional legislation
legislation to be utilized under the condicondiconstrued
herein set forth,
during the effective
effective period of this Act: And
And
forth, during
tions herein
further, That
provide
provided further,
That this Act shall
shall be applicable
applicable under the conditions herein set forth to awards
ditions
awards of contracts
contracts upon
upon which competicompetitive
have been
been heretofore
or received
received but as a
a result
requested or
heretofore requested
bids have
tive bids
of which
which contracts
contracts have not been awarded.
awarded.
Approved, March 5, 1940.
[CHAPTER 45]
[CHAPTER

March 5,, 1940
1240
March
[H. R.
R. 112]
112]
[H.

[Public, No.
No. 427]
4271
[Publici

AN ACT
ACT
To facilitate
facilitate control of soil
soil erosion
erosion and flood damage
damage on lands within the
the Ozark
Ozark

and Ouachita
Ouachita National
National Forests in Arkansas.
Arkansas.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Ozark and
Ouachita
and Ouachita
Ozark
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
That
assembled
in
Congress
States
United
National Forests
Forests, Ark.
National
Acquisition
approval of
National Forest Reservation
Reservation
of the National
Agriculture, with the approval
of Agriculture,
of lands of
Acquisition of
S. to minimier
minimize
U. B.
by U.
Commission, established
by section
of the
Act of March
March 1, 1911
1911
the Act
section 4
4 of
established by
Commission,
soil erosion,
etc.
slol
erosion, etc.
962.
36 Stat. 90
(U.
S. C.,
C., title
hereby authorized
authorized to acquire
acquire by puris hereby
16, sec.
sec. 513),
513), is
(U. S.
title 16,
chase
lands, or
or interests
therein, within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of the
chase any
any lands,
interests therein,
Ozark
Ouachita National Forests, in the State of Arkansas,
Arkansas,
Ozark and Ouachita
United
which,
judgment, should
the property
property of the United
should become
become the
his judgment,
which, in his
States in
that they
may be
so managed
other lands of
of the
with other
managed with
be so
they may
in order
order that
States
Payment.
Payment.
United States
soil erosion
erosion and
and flood
flood damage, and to
States as
as to
to minimize
minimize soil
United
pay for
for said
said lands,
lands, or interests
receipts from the
interests therein,
therein, from
from the receipts
pay
sale of
of natural
natural resources
mineral or
of public
other than mineral
or occupancy
occupancy of
sale
resources other
land
National Forest
Ouachita
land within the
the Ozark
Ozark National
Forest and that
that part of the Ouachita
National
in the
the State
State of
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, not
not to
oneNational Forest
Forest situated
situated in
to exceed
exceed onehalf
receipts are
authorized to be
for
hereby authorized
be appropriated
appropriated for
half of
of which
which receipts
are hereby
Proviso.
Piw.
that
purpose until said lands have
have been
acquired: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
that purpose
been acquired:
any
Disposition of nnexunexpended, etc., funds.
appropriated
amounts which
unexpended and
and unobligated
unobligated at
at the
the
which are
are unexpended
appropriated amounts
close of the fiscal year for which appropriated
appropriated shall be transferred
transferred to
to
the national-forest
national-forest receipts
receipts of that fiscal year and amounts so transentire receipts
receipts of any fiscal year as
ferred and
and such
such parts
parts of
of the entire
as are
not
appropriated shall
other nationalnationalnot appropriated
shall be disposed
disposed of in like manner
manner as other
forest
forest receipts.
receipts.
Approved, March
March 5,
5, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
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[
CHAPTER 46]
46]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

employees, Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation,
Providing payment
payment to employees,
Reclamation, for
mileage traveled
traveled
for mileage
in
privately owned
automobiles.
in privately
owned automobiles.

Be
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
That the
the Comptroller
Comptroller
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled,That
General
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
General is
and directed
directed to
to credit
credit disbursing
disbursing agents
agents
of the Bureau
Bureau of
Reclamation for
for payments
payments made
mileage reimof Reclamation
made as
as mileage
reimbursement
bursement for
for the
the use,
use, during
the period
period of
to
during the
of February
February 14,
14, 1931,
1931, to
April 30, 1932,
privately owned
motor vehicles,
1932, of privately
owned motor
vehicles, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the Act
14, 1931
the
Act of
of February
February 14,
1931 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 1146),
1146), which
which payments
payments were
were
suspended
and/or disallowed
suspended and/or
disallowed pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the decision
of the
the Compdecision of
Comp30, 1932 (A-41688).
(A-41688). In
troller General of April 30,
In those
those cases
cases where
where
collections have been made from
from employees
pursuant to
suspension
employees pursuant
to such
such suspension
and/or disallowed,
disallowed, refunds
are authorized:
authorized: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That
refunds are
all payments
shall be
payments made pursuant to this Act shall
the rate
of 4
4cents
cents
be at
at the
rate of
per mile.
mile.
per
Approved,
6, 1940.
Approved, March
March 6,
1940.
[
CHAPTER 47]
47]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To amend the Bonneville
Bonneville Project Act.

Be it
Be
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 2
2 (a)
(a)
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
of chapter
chapter 720 of
of the
the Acts
Acts of
the Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Congress,
Congress, first
session
of the
first session
(50 Stat.
(50
hereby amended
by inserting
inserting after
the second
Stat. 731,
731, 732),
732), is
is hereby
amended by
after the
second
sentence ending "in the vicinity of
of the Bonneville
Bonneville project.",
folproject.", the
the following sentence:
sentence: "The
"The Secretary
the Interior
appoint,
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall
shall also
also appoint,
without regard to
to the
the civil-service
civil-service laws,
laws, an
an Assistant
Administrator,
Assistant Administrator,
chief engineer,
counsel and
and shall
shall fix
of
chief
engineer, and
and general
general counsel
fix the
the compensation
compensation of
each
not exceeding
exceeding $7,500
$7,500 per
annum. The
Assistant AdminisAdminiseach at
at not
per annum.
The Assistant
trator shall
shall perform
trator
perform the
and exercise
powers of
of the
the Adminthe duties
duties and
exercise the
the powers
Administrator, in
istrator,
the event
the absence
the Administrator
Administrator
in the
event of
of the
absence or
or sickness
sickness of
of the
until
until such
such absence
absence or
or sickness
in the
the event
sickness shall
shall cease,
cease, and,
and, in
event of
of a
a vacancy
vacancy
in the
in
until a
successor is
is appointed."
appointed."
the office
office of
of Administrator
Administrator until
a successor
S
EC. 2.
Section 2
2 (a)
(a) of
of said
Act is
hereby further
by
SEC.
2. Section
said Act
is hereby
further amended
amended by
adding
the end
end of
of said
the following:
adding at
at the
said section
section the
following:
"The
office of
of the
"The office
the Administrator
Administrator of
the Bonneville
Bonneville project
project is
is hereby
hereby
of the
constituted
constituted an
an office
office in
Department of
the Interior
and shall
shall be
be
in the
the Department
of the
Interior and
under the
under
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
control of
of the
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
and control
the Secretary
Secretary of
vested in
All functions
functions vested
in the
project
the Administrator
Administrator of
of the
the Bonneville
Bonneville project
under this
may be
be exercised
exercised by
by the
the Secretary
of the
under
this Act
Act may
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior and,
and
subject to
to his
subject
supervision and
by the
the Administrator
and
his supervision
and direction,
direction, by
Administrator and
other personnel
personnel of
of the
the project."
project."
other
SEc.
Section 4
SE0- 3.
3. Section
4 (b)
said chapter
amended by
(b) of
of the
the said
chapter is
is hereby
hereby amended
by
striking out
figures "January
"January 1,
striking
out the
the words
words and
and figures
1, 1941"
1941" wherever
wherever they
they
occur
therein and
by substituting
lieu thereof
thereof the
words and
and figures
figures
occur therein
and by
substituting in
in lieu
the words
"January 1,
1942".
"January
1, 1942".
Approved,
March 6,
6, 1940.
1940.
Approved, March
[
CHAPTE R 48]
[CHAPTER
48]

JOINT
SOLUTION
JOINT RE
RESOLUTION

To authorize the United
United States Maritime Commission
Commission to acquire
acquire certain lands
lands at
at
Saint Petersburg,
Petersburg, Florida.
Florida.

Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Resolved by the Senate
the United
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the United
in Congress
United States
States
Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, with
with funds
funds in
in the
the conconstruction
United
struction fund of the Commission,
Commission, to acquire
acquire on behalf of the
the United

March 6,
6, 1940
March
1940
[H. R.
R. 3391]
3391]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 428]
[Public,
428]

Bureau of ReclamaReclamaBureau
tion.
Payments to emPayments
ployees for travel
travel in
in
ployees
privately owned
privately
owned motor vehicles.
vehicles.

Refunds.
Refunds.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Rate.
Rate.

March 6,
1940
March
6, 1940
[H. R.
R. 7270]
[H.
7270]
[Public, No.
429]
[Public,
No. 429]

Bonneville
Bonneville Project
Project
Act, amendments.
Act,
amendments.
C., Supp.
16 U. S. C.,

V, §§832a.

Assistant Administrator; appointment,
duties, and
and powers.

Jurisdiction, etc.

Sale of power,
power, time
time
extensions.
16 U. S. C., Supp. V,
V,
832c.
§ 832c.

March 9,1940
9, 1940
March
[H. J. Res. 424]
424]
[H.
Res., No. 671
571
[Pub. Res.,

St. Petersburg, Fla.
Acquisition of cerAcquisition
tain
lands at,
at, authorauthortain lands
ized.
ited.

48

PUBLIC
LAWS--CHS.48,
49—MAR.9,
9, 1940
1940
48, 49-MAR.
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.

States by
by purchase,
purchase, condemnation,
and pay
pay all
all costs
costs
States
condemnation, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, .and
incident
examination, transfer,
transfer, and
and perfecting
of title
title to
to that
that
perfecting of
to the
the examination,
incident to
certain tract
tract of
of land
land aggregating
ten and
and five
five one-hundredths
acres,
one-hundredths acres,
aggregating ten
certain
more
or less,
less, situated
situated and
and being
in the
Pinellas, State
State of
of
the county
county of
of Pinellas,
being in
more or
Florida,
together with
structures thereon,
described as
follows:
Florida, together
with the
the structures
thereon, described
as follows:
Beginning at the southeast
corner of lot
Bayboro
lot 6, block 22, Bayboro
Beginning
southeast corner
recorded in
of
in plat
plat book 3,
3, pages
pages 51 and 52, records of
Addition, as
as recorded
Pinellas County,
thence run
run south
the west
west line
line of
of
Pinellas
County, Florida;
Florida; thence
south along
along the
Asbury Street
Street South
South to
to a
point two
and seventy-seven
seventy-seven and
and
a point
two hundred
hundred and
Asbury
forty-one
south; thence southeast
angle
southeast on an
an angle
one-hundredths feet
feet south;
forty-one one-hundredths
of
degrees to
distance of nine
nine hundred and
forty-five degrees
to the
the left aa distance
of forty-five
sixty-nine
thence east on an angle
angle
feet; thence
and sixteen
sixteen one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
sixty-nine and
of
forty-four degrees fifty-seven
distance of
of
fifty-seven minutes
minutes to the left aa distance
of forty-four
three
hundred and
northwest
ninety-five and four-tenths
four-tenths feet; thence
thence northwest
three hundred
and ninety-five
on an
an angle
angle of
one hundred
degrees forty-two
forty-two
on
of one
hundred and
and twenty-four
twenty-four degrees
minutes thirty-four
thirty-four seconds to the left a
distance of nine hundred
hundred
a distance
and seventy
seventy and
thirty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet to
to the
the farthest
farthest
and
and thirty-eight
wharf of the port of Saint Petersburg,
southwest corner of the wharf
Florida; thence
thence west
west on
an angle
angle of
sixteen minutes
minutes
Florida;
on an
of fifty-five
fifty-five degrees
degrees sixteen
twenty-six
seconds to the left a
adistance
distance of three
twenty-six seconds
three hundred and fortyfortythree and eighty-five
one-hundredths feet to the west
First
eighty-five one-hundredths
west line of First
west line of First Street
Street South; thence
thence north on
on said
said west
Street South
and on an angle of eighty-nine degrees
degrees fifty-six minutes
minutes to the right
right
aa distance of one hundred
hundred and sixty-four and three-tenths
three-tenths feet to
Addition; thence
the southeast corner
corner of
of lot
lot 4,
4, block 23,
23, said Bayboro Addition;
thence
west on an angle of eighty-nine degrees
degrees forty-six
forty-six minutes forty-two
seconds to the
left and on the south
block 23,
theleft
south line of
of said lot 4, block
23, and
continue
continue west to the west line of Asbury
Asbury Street South a
of
a distance of
one hundred and eighty-five
eighty-five feet to the point of beginning, all of
of said
said
tract lying and being in the city of Saint
Saint Petersburg, county
county of
of
Pinellas, State of
of Florida.
Approved, March
March 9, 1940.
Approved,

Description.

[CHAPTER 49]
[CHAPTER
March 9, 1940
[8. 643]
[S.

AN ACT

AN ACT

643]

[Public, No. 430]

Indians on Quinaielt
Reservation, Wash.
Payment to certain
attorneys for services
rendered and expenses
Incurred.

endianson qinaielt
Payment to certain
etornersanor services
incurred.

Appropriation
th^dopriatlo
thorized.

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

auau-

Post, p. 642.
42.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Authorizing
necessary expenses
Authorizing the payment
payment of necessary
expenses incurred by certain Indians
Indians
allotted on the
the Quinaielt Reservation,
Reservation, State
State of Washington.
Washington.

Be it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the

United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
he is hereby,
and directed
of the Interior be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay
pay the
the
directed to
attorneys
of record
record for
who received
received their
allotattorneys of
for those
those Quinaielt
Quinaielt Indians
Indians who
their allotments
Quinaielt Reservation,
ments on the Quinaielt
Reservation, State
State of
Washington, pursuant
pursuant to
of Washington,
to

judgments or decrees of a
United States district or appellate
appellate court in
a United
in
named parties plaintiff,
reasonable and
aa case wherein they were named
plaintiff, the reasonable
and
rendered and expenses
expenses incurred,
incurred, as heretofore
heretofore
fair value of the services
services rendered
determined by said Secretary;
Secretary; and the sum of
of $28,400.10,
$28,400.10, or
fixed and determined
or
so much thereof as may
may be necessary,
necessary, is
authorized to
to be
be approapprois hereby
hereby authorized
priated, out of any money in the Treasury
Unit ed States
Treasury of
of th
thee United
States not
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to make said payments, the amount
amount so paid
allottee to be reimbursed
reimbursed to the United States
for the account
account of each allotte,e
out of any funds now or hereafter
account of each
each such
hereafter accruing
accruing to
to the account
such
Indian allottee
allottee from the sale of his or her allotment,
allotment, or the timber
timber
thereon.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 9, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CONG., 3D
76TH CONG.,
SESS.—CHS.51,
3D SESS.-CHS.
51, 52—MAR.
52-MAR. 14,
14, 1940
1940

[
CHAPTER 51]
[CHAPTER
51]

AN ACT

Granting easements
easements on Indian lands of the Wind River
Shoshone Indian
Indian
River or
or Shoshone
Reservation, Wyoming, for dam site and reservoir purposes
Reservation,
in connection
connection with
with
purposes in
the Riverton
Riverton reclamation
reclamation project.
project.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Howe
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
is hereby
hereby
assembled, That there
there is
granted to the United States and its assigns, including
including its
its successors
successors
in control of the operation
operation and maintenance
of the
reclamamaintenance of
the Riverton
Riverton reclamaa flowage
tion project, Wyoming,
Wyoming, a
flowage easement
easement and
for a
dam
and an easement
easement for
a dam
site, together
together with all rights and privileges
privileges incident
to the
use and
and
incident to
the use
enjoyment of said easements,
enjoyment
easements, over
over tribal
tribal and
and allotted
allotted lands
of the
lands of
the
Wind River
River or Shoshone Indian Reservation
of said
said
Reservation within that
that part
part of
reservation required for the construction
construction of
the Bull
Bull Lake
and
of the
Lake Dam
Dam and
Reservoir on Bull Lake Creek, a
a tributary of the Wind
Reservoir
Wind River,
River, in
in
connection with the Riverton reclamation project,
project, Wyoming,
and for
Wyoming, and
for
approximately one hundred and
the impounding of approximately
fifty-five thousand
thousand
and fifty-five
acre-feet of water,
water including aa ten-foot freeboard:
Provided, That
That
freeboard: Provided,
in consideration
consideration of the said rights
insofar as
affect tribal
tribal lands
lands
rights insofar
as they
they affect
there shall be deposited
Treasury of the United
deposited into the Treasury
United States
States purpursuant to the provisions of the
May 17,
17, 1926
(44 Stat.
560), for
the Act
Act of
of May
1926 (44
Stat. 560),
for
credit to the Shoshone
Shoshone and Arapaho Indians
Indians of
the Wind
Wind River
River
of the
Reservation the sum
Reservation
appropriated for
for the
sum of $6,500,
$6,500, from
from moneys
moneys appropriated
the conconstruction of the said Bull
Dam and
and Reservoir,
said sum
Bull Lake Dam
Reservoir, and
and the
the said
sum
when so credited
credited shall draw interest
interest at
the rate
rate of
at the
of 44 per
per centum
centum per
per
annum.
annum.
SEa
SEC. 2. That compensation
compensation to the
individual Indian
Indian owners
of
the individual
owners of
the allotted lands within the area described
described in
section 1
shall be
be
in section
1 shall
appropriated for
made from moneys appropriated
for the construction
construction of
of the
the Bull
Bull Lake
Lake
Dam and Reservoir
Reservoir at the appraised
appraised value of the easements: Provided,
Provided,
That should any individual Indian
Indian not
not agree
to accept
appraised
agree to
accept the
the appraised
value of the easement as it affects his
the Secretary
his land, the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
easement by
condemto acquire such
such easement
by condem-
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March 14,1940
[S.
[8. 2843]
2843]
[Public, No.
431]
[Public,
No. 431]

Wind
River or
or ShoWind River
Shoshone Indian Reservation,
Wyo.
vation, Wyo.
Easements granted
U. S., concerning
concerning Riverton reclamation
reclamation
project.
project.

Bull Lake Dam and
and
Reservoir.
Reservoir.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Amount to credit of
Amount
Indians.
Indians.
25
U. S.. C.
C.
26 U.

§ 155.
155.

Compensation.
Compensation.

Proviso.

Condemnation proCondemnation
ceedings.
ceedings.

nation
nation proceedings.
proceedings.

SEC.
SEC. 3. The easements
easements herein granted
granted shall
with the
the
shall not
not interfere
interfere with
use by the Indians of the Wind River
Shoshone Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation
River or Shoshone
of the lands herein dealt with and the waters
waters of
of Bull
Lake Creek
Bull Lake
Creek and
and
the reservoir insofar as the use by the
shall not
the Indians
Indians shall
not be
be inconsistent
inconsistent
with the use of said lands for reservoir
reservoir purposes.
purposes.
SEC.
SEC. 4. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is authorized
authorized to
to perform
perform any
any
and all acts and to prescribe
as may
necessary to
to
prescribe such regulations
regulations as
may be
be necessary
provisions of
carry out the provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, March 14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 52]
[CHAPTER
52]

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for allowance
allowance of expenses incurred
incurred by
Veterans' Administration
by Veterans'
Administration
beneficiaries and their attendants
beneficiaries
attendants in authorized
authorized travel
travel for
for examination
and
examination and
treatment.

Be it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
That the
inCongress assembled,
assembled, That
the A
Administrator
istrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs is hereby authorized, under
under regulations
regulations
to be prescribed
prescribed by the President,
President, to
pay the
the actual
to pay
actual necessary
necessary
expenses
including lodging and subsistence,
expenses of travel, including
or in
subsistence, or
in lieu
lieu
thereof an allowance based upon the mileage traveled,
thereof
traveled, of
any person
of any
person
to or from a
a Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facility
facility, or other _place
place for
for
the purpose of examination,
treatment,
exami nation ,t
rea t
men t, or care:
care: Provide,d,
That paypayProvide, That
ment of mileage upon termination of examination,
examination, treatment,
treatment, or
or
193470°-4
1—PT. 1-4
193470°-41-PT.
I
4

lands, etc.,
Use of
of lands,
etc,
by
by Indians.
Indians.

Administrative
Administrative pro.
pro.
visions.

March 14,
14, 1940
1940
[S.
[S. 2866]
2866]
432]
[Public, No.
No. 432]

Veterans'
Veterans' AdminisAdminis.
tration.
Allowance
of exexAllowance of
penses
to
cilsAse:
s
to certain bens.
bene-

ficiaries.

Provisos.
Proigo*.
Mileage.

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS .52,
52, 53,
53, 56—MAR.
14, 15,
15, 1940
1940
56-MAR. 14,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC

50
50
Expenses
of
Expenses of
tendant.

an
an at-

[54 S
TAT.
STAT.
[54

care may
may be
be made
prior to
completion of
such travel:
travel: And
And provided
provided
of such
to completion
made prior
care
further, That
when any
any such
such person
person requires
requires an
attendant other
other
an attendant
That when
further,
than an
employee of
Veterans' Administration
Administration for
for the
the performperformof the
the Veterans'
than
an employee
ance
of such
attendant may
allowed expenses
expenses of
of travel
may be
be allowed
travel
ance of
such travel,
travel, such
such attendant
upon a
basis.
upon
a similar
similar basis.
Approved, March
1940.
March 14, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 53]
[CHAPTER

March
14, 1940
March 14,1940
[S. 3012]
3012]
[S.
[Public, No. 433]

Enlisted
Enlisted
Navy.
Navy.

men,
men,

Payments
Payments from accommuted racrued commuted
tions.

AN ACT
To amend
amend the
the Act
entitled "An
Act making
appropriations for
for the
service
the naval
naval service
"An Act
making appropriations
Act entitled
To
for
hundred and
and for
for
three, and
and three,
nineteen hundred
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
year ending
ending June
the fiscal
fiscal year
for the
other
approved July
662), relative
payment
to the
the payment
relative to
1, 1902 (32 Stat.
Stat. 662),
July 1,
other purposes",
purposes", approved
of
rations of enlisted
enlisted men.
commuted rations
of the
the commuted
it enacted
Representatixes of the
the
and House of Representaibves
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
United
of America
in Congwress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Act
the Act
America in
States of
United States
entitled "An
"An Act
the naval
for the
the
naval service
service for
for the
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
entitled
fiscal year
year ending
for
and for
and three, and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
ending June
June thirtieth, nineteen
fiscal
other
July 1,
1, 1902
(32 Stat.
the
662), insofar
insofar as
as the
1902 (32
Stat. 662),
approved July
other purposes",
purposes", approved
provisions
of title
of the
the
in section
section 908
908 of
title 34
34 of
provisions thereof
thereof are
are embodied
embodied in
United
hereby amended
as follows:
follows:
amended to read as
Code, is hereby
United States
States Code,
"Money
accruing from
commuted rations of enlisted
legally
enlisted men legally
the commuted
from the
"Money accruing
officers' or
or other messes, afloat or ashore, may
to duty
duty with officers'
assigned to
be
paid under such
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary
may be prescribed
regulations as
as may
such regulations
be paid
of the
the Navy."
Navy."
of
Approved, March 14, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 56]
56]
[CHAPTER

March
1940
March 15,
15,1940
I. Res. 206]
208]
[8. J.
Res., No.
No. 58]
[Pub. Res.,

law,sesFirst patent law,sesquicentennial
celebraqnicentennial celebration.
Preamble.

Commission on ararCommission
rangements.
rangements.

Inventors' and PatInventors'
Patent Day.
President requested
requested
President
April 10,
to set aside April

1940,
as.
UVASS&

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Creating a
a commission to arrange
arrange for the celebration
celebration of the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial
anniversary
anniversary of the signing of the first United States patent law.

Whereas there
1940, the one hundred and
Whereas
there will occur on April 10, 1940,
fiftieth anniversary
of President
George Washington's
Washington's approval
approval of
of
fiftieth
anniversary of
President George
the first Act of Congress authorizing and regulating
of
regulating the grant of
patents as contemplated
Constitucontemplated in article I, section 8, of the Constitution; and
Whereas the encouragement
encouragement and the protection thus afforded to discoverers and inventors have both inspired and rewarded
rewarded their genius
to the benefit of this Nation and the whole world; and
Whereas the American
American patent system inaugurated
inaugurated by this Act of
Congress has promoted countless applications of the arts and
sciences to the needs
needs and well-being
well-being of our people and thereby consciences
standard of livmg
country; and
tributed notably to a
a higher standard
living in our country;
Whereas it
it is fitting that the anniversary of
of the institution
institution of a
Whereas
a system
so
beneficial to
Umted States
so beneficial
to the people
people of
of the
the United
States should be worthily
observed:
Now, therefore,
observed: Now,
therefore, be it
it
Resotned
and House of Rep
sentatives of the United
Resoved by the Senate and
Representatives
United
States of America
America in
States
created
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby created
a
commission consisting
Committee on
a commission
consisting of the
the chairman of
of the
the Senate Committee
on
Patents, the chairman
chairman of the House Committee on Patents, the SecreCommerce, the Commissioner of Patents, and five other memtary of Commerce,
authority to
bers to be selected by them, with power and authority
to make
make suitable
arrangements
arrangements for an appropriate
appropriate observance
observance of the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial
patent law.
of the first United
United States
States patent
SEC.
SEc. 2. That the President of the United
United States is requested to set
10, 1940, as Inventors'
aside April 10,1940,
Inventors' and Patent Day to invite
invite aageneral
general
public commemoration
important
commemoration of an event which has proved so important
Nation.
and salutary to
to this Nation.

54 S
TAT. ]
54
STAT.]

51

76TH CONG
SESS .—CHS.56-58—MAR.
15, 1940
1940
56-5--MAR. 15,
76TH
CONG.,., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.

Sac.
louse of Representatives
Representatives shall
SEC. 3. That the Senate
Senate and the House
conduct suitable exercises whereby
whereby Congress
Congress may mark
mark the anniversary.
Approved, March 15, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 57]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
section 23 of
of March
copyrights.
March 4, 1909, relating to copyrights.
of the
the Act
Act of
amend section
To amend

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
United
assembled, That section
section 23 of
in Congress
Congress assembled
America in
United States of America
the
C., title 17, sec. 23),
23),
4, 1909 (35
(35 Stat. 1080; U. S. C.,
of March
March 4,
the Act of
amended by deleting from the second
second proviso clause thereof
is hereby amended
the
"when such contribution
contribution has been
been separately
registered".
separately registered".
words "when
the words
Approved,
Approved, March 15, 1940.
[CHAPTER
58]
[CHAPTER 58]

AN ACT

To
authorize the
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Affairs to exchange
exchange certain property
Veterans' Affairs
the Administrator
To authorize
located
at Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Tuskegee, Alabama,
which
Alabama, title to which
facility, Tuskegee,
Administration facility,
located at
certain property
property of the Tuskegee
Tuskegee Normal
is now vested in the United States, for certain
Industrial Institute.
and Industrial

Representatives of the
Be
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United States
America in
Congress assembled, That the Adminin Congress
States of 'America
United
Veterans' Affairs
authorized and directed to
Affairs is hereby authorized
of Veterans'
istrator of
transfer
Industrial Institute,
Institute? Tuskegee
Tuskegee
Normal and Industrial
Tuskegee Normal
to the Tuskegee
transfer to
land described
described in subsection
subsection (a) of
Alabama, title to the land
Institute, Alabama,
certain
this Act, now vested in the United States, in exchange for certain
property,
described in subsection
subsection (b) of this Act, from the Tuskegee
Tuskegee
property, described
Normal
Institute.
Industrial Institute.
and Industrial
Normal and
(a)
following-described property
northwest
located in the northwest
property located
The following-described
(a) The
southwest quarter
quarter of section 23
23,
corner of the northeast quarter of the southwest
township 17,
east, Macon
all
Alabama, and being all
Macon County, Alabama,
23 east,
17, range
range 23
township
portion of the Government
Government reservation
reservation lying
lying west of the old
that portion
Chehaw Road:
Road:
Chehaw
Beginning
northwest corner of
of
point being the northwest
point, said point
at a
a point,
Beginning at
quarter of said section 23,
quarter of the southwest quarter
northeast quarter
the northeast
said
Governnorthwest corner of that part of the Governpoint also being the northwest
said point
ment
east
Chehaw Road; thence east
west of the old Chehaw
lying west
reservation lying
ment reservation
along
the north
north line
the northeast
quarter of
of the southwest
southwest quarter
quarter
northeast quarter
line of
ofthe
along the
of
also being the north line of that part of the
23, same also
section 23,
of said section
Government
reservation lying west of
Chehaw Road, a
a disof the old
old Chehaw
Government reservation
tance
of three
four-tenths chains
chains to a
a point
point in the west side of
and four-tenths
three and
tance of
the
south twenty-five
degrees east
east along
along
twenty-five degrees
thence south
Road; thence
old Chehaw
Chehaw Road;
the old
the
Chehaw Road, a
adistance of three and thirtythe old Chehaw
west line of the
the west
four
one-hundredths chains
being in the southsaid point being
chains to aapoint, said
four one-hundredths
erly
the Government
Government reservation;
reservation; thence
thence west along
along
line of
of the
erly boundaryboundary line
the
distance
Government reservation, aadistance
line of the Government
boundary line
the southerly
southerly boundary
of four and eighty-one
eighty-one one-hundredths
chains to the west line of the
one-hundredths chains
northeast
southwest quarter
quarter of said section 23; thence
northeast quarter of the southwest
north along the west line of the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of the southwest quarter of said section 23, a
a distance
distance of three
three and three
three oneonehundredths
hundredths chains to the point of beginning, containing, in all, one
and
one-hundredths acres more or less.
and twenty-four
twenty-four one-hundredths
property located
located in the north half of
following-described property
(b) The following-described
quarter of section 23, township
township 17, range 23 east, Macon
Macon
the southeast quarter
County, Alabama
Alabama::
Beguuung at a
apoint, said point
northeast quarter of
point being in the northeast
Begining
23, and also being
the southeast quarter of said section
section 23.
being three and

Commemorative
ommemorative exC
ercises
ercises by Congress.

March 15, 1940
[S. 547]
[S.
[Public, No. 434]
[Public,
Copyright
of
Copyright Act of
1909,
1909, amendment.
Renewals and exRenewals
tensions.

March
15, 1940
March 15,
[S.
1084
Is. 1088ss]
[Public,
[Public, No. 435]

Tuskegee, Ala.
Tuskegee,
Exchange
Exchange of lands
lands
authorized.
at, authorized.

Property transferred
transferred
II. S.
by U.S.

Description.
Description.

Property transferred
transferred
Property
Tuskegee Normal
Normal
by Tuskegee
Instiand Industrial
Industrial Institute.
Description.
Description.

52
52

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CBS.58-60—MAR
1940
58-60-MAR..15,
15, 1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

three one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains south of the east and west half section
section
line of said section 23 and ten and two-tenths chains west of the east
east
line of said section
section 23, and further
further being in the south line of the
Government
Government reservation
reservation as at present constituted;
constituted; thence
thence south a
a
distance of six and eighty-one
one-hundredths chains to a
eighty-one one-hundredths
point;
a point;
thence west aa distance of eleven
eleven chains to aa point, said point being
being
west one and two-tenths chains from the east line of the northwest
northwest
quarter of the southeast quarter
quarter of said section
section 23; thence north
north a
a
distance of six and eighty-one
eighty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths chains to a
apoint, said
said
point being in the southerly
southerly boundary
boundary line of the present Government
Government
reservation;
reservation; thence east along the southerly boundary
boundary line of the
Government
Government reservation
reservation a
eleven chains to the
the point
point of
of
a distance of eleven
beginning, containing seven and five-tenths
five-tenths acres, more
more or
or less.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 59]
[CHAPTER
59]

March 15,
15, 1940
1940
[S.
[S. 2152]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 438]
436]

2152]

AN
ACT
A
N ACT
AC T
To protect scenic values along the Catalina
Catalina Highway
Highway within the Coronado
Coronado
National Forest, Arizona.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the

United States
States of America in
assembled, That. hereafter
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
hereafter
mining locations
locations made
made under the mining laws of the
Umted States
the United
States
certain lands along
upon lands within four hundred
hundred feet of the
the center
center line of the
the Catalina
Catalina
witin, authorisd.
Highway, Coronado
Arizona, which highway
Highway,
Coronado National
National Forest, Arizona,
highway begins
at the south boundary of said national forest near
southeast
near the
the southeast
corner of section 7, township 13
13 south,
south, range
16 east,
east, Gila
Gila and
and Salt
Salt
range 16
River base and meridian,
meridian, and runs in aa general
general northerly
northerly direction
direction
for aa distance of about twenty-five
twenty-five miles
Soldier Camp,
Camp, shall
miles to
to Soldier
shall
use
restricted.
Use restricted.
confer on
locator no
confer
on the
the locator
no right to the surface
surface of the land described
described
in his location
location other than the right to occupy
occupy and use, under
under the
rules and regulations
regulations relating
relating to the administration
the Coronado
administration of the
Coronado
National
National Forest, so much thereof
thereof as may be reasonably
reasonably necessary
necessary to
to
carry on prospecting
prospecting and mining, and shall not authorize
the taking
taking
authorize the
of any resource other than the mineral deposits, or the
occupancy
the occupancy
of
purpose other than prospecting
prospecting and mining;
of said land for any purpose
mining;
and each patent issued
issued thereafter
thereafter under the
United States
mining
the United
States mining
laws
a mineral
mineral location
laws upon a
location made upon lands within four hundred
hundred
feet of said center
center line shall convey title only to the mineral
mineral deposits
deposits
within said
said land and the right, subject to rules and regulations
Pro
relating
to the
the national
national forests,
occupy and
and use
surface of
of the
the
relating to
forests, to
to occupy
use the
the surface
Proviso.
Existing claims.
prospecting and
land for prospecting
and mining
mining only:
only: Provided,
Provided, That
That valid
valid minin
mining
claims within said lands existing on the date of enactment
enactment of
this
of this
Act and thereafter
thereafter maintained
maintained m
in compliance
compliance with the
the laws
laws under
under
which they were initiated
initiated and the laws
laws of the State
State of
of Arizona
Arizona may
may
perfected in accordance
accordance with the
be perfected
the laws
laws under
under which
which they
they were
were
initiated.
initiated.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 15, 1940.
1940.

Coronado National
Coroado
National
Forest, Ariz.
Cditiol
Conditional title to
certain lands along
cataina
Catalina Highway
Highway
within, authorized.

[CHAPTER 60]
[CHAPTER
March 15, 1940
[S. 2740]
IS.
27401

[Public, No. 437]

National
Defense
Act, amendment.
10 U. B. C. §
§ 173.

NAct,
imenadmen
10 s. C. i..

AN ACT

A

ACT

To amend section 9a, National
National Defense Act,
To
Act, as amended,
so as
as to
to provide
specific
amended, so
provide specific
authority
the employment
authority for
for the
employment of warrant officers
officers of the Regular
Regular Army
Army as agents
of
of the
disbursement of public
public funds.
of officers
officers of
the finance
finance department
department for the disbursement

Be
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
That section
section 9a
9a
of
the National
National Defense
of the
Defense Act,
Act, as amended by the Act of June
June 4, 1920
1920
(41 Stat.
766), be,
be, and
the same
same is hereby,
hereby, further
further amended as follows:
(41
Stat. 766),
and the
follows:

54 S
STAT.]
PAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 60-62—MAR.
1940
60-62-MAR. 15,
15, 1940

After
the word "officers",
After the
"officers", in line 13 of the said section,
section, insert
insert the
the
words "or
"or warrant
warrant officers";
words
officers"; before the word
word "to", in line 15,
insert the
the
15, insert
words "or warrant officer".
officer".
Approved,
Approved, March
March 15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 61]
61]
[CHAPTER

53
53
ReguiarAmy,warRegular
Army, warrant officers as disbu
disbursing agets
agents.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend section 55, National
National Defense Act, as
amended, to
for enlistenlistas amended,
to provide
provide for
ment of men up to forty-five years of age
age in technical
technical units
units of
of the
the Enlisted
Enlisted
Reserve
Reserve Corps.
Corps.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Repreeentatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
assembled, That
That section
section 55,
of
Congress assembled,
55 of
the National Defense
Defense Act of June
1916, as
as amended
amended (44
(44 Stat.
Stat. 704),
704),
June 3,
3, 1916,
be and the same is hereby further
further amended
amended to
to read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEO. 55. THE
ENI.STED RESERVE
REsERvE CoRPs.—The
CORP.-The Enlisted
"Smr.
Tam ENLISTED
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve
Corps shall consist of persons voluntarily
voluntarily enlisted
therein. The
The
enlisted therein.
period of enlistment shall be three
three years, except
in the
case of
of persons
except in
the case
persons
who served in the Army, Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps at
some time
time between
between
at some
April 6, 1917, and November
November 11,
who may
may be
for
11, 1918,
1918, who
be enlisted
enlisted for
one-year periods and who in time of peace
one-year
peace shall
entitled to
to
shall be
be entitled
discharge within ninety days if
if they make
therefor.
make application
application therefor.
Enlistments
Enlistments shall be limited to persons eligible for
enlistment in
in the
for enlistment
the
Regular
Regular Army who have had
military or
technical training
training as
had such
such military
or technical
as
may
regulations of the Secretary
may be prescribed
prescribed by regulations
Secretary of
of War,
War, except
except
that for
for original enlistments
enlistments of such specialists
specialists in units
that
as may
may be
be
units as
prescribed by regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of
War the
the maximum
age
of War
maximum age
shall
enlistments in
shall be forty-five years. All enlistments
at the
the outbreak
outbreak
in force
force at
of war,
war, or
or entered into during its continuation,
of
continuation, whether
whether in
in the
the
Regular Army or the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
continue in
in force
Corps, shall
shall continue
force
until six months after its termination
until
termination unless
sooner terminated
terminated by
unless sooner
by
the President."
Approved, March 15, 1940.

March 15,
15, 1940
1940
[S. 2709]
[S.
2769]
[Public, No.
438]
[Public,
No. 438]

National
Defense
National
Defense
amendment.
Act, amendment.

10 U. S.. C. §.
§§ 421,
421,

423-425.
423-25.

Enlisted
Enlisted
Reserve
composition,
Corps, composition,
enlistment period.

Eligibility.
Eligibility.

Continuance
Continuance of enenlistments in time
time of
of
listments
war.

[CHAPTER 62]
[CHAPTER
62]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize an exchange
To
exchange of lands between
between the Richmond,
and
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
Potomac
Potomac Railroad Company and the United States, at Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia.
Virginia.

Be it
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of the Navy
Navy be, and he is hereby,
to transfer
to the
the RichRichhereby, authorized
authorized to
transfer to
mond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and Potomac
mond,
Potomac Railroad
Company, a
a corporacorporaRailroad Company,
tion of the State of Virginia, by
appropriate deed
of conveyance,
conveyance,
by appropriate
deed of
free from all encumbrances
encumbrances and without
cost to
to the
the Richmond,
without cost
Richmond,
Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company
Company all
title, and
and
all right,
right, title,
interest
interest of the United
United States in and to the following
parcels of
of land
following parcels
land
contained within the Marine Corps Reservation
contained
Reservation at
at Quantico,
Virginia,
Quantico, Virginia,
as indicated
indicated by metes and bounds descriptions
descriptions on
"P. W.
on blueprint
blueprint "P.
W
Drawing No. 665, approved August
Drawing
August 19,
and "Right
"Right of
19, 1938",
1938", and
of Way
Way
and Track Map of Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad
Company V-1/40", both on file in the Navy
Navy Department:
Department:
Parcel 1.
Parcel
1. Strip of land approximately
approximately ten feet wide
wide and
and nine
nine
hundred
hundred feet long adjacent
adjacent to and along the east
east side
the right-ofside of
of the
right-ofway of
of the
the Richmond,
Fredericksburg and Potomac
way
Richmond, Fredericksburg
ComPotomac Railroad
Railroad Company, containing
containing two thousand and sixty-six
of an
sixty-six ten-thousandths
ten-thousandths of
an
acre, more or less; and
and
Parcel 4. A strip of land twenty feet wide
Parcel
and twelve
twelve hundred
hundred feet
feet
wide and
long adjacent
long
adjacent to and along the east side of the right-of-way
right-of-way of
the
of the

1940
March
15, 1940
M (9. 2992]
( . 2992]

[Public, No. 439]
4391
[Public,

Quantico, Va.
quantlco,
Exchange of
of lands
lands
Exchange
with R. F. and P.
P.
Railroad Co.,
Co., authorauthorRailroad
ized.
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PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS .62,
62, 65,
LAWS-CHS.
65, 66—MAR.
66--MAR. 15,
15, 18,
18, 1940
1940
PUBLIC

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
and Potomac
Railroad Company,
Company, containcontainRichmond,
Potomac Railroad
ing five
nine ten-thousandths
an
ing
five thousand
thousand and
and five
five hundred
hundred and
and nine
ten-thousandths of
of an
acre, more
more or
consideration of
transfer to
the United
United
acre,
or less;
less; in
in consideration
of the
the transfer
to the
States
by appropriate
of conveyance
by the
Richmond, FredFredStates by
appropriate deed
deed of
conveyance by
the Richmond,
ericksburg
and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company,
free from
from all
ericksburg and
Company, free
all encumencumbrances ' and
States, all
title, and
brances,
and without
without cost
cost to
to the
the United
United States,
all right,
right, title,
and

interest
of the
the Richmond,
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
interest of
and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad
Company,
land:
Company, to
to the following
following parcels of land:
Parcel
along the
the west
west boundary
of the
the RichParcel 2. A
A strip
strip of land
land along
boundary of
Richright-of-way
mond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company right-of-way
between
of Chopawamsic
Chopawamsic Creek
between the
the center line
line of
of the
the old
old channel
channel of
Creek
one-hundredths
and the 1877 channel change,
change, containing
containing five and
and three one-hundredths
acres, more
more or
or less;
less; and
acres,
and
Parcel
Parcel 3.
3. A strip of land between the west boundary
boundary of the Richmond,
and Potomac
and the
mond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company
Company and
the 1877
1877
channel of
channel
of Chopawamsic
Chopawamsic Creek, containing
containing nine
nine and
and forty-eight
forty-eight
one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more
more or less.
less.
Acquisition of Bd
adSEO
EO.. 2.
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
further authorized
authorized to
to acquire
acquire
lAoniniti
S
2. The
The Secretary
Navy is
is further
joining
areas. o
United States by purchase,
condemnation, or otheron behalf of the United
purchase, condemnation,
areas adjoinwise, all right, title, and
and interest in any remaining
remaining small areas
channel change
change of Chopawamsio
Chopawamsic
ing parcels 2
2 and 33 and the 1877 channel
boundary line
Creek in order to adjust the boundary
line of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
Reservation.
Reservation.
Right
reserved.
Rightreserved.
SEF. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
Sm.
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, March
March 15, 1940.

[CHAPTER 65]
March 18, 1940
[8.
[S. 2284]
2284
[Public, No.
No. 440]

Medical
Medical
Navy.

Corps,
Corps,

21.
34 U. S. C. j 21.
Additional
acting
Additional
acting
assistant surgeons
surgeons for
for
temporary service.
service.
temporary
authorized.
authorized.

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend the
Act of
of May
May 4,
4, 1898
as to
To amend
the Act
1898 (30
(30 Stat.
Stat. 369),
369), so
so as
to authorize
authorize the
the President
President
to
one hundred
assistant surgeons
for temporary
service.
to appoint
appoint one
hundred acting
acting assistant
surgeons for
temporary service.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United
assembled, That
Act of
of
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
1898, entitled "An
making appropriations
appropriations for
May 4,
4, 1898,
"An Act making
for the
the naval
naval
service for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and ninety-nine, and
purposes" (30 Stat. 369),
and for
for other
other purposes"
369), is
is hereby
amended so that the last
last paragraph
paragraph of
appropriation for
the
amended
of the
the appropriation
for the
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery (30 Stat.
Stat. 380),
380), shall read as follows:
follows:
President is hereby authorized
authorized to
for temporary
temporary service
"The President
to appoint
appoint for
service
one hundred
hundred acting assistant surgeons,
surgeons, who shall have the rank and
compensation of assistant surgeons".
surgeons".
compensation
Approved,
Approved, March
March 18, 1940.
[CHAPTER 66]
66]
[CHAPTER

March
1940
March 18,
18,1940
7883]
[H. R.
R. 7863]
No. 441]
[Public, No.
441]

Federal
Federal CommnniCommunications Commission.
extension for
Time extension
report.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To amend
602 (e)
(e) of the Communications
amend section 602
Communications Act
Act of
1934, as
as amended,
relatof 1934,
amended, relatto aa study
study of
of radio requirements
ing to
ships navigating
Lakes and
requirements for
for ships
navigating the
the Great
Great Lakes
and
States.
inland waters of the United
United States.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 602 (e)
(e)
of the Communications
Communications Act of 1934, as amended (50 Stat. 197';
197;
amended
U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 47, sec. 602),
602), is hereby amended
by striking
than December
December 31,
31, 1939",
and
striking out
out the words "not
"not later than
1939", and
inserting in lieu thereof the words "as soon as practicable
practicable but not later
later
than January
January 1, 1941".
1941".
Approved, March
March 18,
18, 1940.
Approved,
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

55
55
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SESS.-CH.
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1940
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[CHAPTER 71]
[CHAPTER
71]

AN ACT
Making
Treasury and Post Office Departments
Making appropriations
appropriations for the Treasury
Departments for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States
States of Amer-lea
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,

March
March 25,
25, 1940
1940
[H. R. 8068]
[Public,
442]
[Public, No.
No. 442]

and

Treasury and Post
Post
Treasury
Office Departments
Departments
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation
Act,
1941.
1941.

TITLE I—TREASURY
I-TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
That the following sums are appropriated, out of any
any money
money in
in the
the
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury Department
for
appropriated, for the Treasury
Department for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
namely:
1941, namely:

Treasury DepartTreasury
ment Appropriation
Appropriation
1941.
Act 1941.

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Salaries:
Treasury, Under Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasSalaries: Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
of the
Treasury, three Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of the
the Treasury, and other personal
services in the District of Columbia, including
including the
the temporary employemployment of experts, $263,360:
$263,360 :
Provided,
in expending
expending appropriations
Provided,That
That in
appropriations
or portions of appropriations
appropriations contained in this Act for the
the payment
payment
of personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
accordance with the
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
Classification
exception of
of the
amended, with
with the
the exception
the
Assistant
Assistant Secretaries
Postmasters
Secretaries of the Treasury
Treasury and the
the Assistant
Assistant Postmasters
General, the average
average of the salaries of
of the
of persons
persons
the total
total number
number of
under any grade
grade in any bureau, office,
unit shall
office, or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit
shall
not at any time exceed
exceed the average of the
compensation rates
specified
the compensation
rates specified
for the grade
grade by such Act, as amended,
amended, and in grades
grades in which only
only
one position is allocated
allocated the salary of such position shall not
exceed
not exceed
the average
average of the compensation
compensation rates for the grade, except
except that in
in
unusually meritorious cases of one position in a
advances may be
a grade advances
made to rates higher than the average
average of
compensation rates
of the compensation
rates of
of
the grade, but not more often
and then
often than once in
in any fiscal
fiscal year,
year, and
then
only to the next higher rate: Provided
Provided further,
further, That this restriction
restriction
shall not apply
apply (1)
(1) to
to grades
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
3, and
of the
clerical-mechanical
and 4
4 of
the clerical-mechanical
service, (2) to require the reduction in salary
person whose
whose
salary of any person
compensation was fixed
compensation
fixed, as of July 1,
the
1, 1924, in accordance
accordance with the
rules of section 66 of such Act, (3)
(3) to require the reduction
reduction in
in salary
salary
of any person who is
to another
is transferred
transferred from one
one position
position to
another position
position
in the same or different
different grade
bureau, office,
grade in
in the same or
or a
a different
different bureau,
office,
or other appropriation
appropriation unit, (4)
prevent the payment
payment of a
salary
(4) to
to prevent
a salary
under any grade at a
higher than
of the
the grade
grade
under
a rate higher
than the maximum
maximum rate of
when such higher rate is permitted
Classification Act
permitted by the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, and is specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by other law,
law, or
or (5)
(5) to
to
reduce the compensation
only one
compensation of any
any person
person in a
a grade
grade in
in which only
one
position is allocated.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Experts.
Experts.
Provisos.
Salary restriction.
Salary
restriction.

42
Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
6U. S. C. §§
661-674;
g§ 661-674;
Supp. V, §§
Stipp.
673, 673c.
i§ 673,673c.

Restriction
Restriction not apapdesignated
plicable in designated
cases.

42
42 Stat. 1490.
14g0. ''
5
8. C.
888.
a IT.
U.S.
C. §
1666.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF RESEARCH
RESEARCH AND
AND STATISTICS
STATISTICS

Salaries: For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia,
$168,000.
Columbia, $168,000.

Salaries.
Salaries.

OFFICE OF GENERAL
COUNSEL
GENERAL COUNSEL

Salaries: For the General
General Counsel and other personal services
services in
the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $136,000.
the District
District of
$136,000.
DIVISION

Salaries.
Salaries.
Post,
p. 652.
652.
Post,p.

OF PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL

Salaries: For the Chief of the Division and other personal
personal services
services
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $134,600.
$134,600.

Salsifies.

56

PUBLIC
LAWS— CH. 71-MAR.
71—MAR. 25, 1940
1944)
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[54 STAT.

OFFICE
CLERK
OFMICE OF CHIEF CLERK
Salaries.
Salaries
Post,
Pos, p.
p. 652.
6.

Salaries:
the Chief
other personal services
services in the
For the
Chief Clerk and other
Salaries: For
District of
of Columbia,
$178,445.
District
Columbia, $178,445.
DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS AND
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES, TREASURY
AND CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS

Department contingent,
etc., expenses.
expenses.
gent, etc.,
Post, p.
Post,
p. 1045.
Operating expenses,
Operating
Department
buildDepartment
ings.
ings.

Traveling expenses.
Traveling

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Provisos.
ProiSos.
Additional
Additional funds.
funds.
Post,
82,
Post, pp. 58, 60, 62,
ea,
57.
W. 57.

37 Stat. 414.
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Post,
1109.
Post, p. 1109.

For
miscellaneous and contingent expenses of
of the
of the Office of
For miscellaneous
Secretary and
including
offices of the
the Department,
Department, including
Secretary
and the bureaus
bureaus and offices
operating expenses
expenses of
the Treasury, Treasury
Treasury Annex,
Auditors', and
Annex, Auditors',
of the
operating
Loan Buildings;
Buildings; newspaper
newspaper clippings,
clippingsz financial
financial journals,
journals,
Liberty Loan
books
reference, law
technical and scientific
scientific books, newslaw books, technical
books of
of reference,
imperfect
and periodicals,
periodicals, expenses
expenses incurred in completing imperfect
papers, and
series library cards,
all other necessary expenses conseries,
cards, supplies, and all
exceeding $5,000
$5,000 for traveling
traveling expenses,
nected with the library; not exceeding
including the payment
payment of
of actual
actual transportation
transportation and subsistence
Treasury may
to any
any person
person whom the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
expenses to
from time to time invite to the city of Washington
Washington or elsewhere
elsewhere for
conference and advisory
furthering the work of the
conference
advisory purposes
purposes in
in furthering
Department;
expressage telegraph
telegraph and
and telephone
Department; freight,
freight, expressage,
telephone service;
service;
purchase and exchange
motorLucks, and maintenance
maintenance and
repair
purchase
exchange of
of motortrucks,
and repair
of motortrucks
and three
passenger automobiles
(one for
for the
Secreof
motortrucks and
three passenger
automobiles (one
the SecreTreasury and
tary of
of the
the Treasury
and two for general
general use of the
the Department),
Department),
all to be used
used for
for official
official purposes only; file
file holders
holders and
and cases; fuel,
fuel,
oils,
equipment; gas
gas and
oils, grease,
grease, and heating supplies and
and equipment;
and electricity
electricity
for
power purposes,
fixtures,
for lighting, heating,
heating, and
and power
purposes including
including material,
material, fixtures,
and
therefor; purchase,
exchange, and
and equipment
equipment therefor;
purchase, exchange,
and repair
repair of
of t
typewriters
labor-saving machines
and supplies
or
writers and
and labor-saving
machines and
and equipment
equipment and
supplies for
same;
covering and
same; floor covering
and repairs
repairs thereto;
thereto; furniture
furniture and office
office equipequipment,
therefor and
repairs thereto;
thereto; awnings,
awnings, winwinment, including
including supplies
supplies therefor
and repairs
dow
fixtures- cleaning
drafting
equipment; drafting
dow shades, and
and fixtures;
cleaning supplies and equipment;
equipment;
hand' trucks,
miscellaneous hardware;
equipment; flags;
flags; hand
trucks, ladders;
ladders; miscellaneous
hardware;
streetcar fares not
exceeding $750;
thermometers; lavatory
streetcar
not exceeding
$750; thermometers;
lavatory equipequiplaundry service;
ment and
and supplies; tools and
and sharpening
sharpening same;
same; laundry
service;
laboratory
equipment, removal of
postage;
laboratory supplies and
and equipment
of rubbish.;
rubbish; postage;
and
absolutely necessary
supplies and
and equipment
not
and other absolutely
necessary articles,
articles, supplies,
equipment not
otherwise
$227,000: Provided,
That the
otherwise provided
provided for;
for; $227,000:
Provided, That
the appropriaappropriations for
Revenue Service,
for the
the Public Debt Service,
Service, Internal
Internal Revenue
Service, Federal
Federal
Alcohol Administration
Processing Tax
board of
Administration, United
United States
States Processing
Tax Board
of
Review, Procurement
Procurement Division, and
and Division of Disbursement
Disbursement for
available for the
the fiscal year 1941
1941 are hereby made
made available
the payment of
of
otherwise properly
properly chargeable
chargeable to
to this appropriation
appropriation, the
the proitems otherwise
August 23,
669), to
visions of section 6,
6 Act of August
23, 1912 (31
(31 Ui.
U. S. d.
C. 669),
contrary notwithstanding:
the contrary
notwithstanding: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That section
section 3709
3709
5) shall not be construed
of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41 U.
U. S. C.
C. 5)
construed to
apply to
any purchase
purchase or
or service
for the
the Treasury
DepartTreasury Departservice rendered
rendered for
to any
apply
aggregate amount
ment when
when the aggregate
amount involved
involved does not exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum
of
$50.
of $50.
CUSTODY OF TREASURY
TREASURY BUIIDINGS
BUILDINGS
CUSTODY

Operating force.
Operating
orce.
Post, p. 652.

Pst, p.652.

Guard
force.
Onardforce.

Salaries
Treasury
Salaries of operating
operating force:
force: For the Superintendent
Superintendent of Treasury
personal services
Buildings and for other
other personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
including the operating
operating force
force of
of the
the Treasury
including
Treasury Building,
Building, the
the Treasury
Treasury
Liberty Loan Building,
and of
Annex, the Liberty
Building, the
the Auditors'
Auditors' Building,
Building, and
of
Department, except
other buildings under the control
control of the Treasury
Treasury Department,
except
the buildings of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Engraving and Printing,
Printing, $308,140.
$308,140.
Salaries and
and expenses,
force: For
For salaries
expenses of
Salaries
expenses, guard
guard force:
salaries and
and expenses
of
the guard force for Treasury Department buildings in the District
District
of Columbia, including the Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and
and Printing,
Printing,
including
repair, and
and cleaning
cleaning of
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $6,000 for
for purchase,
purchase, repair,
of
uniforms, and for the purchase of arms and ammunition
ammunition and miscel-
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1940

laneous equipment, $290,000: Provided,
Provided, That
may
That this
this appropriation
appropriation may
be reimbursed
reimbursed in an amount not exceeding $40,000,
$40,000, for
for service
renservice rendered in the Bureau
Bureau of Engraving
Engraving and Printing in
in connection
connection with
with
the protection
protection of currency,
the
currency, bonds, stamps, and other
papers of
of value
value
other papers
the cost of producing which is not covered and
the direct
and embraced
embraced in
in the
direct
appropriations for such Bureau:
appropriations
Bureau: Provided
That the
the SecreProvided further,
further, That
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may detail an agent of
to
of the
the Secret
Secret Service
Service to
supervise
supervise such force.

57
Provisos.
Provisos.
Reimbursement
for
Reimbursement for
designated services.
services.

Secret Service
Secret
Service susupervisor.
pervisor.

DIVISION OF
DIVISION
OF PRINTING
PRINTING

Salaries: For the Chief, Division of Printing,
Salaries:
Printing, and
and other personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia, $66,760.
$66,760.
Printing and binding:
binding: For printing and binding for
Treasury
for the
the Treasury
Department,
Department, including all of its bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
institutions, and
and
services located in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
except the Bureau of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, and
and including
for
including materials
materials for
the use of the bookbinder, located
located in the Treasury
Treasury Department,
but
Department, but
not including work done at the New York
York Customhouse
bindery
Customhouse bindery
authorized by the Joint Committee
authorized
Committee on Printing in accordance
accordance with
with
1, 1919 (44 U. S. C. 111),
the Act of March 1,
cost of
trans111), and
and for
for the
the cost
of transportation
portation to field offices of printed
printed and
bound material,
material, including
and bound
including
cost of necessary
necessary packing boxes and packing materials,
materials, $460,000.
$460,000.
Stationery: For stationery
Stationery:
stationery for the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department and
and its
its
several
several bureaus and offices,
offices, and field services thereof,
thereof, including
including tags,
tags,
labels,
labels, and index cards, printed
printed in the
manufacturing,
the course of
of manufacturing,
packing boxes and other materials necessary for
for shipping
shipping stationery
stationery
transportation of
supplies, and cost of transportation
stationery supplies
supplies purchased
purchased
of stationery
free on board point of shipment and of such supplies
shipped from
supplies shipped
from
Washington to field offices,
offices, $573,700.
$573,700.

Salaries.
Salaries.

and bindPrinting and
binding.
ing.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 1045.
1045.

Work excluded.
excluded.
40 Stat. 1270.
1270.

Stationery.
Post, pp. 653, 1045.
Post,

OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS
DEPOSITS
ACCOUNTS AND
AND DEPOSITS
Salaries.
Salaries: For Commissioner
Salaries.
Commissioner of Accounts
Accounts and
and other
and Deposits and
other Post,
p. 653.
Post, p.
653.
personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, including
Division
including the
the Division
of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and Warrants, $386,000.
$386 2000.
Division of
Disbursement, salaries and expenses:
of Dn.
Dis.
Division of Disbursement,
For personal
personal
expenses: For
bursement.
bursement.
services in the District of Columbia and in the
stationery, travel,
travel,
the field,
field, stationery,
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 56.
56.
rental of equipment, and all other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
and concontingent
Proviso.
Proviso.
expenses, $1,396,800:
tingent expenses,
$1,396,800: Provided
Provided, That
That with
with the
the approval
approval of
of
Transfer
Transfer of
funds
of funds
the Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget there may
from designated
designated agenmay be
agenbe transferred
transferred cies.
cies.
to this appropriation
appropriation from funds available
the Agricultural
available for
for the
Agricultural
Adjustment
Federal Housing
Adjustment Administration,
Administration, Federal
Housing Administration,
Administration, United
United
States Housing
Housing Authority, Federal Surplus Commodities
Commodities CorporaCorporation, Federal
Federal Prison Industries,
Industries Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Board, S
oc i
al
Retirement Board,
Social
Security
States Maritime Commission,
Security Board, United
United States'
Federal
Commission, the
the Federal
Corporation, and the Commodity
Crop Insurance
Insurance Corporation,
Commodity Credit
Credit Corporation,
Corporation,
such sums as may be necessary to
incurred in
in perto cover
cover the
the expense
expense incurred
performing the function of disbursement
therefor.
disbursement therefor.
Contingent expenses, public moneys: For contingent
Contingent exexContingent
under
contingent expenses
expenses under
penses,
penses,
public
public
the requirements
requirements of section 3653 of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes (31
(31 U.
S. C.
the Revised
U. S.
C. moneys.
545), for the collection,
545),
collection, safekeeping, transfer
transfer t and
and disbursement
disbursement of
of
the public money,
money , transportation
transportation of notes, bonds
securities
bonds,2 and
and other securities
of the
the United
transportation of gold coin, gold bullion, and
of
United States, transportation
and
gold certificates
transferred to Federal
Federal Reserve
certificates transferred
banks and
Reserve banks
and branches
branches,
United
United States mints and assay o
ffices ,and
an d th
offices,
thee Treasury.,
Treasury, after
after Mardi.
March
9, 1933, actual expenses of examiners detailed to examine
9,
examine the
Examination of dethe books,
books, Eamination
de
positories.
accounts, and money on hand at the several depositories,
including positories.
depositories, including
national banks acting as depositories under the
requirements of
of secthe requirements
section 3649 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (31
(31 U. S. C. 548),
548), also
including
also including
examinations
examinations of cash accounts at mints, $175,000.
$175,000.
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Recoinage
of minor
minor
Recoinage of
coins.
coins.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

Recoinage
of minor
coins: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
minor coins:
Recoinage of
to
continue the
the recoinage
to continue
recoinage of worn and uncurrent minor coins of the

United
now in
Treasury or
hereafter received,
received, and
to reimreimand to
or hereafter
the Treasury
in the
States now
United States
burse
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States
for the
between
difference between
the difference
States for
burse the
the
of such
such coins
coins and
same will
amount the
the same
and the
the amount
or face
face value
value of
the nominal
nominal or
produce in new coins, $25,000.
produce
Recoinage
silver
Recoinage of silver coins: To enable the Secretary
of silver
Recoinage of
Recoinage
Secretary of the Treasury
coins.
to continue the recoinage of worn and uncurrent
uncurrent subsidiary
silver
cos
subsidiary silver
coins of
the United
in the
Treasury or
hereafter received,
received,
or hereafter
the Treasury
States now
now in
of the
United States
coins
and to
the Treasurer
the United
difference
of the
United States for the difference
Treasurer of
and
to reimburse
reimburse the
between the
the nominal
nominal or
or face
amount
the amount
coins and the
face value of
of such coins
between
the
produce in
in new
$425,000.
coins, $425,000.
new coins,
same will
will produce
the same
Relief
payment to the United
Reef of
the inof the
in
Relief of the indigent, Alaska:
Alaska: For the payment
United
digent, Alaska.
,
States district
judges in
in Alaska
States
district judges
Alaska but not to exceed 10 per centum of
of
the
receipts from
licenses collected
incorporated towns
outside of incorporated
collected outside
from licenses
the receipts
in
Alaska, to
be expended
for the
the relief
relief of
of persons
persons in
Alaska who
who are
are
in Alaska
to be
expended for
in Alaska,
indigent
incapacitated through nonage, old
or
old age, sickness, or
indigent and incapacitated
$30,000.
accident, $30,000.
Refund
of moneys
moneys
Refund of
Refund of moneys
moneys erroneously received and covered: To enable the
erroneously
erroneously received
and
covered.
Secretary
character
Treasury to meet any expenditures
andcovered.
Secretary of the Treasury
expenditures of the character
under
formerly chargeable
appropriation accounts
accounts abolished under
chargeable to the appropriation
formerly
48
of the
the Permanent
section 18 of
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act of 1934,
48 Stat.
Stat. 1231.
231.
section
31 U. S. C. §725q.
and any
any other collections erroneously
26, 1934, and
approved
June 26,
erroneously received
received
approved June
and covered which are not properly
properly chargeable
chargeable to any other appropriation, $35,000.
Government losses
Shipment (Revolving
Fund for
for Payment
Government Losses
in Shipment
(Revolving
Losses in
of Government
Payment of
Fund
lssesinhriUent
In shipment (revolvfund).
ing fund).
Fund) ::For an additional
additional amount
amount for the revolving fund for payment
payment
of Government
created in accordance
accordance with the
Government losses in shipment, created
provisions
2 of the Government
provisions of section 2
Government Losses in Shipment Act,
S. C., Supp. V.
including
55U..s.c.,snpp.v,
approved July 8, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 479-484),
479-484), as amended,
amended, including
§134a.
a.
expenses
expenses other than personal
personal services incurred in the defense, saferecovery of valuables, or the value thereof, replacement
guard, or recovery
replacement of
of
which shall have been made out of the fund,
fund, or for which a
aclaim for
replacement
shall have
have been
been made,
replacement shall
made, $1,000.
$1,000.
Payment
of unthe
Payment
of
undayment
Payment of unclaimed
unclaimed moneys: To enable
enable the Secretary of the
claimed
moneys.
expenditures of the character
character formerly
chargeTreasury to meet any expenditures
formerly chargeable
accounts abolished
under section
section 17
of the
able to
to the
the appropriation
appropriation accounts
abolished under
17 of
the
48 Stat. 1230.
1934, approved
of 1934,
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Act of
approved June 26,
Repeal Act
p Permanent
348
31 U.tau.
S. 1.
C. §72Ep.
1934,
payable from
the funds
by the
States in
trust
1934, payable
from the
funds held
held by
the United
United States
in the
the trust
fund receipt account "Unclaimed
"Unclaimed moneys of individuals whose whereabouts are unknown", $15,000.
PUBLIC DEBT
DEBT SERVICE
SERVICE

Ante,
56.
Ante, p. 56.

Salaries
necessary expenses connected
Salaries and expenses: For necessary
connected with the
United States
States paperadministration of any public-debt
public-debt issues and United
papercurrency issues with which the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is charged,
charged,
including the purchase
purchase of law books, directories,
directories, books
books of reference,
pamphlets,
maintenance, operaoperapamphlets, periodicals,
periodicals, and newspapers, and
and the
the maintenance,
tion,
station wagon
for use
use of
of
tion, and
and repair
repair of a
a motor-propelled
motor-propelled bus
bus or station
wagon for
Destruction Committee,
Committee, and
including the
the Commissioner
of the
the Destruction
and including
Commissioner of
the
Public Debt and other personal services in the District of Columbia,
Proviso.
personal
$2,375,000: Provided,
That the
the amount
amount to
be expended
for personal
expended for
to be
Provided, That
$2,375,000:
irtvion.
Lir:citation.
services
not exceed
exceed $2,345,500.
services in the District of Columbia shall not
$2,345,500.
Expenses of
ExSpeses
of loans,
loans,
of loans,
Expenses
"Expenses
restriction.
V,
A Expenses
p of loans: The
1-,iindefinite appropriation
-e "Expenses
40 Stat. 29.
292.
Act of September
extended"
S C.
C
September 24, 1917, as amended and extended"
(31 U. S.
31 U. S. C., Supp.
to supplement
supplement
4 . ., Supp. 760, 761),
761), shall not be used during the fiscal year 1941
1941 to
V, If U.
700,761.
the appropriation
appropriation herein made for the current work of the Public
Debt Service, and the amount obligated
obligated under such indefinite appro-

Salaries
Salaries
ppenses.
e ns e
s.

and
and

exex-
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priation
$4,000,000: Provided,
priation during such fiscal year shall not
not exceed
exceed $4,000,000:
Provided,
That the proviso in the Act of June 16
16, 1921 (31
(31 U. S. C. 761),
761), limitlimiting the availability
availability of this appropriation
appropriation for expenses of operations
account of any
on account
any public
public debt issue to the
the close of the
the fiscal
fiscal year next
next
following the fiscal year in which such
made, shall
following
such issue
issue was
was made,
shall not
not
apply
transactions handled by
by the
the Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve
savings bond transactions
apply to
to savings
banks for account
account of the Secretary of the Treasury.
Distinctive
securities: For distinctive
Distinctive paper for
for United States securities:
distinctive
paper
currency and
Reserve bank
States currency
and Federal
Federal Reserve
bank curpaper for United States
rency,
transportation of
paper, traveling,
traveling, mill,
mill, and other
of paper,
rency, including
including transportation
necessary expenses, and salaries of
employees and allowance,
allowance, in
in lieu
lieu
of employees
necessary
of
detailed from the
Treasury Departofficers detailed
the Treasury
of expenses,
expenses, of officer or officers
ment,
exceeding $50
in
duty; in
$50 per month
month each
each when actually on duty;
ment, not exceeding
all, $800,000:
competition in
in the
the
order to
to foster
foster competition
$800,000: Provided,
Provided, That in order
all,
manufacture
of distinctive
paper for
United States
States securities,
manufacture of
distinctive paper
for United
securities, the
the
Secretary of the
authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to split
the Treasury
Treasury is
is authorized,
Secretary
the
for such
such paper
two
between the two
the fiscal
fiscal year 1941 between
paper for the
the award
award for
bidders whose
received after
after
the lowest received
whose prices
prices per
per pound are the
bidders
advertisement.

Inapplicability
to
Inapplicability to
savings bond trans.
transactions.
actions.
42 Stat. 36.

Distinctive
paper
paper
for U. S. securities.
securities.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Division of award.

BUREAU OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS

Salaries
and expenses:
collecting the
the revenue
revenue from customs,
For collecting
expenses: For
Salaries and
prevention of
of frauds
frauds upon the
the customs revenue,
detection and
and prevention
for the detection
and
not to
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for
of evidence
evidence of violations
for the
the securing
securing of
and not
to exceed
of
laws; for
transportation and
and transfer
transfer of
of
for expenses
expenses of transportation
of the
the customs
customs laws;
customs receipts
receipts from
where there
there are
are no
Government deposideposicustoms
from points
points where
no Government
tories; not to exceed $84,500 for allowances
allowances for living quarters
quarters,
including heat, fuel,
Act approved.
approved
fuel, and light,
light, as
as authorized
authorized by the Act
including
June
S. C.
but not
to exceed
for any
$1,700 for
any one
one
not to
exceed $1,700
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 118a),
118a), but
June 26,
26, 1930
1930 (5
person; not
subscriptions to
to
to exceed $500
$500 for
for subscriptions
to newspapers;
newspapers; not to
person;
not to
exceed
preserving
for improving, repairing, maintaining, or preserving
exceed $2,000 for
inspection stations, office quarters, including
including living quarbuildings, inspection
Mexican
along the
the Canadian
Canadian and Mexican
sheds, and sites along
ters for
for officers,
officers, sheds,
borders acquired
acquired under
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 26,
26 1930
1930 (19
(19
under authority
authority of
borders
U. S. C. 68)
including the purchase
purchase (not to exceed
exceed $87,500),
$87,500),
68);;and including
exchange, maintenance,
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of
passenger-carrying
vehicles when
necessary for
official use
in field
field
for official
use in
when necessary
passenger-carrying vehicles
work;
$20,900,000, of
of which
such amount
may be
be necessary
necessary shall
be
shall be
amount as
as may
which such
work; $20,900,000,
available
for the
payment of
extra compensation
earned by customs
customs
compensation earned
of extra
the payment
available for
officers or
or employees
employees for
for overtime
overtime services,
services, at the
expense of the
the
the expense
officers
parties in
in interest,
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of section
of
section 5
5 of
with the
parties
interest, in
the
approved February
1911, as amended
amended by the Act approved
approved
February 13, 1911,
the Act approved
February 7,
1920, and
and section
section 451
451 of
the Tariff
Tariff Act,
1930 (19
S. C.
C.
(19 U.
U. S.
of the
Act, 1930
7, 1920,
February
261,
and 1451)
Provided, That
receipts from
such parties
from such
parties
the receipts
That the
267, and
1451)::Provided,
261, 267,
in
be deposited as aa refund
overtime services
services shall be
for such
such overtime
in interest
interest for
to
the appropriation
appropriation from
from which such
overtime compensation
paid,
compensation is paid,
such overtime
to the
in
accordance with the provisions of section 524 of the Tariff Act
Act
in accordance
of
(19 U. S. C. 1524);
1524) ;for
and
of seizure, storage, and
for the cost
cost of
of 1930
1930 (19
disposition
automobile, boat,
merchandise, vehicle
vehicle and team, automobile,
disposition of
of any
any merchandise,
air
proviconveyance seized under the proviair or water
water craft, or
or any
any other conveyance
sions
of the
the customs
the purchase
purchase of
of arms,
ammunition, and
arms, ammunition,
and
customs laws,
laws, for
for the
sions of
accessories, and $497,180
$497,180 shall
available for
in
shall be available
for personal services in
accessories,
the
exclusive of ten
ten persons
persons from the field force
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia exclusive
authorized to
be detailed
the Tariff
Tariff Act of
under section
section 525
525 of
of the
authorized
to be
detailed under
Provided, That no
expended
appropriation shall be expended
1930: Provided,
no part
part of this appropriation
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
or repair of motor-propelled
maintenance or
for maintenance
vehicles
in the District
District of Columbia except two for use in
vehicles for
for use in
connection with the work of the customhouse
customhouse in Georgetown.
Georgetown.

Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

ex-

Transfer
of receipts
Transfer of
points lacking
lacking
from points
Government
Government depositories.
tories.
Living quarters.
quarters.
818.
46 Stat. 818.

Quarters
Quarters
borders.
borders.

along

46 Stat. 817.
Vehicles.
Overtime service
service at
Overtime
expense
expense of
of parties in
in
interest.

38
36 Stat. 901;
901; 41 Stat.
Stat.
402;
48 Stat. 715.
402; 46
715.
19 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §
§ 1451.
1461.
V,
Provisos.
Proisos.
Deposit of receipts
receipts
as refund
refund to
to appropriation.
priation.
46 Stat. 741.
741.
19 U.
19
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
1524.
§ 1524.
V, §
of seizure,
seizure, etc.,
Cost of
etc.,
under customs
laws.
customs laws.

Personal services.
C.
Details to D. C.
from field service.
service.
46 Stat. 741.
741.
19 U.
S. C. §1526.
1525.
19
U. S.C.
Vehicle
Vehicle restriction.
restriction.
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payment of
Refunds and drawbacks:
drawbacks: For
For the
the refund
refund or payment
of customs
customs
collections or receipts,
collections
receipts, and for
for the
the payment
payment of debentures
debentures or
or drawdrawbacks, bounties, and allowances, as authorized
authorized by law, $14,200,000.
$14,200,000.
OFFICE
TREASURER OF
.L'Ut, UJNITED
17NITED STATES
STATES
OFFICE OF
OF TREASURER
OF TE

Salaries.
Salaries.
Redeeming Federal
Redeeming
Federal
Reserve
Reserve and
and national
currency.
currency.
Transfer of funds.
Transferoffunds.

Ante, pp.
57.
A"te,
pp. 66,
66,57.

Salaries: For Treasurer of the United States, Assistant Treasurer,
and for other personal
$1,248,920.
personal services
services in the
the District of Columbia, $1,248,920.

Salaries (Reimbursable)
(Reimbursable)::For personal services
services in
in the
District of
of
the District
Columbia,
national currency,
currency,
Columbia, in
in redeeming
redeeming Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve and
and national
$58,000, to be reimbursed
reimbursed by the Federal Reserve and
and national banks.
banks.
With the
the approval of the Director of the Bureau of the Budget,
there may be transferred
$650,000)
transferred sums (not exceeding
exceeding aa total of
of $650,000)
to the appropriations,
appropriations, "Salaries,
Office of
of Treasurer
of the
the United
United.
"Salaries, Office
Treasurer of
1941' "Contingent
States, 1941",
"Contingent expenses, Treasury Department,
Department, 1941",
1941",
"Printing
"Printing and binding, Treasury Department,
"Stationery,
Department, 1941",
1941", and "Stationery,
Treasuryavailable for
for the
the AgriculTreasury Department,
Department, 1941", from
from funds
funds available
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Administration,
Administration, Home
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation,
Corporation,
Administration, Tennessee
Farm Credit
Credit Administration,
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority,
Authority, Federal
Federal
Farm Mortgage Corporation,
Corp oration ,
Corporation, Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
Federal land -"banks
under the
banks and other banks and
and corporations
corporations under
the
supervision of the Farm Credit Administration,
supervision
Administration, Railroad
Retirement
Railroad Retirement
Board, Soil Conservation
Conservation Service, including
Conservation and
and
including Soil
Soil Conservation
Domestic Allotment, Social
Social Security
Security- Board, Federal Housing AdminAdministration,
istration., United States Housing Authority,
Authority, Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation
Corps, Public Works Administration, Commodity
Commodity Credit CorporaCorporacorporations and
and
tion, Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration,
Administration, and
and corporations
banks under the Federal Home Loan Bank Board
cover the
Board to
to cover
the
expenses
expenses incurred on account
account of such respective
clearing
respective activities in
in clearing
of checks, servicing
servicing of bonds, handling of collections,
rendering
collections, and rendering
of accounts therefor.
OFFICE OF Tut.
THE COMIPTROLLER
CURRENCY
COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries: Comptroller
Comptroller of the Currency
services
Currency and other personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia, $245,500.
$245,500.

Ante, p. 56.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE

Salaries
Salaries and expenses.
penses.
Post, pp.
pp. 653,
653, 1045.

Commissioner., AsCommissioner
AsConnsistant General
General Counsel, and
and other
other perservices.
sonal services.

Securing of
of evidenc
evidence
Securing
of law violations.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

penses.

exex-

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses in connection
connection
with the assessment and collection of internal-revenue
taxes and
internal-revenue taxes
and the
the
administration
administration of the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws,
laws, including
including the
administhe administration of such provisions of other laws as are authorized
authorized by or pursuant to law to be administered by
under the
the direction
by or under
direction of
of the
the
Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
including the Commissioner
Revenue, including
Commissioner of
of
Internal
Internal Revenue, Assistant General
General Counsel for the Bureau of
of
Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, an assistant to the
the Commissioner, aaspecial
special deputy
deputy
commissioner, five deputy commissioners,
commissioners, one stamp agent (to
(to be
be reimreimbursed by the stamp manufacturers),
necessary officers,
officers, colcolmanufacturers), and the necessary
collectors, attorneys,
experts, agents,
agents, accountants,
lectors, deputy collectors,
attorneys, experts,
accountants,
inspectors, investigators,
investigators, chemists,
chemists, supervisors,
supervisors, storekeeper-gaugers,
storekeeper-gaugers,
guards, clerks, janitors,
anitors, and messengers
messengers in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
the several collection districts,
districts, the several divisions
divisions of
of internalinternalrevenue agents and the several supervisory
to be
appointed
supervisory districts, to
be appointed
as provided by law; the securing of evidence
evidence of violations of
of the
the
Acts, the cost of chemical
chemical analyses made by others
employees
others than employees
of the United
United States and expenses incident to such chemists testifytestifynecessary; telegraph
telegraph and telephone
ing when necessary;
telephone service,
service, rent
rent in the
the
District of Columbia and elsewhere, postage, freight, express,
express, neces-
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sary expenses
incurred in
in making
in connection
sary
expenses incurred
making investigations
investigations in
connection with
with
the enrollment or disbarment
disbarment of practitioners before the Treasury
Treasury
Department in internal-revenue
seizure and sale,
Department
internal-revenue matters, expenses of seizure
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including stenographic
stenographic
and other
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
reporting services
acquisition of
of property
property under
the proreporting
services;•for
for the
the acquisition
under the
pro-

Acquisition

prop

Acquisition of prop-

erty.
visions of title III of the Liquor Law Repeal and Enforcement
Enforcement erty.
872-881), and the operation,
Act, approved
approved August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 872-881),
C.,
Stipp.
operation, 4040 U.U.S. S. c.,
supp.
V. §§ 304f-304m.
s 041 -30
maintenance, and repair of property
property acquired under such title III; v,

for the
purchase (not
(not to
to exceed
hire, mainfor
the purchase
exceed $25,000),
$25,000), exchange,
exchange, hire,
main- Vehicles.
tenance,
horse-drawn
tenance, repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles when
when necessary,
necessary, for official
official use of the
Printing and bindbindexceed irinting
printing and binding (not to exceed
Unit in
Alcohol
Alcohol Tax Unit
i
n field work; printing
ing.
$525,000) ;and the purchase of such supplies, equipment,
$525,000);
equipment, furniture,
mechanical
mechanical devices, laboratory
laboratory supplies, law books and books of
of
reference,
necessarry for
reference, and such
such other
other articles
articles as may
may be
be necessary
for use
use in
in the
District of
of Columbia, the
the several
several collection
collection districts,
districts, the
the several
several
divisions
several supervisory
supervisory disdivisions of
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue agents,
agents, and the
the several
disPersonal servies.
services.
may Personal
tricts, $60,156,860,
which amount
amount not
not to
$9,394,920 may
to exceed
exceed $9,394,920
of which
$60,156,860, of
tricts,
personal services
Probe expended
expended for personal
services in the District of Columbia: Protedin.
Por
defraying the Provisos.
no part of
of this amount shall be used in defraying
vided, That
That no
Officers
attending
attending
Officers
etc.
expenses of
of any
officer designated
designated above,
subpenaed by
by the
United trials,
theUnited
trials,etc.
above, subpenaed
expenses
any officer
States court to attend any trial before aa United States court or
or
preliminary examination
preliminary
examination before
before any
any United
United States
States commissioner,
commissioner,
Post,
pp. 204, 209.
which
expenses shall
shall be
be paid
appropriation for
of
Pow,
which expenses
paid from
from the
the appropriation
for "Fees
"Fees of
pp-204,209.
Detection
and prosejurors
United States
States courts":
jurors and
and witnesses
witnesses, United
Detetionandprosecourts": Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That cution
of violations.
herein may
not more than
than $100,000
$100,000 of
of the total amount
amount appropriated
appropriated herein
may
be expended
expended by
Commissioner of
Revenue for
for detecting
of Internal
Internal Revenue
detecting
be
by the
the Commissioner
and bringing
bringing to trial persons
persons guilty
guilty of violating
violating the internal-revenue
internal-revenue
information
laws or conniving
conniving at
at the same,
same, including
including payments
payments for
for information
detection of such violation.
and detection
violation.
Refund of
processo pr0es"
Reeftnd^
administrative expenses
Salaries and administrative
expenses for refunding
refunding processing
processing and ing,
etc., taxes.
49
Stat.
1734.
related
taxes and
and administering
III, Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
1936: For
For 49 Stat. 1734.
of 1936:
title III,
administering title
related taxes
28 U. S. C., Supp.
upp.
(1) the assessment and v,2
salaries and expenses in connection
connection with (1)
V, §§ 6u7ooo.,
700-705.
collection of the tax on unjust enrichment
enrichment imposed by title III,
Revenue
of 1936,
(2) the
the making
and payments
Revenue Act
Act of
1936, (2)
making .of
of refunds
refunds and
payments of
of
49 Stat. 1739, 1747.
processing and related taxes, as authorized
authorized by titles IV and VII of
749st. SC,
7ulpp7
7U. S. C., Supp. V.
§§
841-643;
644-869.
i
641-643; 644-M0.
of
taxes
the
refund
and
(3)
as
amended,
of 1936,
Act of
the Revenue
the
Revenue Act
1936,
amended,
(3)
Refunds
Refunds under Cotcollected
under the
the Cotton
Act of
of April
April 21,
1934, as
as amended
21, 1934,
amended (48
(48 ton, Tobacco,
Tobacco, and
collected under
Cotton Act
Acts.
PottoActs.
the Tobacco
Act of
June 28,
1934, as amended
Stat. 598)
598), the
Tobacco Act
of June
28, 1934,
amended (48
(48 Stat. Potato
Stat.
1275), and the Potato Act of August
August 24, 1935 (49 Stat.
782), as
1275),
Stat. 782),
62 Stat. 1150.
authorized
by the
the Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year Adrlnitrative
authorized by
Second Deficiency
Administrative ex
ex1938,
services and
and rent in the District penses.
1938, as
as amended, including personal serces
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere, the
the hiring
hiring of experts,
experts, stationery and
and
supplies, equipment,
mechanical devices, law books
books
office supplies,
equipment, furniture, mechanical
reference, trade journals, stenographic
and books of reference,
stenographic reporting servservand bindbindice, telegraph
and telephone
telephone services,
postage, freight,
express, printprint- inPrinting
Printing and
freight, express,
services, postage,
ice,
telegraph and
g.
ing and binding, notarial
notarial fees,
travel expenses,
expenses, fees
of expert
expert initness
fees, travel
fees of
itness fees
fees and
mileage.
witnesses, which shall be the same mileage.
witnesses, and fees
witnesses,
fees and mileage
mileage of witnesses
as
witnesses in the
finked States
States and
and may
may be
as are paid
paid witnesses
the courts of
of the United
be
paid in advance
officer as the
the Commissioner
advance upon certification
certification of such officer
Commissioner
Internal Revenue or the Secretary
may designate,
of Internal
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may
designate,
er
sona services.
services.
expended PPersonal
$2,800,000,
$2,800,000, of which amount not to exceed $1,441,580
$1,441,580 may be expended
for personal services
services in the District of Columbia.
Refunds of internal.
internal- revenue
RefndsofinternalRefunding
Refunding internal-revenue
internal-revenue collections: For refunding internalcollections.
including the payment
collections, as provided by law, including
revenue collections
payment of re e olleons
claims for the fiscal year 1941 and prior years and accounts arising
under "Allowance
"Allowance or draw-back
draw-back (Internal Revenue)",
Revenue)", "Redemption
"Redemption
of stamps (Internal Revenue)", "Refunding legacy taxes,
taxes, Act of
of
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45 Stat. 398.
398.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Report to Congress.

45 Stat. 996; 53 Stat.
466.
V,
26
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
26 T.
S. C.,
§§3776.
payRefunds and pay
ments of processing,
etc., taxes.
1747.
49 Stat.
Stat. 1739, 1747.
C., Supp.
V,
Supp.V,
77U. S. C.,
i§
I
§641-643;
641-643 ;644-659.
644-669 .
7U. 8.
S. C. §§§ 701-725;
Supp. V,
V. §§
§§
751-766; Supp.
701-723, 725; 751-766;
701-723,
801-833.
801-833.

Redemption of tax
tax
Redemption
stamps, continuance
continuance
of funds.

53 Stat. 662.
662.
Alaska
railroads, adAlaskarailroads,
ditional income
income tax.

Ante, p. 56.
Salaries and expenses.
penses.
49 Stat. 1748.
V.
77U. S. C., Supp. V,
§648
S648
49 Stat. 1747.
7
Sum. V,
7 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
§§1 644,659.
644-59.

Printing and binding.

56

Ante,p.56.
Ante, p.

Salaries and
Salaries
and exexpenses.
penses.
49 Stat. 977.
27 U. S. C., Supp. V.

§§ 201-212.

Securing
emring of
of evidence
evidence
ot
violations.
dt violations.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

March
30, 1928",
1928", and
"Repayment of
of taxes
on distilled
distilled spirits
spirits dedetaxes on
and "Repayment
March 30,
stroyed
by casualty",
casualty", $42,000,000:
$42,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
report shall be
That aa report
stroyed by
made to
to Congress
Congress by
by internal-revenue
districts and
and alphabetically
alphabetically
internal-revenue districts
made
arranged
of all
$500 as
as
excess of $500
in excess
hereunder in
disbursements hereunder
all disbursements
arranged of
required
the Act
Act of May
May 29,
29, 1928 (sec. 3776, I. R. C.),
3 of
of the
by section
section 3
required by
including
of all
all persons
corporations to
to whom
whom such
such
and corporations
persons and
names of
the names
including the
payments are
are made,
made, together
the amount
paid to
to each.
each.
amount paid
with the
together with
payments
Refunds and
processing and related
related taxes: For reand payments of processing
Refunds
funds
and payments
of processing
processing and
and related
related taxes
taxes as
as authorized
authorized
payments of
funds and
by titles
titles IV
VII, Revenue
Revenue Act
amended; for refunds
refunds
as amended;
1936, as
Act of 1936,
IV and
and VII,
by
of
taxes collected
penalties and interest)
interest) under the Cotton
(including penalties
collected (including
of taxes
Act
amended (48
Act
598), the Tobacco
Tobacco Act
(48 Stat. 598),
1934, as amended
Act of
of April 21, 1931,
of
June 28,
1934, as
amended (48 Stat.
1275), and
Act
and the Potato Act
Stat. 1275),
as amended
28, 1934,
of June
Second
782), in accordance
of August 21,
accordance with the Second
24, 1935 (49 Stat. 782),
Deficiency
1150), as
(52 Stat.
Stat. 1150),
1938 (52
fiscal year 1938
Act, fiscil
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
amended,
and as
authorized by law;
redemption
law; and for redemption
as otherwise
otherwise authorized
amended, and
of
purchased under the aforesaid
aforesaid Tobacco
Tobacco and Potato
stamps purchased
of tax
tax stamps
Acts,
hereby continued
continued available during the fiscal year 1941,
1941,
there is
is hereby
Acts, there
the
unexpended balance
available to the Treasury
of the
the funds
funds made available
balance of
the unexpended
Department for
purposes for the fiscal year
year 1940 by the Treasfor these
these purposes
Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940.
ury Department
.Additional
income tax on railroads
railroads in Alaska: For the payment
payment
Additional income
to the Treasurer
Treasurer of Alaqka
amount equal to the tax of 11per
per
Alaska of an amount
centum collected
collected on the gross annual income
income of all railroad corporacorporations
business in Alaska,
.Alaska, on business done in Alaska, which
which
tions doing
doing business
income tax collected
collected from such
such
normal income
tax is
is in addition
addition to the normal
corporations on net income, and the amount of such additional tax
corporations
to be applicable
applicable to general Territorial
$11,900.
Territorial purposes, $11,900.
REVIEW
invrriin STATES
STATES PROCESSING
BOARD OF
OF REVIEW
PROCESStNG TAX
TAX BOARD
UNITED

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For salaries and expenses
expenses of the Board of
Review
established by
section 906 of
Revenue Act
for
Review established
by section
of the Revenue
Act of 1936 for
review of the disallowance
disallowance by the Commissioner
Revenue
Commissioner of Internal Revenue
refund of processing taxes
taxes filed under
under title VII, Revof claims for refund
amended, including
including personal
personal services and
enue Act of 1936, as amended,
and rent
in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, stationery
stationery and office
office
supplies, equipment,
equipment, furniture,
and
furniture, mechanical
mechanical devices, law books and
books of reference,
reference, press releases, trade
trade journals, periodicals
periodicals and
and
newspapers,
telegraph and
newspapers, contract
contract reporting
reporting services,
services, telegraph
and telephone
telephone
services, postage, freight, express,
express, printing and binding, notarial
notarial fees,
travel
expenses as may
may be
travel expenses, and such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
authorized or approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury for the work
authorized
of this Board, $145,000.
$145,000.
FEDERAL ALCOHOL
TEDBOLAT

ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For the purpose
purpose of administering
administering the proAdministration Act", approved
approved
visions of the "Federal
"Federal Alcohol Administration
August 29, 1935 (27
(27 U.
IL S.
personal
S. C.
C. 201), as
as amended, including personal
materials; equipment;
equipment; communicaand other services;
services; supplies and materials;
communication service;
service; stationery;
stationery; travel
travel and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses as authormaintenance, repair,
operation of
automobiles;
ized by
by law;
law; maintenance,
repair, and operation
of automobiles;
law books, books of reference,
periodicals, and newsreference, magazines,
magazines, periodicals,
contract stenographic
papers; contract
stenographic reporting
reporting service;
service; the securing
securing of evidence of violations of the Act; and miscellaneous and contingent
contingent
expenses, $415,000.
$415,000.
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BUREAU
NARCOTICS
BUREAU OF NARCOTICS
Salaries and exex.
Salaries
expenses to enforce
enforce the Act of Decem- penses.
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For expenses
penses.
38
38 Stat. 785.
ber
Revenue Act
ber 17, 1914 (26 U. S.
S. C.
C. 1383-1391),
1383-1391), as amended
amended by the
the Revenue
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
26
Supp. V,
of 1918 (26
U. S.
Narcotic Drugs
and 5§§ 3220-3228.
(26 U.
S. C. 1040-1064),
1040-1064), the Narcotic
Drugs Import and
3220-322S.
Stat. 1057.
Export Act, as amended
amended (21 U. S. C. 171-184),
Marihuana 40
171-184), and the Marihuana
26 U. S. C., Supp. V,
2550-2571, 2606.
1399-1399q) ;pursuant
of §§ 2550-2571,
Tax Act of 1937 (26 U. S. C.
C. 1399-1399q);
pursuant to the Act of
35 Stat. 614.
March 3, 1927 (5
(5 U. S. C. 281c),
281c), and the Act
Act of
June 14,
14, 1930
(5
of June
1930 (5
31 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
U.
employment of
officers, §§50529a-g.
U. S. C. 282-282c),
282-282c), including
including the employment
of executive
executive officers,
Stat. 551.
U. S. C., Supp. V,
attorneys, agents, inspectors,
chemists, supervisors, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
inspectors, chemists,
messengers, §§§¢262590-2604.
2590-2604.
and other necessary employees
employees in the field
of
field and
and in the Bureau
Bureau of
44 Stat. 1382.
46 Stat. 585.
46
Narcotics
Columbia, to be
authorized
Narcotics in the District
District of Columbia,
be appointed
appointed as authorized
by law,•
securing of information and evidence
evidence of
violations of
law- the securing
of violations
of the
the
Acts; the costs of chemical analyses made
others than
made by others
than employees
employees
Transportation of
of
Transportation
of the United States; the transportation
other personal
transportation of household
household and other
effects.
effects.
personal effects incident to the change
personal
change of headquarters
headquarters of
of all employemployees
thousand pounds
m
ees engaged
engaged in
in field activities,
activities, not
not to exceed
exceed five
five thousand
pounds in
any
incident to
to packing,
packing,
any one case,
case, together
together with the
the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses incident
crating, boxing, and draying same; the purchase
purchase of
of such supplies,
equipment,
mechanical devices,
and such
such other
expenditures
equipment, mechanical
devices, books,
books, and
other expenditures
Seizures, etc.
etc.
necessary in
incurred by
as may be necessary
in the
the several
several field
field offices;
offices; cost incurred
by Seizures,
officers and employees
Narcotics in
employees of the Bureau
Bureau of
of Narcotics
in the
the seizure,
storage,
disposition of property
storage, and
and disposition
property under
under the
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue laws
when the same is disposed of under
Revised Statutes
under section
section 3460,
3460, Revised
(26
U. S.
C. 1624)
1624)5i purchase
(not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000),
$10,000), exchange,
hire,
Vehicles.
(26 U.
S. C.
Vehicles.
purchase (not
exchange, hire,
maintenance,
motor-propelled or
or horsehorsemaintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of motor-propelled
vehicles when
necessary for official
official use in
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
when necessary
in
Rent.
field work; purchase
purchase of arms and ammunition,
ammunition, and for rental of
necessary quarters in
elsewhere; in
necessary
in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere;
in all,
Personal
Personal services.
services.
$1,304,600, of
which amount
amount not
expended
$1,304,600,
of which
not to
to exceed
exceed $195,000
$195,000 may
may be
be expended
Provisos.
personal services
services in the
District of
Columbia: Provided,
That the
for personal
the District
of Columbia:
Provided,That
the Provisos.
Use of
of conscated
oonfiscated
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
authorize the
the use
vehicles.
Secretary of
may authorize
use by
by narcotic
narcotic agents
agents vehicles.
confiscated under
under the provisions
provisions of the
of motor vehicles confiscated
the Act
Act of
874.
157), and to pay the cost
acquisition,
49 Stat. 874.
August 27, 1935
1935 (27 U. S.
S. C.
C. 157),
cost of acquisition,
27 U. S.
S. C., Supp
Supp. V,
V,
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
thereof: Provided
further, That
That §
operation thereof:
Provided further,
157.
1157.
Law
observance.
Law
observance.
$10,000 may be
expended for the
disnot exceeding
exceeding $10,000
be expended
the collection and
and dissemination
of information
and appeal
law observance
observance and
and law
law
semination of
information and
appeal for
for law
enforcement,
printing, purchase
newspapers, and
and
enforcement, including
including cost
cost of
of printing,
purchase of
of newspapers,
other
in connection
connection therewith
and not
exceeding
other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
therewith and
not exceeding
$1,500
$1,500 for attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
the work of the
Apprehension
of narnarApprehension of
Bureau of Narcotics:
Provided further,
further, That not
exceeding $10,000 cotic
Narcotics: Provided
not exceeding
cotic law
law violators.
violators.
toward the
the
may be expended for services or information looking toward
apprehension
fugitives from
from justice:
justice:
apprehension of
of narcotic
narcotic law violators
violators who are
are fugitives
Reimbursement.
Provided further,
from this
appropriation for
Provided
further, That moneys
moneys expended
expended from
this appropriation
for Reimbursement.
marihuana, and subsequently
subsequently
the purchase of narcotics including
including marihuana,
recovered shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the
enforcement
recovered
the appropriation
appropriation for enforcement
of the Narcotic Acts current
time of the deposit.
current at
at the time
COAST GUARD
GUARD

Office of Commandant:
Commandant: For personal services in the District of
$619,260 (composed
(composed of
"B" item,
Columbia, $619,260
of "A" item, $557,940,
$557,940, and "B"
$61,320):
Provided, That no part of any appropriation
$61,320) :Provided,
appropriation contained
contained in
this Act shall be used to pay any enlisted
enlisted man of the Coast Guard
Guard
while detailed for duty at Coast Guard headquarters
headquarters if
if such
such detail
detail
while
increases the total number of enlisted
enlisted men detailed
detailed on such duty at
increases
any time above fourteen.

Personal services.
Personal
services.
1045.
Post, pp. 600,
600, 1045.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Details at
Details

head-

quarters, restriction.
restriction.
quarters,

64
64
Pay
and allowances.
allowances.
ay and
Post, pp. 66, 600,
1045.

1045.

Retired members of
members
of
RetiredLife
former
Saving
Service.
Service.
46 Stat. 164.

4 Stat.64.

Cash prizes.
prizes.
Cash
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Pay and allowances:
allowances: For pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
by law
law for
for
commissioned
commissioned officers,
petty officers,
officers, and
and other
officers, cadets, warrant
warrant officers, petty
enlisted
men
active
and
retired,
temporary
cooks,
surfmen,
substitute
enlisted
surfmen,men,
and active
three civilian
and retired,
instructors,
temporary
retired
cooks,
pay
surfmen,
for certam
substitu
memte
surfmen, and three civilian instructors, retired pay for certain mem-

bers of the former
former Life Saving Service authorized
authorized by
approved
by the Act approved
April 14, 1930 (14
(11 U. S. C. 178a),
178a), and not exceeding
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 (com(composed of "A"
"A" item, $8,000,
$8,000, and "B"
"B" item, $2,000)
$2,000) for cash prizes for
for
men for excellence
excellence in boatmanship, gunnery, target practice,
practice, and

engineering competitions;
engineering
competitions; for carrying
carrying out the
provisions of
the Act
Act
the provisions
of the
of June 4, 1920 (31
(34 U.
U. S. C. 943)
943);;not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for cost of
special instruction,
instruction, including
including maintenance
maintenance of students;
students; rations or
or
commutation thereof for
for cadets,
cadets, petty
officers,
and
other
enlisted
men,
commutation
petty
officers,
and
other
enlisted
men,
Traveling expenses.
Traveling epnses. mileage and expenses allowed by law for officers; and traveling
traveling
expenses of other persons traveling
the
traveling on duty under orders from the
Treasury
Treasury Department, including
including transportation
transportation of cadets, enlisted
enlisted
men, and applicants for enlistment, with subsistence
subsistence and transfers
transfers en
en
route, or cash in lieu thereof, and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses for the examinaauthorized by the Act entitled
tions authorized
entitled "An Act
Act to provide for retirement
retirement
43
Stat. 1261.
1261.
43 stat.
Service", approved
for disability
disability in the Lighthouse Service",
4, 1925
1925
approved March
March 4,
Recruiting.
Recruting.
(33 U. S. C. 765)
765);;expenses
expenses of recruiting
recruiting for the Coast Guard, rent
(33
rent
of rendezvous, and expenses of maintaining
maintaining the same; advertising
advertising for
for
and obtaining men and apprentice
apprentice seamen and applicants for appointment as cadets; transportation
and packing
packing allowances
for baggage
transportation and
allowances for
baggage
or household
household effects of commissioned
warrant officers,
officers, and
and
commissioned officers, warrant
Post,
pp. 600,
603, 1015
1015.
Pot, pp.
enlisted men; and including not to exceed $32,000
$32,000 (composed
(composed of
of "A"
"A"
item, $23,000,
$23,000, and "B" item, $9,000)
$9,000) for the recreation,
recreation, education,
education,
amusement, comfort, contentment,
contentment, and health of the enlisted
enlisted men
of
men of
the Coast Guard,
Guard, to be expended
expended in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury, $22,204,335
$22,204,335 (composed
(composed of
of "A"
"A" item,
$19,510,000, and
and
of the
the Treasury,
item, $19,510,000,
Provisos.
$2,694,335) :Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
this appropriation
Increasd pay for
or "B"
"B" item,
item, $2,694,335):
Increased
no part
of this
appropriation
aerial flights.
flights.
aerial
shall be used for increased
a rate in excess
increased pay at a
excess of $1,440
$1,440 per annum
annum
nonflying commissioned
commissioned officer
officer or
or commissioned
commissioned officer
officer observer
observer
to any nonflying
for making aerial flights; which
the legal
legal maximum
rate
which rate
rate shall
shall be
be the
maximum rate
Commutation of raof
pay as
as to
to any
such officer:
officer: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
tions,
payments.
tions, payments.
of such
such increased
increased pay
any such
money accruing from commutation
commutation of rations of enlisted men
men comcommuted for the benefit
benefit of any mess may
may be
be paid
on proper
voucher to
to
paid on
proper voucher
the officer in charge
mess;
charge of such mess;
General expenses.
eneal
General expenses,
expenses, Coast Guard:
Guard: For
fuel, lubricating
lubricating oil,
oil, illumiillumiFor fuel,
Post,
pp.epene
600, 1046.
nants,
kerosene, and water; the furnishing
nants: kerosene,
furnishing of heat, light, and
and power
power
(service)
(service) for vessels, shore stations, depots and offices; outfits, including necessary supplies
supplies and equipment, medals, newspapers,
newspapers, technical
technical
books and periodicals,
periodicals and library books for
for shore stations
stations and vessels;
vessels;
mechanical accounting
accounting machinery
rental of mechanical
machinery and other equipment;
equipment;
repairs
repairs to portable
portable equipment
equipment at shore
shore units; ship chandlery,
chandlery, engineers'
engineers'
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
stores, draft animals
animals and their maintenance;
maintenance; purchase
purchase (not to
to exceed
exceed
$5 000), exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance operation,
$5,000),
operation : and repair
repair of motor-promotor-propassenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for official use at headquarters
pelled passenger-carrying
headquarters and
and
Shore
Shore stations.
stations.
in the field; the rebuilding, repairing,
in
mainten ance ,and
an d incidental
i
nc id enta l
repairing, maintenance,
including lighthouses, lights, beacons,
expenses of shore stations, including
beacons, and
and
navigation, radio stations, depots and offices;
other fixed aids to navigation,
offices; tempoDeath allowances.
Death
allowances.
41 Stat. 824.

41Stat.84.

rary leases and rentals; improvement of property for Coast
purposes, including rental or use of additional land where necessary
and
the purchase of land for beacons,
and
beacons, day marks, and fog signals;
signals; not
not
to the purchase of land

Guard
purposes,including
rary leases andrentals;
rental
improvement
or use of additional
of propeland
rty f
or
where
Coast
necessary
Guard

Beacons,
etc.
Beacons, etc.

Lake St.
Clair,
Lake
St. Clair,
Micah.staio
rto
Mich.,
station.
Vessels,
etc., repairs.
Vesses,et.,rep.

of
to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000 for
the acquisition
of a
s
it e and
an d commencement
commencement of
for the
acquisition of
ayelorl,-c,
site
of

construction of the station
authorized by the Act approved June 29,
station authorized
1936
(49 Stat.
Stat. 2031)
1936 (49
2031) ;;repairs
repairs to
to Coast
Coast Guard
Guard vessels, boats, and aircraft,

including cost
cost of
operations when
to the
the repair
repair thereof;
thereof;
of salvage
salvage operations
when incident
incident to
repair,
vessel s forfeited
forf
eit ed t
the United
Un i
ted
repair, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
operation of
of vessels
too the
States and delivered
delivered to the Treasury Department
Department under the terms
terms of
of

orfeited vessels,
vesselsincluding
Forfeited
operation, etc.
etc.sls
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the Act approved
approved March 3, 1925 (27
(27 U. S. C. 41)
coastal communica41);;coastal
communicacommunication
tion lines and facilities and their maintenance,
maintenance, and communication
service;
repair, and
of post
service; establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and improvement
improvement of
post
submarine signals, fog signals,
lights, buoys, submarine
signals, beacons,
beacons, day marks, and
other aids to navigation;
construction of necessary
necessary outbuildings,
navigation; construction
including oil houses at light stations, at a
exceeding $2,500
$2,500 at
at
a cost not exceeding
any one light
ight station in any
any fiscal
fiscal year;
year; wages
wages of
of persons
persons attending
attending post
post
lights; temporary
while engaged on works of
of
temporary employees and field force while
general repair and maintenance,
maintenance, and laborers
mechanics at lightgeneral
laborers and mechanics
rations and provisions, or commutation
commutation thereof, for
house depots; rations
working parties in the field, officers and crews
crews of light vessels and
tenders, and officials and other authorized
authorized persons of the Coast Guard
on duty on board
board of such tenders or vessels, but money
money accruing
accruing from
commutation
above-named persons on
rations and provisions
provisions for
for the
the above-named-persons
commutation of rations
board tenders and light vessels
field may be
board
vessels or in
in working
working parties in the field
paid
having charge
person having
charge of
of the mess
mess of such
such
paid on
on proper
proper voucher
voucher to the
the person
vessel or party; not exceeding
exceeding $3,500 for packing,
packing, crating,
crating, and transporting personal
personal household
effects of employees,
exceed six
employees, not to exceed
six
porting
household effects
thousand pounds
in any
one case,
when transferred
transferred from
from one
one official
official
case, when
thousand
pounds in
any one
permanent duty; purchase
purchase of rubber boots,
station to another for permanent
oilskins,
rubber gloves,
and coats,
coats, caps,
and aprons
for
caps, and
aprons for
oilskins, rubber
gloves, goggles,
goggles, and
steward's department
department on
rent of quarters
on vessels; fuel,
fuel, light, and rent
steward's
where necessary
necessary for keepers
keepers of
lighthouses; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of lighthouses;
where
teachers while
while actually
actually employed
employed by
by States
private persons
persons to
to
States or
or private
teachers
instruct the
the children
of keepers
of lighthouses;
$1,500
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
keepers of
lighthouses; not
instruct
children of
for
traveling expenses
appointees from ports
embarkation
of embarkation
for traveling
expenses of new
new appointees
ports of
in the
United States
States to
at isolated
isolated light stations in
to first
first post
post of duty
duty at
the United
in
continental limits
to
and not to
districts outside the
the continental
limits of
of the
the United
United States, and
$2,500 for the transportation
children of lighthouse
lighthouse
of the
the children
transportation of
exceed $2,500
keepers at
light stations
stations where
necessary to
enable such
such chilto enable
chilwhere necessary
isolated light
keepers
at isolated
May 13, 1938
(52
1938 (52
as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act of May
dren to attend
attend school, as
Stat.
353) ;necessary
necessary traveling
keepers at
at
of lighthouse
lighthouse keepers
traveling expenses
expenses of
Stat. 353);
isolated stations incurred
incurred in obtaining medical
medical attention as authorized
authorized
by the
the Act
Act of
25, 1929
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1261)
of proviprovipurchase of
1929 (45
1261);;purchase
of February
February 25,
by
sions for
for sale
sale to
to Coast
Guard personnel
personnel at
isolated stations,
and the
the
at isolated
stations, and
sions
Coast Guard
appropriation
expenses, including
including subsistence
contingent expenses,
reimbursed; contingent
appropriation reimbursed;
and
shipwrecked and
destitute persons
persons succored
succored by
the
by the
and destitute
for shipwrecked
and clothing
clothing for
Coast Guard, and including reimbursement,
reimbursement, under
prescribed
under rules
rules prescribed
Coast
by
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, of
Guard personnel
personnel who
of Coast
Coast Guard
by the
Secretary of
such
clothing to such
furnish from
from their personal stock subsistence
subsistence and clothing
persons;
in the custody
custody of the Coast
persons; subsistence
subsistence of prisoners while in
Guard;
apparatus, and
and services
services necessary
carrying
necessary to the carrying
Guard; instruments,
instruments, apparatus,
on
exceed $4,000
$4,000 for experimental
experimental
scientific investigation,
investigation, and
and not to exceed
on of scientific
and
exceed $30,000)
$30,000)
equipment (not
(not to exceed
motion-picture equipment
and research
research work; motion-picture
purposes; care,
care, transportation,
of
transportation, and burial of
and material
material for official purposes;
deceased
men, including those who die in GovernGovernofficers and enlisted men
deceased officers
ment hospitals; apprehension
deserters; wharfage,
apprehension of deserters;
wharfage, towage, freight,
advertising, surveys, entrance
matches for the rifle
entrance fees in matches
storage, advertising,
team
equipment therefor;
exceed $2,500 for
for conteam and
and special equipment
therefor; not to exceed
tingencies
Superintendent, United
United States
Guard Acadtingencies for
for the Superintendent,
States Coast
Coast Guard
Acadexpended in his discretion;
discretion; payment
payment of rewards
rewards for
for the
emy, to
to be
be expended
apprehension and conviction,
apprehension
conviction, or for information
information helpful to the apprehension and conviction,
interfering, in violation of
hension
conviction, of persons
persons found interfering,
section 6
(33 U. S. C. 761),
6 of the Act of May 14, 1908 (33
761) with aids to
navigation maintained
Guard; and all other necessary
necessary
navigation
maintained by the Coast Guard;
expenses which are not included
included under any other heading,
heading, $11,260,000
$11,260,000
(composed
"A" item, $10,225,000,
"B" item, $1,035,000);
$1035,000) 5
(composed of "A"
$10,225,000, and "B"
Civilian employees,
employees, Coast Guard:
Guard: For compensation
civilian
compensation of civilian
employees in the field, including
including per diem labor, but excluding peremployees
193470' --41--PT.1I-5
----5
193470°-41-PT.

43 Stat. 1116.
43
19 U. S.. C.
C. §
§§ 52219
522524; Supp.
Supp. V, §§
§§ 522522524;
524.
Communication
Communication
lines, etc.
etc.
lines,
Aids to navigation.
navigation.
Aids

Light vessels
tenders.

and
and

expenses.
Traveling expenses.

S. C., Supp. V,
33 U. 8.
§
748a.
i748a.

U. S. C.
747b.
33 U.S.
C. §
§747b.
Provisions for
for sale,
Provisions
isolated stations.
stations.
isolated
Contingent
Contingent exexpenses.
penses.

Subsistence
Subsistence of prisprisoners.

Burial expenses.
expenses.
Burial

Rifle matches.
matches.
Rifle
Coast Guard AcadCoast
emy,
contingencies.
emy, contingencies.
Payment
rewards.
Payment of rewards.

162.
35 Stat. 162.

Civilian field emCivilian
ployees.
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Additional airairAdditional
pplanes.
lan es

.

Special
projects, etc.
etc.
Specialprojects,
Aids
to navigation,
navigation,
Aids to
etc.

Retired members of
RetiredL
membersof
former Lighthouse
Service,
etc.
Service,etc.

Aviation shore stations, restrictions.

Avtion shioresta-

Exceptions.
Exceptions.
52 Stat. 1151.

52Stat.a51.

Post, p. 91.

Post, p..

Replacement of cimilitary

viian
vilians by
personnel.
personnel.

53 Stat. 1216.
14 U. S. Cupp.
C., Supp. V.
10f.
u.

53Sta.

,

t.

Ante,
P. 64 .
.4np.
P64.

Proviso.
Aviaton
Aviation
ture.
ture.

expendiexpendi-

Designations
Designations
fined.

de-

Accounting.
Accounting.
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sonnel provided
for in
the appropriation
"General expenses,
expenses, Coast
Coast
sonnel
provided for
in the
appropriation "General
Guard",
item) ;
$4,896,440 ("A"
("A" item);
Guard", $4,896,440
Additional airplanes:
For additional
airplanes and
equipAdditional
airplanes: For
additional airplanes
and their
their equipment, including
including radio
equipment, spare
spare parts,
parts, and
and accessories,
accessories, to
to be
be
ment,
radio equipment,
constructed or purchased
purchased in
Secretary of
of the
the
constructed
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
$500,000 ("B"
item), to remain
available until
until June
June 30,
30,
Treasury, $500,000
("B" item),
remain available
1942;
1942;
vessels,2 and aids to navigation:
navigation: For constructing
Special projects, vessels
constructing
or purchasing
purchasing and equipping
tenders and light vessels
vessels for
for
equipping lighthouse tenders
the Coast Guard, not to exceed
exceed $600,000;
$600,000; and for establishing
establishing and
improving aids to navigation and
works,.,not to exceed
improving
and other
other works
exceed $500,000,
$500,000,
of which $8,000 shall be available
available for
establishing buoys
and lights
lights
for establishing
buoys and
on the American side of the international
waters of Lake
Lake of the
international waters
all.
,$1,100
2
000 ("A"
("A" item),
item), which
Woods and
and Rainy Lake;
Lake; in
in all,
$1,100,000
which sum
sum
shall be available
available for all expenditures
expenditures directly relating
relating to the
respecthe respecprojects;
tive projects;
Retired
pay, former
Lighthouse Service,.
Coast Guard:
Guard: For
Retired pay,
former Lighthouse
Service, Coast
For retired
retired
officers and employees
pay of certain
certain officers
employees entitled
entitled thereto by virtue of
of
former employment
employment in the Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service engaged in the field
field
service or on vessels
vessels of the
the Coast Guard,
Guard, except persons
persons continuously
continuously
employed in district offices
("A" item);
item) ;
offices and shops, $885,000
$885,000 ("A"
No
the appropriations
contained in this Act under
under the
appropriaionons contained
of the
No part
part of
Coast Guard, nor of any appropriation
appropriation heretofore
heretofore made,
made, shall be
be
used for the construction
construction for the Coast Guard
Guard of any new permanent
permanent
aviation shore station or for the permanent
permanent enlargement
enlargement of the
the capacity of any existing aviation shore
shore station, but this limitation
limitation shall
shall
expenditures for completion
of construction
construction for
which
not apply to
to expenditures
completion of
for which
funds were made
made available
Second Deficiency
Appropriation
available by
by the
the Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1938, or by the First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
fiscal
1940;
fiscal year 1940;
Wherever during
during the
the fiscal
year 1941,
civilian employees
employees of
of the
the
1941, civilian
fiscal year
Wherever
Coast Guard are replaced
replaced by military
military personnel, as provided
provided in the
5, 1939
Numbered 291,
291, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth ConConAugust 5,
1939 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Act of August
gress), funds for
gress),
for the pay and allowances
allowances of such military
military personnel
personnel
may be transferred,
transferred, with the approval
approval of the Director
Director of the Bureau
Bureau
of the Budget, from the appropriation
which proappropriation or appropriations
appropriations which
provide
personnel to the appropriation
vide for the pay of such civilian
civilian personnel
appropriation "Pay
"Pay
Allowances Coast Guard";
and Allowances,
Guard";
Guard,; exclusive of Office of Commandant,
Total, Coast Guard
Commandant, $40,845,775
$40,845,775
(composed of "A"
"A" item,
$36,616,440, and
and "B"
"B" item,
item, $4,229,335):
(composed
item, $36,616,440,
$4,229,335):
Provided, That
more than
total of
$2,422,498 (composed
(composed of
Provided,
That not
not more
than aa total
of $2,422,498
of
"A" item, $2,328,098,
$2,328,098, and "B" item, $94,400)
appropria"A"
$94,400) out of the appropriations contained
contained in this Act
caption "Coast
Guard" except
except
Act under
under the
the caption
"Coast Guard"
appropriations "Salaries,
the appropriations
"Salaries, Office
Office of
of Commandant"
Commandant" and
and "Addi"Addiairplanes" may be expended
tional airplanes"
expended for aviation.
When used herein
under the heading "Coast G
Guard",
ua
rd", the
th e words
word
s
When used
herein item)
in parentheses
("A" item) and ("B"
("B" item)
parentheses ("A"
item) shall mean,
mean, respectively,
respectively,
"amounts for or relating to regular activities"
"amounts
activities" and "amounts
"amounts for or
or
relating
Executive Order Numbered
relating to activities pursuant
pursuant to Executive
Numbered
8254, dated
dated September
September 18, 1939"; but such
8254,.
such designations
designations when
combined for an appropriation
appropriation or an amount limitation
limitation shall not be
require separate
separate administrative
administrative or fund
accounting for each
deemed to require
fund accounting
each
designation.
BUBEAU OF ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING AND
BUREAU
AND PRINTING
PRIN'
ITNG

Work authorized.
authorized.
Work

For the
the work
engraving and
and printing, exclusive
For
work of
of engraving
exclusive of repay
repay work,
during the fiscal year 1941,
1941, United States
States currency
currency and internalinternalrevenue stamps, including
including opium orders
orders an
d special-tax
special-tax stamps
stamps
and
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required under the Act of December
December 17, 1914 (26 U. S. C. 1040,
1040, 1383),
1383),
checks, drafts, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous work, as follows:
follows:
Salaries
Assistant Directors,
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For the Director, two Assistant
Directors,
and other personal
personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including
wages of rotary press plate printers at per diem rates and
and all other
other
plate printers at piece rates to be fixed
fixed by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury, not to exceed
exceed the rates usually paid
for
paid for such
such work; for
engravers' and printers'
printers' materials
materials and
engravers'
and other materials,
materials, including
including
nondistinctive paper, except
distinctive and nondistinctive
except distinctive
distinctive paper for
United States currency and Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
bank currency;
currency; equipequipment of, repairs to, and maintenance
maintenance of buildings and grounds and
and
for minor alterations
alterations to buildings;
buildings; directories,
directories, technical
technical books
books and
and
periodicals, examples of engraving
periodicals,
engraving and printing, including
including foreign
foreign
securities and stamps, and books of reference,
securities
reference, not exceeding
exceeding $500;
$500;
expenses not to exceed
traveling expenses
$2,000; miscellaneous
expenses,
exceed $2,000;
miscellaneous expenses,
including not to exceed $1,500 for articles
articles approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
protection of
of the
the
Treasury as
as being
being necessary
necessary for the protection
person of employees;
employees; for transfer
Bureau of Standards
Standards for
for
transfer to the Bureau
scientific
scientific investigations
investigations in connection with the work
work of the Bureau
Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, not to exceed
exceed $15,000; and for the mainmaintenance
tenance and driving of two motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
expended under
vehicles; $8,450,000,
$8,450,000, to be expended
under the direction
direction of the
Secretary of the Treasury.
During the fiscal year 1941 all proceeds
proceeds derived
derived from
from work
work performed by the Bureau
Bureau of
and Printing,
by direction
direction of
of Engraving
Engraving and
Printing, by
of
the Secretary
covered and
and embraced
embraced in
the
Secretary of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, not covered
in the
appropriation
Bureau for
fiscal year
instead of
appropriation for
for such Bureau
for such
such fiscal
year,, instead
of being
being
Treasury as miscellaneous
covered into the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, as provided
by
provided by
the Act of August 4, 1886 (31 U S. C. 176),
176), shall be credited
credited when
when
received
Bureau for
for the
year
received to the appropriation
appropriation for such Bureau
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941.

38 Stat. 785.
38
785.
26
V,
26 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
§§ 2550, 3220.
5§
3220.
Salaries and
exand expenses.
penses.

Materials, etc.
etc.
Materials,

Reference books,
books, etc.

Scientific InvestigaScientific
tions.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

of proceeds
proceeds
Credit of
from work.

24 Stat. 2:27.
227.

SECRET SERVICE
SERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION

Salaries:
Salaries: For the Chief of the Division and other personal
personal services
in
Columbia, $65,000.
in the District of Columbia,
Suppressing counterfeiting
other crimes:
crimes: For salaries
salaries and
Suppressing
counterfeiting and other
expenses under the authority
authority or with the approval of the Secreother expenses
tary of the Treasury,in detecting, arresting,
arresting, and
and delivering
delivering into the
custody of the United
United States marshal or other officer
officer having jurisdiction, dealers
dealers and pretended
pretended dealers
dealers in counterfeit
persons
counterfeit money,
money, persons
engaged
engaged in counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, forging, and altering United
United States notes,
bonds,
bonds, national-bank
national-bank notes, Federal
Reserve
Federal Reserve
Reserve notes, Federal
Federal Reserve
bank notes, and other obligations and securities
securities of the United
United States
foreign governments (including
(including endorsements
and of foreign
endorsements thereon and
and
assignments thereof),
thereof), as well as the coins of the United States and
of foreign
foreign governments, and persons
persons committing
committing other crimes
against
crimes against
the laws of the United
United States relating to the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
and the several branches of the public service under
under its control; purchase (not to exceed $15,000),
$15,000), exchange, hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation of motor-propelled
when
and operation
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles when
necessary; purchase
necessary;
ammunition; traveling expenses;
expenses;
purchase of arms and ammunition;
and for no other purpose whatsoever, except in the performance
performance of
of
other duties specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by law, and in the protection
of
protection of
the person of the President
President and the members
members of his immediate family
and of the person chosen to be President
President of the United States,
$855,500: Provided,
herein appropriated
Provided, That no part of
of the
the amount
amount herein
appropriated
expenses of any person
shall be used in defraying
defraying the expenses
person subpenaed
suiopenaed by
the United States courts to attend any trial before
before a
aUnited
United States
States

Salaries.
Salaries.

Suppressing
Suppressing
terfeiting, etc.
terfeitlng,
Post,
p. 654.
654.
Poet, p.

coun-

Vehicles.
Vehicles

Protection of
of the
Protection
President, eto.
etc.
President,

Provios.
Provisos.

Witness fe.
fees.
Witness
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court
or preliminary
preliminary examination
before any
any United
United States
States commiscommisexamination before
court or
sioner,
which
expenses
shall
be
paid
from
the
appropriation
for "Fees
appropriation
the
from
paid
be
shall
expenses
which
sioner,
of
witnesses and
and jurors,
States courts":
courts": Provided
Provided further,
further,
United States
jurors, United
of witnesses
That
of the
not to exceed
$15,000 may
may
exceed $15,000
appropriated not
herein appropriated
amount herein
the amount
That of
be
expended in
in the
the discretion
Secretary of
of the Treasury
for
Treasury for
the Secretary
of the
discretion of
be expended
the purpose
of securing
concerning violations of the laws
information concerning
securing information
purpose of
the
relating
Treasury Department,
Department, and for services
information
services or information
the Treasury
to the
relating to
criminals.
looking
apprehension of criminals.
the apprehension
toward the
looking toward
White House
police: Captain,
lieutenant, three
sergeants, and for
for
three sergeants,
Captain, lieutenant,
House police:
White
fifty-five
rates of
of pay
provided by law;
law; in all, $146,900.
$146,900.
pay provided
at rates
privates, at
fifty-five privates,
For uniforming
uniforming and equipping
equipping the
White House Police, including
including
the White
For
the purchase,
of revolvers,
revolvers, and
and the purchase and
repair of
and repair
issue, and
purchase, issue,
the
issue
of ammunition
ammunition and
procured in
supplies, to be procured
miscellaneous supplies,
and miscellaneous
issue of
such
manner as
the President
his discretion
discretion may determine,
determine, $4,500.
$1,500.
in his
President in
as the
such manner

Post,
Post, pp. 204, 209.

conInformation
Information
cerning law
law violations.
violations.
cerning

White
police.
House police.
White Rouse
Post,
Pose, pp.
PP. 166,
156, 66
654.

equipUniforms and
and equipment.
Post, p. 654.
64.

BUREAU OF
OF THE
IRIE MINT
MINT
MINT
OFFICE
OF DIRECTOR
OF THE MINT
DMRECTOR OF
OFFICE OF
Salaries.
Post, p.1046.

Pt,p. 10.

Transportation
Transpotation
bullion
buuon and coin.
Post, p. 654.

of
of

Contingent
Contingent
penses, etc.
046.
Poet, p. 1S
1046.

exex-

Pot p.64

p

.

Mints
Mints
offices.

and
and

assay
assay

Oiffaries
Salaries and
penses.
04.
penPost, p.. 1048.

ex-

Expenses, Gold Reilver
serve and Silver Purchase Ats,
Acts. 1934.
1934.
48 Stat. 337, 1178.
31 U. S. C. tl 440
440446; 448-4480; 811 PP.
v4;
V, 111i4441, 48e;
444.

serve and
31u.^s.

-

C.'

Upp

V, I
Protective
Protecti devices.
v

Motorbusses.
Motorbnsses.

ssay comAnnual assay
mission.
Specimen and
and rare
rare
specimen
coins, acquisition.

Asnnual

com-

ins, acqnition,

Method of
of manumannfacturing coin, experiment.

Method

man'

n coinuing

Salaries:
Director of the Mint and other personal services
Salaries: For the Director
in the
of Columbia,
Columbia, $108,500.
in
the District
District of
$108,500.
transportation of bullion
Transportation of bullion
Transportation
bullion and coin:
coin: For transportation
bullion
and coin, by registered mail or otherwise,
otherwise, between mints, assay offices,
offices,
and
$215,000, including
including compensation
compensation of temdepositories, $215,000,
bullion depositories,
and bullion
necessary expenses
porary employees
employees and other necessary
expenses incident thereto; and
there
continued available
available during the fiscal year
year 1941 not to
is hereby
hereby continued
there is
appropriation for
exceed $100,000
the unexpended
balance of the appropriation
for
unexpended balance
$100,000 of the
exceed
year 1940.
fiscal year
purpose for the fiscal
this purpose
Contingent
Contingent expenses
expenses and examination of mints: For assay laboralaborabalances, weights,
tory chemicals,
chemicals, fuel,
fuel, materials,
materials, balances,
weights, and other necestory
and
saries, including
including books, periodicals,
periodicals,_ specimens
specimens of coins, ores, and
saries,
examination
incidentals, for rent in the District of Columbia, and for examination
superintending
expense in visiting mints for the purpose of superintending
of mints, expense
examinations and for the
the annual settlements, and for special examinations
collection of statistics relative
relative to the annual
annual production
production and consumpconsumpcollection
tion
tion of the precious metals in the United States, $14,500.
compensation of
of
Salaries
Salaries and expenses, mints and assay
assay offices:
offices: For compensation
of the mints at Philadelphia,
employees a
officers
officers and employees
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, San
San
Colorado, and New Orleans,
Denver, Colorado,
Francisco, California,
California, Denver,
Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Francisco,
the assay offices at New
New York
York, New York, and Seattle,
Seattle Washington,
and
Fort Knox,
Knox, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and
and West
West Point,
Point,
at Fort
depositories at
the bullion
bullion depositories
and the
New York,
York, including
necessary personal
services for
for carrying
carrying out
out the
the
personal services
includng necessary
New
provisions
provisions of the Gold Reserve
Reserve Act
.Act of 1934 and the Silver Purchase
Purchase
Act of
of 1934,
1934, and
any Executive
Executive orders,
orders, proclamations
proclamations and
and regulations
regulations
and any
Act
incidental and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, includfor incidental
and for
thereunder, and
issued thereunder,
ammumachinery, and repairs,
ing traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, new machinery,
repairs, arms, and
an ammuguards, protective devices and
accessories for guards,
nitidevices.
on, uniforms and accessories
nition,
maintenance, training
training of employees
their maintenance,
employees in use of firearms
firearms and promaintenance, repair,
motorbusses
tective devices, maintenance,
repair, and operation of two motorbusses
Depository, cases and enameling
enameling
for use
use at the Fort
Fort Knox
Knox Bullion
Bullion Depository,
manufactured, net wastage
melting and refining and
and in
wastage in melting
for medals
medals manufactured,
departments, loss on sale of sweeps
sweeps arising from the treatment
treatment
coining departments,
$500 for
to exceed
manufacture of coins,
of bullion
bullion and the manufacture
coins, not to
exceed $500
for the
the
commission, not exceeding
expenses
expenses of the annual assay commission,
exceeding $1,000 for the
acquisition,.
at the
the dollar
face amount
amount or
otherwise, of
of specimen
specimen and
and
or otherwise,
dollar face
acquisition, at
United States
foreign gold
in sand pieces
gold co
coins
States and foreign
including United
rare coins,
coins, including
i
as or
n lieu of, money, and ores, for addition to th
thee
or in
of gold used
used as,
to exceed
not to
and
coins,' pieces
of such
collection
Government's
Government's
collectionan
of
such coins
pieces
and ores,
not
exceed
experiment
to
develop
aores,
more
economical
$39,185
for
a more economical
$39,185 for continuing an experiment to develop a
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manufacturing coin including
and efficient
efficient method of manufacturing
including the purchase
purchase of
necessary equipment and materials, the reimbursement
reimbursement to other Government
ernment agencies
agencies for labor and materials
materials furnished,
salaries and
and
furnished, and salaries
traveling expenses, including subsistence, of technical
technical assistants who
may be temporarily employed without regard
regard to civil-service
civil-service laws and
and
regulations, $2,282,540.
$2,282,540.
PROCITREMENT DIVISION
PROCUREMENT
DIVISION

Technical assistants.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 86.
66.

Salaries and expenses: For the Director of Procurement
Salaries
Procurement and other peaxSalaries and
and expenses.
personal services in the District
personal
District of
Columbi a and
an d i
n th
eld service,
service,nses•
of Columbia
in
thee fi
field
and for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, including
including office supplies and matematerials, purchase
purchase and exchange of motortrucks
motortrucks and
maintenance
and maintenance
telegrams, telephone
telephone service, traveling
thereof, telegrams,
traveling expenses,
expenses, office
office equipequipment, fuel, light, electric
electric current, and other expenses
expenses for carrying
carrying
regulations governing
into effect regulations
governing the procurement,
procurement, warehousing,
and
warehousing, and
Procurement Division of the Treasury
distribution by the Procurement
DepartTreasury Department of property, equipment, stores, and supplies in the District of
of
Columbia and in the field (including
(including not to exceed $500 to settle
settle
Dalnage
claims.
Damage claims.
claims for damages
damages caused to private
private property
motor vehicles
vehicles
property by
by motor
used by the Procurement Division),
Proeoy.
the
Provisos.
Division), $688,973: Provided,
Provided, That the
Transfer of funds for
Secretary of the Treasury
authorized and
directed during
during the
the pay
pay of
of details,
details, etc.
etc.
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
and directed
fiscal year 1941 to transfer to this appropriation
appropriation from
from any
any approseveral departments
priations or funds available
available to the several
departments and establishments of the Government
Government for the fiscal year 1941 such amounts
as may be approved by the Director
the Budget,
Budget,
Director of
of the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
not to exceed the sum of (a)
(a) the amount
amount of the annual
annual compensation
compensation
employees who may be transferred
transferred or detailed
detailed to the
the Procurement
of employees
Procurement
Division, respectively, from any such department
department or establishment,
establishment,
where the transfer or detail of such employees is
incident to
to a
atranstransis incident
functions to that
that Division
and (b)
(b) such
such amount
expenses.
fer of aa function or
or functions
Division and
amount Other expenses.
Budget may
determine to
be
as the Director of the Bureau of
of the
the Budget
may determine
to be
necessary for
services incident
incident to
to the
the
necessary
for expenses
expenses other
other than
than personal
personal services
Payments
supcarrying out
out of
of functions
so transferred:
Provided further,
further,
PayMents for supproper carrying
functions so
transferred: Provided
vi
services,
etc.
That payments
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
the general
general supply
supplyc. plies,
plies, ear ces, e
That
payments during
year 1941
1941 to
to the
fund for materials, and supplies (including
fuel), and services, and
and
(including fuel),
overhead expenses for all issues shall be made
made on the books of the
the
Treasury Department
Department by transfer
prepared by
by
Treasury
transfer and counterwarrants
counterwarrants prepared
the Procurement
Procurement Division of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department and countersigned by the Comptroller
Comptroller General,
General, such warrants
warrants to be based
based solely
solely
on itemized
itemized invoices prepared
prepared by the Procurement
Division at issue
Procurement Division
Advances,
of Procurement:
Procurement: Provided
further,
Advances ,credit of.
of.
prices to be fixed by the
the Director
Director of
Provided further,
47
Stat. 417.
4
47 Stat.
That advances received pursuant
pursuant to law (31
686) from
81 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
upp. V,
V,
(31 U. S. C.
81
C. 686)
departments and establishments
departments
establishments of the United States
States Government
Government §888.
government of
of Columbia
during the
the fiscal
fiscal
and the
the government
of the
the District
District of
Columbia during
year 1941 shall be
fund: Provided
Provided
be credited
credited to
to the general
general supply fund:
Personal
further,
$1,000,000 shall
be available
available from
the
Personal services.
services.
further, That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000,000
shall be
from the
general supply
supply fund during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941 for
for personal
personal serv"Fuel" construed.
ices:
That the
the term
"fuel" shall
be held
to include
include
"Fuel"
ices: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
term "fuel"
shall be
held to
Separate certificate
"fuel
oil": Provided
Provided further,
That the
of sections
3711
Separate
"fuel oil":
further, That
the requirements
requirements of
sections 3711
waived.
Revised Statutes
Statutes (40
109) relative
to the
and 3713 of the Revised
(40 U. S.
S. C. 109)
relative to
the
separate certificate
certificate as
as to
to the
weighing of coal
coal and
and wood and the separate
the
measurement, or quantity of coal and wood
weight, measurement,
wood purchased
shall
purchased shall
not apply to purchases by the Procurement
Procurement Division at free-onfree-onboard destination
destination outside of the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided
Reconditioning, cost;
further,
repair of
of surplus
surplus property
Reconditioning,
cost;
further, That the
the reconditioning
reconditioning and
and repair
property and
and accounting.
accounting.
equipment, for disposition or reissue to
equipment,
service, may
may be
be
to Government
Government service,
made at cost by the Procurement
Division, payment
therefor to
to be
be
Procurement Division,
payment therefor
effected
effected by charging
charging the proper appropriation
appropriation and crediting
crediting the
the
appropriation "Salaries
appropriation
"Salaries and expenses,
expenses, Procurement
Procurement Division".
Division".
funds for

t
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billing
bookkeeping and billing
Repairs to
to typewriting
typewriting machines
(except bookkeeping
machines (except
Repairs
machines)
in the
Government service
service in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
machines) in
the Government
in the
may
payment therefor
may be made
made at cost by
by the Procurement
Procurement Division,
Division, payment
therefor
to be
be effected
effected by
by charging
charging the
the proper
appropriation and crediting
the
proper appropriation
crediting the
to
appropriation
"Salaries and
Division".
Procurement Division".
appropriation "Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Procurement
Price of
of standard
standard
appropriated by this or
or any other
other Act
Act shall
shall
No part of any money appropriated
machines.
machines.
be used during the fiscal year 1941 for the purchase of any standard
typewriting
except bookkeeping
billing machines,
machines, at
at
typewriting machines,
machines, except
bookkeeping and
and billing
excess of the following
aa price in
in excess
following for
for models with carriages
carriages which
which
will
paper of
the following
to wit:
wit: Ten
Ten inches
inches
will accommodate
accommodate paper
of the
following widths,
widths, to
(correspondence
models), $70;
$75; fourteen
(correspondence models),
$70; twelve inches,
inches, $75;
fourteen inches,
inches,
$77.50;
$82.50; eighteen
eighteen inches,
inches, $87.50;
$87.50; twenty inches,
$77.50; sixteen
sixteen inches,
inches, $82.50;
twenty-two inches,
inches, $95;
$95; twenty-four
twenty-four inches
inches,2 $97.50; twenty-six
twenty-six
$94; twenty-two
$103.50; twenty-eight
$104; thirty inches,
inches, $103.50;
twenty-eight inches, $104;
inches, $105;
$105; thirtythirtytwo
two inches, $107.50;
$107.50; or,
or, for
for standard
standard typewriting
typewriting machines
machines distincdistinctively
tively quiet in
in operation,
operation, the maximum prices
prices shall
shall be as follows
follows for
for
models
accommodate paper of the
models with
with carriages
carriages which
which will accommodate
the following
following
widths, to wit: Ten inches, $80;
$80; twelve
twelve inches,
inches, $85;
$85; fourteen
fourteen inches,
inches,
$90; eighteen
inches, $95.
$95.
$90;
eighteen inches,
Strategic
and critical
tSegcanderitical
Strategic and critical
materials: For all necessary
Strategic
critical materials:
necessary expenses for the
materials.
Post,
p. 600.
o60.
Potp.
acquisition, transportation,
transportation, maintenance,
of
maintenance, storage,
storage, and
and rotation
rotation of
strategic
and
critical materials
in accordance
accordance with
with sections
1
to
6,
strategic
and
critical
materials
in
sections
to
6,
1
53 Stat. 811.
the Act
Act of
June 7,
7, 1939
Sev50
C., Supp.
v, inclusive,
inclusive, of
of the
of June
1939 (Public,
0 U. S.
S. C.
Spp. V.
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 117,
117, Sev98-08e.
( S-we.
Congress), including personal services and rental and
enty-sixth Congress),
and
maintenance
maintenance of storage space in
in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elseScientists,
etc.
Scientists, etc.
where; payment of part-time
part-time or intermittent employment in the
elsewhere, of such scientists
District of Columbia,
Columbia, or elsewhere,
scientists and te,chnicists
technicists
as may be contracted for by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, in his
discretion, at aarate of pay not exceeding $25 per diem for any person
person
Printing
and bindPrinting and
bind- so
SO employed;
printing and binding; and traveling expenses;
employed; printing
expenses;
ing.
$12,500,000,
$12,500,000, to continue
continue available
available until
until expended, and of which
Proviso.
amount
$3,000,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available:
That
Provided, That
available: Provided,
immediately
$3,000,000
amount
Credits
for
materials
rdisormateria
is s
issued.
ued.
deterioration, materials purchased with
when, in order to prevent deterioration,
appropriation are
departments and
funds from this
this appropriation
are issued to
to other
other departments
and
agencies
reimbursement therefor
therefor or
agencies of the Government, or
or sold, reimbursement
or the
proceeds
such sale
be credited
credited to
appropriation.
proceeds of
of such
sale shall
shall be
to this
this appropriation.
Citation
itation oof title.
title.
This title may be cited as the "Treasury
"Treasury Department Appropriation
Appropriation
1941".
Act 1941".

Repairs to
typeto typeRepais
writing machines.

TITLE II-POST
II—POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
TITLE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Post Office Department Appropriation
Act,
Act, 1041.
194
5Stat. 80.

oartn
nost OAppce
tat.80.

The following
following sums
are appropriated
in conformity
conformity with
the Act
Act
with the
appropriated in
sums are
The
of July 2, 1836 (5
(5 U.
S. C. 380, 39 U.
U. S.
U. S. C. 786), for the Post Office
Department for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1941,
1941, namely:
namely:
DEPARTMENT, WASHINGTON,
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT,
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
OFFICE
POSTMASTER GENERAL
OFFICE OF THE POSTMASTER
GENERAL

Salaries.
Salaries.

personal services
Salaries: For the Postmaster General and other personal
services
in the office of the Postmaster General
General in the District of Columbia,
$228,344.
SALARIES
SALARIES IN
IN BUREAUS AND OFFICES
0}.E ICES

Salaries
Salies in bureaus
and offices.

in

bureaus

For
in the
Columbia in
in bureaus
and
For personal
personal services
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia
bureaus and
offices of the Post Office Department in not to exceed
exceed the following
following
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
amounts,
Postmaster General, $391,420.
Office of the First Assistant Postmaster
Office of the Second Assistant Postmaster General, $587,600.
$587,600.
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Office of the Third Assistant
$798,560.
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $798,560.
$474,240.
Office of the Fourth
Fourth Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, $474,240.
Office
Department, $111,300.
Office of the
the Solicitor for
for the
the Post Office Department,
$111,300.
inspector, $237,000.
Office of the chief inspector,
Office of the purchasing
purchasing agent,
agent, $47,240.
$47,240.
Bureau of Accounts, $114,120.

Post, p.
Post,
p. 1044.
1044.

CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES, POST
miscellaneous expenses; stationery
stationery and
and blank
For contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
blank
books, index and guide cards, folders and binding devices, including
including
purchase of free penalty envelopes;
envelopes; telegraph
telephone service,
telegraph and telephone
service,
furniture and filing cabinets and repairs
repairs thereto; purchase, exchange,
exchange,
maintenance,
electrical supplies, typewriters,
typewriters,
maintenance, and repair of tools, electrical
adding machines, and
of
and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
devices; maintenance
maintenance of
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
motortrucks and of two motor-driven
vehicles, to
to
official purposes
purposes (one for
Postmaster General
General
be used only for official
for the Postmaster
and one for the general use of the Department)
Department);;streetcar fares;
fares;
coverings; postage stamps
stamps for correspondence
correspondence addressed
addressed abroad,
abroad,
floor coverings;
which is not exempt
exempt under article
article 49 of the Cairo convention
convention of the
Universal Postal Union; purchase and
Universal
and exchange
exchange of law books,
books, books
books
of reference, railway guides, city directories,
directories, and books
books necessary
necessary to
not exceecing
conduct the business of the Department;
Department; newspapers,
newspapers, not
exceeding
$200; expenses,
expenses, except membership
membership fees, of attendance
attendance at
at meetings
meetings
or conventions
conventions concerned
concerned with postal affairs, when incurred on the
written authority of the Postmaster General,
General, not exceeding $2,000;
$2,000;
expenses of the purchasing agent and of the
Solicitor and attorneys
the Solicitor
attorneys
connected with his office
office while traveling
on business
business of
connected
traveling on
of the
the DepartDepartment, not exceeding $800; and other expenses
expenses not otherwise provided
for; $84,388.
For printing and binding
binding for the Post Office
Department, including
including
Office Department,
all of its bureaus, offices, institutions, and services
services located
located in WashingWashington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $850,000.
$850,000.
Appropriations
hereinafter made
made for
for the
the field
of the
the Post
Appropriations hereinafter
field service
service of
Post
Office Department, except
not be
be expended
expended
except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, shall
shall not
for
for on
on account
of the
for any of
of the
the purposes
purposes hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided for
account of
the
Post
Department in the District of
of Columbia:
Post Office
Office Department
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,
employees of
of
That the actual and necessary
necessary expenses of officials and
and employees
Service, when traveling
traveling on
on
the Post Office Department
Department and
and Postal
Postal Service,
official business, may continue to
paid from
from the
appropriations for
for
to be
be paid
the appropriations
the
performed, and
and
the service in
in connection
connection with
with which
which the travel
travel is performed,
appropriations
appropriations for the fiscal year 1941
1941 of the
the character
character heretofore
heretofore
purposes shall
therefor: Provided
Provided further,
further,
used for such purposes
shall be
be available
available therefor:
hereinafter made, except
except such as
That appropriations
appropriations hereinafter
as are exclusively
exclusively
for payment of compensation, shall
shall be
immediately available
for
be immediately
available for
expenses in connection with the examination of
expenses
of estimates
estimates for appropriations
priations in the field including per diem allowances
allowances in lieu of actual
actual
expenses
subsistence.
expenses of
of subsistence.

Department continDepartment
contingent expenses.

Vehicles.

Correspondence
Correspondence addressed abroad.
dressedabroad.
49 Stat.
Stat. 2768.

Printing
Printing and bind.
binding.
ing.

Field service appropriations,
use
priations,
use
restricted.
Pro
1)1808.
Provsos.
Travel
Travel expenses.
expenses.

Examination
of esesExamination of
timates for
field extimates
for field
expenses.
penses.

FnLD SERVICE,
FIELD
SERVICE, POST
POST OE
OFFICE
XCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
MASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE POST
POSTMASTER

Travel expenses, Postmaster
Postmaster General and Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters
General: For travel
travel and miscellaneous
General:
miscellaneous expenses in the Postal
Postal Service,
Service,
offices of the Postmaster General
General and Assistant Postmasters
Postmasters General,
General,
$3,000.

Travel,
Treael
penses.

es.

etc., exetc.,
ex-
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Damage claims.

42 Stat. 63.
Adjusted
losses and
and
Adjusted losses
contingencies.

22 Stat. 29.
39
39 U. S. C. §
§ 49;
Supp. V, §
§ 49.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

Personal
damage claims:
Postmaster
To enable
enable the
the Postmaster
claims: To
Personal or
or property
property damage
General
to pay
for damages,
occuring during
during the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
pay claims
claims for
damages, occuring
General to
1941,
or in
or property
property in accordance
accordance
fiscal years, to
to persons
persons or
1941, or
in prior
prior fiscal
with the
the provisions
approved
Appropriation Act, approved
the Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
provisions of the
with
June 16,
16, 1921
1921 (5
as amended
the Act
Act approved
approved
by the
S. C.
C. 392),
392), as
amended by
(5 U.
U. S.
June
June
1207) ,$45,000.
$45,000.
(48 Stat.
Stat. 1207),
22, 1934
1934 (48
June 22,
Adjusted losses
losses and
and contingencies:
To enable
enable the Postmaster
Postmaster
contingencies: To
Adjusted
General to
postmasters, Navy
clerks, and
Navy
and assistant
assistant Navy
Navy mail
mail clerks,
General
to pay
pay to
to postmasters,
been
mail clerks
clerks or credit
credit them with the amount ascertained to have been
lost
or destroyed
during the
the fiscal
1941, or
or prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years,
fiscal year
year 1941,
lost or
destroyed during
through burglary, fire, or other unavoidable
unavoidable casualty resulting from
through
no
authorized by
approved
by the Act
Act approved
their part, as authorized
no fault
fault or
or negligence
negligence on their
March
March 17, 1882,
1882, as
as amended,
amended, $90,000.
0/TaCE OF CHIEF
0kUEJf INSPECTOR
OFFICE

inspectors: For salaries
Salaries of inspectors:
salaries of fifteen inspectors in charge
of
hundred inspectors, $2,349,500.
of divisions
divisions and six hundred
Traveling and
misand misTraveling
miscellaneous expenses:
Traveling and miscellaneous
expenses: For traveling expenses of
cellaneous expenses.
inspectors, inspectors
inspectors in
in charge,
inspector, and
and
the chief
chief post-office
post-office inspector,
charge, the
inspectors,
the assistant
assistant chief
post-office inspector,
and for
expenses
the traveling
traveling expenses
inspector, and
for the
chief post-office
the
stenographic and clerical assistance to postof four clerks performing stenographic
office inspectors
inspectors in
in the
the investigation
investigation of important fraud cases; for
necessary
office, and
and other
other necessary
tests, exhibits, documents,
documents, photographs,
photographs, office,
expenses
incurred by
post-office inspectors
connection with their
by post-office
inspectors in connection
expenses incurred
official
including necessary
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
of
official investigations,
investigations, including
necessary miscellaneous
division headquarters, and not to exceed $500 for technical and
scientific books and other books of reference needed
needed in the operation
operation
Proviso.
of
the
Post
Inspection
Service,
$637,000:
Provided,
That
That not
not
$637,000:
Provided,
Inspection
Service,
Post
Office
of
the
etc
in.
Pros.c
Chemical, etc., in.
vestigations.
vesigtions.
exceeding $28,000 of this sum shall be available for transfer by the
exceeding
Postmaster General to other departments
departments and independent
independent establishPostmaster
ments for chemical
chemical and other investigations.
investigations.
Clerks, division
Clerks,
compensation of
of one
one hundred
hundred
For compensation
headquarters: For
division headquarters:
Clerks, division
ivision
Clerks,
a
headquarters.
and
ninety-four clerks at
post-office inspecand ninety-four
at division
division headquarters
headquarters of post-office
inspectors, $480,000.
Payment
of
Payment of
of rewards:
rewards: For
for the
the detection,
detection,
rewards for
of rewards
payment of
For payment
Payment
of re-'Payment
wards.
conviction of post-office
highway mail
arrest, and conviction
post-office burglars, robbers, highway
robbers, and persons mailing or causing
causing to be mailed any bomb, infernal
chemical, or other device or composition which
machine, or mechanical, chemical,
Provisos.
may ignite
ignite or
or explode,
explode, $55,000:
$55,000: Provided,
Provided, That
be paid
paid
may be
rewards may
That rewards
may
Death of offender.
Death°ooffender.
Postmaster General, when an offender
offender of the
in the discretion of the Postmaster
classes mentioned
the act
act of committing
committing the
the crime
crime or
mentioned was
was killed
killed in
in the
classes
Rate limitation.
in resisting
resisting lawful arrest: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of this sum
Ratelimitation.
shall be used to pay any rewards at rates in excess of those specified in
Department Order
Provided
Post Office Department
Order 9273, dated
dated July
July 25,
25, 1936: Provided
Securing of informatSecuring onnorma
further,
appropriated not to exceed $20,000
further, That of the amount herein appropriated
tion.
may be
be expended
expended in the discretion of the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General, for
for
securing information
concerning violations of the
postal
the purpose of securing
information concerning
the postal
laws
and for
for services
apprelaws and
services and
and information
information looking
looking toward
toward the
the apprehension of criminals.
Inspectors, salaries.
salaries.
Inspectors,

OFFICE OF THE
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
nu. FIRST
LKST ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
Compensation
Compensation
postmasters.
postmasters.

to
to

Assistant postmasAssistant
postmas
ters.

Compensation to postmasters: For compensation to postmasters,
Compensation
postmasters,
including compensation
compensation as postmaster to persons who, pending
including
pending the
the
designation of
designation
of an acting
acting postmaster, assume
assume and
and properly
properly perform
perform
the duties of postmaster in the event of aavacancy
vacancy in the office of postmaster of the third or fourth class, and for allowances
allowances for rent, light,
fuel, and equipment
equipment to postmasters of the fourth class, $49,650,000.
Compensation
For compensation
compensation to
to assistassistCompensation to assistant
assistant postmasters:
postmasters: For
ant postmasters at first- and second-class
second-class post offices, $7,142,000.
$7,142,000.
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Clerks,
Clerks, first- and second-class
second-class post offices:
offices: For compensation
compensation to
to clerks
clerks second-class
Clerks, firstfirst- and
and
offices.
s.
and employees
employees at first- and second-class
second-class post offices, including auxiliary e ond- s
clerk hire at summer and winter post offices, printers, mechanics,
skilled laborers,
laborers, watchmen,
messengers, laborers, and substitutes,
watchmen, messengers,
substitutes,
$205,900,000.
$205,900,000.
Clerks, contract
staClerks, contract stations: For compensation
contract stacompensation to clerks in charge
charge of tlerks,
tions.
contract stations, $1,600,000.
contract
$1,600,000.
Separating mails.
Separating mails: For separating
separating mails at
fourth-class
Separating
at third- and
and fourth-class
separating
mails
post offices,
offices, $410,000.
$410,000.
Unusual conditions.
Unusual conditions:
conditions: For unusual conditions
conditions at post offices,
offices, $75,000.
Unusual
conditions.
Clerks, third-class
third-class post offices:
offices: For allowances
third-class post offices
Clerks, third-class
allowances to third-class
third-class
offices.
offices to
of clerical
clerical services,
offices
to cover
cover the
the cost
cost of
services, $8,000,000.
$8,000,000.
Miscellaneous, firstMiscellaneous items, first- and second-class
Miscellaneous
second-class post offices:
offices: For miscel- anMd'celaneousrst
and
second-class
offices.
laneous items necessary and incidental
incidental to the operation
operation and protec- officestion of post offices of the first and second classes,
classes, and the business
conducted
connection therewith,
conducted in connection
therewith, not provided for in other appropriations, $1,750,000.
$1,750,000.
Village
delivery
Village delivery service:
service: For village delivery service in towns and service.
servie
delivery
villages having post offices of the second or third class, and in communities adjacent
adjacent to
cities having
munities
to cities
having city
city delivery,
delivery, $1,675,000.
$1,675,000.
Detroit River
iver servser
postal service,
$11,460.
Detroit River service:
service: For
For Detroit River
River postal
service, $11,460.
ice
ice.
Carfare
and
bicycle
Carfare and bicycle allowance:
carfare and bicycle allowance, allowance.
Carfare
allowance: For carfare
Crfare and bicycle
$1,400,000.
including special-delivery
special-delivery carfare, $1,400,000.
allowance.
City delivery carCity delivery carriers:
carriers: For pay of letter carriers,
carriers, City Delivery
Delivery riers.
delivery carrier
Service,
$143,480,000.
Service, $143,480,000.
Special-delivery
Special-delivery fees: For fees to special-delivery
Special-delivery
special-delivery messengers,
messengers, fees.
special-delivery
$8,700,000.
$8,700,000.
Domestic Air Mail
Domestic
Domestic Air Mail Service:
Service: For the inland transportation
transportation of mail Service.
Servetic
Air Mail
Post,
1044.
by aircraft, as authorized by law, and for the incidental
Post, pp.
pp. 649,
9,1044.
incidental expenses
thereof, including not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 for supervisory
officials
and
supervisory
and
clerks at air-mail transfer points, travel expenses, and not to exceed
exceed
$63,000 for personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $19,330,000.
Foreign aairr
mail
air mail
mail transportation:
transportation: For transportation
of foreign
foreign transportation.
trRtio
mail
Foreign air
transportation of
$16,074,149.
Post,
p. 649.
mails by aircraft, as authorized by law, $16,074,149.
Post, p.
649.

OFFICE OF THE
SECOND ASSISTANT
OFFICE
Itial SECOND
POSTMASTER GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
Star-route
service.
Star-route service: For inland transportation
transportation by star routes (exceptStar-routeservice.
ing service in Alaska) including temporary service to newly established offices, $11,150,000.
$11,150,000.
Alaska.
Star-route service,
Alaska.
Star-route
service, Alaska: For inland transportation
transportation by star routes
$150,000.
in Alaska, $150,000.
service.
transportation by steamboat
Powerboat service.
steamboat or other Powerboat
Powerboat service:
service: For inland transportation
powerboat routes, including ship, steamboat, and way letters,
1,325,500.
$1,325
500.
Railroad transporRaiiroad
transportation and mail messenger
Railroad transportation
messenger service: For inland tation,
Railrotd
transporetc., service.
transportation by railroad
railroad routes and for mail messenger
transportation
messenger service,
Provisos.
$107,000,000: Provided,
$107,000,000:
Provided,That separate accounts be kept of the amount Messenger
P
r service,
service
accounting.
Provided further,
expended for mail messenger
messenger service:
service: Provided
further, That there accounting.
Personal
services,
may be expended from this appropriation
appropriation for personal services
services in the iersonal
services,
limitation.
District of Columbia not exceeding
exceeding the sum of $33,050 to carry out
out
1069.
the _provisions
provisions of section 214 of the Act of February 28, 1925 (39 43
43 Stat.
tat. 1069.
ascertainment).
U. S. C. 826) (cost ascertainment).
Railway
Railway Mail
Mail ServServRailway Mail Service: For fifteen division superintendents,
superintendents, fifteen ice.Railway
Division
superinassistant division superintendents,
one
assistant
superintendent
Division
at
superinsuperintendents,
superintendent
tendents, etc.
large, one hundred and twenty chief clerks, one hundred and twenty tedents, etc.
of
assistant chief clerks, clerks in charge of sections in the offices of
division superintendents,
superintendents, railway postal clerks, substitute railway
postal clerks, joint employees, and laborers
laborers in the Railway
Railway Mail
Service, $56,283,000.
$56,283,000.
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Railway
postal
Railway postal
clerks,
allowclerks, travel allowance.
Railway Mail
Mail ServRailway
ice,
traveling
exextraveling
ice,
penses.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

Terminal
etc.

ex-

offices,

Electric- and cablecablecar service.
car
Foreign mail
mall transportation;
exception.
portation;exception.
Post,
Post, p. 649.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Sea post service.

Balances dueforeign
Balancesdueforeign
countries.
countries.
Indemnities, interinterIndemnities,
national mail.
national

Rural
Rural
Service.

Delivery
Delivery

[54 STAT.
STAT.

Railway
postal clerks,
For travel
travel allowance
allowance to
to
clerks, travel
travel allowance:
allowance: For
Railway postal
railway
postal clerks
and substitute
substitute railway
railway postal
postal clerks,
clerks, $3,250,000.
$3,250,000.
railway postal
clerks and
Railway Mail
traveling expenses:
expenses: For
and necesnecesFor actual
actual and
Railway
Mail Service,
Service, traveling
sary
general superintendent
superintendent and
and assistant
assistant general
general superinsuperinsary expenses,
expenses, general
tendent, division
superintendents, assistant
assistant division
tendent,
division superintendents,
division superintendents,
superintendents,
assistant
chief clerks,
chief clerks,
clerks, RailRailassistant superintendents,
superintendents, chief
clerks, and
and assistant
assistant chief
way Mail
Mail Service,
Service, and
and railway
railway postal
postal clerks,
clerks, while
actually traveling
while actually
traveling
way
on
Department and away from their sevon business
business of the Post Office Department
eral
designated headquarters,
headquarters, $60,000.
eral designated
Railway
Mail Service,
miscellaneous expenses:
rent, light,
Railway Mail
Service, miscellaneous
expenses: For
For rent,
light,
heat, fuel,
fuel, telegraph,
telegraph, miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
and office
office expenses,
expenses, telephone
servheat,
telephone service, badges for railway postal clerks, rental of space
space for terminal
terminal
railway
post offices
the distribution
furnishing
when the
the furnishing
for the
distribution of
of mails
mails when
railway post
offices for
cannot, under the Postal.Laws and
and
of space for
for such distribution cannot,
Regulations,
required of
railroad companies
companies without
Regulations, properly
properly be
be required
of railroad
without
compensation, and for equipment
additional compensation,
equipment and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
necessary
necessary to terminal railway post offices, $450,000.
$450,000.
service: For electric- and cable-car
service,
Electric- and cable-car
cable-car service:
cable-car Service,
$230,000.
$230,000.
Foreign mail transportation:
transportation: For transportation
Foreign
transportation of foreign mails,
except by aircraft, $2,670,000:
$2,670,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Postmaster
Postmaster Genexcept
eral is authorized to expend such sums as may be necessary,
necessary, not to
exceed $70,000,
$70,000, to cover the cost to the United States for maintaining
sea post service on ocean
ocean steamships conveying
conveying the mails to and from
the United States.
Balances due foreign countries:
Balances
countries: For balances due foreign countries, fiscal year 1941 and
$1,200,000.
and prior years,
years, $1,200,000.
Indemnities, international
international mail: For
payment of
For payment
of limited indemnity
indemnity
international mail in accordance
accordance with confor the injury or loss of international
vention, treaty, or agreement stipulations, fiscal
fiscal year 1941 and prior
prior
years, $10,000.
.Rural Delivery Service: For pay of rural carriers,
carriers, auxiliary
auxiliary carriers, substitutes for rural carriers
carriers on annual and sick leave, clerks
in charge of rural stations, and tolls and ferriage, Rural Delivery
Delivery
incidental expenses thereof, $91,840,000,
Service, and for the incidental
$91,840,000, of which
not .less than $200,000
$200,000 shall be available for extensions and new
service.
OFFICE OF THE THIRD
THIRD ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Stamps,
stamped
Stamps, stamped
paper,
paper, postal cards,
etc.

Indemnities,
Indemnities, domestic
tic mail.

Unpaid money
money orormore than one
ders more
year old.

Manufacture and distribution of stamps and stamped
Manufacture
stamped paper: For
For
manufacture
manufacture of adhesive postage
postage stamps, special-delivery
special-delivery stamps,
books of stamps, stamped envelopes
newspaper wrappers,
wrappers, postal
envelopes,i newspaper
cards, and for coiling of stamps, and including
including not to exceed
exceed $22,500
$22,500
for pay of agent and assistants to examine
examine and distribute stamped
stamped
newspaper wrappers, and for expenses
envelopes and newspaper
expenses of agency,
$4,500,000.
Indemnities, domestic mail: For payment
payment of limited indemnity for
for
the injury or loss of pieces of domestic
domestic registered
registered matter, insured
insured
and collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery mail, and for failure to remit collect-ondelivery charges, $522,500.
Unpaid money orders more than one year old: For payment of
of
domestic money orders after one year from the last,
last day of the month
month
of issue of
such orders,
orders, $190,000.
of such
$190,000.
OFFICE
OFFICE

Stationery, etc.
Stationery,

OF
FOURTH
OF THE FOU
ni

ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT

POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

for
Post office stationery, equipment,
equipment, and supplies:
supplies: For stationery for
the Postal Service,
Service, including the money-order
money-order and registry system;
system;
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Postal Savings SysPostal
and also for the purchase of supplies
System, tem,
supplies for the
the Postal
Postal Savings
Savings System
supplies.
supplies.
including rubber
stamps, canceling
certificates, envelopes,
and
including
rubber stamps,
canceling devices,
devices, certificates,
envelopes, and
stamps
use in
evidencing deposits,
free penalty
stamps for
for use
in evidencing
deposits, and
and free
penalty envelopes;
envelopes;
Bond expenses.
expense.%
Bond
and
of the
the Secretary
for
and for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury for
expenses
the preparation,
preparation, issue,
issue, and
and registration
of the
expenses incident
incident to
to the
registration of
the
Stat.
Stat. 817.
June 25,
1910 (39
S. C.
C. 760)
bonds authorized
authorized by the Act of June
25, 1910
(39 U.
U. S.
760); ; 36
Supp.
39 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
§
760.
for
miscellaneous
equipment
and
supplies,
including
the
purchase
760.
§
for miscellaneous equipment and supplies, including the purchase V,Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
and repair
repair of furniture, package
package boxes, posts, trucks, baskets, satchels, equipment, etc.
machines, perforating
machines,
straps, letter-box
letter-box paint,
paint, baling
baling machines,
perforating machines,
duplicating machines,
machines, printing
supplies,
duplicating
printing presses, directories,
directories, cleaning
cleaning supplies,
exchange of equipment,
erecand the manufacture, repair,
repair, and exchange
equipment, the erecpainting of letter-box
the purchase
purchase and
and
tion and painting
letter-box equipment,
equipment, and for
for the
dies for
repair of
of presses
presses and
and dies
for use
use in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of letter
letter boxes;
boxes;
stamps,. and electrotype
for postmarking,
postmarking, rating, money-order
money-order stamps,
electrotype plates
plates
and
rubber, and
and combination
combination type,
dates and
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
same; metal,
metal, rubber,
type, dates
and
figures, type
type holders,
holders, ink
pads for
for canceling
figures,
ink pads
canceling and
and stamping
stamping purposes,
purposes,
Purchase,
etc., of
Purchase, etc.,
of
purchase, exchange, and repair of
and for the purchase,
of typewriting
typewriting machines, machines.
machines.
envelope-opening
machines, numbering
envelope-opening machines,
machines, and
and computing
computing machines,
numbering
machines,
time recorders,
recorders, letter
letter balances,
scales (exclusive
of dormant
machines, time
balances, scales
(exclusive of
dormant
or built-in platform scales in Federal
Federal buildings),
weights, and
and
buildings), test weights
Furniture,
ete.,
Furniture,
ete.,
miscellaneous articles
articles purchased
purchased and
and furnished
directly to
the Postal
miscellaneous
furnished directly
to the
Postal rented
quarters.
quarters.
equipment and
and furniture
furniture for
for post
post offices
Service, including complete
complete equipment
offices
in
leased and
for the
purchase (including
exchange),
in leased
and rented
rented quarters;
quarters; for
the purchase
(including exchange),
repair,
replacement of
items necessary
repair, and
and replacement
of arms
arms and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
necessary
Post-route
Post-route maps,
maps,
for the protection of
in the
the etc.
of the mails;
mails; for
for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses in
etc.
preparation
publication
of
post-route
maps
and
rural
delivery
preparation and
and publication of post-route maps and rural delivery
maps
photolithographic repromaps or
or blueprints, including
including tracing
tracing for
for photolithographic
reproduction;
necessary and
incidental to
post
duction; for
for other expenditures
expenditures necessary
and incidental
to post
offices
of the
the first,
classes, and
and offices
the fourth
offices of
first, second,
second, and
and third
third classes,
offices of
of the
fourth
class
and for
for letter
letter boxes;
class having
having or
or to
to have
have rural
rural delivery
delivery service,
service, and
boxes;
for
atlases and
and geographical
geographical and
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of atlases
and technical
technical works
works not
not Twine and tying
Twine and tying
to exceed
$1,500; for
for wrapping
and tying
tying devices
(not more
more devices.
to
exceed $1,500;
wrapping twine
twine and
devices (not
devices.
appropriated for the
than three-fourths
three-fourths of
of the
the funds
funds herein
herein appropriated
the purchase
purchase
of
twine shall
expended in
the purchase
purchase of
of twine
manufactured
of twine
shall be
be expended
in the
twine manufactured
from
materials or
or commodities
produced outside
outside the
the United
States) ;
from materials
commodities produced
United States);
for expenses
incident to
the shipment
of supplies,
for
expenses incident
to the
shipment of
supplies, including
including hardhard- Personal services.
ware, boxing,
$622300 for
for the
the pay
boxing, packing,
packing, and not
not exceeding
exceeding $62,300
pay of
of Personal
employees in connection therewith
therewith in the District of
Columbia; for
of Columbia;
for
rental,
purchase, exchange,
repair of
of canceling
machines and
rental, purchase,
exchange, and
and repair
canceling machines
and
motors, mechanical
mechanical mail-handling apparatus,
apparatus, accident
accident prevention,
prevention
and
labor-saving devices, including
rented
and other
other labor-saving
including cost of power
power in
in rented
buildings and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of installation and operation
operation
Traveling
Traveling mechaniof same, including not to exceed $35,000
$35,000 for salaries of thirteen travtrav- cians.
clans.
Proviso.
mechanicians, and
traveling expenses, $3,150,000:
eling mechanicians,
and for
for traveling
$3,150,000: Provided,
Provided, Sale
of
of maps,
maps, etc.
etc.
to the
the public
public
That the
the Postmaster General
General may
may authorize the
the sale
sale to
post-route maps and rural delivery
of post-route
delivery maps
maps or
or blueprints
blueprints at the
the
added.
cost of printing
printing and
and 10 per
per centum thereof
thereof added.
Equipment
shops,
Equipment shops,
Equipment
Columbia: For
Equipment shops,
shops, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia:
For the
the materials,
materials, etc.
etc.

purchase, manufacture, and repair of mail bags and other mail concontainers and attachments, mail locks, keys, chains, tools, machinery,
machinery,
and .material necessary for same, and for incidental expenses pernecessary for the
taining thereto; material, machinery, and tools necessary
manufacture and repair of
asuch other equipment
manufacture
equipment for the Postal Servprevention; for the
ice as may be deemed expedient;
expedient; accident prevention;
the
expenses of maintenance
maintenance and repair of the mail bag equipment shops
building and equipment, including fuel, light,
light power, and miscelmiscellaneous supplies and services;
grounds; for comservices; maintenance
maintenance of grounds;
pensation to labor employed
employed in the equipment shops and in the opera-
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Personal services.

PersonalservOes.

Proviso.
eq.
pDiscve
Distinctive equipments, manufacture.

mentsmanfacue.

Rent, light,
light,
Rent,
and water.

and

fuel,

waterirst-,

Pneumatic-tube
service,
service, New
New York
Nity.
City.

Pneumatic-tube

Proviso.
Pro.ns
Provisions inapplicable.
32 Stat. 114;6 35 Stat.
t at
4st2tt4
412 42
412;
Stat. 661. s .

inp

[54 S
STAT.
[54
PAT.

tion, care,
maintenance, and
and protection
protection of the equipment shops buildcare, maintenance,
tion,
ing,
exceed
of which not to exceed
and equipment,
equipment, $1,100,000,
$1,100,000, of
ing, grounds,
grounds, and
$590,000
for personal
services in
of
District of
in the
the District
personal services
be expended
expended for
may be
$590,000 may
Columbia: Provided,
That out
of this
this appropriation
appropriation the
Postmaster
the Postmaster
out of
Provided, That
Columbia:
General
is authorized
to use
use as
much of
of the
not exceeding
exceeding
the sum,
sum, not
as much
authorized to
General is
$15,000, as
may be
be deemed
deemed necessary
necessary for
of material
material
the purchase
purchase of
for the
as may
$15,000,
and
the equipment
of such
such small
small quantities
shops of
equipment shops
in the
manufacture in
the manufacture
and the
of distinctive
equipments as may be
required by other executive
executive
be required
distinctive equipments
of
departments;
and for
service in
Rico, Philippine
Philippine
Puerto Rico,
in Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
for service
departments; and
Islands,
Hawaii, or
possessions.
island possessions.
other island
or other
Islands, Hawaii,
light, fuel, and water, for
Rent, light, fuel, and water:
water: For rent,
rent, light,
offices, and the cost of advertising
first-, second-,
second-, and third-class post offices,
advertising
for
$9,975,000.
proposals for such offices, $9,975,000.
for lease proposals

New York City: For rental of not exceedPneumatic-tube service,
service, New
Pneumatic-tube

communicaing twenty-eight
pneumatic tubes, hire of labor, communicatwenty-eight miles of pneumatic
ing
power , and other expenses for transmission
transmission of
of
electric power,
tion service,
service, electric
mail
city of
of New
New York
York including
Borough of
of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn,
the Borough
including the
in the
the city
mail in
$542,741:
That the
the provisions
of the
the Acts
1902,
$542,741: Provided,
Provided, That
provisions of
of April
Acts of
April 21,
21, 1902,
May
June 19, 1922
1922 (39 U.
423), relating to conS. C. 423),
U. S.
nd June
May 27, 1908, and

tracts
for the
of mail
mail by
by pneumatic
tubes or other simipneumatic tubes
transmission of
the transmission
tracts for
lar
applicable hereto.
devices shall
shall not be applicable
lar devices
Pneumatic-tube
Pneumatic-tube
service, Boston: For the rental of not exceeding
Pneumatic-tube
Pneumatic-tube service
exceeding
service, Boston.
service,
oson.
two miles of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes,
tiles, not including
including labor and power in operating the
the transmission
transmission of
of mail
in the
city of
of Boston,
Boston,
the city
mail in
for the
the same,
same, for
ating
r
Proviso.
Massachusetts,
$24,000:
Provided,
That
the
provisions
not
inconnot
inconprovisions
the
That
Provided,
$24,000:
Massachusetts,
ali
ios
Provisions
appli423), and
sistent herewith
herewith of the Acts of April 21, 1902 (39 U. S. C. 423),
sistent
cable.
cable.
32 Stat. 114;35tat.
114; 35 Stat. May 27,
32Stat.
May
1908 (39 U. S. C. 423)
423) zrelating
relating to the transmission of mail
412.
applicable hereto.
by pneumatic tubes or other
other similar devices shall be applicable
by
Vehicle
service.
Vehicle service.
ehicle service: For vehicle service; the hire of vehicles; the rental
rental
Vehicle
Repairs; vehicles in
repair
garage facilities; the purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
Repalrs; vehicles in- of garage
cluded.
including the repair
motor vehicles,
of motor
vehicles, including
repair of vehicles owned by, or under
under
of
National Guard and departments
departments and
the control of, units of the National
agencies of the Federal Government
necessary
Government where repairs are made necessary
because of
Service; accident
accident
because
of utilization
utilization of such vehicles in the Postal Service;
prevention;
clerical assistance,
assistance, mechanics,
prevention; the hire of supervisors, clerical
drivers,
garage men, and such other employees
employees as may be necessary
rivers, garage
necessary
vehicles and vehicle service for use in the collection,
collection,
in providing vehicles
transportation,
supervision of the mail, $15,500,000:
$15,500,000:
transportation, delivery, and supervision
F'rovisos.
Provided,
the Postmaster
General may,
may, in
his disbursement
disbursement of
of
in his
Postmaster General
That the
Provided, That
Ho,°ug.
Housing.
a part thereof
this appropriation,
appropriation, apply a
thereof to the leasing of quarters for
for
the housing of Government-owned
Government-owned motor vehicles at a
a reasonable
further,
exceeding ten years: Provided
rental for aaterm not exceeding
Provided further,
annual rental
Tractors
and trailer
trailer That the Postmaster General, during the fiscal year 1941 may purchase
TrcLors and
during
1941
trucks.
and maintain from the appropriation
appropriation "Vehicle service" such tractors
required in the operation of the vehicle
and trailer trucks as may be required
te
Maintenance, eetc.,
furtker, That no part of this appropriation
service: Prvided
raicntenc
Provided further,
appropriation shall be
restriction.
expended for maintenance
motor-propelled passengerexpended
maintenance or repair of motor-propelled
carrying vehicles
vehicles for use in connection
administrative work
connection with the administrative
carrying
of the Post Office Department
Department in the District of Columbia.
Transportation of
Transportation of
of equipment
and supplies:
For the
transportation
the transportation
supplies: For
equipment and
Transportation
of
Treanspotation
equipment
and supplies.
met ad
and delivery of equipment, materials,
materials and supplies for the Post Office
Department and Postal Service by freight, express, or motor transportation, and
$350,000.
and other incidental expenses,
expenses, $350,000.
PUJBIO
PUBLIC BUILDINGS,
BUILDINGS, MAINTENANCE
AND OPERATION
OPERATION
MAINTENANCE AND
Operating force.
Opratingforce.

Operating force:
Operating
force: For personal
personal services in connection with the operation
of public
public buildings,
buildings, including
including the
and
ation of
the Washington
Washington Post
Post Office
Office and
operated by the
the Customhouse
Customhouse Building in the District of Columbia, operated
Post Office
Office Department, together with the grounds thereof and the
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equipment and furnishings therein, including telephone
operators for
equipment
telephone operators
the operation
telephone switchboards
switchboards or equivalent telephone
telephone
operation of telephone
switchboard equipment
equipment in such buildings jointly serving in each
each case
governmental activities, $23;720,000:
in
two or more governmental
$23,720,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
no case shall the rates of compensation
compensation for the mechanical
mechanical labor force
be in excess of the rates current at the time and in the place where such
services are employed.
employed.
Operating supplies, public buildings:
buildings: For fuel, steam, gas, and
electric current for lighting, heating, and power
power purposes,
purposes, water,
water,
ice, lighting supplies, removal
removal of ashes and rubbish, snow and ice,
ice,
cutting grass and weeds,
weeds, washing towels, telephone service for custodial forces,
forces, and for miscellaneous
services and supplies, accident
accident
miscellaneous services
prevention, vacuum cleaners,
cleaners, tools and appliances
prevention,
appliances and repairs thereto,
buildings and
for the operation
operation of completed
completed and
and occupied
occupied public
public buildings
grounds, including
mechanical and electrical
equipment, but not the
including mechanical
electrical equipment,
thereof, operated by the Post Office
Office Department,
including
repair thereof,
Department, including
the Washington
Washington Post Office and the Customhouse
Customhouse Building in the
transportation of articles and
District of Columbia, and for the transportation
supplies authorized
authorized herein, $5,400,000:
$5,400,000: Provided,
Provided, That
supplies
That the
the foreforegoing appropriation
appropriation shall not be available for personal services
services
except for work done by contract,
under
contract, or for temporary
temporary job labor under
exigency
exceeding at one time the sum of $100 at any one buildexigency not exceeding
ing: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is authorized
authorized
to contract
contract for telephone service in public buildings under his administration by means of telephone
switchboards or equivalent
telephone switchboards
equivalent telephone
equipment jointly serving
phone switching equipment
serving in
in each case two
two or
or more
governmental
activities, where he determines
service is
governmental activities,
determines that joint service
economical and in the interest of the Government, and to secure
reimbursement
reimbursement for the cost of such joint service from available
appropriations
telephone expenses
offices
the bureaus
bureaus and offices
expenses of the
for telephone
appropriations for
receiving the
receivng
the same.
Furniture,
and safes, public buildings: For
For the procureFurniture, carpets, and
transportation, of furniture, carpets, safes, safe and
ment, including transportation,
for use
use in public
vault protective
protective devices, and
and repairs of same, for
buildings
operated by the Post
Post
which are
are now,
now, or may
may hereafter be, operated
buildings which
Office
$675,000: Provided,
That, excepting
excepting expenditures
expenditures
Provided, That,
Department, $675,000:
Office Department,
for
for or
or incidental
incidental to
to the moving of equipment from or into
for labor
labor for
buildings, the foregoing
public buildings,
foregoing appropriation
appropriation shall not be used for
personal
except for
for work
work done
under contract
temdone under
contract or
or for
for tempersonal services
services except
porary
exigency and not
porary job
job labor
labor under
under exigency
not exceeding
exceeding at one time the
sum of
$100 at
That all
all furone building:
building: Provided
Provided further,
further That
fursum
of $100
at any
any one
niture now
now owned
owned by the United States in other public buildings or
in
shall be
be used,
used, so far as
by the
the United
United States shall
in buildings
buildings rented by
practicable,
whether or
not it
it corresponds
corresponds with
the present
present regulation
regulation
with the
or not
practicable, whether
plan of furniture.
Scientific
investigations: In
appropriations
disbursement of appropriations
In the disbursement
Scientific investigations:
contained
service of the Post Office Departfor the
the field
field service
contained in this title for
ment
the Postmaster
transfer to
the Bureau
may transfer
to the
Bureau of Standment the
Postmaster General
General may
ards not to exceed $20,000 for scientific
scientific investigations
investigations in connection
connection
necessary
supplies necessary
purchase of
of materials,
materials, equipment,
equipment, and supplies
with the purchase
in
maintenance and
and operation
operation of the Postal Service.
in the
the maintenance
Deficiency
If the revenues of the Post Office
revenues: If
Deficiency in postal revenues:
Department shall be
insufficient to
appropriations made
be insufficient
to meet the appropriations
Department
under title II
deficiency in the
a sum equal to such deficiency
under
II of this Act, a
revenues of such Department
Department is hereby appropriated
revenues
appropriated,lto be paid out
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to supply
supply
of
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
such deficiency
Department for
deficiency in the revenues
revenues of the Post Office Department
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and the sum needed
needed may be
advanced to the Post Office Department
Department upon requisition of the
advanced
Postmaster General.

Provso.

"'VW.

Pay rates.

Operating supplies.

Provisos.

Provisos.

Personal
services, rePersonal services,
restriction.

Contracts for telephone service.

Furniture,
Furniture, etc.
etc.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Personal services,
services, rePersonal
restriction.

Use
of present
Ise of
present fur.
furniture.

Scientific investigaScientific
investigations.
to
Transfer of funds
funds to
Bureau of Standards.

Deficiency
Deficiency in postal
revenues.
revenues.
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25, 1940
1940
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Citation
Citation of
of title.
title.

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

This
may be
be cited
the "Post
"Post Office
Office Department
ApproDepartment Approcited as
as the
This title
title may
priation Act,
Act, 1941".
1941".
priation
TITLE
III—GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE III-GENERAL
PROVISIONS

Travel
expenses on
Travel expenses
on
change of
of station.
station.
change

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.

Restriction
on desdesRestriction on
ignated
ignated expenditures.
expenditures.

Cost
limitation on
on
Cost limitation
automobiles.

Maintenance,
etc.,
Maintenance, etc.,
of
of automobiles
automobiles not for
official purposes.
purposes.
official

Exception.
Exception.

Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance,
etc.,
limitation.

Prerequisites to payPrerequisites
ments.
ments.

Citizenship,
Citizenship,
provisions.
provisions.

Proviso.
Provso.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

etc.,
etc.,

SEC. 301.
1941 available
SEO.
301. Appropriations
Appropriations for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
available for
for
expenses
of travel
civilian officers
employees of
of the
the executive
executive
expenses of
travel of
of civilian
officers and
and employees
departments
establishments shall
shall be
be available
available also
for expenses
also for
expenses
departments and
and establishments
of travel
travel performed
by them
on transfer
transfer from
from one
one official
of
performed by
them on
official station
station to
to
another
when authorized
authorized by
by the
of the
the department
or establishestablishdepartment or
another when
the head
head of
ment
the order
such transfer:
Provided, That
That
transfer: Provided,
in the
order directing
directing such
ment concerned
concerned in
such expenses
not be
be allowed
allowed for
for any
transfer effected
the
shall not
any transfer
effected for
for the
such
expenses shall
convenience of
any officer or
or employee.
employee.
convenience
of any
SEc. 302.
302. No
No appropriation
appropriation available
the executive
executive departSEC.
available for
for the
departindependent establishments
establishments of
of the
the Government
Government for the
the
ments and
and independent
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
contained in
in this
this Act
Act or
or
year ending
30, 1941,
1941, whether
whether contained
fiscal
expended—
any other
other Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be expended(a)
any motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
(a) To
To purchase
purchase any
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle
(exclusive of
of busses,
ambulances, and
station wagons),
wagons), at
(exclusive
busses, ambulances,
and station
at aa cost,
cost,
completely equipped
equipped for
for operation,
operation, and
including the
the value
completely
and including
value of
of any
any
vehicle
exchanged, in excess
of $750,
unless otherwise
specifically
vehicle exchanged,
excess of
$750, unless
otherwise specifically
provided for
for in
the appropriation.
appropriation.
provided
in the
(b) For
maintenance, operation,
any Govern(b)
For the
the maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
of any
Government-owned
not used
used
ment-owned motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle not
exclusively
purposes" shall not
exclusively for official purposes;
purposes; and "official
"official purposes"
not
include
transportation of officers and employees
employees between
between their
include the transportation
their
domiciles and places of employment, except in cases of medical
medical
officers on
officers
on out-patient
out-patient medical services
services and
and except in cases
cases of
of officers
officers
employees engaged
in field
field work
work the
character of
whose duties
duties
and employees
engaged in
the character
of whose
transportation necessary and
makes such transportation
and then only
only as to
to such latter
cases when the same is approved by the head of the department
department or
establishment concerned.
concerned. The
limitations of
of this
subsection (b)
establishment
The limitations
this subsection
(b)
shall not apply
to any
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for official
use of
the President,
President,
apply to
any motor
official use
of the
the
the heads of
of the
the executive departments,
departments, ambassadors,
ambassadors, ministers,
ministers, and
and
charges
d'affaires.
chargs d'affaires.
(c)
maintenance, upkeep,
upkeep, and
and repair
(exclusive of
ga rage
(c) For
For the
the maintenance,
repair (exclusive
of garage
lubricants) on
on any
any one
one motorrent, pay of
of operators, tires, fuel, and
and lubricants)
motorpropelled
passenger-carrying vehicle,
busses and
and ambulances,
ambulances,
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicle, except
except busses
in
market price
of a
a new
new vehicle
vehicle of
of the
the
in excess
excess of one-third of the market
price of
same
make and
and class
class and
and in
case in
of $400.
$400.
same make
in no
no case
in excess
excess of
S
EC. 303.
appropriated under
Act shall
SEC.
303. No
No part
part of the money appropriated
under this
this Act
shall
be paid to any person for the filling
he or
filling of
of any position
position for which
which he
or
she
the Senate
Senate upon
vote has
failed to
she has
has been
been nominated
nominated after
after the
upon vote
has failed
to conconfirm the nomination
nomination of such person.
person.
SEO. 304. No part of any appropriation
SEC.
appropriation contained in this Act
Act or
or
authorized hereby
hereby to
to be
be expended
expended shall
shall be
the compencompenauthorized
be used
used to
to pay
pay the
sation
employee of
the Government
United
sation of
of any
any officer
officer or
or employee
of the
Government of
of the
the United
States, or of any agency the majority of the stock of which is owned
owned
by the Government
Government of the United States,
States, whose post of
of duty
duty is in
in
continental United States unless such officer or employee is aacitizen
citizen
of the United States or aaperson in the service of the United States
on the date of the approval of this Act who being eligible for citizena declaration
a citizen or who
ship has filed a
declaration of intention to become a
owes
owes allegiance
allegiance to
to the United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, That this section
section
shall not apply to enlisted men of the Unit
ed St
at
es Coast Guard
United
States
Guard
n that service on the effective
who are on active duty i
in
effective date
date of this
this
Act, until the expiration of the period
period required
required for such enlisted
men to complete their naturalization,
it apply to personnel
personnel
naturalization, nor shall it
of the Coast Guard on the retired list, and enlisted men on
on active
duty with over twelve years' honorable
honorable service who are ineligible for
United States
citizenship.
States citizenship.
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.—OHS . 71, 72-MAR.
72—MAR . 25, 28, 1940
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S
EC. 305.
The total
total amount
amount used
an annual
annual basis
for adminisadminisbasis for
used on
on an
305. The
SEC.
trative within-grade
within-grade promotions
officers and employees
employees under any
any
for officers
promotions for
trative
appropriation or
or other
fund made
available in this Act
Act shall
shall not
made available
other fund
appropriation
exceed the
determined by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget
Budget to be
amount determined
the amount
exceed
available for
for such
purpose on
Budget estimate for
of the
the Budget
the basis of
on the
such purpose
available
such appropriation
appropriation or
or fund
fund exclusive
such
exclusive of new money in any such
such
Budget estimate
such administrative
promotions.
administrative promotions.
for such
estimate for
Budget
S
Ec. 306.
be cited
"Treasury and Post Office
as the "Treasury
cited as
Act may
may be
This Act
306. This
SEC.
Departments
1941".
Appropriation Act, 1941".
Departments Appropriation
Approved, March
March 25, 1940.
Approved,

Administrative
Adminis
trative
roio
within-grade promotions,
tions, restrictions.
restrictions.

Short title.

[CHAPTER 72]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
To amend
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to punish
punish acts
interference with the foreign
of interference
acts of
"An Act
amend the
To
relations, the
commerce of the United States, to
the neutrality,
neutrality, and the foreign commerce
relations,
punish espionage,
espionage, and better
better to
enforce the criminal laws of the United States,
to enforce
punish
and for
other purposes",
approved June
increase the
June 15, 1917, as amended, to increase
purposes", approved
for other
and
penalties
for peacetime
of such
Act.
such Act.
violations of
peacetime violations
penalties for

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be
United States of America
assembled, That section 11 of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
title I
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to punish
interference
punish acts of interference
I of
of the
title
with
the foreign relations, the neutrality, and the foreign commerce
with the
of
United States,
States, to punish espionage, and better to enforce the
of the
the United
criminal
United States, and
purposes", approved
approved
for other
other purposes",
and for
the United
of the
laws of
criminal laws
June
amended, is amended by striking out "shall be
1917, as amended,
June 15, 1917,
punished
by a
afine
fine of
than $10,000
$10,000 or by imprisonment
for
imprisonment for
more than
of not
not more
punished by
not
not more than two years, or both", and inserting in lieu thereof the
following: "shall be
imprisonment for not more than
be punished by imprisonment
following:
ten
may, in the
discretion of the court, be fined not more
the discretion
and may,
ten years
years and
than
$10,000".
than $10,000".
amended
S
EC. 2.
2. Section
Section 5
of such
such Act, as amended, is amended
of title
title II of
5 of
SEC.
to read as follows:
"SEc.
Whoever harbors or conceals any person who he knows,
"SEC. 5. Whoever
or has
has reasonable
reasonable grounds
grounds to
believe or suspect,
committed, or
suspect, has committed,
to believe
or
is about
offense under this title shall be punished by
an offense
is
about to commit, an
imprisonment
not more
than ten
years and
and may,
may, in
discretion
in the
the discretion
ten years
more than
for not
imprisonment for
of the
the court,
$10,000."
not more than $10,000."
court, be fined not
of
S
EC. 3.
II of such Act, as amended,
amended, is
title II
2 of
of title
Section 2
(a) Section
SEC.
3. (a)
amended
"shall be fined not more than $10,000,
$10,000, or
by striking out "shall
amended by
imprisoned
more than
than two
two years,
years, or
or both.",
in lieu
inserting in
both." and inserting
not more
imprisoned not
thereof the
imprisonment for
for not
not
by imprisonment
punished by
be punished
"shall be
following: "shall
the following:
thereof
more than ten years and may, in the discretion of the court, be fined
$10,000.".
than $10,000.".
more than
not more
(b)
Section 3
of title
title II
amended, is amended by
Act, as amended,
II of such Act,
3 of
(b) Section
striking
$10,000 or imprisoned
be fined not more than $10,000
"shall be
out "shall
striking out
not
than two
two years,
thereof
years, or both.", and inserting in lieu thereof
not more
more than
the
imprisonment for not more than
punished by imprisonment
"shall be punished
following: "shall
the following:
ten
shall, in the
the discretion of the court, be fined not more
and shall,
years and
ten years
than
$10,000.".
than $10,000.".
SEC. 4. Section
amended
Section 11of title IV of such Act, as amended, is amended
SEC.
by
striking out
out "shall
be fined
not more
more than
$10,000, or imprisoned
imprisoned
than $10,000,
fined not
"shall be
by striking
inserting in lieu thereof the
more than ten years, or both.", and inserting
not more
following: "shall be
imprisonment for not more than
be punished
punished by imprisonment
following:
twenty
twenty years and may, in the discretion of the court, be fined not
more
$10,000.".
more than $10,000.".
S
EC. 5.
amended, is amended
of such Act, as amended,
of title V of
5. Section
Section 66 of
SEC.
by
striking out "shall
not more than $10,000 or imprisoned
be fined
fined not
"shall be
by striking
thereof
not
years, or both.",
both,", and inserting in lieu thereof
five years,
not more than five

March 28,
28, 1940
1940
March
[S. 1398]
1398]
[S.

[Public,
[Public, No. 443]
443]

Espionage and other
crimes.
crimes.

40 Stat. 217.

R.
50 U. S. C.. 1
131.

Penalty.

40 Stat. 219.
50 U. S. C. §
§35.
Harboring
Harboring or concealing offenders, etc.

Penalty.

40 Stat. 220.
S. C.
50 U. 8.

§192.
192.

Vessels in U. S.
ports, violation of
ports,
emergency regulaemergency
tions.
Penalty.
40 Stat. 220.

80
0 U. S. C. §§193.
Unlawful use of vesUnlawful
sels, etc.
sels,

Penalty.

221.
40 Stat. 221.
18U. S.
C. §381.
381.
18U.
S.C.

interference
Violent interference

with foreign comcomwith
merce.
merce.
Penalty.

40 Stat. 222.

181J.
S.C.§36.
§36.
18U. S.C.
Unlawfully
Unlawfully taking
vessel
of port.
vessel out of

PUBLIC LAWS—
CBS.72-74—MAR.
28, 29,
1940
29, 1940
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

the
following: "shall
punished by
for not
not more
more
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
be punished
"shall be
the following:
than
years and
and may,
may, in
in the
the discretion
the court,
fined not
court, be
be fined
of the
discretion of
than ten
ten years
more than $10,000.".
$10,000.".
40 Stat. 226.
SEC. 6.
6. Sections
Sections 1,
2, and
VIII of
of such
Act, as
such Act,
as amended,
amended,
of title
title VIII
1, 2,
and 33of
SEC.
22
S. C.,
2315i 231
22 U.
U. S.
C., §¢
are amended
by striking
out
of each
each of
such sections
"shall
233.
fined
"shall be
be fined
sections
of
such
out
of
by
striking
are
amended
Disturbance of for
forDisturbance
not
more
than
$5,000
or
imprisoned
not
more
than
five
years,
or
or
five
years,
than
not
more
or
imprisoned
than
$5,000
more
rnot
eign relations.
relations.
both.", and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
the matter
stricken out
out the
the following:
following:
of the
matter stricken
lieu of
both.",
"shall be
punished by
imprisonment for
more than
ten years
years and
and
Penalty.
not more
than ten
for not
be punished
by imprisonment
"shall
may,
discretion of
of the
court, be
be fined
more than
than $5,000.".
$5,000.".
fined not
not more
the court,
in the
the discretion
may, in
40
40 Stat. 227.
227.
S
EC. 7.
7. Sections
and 4
of title
title IX
IX of
amended,
Act, as amended
such Act,
of such
4 of
3, and
Sections 22, 3,
SEC.
22
220§§ 22(
22 U.
U. S.. C. §¢
222.
are
amended by
striking out
out of
each of
of such
sections
"shall be
fined
"shall
be fined
sections
each
such
of
by
striking
amended
are
Passport
Passport offenses.
offenses.
not more
$2,000 or
imprisoned not more than
years, or
than five years,
or imprisoned
more than
than $2,000
not
both.", and
the following:
"shall be
be punished
punished
following: "shall
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
and inserting
inserting in
both.",
Penalty.
by
imprisonment for
may, in the disyears and may,
ten years
for not more than ten
by imprisonment
cretion
$2,000.".
not more than $2,000.".
the court,
court, be fined not
cretion of the
Stat. 230.
40 Stat.
Site. 8. Section
amended
XI of
of such Act, as amended, is amended
22 of
of title
title XI
SEC.
Section 22
ISU.
C. I98.
98.
S.C.
18U. S.
out "shall
"shall be
fined not
imprisoned
than $1,000
$1,000 or imprisoned
Illegal
not more
more than
be fined
striking out
by striking
Illegal possession of by
papers
foreii
papers in
in aid
aid of foreign
thereof the
both.", and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
gn not more than two years, or both.",
government.
Penalty.
Penalty.
following:
be punished
imprisonment for
for not
than
more than
not more
punished by
by imprisonment
"shall be
following: "shall
ten years and may, in the discretion of the court, be fined not more
$1,000.".
than $1,000.".
40 Stat. 230.
Site. 9. Section
Section 3
amended
SEC.
3 of title XII of such Act, as amended, is amended
18U.
B. C. 1345.
345.
s.0.
Unlawful use of
striking out "shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned
Unlawful
by
mails.
mails.
not more than five years, or both.", and inserting in lieu thereof the
Penalty.
following: "shall be punished by imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than
discretion of the
the court,
court, be fined
fined not
not more
ten years and may,
may, in
in the discretion
$5,000.".
than $5,000.".
Approved, March 28, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 73]
[CHAPTER
March 28, 1940

[S. 27391
2739]
[Public,
4441
[Public, No. 444]

AN ACT
ACT

Code to
make it
To amend section
section 45 of the United States Criminal
Criminal Code
to make
it applicable
applicable
to the outlying possessions
the United
United States.
possessions of
of the
States.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

Unlawful entry on
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
45 of
section 45
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
entronsn United
military
reservations.
n iaitaryl
18 U.s.
U. S. C.
97.
C.;97.
is

of exexApplication of
isting law to outlying
is
stingetc.
tcwto outlying
posts,
p

the Act entitled "An Act to codify, revise, and amend the penal
laws of the United States", approved
approved March 4, 1909 (35 Stat. 1097),
1097),
be, and the same is hereby, amended by:
by inserting after the word
"Whoever" and
before the
first line
in the first
line of
of said secsec"Whoever"
and before
the word
word "shall",
"shall", in
tion, a
followed by the phrase:
tion
acomma, followed
phrase: "within
"within the territory or jurisdiction of the United
United States, including
including the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico,
Philippine Islands,".
and the Philippine
Islands,".
Approved, March 28, 1940.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
74]
[CHAPTER 74]
March 29, 1940
[H. R.
R. 4868]
48681
[H.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 445]
445]

AN ACT

To amend
the Act
amend the
Act authorizing
authorizing the
of the
the United
States to
locate,
the President
President of
United States
to locate,
construct,
construct, and
and operate
railroads in
the Territory
Territory of
Alaska, and
and for
for other
other
operate railroads
in the
of Alaska,
purposes.
purposes.

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That section 11 of
United
Congress assembled,
the Act to authorize the President of the United States to locate,
construct, and operate railroads in the Territory of Alaska, and for

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

Mar. 29, 1940
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Apr. 4, 1940

other purposes, approved
Stat. 305),
305), as
amended,
approved March
March 12,
12, 1914
1914 (38 Stat.
as amended,
be, and the same is hereby, amended
amended by adding thereto
thereto the
following:
following:
"That in order
provide for
adequate housing,
feeding, and
and
"That
order to
to provide
for the
the adequate
housing, feeding,
transportation of the visiting public and
McKintransportation
and residents
residents of
of Mount
Mount McKinley National Park in Alaska,
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
Alaska, there
there is authorized
out of
the general
general funds
the Treasury
Treasury a
asum
sum
out
of the
funds of
of the
sum not
not to
to exceed
exceed the
the sum
of $30,000; and the
and he
he is
is
the President
President of the
the United
United States
States be,
be, and
hereby,
authorized and empowered,
through such
such agency
or agencies
hereby, authorized
empowered, through
agency or
agencies
as
designate, to construct,
reconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate
as he may
may designate,
construct, reconstruct,
lodges, and other structures
structures and appurtenances
appurtenances incident
incident thereto;
thereto; to
to
purchase, upon such terms as he may deem
deem proper,
proper, the
the personal
personal
property, structures, and buildings
buildings of the
Mount McKinley
McKinley Tourist
Tourist
the Mount
Company that
that are
operated and
in said
said
and Transportation
Transportation Company
are operated
and used
used in
park under contract
authorization by the Department
of the
Interior,
contract authorization
Department of
the Interior,
and
Mount McKinley
Tourist and
Transportation
and the equities
equities of
of the
the Mount
McKinley Tourist
and Transportation
Company in
in the
the business
in connection
Company
business developed
developed and
and conducted
conducted in
connection
therewith;
passentherewith; to purchase
purchase or
or otherwise
otherwise acquire
acquire motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying vehicles and all necessary
ger-carrying
necessary fixtures and equipment,
equipment, and
and
to operate, repair, recondition, and maintain
maintain the same
same in order to
to
carry out the purpose
purpose of this
restrictions
this Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the restrictions
imposed by law with regard to the purchase, maintenance,
repair,
maintenance, repair,
or operation of motor-propelled,
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
vehicles; and
passenger-carrying vehicles;
and to
to
operate
operate or sell the equipment and facilities
facilities herein authorized,
authorized, directly
directly
or by contract
contract or contracts
contracts with any individual, company
company, firm, or
corporation, under such schedule
schedule of rates, terms, and conditions,
conditions, as
as
he may deem
deem proper."
proper."
Approved, March 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER 75]
[CHAPTER
75]

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to delegate
delegate certain regulatory
regulatory functions
functions.

enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
and House
the

48 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
30148
C., §§
§§ 301305, 307.
307.
305,

Mount McKinley
Mount
McKinley
National
Park,
National Park,
Alaska.
Alaska.
Tourist facilities,
facilities,
Tourist
etc.
etc.
Appropriation auauAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 447.
447.

Purchase of
Purchase
of Mount
Mount
McKinley Tourist
Tourist
McKinley
and
and Transportation
Transportation
Co., equities,
Co.,
equities, etc.
etc.

Motor vehicles.
vehicles.

April 4, 1940
1940
April
[S.
1955]
S. 1955]
446]
[Public, No.
No. 446]

Secretary of AgriUnited
States of America
in Congress
America in
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That as used in culture,
culture, functions.

this Act—
Act-

(a)
(a) The term
term "regulatory
order" means
an order,
"regulatory order"
means an
order, marketing
marketing

agreement, standard,
standard, permit,
permit, license,
revoagreement,
license, registration
registration, suspension
suspension or
or revocation of a
rule, or
or
a permit, license,
license, or registration,
registration, certificate
certificate, award,
award, rule,
regulation, if it
it has the force and effect
arid if
may be
regulation,
effect of law, and
if it
it may
be
made, prescribed,
prescribed, issued,
issued, or promulgated
promulgated only after
after notice
notice and hearhearing or opportunity for hearing
hearing have
have been given.
(b)
fu
ion" means the making, prescrib(b) The term "regulatory
regulatory function"

ing, issuing, or promulgating, of aaregulatory
regulatory order; and
and Includes
includes (1)
(1)
determining whether
whether such
prescribing, issuing,
issuing, or
or promulpromuldetermining
such making,
making, prescribing,

Definitions.
"Regulatory order."

"Rentliororder."

"Regulatory
tion."

func-

ion.

gating is authorized or required by law, and (2)
(2) any action
action which
is required or authorized
authorized to be performed
performed before, after, or in connection with, such
determining, making,
prescribing, issuing,
nection
such determining,
making, prescribing,
issuing, or
or
promulgating.
promulgating.
SEC.
Whenever the
SEC. 2. Whenever
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Apiculture
that the
the
Agriculture deems
deems that
delegation
delegation of the
the whole
whole or
any part
regulatory function
or any
part of
of any
any regulatory
function which
which

the Secretary
hereafter, required
required or authorized
authorized to
perform
Secretary is, now or hereafter,
to perform
will result in the more expeditious discharge
discharge of the duties of the

Delegation of reguDelegaution
ofregu
latory
functions.

Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture he is
is authorized
authorized to
to make
make such
Department
such delegation
delegation
onne; si
Personnel; assignto any
designated under
under this
section. The
The SecreSecre- ment
to
any officer
officer or
or employee
employee designated
this section.
me'ntrof
of titles.
titles.
tary is authorized
authorized to designate officers or employees
employees of the DepartDepartthis section
and to
ment to whom
whom functions
functions may be delegated
delegated under
under this
section and
to
193470's-41—PM
193470---41-T. 1-6
I-6

PUBLIC
LAWS—CHS. 75-77—APR.
75-77-APR. 4, 5, 6, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.

82
Allocation of posipositions.

42 Stat. 1492,
1496.
1492,1496.
51J. S. C. §673.
673.
5U.S.C.
Limitation on numdesignated.
ber so designated.

Revocation.

Legal effect.

Revocation
Revocation not retroactive.

Scope of
of provisions.

Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.

assign
position
appropriate titles to such officers or employees. The position
assign appropriate
held
by any
any officer
officer or
employee while he is designated under this
or employee
held by
section, and
vested with
with a
regulatory function
function or part
part thereof
thereof delea regulatory
and vested
section,
gated under
section, shall be
grade, not lower
lower
a grade,
allocated to a
be allocated
this section,
under this
gated
than grade
grade 7,
7, in
professional and
service provided for
for
scientific service
and scientific
the professional
in the
than
by the
Classification Act
Act of
amended, or
lower
grade, not lower
a grade,
or to
to a
as amended,
1923, as
of 1923,
the Classification
by
than
14, in
in the
the clerical,
administrative, and fiscal service proclerical, administrative,
grade 14,
than grade
vided
by such
as amended.
amended. There
shall not be in the DeThere shall
Act, as
such Act,
for by
vided for
partment at any
officers or employees desigany one time more than two officers
partment
nated under
this section and
regulatory function
function or
vested with aa regulatory
and vested
under this
nated
part thereof
delegated under
under this
this section.
section. The
The Secretary
Secretary may at
thereof delegated
part
any
delegation or designation
designation
or any part of aadelegation
the whole or
revoke the
time revoke
any time
made by
under this section.
by him under
made
Sue. 3.
3. Whenever
Whenever aa delegation
delegation is made under section 2, all proviSEc.
sions
law shall
shall be
as if
the regulatory
regulatory function
function or the
if the
construed as
be construed
of law
sions of
part
delegated had
had (to
extent of the delegation)
delegation) been
the extent
(to the
thereof delegated
part thereof
vested by
law in
in the
individual to
whom the
the delegation
delegation is made,
to whom
the individual
by law
vested
instead of
of in
in the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture. A revocation
revocation of delegaof Agriculture.
instead
tion shall
shall not
be retroactive,
each regulatory
regulatory function
function or part
retroactive, and each
not be
tion
thereof performed
performed (within
the delegation) by such indiof the
scope of
(within the scope
thereof
vidual
been
revocation shall be considered as having been
the revocation
to the
prior to
vidual prior
performed
Secretary.
performed by the Secretary.
SEo. 4.
The provisions
provisions of
section 2
2 shall
shall not be deemed
deemed to proof section
4. The
SEa.
hibit
delegation, under
authority of any other provision of law,
under authority
the delegation,
hibit the
of the
or any
any part
part of
regulatory function
function or other function
of any
any regulatory
whole or
of
the whole
to
Department of Agriculture.
the Department
or employee
employee of the
officer or
any officer
to any
S
EC. 5. There
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated such sums
SEC.
as
necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act.
may be necessary
as may
Approved,
Approved, April 4, 1940.

[CHAPTER
761
[CHAPTER 761
April
5, 1940
1940
April 5,
[S. J.
Res. 226]
226]
[S.
J. Res.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
59]
No. 59]
[Pub.

Smithsonian
Smithsonian
tution.
tution.

InstiInsti-

Vannevar
Bush, apVannevar Bush,
appointment
to Board
of
Board of
pointment to
Regents.
Regents.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Providing for
Regents of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
a vacancy
vacancy in the Board of Regents
filling of a
the filling
for the
Providing
Institution of the class other than Members of Congress.

Representatives of the United
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate and
by the
Resolved by
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the vacancy in the
in Congress
Anerica in
States of America
Board
of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, of the class other
Board of
resignation of John C.
than Members of Congress,
Congress, caused by the resignation
Merriam,
resident
Merriam, be filled by the appointment of Vannevar Bush, aa resident
of the city of Washington,
Washington, for the statutory term of six years.
Approved, April 5, 1940.

771
[CHAPTER 77]
April
1940
April 6,
6, 1940

[H. R.
[H.
R. 86411
8641]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 447]
447]

First
Deficiency
First Deficiency
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1940.
1940.

ACT
AN ACT
appropriations to supply deficiencies
deficiencies in certain appropriations for the
Making appropriations
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, to
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
for
fiscal
to provide
provide supplemental
such fiscal year, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.
such

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Congress assembled, That the followUnited States of America in Congress
ing sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
deficiencies in certain
certain appropriaotherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to supply deficiencies
supplemental
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30,1940, to provide supplemental
appropriations for such fiscal year, and for other purposes, namely:
appropriations
namely:

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

76TH
76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS
.-CH. 77-APR.
77-APR. 6,
SESS.-CH.
6, 1940
1940

83

I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE I-GENERAL

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
HOUSE
REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment
payment to the widow of Cassius C. Dowell, late a
aRepresentRepresentative from the State of Iowa, $10,000.
For payment to Sadie Sirovich Rosenbaum, sister of William I.
.For
I.
Sirovich, late aaRepresentative
Representative from the State of New York, $10,000.
The two foregoing
foregoing amounts to be disbursed
disbursed by the Sergeant at
at
Arms of the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
Contingent expenses—Stenographic
expenses-Stenographic reports of committee
committee hearings:
hearings:
hearings of
committees, other
For stenographic
stenographic reports of hearings
of committees,
other than
than
committees, for the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
special and select committees,
For
$1,200;
For 1939, $1,200;
For 1940, $15,000.
$15,000.
Contested-election expenses:
expenses: For payment to the following conContested-election
testant and contestee
contested-election
contestee for expenses incurred in the contested-election
case
Scott versus
recommended by the
versus Eaton,
Eaton, as
as audited
audited and recommended
case of
of Scott
Committee on Elections Numbered
Numbered 2:
2:
Committee
Byron
$2,000;
contestant, $2,000;
Byron N. Scott, contestant,
Thomas
$2,000; such sum to be paid to his
contestee, $2,000;
Thomas M. Eaton, contestee,
widow,
Eaton;
Ivah B. Eaton;
widow, Ivah
In all,
$4,000, to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed by the Clerk of the House of RepreIn
all, $4,000,
sentatives.

Cassius C. Dowell.
Payment to widow.
Payment

William
William I.
I. Sirovich.
Sirovich.
Payment to sister.
Payment

Reports of committee hearings.
52 Stat.
Stat. 388.
388.
53
Stat. 830.
63 Stat.
Contested-election
Contested-election
expenses.
expenses.

Byron N. Scott.
Thomas M. Eaton.

OFFICE OF ARCHITECT
CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF CAPITOL

Capitol
additional amount
amount for the care and
For an
an additional
grounds: For
Capitol grounds:
improvement of the
surrounding the Capitol, Senate and
the grounds surrounding
improvement
House
Office Buildings,
so forth,
and so
forth, including the same objects speciBuildings, and
House Office
fied under
under this
Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act,
Branch Appropriation
head in the Legislative
this head
fied
1940, $5,000.
Capitol Power
an additional
additional amount
for lighting,
lighting, heatheatFor an
amount for
Capitol
Power Plant:
Plant: For
ing, and
Senate and House
House Office Buildings,
Capitol, Senate
and power
power for the Capitol,
ing,
Supreme
Court Building,
Congressional Library
and so
Buildings, and
Library Buildings,
Building, Congressional
Supreme Court
forth, including
including the same
objects specified under
under this head in the
same objects
forth,
Legislative Branch
Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
1940, $60,000.
$60,000.
Legislative

Capitol grounds.

53
53 Stat. 832.
Capitol Power
Power
Plant.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

63
53 Stat. 833.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
OF THE
OFFICE OF
EXECUTIVE
Portrait
President Herbert
Herbert Hoover:
procurement
For the
the procurement
Hoover: For
former President
Portrait of
of former
of an
oil painting
former President Herbert
accordance
Hoover in accordance
Herbert Hoover
of former
painting of
of
an oil
with Public
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress,
42 of
of the Seventy-sixth
Numbered 42
Resolution Numbered
with
Public Resolution
approved August
August 5,
5, 1939,
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $2,500,
available
to remain available
$2,500, to
1939, fiscal
approved
until expended.

Portrait of former
former
President
President Herbert
Herbert
Hoover, procurement.
procurement.

53 Stat. 1222.

INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
BENJAMIN
HARRISON MEMORIAL
COMMISSION
MEMORIAL COMMISSION
BENJAMIN HARRISON

For
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
to
carrying out the provisions
For carrying
establish the
formulate plans for
Commission to formulate
the Benjamin
Benjamin Harrison Commission
establish
the construction
construction of
of a
apermanent
permanent memorial
memorial to
to the
memory of
of Benjamin
Benjamin
the memory
the
Harrison,
President of the
approved
the United States", approved
twenty-third President
Harrison, twenty-third
August 9,
9, 1939,
1939, fiscal
year 1940, $2,500,
available until
remain available
$2,500, to remain
fiscal year
August
September 30,
1940; such
such sum to
to be paid
paid to the Commission for
30, 1940;
September
without
expenditure
discretion for the purposes of such Act without
expenditure within its discretion

Expenses.
Expenses.

63 Stat. 1274.
53
Availability.
Availability.

84
84
Proviso.
Preoiso.
Report
Report to
to Congress.
Congress.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS
CH.77-APR.
LAWS-CH.
77-APR. 6,
6, 1940
1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

regard to the provisions of any
Acts: Provided,
Provided, That
Comany other
other Acts:
That the
the Commission shall make to Congress, at the
next regular
session thereof,
thereof, a
a
the next
regular session
detailed report of the
expenditure of
such amount.
the expenditure
of such
amount.
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Salaries and exSalaries
expenses.
penses.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For an
amount for
for the
purposes
an additional
additional amount
the purposes
of, and under the limitations specified in,
the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
"Salaries
in,
the
53 Stat.
Stat. 528.
528.
Expenses, Civil Service Commission,
and Expenses,
Commission, 1940",
1940", fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940,
$200,000.
$200,000.
Printing and
and bindbindPrinting and binding: For an additional amount
printing and
and
amount for
for printing
ing.
53 Stat. 528.
binding for the Civil Service Commission, fiscal year 1940, $25,000.
$25,000.
FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY
AGENCY

Export-Import
Export-Import
Bank of Washington.
Washington.
Salaries and exSalaries
expenses, limitation
limitation ininpenses,
creased.
53 Stat. 982.

Export-Import Bank of Washington, salaries
Export-Import
salaries and administrative
administrative
expenses:
expenses: The limitation
limitation of $75,000
expenses of
of
$75,000 for administrative
administrative expenses
the Export-Import
Export-Import Bank of Washington
Washington for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940
1940 conconDeficiency and Supplemental
tained in the Urgent Deficiency
Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, is hereby
increased to
$85,000.
hereby increased
to $85,000.

Cooperative
Cooperative vocavocationalrehabilitationof
tionalrehabilitationof
persons disabled in industry.
53 Stat. 733.
733.

Office of Education—Cooperative
Education-Cooperative vocational rehabilitation
Office
rehabilitation of
of perpersons disabled in industry: For an additional
additional amount
out
amount for
for carrying
carrying out
the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
the promopromoprovide for
for the
tion of
vocational rehabilitation
tion
of vocational
rehabilitation of persons disabled in
in industry
or
industry or
otherwise and their return to civil employment",
approved June
June 2,
employment", approved
2,
1920,
as amended
1920, as
amended (29 U. S. C., 31-40 and 45b),
45b), and.
(a)
and section 508
508
(a)
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act Amendments
of
Amendments of 1939,
1939, fiscal year 1940,
$295,000.
$295,000.

FEDERAL
SECURITY AGENCY
FEDERAL SECURITY
AGENCY

41 Stat. 735.
735.
29U.S.
29E. S. C., Supp. V,
§45b.
545b.
53 Stat. 1381.
1381.

FEDERAL WORKS AGENCY
AGENCY

Limitations
Limitations on expenditures and obligaobligations modified.
modified.

53 Stat. 928.
028.

Work Projects
Administration: The limitation
Work
Projects Administration:
limitation of $50,000,000
on
$50,000,000 on
the aggregate
the
aggregate amount which may be obligated
obligated for
administrative
for administrative
expenses of the Work Projects Administration,
Administration, and
the limitations
limitations
and the
of the
the amounts which may be obligated for the
of
the following
following respective
respective
purposes: Salaries, $42,500,000; communication
communication service,
service, $600,000;
$600,000;
travel, $4200,000;
travel,
$4,200,000; and printing and binding, $500,000;
$500,000 contained
contained in
in
section 11 (e)
(e) of the Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1939,
1939, are
are
hereby changed to $53,950,000, $44,700,000,
$44,700,000, $725,000, $4,575,000,
$4,575,000, and
and
$475,000,
respectively.
$475,000, respectively.
OAITPOLIs BEBQmCENTENNTAL COMMISSION

GALLIPOLIS SESQ17ICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
Expenses.
Expenses.

53 Stat. 1346.

53Stat. 134.

Proviso.
Report to Congress.

Reportto Congress.

For carrying
carrying out
out the provisions of the public
For
public resolution entitled
entitled

"Joint resolution to provide for the observance
"Joint
observance and
and celebration
celebration of
of
the one
one hundred
the
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of the settlement of
of the
the city
city
of Gallipolis,
Gallipolis, Ohio",
Ohio", approved
of
approved August 10, 1939, fiscal year 1940,
$10,000, to remain available until December 31, 1940;
$10,000,
such sum
sum to
be
1940; such
to be
paid to
expenditure within its discretion
paid
to the Commission for expenditure
for the
the
discretion for
purposes of such Act without regard
provisions of
other
regard to the
the provisions
of any
any other
Acts: Provided,
Provided, That
That the Commission
Acts:
Commission shall make
make to Congress,
Congress, at
at the
the
next
session thereof, a
a detailed report of the expenditure
next regular
regular session
expenditure of
of
such amount.
NATIONAL
LABOR RELATIONS
RELATIONS BOARD
NATIONAL LABOR
BOARD

Printing and binding.
Ing.
Transfer of funds.
funds.
53 Stat. 830.
t36.

Printing
transferred to the appropriaPrinting and binding: There may be transferred
appropriation
"Printing and Binding, National Labor Relations
tion "Printing
Relations Board,
1940",
Board,
1940",
from
the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
Expenses, National Labor Relafrom the
"Salaries and Expenses,
tions
$55,000.
tions Board,
Board, 1940", not to exceed $55,000.

54 S
T.]
STAT.]
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76m CONG., 3D SESS.-CH.
SESS.—CH. 77-APR.
77—APR. 6, 1940
76TH
NATIONAL MEDIATION
MEDIATION BOARD
BOARD
NATIONAL

There may be
be transferred
transferred to
to the
appropriaPrinting and binding: There
the appropriation "Printing and binding, National Mediation
Mediation Board, 1940", from
the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses, National Mediation Board,
1940", not to exceed $750.
National Railroad Adjustment
Adjustment Board, salaries and expenses:
expenses:
There may be transferred
transferred to the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries and
and
Expenses, National Railroad
Railroad Adjustment Board, National
Mediation
National Mediation
Board, 1940", from the appropriation
appropriation "Printing and Binding.,
Binding,
National Railroad
Board, National
Mediation Board,
National
Railroad Adjustment Board,
National Mediation
1940", not to exceed $20,000,
$20,000, to be available
available only for salaries and
expenses of referees: Provided,
Provided, That the rate of compensation
for
expenses
compensation for
any referee payable from this additional
additional appropriation
not
appropriation shall not
exceed $50 per day.

Printing and binding.
ing.
Transfer of funds.
funds.
63
53 Stat. 537.
National Railroad
National
Railroad
Adjustment Board.
Board.
Transfer
funds.
Transfer of funds.
53 Stat. 637.
637.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Referee's compensation.

TEMPORARY NATIONAL
TEMPORARY
NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMITTEE

To
resolution creatTo complete
complete carrying
carrying out the
the purposes
purposes of the joint resolution
ing the Temporary
Temporary National Economic Committee,
approved June 16
16,
Committee, approved
1938, to be
only for allocation
allocation to
to the departments
departments and
and
1938,
be available
available only
agencies represented
Committee for
necessary expenses
expenses
represented on the Committee
for the necessary
agencies
thereof, including the objects specified under this head in the Second
Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year
1938, $60,000,
year
$60,000, fiscal
fiscal year
Act, fiscal
year 1938,
Deficiency
expiration of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
1940, to
to remain available
available until the expiration
Congress.
Congress.

Expenses.
52 Stat. 705.
62

52 Stat. 1118.
Availability.
Availability.

UNITED
UNITED STATES MArITIME
MARITIME COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Administrative expenses:
expenses: Not to exceed $2,270.70
Administrative
$2,270.70 of the moneys
available for administrative
made available
administrative expenses of the United States
Maritime Commission
Commission by the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Maritime
1940, shall be available during the fiscal year 1940 for compensation
compensation
for the period
ending June
June 30, 1940,
August 5, 1939,
1939, and ending
period beginning August
for
as
authorized by the Act of August 4, 1939, for officers of the Army,
as authorized
detailed to the Commission.
Marine Corps, or Coast Guard detailed
Navy, Marine

Administrative exAdministrative
penses.

53 Stat. 543.
53
63 Stat.
Stat. 1182.
C., Supp. V.
V.
46 U. S. C.,Supp.
11111(f).
11111(f).

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
CONTINGENT
CONTINGENT AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Printing
printing
amount for printing
an additional
additional amount
For an
binding: For
Printing and binding:
and
available until June
remain available
1940, $2,500, to remain
fiscal year 1940,
and binding,
binding, fiscal
30, 1941.

Printing and bindbinding.
53 Stat. 1000.

ELECTRICAL
DEPARTMENT
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT

Police-patrol
For an
amount
an additional
additional amount
and fire-alarm
fire-alarm systems:
systems: For
Police-patrol and
for
placing wires
police-patrol, and telephone
telephone services
of fire-alarm,
fire-alarm, police-patrol,
for placing
wires of
underground, extension
extension and
of police-patrol
police-patrol and fire-alarm
fire-alarm
and relocation
relocation of
underground,
purchase and installing
installing additional cables, labor, material,
systems, purchase
appurtenances,
necessary equipment
equipment and expenses,
expenses, fiscal
other necessary
appurtenances, and
and other
year
until June
June 30, 1941.
available until
1940, $14,720,
$14,720, to remain available
year 1940,

Police-patrol and
Police-patrol
fire-alarm systems.
systems.
Post,
Post, p. 315.

Availability.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS

Buildings and grounds: For an additional
additional amount for completing
the
school at Fifth and Sheridan
construction of aanew senior high school
the construction
Streets
the limit
cost of
such building
building is
is
limit of
of cost
of such
Northwest, $16,000,
$16,000, and
and the
Streets Northwest,
$1,441,000.
increased to $1,441,000.

Senior high, 5th and
SthBnd
Sheridan Streets
NW.

Senior bhif

53 Stat. 1017.

3 stat. 1017.
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PUBLIC
CO. 77-APR.
77—APR.6,
6, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS--CB.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

POLICEMEN'S
AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
POLICEMEN'S AND
RELIEF
Payments.
Payments.
53 Stat. 1019.

For
amount to
pay the
For an
an additional
additional amount
to pay
the policemen's
policemen's and
and firemen's
firemen's
allowances as
fiscal year
1940,
relief and other allowances
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, fiscal
year 1940,
$60,000.
$60,000.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Buildings and
Buildings
and
grounds.
Pout,sp.
Post, p. 322.

322.

53
53 Stat. 1020.

Buildings
an additional
Buildings and grounds: For an
for repairs
repairs and
and
additional amount
amount for
improvements to
improvements
grounds, including
alterato buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
including structural
structural alterations
to fire
carry into
recommentions to
fire department
department buildings
buildings to
to carry
into effect
effect the
the recommendations
the Fire
Survey Board
appointed pursuant
to the
the proviprovidations of
of the
Fire Survey
Board appointed
pursuant to
sions of the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
year
1940, fiscal
fiscal year
1940, $12,200,
to remain
remain available
available until
1941.
1940,
$12,200, to
until June
June 30,
30, 1941.
DIVISION OF EXPENSES
DIVISION

Divisionofexpenses.
Division of expenses.

The foregoing sums for the District of Columbia,
otherwise
Columbia, unless otherwise
therein specifically
specifically provided, shall be paid out of the revenues
revenues of the
the
District of Columbia and the Treasury of the United States
States in
in the
the
manner prescribed
prescribed by the District of Columbia
Columbia appropriation
appropriation Acts
for the respective fiscal years for which such sums
sums are
are provided.
provided.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE
Fighting, etc.,
etc., forest
fires.

53 Stat.
Stat. 956.

Fighting forest fires: For an additional
additional amount for
for fighting
fighting and
and
preventing forest fires, fiscal year 1940, including
preventing
the same
same objects
including the
objects
specified under this head in the Department of Agriculture
specified
Agriculture ApproAppropriation Act, 1940, $3,550,000.
BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY
ENTOMOLOGY AND
BUREAU
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
AND PLANT

Insect pests and
and
Insect
plant diseases, control.
53 Stat. 962.
Post,
Post, p. 640.
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
77U.S.
C.,Supp.V,
ft
i§ 148-148e.
148-148e.

Control of incipient and emergency
insect pests
emergency outbreaks
outbreaks of
of insect
pests and
and
plant diseases: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry out
expenditures authorized
authorized by the joint resothe provisions
provisions of and for expenditures
lution approved May 9,
9 1938 (52 Stat. 344),
344), fiscal year 1940,
1940,
$2,500,000,
$2,500,000, to remain available
available until June 30, 1941.
AGRICULTURAL IMARKETING
AGRICULTURAL
MARKETING SERVICE
SERVICE

Federal Seed Act.
77U. S. C., Supp. V
V,
if 1551-1610.
|I
53 Stat. 969.

Federal Seed Act: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to carry
carry
into effect the provisions
provisions of the Federal Seed Act, approved
approved August
August
1275-1290), fiscal year 1940, $10,000, such sum to
9, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 1275-1290),
be in addition to the amount appropriated
appropriated under the head
head "Federal
"Federal
Seed Act" by the Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act,
1940.
CONSERVATION
AND USE
CONSERVATION AND
USE OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LAND
RESOURCES
LAND RESOURCES

Expenses.
Post,
561.
Post, p. 561.
49 Stat. 1148.
16U
S. C., Supp. V,
16 U S.C.,

§§590g-590q.
§§ 590g-590q.

7
7 U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp. V,
ch. 35.

s Stat. 973.
63
973

For an additional
additional amount to enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
to carry into effect the provisions of sections 77 to 17, inclusive,
inclusive, of
the Soil Conservation
approved FebConservation and Domestic
Domestic Allotment
Allotment Act, approved
0 g-590q),
ruary
ruary 29, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 59
590g-590q),
and the provisions
provisions of
of the
the
Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 31-70) (except the
making of payments pursuant
pursuant to sections 303 and 381 and the provisions of titles IV and V),
V), fiscal year 1940, including
including the same
same
purposes
purposes and under the same limitations specified under this head
head
in the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1940,
Act, 1940,
$60,000,000.
$60,000,000.

54 STAT.]
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DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
BUREAU
CENSUS

Expenses
Sixteenth Census: For an additional
Expenses of the Sixteenth
additional amount for
for
beginning the work of taking, compiling,
compiling, and publishing the
the Sixteenth Census of the United States, fiscal year 1940, including the
in the
Department of
Comsame objects specified under this head in
the Department
of Commerce Appropriation
carry out the
provisions of
merce
Appropriation Act, 1940, and
and to
to carry
the provisions
of
the Act, approved
approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1406),
directing the
1406), directing
census of housing as a
population inquiry of
taking of aacensus
a part of the population
of
decennial census, $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, to remain
the sixteenth decennial
remain available
available until
until
June 30, 1941.
1941,

Expenses
Expenses of the
Sixteenth Census.
Sixteenth
Post,
Pod, p. 194.

53 Stat. 910.
13 U. S.
S. 0.,
C., Supp.

V, §§§ 106,
106, 107.
V,

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
BUREAU OF
OF RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION

Colorado-Big Thompson project, Colorado: For continuation
Colorado-Big
continuation of
of
construction, $850,000, from the reclamation fund, special
special fund,
fund, fiscal
fiscal
year 1940, to remain available
available until expended.
Mexico-Texas: For continuation
Rio Grande project, New Mexico-Texas:
continuation of construction, $1,017,000, from the reclamation
reclamation fund, special fund, fiscal
year 1940, to remain available until expended.
expended.
project: For continuation of construction
Boulder Canyon project:
construction of the
the
Boulder Dam and incidental works in the main stream of the Colorado River at Black Canyon, fiscal year 1940, including the same
objects and subject to the same limitations under this head in the
Interior Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $1,000,000, to remain
remain
available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam Fund.
construction of the following
following projects in not
For continuation of construction
not
to
exceed the
respectively, to
to be
be expended
to exceed
the following
following amounts,
amounts, respectively,
expended from
from
the
general fund
manner and for the
the general
fund of the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in the same manner
the
same objects of expenditure
specified for projects in the Interior
expenditure as specified
Interior
Department
Appropriation Act, 1940, under the
caption "Bureau
Department Appropriation
the caption
"Bureau of
of
Reclamation",
available until expended,
expended,
Reclamation", fiscal year 1940, to remain available
and
under the
and to
to be
be reimbursable
reimbursable under
the reclamation
reclamation law:
law:
Central
Valley project,
Central Valley
project, California,
California, $5,000,000;
$5,000,000;
$7,000,000;
Grand Coulee Dam project,
project, Washington,
Washington, $7,000,000;
In all, $12,000,000.

Colorado-Big
Colorado-Big
Thompson
Thompson project,
project,
Colo.
53 Stat. 716.
716.
Rio Grande
Rio
Grande project,
project,
N. Mex.-Tex.
53 Stat. 717.

Boulder
Boulder Canyon
Canyon
project.
project.

53 Stat. 718.
63
Availability.
Availability.
Construction of
Construction
of
designated projects;
reimbursement.
reimbursement.

53 Stat. 719.
63

Central Valley
Central
Valley
project, Calif.
Grand Conlee
Coulee
Grand
Dam project, Wash.

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT IN
IN THE TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES

The Alaska
Alaska Railroad:
The limitation
limitation of
upon the
the amount
The
Railroad: The
of $11,000
$11,000 upon
amount
that
may be
be expended
expended for
for printing
printing and
and binding
binding from
from the
the approapprothat may
priations for
for the
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad
contained in
the Interior
Interior DepartDepartRailroad contained
in the
priations
1939, and
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1939,
and the
the Second Deficiency
Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year
year 1939,
is hereby
hereby increased
to
1939, is
increased to
Appropriation
Act, fiscal
$11,972.25.
$11,972.25.

Railroad.
Alaska Railroad.
Printing and binding.
ing.
52
62 Stat. 339.
53
63 Stat. 634.

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
ATTORNEY GENERA
GENERAL
OFFICE OF THE
THE ATTORNEY

Traveling
additional amount
traveling
Traveling expenses:
expenses: For
For an additional
amount for traveling
Judiciary, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
expenses, Department of Justice and the Judiciary,
including
same objects
specified under
head in
in the
the DepartDepartunder this
this head
including the
the same
objects specified
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $50,000.
ment of Justice

Traveling expenses.
53 Stat. 897.
Post, P.
p. 644.
644'

88
88

PUBLIC
LAWS--CH.77-APR.
77—APR.6,
6, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
1940

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

PENAL AND
AND CORREuTiONAL
INSTITUTIONS
PENAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Federal jails and correctional
maintenance: For an
correctional institutions, maintenance:

Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Post, 1).

645 .

additional
additional amount
amount for Federal jails
correctional institutions,
jails and
and correctional
institutions,

pos, p. '

53 Stat.
stat. 901.
Support of U.
Support
U.
prisoners.
prisoners.
52 stat.
Stat. 26
264.
62

specified under
under this
this head
fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified
head
in the Department
Department of Justice
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $49,375.
$49,375.
S..
Support of United States prisoners: For an additional amount for
for
support
support of United States prisoners, fiscal year 1939, including the
Justice
same objects specified under this head in
in the Department
Department of
of Justice
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1939,
1939, $86,154.
$86,154.
FEDERAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF IlVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION

Salaries and
and exSalaries
expenses.
Ante,
APtec,p. 33.

53
897.
53 Stat.
tat. 897.
Damage claims.
ai.
Post, p. 644.

tDame

49 stat.
Stat. 1184.
1184.
U.S.
5II.
S. C., Supp. V,
§300b.

5

ob. C,

pp.

Salaries
Salaries and expenses: The limitation on the amount which may be
expended
expended for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia from .the
the
appropriation "Salaries and w_cpenses,
Federal Bureau
appropriation
expenses, Federal
Bureau of
of Investiga•
Investiga.

tion, 1940", contained
contained in the
Department of
of Justice
Appropriation
the Department
Justice Appropriation
Act,
Act, 1940, is hereby increased from $1,872,480 to $2,022,480.
$2,022,480.
Claims
Claims for damages:
payment of
of claims
claims for
for damages
damages to
to any
damages: For
For the payment
any

person
person or damages to or loss of privately owned property caused by
by
employees
employees of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, acting within
within the
the
scope of their employment,
employment, considered,
considered, adjusted, and determined
determined by
by
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, under the provisions
provisions of
of the Act
Act entitled "An
"An
Act to provide for the adjustment and settlement of
certain claims
of certain
claims
arising out of the activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation",
a1sC.,
(5 U. S.
approved March 20, 1936 (5
b), as
fully set
set forth
in
S. C. 300
300 b),
as fully
forth in
House Document Numbered
Numbered 623, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $184.65.
$184.65.
UNITED STATES
STATES COuirL
UNIT'ED
COURTs

reappropriated
Sum reappropriated
designated purfor designated
poses.
52 Stat. 268.

31 Stat. 1222.

Conciliation comcomConciliation
missioners.
49 Stat. 1327.

The sum of $24,703.04
$24,703.04 of the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriaappropriation "Fees of jurors and witnesses,
witnesses, United States
courts, 1939",
States courts,
1939', is
is
hereby transferred
transferred and
made available
of the
and made
available for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
the approappropriations
priations to which transferred, as follows: The sum of $17,500
$17,500 to
to
"Traveling expenses
"Traveling
expenses, Department
of Justice
Justice and
and Judiciary,
Judiciary, 1939";
1939";
Department of
the sum of $520 to "Pay of
and so
forth, United
courts,
of bailiffs,
bailiffs, and
so forth,
United States
States courts,
1939", including the compensation
jury commissioners
the
compensation of
of jury
commissioners for
for the
District of Columbia in conformity
conformity with
of title
title 18,
18,
with the
the provisions
provisions of
chapter 10, section 341, of the Code
Code of
of the
of Columbia;
the District
District of
Columbia; the
the
sum of $997.12
$997.12 to "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous salaries,
United States
States courts,
1939";
salaries, United
courts 1939";
the
to "Fees
"Fees of
jurors and
w itnesses ,United
United States
the sum
sum of
of $5,022.11
$5,022.11 to
of jurors
and witnesses,
States
the sum
courts, 1938"; the
of $651.61
$651.61 to
and expenses
expenses of
clerks,
sum of
to "Salaries
"Salaries and
of clerks,
United States courts,
courts, 1937";
the sum
sum of
of $12.20
to "Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous
1937"; and
and the
$12.20 to
expenses,tUnited States
expenses
courts, 1936".
1936".
States courts
Conciliation commissioners,
commissioners, 'United
For an
United States
States courts:
courts: For
an additional
additional
amount for fees and expenses
expenses of
of conciliation
conciliation commissioners,
United
commissioners, United
States courts, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects
objects specified
specified
Department of Justice
under this head in the Department
Justice Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1937, $70,000.
$70,000.
1937,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION SERVICE
SERVICE

Overttme
Overtime pay.

52 Stat. 286.

46 Stat.
Stat. 1467.
1467_

Salaries, field service:
service: For an additional amount
of
amount for
for salaries
salaries of
field personnel of the Immigration
Service, fiscal
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization Service,
fiscal
year 1939, to
be available
compensation
year 1939,
to be
available only for the payment of extra compensation
for overtime
overtime services
services of inspectors and employees
for
employees of the Immigration
Immigration
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service for which the United States receives
receives reimreimbursement in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
March 2,
2,
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
1931 (8 U. S. C. 109a-109b;
109a-109b; 31
S. C.
C. 725d),
725d), $5,192.
$5,192.
31 U.
U. S.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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WAGE
DIVISION
WAGE AND
AND HOUR
HOUR DIVISION

Not to exceed $15,000 of the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries, Wage
Wage and
and
Hour Division, Department of
available for
for
of Labor,
Labor, 1940",
1940", shall be
be available
transfer to the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent expenses, Department
Department of
of
Labor
Labor,' 1940", and not
not to exceed $65,000
$65,000 of the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries, Wage
Wage and Hour Division, Department
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, 1940",
1940", shall
shall
be available for transfer
transfer to the appropriation
miscellaneous
appropriation for
for miscellaneous
expenses (other than salaries),
salaries), Wage and Hour Division:
Division: Provided,
Provided,
That such appropriation for salaries, Wage and Hour Division, shall
be
be available for
for reimbursement
reimbursement to State, Federal, and
and local
local agencies
agencies
and
services rendered.
and their
their employees
employees for services
rendered.

Transfer of desigTransfer
nated funds.
53 Stat. 926, 920.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF SECRETARY
TWO NAVY
NAVY
SECRETARY OF THE

Claims
collision with naval
Claims for damages
damages by
by collision
naval vessels: To pay claims
claims
damages adjusted and determined
determined by the
for damages
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
Navy
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to amend the Act
Act
under the provisions
damages
authorizing the Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for damages
to
private property arising from
vessels",
from collisions
collisions with naval vessels",
to private
approved December
December 28, 1922,
Document
Senate Document
1922, as
as fully
fully set
set forth in Senate
approved
Numbered
Document Numbered 625, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
Numbered 154, and House Document
Congress, $3,040.78.

Collision damage
Collision
claims.
Post, p. 648.

42 Stat.
Stat. 1066.
1066.
34 U. S. C. i 599.

POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OUT
.1.H.k. POSTAL
REVENUES
OUT OF
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES
BUREAU OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU

Salaries,
Accounts: For
Salaries, Bureau
Bureau of
of Accounts:
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for salsalBureau of Accounts, fiscal year, 1940, $2,000.
aries, Bureau

Salaries.
53 Stat. 675.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE
OFFICE OF SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF STATE

Salaries:
For an
additional amount
for salaries,
salaries, Office
Office of
the SecreSecreSalaries: For
an additional
amount for
of the
tary
specified
tary of
of State,
State, fiscal
fiscal year 1940, subject
subject to
to the
the limitations
limitations specified
under
Department of
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940,
of State Appropriation
under this
this head
head in the Department
$41,387.
$41,387.
Contingent expenses
expenses (departmental):
(departmental) :For an additional amount
amount
Contingent
for contingent
Department of State (departmental),
(departmental), includcontingent expenses, Department
ing
Department of
of
under this
this head in the Department
ing the same
same objects
objects specified under
State
$18,000, of which
Act, 1940, fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $18,000,
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
amount there may be expended not to exceed $2,400 for the purchase
of
typewriters, adding
labor-saving devices,
of typewriters,
adding machines,
machines, and
and other
other labor-saving
devices,
including
rental, exchange,
exchange, and
and repair
repair thereof.
thereof.
including rental,

Salaries.
Salaries.
53
63 Stat. 885.

Contingent
Contingent exex.
penses
(departmenpenses (departmen.
tal).
tal).

53 Stat.
Stat. 886.

FOREIGN INTERCOURSE
FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE

Salaries, Foreign Service clerks: For an additional amount for
for
salaries, Foreign Service clerks, fiscal year 1940, $40,000.
Contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign Service: For an additional amount
amount
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign Service, fiscal year 1940, including
including
specified under this head in the Department
the same objects specified
Department of
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $500,000.
$500,000.

Foreign
Foreign Service
Service
clerks.
53 Stat.
Stat. 888.
888.
Contingent exexpenses, Foreign
penses,
Foreign ServService.
889.
53 Stat. 889.

90
90
Minister to ComMinister
monwealth of Ausmonwealth
tralia.
tralia.
53
63 Stat. 887.

Emergencies,
DiploEmergencies, Diplomatic and Consular
Consular
matic
Service.
53 Stat.
Stat. 890.
890.

Neutrality Act expenses.
Ante, p. 12.
22 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp. V,
V,
§
§ 245 j-17.

PUBLIC
CH.TT—
APR.6,
1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
77-APR.
6, 1940

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

and Ministers:
Ministers: So
much as
may be
be necesnecesSalaries, Ambassadors
Ambassadors and
So much
as may
sary of
the appropriation
salaries of
of ambassadors
ambassadors and
ministers
sary
of the
appropriation for
for salaries
and ministers
contained
Department of State
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year
year
contained in the Department
State Appropriation
Act, fiscal
1940,
Extraordinary
1940 shall
shall be available
available for
for the salary
salary of
of an
an Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
and
Plenipotentiary to
at
and Minister Plenipotentiary
to the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Australia,
Australia, at
the rate of $10,000 per annum.
Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular
Consular Service: For
Emergencies
an additional
additional amount to enable the President
President to meet unforeseen
unforeseen
Diplomatic and Consular Service,
emergencies arising in the Diplomatic
Service, and
and to
extend the commercial
commercial and other interests of the United States and
necessary expenses attendant
attendant upon the execution
execution of
to meet the necessary
of the
the
Neutrality Act, to be expended pursuant to the requirement
requirement of secsection 291 of the Revised Statutes (31
107), fiscal
(31 U.
U. S. C.
C. 107),
fiscal year
year 1940,
$500,000.
$500,000.
.51RS
T INTER-AMERICAN
INTER-AMERICAN CONGRESS
INDIAN LIFE
LIFE
FIRST
CONGRESS ON
ON INDIAN

expenses of participation
For the expenses
participation by the United States in the first
Inter-American
Inter-American Congress on Indian Life, to be held at Patzcuaro,
Patzcuaro,
Mexico, in 1940, including personal services in
in the
the District of ColumColumbia or elsewhere;
elsewhere; stenographic
stenographic reporting, translating,
translating, and other servexpense; local
ices by contract if deemed necessary;
necessary; rent; travel expense;
local
transportation; transportation
transportation of things; purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary
transportation;
books, documents, newspapers, and periodicals;
periodicals, stationery;
stationery; equipbind. ment; official cards; printing and binding; official
Printing and bindofficial entertainment;
entertainment;
tag.
ing.
costs of assembling, installing, packing, transporting,
transporting, safekeeping,
safekeeping,
demonstrating, and renovating a
a suitable
suitable exhibit, and
and the purchase
purchase
of supplies incident thereto; and such other expenses as may be
Reimbursement
Reimbursement of authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of State, including the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
other appropriations.
appropriations.
appropriations from which payments
other appropriations
payments may
may have
have been
been made for
for
expended under
any of the purposes herein specified,
specified, to be
be expended
under the
the direcdirecAvailability.
Availability.
Secretary of State, fiscal year 1940,
tion of the Secretary
1940, to
to remain
remain available
available
until June 30, 1941 (convention
(convention on the Pan American Union, adopted
adopted
at Havana,
Havana, Cuba, February 1928, ratified by the President March
March
6, 1931; resolution
resolution XCIII, adopted
adopted at
at Montevideo,
Montevideo, December
December 24,
1933; resolution XIII, adopted
adopted at Lima, Peru, December 31, 1938),
1938),
$2,000.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

Participation
exParticipation expenses.
penses.

MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
MISCELLANEOUS AND
AND CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
Department conconDepartment
tingent expenses.
tingent

53 Stat.
Stat. 656.
53
656.

Contingent expenses:
expenses: For an additional
additional amount for miscellaneous
miscellaneous
contingent expenses, Treasury
Treasury Department,
and contingent
Department, fiscal year
year 1940,
1940,
including the objects and subject to the limitations specified under
under
this head in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
$10,000.
CUSTODY OP
CUSTODY
OF TREASURY
TREASURY BUILDINGS

Guard force.
force.

53 Stat. 657.

additional amount for
Salaries and expenses,
expenses, guard force: For an additional
salaries and expenses of the guard force for Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
buildings in the District of Columbia, fiscal year 1940, including the
the
same objects and subject to the same limitations
limitations specified
specified under this
Appropriation Act, 1940, $8,000.
head in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
DIVISION OF PRINTING
DIVISION

Printing and binding.
53 Stat. 657.

Printing and binding: For an additional amount for printing and
binding for the Treasury Department,
Department, fiscal year 1940, including the
same objects specified under this head in the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
Appropriation Act, 1940, $50,000.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

Stationery: For an additional amount
Stationery:
amount for stationery
stationery for the
the
Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects
specified under this head in the Treasury
specified
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, $20,000.

Stationery.
Stationery.

53 Stat.
Stat. 657.
657.

COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS AND
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
AND DEPOSITS
Contingent exContingent
expenses, public
additional amount
Contingentexan additional
amount penses,public
Contingent expenses,
public moneys: For
For an
moneys.
pensespublic
moneys.
for contingent expenses,
expenses, public moneys, fiscal year 1940, including
including
53 Stat.
53
Stat. 657.
57.
under this head in the Treasury
the same objects
objects specified under
the
Treasury Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $50,000.
Payment of unPayment
fund)::For an additional claimed
of unPayment of unclaimed
unclaimed moneys
moneys (trust fund)
moneys (trust
fund).
including
year
1940,
moneys,
fiscal
unclaimed
payment
of
amount for
including
Post, p. 653.
Treasury Depart- Pst, . 653.
the
same objects
specified under
this head
the Treasury
head in
in the
under this
objects specified
the same
53
stat. 658.
from the funds held 53 Stat.
ment
Act, 1940,
payable from
1940, $10,000,
$10,000, payable
Appropriation Act,
ment Appropriation
by the United
United States in the trust fund receipt account "Unclaimed
"Unclaimed
moneys
whose whereabouts are unknown".
moneys of
of individuals
individuals whose

COAST GUARD

Pay and
and allowances
For an
an additional
and allowallowpay and
additional amount
amount for pay
allowances::For
Pay
ances, fiscal
including the
the same
same objects
objects and
and subject
subject to
the
to the
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, including
ances,
head in
Departin the Treasury Departthis head
same limitations
limitations specified under this
ment
Appropriation Act, 1940, $187,500.
ment Appropriation
General expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
limitaService, Coast
Coast Guard: The limitaGeneral
Lighthouse Service,
tion of
packing, crating, and transporting
personal housetransporting personal
for packing,
of $3,500
$3,500 for
tion
hold effects of employees
employees when transferred
transferred from one official station
to
for permanent
permanent duty,
duty, contained
contained under
heading "Bureau
"Bureau
the heading
under the
to another
another for
of
general expenses",
Commerce
in the
the Department
Department of Commerce
expenses", in
Lighthouses, general
of Lighthouses,
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby increased to $14,500.
Retired
pay, Lighthouse
additional
an additional
Service, Coast Guard: For an
Lighthouse Service,
Retired pay,
amount for
for retired
retired pay of
employees engaged
engaged in
in the field
and employees
of officers
officers and
amount
service or
Lighthouse Service, fiscal year 1940,
of the
the Lighthouse
or on
on vessels
vessels of
service
$105,000.
$105,000.
Claims for damages, operation of vessels: To pay claims for damdetermined by
Treasury under
under
by the Secretary of the Treasury
and determined
ages adjusted
adjusted and
the
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the adjustthe provisions
settlement of certain claims for damages
damages resulting from the
ment and settlement
operation of
of vessels
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Public Health ServGuard and
and the Public
vessels of
operation
ice,
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 in
case", approved
one case"
approved June 15,
in any one
sums not exceeding
ice, in
in sums
Numbered 622, Seventy1936, as fully
fully set forth in House Document Numbered
Congress, $122.06.
sixth Congress,

Pay and
and allow.
allowPay
811MS.
ances.
p. 34.
Ante, p.
34.
664.
53 Stat. 664.

Transportation of
Transportation
of
effects.
effects.
Ante, p. 34.

53 Stat. 913.
913.
Retired pay.
Retired

53 Stat. 914.
Operation of
of vessels, damage claims.
p. 654.
654.
Post, p.

1514.
49 Stat. 1514.
14 17.
14
U. S.
S. 0.,
O., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,

§
71.
071.

SECRET SERVICE
SERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION

Suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
crimes: For
and other
other crimes:
For an
an additional
additional
Suppressing
amount
counterfeiting and other crimes, fiscal year
year
amount for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
including the
limitations
the same objects and subject to the same limitations
1940, including
specified under this head in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
Act,
Act, 1940, $90,000.

Suppressing councounSuppressing
terfeiting, etc.
terfeiting,

53 Stat. 666.

BUREAU
TEM MINT
MINT
BUREAU OF THE
Minn
Mins and assay
assay
and
Salaries
expenses, mints
offices: For
additional offices.
mints and assay
assay offices:
For an
an additional
Salaries and
and expenses,
offices.
amount for salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices, fiscal year
1940, including the same objects
objects and subject to the same limitations
limitations
specified under this head in the Treasury
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
Treasury Department
specified
53 Stat.
670.
Stat. 670.
transferred 53
Act, 1940, $306,000,
$306,000, of which not to exceed $675 may be transferred
Transfer of funds.
Transfer
funds.
to the appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Office
Office of Director of the
appropriation "Contingent
Mint, 1940".
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WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

MILrrARY
MawrART AcTivrrres
AcTrvn'rIL
OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
WAR
OFFICE OF
SECRETARY OF
OF WAR
Private property
property
damage claims.
claims.
53 Stat. 509.
5.
Post, p. 654.

53 Stat.

st p.

6.

37 Stat. 586.

B. 0.1208.
65II.
U.S.
. 208

Claims for damages to and loss of private property:
property: To pay claims

for damages
damages adjusted
and determined
determined by
the Secretary
Secretary of
under
for
adjusted and
by the
of War
War under
the provisions
provisions of an
"An Act making
appropriations for
an Act
Act entitled "An
making appropriations
for
the support of the Army for
June 30, 1913,
for the fiscal year ending June
1913,
and for other purposes", approved
approved August 24, 1912, as
as fully
fully set forth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $3,974.32.
in House Document Numbered
Numbered 615, Seventy-sixth
CIVIL FUNCTIONS
FuNcTiows
CIvIL
CORPS OF
ENGINEERS
CORPS
OF ENGINEERS

Bivers and harbors.

Rivers and harbors: For an additional amount for rivers
rivers and
and
harbors, including the same objects and under the same conditions
conditions
53
Stat. 858.
53 Stat.
858.
specified under this head in the War Department
specified
Department Civil Appropriation
Act, 1940,
1940, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
tion Act,
Damage clamb
claims,'
Davmage
and harbors:
harbors: To pay
Claims for damages, rivers and
dampay claims
claims for
for damrivers and harbors.
ages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined
determined by the
War Department
Department under the provision of section 9
9 of the River and
and
41 Stat.
41
Stat. 1015.
1015.
Harbor
564), as set forth in
Harbor Act, approved June 5, 1920 (33 U. S. C. 564),
Senate Document Numbered
Numbered 153, and House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
620, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $2,119.89.
$2,119.89.
Rivers and harbors.

THE
CANAL
VIE PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
Maintenance
Maintenance and
operation.

53 Stat. 861.
Sanitation.

53 Stat. 861.
861.

Maintenance and operation
operation of the Panama
Panama Canal: For an addiMaintenance
tional amount for the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of the Panama
Canal, fiscal year 1940, including the same objects specified under this
head in the War Department
Department Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $191,000,
$191,000,
to remain available
available until expended.
Sanitation, Canal Zone, Panama Canal: For an additional amount
amount
for sanitation, Canal Zone, Panama Canal, fiscal year 1940, including
including
the same objects specified
specified under this head in the War Department
Department
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $42,500, to remain available
available until
expended.
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
TITLE II-JUDGMENTS
II—JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED
CLAIMS
PROPERTY
PROPERTY DAMAGE
DAMAGE CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Property damage
damage
Property
claims.

42 Stat.
Stat. I1066.

SEC.
SEC. 201. (a) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses
of privately
privately owned property adjusted
adjusted and determined by the
the followfollowing respective
departments and independent
respective departments
under the proviproviindependent offices, under
sions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide a
amethod for the settlement of claims arising against the Government
Government of the United
United States
case", approved
approved December
December
in the sums not exceeding
exceeding $1,000 in any one case",
28, 1922
1922 (31
U. S
S..C.
215), as
as fully
fully set forth in House Document
Document
28,
(31 U.
C.215),
Numbered
Numbered 621 of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, as follows:
follows:
Federal Housing Administration,
Administration, $137.11;
$137.11;
Federal Security
Security Agency, $52.87;
$52.87;
$637.50;
Federal Works Agency, $637.50;
Aeronautics, $117.60;
National Advisory Committee
Committee for Aeronautics,
$117.60;
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, $45;
$45;
Department
Agriculture, $3,163.18;
Department of Agriculture,
$3,163.18;
Department
Department of Commerce, $86.04;
$86.04;
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Department of the Interior, $2,138.75;
$2,138.75;
Department of Justice, $28.25;
Department
$28.25;
Department of Labor, $218;
Department
$873.78;
Navy Department,
Department, $873.78;
Treasury Department, $185.21;
$185.21;
Treasury
$12,168.26;
War Department,
Department, $12,168.26;
Post Office Department
Department (payable from postal
postal revenues),
revenues), $1,534.15;
$1,534.15;
In all, $
$21,385.70.
In
,
5.70.
21 38
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of privately
owned property adjusted and determined
determined by the following
following respective
departments and independent
independent offices, under the provisions of the Act
departments
method for the settlement
settlement of claims
a method
entitled "An Act to provide a
Government of the United
United States in the sums not
arising against the Government
exceeding
(31
approved December 28, 1922 (31
exceeding $1,000 in any one case", approved
U.
215), as
Numbered 152
as fully set
set forth
forth in
in Senate Document Numbered
U. S. C. 215),
of the Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, as follows:
Civil
Aeronautics Authority,
Authority, $1,327.08;
$1,327.08;
Civil Aeronautics
Federal Works Agency—
AgencyFederal
Work
$2,516.33;
Administration, $2,516.33;
Work Projects
Projects Administration,
Department of Agriculture, $374.99;
$374.99;
Department
Department of the Interior, $111.15;
$111.15;
Department
Navy Department,
Department, $1,031.03;
$1,031.03;
Navy
$1,344.70;
War Department, $1,344.70;
In all, $6,705.28.
In

Settlement of
of
Settlement
claims not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.

42 Stat. 1066.

JUDGMENTS, UNITED
UNITED STATES
COURTS
STATES COUITS
JUDGMENTS,

including
S
EC. 202. (a)
(a) For the payment of the final judgments,
judgments2 including
SEC.
costs of
of suits, which have been rendered under the provisions of the
costs
Act
March 3, 1887,
provide for the bringing
bringing
"An Act to provide
1887, entitled
entitled "An
Act of
of March
of suits
against the
of the
the United
United States", as amended
amended
the Government
Government of
suits against
of
by
the Judicial
761), cerU. S.
S. C.
C. 761),
(28 U.
approved March 3, 1911 (28
Judicial Code, approved
by the
Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate Document Numbered
Numbered
tified to the Seventy-sixth
158,
Numbered 613, under the following estabDocument Numbered
158, and House Document
departments:
lishment and departments:
$4,933.37;
Federal Works Agency, $4,933.37;
Federal
Department of
of Commerce,
$28.34;
Commerce, $28.34;
Department
Department
$2,073;
Department of Labor, $2,073;
Navy
Department, $2,390.39;
$2,390.39;
Navy Department,
$1,808.09;
Post Office Department,
Department, $1,808.09;
War
Department, $3,523.13;
$3,523.13;
War Department,
In
all $14,756.32,
additional sum as may be
such additional
$14,756.32, together with such
In all,
specified in such judgments or
pay costs and interest as specified
necessary to pay
as provided
provided by
law.
by law.
as
rendered
of judgments
judgments,;including cost of suits, rendered
payment of
the payment
(b) For the
against
of the
district
the United States by United States district
the Government
Government of
against the
courts under
under the
Act authorizing
authorizing
Act entitled "An Act
of an
an Act
provisions of
the provisions
courts
suits
United States in
damages caused by
in admiralty for damages
against the United
suits against
and
salvage services
rendered to
belonging to the
vessels belonging
to public vessels
services rendered
and salvage
United States,
and for
for other
approved March
March 3, 1925 (46
purposes", approved
other purposes",
States, and
United
U. S.
S. C.,
certified to
to the
Congress hi
Senate
in Senate
the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress
C., 781-789),
781-789), certified
U.
under
Document Numbered 156, and House Document Numbered 617, under
Document
departments:
the following
following departments:
Treasury
$8,093.68;
Treasury Department, $8,093.68;
War Department,
$5,370.65;
Department, $5,370.65;
In
$13,464.33, together
together with
with such
be
may be
sum as
as may
additional sum
such additional
all, $13,464.33,
In all,
necessary
interest as
where specified
in such
judgments or
such judgments
specified in
and where
as and
to pay
pay interest
necessary to
provided by 'law.
law.
as provided

Judgments,
Judgments,

Courts.

U. S.

506; 36 Stat.
24 Stat. 606;
Stat.
1168.
1168.

Costs
Costs and
and Interest.
interest.

Suits
admiralty.
Suits in admiralty.

43
43 Stat.
Stat. 1112.

Interest.

94
Judgments in
in special
Judgments
special
cases.

Henry H. Carr and
others.
Refuse
deposits in
Refuse deposits
in
navigable waters.
navigable
30
Stat.
30 Stat. 1152.
1152.
Time for payment.
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(c)
judgment and
in special
cases
(c) For the payment of
of final judgment
and decree
decree in
special cases
rendered
rendered against the Government
Government of the United States pursuant
to
pursuant to
authority contained
contained in
approved May
May 15,
15, 1937
(Private Act
in the Act
Act approved
1937 (Private
Act
Numbered 96, Seventy-fifth
965), and
the Act
Numbered
Seventy-fifth Congress, 50
50 Stat.
Stat. 965),
and the
Act
approved March 3,
the following),
3, 1899 (33
(33 U.
U. S. C. 407
407 and
and the
following), and
and
certified to the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress in
House Documents
Documents NumNumin House
bered 616 and 618, under the War
War Department,
Department, $23,650.
(d) None of the judgments
(d)
caption shall
judgments contained under this
this caption
shall be
be
paid until the right of appeal shall have expired
as have
have
expired except
except such
such as

become final and conclusive
conclusive against the United States by failure of
of

Interest.

appeal or otherwise.
the parties to appeal
(e)
wherever provided for
(e) Payment of interest wherever
for judgments
judgments concontained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than
than thirty
days after the date of approval of
of this Act.
Act.
JUDGMENTS, COURT
CO1JIll OP
JUDGMENTS,
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

Payment.
Payment.

Interest.

William W. BrunsWilliam
wick, retirement pay.

Time for payment.

SEC.
SEo. 203. (a)
(a) For payment of the judgments
judgments rendered by the
the Court
of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress in Senate
Document
Document Numbered 155, and House
House Document
Numbered 614,
614, under
under
Document Numbered
the following
following establishment
establishment and departments, namely:
namely:
Veterans' Administration,
Veterans'
Administration, $71,069.65;
$71,069.65;
Department
Department of Agriculture, $6,773.56;
$6,773.56;
$15,000;
Department of Labor, $15,000;
Navy Department, $7,804.22;
$7,804.22;
Post Office Department, $222,825.96;
$222,825.96;
Treasury Department, $2,000;
$2,000;
War Department, $124,951.33;
$124,951.33;
In all, $450,424.72, together
In
together with such additional
additional sum as may
may be
be
necessary
necessary to pay interest as and where specified in
such judgments.
judgments.
in such
(b) For the payment of judgment
judgment numbered 44629 rendered by
the Court of Claims in favor of William W. Brunswick, covering
covering
retirement
retirement pay withheld from the plaintiff by the Comptroller
Comptroller
General, $4,233.65,
$4,233.65, to be paid from the Foreign Service
Service retirement
retirement
and disability fund.
(c) None of the judgments contained
(c)
contained under this caption shall
shall be
paid until the right of appeal
appeal shall have expired
expired , except such as

have become final.
final and conclusive against
against the
the United States by

failure
failure of the parties to appeal or otherwise.
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED

SEc.
S
EO. 204. (a) For the payment
payment of the following claims,
certified
claims, certified
to be due by the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office under appropriations
appropriations
the balances
balances of which have
have been carried
carried to the surplus fund under
under
18 Stat. 110.
the provisions of section 55of the Act of
(31 U.
U. S.
of June
June 20, 1874 (31
S. C.
C.
713), and under appropriations
713),
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated as permanent,
permanent,
being for the service
service of the fiscal year 1937 and prior years, unless
otherwise stated, and which have been certified
certified to Congress under
under
254.
23 Stat. 254.
section 2
2 of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266),
266), as fully set forth
in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 627, Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, there is
appropriated as follows:
follows:
appropriated
Legislative.
Legislative.
Legislative: For public printing
Legislative:
printing and binding, Government
Government PrintPrinting Office, $478.05.
Independent Offices.
Offices.
Independent
Offices: For Federal Civil Works Administration,
Independent Offices:
Administration,
$153.61.
For National
National Industrial Recovery, National Recovery AdministraAdministration, $7.70.
$7.70.
air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics
For maintenance
maintenance of air-navigation
Aeronautics
Authority, $1,767.26.
Authority,
$1,767.26,
Payment.
Payment.
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For establishment
establishment of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Authority, $498.45.
$498.45.
For air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, $19.88.
For salaries and expenses, Civil Service
Service Commission, $2.50.
$2.50.
Federal Power Commission,
Commission $1.25.
For Federal
$1.25.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Federal Communications
Communications Commission,
$202.53.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, National Mediation
Mediation Board, $49.
$49.
For Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission,
$325.90.
Commission, $325.90.
For Chicago
Chicago World's
World's Fair Centennial
Centennial Celebration,
Celebration, $20.60.
$20.60.
For salaries,
salaries, Office of Surgeon
Surgeon General,
Service, 27
General, Public Health
Health Service,
27
cents.
For National
National Industrial
Recovery, Treasury,
Industrial Recovery,
Treasury, Public
Public Health
Health Service,
$1.81.
$1.81.
For pay of personnel
personnel and maintenance
hospitals, Public
maintenance of hospitals,
Public Health
Health
$214.11.
Service, $214.11.
For wage records, Social Security
Security Board, $7.35.
$7.35.
For general expenses, Office of Education,
Education, $2.70.
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Federal Emergency
For National Industrial
Emergency Administration of Public Works, $707.24.
For repairs
buildings,
repairs, preservation,
preservation, and
and equipment,
equipment, public
public buildings,
Procurement Division, $115.86.
Procurement
For Army and Navy
Navy pensions,
pensions, $262.
$262.
For military and naval insurance,
Administration,
insurance, Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
$143.75.
$143.75.
Bureau, $235.26.
For medical
medical and hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, $7,362.74.
Department of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses, Soil Conservation
servation Service, $30,589.69.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Forest Service,
Service, $337.65.
$337.65.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics,
Economics,
$561.12.
For
salaries and
expenses,
ExtensionofService
Service,
$10.43.
For salaries and
expenses, Extension
Plant Industry,
$10.43. $4.47.
For
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Plant Industry, $4.47.
expenses, Farm Credit
For salaries and expenses,
Credit Administration
Administration, $2.08.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Entomology
Entomology and
and Plant Quarantine, $3.52.
$3.52.
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Engineering,
Engineering,
$49.99.
For salaries and expenses, Weather
Bureau, $4.73.
$4.73.
Weather Bureau,
salaries and expenses,
expenses ' Bureau
Bureau of Animal
Industry, $46.89.
For salaries
Animal Industry,
$46.89.
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Resettlement Administration,
For National
Recovery, Resettlement
Administration,
submarginal lands (transfer
(transfer to
submarginal
to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $7,364.21.
$7,364.21.
For emergency
(transfer from
emergency conservation
conservation fund (transfer
from War
War to AgriAgriculture, Act June 19,
1934), $2,587.12.
culture,
19, 1934),
For emergency
conservation fund (transfer
emergency conservation
(transfer from War to AgriAgriculture, Act March
March 31, 1933),
1933), $48.25.
For exportation
exportation and
and domestic
consumption of
of agricultural
agricultural comcomdomestic consumption
Department of Agriculture
modities, Department
Agriculture, $4,131.
$4,131.
For acquisition of lands for protection
watersheds of navigable
navigable
protection of watersheds
streams
streams, $481.99.
$481.99.
For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Resettlement Administration,
Recovery, Resettlement
Administration,
subsistence homesteads
subsistence
homesteads (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $41.75.
For agricultural
agricultural credits and rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, emergency
emergency relief,
$94.63.
$94.63.
For farmers'
farmers' crop production and harvesting
harvesting loans, Farm Credit
Administration,
Administration, $287.15.
agricultural areas
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural
areas (transfer
(transfer to
Administration), $385.05.
Farm Credit Administration),
For
grasshopper control,
control, $20.79.
$20.79.
For grasshopper

Departmentof AgriDepartmentofAgriculture.

48 Stat. 1065.
1055.

48 Stat. 22.
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For plant reserve stations, Soil Conservation Service, $20.63.
$20.63.
For loans and relief in stricken
areas (transfer
stricken agricultural
agricultural areas
(transfer to
to
Agriculture),
Agriculture), $98.68.
$98.68.
elimination of diseased
diseased cattle,
cattle, Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture,
For elimination
$171.53.
conservation and use of
agricultural land
land resources,
DepartFor conservation
of agricultural
resources, Department of Agriculture, $383.72.
For payment to officers and employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in
foreign countries
countries due to appreciation
appreciation of foreign currencies
currencies (Agriculture),
culture), $13.59.
For working fund, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Animal
Animal Industry (Agricultural
(Agricultural
Adjustment Administration),
Administration), $50.
$50.
For National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Interior, soil-erosion prevention (transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $14.45.
$14.45.
For National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Administration,
Administration, $3.35.
$3.35.
For loans to farmers in drought- and storm-stricken
storm-stricken areas, emergency relief,
relief, $52.83.
$52.83.
Department
Department of
of
Department of Commerce:
Commerce: For air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, $347.55.
$347.55.
Commerce.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Bureau of Marine Inspection
Tnspection and
Naviand Navigation, $3.63.
For research and development, National Bureau
Bureau of Standards,
Standards, $34.
$34.
For National
National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Commerce, Aeronautics, $6.23.
Department of
of the
the
Department
Park Service,
$5.68.
Department of the Interior:
Interior: For
For National
National Park
Service, $5.68.
Intenor.
Interior.
$77.46.
For Geological
Geological Survey, $77.46.
For National Industrial Recovery, Interior,
Park Service,
Interior, National
National Park
Service,
recreational-demonstration projects, $225.75.
recreational-demonstration
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries, $10.30.
40
Stat. 1009.
40 Stat. 1009.
For operations
Act of
of October
1918, $11,962.57.
operations under Mineral Act
October 5,
5, 1918,
$11,962.57.
For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery, Interior,
$5.27.
Interior, oil
oil regulations,
regulations, $5.27.
For salaries and ex
Denses, Division of
Grazing Control, Departexpenses,
of Grazing
Department of the Interior, $200.
8200.
For general expenses,
expenses, General Land Office,
$9.58.
Office, $9.58.
For petroleum administration (transfer to Interior),
Interior), $2.76.
For salaries
National Bituminous
salaries and expenses,
expenses, National
Bituminous Coal Commission,
Commission,
50 Stat. 72.
50 Stat. 72.
Department of the Interior
Interior (transfer,
April 26,
$9.20.
(transfer, Act
Act April
26, 1937),
1937), $9.20.
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Biological Survey, $5.42.
$5.42.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Division of Investigations,
Investigations, Department
Department
of the Interior, $2.50.
For temporary
temporary government for Virgin Islands,
Islands, $4.10.
Reindeer Service, Alaska, $42.79.
For Reindeer
For protecting
protecting seal and salmon fisheries of Alaska, $1.50.
$1.50.
For emergency
emergency conservation work (transfer to interior,
Interior, Indians,
49
Stat.
1601.
49 Stat. 1801.
Act June
Act
June 22,
22, 1936),
1936), $423.83.
$423.83.
construction, and so forth, irrigation systems, Indian reservaFor construction,
reservations (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $71.01.
emergency conservation work (transfer
(transfer to Interior, Indians,
For emergency
50
50 Stat. la
to.
February 9, 1937),
1937), $4,469.87.
$4,469.87.
Act February
administration of Indian property,
For support of Indians and administration
property,
$1,407.07.
$1,407.07.
For agriculture
agriculture and stock raising
raising among
among Indians, $123.20.
For fulfilling treaties with Sioux of different
different tribes, including
including
Santee Sioux of Nebraska,
or th D
ak
ot
a, and
an d South
South Dakota,
Nebraska, N
North
Dakota,
Dakota, $28.
$28.
For conservation of health among Indians, $898.92.
For loans
loans and relief in stricken agricultural
For
agricultural areas (transfer from
Agriculture to Interior,
Indians), $62.61.
Interior, Indians),
For suppressing
suppressing liquor traffic among Indians,
Indians, $6.95.
For clinical survey
survey of disease conditions among Tndia
11S, $179.98.
Indians,
$179.98.
For Indian boarding schools, $13.65.
For
and transportation
of Indian supplies,
For purchase
purchase and
transportation of
supplies, $2.64.
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For irrigation, Indian reservations (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $31.01.
$31.01.
For expenses
expenses of organizing
organizing Indian corporations,
corporations, and
and so
forth,
so forth,
$114.34.
administration of Indian forests,
For administration
forests, $8.20.
$8.20.
For Indian school support, $518.83.
For pay of Indian
Indian police,
police, $2.60.
$2.60.
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation fund (transfer from
War to
Interior,
from War
to Interior,
Indians, Act March 31, 1933),
1933), $138.95.
Department of
of Justice: For salaries, fees, and
of marmarand expenses
expenses of
shals, United States courts, $352.73.
$352.73.
For support of United
United States prisoners,
$702.35.
prisoners, $702.35.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, United States courts,
$373.81.
courts, $373.81.
For fees of jurors and witnesses, United States
$55.
States courts, $55.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau of
$4.95.
of Prisons, $4.95.
For fees of commissioners,
commissioners, United States courts,
$904.08.
courts, $904.08.
For contingent expenses, Department of
Justice, $85.56.
$85.56.
of Justice,
For printing and binding, Department of Justice
Justice and
and courts,
courts,
$260.05.
For salaries and expenses, Federal
Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Investigation, $49.92.
$49.92,
For United States Industrial
Industrial Reformatory,
Reformatory, Chillicothe,
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Ohio,
maintenance,
maintenance, $1,021.32.
$1,021.32.
For pay of special assistant attorneys, United States courts,
$1.75.
courts, $1.75.
For fees and expenses of conciliation
conciliation commissioners,
commissioners, United
United States
States
courts, $125.
$125.
For United States Northeastern
Northeastern Penitentiary, maintenance,
maintenance, $28.03.
$28.03.
District of Columbia: For
expenses, Supreme
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Supreme
$35.
Court, District of
of Columbia, $35.
For National Training School for Girls,
of Columbia,
Columbia, $5.
Girls, District of
$5.
Department of
of Labor: For grants to States for services for
for crippled children, Social Security
Security Act, Children's
Children's Bureau
2
541.56.
Bureau,? $2
$2,541.56.
For salaries and expenses, Immigration and Naturalizatlon
Naturalization Service,
Service,
$18.56.
$18.56.
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
of Labor
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, $2.80.
$2.80.
For salaries and expenses, commissioners of conciliation,
conciliation, $3.25.
$3.25.
Navy
Navy Department: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Navy, $67.
expenses, Navy,
$67.
For transportation, Bureau of
Navigation, $28.65.
$28.65.
of Navigation,
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering, $236,494.94.
$236,494.94.
For pay of the Navy, $162.39.
For pay, subsistence, and transportation, Navy,
Navy, $7,409.08.
$7,409.08.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and
and Accounts,
Accounts, $747.34.
$747.34.
For aviation, Navy, $52,830.76.
$52,830.76.
For pay, Marine Corps, $177.19.
$177.19.
For general
general expenses, Marine Corps,
Corps, $5.06.
$5.06.
For prize money to captors, Spanish War, $26.99.
For ordnance and ordnance
ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance,
$71,112.47.
Ordnance, $71,112.47.
For payment to officers
officers and employees of
of the
the United
States in
in
United States
appreciation of foreign currencies
foreign countries due to appreciation
currencies (Navy),
(Navy),
$918.75.
emergency construction,
For increase of the Navy, emergency
construction, $20,645.74.
$20,645.74.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, $5.90.
$5.90.
For care of the dead, Bureau
Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, $2.50.
$2.50.
For relief
relief of claimants,
naval ammunition
depot, Lake
Lake
claimants, explosion at
at naval
ammunition depot,
Denmark, New Jersey, $15.
$15.
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserve,
Reserve, $6.72.
Department of State: For transportation
transportation of Foreign Service
Service
officers, $1,285.24.
officers,
$1,285.24.
For payment
payment to officers and employees
employees of the United States in
in
appreciation of foreign
foreign countries due to appreciation
foreign currencies
(State),
currencies (State),
$539.45.
$539.45.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Department
Department of
$9.
of State,
State, $9.
193470"-4-1-PT. 1-7
193470*-41—PT.
I-7
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For
transportation of
of families
families and
and effects
of officers
officers and
and employees,
employees,
For transportation
effects of
Bureau of
and Domestic
Commerce, $30.
$30.
Bureau
of Foreign
Foreign and
Domestic Commerce,
For Special
$8.12.
For
Special Mexican
Mexican Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, $8.12.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
Service, $70.
$70.
For
expenses, Foreign
Foreign Service,
For office
office and
Foreign. Service,
For
and living
living quarters,
quarters, Foreign
Service, $9.62.
$9.62.
Treasury
For collecting
the internal
internal revenue,
revenue,
Treasury Department:
Department: For
collecting the
$267.54.
$267.54.
For
Coast Guard,
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Coast
Guard, $168.46.
$168.46.
Service, $21.44.
$21.44.
For general
general expenses,
expenses, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
For
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
For suppressing
and other crimes, $54.30.
allowances, Coast
Guard, $664.21.
$664.21.
For pay and allowances,
Coast Guard,
For Coast Guard, $194.47.
$194.47.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Treasury
Treasury Department,
For contingent
Department, $135.25.
$135.25.
For repairs to Coast Guard vessels, $5.70.
expenses, Bureau of Narcotics,
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
Narcotics, $30.27.
For salaries and expenses,
Bureau of Engraving
expenses, Bureau
Engraving and Printing,
$4.83.
For special projects, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $475.
$1.12.
For outfits, Coast Guard, $1.12.
For retired
retired pay, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service, $42.25.
$42.25.
expenses, Division of Disbursement,
Disbursement, $21.22.
For salaries and expenses,
For collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, $9.96.
Treasury Department,
$10.35.
For stationery, Treasury
Department, $10.35.
For salaries
and administrative
administrative expenses,
915, Revenue
Act
For
salaries and
expenses, section
section 915,
Revenue Act
from exportation
exportation and domestic consumption
consumption of agriof 1936 (transfer from
Agriculture, 1936),
cultural commodities, Department
Department of Agriculture,
1936), $18.31.
For debentures
debentures or drawbacks, bounties or allowances
(Customs),
allowances (Customs),
$106.19.
$106.19.
For furniture and repairs of same for public buildings, Procurement Division, $11.40.
$41.40.
For medical
medical and hospital service, penal institutions
institutions (Justice transfer to
Health Service,
Act of
of March
22, 1935),
1935),
fer
to Treasury,
Treasury, Public
Public Health
Service, Act
March 22,
55 cents.
For quarantine
quarantine service,
service, $13.66.
$13.66.
equipment, public buildings, ProFor repairs, preservation,
preservation, and equipment,
curement Division, $2.29.
curement
For pay of personnel and maintenance
hospitals, Public Health
maintenance of hospitals,
Health
Service, $17.15.
Service,
War
general appropriations,
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
War Department: For general
Corps, $31,730.76.
For pay of the Army, $15,905.95.
$15,905.95.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army,
$9,638.16.
Army, $9,638.16.
.Army transportation,
transportation, $899.34.
$899.34.
For Army
For subsistence of the Army, $938.07.
For National
National Guard, $1,387.21.
$1,387.21.
For barracks
barracks and quarters,
quarters, Army,
24 cents.
cents.
Army, 24
For replacing Army transportation,
transportation, $161.94.
For travel, military and civil personnel,
$1.50.
personnel, War Department, $1.50.
For payment
payment to officers
officers and employees
employees of the United States in foreign countries due to appreciation
appreciation of foreign currencies (War),
(War)
$259.89.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, War
War with Spain,
Spain, $4.62.
transportation, Quartermaster
For supplies, services, and transportation,
Quartermaster Corps,
$153.53.
$153.53.
For repairs of arsenals,
arsenals, Army, 5
5cents.
For claims
claims of officers and men of the Army for destruction of
of
private property, $68.33.
For medical
medical and hospital
hospital department, Army, $130.53.
$130.53.
For ammunition-storage
ammunition-storage facilities, Army, $13.83.
$13.83.
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For Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps,
Corps, $276.87.
$276.87.
selection for military service,
For registration
registration and selection
service, $16.
$16.
For Air Corps, Army, $80.
For special
special field exercises
exercises,' Army, $49.05.
$49.05.
For Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, $525.87.
$525.87.
For ordnance service and supplies, Army,
Army, $195.14.
$195.14.
For travel of the
the Army,
Army, $639.67.
$639.67.
For clothing and
and equipage,
equipage, Army,
Army, $90.73.
$90.73.
For replacing clothing and equipage, $851.85.
$851.85.
For increase
increase of compensation,
compensation, Military
Military Establishment,
Establishment, $2,386.89.
$2,386.89.
For replacing ordnance
ordnance and ordnance stores,
stores, $173.20.
$173.20.
For seacoast defenses
$349.84.
defenses, $349.84.
For working
working defenses,
fund,
For
fund,
War, Chemical
Warfare Service (Navy, conChemical Warfare
struction and repair),
repair), $2,016.98.
$2,016.98.
For engineer
engineer service,
service, $746.55.
For pay of National Guard for armory drills, $9.20.
$9.20.
For cemeterial
cemeterial expenses,
expenses, War
War Department,
Department, $1.31.
$1.31.
For
For payment
payment of claimants
claimants under Public Act Numbered
Numbered 436, FebFebruary 11, 1936, War Department, $105.42.
$105.42.
For emergency
emergency conservation fund (transfer to War,
Act March
March
War, Act
31, 1933),
31,
1933), including $141.66 for this purpose under
under the
heading
the heading
"Emergency Relief"
"Emergency
Relief" on page 102 of House Document Numbered
627,
Numbered 627,
$2,004.63.
$2,004.63.
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation fund (transfer
War, Act
Act June
June 19,
(transfer to
to War,
19,
1934),
1934), $875.15.
$875.15.
For emergency
conservation fund (transfer to War, Act
emergency conservation
Act March
March
31
31, 1933), $5.83.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural
agricultural areas
(transfer from
from
areas (transfer
emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work to War, Act June 19,
$442.56.
19, 1934)
1934), $442.56.
For emergency
emergency conservation work
Act June
work (transfer
(transfer to
to War,
War, Act
June 22,
22,
1936),
1936), $3,770.70.
For emergency
emergency conservation work (transfer to
Act February
to War, Act
February
1937), including
9, 1937),
including $15.37 for this purpose under the
the heading
heading "Emer"Emergency Relief" on page 102 of House Document Numbered
Numbered 627,
627,
$3,908.79.
$3,908.79.
Emergency Relief:
Emergency
Relief: For emergency
emergency relief, Resettlement
AdminisResettlement Administration,
tration, flood control and other conservation
conservation (transfer
(transfer to
to AgriculAgriculture),
ture), $302.19.
For emergency relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, rural
rural rehabilirehabilitation, loans and relief
to farmers,
and so
(transfer to
to
relief to
farmers, and
so forth
forth (transfer
Agriculture),
Agriculture), $702.96.
For emergency
emergency relief, Resettlement
sanitation,
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, sanitation,
prevention of soil erosion,
prevention
erosion, and so forth (transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture),
$21,823.54.
$21,823.54.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture,
Conservation Service,
Service,
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
$154.60.
$154.60.
emergency relief, Works
For emergency
Works Progress Administration (non-Fed(non-Federal projects approved
approved prior to June 22, 1936),
1936), $11,344.84.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, grants
grants to
to
States, and so forth, $4,614.97.
$4,614.97.
For emergency
emergency relief, conservation work,
Civilian ConservaConservawork, War, Civilian
tion Corps, $3,191.45.
For emergency
Resettlement Administration,
emergency relief, Resettlement
Administration, administrative
administrative
expenses (transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $1,396.46.
$1,396.46.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture, Forest Service, forestation,
and
forestation, and
so forth, $5,681.45.
emergency relief, Works Progress
For emergency
Progress Administration,
Administration, assistance
assistance
for educational,
educational, professional,
$1,492.09.
professional, and clerical persons
persons, $1,492.09.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
public
Administration, public
buildings, $1,061.34.
$1,061.34.
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For
emergency relief,
Administration, parks
and
parks and
Progress Administration,
Works Progress
relief, Works
For emergency
recreational
$4,392.94.
facilities, $4,392.94.
recreational facilities,
For
emergency relief,
relief, Agriculture,
$206.56.
expenses, $206.56.
administrative expenses,
Agriculture, administrative
For emergency
For emergency
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Animal
Industry, $11.49.
Animal Industry,
For
emergency relief,
For
relief, Works
Progress Administration,
Administration, highways,
highways,
Works Progress
emergency relief,
For emergency
roads, and
and. streets,
streets, $1,271.86.
$1,271.86.
roads,
For
emergency relief,
Works Progress
Administration, public
Progress Administration,
relief, Works
For emergency
buildings (Federal
(Federal projects),
projects), $25.40.
buildings
For
relief, Works
Works Progress
Administration, miscellamiscellaProgress Administration,
emergency relief,
For emergency
neous
work projects
projects (Federal
(Federal projects),
projects), $19.54.
$19.54.
neous work
For
public utilProgress Administration,
Administration, public
relief, Works Progress
For emergency
emergency relief,
ities, and
$3,118.49.
forth, $3,118.49.
and so
so forth,
ities,
For emergency
Survey, $551.40.
Biological Survey,
For
emergency relief, Agriculture, Biological
emergency relief,
Conservation Service,
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
relief, Agriculture,
For emergency
conservation, $5.49.
flood control
control and other conservation,
For emergency
relief, Treasury,
Treasury, administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, $16.54.
emergency relief,
For
emergency relief,
relief, Navy, yards and docks, $94.
For emergency
relief, Interior, Indians, loans and grants to
For emergency . relief,
Indians for rehabilitation, $15.25.
Conservation Work, Interior,
For emergency relief, Emergency Conservation
Indians,
Indians, miscellaneous projects, Indian reservations, $601.21.
For
forestation,
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, forestation,
prevention of soil erosion, and so forth, $40.67.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, women's
projects, $2.47.
relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, National
National
For emergency
emergency relief,
non-Federal projects, $17.03.
$17.03.
Youth Administration,
Administration, non-Federal
work-relief
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, work-relief
For emergency
projects, $15.15.
projects,
Agriculture, Forest Service, parks and
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture,
recreational
recreational facilities, $2.96.
emergency relief, Agriculture, Forest Service, flood control
For emergency
conservation, $7.
and other conservation,
For emergency relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, agricultural
agricultural economics, assistpersons, $1.25.
ance for educational,
educational professional, and clerical persons,
emergency relief, Resettlement
Administration, rural rehabiliFor emergency
Resettlement Administration,
tation (transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $981.61.
$981.61.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture, Biological
Biological Survey, flood control
conservation, $21.10.
and other conservation,
Reconstruction AdminFor emergency
emergency relief, Interior, Puerto Rico Reconstruction
istration, public buildings, $527.47.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, Office of Education,
Education, grants to States,
and so forth, $3.30.
For emergency
emergency relief, War, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps, construction
and
construction and
improvement
improvement of buildings, and so forth, $947.44.
For emergency
emergency relief, War, rivers and harbors, flood control, and
so forth, $347.43.
$347.43.
For emergency relief, War, Office of Chief of Staff, work-relief
work-relief
projects, $41.80.
projects,
For emergency
emergency relief, emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work, War, Civili
an
Civilian
Conservation Corps, including $2.55
$2.55 for this purpose
purpose u
nd
er th
hea dunder
thee heading "War Department"
Numbered
Department" on page 88 of House Document Numbered
627, $1,141.69.
$1,141.69.
For emergency
emergency relief, Treasury, Coast Guard, $1,958.50.
For emergency
emergency relief, emergency
emergency conservation work, Interior
Interior,
National Park Service, acquisition of land adjacent to Petersburg'
Petersburg
National Military Park, $600.
National
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For emergency
emergency relief, Interior,
Offi ce o
f
Ed
uca
ti
on,
ass
i
stance
for
Interior, Office
of Education, assistance for
educational,
educational, professional,
professional, and clerical
clerical persons, $7.60.
For emergency
emergency relief, Treasury,
Treasury, Public Health
Health Service,
Service, assistance
assistance
for educational,
educational, professional,
professional, and clerical persons, $113.28.
For
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public
utilities, and so forth (Federal
(Federal projects),
$12.18.
projects), $12.18.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works
For
Works Progress Administration, miscellanemiscellaneous work projects, $18.77.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Interior, National
National Park
sanitation
Park Service,
Service, sanitation,
prevention
soil ero
si on ,an
f
orth , $1
,
065 .56.
9
prevention of
of soil
erosion,
andd so
so forth,
$1,065.56.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National
National Park
parks and
Park Service, parks
and
recreational facilities, non-Federal
$490.88.
non-Federal projects,
projects, $490.88.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National Park Service, flood
flood control
control
and other conservation,
conservation, $3.53.
$3.53.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National Park Service,
Service, $9,545.83.
$9,545.83.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National
National Park
and
Park Service,
Service, parks
parks and
recreational
recreational facilities, $25.19.
$25.19.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works
Works Progress Administration,
Administration, flood
flood conconconservation, $56.21.
trol and other conservation,
$56.21.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, administraadministrative expenses, $23.15.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, Puerto Rico
Reconstruction AdminAdminRico Reconstruction
istration, flood control and other conservation
(Federal projects),
projects),
conservation (Federal
$68.25.
Post Office DepartOffice Department—Postal
Department-Postal Service—(out
Service-(out of the
Post Office
the postal ment.
Pt
Office Departrevenues): For city delivery
revenues):
delivery carriers,
$173.85.
carriers, $173.85.
For clerks, first- and second-class
second-class post offices,
offices, $52.94.
$52.94.
For compensation
compensation to postmasters, $513.74.
For contract air-mail service,
$85,999.44.
service, $85,999.44.
For foreign
foreign mail transportation, $8.68.
For freight, express, or motor transportation
transportation of
and so
so
of equipment,
equipment, and
forth, $1.20.
$1.20.
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
carpets, and safes for public buildings,
buildings, Post
Post Office
Office
Department, $5.64.
$5.64.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic mail,
mail, $369.65.
$369.65.
For miscellaneous items, first- and
second-class post
post offices,
offices, $11.
$11.
and second-class
For operating
operating force for public buildings,
Office Departbuildings, Post
Post Office
Department, $20.
$20.
For operating
operating supplies for public
Departpublic buildings,
buildings, Post
Post Office
Office Department, $1.92.
For post-office
post-office stationery, equipment
equipment, and supplies, $20.
$20.
For railroad transportation
mail-messenger service,
service, $16.77.
transportation and
and mail-messenger
$16.77.
For Railway Mail -Service, salaries, $98.01.
$98.01.
For Railway
Railway Mail Service,
Service, miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $51.80.
$51.80.
For rent, light, and fuel, $140.19.
$140.19.
For Rural Delivery
Delivery Service,
Service, $431.59.
For separating mails, $130.35.
$130.35.
For special-delivery
special-delivery fees, $7.79.
For temporary
temporary clerk hire, $4.
For transportation
transportation of equipment and supplies, $379.51.
$379.51.
For vehicle service,
service: $10.55.
Total, audited claims, section 204
$732,831.77, together
with
204 (a),
(a), $732,831.77,
Total;
dit tonal
together with
Total; ad
additional
sum, increases In rates
such additional sum due to increases in rates of exchange
exchange as
as may
may be ouf
e=inrate
of exchange.
necessary to pay claims in the foreign
foreign currency and
as specispeciand interest
interest as
fied in certain of the settlements
settlements of the
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
the General
Additional audited
audited
(b) For the payment of the following claims, certified
certified to be due
due by Additional
the General
General Accounting Office under appropriations the balances of
of
which have been carried
carried to the surplus fund
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of
fund under
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section 5
of the
the Act
of June
20, 1874
(31 U.
under
713), and under
U. S. C. 713),
1874 (31
June 20,
Act of
5 of
section
appropriations
treated as
being for
the service
service
for the
permanent, being
as permanent,
heretofore treated
appropriations heretofore
of the
the fiscal
year 1937
and prior
prior years,
otherwise stated, and
unless otherwise
years, unless
1937 and
fiscal year
of
which have
been certified
certified to
to Congress
section 2
2 of the Act of
under section
Congress under
have been
which
23
July
7, 1884
C. 266),
266), as
fully set forth in
Document
264.
23 Stat. 264.
Senate Document
in Senate
as fully
S. C.
U. S.
(5 U.
1884 (5
July 7,
Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, there is appropriated
appropriated as
157, Seventy-sixth
Numbered 157,
follows:
follows:
Independent
Independent Offices:
Offices: For Thomas Jefferson
OfJefferson Memorial CommisIndependent Of
Independent
flees.
fices.
sion,
$64.65.
sion, $64.65.
$4,161.24.
40 Stat.
1009.
For
Mineral Act of October 5, 1918, $4,161.24.
40
Stat. 1009.
operations under Mineral
For operations
For medical
hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $29.40.
and hospital
medical and
For
For vocational
vocational rehabilitation,
Veterans' Bureau, 40 cents.
rehabilitation, Veterans'
For
For
salaries and
$1,890.73.
Administration, $1,890.73.
Veterans' Administration,
expenses, Veterans'
and expenses,
For salaries
Federal
Federal
Security
Agency:
Security
Federal Security
Agency: For pay of personnel and maintenance
Security
Federal
Agency.
Agency.
of hospitals,
hospitals, Public
Public Health Service, $33.41.
of
For medical
and hospital
hospital services,
penal institutions (Justice, transservices,penal
medical and
For
1935), 70
49
Stat. 84.
84.
fer
Treasury, Public
Health Service, Act March 22, 1935),
Public Health
49 Stat.
to Treasury,
fer to
cents.
Federal
Works
Federal
Agency: For National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, FedFederal Works
Works Agency:
Federal Works
Agency.
Agency.
oral Emergency
Administration of Public Works, $16.25.
$16.25.
Emergency Administration
eral
For repairs,
preservation, and equipment, public buildings, Prorepairs, preservation,
For
curement Division, 50 cents.
Department of
of
Department of
Agriculture: For
expenses, Forest
salaries and expenses,
For salaries
Department
of Agriculture:
Department
Agriculture.
Agriculture.
Service, $173.74.
Service,
For
expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $37.22.
and expenses,
salaries and
For salaries
For exportation
exportation and
agricultural comconsumption of agricultural
domestic consumption
and domestic
For
modities, Department
Department of Agriculture, $1496.79.
$1196.79.
modities,
Administration,
For
Recovery, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Industrial Recovery,
National Industrial
For National
submarginal
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $1,568.80.
submarginal lands (transfer
Industrial Recovery, Interior,
Interior, soil-erosion
soil-erosion prevenNational Industrial
For National
Agriculture), $15.25.
$15.25.
tion (transfer to Agriculture),
48 Stat.
Stat. 1055.
1066.
For
emergency conservation
conservation fund (transfer from War to Agricul48
For emergency
1934), $1,681.46.
$1,681.46.
ture, Act June 19, 1934),
For
Industrial Recovery, Agricultural
Adjustment
Agricultural Adjustment
For National Industrial
Administration, $46.72.
Administration,
Department
o
Department
Commerce: For salaries and expenses, Bureau of
Department of
Department of Commerce:
Commerce.
Commerce.
Marine Inspection and Navigation, $4925.
$49.25.
Marine
For testing,
testing, inspection,
inspection, and
and information
information service, National
National Bureau
Bureau
For
Standards, $495.
of Standards,
Department of the
Department of
of the Interior:
Interior: For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Department
Interior.
Interior.
$23.06.
Interior, oil regulation, $23.06.
40
For operations
under Mineral
October 5, 1918, $58.88.
1009.
Mineral Act of October
Stat. 1009.
40 Stat.
operations under
For
For Indian school support, $10.26.
conservation of health among Indians, $19.50.
For conservation
emergency conservation
conservation work (transfer to Interior, Indians,
For emergency
50 Stat. 10.
Act
February 9,
9, 1937),
$177.38.
1937) $177.38.
Act February
Department
of
Jun
Department of insof Justice: For fees of jurors and witnesses, United
Department
tice.
tice.
States courts,
$7.80.
courts, $7.80.
States
expenses of marshals, United States courts,
For salaries, fees, and expenses
$457.76.
For
salaries and
expenses, Division of
$168.76.
Investigation, $168.76.
of Investigation,
and expenses,
For salaries
Li
Department of .
Labor: For payment to officers
officers and employees
employees of
Department of La- Department
bar.
bor.
the
appreciation of foreign
in foreign countries due to appreciation
United States uì
the United
currencies
(Labor), $15.43.
currencies (Labor),
Navigation,
Navy
t.
Navy Department: For transportation, Bureau of Navigation
Navy Department
Department.
Navy
$140.40.
$140.40.
transportation, Navy, $11.83.
$11.83.
subsistence, and transportation,
For pay, subsistence,
For maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $125.93.
For aviation, Navy, $47.25.
18 Stat.
Stat. 110.
110.
18
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$104.61.
For pay, Marine Corps, $104.61.
employees of the United
For payment
payment to officers and employees
United States in forappreciation of
foreign currencies
currencies (Navy),
(Navy),
eign countries due
due to
to appreciation
of foreign
$187.01.
$187.01.
For increase of the Navy, emergency construction,
construction, $32,613.23.
$32,613.23.
For care
care of the
the dead,
dead, Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, $25.
$25.
For organizing
organizing the Naval Reserve, $3.60.
Department of State: For transportation
transportation of Foreign
Foreign Service
officers, $690.11.
officers,
For salaries, Foreign Service officers, $953.16.
Foreign Service
For office
office and
and living quarters,
quarters, Foreign
Service, $45.83.
$45.83.
Treasury
Treasury Department:
Department: For salaries, lighthouse vessels, $7.59.
Service, $3.85.
$3.85.
For general expenses, Lighthouse Service,
For collecting the internal revenue, $128.42.
$128.42.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Narcotics
Narcotics, 86 cents.
For collecting
collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, 50 cents.
War Department: For general
general appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps, $8,345.46.
For
rmy, $1,873.04.
$1,873.04.
For pay, and so
so forth,
forth, of the A
Army,
For Air Corps, Army, $152.57.
compensation, Military Establishment,
Establishment, $147.22.
For increase
increase of compensation,
For pay of the Army, $8,478.97.
For
travel of the
the Army, $256.67.
For travel
For Engineer Service, $1.70.
National Guard, $230.40.
$230.40.
For National
For
$6.43.
Reserves, $6.43.
For Organized
Organized Reserves
For
Surgeon General's
General's Office,
Office $1.06.
library, Surgeon
For library,
transportation, Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps,
services, and transportation,
For supplies, services,
$2.94.
For
Officers' Training Corps, $43.79.
Reserve Officers'
For Reserve
equipage 'Army, $13.63.
clothing and equipage,
For clothing
For Army transportation, $33.75.
$289.61.
For ordnance service and supplies, Army, $289.61.
For Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, Army, $4.99.
For
$33.64.
For subsistence of the Army, $33.64.
cemeterial expenses,
expenses, War
War Department, $1.53.
For cemeterial
For emergency
emergency conservation
March
War, Act
Act March
(transfer to War,
fund (transfer
conservation fund
For
31,
1933), $2.57.
31, 1933),
For
emergency conservation
conservation fund (transfer
(transfer to War, Act June 19,
For emergency
1934),
$208.21.
1934), $208.21.
For
loans and
and relief
(transfer from
areas (transfer
agricultural areas
in stricken
stricken agricultural
relief in
For loans
emergency conservation
conservation work
work to
War , Act
Act June
June 19,1934),
$94.13.
19 1934), $94.13.
to War,
emergency
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work
work (transfer
(transfer to
Act June 22,
to War,
War, Act
For
1936), $261.53.
1936),
For
emergency conservation
conservation work
(transfer to
Act February
to War, Act
work (transfer
For emergency
1937), $111.82.
9, 1937),
Biological
Emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Biological
Relief: For emergency
Emergency Relief:
Survey, flood
conservation, $9.50.
and other conservation
control and
flood control
Survey,
For
emergency relief,
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest
Forest Service,
and
forestation, and
Service, forestation,
For emergency
$615.
so forth, $615.
For
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Soil
Service,
Conservation Service,
Soil Conservation
emergency relief,
For emergency
$23.57.
$23.57.
For emergency
Agriculture, administrative
expenses, $16.10.
$16.10.
administrative expenses,
relief, Agriculture,
For
emergency relief,
For
emergency
relief,
Resettlement
Administration,
rural
rehabilirehabilirural
Administration,
relief,
Resettlement
For emergency
tation (transfer
to Agriculture),
$538.74.
tation
(transfer to
Agriculture), $538.74.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, sanitation,
sanitation,
relief, Resettlement
For
prevention
soil erosion,
erosion, and
to Agriculture),
Agriculture),
(transfer to
forth (transfer
so forth
and so
of soil
prevention of
$3,059.69.
$3,059.69.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Emergency
Emergency Conservation
Conservation Work,
Work, Interior,
Interior,
For
Indians,
miscellaneous projects,
projects, Indian
Indian reservations,
reservations, $8.40.
$8.40.
Indians, miscellaneous

Department
Department of
State.

Treasury
Treasury Department.

War
Department.
War Department.

48 Stat. 22.
48 Stat.
Stat. 1055.
48
1055.

49 Stat. 1801.
1601.

50 Stat. 10.
Emergency relief.
Emergency
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For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, flood
For
flood control
control
and other
conservation (transfer
(transfer to
to Agriculture),
$343.72.
and
other conservation
Agriculture), $343.72.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, rural
rehabiliFor
relief, Resettlement
rural rehabilitation, loans
relief to
farmers, and
forth (transfer
(transfer to
to AgriAgritation,
loans and
and relief
to farmers,
and so
so forth
culture), $15.60.
culture),
For
Service, sanitation,
sanitation,
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Interior,
Interior, National
National Park
Park Service,
prevention of
of soil
and so
prevention
soil erosion,
erosion, and
so forth,
forth, $350.
$350.
For
emergency relief, Treasury,
Health Service,
Service, assistance
For emergency
Treasury, Public
Public Health
assistance
for
educational, professional,
persons (certified
claims),
for educational,
professional, and
and clerical
clerical persons
(certified claims),
$3.81.
$3.81.
For
relief, Treasury,
Treasury, administrative
For emergency
emergency relief,
administrative expenses,
expenses, $1.07.
$1.07.
For
Conservation Work,
For emergency
emergency relief, Emergency
Emergency Conservation
Work, War,
War,
Civilian Conservation Corps,
Corps, $284.83.
$284.83.
For emergency relief, War,
War, Corps of
of Engineers,
Engineers, flood control
control and
and
(non-Federal projects),
$103.25.
other conservation
conservation (non-Federal
projects), $103.25.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, National
National
Administration (non-Federal
Youth Administration
(non-Federal projects)
projects),? $51.50.
$51.50.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, grants to
to
States, and so forth, $943.94.
$943.94.
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration
Administration (non-FedFor emergency
eral projects, approved
approved prior to June 22, 1936),
1936), $427.57.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, highways,
highways,
roads, and streets, $44.52.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public
$25.75.
buildings, $25.75.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public utilities, and so forth, $18.40.
For emergency relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, administrative
expenses (transfer to Agriculture),
$36.
Agriculture), $36.
For emergency
Progress Administration,
Administration, forestation,
emergency relief, Works Progress
forestation,
prevention
prevention of soil erosion, and so forth, $2.25.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, administrative expenses, 41 cents.
Post
Office DepartDepartPost Office
Post Office
Service (out of
Office Department-Postal
Department—Postal Service
of the postal revement.
ment
nues): For foreign mail transportation,
$20,456.83.
transportation, $20,456.83.
For transportation
of equipment
supplies, $30.06.
$30.06.
transportation of
equipment and
and supplies,
For operating supplies for public buildings, Post Office Depart$162.81.
ment, $162.81.
For rent, light, and fuel, $115.
$115.
Total; additional
additional
Total,
audited claims
Total, audited
claims section
section 204 (b), $95,773.50,
$95,773.50, together with
sum, increases
rates
increases in rates
of exchange.
of
exchange.
such additional sum due to increases
increases in rates of exchange as may be
necessary
currency and interest as
necessary. to pay .claims in the foreign currency
specified
General Accounting
specified in certain of the settlements
settlements of the General
Accounting
War
ar with
with Spain.
Sain.
Payment of claims.
30 Stat. 784; 31 Stat.
205.

tat.4; 3
20s.

48 Stat. 122.
1226.
48

Short

Short title.
tite.

stat.

Office.
Office.
SEC.
For the
S
EC. 205.
205. For
the payment
payment of claims allowed
allowed by the General
General
Accounting Office pursuant to the Acts of January 12, 1899, and May
Congress under the Permanent
Permanent
26, 1900, which have been certified to Congress
Appropriations Repeal
I. S. C.
Appropriations
Repeal Act, approved June 26, 1934 (31 U.
725b), in Senate Document Numbered
725b),
Numbered 159, and House
House Document
Document
Numbered 624, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $247.20.
SEC.
This Act
Act may
may be
the "First Deficiency ApproSEC. 206.
206. This
be cited
cited as the
priation Act,
priation
Act, 1940".
1940".
Approved, April 6, 1940.
Approved,
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[
CHAPTER 78]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To
approve the
the action
action of
of the
Secretary of
Interior in
deferring the
the collection
collection
in deferring
the Interior
of the
the Secretary
To approve
of
certain irrigation charges
lands under the Blackfeet Indian irrigation
charges against lands
of certain
project.

Whereas the
1803),
the Act of Congress approved June 22, 1936 (49 Stat. 1803),
Whereas
Secretary of the Interior may adjust, defer, or
the Secretary
that the
provides that
non-Indian-owned lands within
cancel irrigation charges against non-Indian-owned
Indian irrigation projects, where conditions are found to justify
such action,
action, subject
subject to the approval
approval of Congress; and
such
Blackfeet Indian
affecting the Blackfeet
Whereas
investigation of conditions
conditions affecting
Whereas an investigation
contemplated within the near future
irrigation project, Montana, is contemplated
pursuant to the provisions of the said Act; and
Whereas
irrigation
Interior has deferred certain irrigation
Secretary of the Interior
Whereas the Secretary
delinquent
charges
against lands of the said project which are now delinquent
charges against
investigation
proposed investigation
become due and payable before the proposed
or will become
can be
completed: Now,
Now, therefore, be it
be completed:
can
United
Representatives of the United
and House of Representatives
the Senate and
Resolved by the
States
accordance with the
assembled, That in accordance
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
States of
of
Secretary of
1803), the action of the Secretary
June 22, 1936 (49 Stat. 1803),
Act of June
the
Interior in deferring
deferring such
charges under said irrigation project
such charges
the Interior
is hereby approved.
Approved, April 11,
1940.
11, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 79]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
amend section
section 40
compensation for
for
40 of the
the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation
To amend
performance of
employees of the United States suffering
suffering injuries while
while in the performance
employees
their
approved September 7, 1916, as amended.
purposes", approved
for other purposes",
and for
duties, and
their duties,

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
United
of America
Congress assembled, That section 40 of
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
the
entitled "An
provide compensation
compensation for employees of
"An Act
Act to provide
Act entitled
the Act
the
United States
States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while
while in
their
the performance
performance of their
in the
the United
duties, and
and for
for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September 7, 1916, as
duties,
amended, is
Railroad
after the words "Panama Railroad
inserting after
amended by inserting
is amended
amended,
Company" the
all persons, other than independent
independent
"and all
the following:
following: "and
Company"
contractors
employees, employed
employed on the Menominee
Menominee Indian
their employees,
and their
contractors and
Reservation in
State of
of Wisconsin,
subsequent to
to September
September 7, 1916,
Wisconsin, subsequent
the State
in the
Reservation
in operations
operations conducted
conducted pursuant
Act entitled 'An Act to
to the Act
pursuant to
in
authorize the
cutting of timber, the
manufacture and sale of lumber,
the manufacture
the cutting
authorize
and the
the preservation
Menominee Indian ReservaReservapreservation of the forests on the Menominee
and
approved March 28, 1908, as amended,
Wisconsin', approved
the State
State of Wisconsin',
tion in the
or any
any other
other Act
operations on
timber and logging operations
to tribal timber
Act relating to
or
the
Menominee Reservation".
Reservation".
the Menominee
S
EC. 2.
heretofore made by the United
United States Employees'
Employees'
Any award heretofore
SEC.
2. Any
Compensation Commission
under such Act of September
September 7, 1916, to
Commission under
Compensation
persons coming within the purview
purview of the first section hereof, for
persons
disability or
death resulting
prior
sustained prior
injury sustained
a personal
personal injury
from a
resulting from
or death
disability
to
Act, shall be valid, if such award would be
of this Act,
enactment of
to the
the enactment
valid if made in respect to an injury or death sustained after
after the
valid
enactment of
this Act.
of
of disability or death of
account of
Act. Claim on account
of this
enactment
any person
person coming
the purview
purview of the first section hereof, for
coming within the
any
benefits on account
incurred subsequent to July 28, 1935,
injury incurred
of injury
account of
benefits
may he
said Act: Provided,
claim be filed within
such claim
That such
Provided,That
under said
be filed
filed under
may
approval hereof.
one year
year after the approval
Approved, April 11, 1940.

April 11,
11, 1940
April
(S.
[(. J. Res. 153]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 60]
60]
[Pub.
Res., No.

Blackfeet Indian irBlackfeet
rigation project, Mont.
C., Supp. V.
S.C.,
V,
25 U.
U. S.
§
389.
§389.

Determent ofcertain
certain
Deferment
apirrigation charges, approval.

April 11, 1940
[S. 607]
[s.
[Public,
[Public, No. 448]

U. S. Employees'
Employees'
Compensation
Act,
Compensation Act,
amendment.
amendment.

39 Stat. 750.
C., § 790;
55 Ti.
U. S.
. .C.,
Supp.
790.
Supp. V, §7790.
Application to emApplication
ployees of Menominee
ployees
Reservation.
Indian Reservation,
Wis.

35 Stat. 51; 36 Stat.
1076; 40 Stat. 689.
589.

Provisions retroretro.
Provisions

active.

ininuincurredsince
Injuryincniedsince

July
1935.
28, 1935.
July 28,

Proviso.
Proziso.
Time for filing
claim.
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1940
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 80]
801

April
1940
April 11, 140
[S. 2609]

IS.

[Public, No. 449]

ReserCrow Indian Reservation, Mont.
Mont.
Period of trust on
certain allotments extended.
tended.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Further extension
extension
permitted.
permitted.
25 U. S
S.
25.
. C... §§ 348,
391.
391.

-

"is. s268]

[Public, No. 450
[Public,
450]]

AN ACT

ANACT

To reimpose the trust on certain
certain lands allotted to Indians
Indians of the
the Crow
Crow Tribe,
Tribe,
Montan
a.
Montana.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
of
Congress assembled,
That the period of
trust on lands allotted to Indians of the
Reservation, Montana,
the Crow Reservation,
Montana,
upon which the trust period expired July 14, 1931, or at any
other
any other
time prior to the approval of this Act.
Act, and for which lands patents
in fee have not been issued, is hereby reimposed and
to May
May
and extended
extended to
Provided, That further extension of the period of trust may
23, 1940: Provided,
may
be made by the President, in his discretion,
by section
discretion, as
as provided
provided by
section 5
5
of the Act of February
February 8, 1887 (24 Stat. 388),
Act of
388), and the
the Act
of June
June
21, 1906
326).
21,
1906 (34
(34 Stat.
Stat. 326).
Approved,
Approved, April 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
81]
[CHAPTER 81]

AnH fi11,
l 1 1940
ln
April
[S. 2689]

[54
SPAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
amend section 33 of the Act entitled "An
"An Act to amend
amend and
and consolidate
consolidate the
the
Acts respecting
respecting copyright",
copyright", approved
approved March
4, 1909,
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Acts
March 4,
1909, and

Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of Representatives
the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
section 33
33 of
of
assembled, That
That section
17
s..
the Act entitled "An Act
and consolidate
consolidate the
the Acts
Acts respectrespectAct to
to amend
amend and
approved March
March 4, 1909, is amended
ing copyright",
copyright", approved
amended to
to read
read as
as
follows:
follows:
Prevention
Prevention of
of imim"SEC.
"SEc. 33. That the Secretary of the Treasury and the Postmaster
Postmaster
portation of proGeneral
hp bitedartiles
hibited
articles. pro
empowered and required
General are hereby
hereby empowered
required to make and enforce
enforce
Regulations.
Regulations.
individually or jointly_such
jointly such rules and regulations as shall prevent
prevent the
individually
importation into the United States of articles
prohibited importation
importation
articles prohibited
by this Act, and may require, as
precedent to
to exclusion
as conditions
conditions precedent
exclusion
of any work in which copyright
copyright is
is claimed,
the copyright
copyright proprietor
claimed, the
proprietor
actual or potential
or any person claiming
claiming actual
potential injury
by reason
reason of
of actual
injury by
actual
Certificate of deCertificate
or
contemplated
importations
of
copies
contemplated
of
work
such
to
file
with the
the
posit to be filed.
osit to be Mled.
Department or the Treasury
Post Office Department
certificate of
of
Treasury Department
Department aa certificate
35
Stat. 1078.
5 Sta.
the
Register
of
Copyrights
provisions
that
the
provisions
section
12
of
this
of
section
12
of
this
17
U.
S.C.
§
12.
1 U.S. C. §
Notice to postNotice
post-give
st- Act, as amended,
complied with,
notice of
amended, have been fully complied
with, and to
to give notice
of
nmasters,
etc.; purpose. such compliance
2asters,etc.;purpose.
such compliance to
to postmasters
postmasters or to customs
customs officers
officers at the ports of
of
entry in the United States in such form and accompanied
such
accompanied by
by such
exhibits as may be deemed necessary for the practical
exhi3its
efficient
practical and efficient
35 Stat. 1082.
1082.
administration and enforcement
enforcement of the provisions of
administration
of sections
sections 30
and
30 and
17 U. S. C. §§ 30, 31.
17u. s.c.i 30,31. 31 of this Act."
Approved, April 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
1940.
Copyrights.
Copyrights.
35 Stat. 1083.
17 U. S. C. J§33.

[CHAPTER
82]
[CHAPTER 82]

April 11, 1940
[S.
[8. 2977]
[Public, No. 451]
[Public,

Stansbury
Stansbnry Creek.
etc., authorDike, etc.,
ized across, in Baltimore County, Md.

30 Stat. 1151.
1151.
33 U. S.. C.. 401.
401.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Authorizing
Authorizing the construction
construction and maintenance
maintenance of
of aa dike
across Stansbury
Stansbury
dike or
or dam
dam across
Creek in Baltimore County,
County, Maryland.
Maryland.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the
the consent
Congress assembled,
consent of
of
Congress is hereby granted to the Glenn L. Martin Company
Company and
and its
successors and assigns to construct and maintain a
a dike or dam
successors
across
Stansbury Creek at aapoint suitable to the
across Stansbury
of naviganavigathe interests
interests of
tion about five-eighths
five-eighths mile above the mouth of Stansbury Creek in
in
the county of Baltimore in the State of Maryland, in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
9 of the River and Harbor Act of March
provisions of section
section 9
3,
March 3,
1899.
1899.Approved,
April , 1940.
Approved,
Approved, April 11, 1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 83]
83]

ACT
AN ACT
Granting the consent of Congress
Congress to the Mississippi State Highway Commission
Granting
Commission
operate a
a free highway
highway bridge across the Pearl
to construct, maintain, and operate
River at or near Carthage, in the State of Mississippi.

Be
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
consent of
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the consent
of
Congress
granted to
to the
the Mississippi
Mississippi State
State Highway
Highway ComComCongress is
is hereby
hereby granted
mission
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
highway bridge
bridge and
mission to
maintain, and
operate aafree
free highway
and
approaches thereto
approaches
across the
the Pearl
Pearl River,
suitable to
the
thereto across
River, at
at a
a point
point suitable
to the
interests
or near
near Carthage,
Carthage, Leake
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
Leake County,
County, MissisMississippi,
in accordance
with the
a the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
sippi, in
accordance with
Act
to regulate
regulate the
the construction
of bridges
over navigable
Act to
construction of
bridges over
navigable waters",
waters",
approved
23, 1906,
the conditions
and limitalimitaapproved March
March 23,
1906, and
and subject
subject to
to the
conditions and
tions
Act.
tions contained
contained in
in this
this Act.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
SEC.
That the
the right
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

April 11
11, 1940
April
1940
[S.
18. 3209]
3209]
[Public,
No. 452]
[Public, No.
452]

Pearl River.
Bridge authorized
authorized
Carthage.
across, at
at Carthage,
Miss.
Miss.

34 Stat. 84.
[§ 49133 U. S. C. i§
491498.
Right
reserved.
Right reserved.

[CHAPTER 96]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To extend the authority of the President under section 350 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended.

1940
April 12, 1940
Res. 407)
[H. J. Res.
4071
[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 611

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
Resolved
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States
America in
in Congress
That the
the period
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
period during
during
which the
the President
is authorized
into foreign-trade
foreign-trade agreeagreewhich
President is
authorized to
to enter
enter into
ments under
350 of
of the
the Tariff
of 1930,
as amended
ments
under section
section 350
Tariff Act
Act of
1930, as
amended by
by the
the
Act (Public,
Numbered 316,
316, Seventy-third
Congress) approved
approved June
Act
(Public, Numbered
Seventy-third Congress)
June
12,
hereby extended
further period
period of
years from
12, 1934,
1934, is
is hereby
extended for
for a
a further
of three
three years
from
June
June 12,
12, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
April 12,
12, 1940.
Approved, April
1940.

Foreign-trade
Foreign-trade
agreements.
agreements.
Authority of
of the
the
Authority
President
enter into enter
President to
extended.
to, extended.
48 Stat. 943.
19 U. S.
U 13511351S. C. §i
1354;
1354; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, §ft
§ 1351,
1362.
1352.

[CHAPTER 97]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the joint resolution
resolution creating the Niagara
Niagara Falls Bridge Commission.

Senate and
House of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
United States
assembled, That
the joint
joint resoresolution creating
Niagara Falls
Falls Bridge
Commission and
creating the Niagara
Bridge Commission
and authorizauthorizing said
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and operate
operate a
ing
said Commission
Commission to
maintain, and
a bridge
bridge
across
the Niagara
River at
at or
the city
city of
Niagara Falls,
Falls, New
New
across the
Niagara River
or near
near the
of Niagara
York, approved
approved June
York,
June 16,
16, 1938
(52 Stat.
767, ch.
amended by
1938 (52
Stat. 767,
ch. 490),
490), as
as amended
by
the Act
Act of
July 25,
25, 1939
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1083),
1083), be,
and is
hereby, amended
amended
the
of July
1939 (53
be, and
is hereby,
as follows:
follows:
as
Insert
Insert in
in the
the third
third from
from last
last sentence
sentence of
of section
said joint
joint
section 4
4 of
of said
resolution,
between the
the words
words "for"
"for" and
and "twenty-four
"twenty-four months",
months", the
the
resolution, between
words "not
exceeding".
words
"not exceeding".
SEC.
Section 66 of said joint
joint resolution,
as amended,
amended, is
SEC. 2. Section
resolution, as
is further
further
amended in
its entirety
entirety so
as to
to read
read as
follows:
amended
in its
so as
as follows:
"SEC.
6. Title
Title to
the bridge
bridge structure,
"SEc. 6.
to the
structure, exclusive
the approaches
exclusive of
of the
approaches
thereto, shall
shall remain
remain in
in the
Commission until
until payment
payment of
thereto,
the Commission
of the
the bonds
bonds
and the
the interest
interest thereon,
until a
a sinking
sinking fund
sufficient for
such
for such
and
thereon, or
or until
fund sufficient
payment
shall have
been provided
and shall
shall be
payment shall
have been
provided and
be held
held for
for that
that purpose,
purpose,
to the
the State
State of
whereupon title
to said
said bridge
shall be
be conveyed
conveyed to
of New
New
whereupon
title to
bridge shall
York and
interests in
hereinafter proprothe Canadian
Canadian interests
in the
the manner
manner hereinafter
York
and to
to the
vided.
however, the
State of
of New
shall be
authorized
vided. When,
When, however,
the State
New York
York shall
be authorized
by
accept the
the same
same the
the Commission
Commission shall
deliver to
said State
by law
law to
to accept
shall deliver
to said
State

April
1940
April 12,
12 1940
[11.
R. 90161
[H. R.
9o161
[Public,
[Public, No. 4531
453]

Niagara Falls
Falls
Bridge Commission.

Provisions relating
relating
Provisions
to, amended.
amended.

Interest.
Interest.

Title to bridge strucstructure.
ture.

Conveyance
of inConveyance of
terests.

108
108

Exception
Exception.

Conditions.
Conditions.
Rightsandfunctions
Rightsandfunctions
of Commission.
Commission.
Bridge
Bridge construoconstruetion ;time limitation.
tion;

Operation; application of revenues.

52 Stat.
Stat. 769; 53 Stat.
1083.
lge3.

Conveyanee of
Conveyance
title,
oftitle,
etc., upon payment of
etc.,
of
bonds.

Operation
Operation by Commission; condition.

Taxation.

Bonds,
Bonds, etc.

stat. 770;6 53 Stat.
52 Stat.
108&
1063.

PUBLIC
LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC LAWS—
CII.97-APR.
97—APR.12,
1940
12 1940

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

deeds or other suitable instruments of
of conveyance
the interests
interests of
conveyance of
of the
of
the Commission in all properties
properties or
in said
said State
thereor rights situated
situated in
State theretofore
acquired, other than said
tofore acquired,
bridge structure,
structure, and
and title
propsaid bridge
title to
to all
all properties or interests in properties situated in
State of
in the
the State
of New
New York
York
thereafter acquired,
acquired, other than said
bridge structure,
shall be
said bridge
structure, shall
be taken
taken
by the
the Commission in the name of said State;
by
and when
the Dominion
Dominion
State; and
when the
of Canada, or any province, municipality,
municipality, or
agency thereof
thereof (herein
or agency
(herein
referred to as the Canadian
Canadian interests),
interests), shall
be authorized
authorized by
by law
law to
to
shall be
accept
the same, the Commission shall deliver to such
accept the
such Canadian
Canadian interinterests deeds or other suitable instruments of conveyance
conveyance of
of the
the interests
interests
of the Commission in all properties or
or rights
rights situated
situated in
in the
the Dominion
Dominion
of Canada theretofore
theretofore acquired,
acquired, other than said
bridge structure,
structure, and
said bridge
and
title
all properties
title to all
properties or interests in properties
properties situated
situated in
in the
the DominDominion of Canada thereafter
thereafter acquired
acquired shall be taken
taken by
Commission
by the
the Commission
in the
the name
name of such Canadian
in
Canadian interests. All such
conveyances shall
such conveyances
shall
be subject to the following conditions:
conditions:
""(a)
(a) That the Commission shall have the
to the
the use
use of
of all
such
the right to
all such
properties for the construction and operation
the bridge.
Any
operation of
of the
bridge. Any
Act to the contrary notwithstanding,
the Commission
Commission shall
notwithstanding, the
shall comcommence the construction
construction of such bridge on or
June 17,
17, 1940,
1940, and
and
or before June
shall complete said bridge within three
three years
from said
said date;
date;
years from
"(b) That the Commission shall have the
right to
to operate
the exclusive
exclusive right
operate
such bridge
such
bridge and shall be entitled to receive and apply
apply the
the revenues
revenues
derived from the operation
derived
operation of said bridge
the manner
in
bridge in
in the
manner provided
provided in
said Act of June 16, 1938, and Acts amendatory
long as
as
amendatory thereof,
thereof, so
so long
any bonds
bonds or the interest thereon, payable
payable out
revenues, shall
out of
of such
such revenues,
shall

remain
unpaid;
remain unpaid;
"(c) That upon payment of all bonds issued by
Commission
by the
the Commission
and
a sinking
and the
the interest
interest thereon, or after a
sinking fund sufficient
sufficient for
for such
such
payment shall have been provided and held
held for
for that
that purpose,
purpose, the
the
Commission
Commission shall deliver deeds or other suitable instruments of
conof conveyance of all title and interest of the Commission
in and
and to
to that
that part
Commission in
part
of the bridge which is located within the
the State
the United
United States
States to
to the
State
of New York, and shall deliver deeds or
or other
conother instruments
instruments of
of conveyance of all title and interest in the Commission
veyance
Commission in
that part
part of
of the
in that
the
bridge which is
bridge
is located
within th
om i
ni
on ofCanada to the Canalocated within
thee D
Dominion
of Canada to the Canadian interests, and
thereafter the bridge
dian
and thereafter
bridge shall be
operbe maintained
maintained and
and operated by
ated
by the
the State of New York and by the Canadian
interests in
such
Canadian interests
in such
manner as they may agree upon as
as a
free, public
public bridge.
a free,
bridge.
"If
"If either the State of New York or
or the Canadian
Canadian interests
interests shall
shall
not be authorized
authorized to accept
accept title to
above-described properties
properties
to the
the above-described
under
under such conditions,
conditions, then title to all such properties
properties shall
shall be
be in
in the
the
Commission, and after payment of the
bonds issued
by the
Commisthe bonds
issued by
the Commission
and the interest thereon, the Commission shall
sion and
shall continue
continue to
to own,
own
maintain, and
and operate the bridge,
maintain,
bridge, and shall charge rates
tolls which
which
rates of
of tolls
shall be so
so adjusted as to provide
a fund not exceeding
shall
provide a
exceeding the
the amount
amount
necessary for the proper maintenance,
necessary
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
of the
the
and operation
operation of
bridge and its approaches
approaches under economical management.
brid2e
management.
"sheebridge
bridge hereby authorized
authorized or the income therefrom
be
therefrom shall
shall be
subject to Federal,
subject
Federal, State, municipal,
municipal, or
only to
to the
or local
local taxation
taxation only
the
extent
a like structure
extent that a
structure or the income therefrom
therefrom owned
and operowned and
operated by aapublic authority
authority or public agency
the State
State of
agency of
of the
of New
New York
York
shall be subject to taxation.
taxation. The
The bonds or obligations
the CommisCommisobligations of
of
the
sion,
sion, from
from time
time to
to time
time outstanding,
outstanding, and the income derived
derived therefrom
shall
be
subject
to taxation
taxation in
in the hands
hands of
of the holders
thereof."
from
shall
be
subject
to
holders thereof."
SEc. 3. That portion of section 8 the
SEc. 3. That portion of section 8of
of said public joint resolution
resolution as
so amended be further amended
amended by striking out the
so
the third
third sentence
sentence
thereof
"After all
bonds and interest
thereof reading,
reading, "After
all bonds
interest thereon
thereon *
* *
* *
*
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada", and substituting
Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada", and substituting in lieu thereof:
thereof:

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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CONG., 3D SESS
.—CHS .97, 100—APR
12, 17,
17, 1940
1940
76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS.
100-APR..12,

"If
all of
its properties
properties and
"If the Commission
Commission shall
shall have
have conveyed
conveyed all
of its
and
rights to the State
State of
of New
New York
York and
and to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian interests,
interests, as
as
provided
section 6
hereof, the Commission
be dissolved
dissolved and
provided in
in section
6 hereof,
Commission shall
shall be
and
shall cease to have further
existence, after all bonds
by the
the
further existence,
bonds issued
issued by
all
Commission and the interest thereon shall
shall have been paid, and
and all
other obligations of the Commission
Commission paid or discharged,
discharged, or provision
for
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided.
for all
all such payments
payments shall have
have been made,
made, as
provided.
In the event that construction
construction of such bridge is not commenced by the
carried to completion
completion within the times
prescribed
Commission and carried
times prescribed
by section 66hereof
hereof,? the Commission
Commission shall be dissolved and shall cease
cease
existence by an order of the comptroller
comptroller of the
to have further existence
the State
State
of New York, made on his own initiative or upon application
application of
of the
Commission or any member
member or members thereof,
after a
a
Commission
thereof, but
but only
only after
public hearing in the city of Niagara Falls, notice
notice of the
the time and
place of which
which hearing
hearing and the purpose thereof shall have been pubonce, at least thirty days before the date thereof
thereof in a
lished once,
a newspaper
newspaper
published in the city of Niagara
Niagara Falls, New York, and
newspaper
published
and in
in a
a newspaper
published in the city of Niagara
Ontario, Canada."
Canada."
Niagara Falls, Ontario,
Approved, April 12, 1940.

Dissolution.
Dissolution.

[CHAPTER 100]
[CHAPTER
100]

AN ACT
To provide for terms of the District Court of the United States for the Western
Western
District of Arkansas at Fayetteville.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
assembled, That subsections
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
(a), (b),
(b), and
amended
(a),
and (c)
(c) of
of section
section 71 of the
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as amended
(U. S. C., title 28, sec. 144 (a),
(a), (b),
(b), and (c),
(c), be
be and
and they are hereby,
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 71. (a)
(a) The State of Arkansas
Arkansas is divided into two districts,
to be known as the western and
and eastern
eastern districts
districts of
of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
"(b) The western district shall include
include five divisions
divisions constituted
constituted
as follows: The Texarkana
Texarkana division, which shall include
include the territory
territory
1, 1920, in the counties of Sevier Howard,
embraced on July 1,
Howard, Little
Hempstead, Miller, Lafayette,
River, Pike, Hempstead,
Lafayette, and Nevada;
Nevada; the El
Dorado division, which
which shall
territory embraced
such
shall include
include the territory
embraced on such
date in the counties
counties of Columbia,
Columbia, Ouachita,
date
Ouachita, Union,
Union, Ashley,
Ashley, Bradley,
Bradley,
and Calhoun;
Calhoun; the Fort Smith division, which
which shall include the
the
territory embraced
embraced on such
counties of Polk,
territory
such date in
in the counties
Polk, Scott,
Scott, Logan,
Logan,
Sebastian, Franklin,
Sebastian,
Franklin, Crawford, and Johnson;
Johnson; the Harrison division,
division,
which shall include the territory embraced
embraced on such date in the
counties of Baxter
Baxter, Boone,
Boone, Carroll,
Searcy;
Carroll, Marion,
Marion, Newton,
Newton, and
and Searcy;
Fayetteville division, which shall include
include the territory
territory
and the Fayetteville
embraced on such date in the counties of Benton, Madison,
embraced
Madison, and
Washington.
"(c) Terms of
division shall
of the district
district court for the Texarkana
Texarkana division
shall
Mondays in May
May and
and November;
be held at Texarkana on the second Mondays
November;
for the El Dorado division, at El Dorado on the third Mondays in
April and October; for the Fort Smith division, at Fort Smith on
second Mondays in January
the second
January and June; for the Harrison division,
Harrison on the first Mondays in April and October; and for the
at Harrison
the
Fayetteville division at
Fayetteville
at Fayetteville
Fayetteville on the second
second Mondays
Mondays in
in March
March
and October: Provided,
Provided, That suitable rooms and accommodations
accommodations
for holding court at Fayetteville
furnished without expense to
Fayetteville are furnished
to
the United States: And provided
provided further,
further, That nothing in
in this section
section
shall be
be construed
construed to
to prevent
provision of
of quarters
quarters for
the officers
shall
prevent the
the provision
for the
officers

April 17, 1940
1940
7421]
[H. R. 74211
Ne. 484)
[Public, N*.
44M

Judicial Code,
Judicial
Code,
amendments.
amendments.
38
3B Stat. 1108.
1106.
Post,
Post, p. 302.
Arkansas
Arkansas
districts.

judicial

Western district.
Texarkana division.

RI
Dorado division.
division.
El Dorado

Fort Smith division.
Harrison division.
Harrison
division.

Fayetteville
Fayetteville
sion.

divi.
divi-

Terms of
of court.
court.

Provisos.
Provsos.
Rooms, etc., at FayFayetteville.
etteville.
Accommodations in
in
Accommodations
new Federal building.
building
new

110
110

LAWS-CHS. 100,
PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
101, 104-APR.
104—APR.17,
17, 18,
18, 1940
1940
100, 101,

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

of said court and appropriate
appropriate courtrooms
the
courtrooms for the holding
holding of the
sessions of said court in any new Federal building
building which
which may
may be
constructed in Fayetteville."
Fayetteville."
constructed
Approved,
Approved, April 17,
17, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 101]
1011
April 17, 1940
[H. R. 8702]
[Public, No. 4651
[Public,
4551

AN ACT
ACT

respect to
to the
To amend the
the Judicial
Judicial Code
Code with respect
the continuation
of grand
juries to
to
continuation of
grand juries
finish
investigations.
finish investigations.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the fifth
fifth sensentence of section
section 284 of the Judicial
Judicial Code as amended
amended (U. S. C., title
421), be, and it is hereby, amended
28, sec. 421),
amended to
"A
to read as follows: "A
district judge may,
may2 upon request
request of the district attorney or of the
the
grand jury or on his own motion, by order authorize
authorize any grand
grand jury
to continue
continue to sit during
during the term succeeding
which such
such
succeeding the term at
at which
investigations begun
request is made, solely to finish investigations
begun but not finished
finished
by such grand jury, but no grand jury shall be permitted to sit in
Proviso.
all during more than eighteen months:
month.s: Provided,
Provided, That,
cause
That, for good cause
Court may excuse
Juror
Juror for good cause
cause shown, the court may, at any time after
after
of
term
which
the
end
of
the
term
for
which
shown.
the grand jury,was originally
originally summoned,
summoned, excuse
excuse any member
member of
the
of the
grand jury and summon and impanel another
another person in his place."
place."
Approved, April 17, 1940.
1940.
Judicial
Code,
Judicial Code,
amendment.
amendment.
36 Stat.
Stat. 267.
O., Supp.
28 U. B. 0.,
1 421.
V, §
Continuation of
Continuation
grand Juries to finish
investigations.

[CHAPTER 104]
[CHAPTER
104]
April 18, 1940
31741
[S. 31741
[Public, No.
4561
No. 46]

Now
New York, N. Y.
Acceptance of land
Acceptance
at
Floyd
Bennett
for naval
naval seaField for
plane base authorized.
authorized.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Title, conveyance,
conveyance,
etc.
eto.

Rights included.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
the Secretary
authorize the
Secretary of
the Navy
to the
United
of the
Navy to
to accept,
accept, without
without cost
cost to
the United
conveyance of sixteen
States, aa fee-simple
fee-simple conveyance
sixteen and
and four-tenths
more or
less,
four-tenths acres,
acres, more
or less,
of land at Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field
Field in
city and
and State
of New
New York.
York.
in the
the city
State of

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
House of
of the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of the Navy is authorized
authorized to accept
accept on behalf
behalf of the United
United States
of America, from the city of New York, free of all encumbrances,
and
encumbrances, and
without cost to the United States Government, aa tract
contract of
of land containing sixteen and four-tenths
four-tenths acres, more or less, at Floyd Bennett
Bennett
Field in the city and
and State of New York, for use
seaplane
use as aanaval
naval seaplane
base: Provided,
Provided, That the title to said land shall be satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
Attorney General
General and that the conveyance
conveyance of said land shall
shall be
be made
made
to the United States
States of America
include the right
America and shall include
right of
of access
access
for wheeled vehicles
vehicles to the land conveyed from
from the highway
highway bordering the said Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field property
property on the westward,
known
westward, known
as Flatbush Avenue;
Avenue; also the right of access
access over adjoining lands
lands
of Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field for the purpose
purpose of transporting
transporting dredge
dredge matesubmerged or tidal lands adjacent
rial to be taken from the submerged
adjacent to lands
of Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field for filling the land to
grade
to be conveyed
conveyed to
to aagrade
conforming to present grades of the Coast Guard reservation
reservation and
and the
the
said Floyd
Floyd Bennett Field, and also the right to lay,
construct, and
said
lay, construct,
and
maintain through
through the Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field property
property water
water lines, elecelectric lines, telephone lines,
lines, gas lines, and
and other
other services
services as
as the
Navy
the Navy
Department may find necessary
necessary for
for its
Department
proper and
use of
its proper
and convenient
convenient use
of
the property
acquired pursuant to the provisions
property acquired
provisions hereof.
hereof.
Approved, April
April 18,
Approved,
18, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
105]
[CHAPTER 105]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend section
Organic Act of Alaska.
section 6
6 of the Organic

and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 6
6 of
of
the Act entitled "An Act to create a
a legislative
legislative assembly in the
Territory of Alaska,
Alaska, to confer legislative
legislative power thereon, and for other
other
purposes,
(37 Stat. 512),
hereby
purposes", approved
approved August 24, 1912 (37
512), is hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:

"SEc.
6. CONVENING
SESSIONS OF
OF LEGISLATURE.-The
LEGISLATURE.—The Legisla"SEC. 6.
CONVENING AND
AND SESSIoNS
Legislature of Alaska shall convene
convene at the capitol at the city of Juneau,
January in the year 1941 and on
Alaska, on the fourth Monday
Monday in January
on
the fourth Monday in January
January every two years
years thereafter;
thereafter; but the
the
said legislature shall not continue in session longer than sixty
sixty days
days
by
in any two years unless
unless again convened
convened in extraordinary
extraordinary session by
a
proclamation of the Governor
shall set
the object
a proclamation
Governor,' which
which shall
set forth
forth the
object
thereof and give at least fifteen days' notice
notice in writing or
or by telegram or radiogram
radiogram to each member of said legislature,
legislature, and in
in such
such
case shall not continue in session longer than thirty days. The Governor of Alaska is hereby authorized
authorized to convene
convene the legislature
legislature in
in
extraordinary session
period not exceeding
exceeding thirty
thirty days
when
extraordinary
session for
for aa period
days when
requested to do so by the President of the United States, or
when
or when
any public danger
danger or necessity
necessity may
may require
require it."
it."
SEC.
2 of the Act entitled "An Act fixing the date for
SEc. 2. Section 2
for
Delegate from Alaska
Alaska to
holding elections of aaDelegate
to the House of Representatives and of members
members of the Legislature
Legislature of
of Alaska;
Alaska; fixing the
date on which the Legislature
Legislature of Alaska shall
shall hereafter
hereafter meet;
meet; preprepersonnel of the
board, defining
its
scribing the personnel
the Territorial
Territorial canvassing
canvassing board,
defining its
duties, and for other purposes",
March 26,
purposes", approved March
26, 1934
1934 (48 Stat.
465), is repealed.
repealed.
465),
Approved,
Approved, April 18, 1940.
1940.

April 18, 1940
[H. R. 4776]
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No. 457]
457]
Organic Act of Alaska, amendment.

37 Stat. 514.

C. §
§74.
48 U. S. C.
Convening and sesConvening
sions of Legislature.

Limitation.
Extraordinary
Extraordinary
sions.

ses-

Section repealed.

11. S. C.
O. § 74.
48 U

[CHAPTER 1061
[CHAPTER
106]

AN ACT
ACT
Wrangell, Alaska.
For the transfer
transfer of funds to the town of Wrangell,

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled That the
the judge
Judge
district court
of the district
court for the first
first judicial
judicial division
division of Alaska is
is hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay to the city treasurer
treasurer of the incorWrangell, Alaska, from a
a fund called fund "C"
porated town of Wrangell,
"C"
district court, the
$6,092.76, heretofore
heretofore paid into said
said
of said
said district
the sum
sum of
of $6,092.76,
fund "C"
"C" by the Diamond K Packing Company,
Company 2 aa corporation,
of
corporation, of
Wrangell, Alaska,
judgment imposed upon
said
Wrangell,
Alaska, in
in satisfaction
satisfaction of aa judgment
upon said
corporation by said
said court for nonpayment
license tax due the
corporation
nonpayment of license
United States, in approximately
approximately the same sum, and by
by law
law inuring
inuring
to the benefit of said town of Wrangell.
Wrangell.
18, 1940.
Approved, April 18,
[CHAPTER 1071
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
independent executive
executive
the Executive
Executive Office
Office and
and sundry
sundry independent
Making
commissions, and offices,
June 30,
bureaus, boards, commissions,
offices, for the
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
1941, and for other purposes.

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following
of America
America in
in Congress
United
sums
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherothersums are
out of
money in
the Treasury

April 18,
1940
18, 1940
April
[H. R.
It. 7612]
[H.
7612]
[Public,
4581
[Public, No. 458]
Wrangell, Alaska.
Alaska.
Transfer of certain
certain
Transfor
funds to town authorauthorized.

April 18, 1940
[H. R. 7922]
[H.
[Public, No. 459]

Offices
Independent Offices
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1941.
1941.

112
112
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PUBLIC
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wise appropriated,
for the
the Executive
sundry independent
independent
wise
appropriated, for
Executive Office
Office and
and sundry
executive bureaus,
bureaus, boards,
commissions, and
and offices,
for the
executive
boards, commissions,
offices, for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending
30, 1941,
namely:
ending June
June 30,
1941, namely:
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
THE PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT
COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION

OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT AND
AND VICE
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

For compensation
of the
the President
of the
the United
United States,
States, $75,000.
$75,000.
For
compensation of
President of
For
compensation of
the Vice
Vice President
the United
United States,
For compensation
of the
President of
of the
States,
$15,000.
$15,000.

President.
Vice President.
Vice

THE
WHITE HOUSE
THE WHITIf
HOUSE OFFICE
OFFICE

Salaries:
For personal
personal services
services in
in the
includSalaries: For
the office
office of
of the
the President,
President, including
Secretary to
to the
the President,
two additional
secretaries to
ing the
the Secretary
President, two
additional secretaries
to the
the
President
at $10,000
$10,000
President and
and six
six administrative
administrative assistants
assistants to
to the
the President
President at
Proviso.
Proviso.
each;
That employees
employees of
each; $222,800:
$222,800: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
the executive
executive departdepartTemporary
Temporary details.
ments
establishments of
the executive
executive branch
branch of
of the
ments and other
other establishments
of the
the GovGovernment
be detailed
from time
time to
to time
ernment may
may be
detailed from
time to
to the
the office
office of
of the
the
President
the United
United States
States for
such temporary
temporary assistance
as
President of
of the
for such
assistance as
may
deemed necessary.
necessary.
may be
be deemed
Contingent exContingent
exContingent
Contingent expenses:
of The
White House
expenses: For
For contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of
The White
House
penses.
penses
Office, including stationery,
Office,
stationery, record
books, telegrams,
telegrams, telephones,
books
record books,
telephones, books
for library,
furniture and
carpets for
automobiles, expenses
for
library, furniture
and carpets
for offices,
offices, automobiles,
expenses of
of
garage, including
including labor, special
items to
to
special services,
services, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
be expended
discretion of
of the
the President,
President, $50,000.
be
expended in
in the
the discretion
$50,000.
Printing and bindFor
printing and
binding, $2,700.
For printing
and binding,
$2,700.
ing.
Traveling
expenses: For
For traveling
traveling and
Traveling,
Traveling, etc., exTraveling expenses:
and official
official entertainment
entertainment
penses.
expenses
expenses of the President
President of
States, to
to be
be expended
in
of the
the United
United States,
expended in
his discretion
discretion and
and accounted
accounted for
for on
his certificate
certificate solely,
$30,000.
his
on his
solely, $30,000.
Total,
The White
White House
$305,500.
Total, The
House Office,
Office, $305,500.
Salaries.

EXECUTIVE
MANSION AND
EXECUTIVE MANSION
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS

For the
the care,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, repair
alteration, refurnishing,
For
repair and
and alteration,
refurnishing,
improvement, heating, and lighting,
including electric power
improvement,
lighting, including
power and
and
fixtures
fixtures of the Executive Mansion, the Executive
Executive Mansion
greenhouses,
Mansion greenhouses,
including
including reconstruction,
and the
the Executive
Mansion grounds,
and
reconstruction, and
Executive Mansion
grounds, and
traveling
expenses, to
be expended
expended as
as the
the President
traveling expenses,
to be
President may
may determine,
determine,
notwithstanding the provisions
notwithstanding
provisions of
any other
$152,750.
of any
other Act,
Act, $152,750.

Care, repair, etc.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 630.

BUREAU OF
OF THE
BUREAU
THE BUDGET
BUDGET
Salaries
and
Salaries
penses.
Post, p. 630.

and

exex-

Post, .

Salaries and expenses: For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and
and

incident
incident to the work of the Bureau of the Budget, including personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, contract
contract stenographic reporting services, traveling expenses, including expenses
of
expenses of
attendance
meetings when necessary in furthering
furthering the
attendance at meetings
the work of
of the
the

Bureau of
of the
reference,
Bureau
the Budget,
Budget, streetcar
streetcar fares, law books, books of reference,
p
periodicals, newspapers
newspapers and press clippings, purchase of office equipequipment and
and supplies,
supplies, without
without regard
regard to
section 3709
4nT. :
s5.
ment
to section
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised
Post, p.119.
Statutes
Statutes when the amount involved in any case does not exceed
exceed $50,
purchase (not to exceed $750),
$750), maintenance, repair, and operation
purchase
operation of
of
Automobiles.
passenger-carrying automobiles
automobiles for official
exceed
Ttormobies.
passenger-carrying
official use,
use, and
and not to exceed
Temporary
services.
Post,
p. 630.
630.
Pst, p.
$50,000 for
temporary employment
employment of persons or organizations
$50,000
for temporary
organizations by
or
otherwise
regard
to
section
contract
otherwise
without
to
3709
of
Revised
3709
of the
the Revised
42 Stat. 1488.
52UStC.
civil-service laws, or the Classification Act of 1923, as
as
5
U.S. C. §§661674;
11 661-674; Statutes, or the civil-service
Stipp.
673, 673c.
673c.
Snpp. V, §11 67,
amended,
together with
the unexpended
unexpended balance of the
amended, $742,600,
$742,600, together
with the
appropriation under this head for the fiscal year 1940.
appropriation
Printing and bindbindFor printing
binding, $44,000.
For
printing and
and binding,
$44,000.
Ing.
ingreference,

Books
Books of reference,
etc.
Office
equipment
Office
euipment
and supplies.
41 U. S.
C. 15.
s.c
Post, p. 1109.
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NATIONAL RESOURCES
RESOURCES PLANNING
PLANNING BOARD
BOARD
NATIONAL
Salaries
exand exSalaries
Salaries
expenses: For
administrative expenses
expenses penses.
all necessary
necessary administrative
For all
and expenses:
Salaries and
penses.
of
the
National
Resources
Planning
Board,
perform
functions
the
to
perform
Board,
Planning
Resources
of the National
transferred
Board on
on July
1939, including
including personal services
July 1, 1939,
said Board
to said
transferred to
Stat. 1488.
Stat.
1488.
in the
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere in accordance
accordance with civil- 54242
of Columbia
the District
in
5U. S.. C. §¢
661-674;
§§6681-74;
service laws
laws and
and the
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923; rent in the District
District Supp. V, §§ 673, 673c.
service
services;
of Columbia
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting services;
elsewhere; contract
and elsewhere;
of
Columbia and
purchase of
periodicals; expenses of attendbooks of reference, and periodicals;
of books
purchase
ance at
at meetings
meetings concerned
with development, conservation, and use
concerned with
ance
of the
resources of
of the
the Nation;
Nation; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; purchase
purchase of
of office
the resources
of
equipment
and supplies,
temporary employment
employment of persons,
and temporary
supplies, and
equipment and
Printing
bindand bindPrinting and
$710,000, of which not to exceed
exceed $40,000 shall be available
available for print- ing.
$710,000,
ing.
Proriso.
Proriso.
ing and
and binding:
Provided, That
appropriated
part of the funds appropriated
no part
That no
binding: Provided,
ing
Use restricted.
restricted.
Use
under this
this item
item shall
be used for the performance
performance of any functions
shall be
under
or
other than
functions heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized by law to
the functions
than the
duties other
or duties
be
performed by
by the
Stabilization Board.
Employment Stabilization
Federal Employment
the Federal
be performed
Total, Executive
Executive Office
Office of the President, $2,044,850.
Total,

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
AMERICAN
MONUMENTS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
BATTLE MONUMENTS
AMERICAN BATTLE
All exptirev.
expenses.
of the
the An
For
requisite for
incident to
work of
the work
to the
or incident
for or
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For every
Act
the
by
American
Battle
Monuments
authorized
Act
authorized
Commission
Monuments
American Battle
42 Stat. 19.
1509.
42Stat.
of March
4, 1923
U. S.
121-138), and
and by
Executive Order
Order
by Executive
C. 121-138),
S. C.
(36 U.
1923 (36
March 4,
of
36 U. B. C., Bupp.
V.
ch.
8.
p
8.
ch.
Numbered
including the acquisition
acquisition of v,Acquisition
of February 26, 1934, including
Numbered 6614 of
of land
land
carrying out the abroqad.i
land or
or interest
interest in land in foreign
foreign countries for carrying
abroad.
land
purposes of said
submission to the
said Act and Executive order without submission
purposes
Attorney
General of
the United States under the provisions of
of the
Attorney General
section
355 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (34 U. S. C. 520; 40 U. S. C.
section 355
255)
employment of
of personal
Columbia
services in the District of Columbia
personal services
255);;employment
Living quarters.
Living quarters.
$3,000 for allowances
exceed $3,000
and
elsewhere;
including
not
to
exceed
allowances for
to
not
including
elsewhere;
and
living quarters,
heat, fuel,
authorized by the
and light, as authorized
fuel, and
including heat,
quarters, including
living
46 Stat. 818.
46 tat. 81.
C. 118a);
Act approved
26, 1930
(5 U. S.
S. C.
118a) ;purchase and repair
repair
1930 (5
June 26,
approved June
Act
Uniforms
for care.
careUniforms for
cemeteries and monuments
of uniforms
caretakers of national cemeteries
monuments takers.
for caretakers
uniforms for
of
takers
rent
in
Europe
at
a
cost
not
exceeding
$600;
travel
of
expenses;
travel
in Europe at a cost not exceeding $600;
Vehicles.
vehicles.
office space
space in
in foreign
maintenance, repair, and operacountries; the maintenance,
foreign countries;
office
tion of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles which may be
tion
furnished
Commission by other departments
departments of the Govern- Printing, binding,
to the
the Commission
furnished to
binn g
ment
acquired by
by purchase;
purchase; printing
printing, binding, engraving,
engraving, litho- etn.
etc.
or acquired
ment or
the
including
graphing,
photographing,
typewriting,
publicaand
graphing, photographing,
tion of
information concerning
concerning the
battlefields,
activities, battlefields,
American activities,
the American
of information
tion
memorials,
in Europe;
purchase of
maps, textof maps,
the purchase
Europe; the
cemeteries in
and cemeteries
memorials, and
Provisos.
work,
Tecnical work,
books, newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals,
Provided, That notTechnical
$135,000: Provided,
periodicals, $135,000:
books,
etc., in Europe.
withstanding
the requirements
existing laws or regulations,
regulations, and etc., in Europe.
of existing
requirements of
withstanding the
under
terms and
and conditions
conditions as the
the Commission may in its dissuch terms
under such
for
cretion
necessary and proper, the Commission
Commission may contract for
deem necessary
cretion deem
work, supplies,
supplies, materials,
equipment in Europe and engage, by
materials, and equipment
work,
contract or
otherwise, the
of architects,
firms of
architects, firms
of architects,
services of
the services
or otherwise,
contract
and other
and professional
personnel: Provided
further,
Provided further,
professional personnel:
technical and
other technical
and
Minor purchases.
l
That the
the Commission
may purchase
purchase supplies
supplies and
materials in
in the
0a .
the pio,
and materials
Post, p.pp
1109.
Commission may
That
United
States
without
regard
to
section
3709
of
Statutes
Revised
the
of
3709
section
to
regard
without
States
United
(41
U. S.
S. C.
when the
amount involved does not
aggregate amount
the aggregate
5) when
C. 5)
(41 U.
exceed
$500,
and
may
enter
into
leases
office
countries for office
foreign countries
in
leases
into
enter
may
and
exceed $500,
or garage
space without
to said
section 3709,
therefor
rent therefor
and rent
3709, and
said section
regard to
without regard
garage space
or
Traveling expense&
may be
paid in
Provided further,
further, That
That when
when traveling
on Traveling exese
traveling on
advance: Provided
in advance:
be paid
may
business of
the Army
Army serving
serving as
as members
members
of the
officers of
Commission, officers
the Commission,
of the
business
or
as secretary
secretary of
of the
may be
reimbursed for expenses
be reimbursed
Commission may
the Commission
or as

193470°-41—PT.
I-8
8
193470°-41-PT. I-

114
114

Delegation
thority.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC

of au-

LAWSCH. 107-APR.
107-APR. 18,
18,
LAWS-CH.

1940
1940

[54 STAT.
SPAT.

civilian members
members of the
Commission: And
provided
as provided
provided for civilian
the Commission:
And provided
further, That the Commission
further,
Commission may
may delegate
delegate to its chairman,
chairman, secresecretary,
in charge
of either
either its
Paris offices,
offices,
tary, or
or officials
officials in
charge of
its Washington
Washington or
or Paris
under
as it
it may
of its
its
under such
such terms
terms and conditions
conditions as
may prescribe,
prescribe, such
such of
authority as
authority
as it
it may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and proper.
proper.
BOARD OF TAX APPEALS

expenses.
All expenses.
43 Stat. 336; 44 Stat.
105.
26 U..
U. S. C. §§ 600600645; Supp. V, §§ 110011001146.
Stat. 871.
45 Stat.
Stat. 228.
47 Stat.
286.

Printing and bind.
log.
ing.

work of
of
For every expenditure
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and incident
incident to the
the work
IX, section
the Board of Tax Appeals as authorized
authorized under title IX,
900,
as amended
amended
900, of
of the
the Revenue Act
Act of
of 1921,
1924, approved
approved June
June 2,
2, 1924,
1924, as
Act of
of 1926,
approved February
1926,
by title X
X of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
1926, approved
February 26,
26, 1926,
and title IV of the Revenue Act of 1928, approved
approved May 29,
1928,
29, 1928,
and title IX
IX of the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of 1932, approved
approved June
June 6,
6, 1932,
including personal services
services and contract stenographic
including
stenographic reporting
services, rent outside
outside the
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses,
carfare,
carfare, stationery,
stationery, furniture,
furniture, office
office equipment, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange
of typewriters, law books and books of reference, periodicals, and
and
all other necessary
necessary supplies, $522,000.
$522,000.
For all printing and binding for the Board
Appeals,
Board of Tax Appeals,
$35,000.
Appeals, $557,000.
Total, Board of Tax Appeals,
CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY

administration: For all necessary
General administration:
necessary expenses of
of the
the offices
offices
of the members of the Authority, Coordinator
Coordinator and Secretary, General Counsel, Director of Statistics
Statistics and Information,
Information, and
and Director
Director
of Regional Offices, in carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Civil
Civil Aero49
Supp.
49 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
nautics Act of 1938 (52 Stat. 973), including personal services and
V, §§ 401-682.
v.44
Air 401-681
safety Board.
Board.
Air
Safety
elsewhere; expenses of the Air
rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
Air
Post,
p. 116.
Post, p.
116.
Safety
Safety Board
Board other than those specifically
specifically provided for under "Air
"Air
Safety Board, Civil
Authority"; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority";
reporting services; fees and mileage of witnesses; expenses of examiAircraft,
purchase,
Aircraft, purchase,
nation of estimates of appropriations
appropriations in the field; purchase (includoperation, repairs,
repairs, etc.
ing exchange),
exchange), operation,
operation, maintenance,
repair of
maintenance, and
and repair
of aircraft;
aircraft; hire,
hire,
Automobiles.
Automobiles.
maintenance, repair, and
maintenance,
operation of
of passenger-carrying
automoand operation
passenger-carrying automobiles; $1,543,932.
Economic
Economic regularegulaEconomic
regulation: For all expenses necessary in carrying out
Economic regulation:
tion.
52 Stat.
Stat. 987.
the provisions
of title IV of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act
Act of
of 1938
1938 and
52
987.
provisions
and
49 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §l481-496.
11 481-496.
other provisions
provisions of
said Act
Act relating
relating to
economic regulation,
regulation,
v,
all other
of said
to economic
including personal
Columbia and
and elsepersonal services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere; contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services; fees and
and mileage
mileage of
witnesses;
witnesses; $469,222.
$469,22.
Air-navigation facilMaintenance
and operation
operation of
facilities: For
For all
itir-nmaigtionnacieMaintenance and
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities:
all
ities, maintenance,
etc.
etc.
necessary
necessary expenses of the Office of the Administrator
Administrator and the operaoperaPost, p. 1039.
st, p. 1039.
tion
and maintenance
maintenance of
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, including
tion and
including personal
Aircraft.
Aircraft.
services
and
rent
in
the
District
of Columbia and elsewhere;
services
elsewhere •' purchase
purchase
(including
(including exchange),
e,repair,
repair' and overhaul
overhaul
exchange), operation, maintenanc
maintenance,
Automobiles
Automobiles.
of aircraft;
$13,550), hire,
of
aircraft; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange (not
(
no t to
t
o exceed $13,550),
maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobiles; purchase of special wearing apparel
apparel and
and equipment
equipment for
for aviation
aviation
Aviation training
Aviation
training purposes
(including
snowshoes
and
skis);
and
traveling
purposes
(including
snowshoes
skis)
;
salaries
traveling
courses.
expenses
expenses of employees
employees detailed
detailed by the Administrator
Administrator to attend courses
courses
of training conducted
conducted by the Government
Government or industries serving aviation; not to exceed 33 cents per mile for travel,
travel, in their personally
personally
owned automobiles
automobiles within the limits of their official posts of duty,
engaged in
ce and
an d operation
op
era ti on of
ofremotely
of employees engaged
in the
the maintenan
maintenance
remotely
Food
supplies at isoFoodspplisatiscontrolled
air-navigation
facilities;
and
for
the
purchase
of
necessary
controlled
air-navigation
facilities;
and
for
the
purchase
of
necessary
lated stations.
d
food
(not exceeding
$2,500) for storage at isolated stations
food supplies
supplies (not
exceeding $2,500)
stations
General administraGeneraladministration.

tion.
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for emergency
use, the
the cost
employees
which when consumed by employees
of which
cost of
emergency use,
for
shall be
be collected
collected therefrom,
therefrom, and
and deposited
miscellaneous receipts;
receipts;
in miscellaneous
deposited in
shall
$12,000,000.
$12,000,000.
Technical developTechnical
development: For
carrying out
out ment.
For all expenses necessary in carrying
Technical development:
52
52 Stat. 973.
the
provisions
of
the
Civil
Aeronautics
Act
of
1938
relative
to
such
the provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 relative
49 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V
,
§1
401-682.
of
creation
the
to
as
§§401-682.
V,
developmental
work
and
service
testing
tends
creation
work
developmental
improved
aircraft, aircraft
aircraft engines, propelfacilities, aircraft,
air-navigation facilities,
improved air-navigation
lers, appliances,
and operation
operation methods,
personal
including personal
methods, including
personnel, and
appliances, personnel,
lers,
services and
and rent
in the
the District
District of
elsewhere; operaColumbia and elsewhere;
of Columbia
rent in
services
aircraft engines,
tion, maintenance,
and overhaul of aircraft, aircraft
repair,' and
maintenance, repair
tion,
propellers, and
and equipment
equipment and
and spare
therefor, and passengerparts therefor,
spare parts
propellers,
carrying
of special
special wearing
wearing apparel and equippurchase of
automobiles; purchase
carrying automobiles;
ment for
for aviation
purposes (including
(including snow shoes and skis);
skis) ;purchase
aviation purposes
ment
of
specifications •' $557,000.
plans, and specifications;
reports, documents, plans,
of reports,
Safety regulation.
Safety
expenses necessary
necessary to carry out the proPost,
regulation: For all expenses
Post, pp.
pp. 116, 599.
Safety regulation:
52 Stat. 1007.
visions of
title VI of the Civil
other
Aeronautics Act of 1938 and all other
Civil Aeronautics
of title
visions
S. C., Supp.
49 U. S.
provisions of
of said
said Act
Act relating
to safety
§§ 551-560.
regulation, except air-traffic V,Personal
safety regulation,
relating to
provisions
control, including
personal services
services and
rent in
District of and rent. services
the District
in the
and rent
including personal
control,
Columbia
and elsewhere;
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services; Witnesses, fees and
elsewhere; contract
Columbia and
Witnesses, fees
fees
and mileage
mileage of
of witnesses,
including expert
expert witnesses; employ- mileage.
mileage.
witnesses, including
fees and
exceed Training courses.
ment of
of attorneys
and examiners
examiners on a
a fee basis (not to exceed
attorneys and
ment
detailed to
$7,500) ;salaries
salaries and
and traveling
traveling expenses of employees detailed
$7,500);
attend
of training
training conducted
Government or industries Aircraft,
by the Government
conducted by
courses of
attend courses
Aircraft, automoserving aviation;
purchase (including
exchange) operation,
mainte- biles,
operation, maintebiles, etc.
(including exchange),
aviation; purchase
serving
nance,
repair and
and overhaul
overhaul of
aircraft; purchase and exchange
of aircraft;
and repair
nance, and
maintenance, repair, and operation of
(not
$29,200), hire, maintenance,
(not to exceed $29,200),
passenger-carrying
apparel and equipwearing apparel
special wearing
automobiles; special
passenger-carrying automobiles;
ment
(including snowshoes
and skis), $2,406,520.
snowshoes and
ment (including
Air-navigation
Air-navigation facilEstablishment of
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities: For the acquisition and ities,
ities,
establishment,
establishment,
Establishment
establishment
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
facilities, including the equipment
equipment of
of etc.Post,
establishment of
1039.
p. 1039.
Post, p.
additional
civil airways
construction
airways for day and night flying; the construction
additional civil
of additional
additional necessary
radio, and
and comsignaling and
other signaling
and other
lighting, radio,
necessary lighting,
of
municating structures
modernizathe alteration and modernizaapparatus; the
and apparatus•,
structures and
municating
Acquisition
Acquisition of sites.
tion
air-navigation facilities;
facilities; and
acquisition of
and for the acquisition
existing air-navigation
of existing
tion of
the
necessary sites
sites by
$5,265,280, of which amount
grant, $5,265,280,
or grant,
lease or
by lease
the necessary
$2,000,000
shall be
the payment
payment of contractual
contractual obli- Provisos.
for the
available for
be available
$2,000,000 shall
Provisos.
Provided, Contracts for addi1, 1940: Provided,
gations authorized
authorized to be incurred
incurred prior to
gations
i July 1,
tional facilities.
That in
to the amount herein
herein appropriated,
appropriated, the Adminisaddition to
in addition
That
trator may,
may, prior
to July
July 1,
enter into
contracts for the purinto contracts
1941, enter
1, 1941,
prior to
trator
chase,
installation of
of additional
air-navigation
additional air-navigation
and installation
construction, and
chase, construction,
Construction work.
Construction
facilities
in excess
excess of
of $2,000,000:
further, That conProvided further
$2,000,000: Provided
not in
facilities not
struction work
work under
this appropriation
appropriation may be accomplished either
under this
struction
Automobiles.
Automobiles.
by contract
contract or
or by
hire: Provided
further, That this
Provided further,
and hire:
purchase and
by purchase
by
appropriation
be available
connection with
when required in connection
available, when
shall be
appropriation shall
the
construction program,
exchange (not to
the purchase and exchange
for the
program, for
the construction
exceed
$750), hire,
hire, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
operation of
of passenger- Aircraft.
and operation
exceed $750),
carrying
automobiles; purchase
purchase and exchange, operation, maintecarrying automobiles;
purpersonnel;ipurnance,
repair, and
and overhaul
aircraft; temporary
temporary personnel
of aircraft;
overhaul of
nance, repair,
chase
special wearing
and equipment
aviation
for aviation
equipment suitable for
apparel and
wearing apparel
of special
chase of
purposes (including
snowshoes and
and skis)
other necessary
necessary
all other
and all
skis);;and
(including snowshoes
purposes
expenses.
Civilian pilot trainCivilian
pilot training:
training: For
For all
all necessary
the Civil ing.Post,
of the
expenses of
necessary expenses
Civilian pilot
Post, p. 599.
599.
Aeronautics Authority
carrying out
powers, and funcduties, powers,
the duties,
out the
in carrying
Authority in
49 U.
C., Supp.
Aeronautics
I. S.. C.,
V, §§
¢§ 751-757.
751-757.
tions devolving
upon it
to the
authority. contained
the V,
in the
contained in
the authority
pursuant to
it pursuant
devolving upon
tions
Civilian
Pilot Training
Training Act
of 1939
(53 Stat.
including personal
personal
855) including
Stat. 855)
1939 (53
Act of
Civilian Pilot
services
in the
Columbia and
elsewhere;
and elsewhere;
of Columbia
District of
the District
rentals in
and rentals
services and
Aircraft.
traveling
expenses; purchase
and exchange,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
exchange, operation,
purchase and
traveling expenses;
Automobiles.
Automobiles
repair, and
of aircraft;
aircraft; purchase
purchase and
699.
Post, p. 599.
(not to Post,
exchange (not
and exchange
overhaul of
and overhaul
repair,
exceed
repair, and
and operation
passengerof passengeroperation of
maintenance, repair,
hire, maintenance,
$5,000), hire,
exceed $5,000),
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Transfer of
of funds.
Ante, p. 115; post,
p.
P. 599.

Safety Board.
Air Safety
Board.
Ante, p. 114.
114.

Automobiles, airAutomobiles,
aircraft, etc.

Printing and
Printing
and binding
thinor

Minor purchases.
Post, p. 1109.

Attendance at meet.
Attendance
meetings.

Transfer of househousehold effects.
effects.

PUBLIC LAWSCH. 107-APR.
107-APR. 18,
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18, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

carrying
carrying automobiles;
automobiles; purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
and
of professional
professional and
scientific
scientific books, books of reference,
periodicals;
reference, atlases, maps, and
and periodicals;
$5,000,000: Provided,
in all.
all, $5,000,000:
$117,800 of
of this
Provided, That not to exceed $117,800
this
amount may be transferred
transferred to the appropriation
appropriation "Safety Regulation,
Regulation,
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority", for expenditure
with
expenditure in connection
connection with
payment of salaries and travel of aeronautical
inspectors engaged in
aeronautical inspectors
in
supervision and promotion of the safety features
features of the
the civilian
civilian pilot
pilot
training program.
Air Safety Board: For all expenses
expenses of the Air
Safety Board
Air Safety
Board necesnecessary in performing
performing the duties imposed upon it
it by law, including
including
personal services
services in the District of Columbia; contract stenographic
stenographic
reporting services; purchase
purchase (including exchange)
exchange) of
machinery
of office
office machinery
and equipment;
equipment; fees and mileage
mileage of expert
expert and
and other
other witnesses;
witnesses;
operation, maintenance, and repair
repair of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automoautomobiles; operation,
maintenance, repair, and overhaul of aircraft, airoperation, maintenance,
craft engines, aircraft radio, propellers, and equipment
equipment and
and spare
spare
parts therefor; purchase of special
special wearing apparel and equipment
equipment
for airmen (including snowshoes and skis), and for photostat and
and
other machine operators;
operators; $380,000.
$380,000.
Printing and binding: For printing and binding, $100,000.
Section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the
the United
United States
States (41
(41
U. S. C. 5) shall not be construed to
apply to
purchase or
or service
service
to apply
to any
any purchase
rendered for the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority or the Air Safety Board
Board
when the aggregate
aggregate amount involved does not exceed $100.
$100.
The foregoing appropriations
appropriations under
under the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics AuthorAuthority shall
specifically authorized
ghall be available when specifically
authorized by the Chairman
Chairman
of the Authority or the Administrator
Administrator or, in case
of the
case of
the Air
Air Safety
Safety
Board, by the Chairman
Chairman thereof, for expenses of
at meetof attendance
attendance at
meetings of associations
associations and other properly constituted
constituted bodies concerned
concerned
with aeronautics
aeronautics (not to exceed $3,000),
authorized, for
$3,000), and when so
so authorized,
for
expenses of packing, crating, drayage,
transportation of housedrayage, and transportation
hold effects (not exceeding in
in any
any one
one case five
five thousand
thousand pounds)
pounds) of
of
employees when transferred
transferred from one official station to another for
for
permanent duty
duty,, and for the purchase
permanent
purchase of law books, books of referreference,
ence, and periodicals.
periodicals.
Total, Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority, $27,721,954.
$27,721,954.
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Commissioners and
Commissioners
office
personnel.
office personnel.

For three Commissioners and other personal
personal services in the
the District
of Columbia, including personal services required for examination
of Presidential postmasters,
postmasters, and including
including not to
exceed $2,500
to exceed
$2,500 for
for
employment of expert examiners
examiners not in the Federal service on
special subjects
subjects for which examiners
examiners within the
service are
are not
not
the service
available
medical exam
iavailable,' and for personal services
services in the
the field;
field; for
for medical
examinations;
nations; for necessary traveling expenses,
including those of
expenses, including
of examexaminers acting under the direction of the Commission,
Commission, and for expenses
of examinations
examinations and investigations
investigations held elsewhere
elsewhere than
than at WashWashAttendance
Attendance at meet- ington, including not to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for expenses
expenses incident to
attendto attendings.
ance at meetings
meetings concerned with problems of public officials,
officials, educaeducational groups, Government
Government employees
employees as
other similar
similar
as such, and other
organizations,
organizations, which are peculiar to the interests and business of the
the
Miscellaneous
exMiscellaneous exCommission, when specifically
specifically directed
Commission,
directed by the Commission; for furnipense.,
Mae'
ture and other equipment and repairs thereto; rental of equipment;
equipment;
advertising; telegraph, telephone, and laundry service;
supplies; advertising;
service;
freight and express charges;
charges; streetcar
streetcar fares not to exceed $300;
$300;
stationery;
purchase and exchange
exchange of law books, books of
stationery; purchase
of reference,
ence, directories,
directories, subscriptions
subscriptions to newspapers
newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, not
to exceed $10,000; charts; purchase, exchange, maintenance,
maintenance and
repair of motortrucks,
motortrucks, motorcycles, and bicycles; garage rent; postage
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stamps to prepay postage on
on matter
matter addressed
addressed to
to Postal Union councountries; special-delivery
special-delivery stamps; and other
miscellaneous necessary
necessary
other like miscellaneous
hereinbefore provided
provided for, $4,975,000,
expenses not hereinbefore
$4,975,000, of which not to
to
reimbursement of the Veterans'
exceed $175,000
$175,000 shall be available for reimbursement
Veterans'
Administration
Administration for services rendered the Commission in
in connection
connection
with physical examinations
examinations of applicants
applicants for and the employees in
in
the Federal
Federal classified service: Provided,
Provided, That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any
provisions of law to the contrary
Service Commission is
contrary,, the Civil Service
authorized
actuarial
authorized to expend not to exceed '$3,000
$3,000 of this amount for actuarial
services pertaining
service, Canal Zone, and Alaska Railpertaining to the civil service,
retirement and disability
obtained by contract,
contract, withroad retirement
disability funds, to be
be obtained
out obtaining
obtaining competition, at such rates of compensation
compensation as the
the Commission may determine
determine to be reasonable:
reasonable: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
executive department
department or
independent establishment
establishment
details from
from any
any executive
or independent
elsewhere to
in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia or elsewhere
to the Commission's
Commission's central
Washington or to any of its district offices shall
office in Washington
shall be made
made durduring the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, but this shall not affect the
making of details
details for service
service as members of the boards of examiners
managers: Provided
Provided furfuroutside the immediate offices of the district managers:
ther, That the Civil Service Commission
Commission shall
Shall have power in case of
ther,
emergency
employees to or from
its employees
from its
emergency to
to transfer or detail any of its
office or field force.
force.
For
binding for
for the
the Civil Service
Service Commission,
Commission,
For all printing and
and binding
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions,
services located
located
institutions, and services
elsewhere, $160,000.
in Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
$160,000.

Proviso*.
Povisos.
Actuarial
services.
Actuarial services.

Details from
Details
from departdepartetc., restricments, etc.,
restriction.

Emergency
Emergency
fers,
fers, etc.
etc.

transtrans-

Printing and binding.
ing.

CIVILSERVICE RETIREMENT AND
AND DISABILITY
DISABILITY FUND
CIVIL-SERVICE

For
financing of
liability of
United States,
the
of the
the United
States, created
created by
by the
For financing
of the
the liability
Act entitled
entitled "An Act for the retirement
employees in the classified
classified
retirement of employees
approved May 22, 1920, and
civil service, and for other purposes", approved
Acts
11), $90,754,000,
$90,754,000, which
which amount
(38 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 11),
amendatory thereof
thereof (38
Acts amendatory
shall be placed
placed to the credit of the "civil-service
retirement and
and
"civil-service retirement
disability fund".

Contribution.
Contribution.

41 Stat. 614.
S. C.,
55 U.
U. 8.
C., ch.
ch. 14;
Supp. V, ch.
ch. 14.
14.

CANAL
DISABILITY FUND
AND DISABILITY
ZONE RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT AND
CANAL ZONE

For
the liability
of the
the United
United States,
created by
by the
the
States, created
of the
liability of
For financing
financing of
Act
employees of the Panama
Panama
retirement of employees
Act entitled
entitled "An Act for the retirement
Railroad Company,
Panama Railroad
Company, on the Isthmus
Isthmus of
Canal and
and the Panama
Panama, who are citizens
United States"
States", approved March 2,
citizens of the
the United
Panama,
1931,
amendatory thereof (48 U. S. C. 1371n),
$1,177,000,
1371n), $1,177,000,
1931, and Acts amendatory
which
the credit
credit of
of the "Canal Zone retireshall be placed
placed to the
which amount shall
ment
disability fund".
fund".
ment and disability

Contribution.
Contribution.

48 Stat. 1471.
1471.
46

ALASKA RAILROAD
RETIREMENT AND DISABILITY
DISABILITY FUND
ALASKA
RAILROAD RETIREMENT

For financing of the liability of the United States created by the
Act
employees of the Alaska
Act entitled "An Act for the retirement of employees
Railroad,
Territory of
States",
of Alaska,
Alaska, who are citizens of the United States",
Railroad, Territory
approved
2017), $175,000,
$175,000, which amount shall
approved June 29,
29, 1936 (49
(49 Stat. 2017),
be
Railroad retirement and disathe "Alaska
"Alaska Railroad
be placed to the credit of the
bility fund".
fund".
$97,241,000.
Civil Service
Service Commission, $97,241,000.
Total, Civil

Contribution.
Contribution.

5
5 U. S. C.,
C Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
§§ 745-745r.
-7-745r.
II

DISTRICT OF
DWELLING
ALLEY DWELLING
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA ALLEY
DISTRICT
AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
unexpended balance
"Conversion of
balance on
on June
June 30, 1940, of the "Conversion
The unexpended
inhabited
established pursuant to the provisions
provisions of the
alleys fund",
fund", established
inhabited alleys
District of
Columbia Alley Dwelling
Dwelling Act, together
together with all accretions
accretions
District
of Columbia

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
53
63 Stat.
Stat. 529.
629.
48
932.
48 Stat. 932.
25
C. Code,
Code,
25 D. C.
Bupp. V,
25 (a).
(a).
V, §
1 25
Bupp.
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50 Stat. 888.
42 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V,
§ 1428.
V, §

1940
1940
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TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

during the
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 to
said fund
fund under
the provisions
during
the fiscal
to said
under the
provisions of
of
said Act
and of
of the
the United
States Housing
Housing Act
shall be
be
said
Act and
United States
Act of
of 1937
1937 shall
available
until June
June 30,
1941, for
the purpose
purpose of
out the
the
available until
30, 1941,
for the
of carrying
carrying out
provisions
of said
said District
Columbia Alley
Act.
provisions of
District of
of Columbia
Alley Dwelling
Dwelling Act.
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Salaries and
and
Salaries
penses.
Post,
Post, p. 1032.

exex-

47 U.
U. S.
S. C. §§i§ 151151(109;
§§ 151151Supp. V,
V, P§
609; Supp.
602.
36 Stat. 629.
46 U.
C., Supp.
Stipp.
46
U. S.
S. C.,
V,
§§ 484-487.
484-487.
V, §§

Submarine
cable
Submarine cable
licensAq.
licenses.
50
80 Stat. 1146.

Minor purchases.
p. 1109.
1109.
Post,
Post, p.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Attendance at meetAttendance
ings.
Transmission of inTransmission
formation
S.
formation by U. S.
ships.
50 Stat. 195.
S. C., Supp. V,
47 U. S.
357.
S§ 357.
Transfer of personal
Transfer
personal
effects.

Personal services.
Personal

Printing and bindbind.
lug.
ing.

Salaries
expenses: For
For seven
for all
all other
other
Salaries and
and expenses:
seven Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and for
authorized expenditures
expenditures of
of the
Federal Communications
Communications Commission
authorized
the Federal
Commission
in
performing the
of
in performing
the duties
duties imposed
imposed by
by the
the Communications
Communications Act
Act of
1934, approved
approved June
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 1064),
Ship Act
1934,
June 19,
19, 1934
1064), the
the Ship
Act of
of 1910,
1910,
approved June
as amended
U. S.
S. C.
484 487), the
approved
June 24,
24, 1910,
1910, as
amended (46
(46 U.
C. 484-487),
the
International
Radiotelegraphic Convention
(45 Stat.,
2, p.
p. 2760),
International Radiotelegraphic
Convention (45
Stat., pt.
pt. 2,
2760),
Executive Order
Order Numbered
Numbered 3513,
dated Julyas amended
amended
Executive
3513, dated
July 9,
9, 1921,
1921, as
under date
of June
30, 1934,
applications for
submarine
under
date of
June 30,
1934, relating
relating to
to applications
for submarine
cable licenses,
licenses, and
and the
radiotelegraphy provisions
provisions of
the Convention
Convention
cable
the radiotelegraphy
of the
for Promoting
Promoting Safety
Life at
Sea, ratified
ratified by
the President
for
Safety of
of Life
at Sea,
by the
President of
of
7, 1936,
1936, including
including personal
personal services,
contract
the United States, July
July 7,
services, contract
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
quarters, newspapers,
peristenographic
services, rental
rental of
of quarters,
newspapers, periodicals,
books, special
fees, supplies
odicals, reference
reference books,
books, law
law books,
special counsel
counsel fees,
supplies and
and
equipment,
including purchase
and exchange
exchange of
instruments, which
which
equipment, including
purchase and
of instruments,
may
regard to
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised
may be
be purchased
purchased without
without regard
to section
Statutes (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5)
amount involved
involved does
Statutes
5) when
when the
the aggregate
aggregate amount
does
not
improvement and
and care
care of
repairs to
to
not exceed
exceed $25;
$25; improvement
of grounds
grounds and
and repairs
buildings,
not to
$5,000, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
(not to
exceed
buildings, not
to exceed
exceed $5,000,
exchange (not
to exceed
$15,000),
and repair
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled
$15,000), maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
passenger-carrying vehicles
use in
the field,
expenses,
passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for official
official use
in the
field, travel
travel expenses,
including
expenses of
attendance at
at meetings
meetings which
in the
the discretion
discretion
including expenses
of attendance
which in
of the
the Commission
Commission are
necessary for
for the
the efficient
discharge of
of its
of
are necessary
efficient discharge
its
responsibilities, reimbursement
the United
United States
responsibilities,
reimbursement to ships
ships of
of the
States for
for
charges incurred
by such
in transmitting
in comcharges
incurred by
such ships
ships in
transmitting information
information in
compliance with
section 357
Act of
of 1934,
1934, as
pliance
with section
357 of
of the
the Communications
Communications Act
as
amended,
expenses of
of packing,
packing, crating,
and transportation
transportation
amended, expenses
crating, drayage,
drayage, and
of
household goods and other
personal effects
(not to
exceed in
in any
of household
other personal
effects (not
to exceed
any
case
five thousand
pounds) of
of officers
and employees
employees when
when transtranscase five
thousand pounds)
officers and
ferred from
from one
official station
to another
another for
upon
ferred
one official
station to
for permanent
permanent duty
duty upon
specific authorization
authorization by the Commission,
Commission, $2,051,340,
$2,051,340, of
of which
which amount
amount
not
$1,246,340 may
may be
be expended
expended for
personal services
the
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,246,340
for personal
services in
in the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including compensation
of employees
employees of
of the
the
District of
compensation of
Interdepartment
Radio Advisory
Interdepartment Radio
Advisory Committee.
Committee.
Printing
and binding:
all printing
for the
the FedFedPrinting and
binding: For
For all
printing and
and binding
binding for
eral
Commission, $25,000.
eral Communications
Communications Commission,
$25,000.
Total, Federal
Federal Communications
Total,
Communications Commission,
Commission, $2,076,340.
$2,076,340.
FEDERAL LOAN AGENCY
FEDERAL
AGENCY
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR

Administrative
exAdministrative expenses.
penses.
53
63 Stat. 1429, 561.
5
U. S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
5U.
§
1331 (note); §§
133I 133t
§1133133r.
133r.

Personal
Personal services.
services.
Printing and bind-

ing.
ing.

Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
tngs.

Administrative
Administrative expenses, Federal Loan
funds
Loan Agency: Of the
the funds
expenses to
to the
the agencies
available for administrative
administrative expenses
agencies placed
placed under
under the
the
supervision
of the
the Federal
Federal Loan
by section
section 402
of
supervision of
Loan Administrator
Administrator by
402 of
Reorganization
Plan Numbered
Numbered II under
of the
Reorganization Plan
under authority
authority of
the ReorganiReorganization
of 1939,
1939, $200,000
is hereby
hereby made
to the
the Federal
zation Act
Act of
$200,000 is
made available
available to
Federal
Loan Agency for
for all
all the
the general
general administrative
administrative expenses
expenses thereof,
thereof,
i
elsewhere;
including personal services in
nthe District of Columbia and elsewhere;
printing
printing and
other books
of reference
reference
and binding
binding ($1,500)
($1,500);;law
law books,
books, other
books of
and periodicals;
periodicals; newspapers
exceeding $500)
$500);;not exceeding
newspapers (not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500
for expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings or conventions
societies
conventions of societies
or associations
associations concerned
concerned with the furtherance
furtherance of the work of
the
of the
Agency, when specifically
authorized by the Administrator
Administrator;'
specifically authorized
•purchase
(including exchange
exchange in part
part p
payment)
ay
ment) of
of o
ffice equipment
equipment and
and purpuroffice
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chase of one passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobile at $1,800 for the use of
the Administrator
garage therefor, and the mainteAdministrator and the rental of garage
nance, operation, or repair thereof; not to exceed $15,000
$15,000 for the temporary
organizations for special services by
employment of persons or organizations
porary employment
contract
regard to section
section 3709 of the Revised
Revised
contract or
or otherwise
otherwise without regard
Statutes or civil-service
civil-service law and regulations; payment when specifically authorized
authorized by the Administrator
Administrator of actual transportation
transportation
expenses
exceed $10
$10 per diem in
in lieu of subsistence and other
and not to
to exceed
expenses and
expenses
while away from their home, without other
serving, while
expenses to persons serving,
compensation
the
capacity to the
the United States, in an advisory capacity
compensation from the
Agency: Provided,
the Revised Statutes shall not
section 3709 of the
That section
Provided, That
Agency:
be
construed as
as applying
the
service rendered to the
by or service
to any purchase by
applying to
be construed
Agency
aggregate amount involved in any such case does not
Agency when
when the aggregate
exceed $100: Provided
Provided further,
further, That none of the funds made available
by
this Act
Act for
for administrative
administrative expenses
of the Federal
Federal Loan Agency
Agency
expenses of
by this
obligated
and the agencies under its supervision named herein shall be obligated
or
expended unless
appropriation account
account
appropriate appropriation
unless and until an appropriate
or expended
shall have
appropriation warpursuant to an appropriation
therefor pursuant
established therefor
have been
been established
shall
expenditures shall be accounted
accounted
and all such expenditures
covering warrant,
warrant, and
rant or
or aacovering
for and audited
audited in accordance
Budget and Accounting
Accounting Act,
accordance with the Budget
as
as amended.
amended.

Special
Special services.
Post,
Post, p. 1109.
Transportation,
Transportation, etc.,
expenses.
expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Minor
Minor purchases.
purchases.
§ 5.
41 U. S.
S. C. §
1109.
Post, p. 1109.
Obligation or exexObligation
penditure
penditure of funds.

Accounting.

ELECTRIC
AND FARM
FARM AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
ELECTRIC HOME AND

Electric Home
Authority, salaries and administrative
Electric
Home and Farm Authority,
expenses:
$600,000 of the funds of the Electric
Electric Home
to exceed
exceed $600,000
Not to
expenses: Not
and
Authority, established
established as
as an
an agency
of the
the Government
by
Government by
agency of
Farm Authority,
and Farm
Executive
7139 of August 12, 1935, and continued
Numbered 7139
Order Numbered
Executive Order
as
agency until
until June 30,
(Public
March 4, 1939 (Public
the Act of March
1941, by the
30, 1941,
as such
such agency
Act
Numbered 2,
2, Seventy-sixth
Congress), shall be
available during
during
be available
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Act Numbered
the
administrative expenses
expenses of the Authority,
Authority,
year 1941
1941 for administrative
the fiscal year
elsewhere;
including
personal services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
including personal
travel
accordance with the Standardized
Standardized Government
Goverrunent
in accordance
travel expenses, in
Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended (5 U. S. C.
821-833) ;;not
exceeding $3,000
expenses incurred in packing, crat$3,000 for expenses
not exceeding
821-833)
thousand
exceeding five thousand
transporting household
household effects
effects (not exceeding
and transporting
ing, and
interest
pounds in any one case) of personnel when transferred in the interest
pounds
permanent duty
from one
one official station to another for permanent
of the
the service from
when specifically
specifically authorized
order directing
directing the transfer; printin the
the order
authorized in
when
ing and
and binding;
binding; lawbooks
lawbooks and
not to
to exceed $200
reference; not
books of reference;
and books
ing
newspapers, and maps; procurement
procurement of supplies, equipfor periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
ment, and
services; typewriters,
adding machines,
machines, and other labortypewriters, adding
and services;
ment,
saving devices,
devices, including
rent in the Disexchange; rent
including their repair and exchange;
saving
trict
of Columbia
and all other administrative
administrative
elsewhere; and
and elsewhere;
Columbia and
trict of
expenses: Provided,
necessary expenses (including legal and
Provided That all necessary
expenses:
special
services performed
fee basis, but
but not including
including
performed on a
a contract or
or fee
special services
other
connection with the acquisition,
acquisition, care, repair,
in connection
personal services)
services) in
other personal
and disposition
acquired on or
now held
held or acquired
of any
any security or collateral now
and
disposition of
before June 30, 1941, by the Authority
Authority shall be considered
considered as nonadministrative expenses
expenses for the purposes hereof.
ministrative

Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex-

53 Stat. 510.
510.
15 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V. f§
(note).
§5701-712
701-712 (note).
V,
Travel expenses.
44 Stat. 688.

Printing and bindPrinting
ing.

Proviso.
Provio.
Nonadministrative
NonadministrativS
expenses.
expenses.

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK
BANK OF WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
EXPORT-IMPORT
Salaries
and
exexpeses
Export-Import
administrative penses.
Washington, salaries and administrative
Export-Import Bank of Washington,
expenses: Not to exceed $125,000 of the funds of the Export-Import
Export-Import
Bank
established as
the Government
Government by
by
as an
an agency
agency of the
Bank of
of Washington,
Washington, established
continued
Executive Order Numbered 6581 of February
February 2, 1934, and continued
March 4,
as such agency until June 30, 1941, by the Act approved
approved March
510.
Stat. 510.
-stat
Congress), shall be 5315 U.
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Numbered 3, Seventy-sixth
1939 (Public
(Public Act Numbered
S. C.,
Stipp. V.
J., supp.
V,
713b.
s13b.
available
administrative expenses
expenses of
available during the fiscal year 1941 for administrative
the bank, including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
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expenses.
Travel expenses.

44 Stat. 688.
Printing and binding.
ing.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Nonadministrative
Nonadministrative
expenses.
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and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
expenses, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
Standardized
the Standardized
travel expenses,
and
Government Travel
Travel Regulations
Regulations and
June 3, 1926,
1926, as
Act of
of June
the Act
and the
Government
amended
(5 U.
821-833) ;printing
printing and
and binding;
binding; lawbooks
lawbooks and
C. 821-833);
U. S.
S. C.
amended (5
books of
reference; not
to exceed
exceed $250
$250 for
newspapers,
periodicals, newspapers,
for periodicals,
not to
of reference;
books
and
procurement of
supplies, equipment,
services; typeand services;
equipment, and
of supplies,
maps; procurement
and maps;
writers,
and other
devices, including
including
labor-saving devices,
other labor-saving
machines, and
adding machines,
writers, adding
their repair
repair and
rent in
in the
District of Columbia
Columbia and
the District
exchange; rent
and exchange;
their
elsewhere; and
and all
all other
necessary administrative
Provided,
expenses: Provided,
administrative expenses:
other necessary
elsewhere;
That
all necessary
expenses (including
(including special services performed on
necessary expenses
That all
a
contract or
or fee
fee basis,
personal services)
services) in
including other personal
but not
not including
basis, but
a contract
connection
with the
the acquisition,
acquisition, operation,
improvemaintenance, improveoperation, maintenance,
connection with
ment,
belonging to
personal property belonging
of any real or personal
or disposition
disposition of
ment, or
the bank
in which
which it
has an
interest, including expenses of collecan interest,
it has
or in
bank or
the
nonadministrative
collateral, shall be considered as nonadministrative
tions of pledged collateral,
expenses for
for the
purposes hereof.
the purposes
expenses
BANK BOARD
FEDERAL HOME
HOME LOAN
LOAN BANK
BOARD
FEDERAL

Administrative
Administrative expenses.
penses.
142112 U. S. C. i§§¢ 14211449;
V, §§
§§
Supp. V,
1449; Supp.
1422-1442.
Travel
expenses.
Travel expenses.
44 Stat.
688.
44
Stat. 688.

Printing and binding.
Supplies,
Supplies, etc.
U. S.
S. C. § 5.
41 U.
Post,
1109.
Post, p. 1109.

Use
of other services
Use of
and facilities.

Provisos.
Proisos.
Nonadministrative
Nonadministratlve

expenses.
expenses.

Payment.
P
ayment.

47
726.
47 Stat.
Stat. 725.
U. S. C.,
12 C.
C., Supp.
Stipp.
i§ 1422-1442.
V, §§

For the
expenses of
of the
Bank
Loan Bank
Home Loan
Federal Home
the Federal
the administrative
administrative expenses
For
Board,
established by
by the
the Federal
Home Loan
of July
22,
July 22,
Act of
Bank Act
Loan Bank
Federal Home
Board, established
1932 (47
Stat. 725),
725), including
including personal
services in
the District
of
District of
in the
personal services
(47 Stat.
1932
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses,
expenses, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
Columbia
Standardized
Regulations and the Act of June
Travel Regulations
Government Travel
Standardized Government
exceed
3, 1926,
amended (5
S. C.
C. 821-833);
821-833) ;expenses
expenses (not to exceed
U. S.
(5 U.
as amended
1926, as
3,
$2,500)
work of the
with the work
concerned with
at meetings
meetings concerned
attendance at
of attendance
$2,500) of
Board
when specifically
specifically authorized
by the
Board; printing
printing and
bindand bindthe Board;
authorized by
Board when
ing;
lawbooks, books
of reference,
reference, and
and not to exceed $500 for peribooks of
ing; lawbooks,
odicals and
and
equipment, and
supplies, equipment,
of supplies,
procurement of
newspapers; procurement
and newspapers;
odicals
services without
without regard
when
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes when
regard to section
services
the
aggregate amount
involved in
in any
any one
one case
does not exceed
exceed $50;
$50;
case does
amount involved
the aggregate
typewriters,
machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices, includadding machines,
typewriters, adding
Columing their
and exchange;
exchange; rent
outside of
District of Columof the District
rent outside
repair and
their repair
ing
bia; payment,
payment, when
authorized by
by the
the Board, of actual
actual
specifically authorized
when specifically
bia;
transportation expenses
exceed $10 per diem in lieu of
and not to exceed
expenses and
transportation
subsistence
and other
from
away from
serving, while away
persons serving,
of persons
expenses of
other expenses
subsistence and
their
homes, without
without other
compensation from
from the
the United
States, in
United States,
other compensation
their homes,
an advisory
advisory capacity
capacity to
to the
Board; use
services and facilities
the services
use of the
the Board;
an
Federal Savings
of the
the Home
Home Owners'
Loan Corporation
Corporation and
Savings and
and the Federal
Owners' Loan
of
Loan
necessary administrative
all other
other necessary
and all
Corporation; and
Insurance Corporation;
Loan Insurance
expenses,
$1,350,000, payable
from assessments
upon the
Federal
the Federal
assessments upon
payable from
expenses, $1,350,000,
Board
home-loan
and receipts
of the
the Federal
Federal Home Loan Bank
Bank Board
receipts of
banks and
home-loan banks
from other
other sources
sources for
for the
the fiscal
and prior
years:
fiscal years:
prior fiscal
year 1941
1941 and
fiscal year
from
Provided,
necessary expenses
services performed
performed
expenses (including
(including services
That all
all necessary
Provided, That
on a
or fee
basis, but
including other
personal services)
services)
other personal
fee basis,
but not including
a contract
contract or
on
payment
in connection
sale, issuance,
retirement of, or payment
the sale,
issuance, and retirement
in
connection with
with the
of interest
on, debentures
under said
said Federal
Home Loan
Federal Home
Loan
or bonds,
bonds, under
interest on,
debentures or
of
amended, shall
Bank Act, as
as amended,
shall be considered
considered as nonadministrative
nonadministrative
for
further, That except for
Provided further,
expenses
expenses for the purposes
purposes hereof: Provided
i
the
n amounts
specified, and the restrictions
restrictions
hereinbefore specified,
amounts hereinbefore
the limitations
limitations in
administrative expenses
in
travel expenses,
expenses, the
expenses and other
other
the administrative
in respect
respect to travel
obligations
incurred, allowed, and paid in
obligations of the Board shall be incurred,
22, 1932, as
accordance
accordance with the provisions of said Act of July 22
amended
(12 U.
1421-1449).
amended (12
U. S.
S. C.
C. 1421-1449).
FEDERAL HOUSING ADMTNISTRATION
FEDERAL
ADMINISTRATION*

Administrative
Adminstrative exexpenses.
Pott,
631.
Pest, P. con.

exceed $10,900,000
$10,900,000 of
the mutual
mutual mortgage
mortgage insurance
insurance fund,
Not to
to exceed
of the
fund,
$1,200,000 of
insurance fund
fund and
$1,200,000
of the housing
housing insurance
and $1,200,000
$1,200,000 from
from the
the
premiums
account in the Treasury
Treasury comprised of funds derived from premiums

2 (f)
(f) title II of the National
collected under authority of section 2
National
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53 Stat. 805.
1246), as amended
amended by the Act of June 3, 1939,
Housing Act (48 Stat. 1246),
12 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
(f).
in all, $13,300,000,
$13,300,000, shall be available for administrative
administrative expenses of
of V,§ §1703 (f).
the Federal
Federal Housing Administration,
Administration, including: Personal services in
Travel expenses.
expenses.
elsewhere; travel expenses, in accordof Columbia and elsewhere;
the District of
Government Travel Regulations and the
Standardized Government
ance with the Standardized
44 Stat. 688.
June 3,
amended (5
(5 U. S. C. 821-833),
may
821-833), but there may
Act of June
3, 1926, as amended
per
exceed 4
4 cents per
mileage at aarate not to exceed
addition to mileage
in addition
be allowed
allowed in
reimbursement for the actual cost
cost
mile for travel by motor vehicle reimbursement
of ferry
and bridge
bridge and tunnel tolls, and employees
employees engaged in
fares and
of
ferry fares
the
property may
allowance not to exceed 3
3
may be paid an allowance
of property
inspection of
the inspection
personally owned
performed in their personally
cents per mile for all travel performed
automobiles within
of their
their official posts of duty when such
the limits of
within the
automobiles
Printing and bindPrinting
inspection; printing ing.
connection with such inspection;
is performed
performed in connection
travel is
reference, and not to exceed $1,500
and binding; law books, books of reference,
Contract actuarial
actuarial
contract services.
for
$1,500 for contract
newspapers; not to exceed $1,500
and newspapers;
periodicals and
for periodicals
services.
services;
actuarial services;
services; procurement
procurement of supplies, equipment,
equipment, and services;
Supplies,
etc.
Supplies, etc.
actuarial
purchase
(including exchange)
exchange) of one (for the official use of the Vehicles.
purchase (including
maintenance, repair, and
$1,500) and maintenance,
Administrator, not exceeding $1,500)
and
operation of two motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, to be
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation
Transportation exTransportation
authorized penses.
specifically authorized
official purposes;
purposes; payment, when specifically
only for official
used only
to
not
by
the
Administrator,
of
actual
transportation
expenses
and
by the Administrator, of actual
exceed $10
$10 per
to
in lieu
lieu of subsistence and other expenses to
diem in
per diem
exceed
persons
while away from their homes, without other compersons serving, while
pensation from the United States, in an advisory
advisory capacity to the
Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
Administration;
$2,000 for expenses
expenses of attendance, ings.
to exceed $2,000
Administration; not to
conmeetings
when
specifically
authorized
by
the
Administrator,
at
by
when specifically authorized
cerned
Administration; typewriters,
typewriters, adding
adding
the work of the Administration;
with the
cerned with
machines,
labor-saving devices, including their repair and
machines, and other labor-saving
exchange;
in the
District of
of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and all Prorisos.
the District
rent in
exchange; rent
Provisos.
other necessary
necessary administrative
administrative expenses:
Provided, That all neces- Nonadministrative
expenses: Provided,
Nonadministrative
other
expenses.
sary expenses
expenses of the Administration
(including services performed
performed expenses.
Administration (including
sary
contract or fee basis, but not including other personal services)
on a
a contract
in connection
connection with the
completion, operation,
operation,
the acquisition, protection, completion,
in
maintenance, improvement,
improvement, or disposition of real
real or personal
personal proppropmaintenance,
Stat. 1246.
Stat.
I and 48
erty of the Administration
S. C.
C.
12 U.
U.S.
c. §§ 1701Administration acquired under authority of titles I
erty
Supp. V, §§170217021715;
nonadmin- 1715c.
considered as nonadminII
Housing Act, shall be considered
National Housing
of said National
II of
1715c.
with
expenses with
istrative expenses
expenses for the
purposes hereof, and such expenses
the purposes
istrative
respect to
to title
title II property
from funds in the Treasury Payments.
be paid
paid from
shall be
property shall
respect
derived from
from premiums
collected under authority of section 22 (f)
premiums collected
derived
II proptitle II of said Act and such expenses with respect to title II
erty
mortgage insurance
insurance fund or the
from the mutual mortgage
paid from
shall be paid
erty shall
housing insurance
fund as provided
provided in title
title II
II of said Act: Provided
Provided
insurance fund
housing
Administrative exexAdministrative
hereinbefore penses,
further,
except for
amounts hereinbefore
for the limitations in amounts
fwrther, That, except
etc.
etc.
specified
and the
the restrictions
restrictions in respect
respect to
travel expenses, the adminto travel
specified and
istrative
expenses and other obligations
obligations of the Administration
Administration shall
shall
istrative expenses
Stat.
Stat. 1246.
of 48
be
and paid
paid in
accordance with
with the provisions of
in accordance
allowed, and
incurred, allowed,
12 U. S. C., Supp.
be incurred,
§§
1701a-1722.
1701a-1722.
§§
V,
said Act
1934, as
(12 U. S. C. 1701-1723)
1701-1723): : Amount
as amended
amended (12
27, 1934,
of June
June 27,
Act of
said
for Public
and EducaRelations
herein
exceeding
Provided
further,
not
exceeding
$300,000
of
the
sum
herein
That
further,
Provided
tion Division.
expended in the District of Columbia for purposes
authorized
authorized shall be expended
of the Public Relations and Education Division.
Insurance of finanReconstruction Finance cialInsurance
$2,000,000 of the funds of the Reconstruction
exceed $2,000,000
Not to
to exceed
institutions.
Payment of losses.
Corporation,
or to
advanced to
Housing
to the Federal Housing
be advanced
to be
advanced or
Corporation, advanced
Post,
631.
Post, p. 631.
of 12 U.
Administration
under authority of the National Housing Act of
Administration under
C. §§ 1705;
U. S.. C.
exceed Supp.
1246), as amended, and not to exceed
Stat. 1246),
June 27, 1934 (48 Stat
Supp. V, j§1705.
$3,000,000
funds (after
$1,200,000 for
for
allowance of said $1,200,000
the allowance
(after the
the funds
of the
$3,000,000 of
Treasury comprised
administrative expenses)
expenses) in the account in the Treasury
comprised
administrative
U.
C.,
C., Supp.
of V,12§ 1703S.(f).
2 (f)
of premiums
premiums collected
section 2
(f), title I,
I, of
(0.
under authority of section
collected under
of
the 12 U. S.. C. § 1703;
the National
National Housing
avaalable for the
amended, shall be available
Housing Act, as amended,
the
2 and section Supp. V, I§fi 1703,
payment
of losses under
under insurance
insurance granted under section 2
payment of
1706a.
170a.
6,
I, of said Act.
6, title I,
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FEDERAL SAVINGS
SAVINGS AND
AND LOAN
INSURANCE CORPORATION
FEDERAL
LOAN INSURANCE
CORPORATION

Federal Savings and
Not to exceed
exceed $300,000 of the funds of the Federal
Loan Insurance Corporation, established
established by title
the National
title IV
IV of
of the
National
48 Stat. 1255.
be available
Housing
Act of
June 27, 1934
1246), shall be
1934 (48 Stat. 1246),
of June
Housing Act
Stat.
48
12 U.
C. §§ 1724U.. S.1255.
C.§9
17241730;
Stipp. V. §§17251941 for
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
the Corpo1730;
upp.V,
§§1729- during
during the
the fiscal year
year 1941
for administrative
Corpo1729. 1 7 2 9
ration, including personal services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and
Travel
Travel expenses.
expenses.
elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses,
expenses, in accordance
accordance with the Standardized
Standardized Government Travel
Travel Regulations
and the
Act of
3, 1926,
1926, as
ernment
Regulations and
the Act
of June
June 3,
as amended
amended
44 Stat. 688.
44tat. 688.
(5 U. S. C. 821-833);
(5
821-833) ;expenses
expenses (not to exceed $2,500)
$2,500) of attendance
attendance
at meetings
meetings concerned
with the
Corporation when
when
concerned with
the work of
of the
the Corporation
Printing and
and bindbindPrinting
specifically
Trustees; printing and bindspecifically authorized
authorized by the Board of Trustees;
ing.
ing; lawbooks, books of reference,
reference, and not to exceed
exceed $250
$250 for
for periperiodicals and newspapers;
newspapers; procurement
procurement of supplies,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
services;
typewriters, adding
adding machines,
machines, and
and other
other labor-saving
labor-saving
services; typewriters,
Use of services of
including their
their repair
repair and
the services
services and
of the
use of
exchange; use
and exchange;
devices, including
.of devices,
dse or sege
designated
agencies.
facilities of the Federal
Federal Home Loan
Loan Bank
Bank Board,
Board, Federal
Federal home-loan
home-loan
agencies of the Government
banks, Federal Reserve banks,
banks, and
and agencies
Government as
as
authorized by said title IV; and all other necessary
necessary administrative
Provisos.
expenses: Provided,
That all
necessary expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with
Noinadinistrative expenses:
Provided, That
all necessary
Nonadministrative
expense's.
expenses.
liquidation of insured
IV shall
shall be
the liquidation
insured institutions under
under said title IV
be
considered
considered as nonadministrative
nonadministrative expenses for the purposes hereof:
hereof:
Payment.
Payment.
Provided further,
Provided
further That, except for the limitations in amounts herespecified, and the restrictions in respect to travel expenses,
inbefore specified',
the administrative
administrative expenses
expenses and other obligations of the Corporation shall be incurred,
incurred, allowed, and paid in accordance
accordance with the
the
provisions
provisions of said Act of June 27, 1934,
1934, as amended
amended (12 U.
U. S.
S. C.
1725-1732).
1725-1732).
Administrative exAdministrative

ppenses.
en es

s

.

HOME
OWNERS' LOAN
LOAN CORPORATION
HOME OWNERS'
CORPORATION
Administrative exp
penses.
Post, p. 631.
12 U. S.
C. 99
§§ 14611461S. C.
1468; Supp. V,
v, §§§§
1462-1467.
1462-1467.

Not to
exceed $22,000,000
$22,000,000 of
of the
the Home
Home Owners'
Loan
Not
to exceed
the funds
funds of
of the
Owners' Loan
Corporation, established by the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Act of 1933
128), shall be available during the fiscal year
(48 Stat. 128),
year 1941 for
for
administrative expenses of the Corporation, including
including personal
personal
Travel expenses.
Travel
expenses.
services
elsewhere; travel expenses,
services in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
expenses,
in accordance
Travel
Regulaaccordance with
with the
the Standardized
Standardized Government
Government
Travel
Regula44 Stat. 688.
44 tat..
tions and the Act of June 3, 1926,
1926, as amended
IT. S.
S. C.
C. 821-833)
amended (5
(5 U.
821-833); ;
expenses (not to exceed $3,500)
$3,500) of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned
with the work of
of the
the Corporation
Corporation when
by
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
Printing and bindnrinting and bind- the Board of Directors; printing
and binding;
binding; lawbooks,
lawbooks, books
books of
of
printing and
ing.
reference, and
and not
to exceed
$500 for
for periodicals
periodicals and
e
reference,
not to
exceed $500
and newspapers;
newspapers;
Supplies, etc.
procurement
services; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
vSupple, tc.
procurement of
of supplies,
supplies, equipment
equipment and
and services;
repair,
Vehicles.
v l
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
and operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to be
be
official purposes; typewriters, adding
used only for official
machines, and
adding machines,
and
other
their repair
exchange; rent
rent
repair and
and exchange;
including their
devices, including
other labor-saving
labor-savin devices,
Use of services of
designated agencies.
agencies.
in
the District
in the
District of
and elsewhere;
use of
the services
services and
Columbia and
of Columbia
elsewhere; use
of the
and
facilities of the Federal Home Loan
Loan Bank Board,
Board, Federal
Federal home-loan
home-loan
banks,
and Federal
Federal Reserve
necessary adminisbanks, and
Reserve banks;
banks; and
and all
all other
other necessary
adminisProvisos.
Nonadministrative
trative
all necessary
(including
trative expenses:
expenses: Provided,
Provided, That
That all
necessary expenses
expenses (including
expenses.
expenses.
services
a force account, contract or fee basis, but not
services performed
performed on a
services) in connection
including other personal services)
connection with
acquisition,
with the acquisition,
protection, operation, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement, or
of
or disposition
disposition of
real or
or personal property belonging
real
belonging to the Corporation or in which
which
it has an interest, shall be considered
nonadministrative expenses
it
considered as nonadministrative
expenses
Payment.
Payment,
for the
Provided further,
further. That except for the limifor
the purposes
purposes hereof: Provided
tations in amounts hereinbefore
hereinbefore specified,
specified, and the restrictions
restrictions in
in
respect
administrative expenses
respect to travel expenses,
expenses,. the administrative
and other
expenses and
other
obligations
allowed, and paid
obligations of the Corporation
Corporation shall be incurred, allowed,
paid
in
accordance with
provisions of said Home Owners' Loan Act
in accordance
with the
the provisions
of 1933, as amended (12 U. S. C. 1461-1468).
1461-1468).
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FINANCE CORPORATION
RECONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE

Not to
exceed $9,250,000
Reconstruction Finance
the funds of the Reconstruction
$9,250,000 of the
to exceed
Not
Corporation, established
of January
January 22, 1932 (47 Stat.
Act of
the Act
by the
established by
Corporation,
5), shall
available during
the fiscal
fiscal year 1941 for administrative
during the
be available
shall be
5),
expenses of
Corporation and
Mortgage Company,
RFC Mortgage
The RFC
of The
and of
the Corporation
of the
expenses
elsewhere;
including
personal
services
in
Columbia
and elsewhere;
of
District
the
in
services
including personal
Standardized Government
travel
expenses in accordance
Government
accordance with the Standardized
travel expenses,
amended (5
Travel Regulations
Regulations and
and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended
Travel
U. S.
S. C.
C. 821-833);
821-833) ;printing
binding; lawbooks, books of referand binding;
printing and
U.
ence,
exceed $1,500
periodicals and newspapers;
newspapers; pro$1,500 for periodicals
not to exceed
and not
ence, and
adding
typewriters, adding
curement of
of supplies,
equipment, and services; typewriters,
supplies, equipment,
curement
machines,
and other
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including their repair and
machines, and
exchange, rent in the
elsewhere; use of the
the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
exchange,
services and
facilities of the Federal Reserve banks; and all other
other
and facilities
services
necessary administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: Provided,
necessary
Provided, That all necessary
necessary
maintenance,
expenses
i
n connection with the acquisition,
acquisition, operation, maintenance,
expenses in
improvement, or disposition of any real or personal propertyi belongimprovement,
ing to the
Mortgage Company or in
n which
which
Corporation or The RFC Mortgage
the Corporation
ing
collections of pledged
they have
interest, including
including expenses of collections
an interest,
have an
they
collateral, shall
shall be
be considered
considered as nonadministrative
nonadministrative expenses for the
collateral,
purposes
Provided further,
further, That
notwithstanding any other
That notwithstanding
hereof: Provided
purposes hereof:
provisions
this Act,
Act, except for the limitations in amounts hereinof this
provisions of
before specified,
restrictions in respect to travel expenses,
and the restrictions
specified, and
before
Corporation
the
administrative expenses
expenses and other obligations of the Corporation
the administrative
shall
be incurred,
paid in
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
and paid
allowed, and
incurred, allowed,
shall be
of
January 22,
22, 1932,
1932, as
amended (15
601-617).
S. C. 601-617).
(15 U. S.
as amended
of January
Act of
said Act
of said

Administrative
Administrative
penses.
penses.

exex-

15
§§ 60160115 U.
U. S.
S. C. §§
617; Supp. V,
V. §§
§¢ 601613c.
Travel expenses.
expenses.
44 Stat. 688.

Printing and binding.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Nonadministrative
expenses.
expenses.

Payment.

FEDERAL
COMMISSION
POWER COMMISSION
FEDERAL POWER
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND

For every
requisite for and incident to the work of
expenditure requisite
every expenditure
For
the
Commission as
authorized by law except for the
as authorized
Power Commission
Federal Power
the Federal
work authorized
authorized by
the Act of June 28, 1938, entitled "An Act
by the
work
authorizing the
certain public works on rivers and
of certain
construction of
the construction
authorizing
harbors for
for flood
control and
purposes" (52
(52 Stat. 1215),
and for other purposes"
flood control
harbors
including
traveling
expenses;
of
attendance
at meetings
attendance
expenses
expenses;
traveling
including
which
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the Commission
Commission are necessary for the effiwhich in
cient discharge
discharge of
responsibilities; contract
contract stenographic reportits responsibilities;
of its
cient
ing services;
District of
purchase and
of Columbia; purchase
the District
outside the
rent outside
services; rent
ing
exchange (not
maintenance repair,
repair, and opera$3,000), hire, maintenance,
to exceed $3,000),
(not to
exchange
tion of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, including not
of motor-propelled
tion
more than
one such
for general
administrative use in the
general administrative
vehicle for
such vehicle
than one
more
District
supplies and office equipment; services; scienColumbia; supplies
of Columbia;
District of
tific instruments;
instruments; expenses
incurred in packing, crating, drayage and
expenses incurred
tific
transportation of
of household
effects and
and other
property (not to exceed
exceed
other property
household effects
transportation
when
employees
and
officers
in
any
case
five
pounds)
of
employees
when
pounds)
thousand
five
case
in any
transferred
one official
permanent duty,
station to another for permanent
official station
from one
transferred from
exceeding
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the Commission•,
Commission; and not exceeding
when
$6,000
for purchase
purchase and
lawbooks, other books of referand exchange of lawbooks,
$6,000 for
ence,
and newspaper
newspaper clippings,
clippings, $2,235,000;
$2,235,000;
periodicals and
newspapers, periodicals
ence, newspapers,
available
of
which
amount
not
to
exceed
$1,163,000
shall
be
for
$1,163,000
exceed
to
not
of which amount
personal services
District of
of Columbia,
exclusive of not to
Columbia, exclusive
the District
in the
services in
personal
exceed $25,000
which may
may be
be expended
expended for consultants and special
$25,000 which
exceed
counsel.
counsel.
For every
expenditure requisite
and incident to the work of
for and
requisite for
every expenditure
For
the
Federal
Power
Commission
as
authorized
by
the provisions of
by the
authorized
as
Commission
the Federal Power
the
of June
June 28,
1938, entitled
entitled "An Act authorizing the construc28, 1938,
Act of
the Act
tion
of certain
certain public
on rivers
harbors for flood control,
and harbors
rivers and
works on
public works
tion of

Expenses; excepExpenses;
tion.

33U. S. O.,
0., Supp. V,
V.
§§
70lb-70B.
Ii 701b-706.

Vehicles.
Vehicles

Transfer of househouse.
hold effects.
effects.

Consultants and
special counsel.

Flood-control
Flood-control
panses.
penses.

ex-

124
124
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33 U.S.
U. S. C., Spp.
Supp. V,
¢§ 701b-706.
§§
701b-706.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Minor purchases.
purchases.
Post,
Post, p. 1109.
1109.

Printing and
and binding.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

(52 Stat.
Stat. 1215),
including travel
travel expenses;
expenses;
and for
for other
other purposes"
purposes" (52
1215), including
stenographic reporting
services; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance,
contract stenographic
reporting services;
one motor-propelled
repair, and operation
operation of one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicle; supplies
equipment; services;
services; scientific
scientific instruinstruvehicle;
supplies and office
office equipment;
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $180,000
shall be
be
ments; $200,000,
$200,000, of
of which amount
$180,000 shall
available
personal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
available for personal
services in
In all, salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Federal
Federal Power
Power Commission,
$2,435,000:
Provided, That
That the
Commission may
supplies
$2,435,000: Provided,
the Commission
may procure
procure supplies
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
and services without regard
(41 U. S. C. 5)
amount involved
(41
5) when the aggregate
aggregate amount
involved in any case does
does
not exceed $50.
printing and binding for the Federal Power
Power Commission,
For all printing
Commission,
engraving, lithographing,
photolithographing, $45,500.
$45,500.
including engraving,
lithographing, and photolithographing,
Total, Federal Power Conamission,
Commission, $2,480,500.
$2,480,500.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
FEDERAL
COMMISSION
Salaries and exexSalaries
penses.
penses.

Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
ings.
ings.

Witness fees, etc.
Witness
38 Stat. 722.
15 U.
U. S. C.
C. 49.
49.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Minor
purchases.
Minor purchases.
Post,
1109.
Post, p. 1109.
Expenditure restricrestriction.

Printing and binding.

For five Commissioners, and for all other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures
Commission in performing
the duties
duties imposed
imposed
of the Federal Trade
Trade Commission
performing the
pursuance of
including secretary
secretary to the Commission
Commission
by law or in pursuance
of law, including
and other personal
personal services, contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services;
supplies and equipment,
equipment, law books, books of reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
garage rentals, traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including not to exceed $900
for
$900 for
expenses of attendance,
attendance, when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the Commission, at meetings concerned
concerned with the work of the Federal Trade
Commission, for newspapers
newspapers and press clippings not to exceed $600,
$600,
foreign postage, and witness fees and mileage in accordance
accordance with
with
section 9
9 of the Federal
Federal Trade Commission Act; $2,240,000:
$2,240,000: ProProvided,
supplies and
and services
services withwithvided, That the Commission may procure supplies
out regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
(41 U. S. C. 5)
5)
when the aggregate
$50: Provided
Provided
aggregate amount involved does not exceed
exceed $50:
further, That no part of the funds appropriated
further,
appropriated herein for the FedCommission shall be expended
eral Trade Commission
expended upon any investigation
investigation
hereafter provided by concurrent
hereafter
concurrent resolution
resolution of the Congress until
subsequently to the enactment
funds are appropriated
appropriated subsequently
enactment of such resolution to finance
finance the cost of such investigation.
investigation.
For all printing and binding
binding for the Federal Trade Commission,
Commission,
$60,000.
$60,000.
Total, Federal Trade
Trade Commission, $2,300,000.
FEDERAL WORKS
WORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL
AGENCY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THEE ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR

Salaries
penses.

and

ex-

Printing and
and binding.

Attendance at meet
meetings.
Special service.
services.

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For salaries
salaries in the Office of the Administrator
Administrator
in the District of Columbia, including
including the salary of aaGeneral Counsel
Counsel
other expenses of
including printat $10,000 per annum, and other
of said office,
office, including
printing and binding (not to exceed
exceed $8,000);
$8,000) ;actual transportation
transportation expenses
expenses
and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence and other expenses
expenses
to persons serving, while away from ;their
their homes without other compensation
capacity to
to the
the
pensation from the United States,
States, in an advisory
advisory capacity
Administrator;
purchase (including exchange)
Administrator; purchase
exchange) of law books and other
other
reference, periodicals,
books of reference,
periodicals, and press clippings;
clippings; not to exceed $700
$700
for the purchase
a motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle; not
purchase of a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
not
to exceed $1,500 for expenses
expenses of attendance,
attendance, when specifically
specifically authorized by the Administrator,
Administrator, at meetings or conventions
conventions relating
relating to the
exceed $10,000
work of the Agency; not to exceed
$10,000 for the employment
employment of persons or organizations
contract
or otherwise,
organizations by co
ntrac t or
oth erwi
se, for special services
services
Administrator to be necessary,
determined by the Administrator
necessary, without regard
regard to
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section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, and the civil-service
and classiclassicivil-service and
fication laws, $250,000:
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That the Administrator
Administrator in order to
effectuate part 33 of Reorganization
Reorganization Plan Numbered
effectuate
Numbered 11 submitted and
approved
Reorganization Act of 1939 may transfer
transfer to
approved pursuant to the Reorganization
appropriation from funds available
available for administrative
of
this appropriation
administrative expenses of
constituent units of the Federal
Federal Works Agency such sums as reprethe constituent
sent
consolidation in the Office of the Administrator
Administrator of any of the
sent aaconsolidation
administrative
administrative functions of said constituent
constituent units; but no such transconsolidation of administrative
administrative
fer of funds shall be made unless the consolidation
administrative salary and
functions will result in a
a reduction of administrative
and
accompanied by savings in
in
other expenses and such reduction is accompanied
funds appropriated
appropriated to the Federal Works Agency, which savings
shall not be expended
expended for any other purpose but shall be impounded
impounded
returned to the Treasury.
and returned

125
125
41
U. S. C. §5.
§5.
41U.S.C.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Transfer of funds.
53 Stat. 1426.
5
U. S. C., Supp. V,
V,
5 U.S.
§§133t (note).
53 Stat. 561.
561.
5
U. S. C., Supp. V,
5U.S.C.,Supp.V,
§§ 133-133r.
133-133r.
i§
Conditional
upon
Conditional
upon
reduction of expenses.
expenses.

PUBLIC, BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
For carrying
carrying into effect the provisions of the Public Buildings Acts,
35 Stat. 537.
637.
683),,
(31 U. S. C. 683)
6 of the Act of May 30, 1908 (31
as provided in section 6
and for the repair, preservation,
preservation, and upkeep of all completed
completed public
Federal Works Agency, the mechanibuildings under the control of the Federal
cal
equipment and the grounds thereof, and sites acquired for buildings,
cal equipment
operation of certain completed
completed and occupied buildings
and for the operation
under
the control
control of the Federal Works Agency, including furniture Furniture, etc.
under the
and repairs
repairs thereof,
thereof, but exclusive, with respect to operation, of buildings of the United
United States Coast Guard, of hospitals, quarantine
quarantine stations, and other Public Health Service buildings, mints, bullion depositories, and assay offices,
offices, the Treasury, Treasury Annex, Liberty Loan,
and
Auditors' Buildings:
Buildings:
and Auditors'
General administraGeneral administrative expenses: For architectural,
architectural, engineering,
engineering, tive
expenses.
mechanical,
administrative, clerical, and other personal services; travmechanical, administrative,
eling expenses, including expenses of employees
employees directed by the FedAttendance at meetAttendance
eral Works Administrator
technical and pro- ings.
Administrator to attend meetings of technical
fessional
societies
and
educational
exhibits
in
connection
with
subjects
connection
fessional societies and educational exhibits
Administration, and transrelated to the work of the Public Buildings Administration,
headquarters of
portation of household goods, incident to change of headquarters
engaged in field activities not to exceed
exceed five thousand
thousand
all employees engaged
together with the necessary expenses incident
incident
pounds at
at any one time, together
Printing and blnlbindto packing
packing and draying
draying same; printing
printing and binding (not to exceed
exceed ing.
Ing.
Educational
exhibexhib$13,000)
educational its.EIducational
$13,000), ,advertising, not exceeding $1,000 for expenses of educational
Federal Works Administrator,
Administrator,
specifically approved by the Federal
exhibits, specifically
such
testing instruments,
instruments, lawbooks, books of reference,
reference, periodicals, and such
contingencies, articles, services, equipment, or supplies as the
other contingencies,
Commissioner of
of Public Buildings may deem necessary in connection
connection Rent.
Commissioner
in
Administration; rent in
Buildings Administration;
of the Public Buildings
any of the work
work of
with any
the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, including ground rent of the
Salamanca, New York, and Columbus, MissisFederal buildings at Salamanca,
U. S.
S. Housing Cormay be made in advance, and including such poration,
which payment
payment may
sippi, for which
dissolution.
Housing
expenses necessary to wind up the affairs of the United States Housing
not
Corporation and effect its dissolution; $876,340, of which amount not
Corporation
exceed $518,500
$518,500 may be expended
expended for personal services in the Disto exceed
Columbia and not to exceed $196,910
$196,910 for personal services in
in
trict of Columbia
Proviso.
Prorio.
Provided, That the foregoing appropriations shall not be
the field: Provided,
Appropriations not
Appropriations
available for
for desigavailable
available for the cost of surveys,
surveys, plaster models, progress photographs, nated
objects.
inspections, but the cost thereof
test pits and borings, or mill and shop inspections,
thereof
construction appropriashall be construed
construed to be chargeable
chargeable against the construction
tions of the respective
respective projects to which they relate.
Buildings, etc.,
etc., outBuildings,
Colum- side
Repair, preservation,
equipment, outside the District of columpreservation, and equipment,
C.
D. C.
includrepairs, alterations, improvement,
preservation mcludimprovement, and preservation
bia: For repairs,
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ing personal
personal services
services employed
completed Federal
employed therefor,
therefor, of
of completed
Federal buildbuild(including Marcus
ings (including
Hook), the
the grounds
grounds and
and approaches
approaches thereof,
Marcus Hook),
thereof,
wharves, and piers, together
together with
the necessary
necessary dredging
dredging adjacent
with the
adjacent
thereto, and care and safeguarding,
safeguarding, not
otherwise provided
provided for,
of
not otherwise
for, of
sites acquired
acquired for Federal
Federal buildings,
buildings, including
including tools
tools and
and materials
materials
for the use of the custodial and mechanical
mechanical force,
force, wire
partitions and
wire partitions
and
insect screens, installation and
and repair
repair of
equipment, gas,
gas,
of mechanical
mechanical equipment,
fixtures, conduits, wiring,
and electric-light
electric-light fixtures,
platform scales,
tower
wiring, platform
scales, and
and tower
clocks; vaults and lockbox equipment
equipment in all buildings
buildings completed
completed and
and
occupied, and for necessary
necessary safe equipments in buildings
buildings under
under the
the
administration of
administration
Federal Works
Agency, including
including repairs
repairs
of the
the Federal
Works Agency,
Pneumatic-tube thereto,
Pneumatic-tube
thereto, and changes in, maintenance
maintenance of, and repairs to the pneumaticpneumaticsystem, New
New York
York
.
ty.
Yorktube
tube system in
York City
franchise of
city
in New
City.
New York
City installed
installed under
under franchise
of the
the city
of New York, approved June 29,
11, 1928,
and the
29, 1909,
1909, and June
June 11,
1928, and
the
payment of any
payment
any obligations
obligations arising
arising thereunder
in accordance
with
thereunder in
accordance with
the
provisions of
of the
the Acts
Acts approved
approved August
the provisions
August 5,
5, 1909
1909 (36
(36 Stat.
Stat. 120),
120),
Proviso.
Limitation.
and May
May 15,
15, 1928 (45 Stat. 533),
533), $3,016,900:
$3,016,900: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
the
expenditures for the fiscal year for
total expenditures
for the repair
repair and
and preservation
preservation
of buildings
buildings not reserved by the vendors
vendors on sites
acquired for
for buildsites acquired
buildings or the enlargement
enlargement of buildings and
installation and
repair of
of
and the installation
and repair
the mechanical
mechanical equipment
equipment thereof shall
shall not
not exceed
centum of
of
exceed 20
20 per
per centum
the annual
annual rental
of such
such buildings.
buildings.
rental of
New York, N.
Y.,
New
N. Y.,
New York, New York, Customhouse:
Customhouse: For the purchase
purchase of new
customhouse. eusttOmhOust. New York,
Furiture,
Furniture,
equipequip
furniture, furnishings,
furniture,
furnishings, venetian
venetian blinds
shelving,
counters, and
and filing
filing
blinds,
shelving,
counters,
ment, etc.
etc.
met,
equipment, and
equipment,
and to
to make
make expenditures
expenditures for services, supplies, and materials for the reconditioning
of old
equipment for
for the
reconditioning of
old furniture
furniture and
and equipment
the
customhouse building, New York, New York,
customhouse
and
York, including
including moving
moving and
administrative expenses,
administrative
expenses, $150,000.
$150,000.
Public buildings and
Publicbuildingsand
Salaries
Salaries and general
general expenses, public
public buildings
buildings and
and grounds
grounds in
in the
the
grounds,
C.
grounds, D. C.
salaries
Salaries and
general District of Columbia: For administration,
andgenera
administration,
maintenance,
protection,
maintenance,
expenses.
eet7
1035.
and improvement
improvement of public buildings and
the District
of
and grounds
grounds in
Post, p. 1035.
in the
District of
Columbia maintained and operated
operated by the
Administhe Public Buildings
Buildings Administration, including the National Archives
repair, preservapreservaArchives Building;
Building; repair,
tion, and equipment of the Treasury, Treasury Annex,
Annex, City
City Post
Post
Office,
Auditors' Building,
Office, Auditors
Building, Liberty Loan
Building, and
and Customhouse;
Loan Building,
Customhouse;
per
per diem employees at rates of pay
pay approved
approved by
the Commissioner
Commissioner
by the
of Public Buildings,
Buildmgs, not exceeding
exceeding current rates for similar
similar services
services
in the District of Columbia, and
and such
employees in
such employees
in emergencies
emergencies may
may
be entered on duty subject
subject to confirmation
confirmation by
Federal Works
by the
the Federal
Works
Administrator; rent of buildings;
Administrator;
of buildings;
buildings; expenses
expenses
buildings; demolition
demolition of
incident to moving various executive
executive departments
and establishments
departments and
establishments
in connection
connection with the assignment,
assignment, allocation,
allocation transfer,
transfer, and
and survey
survey of
of
building space; traveling expenses
expenses and
leather and
and rubber
and carfare;
carfare; leather
rubber
articles and gas
for the
the protection
protection of
public property
property and
gas masks
masks for
of public
and
employees; furnishings
employees;
furnishings and equipment;
ec uipment; arms
and ammunition
ammunition for
for
arms and
$40,090 for purchase,
the guard
guard force;
force; not exceeding
exceeding g40,090
repair , and
and cleanpurchase, repair,
cleaning of uniforms
uniforms for guards and
and elevator
conductors '
•and
the purpurelevator conductors;
and the
chase of two motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying ve
hicles; $8,938,245,
$8,938,245,
vehicles;
of which amount
amount not to exceed $500,000
$500,000 shall be available
available for
for major
major
repairs and improvements to public buildings and grounds in
in the
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
buildings
Public
buildings
Salaries
and expenses,
Salaries
expenses, public buildings outside the District of
of
Outside
outside D. C.
0.
alaries and ex- Columbia: For operation,
Salaries
operation, protection,
protection, and
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including
ppenses.
e n se s
.
cleaning, heating, lighting, rental of
of buildings
buildings and
supand equipment,
equipment, supplies, materials,
materials, furnishings
furnishings and equipment, personal
personal services,
arms,
services, arms,
ammunition, leather and rubber
rubber articles and gas masks
for the
the propromasks for
tection of public .
property
property and
and employees,
employees,and
an d every
expenditure
every expenditure
requisite
requisite for and incidental
incidental to such maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
of
public buildings outside of the District of Columbia maintained
maintained
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$2,906,785:
Administration, $2,906,785:
and operated by the Public Buildings Administration,

rates of compensation
the rates
Provided, That
That in
no case
shall the
compensation for the
case shall
in no
Provided,
mechanical
labor force
force under
under this
this appropriation
excess of the
appropriation be in excess
mechanical labor

rates
current at
at the time and in the place where such services are
rates current
employed:
Provided further, That all furniture now owned by the
employed: Provided
rented by
States in other public buildings or in buildings rented
United States
practicable, whether
the United States shall be used, so far as practicable,
whether or not
not
the
Proit corresponds
corresponds with
present regulation
regulation plan for furniture:
furniture: Prothe present
with the
it
vided further,
appropriation shall be available for contracts
contracts
further, That this appropriation
vided
telephone-switching equipfor telephone
equivalent telephone-switching
switchboards or equivalent
telephone switchboards
for
Governmental activities
ment
ment jointly serving in each case two or more Governmental
in
operated by the Public Buildings Administration
Administration where
in buildings operated
it is
found that joint service
economical and in the interests of the
service is economical
it
is found
Government, and
and any
receiving such service shall
Government activity receiving
any Government
Government,
Commissioner
pay promptly
written request of the Commissioner
by check
check upon the written
promptly by
pay
been
of Public
Buildings, either
either in
in advance
after the service has been
advance or after
of
Public Buildings,
part
furnished, for deposit to the credit of this appropriation,
appropriation, all or part
furnished,
proper
of the
thereof, as the case may be, and proper
cost thereof,
or actual
actual cost
estimated or
of
the estimated
adjustment
basis of the actual cost shall be made for service
the basis
upon the
adjustment upon
advance.
paid for
for in
in advance.
Construction outside
the District
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For continuation
continuation
outside the
Construction
of
acquisition of sites for, public buildings outand acquisition
of, and
construction of,
of construction
side of
District of
Columbia, including
including the purposes
purposes and objects,
of Columbia,
the District
of the
side
and
limitations, specified under this head in the Third
to the limitations,
subject to
and subject
773), as
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 773),
Deficiency
also
and
1938,
supplemented
by
the
Federal
Public
Buildings
Act,
1938,
Act,
Buildings
Public
Federal
supplemented by the
including
those increases
increases in
limits of cost of
authorized
of certain authorized
the limits
in the
including those
projects,
twenty-five in
number, as
as specified
specified in
Document
in House Document
in number,
projects, twenty-five
Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress,
$15,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Congress, $15,000,000:
177, Seventy-sixth
Numbered 177,
the
of section
section 322
322 of
the Act
Act of
June 30,
30, 1932
Stat.
(47 Stat.
1932 (47
of June
of the
provisions of
the provisions
412),
shall not
respect to the rental of temporary quarters
apply with respect
not apply
412), shall
for housing
housing Federal
during the
replacement or remodeling
remodeling
the replacement
activities during
Federal activities
for
of buildings
authorized under
under this or previous Acts.
buildings authorized
of
Social
Board and
and Railroad
Buildings:
Board Buildings:
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board
Social Security
Security Board
necessary land and the conFor completion
acquisition of
of the
the necessary
the acquisition
of the
completion of
For
struction
buildings for
for the
Social Security
Security Board
Board and
Railroad
and the Railroad
the Social
of buildings
struction of
Retirement
Retirement Board, $3,250,000.
War
Department Building:
continuation of
the acquisition
acquisition of
of
of the
For continuation
Building: For
War Department
land as
site for
buildings for
for the War Department, and for continufor buildings
a site
as a
land
ation
the construction
construction of the first building unit, $2,000,000.
of the
ation of

"

Provisos.
Mechanical

.

force, pay rates.

lboro

labor
labor

Use of present furniture.

Use of presentfurni-

Joint telephonetelephoneswitching equipment.

Jcint

for
for

serv
serv-

Construction
CsiondstUCOn
side
D. C.
Post, p. 633.

out-

Payment
icPJYent
ice.

out-

Pst, p.633.

52
Stat. 818.
52Stat.818.

Proviso.
Rental of temporary
quarters.
qu40rtrs.
40 U. S. C. §40a.

Rentaoftemporary

Social

Security

Socialn
Board andSeurit
Railroad

Retirement
Board
Retirement Board
Buildings.
SiteSite and construction.
33.
tiot,
Post, p. 633.
War
Department

ar Department

Site
construcand construcsite and
tion.

tion.

PUBLIC ROADS
ROADS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC

General administrative
administrative expenses:
For the
employment of
of persons
persons
the employment
expenses: For
General
advertising in the
and means,
means, including
including rent,
rent, advertising
(including advertising
advertising (including
and
city of
of Washington
for work
work to
to be
be performed
adjacent
performed in areas adjacent
Washington for
city
thereto), printing
to exceed
exceed $32,000),
purchase
$32,000), purchase
(not to
binding (not
and binding
printing and
thereto),
(including exchange)
reference and periof law books, books of reference
exchange) of
(including
odicals,
and the
distribution, and display of exhibits,
exhibits,
preparation, distribution,
the preparation,
odicals, and
in
elsewhere for the purpose of conductand elsewhere
Washington and
of Washington
city of
the city
in the
ing
research and
and investigational
studies, either independently
independently or in
investigational studies,
ing research
cooperation with
with State
State highway
departments, or
other agencies,
agencies,
or other
highway departments,
cooperation
including studies
studies of
administration, legislation, finance,
finance,
highway administration,
of highway
including
economics, transport,
maintenance, utilizaoperation, maintenance,
construction, operation,
transport, construction,
economics,
tion, and
and of
street and highway
traffic control;
control; investigainvestigahighway traffic
of street
safety, and
and safety,
tion,
tions and
and experiments
experiments in
in the
best methods
of road making, especially
methods of
the best
tions
by
of local
local materials;
studies of
types of
of mechanical
mechanical
of types
and studies
materials; and
use of
the use
by the
plants
used for
maintenance, and
building and maintenance,
road building
for road
appliances used
and appliances
plants and
of methods
methods of
maintenance suited
suited to
to the
the needs
needs of
of
and maintenance
repair and
road repair
of road
of

General
administraGeneral administrative expenses.
Post, p. 129.
129.
Post,
Printing and binding.
Display
exhibits.
Display of exhibits.

Road-making experRoad-making
iments,
iments, etc.
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Bulletins
Bulletins
ports.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH. 107-APR.
18, 1940
107-APR. 18,
1940

and re-

23 U. S. C. §§ 12a,
48; 16 U. S.
S. C.
C. §
503.
§ 503.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

different localities;
localities; for maintenance
maintenance and repairs
of experimental
experimental
repairs of
highways;
highways; for furnishing
furnishing expert advice on these subjects; for colcollating,
reporting, and illustrating
lating, reporting,
illustrating the results
results of
preof same; and
and for
for preparing,
paring, publishing,
publishing, and distributing
to be
distributing bulletins
bulletins and reports; to
be
paid from any moneys
moneys available
available from the administrative
proadministrative funds
funds provided under
under the Act of July 11, 1916
(39 Stat.
Stat. 355-359),
355-359), as
amended,
1916 (39
as amended,
otherwise provided.
or as
as otherwise
provided.

FEDERAL-AID
SYSTM
FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY SYSTEM
Construction
Construction of
of
rural post roads.
23 U.
S. C. §§ 12a,
U. S.
48; 16 U. S. C.
C. §503.
Departmental perDepartmental
sonal
sonal services.
services.

Amount transferred
transferred
Amount
to Federal Works
Works
Administrator.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Convict labor.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.
42 Stat.
Stat. 217.

Engineering,
etc.,
equipment,
equipment, depreciation.

Warehouse
Warehouse
tenance, etc.

main-

Reimbursement
Reimbursement for
cost of materials,
materials, etc.

Medical
Medical
supplies,
etc., in emergencies.

Transportation
Transportation
personal effects.

of

For carrying out the provisions of the Act
Act to
to
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
provide that the United States shall aid the States in
in the
the construcconstruction of rural post roads, and for other purposes", approved July 11,
11,
355-359), and all Acts amendatory
1916 (39 Stat. 355-359),
amendatory thereof
thereof and
and supsupplementary thereto, to be expended
expended in
accordance with
with the
the proviin accordance
proviamended, including
sions of said Act, as amended,
including not to exceed $1,110,000
$1,110,090
for departmental
departmental personal
personal services in the District of
of .Columbia,
$99,990,000, to be immediately
immediately available and to remain available
$99,990,000,
available until
until
expended, which sum is the amount
expended,
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated
for the fiscal year 1940 by section 11of the
June 8,
8, 19
.
38
the Act
Act approved
approved June
1938
(52 Stat. 633),
633), less $10,000
$10,000 transferred to the Federal
Federal Works AdminAdministrator for the administrative
administrative expenses of his office: Provided,
Provided, That
That
appropriated shall be paid to any
none of the money herein appropriated
any State
on account of any project on which convict
be employed,
convict labor
labor shall
shall be
employed,
except this provision
provision shall not apply to convict
convict labor
labor performed
performed by
by
convicts on parole or probation: Provided
Provided further,
further, That not to exceed
exceed
$45,000 of the funds provided for carrying out the provisions of
of the
the
Federal Highway
Highway Act of November
November 9, 1921 (23 U. S. C. 21, 23),
23),
shall be available for the purchase
motor-propelled passengerpurchase of motor-propelled
carrying
carrying vehicles necessary
necessary for carrying out
out the
said
the provisions
provisions of
of said
Act, including the replacement
replacement of not to exceed one such vehicle
vehicle for
for
use in the administrative
administrative work of the Public Roads Administration
Administration
in the District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That, during
during the
the
fiscal year 1941, whenever
performing authorized
whenever performing
engineering or
authorized engineering
or other
other
construction, and maintenance,
services in connection with the survey, construction,
maintenance,
or improvement
improvement of roads for other Government
Government agencies
charge
agencies the charge
for such services
services may include depreciation on engineering
engineering and roadbuilding equipment used, and the amounts received on account
account of
of
such charges shall be credited to the appropriation concerned:
concerned: ProProvided further,
further, That during the fiscal year 1941 the appropriations
appropriations
for the work of the Public Roads Administration
Administration shall
shall be
be available
available
for meeting the expenses of warehouse
warehouse maintenance
maintenance and the procurement, care, and handling
handling of supplies, materials, and equipment
equipment
stored therein for distribution
distribution to projects
projects under the supervision
of
supervision of
the Public Roads Administration,
Administration, and for sale and distribution to
other Government
Government activities, the cost of
of such
such supplies
supplies and
and materials
materials
or the value of such equipment
equipment (including
(including the cost of transportation
transportation
and handling) to be reimbursed to appropriations
appropriations current at the time
and
additional
materials, or equipment
additional supplies, materials,
equipment are procured,
procured, from the
appropriation
appropriation chargeable
chargeable with the cost or value of such supplies,
supplies,
materials,
or equipment:
equipment: Provided
Provided further,
appropriations
materials, or
further, That the appropriations
available
to the
available to
the Public Roads
Roads Administration
Administration may be used in emergency for
for medical
medical supplies
supplies and services and other assistance necessarynecessary
gency
for
the immediate
immediate relief of employees engaged
hazardous work
work
for the
engaged on hazardous
under that
Administration: Provided
further, That of the approunder
that Administration:
Provided further,
priations for
not
priations
for the work of the Public Roads
Roads Administration,
Administration, not
exceeding
$3,500 shall
shall be
specifically authorized
exceeding $3,500
be available, when specifically
authorized by
the Commissioner,
Commissioner, for the necessary expenses of
packing crating,
crating
of packing,
drayage, transportation, and uncratmg
uncratmg of household and other per-

54 STAT.]
51
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sonal effects (not to exceed
exceed 5,000 pounds in any one case),
case), of officers
officers
or employees transferred
transferred from one official station to
to another
another for perpermanent duty: Provided
further, That the appropriations
Provided further,
appropriations for the
work of the Public Roads Administration
Administration shall be available
available for
for
necessary expenses (not exceeding
necessary
exceeding $9,000)
$9,000) of attendance
meetings
attendance at
at meetings
and conferences
conferences of highway
highway departments,
departments, associations,
associations, organizations,
organizations,
and other agencies concerned:
concerned: Provided
Provided further,
not exceeding
further, That not
exceeding
$15,000 of the appropriations
appropriations for work of the
Adminthe Public Roads
Roads Administration shall be available
available for the temporary
temporary employment,
employment, by
by concontract or otherwise, of technical
technical consultants
consultants and
without
and experts
experts without
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes, the
and
the civil
civil service
service and
classification laws.

Attendance at
meetAttendance
at meetings.

employTemporary employment
ment of
of technical
technical conconsultants,
sultants, etc.
etc.
Ante,
127.
Ante, p.
p. 127.

41 U. S.C.
S. C. §5.
§5.
41U.
Post,
p. 1109.
1109.
Post, p.

INTER-AMERICAN
INTERAMERICAN HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY

For all necessary
necessary expenses to enable the President to
to utilize
utilize the
services of the Public Roads Administration
Administration in fulfilling
fulfilling the
the obligaobligations of the United States under the Convention
Convention on
on the
the Pan-American
Pan-American
Highway between the United States and other American
Highway
American Republics,
Republics,
signed at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936,
proclaimed SeptemSeptem1936, and
and proclaimed
ber 16, 1937 (51 Stat. 152), for the continuation
continuation of cooperation
cooperation with
with
several governments,
governments, members of the Pan American
American Union,
Union, in conconnection with the survey and construction
construction of the Inter-American
Inter-American
Highway as provided
provided in Public Resolution,
March 4,
4, 1929
Resolution, approved
approved March
1929
(45 Stat. 1697),
1697), as amended or supplemented,
performing
supplemented, and for performing
engineering
pan-American countries for
engineering service in pan-American
and upon
upon the
for and
the
request of any agency or governmental
governmental corporation
corporation of the United
United
States, $75,000
$75,000 to be derived from the administrative
administrative funds proamended or supplemented
vided under the Act of July 11, 1916, as amended
supplemented
(23 U. S. C. 21),
21), or as otherwise provided.
provided.

Expenses.

Survey
struction.
struction.

and
and

concon-

355.
39 Stat. 355.

FEDERAL-AID
FEDERAL-AID SECONDARY
SECONDARY OR
FEEDER ROADS
ROADS
OR FEEDER

For secondary
secondary or feeder roads, including farm-to-market
farm-to-market roads,
roads,
rural free delivery mail roads, and
routes,
and public-school
public-school bus
bus routes,
$15,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available and to remain available
$15,000,000,
until
available until
expended,
expended, which
which sum is the amount authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated
for the fiscal year 1940, by section 22 of the Act approved June 8,
634).
1938 (52
(52 Stat. 634).

Federal
Federal aid.
aid.

ELIMINATION OF
ELIMINATION
OF GRADE
GRADE CROSSINGS
CROSSINGS

For the elimination of hazards to life at railroad
railroad grade
grade crossings,
crossings,
including
including the separation or protection of grades
the
grades at
at crossings,
crossings, the
reconstruction
reconstruction of existing railroad grade-crossing
and the
the
grade-crossing structures,
structures, and
relocation of highways
highways to eliminate
eliminate grade crossings, $25,000,000, to
to
be immediately
immediately available and to remain available
available until expended,
expended,
which sum is composed
composed of $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, which
which is
is the remainder
remainder of
of the
the
amount authorized
appropriated for the fiscal year 1939 by
authorized to be appropriated
8 of the Act approved June 16, 1936
section 8
Stat. 1521),
and
1936 (49 Stat.
1521), and
$15,000,000 authorized
authorized to be
$15,000,000
appropriated for
the fiscal
1940,
be appropriated
for the
fiscal year
year 1940,
by section 33of the Act approved
1938 (52
634).
approved June 8, 1938
(52 Stat.
Stat. 634).

Elimination of railrailroad grade crossings.
crossings.

PUBLIC -LANDS HIGHWAYS
PUBLIC-LANDS
HIGHWAYS

For the survey,
and maintenance
survey, construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and
maintenance of
of

main roads through unappropriated
unappropriated or unreserved public lands, nontaxable Indian lands, or other Federal
Federal reservations
reservations other than the
forest reservations, under the provisions
provisions of the
the Act
Act of
1930
of June
June 24,
24, 1930
(23 U. S. C. 3), $1,000,000,
$1,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available and to remain
available
available until expended, which sum is authorized
authorized for the fiscal year
year
1941 by section 6
(52 Stat.
6 of the Act approved June
June 8, 1938 (52
Stat. 635).
635).
Total Public Roads
Administration, $140,990,000.
Roads Administration,
$140,990,000.
193470°-41-PT.
19347W-41—pr. r—9
-9

Survey,
tonureey
tion, etc.

construcconstrue

a46 Stat.
tat. 805.
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PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS ADMINISTRATION

peAdministrative
inistrative
penses.
52 Stat. 816.

exex-

Stat. 816.

Travel
Travel expenses.
expenses.
44
Stat. 688.
44Stat.688.

Attendanceat
Attendance
at meetmeet
ings.
Proviso.
Proeso.
Payments.

48 Stat. 2200.

40-

40 U.
U.S.
S. C. §§ 40140l411; Supp. V,
oh. 8.
V,ch.

Not to exceed
appropriated by
exceed $3,585,000 of the funds appropriated
by the
the Public
Public
Works Administration
Administration Appropriation
Appropriation Act of 1938 shall
shall be available
available

for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of said Administration,
Administration, which
which .adminisadministrative expenses shall include personal
personal services in the District
District of
of
Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel expenses.
expenses, in accordance
accordance with the
the
Standardized
Standardized Government Travel Regulations and the
the Act of June
3, 1926, as amended (5
821-833);;printing and binding;
(5 U. S. C. 821-833)
binding;
purchase including
including exchange of lawbooks, and books of reference,
reference,
and not to exceed
exceed $500 for periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, and
press clipand press
clippings; procurement
procurement of supplies, equipment, and services; not
not to
exceed
exceed $500 for expenses of attendance,
attendance, when
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized
by the Commissioner, at meetings concerned with the work of
of the
Administration; rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
and all other necessary
necessary administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: Provided,
Provided, That
That
except for the limitations in amounts hereinbefore
hereinbefore specified,
specified, and the
restrictions
restrictions in respect to travel expenses,
expenses, the administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
and other obligations of the Administration
Administration shall be incurred,
incurred,
allowed, and paid in accordance
provisions of
allowed,
accordance with the provisions
of title
title II
II of
of the
the
National
National Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act.
UNITED STATES
STATES HOUSING
HOUSING AUT]HORITY
'UNITED
Au inORITY

Salaries
and
peses
and exe1penses.
Post,
Pst,p. 631.
60 Stat. 888. S
42UtS.
42
U. S. C.,, Supp.
V, §1408.

p. :

v, 1a

8.

Salaries and
and expenses: Not to exceed $4,510,000
$4,510,000 of the funds of the
Salaries
United
States Housing
Housing Authority, established by the United States
United States

pp. Housing
Housing Act
Act of 1937, as amended (42 U. S. C., Supp. IV,
IV, 1401)
1401) shall
shall

Printing and
Printing
and binding.

be
necessary administrative expenses of the Authorbe available
available for all necessary
carrying out the provisions of
ity in carrying
of said
said Act,
Act, including
including personal
personal

bind- services
the District
District of Columbia
services and
and rent
rent in
in the
Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; printing
printing
and
and binding;
binding; reproducing, photographing,
photographing, and labor-saving
labor-saving devices
devices
and office appliances; not to exceed $5,000
and
$5,000 for the purchase
purchase and
and
exchange
exchange of lawbooks and other books of reference,
reference, periodicals, newsnewsVehicles.
papers, and
and press
press clippings;
clippings; not
not to
to exceed $4,000 for purchase
papers,
purchase of
of
seven motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
to
be used
used only
only
vehicles,
to
be
Attendance at meetinendanceatmeetfor official
official purposes;
for
purposes; not to exceed $2,500 for expenses
expenses of
of attendance,
attendance,
ings.
when specifically authorized by the Administrator, at
meetings
or
at
meetings
or
Exhibits.
Exhihits.
conventions
concerned with
with the work
work of the Authority; not to exceed
exceed
conventions concerned
$15,000
$15,000 for the preparation,
preparation, mounting, shipping, and installation
of
installation of
Special services.
Special
ervices.
exhibits;
not to exceed $25,000 for employing persons
exhibits; not
or organizaorganizapersons or
tions, by contract or otherwise, for special reporting, engineering,
engineering,
technical, legal,
legal, and other services determined
technical,
determined necessary
the
necessary by
by the
5.
41 U.
U. S.
S. C.. §5.
Administrator, without regard to section 3709
Administrator,
3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
42 Stat.
1488.
Stat. 1488.
5U. S. C. §§
661-674;
sU.s.C.
5561-674;
civil-service laws and the Classification
and the civil-service
Act of
of 1923,
as
Classification Act
1923, as
Supp. V, §§ 673, 673c.
SUPoP.vb
673c. amended: Provided,
Provided, That
made available
available under
this
That of
of the
the funds
Provisos.§'
funds made
under this
Informational servservInformational
paragraph, the amount
paragraph,
amount used by the Authority
in connection
its
Authority in
connection with
with its
ice.
informational service
service functions, including press and related
informational
related activities,
activities,
photographic displays, exhibits, and other educational
photographic
educational or descriptive
descriptive
pamphlets or materials, printing, binding,
cti on of
ofmatema t
ebinding, and
and reprodu
reproduction
involving
informational
rials
involving
informational
functions,
not
exceed
service
functions,
shall
not exceed
Non-Federal projectsreibremepntro$125,000: Provided
Providedfurther,
ects,
reimbursement.
expenses of providing
providing
$125,000:
further, That all necessary expenses
construction advisers at the site of non-Federal
construction
non-Federal projects, in connecconnection with the construction
construction thereof by public housing
housing agencies
with
agencies with
the
aid of
of the
Authority, shall
shall be
be reimbursed
the aid
the Authority,
reimbursed or paid by such agenNonadministrative
oxpnses.
cies, and expenditures
expenses.
the Authority
Authority from such
expenditures by the
receipts shall
shall
such receipts
Annual
contribu- be considered as nonadministrative
tAnnualsontribnexpenses.
tions in assistance
tions
assistance of
of be considered as nonadministrative expenses.
low
rentals.
ow rental.
Annual
contributions: For
For the _payment
payment of annual
contributions
Annual contributions:
annual contributions
50 Stat. 891.
42 U. S.
. o.,
supp. to
public
C., Supp.
housing
agencies
to public
agencies in accordance
accordance with section 10 of the
the United
United
V.
§
1410.
V, 1410.
States Housing Act of
amended (42
(42 U.
S. C.,
IV,
States Housing Act
of 1937,
1937, as
as amended
U. S.
C., Supp. IV,

54 STAT.]
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1410),
Provided, That, except
1410) $10,000,000:
$10,000,000 :Provided,
except for payments required
required on
on
contracts
contracts entered into prior to the date of enactment
enactment of this Act, no
part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for payment
payment to any
public-housing
public-housing agency for expenditure
expenditure in connection
connection with any lowrent housing project, unless the public housing agency shall have
adopted
prohibiting as aa tenant of any such project by
adopted regulations
regulations prohibiting
rental or occupancy,
occupancy, any person other than aa citizen
the United
citizen of the
United
States.
Any of the foregoing appropriations
appropriations for general or administrative
expenses under the Federal Works Agency
Agency shall be available for
for
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles in the District of Columbia and
and in
in the
the field.
field.
The Federal Works Administrator
Administrator or other
designated by
by
other official designated
him may exchange
exchange motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles, scientific
scientific apparatus,
apparatus,
instruments,
instruments, labor-saving
labor-saving office devices, and accessories
accessories in whole or
or
in part payment
payment for vehicles,
vehicles, scientific
scientific apparatus, instruments, laborsaving devices, and accessories.
accessories.
Section
Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes shall not apply to
to any
any purpurchase
chase by or service rendered for, any office
office or
or agency
agency of
of .the
the Federal
Federal
Works Agency,
Agency, when the aggregate
involved in
such
aggregate amount
amount involved
in any
any such
case does not exceed the sum
sum of
of $100.
$100.

Provi80.
Proviso.
Citizenship requirerequirement.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Exchanges
Exchanges
ized.
ized.

authorauthor-

Minor purchases.
purchases.
41 U.
S. C.
5.
41
U. S.
C. §§5.
Post, p.
p. 1109.
Post,
1109.

FOREIGN-SERVICE PAY ADJUSTMENT
FOREIGN-SERVICE
ADJUSTMENT
Foreign-service pay adjustment of officers
Foreign-service
of the
officers and
and employees
employees of
the
United States in foreign countries
countries due to
to appreciation
appreciation of
of foreign
foreign
currencies:
currencies: For the purpose of
of
of carrying
carrying into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act entitled "An Act to
to meet
to authorize
authorize annual
annual appropriations
appropriations to
meet
losses sustained
sustained by officers and employees
employees of the United States
States in
in
foreign countries due to appreciation
currencies in
appreciation of foreign currencies
in their
their
relation to the American dollar, and for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
for other
March 26, 1934 (U. S. C. Supp.
March
for each
each
Supp. IV,
IV, Title 5,
5, Sec. 118c),
118c), and
and for
and every object and purpose specified therein,
$1,280,000.
therein, $1,280,000.

Losses due to curLosses
rency
rency appreciation.
appreciation.

48 Stat.
Stat. 466.
466.
48
5
U. S.
5 U.
8. C.
C. § 1180;
118c;
1180.
Supp. V,
V, §
§ 118c.

GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
Salaries: For Comptroller
Comptroller General,
General, Assistant Comptroller
Comptroller Genin the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
eral, and other personal
personal services
services in
District of
elsewhere, $4,954,600.
elsewhere,
$4,954,600.
Contingent expenses: For
For traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies,
equipment, and services; rent of buildings
equipment; furnishbuildings and equipment;
ing of
purchase and
exchange of
books, lawbooks,
lawbooks,
of heat
heat and light; purchase
and exchange
of books,
books of reference,
reference, and periodicals,
typewriters, calculating
machines,
periodicals, typewriters,
calculating machines,
including their
repairs,
and other office appliances,
appliances, including
their development,
development, repairs,
maintenance, including one
passenger-carrying
and maintenance,
one motor-propelled,
motor-propelled, passenger-carrying
vehicle; and miscellaneous
vehicle;
miscellaneous items,
items, $272,140:
$272,140: Provided,
Provided, That
That section
section
3709 of
of the
5) shall
shall not
not be
construed
3709
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5)
be construed
apply to any purchase or service rendered for
to apply
for the
the General
General AccountAccounting Office when the aggregate
exceed the
aggregate amount involved does not exceed
sum of $50.
For all printing and binding for
Accounting Office,
for the General
General Accounting
Office,
including monthly and annual
annual editions
editions of
of selected
decisions of
of the
the
including
selected decisions
Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of the United States, $79,800.
Total, General
General Accounting
Accounting Office, $5,306,540.

Salaries.

Contingent exContingent
expenses.
pense.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Minor purchases.
Minor
purchases.
Post, p.
p.1109.
Post,
1109.

Printing
Printing and binding.
ing.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
General administra.
General
General administrative
expenses: For
For eleven
sec- tive
administrative expenses:
eleven Commissioners,
Commissioners, seetivae
pensms
expenses.

retary, and for all other authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures necessary
necessary in
in the
execution of laws to regulate
regulate commerce,
commerce, including one chief counsel,
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serv ces.
Personalsservices.
Personal

Books,
Books,
etc.

furniture,
furniture,

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

one director of finance, and one director of traffic at $10,000
each per
per
$10,000 each
annum,
traveling expenses, and contract stenographic
annum, field hearings, traveling
reporting
reporting services,
services, $2,580,940,
$2,580,940, of which amount not to exceed
exceed
$2,338,040
$2,338,040 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
m the
District of
of
services in
the District
Columbia, exclusive
exclusive of special counsel, for which
which the expenditure
expenditure
shall not exceed
exceed $50,000; not exceeding
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for purchase
purchase and
exchange of
necessary books, reports, and periodicals; not exceeding
exchange
of necessary
exceeding

$100
$100 in the open market for the purchase
purchase of office furniture
furniture similar
similar
in class or kind to that listed in the general supply
supply schedule.
schedule.
Regulating
Regula ting acaeRegulating
Regulating accounts: To enable the Interstate Commerce
Commerce ComComcounts.
mission to enforce compliance with section 20 and other sections
sections of
of
24 Stat. 386;
3; 34
34 Stat.
593; 41 Stat.
Stat 493.
49 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
(nol
V, §
§ 20 (note).

6;

Stat. the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Act as amended by the
approved June
June
the Act
Act approved

., supp. 29, 1906 (49 U. S. C. 20),
20), and as amended
amended by
by the
the Transportation
Transportation
Act, 1920 (49 U. S. C. 20),
20), including the employment
employment of necessary
necessary
special accounting
accounting agents or examiners, and traveling expenses,
expenses
$840,000, of which amount not to exceed $190,000
$840,000,
$190,000 may
expended
may be
be expended
services in the District of Columbia.
for personal services
Safety of employ'eleSpyn
Safety
Safety of employees:
employees: To enable the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commisees
Commisees and trai
travelers upon

sion to keep informed
sion
informed regarding
regarding and to enforce
enforce compliance
with
compliance with
Acts to promote
employees and travelers upon railroads;
promote the safety of employees
railroads;
and inthe Act requiring common carriers to make
Reports
inof accidents
accidents and
Reports
make reports
reports of
and
vestigations.
vestigation!s.
authorizing
authorizing investigations
investigations thereof; and to
Comto enable the
the Interstate
Interstate ComSafety appliances.
ap
merce Commission
Commission to investigate and test appliances
merce
appliances intended
intended to
to
promote
operation, as authorized
promote the safety
safety of railway
railway operation,
joint
authorized by the
the joint
s8.
resolution approved
resolution
30, 1906
1906 (45
(45 U.
35), and
provision
approved June 30,
34 Stat. g838.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 35),
and the
the provision
35 Stat. 3
325.
25.
of
Sundry Civil
Civil Act approved
approved May 27, 1908 (45 U. S. C. 36, 37),
of the
the Sundry
37),
to investigate, test experimentally,
experimentally, and report on the use and need
need
of any appliances
appliances or systems intended
intended to promote the safety of railway operation,
$506,000, of
operation, inspectors, and for traveling expenses,
expenses, $506,000,
of
Personal service,
services.
which amount not to exceed $90,000
$90,000 may
personal
may be
be expended
expended for personal
services
services in the District of Columbia.
sysSignal safety systems: For
Signal
Signal safety
authorized expenditures
expenditures under
under secsaafety sysFor all
all authorized
sectems.
tion 26 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended by
by the
the TransTransportation Act, 1920 (49 U. S. C.
C. 26),
26), and
Act of
of August
August 26,
41 Stat. 498.
41 sa.
and the
the Act
26,
49 U. S. c.,
C., Supp.
supp. 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 835),
835), with
with respect
respect to the provision thereof under which
which
V. §26.
26.
V,
carriers by railroad
railroad subject to the Act
required to
install
Act may be
be required
to install
tain- automatic
automatic train-stop,
Automati i
Automatic
traintrain-stop, or train-control
train-control devices
devices which
comply
with
which
comply
with
control
control dcvi
devices.
ices
specifications
specifications and requirements
requirements prescribed
prescribed by the Commission,
Commission, includincludBlock-signal,
etc.,
etc.,
Block-siginal,
investigations and tests pertaining
ing investigations
pertaining to
trainto block-signal
block-signal and
and trainsystems.
systems.
control systems,
systems as authorized
authorized by the joint resolution
resolution approved
app rove d J
une
June
30, 1906 (45 U. S.
and including
of the
S. C.
C. 35),
35), and
34 Stat. 838.
including the
83
the employment
employment of
the
necessary engineers, and for traveling expenses, $126,810,
$126,810, of which
which
services.
Personal iservices.
Personal
amount not to exceed
exceed $40,000 may be expended
expended for
for personal
personal services
services
in the District of Columbia.
Locomotive
inspecLocomoti ve inspeoinspection: For all authorized
Locomotive inspection:
authorized expenditures
under the
the
expenditures under
tion.
tion.
provisions of the Act of February
February 17, 1911,
1911, entitled "An Act to
promote the safety of employees
employees and travelers
travelers upon railroads
by
railroads by
compelling common carriers engaged
engaged in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce to
to equip
equip
their locomotives with safe and suitable boilers and appurtenances
appurtenances
36 Stat.
Stat. 913;
36 Stat.
36
91 3;3sstat.
thereto" (45 U. S. C. 22),
22),
as
amended
by
the
of
March
4,
Act
of
March
4, 1915,
1915,
1192.
1192.
extending "the same powers
powers and duties with respect to all parts
and
parts and
appurtenances
appurtenances of the locomotive and tender"
tender" (45 U. S. C. 30),
30), and
and
43 Stat.
Stat. 659.
65X9.
43
amendment of June 7, 1924 (45 U. S. C. 27),
27), providing
providing for the
amendment
appointment from time to time by the Interstate
Commerce ComInterstate Commerce
Commission
Additions
Additional inspecinspecof
mission
of not
not more
more than fifteen
fifteen inspectors
inspectors in addition to the number
number
tors.
tors.
4; 4
authorized in the first paragraph
36 Stat. 91
914;
46 stat.
Stat.
paragraph of section
authorized
section 4
Act of
of 1911
4 of the
the Act
1911
822
U2.
(45 U. S. C. 26),
26), and the amendment of June 27, 1930
1930 (45
(45 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
24,26),
24,
26), including such legal, technical, stenographic,
stenographic, and clerical help
help
as the business of the offices of the chief inspector and his
his two
two
railroads.
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assistants may require and for traveling expenses,
$475,000, of which
assistants
expenses, $475,000,
amount not to exceed
exceed $71,450 may be expended for personal
personal services
services Personal
Personal services.
services.
in the District of Columbia.
Valuation
Valuation of propValuation of property
property of carriers: To enable
enable the
Interstate Comthe Interstate
Com- erty
of carriers.
of
merce Commission
Commission to carry out
the Act
Act entitled
out the
the objects of
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate
regulate commeree'
approved
commerce',2 approved
February 4, 1887, and all Acts amendatory
providing for
amendatory thereof, by providing
for a
a
valuation of the several classes of property of carriers subject
subject thereto
thereto
and securing information
information concerning
concerning their stocks,
stocks, bonds,
bonds, and
and other
other
securities",
March 1,
securities", approved
approved March
1913, as amended by
1, 1913
by the Act
Act of
of June 37 Stat.
Stat. 701;
701; 42
42
7, 1922 (49 U. S. C. 19a),
19a), and by the "Emergency
Railroad TransportaTransporta- Stat. 624.
"Emergency Railroad
tion Act, 1933"
1933" (49 U. S. C. 19a)„
valuation
221.
48 Stat. 221.
19a), including one
one director
director of valuation
49 U. S. C., Supp.
at $10,000 per annum, and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, $640,000.
$640,000.
V. §19a
19a (note).
V,
(note).
Motor
Motor transport
transport regulation: For all authorized
authorized expenditures
expenditures necesMotor transport
transport regneces- ulation.
sary to enable the Interstate
Commission to carry out the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
the ulation.
provisions of the Motor Carrier
Carrier Act, approved August 9, 1935
(49
1935 (49
543.
Stat. 643.
U. S. C. 301-327),
301-327), including one director
U.
$10,000 per
per annum
annum and
director at
at $10,000
and 49
49 U. S. C., Supp.
other personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; V,
§§
301-327.
V, §§ 301-327.
Personal services.
services.
traveling expenses; supplies; services and equipment;
equipment; not to exceed
exceed Personal
$1,000
$1,000 for purchase
exchange of
reports, newspapers,
purchase and exchange
of books, reports,
newspapers, and
and
periodicals;
periodicals; contract stenographic
services; purchase
purchase (not
(not
stenographic reporting services;
Vehicles.
to exceed $18,000),
operation of Vehicles.
$18,000), exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles when necessary
necessary for
official
for official
use in field work; not to exceed $5,000 for the purchase
purchase of evidence
evidence
in connection
connection with investigations
violations of
of said
said Act,
Act,
investigations of
of apparent
apparent violations
Proviso.
Proviso.
$3,690,000: Provided,
Provided, That Joint Board members
members may use Government
Government
Use of
of Government
Use
Government
transportation
transportation
retransportation
transportation requests when traveling in
the
duties
in connection
connection with
with the duties quests.
as Joint Board members.
Attendance at meetAttendance
meetNot to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations
appropriations herein made for the
the ings.
ings.
Interstate Commerce Commission shall be available
Interstate
expenses,
available for
for expenses,
membership fees, for attendance
except membership
concerned with
attendance at meetings concerned
the work of the Commission, and not to exceed $5,000 shall
shall be available
available
Transfer
Transfer of personal
for expenses of packing, crating, drayage,
transportation of
house- effects.
drayage, and
and transportation
of houseeffects.
hold and other
5,000
pounds
in
any
one
other personal
personal effects
effects (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed 5,000 pounds in any one
case)
employees when
from one
case) of officers and employees
when transferred
transferred from
one official
official stastation to another for permanent duty when
specifically authorized
when specifically
authorized by
by
the Commission.
In all, salaries and expenses, Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
Proviso.
Proiso.
$8,858,750: Provided,
Provided, That the Commission
Commission may procure
and
Minor purchases.
procure supplies
supplies and
l'oat,
1109.
Plost, p. 1109.
services without regard to section 3709 of the Revised
(41
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
the aggregate
amount
involved
does
not
exceed
$50.
U. S. C.
C. 5)
5) when
when the
aggregate amount involved does not exceed $50.
Printing and
and bindbindFor all printing and binding for the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce ComCom- ing.Printing
proposing general
general changes
mission, including reports
reports in
in all
all cases
cases proposing
changes in
in
transportation rates and not to exceed $17,000
transportation
$17,000 to print and furnish to
the States, at cost, report form blanks,
blanks, and the
the receipts
receipts from
from such
such
reports and blanks shall be
be credited
credited to
to this
this appropriation,
appropriation, $200,000:
$200,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of this sum shall be expended
Provided,
expended for printing
printing Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.
Stat. 497.
41
Sailings required
required by
section
25
of
the
Interstate
the Schedule of Sailings
by section 25 of the Interstate 49 U.
C. §25
25 (3).
(3).
49 U. S.
S. C.
Commerce Act.
Commerce
Act.
Total, Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission, $9,058,750.
MARITIME LABOR
MARITIME
LABOR BOARD
BOARD

Salaries
Salaries and expenses: For three Board members and for all other
other
authorized
authorized and necessary
necessary expenditures
expenditures of the Maritime
Maritime Labor
Labor Board
Board
in performing
imposed by
by law,
contract stenostenoperforming the duties imposed
law, including
including contract
graphic reporting
reporting services;
services; supplies
equipment; lawbooks
and
supplies and equipment;
lawbooks and
books of reference;
reference; rental of
of equipment; travel
travel expenses, in accordGovernment Travel Regulations
ance with the Standardized
Standardized Government
Regulations and the
the

Salaries
penses.

and
and

Travel expenses.
expenses.

ex-
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698.
44 Stat. 688.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Post,
Post,p. 1109.
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Act of
June 3,
1926, as
as amended
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 821-833);
821-833) ;and
not to
Act
of June
3, 1926,
amended (5
and not
to
exceed $200 for
for newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals;
periodicals; $175,000:
$175,000: Provided,
Provided,
That
may procure
procure supplies
and services
without regard
regard to
to
That the
the Board may
supplies and
services without
section
section 3709
5) when
the aggre3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5)
when the
aggreinvolved does
does not
gate amount
amount involved
not exceed
exceed $100.
$100.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL ADVISORY
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS
FOR AERONAUTICS
scientific research,
technical investigations,
For scientific
research, technical
and special
special reports
investigations, and
reports
in the field
field of aeronautics,
aeronautics, including
including the
the necessary
necessary laboratory
laboratory and
and
technical assistants;
assistants; contracts
for personal
personal services
in the
contracts for
services in
the making
making of
of
Traveling expenses,
special investigations
investigations and
special reports;
reports; traveltraveland in
in the
the preparation
preparation of
of special
etc.
ing expenses of
and employees,
not to
to exceed
of members and
employees, including
including not
exceed
$1,500 for expenses,
membership fees, of attendance
expenses, except
except membership
attendance upon
upon meetmeetings of technical
technical and professional
professional societies;
societies; expenses
expenses of
of packing,
packing, cratcrating, drayage, and transporting
transporting of household effects
effects (not
(not exceeding
exceeding
case) of employees
5,000 pounds in any case)
employees when
from one
when transferred
transferred from
one
official station to another for permanent
permanent duty;
office supplies
duty; office
supplies and
and other
other
miscellaneous
expenses, including
miscellaneous expenses,
including technical
technical periodicals
periodicals and
books of
and books
of
Langley Memorial
Langley
reference ' equipment,
and operation
the Langley
Langley
reference;
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of
of the
Aeronautical LaboraAeronautical
Laboraresearch labtory and research
Memorial Aeronautical
Memorial
Aeronautical Laboratory
Laboratory and the
research laboratory
the research
laboratory proprooratory.
vided for in the Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
year 1939,
1939,
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
53 Stat. 1306.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
approved August 9, 1939; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and
Personal services.
services.
exchange
passenger-carrying vehicles;
exchange of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
personal
vehicles; personal
services
services in the
$168,000 for
for personal
services
the field and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $168,000
personal services
Allowances.
Allowances.
in the District
in all,
which amount
amount not
not to
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; in
all, $2,775,000,
$2,775,000, of
of which
to
exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 may be expended
expended for allowances
allowances for
for living
living quarters,
quarters
including
including heat, fuel, and
light, as
as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
approved
and light,
Act approved
5
S. C.
C. 118a.
118a.
5 U.
U.S.
June 26, 1930 (46 Stat. 818)
818), but not to exceed
for any
any one
one
exceed $1,700
$1,700 for
Proviso.
Provided, That the Committee
hereby authorized
to pay
pay
Committee is hereby
authorized to
Employment
Employment of re- person: Provided,
tired Army, etc.,
etc., offi- the compensation,
compensation, in accordance
accordance with
of 1923,
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
1923,
cer, salary provision.
as amended,
amended, of a
aretired
retired officer of the Army or Navy while
performing
while performing
42 Stat. 1488.
65661-674 ; service
6 U. S. C. S§661-674;
service for
the Committee,
while so
so serving
serving such
such officer
shall not
for the
Committee, but
but while
officer shall
not
¢§ 673,
673, 673e.
Supp. V, §5
673c.
be entitled to receive
pay.
receive retired
retired pay.
Printing and bindFor
printing and
binding for
the National
National Advisory
Advisory ComFor all
all printing
and binding
for the
ing.
Comfor Aeronautics, including
mittee for
laboratories and
including all
all of
of its
its offices,
offices, laboratories,
and
services located in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
of Columbia,
elsewhere,
$25,000.
$25,000.
and
Construction and
For construction
construction and
equipment of
and equipment
of additional
additional laboratory
laboratory buil
buil ings
ings
equipment,
Langley
equiment, Langley
Field, Va.
Feld,
and research
the United
United States
reservation at
at
research facilities on
on the
States military
military reservation
Langley Field, Virginia, including
Langley
including connections
to public
utilities and
connections to
public utilities
and
necessary rights-of-way,
to be
be immediately
immediately available,
available, $1,000,000.
$1,000,000.
rights-of-way, to
Moffett Field,
Field, Calif.
Construction and
For continuing
continuing construction
and
Construction
and equipment:
equipment: For
construction and
equipment of research
research laboratory
laboratory (at
California) for
for
(at Moffett
Moffett Field,
Field, California)
which
appropriation of
of $1,890,980
$1,890,980 was
was provided
provided in
the
which an
an initial
initial appropriation
in
the
53 Stat. 1306.
Deficiency Appropriation
Third Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1939,
1939, $4,200,000.
$4,200,000.
Total, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
.Aeronautics, $8,000,000.
$8,000,000.
Expenses.
Expenses.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES
ARCHIVES
NATIONAL
Salaries and exexSalaries
penses.
Post,
p.
634.
Post,
40
U. 8.
S. C.,
40 U.
C., Supp.
V, ch.
oh. 2A.
V,
2A.
44 U.
U. S. C., Supp.

V. ch.
oh. 8
V,
8 A.
A.
44 U.
S. C.,
44
U. S.
C., Stipp.
Supp.
V.
§
I
351-361.
V, 1f 351-361.

Supplies
equipSupplies and
and equipment.
ment.

Salaries and expenses: For
Archivist and
for all
other necesFor the
the Archivist
and for
all other
necessary and authorized expenditures
expenditures in
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
the Act of June 19, 1934 (48
(48 Stat.
S. C.
C. ch.
Stat. 1122-1124;
1122-1124; 40
40 U.
U. S.
ch. 2A),
2A),
as amended;
amended; the Act of July 26,
(49 Stat.
Stat. 500-503;
500-503; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C.
26, 1935
1935 (49
Supp. II,
II, title 44, ch. 8A),
8A), as amended;
amended; the Act of July 18, 1939 (53
(53
Stat. 1062-1066),
1062-1066), and the
August 5,
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
the Act of
of August
5, 1939
Stat. 121912191221);;including personal
1221)
personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; supplies and equipment, including scientific, technical,
technical, first-aid,
first-aid, protecprotective, and other apparatus and materials for the arrangement, titling,
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scoring, repair, processing, editing, duplication,
reproduction, and
duplication, reproduction,
and
authentication
authentication of photographic
photographic and other records
records (including
(including motionpicture and other films and sound recordings) in the
the custody
custody of
of the
the
exchange of books, including
Archivist; purchase and exchange
including law books,
books,
books of.reference, maps, and charts; contract
reportcontract stenographic
stenographic reporting services; purchase of newspapers,
newspapers, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and press
press clippings; not to exceed $100 for payment in advance
when authorized
authorized
advance when
by the Archivist
Archivist for library
library membership
membership in
in societies
whose publicapublicasocieties whose
available to members only or to members at a
a price lower
tions are available
lower
than to the general
general public; travel expenses, including
to exceed
exceed
including not to
$1,000 for the expenses
$1,000
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with
with
the furtherance
furtherance of the purposes of the said Acts; exchange
exchange of scientific and technical
technical apparatus
apparatus and labor-saving
labor-saving devices; repairs
repairs to
to
equipment; purchase, including
exchange, of
equipment;
including exchange,
of one
one passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
motor vehicle and maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
repair of motor vehiProvided, That section 3709 of the Revised
cles, $906,200:
$906,200: Provided,
Revised Statutes
Statutes
U. S. C. 5)
(41 U.
purchase or
5) shall not be construed to
to apply to any purchase
or
service rendered
rendered when the aggregate
aggregate cost
involved does
exceed
cost involved
does not
not exceed
the sum
sum of $50.
Printing and binding: For all printing and binding,
binding, $14,000.
$14,000.
National Archives,
Archives, $920,200.
Total, The National
$920,200.

135
135

Membership fees.
fees.
Membership

Attendance at meetings.

Vehicles.

Proviso.
Minor purchases.
Minor
purchases.
Post, p. 1109.
Post,
1109.

Printing and binding.
ing.

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK AND PLANNING
COMMISSION
PLANNING COMMISSION
requisite for and
and incident
to the
work
For each and every purpose requisite
incident to
the work
of
Commission necessary
necessary
of the National
National Capital
Capital Park and
and Planning
Planning Commission
toward carrying
carrying into effect the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
for the acquisition,
development of
of the
George
acquisition, establishment, and development
the George
Washington Memorial
Washington
Memorial Parkway
Parkway along the Potomac from
from Mount
Mount Vernon and Fort Washington
Falls, and
and to
to provide
the
Washington to the Great Falls,
provide for
for the
acquisition of lands in the District of Columbia
Columbia and the
the States
States of
of
Maryland
Maryland and Virginia requisite to the comprehensive
comprehensive park, parkway,
parkway,
and playground system of
National Capital", approved
May 29,
of the National
approved May
29,
1930; personal services, including
including real
technical servreal estate
estate and other
other technical
services, at rates of pay to be fixed by the Commission and
and not
not exceeding
exceeding
those usual for similar services and without reference
reference to civil-service
civil-service
travel expenses;
rules and the Classification
Classification Act of
of 1923,
1923, as amended;
amended; travel
expenses;
expenses of surveys
survey's and searching
purchase of
and
expenses
searching of
of titles,
titles, purchase
of options, and
all other costs incident to the acquisition
operation and mainacquisition of land, operation
tenance of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for
$850,000, to
be
for official
official use,
use, $850,000,
to be
expended in
carrying out
Act, and
and
in carrying
out the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 44 of
of said Act,
to remain
remain available
available until
until expended.
expended.

All
expenses.
All expenses.

George
George Washington
Washington
Memorial
Memorial Parkway.
Parkway.

46 Stat. 482.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
IL y.C.
S. C. §j661-674;
661-674;
65U..
Supp. V,
ft 673, 673c.
V, j§
673c.
Acquisition of
laud.
of laud.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

PROTECTION OF INTERESTS
INTERESTS OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES IN
IN
MATTERS AFFECTING
NAVAL
AFFECTING OIL
OIL LANDS
LANDS IN FORMER
FORMER NAVAL
RESERVES
RESERVES
Protection
interests of
the United
States in
in matters
affecting oil
Protection of
of interests
of the
United States
matters affecting
oil
compensation and
lands in former
former naval reserves: For compensation
and expenses
expenses of
of
special counsel and for all other expenses,
expenses, including
including employment
employment of
of
experts and other assistants at such rates
authorized or
rates as may be
be authorized
or
approved by the President, in connection with carrying
effect
approved
carrying into
into effect
the joint resolution
resolution entitled "Joint resolution
resolution directing
Secretary
directing the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior to institute proceedings
proceedings touching sections
sections 16
16 and 36,
township 30 south, range 23 east, Mount Diablo meridian",
meridian", approved
approved
February 21,
President: Provided,
21, 1924, $25,850,
$25,850, to
to be expended by the
the President:
Provided,
That no part of this sum shall be used to compensate
compensate any person
person at
at
a
a rate in excess of $10,000 per annum.
annum.

Compensation and
Compensation
expenses
expenses of special
special
counsel,
counsel, etc.
etc.

43 Stat. 15.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction.
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SECURITIES AND
AND EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
SECURITIES
For
five Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
services in
in the
the District
District
and other
other personal
personal services
For five
of
and for
for all
other authorized
authorized expenditures
of the
the Securities
Securities
expenditures of
all other
Columbia, and
of Columbia,
and Exchange
Exchange Commission
Commission in
in performing
the duties
duties imposed
imposed by
by law
law
performing the
and
or in
pursuance of
of law,
experts when
neceswhen necesemployment of
of experts
law, including
including employment
or
in pursuance
sary; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
services; supplies
supplies and
equipand equipreporting services;
sary;
ment;
purchase and
of law
law books,
books, books
books of
reference, direcdirecof reference,
exchange of
and exchange
ment; purchase
tories,
newspapers, and
expenses,
travel expenses,
press clippings;
clippings; travel
and press
periodicals, newspapers,
tories, periodicals,
Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
including the
the expense
expense of
when specifically
authorized by
by
specifically authorized
of attendance,
attendance, when
including
ings.
ings
the Commission,
Commission, at
meetings concerned
with the
the Securities
Securities
work of
of the
the work
concerned with
at meetings
the
and Exchange
Exchange Commission;
Commission; garage
mileage
foreign postage
postage;•mileage
garage rental;
rental; foreign
and
and witness
witness fees;
rent of
the District
District of
of Columbia;
dolumbia;
of quarters
quarters outside
outside the
fees; rent
and
rental of
of equipment;
maintenance, and
repair of
one motormotorof one
and repair
operation, maintenance,
rental
equipment; operation,
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle; purchase
of rubber
rubber gloves;
gloves; and
and
purchase of
propelled passenger-carrying
Proviso.
other
necessary expenses;
$5,330,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That section
of
3709 of
section 3709
expenses; $5,330,000:
other necessary
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Post,
p.1109.
the
U. S.
S. C.
be construed
construed to
to apply
apply
1109.
Post,p.
5) shall
shall not
not be
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U.
C. 5)
to
any purchase
purchase or
or service
for the
Securities and
and Exchange
Exchange
the Securities
service rendered
rendered for
to any
Commission when
when the
the aggregate
aggregate cost
cost involved
does not
not exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum
involved does
Commission
of
of $50.
$50.
Printing and bindFor
all printing
printing and binding
Securities and
and Exchange
Exchange
binding for
for the Securities
For all
ing.
ing.
Commission,
2000.
Commission, $70
$70,000.
Total, Securities
Securities and
and Exchange
Exchange Commission,
Commission, $5,400,000.
$5,400,000.
Total,

Salaries
Salaries
penses.

and

ex-

SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
Administrative
Administrative expenses.
p es

ex-

ens

.

Ethnological
invesEthnological investigations.
b
ObO -

Astrophysical
servatory.

setrophysical

National Collection
of Fine Arts.

National Collection

Attendance
at meetAttendanceatmeetings.

Preservation of colPreservction
collections.

of

printing and bind-

Printing and binding.

For expenses
expenses of
For
of the
the general
general administrative
administrative office;
office; for
for the
the system
system
international exchanges
exchanges between
of international
between the United
United States
States and foreign
foreign
countries; for
for continuing
continuing ethnological
the Americountries;
ethnological researches
researches among
among the
American
can Indians
Indians and
and the
the natives
natives of
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and the excavation
excavation and
and preservation of archeologic
archeologic remains; for maintenance
maintenance of the Astrophysical
assistants, and
making necessary
cal Observatory,
Observatory, including
including assistants,
and making
necessary observaobservaaltitudes; for
cases, furniture,
tions in high altitudes;
for cases,
furniture, fixtures,
fixtures, and
and appliances
appliances
required for
exhibition and
safekeeping of
of collections;
collections; and
required
for the
the exhibition
and safekeeping
and for
for
administration
administration of
the National
National Collection
Collection of
Fine Arts;
Arts; including
including
of the
of Fine
personal services,
purchase of
of books
of reference
and periodicals,
periodicals,
personal
services, purchase
books of
reference and
traveling
$1,000 for
for expenses
expenses of
traveling expenses, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
of
attendance at
at meetings
Institution
attendance
meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
the work
work of
of the
the Institution
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Smithsonian
Smitllsonian
Institution; uniforms
uniforms for
guards, supplies
supplies and
Institution;
for guards,
and equipment,
equipment, preparapreparation
manuscripts, drawings,
and illustrations,
supplying of
tion of
of manuscripts,
drawings, and
illustrations, supplying
of heating,
heating,
lighting, electrical,
repairs and
and
lighting,
electrical, telegraphic,
telegraphic, and
and telephone
telephone service,
service, repairs
alterations of
buildings, shops,
sheds, and
and approaches,
approaches, and
and other
other
alterations
of buildings,
shops, sheds,
necessary expenses,
$386,260.
expenses, $386,260.
necessary
continuing preservation,
Preservation
Preservation of
of collections:
collections: For
For continuing
preservation, exhibiexhibition, and increase
increase of
collections from the
of collections
the surveying
surveying and
and exploring
exploring
expeditions of
the Government,
and from
from other
sources, including
includi ng
expeditions
of the
Government, and
other sources,
personal services,
personal
expenses, including
services, traveling
traveling expenses,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500
for expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with the work of
the
National Museum
Museum when
when specifically
authorized by
Secretary
the National
specifically authorized
by the
the Secretary
of
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, purchasing
purchasing and
supplying, repairing
of the
and supplying,
repairing
and cleaning of uniforms for
postage
for guards
guards and
and elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, postage
stamps, and foreign
foreign postal cards, and all other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses,
exceeding $5,500
$5,500 for
preparation of
manuscripts, drawings,
drawings,
and not exceeding
for preparation
of manuscripts,
and illustrations
and not
not exceeding
and
illustrations for
for publications,
publications, and
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 for
for purpurchase
of books,
books, pamphlets,
periodicals, $627,470.
$627,470
chase of
pamphlets, and
and periodicals,
Printing and
and binding:
Printing
binding: For all printing and binding for the Smithsonian Institution, including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions,
and services located
located in
Washington, District
District of
and elseelsein Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
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where, except
National Gallery of Art, $73,000, of which not to
the National
except the
where,
exceed $8,000
shall be
report of
the AmeriAmeriof the
the report
printing the
for printing
available for
be available
$8,000 shall
exceed
can Historical
Historical Association.
Association.
can
Salaries
National Gallery
For the
upkeep
the upkeep
Art: For
of Art:
Gallery of
expenses, National
and expenses,
Salaries and

American Historical
Americanristoricat
Association,
report.
National Gallery of
Gallery o
National
Art,
maintenance.

and
operation of
of the
Gallery of
of Art,
Art, the protection and
National Gallery
the National
and operation
administrative expenses
care
of
the
works
of
art
all
administrative
and
therein,
art
of
works
care of the
20 U. S. C., Supp.
u-. C. Supp.
(50 vV
incident
authorized by the Act of March 24, 1937 (50
as authorized
thereto, as
incident thereto,
V, §§ 71-75.
Stat.
51),
as
amended
by
the
public
resolution
of
April
13,
1939
resolution
Stat. 51), as amended by the public
53
Stat. 577.
53 Stat.577.
(Public
9, Seventy-sixth
Congress), including
including
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Numbered 9,
Resolution Numbered
(Public Resolution
20
2 U. S.s C.,., Supp.
supp.
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
(except as otherwise V,v §74.U
Columbia (except
personal
expenses.
expenses
Traveling
provided
in
sec.
4
(c)
of
such
Act)
;
traveling
expenses,
including
expenses,
traveling
Act);
such
of
(c)
4
provided in sec.
not exceeding
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned
for expenses
$1,000 for
exceeding $1,000
not
specifically
with
work of
of the
the National
National Gallery of Art, when specifically
the work
with the
authorized
the treasurer
treasurer of
of the
the gallery;
gallery; streetcar
streetcar fares;
supplies;
fares; supplies;
by the
authorized by
equipment
machines and devices and the
labor-saving machines
including labor-saving
equipment including
rental, repair,
thereof; periodicals
books of referperiodicals and books
exchange thereof;
and exchange
repair, and
rental,
ence;
cleaning of
for guards and
uniforms for
of uniforms
and cleaning
repair, and
purchase, repair,
ence; purchase,
and bindbindPrinting and
elevator operators;
operators; not
not to
exceed $8,000
$8,000 for
and binding; ing.Printing
printing and
for printing
to exceed
elevator
purchase or
or rental
buildings and
and contents
protecting buildings
for protecting
devices for
of devices
rental of
purchase
thereof; and
maintenance and
and repair
of buildings,
buildings, approaches,
approaches, and
repair of
and maintenance
thereof;
Provisos.
grounds,
$300,000:
Provided,
That
section
3709
of
the
Minor
Piorpurchases.
prases.
Revised StatStatgrounds, $300,000: Provided, That section 3709 of the Revised
Post, p.
p. 1109.
1109.
post,
purchase
utes (41
(41 U.
5) shall
shall not
not be
be construed
apply to any purchase
to apply
construed to
C. 5)
S. C.
U. S.
utes
or
for the
Institution in all its branches
Smithsonian Institution
the Smithsonian
rendered for
service rendered
or service
when
the
aggregate
cost
involved
does
not
$100:
exceed the sum of $100:
not exceed
does
involved
cost
aggregate
the
when
Repairs, etc.
Repairs, etc.
And
3709 ,the civil-service
civil-service laws
That said section 3709,
further, That
provided further,
And provided
42 Stat. 1488.
or
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
shall
not
apply
to
the
5
U.
S. 188.
C. §§ 66142
s.tat.
to
the
apply
not
shall
as
amended,
or the Classification Act of 1923,
674; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, §¢
673,
§§673,
lery of 67;
restoration and
repair of
Gallery
of works of art for the National Ga
and repair
restoration
6730.
Art, the
the cost
cost of
not exceed
$15,000.
exceed $15,000.
shall not
of which
which shall
Art,
Personal services.
Total,
Institution, $1,386,730,
amount not
to Personal services.
not to
which amount
of which
$1,386,730, of
Smithsonian Institution,
Total, Smithsonian
exceed
$1,055,000 may
may be
expended for
personal services in the Disfor personal
be expended
exceed $1,055,000
trict
Columbia.
of
trict
TARIFF
COMMISSION
TARIFF COMMISSION
Salaries

and

ex-

Salaries and exFor
salaries and
of the
Commission, including
including penses.
Tariff Commission,
the Tariff
expenses of
and expenses
For salaries
personal services
in the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, purthe District
services in
personal
chase and
and exchange
exchange of
of labor-savin
devices, the purchase and
labor-savingg devices,
chase
exchange
of
professional
and
scientific
law books, books of
books,
scientific
and
professional
exchange of
reference,
other protective
protective equipment
equipment for
for photostat
photostat and
and other
gloves and
reference, gloves
other
machine
operators,
rent
in
the
District
of
Columbia
and elseColumbia
of
District
the
other machine operators, rent in
Contract reporting
ontract rporting
where, subscriptions
subscriptions to
periodicals, and
contract services.
and contract
and periodicals,
newspapers and
to newspapers
where,
46
Stat.
stenographic
reporting
services,
as
authorized
by
sections
330
to
stpt. Ott
4S
to
330
stenographic reporting services, as authorized by sections
19 U. 8. C., Supp.
.S1334,
C34.,
341 of
of the
Tariff Act
Act of
1930, approved
approved June
June 17,
17, 1930
(19 U.
U. S.
C. V, §11v,1330,
S. C.
1340.
1930 (19
of 1930
the Tariff
341
Attendance
at meetmeetAttendanceat
exceed $2,500 may be ings.
1330-1341), $905,000,
$905,000, of
which amount
not to
to exceed
amount not
of which
1330-1341),
expended
fees, of
of attendance
attendance at
at n
membership fees,
except membership
expenses, except
for expenses,
expended for
meetings concerned
concerned with
investigation by the Commisunder investigation
subjects under
with subjects
meetings
Living quarters.
sion; and
to exceed
exceed $7,500
for living
quarters,
Livingquarters.
living quarters,
allowances for
for allowances
$7,500 for
not to
and not
sion;
including
heat,
fuel,
and
light,
as
authorized
by
approved
approved
Act
the
by
authorized
as
light,
and
fuel,
heat,
including
46 Stat. 818.
46stat.18s.
$1,700 for any
June 26,
26, 1930
1930 (5
C. 118a),
exceed $1,700
to exceed
not to
but not
118a), but
S. C.
U. S.
(5 U.
June
Provisos.
one
person:
Provided,
That
the
Commission
may
procure
supplies
Supplies
nd
pp i ea and
supplies
procure
may
one person: Provided, That the Commission
Statutes services.
and
services without
without regard
section 3709
of the
Revised Statutes
the Revised
3709 of
to section
regard to
and services
Post, p.1109.
(41
S. C.
the aggregate
does not
exceed
Post, P 109
not exceed
involved does
amount involved
aggregate amount
when the
5) when
C. 5)
U. S.
(41 U.
Salary restriction.
$50:
this appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be
Salary restriction.
of this
part of
no part
That no
further, That
Provided further,
$50: Provided
used
to pay
pay the
any member
the Tariff
Commission who
who
Tariff Commission
of the
member of
of any
salary of
the salary
used to
shall hereafter
in any
any proceedings
under sections
336, 46 Stat. 701.
sections 336,
proceedings under
participate in
hereafter participate
shall
19
C. §§ 1336336S. S. 70C
6U.
337, and
and 338
338 of
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930,
wherein he or any member of 1338.
1930, wherein
of the
337,
his
family
has
any
special,
direct,
and
pecuniary
interest,
in
33s.
in
or
interest,
pecuniary
and
direct,
his family has any special,
which he
he has
has acted
as attorney
representative.
special representative.
attorney or special
acted as
which
Printing and bind.
For
all printing
printing and
the Tariff
Commission, $15,000.
$15,000. log.rinting and bin
Tariff Commission,
for the
binding for
and binding
For all
Total,
Commission, $920,000.
$920,000.
Tariff Commission,
Total, Tariff
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TENNESSEE
AUTHORITY
TENNESSEE VALLEY
VALLEY AUTHORITY

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of
the Act
of the
Act entitled
entitled
Authority Act of 1933",
"The Tennessee
Tennessee Valley Authority
1933", approved
approved May
18,
May 18,
1933,
as amended
amended by
the Act
Act approved
31, 1935,
and by
by the
approved August
August 31,
1935, and
the
1933, as
by the
Act approved
approved July 26, 1939
(16 U.
ch. 12a),
the con1939 (16
U. S.
S. C.,
C., ch.
12a), including
including the
continued
construction of Chickamauga
Hiwassee Dam;
tinued construction
Chickamauga Dam; Hiwassee
Dam; Kentucky
Kentucky
Dam at Gilbertsville,
Gilbertsville, Kentucky;
Kentucky; Watts
Dam; and
and for
construcWatts Bar Dam;
for construction of
of a
City, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and
and the
the acquisition
of
a dam
dam near Lenoir
Lenoir City,
acquisition of
necessary land, the clearing of such land,
necessary
of highways,
and
land, relocation
relocation of
highways, and
the construction
construction or purchase
purchase of
of transmission
facilities,
transmission lines
lines and
and other
other facilities,
and all other necessary works authorized
authorized by
and for
for printby such
such Acts,
Acts, and
printing and binding, lawbooks,
lawbooks, books
newspapers, periodbooks of
of reference,
reference, newspapers,
periodpurchase, maintenance,
icals, purchase,
maintenance, and
operation of
of passenger-carrying
and operation
passenger-carrying
rents in
in the
the District
District of
all
vehicles, rents
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
and all
necessary salaries
salaries and expenses
connected with
expenses connected
with the
the organization,
organization,
operation, and investigations
operation,
investigations of
the Tennessee
Authority, and
and
of the
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority,
for examination
examination of
estimates of
and activities
activities in
in the
of estimates
of appropriations
appropriations and
the
field, $40,000,000:
That this
this appropriation
appropriation and
field,
$40,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
and any
any unexunexpended
30, 1940,
1940, in
pended balance
balance on
on June
June 30,
in the
the "Tennessee
"Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
Authority
fund, 1940",
fund,
1940", and the receipts of
Authority from
from
of the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
all sources during the fiscal
year 1941
1941 (subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
secfiscal year
(subject to
of secValley Authority
tion 26 of
of the
the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
of 1933,
Authority Act
Act of
1933, as
as amended),
amended),
for as
shall be covered
covered into and accounted for
fund to
as
as one
one fund
to be
be known
known as
the "Tennessee
"Tennessee Valley
fund, 1941"
1941", to
to remain
remain available
available
Valley Authority
Authority fund,
until June 30, 1941, and
be available
available for
for the
the payment
obligations
and to be
payment of
of obligations
chargeable against the "Tennessee
chargeable
"Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
fund, 1940".
Authority fund,
1940".

Expenses.
xTrees
48 Stat. 58; 49 Stat.
1075; 53 Stat. 1083.
1083.
'The
16 U. S. C., Stipp.
V, §§
V1
§§831-831dd.
31-8d.Supp

4,.

1075;53Stat.

Designated
dams.
Designated dams.

Printing
Printing and binding.

and bind-

Salaries

peSaies
penses.

and

exand ex-

Proviso.

priting.
Accounting.
53 Stat. 542.

48 Stat. 71; 49 Stat.
Stat. 71; 49
1079.
16
16 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §
§831y.
pot, pp. 781.
Post,
781.
Payment of obligatiPent
of obigations.

stat.

V,

THOMAS JEFFERSON
THOMAS
JEFFERSON MEMORIAL
COMMISSION
MEMORIAL COMMISSION
Expenses.
Expenses.

For carrying
carrying out
the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
For
out the
authorize the execution
execution of plans
memorial to
plans for
for a
a permanent
permanent memorial
to
approved June 3,
Thomas Jefferson",
Jefferson", approved
Stat. 1397),
including
3, 1936 (49
(49 Stat.
1397), including
continuation
continuation of construction of such memorial,
$480,000, to
to remain
memorial, $480,000,
remain
available
expended.
available until
until expended.
UNITED
MARITIME COMMISSION
UNITED STATES MARITIME
COMMISSION

Construction fundl.
fund.
Construction
Stat. 1985.
49 Stnt.
46 U. S...('.
C., Stipp.
Supp.
§§ 1101-1279.
V, §§
Administrative exAdministrative
penses.
Travel expenses.
expenses.

44 Stat. 688.
5
5 U.S.
U. S. C.. §§821-833.
§J821-833.

Printing and bindbinding.
ing.

Automobiles.
Automobiles.

To increase
increase the construction fund
fund established
established by
by the
the "Merchant
"Merchant
Marine Act, 1936", $144,500,000,
$144,500,000, of
which not
$5,000,000
of which
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000,000
available for administrative
shall be available
administrative expenses
the United
United States
States
expenses of
of the
Maritime Commission, including
following : Personal
Persona lservices
serv ices in
in
including the
the following:
the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses
in accordexpenses in
accordStandardized Government
ance with the Standardized
Government Travel
and the
Travel Regulations
Regulations and
the
including not
Act of June 3, 1926, as amended,
amended, including
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for
for
expenses
expenses of attendance,
attendance, when
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
by the
the ChairChairman of the Commission, at
meetings concerned
concerned with
with work
of the
the
at meetings
work of
Commission; printing and binding; lawbooks,
books of
of reference,
lawbooks, books
reference,
and not
not to exceed $4,000 for periodicals
newspapers; contract
periodicals and newspapers;
contract
stenographic reporting
stenographic
reporting services;
supplies, equipment,
services; procurement
procurement of
of supplies,
equipment,
and services, including telephone,
telephone, telegraph,
radio, and
telegraph, radio,
and teletype
teletype
services;
exceed $3,000),
services; purchase and exchange
exchange (not to exceed
$3,000), maintenance,
maintenance,
repair, and operation
operation of passenger-carrying
repair,
passenger-carrying automobiles
automobiles for
for official
official
use; typewriting and adding machines,
machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving
including their repair
devices, including
repair and exchange;
including heat,
heat,
exchange; rent,
rent, including
light, and power, in the District of Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; expenses
expenses
exceeding $15,000)
(not exceeding
$15,000) of packing, crating, drayage,
drayage, and
and transtransportation of household effects and other personal
personal property
property (not
(not
exceeding 5,000 pounds in any one case)
case) of employees when transexceeding
transferred from one official station to another
another for
duty, upon
upon
for permanent
permanent duty,
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specific
specific authorization
authorization by the Chairman of the Commission; expenses
incurred in preparing
preparing and transporting,
transporting, to their former homes in
this country or to.aaplace not more distant, the remains
remains of employees
employees
who may die while in the discharge of their official duties abroad
abroad
expenses of
or in transit thereto or therefrom, and for the ordinary
ordinary expenses
interment
interment of such remains;
remains; necessary
necessary expenses
expenses (not exceeding
exceeding $5,000)
$5,000)
incident to the education
personnel of the Commiseducation and training of personnel
sion detailed at institutions for scientific education
education and research as
authorized
authorized by the Act of August 4, 1939; compensation
compensation as authorized
authorized
by said Act of August 4, 1939, for officers of the Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Guard, detailed
detailed to the Commission;
Commission; allowances for
for
Corps, or Coast Guard,
living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
authorized by
the Act of June 26, 1930; and including not to exceed $75,000
$75,000 for
for
the employment,
employment, on a
contract or fee basis,
a contract
basis, of persons,
persons, firms,
firms, or
or
corporations for the performance
services, including
corporations
performance of special services,
including
accounting, legal,
regard to
to
accounting,
legal, actuarial,
actuarial, and
and statistical
statistical services,
services, without
without regard
section 3709
3709 of
of the Revised
Revised Statutes.
Statutes.

139
Burial,
penses.
penses.

etc.,
etc.,

ex-

Scientific
Scientific education
education
and
research, details.
details.
and research,
53 Stat. 1182.
C.,
Supp.
46 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §§1111 (0.
(f).
Army, etc.,
etc., details.

Living
Living quarters.
46 Stat.
Stat. 818.
818.
U. S.. 0.
C. §118a.
65U.
118la.
Special services.
services.
41
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
5.
41 U.
§&

VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'
Administration,
medical, hospital,
hospital, and
domiciliary services:
services: For
Administration, medical,
and domiciliary
For
all
expenses of
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, including
including
all salaries
salaries and
and expenses
of the Veterans'
the expenses
expenses of
of maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of
of medical, hospital, and
and
domiciliary services of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration, in carrying out
out
domiciliary
pursuant to the
the duties, powers,
powers, and functions
functions devolving upon
upon it
it pursuant
contained in
in the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
'An Act to authorize
authorize the
the
authority contained
President to consolidate
affectPresident
consolidate and coordinate governmental
governmental activities affecting
approved July 3, 1930
ing war veterans",
veterans", approved
1930 (38
(38 U. S.
S. C.
C. 11-11f),
11-llf), and
any and
for which
which the
the Veterans'
Administration is
is now
now or
any
and all
all laws
laws for
Veterans' Administration
or
may hereafter
hereafter be charged
charged with administering,
administering, $101,228,240:
Pro$101,228,240: Proavailable for
for
vided, That not to exceed $3,500
$3,500 of this amount shall
shall be
be available
expenses,
membership fees,
employees, detailed
expenses, except membership
fees, of
of employees,
detailed by the
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs to attend meetings
meetings of associations
associations
for the promotion of medical
medical science
science or for the betterment
betterment of insurance
practices and conventions
conventions of organized
Provided
ance practices
organized war veterans: Provided
further, That this appropriation
available also for personal
further,
appropriation shall be available
services
services and
and rentals in the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
expenses; examination
examination of estimates of appropriincluding traveling expenses;
ations in the
field, including
of subsistence
subsistence or
or per
the field,
including actual
actual expenses
expenses of
per
allowance in lieu
diem allowance
lieu thereof;
thereof; for
for expenses
expenses incurred in
in packing,
packing,
drayage, and transportation
transportation of household effects and other
crating, drayage,
exceeding in
thousand pounds, of
property, not
not exceeding
in any one
one case
case five thousand
of
employees
transferred from
official station to another
one official
another for
for
employees when
when transferred
from one
permanent duty and
and when
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the AdminisAdminispermanent
trator;
wearing apparel
trator; furnishing
furnishing and laundering
laundering of
of such
such wearing
apparel as
as may
may
be
employees in
duties;
performance of their
their official
official duties;
in the
the performance
be prescribed
prescribed for employees
purchase
reference, periodicals,
purchase and exchange
exchange of lawbooks,
lawbooks, books of reference,
and
and newspapers;
newspapers; for passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and
and other
other motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
including purchase,
including
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of same,
including not more than two passenger
passenger automobiles for general
Columbia;
administrative
administrative use of the central office in the District of Columbia;
and
notwithstanding any
any provisions
provisions of
to the
the contrary,
contrary, the
the
of law
law to
and notwithstanding
Administrator is authorized
authorized to utilize Government-owned
Government-owned automoAdministrator
children of Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration
tive equipment in transporting
transporting children
employees located
such
stations to and from
from school under such
located at
at isolated
isolated stations
employees
limitations as
as he
by regulation
and notwithstanding
prescribe; and
notwithstanding
he may
may by
regulation prescribe;
limitations
any provisions
to the
Administrator is
is authorthe Administrator
authorlaw to
the contrary,
contrary, the
any
provisions of
of law
appropriation for actuarial
ized to expend not to exceed $2,000 of this appropriation
services
pertaining to
Government life-insurance
life-insurance fund,
fund, to
to be
services pertaining
to the
the Government
contract, without
obtaining competition,
competition, at
at such
such rates
without obtaining
obtained by
by contract,

Salaries
and
expenses.
Post,
Post, pp.
pp. 634,
634, 1012.

46 Stat. 1016.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Attendance
Attendance at
at meetings, etc.
etc.

Services,
Services, rentals,
rentals,
traveling expenses,
etc.

Subsistence,
Subsistene, etc.
etc.

Wearing apparel.
Wearing
apparel.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

School
School
tion.

transportatransporta-

Actuarial
Actuarial services.
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Transfer of funds.
Transfer
of fnda.

Recreational
Recreational
ities.
Burial,
penses.

nBurl,

etc.,
etc.,

facilfalexex-

pensburial,
Purchase of tobacco.
Purchase
tobacco.

LAWS—CH. 107—APR.
18, 1940
1940
LAWS-CH.
107-APR. 18,

[54
[54 Sm.
STAT.

of compensation
compensation as
determine to
to be
as he may
may determine
be reasonable;
reasonable; for
for allotment
allotment
and transfer to the Public Health Service,
and
the War,
Navy, and
and InteInteService, the
War, Navy,
rior Departments, for
disbursement by
by them
them under
the various
for disbursement
under the
various headheadings of their
appropriations, of
of such
are
their applicable
applicable appropriations,
such amounts
amounts as
as are
necessary
necessary for
care and
of beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
of the
the Veterans'
for the care
and treatment
treatment of
Veterans'
Administration, including
minor repairs
repairs and
improvements of
of existincluding minor
and improvements
existing facilities
facilities under their jurisdiction
jurisdiction necessary
to such
and
necessary to
such care
care and
treatment; for
to the
the maintenance
maintenance and
for expenses
expenses incidental
incidental to
and.operation
operation
of farms;
farms; for recreational
recreational articles and
at institutions
mainand facilities
facilities at
institutions maintained by the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration;
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses
Administration; for
incidental to securing employment
employment for war veterans;
veterans; for. funeral,
burial, and other expenses
expenses incidental thereto
thereto for
beneficiaries of
of the
for beneficiaries
the
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration accruing
accruing during
year for
which this
during the
the year
for which
this
appropriation is made or prior fiscal years:
years: Provided
further, That
appropriation
Provided further,
That

the appropriations
appropriations herein
the care
and maintenance
of
herein made
made for
for the
care and
maintenance of
jurisdiction of
veterans in hospitals or homes under the jurisdiction
the Veterans'
of the
Veterans'
Administration shall be available for the purchase
Administration
purchase of
be
of tobacco
tobacco to
to be
furnished, subject to such
such regulations
Administrator of
regulations as
as the
the Administrator
of VetVeterans'
erans' Affairs shall prescribe, to veterans
veterans receiving
hospital treatment
treatment
receiving hospital
or domiciliary
domiciliary care in Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
hospitals or
or homes:
Administration hospitals
homes:
Aid to
t o State, etc.,
Provided further,
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
State, etc, Provided
Aid
further, That
That this
shall be
available for
for
homes.
continuing
Territorial homes for
continuing aid to State or Territorial
for the
support of
disthe support
of disabled volunteer soldiers and
sailors, in
conformity with
the Act
Act
and sailors,
in conformity
with the
25 Stat. 450.
25Stat.
4o.
U. S. C. 134),
approved August
August 27, 1888 (24
(21 U.
134), as amended,
those
amended, for
for those
veterans eligible for admission to Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facilities
facilities
Employment of
hospital or
or domiciliary
domiciliary care:
That the
the AdminAdminEmploymco
ntsof for
for hospital
care: Provided
Provided further,
further,That
medical
consultants.
istrator
authorized to
employ medical
consultants for
for duty
istrator is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to employ
medical consultants
duty
on
terms as
may deem
and without
without regard
regard to
to the
the
on such
such terms
as he
he may
deem advisa3le
advisable and
42 Stat. 1488.
Act of
1923, as
amended: Provided
this
5
U.Sat.
S. C.
§§661-674;
Provided further,
further, That
That this
of 1923,
as amended:
4^uT
c§
74 Classification
Classification Act

appropriation shall
appropriation
be available
available for
the purchase
purchase directly
from
shall be
for the
directly from
sources authorized
authorized by
the common
sources
by the
common carriers
carriers of
reduced fare
fare
of printed
printed reduced
traveling at
requests for use by veterans
veterans when traveling
their own
own expense
at their
expense
from or to Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
facilities.
Administration facilities.
Use for new conste
for etc.,
etc forfon
No part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended for the
the purchase
purchase
struction,
struction, etc.,
forbidden.
bidden.
of any site for or toward
toward the construction of
of any
any new
new hospital
or home,
home,
hospital or
or for the purchase
purchase of any hospital
hospital or
not
more than
than
or home;
home; and
and
not
more
Repairs. etc.
Repairs,.etc.
$2,500,000
$2,500,000 of this appropriation
appropriation may be used to repair, alter, improve,
or provide facilities in the several
hospitals and
and homes
several hospitals
homes under
under the
the
jurisdiction of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration either
by contract
contract or
by
either by
or by
the
hire of
temporary
employees and
and the
purchase
of materials.
the
hire
of
temporary
employees
the
purchase
of
materials.
Printing and bindPgrinting
and bind.
For printing and binding for the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
For_printing
Administration, including.
including all its bureaus and functions
functions located in Washington,
Washington, District
District of
of
Columbia,
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $120,000.
$120,000.
Columbia,
and
Pensions.
Pensions.
Pensions: For
the payment
payment of compensation,
compensation, pensions, gratuities,
Pensions:
For the
gratuities,
and allowances,
allowances, now authorized
authorized under any Act of
Congress, or
reguof Congress,
or regulation
the President
President based
based thereon,
or which
may hereafter
hereafter be
lation of
of the
thereon or
which may
be
Emergency officers'
authorized
offi ce rs're
ti rementpay
pay an
dannu
i
ties,
retmeent pay,ofpaerts
authorized,.,including
including emergency
retirement
etc.
emergency officers'
retirement
and
annuities,
may hereafter
the administration
administration of which is now or may
hereafter be
be placed
placed in
in the
the
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, accruing
accruing during
Veterans'
fiscal year
for which
which
during the
the fiscal
year for
this appropriation
appropriation is made or in prior fiscal years,
7
304 1to
years, $456,492
$456,492,304,
to be
be
immediately
immediately available.
available.
Military
and
naval
Mitry and naval
For
military and
year f
for
insurance.
For military
and naval insurance accruing during
du ri
ng the
th e fiscal
fi sca lyear
or
which
this
appropriation
is
made
or
in
pri
or fi
sca lyears,
$
20,000,000.
which
this
appropriation
is
made
or
in
prior
fiscal
years,
$20,000,000.
Hospital and domicilita facilities.
ad
dciities.
ciliary
Hospital and domiciliary facilities:
facilities: For hospital and domiciliary
domiciliary
Post. P. 635.
facilities,
to remain
expended: Provided,
Po . 35.
facilities, $2,165,000,
$2,165,000, to
remain available
available until
until expended:
Provided,
Provisos.
Extension
facili- That this
Extension of
of facilithis amount shall be available
Administrator of
available for use by the Administrator
of
ties.
ts.
Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs, with the approval of the President, for extending
extending
any of the facilities under the jurisdiction of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration or for any of the purposes set forth in
sections 1
the
in sections
1 and
and 2
2 of
of the
Supp. V,
V, .§§
673, 673c.
673e.
Supp.
§673,
Purchase
Purchase of printed
printed
fare requests.
reduced fare

reduced

requests

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]
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46 Stat.
Stat. 1550-1551.
1550-1551.
S. C. 438j):
Act approved March
March 4, 1931 (38 U. S.
438j) :Provided
Provided further,
further, 46
Technical and cleriTechnical
per centum
centum of
this amount
That not to exceed
exceed 33per
of this
amount shall
shall be
be available
available for
for cal assistants.and clerithe employment
in the
the District
District of
the
employment in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
the field
of necesnecesin the
field of
sary technical
technical and
clerical assistants
aid in
in the
epa ra ti on of
ofplans
pl ans
sary
and clerical
assistants to
to aid
the pr
preparation
and specifications
specifications for
for the
the projects
as approved
approved hereunder
hereunder and
and in
the
projects as
in the
supervision
of the
supervision of
the execution
execution thereof,
thereof, and
and for
for traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, rentals
rentals
in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, field
field office
office equipment,
equipment, and
and supplies
supplies in
in conconnection therewith.
nection
therewith.
Provisos.
Veterans' Administration,
Provisos.
Total, Veterans'
Administration, $580,005,544:
Provided, That
no
$580,005,544: Provided,
That no
Butter substitutes,
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
part
be expended
for the
purchase of
oleo- etc.Butter
shall be
expended for
the purchase
of oleomargarine or
or butter
margarine
substitutes except
except for
for cooking
cooking purposes:
purposes: Provided
Provided
butter substitutes
further, That no part of this appropriation
Hospitalization,
Hospitalization,
appropriation can
can be used
further,
used for
for hospitalihospitali- etc.,
restrictions.
etc., restrictions.
other than
zation or examination
examination of persons
persons other
veterans unless
unless a
than veterans
a reciprecipPost, p.
p. 635.
Post,
635.
rocal schedule
schedule of pay is in effect
effect with
with the
the agency
or department
agency or
department
involved.
involved.
Salary restrictions.
restrictions.
SEC. 2.
2. In
SEc.
expending appropriations
appropriations or
portions of
In expending
or portions
of appropriations
appropriations
contained
in this
contained in
this Act,
Act, for
for the
the
the payment
payment of
of personal
personal services
services in
in the
42
42 Stat. 1488.
District of Columbia in
in accordance
with the
the Classification
Classification Act
accordance with
of
Act of
5
C. §§
5 U.
U. S. 0.
66 6616611923,
as amended,
amended, the
1923, as
the average
average of
of the
total number
number of
the salaries
salaries of
Supp. V,
of the
the total
of 674; Supp.
V, §§
,6 673,
673,
673c.
persons
bureau, office,
office, or
or other
appropriation
persons under
under any
any grade
grade in
in any
any bureau,
other appropriation
unit shall
unit
shall not
not at
at any
the average
average of
compensation
any time
time exceed
exceed the
of the
the compensation
rates specified
Act, as amended,
specified for the grade
grade by such Act,
amended, and
and in
grades
in grades
in which
which only
only one
position is
in
one position
is allocated
the salary
salary of
of such
such position
position
allocated the
the average
average of
of the
the compensation
shall not exceed the
compensation rates
for the
the grade
grade
rates for
except that
that in
meritorious cases
of one
one position
in a
grade,
except
in unusually
unusually meritorious
cases of
position in
a grade,
than the
advances may be made to rates higher than
the comthe average
average of
of the
compensation
rates of
of the
the grade
more often
often than
than once
once in
in any
any
pensation rates
grade but
but not
not more
Proviso.
Proviso.
fiscal
fiscal year and
only to
to the
rate: Provided,
this
and then
then only
the next
next higher
higher rate:
Provided,That
That this
Restriction
Restriction not apapplicable
restriction shall
shall not
apply (1)
2, 3,
3, and
the clericalrestriction
not apply
(1) to
to grades
grades 1,
1, 2,
and 4
4 of
of the
clerical- cases. in designated
mechanical service;
to require
salary of
any
mechanical
service; or
or (2)
(2) to
require the
the reduction
reduction in
in salary
of any
person whose
fixed, as
as of
of July
July 1,
1924, in
in accordaccordperson
whose compensation
compensation was
was fixed,
1, 1924,
42 Stat. 1490.
ance
of section
section 66 of
of such
such Act;
(3) to
to require
the
ance with
with the
the rules
rules of
Act; (3)
require the
5
5 U. S.C.
S. . 4666.
666.
reduction
salary of
of any
reduction in salary
any person
person who
one posiposiwho is
is transferred
transferred from
from one
tion to another position
position in
in the
the same
different grade,
grade, in
in the
the same
same
same or
or different
or different
different bureau,
or
office, or
or other
prevent
bureau, office,
other appropriation
appropriation unit;
unit; (4)
(4) to
to prevent
the payment
payment of aa salary
salary under
under any
grade at
at a
a rate
rate higher
higher than
the
any grade
than the
maximum
maximum rate
rate of
the grade
when such
such higher
higher rate
is permitted
by
of the
grade when
rate is
permitted by
the Classification
Classification Act
as amended,
amended, and
the
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
and is
is specifically
specifically authorauthorized by
by other
other law;
law; or
or (5)
reduce the
person
(5) to
to reduce
the compensation
compensation of
of any
any person
in a
a grade
in which
which only
only one
one position
is allocated.
in
grade in
position is
allocated.
Salaries
of desigdesigSalaries of
SEc.
3. During
During the
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1941,
the salaries
SEC. 3.
the fiscal
year ending
June 30,
1941, the
salaries nated
officials
fixed.
officials fied.
of the
the members
the Authority
Administrator, Civil
Aeroof
members of
of the
Authority and
and the
the Administrator,
Civil Aeronautics Authority,
of the
of the
Commerce
nautics
Authority, of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commission, the
United States
States Maritime
Maritime ComCommission,
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the United
Commission,
the Commissioners
of the
States Tariff
mission, and
and the
Commissioners of
the United
United States
Tariff
Commission shall
be at
of $10,000
each per
annum.
Commission
shall be
at the
the rate
rate of
$10,000 each
per annum.
Citizenship requirerequireSEC. 4.
4. No
of any
any appropriation
appropriation contained
in this
this Act
Act or
SEC.
No part
part of
contained in
or ments.
authorized hereby
hereby to
be expended
shall be
be used
used to
compensaauthorized
to be
expended shall
to pay
pay the
the compensation
of any
any officer
officer or
or employee
employee of
of the
the United
tion of
the Government
Government of
of the
United
States, or
of any
any agency
agency the
the majority
majority of
the stock
of which
which is
is owned
States,
or of
of the
stock of
owned
by
the Government
Government of
of the
whose post
of duty
duty is
by the
the United
United States,
States, whose
post of
is in
in
continental
unless such
citizen of
continental United
United States
States unless
such person
person is
is a
a citizen
of the
the
United
States, or
or a
person in
States on
on
United States,
a person
in the
the service
service of
of the
the United
United States
the
date of
the approval
this Act
Act who
eligible for
for citizencitizenthe date
of the
approval of
of this
who being
being eligible
ship has
has filed
become a
a citizen
who
ship
filed aa declaration
declaration of
of intention
intention to
to become
citizen or
or who
owes
allegiance to
the United
States.
owes allegiance
to the
United States.
Administrative
Administrative
SEc.
total amount
amount used
used on
an annual
for administraadministra- within-grade
SEC. 5.
5. The
The total
on an
annual basis
basis for
within-grade promopromotions.
tive
within-grade
promotions
for
officers
and
employees
under
any
tive within-grade promotions for officers and employees under any
appropriation
or other
other fund
fund made
made available
available in
this Act
Act shall
appropriation or
in this
shall not
not
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exceed the amount determined by the Bureau of the Budget to be
available
available for such purpose on the basis of the
for
the Budget
Budget estimate for
such appropriation
appropriation or fund exclusive
exclusive of
of new
new money
in any
any such
money in
such
Budget estimate for such administrative
administrative promotions.
promotions.
SEC.
Site. 6. This Act may be cited as the
the "Independent
"Independent Offices
Offices ApproAppro1941".
priation Act, 1941".
Approved, April 18, 1940.

Short title.

[CHAPTER 108]
[CHAPTER
108]
April 18,
18, 1940
79891
[H. R. 7989]
[Public, No. 4601
460]

To legalize
legali7e

AN ACT
aabridge across the Nestucca
Nestucca River at Pacific City, Oregon.
Oregon.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
United
United States
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Chief of
America in
Congress assembled,
the Chief
of
eity, oreg., Engineers and the Secretary of War are hereby authorized
authorized to approve
approve
egthe
the location and plans of a
bridge already
constructed by
by the
the county
a bridge
already constructed
county
of Tillamook
Tillamook across
the Nestucca
Nestucca River
River at
at Pacific
Pacific City,
City, Oregon:
Oregon: ProProStateauthorization
of
across the
State
authorization,
etc.
vided,
legislature of the
vided, That said bridge
bridge has been
been authorized
authorized by the legislature
the
as located
State of Oregon and as
located and
easy,
and constructed
constructed affords
affords free,
free, easy,

Nestucca River.
Nestnea
River.a
Bridge across,
at
Pacific City, Oreg.,
Pail
legalized.
PTOVi80.

Structure
lawful, etc.

deemed

tlawfu, deemed

Amendment.
Amendment.

and unobstructed navigation.
navigation.

Site.
the location
and plans
plans of
of said
said bridge
SEC. 2.
2. That
That when
when the
location and
bridge have
have been
been
so approved, said bridge shall be deemed a
a lawful structure
structure and
subject to the laws enacted by Congress for the
preserthe protection
protection and
and preservation of the navigable waters of the United States.
Sea. 3. The right to alter,
alter, amend,
Site.
amend, or
Act is
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 18, 1940.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 109]
[CHAPTER
April 18, 1940
1940
April
80831
[H. R. 8083]
[Public, No. 4611

Grave
Grave markers
markers for
for
deceased veterans.
Type of, to be furnished where stone
markers not acceptable.

Proviso.
Prorio.
Nationaloemeteries,
Nationalcemeterles,
etc.
U. S.
24 U.
S. C.
C. 279.
279.

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the Secretary of War to furnish
for certain
certain graves.
furnish certain markers
markers for
graves.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstandUnited States
notwithstand-

ing any provision of existing law the Secretary
Secretary of War
War is authorized
authorized

to furnish, upon application,
application, for
on graves
graves in
in cemeteries
cemeteries where
for use
use on
where

stone markers
markers are not acceptable, aa headstone or marker of
of such
such
standard design and material as may be approved
approved by
by him,
him, within the
the
limit of prevailing costs of tie
the standard
standard World War type headstone,
headstone,
for the grave of any deceased
deceased person for which the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
is authorized
authorized to furnish a
a marker or headstone:
headstone: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Secretary of War shall furnish the upright stone marker
authorized
marker,, authorized
by section 4877 of the Revised Statutes, for cemeteries
cemeteries under the jurisjurisof War.
War.
diction of the Secretary
Secretary of
Approved,
Approved, April 18, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 116]

April 20,1940
20, 1940
[H. R. 7081]
70811
[Public, No. 462]
4621
[Public,

Bremerton, Wash.
Wash.
Sale of land authorized.
thorized.

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to sell certain
certain surplus land owned
the
owned by the
United States in Bremerton,
Bremerton, Washington.

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the
of the
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in.
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Navy is authorized to sell at such price as he shall deem
reasondeem reasonable, and in connection
connection with such sale to convey, all the right,
right, title,
title,
and interest of the United States in and to the east nine-foot
nine-foot strip
of
strip of

lot 47, block 14, original plat of Bremerton, Kitsap
Kitsap
Washington.
Washington.
Approved, April 20, 1940.

County,
County,
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[CHAPTER
117]
[CHAPTER 117]

ACT
AN ACT

To
extend original
to district
district courts
courts in
in civil suits between citizens
jurisdiction to
original jurisdiction
To extend
of the
District of
any
Territories of Hawaii or Alaska, and any
the Territories
Columbia, the
of Columbia,
the District
of
State
Territory.
State or Territory.

the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
of .America
assembled, That clause (b)
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
of paragraph
the Judicial
amended
Code, as amended
Judicial Code,
of the
24, of
section 24,
(1), section
paragraph (1),
of
(U.
S. C.,
1934 edition,
title 28,
28, sec.
sec. 41;
41; Supp.
Supp. IV,
title 28, sec. 41),
IV, title
edition, title
C., 1934
(U.S.
be, and
amended to read
follows:
read as follows:
hereby, amended
is hereby,
same is
the same
and the
be,
"(b)
Is between
between citizens
citizens of
of different
States, or
or citizens of the Disdifferent States,
"(b) Is
trict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the Territory
Hawaii, or
or Alaska, and any State
of Hawaii,
Territory of
trict
or
Territory."
or Territory."
Approved, April 20, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
118]
[CHAPTER 118]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
the Act
Act entitled
Act for
for the
the grading
classification of clerks
and classification
grading and
"An Act
entitled "An
amend the
To amend
in the
the Foreign
Foreign Service
of the
of America,
America, and
providing comcomand providing
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situated in
in the
of San
San Diego,
California, metes
metes and
and bounds
situated
the city
city of
Diego, California,
bounds
descriptions of
of which
are on
file in
in the
the Navy
Navy Department:
Department:
descriptions
which are
on file
Parcel
Sixty-one and
one-hundredths .acres,
Parcel A.
A. Sixty-one
and seventy-two
seventy-two one-hundredths
acres, more
more
or less,
Marine Corps
base area
area adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the municipal
municipal airport,
or
less, of
of Marine
Corps base
airport,
lying
between the
the southwesterly
of the
southeasterly
lying between
southwesterly prolongation
prolongation of
the southeasterly
lines of Harasthy
Harasthy Street
Southerland Street
to the
the combined
Street and
and Southerland
Street to
combined
pierhead
line;
pierhead and bulkhead
bulkhead line;
Parcel
of the
the naval
supply depot
Parcel B.
B. A
A triangular
triangular piece
piece of
of land
land of
naval supply
depot
of Pacific
between E
Street and
and F
F
on the
the westerly
westerly side
side of
Pacific Highway
Highway between
E Street
Street,
six hundred
hundred and
and nineteen
square feet,
feet, more
more or
or less;
less;
Street, containing
containing six
nineteen square
Parcel C. A strip of land
one-half feet
feet wide,
wide, of
of the
the naval
naval
land ten
ten and
and one-half
station, extending
training station,
along and
and adjacent
adjacent to
to Rosecrans
Rosecrans Street,
Street,
extending along
between
and Lowell
Lowell Street,
including aa curbed
curbed corner
between Lytton
Lytton Street
Street and
Street, including
corner
intersection of
Street, containing
at the
the intersection
of Lytton
Lytton Street
Street and
and Rosecrans
Rosecrans Street,
containing
an area of one and
one-hundredths acres,
more or
or less;
less;
and sixty-eight
sixty-eight one-hundredths
acres, more
Parcel D.
Marine Corps
base lying
lying to
to the
D. That
That portion
portion of
of the
the Marine
Corps base
the
north of the south
south side
extending easterly
easterly from
from
side of Water
Water Street
Street extending
Wright Street,
an area
of four
four and
and twenty-five
twenty-five one-hunone-hunStreet, containing
containing an
area of
dredths acres,
acres, more or less;
less;
Parcel
Parcel E.
of land
the corner
corner at
at
E. A
A triangular
triangular piece
piece of
land comprising
comprising the
the intersection
intersection of Barnett
Barnett Avenue
and .Pacific
Highway, being
Avenue and
Pacific Highway,
being a
a
part of the Marine
Marine Corps
containing an
an area
area of
of twenty-five
twenty-five
Corps base,
base, containing
one-hundredths of
acre, more
more or
or less;
one-hundredths
of an
an acre,
less;
Parcel F.
areas comprising
comprising one
one and
and thirty-six
thirty-six one-hunone-hunF. Three
Three areas
dredths acres, more or less, being
being a
destroyer base
base situated
situated
a part
part of the destroyer
on the north and south sides of Bay Front Street included in
in the
the
proposed Harbor
Harbor Drive and aa small parcel
parcel to the east thereof;
in
thereof; in
consideration
and quitclaim
consideration of the transfer and
quitclaim to the
the United
States by
by
United States
free from all encumbrances,
said city of San
San Diego, free
encumbrances, except
except as
as hereinafter provided, and without cost to the
all right,
right,
the United States,
States, all
title, and interest
interest which the said city may claim
claim in and
and to the following parcels, metes
metes and
descriptions of
of which
which are
are on
on file
file
and bounds
bounds descriptions
in
the Navy
Department:
in the
Navy Department:
parcel of land between
E Street
Parcel 1. A parcel
between Broadway
Broadway and E
Street and
and
between Pacific
Pacific Highway
Highway and the westerly
westerly line of Belt Street
in
Street in
of San
San Diego, California,
the city of
California, containing
an area
area of
one and
and
containing an
of one
ninety-three
one-hundredths acres,
ninety-three one-hundredths
more or
or less,
less, excepting
excepting and
and reservreservacres, more
therefrom (a)
(a) the area held
ing therefrom
and occupied
occupied by
by The
The Sunset
Sunset Sea
held and
Sea
Food Company
Company under a
alease
lease that expires
expires on
July 20,
20, 1951;
1951; and
and (b)
(b)
on July
the area held and occupied by the Star and
and Crescent
Crescent Oil Company
Company
under a
lease that
expires April
April 30,
Provided, That
That the
areas ununder
a lease
that expires
30, 1942:
1942: Provided,
the areas
areas
areas
un-

upon expiration
of the
the terms
terms thereof,
held under said leases,
leases, upon
expiration of
thereof, become
become

property of
of the
the United
in fee
the property
United States
States in
fee simple.
simple.
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between E
E Street and
and F
F Street
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and
between Harbor Street
in the
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and the easterly line of Belt Street
Street in
city of San Diego, California, containing
containing an area
and seven
area of
of two
two and
seven
one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres, more
less; excepting
excepting and
theremore or
or less;
and reserving
reserving thereoccupied by
from the area held and occupied
Union Ice
Ice Company
Company under
under
by The
The Union
area una lease that expires
September 23, 1941:
area
a
expires on September
1941: Provided,
Provided, That the area
unheld under
under said
lease, upon expiration
held
said lease,
expiration of the term thereof
thereof becomes
becomes
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fee simple.
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United States in fee
F Street and Market
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Street
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and
in the
th e city
city of
ofSan
San Diego,
Di ego,
and Harbor Street
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and Pacific
Pacific Highway,
Highway, in
California, containing
containing an area of four
four and twenty-six one-hunone-hunexcepting and reserving
dredths acres, more
more or less, excepting
reserving therefrom
(a)
therefrom (a)
the area held and occupied
occupied by the Arrowhead
Arrowhead Puritas Distributors,
Distributors,
Incorporated,
Incorporated, under a
atex
pi res on February
February 28,
28, 1947;
1947; and
and
a leas
leasee th
that
expires
(b) the area held and occupied
occupied by the General Petroleum
Petroleum CorporaCorpora-
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STAT.]
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tion under
on March
March 31,
31, 1948:
1948: Provided,
That
r
t
r
ar °.
ar
Provtso.
Provided, That
expires on
lease that
that expires
tion
under aa lease
der leases.
the areas
areas held
under said
said leases,
leases, upon
the expiration
expiration of the terms der
leases
upon the
held under
the
f

us

thereof, become
become the
the property
United States in fee simple.
property of the United
thereof,
Parcel
4. A
United States bulkhead
bulkhead
between the United
of land between
A parcel of
Parcel 4.
line and
the United
United States
line, lying
southerly and
and adjaadjalying southerly
pierhead line,
States pierhead
and the
line
cent
to
the
present
Navy
pier
in
city
California,
Diego,
San
of
the
in
pier
Navy
present
the
cent to
containing
an area
area of
seventy-seven one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
and seventy-seven
two and
of two
containing an
more
less.:
.
Provided,
That said
to 4,
shall be
Provided, That
1 to
more or
or less:
said parcels
parcels 1
4, inclusive,
inclusive, shall
be
used for
for military
purposes, and
and particularly
the purpose
purpose of
of
for the
particularly for
military purposes,
used
establishing
and maintaining
piers, landings, buildings, and
thereon piers,
maintaining thereon
establishing and
structures to
to be
used by
reserving to the said
by the United States and reserving
be used
structures
city of
Diego perpetual
easements in
in said
parcels for
laying
for the laying
said parcels
perpetual easements
of San
San Diego
city
and maintaining
maintaining of
of underground
sewers,
utilities, such as sewers,
public utilities,
underground public
and
drains, water
water mains,
and power
power lines
lines across
parcels
across said parcels
electric, and
gas, electric,
mains, gas,
drains,
wherever necessary
necessary or convenient.
wherever
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary of the
authorized, on behalf
is further
further authorized,
the Navy is
SEC.
of
accept from
of San Diego, Calicity of
from the city
to accept
States, to
United States,
of the
the United
interest
fornia, without
without cost
cost to
all right, title, and interest
States, all
United States,
to the United
fornia,
of the
the said
said city
city in
the following-described
following-described parcels
parcels of land
to the
and to
in and
of
situated
in the
city of
Diego, California:
California:
of San
San Diego,
the city
situated in
Parcel
A strip
strip of
municipal tidelands
tidelands four
hundred and thirty
four hundred
of municipal
1. A
Parcel 1.
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
containing fourteen
fourteen and
and fifty-one
and containing
width and
in width
feet in
and
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
more or
less, in
in the
city of
of San
San Diego, CaliCalithe city
or less,
one-hundredths
fornia,
lying northerly
adjacent to the northerly line of the
of and
and adjacent
northerly of
fornia, lying
United States
destroyer base
for military
United States
uses of the United
military uses
base for
States destroyer
United
and
particularly to
to be
be used
by the
the Navy
Department in
connection
in connection
Navy Department
used by
and particularly
with
and as
as part
part of
of the
the naval
naval destroyer
destroyer base in the city of San
with and
Diego;
Parcel 2.
land lying
lying between
between the
high-water mark and the
the high-water
2. All
All land
Parcel
westerly line
of proposed
Harbor Drive
adjacent to the easterly
easterly
Drive adjacent
proposed Harbor
line of
westerly
boundary
of the
destroyer base,
Diego, California,
California,
city of San Diego,
the city
in the
base, in
the destroyer
boundary of
excluding that
portion of
of the
base embraced
embraced within the prodestroyer base
the destroyer
that portion
excluding
posed
southerly sides of Bay
Bay
northerly and southerly
the northerly
Drive on the
Harbor Drive
posed Harbor
Front
Street and
proposed Harbor
containing an
an
Drive, containing
Harbor Drive,
of proposed
east of
the east
to the
and to
Front Street
area
area of eight acres, more or less;
Parcel
3. All
portion of
of Balboa
Park, in the
the city
city of San
Balboa Park,
that portion
All that
Parcel 3.
lands of
Diego,
California,
in
pueblo
1143
pueblo
the
of
and
1136
lots
in
pueblo
Diego, California,
the city
city of
of San
Diego, California,
California, adjoining
southeasterly, souththe southeasterly,
adjoining the
San Diego,
the
erly, and
and southwesterly
of the
the Naval
Hospital, San Diego,
Naval Hospital,
boundaries of
southwesterly boundaries
erly,
California,
containing an
area of
thirty-two and
oneninety-three oneand ninety-three
of thirty-two
an area
California, containing
hundredths acres,
less;
or less;
acres, more or
hundredths
Parcel
4. A
A triangular
of lots 22 to 11,
embracing portions of
area embracing
triangular area
Parcel 4.
inclusive, in
in West
Atlantic Street
a triangular area
Addition and a
Street Addition
West Atlantic
inclusive,
embracing the
the unnumbered
lots 7
7 to 12, incluMiddletown, lots
in Middletown,
block in
unnumbered block
embracing
sive,
of block
block 231;
and lots
to 12,
12, inclusive,
inclusive, of
236, in the
block 236,
of block
lots 77 to
231; and
sive, of
city
San Diego,
Diego, California,
California, adjoining
the northerly
easterly
northerly and easterly
adjoining the
of San
city of
portions
the athletic
of the
Marine Corps
Corps base,
San Diego,
base, San
the Marine
field of
athletic field
of the
portions of
California, containing
more or less.
acres, more
two acres,
of two
area of
an area
containing an
California,
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The Secretary
of the
Navy is
is further
behalf
authorized, on behalf
further authorized,
the Navy
Secretary of
SEC.
of the
the United
United States,
to accept
from the
the city of San
Diego, California,
San Diego,
accept from
States, to
of
without cost
cost to
the United
United States,
and interest
of the
the
interest of
title, and
right, title,
all right,
States, all
to the
without
said city
and to
areas abutting
abutting the
properties at
naval properties
the naval
other areas
such other
to such
in and
city in
said
San
will bring
bring the
to
thereof to
boundaries thereof
exterior boundaries
the exterior
as will
California, as
Diego, California,
San Diego,
the
adjoining
boundary
of
the
proposed
Harbor
Drive
as
now or
as
Drive
Harbor
proposed
the
of
boundary
the adjoining
hereafter may
may be
be located.
hereafter
located.
of
Navy
the
of
Secretary
theDiego
4. Thebyacceptance
SEC.
or SEc.
quitclaim
acceptance
the city ofbySan
Secretary
of any
of the
of the
Navy
lands
of the
herem
the transfer
transfer
menor quitclaim by the city of San Diego of any of the lands herein mentioned shall
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
as a
a relinquishment
by the
the United
United
relinquishment by
tioned

areas

un

Proviso.
TJses
purposes,
ses and
and purposes,
parcels
parcels 1to

4.
4.

rights
Federa
Peri
.
rights re
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22, 1940
1940

States
of title
title or
interest in
in said
said land
land in
in any
any manner
manner
States of
of its
its claim
claim of
or interest
arising.
arising.
Szc. 5.
5. The
The right
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
SEC.
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 22,
22, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 124]
[CHAPTER
124]

April 22, 1940
[s.
S. 3440]
[Public, No. 467]

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To
the Locomotive
Act of
of February
17, 1911,
as amended,
amended, so
so
To amend
amend the
Locomotive Inspection
Inspection Act
February 17,
1911, as
as
to change
change the
the title
title of
the chief
and assistant
chief inspectors
of
as to
of the
chief inspector
inspector and
assistant chief
inspectors of
locomotive
locomotive boilers.
boilers.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
House of
United States of
America in,
in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
Act
tionAct,amendments. entitled "An Act
Act to promote the safety of employees
employees and travelers
upon
railroads by
compelling common
carriers engaged
engaged in
in interstate
interstate
upon railroads
by compelling
common carriers
commerce
to equip
equip their
with safe
safe and
and suitable
commerce to
their locomotives
locomotives with
suitable boilers
boilers
an
36
Stat. 913.
36 Stat.
913.
d appurtenances
thereto", approved
February 17,
and
appurtenances thereto",
approved February
17, 1911,
1911, as
as amended,
amended,
45 U.
S. C. §§ 22-34.
U.s.
Titles of designated
designated
is
amended—
is amended-officers
offcers changed.
changed.
(1) By
By striking out "chief
wherever appearing
(1)
"chief inspector"
inspector" wherever
appearing therein
and
lieu thereof
thereof "director
"director of
locomotive inspection".
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
of locomotive
inspection".
(2) By
striking out
out "assistant
wherever appearing
appearing
(2)
By striking
"assistant chief
chief inspector"
inspector" wherever
therein
director of
of locomotive
therein and
and inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "assistant
"assistant director
locomotive
inspection".
inspection".
(3)
By striking
striking out
out "assistant
"assistant chief
inspectors" wherever
wherever appearing
appearing
(3) By
chief inspectors"
therein
"assistant directors
directors of
of locomotive
therein and
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "assistant
locomotive
inspection".
inspection".
(4)
By striking
"of locomotive
boilers" in
in the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
(4) By
striking out
out "of
locomotive boilers"
of
and in
9.
section 33and
in section
section 9.
Textual
amendTextual
SEC.
2. Section
of the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to amend
Act
SEC. 2.
Section 2
2 of
the Act
entitled "An
amend an Act
ments.
ents
entitled 'An Act to promote the safety
safety of employees
employees and travelers
upon railroads
railroads by compelling
compelling common
carriers engaged
engaged in
in interstate
interstate
common carriers
commerce
commerce to equip their locomotives
safe and
and suitable
locomotives with
with safe
suitable boilers
boilers
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto',
seventeenth, nineteen
thereto', approved
approved February
February seventeenth,
nineteen
38 Stat. 1192.
3 Stat. 1192.
hundred
approved March
March 4,
1915, is amendedhundred and
and eleven",
eleven", approved
4, 1915,
amended—
45 U. S. C. §30.
(1) By
By striking
striking out
out "chief
"chief inspector"
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
(1)
inspector" and
inserting in
"director
locomotive inspection".
"director of locomotive
inspection".
(2) By
chief inspectors"
inspectors" and
and inserting
inserting in
in
(2)
By striking out
out "assistant
"assistant chief
lieu
directors of
of locomotive
inspection".
lieu thereof
thereof "assistant
"assistant directors
locomotive inspection".
No new
cNo
new office,
ofce, etc.,
etc.,
SEC. 3. Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed to create
create any new
created.
office
any office
office the
the title
of which
which is
is changed
changed
office or
or to
to create
create a
a vacancy
vacancy in
in any
title of
by this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 22,
22, 1940.
1940.

Locomotive
Locomotive InspecInspection Act,amendments.

[CHAPTER
125]
[CHAPTER 125]
April 22, 1940
April
[H. R. 63791
6379]
[H.
[Public, No. 468]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To amend section
"An Act authorizing
section 1
1of an Act entitled "An
authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
the
economists for
Interior to employ engineers
engineers and economists
consultation purposes
purposes on
on imimfor consultation
portant
reclamation work",
work", approved
1929 (45 Stat.
portant reclamation
approved February
February 28, 1929
Stat. 1406).
1406).

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section 1
1
of the Act of February
February 28,
28, 1929 (45
1406), authorizing
authorizing the
the
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1406),
Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior to
to employ
employ engineers
engineers and
the Interior
and economists
economists for
for
consultation purposes on important
important reclamation
reclamation work is hereby
consultation
hereby
amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
Employment
Employment of en"That the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is
authorized, in
in his
judgis authorized,
his judggineers, etc.,
etc., for consultation on impordiscretion,
employ
ment
and
discretion,
to
employ
for
consultation
purposes
on
importfor
consultation
purposes
on
importtant work.
ant reclamation
consulting engineers,
reclamation work ten consulting
engineers, geologists, appraisers,
appraisers,
Reclamation work.
Reclamation
43 U. S.
C. §
411b.
S.C.
J411b.
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and
compensation to be fixed by him, but not
economists, at rates of compensation
and economists,
to
exceed $50
$50 per
geologist, appraiser,
appraiser, or econoengineer, geologist,
day for any engineer,
per day
to exceed
compensation paid to
mist
Provided, That the total compensation
mist so employed: Provided,
engineer, geologist, appraiser,
economist during any fiscal year
appraiser, or economist
any engineer,
notwithstanding the
That notwithstanding
further, That
Provided further,
shall not
not exceed $5,000: Provided
Navy
other Act, retired officers of the Army or Navy
of any other
provisions of
may be
be employed
Secretary of the Interior
Interior as consulting
consulting
by the Secretary
employed by
may
engineers in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this Act."
engineers
Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 126]

ABT
AN ACT
AN

To reenact
section 259
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, relating
relating to the traveling
traveling and subof the
259 of
reenact section
To

judges.
sistence
district judges.
and district
circuit and
of circuit
expenses of
sistence expenses

Proviso&
Proviss.

Compensation,
Compensation, limitation.
Employment
Employment of retired Army and Navy
Navy
tired
officers.
officers.

April 22,
22, 1940
1940
April
[H. R. 7015]
IH.
[Public, No.
No. 469]
469]
[Public,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be it
Judicial
Code,
Judicial Code,
United
of America
assembled, That section 259 of amendment.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
States of
United States
amendment.
Stat.
1161.
1161.
36
Stat.
hereby reenacted,
the
reenacted, the
Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec. 374) is hereby
Judicial Code
the Judicial
section
reading as follows:
follows:
section reading
Expense allowance
"SEc. 259.
259. The
judges of the toExpense
justices, the circuit and district judges
circuit justices,
The circuit
"SEC.
designated judges
from official
official resfrom
away
United
the
of
United
States,
and
the
judges
of
district
courts
the
United States, and the judges of
idence.
States
allowed and
Rico, shall each be allowed
Puerto Rico,
and Puerto
Hawaii, and
in Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
States in
reasonable expenses
paid
his necessary
necessary expenses
travel, and his reasonable
expenses (not
(not
expenses of travel,
paid his
to
actually incurred
maintenance, consequent
consequent
incurred for maintenance,
day) actually
$10 per day)
to exceed
exceed $10
upon
his attending
attending court or transacting
transacting other official business
business in purupon his
residence,
suance of
at any place
official place of residence,
place other than his official
of law
law at
suance
said expenses
panel by the marshal of the district in which such
expenses to be paid
said
court is held or
transacted, upon the written certificate
certificate
or official business transacted,
court
Official residence.
Official
of the
official place of residence
residence of each circuit
or judge. The official
justice or
of
the justice
the
of
courts
and
each judge of the district courts
judge, and of each
and district judge,
United States
in Alaska, Hawaii,
that
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, shall be at that
States in
United
of
place nearest
nearest his
his actual
actual residence
circuit court of
a circuit
which either a
residence at which
place
appeals
or a
adistrict
court is regularly held. Every such judge shall,
shall,
district court
appeals or
upon his
appointment, and
and from
thereafter whenever
whenever
time thereafter
to time
time to
from time
his appointment,
upon
Department
he may
change his official
notify the Department
official residence, in writing notify
may change
he
of Justice
Justice of
residence."
of residence."
of his official place of
of
Effective date.
SEC.
2. This
shall take
take effect
1, 1939.
July 1,
effect July
Act shall
This Act
SEC. 2.
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 127]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
amend the District of Columbia Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation
Compensation Act.
To amend

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
Congress assembled, That section 1
1 (b)
(b)
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
of the
the District
Compensation Act,
Unemployment Compensation
Columbia Unemployment
of Columbia
District of
of
1935, as amended,
amended, is further
further amended
amended by adding
28,1935,
August 28,
approved August
paragraph:
aa new paragraph:
"(9)
performed by
individual under
under the
eighteen
of eighteen
age of
the age
an individual
by an
Service performed
"(9) Service
in the
delivery or
or distribution
newspapers or shopping
shopping news, not
of newspapers
distribution of
the delivery
in
including delivery
delivery or
or distribution
subsequent delivery
delivery
to any point for subsequent
distribution to
including
distribution."
or distribution."
SEc.
2. This
shall be
1, 1940.
January 1,
be effective
effective January
amendment shall
This amendment
SEC. 2.
Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,

22, 1940
April 22,1940
[R. R. 72651
[H.
72651
[Public, No. 4701
470]
[Public,
District of ColumDistrict
bia
Unemployment
Unemployment
Compensation Act,
Act,
Compensation
amendment.
amendment.
946.
49 Stat. 946.
C.
Code,
88 D. C.
V. §
§311 (b).
(b).
Supp. V,
"Employment" not
not
"Employment"
to
newspaper,
to include newspaper,
etc., carriers.
etc.,
Post,
Post, p. 730.

Effective
Effective date.
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[CHAPTER 128]
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[H.

7420]

[H. R. 7420]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 471]
471]

STAT.
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AN ACT

AN ACT

To
preventing collisions
collisions of vessels.
vessels.
To amend laws for preventing

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
That article
article 11
11 of
of
harbors, etc., genersection 11of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
(U. S.
1934 edition,
edition, title
title 33,
33,
ally.
etc genersection
June 7,
7, 1897
1897 (U.
S. C.,
C., 1934
30 Stat.
Stat. 98.
sec.
be, and
to read
as follows:
follows:.
read as
amended to
is hereby,
hereby, amended
and is
180), be,
sec. 180),
oStat,
Post,
p.. 1.
163.
Anchor lights
lights on
"ART. 11.
"Arr.
11. A vessel under one hundred
hundred and fifty
feet in length
length when
when
fifty feet
small vessels.
small vessels at anchor shall carry forward,
forward, where
where it
it can best be seen,
seen, but at aaheight
height
not
exceeding twenty
feet above
white light
light in
in a
a lantern
lantern
hull, aa white
twenty feet
above the
the hull,
not exceeding
so
constructed as
as to
to show
clear, uniform,
and unbroken
unbroken light
visible
light visible
uniform, and
show aaclear,
so constructed
Provisos.
horizon at
of at
one mile:
mile: Provided,
Provided,
"Special anchorage all
all around
around the
the horizon
at aa distance
distance of
at least
least one
"Special
anchorage
That
War may,
may, after
after investigation,
by rule,
rule, regulainvestigation, by
of War
areas."
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
area
"a
tion,
order, designate
designate such
areas as
as he
may deem
proper as
as 'special
'special
he may
deem proper
such areas
tion, or
or order,
anchorage
to time
time
anchorage areas
areas may
may from time to
areas'; such
such special
special anchorage
anchorage areas';
be changed,
changed, or
or abolished,
the Secretary
of War
War
after investigation
investigation the
Secretary .of
be
abolished, if
if after
shall
abolition in
in the
the interest
of navigation:
navigation:
shall deem
deem such
such change
change or
or abolition
interest of
Exempted vessels.
Provided further,
further, That vessels
Exempted vessel.
Provided
vessels not more
more than sixty-five
sixty-five feet in length
length
when at
at anchor
area shall
not be
be
shall not
such special
special anchorage
anchorage area
when
anchor in
in any
any such
required to
carry or
exhibit the
white light
light required
this article.
article.
required
to carry
or exhibit
the white
required by
by this
Large
vessel of
of one
hundred and
Large vessels.
vessels.
A vessel
"A
one hundred
and fifty
fifty feet
feet or
or upward
upward in
in length,
length, when
when
at anchor,
anchor, shall
forward part
part of
of the
the vessel,
at a
height of
of
a height
vessel, at
in the
the forward
shall carry
carry in
at
not less
twenty and
and not
exceeding forty
forty feet
feet above
hull, one
one
above the
the hull,
not exceeding
not
less than
than twenty
such
and at
stern of
of the
vessel, and
at such
such a
aheight
hei ght
and at
at or
or near
near the
the stern
the vessel,
such light,
light, and
that
shall be
less than
feet lower
light,
lower than
than the
the forward
forward light,
it shall
be not
not less
than fifteen
fifteen feet
that it
another such
such light.
another
light.
Vessel length
length de
delvessel
"The
a vessel shall be deemed to be the length appearing
"The length of a
appearing
fined.
in her
her certificate
certificate of
of registry."
in
SEC. 2.
2. Rule
of section
of the
the Act
of February
February 8,
8, 1895,
1895, as
as
SEC.
Rule 9
9 of
section 1
1 of
Act of
28 Stat. 647.
amended (U.
(U. S.
C., 1934
edition, title
title 33,
33, sec.
sec. 258),
258), be,
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby,
amended
S. C.,
1934 edition,
28Stat.647.
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
amended
Great
Great Lakes, etc.
"RULE
"RULE 9. A vessel under
under one hundred
hundred and fifty feet register
register length,
length,
Anchor lights on
when at
shall carry
forward, where
where it
it can
best be
be seen,
small
vessels.
can best
seen, but
but
On when
at anchor,
anchor, shall
carry forward,
smallvhsselts
at
height not
exceeding twenty
above the
the hull,
hull, a
white light
light
feet above
a white
not exceeding
twenty feet
at aaheight
constructed
as to
to show
unbroken light
light visible
visible
constructed so
so as
show aaclear,
clear, uniform,
uniform, and
and unbroken
Provisos.
all around
horizon at
distance of
at least
least one
one mile:
mile: Provided,
Provided,
of at
"Special
at a
a distance
the horizon
around the
"Specia anchorage all
areas."
That
Secretary of War
War may,
investigation, by
by rule,
rule, regularegulareas."
That the Secretary
may, after
after investigation,
tion,
such areas
he may
deem proper
proper as
areas as
as he
may deem
as 'special
'special
tion, or
or order
order designate
designate such
anchorage areas':
anchorage areas
my from
from time
time to
to time
anchorage
areas'; such
such special
special anchorage
areas my
time
be
changed, or
if after
investigation the
the Secretary
of War
War
Secretary of
be changed,
or abolished,
abolished, if
after investigation
shall deem
such change
change or
or abolition
abolition in
in the
the interest
interest of
of navigation:
navigation:
shall
deem such
Exempted
vessels.
Exempted vessels.
Provided
further, That vessels
Provided further,
vessels not more than sixty-five feet in length,
when at
such special
anchorage area
area shall
shall not
be
when
at anchor,
anchor, in
in any
any such
special anchorage
not be
required to
to carry
or exhibit
the white
light required
by this
this article.
article.
required
carry or
exhibit the
white light
required by
Large
vessels.
Large vessel
"A vessel of one hundred
hundred and fifty feet
feet or upward in register
register
length,
at anchor,
shall carry
in the
part of
the vessel,
vessel,
length, when
when at
anchor, shall
carry in
the forward
forward part
of the
two
lights at the
the same
same height
height of
of not
less than
and not
not
two white lights
not less
than twenty
twenty and
exceeding
forty feet
feet above
and not
not less
less than
than ten
ten feet
exceeding forty
above the
the hull
hull and
feet apart
apart
horizontally
that each need
horizontally and athwartships,
athwartships, except
except that
need not be
be visible
visible
all around the horizon
horizon but so arranged
arranged that
that one or the other, or both,
a clear, uniform, and unbroken light and be visible from
shall show a
any angle
angle of
of approach
approach at
at a
distance of
at least
least one
one mile;
mile; and
and at
at or
any
a distance
of at
or
simil arly arranged
arrange d
near the
the stern
stern of the vessel two
two similar lights,
lights, similarly
and at
height that
that they
less than
than fifteen
fifteen feet
feet lower
lower
and
at such
such aaheight
they shall
shall not
not be
be less
than.the
the forward
lights. In
addition the
the four
an chor lights
ab
ov
e
than
forward lights.
In addition
four anchor
lights above
specified,
specified, at least one white
white deck light shall be displayed
displayed in every
interval of one hundred feet along the deck
deck measuring
measuring from
from the forward lights, said deck lights
above the
lights to be not less than two feet above
for
Navigation rules
rules for
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arranged, so far as intervening
so
deck and
and arranged,
intervening structures
structures will permit, so
as to be visible from
approach."
from any
any angle
angle of
of approach."
SEc.
amended
SEC. 3. Rule 10 of
of section
section 4233 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended
319), be
amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, sec. 319),
be and
and is hereby,
hereby, amended
to read as
as follows:
"Rram
All vessels,
vessels, whether
or sail
sail vessels,
vessels, when
when
"RuLE 10.
10. All
whether steam
steam vessels
vessels or
at anchor in roadsteads or fairways,
fairways, shall,
sunrise,
shall, between
between sunset
sunset and sunrise,
exhibit where it can best be seen,
seen, but at aaheight not exceeding
exceeding twenty
globular lantern
inches
feet above the hull,
hull, a
a white
white light in aaglobular
lantern of eight
eight inches
in
diameter, and
constructed as
show aa clear,
clear, uniform,
and
in diameter,
and so constructed
as to
to show
uniform, and
unbroken light, visible all around the horizon, and at aa distance
distance of
of
at least one mile: Provided,
Provided, That
after
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of War may,
may, after
investigation,
regulation, or order, designate
designate such areas
areas as he
investigation, rule, regulation,
may deem proper as 'special
'special anchorage
areas'; such special
special anchorage
anchorage
anchorage areas';
after invesareas may
may from time
time to
to time
time be changed,
changed, or abolished,
abolished, if
if after
tigation
change or abolition
abolition in
tigation the Secretary
Secretary of War shall deem
deem such
such change
in
the
further, That
That vessels
vessels not
the interest of navigation:
navigation: Provided
Provided further,
not more
than
sixty-five feet
feet in
length when
when at
at anchor
anchor in
in any
such special
special
than sixty-five
in length
any such
anchorage area shall not be required
required to carry
anchorage
carry or
or exhibit the white
light required
required by
by this
this article."
article."
light
Approved, April 22, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 129]
129]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the
the reconstruction
of certain
necessitated by
by
reconstruction or
or replacement
replacement of
certain bridges
bridges necessitated
Authorizing
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande canalization
project and
and authorizing
authorizing appropriation
appropriation for
that
for that
canalization project
the
purpose.
purpose.

Be
it enacted
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate
United
Congress assembled,
assem,bled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of America in Congress
of
acting through
American Section,
Section, International
International BoundBoundof State,
State, acting
through the American
ary
Mexico, is authorized
authorized to reconreconary Commission, United
United States and Mexico,
struct
certain bridges
over the
the Rio Grande
Grande within the Rio
replace certain
bridges over
struct or
or replace
Grande
known as
Country Club,
Club,
the Courchesne,
Courchesne, Country
project known
as the
Grande canalization
canalization project
County, Texas,
Texas, and the
Bridges in El Paso County,
Borderland, and
and Vinton Bridges
Berino,
Hatch-Rincon Bridges in Dona
Dona
Shalem, and Hatch-Rincon
Berino, Vado
Vado, Mesquite,
Mesquite, Shalem,
Ana
project
bridges within
within said project
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and such
such other bridges
Ana County,
County, 'New
determine to include.
State may determine
Secretary of State
as the
the Secretary
SEc. 2.
notwithstanding the limitation
limitation imposed
imposed on
on the
the total
2. That notwithstanding
SEC.
cost
of construction
construction of
of the
the Rio
canalization project by
by secRio Grande
Grande canalization
cost of
tion 2
authorizing construction,
construction, operaentitled "An
"An Act authorizing
2 of the
the Act entitled
tion
tion, and
and maintenance
of Rio
project and authorcanalization project
Rio Grande
Grande canalization
maintenance of
tion,
izing
appropriation for
that purpose",
June 4, 1936,
1936, there is
for that
purpose", approved June
izing appropriation
authorized to
which shall be
be in
$350,000, which
the sum
sum of $350,000,
appropriated the
to be appropriated
authorized
addition
to appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized for such project,
addition to
for
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of section
section 1
1hereof
hereof,
out the
of carrying
the purposes
purposes of
for the
other
including salaries
salaries and
maintenance, including
operation and maintenance,
other than
than for operation
wages,
fees for
for professional
professional services;
services; rents,
rents, travel
expenses,• per diem
diem
travel expenseswages, fees
in Tlieu
subsistence; printing and binding, lawbooks and
and
lieu of
of actual subsistence;
in
books
of reference;
reference; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
repair, and
maintenance, repair,
exchange, maintenance,
books of
operation of
of motor-propelled
freight-carrying vehipassenger- and freight-carrying
motor-propelled passengeroperation
cles; hire
work animals
animals and
and
of work
services, of
personal services,
without personal
with or without
cles;
hire with
animal-drawn and
vehicles and
and equipment;
equipment; acquisiacquisiand motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles
animal-drawn
tion by
donation, condemnation,
condemnation, or
purchase of real and personal
personal
or purchase
tion
by donation,
property; transportation
transportation (including
(including drayage)
personal effects of
of
of personal
drayage) of
property;
employees upon change
change of
telegraphic, and airtelephone, telegraphic,
of station; telephone,
employees
mail
boots for
for official
use by
ice ;
employees; ice;
by employees;
official use
rubber boots
communications; rubber
mail communications;
equipment,
and materials and other
other such miscelequipment, services, supplies, and
laneous
necessary proplaneous expenses
expenses as the Secretary
Secretary of State may
may deem necessary
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into Gulf
Mexico.
into
Gulf of Mexico.
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fairways.
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Provisos.
Provisos.
"Special anchorage
"Special
areas."
areas."

Exempted vessels.
Exempted
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Grande canalicanaliRio Orande
zation project.
zation
Reconstruction
or
Reconstruction or
replacement of certain
certain
replacement
bridges authorized.
authorized.

approAdditional approAdditional
priation authorized.
authorized.
priation
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PoEt,
660.

Expenses included.
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erly
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
of the
the proerly to
provisions of
the Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
provisions of
of section
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
S. C.,
C., title
title 41,
sec.
visions
3709 of
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
41, sec.
5) shall
shall not
to any
or service
procured when
when
5)
not apply
apply to
any purchase
purchase made
made or
service procured
the aggregate
aggregate amount
is $100
less: Provided
further,
the
amount involved
involved is
$100 or
or less:
Provided further,
Purchase, etc., of
That not
shall be
be expended
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of real
real
expended for
real property.
than $3,500
$3,500 shall
not more
more than
That
real
prop rty.e
Conditional expendproperty,
and
expenses
incidental
thereto:
Provided
furth,er,
That
no
property,
Conditionalexpendexpenses
incidental
thereto:
Provided
further,
That
iture. u r e
part of the
authorized shall
shall be
expended for
for
the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein authorized
be expended
the
construction of
of any
any of
the county
county bridges
bridges to
to be
be located
located within
the construction
of the
within
any
county until
the governing
governing body
given assurbody of
of such
such county
county has
has given
assurany county
until the
ance, satisfactory
to the
of State—
the Secretary
Secretary of
Stateance,
satisfactory to
Property title.
title.
Property
it will cause to be furnished, without
(a)
(a) That it
without cost
cost to the
the United
States, evidence
Commissioner, InterInterStates,
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to
to the
the American
American Commissioner,
national
United States
Mexico, that
that title
title
national Boundary
Boundary Commission,
Commission, United
States and
and Mexico,
to all
all lands
lands or
or easements
lands which
which may
by the
to
easements in
in lands
may be
be designated
designated by
the
said
Commissioner as
for the
the construction,
operasaid American
American Commissioner
as necessary
necessary for
construction, operation,
maintenance of
of the
the bridges
approaches, the
the title
tion, and
and maintenance
bridges and
and approaches,
title to
to
which
in the
United States,
is vested
vested in
in the
which is
is not
not vested
vested in
the United
States, is
the county;
county;
Approach roads.
roads.
Approach
(b)
(b) That it will perform without cost to the United States all
all
work
involved in
in any
any required
required changes,
changes in
pavechanges, including
including changes
in pavework involved
other road
road surfaces,
in the
the approaches
approaches or
roads
ments or
or other
surfaces, in
or approach
approach roads
to
bridges to
be located
within such
such county;
county;
to the
the bridges
to be
located within
Operation, etc., of
etc., o
(c)
bOperation
(c) That it will, upon notification by the said American
American Commisbridges.
sioner
that any
any bridge
has been
completed, take
over and
and operate
and
sioner that
bridge has
been completed,
take over
operate and
maintain
bridge,• and
and
maintain such
such bridge;
Release from liabil(d)
That itit will
account of
of any
any
on account
harmless on
States harmless
the United
United States
hold the
will hold
(d) That
etc.
ity for
for damage,
aty
damage,
damage
damage or claim of damage
damage arising
arising out of
of or
or in any
any way connected
connected
with the construction,
construction, operation
operation or maintenance,
maintenance, or
or failure
failure to
to operate
operate
and
maintain any
bridges or
or any
part thereof
thereof located
and maintain
any bridge
bridge or
or bridges
any part
located within
within
such
such county;
county;
Dona
Ana County,
Dona Ana
County,
And provided
provided further,
further, That no part of the appropriation
appropriation herein
herein
N. Mex., bridges.
N.Me.
bridges
authorized shall be
expended for
authorized
be expended
for the
the construction
construction of
of any
any of
of the
the
bridges to
bridges
located in
New Mexico,
Mexico, until
to be
be located
in Dona
Dona Ana
Ana County,
County, New
until the
the
governing body of said county has given
given assurance
governing
assurance satisfactory
satisfactory to
to
the
Secretary of
State that
will remove
in accordance
accordance
the Secretary
of State
that it
it will
remove or
or rebuild,
rebuild, in
with plans
and specifications
to be
approved by
the American
Comwith
plans and
specifications to
be approved
by the
American Commissioner, the
known as
as Old
Old Anthony
missioner,
the bridges
bridges known
Anthony Bridge
Bridge and
and Salem
Salem
Bridge.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, April
April 22,
22, 1940.
Provisos.
Proviseos

Minor purchases.
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CHAPTER 1301
[CIAPTER
130]
April
22, 1940
April 22,
1940
[H.
R. 8238]
8238]
[H. R.
[Public,
No. 473]
[Public, No.
473]
United Spanish
Spanish War
United
War
Veterans,
incorporaVeterans, incorporation.
tion.
Membership.
Membership.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Providing for
for the
incorporation of
Spanish War
Veterans.
Providing
the incorporation
of the
the United
United Spanish
War Veterans.

Be
it enacted
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
the organizaUnited
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
organization known
with aa membership
known as
as United
United Spanish
Spanish War
War Veterans,
Veterans, with
membership
limited
limited to officers,
officers, soldiers,
soldiers, and sailors of
the Army,
Navy, or
Marine
of the
Army, Navy,
or Marine
Corps
States of
of America,
including acting
Corps of
of the United States
America, including
acting assistant
assistant
surgeons, contract doctors,
surgeons,
veterinary surgeons,
officers, and
and
doctors, dentists,
dentists, veterinary
surgeons, officers,
enlisted
States Revenue
enlisted men in the United
United States
Revenue Cutter
Cutter Service
Service on
on vessels
vessels
temporarily
under the
the control
of the
the War
War or
or Navy
comtemporarily under
control of
Navy Department,
Department, commissioned
officers of
of the United
missioned medical officers
United States Marine
Marine Hospital
Hospital ServService, officers and enlisted men in the Philippine
Philippine Scouts and
and other
other
organizations
organizations of native troops maintained
maintained by
by the War
War Department
Department in
in
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
on duty
duty in
field
Islands, paymaster
paymaster clerks
clerks actually
actually on
in the
the field
or aboard
aboard ship
ship who
who served
time during
during the
the War
War between
between the
or
served at
at any
any time
the
United States
of America
and the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
Spain, or
at any
any time
time
United
States of
America and
of Spain,
or at
during
during the War for the Suppression
Suppression of
of the
the Insurrection
Insurrection in the Philippine Islands, including
including the China Relief Expedition, prior
prior to
to July
July 4,
4,
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1902,
honorably discharged
discharged from the service
service
1902, and who either have been honorably
or
continue in the same,
who served
served honorably under
under
same, and women who
or still
still continue
contract or
Army nurses, chief nurses, or superinappointment as Army
or by appointment
contract
tendents
of the
the Army
Army Nurse
between April 21,
21, 1898,
1898,
at any
any time between
Corps at
Nurse Corps
tendents of
and
July 4,1902,
4, 1902, is hereby
created a
corporate and politic of the
a body
body corporate
hereby created
and July
Veterans",
District
"United Spanish War Veterans",
Columbia, by the name of "United
District of Columbia,
by which
which name it
it shall
capable of suing
suing and being
being
be a
a person in law, capable
shall be
by
litigant
sued,
incidental powers as aa litigant
exercising all incidental
of having
having and exercising
and of
sued, and
or
power to acquire
a natural person, with power
it were a
otherwise as if it
or otherwise
purchase, gift, devise, or
and to hold,
otherwise
convey, or otherwise
hold, convey,
or bequest,
bequest, and
by purchase,
dispose
property, real
necessary to carry into
personal, as may be necessary
real or
or personal,
dispose of property,
effect
fraternal, and charitable
charitable purposes
purposes of its organizaorganizapatriotic, fraternal,
effect the patriotic,
tion,
to use
such
corporation such
the corporation
purposes of the
carrying out the purposes
use in carrying
and to
tion, and
emblems
it may have heretofore
hereafter adopt,
heretofore or may hereafter
and badges as it
emblems and
and
to .do any and
necesand all such acts and things as may be necesgenerally to
and generally
sary
sary and proper in carrying into effect the purposes of the corporation.
S
EC. 2.
purpose of this corporation
corporation shall be to perobject and purpose
2. The object
SEC.
petuate
Veterans and to preserve in
in
petuate the name of United Spanish War Veterans
corporate
organization as now and heretofore
heretofore maintained
maintained
said organization
form said
corporate form
and
and to
to thus
thus provide and continue
continue an agency and instruconducted, and
and conducted,
mentality
through and by which its members, for and during the
mentality through
remainder of
their natural
fraternal bonds
bonds of comin the fraternal
unite in
lives, unite
natural lives,
of their
remainder
radeship;
perpetuate the memories
memories of the War with Spain and the
radeship; perpetuate
campaigns
incident thereto;
promote peace
peace and good will at home
home
thereto; promote
campaigns incident
and
and
all nations;
nations; encourage
encourage an adequate
adequate national
national defense and
among all
and among
government. The corporation
protect
corporation
preserve our institutions of government.
protect and preserve
shall not at any time engage in any business for pecuniary
pecuniary profit and
gain.
S
EC. 3.
3. The
The principal
office of
of this
corporation shall be kept and
and
this corporation
principal office
SEC.
maintained
Columbia, but
but
Washington, District of Columbia,
the city of Washington,
in the
maintained in
annual or
governing body
body and members may be
its governing
of its
meetings of
or other
other meetings
annual
held in
corporation shall have the
State of the Union, and the corporation
in any State
held
power
hold property
property needful
needful or desirable
desirable for its objects
objects
and hold
to possess
possess and
power to
and purposes
purposes anywhere
United States or any of its Territories
Territories
anywhere in the United
and
or dependencies
dependencies consistently
with the
laws
provisions of local laws
the provisions
consistently with
or
pertaining thereto.
SEo.
4. The
supreme governing
governing and
controlling authority
authority in said
said
and controlling
The supreme
SEC. 4.
composed of
thereof,
encampment
organization
shall
national
encampment
composed
of
be
the
shall
organization
representatives from
department encampments
encampments as are now
from the several department
representatives
or may
organized: Provided,
Provided7 That there shall never be
be organized:
hereafter be
may hereafter
or
any
in the
the plan
said national
encampment
national encampment
of said
organization of
of organization
plan of
change in
any change
that shall
shall materially
change its
representative form
form of govpresent representative
its present
materially change
that
ernment or
thereof
concentration of the control thereof
possible the concentration
render possible
or render
ernment
not
in the
of a
a limited
self-perpetuating body not
number or in aa self-perpetuating
limited number
hands of
the hands
in
representative of
membership at large.
of the membership
representative
SEC. 5.
The qualifications
for membership
organization,
membership in said organization,
qualifications for
5. The
SEC.
except as
as they
they are
by the
the provisions
in section
section 11of this Act,
provisions in
limited by
are limited
except
and the
rights and
and privileges
privileges of
members thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be such
such
of the
the members
the rights
and
as are
are fixed
fixed by
by the
the constitution
constitution and rules and regulations
regulations heretofore
as
or hereafter
hereafter adopted
adopted by said
national encampment.
encampment.
said national
or
SEC. 6.
The activities
activities of
said corporation
corporation shall be
exercised through
be exercised
of said
6. Tle
SEC.
and
by the
following agencies
in accordance
accordance with the constitution
constitution
in
agencies i
the following
and by
and
rules and
and regulations
regulations now
n force or such as may be hereafter
hereafter
now in
and rules
enacted by
by the
the national
namely:
encampment thereof, namely:
national encampment
enacted
First.
national encampment,
its officers,
officers, and
and comencampment, its
the national
Through the
First. Through
mittees.
Second. Through
Through such
department encampments
encampments as
as may
may have
have been
been
such department
Second.
heretofore or
as may
officers, and comorganized, their officers,
hereafter organized,
be hereafter
may be
or as
heretofore
mittees.

Corporate powers.
Corporate
powers.

Object and
and purpose.
purpose.
Object

Principal
office.
Principal office.

Power of
Power
of corporation
corporation
to possess
possess and
hold
to
and hold
property.
property.

National encampment,
ment, authority.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction on
OD
change of
of plan,
plan, etc.
etc.
change

Qualifications,
Qualifications,
privileges.
and privileges.
rights, and

Activities exercised
exercised
by
designated agenagenby designated
cies.

National

must.
ment.

encamp
encamp-

Department
Department
campments.
campments.

enen-
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Camps.
Auxiliary organizaAuxiliary
tions.

Authority
agenAuthority of
of agencies.

Exclusive rights to
to
name.

Termination
on
Termination on
death
death of last
last member.

Provisos.
Continuance if anContinuance
encampments no
nual encampments
longer held.

Property rights, ete.
Property

Disposition and future ownership of
property.
property.
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Third. Through such camps
camps as may have been heretofore
may
heretofore or may
be hereafter organized,
organized, their officers,
officers, and committees.
Fourth.
auxiliary organizations
organizations by
whatever name
name
such auxiliary
by whatever
Fourth. Through
Through such
or
designation as have been
heretofore or may hereafter
hereafter be authorauthoror designation
been heretofore
encampment.
ized by
by the
the national
national encampment.
department encampments
auxiliary organizations
organizations shall
encampments and auxiliary
Such department
be
subject and
subordinate in
in authority
authority to
to the
national encampment,
encampment,
the national
be subject
and subordinate
exercised through
and such
such camps
camps shall be also subject to such control exercised
department officers of the particular
particular
the department
department encampment
encampment and department
department to which
belongs.
department
which it
it belongs.
SEo. 7.
7. Said
Said corporation
corporation and
and its
State and
local subdivisions
subdivisions shall
shall
and local
its State
SEo.
exclusive rights to have
and to use in carrying
carrying out
have the
the sole and exclusive
have and
out
name "United
Spanish War Veterans."
Veterans."
its purposes
purposes the
the name
"United Spanish
Sm. 8.
The corporate
corporate existence
existence of United
United Spanish War
War Veterans
Veterans
SEC.
8. The
wear the
and the
the exclusive
exclusive rights
rights of
of its surviving
surviving members to wear
the insignia
of membership
therein shall
shall terminate
terminate only
only when
the last
last of
of its
of
membership therein
when the
its memmembers
national encampment
bers dies:
dies: Provided,
Provided, however, That
That if, at any national
encampment
hereafter
held, a
a memorial
shall be
adopted by
the vote
vote of threethreehereafter held,
memorial shall
be adopted
by the
fourths
members present reciting
reciting that because of the decrease
decrease
fourths of
of the members
in
its membership,
membership, or
or because
the age
age and
and infirmity
infirmity of
of its
its surviving
surviving
in its
because of
of the
members, it no longer
longer is advisable
advisable and practicable
practicable to hold future
members,
annual
national encampments,
encampments, such action shall not operate
operate to deprive
deprive
annual national
said organization
government
organization of any of its corporate
corporate powers; but the government
thereof may be modified to provide for such contingency
contingency subject to
restrictions contained
contained in section
section 3
3of this Act: Provided
Provided further,
further,
the restrictions
That nothing in
in. this Act shall in any manner
manner affect the right or the
otherwise affect
power of such camps or departments
departments to dispose of or otherwise
affect
the ownership
of property
any camp
camp or
or department
department in
in. its
the
ownership of
property held
held by
by any
its
own name, nor affect the right of such camps or departments
departments to
organize corporations under
under State
laws for
for the
caring for
for
State laws
the purpose
purpose of
of caring
and disposing of such property.
SEC. 9. The national encampment
encampment may, by resolution, provide for
for
SEC.
the
future ownership
ownership of its property
property and
and archives,
the disposition
disposition and future
archives,
and may
event in
which such
disposition shall
shall become
become
and
may declare
declare the
the event
in which
such disposition
effective
authenticated copy of
effective and such ownership
ownership vested, and aaduly authenticated
such
resolutions shall
shall be
filed in
in the
the office
of the
Supreme Court
Court of
such resolutions
be filed
office of
the Supreme
of
event thus
the District of Columbia. Upon the happening
happening of the event
declared, and upon the filing of aapetition
petition in said Supreme Court
declared,
jurisdiction thereof and,
and, upon
reciting said facts, said court shall take jurisdiction
due proof being made, the court shall enter aa decree which shall be
effectual
title and
and ownership
with the
the provisions
effectual to
to vest title
ownership in
in accordance
accordance with
provisions
of such resolution.
Approved, April 22, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 131]
131]

April 22, 1940
[H. It. 82621
4741
[Public, No. 474]

[H. R. 8262]

Disposal of certain
certain
Disposal
refuse, D.
I). C.
refuse,
Acts repealed.
repealed.

30 Stat. 231; 32
Stat. 74.
20 D. C. Code, ch. 5,
pt.
pt. VII.

AN ACT
ACT
To regulate,
regulate, in the District
certain refuse, and for
District of Columbia, the disposal
disposal of certain
for
other purposes.
other
purposes.

Be
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United
of America
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Acts of
of
America in
the Acts

Congress entitled "An Act to regulate, in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
the disposal of certain
certain refuse,
refuse, and for other purposes", approved
January 25, 1898, and "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An Act to
regulate, in the District
disposal of
certain refuse,
regulate,
District of
of Columbia, the
the disposal
of certain
refuse,
other purposes',
purposes', approved
approved January
January 25,
25, 1898",
1898", approved
and for
for other
approved
March
hereby repealed.
March 20, 1902, are hereby
repealed.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54
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SESS.-CHS. 131, 132-APR.
76TH
3o SESS.—CHS.
132—APR. 22, 1940
1940
76TH CONG., 3D

SEC. 2.
person or persons to
it shall be unlawful for any person
That it
2. That
SEC.
maintain, upon any original lot or any subdivisional
subdivisional lot, situated
a public
Columbia, where
on
where there is a
any street in the District of Columbia,
on any
sewer
available for the use of such lot, any system
and water main available
sewer and
of
disposal of
of human
human excreta
excreta except by means
means of water closets
of disposal
connected with such sewer and water main.
connected
SEC. 3.
Columbia, erect
erect
That no person shall, in the District of Columbia,
3. That
SEC.
maintain aa privy,
system for the disposal of
privy, or other means or system
or maintain
a
human excreta,
closets connected
connected with a
means of water closets
by means
except by
excreta, except
human
sewer and
and water
secured from the health
without having secured
water main, without
sewer
do.
a permit
permit so to do.
officer a
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That the
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are
the Commissioners
SEC.
hereby authorized
empowered to make and enforce any such
authorized and empowered
hereby
regulate the design, construcregulations as
necessary to regulate
they deem necessary
as they
regulations
tion, and
human excreta,
excreta,
maintenance of any system of disposal of human
and maintenance
tion,
and
the handling,
handling, storage,
treatment, and disposal of human body
storage, treatment,
and the
wastes.
SEC. 5.
5. That any person who shall violate or aid or abet in violatSEC.
regulations promuling any
provisions of this Act or of the regulations
the provisions
any of the
ing
gated by
Columbia under .this
the Commissioners of the District of Columbia
by the
gated
Act
shall be
by a
fine of
imprisonof not more than $50 or by imprisona fine
punished by
be punished
Act shall
ment for
for not
not exceeding
fifteen days.
days.
exceeding fifteen
ment
Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
132]
[CHAPTER 132]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

payment of the costs of
To authorize
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior to permit
permit the payment
of
Secretary of
authorize the
To
Arrowrock Dam
repairs, resurfacing,
resurfacing, improvement,
improvement, and enlargement
enlargement of the Arrowrock
Dam
repairs,
in twenty
installments, and for other purposes.
purposes.
annual installments,
twenty annual
in

Representatives of the
Senate and
Be
old House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, for the purin Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
maintenance assesspose of
avoiding an unduly
operation and maintenance
unduly high operation
of avoiding
pose
ment
any one
one year
year and
to keep the
maintenance
operation and maintenance
the operation
and tokeep
in any
ment in
charges in
Arrowrock Division of the Boise
connection with the Arrowrock
in connection
charges
reclamation project
within the
users to pay,
ability of the water users
the ability
project within
reclamation
the
of the
is authorized
authorized to allow the irrigation
irrigation
Interior is
the Interior
Secretary of
the Secretary
districts of
of the
and the irrigation
irri g ation districts,
districts,
Division and
Arrowrock Division
said Arrowrock
the said
districts
ditch companies,
to
companies, and water users who have assumed obligations to
ditch
pay
proportionate parts
estimated cost
cost of the
operation and
and
the operation
the estimated
of the
parts of
pay proportionate
maintenance of
of the
the Arrowrock
to pay
costs, as deterpay the costs,
Reservoir, to
Arrowrock Reservoir,
maintenance
mined conclusively
by said
Secretary, incurred
the repair,
repair, resurin the
incurred in
said Secretary,
conclusively by
mined
facing, and
and improvement
of the
Arrowrock Dam
increasing
in increasing
Dam and in
the Arrowrock
improvement of
facing,
the
thereof (to
additional capacity
capacity to
to offset
past and,
offset past
provide additional
(to provide
height thereof
the height
to
some
extent,
future
losses
of
capacity
resulting
from
deposit
deposit
the
from
resulting
capacity
of
losses
to some extent, future
of silt
silt in
in the
the said
instead
installments instead
annual installments
twenty annual
in twenty,
reservoir) in
said reservoir)
of
of requiring
the payment
of such
such operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance
all of
of all
payment of
requiring the
of
costs in
in one
year as
in section
section 5
of the
the Act
Act of
Congress
of Congress
5 of
provided in
as provided
one year
costs
of August
(38 Stat.
Stat. 686):
686) :Provided,
Provided, That
That such
for
costs, for
such costs,
1914 (38
13, 1914
August 13,
of
the purpose
purpose of
any amendatory
contracts affecting
affecting the
the construction
construction
amendatory contracts
of any
the
charges
of Arrowrock
Arrowrock Dam
that may
may be
authorized
into as authorized
entered into
be entered
Dam that
charges of
by
the Act
Act of
of August
(53 Stat. 1187),
1187), may, in the discre1939 (53
4, 1939
August 4,
by the
tion
Secretary, be
the construction
construction charges
charges
of the
part of
as part
treated as
be treated
the Secretary,
of the
tion of
of
said dam,
as payable
payable in
in the
same manner
manner as
such charges.
charges.
as such
the same
and as
dam, and
of said
Approved, April 22, 1940.

Water closets, reWater
quirements.
quirements.

to be
Privy not to
erected, etc., without
without
erected,
permit.

Regulations
authorRegulations author
hod.
ized.

Penalty.

April 22, 1940
[H.
8498]
R. 8498]
[H. R.
4751
[Public, No. 4756

D am,
Arrowrock Dam,
etc.
Repayment of imRepayment
provements in twenty
twenty
annual
installments.
annual installments.

43 U.
U. S.C.
S. C. §492.
§492.
Proviso.
Proviso.
etc., of
Treatment, etc.,
construction
construction costs.
43
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
43 U.

§485-485k.
V, §§48.5-485k.
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[CHAPTER 133]
1331
[CHAPTER

April 22, 1940
[H. R. 8540]

April 22, 1940
[H. R. 8540]

[54 S
STAT.
LAT.,

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize an increase
increase in the White
White House police force.

[Public,
[Public, No. 476]

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
police
White House
Housepolice
States of America in
United States
subsection
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsection
force, increase.
of section
section 2
2 of
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to create
create the
the White
White
Ante,
p. 68;
68; post,
Act entitled
"An Act
post, (a)
(a) of
AOntep.
p. 654.
House
force, and
purposes", approved
approved September
September 14,
14,
36U.
upp. v,
House police
police force,
and for
for other
other purposes",
3 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V.
[62.
162.
1922 (42 Stat. 841, as amended;
IV, title 3,
62),
amended; U. S. C., Supp. IV,
3, sec. 62),
is
hereby amended
as follows:
to read
read as
follows:
is hereby
amended to
Composition.
Composition.
"SSEC.
(a) The
force shall
"SEc. 2. (a)
The White
White House
House police force
shall consist
consist of
of one
one
captain
with grade
grade corresponding
of captain
(Metropolitan
captain with
corresponding to
to that
that of
captain (Metropolitan
Police),
two lieutenants
lieutenants with
corresponding to
to that
that of
lieuof lieuwith grade
grade corresponding
Police), two
tenant
with grade
correspondgrade correspondPolice), four
four sergeants
sergeants with
(Metropolitan Police),
tenant (Metropolitan
ing
(Metropolitan Police)
number
Police);;and of such
such number
of sergeant
sergeant (Metropolitan
ing to
to that
that of
of
privates, with
corresponding to
to that
of private
private of the
highest
the highest
that of
grade corresponding
of privates,
with grade
grade (Metropolitan
(Metropolitan Police),
Police), as may be necessary,
necessary, but not exceeding
exceeding
grade
Appointment
Appointment of
of seventy-three
seventy-three in number. Members
Members of the White
White House police shall
members.
memersbe
appointed from
fromembersembers
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
be appointed
the members of
Police force
force and
by the
lists
furnished
the
United
States
Park
Police
from
lists
furnished
Police
force
from
the United States Park
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
officers in charge
Vacancies shall
officers
charge of such forces.
forces. Vacancies
shall be filled in the same
manner.
manner.""
Approved, April
1940.
22, 1940.
Approved,
April 22,
[CHAPTER 134]
[CHAPTER
April
1940
April 22, 1940
[H. R.8639]
8639

[H. R.

[Public, No. 477]

AN ACT
ACT
To change the name of aaportion
Twenty-fourth Street Northwest
portion of Twenty-fourth
Northwest to Williamsburg
burg Lane.

[Public, No. 477]

District of Columbia.
Portion of 24th St.
NW.,
renamed
NW.,
renamed
Williamsburg
Williamsburg Lane.

Be
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
of the
United States of America in
United
the name
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
name of
portion of
street in the
now known as
that portion
of the street
the District
District of Columbia now
Twenty-fourth Street
which begins
begins at
Porter Street
Street and
and
Twenty-fourth
Street Northwest,
Northwest, which
at Porter
extends one block in
extends
Creek Park, is
is
in a
a northerly
northerly direction
direction to Rock
Rock Creek
hereby changed
changed to
hereby
to Williamsburg
Williamsburg 'Jane.
Lane.
Approved, April 22,
Approved,
22, 1940.
1940.
[CIIAPTER
[CHAPTER 1351
135]

April 22, 1940
HI. It. 866]86691

[1l. R.

[Public,
[Publie, No. 478]

No. 478]

Missouri River.
Rie for
issouri
Time
extended
extended
bridging,
Ranbridging, at Randolph,
Mo.
dolph, Mo.

rfor

AN ACT
ArT
AN

To extend
commencing and
extend the times for commencing
and completing
completing the construction
construction of
of a
a
bridge
River at
bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River
at or near Randolph,
Randolph, Missouri.

Be
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the times
times for
for
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United

commencing
and completing
completing the
of a
bridge across
the
commencing and
the construction
construction of
a bridge
across the
Missouri
River at
or near
Randolph, Missouri,
Missouri River
at or
near Randolph,
Missouri, authorized
authorized to be built
built
by The
Company, its
its successors
successors and
and
by
The Kansas
Kansas City
City Southern
Southern Railway
Railway Company,
45
729, 1431;
43
45 Stat.
a
assigns, by
approved May
May 24,
24, 1928,
1928, heretofore
heretofore
Congress approved
by an
an Act
Act of
of Congress
1647;47assigns,
329,
Stat. 328,
46 Stat.
1063;
Stat.
Stat. 149,
149, 772;
772; 48 Stat. extended by Acts of
of Congress
1, 1929,
1929, May
Congress approved
approved March
March 1,
M ay 14,
14, 1930,
1930,
572; 49 Stat. 1196; 52
February
6,
1931, May
May 6,
6, 1932,
January 19,
1933, April
April 9,
9, 1934,
1934,
Stat.
585. tat.58.
19 19,
ey
ta72;
February
6, 1931,
49
1932, January
1933,
1938, are hereby
hereby further
April 10, 1936, and May 31,
31, 1938,
further extended
extended two
two
and
years, respectively,
from May
24, 1940.
1940.
and four
four years,
respectively, from
May 24,
Amendment.
Amendment.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
hereby
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
April 22,
22, 1940.
1940.
Approved, April

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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1940
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[C HAPTER 136]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
accept
Commissioners of the District of Columbia to accept
direct the Commissioners
authorize and direct
To
Metropolitan Police
and
a memorial fountain to the members of the Metropolitan
maintain a
and maintain
Department.

House of Representatives
and House
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assemb, That the CommisAmerica in
United
sioners
Columbia are authorized
authorized and directed to
District of Columbia
of the
the District
sioners of
a memoaccept
Columbia the gift of a
accept and maintain for the District of Columbia
Department:
Metropolitan Police Department:
rial
rial fountain to the members of the Metropolitan
Provided, That
That the design and model of the memorial fountain are
Provided,
approved
the Commission
of Fine
Fine Arts, and thereafter
thereafter erected at
Commission of
by the
approved by
location to
Commissioners of the District of
approved by the Commissioners
to be approved
aa location
Commission
Columbia
Capital Park and Planning Commission
National Capital
and the National
Columbia and
on
municipal
now owned by the District of Columbia, for the municipal
on land now
center.

April 22, 1940
1940
[11. R. 8792]

[H.

[Public, No. 479]

Metropolitan Police
Metropolitan
Department, D.
D. C.
C.
Acceptance,
Acceptance, etc.,
etc., of
to
memorial fountain to
members of, authorized.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Design, location,
location,
etc.

22, 1940.
Approved,
April 22,
1940.
Approved, April
[
CHAPTER 137]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
of aawaiting room and comfort station in Commoconstruction of
authorize the construction
To authorize
dore Barney
United States
Reservation 55-56, and for other purposes.
States Reservation
Circle, United
Barney Circle,
dore

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
United States
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of
United
of the
the Interior
hereby authorized,
authorized, for the convenience
convenience of the public,
is hereby
Interior is
of
to permit
permit the Capital
Washington, District of
Transit Company of Washington,
Capital Transit
to
Columbia,
and operate,
operate, at
a
own expense, a
at its
its own
maintain, and
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Columbia, to
waiting room
room and
Commodore Barney Circle,
station in Commodore
comfort station
and comfort
waiting
United States
Reservation 55-56: Provided,
Provided, That the plans and speciStates Reservation
United
Secretary of
fications for this
structure shall first be approved
approved by the Secretary
of
this structure
fications
Commission,
Interior, the National Capital Park and Planning Commission,
the Interior,
and
the Commission
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts:
Arts: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Capiand the
authorized to operate within such
Company is hereby authorized
tal Transit
Transit Company
structure,
either directly
concession as in the
or by contract, such concession
directly or
structure, either
authorized
determination
Secretary of the Interior or his duly authorized
determination of the Secretary
representative
convenience of the public,
representative may be desirable for the convenience
and apply
apply the
derived therefrom
therefrom toward the cost of mainrevenues derived
the revenues
and
tenance
and operation
operation of the
In the event the Capital
the structure. In
tenance and
Transit
shall at
at any
discontinue the operation of the
any time
time discontinue
Company shall
Transit Company
waiting
room and
and comfort station as herein provided, the same shall
waiting room
become
United States.
the property of the United
become the
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 138]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To
the copyrights
copyrights and
and patents
of foreign
at the
the Golden Gate
exhibitors at
foreign exhibitors
patents of
To protect
protect the
International
held at San
California, in 1940.
Francisco, California,
San Francisco,
to be
be held
Exposition, to
International Exposition,

United
Resolved by the
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
the Senate and House
Resolved
States
of America
Congress assembled,
Librarian of ConThat the Librarian
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
gress and
and the
Commissioner of
Patents are hereby authorized
authorized and
of Patents
the Commissioner
gress
directed to
to establish
establish branch
direction of the Register
Register
offices under the direction
branch offices
directed
of
and the
the Commissioner
Patents, respectively, in suitCommissioner of Patents,
of Copyrights
Copyrights and
able quarters
the grounds
grounds of
International ExposiGate International
Golden Gate
of the
the Golden
on the
quarters on
able
tion, to
to be
be held
held at
at San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
1940, under the
California, in 1940,
tion,
direction of
of the
the San
San Francisco
Francisco Bay
California corporaExposition, aa California
Bay Exposition,
direction
tion,
said quarters
quarters to
to be
of charge
said corporation,
corporation,
by said
charge by
free of
furnished free
be furnished
tion, said

April 22, 1940
1940
[H. R. 8917]
[Public, No. 480]

Commodore Barney
Barney
Circle, D. C.
Circle,
Waiting room, etc.,
Waiting
authorized.
authorized.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Plans and specifications, approval.
approval.
Operation
Operation
cession.
cession.

of

con-

Reversionary proviReversionary
sion.

April 22, 1940
[H.
[L. J. Res. 433]
[Pub.
Res., No. 62]
[Pub. Res.,

Golden Gate International Exposition.
Protection of copyrights and patents
patents of
foreign exhibitors.
exhibitors.
foreign
Branch copyright,
copyright,
etc.,
offices at Exposietc., offices
tion.
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PUBLIC
1940

i
Certificates of pr
o
sued.

Certificates ofbeprisoprietorship to
sued,

Registerstobekept.
Registers to be kept.

Deposit at close
close of
on
exposition.
expositi
.

Certified copies
of
certiied
copies of

certifiat
certificates.

caes.

Infringement
li

Infrinab
gement
ilitY.
rights;

on

Injunction.
Injunction,

Pecuniarydaages.

Pecuniary damages.

Delivery of ra
articles
that inf
infringe.

ticles

For
impoundment.
For impoundment,

Fordestcton

For destruction.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

said
offices to
to be
established at
as may,
may, upon
sixty days'
days'
upon sixty
such time
time as
at such
be established
said offices
advance notice,
notice, in
writing, to
Copyrights and
and the
the
Register of
of Copyrights
in writing,
to the
the Register
advance
Commissioner of
of Patents,
respectively, be
be requested
requested by
by said
San FranFransaid San
Patents, respectively,
Commissioner
cisco Bay
Bay Exposition,
Exposition, but
not earlier
1940, and
and to
to be
be
April 1,
1, 1940,
but not
earlier than
than April
cisco
maintained until
to the
the general
public of
of said
said exposition;
exposition;
close to
general public
until the
the close
maintained
and the proprietor
or any
of
proprietor of any foreign
foreign copyright,
copyright, .or
any certificate
certificate of
trade-mark registration,
registration, or
patent of
design, or
trade-mark
or letters
letters patent
of invention,
invention, design,
or
utility model
issued by
by any
government protecting
any tradetradeprotecting any
foreign government
any foreign
utility
model issued
mark, apparatus,
apparatus, device,
machine, process, method,
composition of
of
method, composition
device machine,
mark,
matter, design,
manufactured article
and
for exhibition
exhibition and
or manufactured
article imported
imported for
matter,
design, or
exhibited at
said exposition
upon presentation
presentation .of
of proof
proof of
of such
such
exhibited
at said
exposition may,
may, upon
proprietorship satisfactory
satisfactory to
the Register
Register of
of Copyrights
or the
the ComComto the
Copyrights or
proprietorship
missioner of
Patents, as
as the
the case
may be,
be, obtain
obtain without
without charge
charge and
and
missioner
of Patents,
case may
without
prior examination
examination as
to novelty,
novelty, a
certificate from
such
without prior
as to
a certificate
from such
branch office,
office, which
which shall
be prima
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence in
in the
the Federal
Federal courts
courts
branch
shall be
of such
novelty of
of the
the subject
subject matter
matter covered
by
of
such proprietorship,
proprietorship, the
the novelty
covered by
any such certificate
certificate to
to be determined
determined by
by aa Federal court
court in case an
an
thereon; and said branch offices shall
action or suit is brought based
bssed thereon;
shall
keep registers
registers of all such
certificates issued by
them, which
which shall
shall be
such certificates
by them,
be
inspection.
open to
to public
public inspection.
At the close
close of said Golden Gate International
International Exposition the
register of
certificates of the copyright
register
of certificate.%
copyright registrations
registrations aforesaid shall
be
in the
Office in
in the
the Library
of Congress
Congress at
at
Library of
the Copyright
Copyright Office
be deposited
deposited in
Washington,
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and the
the register
register of
of all
all other
other cercerWashington, District
District of
tificates of
of registrations
aforesaid shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
the United
United
tificates
registrations aforesaid
in the
States
Office at
at Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
States Patent
Patent Office
Washington, District
and there
there
preserved
of any
certipreserved for
for future
future reference.
reference. Certified
Certified copies
copies of
any such
such certites shall, upon request,
ficates
request, be furnished
furnished by
the Register
of Copyby the
Register of
Copyrights or
the Commissioner
as the case may be, either
or the
Commissioner of
of Patents,
Patents, as
either
during
and at
the rates
rates charged
charged by
by such
such offioffiduring or
or after
after said
said exposition,
exposition, and
at the
certified copies
cials for certified
copies of other matter; and any such
such certified
certified copies
copies
in evidence
lieu of
of the
the original
original certificates
certificates of
of
shall be admissible
admissible in
evidence in
in lieu
any
Federal court.
any Federal
SEC. 2. ItIt shall be unlawful for any person
SEc.
person without
without authority
authority of the
thereof to copy, republish,
proprietor thereof
republish, imitate, reproduce, or practice
at
time during
during the
hereof, any
any subject
subject
at any
any time
the period
period specified
specified in
in section
section 66hereof,
matter protected by registration
registration as aforesaid
aforesaid at either of the
the branch
branch
offices at said exposition
exposition which
which shall
imported for exhibition
exhibition at
at said
said
shall be imported
exposition, and there exhibited and which
which is substantially
substantially different in
aacopyright, trade-mark,
trade-mark, or patent sense,
sense, as the case
case may be, from anything
in aaprinted
printed publication
publication or
or otherwise
otherwise
thing publicly
publicly used,
used, described
described in
known
the United
United States
States of
of America
prior to
to such
such registration
registration at
at
known in
in the
America prior
either
offices as
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
and any
any person
person who
who shall
either of said branch
branch offices
shall
infringe upon the
under this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
the rights
rights thus protected
protected under
liable—
liable(a)
injunction restraining
issued by
by any
any
(a) To
To an
an injunction
restraining such
such infringement
infringement issued
Federal court
court having
jurisdiction of
of the
the defendant;
defendant;
Federal
having jurisdiction
(b) To
To pay
pay to
the proprietor
(b)
to the
such damages
as the
the proprietor
proprietor may
may
proprietor such
damages as
have suffered due
profits which
which
due to such
such infringement,
infringement, as
as well
well as all the profits
may have
by reason
of such
such infringement,
infringement, and
and in
in
the infringer may
have made
made by
reason of
proving profits
profits the plaintiff shall be required to prove sales only and
the
required to
of cost
cost which
which
the defendant
defendant shall
shall be
be required
to prove
prove every
every element
element of
he
claims, or
in lieu
lieu of
actual damages
such damages
as
he claims,
or in
of actual
damages and
and profits
profits such
damages as
to
the court
shall appear
appear to
to be
just;
to the
court shall
be just;
(C)
To deliver
deliver up
up on oath, to be impounded
(c) To
impounded d
uri
ng th
pen dency
during
thee pendency
offthe action, upon such terms and conditions
o
conditions as the court may prescribe,
by the
after a
to
scribe, all
all articles
articles found
found by
the court
court after
a preliminary
preliminary hearing
hearing to
infringe the
rights herein
protected; and
and
infringe
the rights
herein protected;
(d)
To deliver
deliver up
oath, for
destruction, all
all articles
articles found
found by
by
(d) To
up on
on oath,
for destruction,
the
court at
at final
final hearing
hearing to
the rights
rights herein
protected.
the court
to infringe
infringe the
herein protected.
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SEc.
willfully and for profit shall infringe
infringe any
who willfully
Any person who
3. Any
SEC. 3.
right protected
under this Act, or who shall knowingly
knowingly and willfully
willfully
protected under
right
a misdeinfringement, shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of a
abet such infringement,
aid or abet
meanor
thereof shall be punished
punished by imprisonconviction thereof
upon conviction
and upon
meanor and
$100 nor
ment for not
not -less than $100
exceeding one year or by aafine of not-less
not exceeding
ment
more than
than $1,000, or
discretion of the court.
or both, in the discretion
more
SEc. 4. All the Acts,
provisions which apply to
regulations, and provisions
Acts, regulations,
SEC.
protecting copyrights,
copyrights, trade-marks,
patents for inventrade-marks, designs, and patents
protecting
tions
discoveries not
inconsistent with the provisions of this Act
not inconsistent
or discoveries
tions or
shall
apply to
to certificates
of
to this Act, but no notice of
pursuant to
issued pursuant
certificates issued
shall apply
required for protection
copyright on
protection hereunder.
hereunder.
on the work shall be required
copyright
prevent the
Ea 5.
5. Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in this
this Act shall bar or prevent
SE.
certificate issued
proprietor
covered by any certificate
issued
subject matter covered
proprietor of the subject
pursuant
protection for such subject
subject
obtaining protection
Act from obtaining
pursuant to this Act
matter
under the
the provisions
provisions of the copyright,
patent
trade-mark, or patent
copyright, trade-mark,
matter under
laws of
the United
case may be, in force
America, as the case
of America,
States of
United States
of the
laws
prior hereto,
application and complying
complying with the
making application
upon making
and upon
hereto, and
prior
provisions
by such
such laws;
laws; and nothing
contained in this
nothing contained
prescribed by
provisions prescribed
Act shall
shall prevent,
law
prevent, lessen, impeach, or avoid any remedy at law
Act
copyright registration,
or in
in equity
equity under any certificate
certificate of copyright
registration, certificate
certificate
or
of
trade-mark registration,
patent for inventions or disletters patent
or letters
registration, or
of trade-mark
coveries or
designs issued
issued under
copyright, trade-mark, or
the copyright,
under the
or designs
coveries
patent laws
laws of
United States
in
America, as the case may be, in
States of America,
of the
the United
patent
force
prior hereto,
any owner thereof
certificate
thereof and of aa certificate
which any
and which
hereto, and
force prior
issued thereon
pursuant to
to this
have had if this Act had
this Act might have
thereon pursuant
issued
not
but such
such owner
damages
recover the damages
shall not twice recover
owner shall
passed, but
been passed,
not been
he
has sustained
infringement
sustained or the profit made by reason of any infringement
he has
thereof.
S
EC. 6.
protected under the provisions of this Act
rights protected
6. The
The rights
SEC.
as to
to any
copyright, trade-mark,
device, machine,
machine, process,
apparatus, device,
trade-mark, apparatus,
any copyright,
as
method,
composition of
of matter,
matter' design,
design, or manufactured
manufactured article
method, composition
imported for
for exhibition
Golden Gate International
ExposiInternational Exposisaid Golden
at said
exhibition at
imported
tion
begin on
the date
exhibition at said
same is placed on exhibition
date the same
on the
shall begin
tion shall
exposition
for a
a period of six months from the
continue for
shall continue
and shall
exposition and
general public
public of said exposition.
date of the closing to the general
S
Ec. 7.
All necessary
necessary expenses
United States in
incurred by the United
expenses incurred
7. All
SEC.
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
reimbursed
to the
reimbursed
be
shall
Act
this
of
carrying out the provisions
Government of
the United
States by
by the
the San Francisco
Francisco Bay ExposiUnited States
of the
Government
tion, under
to be
Librarian of Conprescribed by the Librarian
be prescribed
regulations to
under regulations
tion,
gress
and the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Patents, respectively;
respectively; and
and receipts
of Patents,
gress and
from
reimbursements shall
shall be
be deposited
refunds to the approas refunds
deposited as
such reimbursements
from such
priations from
from which
such expenses
were paid.
expenses were
which such
priations
S
EC. 8.
8. Section
of Public
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
35 of
the
of the
Numbered 35
Section 66 of
SEC.
Seventy-fifth
Congress,
approved
May
28,
1937,
is
hereby
amended
amended
hereby
is
1937
28,
May
approved
Seventy-fifth Congress,
by adding
at the
the end
end thereof
before the period
period
immediately before
thereof immediately
thereto at
adding thereto
by
in 1940".
1940".
the words "in
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.
[CHAPTER
139]
[CHAPTER 139]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Authorizing the
of permits
permits to
to the
Ceremonies
Inaugural Ceremonies
Committee on Inaugural
the Committee
granting of
the granting
Authorizing
1941,
on the
the occasion
occasion of
of the
inauguration of the President-elect
President-elect in January
January 1941,
the inauguration
on

Infringement,
Infringement, penalty.
alty.

Terms of protection.
protection.
Terms

Copyright
Copyright
etc.

actions,
actions,

Duration of
of protecDuration
tion.
tion.

Reimbursement of
of
Reimbursement
incurred expenses.
incurred

proteoDuration of proteotion extended.
extended.
tion
60 Stat. 213.
213.

22, 1940
April 22,1940
J. Res. 465]
[H. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 63]
63j

and for
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and

Resolved
the Senate
and House
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
Resolved by
States
of America
assembled, That
Administrator of
the Administrator
That the
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of
the
Federal Works
Agency, and
and such other
officers of the District of
other officers
Works Agency,
the Federal
Columbia
and the
the United
lands in the
any public lands
as control any
States as
United States
Columbia and
District of
Columbia, are
hereby authorized
authorized to grant permits, under
are hereby
of Columbia,
District
such
restrictions as they may deem necessary, to the Committee on
such restrictions

Inaugural
cereceeInaugural
monies,
164.1.
monies, 1941.
Use of publicspaces.
public spaces.
Useof
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Inaugural
Inaugural Ceremonies
Ceremonies to
to be
be appointed
with the
approval of
of the
the
appointed with
the approval
President-elect
for the
use of
of any
any reservations
or other
other public
public spaces
spaces
President-elect for
the use
reservations or
in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia under
under their control
on the
the occasion
occasion of
of
control on
Provisos.
Prodison.
the
inauguration
of
President-elect in
inauguration
the President-elect
in January
January 1941:
1941: Provided,
Provided,
Condition.
That in
in their opinion
opinion no
no serious
or permanent
injuries will
will be
be thereby
thereby
serious or
permanent injuries
inflicted
inflicted upon
upon such reservations
reservations or
or statuary
statuary thereon;
thereon;
or public
public spaces
spaces or
and the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia may
may designate
designate
the District
for such and other purposes,
purposes, on the
occasion aforesaid,
such streets,
streets,
the occasion
aforesaid, such
avenues,
in said
said District
District of
of Columbia
under their
their conconavenues, and
and sidewalks
sidewalks in
Columbia under
Supervision of
trol as
they may
may deem
proper and
necessary: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
stupervision
of trot
as they
deem proper
and necessary:
stands, etc.
That all stands or platforms that may
the public
public.space,
space,
may be
be erected on
on the
as aforesaid, including such
may be
erected in
in connection
connection with
with the
such as
as may
be erected
the
display of fireworks,
fireworks, shall
shall be
under the
said supervision
supervision of
of the
the said
be under
the said
said
inaugural committee,
committee, and no stand shall
the sidewalk,
shall be
be built
built on
on the
sidewalk,
streets, parks, and public grounds
grounds of the District of Columbia, not
not
including the area
side of Pennsylvania
area on the south side
Avenue directly
directly
Pennsylvania Avenue
in front
front of the White House, except
except such
such as are approved
by the
the
approved by
inaugural
inaugural committee,
committee, the
the building inspector
inspector of
of the District
District of
of ColumColumPrompt removal of
bia,
and the
the Administrator
the Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency:
Agency: And
proAnd proof the
Administrator of
bia, and
of
ststructures,retcm.
etc.
further, That the reservations
reservations or public spaces
vided further,
spaces occupied
by the
the
occupied by
stands or other structures
structures shall,
shall, after
inauguration, be
promptly
after the
the inauguration,
be promptly
restored to their condition
condition before
before such
such occupation,
occupation, and
that the
the
and that
inaugural
inaugural committee shall
shall indemnify
indemnify the appropriate
appropriate agency
agency of
of the
the
Government
damages of any kind whatsoever
Government for any
any damages
upon such
such
whatsoever upon
reservations
spaces by
reservations or spaces
reason of
of such
such use.
use.
by reason
Overhead conductoerhed
dlu
Sr.
. The
of Columbia
Sac.
2.
The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
Columbia are
are hereby
hereby
tors for illumination.
authorized to permit
inaugural
permit the committee
committee on illumination
illumination of the
the inaugural
committee for said inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, to stretch
stretch suitable
suitable overhead
overhead
conductors, with sufficient
sufficient supports
supports wherever necessary,
necessary, for the purpurpresent supply of
pose of connecting with
with the present
the purpose
purpose of
of
of light for
for the
Provisat.
Prooiso.
. effecting
effecting the said illumination:
illumination: Provided,
Provided, That, if
if it
it shall be necessary
necessary
Supervision of work.
to erect wires for illuminating
illuminating or other purposes
purposes over
any park
or
over any
park or
reservation
Columbia, the work of
reservation in the District of Columbia,
of erection
and
erection and
removal of said wires shall be under the supervision
supervision of
the official
official in
of the
in
Time limitation.
charge
park or reservation:
reservation: Provided
further, That
charge of
of said park
Provided further,
That the said
conductors
conductors shall not be used for
conveying electrical
electrical currents
currents after
after
for conveying
January 24, 1941, and shall, with
be fully
fully and
and entirely
entirely
with their
their supports,
supports, be
removed from the streets and avenues of the said District
District of Columbia
Columbia
precaution.
Safety precaution.
o11
January 31, 1941: Provided
Provided further,
on or before
before January
further, That the
the stretching
stretching
and removing of the
the said
said wires shall be under
under the supervision
supervision of the
the
Commissioners
Columbia, or such
Commissioners of the District of Columbia,
such other
other officials
officials as
as
may have jurisdiction
jurisdiction in the premises,
premises, who shall
shall see
see that
that the
the provisions
provisions
enforced, that all needful
of this resolution
resolution are
are enforced,
needful precautions
are taken
taken
precautions are
for the protection of the public, and that the pavement
pavement of
any street,
street,
of any
avenue, or alley disturbed
disturbed is replaced
replaced in as good
condition as
as before
before
good condition
authorized: And
entering upon the work herein authorized:
And provided further,
further,
No Federal
Federal or
or local
No
lcal That
no expense
damage on
That no
expense or damage
on account of or due to the stretching,
stretching,
expense or damage.
operation, or
said temporary
overhead conductors
conductors shall
shall
or removal
removal of
of the
the said
temporary overhead
be incurred
incurred by
by the
the United
United States
or the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
be
States or
the District
Loan
of
tents,
flags,
eoan
cags o tents,
SEC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of War and the
Sac.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
etc.
be,
hereby, authorized
authorized to loan
and they are hereby,
loan to the Committee
on InaugInaugCommittee on
ural Ceremonies
Ceremonies such hospital
hospital tents, smaller
tents, camp
smaller tents,
camp appliances,
appliances,
ensigns, flags, signal numbers, and so forth, belonging
belonging to
to the
the GovernGovernment of the United
flags), that are not now in
United States (except
(except battle flags),
in
use and may be suitable and proper
proper for decoration,
decoration, and which
may, in
in
which may,
their judgment,
judgment, be spared
spared without
without detriment
detriment to
to the
the public
public service,
service,
such flags
flags to be used in connection
connection with
ceremonies by
with said
said ceremonies
by said
said comcommittee under
under such
such regulations
regulations and
and restrictions
as may
ma ybe
be prescribed
prescribedby
by
mittee
restrictions as
the said Secretaries, or either of them, in decorating
decorating the
the fronts of
of
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public buildings and other places on the line of march
march between the
Capitol and the Executive Mansion, and the interior of the reception
reception
hall: Provided,
Provided, That the loan of the said hospital
hospital tents, smaller tents,
camp appliances,
signal numbers, and so forth,
said
appliances, ensigns, flags, signal
forth, to said
committee shall not take place prior to the 11th of January,
January, and they
shall be returned
returned by the 25th day of January
Provided further,
further,
January 1941: Provided
That the said committee
committee shall indemnify
indemnify the said Departments,
Departments, or
or
either of them, for any loss or damage to such flags
necessarily
flags not necessarily
incident to such use. That the Secretary
Secretary of War
War is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
purpose of caring
caring for the
to loan to the inaugural committee
committee for
for the purpose
the
sick,
injured, and
infirm on
the occasion
of said
said inauguration
inauguration such
such
sick, injured,
and infirm
on the
occasion of
hospital tents and camp appliances, and other necessaries,
necessaries, hospital
hospital
furniture, and utensils of all descriptions,
horses, drivers,
descriptions, ambulances,
ambulances, horses,
drivers,
stretchers, and Red
belonging to the GovernGovernstretchers,
Red Cross
Cross flags and poles belonging
ment of the United States as in
m his judgment
judgment may be spared and are
not in use by the Government
Government at the time of the inauguration:
inauguration: And
provided further,
further, That
inaugural committee
committee shall indemnity
indemnity the
the
provided
That the inaugural
War Department
Department for
for any
any loss
or damage
damage to
to such
such hospital
hospital tents
tents and
and
War
loss or
appliances, as aforesaid,
appliances,
aforesaid, not necessarily
necessarily incident to such use.
SEC. 4. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia and the
SEC.
Administrator
Administrator of the Federal
hereby,
Federal Works Agency
Agency be, and they are hereby,
authorized to permit telegraph,
telegraph, telephone, and radio-broadcasting
radio-broadcasting
companies
companies to extend
extend overhead
overhead wires to such points along the line of
parade
parade as shall be deemed by the chief
chief marshal
marshal convenient
convenient for use in
connection with the parade and other inaugural
said
inaugural purposes, the said
wires to be taken down within ten days after the conclusion of the
ceremonies.
ceremonies.
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 140]
140]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To provide for the maintenance
maintenance of public order and the protection of life and
and
connection with the Presidential
ceremonies of 1941.
1941.
property in connection
Presidential inaugural ceremonies

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America in
in Congress
That $25,000,
$25,000, or so much
much
thereof as may be necessary, payable
payable in like manner as other appropriations for
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, is
hereby
priations
for the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the District
is hereby
authorized to be appropriated
Commissioners of the
authorized
appropriated to enable the Commissioners
Columbia to maintain
maintain public
public order
order and
District of Columbia
and protect
protect life and
and
property
January 26,
1941, both
property in said District
District from
from January
January 15 to
to January
26, 1941,
inclusive, including
including the employment
payment of
of
inclusive,
employment of
of personal
personal services,
services, payment
allowances, traveling
expenses, hire of
means of
transportation, cost
cost
allowances,
traveling expenses,
of means
of transportation,
street-car loading
loading platforms;
of removing and relocating
relocating street-car
platforms; for the
the
construction,
construction, rent, maintenance,
maintenance, and expenses incident
incident to the operatemporary public-comfort
public-comfort stations,
and
tion of temporary
stations, first-aid stations,
stations, and
information booths,
period aforesaid,
other incidental
incidental
information
booths, during the period
aforesaid, and other
expenses in the discretion of
Commissioners. Said Commissioners
Commissioners
expenses
of the
the Commissioners.
are
authorized and
reasonable regulations
and directed
directed to make all
all reasonable
regulations
are hereby authorized
necessary to secure such preservation
preservation of public order and protection
protection
necessary
of
make special
special regulations
regulations respecting
of life
life and
and property, and
and to make
respecting the
standing,
movements, and
and operating
operating of
of vehicles
vehicles of
of whatever
whatever charcharstanding, movements,
acter or kind during said period; and to grant, under
under such conditions
as
vendors to sell
as they
they may impose,
impose, special
special licenses to peddlers and vendors
goods,
sidewalks
goods, wares,
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise on the streets, avenues,
avenues, and .sidewalks
in the District of Columbia, and to charge
charge for such privilege such
such
fees
fees as they may deem proper.
SEC. 2.
2. Such
regulations and
and licenses
one week
week
force one
be in force
licenses shall be
Such regulations
SEC.
prior to
to said
said inauguration,
inauguration, during
said inauguration,
week
during said
inauguration, and one week
prior
193474P-41—PT. I
I —11
--- 11
193470°--41-PT.
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Time limit.

Indemnity for damdamage,
age, etc.
Loan of hospital
tents, supplies, etc.

Indemnity for
for damage, etc.

Temporary
overhead
head wires permitted.
permitted.

April
22, 1940
April 22,
1940
[H. J. Res. 466]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 64]
64]
[Pub.

Inaugural
Inaugural
ceremonies, 1941.
Appropriation
auAppropriation authorized for maintemaintethorized
nance
of
order,
etc.
nance of order, etc.
Post,
Post, p. 636.

Regulations.

Licenses
to peddlers,
peddlers,
Licenses to
etc.

Duration of regularegulaDuration
tions, etc.
etc.
tions,
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subsequent thereto, and shall be
published in one
daily
subsequent
be published
one or more
more of the daily
newspapers published
published in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and in such other
newspapers
other
manner as the Commissioners
Commissioners may
may deem
deem best to acquaint
acquaint the
the public
no penalty
penalty prescribed
the violation
violation of
of any
any
with the
the same; and
and no
prescribed for
for the
regulations shall be enforced
until five
such publipubliof such regulations
enforced until
five days
days after
after such
cation. Any
Any person violating any of
regulations shall
shall be liable
liable
of such
such regulations
for
to exceed
exceed $100
$100 in
the police
police court
court
for each such
such offense
offense to a
a fine
fine of not
not to
in the
of said District, and
and in default of payment
payment thereof
thereof to imprisonment
imprisonment in
for not
not longer
longer than
than sixty
sixty days.
days.
the workhouse of said District for
Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[
CHAPTER 152]
152]
[CHAPTER

1940
April 25, 1940
[S. 25051
2505]

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

AN
ACT
AN ACT

[Public, No.
No. 481]
481]
[Public,

To
for the
fifteenth and
and subsequent
decennial censuses
To amend
amend an
an Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
the fifteenth
subsequent decennial
censuses
and
to provide
provide for
Representatives in
in Congress,
Congress, approved
approved
and to
for apportionment
apportionment of
of Representatives
June
June 18,
18, 1929,
1929, so
to change
change the
subsequent apportionments.
apportionments.
so as
as to
the date
date of
of subsequent

Fifteenth, etc.,
cenFifteenth,
etc., censuses.
suses.
Apportionment
of
Apportionment of
Representatives
in
Representatives
in
Congress.
Congress.
46 Stat.
26.
46
Stat. 26.
2
S. C.
C. §
2s.
2 U.
U. S.
§ 2a.
Time
for filing
Timefor
filing statestatement
ment modified.
modified.

enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
Congress assembled,
assembled, That an
United States of America in.
in Congress
an Act to
provide for the fifteenth
fifteenth and subsequent
subsequent decennial
decennial censuses
censuses and to
provide for apportionment
apportionment of Representatives
approved
Representatives in Congress, approved
June 18, 1929, is hereby
hereby amended
amended in the first sentence
sentence of section
section
22 (a) by striking
striking out the words "second regular
regular session of the
Seventy-first Congress"
substituting the following
words: "first
Seventy-first
Congress" and substituting
following words:
"first
regular session of the Seventy-seventh
Seventy-seventh Congress", and by striking
striking

46 Stat.
26.
46
Stat. 26.
2
U. S.
(b).
2 U.
S. C.
C. §
§ 2a
2a (b).
Number
of:RepreNumber ofiRepresentatives
new
sentatives if
if no
no new
apportionment
law
apportionment
law
enacted.
enacted.

and inserting
inserting "sixteenth".
"sixteenth".
out "fifteenth"
"fifteenth" and

SEC.
SEc. 2. The first sentence of section 22 (b) of such Act is amended
amended
to read as follows: "If
"If the Congress
Congress to which the statement required
required
by subdivision (a) of this section is transmitted
transmitted has not, within
sixty calendar
calendar days after such statement is transmitted,
transmitted, enacted aa
law apportioning Representatives
Representatives among
among the several States,
States, then
then
each State shall be entitled, in the next Congress and in each Congress thereafter
reapportionment under
under
thereafter until the taking effect of aa reapportionment
this Act or subsequent
subsequent statute, to the number
number of Representatives
Representatives
shown in the statement
statement based upon the method
method used in the last preceding apportionment.".
apportionment".
Approved, April 25, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 153]
[CHAPTER
1531

April 25,
26, 1940
1940
April

18.
2599]
IS. 25991
[Public, No.
No. 482]
482]
[Public,

Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Act
Act
of
amendment.
of 1938,
1938, amendment.
52 Stat.
52
Stat. 1179.
1179.
34
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §
854e.
V,
I 854e.
Transfer from
Transfer
from Fleet
Fleet
Reserve to
Reserve
retired list,
list,
to retired
Regular Navy;
Regular
Navy; paypayment of
of allowances.
allowances.
ment
Service included.
Service
included.

Double-time credit.
Double-time
credit.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
Reserve Act of 1938 (Public, Numbered
amend the Naval
Naval Reserve
Numbered 732, 52 Stat. 1175).
1175).

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
assembled, That section 206
United States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
of the Naval Reserve
Reserve Act of June
1938, is hereby
June 25, 1938,
hereby amended by
striking out the last two provisions
provisions and substituting
substituting therefor
therefor the
following:
"Provided further,
further
. That in the
computation of
of service
service
following: "Provided
the computation
requisite
requisite for transfer
transfer of enlisted
men of the Fleet Reserve to
to the
the
enlisted men
retired list of the Regular
Regular Navy and for payment of allowances to
retired list of the Regular
which enlisted men on the retired
Regular Navy are
entitled, service in the Army, Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, Coast Guard,
Reserve, Fleet Reserve,
Naval Reserve
Reserve Force, Fleet Naval Reserve,
Reserve, Marine
Corps Reserve
Reserve Force, and the Marine Corps Reserve,
Reserve, and
an on the
Regular Navy shall be included:
included: And provided
provided
retired list of the Regular
further,
further, That
That such service as may heretofore
heretofore have
have been
been authorized
authorized
by law to be counted as double time shall be credited
credited as double time
computation.".
in this computation.".
Approved, April 25, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER 154]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing
procedure in
accounting procedure
Authorizing the adoption for the Foreign Service of an accounting
the matter
matter of disbursement of funds appropriated
appropriated for the Department
Department of
State.

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
and House
Be it

United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstandUnited
Secretary of
of State be, and
any other
other law the Secretary
ing the provisions
provisions of any
under the limitaauthorized in his discretion to issue under
he is hereby, authorized
tions
and restrictions hereinafter
hereinafter established
established requisitions for advances
tions and
officers of the Division of Disbursement,
to disbursing
disbursing officers
of funds
funds to
Treasury Department, under
under a
advances" not to
to
a "State account of advances"
Treasury
amount of
Department of
appropriations for the Department
of appropriations
exceed the
the total amount
advanced to be used exclusively
exclusively to pay upon
State, the amounts so advanced
respective
vouchers obligations
obligations lawfully payable under the respective
proper vouchers
appropriations: Provided,
That a
a separate "State account
account of
Provided, That
appropriations:
advances" shall be established on the books of the Treasury Departadvances"
Department of State
appropriations made to the Department
ment relating
relating to appropriations
for each
relating
advances" relating
a "State account of advances"
for
each fiscal year and that a
appropriations for one fiscal
fiscal year shall not be used to pay
to the appropriations
vouchers pertaining
pertaining to the
appropriations of any other fiscal year.
the appropriations
vouchers
Expenditures from the amounts requisitioned under the "State
account of
advances" shall be
appropriations
be charged to applicable appropriations
account
of advances"
Treasury Department
Department on the basis of transfer
transfer
the Treasury
on the
the books of the
and
warrants prepared
Department as
as of the
in the State Department
prepared in
counter warrants
and counter
adjustment
certification, or adjustment
month and prior to audit, certification,
close of each month
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Accounting Office. The General
by the
the General
General Accounting
shall
subsequently declare
several
declare the
the sums finally due from the several
shall subsequently
appropriations upon audited vouchers
vouchers according
according to law and shall
appropriations
certify the
Treasury Department
which shall make the
Department which
the same
same to the Treasury
certify
necessary adjustments
adjustments between
between appropriations
appropriations u
ion the basis of such
upon
necessary
audited settlements
of the
General Accounting
II ii cc: Provided
Proricle.d furfurthe General
Accounting Office:
audited
settlements of
ther,
the
shall be reflected
reflected on the books of the
That such adjustments
adjustments shall
ther, That
Government in
audited
month and
and fiscal year during which the audited
in the
the month
Government
settlements are certified to the Treasury.
settlements
Approved,
Approved, April 25, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 155]

AN ACT

equipment of
regulate equipment
of
To amend laws for preventing collisions of vessels, to regulate
certain motorboats
motorboats on the navigable
navigable waters of the United
United States, and for
certain
other
purposes.
other purposes.

the
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United States of America
assembled, That the word
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
United
"motorboat" where
where used in
every vessel
vessel proshall include every
in this Act
Act shall
,motorboat"
machinery and not more than sixty-five feet in length except
except
by machinery
pelled by
propelled by steam. The length shall be
towboats propelled
tugboats and
and towboats
measured from end to end over the deck, excluding sheer: Provided,
Provided,
measured
That
the engine,
engine, boiler, or other operating machinery
subject
machinery shall be subject
That the
to inspection
by the
local inspectors
inspectors of steam vessels,
vessels, and to
to their
the local
inspection by
to
approval of
all said motorboats, which are
of the design
design thereof, on all
approval
more than
machinery
propelled by machinery
and which
which are propelled
length, and
forty feet
feet in length,
than forty
more
driven by steam.
S
EC. 2.
2. Motorboats
Motorboats subject
of this Act shall be
to the provisions of
subject to
SEC.
divided
follows:
four classes as follows:
into four
divided into
Class
A. Less
than sixteen feet in length.
Less than
Class A.

April
April 25, 1940
1940
[S. 3528]

483]
[Public, No. 4831

Foreign Service
Service accounting procedure.
procedure.
counting
Disbursements
of
of
appropriated
funds
appropriated
under a
a "State
"State acadvances"
count of advances"
authorized.
authorized.

Use of advances.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Separate account
Separate
account to
be established.

Charging of expendiChargingofexpenditures.

Adjustments.
Adjustments.

Entry provisions.

A
mil 25, 1940
April
[II.
[H. R. 60391
0391
[Public, No. 484]
4841
[Public,

Motorboats.
150.
Ante, p.
p. 150.

Vessels
Vessels included.
Included.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Inspection.
Inspection.

Classifcation.
Classification.
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Class
Sixteen feet
or over
and less
than twenty-six
feet in
Class 1.
1. Sixteen
feet or
over and
less than
twenty-six feet
in length.
length.
Class 2. Twenty-six
Twenty-six feet or
or over
and less
forty feet
over and
less than
than forty
feet in
in length.
length.
Class 3. Forty
or over
and not
not more
than sixty-five
sixty-five feet
Forty feet
feet or
over and
more than
feet in
in
length.
length.
Lights
required.
Lightsreqired.
SEi.
SEC. 3. Every motorboat in all weathers from sunset to
sunrise
to sunrise
shall carry and
and exhibit the
the following
following lights
and
lights when
when under
under way,
way, and
during such time no other lights which
may be
be mistaken
which may
mistaken for
for those
those
prescribed
prescribed shall
exhibited:
shall be
be exhibited:
Mosses A
classs
A and
and 1..
(a) Every
and 1
1 shall
shall carry
the following
(a)
Every motorboat of classes
classes A
A and
carry the
following
lights:
lights:
First. A bright white light aft
to show
show all
all around
aft to
around the
the horizon.
horizon.
A combined
combined lantern
Second. A
in the
lantern in
the fore
fore part
part of
of the
the vessel
vessel and
and
lower than the white
light aft,
aft, showing
starboard and
and red
white light
showing green
green to
to starboard
red
to port, so fixed as to throw the light from right
two points
right ahead
ahead to
to two
points
abaft
the beam
beam on
on their
respective sides.
abaft the
their respective
sides.
Classes
2and 3.
Classes
2iand.
b(b) Every
Every motorboat of classes 2
2 and 33 shall carry
the following
following
carry the
lights:
ights:
Fore
reo part of the
First. A
bright white
the fore part of the vessel as
as near
First.
A bright
white light
light in
in the
near
vessel.
the stem as practicable,
practicable, so constructed
constructed as to show an unbroken light
light
over an arc of the horizon of twenty
twenty points of
so fixed
fixed
of the compass,
compass, so
as to throw the light ten points on each side
side of
of the
the vessel;
vessel ; namely,
namely,
from right ahead to two points abaft
either side.
abaft the
the beam
beam on
on either
side.
Aft.
Aft.
Second. A bright white
white light aft to show all around the
the horizon
horizon
and higher than
light forward.
forward.
than the white
white light
Sides.
Sides.
Third. On the starboard
a green light so constructed
starboard side a
constructed as
as to
to
show an unbroken
unbroken light over an arc
arc of the
of ten
ten points
points of
the horizon of
of
the compass,
compass, so fixed
fixed as to throw the light
light from
from right
right ahead
ahead to
to two
two
points abaft
abaft the beam on the starboard
starboard side. On the port
side aa
port side
red light so constructed
constructed as to show an
light over
an unbroken
unbroken light
over an
an are
are of
of
the
compass, so
the horizon of ten points of the compass,
fixed as
to throw
the
so fixed
as to
throw the
the beam
light from right ahead to two points abaft the
beam on
the port
port
on the
side. The said side lights shall be fitted with inboard
inboard screens
screens of
of suffisuffithese lights
cient height so set as to prevent these
from being
lights from
being seen
seen across
across
the bow.
bow.
When propelled
propelled by
by
(c)
Motorboats of classes 2
2 and 3,
sail and
(c) Motorboats
3, when propelled by
by sail
and
sail, etc.
, etc.
machinery, or by sail alone, shall carry the colored side lights,
lights, suitsuitably screened,
screened, but not the white lights prescribed by this section:
section:
Provisos.
oeiO.
to.
Provided, however, That motorboats
Provided,
of all
all classes
when so
so propelled,
motorboats
of
classes,
when
propelled,
Other lights to be
carrted.
shall carry, ready at hand, aa lantern
carried.
lantern or flashlight
showing a
flashlight showing
a white
white
light which shall be exhibited in sufficient
sufficient time to avert
avert collision:
collision:
Exemptions.
Exemptions.
Provn ed further,
Provided
further That motorboats
motorboats of
of classes
classes A
A and
and 1,
en so
ro 1, wh
when
so p
propelled,
pelled, shall not be required
carry the
lantern prescribed
required to
to carry
the combined
combined lantern
prescribed
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
this section.
Visibllity of
olights.
Visibility
lights.
(d) Every
prescribed by this section
(d)
Every white light prescribed
section shall be of such
such
character
visible at
character as to be visible
at least
two miles.
Every
at a
a distance
distance of
of at
least two
miles. Every
colored light prescribed
prescribed by this section
section shall be
of such
such character
character as
as
be of
to be visible at aa distance of at least one mile.
word "visible"
"visible"
mile. The word
in this
this Act, when applied to lights, shall mean visible on aadark night
night
in
with clear atmosphere.
atmosphere.
Sound signals.
SEC.
4. Every motorboat of class 1, 2, or 3, shall be
SEC. 4.
be provided
with
provided with
an efficient
efficient whistle
whistle or
or other
mechanical appliance.
other sound-producin
sound-producingg mechanical
appliance.
SEC.
3 shall be provided
SE°. 5. Every
Every motorboat
motorboat of class 2
2 or 3
provided with
with
an
an efficient bell.
Lie preservers
Life
preservers.
SEC.
6. Every motorboat subject to any of the provisions
S
EC. 6.
provisions of this
this
Act and also all vessels propelled
machinery other than by steam
propelled by machinery
more than sixty-five feet in length shall carry at least one
one life
life prepreserver, or life belt, or ring buoy, or other device of the sort prescribed
prescribed
by the regulations
regulations of the board
board of supervising
supervising inspectors with
with the
the
approval
approval of the Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, for each person on board,
board,
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Proviso.
Proviso.
so
readily accessible:
accessible: Provided,
such
Provided, That every such
be readily
placed as
as to be
so placed
Boats
carrying paspasBoats carrying
sengers for hire.
hire.
motorboat
machinery other than sengers
such vessel propelled by machinery
motorboat and every such
by
sixty-five feet
passengers for
in length carrying passengers
feet in
than sixty-five
more than
by steam
steam more
hire
carry so placed as to be readily accessible at least one life
hire shall carry
preserver
prescribed by the regulations of the board of
preserver of the sort prescribed
supervising
inspectors with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of Comsupervising inspectors
person on board.
each person
merce, for each
Licensed-operator
Licensed-operator
SEo.
No such
passengers for hire, requirements.
while carrying passengers
such motorboat, while
7. No
SEC. 7.
requirements.
shall
be operated
operated or
or navigated
navigated except
of aa person duly
in charge of
except in
shall be
licensed
for such
service by
Whenever
a local
local board of inspectors. Whenever
by a
such service
licensed for
any person
be licensed
licensed as
motorboat
operator of any motorboat
as operator
to be
applies to
person applies
any
carrying
for hire,
diligent
inspectors shall make diligent
the inspectors
hire, the
passengers for
carrying passengers
inquiry
as to
to his
applicant
shall carefully examine the applicant
character, and shall
his character,
inquiry as
orally as
n support of his claim,
claim,
in
which he presents i
the proofs
proofs which
as well
well as the
orally
and if
if they
capacity, experience,
experience, habits of life,
that his capacity,
satisfied that
are satisfied
they are
and
be
and character
such as to warrant the belief that he can safely 13(;
character are such
and
entrusted with
duties and
and responsibilities
responsibilities of the station for which
the duties
with the
entrusted
he makes
application, they shall grant him a
alicense authorizing
authorizing him
makes application,
he
to
such duties
on any
any such
passengers
motorboat carrying passengers
such motorboat
duties on
to discharge
discharge such
Suspension, etc.,
etc., of
of
Suspension,
for hire
hire for
the term
of five
five years.
years. Such
to license.
shall be subject to
Such license shall
term of
for the
for
suspension or
revocation on
the same-grounds
same grounds and in thd
the same manon the
or revocation
suspension
ner
procedure as
provided in
the case of suspension
suspension
in the
is provided
as is
like procedure
and with
with like
ner and
50
50 Stat.
Stat. 544.
or revocation
of officers
officers under
under the
section
of section
provisions of
the provisions
licenses of
of licenses
revocation of
or
46 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
I
239.
1239.
V,
4450
of
the
Revised
Statutes,
as
amended
(U.
S.
1934
edition,
1934
S.
C.,
4450 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Supp.
III, title
title 46,
That motorboats
motorboats shall not
not Other
Other licensed
licensed ofProvided, That
239)::Provided,
sec. 239)
46, sec.
Supp. III,
ficers.
be required
required to
licensed officers
except as
required in
in this
this Act:
Act: ficers.
as required
officers except
to carry
carry licensed
be
Fishing contests.
contests.
And provided
provided fwrther,
That licenses
prescribed shall
shall not be Fishing
herein prescribed
licenses herein
further, That
And
required of
fishing contests
previously
contests previously
in fishing
engaged in
motorboats engaged
of motorboats
required
arranged
arranged and announced.
Fire extinguishers.
extinguishers.
Fire
S
EC. 8.
8. Every
Every motorboat
motorboat and
also every
propelled by
vessel propelled
every vessel
and also
SEC.
length
in
machinery
other
by
steam
more
than
sixty-five
feet
length
than
machinery other
shall
be provided
provided with
number, size,
size, and type of fire extinsuch number,
with such
shall be
guishers,
capable of
extinguishing burning
burning
effectually extinguishing
and effectually
promptly and
of promptly
guishers, capable
of
gasoline,
regulations of the board
board of
be prescribed by the regulations
as may be
gasoline, as
supervising
Secretary of ComComof the Secretary
approval of
the approval
with the
inspectors, with
supervising inspectors,
merce,
which fire
fire extinguishers
extinguishers shall
shall be
be at all times kept in condition
condition
merce, which
for immediate
immediate and
effective use
shall be
so placed
placed as
readily
be readily
to be
as to
be so
and shall
use and
and effective
for
accessible.
accessible.
Racing boats
boats proRacing
Spc.
9. The
The provisions
provisions of
sections 4,
4, 5,
5, and 8
8of this
this Act shall not pelled
of sections
SEC. 9.
by outboard
motors.
apply
competing
motors while competing
outboard motors
by outboard
propelled by
motorboats propelled
to motorboats
apply to
in
arranged and
announced or,
or, if
if such
such boats
boats be
be
and announced
previously arranged
race previously
any race
in any
designed
and intended
intended solely
racing, while
while engaged
in such
navisuch naviengaged in
for racing,
solely for
designed and
gation
as is
the boats
engines for
and engines
boats and
of the
up of
tuning up
to the
the tuning
incidental to
is incidental
gation as
the race.
dearrestor deFlame arrestor
S
EC. 10.
10. Every
Every motorboat
motorboat and
by vices.
propelled by
vessel propelled
every vessel
also every
and also
SEC.
vices.
machinery
steam more
more than
than sixty-five
sixty-five feet
length
in length
feet in
by steam
than by
other than
machinery other
shall have
carburetor or
carburetors of
every engine
engine therein
therein
of every
or carburetors
the carburetor
have the
shall
(except outboard
such
fuel, equipped with such
as fuel,
gasoline as
using gasoline
motors) using
outboard motors)
(except
efficient flame
backfire trap, or other similar device as may
arrestor, backfire
flame arrestor,
efficient
be prescribed
regulations of
supervising inspec- Proviso.
of the
the board of supervising
the regulations
by the
be
prescribed by
Proio.
tors
approval of
of the
Provided, Application
Commerce: Provided,
Secretary of Commerce:
the Secretary
Application reTOthe approval
with the
tors with
stricted.
stricted.
That
this
section
shall
apply
only
to
such
motorboats
the
vessels,
or
That this section shall apply only to such motorboats
construction
of which
which or
or the
the engine
engines of
of
engine or engines
of the
replacement of
the replacement
construction of
which
the passage
this Act.
Act.
of this
passage of
to the
subsequent to
is commenced
commenced subsequent
which is
Bilge,
ventilaetc.. ventilaBilge, etc..
SEC. 11. Every
motorboat and
open
except open
vessel, except
such vessel,
every such
and every
such motorboat
11. Every such
SEC.
tion.
boats,
using
as
fuel
any
liquid
of
a
volatile
nature,
shall
be
provided
boats, using as fuel any liquid of a volatile nature, shall be provided
with such
such means
means as
by regulations
board
of the
the board
regulations of
be prescribed
prescribed by
as may
may be
with
of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
approval of
the approval
with the
inspectors with
of supervising
supervising inspectors
Commerce
properly and
and efficiently
ventilating the
the bilges
the
of the
bilges of
efficiently ventilating
for properly
Commerce for
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engine and
and fuel
fuel tank
tank compartments
compartments so
so as
as to
remove any
explosive or
or
engine
to remove
any explosive
amraable gases:
gases: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this section
section shall
shall apply
only
to
inflammable
apply
only
to
Application resuch motorboats
motorboats or
or vessels,
the construction
or decking
over of
of which
which
decking over
construction or
vessels, the
stricted.
such
strictd.
is commenced
the passage
passage of
of this
Act.
is
commenced subsequent
subsequent to
to the
this Act.
Pilot rules.
SEC. 12. Motorboats
Motorboats shall
shall not
not-be
SEo.
be required
carry on
on board
board copies
copies
required to
to carry
of
pilot rules.
of the
the pilot
rules.
Reckless operation
operation
Reicless
SEc.
SEO. 13. No person
person shall operate
operate any
any motorboat
or any
any vessel
in a
a
motorboat or
vessel in
of vessels.
reckless or negligent
negligent manner
manner so
as to
to endanger
endanger the
the life,
limb, or
or
so as
life, limb,
property
person.
property of
of any
any person.
Penalty.
SEc. 14. Any person
person who
Sir.
shall operate
operate any
any motorboat
motorboat or
or any
any vessel
vessel
who shall
in
or negligent
so as
as to
endanger the
the life,
life, limb,
in a
a reckless
reckless or
negligent manner
manner so
to endanger
limb,
or property
of any
person shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor
or
property of
any person
shall be
guilty of
and on
on conviction
conviction thereof
by any
of competent
competent jurisdiction
shall
thereof by
any court
court of
jurisdiction shall
be punished
punished by
by a
$2,000, or
or by
for
a fine
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding $2,000,
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
aaterm of
exceeding one
one year,
or by
by both
both such
such fine
and imprisonimprisonof not
not exceeding
year, or
fine and
ment,
at the
the court.
ment, at
the discretion
discretion of
of the
court.
Enforcement.
Enforcement
SEC.
S
EC. 15. Any officer of the United States authorized
authorized to enforce
enforce the
navigation laws
navigation
of the
the United
United States,
have power
power and
and authority
authority
laws of
States, shall
shall have
and to
to arrest
to swear out process and
arrest and
and take
custody, with
with or
take into
into custody,
or
process, any
without process,
any person
person who
who may
may commit
commit any
act or
any act
or offense
offense
prohibited by
by section
section 13,
prohibited
violate any
provision of
of said
said
13, or
or who
who may
may violate
any provision
Provisos.
rtom.
section:
Provided, That no person shall be
section: Provided,
be arrested
without process
process
arrested without
Arrest.
for
any, offense not committedcommitted. in the
for any
the presence
presence of some
some one
one of the
Examination of al- aforesaid
Examination
aforesaid officials:
further, That whenever
whenever an arrest
officials: Provided furth,er,
arrest is
is
leged offense.
led ofense.
made under the provisions
provisions of this Act, the person so arrested shall
be brought forthwith before
before aa commissioner,
commissioner, judge,
judge, or
of the
the
or court
court of
examination of the
United States for examination
the offense
offense alleged
alleged against
him,
against him,
and such commissioner,
commissioner, judge,
or court
thereto
judge, or
court shall
shall proceed
proceed in
in respect
respect thereto
as authorized
by law
in
cases
of
authorized
law
cases
of
crimes
against
the
United
States.
crimes
against
the
United
States.
Liability of owner
or operator.
bt
of owner
SE.
S
EC. 16.
16. If
any motorboat
motorboat or
subject to
to any
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of
If any
or vessel
vessel subject
or
any of
Penalties.
Proviso.
ProViso.

Penalties.

this Act
Act is
is operated
this
operated or navigated
navigated in violation
violation of this Act or any regula-

tion issued thereunder,
thereunder, the
owner or
or operator,
operator, either
one or
or both
both of
of
the owner
either one
them, shall,
shall, in addition
addition to
other penalty
prescribed by
by law
law than
than
to any
any other
penalty prescribed
that contained in
in section
section 14
of this
this Act,
liable to
to aapenalty
of $100:
14 of
Act, be
be liable
penalty of
$100:
Proviso.
Prowso.
Provided, That
in the
the case
of motorboats
motorboats or
or vessels
subject to
to the
the
Provided,
That in
case of
vessels subject
Motorboats carryMoorbo
provisions
oo off this Act carrying passengers
ing
passengers
for provisions
passengers for
hire, aapenalty
of $200
$200
for hire,
penalty of
hire.
hlire
shall be
be imposed
imposed on
on the
the owner
or operator,
operator, either one or both of them,
shall
owner or
thereof for any violation
violation of section
section 6,
7, or
this Act
of any
any
6, 7,
or 8
8 of
of this
Act or
or of
Liability of vessel.
regulations
pertaining thereto. For any penalty
regulations pertaining
penalty incurred
incurred under
under this
this
section the motorboat
section
motorboat or vessel
vessel shall be held
held liable and may be proagainst by way of
of libel
ceeded against
libel in
in the
the district
district court
court of
of any
any aistrict
in
district in
which said motorboat or
or vessel
vessel may
found.
may be
be found.
Regulations.
Regulahton
SEc.
17. The
board of
of supervisin
S
EC. 17.
The board
supervising inspectors
inspectors with the approval
approval
of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce sh
all establish all
all necessary
necessary, regularegulashallestablish
required to
to carry
tions required
out in
in the
effective manner
manner all
all of
of the
the
carry out
the most
most effective
provisions of
of this Act, and such regulations
provisions
regulations when approved
approved by
the
by
the
Remission of
tCReissn
of fine,
fne Secretary
of Commerce
shall have
Secretary of
Commerce shall
have the force of law. The Secretary
Secretary
etc.
o
.fCommerce
or any
officer of
of th
epart
ment of
ofCommerce
Commerce authorof
Commerce or
any officer
thee D
Department
authorized by
ized
by the
Secretary of
Commerce may,
may, upon
upon application
appl i
cation therefor
therefor,
the Secretary
of Commerce
remit or mitigate
mitigate any
forfeiture incurred
remit
any fine, penalty,
penalty, or forfeiture
incurred under
under this
this
Act
or
any
regulation thereunder
relating to motorboats
or vessels,
vessels,
Act or any regulation
thereunder relating
motorboats or
except
provided
section 14
except the penalties
penalties p
rovid edfor
for in section
hereunder. The
The S
ecre 14 hereunder.
Secretary
shall establish
tary of
of Commerce
Commerce shall
establish such regulations as may be necesnecesomufOs,

Officers, minimum
number.
46II.
46
Us. 8. O. 223.

a. m22

sary to secure the enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of this Act by any
officer of the United States authorized
officer
authorized to
t
o enforce
enf
orce t
he navigation
navigation laws
the
of the
of
the United
States.
United States.
SEC. 18. The proviso contained in the
section 22
SEC. 18. The proviso contained in the last
last paragraph
paragraph of
of section
of
May 11,
11, 1918
1918 (40
Stat. 549),
of the
the Act
Act of
of May
(40 Stat.
549), shall
shall apply
apply also
also with
with like
force
effect to
force and
and effect
to motorboats
motorboats as defined in this Act.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
CONG.,., 3D
76TH CONG
3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.
.-CETS .155,
156-APR.25,
25, 1940
155, 156-APR.
1940

Motorboats
Motorboats as defined in this Act are hereby
hereby exempted
exempted from
from the
the
provisions
amended (48 Stat. 125).
provisions of Revised Statutes 4399, as amended
125).
SEC. 19. This Act shall take effect upon its approval as to all of
SEc.
of
the sections hereof except
except sections 6, 7, and 8, which sections shall
take effect one year from the date of said approval, and for aa period
period
of one year from the date of approval of this Act sections 5,
5, 6,
6, and
7 of the Motorboat Act of June 9, 1910 (Public, Numbered 201,
7
Sixty-first
of the Motorboat
Congress; Act
of June
462), 9,shall
1910continue
(Public,i
nNumbered
full force 201,
and
Sixty-first
Congress; 36
36 Stat.
Stat.
462), shall
continue
in
full force and
approval of
effect, except that from and after the date of the approval
of this
this
Act the Secretary of Commerce shall have authority to
or
to remit or
mitigate all fines or penalties heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
incurred or
or
hereafter incurred
imposed under
under sections 5
Motorboat Act
5 and
and 6
6 of
of the Motorboat
Act of
of June 9,
9, 1910.
Except as hereinabove
hereinabove expressly
expressly provided,
the Motorboat
Act of
of
provided, the
Motorboat Act
repealed upon the approval of this
June 9, 1910, above referred to, is repealed
Act and as to sections 5, 6, and 7
7 of said Act hereinabove
hereinabove continued
continued
the said sections are hereby repealed
effective one year from the date
repealed effective
Nothing in
of approval
approval of
of this
this Act. Nothing
in this Act shall
shall be
be deemed to
to
4417a of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.
1934
alter or amend section 4417a
(U. S. C., 1934
edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 391a),
391a), the Act of August 26, 1935
(U. S. C., 1934 edition,
edition Supp. IV, ch. 7A,
7A secs. 178 and 179),
179), the Act
367),
of June
June 20, 1936
1936 (U. S. C.,
C., 1934 edition, Supp.
Supp. IV, title
title 46,
46, sec.
sec. 367),
or repeal Acts of Congress or treaties embodying
embodying or revising international rules for preventing collisions at sea.
SEC.
sums
There are
are hereby authorized
authorized to
to be appropriated
appropriated such sums
SEC. 20. There
necessary to carry out
be necessary
out the provisions
provisions of this Act.
as may be
SEC.
Anti-SmugII of the Anti-SmugSEC. 21. The provisions of section 210 of title II
approved August 5, 1935 (49 Stat. 526; U. S. C., 1934
gling Act, approved
46, sec. 288),
288), requiring
requiring aa certificate
certificate of award
award
edition, Supp. IV,
IV, title 46,
number to be kept at all times on board of the vessel to which
of a
a number
the number has been awarded
awarded shall not apply to any vessel not
not
exceeding
seventeen feet in length measured from end to end over the
exceeding seventeen
deck, excluding sheer, or to any vessel whose design of fittings are
such
the carrying
carrying of
of the certificate
certificate of award of the number on
such that
that the
such
vessel would
certificate imperfect,
imperfect, illegible, or
would render
render such certificate
such vessel
would
otherwise tend
a means of
of ready
would otherwise
tend to destroy
destroy its
its usefulness
usefulness as a
identification.
Approved, April 25, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 156]
[CHAPTER
156]

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend the provisions
the use of private
private vehicles for official
provisions of law relating
relating to the
To amend
travel in
to effect
and better
better administration.
administration.
travel
in order
order to
effect economy
economy and

Be
enacted by
Representatives of
the
of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
by the
the Senate
Be it
it enacted
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Act
Act of
of
That the
in Congress
of America
United
States of
February 14,
amended by
of the
the
as amended
by section 99 of
1103), as
February
14, 1931 (46 Stat. 1103),
Act
March 3, 1933 (47
73a),
S. C., title 5, sec. 73a),
(47 Stat.
Stat. 1516; U. S.
Act of March
entitled
Act to
to permit
permit payments
for the
the operation
operation of
of motormotorpayments for
"An Act
entitled "An
cycles and automobiles used for necessary travel on official
official business,
on
mileage basis
in lieu
of actual
operating expenses",
further
is further
expenses", is
actual operating
basis in
lieu of
on aa mileage
amended by
striking out
out the
the words
wherever they
appear
they appear
own"wherever
words "his own"
by striking
amended
therein
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
"a privately
privately owned".
owned".
words "a
the words
therein and
Approved, April 25,
1940.
25, 1940.
Approved,

167
167
Exemption
from
Exemption
from
certain inspection.
46 U.
C. §361.
U. S. 0.
Effective dates.

36 Stat. 463.
46
S. C.
§1 61551546 U. S.
C. §§
517.
617.
Continuance of cerContinuance
tain provisions.
provisions.
Authority to remit
remit
fines,
fines, etc.
etc.

Repeal of Act of
Repeal
1910; exceptions.
exceptions.
1910;

Designated Acts or
or
Designated
affected.
treaties not affected.
868.
49 Stat. 868.
46 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
ft 178,179.
178, 179.
V, §§
49 Stat. 1544.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auau-

Undocumented vesUndocumented
sels,
certificates
of
sels, certificates
of
award, etc.

Ar.l 25, 1940
April
1940
[H. R. 66931
[f.-R.
6693]
[Public, No. 485]
485)
[Public,

Private vehicles for
for
Private
official travel.
travel.
Provisions relating
Provisions
to
to use
use of, amended.
amended.

168

PUBLIC
CHS. 157-159—APR.
25, 26,
26, 1940
1940
157-159--APR. 25,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS--CHS.
[CHAPTER 157]
[CHAPTER
157]

April 25, 1940
[S. J. Res.
Res. 218]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 65]
65]
Inaugural
Inaugural ceremoceremonies,
1941.
nies, 1941.
Temporary
Temporary quarterquartering
ing of troops
troops in public
during, auaubuildings during,
thorized.

32 Stat. 152.
40
U. S.
C. §§.
¢§ 19,31.
19, 31.
40 U.
S.C.

Osage Act, amendment.

oil
State tax upon oil
and gas produced
produced in
Osage County,
County, Okla.;
Osage
exception.
exception.

To be in lieu of
other
ofother
State taxes.
Rate,
Rate, on
interests.
Interests.

royalty
royalty

Conditional provision.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To provide
for the
the quartering,
certain public
buildings in
the District
District of
of
To
provide for
quartering, in
in certain
public buildings
in the
Columbia,
in the
the inaugural
Columbia, of
of troops
troops participating
participating in
inaugural ceremonies.
ceremonies.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Resolved by
Senate and
and House
of the
the United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Administrator of
States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Administrator
of
the Federal
Agency or
head of
executive department
or
the
Federal Works
Works Agency
or head
of any
any executive
department or
establishment is
is authorized
allocate such
such space
space in
public buildestablishment
authorized to
to allocate
in any
any public
building
his care
and supervision
supervision as
necessary for
the
ing under
under his
care and
as he
he deems
deems necessary
for the
purposes of
of quartering
quartering troops
troops participating
the inaugural
inaugural cerepurposes
participating in
in the
ceremonies
held on
but such
such use
use shall
not continue
continue
monies to
to be
be held
on January
January 20,
20, 1911,
1941, but
shall not
after
1941. Authority
Authority granted
by this
joint resolution
after January
January 22,
22, 1941.
granted by
this joint
resolution
may be
be exercised
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
the Legislative,
may
exercised notwithstanding
of the
Legislative,
Executive,
Judicial Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the
year ending
Executive, and
and Judicial
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
June 30,
30, 1903,
1903, approved
approved April
April 28,
prohibiting the
of public
public
June
28, 1902,
1902, prohibiting
the use
use of
buildings
connection with
with inaugural
inaugural ceremonies.
ceremonies.
buildings in
in connection
Approved,
1940.
Approved, April
April 25,
25, 1940.
[CHAPTER 158]
[CHAPTER

April 25, 1940
1940
[H. J.
J. Res. 289]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 66]
661

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To amend section
section 5
Congress.
5 of Public Law Numbered
Numbered 360, Sixty-sixth Congress.

Resolved
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
States
in Congress
section 55of
of the
the Osage
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
Osage
Act
(S. 4039,
4039, Public,
Public, Numbered
Numbered 360,
360, Sixty-sixth
Sixty-sixth Congress;
Stat.
Act (S.
Congress; 41
41 Stat.
1219) be
be amended
follows:
1249)
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"SEO.
5. That
"SEo. 5.
That the
Oklahoma is
authorized from
and after
after
the State
State of
of Oklahoma
is authorized
from and
the
the passage
this Act
Act to
levy and
and collect
collect a
passage of
of this
to levy
a gross-production
gross-production tax,
tax,
not to exceed
exceed the
the existing
all oil
oil and
and gas
gas produced
existing rate,
rate, upon
upon all
produced in
in
Osage County,
County, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, except
herein otherwise
otherwise provided,
provided, and
Osage
except as
as herein
and
all
taxes so
shall be
and shall
shall be
in
all taxes
so collected
collected shall
be paid
paid and
and distributed,
distributed, and
be in
lieu
lieu of
of all
levied upon
the production
all other
other State
State and
and county
county taxes
taxes levied
upon the
production
laws of Oklahoma.
of oil and gas as provided
provided by the laws
Oklahoma. The
The grossgrossproduction
production tax
tax on
on the
the royalty
of the
the Osage
Osage Indians
Indians shall
shall be
royalty interests
interests of
be
but in
in no
no event
event to
to exceed
at the rate levied by said State but
per
exceed 55 per
and said
said tax
tax shall
centum and
be paid
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
shall be
paid by
Secretary of
the State
State of
through the proper officers of the Osage
Osage Agency, to the
of
Oklahoma from the amount
by the
the Osage
amount received
received by
Osage Indians
from the
the
Indians from
production
to be
be distributed
distributed in
production of oil and gas to
in like
like manner
manner as
as grossgrossproduction
Secretary shall
shall
production tax under the laws of said State and the Secretary
pay the
the tax
pay
otherwise
tax herein
herein authorized
authorized upon
upon the
the condition
condition and
and not
not otherwise
that An
in additional one-fifth of said sum or sums paid by the Secretary in pursuance
pursuance of this
this Act
Act shall
delivered over
over to
Osage County,
shall be
be delivered
to Osage
County,
Okahoma, at
Oklahoma,
at the
same time
time or
or times
times as
the other
payment or
paythe same
as the
other payment
or payments herein .provided
provided for are made to said county, one-half
one-half thereof
thereof
to be apportioned to a
a fund to be used by said county only for the
construction
construction and maintenance of roads and bridges therein,
therein, the
the other
other
one-half thereof
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
thereof to be used for
of common
common schools
schools of
of
said county
county as
as provided
provided by
law."
said
by law."
Approved,
Approved, April
25, 1940.
April 25,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 159]

April 26, 1940
Apri26,1940

AN ACT
ACT
AN

R.
3406]
[[H.Rb.
N3406]

For forest protection
protection against
against the white-pine blister rust, and for other purposes.
purposes.

White-pine blister
rWhite-pine
blister
rust.
Cooperative forest
forest
pCoperative
protection measures
measures
protection
against, authorized.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
Congress assembled,
That to promote
promote
the
stability of white-pine
the stability
white-pine forest-using
forest-using industries, employment, and
communities
through
the
continuous
and sugarcommunities through
continuous supply of whitewhite- and
sugarpine timber, the Secretary
cooperation
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture is authorized
authorized in cooperation

[Public, No. 486]

authorized.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54
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30, 1940
26, 30,
76TH CONG.,
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—GHS.159-161-APR.
159-161—APR.26,
CONG., 3D
76TH

with such
necessary to use such funds as
as he may deem necessary
agencies as
such agencies
with
have been,
been, or
made available for the purpose of
hereafter be, made.
or may hereafter
have
controlling white-pine
white-pine blister rust, by preventing the spread to,
controlling
and eliminating
white-pine blister
blister rust from, all forest lands, irreeliminating white-pine
and
spective
ownership thereof,
thereof, when
when in the judgment of the
the ownership
of the
spective of
Secretary of
Agriculture the use of such funds on such lands is
of Agriculture
Secretary
Provided,
necessary
in the
the control of the white-pine blister rust: Provided,
necessary in
That in
in the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture no expendidiscretion of the Secretary
the discretion
That
tures
from funds
funds provided
authorization shall be made
under this authorization
provided under
tures from
intermingled
on private
or State
lands (except
(except where
where such lands are intermingled
State lands
on
private or
with those
those which
which are federally
federally owned and it is necessary in order
order
with
to
protect the
the property
the United States to work on those parts
property of the
to protect
Federal
of the
the private
lands that
immediately adjoin Federal
that immediately
State-owned lands
or State-owned
private or
of
expenditures shall
lands) until
until a
a sum,
at least equal to such expenditures
or sums, at
sum, or
lands)
by State, county,
have
subscribed, or contributed 137
appropriated, subscribed,
been appropriated,
have been
concerned:
or
individuals or organizations concerned:
by individuals
or by
authorities or
local authorities
or local
Provided
further, That
part of
appropriations shall be used
such appropriations
of such
no part
That no
Provided further,
to
or value
value of
of property injured or destroyed: And
cost or
the cost
pay the
to pay
provided
That any
plan for
for the control and elimination
any plan
further, That
provided further,
of
blister rust on lands
owned by the United States or
lands owned
white-pine blister
of white-pine
retained
the United States for Indian tribes
restriction by the
under restriction
retained under
and for
for individual
Indians shall
shall be
be subject
subject to the approval of the
individual Indians
and
Federal
Indian tribe
tribe having
having jurisdiction over such lands,
or Indian
agency or
Federal agency
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may,
discretion and out of
may, in his discretion
of Agriculture
and
any
made available
under this
this Act, make
allocations to said
make allocations
available under
moneys made
any moneys
Federal agencies
agencies in
in such
such amounts
necessary for
amounts as he may deem necessary
Federal
white-pine blister-rust
and elimination
elimination on lands so held or
control and
blister-rust control
white-pine
owned by
the United
United States,
the moneys
allocated to be expended
expended
so allocated
moneys so
States, the
by the
owned
by
said agencies
purposes specified.
the purposes
for the
agencies for
by said
Approved, April 26, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
160]
[CHAPTER 160]

Provisos.
Provisos.
State or local contribution.

No pay
pay for property
property
injured, etc.
Work
lands.

on

Indian

ACT

AN ACT

To
for rearrangement
rearrangement of
of the
the several
of local
boards of
several boards
of the
location of
the location
provide for
To provide
inspectors.

Be it
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
United States
of Commerce
Commerce is
the exigencies
exigencies of the service may
as the
authorized, as
is authorized,
of
ime by consolidation
require,
rearrange from time to time,
consolidation or otherto rearrange
require, to
wise ;the
the location
the several boards a
inspectors and to disof local inspectors
of the
location of
wise,
continue
boards of
local inspectors
abolishing the
the same
estabor estabsame or
by abolishing
inspectors by
of local
continue boards
That
lishing
others
in
their
stead:
Provided
?
the
whole
number
of
Provided?
stead:
their
in
others
lishing
boards
of local
time be made to exceed those
no time
at no
shall at
inspectors shall
local inspectors
boards of
established
and authorized
authorized on
on the
of this Act,
enactment of
the enactment
of the
date of
the date
established and
Provided
except
the same
same may
thereafter be provided by law: Provided
may thereafter
as the
except as
further, That
That the
Commerce shall, at the beginning of
of Commerce
Secretary of
the Secretary
further,
each
regular session,
submit to
statement of
of all
all acts, if
if
a statement
Congress a
to Congress
session, submit
each regular
any, done
done under
of this
this Act
the reasons therefor.
and the
Act and
provisions of
the provisions
under the
any,
Approved,
April 30, 1940.
Approved, April

April
1940
April 30, 1940
[S. 2661]
2661]
[S.
[Public, No. 487]
[Public,

Inspection
Marine inspection
and navigation.
Rearrangement
of
Rearrangement of
of boards of
location of
local inspectors.
local
Inspectors.

Provisos.
Profoei.
Limitation.
Limitation.

Annual statement
statement
Annual
to Congress.

[CHAPTER 161]
161]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
April 30,1940
30, 1940
[H.
[H. R. 7406]
Granting
Authority, CommonGeneral State Authority,
the General
to the
Congress to
of Congress
consent of
the consent
Granting the
[Public,
No. 488]
-[Public.
wealth of
and/or the
Tunnel CommisBridge and Tunnel
Pennsylvania Bridge
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, and/or
of Pennsylvania,
wealth
sion, either
jointly, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
toll bridge
a toll
operate a
or jointly,
singly or
either singly
sion,
across
Middletown, Pennsylvania.
of Middletown,
city of
the city
near the
or near
at or
River at
Susquehanna River
the Susquehanna
across the

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
the Susquehannf
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
Susquehanna River.
River.
United
States of
Congress assembled,
authorized
assembled, That the consent Bridge
Bridge authorized
in Congress
America in
of .America
United States
Middleacross,
Middleat
acros,
of
Congress is
hereby granted
General State Authority, Com- town, Pa.
granted to the General
is hereby
of Congress
monwealth
and/or the
Pennsylvania Bridge and
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania, and/or
of Pennsylvania,
monwealth of

170
170

34
34 Stat.
Stat. 84.
84.
33
491.33 U.
U. S.
B. C.
C. §
§§I491498.
498.

Tolls.

Maintenance as
as free
free
Maintenance
bridge after
after amortizbridge
amortizing costs.
costs.
ing
Records;
Records; availabilavailability.
ity.

Amendment.
Amendment.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS . 161,
161, 162—APR.
1940
PUBLIC
162-APR. 30,
30, 1940

construct, maintain,
maintain,
Tunnel Commission,
Commission, either
either singly
singly or
or jointly,
jointly, to
to construct,
and operate
operate aabridge and
thereto across
and approaches
approaches thereto
across the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna
to the
or near
River, at a
a point suitable
suitable to
the interests
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
at or
near
the Act
"An
Middletown, in accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to regulate the construction
of bridges
bridges over
construction of
over navigable
navigable waters",
waters",
approved March
March 23,
subject to
the conditions
conditions and
approved
23, 1906,
1906, and subject
to the
and limitations
limitations
contained in this Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. If
such bridge,
the rates
If tolls are charged for
for the use of
of such
bridge, the
rates
of toll shall be so adjusted
adjusted as to provide
to pay
pay the
the
provide aafund sufficient
sufficient to
reasonable cost of maintenance, repairing,
operating the
the bridge
bridge
repairing, and
and operating
and its approaches
approaches under economical
to provide
provide a
economical management,
management, and
and to
a
sinking fund sufficient
sufficient to amortize the cost of the
and its
the bridge and
its
approaches,
approaches, including reasonable
reasonable interest and
financing cost,
and financing
cost, as soon
soon
as possible
possible under reasonable charges,
charges, but within a
a period
period of
of not
not to
to
exceed twenty years from the completion
completion thereof.
thereof. After
.After a
sinking
a sinking
fund sufficient
sufficient for such amortization
amortization shall
provided, such
shall have
have been so provided,
such
bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained and operated
operated free of tolls.
An
tolls. An
accurate record of tlit
accurate
the bridge
bridge and
and its
its approaches,
approaches, the
the
the costs of
of the
expenditures for mainfaining,
maintaining, repairing,
expenditures
and
repairing, and operating
operating the same,
same, and
of the daily tolls collected,
collected, shall be kept and
available for
the
and shall
shall be
be available
for the
information of all persons interested.
information
interested.
SEC.
SEc. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 30, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 162]

April 30, 1940
[H.
[H. R. 74071
[Public,
No. 489]
[Publc, No.

Susquehanna
Susquehanna River.
Bridge authorized
authorized
across, at Millersburg,
Millersburg,
Pa.

34 Stat. 84.
H 49133 U. S. C.
C. §1
491-498.
408.
Tolls.
Tolls.

Maintenance as free
Maintenance
bridge after amortizing costs.
Records; availability.

Amendment.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the General
General State Authority, Commonwealth
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and/or the Pennsylvania
Commission,
Pennsylvania Bridge and
and Tunnel
Tunnel Commission,
either singly or jointly, to construct, maintain,
maintain, and
operate a
a toll
across
and operate
toll bridge
bridge across
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
River at or near the city
Millersburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
city of
of Millersburg,

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the consent
That the
consent
of Congress is hereby granted
granted to
to the
the General
General State
Authority, ComState Authority,
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and/or the Pennsylvania
and
Pennsylvania Bridge
Bridge and
Commission, either singly or jointly,
jointly, to
Tunnel Commission,
construct, maintain,
maintain,
to construct,
and operate a
abridge
bridge and approaches thereto
the Susquehanna
thereto across
across the
Susquehanna
River, at aa point suitable
the interests
suitable to the
at or
interests of
of navigation,
navigation, at
or near
near
Millersburg,
accordance with the provisions
Millersburg, in accordance
of the
entitled
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act to regulate
regulate the construction of
bridges over
over navigable
of bridges
navigable
waters", approved March
waters",
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions
conditions and
and
limitations
limitations contained
contained in
in this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. If
If tolls are charged
charged for the use of
bridge, the
rates
of such bridge,
the rates
of toll shall be so adjusted
a fund sufficient
adjusted as to provide
provide a
pay the
sufficient to
to pay
the
reasonable cost of maintenance, repairing,
repairing, and
and operating
operating the
the bridge
bridge
and its
its approaches
approaches under
management, and
and
under economical management,
and to
to provide
provide
a sinking
sinking fund sufficient to amortize the cost of the bridge
a
bridge and
and its
its
approaches,
including reasonable interest and financing
approaches, including
financing cost,
cost, as
as soon
soon
as
possible under reasonable
as possible
reasonable charges,
charges, but within a
a period of
not to
to
of not
exceed twenty
twenty years
years from
completion thereof. After a
a sinking
exceed
from the
the completion
fund sufficient
amortization shall have been so provided
fund
sufficient for such amortization
provided,
such bridge
bridge shall
shall thereafter
thereafter be
maintained and
and operated
such
be maintained
operated free
free of tolls.
An accurate
accurate record
An
record of the costs of the bridge and its approaches,
approaches, the
expenditures for
for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and operating,
operating the
expenditures
the same,
same
and of the daily tolls co
collected,
llect
ed, shall
shall be
be kept
kept and
and shall
shall be
be available
available
for the information of all persons
persons interested.
SEC.
3. The
right to
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
hereby
SEC. 3.
The right
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
Act is
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April 30,
30, 1940.
1940.
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[
CHAPTER 163]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
extend the
construction of a
abridge
completing the construction
for commencing
commencing and completing
times for
the times
To extend
village of Barryville,
Barryville, New
New York,
York, and the
Delaware River between the village
across the Delaware
village
Pennsylvania.
village of Shohola, Pennsylvania.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
for
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the times
times for
America in
States of America
United States
commencing and
and completing
completing the construction
highway bridge
construction of the highway
commencing
across the
the Delaware
River between
between points in
Bar in the village of BarryDelaware River
across
ville, Sullivan
Sullivan County,
County, New
New York,
York, and
village of
Shohola, Pike
of Shohola,
and the village
ville,
County,
to be
Interstate
by the Interstate
built by
be built
authorized to
Pennsylvania, authorized
County, Pennsylvania,
Bridge Commission
York and the CommonCommonNew York
the State of New
of the
Commission of
Bridge
wealth
Pennsylvania, by
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved June
June 19,
by an
an Act
of Pennsylvania,
wealth of
1936,
approved August
August
of CongreAs
Congress approved
an Act
Act of
extended by an
heretofore extended
1936, heretofore
23, 1937,
are hereby
further extended
and three years,
one and
extended one
hereby further
1937, are
23,
respectively,
June 19, 1939.
respectively, from June
S
EC. 2.
2. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this Act
Act is hereby
or repeal
amend, or
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 30, 1940.
Approved,

April 30, 1940
[H. R. 7655]
[Public, No.
No. 490]
490]
[Public,

Delaware River.
Delaware
Time extended
extended for
for
Time
bridging, Barryville,
Berryville,
bridging,
N. Y., to
to Shohola,
Shohola, Pa.
Pa.
N.Y.,

49 Stat.
Stat. 1531; 50tat.
50 Stat.
49
746.
746.

Amendment.

[CHAPTER 164]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To amend
amend section
Criminal Code to prohibit
prohibit purchase
of the United States Criminal
section 35B of
To
or
receipt in
pledge of clothing
maintained
clothing and other supplies issued to veterans maintained
in pledge
or receipt
Veterans' Administration
Administration facilities.
in Veterans'

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
and Howe
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by the
Be
it enacted
section 35B
United
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
Act
amended by the Act
of
the Criminal
Criminal Code
Code of
of the United States, as amended
of the
numbered
of
996), and public law numbered
(ch. 587, 48 Stat. 996),
1934 (ch.
June 18, 1934
of June
465,
Seventy-fifth Congress, third session,
session, April 4, 1938 (52 Stat.
465, Seventy-fifth
197), as
section 86, is
18 section
title 18,
Code, title
States Code,
United States
in United
as contained
contained in
197),
hereby amended
to read
as follows:
"Whoever shall purchase,
purchase, or
follows: "Whoever
read as
amended to
hereby
equipment, ammunition
receive
ammunition,
from any person any arms, equipment,
pledge from
in pledge
receive in
clothing,
property furnished
furnished by the United
United
clothing, military stores, or other property
States under
clothing allowance
sailor,
or otherwise,
otherwise, to any soldier, sailor,
allowance or
under aaclothing
States
officer,
cadet, or
midshipman in the military
naval service of the
military,or naval
or midshipman
officer, cadet,
United States
or of
of the
the National
Militia, or to any
Naval Militia,
or Naval
National Guard or
States or
United
person accompanying,
accompanying, serving, or retained with the land or naval
person
forces
to military
or naval
or to
any former member
member
to any
law; or
naval law;
military or
subject to
and subject
forces and
of
naval service
any hospital, home, or
by any
at or by
service at
or naval
military or
such military
of such
facility maintained
maintained by
the United
United States;
States; having
knowledge or
having knowledge
by the
facility
reason
to believe
that the
the property
property has
been taken
taken from
the possespossesfrom the
has been
believe that
reason to
sion
of the
the United
States or
or furnished
under
the United States under
by the
furnished by
United States
sion of
such
or otherwise,
otherwise, shall
shall be
fined not
not more
$500 or
than $500
more than
be fined
allowance, or
such allowance,
imprisoned
more than
two years,
years, or
or both."
both."
than two
not more
imprisoned not
Approved,
April
30,
1940.
Approved, April 30, 1940.
[CHAPTER 165]
165]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Providing
leave for substitute
postal employees.
substitute postal
sick leave
for sick
Providing for

Be it
enacted by
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That sections
sections 11and
and
assembled, That
America in
of America
States of
United
of Public
Public Law
session of
the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
of the
first session
194, first
Numbered 194,
Law Numbered
22 of
Congress, be
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
amended to
be amended
Congress,
"That
substitutes in
Service shall
shall be
rated as
be rated
Postal Service
the Postal
in the
hereafter substitutes
"That hereafter
employees
and
each
substitute
postal
employee
in
the
classified
civil
civil
classified
the
in
employee
postal
substitute
each
and
employees

April 30, 1940
[H. R.
R. 7660]
[H.
[Public,
491]
[Public, No. 491]

Criminal Code,
Code,
Criminal
amendment.

O., Supp.
18 U. S.. C.,
V, §86.
80.
Purchase of certain
certain
Purchase
U. S.
S. supplies from
from
military,
etc.,
personmilitary, etc., personnel.
nel.

former memFrom former
bers of
of military, etc.,
etc.,
bers
services.
services.

Penalty.

30,1940
April
April 30,
1940
[H. R. 7663]
763]
[H.

[Public, No. 492]
[Public,
Postal
Postal Service.
53 Stat. 1062.
39
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
39 U.
I824a,
824a, 824b.
V. §
Annual and sick
sick
Annual
leave to substitutes.
substitutes.
leave

PUBLIC
LAWS- CHS.165-168-APR.
30, 1940
1940
PUBLIC IAWS-CHS.
165-168-APR. 30,
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Sick leave;
leave; disqualidisqualifications.
fications.

service shall
shall be
the same
and benefits
with respect
respect to
service
be granted
granted the
same rights
rights and
benefits with
to
annual
and sick
accrue to
employees in
annual and
sick leave
leave that
that accrue
to regular
regular employees
in proportion
proportion
actually employed.
to the
the time
time actually
"SEc. 2. No
to sick
sick leave
leave for
for an
illness or
or
"SEC.
No substitute
substitute shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
an illness
disability
time when
such substitute
leave of
of
disability incurred
incurred at
at aa time
when such
substitute is
is on
on leave
absence,
other than
leave, or
when
absence, granted
granted at
at his
his own
own request,
request, other
than annual
annual leave,
or when
such
substitute is
available for
such substitute
is not
not available
for duty."
duty."
1940.
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1940.
[CHAPTER 166]
166]
[CHAPTER

April
30, 1940
April 30,1940
[31. R.
R. 8320]
8320]
[H.
No. 493]
[Public, No.
4931

Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River.
extended for
Time extended
bridging, near Jefferbridging,
son
Barracks,
c Mo.
Bo53 B^3
Stat. ;7.
1257.

t.

Amendment.

endment.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
extend the
times for
construction of
bridge
To extend
the times
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the construction
of aabridge
across
the Mississippi
River near
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks, Missouri.
Missouri.
across the
Mississippi River
near Jefferson

it enacted
of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and 11011,86
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the times
for
times for
commencing
bridge across
commencing and completing
completing the
the construction
construction of
of aabridge
across the
the
Mississippi
Jefferson Barracks,
to
Mississippi River
River near
near Jefferson
Barracks, Missouri,
Missouri, authorized
authorized to
be built by the county of Saint Louis,
Missouri by
Louis, State
State of
of Missouri,
by an
an Act
Act
of Congress
Congress approved
approved August
August 7,
7, 1939,
1939, is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended one
one and
and
three years,
years respectively,
respectively, from August
'
T
,1940.
August
7,
SEc.
years,
2.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 30,
Approved,
30, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 167]

1940
April 30, 1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 8397]
83971
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 494]

[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT

for commencing
commencing and
To extend the times for
completing the
construction of
of aabridge
bridge
and completing
the construction
or bridges across the
the Saint Louis River
at or
or near
city of
of Duluth,
Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota,
River at
near the
the city
and
Superior, Wisconsin,
and the city of Superior,
Wisconsin, and
to amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
and to
of August
August 7,
7, 1939,
1939,
and for
other purposes.
and
for other
purposes.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
the time
time for
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
for
bridging, at
at Duluth,
briding,
Duiuth, commencing
and
completing
the
construction
commencing
completing
const
ru
ct
io
n of
of a
a
and
bridge
Minn.
approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across the Saint Louis
Louis River,
or near
near the
the city
River, at
at or
city
of Duluth, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and the city of Superior, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, authorized
authorized
to be constructed
constructed by the city of Duluth by an Act of Congress
Congress
53SStat.1268.
Stat. 1258.
approved
approved August 7, 1939, is hereby
hereby extended
extended one year from August
August
1940,
and
years
August
1940,
respectively.
years
from
August
7,
1940,
respectively.
7,
1940,
and
three
Bonds, form
m and
mBo,,.
and
SEC.
SEc. 2. The second sentence of section 3
3 of said
approved
said Act approved
maturity.tor
53 Stat. 1259.
1259.
August 7, 1939, is hereby amended to read:
read: "All such bonds shall be
in aa form not inconsistent with this Act and shall mature at such
time or times as the city may determine,
determine, not exceeding
exceeding twenty years
1940."
from August 7,
7,1940."
Amendment.
Anumdment.
SEo.
right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
S
EA% 3.
3. The
The right
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 30, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
Saint Louis River.
Saint
TimeLeout'isiver
extended for

[CHAPTER 168]
168]
[CHAPTER
April 30, 1940
1940

R. al81
8398]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 495]
4951

Franking
Franking

privilege
privilege

to widows of ex-Presiex-Presidents
dents of U. S.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Amending
Acts extending
Amending Acts
extending the franking
franking privilege to widows
widows of ex-Presidents
ex-Presidents of
of the
the
United
United States.
States.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Acts
of February 1,
1, 1909 (ch. 55, 35 Stat. 591),
591), October
October 27, 1919 (ch. 84,
41
1449), March
1359), June 14, 1930
41 Stat.
Stat. 1449),
March 4, 1924 (ch. 45, 43 Stat. 1359),

54 STAT.]
STA.]
54
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76TH
CONG., 3D
SESS .—CHS. 168-170-APR.
168-170—APR. 30, 1940
1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG.,

(ch. 493,
46 Stat.
1906), and
1934 (ch.
48 Stat.
Stat. 1395),
560, 48
1395),
16, 1934
(ch. 560,
and June
June 16,
(ch.
493, 46
Stat. 1906),
extending the
franking privilege
privilege to
to Frances
Frances F.
F. Cleveland
Cleveland (Preston),
(Preston),
the franking
extending
Mary Lord
Carow Roosevelt,
Edith Bolling
Bolling Wilson,
Wilson,
Roosevelt, Edith
Edith Carow
Harrison, Edith
Lord Harrison,
Mary
Helen H.
and Grace
respectively, are hereby
hereby
G. Coolidge,
Coolidge, respectively,
Grace G.
H. Taft,
Taft, and
Helen
amended
by inserting
inserting in
in each
each of
of said
said Acts
Acts the
the words
words "or facsimile
facsimile
amended by
thereof"
after the
the words
her written
written autograph
autograph signature".
signature".
"under her
words "under
thereof" after
Approved,
April
30,
1940.
1940.
30,
April
Approved,
[CHAPTER 169]
169]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing The Superior Oil Company, a
a California
California corporation,
corporation, to construct,
Authorizing
maintain,
approaches therea free highway bridge or causeway, and approaches
maintain, and operate a
to,
Cut-Off Island, Posey
old channel of the Wabash River from Cut-Off
across the old
to, across
Illinois.
Indiana, to White County, Illinois.
County, Indiana,

Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House of
Senate and
by the
Be

assembled, That in order to
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United States of America in

and profacilitate
commerce, improve
improve the
postal service,
service, and
the postal
interstate commerce,
facilitate interstate
The Superior
vide for
and other
Superior Oil Compurposes, The
other purposes,
for military
military and
vide
authorized to construct,
hereby authorized
pany, a
a California
corporation, is
is hereby
California corporation,
pany,
causeway (includbridge or causeway
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
a free
free highway
highway bridge
maintain,
Wabash River
channel of the Wabash
ing approaches
approaches thereto)
thereto) across
across the
the old
old channel
River
ing
in order
order to
to connect
connect Cut-Off
Posey County,
with
Indiana, with
County, Indiana,
Island, Posey
Cut-Off Island,
in
with the
the
highway system
Illinois, in
accordance with
in accordance
County, Illinois,
in White
White County,
system in
the highway
provisions of
of an
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
the construction
construction
regulate the
Act to
Act entitled
an Act
provisions
23, 1906, and
of bridges
waters", approved
March 23,
approved March
navigable waters",
over navigable
bridges over
of
subject to
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations contained
contained in this Act.
to the
subject
to The
SEC. 2.
shall extend
not only to
extend not
granted shall
herein granted
authority herein
The authority
2. The
SEC.
Superior
Company, a
a California
California corporation
but
aforesaid, but
as aforesaid,
corporation as
Oil Company,
Superior Oil
also
owners of
Island, Indiana,
Indiana, at
at the
the date
date of the
Cut-Off Island,
of Cut-Off
to the
the owners
also to
enactment
Act and
and any
any future
owners of
island.
such island.
of such
future owners
of this
this Act
enactment of
is hereby
S
EC. 3.
right to
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act is
hereby
to alter,
The right
3. The
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
April 30,
1940.
30, 1940.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 170]

AN ACT

Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to
the Commonwealth
to the
Congress to
consent of
Granting
construct,
maintain, and operate
operate a
afree highway
highway bridge across the Susquehanna
Susquehanna
construct, maintain
River,
or near
near Wyalusing,
Wyalusing, between
between Terry
Terry and
Townships, in the
the
Wyalusing Townships,
and Wyalusing
at or
River, at
county
of Bradford,
and in
Pennsylvania.
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
in the
Bradford, and
county of

the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
enarted by the Senate and
it enacted
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent of
in Congress
States of
United States
Pennsylvania
Congress is
to the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
the Commonwealth
granted to
hereby granted
is hereby
Congress
to construct,
bridge, and
maintain, and operate aa free highway bridge,
to
construct, maintain,
approaches thereto,
a point suitable
Susquehanna River, at a
the Susquehanna
across the
thereto, across
approaches
to the
the interests
between
Wyalusing, and between
near Wyalusing,
navigation, at or near
of navigation,
interests of
to
Terry and
and Wyalusing
Bradford County,
in the ComCounty, in
Townships, Bradford
Wyalusing Townships,
Terry
monwealth of
of Pennsylvania,
in accordance
provisions of
the provisions
accordance with the
Pennsylvania, in
monwealth
the Act
to regulate
construction of bridges over
over
the construction
regulate the
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the
navigable waters",
waters", approved
23, 1906,
and subject
subject to the con1906, and
March 23,
approved March
navigable
ditions and
of this Act.
and limitations of
ditions
to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
2. The right to
SEC. 2.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
April 30, 1940.
Approved, April

April 30, 1940
[11.
[H. R. 8407]
[Public, No.
No. 496]
[Public,

Wabash River.
River.
Bridge authorized
across
channel of,
of,
old channel
across old
from
from Cut-Off Island,
County, Ind.,
Posey County,
to
White County,
County, IIi.
to White

34 Stat.
Stat. 84.
33 U.
U. S.
S. C.
498.

§i 491491-

Extension of authorExtensionof
ity.

Amendment.
Amendment.

April 30, 1940
[11. R. S471]
8471
I__

[.

[Publc,
[Public, No. 497
4971

Susquehanna River.
SusquehannaRiver.
Bridge
Bridge authorized
across, at Wyalusing,
Wyalusing.
across,
Pa.

34 Stat.
Stat. 84.
8. C. U
491If 491U. 8.
33 U.
498.
498.
Amendment.
Amendment.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS--CHS.171-173-APR.
171-173—APR.30,
PUBLIC
30, 1940
1940
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[CHAPTER 171]
[CHAPTER
171]
April
53, 1940
APril 30,
1V4u
[H. R. 84951
8495]

R.

[Public, No. 498]
498]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To
extend the
times for
and completing
completing the
the construction
of a
abridge
bridge
To extend
the times
for commencing
commencing and
construction of
or bridges
bridges across
across the
at or
the cities
of Dubuque,
Iowa,
River at
or near
near the
cities of
Dubuque, Iowa,
or
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
and East
East Dubuque,
Dubuque, Illinois,
Illinois, and
and to
July 18,
1939, and
other
and for
for other
and
to amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
of July
18, 1939,
purposes.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
United
States of
America
in, Congress
assembled,
That the
the times
times
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Time extended
extended for
Time
completing the
the construction
bridge or
or
bridging,
ridging, Dubuque, for
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
construction of
of a
a bridge
b
Iowa, to East DuIc
bridges and
approaches thereto
thereto across
River at or
or
Mississippi River
the Mississippi
across the
and approaches
st Du- bridges
uoaqtu
Ill.
bbuque,
near the
the cities
of Dubuque,
and East
East Dubuque,
authorDubuque, Illinois,
Illinois, authorIowa, and
Dubuque, Iowa,
cities of
near
ized
to be
by the
the City
City of
Commission
ized to
be constructed
constructed by
of Dubuque
Dubuque Bridge
Bridge Commission
53 Stat.
1051.
53
Stat. 105L
by an Act of Congress approved
approved July 18, 1939, are hereby extended
extended
one
years, respectively,
respectively, from
18, 1940.
1940.
one and
and three
three years,
from July
July 18,
S
EC. 2.
The second
of section
said Act
Act approved
approved
SEo.
2. The
second sentence
sentence of
section 4
4 of
of said
issue, matuBond ioue,.
mat- July 18, 1939, is hereby amended to read:
read: "All such bonds may be
etc.
rrity,
Ity, etc,
registerable as
as to
principal alone
alone or
or both principal
registerable
to principal
principal and interest,
shall be
be in
in such
form not
not inconsistent
shall
such form
inconsistent with
with this
this Act,
Act, shall
shall mature
mature
at
such time
times not
exceeding twenty
twenty years
years from
from July
July.18,
18, 1940,
at such
time or
or times
not exceeding
1940,
shall be
be in
such denominations,
shall be
executed in
in such
such manner,
shall
in such
denominations, shall
be executed
manner,
and
shall be
be payable
and at
place or
or places
and shall
payable in
in such
such medium
medium and
at such
such place
places as
as
the
may determine."
determine."
the commission
commission may
Amendment.
Smo.
The right
alter, amend,
amend, or
this Act
Act is
hereby
Amndment.
Sme. 3.
3. The
right to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
reserved.
Approved, April 30, 1940.
1940.
Mississippi River
River.
Mississippi

[CHAPTER 172]
[CHAPTER
1721
April 30,
30,1940
Anti
19.0

[H.
R. 9S08]
8508]
1H. B.
[Public, No.
No. 499]
499]

Transportation
of
Transportation
automobiles at Government expense.
ernment
405.
47 Stat. 405.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Department
of
Department of
State,
authorization
authorization
for.

Exception.
Exception.

Be
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of
United States
of America
America in
in Comress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 209
209
1932 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 823a),
limiting the
the transtransof the Act
Act of
of June
June 30,
30, 1932
U. S.
823a), limiting
portation of
of automobiles
automobiles at
expense, be
be, and
the same
portation
at Government
Government expense,
and the
same is
is
hereby, amended
amended by
by adding
thereto the
the following:
following: "Provided
hereby,
adding thereto
"Provided further,
further,
That funds available
available to the
the Department
Department of State
may be
be expended
expended
State may
for
personally owned
owned automobile
automobile in
any case
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of a
a personally
in any
case
where
that ocean
ocean transportatransportawhere the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State shall determine
determine that
tion
necessary for
for any
any part
of the
the distance
distance between
between points
of
tion is
is necessary
part of
points of
except that this authorization
origin and destination,
destination, except
not be
authorization shall not
be
when proceeding
extended to any Ambassador or Minister
Minister when
proceeding to aa post
post
of
where a
a Government-owned
automobile shall
of duty
duty where
Government-owned automobile
shall have
have been
been proprovided for his
his use."
Approved,
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 173]
[CHAPTER
173]

April 30, 1940

[H.
8583]
[H. R.
R. 8583]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 500]
500]

Mississippi River.
Mississippi
River.
Time extended for
bridging, at Little
bridging,
Falls, Minn.

53 Stat. 1081.

3tat. 101.

Amendment.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Subsistence
Expense Act of 1926, as amended
amended by the Act of June
Subsistence Expense
30, 1932 (ch. 314, sec. 209, 47 Stat. 405).
405).

ACT
AN ACT

completing the construction
To extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
construction of a
abridge
across the Mississippi River at or near Little Falls, Minnesota.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for
United
for
commencing
the construction
bridge across the
commencing and
and completing
completing the
construction of
of a
a bridge
Mississippi River,
Little Falls,
Falls, Mi
nneso t
a, authorized
aut hor i
zed to
to
River, at
at or near
near Little
Minnesota,
be built by the Minnesota
Minnesota Department
Department of Highways
Highways or the State of
Minnesota,
Minnesota, by an Act of Congress approved
approved July 25, 1939,
1939, are hereby
hereby
extended one
one and
three years,
from July
25, 1940.
1940.
extended
and three
years, respectively,
respectively, from
July 25
S.ndn.
Sze 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, April 30, 1940.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54

175
175

76TH CONG.,
3e SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 174-176--APR.
174-176--APR. 30, 1940
CONG., 3D
76TH

[CHAPTER 174]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Department of South
Granting
Congress to the State Highway Department
consent of Congress
Granting the consent
a free highway bridge
Carolina
maintain, and operate a
bridge across the
construct, maintain,
to construct,
Carolina to
Great
Great Pee Dee River, at or near Cashua Ferry, South Carolina.

Representatives of the
Be
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
consent
United
Congress assembled, That the consent
America in Congress
of America
United States of
Department
of
Congress is
hereby granted to the State Highway
Highway Department
is hereby
of Congress
of
construct, maintain, and operate aafree highway
to construct,
Carolina to
South Carolina
of South
bridge
and approaches
at
thereto across the Great Pee Dee River at
approaches thereto
bridge and
Cashua
interest of navigation, at or near Cashua
the interest
to the
suitable to
point suitable
aa point
Ferry, between
between Darlington
Darlington and Brownsville, South Carolina, in
Ferry,
accordance
with the
the provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to regulate
accordance with
the construction
construction of bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters", approved
approved March
March
the
limitations
23,
1906,
and
subject
to
the
conditions
and
in this Act.
conditions
the
to
23, 1906, and subject
SEC. 2.
right to
hereby
or repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend, or
to alter,
The right
2. The
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, April 30, 1940.
[CHAPTER 175]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

679).
To amend
amend the
31, sec. 679)
Act of August 23, 1912 (37 Stat. 414; U. S. C., title 31,
the Act
To
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
That the Act of
assembled,
United
States
of
America
Congress
assembled,
of
Congress
in
United States of America
679), be, and
August
1912 (37
(37 Stat.
S. C., title 31, sec. 679),
Stat. 414; U. S.
23, 1912
August 23,
words:
the same
same is
hereby, amended
amended by
by the addition of the following
following words:
is hereby,
the
"Provided, That
installation and use of telephones
telephones in resicost of installation
That the cost
"Provided,
dences
Government of the United States in
owned by the Government
or owned
leased or
dences leased
foreign
countries
the
use
the Foreign Service may be allowed
allowed
of
the
for
countries
foreign
prescribed
from Government
Government funds,
under such
such regulations
regulations as may be prescribed
funds, under
from
by
the Secretary
herein relating
relating
except that the restrictions herein
State, except
of State,
Secretary of
by the
to long-distance
tolls shall
also apply to telephones installed in such
shall also
long-distance tolls
to
official residences."
residences."
official
Approved, April 30, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 1761
[CHAPTER
1761

AN ACT
ACT
AN

cases.
To provide
provide for
for the transfer of United
United States prisoners in certain cases.
To
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
whenever any
assembled That whenever
America in
States of
United
person
penal or
correctional institution pursuant
pursuant to a
a
or correctional
any penal
in any
confined in
person confined
judgment
of an
against the
the United States has
offense against
an offense
conviction of
of conviction
judgment of
been
of a
a felony
record of any
a court of record
felony in a
convicted of
or convicted
indicted or
been indicted
State, other
the State
State in
in which
which such
person is confined, the
such person
than the
other than
State,
Attorney General
General shall,
he finds
in the
the public
public interest
interest to do so,
it in
finds it
if he
shall, if
Attorney
authority
upon
the
request
of
the
Governor
executive
authority
of such
executive
the
or
Governor
the
of
request
the
upon
State, and
and upon
certified copy of such indictment
indictment
a certified
of a
presentation of
the presentation
upon the
State,
or judgment
judgment of
of conviction,
cause such
such person
transferred prior
person to be transferred
conviction, cause
or
to his
his release
release to
to a
a penal
institution situated within
correctional institution
or correctional
penal or
to
In
such State
State that
prisoners. In
United States prisoners.
receive United
to receive
authorized to
is authorized
that is
such
the event
than one
one such
presented in respect to any
is presented
request is
such request
more than
event more
the
prisoner,
Attorney General
General shall
in his
discretion which
his discretion
determine in
shall determine
the Attorney
prisoner, the
request
should
receive
preference.
The
expense
of
personnel
personnel and
of
expense
The
preference.
receive
should
request
transportation
incurred in
in carrying
carrying out
Act
provisions of this Act
out the provisions
transportation incurred
shall be
appropriation for the "support of United
to the appropriation
chargeable to
be chargeable
shall
States prisoners".

April 30, 1940
1940
April
86501
[H. R.
[H.
R. 86.50)
[Public,
801]
[Public, No. 501]

Great
Dee
Great Pee Dee
River.
authorized
Bridge authorized
across,
at
Cashua
Ferry, S. C.

34 Stat. 84.
S. C. §§
§f 49149133 U. S.
498.
498.
Amendment.
Amendment.

1940
April 30, 1940
In.
R. 8772]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 502]
8021
[Public,
Foreign
Service.
Foreign Service.

Telephones in offiTelephones
abroad.
residences abroad.
cial residences

Long-distance
Long-distance tolls.

April 80, 1940
1940
(H.
9047]
[H. R. 9047)
603]
[Public, No. 8031
United States
States
prisoners.
prisoners.
Transfer of,
of, in certain instances
instances.

Expense.
Expense

176
construed.
Terms construed.

Authority of Attorney General.
ney

,194
April 30,1940

1
PUBLIC LAWS—
CRS .176,
176, 180,
1-82— May
April1,
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
80, 182-May
,302
2,,1940
19400

S
EC. 2.
The term
term "indictment"
include
SEC.
2. The
"indictment" as
as used
used in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall include
"information" and
the term
include "informed
"informed
"information"
and the
term "indicted"
"indicted" shall
shall include
against." The
against."
shall include
the District
of Columbia,
The term
term "State"
"State" shall
include the
District of
Columbia,
but
Territories.
but not
not Territories.
S
EC. 3.
3. Nothing
the authority
authority
SEC.
Nothing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to limit
limit the
of the Attorney
Attorney General
prisoners pursuant
pursuant to
General to
to transfer
transfer any
any prisoners
to any
any
other provision
other
provision of
of law.
law.
Approved, April
April 30,
30, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 1801
[CHAPTER
180]

May 1, 1940
[11. R. 8500]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 504]
504]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to execute
easement deed
to the
the State
execute an easement
deed to
State of
of
New Mexico
Mexico for the use and occupation
at Conchas
occupation of lands and
and water
water areas
areas at
Conchas
Dam and Reservoir
Reservoir project, New Mexico.

enacted by the
the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
nited States
of America in
assembled, That
United
in Congre
Congress assembled,
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
tr
ain areas at
Conches of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered,
at Conchas
ttain
empowered, under
under such
such
)am and Reservoir
Reservoir
IDam
terms,
regulations, and
and conditions
conditions as
as are
are deemed
project authorized.
authorized.
project
terms, regulations,
deemed advisable
advisable by
by him,
him, to
to
IP
grant to the State of New Mexico for public recreational
an
recreational purposes
purposes an
easement for the use and occupation
occupation of such lands and
areas
and water
water areas
owned or controlled by the United States in connection
connection with
the
with the
Conchas Dam
Conchas
Dam and
Reservoir project
project on
on the
South
Canadian River,
River,
and Reservoir
the
South
Canadian
Proem%
New Mexico
Mexico22 as
Provided, That
said easement
bor'dination of in
in New
as he
he may
may designate:
designate: Provided,
That said
easement
Subordination
easement.
easement.
shall be subordinate
use of said
said lands
subordinate to the use
and water
lands and
water areas
areas by
by the
the
War Department as may be necessary
necessary in
operation and
mainin the
the operation
and maintenance of said dam and reservoir
reservoir project.
Amendment
Amendment.
SEC.
or repeal
repeal this
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or
Act is
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, May 1,
1940.
1, 1940.
New Mexico
Mexico.
New
erEasement
Easement over cer-

[CHAPTER 182]
182]
May 2, 140
1940
[H.
[II. R. 289]
[Public, No. 5051
505]
[Public,

War with
Spain.
with Spain.
Relief of certain
certain
volunteers held
Army volunteers
held
service after April
to service
11, 1899.
30 Stat. 1754.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of officers
officers and soldiers of the volunteer service of the United States
mustered into service for the War with Spain and who were
mustered
service in
in
were held
held in
in service
the Philippine Islands after the ratification
ratification of the treaty of
peace, April
11,
of peace,
April 11,
1899.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
and House
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
officers
That all
all officers

and soldiers of the volunteer service of the United
mustered
United States
States mustered
into service for
for the War with Spain, who were held to service in
into
the Philippine Islands for service in the Philippine
Philippine Insurrection
after
Insurrection after
April 11, 1899, and after the conclusion
conclusion of
peace with
with the
the Kingdom
of peace
Kingdom
Travel pay and subsub- of Spain, shall be entitled to the travel pay and allowance for subpay and allowance for subsistence allowance.
sistence provided
provided in sections 1289 and 1290, Revised
sistence
Revised Statutes, as then
discharged April 11,
amended and in effect,
effect, as though discharged
11, 1899, by reason
enlistment, and appointed or reenlisted
of expiration
expiration of enlistment,
reenlisted April
April 12.
12,
1899,
1899, without deduction
deduction of travel
travel pay and subsistence paid such officers or soldiers on final muster out subsequent
subsequent to April 11, 1899:
1899:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue under any provision of this
No benefits to per- Provided,
sons discharged
discharged at
at
Act to
to any
any person whose claim is based upon the service of any such
Act
such
own
ow nrequest.
request.
officer or soldier discharged
discharged in the Philippine Islands at his own
officer
request.
request.
Settlement of claims.
SE.
SEC. 2. Claims hereunder shall be settled in the General
General AccountAccounting Office, and shall be payable
payable to the officer or soldier, or if
if the
person who rendered the service is dead, then to his widow, children
in equal
equal shares
shares (but not
not to their issue), father, or mother as proin
-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG
.-CH.182-MAY
182-MAY 2,
1940
CONG.,., 3D
3D SESS
SESS.-CH.
2, 1940

177
177

vided by existing Acts relating to the settlement of accounts of
U. 8.. C. §
§868.
deceased officers and soldiers of the Army (34 Stat. 750), but if
if 10 Tr.
there is no widow, child, father, or mother
mother at
at the
the date
date of settlement,
then no payment on account of the claim shall be made.
Claims
Claims allowed
allowed to
to
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The Comptroller General
General is authorized
directed to
authorized and directed
be certified
be
certified to Concertify to the Congress,
Congress, pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of section 2
2 of gress.
gress.
23 Stat. 254.
254.
the Act of July 7, 1884 (U. S. C., title 5, sec. 266),
allowed
266), all
all claims
claims allowed
hereunder.
Time
for
filing
Time
for
filing
SEc.
Application for the benefits of this Act shall be filed
SEC. 4. Application
filed claims.
claims.
within
three
years
after
the
date
of
its
passage.
within three years after the date of its passage.
Limitation on
on attorattorLimitation
S
EC. 5. Payment to
SEC.
to any attorney
attorney or agent for such assistance
assistance as ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
may be required
required in the preparation and execution
execution of the necessary
necessary
papers
shall not
not exceed
the sum
papers in
in any application
application under
under this Act
Act shall
exceed the
sum
greater
Penalty.
of $10;
$10; any
Penalty.
any person
person collecting
collecting or attempting
attempting to collect a
a greater
amount than is herein allowed-shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
$500 or by
shall be punishable by
by a
a fine
fine of not
not more
more than
than $500
by imprisonimprisment for not more than two
two years, or by both
both such fine
fine and imprisonment.
S
AM RAYBURN
RAYBITRN
SAM
OMO of Representatives.
Speaker pro
pro Tempore of the H
House
Representatives.
JNO N
N GARNER
JNO
GARNER
Vice President
United States
President of
of the
the United
States and
President of the Senate.
President
Senate.
I
OF REPRESENTATIVES,
REPRESENTATIVES, U.
INN IHE
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF
U. S
S.,.,
April 26,
25, 1940.
Certificate
of the
Certificate of
the
proceeded to reconsider the House
The House of Representatives
Representatives having proceeded
House of
of RepresentaRepresentatives.
tives.
bill (H.
R.
289)
entitled
"An
Act
for
the
relief
of
officers
and
soldiers
(H.
289)
Act
of the volunteer service of the United States mustered into service
for the War with Spain and who
who were
were held
held in service
service in the
the Philippine Islands after the ratification
peace, April 11,
ratification of the treaty of peace,
1899", returned by the President
President of the United
United States with his
objections, to the House of Representatives,
Representatives, in which it originated,
objections,
originated,
it was
it
Resolved,
That the
the said
said bill
bill pass,
two-thirds of
of RepreRepreResolved, That
pass, two-thirds
of the
the House
House of
sentatives agreeing to pass the same.
Attest:
Soum TRimiirm
Attest:
SouTH
TRIMBLm
Clerk.
Clerk.
Certificate of
ori gin.
certify that
Act originated
originated in
in the
the House
Representatives.
Certificate
of origin.
IIcertify
that this
this Act
House of
of Representatives.
S
OUTH TRIMBLE
SOUTI
TRIMBLE
Clerk.
Clerk.
I
N THE
THE S
ENATE OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
IN
SENATE
OF THE
May
May 20 (legislative
(legislative day,
day, April
April 24), 1940.
Certificate
the
Certificate of
of the
The Senate
Senate having
reconsider the
289) Senate.
The
having proceeded
proceeded to
to reconsider
the bill
bill (H.
(H. R.
R. 289)
Senate.
entitled
"An
Act
for
the
relief
of
officers
and
soldiers
of
the
volunteer
entitled "An Act for the relief of officers and soldiers of the volunteer
service of the United States mustered
mustered into service for the War with
Spain
after
Spain and
and who were held in service in the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands after
the
ratification of
treaty of
peace, April
April 11,
1899", returned
returned by
by
11, 1899",
of the
the treaty
of peace,
the ratification
the President
of the
United States
States to
to the
Representatives,
of Representatives,
the House
House of
the United
the
President of
originated, with his objections, and passed by the House
in which it originated,
reconsideration of the same, it was
on a
a reconsideration
two-thirds of
of the Senators
Senators present
present
Resolved, That
That the said bill pass, two-thirds
having voted in the affirmative.
Attest:
Eowix A.
A. HALSEY
HALSEY
Attest:
EDWIN
Secretary.
Secretary.
1934
70*-41—PT. I-193470°-41-PT.

12
12
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PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS .183,
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
183, 184—MAY
184-MAY 3,
3, 1940
[CHAPTER
183]
[CHAPTER 183]

May 3,1940
3, 1940
[H.
Res. 437]
437]
J. Res.
[H. J.
Res., No.
[Pub. Res.,
No. 67]
67]

Preamble.
Preamble.

American
IIAm An American
Day.
Third Sunday
Sunday in
May each year to be
May
designated.
so designated.

Observance invited.
Observance

supersede
Not to supersede
practices of
present practices
similar nature.
similar

Cooperation of judiJudiCooperation
ciary, etc.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing
the President
President of
of America
America to
Authorizing the
of the
the United
United States
States of
to proclaim
proclaim I
I Am
Am
An American
American Citizenship
Citizenship Day,
the recognition,
commemoAn
Day, for
for the
recognition, observance,
observance, and
and commemocitizenship.
ration of American
American citizenship.

Whereas some
young men
men and
and women
women in
Whereas
some two
two million
million young
in the
the United
United
States each
year reach
the age
age of
of twenty-one
and
States
each year
reach the
twenty-one years;
years, and
Whereas it
it is
is desirable
desirable that
that the
citizens of
of our
be
Whereas
the sovereign
sovereign citizens
our Nation
Nation be
prepared for
responsibilities and
and impressed
impressed with
prepared
for the
the responsibilities
with the
the signifisignificance
status in
our self-governing
self-governing Republic:
cance of their status
in our
Republic: Therefore
Therefore
be it
Representatives of the
Resolved by the Senate
Senate awl
and House
House of
of Representatives
the United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the third.
States
That the
third Sunday
Sunday in
in
May
Citizenship Day
May each year be,
be, and
and hereby is, set aside as Citizenship
Day and
that
United States
States is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
that the
the President
President of
of the
the United
is hereby
requested to issue annually a
a proclamation
proclamation setting
setting aside
aside that day
day as aa
public occasion for the recognition
recognition of all who,
who .by coining
coming of age or
naturalization, have attained
attained the
naturalization,
the status
status of citizenship,
citizenship, and the
the day
day
designated as "I
"I Am An American
American Day".
shall be designated
That the civil and educational
educational authorities
authorities of
of States,
States, counties,
counties, cities,
and towns be, and they are hereby,
hereby, urged
urged to
plans for
for the
to make
make plans
the
instruction of
proper observance of this day and
and for the full instruction
of future
future
citizens in their responsibilities
responsibilities and
and opportunities
opportunities as
as citizens of
of the
United States and of the States and localities
localities in which
which they reside.
reside.
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be
be construed
or attempting
to
construed as
as changing,
changing, or
attempting to
change, the time or mode
altogether commendable
commendable
mode of
of any of
of the many
many altogether
observances of similar nature now being held from time
observances
time to time
time,2 or
or
periodically, but, to the contrary,
hereby praised
praised
periodically,
contrary, such
such practices
practices are hereby
and encouraged.
encouraged.
SEc. 2. Either at the time of the rendition of
decree of
SEC.
of the decree
of naturalization
ralization or at such other time as the judge may fix,
fix, the
the judge or
someone designated by him shall address the newly naturalized
naturalized citicitizen upon the form and genius of our Government
Government and the
the privileges
and responsibilities of citizenship;
citizenship; it being the intent and purpose
judiciary, in cooperation
of this section to enlist the aid of the judiciary,
cooperation with
with
educational authorities, and patriotic organizations
civil and educational
organizations in aa
continuous effort to dignify and emphasize the significance of
of
citizenship.
Approved, May 3, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 184]

May 3, 1940
May
[S. J. Res. 199]
[Pub. Res., No. 68]

Joint congressional
congressional
committee on phosphate resources
resources
of
United States, continuance authorized.
authorized.
tinuance
52 Stat. 704; 53 Stat.
1346.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Amending
Seventy-fifth Congress and
Amending Public Resolution Numbered
Numbered 112 of the Seventy-fifth
Seventy-sixth Congress.
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 48 of the Seventy-sixth

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the life of the committee provided for by Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 112 of the
Seventy-fifth Congress creating
a Joint Congressional
creating a
Congressional Committee to
Investigate
se o
Phosphate Resources of
of
Investigate the Adequacy
Adequacy and
and U
Use
off th
thee Phosphate
the United States,
States, and Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered 48 of the
Seventy-sixth Congress, and the time for making its final report is
Seventy-sixth
extended to January
January 15,
extended
15, 1941.
1941.
Approved, May 3,
1940.
3,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG.,
SESS.—CHS.185,
185, 186—MAY
11, 1940
1940
186-MAY 7,
7, 11,

179

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 185]
185]
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To amend section
section 5
5 (b) of
To
the Act
1917, as
and for
of the
Act of
of October
October 6,
6, 1917,
as amended,
amended, and
for
other purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the first sentence
sentence of
of
subdivision (b) of section 5
5 of
the Act
of October
October 6,
6, 1917
Stat.
of the
Act of
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
411), as amended,
amended, is hereby amended
411),
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
"During time of war or during any other period of national emergency declared by the President, the President may, through any
agency that he
or
he may designate,
designate, or
or otherwise, investigate,
investigate, regulate,
regulate, or
prohibit, under such rules and regulations
regulations as
as he
by
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, by
means of licenses or otherwise,
foreign exchange,
otherwise, any transactions
transactions in
in foreign
exchange,
transfers of credit between or payments by or to banking
banking institutions
as defined by the President, and export, hoarding, melting, or
or earearmarking of gold or silver coin or bullion or currency,
currency, and any transfer,
withdrawal or exportation
withdrawal
exportation of, or dealing in, any evidences
evidences of indebtedness or evidences
ownership of property
property in
evidences of ownership
in which
which any
any foreign state
state
political subdivision
subdivision thereof,
defined by
or aanational or political
thereof, as defined
by the PresiPresident, has any interest, by any person within the United
United States or any
place subject to the jurisdiction thereof;
thereof; and the President may require
any
person to furnish
complete information
information relative
relative to
any person
furnish under
under oath,
oath, complete
to any
any
transaction referred to in this subdivision or to any property
transaction
property in which
any such foreign state, national
national or
subdivision has
or political subdivision
has any
any interinterest, including the production
production of any books of account,
account, contracts, letters,
or other papers, in connection
connection therewith
therewith in the
the custody
custody or
or control of
either before or after such transaction
transaction is
such person, either
is completed.".
completed.".
S
EC. 2. Executive
Executive Order Numbered
Numbered 8389 of April 10, 1940, and the
SEC.
regulations and general rulings issued thereunder
thereunder by the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
confirmed.
Treasury are hereby approved
approved and
and confirmed.
SEci.
Nothing in
Resolution shall be deemed
deemed to
SEC. 3. Nothing
in this Joint Resolution
to repeal
repeal
or to modify in any manner any of
of the provisions
provisions of the
the Act
Act of April
April
13, 1934, 48 Stat. 574 (the Johnson Act)
Act) or of
of the
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act of
of
1939 (Public
(Public Resolution Numbered
Numbered 54, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress).
Congress).
Approved,
Approved, May 7, 1940.

May
1940
May 7,
7, 1940
[S.
252]
[S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 2521
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
69]
[Pub.
No. 69]
Trading with
Trading
with the
the
enemy
amendenemy Act,
Act, amendment.
ment.
40 Stat.
415.
40
Stat. 415.
12
1J. S. C.
95a.
12 U.S.
c. §95a.
Regulation, etc.,
etc., of
Regulation,
of
foreign exchange,
coin
foreign
exchange, coin
exports, property
exports,
property
transfers,
transfers, etc.
etc.

Testimony, books,
books,
Testimony,
etc.
etc.

Executive order,
Executive
order,
etc.,
etc., confirmed.
confirmed.
Prior laws
laws unafPrior
unalfected.
fected.
31
U. S. C. §§804a.
804a.
31U.S.C.
Ante,
p. 4.
Ante, p.
4.
22 U.
Supp.
22
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V. §§
§§ 245j-245j-19.
245j-245J-19.
V,

[CHAPTER 186]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing the
the Navy
on behalf
Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy to
to accept
accept on
behalf of
of the
the United
United States
States
a
of certain
property of
the late
late Dudley
Dudley F.
a bequest
bequest of
certain personal
personal property
of the
F. Wolfe.
Wolfe.

Be it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Hose
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of America in
That the Secrebehalf
tary of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to accept
accept on
on behalf
of the United States the personal property
property bequeathed
bequeathed to
to the
the United
United
States Naval Academy by the terms of the will of the late Dudley F.
Wolfe.
appropriated, out
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized
authorized to be
be appropriated,
out of any
any
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money in the Treasury
appropriated, such sums as
as
may be necessary
necessary to effectuate the purposes of
of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, May 11, 1940.
1940.

May
11, 1940
1040
Ma 11,
I.
18. 3098]
3098]
LPublic,
No. 506]
506]
[Public, No.
Property bebeProperty
queathed by
queathed
by Dudley
Dudley
F. Wolfe.
F.
Wolfe.
Acceptance.
Acceptance.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auau-
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11, 13,
1940
187, 188—MAY
188-MAY 11,
13, 1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS. 187,
[
CHAPTER 187]
[CHAPTER
187]

May 11, 1940
[H. J.
T. Res. 431]
[Pub. Res., No. 70]

New York World's
World's
Fair, 1940.
imported
Articles imported
exhibition, etc.
for exhibition,

Stat. 668.
668.
50 Stat.

Golden Gate
Gate InterInterGolden
national
Exposition.
national Exposition.
imported
Articles imported
etc.
for exhibition,
exhibition, etc.

187.
50 Stat. 187.

Protection of rights,
duration.
duration.

Distilled spirits,
spirits,
Distilled
etc., for
for consumption
etc.,
on premises, and tourist literature
literature for free
distribution.
53 Stat. 625,
825, 1221.
1221.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To
to the
the 1940
New York
York World's
World's Fair
1940 Golden
Golden Gate
Gate InterInterFair and
and the
the 1940
1940 New
To extend
extend to
national
the provisions
provisions according
privileges under
under certain
certain customs
customs
according privileges
Exposition the
national Exposition
1939.
and other laws to the expositions of 1939.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
House of
Repre8entative8 of
of the
the United
United
and House
of Representatives
Senate and
Resolved
States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That (a)
joint resolution
resolution
the joint
(a) the
assembled, That
States of
entitled "Joint resolution to permit articles
articles imported
foreign
imported from foreign
entitled
countries
purpose of
Fair,
New York World's Fair
at the New
of exhibition at
the purpose
countries for
for the
1939, New
York City,
of
without payment of
be admitted without
to be
City, New York, to
1939,
New York
tariff,
approved August 16, 1937,
1937, as
amended
as amended
purposes", approved
and for
for other
other purposes",
tariff, and
and supplemented,
supplemented, is
New York
York
to the New
applicable to
is extended
extended and made applicable
and
World's
Fair: 1940, Incorporated.
Incorporated.
World s Fair,
providing for the
(b) The joint
joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing
importation of
duty for the purpose
purpose
tariff or customs duty
importation
of articles
articles free from tariff
International Exposition to be held
of exhibition at the Golden Gate International
at San
Francisco, California,
in 1939,
and for
purposes",
for other
other purposes",
1939, and
California, in
at
San Francisco,
1937, as amended
amended and supplemented,
supplemented, is extended
extended and
approved May 18, 1937,
applicable to the Golden Gate International
International Exposition to be
made applicable
held at
at San Francisco, California, in 1940.
(c) The
six-month periods
periods provided
joint resolutions
for in
in the joint
provided for
(c)
The six-month
referred
to in
in this
section, with
with respect to
heretofore or herehereto articles
articles heretofore
this section,
referred to
after imported under such joint resolutions or under such joint resoas amended
amended and extended, shall begin to run from the close
lutions as
expositions in 1940.
of the
the respective
respective expositions
Sm. 2.
importation of
SEo.
2. The Act
Act entitled "An Act relating to the importation
distilled spirits for consumption at the New York World's Fair, 1939,
1939, and to duties
and the Golden Gate International
International Exposition of 1939,
on certain articles to be exhibited at the New York World's Fair,
approved April 29, 1939, as amended, is extended
extended and made
1939", approved
applicable to the New York World's Fair, 1940,
Incorporated, and
applicable
1940 Incorporated,
the Golden Gate International
International Exposition to be held at San Francisco
Francisco,
California, in 1940.
Approved, May 11, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 188]
[CHAPTER
188]

May 13, 1940
[H. R. 7806]
(11.
7808)
[Public, No. 5071
607]

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the
striking of
of an
an appropriate
medal in
in commemoration
commemoration of
of the
To
the striking
appropriate medal
the
three-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
the establishment
Connecticut,
three-hundredth
establishment of
of Greenwich,
Greenwich, Connecticut,
as aa town.
as
town.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of th,e
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in comcommemoration of the three-hundredth
three-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the establishmemoration
establishment of Greenwich, Connecticut,
a
Connecticut, as a
a town, and the granting of a
charter for such establishment,
struck at
at a
amint
mint of
of the
establishment, there
there shall
shall be
be struck
the
United States
United
States to be designated
designated by the Director of the Mint
Mint fifty
fifty
thousand
thousand commemorative
commemorative medals of a
a special appropriate
appropriate single
design, size, weight, and composition to be fixed by the Director of
of
the Mint with the approval of
Secretary of
the
Treasury.
of the Secretary
of
the
Treasury.
Delivery; payment.
Delivery;
SEC.
commemorative medals shall be delivered
delivered to the duly
S
EC. 2. Such commemorative
authorized
authorized officers
officers of Greenwich Tercentenary
upon payTercentenary Committee upon
payment to the Director
Director of the Mint of an amount to be fixed by the
Director of the Mint not less than the estimated cost of manufacture,
manufacture,
including labor, materials,
materials, dies, use of machinery, and overhead
overhead
Security for paySecurity
pay.
expenses; and security satisfactory
expenses;
satisfactory to the Director of the Mint shall
ment.
payment of
be furnished
furnished to indemnify the United States for the full payment
of
such
such cost.
cost.

Greenwich,
Conn.,
Greenwich, Conn.,
300th anniversary
300th
anniversary of
establishment.
Commemorative
Commemorative
medals.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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SEC.
Whoever shall falsely make, forge, or counterfeit
S
EC. 3. Whoever
counterfeit or cause
or procure to be falsely made, forged, or counterfeited
counterfeited or shall aid
aid
in falsely making, forging, or counterfeiting
under
counterfeiting any medal issued
issued under
provisions of this Act, or whoever
the provisions
whoever shall
shall sell or
or bring
bring into
into the
jurisdiction thereof
United States or
or any place subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
thereof from
from
any foreign place, or have in his possession any such false, forged,
forged,
or counterfeited
counterfeited medal,
medal, shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or
or
than $1,000
imprisoned not more than
than two
two years, or both.
Approved, May 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 1891
189]

ACT
AN ACT

Making appropriations
appropriations for the Departments
Departments of State, Commerce, and Justice,
June 30,
and for The Judiciary, for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1941, and for other
purposes.

Counterfeiting, etc.,
Counterfeiting,
of medal.
medal.

Penalty.
Penalty.

May 14, 1940
[H. R. 8319]
[Public, No. 508]
608]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
following
Treasury not
not othersums are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any money in the
the Treasury
otherappropriated, for
Departments of State, Commerce,
Commerce, and
and
wise appropriated,
for the Departments
Justice, and for The Judiciary,
Judiciary, for
for the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
June 30,
30,
1941, namely:
namely:
TITLE I—DEPARTMENT
STATE
TITLE
I-DEPARTMENT OF STATE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF STATE
OFFICE
STATE

Salaries: For Secretary of
of State; Under Secretary of
of State,
$10,000; and other
personal services
services in
$10,000; counselor,
counselor, $10,000;
other personal
in the District
District
temporary employees,
of Columbia, including temporary
employees, and not to exceed $6,500
$6,500
for employees
employees engaged
engaged on piece work at rates to be fixed by the Secreexpending appropriatary of State; $2,458,500:
$2,458,500: Provided,
Provided, That in expending
appropriaappropriations, contained in this Act, for the
tions or portions
portions of appropriations,
payment of personal services in the District of Columbia in accordance
1923, as
amended, with the
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
as amended,
the excepexcepance with
with the
Adviser
tion of the four Assistant Secretaries of State and the Legal Adviser
of
Attorney General,
Assistant to the
the Attorney
General,
of the Department
Department of
of State,
State, the Assistant
the
General, and
Attorneys General,
the Assistant
Assistant Solicitor General,
and six
six Assistant
Assistant Attorneys
General,
the Assistant Secretaries
Secretaries of Commerce,
Commerce, the average
average of the salaries
office,
of the total number of persons under any grade in any bureau, office,
or
or other appropriation
appropriation unit shall
shall not at any
any time
time exceed the
the average
specified for
of the
the compensation
compensation rates specified
for the
the grade
grade by
by such Act, as
as
amended, and
and in grades in
in which only
only one
one position
position is
is allocated
allocated the
the
salary
exceed the average
compensasalary of such position
position shall
shall not
not exceed
average of the
the compensation
rates for
for the
that in
in unusually
unusually meritorious
of
grade, except
except that
meritorious cases
cases of
tion rates
the grade,
one
advances may be made
in a
a grade
grade advances
made to rates higher
higher than
one position in
the
the compensation
compensation rates
grade but
often
the average
average of
of the
rates of
of the
the grade
but not
not more
more often
than once in any fiscal year and then only to the next higher rate:
rate:
Provided,
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3,
3,
Provided, That
That this restriction
restriction shall
shall not apply (1)
(1) to grades
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or (2)
and 44 of the clerical-mechanical
(2) to require the reducreduction in salary of any person whose compensation
compensation was fixed as of
July
July 1, 1924,
1924, in accordance
accordance with
with the rules
rules of
of section 6
6 of such
such Act,
(3) to require
require the reduction
reduction in salary of
or (3)
of any
any person who
who is
is transferred from one position to another position in the same or different
ferred
different
different bureau, office,
office, or other appropriation
appropriation
grade in the same or aadifferent
unit, or (4)
(4) to prevent the payment of a
grade at
a salary under any grade
aarate higher than the maximum rate of
of the grade
grade when such higher
higher
rate is permitted by the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended, and
(5) to reduce the comauthorized by other law, or (5)
is specifically
specifically authorized
pensation of any person in a
a grade in which only one position is
allocated.
allocated.

Department
of State
Department oState
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation
Act,
1941.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Post, pp. 650, 1044.
1044.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Salary
Salary restriction.
restriction.

42
Stat.
re
.
tat. 1488.
S. C.
C. §§ 661-674;
5 U. S.
673c.
673,673c.
Supp. V, §§ 673,

Restriction not apRestriction
plicable
plicable in designated
designated
cases.
42 Stat. 1490.
5
5 U. S. C. i 664.
666.

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH. 189-MAY
189-MAY 14,
1940
14, 1940
PUBLIC
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CONTINGENT
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
Department contincontinDepartment
gent expenses.
expenses.
gent
Post,
p. 1014.
1044.
Post, p.

Microfilming equipMicrofilming
ment.
Post,
p. 1109.
1109.
Post, p.
Objects
for presenpresenObjects for
tation
American
in American
tation in
republics.
republics.

Books,
etc.
etc.

periodicals,
periodicals,

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Attendance at meetings.

Refund
Refund of
of passport
passport
fees erroneously
erroneously
fees
charged.
charged.

41 Stat.
Stat. 750.
41
750.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

(DEPARTMENTAL)
(DEPARTMENTAL)

Contingent
contingent and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
and miscellaneous
For contingent
expenses: For
Contingent expenses:
including stationery,
stationery, furniture,
typewriters, adding
maadding mafixtures; typewriters,
furniture, fixtures;
including
chines,
other labor-saving
devices, including
including rental,
exchange,
rental, exchange,
labor-saving devices,
and other
chines, and
and repair
thereof (not
equipment,
microfilming equipment,
$27,500);;microfilming
to exceed
exceed $27,500)
(not to
repair thereof
and
including rental
rental and
repair thereof;
translating services by contract
contract
thereof; translating
and repair
including
without
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S.
without regard to section
C.
flags, books,
books, pictures,
pictures, portraits,
like
of like
other objects
objects of
and other
portraits, and
C. 5)
5);;flags,
character
presentation (through
(through diplomatic
diplomatic and confor presentation
appropriate for
character appropriate
sular offices)
offices) to
organizato governments,
governments, schools, and other similar organizasular
tions in the American
American republics;
republics; purchase
purchase and exchange of books,
foreign, and, when authorized
authorized
domestic and foreign,
and periodicals,
periodicals, domestic
maps, and
by
of State,
for library
membership in societies
library membership
dues for
State, dues
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
or associations
associations which issue
a
publications to members only, or at a
issue publications
or
price to
lower than to subscribers
subscribers who
are not members,
who are
to members
members lower
price
newspapers, teletype
teletype rentals,
rentals, and tolls (not to exceed $12,500);
$12,500) ;purnewspapers,
chase, including
including exchange,
passenger-carrying automobile;
automobile;
one passenger-carrying
of one
exchange, of
chase,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles, to be
and storage
storage of
maintenance,
used
passenger-carrying
used only for official purposes (including one passenger-carrying
the
vehicle
Secretary of State and two for the general use of the
vehicle for the Secretary
Department) ;streetcar fare; traveling
traveling expenses,
expenqes, including not to
Department);
exceed $5,000 for expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with
exceed
the work
work of
of the Department
authorized by the SecreState when authorized
Department of State
the
tary of State; refund of fees erroneously
erroneously charged and paid for the
payment
issue of passports
passports to persons who are exempted from the payment
of such
appropriations for the
of
such fee by section 11 of the Act making appropriations
Diplomatic and Consular Service for the fiscal year ending June 30,
214a);;the examination
1921, approved
approved June
June 4, 1920 (22 U. S. C. 214, 214a)
examination
estimates of appropriations in the field; and other miscellaneous
of estimates
items not included
included in the foregoing, $143,000, of which $2,000 shall
available immediately.
be available
PRINTING
PRINTING AND BINDING

Printing and bindPrinting
ing.

Printing and binding: For all printing and binding in the
the
Department of State, including all of its bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions,
Department
and services, located
located in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and else$237,000.
where, $237,000.
PASSPORT
AGENCIES
PASSPORT AGENCIES

Passport agencies.

Passport agencies:
agencies: For salaries and expenses
maintenance, rent,
expenses of maintenance,
Passport
cost of insurance covering shipments of money by messenger, registered mail, or otherwise, and traveling expenses not to exceed $500,
for not to exceed five passport
passport. agencies, $57,500.
TERRITORIES OF THE
OFFICIAL PAPERS
AND EDITING
COLLECTING AND
EDITING OFFICIAL
PAPERS OF TERRITORIES
UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

Collecting,
etc., ofCollecting, etc.,
ofthe
ficial papers
papers of
ficial
of the
Territories for
for publicapublicaTerritories
tion.
tion.

45
1412.
Stat. 1412.
45 Stat.
5
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
5 U.
Supp.
V, §§
§§ 168a,
168c.
168a, 168a.
V,

Territories of the United
Collecting and editing official
official papers of Territories
States: For the expenses of collecting,
collecting, editing, copying,
copying, and arranging for publication
publication the official papers of the Territories
Territories of the United
United
States, including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia and
elsewhere,
traveling
elsewhere, printing and binding, and contingent and traveling
expenses,
expenses, as provided by the Act approved
approved February 28, 1929 (5
U. S. C. 168-168b),
168-168b), as amended by the Act approved
approved June 28, 1937
(50 Stat. 323),
323), $25,000.
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76TH
CONG.,
76TH CON
G., 3D SESS.-CH.
SES S.—C H . 189—M
AY 14, 1940
189-MAY
1940
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE
INTERCOURSE
FOREIGN

Post, p. 187.
187.

AMBASSADORS AND MINISTERS
MINISTERS
AMBASSADORS

Salaries Ambassadors
Ambassadors and
Ministers: For
salaries of
of ambassadors
am bas
sa d
ors
Salaries,
and Ministers:
For salaries
and ministers, including salaries as authorized
authorized by section 1740, Revised
Revised
Statutes,
Statutes, as amended by the Act of April 24, 1939 (53 Stat. 583),
583), as
follows: Ambassadors
Ambassadors Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia, Cuba,
Cuba, France,
France, Germany, Great
Great
Mexico, Panama,
Britain, Italy,
Italy, Japan, Mexico,
Panama, Peru, Poland, Spain,
Spain, Turkey,
Turkey,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and Venezuela,
Venezuela, at $17,500 each;
each;
Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Ambassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary to Belgium
Belgium and
and
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
Luxemburg,
Plenipotentiary to Luxemburg,
$17,500;
$17,500;
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Minister
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to the Netherlands, $12,000;
$12,000;
Envoys Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Ministers Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary to
to Albania,
Australia, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,
Australia,
Czechoslovakia, Costa Rica, Denmark,
Denmark,
Dominican Republic, Dominion of Canada, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Salvador,
Finland, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Ireland,
Ireland,
Liberia, Lithuania,
Lithuania, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Norway, Paraguay, Portugal,
Liberia,
Portugal, RumaRumania, Union of South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland,
Switzerland, Thailand, Uruguay,
Yugoslavia, at
at $10,000
$10,000 each;
each; to
to Egypt and
and Saudi
Saudi Arabia,
Arabia,
guay, and
and Yugoslavia,
$10,000; and to Estonia
Estonia and Latvia,
$10,000; to Iran and Afghanistan,
Afghanistan, $10,000;
$10,000;
$10,000;
In
exceed $660,000:
In all, not to exceed
$660,000:
Provided,
appropriated shall be paid to any
Provided, That no salary herein appropriated
official
receiving any other salary
official receiving
salary from the United States
States Government.
Government.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Ambassadors.
22 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. §
§121.
121.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
3a.
3, 3a.
§§ 3,
V, §§

Ministers.
Ministers.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.

SALARIES
SERVICE OFFICERS
SALARIES OF FOREIGN SERVICE

Salaries, Foreign Service
Service officers:
officers: For salaries
salaries of Foreign
Foreign Service
Service
officers as provided in the Act approved
approved February
February 23, 1931 (22
(22 U.
U. S.
S. C.
3, 3a),
(53 Stat. 583),
3,
3a), as amended
amended by the Act of April 24, 1939 (53
583), includofficers for the period actually and necessarily
ing salaries of such officers
necessarily
occupied in
receiving instructions
instructions and
and in
in making
making transits
to and
and from
from
occupied
in receiving
transits to
recognition and authority to act in
their posts, and while awaiting recognition
pursuance with the provisions of section 1740 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
pursuance
121) ;and salaries of Foreign Service
(22 U. S. C. 121);
Service officers or vice
consuls
Charges d'Affaires
consuls while
while acting as Charges
d'Affaires ad interim or
or while in
charge
consulate during
absence of the
charge of aa consulate
consulate general or
or consulate
during the
the absence
the
principal
principal officer; $4,166,000.

Foreign Service
Service ofofficers.
ficers.
46 Stat. 1207.
1207.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
§§ 3,3a.
3, 3a.
V,§
Instruction and
Instruction
and
transit pay.

Charges d'Affaires
ad interim.
interim.

TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION, , FOREIGN
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE

Transportation,
To pay
traveling expenses,
expenses,
Service: To
pay the traveling
Foreign Service:
Transportation, Foreign
including
specifically authorized
authorized by the
airplane when specifically
by airplane
including travel by
Secretary
Consular, and
and Foreign Service
Secretary of
of State,
State, of Diplomatic,
Diplomatic, Consular,
Foreign Service,
Service, including
including Foremployees of
of the Foreign
officers, and other employees
eign
Service inspectors,
under such
such regulations
regulations as
as the
Secretary
the Secretary
and under
eign Service
inspectors, and
of
State may
may prescribe,
expenses of
of transportatransportafamilies and
and expenses
prescribe, of
of their
their families
of State
tion
in going
including
returning from their posts, including
effects, in
going to and returning
tion of
of effects,
not
exceed $170,000
expenses in
of
with leaves
leaves of
in connection
connection with
$170,000 for
for expenses
not to
to exceed
absence;
attendance at trade and
congresses
and other conferences
conferences and congresses
absence; attendance
Act
under orders of the Secretary
authorized by the Act
Secretary of State as authorized
approved
1931 (22
U. S. C. 16,
preparation and
16, 17)
17);;preparation
and
approved February
February 23,
23, 1931
(22 U.
transportation
employees of the
those officers
officers and employees
the remains
remains of those
transportation of the
Foreign Service,
Service, who
may die
while
in transit
transit while
or may
die abroad
abroad or in
who have
have died
died or
Foreign

Transportation.
Transportation.

Leaves of absence.
absence.
Leaves

46 Stat. 1209.
reBringing home remains
etc.,
mains of
of officers,
officers, etc.,
dying abroad.

PUBLIC
LAWS- CH.189-MAY
14, 1940
1940
189--MAY 14,
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Allowances
Allowances to wididows, etc.

o etc.

Travel under SecreTravelunder
Secre"
tary's orders.

arysor

Proviso.
S
tence ontemSubsistence
on temporary detail under
porary
commission.
commission,

Office aand living
quarters allowances.

oquarte livance
g

46
Stat. 818.
818.
4Stat.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Advance
Advance

payment
payment

ofrene
rent.

y

Leases.
Leases.

A'.'owance
A:'owance forI-quarters, etc.; limitation.

ter,;

Post, p. 185.
Post,

Cost
ost of living
living allowances.
46Stat.
1209, 1207.
107.
46 Stat. 1209,
22 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §23c.

2u.

s. c., Supp

v,

Pro.

Proof vo.
ReIlation
Regulation
penditure.

pendita.re.

of

ex
ex-

Representation allRepesentation
allowances.

46 Stat.
Stat.

l9.

1209.

Retirement and disabRtiremfunta
dd
ability
fund, Federal

contr
bution.
contribution.

46 Stat. 1207.

46 Stat. 1207.
22 U. S.
S. C.,.,upp.
Supp.
V, §21.
3.
Ante, p. 143.

Ante,.

Clerks, salaries.
cleSrk
sares.
46
Stat.
1207.

F
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in
discharge of
official duties,
to their
former homes
in this
this
in the discharge
of their
their official
duties, to
their former
homes in
country
to a
a place
place not
not more
more distant
for interment,
interment, and
and for
country or
or to
distant for
for the
the
ordinary expenses of such interment, and also for payment under
under
the
section 1749
the Revised
Revised Statutes (22.U. S. C.
the provisions
provisions of
of section
1719 of
of the
130) of
of allowances
widows or
or heirs
at law
law of
Diplomatic,
130)
allowances to
to the
the widows
heirs at
of Diplomatic,
Consular,
and Foreign
United States
dying .in
in
Consular, and
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers of
of the
the United
States dying
foreign countries
discharge of
which
countries in
in the discharge
of their .duties,
duties, $723,000,
$723,000, of
of which
amount not to exceed $50,000
$50,000 shall be available until June 30, 1942,
for disbursement
for expenses
expenses of
travel under
orders issued
of travel
under orders
issued by
by the
the
for
disbursement for
Secretary of
of State
the fiscal
That this
this
Provided, That
Secretary
State during
during the
fiscal year
year 1941:
1941: Provided,
appropriation shall be available
available also for the authorized
authorized subsistence
appropriation
subsistence
expenses
expenses of
of Consular and Foreign Service officers
officers while on temporary
temporary
detail under commission.
Foreign Service: For
Office and living quarters allowances, Foreign
For rent,
rent,
heat, fuel, and light for the Foreign
Foreign Service for offices and
and grounds,
grounds,
and, as authorized by the Act approved June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C.
118a), for living quarters and for allowances
allowances for living quarters,
quarters,
118a)
including heat, fuel, and light, $2,153,000:
$2,153,000: Provided,
Provided, That payment
payment
for
for rent may
may be made
made in
in advance:
advance: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the SecreSecretary
offices, grounds,
tary of State may enter into leases for such offices,
grounds, and
living(parters
years and without regard
living quarters for periods not exceeding
exceeding ten years
to section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
5)::Provided
Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used
further,
used for allowances for living quarters, including
including heat, fuel, and light, in an amount
amount
exceeding
ambassador, minister, or charge
d'affaires, and
exceeding $3,000 for an ambassador,
charge d'affaires,
not exceeding $1,700 for any other Foreign
Foreign Service
officer: Provided
Provided
Service officer:
further, That under this appropriation
further,
appropriations herein
appropriation and the appropriations
herein
"Miscellaneous salafor "Contingent
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign
Foreign Service", and "Miscellaneous
ries and allowances, Foreign Service",
Service", not more than $5,000 shall be
expended for heat, fuel, and light for living quarters for each
expended
each
ambassador
ambassador or minister occupying
occupying a
for
a Government-owned
Government-owned building for
residence
residence or residence
residence and office purposes, and not more than $1,700
$1,700
for such purposes
purposes in the case of any other
Foreign Service
Service officer,
officer,
other Foreign
and during the incumbency
incumbency of aa charge d'affaires the limitation on
on
such expenditures shall be the same as for the occupancy
occupancy by the
principal officer.
officer.
Cost of living allowances,
allowances, Foreign
Foreign Service: To carry
carry out the provisions of the Act approved
approved February
February 23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 12, 23c),
23c),
as amended by the Act of April 24, 1939 (53 Stat. 583),
583), relating to
allowances and additional
allowances
additional compensation
compensation to diplomatic, consular
consular, and
Foreign Service
Service.officers,
employee swhen
w hen such allowofficers, clerks, and other employees
allowances and additional compensation
necessary to enable
compensation are
are necessary
enable such
such
officers,
clerks, and
other employees
to carry
carry on
their work
on their
work efficiently,
efficiently,
employees to
officers, clerks,
and other
Provided, That such allowances
$338,500: Provided,
allowances and additional compensacompensation shall be granted
granted only in the discretion of the President, and
under such regulations as he
he may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Representation
allowances, Foreign
Representation allowances,
Voreign Service:
Service: For representation
allowances as authorized
authorized by the Act approved February 23
23, 1931
allowances
(22
12), $150,000.
S. C. 12),
(22 U. S.
Foreign
Foreign Service retirement and disability fund: For financing the
liability
the United
States, created
the Act
approved February
February
liability of
of the
United States,
created by
by the
Act approved
23, 1931 (22 U. S. C. 21),
as
amended
by the Act of April 24, 1939
21),
(53 Stat. 583)
(53
583) $609,000,
$609,000, which
which amount shall be placed
credit
laced to the credit
of the "Foreign
"Foreign Service retirement and
and disability
disability fund".
fund".
Foreign Service:
For salaries
salaries of
in the
Salaries of
of clerks,
clerks, Foreign
Service: For
of clerks
clerks in
the
Foreign Service, as provided in the Act approved
approved February 23, 1931
(22 U.
IL S. C. 23a),
23a), including salaries
salaries while under instruction in the

C.
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United States and during transit to and from homes in the United
United
States upon the beginning
beginning and after termination of service,
$2,837,000.
$2,837,000.
Miscellaneous salaries
Miscellaneous
salaries and
and allowances
allowances,' Foreign
Foreign Service: For
For salasalacompensation of kavasses,
dragomans, porters, interries or compensation
kavasses, guards,
guards, dragomans,
preters, prison keepers,
keepers, translators, archive
collators, Chinese
Chinese
preters,
archive collators,
messengers couriers, telephone operators,
operators, supervisors of conwriters, messengers,
struction, and custodial and operating
maintenance and
operating force for maintenance
operation of Government-owned
diplomatic and consular
consular
operation
Government-owned and leased diplomatic
properties in foreign
foreign countries; compensation
compensation of agents and employproperties
and
dispatch agencies at New York, San Francisco,
Francisco, Seattle, and
ees of dispatch
New Orleans,
Orleans, including
their
salaries during
during transit to and from their
New
including salaries
homes in the
terminathe United
United States upon the beginning and after terminahomes
motor-propelled
tion of service in foreign countries; operation
operation of motor-propelled
vehicles; for allownon-passenger-carrying vehicles;
and other pasbengerpassenger- and non-passenger-carrying
ances to consular officers, who are paid in whole or in part by fees,
American vessels and seamen,
rendered to American
seamen as
for services necessarily rendered
provided in the Act of June 26, 1884 (22 U. S. C. 89; 46 U. S. C.
101) ;and
and such
such other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous personal services as the President
President
101);
may
deem necessary,
necessary, $697,000:
part of this approThat no part
Provided, That
$697,000: Provided,
may deem
priation
expended for salaries or wages of persons not
not
shall be expended
priation shall
American
clerical services
services (except
(except interpreters,
citizens performing
performing clerical
American citizens
translators,
and messengers),
whether officially
officially designated
designated as clerks
messengers), whether
translators, and
or
foreign mission:
mission: Provided
further, That the Secretary
Secretary
Provided further,
not, in any
any foreign
or not,
of the Navy is authorized, upon request by the Secretary
Secretary of State,
to assign
assign enlisted
enlisted men
men of
Marine Corps
as
to serve
serve as
Corps to
of the
the Navy and Marine
to
custodians, under
of
Secretary of
immediate supervision of the Secretary
under the immediate
custodians,
whichever the Secretary of State shall
tire chief of mission, whichever
State or the
direct,
consulates of the United States
legations, or consulates
embassies, legations,
direct, at
at embassies,
located in
countries.
foreign countries.
in foreign
located
Contingent expenses,
Foreign Service: For stationery;
blanks;
stationery; blanks;
expenses, Foreign
Contingent
record and
seals; presses; flags; signs; military equipother books; seals;
and other
record
ment
repairs and
alterations; repairs, preservation,
and
preservation, and
and alterations;
supplies;•repairs
ment and
and supplies
maintenance
supplies;
of Government-owned and
diplomatic and conconand leased
leased diplomatic
of
maintenance
sular properties
in foreign countries, including water, materials, supsular
properties in
plies,
newspapers (forobjects; newspapers
plies, tools
tools, seeds, plants, shrubs, and similar objects;
eign
advertising; ice and
and
telegrams; advertising;
freight; postage; telegrams;
domestic);;freight;
eign and domestic)
maintenance, and hire
drinking water for office purposes;
purposes; purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
drinking
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
exchange,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance and hire of other passenger-carrypassenger-carryexchange, purchase,
vehicles; exchange
trucks; insurance
insurance of official
vehicles
official motor vehicles
exchange of trucks;
ing vehicles;
when required
required by the law of such countries;
countries •funds
in foreign
foreign countries when
maintenance of commissary
commissary service;
uniforms;
service; uniforms;
establishment and maintenance
for establishment
furniture;
household furniture
furnishings, except as provided by
furniture and furnishings,
furniture; household
the
May 7, 1926,
amended (22
292-299), for
for GovernC. 292-299),
(22 U. S. C.
1926, as
as amended
of May
the Act
Act of
machines, and
ment-owned
typewriters, adding machines,
ment-owned or rented buildings; typewriters,
maintenance and
same •maintenance
labor-saving devices, and exchange of same;
other labor-saving
exceeding $3,500,
$3,500, includincludrental of launch for embassy in Turkey, not exceeding
ing
operation; rent and other expenses
expenses for
for dispatch
dispatch
ing personnel
personnel for operation;
agencies
Francisco, Seattle, and New Orleans;
Orleans;
agencies at
at New York, San Francisco,
traveling expenses,
expenses, including the
of
transportation of members of
the transportation
traveling
families
effects of
officers or Foreign Service
Service
personal effects
of diplomatic
diplomatic officers
families and
and personal
officers
acting as
charges d'affaires
d'affaires in
in traveling
to seats
government
seats of
of government
traveling to
officers acting
as charges
at which they are accredited
accredited other than the city of usual residence
residence and
returning
exchange; payment
payment
city of
of usual residence;
residence; loss by exchange;
returning to the
the city
information, telephone
in advance
advance for subscriptions to commercial
commercial information,
and
services; burial
connection
expenses and expenses in connection
burial expenses
other similar services;
and other

Miscellaneous salMiscellaneous
aries and allowances.

Dispatch agencies.
Salaries during
during
transit.
Vehicles.
Services to American seamen,
seamen, etc.
etc.

23 Stat. 56.

Provisos.
Proi'sos.
Citizenship
Citizenship requirement.

Naval assignments
as custodians.
custodians.

Contingent exexContingent
penses, Foreign Servpenses,
ice.
ice.
650.
Post, p. 650.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Commissary
Commissary
ice.
Ice.

sorvserv-

Government
Government buildabroad.
ings abroad.
44 Stat. 403.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
§¢ 292-297.
292-297.
V,

Traveling,
Traveling, etc.,
etc., expenses.
penses.
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with
and death
death of
certain native
with last
last illness
illness and
of certain
native employees,
employees, as
as authorized
authorized
Stat. 1043);
(53
1939
15,
by
and
in
accordance
with the
the Act
Act of
of July
15,
1939
(53
1013);
July
with
accordance
in
by
and
vV, §118f.
expenses
consulates and
consular agencies
agencies for
for any
any of
expenses of
of vice
vice consulates
and consular
of the
the foreforegoing
education, and
indiand indiinstruction, education,
for special
special instruction,
allowances for
objects; allowances
going objects;
vidual
of Foreign
Foreign Service
officers at
home and
not to
vidual training
training of
Service officers
at home
and abroad,
abroad, not
to
Language
exceed
$7,500; cost,
per annum
of the
tuition
exceed $7,500;
cost, not
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500 per
annum each,
each, of
the tuition
Language study.
study
of
Foreign Service
Service officers
for the
study of
of the
languages of
the study
the languages
of
of Foreign
officers assigned
assigned for
for relief,
protection, and
burial of
AmeriRelief,
etc., of Asia
Asia and eastern Europe;
for
relief, protection,
and burial
of Amerielief, etc.,
Europe;
American
seamen.
A
can
in foreign
foreign countries,
Panama Canal
Canal Zone,
seamen in
countries, in
in the
the Panama
Zone, and
and in
in
can seamen
merican seamen.
the
Islands, and
and shipwrecked
seamen in
in the
Terthe Philippine
Philippine Islands,
shipwrecked American
American seamen
the Territory
of Alaska,
Hawaiian Islands,
in Puerto
and in
in the
ritory of
Alaska, in
in the
the Hawaiian
Islands, in
Puerto Rico,
Rico, and
the
Virgin
Islands, and
and for
the
Virgin Islands,
for expenses
expenses which
which may
may be
be incurred
incurred in
in the
c,
acknowledgment of
and crews
foreign vessels
vessels
acknowledgment
of the
the services
services of
of masters
masters and
crews of
of foreign
in rescuing
or citizens
citizens from
other
in
rescuing American
American seamen
seamen or
from shipwreck
shipwreck or
or other
Consular prisons,
prisons, catastrophe
catastrophe at sea;
Consular
sea •for expenses of maintaining
maintaining in China,
China .Egypt, Ethietc.
.
opia, Morocco, and Muscat, institutions for incarcerating
American
incarcerating American
convicts and
declared insane
consular court,
rent of
convicts
and persons
persons declared
insane by
by any
any consular
court, rent
of
quarters
for prisons,
ice and
and drinking
drinking water
water for
for prison
purposes, and
and
quarters for
prisons, ice
prison purposes,
for the
expenses of
of keeping,
keeping, feeding,
feeding, and
and transportation
transportation of prisoners
prisoners
for
the expenses
and
persons declared
declared insane
by any
any consular
consular court
court in
in China,
China, Egypt,
Egypt,
and persons
insane by
Bringing home per- Ethiopia, Morocco, and Muscat; for every expenditure requisite for or
or
and
Muscat;
for
every
Ethiopia,
Morocco,
pe
Bringing
home
ons charged with
sons
crime.
rsme.
incident to the bringing home
home from foreign countries of persons
charged with crime as authorized by section 5275 of the Revised
Revised
charged
Statutes
(18 U.
S. C.
such other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
Statutes (18
U. S.
C. 659)
659);;and
and such
expenses as
as
Proviso.
the President may deem necessary; $1,226,000: Provided, That this
Navy
Nav Department, the President may deem necessary; $1,226,000: Provided, That this
eimbursement.
appropriation shall be
be available
available for reimbursement
reimbursement of
appropriation
of appropriations
Ireimbursement.
appropriations
Post,
Post, p.
p. 650.
650.
for the Navy Department,
$35,000, for
for
Department, in an amount not to exceed $35,000,
C., Supp.
SUpp.
i. s. S. C.,
55 U.

materials,
supplies, equipment,
equipment,
and
services
furnished
by
the Navy
Navy
materials,
Department,including
supplies,
pay, subsistence,
and services
allowances,
furnished
and
bytransportathe
Department, including pay, subsistence, allowances, and transportation of enlisted men of the Navy and Marine Corps who may be
Secretary of the Navy, upon request
request of the Secretary
Secretary
assigned by the Secretary
of State,
State, to embassies, legations,
legations, or
or consular offices
offices of
of the United
foreign countries.
States located in foreign
FOREIGN SERVICE
SERVICE BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS FUND
FOREIGN
FUND
Foreign Service
Service
Foreign
Buildings Fund.

22 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
22
U. S.
S. C.,
V.
I 295a.
296a.
V, §

Contracts authorauthorized.
Provisos.
Proris.
foreign
Payments in foreign
Payments
currency.

Retroactive
Retroactive authorization.

Foreign Service Buildings Fund: For the purpose of carrying into
entitled "An Act
effect the provisions
provisions of the Act of May 25, 1938, entitled
diplomatic
to provide additional
additional funds
funds for
for buildings
buildings for
for the
the use
use of
of the diplomatic
and consular establishments of the United States" (52 Stat. 441),
441),
including the initial alterations, repair, and furnishing of buildings
acquired under said Act, $300,000, to remain available
expended,
available until expended,
and in addition
authorized to
into
addition the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State is authorized
to enter
enter into
amount
contracts for such purpose during the fiscal year 1941 in an amount
of not to exceed $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided,That whenever
whenever aacontract
contract is made
made
for the construction,
Service buildbuildconstruction, alteration,
alteration, or
or repair of
of aaForeign
Foreign Service
ing which
which requires payments in a
a foreign
foreign currency,
currency, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
State is authorized
authorized to purchase
purchase such currency
currency at such times and in
such amounts (within the total amount of the payments
payments to be made
under such contract) as he may deem necessary, the currency
currency so purchased to be disbursed and accounted for at its cost price: Provided
Provided
further,That this authorization
further,
authorization shall also apply to the funds available
to the Secretary
appropriations for the conSecretary of State under prior appropriations
struction of Foreign Service buildings.
EMERGENCIES ARISING
IN THE
AND CONSULAR
SERVICE
EMERGENCIES
ARISING IN
PRE DIPLOMATIC AND
CONSULAR SERVICE

Emergencies,
Emergencies, Diplomatic and Consular
Consular
Service.
Service.
Post, p. 650.

Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic and Consular Service: To
Emergencies
To
enable the President
President to meet unforeseen emergencies
emergencies arising in the
Diplomatic and Consular Service, and to extend the commercial
commercial and
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other interests of the United States and to meet the necessary
necessary expenses
attendant
Neutrality Act, to be expended
attendant upon the execution of the Neutrality
expended
pursuant to the requirement
requirement of section 291 of the Revised Statutes (31
Provided, That whenever
whenever the President
President shall
U. S. C. 107)
107), $225,000: Provided,
find that a
stale of emergency
endangering the lives of American
a state
emergency exists endangering
American
citizens
citizens in any foreign
foreign country,
country, he may make available for expenditransfer to this appropriature for the protection of such citizens, by transfer
$500,000 from
appropriations contained
tion, not
not to exceed
exceed $500,000
from the
the various
various appropriations
contained
herein under the heading "Foreign Intercourse";
Intercourse'; and reimbursements
reimbursements
by American
American citizens to whom relief has been extended
extended shall be
appropriation from which funds have been transferred
transferred
credited to any appropriation
except that
reimbursements so credited
for the
the purposes
purposes hereof,
hereof, except
that reimbursements
credited to any
any
appropriation shall
the amount transferred
transferred therefrom.
therefrom.
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
appropriation
Contracts entered
entered into in foreign
foreign countries
countries involving
involving expenditures
expenditures
appropriations under the caption "Foreign
"Foreign
from any of
of the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
Intercourse" shall not be subject to the provisions
Intercourse"
provisions of section 3741
22).
of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 22).
foregoing appropriations
Not to exceed 10 per centum of any of the foregoing
under the
"Foreign Intercourse"
Intercourse" for the fiscal year ending
under
the caption "Foreign
June 30,
approval of the Director
Director
June
30, 1941,
1941, may
may be
be transferred,
transferred, with the approval
appropriation
Budget, to any other foregoing appropriation
of the Bureau of the Budget,
caption for such fiscal year, but no
appropriations under such caption
or appropriations
appropriation
increased more than 10 per centum
centum thereby:
thereby:
be increased
appropriation shall be
Provided,
transfers and contemplated
contemplated transfers
transfers shall
That all such transfers
Provided, That
be set
set forth
in the
the Budget
Budget for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1942.
be
forth in
CONTRIBUTIONS
QUOTAS, AND
AND
CONTRIBUTIONS,, QUOTAS,

Neutrality Act exNeutrality
expenses.
penses.
Ante,
4.
Ante, p. 4.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
§§ 245j-245j-19.
245j-245j-19.
V, §§
Proviso.
Proviso.
Emergency transfer
transfer
Emergency
of funds.

Ante, p. 183.

Members
Interest of Members
of
of Congress; provision
provision
Inapplicable.
inapplicable.
41 U. S. C., Supp.

V, §
§22.

Interchange of apInterchange
propriations; restricrestricpropriations;
tion.
Ante,
p.
183.
Ante, p. 183.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Report in Budget.
Report

SO FORTH
FORTH

expenses,
annual contributions, quotas, and expenses,
of the annual
payment of
For payment
including
loss by
exchange in
in discharge of the obligations of the
by exchange
including loss
United
in connection
international commissions,
commissions, conwith international
connection with
States in
United States
gresses,
bureaus, and other
respective
objects, in not to exceed the respective
other objects,
gresses, bureaus,
amounts, as follows:
follows: Cape Spartel and Tangier Light, Coast of
amounts,
Morocco,
$1,176; International
International Bureau of Weights and Measures,
Morocco, $1,176;
$4,342.50;
Customs Tariffs
Tariffs,
Publication of Customs
International Bureau of Publication
$4,342.50; International
$1,318.77;
American Union,
exceed
$239,458.70, including not to exceed
Union, $239,458.70,
Pan American
$1,318.77; Pan
$20,000
for printing
International Bureau of Permanent
Permanent
and binding; International
printing and
$20,000 for
Court of
of Arbitration,
Arbitration, $1,722.57;
$1,722.57; Bureau
of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary
Bureau of
Court
Union for
for Promotion
$10,000; InterArbitration, $10,000;
International Arbitration,
Promotion of International
Union
national
Agriculture at Rome, Italy, $48,756, includInstitute of Agriculture
national Institute
ing
to exceed
exceed $11,700
a the American
American member
member
salary of
for the
the salary
$11,700 for
not to
ing not
of the
(at not
not more
more than
than $7,500
$7,500 per
annum),
per annum),
committee (at
of
the permanent
permanent committee
compensation of
subordinate employees
employees without regard
regard to the
of subordinate
compensation
Classification
of 1923
1923, as
as amended,
amended, expenses
expenses for
the mainmainfor the
Act of
Classification Act
tenance
of the
office at
at Rome,
Rome, including
necessary
purchase of necessary
including purchase
the office
tenance of
books,
maps, documents,
newspapers and periodicals
periodicals (forand newspapers
documents, and
books, maps,
and
allowances for living
nd binding,
binding, allowances
printinand
domestic), printing
eign and domestic),
quarters,
including heat, fuel, and light
light, as authorized
authorized by the
quarters, including
of
approved June 26,
118a), for the use of
26, 1930 (5 U. S. C.. 118a),
Act approved
the
traveling
committee, and traveling
permanent committee,
member of the permanent
the American
American member
and other
other necessary
expenses, to
of
direction of
under the direction
be expended
expended under
to be
necessary expenses,
and
the
of State;
State; Pan
Pan American
Sanitary Bureau, $58,522.75;
$58,522.75;
American Sanitary
Secretary of
the Secretary
International
Office of
Health, $3,015.63;
$3,015.63; Bureau
Bureau of InterInterof Public
Public Health,
International Office
national Telecommunication
Telecommunication Union, Radio Section, $5,790; International
American Radio
Office, $3,655; Government
$430,000;
Government of Panama, $430,000;
Radio Office,
American
International Hydrographic
Hydrographic Bureau,
Inter-American Trade$5,404; Inter-American
Bureau, $5,404;
International
Mark Bureau,
Bureau, $14,330.20;
International Bureau
Bureau for
Protection of
for Protection
$14,330.20; International
Mark
Industrial Property,
$1,471.63; Gorgas
Gorgas Memorial
Memorial Laboratory,
Laboratory, $50,000:
$50,000:
Property, $1,471.63;
Industrial
Provided,
That hereafter,
hereafter, notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
3
of section 3
notwithstanding the
Provided,That
of
Act of
of May
Stat. 491), the report
report of the operation
operation
1928 (45
(45 Stat.
May 7,
7, 1928
of the
the Act

Contributions,
Contributions, quotas, etc.

42 Stat. 1488.
6
U. S. C.
661-674;
5 U.S.
C. H§ 681-474;
Supp.
V, §§ 673,
673, 673c.
673e.
Supp. V,
Allowances.

46 Stat. 818.

Gorges
Memorial
Oorgas
Laboratory.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Report of operaReport
opeations to Congress.
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International Technical Committee of
Aerial
Experts.
Aerial Legal
Legal Experts

nrationl Tteeh

Post, p.. 1109.

International Labor
Organization.

Organization

Personal services.

ersoasece

48 Stat. 1543.

4i Stat.

M43.

International Council of Scientific Unions,
etc.

InternaIti'al

etc.
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and
work of
laboratory, including
including, the
the statement
statement of
of the
the receipts
receipts
of the
the laboratory,
and work
and expenditures,
expenditures, shall
shall be
be made
made to
to Congress
Congress during
the first
first week
week
during the
and
of each
each regular
regular session
thereof, such
report to
to cover
cover aa fiscal
fiscal year
year
such aa report
session thereof,
of
period
June 30
30 of
calendar year
year immediately
precedimmediately precedthe calendar
of the
on June
ending on
period ending
ing the
convening of
of each
each such
session; American
International
American International
such session;
ing
the convening
Institute
the Protection
Protection of
Childhood, $2,000; International
Institute for
for the
of Childhood,
Statistical Bureau
Hague, $2,000;
Map of
of the
the
Statistical
Bureau at
at The
The Hague,
$2,000; International
International Map
World
Millionth Scale, $50;
$50; International
International Technical
Technical Comthe Millionth
World on the
mittee of Aerial Legal Experts,
Experts, $6,745,
including not to exceed $6,500
$6,500
$6,745, including
for
of participation
participation by
Government of
of the United
United
by the
the Government
for the
the expenses
expenses of
States in the
International Technical
Committee of
of
Technical Committee
the International
the meetings
meetings of tine
States
Aerial
established by that
that
commissions established
Aerial Legal Experts and
and of the
the commissions
committee
traveling expenses, personal
personal services
services in the Discommittee, including
including traveling
trict of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere without
without reference
reference to the ClassificaClassification
amended, stenographic
tion Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
stenographic and other services
services by
contract
necessaiy without
without regard to the provisions
provisions of
of
contract if deemed necessary
section 3709
3709 of
the Revised
(41 U. S.
C. 5),
5), rent,
rent, purchase
purchase
section
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
S. C.
documents, printing and binding,
binding, official
official
of necessary
necessary books
books and
and documents,
cards, entertainment,
entertainment, and such other
other expenses
expenses as may be authorized
cards,
authorized
by
the Secretary
Secretary of State;
Relating to Liquor
State; Convention
Convention Relating
Liquor Traffic
Traffic
by the
Africa, $55; International
Penitentiary Commission,
Commission,
in Africa,
International Penal and Penitentiary
necessary expenses
of
$4,332, including not to exceed $800 for the necessary
expenses of
Commission
the Commissioner
Commissioner to represent
represent the United States on the Commission
at its annual meetings, personal services
services without regard to the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, printing and binding, traveling
traveling
expenses, and
expenses as the Secretary
deem
and such other
other expenses
Secretary of State may
may deem
Association of International
Congresses,
necessary; Permanent
Permanent Association
International Road
Road Congresses,
$588; International
International Labor
Labor Organization,
$163,511.64, including
including not
$588;
Organization, $163,511.64,
not
$8,000 for the expenses
expenses of participation
to exceed $8,000
participation by the United
United
States in the meetings of the General Conference
Conference and
and of the Governing Body of the International
International Labor
Labor Office
Office and in such regional,

special meetings
meetings as
as may
be duly
duly called
called by
by such
industrial, or
or other
other special
may be
such

Governing
personal services, in the District
District of
of
Governing Body, including
including personal
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, rent, traveling expenses,
expenses, purchase
purchase of books,
documents,
documents, newspapers, periodicals, and charts, stationery, official
official
printing and binding,
binding, hire, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and operation
of
cards, printing
operation of
motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
other expenses
expenses
passenger-carrying vehicles, and such other
as may be authorized
Secretary of State; Implementing
authorized by the secretary
Implementing the
the

$10,551.85; International
International Council
of
Council of
1931, $10,551.85;
of 1931,
Convention of
ounn-Narcotics
Narcotics Convention

Scientific
Associated Unions, as follows: International
Scientific Unions and Associated
International
Council of Scientific
Unions, $19.30;
$19.30; International
International Astronomical
Astronomi cal
Scientific Unions
International Union of Chemistry, $675; International
Union, $617.60;
$617.60; International
International
Geophysics,
Union of Geodesy and Geoph
.
ysics' $2,316; International
International Scientific
Scientifi c
Radio Union,
Union, $232.40$232.40; International
International Union of Physics, $62.72; InterInternational
Geographical Union,
national Geographical
Union, $125.44;
$125.44; and International
International Union
Union of
Biological
Sciences, $154.40;
$154.40; in
in all,
and Pan
American
Total
Biological Sciences,
all, $4,202.86;
$4,202.86; and
Pan American
Total; additional
adito in rates
rantes Institute of Geography
Totaincrease
History, $10,000;
$1,083,000,
Geography and History,
$10,000; in all, $1,083,000,
sums,
of exchange.
ofexchange.
together with such additional
additional sums, due to increase
increase in rates of
of
exchange as the Secretary
Secretary of State may determine
exchange
determine and certify
certify to the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to be necessary
necessary to pay, in foreign
foreign currencies, the quotas and contributions required
required by the several treaties,
treaties,
conventions,
or
laws
establishing
the
the
obligation.
conventions,
establishing
amount
of
the
obligation.
Convention for the
Promotion
romotion of
Interof InterConvention for
the Promotion of Inter-American
for the
Inter-American Cultural
Cultural RelaAmerican Cultural
Relatns. Cultural tions: For meeting
obligations of the United States under
the
Relations.
meeting the obligations
under the
Convention
Convention for the Promotion
Promotion of Inter-American
Inter-American Cultural
Cultural Relations
between
the United
United States
other American
American Republics, signed
signed
the other
and the
States and
between the
61Stat.
81
Stat. 178.
at Buenos Aires, December 23, 1936, including salaries, traveling
traveling
expenses, tuition, and allowances
maintenance and living quarexpenses,
allowances for maintenance
guar-
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of
ters for professors and students in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
the said convention,
notwithstanding the provisions of any other Act,
convention, notwithstanding
$94,500, to be disbursed under
under the direction
Secretary of State,
direction of the Secretary
who is authorized
transfer to any department
department or
estabauthorized to transfer
or independent
independent establishment of the Government,
consent of the head thereof,
thereof, any
Government, with the consent
any
part
expenditure by
such department
department or
part of
of this amount for
for direct expenditure
by such
or
establishment
purposes of this appropriation.
appropriation.
establishment for
for the purposes

of funds.
Transfer of
funds.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
AND MEXICO
UNITED STATES
MEXICO

Salaries and expenses: For expenses
expenses of meeting
meeting the obligations
obligations of
of
the United
United States under the treaties of 1884, 1889, 1905, 1906,
1906, and
States and Mexico,
Mexico, and of compliance
compliance with
1933 between the United States
the Act approved August 19, 1935,
1370),
1935, as amended (49 Stat. 660, 1370),
operation
project
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the Rio Grande rectification
rectification project
American dam and canal feature
feature of the Rio Grande
and of the American
canalization
canalization project; construction
construction and operation
operation of gaging
gaging stations
where
in
where necessary
necessary and
and their equipment;
equipment; personal services
services and rent in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; fees for professional
services
professional services
at rates and in amounts to be determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of State;
State;
expenses of attendance at meetings
meetings which, in
i
n the discretion
discretion of the
Commissioner, may be necessary
efficient discharge of the
necessary for the efficient
responsibilities
Commission (not to exceed
$500) ;traveling
traveling
responsibilities of the Commission
exceed $500);
expenses
transportation of effects; printing
printing and binding;
binding;
expenses, including transportation
law books and books of reference;
reference; subscriptions
foreign and domessubscriptions to foreign
tic newspapers
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
newspapers and periodicals;
periodicals; purchase,
maintenance,
repair, and operation of motor-propelled
passenger- and freight-carfreight-carmotor-propelled passengerrying vehicles; hire, with or without personal services, of work
work
animal-drawn and motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles and equipanimals, and animal-drawn
ment; purchase
purchase of rubber boots and waders for official
official use of
of
employees;
employees; purchase of ice; drilling and testing of dam sites, by conpurchase in the field of planographs
planographs
tract if deemed necessary,
necessary, and purchase
lithographs without regard
section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
and lithographs
regard to section
(41
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
such other miscellaneous
(41 U. S. C. 5)
5);;equipment
equipment and such
the Secretary
$198,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
proper,, $198,000:
Secretary of State may deem proper
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41 U. S.
S. C. 5) shall not apply,
apply,
in
purchase by or service
Commissioner, to any purchase
in the discretion of the Commissioner,
rendered for
Boundary
International Boundary
rendered
for the United States Section of the International
Commission, United States and Mexico,
Mexico, when the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount
Commission,
involved does not exceed $500.
involved
Construction,
projects:
Construction, operation,
operation, and maintenance,
maintenance, Public Works projects:
construction (including
(including surveys
surveys and operation
operation and mainFor the
the construction
construction) of the following projects
tenance and protection during construction)
under
supervision of the International
Commission,
Boundary Commission,
International Boundary
under the
the supervision
United
Mexico, United States
including salaries
salaries
United States
States and Mexico
States section,
section, including
and
mechanics; fees for profeslaborers, and mechanics;
and wages
wages of employees, laborers,
sional
services at
at rates
Secreto be
be determined
determined by
by the
the Secresional services
rates and
and in
in amounts
amounts to
tary of State; travel expenses; rents; construction
construction and operation of
of
gaging
repair,
maintenance, repair,
exchange, maintenance,
including exchange,
purchase, including
stations; purchase,
gaging stations;
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerfreight-carrying
and freight-carrying
passenger- and
and operation
deemed
dam sites,
sites, by contract
contract if deemed
testing of
of dam
vehicles; drilling
drilling and testing
necessary,
purchase in the field of planographs
planographs and
and lithographs
lithographs
and purchase
necessary, and
without
regard to
provisions of
section 3709
3709 of
of the
Revised
the Revised
of section
to the
the provisions
without regard
Statutes (41
(41 U.
S. C.
5) ;hire,
hire, with
with or
or without
without personal
personal services,
services, of
of
Statutes
U. S.
C. 5);
vehicles and
and
motor-propelled vehicles
animal-drawn and motor-propelled
work animals and
and animal-drawn
equipment; acquisition
acquisition by donation,
donation purchase,
of
condemnation, of
purchase, or condemnation,
equipment;
real
including expenses
abstracts and
and
expenses of
of abstracts
personal property,
property, including
real and personal
certificates
transportation of
drayage,
of things (including
(including drayage,
certificates of
of title; transportation

and
exSalaries and
expenses.
penses.
24 Stat. 1011;
1011; 26
Stat. 1512;
1512; 35 Stat.
Stat.
1863; 34 Stat. 2953;
1621.
48 Stat. 1621.
Rio Orande,
Grande, rectification and canalization projects.

and bindPrinting and
ing.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Testing of dam sites.
Testing
Post, p. 1109.
1109.
Post,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Minor purchases,
purchases,
etc.
etc.
Post, p. 1109.
1109.
Post,

Public Works
Works prolprojects under (ommilsCommisects
sion.
sion.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Post.
p. 1109.
1109.
Post, p.
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Printing and binding.

Rio Grande
Grande rectifiRio
cation project.
cation
project.
1621.
48 Stat. 1621.
Funds continued
continued
available.
available.
53 Stat. 894.
Lower Rio
Rio Grande
Grande
Lower
flood-control
project.
flood-control project.

Balances
printed.
priated.

reappro-

Proviso.
Proiso.
Approval
Approval of
of title to
to
acqtured
acquired land, etc.

Grande canalicanaliRio Grande
zation project.
Balances
Balances reappropriated.
53 Stat. 894.

[54 STAT.
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packing, and
of personal
personal effects
of employees
employees upon
change
upon change
effects of
and crating
crating of
packing,
of station
not to
to exceed
five thousand
thousand pounds
pounds
exceed five
permanent duty
duty not
station for
for permanent
of
in any
any one
one case)
and binding;
communication services;
services;
printing and
binding; communication
in
case);;printing
equipment, materials
and supplies,
supplies, including
including purchase
purchase of
ice, rubber
rubber
of ice,
materials and
equipment,
boots, and
for official
of employees,
and such
such other
other miscelmiscelemployees, and
and waders
waders for
official use
use of
boots,
laneous expenses
expenses as
as the
the Secretary
State may
necessary:
deem necessary:
of State
may deem
Secretary of
laneous
Rio
Grande rectification
rectification project:
project: For
completion of
of the
the rectificarectificaFor completion
Rio Grande
tion
of the
in the
El Paso-Juarez
Paso-Juarez Valley
Valley under
under the
the
Rio Grande
Grande in
the El
tion of
the Rio
convention concluded
concluded February
1933, between
the United
States
February 1,
1, 1933,
between the
United States
convention
and
the funds
funds made
made available
this head
head in
in the
the DepartDepartavailable under
under this
and Mexico,
Mexico, the
ment of
of State
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1940, are
are continued
continued available
available in
in an
an
Act, 1940,
ment
amount
exceed $60,000
$60,000 until
1941.
June 30,
30, 1941.
until June
amount not
not to exceed
flood-control project:
United States
States
project: For the United
Lower Rio Grande
Grande flood-control
portion
project for flood control on the Lower Rio Grande,
Grande,
portion of the project
amended
approved August 19, 1935, as amended
as authorized by the Act approved
(49
13.
70), $950,000,
$950,000, together
together with
unexpended balances
balances
with the unexpended
(49 Stat.
Stat. 660, 1370),
purpose for the fiscal
year 1940:
1940:
this purpose
fiscal year
of the appropriations
appropriations for this
Provided, That
part of
of this
this appropriation
for the
the Lower
Lower Rio
Rio
appropriation for
Provided,
That no
no part
Grande flood-control
flood-control project
be expended
expended for
for construction
construction on
on
project shall
shall be
Grande
any
conveyed to
easement until title thereto has been conveyed
any land, site, or easement
the United
approved by
the same has been approved
by donation
donation and the
United States
States by
the
States.
the Attorney General of the United States.
Rio
canalization project:
canalization
the Rio
Rio Grande
Grande canalization
project: For the
Rio Grande
Grande canalization
project
authorized by the Acts approved
approved August
August 29,
29, 1935 (49
project as authorized
Stat.
June 1,
1936 (49
Stat. 1463),
1463), $500,000,
$500,000, together with
with
4, 1936
(49 Stat.
961), and
and June
Stat. 961),
the unexpended
appropriations under
head for
for
under this head
balances of the appropriations
the
unexpended balances
the fiscal year 1940.
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
COMMISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
CANADA
INTERNATIONAL
UNITED STATES
AND CANADA
AND
AND CANADA
AND ALASKA
ALASKA AND
CANADA

Expenses under
under
treaty obligations.
obligations.
treaty

To enable the President
perform the obligations of the United
United
President to perform
States under the treaty
treaty between
between the United States and Great Britain
44 Stat. 2102.
in respect of Canada,
Canada, signed February
February 24, 1925; for salaries and
expenses, including
including the salary of the Commissioner and
and salaries
salaries of
necessary engineers,
the necessary
engineers, clerks, and other employees
employees for duty at the
seat of government
equipment and
and
government and
and in
in the
the field;
field; cost of
of office equipment
supplies; necessary
necessary traveling
expenses; commutation
commutation of subsistence
subsistence
traveling expenses;
to employees while
while on field duty, not to exceed
exceed $4
$4 per day each, but
but
$1.75 per day each when aa member
not to exceed $1.75
member of a
a field party
and subsisting in camp;
camp; for payment
payment for timber necessarily
necessarily cut in
Demarcation
Demarcation of
keeping the boundary
other
boundary line clear, not to exceed $500; and for all other
boundary lines.
necessary and reasonable
incurred by the United States in
necessary
reasonable expenses
expenses incurred
in
maintaining an effective
effective demarcation
maintaining
demarcation of the international
international boundary
between the United States and Canada, and Alaska and Canada
Canada
line between
under the terms of the treaty
aforesaid, including
including the completion
completion of
treaty aforesaid,
such remaining work as may be required
required under the award
award of the
Alaskan
Alaskan Boundary
Boundary Tribunal and existing
existing treaties
treaties between
between the United
States and Great
Great Britain, and including
including the hire of freight- and
passenger-carrying vehicles
passenger-carrying
vehicles from temporary
temporary field employees, to be
disbursed under the direction of the Secretary of State, $43,000.
WATERWAYS TREATY,
TREATY, UNITED
STATES AND
AND GREAT
WATERWAYS
UNITED STATES
GREAT BRITAIN:
BRITAIN: INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
JOINT
COMMISSION, UNITED
STATES AND
JOINT COMMISSION,
UNITED STATES
AND GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN
Salaries
and
penses.
penses.
Post, p.
Pod.
P. 650.

ex-

Salaries and expenses: For salaries and expenses, including
including salaries of clerks and other employees
employees appointed
appointed by the Commissioners
Commissioners
on the part of the United States, with the approval solely of the
Secretary
expenses, and for expenses
Secretary of State; for necessary traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses
incident to holding hearings and conferences
conferences at such places
places in Canada
Canada
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and the United
United States as shall be determined
determined by the Commission or
or
by the American
American Commissioners
Commissioners to be necessary,
necessary, including
including traveling
traveling
expense and compensation
witnesses, making
necessary
expense
compensation of necessary
necessary witnesses,
making necessary
transcript
transcript of testimony and proceedings;
proceedings; for cost of lawbooks, books
of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, office equipment
equipment and
and supplies; and
and for
for
one-half of all reasonable
necessary joint expenses of
reasonable and necessary
of the International Joint Commission incurred
incurred under
of the treaty
under the terms of
between the United States and Great
concerning the use of
Great Britain concerning
boundary
boundary waters between
between the United
United States
States and Canada,
Canada, and for
disbursed
other purposes, signed January
January 11,
11, 1909;
1909; $19,500,
$19,500, to be
be disbursed
Provided, That the
under the direction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State: Provided,
Commissioners on the part of the United
United States shall serve in that
that
capacity without additional
further, That
That
additional compensation:
compensation: Provided
Provided further,
traveling
expenses of the American
American Commissioners,
and
traveling expenses
Commissioners, secretary,
secretary, and
necessary employees shall be allowed
accordance with the
necessary
allowed in accordance
the proviprovisions of the Subsistence
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, as amended
amended (5
(5 U. S. C.
821-833).
821-833).
Special and
technical investigations:
for
Special
and technical
investigations: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
necessary special or technical investigations
necessary
investigations in connection
connection with matmatters which fall within the scope of the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the International Joint Commission, including personal
personal services in
in the
the District
District
expenses, procurement
procurement of techof Columbia or elsewhere, traveling expenses,
nical and scientific equipment, and the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, hire,
maintenance, repair, and operation
and horseoperation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, $48,500, to be disbursed
disbursed under
under
the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of State, who is authorized
authorized to transfer
transfer
to any department or independent
independent establishment
establishment of the
the Government,
with the consent of the head thereof, any part of this amount for
for
direct expenditure
expenditure by such department
department or establishment
establishment for the
purposes of
of this appropriation.

Joint expenses.
expenses.

36 Stat.
2448.
36
Stat. 2448.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Compensation of
of
Compensation
Commissioners.
Commissioners.
Traveling expenses.
Traveling
expenses.

44 Stat.
688.
44
Stat. 688.
Special and
and technitechniSpecial
cal investigations.
investigations.

services.
Personal services.
Personal

Transfer of
Transfer
of funds.
funds.

INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES COMMISSION
INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES
COMMISSION

Salaries
expenses: For
share of
United States
States of
of the
the
Salaries and expenses:
For the share
of the
the United
expenses of the International
International Fisheries
Fisheries Commission,
Commission, under
under the convention between the United States and Canada, concluded
concluded January
29, 1937, including salaries of two members
members and other
other employees
employees of
of
the Commission,
Commission, traveling expenses, charter
charter of vessels, purchase of
of
books, periodicals, furniture, and
contingent
and scientific
scientific instruments,
instruments, contingent
expenses, rent in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and such other
other expenses
expenses
in the United States and elsewhere
elsewhere as the Secretary
Secretary of State may
deem
may deem
proper, to be disbursed
Secretary of
proper,
disbursed under the direction of the Secretary
of State,
State
available immediately:
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
to exceed
exceed
$28,000, to be
be available
not to
Commissioners in attending
attending meetings
meetings of
$750 shall be
be expended
expended by the Commissioners
of
the Commission.
Commission.

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

exex-

50
Stat. 1351.
50 Stat.
1351.

Rent.
Rent.

Proviso.
Provio.
Attendance at
meetAttendance
at meetings.
ings.

INTERNATIONAL PACIFIC SALMON
SALMON FISHERIES
INTERNATIONAL
FISHERIES COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Salaries and expenses: For
For the share
share of the
the United States of the
the
expenses of the International
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission,
States and Canada,
Canada, conunder the convention between the
the United
United States
personal services;
services; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses;
cluded May
May 26, 1930,
1930, including
including personal
and operation
of motor-propelled
passengermaintenance, repair, and
operation of
motor-propelled passengercarrying vehicles;
purchase of books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals,
carrying
vehicles; charter
charter of vessels; purchase
furniture, and scientific instruments;
instruments; contingent
expenses; rent
rent in the
contingent expenses;
the
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and such
such other expenses
expenses in
in the
United States
elsewhere as
Secretary of
deem
United
States and
and elsewhere
as the
the Secretary
of State
State may deem
proper, including the reimbursement of other
other appropriations
appropriations from
which payments
herein
payments may have
have been made for
for any
any of
of the purposes
purposes herein
specified,
expended under
under the direction
specified, to be expended
direction of
of the Secretary
Secretary of State,
$35,000, to be available immediately.
immediately.

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

exex-

50
Stat. 1365.
1355.
60 Stat.

Reimbursement
of
Reimbursement of
other appropriations.
appropriations.
other
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C
OOPERATION WITH
W
1.111. AMERICAN
REPUBLICS
AMERICAN REPUBLICS
THE
COOPERATION
Salaries
and
exand exSalaries
penses.
Post, pp. 651, 1044.
1044.
p,

651,

53
up.
Stat. 1290.
12
53 Stat.
22 IJ. S. C., Supp.
V, §g
249, 2494.
§r 249a',
Printing and binding.

Salaries
and expenses:
expenses necessary
necessary to enable the
all expenses
For all
expenses: For
Salaries and
Act
Secretary
State to
purposes of the A
ct entitled
out the purposes
carry out
to carry
of State
Secretary of
"An
authorize the
the President
President to
to render
render closer
closer and more effecto authorize
Act to
"An Act
tive the
the relationship
between the
American Republics",
Republics", approved
approved
the American
relationship between
tive
carryAugust 9, 1939, and to supplement
supplement appropriations
appropriations available
available for includ-

includrelated activities,
lawDistrict
authorizing
ofthe
provisions
other
ing out
4.
personal
other provisions
services in
inofthe
lawDistrict
authorizing
of
Columbia;
related activities,
. not to exceed
not to exceed
of Columbia;
services
personal
ig out
and bind- ing

v,

.rinting

p.

109.

Post,
Post, p. 1109.
Attendance
at meetAttendanceatmeetings.

Ings.

$45,000 for
for printing
printing and
and binding;
binding; stenographic
stenographic reporting,
reporting, translating,
translating,
$45,000
services by contract,
regard to section 3709 of the
contract, without regard
and other services
5);;expenses of attendance
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
attendance at meetings
or conventions of societies
societies and associations
associations concerned
concerned with the furtherfurther-

ance
of the
purposes hereof;
hereof; hire,
hire, maintenance,
operation of
maintenance, and operation
the purposes
ance of
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles;
and
purchase
of books
purchase
and
vehicles;
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled
Transfer of funds.
of
reference and
$120,500; and
and the
Secretary of
State is
is
of State
the Secretary
periodicals, $120,500;
and periodicals,
Of reference
Transfer ofunds.
hereby
to the
transto transPresident, to
approval of the President,
the approval
subject to
authorized, subject
hereby authorized,
fer to
to other
other departments,
independent establishments
establishments of
and independent
agencies, and
departments, agencies,
fer
the
Government for
for expenditure
expenditure in
in the
TJnited States and in the other
other
the United
the Government
American
Republics not
exceeding the
the following
following amounts,
amounts, respecnot exceeding
American Republics
tively: Civil
Aeronautics Authority,
$2,500; Department
Department of ComAuthority, $2,500;
Civil Aeronautics
tively:
merce, for
the Coast
Coast and
and Geodetic
$15,000; Federal
Federal Security
Geodetic Survey, $15,000;
for the
merce,
Agency for
Public Health
Health Service, including not to exceed two
the Public
for the
Agency
additional
active commissioned
officers, $25,000,
$25,000, and
Office
the Office
and the
commissioned officers,
regular active
additional regular
of Education,
Education, $10,000;
$10,000; Department
the Interior, for the Office of
Department of the
of
the
and the
$10,000.
Fisheries, $10,000.
Bureau of Fisheries,
the Bureau
$18,000, and
Secretary, $18,000,
the Secretary,
Minor purchases,
purchases,
3709
of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) shall not apply
Section
Minor
etc.
to any
by or
service rendered
Department of State
rendered for the Department
or service
purchase by
to
any purchase
Post, p. 1109.
"ost,
when the
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved
exceed $100, or with
not exceed
does not
involved does
when
respect
to articles,
articles, materials,
supplies for use outside
outside the United
United
or supplies
materials, or
respect to
States, $300;
$300; or
or when
when the
purchase or service relates to the packing
packing
the purchase
States,
of
effects of Diplomatic, Consular, and
household effects
personal and household
of personal
Foreign
Service officers
officers and
foreign shipment.
for foreign
and clerks for
Foreign Service
Rent; restriction.
Unless
expressly authorized,
authorized, no portion
portion of the sums appropriated
appropriated
Unless expressly
restriction.
Rent;
in this
shall be
be expended
expended for rent or rental allowances
allowances in the
title shall
this title
in
of Columbia or elsewhere in the United States.
District of
Inspectors, etc., of
The President,
President, in
his discretion,
may assign officers
officers of the Army or
discretion, may
in his
The
bn"to, etc.. of
buildings.
Navy
or officers
officers or employees
Treasury Department
Department or Federal
of the Treasury
employees of
Navy or
Works Agency
for duty
buildings owned or occupied
occupied
duty as inspectors of buildings
Agency for
Works
inspectors or supersupercountries, or as inspectors
in foreign countries,
by the
the United States in
buildings under construction
construction or repair by or for the United
visors of buildings
Department
States
jurisdiction of the Department
in foreign
foreign countries, under the jurisdiction
States in
Couriers.
Department of State, and when
of State, or for duty as couriers
couriers of the Department
Couriers.
so
receive the same traveling
traveling expenses
expenses as are authorso assigned they may receive
ized for
of the
the Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service, payable
payable from the
the applicable
officers of
ized
for officers
appropriations of
of State.
State.
Department of
the Department
of the
appropriations
Short title.
This title may
may be cited
cited as the "Department
State Appropriation
Appropriation
"Department of State
hort
titlehis
Act, 1941".
1941".
Act,

Vehicles.

Vehicles.

Department of
Department
Commerce Appropriation Act, 1941.
1941.

II-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
TITLE II—DEPARTMENT
TITLE
COMMERCE
OFFICE OF TIlt,
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY

Salaries.
Salaries.

Secretary of Commerce,
Secretary of Commerce,
Commerce, Under Secretary
Salaries:
Salaries: Secretary
Commerce,
personal services in the District of
Assistant
Assistant Secretary, and
and other personal

Columbia,
Columbia, including
including the Chief Clerk and Superintendent,
Superintendent, who shall
be chief executive
Department and
executive officer of the Department
and who may be designated by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
official
Commerce to sign minor routine
routine official
papers and documents
documents during the temporary
temporary absence
absence of the Secretary,
Secretary,
the Under Secretary,
Secretary, and the Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of the Department,
$384,500.
$384,500.
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CONTINGENT
DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE

Contingent
expenses: For
For contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
expenses of
of
Contingent expenses:
miscellaneous expenses
the offices and bureaus of the Department, except the Patent Office
Office
and the Bureau of the Census, including
including those
those for
for which appropriaappropriations
contingent and
specifically made,
tions for contingent
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses are
are specifically
including
including .professional
professional and
and scientific
scientific books,
books, lawbooks,
lawbooks, books of referreference, periodicals,
(not
periodicals, blank books, pamphlets, maps,
maps, newspapers
newspapers (not
exceeding $1,500)
exceeding
$1,500);;purchase
purchase of atlases or
or maps;
maps; stationery; furniture
furniture
and
carpets, matting,
ice,
and repairs
repairs to
to same; carpets
matting, oilcloth,
oilcloth, file cases, towels,
towels, ice
brooms,
sponges; fuel,
heating; purchase
purchase and
and
brooms, soap,
soap, sponges;
fuel, lighting
lighting and heating;
exchange
motortrucks and bicycles;
exchange of motortrucks
bicycles; purchase,
purchase, including
including exchange,
exchange,
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
of one motor-propelled
vehicle for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the
Secretary of Commerce ($1,800);
($1,800) ;maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
Secretary
repair, and
and operation
operation
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
(one for the
of three motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles (one
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary
Commerce and two for the general
general use
use of the DepartDepartment),
and motortrucks
and bicycles,
to be
only for official purpurment), and
motortrucks and
bicycles, to
be used
used only
charges; postage
postage to foreign countries;
countries; teleand express charges;
poses; freight and
exceed
and telephone
telephone service; teletype
teletype service
service and tolls (not to exceed
graph and
$1,000),
machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices,
adding machines,
$1,000), typewriters, adding
including
exchange; first-aid outfits for use in the
the
their repair
repair and exchange;
including their
buildings
which
$77,500, which
employees of this Department;
Department; $77,500,
buildings occupied
occupied by employees
sum
shall constitute
constitute the
contingent expenses of
of the
the
the appropriation
appropriation for contingent
sum shall
Census,
the Patent
Patent Office and
and the Bureau
Bureau of the Census,
Department, except
except the
available for the
the purchase
purchase of necessary
necessary supplies and
and shall also
also be
be available
equipment for field
Department
field services of bureaus and offices of the Department
equipment
specifically
miscellaneous appropriations are specifically
contingent and
and miscellaneous
for which
which contingent
made in
in order
order to facilitate
purchasfacilitate the purchase
purchase through the central purchasmade
Sales) as
as provided
provided by law.
law.
of Purchases and Sales)
ing office (Division of
expenses: For all necessary
necessary traveling expenses under the
Traveling expenses:
Department of
divisions therethereall bureaus
bureaus and
and divisions
Commerce, including
including all
Department
of Commerce,
under except the Bureau
Bureau of the Census, and including
including the examination
examination
of
estimates of
of appropriations
appropriations in
field, $238,000:
That
Provided, That
in the
the field,
$238,000: Provided,
of estimates
not exceeding
exceeding $2,500
appropriation shall
for the
the
shall be available
available for
of this appropriation
$2,500 of
not
hire of
of automobiles
for travel
travel on
to
without regard
regard to
on official
official business,
business, without
hire
automobiles for
the
of the
the Act
Act of
of July
July 16,
16, 1914
1914 (38
508).
the provisions
provisions of
(38 Stat.
Stat. 508).
Printing
and binding:
all printing
Printing and
binding: For
For all
printing and
and binding
binding for
for the
the DepartDepartincluding all of its bureaus
bureaus, offices, institutions,
ment of Commerce, including
and
the
elsewhere, except the
Columbia and elsewhere,
and services in
in the
the District of Columbia
Provided, That
Patent Office and the Bureau of the Census, $328,000:
$328,000: Provided,
Patent
an
exceed $2,000
appropriation may
may be expended
expended
$2,000 of this
this appropriation
an amount not
not to
to exceed
for
of persons
the Government
Office
Government Printing
Printing Office
detailed from
from the
salaries of
persons detailed
for salaries
for
copy editors.
for service
service as copy

Contingent and
and mismisContingent
cellaneous
cellaneous expenses.
expenses.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

Proviso.
Proviso.
automobiles.
Hire of
of automobiles.

55r.
U. S.. C.
C. . 78.
78.
Printing and binding.

Proviso.
l*roiso.

Detail
of copy
ediDetail of
copy editors.

BUREAU
FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
COMMERCE
AND DOMESTIC
BUREAU OF
OF FOREIGN

Departmental salaries
salaries and expenses:
Director
For the
the salary of the Director
expenses: For
Departmental
and other
other personal
services in
in the
the District of Columbia (not to exceed
personal services
and
$1,325,000),
for all
all other
other authorized
and necessary
expenditures
necessary expenditures
authorized and
and for
$1,325,000), and
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce at the seat of
of the
the Bureau
Government in performing
pursuance
performing the duties imposed by law or in pursuance
Government
of
incident to the establishment,
operation,
establishment, operation,
functions incident
law, including functions
of law,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of foreign
foreign trade
trade zones
zones in
in ports
ports of entry of the
and
United
China Trade Act; newsand administration
administration of the China
United States and
papers (not
(not exceeding
and books
of reference;
reference;
books of
periodicals, and
exceeding $1,500),
$1,500), periodicals,
papers
purchase,
exchange, and repair of
typewriters and labor-saving
labor-saving
of typewriters
purchase, exchange,
devices; contract
stenographic reporting
•fees
and mileage
mileage
services;'
fees and
reporting services
devices;
contract stenographic
of
witnesses, and
in the District of Columcontingent expenses
expenses in
of witnesses,
and other contingent
bia,
Provided, That
bindin g
except printing
printing and binding
That expenses,
expenses, except
bia, $1,360,000:
$1,360,000: Provided,
departand traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, of field studies
studies or surveys conducted by depart
193470°-41—PT.
t-13
193470°-41-rT. T

13

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

exex-

Post,
64C.
Post, p.
p. 64C.

China Trade Act,
administration.
administration.
42 Stat. 849.
141S. C.
C. ¢§
§§ 141U.S.
15 U.
162; Supp. V,
V. §§
§§ 142142160.

Proviso.
Provso.
Field

surveys.
surveys.

studies

or
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office service.
service.
Field office

Transportation
Transportation
household effects.

of
of

statistics.
Customs statistics.

42 Stat. 1109.

ings.
Attendance at meetAttendance
ings.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

mental
personnel of
Bureau shall
the amount
amount
mental personnel
of the
the Bureau
shall be
be payable
payable from
from the
herein appropriated.
appropriated.
Field
office service:
For salaries
salaries (not
(not to
exceed $397,000)
all
Field office
service: For
to exceed
$397,000) and
and all
other
expenses necessary
to operate
operate and
other expenses
necessary to
and maintain
maintain regional,
regional, district,
district,
and
cooperative branch
branch offices
for the
collection and
dissemination of
of
and cooperative
offices for
the collection
and dissemination
information
useful in
in the
the development
development and
improvement of
information useful
and improvement
of commerce
commerce
throughout
United States
possessions, including
including foreign
throughout the
the United
States and
and its
its possessions,
foreign
and domestic
newspapers (not
$300), periodicals
periodicals and
and books
and
domestic newspapers
(not exceeding
exceeding $300),
books
of reference,
and packing,
crating, and
transporting personal
of
reference, and
packing, crating,
and transporting
personal househouseany one
hold effects
effects of employees
employees (not
(not exceeding
exceeding 5,000 pounds
pounds in
in any
one case)
case)
transferred from one official station to another
permanent
when transferred
another for permanent
duty,
duty, $422,000.
$422,000.
Customs statistics: For all expenses necessary for
for the operation
operation of
of
transferred to the
Department of
the section of customs statistics transferred
the Department
of
Commerce from the Treasury
Department by
JanuCommerce
Treasury Department
by the
the Act approved January 5, 1923 (15 U. S. C. 194), and expenses
expenses connected
connected with the monthly
publication
publication of statistics
statistics showing the United States exports and
and
imports by customs districts and destinations, including personal
personal serv$75,000) and elsewhere;
ices in the District of Columbia (not to exceed $75,000)
elsewhere;
rent of or purchase
purchase of
and other
of tabulating, punching, sorting,
sorting, and
other
mechanical labor-saving machinery
mechanical
machinery or devices, including adding,
typewriting, billing, computing, naimeographic,
mimeographic, multigraphing, photophotostat, and other duplicating
duplicating machines and devices, including their
their
exchange and repair; telegraph and telephone service;
service; freight,
freight,
express, drayage; tabulating cards, stationery, and miscellaneous
miscellaneous office
office
supplies; books of reference
and equipequipreference and periodicals; furniture
furniture and
ment; ice, water, heat, light, and power; streetcar
other
streetcar fare;
fare; and all
all other
necessary
necessary incidental
incidental expenses not included in the foregoing,
foregoing, $381,000.
$381,000.
The appropriation
traveling expenses
ex p
en
ses s
hall be
be ava
ilappropriation in
in this title
title for traveling
shall
available in an amount not to exceed
exceed $7,000
expenses of
$7,000 for
for expenses
of attendance
attendance at
at
concerned with the promotion of foreign
meetings concerned
foreign and
domestic comcomand domestic
merce, or either, and also expenses
expenses of
the w
ork of
of the
the
of illustrating
illustrating the
work
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Commerce by showing of maps,
charts, and graphs at such meetings, when incurred
incurred on the
the written
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce.
Commerce.
BUREAU
LHE CENsUs
CENSUS
BUREAU OF THE

Expenses or the SixtexeCnsusothe
Sxteenth
Census.
Ante,
87.
Ante, p. 87.
46 Stat. 21.

For continuing the work of taking, compiling, and publishing
publishing the
Sixteenth Census of
of the United States, as authorized
Sixteenth
authorized by the Act of
of
6 Stat. 21.
18,
1929
(13
C.
201-218),
of
June
U.
S.
201-218),
and
the
national
census
13 U. S. C., Supp.
v,13¢§
u.106, 107..,io
Supp. housing as authorized by the Act of August 11, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 1406),
1406)
V,
and for carrying
carrying on other authorized
authorized census work, including personal
personal
services and rentals in the District of Columbia and elsewhere;
elsewhere; the
Monographs.
Monographs.
cost of transcribing
transcribing State, municipal, and other records;
contracts
records; contracts
for the preparation
preparation of monographs
monographs on census subjects
subjects and other
other work
work
of specialized
specialized character
character which cannot be accomplished
accomplished through ordinary employment;
employment; per diem compensation
compensation of employees
employees of the
Department of Commerce
Commerce and other departments
departments and independent
independent
establishments
establishments of the Government
Government who may be detailed for field
field
work; expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned with the collecwork;
tion of statistics, when incurred on the written
written authority of the
Secretary of Commerce; purchase
purchase of books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
Secretary
periodicals,
maps,
newspapers, manuscripts,
maps, newspapers,
manuscripts, first-aid outfits for use in the buildings occupied
occupied by
by employees
maintenance, operation
ings
employees of the census; maintenance,
operation, and
and
repair of a
apassenger-carry
ing automobile
au t
omo b
il
e to
on
official
busipassenger-carrying
to
be
used
on
official
busiTabulating,
abuaing, etc.,
etc., ness; construction, purchase, exchange, or rental of punching, tabuness; construction, purchase, exchange, or rental of punching, tabumachines.
lating, sorting, and other labor-saving
machines, including
labor-saving machines,
including technical,
technical,
mechanical,
mechanical, and other services in conection
collection therewith;
therewith; printing and
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binding, traveling
expenses, streetcar
and all
all other
binding,
traveling expenses,
streetcar fares,
fares, and
other contingent
contingent
expenses in the
Columbia and
expenses
the District of
of Columbia
and in
in the field, $17,850,000,
$17,850,000, of
immediately, and the
unexpended
which $2,000,000 shall
shall be
be available
available immediately,
the unexpended
balance of the appropriation
Department of
balance
appropriation under this title in the Department
Commerce
continued available
available
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940, is hereby
hereby continued
until June
June 30,
1941.
until
30, 1941.
expenses, Social
Salaries and
and expenses,
Social Security Act:
Act: For
For salaries and
and necesnecesrecords and supplying
supplying information
sary expenses for searching census records
information
incident to
incident
to carrying out
out the
the provisions of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
Act,
approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C.,
approved
C. ch. 7),
7), including
including personal
personal
services
services in the District of Columbia; binding
binding records; supplies; services; $110,000:
procedure hereunder
$110,000: Provided,
Provided, That the procedure
hereunder for the
the furnishing from
from census
census records
records of
of evidence
evidence for
establishment of
of age
nishing
for the
the establishment
age
individuals shall be pursuant to
of individuals
to regulations approved
approved jointly
jointly by
by
the Secretary of Commerce
Commerce and
and the Social
Social Security
Security Board.
Board.

53 Stat. 910.
910.
Social Security
Security Act,
salaries and
and expenses.
expenses.

49
Stat. 620.
620.
49 Stat.
42
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
42 U.
V,
V, ch. 7.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Joint
Joint approval
approval of
of
regulations.
regulations.

BUREAU OF
INSPECTION AND
BUREAU
OF MARINE
MARINE INSPECTION
AND NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION

Departmental salaries: For the director and other personal services
Departmental
in the District of Columbia, $366,000.
Salaries and
general expenses:
expenses: For salaries
Salaries
and general
salaries of
of shipping
shipping commiscommissioners, inspectors, and
enable the
and other
other personal
personal services; to enable
the Secresioners,
motorboats and
tary of Commerce
Commerce to
to provide and
and operate
operate such
such motorboats
and
employ such
enforcement, under
under
employ
such persons as may be necessary for the enforcement,
relating to navigation
vessels,
navigation and
and inspection
inspection of vessels,
his direction,
direction, of
of laws
laws relating
boarding of
of vessels, counting
excursion boats to
counting of
of passengers
passengers on
on excursion
boarding
prevent
uniformity in the admeasureovercrowding, and to secure uniformity
admeasureprevent overcrowding,
ment of
of vessels;
witnesses; materials,
equipment, and
ment
vessels; fees
fees to
to witnesses;
materials, supplies, equipment,
services, including
including rent
service; purchase,
exchange, and
and
services,
rent and
and janitor service;
purchase, exchange,
repair of instruments;
instruments; plans
specifications; insignia,
insignia, braid, and
and
repair
plans and specifications;
chin straps;
straps; coats, caps, and aprons for stewards'
stewards' departments on
vessels; and
and other
other incidental expenses of field offices, including conreporting services in
Columbia and
District of Columbia
in the District
tract stenographic
stenographic reporting
elsewhere; $2,250,000:
$2,250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That $50,000
of the
the amount
amount herein
herein
$50,000 of
elsewhere;
appropriated
shall be
be available
available only
payment of
of extra comfor the
the payment
only for
appropriated shall
pensation
inspectors of
of steam
steam vessels
of local
local inspectors
pensation for overtime services of
commissioners and their
and their
their assistants,
assistants, United States shipping commissioners
deputies
which
officers and employees for which
and assistants,
assistants, and customs officers
deputies and
the
receives reimbursement
reimbursement in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
the United
United States
States receives
345).
provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (52 Stat. 345).
NATIONAL
NATIONAL

BUREAU
BUREAU

Departmental
Departmental
aries.
Post, p. 640.
Post,

sal-

Salaries and
general
Salaries
and general
expenses.
Post, p. 641.
Post,

Proviso.
Provio.
Local
inspectors,
Inspectors,
etc., overtime pay.
etc.,

48 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
46
Supp.
V, §
§ 8S2b.
882b.

STANDARDS
OF STANDARDS

Act
Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the provisions of the Act
Salaries
establishing the National Bureau of Standards,
Standards, approved March 3,
1901 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
597; 15
U. S.
and of
of Acts suppleS. C.
C. 271-278),
271-278), and
591, 597;
15 U.
S. C.
C. 591,
1901
mentary thereto
affecting the
specifically
and specifically
the Bureau,
Bureau, and
the functions
functions of the
thereto affecting
mentary
including
as set forth under the Bureau of Standards
the functions
functions as
including the
in
the "Department
Act, 1935",
1935",
Appropriation Act,
of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
in the
"Department of
approved
expenses 2 purchases,
purchases,
for all
all necessary expenses,
1934, and for
approved April 7, 1934,
and
operation, testing,
administration and operation,
with administration
personnel connected
connected with
and personnel
inspection, and
and developdevelopservice, research and
information service,
and technical
technical information
inspection,
ment, and
commerce, including
including rental
laboratories
of laboratories
rental of
for commerce,
and standards
standards for
ment,
in the
field, communication
communication service,
transportation service;
service; street-car
street-car
service, transportation
in
the field,
fares
exceeding $100, expenses
expenses of the visiting committee, attendfares not exceeding
ance
International ComAmerican member at the meeting of the International
ance of
of American
mittee
of
and expenses of
compensation and
and Measures;
Measures; compensation
of Weights
Weights and
mittee of
medical
detailed to the National
National
Public Health Service detailed
medical officers
officers of the Public
Bureau
Standards for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
maintaining a
first-aid
a first-aid
of maintaining
of Standards
Bureau of

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex

31 Stat.
Stat. 1449.

582.
48 Stat. 52.

meetAttendance
Attendance at meeting.
Detailed
Public
Public
Detailed
Health Service ofioffiHealth
cers.
cers.

196

Supplies, etc.
Supplies,

Equipment.
Equipment.

Personal
services.
Personal services.
42
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
5
. §§661-674;
§§ 661-674;
5 U. S. O.
Supp. V,
V, §§
673, 6730.
673c.
§§673,
Supp.
Operation and
and adOperation
ministration.
Post, p. 1039.

Testing,
Testing, inspection,
and information
information service.

Research and develResearch
opment.

Standards for commerce.
merce.

Cooperative
work
departments,
with
departments,
etc., on scientific investigations.

PUBLIC
14, 1940
1940
189-MAY 14,
LAWS-CH. 189-MAY
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station and
making clinical
clinical observations;
and dissemidissemicompiling and
observations; compiling
and making
station
nating scientific
results of
of
the results
demonstrating the
data; demonstrating
technical data;
and technical
scientific and
nating
the
Bureau's
work
by
exhibits
or
otherwise
as
may
be
deemed
most
most
deemed
be
may
as
otherwise
or
exhibits
by
work
Bureau's
the
effective; purchases
of supplies,
supplies, materials,
electric power,
power,
stationery, electric
materials, stationery,
purchases of
effective;
fuel
for
heat,
light,
and
power,
and
accessories
of
all
kinds
needed
needed
kinds
all
of
accessories
and
power,
fuel for heat, light, and
in
work of
of the
Bureau, including
including supplies
for office,
laboratory,
office, laboratory,
supplies for
the Bureau,
the work
in the
shop,
and plant,
and toilet
gloves, goggles,
goggles,
supplies, gloves,
toilet supplies,
cleaning and
and cleaning
plant, and
shop, and
rubber boots
boots and
and aprons;
contingencies of
of all
all kinds;
kinds; supplies
for
supplies for
aprons; contingencies
rubber
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of
of motortrucks
and a
a passenger
passenger
motortrucks and
and repair
operation,
automobile
for official
official use,
including their
their exchange;
purchases of
of
exchange; purchases
use, including
automobile for
equipment of
of all
including its
and exchange,
including
exchange, including
repair and
its repair
all kinds,
kinds, including
equipment
apparatus,
machines and
typewriters, adding
adding
and tools, furniture, typewriters,
apparatus, machines
machines,
and other
devices, books,
books, periodicals,
and
periodicals, and
labor-saving devices,
other labor-saving
machines, and
reference
including their
their exchange
exchange when
for perneeded for
not needed
when not
books, including
reference books,
manent use;
use •' translation
translation of
required; salary
salary
when required;
articles when
of technical
technical articles
manent
of the
the Director
other personal
personal services
services in the
of ColumDistrict of
the District
and other
Director and
of
bia and
in the
field, in
in accordance
the Classification
Act of
of
Classification Act
with the
accordance with
the field,
bia
and in
1923,
as amended:
amended:
1923, as
Operation and
and administration;
For the
the general
general operation
operation and
administration: For
Operation
administration
improvement and
grounds;
care of the grounds;
and care
of the Bureau; improvement
administration of
plant
equipment; necessary
necessary repairs and alterations to buildings,
plant equipment;
$305,000.
$305,000.
information service:
service: For calibrating
calibrating and
inspection, and information
Testing, inspection,.
certifying measuring
measuring instruments,
standards in terms
apparatus, and standards
instruments, apparatus,
certifying
of
preparation and distribution
distribution of standthe preparation
standards; the
of the national
national standards;
standard freof radio signals of standard
materials; the
the broadcasting
broadcasting of
ard materials;
quency;
of equipment,
equipment, materials,
materials, and supplies
supplies in connecquency; the
the testing of
tion with Government
Government purchases; the improvement
improvement of methods of
of
testing; advisory services to governmental
governmental agencies on scientific and
and
technical
available information
technical matters; and supplying available
information to the public,
upon request, in the field of physics, chemistry, and engineering;
engineering;
$886,000.
$886,000.
Research and development:
Research
development: For the maintenance
maintenance and development
development
of national standards of measurement
measurement;;the
the development
development of improved
determination of physical constants
methods of measurement;
measurement; the determination
properties of materials; the investigation of mechanisms and
and the properties
structures, including their economy,
economy, efficiency,
efficiency, and
and safety;
safety; the
the study
study
of fluid resistance
resistance and the flow of fluids and heat;
heat- the investigation
investigation
substances, and X-rays;
X- ra ys; the study
of radiation, radioactive
radioactive substances,
study of conditions affecting
affecting radio transmission; the development
development of methods
methods of
chemical analysis and synthesis, and the investigation
investigation of the properties of rare substances; investigations relating to the utilization
utilization
of materials,
materials, including
including lubricants and liquid fuels; the study of new
processes and methods of fabrication
fabrication;•' and the solutions of p
robl ems
problems
arising in connection with standards, $725,000.
Standards for commerce: For cooperation
cooperation with Government
Government purchasing agencies, industries, and national organizations
organizations in developing
developing
specifications
facilitating their use; for encouraging the applispecifications and facilitating
cation of the latest developments
developments in the utilization
utilization and standardizastandardizadevelopment of engineering
tion of building materials; for the development
engineering and
safety codes, simplified-practice
simplified-practice recommendations,
recommendations, and commercial
commercial
standards of quality and performance, $121,500.
During the fiscal year 1941 the head of any department or independent establishment
of the
the Go
vernmen th
aving funds
for
pendent
establishment of
Government
having
funds available
available for
scientific investigations and requiring cooperative
cooperative work by the
National Bureau of Standards on scientific investigations
investigations within the
scope of the functions of that Bureau, and which the National Bureau
of Standards
is unable to
to perform
perform within the
the limits of its approof
Standards is
priations, may, with the approval
approval of the Secretary
Commerce,
Secretary of Commerce,
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transfer to the National Bureau of Standards such sums as may be
be
necessary to carry on such investigations. The Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury shall transfer on the books of the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
any sums which may be authorized
authorized hereunder, and such amounts
amounts
shall be placed
placed to the credit of the National Bureau of
Standards
of Standards
performance of work for the department
department or establishment from
for performance
necessary, travel
which the transfer
transfer is made, including, where necessary,
expenses and compensation
compensation for personal services in the District of
of
Columbia and in the field.
The appropriation in this title for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses shall
shall be
available
available for the National Bureau of Standards in an amount not to
exceed $4,500 for expenses
attendance at meetings concerned
expenses of attendance
concerned with
with
standardization
standardization and research
incurred on
written
research or
or either, when incurred
on the
the written
authority of the Secretary of
Commerce.
of Commerce.
Total, National
National Bureau of Standards,
$2,037,500, of
of which
which amount
Standards, $2,037,500,
amount
not to exceed $1,830,000
$1,830,000 may be expended
services in
expended for personal services
in the
the
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
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Transfer of funds.
Transfer

Attendance
Attendance at
at meetings.
ings.

Total; personal
personal servservices.
ices.

COAST AND GEODETIC
GEODETIC SURVEY
SURVEY
Expenses.
For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for and
incident to
to the
the work
work of
of the
and incident
the Expenses.
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, including purchase
purchase of not more
four
more than four
motor-propelled station wagons and maintenance,
motor-propelled
exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, exchange,
and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled or horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles for official
use .in field
work, purchase
motorcycles with
field work,
purchase of
of motorcycles
with side
side cars,
cars, including
including
their exchange,
exchange, not to exceed $500, surveying instruments,
instruments, including
including
their exchange,
exchange, rubber boots, canvas and rubber
rubber gloves,
gloves, goggles,
goggles, and
and
caps, coats, and aprons
departments on
packing,
aprons for stewards'
stewards' departments
on vessels,
vessels, packing,
crating, and transporting personal household effects of commissioned
commissioned
officers, when
when transferred
transferred from one official station to another
for peranother for
permanent duty, extra compensation
per day
day for
for
compensation at not
not to exceed $1
$1 per
each station to employees of the Coast Guard and
Weather
and the
the Weather
Bureau while observing tides or currents or tending
tending seismographs,
seismographs,
services of one tide observer in the District of Columbia
Columbia at
at not
not to
to
exceed
exceed $1
compensation, not otherwise
$1 per day, and compensation,
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for,
for,
of persons
the field
field work,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
persons employed
employed in the
work for
for operation,
and
and repair of an airplane
airplane for photographic
photographic survey, and expenses incident to
upon approval
approval by
the head
the
to the
the execution of field
field work upon
by the
head of
of the
Bureau, to be expended
expended in accordance
regulations relating
accordance with the regulations
relating to
to
the Coast and Geodetic Survey subscribed
subscribed by
Secretary of
by the
the Secretary
of
Commerce, and
heads:
and under
under the following heads:
Field expenses,
expenses,
Field expenses,
expenses, coastal
coastal surveys:
surveys: For surveys and necessary
necessary resurre-sur- coastal
surveys.
surveys.
of
veys of coasts on the Atlantic and
and Pacific
Pacific Oceans
Oceans and
and the Gulf
Gulf of
Mexico under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
continuing
of the United States;
States; continuing
researches
researches in physical hydrography
hydrography relating to
to harbors
harbors and
and bars,
bars, and
and
current observations
for tidal and current
observations on the coasts of
of the
the United
United States
States
coast Pilot, comcomCoast
or other coasts under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States; compila- pilation.
employment of
tion of the Coast Pilot, including the
the employment
of pilots and nautical
or purchase
plans and
specifications of
cal experts; the
the preparation
preparation or
purchase of
of plans
and specifications
of
vessels and the
employment of
the reimbursement,
the employment
of hull
hull draftsmen;
draftsmen; the
reimbursement,
under rules prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Commerce, of
officers of
of
Secretary of Commerce,
of officers
medicines, and
the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey for
for food,
food, clothing, medicines,
and
temporary relief of
distressed persons
persons
other supplies furnished
furnished for
for the temporary
of distressed
shipwrecked persons
persons temporarily
temporarily provided
provided
in remote
remote localities and
and to shipwrecked
for by them, not to exceed
exceed a
necessary
a total of
of $500
$500 and
and actual
actual necessary
expenses of officers of the
temporarily ordered
to the
the office
expenses
the field force temporarily
ordered to
office
in the District of
with the
the director,
$477,500,
of Columbia
Columbia for
for consultation
consultation with
director, $477,500,
Personal services.
Personal
services.
of
which amount
amount not
not more
more than
than $21,200
$21,200 may
may be
expended for
for personal
personal
of which
be expended
services in the District of Columbia.
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Magnetic
Magnetic and seismological
seismological work: For continuing
continuing magnetic
magnetic and
and
seismological observations and to establish meridian
seismological
meridian lines in connection
the United
United States;
States; making
making magnetic
tion therewith
therewith in
in all
all parts
parts of
of the
magnetic and
and
seismological
under the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
seismological observations
observations in
in other
other regions
regions under
the United
of additional
magnetic and
and seismological
seismological
the
United States;
States; purchase
purchase of
additional magnetic
instruments; lease
of sites
sites where
and the
of teminstruments;
lease of
where necessary
necessary and
the erection
erection of
temporary
magnetic and
and seismological
buildings; and
and including
porary magnetic
seismological buildings;
including the
the
employment
m the
field and
and office
of such
such magnetic
magnetic and
seismological
employment in
the field
office of
and seismological
observers, and
and instrument
and stenographic
services as
may be
observers,
instrument makers
makers and
stenographic services
as may
be
necessary,
$68,500.
necessary, $68,500.
Federal, boundary,
Federa,
boFa-y,
Federal, boundary, and State surveys: For
Federal,
For continuing
continuing lines
lines of
of exact
exact
and State surveys.
levels between
between the
Atlantic, Pacific,
Gulf coasts;
coasts; determining
levels
the Atlantic,
Pacific, and
and Gulf
determining geogeographic positions
positions by
triangulation and
traverse to
graphic
by triangulation
and traverse
to establish
establish the
the concontrol for
for a
program, and
and for
for the
the control
control of
of Federal,
trol
a national
national mapping
mapping program,
Federal,
surveys and engineering
engineering works
works
State, boundary,
boundary, county, city, and other surveys
in all
all parts
United States;
States; including
binding,
in
parts of
of the
the United
including printing
printing and
and binding,
traveling and
necessary therefor;
traveling
and all other expenses necessary
therefor; special
special geodetic
geodetic
surveys
leveling in
regions subject
subject
surveys of first-order
first-order triangulation
triangulation and
and leveling
in regions
to
exceeding $10,000;
to earthquakes,
earthquakes, not
not exceeding
$10,000;.determining
determining field
field astronomic
astronomic
Ukiah and
Ukiah
Gaithers- positions
and Gaitherspositions and the
the variation
of latitude,
including the
maintenance and
variation of
latitude, including
the maintenance
and
burg observatories.
operation
operation of the latitude observatories
observatories at Ukiah, California, and
and
Observations, etc.,
Observations,
etc., Gaithersburg,
exceeding $2,600 each; establishing
aithersburg, Maryland,
Maryland, not exceeding
establishing lines
lines
in Alaska.
of exact
of
exact levels,
determining geographic
positions by
triangulation and
and
levels, determining
geographic positions
by triangulation
traverse, and making astronomic
astronomic observations
Alaska; and
observations in Alaska;
and continuing gravity observations
observations in
in the
the United States and for
for making
making such
such
observations
observations in regions under the jurisdiction
of the
the United
States
jurisdiction of
United States
Personal services.
Personal
services
and also
and
also on islands and coasts adjacent
adjacent thereto,
thereto, $450,000,
$150,000, of
of which
which
amount not to exceed $74,000,
$74,000, may be expended for
services
for personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia.
Vessels,
repair, etc.
etc.
Vessels, repair,
Vessels: For repair of vessels, and replacement
replacement of equipment
equipment
thereon
engineers' supplies and
skip chandlery,
thereon, exclusive of engineers'
and other
other Ship
$100,000.
$100,000.
Officers and men on
d
oiss
men on
Pay of officers and men on vessels: For all necessary
necessary employees
to
employees to
vessels,
pay.
the vessels,
vessels including
including professional
professional se
amen serving
man and equip
equip the
seamen
serving as
as
mates on vessels of the Survey, to execute
execute the work of the Survey
Survey
herein provided for and authorized by law, $691,000.
$691,000.
Commissioned officrsommoyaed
Pay,
ofacommissioned
officers:
Pay,
commissioned
officers:
For
For
pay
pay
and
allowances prescribed
and
allowances
prescribed by
by
cers,
pay
and
allown(
ances.
.
andcommissioned officers
officers on sea duty and other duty, holding
law for commissioned
relative rank with officers of the Navy, including one
director, six
six
one director,
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers with relative
hydrographic
captain,
relative rank of captain,
ten hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic engineers
engineers with
with relative
comrelative rank
rank of
of commander, seventeen hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers
engineers with
with relative
relative
lieutenant commander,
forty-seven hydrographic
rank of lieutenant
commander, forty-seven
hydrographic and geodetic engineers with relative rank of lieutenant, sixty-one
sixty-one junior
junior
hydrographic and geodetic engineers
lieutenant
hydrographic
engineers with relative
relative rank of lieutenant
(junior
grade), twenty-nine
junior grade),
twenty-nine aides with relative rank of ensign, and
and
including officers retired in accordance with existing
$845,000:
existing
law,
$845,000:
Proviso.
Provided, That
of the
may designate one of
of Commerce may
Secretary of
That the
the Secretary
Assistant director.
Provided,
Asstant
hydrographic
hydrographic and geodetic
geodetic engineers to act as assistant director.
Office force.
Office
personal services,
$637,000.
services, $637,000.
For personal
force: For
Office force:
Post,
p 641.
641.
O, p.
Office epe6nses.
expenses.
osc
Office expenses: For purchase of new instruments
instruments (except
survey(except surveyPost, p. 641.
ing instruments),
instruments), including
including their exchange,
exchange, materials, equipment, and
supplies required in the instrument shop, carpenter shop, and chart
chart
division; one offset
offset rotary chart printing press, books, scientific and
technical books, journals, books of reference, maps, charts, and subsubscriptions; copper plates, chart paper, printer's ink, copper, zinc, and
and
electrotyping and photographing;
chemicals for electrotyping
engraving, printing,
photographing; engraving,
printing,
photographing, rubber gloves, and electrotyping
electrotyping supplies; photolithophotolithographing and printing charts for immediate use; stationery for office
office
graphmg

Magnetic and seisMagnetic
seismological work.

moologica

work.
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and field parties; transportation
transportation of instruments
supplies when
instruments and
and supplies
when
not charged
expenses; telegrams;
telegrams; washing;
charged to field expenses;
washing; office
office furniture,
furniture,
repairs; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, contingencies of
not exceedexceedof all kinds,
kinds, not
ing $90
$90 for streetcar
$92,000.
streetcar fares, $92,000.
Aeronautical
Aeronautical charts: For compilation
compilation and printing of
of aeronautical
aeronautical
charts, including personal services in the District
of Columbia
Columbia (not
(not
District of
to exceed $92,280),
$92,280), operation
operation of airplane for check
flights, and
and aerial
aerial
check flights,
photographs, execution of ground surveys at air
air terminals,
terminals, and
the
and the
purchase of drafting, photographic, photolithographic,
photolithographic, and printing
printing
supplies and equipment, $120,000.
$120,000.
Appropriations herein made for traveling expenses
Appropriations
expenses or
Coast
or for
for the Coast
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey shall not be available
available for allowance
allowance to civilian
civilian
or other officers for subsistence while on
(except
on duty
duty at
at Washington
Washington (except
as hereinbefore
officers of
of the
field force
ordered to
hereinbefore provided
provided for officers
the field
force ordered
to
Washington
Washington for short periods
periods for consultation
with the
the director),
consultation with
director),
except as now provided
law.
except
provided by law.
The appropriation
for traveling
availappropriation in
in this
this title
title for
traveling expenses
expenses shall
shall be
be available, in an amount not to exceed $650,
$650, for expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at
meetings concerned
concerned with the work of the
Geodetic Survey
the Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey
when incurred
incurred on the written authority
Secretary of
authority of
of the Secretary
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Not to exceed $2,500 of the appropriations
appropriations herein
for the
the
herein made
made for
Coast and Geodetic Survey shall be available
available for
for the
payment of
the payment
of
part-time
part-time or intermittent employment in the District of
of Columbia, or
or
elsewhere, of such architects, engineers, scientists, and technicists
as
technicists as
may be contracted
contracted for by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, in
in his
his discrediscretion,
tion, at a
a rate of pay not exceeding
exceeding $25 per diem for
person so
for any
any person
so
employed.
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Aeronautical charts.
Aeronautical
Past, p.
Post,
p. 641.
641.

Restriction on
Restriction
on use
use of
funds.
funds.

Attendance at meetings.
ings.

Temporary employment of architects,
architects, etc.
etc.

Rate
Rate of pay.

PATENT OFFICE
PATENT

Salaries:
Commissioner of Patents and other personal
Salaries: For the Commissioner
services
services in the District of Columbia, $3,540,000.
Photolithographing: For producing copies of
of weekly
Photolithographing:
weekly issue
issue of
of drawdraw-

ings of patents and designs; reproduction
reproduction of copies of drawings and
specifications
specifications of exhausted
exhausted patents, designs, trade-marks,
trade-marks, and
and other
other
papers, such other papers when reproduced
reproduced for
for sale
be sold
sale to
to be
sold at
at not
not
less than cost plus 10 per centum; reproduction
patent
reproduction of
of foreign patent
drawings;
drawings; photo prints of pending application drawings;
drawings; and
and photophoto-

stat and photographic supplies
mounts, $175,000:
supplies and dry mounts,
Provided,
$175,000: Provided,

That the headings
headings of the drawings for patented
patented cases
cases may be multimultigraphed in the Patent Office
the purpose
of photolithography.
photolithography.
Office for
for the
purpose of
Miscellaneous
exchange of
Miscellaneous expenses: For purchase
purchase and exchange
proof law,
law, professional, and other reference
reference books and
and publications
and scientific
publications and
scientific
books; expenses of transporting
transporting publications
publications of patents issued by the
the
Patent Office to foreign
governments; directories, furniture, filing
foreign governments;
filing
cases; exchange of labor-saving
labor-saving office devices; for investigating
investigating the
the
question
question of public use or sale of inventions for two
years or
or more
more
two years
prior to filing applications
applications for patents, and
such other
questions
and such
other questions
applications for patents and the
arising in connection
connection with applications
the prior
prior
art as may be deemed necessary
necessary by the Commissioner
Commissioner of
for
of Patents;
Patents; for
expense attending
attending defense
defense of suits instituted
the Commisinstituted against the
Commissioner of Patents,
Patents, and for other contingent
contingent and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses
expenses of the Patent
Patent Office,
Office, $68,000.
$68,000.

B
" fesl

Salarks.
Past, p. 1039.
Photolithographing.
Photolithographing.
Post,
p. 1040.
ost'.1040'
P

Proviso.
Mulgraphed
head.
Multigraphed headings.
Ings.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.
Post, p.1040.
10.

exex-

Ptp.

Printing and bindPrinting and
and binding:
For printing
printing the
patents, ing.
binding: For
the weekly
weekly issue
issue of
of patents,
Printing and binddesigns, trade-marks, prints, and labels, exclusive of illustrations;
illustrations;
and for printing, engraving illustrations, and
and binding
binding the Official
Official
Gazette,
Gazette, including weekly and annual indexes,
indexes, $791,000;
mis$791,000; for
for miscellaneous
cellaneous printing and binding, $49,000;
in all,
all, $840,000.
$840,000.
$49,000; in
Attendance at meetThe appropriation in this title for traveling expenses
expenses shall be avail- ittendance
at meetings.
able, in an amount not to exceed
$500, for
exceed $500,
for expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
at
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Act, 1941.
1941.
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meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
the work
work of
of the
the Patent
Office when
when incurred
meetings
Patent Office
incurred
on
of the
Secretary of
of Commerce.
on the
the written
written authority
authority of
the Secretary
Commerce.
This
be cited
as the
the "Department
Commerce ApproThis title
title may
may be
cited as
"Department of
of Commerce
Appropriation
priation Act, 1941".
1941".
TITLE
III—DEPARTMENT OF
OF JUSTICE
TITLE III-DEPARTMENT
JUSTICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE ATTORNE.
ATTORNEY! GENERAL
OFFICE
GOENERAL

For personal services
services in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia as follows:
follows:
For
the Office
Office of
the Attorney
For the
of the
Attorney General,
General, $70,000.
$70,000.
For
Solicitor General,
General, $69,000.
For the
the Office
Office of
of the
the Solicitor
$69,000.
For
of the
the Assistant
Assistant Solicitor
Solicitor General,
General, $48,900.
For the Office
Office of
$48,900.
For
Office of
Assistant to
to the
the Attorney
For the
the Office
of Assistant
Attorney General,
General, $77,500.
$77,500.
For
Administrative Division,
Division, $639,500.
For the Administrative
$639,500.
For
Tax Division,
For the
the Tax
Division, $567,500.
$567,500.
For
Division, $230,000.
$230,000.
For the Criminal Division,
For the
the Claims
Claims Division,
Division, $325,500.
For
$325,500.
For the Office
Office of
of Pardon Attorney,
Attorney, $26,100.
Total, personal services, Office of the
Attorney General,
General, $2,054,000.
the Attorney
$2,054,000.
Interchangeability
Not to
centum of
be availavailNot
to exceed
exceed 55per
per centum
ofInterchgeability
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amounts
amounts shall
shall be
of amounts.
able interchangeably
interchangeably for
in the
and
able
for expenditures
expenditures in
the various
various offices
offices and
divisions named,
named, but not more than 5
centum shall
5 per centum
shall be
be added to the
the
appropriated for any
amount appropriated
any one of
of said offices
offices or divisions
divisions and
and any
any
interchange
Congress
interchange of
of appropriations
appropriations hereunder
hereunder shall be reported
reported to
to Congress
the
annual
in
the
annual
Budget.
Contingent exContingent
expenses: For
repairs, floor
pectingent
exContingent expenses:
For stationery,
stationery, furniture
furniture and
and repairs,
floor
penses.
Post,
p. 644.
644.
Post, p.
coverings, file holders and cases;
expenditures, including
coverings,
cases; miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenditures,
including
telegraphing
teletype rentals
rentals and
and tolls,
tolls, postage,
postage,
telegraphing and
and telephones,
telephones, and
and teletype
labor, typewriters
typewriters and adding machines and the exchange thereof
thereof and
and
repairs thereto, streetcar fares, newspapers
exceeding $350,
press
newspapers not exceeding
$350, press
clippings, and other necessaries
necessaries ordered by the Attorney General;
General;
transportation, including the
official transportation,
maintenance, and
the repair, maintenance,
and operaoperamotor-driven passenger cars (one for the
tion of four motor-driven
the Attorney
Attorney General and three for general use of the Department),
delivery trucks,
trucks,
Department), delivery
and motorcycle,
motorcycle, to be used only for official purposes; purchase
purchase of
of lawbooks, books of reference,
reference, and periodicals,
periodicals, including
including the exchange
exchange
thereof;
thereof; examination
examination of estimates of appropriation
appropriation in
in the field; and
and
miscellaneous and emergency
emergency expenses authorized
by
authorized and approved
approved by
the Attorney General,
General, to be
expended
at his
his discretion,
$175,000:
be
expended
at
discretion,
$175,000:
Prorhfo.
U. S.
Code AnnoProvided, That
That not
exceed $2
per volume
shall be
be paid
for the
U.
S. code
Provided,
not to
to exceed
$2 per
volume shall
paid for
the curcurtated, price limitation.
rent and
volumes of
the United
United States
States Code
Code Annotated.
tatedpriceligtatioen.
rent
and future
future volumes
of the
Annotated.
Traveling expenses.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 644.
644.
Traveling
necessary traveling
Traveling expenses:
expenses: For all necessary
traveling expenses,
expenses, DepartDepartExceptions.
Exceptions.
ment of Justice, not including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses otherwise
otherwise payable
payable
under any appropriations
Bureau of
Investigation",
appropriations for "Federal
"Federal Bureau
of Investigation"
"Salaries
"Salaries and expenses of marshals", "Fees of
"Penal
of witnesses", and
and "Penal
and correctional
correctional institutions" (except
(except as otherwise hereinbefore
prohereinbefore
proProviso.
vided), $589,000:
$589,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
shall be
available, in
in an
AttendanceatmeetAttendance
at meet- vided),
this 'gum
sum shall
be available,
an
ings,
Bureau of
of Prisngs, Bureau
amount not to exceed $3,500, for expenses
expen ses of
ofattendance
att en d
ance at
i
ngs
at meet
meetings
ons.
incurred on
concerned with the work of the Bureau of Prisons when incurred
the written authorization
authorization of the Attorney
Attorney General.
General.
Printing and
and bindPrinting and binding:
binding: For
printing and
binding for
the DepartDeparting.
Printina and
For printing
and binding
for the
Post,
p. 644.
Post, p.644.
ment of Justice, $325,000.

Personal services,
Personal
services,
designated offices.
designated
Post,
1043.
Post, pp. 644,
644, 1043.

FEDERAL
BTREEAU OF
OF INVESTIGATION
FEDERAL BuREAU
INyEsTIGATION
Detection and prosecution of crimes.

Salaries and expenses, detection
detection and prosecution
prosecution of crimes: For
detection and prosecution of crimes against the United States;
the detection
for the protection of the person of the President of the United
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of
preservation of
States;
the acquisition,
collection, classification, and preservation
acquisition, collection,
States; the
identification
other records
and their exchange with the duly
records and
and other
identification and
authorized officials
officials of the
Federal Government, of States, cities, and
the Federal
authorized
other institutions;
institutions; for such
regarding official
investigations regarding
other investigations
such other
other
matters under
under the
control of the Department of Justice and the
the control
matters
Department
Attorney General;
General;
of State as may be directed by the Attorney
Department of
purchase
and exchange
$60,000, and hire, maintenance,
maintenance,
to exceed $60,000,
not to
exchange not
purchase and
upkeep,
and operation
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehiof motor-propelled
operation of
upkeep, and
(including
cles,
to be
be used
official business; purchase
purchase (including
only on official
used only
cles, to
exchange) at
maintenance, upkeep,
to exceed
exceed $7,000 of one, and maintenance,
at not to
exchange)
automobiles; fireand operation,
armored automobiles;
operation, of not more than four armored
and
arms
floor coverings,
and ammunition; such stationery, supplies, floor
arms and
seat
equipment, and
telegraph, teletype,
telephone service
service at the seat
teletype, and telephone
and telegraph,
equipment,
of
or elsewhere
not
General may direct; not
the Attorney General
elsewhere as the
government or
of government
to
exceed $10,000
hire to
exclusively for the purused exclusively
to be
be used
taxicab hire
for taxicab
$10,000 for
to exceed
poses set
set forth
forth in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph and
be expended
expended under the
to be
and to
poses
direction of
the Attorney
General; traveling
traveling expenses, including
including
Attorney General;
of the
direction
expenses in
in an
an amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,500,
$4,500, of
attendance at meetings
meetings
of attendance
expenses
concerned with
with the
such Bureau
Bureau when
writing
authorized in writing
when authorized
of such
work of
the work
concerned
membership in
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; not
not to
exceed $1,500 for membership
to exceed
by
the
International Criminal
rewards
Commission; payment of rewards
Police Commission;
Criminal Police
the International
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
Attorney General for informainformaby the Attorney
when
tion leading
leading to
the apprehension
apprehension of fugitives from justice, including
to the
tion
not
to
exced
$20,000
to
meet unforeseen
unforeseen emergencies
confidential
emergencies of aaconfidential
to meet
$20,000
exced
not to
character,
be expended
under the
the direction
direction of the Attorney Genexpended under
to be
character, to
eral,
who shall
make a
certificate of the amount of such expenditure
expenditure
a certificate
shall make
eral, who
as he
may think
advisable not to specify, and every such certificate
think it advisable
he may
as
to
shall be
be deemed
sufficient voucher
voucher for the sum therein expressed to
a sufficient
deemed a
shall
have
expended; and
and including
not to
$2,016,480 for perexceed $2,016,480
to exceed
including not
been expended;
have been
sonal services
in the
the District
Columbia; $7,222,000:
$7,222,000: Provided,
Provided,
of Columbia;
District of
services in
sonal
shall not
5)
U.
(41
That
section
3709
the
Statutes
(41
S.
C.
5)
not
Revised
the
of
3709
section
That
the
be construed
construed to
to apply
apply to
purchase or service rendered for the
any purchase
to any
be
Federal
of Investigation
Investigation in the field when the aggregate
Bureau of
Federal Bureau
amount
not exceed
exceed $50:
$50: Provided
further, That none
Provided further,
does not
involved does
amount involved
of
funds appropriated
appropriated herein
under the Federal Bureau of Invesherein under
the funds
of the
tigation
shall be
compensation of any civil-service
to pay the compensation
used to
be used
tigation shall
employee,
finger-print classifiers.
classifiers.
except finger-print
employee, except
Salaries
and expenses
for certain
emergencies: For an additional
additional
certain emergencies:
expenses for
Salaries and
amount for
for salaries
expenses, including
including the same purposes and
and expenses,
salaries and
amount
under the
the same
same conditions
conditions specified
paragraph,
preceding paragraph,
the preceding
specified in the
under
$200,000, to
be held
held as
reserve for emergencies
emergencies arising in connecas aa reserve
to be
$200,000,
released
tion with
with kidnaping,
kidnaping, extortion
extortion and
and bank
robbery, and to be released
bank robbery,
tion
for expenditure
in such
such amounts
Attorney
such times as the Attorney
and at such
amounts and
expenditure in
for
General
determine.
may determine.
General may
Salaries and
and expenses,
detection and
prosecution of crimes
crimes (emerand prosecution
expenses, detection
Salaries
gency) :For
For salaries
during the limited national emerexpenses, during
and expenses,
salaries and
gency):
gency, in
the detection
detection and
prosecution of crimes against the United
United
and prosecution
in the
gency,
States;
for the
the protection
protection of
of the
President of the
the .President
of the
person of
the person
States; for
United States;
States; the
the acquisition,
acquisition, collection,
preservaclassification, and preservacollection, classification,
United
tion of
identification and
other records
records and
and their exchange with the
and other
of identification
tion
duly
authorized officials
officials of
of the Federal
Federal Government,
Government, of States, cities,
duly authorized
regarding
and
other
institutions;
other
investigations
regarding official
official
such
for
and other institutions;
matters
under the
Department of Justice and the
control of the Department
the control
matters under
General;
Department
directed by the Attorney General;
may be directed
as may
State as
of State
Department of
maintenance,
$75,000,
purchase
000 ,and hire, maintenance,
and exchange not to exceed $75,
purchase and
upkeep,
and operation
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
operation of
upkeep, and
to
used only
only on
on official
business; firearms
ammunition; such
firearms and ammunition;
official business;
be used
to be
stationery, supplies,
supplies, floor
floor coverings,
coverings, equipment,
equipment, and
and telegraph, telestationery,

Identification,
Identification, etc.,
records.
records.

Investigations,
matInvestigations, matof
ters under
under control
control of
Departments of JusDepartments
and State.
tice and
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

Rewards
inforRewards for information.
mation.

Emergencies.
Emergencies.

Personal
services.
Personal services.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Minor purchases.
Minor
Post,
Post, p. 1109.

Use of funds.

Emergencies.
Emergencies.

prosDetection and prosecution
ecution of crimes
(emergency).
(emergency).
Post,
Post, p. 600.
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telephone service at
elsewhere as
as
type, and telephone
at the
the seat
seat of
of government
government or
or elsewhere
the Attorney
Attorney General
General may direct;
direct; not to exceed $3,000
$3,000 for
for taxicab
taxicab
hire to be used exclusively for
the purposes
purposes set
in this
this paragraph
paragraph
for the
set forth
forth in
and to be expended under the direction of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General;
traveling expenses;
expenses; payment of rewards
rewards when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized
by the Attorney
Attorney General for information leading to
apprehension
to the apprehension
of fugitives
fugitives from justice, including
including not to exceed $100,000
$100,000 to
to meet
meet
unforseen emergencies
expended
emergencies of a
a confidential
confidential character,
character, to
to be
be expended
under the direction of the Attorney
Attorney General,
who shall
shall make
make aacertificertifiGeneral, who
expenditure as he may think
cate of the amount of such expenditure
think it
it advisable
advisable
not to specify, and every such certificate
deemed a
certificate shall
shall be
be deemed
a sufficient
sufficient
voucher for the sum therein
therein expressed to
to have
and
have been
been expended;
expended; and
including not to
for personal
District
to exceed $245,000
$245,000 for
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia; $2,488,000: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
Revised
That section 3709
3709 of
the Revised
Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
to apply
to any
5) shall not be construed
construed to
apply to
any
purchase or service rendered for the Federal Bureau
Bureau of
of Investigation
Investigation
in the field when the aggregate
involved does
exceed $50:
$50:
aggregate amount
amount involved
does not
not exceed
Provided further,
Provided
furth,er, That none of the funds appropriated
under
appropriated herein
herein under
the Federal Bureau
Bureau of Investigation
Investigation shall
be used
used to
the comcomshall be
to pay
pay the
pensation
pensation of any civil-service
civil-service employee, except fingerprint
fingerprint classifiers.
classifiers.
BURE'AU OP
BUREAU
OF PRISONS
PRISONS

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries: For salaries
Salaries:
salaries in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere in
in
connection with the supervision
supervision of the maintenance
maintenance and
care of
of United
and care
United
States prisoners, $308,000.
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCFMLANEOUS APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

Conduct of
customs
Conduct
of customs
Case&
cases.

Enforcement
Enforcement of
of antitrust, etc.,
etc., laws.

Salary restriction.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Permanent
Permanent regional
regional
offices, restriction.
restriction.
offices,

Senate
Senate approval
approval of
appointments
appointments at
at
$7,500
$7,500 or
or more.
more.

Bond
Bond and
Division.

Spirits
Spirits

Conduct of customs cases: Assistant Attorney
General, special
special
Attorney General,
attorneys and counselors
counselors at law in the conduct of customs cases, to be
employed
employed and their compensation
compensation fixed by the
General;
the Attorney
Attorney General;
necessary
assistance and other employees at the seat
necessary clerical assistance
of govseat of
government and elsewhere, to be employed and their
fixed
their compensation
compensation fixed
General,2 including experts at
by the Attorney General
rates of
of compencompenat such
such rates
sation as may be authorized
authorized or approved by
Attorney General;
General;
by the
the Attorney
expenses of procuring
supplies, Supreme
expenses
procuring evidence,
evidence, supplies,.
Supreme Court Reports
Reports
and Digests, and Federal Reporter and Digests, and
other miscellamiscellaand other
neous and incidental expenses
expenses, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
of
the Attorney General; in all, $128,500.
$128,500.
Enforcement
Enforcement of antitrust and kindred
kindred laws:
laws: For
the enforcement
enforcement
For the
of antitrust and kindred
kindred laws, including experts at such rates of
of
compensation as may be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the
the Attorney
Attorney
General, except that the compensation
compensation paid to any person employed
employed
hereunder shall
shall not
$10,000 per annum,
hereunder
not exceed the rate of $10,000
annum, including
including
personal services in the District of Columbia, $1,325,000:
$1,325,000: Provided,
Provided,
personal
That none of this appropriation shall be expended
expended for the establishment and
and maintenance
maintenance of permanent regional offices of the Antitrust
Antitrust
Division:
Providedfurther,
Division: Provided
further, That no part of this appropriation shall
be used for the payment of any person hereafter appointed at a
be
a
salary of $7,500 or more for the enforcement
enforcement of antitrust and kindred
kindred
laws unless such person is appointed by the President, by and with
with
the advice and consent of the Senate.
.Bond and Spirits Division: For salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses in connection with
with the
the preliminary
preliminary determination
determination of civil liabilities arising
arising
tion
under pets
acts pursuant to the eighteenth amendment
amendment before repeal;
repeal; the
preliminary
p.relimmary determination
determination of compromises and petitions for remisinternal-revenue liquor
sion of forfeitures arising out of current internal-revenue
laws; the supervision
supervision of the collection
collection on forfeited
forfeited bail bonds and
judgments and
and fines
fines imposed
personal services
services in
in
judgments
imposed in
in criminal
criminal cases;
cases; personal
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Columbia and
elsewhere, and such
the District of Columbia
and elsewhere,
such other
other expenditures
as
$185,000: Provided,
this approas may
may be
be necessary,
necessary, $185,000:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of this
appropriation
compensate any
any person
appointed purpurpriation shall be used to compensate
person not
not appointed
suant
civil-service laws and regulations,
regulations, but
but this
suant to civil-service
this limitation
limitation shall
shall
not apply to
to attorneys
attorneys or the head
head of the
the division.
division.
Examination
investigation of
Examination of judicial offices: For the investigation
of the official
official
acts,
accounts of
of marshals,
marshals, attorneys,
of the
acts, records,
records, and
and accounts
attorneys, clerks
clerks of
the
United States
States courts and Territorial courts, probation officers,
officers, and
and
United States
purpose all
United
States commissioners, for which
which purpose
all the
the official papers,
papers,
records,
exception, shall be examexamrecords, and dockets of
of said officers,
officers, without exception,
time; and
ined by the
the agents of the Attorney General at any
any time;
and also
also
records, and
referees and
the official
official acts, records,
and accounts
accounts of
of referees
and trustees of
of such
such
$51,000, to be
courts; in all, $51,000,
be expended
expended under the
the direction
direction of
of the
the
Attorney General.
Attorney
expenses, veterans'
Salaries and expenses,
veterans' insurance
insurance litigation:
litigation: For
For salaries
and expenses incident to the
the defense of
of suits
suits against
against the
the United
United
States
World War
War Veterans'
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
1924,
States under section
section 19,
19, of
of the
the World
approved
supplemented, or the
approved June
June 7, 1924, as amended
amended and supplemented,
the comcompromise of the same under the Independent
Appropriation
Independent Offices Appropriation
1933, including office
office expenses, lawAct, 1934, approved June 16, 1933,
conbooks, supplies, equipment,
equipment, stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services
services by
by constenotract or otherwise, including notarial fees or like
like services
services and stenographic work
depositions at
such rates
rates of
of compensation
as
graphic
work in
in taking
taking depositions
at such
compensation as
authorized or
approved by
printing
may be
be authorized
or approved
by the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, printing
and
and binding, the employment
employment of
of experts at
at such
such rates
rates of
of compensacompensaapproved by
Attorney General,
General,
tion as may be authorized
authorized or approved
by the
the Attorney
and personal services in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
$375,000.
Salaries and
For personal
personal services
in
Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Lands Division:
Division: For
services in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and for other necessary
necessary
expenses, including employment
employment of experts at such rates of
of compencompensation as may be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by
General,
by the Attorney General,
purchase and exchange
typewriters, adding
adding machines
other
exchange of typewriters,
machines and
and other
labor-saving devices, stenographic
services by contract
or
stenographic reporting
reporting services
contract or
otherwise, and notarial fees or like services, $1,400,000.
Miscellaneous salaries and expenses,
Miscellaneous
expenses, field: For salaries not otherwise
specifically provided
for (not
to exceed
exceed $110,000)
wise specifically
provided for
(not to
$110,000) and
and for
for such
such
other
other expenses for
for the field
field service, Department
Department of Justice,
Justice, as
as may
may
be authorized
authorized or approved
approved by the Attorney
Attorney General, including
including experts,
experts,
stenographic work in taking
and notarial fees or like services and stenographic
depositions, at such
such rates of
of compensation
compensation as may be
be authorized
authorized or
or
General, so
necessary in
in
approved by the Attorney General,
so much
much as
as may
may be
be necessary

the discretion
discretion of the Attorney General for such expenses in the District of Alaska, and in courts other than Federal
Federal courts; patent
patent appliapplications and contested proceedings
inventions; rent of rooms;
proceedings involving inventions;
supplies and equipment,
equipment, incluing
including the exchange of typewriting and
and
adding machines, firearms and ammunition therefor;
therefor; purchase of law
books, including
Reporter and
including exchange
exchange thereof, and the Federal Reporter
continuations
$317,500: Provided,
Provided, That
continuations thereto as issued,
issued, $317,500:
That not
not to
to
exceed $2 per volume shall be paid for the current
current and future
future volumes
of the United
United States Code Annotated.
expenses of
For
Salaries and
and expenses
of district attorneys,
attorneys, and so
so forth:
forth: For
salaries and expenses
expenses of
of United States
States district attorneys and their
regular assistants,
assistants, clerks,
and other
other employees,
employees, including
office
regular
clerks, and
including the office
expenses of United
United States
States district attorneys in Alaska, and for salaries
attorneys for
of regularly
regularly appointed
appointed clerks
clerks to United States district attorneys
United States
States
services rendered
rendered during vacancy in the
the office
office of the
the Ututed
attorney, $3,185,000.
$3,185,000.
district attorney,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Appointments pursuant to civil-service
suant
laws; exceptions.
exceptions.
laws;

Examination
Examination of
of juJudicial offices.

Veterans'
Veterans' insurance
litigation.

43
43 Stat. 612;
612; 48 Stat.
Stat.
302.
38 U. S.
8. C.
C. CI§ 445,
445,
445b; Supp. V, §§§ 44,
445,
445b;
445b.
445b.

Lands
Division.
Lands Division.

Post,
Pod, p. 645.
645.

Miscellaneous salasalaMiscellaneous
ries and
expenses.
ries
and expenses,
Held.
field.
Post, p. 64&
Post,
645.

Rent,
Rent.

Proiso.
Proviso.
U. S. Code Annotated, price
price limitation.
limitation.
District
District attorneys,
attorneys,
etc.
etc.

Post, p. 645.
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attorneys, and
Salaries and expenses of special
special attorneys,
and so forth: For
For comcomof special attorneys and assistants to the Attorney General
General
and to United States district attorneys employed
employed by the
the Attorney
Attorney
Foreign counsel.
Foreign
counsel.
General
General to aid in special cases, and for payment
payment of foreign counsel
employed by the Attorney General
General in
in special
special cases,
cases, $575,000,
$575,000, no
part
no part
of which, except for payment
payment of
shall be
.
to
pay
of foreign
foreign counsel,
counsel, shall
be used
used
to pay
the compensation
compensation of any persons except attorneys duly
licensed and
and
duly licensed
under the
the laws
laws of
of any
Territory, or
authorized to practice under
any State,
State, Territory,
or the
the
Provisos.
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
amount paid
estriction.
District
Sr
the amount
paid as
as compensacompensaSalary restriction.
tion out of the funds herein appropriated
employed
appropriated to any
any person
person employed
hereunder shall
not
the
rate
of
$10,000
annum:
Provided
hereunder
shall
not
exceed
the
rate
of
$10,000
per
annum:
Provided
Reports of personnel
0
day
That reports be submitted to the Congress on the 1st day
nel further,
further, That
to RtoRosofpe'o
Congress.
of July and January showing the names of the persons employed
employed
hereunder, the annual rate of compensation
hereunder,
or amount
amount of
any fee
compensation or
of any
fee
paid
to each together with a
a description
Provided
description
of
their
duties:
Provided
Senate approval of
Senate
approvalt0
appropriation shall be used for the
further, That no part of this appropriation
appointments
at $7,500 further,
the
or more.
more.
or
payment of any person hereafter
hereafter appointed at aa salary of $7,500 or
or
more and paid from this appropriation unless such person
person is
is appointed
appointed
by the President, by and with the advice and consent
consent of the Senate.
Marshals,
Marshals,
etc.etc.
Salaries
and expenses
Salaries and
expenses of marshals, and so forth: For salaries, fees,
fees,
Post, p. 645.
and expenses
expenses of United
United States marshals and their deputies, including
including
Services in
in Alaska.
Services
Alaska
services
rendered in behalf of the United States or otherwise; services
services rendered
services
in Alaska in collecting
collecting evidence for the United States when so specifiVehicles.
Vehicles.
cally
directed by
by the
purchase,
cally directed
the Attorney General;
General; traveling
traveling expenses; purchase,
when authorized by the Attorney General, of ten motor-propelled
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vans at not to exceed $2,000 each; and
passenger-carrying
and maintenance, alteration, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propell ed p
assenger passengerpr
ttiso.
carrying
vehicles used
used in
connection with
the transaction
the
carrying vehicles
in connection
with the
transaction of
of the
Proviso.
Transportation alal- official
official business of the United States marshals;
marshals $3,895,000:
Provided,
$3,895,000:
Provided,
lowance.
lowance.
That
That United
United States marshals
marshals and their deputies may be allowed, in
in
transportation, not to exceed 3
lieu of actual expenses of transportation,
3 cents per mile
for the use of their own automobiles for transportation
transportation when traveling
traveling
on official
official business within the limits of their official
official station.
Witnesses; fees, exWitnesss;
Fees of witnesses: For mileage and per diems of witnesses and
penses,
etc. fees, eAnte,
Ante, pp.
pp. 61,
61, 68.
68.
for per diems in lieu of subsistence; and for pay
m e
n to
th e expenses
payment
offthe
expenses
of witnesses, as provided
provided by section 850, Revised Statutes (28 U. S. C.
604), including
expenses, mileage,
mileage,and
an d p
er di
ems of
ofwitnesses
wi
tnesses on
on
604)
including the
the expenses,
per
diems
behalf of the Government
Government before the United States Customs Court,
such payments to be made on the certification
certification of the attorney for the
United States and to be conclusive as provided
Revised
provided by section 846, Revised
Provisos.
APrhoris on
(28 U. S. C. 577),
Provided, That not
exceed
577), $1,375,000:
$1,375,000: Provide,
not to exceed
Authorization
by Statutes (28
Attorney
General.
Attorney General.
$25,000 of
this amount
amount shall
shall be available
for such compensation
compensation and
$25,000
of this
available for
and
expenses of witnesses or informants
authorized or approved
informants as may be authorized
General, which approval
by the Attorney
Attorney General,
approval shall be conclusive: ProProLimitation on attediantcfeofee. on at- vided
vided further,
further, That
That no
of the
pp ropri
at
ed shall
shall b
no part
part of
the sum
tendance
sum herei
hereinn aappropriated
bee
used to pay any
any witness more than one attendance
attendance fee for any one
used
Exception.
Exception.
calendar day,
calendar
day, which
which fee shall not exceed $1.50 except in the District
of Alaska.
Bailiffs,
Bailiffs, etc.
etc.
Pay an.
andd expenses
of bailiffs: For
pay
off b
bailiffs,
expenses
For p
ay o
ailiff s, not
not exceeding
exceeding
Pay
i
three bailiffs
bailiffs in
three
n each court, except in the southern
southern district of New
York and the northern district of Illi
Illinois;
andd meals
no i
s; an
mea l
s and
and lodging
lodging
Proiss.
for
bailiffs or deputy marshals in attendance
attendance upon juries in
Provisos.
United
in United
Per them restriction.
Perdiemrestriction.
States
when order
ed by
the court,
court, $
280,000: Provided,
Provided, That,
That,
States cases, when
ordered
by the
$280,000:
except
inn the case of bailiffs in charge
except i
charge of juries over Sundays
Sundays and
holidays,
per diem
diem shall
be paid
holidays, no
no per
shall be
paid to
to any
any bailiff
bailiff unless
unless the judge is
present and presiding i
in
court
or
present
in
chambers:
Providedfurfurn cour
t
or
present in
chambers
•Provided
Use of funds limited.
be used for the pay of
appropriation
shall
ther,
Useofafmdshmitoe
ther, That
That none
none of
of this
this a
ppropri
at i
on sh
all be used .for the pay of
bailiffs when
when deputy marshals or marshals are available
available for the duties
bailiffs
to be deterordinarily executed by bailiffs, the fact of unavailability
ordinarily executed by bailiffs, the fact of unavailability to be determined by
by the
certificate of
of the marshal.
mined
the certificate

Special
Special
etc.

attorneys.
attorneys,

ecpensation
pensation
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PENAL
rtJTi0NS
PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTI
INSTITUTIONS

Salaries and
authorized by law
and expenses:
expenses: For every
every expenditure
expenditure authorized
or by orders and regulations made in pursuance of law, not otherwise
provided for, requisite
requisite for and incident to the support
provided
support of prisoners,
prisoners,
maintenance and
Federal penal
correctional
and the maintenance
and operation
operation of Federal
penal and correctional
interment or transporting
institutions; expenses
expenses of
of interment
transporting remains
remains of
deceased inmates
inmates to
their homes
homes in
the United
States; purchase
deceased
to their
in the
United States;
purchase of
of not
not
passenger-carrying automobiles;
automobiles; purchase
purchase of
to exceed nine passenger-carrying
of five
five busses
busses
$17,500; maintenance
in an
an aggregate
aggregate amount not
not exceeding
exceeding $17,500;
maintenance and
repair
repair of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobiles;
automobiles; expenses of attendance at
meetings concerned
concerned with the work of the Prison Service when authorized in writing by the Attorney General;
General; traveling expenses of memmembers of advisory boards authorized
authorized by law
law incurred
incurred in
in the
the discharge
of their official
official duties; packing, crating, drayage,
drayage, and
and transportation,
transportation,
thousand pounds
not to
to exceed five
five thousand
pounds in any
any one case of
of household
household
effects of employees, whether shipped by railroad
railroad or
or by motortruck,
when
transferred from
from one
one official
official station
station to
another for
permanent
when transferred
to another
for permanent
duty;
wearing apparel
apparel
uniforms and other distinctive wearing
duty; furnishing
furnishing of uniforms
necessary for employees
employees in the performance
necessary
performance of their official duties;
duties;
newspapers,
newspapers, books, and periodicals;
periodicals; firearms and ammunition;
ammunition; purchase
exchange of
chase and
and exchange
of farm products
products and livestock;
livestock; under the
the followfollowing
appropriations under this
ing heads: Provided,
Provided, That
That any part of the appropriations
,
Ing "
heading used for payment
payment of salaries of personnel employed in the
operation
operation of
of prison commissaries
commissaries shall
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed from
from commiscommissary earnings, and such reimbursement
reimbursement shall be in addition to the
amounts
appropriated herein.
amounts appropriated
Penitentiaries and
and reformatories:
For maintenance
and operation
Penitentiaries
reformatories: For
maintenance and
operation
of
United States
of United
States penitentiaries
penitentiaries and
and reformatories,
reformatories, including
including not
not to
to
exceed $4,553,000
exceed
$4,553,000 for salaries
salaries and wages
wages of all
all officers
officers and
and employees,
employees,
$8,090,000.
$8,090,000.
Medical Center
Center for
Prisoners: For
maintenance and
and operaoperaMedical
for Federal
Federal Prisoners:
For maintenance
tion
Medical Center
Federal Prisoners
Springfield,
tion of the Medical
Center for
for Federal
Prisoners at Springfield,
Missouri, including
including not to
exceed $240,000
Missouri,
to exceed
$240,000 for
for salaries
salaries and
and wages
wages of
of
all officers and employees,
employees, $554,000.
$554,000.
correctional institutions: For maintenance
maintenance and operation
Jails and correctional
Federal jails and correctional
correctional institutions,
institutions, including
exceed
of Federal
including not to exceed
$1,806,000 for salaries
salaries and wages
wages of all officers and employees,
$1,806,000
employees,
$2,690,000: Provided,
Provided, That
not to
to exeed
shall be
available for
for
That not
exeed $25,000
$25,000 shall
be available
the
acquisition of
approximately one
of approximately
one hundred and
and eighty
eighty acres of
the acquisition
land
the Federal
Institution at
at Denver,
Denver,
land adjoining
adjoining the
Federal Correctional
Correctional Institution
Colorado.
Prison
and repair
repair of buildings
buildings at
Prison camps: For the
the construction
construction and
maintenance and operation
operation of prison camps,
prison camps and for maintenance
$626,000.
Medical
for inmates of
For medical
medical relief
relief for
hospital service: For
Medical and hospital
for
appliances necessary for
penal and correctional
correctional institutions and appliances
patients including
including personal
personal services
services in
District of
Columbia and
and
in the
the District
of Columbia
patients
elsewhere; and
laundering of
and other
other
and laundering
of uniforms,
uniforms and
elsewhere;
and furnishing
furnishing and
distinctive wearing
wearing apparel
in the
the perperdistinctive
apparel necessary
necessary for
for the
the employees
employees in
formance of their official duties, $1,015,000:
$1,015,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That there
there
may be
transferred to
"Pay, and
and so
so forth,
forth, cormcomto the
the appropriation
appropriation "Pay,
be transferred
may
missioned officers,
Public Health
such amount
amount as
may be
as may
be
missioned
officers, Public
Health Service",
Service", such
necessary for
officers assigned
assigned to the
to exceed
exceed thirty
thirty officers
necessary
for the
the pay
pay of
of not
not to
Federal Prison
Prison Service,
and to
to other
other appropriations
appropriations of
of the Public
Service, and
Federal
Health Service
such amounts
necessary, in
the discretion
discretion
amounts as
as may
may be
be necessary,
in the
Health
Service such
of the
General, for direct
expenditure by
Service for
by that Service
for
direct expenditure
the Attorney
Attorney General,
of
the other
other objects
objects mentioned
mentioned above.
the
above.
Construction and
McNeil Island:
For construction
construction and
and
Construction
and repair,
repair, McNeil
Island: For
repair of
of buildings
buildings and
and development
development of
of island
island area
at the
area at
the United
United
repair

Salaries
penses.
pe ses

Salaries
n

and
and

exex-

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Attendance
ice at
at meetings.

nttendan

Proviso,
Prsosaries.

Prison
commisPrison commissaries.

Penitentiaries
aries
Penitenti
reformatories.
es.

and
and

e
Medical
Center for
Center
for
FMe
Federal
Prisoners.
isoners.

diea

Jails and
correcd correctional institutions.
;utions.

Jtinsain

Proviso.
Acuisit
Acquisition
land,
ronof land,
Denver, Colo.
tlo.

Denver,

(c

Prison camps.
mps.

Prson er:

Medical
l and
pital service.

pitalserv

hos-

Proviso.
Public
Servealth ServIH
Public Health
ice assignments.
ents.
84.
Post, p. 584.

iee^ignis

McNeilI Island,
Island,

Wash., construction,
wMaN.,
istruction,
etc.
etc.
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Employment
of inEmployment of
inmates.
Proviso.
Cost limitation.

Pmarvso.
ost ltaton.

Buildings and facilities, construction, etc.

Buitiesoassnd

tc

Support of U. S.
Support of U. S.
prisoners in non-Federal institutions
institutions and
and
eral
in Alaska.
in Alaska.

326.
tat. S2.
446 Stat.

Attendance fees, retritieane fes restriction.

u e nse
t. license

Attorneys,
requirement.

rer

U.
S. Court for
for
U. S.
China, district attorney,
ney. marshal, etc.
etc.
Traveling expenses.

marshal,

Travelig expenses.

Bringing home rerea
home
mains from
abroad,
e tc
etc.
.
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States Penitentiary,
purStates
Penitentiary, McNeil
McNeil Island,
Island, Washington,
Washington, including
including the
the purchase
installation of
machinery and
and equipment
and all
chase and
and installation
of machinery
equipment and
all expenses
expenses
incident
thereto, $45,000,
$45,000, to
to be
be available
immediately and
and to
to remain
remain
incident thereto,
available immediately
available
expended so as to give the maxiavailable until expended
expended and to be expended
mum
employment to
to inmates
inmates of
Provided,
mum amount
amount of
of employment
of the
the institution:
institution: Provided,
the project
project for
for the
development of
That the ultimate
ultimate cost
cost of
of the
the development
of the
the
island area
area shall
shall not
not exceed
$800,000.
island
exceed $800,000.
Construction
of buildings
and facilities:
facilities: For
remodelconstruction, remodelFor construction,
buildings and
Construction of
ing, and
and equipping
equipping necessary
necessary buildings
and facilities
at existing
penal
existing penal
facilities at
buildings and
ing,
and
institutions and
and all
all necessary
expenses incident
incident
and correctional
correctional institutions
necessary expenses
thereto,
to be
expended under
under the
the direction
the Attorney
thereto, to
be expended
direction of
of the
Attorney General
General
by
contract or
or purchase
purchase of
labor and
services
by contract
of material
material and
and hire
hire of
of labor
and services
and utilization
United States
States prisoners
and
utilization of
of labor
labor of
of United
prisoners as
as the
the Attorney
Attorney
General may
may direct,
direct, $200,000.
$200,000.
General
Support
support of
of United
United States
Support of
of United
United States
States prisoners:
For support
prisoners: For
States
prisoners
and in
in the
the Territory
Territory of
Alaska,
prisoners in
in non-Federal
non-Federal institutions
institutions and
of Alaska,
including necessary
including
necessary clothing
clothing and
medical aid,
discharge gratuities
and medical
aid, discharge
gratuities proprovided
and transportation
of conviction
conviction or
or place
of
vided by
by law
law, and
transportation to
to place
place of
place of
bona
such other
bona fide
fide residence
residence in the United States,
States, or such
other place
place within
within
be authorized
and
the United
United States
States as
as may
may be
authorized by
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General;
General; and
including rent, repair, alteration, and maintenance
and
including
maintenance of buildings
buildings and
maintenance of prisoners therein,
under authority
the maintenance
therein, occupied
occupied under
authority .of
of
sections 4
4and 5
5of the Act of May 14, 1930 (18
(18 U. S. C. 753c, 753d);
753d) ;
support
prisoners becoming
during imprisonment
imprisonment and
support of
of prisoners
becoming insane
insane during
and who
who
continue insane after expiration
expiration of sentence,
sentence, who have no
no relatives
relatives or
of deceased
prisfriends to whom they can be
be sent
sent;; shipping
shipping remains of
deceased prisand interment
oners to their
their relatives
relatives or friends in
in the
the United States and
interment
incurred
of deceased prisoners
prisoners whose
whose remains are
are unclaimed;
unclaimed; expenses
expenses incurred
in
returning escaped
prisoners and
and for
for
in identifying,
identifying, pursuing,
pursuing, and returning
escaped prisoners
rewards for their recapture;
recapture; and for repairs, betterments,
betterments, and
and improveimprovements of
of United
United States
States jails,
jails, including
ments
including sidewalks,
sidewalks, $1,650,000.
$1,650,000.
None of
appropriated by
by this
title shall
be used
to pay
None
of the
the money
money appropriated
this title
shall be
used to
pay
any witness or bailiff more than one per diem for any one day's service
service
on the
the same
same
even though he serves in more than one of such
such capacities on
day.
day.
aone
appropriated by this title may be used to pay the
None of the funds appropriated
compensation of
of any
person hereafter
as an
attorney unless
compensation
any person
hereafter employed
employed as
an attorney
unless
such person shall be duly licensed and authorized to
an
to practice
practice as
as an
attorney under the laws of aa State, Territory, or the District of
Col umbia.
Columbia.
The
for "Traveling
Department
The foregoing
foregoing appropriations
appropriations for
"Traveling expenses,
expenses, Department
of marshals, and
of Justice",
Justice", and "Salaries
'salaries and expenses of
and so
forth,
so forth,
Department
of Justice",
be available,
available, respectively,
respectively, for
for t
raveli ng
Department of
Justice", shall
shall be
traveling
expenses of the district attorney and
and of
the marshal
marshal of
of the
of the
the United
United
States Court for China and of employees of their offices and, under
under
such
Attorney General
General may
may prescribe,
prescribe, of
of their
th ei
r
such regulations
regulations as
as the
the Attorney
families and
and effects
effects in
returning from
from their
posts; for
for
families
in going
going to
to and
and returning
their posts;
the expenses of preparation
preparation and transportation
such
transportation of remains of such
officers and employees who may die abroad or in transit while in the
the
discharge of their official duties to their former homes in
in the
the United
United
States or to aaplace not more distant for interment; and for the traveling expenses
expenses of said officers and employees and their dependents
dependents while
en route to or from places of temporary
temporary refuge
refuge in time of war, political
political
disturbance, earthquake,
earthquake, epidemic,
epidemic, or similar emergency,
emergency, and for per
per
diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence of such officers, employees,
employees, and their
their
dependents
"Salaries
dependents while in aarefugee status;
status; and the
the appropriations
appropriations "Salaries
and expenses
expenses of district attorneys, and so forth, Department
Department of
Justice
Justice",', and "Salaries
"Salaries and expenses of marshals, and so forth, Department of Justice", shall be available, respectively,
respectively, to the district attor-
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ney and Marshal of
of the United States Court
Court for
for China
China and
and to
employees in
their offices
offices for
living quarters,
quarters, including
in their
for allowances
allowances for
for living
including
heat,
heat fuel, and light as authorized
authorized by the Act of June 26, 1930 (5
(5
U.
U. S. C.
C. 118a), not
not to exceed $1,700 for any one person
person and in no
event to exceed the amount actually and reasonably
expended by the
reasonably expended
recipient
of such
such allowances
allowances for
for living
heat, fuel,
fuel,
recipient of
living quarters,
quarters, including
including heat,
and light; lawbooks and other books of reference;
reference; ice and drinking
water
office purposes;
expenses of
of maintaining
maintaining in
in China AmerAmerwater for office
purposes; and expenses
ican
persons declared
declared insane by the Court; rent of quarican convicts
convicts and
and persons
ters for prisoners; ice and drinking water for prison purposes; wages
of prison keepers; and the expense of keeping, feeding, and transporttransportprisoners and persons declared
declared insane by the Court.
ing prisoners
offices of the United
United
for the
the offices
of the expenditures
expenditures for
centum of
Sixty per centum
States
Marshal for the
and the United States Marshal
Attorney and
States District Attorney
District of Columbia from all appropriations
appropriations in this title shall be
reimbursed
reimbursed to the United States from any funds in the Treasury of
the
credit of the District of Columbia.
to the credit
the United States to
This title may be cited as the "Department
"Department of Justice AppropriaAppropriation
1941".
tion Act, 1941".
TITLE
JUDICIARY
IV-THE JUDICIARY
TITLE IV—THE

46 Stat.
Stat. 818.

Maintenance
Maintenance of
of prisoners and
and insane.
insane.

Reimbursement
by
Reimbursement by
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District

Short
Short title.

Judiciary ApThe Judiciary
propriation
1941.
propriation Act, 1941.

UNITED STATES
COURT
SUPREME COURT
UNITED
STATES SUPREME

Salaries:
Justices;
Associate Justices;
and eight
eight Associate
the Chief Justice and
Salaries: For the
Reporter
Reporter of the Court; and all other officers and employees, whose
compensation shall be fixed by the Court, except as otherwise
compensation
otherwise provided by law, and who may be employed
employed and assigned by the Chief
Justice to any
the Court,
Court, $449,500.
$449,500.
work of
of the
any office or work
Justice
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Supreme
Printing
United States, $23,500,
$23,500, to be expended
expended as required
Court of the United
allotment by quarters, and to be executed by such printer
printer
without allotment
as the Court may designate.
Miscellaneous
expenses: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of the Supreme
Supreme
Miscellaneous expenses:
Court of
the United
to be
Chief Justice may
be expended
expended as the Chief
States, to
of the
United States,
Court
approve, $25,000.
approve,
Structural
grounds: For
mechanical care of the building and grounds:
and mechanical
Structural and
necessary to enable the Architect of
expenditures as may be necessary
such expenditures
carry out the duties imposed upon him by the Act
Capitol to carry
the Capitol
approved May
May 7,
(40 U.
U. S.
S. C.
13a-13d), including improveC. 13a-13d),
7, 1934
1934 (40
approved
maintenance, repairs, equipment,
equipment, supplies, materials, and
ments, maintenance,
waterproof
appurtenances,
special clothing
clothing for workmen;
workmen; purchase of waterproof
appurtenances, special
wearing apparel; and personal
personal and other services, including tempowearing
Retirement
rary labor without
reference to the Classification
Classification and Retirement
without reference
rary
Acts, as
as amended,
removal by hire of men and equipfor snow removal
amended, and for
Acts,
ment or
without compliance
sections 3709 and
compliance with sections
under contract without
ment
or under
3744 of
of the Revised Statutes (41 U.S.
U. S. C. 5, 16),
16), $65,000.
3744

Salaries.
Salaries.

Printing and
bind.
and bindPrinting
ing.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

ex-

Care of building
and
building and
grounds.
grounds. '
Post,
p. 647.
647.
Post, p.
688.
48 Stat. 668.

Post, p. 1109.
Post,

UNITED
STATES COURTS
FOR THE
COLUMBIA
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COURTS FOR
UNITED STATES

Sixty per
expenditures for
for the District Court of
of the expenditures
per centum
centum of
Sixty
the United
for the District of Columbia from all appropriaUnited States for
the
tions
expenditures for the
30 per
per centum of the expenditures
title and 30
this title
tions under this
United
Appeals for the District of Columbia from
Court of Appeals
States Court
United States
all
appropriations under
reimbursed to the United
under this title shall be reimbursed
all appropriations
States from any funds in
to the credit of the District
in the Treasury
Treasury to
States
of Columbia.
Repairs and
improvements, District Court of the United States
and improvements,
Repairs
for
improvements to the
of Columbia: For repairs and improvements
for the District of
courthouse,
and maintenance
mechanical
of the mechanical
maintenance of
repair and
including repair
courthouse, including

Division of expenditures.

Courthouse,
Courthouse, repairs
and improvements.
improvements.
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Building,
Appeals Building,
D. C., repairs,
D.
repairs, etc.
etc.
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equipment, and
labor and
and every
item incident
incident
equipment,
and for
for labor
and material
material and
every item
thereto, $20,000,
be expended
under the
the direction
direction of
of the
Architect
thereto,
$20,000, to
to be
expended under
the Architect
of
of the Capitol.
Repairs
improvements, United
United States
Appeals for
for
Repairs and
and improvements,
States Court
Court of
of Appeals
the
For repairs
improvements
to
the
the District of Columbia:
Columbia: For
repairs and
and improvements to the
including repair
repair and
and
United States Court of
of Appeals
Appeals Building,
Building, including
maintenance of
of the
the mechanical
mechanical equipment,
equipment, and
labor and
matemaintenance
and for
for labor
and mateevery item incident thereto, $6,000, to
expended under
under
rial and every
to be
be expended
Architect of
the Capitol.
Capitol.
the direction of the
the Architect
of the
COURT OF CUSTOMS
APPEALS
COURT
CUSTOMS AND
AND PATENT
PATENT APPEALS

and all
Salaries: Presiding judge and four associate judges and
all other
other
officers and
the court,
court, $105,780.
$105,780.
and employees of the
Contingent exexContingent
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For books and periodicals, including
including their
their
penses,
penses.
exchange; stationery, supplies, traveling expenses;
expenses; drugs,
drugs, chemicals,
chemicals,
cleansers, furniture;
cleansers,
furniture; and for such other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as
approved by the
judge, $3,000.
$3,000.
may be approved
the presiding
presiding judge,
Printing and bindPrinting and binding: For printing and binding,
binding, $6,720.
$6,720.
ing.
Salaries.
Salaries.

UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS COURT
COURT
Salaries.
Salaries.

Contingent exexpenses.
penses.

bindPrinting and bind-

ing.
ing.

Salaries: Presiding judge and eight judges; and all other officers
officers
and employees of the court, $234,500.
$234,500.
Contingent
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For books and periodicals,
their
periodicals, including
including their
exchange; stationery,
exchange;
stationery, supplies, traveling expenses;
expenses; and for such
such other
other
miscellaneous expenses
expenses as may be approved
miscellaneous
approved by the
judge,
the presiding
presiding judge,
$15,000.
$15,000.
Printing and binding: For printing and binding,
binding, $1,000.
$1,000.
COURT OF
CLAIMS
COURT
OF CLAIMS

Salaries.
Salaries.

Contingent exexContingent
penses.
penses.

Printing and binding.
Commissioners, salCommissioners,
aries and expenses.

46 Stat. 799.

Repairs,urnishings,
Repairs,furnishings,
etc.

Salaries:
Salaries: Chief justice and four judges; chief clerk at
at not
not exceedexceeding $6,500;
$6,500; auditor at not exceeding
exceeding $5,000;
$5,000; and all other officers
officers
and employees
employees of the court, $131,000.
Contingent expenses: For stationery,
stationery, court library,
library, repairs,
repairs, fuel,
fuel,
electric light, and other miscellaneous expenses, $10,800.
$10,800.
Printing
Printing and binding: For printing and binding,
binding, $25,200.
$25,200.
Salaries and expenses
expenses of commissioners: For salaries of seven regular commissioners,
commissioners, and for traveling expenses,
expenses, compensation
compensation of
of stenographers
raphers authorized by the court, and for stenographic
stenographic and other fees
and charges necessary in the taking of testimony
testimony and in the performperformance of the duties as authorized by the Act entitled
entitled "An Act amending
amending
section
section 2
2 and repealing
repealing section 3
3 of the Act approved
approved February
February 24,
1925 (28 U. S. C. 269, 270), entitled 'An Act to authorize
authorize the appointappointment of commissioners
commissioners by the Court of Claims and to prescribe
prescribe their
their
powers and compensation',
compensation', and for other purposes", approved June
23, 1930 (28 U. S. C. 270),
270), $75,500.
Repairs, furnishings, and so forth: For
For necessary
necessary repairs,
repairs, furnishfurnishings, and improvements
improvements to . the Court of Claims buildings,
buildings, to be
expended
expended under the supervision
supervision of the Architect
Architect of the Capitol, $4,500.
TERRITORIAL COURTS
COURTS

Hawaii, salaries.
salaries.
52 Stat. 591.
48 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
§§ 63413,
634b, 634c.
634c.

Hawaii:
Hawaii: For salaries of the chief justice and two associate
associate justices
justices
of the Supreme Court of the Territory of Hawaii, of judges of the
circuit courts in Hawaii,
Hawaii, and of judges retired under
under the Act of May
May
31, 1938, $103,500.
$103,500.
DISTRICT COURT, PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
ZONE
CANAL ZONE

Salaries.

Salaries: For
Salaries:
For salaries of the officials
officials and employees
employees of the District
Court
of the
the United
Court of
United States
States for the Panama
Panama Canal Zone, $28,000.
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UNITED STATES
STATES COURT FOR CHINA
UNITED

officers
Salaries and expenses: For salaries of
of the
the judge
judge and
and other officers
employees of the United States Court for China; allowances
allowances for
and employees
quarters, including heat,
authorized by the
living quarters,
heat, fuel, and
and light,
light, as authorized
the
approved June
Act approved
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C.
C. 118a),
118a), not
not to exceed $1,700
$1,700
actually
for any one person and in no
no event to
to exceed
exceed the
the amount
amount actually
reasonably expended
recipient of
allowances for
and reasonably
expended by
by the
the recipient
of such allowances
and light;
light; court
expenses,
living quarters, including heat, fuel, and
court expenses,
including reference
reference and law books, printing and binding, ice and
including
drinking water for office
office purposes,
traveling expenses
expenses of
officers and
drinking
purposes, traveling
of officers
and
employees of
regulations as
the Director
employees
of the court,
court, and,
and, under
under such
such regulations
as the
Director
Administrative Office of the
of the
the Administrative
the United States Courts may prepreand returning
returning from
scribe, of their families and effects, in going to
to and
from
their posts;
posts; preparation
preparation and transportation
transportation of
of remains
remains of officers
officers
and
die abroad
abroad or
or in
in transit
while in
in the
and employees
employees who
who may
may die
transit while
the disdischarge of their official duties to their former
former homes in the
the United
United
States, or to a
a place not more distant for interment and for the ordiinterment; including
expenses of
nary expenses
expenses of
of such interment;
including travel
travel expenses
of officers
officers
employees of the
dependents, while
and employees
the court
court and of their dependents,
while en
en route
route
to or from places of temporary
temporary refuge in time of war, political disepidemic, or
per
turbance, earthquake,
earthquake, epidemic,
or similar emergency
emergency and
and for per
diem in
lieu of
such officers,
officers, employees,
and their
diem
in lieu
of subsistence
subsistence of
of such
employees, and
their
dependents, while in
dependents,
in a
a refugee
refugee status, $28,000.

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex-

46 Stat. 818.
818.

Bringing
reBringing home
home remains from abroad,
mains
abroad,
etc.

MISW.
LANE017S ITEMS OF
EXPENSE
MISCELLANEOUS
OF EXPENSE

Salaries of judges: For salaries of circuit
circuit judges; district judges
(including two in the Territory of Hawaii, one in the Territory
Territory
(including
Territory of Alaska, and one in the
of Puerto Rico, four in the Territory
Virgin Islands)
retired under section 260 of the Judicial
Judicial
Islands);;and judges retired
Code, as
amended, and
section 518
518 of
of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930;
1930; in
in all,
all,
as amended,
and section
Code,
$3,030,000:
available for
$3,030,000: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
United States justices and circuit and district
district
the salaries of all United
judges
entitled thereto, whether active
active or
or retired.
retired.
judges lawfully
lawfully entitled
Salaries and expenses, clerks of courts: For salaries of clerks of
United
district
United States circuit
circuit courts of appeals
appeals and
and United
United States
States district
courts,
assistants, and expenses of
courts, their
their deputies,
deputies, and
and other
other assistants,
of conducting their respective offices,
offices, $2,330,000.
$2,330,000.
Fees of commissioners:
commissioners: For fees of the United States commismagistrates acting under section 1014,
1014,
sioners and other committing magistrates
Revised Statutes (18 U. S. C. 591),
591), $290,000.
Revised
Fees
jurors; meals and
Fees of jurors: For mileage and per diems of jurors;
lodging
ordered by
in United States
States cases
cases when
when ordered
by the court,
lodging for jurors
jurors in
and
provided by
by section
section
and meals and
and lodging
lodging for jurors in
in Alaska, as provided
193, title
of the
the Act
of June
6, 1900
1900 (28
(28 U.
U. S.
S. C.
9, 557-570,
557-570, 595,
595,
C. 9,
title II,
II, of
Act of
June 6,
193,
596),
commissioners, $5
$5 per day,
day, not
compensation for jury commissioners,
596), and compensation
exceeding three days for any one term of court, $1,970,000:
$1.970,000: Provided,
Provided,
That the compensation of jury commissioners
commissioners for the District of
Columbia shall conform to the provisions
chapter 10, secsecprovisions of title 18, chapter
Columbia, but such compention 341, of the Code of the District of Columbia,
sation shall
shall not exceed $250 each per annum.
Miscellaneous
salaries of all officials and employees
employees
Miscellaneous salaries: For salaries
Federal judiciary,
specifically provided
provided for,
judiciary, not
not otherwise specifically
of the Federal
$885,000:
Provided, That
the maximum
maximum salary
That the
salary paid to any secretary
$885,000: Provided,
exceed $2,500
judge shall
shall not exceed
or district
district judge
to any
any circuit
circuit or
or law clerk
clerk to
per
further, That this limitation shall not operate
annum: Provided
Provided further,
per annum:
to
reduce the
the compensation
compensation of
Proemployed: Proany secretary
secretary now employed:
of any
to reduce
vided furth,er,
be used for the pay of
none of this fund shall be
fwrther, That
That none
vided
law clerk
clerk appointed
appointed by
by a
district judge
judge unless
the senior
senior circuit
circuit
unless the
a district
aa law
judge of
of the
the circuit
a
District of Columbia being considered a
circuit (the
(the District
judge
19347W-41—PT.
-14
193470°-41-PT. I1-14

Salaries of judges.

Retired judges.
Retired
28
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
375.
28 U.
§ 375.
46 Stat. 737.
S. C.
C.. §1518.
1518.
19 U.
U.S.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Availability.
Availability.

Clerks
etc.

of

courts,
courts,

Comniiasioners, fte.
few.
Comnmisioncrs,
046.
Post, p. 646.

Jumrs:
mileage,
Jurors; fees, mileage,
per (Heins.
diemns.
Ante,
61, 08.
Ante, pp.
pp. 61,
68.

31 Stat. 362.
362.
C., Supp.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
V. §§
557-569.
V,
§§557-569.
Jury commissioners.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Compensation of, for
for
D.
C., to conform
conform to
D. C.,
D. C.
C. Code.
Code.

Miscellaneous salMiscellaneous
aries.
aries.
Post, p.
p. 644.
Post,
644.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Secretaries or law
Secretaries
clerks,
salary limitaclerks, salary
tion.
Secretaries now
now emSecretaries
ployed.
Appointments, cerAppointments,
tificates
tificates of necessity.
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14, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
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189-MAY 14,

Law
clerks, limitalimitaLaw clerks,
tion.

tion.

Probation
Probation
U.
U. S.. courts.
courts.

system,
system,

1
6Stat.5 503.
46
Supp.
C., Supp.
188 U. S.. C.,
V,
726.
V, §
§726.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Salaries.
Right
of district
Right to apdistrct
judges
appoint,
etc., probation
probation offioffietc.,
cers.

Salaries.
to

cers.

Compliance

with

certainoranes
certain orders ofwit
of Attorney General.
General.
torney

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

exex-

penses.

Law books for jubcooks for
adiw
dicial officers.

ju-

Federal Reporter.
Federal
Reporter.

Preoisos.
Provisos.
Transmittal
sueTransmittal to successors.
cessors.
U. S. Code Anno. price limitata.
tated, price
tated,
limitation.
tion.

rcodeAno-

Traveling
expenses.
Traveling expenses.
Provisos.

Proitso.t
Attendance
Attendance at meetings.
ings.

Mileage for
use of
of
use
Mileage for owned
personally owned
personally
automobiles.

and

Printing and bindPrinting
ing.
Definitions.
Definitions.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

circuit)
where the
the clerk is
is needed,
needed, is
is situated,
the district where
circuit) in which the
shall certify
certify to the necessity of the appointment: Provided
further,
Provided further,
That not to exceed two law clerks to district judges shall be appointed
appointed
in any one circuit.
expenses
Probation system, United States courts: For salaries and expenses
of probation
probation officers,
officers, as
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to
of
as authorized
entitled "An
amend
the
Act
of
March
4,
1925,
chapter
521,
and
for
other
puramend the Act of March 4, 1925, chapter 521, and for other purposes", approved
June 6,
6, 1930
1930 (18
(18 U..
U. S. C.
C. 726),
726), $810,000:
$810,000: Provided,
Provided,
approved June
poses",
That the salary of no probation officer
officer shall be less than $1,800 per
per
annum nor
nor more
than $3,200
$3,200 per
Provided further,
That
further, That
per annum:
annum: Provided
more than
annum
nothing
herein contained
be construed
to abridge
abridge the
right of
of
the right
construed to
shall be
contained shall
nothing herein
the district judges to appoint probation officers,
officers, or to make such
orders as may be necessary
necessary to govern probation
probation officers in their
their own
own
appropriation shall
courts:
Provided further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
courts: Provided
be used to pay the salary or
or expenses
expenses of
probation officer
of any probation
officer who,
who,
in
judge certified
senior or presiding Judge
certified to
to the
the
in the
the judgment of the senior
Attorney
carry out the
Attorney
the official orders of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, fails to carry
General with respect
supervising or
information conGeneral
respect to
to supervising
or furnishing information
prisoner released
conditionally or on parole
any
cerning any prisoner
released conditionally
parole from
from any
correctional institution.
Federal penal or correctional
Miscellaneous expenses (other than salaries):
salaries): For such miscelMiscellaneous
Director
laneous
laneous expenses
expenses as may be authorized'
authorized. or approved by the Director
of the Administrative
Administrative Office of the United States Courts, for the
United States courts and their officers,
officers, including
for
including rent of rooms for
United States
States courts and
supplies and
equipment,
and judicial
judicial officers; supplies
and equipment,
typewriting and adding machines,
including the exchange of typewriting
machines, for the
United States
States courts
courts and judicial officers,
officers, including
including firearms and
and
ammunition therefor;
therefor; purchase
purchase of law books, including
including the exchange
thereof, for United States judges, and other judicial officers, including
and
ing the
the libraries of
of the United States circuit courts of appeals, and
Reporter and continuations
continuations thereto as issued, $317,000:
the Federal Reporter
$317,000:
Provided, That
That such
such books
books shall
in all
cases be
be transmitted
transmitted to
to their
their
all cases
shall in
Provided,
successors in office; all books purchased
purchased hereunder
hereunder to be marked
Provided further,
States": Provided
United States":
the United
plainly, "The Property of the
further,
That not to exceed
exceed $2 per volume shall be paid for the
and
the current
current and
future volumes of the United States Code, Annotated,
Annotated, and that the
reports of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
of
Columbia
exceeding that approved
Columbia shall
shall not
not be
be sold
sold for. aa price exceeding
approved
$6.50 per
per volume.
by the court and for not more than $6.50
expenses: For all necessary
expenses, not otherTraveling expenses:
necessary traveling i
incurred by the Judiciary, including
including traveling
wise provided for, incurred
traveling
Promi'ded,
$473,000): Provided,
expenses
officers
and their clerks, $473,000:
probation officers
expenses of probation
.
That this sum shall be available, in.an amount not to exceed
exceed $4,000,
$4,000,
attendance at
meetings concerned
of
for expenses of attendance
at meetings
concerned with the
the work of
authorization of
of
Federal probation when incurred on the written authorization
the Director of the Administrative
Administrative Office of the United States Courts:
Courts:
further, That United States probation officers
Provided further,
Provided
officers may be
allowed,
transportation, not to exceed
allowed, in lieu of actual expenses of transportation,
exceed
33cents per mile for the use of their own automobiles
automobiles for transportatransportation
traveling on official
official business
their
tion when traveling
business within
within the
the city
city limits of their
official station.
official
Printirinting
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the Administrative Office
Office and
and Courts
Courts of
the United
United States,
$83,000.
istrative
of the
States, $83,000.
As used in this Act, the term "circuit
appeals" includes
"circuit court of appeals"
the United States Court of Appeals
Appeals for the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
judge" includes
the term "senior circuit judge"
includes the Chief Justice of the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia;
Columbia; the
judge" includes associate justice of the United States
term "circuit judge"
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia; and the term "judge"
"judge"
includes justice.
includes

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES COURTS
COURTS
UNITED STATES
ADMINISTRATIVE
Salaries: For
For the
Office of the
Administrative Office
of the Administrative
the Director of
Salaries:
United States
Director, and for other personal
personal
Assistant Director,
the Assistant
States Courts,
Courts, the
United
services
necesof Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, as may be necesservices in the District of
sary to
to enable the Director to carry into effect the provisions of the
Act
entitled "An
Act to
to provide
provide for
United
for the
the administration
administration of the United
"An Act
Act entitled
States Courts,
Courts, and for
(53
approved August 7, 1939 (53
other purposes",
purposes", approved
for other
States
Stat.
$187,500: Provided,
expending appropriations
appropriations or
Provided, That in expending
1223), $187,500:
Stat. 1223),
portions of
of appropriations
in the
payment of
Act for the payment
the Act
contained in
appropriations contained
portions
personal services
District of Columbia,
the Director
Director shall fix
Columbia, the
the District
services in
in the
personal
compensation
amended:
of 1923, as amended:
to the
the Classification
Classification Act of
according to
compensation according
Provided further,
further, That all
appropriations for the supall unexpended
unexpended appropriations
Provided
port,
maintenance, and
and operation
of the
the Courts specified
specified in section 306
operation of
port, maintenance,
current fiscal year, and all unexpended
unexpended
Judicial Code for the current
of the
the Judicial
appropriations
covering judicial
as specified
section 304
304
in section
specified in
personnel as
judicial personnel
appropriations covering
including appropriations
appropriations for the salaries of
Code, including
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
(1) of the
the justices
and judges
under
resigned under
retired or who have resigned
judges who have retired
justices and
the
the
Judicial Code (28 U.
U. S. C. 375)
260 of
of the Judicial
section 260
the provisions
provisions of section
shall
of the Administrative
Administrative Office of the
to the control of
be transferred
transferred to
shall be
United States
States Courts.
United
Miscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For stationery, supplies, materials
materials and
Miscellaneous
equipment, freight,
express and
drayage charges,
charges, washing
washing towels,
towels,
and drayage
freight, express
equipment,
advertising,
purchase of lawbooks and books of reference,
reference periodicals
advertising, purchase
and
communication service and postage; for the purand newspapers,
newspapers, communication
$750
chase
exceed $750
motor-propelled delivery truck at not to exceed
chase of one motor-propelled
for
general utility purposes, and for the maintenance,
maintenance,. repair and
for general
operation
same; for
for rent
n the
the District
District of Columbia, and elsein
rent i
of same;
operation of
where;
official traveling
traveling expenses and
and other miscellaneous expenses
for official
where; for
not
otherwise provided
provided for
necessary to
effectively carry
carry out the proto effectively
for,7necessary
not otherwise
United
visions
administration of the United
the Act providing for the administration
of the
visions of
States
Courts, and
and for
for other
$55,000: Provided,
Provided, That secother purposes, $55,000:
States Courts,
tion
3709 of
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5)
5) shall not be conthe Revised
of the
tion 3709
strued
to apply
purchase or service for the Administrative
to any purchase
apply to
strued to
Office
of the
the United
United States
Courts when
amount
aggregate amount
the aggregate
when the
States Courts
Office of
involved
involved does not exceed the sum of $50.
This
Appropriation Act, 1941".
This title may be cited as "The Judiciary Appropriation

Salaries.
Salaries.

28 U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
V,
444-450.
V, §§ 444-450.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Personal
Personal services.
services.

42
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
5
U. S.. C.
6615 U.
C.
c. §§ 661674; Supp. V, §§
§§ 673,
673c.
673c.
Transfer of appropriations.
priations.
28 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §
§ 448.
28 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §
446.
§446.
28 U. S. C., Supp. V,

§§375.
375.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.
penses.
Post, p. 647.
647.
Post,

ex-

Proviso.
Proviso.
purchases.
Minor purchases.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 1109.

Short title.

TITLE V—GENERAL
V-GENERAL PROVISIONS
S
EC. 501. The total amount used on an annual basis for adminisSEC.
trative within-grade
employees under any
for officers and employees
promotions for
within-grade promotions
trative
appropriation
fund made
made available
in this
this Act
shall not
not
Act shall
available in
other fund
or other
appropriation or
exceed
amount determined
Bureau of the Budget to be
the Bureau
determined by the
the amount
exceed the
available for such purpose
purpose on the basis of the Budget estimate for
available
such appropriation
exclusive of
new money
money in any such
such
of new
fund exclusive
or fund
appropriation or
such
Budget estimate
estimate for
administrative promotions.
such administrative
for such
Budget
SEC. 502.
502. No
appropriation contained
contained in this Act or
of any
any appropriation
part of
No part
SEC.
authorized
expended shall be used to pay the compensahereby to be expended
authorized hereby
tion of
employee of the
Government of the United
United
the Government
or employee
officer or
any officer
of any
tion
States,
of any
agency the
the majority
majority of
owned
the stock
stock of which is owned
of the
any agency
or of
States, or
by
the Government
Government of
the United
United States,
States, whose
whose post
of duty
is in
in
duty is
post of
of the
by the
continental United
States unless
unless such
employee is a
acitizen
citizen
officer or employee
such officer
United States
continental
of the
States or
or a
a person
United States
service of the United
in the service
person in
United States
of
the United
on the
date of
of the
approval of
of this
Act who being eligible for citizenthis Act
the approval
the date
on
ship has
filed a
of intention
to become
citizen or
or who
who
become aa citizen
intention to
declaration of
a declaration
has filed
ship
owes allegiance
allegiance to the United
States.
United States.
owes
SEc. 503.
No part
of the
the funds
appropriated by
TV
and IV
by titles III and
funds appropriated
part of
503. No
SEC.
for
salaries of
of judges,
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, Assistant
Attorneys
Assistant Attorneys
judges, the
for salaries
General, Solicitor
General, district
attorneys, marshals,
and clerks
clerks
marshals, and
district attorneys,
Solicitor General,
General,

proAdministrative
Administrative promotions.
motions, restriction.
restriction.

Citizenship requirerequireCitizenship
ment.

designated
Use of designated
funds.
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disapproval
Senate disapproval
of
effect.
of nominations,
nominations, effect.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

of court
shall be
be used
any other
other purpose
whatsoever, but
but such
such
of
court shall
used for
for any
purpose whatsoever,
salaries
be allotted
out of
of appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made
such
salaries shall
shall be
allotted out
made for
for such
salaries and
and retained
by the
Department or
administrative office
salaries
retained by
the Department
or the
the administrative
office
courts and
and paid
paid to
to such
officials severally,
severally, as
of the
the United
United States
States courts
such officials
as and
and
when
such salaries
salaries fall
fall due
and without
delay.
when such
due and
without delay.
SEo.
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
Act shall
SEC. 504.
504. No
No part
part of
of any
this Act
shall
be paid
paid to
to any
any person
person for
filling of
any position
position for
for which
which he
be
for the
the filling
of any
he or
or
she has
has been
been nominated
nominated after
has voted
not to
approve of
of
she
after the
the Senate
Senate has
voted not
to approve
the
nomination of
person.
the nomination
of said
said person.
1940.
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
190]
[CHAPTER 190]

May 14, 1940
[S. 1542]
1542]

[Public, No. 5091
5091

Geological Survey.
Geological
Survey.
Acquisition of cercer ,
Acquisition
Min books, etc.
tain

ACT
AN ACT
Survey, under
under the
the general
general supervision
supervision
To authorize the
the Director
Director of
of the Geological
Geological Survey,
Secretary of the Interior, to
acquire certain collections
the United
United
of the Secretary
to acquire
collections for
for the
States.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
United
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Director
Director
Geological Survey,
Survey, under
supervision of
of the
the Secreof the Geological
under the
the general
general supervision
Secretary of the Interior, is authorized
authorized to acquire
acquire for
for the
the United
United States,
States, by
by
gift or devise
devise,l scientific or technical books, manuscripts,
manuscripts, maps,
maps, and
and
related materials,
materials, and to deposit the same
of the
same in the library of
the
Geological Survey
Survey for reference
reference and use as authorized by law.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 191]

May 14,
14, 1940
1940
May
[S. 17s80
1780]
IS.
[Public,
No.
510]
[Public, No. 510]

AN ACT
A CT¶'
AN

To authorize
for the
the Antietam
Antietam
To
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to acquire property
property for
purposes.
Battlefield site in the State
State of Maryland, and for other purposes.

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the

Battle- United
United States of
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
y
of the
Interior is hereby
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
in his
the Interior
his discretion,
acquire in
discretion, to
to acquire
in
for.
behalf
of
the
United
donations or by purchase
behalf of the United States, through
through donations
purchase at
at
Condemnation
proConlemnastion
pro
or by
by condemnation
prices deemed by him reasonable
reasonable or
condemnation in
in accordance
accordance
ceedings
ceedings authorized.
authorized.
40 U. S.
S. C.
257,
40
C. §¢
w 257,
(25 Stat.
with the Act of August 1, 1888 (25
Stat. 357),
struc357), lands,
lands, buildings,
buildings, struc258.
and other property,
tures, and
therein, which
which he
he may
may deterdeterproperty, or
or interests
interests therein,
historical interest in
in connection
mine to be of historical
with the
connection with
the Antietam
Antietam
Battlefield site, the title to such
such property
property or
or interests
be satisfacinterests to
to be
satisfacProviso.
Paynent from
from dod tory
tor to the Secretary
Provided, That payment
Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
payment for
for
Payment
nated funds.
nated
funds.
such property or interests shall be made solely
solely from
from donated
donated funds.
funds.
All such property and interests shall be
be a
a part
the Antietam
part of
of the
Antietam
Battlefield site and shall be subject to all laws and regulations appliapplicable
cable thereto.
thereto.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 14,
1940.
14, 1940.

Antietam
BattleAntietaMd
field
site, Md.
field
Acquisition
of lands,
Acquisitionoflands,
property, etc.,
property,
etc., for.

[CHAPTER 1921
192]
1940
May 14, 1940
[S. 3198]
[S.
3198]
511]
[Public, No. 511]

Officers'
Officers'

Corps, Army.
Corps,
Army.

Reserve
Reserve

Allowance
Allowance for uniforms, etc.

AN ACT

allowances for uniforms
To provide allowances
uniforms and equipment
equipment for certain officers
officers of
the
of the
Officers'
Reserve Corps
Officers' Reserve
Corps of
of the Army.
Army.

Be
it enacted
by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That officers
United
officers of
the
of the
Officers Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps of the Army shall be entitled to an allowance
Officers'
allowance
for uniforms
and equipment
equipment of
$50 per
annum upon
for
uniforms and
of $50
per annum
upon completion, in

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

76TH
3n SESS
.—CHS.192-194—MAY
14, 1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
SESS.-CHS.
192-194-MAY 14,
1940
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213

separate
separate fiscal years, of each of their first three periods of active-duty
active-duty
training of three months or less, following their original
original appointment,
during which periods
periods the uniform is required
required to
to be
be worn.
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 193]
193]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
the Interior
right-of-way to
Highway
To
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to grant
grant aaright-of-way
to the
the Highway
Commission of
of the
the State
State of
of Montana.
Commission
Montana.

Be it
Representatives of the
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That the Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to grant to
Highway
of the
the Interior is
is authorized
to the
the Highway
Montana a
a permanent
permanent right to
Commission of
of the
the State
State of
of Montana
to use
use for
for
highway purposes that part of the property
property owned by the United
United
States,
Bozeman, Montana,
Montana, fisheries
States, known as the Bozeman,
fisheries station,
station, in the
the south
south
northwest quarter of section 34, township
township 1
half of the northwest
1 south, range 66
east, Montana principal
meridian, in Gallatin County, Montana, for
principal meridian,
which a
1938, was granted by
by
a revocable
revocable license, dated December 23, 1938,
the Secretary of Commerce. Such right shall be granted
granted upon condition that a
highway shall be maintained
maintained across such property
a public highway
and
Secretary of the Interior deems
and upon such other conditions
conditions as the Secretary
necessary to protect the interests
interests of the United States.
Approved, May 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 194]
[CHAPTER
194]

AN ACT
ACT

To
of June 3, 1916, as amended,
amended, to
for
to provide for
Defense Act
Act of
To amend
amend the
the National
National Defense
enlistments in
in the
of war,
war, or
or other emergency
emergency
of the United
United States
States in
in time
time of
enlistments
the Army of
declared by
Congress, and
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
declared
by Congress,
and for

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States of America
Congress assembled
assembled,That section 127a,
America in Congress
United
added to the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916 (39 Stat. 166),
166),
785), as amended,
by section 51 of the Act of June 4, 1920 (41 Stat.
Stat. 785),
be,
amended by inserting after the
and the
the same is hereby,
hereby, further amended
be, and
follows:
concluding paragraph thereof a
paragraph to read as follows:
a new paragraph
concluding
"In time of war
emergency declared
declared by Congress, all
all
war or other emergency
"In
enlistments
military service of the United States shall
enlistments in the active military
be in the Army of the United States without specification
specification of any
particular component or unit thereof and shall be for the duration
of
emergency plus six months, subject in each case
other emergency
of the war
war or other
to
discretion of the President or otherwise
the discretion
earlier discharge
discharge at the
to earlier
according
limited
for such enlistment shall be limited
Eligibility for
to law.
law. Eligibility
according to
to persons
not less
less than
than eighteen
qualified
and otherwise qualified
eighteen years
years of age and
to
persons not
under such regulations
Secretary of War shall prescribe. The
regulations as the Secretary
under
enlistment set forth in Article
Article of War 109 shall
of enlistment
oath or affirmation
affirmation of
be used
may be
be taken
taken before
any officer
officer of the Army of the
before any
used and
and may
be
enlisted at any time in the Army of the
All persons enlisted
United States. All
United States
in
as long as
as they continue
continue in
any component
component thereof,
thereof, as
United
States or
or any
the military
military service,
service, shall,
in time
of war
declared
shall, in
time of
war or
or other
other emergency
emergency declared
the
by Congress,
Congress, be
available for
of
with any
any unit of
to duty with
for assignment to
be available
by
the Army
of the
the United
United States
States and
freely transferred
transferred from
from
and may
may be freely
the
Army of
one
component status of the units
regardless of the component
one unit to another, regardless
involved."
involved."
Approved,
1940.
14, 1940.
May 14,
Approved, May

May 14, 1940
1940
May
[S. 3262]
32621
[S.

[Public,
[Public, No.

512]
512]

Bozeman,
Mont.,
Bozeman, Mont.,
fisheries station.
fisheries
Use of portion
portion of
of
property by State of
of
property
Montana for
for highway

purposes.

Conditions.

May 14, 1940
1940
[S. 34701
3470]
[Public,
[Public, No. 5131
513]

National
Defense
National
Act, amendment.

Enlistments in
In time
Enlistments
other Oeeremerof war or other
gency.
gency.
Duration.
Duration.

Eligibility.

41 Stat. 809.
10 U.
S. C.
C. §
U.S.
§ 1581.
Assignments
Assignments
transfers.

and
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PUBLIC
LAWS—CHS. 195-197—MAY
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
195-197-MAY 14,
14, 1940
[CHAPTER 195]
195]
[CHAPTER

May 14, 1940
[
[SS 3654]
[Public, No. 514]
614]

National
Defense
National
amendment.
Act, amendment.
171.
39 Stat. 171.
U. S. c.
C.
§81.
10 U.S.
081.
Medical Department, Army.
Enlisted men,
men, maximum number.

Prioiso.
Proviso.
Additional enlistments; conditions.
conditions.
ments;

[54 STAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To
amend section
section 10,
10, National
National Defense
Defense Act,
to the
To amend
Act, as
as amended,
amended, with
with relation
relation to
the
maximum authorized
enlisted strength
strength of
the Medical
Department of
authorized enlisted
of the
Medical Department
of the
the
Regular Army.
Army.

enacted by
Senate and
of the
Be it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
assembled, That
of
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
section 10
10 of
the National
National Defense
Defense Act,
amended by
by the
Act of
June 4,
1920
Act, as
as amended
the Act
of June
4, 1920
(41 Stat. 766), be, and the same
so as
as to
to provide
(41
same is hereby,
hereby, amended
amended so
provide
that hereafter the authorized maximum
enlisted men
of
maximum number of enlisted
men of
the Medical
Medical Department
Department of the Regular
Regular Army
Army shall be in each fiscal
fiscal
year such number
number as shall equal 7
7 per centumr
centum of
of the
the average
average annual
annual
pay strength of the active list of the Regular Army and
and the
the average
average
strength of all other military personnel
extended active
strength
personnel on extended
active duty
duty
with the Regular Army during such fiscal year: Provided,
Provided, That in
in
event of actual or threatened hostilities involving the
States
the United
United States
the President may, within the limit of the total authorized
authorized strength
strength
of the Regular Army, authorize additional
the
additional enlistments
enlistments in
in the
Medical Department to such number as he may
necessary.
may deem
deem necessary.
Approved, May 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 196]

14,1940
May 14,
May
1940
[5. 3661]
[Public, No. 515]

Is. W361]

Perishable AgriculPerishable
Commodities
tural
Commodities
Act,1930,amendment.
Act,
1930,amendment.
Reparation orders,
Reparation
proceedings.
U. S. C.
C. §499g
(c);
77U.S.
499g(c);
Supp. V, §
(c).
I 499g (c).
Proviso.
Proviso.
Appeal to district
district
certain cases.
cases.
court in certain
(c),
77II.
U. B.
8 C.. §
§ 499f
4991 (c),
(d).
(d).

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Perishable
Agricultural Commodities
Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act, 1930, as amended, and
and
for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by
Senate and House of
Be it
it enacted
by the Senate
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
United States
States of America
in Congress
assembled, That
subsection
America in
Congress assembled,
That subsection
(c)
7 of the Perishable
(c) of section
section 7
Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act,
Agricultural Commodities
Act,
1930 (46
531), as amended by section 10
(46 Stat. 531),
10 of the
the Act
Act of
of August
August
20, 1937 (50
amended by
(50 Stat. 725), is hereby amended
the period
by striking
striking out
out the
period
at the end of the first sentence
sentence and by inserting in lieu
lieu thereof a
a
colon and the following: "Provided,
"Provided, That in cases
without
cases handled
handled without
a hearing
hearing in accordance
paragraphs (c)
(c) and (d)
a
accordance with paragraphs
(d.) of
of section 6
6
or in which aa hearing has been waived
waived by agreement
agreement of
of the
the parties,
parties,
appeal shall be to the district court of
the United
for the
the
of the
United States
States for
district in which the party complained against is located."
located."
May 14,
14, 1940.
Approved, May
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 197]

May 14, 1940
[S. 3675]
[Public, No. 516]
[Public,

Wilmington
Wilmington National Cemetery,N.
Cemetery,N. C.
Fixing of boundary
boundary
lines.

Exchange,
Exchange,
lands.

etc.,
etc., of
of

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize the establishment of boundary lines for the Wilmington
National
Wilmington National
Cemetery, North Carolina.
Carolina.
Cemetery,

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the SecreSecreassembled, That
tary of War be, and he is hereby, authorized to enter into and
tary
and
execute an agreement
execute
agreement or agreements
agreements with the owners or
or claimants
claimants
of adjoining
of
adjoining land to fix and establish the location of the boundary
boundary
lines of the Wilmington
Cemetery, North
Wilmington National
National Cemetery,
Carolina, and
and
North Carolina,
he
may, if
advisable, give to or receive from such
he may,
if he deems it advisable,
owners or claimants
appropriate releases,
owners
claimants appropriate
releases, by way of quitclaim
quitclaim deeds
deeds
or
otherwise.
or otherwise.
Approved,
May 14,
Approved, May
14, 1940.
1940.
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STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
76TH
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 198,
190 MAY 14,
1940
198, 199-MAY
14, 1940

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 198]
198]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

participation of the
the United
United States
To provide for participation
in the
International
States in
the Golden
Golden Gate
Gate International
Exposition
in 1940,
Exposition at San Francisco in
to continue
powers and
and duties
1940, to
continue the
the powers
duties of
of the
the
United States Golden Gate
International Exposition
for
Gate International
Exposition Commission,
Commission, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
other

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in order that the
the
United States may continue its participation
participation in the Golden Gate
International
International Exposition at San Francisco, California, in
in 1940,
1940, the
the
joint resolution
resolution entitled "Joint resolution providing for the participation of the United States in the world's fair to be held by
by the San
Francisco Bay Exposition, Incorporated,
Incorporated, in the city of San Francisco during the year 1939, and for other purposes",
approved July
purposes", approved
July 9,
9,
1937, as amended by this joint resolution
resolution,z is extended and made
made
applicable
continuance of the participatio.
applicable to the continuance
participatioii
of the United
1 of
States in such exposition in 1940 in the same manner
manner and to the
same extent and for the same purposes as originally
originally provided
provided in
in
such joint resolution
resolution of July 9, 1937.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section 66 of such
of July
9, 1937,
is
such joint
joint resolution
resolution of
July 9,
1937, is
amended by adding
adding at the end thereof
thereof the
the following sentence:
sentence:
"Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes shall not apply to any purpurrendered for the Commission when the aggregate
chase or service rendered
aggregate
involved does
not exceed
$500.".
amount involved
does not
exceed $500.".
SEC.
SEC. 3. The second proviso of the first paragraph
paragraph of section 7
7
of such joint resolution
resolution of July
follows:
July 9,
9, 1937,
1937, is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
"Provided
"Provided further,
if it
it desirable
desirable
further, That the Commission may, if
it deems
deems it
and in the public interest, transfer, with or
or without consideration,
consideration,
the title
to the
the
title to
the Federal
Federal Exhibits
Exhibits Building
Building or
or Buildings
Buildings or
or other
other

Commission-owned
Commission-owned property to the city and county of San
San FranFrancisco or to any Federal, State, or local governmental
governmental agency.".
agency.".
SEC.
In addition to the sum of
S
EC. 4. In
$1,500,000 authorized
by such
of $1,500,000
authorized by
such
joint resolution
resolution of July 9, 1937, to be appropriated
appropriated for the participation of the United States in
in the Golden
Golden Gate
Gate International
International ExposiExposi-

tion and
and appropriated
by the
the Third
Third Deficiency
tion
appropriated by
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
fiscal year
1937, there
there is
the
fiscal
year 1937,
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
appropriated the

215
14, 1940
May 14,1940
[S. J. Res.
Res. 200]
[S.
200]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 71]
71]
Res., No.

Golden Gate International Exposition.
Exposition.
Participation
by
Participation by
S. in 1940.
U. S.

Stat. 488.
50 Stat.

Expenditure of
Expenditure
of
funds.
purchases.
Minor purchases.
50 Stat. 490.
490.
41 U.S.C.
U.S. C. §
§5; Supp.
Supp.
V,
v, §5.
6.
Disposal
Disposal of property, etc.
50 Stat. 492.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Transfer of title to
Transfer
buildings, etc.

Additional approapproAdditional
priation authorized.
authorized.

50 Stat. 759.
Post, p. 634.
Post,

sum of $200,000
$200,000 for participation
participation in 1940.
1940.
Production and sale
Production
SEC.
SEC. 5. The Act entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the United States
States of
auof certain
certain articles,
articles, authorization extended.
Golden Gate
Gate International
Commission to
produce and
International Exposition
Exposition Commission
to produce
and thorization
52 Stat. 684.
sell
articles, and
purposes", approved
sell certain
certain articles,
and for
for other
other purposes",
approved June
June 15
1521 1938,
1938
is hereby extended
extended and
is
and made
made applicable
applicable during
participation of
of
during the
the participation
the United
United States in
in the
the Golden
Golden Gate
International Exposition
Exposition in
Gate International
in
1940.
1940.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 199]
To amend
amend the
participation
tion therefor
therefor
participation
participation
tion therefor,

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
joint resolution entitled "Joint resolution
resolution authorizing
Federal
authorizing Federal
in the New York World's Fair, 1939, authorizing
appropriaauthorizing an appropriaand for other purRoses",
purposes", approved
approved July 9, 1937, to provide for
for
in the New York World's
World's Fair, 1940, to authorize
authorize an appropriaappropriaand for other
other purposes.

Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
States of America in Congress
That the
United States
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the United
continue
continue its participation
participation in the New York
York World's Fair during
during 1940.
1940.
SEC. 2. For this purpose
purpose Public
Resolution Numbered
53, SeventySeventySEC.
Public Resolution
Numbered 53,
fifth Congress,
Congress, approved July 9, 1937,
amended, authorizing
authorizing said
1937, as amended,
said
participation in the New York World's Fair, 1939,
authorizing
participation
1939, and
and authorizing

14, 1940
May 14,1940
[S. J. Res. 217]
[S.
[Pub. lies.,
Res., No. 72]

New York World's
World's
Fair.
Fair.
Participation by
U.
S. in 1940.
1910.
U. S.
Prior public
public resolution
extended.
tionextended.
80
60 Stat.
Stat. 493.

216
216

PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
14, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS. 199-201—MAY
199-201-MAAY 14,

[54 STAT.
SrAr.

an
appropriation therefor,
therefor, and
and for
other purposes,
purposes, as
an appropriation
for other
as hereby
hereby
amended, is extended
extended and
to the
the continuance
continuance of
of the
the
and made
made applicable
applicable to
participation
participation of the
United States
States in
in the
New York
York World's
World's
the United
the said
said New
Fair, 1940, in
same manner
and to
to the
the same
same extent
extent and
and for
for the
in the
the same
manner and
the
purposes as
same purposes
provided in
in said
Public Resolution
Resolution
as originally
originally provided
said Public
Numbered 53.
Numbered
53.
Additional
approapproSEC.
S
EC. 3. In
In addition
the sum
sum of
of $3,000,000
to be
be
addition to
to the
$3,000,000 authorized
authorized to
priation
authorized.
priation authorized.
50 Stat. 495.
appropriated by the
appropriated
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 53
for
the aforesaid
aforesaid Public
53 for
the participation
participation of the
the United
in the
the New
York World's
World's Fair,
Fair,
United States
States in
New York
1939, and appropriated
appropriated under
under title
of
Public Act
Act Numbered
Numbered 354,
title I
I
of
Public
354,
50 Stat. 759.
Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Congress, approved
approved August
25, 1937,
1937, there
there is
is hereby
August 25,
Poet,
634.
hereby
Post, p. 634.
authorized
authorized to be
of $275,000.
be appropriated
appropriated the
the sum
sum of
$275,000.
1940.
Approved, May
May 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2001
200]
May 14,
14, 1940
1940
May

[H.
[EL J. Res. 258]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 73]
Res., No.
731
Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment Act, amendment
ment.
ment.
52 Stat.
35.
52
Stat. 35.

16 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V. §
§590h (f).
(f).
V,
Change in relationrelationand
ship of landlord
landlord and
tenants, etc.
tenants,

Restriction on inRestriction
crease of payment,
crease
payment,
etc., to landlord.

Exception;
Exception; approval
by local committee.
committee.

Review by
committee.

State

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To amend section
8 (f) of the
section 8
Allotment Act,
Act,
the Soil Conservation
Conservation and
and Domestic
Domestic Allotment
as
as amended.
amended.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That section 88 (f) of the
Congress assembled,
the
Soil Conservation
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as
amended, is
as amended,
is
amended to read as follows:
amended
follows:
"(f) Any change in the relationship
landlord and
and
relationship between
between the
the landlord
sharecroppers, with respect
the tenants or sharecroppers,
respect to any farm, that would
would
increase
increase over the previous year the amount of payments or grants
of other aid under subsection
subsection (b)
otherwise be
be made
made to
to
(b) that
that would
would otherwise
any landlord shall not operate to increase such payment
payment or
to
or grant
grant to
reduction in the number
such landlord.
landlord. Any reduction
number of tenants below
below the
the
average
average number of tenants on any farm during the preceding
preceding three
three
years that would
would increase the payments
payments or grants
of other
under
grants of
other aid
aid under
such subsection
subsection that
that would otherwise
made to the
shall
otherwise be made
the landlord
landlord shall
not hereafter operate
operate to increase any such payment or
grant to
to such
such
or grant
landlord. Such limitations
limitations shall not apply if on
investigation the
the
on investigation
local committee
committee finds that the change
change is justified and approves
approves such
such
change in relationship
relationship or reduction. Such action of local committees
committees
shall be subject to approval
approval or disapproval
disapproval by
by State
State committees."
committees."
Approved, May
Approved,
May 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 201]
2011

May 14,
14, 1940
1940
May
[1
Res. 519]
519]
[T .
. J.
J. Res.
[P ib.
[P
ib. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 74]
74]

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
To suspend
suspend section
section 510 (g) of the Merchant
Merchant Marine
To
Marine Act,
Act, 1936, during the
the present
present
European war, and for other
European
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That section 510
510
(g) of the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936,
1936, as amended (restricting the
the
46
S. C.,
Supp.
46 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
V, §
(e).
use of vessels
V,
§ 1160
1160 (g).
laid-up fleet
use
vessels in the laid-up
fleet of the Maritime
Commission), is
is
Maritime Commission),
Suspension of subsub- hereby
section; duration.
section;
duration.
hereby suspended
suspended until the proclamation
proclamation issued by the President on
Ante, p. 4.
November
4, 1939, under section
1 (a)
(a) of the Neutrality
November 4,
section 1
Neutrality Act of 1939
1939
revoked.
is revoked.
Merchant
Merchant
Marine
Act, 1936.
Act,
53 Stat. 1185.

Sale or charter
of
charter of
certain vessels; time
time
limitation.
limitation.
Ante, p. 4.
Ante,
22 U.
C., Supp.
U.. S. C.,
V.
245J.
V, §§245j.
1985.
49 Stat. 1985.
C., Supp.
46 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
V,
§§ 1101-1279.
V, §§
1101-1279.

SEC. 2.
At any
any time
time prior
prior to revocation
SEc.
2. At
revocation of the proclamation
proclamation issued
issued
by
by the
the President
President on November
November 4, 1939, under
under section 1
1 (a)
(a) of the
Neutrality
Act of 1939,
transferred to the Maritime
Neutrality Act
1939, all vessels transferred
Maritime Commission by
mission
by the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, or otherwise
otherwise acquired
acquired by
the Commission (other
constructed under the Merchant
(other than vessels constructed
Merchant
Marine Act,
Act, 1936)
may, notwithstanding
Marine
1936) may,
notwithstanding any provision
provision of law con-
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TAT.]
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204--MAY 14, 15, 20, 1940
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SESS.--CS.
CONG.,
39 SESS
.—CIIS .201, 203, 204—MAY

inconsistent herewith, be sold or chartered
chartered by the
trary hereto or inconsistent
Commission,
after due advertisement,
Commission, upon competitive bids and after
respect to charters
(including with respect
upon such terms and conditions (including
(including restriccharter period) and subject to such restrictions
restrictions (including
the charter
purchaser
affecting the use or disposition of the vessel by the purchaser
tions affecting
desirable for
charterer), as the Commission may deem necessary or desirable
or charterer),
the protection
protection of the public interest.
Approved,
Approved, May 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
203]
[CHAPTER 203]

AN ACT
ACT
AN
so as to add an alteramended, so
To amend
section 24e,
Defense Act,
as amended,
Act, as
National Defense
24e, National
To
amend section
the Dental
native
Dental Corps.
appointment in the
for appointment
requirement for
native requirement

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
States of America
assembled, That the next to
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
United States
the last
last sentence
of section
Defense Act, as
National Defense
of the
the National
24e, of
section 24e,
sentence of
the
amended by
Numbered
the Act of April 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered
7 of
of the
section 7
by section
amended
18, Seventy-sixth
amended to
to
and the same is hereby amended
Congress), be, and
Seventy-sixth Congress),
18,
appointment in the Dental Corps,
read as follows: "To be eligible for appointment
graduate of
and
a recognized
recognized dental college, and
of a
be aa graduate
must be
candidate must
aa candidate
have
been engaged
engaged in
in the
practice of
of his profession for at least two
the practice
have been
years subsequent
to graduation,
graduation,
such graduation,
must have, after such
or must
graduation, or
subsequent to
years
satisfactorily
year
dental internship of not less than one year
a dental
completed a
satisfactorily completed
in
dispensary."
a hospital
hospital or dispensary."
in a
Approved,
Approved, May 15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 204]
204]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
II of the Act of June 19, 1934, entitled
17 of chapter II
sections 16 and 17
amend sections
To amend
Columbia."
"An Act
business of life insurance
insurance in the District of Columbia."
Act to regulate the business
"An

Be it
by the
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
16
assembled, That sections 16
of America
United
and
chapter II
Act of June 19, 1934, entitled "An Act
of the Act
II of
17 of chapter
and 17
to regulate
regulate the
of life
life insurance
Columbia",
insurance in the District of Columbia",
business of
the business
to
follows:
amended to read as follows:
be amended
"SEc.
GENERAL DErosip.—Every
company desiring
desiring to transact
transact
DEPOSIT.-Every company
16. GENERAL
"SEC. 16.
business
in the
District shall,
a
issuance of a
prerequisite to the issuance
as a
a prerequisite
shall, as
the District
business in
certificate of
of authority,
deposit, as
herein provided,
provided, approved securias herein
authority, deposit,
certificate
ties
of not
not less
less than
than $100,000
$100,000 market value.
value. In the case of domestic
ties of
companies,
deposit shall
shall be
in the
District as
as prescribed
prescribed
the District
be made
made in
such deposit
companies, such
under
section
17
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
the
every
of every
deposit
the
That
Provided,
Act:
this
of
17
section
under
domestic company
company heretofore
heretofore organized
organized under
the provisions
of the
the
provisions of
under the
domestic
laws
of the
other Act
of Congress
Congress may,
discretion
may, in the discretion
Act of
or other
District or
the District
laws of
of the
the superintendent,
superintendent, be
be limited
(1) for
companies, to an
for stock
stock companies,
limited (1)
of
amount
to the
outstanding at
at the
of approval
approval
date of
the date
stock outstanding
capital stock
the capital
equal to
amount equal
of
this Act;
Act; (2)
to such
as in the
such amount as
companies, to
nonstock companies,
for nonstock
(2) for
of this
opinion
superintendent would be required from stock compathe superintendent
opinion of the
nies
size. In no case shall the deposit of aa domestic
of comparable
comparable size.
nies of
company
In the case of foreign or
in value. In
$25,000 in
less than $25,000
company be less
alien companies,
made as
provided under section
section
as provided
deposit may be made
the deposit
companies, the
alien
17
of this
or may
may be
the supervising official of any
with the
made with
be made
Act, or
this Act,
17 of
State,
Territory, or
authorStates authorUnited States
of the
the United
possession of
insular possession
or insular
State, Territory,
ized
to accept
such deposit,
deposit, which
shall be held for the benefit of all
which shall
accept such
ized to
policyholders.
policyholders.

15, 1940
May 15,
[S.
[S. 3633]
3633]

[Public,
No. 617]
517]
[Public, No.

National
Defense
National
Act, amendment.
41 Stat. 774; 53 Stat.
557.
U. S. c.
C. §
123;
10 U.S.
§ 123;
Supp. V, §§123.
Corps,
Dental Corps,
Army.
Eligibility for apEligibility
pointment.

May 20, 1940
[S. 3251]
[S.
[Public, No. 518]

Life Insurance
Insurance Act,
D.
amendments.
D. C.,
C., amendments.
48 Stat. 1133.
5
D. C. Code, Supp.
6D.
V,
217o.
V, §§§ 217n, 217o.
General deposit
deposit by
by
General
company.
company.

Proviso.
Proviso.
compaDomestic
Domestic
heretofore organnies heretofore
ized.
ized.

Minimum deposit.
Minimum
Foreign
or alien
alien

companies.
companies.
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Certificate
of deCertificate of
deposit,
filin g.
posit, filing.

Additional deposit.
Additional
deposit.
Holding of
general
Holding
of general
deposits.
deposits.

Substitution of
of se
seSubstitution
curities.
curities.

Proviso.
Preoso.
Character
of portion
Characterof
portion
of
of deposit.
deposit.

Maintenance of
Maintenance
of
value
of deposit.
deposit.
value of

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.204,
20, 22,
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
204, 205—MAY
205-MAY 20,
22, 1940

"In
case of
of a
adeposit
with an
an official
official outside
District,
"In the
the case
deposit made
made with
outside the
the District,
a
from said
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the
the supersupera certificate
certificate of
of deposit
deposit from
said official
official shall
intendent,
the character
deposit, before
before a
intendent, showing
showing the
character of
of the
the deposit,
a certificate
certificate
of
transact business
in the
the District
may be
issued, and,
and,
of authority
authority to
to transact
business in
District may
be issued,
if
so deposited
deposited are
are not
not of
class authorized
by this
this
if the
the securities so
of the
the class
authorized by
Act
of companies,
the superintendent
superintendent may
may require
require
Act for
for investments
investments of
companies, the
an additional
additional deposit
deposit in
approved securities.
securities.
an
in approved
"SEc. 17.
17. HOLDING
DISTRICT AUDITOR
AUDITOR AND
AND
"SEC.
HOLDING OF
OF GENERAL
GENERAL DEPOSITS
DEPOSITS BY
BY DISTRICT
SECRETARY TO
BOARD OF
COMM.ISSIONERS.—W hen any
company is
SECRETARY
TO BoARD
OF COMMIsSIONERs.-When
any company
is
required by
by this
Act to
make a
deposit in
in the
the District,
District, such
deposit
required
this Act
to make
a deposit
such deposit
shall be in securities of the class
class authorized
authorized by this Act for investinvestcompanies, and shall be delivered
delivered by
the company
company to
to the
ments of companies,
by the
the
secretary of the Board
Board of Commissioners
secretary
Commissioners of the District and the
the
auditor of the District,
receive and hold the
District, who
who shall receive
the same
same subject
subject
superintendent, and
who shall
shall be
be responto the
the lawful
lawful orders
orders of the superintendent,
and who
responsible for the safekeeping
delivered under
under
safekeeping of all securities
securities deposited
deposited or
or delivered
the authority
authority of this section. The company
the right
right to
to
company shall have
have the
collect the income
income on deposited securities
securities so
continues
so long as it
it continues
solvent and complies with the laws of the United
United States
States and of the
the
District, and it shall have the right to substitute
securities
substitute for such
such securities
other securities,
securities, provided
provided such substituted
substituted securities are of
of the
the charcharvalue required
section, and
and are
are approved
approved
acter, amount, and value
required by
by this
this section,
by the superintendent:
superintendent: Provided,
Provided, That not less than $25,000 of such
deposit
deposit shall at all times consist
consist of bonds or other
of
other evidences
evidences of
indebtedness
indebtedness of the United States or of any
State of
the United
United
any State
of the
States, or of any county or incorporated
the
incorporated city of any State of the
United States, and
and that securities of
different from
from such
such bonds
bonds
of a
a class different
or other evidences
evidences of indebtedness
indebtedness shall not in any case
case be
accepted
be accepted
for deposit except with the specific approval
approval of and at values determined by the superintendent.
superintendent.
"If the .
value of
of securities
securities deposited
any company
comp any s
hall decline,
decline ,
value
deposited by
by any
shall
the superintendent
superintendent may require
require the company
company to make
Make aa further
further
deposit, in order that the amount and value of
deposit required
required
of the
the deposit
by this Act shall at all times be maintained."
maintained."
Approved, May 20,
Approved,
20, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2051
205]

May 22,
May
22, 1940
1940
In.
83571
ill. I.R. 81571
[Public, No.
No. 619]
[Public,
61S1

Mount
Rushmore
Mount
Rushmore
National
Memorial,
National
Memorial,
B. Dak.
Dak.
S.
52 Stat.
52
Btat. 694.
694.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the Mount
Rushmore Memorial
Act of
of 1938.
1938.
Mount Rushmoro
Memorial Act

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the

United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 4
4 of
of

the Mount Rushmore
Rushmore Memorial
Memorial Act of 1938, approved
approved June 15, 1938,
1938,
is amended
amended as follows:
follows:
Area enlarged.
Area
enlarged.
Strike out the words "fifteen
acres" and
and insert
lieu
"fifteen hundred
hundred acres"
insert in
in lieu
Proviso.
Proviso.
"eighteen hundred
Provided, That
hundred acres:
acres: Provided,
That while
Restrictions
on use
use thereof the words "eighteen
Restrictions on
of
of funds.
funds.
appropriations
necessary to complete
complete the Memorial
Memorial as authorized
appropriations necessary
authorized by
law may be made
made, no part of any funds
funds appropriated
appropriated to
t
o the
th e RushRushmore Memorial
made,
more
Memorial
Commission may
used for the development of the
may be
be used
three hundred
hundred acres herein
herein proposed
proposed to be added to the Memorial
Memorial
Reserve
and no part of any funds appropriated
appropriated under any Act
Reserve and
Act may
may
be used to pay a
a royalty or percentage
percentage to the sculptor
sculptor for any work
other than that necessarily
necessarily incident to the sculpturing project."
project."
Approved, May 22, 1940.
1940.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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76TH
206, 209—MAY
24, 1940
1940
209-MAY 24,
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 206,
CONG., 3D
76TH CONG.,

[CHAPTER 206]
206]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Indian
To authorize
authorize the
the purchase
lands adjacent
adjacent to
to the
Turtle Mountain
Mountain Indian
the Turtle
of certain
certain lands
purchase of
To
Agency
the State
North Dakota.
Dakota.
of North
State of
in the
Agency in

the
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
of America
That the Secretary
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
of
Interior be,
and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to purchase privately
be, and
of the
the Interior
owned lands
improvements within and adjacent to the Turtle
lands and improvements
owned
Mountain Reservation,
Reservation, North
be taken in the United
to be
Dakota, title to
North Dakota,
Mountain
States of
of America
Mountain
of the Turtle Mountain
the Indians of
for the
in trust
trust for
America in
States
herein
Reservation. For
making the purchases herein
For the purpose of making
Reservation.
authorized,
authorized to use
is hereby authorized
the Interior
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
authorized, the
any
available funds
funds heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursuant
any available
to
the authority
contained in
5 of the Act of June 18, 1934
in section 5
authority contained
to the
(48 Stat.
Stat. 984)
to the
the land so purchased may,
title to
That title
Provided, That
984)::Provided,
(48
in
of the Secretary of the Interior, be taken for the
discretion of
the discretion
in the
surface
further, That lands purchased under this
Provided further,
surface only: Provided
authority shall
shall not be allotted in severalty.
authority
SEC. 2.
2. For
For the
purpose of this Act,
Indians of the Turtle
Act, the Indians
the purpose
SEC.
Mountain Reservation
shall include
include the
the following: (1)
(1) All Indians
Reservation shall
Mountain
Reservation
carried on
official census
Turtle. Mountain
Mountain Reservation
census of the Turtle
on the official
carried
as
of this
this Act;
(2) all
unenrolled Indians who were
all unenrolled
Act; (2)
date of
of the
the date
as of
members of the band or bands which constituted the Turtle Mounmembers
tain Tribe
Tribe prior
prior to
to October
October 8, 1904, but who failed to apply for
tain
enrollment
roll closed
closed on
on that
descendants of
date, and their descendants
that date,
the roll
on the
enrollment on
Mountain Indians
one-half
or more
Indians
blood. The roll of Turtle Mountain
more Indian blood.
one-half or
as defined
in this
this Act
prepared under the direction of the
Act shall be prepared
defined in
as
Secretary- of
of the
Interior and
current by striking the
kept current
be kept
shall be
and shall
the Interior
Secretary
names of
of deceased
deceased persons and adding the names of Indians of
names
one-fourth
descendants of persons
more Indian blood who are descendants
or more
one-fourth or
enrolled
on said
said roll:
roll: Provided,
Provided, That Turtle
Indians
Mountain Indians
Turtle Mountain
enrolled on
domiciled in
not be included.
shall not
Canada shall
in Canada
domiciled
Approved,
Approved, May 24, 1940.

May
1940
24, 1940
May 24,
[S.
[S. 1036]
[Public,
No. 520]
620]
[Public, No.

Turtle
Turtle Mountain
Reservation,
N. Dak.
Reservation, N.
Purchase
of lands,
Purchase of
etc.,
for
benefit
of Infor
benefit
etc.,
dians.
dians.

25
U. S.. C.
§465.
465.
C. §
25 U.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Title to the land.
land.
Title
No allotments
allotments
No
severalty.
severalty.

in

Indians of Turtle
Mountain
Reserve,
ReservaMountain
tion.
Persons
included,
Persons included,
for
of Act.
purpose of
for purpose

Proviso.
Proviso.
Persons
excluded.
Persons excluded.

[CHAPTER
209]
[CHAPTER 209]

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
circuit judges.
appointment of additional district and circuit
for the appointment
provide for
To

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
Be
United
of America
in Congress
President
the President
That the
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
is
to appoint,
by and
and with
advice and consent of the
with the advice
appoint, by
is authorized
authorized to
Senate, three
three additional
follows:
as follows:
circuit judges as
additional circuit
Senate,
(a) One
circuit;
for the sixth circuit;
One for
(a)
(b) Two
for the eighth circuit.
Two for
(b)
SEc. 2.
President is
authorized to appoint, by and with the
is authorized
The President
2. The
SEC.
advice and
additional district
district judges, as
consent of the Senate, eight additional
and consent
advice
follows:
(a) One
for each
each of
of the
the following districts: District of New JerOne for
(a)
Pennsylvania,
sey,
western district
district of
of Oklahoma, eastern district of Pennsylvania,
sey, western
southern
district of
of New
of Illinois,
Illinois, and the
district of
northern district
York, northern
New York,
southern district
northern district
Provided,That the first vacancy occurof Georgia:
Georgia: Provided,
district of
northern
ring
of district
district judge in each of said districts shall not
office of
the office
ring in the
be filled.

24, 1940
1940
May 24,
[11. R.
7079]
R. 7079]
[H.
[Public,
521]
[Public, No. 521]
S. courts.
U. 8.
circuit
Additional circuit
judges.
judges.

Additional
Additional
judges.

district
district

Proviso.
Provrso.
Certain
vacancies
Certain vacancies
to be filled.
not to
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24, 27,
27, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.
STAT.

(b) One,
One, who
who shall
be a
district judge
judge for
for the
(b)
shall be
a district
the northern
northern and
and southsouthern
districts of
Florida: Provided,
however, That,
whenever a
ern
districts
of
Florida:
Provided,
however,
That,
whenever
a vacancy
vacancy
Vacancy in northVacancy
occur in
in the
the office
office of
the district
northern or
or the
ern or southern dis- shall
shall occur
of the
district judge
judge for
for the
the northern
the
trict of Florida.
southern
appointed pursuant
to the
southern district
district of
of Florida,
Florida, the
the judge
judge appointed
pursuant to
the
authority granted
by this
this section
section shall
judge for
for
authority
granted by
shall become
become a
a district
district judge
the northern
or the
district of
the case
the
northern or
the southern
southern district
of Florida,
Florida, as
as the
case may
may be,
be,
and
thereafter no successor
successor shall
appointed to
vacancy thus
and thereafter
shall be appointed
to the
the vacancy
thus
occurring in the position
occurring
position created
created by this section.
(c)
district of
of California.
(c) One for
for the
the southern
southern district
California.
District judge, VirSEo. 3.
After the
date of
of this
Act, the
the salary
the
SEC.
3. After
the date
of enactment
enactment of
this Act,
salary of
of the
gin Islands, salary.
judge of the District Court of the Virgin Islands of the United States
shall be at the rate of $10,000
$10,000 aayear.
shall
Approved,
Approved, May 24, 1940.
Proviso.
ProisO.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 210]
210]
May 24,
24, 1940
1940
May

R.

[H. R. 8826]
[Public,
[Public, No. 522]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize an appropriation
appropriation to assist in defraying
defraying the expenses
expenses of the American
American
in Chicago, Illinois, during 1940.
Negro Exposition to be held
held in

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
United States
States of America in Congress
there is
is
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum of $75,000 out of any funds
authorized
in the United States Treasury not already
otherwise appropriated,
already otherwise
appropriated,
to assist in defraying
defraying the expenses of the American
American Negro
Negro Exposition to be held in Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, from July 4, 1940, to September
September
2, 1940, for the purpose of celebrating
celebrating the seventy-fifth
seventy-fifth anniversary
anniversary
emancipation of the Negro
Negro and
the progress,
progress,
of the emancipation
and of
of showing
showing the
advancement,
achievements of the Negro race in the United
advancement, and achievements
Expenditure by
by
Expenditure
during the past seventy-five
seventy-five years. Such
Such sum
sum shall
shall be
be
auxiliary conimi.aion.
commission. States during
expended by an auxiliary commission
commission composed
composed of three persons to
to
appointed by the President of the United States, one of whom
be appointed
shall be aa Member of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, one a
Member
a Member
of the United
United States Senate, and a
selected by the
a third to be selected
President, which auxiliary
conjunction
auxiliary commission shall work in conjunction
Afra-Merican Emancipation Exposition Commission
Commission
with the Afra-Merican
appointed
appointed by the Governor of the State of Illinois under the direction and supervision
supervision of the Governor of the State of Illinois.
Approved, May 24, 1940.
Approved,
American
American Negro
Exposition.
Exposition.
Appropriation
auAppropriation authorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
631.
Post,
p. 631.

[CHAPTER
211]
[CHAPTER 211]
May 27, 1940
1940
May

Is. 25781

[S. 2578]

[Public, No. 5231
523]
[Public,
Henry T.
Rainey
Henry
T. Rainey
Dam.
Lock and dam at
Alton, Ill., designated
designated
Alton,
as.

AN ACT
ACT
To
designate
the
lock
and
dam
at
Alton,
Illinois, as the Henry T. Rainey
To designate the lock and dam at
Rainey Dam.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
assembled, That in honor
honor
of the late Henry T. Rainey, former Speaker of the House of Representatives, the navigation lock and dam at Alton, Illinois, otherwise
identified
identified as Mississippi River Lock and Dam Numbered 26, shall
hereafter
hereafter be known as the Henry
Henry T. Rainey Dam.
Approved, May 27, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

[CHAPTER 212]
[CHAPTER
212]

AN ACT

To amend
To
amend the
the Act
Act approved
February 15,
1929, en
titl ed "A
n Act
Actt
o permit
perm it cercerapproved February
15, 1929,
entitled
"An
to
tain
officers to count
count all
all active
service rendered
rendered under
tam
n warrant
warrant officers
active service
temporary apunder temporary
appointments
officers in
in the Regular Navy,
or as
pointments as warrant or commissioned
commissioned officers
Navy, or
as
commissioned officers
in the
warrant or commissioned
officers in
the United
United States
States Naval
Naval Reserve
Force, for
for
Reserve Force,
purpose
of promotion
promotion to
to chief
chief warrant
so as
as to
to permit
in the
purpose of
warrant rank",
rank", so
permit service
service in
the
National Naval
Volunteers to
to be
be counted
counted for
National
Naval Volunteers
promotion.
for purposes
purposes of
of promotion.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Act of
of
February 15, 1929 (45 Stat. 1180; 34 U. S. C. 331a),
a31a), is hereby
hereby
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"That for the purpose of computing the six years'
years' service required
for promotion
promotion from warrant to chief warrant rank, all active service,
for purposes other
heretofore rendered
rendered during the
other than
than training heretofore
period from April 6, 1917, to December 31, 1921, under a
a temporary
temporary
appointment
appointment as a
awarrant
warrant or commissioned
commissioned officer in the United States
Navy-,
warrant or
or commissioned
officer in
in the
United States
States
Navy or as a
a warrant
commissioned officer
the United
Naval Reserve Force,
Force, or as aa warrant
commissioned officer
warrant or
or commissioned
officer of the
the
National Naval Volunteers
Volunteers shall be counted: Provided,
Provided, That officers
officers
have heretofore
heretofore been commissioned
commissioned chief warrant
warrant officers shall for
for
who have
all purposes be regarded
regarded as having been so commissioned from the
completion of such six years'
date of completion
years' service including
including the
the service
service
authorized to be counted by this Act: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no
back pay or allowances
allowances shall be held to have
have accrued
accrued prior to the
the
passage of this Act."
Approved,
Approved, May 27,
27, 1940.

Mayy 27, 1940
1940
- Ma[8.
is. 3o16]
3016]
[Public, No.
524]
[Public,
No. 524]

Warrant
Navy.

officers,
officers,

Service to be
be
counted for promotion.
tion.

Provisos.
Datesof commissions
of
certain officers.
of certain
officers.

No back
back pay, etc.

[CHAPTER 213]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
authorize an exchange
exchange of lands between
between the
To amend the Act entitled "An Act
Act to authorize
the
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company
United
Richmond,
and Potomac
Company and
and the
the United
States at
at Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia",
as to
to
States
Virginia", approved
approved June
June 24,
24, 1935
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 395),
395), so
so as
permit
certain encumbrances
on the
the lands concerned.
concerned.
permit the
the removal of certain
encumbrances on

the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Act
Act
Congress assembled,
United States of
of America in
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize an exchange of lands between the
entitled
Richmond,
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company and the
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and Potomac
Virginia", approved
United States
States at Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia",
approved June 24, 1935
1935 (49
(49
Stat. 395),
395), is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended so
so that
that the
the first
first ten
ten lines
lines of
of the first
first
section thereof
follows:
thereof will read as follows:
"That the Secretary of the Navy is authorized on behalf of the
Fredericksburg and
and
United States to
to accept
accept from the
the Richmond,
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company, a
a corporation of the State of Virginia,
Potomac
without cost to
to the United
United States, except as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, by
by
an
all of the
the said
said railroad
railroad company's
company s
appropriate deed of
of conveyance,
conveyance, all
an appropriate
title, and interest in and to the following
following lands, together with
right, title
all the right, title, and interest of the said railroad company
company in and
and
Quantico Creek as may
to the platted streets and riparian rights in Quantico
subsection (a)
:.
attach to
to the
the lots described
described in subsection
(a) :".
S
EC. 2.
approved June
further
June 24, 1935, is hereby
hereby further
2. The said
said Act approved
SEC.
amended so that the first eight lines of the second section thereof will
read
follows:
read as
as follows:
of the
the Richright, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
"In exchange
exchange for
for all of
of the right,
mond,
Fredericksburg and Potomac
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company in and to
mond, Fredericksburg
the
Secretary of the Navy is authorized
authorized
lands, the
the Secretary
the above-described
above-described lands,
to
transfer by
appropriate conveyance
conveyance to
the said
said railroad
company,
to the
railroad company,
by appropriate
to transfer
free
from all
all encumbrances,
without cost
railroad corncomcost to
to the
the said
said railroad
encumbrances, without
free from

May 27, 1940
[S.
[S. 3017]
[Public, No. 525]
[Public,

Quantico, Va.
Va.
Quantlco,
Exchange of lands
Exchange
at,
amendments.
at, amendments.

Conveyances
by
Conveyances by
Richmond,
FrederRichmond,
Fredericksburg and Potomao
Potomac
Railroad Co.

Lands transferred
transferred to
railroad
company.
railroad company.

PUBLIC
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[54 S
STAT.
[54
TAT.

pany,
all right,
title, and
in and
and to
to the
the
States in
the United
United States
of the
and interest
interest of
right, title,
pany, all
lands
contained within
within the
Marine Corps
Corps Reservation
Reservation at
at Quantico,
lands contained
the Marine
Quantico,
Virginia,
as follows
:".
Virginia, described
described generally
generally as
follows:".
SEc.
That the
the said
Act approved
approved June
24, 1935,
is hereby
hereby further
SEC. 3.
3. That
said Act
June 24,
1935, is
further
thereto:
amended by
by adding
adding the
the following section thereto:
of desAcquisition of
des"SEC.
"Site. 3. The Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized to acquire
acquire
ignated lands; vested
condemnation, or otherrights.
on behalf of the United
rights.
United States
States by purchase,
purchase, condemnation,
wise,
at a
acost
to exceed
$1,750, such
such parts
of the
the lands
lands described
described
wise, at
cost not
not to
exceed $1,750,
parts of
in
section 1
in section
1 of
of this
this Act and such
such vested
vested rights therein,
therein, if
if any, as may
belong
to persons
persons other
the Richmond,
Richmond, Fredericksburg
and
belong to
other than
than the
Fredericksburg and
Company."
Potomac Railroad Company."
Approved,
May 27, 1940.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 214]
May 27,
27, 1940
1940
May
[S.
IS. 3183]

[Public,
526]
[Public, No.
No. 526]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend the time for completing the construction
across the
construction of aabridge across
Mississippi River at or
Crosse, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Mississippi
or near
near La Crosse,

it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
of America
America in
That the
the time
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
time for
for
Time extended for
completing the
the construction
of a
River
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
a bridge
bridge across
across the
construction of
at La Crosse, completing
bridging,eatnarosse,
Wis.
wis.
at or near La Crosse, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, authorized
authorized to be built by the State
49
Stat. 1531;
Stat.
49Stat.
of
Wisconsin by
Congress approved
1936, as hereof Wisconsin
1531; 50Mtat.
by an Act
Act of
of Congress
approved June
June 19,
19, 1936,
here94.
94
tofore extended
extended by an Act of Congress approved April 26, 1937, is
further extended for one year, from April 26, 1940.
further
Right reserved.
reserved.
Right
SEC. 2. The
Site.
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
hereby
The right
right to
to alter, amend,
is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, May 27, 1940.
Mississippi River.
River.
Mississippi

[CHAPTER 215]
215]
[CHAPTER
May 27,
1940
May
27, 1940
[S.
3254]
[S. 3254]
[Public,
No.
627]
[Public, No. 627]

Mississippi River.
Misissippt
River.

Times
extended for
for
Times extended
bridging,
at Friar
Friar
bridging, at
Point,
Miss.,
and
Helena, Ark.

ointa, Mis.-

AN ACT

To extend the times for commencing
construction of
commencing and completing
completing the
the construction
of aabridge
across the Mississippi
River at or near Friar Point, Mississippi,
Mississippi River
Mississippi, and Helena,
Helena,
Arkansas.

Representatives of the
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the times for
for

commencing
and completing
completing the
construction of
of a
a bridge
commencing and
the construction
bridge across
across the
the
Mississippi River
River at
at or
or near
Friar Point,
Point, Mississippi,
and Helena,
and Mississippi
near Friar
Mississippi, and
Helena,

Stat.

53
3 Stat. 747.
747.
Right
Right reserved.
reserved.

Arkansas,
Arkansas, authorized to be built by the Arkansas-Mississippi
Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge
Commission
Commission and its successors
successors and assigns by an Act of Congress,

approved May 17, 1939, are hereby
approved
hereby further
further extended
and three
extended one and
three
years, respectively,
respectively, from the date of approval of this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, May 27, 1940.

[CHAPTER 216]
May
1940
May 27,
27, 1940

[S. 3561]
3561]
[s.

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 528]
523]

Ohio River.
Ohio
River.
Times extended
Times
extended for
for
bridging,
Mauckbridging, at
at Mauckport,
port, Ind.
Ind.

AN ACT
ACT

To extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing the construction of a
abridge
across
near Mauckport,
Mauckport, Harrison
Harrison County,
Indiana.
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
River at
at or
or near
County, Indiana.

Representatives of the
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the times
Congress assembled,
commencing and completing
completing the construction
for commencing
construction of a
a bridge across
the Ohio River, at or near Mauckport,
Mauckport, Harrison County, Indiana,
authorized
authorized to be built by the Indiana
Indiana State Toll Bridge Commission,
Commission,

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

223
223
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extended
by an Act of Congress approved August 7, 1939,
1939, are hereby extended
one and three years, respectively,
respectively, from August 7,
7, 1940.
1940.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEc.
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, May 27, 1940.

1241.
53 Stat. 1241.

Right reserved.

[CHAPTER 217]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
To grant the consent of Congress to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to
to conconstruct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a free highway bridge across the Allegheny
Allegheny River
River
Township, in the County of McKean,
at or near Port Allegany,
Allegany, Liberty Township,
McKean, and in
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
the Commonwealth

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent
of Congress is hereby granted to the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
to construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a free highway bridge, and
approaches thereto, across the Allegheny
approaches
Allegheny River, at
at a
a point suitable
to the interests of navigation, at or near Port Allegany, Liberty
McKean County, in the Commonwealth
Township, McKean
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
approved
navigable waters", approved
March 23, 1906.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEc.
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, May 27, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 218]

AN ACT

To grant the consent
consent of Congress
Congress to the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania to conconstruct, maintain,
maintain, and operate
operate a
a free highway
across the
Monongahela
highway bridge across
the Monongahela
a point between
Elizabeth, in Elizabeth
River, at a
between the boroughs of Elizabeth,
Elizabeth Township,
Township,
and West Elizabeth, in Jefferson Township,
Township, in the county of
of Allegheny,
Allegheny, and
and in
in
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
America in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the consent
consent
Congress is hereby granted
granted to the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania
of Congress
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania
to construct
construct, maintain, and operate a
a free highway bridge, and
and
approaches
Monongahela River,
approaches thereto, across the Monongahela
River, at aapoint suitable
suitable
between the
boroughs of
Elizabeth,
to the interests of navigation,
navigation, between
the boroughs
of Elizabeth,
Elizabeth Township,
in Elizabeth
Township, and
and West
West Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, in Jefferson
Jefferson township,
township,
of PennsylPennsylin the
the county of
of Allegheny, and in
in the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
vania, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to regulate
regulate the construction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters",
waters",
approved March
March 23,
limitaapproved
23, 1906, and subject
subject to
to the
the conditions and limitations contained in this Act.
SEc.
this Act
hereby
SEC. 2. The right
right to
to alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
expressly
Approved, May
May 27,
1940.
Approved,
27, 1940.

May 27, 1940
1940
[S. 3570]
[Public, No.
No. 529]
[Public,
529]

Allegheny River.
River.
Allegheny
Consent granted to
to
bridge, at Port Allebridge,
gany, Pa.
gany,

34 Stat. 84.
49133 U. S.
S. C. §§ 491498.
Right reserved.
reserved.

May 27, 1940
May
[S. 3571]
[S.
3571]
[Public, No. 530]
530]

Monongahela
River.
Monongahela River.
Consent granted to
Consent
bridge, at Elizabeth,
Pa.

34 Stat. 84.
84.
33
49133 U. 8.
I§ 491S. C. §§
498.

Right reserved.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 219]
219]

AN ACT
ANACT
better provision
provision for the teacher
teacher of music, the leader
leader of
To make better
of the
the Military
Academy
Band.
Academy Band.

Be
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That from
United
from and after
after
the date
date of
of approval
approval of this
this Act
Act the
the teacher
teacher of music,
music, the
the leader
leader
of the
the Military
Academy Band,
Band, shall
the rank
of captain
of
Military Academy
shall have
have the
rank of
captain of
of

May
May 27,1940
27, 1940

[S. 3575]
[s.
3575]
[Public, No.
531]
[Public,
No. 531]

Military Academy
Academy
Band.
Leader; rank, pay,
Leader;
pay,
etc.

PUBLIC
CHS .219,
220—MAY 27,
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
219, 220-MAY
27, 28,
28, 1940
1940

224
224
Provisos.
Frorisw.
Computation
Computation of
pay and allowances;
allowances;
service.
Retirement.
Retirement.

Dependents,
Dependents,
sions, etc.

pen-

the
United States
States Army
Army and
and shall
shall be
receive the
pay and
the United
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
the pay
and
allowances
in the
the third
pay period:
period: Provided,
Provided, That
allowances of
of an
an officer
officer in
third pay
That in
in
the computation
computation of
of the
of such
of music
music
the
the pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
such teacher
teacher of
all
in the
the Army,
Army, including
service as
as teacher
of music,
music,
all active
active service
service in
including service
teacher of
shall
be counted
were commissioned
commissioned service:
service: Provided
Provided further,
further,
shall be
counted as
as if
if it
it were
That
of the
the Military
Band shall,
That the
the said
said leader
leader of
Military Academy
Academy Band
shall, at
at such
such
time as
as the
the President
President in
discretion may
may direct,
direct, be
retired as
as a
time
in his
his discretion
be retired
a
teacher of
of music
music with
when so
retired, shall
shall
teacher
with the
the rank
rank of
of captain,
captain, and
and when
so retired,
be
entitled to
same retirement
retirement pay
pay as
now or
or may
herebe entitled
to receive
receive the
the same
as is
is now
may hereafter
law or
regulation for
officer of
of the
the Army
after be
be provided
provided by
by law
or regulation
for an
an officer
Army
in
the third
third pay
with length
service computed
computed as
stated
in the
pay period
period with
length of
of service
as stated
above: And
further, That
the dependents
said teacher
above:
And provided
provided further,
That the
dependents of
of said
teacher
of
music shall
shall be
entitled to
pensions, death
gratuity, and
of music
be entitled
to the
the same
same pensions,
death gratuity,
and
other benefits
are now
now or
or may
may hereafter
hereafter be
be provided
for an
officer
other
benefits as
as are
provided for
an officer
corresponding
of the Regular Army in
in the third pay
pay period
period with
with the
the corresponding
length of service.
Approved,
Approved, May 27,
27, 1940.
[CHAPTER 2201
[CHAPTER
220]

May 28,
28, 1940
1940
May

[S. 229]
229]
[S.
[Public, No. 6321
5321

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the withdrawal
withdrawal of
national-forest lands
lands for
for the
the protection
of waterwaterof national-forest
protection of
sheds from which water is obtained
for municipalities,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
obtained for
municipalities, and
for other

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
assembled,
whenever
a
United
Congress
assembled,
That
whenever
a
lands.
Setting aside, for
its
water supply
supply from
anational
national forest
forest and
has
aetting
for municipality
municipality obtains
obtains
its
water
from
a
and
has
municipal water-supwater-sup- entered into aacooperative
mupcipal
agreement with
cooperative agreement
with the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculof Agriculply protection.
ture
for the
protection of
the watershed
watershed within
the national
national forest
ture for
the protection
of the
within the
forest
from which
the water
secured, the
of the
the United
States
from
which the
water is
is secured,
the President
President of
United States
may, and
and he
is hereby,
upon application
by said
municihe is
hereby, authorized,
authorized, upon
application by
said municipality, and
the governing
pality,
and endorsed
endorsed by
by the
governing board
board of
of the
the county
county or
or counties
counties
in which
which the
the lands
concerned are
located and
and approved
by the
the Secrelands concerned
are located
approved by
Secretaries of
and the
the Interior,
Interior, to
reserve and
and set
set aside
aside from
from
taries
of Agriculture
Agriculture and
to reserve
all forms of location, entry, or
or appropriation
national-forest
appropriation any
any national-forest
lands, which are covered
covered by
agreement, subject,
subject,
by such
such cooperative
cooperative agreement,
however,
to valid,
however, to
rights and
claims, and
and such
such reservation
valid, existing
existing rights
and claims,
reservation
shall remain
remain in force until
until revoked
revoked by
the President
by an
Act
by the
President or
or by
an Act
Provisos.
Congress: Provided,
Provided, That
herein shall
affect the
Sio,,
un(lcr of
of Congress:
That nothing
nothing herein
shall affect
the power
power
Utilization
under
Federal reclamation
reclamation of
of the
of the
the Interior
withdraw and
and utilize
utilize withdrawn
withdrawn
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior to
to withdraw
laws.
lands under
provided further,
further,
aRestorationof
lands
under the
the Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation laws:
Restoration of lands
laws: And
And provided
withdrawn.
withdrawn.
That the President,
President, upon recommendation
recommendation of the Secretaries
Secretaries of
of the
the
when in his
his judgInterior and Agriculture,
Agriculture, may, by Executive
Executive order, when
judgment the public interest would best be served
served thereby and after reasonable notice
notice has
has been
been given
given through
of the
the Interior,
sonable
through the
the Department
Department of
Interior,
the lands
lands so
restore any of the
withdrawn to
to appropriation
appropriation under
so withdrawn
under an
an
applicable public-land
applicable
public-land law.
law.
Administration.
Administration.
SEC.
Lands withdrawn under the provisions of thi
thiss A
Act
S
EO. 2. Lands
ctshall be
administered
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
under such
agreements
administered by
Secretary of
Agriculture under
such agreements
of the watershed
for the protection
protection of
watershed as
he may
may make
make with
with the
as he
the municimunicipality concerned,
Agriculture is hereby authorconcerned, and the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
ized, in addition
addition to
to the
and regulations
ed f
or the
th e a
dm i
nthe rules
rules and
regulations adopt
adopted
for
adminRules, etc.
Rules,
etc.
istration
of the
istration of
the national
national forests,
forests, to adopt and prescribe
prescribe such further
further
rules
and regulations
adequate
rules and
regulations as he considers
considers necessary
necessary to effect the adequate
protection of the watershed,
protection
watershed, including aarule or regulation
regulation forbidding
forbidding
persons other than forest officers and representatives of the municior making
making any
pality from going on the lands so reserved or
any use
use
whatever
whatever thereof.
thereof.
National-forest
National-forest

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

S
EC. 3. Whenever national-forest
national-forest lands
SEC.
lands are
are withdrawn
withdrawn under
under this
this
Act, and the municipality
concerned objects to the utilization of the
municipality concerned
timber or other resources
resources of lands withdrawn, and the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
resources from utilization,
Agriculture agrees
agrees to withhold such resources
utilization, said
municipality
amount
municipality shall pay
pay to the Forest
Forest Service
Service annually
annually an
an amount
which the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture shall determine is necessary
necessary to
to
reimburse
reimburse the United
United States for the loss of net annual revenues which
would be derived
derived from the resources so withheld
withheld from disposition.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. Any violation of the regulations
regulations issued under this Act shall
be punished as is provided
provided in section 50 of the Act entitled "An Act
States",
to codify, revise, and amend the
the penal laws
laws of
of the
the United States",
approved
March 4,
L.1098).
approved March
4, 1909
1909 (35
(35 Stat. L.
1098).
Approved, May 28, 1940.
Approved,

Reimbursement to
Reimbursement
Forest Service
Service for loss
of revenues.
revenues.

Penalty.

18 U. S.
C. §
S. C.
§ 104.

[CHAPTER 221]
221]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Authorizing the
convey to
Cascade Locks, Oregon,
Oregon,
Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of War
War to
to convey
to the Port
Port of
of Cascade
certain lands for
for municipal
municipal purposes.
purposes.
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
United States
States of America
America in
of War is authorized
authorized and directed to convey, by quitclaim deed,
upon the
to the
States of
of not
not less
less than
than 50
50 per
per
the United
United States
upon
the payment
payment to
centum of the current appraised value thereof to the Port of Cascade
Caseade
centum
Locks,
United States in
right, title, and interest of the United
Locks, Oregon,
Oregon, all right,
a point, not
not
and to
to the following-described
following-described lands: Commencing at a
monumented,
River, one thousand
thousand two
two
monumented, on
on left bank
bank of Columbia
Columbia River,
hundred
six and
three-tenths feet north from center of section
and six
and three-tenths
hundred and
12, township 22 north, range 77 east, of the Willamette meridian in
River County
of Oregon, this point being on
on the
Hood River
County in the State of
southerly boundary line of the R. G. Atwell, D. L.
thence from
L. C.; thence
said
and twentytwentymetes and bounds
bounds east one
one hundred and
said initial
initial point
point by metes

five
point; south
and three
five-tenths feet
feet
three and
and five-tenths
south two
two hundred
hundred and
five feet
feet to
to aapoint;
to
eight-inch by eight-inch
marked "U. S.";
eight-inch stone with iron plug marked
to an eight-inch
and
fifteen minutes
minutes west five hundred
hundred and
south forty-one degrees
degrees fifteen
seventy-eight
twenty-nine degrees
degrees thirty
thirty
feet; south
south twenty-nine
seventy-eight and six-tenths feet;
degrees forty-five minutes
twenty-nine degrees
minutes east
east sixty feet; south twenty-nine
twenty-nine degrees thirteen minutes
west seventy-five
seventy-five feet; south twenty-nine
fifty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet; south forty
forty
west fifty-eight
fifty-eight and fifty-one
degrees no minutes west one hundred and thirty-five and five-tenths
five-tenths
degrees
feet; south
south thirty-seven
thirty-seven degrees
hundred
degrees thirty
thirty minutes
minutes west one hundred
feet;
feet; south
south thirty-six
degrees twenty
west one
hundred feet;
feet;
minutes west
one hundred
twenty minutes
feet;
thirty-six degrees
thirty-four degrees fifteen minutes west one hundred and one
south thirty-four
feet; south
degrees fifty
fifty minutes
west one
hundred feet;
feet;
minutes west
one hundred
south thirty-one
thirty-one degrees
feet;
minutes west one hundred feet; south
thirty degrees twenty minutes
south thirty
thousand five hundred and ninety
ninety
thirty degrees ten
ten minutes
minutes west
west one thousand
and one-tenth
west two
fifty-nine degrees fifty minutes west
feet; north
north fifty-nine
and
one-tenth feet;
hundred feet;
degrees fifteen minutes
nine hunhunnorth forty-seven
forty-seven degrees
minutes west nine
hundred
feet; north
dred
and fifty
fifty feet;
feet; north
minutes east
two
twenty-eight degrees
degrees no
no minutes
east two
dred and
north twenty-eight
hundred
eighty-six and forty-four
one-hundredths feet; north
forty-four one-hundredths
hundred and eighty-six
eleven degrees
degrees no
minutes west three hundred
and forty-three
forty-three and
hundred and
no minutes
eleven
two-tenths feet;
feet; north
north forty-six
forty-six degrees
degrees no
minutes east
one thousand
thousand
no minutes
east one
two-tenths
one hundred
and seventy-one
and five-tenths
five-tenths feet;
north eighty-eight
eighty-eight
feet; north
one
hundred and
seventy-one and
degrees no
minutes east
hundred and
twenty-six feet;
feet; north
north
and twenty-six
seven hundred
east seven
degrees
no minutes
forty-nine degrees
no minutes
minutes east
nine hundred
hundred and
and seven
seven and
and sixsixeast nine
degrees no
forty-nine
teen
one-hundredths feet;
feet; south
fifty-five and
to the
the
feet to
and four-tenths
four-tenths feet
south fifty-five
teen one-hundredths
point of
beginning, which
is on
southerly boundary
boundary of
R. G.
of the
the R.
G.
which is
on the
the southerly
point
of beginning,
Atwell, D.
D. L.
L. C.
C.
Atwell,
0
193470°-41—PT.
193470 -41-PT. 1-15
--- 15

May 28, 1940
[S. 255]
[S.
255]
[Public, No. 533]
633]

Port
of
Cascade
Locks, Oreg.
Conveyance
of lands
Conveyanceoflands

to.
to.

Description.
Description.

226
226

PUBLIC
CHS.221-223--MAY
1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
221-223-MAY 28,
28, 1940

Conveyance of
of
Conveyance
buildings,
11xtruos,
buildings,
fixtures,
etc.
etc.

Purposes
Purposes of
of grant.
grant.
Reversionary
Reversionary
vision.
vision.

pro-

S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
of War
War is
further authorized
authorized and
directed
SEC.
Secretary of
is further
and directed
to convey
convey to
the Port
in addition
the
to
to the
Port of
of Cascade
Cascade Locks,
Locks, Oregon,
Oregon, in
addition to
to the
lands
in the
the first
first section
of this
right, title,
lands described
described in
section of
this Act,
Act, all
all right,
title, and
and
interest of
of the
United States
States in
and to
the following:
following: All
interest
the United
in and
to the
All buildings
buildings
and
permanent fixtures,
any material,
supplies, and
and sundry
and permanent
fixtures, and
and any
material, supplies,
sundry
equipment abandoned
the War
War Department
on such
equipment
abandoned by
by the
Department on
such lands,
lands, together
together
with
water systems,
water mains,
water
with the
the water
systems, water
mains, distribution
distribution lines,
lines, and
and water
rights located
connected with
with such
such lands.
lands.
rights
located on
on or
or connected
SEC. 3.
3. The
lands and
and other
other property
authorized to
to be
SEC.
The lands
property authorized
be conveyed
conveyed
by
this Act
shall be
be used
used by
for aa municipal
by this
Act shall
by the
the grantee
grantee for
municipal park
park and
and
the Secretary
express
dock. The
The deed
deed executed
executed by
by the
Secretary shall
shall contain
contain the
the express
that if
if the
grantee shall
cease to
land for
condition that
the grantee
shall cease
to use
use such
such land
for such
such
alienate or
or attempt
attempt to
to alienate
such lands,
title
purposes, or
or shall
shall alienate
alienate such
lands, title
States.
thereto shall
shall revert
revert to the United States.
Approved, May
Approved,
May 28,
28, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 222]
222]
[CHAPTER

May 28, 1940
1940
May
[S. 2980]

[I. 2980]

[Public,
No. 6341
534]
[Public, No.

Arizona State Elks
Arizona
Association Hospital
Hospital.
Association
Executive
orders
orders
znodifled to permit
modified
permit
sale of lands to.

Payment;
Payment; issue
Issue of
patent.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Providing for the sale of certain lands to the Arizona
Arizona State
State Elks
Elks Association
Association
Hospital.
Hospital.

it enacted
enacted by the
Howe of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
the Senate and House
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Executive
Executive
Order Numbered 2295 and dated
dated January
January 1,
1, 1916, as
as modified
modified by
19 2 1935,
1935, is
the Executive
Executive Order Numbered 6971 and dated
dated February
February 19,
is
hereby further modified
of
modified by the elimination from the
the provisions of
said Executive
land particuExecutive order as modified
modified of a
a certain
certain tract
tract of
of land
particularly described
described as follows, to wit: The north two hundred feet
feet northnorthwest quarter
south, range
range
west quarter northwest
quarter section 10,
10, township 14
14 south,
in all,
all, an
an area
area
13 east, Gila and Salt
Salt -River base
base and meridian;
meridian; in
approximately two hundred feet wide by
approximately
approximately one thousand
thousand
by approximately
twenty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet long.
three hundred
hundred and fifteen and twenty-eight
SEC.
S
EO. 2. Upon payment
payment to the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States by
by the
the
Arizona
Arizona State Elks Association Hospital of the sum of $150, being
the appraised value of the lands described
described in section 1
hereof, the
1 hereof,
Secretary of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
Secretary
directed to issue patent
patent
covering
covering said lands to the Arizona State Elks Association Hospital.
Hospital.
Approved, May 28, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 223]
[CHAPTER

May 28, 1940
May
[S.
1[. 2999]
2999]
[Public, No. 535]

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To legalize a
abridge across Bayou
Lafourche at Galiano, Louisiana.
Bayou Lafourche
Louisiana.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Chief of
Engineers
Secretary War are hereby authorized to approve
etc., of
at Engineers and the Secretary of
the location
location and
and plans
plans of
of a
a pontoon
pontoon bridge
constructed by
the
Oaliano, La.,
bridge already
already constructed
by
John L. Guidry across Bayou Lafourche
Lafourche at Galiano, Louisiana:
Louisiana:
Proviso.
to80thoriztion
authorized by the Legislature
Provided, That said bridge has been authorized
State authorization;
authorization; Provided,
location, etc.
of the State of Louisiana and as located and constructed
constructed affords
affords
reasonably
reasonably free, easy, and unobstructed
unobstructed navigation.
Deeming bridge lawbdgelaSEC.
S
EC. 2. That when the location and plans of said bridge have been
been
ful
condifmlDeetnru
structure,
condition.
tion,
approved
1 of this Act, said bridge
approved as provided in section 1
bridge shall be
deemed aalawful structure and subject to the laws enacted by Congress
for the protection
navigable waters of
protection and preservation
preservation of the navigable
of the
United States.
Right reserved.
ightreserved.
S.SEC. 3. The right to alter,
alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, May 28, 1940.
Bayou
Bayou Lafourche,
Lafourche,
La.
of plans,
plans,
Approval of
bridge
etc., of bridge at
Galiano, La., authorized.
ized.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
SESS .—CHS .224-226-MAY
224-226—MAY 28,
1940
76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
28, 31,
31, 1940

[CHAPTER
224]
[CHAPTER 224]

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the granting
granting of a
a right-of-way
right-of-way for roadway purposes
purposes on the Fort
Thomas Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Kentucky, in exchange for the release of propproperty rights in and to a
acertain
certain road on said
said reservation.
reservation.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized,
authorized, under such terms and condeemed advisable
advisable by
by him,
to grant
grant to
to Minnie
Minnie Halle
Halle
ditions as may be deemed
him, to
Kramer, widow of Simon
Simon Pendleton
Pendleton Kramer, her "heirs
heirs and
and assigns,
right-of-way for roadway
purposes in a
a certain
an easement for a
a right-of-way
roadway purposes
certain
road as now
located on the
now located
the Fort Thomas
Thomas Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Kentucky, extending from south Fort Thomas Avenue
Avenue on the westerly
westerly
Kentucky,
boundary of
boundary
of said
said reservation
reservation to lands of the
the said Minnie
Minnie Halle
Halle
Kramer adjacent
adjacent to
to the
the easterly
easterly boundary
boundary of
said reservation,
reservation, in
in
Kramer
of said
exchange for
release to
to the
of the
property rights
rights
exchange
for the
the release
the United
United States
States of
the property
certain
of the
the said Minnie Halle
Halle Kramer,
Kramer, her
her heirs and
and assigns,
assigns, in aa certain
designated by the Secreroad, or such portion thereof as may be designated
reserved
tary of War, located
located on
on said reservation
reservation as described
described in
in and reserved
conveying
in aa certain deed of A. H. Bloom, dated August 27, 1887, conveying
to the United States part of the lands comprising the Fort Thomas
Reservation, Kentucky,
Military Reservation,
Kentucky.
Approved, May 28, 1940.
Approved,
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May 28, 1940
1940
[S. 3402]
3402]
[Public, No.
538]
[Public,
No. 536]

Thomas MiliFort Thomas
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Ky.
Ky.
Grant of easement
easement
for
for right-of-way.
right-of-way.

Release
property
Release of property
rights
rights in
in exchange.
exchange.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 225]

ANT A C'
AN
.- 4 ACT
the Regular
To increase
increase the
the number
number of
brigadier generals
Regular Army by
of brigadier
generals of the line of the
To
four.
four.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
Senate and
Congress assembled, That the number
number
United States
States of America in
in Congress
of brigadier
brigadier generals of the line of the Regular Army is hereby
increased from forty-six
forty-six to fifty, and hereafter upon the appointment of an officer below the rank of brigadier
brigadier general to be chief
.Artillery, he shall
shall
of Infantry, Cavalry, Field Artillery, or Coast Artillery,
at the same time be appointed to be aapermanent
permanent brigadier
brigadier general
general of
increase in the number of brigadier
brigadier generals for this
the line and an increase
purpose
no further appointProvided, That no
authorized: Provided,
purpose is hereby authorized:
ments
thereafter
ments to the
the grade of brigadier general of the line shall thereafter
be
fifty:
be made
made until the total number thereof shall be less than fifty:
Provided
selection of chief of branch shall not be
further, That the selection
Provided further,
limited
limited to the list of brigadier generals.
Approved, May
May 28,
28, 1940.
Approved,

IClay
1940
May 28,
28,1940
[S.83423]
3423]
l

[Public, No.
No. 537]
[Public,
5371

Brigadier generals,
generals,
Regular
Army.
Regular Army.
Increase in number.
Chiefs
Chiefs of
of branches.

Provisos.
Proiso&s.
Further appointappointments.
ments.
Selection of chief of
Selection

branch.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 226]

ACT
AN ACT
provide for a
a more permanent
tenure for persons carrying
carrying the mail on star
permanent tenure
To provide
routes.
routes.

Be it
by the
the Senate and
Representatives of the
House of
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
Be
it enacted
assembled, That section 3951
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States of America
of
Revised Statutes,
title
C., 1934
1934 edition, title
amended (U. S. C.,
Statutes, as amended
of the
the Revised
39 sec
434), is
is hereby
following:
of the following:
by the addition
addition of
amended by
hereby amended
39
sec. 434),
l`'The
The. Postmaster
may, in
his discretion
under such
such
and under
discretion and
in his
General may,
Postmaster General
regulations as
additional compensation
to
compensation to
may prescribe,
prescribe, allow additional
as he may
regulations
star-route contractor
travel caused
caused by
by
increased travel
necessary increased
for necessary
contractor for
aa star-route
obstruction
roads, destruction
discontinuance of ferries,
of bridges,
bridges, discontinuance
destruction of
of roads,
obstruction of
or
any other
other cause
cause occurring
occurring during
contract term, but
but such addiduring the contract
or any
tional compensation
allowed shall
greater
be proportionately
proportionately greater
shall not
not be
tional
compensation allowed

31, 1940
1940
May 31,
[S.
1214]
[S. 1214]
[Public, No. 538]
-[Public,

Postal Service.
Service.
Contracts for carrycarryContracts
ing mails.
Star-route contractor,
Star-routecontractor,
additional pay
pay for inadditional
Increased
creased travel.

228
228
Proviso. .
Proas

Nonapplication

designated law.
designated
law.

PUBLIC
CH.226—MAY
31, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
226-MAY 31,
1940
of

[54 S
STAT.
PAT.

than the
contract involved:
than
the rate
rate established
established by
by the
the contract
involved: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the provisions
provisions of
section 3960
3960 of
S. C.,
the
of section
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
C.,

title 39,
39, sec.
sec. 440)
that no
no compensation
shall be
be paid
for additional
additional
title
440) that
compensation shall
paid for
service
the mail
mail until
such additional
additional service
service is
service in
in carrying
carrying the
until such
is ordered,
ordered,
the
sum to
to be
be allowed
allowed therefor
therefor to
be expressed
expressed in
in the
the order
and
the sum
to be
order and
entered upon
upon the
of the
the department,
department, and
and that
no compensation
compensation
entered
the books
books of
that no
shall
be paid
for any
any additional
shall be
paid for
additional regular
regular service
service rendered
rendered before
before the
the
issuing
order, shall
shall not
any service
service authorized
under
issuing of
of such
such order,
not apply
apply to
to any
authorized under

this
this paragraph.
paragraph.
"The
his discretion
and in
the interest
interest
in the
in his
discretion and
may, in
General may,
Postmaster General
"The Postmaster
readvertise and award new contracts for the
of the Postal Service, readvertise
purpose of
contractors and
and their
their sureties
sureties under
under the
the followpurpose
of releasing
releasing contractors
followConditions
Conditions specified.
specified. mg conditions:
(a) Where
a change is ordered
conditions: (a)
Where a
ordered in the Service
Service involving aamaterial
material increase
decrease in
in the
the amount
amount of
of service
service required
required
ing
increase or
or decrease
to impose
impose undue
undue hardship
hardship on
(b)
to such extent
extent as
as to
on the
the contractor;
contractor; (b)
where
an abnormal
in the
of mail
mail
where an
abnormal or
or sustained
sustained increase
increase in
the quantity
quantity of
develops
after a
has been
submitted,
develops during a
a contract period or after
a bid
bid has
been submitted,
nece-ssitating
maintain the
the service;
necessitating larger
larger capacity
capacity equipment
equipment to
to maintain
service; (c)
(c)
where
will necessitate
necessitate the
the conwhere aa change
change in
in schedule is
is ordered that
that will
contractor
the initial
excessively longer
longer or
or
tractor being away from the
initial terminal
terminal an
an excessively
than was
was required
the advertised
advertised
an excessively
excessively shorter
shorter period
period than
required in
in the
found after
schedule; (d)
(d) where
where it
it is found
after full investigation
investigation that
that the
the
compensation of such contractors
inadequate and that
compensation
contractors is
is wholly
wholly inadequate
that the
the
continuation of the contract
contract would
continuation
would impose
impose undue
undue hardship
hardship upon
upon the
the
.Provilos.
Pvr
notice by contractor:
contractor: Provided,
Provided, That
provision (d)
shall be
be effective
upon
That provision
(d) shall
effective only
only upon
Advance notice by
contractor.
the giving by the contractor
contractor of ninety days'
days' advance
advance notice
notice of
of his
his
Waiver
of extra pay.
waiverotextrapay.
be released:
Provided further,
further, That
That such
desire to be
released: Provided
such contractor
contractor shall
shall
waive the one month's extra
authorized by
law where
contracts
extra pay
pay authorized
by law
where contracts
are
under section
(d).'
are canceled
canceled under
section (d)."
SEC.
1 of the Act of July 26, 1892 (27 Stat.
S
EO. 2. Section 1
Stat. 268; title
39, sec. 422, U.
C.), is
amended to
U. S. C.),
is amended
to read
read as follows:
follows:
Contracts for addiContracts
"After
general advertisement
the transportation
transportation
for add"After providing
providing by
by general
advertisement for
for the
tional
mail service.
service.
mall
of the mails in any State or Territory
authorized by
Territory as
as authorized
by law,
law, the
the PostPostmaster General
General may secure
secure any mail service
necesservice that
that may become
become necessary before the next general
general advertisement
said State
or Territory
Territory
advertisement for
for said
State or
by
posting notices,
of not
less than
than ten
ay
s,i
n the
th e pos
by posting
notices, for
for aaperiod
period of
not less
ten d
days,
in
postt
offices at the termini of any route to be let, and upon aabulletin board
board
in the Post Office Department,
proposals in
such form
form and
and
Department, inviting
inviting proposals
in such
with such guaranty as may be prescribed by the Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
for the performance
The contract
such
performance of
of the proposed
proposed service.
service. The
contract for
for such
service shall be made to run to the end of the contract
term
under
contract
term
under
Letting to lowest
the general
general advertisement,
advertisement, shall
shall be
be made
with the
lowest responsible
responsible
rettingle tbidder.
ideot the
made with
the lowest
responsible
bidder whose proposal is
due form,
who, under
under the
the law,
law, is
is
is in
in due
form, and
and who,
eligible
service."
eligible as
as aabidder
bidder for
for such
such postal
postal service."
S
EC. 3.
Section 3949
Statutes, as
amended (title
(title 39,
SEC.
3. Section
3949 of
of the Revised Statutes,
as amended
39,
sec. 429, U. S. C.)
amended to
read
as
follows:
C.),,is amended
to
read
as
follows:
Award of contracts
"All contracts
contracts for
for carrying
name of
of the
the
the name
shall be
be in
in the
the mail
mail shall
carrying the
"All
contras
toowardstf
to
lowest responsible
bidder, etc.
bidder,
etc.
United States and shall be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder
bidder
tendering sufficient guaranties for faithful performance
performance in accordance
advertisement. Such contracts shall require
with the terms of the advertisement.
service;
due celerity, certainty, and security in the performance
performance of the service;
but the Postmaster General shall not be bound to consider the
the bid
bid of
of
any person who has willfully or negligently
negligently failed to perform a
a
former contract."
contract."
Star
Route Service.
tarRoute
Serv
for Star
No proposal for aa contract
contract for
be conStar Route
Route Service
Service shall
shall be
conResidence of bidders.
sidered unless
bidder is
is aalegal
resident of the county or counties
sidered
unless the
the bidder
legal resident
traversed by
by the
the roads
roads over which the mails are to be carried, or
or
traversed
a legal resident within the counties adjoining such county or couna

New awards, to rer
wrds, toetc.
lNewcontractors,
lease
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ties; except that proposals
proposals for
for carrying
carrying the
mail tendered
the mail
tendered by
by firms,
firms,
companies,
Provided, That such
companies, or corporations
corporations shall be considered:
considered: Provided,
firms, companies,
companies, or corporations
corporations are actually engaged in business
within the counties
counties in which individuals
individuals are herein restricted
restricted as
as to
to
residence: And provided
further, That
"county", as
residence:
provided further,
That the term "county",
as used
used
herein,
subdivision of
herein, shall include parish or other similar primary subdivision
a
a State.
State.
Approved,
Approved, May
May 31, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 227]
[CHAPTER
227]

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
Prison Industries
Industries Reorganization
Reorganization AdminisAuthorizing the
the continuance
continuance of
of the
the Prison
Administration, established
Numbered 7194 of September
established by Executive
Executive Order
Order Numbered
September 20,
26, 1935,
1935,
to June
to
June 30,
30, 1941.
1941.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Congress assembled,
duties
the United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the duties
Industries Reorganization
Reorganization Administraand functions of the Prison Industries
Administration, established
established by Executive
September
Executive Order Numbered
Numbered 7194 of September
26, 1935,
30, 1941.
1941.
1935, are hereby continued
continued until
until June
June 30,
SEC. 2. There
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
SEC.
appropriated for
for the
administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of the Administration
Administration an amount of $50,000
$50,000
for the fiscal year 1941.
Approved,
Approved, May 31, 1940.

229
Provisos.
Proosos.
Companies, etc.

"County"; parish,
parish,
etc., included.
etc.,
included.

31, 1940
1940
May 31,
[S.
[S. 2303]
2303]
[Public, No.
539]
[Public,
No. 539]

Prison Industries
Industries
Reorganization AdReorganization
ministration.
ministration.
Continuance until
Continuance
June 30, 1941.
1941.
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

au-

au-

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 228]
228]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend section 5
5 of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the construction,
construction,
preservation of certain public works
harbors, and for
for
repair, and preservation
works on
on rivers
rivers and harbors,
other purposes", approved
approved March 3, 1925
893), so
1925 (43
(43 Stat. 1190;
1190; 34
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 893),
payment of a
a per diem in connection
as to authorize the payment
connection with naval
naval aerial suraviation charts.
veys and
and flight
fight checking
checking of aviation
charts.

Representatives of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
United States
Congress assembled, That
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the first
first paragraph of section 5
5 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the
construction, repair, and preservation
construction,
preservation of certain
certain public works on
rivers and harbors
purposes", approved
March 3,
harbors, and for other purposes",
approved March
3 1925
893), is
amended to
follows:
(43 Stat.
Stat. 1190;
1190; 34
34 U.
U. S. C.
C. 893),
is hereby amended
to read as
as follows:
"SEC. 5. To cover actual additional
additional expenses to which flyers are sub"SEc.
jected when making aerial surveys
surveys, hereafter a
of $7
a per diem of
$7 in
in
lieu of other travel allowances
allowances shall be paid to officers,
officers, warrant
warrant officers, and enlisted men
men of
of the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, and Marine
Marine Corps for
for the
the
actual time consumed
consumed while traveling
traveling by
competent orders,
by air,
air, under
under competent
orders,
checking of Hydroin connection
connection with naval aerial surveys
surveys and
and flight
flight checking
graphic Office aviation charts, and aerial surveys of rivers and
graphic
harbors or other governmental
governmental projects, and
and a
a per diem
diem of $6 for
for
flight
the actual
actual time consumed
consumed in making such
such aerial surveys, or
or flight
checking of Hydrographic
Office aviation
checking
Hydrographic Office
aviation charts.
charts. The per
per diem
authorized in connection with naval aerial surveys
surveys and flight
flight checking of Hydrographic
Office aviation charts shall be paid from the
Hydrographic Office
the
appropriation.
'Pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and
transportation of
of naval
naval perperand transportation
appropriation 'Pay,
sonnel'. The per diem
sonnel.
diem authorized
authorized in connection
connection with
with aerial
aerial surveys
surveys
of
governmental projects
paid
of rivers
rivers and
and harbors or
or other
other governmental
projects shall be
be paid
from
available for
the particular
or
from appropriations
appropriations available
for the
particular improvement
improvement or
project for
the survey
survey is
is being
being made:
Provided, That
That not
more
project
for which
which the
made: Provided,
not more
shall
allowances authorized in this section shall
than one of the per diem allowances
be paid
paid for
for any
any one
day: And
provided further,
further, That
Naval and
and
That Naval
be
one day:
And provided

May 31, 1940
[S. 3013]
3015]
IS.
[Public, No. 640]
540]

Aerial surveys
surveys by
by
Aerial
Army,
Navy,
Army,
Navy, and
Marine Corps perMarine
sonnel.
sonnel.
10
U. S. C.
10U.S.
c. l 306.

Per
Per diem for actual
expenses.
additional expenses.

actual
Per diem for actual
time consumed.
consumed.
Payment.
Payment.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Allowance limited.
Restriction.
Restriction.

230
230

May 31,
1940
28 23 1
PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
LAWS-CHS. 2228-231—May
June 31,1940
3,4,1940
June
3, 4, 1940TAT.

[54 STAT.
S

Marine
Marine Corps personnel shall
to the
authorshall not
not be
be entitled
entitled to
the allowances
allowances authorized by this section when
tender facilities
or the
the equivalent
equivalent
when naval
naval tender
facilities or
thereof are available
traveling by
by air
in the
the area
where the
the
available while
while traveling
air or
or in
area where
naval survey or flight
are performed."
performed."
flight checking
checking duties
duties are
Approved,
31, 1940.
Approved, May 31,
1940.
[
CHAPTER 229]
229]
[CHAPTER
June
3, 1940
1940
June 3,
[R. R.
R. 75131
75131
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 541]
641]

Miami,
Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Acceptance
Acceptance of
of cercertain
estate in,
tain real
real estate
in,
authorized.
authorized.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
real estate
granted to
to the
Navy to
to accept
accept real
estate granted
the
United
States by
by the
the city
city of
of Miami,
Florida, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
United States
Miami, Florida,
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of America
America in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the Navy
Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to accept
authorized and
accept
on behalf of the United States the
estate granted
granted to
the United
United
the real estate
to the
States by the city of Miami,
Miami, Florida,
manner provided
provided by
by and
and
Florida, in manner
in accordance
provisions of resolution
accordance with provisions
15635 adopted
adopted
resolution numbered
numbered 15635
by the Commission
Commission of the City of Miami,
Miami, Florida
Florida, on
on September
20,
September 20,
1939,
1939, as amended
amended by resolution numbered
numbered 16087
16087 adopted
adopted by
by the
the
Commission
Commission of the City of Miami,
on April
April 5,1940.
5, 1940.
Miami, Florida,
Florida, on
Approved, June 3, 1940.

[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 230]
230]
June
140
June 3, 1940
[H. R.
R. 91401
91401
[H.
[Public,
542]
[Publo, No.
No. 5421
Naval Air Station,
Air
Key West,
Fla.tatin,
Acquisition of
of cercertain land for.

KeNal

,cqusiton

Appropriation
thorized.
Post, p. 880.
Pod.
8s.

authArpration ap.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To
Secretary of the Navy
land at
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Navy to acquire
acquire land
at Key
Key West,
Florida.
West, Florida.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States of
of America
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of
the Navy be,
directed to
of the
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to acquire,
acquire,
by
by purchase
purchase or condemnation, sixty-two acres of land, more or less,
in the city of Key West, Florida, fronting on Palm
Avenue on
on the
the
Palm Avenue
south and the Gulf of Mexico on the
frontage on
the north, having
having a
a frontage
on
Palm Avenue of approximately
approximately one thousand
thousand seven
hundred and
seven hundred
and
hundredths feet and
ninety and eighty-three
eighty-three hundredths
and being
approximately one
one
being approximately
thousand five hundred and twenty-five
twenty-five and
and fifty-five
fifty-five hundredths
hundredths feet
feet
deep, for the development
development and expansion
expansion of the Naval Air
Air Station,
Station,
Key West, Florida.
SEC.
.2There
SEC. 2.
There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any
money in
in the
appropriated, a
money
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum not
not to
to
a sum
exceed $125,000
effectuate the purposes
purposes of this Act.
$125,000 to effectuate
Approved,
3, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June 3,
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 231]

June 4, 1940
1940
[[.
551]
[I. J.
J. Res. 551]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 75
75]1
Reorganization
Reorganization
Plan Numbered
Numbered V,
V,
effective
effective data.
date.
Post, p. 1238.
53 Stat. 582.
562.
55U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
V.
I
133d.
I 133d.
Continuation
of
of
agency or
or function.
agency

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
Providing
effect of Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Providing for the taking effect
Numbered V.
V.
Plan Numbered

Resolved by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in Congress assembled, That the
States
provisions of
the provisions
of
Reorganization Plan Numbered V, submitted to the Congress
Reorganization
Congress on May
May
22, 1940, shall take effect on the tenth day after the date
enactment
date of enactment
of
of this
this joint resolution,
resolution, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of the ReorganReorganization Act
Act of 1939.
SEa.
SEO. 2.
2. Nothing in such plan or this joint resolution shall be construed as having the effect of continuing
continuing any agency or function
function beyond
beyond
the
time when it would
terminated without regard to such
the time
would have terminated
such plan
plan
or this
joint resolution
resolution or of continuing
continuing any function
or
this joint
function beyond the time
when the
which it was vested would have terminated without
when
the agency
agency in which
without
regard to
to such
such plan or this joint resolution.
regard

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
236-JUNE 4, 5,
CONG., 3D
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS.--CHS. 231, 232, 236—JUNE
5, 6,
6, 1940
1940

SEC.
fiscal year
year ending
SEC. 3. Any appropriation
appropriation for the fiscal
1941,
ending June
June 30,
30, 1941,
reorganization plan,
made after the taking effect of such reorganization
plan, for
for the
the use
use
of the Immigration
Naturalization Service
the Department
Immigration and Naturalization
Service or the
of
Department of
exercise of functions transferred
transferred by
Labor in the exercise
by such
plan, shall,
shall, for
such plan,
for
3 of such plan,
the purposes of section 3
plan, be
considered as
as having
been
be considered
having been
made prior to the taking
taking effect
plan. Any
provision, in
in any
effect of
of such
such plan.
Any provision,
any
session of
Act of Congress
Congress enacted
enacted at the third session
the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Conof the
Congress, after
after the
the taking
taking effect
effect of
of such
such plan,
upon the
plan, which
which confers
confers upon
the
of Labor
Labor any
Secretary of
and
any function
function with
with respect
respect to
to the
the Immigration
Immigration and
Naturalization
or with
with respect
respect to
Naturalization Service or
immigration and
naturalto the
the immigration
and naturalas having
having conferred
ization laws, shall be construed
construed as
conferred such
function
such function
upon the Attorney
Attorney General and
and not
not upon
Secretary of
upon the
the Secretary
of Labor.
Labor.
SEC.
Reorganization Plan
SEC. 4. The provisions
provisions of Reorganization
Numbered III,
III, subsubPlan Numbered
Congress on
mitted to the Congress
on April
the provisions
provisions of
April 2,
2, 1940,
1940, and
and the
of ReorganiReorganization Plan Numbered
Numbered IV,
IV, submitted to
the Congress
on April
April 11,
11, 1940,
to the
Congress on
1940,
take effect
effect on
shall take
on June
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of
the
Reorganization Act
Act of
of 1939.
1939.
the Reorganization
Approved, June
June 4,
Approved,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 232]

AN ACT
ACT

To prohibit the exportation
exportation of tobacco
tobacco seed and plants,
plants, except for experimental
experimental
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Be it
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
America in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
it shall
shall be
assembled, That
That it
be
unlawful to export any tobacco seed and/or live tobacco plants
plants from
from
the United States or any Territory subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof,
thereof,
to any foreign country, port, or place, unless such exportation
exportation and/or
and/or
transportation
transportation is in pursuance
pursuance of a
a written permit granted
granted by the
Secretary of Agriculture. Such permit shall
by the
Secshall be granted by
the Secapplication therefor
retary only upon application
therefor and after proof satisfactory to
him that such seed or plants are to be used for
for experimental
experimental purposes
purposes
only.
SEc. 2. Any persons violating
violating any of the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and shall be punished by a
a fine of
not more than $5,000 or by imprisonment for not
than one
one year,
year,
not more than
or by both such fine and imprisonment.

231
Immigration
and
Immigration
and
Naturalization ServNaturalization
Service,
etc.
ice, etc.
Certain appropriaCertain
appropriations
tions deemed
deemed made
made
prior
to effective
effective date.
date.
prior to
Certain
functions
Certain functions
deemed conferred
deemed
conferred on
on
Attorney
Attorney General.
General.

Reorganization
Reorganization
Plans
Plans Numbered
Numbered III
III
and
effective
and IV,
IV, effective
dates.
dates.
Post,
pp. 1231,
1231, 1234.
Post, pp.
1234.

June
June 5,
5, 1940
1940
[S. 3530]
[S.
3530]
[Public,
643]
[Public, No.
No. 543]
Tobacco
Tobacco seed
seed and
and
plants.
plants.
Exportation
Exportation
proprohibited;
exception.
hibited; exception.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[Received by the President, May 23, 1940.]
[Received
[NOTE
THE DEPARTMENT
[
NOTE BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE.—The foregoing
foregoing act
act having
preOF STATE.-The
having been
been prePresident of the United States for his
sented to the President
approval, and
his approval,
and not having
having
been returned by him to the House of Congress in which it originated
originated within
within
the time prescribed
prescribed by the Constitution
Constitution of
law
of the
the United
United States, has
has become
become a
a law
without his approval.]

[CHAPTER 236]
[CHAPTER
236]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing the President of the United States of America
America to proclaim
proclaim October
October
11, 1940, General
General Pulaski's Memorial
Memorial Day for the observance
observance and
and commemoracommemoration of the death of Brigadier
Brigadier General
General Casimir Pulaski.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the United
States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the
the
assembled, That the President of
authorized to issue a
a proclamation calling
United States of America is authorized
calling
upon officials
officials of the Government
the flag
flag of
the United
United
Government to
to display the
of the
governmental buildings on October 11, 1940,
States on all governmental
1940, and inviting
the people of the United
United States to observe the day in schools and
churches, or other suitable places, with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies
ceremonies in
in
commemoration of the death of General Casunir
commemoration
Casimir Pulaski.
Pulaski.
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.

June
June 6,
6, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. I.
J. Res.
Res. 400]
400]
[Pub. Res.,
No. 76]
[Pub.
Res., No.
76]

General
General Pulaski's
Pulaski's
Memorial
Day.
Memorial Day.
President authorPresident
authorized
ized to
to invite
invite observobservance.
ance.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS CHS.237-239-JUNE
237-239--JUNE 6,1940
6,1940
PUBLIC
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[CHAPTER 237]
237]
[CHAPTER
June 6, 1940
[H.R.
It. 3955]
3955]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 544]
[Public,
544]

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To
335 (d)
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
Act of
1938.
of 1938.
of the
Agricultural Adjustment
(d) of
amend section
section 335
To amend

Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That section 335 (d)
Congress assembled,
in Congress
United
amended
amended, is amended
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment .Act
of 1938,
as amended,
1938, as
Act of
Agricultural Adjustment
f 1938, of
thereof
lieu thereof
inserting
by
by
bs striking
n out the words "one hundred" and inserting in
thereof

Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
aumemnent
amendment.
Wheat,
maroarm farm marWheat,
keting
keting quota.
52 Stat. 55.
55.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
7 U.
U. S.
Supp. V,
V,e
§1335(d).

stat.
1335(d).

the words
hundred".
the
words "two hundred".
1 .
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 238]

June 6, 1n946,0194
1940
[H. R. 4229]
[Public, No. 545]

[H. R. 4229

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Authorizing the
the conveyance
Commonwealth of Virginia
a portion of the
Virginia a
to the
the Commonwealth
conveyance to
Authorizing
naval
reservation known
as Quantico
Quantico in
Prince William
William County,
County, Virginia.
Virginia.
in Prince
known as
naval reservation

Be it
and House of Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and

Virginia.
Virginia.

Conveyance of porQuantico
Naval Reservation to,
Navalheservation to,
authorized.

ofQue'an'oti

tion of
tion

Proviso.
Deviations
Deviations in description
authorized.
scription authorized.
Effective
Effective date.

United States
States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of
authorized and
the name
name and
and on
on
in the
and empowered
empowered in
is hereby
hereby authorized
the Navy
Navy is
of the
behalf
behalf of the United States of America to convey to the Common-

such terms and conditions
conditions as
as he may preVirginia, upon such
wealth of Virginia,
America
scribe, all right, title, and interest of the United States of America
in and to that portion of the Quantico
Reservation, Prince
Quantico Naval Reservation,
William
William County, Virginia, upon which the State of Virginia has been
been
permission to construct and maintain a
a State highway desiggranted permission
nated as Route Numbered
Numbered 1
1 by an instrument dated
dated February
February 10, 1933:
1933:

Provided,
That the
the Navy
Navy is
make such
such
to make
is authorized
authorized to
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Provided, That
deviations
description of the land involved
deviations in the description
involved as may be necessary
necessary
to carry out the purposes and intent of this Act.
SEO.
passage.
SEC. 2. This Act shall be in force from the date of its passage.
Approved, June
June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 239]
[CHAPTER

June 6,
8, 1940
[IL
Il[. it. 5880]
5461
[Public, No. 546]
[Public,

R. 5SS01

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
incorporate the Navy
Navy Club of the United States of America.
To incorporate
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

Navy Club of the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That Sigf
red A.
A.
Sigfred
America in
Congress assembled,
Club
of the
Tnited States
Nay
United
States
of
America,
America. incorpora- Sandeen,
Ernest C. Fiedler,
Sandeen, national commandant;
commandant; Ernest
Fiedler, national
national senior
senior

executive officer;
officer; Thomas
executive officer;
executive
Thomas D. Hickey,
Hickey, national junior executive
officer,•
Bodiker national
Forest F. Bodiker,
ati on al
national paymaster; V. Homer Peabody,
Peabody, n
national
national historian; and John F. McCulchaplain; Mason C.
C. Martin, national
McCula
lough, medical doctor, national medical officer,
officer, are hereby created a
body corporate of the name,
name, "Navy Club of the United.
of
United States of
America".
America".
Purposes
of corporaurposesocorporaSEo.
purposes of
of this
(a) to
to furS
EO. 2.
2. That
That the
the purposes
this corporation
corporation shall
shall be
be (a)
furtion.
ther, encourage,
encourage, promote, and maintain comradeship
comradeship among those
persons who are or have been in the active service of the United
States
States Navy,
Navy, the United States Marine
Marine Corps, or the United States
Coast Guard; (b) to revere, honor, and perpetuate
perpetuate the memory of
of
those persons who have been such members and have departed
departed this
life; (c)
(c) to promote
promote and encourage
encourage further public interest in the
United States Navy, the United States Marine
Marine Corps, and the United
organizations; (d) to
to
States Coast Guard
Guard and the history of said organizations;
uphold the spirit and ideals of the United States Navy, the United
States Marine
Marine Corps, and the United States Coast Guard; (e) to
promote the ideals of American
American freedom and democracy
democracy and to fit its

tion.

tion.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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6, 1940
1940

members for the duties of citizenship and to encourage
encourage them to serve
as ably as citizen as they have served the Nation under arms;
and
arms; and
(f) to maintain
maintain true allegiance
allegiance to
to American
American institutions.
institutions.
SEC.
SEo. 3. That the corporation (a)
succession;
(a) shall have perpetual
perpetual succession;
(b) may charge and collect membership
contrimembership dues
dues and
and receive contributions of money or property to be devoted to carrying
the
carrying out
out the
purposes of the organization; (c)
(c) may sue
(d) may
sue or be sued;
sued; (d)
may
adopt aacorporate
corporate seal and alter it at pleasure; (e)
(e) may adopt and
and
alter bylaws not inconsistent
inconsistent with the Constitution
Constitution and laws of
of the
the
United States or of any State; (f) may establish
establish and
and maintain
maintain
offices for the conduct of its business; (g)
(g) may appoint or elect
elect
officers and agents; (h) may choose
choose a
a board of trustees,
trustees, consisting
consisting
of not more than fifteen persons nor less than five persons, to
conduct the business and exercise the powers
corporation; (i)
powers of
of the
the corporation;
(i)
may acquire, by purchase,
bequest, gift,
or otherwise
otherwise, and
purchase, devise, bequest,
gift, or
and
hold, encumber, convey
convey, or otherwise
otherwise dispose of
of such
such real
real and
and perpersonal property
property as may be necessary
necessary or appropriate
appropriate for its
its corporate
(j) generally
purposes; and (j)
generally may do any and all lawful
lawful acts necesnecessary or appropriate
appropriate to carry out the
for which
the
the purposes
purposes for
which the
corporation is created.
SEC. 4. That the corporation
corporation shall, on or before the
the 1st
1st day
day of
of
December in each year, transmit to Congress a
a report of its proceedings and activities
including
ceedings
activities for the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year, including
the full and complete
and expenditures.
complete statement of its receipts
receipts and.
expenditures.
Such reports shall not be printed as public documents.
documents.
SEC. 5. That the right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act
Site.
Act at
at any
any
time is hereby expressly reserved.
Approved, June 6, 1940.

Corporate powers,
pov era,
etc.

Report
Congress.
Report to
to Congress.

Amendment, etc.
Amendment,
etc.

[CHAPTER
2401
[CHAPTER 240]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the conveyance
conveyance of the United States Fish Hatchery property
property at
Ohio, to the
the State
State of
of Ohio.
Ohio.
Put in Bay, Ohio,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by th,e
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to convey
convey at any time within
three years of the effective date of this Act to the State of Ohio,
for the use of the Ohio State University
research program,
University in its research
what is known as the United States Fish Hatchery
Hatchery property
property at Put
in Bay, in Ottawa County, Ohio, consisting
consisting of one and sixty-nine
sixty-nine
one hundredths
hundredths acres, more or less, of land, together
together with the
the
improvements
improvements thereon, said hatchery
hatchery being
longer maintained
and
being no
no longer
maintained and
operated by the United States Bureau of Fisheries.
SEC.
conveyance shall contain the express condition
Site. 2. Such conveyance
that
condition that
if the State of Ohio shall at any time cease to use the property as
as
above-prescribed, or shall alienate
above-prescribed,
alienate or attempt to alienate such property, or shall fail to perform any contract entered into with the
United States for the transfer of the property,
property, title
title thereto
thereto shall
shall
revert to the United
United States foi the use of the
of the
the
the Department
Department of
Interior, or other agencies
agencies of the United States, or for
for disposal under
under
the Act of August
August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 885; U. S.
S. C., 1934 edition,
edition,
304a), or under the Act of August 26, 1935 (49
title 40, sec. 304a),
(49 Stat.
Stat.
800; U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 40, sec. 345b).
345b).
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.

June
1040
June 6,
6, 1940
[H. R. 6481]
[Public,
No.
647]
[Public, No. 6471

[. R. 6481]

Ohio.
('onveyance of cerConveyance
tain land
to, for
for use
tain
land to,
use of
of
Ohio State University.

Reversionary
Reversionary
vision.
vision.

pro-

C., Supp.
40 U. S.
S. C.,
3451).
V, ¢§
§§ 304a, 345b.
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1940
[CHAPTER 241]
241]

June 6, 1940
[H. R.
R. 7018]
[H.
[Public, No. 548]
Criminal
Code,
Code,
amendment.
amendment.
18 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
V,
468.
V, §§468.
Certain offenses
offenses
Certain
committed on Federal
reservations.
reservations.
Applicability
Applicability of
State, etc., laws.
State,

Foreclosure
Foreclosure actions,
service
service of process upon
upon
U.
S.
U.S.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
of the
the
United States
America in
United
States of America
That section
289 of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 289
the Criminal Code (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
468) be,
and it
is hereby,
hereby,
C., title
title 18,
18, sec.
sec. 468)
be, and
it is
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
amended
as follows:
"SEC.
"
SEC. 289. Whoever,
within the
the territorial
of any
State, orWhoever, within
territorial limits
limits of
any State,
organized Territory, or
or district,
within or
any of
of the
the places
places now
district, but
but within
or upon
upon any
now
existing or hereafter
hereafter reserved
reserved or acquired,
acquired, described
described in
section 272
272 of
in section
of
(U. S.
S. C.,
the Criminal Code (U.
C., title
shall do
omit the
the
title 18,
18, sec.
sec. 451),
451), shall
do or
or omit
doing of
of any
any act
act or
thing which
which is
made penal
penal by
or thing
is not
not made
by any
any laws
laws of
of
Congress, but
but which
which if
committed or
or omitted
omitted within
the jurisdiction
if committed
within the
jurisdiction
Territory, or
of the State, Territory,
or district
in which
which such
place is
situated, by
district in
such place
is situated,
by
in force
the laws thereof in
force on
on February
1940, and
and remaining
remaining in
February 1,
1, 1940,
in force
force
at the
the time
time of
or omitting
omitting the
the doing
such act
or thing,
of the
the doing
doing or
doing of
of such
act or
thing,
deemed guilty
would be penal, shall be deemed
of aalike
like offense
offense and
be subject
guilty of
and be
subject
to aalike
to
like punishment."
punishment."
Approved, June
June 6,
1940.
Approved,
6, 1940.

Naval Air
Air Station,
Station,
Lakehurst,
Lakehurst, N.
N. J., acquisition of certain
certain
land for,
for, authorized.
authorized.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend section 22of the Act of March
March 4, 1931 (46 Stat.
Stat. 1528),
1528), in regard
regard to
to service
service
of process
process on
the United States in foreclosure
of
on the
foreclosure actions.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of
That section
section 22 of
the Act of March 4, 1931 (46 Stat.
Stat. 1528;
S. C.,
C., title
title 28,
sec. 902),
1528; U.
U. S.
28, sec.
902),
amended to read
be amended
read as
as follows:
follows:
"Service upon the United
"Service
United States
be made
made by
serving the
the process
process
States shall
shall be
by serving
of
the court
a copy of the bill of complaint
upon the
of the
court with a
complaint upon
the United
United. States
States
attorney for the district or division in
in which
which the
suit has
has been
or may
may
the suit
been or
be
be brought,
brought, or upon an assistant United States attorney
clerical
attorney or
or a
a clerical
employee
employee designated by the United
United States
in a
filed
States attorney
attorney in
a writing
writing filed
with
with the
the clerk of the court in which
which suit is brought,
brought, and
and by
by sending
sending
and bill,
copies of the process and
bill, by
registered mail,
Attorney
by registered
mail, to
to the
the Attorney
General of the United States at Washington,
General
Washington, District
of Columbia.
District of
Columbia.
The United
after service
service as
The
United States shall have sixty days after
as above
above proprovided,
vided, or such further
further time as
court may
within which
as the
the court
may allow,
allow, within
which
to appear
plead, or
appear and answer, plead,
or demur."
demur."
Approved, June 6,
6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 243]
[CHAPTER
243]

June 6, 1940
[H. R. 7078]
[H.
550]
[Public, No. 650]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend section 289
289 of the
the Criminal Code.
Code.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 242]
June 6,, 1940
[H. R.
R. 7020]
[H.
7020]
[Public, No.
No. 549]

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT

To authorize the acquisition
acquisition by the United States of
Manchester and
and
of lands in
in Manchester
Jackson Townships of the county of Ocean and State of
for use
use in
in
of New
New Jersey
Jersey for
connection with the Naval Air station, Lakehurst,
Lakehurst, New
New Jersey.
Jersey.

Be
enacted by
and House
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
United States
of America
in Congress
Secretary
of
and he
is hereby, authorized
of the
the Navy
Navy be,
be, and
he is
authorized to acquire, by
by purchase,
purchase,
gift,
or otherwise,
for use
in connectio
ith the
th e Naval
Station,
ift, or
otherwise for
use in
connectionn w
with
Naval Air
Air Station,
akehurst, New Jersey,
Lakehurst,
Jersey, title in fee simple
simple and
clear of
of all
all encumand clear
encumbrances
at a
a total cost not to exceed
to two
brances at
exceed $1,500, to
parcels of
of land
land
two parcels
of approximately
twenty-eight acres situated
of
approximately nine
nine hundred
hundred and twenty-eight
situated in
in
Manchester and Jackson
Townships, Ocean
Jersey.
Manchester and
Jackson Townships,
Ocean County,
County, New
New Jersey.
Approved, June
Approved,
1940.
June 6,
6, 1940.

54 STAT.]

CONG.,
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[CHAPTER 244]
[CHAPTER
244]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings
proceedings in adoption
adoption in the
District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved August
August 25,
1937.
25, 1937.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That section 4
United
Congress assembled,
of
4 of
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate proceedings
proceedings in adoption in the
District of Columbia"
Columbia" be amended
amended by adding thereto the following
following
new sentence: "If
"If the birth occurred outside of the District of
of
Columbia, the clerk of the court shall, upon petition by
by the
adopter,
the adopter,
furnish him with a
a certified copy of the final decree of adoption."
adoption."
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 245]
245]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing the Bradenton
Authorizing
Bradenton Company, its successors and assigns, to construct,
maintain, and operate a
a toll bridge across
across Sarasota Pass, and across Longboat
Longboat
Pass, county of Manatee, State of Florida.

June 6, 1940
[H. R. 7084
7084]

[. R.

[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 551]

District
District of ColumColumbia.
bia.
adopFinal decree
decree of
of adoption.
tion.
50 Stat. 807.
807.
15
D. C.
C. Code,
15 D.
Code,
Supp.
V. §
§Id.
Supp. V,
ld.

June
6, 1940
1940
June 6,
(H.
7615)
H. R.
R. 7616)
[Public, No.
No. 552]
[Public,
62]

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Sarasota Pass and
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That in order
in Congress
order to
to Longboat
Longboat Pass, Fla.
Bridge
authorized
authorized
facilitate
facilitate interstate commerce,
commerce, improve the postal service, and proacross.
purposes, the Bradenton
vide for military and other purposes,
Bradenton Company, its
its
successors and assigns, be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
maintain, and operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto across
across Sarasouth end
end
sota Pass, and across Longboat Pass,
Pass, connecting
connecting up the
the south
of Anna Maria Key with the north end of Longboat
Longboat Key, at
point
at a
a point
suitable to the interests
navigation, in the county of Manatee,
interests of navigation,
Manatee,
State of Florida, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act to regulate the construction
construction of bridges over navigable
navigable
34 Stat. 84.
waters", approved
approved March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions
conditions and
33
S. C.
§§ 49133 U.
U. S.
C. §§
491498.
498.
limitations contained
contained in this
this Act.
Act.
acquire
Right to acqaire
SEC.
conferred upon the Bradenton Company, real
S
EC. 2. There is hereby conferred
real estate,
estate, etc.
etc.
its successors
successors and assigns, all rights and powers to enter
enter upon lands
and to acquire, occupy,
occupy, possess, and use real estate and other property
construction, operation,
needed for the location,
location, construction,
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance
of such bridge and its approaches.
approaches.
charges.
Toll charges.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The said Bradenton
Bradenton Company, its successors
successors and assigns,
assigns, Toll
is hereby authorized to
over such
to fix
fix and
and charge
charge tolls for
for transit
transit over
such
bridge, and the rates of tolls so fixed shall
shall be
be the legal
legal rates until
changed by the Secretary
Secretary of War under
under the authority contained
changed
contained in
the
23, 1906.
the Act
Act of
of March
March 23,
1906.
Acquisition
bridge
Aoqusttion of bridge
SEC.
S
EC. 4. After the completion
completion of said bridge, as determined
determined by
by the
the tw
by State, etc.,
etc., after
Secretary of
any public
public agency,
agency, or
completion.
Secretary
of War,
War, either
either the State of
of Florida,
Florida, any
or completion.
political subdivision
subdivision thereof, within or adjoining
adjoining which any
any part of
of
the
located, or
or more
jointly, may
at
the bridge is located
or any
any two
two or
more of
of them
them jointly,
may at
any time acquire
acquire and take over all right, title, and
such
and interest
interest in
in such
bridge and its approaches,
approaches, and
property necesand any interest
interest in
in real property
necestherefor 2 by
purchase or by condemnation
sary therefore
by purchase
condemnation or
or expropriation,
expropriation, in
in
accordance
of
accordance with the laws
laws of such State governing the acquisition
acquisition of
private property for public purposes
condemnation or
purposes by
by condemnation
or expropriaexpropriaexpiration of
of
If at any time after the expiration of
tion. If
years after
the
After expiration
of twenty years
after the
years after
completion of such bridge the same is
acquired by condemnation
is acquired
condemnation or twenty
completion.
completion.
expropriation,
damages or compensation
compensation to be allowed
expropriation, the amount of damages
allowed
shall not include good
revenues or
or
good will, going
going value,
value, or prospective revenues
profits, but shall be limited
(1) the
actual cost
conlimited to the sum
sum of (1)
the actual
cost of
of constructing such bridge and
deduction
and its approaches,
approaches, less
less aa reasonable
reasonable deduction
for actual depreciation
depreciation in
of acquiring
acquiring
in value;
value; (2)
(2) the
the actual
actual cost of
aCIOSS.
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STAT.

such
interests in
real property;
property; (3)
(3) actual
financing and
and promotion
promotion
actual financing
in real
such interests
costs,
not
to
exceed
10
per
centum
of
the
sum
of
the
cost
of
constructof constructcost
of
the
sum
the
of
centum
10
per
exceed
costs, not to
real
interest inn real
ing the
the bridge
approaches and acquiring
acquiring such interesti
bridge and its approaches
ing
property;
and
(4)
actual
expenditures
for
necessary
improvements.
improvements.
necessary
for
expenditures
actual
(4)
property; and
Tolls.
SEc. 5.
If such
bridge shall
taken over
or acquired
by the
Tolls.
State
the State
acquired by
over or
be taken
shall be
such bridge
5. If
SEC.
or
public agencies
agencies or
or political
political subdivisions thereof, or by either of
or public
them, as
provided in
in section
section 4
if tolls
thereafter
are thereafter
tolls are
and if
Act, and
this Act,
4 of
of this
as provided
them,
Application of,
to charged
of, to
or the
the use
use thereof,
thereof, the
rates of
tolls shall
shall be
adjusted
as
Application
as
adjusted
so
be
tolls
of
rates
the
for
charged
sinking
operation,
sink ing
operation,
mainto
reasonable cost of mai
nfund sufficient to pay for the reasonable
provide aa fund
to provide
fund,
fund, etc.
taining 2repairing,
and operating
operating the
bridge and its
approaches under
under
its approaches
the bridge
repairing, and
taining,
economical
and to
to provide
fund sufficient
to
sufficient to
sinking fund
provide aa. sinking
management, and
economical management,
amortize
the amount
amount paid
therefor, or
amortize the
the bonds or other
to amortize
or to
paid therefor,
amortize the
securities
issued for
for that
that purpose
purpose with
with reasonable
financing costs,
as
costs, as
reasonable financing
securities issued
soon as
under reasonable
charges, but
period of not
not
within aaperiod
but within
reasonable charges,
possible under
as possible
soon
to exceed
years from the date of acquiring the same. After
After
Maintenance
free to
twenty years
Maintenance as free
exceed twenty
bridge after
amortiz- a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall
after amortizbridge
have been so
a sinking fund sufficient for such amortization shall have
ing costs, etc.
provided,
bridge shall thereafter
thereafter be maintained
operated
maintained and operated
such bridge
provided; such
Record
expendi- free
Record of expendiacquiring
for
amount
the
of
record
tolls.
accurate
paid
accurate
An
of
free
tures
receipts.
tures and receipts.
the
expenditures for maintainthe actual expenditures
approaches, the
its approaches,
and its
bridge and
the bridge
ing, repairing,
operating the same, and of the daily tolls colrepairing, and operating
ing,
lected, shall
be kept
available for the information of all
be available
shall be
kept and shall
shall be
lected,
persons
persons interested.
Transfer
Transfer of title to
Sm. 6.
any time
after twenty-five
such
the date such
from the
years from
twenty-five years
time after
At any
6. At
SEm.
State
after 25 years,
years, if
State after
shall have
completed, if the
costs,
etc., are
the tolls from such bridge have
are amor- bridge
been completed,
have been
costs, etc.,
shall
bridge
tized.
produced sufficient
sufficient revenue
revenue to amortize
amortize the bonds and other securities
produced
issued in
with the
the construction
construction and maintenance
maintenance of such
connection with
in connection
issued
bridge and
and its
its approaches
financing costs,
reasonable interest and financing
with reasonable
approaches with
bridge
and if
bridge shall
acquired by
have been taken over or acquired
not have
shall not
such bridge
if such
and
the
agency
any political subdivision or public agency
of Florida
Florida or by any
the State
State of
section 4
4 of this Act, then all the right, title, and
thereof under section
interest
of the
the said
Company, its successors and assigns,
Bradenton Company,
said Bradenton
interest of
in such
bridge and
and its
any interest in real estate
and any
approaches, and
its approaches,
in
such bridge
necessary therefor,
turned over to the State of Florida, upon
be turned
therefor, shall be
necessary
Maintenance as free
Maintenance
proper
thereafter be maintained
maintained and
bridge shall thereafter
proper demand. Such bridge
bridge.
operated
by the
the State
State of
Florida or by any political subdivision or
of Florida
operated by
public agency
agency thereof
thereof free of tolls.
public
Statement of actual
SEC. 7. The Bradenton Company, its successors
successors and assigns, shall
SEO.
costs,
filing.
etc., filing.
costs, etc.,
completion of such bridge file with the
ninety days after the completion
within ninety
Secretary of
of War
the highway
highway department
department of such State
with the
and with
War and
Secretary
showing the actual original cost of conitemized statement showing
aasworn itemized
acquiring
structing the bridge and its approaches, the actual cost of acquiring
any
interest
property necessary
therefor, and the actual
actual
necessary therefor,
in real property
interest
any
Investigation
of
ol
Investigation
financing
Secretary of War may, and upon
and promotion
promotion costs. The Secretary
financing and
three
costs within threeperiod.
year period.
request
st of the highway department
depament of such State shall, at any time
within three years after the completion of such bridge,
bridge, investigate
reasonableness of the
such costs and determine
determine the accuracy
accuracy and the reasonableness
statement of costs so filed, and shall make aafinding
alleged in
in the statement
cost alleged
anddproof
. actual and reasonable
reasonable costs of constructing,
constructing, financing, an
pro of the
Availability of recmoting such
such bridge;
for
the purpose
purpose of
such
investigati on the
the sa
id
Availability
reo moting
said
investigation
such
of
the
for
bridge;
ords.
successors and assigns, shall make available
its
Bradenton Company,.
i
ts successors
avail abl e
Bradenton
i
nconnection
construction, financing, an
promo andd promoconnection with the construction,
all records in
Secretary's
findings
Secretary's findings
Secretary of War
War as to the reasonreasontion thereof. The findings of the Secretary
conclusive; exception.
exception
conclusive;
able
construction, financing,
romo ti on of
ofthe
th e b
rid ge
bridge
promotion
financing, and p
of the
the construction,
able costs of
shall be conclusive
conclusive for the purposes mentioned in section 4
4 of this
Act, subject only to review in aa court of equity for fraud or gross
mistake.
transfer,
Right to transfer
SEc.
SEC. 8. The right to sell, assign, transfer, and mortgage
mortgage all the
etc., rights, powers
powers,
etc.,
and privileges.
prior
conferred by this Act pri
or to acquirerights, powers, and privileges conferred
ment of such rights, powers, and privileges
privileges by the State of Florida or
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by
subdivision or public agency thereof pursuant to
by any political subdivision
hereby granted to the Bradenton
Bradenton
6 of this Act is hereby
section 4
4 or section 6
successors and assigns, and any corporation to which
its successors
Company, its
or any
any person
person to whom such rights, powers, and privileges may be
acquire the same by mortsold, assigned, or transferred, or who shall acquire
empowered to
gage foreclosure
otherwise, is hereby authorized
authorized and empowered
foreclosure or otherwise,
gage
conferred herein directly upon
exercise the same as fully as though conferred
corporation or person.
such corporation
Secretary of
SEC. 9. The Bradenton Company shall furnish the Secretary
SEC.
War
amendments thereto
copy of its charter and any amendments
certified copy
War with aacertified
other
evidencing proof that it is a
a corporation
corporation organized,
organized, among other
evidencing
promotion and organization
organization of toll bridges, toll-bridge
things, for the promotion
districts, bridge authorities and for harbor authorities, each and any
of which shall be municipal in kind and nature, and from any or
promotional profit,
either
company shall receive no promotional
either of which this company
and
further, shall receive no other profit, other than in direct proporand further,
tion
company may make in
investments as this company
investment or investments
to such
such investment
tion to
any or either of such enterprises.
S
EC. 10.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
alter, amend,
The right
right to alter,
10. The
SEc.
expressly reserved.
expressly
S
EC. 11. The
"bridge" where it
appears in this Act, may be
it appears
The word "bridge"
SEC.
construed either
in the
or plural
plural so as to apply to either or
singular or
the singular
either in
construed
both of such bridges.
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.

Certified copy of
Certified
charter and amendamendcharter
Secretary of
of
ments to Secretary
War.

Reservation.
"Bridge"
defined.
"Bridge" defined.

[CHAPTER 246]
246]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To provide
increased pensions
pensions for
for veterans
veterans of the Regular
Establishment with
Regular Establishment
To
provide increased
service-connected disability
disability incurred
aggravated by service prior to
to
incurred in or aggravated
service-connected
April
April 21, 1898.

Be
Representatives of the
House of Representat&ves
and House
Senate and
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
United States
of America
effective on
assembled, That effective
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
the first
first day
month following
the month in which this Act is
following the
of the
the month
day of
the
enacted,
the rates
paragraph II
II of part II
II
prescribed by paragraph
of pension
pension prescribed
rates of
enacted, the
of
payable
amended, shall be payable
(a), as amended,
Numbered 11 (a),
Regulation Numbered
of Veterans
Veterans Regulation
to
Regular Establishment
under
Establishment entitled to pensions under
to veterans
veterans of the Regular
the
law on
on account
account of
disabilities
of service-connected
service-connected disabilities
pension law
general pension
the general
incurred
in or
or aggravated
service prior to April 21, 1898:
1898:
aggravated by service
incurred in
Provided,
That this
not be
pension
to reduce
reduce any pension
construed to
be construed
shall not
Act shall
this Act
Provided,That
under any Act, public or private.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 247]

AN ACT

To
amended.
section 79 of the Judicial Code, as amended.
To amend section

Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 79 of
in Congress
United
the
Code, as
as amended
amended (U.
(U. S. C.,
edition, Supp. IV,
C., 1934 edition,
Judicial Code,
the Judicial
title 28, sec. 152), is amended to read as follows:
State of Illinois is divided into three districts, to be known
"The State
as
the northern,
northern, southern,
and eastern districts of Illinois. The
southern, and
as the
territory embraced on the 1st day
northern
include the territory
northern district shall include
Grundy
of July
July 1910
counties of Cook,
De Kalb, Du Page, Grundy,
Cook, De
in the
the counties
1910 in
of
Kane,
Kendall, Lake,
McHenry, and
shal
Will, which shall
and Will,
Salle, McHenry,
La Salle,
Lake, La
Kane, Kendall,
constitute
the eastern
embraced on the date
division; also the territory embraced
eastern division;
constitute the
last mentioned
of Boone, Carroll, Jo Daviess, Lee,
counties of
the counties
mentioned in the
last

June 6, 1940
1940
June
[II. R. 7733]
IH.
[Public, No. 553]
653]

Pensions.
designated
Rates for designated
veterans.
38
38 U. S. C. (1934
ed.), Supp. V, p. 997.
38 U. 8.
S. 0.,
0., ch. 2;
Supp. V, ch. 2.
Proviso.
Provio.
reduction
No reduction
pension.

I
Inn

June 6, 1940
[H. R. 8373]
[H.
[Public, No. 664]
554]
Judicial Code,
Code,
Judicial
amendment.
amendment.
28 U.
U. S. C. § 152;
152.
Supp. V, i 12.
judicial disIllinois judicial
tricts.
Northern district.
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Terms.
Terns.

oOffices.
fl re.

southern dstrct.

Southern district.

Ta
Terms.

rs

Offices.

offices

Eastern district.

astern district.

Terms.

Terms.

Offices.
omo.e

and Winnebago,
shall constitute
Ogle, Stephenson, Whiteside,
Whiteside, and
Winnebago, which
which shall
constitute
the western division. Terms of the district
district, court for the eastern
on the
the first
division shall be
be held at Chicago on
first Mondays
Mondays in
in February,
February,
March, April,
May, June,
July, September,
September, October,
and November,
March,
April, May,
June, July,
October, and
November,
in December;
December; and
and for
for the
the western
western division,
and the
the third Monday
Monday in
division,
at Freeport on the third Mondays in April and October. The
The clerk
of the court for the northern district shall maintain
maintain an
an office
office in
in charge
charge
of himself or a
shall be
a deputy at Chicago and at Freeport, which
which shall
be
kept open at all times for the transaction
transaction of the
the business
business of
of the
the court.
court.
The marshal for the northern
northern district shall maintain an
an office
office in the
the
division in which he himself does not reside and shall
shall appoint
appoint at
at
least one deputy who shall reside therein. The southern district shall
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced on the 1st
July 1910
1910 in
in the
the
1st day
day of
of July
counties of Bureau, Fulton, Henderson,
Henderson, Henry,
Henry, Knox,
Knox, Livingston,
Livingston,
McDonough,
McDonough, Marshall, Mercer, Putnam, Peoria, Rock Island, Stark,
Stark,
Tazewell,
the northern
northern
Tazewell, Warren,
Warren, and Woodford, which
which shall constitute the
division; also the territory embraced on the date last mentioned
mentioned in the
the
counties
Calhoun, Cass,
Cass, Christian,
Christian, De
De Witt,
counties of
of Adams,
Adams, Bond,
Bond, Brown,
Brown, Calhoun,
Witt,
Jersey, Logan,
Macoupin, Madison,
Greene, Hancock,
Hancock, Jersey,
Logan, McLean,
McLean, Macon,
Macon, Macoupin,
Madison
Mason,
Morgan, Pike,
Sangamon, Schuyler,
Schuyler, and.
Mason, Menard
Menard Montgomery,
Montgomery, Morgan,
Pike, Sangamon,
and
southern division.
division. Terms
Terms of
the
Scott, which shall constitute the
the southern
of the
district court for the northern division shall be
be held
held at
at Peoria
Peoria on
on the
third Mondays in April and October; for the southern division,
division, at
at
Springfield on the first Mondays in
January and
and at
at Quincy
Quincy
in January
and June,
June, and
the first Mondays
Mondays in March and September. The clerk of the court
court
for the southern district shall maintain an office in charge
charge of himself
himself
or a
a deputy
deputy at Peoria, at Springfield, and at Quincy, which shall be
kept open at all times for the transaction
transaction of the business of
of the
the court.
court.
The marshal for said southern
southern district shall appoint at least one deputy
residing in the said northern division, who shall maintain an
at
an office at
Peoria. The eastern district shall
territory embraced
embraced on
shall include
include the
the territory
on
the 1st day of July 1910 in the counties of Alexander, Champaign,
Champaign,
Clark, Clay, Clinton, Coles, Crawford, Cumberland,
Douglas, Edgar,
Edgar,
Cumberland, Douglas,
Edwards,
Edwards, Effingham, Fayette, Ford, Franklin, Gallatin,
Gallatin, Hamilton,
Hamilton,
Hardin,
Hardin Iroquois, Jackson, Jasper, Jefferson,
Kankakee,
Jefferson, Johnson, Kankakee,
Lawrence, Marion, Massac, Monroe,
Lawrence,
Monroe, Moultrie, Perry,
Perry, Piatt,
Pope,
Piatt, Pope,
Pulaski, Randolph, Richland,
Richland, Saint
Saint Clair,
Clair, Saline,
Saline, Shelby,
Shelby,
Union, Vermilion,
Vermilion, Wabash,
Wabash, Washington,
Washington, Wayne,
Wayne, White,
White, and
and
Williamson. Terms of the district court for the eastern district shall
be held at Danville on the first
Mondays in
and September;
September;
first Mondays
in March
March and
at Cairo, on the first Mondays in April and October; at
at East
East Saint
Saint
Louis, on the first Mondays in May and November;
November; and at Benton
Benton on
the first Mondays
Mondays in June and December. The clerk of the court for
for
the eastern district shall maintain
office in
himself or
or a
a
maintain an
an office
in charge
charge of
of himself
deputy at Danville, at Cairo, at East Saint Louis, and at Benton,
Benton,
which shall be kept open at all times for the transaction of the business
business
of the court, and shall there keep the records, files, and documents
documents
pertaining to the court at that place."
place."
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 248]
[CHAPTER

June
6, 1040
June 6,
1940
[H. R. 8403
8403]
[Public,
No. 6561
656]
[Public, No.

icN

Wyoming.
oWyneoef
or- cerConveyance
of
tain lands
lands to.
to.
tain

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

AN

ACT

To convey certain lands to the State of Wyoming.
To

Be itit enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the

Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior be,
of
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed, upon
payment by the State of $36.95, to convey to the State of Wyoming,
all right, title, and interest of the United States to a
a portion of the

STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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four
Jackson's Hole, Wyoming, elk refuge, consisting of one and
and four
hundred
hundred and seventy-eight
seventy-eight one-thousandths
one-thousandths acres, more or less,

a point which
described by metes
metes and bounds as follows: Beginning
described
Beginning at a

Description.
Description.

eighty-nine degrees fifty-eight
is north
north eighty-nine
fifty-eight minutes east
east forty
forty feet from
from aa
point on the west line of section 27, township 41 north, range 116 west,
of the sixth principal
principal meridian
meridian Wyoming, which is north no degrees
two minutes west one thousand eight hundred and two feet from the
southwest corner of
southwest
of said section
section 27;
27; thence
thence north no degrees
degrees two minutes
minutes
hundred and eight feet along
west three hundred
along a
a line parallel
parallel with
with and forty
feet distant, when measured
measured at right angles, from the west line of said
section 27; thence north eighty-nine
eighty-nine degrees fifty-eight
minutes east
fifty-eight minutes
two hundred
hundred and nine feet; thence
thence south no degrees two minutes east
east
three hundred
hundred and eight feet; thence
thence south eighty-nine degrees
degrees fiftyeight minutes west two hundred and nine feet to the point of beginning.
Approved, June 6, 1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2491
249]

AN ACT

June 6, 1940
June
[H. R. 8423]
[Public,
No. 656]
556]
[Public, No.

"An Act to increase the efficiency of the Coast Guard",
To amend an Act entitled "An
Guard",
12, 1938.
1938.
approved
approved January
January 12,

[H. R. 8423]

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Coast
Guard.
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Coa t Guard
in Congress
assenbbled, That section 2
2 of
efficiency of the Coast
Coast
to increase
increase the efficiency
the Act entitled "An Act to
1 U. S. C., Supp.
pp
14
llb.
s.,
4
Su .
Guard", approved January 12, 1938 (52 Stat. 4), is hereby
hereby amended v
V,
follows:
to read as follows:
Personnel
Board,
"SEC.
Personnel
Board,
"Site. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury, at the direction of the annual
meeting.
President, shall assemble
assemble annually
annually aa Coast
Coast Guard
Guard Personnel
Personnel Board
Board

(hereinafter
Board), to be composed
composed of not less
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the Board),
than five
five commissioned
commissioned officers
officers of the rank of captain
captain or above on
on
the active list of the Coast Guard. It
It shall be the duty of the Board

a

lmeetig.
Composition.

Composition.

Recommendations
for retirement, etc.

rReeommendations

(a) to
recommend for
for retirement
retirement such
such commissioned
officers of
of the
(a)
to recommend
commissioned officers
the forretirement, etc.
Coast
Coast Guard who
who have
have thirty
thirty or
or more years
years of service,
service, as
as the Board
Board
discretion, should be
active service,
determines, in
in its
its discretion,
be retired
retired from active
recommend for retirement
commissioned officers of the
(b) to recommend
retirement such commissioned
Coast Guard
placed out
out of
line of
of promotion
and
Coast
Guard who
who have
have been
been placed
of line
promotion and
commissioned service, as the
the Board
who have ten years or more of commissioned
discretion, should be
from active
active service,
determines, in its discretion,
be retired from
and (c)
(c) to recommend
recommend for placing out of line of promotion such
commanders on the
the active list,
list, as the Board
Board determines, in
lieutenant commanders
Review of Board's
its discretion,
discretion should
should be
placed out
out of
of promotion.
ofRBord's
Review
its
be placed
of line
line of
promotion. The
The proceedings,
etc.
proceedings, findings, and recommendations
recommendations of the Board
Board shall be proedinetc.
Notification to offitransmitted
to the
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
for review.
transmitted to
the Commandant
Commandant of
Guard for
review. If
If cers
Notification
concerned. to offithe
recommendations of the Board, c
ned.
the Commandant
Commandant shall approve
approve the recommendations
notification
thereof shall be given by him in writing to each officer
officer
notification thereof
concerned, who,
the first
under this
is recommended
recommended
time under
this Act
Act,.,is
concerned,
who, for
for the
first time
Protest; reconsiderfor placing
of line
of promotion;
and any
any such
for retirement
retirement or
or for
placing out
out of
line of
promotion; and
Pte; by subsequent
reconsder
such ation
annual Board.
receipt of such notification,
notification, files annual
Board.
thirty days after
after receipt
officer who, within thirty
Commandant a
by the
the
a written
written protest
protest of
of the action taken
taken by
with the
the Commandant
Board in
case, shall
retired involuntarily
out of
of
or placed
placed out
Board
in his
his case,
shall not
not be
be retired
involuntarily or
promotion under this Act unless a
a subsequent annual Board,
line of promotion
members of the previous Board
the members of
of which were members
none of the
which recommended
officer's retirement
retirement or
or placing
placing out
out of
of line
line
such officer's
which
recommended such
of
officer should
should
its discretion,
discretion, that
that such officer
of promotion,
promotion, determines,
determines, in its
be retired
out of
of line
line of
of promotion,
promotion ' and
recommends
and so
so recommends,
be
retired or
or placed
placed out
Retirement,
etc.,
in which case such officer may, upon approval by the President, be upon
Retirment,
approval byet.,
the
President.
retired from
active service
retired pay
pay as
as prescribed
prescribed by
by section
section 3
3 President.
retired
from active
service with
with retired
hereof, or be
may be,
be, as
as
be placed out
out of
of line
line of promotion, as the case may
hereof,
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hereinafter provided.
hereinafter
provided. At the expiration
expiration of thirty days
days after
after receipt
receipt
by
an officer
of notice
notice aforesaid,
aforesaid, in the event
event that
that no such protest is
by an
officer of
filed by
him, such
may upon
by the
the President,
be
approval by
President, be
officer may
upon approval
filed
by him,
such officer
retired from
from active
active service
as prescribed
prescribed by
section 3
3
pay as
by section
service with
with retired
retired pay
retired
hereof,
or be
be placed
out of
of line
of promotion,
as the
the case
case may
may be,
be,
promotion, as
line of
placed out
hereof, or
Disapproval by
by
Disapproval
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided. If
disapprove any
If the Commandant
Commandant shall disapprove
recCommandant
Commandant of recrecommendation
the Board,
Board, the
his
shall retain
retain his
concerned shall
the officer
officer concerned
ommendation; effect.
effect.
of the
recommendation of
ommendation;
status in
in the
Coast Guard
the same
if his
his case
not
had not
as if
case had
same extent
extent as
Guard to
to the
status
the Coast
Transmittal
Transmittal of
ap- been considered
of aphereinbefore provided,
considered by such Board. Except as hereinbefore
provided,
proved
proved recommendarecommendaeach recommendation
Board which
is finally
finally approved
tions to
Secretary of each
to Secretary
recommendation of
of the
the Board
which is
approved by
by the
the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
the
proceedings and findings of the
Commandant, together with the proceedings
Board,
transmitted to
the Secretary
furfor furof the
the Treasury
Treasury for
Secretary of
to the
shall be
be transmitted
Board, shall
recommendadisapprove any recommendaSecretary shall disapprove
ther review, and if the Secretary
tion
of the
Board, the
officer concerned
his status
status in
in the
retain his
shall retain
concerned shall
the officer
tion of
the Board,
Coast Guard
Guard to the same extent as if his case had not been considered
considered
Recommendationsto by
Recommendationsto
recommendation of the Board which is not
such Board. Each recommendation
not
be laid before the
President.
president.
disapproved by the Secretary
Secretary shall be laid before the President by
Powers of
the Presi- the
Powers
of thePresithe Secretary
with his
his recommendation
Secretary with
recommendation in
the case.
case. The
President
in the
The President
ddent.
en t
any calendar
year, pursuant
pursuant to
recommendations so
.
may, in
in any
calendar year,
to recommendations
so laid
laid
before him:
him:
Lieutenant
com"(a) Place
out of
of line
promotion such
of lieutenant
lieutenant
number of
such number
of promotion
line of
Place out
"(a)
acmn
manders,
mieutnantplacement
limited number out
of limitednumberout
not exceed
the whole number
commanders on the active list as will not
exceed the
number
of line of promotion;
nearest
of the
officers in
grade as
as of
of January
January 1
1
in that
that grade
per centum
centum of
the officers
nearest to
to 2
2 per
except
exception. 'omtio'n;
construed to
of such year; except that such limitation shall not be construed
number of lieubenant
commanders who may be placed
placed out
lieutenant commanders
limit the
the number
accordance with regulations prescribed by
promotion,' in accordance
of line of promotion
Secretary of the Treasury, for failing to establish their mental,
the Secretary
moral,
fitness for
for promotion.
promotion.
and professional
professional fitness
moral and
Officers
with
30
"(b)
the retired
such number
number of
commissioned
of commissioned
list such
retired list
Place upon
upon the
(b) Place
years' service, retirement of limited
limited numnum- officers
officers who have thirty or more years of service
service as will not exceed
exceed
ber.
officers
5 per centum of the number of officers
ber.
the whole number nearest to 5
January 1
1 of such year.
classification on January
falling within that classification
Officers out of line
"(c)
upon the
the retired
retired list any officer
placed
has been
been placed
officer who has
Place upon
(c( Place
of inh10
of promotion
ferstiout with
years' service,
service, retireyears'
retire- out of line of promotion
promotion
ten
years
or
more
comand
who
has
of
ment.
missioned
ment.
missioned service."
service."
Approved,
June 6, 1940.
Approved, June

When no protest
protest
filed,
procedure.
led, procedure.

[CIIAPTER 250]
250]
[CIAPTER

iune 6, 1940
Yuno
[H. R. 8537]
[H.
[Public, No. 557]
[Public,

8537]
667]

Coast Guard.

Coeapt
tueattle,
Depot,
Seattle,
Wash., acquisition
of
Wash.,
acquisition of
land
for.
land for.

Servicing base,

Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tenn,
Tenn.,
acquisition of
land for.
acquisition
oflandfor.

AN ACT

To provide for the enlargement of the Coast Guard depot at Seattle, Washington,
establishment of aa Coast Guard servicing base at or
and for the establishment
or near
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Be
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
United
of America
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
States of
United States
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized to acquire,
acquire, at aacost not to exceed
exceed $8,500,
by
condemnation, or
otherwise such additional
by purchase,
purchase, condemnation,
or otherwise
additional land adjacent
adjacent
to the present
present Coast Guard depot at the foot of Twenty-seventh
Twenty-seventh
Avenue West, Seattle,
Washington, and to make such improvements
Seattle, Washington,
improvements
thereon
thereon as may be necessary
necessary for the development
development of the depot to best
best
meet
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard.
meet the
the needs
needs of
Guard.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to acquire, at a
a
SEC.
cost not to exceed $5,000, by purchase, condemnatio
condemnation,
or otherwise
such
n,
oth erwise such
improvements thereon
land and to make such improvements
thereon as may
may be necessary
necessary for
for
the establishment
establishment of
base in
such locality
locality as
of aaCoast Guard servicing
servicing base
in such
as
the Commandant of the Coast Guard
Guard may recommend
recommend at or in the
vicinity of Chattanooga,
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 251]
251]

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy to
to accept
on behalf
of the
Authorizing the
of the
accept on
behalf of
the United
United States
States
a gift
gift of
of the
the yacht
yacht Freedom
a
Freedom from
Sterling Morton.
Morton.
from Sterling

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
of the Navy be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized to accept on behalf of
yacht
the United States, without expense to the Government,
Government, the yacht
Freedom and
equipment as
Freedom
and her
her equipment
as aa gift
gift from her
her owner,
owner, Sterling
Sterling
Morton, to the United States Naval Academy.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 252]

AN ACT

To transfer
transfer Hardeman County, Texas,
Texas, from the Fort Worth division to the
Wichita Falls division of the northern
northern judicial district of Texas.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
the
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That,
That, effective
effective
enactment of this Act, the territory
thirty days after the date of the enactment
embraced in Hardeman
Hardeman County, Texas, shall be withdrawn
withdrawn from the
Worth division of the northern
northern judicial district of Texas and
Fort Worth
shall constitute a
a portion
portion of the Wichita Falls division of such
district.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 253]
[CHAPTER
253]

AN ACT

To
Commissioners of
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to provide
provide for
the
for the
of the
To authorize
authorize the
the Commissioners
parking of
of automobiles
automobiles in
Municipal Center.
Center.
in the
the Municipal
parking

the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
by the
Senate and
Be
it enacted
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the ComComof America
assembled, That
United States
missioners
of the
District of
of Columbia
authorized, in
are authorized,
in their
their disdismissioners of
the District
Columbia are
cretion,
to permit
such officers
of the
the District
employees of
District of
of
cretion, to
permit such
officers and
and employees
Columbia Government
Government as
as the
the Commissioners
select to
Commissioners may
may select
to park
park
Columbia
motor vehicles
vehicles in
any building
building or
or buildings
or hereafter
hereafter erected
erected
buildings now
now or
in any
motor
numbered
upon squares
numbered 490,
490, 491,
491, and
and 533,
533, and
and reservation
reservation numbered
upon
squares numbered
10, in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, known
as the
the Municipal
Center, and
and
known as
Municipal Center,
District of
10,
of
to
control of
of the
parking of
the parking
for the
the control
regulations for
to make
make and
and enforce
enforce regulations
such
vehicles, including
including the
the authority
authority to
and collect
fees
prescribe and
collect fees
to prescribe
such vehicles,
and
charges for
of parking
of such
vehicles.
parking of
such vehicles.
privilege of
for the
the privilege
and charges
SEc. 2.
Commissioners of
of the
the District
further
of Columbia
Columbia are
are further
District of
2. The
The Commissioners
SEC.
authorized,
their discretion,
to permit
the public
public to
to park
park motor
motor
permit the
discretion, to
authorized, in
in their
vehicles
portions of
squares numbered
numbered 490,
491,
490, 491,
or portions
of squares
in such
such portion
portion or
vehicles in
Columbia, known as
and 533,
533, and
and reservation
reservation 10,
10, in
in the
the District
District of Columbia,
as
and
the
Municipal Center,
as may
may be
be set
set apart
by the
the said
said Commissioners
Commissioners
apart by
Center, as
the Municipal
for
such purpose,
and enforce
enforce such
such regulations
as the
the
regulations as
and to
to make
make and
purpose, and
for such
Commissioners
control of
parking in
in
for the
the control
of parking
may deem
deem advisable
advisable for
Commissioners may
such
Municipal Center
Center as
as they
set
they may
may set
the Municipal
or portions
portions of
of the
such portion
portion or
apart for
purpose, including
to restrict
restrict the
the privilege
privilege
authority to
including authority
for such
such purpose,
apart
of
therein to
business in
the Municipal
Municipal CenCenin the
having business
to persons
persons having
parking therein
of parking
all
in all
prohibit parking
ter,
and to
and enforce
to prohibit
parking in
enforce regulations
regulations to
ter, and
to make
make and
portions
of the
Municipal Center
not set
apart by
the CommisCommisset apart
by the
Center not
the Municipal
portions of
sioners
such purpose.
purpose. The
The Commissioners
further authorized
are further
authorized
for such
Commissioners are
sioners for
in their
to prescribe
prescribe and
and collect
charges for
the
for the
and charges
collect fees
fees and
their discretion,
discretion, to
in
of
portions of
privilege
of parking
motor vehicles
vehicles in
or portions
in such
such portion
portion or
parking motor
privilege of
19347V-41—yr.
16
193470--41-PrT. /
I —16
-
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June 6, 1940
1940

[f. R. 8983]
[H.
8983]
[Public, No. 558]
Yacht Freedom.
Freedom.
Acceptance
Acceptance of, from
from
Sterling Morton,
Morton, authorized.
thorized.

June 6, 1940
[H. R. 9013]
[Public, No. 559]
6591

Judicial Code,
Code,
Judicial
amendment.
amendment.
36 Stat. 1125.
28 U. S. C.
C. §
§ 189;
Supp. V, §
§ 189.
JuTexas northern judicial district,
district, transfer of territory.
territory.

June 6, 1940
1940
[H. B.
R. 9115]
91151
660]
[Public, No.
No. 560]

District of Columbia.
Municipal Center,
Municipal
parking of automobiles by D. C.
C. employees, etc.

Regulations,
Regulations,
etc.

fees,
fees,

Parking
facilities
open to public in
in
certain
restricted
certain restricted
areas.

areas.

Regulations.
Regulations.

Fees and charges.
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Parking
meters.
Parking meters.

Penalties.
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STAT.
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purpose, and, to
the Municipal
Municipal Center as may be set apart for such purpose,
aid in
in the
collection of
of such
and charges
the enforcement
enforcement
and the
charges and
fees and
such fees
the collection
aid
of
such
regulations,
the
Commissioners
may
mechanical
mechanical
install
may
Commissioners
the
regulations,
of such
parking
or devices.
meters or
parking meters
SEo. 3. The Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia are furSEC.
ther authorized
authorized to
prescribe reasonable
exceed
penalties of fine not to exceed
reasonable penalties
to prescribe
ther
$25 or
days for the violation of any
to exceed
exceed ten days
not to
or imprisonment
imprisonment not
$25
regulation
promulgated under
under the
authority of this Act.
the authority
regulation promulgated
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 254]
254]
[CHAPTER

6, 1940
June 6,

R. 9210]
[Public, No. 561]
[H. It. 9210]
[II.

[Public, No. 561]

District of ColumColumDistrict
bia.
bia.
Board of IndeterBoard
minate Sentence and
Parole. Sentence and
47 Stat. 697.
697 Sapp.
4^7DStt.
6D.
C. Code,
Code,
Supp.
6
D. C.
V,
v, §452.
Officers
and
emofficers and employees.

arotel
i

ployees.

Duties of officers.
Duties
o officers.
Salaries.
salaries.
42 stat.
Stat. 1488.
42
488.

5 U. S. C. §§ 661-

V, §1
§§ 673,
674; Supp.
supp. v,
673c.
673c.
Appropriations
Appropriations authorized.
thorized.

Payment.
Payment.

47 Stat. 697.
6
C. Code, Supp.
D.C.
6 D.
V,
v, §§453.
Imposing of senImposing of sentences.

453.

AN ACT

establish aaBoard
To amend
amend an Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish
Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence
Sentence
and
for the
of Columbia
and to
for
functions, and for
determine its functions,
to determine
Columbia and
District of
the District
and Parole
Parole for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July
1932, and
and for other purposes.
15, 1932,
July 15,
other
Be
it enacted
Representatives of
of
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be it
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
the United
United States of America in
in Congress
section
2
establish a
a Board of Indeterminate
"An Act to establish
the Act
Act entitled "An
2 of
of the

Sentence and
for the
the District
District of
Columbia and
determine
to determine
and to
of Columbia
Parole for
and Parole
Sentence
July
its functions,
functions,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
15,
1932, be,
approved
purposes",
other
for
and
its
h
t
follows:
and
is hereby,
amended to read as follows:
hereby, amended
same is
the same
and the
"SE. 2. The Board of Indeterminate
"Sm.
Indeterminate Sentence and Parole shall,
Commissioners of the District of
subject to the approval of the Commissioners
of

Columbia, appoint
appoint an
an executive
executive secretary,
secretary, and parole officers,
officers, one
Columbia,
other
of whom
officer, and other
designated as the chief parole officer,
of
whom may be designated
therefor by
employees ' in
appropriated therefor
in such number as shall be appropriated
employees,
Congress
from time
time.
to time.
time to
Congress from

officers,
of such officers,
It shall
shall be
duty of
be the
the duty
It

perform such
discretion and control of said Board, to perform
such
subject to the discretion
duties and
and exercise
exercise such
authority as
Board may direct.
as the Board
such authority
duties

The

salaries of said executive
executive secretary, parole officers,
other
officers, and other
salaries
employees
accordance with the Personnel Classificaemployees shall be fixed in accordance
Appropriations are hereby authorized
authorized
tion Act of 1923, as amended. Appropriations
for
the payment
the salaries
of said
said executive
executive secretary,
secretary, said
said
salaries of
of the
payment of
for the
parole officers,
employees the actual
officers, and other employees,
actual and
and necessary traveltraveling expenses
expenses of the members of the Board, said executive
executive secretary,
officers and all other necessary
necessary expenses incurred
and said parole officers,
in the
the administration
administration
officers,
in
of this Act. Until appropriations
appropriations as herein
authorized are made therefor, all said salaries and expenses shall
authorized
continue to be paid out of the appropriations
appropriations for the penal institucontinue
law."
authorized by law."
as now
now authorized
tions as

SEC. 2.
2. (a)
Section 3
3 of
of said
said Act,
approved July
July 15,
15, 1932,
is
1932, is
Act, approved
(a) Section
SEC.
hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
hereby

sentence on aaperson convicted
hereafter in imposing sentence
"SEC. 3. That hereafter,
"SEc.
convicted

in the
the District
judge of
of the
the
the justice or judge
of Columbia of
of aafelony, the
in
District of
Maximum and minimposing such sentence
sentence shall sentence
sentence the person for a
amaximum
maximum
court imposing
iMaumpeodsmnimum periods.
period not exceeding the maximum
maximum fixed by law and for a
aminimum
minimum
enc.

Release on parole.

sentence imposed,
imposed,
period not exceeding one-third
one-third of the maximum sentence

and any
any person so convicted
and sentenced
sentenced may be released
released on
on parole
and
convicted and
parole
as
after having
the minimum
minimum
as herein
herein provided
provided at
at any
any time
time after
having served
served the
Maximum sentence
Where the maximum sentence
sentence imposed is life imprisonsentence. Where
life aximupmisentenc
imprisonment; sentence.
minimum.
minimum.
sentence shall be imposed
ment, a
a minimum sentence
imposed which shall not exceed
Death penalty not
years' imprisonment.
imprisonment. Nothing m
in this Act shall abrogate the
fif teen years'
not fifteen
abrgathnl
abrogated.
a convicted prisoner to the
power of the justice or judge to sentence a
death penalty
provided by law."
penalty as now or hereafter may be provided
Prior felonies not
(b)
felony committed
committed before
before this
this amendatory
takes
Act takes
amendatory Act
any felony
For any
(b) For
afrto
affected. felonies not
such
effect, the penalty, sentence, or forfeiture provided by law for such
felony at the time such felony was committed shall remain in full
force and effect and shall be imposed, notwithstanding
notwithstanding this Act.
Release on parole,
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SEC. 3. Section 4
4 of said Act, approved July 15, 1932, is hereby
SEc.
amended to read as follows:
amended
follows:
"SEc. 4. That whenever,
whenever, within the
"SEC.
the limitations
limitations of
of section
section 3
3 of this
Act, it shall appear
appear to the Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and
Parole, from the reports of the prisoner's work and conduct which
which
regulations premay be received
received in accordance
accordance with the rules and regulations
scribed, and from the study and examination
examination made
made by the Board itself,
that any prisoner
prisoner serving an indeterminate
sentence is fitted by his
indeterminate sentence
training for release, that there is a
reasonable probability that such a
a
a reasonable
prisoner will live and remain at liberty without violating the law,
and that in the opinion of the Board such release
release is not incompatible
incompatible
with the welfare
welfare of society, said Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and
Parole may, in its discretion,
discretion, authorize
authorize the release of such prisoner on
on
parole,
be allowed
allowed to
to go
go on
on parole, outside of said prison,
parole, and he shall be
such
and in the discretion of the Board to return to his home, or to such
other place as the Board may indicate,
indicate, upon such terms and conditions
personal reports from said paroled prisoner,
prisoner, as said
tions, including personal
Parole shall prescribe,
prescribe, and to
Indeterminate Sentence
Sentence and Parole
Board of Indeterminate
remain,
of
the legal
legal custody
custody and under the control of
parole, in
in the
remain, while on parole,
the
Attorney General of the United States or his authorized reprethe Attorney
sentative until the expiration
expiration of the maximum of the term or terms
specified
and
regard to good-time allowance, and
in his sentence, without regard
specified in
the said Board shall in every parole fix the limits of the residence
residence of
of
however, That the conditions
Provided, however,
such person paroled: Provided,
prescribed and the residential limits may be thereafter
thereafter changed or
or
prescribed
determine."
modified as the Board in its judgment
judgment may determine."
modified
SEc. 4.
Section 55 of said Act,
Act, approved
approved July 15, 1932, is hereby
4. Section
SEC.
amended to read as follows:
follows:
or
"SEc.
If said Board of Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and Parole, or
"SEC. 5. If
any member
member thereof,
prisoner
reliable information that aa prisoner
have reliable
thereof, shall have
any
violated his
his parole, said Board or any member thereof, at any
has violated
a
time within
within the
term or
or terms of the prisoner's sentence,
sentence, may issue a
the term
time
for
warrant to any officer
hereinafter authorized
authorized to execute the same for
officer hereinafter
warrant
Columbia
prisoner. Any officer of the District of Columbia
the retaking of such prisoner.
penal institutions,
institutions 'any officer
officer of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police Department
Department
Columbia or any Federal
Federal officer authorized to serve
of the District of Columbia,
criminal
warrant
the United States to whom such warrant
criminal process within the
shall
authorized and required to execute
execute such warrant
warrant
delivered is authorized
shall be delivered
by
removing him to the penal
prisoner and returning or removing
by taking
taking such prisoner
institution
of the
District of
Columbia from
which he was paroled
from which
of Columbia
the District
institution of
or to
to such
such penal
correctional institution as may be designated by
or correctional
penal or
or
the
General of the United States."
States."
the Attorney General
SEc.
July 15, 1932, is hereby
approved July
said Act,
Act, approved
6 of
of said
Section 6
5. Section
SEC. 5.
amended
by adding
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof the following:
following:
adding at
amended by
"In the
said prisoner
prisoner is
to a
a penal
penal or
or correctional
correctional
is removed
removed to
event said
the event
"In
institution
designated by
by the
the Attorney
General, the Board
Parole,
Board of Parole,
Attorney General,
institution designated
created
by the
Act
of Congress entitled 'An Act to amend an Act
the Act
Act of
created by
providing
parole of United States prisoners,
prisoners, approved
approved June
June
providing for the parole
25,
1910, as
as amended',
shall have and exerMay 13, 1930, shall
approved May
amended', approved
25, 1910,
cise
power and authority over such prisoner
prisoner as the Board
same power
cise the
the same
of Indeterminate
Sentence and Parole
Parole would have had such prisoner
prisoner
Indeterminate Sentence
of
been
to aa penal
penal institution
the District
District of Columbia,
of the
institution of
been returned
returned to
parole."
the power to revoke his parole."
including the
hereby
approved July 15, 1932, is hereby
said Act, approved
(a) Section 88of said
SEC. 6. (a)
amended to read as follows:
follows:
amended
"SEc.
8. Any
Any person
District
institution of the District
penal institution
to aapenal
committed to
person committed
"SEC. 8.
of
escapes or
therefrom or from
escape therefrom
or attempts
attempts to escape
who escapes
Columbia who
of Columbia
the custody
custody of
of any
thereof or any other officer
officer or employee
officer thereof
any officer
the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia' or
or any
procures, advises,
who procures,
person who
any person
of Columbia,
of
such
connives at,
conceals any such
assists in such escape or conceals
or assists
at, aids, or
connives

697.
47 Stat.
Stab. 697.
66 D.
D. C.
C. Code,
Supp.
454.
§ 454.
Supp. V, §
an
Prisoner serving an
indeterminate
indeterminate
sentence.
tence.
Provisions
Provisions for rerelease on
on parole.
parole.

Custody.
Custody.

Proviso.
Modification
Modification of con.
conditions, etc.
etc.
47 Stat. 698.
66D.
D. C.C.Code,
ode, Supp.
Supp.
§455.
V, S465.
Violation of parole.
Retaking
of prisoner.
prisoner.
etakingof

47 Stat.
Stat. 698.
698.
C. Code,
Supp.
66D. C.
Code, Supp.
V, §456.
456.
V,
Board of Parole.
Board
Authority
w hen
Authority when
to
prisoner removed
removed to
Institution
institution designated
designated
General.
by Attorney General.
36 Stat. 819; 46 Stat.
272.
272.
18
8. C.
723a§5 723aU.S.
C. §§
18 1:1.
723c.
723c.

47 Stat. 698.
661).
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
V, §§137.
137.
V,
of
Penal
Penal institutions of
D.C.
D. C.
Prison
breaches.
Prison breaches.

244
244
Punishment.

Prior breaches
breaches not
not
Prior
affected
affected by new provisions.

47 Stat. 698.
698.
6
6 D. C. Code, Supp.
V,
§ §458.
V,
Parole of prisoners
other
than felons;
authority of Board of
authority
of
Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Sentence and Parole.

Prisoners convicted
convicted
Prisoners
of prior misdemeanors
misdemeanors
or felonies;
felonies; parole provisions.
visions.

Commitment to
Commitment
custody of Attorney
Attorney
General of all prisGeneral
in
oners convicted
convicted. in
D. C.
C.

Places
Places of confineconfinement.

Transfer from one
one
institution to another.

committed
Felonies committed
before effective
date.
before
effective date.
Parole of prisoners
after serving
serving 15 years
after
sentence.
of life sentence.

After serving
serving onethird
imthird of
of sentence imposed.
posed.
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prisoner after
after such
be guilty
an offense
offense and
and upon
upon
prisoner
such escape,
escape, shall
shall be
guilty of
of an
punished
conviction
conviction thereof in any court of the United States shall be punished
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
than five
five years, said sentence to begin,
not more
more than
for not
by
if the
expiration
upon the expiration
be an
an escaped
escaped prisoner, upon
the convicted
convicted person
person be
if
sentence."
of the
the original
original sentence."
(b) This
section 88 of
of said
said Act
Act approved
July 15,
15,
of section
approved July
(b)
This amendment
amendment of
punish-1932,
effect to release
release or extinguish
extinguish any punish
1932, shall not have the effect
ment,
incurred under such section,
such
section, and such
ment, penalty, or
or liability incurred
section as
as originally
originally enacted
enacted shall
treated as
remaining in
in
section
shall be
be treated
as still
still remaining
force for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of sustaining
proper prosecution
force
sustaining any
any proper
prosecution for
for the
the
violation of
such section
section committed
committed prior
prior to
passage of
of this
this
violation
of such
to the
the passage
amendatory Act.
amendatory
S
E°. 7. (a)
SEc.
(a) The proviso
proviso to section
section 9
9 of
of said Act approved
approved July
July 15,
read as follows:
follows: "Provided,
"Provided, however, That
1932, is hereby amended to read
That
prisoner convicted of two or more crimes other
other
in the case of any prisoner
than a
municipal regulations and
a felony, including
including violations of municipal
ordinances
ordinances and Acts of Congress
Congress in the nature
nature of municipal
municipal regulaaggregate of the sentences
imposed
tions and ordinances,
ordinances, when the aggregate
sentences imposed
excess of one year, said Board of Indeterminate
and
is in excess
Indeterminate Sentence
Sentence and
provisions of
Parole may parole said prisoner, under
under the provisions
of this Act,
Act,
after said prisoner has served one-third
one-third of the aggregate
aggregate sentence
imposed."
imposed."
(b) In the case of a
a prisoner convicted of misdemeanors
misdemeanors comamendatory Act,
mitted prior to the effective date of this amendatory
Act ?when the
aggregate sentence imposed is in excess of one year, and m
aggregate
in the
the case
of a
a prisoner convicted
convicted of felony committed prior
prior to the
the effective
date of said Act approved
approved July 15, 1932, said Board of Indeterminate
Sentence
Sentence and Parole
Parole may parole said prisoner under the provisions
provisions
approved July 15, 1932, as amended,
of said Act approved
amended, after said prisoner
prisoner
has served one-fifth of the sentence imposed.
SEC.
SEC. 8. Said Act approved
approved July 15,
15, 1932, is further amended by
a new section to be numbered
adding at the end thereof
thereof a
numbered 11 and to
read as follows:
follows:
"SEc.
convicted in the District of Columbia for
"SEc. 11.
11. All prisoners convicted
any offense, including violations
municipal regulations
regulations and ordiviolations of municipal
nances
nances and Acts of Congress in the nature of municipal
municipal regulations
regulations
and ordinances,
ordinances, shall be committed, for their terms of imprisonment,
imprisonment,
and to such types of institutions as the court may direct, to the custody of the Attorney General of the United States or his authorized
authorized
representative, who shall designate
representative,
designate the places of confinements
confinements where
the sentences
sentences of all such persons
persons shall be served. The Attorney
Attorney GenGeneral may designate
designate any available, suitable, and appropriate
appropriate institutions, whether
whether maintained
maintained by the District of Columbia Government,
Government,
tions,
the Federal Government,
Government, or otherwise, or whether within
within or without
without
the District of Columbia. The Attorney General is also authorized
authorized
to order the transfer
transfer of any such person from one institution to
another
another if, in his judgment,
judgment, it shall be for the well-being of the
prisoner or relieve overcrowding
overcrowding or unhealthful conditions in
in the
the
institution where such prisoner
prisoner is confined,
or for
for other
reasons."
confined, or
other reasons."
SEC.
(a) Where a
a justice or a
a judge of the District Court of the
S
EP. 9. (a)
United States for the District of Columbia has imposed or shall
impose aa life sentence
sentence on aaprisoner convicted
a felony committed
convicted of a
committed
before
this amendatory
Act takes
effect such
such prisoner
before this
amendatory Act
takes effect
prisoner shall
shall be
be eligible
eligible
to
the provisions of said Act approved July 15, 1932,
to parole under the
as amended,
amended, after having served fifteen years of his life sentence.
sent
ence .
(b)
(b) Where a
a justice or judge of the district court
courtof
ofthe
th
e U
ni
ted
United
States has imposed or shall
sentence for
definite t
erm o
shall impose
impose aasentence
for aadefinite
term
off
imprisonment
on aa prisoner
prisoner convicted
a felony
imprisonment on
convicted of a
felony committed before
this
this amendatory
amendatory Act takes effect,
effect, such prisoner shall be eligible to
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parole under
under the provisions of said Act approved
approved July 15,
15, 1932, as
parole
amended,
imposed.
amended, after having served one-third
one-third of the sentence
sentence imposed.
SEC. 10. Section
Section 937 of the Act entitled "An Act to establish a
acode
District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
3, 1901, is
March 3,
approved March
of law for the District
hereby
amended to
to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
hereby amended
"
SEC. 937. DEDUCTION FOR GOOD CoNnuor.—All
CONDUCT.-All persons sentenced to
"SEC.
workhouse of the District of
in the
the jail or in the workhouse
and imprisoned
imprisoned in
Columbia and
and confined
confined there for aaterm of one month or longer who
Columbia
misconduct shall be sustained
charge of misconduct
themselves so that no charge
conduct themselves
sentence of not more than
deduction upon a
a sentence
a deduction
shall have a
against them
them shall
five days
days for each month; upon aa sentence of more than
one year of five
one year
year and
and less than three years, six days for each month; upon aa
one
seven
sentence of not less than three years and less than five years, seven
sentence
years and
and
sentence of not less than five years
a sentence
days for each month; upon a
sentence
month; and upon aa sentence
years, eight
eight days for each month;
than ten
ten years,
less than
of
years or
each month, and shall be entitled
entitled
days for each
more, ten days
or more,
of ten
ten years
certificate of the
to
earlier upon the certificate
discharge so much the earlier
to their discharge
superintendent
Asylum and Jail for those conWashington Asylum
superintendent of the Washington
superintendent of the
certificate of the superintendent
in the jail, and upon the certificate
fined in
workhouse for those confined in the workhouse,
workhouse, of their good
good conworkhouse
duct
a prisoner
prisoner has two or more
When a
their imprisonment.
imprisonment. When
during their
duct during
sentences
sentences shall be the basis
several sentences
aggregate of his several
sentences the aggregate
upon
deduction shall be estimated."
estimated."
upon which
which his deduction
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 255]
255]

AN ACT
ACT

approved
To amend
amend the Act
Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult
adult blind",
blind", approved
March
1931.
March 3, 1931.

245

31 Stat.
1341.
31
Stat. 1341.
D.
C. Code
405.
66
D. C.
Code §
j 405.
Persons
imprisoned
Persons imprisoned
in jail,
jail, etc.,
etc., deduction
deduction
in
from sentence
sentence for
good
from
for good
conduct.
conduct.

June 6,
1940
June
6, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 92361
9236]
[Public,
No. 562]
5621
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Books for
for the
the adult
adult
Books
United States of
Congress assembled,
Act blind.
assembled, That the Act
of America in Congress
blind.
United
46
Stat.
1487.
46
Stat.
1487.
provide books for the adult blind", approved
approved
entitled "An Act to provide
U. S.
S. C.
135a;
22U.
C. §§135a:
Supp. V,
V, §§135a.
135a.
March
amended (U. S. C., 1924 edition, Supp. IV, title Supp.
March 3, 1931, as amended
135a), is
striking out the figures
figures "$275,000",
1275,000", wheramended by striking
is amended
sec. 135a),
2, sec.
figures
ever
occurring therein, and inserting in lieu thereof the figures
ever occurring
"$175,000" and inserting
"$350,000", and
inserting
and by striking out the figures "$175,000"
"$350,000",
1250,000".
in lieu thereof the figures "$250,000".
Approved,
June 6,
1940.
6, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 256]

AN ACT
APT
AN

commencing and
To extend
To
extend the times for commencing
and completing
completing
road bridge
the Missouri
Missouri River
River at
or near
near
at or
across the
road
bridge across

the construction
construction of aa railRandolph,
Missouri.
Randolph, Missouri.

June 6,6, 1940
1940
June

[n.
[0. R.
R. 9261]
9261]
[Public,
No. 56i3
loll
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and
Be it
Missouri River.
Missouri
River.
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
times
the times
assembled, That
of America
America in
States of
United
Time extended
extended for
for
Time
brid ging, at
Ranat Ranfor
construction of the railroad
railroad bridging,
commencing and completing the construction
for commencing
dolph, Mo.
Mo.
dolph,
bridge and
and approaches
approaches thereto
thereto across
Missouri River
River at or near
near
across the Missouri
bridge
Randolph,
authorized to
constructed, maintained
maintained and
to be constructed,
Missouri, authorized
Randolph, Missouri,
operated
Joseph B.
Gorman, and Joseph
James E. Gorman,
Lowden, James
O. Lowden,
Frank 0.
by Frank
operated by
Fleming,
of the
estate of
of The
The Chicago,
Island and
Rock Island
Chicago, Rock
the estate
trustees of
Fleming, trustees
Pacific Railway
Railway Company,
Act
by an
an Act
assigns, by
and assigns,
successors and
their successors
Company, their
Pacific
53 Stat.
Stat. 1265.
1265.
53
of Congress
Congress approved
August 7,
are hereby
hereby extended
extended two
two
1939, are
7, 1939,
approved August
of
and
four years,
years, respectively,
respectively, from August 7, 1940.
and four
Amendment, etc.
Amendment,
SEC. 2.
2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 257]
1940
9553]
9.531
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 5641
564]
3.11E106,

[H.
[Hi. R.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
Acts pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, and
and for
for other
other
To
amend and
and clarify
clarify certain
certain Acts
purposes.
purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
in Congress assembled,
United
States of America in
(a) the first
first
assembled, That (a)
proviso of
of section
section 2
of January
12, 1923
1923 (42
Stat. 1130),
1130),
proviso
2 of
of the
the Act
Act of
January 12,
(42 Stat.
as
(U. S.
S. C.,
1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
sec. 161),
is
as amended
amended (U.
C., 1934
Supp. V,
V, title
title 14,
14, sec.
161), is
Proviso.
hereby further
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows: "Provided,
"Provided, That
That any
,
Proiso.dat;
hereby
further
amended
read
as
any
Commandant;
rewho
has
served or
or shall
shall hereafter
hereafter serve
serve as
Commandant, if
if
tirement; rank
and officer
rank and
officer
who
has
served
as
Commandant,
pay. p a y
heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter retired, whether
whether before
before or
or at any time after
after
the termination of his service as Commandant,
receiving the
Commandant, shall, if receiving
the
pay
admiral (upper half)
termination of
his service
service
pay of
of aarear
rear admiral
half) at the termination
of his
on the
list with
with the
rank of
of rear
as Commandant,
Commandant, be placed
placed on
the retired
retired list
the rank
rear
admiral and
the retired
of aa rear
half) or,
or, if
if
admiral
and the
retired pay
pay of
rear admiral
admiral (upper
(upper half),
receiving the pay of a
admiral (lower
(lower half)
a rear admiral
half) at the
the termination
termination
of his service
service as
Commandant, shall
shall be
be placed
on the
the retired
retired list
list with
as Commandant,
placed on
with
admiral and
retired pay
of a
arear
rear admiral
admiral (lower
the rank of rear admiral
and the retired
pay of
(lower
On
expiration
of
On expiration of half),
half), and that any officer
officer whose
whose term of service as Commandant
Commandant
term of service; procedure.
cedure.
has expired may be
shall be
an additional
be appointed
appointed aa captain
captain and
and shall
be an
additional
number in that grade, but, if not
so appointed,
appointed, he
take the
not so
he shall
shall take
the
place
grade that
that he
he would
would have
have attained
attained had
place on
on the
the lineal
lineal list in the grade
had
he not served
as Commandant,
Commandant, and
and be
be an
an additional
additional number
in such
such
served as
number in
grade and
be promoted:"
and in
in the grades
grades to
to which
which he
he may
may be
promoted:"
(b) The second
(b)
second. and third provisos of
Act of
of JanuJanuof section
section 22of
of the
the Act
ary 12, 1923 (42 Stat. 1130),
1130), as amended
C., 1934 edition,
amended (U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. V, title 14, sec. 12),
further amended
amended to read
12), are hereby
hereby further
read as
Provisos.
"Provided further,
further, That
engineer in chief, while so
chief; follows:
3oE
Oin
follows: "Provided
That the engineer
so servEngineer in chief;
rank, pay, etc.;
selecof
the pay
pay and
and allowances
.; selec
lek ing, shall have the
ranetc.;
of rear
rear admiral
the rank
admiral and
and the
allowances
tion.
tion.
hereafter the engineer
of a
a rear admiral
admiral (lower
(lower half),
half), and hereafter
engineer in chief
chief
selected from the active list of
shall be selected
not below
of engineering
engineering officers
officers not
below
Rank, etc.,
Rank,
etc., when
when the grade of commander:
who was
commander: Provided
Provided further,
further, That any officer who
retired.
serving on February
thereafter serve, as engineer
February 15, 1940, or shall thereafter
engineer in
chief shall, when retired, whether before or at any time after
after the
termination of his service as engineer
engineer in
the
in chief, be retired
retired with the
rank of rear admiral
admiral and the retired
retired pay of aa rear admiral (lower
(lower
On expiration
On
expiration of
of half),
chief
half), and that any officer
officer whose
whose term
term of service as engineer
engineer in chief
of service; proterm of
cedure.
has expired shall take the place on the lineal list in the grade that
that
he would have attained had he not served as engineer
en gineer in
and
in chief,
chief, and
be an additional number
number in such grade
grade and in the grades
grades to
to which
which
he may be promoted:".
promoted:".
Rank,
Rank, etc.,
etc., of
of capcap
SEO. 2. Section
3 of the Act of January
Sno.
Section 3
January 12, 1923 (42
(42 Stat. 1131),
1131),
taim
talus retiring
after 40
40
retiring after
years' service.
service.
years'
1934
edition,
as
amended
(U.
S.
C.,
1934
edition,
title
14,
sec.
174),
is
hereby
furtitle
14,
sec.
174),
is
hereby
fur14 U.
U. S.
S C., Stipp.
ther amended
amended by
striking out
so much
of the
the second
second proviso
proviso thereof
V.
v, 174. S7.C",
"pther
by striking
out so
much of
thereof
as follows the semicolon
semicolon and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the following:
following:
captain, th
rank an
re ti re d pay
pay o
one grade
grade
"and, in the case
case of a
a captain,
thee rank
anddretired
offone
above shall be the rank of rear
rear admiral
admiral and the retired pay of a
rear
a rear
Commodores.
Commodores.
admiral (lower half).
the
admiral
half). Any
Any officer of the Coast Guard
Guard now having
having the
commodore on the retired list shall hereafter
rank of commodore
hereafter have in lieu
thereof the rank of rear
rear admiral, without any increase
increase in pay
pay by
by
reason of such
change in
such change
in rank."
rank."
SEC.
1 of the Act of April 16, 1908 (35
(35 Stat. 61),
SEc. 3. Section 1
61), as
as
supplemented (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. V, title 14,
amended and supplemented
secs. 11 and 11 (a)
(a)),
amended by changing the last
), is hereby further amended
last
paragraph
paragraph thereof to read as follows:
follows:
Assistant CommanAssistant Comman"The President is authorized
authorized to appoint
appoint in the Coast Guard, by and
and
dant.
Appointmentterm.
Appointment;term. with the advice
advice and consent of the Senate, one
one Assistant Commandant
Commandant
who shallt serve for aaterm of four years unless sooner
sooner relieved by the
Duties.
Duties.
Presiden . The
Assistant Commandant
President.
The Assistant
Commandant shall
shall perform such duties
duties as
the
Commandant of
of the
the Coast
Guard may
may prescribe
prescribe and
as
the Commandant
Coast Guard
and shall
shall act
act as
Coast Guard.
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Commandant
absence or disability of the Commandant
Commandant or
Commandant during the absence
in the event that there is a
a vacancy in the office
office of Commandant. The
Assistant Commandant
Commandant shall be selected from the active list of line
officers not below the grade of commander,
commander, and such appointment
appointment
Commandant of the Coast Guard
shall not create
create a
avacancy;
vacancy; and the Commandant
shall make recommendations
recommendations for the appointment
appointment of the Assistant
Assistant
of
Commandant. The Assistant Commandant shall have the rank of
admiral and the pay and allowances of a
(lower
rear admiral
a rear admiral (lower
half)
officer whose term
service as
half)::Provided,
Provided, That
That an officer
term of
of service
as Assistant
Assistant
Commandant has expired
Commandant
expired shall
shall take his
his place
place on
on the lineal
lineal list
list in
in the
the
Assistant
grade that he would have attained had he not served
served as Assistant
Commandant: Provided
Commandant:
Providedfurther,
further,That any
any officer
officer who
who was serving on
on
February 15,
15, 1940,
1940, or
or shall
as Assistant
Assistant Commandant
February
shall thereafter
thereafter serve,
serve, as
Commandant
before or
shall, when
when retired, whether before
or at
at any
any time
time after
after the
the termination
termination
of
service as
as Assistant Commandant, be
be retired
retired with
with the
the rank of
of his service
rear admiral and the retired pay of a
a rear admiral (lower
(lower half)."
half)."
56), as amended
SEo.
amended
4, 1882 (22 Stat. 56),
SEC. 4. Section 2
2 of the Act of May 4,1882
supplemented (U. S.
hereby
93), is hereby
S. C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
title 14, sec. 93),
and supplemented
further amended to
further
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
recommendation of the
"The Secretary of the Treasury, on the recommendation
"The
Commandant of
from time to time
time
discontinue from
Commandant
of the Coast Guard, may discontinue
any Coast Guard station, house of refuge, or light station, as may from
or unnecessary.
unnecessary. Any Coast Guard station,
any cause
cause become
become useless or
discontinued, may be reestabhouse of refuge, or light station, thus discontinued,
Secretary of the Treasury, upon like recommendation,
recommendation,
the Secretary
lished by the
whenever he believes such reestablishment
reestablishment to be required by the public
whenever
interest."
interest."
SEC. 5. Section 4674 of the Revised Statutes, as amended
amended and
and
SEC.
742), is hereby
supplemented (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 33, sec. 742),
supplemented
repealed.
repealed.
162), as
S
EC. 6. Section
Section 7
7 of the Act of May 14, 1908 (35 Stat. 162),
SEC.
supplemented (U. S. C.,
amended and supplemented
C., 1934 edition, title
title 33, sec. 741),
741),
amended
is hereby repealed.
SEC. 7. The provisions of section 6
approved June
6 of the Act approved
SEC.
20,
amended and supplemented
supplemented (U. S. C.,
608), as amended
20, 1918 (40 Stat. 608),
not
edition, Supp.
763ar-1), shall not
Supp. V, title 33, secs. 763 and 763a-1),
1934 edition,
apply
to persons
of the
officers and employees
Guard other than officers
the Coast Guard
persons of
apply to
Service who,
who, on June 30, 1939, met the
Lighthouse Service
of the former
former Lighthouse
requirements
retirement (except
(except those relating to age and period
for retirement
requirements for
of service)
service) of said section.
SEC.
8. Section
Section 4
Reserve Act of 1939,
the Coast
Coast Guard Reserve
4 of
of the
SEC. 8.
approved
(53 Stat.
C., 1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
Stat. 855; U. S.
S. C.,
approved June 23, 1939 (53
V, title 14, sec. 254),
254) ' is hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
conduct
"SEc.
Guard is authorized to utilize in the conduct
Coast Guard
"SEC. 4. The Coast
to the saving of life and property, or in the patrol
of duties incident to
of marine
marine parades
regattas, any
any motorboat
motorboat or yacht temporarily
temporarily
and regattas,
parades and
of
member
placed at its disposition for any of such purposes by any member
placed
yacht shall
of the
the Reserve:
Reserve: Provided,
Provided, That no such motorboat or yacht
shall
of
Guard duty unless it
it is placed in
be assigned to any such Coast Guard
charge of
officer, warrant
warrant
commissioned officer, chief warrant officer,
of aa commissioned
charge
assignment:
officer , or petty officer
officer of the Coast Guard
Guard during such assignment:
officer,
Provided
appropriations for the Coast Guard shall be
further, That appropriations
Provided further,
available for the payment
payment of actual necessary
necessary expenses of operation
of any such motorboat or yacht when so utilized, but shall not be
compensation for personal services,
available
payment of compensation
services,
available for the payment
regular
incident to
personnel of the regular
operation, to other than the personnel
to such operation,
incident
Coast
Guard. The
term 'actual
necessary expenses
expenses of operation',
'actual necessary
The term
Coast Guard.
as
used herein,
herein, shall
fuel, oil,
supplies, provisions,
oil, water, supplies,
include fuel,
shall include
as used
and any
replacement or
repair of
of equipment
any repair
of the
the
repair of
or any
equipment or
or repair
any replacement
and
not
a board
motorboat
where, upon investigation
investigation by a
board of not
or yacht
yacht where,
motorboat or

Selection.
Selection.

Rank, etc.
etc.
Rank,
Provisos.
Provisos.
On
expiration of
On expiration
of
proterm of
of service;
service; procedure.
Rank,
Rank,
retired.

etc.,
etc.,

when
when

Discontinuance of
Discontinuance
of
Coast
Guard stations,
Coast Guard
stations,
etc.
etc.
Reestablishment.
Reestablishment.

Discontinuance
Discontinuance and
reestablishment of
of
reestablishment
lights.
Annual report on
on
unnecessary
to
unnecessary aids
aids to
navigation.
navigation.
Nonapplication of
Nonapplication
certain retirement
retirement
provisions to persons
of
Coast Guard;
of Const
Guard; exexception.

Coast
serve.

Guard

Re-

Utilization by Coast
Coast
Utilization
Guard of motorboats,
motorboats,
etc., of members
members of.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Commissioned, etc..
etc.,
Commissioned,
officer
officer of Coast Guard
to be in
in charge
charge during
assignment.
assignment.
Expenses
Expenses of operation; restriction on
use of funds.

"Actual
necessary
"Actual necessary
expenses
operation"
expenses of operation"
defined.
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248

Coast
Coast
serve.
serve.
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Guard ReGuard
Re-

Correspondence
Correspondence
courses
of Coast
courses of
Coast Guard
Guard
Institute,
availability.
Institute, availability.
Proviso.
Proriso.
Cost
study mateCost of
of study
rials.

Rations, etc.,
etc., for
for
Rations,
enlisted
enlisted men,
men, civilian
civilian
officers,
of lightlightofficers, etc.,
etc., of
ships
and tenders.
tenders.
ships and
Payment for
for comcomPayment
rations.
muted
muted rations.

Depositories.
Depositories.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

less than
than three
three commissioned
commissioned officers
it is
is deterless
officers of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard,.
Guard, it
determined that
that responsibility
for the
the loss
damage necessitating
mined
responsibility for
loss or
or damage
necessitating such
such
replacement
or repair
equipment or
such repair
of the
motorboat
replacement or
repair of
of equipment
or such
repair of
the motorboat
or yacht rests with the Coast
Coast Guard."
Guard."
SE0. 9.
The Coast
Guard Reserve
Act of
of 1939,
1939, approved
SEC.
9. The
Coast Guard
Reserve Act
approved June
June
23,
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
854; U.
U. S.
1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
Supp. V,
14, sec.
sec.
23, 1939
Stat. 854;
S. C.,
C., 1934
V, title
title 14,
251),
is hereby
amended by
adding at
at the
the
251), and
and the following is
hereby further
further amended
by adding
end thereof aanew section as follows:
follows:
“SE0. 9.
Pursuant to such
"SEC.
9. Pursuant
such rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the ComCommandant may prescribe,
prescribe, correspondence
correspondence courses
courses of
of the
the Coast
Coast Guard
Guard
Institute may be made available
the Reserve:
Reserve:
Institute
available to
to members
members of
of the
Provided, That
materials for
Provided,
That the actual cost of
of the
the study
study materials
for each
each
shall be
be paid
by the
the member
of the
Reserve taking
such course
course shall
paid by
member of
the Reserve
taking such
such
course and the proper Coast Guard appropriation
be credited
appropriation shall
shall be
credited
accordingly."
accordingly."
SEC. 10. (a) Enlisted men of the Coast Guard, and civilian officers
SEc.
officers
and civilian
civilian crews
crews of
of lightships
and tenders
tenders shall
be allowed
ration,
lightships and
shall be
allowed aaration,
or commutation
under
commutation thereof
thereof in money,
money, in such an amount and
and under
such limitations and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
of the Treasury
commuted rations
may prescribe.
prescribe. Money for commuted
rations authorized
authorized herein shall,
shall,
in the discretion
Treasury, and
discretion of the Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
and subject to
to
such rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, be paid
proper
paid on proper
vouchers
vouchers or pay rolls to persons entitled to receive
officers
receive it,
it, or
or to
to the
the officers
designated
Commandant of the Coast Guard
designated by the Commandant
Guard to
to administer
administer
the financial
financial affairs of the masses
masses in which such persons may
may be
be
subsisted.
subsisted.
(b) Money paid for commuted rations, as authorized
subsection
authorized by subsection

(a) of this section, to the officers
may be deposited in general or limited depositories of public money
or in any bank in which deposits
deposits are insured and
expended and
and expended
and
accounted for in such manner
manner and
as the
and under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
the
Secretary of the Treasury may prescribe.
prescribe.
(c) Nothing contained
contained in this section shall be
(c)
construed as
modifybe construed
as modifying or changing in any manner the provisions of section 11
11 of
of the
the
Act of June 10
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
37,
10,2 1922 (42 Stat. 630; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
title 37,
sec. 19),
19), pertaining to subsistence allowances for enlisted men:
men:
Provided, That no ration
Provided,
ration or commutation
commutation thereof shall be allowed
allowed
to aaperson
receiving aasubsistence allowance: Provided
Provided further,
person receiving
further, That
That
the value of a
a commuted
commuted ration as fixed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury, shall not exceed the value of aa subsistence allowance
allowance as
determined
determined by regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the President
President in accordance
accordance
with the provisions
provisions of section 11 of such Act of
of June 10, 1922.
1922.
SEC.
SE°. 11. The provisions of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing
appropriations
appropriations to be made for the disposition of the remains of
of
personnel
personnel of the Navy and Marine Corps and certain civilian
civilian
employees of the Navy, and for other purposes",
purposes" approved April
April
20, 1940, Public Law Numbered
Numbered 465, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, third
session, shall apply to the officers
officers and enlisted men and civilian
civilian personnel of the Coast Guard in like manner as to the personnel
personnel of the
Navy and civilian
civilian personnel of the Navy Department
Department or the Naval
Establishment, whether the Coast Guard is operating under the
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department or operating as a
apart of the Navy, and all of
the duties which devolve
devolve upon the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy .under said
said
Act with reference
Act
reference to the personnel of the Navy and civilian personnel
of the
the Navy Department
Establishment shall
sonnel of
Department or the Naval Establishment
devolve upon the Secretary
Treasuryy w
Secretary of the Treasur
ith respect to t
he
with
the
officers and enlisted
anddcivilian personnel of the Coast Guard.
enlisted men an
Approved,
Approved, June 6, 1940.
so
by
Commandant,
may
(a) of
bethis
deposited
section,i
n
togeneral
the officers
or limited
so designated
designated
depositories
by the
the
of Commandant,
public money

Subsistence
Subsistence allowallowances for
for enlisted
enlisted men;
men;
ances
construction.
construction.

Provisos.
Prorisos.
Restriction on
on raraRestriction
tion,
tion, etc.,
etc., allowance.
allowance.
Value
Value of
of commuted
commuted
ration,
ration, limitation.
limitation.

Funeral expenses
expenses for
for
Funeral
officers,
etc., of
Coast
officers, etc.,
of Coast
Guard.
Guard.
Ante, p.
p. 144.
Ante,
144.

Duties
devolving
Duties devolving
u n
nSecretary
of the
the
Secretary of
Treasury.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 267]
267]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

and
Authorizing the Bureau
Bureau of Labor Statistics to make studies of productivity
productivity and
labor costs in
in industry
industry
labor

Senate and
and House
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Bureau
United
Congress assembled,
Bureau
of Labor Statistics of the United States Department
Department of Labor is
authorized
authorized and directed to make continuing
continuing studies of productivity
productivity
and labor costs in the manufacturing, mining, transportation, distribution, and other industries.
bution,
industries.
For the purpose
purpose of making the study, there is hereby authorized
authorized to
be
appropriated, from any
be appropriated,
any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury, not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, a
a sum not to exceed
exceed. $100,000 for the first fiscal year.
appropriated,
The Secretary
Secretary of Labor is directed to submit annually
annually to the Congress
a
a report of the findings of the Bureau of Labor Statistics in complying with this joint resolution.
Approved, June 7, 1940.
[CHAPTER
276]
[CHAPTER 276]

AN ACT

jurisdiction on the State of Kansas over offenses
To confer jurisdiction
offenses committed by or
against Indians
Indians on Indian reservations.
reservations.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
committed
is hereby conferred on the State of Kansas over offenses committed
including trust or
or
by or against Indians on Indian reservations, including
restricted
restricted allotments, within
within the
the State of
of Kansas,
Kansas, to the
the same
same extent
extent
as
committed elsewhere
jurisdiction over
over offenses committed
elsewhere
as its courts have jurisdiction
within
the State
State in
Provided,
within the
in accordance
accordance with the laws of the State: Provided,
however,
of
however, That nothing herein contained
contained shall deprive
deprive the courts of
the
offenses defined
defined by
by the
the laws
laws
the United
United States
States of jurisdiction
jurisdiction over offenses
of
United States
of the United
States committed
committed by
by or against Indians
Indians on
on Indian
Indian

249
June 7,
7, 1940
1940
[H.
Res. 266]
[H. J.
J. Res.
265]
[Pub. Res.,
[Pub.
Res., No. 77]

Bureau of Labor
Labor
Statistics, DepartDepartment of Labor.
Labor.
Studies of productivity, etc.,
in industivity,
etc., in
tries.
tries.
Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
1043.
Post, p.
p. 1043.

auaun

Report to Congress.
Congress.

June 8,
June
8, 1940
[H. R. 3048]
[H.
[Public, No. 6651
5661

Kansas.
Jurisdiction over ofJurisdiction
fenses involving cerIndians.
tain Indians.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Noninterference
Noninterference
jurisdiction of
with jurisdiction
U. S. courts.

reservations.
reservations.

Approved, June 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 277]

AN ACT

To amend
amend the
the Act
Act of
June 30,
30, 1936
(49 Stat.
Stat. 2041),
2041), providing
the administraadministraTo
of June
1936 (49
providing for
for the
tion and
of the
the Blue
Parkway, in
of Virginia
States of
Virginia
Ridge Parkway,
in the
the States
maintenance of
Blue Ridge
tion
and maintenance
and
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
Carolina, by the
the Secretary
and North Carolina,

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
Senate and
and House
Be it
United
assembled, That the Act
Act
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
United States
maintenance
administration and maintenance
entitled "An Act to provide for the administration
of the
the Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway, in the States of Virginia and North
Carolina, by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and for other purposes",
purposes",
Carolina,
approved June
amended to read as
June 30, 1936
1936 (49 Stat. 2041), be amended
approved
follows:
follows:
"That all lands and easements
easements heretofore or hereafter
hereafter conveyed
to the United States by the States of Virginia and North Carolina
for the right-of-way
right-of-way for the projected
projected parkway
parkway between the Shenandoah and Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains National Parks, together with
acquired or
recreational areas in connection
connection
or to
to be acquired
acquired for recreational
sites acquired
therewith,
of a
a width sufficient
sufficient
for said parkway
parkway of
therewith, and a
a right-of-way
right-of-way for
to include
highway and
bridges, ditches, cuts,
fills appurappurand all bridges,
cuts, and
and fills
to
include the
the highway
tenant
but not
hundred feet
feet
two hundred
not exceeding
exceeding aa maximum of two
tenant thereto,
thereto, but

1940
June 8, 1940
[H.
4282]
[H. R. 42821
506]
[Public, No.
No. 5661

Blue Ridge ParkParkBlue
way, Va. and N.
C.
way,
N. C.
C., Supp.
16 U. S. C.,
V. §
§4031.
4031.
V,

Projected parkway
parkway
Projected
between Shenandoah
Shenandoah
between
Smoky
and Great Smoky
Mountains National
Mountains
Parks to be known as.
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277, 278-JUNE
278—JUNE 8,
8, 1940
1940
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[54
[54 STAT.
SPAT.

through Government-owned
where small
small parcels
parcels
through
Government-owned lands
lands (except
(except that
that where
of Government-owned
Government-owned lands
lands would
otherwise be
be isolated,
isolated, or
or where
where
of
would otherwise
topographic conditions
or scenic
scenic requirements
are such
such that
topographic
conditions or
requirements are
that bridges,
bridges,
ditches, cuts,
cuts, fills,
fills, parking
development, recrearecreaditches,
parking overlooks,
overlooks, landscape
landscape development,
tional
and other
other facilities
facilities requisite
to public
use of
of said
said parkway
parkway
tional and
requisite to
public use
could not
not reasonably
be confined
confined to
width of
two hundred
hundred feet,
the
could
reasonably be
to a
a width
of two
feet, the
said maximum
be increased
increased to
width as
as may
may be
be necessary,
necessary,
said
maximum may
may be
to such
such width
with
written approval
approval of
agency having
juriswith the
the written
of the
the department
department or
or agency
having jurisdiction over
over such
such lands)
on maps
maps heretofore
or hereherelands) as
as designated
designated on
heretofore or
diction
after approved
by the
Secretary of
of the
shall be
be known
after
approved by
the Secretary
the Interior,
Interior, shall
known as
as the
the
Administmtiometc.
Administration,etc.
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway
and shall
shall be
be administered
administered and
and maintained
maintained by
Blue
Parkway and
by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior through
through the
the National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, subsubthe Secretary
16
§§, 116 U.
U. S.. C.
C. §§
1-4;; ject
the provisions
provisions of
of Congress
Congress approved
approved August
August 25,
25,
ject to
to the
of the
the Act
Act of
8upp.
2.
Supp. V,
V, §{1§ 1,
1,2.
1916
535), entitled
entitled 'An
establish a
a National
National Park
Park
1916 (39 Stat. 535),
'An Act
Act to
to establish
Service,
and for
the provisions
provisions of
which Act,
Act, as
as
for other
other purposes',
purposes', the
of which
Service, and
supplemented, are
extended over
over and
made appliappliamended and supplemented,
are hereby
hereby extended
and made
Provisos.
Provisos.
cable
cable to
to said
said parkway:
parkway: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Roads and trails.
Roads
is
hereby authorized,
with the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
is hereby
authorized, with
the concurrence
concurrence of
of the
connect with the
Interior, to connect
the parkway
parkway such roads and trails as
as may be
be
necessary for
for the
protection, administration,
or utilization
utilization of
adjanecessary
the protection,
administration, or
of adjanearby national
forests and the
resources thereof:
thereof: And
Procent and nearby
national forests
the resources
And ProCoordination of
Coordination
of vided
the
Forest
Service
and the
the National
National Park
Park Service
Service
vided
further,
That
the
Forest
Service
and
recreational developrecreational
developshall,
insofar as practicable,
coordinate and correlate
correlate such
shall, insofar
practicable, coordinate
such recreational
recreational
ment.
ment.
development
each may
may plan,
plan, construct,
construct, or
to be
constructed,
development as
as each
or permit
permit to
be constructed,
on
within their
their respective
which, by
by mutual
mutual agreeagreeon lands
lands within
respective jurisdictions
jurisdictions which,
treatment for recreational
purposes.
ment, should be given
given special
special treatment
recreational purposes.
Issuance
Issuance of revoca"Site.
"SEC. 2. In
In the
the administration
administration of
of the
the Blue
Blue Ridge
Ridge Parkway,
Parkway, the
the
ble licenses
licenses for
for rightsof-way.
of-way.
Secretary
revocable licenses
licenses or permits
permits for
for
Secretary of the Interior may issue
issue revocable
rights-of-way
parkway lands, or
or for
for the
the use
use
rights-of-way over, across,
across, and
and upon parkway
of parkway
such
parkway lands by the owners or
or lessees
lessees of
of adjacent
adjacent lands, for
for such
purposes and under
nondiscriminatory terms, regulations,
regulation s,and
an d
under such nondiscriminatory
conditions as he may determine
inconsistent with
conditions
determine to be
be not inconsistent
with the use
of such lands for parkway
parkway purposes.
Acceptance by U. S.
Acceptance
"Site.
authori zed, in
his
"SEC. 3. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
in his
of
lands, etc.,
etc., for
of lands,
for Blue
Blue
Ridge or Natchez discretion, to approve and accept, on behalf
behalf of the United States,
States,
Trace
Parkways.
Trace Parkways.
interests
interes in land
hereafter con
title to any lands and interests
land heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
con-veyed to the United States for the purposes of the Blue Ridge
Ridge or
or
the Natchez
Natchez Trace Parkways,
recreational areas in connection
connection
Parkways, or for recreational
therewith."
therewith."
Approved, June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
4

[CHAPTER 2781
[CHAPTER
278]
June 8,
June
8, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 4832]
4832]
[Public, No. 667]
567]
Preamble.

Bald eagle.
Taking, sale, etc.,
within U.
U. S.
S. forbidexception.
den; exception-

AN ACT
ACT
For the protection
protection of
of the bald
bald eagle.
eagle.

Whereas the Continental
Continental Congress
the bald
eagle as
Congress in 1782 adopted the
bald eagle
as
the
the national
national symbol;
symbol; and
and
Whereas the bald eagle thus became
representation of
became the symbolic
symbolic representation
of
aanew nation under aanew government
government in aanew world;
world; and
Whereas by that Act of Congress
Congress and by tradition
tradition and custom during
the life of this Nation, the bald eagle
eagle is no longer
longer aamere bird
bird of
of
a symbol of the American
American ideals of freedom;
freedom;
biological interest
interest but a
and
Whereas the bald eagle is now threatened
threatened with extinction:
extinction: Therefore
Therefore
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That whoever,
within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction
thereof,
thereof, except the Territory
Territory of Alaska, without being permitted so
to do as hereinafter provided, shall take, possess,
possess, sell, purchase,

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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SESS .-CHS .278,
279 JUNE 8,
8, 1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
7TrI CONG.,
CONG., 3D
278, 279-JUNE
1940

barter, offer
to sell,
barter, transport,
export or import,
import,
or barter,
transport, export
barter,
offer to
sell, purchase
purchase or
at
manner, any bald
at any time
time or in any manner,
bald eagle,
eagle, commonly
commonly known
known as
as
the American
alive or
or dead,
or any
any part,
part, nest,
nest, or
or egg
thereof,
egg thereof,
the
American eagle,
eagle, alive
dead, or
$500 or imprisoned not more than six
shall be fined not more than $500
months,
Provided,That
That nothing herein
herein shall be
be construed
construed to
to
months, or both:
both: Provided,
prohibit
transportation of any such eagle, alive or dead,
prohibit possession or transportation
or
effective
lawfully taken
taken prior to the effective
part, nest, or egg
egg thereof,
thereof, lawfully
or any
any part,
date of this Act, but the proof of such taking shall lie upon the
accused in any prosecution
prosecution under this Act.
S
EC. 2.
whenever after investigation
the
investigation the Secretary of the
2. That
That whenever
SEC.
Interior
determine that
that it
it is compatible
compatible with the preservation
Interior shall
shall determine
a species
species to
to permit the taking, possession, and
of the
the bald eagle as a
exhibition
transportation of specimens thereof for the scientific
scientific or exhibition
transportation
museums, scientific
scientific societies, or zoological parks,
purposes of
of public
public museums,
it is necessary to permit the taking of such eagles for the
or that it
protection of
agricultural or other interests in any
wildlife or of
of agricultural
protection
of wildlife
particular locality
may issue
therefor under regulations
permits therefor
he may
issue permits
locality he
particular
which
he is
hereby authorized
authorized and
to prescribe.
prescribe.
and directed
directed to
is hereby
which he
S
EC. 3.
3. That
That for
the efficient
efficient execution
of this Act
Act section 55of the
execution of
for the
SEC.
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act
Act of
755), as
(40 Stat. 755),
3, 1918 (40
of July 3,
Migratory
amended
by the
1555), shall be deemed
deemed
20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1555),
Act of June 20,
the Act
amended by
to be
be incorporated
incorporated herein in haec verba.
SEC. 4. That as used in this Act "whoever"
"whoever" includes also associaSEC.
tions, partnerships,
partnerships, and
and corporations;
corporations; "take"
"take" includes
includes also pursue,
pursue,
tions,
shoot,
shoot at,
at, wound,
wound, kill,
otherwise willwilltrap, collect, or otherwise
kill, capture,
capture, trap,
shoot, shoot
fully molest
or disturb;
includes also
ship, convey,
convey, carry,
also ship,
"transport" includes
disturb; "transport"
fully
molest or
or
whatever, and deliver or receive or cause
or transport
transport by any means whatever,
to
be delivered
received for
for such
conveyance, carriage,
carriage,
shipment, conveyance,
such shipment,
or received
delivered or
to be
or
transportation.
or transportation.
SEC. 5.
available to the Secretary
Secretary of
now or hereafter available
5. That moneys now
SEC.
the Interior
administration and enforcement
enforcement of the aforesaid
aforesaid
the
Interior for the administration
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
July 3,
3, 1918,
1918, shall
shall be
available
equally available
be equally
of July
Treaty Act
Act of
Migratory
for
administration and
and enforcement
this Act.
Act.
of this
enforcement of
for the
the administration
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 279]
279]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To extend
extend the
provisions of
of the
Forest Exchange
Exchange Act,
certain
to certain
amended, to
Act, as
as amended,
the Forest
the provisions
To
lands so
they may
the Ochoco
Ochoco National
Oregon.
Forest, Oregon.
part of
of the
National Forest,
may become
become part
lands
so that
that they
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Penalty.
Penalty.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Eagles
lawfully
Eagles lawfully
taken prior to effective
date.
tive date.

Issuance
Issuance of permits
for taking, etc., for
for
certain purposes.
purposes.

Regulations.
Regulations.
Arrest, etc.,
etc., of
of ofofArrest,
fenders.
40 Stat. 756.
§ 706;
16 U.
U. S. C. 1
706;
Supp.
§ 706.
Supp. V, §
Terms
defined.
Terms defined.

Availability
Availability
funds.

of
of

June
8, 1940
1040
June 8,
H. R.
R. 54041
5404]
[H.
5681
[Public, No. 5681

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
it enacted
Be
()chow
National
Ochoco National
United
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
That any
lands in
in Forest,
any lands
assembled, That
America in
States of
United States
Oreg.
Oreg.
Exchange of certain
certain
private,
State, or
or county
county ownership
the following-described
following-described lands
within the
ownership within
private, State,
for incorporation
incorporation
area, which
which are
are found
Secretary of
Agriculture to
chiefly In.
to be
be chiefly
in.
of Agriculture
by the
the Secretary
found by
area,
valuable
for national-forest
purposes, may
offered in
in exchange
may be offered
national-forest purposes,
valuable for
Stat. 465.
under the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
March 20,
20, 1922,
1922, as
as amended
amended 421616 Stat.
approved March
of the
Act approved
under
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
§
486.
§486.
V,
(U.
S.
C.,
title
16,
secs.
485,
486),
and
upon
acceptance
of
title
shall
(U. S. C., title 16, sees. 485, 486), and upon acceptance of title shall
become
Oregon, and shall thereOchoco National Forest, Oregon,
part of the Ochoco
become part
after
be subject
regulations applicable to
and regulations
rules, and
the laws,
laws, rules,
to the
subject to
after be
national forests:
forests:
national
Description.
Section
15 south,
south, range
range 24
24 east;
section 36,
15 Description.
township 15
36, township
east; section
36, township
township 15
Section 36,
south,
east;
township 20 south, range 24 east;
south, range 25 east; section 36, township
section 5,
20 south,
township 20
36, township
25 east;
east; section 36,
range 25
south, range
5, township
township 20
section
south,
26 east;
east; sections
9, and
and 13
13 to
sections 21
21 to
to
to 16,
16, inclusive,
inclusive, sections
sections 9,
range 26
south, range
27,
inclusive, and
and sections
33 to
36, inclusive,
inclusive, township
range
south, range
21 south,
township 21
to 36,
sections 33
27, inclusive,
25
sections 7,
south, range
26 east; sections
sections
range 26
21 south,
19, township
township 21
7, 18,
18, and
and 19,
east; sections
25 east;
1,
and 12,
12, township
south, range
24 east;
east; sections
sections 3
3 to
to 7,
range 24
22 south,
township 22
3, 11,
11, and
1, 3,
inclusive, township
22 south,
range 25
east; and
and section
22
16, township 22
section 16,
25 east;
south, range
township 22
inclusive,
south, range
range 27
east; all
Willamette base
base and
and meridian.
meridian.
all Willamette
27 east;
south,
Approved, June 8, 1940.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER 280]
2801
[CHAPTER

June 8, 1940
[H. R.
R. 5477]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 569]
569]

Crow India
Indian
ReserinReserCrow
vation, Mont.
vation,
Mon
752.
41 Stat. 752

Proviso.
Proviso.
Sale or exchange
exechange of
allotted,
etc., lands.
allotted, etc.
lands.

Transaction
Transactio to be
upon petition;
petitio: signers.

nsitne

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

For
benefit of
of the
the Indians
of the
Crow Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
Montana, and
and for
other
For the
the benefit
Indians of
the Crow
for other
purposes.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
United
assembled, That section
2 of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
section 2
the
Act of
June 4,
4, 1920
entitled "An
to provide
provide for
for
the Act
of June
1920 (41
(41 Stat.
Stat. 751),
751), entitled
"An Act
Act to
the
allotment of
of lands
lands of
for the
the distribution
tribal
the allotment
of the
the Crow
Crow Tribe,
Tribe, for
distribution of
of tribal
funds,
and for
other purposes",
purposes", is
hereby amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting the
the
funds, and
for other
is hereby
following
paragr. ph
ph 1:
"Provided,
That
for
the
purpose
following at
at the
the end
end of
of paragr.
1: "Provided,That for the purpose
Of
of consolidating the restricted land
holdings of
any individual
Crow
land holdings
of any
individual Crow
allottee
or the
holdings of
family, the
the Secretary
allottee or
the holdings
of members
members of
of aaCrow
Crow family,
Secretary
of
Interior is
his discretion
and under
such rules
rules
of the
the Interior
is authorized,
authorized, in
in his
discretion and
under such
and regulations
approve sales
sales of
of allotted
allotted and
and
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to approve
inherited Indian
members of
the Crow
Crow Tribe
Tribe or
or the
the exchange
Indian lands to members
of the
exchange
restricted Crow lands
without regard
regard to
to the
acreage limitation
limitation herehereof restricted
lands without
the acreage
inbefore set
inbefore
set out.
out.

Any
exchange made
made hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be
Any sales
sales or
or exchange

upon aapetition signed by the adult allottee
allottee and by the adult
adult heirs of
of
any deceased
deceased allottee
parent or
guardian of
of aaminor
minor
allottee and
and the
the parent
or natural
natural guardian
guardian, by the officer
officer in
in charge
the
heir or, if there be no natural
natural guardian,
charge of
of the
Issuance of new
of new Crow Agency, and if the purchaser
purchaser or recipient of such lands be an
an
patent.
Indian of the Crow Tribe, then
patent or
or patents
patents
then any outstanding
outstanding trust patent
covering the land so sold or exchanged
exchanged shall
shall be canceled and aa new
new
patent of the force and legal
legal effect
of the
the trust
trust patents
patents as
as prescribed
prescribed by
by
effect
of
24 Stat. 38
389. 9
i
3
General
Allotment
the
General
Allotment
February
8,
1887
Stat.
388),
as
Act
of
February
8,
1887
(24
Stat.
388),
as
25 U. S. C
C. 348.
amended, shall be issued to such Indian or
amended,
or Indians,
Indians, which
which patent
patent where
where
41 Stat. 753.
753.
applicable shall contain the mineral reservation
provided in
in section
section 6
reservation provided
6
Retention of
of minRetention
of this Act. Should any Crow allottee wish to retain mineral rights
eral rights.
now owned by him in land, sold hereunder
members of
of the
the
hereunder to other members
tribe, he may do so by making
conveyance on
on aa form
form of
of deed
deed to
to be
be
making conveyance
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, which form shall
shall provide
provide
that its approval
shall not
not operate
to remove
rem ove an
t
rus t or
or other
oth er
approval shall
operate to
anyy trust
conditions imposed upon
upon said lands
lands as expressed
expressed in the original
original trust
trust
patent issued therefor."
or any other patent
therefor."
Approved, June 8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 281]
June
June 8,
8, 1940
1940
[H. R. 57841
[H1.
5784]
[Public, No. 5701
5701

Postal Service.
Retention of accrued sick and annual
annual
crued
leave by civil-service
civil-service
employees appointed
appointed
postmasters.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Transfer
of accrued
Transfer of
leave.

retroactive as to
Act retroactive
certain postmasters.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide for the conservation
conservation and
and transfer of accumulated
accumulated sick leave
leave and
and vacavacation time due classified civil-service
civil-service employees
employees who succeed
succeed to the position of
postmaster, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled That every
Congress assembled,
every. classiclassified civil-service
civil-service empl
oy
ee who
w ho shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed to
to the
the position
position of
of
employee
postmaster
whatever amount of sick leave
postmaster shall retain
retain to his credit
credit whatever
leave
and vacation
and
vacation time is properly
properly due him on the date of his appointment to the position
position of postmaster:
Provided, That such accumulated
postmaster: Provided,
accumulated
sick leave and vacation
vacation time shall be transferred
transferred to the credit of the
employee
postmaster in the same
employee as
as of
of the
the date
date of his appointment
appointment as postmaster
same
manner
as
the
time
might
have
been
utilized
by
him before appointmanner as the time might have
ment:
Provided further,
further, That this Act shall be retroactive to the
ment: Provided
extent
that
every
postmaster at aafirst- or second-class
extent that every postmaster
second-class post office
office who
shall have received
appointment as postmaster
received appointment.
postmaster while an employee
employee of
of
the classified
classified civil-service
civil-service and who shall hold
the
hold the position of postmaster on
on the date
date this
this Act becomes effective,
master
effective, shall be entitled
entitled to the

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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benefits of the Act and shall be credited
credited with the amount
amount of accumulated sick leave and vacation time which was due him on the date
of his appointment
appointment as postmaster: Provided
Provided further,
laws
further, That all laws
repealed.
inconsistent with this Act are
hereby repealed.
are hereby
and parts of laws inconsistent
Approved, June 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 282]
2821
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
repeal the
the prohibition
prohibition against
against the
the filling
vacancy in
office of district
district
in the
the office
of aa vacancy
filling of
To repeal
judge for
for the
the southern
southern district
of New
York.
New York.
district of
judge

House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House
assembled, That the proviUnited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America in
United
subsection (d) of section 4
entitled "An Act to
4 of the Act entitled
of subsection
sion of
appointment of additional
provide for the appointment
additional judges for certain United
States
district courts,
courts, circuit
circuit courts
appeals, and certain courts of
courts of appeals,
States district
the
United States
Columbia", approved May 31,
the District
District of Columbia",
for the
States for
the United
reads: 'Pro"Pro4j-l), which reads:
U. S.
S. C., title 28, sec. 4j-1),
Stat. 585;
585; U.
1938 (52 Stat.
vided,
vacancy occurring
occurring in
in the office of district judge
the first vacancy
That the
vided, That
for
retirement, disqualisouthern district of New York by the retirement,
the southern
for the
fication,
resignation, or death of
judges in office on the date of enactenactof judges
fication, resignation,
ment
this Act
filled", be,
it is hereby, repealed.
repealed.
be, and it
shall not be filled",
Act shall
of this
ment of
Approved, June 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
2831
[CHAPTER 283]

AN ACT
AN

Granting to
to the
the regents
the University
Mexico the
the right
right to alienate
New Mexico
of New
University of
of the
regents of
Granting
certain
lands conveyed
conveyed to
them under
authority of
of the
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, approved
approved
the Act
under authority
to them
certain lands
August 19,
1935 (49
Stat. 659),
exchange for an equivalent
equivalent amount
amount of
of land
land
in exchange
659), in
(49 Stat.
19, 1935
August
more
situated.
expediently situated.
more expediently

it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
by the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
assembled, That the regents
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
regents
America in
United

Repeal
Repeal of
sistent laws.

incon-

June 8, 1940
June
[H.
[a. R. 5906]
[Public, No.
No. 571]
[Public,

United
courts.
courts.

States
States

28 U. S.. C., Supp. V,
§4j-1.
§4-1.

New York southern
New
southern
district.
Filling of vacancy.
Filling
vacancy.

june 8, 1940
1940
June
[H. R. 5961]
[Public,
No.
572]
[Public,

University of New
of New
Uierity
Mexico.
Conveyance of cerof
the University
of New
are hereby,
authorized tain
Conveyance
of cerhereby, authorized
be, and
and they
they are
New Mexico
Mexico be,
University of
of the
lands by,
to
Ana bueblto
Pueblo,
anta Anad
to convey
convey to
to the
that certain
portion of
the lands
lands Santa
of the
certain portion
Ana Pueblo
Pueblo that
the Santa
Santa Ana
to
authorized.
authority of the Act of Congress, approved authorized
under authority
them under
patented to
to them
patented
49 Stat. 659.
August 19,
1935 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 284, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress),
Congress),
19, 1935
August
described as follows:
described
Descript ion.
north Description.
A strip
strip of
land one
feet wide
extending along
along the
the north
wide extending
one hundred
hundred feet
of land
A
a
quarter
and
west
boundaries
of
the
northwest
quarter
section
30,
and
a
strip
and
along the north boundary
boundary
hundred feet wide extending along
land one hundred
of land
of lot
lot 7,
all in
township 13 north, range 44 east, New
in township
30, all
7, section
section 30,
of
Mexico principal
Mexico, these tracts comprising
comprising
meridian, New Mexico,
principal meridian,
Mexico
thirteen and three-tenths
three-tenths acres, more or less;
thirteen
Conveyanceof Santa
That
the pueblo
Ana, a
a community
of Pueblo
Indians Ana
ConveyaneofSanta.
Pueblo Indians
community of
of Santa
Santa Ana,
That the
pueblo of
Pueblo lands.
residing in
in New Mexico,
Mexico, with
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
with the approval
residing
the Interior,
authorized to
convey to the regents
regents of the
to convey
is hereby
hereby authorized
Interior, is
the
University
and the
University of
regents of the University
said regents
the said
New Mexico
Mexico and
of New
University of
authorized to accept from the said Santa Description.
are hereby authorized
Mexico are
New Mexico
Descrption
exchange for the aforesaid
aforesaid lands, lots 33 and 6
6 and
in exchange
Pueblo in
Ana Pueblo
4 east,
range 4
township 13 north, range
section 30, township
lot 2, section
of lot
that portion of
meridian, New Mexico, lying south of aa line
Mexico principal meridian,
New Mexico
beginning at a
north eight
a point on the west boundary of lot 2, north
beginning
ninety-two and eightfifty minutes east six hundred
hundred and ninety-two
degrees ffty
tenths
feet from
from angle
angle point
one on
on the
the west
west boundary
boundary of the El
point one
tenths feet
Ranchito
grant and bearing
degrees forty
forty minutes
sixty-three degrees
bearing south sixty-three
Ranchito grant
east
west bank
containing a
a total area of
of
Grande, containing
the Rio Grande,
of the
bank of
to the
the west
east to
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Legal status of lands
conveyed to pueblo
of Santa Ana.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

eleven
and eight-tenths
more or
lands
eleven and
eight-tenths acres,
acres, more
or less:
less: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
any lands
conveyed to
the pueblo
Santa Ana
Ana pursuant
to the
provisions of
conveyed
to the
pueblo of
of Santa
pursuant to
the provisions
of
this Act
shall acquire
the same
legal status
status as
as those
those lands
lands now
now owned
this
Act shall
acquire the
same legal
owned
which may
may be
be conveyed
the regents
regents of
Uniby the pueblo,
pueblo, which
conveyed to
to the
of the
the University
of New
Mexico pursuant
pursuant hereto.
versity of
New Mexico
hereto.
Approved, June
June 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 284]
284]

June
8,1940
June 8,
1940
[H. R. 6751]
[Public, No. 573]
573]
[Public,
Shipping.
Manifests and perpermits, repeal
repeal of certain
certain
laws relating to.
19 Stat. 90.
46 U.S.
U. S. C.
C
C. §§ 294294305.

ACT
AN ACT
certain laws
respect to
and vessel
vessel permits.
permits.
To repeal certain
laws with respect
to manifests
manifests and

it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
sections 4349,
4349,
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That sections
4351, 4352,
4352, 4353,
1354, 4355,
4356, 4357,
4357, 4359,
4359, and
4360 of
of the
the
4350, 4351,
4353, 4354,
4355, 4356,
and 4360
Revised Statutes of the United States, and the Act of July 12, 1876
1876
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec.
302), are
hereby repealed.
sec. 302),
are hereby
repealed.
Approved, June 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 285]
2851
[CHAPTER

June 8, 1940
[H. R. 7833]
[Public, No.
No. 574]
574]

AN ACT
ACT
To set aside certain
certain lands
lands for the Minnesota
Chippewa Tribe in
in the
the State
State of
of
Minnesota Chippewa
Minnesota, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.
Minnesota,

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of
America in Congress
United
of America
Congress assembled,
subject to
assembled, That subject
the payments
prescribed by section 22 hereof the following-described
payments prescribed
following-described
lands are hereby eliminated from the Chippewa National Forest
Forest and
permanently
reserved for the use of the Minnesota
permanently reserved
Minnesota Chippewa
Tribe
Chippewa Tribe
without in any manner
manner affecting
affecting existing
existing reserves
re-sPrves for church,
church; cemecemetery, and other purposes, or
or individual
or interest
interest in
said
individual rights
rights or
in said
Description.
lands: South half northwest
northwest quarter
quarter southwest
southwest quarter,
quarter, southeast
southeast
quarter southwest quarter,
quarter, section 12; northwest
northwest
northwest quarter
quarter northwest
quarter,
quarter, west half northeast quarter
quarter northwest
northwest quarter,
quarter, south
south half
half
northwest
northwest quarter, west half
half southwest
quarter, lots
lots 2,
2, 4,
4, 5,
5, and
6,
southwest quarter,
and 6,
section
section 13; northeast quarter
quarter southeast
southeast quarter,
quarter, section
section 14;
14; lots
lots 11,
11,
12, 13, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9, section
section 24, township
township 142 north,
north, range
range 31
31
west, fifth principal
Minnesota, excepting
west,
principal meridian, Minnesota,
excepting a
a tract conapproximately one and ninety
taining approximately
one-hundredths acres,
being
ninety one-hundredths
acres, being
that portion of lot 4, section 13,
13, township 142
north, range
range 31
31 west,
west,
142 north,
beginning
beginning at angle point
point 1,
1, lot 5,
5, section 13,
13, township
township 142
142 north,
north,
range 31 west; thence north thirty-three
degrees forty-two
forty-two minutes
minutes
thirty-three degrees
east one hundred
five-tenths feet; thence south
east
hundred and twenty-nine
twenty-nine and five-tenths
south
eighty-nine
minutes east two hundred
eighty-nine degrees
degrees forty-eight
forty-eight minutes
hundred and
and thirtythirtyone and four-tenths
four-tenths feet; thence
thence south one
degree fifty-four
fifty-four minutes
minutes
one degree
west eighty-five
eighty-five and two-tenths
two-tenths feet; thence south
nine degrees
degrees thirtysouth nine
thirtyone minutes east two hundred
one
hundred and five
five and two-tenths feet;
feet; thence
thence
south nine degrees
degrees no minutes
minutes west
west eighty and
and four-tenths
four-tenths feet;
feet;
forty-one degrees nineteen
nineteen minutes
thence south forty-one
minutes west one
hundred and
and
one hundred
nineteen
four-tenths feet to angle
along
nineteen and four-tenths
angle point 4, lot 5; thence
thence along
the boundary
boundary of lot 5,
fifty-one degrees
the
5, north fifty-one
degrees no minutes
minutes west
one
west one
hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty and one-tenth
one-tenth feet
feet to angle point 5,
5, lot 5,
north
5, north
thirty-seven
degrees forty-five
thirty-seven degrees
forty-five minutes
minutes east one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty
and one-tenth
one-tenth feet
feet to
to angle
angle point 6, lot 5, north
and
north fifty-one
fifty-one degrees
degrees no
minutes
eighty-seven and one-tenth
one-tenth feet
minutes west
west two
two hundred
hundred and eighty-seven
feet to
to
angle
beginning.
angle point 1, lot 5, and point of beginning.
Payment for land,
SEC.
Secretary of the
Interior
SEC
.- 2. That
That the Secretary
the Interi
or is
i
s hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
etc.,
etc., from tribal funds.
funds.
to
from the Minnesota
Minnesota Chippewa
to withdraw
withdraw from
Chippewa tribal fund
fund now held in
trust
the Treasury
a sufficient
trust in
in the
Treasury of
of the United States a
sufficient sum to reim-

Minnesota ChipMinnesota
pewa
pewa Tribe.
Tribe.
Lands permanently
permanently
reserved for use
use of.
reserved
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United States for the land and timber thereon,
thereon, the value
burse the United
calculated at $1.25 per acre, and the value of the
of the land to be calculated
timber to
ascertained by
Agriculture after the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
by the
to be
be ascertained
timber

supervision: Proappraised under his supervision:
same has
examined and appraised
Probeen examined
has been
same

Pro"'os.

Provisos.
Consent of tribe

Consent of tribe
vided,
transaction contemplated
contemplated in this and the necessary.
however, That the transaction
vided, .however,
the
preceding section shall be effected only with the consent of the
preceding
authorized
Minnesota Chippewa
Chippewa Tribe expressed
expressed through
through the body authorized
Minnesota
Deposit
of funds.
funds.
Deposit of
to represent
represent it:
provided further,
further, That all money
money received
received by
it: And provided
to
the
States under the authority of this Act shall be deposited
the United
United States

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
approin
Treasury of
of the
the United
United States,
States, and the same is hereby
hereby approthe Treasury
in the
priated
priated for the acquisition of forest land within the Chippewa
36 Stat. 961.
961.
sStat.
provisions of the Act approved
the provisions
National
Forest under
approved March
March 1,
under the
National Forest
521).
1911,
1911, as amended (U. S. C., title 16, secs. 513, 519, 521).
Exchanges
of land
land
xhanges of
SEC. 3. That
exchanges of Indian allotted, restricted,
restricted, and tribal authorized.
That exchanges
SEC.
Acceptance of InInAcceptance
are hereby authorForest are
lands for
for lands
lands in
the Chippewa
authorNational Forest
Chippewa National
in the
lands
dian lands; issuance
ized.
In order
consummate exchanges involving
involving allotted and ofdtnrustdatsnc
to consummate
order to
ized. In
trust patents.
Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorthe Secretary
restricted Indian lands, the
conveyances of Indian lands,
relinquishments or conveyances
to accept relinquishments
ized to
National
which
lands shall
thereupon become
become a
apart of the Chippewa
Chippewa National
shall thereupon
which lands
Forest,
and to
issue trust patents
patents to the Indians for the lands
to issue
Forest, and
received
in exchange:
the consent
consent of
anr oof title.
title.
of Provisos.
with the
That with
exchange: Provided,
Provided, That
by them
them in
received by
Transfer
the
Indians involved title
received in any such exchange
to the lands received
title to
the Indians
transfer
may
in the
the name
name of the tribe, in which case the transfer
taken in
be taken
may be
evidenced by an order of the Secretary of Agriculture
be evidenced
of title shall be
transferring
Secretary of the Interior in trust for
the Secretary
lands to the
transferring the lands
Consent of Indians.
of Indians.
exchanges Consent
further, That exchanges
the
Minnesota Chippewa
Provided further,
Tribe: Provided
Chippewa Tribe:
the Minnesota
involving tribal lands shall be made only with the consent of the
Indians and
evidenced by
transfer
appropriate orders of transfer
by appropriate
be evidenced
shall be
and shall
Indians
executed
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
of the
and the Secretary of
Agriculture and
Secretary of
executed by
Basis for exchange;
Basis
for exchange;
further, That the land exchanges
provided further,
Interior:
Interior: And provided
exchanges authorized
authorized approval
approval by Secretary
of Agriculture.
herein
shall
be
made
on
the
basis
of
lands
of
equal
value,
and
Agculture.
no
of
and
value,
of
equal
lands
of
basis
herein shall be made on the
exchange
Secretary
it is first approved by the Secretary
unless it
be made unless
shall be
exchange shall
of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.

[CHAPTER
286]
[CHAPTER 286]

A(TP
ANT ACT
AN

To
it a
a crime
wreck or
wreck
to wreck
attempt to
or attempt
to wreck
crime to
make it
To make
commerce.
commerce.

engaged in interstate
aatrain engaged

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
whoever
That whoever
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
shall willfully
willfully derail,
derail, disable,
disable, or
wreck any
motor
engine, motor
any train, engine,
or wreck
shall
unit, or
operated, or
or employed
in interstate
interstate or
foreign
or foreign
employed in
used, operated,
or car
car used,
unit,
commerce
by any
any railroad,
or whoever
shall willfully
or
set fire to, or
willfully set
whoever shall
railroad, or
commerce by
place any
explosive substance
substance on or near, or undermine
undermine any tunnel,
any explosive
place
bridge,
trestle, track,
signal, station,
warehouse,
depot, warehouse,
station, depot,
track, signal,
viaduct, trestle,
bridge, viaduct,
terminal,
any other
other way,
way, structure,
structure, property, or appurtenance
appurtenance
or any
terminal, or
used in
in the
the operation
operation of any such railroad in interstate or foreign
used
commerce,
otherwise make any such tunnel, bridge, viaduct, trestle,
commerce, or otherwise
track, signal,
signal, station, depot, warehouse,
warehouse, terminal,
terminal, or any other
track,
way, structure,
structure, property,
property, or appurtenance
unworkable or unusable
appurtenance unworkable
way,
or
work or
with the intent to derail, disable, or
use, with
or use,
to work
hazardous to
or hazardous
wreck a
atrain,
train, engine,
motor unit,
employed
operated, or employed
or car used, operated,
unit, or
engine, motor
wreck
in interstate
commerce or
whoever shall willfully attempt
attempt
or whoever
foreign commerce
or foreign
in
interstate or
to do
do any
any of
of the
the aforesaid
or things,
things, shall be deemed guilty
acts or
aforesaid acts
to
of a
crime, and
and on
on conviction
be subject
subject to aa fine of
thereof shall be
conviction thereof
a crime
of
not more
more than
than $10,000
$10,000 or
imprisonment for not more than twenty
or imprisonment
not

June 8,
1940
8, 1940
June

[11.
[Il. It. 80861
[Public,
ifflir
No. 6765
[Public, No.

R. ose6

Wrecking
Wrecking of train,
etc., employed in inetc.,
terstate
foreign
terstate or foreign
commerce.

Penalty.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Death penalty, etc.;
when applicable.
applicable.

Jurisdiction of State
State
courts.
State conviction or
State
acquittal, effect.
effect.
acquittal,

years,
or both
fine and
and imprisonment
imprisonment in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the court:
court:
years, or
both fine
Provided,
That whoever
whoever shall
of any
any such
crime, which
Provided, That
shall be
be convicted
convicted of
such crime,
which
in the
of any
any person,
shall be
be subject
also to
has resulted
resulted in
the death
death of
person, shall
subject also
to the
the
death
penalty or
or to
for life,
if the
the jury
jury shall
in its
its
death penalty
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
life, if
shall in
discretion
so direct,
or, in
the case
of a
guilty, if
the court
discretion so
direct, or,
in the
case of
a plea
plea of
of guilty,
if the
court
in its discretion
discretion shall so order.
order.
Nothing in
in this
Act shall
held to
to take
take away
away or
impair the
the
Nothing
this Act
shall be
be held
or impair
jurisdiction
the courts
of the
several States
the laws
laws thereof;
jurisdiction of the
courts of
the several
States under
under the
thereof;
and a
of conviction
conviction or
or acquittal
on the
under the
and
a judgment
judgment of
acquittal on
the merits
merits under
the
any prosecution
hereunder for
for
laws of any State shall
shall be a
a bar
bar to
to any
prosecution hereunder
the same act
act or
or acts.
acts.
Approved,
June 8,
1940.
Approved, June
8, 1940.
[CHAPTER
287]
[CHAPTER 287]

June 8, 1940
[H. R. 8491]
[Public, No. 576]

Missouri River.
Bridge
authorized
authorized
across, at Niobrara,
Nebr.

34 Stat. 84.
U. s.
S. c.
33 U.
C.
498.

§§ 491§§
491-

Right to acquire
real estate, etc.

Toll charges.
charges.

Application of tolls
to operation,
operation, sinking
fund, etc.
fund,

Maintenance as free
Maintenance
bridge after amortizing costs, etc.
Record of expenditures and receipts.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the county of Knox, State of Nebraska,
Nebraska, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
operate
operate a
atoll bridge across the Missouri
Missouri River at or
or near
near Niobrara, Nebraska.
Nebraska.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and House of
Representatives of
United
United States of America
Congress assembled, Th
at in
order to
to
America in
in Congress
That
in order
promote interstate commerce,
commerce, improve
improve the
postal service,
service, and
and provide
the postal
provide
for military and other purposes, the
Knox22 State
State of
the county
county of
of Knox
of
Nebraska,
be,zand it is hereby, authorized to construct, maintain,
Nebraska, be
maintain, and
and
operate a
a bridge and approaches
approaches thereto
Missouri River
thereto across the
the Missouri
River
at aapoint suitable to
interests of
navigation- at
near Niobrara,
Niobrara,
to the interests
of navigation
at or
or near
Nebraska, in accordance
accordance with the provisions
"An
provisions of
of the
the Act entitled "An
regulate the construction
Act to regulate
construction of bridges
navigable waters",
bridges over navigable
waters",
approved March
March 23, 1906, and subject to the
the conditions
conditions and limitations
contained in this Act.
contained
Act.
SEi.E°. 2. There is hereby conferred
S
of Knox,
Knox,
conferred upon the said county of
State of Nebraska, all such rights and powers
powers to
lands
to enter
enter upon lands
and to acquire,
acquire, condemn, occupy,
occupy, possess,
possess, and use
and other
use real
real estate
estate and
other
construction, maintenance,
property needed for the location, construction,
maintenance, and operation of such bridge and its
as ar
by railroad
railroad
its approaches,
approaches, as
aree possessed
possessed by
corporations
corporations for railroad purposes, or by bridge corporations
corporations for
for
bridge purposes, in the State in which such real estate or other proppropon th
ere f
or ,
t
o be
be ascerascer erty is situated,
situated upon making just
just compensati
compensation
therefor,
to
tained
according to the laws of such State, and the proceedtained and paid according
ings
condemnation or expropriation
ings therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation
expropriation
of property
property for public purposes
purposes in such State.
SEx.
S
EQ. 3. The said county of Knox, State of Nebraska, is hereby
hereby
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge
bridgeand
and
the rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed
changedby
by the
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March
March
23, 1906.
S
EC. 4. In fixing the
th e ra
t
es of
oft
oll to
be charged
charge d for
for the
such
SEC.
rates
toll
to be
the use
use of
of such
bridge,
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
a
fund
sufficient
bridge, the same
a
sufficient
to pay for the reasonable
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and operatreasonable cost of maintaining,
operating the bridge
and its approaches
.
approaches under
under economical
anagemen t
,
economical m
management,
and to provide a
a sinking fund suffici
sufficient
en tt
amor ti ze t
he cost of
such
too amortize
the
of such
bridge
and its
its approaches,
approaches, including
reasonable interest and financin
bridge and
including reasonable
financing
cost,
possible, under
under reasonable
reasonable charges, but within a
a period
period
cost, as
as soon
soon as
as possible,
not to exceed twenty years from the co
of .
m pl eti on thereof.
th ereo f. After
After
completion
a sinking fund sufficient for
a
ati on shall
shall h
ave been
been so
for amortiz
amortization
have
so provided,
provided,
said
bee ma
maintained
said bridge
bridge shall thereafter
thereafter b
i
nta i
ned and operated
operated free of tolls.
An
accurate
record
of
the
cost
An accurate record of the cost of the bridge
bridge and its approaches,
approaches, the
expenditures
repairing, and ooperating
expenditures for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
pera ting t
he same
the
same, and
and
the daily tolls colle
collected
ct
ed shall be kept and shall
sh all be
the
be available
available for
for the
information of all persons interested.
information
interested.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3D
70TH
SESS .—CHS .287,
8, 1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
287, 288—JUNE
288-JUNE 8,
1940

SEC.
conferred by
S
EC. 5. The right to assign the powers and privileges
privileges conferred
this Act by mortgage for the purpose of financing
financing the construction
construction
of such bridge
bridge is hereby granted to the county of Knox, State of
Nebraska,
Nebraska, and any person or corporation
acquire the same
corporation who shall acquire
authorized and empowered
by mortgage foreclosure
foreclosure is hereby authorized
empowered to
privileges herein
herein granted, to the
exercise the rights, powers, and privileges
same extent and as fully as though conferred
conferred directly upon such
corporation, until such time as there shall have been recovperson or corporation,
purchase price
ered through the toll system an amount equal to the purchase
price
approaches together with
on
of such bridge and its approaches
with annual interest on
the _unpaid
unpaid amount of such purchase price and
and the
the annual
annual costs
costs of
of
maintenance 'repair, and
maintenance,
and operation of
of such
such bridge
bridge during such period.
Such bridge shall thereafter
thereafter revert to and be maintained
maintained and operated
by the
the county
county of Knox, State
State of
of Nebraska,
Nebraska, free
free of tolls.
S
EC. 6. The right to alter, amend, or
SEe.
or repeal this
this Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.

[CHAPTER 288]
[CHAPTER
288]

ACT
AN ACT

construct, maintain,
To authorize the county of Burt, State of Nebraska, to construct,
maintain, and
operate a
operate
a toll bridge across the Missouri River at or near Decatur, Nebraska.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in
order to
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
in order
promote interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, improve
improve the
the postal
postal service, and
and provide
provide
for military and other purposes, the county of Burt, State of
Nebraska, be, and it
authorized to construct, maintain, and
it is hereby, authorized
operate
approaches thereto
operate aa bridge and
and approaches
thereto across
across the
the Missouri
Missouri River
River
at
interests of navigation
at a
a point suitable
suitable to the interests
navigation at
at or
or near
near Decatur,
Decatur,
Nebraska, and to a
aplace at or near Onawa,
Nebraska,
Onawa, Iowa, in accordance
accordance with
the
regulate the constructhe provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled "An Act to
to regulate
approved March 23, 1906,
and
tion of
of bridges over navigable
navigable waters",
waters", approved
1906, and
contained in this Act.
subject to the conditions and limitations contained
S
EC. 2. There is hereby conferred
SEC.
conferred upon the said county of Burt,
powers to enter
State of
of Nebraska, all such rights
rights and powers
enter upon
upon lands and
and
condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other
other
to acquire, condemn,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
property needed for the location, construction,
operation of
approaches as are possessed by
by railoperation
of such
such bridge
bridge and its
its approaches
corporations for
railroad purposes, or by bridge
corporations
road corporations
for railroad
bridge corporations
for bridge
bridge purposes,
in which
which such
or other
for
purposes, in
in the
the State
State in
such real
real estate
estate or
other
compensation therefor, to
to be
is situated upon making just
just compensation
property is
ascertained and
and paid
paid according
according to
to the
such State,
State, and
and the
the
of such
the laws
laws of
ascertained
proceedings therefor
therefor shall
or
as in the condemnation
condemnation or
proceedings
shall be the same as
expropriation of property
purposes in such
such State.
property for
for public
public purposes
expropriation
SEC. 3. The said county of Burt, State of Nebraska,
Nebraska, is hereby
SEC.
authorized
and the
transit over such bridge
bridge and
authorized to
to fix and
and charge tolls for transit.
rates of toll so fixed shall be the legal rates until changed by the
Secretary of War under the authority contained in the Act of March
March
23, 1906.
23,
SEC. 4. In fixing the rates of toll to be charged for the use of such
such
SEC.
bridge,
sufficient
so adjusted
adjusted as to provide
provide a
a fund sufficient
bridge, the
the same
same shall
shall be
be so
to
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operatto pay
pay for the
the reasonable
ing
economical management,
approaches under
under economical
and its
its approaches
ing the
the bridge
bridge and
fund sufficient to amortize the cost of such
sinking fund
and to
to provide aa sinking
bridge
and its
its approaches,
approaches, including
interest and
and financfinancreasonable interest
including reasonable
bridge and
charges, but
but within aa
reasonable charges,
cost, as
as soon as
as possible, under reasonable
ing cost,
period
not to
to exceed
years from
from the
the completion
completion thereof.
thereof.
twenty years
of not
exceed twenty
period of
193470°-41-PT.
--- 17
193470*--41--PT. I----17
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Assignment of powAssignment
ers and privileges.

Rights of persons,
etc.,
acquiring such
such
etc., acquiring
powers and privileges.
privileges.

Reversion
Reversion of bridge
to Knox County.
Amendment, etc.

June 8, 1940
[H. R.
R. 8589]
[H.
8589]
[Public, No. 577]
[Public,

Missouri River.
Bridge
authorized
Bridge authorized
across, at Decatur,
across,
Decatur,
Nebr.,
and Onawa,
Onawa,
Nebr., and
Iowa.
Iowa.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S.
S. C. §§
491§§491498.

Right to acquire
real estate. etc.

Toll charges.

Application of tolls
tolls
Application
operation, sinking
to operation,
sinking
fund, etc.

PUBLIC
CHS .288-290—JUNE
1940
8, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS--CHS.
288-290-JUNE 8,
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Maintenance as free
Maintenance
after amortizbridge after
etc.
ing costs, etc.
Record
Record of
of expendiexpendireceipts.
tures and receipts.

Assignment of powAssignment
ers and privileges.

Rights of persons,
persons,
etc., acquiring
etc.,
acquiring .such
such
powers and privileges.
privileges.

Reversion of bridge
to Burt County.

Amendment, etc.

After
for amortization
amortization shall
have been
been so
so
After a
a sinking
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient for
shall have
provided, said
shall thereafter
thereafter be
be maintained
provided,
said Thridge
bridge shall
maintained and
and operated
operated
free of
tolls. An
bridge and
and its
free
of tolls.
An accurate
accurate record
record of
of the
the cost
cost of
of the
the bridge
its
approaches, the
the expenditures
repairing, and
approaches,
expenditures for
for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
and operatoperating
the daily
tolls collected
and shall
be
ing the
the same,
same, and
and the
daily tolls
collected shall
shall be
be kept
kept and
shall be
available for
for the
information of
of all
all persons
persons interested.
available
the information
interested.
Snc.
5. The
The right
right to
assign the
the powers
conferred by
by
SEC. 5.
to assign
powers and
and privileges
privileges conferred
mortgage for
purpose of
the construction
construction
this Act by
by mortgage
for the
the purpose
of financing
financing the
of
such bridge
hereby granted
the county
county of
of Burt,
Burt, State
of such
bridge is
is hereby
granted to
to the
State of
of
Nebraska,
any person
person or
the same
Nebraska, and
and any
or corporation
corporation who
who shall
shall acquire
acquire the
same
by
mortgage foreclosure
foreclosure is
hereby authorized
authorized and
by mortgage
is hereby
and empowered
empowered to
to
privileges herein
herein granted,
granted, to
to the
exercise the rights, powers,
powers, and privileges
the
conferred directly
such
same extent
extent and
and as fully as though
though conferred
directly upon
upon such
person or
or corporation,
corporation, until
such time
as there
shall have
have been
been
person
until such
time as
there shall
recovered through
through the
the toll
system an
amount equal
to the
purchase
recovered
toll system
an amount
equal to
the purchase
price
its approaches
with annual
price of
of such
such bridge
bridge and
and its
approaches together
together with
annual interest
interest
on the unpaid amount of such purchase
purchase price
price and
and the annual costs of
of
maintenance,
and operation
operation of
such bridge
bridge during
such
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
of such
during such
revert to
and be
be maintained
period. Such
Such bridge shall
shall thereafter
thereafter revert
to and
maintained
and
the county
county of
of Nebraska,
of tolls.
and operated
operated by .the
of Burt,
Burt, State
State of
Nebraska, free
free of
tolls.
SEC. 6. The
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
repeal this
Act is
SEC.
The right
amend, or
or repeal
this Act
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 8, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 289]
[CHAPTER

June 8, 1940
[H. R. 8749]
8749]
[Public, No. 578]

Missouri River.
Time extended for
bridging, at PetersPetersbridging,
burg,
burg, Mo.
53 Stat. 1238.
Amendment, etc.

Wayne County,
County,
Wayne
Mich.
Easement over certain lands for
for sewagedisposal line.

ACT
AN ACT
AN

To extend
To
extend the
the times
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
of a
abridge
times for
the construction
construction of
bridge
River at or
or near
near Petersburg,
Petersburg, Missouri.
across the Missouri River
Missouri.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
assembled, That the times
times for
for
commencing
commencing and completing the construction
construction of a
a bridge
bridge across the
Missouri
Missouri River, at or near Petersburg, Missouri, authorized to be
Howard, Missouri, by
Congress
built by the county of
of Howard,
by an Act of Congress
approved August 7, 1939, are hereby extended one and three years,
respectively, from August 7,1940.
7, 1940.
SEC.
EC.2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.
1940.
[C HAPTER 290]
[CHAPTER
290]

June 8, 1940
1940
June
[H. R. 8958]
[Public, No.
No. 579]

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

authorize the Secretary of the Interior to grant to the county of Wayne, State
To authorize
Michigan, an easement over certain land
of Michigan,
land of the United
United States
States in
in Wayne
Wayne
County, Michigan,
Michigan, for a
a sewage-disposal
sewage-disposal line.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to grant to the county of Wayne,
State of Michigan,
Michigan, an easement over aatwenty-foot
twenty-foot strip
strip of land situsitusoutheasterly
ated along the Middle Branch of the Rouge River on the southeasterly
side
across fisheries station property
side thereof across
property in the east half of the
northeast
1 south, range 88east, Northnortheast quarter of section 9, township 1
ville Township, Wayne County, Michigan,
Michigan, for the purpose of maintaining
a sewer and sewage facilities thereon.
taining a
thereon.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 291]
291]
AN ACT
ACT

and completing
To extend
extend the times for commencing
commencing and
of a
bridge
completing the
the construction
construction of
a bridge
across
across the
River at
Minnesota.
the Mississippi
Mississippi River
at or
or near
near Winona,
Winona, Minnesota.

June 8, 1940
1940
June

[H. R..R.
9094]
[Public, No. 580]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the
Mississippi River.
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for Time
Unite,c1
Time extended
extended for
for
commencing
construction of a
commencing and completing the construction
a bridge across the bridging,
at Winona,
Minn.
Mississippi River, at or near Winona,
Winona Minnesota,
Minnesota, authorized
authorized to be
built by the States of Minnesota
Minnesota and Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, jointly or separately,
53
52 Stat. 1214; 53
by an Act of Congress approved
approved June 28, 1938, as extended
extended by an
Stat. 1082.
Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved July 25, 1939, are hereby extended one and
three years, respectively,
respectively, from the date of approval of this Act.
Amendment, etc.
SEc. 2. The right to
SEC.
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal this
this Act is hereby Amendment,
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 8, 1940.
Approved,

[CHAPTER 292]
[CHAPTER
292]
AN ACT
ACT
extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
To extend
a bridge
across the Saint Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg, New York, and for
for
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States
the times
for
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
times for
commencing
commencing and completing the construction
construction of aa bridge across the
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River at or near Ogdensburg,
authorized
Ogdensburg, New York, authorized
to be built by the Saint Lawrence
Lawrence Bridge Commission and its successors
successors
and assigns, by an Act of Congress approved June 14, 1933, and heretofore extended by Acts of Congress approved
1934, May
May 28,
28,
approved June
June 8,
8, 1934,
1935, April 11, 1936, August 12, 1937, and April 26, 1939, are hereby
extended one and
and three years, respectively, from the date of approval
approval of
this Act.
SEC.
4 of the Act of June 14,
S
EC. 2. That so much of section 4
1933 (48 Stat.
14,1933
141), which reads as follows: "The bridge constructed
constructed under the
authority of this Act shall be deemed
instrumentality of internadeemed an instrumentality
authorized by the Government of the United States,
tional commerce authorized
and said bridge and ferry or ferries and the bonds issued in connection
connection
therewith and the income
derived therefrom
all
therewith
income derived
therefrom shall
shall be exempt from all
Federal, State, municipal, and local taxation.", is repealed,
repealed, and in
lieu thereof the following
following language
language is substituted in said section 4,
"The bridge hereby authorized
authorized or the income therefrom
therefrom shall be
to wit: "The
Federal, State, municipal, or local taxation only to the
subject to Federal,
extent
extent that
that aalike structure
structure or
or the income
income therefrom owned
owned and
and operoperated by aapublic authority or public agency of the State of New York
shall be subject
subject to taxation. The bonds or obligations of the Commission, from time to time outstanding. and
and the income
income derived therefrom
therefrom
shall
be subject
to taxation
taxation in
in the
the hands
holders thereof."
thereof."
shall be
subject to
hands of
of the
the holders
SEC. 3. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
SEC.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June 8, 1940.

June
8, 1940
June 8,
1940
[H. R. 94111
9411]
[Public, No. 581]
681]

Saint Lawrence
Lawrence
Saint
River.
Time extended
extended for
for
bridging, at OgdensOgdensburg, N. Y.
48 Stat.
Stat. 141,
141, 927;
49 Stat. 301,
301, 1202:
50
1202; 60
Stat.
Stat. 631; 53
63 Stat. 621.
621.

Tax exemption,
exemption,
repeal.
48 Stat. 143.

Taxation of bridge
or income therefrom;
therefrom;
extent.

Bonds, etc.,
etc., taxation.

Amendment, etc.
Amendment,

260
260

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.293,
JUNE 8,
1940
293, 294
294-JUNE
8, 1940
[
CHAPTER 293]
293]
[CHAPTER

June
1940
June 8,
8, 1940
[H. R. 9441]
9441]
[H.
[Public. No. 582]
[Public,

Sullivans Island,
Sullivans
Island,
S.
C.
S.C.
Acceptance of cerAcceptance
tain land
land in.

Description.
Description.

Use
Coast
Use by U. S. Coast
Guard.
Guard.

Acquisition of title,
Acquisition
title,
etc.; availability
availability of
funds.

[54 S
STAT.
PAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To accept
accept the grant to the United States of certain
certain land
To
by the
the State
State of
land by
of South
South
Carolina and to authorize
authorize its
use by
by the
United States
Guard.
its use
the United
States Coast
Coast Guard.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of.the
United
United States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
right,
of America
assembled, That
the right,
title, and interest
interest to
jurisdiction over,
the followingto and
and in,
in, and
and jurisdiction
over, the
followingdescribed lands, situated in
described
in the
the township
township of
SulEvans Island,
m the
of Sullivans
Island, in
the
county of Charleston,
Charleston, State
State of
and ceded
of South
South Carolina,
Carolina, granted
granted and
ceded
States for
to the United
United States
for the
the purposes
purposes of
States GovernGovernof the
the United
United States
an act
act of
ment by an
the General
Assembly of
of the
of the
General Assembly
the State
State of
of South
South
Carolina
approved July
Carolina approved
July 1,
1, 1939,
1939, be,
are hereby,
hereby, accepted
be, and
and the
the same
same are
accepted
by
by the
the United
United States:
States:
All that tract, piece,
piece, or
or parcel
of land,
land, situate,
situate, lying,
parcel of
lying, and
and being
being on
on
Sullivans Island,
the western end of Sullivans
county of
State
Island, in
in the
the county
of Charleston,
Charleston, State
aforesaid,
all the
the land
aforesaid, being all
lying to
to the
the northward
northward and
land lying
and westward
westward
of the western boundary
boundary of the
the road
road leading
leading to
to Cove
Cove Inlet
Inlet Bridge,
Bridge,
and to the northward
northward and
westward of
of the
west line
line of
and westward
the west
of Church
Church
above tract
Street. The above
tract of
of land
shall specifically
specifically include
include lots
lots numnumland shall
bered 11through 17, inclusive, including
half lots,
lots, and
including the
the half
and also
also includincludof Middle
ing all that portion of
lies to
to the
northward and
Middle Street
Street which
which lies
the northward
and
westward of the west
west boundary
of Church
Street extended,
extended, together
together
boundary of
Church Street
with the water lots and marshes; all
all of
map of
of which
which is
is shown
shown on
on map
of
Waterworks, made
Sullivans Island Waterworks,
made by
by the
McCrady Company,
the John
John McCrady
Company,
dated November 1937, and
and on
office of
Board of
of Townon file
file in
in the
the office
of the
the Board
Townfor Sullivans
ship Commissioners
Commissioners for
Sullivans Island,
Island, South
Carolina.
South Carolina.
SEC.
in the
S
EC. 2. That the premises embraced
embraced in
the foregoing
foregoing description
description
so granted and ceded by the State
State of South
South Carolina
accepted
Carolina and
and accepted
by the United States may be used
used by
by the
United States
States Coast
Coast Guard
the United
Guard
for its lawfully
lawfully authorized
authorized purposes.
purposes.
SEC.
title, or
S
EC. 3. That the right, title,
any person
any
or interest
interest of
of any
person in
in or
or to
to any
portion
foregoing description
portion of the premises embraced in the foregoing
any
description or
or any
structures, or
buildings, structures,
improvements thereon
thereon may
acquired by
by
or improvements
may be
be acquired
the use of funds in any available
available appropriation
of the
appropriation of
the Coast
Coast Guara
Guard
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury in
in behalf
behalf of
of the
United States
St at
es b
y
the Treasury
the United
by
donation,
or otherwise
donation, purchase, condemnation, or
otherwise to
to satisfy
satisfy the
condithe condition of section 2
2 of the aforesaid Act
Act of
of the
Smith Carolina
Carolina
the State
State of
of South
approved July
July 1,
1, 1939.
1939.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 294]
(CHAPTER
294]

1940
June 8, 1940
[H. J. Res. 260]
[H.
1Pub.Res.,No. 78]
'Pub.Res..No.

Statue of Jobn
John Marshall.
Removal of, to new
new
Removal
site, authorized.
authorized.

Selection
Selection

site.
site.

of new
new

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auan-

RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing the
the removal
Authorizing
removal of the statue of John Marshall from its present site on
on
the Capitol Grounds
Grounds to a
a new site in proximity to
to the
Supreme Court
Court BuildBuildthe Supreme
ing-

Resolved
Senate and House of Representatives
ResoLeed by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Architect
States of
of America
Architect of
the
of the
Capitol is
directed to move the statue of John Marshall
Capitol
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
Marshall
from
its present
site on
on the
Capitol Grounds
a new site either
from its
present site
the Capitol
Grounds to a
either on
the
grounds of
of the
Supreme Court Building or on the Capitol Grounds
the grounds
the Supreme
between the
the Capitol
Capitol and
and the
between
the Supreme Court Building. Such
Such new
new
site shall be selected
site
selected by the United
United States
States Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court.
SE.
S
EC. 2. There
There is authorized
authorized to
to be
ed suc
h sum
sum as
may
be appropriat
appropriated
such
as may
be
to carry out
thee provisions of this
this joint
be necessary
necessary to
ou tth
resolution.
joint resolution.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER 295]
2951
[CHAPTER
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To authorize
authorize compacts
compacts or agreements
agreements between
between or
among the
States bordering
bordering
or among
the States
on the Atlantic
to fishing in
Atlantic Ocean with respect
respect to
in the
the territorial
waters and
and bays
bays
territorial waters
and inlets of the Atlantic Ocean
on which
Ocean on
such States
States border,
border, and
for other
which such
and for
other
purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate and
of Representatives
and House of
Representatives of
of the
United
the United
States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
States
Congress assembled,
of ConConthe consent
consent of
gress is hereby given to any two or
of the
the States
States of
of Maine,
Maine, New
or more
more of
New
Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Island, Connecticut, New York,
York,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
Maryland, Virginia, North
Carolina, South
North Carolina,
South
Carolina,
Carolina, Georgia,
Georgia, and Florida,
Florida, to enter into
agreements,
into compacts
compacts or
or agreements,
not in conflict with any law of the United States, for cooperative
cooperative
effort and mutual assistance
assistance for the uniform,
common, or
mutual
uniform, common,
or mutual
regulation of fishing or of any species of
of fish,
fish, mollusks,
mollusks, or
or crustacea
crustacea
in the territorial waters and bays and inlets of the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean
Ocean
on which such States border or
which their
their jurisdiction
otherwise
or to
to which
jurisdiction otherwise
anadromous fish
extends and of anadromous
spawning in
in the
waters of
of
fish spawning
the inland
inland waters
those States.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The consent of Congress
Congress is hereby granted to States other
other
than those specified but which have jurisdiction
jurisdiction over inland waters
waters
frequented by anadromous
anadromous fish of the sea to
into compacts
to enter
enter into
compacts or
or
agreements
agreements authorized by this Act.
Act.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The consent of Congress
Congress is hereby given
given to
any of
to any
of the
the
aforementioned
aforementioned States to establish such agencies or authorities
authorities, joint
joint
or otherwise,
otherwise, as they
deem desirable
for ma
king effective
they may
may deem
desirable for
making
effective
compacts or agreements
compacts
agreements herein authorized.
authorized.
SEC.
compact or agreement
SEC. 4. Any such compact
agreement shall not be
or
be binding
binding or
obligatory upon the signatory States unless it
it has
has been
been approved
approved
by the legislatures of such States and by the Congress of
of the
the United
United
States.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. The right to alter, amend,
this resolution
resolution is
is hereby
hereby
amend, or repeal
repeal this
expressly reserved.
reserved.

June 8,
8, 1940
[H.
[H. J.
J. Res.
Res. 302]
302]
[Pub.
Res.,
No. 79]
[Pub. Res., No.
79]

Atlantic Ocean.
Atlantic
Ocean.
Compacts between
Compacts
States bordering
bordering on,
on,
with respect to
to reguregulation
fishing.
lation of fishing.

Inland
Inland waters.
waters.
Compacts between
Compacts
between
other
other States.
States.

Establishment
of
Establishment
of
State
agencies, etc.
State agencies,
etc.

Approval by State
Approval
State
legislatures and Congress.

Amendment, etc.
etc.
Amendment,

Approved, June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 301]
301]

AN ACT
To amend section 5136 of the Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, to
charitable
to authorize
authorize charitable
contributions
contributions by national banking associations.
associations.

Be it
enacted by
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
section 5136
That section
5136
of the Revised Statutes,
amended, is
Statutes, as amended,
is amended
by adding
adding at
at the
amended by
the
thereof the
end thereof
the following
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
contribute to community
"Eighth. To contribute
community funds, or
or to
to charitable,
charitable,
philanthropic,
benevolent instrumentalities
philanthropic, or benevolent
instrumentalities conducive
to public
conducive to
public
welfare, such sums as its board
board of directors
directors may
expedient and
and
may deem
deem expedient
in the
the interests
in
interests of
if it
it is
is located
located in
in a
a State
laws
of the
the association,
association, if
State the
the laws
of which
which do
do not
not expressly
expressly prohibit
prohibit State
State banking
banking institutions
institutions from
from
contributing
contributing to such funds
funds or
or instrumentalities."
instrumentalities."
Approved, June
1940.
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1940.

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[S. 194]
1984]
[I.

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 583]
583]

R.
R..S.
6136, amendS. §5138,
amendment.
12 U. S. C.
C. §24;
§24;
Supp, V,
24.
Supp.
V, § 24.
National
banking
National
banking
associations.
associations.
Contributions
Contributions by,
to community funds,
funds,
etc.

PUBLIC
LAWS—GUS. 302--301—JUNE
11, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
302-304-JUNE 11,

262
262

[CHAPTER 3021
302]
[CHAPTER
1940
June 11,
11, 1940
[H.
R. 8452]
8452]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 584]
5241
Frankford Creek,
Frankford
Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Declared nonnaviDeclared
nonnavigable stream.
gable
stream.

Amendment, etc.
Amendment,
etc.

Alaskan InternaInternaHighway ComComtional Highway
mission.
mission.
Post,
Post, p. 1044.
Extension
memExtension of
of members'
bers' terms.

52 Stat. 590.
Report
dent.
dent.

to

presiPresi-

Transmission of,
of, to
Congress.
Congress.

Be it
Senate and
of Representatives
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
of America
in Congress
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Frankford
Frankford
Creek,
the city
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, in
in the
the State
State of
of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, be,
be,
Creek, in
in the
city of
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
nonnavigable stream
stream within
and
hereby, declared
declared to
to be
be aanonnavigable
within
the
of the
States.
the meaning
meaning of
the Constitution
Constitution and
and laws
laws of
of the
the United
United States.
S
EC. 2.
2. That
the right
of Congress
alter, amend,
amend, or
this
SEC.
That the
right of
Congress to
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
Act
is hereby
expressly reserved.
Act is
hereby expressly
reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

[H. R.
R. 9394]
9294]
[H.

[Public, No.
No. 586]

Cumberland
Gap
Cumberland
National
National Historical
Park, Tenn.,
Tenn., Ky.,
Ky.,
and Va.
Establishment
Establishment of,
of
upon
acquisition of
upon acquisition
of
title to lands, etc.,
etc., by
U. S.
U.S.

Provisos.
ProVos.
Restriction on use
use
funds.
of funds.
Lands, etc.,
etc., to be
be
included.
Included.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To extend
the existence
of the
the Alaskan
International Highway
Highway Commission
Commission for
To
extend the
existence of
Alaskan International
for
an additional
additional four
four years,
an
years, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the terms
United States
States of
of America
America in
terms .of
of
the
of the
the Alaskan
Alaskan International
the members
members of
International Highway
Highway Commission
Commission
appointed
to the
the provisions
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
Act entitled
entitled "An
to create
create aa Commission
known as
the Alaskan
Alaskan International
International
to
Commission to
to be
be known
as the
Highway
31, 1938,
1938, shall
be six
six years
years
Highway Commission",
Commission", approved
approved May
May 31,
shall be
in lieu
years as
provided by
such Act.
in
lieu of
of two
two years
as provided
by such
Act.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The last
such Act
Act of
May 31
is amended
amended
SEC.
last sentence
sentence of
of such
of May
31,.,1938,
1938, is
to
Commission shall,
shall, within
two years
years after
to read
read as
as follows:
follows: "Said
"Said Commission
within two
after
their
appointment and
and at
such other
other times
times as
as the
Commission may
their appointment
at such
the Commission
may
deem
deem advisable,
report to
to the
the President
extent and
and results
of their
their
advisable, report
President the
the extent
results of
activities and
and of
of any
any conferences,
conferences, relative
relative to
such highway,
highway, and
activities
to such
and the
the
President shall
transmit said
reports to
to the
Congress."
President
shall transmit
said reports
the Congress."
Approved, June
11, 1940.
Approved,
June 11,
1940.
[CHAPTER 304]
304]
[CHAPTER

June
June 11,
11, 1940

AN ACT
ACT

To declare
Frankford Creek,
Creek, Pennsylvania,
to be
be a
nonnavigable stream.
stream.
Pennsylvania, to
a nonnavigable
To
declare Frankford

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 303]
303]
June
1940
June 11,
11, 1940
[H. R.. 9271]
[Public, No.
No. 585]
[Public,

[54 STAT.
(54

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the establishment
establishment of the Cumberland
Cumberland Gap
Gap National
National Historical
Park in Tennessee, Kentucky,
Kentucky, and Virginia.
Virginia.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America
America in Congress
assembled, That when title to
United States
Congress assembled,

all the lands, structures,
structures, and other property in the
the Cumberland
Cumberland GapGapCumberland
Cumberland Ford
Ford areas,
areas, being
portions of
Path of
of the
the
being portions
of the
the Warriors
Warriors Path
Indians
Boone, within
Indians and Wilderness Road of Daniel Boone,.
within Bell
Bell and
and
Harlan
and Claiborne
Claiborne
Harlan Counties, Kentucky; Lee County, Virginia; and
as may
County, Tennessee;
Tennessee; as
determined by
by the
may be
be determined
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
for national
historical park
Interior as necessary
necessary or desirable for
national historical
park purposes,
purposes,
shall have been vested in the United States
States such
such area or
or areas
areas shall
shall
be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, established,
established, dedicated,
apart as
dedicated, and
and set
set apart
as aa
inspiration of
public park for the benefit and inspiration
the people
people and
and shall
of the
shall
be known
known as the "Cumberland
"Cumberland Gap National
National Historical
Park": ProHistorical Park":
Provided, That the United States
vided,
States shall not purchase by appropriation
appropriation
of public
public moneys any lands within the aforesaid
aforesaid areas: Provided
of
Provided
further, That such area
further,
area or areas shall
shall include,
i
nc l
ud
e,
a
l
east, t
he following
follow i
ng
attleast,
the
features
and intervening
features and
intervening lands: Cumberland
Cumberland Gap, The Pinnacle, the
the
remaining
between the States, Soldiers Cave,
remaining fortifications
fortifications of the War between
King Solomon's
Garden, Sand Cave,
Cave, The
Solomon's Cave, Devils Garden,
The Doublings
Doublings,
White
White Rocks
Rocks, Rocky Face, Moore
Moore Knob, and that portion
portion of the
Warriors
and Daniel
Daniel Boone's
Wilderness Road extending
Warriors Path
Path and
Boone's Wilderness
extending from
the city of Cumberland
Cumberland Gap, Tennessee,
Ford, near
Tennessee, to Cumberland Ford
near

Pineville, Kentucky.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
SESS.-CHS.
1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D SESS
.—CHS.304-306-JUNE
304-306—JUNE 11,
11, 1940

SEC.
SEC. 2. The total area of the Cumberland
Cumberland Gap National Historical
Historical
Park, as determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to this Act, shall not exceed
exceed fifty
thousand acres, and shall not include any
any land within
within the
city limits
the city
limits
of Middlesboro and Pineville, Kentucky;
Kentucky; Cumberland
Cumberland Gap, Tenadjacent thereto which
nessee; or any lands adjacent
which the proper
proper officials
officials
thereof
thereof shall indicate to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior prior to the
establishment of said park are required
required for expansion
establishment
expansion of said cities.
SEC. 3. That the Secretary
is hereby
SEC.
Secretary of
of the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby
authorized to accept
accept donations
donations of land,
land, interests
interests in
in land, buildings,
buildings,
structures, and
and other
other property
within the
of the
the said
sai d
property within
the boundaries
boundaries of
determined and fixed hereunder,
historical park as determined
hereunder, and donations of
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That he
funds for the purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance thereof:
may acquire
acquire on behalf of the United
United States
States out of any
any donated funds,
by purchase
purchase at prices deemed by him reasonable,
reasonable, or by condemnation
condemnation
under the provisions
provisions of the Act of August 1, 1888, such tracts of
of
land within said historical park
park as may be necessary
necessary for the complecompletion thereof. The title to any lands or interests in lands to be acquired,
acquired
pursuant
pursuant to this Act shall be satisfactory
satisfactory to the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. The administration,
protection, and development
development of
administration, protection,
of .the
aforesaid
aforesaid national historical
historical park
park shall be exercised
exercised under the direction of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Park Service,
Interior by the National
National Park
subject to the provisions of the Act
25, 1916
535),
Act of
of August
August 25,
1916 (39
(39 Stat. 535),
entitled
Act to
to establish
and for
for other
other
entitled "An
"An Act
establish aaNational
National Park
Park Service,
Service, and
amended.
purposes", as amended.
Approved, June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 305]

AN ACT
ACT

To
postpone for
for one
year the
the date
date of
the transmission
transmission to
Congress by
the United
United
by the
of the
to Congress
To postpone
one year
States Coronado
Coronado Exposition
Exposition Commission
of aa statement
statement of
of its
expenditures.
its expenditures.
Commission of
States

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
section 6
6of the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section
Act entitled
entitled "An
authorizing Federal
in the
the comcomAct
"An Act
Act authorizing
Federal participation
participation in
memoration and observance
observance of the four-hundredth
memoration
four-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of the
explorations of Francisco
Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado", approved
approved July
explorations
de Coronado",
July 17,
1939,
follows:
1939 is amended to read as follows:
"SEC. 6.
Commission shall transmit
transmit to Congress
Congress on or before
"SEC.
6. The
The Commission
January 3, 1942,
manner of expenditure
expenditure of
of
January
1942, a
a detailed
detailed statement
statement of the
the manner
authorization contained
contained in
in
any funds appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the authorization
this Act."
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 306]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Providing for an annual appropriation
appropriation to meet the
the share of the United
United States
Providing
toward the expenses of the International Technical
Aerial Legal
Technical Committee
Committee of Aerial
Experts, and for participation
International Technical
Technical
Experts,
participation in the meetings
meetings of the International
Committee of Aerial
Aerial Legal Experts and the commissions
commissions established
established by that
Committee
that
Committee.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
in Cangress
That section
Public
section 22 of
of Public
of America in
Congress assembled, That
States of
Resolution Numbered
approved August
August 7, 1935 (49
Stat 540),
(49 Stat.
540),
Resolution
Numbered 254, approved
resolution as of June
1941,
which terminates
terminates the
the provisions
provisions of
of the resolution
June 30, 1941,
is hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
June 11,
1940.
11, 1940.
Approved, June

263
Limitation on area.

Lands excluded.
excluded.

Acceptance
Acceptance of donations of land, etc.,
etc., auautions
thorized.
thorized.

Proviso.
Provso.
Acquisition of
of cerAcquisition
tain lands from dotain
nated funds.
nated
25 Stat. 357.
40 U.
U. S.
S. C. §§ 257,
40
257,
258.
258.

Administration,
Administration, etc.

U. S. C. §§ 1-4;
16 U.
Supp. V,
V, §
§§ 1,
2.
1, 2.

June
June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[H. R.
R. 9595]
[H.

[Public, No. 587]
Pour-hundredth anFour-hundredth
niversary
of the exni
ersary of
plorations of FrancisFrancisplorations
co Vasquez
co
Vasquez de Coronado.
nado.
53 Stat. 1048.

Report
('ongress.
toport to Congress.

June 11.
1940
11. 1940
[H.
Res. 490]
[FI. I.
J. Res.
Res., No. 80]
[Pub. Res.,

International TechInternational
nical Committee
Committee of
nical
Aerial Legal
Legal Experts.
Authorizations for
Authorizations
for
appropriations.
appropriations.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
22
V. §
§266b.
266b.
V,

PUBLIC
CH.307-JUNE
307—JUNE 11,
11, 1940
1940
LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC LAWS—

264
[
CHAPTER 307]
[CHAPTER
307]
CAPTER
307]
Tune 11,
11, 1940
June
[H.
J. Res.
Res. 4981
496]
[H. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 81]
81]
[Pub.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Providing
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Acts of
under the
the Railroad
coverage under
more uniform
uniform coverage
Providing for
for more
1935
1937, the
the Carriers
Act of
of 1937,
1937, and
B of
of chapter
chapter 99
subchapter B
and subchapter
Taxing Act
Carriers Taxing
and 1937,
1935 and
of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code.
Code.
of

Resolved by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the United
Representatives of
and House
House of
Senate and
by the
Resolved
States of
of America
America in
of
(c) of
That subsection
subsection (c)
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States
section
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act
of 1937,
approved June
24,
June 24,
1937, approved
Act of
of the
section 11of
changing the period
period. at
at
amended by changing
hereby amended
(50 Stat. 307),
307), is hereby
1937 (50
a
thereof to a
colon and adding the
the following:
following: "Provided
"Provuled
the
end
Proviso.
Proviso.
resident of the United
a citizen
citizen or resident
individual not a
not further, That an individual
Individuals not
of
in service of
deemed in
States
shall not
be deemed
to be
be in
in the
the service
service of
of an
an employer
employer when
when
deemed to
not be
States shall
employer.
employer.
rendering service
.
.
is
the United States to an employer who
service outside the
rendering
where the service is
required under the laws applicable
applicable in the place where
required
rendered
employ therein,
therein, in
m whole
whole or in part, citizens
citizens or residents
residents
to employ
rendered to
thereof;
the laws
laws applicable
applicable on
29, 1935, in the place
on August 29,
and the
thereof; and
where
applicable
deemed to have been applicable
is rendered
rendered shall be deemed
where the service is
there
date."
there at all times prior to that date."
50 Stat.
Stat. 308.
308.
Subsection
of section
hereby amended
amended by subsub(d) of
section 11of said Act is hereby
Subsection (d)
45 U. S. C., Supp.
SUPP.
stituting for
for the
the following:
"Provided, however,
V, §
V,
§ 228a (d).
following: "Provided,
proviso therein
therein the
the proviso
stituting
Provioe.
Proviso.
an individual
individual shall
deemed to
to be
be in
in the
the employment
employment
shall not
not be
be deemed
That an
Employment relarela- That
Employment
tion.
tion.
relation
to an
employer unless
unless during
during the last pay-roll
pay-roll period in
in
an employer
relation to
rendered service
service
service to it he was with respect to that service
which he rendered
service of
accordance with
with subsection
subsection (c)
(c) of
of
of an employer
employer in accordance
in the service
section."
this section."
Amendments, operAmendments,
operate in the same manner
manner
The amendments
amendments in this section shall operate
ation and effect.
effect.
and
have the
as if
if they
had been
been part
part of
of the
the Railroad
Railroad
they had
and have
the same
same effect
effect as
Retirement Act
Retirement
Act of 1937
1937 when that
that Act was
was enacted on
on June 24, 1937.
Railroad
RetireRailroad
S
EC.
2.
Subsection
(c)
of
1
of
the
Railroad
Retirement Act
Retirement
Act
SEC.
Subsection
(c)
section
1
Act of 1935,
ment Act
amendments.
amendments.
1935, approved
August
1935
(49
Stat.
967), is hereby amended
of
1935,
approved
August
29,
1935
(49
Stat.
967),
amended
49 Stat. 968.
by changing
changing the period
period at the end thereof
colon and
adding
thereof to
to aa colon
and adding
C., Supp.
45 U. S. C.,
V, §§228a (c).
(e).
the
following: "Provided,
the following:
"Provided, however,
however, That
That an
an individual
individual not
not aa citizen
citizen
Proviso.
Proviso.
Individuals not
nol or resident of the United
United States shall not be deemed to be in the
deemed in
in service of
of
outside the United
United States
service of aacarrier when rendering service outside
carrier.
to aacarrier
principal part of its business in the United
carrier conducting
conducting the principal
United
States if such carrier
carrier is required
required under the laws applicable
applicable in the
place
employ therein, hi
whole or
or in
in
place where the
the service
service is
is rendered
rendered to
to employ
in whole
part, citizens or residents thereof; and the laws applicable
applicable on August
August
29,
1935, in
place where
the service
service is
is rendered
rendere d shall
sh
all b
deeme d
29, 1935,
in the
the place
where the
bee deemed
to have been applicable there at all times prior to that date.'
date."
49 Stat. 968.
said Act
Act is
hereby amended
amen d
ed by
by
Subsection (d)
(d) of
of section
section 11 of
of said
is hereby
45 U.
U. 8.
S. C., 8upp
Supp.
V.
§228ts (d).
V, §228a
changing
changing the period
period at the end thereof
thereof to aa colon and adding the
Proviso.
Prooio.
"Provided, however,
however, That an individual shall not be
following: "Provided,
be
Employment
rela- following:
Employment relation.
deemed to be in the employment
employment relation to aa carrier unless
unless during
during
period in which he rendered
the last pay-roll period
rendered service to it
it he was with
with
respect to that service in the service
service of aacarrier
carrier in accordance
accordance with
with
subsection (c)
(c) of this section."
section."
Amendments,
Amendments, oper
operThe amendments
amendments in this section shall operate in the same manner
man ne r
ation and effect.
effect.
and have the same effect
effect as if they
they h
ad been part of the Railroad
Railroad
had
Retirement
Retirement Act of 1935 when
when that Act was enacted
enacted on August 29,
1935.
Revenn
Internal
Revenue
SEC.
Subsection (b)
Site. 3. Subsection
(h) of section
section 1532 of the Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code, amendments.
amendments.
53 Stat. 182.
Code, approved
amended
approved February 10, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 1),
1), is hereby amended
26 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp
by substituting for the second proviso therein the following: "ProV, §
§1532
1532 (b).
(b).
following •"ProProviso.
Proviso.
vided, however,
vided,
however, That an individual
individual shall no
be deemed
deeme d to
to be
be.in
in the
rels
Employment relanottbe
the
tion to carrier.
carrier.
employment
t
o a
a carrier
carri
er unless
un l
ess during
during the
the last
last pay-roll
pay-roll
employment relation to
period in which he rendered
rendered service to it he was with respect to that
that
service in the service
service of an employer
employer in accordance
accordance with subsection
subsection
(d)
(d) of this
this section."
section."

RetireRailroad
Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937,
amendments.
50 Stat. 308.
11313.
45 U. S.
8. C., St
Supp.
V,
§ 228a (c).
V, §

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54
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76TH
CONG ., 3D
.—CHS .307, 313-JUNE
313—JUNE 11, 1940
1940
SESS.-CHS.
3D SESS
76TH CONG.,

Subsection
(d) of section
section 1532 of said code is hereby amended by
Subsection (d)
changing
the
period
at
at the end thereof to aa colon and adding the
period
the
changing
a citizen
following: "Provided
"Provided further,
individual not a
citizen or
further, That an individual
following:
resident of
deemed to be in the service
States shall not be deemed
United States
the United
of the
resident
of an
rendering service
service outside
outside the United States
when rendering
employer when
an employer
of
to an
employer who
who is
is required
required under
under the laws applicable
applicable in the place
an employer
to
where
the service
service is rendered
rendered to employ
employ therein, in whole or in
where the
part, citizens
thereof; and the laws applicable on August
August
residents thereof;
citizens or residents
part,
29,
1935, in
in the
the place where the service
rendered shall be deemed
deemed
service is rendered
29, 1935,
to have
been applicable
applicable there at all times prior to that date."
have been
to
The amendments
amendments in
manner
operate in the same manner
in this section shall operate
The
and have
have the
the same
same effect
they had been part of the Internal
as if they
effect as
and
Revenue Code
when that
enacted on February
February 10, 1939,
that code was enacted
Code when
Revenue
and as
been part
correspondingly of subsections
subsections (b) and
and
part correspondingly
had been
they had
if they
as if
and
(d) of
the Carriers
Act
of 1937 (50 Stat. 435) when that Act
Carriers Taxing Act of
of the
(d)
was
was enacted on June 29, 1937.
Approved, June 11, 1940.
Approved,
[CH
APTER 313]
[CHAPTER

AN AC
T
ACT

Making
the Navy Department
service for the
Department and the naval service
for the
appropriations for
Making appropriations
fiscal
year ending
ending June
June 30,
1941, and
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
and for
30, 1941,
fiscal year

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the
the United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
the
following
sums are
Treasury
out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, out
are appropriated,
following sums
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department and the naval
naval
not otherwise
namely:
service
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
1941, namely:
June 30, 1941,
ending June
for the
service for
TITLE
APPROPRIATIONS
I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE I—GENERAL

53 Stat. 182.
26 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §
(d).
§ 1532 (d).
Proviso.
Proviso.
Individuals not
not
Individuals
deemed in service
service of
of
employer.
employer.

Laws applicable.
applicable.
Laws

Amendments, oper
operAmendments,
ation and
and effect.
ation

50 Stat. 436.
SuPp.
U. 8.
S. C., SuPP•
45 U.
V, §
§261 (b),
(d).
V,
(b), (d).

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[H. R. 8438]
[Public,
[Public, No. 588]

[H. R.84381

Navy Department
Department
and
and naval
naval service, apfiscal
propriations,
fiscal
propriations,
year 1941.
1941..

Post, pp. 292, 604,
604,
Post,
609,875,
971.
609,875, 971.

NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT
OFFICE
OF
OFFICE OF

THE S
ECRETARY
SECRETARY
THE

MISCELLANEOUS
MIsSCELLANEOUS

r,xpENsE,g
EXPENSES

including not to
For traveling
expenses of
employees, including
civilian employees,
of civilian
traveling expenses
For
exceed
$7,000 for
attendance, at home and abroad,
abroad,
of attendance,
expenses of
the expenses
for the
exceed $7,000
upon
similar
professional, scientific, and other similar
technical, professional,
of technical,
meetings of
upon meetings
Navy
organizations
when, in
judgment of
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
of the
the judgment
in the
organizations when,
such attendance
attendance would
be of
benefit in
the conduct
of the
the work
work of
of
conduct of
in the
of benefit
would be
such
or
the
Navy
Department;
not
to
exceed
$2,000
the
part-time
inpart-time
the
for
$2,000
exceed
to
the Navy Department; not
termittent
employment in
District of
elsewhere of
of Columbia or elsewhere
the District
in the
termittent employment
such experts
experts and
and at
at such
such rates
rates of
may be contracted
contracted
as may
compensation as
of compensation
such
for
by and
and in
in the
of the
of the Navy; expenses
Secretary of
the Secretary
discretion of
the discretion
for by
of
courts martial,
law and
and reference
books, expenses
expenses
reference books,
of law
purchase of
martial, purchase
of courts
of
prisoners
and
prisons,
courts
of
inquiry,
boards
of
investigations,
investigations,
of
boards
inquiry,
of
courts
prisons,
and
of prisoners
examining
boards, clerical
clerical assistance;
witnesses' fees
traveling
fees and traveling
assistance; witnesses'
examining boards,
expenses; not
to exceed
exceed $2
.
0,000 for
for promoting
promoting accident
prevention
accident prevention
$20,000
not to
expenses;
and safety
shore establishments
establishments of
of the
the Navy,
expended in
Navy, to be expended
in shore
safety in
and
the discretion
of the
Secretary of
Navy; newspapers
newspapers and periodithe Navy;
of the
the Secretary
discretion of
the
cals
for the
naval service;
service; all
all advertising
Navy Department
Department
the Navy
of the
advertising of
the naval
cals for
and its
bureaus (except
advertising for
recruits for the
the Bureau of
for recruits
(except advertising
its bureaus
and
Navigation) ;costs
vessels in
distress; recovery
recovery
in distress;
of vessels
relief of
suits; relief
of suits;
costs of
Navigation);
of valuables
of attaches
attaches abroad.
abroad, inmaintenance of
shipwrecks; maintenance
from shipwrecks;
valuables from
of
cluding
rental and
exceed $23,800
employees, and not to exceed
of employees,
pay of
and pay
office rental
cluding office
(composed
and "B"
"B" item, $6,300)
$6,300) in the aggre$17,500, and
item, $17,500,
"A" item,
of "A"
(composed of
gate
or $900
for any
any one
allowances for living quarters,
one person for allowances
$900 for
gate or

604,
202, 604,
Post, pp. 2E2,
.
875, 972, 1043.
.875,
Post,
604,
Post, pp. 292, 604,
972.
875, 972.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses,
penses.

exex-

Experts.
Experts.

Courts martial,
martial, etc.
Courts

Accident
prevenprevenAccident
tion, shore establishments.

Living quarters,
quarters, etc.
Living

266
46 Stat.
stat. 818.
818

Telegrams,
Telegrams, etc.

Damage claims.
132.
41 Stat. 132.

Provisos.
rovios
Restrictions
Restrictions on
on use
use

of appropriations.
appropriations.
Post, p.
p. 875.
875.
Post,

Group
IV (b)
(b) emGroup Iv
employees.

ployees.
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and light,
authorized by
the Act
Act approved
approved
including heat,
heat, fuel,
fuel, and
light, as
as authorized
by the
June 26, 1930 (5 U. S. C.
C., 118a);
118a) ;for contingencies
the Director
contingencies for
for the
Director
Intelligence, to
be expended
expended in
his discretion,
discretion, not
not to
to exceed
of Naval Intelligence,
to be
in his
exceed
and classification
classification of
of information;
not to
to exceed
$2,000; the collection and
information; not
exceed
(composed of
"A" item
and "B"
"B" item,
item, $238,000)
$238,000)
$462,000 (composed
of "A"
item, $224,000,
$224,000, and
for telephone,
telephone, telegraph,
telegraph, and teletype
teletype rentals and tolls,
tolls, telegrams,
radiograms, and cablegrams;
cablegrams; postage,
postage, foreign
foreign and
and domestic,
domestic, and
and
post-office box
liox rentals; necessary
persons and
and
post-office
necessary expenses
expenses for
for interned
interned persons
prisoners of war under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, inincluding funeral
funeral expenses
expenses for such
persons or
or prisoners
prisoners of
of
such interned
interned persons

war as may die while
while under
under such
payment of
of claims
claims
such jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; payment
for damages as provided
appropriations for
for the
the
provided in the Act
Act making
making appropriations
naval service
service for the fiscal
fiscal year
approved July
11, 1919
1919 (34
(34
year 1920,
1920, approved
July 11,
600);; and other necessary
U. S. C. 600)
necessary and incidental
incidental expenses;
in
expenses; in
all, $1,940,990
(composed of "A"
$1,940,990 (composed
"A" item, $1,379,190, and
and "B"
‘B" item,
item,
$561,800):
$561,800) :Provided,
Provided, That
no part
any appropriation
contained
That no
part of
of any
appropriation contained
.
in
this Act shall be available
available for the expense
expense of any
district
any naval
naval district
in
in which
which there may be an active navy yard, naval training station,
or naval operating
operating base, unless the commandant
commandant of the naval district
district
shall be also the commandant
Provided
commandant of one
one of such
such establishments:
establishments: Provided
further, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
further,
appropriation for
for ememployees assigned
performing similar
ployees
assigned to group IV (b) and
and those
those performing
similar
services carried
carried under native and alien schedules in the
of
the Schedule
Schedule of
Wages
Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field Service
Service of
of the
the Navy
Navy DeDepartment shall not exceed
$705,000 (composed
exceed $705,000
(composed of "A"
"A" item, $520,000,
$520,000,
and "B" item, $185,000).
$185,000).
CONTINGENT,
CONTINGENT, NAVY
NAVY

Contingent, Navy.
Navy.

For all emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
expenses, exclusive
exclusive of
of perextraordinary expenses,
personal services, in the Navy Department
Department or any
any of
of its
subordinate
its subordinate
bureaus or offices at Washington,
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, arising
arising at
at
Washington, District
home or abroad, but impossible
impossible to be anticipated
to be
be
anticipated or
or classified,
classified, to
expended on the approval
expended
approval and authority
Secretary of
the
authority of the
the Secretary
of the
Navy, and for such purposes as he may deem proper, and
and his
his deterdetermination
mination thereon shall be final and conclusive upon the accounting
accounting
officers of the Government,
Government, and for examination
examination of
of estimates
estimates for
for
appropriations
appropriations and of naval activities
activities in
the field
for any
branch
in the
field for
any branch
of the naval service,
service, $30,000 ("A"
("A" item),
item), of which $2,500 shall be
be
available immediately.
available
immediately.
CARE OF LEPERS,
LEPERS, AND SO FORTH,
GUAM
FORTH, ISLAND
ISLAND OF GUAM

Care of lepers,
lepers, etc.,
etc.,
Guam, and Culion,
P.I.
P.
L

Naval station, Island of Guam: For maintenance
maintenance and
and care
care of
of
lepers, special patients,
lepers
patients and for other purposes,
purposes including
cost of
of
including cost
transfer of
of lepers
from
Guam
to
the
island
purposes,
of
lepers from Guam to the island of Culion, in
in the PhilipPhilippines and their maintenance,
maintenan ce ,$24,580;
$24,580 ; for
for e
ducational purposes
purposes,
pines,
educational
$15,000;
$15,000; in all, $39,580 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
NAVAL
RESEARCH LABORATORY
LABORATORY
NAVAL RESEARCH

Laboratory and re.
research work.

For
laboratory and research
research work
For laboratory
work and other necessary
necessary work
work of
of
the
Naval Research
Research Laboratory
Laboratory for the benefit of the naval
the Naval
naval service
service,
including operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of aa laboratory,
including
laboratory, additions to

equipment
equipment necessary
necessary properly
properly to carry on work
work in hand, maintenance
maintenance
of buildings

and grounds,
scientific
of buildings and
grounds, temporary
temporary employment
employment of such
such scientific
and
technical
and technical civilian
civilian assistants
assistants as may become
become necessary,
necessary, and subscriptions
expended under
scriptions to
to technical
technical periodicals,
periodicals, to
to be expended
under the direcProvisos.
tion
Temporary
of
the
Temporary employSecretary of
the
Navy
$653,350
("A"
item):
tion
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Navy
$653,350
("A"
item)
:Provided,
Provided,
ment of scientists, etc.
etc. That $160,000 of this appropriation
shall be
available for the temThat $160,000 of this appropriation shall
be available
temporary
employment of civilian
civilian scientists
and technicists
porary employment of
scientists and
technicists required
required on
on
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special problems:
problems: Provided
the sum to be paid out of
Provided further,
further, That the
employees assigned
assigned to group IV
this appropriation
appropriation for employees
IV (b)
(b) and
and
services carried
carried under native and alien
alien
those performing
performing similar services
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field
schedules
Service of the Navy Department shall not exceed
exceed $250,000,
$250,000, in addition
to the amount
amount authorized
the preceding
proviso.
authorized by the
preceding proviso.

267
Group IV (b) employees.

OPERATION
CONSERVATION OF NAVAL PETROLEUM
ekintOLEUM RESERVES
RESLIcV.ES
OPERATION AND CONSERVATION

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy to carry out the provisions
contained
contained in the Act approved June 4, 1920, as amended (34 U. S. C.,
Supp. IV, 524),
requiring him to conserve,
conserve, develop,
develop, use, and operate
524), requiring
$71,500 ("A" item),
item), of which amount
amount
the naval petroleum reserves, $71,500
not to exceed $25,000 shall be available
employees assigned
assigned to
available for employees
group IV (b) and those performing
performing similar services
services carried under
under
native and alien schedules in the Schedule
Wages for Civil
Schedule of Wages
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department:
Provided,
Employees
Department: Provided,
purposes by this Act,
appropriated for naval purposes
That out of any sums appropriated
$10,000,000, shall be available
available to
any portion thereof, not to exceed $10,000,000,
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to protect Naval Petroleum
Petroleum Reserve
Numbered 1, established by Executive
Executive order of September 2, 1912,
pursuant to the Act of June 25, 1910 (43 U. S. C. 141-143),
141-143), by drilling wells
wells and performing
any work
work incident
incident thereto, of which
which amount
amount
performing any
not to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000 shall be available
available for employees
assigned to
employees assigned
group
under
services carried under
performing similar services
group IV (b) and those performing
native and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages
Wages for Civil
Employees
Service of the Navy Department:
Provided
Department: Provided
Employees in the Field Service
further,
made available
available for the protection
protection
further, That no part of the sum made
expended if a
satisfactory agreement
agreement can
a satisfactory
of this property shall be expended
be made with adjoining landowners not to drill offset
offset wells for the
purpose of producing
producing oil.
purpose

Conservation, operoperConservation,
ation, etc.
etc.
ation,
813.
41 Stat. 813.
Post, p. 648.
Post,
U. S. C.
C.. § 524;
34 U.S.
524.
Supp. V, §§524.
Group IV (b) emGroup
ployees.

Provisos.
Proviss.
Protective work on
on
Protective
Reserve No. 1.
Reserve

36 Stat. 847.
Group
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.

Agreement not to
Agreement
drill offset
offset wells
wells on
on
drill
adjoining lands.
adjoining

NAVAL PRISON
PRISON FARMS
PRISON PERSONNEL
NAVAL
FARMS AND PRISON
PERSONNEL

For
operation, maintenance,
improvement of naval prison
prison
maintenance, and improvement
For the
the operation,
recreation, and education
education of prison perfarms and for the welfare, recreation,
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of
sonnel, to be expended under
item) :Provided,
expen("A" item):
Provided, That expenthe Navy
Navy may
may prescribe,
prescribe, $12,000
$12,000 ("A"
ditures hereunder
_aereunder shall not exceed
exceed the aggregate
covered
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
into the Treasury
Permanent
accordance with section 44 of the Permanent
Treasury in accordance
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
Appropriation
BUREAU
NAVIGATION
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION
TRAINING,
NAVY
WELFARE, NAVY
TRAINING, EDUCATION,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE,

Operation, etc.

Pivots°.
Provslo.
Limitation on exexLimitation
penditunm
penditures.
48 Stat. 1227.
31
U. S.
S. (.
C. §
725e.
31 U.
§ 72:c.

Post, pp. 292, 295,
Post,
604, 875.
604,
Post, pp. 295,
295, 875.
875.
Post,

Naval War
War College,
College,
Naval
including maintenance,
operation, including
maintenance and operation,
College: For maintenance
Naval War
War College:
maintenance, etc.
repairs,
improvements,
and
care
of
grounds;
services
a
professor
of
a
professor
services
grounds;
repairs, improvements,
international law, $2,000; services
services of lecturers,
other
lecturers, $2,000; and other
of international
library expenses,
expenses, including
purchase, binding,
including the purchase,
services; library
civilian services;
periodicals and subscriptions
newspapers
subscriptions to newspapers
and periodicals
repair of
of books
books and
and repair
including contingencies
contingencies of the president
president of the
and including
and periodicals;
periodicals; and
Naval War
College, to
expended in
discretion, not
exceeding
not exceeding
in his
his discretion,
to be
be expended
Naval
War College,
necessary expenses,
expenses, $131,300
("A" item);
item) ;
$131,300 ("A"
and for other
other necessary
$1,000; and
Naval training
training staNaval
Naval
stations: For
For maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
and other
other
operation, and
Naval training
training stations:
tions.
tions.
necessary expenses,
Post, p. 295.
repairs, improvements,
improvements, and care of Post,
including repairs,
necessary
expenses, including
grounds of the naval training stations which
follow:
which follow:
San
Diego, California,
$186,644 (composed
"A" item,
$167,000,
item, $167,000,
(composed of "A"
California, $186,644
San Diego,
$19,641) ;
and "B" item, $19,644);
Newport,
$158,000,
"A" item, $158,000,
(composed of "A"
Island, $205,930 (composed
Newport, Rhode Island,
and "B" item, $47,930)
$47,930); ;
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Great
Lakes, Illinois,
Illinois, $283,930
of "A"
"A" item,
item, $247,000,
Great Lakes,
$283,930 (composed
(composed of
$247,000,
and
"B" item,
$36,930) ;
and "B"
item, $36,930);
Norfolk, Virginia,
$358,936 (composed
(composed of
of "A"
"A" item,
item, $255,000,
Norfolk,
Virginia, $358,936
$255,000, and
and
"B" item,
item, $103,936)
"B"
$103,936); ;
Fleet training;
traininir gunFleet
training: For
for excellence
in gunnery,
gunnery,
gunFleet training:
For trophies
trophies and
and badges
badges for
excellence in
nery,
prizes,
nery, etc., prize
target
communication, engineering
engineering exercises,
exercises, and
and for
for econecontarget practice,
practice, communication,
omy in
m fuel
consumption, to
to be
under such
as the
the SecSecomy
fuel consumption,
be awarded
awarded under
such rules
rules as
retary
Navy may
purpose of
of recording,
recording,
retary of
of the
the Navy
may formulate;
formulate; for
for the
the purpose
classifying, compiling,.
publishing the
rules and
and results;
results; for
for the
classifying,
compiling, and
and publishing
the rules
the
establishment
and maintenance
of shooting
houses,
establishment and
maintenance of
shooting galleries,
galleries, target
target houses,
targets,
established ranges,
ranges, and
and for
for transporttransporttargets, and
and ranges;
ranges; for
for hiring
hiring established
ing equipment
from ranges;
fees in
in matches
for
ing
equipment to
to and
and from
ranges; entrance
entrance fees
matches for
the rifle
rifle team,
and special
therefor, $70,000
$70,000 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
the
team, and
special equipment
equipment therefor,
Instruction.
Instruction.
Instruction:
postgraduate instruction
instruction of
of officers
officers in
other than
than
Instruction: For
For postgraduate
in other
Post, p.295.
p. 295.
Retirement
including such
such amounts
Retirement
annucivil government
government and literature,
literature, including
amounts as
as may
be
may
be
ities.
necessary
of the
approved January
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act approved
January
49
Stat. 1092.
49 Stat. 1092. supp.
16, 1936
1936 (34
(34 U.
C. 1073),
for special
special instruction,
instruction, education,
education,
16,
U. S.
S. C.
1073), and
and for
34 U. S. C.,
C., SuPP.
173-1073se.
V. §5
/1 1073-1073e.
and
training of
of officers
enlisted men
men at
at home
home and
and
and individual
individual training
officers and.
and enlisted
abroad,
abroad, including
including maintenance
of students
students abroad,
abroad, except
except aviation
aviation
maintenance of
training and
and submarine
submarine training
for, $231,000
$231,000
training otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated for,
Proviso.
Proviso.
("A" item):
item) :Provided,
That no
this or
or any
any other
other appropriaappropriano part
part of
of this
Provided, That
Restriction
Restricti on on ("A"
use of funds
tion contained
in this
this Act
funds for
forrspecial
special
contained in
Act shall
be available
or on
on account
account of
of
shall be
available for
for or
educational
educational
courses,
ourses, any
incident to
to giving
special educational
etc.
any expense
expense incident
giving special
educational courses
courses or
or post
post
etc.
graduate
graduate instruction
instruction to
view to
to qualifying
qualifying them
them or
or better
better
to officers
officers with
with view
qualifying them
qualifying
them for
for the
to be
the performance
performance of
of duties
duties required
required to
be perperformed by or in pursuance
pursuance of
by officers
officers of
of the
the Supply
Supply Corps,
Corps,
of law
law by
Exceptions.
Construction Corps,
Exceptions.
Construction
Corps, or
or Corps
of Civil
Civil Engineers,
Engineers, except
except present
present
Corps of
students
such officers
students and except
except such
officers who
who are
are commissioned
commissioned in
in such
such
commissioned in
corps or who have not been commissioned
in the
the line
line of
the Navy
of the
Navy
years and four
more than three years
four months prior
prior to
to the
the commencement
commencement
of
such educational
educational courses
postgraduate instruction;
of such
courses or
or
postgraduate
instruction;
Libraries.
Libraries.
Libraries:
libraries, professional
books, textbooks
textbooks and
and religious
religious
Libraries: For
For libraries,
professional books,
Pod,
295.
Post, p. 295.
ships and shore
books for ships
shore stations
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated. for,
stations not
for,
$79,000
$79,000
(composed of
"A" item,
$65,000,
and "B"
"B" item,
item, $14,000);
$14,000) ;
(composed
of
"A"
item,
$65,000,
and
Welfare and recrearecreation: For
For welfare
Welfare and recreation:
welfare and
and recreation
recreation of
of the
the Navy,
Navy,
lion.
tion.
Pst,
p. 295.
including
Post, p. 295.
including periodicals
and newspaper
and not
exceeding
periodicals and
newspaper subscriptions,
subscriptions, and
not exceeding
$4,180 for
and operation
operation of
for care and
at naval
stations at
at GuanGuanof schools
schools at
naval stations
tanamo
tanamo Bay, Guam, and Tutuila, for the children
children of
of Naval
Naval and
and
Marine
commissioned, enlisted,
Marine Corps commissioned,
enlisted, and
and civilian
civilian personnel, to be
discretion of
expended in the discretion
of the
Secretary of
of the
Navy, under
under such
such
the Secretary
the Navy,
regulations
he may
prescribe, $305,000
$305,000 ("A"
item) ;
regulations as
as he
may prescribe,
("A" item);
Naval Reser
Naval
Reserve
oatNaval
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps:
Corps: For
For all
all expenses
incident
:corps.
Naval Reserve
cers'
Training
cers'
Training
Corps.
Officers' Training
expenses incident
Pos, p. 875.
Reserve Officers'
Pod, p. 875.
to the conduct
conduct of the Naval
Naval Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps under
under
Training Corps
such regulations
regulations as
the President
such
as the
President has prescribed
prescribed or hereafter
hereafter may
43 Stat. 1
2 6:50
approved
43 563.
Stat. 1276;
50 prescribe under the provisions
provisions of section 22 of the Act approved
Stat.
Stat.
5C3.
34
IT. S. C.,, Supp.
Supp. March
March 4,
1925,
as amended
by
Act
6,
(34
34 U. S. C.
4,
1925,
as
amended
the
Act
of
August
1937
(34
U. S. C.
V,
V, §1821.
821.
821), $164,000
$164,000 ("A"
Prov ided, Th
atuniforms
un if orms and
other equipequipProviso.
Proviso.
821),
("A" item)
item)::Provided,
That
and
other
Uniforms,
equP- ment or material issued to the
Uniforms,
equip- ment or material issued to the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps
Corps
meet,
etc.
ment,
etc.
in accordance
in
accordance with
with law
law may
may be furnished from surplus or reserve
reserve stocks
stocks
of
without payment
payment under
appropriation, except
of the
the Navy
Navy without
under this appropriation,
except for
for
actual expenses incurred
in
manufacture
incurred
the
manufacture
or
issue
'
•
or
issue;
Total.
In all,
all, training,
In
training, edu
ca ti on ,
an dwelfare,
welfare, Navy,
$2,015,740 (composed
education,
and
Navy, $2,015,740
Proviso.
(composed
Prviso.
Group
m- of
of "A"
Group IV
IV (b) em$1,793,300, a
nd "B"
93" item,
it em, $222,440)
$222,440) :Provided
Provided, That
"A" item
item, $1,793,300,
and
That
ployees.
PloYeasthe sum to be paid out of this appropriation
appropriation for
for employees
employees assigned
assigned
to group
group IV (b) and those
to
those performing
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried under
under
native and
and alien
Wages for
for Civil
Civil Emnative
alien schedules
schedules in
in the
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
Employees in
in the
the Field
Field Service
of the
Department, exclusive
exclusive of
ployees
Service of
the Navy
Navy Department,
of
tepo
rary service
shall not
amounts, respectemporag
services, shall
not exceed
exceed the following
following amounts
tively:
tivelyiav
$77,000; Naval Training Station, San
aval War College, $77p00;
San
Total.
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Diego, $3,050;
Training Station, Newport,
Newport, $9,240
(composed
$9,240 (composed
Naval Training
$3,050; Naval
Diego
of "A"
Naval Training Station,
$1,440);;Naval
"B" item,
item, $1,440)
$7,800, and
and "B"
of
"A" item, $7,800,
Great
Lakes, $16,720
$12,400, and "B" item,
item, $12,400,
of "A"
"A" item,
(composed of
$16,720 (composed
Great Lakes,
$4,320)
Training Station, Norfolk, $2,100; Instruction,
Instruction, $23,786;
$23,786;
$4,320);;Naval Training
Libraries, $19,320;
and Recreation,
Recreation, $4,600.
Welfare and
$19,320; Welfare
Libraries,
4, 1911
MARCH 4,
MARINE SCHOOLS,
ACT OF
OF MARCH
1911
SCHOOLS, ACT
STATE MARINE
Reimbursement of
Reimbursement
California, $25,000; the State of MassaTo reimburse
reimburse the State of California,
Massa- designated
designated States for
for
expenses.
chusetts,
the State of New York, $25,000; and the State of expenses.
chusetts, $25,000; the
incurred in the maintenance
expenses incurred
Pennsylvania,
$25,000, for expenses
maintenance and
Pennsylvania, $25,000,
provided in the Act authormarine schools in such States as provided
support of marine
izing the
the establishment
approved
marine schools, and so forth, approved
establishment of marine
izing
1353.
36 Stat. 1353.
March 4,
4, 1911
1121), and for the maintenance
maintenance and repair
repair
S. C. 1121),
U.. S.
1911 (34 U.
March
84
U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
Supp.
34 U.
United States to the said States V,
particular vessels loaned
loaned by the United
of the particular
.
V, 1121.
1121
s
Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance,
on the
of the
the approval
approval of this Act for use in connection
connection with of vessels
date of
the date
on
vessels loaned.
such
such State marine schools, $90,000, and no other vessels shall be furnished
by or
or through the Navy Department;
Department; in all, $190,000 ("A"
nished by
item).
item).
INSTRUMENTS
SUPPLIES ,NAVY
NAVY
INSTRUMENTS AND
AND SUPPLIES,
Instruments
and
and
suppui.es"n
For supplies
supplies for
for seamen's
quarters; and
and for
for the
all supplies.
of all
purchase of
the purchase
seamen's quarters;
For
payment
the
and
abroad;
other
articles
of
equipage
home
abroad;
for
payment
and
at
of
equipage
other articles
of labor
labor in equipping
equipping vessels
therewith and manufacture
manufacture of such
vessels therewith
of
articles
the several
navy yards;
pilotage and towage of ships
all pilotage
yards; all
several navy
in the
articles in
of war;
wharfage, dock
charges, and
and other necesand port charges,
dock and
canal tolls, wharfage,
war; canal
of
sary
expenses of
launches or other
nature; hire of launches
similar nature;
of aasimilar
incidental expenses
sary incidental
small boats
Asiatic waters;
quarantine expenses;
expenses; services
services and
waters; quarantine
in Asiatic
boats in
small
compasses
materials in repairing,
repairing, correcting,
correcting, adjusting, and testing compasses
materials
on shore
and on board ship; nautical
nautical and astronomical
astronomical instruments
shore and
on
and
to same;
same; compasses;
compasses; compass
compass fittings including
including binnacles,
repairs to
and repairs
tripods,
appendages of ship's compasses; logs and other
other
and other appendages
tripods, and
appliances
for measuring
measuring the
the ship's
way and leads and other appliances
appliances
ship's way
appliances for
for
sounding; photographs,
photographic instruments
instruments and materials,
photogphotograhotographic
for sounding;
printing
instruments; commaterials; music and musical instruments;
and materials;
outfit and
printing outfit
missions, warrants,
bad ges, and
good-conduct badges,
diplomas, discharges, good-conduct
warrants, diplomas,
missions,
transportation of effects of deceased
deceased officers,
officers,
medals for men and boys; transportation
nurses,
Navy, and of officers and men
men of the
men of the Navy,
nurses, and enlisted men
Reserve who die while on duty; not to exceed
exceed $5,000 for conNaval Reserve
cognizance of the
tingent
emergencies arising under cognizance
and emergencies
tingent expenses and
Bureau
Navigation, unforeseen
classify; and
and
unforeseen and impossible to classify;
Bureau of Navigation,
for
the necessary
necessary civilian
gyrocompass testing and
electricians for gyrocompass
civilian electricians
for the
inspection,
(composed of "A" item,
item, $755,000,
$755,0002 and "B" item,
$855,000 (composed
inspection, $855,000
Proviso.
$100,000) :Provided,
appropriation
roup Iv
,)( emto be paid
paid out of this appropriation
That the
the sum to
$100,000):
Provided,That
Group
IV (b)
ployees.
pioyee.
performing similar
for employees
employees assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those performing
services carried
under native
Schedule of
schedules in the Schedule
alien schedules
and alien
native and
carried under
services
DepartEmployees in the Field Service of the Navy
Navy DepartWages for Civil Employees
ment
shall not exceed
exceed $38,000.
$38,000.
ment shall
OCEAN
NAVY
SURVEYS, NAVY
LAKE SURVEYS,
AND LAKE
OCEAN AND

For .hydrographic
hydrographic surveys,
including the pay of the necessary
necessary hydrosurveys, including
For
graphic
and recorders,
recorders, and for the
cartographic draftsmen, and
surveyors, cartographic
graphic surveyors,
purchase of
of nautical
nautical books, charts, and sailing directions, $90,000 (compurchase
posed
$5,000) :Provided,
Provided, That the
posed of "A" item, $85,000, and "B" item, $5,000):
appropriation for employees
sum
employees assigned to
sum to be paid out of this appropriation
under
group IV
performing similar services
services carried
carried under
and those performing
(b) and
IV (b)
group
native and
schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages
Wages for Civil Employand alien schedules
native
ees in
in the
Navy Department
Department shall not exceed
exceed
the Navy
Service of the
Field Service
the Field
ees

Hydrographic surHydrographic
veys.

Provisos.
Pr0ovsr.

Group IV (b) amemOroup

ployees.

270
Details to WashingDetails
ton.

Post, pp. 2
92 , 60
4,
Post,
292,
604,
875.
875.
Organizing, recruitOrganizing,
ing,
ing, etc.
52 Stat. 1175.
34 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
34
S. C.,
Supp.
v,j 852-853i,
852-8531,842
-848.
842-848.
V,
Post, p. 292.
292.
Post,

and Marine
Naval and
Corps Reserve,
Reserve, aviaaviaCorps
tion activities.

(h) emGroup IV (b)
ployees.
ployees.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Drills, limitation.
Post,
Post, p. 604.
Reserve officers
officers performing active duty.
Post,
Post, p. 604.

allowances,
Pay, allowances,
etc., restriction.
etc.,
Post, p. 875.
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$34,500: Provided
Provided further,
That not
not exceeding
three hydrographic
hydrographic
$34,500:
further, That
exceeding three
surveyors may
may be
one time
time to
Office,
surveyors
be detailed
detailed at
at any
any one
to the
the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
Washington, District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Washington,
NAVAL RESERVE
NAVAL
RESERVE

For
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
authorized by
by the
the
For all
all expenses
for, authorized
"Naval Reserve
Reserve Act
Act of
1938", and
Act approved
approved April
15, 1
.935
"Naval
of 1938",
and the
the Act
April 15,
1935
(49
as amended,
connection with
organizing, adminisadminis(49 Stat.
Stat. 156),
156), as
amended, in
in connection
with organizing,
tering,
recruiting, instructing,
instructing, training,
training, and
drilling the
the Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve,
tering, recruiting,
and drilling
including the
and engraving
engraving of
of medals
medals and
and
including
the designing,
designing, purchasing,
purchasing, and
trophies; medical
medical supplies
supplies and
equipment ;
.
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
trophies;
and equipment;
purchase,
operation of
of ambulances;
ambulances; aviation
aviation materiel,
materiel, equipment,
equipment, and
and fuel
fuel in
in
operation
connection with
with the
activities of
the Naval
and Marine
Marine Corps
connection
the aviation
aviation activities
of the
Naval and
Corps
Reserve;
maintenance and
of floating
equipment; and
and rental,
rental,
Reserve; maintenance
and operation
operation of
floating equipment;
maintenance, and
operation of
such shore
shore stations
may be
be required
required
maintenance,
and operation
of such
stations as
as may
in
connection with
with Naval
Reserve activities,
$12,068,000 (composed
(composed of
of
in connection
Naval Reserve
activities, $12,068,000
"A"
item, $8,340,000,
and "B"
item, $3,728,000)
which amount
amount not
not
"A" item,
$8,340,000, and
"B" item,
$3,728,000), ,of
of which
more
$8,985,342 (composed
(composed of
of "A"
item, $5,257,342,
$5,257,342, and
and "B"
"B" item,
item,
more than
than $8,985,342
"A" item,
$3,728,000) shall
shall be
available, in
addition to
to other
other appropriations,
appropriations, for
$3,728,000)
be available,
in addition
for
and
account of
of Naval
and Marine
Marine Corps
aviation; not
not more
more
and on
on account
Naval and
Corps Reserve
Reserve aviation;
than $3,082,658
be available,
addition to
other appropriations,
than
$3,082,658 shall
shall be
available, in
in addition
to other
appropriations,
for
activities; and
and not
not more
more than
than $98,000
$98,000 shall
shall
for all
all other
other Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve activities;
be
available for employees
assigned to
to group
IV (b)
and those
perbe available
employees assigned
group IV
(b) and
those performing similar services
under native
and alien
alien schedules
schedules in
in
services carried
carried under
native and
the
Civil Employees
the Field
Service of
of the
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Employees in
in the
Field Service
the
Navy
Department: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
of any
any of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
Navy Department:
That no
no part
available for
for the
the performance
performance of
of more
more than
fortyamounts shall be
be available
than fortyother equivalent
equivalent instruction
instruction or
or duty
or
eight drills
drills per
per annum
annum or
or other
duty or
appropriate duties:
That, except
in time
of war
war or
or
appropriate
duties: Provided
Provided further,
further, That,
except in
time of
during the existence
of a
anational
declared by
by the
the President,
President,
existence of
national emergency
emergency declared
and excepting
excepting officers
officers on aviation duties, no
appropriation contained
contained in
no appropriation
in
this Act shall be available
available to pay more than twenty-three
twenty-three officers
officers of
of
the Naval Reserve
Reserve and four
Reserve above
above
four officers
officers of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
the grade of lieutenant
lieutenant or captain,
captain, respectively
respectively, the
the pay
and allowances
allowances
pay and
of their grade for
for the performance
performance of
of active
duty other
other than
than the
peractive duty
the performance of drills or other equivalent
formance
equivalent instruction
instruction or
or approapproor duty, or
priate duties
duties and the performance
performance of fifteen
fifteen days' active
active training duty,
duty
and other officers
officers above
above such grades employed
employed on such class of active
active
duty (not
to exceed
exceed four
months in
al
en dar y
ear ) shall
shall not
not be
be
duty
(not to
four months
in any
any c
calendar
year)
paid a
a greater
entitled to be paid
greater rate of pay and
than authorized
and allowances
allowances than
authorized
a captain
Marine Corps
by law for a
alieutenant of the Navy
Navy or a
captain of the Marine
entitled to not exceeding
exceeding ten years'
pay: Provided
Provided further,
fur ther ,
years' longevity
longevity pay:
That no appropriation
appropriation made in this Act shall be available
available for pay,
pay,
allowances, travel,
travel, or other expenses of any officer
or enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of
officer or
the Naval
Naval or Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve who may be drawing
drawin g aa pension,
pension,
disability
compensation, or retired
disability allowance,
allowance, disability
disability compensation,
retired pay from
from
the Government
Government of
United States,
an d "retired
"retired pay"
as here
here used
use d
of the
the United
States, and
pay" as
shall not
not include
shall
include the pay of members
members of the Fleet Reserve,
Reserve, Fleet Marine
honorary retired list of such Reserve
Reserve
Corps Reserve, or members
members on the honorary
forces.
forces.
NAVAL
ACADEMY
NAVAL ACADEMY

of professors,
professors,
Pay of
etc.

49 Stat. 1092.
1092.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
34 U.

v,54
1073-1073e.
V, 55 1073-1073e.

Proviso.
Swordsmanship,
Swordsmanship,
etc., instruction.

Pay
Academy: For pay of professors
Pay22 Naval Academy:
professors and instructors,
instructors,
including
professor as
and such
such amounts
including one
one professor
as librarian,
librarian, and
amounts as may be necesnecessary to carry out the
the provisions of the Act approved
approved January
January 16,
16, 1936
1936
(34 U. S. C. 1073),
(34
1073), $296,523 ("A"
("A" item):
item) :Provided, That
That this approappropriation shall not be available
available for the employment
employment of more
more than
than nine
masters and
and instructors
instructors in swordsmanship
swordsmanship and
masters
and physical
physical training.
training.

54
STAT. ]
54STAT.]
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Provided, That
("A" item):
For
pay of
employees, $625,410
item) :Provided,
That
$625,410 ("A"
of other
other employees,
For pay
the
sum to
to be
be paid
out of
of this
this appropriation
for employees
assigned
employees assigned
appropriation for
paid out
the sum
to group
group IV
similar services
services carried under
under
performing similar
those performing
and those
IV (b)
(b) and
to
for Civil
native and
and alien
schedules, in
in the
the Schedule
Wages for
Civil
of Wages
Schedule of
alien schedules,
native
Employees in
the Field
the Navy
Navy Department,
shall not
Department, shall
of the
Service of
Field Service
in the
Employees
exceed $261,714.
exceed
Current and
expenses, Naval
Academy: For text and
and
Naval Academy:
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
Current
reference
books for
for use
use of
stationery, blank books
books and
and
instructors; stationery,
of instructors;
reference books
forms,
maps, newspapers,
newspapers, and periodicals;
periodicals; apparatus
apparatus and
and.
models, maps,
forms, models,
training and athletics; expenses of
materials for
for instruction
instruction in
physical training
in physical
materials
lecturers
not exceeding
exceeding $3,000,
$3,000, including
including pay
pay and
entertainments, not
and entertainments,
lecturers and
philosophical
expenses
of lecturers
lecturers and
clergymen; chemicals,
chemicals, philosophical
visiting clergymen;
and visiting
expenses of
apparatus and
and instruments,
instruments, stores,
machinery, tools, fittings,
fittings, apparatus,
apparatus,
stores, machinery,
apparatus
purchase of and engraving
materials for
for instruction
instruction purposes,
engraving
and purchase
purposes, and
materials
of trophies
and badges,
badges, $50,600;
$50,600; for purchase,
and repair of
purchase, binding, and
of
trophies and
books for
for the
purchased in the open market
market on the
library (to be purchased
the library
books
written
order of
of the
$5,500; for expenses of the
Superintendent), $5,500;
the Superintendent),
written order
Board
of Visitors
Visitors to
to the
Naval Academy,
Academy, $1,200;
$1,200; for
contingencies
for contingencies
the Naval
Board of
expended in his discrefor
the Superintendent
of the
Academy, to be expended
the Academy,
Superintendent of
for the
tion, not
not exceeding
$4,000; for
the commandant
commandant of
of
for the
contingencies for
for contingencies
exceeding $4,000;
tion,
$1,200;
midshiDmen, to
to be
expended in
his discretion,
not exceeding
exceeding $1,200;
discretion, not
in his
be expended
midshipmen,
in all,
all, $62,500
862,500 ("A"
("A" item),
accounted for as one fund.
to be accounted
item), to
in
necessary repairs
Maintenance
and repairs,
Naval Academy:
Academy: For necessary
repairs of
repairs, Naval
Maintenance and
enclosing the grounds of the
public buildings,
buildings, wharves,
wharves, and walls enclosing
public
Naval Academy,
accident prevention,
improvements, repairs,
repairs, and fixprevention, improvements,
Academy, accident
Naval
tures; for
periodicals, maps,
maps, models,
models, and
and drawings;
purchase
drawings; purchase
books, periodicals,
for books,
tures;
and
repair of
fire engines;
fire apparatus
apparatus and
and plants,
machinery; purplants, machinery;
engines; fire
of fire
and repair
chase and
horse-drawn vehicles
vehicles for use
and horse-drawn
horses and
all horses
of all
maintenance of
and maintenance
chase
at
the academy,
academy, including
including the
the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
repair of
of
at the
three
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles to be used only for
passenger-carrying vehicles
three horse-drawn
official purposes;
purposes; seeds
seeds and
and repairs
repairs of the same;
same;
and plants; tools and
official
buildings and offices at the
stationery;
Government buildings
for Government
furniture for
stationery; furniture
academy, including
furniture for
midshipmen's rooms; coal and
and other
other
for midshipmen's
including furniture
academy,
plants;
fuels; candles,
candles, oil,
attendance on light and power plants;
gas; attendance
and gas;
oil, and
fuels;
buildings; attendance
cleaning and
station and
care of buildings;
attendance on
and care
up station
clearing up
and clearing
cleaning
plants, and telephone,
fires, lights,
fire engines,
fire apparatus,
apparatus and plants,
engines, fire
lights, fire
fires,
telegraph, and
and clock
systems; incidental
labor, advertising, water
water tax,
incidental labor,
clock systems;
telegraph,
postage, telephones,
telegrams, tolls,
tolls, and
ferriage; flags and awnings;
awnings;
and ferriage;
telephones, telegrams,
postage,
packing boxes;
pay of
of inspectors
inspectors and
and draftsmen;
draftsmen; and
music and astroand music
boxes; pay
packing
nomical instruments,
instruments, $1,177,000
$1,177,000 ("A"
of which
$85,000
amount $85,000
which amount
item), of
("A" item),
nomical
shall
be immediately
immediately available,
available, and
shall be
available exclusively
exclusively
be available
$2,000 shall
and $2,000
shall be
on
of the
collection of
bequeathed by the late
models bequeathed
ship models
of ship
the collection
account of
on account
Henry H.
H. Rogers:
Rogers: Provided,
That the
the sum
be paid
paid out
of this
this
out of
to be
sum to
Provided, That
Henry
perthose
appropriation
for
employees
assigned
to
group
IV
(b)
those
and
(b)
IV
group
to
assigned
employees
for
appropriation
carried under native and
similar services carried
forming
and alien schedules
schedules
iinn
forming similar
the
Wages for
Civil Employees
Employees in
in the
the Field
Service of
of the
Field Service
for Civil
of Wages
Schedule of
the Schedule
Navy
shall not
$30,239.
exceed $30,239.
not exceed
Department shall
Navy Department

Other employees.
employees.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.

Current, etc., exexCurrent,
penses.

Lecturers, etc.
Lecturers,

Books, purchase,
purchase, repair, etc.
Board of Visitors.
Board

Maintenance andreand reMaintenance

pairs.
pairs.

Horses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc.
Horses,

Furniture.
Furniture.

models
beheShip models
queathed by Henry
Henry
queathed
II. Rogers.
Rogers.
IH.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Group IV (b) emGroup
ployees.
ployees.

NAVAL HOME,
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA
PENNSYLVANIA
HOME, PHILADELPHIA,
NAVAL
Pay of employees.

Payofemployees.
For pay
Provided, That the
item)::Provided,
$123,000 ("A" item)
employees, $123,000
of employees,
pay of
For
Proviso.
Proviso.
Group
IV ()
(b) ememsum
to
be
paid
out
of
this
appropriation
for
employees
assigned
to
Group IV
to
assigned
employees
for
appropriation
this
of
out
sum to be paid
ployees.
group
and those
those performing
performing similar
similar services
carried under
under ployees.
services carried
(b) and
IV (b)
group IV
native
and alien
schedules in
in the
Wages for Civil
Schedule of Wages
the Schedule
alien schedules
native and
Employees
Field Service
Service of
the Navy
not
Department shall not
Navy Department
of the
the Field
in the
Employees in
exceed
$20,000;
exceed $20,000;
Maintenance.
Maintenance:
water rent,
rent, heating,
heating, and
and lighting;
lighting; cemetery,
cemetery,
Maintenance.
For water
Maintenance: For
of
improvements
burial
expenses, and
and headstones;
headstones; general
general care and improvements
burial expenses,
grounds, buildings,
walls, and
fences; repairs
repairs to power-plant
power-plant equipand fences;
buildings, walls,
grounds,

272

Employment of beneficiaries.
eficiaries.

293, 296,
296,
Post, pp. 293,
972.
493, 605, 876, 972.

Post, pp. 293, 298
296,,
605.
preserRepairs, preservation of machinery,
machinery,
vation
etc.

Exceptions.

Equipage, supplies,
etc.

Field force.

Annapolis, Md., engineering
experiment
gineering experiment
station.
Scientists,
Scientists, etc.
etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Group IV (b) ememployees.

Post, pp. 293,
Post,
293, 296,
493,
493, 605,
605, 876,
876, 972.
972.
Pot, pp. 293,
Post,
293, 296,
605.
Designing of naval
vessels, etc.
etc.
vessels,
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ment, implements,
tools, and
and furniture,
furniture, and
and purchase
purchase of
of the
ment,
implements, tools,
the same;
same;
music
in chapel
chapel and
and entertainment
entertainment for
for beneficiaries;
beneficiaries; stationery,
stationery, books,
books,
music in
and
of indigent
indigent and
and destitute
destitute beneficiaries
beneficiaries
and periodicals;
periodicals; transportation
transportation of
to the
Naval Home,
and of
and insane
insane beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, their
their attendattendto
the Naval
Home, and
of sick
sick and
ants
and necessary
for both,
both, to
from other
other Government
ants and
necessary subsistence
subsistence for
to and
and from
Government
hospitals;
of such
such beneficiaries
beneficiaries in
and about
about the
Naval
hospitals; employment
employment of
in and
the Naval
Home
authorized by
of the
the Navy,
Home as
as may
may be
be authorized
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy, on
on the
the
recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the governor;
governor; support
support of
beneficiaries and
and all
all other
of beneficiaries
other
contingent expenses,
contingent
the maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
expenses, including
including the
maintenance, repair,
operation
of two
two motor-propelled
one motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengerof
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, and
and one
carrying
carrying vehicle
vehicle to
used only
for official
official purposes,
purposes, $179,880
$179,880
to be
be used
only for
("A" item);
item) ;
("A"
In
$302,880 ("A"
("A" item).
In all,
all, Naval
Naval Home,
Home, $302,880
item).
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
OF ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING

For repairs, preservation,
and renewal
renewal of
of machinery,.
auxilary
preservation, and
machinery, auxilary
machinery,
boilers of
naval vessels,
yard craft,
craft, and
and ships'
ships' boats
boats,
machinery, and
and boilers
of naval
vessels, yard
distilling
distilling and
and refrigerating
refrigerating apparatus;
repairs, preservation,
preservation, and
and
apparatus; repairs,
renewals of
renewals
electric interior
exterior signal
communications and
of electric
interior and
and exterior
signal communications
and
all electrical appliances
appliances of
of whatsoever
whatsoever nature
nature on
board naval
naval vessels,
vessels,
on board
range finders,
except range
finders, battle
and range
transmitters and
battle order
order and
range transmitters
and indiindiand motors
motors and
cators, and
their controlling
controlling apparatus
apparatus used
used to
to operate
and their
operate
machinery
other bureaus;
bureaus; searchlights
seRrchlights and
fire-control
machinery belonging
belonging to
to other
and fire-control
equipments
antiaircraft defense
at shore stations;
equipments for antiaircraft
defense at
stations; maintenance
maintenance
and operation of coast signal service;
materials
service; equipage,
equipage, supplies,
supplies, and
and materials
under
cognizance of
under the cognizance
of the
required for
the maintenance
maintenance
the Bureau
Bureau required
for the
and operation of naval vessels,
vessels, yard
yard craft,
craft, and
and ships'
boats; purchase,
purchase,
ships' boats;
installation,
repair, and
installation, repair,
and preservation
of machinery,
machinery, tools,
and appliapplipreservation of
tools, and
ances
accident prevention,
ances in navy yards and stations, accident
prevention, pay
pay of
of classified
classified
field force
force under
Bureau; incidental
incidental expenses
for naval
naval vessels,
vessels,
under the
the Bureau;
expenses for
navy yards, and stations, inspectors'
inspectors' offices,
offices, the
the engineering
engineering experiexperiment station, such as photographing,
photographing, technical
and periodicals,
periodicals,
technical books
books and
stationery, and instruments;
instruments; services,
services, instruments,
instruments, machines
machines and
an
auxiliaries,
apparatus and supplies, and
auxiliaries, apparatus
and technical
technical books
books and
and periodiperiodicals necessary
necessary to carry on experimental
experimental and research
research work;
work; maintemaintenance
of buildings
nance and equipment
equipment of
buildings and
and grounds
at the
the engineering
engineering
grounds at
experiment
Annapolis, Maryland;
Maryland- payment
experiment station, Annapolis,
payment of
part-time or
of part-time
or
intermittent
intermittent employment
employment in the District of Columbia or
or elsewhere
elsewhere of
of
such scientists and technicists
technicists as may be contracted
contracted for
for by
by the
the SecreSecretary of the Navy,
rate of
Navy, in his discretion,
discretion, at aarate
of pay
pay not
exceeding $25
not exceeding
$25
per diem for any
any persons so employed,
employed, and
and payment
payment of
of the
the travel
travel
expenses
members of
of the Naval
expenses of such persons if
if they be members
Reserve
Naval Reserve
ordered
ordered to
to active
active duty;
duty •in
in all,
all, $40,374,080
$40,374,080 (composed
(
com p
ose d of
of "A"
"A" item,
i
tem,
$37,494,080, and "B" item, $2,880,000),
$2,880,000), of which.
$37,494,080,
amount $2,000,000
$2,000,000
which amount
(("B"
B item)
item) shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That the sum
sum to
be paid
of this
this appropriation
appropriation for employees
be
paid out
out of
employees assigned to group
group
IV
(b) and
and those
PT (b)
those performing
performing similar services carried under native
and
alien schedules
schedules in the
the Schedule
Employees
and alien
Schedule of Wages
Wages for Civil Employees
in the Field Service of the Navy
Navy Department shall
shall not
exceed
not exceed
$2,340,000 (composed
"A" item, $2,250,000, and "B"
$2,340,000
(composed of "A"
"B" item, $90,000).
$90,000).
BUREAU
CONSTRUCTION AND
BUREAU OF CONSTRITCTION
AND REPAIR
REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR

For
designing naval
including services,
services, instruments
instruments appaFor designing
naval vessels,
vessels, including
ratus,
and materials
materials necessary
for experimental
ratus, and
necessary for
experimental and
and research
research workwork;
payment
or intermittent
District
payment of
of part-time
part-time or
intermittent employment
employment in the District
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of
elsewhere, of such scientists and technicists as may
Columbia, or elsewhere,
of Columbia,
be contracted
Secretary of the Navy, in his discretion, at
contracted for by the Secretary
be
exceeding $25
employed,
$25 per diem for any person so employed,
of pay
pay not exceeding
aarate
rate of
expenses of such
such persons
persons if they be
payment of the travel expenses
and payment
members of
Reserve ordered to active duty; maintenance,
maintenance,
of the
the Naval Reserve
members
care and preservation
preservation of vessels
vessels
repairs, and alterations of vessels; care
commission; docking of vessels;
salvage services
vessels; salvage and salvage
out of commission;
for naval
naval floating
acquisition and conversion
conversion or construcconstrucproperty; acquisition
floating property;
for
tion and
repair of
manufacture
purchase and manufacture
craft; purchase
of district and yard craft;
and repair
tion
of equipage,
equipage, appliances,
appliances, supplies, and
materials at home and abroad
abroad
and materials
of
operation
as required
alteration, and operation
maintenance, repair, alteration,
for the maintenance,
as
required for
of naval
vessels and
craft; carrying
carrying on work of the
yard craft;
district and yard
and district
of
naval vessels
experimental model
appliances
model basin and wind tunnel; tools and appliances
experimental
for
purposes in navy yards
in navy
and naval stations; labor m
yards and
all purposes
for all
yards and
accident
elsewhere at home and abroad; accident
and naval stations and elsewhere
yards
prevention; pay
pay of
including employees in
in.
field force, including
of classified
classified field
prevention;
material
constructors' offices; incisuperintending constructors'
inspection and superintending
material inspection
dental
expenses at
stations and in material
material
and naval stations
yards and
at navy yards
dental expenses
inspection
constructors' offices such as photosuperintending constructors'
and superintending
inspection and
graphing,
and professional
professional books
magazines, plans,
books and magazines,
technical and
graphing, technical
stationery,
drafting instruments,
instruments, and
other materials
$33,008,100
materials $33,008,100
and other
stationery, drafting
(composed of
of "A"
"A" item,
and "B"
item, $2,727,800),
$2,727,800), of
"B" item,
$30,280,300 and
item, $30,280,300
(composed
which amount
available:
immediately available:
("B" item) shall be immediately
amount $2,000,000 ("B"
which
for
Provided,
appropriation .
for
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this appropriation
employees assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those performing
performing similar
employees
Schedule
services
carried under
under native and alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
services carried
of
Service of the Navy
Navy
of Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service
(composed of "A"
Department
"A." item,
$1,875,500 (composed
shall not exceed $1,875,500
Department shall
$1,655,000,
"B" item,
$220,500).
item, $220,500).
and "B"
$1,655,000, and

Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance,
vessels.
of vessels.

Equipage, supplies,
supplies,
Equipage,
etc.

Field force.
force.
Field

Proviso.
Provo.
Group IV (b) emGroup
ployees.
ployees.

BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
BUREAU

Post, pp.
pp. 293,
293, 296,
206,
Post,
605,
605, 876,
876, 972.

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES,
NAVY
STORES, NAVY
AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND

Post, pp.
293, 296,
236,
Post,
pp. 293,
972.
605, 876, 972.

.For procuring, producing, preserving,
preserving, and handling ordnance
ordnance material for
the armament
armament of
ships; for
manufacture of
and manufacture
purchase and
the purchase
for the
of ships;
for the
rial
torpedoes
appliances; for the purchase
purchase and manufacture
manufacture of smoketorpedoes and appliances;
less powder;
powder; for
for fuel, material, and labor to be used in the general
less
work under
Bureau of Ordnance;
Ordnance; for furniture
furniture
cognizance of the Bureau
under the cognizance
work
at naval
naval ammunition
depots, torpedo
torpedo stations, naval ordnance
plants,
ordnance plants,
ammunition depots,
at
and
periodicals; plant
plant
technical books, and periodicals;
grounds; for technical
proving grounds;
and .proving
Accounts";
appliances as
Classification of Accounts";
by the "Navy Classification
defined by
as now defined
appliances
for machinery
for accident
accident prevention;
experifor experiprevention; for
tools- for
machine tools;
and machine
machinery and
for
material
mental
development of ordnance material
in connection
connection with the development
work in
mental work
for the
the Navy;
Navy; for
maintenance of
of proving
proving grounds,
grounds, powder
factory,
powder factory,
for maintenance
for
ordnance
naval
and
torpedo
stations,
gun
factory,
ammunition
ordnance
depots,
ammunition
factory,
gun
stations,
torpedo
plants,
and for
$20,000 for minor improveexceed $20,000
not to exceed
practice; not
target practice;
for target
plants, and
ments
to buildings,
buildings, grounds,
appurtenances of a
character which
which
a character
grounds, and appurtenances
ments to
can
be performed
station labor;
part-time
of part-time
payment of
for payment
labor; for
regular station
by regular
performed by
can be
or
intermittent employment
in the
the District
Columbia, or
elsewhere,
or elsewhere,
of Columbia,
District of
employment in
or intermittent
of
scientists and
and technicists
technicists as
be contracted
contracted for
by the
the Secrefor by
as may
may be
such scientists
of such
tary
the Navy
Navy in
discretion at
rate of
of pay
not exceeding
exceeding $20
pay not
at aarate
his discretion
in his
of the
tary of
per diem
diem for
any person
person so
payment of the travel
travel
and payment
employed, and
so employed,
for any
per
expenses
if they
they be members
members of the Naval Reserve
persons if
such persons
of such
expenses of
ordered
to active
duty; for
for the
repair, and operation of
maintenance, repair,
the maintenance,
active duty;
ordered to
horse-drawn
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled freight
and passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
freight and
horse-drawn and
vehicles,
to
be
used
only
for
official
purposes
naval ammunition
ammunition
naval
at
purposes
official
for
only
used
vehicles, to be
depots, naval
naval proving
grounds, naval
naval
.
ordnance plants, a.nd
naval
and naval
ordnance
proving grounds,
depots,
inspection,
torpedo
the pay
pay of
clerical, drafting, inspection,
chemists, clerical,
of chemists,
for the
stations; for
torpedo stations;
and messenger
messenger service
service in
in navy
navy yards,
yards, naval
naval stations,
ordnance
stations, naval ordnance
and
19347W-41-1
,T. I---18
1-18
193470--41-PT.

Procuring, preservpreserv•
Procuring,
ing, etc.

Fuel,
material, and
Fuel, material,
labor.
labor.

Experimental work
work.
Experimental

Scientists, etc.
etc.
Scientists,

Vehicles.
Vehicles.
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plants, and naval ammunition depots,
depots, and for care and operation
operation of
of
schools
at
ordnance
stations
at
Indianhead,
Maryland;
Dahlgren,
Dahlgren,
Maryland;
at
Indianhead,
stations
schools at ordnance
Virginia;
South Charleston,
Charleston, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, $31,978,908
$31,978,908 (composed
(composed
and South
Virginia; and
Proviso.
$27,550,048, and "B"
"B" item,
$4,428,860:
Provided, That
That the
Provided,
$4,428,860:
item,
$27,550,048,
item,
(b) em- of "A" item,
Pro.I
Group IV (b) emsum to
to be
appropriation for
employees assigned
assigned to
to
for employees
of this
this appropriation
ployees.
be paid
paid out
out of
sum
ployees.
group IV
IV (b)
(b) and
and those
carried under
under
services carried
similar services
performing similar
those performing
group
native and
and alien
Civil
Wages for Civil
of Wages
Schedule of
schedules in the Schedule
alien schedules
native
Employees
in the
Service of
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
not
shall not
Department shall
Field Service
the Field
Employees in
exceed $1,460,000.
Schools.
Schools,

Post,
p.pi).
Post,
605, 876,972.
876, 972.
605,

93 ,2 295
95 ,
2293

Post,
pp. 293,
293, 295.
Post, pp.
295.

BUREAU
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES
NAVAL PERSONNEL
PAY,
PAY, SUBSISTENCE,
SUBSISTENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION OF NAVAL
PERSONNEL

Pay of naval personnel:
personnel: For pay and allowances
allowances prescribed
prescribed.. by
by
law of officers on sea duty and other duty, and officers
officers on waiting
waiting
Aerial flights.
flights, iin- orders,
$1,976,991 for
orders, pay $37,089,586, including not to exceed
exceed $1,976,991
for
Aerial
creased pay; restricofficers of the Regular
increased
Regular Navy for making aerial
aerial
increased pay for officers
tions. ay
flights, no part of which shall be available
available for increased
increased pay for
for
of
than five
five officers
making aerial flights by more
more than
officers above
above the rank of
nonflying officers
officers or observers
observers at rates
rates in excess of
of
captain, nor by nonflying
those prescribed
prescribed by law for the Army, which shall be the legal maxithose
mum
as to
to such
officers or
or observers;
observers; rental
rental allowance,
allowance,
Rent; subsistence.
subsistence.
nonflying officers
such nonflying
rates as
mum rates
Rent;
$7,588,406;
subsistence allowance,
allowance, $4,667,576;
in all,
all, $49,345,568;
offi$49,345,568; offi$4,667,576- in
Retired
$7,588,406; subsistence
Retired officers.
cers on the retired
(composed of "A" item, $10,969,08
retired list, $13,366,508
$13,366,508 (composed
$10,969,308
cers
Hire
of quarters.
Hireofquarters.
and "B" item, $2,397,200);
$2,397,200) ;for hire
hire of quarters for officers serving
serving
with troops where there
quarters belonging
belonging to the
there are no public quarters
Government, and where there are not sufficient
sufficient quarters possessed by
Government,
the United States to accommodate
accommodate them, and hire of quarters for
for
officers and enlisted
enlisted men on sea duty at such times as they may be
deprived
quarters on board ship due
due to repairs or other concondeprived of their quarters
Enlisted men
on remen on
Enlisted
re- ditions which may render
render them uninhabitable, $7,525; pay of enlisted
enlisted
tired list.
list, $10,363,766;
men on the retired list,
$10,363,766; interest on deposits
deposits by men,
Reserve
officers on
on
Reserve officers
petty
in
addition
chief
petty officers
of
$11,568;
pay
of
petty
officers,
addition
to
officers of
active duty.
ctive duty.
the Naval
Naval Reserve
Reserve called
called to active duty (not to exceed an average
average of
of
hundred and forty chief petty officers, of which
eleven thousand four hundred
which
a permanent
permanent appointment
number those with a
appointment as chief
chief petty officer
officer
shall not exceed an average
average of nine thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and
ninety-three,
ninety-three, seamen,
seamen, landsmen, and apprentice
apprentice seamen,
seamen, including men
men
in the engineer's
engineer's force and men detailed
detailed for duty
duty with the Bureau of
of
Fisheries,
men, men in trade schools, pay of enlisted men
men of
of
Fisheries, enlisted men,
Prizes.
Prizes.
the Hospital Corps, extra pay for men as authorized
authorized by law, and cash
cash
prizes (not to exceed $148,750
$148,750 (composed
"A" item, $120,500,
$120,500, and
and
(composed of "A"
for excellence
in gunnery,
target pracprac"B" item, $28,250))
$28,250)) for men for
excellence in
gunnery, target
tice, communication,
communication, and engineering
$120,819,388 (comengineering competition,
competition, $120,819,388
(comOutfits;
utfits; clothing.
clothing,
posed of "A"
"A" item, $
$103,114,821,
"B" item, $17,404,567);
$17,404,567); outfits
1 0 3 ,414 ,82 1 , and "B"
apprentice seamen
for all enlisted
enlisted men
men and apprentice
seamen of the Navy
Navy on first enlistment, civilian
civilian clothing
clothing not to exceed
exceed $15 per man
man to men
men given
given disdisReimbursement for
cReimbuiemet
for charges
charges for bad conduct
conduct or undesirability
undesirability or inaptitude,
inaptitude, reimcertain losses.
bursement
bursement in kind of clothing to persons
Navy for losses in
in
persons in the Navy
cases of marine or aircraft
aircraft disasters
disasters or in the operation
operation of waterauthorized issue of clothing and equipor air-borne
air-borne craft, and the authorized
ment to the members
members of the Nurse
Nurse Corps, $2,068,284; pay of enlisted
enlisted
men undergoing
undergoing sentence
sentence of court martial, $47,200 (composed
(composed of
of
"A"
"B" item, $8,260),
"A" item, $38,940, and "B"
mac hi n i
st
s as
$8,260), and as many machinists
as
the President may from time to time deem necessary to appoint; pay
pay
Nurse Corps.
Nurse
Corps.
and allowances
allowances of the Nurse
Nurse Corps, including
including assistant superintendsuperintendents, directors, and assistant directors—pay,
directors-pay, $618,980
$618,980 (composed
(composed of
of
$82,000);;rental
"A" item, $536,980, and "B" item, $82,000)
rental allowance,
allowance, $38,400;
$38,400;

Pay of
Pay
of naval
pernaval personnel.
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(composed of "A"
"A" item, $25,185,
$25,185, and
subsistence allowance,
allowance, $26,280 (composed
"B"
retired list,
$1,024,727 (com(com"B" item, $1,095)
$1,095);;pay retired
list, $341,067;
$341,067; in
in all, $1,024,727
"B" item,
$83,095) ;;rent
rent of quarters
$941,632, and "B"
item, $83,095)
posed of "A"
"A" item,
item, $941,632,
for members
of the
the Nurse
allowances of
of transferred
transferred
and allowances
Corps; pay
pay and
Nurse Corps;
for
members of

and
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, $18,515,785
$18,515,785 (composed
(composed
Fleet Naval
and assigned
assigned men
men of the Fleet
of
item, $2,015,785)
reimbursement
$2,015,785) ;;reimbursement
and "B"
"B" item,
$16,500,000, and
of "A"
"A" item,
item, $16,500,000,
for losses
of property
property as provided
provided in
6,
in the
the Act approved
approved October 6,
for
losses of
1917
(34 U.
U. S.
S. C.
as amended
amended by
Act of
of March
March 3,
3, 1927
1927
the Act
by the
981, 982),
982), as
C. 981,
1917 (34
(34 U.
U. S.
C. 983),
months' death gratuity,
payment of
of six months'
$10,000; payment
S. C.
983), $10,000;
(34
$240,240 (composed
"A" item,
item, $192,640
and "B"
"B" item,
item, $47,600)
in
$47,600);;in
$192,640 and
of "A"
(composed of
$240,240
$215,820,559 (composed
"A" item,
$193,864,052, and "B"
"B" item,
of "A"
item, $193,864,052,
(composed of
all, $215,820,559
$21,956,507);
$21,956,507) ;and, except during war or national emergency declared
by
President to
no part
part of
of such
shall be
be available
available to
to
sum shall
such sum
exist, no
to exist,
by the
the President
pay
officers on the retired list,
to officers
pay and allowances
allowances to
pay active-duty
active-duty pay
exclusive
except seven
for assignments
filled on
September 30,
30, 1937,
1937, exclusive
on September
assignments filled
seven for
except
of
Yorktown, Virginia,
Virginia,
Naval Mine Depot, Yorktown,
at the Naval
of the assignments
assignments at
and in
Department, three
three for
for duty
duty exclusively
exclusively with
the
with the
and
in the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Maritime
connection with
exclusively in connection
Commission, two for duty exclusively
Maritime Commission,
reserves, one for duty as curator
curator of the Naval
Naval
the naval petroleum reserves,
Academy
Museum, and one for duty
Naval Gun Factory,
at the
the Naval
duty at
Academy Museum,
Washington, District of Columbia, and except retired
retired officers temWashington,
porarily
ordered to
retiring and selection
selection
as members of retiring
to active duty
duty as
porarily ordered
boards
authorized by
by law:
That, except
except for
for the
public
boards as
as authorized
law: Provided,
Provided, That,
the public
quarters occupied
Chief of
Office of
of Naval
Operations, the
the
Naval Operations,
of Office
the Chief
by the
occupied by
quarters
Superintendent
and the
of the
the
Commandant of
the Commandant
Naval Academy,
Academy, and
of the
the Naval
Superintendent of
Marine Corps,
temporarily set up on shore for officers
officers
Corps, and messes temporarily
Marine
attached
vessels, to
to aviation
aviation units
based on seagoing
seagoing vesunits based
to seagoing
seagoing vessels,
attached to
sels including
including officers'
officers' messes
landing
air stations,
stations, and to landing
messes at
at the naval air
sels
forces
addition not
exceed fifty-nine
to exceed
fifty-nine in
not to
in addition
and expeditions,
expeditions, and in
forces and
number
places as
Secretary of the
as shall be designated
designated by the Secretary
at such
such places
number at
Navy,
this Act
available for
for
Act shall
shall be
be available
contained in
in this
appropriation contained
Navy, no
no appropriation
the
allowances, or
other expenses
expenses of
of any
any enlisted
or civil
civil
man or
enlisted man
or other
the pay,
pay, allowances,
employee
performing service
service in the residence
residence or
officer
or quarters of an officer
employee performing
or officers
officers on
other work
character
work of aa character
cook, waiter, or other
on shore as
as aa cook,
or
performed
by a
household servant,
but nothing
nothing herein
shall be
be conconherein shall
servant, but
a household
performed by
strued as
voluntary employment
employment in any such capacity
capacity
the voluntary
as preventing
preventing the
strued
of a
retired enlisted
transferred member
the Fleet
member of the
man or aa transferred
enlisted man
of
a retired
Reserve without
without additional
the Government,
Government, nor the sale
sale
to the
expense to
additional expense
Reserve
of
to officers
regulated by detailed
shore as regulated
messes on shore
officers by
by general
general messes
of meals
meals to
instructions
Department;
instructions from the Navy Department;
For provisions
Subsistence
of naval
provisions and commuted
commuted
personnel: For
naval personnel:
Subsistence of
rations
commuted rations shall
for enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy, which commuted
rations for
be
paid at
at the
of 50
50 cents
cents per diem,
diem, and
cents
75 cents
at 75
and midshipmen
midshipmen at
rate of
the rate
be paid
per
and commuted
stopped on
on account
account of
sick in
commuted rations
rations stopped
of sick
in hoshosper diem,
diem, and
pital
at the
rate of
of 70
70 cents
cents per
per ration
ration to
to the
naval
the naval
the rate
and credited
credited at
pital and
hospital
fund; subsistence
unavoidably detained
or absent
absent
detained or
of men
men unavoidably
subsistence of
hospital fund;
from vessels
which attached
(during which
which subsuborders (during
under orders
attached under
to which
vessels to
from
sistence
board ship
no credit
credit for comship and
and no
on board
stopped on
to be
be stopped
rations to
sistence rations
mutation therefor
quarters and
subsistence of
of men
men on
on
and subsistence
given);;quarters
to be
be given)
therefor to
mutation
detached
subsistence of
of members
members of
during
Naval Reserve
Reserve during
of the
the Naval
duty; subsistence
detached duty;
period
service; subsistence
in kind
hospitals and on
board
on board
kind at
at hospitals
subsistence in
of active
active service;
period of
ship in
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence allowance
nurses and Navy
Navy and
and
of female
female nurses
allowance of
ship
in lieu
Marine Corps general
courts-martial prisoners undergoing
undergoing imprisonimprisongeneral courts-martial
Marine
at
ment
dishonorable discharge from the service at
of dishonorable
sentences of
with sentences
ment with
the expiration
expiration of
(composed of
$27,260,651 (composed
confinement; in all, $27,260,651
of such confinement;
the
"A"
item, $22,330,976,
and "B"
"B" item,
$4,929,675) :Provided,
That no
no
"A" item,
$22,330,976, and
item, $4,929,675):
Provided, That
part
of this
or any
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall
any other
other appropriation
this or
part of
be
available for
for the
the procurement
procurement of
not grown
grown
food not
article of
of food
of any
any article
be available
or produced
produced in
in the
the United
United States
its possessions,
except articles
articles
possessions, except
or its
States or
or

Fleet
Fleet
serve.

Naval
Naval

Re-

Re-

Property losses.

Propertylosses.

at
40 Stat.
Stat. 1368.

389; 44
44
40 S . 389;

Active-duty

pay,

pay,s
etctoive-druty officers;
etc.,
etc., to retired officers;

restriction.
restriction.

Exceptions.

Exception

Proviso.
Enlisted
Enlisted

men

as

household servants.
servants.
household

Voluntary services.

Voluntary services.

Sale of meals to
mea'l to
ofcers
officers. o

Subsistence of naval
of naval
Subsstence
personnel.

Unavoidable
sences.

seUncoidable

Detached duty.
Detached
duty.
Naval Reserve,
dutlve,
Ntiaval
tive
duty.

ab-

ac-

PT0,180.

Procurement of food
Prcurementoffood
articles not produced
produced
articles
in U. S.,not
restriction.

in.. reto.
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of
food not
so grown
grown or
or which
cannot be
procured in
in
of food
not so
or produced
produced or
which cannot
be procured
sufficient
as and
and when
when needed,
needed, and
and except
procurements
sufficient quantities
quantities as
except procurements
by vessels
vessels in
in foreign
waters and
by establishments
establishments located
located outside
outside
by
foreign waters
and by
the continental
States, except
except the
Territories of
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and
the
continental United
United States,
the Territories
Alaska,
attached thereto;
thereto;
Alaska, for
for the
the personnel
personnel attached
Tranpotation and
Transportation and
Transportation
Transportation
naval personnel:
For mileage
mileage
and recruiting
recruiting of
of naval
personnel: For
recruiting,
recruiting.
necessary expenses and per
subsistence
and actual and necessary
per diem in lieu of subsistence
as authorized
by law
officers of
the Navy
Navy while
traveling under
under
as
authorized by
law to
to officers
of the
while traveling
orders, including
the cost
cost of
other accommoaccommoorders,
including the
of a
a compartment
compartment or
or such
such other
dations,
as may
may be
be authorized
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, for
dations, as
authorized by
by the
the Secretary
of the
for
security
by officer
officer messenger,
security when secret
secret documents
documents are
are transported
transported by
messenger,
Attendance
Attendance at meet- and including not to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for the expenses
expenses of attendance,
attendance,
ings.
ings.
at home and abroad, upon meetings of technical,
technical, professional,
professional,
judgment
scientific, and other similar organizations,
organizations, when,
when, in the judgment
Secretary of
would be
of benefit
of the
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, such
such attendance
attendance would
be of
benefit in
in
Midshipmen.
the conduct of the work of the
Midshipmen.
Department; for
for mileage,
mileage, at
the Navy
Navy Department;
at 55
entering the
the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy while
while
cents per
per mile, to midshipmen
midshipmen entering
proceeding from their homes to
Academy for
examination
proceeding
to the Naval Academy
for examination
and appointment
and not more than $7,450
$7,450 shall be
be
appointment as midshipmen, and
including reimbursereimburseavailable for transportation
transportation of
of midshipmen,
midshipmen, including
traveling expenses
traveling under
orders ' after
ment of traveling
expenses while traveling
under orders,
after
appointment
midshipmen; for
expenses of
of female
female
appointment as midshipmen;
for actual
actual travermg
traveling expenses
Enlistedmen,
nurses; for travel
Enlisted
men, etc.
travel allowance
allowance or
or for
for transportation
transportation and
and subsistence
subsistence
as authorized by law of
discharge; transportation
of enlisted
enlisted men upon
upon discharge;
transportation
of enlisted men and apprentice
apprentice seamen and applicants for enlistment
enlistment
at home
and abroad,
with subsistence
and transfers
transfers en
cash
home and
abroad, with
subsistence and
en route,
route, or
or cash
in lieu thereof;
thereof; transportation
if residents
residents of
of the
the
transportation to their
their home,
home, if
United States, of enlisted
enlisted men and apprentice
apprentice seamen
seamen discharged
on
discharged on
medical survey, with subsistence
transfers en route,
route, or
or cash
subsistence and
and transfers
cash in
in
lieu thereof; transportation
transportation of
of sick
insane enlisted
enlisted men
men and
and
sick or
or insane
apprentice seamen and
patients to
to hospitals,
hospitals,
apprentice
and insane
insane supernumerary
supernumerary patients
Apprehension of de- with subsistence
subsistence and transfers en route, or cash in lieu thereof;
Apprehension
thereof; appreseders, etc.
erterset.
deserters and stragglers,
hension and delivery of deserters
stragglers, and for railway,
steamship, and airway
airway guides
guides and other expenses incident
incident to
to transtransportation; expenses
for the
the naval
service; rent
rent of
of renrenportation;
expenses of
of recruiting
recruiting for
naval service;
dezvous and expenses of maintaining
maintaining the
for and
the same;
same; advertising
advertising for
and
obtaining men and apprentice
apprentice seamen;
seamen; actual and necessary expenses
expenses
of mileage
mileage to officers on duty with traveling
in lieu oF
traveling recruiting parties;
parties;
Transportation or
of officers
and enlisted
enlisted men
men, $1,506,966
$1,506,966
Transportation
of transportation
transportation of
of dependents
dependents of
officers and
dependents.
(composed
"A" item,
item, $1,370,686,
$1,370,686, a
nd "B"
item ,$136,280)
$136 ,280) ;;expenses
expenses
Fu neral escorts.
deurandscorts.
(composed of
of "A"
and
"B" item,
naval personnel;
of officers
officers and
and
of funeral escorts of naval
personnel; actual expenses of
midshipmen while on shore-patrol
shore-patrol duty, including
including the hire of automobiles when necessary
necessary- for the use of shore-patrol
detachment; in all,
shore-patrol detachment;
$6267,800
$6,267,800 (composed
(composed of "A"
"A" item, $5,977,464,
$5,977,464, and "B" item, $290,336);
$290,336) ;
a
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, enNaval Reserve personnel
opersonnel on active
active duty:
duty: For pay and allowances
allowances
tive
duty.
for Naval Reserve personnel (exclusive
(exclusive of Fleet
tive duty.
Fleet Naval Reserve perpersonnel)
sonnel) on active duty with the Navy
Navy as provided
provided by
(53 Stat.
by law (53
819-821),
819-821), $10,977,997
$10,977,997 (composed
(composed of "A"
$2,869,625, and "B"
"A" item, $2,869,625,
item
item, $8,108,372)
$8,108,372);;
Total
In
subsistence, and transportation
Total.
In all, for pay, subsistence,
transportation of naval personnel,
personnel,
Naval Reserve aviation
aviation officers
officers on active
active duty, and members
members of the
Naval Reserve
Reserve when called
called to active
active duty in time of war or during
during
national emergency
emergency declared by
President,
the existence of aa national
by the President,
$260,327,007
"
$260,327,007 (composed of "A
"A" item,$225,042,117,
item,
$225,042,117, and "B"
"B" item,
$35,284,890),
imme$35,284,890), and $1,000,000 of such amount shall be available imm
.
eccnting.
diately
and the
the money
money herein
specifically appropriated for "Pay
Accounting.
diately, and
herein specifically
"Pay,
subsistence,
and transportation
transportation of
of naval
naval personnel"
personnel" shall be disbursed
subsistence and
disbursed
and accounted for in accordance
accord ance with existing
existing law and shall constitute
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one fund: Provided,
Provided, That additional commissioned,
commissioned, warranted,
warranted,
appointed, enlisted, and civilian personnel of the Medical
Medical Department
appointed,
Department
of the Navy, required
required for the care of patients of the United
United States
Veterans' Administration
Administration in naval
employed in
Veterans'
naval hospitals
hospitals,2 may be
be employed
in
addition
addition to the numbers
numbers appropriated
appropriated for m this Act:
Act: Provided
Provided
further,
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for
the pay of any midshipmen
midshipmen whose admission
admission subsequent to January
January
30, 1940, would result in exceeding
exceeding at any time an allowance
allowance of four
four
midshipmen for each Senator, Representative,
midshipmen
Representative, and Delegate
Delegate in Congress; of one midshipman for Puerto Rico, aa native
native of the island,
appointed on nomination
Governor, and
midshipmen
nomination of
of the Governor,
and of
of four midshipmen
from Puerto Rico appointed on nomination
nomination of the Resident
Resident Commidshipmen from the District
Columbia:
missioner; and of four midshipmen
District of Columbia:
Provided further,
further, That nothing herein shall be construed to
to repeal
Provided
repeal
or modify in any way existing laws relative to the appointment
appointment of
midshipmen at large, from the enlisted personnel
personnel of the naval service,
from the Naval Reserve,
from honor graduates
graduates of military schools
Reserve, from
or Naval Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps:
Provided further,
That
Reserve Officers'
Corps: Provided
further, That
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
be available
available for
for the pay
pay of
of any
any
midshipman
appointed from enlisted
enlisted men
midshipman appointed
men of
of the
the Navy
Navy who
who has not
not
served aboard
aboard a
commission for at least
least
a vessel of the Navy
Navy in full
full commission
admission to the
Naval Academy.
Academy.
nine months
months prior
prior to admission
the Naval
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
SUPPLTF'S AND
MAINTENANCE,
OF SUPPLIES
AND ACCOUNTS
AOCOUNTS

under the cognizance
cognizance of the
For equipage, supplies, and services
services under
the
Bureau of
of Supplies and
and Accounts,
Accounts, including
including stationery
stationery for
for commandexecutive, communication,
communication, and navigating
ing, executive,
navigating officers
officers of ships, boards
and courts on
on ships, and
and chaplains;
chaplains; commissions,
commissions, interest, and
and
exchange;
ferriage and
streetcar fares;
fares; rent of
exchange; ferriage
and bridge tolls,
tolls, including
including streetcar
buildings and offices not in
in navy
navy yards
yards except
for use
of naval
attaches
buildings
except for
use of
naval attaches
and recruiting
recruiting officers;
prevention; services
services of
and
officers; accident
accident prevention;
of civilian
civilian employemployees
under the cognizance
cognizance of the Bureau
Accounts;
ees under
Bureau of
of Supplies and Accounts;
transportation of
freight, express, and parcel-post charges, including
including transportation
money when necessary;
funds and cost of insurance
insurance on shipments
shipments of money
necessary; for
for
transportation
Government-owned vessels, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the
transportation on
on Government-owned
provisions of other law, of privately owned automobiles
automobiles of Regular
Regular
Marine Corps personnel
change of station,
station 1 and ice
Navy and Marine
personnel upon change
for cooling drinking water on shore (except
hospitals and
(except at naval
naval hospitals
shops at
at industrial
industrial navy
navy yards),
shops
yards), pertaining
pertaining to
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department
and
Establishment, $13,870,000
"A" item
item,
$13,870,000 (composed
(composed of "A"
and Naval
Naval Establishment,
which amount $500,00o
$11,170,000,
$2,700,000), of which
$500,000
$11,170,000, and "B" item, $2,700,000)
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That no part
shall be
be available
available immediately:
part of this or
any other
appropriation contained
contained in
in this
Act shall
be available
available for
for
any
other appropriation
this Act
shall be
account of the supply or replacement
linen, dishes,
replacement of table linen,
or on account
glassware, silver,
use in
in the
the residences
residences or
utensils for
for use
silver, and
and kitchen
kitchen utensils
glassware,
quarters of
of officers
officers on
on shore,
temporarily set
set up
up
except for
for messes
messes temporarily
quarters
shore, except
on shore
shore for
for officers
officers attached
attached to seagoing
seagoing vessels,
vessels, to
to aviation
aviation units
units
based on
on seagoing
the fleet
fleet air
forces
vessels, to
to the
air bases,
bases, or
or to landing forces
based
seagoing vessels,
and
further, That
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of
Provided further,
That the
the sum to
and expeditions:
expeditions: Provided
appropriation for employees
employees assigned
assigned to group IV (b) and
those
and those
this appropriation
performing similar
similar services
carried under
under native
schedules
native and alien
alien schedules
services carried
performing
in
Wages for Civil Employees
Field Service
Employees in
in the Field
In the
the Schedule of
of Wages
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
shall not
not exceed
$7,200,000 (composed
(composed of
of
exceed $7,200.000
Department shall
of
"A"
item, $5,500,000,
$5,500,000, and
"B" item,
item, $1,700.000):
$1,700.000): Provided
"A" item,
and "B"
Provided further,
further,
Treasurer of the
the United
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the Treasurer
That, without deposit
States and
of public
receipts of
public
money requisitions,
requisitions, receipts
withdrawal on
on money
States
and withdrawal
moneys
officers of the
and
the Navy and
sales or other
other sources
sources by officers
moneys from sales

Provisos.
Provisos.

Additional medical
Additional
detail for Veterans'
Veterans'
detail
Administration
Administration
patients.

Admissions to
Admissions
Naval Academy
Academy after
after
Naval
Jan. 30,
30, 1940.

Appointments
at
Appointments
at
large,
large, from enlisted
etc.
men, etc.

Sea service
service requirement.

Post, pp. 295,
295, 605,
Post,
876, 972.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.

Fr eight,
eight, etc.,
Fr
etc.,
charges.
charges.

Morino.
Proisos.
Supply of tableware,
tableware,
Supply
etc., for officers;
officers; restriction.

Group IV (b) emGroup
ployees.

Use of receipts
receipts for
expenditures; accountaccountexpenditures;
ing.
ing-
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Marine Corps
on disbursing
and charged
charged in
in their
their official
official accounts
accounts
duty and
disbursing duty
Corps on
Marine
may
be used
used by
as required
for current
current expenditures,
all necesnecesexpenditures, all
required for
by them
them as
may be
sary
bookkeeping
adjustments
of
appropriations,
funds,
and
accounts
and
accounts
sary bookkeeping adjustments of appropriations, funds,
to
in the
the settlement
settlement of
of their
accounts.
their disbursing
disbursing accounts.
made in
to be
be made
Post, pp. 295, 605.
605.
Purchase of
of clothPurchase

ing,
mg

etc.

, etc.

Post, p. 605.
Naval Supply
Supply AcNaval
count Fund.
count
41 Stat. 1169.

Post,
605.
Post,p. 605.

and transporFuel and
tation.

Provisos.
Provisos.
acquired other
other
Fuel acquired
than
by purchase;
Issue.
issue.
Use of fuel on hand.

CLOTHING AND
FUND
SMALL-STORES ITTND
AND SMALL-STORES
CLOTHING

Clothing and small-stores
small-stores fund: For purchase
purchase of clothing
clothing and
and small
stores
issue to
to the
the Naval
Service, to
added to
to the
the "Clothing
"Clothing
to be
be added
Naval Service,
stores for
for issue
and Small-Stores
Fund", $2,000,000
$2,000,000 ("B"
("B" item).
item).
and
Small-Stores Fund",
NAVAL
Su rbY ACCOUNT
ACCOUNT FUND
FUND
NAVAL SUPPLY

To increase
the Naval
Naval Supply
Supply Account
established by
by the
the Act
Act
Fund established
Account Fund
increase the
To
approved
March 1,
1, 1921
U. S.
S. C.
C. 644),
644), $5,000,000
$5,000,000 ("B"
("B" item),
and,
item), and,
(31 U.
1921 (31
approved March
in
amount not
such sum
sum or
or sums
sums as
as may
be
may be
to exceed
exceed such
not to
an amount
in addition
addition an
deposited
to time
time in
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
the Treasury
Treasury during
in the
time to
from time
deposited from
ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
to the
the credit
"Miscellaneous receipts",
receipts", realized
realized
of "Miscellaneous
credit of
1941, to
ending June
from the
sale of
of old
old material,
material, condemned
condemned stores,
stores, supplies,
supplies, or other
the sale
from
surplus public
property of
kind belonging
belonging to
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department
of any
any kind
public property
surplus
and
reappropriated.
not otherwise
otherwise reappropriated.
and not
LJEL AND
AND TRANSPORTATION,
TRANSPORTATION, NAVY
NAVY
FUEL

submarine bases
bases and steamers'
steamers' and ships'
other fuel for submarine
For coal and other
use, including
expenses of
of transportation,
transportation, storage,
storage, and handling the
including expenses
use,
same and
of fuel
fuel refuse
ships; maintenance
maintenance and
from ships;
refuse from
the removal
removal of
and the
same
general
machinery of naval fuel depots and fuel plants;
operation of machinery
general operation
water
for all
all purposes
naval vessels, and ice for the cooling
cooling
purposes on board naval
water for
of
expense of transportation
transportation and storage
storage of both,
both,
water, including the expense
of water,
$10,591,500
(composed of
item, $8,280,000,
"A" item,
$8,280,000, and "B" item,
of "A"
$10,591,500 (composed
$2,311,500),
immediately available:
available: ProPro$1,000,000 shall
shall be immediately
of which
which $1,000,000
$2,311,500), of
vided,
than by purchase
purchase shall not be issued
issued
other than
acquired other
fuel acquired
vided, That fuel
applicable appropriation
appropriation with the cost of such
without charging the applicable
Profuel at the rate current at the time of issue for fuel purchased: Profurther, That the President
President may direct the use, wholly or in
vided further,
part, of fuel on hand, however
however acquired
acquired, to be charged at the last
issue rate for fuel acquired
acquired by purchase,
purchase, when, in his judgment, prices
quoted for supplying fuel are excessive.

Post,
296, 606,
606,
'ost, pp.
pp. 296,
876.
87li.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
MEDICINE AND SURGERY
SURGERY

Post, pp. 296,
296, 606,
Post,
876.

MEDICAL
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Surgeons'
n e c e sSurgeons' necessaries.
Civil establishment.
establishment.

BTICSPS.
Busses.

Naval Medical
Medical CenCenter, etc.

necessaries for vessels in commission, navy yards,
For surgeons' necessaries
naval stations, and Marine
naval
Marine Corps; and for the civil establishment
establishment at
the several naval hospitals,
hospitals, navy yards, naval medical
medical supply depots,
Naval Medical Center,
Center, Naval
Naval Medical School, and Naval Dispensary
Dispensary,
Academy; for tolls and ferriages;
Washington, and Naval Academy;
ferriages; purchase
purchase of
of
books and stationery;
hygienic and
and sanitary
sanitary investigation
and illustrastationery; hygienic
investigation and
illustration; sanitary, hygienic,
hygienic, administrative,
administrative, and special
special instruction,
instruction, including the issuing of naval medical bulletins and supplements;
supplements; maintenance, repair, and operation
motor-propelled busses; trees, plants,
operation of motor-propelled
tools and seeds; incidental
care of grounds, garden tools,
incidental articles for
f
or the
the
Naval Medical Center, Naval Medical
Medical School,
Dispensary,
School, and Naval Dispensary
Washington, naval medical
quarters at
at Naval
Nava l
Washington,
medical supply depots, sick
sick quarters
Academy and marine
marine barracks;
barracks; washing for medical
medical department
department at
Medical School,
Naval Medical
Medical Center, Naval Medical
School, and Naval
Naval Dispensary,
Dispensary,
Washington,
Washington, naval
naval medical
medical supply depots, sick
sick quarters
Naval
quarters at
at Naval
Academy
Academy and marine barracks, dispensaries
dispensaries at navy yards and naval
naval
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buildings and grounds
grounds
stations, and ships; and for minor repairs on buildings
medical supply depots;
of the Naval Medical School and naval
naval medical
depots; for
for
necessary contingent
dental outfits and dental material; and all other necessary
contingent
(composed of "A" item, $3,027,000,
expenses; in all, $3,327,000 (composed
$3,027,000, and
and
"B"
That the sum to be paid out of this
Provided, That
$300,000)::Provided,
"B" item,
item, $300,000)
appropriation
for employees
employees assigned
assigned to group IV (b) and those
appropriation for
performing
similar services
native and
schedules
alien schedules
and alien
under native
carried under
services carried
performing similar
Employees in the Field Service
in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
exceed $150,000.
$150,000.
of the
the Navy Department shall not exceed

Proviso.
Proviso.
(b) emGroup IV (b)
employees.

OF THE
1.1.1k. DEAD
DEAD
CARE OF

Post,
Post, p.
p. 296.
296.

For
expenses and interment
interment or
For the
the care
care of the dead; for funeral expenses
transportation
designated cemeteries
cemeteries of the
transportation to their homes or to designated
Marine Corps, of
remains of officers and enlisted men of the Navy and Marine
members
reservists on active or training
training duty,
Nurse Corps, reservists
of the
the Nurse
members of
and
applicants for enlistment,
enlistment, civilian employees
employees of the
accepted applicants
and accepted
Navy Department
Establishment who
who die outside of the
Department and Naval Establishment
Navy
continental limits
limits of
of the
the United
enlisted men who
former enlisted
and former
United States, and
continental
discharged while in
inmates of said hospitals
hospitals
in hospitals and are inmates
are discharged
interment of the
funeral expenses
on the date of their death; for funeral
expenses and interment
patients who die in naval hospidestitute patients
remains of pensioners and destitute
tals; for
for purchase
purchase and
and care of cemetery
cemetery lots; for care of graves outtals;
side
continental limits
including those
United States, including
of the United
limits of
of the
the continental
side of
in sites
sites not
not owned
owned by
by the
removal of remains from
for removal
States; for
United States;
the United
in
abandoned
cemeteries to
to naval
naval or
or national
national cemeteries,
or to their
cemeteries, or
abandoned cemeteries
isolated graves
interred in isolated
graves at home
home and
and
including remains interred
homes, including
(composed of "A"
abroad, and
and remains
interred, $81,261
$81,261 (composed
"A"
temporarily interred,
remains temporarily
abroad,
item, $70,000,
$70,000, and
item ,$11
,
261) :Provided,
Provided, That the above pro$11,261):
"B" item,
and "B"
item,
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Navy
apply in the case of officers
shall apply
vision shall
and
Corps on
while on active duty.
who die while
list who
retired list
the retired
on the
Marine Corps
and Marine

Interment
Interment
transportation.
Ante, p. 145.
145.

BUREAU OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
BUREAU
MAINTENANCE,
BUREAU OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU

For the labor,
labor , materials, and supplies necessary, as determined
determined by
For
maintenance of the activithe
general maintenance
of the Navy, for the general
Secretary of
the Secretary
ties
and properties
now or
cognizance of the
under the cognizance
hereafter under
or hereafter
properties now
ties and
Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and Docks,
accident prevention,
prevention, and
including accident
Docks, including
Bureau
utilization of
including such sum as may be necessary
necessary incident to the utilization
including
the Naval
Naval Station,
placed
Louisiana, for vessels to be placed
Orleans,2 Louisiana,
New Orleans
Station, New
the
and
decommissioned status;
status; the purchase,
purchase, maintemaintein a
a decommissioned
maintained in
and maintained
nance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
passenger-carrying vehicles for the
operation of passenger-carrying
nance,
Navy
(not to
ten in number)
number) and the Naval
Naval
exceed ten
to exceed
Department (not
Navy Department
Establishment not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for;
for; not
not to
$1,630,000
to exceed
exceed $1,630,000
Establishment
(composed of
"A" item,
item, $1,600,000,
$1,600,000, and
"B" item, $30,000),
$30,000), for
for
and "B"
of "A"
(composed
employees assigned
group IV
IV (b)
and those
those performing
performing similar
similar
(b) and
to group
assigned to
employees
services carried
carried under
native and
and alien
alien schedules
schedules in
in the
the Schedule
Schedule of
of
under native
services
Wages for
for Civil
Civil Employees
Employees in
in the
the Field
Field Service
Service of
the Navy
Navy DepartDepartof the
Wages
ment, and
part-time or
employment in the District of
intermittent employment
or intermittent
and part-time
ment,
Columbia, or
such engineers
engineers and
architects as may be
and architects
of such
elsewhere, of
or elsewhere,
Columbia,
contracted
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, in
his discretion,
at aa
discretion, at
in his
the Secretary
for by
contracted for
rate of
of pay
pay not
exceeding $25
$25 per
per diem
person so employed
employed
diem for any person
not exceeding
rate
and payment
persons if
if they be memsuch persons
of such
expenses of
travel expenses
the travel
of the
payment of
and
bers
the Naval
duty, $10,052,800
$10,052,800 (com(comactive duty,
to active
ordered to
Reserve ordered
Naval Reserve
of the
bers of
posed of
of "A"
item, $9,784,600,
"B" item,
Provided,
$268,200)::Provided,
item, $268,200)
and "B"
$9,784,600, and
"A" item,
posed
That during
the fiscal
year 1941
1941 the motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengerfiscal year
during the
That
carrying
vehicles to
be purchased
hereunder shall not exceed the
purchased hereunder
to be
carrying vehicles

and
and

Proviso.
Retired officers,
officers, etc.,
etc.,
Retired
active duty.
on active

Post, pp.
pp. 293,
293, 296,
296,
Post,
606, 876, 972.

Post, pp. 606, 876.
General mainGeneral
tenance, etc.
etc.
tenance,

New Orleans,
Orleans, La.,
La,
New
Naval Station, utilizautilizeNaval
tion.
tlon.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Group
(b) emGroup IV (b)
ployees.

Engineers, etc.
Engineers,

Proisos.
Provisos.
Limitation on vehiLimitation
purchases.
cle purchases.
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following
numbers and
and costs:
costs: Nineteen
Nineteen ("A"
item) and
and
("A" item)
following respective
respective numbers
two
("B" item)
each, one
at $1,600,
$1,600, ten
ten motorbusses
at $4,500
$4,500
motorbusses at
at $600
$600 each,
one at
item) at
two ("B"
each,
two passenger-carrying
at $3,000
each, and
and motormotor$3,000 each,
semi-trailers at
passenger-carrying semi-trailers
each, two
truck chasis
with station-wagon-type
station-wagon-type bodies
bodies as
as required:
Provided
required: Provided
truck
chasis with
further, That
expenditures from
from appropriations
contained in
this Act
Act
in this
appropriations contained
further,
That expenditures
for
operation, and
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenpassenand repair
repair of
maintenance, operation,
for the
the maintenance,
ger-carrying
the compensation
compensation of
of civilian
civilian chaufchaufvehicles, including
including the
ger-carrying vehicles,
feurs
and
the
compensation
of
any
greater
number
than
ninety
enlisted
than
ninety enlisted
number
of
any
greater
and
the
compensation
feurs
men
such duty,
exceed in
in the
$100,000,
the aggregate
aggregate $100,000,
not exceed
duty, shall
shall not
to such
men detailed
detailed to
exclusive
vehicles owned
owned and
and operated
operated by
by the
the Marine
Corps
Marine Corps
of such
such vehicles
exclusive of
in connection
connection with
with expeditionary
without the
the continental
limits
continental limits
duty without
expeditionary duty
in
of the
the United
States, motorbusses,
motorbusses, station-wagon
station-wagon motortrucks,
motortrucks, and
and
United States,
of
motorcycles, and
and on
except busses
busses and
and ambulances,
ambulances
any one
one vehicle,
vehicle, except
on any
motorcycles,
shall
for maintenance,
maintenance, upkeep,
and repair,
repair, exclusive
of
exclusive of
upkeep, and
not exceed
exceed for
shall not
garage
rent, pay
operators, tires,
tires, fuel,
and lubricants,
one-third of
of
lubricants, one-third
fuel, and
pay of
of operators,
garage rent,
the
price of
of a
the same
same make
make or
or class,
and in
in
class, and
of the
a new
new vehicle
vehicle of
the market
market price
$400.
any case
case not more than $400.
CONTINGENT, BUREAU
BUREAU OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
CONTINGENT,

Contingent
ext
ent expenses.
p en s es

and minor
minor extensions
extensions and improvements
For
expenses and
improvements
For contingent
contingent expenses
of
public works
yards and
$140,000 ("A"
("A" item).
of public
works at
at navy
navy yards
and stations,
stations, $140,000
item).

293, 296,
Post, pp.
pp. 293,
606,
876, 972.
606, 876,

PUBLIC WORKS,
BUREAU OF YARDS AND DOCKS
WORKS, BUREAU
PUBLIO

Con ing
.

For public works and public utilities, Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks,
item,
$49,888,475 (composed
$850,000),
(composed of "A" item, $49,038,475,
$49,038,475, and
and "B" item,
Use of unexpended
unexpended $850,000),
balances of approtogether with the unexpended
unexpended balances
$850,000), which, together
balances.
balances.
priations heretofore
priations
heretofore made
made under
under this head,
head, shall
shall be disbursed
disbursed and
and
accounted for in accordance
accordance with existing law and shall constitute
accounted
payment of oblione fund, which fund shall be available for the payment
incurred under the provisions of sections 3
3 and 44 of the Act
gations incurred
53 Stat. 591.
approved April 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth Con34
St.t:lsupp.
34 U.
S. C., Supp. V., approved April 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered 43, Seventy-sixth Con556.
gress), insofar
insofar as they relate to naval public
public works and
665f.
and utilities
and for part-time
part-time and intermittent
contract
projects and
intermittent employment by contract
Scientists, etc.
scientists,
etc.
of scientists, technicists,
technicists, and other personnel and payment
payment of travel
members of the Naval Reserve
Reserve ordered
ordered to active duty:
expenses of members
duty:
Provisos.
Provided,
That
not
to
exceed
2
1
/
2 per
centum
of
the
aggregate
or
Provided,
svics.
That
not
to
exceed
21/2
per
centum
of
the
aggregate
Personal services.
aamount
mount available on July 1, 1940, shall be available for the employemploypersonal services
ment of classified personal
services in the Bureau of Yards
Yards and
Docks and in the field service
service to be engaged upon
upon such
work and
and
such work
Construction, etc.,
etc.,
Construction,
to
to
employees
otherwise
provided
for:
Provided
be
in
addition
employees
otherwise
provided
Provided
of authorized
authorized projects.
projects.
Post,
293, 296,
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is only
authorized to
to comcomPost, pp. 293,
296, further, That the Secretary
only authorized
401,
606, 876, 972.
401, 60,876,972.
mence,
continue, or
or complete
construction of, or make provision
mence, continue,
complete the construction
provision
projects heretofore
heretofore authorized
for, by contract
contract or otherwise, projects
authorized and
and
appropriated
under this
addition, only the
appropriated for
for under
this head,
head, and,
and, in addition,
the following-named
ing-named public works and public utilities projects
projects at a
a limit of
cost not to exceed
exceed the amount stated for each project enumerated,
enumerated,
respectively:
respectively:
Midway Island.
Island.
Midway
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, Midway
Midway Island:
Fuel-oil storage,
storage, nonaviation,
Naval
Island: Fuel-oil
nonaviation,
$250,000
. ;Diesel-oil
Diesel-oil storage,
ati on, $50,000;
$50,000 ; d
ef
ense f
ac ili ti
es
$250,000;
storage, nonavi
nonaviation,
defense
facilities
including
$1,250,000;
including buildings and accessories,
accessories, $1,250,000;
Tutuila, Samoa.
Samoa.
Tutuila,
Naval
Tutuila, Samoa:
Fuel-oil storage
Naval Station,
Station, Tutuila,
Samoa: Fuel-oil
storage and
and pipe
pipe lines,
lines,
$200,000;
Diesel-oil storage,
$50,000;
gasoline storage, $50,000;
$50,000;
$
200,000;
storage,
$50,000;
gasoline
.
Portsmouth,
N. H.
PortmouthN.H.
Navy
Yard, Portsmouth,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Hampshire: Submarine
Navy Yard,
Submarine barracks
Public
works, etc.
etc.
Public works,

and mess
of inside machine shop, $185,000; extension of industrial office
conversion of building numbered
numbered 96 to foundry,
building, $100,000;
$100,000; conversion
$77,000; extension of alternating
alternating current
current electric service,
service $75,000;
$75 ,000;

$270,000;
roads,
walks,
and
services,
$25,000;
extension
of
andinside
mess hall,
hall,
machine
$270,000;
shop,
roads,
$185,000;
w
alk s,
an
ext
d
ens
services,
i
on of
$25,000;
i
nd
ustrextension
i
al office
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Philadelphia, Pa.
Navy
Yard, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Improvement
Improvement of piers Philadelphia,
Navy Yard
power
of
improvement
and
quay
walls,
Reserve
Basin,
$500,000;
improvement
power
$500,000;
Reserve
walls,
and quay
improvement of crane
plant
crane track
distributing systems, $445,000; improvement
plant and distributing
and extension
extension of
of turret
turret construction
construction slab, $120,000;
extension of
$120,000; extension
and
$650,000; extension
yard
additional pier, $650,000;
extension of low
yard dispensary, $25,000; additional
crane
building ways numbered 3, modify ways for
for
ways at head of building
crane ways
forty-five-thousand-ton
replace existing forty-ton
forty-ton
forty-five-thousand-ton battleship and replace
shipway cranes
fifty-ton cranes, $1,250,000;
$1,250,000; additional
additional crane
cranes with fifty-ton
shipway
for pier
weight-handling and transadditional weight-handling
$125,000; additional
2, $125,000;
numbered 2,
pier numbered
for
numbered 22 for
shipways numbered
portation
equipment, $100,000; modify shipways
portation equipment,
forty-five-thousand-ton battleship and replace
replace existing
existing forty-ton
forty-five-thousand-ton
shipway
$575,000;
cranes with fifty-ton cranes, $575,000;
shipway cranes
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
Naval Operating
Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Improvement
Improvement of electric
electric
Base, Norfolk,
Operating Base,
Naval
distribution, $100,000;
$100,000;
Pearl
Harbor, T. H.
H.
Pearl Harbor,
Fourteenth
Mooring facilities,
District-Pearl Harbor: Mooring
Fourteenth Naval District-Pearl
$200,000;
improvement
of
and
channel,
$1,000,000;
$1,000,000;
channel,
and
harbor
$200,000; improvement of
Navy
Hawaii: Industrial
Industrial shop buildings
buildings and
Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii:
accessories, $1,400,000;
$1,400,000; cranes,
construction, roads, walks,
auxiliary construction,
cranes, auxiliary
accessories,
and services,
services, $400,000;
building and accessories,
and copper shop building
$400,000; pipe and
and
$150,000;
galvanizing shop
electric
accessories, $85,000; electric
building and accessories,
shop building
$150,000; galvanizing
shop
building and
$465,000; roads, walks, services,
services, and
and
accessories, $465,000;
and accessories,
shop building
auxiliary construction, $40,000;
auxiliary
Guam.
Guam.
Naval
Improvement of water
water supply, $325,000;
$325,000;
Guam: Improvement
station, Guam:
Naval station,
Annapolis, Md.
Additional radio facili- Annapolis,
Naval
Maryland: Additional
Annapolis, Maryland:
Naval radio station, Annapolis,
ties, $210,000;
Point St.
St. George,
George,
Naval
California: Pur- Calif.
George, California:
station, Point Saint George,
direction-finder station,
Naval direction-finder
chase of
of land,
land, $2,500;
$2,500;
chase
General.
General.
General:
including buildings and
and
facilities, including
of radio facilities,
Improvement of
General: Improvement
accessories,
$35,000; roads,
facilities,
walks, and services for radio facilities,
roads, walks,
accessories, $35,000;
$35,000;
$35,000;
Naval ammunition
ammunition Depot,
Washington: Improve- Puget Sound, Wash.
Depot, Puget Sound, Washington:
Naval
$107,000;
fire-protection system, $107,000;
ment of fire-protection
Wash.
Keyport, Wash.
Naval Torpedo
Station, Keyport,
Keyport, Washington:
Washington: Extension of fire- Keyport,
Torpedo Station,
Naval
$117,500;
protection system, $117,500;
Coco
C. Z.
Z.
Solo, C.
Coco Solo,
Fleet Air
Base and
Submarine Base,
Canal Zone: Toward
Toward
Coco Solo, Canal
Base, Coco
and Submarine
Air Base
Fleet
the construction
construction of
buildings and accessories,
$682,000;
accessories, $682,000;
personnel buildings
of personnel
the
roads, walks,
services, $300,000;
grading,
$300,000; sea walls, filling and grading,
and services,
walks, and
roads,
$400,000;
$400,000;
Alameda, Calif.
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, Alameda,
Alameda, California:
continue the developCalifornia: To continue
Naval
ment
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
pp.
Stat., pp.
1936 (49 Stat.,
June 24, 1936
ment authorized
$3,382,000;
1902), as amended, $3,382,000;
1901, 1902),
Pearl Harbor, T.
n.
r. 11.
Naval Fuel
Fuel Depot,
Depot, Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii:
Rehabilitation of fuel- Pearl
Hawaii: Rehabilitation
Naval
oil
facilities,
$350,000;
bomb-proof
berms
enclosing
fuel-oil-tank
oil facilities, $350,000; bomb-proof berms enclosing fuel-oil-tank
farms,
$600,000;
farms, $600,000;
Parris Island,
Island, S. C.
Parris
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Parris
Island 2 South
Carolina: Toward
Toward the conSouth Carolina:
Parris Island,
Marine
struction
of
building's
and
accessories,
$300,000;
$300,000;
struction of buildings and accessories,
Quantico, Va.
Quantico,
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Quantico,
Barracks building and accesaccesVirginia: Barracks
Quantico, Virginia:
Marine
sories,
$60,000;
nurses'
quarters
and
accessories,
roads,
walks,
$56,000;
sories, $60,000; nurses' quarters and accessories,
and services
$80,000;
dispensary area, $80,000;
services for dispensary
and
San
Francisco Bay,
San Francisco
Drydock facilities,
Francisco Bay: Acquisition
Acquisition of drydocks Calif.
facilities, San Francisco
Calif.
Drydock
and land
and construction
construction of buildings
Hunters Point
buildings and facilities at Hunters
land and
and
or acquisition
acquisition of
of other
other land
land and
and construction
construction of drydock, buildings,
or
and facilities,
facilities, $6,000,000;
$6,000,000;
and
New London,
London, Conn.
New
Facilities for commisSubmarine base
base, New
Connecticut: Facilities
commisNew London, Connecticut:
Submarine
and
sioning
reserve
submarines,
including
improvement
of
buildings
improvement
including
sioning reserve submarines,
accessories and
water-front development,
$2,073,000;
development, $2,073,000;
and water-front
accessories
Boston,
Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Navy Yard,
Yard, Boston,
plant
Improvement of power plant
Massachusetts: Improvement
Boston, Massachusetts:
Navy
and
systems, $445,000;
$445,000; toilet and washrooms
washrooms for builddistributing systems,
and distributing
ing
weight-handling equipment,
equipment, $25,000;
$25,000;
additional weight-handling
$20,000; additional
ways, $20,000;
ing ways,
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Navy Yard, Charleston, South Carolina:
Carolina: Motor-generator
Motor-generator set at
at
building
ways, $100,000;
$100,000; additional
additional cranes
cranes for
for structural
machine
and machine
structural and
building ways,
shops,
storehouse and
and accessories
for fitting-out
pier, $50,000;
$50,000;
fitting-out pier,
accessories for
shops, $'75,000;
$75,000; storehouse
cafeteria
building and
$125 2000; improvement
improvement of
of power
power
accessories, $125,000;
and accessories,
cafeteria building
plant, $400,000;
services to
pier, $35,000;
$35,000; improvement
improvement of
of
to fitting-out
fitting-out pier,
plant,
$400,000; services
foundry building,
facilities for
fitting-out
locker and
and toilet
toilet facilities
for fitting-out
foundry
building, $25,000;
$25,000; locker
pier, $40,000;
weight-handling and
transportation equipand transportation
$40,000; additional
additional weight-handling
pier,
ment, $102,000
$102,000;;
ment,
Mare
Mare Island,
Island, Calif.
Calf.
Navy Yard, Mare
Mare Island,
Island, California:
California: Steam test plant and accessories,
$170,000; additional
additional crane
crane in
in structural
structural shop,
$17,000; subsubshop, $17,000;
sories, $170,000;
$50,000;
numbered 382,
382, $50,000;
assembly facilities
facilities extension
extension to building numbered
rearrangement and
relocation of
improvement and
and
of shops,
shops, $500,000;
$500,000; improvement
and relocation
rearrangement
extension of administration
administration building, $250,000;
$250,000;
New York,
N. Y.
New
York, N.Y.
Navy Yard, New York, New York: Storehouse
Storehouse and accessories,
accessories,
$2,000,000; improvement
$35,000; two drydock cranes,
improvement of cranes, $35,000;
$2,000,000;
$225 2000; improvement
$200,000; facilities
facilities for
for
$225,000;
improvement of shop buildings, $200,000;
fabrication of armored decks, $150,000;
$150,000; improvement
improvement of power plant,
$500,000; outside power connection
connection to public utility. company,
company,
$500,000;
$100,000; fitting-out
fitting-out crane on pier G, $125,000;
$125,000; modify
modify building ways
ways
$100,000;
numbered 1
1to take forty-five-thousand-ton
forty-five-thousand-ton battleship, $1,500,000;
$1,500,000;
Norfolk,
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Extension of machine-shop
machine-shop build$600,000; additions and repairs
repairs to shop cranes, $25,000; addiing, $600,000;
addiweight-handling and transportation
transportation equipment, $75,000;
$75,000;
tional weight-handling
power distribution
distribution and
and lighting
lighting in shops, $35,000;
$35,000; additional
outdoor
additional outdoor
plate storage
storage yard
yard and facilities,
facilities, $40,000; increase
increase capacity
capacity of shipway cranes, $90,000;
$90,000;
way
Puget
Wash.
uget Sound,
ound,Wash.
Yard, Puget
Navy Yard
Puget Sound, Washington:
Washington: Improvement
air gengen Improvement of air
distribution $120,000;
$120,000;
eration and distribution,
Washington, D.C.
D. C.
Washington,
Navy Yard, Washington, District of Columbia: Improvement of
of
pneumatic
pneumatic system, $50,000;
$50,000; improvement
improvement of steam-distribution
steam-distribution system, $25,000; extension
extension of buffing
buffing shop, $50,000; extension
machine
extension of machine
shop, $375,000;
$375,000; general
general utility shop (paint,
(paint, pipe, sheet
sheet metal,
metal, and
and
maintenance),
$75,000; storage buildings and accessories
Bellevue,
maintenance), $75,000;
accessories at
at Bellevue
$50,000;
$50,000;
Dahlgren, va.
Va.
Dahlgren,
Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Virginia:
Virginia: Magazine
Magazine and accesaccessories,
$35,000;
$35,000;
sories,
Newport, It. I.
Newport, R.i.
Naval torpedo station, Newport,
Newport, Rhode
Rhode Island: Explosive
Explosive manufacturing
accessories, $200,000;
$200,000;
facturing building
building and
and accessories,
Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. .
Medical Center, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia:
Naval Medical
Columbia: Accessory construction,
$992,000;
construction, $992,000;
Pensacola, Fla.
Pensacola.Fla.
Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida: Subaqueous
Subaqueous water and gas
lines at highway bridge, $50,000.

Charleston, S. C.

Post, Ppp. 294, 609,
609
882, 973.

BUREAU OF
OF AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
BUREAU

Post, pp.
294, 609,
609,
pp. 294,
Post,
882, 973.
882,973.

AVIATION,
AVY
AVIATION, NAVY

88g

294,

Designated aviation
esgnatedaviton
expenses.

Helium.
, p. 443.
Post,

.m.

AVIATION, NAVY

For aviation,
aviation, as follows: For navigational,
photographic, aeroaeronavigational, photographic,
logical, radio, and miscellaneous
including repairs
miscellaneous equipment, including
repairs thereto,
for use with aircraft
aircraft built or building
building on June
June 30, 1940, $1,206,500
$1,206,500
(composed
"B" item, $191,300);
(composed of "A" item, $1,015,200,
$1,015,200, and "B"
$191,300) ;for mainmaintenance, repair, and
operation of aircraft
aircraft factory, air stations, fleet
fleet
and operation
air bases, fleet and all other aviation activities,
air
activities accident prevention
prevention ,
testing laboratories,
laboratories, overhauling
overhauling of planes,
planes, technical
technical periodicals,
periodi ca l
s,and
an d
the purchase
purchase for aviation
aviation purposes only of special
special clothing, wearing
wearing
apparel,
special equipment,
$44,412,800
(composed of
of "A"
"A" item,
item,
apparel, and
and special
equipment,
$44,412,800
(composed
$34,804,100,
$9,608,700), i
nc l
udi ng not
not to
exceed $30,006
$34,804,100, and
and "B"
'B" item,
item, $9,608,700),
including
to exceed
$30,000
procurement of helium, which sum of $30,000
for the procurement
$30,000 shall be transferred to
to and made available to the Bureau
ferred
Bureau of Mines on July 1, 1940,
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in addition
Mines may use for heliumBureau of Mines
to which
which sum the Bureau
in
addition to
plant operation in the fiscal year 1941 the unexpended balance of funds
transferred
plant
operation
to
i
in
tfor
for
the such
fiscal operation
operation
year 1941 the
in
unexpended
fiscal
balance
1940, of
and
funds
the
the
1940,
and
fiscal year
year
in the
the
such
to it
transferred
acquired
Bureau
competition, surplus metal cylinders
cylinders acquired
lease, after competition,
Bureau may lease,
for
use as
helium containers;
experiments and develcontinuing experiments
containers; for continuing
as helium
for use
opment
on all
all types
including the payment of
of aircraft, including
types of
work on
opment work
part-time
employment in
or
District of Columbia or
in the
the District
or intermittent
intermittent employment
part-time or
elsewhere
contracted for
technicists as may be contracted
of such
such scientists and technicists
elsewhere of
by
of the
the Navy,
Navy, in his
discretion, at a
arate
rate of
of pay
pay not
his discretion,
the .Secretary
Secretary of
by the
exceeding
$25 per
diem for
for any
person so
employed and
and payment of the
so employed
any person
per diem
exceeding $25
travel
persons if they
they be members of the Naval
of such
such persons
expenses of
travel expenses
Reserve
$7,500,200 ("A"
("A" item)
item);;for new conduty, $7,500,200
to active
active duty,
ordered to
Reserve ordered
struction and
equipment, spare
spare parts
parts and
aircraft and equipment,
procurement of aircraft
and procurement
struction
accessories, $41,083,400
$41,083,400 ("A"
of which amount
amount not to exceed
exceed
item), of
("A" item),
accessories,
$20,000,000 shall
shall be
available for
obligations incurred
incurred
of obligations
payment of
for the payment
be available
$20,000,000
under the
the contract
contract authorization
authorization carried
Appropriation
Navy Appropriation
in the Navy
carried in
under
Act for
year 1940;
in all,
all, $94,02,900
$94,202,900 (composed
(composed of "A" item,
1940; in
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
Act
$84,402,900, and
item, $9,800,000),
$9,800,000), and
and the money
money herein specifi"B" item,
and "B"
$84,402,900,
cally appropriated
be disbursed
and accounted
for
accounted for
disbursed and
shall be
"Aviation" shall
for "Aviation"
appropriated for
cally
in
accordance
with
existing
law
and
shall
constitute
fund:
Profund: Proone
constitute
shall
and
law
existing
with
in accordance
vided, That
That the
the sum
sum to
paid out
for employees
employees
appropriation for
of this
this appropriation
out of
be paid
to be
vided,
assigned to
and those
those performing
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried
(b) and
IV (b)
group IV
to group
assigned
under native
and alien
alien schedules
schedules in
in the
the Schedule of Wages
Civil
Wages for Civil
native and
under
Employees
Field Service
Service of
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department shall not
the Field
in the
Employees in
exceed $2,281,000
of "A"
"A" item,
item, $2,143,200,
$2,143,200, and
and "B"
"B" item,
(composed of
$2,81,000 (composed
exceed
$137,800) :Provided
herein
addition to the amount herein
That in addition
further, That
Provided further,
$137,800):
appropriated,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
July 1,
1, 1942,
Navy may, prior to July
the Navy
appropriated, the
enter into
the production
production and
and purchase
of new
new airplanes
airplanes
purchase of
for the
contracts for
into contracts
enter
and
their
equipment,
spare
parts
and
accessories,
to
an
amount
in
not in
amount
an
to
accessories,
and
parts
and their equipment, spare
excess of
$25,000,000: Provided
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
That the
further, That
Provided further,
of $25,000,000:
excess

Treasury
authorized and
and directed,
directed, upon
upon the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
request of
the request
is authorized
Treasury is
of the
exceed in
in the
the aggregate
$50,000 from
from
aggregate $50,000
to exceed
not to
transfer not
to transfer
Navy, to
of
the Navy,
this appropriation
appropriation to
to the
and transtranssubsistence, and
"Pay, subsistence,
appropriations "Pay,
the appropriations
this
portation,
Marine Corps"
Corps" to cover authorized
authorized
and "Pay, Marine
Navy" and
portation, Navy"
traveling
expenses of
of officers
enlisted men
men in
in connection
connection with
with flying
flying
and enlisted
officers and
traveling expenses
new
from contractor's
works to assigned
assigned station
station or ship,
contractor's works
airplanes from
new airplanes
including travel
travel to
contractor's works
of personnel
to
personnel to
return of
and return
works and
to contractor's
including
i
to
in
be
stations
of
duty,
and
the
amount
so
transferred
shall
n
addition
so
transferred
amount
stations of duty, and the
any limitations
limitations contained
contained in
the appropriations
appropriations "Pay,
"Pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and
and
in the
any
transportation, Navy"
Provided further,
further,
Corps": Provided
Marine Corps":
"Pay, Marine
and "Pay,
Navy" and
transportation,
That no
part of
this appropriation
be used
used for the construction
construction
shall be
appropriation shall
of this
no part
That
of a
the manufacture
of airplanes:
That
further, That
Provided further,
airplanes: Provided
manufacture of
for the
a factory
factory for
of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy is
authorized to
to .consider,
consider, ascertain,
ascertain,
hereby authorized
is hereby
Secretary of
the
adjust, determine,
and pay
out of
amounts
appropriation the amounts
this appropriation
of this
pay out
determine, and
adjust,
due on claims for
for damages
damages which
which have
have occurred
or may
occur to
to private
private
may occur
occurred or
claims
on
due
property growing out of
the operations
operations of
aircraft where
where such
such
naval aircraft
of naval
property growing out of the
claim
does
not
exceed
the
sum
of
$500.
claim does not exceed the sum of $500.
MARINE
CORPS
MARINE CORPS
PAY,
CORPS
MARINE CORPS
PAY, MARINE

Pay
of officers,
For pay
pay and
allowances prescribed
prescribed by
by
and allowances
list: For
active list:
officers, active
Pay of
law
for
all
officers
on
the
active
list—pay
and
allowances,
$4,564,850,
$4,564,850,
allowances,
and
list-pay
active
the
on
officers
all
for
law
including not
for making
making aerial
aerial
pay for
increased pay
for increased
$311,760, for
to exceed
exceed $311,760,
not to
including
flights,
none
of
which
shall
be
available
for
increased
pay
for
making
making
for
pay
increased
for
available
be
shall
flights, none of which
aerial
flights by
by nonflying
at a
$1,440 per
per
of $1,440
excess of
in excess
rate in
a rate
officers at
nonflying officers
aerial flights
annum,
which
shall
be
the
legal
maximum
rate
as
to
such
nonflying
nonflying
to
such
as
annum, which shall be the legal maximum rate
officers;
subsistence allowance,
allowance, $796,769;
$796,769;
rental allowance,
$643,422; rental
allowance, $643,422;
officers; subsistence

Experiments and
and
Experiments
development work.
development

New construction,
construction,
etc.
etc.
Incurred
Incurred obligations.

53
63 Stat. 775.
775.
Total; accounting.
Total;

Provisos.
Provisos.
Group ,IV
,IV (b) emGroup
ployees.

Contracts for new
new
Contracts
airplanes,
airplanes, etc.

Transfer of sums for
for
Transfer
traveling
expenses.
traveling expenses.

Airplane factory conAirplane
struction, restriction.
struction,
Adjustment of
of damAdjustment
age claims.
claims.
age

Post, pp.
296,
Post,
pp. 295, 296,
609, 882,
882, 973.
973.
Post, pp.
pp. 296,
296, 973.
973.
Post,

Pay, etc., of officers
officers
on active list.

Aerial flights, limiAerial
increased
tation on increased
pay for.
for.
pay
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Active-dutypay,
Active-duty pay, restriction.
strcti.

Retired officers.
offcers.
Enlistedmen,active
Enlisted
men, active
list.
AttendanceatmeetAttendance at meetings.
in.

and alownces.
Pay and
allowances.

Retired enlisted
men.
Undrawn
Undrawn clothing.

corps Be

Marine
arine Corps Reserve.

Mileage, etc.
Mileage,

Total;
Tota; accounting.

a

296.
Post, p. 296
Civil force.

Civil frc.

ting.

[54 STAT.

in all, $6,005,041 ("A"
("A" item)
item);;and, except during war
war or
or national
national
emergency declared
declared by the President
of such
such sum
sum
emergency
President to
to exist,
exist, no part of
shall be
to pay
pay and
and allowances
to officers
officers
shall
be available
available to
pay active-duty
active-duty pay
allowances to
on the retired list;
prescribed by law on the retired
For pay of officers
officers prescribed
retired list,
$2,091,586
list, $2,091,586
(composed of
"A" item, $1,942,000,
$1,942,000, and "B"
"B" item, $149,586)
(composed
of "A"
$149,586); ;
Pay of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, active
active list: For pay and allowances
allowances of noncommissioned
commissioned officers,
officers, musicians,
musicians, and privates, as prescribed
law,
prescribed by law,
and for
Marine Corps
Corps
for the
the expenses
expenses of
of clerks of
of the United
United States Marine
traveling under
under orders, including not to exceed
traveling
exceed $250
$250 for the expenses
expenses
of attendance
technical, professional,
attendance upon meetings of technical,
professional, scientific,
scientific, and
and
other organizations,
organizations, when,
when, in
in the
the judgment
of the
Secretary of
of the
the
other
judgment of
the Secretary
Navy, such
such attendance
attendance would be of benefit
benefit in the conduct
work
Navy,
conduct of
of the
the work
compensation for
for
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps, and including additional
additional compensation
enlisted men of the Marine
Marine Corps qualified
riflemen, sharpenlisted
qualified as expert riflemen,
shooters, marksmen,
regularly detailed
detailed as
as gun
gun captains,
gun
marksmen, or
or regularly
captains, gun
pointers,
cooks, messmen, including interest
pointers, cooks
interest on deposits by enlisted
enlisted
men, post-exchange
discharged or
or
post-exchange debts of deserters,
deserters, and of men discharged
sentenced to terms of imprisonment
United
imprisonment while in debt to the United
States, under such rules as the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy may prescribe
prescribe,
and the authorized
authorized travel
travel allowance
allowance of discharged
discharged enlisted
enlisted men,
men, and
and
excellence in gunnery
for prizes for excellence
exercises and target practices,
gunnery exercises
and communication
communication competitions,
competitions and for
for pay
pay of enlisted men
men
designated
Navy mail clerks
assistant Navy
designated as Navy
clerks and assistant
Navy mail clerks
clerks both
afloat and ashore,
ashore, and for gratuities
discharged not
not
gratuities to enlisted men discharged
under
honorable conditions-pay
under honorable
conditions—pay and allowances, $12,495,260
$12,495,260 (composed of "A"
"B" item, $2,558,903);
$2,558,903) ;allowance
allowance
"A" item, $9,936,357,
$9,936,357, and "B"
for lodging and subsistence,
$1,015,789 (composed of "A"
"A" item,
subsistence, $1,015,789
item,
$792,312, and "B"
(composed of
of
$792,312,
"B" item, $223,477)
$223,477);;in
in all,
all, $13,511,049
$13,511,049 (composed
"A" item, $10,728,669,
$10,728,669, and "B"
item, $2,782,380);
$2,782,380) ;
"B" item,
For pay
and allowances
allowances prescribed
by law
For
pay and
prescribed by
law of enlisted
enlisted men on the
("A" item)
item); ;
retired list, $937,748
$937,748 ("A"
Undrawn clothing:
For payment
payment to
to discharged
Undrawn
clothing: For
discharged enlisted
enlisted men
men for
for
undrawn, $260,406
clothing undrawn,
$260,406 ("A"
("A" item)
item); ;
For pay
Marine Corps Reserve as follows:
pay and
and allowances
allowances of the Marine
follows:
(a)
For
officers commissioned pursuant to the Act of June
(a)
June 13, 1939
1939
(53
(53 Stat. 819-821),
819-821), $191,215;
transferred and assigned
assi g n
ed men,
men ,
$194,215; (b) for transferred
$695,599
$695,599 (composed
(composed of "A" item, $621,374,
$621,374, and "B"
"B" item,
item, $74,225)
$74,225); ;
(composed of "A"
$966,205)
and (c)
(c) for all others, $1,654,448
$1,654,448 (composed
"A" item, $966,205,
"B" item, $688,243);
and "B"
$688,243) ;in all,
all, $2,544,262
"A" item,
item,
$2,544,262 (composed
(composed of "A"
$1,781,794,
$1,781,794, and "B"
"B" item, $762,468);
$762,468) ;
For mileage
mileage and
and actual
actual and
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses and per diem in
For
in
lieu of subsistence
subsistence as authorized
authorized by law to officers
officers traveling
traveling under
under
orders without troops, $203,566
$203,566 (composed
(composed of "A"
$190,000,
orders
"A" item, $190,000,
and "B"
"B" item, $13,566)
$13,566);;
In all, $25,553,658
(composed of "A"
In
$25,553,658 (composed
"A" items, $21,845,658,
$21,845,658, and "B"
"B"
items, $3,708,000),
$3,708,000), and the money
money- herein specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated
for pay
pay of
of the Marine
Marine Corps
for
Corps shall be disbursed
disbursed and accounted
accounted for in
accordance with existing law and shall constitute
accordance
constitute one fund.
PAT
CIVIL EMPLOYEES,
EMPLOEES, MARINE
PAY OF
OP um..
MARINE CORPS
CORPS

Pay
of civil
civil force:
personal services
Pay of
force: For
For personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia, as follows:
follows:
bia,
Offices of the Major
Major General Commandant
Commandant and adjutant
adjutant inspector,
$183,960
"A" item,
item, $154,760,
item $29,200) ;
$183,960 (composed
(composPd of
of "A"
$154,760, and "tB"
"B" item,
Office of the paymaster,
item, $48,820,
paymaster, $55,300
$55,300 (composed
(composed of "A"
"A" item,
$48,820,
and
item, $6,480)
and "B"
"B" item,
$6,480) ;;

Office of
of the quartermaster,
Office
quartermaster, $193,980
$193,980 (composed
(composed of "A" item
item,
$167,520,
and "B" item, $26,460);
$167,520, and
$26,460) ;in all, $433,240
(composed of
"A"
$433,240 (composed
of "A"
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item $371,100, and "B"
$62,140) :Provided,
Provided, That the total
"B" item, $62,140):
item,
Marine Corps Headquarters
Headquarters on
on
of enlisted men on duty at Marine
number of
May
7, 1930,
and in lieu of enlisted men
men whose
be increased,
increased, and
1930, shall not be
May 7,
headquarters shall be terminated
terminated for any cause
cause prior
prior
at such
such headquarters
services at
to July
July 1,
civilians, for the pay
may be filled by civilians,
places may
their places
1941, their
1, 1941,
to
of whom,
whom, in accordance
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as
as
accordance with the Classification
of
amended,
either or both
appropriations "Pay, Marine
Marine Corps"
the appropriations
both the
amended, either
and
"General expenses,
Corps" shall be available.
Marine Corps"
expenses, Marine
and "General

Proviso.
Proviso.
Number
Number of enlisted
enlisted
men at headquarters.
headquarters.
Filling
Filling of vacancies
vacancies
civilians; pay rates.
rates.
by civilians;

GENERAL
EXPENSES , MARINE
MARINE CORPS
GENERAL EXPENSES,

Post, pp. 295, 296,
Post,
609, 648, 882.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
55U.S.
U. S. C.§§
C. §§ 661-674;
661-674;
Supp. V,
V, §§
§§ 673,
673, 673c.
673c.
Supp.

General
expenses.
General expenses.
requisite for,
every expenditure
expenditure requisite
for and incident
incident to, the authorized
authorized
For every
appropriated for under
work
than as appropriated
under
Marine Corps, other than
of the Marine
work of
follows:
the headings
headings of pay and salaries,
salaries as follows:
Provisions, etc.
Provisions,
For
provisions, subsistence,
subsistence, board,
enlisted men,
board, and lodging of enlisted
For provisions,
cash
recruits and recruiting parties, and applicants
applicants for enlistment; cash
recruits
allowance for lodging and subsistence
enlisted men traveling on
subsistence to enlisted
allowance
duty
ice' ice machines and their
their maintenance,
maintenance, $3,848,046
$3,848,046 (composed
(composed
duty;•ice,
$812,000); ;
"B" item, $812,000)
of
".X." item,
item, $3,036,046,
$3,036,046, and "B"
of "A"
For clothing
clothing for
for enlisted
men $1,453,710
$1,453,710 (composed
(composed of "A" item, Clothing.
enlisted men,
For
$1,123,710,
"B" item, $330,0(30);
$330,000);
$1,123,710, and "B"
Fuel, etc.
Fuel,
heat, light,
and power,
power, including
including sales to officers,
officers, $809,000
light,
For fuel, heat
(composed of
"B" item, $159,000);
$159,000) ;
$650,000, and "B"
"A" item, $650,000,
of "A"
(composed
Military
supplies,
For military
military supplies
supplies and
including their purchase, etc.Military
equipment, including
and equipment,
For
repair,
handling; recreational,
educational,
recreational, school, educational,
and handling;
preservation, and
repair, preservation,
supplies,
library,
field. sport
sport and gymnasium
gymnasium supplies,
amusement, field
musical, amusement,
library, musical,
equipment,
marking
expenses; purchase and marking
incidental expenses;
and incidental
services, and
equipment, services,
of
excellence in
gunnery and
good-conduct
practice, good-conduct
and rifle practice,
in gunnery
for excellence
prizes for
of prizes
badges, medals
awarded to officers and enlisted men by
medals, and buttons awarded
badges,
and special service; rental
the Government
Government for conspicuous,
conspicuous, gallant, and.
the
and maintenance
maintenance of
of target
competitions,
entrance fees for competitions,
and entrance
ranges and
target ranges
and
$1,613,750 (composed
:.:92,000) ;
$721,750, and "B" item, $892,000);
of "A" item, $721,750,
(composed of
$1,613,750
Transportation, etc.
Transportation,
For
troops and
and applicants
applicants for enlistment, includincludof troops
transportation of
For transportation
for
kits
ing
cash in
in lieu
of ferriage
en route; toilet
for
and transfers en
ferriage and
lieu of
ing cash
issue to
upon their first
incidental
first enlistment and other incidental
recruits upon
to recruits
issue
Dependents.
Dependents.
expenses of
of the
transportation for dependservice; and for transportation
recruiting service;
the recruiting
expenses
ents
officers and
$438,200 (composed
(composed of "A" item,
enlisted men, $438,200
and enlisted
of officers
ents of
$80,000); ;
$358,200, and "B" item, $80,000)
$358,200,
Barracks,
Barracks, quarters,
quarters,
For repairs
repairs and
barracks, quarters
quarters, and other etc.
improvements to barracks,
and improvements
For
leasing, and
public
buildings at posts and stations;
stations; for the
the renting,
renting, leasing,
public buildings
improvement
of buildings
District of Columbia,
Columbia, and at such
such
buildings in the District
improvement of
other
places as
the public
erection of
of
and the erection
require, and
exigencies require,
public exigencies
as the
other places
temporary
upon the approval of the Secretary of the Navy
temporary buildings upon
at
total cost
cost of
of not to
exceed $70,000
$70,000 (composed
(composed of "A" item,
to exceed
a total
at a
$10,000,
and "B"
"B" item,
item, $60,000)
$60,000) during
during the
the year, $600,000
(composed
$600,000 (composed
$10,000, and
"B" item, $100,000);
$100,000) ;
of "A" item, $500,000,
$500,000, and "B"
Forage, etc.
For forage
stabling of
animals and the authorized
authorized
public animals
of public
and stabling
forage and
For
number of officers'
officers' horses, $16,000 ("A"
("A" item);
item) ;
number
Miscellaneous supMiscellaneous
other plies,
For miscellaneous
equipment, personal
personal and other
material, equipment,
plies, etc.
miscellaneous supplies, material,
For
services,
and for
for other
expenses for the Marine
Marine Corps not
not
other incidental expenses
services, and
exchange of typewriters
otherwise provided
provided for; purchase,
purchase 'repair, and exchange
otherwise
furniture and fixand
machines; purchase
purchase and repair
fixrepair of furniture
calculating machines;
and calculating
Vehicles.
and Vehicles.
tures; and
purchase, exchange,
exchange, and repair of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and
and purchase,
tures;
for
other
vehicles,
including
parts;
veterinary
services
and
medicines
for
medicines
and
other vehicles, including parts; veterinary services
Horses, etc.
etc.
Horses,
public
animals and
and the
the authorized
authorized number
horses; purchase
officers' horses;
of officers'
number of
public animals
of
of mounts
equipment for
officers below
below the grade
grade of
for all officers
horse equipment
and horse
mounts and
of
major
mounted; shoeing
animals and the
shoeing for public animals
be mounted;
to be
required to
major required
authorized number
number of
of officers'
newspapers, and periodi- Printing
books, newspapers,
horses; books,
officers' horses;
authorized
Printing and bindcals; printing
binding; packing
packing and
crating of officers'
officers' allowance ing.
ing.
and crating
and binding;
printing and
cals;
of baggage;
baggage; funeral
officers and enlisted
enlisted men and
and accepted
accepted
of officers
expenses of
funeral expenses
of
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Care,
etc., ofschools.
of schools.
Care, etc.,

Proviso.
Purchase of vehicles.
Purchase
vehicles.

Marine Corps ReMarine
serve.

Total; accounting.
Proviso.
Proviso.
em Group IV (3)
(b) employees.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

applicants for
for enlistment
enlistment and
and retired
retired officers
on active
active duty,
including
applicants
officers on
duty, including
the transportation
transportation of
of their
their bodies,
bodies, arms,
and wearing
wearing apparel
from the
the
the
arms, and
apparel from
place of
of demise
the homes
of the
the deceased
in the
the United
United States;
conplace
demise to
to the
homes of
deceased in
States; construction, operation,
and maintenance
care and
and operation
operation
struction,
operation, and
maintenance of
of laundries;
laundries; care
of schools
schools at
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Quantico,
and Parris
Parris Island,
of
at Marine
Quantico, Virginia,
Virginia, and
Island,
South
Carolina; and
for all
all emergencies
and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses,
expenses,
South Carolina;
and for
emergencies and
$2,972,000
of "A"
item, $2,428,000,
and "B"
item, $544,000):
$544,000) :
$2,972,000 (composed
(composed of
"A" item,
$2,428,000, and
"B" item,
Provided, That
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
to be
be
Provided,
That the motor-propelled
vehicles to
purchased hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
following respective
respective numnumpurchased
the following
bers
Twenty at
at $750
at $425
each,
bers and costs:
costs: Twenty
$750 each,
each, fifteen
fifteen motorcycles
motorcycles at
$425 each,
motortruck chassis with
type bodies
bodies as
required;
and motortruck
with station
station wagon
wagon type
as required;
Marine Corps
For clothing,
clothing, including
including clothing
clothing for
for aviaaviaMarine
Corps Reserve:
Reserve: For
subsistence, heat,
heat, light,
transportation, and
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
tion cadets, subsistence,
light, transportation,
expenses, $359,822
("A" item)
expenses,
$359,822 ("A"
item);;
In all,
$12,110,528 (composed
"A" item,
item, $9,193,528,
and "B"
item,
all, $12,110,528
(composed of
of "A"
$9,193,528, and
"B" item,
$2,917,000), to
to be
one fund:
fund: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the sum
sum
$2,917,000),
be accounted
accounted for
for as
as one
to
appropriation for
employees assigned
to be paid
paid out of this appropriation
for employees
assigned to
to group
group
IV
performing similar
services carried
carried under
under native
IV (b)
(b) and
and those
those performing
similar services
native
for Civil
Civil Employees
Employees in
in
and alien schedules
schedules in the
the Schedule
Schedule of Wages
Wages for
the
Service of
shall not
exceed $200,000.
$200,000.
the Field Service
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department shall
not exceed

Post, pp.
295, 609,
Post,
pp. 295,
882.

ALTERATION
ALTERATION TO NAVAL
NAVAL VESSELS

Certain vessels, alCertain vessels, alterations and repairs.

On account
account of
the alterations
alterations and
and repairs
vessels heretofore
heretofore
of the
repairs of
of vessels
authorized
appropriated for in part) and toward
toward the
authorized (and appropriated
the alterations
alterations

atio ad re.

63
582, 1045.
63 Stat.
tat.582,1045.

53 Stat.

107.

1079.

Proviso.
roiso.
Group IV (b) em-

ployees.
ployees

and repairs for the purpose of modernizing
United States
ships
modernizing the
the United
States ships
Argonaut, Narwhal, and Nautilus, authorized by .the
approved
the Act
Act approved
April
1939 (Public,
April 20,
20, 1939
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 37, Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), as
as
15,1939
amended by the Act approved
approved July 15,
1939 (Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered 28, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), and for the purpose
purpose of
effecting
of effecting
major overhauls
overhauls of the United
ships Tennessee,
Tennessee, California,
California,
United States
States ships
Colorado, Maryland, and West Virginia, as
as authorized
authorized by
by the
Act
the Act

approved July 25, 1939 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 212, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth ConCon-

gress),
gress), $10,552,000
$10,552,000 ("A" item),
available until
until expended
expended
item), to remain available
That
and of which $400,000
$400,000 shall be available
available immediately:
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That

the sum to be paid out of the amount available
available for
expenditure under
for expenditure
under
this head for the fiscal year 1941 for employees
employees in the
field service
service
the field
assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those performing
performing similar services carried
carried
under native and alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil
Civil
Employees
Employees in the Field Service of the Navy Department shall not
not
exceed 5
5 per centum
aggregate amount available
centum of the aggregate
available under this
heading on July 1,
1, 1940.

Post, pp. 295,
Post,
206, 609,
882.

REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL
REPLACEMENT
NAVAL VESSELS

Construction
Construction and
and
machinery.
machinery.

Construction
Construction and machinery:
machinery: On account of hulls and outfits of
vessels and machinery
machinery of vessels heretofore authorized
authorized (and appropriappropriated for in part),
part), and for the commencement
commencement of
following vessels
vessels
of the following
authorized
401-403), ,one
authorized by the Act approved May 17, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 401-403)
battleship, one aircraft
aircraft carrier,
battleship,
carrier, two cruisers,
cruisers, eight destroyers,
destroyers, two
submarines,
submarines, one submarine
submarine tender, one seaplane tender, two small
small
seaplane
tenders and one minesweeper,
minesweeper, and for the following
seaplane tenders
following vessels
authorized
the Act
Act of
of March
March 27, 1934 (48
501), one battleauthorized by
by the
(48 Stat. 501),
ship
and
four
ship and four submarines, $259,071,979,
$259.071,979, to remain
remain available
available until
until
expended, of which sum $50,000,000
$50,000,000 shall be immediately
expended,
immediately available:
available:
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of th
Provided,
amoun tava
il able for
for
thee amount
available
expenditure under
under the head
head of
expenditure
of"Construction
"Construction and machinery"
machinery" for the
fiscal year
year 1941
for employees
fiscal
1941 for
employees in the field service assigned
assigned to group
group

34
U. S. C., Supp.
V,
34U.S.
Supp.V,
498-498k.
§ 498-498k.

48 Stat. 503.
34 U. S.
S. C. §§
§§ 494494497; Supp. V,
V. §496.
Provisos.
Provios.
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.
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IV (b)
(b) and
those performing
under native
carried under
performing similar services carried
and those
IV
Schedule of
Employees
of Wages for Civil Employees
schedules in
in the Schedule
and alien schedules
Service of
exceed 5
5per
Department shall not exceed
of the Navy Department
in the
the Field
Field Service
centum
aggregate amount
available under
heading on
on
under this
this heading
amount available
of the aggregate
centum of
further, That,
appropriations made
That, of the appropriations
Provided further,
July 1,
1, 1940:
1940: Provided
available by this Act under the head of "Replacement
"Replacement of naval
available
vessels", there
Secretary of the
there shall be available such sums as the Secretary
vessels",
necessary for
for the
determine to be necessary
Navy may from time to time determine
engagement of
personnel
employment of personnel
of technical services, and the employment
engagement
in
Navy Department
purchase of plans,
in the
the field,
field, the purchase
and in
Department and
in the
the Navy
drafting
telephone and telegraph
telegraph expenses, and
and other supplies, telephone
drafting and
those otherwise
the
expenses of printing and travel, in addition to those
the expenses
provided
construction of vessels
vessels which have been
been
owing to the construction
provided for, owing
or may hereafter
hereafter be authorized.
authorized.
.
Armor, armament, and
ammunition: Toward
Toward the armor, armament,
and ammunition:
Armor,
and
under the head
hereinbefore described under
vessels hereinbefore
ammunition for vessels
and ammunition
of "Construction
("A" item),
item), to remain
remain
$81,300,000 ("A"
machinery", $81,300,000
and machinery",
of
"Construction and
available
expended: Provided,
of
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of
until expended:
available until
the amount
amount available
available for expenditure
head for the fiscal
expenditure under this head
the
year 1941
field service
service assigned
assigned to group IV (b)
in the field
employees in
for employees
1941 for
year
and those
those performing
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried under
under native and alien
alien
and
schedules
the Schedule
Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field
Schedule of Wages
in the
schedules in
Service
Department shall not exceed 55 per centum of
of
Navy Department
the Navy
Service of the
the aggregate
amount available
July 1,
1, 1940.
heading on July
under this heading
available under
aggregate amount
the
Neither the appropriation
"Replacement of naval
naval vessels, construcappropriation "Replacement
Neither
tion and
and machinery",
machinery", nor the
"Replacement of naval
appropriation "Replacement
the appropriation
tion
for
vessels,
ammunition", shall be available for
armor, armament, and ammunition",
vessels, armor,
obligation
for any
ships commission
ed prior
prior to July 1,
commissioned
to ships
as to
any purpose
purpose as
obligation for
1939, nor
as to
to any
any ship
ship commissioned
after
subsequent to such date after
commissioned subsequent
nor as
1939,
twelve
elapsed from commissioning
commissioning date.
have elapsed
shall have
months shall
twelve months
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

purchase or manuThe appropriations
appropriations made
this Act for the purchase
made in this
The
facture of
equipment or
or material
particular class of equipment
equipment
a particular
or of a
material or
of equipment
facture
or
be available
available for
for the purchase
purchase of letters patent,
shall be
material shall
or material
applications
under letters
letters patent, and
letters patent, licenses under
for letters
applications for
applications
for letters
patent that
that pertain
pertain to such equipment
equipment or
or
letters patent
applications for
material
appropriations are made.
which the appropriations
material for which
No
any appropriation
appropriation made for the Navy shall be expended
of any
part of
No part
for
any
of
the
purposes
herein
Navy
provided for on account of the Navy
herein provided
purposes
the
of
any
for
Department in
the District
including personal services
Columbia, including
of Columbia,
District of
in the
Department
of
and of
of enlisted
of the
the Navy,
expressly
as herein
herein expressly
except as
Navy, except
men of
enlisted men
civilians and
of civilians
authorized: Provided,
there may be detailed
detailed to the Bureau of
of
Provided, That there
authorized:
Navigation not
exceed at
any one time
time seven enlisted men of the
at any
to exceed
not to
Navigation
Navy: Provided
further, That enlisted
detailed to the Naval
Naval
men detailed
enlisted men
Provided further,
Navy:
Dispensary and
the Radio
Radio Communication
Service shall not be
Communication Service
and the
Dispensary
regarded
detailed to the
Navy Department
of
Department in the District of
the Navy
as detailed
regarded as
Columbia.
No part
part of
of the
the appropriations
in this
Act shall be available
available
this Act
made in
appropriations made
No
for
salary or
or pay
pay of
of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
foreman,
superintendent, foreman,
manager, superintendent,
the salary
for the
or
or persons
persons having
of the
work of
of any employee
the work
charge of
having charge
person or
other person
or other
of the
the United
Government while
while making
or causing
causing to be
making or
States Government
United States
of
made with
with aastop
or other
time-measuring device aatime study
other time-measuring
watch or
stop watch
made
completion
of any
any job
job of
between the starting and completion
employee between
such employee
any such
of any
of
thereof, or
engaged
the movements of any such employee while engaged
of the
or of
thereof,
upon such
such work;
work; nor
shall any part of
made in
appropriations made
of the appropriations
nor shall
upon
this
to pay
any premiums
bonus or cash
cash reward
or bonus
premiums or
pay any
available to
be available
Act be
this Act
to any
employee in
his regular
suggesexcept for suggeswages, except
regular wages,
to his
addition to
in addition
any employee
to

Technical
Technical services,
services,
etc.
etc.

Armor, armament,
Armor,
and ammunition.
and

Proviso.
Proviso.
Group IV
IV (b)
(b) emGroup
ployees.
ployees.

Ships commissioned
commissioned
before July 1, 1939
1939,
before
certain
certain funds not
not available for.
for.
able

Post, p. 884.
Purchase of letters
letters
Purchase
patent, etc.
etc.

Department use
use
limited.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Details to Bureau of
Navigation.
Navigation.
Post, p.. 883.
883.
Post,
Details to Naval
Naval
Dispensary and
and Radio
Radio
Dispensary
Communication
Communication Service.
ice.
Use of time-measuring devices
devices on work
work of
employees, restriction.
restriction.
employees,

Cash rewards, rerestriction; exception.
exception.
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etc., by
Repairs, etc.,
private contractors,
private
restriction.

Exception.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Construction of cerConstruction
tain vessels in Government yards, etc.
etc.
45 Stat. 1165; 48
48
Stat. 503.
503.
34 U.
U. S.
34
S. C.
C.§ §495.
495.

Estimates to accompany
bids.
pany bids.'
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tions resulting
in improvements
in the
the operation
operation of
tions
resulting in
improvements or
or economy
economy in
of any
any
Government
plant; and
and no
no part
of the
the moneys
appropriated
Government plant;
part of
moneys herein
herein appropriated
for the
the Naval
Naval Establishment
made available
available therefor
therefor shall
shall
for
Establishment or
or herein
herein made
be
used or
under contracts
hereafter made
for the
repair,
be used
or expended
expended under
contracts hereafter
made for
the repair,
purchase, or
from any
contractor, of
of any
any
purchase,
or acquirement,
acquirement, by
by or
or from
any private
private contractor,
naval vessel,
at
the
time
of
naval
vessel, machinery,
machinery, article,
article, or
or articles
articles that
that at the time of the
the
proposed
repair, purchase,
acquirement can
can be
be repaired,
repaired, manufacmanufacproposed repair,
purchase, or
or acquirement
tured,
or produced
any of
of the
the Government
Government navy
navy yards
yards
tured, or
produced in
in each
each or
or any
United States, when
permit,
or arsensals
arsensals of the United
when time and
and facilities permit,
and when,
when, in
the judgment
of the
Secretary of
such repair,
repair,
and
in the
judgment of
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, such
purchase,
acquirement, or production
involve an appreciable
appreciable
purchase, acquirement,
production would not involve
increase in
cost to
the Government,
when the
the repair,
purchase,
increase
in cost
to the
Government, except
except when
repair, purchase,
acquirement, by or from
any private
private contractor,
the opinor acquirement,
from any
contractor, would,
would, in
in the
opinion of
be advantageous
the national
national
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy,
Navy, be
advantageous to
to the
defense: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
construed as
as altering
nothing herein shall be
be construed
altering
or repealing
repealing the
provisos contained
contained in the Acts
Acts to
to authorize
authorize the
conthe provisos
the concertain naval vessels,
approved February
February 13, 1929,
and
struction of certain
vessels, approved
1929, and
alternate
March 27, 1934, which provide
provide that the
the first and succeeding alternate
fifteen-thousand-ton aircraft carvessels in each category,
category, except the fifteen-thousand-ton
undertaken, together
together with the
engines,
rier, upon which work is undertaken,
the main engines,
armor, and armament, shall be constructed
constructed or manufactured
manufactured in
in the
the
Government navy yards, naval gun
ordnance plants,
plants,
Government
gun factories, naval ordnance
or arsenals of the United
United States, except
except such material
material or parts as
are
as are
not customarily
customarily manufactured
manufactured in such
such Government
Government plants.
No part of the funds herein appropriated
appropriated shall be
be available
available to
to pay
pay
aacontractor
contractor upon any contract
contract for a
anaval vessel entered into under
under
authority
authority of this Act unless, at the time of filing his bid,
bid he shall also
file the estimates upon which such bid was based.
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Post, pp. 295, 296,
610, 883, 973.
Salaries.
Office of Secretary,
Secretary
and other
other designated
designated
offices, etc.
offices,

American EphemEphemeris, etc.

SALARIES
SALARIES

For compensation
services in the District of Columbia,
compensation for personal
personal services
Columbia,
as follows:
follows:
Office of the Secretary of the Navy: Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, AssistSecretary of the Navy, and other
ant Secretary
other personal
personal services,
services, $211,230
$211,230
(composed
(composed of "A" item, $207,810, and "B"
$3,420).
"B" item, $3,420).
General Board, $12,220 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
retiring boards, $13,980
Naval examining
examining and
and retiring
$13,980 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
Compensation
$7,700 ("A" item).
Compensation board, $7,700
item).
Office of Naval
Naval Records
Records and Library, $34,360 ("A" item).
item).
Office of Judge
Advocate General,
General, $132,520
Judge Advocate
$132,520 (composed
"A" item,
(composed of "A"
$126,620, and "B"
"B" item,
item, $5,900).
$5,900).
$126,620,
Office of Chief of Naval Operations,
Operations, $87,600
$87,600 (composed
(composed of "A"
"A" item,
$77,200,
"B" item, $10,400).
$77,200, and "B"
$10,400).
Board of Inspection
Inspection and Survey, $21,360
$21,360 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
Communications, $169,540 (composed
Office of Director of Naval Communications,
(composed of
of
"A" item, $142,000,
$142,000, and "B" item, $27,540).
$27,540).
Office of Naval Intelligence,
Office
$111,300 (composed
"A" item,
item,
Intelligence, $111,300
(composed of "A"
$79,500, and "B" item, $31,800).
$31,800).
Bureau of Navigation,
$567,920 (composed
Bureau
Navigation, $567,920
(composed of "A" item, $494,000,
and "B" item, $73,920).
$73,920).
Hydrographic
(composed of
"A" item,
$422,920, and
and
Hydrographic Office, $463,420
$463,420 (composed
of "A"
item, $422,920
"B"
$40,500).
"B" item, $40,500).
Naval Observatory,
Observatory, including
including $2,500 for pay of computers
computers on piece
piece
work in preparing
preparing for publication
publication the American
Ameri
can Ephemeris
Ephemer i
s and
and
Nautical Almanac
andd in improving
Alman ac an
improving the tables of the planets,
planets moon,
and stars, $186,920
(composed
$186,920 (co
m pose d o
"A" item,
i
tem, $178,120,
$178,120, and 93"
item,
off"A"
"B" item,
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$8,800), of
$8,800 not to exceed
exceed $3,600 may be
amount of $8,800
of which amount
$8,800),
expended
tabulating and other mechanical
mechanical equipment.
rental of tabulating
expended for rental
Bureau
Engineering, $310,480
$310,480 ("A"
("A" item).
of Engineering,
Bureau of
Bureau of Construction and
$347,479
("A" item).
479 ("A"
and Repair,
Repair, $347
Bureau
$150,000 ("A"
item).
("A" item).
Bureau of
of Ordnance, $150,000
Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $928,140
$928,140 (composed
"A" item,
(composed of "A"
Bureau
$811,460,
"B" item,
$116,680).
item, $116,680).
$811,460, and
and "B"
Bureau
Medicine and
$152,510 (composed
(composed of "A" item,
and Surgery, $152,510
of Medicine
Bureau of
$102,270, and "B" item, $50,240).
$50,240).
$102,270,
Bureau
Yards and
and Docks,
("A" item).
item).
Docks, $276,000
$276,000 ("A"
Bureau of
of Yards
Bureau of AeronauBureau
$360,400 ("A"
("A" item):
item); Provided,
Provided, That the tics.
of Aeronautics
Aeronautics $360,400
Bureau of
Provisos.
Provisos.
clerical personnel
personnel may be employed
employed only in
of technical
technical and clerical
services of
design and
and
Aircraft design
connection with the design and construc- construction.
Aeronautics in connection
the Bureau of Aeronautics
"Aviation, Navy,
appropriation '"Aviation,
Navy, Limitation
from the
the appropriation
tion of aircraft, to be paid from
Limitation on exexpenditures on this account
1941": Provided
account for the penditures.
further,That the expenditures
Providedfurther,
penditures.
fiscal
exceed $172,800.
$172,800.
fiscal year
year 1941 shall not exceed
In
all, salaries,
(composed of "A"
$4,545,079 (composed
Navy Department, $4,545,079
salaries, Navy
In all,
items, $4,175,879,
$369,200).
items, $369,200).
and "B"
"B" items,
$4,175,879, and
items,
restriction.
Salary restriction.
In
expending appropriations
appropriations or
portions of
appropriations concon- Salary
of appropriations
or portions
In expending
payment for personal
personal services in the Disfor the payment
tained in this Act, in
42
1488.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia in
n accordance
Classification Act of 1923,
1923,
with the Classification
accordance with
IT. S. C.§§661-674;
C. §§661-674;
trict
65U.S.
Supp. V,
V, §§
673, 673c.
673c.
§§
673,
Supp.
as
exception of the Assistant
Secretaries of the
Assistant Secretaries
with the exception
as amended, with
Navy,
average of the salaries
salaries of the total number of persons
persons
Navy, the average
under any
any grade
grade in
in any
bureau, office,
office, or other appropriation
unit
appropriation unit
any bureau,
under
shall
at any
any time
time exceed
exceed the
the average
average of the
the compensation
compensation rates
not at
shall not
specified
by such
such Act, as amended,
and in grades in
amended, and
the grade
grade by
for the
specified for
which
allocated the salary of such position shall
which only one position is allocated
not
exceed the
of the
rates for the
grade, except
except
the grade,
compensation rates
the compensation
average of
the average
not exceed
that
in unusually
unusually meritorious
meritorious cases of one
position in a
grade advances
a grade
one position
that in
average of the compensation
may
compensation
made to rates higher than the average
may be made
rates
of the
the grade
grade but
but not
not more
once in
fiscal year
in any fiscal
than once
often than
more often
rates of
Proviso.
Proiso.
and then
to the next higher
Provided, That this restric- Restriction
higher rate: Provided,
only to
then only
and
Restriction not
not apin designated
designated
plicable
tion
shall
not
apply
(1)
to
grades
1,
2,
3,
and
4
of
clericalthe
clericaltion shall not apply (1) to grades 1, 2, 3 and 4 of
cases.
OM&
mechanical service,
service, or
or (2)
any
reduction in salary of any
the reduction
require the
(2) to require
mechanical
person whose
whose compensation
compensation was
1924, in
in accordance
accordance 42 Stat.
1, 1924,
of July
July 1,
as of
fixed as
was fixed
person
Stat. 1490.
1490.
with the
of section 6
6of such
such Act, (3)
require the reduction
reduction
5
C. §666.
(3) to require
6 U.
U. S.. C.
rules of
the rules
with
in
salary of any person who is transferred from one position to
in salary
another position
i
n the
the same
same or
different grade
same or a
adifferin the same
grade in
or different
position in
another
ent
office, or
or other
other appropriation
(4) to
to prevent
prevent the
unit, (4)
appropriation unit,
ent bureau
bureau, office,
payment
under any grade at aarate higher than the maxiof a
a salary under
payment of
mum
of the
grade when
when such
such higher
is permitted
permitted by
by the
rate is
higher rate
the grade
rate of
mum rate
Classification
Act of
1923, as
as amended,
and is
specifically authorized
authorized
is specifically
amended, and
of 1923,
Classification Act
by
other law,
(5) to
to reduce
of any
any person
person in aa
the compensation
compensation of
reduce the
or (5)
law, or
by other
grade in
which only
only one
one position
position is
is allocated.
allocated.
in which
grade
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES
CONTINGENT

For professional
and technical
technical books
and periodicals,
periodicals, lawbooks,
lawbooks,
books and
professional and
For
and
reference books,
books, including
including city
city directories,
directories, railway
railway
necessary reference
and necessary
guides,
tariff books
books and
and photostating,
photostating,
express tariff
and express
passenger, and
freight, passenger,
guides, freight,
for
library; for
of photographs,
photographs, maps,
maps, docudocupurchase of
for purchase
for Department
Department library;
ments,
and pictorial
pictorial records
the Navy,
other
and other
photostating and
Navy, photostating
of the
records of
ments, and
necessary
incidental expenses
expenses in
connection with
with the
for
preparation for
the preparation
in connection
necessary incidental
publication
of the
naval records
records of
of the
the war
the Central
Powers
Central Powers
war with
with the
the naval
publication of
of Europe;
newspapers, plans,
plans, drawings,
drawings,
furniture, newspapers,
for stationery,
stationery, furniture,
of
Europe; for
and
drawing materials;
exchange of
motortrucks or
or
of motortrucks
and exchange
purchase and
materials; purchase
and drawing
motor-delivery wagons,
repair, and
operation of
motorof motorand operation
maintenance, repair,
wagons, maintenance,
motor-delivery
trucks
motor-delivery wagons;
wagons; garage
garage rent;
fares;
streetcar fares;
rent; streetcar
or motor-delivery
trucks or
freight,
postage, typewriters,
typewriters, and
and computing
computing machines
machines
expressage, postage,
freight, expressage,
19347W-41—PT.
I
193470°-41-PT. I-19

19

Post,
Post, pp. 297, 610,
883, 973.
973.
883,
Contingent
exContingent expenses.
penses.
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Use of
Use
of naval service
service
appropriations,
reappropriations,
restriction.
striction.

Minor
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Post,
1109.
Post, p. 1109.

Post,
Post, pp. 296, 297,
297,
883, 973.
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and other
other absolutely
necessary expenses
of the
the Navy
and
and
absolutely necessary
expenses of
Navy Department
Department and
its various
bureaus and
and offices,
offices, $213,000
$213,000 (composed
of
"A"
item,
its
various bureaus
(composed of "A" item,
$178,000,
and "B"
"B" item,
$35,000) :Provided,
shall not
not be
be
$178,000, and
item, $35,000):
Provided, That
That itit shall
lawful
to expend,
unless otherwise
for
lawful to
expend, unless
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided herein,
herein, for
any of
of the
offices or
or bureaus
bureaus of
Navy Department
in the
the District
any
the offices
of the
the Navy
Department in
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, any
out of
of appropriations
appropriations made
for the
the naval
naval
of
any sum
sum out
made for
service
the purposes
or authorized
authorized in
this paraparaservice for
for any
any of
of the
purposes mentioned
mentioned or
in this
graph:
Provided further,
further, That
section 3709
the Revised
Revised Statutes
graph: Provided
That section
3709 of
of the
Statutes
(41 U.. S.
5) shall
shall not
not apply
any purchase
by or
or service
service rendered
rendered
(41
S. C.
C. 5)
apply to
to any
purchase by
to the
the Navy
Navy Department
or its
its bureaus
bureaus and
the aggregate
aggregate
to
Department or
and offices
offices when
when the
amount
amount involved
involved does
does not
not exceed
exceed $50.
$50.
PRINTING
BINDING
PRINTNG AND
AND BINDING

Printing and binding.

For
and binding
the Navy
the Naval
Naval
For printing
printing and
binding for
for the
Navy Department
Department and
and the
Establishment
(including the
Hydrographic Office
Office and
and the
the Naval
Naval
Establishment (including
the Hydrographic
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps) executed
at the
PrintReserve
Training Corps)
executed at
the Government
Government Printing
Office, $700,000
$700,000 (composed
(composed of
of "A"
item, $610,000,
$610,000, and
and "B"
"B" item,
item,
ing Office,
"A" item,
$90,000).
$90,000).
PRINTING
PRINTING HISTORICAL
HISTORICAL AND
NAVAL DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS
AND NAVAL

Historical and naval
naval
Historical
documents.

For continuing
historical and
and naval
naval documents,
documents,
continuing the printing
printing of historical
including
composition, clerical
copying in
the Navy
Navy Department,
Department, and
including composition,
clerical copying
in the
and
other
preparatory work,
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
the
other preparatory
work, in
with the
of the
appropriation made
commencement of
appropriation
made for the
the commencement
of this
this work as
as contained
contained
in the Naval Appropriation
fiscal year 1935,
1935, $12,000
$12,000 ("A"
("A"
Appropriation Act
Act for
for the fiscal
item),
balance for
for
item), together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
for this purpose
purpose for
the fiscal year 1940: Provided,
preclude
Provided,That nothing in such Act shall preclude
and fifty
fifty copies
copies of
of
the Public Printer from furnishing
furnishing one hundred
hundred and
each volume published
of Congress.
published to the Library
Library of
Congress.

48 Stat. 414.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Copies to Library
Library of
Congress.

Post,
Post, pp. 297, 973.
Contingent Tand
and
Conti'ngeeonts
miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses.

Branch offices.
offices.

Branch

CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
EXPENSES, IIYDROGRAPHIC
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
HYDROGRAPHIC

OFrICE
OFFICE

For purchase
purchase and printing of nautical
nautical books,
charts, and
and sailing
sailing
books, charts,
directions, copper plates,
plates, steel plates, chart paper, packing boxes, chart
chart
portfolios, electrotyping copper plates, cleaning
cleaning copper plates;
plates; tools,
instruments, power, and material for drawing, engraving, and printinstruments,
printing,•
for and
and mounting
of charts
photoging- materials for
mounting charts;
charts; reduction
reduction of
charts by
by photographyi
photolithographing charts for immediate use; transfer of
raphy; photolithographing
of
photolithographic and other charts to copper; purchase of equipment
photolithographic
equipment
for the storage of plates
plates used in making
making charts and for the storage
storage of
of
Hydrographic
publications; modernization,
Hydrographic Office
Office charts and publications;
modernization, care, and
and
repair to printing presses, furniture,
furniture, instruments,
extra
instruments, and
and tools;
tools; extra
drawing
engraving; translating
translating from foreign
drawing and engraving;
foreign languages;
languages; telegrams on public business; preparation
preparation of pilot charts and their supplesupplements, and printing and mailing same;
purchase of
of data
data for
for charts
same; purchase
charts
and sailing directions and other nautical
nautical publications;
publications; books
books of reference and works and periodicals
periodicals relating
relating to hydrography,
hydrography, marine
meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
navigation, surveying, oceanography,
oceanography, and terrestrial
terrestrial
magnetism,
other professional
technical subjects connected
magnetism, and to other
professional and technical
connected
with the work of the Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $102,000
$102,000 (composed
(composed of "A"
"A"
item, $67,000, and "B"
"B" item,
item, $35,000).
$35,000).
For contingent
contingent expenses
hydrographic offices at Boston,
For
expenses of branch hydrographic
New York,
York, Philadelphia,
New
Philadelphia, Baltimore,
Baltimore, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Savannah,
Savannah, New Orleans,
Orleans,
San Francisco,
Francisco, Portland (Oregon),
Portl an d(Maine),
(Mai
ne )
,
Chicago, CleveCleve(Oregon), Portland
Chicago,
land, Detroit, Buffalo, Duluth, Sault Sainte Marie,
Marie, Seattle,
Se attl e, Panama,
Panama,
San Juan (Puerto
Los Angeles,
(Puerto Rico),
Rico), .Los
Angeles, Honolulu,
Honol
ul
u, and Galveston,
Galveston,
including furniture,
furmture, fuel,
fuel, lights,
lights, works
works and
and periodicals,
periodicals, relating
relating to
to
hydrography, marine
hydrography,
marine meteorology,
meteorology, navigation,
navigation surveying
surveying,' oceanography
and terrestrial
tism, stationery,
stationery,
navigation,
raphy and
terrestrial magne
magnetism,
miscellaneous articles,
articles,
rent,
and
care
of
offices,
care
of
time
carfare and
and ferriage
rent, and care of offices, care of time balls,
balls, carfare
ferriage in
in
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merchant vessels, freight and express
telegrams, and
and
visiting merchant
express charges, telegrams,
incurred in collecting
information
other necessary expenses incurred
collecting the latest information
for pilot charts, and for other purposes
which the
offices were
purposes for
for which
the offices
established, $11,380 ("A"
("A" item).
item).
For services of necessary
necessary employees at branch offices,
offices, $48,210
$48,210 ("A"
("A"
item).
item).
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, NAVAL
OBSERVATORY
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
NAVAL OBSERVATORY
Contingent and
and
Contingent
For professional and scientific books, books of reference,
reference, periodi- miscellaneous
miscellaneous exexpenses.
tals,
engravings, photographs,
photographs, and fixtures
fixtures for the
the library; for
for penses.
cals, engravings,
apparatus
instruments, and for repairs
repairs of the same; for repairs
apparatus and instruments,
to buildings
buildings (including
(including quarters),
quarters), fixtures,
cleaning,
fixtures, and fences; for cleaning,
repair, and upkeep of grounds and roadsi
roads furniture
furniture and furnishings
furnishings
chemicals, paints,
and stationery,
stationery, includfor offices and quarters, gas, chemicals,
paints, and
includtransmission of public documents
ing transmission
documents through
through the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
exchange, foreign postage; plants, seeds, and fertilizers;
exchange,
fertilizers; for
for fuel,
fuel, oil,
materials needed for the maintenance
grease, pipe, wire, and other materials
maintenance
heating apparatus,
apparatus, electric
electric lighting
and repair of boilers,
boilers, engines,
engines, heating
and power,
power, and water supply; purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of teams;
maintenance,
operation of motortrucks
passenger
motortrucks and passenger
maintenance, repair, and operation
automobiles, and of horse-drawn
horse-drawn vehicles;
vehicles; telegraph
telegraph and telephone
automobiles,
service; and other absolutely
necessary expenses,
expenses, $29,000 ("A" item).
absolutely necessary
Government-owned
Government-owned
SEC. 2. No part of any money
money appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be motor
SEC.
motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Use
restricted to
Use restricted
used
maintaining, driving,
driving, or operating
operating any
any Government-owned
Government-owned official
used for maintaining,
official business.
business.
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle
exclusively for
for
vehicle not used exclusively
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
Transportation
Transportation bepurposes" shall not include the trans- tween
official purposes; and "official purposes"
tween domicile
domicile and
place of
of employment.
employment.
portation of officers
officers and employees
employees between
between their domiciles and places
places place
of
employment except in cases
cases of medical
medical officers on out-patient
out-patient
of employment
medical service and except in cases of officers and employees
employees engaged
engaged
medical
transportation
character of whose duties makes such transportation
in field work the character
necessary and then only as to such latter cases when the same is
necessary
Exceptions.
approved by
by the
the head
of the
the Department.
Department. This section shall not Exceptions.
head of
approved
apply
official use of the Secretary
Secretary of the
to any motor vehicle for official
apply to
persons connected
Navy Department
Department or
connected with the Navy
Navy, and no other persons
service, except the commander
commander in chief
chief of the United
United
the naval service,
Fle,et2 Marine
Marine Corps officers
with expediexpediofficers serving
serving with
States Asiatic
Asiatic Fleet,
tionary forces in foreign countries, and medical
medical officers on out-patient
out-patient
medical
Government-owned motor vehicle
shall have aa Government-owned
medical service,
service, shall
assigned
exclusive use.
assigned for
for their exclusive
Definition of "A"
Definition
SEo.
parentheses ("A"
("A" Item and
in parentheses
used in
in this
this Act, the words in
SEC. 3. When used
and "B"
"B" Item.
item.
25.
item)
and ("B"
shall mean,
respectively, "amounts
"amounts for
for or Post, p.p. 295.
mean, respectively,
("B" item)
item) shall
item) and
relating
to regular
regular activities"
for or
relating to
activito activior relating
and "amounts
"amounts for
activities" and
relating to
ties pursuant
to Executive
Executive Order
Numbered 8245,
dated September
September
8245, dated
Order Numbered
pursuant to
ties
8, 1939",
1939", and
no such
such designation
of an
an amount
amount it
designation of
is no
when there
there is
and when
8,
shall be construed
item; but
but such designations when
to be an
an "A"
"A" item;
construed to
shall
combined for
not
amount limitation shall not
an amount
appropriation or an
for an
an appropriation
combined
be deemed
require separate
or fund
fund accounting
for
accounting for
administrative or
separate administrative
to require
deemed to
be
each designation.
Use of
of "B"
item
Use
"B" item
SE0. 4.
4. The
The portions
of the
appropriations contained
herein and
and funds.
contained herein
the appropriations
portions of
SEC.
funds.
denominated
employment
for the
the employment
available for
shall not
not be available
"B" items
items shall
as "B"
denominated as
other
temporarily of
personal services.
services.
of classified
classified personal
other than temporarily
Administrative proAdministrative
SEC. 5.
The total
total amount
amount used
an annual
annual basis
for administrative
administrative motions,
basis for
on an
used on
SEC.
5. The
restriction.
motions, restriction.
within-grade promotions
under any approand employees
employees under
officers and
for officers
promotions for
within-grade
priation
or other
other fund made available
available in this Act shall not exceed the
priation or
amount
Bureau of
available for
for
of the Budget to be available
by the Bureau
determined by
amount determined
such
purpose on
of the
Budget estimate
appropriafor such appropriaestimate for
basis of
the Budget
on the
the basis
such purpose
tion
fund exclusive
of new
m any such
estimate for
for
such Budget
Budget estimate
new money
money in
exclusive of
or fund
tion or
such
promotions.
administrative promotions.
such administrative
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Silo. 6.
6. No
part of
in this
Act shall
shall be
be
this Act
appropriation contained
contained in
No part
of any
any appropriation
SEc.
used directly
directly or
1, 1941,
1941, except
for temporary
temporary
except for
May 1,
after May
or "indirectly
indirectly after
used
employment
in case
case of
of emergency,
payment of
of any
any civilian
civilian for
for
the payment
for the
emergency, for
employment in
services
rendered by
him on
on the
the Canal
Zone while
while occupying
occupying a
askilled,
skilled,
Canal Zone
by him
services rendered
technical,
clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive,
executive, or
or supervisory
position
supervisory .position
technical, clerical,
unless such
such person
person is
is aacitizen
citizen of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America or
or of
of
unless
Provisos.
the Republic
of Panama:
Provided, however,
however, (1)
(1) That,
That, notwithnotwithProvided,
Republic
of
Panama:
the
Employment
of
Employment of
the Act
August 11,
11, 1939
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Stat.
Panamanian
citizens. standing
Panamanian citizens.
approved August
in the
Act approved
the provision
provision in
standing the
48 U. S.. C., Supp.
1409), limiting
limiting employment
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned positions to
to
in the
employment in
1409),
V.
1307.
V, i 1307.
citizens of
of the
approval
after the date of the approval
United States from and after
the United
citizens
of said
said Act,
be employed
employed in
in such
such positions;
positions;
may be
of Panama
Panama may
citizens of
Act, citizens
of
Restriction
on num- (2)
Restriction on
at no
Panamanian citizens
citizens
the number of Panamanian
shall the
no time
time shall
that at
(2) that
ber.
ber.
employed in
in the
exceed the number of citipositions exceed
above-mentioned positions
the above-mentioned
employed
zens
of the
the United
United States
so employed,
employed, if
if United
United States
citizens are
States citizens
States so
zens of
Persons with 15 or available
available
continental
United
States
(3) that
Zone;
(3)
or
on
the
Canal
United
States
in
continental
years of service.
more years
nothing in
Act shall
shall prohibit
continued employment
employment of any
the continued
prohibit the
in this
this Act
nothing
faithful
rendered fifteen or more years of faithful
who shall
shall have
have rendered
person who
Selection of perand honorable
on the
Canal Zone;
(4) that
that in
in the
the selection
selection
Zone; (4)
the Canal
service on
honorable service
and
sonnel.
sonnel.
of personnel
personnel for
for skilled,
skilled, technical,
administrative, clerical,
clerical, supersupertechnical, administrative,
of
visory, or
executive positions,
positions, the
the controlling
controlling factors
factors in
in filling
filling these
these
visory,
or executive
education;
positions
efficiency, experience,
and education;
experience, training, and
positions shall be efficiency,
Hours of employHonrs
(5) that all citizens
citizens of Panama
rendering
Panama and the United States rendering
(5)
ment; rates
of pay.
pay.
rates of
ment;
clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive, or supervisory
supervisory
technical clerical,
skilled, technical,
service on
(a) shall
the terms
terms of this Act (a)
Zone under
under the
on the Canal
Canal Zone
service
week; (b) may
normally be employed
employed not more than forty hours per week;
compensation equal rates
rates of pay based upon rates paid for
for
receive as compensation
employment in continental
United States
centum;
continental United
States plus
plus 25 per centum;
similar employment
Provisions applica- (6) this entire
section shall
persons employed
employed in
skilled,
in skilled,
shall apply only to persons
entire section
ble only
only to
to certain
certain
ble
technical, clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive,
executive, or supervisory
supervisory positions
persons.
on the Canal Zone directly
directly or indirectly
United
indirectly by any branch of the United
Government or by any corporation
company whose stock
stock is
corporation or company
States Government
owned wholly or in part by the United States Government:
Government: Provided
Provided
Suspension of comSuspension
compliance
with
this
section
further,
That
the
President
may
suspend
compliance
section
further,
President
pliance in time of war,
national emergency
emergency if he should deem such course
course to
etc.
in time of war or national
be
interest.
be in the
the public interest.

Canal Zone.
Zone.
Canal
Personal services
services on,
on,
Personal
citizenship
requirecitizenship
requirement after May
1,
May 1,
ment
1941;
exception.
1941; exception.

Ante, p. 265.

Ante,

Ante, p. 205.
265.
M iscellaneous exMiscellaneous
penses.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 265.
265.

Ante, p. 267.
Ante,

TITLE

II—EMERGENCY
NATIONAL
II-EMERGENCY NATIONAL
APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

DEFENSE
DEFENSE

SECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

Miscellaneous expenses:
Miscellaneous
expenses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for miscellaneous expenses comprising the same
same objects specified under
under this
I of this Act, $256,700, of which there shall be available
head in title I
available
not
$200,000 for collection
collection of
of information,
information, $10,000
$10,000 for
for
not to
to exceed
exceed $200,000
prevention and safety in shore establishments
promoting accident
accident prevention
establishments
of the Navy, and $25,000
$25,000 in the aggregate
aggregate or $900
$900 for any one person
person
for allowances
allowances for civil employees
employees in attaches'
attaches' offices.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
NAVAL RESERVE
RESERVE
NAVAL

Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
Ante, pp. 265, 270.

Group IV (b) employees.

For an additional
additional amount
amount for the Naval Reserve,
Reserve, comprising
comprising the
I of this Act,
same objects specified
specified under this head in title I
$3,425,000, of which
which not to exceed $34,560
$34,560 shall be available
available for the
pay of employees
assigned to group IV (b),
(b), and those performing
employees si-csigned
performing
similar services
services carried under native and alien schedules
schedules in the
Schedule
Employees in the Field Service of the
Schedule of Wages
Wages for Civil Employees
Navy Department.
Department.
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BUREAU OF ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
BUREAU

Ante, p.
272.
Ante,
p. 272.

ENGINEERING

For an additional amount for Engineering,
Engineering, comprising
comprising the same
objects
specified under this
Act, including
including the
this head in title II of this Act,
objects specified
acquisition
and conversion
conversion or
construction and
repair of
of machinery
machinery
acquisition and
or construction
and repair
for
$5,314,500, to be
immediately available,
for boom
boom or net tenders, $5,314,500,
be immediately
available, of
which
shall be available
of
available for the pay of
which not to
to exceed
exceed $100,000 shall
employees assigned to group IV (b) and
and those performing
performing similar
similar
employees
services
carried under
alien schedules in
and alien
in the Schedule
services carried
under native and
of
Service of the Navy
Navy
of Wages
Wages for Civil
Civil Employees
Employees in the Field
Field Service
Department
Secretary of the Navy is
Department and
and the
the Secretary
is authorized
authorized to exceed
exceed
commissioned
the statutory limit on repair and alterations to vessels commissioned
or converted
converted to
the existing
emergency.
meet the
existing emergency.
or
to meet
BUREAU OF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR
BUREAU

Engineering.
Engineering.
Ante, pp.
pp. 265,
265, 272.

Group
IV (b)
(b) ememGroup IV
ployees.
ployees.

Repair, eta.,
Repair,
of vesvesetc., of
sels.
sels.

Ante, p.
272.
p. 272.
Ante,

CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION AND

For an additional
amount for
comprising
Construction and Repair, comprising
for Construction
additional amount
For
the
specified under this head
head in title IIof this Act, includthe same
same objects specified
ing
construction and repair of boom
and conversion
conversion or construction
ing the
the acquisition
acquisition and
or
net tenders,
tenders, $8,022,500,
to be
immediately available,
available, of which
which not
be immediately
$8,022,500, to
or net
to
exceed $100,000
be available
employees assigned
assigned
the pay of employees
available for the
shall be
$100,000 shall
to exceed
to group
performing similar
carried under
services carried
similar services
IV (b)
(b) and
and those performing
group IV
to
Wages for Civil
alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages
native and alien
Employees
Department and the Secthe Field Service of the Navy Department
Employees in the
statutory limit on
retary
the Navy
Navy is
authorized to exceed
exceed the statutory
is authorized
of the
retary of
repair
alterations to vessels commissioned
commissioned or converted
converted to meet
meet
and alterations
repair and
the existing emergency.
emergency.
BUREAU
ORDNANCE
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE

Construction
Construction and
repair.
repair.
Ante, pp.
pp. 265,
265, 272.
272.
Ante,

Group
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.

etc., of
of vesvesRepair, etc.,
sels.
sels.

Ante,
Ante, p. 273.

ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE STORES,
NAVY
STORES, NAVY
AND ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE AND

For
Ordnance and Ordnance
Ordnance Stores,
For an additional amount for Ordnance
Navy, comprising
comprising the
same objects specified
under this
head in title I
I
this head
specified under
the same
Navy,
of
facilities at either private
equipment and facilities
for essential
essential equipment
and for
this Act, and
of this
establishments for the production
production of ordnance
ordnance material,
material,
or naval establishments
$31,527,200,
be immediately
Provided, That the sum to
available: Provided
to be
immediately available:
$31,527,200, to
employees assigned
be paid out of this increment
increment for employees
assigned to group IV (b)
and those
performing similar
under native
native and alien
carried under
services carried
similar services
and
those performing
schedules in
Employees in the Field
the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
in the
schedules
Service
of the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department shall
shall not
not exceed
$1,040,000.
exceed $1,040,000.
Service of
BUREAU OF
ACCOUNTS
SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS
OF SUPPLIES
BUREAU

Procuring, preservpreservProcuring,
ing, etc.
etc.
Ante,
pp. 265,
265, 273.
Ante, pp.

Proviso.
Provio.

Group
Group IV (b) employees.
ployees.

274.
Ante, p.
p. 274.

PAY,
AND TRANSPORTATION
OF NAVAL
NAVAL PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL
TRANSPORTATION OF
SUBSISTENCE, AND
PAY, SUBSISTENCE,

For
subsistence, and transportation
transportation
pay, subsistence,
for pay,
amount for
additional amount
an additional
For an
of
personnel, comprising
comprising the same
specified under this
objects specified
same objects
naval personnel,
of naval
head
in title
title I
of this
including three additional
additional officers
officers above
this Act, including
I of
head in
officer
the rank
rank of
of captain
captain in
status: Provided,
Provided, That no officer
flight-pay status:
in a
a flight-pay
the
of the
Navy or
or Marine
has been
adjudged fitted
fitted shall be
been adjudged
who has
Corps who
Marine Corps
the Navy
of
involuntarily
the existing
$3,350,000.
emergency, $3,350,000.
limited emergency,
existing limited
during the
retired during
involuntarily retired
BUREAU OF YARDS
YARDS AND DOCKS
BUREAU

Pay, etc.
etc.
Ante, pp. 265,
265, 274.
274.
Ante,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Involuntary retireInvoluntary
ment of
of certain
certain offiment
cers,
oers, restriction.
Ante, p. 279.
Ante,

PUBLIC
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
YARDS AND
BUREAU OF
WORKS, BUREAU
PUBLIC WORKS,

Toward
following public
public works
works and
utilities projects
projects at
at
public utilities
and public
the following
Toward the
a
exceed the
the amount
amount stated for each
respectively,
each project, respectively,
not to
to exceed
a cost
cost not

Public
etc.
works, etc.
Public works,
Ante, p.280.
Ante,
p.20.
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$53,325,000
of
$53,325,000,1 which
which amount,
amount, together
together with
with unexpended
unexpended balances
balances of
appropriations herein
herein and
and heretofore
made under
under this
head, shall
shall be
appropriations
heretofore made
this head,
be
accounted for
for in
existing law
law and
and
disbursed and
and accounted
in accordance
accordance with
with existing
fund:
shall constitute one
one fund:
Pearl
Harbor, T. H.
Pearl Harbor,
Navy Yard,
Pearl Harbor,
Temporary storehouses
storehouses and
and
Navy
Yard, Pearl
Harbor, Hawaii:
Hawaii: Temporary
accessories, $1,000,000;
accessories,
$1,000,000;
Guantanamo,Cuba.
Ouantanamo,Cuba.
Naval Station,
Station, Guantanamo,
Defense facilities,
facilities, including
including
Naval
Guantanamo, Cuba:
Cuba: Defense
buildings and
$1,500,000;
buildings
and accessories,
accessories, $1,500,000;
Coco
Coco Solo,
Solo, C.
C. Z.
Z.
Coco Solo,
Canal Zone:
$3,000,000;
Naval Air Station, Coco
Solo, Canal
Zone: Breakwater,
Breakwater, $3,000,000;
Pearl
T. H.
H.
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, T.
Naval
Pearl Harbor,
Harbor, Hawaii:
Hawaii: Quay
wall and
and
Naval Supply Depot,
Depot, Pearl
Quay wall
unloading
$500,000;
unloading wharf, $500,000;
Net and
and ammuniammunition storage
storage facilities:
Naval net
net depots
depots and
and
Net and ammunition
facilities: Naval
tion storage facilities.
facilities.
ammunition
ammunition storage, including buildings and
accessories and
and the
the acquiacquiand accessories
land, $6,262,362;
$6,262,362;
sition of
of land,
Naval
aviation
Naval aviation
facilities, including
including acquisition
of land,
land,
Naval aviation shore facilities,
acquisition of
shore facilities.
Provisos.
Preoisos.
$45,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
this
amount
or any
any other
other
of
this
amount
or
Construction
Construction of °Moffifor temporary
housing shall
shall be
available for
for
title for
temporary housing
be available
eats',
cers', etc.,
etc., quarters,
quarters, amount in this title
limitation.
limitation.
erecting, including
including utilities, upon
upon any site however
however acquired
subseacquired subsequent to the calendar
calendar year 1938,
officers quarters
unit
1938, married
married officers
quarters at
at aaunit
cost of more than $8,500, nor bachelor
officers quarters
cost
bachelor officers
quarters at
at a
a unit
unit cost
of more than $1,750,
$1,750, nor student flyers
quarters at aaunit cost
flyers quarters
cost of
of more
more
than
for enlisted
enlisted men
cost of
of more
than
than $550; nor barracks
barracks for
men at
at a
a unit
unit cost
more than
Construction
Construction of
of $350: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part
part of this amount,
amount, nor
nor of
any
of any
buildings.
buildings.
other amount in this title for temporary
temporary housing, shall be
be available
available
for erecting
erecting buildings
buildings upon any site acquired
acquired subsequent to the
the
calendar
except of a
distinctly temporary
temporary character
calendar year
year 1938
1938 except
a distinctly
character unless
unless
structures (such
hangars, and
and storage
storage facilities
facilities for
for
structures
(such as hospitals, hangars,
inflammable
inflammable or explosive
explosive materials)
more substantial
type are
materials) of a
a more
substantial type
are
purpose.
essential to
to the
the purpose.
Contracts.
Contracts.
The provisions of section
section 4
4 of the
approved April
April 25,
25, 1939
1939
the Act
Act approved
590-592), shall be applicable
(53 Stat. 590-592),
and public
applicable to
to all public works and
public
utilities projects mentioned
mentioned in this Act regardless of location.
location.
Certain personnel,
personnel,
The .Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
authorized to
to continue
employNavy is authorized
continue the
the employcontinuance
continuance in employment.
ployment.
ment, in the District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
of such
such employees
of Columbia
elsewhere, of
employees
now carried on the rolls as will be required for the
the preparation
preparation of
of
plans and specifications
specifications and administrative
connection with
administrative work
work in
in connection
with
the public works and public
public utilities
this Act,
Act,
utilities projects
projects authorized
authorized by
by this
otherwise authorized.
or heretofore
heretofore otherwise
Ante, p. 282.

BUREAU OF AERONAUTICS
BUREAU
AERONAUTICS
AVIATION, NAVY
AVIATION,
NAVY

Aviation expenses.
expenses.
Ante, pp. 265, 282.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Modification
Modification of concontracts.
tracts.
Disposaloffacilities.
Disposal of facilities.

Contracts
Contracts for new
airplanes, etc.

For an additional
additional amount for aviation,
aviation, Navy, comprising
comprising the
tbe.same
same
objects specified
specified under this head in title II of this Act, to be
be immeimmeavailable, $43,850,000,
$43,850,000, which sum is hereby
diately available,
available
hereby made available
for expenditure,
expenditure, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, for
Secretary of
for
the
the procurement
procurement and installation
installation of special facilities
facilities for use by concontractors in manufacturing
manufacturing aircraft
aircraft and aeronautical
aeronautical material: ProProvided, That existing contracts for aircraft and aeronautical
aeronautical material
material
may
be appropriately
appropriately modified: Provided
Provided further,
may be
further, That facilities
procured
procured hereunder
hereunder may be leased,
leased, sold, or otherwise disposed
disposed of,
m
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, when no
longer
no longer
required for use under naval contracts
required
contracts and the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy
shall report
report annually
annually to the Congress on the rental,
shall
rental, sale, or disposal
disposal
of the
the facilities
of
facilities provided
provided for in this Act: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in
addition
to the
Secretary of the
addition to
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated,
appropriated, the Secretary
1941, enter into contracts
Navy may, prior to July 1, 1941,
contracts for the production
duction and purchase of new airplanes
airplanes and their equipment,
equipment, spare
parts
parts and accessories, to an amount not in excess of $100,000,000.
$100,000,000.
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STAT.]
TAT.]
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3D SESS
SESS.-CH.
CONG., 3D
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1940
11, 1940
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MARINE

295
295
Ante, p.
283.
Ante,
p. 283.

GENERAL EXPENSES,
MARINE CORPS
CORPS
EXPENSES, MARINE

For every expenditure
expenditure requisite for, and incident
incident to, the authorized
authorized
work of the Marine Corps, other than as appropriated
appropriated for under the
headings of pay and salaries,
follows:
headings
salaries, as
as follows:
amount for
military supplies
For an additional amount
for military
supplies and equipment,
equipment,
comprisina
under this head
of
comprising the same objects
objects specified
specified under
head in
in title I
I of
108,280.
this Act, $408,280.
ALTERATIONS
ALTERATIONS TO
TO NAVAL
NAVAL VESSELS
VESSELS

alterations to
United States
States battleships
On account of the major alterations
to the United
battleships
New York, Texas, and
and Arkansas,
Arkansas, $6,000,000,
$6,000,000, to
to be
be immediately
immediately
available and to remain available
available until
available
until expended.
expended.
REPLACEMENT OF
VESSELS
REPLACEMENT
OF NAVAL
NAVAL VESSELS

General
expenses.
General expenses.

Military supplies,
Military
supplies,
etc.
etc.
Ante, pp.
pp. 265,
265, 285.
285.
Ante,

Ante, p.
p. 286.
Battleships New
Battleships
New
York, Texas, and
and ArArYork,
kansas.
kansas.
Post, p.
p. 395.
395.
Post,
Ante, p.
p. 286.
286.
Ante,

Construction
and
and
amount on
on account machinery.
Construction
Construction and
and machinery:
For an
an additional
additional amount
machinery: For
Construction
of
and outfits
vessels heretofore
heretofore machinery
machinery of
of vessels
outfits of
of vessels
vessels and
and machinery
of hulls
hulls and
Machine tools,
tools, etc.
necessary Machine
authorized
including the
the necessary
for in part),
part), including
appropriated for
authorized (and appropriated
machine tools
other equipment
naval establishments
establishments and
and
machine
tools and
and other
equipment in
in naval
Government
private plants required
for expediting
Government equipment
equipment in
in private
required
for
expediting
shipbuilding, to be immediately
available
shipbuilding,
immediately available
available and to remain available
including the same objects
objects and under the same condiuntil expended, including
Ante,
265, 286.
pp. 265,286
Ante, pp.
tions and
and limitations
limitations prescribed
under this
this head
head in
in title II of this
prescribed under
tions
Act, $65,000,000.
amount Armor, armament,
Armor,
ammunition: For
an additional
additional amount
Armor, armament,
armament, and
and ammunition:
For an
and ammunition.
mmunitionand airair- and
for vessels
vessels and
toward the
armament, and
and ammunition
ammunition for
the armor,
armor, armament,
toward
Machine
tools, etc.
etc.
Macludine tools,
ing
craft heretofore
authorized (and
(and appropriated
appropriated for in
in part),
part), including
craft
heretofore authorized
the necessary
necessary machine tools and other equipment
equipment and facilities at
establishments required for expediting
naval or private establishments
expediting shipbuilding,
available and
expended,
to be immediately
immediately available
and to remain available
available until expended,
including the same objects and under
under the same conditions
conditions and
and limitaAnte, pp.
pp. 265287.
265, 287.
tions prescribed
under this
head in
in title
of this
this Act,
Act, $35,000,000:
$35,000,000: Ante,
title II of
this head
prescribed under
tions
Proviso.
I of this Act in Promso.
Provided,
parenthetical clauses
clauses in title I
Provided, That all parenthetical
Disregarding of cerDisregarding
which
amounts are
are denominated
denominated as
"A" and/or
and/or "B"
"B" items
parenthetical
items tain parenthetical
as "A"
which certain
certain amounts
clauses ("A" and "B"
shall
be disregarded
all purposes,
together with
with section
section 33of
such ites)
shall be
disregarded for
for all
purposes, together
of such
Items) andand
off section
section
of title
I.
33of
title I.
title.
Ante, p. 291.
NAVAL PERSONNEL
NAVAL
PERSONNEL

For additional amounts for twenty thousand Naval enlisted men
reservists (for
(for training),
five hundred
Naval Reserve
officers and
and five
hundred Naval
Reserve officers
reservists
training), five
hundred retired
naval officers,
duty, during
fiscal year
year
during the
the fiscal
retired naval
officers, on
on active
active duty,
hundred
1941,
under headings
specified under
under their
objects as specified
for the
the same
same objects
and for
headings and
1941, under
headings in
title I
Act, as
follows:
of this
this Act,
as follows:
headings
in title
I of
Bureau
of Supplies and
and Accounts:
Accounts:
Bureau of
Pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and
$20,821,000;
and transportation,
transportation, $20,821,000;
Pay,
Maintenance, Bureau
Accounts, $1,333,000;
$1,333,000;
Bureau of
of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
Maintenance,
Salaries,
Bureau of
of Supplies
Accounts, $51,000;
$51,000;
Supplies and
and Accounts,
Salaries, Bureau
Clothing
and small-stores
small-stores fund,
$3,000,000;
fund, $3,000,000;
Clothing and
Bureau of Navigation:
Navigation:
Training,
Navy:
and welfare,
welfare, Navy:
Training, education,
education, and
Naval Training
Training Station, San Diego,
Diego, California,
California, $11,000;
$11,000;
Naval Training
Station, Newport,
Rhode Island,
Island, $10,000;
$10,000;
Newport, Rhode
Training Station,
Naval
Naval Training
$7,000;
Lakes, Illinois, $7,000;
Station, Great Lakes,
Naval
Training Station,
Naval
Training Station,
Station, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia,
$8,000;
Virginia, $8,000;
Naval Training
Instruction, $11,000;
$11,000;
Instruction,
Libraries,
Libraries, $40,000;
$40,000;
Welfare
recreation, $164,000;
$164,000;
and recreation,
Welfare and
In all,
all, training,
education, and welfare,
$251,000;
welfare, $251,000;
In
training, education,
Salaries,
Bureau of
of Navigation,
$15,000;
Navigation, $15,000;
Salaries, Bureau

Ante, p. 2al.

Naval personnel.
personnel.
Naval

Ante, p. 274.
274.
Ante, p. 277.
277.
Ante,
Ante, p. 289.
Ante,
Ante, p. 278.
Ante,

Ante, p. 267.
Ante,

Ante,
Ante, p. 288.
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Bureau of
of Medicine
Surgery:
Bureau
Medicine and
and Surgery:
Medical
Department, $231,000,
$231,000, of
of which
which not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000
Medical Department,
Group
IV (b)
available
for
the
pay
employees assigned
assigned to group
(b ) emGroup IV
emshall
be
available
for
the
pay
of
employees
ployees.
ployees.
IV
(b), and
those performing
performing similar
carried under
under
services carried
similar services
and those
IV (b),
native
and alien
alien schedules
schedules in
the Schedule
Schedule of
of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Civil
native and
in the
Employees
in the
the Field
Service of
of the
the Navy
Navy Department;
Department;
Field Service
Employees in
279.
Ante, p. 279.
Care of
the Dead,
Care
of the
Dead, $6,000;
$6,000;
Ante, p. 289.
Salaries,
Bureau of
Medicine and
and Surgery,
Surgery, $12,000;
Salaries,
Bureau
of Medicine
$12,000;
280
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 279, 280.Docks: Public Works:
Works: Temporary
Temporary hospital
hospital
Bureau of Yards and Docks:
facilities,
facilities, $400,000;
$400,000;
272.
Ante, p. 272.
Construction and Repair;
Repair:
Bureau of Construction
Construction and
and repair:
Recruit outfits,
outfits, $154,000;
$154,000;
Construction
repair: Recruit
Ante, p. 290.
Prmting and
$13,000;
and binding, $13,000;
Department: Printing
Navy Department:
Total.
In
all, $26,287,000:
$26,28'7,000: Provided,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy in
in
Provided, That
of the
In all,
Provisos.
Provisos.
Assignment of
of re
refilling
the allowances
of naval
vessels above
above 85
85 per
centum of
of
allowances of
naval vessels
per centum
filling out
out the
Assignment
servists.
complement
shall first
first assign
assign to
for limited
limited periods
periods of
of
to active
active duty
duty for
complement shall
training
as will
accept active
active duty
duty
such naval
naval reservists
reservists as
will voluntarily
voluntarily accept
training such
not
thousand, and
the pay
pay and
and other
of such
such
other expenses
expenses of
and the
to exceed
exceed five
five thousand,
not to
Recruiting of enfurProvided
reservists
shall
be
payable
this
appropriation:
Provided
furappropriation:
out
of
payable
shall
reservists
ent
men, limitation.
limi
listed men,
ther, That to the extent that naval reservists
reservists are not available
Post,
302.
ther,
available the
Post, p. 610, §
11302.
Secretary
the Navy
Navy shall
regular enlisted
enlisted men
men in
the Navy
Navy
in the
of the
shall recruit
recruit regular
Secretary of
to
necessary to provide an
personnel of not to
to
an enlisted
enlisted personnel
to the extent
extent necessary
exceed
thousand by July
1, 1941.
1941.
July 1,
one hundred
hundred and seventy
seventy thousand
exceed one
Ante, p. 278.
278.

Ante, p. 283.
283.
Personnel, etc.

Ante, pp. 265,
265, 283.
Ante, p. 283.
283.

Ante, p. 278.
278.
Ante, pp. 279,
279, 280.

Ante,
273.
Ante, p. 273.
Ante, p.
p. 272.
272.

MARINE
CORPS
MARINE CORPS

additional amounts
including
purposes, including
For additional
amounts for Marine
Marine Corps purposes,
$9,000 additional enlisted men on active duty, arms, artillery, ammuequipment, housing and general
nition, equipment,
general expenses, .including
including motorpropelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, under
headings, and
and for
for the
the
propelled passenger-carrying
under headings,
same
under their
same objects as
as specified
specified under
their headings
headings in title
title II of this Act,
as follows:
follows:
Marine Corps:
Corps:
$32200,000;
Pay, Marine Corps, $3,200,000;
General
General expenses,
Marme Corps, $9,327,000;
$9,327,000;
expenses, Marine
Offices of the Major General
General CommanPay of civil.
civil employees:
employees: Offices
Commandant and the Adjutant
Adjutant and Inspector, $54,360; Office of the
Paymaster,
Quartermaster, $127,820;
$127,820; in
Paymaster, $17,820; Office of the Quartermaster,
in
$200,000;
all, $200,000;
Bureau of Medicine and Surgery: Medical
Medical Department,
Department, $12,000;
$12,000;
Bureau of Yards and Docks:
Docks:
Public Works, Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks:
Docks: For temporary
temporary
housing, including extensions
$4,500,000;
extensions of existing structures, $4,500,000;
Bureau of Ordnance:
Ordnance: Ordnance and Ordnance
Ordnance stores,
stores, Navy,
Navy,
$4,899,000;
$4,899,000;
Bureau of Engineering:
Engineering:
Engineering: For radio material,
material, $100,000.
$100,000.
Engineering:
NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Ante, p. 288.
Salaries.
Salaries.

SALARTPS
SALARIES

compensation for personal
For an additional
additional amount
amount for compensation
personal services
services in
in
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as follows:
follows:
Secretary of the Navy,
Office of the Secretary
Navy, $28,860;
$28,860;
Office of Naval Intelligence,
Intelligence, $25,520;
$25,520;
Bureau of Aeronautics,
Aeronautics, $70,000;
$70,000;
In all, salaries,
salaries, Navy
Navy Department,
Department, $124,380.
$124,380.
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CONG., 3n
76TH CONG.,
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
CONTINGENT

For
for contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Navy Departamount for
additional amount
an additional
For an
balance on June 30,
ment, $28,000:
unobligated balance
That the unobligated
Provided, That
$28,000: Provided,
ment,
expenses, Navy Department,
1940,
the appropriation
"Contingent expenses,
Department,
appropriation "Contingent
of the
1940, of
1940", is
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and
and made
available for obligation
made available
1940",
during
the fiscal year 1941.
during the
PRINTING
PRINTING

AND
AN'D

BINDING

Ante, p. 289.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

Ante, p. 290.

For
an additional
amount for printing
printing and binding, Navy Departadditional amount
For an
$50,000.
ment, $50,000.
CONTINGENT
AND
CONTINGENT AND

MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, HYDROGRAPHIC
HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE
OFFICE
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,

Ante, p.
p.290.
290.
Ante,

For an
an additional
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
amount for contingent
additional amount
For
expenses,
$10,000.
Office, $10,000.
Hydrographic Office,
expenses, Hydrographic
PRESIDENT
EMERGENCY
FOR THE
litt. PRESIDENT
EMERGENCY FUND FOR

Post, pp. 377, 1126.
1126.
Post,

Emergency fund.
Emergency
To enable
enable the
President, through
agencies of the
appropriate agencies
the appropriate
through thts
§ 6.
the President,
C. §
5.
41 U. S. C.
To
Statutes,
of
Government,
without
reference
to
section
3709
the
Revised
Government, without reference to section
to
provide for
for emergencies
emergencies affecting
affecting the national security and defense
to provide
and for
for each
each and
connected therewith,
therewith, including all of
of
purpose connected
every purpose
and every
and
appropriation available
any
the
objects
and
under
appropriation
specified
purposes
and
the objects
or to
be made
available to the
Department for the fiscal years
the Navy Department
made available
to be
or
Government-owned
Government-owned
facilities at pri- facilities
1940
and
1941;
the
furnishing
Government-owned
facilities
at private
at
Government-owned
of
1940 and 1941; the furnishing
plants.
plants.
vately owned
procurement and training
training of civilian personpersonplants; the procurement
owned plants;
vately
Civilian personnel.
nel necessary
necessary in
connection with.
production of critical and essenwith the production
in connection
nel
tial items
of equipment
equipment and
and material
and the use or operation thereof;
thereof;
material and
items of
tial
Strategic and criticritiStrategic
and
procurement of
accordance cal materials.
materials.
strategic and critical materials in accordance
of strategic
the procurement
and the
53 Stat.
Stat. 811.
811.
with
the Act
7, 1939, $34,000,000;
immediately avail$34,000,000; to be immediately
June 7,
of June
Act of
50 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
60
with the
§1 98-98f.
98-98f.
§§
authorized, through
able; and,
in addition,
addition, the
through such V,Contracts
President is authorized,
the President
and, in
able;
Contracts in addiagencies, on
on and
and after
after the
enactment hereof,
hereof, to enter into contracts
contracts tion, authorized.
authorized.
the enactment
agencies,
exceeding $34,000,000:
for the
the same
same purposes
purposes to an
amount not exceeding
$34,000,000:
an amount
for
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
an account
kept of
of all expenditures
expenditures made or Accounting;
be kept
shall be
account shall
report
That an
Accounting; report
Provided,
Congress.
to
Congress.
authorized
shall be submitted to the
report thereon shall
a report
hereunder, and a
authorized hereunder,
Congress on
June 30, 1942.
before June
or before
on or
Congress
Approved,
June 11, 1940.
Approved, June

fund.

[CHAPTER
314]
[CHAPTER 314]

AN ACT
ACT

To
facilitate the
the control
soil erosion
erosion and/or
damage originating upon
flood damage
and/or flood
of soil
control of
To facilitate
lands within
within the
boundaries of
San
Cleveland National Forest in San
of the Cleveland
exterior boundaries
the exterior
lands
Diego County,
California.
County, California.
Diego

the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
United
States of
of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United States
Reservation
of
Agriculture, with
the approval
approval of
of the National Forest Reservation
with the
of Agriculture,
1, 1911
Commission, established
established by
March 1,
1911
section 44 of the Act of March
by section
Commission,
(U.
S.
C.,
title
16,
sec.
513),
is
hereby
authorized
purby
acquire
to
authorized
hereby
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 513), is
chase
any lands,
interests therein,
therein, within
boundaries of the
the boundaries
within the
or interests
lands, or
chase any
Cleveland
National
Forest
in
the
county
of
San
Diego,
State of CaliDiego,
San
of
county
Cleveland National Forest in the
the
judgment should become the property of the
fornia,
which in his judgment
fornia, which
United States
States in
order that
that they
they may
may be
so managed
managed with other
other
be so
in order
United
lands of
United States
as to
soil erosion and flood damminimize soil
to minimize
States as
the United
of the
lands
from
therein,, fro
age, and
and to
m those profor said lands, or interests therein
pay for
to pay
age,
portions
of
the
entire
receipts
from
the
occupancy
land or
public
of
occupancy
the
from
receipts
portions of the entire
the
of natural
natural resources
resources other
than mineral,
mineral, within
Cleveland
the Cleveland
within the
other than
sale of
the sale

1940
June 11, 1940
(H. R.
R. 1691
169)
(II.
[Public, No. 689]
589)
[Public,

Cleveland
National
Cleveland National
Forest, Calif.
Forest,
Acquisition of lands
Acquisition
in, for soil erosion,
in,
etc., control.
control.
etc.,
36 Stat. 962.
36

Payment from Forest receipts, etc.
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11, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
314, S15-JUNE

Appropriation
Appropriation authorized.
Post, p. 549.
Post,
Provisos.
Provisos.
Use of
Use
of receipts.
receipts.
35 Stat. 260.
260.
Transfer of
of unexunexTransfer
pended
pended appropriations.

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

National Forest, which are equal
to the
proportion of
of the
the net
net areas
areas
equal to
the proportion
San Diego,
Diego, State
of
of said forest
forest which are
are within
within the
the county
county of
of San
State of
California, which receipts
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
California,
receipts are
are hereby
hereby authorized
appropriated
been acquired:
acquired: Provided,
That
for that purpose until
until said lands
lands have
have been
Provided, That
as to the receipts
receipts used in
the provisions
provisions
in the
the manner
manner herein
herein authorized
authorized the
of the Act approved
approved May
1908 (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
16, sec.
500), shall
shall
May 23,
23, 1908
title 16,
sec. 500),
not be applicable to said county
county of
San Diego:
Provided further,
further,
of San
Diego: Provided
That any appropriated
which are
are unexpended
unexpended and
and unobliunobliappropriated amounts
amounts which
gated at the close of the fiscal
year for
shall be
be
fiscal year
for which
which appropriated
appropriated shall
transferred to the national-forest
national-forest receipts
of that
that fiscal
fiscal year
year and
and
receipts of
transferred and such
amounts so transferred
entire receipts
of any
any
such part of the entire
receipts of
fiscal year as are not appropriated
disposed of
in like
like manner
manner
appropriated shall be disposed
of in
national-forest receipts.
receipts.
as other national-forest
Approved, June
Approved,
June 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
315J
[CHAPTER 315]

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief of Indians
Indians who have
have paid taxes on allotted
allotted lands
lands for
for which
which patents
patents
in fee were issued
application by or consent of the
issued without application
allottees and
and subthe allottees
subsequently
canceled, and for the
sequently canceled,
the reimbursement
reimbursement of public
public subdivisions
by whom
whom
subdivisions by
judgments for such claims have been paid.

June
11, 1940
1940
June 11,
[H. R. 952]
952]
[Public, No.
No. 590]

Reimbursement of
Reimbursement
of
Indians for
taxes paid
paid
for taxes
on allotted lands.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Release
of
Release
ments.

judgJudg-

Reimbursement
Reimbursement
States, etc.
etc.

of

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

auau-

Availability
Availability
funds.

of
of

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized,
authorized, under such rules and
regulatio.ns
and regulations
as he may prescribe, to reimburse
reimburse Indian
Indian allottees and Indian
Indian heirs
heirs
of allottees for all taxes paid on so much of
of their
their allotted
allotted lands
as,
lands as,
patented in fee prior to
having been patented
expiration of
of the
the period
period of
a
to the expiration
trust, without application
application by or consent of the patentee,
been
patentee, has
has been
or may be restored
restored to trust status through
through cancelation
cancelation of
the fee
fee
of the
patent by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior: Provided,
That in
in any
any case
case
Provided, That
in which aa claim against aa State, county, or political subdivision
subdivision
thereof for taxes collected upon such lands
lancs while
while the patent
in. fee
patent in
fee
outstanding has been reduced
was outstanding
reduced to judgment,
judgment, and such
such judgment
judgment
remains unsatisfied,
unsatisfied, the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior i
au th or i
ze d
, upon
iss authorized,
upon
reimbursement
reimbursement by him to the Indian of the
of taxes,
the amount of
taxes, includincluding penalties and interest, paid
upo n payment
paymen tby
by the
th e
paid thereon,
thereon, and
and upon
State, county, or political subdivision thereof of
of the
of the costs
costs of
the
suit, to cause such judgment
judgment to be released:
released: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
in any case in which a,a claim has been reduced
reduced to judgment
judgment and
and such
such
judgment
judgment has been satisfied, the Secretary
Secretary of the I
nt
er i
or i
thorInterior
iss au
authorized, upon proof of satisfaction
reimburse the State
satisfaction thereof, to reimburse
State,
county or political subdivision thereof, for the actual amount
county,
a
amount of
the judgment,
judgment, exclusive
exclusive of the costs of litigation.
litigation.
SEC.
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
S
EC. 2. There
There is hereby
appropriated the sum
sum
necessary, out of
of $75,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
any money
money
of any
in
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for the purpose of
of
carrying
carrying out the provisions of
this Act.
of this
Act.
Any appropiations
appropriations made pursuant to this section
section shall remain
remain
available until expended.
expended.
Approved,
Approved, June 11,
11, 1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 316]
316]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
the control
control of
of soil
soil erosion
and/or flood
flood damage
damage originating
To facilitate
facilitate the
erosion and/or
originating upon
upon
lands within the exterior boundaries
of the Angeles
Angeles National
National Forest,
Forest, California.
boundaries of
California.

enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Secretary
of Agriculture, with the
National Forest
the approval
approval of the National
Forest Reservation
Reservation
Commission established by section
section 4
of the Act
Act of March
March 1,
1911
Commission
4 of
1, 1911
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 513),
513), is hereby authorized
authorized to acquire by purchase any lands, or interests therein, within
within the boundaries
boundaries of the
Angeles National Forest, in the State of California, which, in his
judgment, should become
become the property of the United States
States in order
order
other lands of the United States
that they may be so managed with other
as to minimize soil erosion and flood damage, and to pay for said
said
lands,
entire receipts
receipts from occupancy
occupancy
lands, or
or interests
interests therein,
therein, from the
the entire
of public land or from the sale of natural
natural resources
other than
than
resources other
mineral, within the Angeles
Angeles National
National Forest, which receipts are
are
hereby authorized
appropriated for
purpose until said
said
authorized to
to be appropriated
for that
that purpose
lands
been acquired:
any appropriated
amounts
lands have
have been
acquired: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
appropriated amounts
which are unexpended and unobligated
unobligated at the close of the fiscal year
year
appropriated shall be transferred
transferred to the national-forest
national-forest
for which appropriated
receipts
receipts of
of that
that fiscal
fiscal year and amounts
amounts so
so transferred
transferred and
and such part
of
year as
appropriated shall
shall
of the
the entire receipts of any fiscal
fiscal year
as are
are not appropriated
be disposed of in like manner
manner as other national-forest
national-forest receipts.
Approved, June 11, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 317]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing the selection of aa site in the District
Authorizing
of Columbia
Columbia and the erection
erection
District of
George Washington.
Washington.
thereon of a
a statue
statue of George

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Architect
Architect
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
of the Capitol is authorized and directed to select aasuitable
within
suitable site within
the
United States
Columbia
the Capitol
Capitol grounds
grounds of the United
States in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
for
erection of
George Washington,
Washington, and
erect thereon
for the
the erection
of aastatue
statue of George
and to erect
Gorham Company
the replica in bronze, cast by the Gorham
Company and now in its
possession, of the statue by J.
steps
J. Q. A. Ward, which stands on the steps
of
Subtreasury Building
Building in
in the city of
of New York. Such statue
of the Subtreasury
shall
design of which
which
pedestal, the design
shall be
be erected
erected upon a
a suitable granite
granite pedestal,
shall be approved by the National Commission of Fine Arts.
SEC. 2. There is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any
SEC.
money
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of
of $25,000,
$25,000,
Treasury not
money in
in the
the Treasury
provisions
or so much thereof as may be necessary, to carry out the provisions
of this Act.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 318]
[CHAPTER

-

AN ACT

To authorize
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
North
of North
to convey to the State of
of the
authorize the
the Secretary
To
Carolina for
in connection
with the
the Blue
Blue Ridge
Parkway certain
land
certain land
Ridge Parkway
connection with
for use
use in
Carolina
within the
the Cherokee
Cherokee Indian
Reservation in
State of
of North
North Carolina.
Carolina.
in the
the State
Indian Reservation
within

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
Be it
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
Congress assembled,
of America
United States
States of
of
the Interior
is authorized
authorized and
convey to
to the State of
of
to convey
and directed
directed to
Interior is
of the
North
for use
as a
in connection
connection with
with the
the Blue
Blue
use as
a right-of-way
right-of-way in
Carolina for
North Carolina
Ridge
Parkway in
and
the State
State of
of North Carolina all right, title, and
in the
Ridge Parkway

299
299

June 11,
June
11, 1940
1940
[H. R.. 2009]
[H.
[Public, No. 591]
591]

Angeles
National
Angeles
National
Forest, Calif.
Calif.
Acquisition of lands
lands
Acquisition
in, for soil erosion,
erosion,
in,
etc., control.
control.
etc.,
36 Stat. 962.
36

Payment from ForPayment
etc.
est receipts, etc.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

au-

Proviso.
Transfer
Transfer of unexpended
pended appropriations.

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. R. 6158]
6158]
592]
[Public, No. 592]

District
District of Columbia.
Statue of George
George
Statue
Washington.
Washington.
Site.

Pedestal.
Pedestal.

Appropriation
Appropriati
on
authorized.
authorized.

Rine 11, 1940
June
1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 6668]
6668]
[Public, No. 593]
[Public,

Blue Ridge ParkBlue
way, N. 0.
C.
way,
Conveyance of
of land
Conveyance
N. C.,
C.,
to State of N.
authorized.
authorized.
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interest
of the
the United
United States
States and
and the
of Cherokee
Cherokee
.
Band of
the Eastern
Eastern Band
interest of
as
Indians
in such
and the
the timber
timber thereon,
thereon, to
determined
i as
Indians in
such land
land and
to be
be determined
hereinafter
the
hereinafter provided, within the Cherokee Indian Reservation
Reservation inn the
State
of North
Carolina as
as may
may be
be necessary
for the
State of
North Carolina
necessary for
the construction
construction
Description.
and maintenance
such parkway
over the
course: BeginBeginDescription
and
maintenance of
of such
parkway over
the following
following course:
ning at
point in
in State
State Highway
Highway Numbered
Numbered 293
293 near
ning
at aa point
near Soco
Soco Gap
Gap
and extending
extending to
to a
Numbered 107,
107, near
and
a junction
junction with
with State
State Highway
Highway Numbered
near
the
mouth of
of the
the Ravens
the Oconoluftee
River by
by way
the
the mouth
Ravens Fork
Fork of
of the
Oconoluftee River
way of
of the
following approximate
approximate controls:
Leaving Soco
Soco Gap
following
following
controls: Leaving
Gap and
and following
the
east and
northerly slopes
of Soco
ridge and
the east
and northerly
slopes of
Soco and
and Bunches
Bunches Bald
Bald ridge
and
crossing through
through Docks
Gap to
to the
south and
west side
of Soco
crossing
Docks Gap
the south
and west
side of
Soco and
and
Bunches Bald;
thence crossing
Lickstone Ridge
Ridge and
entering Bunches
Bunches
Bald; thence
crossing Lickstone
and entering
Bunches
Gap
the south;
south; thence
thence from
from Bunches
Bunches Gap,
Gap, following
following the
the south
.
Gap from
from the
south
slopes
of the
the main
ridge, crossing
crossing Jenkins
Jenkins Divide
Divide ridge
ridge and
and entering
entering
slopes of
main ridge,
Big Witch Gap from the southeast;
southeast; thence
thence leaving
leaving Big Witch
Gap in
in
Witch Gap
a
and westerly
westerly
a northwesterly
northwesterly direction
direction and
and keeping
keeping on
on the
the northerly
northerly and
slopes
of the
the main
ridges circling
circling
slopes of
main ridge,
ridge, but
but crossing
crossing the
the various
various spur
spur ridges
around the heads of Mingo
Mingo Creek and
and Sherrills
Sherrills Cove, and around
around the
north end
end of
the ridge
ridge lying
northeast of
of the
Ravensford
north
of the
lying immediately
immediately northeast
the Ravensford
Oconoluftee River
Mill site, crossing the Oconoluftee
River to the junction with
with State
Highway Numbered
Numbered 107,
107, previously referred
referred to, and
and in addition, startnortheasterly direction from Bunches
about
ing in a
a northeasterly
Bunches. Gap
Gap passing
passing about
turning north
one-half mile north of
of Soco Bald;
Bald- thence turning
north and
and intersecting the boundary between the Qualla
Qualla Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation and
and the
the
point approximately
one
Great Smoky Mountains
Mountains National
National Park
Park at a
a point
approximately one
northeast of
Bunches Gap.
Gap.
mile northeast
of Bunches
Survey before conuveya before con
SEO.
SEo. 2. Before making such conveyance, the Secretary of the
veyance.
course surveyed
shall
Interior shall have the
the lands
lands along
along such
such course
surveyed and
and shall
determine the exact location
boundaries of
of the
to be
be conveyed
conveyed
location and
and boundaries
the land
land to
for
use as
such right-of-way,
which shall
not exceed
exceed one
for use
as such
right-of-way, which
shall not
one hundred
hundred
Deed
of conveyance.
Deedoconveyance.
and twenty-five
twenty-five acres per mile. The deed of conveyance
conveyance for su
ch
such
location and
boundland shall contain an accurate
accurate description
description of
of the location
and boundaries of such land in order that the interests of the United States
and
States and
the
Eastern Band
Band of
Cherokee
Indians
may be
be properly
protected.
the
Eastern
of
Cherokee
Indians
may
properly
protected.
Payment by State
tayment
by tat e
SEo. 3. In
Carolina
In consideration
consideration of conveyance, the State of North Carolina
to
U. S.
shall
the sum
shall pay
pay to the
the United
United States the
sum of
of $40,000
$40,000 or
or $30
$30 per
per acre
acre for
for
the lands
lands embraced
embraced in
the right-of-way
right-of-way described
described in
in section
section 1,
1, whichthe
in
the
whichDeposit.
Deposit.
ever sum is the largest, which shall be deposited in the Treasury to the
Indians and
and held
in trust
trust by
credit
of the Eastern Band
Band of
of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians
held in
by
Construction of
the United
the Eastern
Indians. It
It is
Statenighwayh
United States
States for
for the
Eastern Band
Band of
State
highway; nloca- the
of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians.
is
tion.
tion.
understood
understood and agreed that the State of North Carolina
Carolina shall build
build
without: further payment for right-of-way,
right-of-way, and without expense
expense to
the United States or the Cherokee
Cherokee Indians, a
highway
a suitable State highway
and Cherokee
subject t
o the
th e same
aws ,
between Soco
Soco Gap
Gap and
Cherokee Village,
Village, subject
to
same l
laws,
rules and regulations applicable to all State highways of North
Carolina.
Eastern
of
Eastern Band
Band ofA
S
EC. 4.
4. The
Secretary of
the Interio
i
s hereby
hereby authorized,
au th or i
ze d
,i
n hi
Cherokee
Cherokee Indians.
SEC.
The Secretary
of the
Interiorr is
in
hiss
Granting to, of inGranting to, of in- discretion,.
discretion, to
to grant
the Eastern
Eastern Band
Cherokee
grant to
to the
Band of
of Ch
ero k
ee Indians
Indi ans t
he
the
terest in designated
lands, authorized.
authorized.
beneficial interest
interest in
in any
by th
il of
ofsaid
sa id band
ban d
lands,
beneficial
any lands
lands selected
selected by
thee counc
council
within
Boundary Tree
Tree tract,
tract, contaming
containing a
pp rox i
ma t
el
y eight
ei
gh
t
within the
the Boundary
approximately
hundred and eighty-four acres; and the said
Secretary is hereby
hereby
said Secretary
exclude from
Mountains National
directed to
to exclude
from the
the Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
National Park
Park
Payment by transof
any lands so selected
selected and granted. Prior to the consummation
consummation of
ferPrment
of funds. by tran
any such grant, payment shall be made for all lands included therein
therein
t
o the
th e f
ai
r market
mark
et value
va l
ue o
such
by the transfer of
of aa sum equal to
fair
off such
lands, as determined by the Secretary of the Interior
Interior,, from any funds
in the United States Treasury
Treasury to the credit
credit of said
said band, including
including
funds made available under section 3
3 hereof, to the credit of the fund
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"National
Park Service,
donations", which
which transfer the Secretary
Secretary of
Service, donations",
"National Park
the Treasury
authorized to make upon request by the
Treasury is hereby authorized
the
council of
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.
approved by the Secretary
band approved
of said band
council
Funds so
so transferred
available for national park and monube available
transferred shall be
Funds
acquisition of lands for inclusion in the
ment uses, including the acquisition
Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
Mountains National
National Park. All lands purchased
purchased or
Great
otherwise
acquired for the Eastern
Eastern Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians under
under
otherwise acquired
authority
this Act
shall constitute
constitute a
apart of the Cherokee
Cherokee
Act shall
in this
contained in
authority contained
Indian
United
North Carolina, shall be held by the United
Reservation in North
Indian Reservation
nonalienable
for said band, and shall be nontaxable, nonalienable
States in trust for
to
the same
extent as other lands within said reservation.
same extent
to the
Approved,
11, 1940.
Approved, June 11,
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Availability of
of
Availability
transferred funds.
funds.
transferred
Inclusion
soInclusion of aoquired
quired lands in Reservation.

[CHAPTER 319]
319]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
To
amend the
the service
service pension
War with Spain, Philippine
the War
to the
pertaining to
Acts pertaining
pension Acts
To amend
Insurrection, and the China Relief Expedition to include certain
certain continuous
continuous
Insurrection,
service.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be
United States
assembled, That in determindeterminCongress assembled,
in Congress
America in
States of America
United
ing the
the period
period of
purpose of the Act of May 1,
the purpose
for the
active service for
of active
ing
1926
(Public Law
Congress), the Act
166, Sixty-ninth Congress),
Law Numbered 166,
1926 (Public
Congress),
of June
June 2,
2, 1930
1930 (Public
Seventy-first Congress),
Numbered 299, Seventy-first
Law Numbered
(Public Law
of
Numbered 541,
and the
541, Seventy(Public Law Numbered
of May
May 24, 1938 (Public
Act of
the Act
and
veterans and dependfifth Congress),
granting service pensions to veterans
Congress), granting
fifth
ents
deceased veterans of the War with Spain, the Philippine
of deceased
ents of
Insurrection, or
the China
continuous active
Expedition, continuous
Relief Expedition,
China Relief
or the
Insurrection,
service
entered into
Philippine
into during the War with Spain, the Philippine
service entered
Insurrection,
or the
Relief Expedition
Expedition shall be included
included
China Relief
the China
Insurrection, or
although part
part of
extended into either the
service extended
continuous service
such continuous
of such
although
Philippine
Insurrection or the China Relief Expedition.
Expedition. Payments
Philippine Insurrection
of
effective the date
date
this Act shall be effective
provisions of this
the provisions
under the
benefits under
of benefits
of enactment
those persons
persons on the rolls and as to claims
as to those
thereof as
of
enactment thereof
pending on
the date
date of
enactment of
cases
In all other cases
this Act. In
of this
of enactment
on the
pending
awards
of pension
pension authorized
authorized hereunder
effective from date
be effective
hereunder shall be
awards of
of
date of enactment
enactment of this Act.
the date
after the
therefor after
application therefor
of application
Approved,
11, 1940.
Approved, June 11,
[CHAPTER 320]
320]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To transfer
the site
site and
and buildings
buildings of
the Tomah
of
Indian School to the State of
Tomah Indian
of the
transfer the
To
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
United
of
Interior be, and
authorized to transfer to the
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
he is
and he
the Interior
of the
State
such terms
in such
manner as
as may
may be
be
such manner
and in
terms and
upon such
of Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, upon
State of
mutually agreed
agreed upon,
for institutional
other public
public use, title to
or other
institutional or
upon, for
mutually
all
any part
part of the
property known
known and designated
designated as the Tomah
the property
or any
all or
Indian
Wisconsin.
School located at Tomah, Wisconsin.
Indian School
Approved, June
June 11, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

Arne 11,
1940
111940
June
7147]
[H. R. 7147
[Public,
594]
No. 694]
[Public, No.

Pensions.
Pensions.
Determination
of
of
Determination
period of active service
period
veterans.
of certain veterans.
44 Stat.
382; 46 stat.
Stat.
44
stat. 382;
52 Stat.
Stat. 440.
492; 52
36438 U. S..0.0. §§ 364365b; Supp. V, §l364c,
364e,
365h;

365., 366d,
366, 365a,
3654, 370370365,
370d.
370d.

Payments, eflective
effective
Payments,
date.
date.

11, 1940
1940
June 11,
[H.
7530]
[H. R. 7630]
695]
[Public, No. 595]

Indian
Tomah Indian
School, Wis.
School,
Transfer to State
State of
Transfer
Wisconsin of title
title to
property.
property.
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1940
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[54 STAT.

[CHAPTER 321]
[CHAPTER
321]
June 11,
June
11, 1940
1940

7s81]
[H. R.
R. 7811]

[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 596]
596]

Code,

Judicial Code,
Judicalm
amendments.
ntep.
Ante,
p. 109.

Arkansas
Arkansas
districts.

judicial
udicial

Western district.
Western district
Divisions.
Divisions.
Texarkana.

AN ACT
ACT
To establish the Hot Springs division of the Western
Judicial District
of Arkansas.
Arkansas.
Western Judicial
District of

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House

United
in Congress
United States of
of America in
Congress assembled, That subsections
subsections
(a), (b),
(c), (d),
(g) of section
(a),
(b), (c),
(d), (e),
(e), (f),
(f), and
and (g)
section 71 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial

Code, as amended
28, sec.
sec. 114),
are
Code,
amended (U.
(U. S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title 28,
144), are
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEc. 71. (a)
(a) The State
"SEo.
State of Arkansas is divided into two districts,
western and eastern districts of Arkansas.
to be known as the western
"(b)
district shall
shall include
divisions constituted
constituted
six divisions
include six
western district
"(b) The western

as
Texarkana division,
division, which
shall include
include the
the terrias follows:
follows: The
The Texarkana
which shall
territory embraced on July 1,
1920, in
the counties
of Sevier,
Sevier, Howard,
Howard,
1, 1920,
in the
counties of
El Dorado.
Dorado.
El
Lafayette, and
Little River, Hempstead,
Hempstead, Miller, Lafayette,
and Nevada;
Nevada; the El
Dorado division, which
which shall include
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced on such
such
date in the counties
date
counties of Columbia,
Columbia, Ouachita,
Ouachita, Union,
Bradley,
Union, Ashley, Bradley,
Fort Smith.
Port
Smith.
and Calhoun; the Fort Smith division, which shall include
include the territerritory embraced
on such
embraced on
such date
the counties
counties of
of Polk,
Scott, Logan,
Logan,
date in
in the
Polk, Scott,
Harrison.
Harrison.
Sebastian,
Johnson; the Harrison division,
Sebastian, Franklin, Crawford, and Johnson;
division,
which shall include
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced on such date
date in
in the
the
counties
counties of Baxter, Boone, Carroll
Carroll, Marion,
Marion, Newton, and
Searcy;
and Searcy;
Fayetteville.
Fayettevle.
division, which shall
the Fayetteville
Fayetteville division,
shall include the territory
territory embraced
embraced
on such date in the counties
counties of Benton,
Benton, Madison, and Washington;
Washington;
Hot Springs.
Hot
prings.
and the Hot Springs
Springs division, which
which shall include
include the
the territory
territory
embraced on such date in the counties of Pike, Clark, Garland,
embraced
Garland, Hot
Spring, and Montgomery.
Spring,
Montgomery.
Terms of courts.
Tcrmsour
"(c) Terms of the district court
"(c)
court for the Texarkana
Texarkana division shall
shall
be held at Texarkana
Texarkana on the second Mondays in May and November;
November;
for the El Dorado division,
division, at El Dorado
Dorado on the third Mondays
Mondays in
in
April and October; for the Fort Smith division, at Fort Smith
Smith on
on
the second
second Mondays in January
and June;
June; for
January and
for the Harrison division,
at Harrison on the first Mondays
Mondays in April and October;
October; for the
Fayetteville division at Fayetteville on the second
second Mondays in March
March
and
for
the
Hot
division
Hot
Springs
and.
October
and
Springs
at
on the
Provisos.
third Mondays
in March
and September:
September: Provided,
Provided, That
That suitable
suitable
Acomtodations at third
Accommodations
Mondays in
March and
Fayetteville
and Hot
Hot rooms and accommodations
Fayetteville and
accommodations for holding
holding court at Fayetteville
Fayetteville and Hot
Hot
Springs.
ins.
spr
Springs
expense
Springs are furnished
furnished without expense
to the United States: ProProUse of Federal buildvided further,
further, That nothing in this section shall be construed
Useoederalbuldconstrued to preings,
etc.
vent the provision of quarters for the
the officers
officers of said court and appropriate
priate courtrooms
courtrooms for the holding
holding of the sessions of said court in
in any
Referee
in
new
addition
or
annex
thereto
which
may
be
banknew
Federal
building
or
addition
or
annex
thereto
which
may
be
Referee in bankrupteyHot
Fayetteville or
Provided further,
further, That
That
constructed in
in Fayetteville
ruptcy, Hot Springs
Springs constructed
or Hot
Hot Springs:
Springs: Provided
division,
appointment. the referee in bankruptcy of the western division of the eastern
divisionappontment.
the referee in bankruptcy
western
eastern district may be appointed
appointed by the judge of the western district
referee
district as referee
bankruptcy
in bankruptcy
the division herein
created at
Hot Springs.
Springs.
for
herein
created
at
Hot
Offices of clerk.
Offces of clerk.
"(d)
"(d) The clerk
clerk of the court for the western
western district shall maintain
maintain
an office in charge of himself or a
a deputy at Texarkana, Fort Smith,
El Dorado,
Dorado, Harrison, and Hot Spri
ngs . Such
Such offices
offi ces s
hall be
be kept
kept
Springs.
shall
open
at
all
times
for
the
transaction
of
the
business
of
the
court.
Eastern
dis
pen
at
all
times
for
the
transaction
of
the
business
of
the
court.
Eastern district.
DiEisitos.
Divisions.
Eastern
Eastern.

Northern.
Northern.

Jbsoro.
Jonesboro.

"(e) The eastern district shall
The eastern division, which shall include the territory
embraced on
July 1,
1, 1920,
in the
the counties
Lee, Phillips,
Phillips, Saint
Saint
Desha, Lee,
of Desha,
counties of
1920, in
on July
embraced
Francis, Cross,
Monroe, and
and Woodruff;
W oodru ff ; the
th e northern
north
ern division,
division, which
which
Cross, Monroe,
shall include
include the
the territory
shall
territory embraced
embraced on
on such date in the counties of
Fulton,
Independence,
i
Cleburne,
Stone, Izard,
Izard, Sharp,
Sharp, and
an d Jackson;
Jackson;
Fulton, Independence,
Cleburne, Stone,
the Jonesboro
embraced
Jonesboro division, which shall include the territory embraced
on
such date
date in
counties of
of Crittenden,
Crittenden, Clay,
Clay, Craighead,
Greene,
on such
nthe
the counties
Craighead, Greene}
include
divisions
constituted
as
follows:The
"(e) The eastern
easterndivision,
districtshall include
which four
four
shall di
include
vi
si
ons cons
the tit
territory
ute d as
follows:
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303
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321, 322—JUNE
11, 1940
1940
322-JUNE 11,
SESS.-CHS. 321,
76TH CONG.,

Mississippi,
Poinsett, Randolph,
Lawrence; the western division,
Randolph, and Lawrence;
Mississippi, Poinsett,
which
include the
the territory
territory embraced
embraced on such date
date in the counties
shall include
which shall
of Arkansas,
Arkansas, Chicot,
Chicot, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Conway,
Drew,2 Faulkner,
Conway, Dallas, Drew
of
Grant, Jefferson,
Jefferson, Lincoln,
Perry, Pope,
Pope, Prairie,
Prairie, Pulaski,
Lonoke, Perry,
Lincoln, Lonoke,
Grant,
Saline,
Buren, White, and Yell.
Saline, Van Buren,
"(f) Terms
Terms of
the district
district court
eastern division shall be
the eastern
court for the
of the
"(f)
held
at Helena
the second
March and the first Monday
Monday in March
second Monday
on the
Helena on
held at
in
for the
northern division,
Batesville on the fourth MonMondivision, at Batesville
the northern
October; for
in October;
day
in May
May and
and the
second Monday
Monday in
Jonesboro
December; for the Jonesboro
in December'
the second
day in
division,
at Jonesboro
Monday in May and the fourth
fourth
on the first Monday
Jonesboro on
division, at
Monday
November; and
for the
western division, at Little Rock on
the western
and for
in November;
Monday in
the
Monday in
Monday in October.
the third Monday
April and the
in April
first Monday
the first
"(g) The
The clerk
clerk of
the court
court for
maintain
the eastern district shall maintain
for the
of the
"(g)
an office
himself or
deputy at Helena,
Helena, Batesville,
Batesville, Jonesor a
a deputy
of himself
in charge
charge of
office in
an
boro,
and Little
open at all times for
Rock. Such offices shall be kept open
Little Rock.
boro, and
the transaction
transaction of
court."
business of the court."
of the
the business
the
SEC. 2.
The Act
of April
April 21, 1926
304), is hereby
1926 (ch. 168, 44 Stat. 304),
Act of
2. The
SEC.
repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 322]

AN ACT

Dam Authority, and for
To
certain Indian
for
lands to the Grand River Dana
Indian lands
transfer certain
To transfer
other purposes.

Western.
Western.

Terms of courts.
courts.
Terms

Offices of
clerk.
of clerk.
Offices

Repeal of
of designated
designated
Repeal
act.
act.
28 II.
S. O.
(e).
C. 1144
144 (e).
U. S.

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
June
R. 7901]
7901]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 597]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
by the
enacted by
Be
Grand River Dam
United
States of
assembled, That there is hereby Authority.
Authority.
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
UnitedStates
of cerGranting to, of
granted
to the
Grand River
corporation of
of tain
Dam Authority, aapublic corporation
River Dam
the Grand
tahi Indian
granted to
Indian lands.
the
State of
interest held by the
right, title, and interest
Oklahoma,l all the right,
of Oklahoma
the State
United States
and by
by individual
Indians and
and tribes of Indians in
individual Indians
States and
United
Indian lands
located in Ottawa, Delaware,
Delaware, Craig, and Mayes Counlands located
Indian
hundred and fifty
ties ' Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, lying
elevation of seven hundred
lying below an elevation
ties,
feet
sea level,
level, which
which may
River
required for the Grand River
be required
may be
mean sea
above mean
feet above
Conditions.
Conditions.
Dam Reservoir,
subject, however,
however, to the consent
consent of the respective
Reservoir, subject,
Dam
individual
Indian
owners
or
tribes
as
the
the
approval
approval
be,
may
case
the
as
tribes
or
individual Indian owners
and
of
map of
of definite
definite location by the Secretary of the Interior, and
of aa map
Proviso,.
Provisos.
the
payment of
of such
compensation as
as he
he may
may determine:
determine: Provided,
Provided,
Condemnation
such compensation
Condemnation authe payment
thorized.
thorized.
That
individual owners
owners or
consent,
refuse their consent,
or tribes refuse
any individual
should any
That should
condemnation
hereby authorized,
authorized, in
the appropriate
appropriate Federal disin the
is hereby
condemnation is
trict
court, the
the United
States to
to be
be made
defendant with
with the Consent
party defendant
a party
made a
United States
trict court,
Consent of
of Cherokee Nation.
Indians: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
Cherokee Nation
Nation kee
consent of the Cherokee
That the consent
Indians:
shall be
appointed
principal Chief to be appointed
a principal
through a
and through
by and
given by
be given
shall
under section
section 66 of
the Act
13'T
,139)
139): : Seneca
Stat. 137
(34 Stat.
1906 (34
26, 1906
April 26,
of April
Act of
of the
under
Seneca Indian
School lands.
School,
Indian
Provided
further,
That
as
to
the
of
Seneca
Seneca
the
of
lands
the
to
as
Provided further, That
the interest
interest conveyed
hereby shall
easement only.
flowage easement
be aa flowage
shall be
conveyed hereby
the
Regulations, etc.
Sw. 2.
the Interior
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
preto preInterior is
of the
Secretary of
The Secretary
2. The
SEO.
scribe
necessary rules
carrying out this Act, and
and
for carrying
regulations for
and regulations
rules and
scribe necessary
Purchase of lieu
lieu
Purchase
in his
his discretion
to utilize
compensation received
received hereunder
hereunder in the lands.
the compensation
utilize the
discretion to
in
purchase
lieu lands,
lands, to
to be
in like
as may
may be approappro manner as
like manner
held in
be held
of lieu
purchase of
priate in
in each
each case,
subject where
to the
the provisions
of the
the 25 13.
provisions of
applicable to
where applicable
case, subject
priate
U. S.. C. I§409a.
474).
Act
of
June
30,
1932
(47
Stat.
474).
1932
30,
June
of
Act
Approved, June 11, 1940.
Approved,
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323, 324—JUNE
11, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
324-JUNE 11,
[
CHAPTER 323]
323]
[CHAPTER

Tune 11,
11, 1940
June

[H. R. 8119]
81191
[Public, No. 698]
5981

Criminal
Criminal Code,
amendment.
amendment.

Offenses on lands
exclusive or
under exclusive
or
concurrent
jurisdicconcurrent
tion of U. B.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To amend
amend the
To
Code so
as to
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction on
courts of
of
the Criminal
Criminal Code
so as
to confer
confer concurrent
on courts
the United
States over
United States
committed on
on certain
certain Federal
Federal reservations.
over crimes
crimes committed
reservations.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatves
Representatives of
the
Senate and House of
of the
United
United States of
Congress assembled
assembled, That
That section
272,
of America in.
in Congress
section 272,
paragraph
paragraph Third of
Code (Act
(Act of
March 4,
sec.
of the
the Criminal
Criminal Code
of March
4, 1909,
1909, sec.
U. S.
S. C.,
18, sec.
sec. 451)
to read
272; 35 Stat.
Stat. 1143;
1143; U.
C., title
title 18,
451) be
be amended
amended to
read
as follows:
follows:
"Third. When
When committed within or on
any lands
lands reserved
or
on any
reserved or
acquired for the use of the United
acquired
States, and
and under
under the
exclusive or
or
United States,
the exclusive
concurrent
jurisdiction thereof, or any
concurrent jurisdiction
any place
place purchased
or otherwise
purchased or
otherwise
acquired
acquired by the United
United States by consent
consent of
the legislature
of the
the State
State
of the
legislature of
in which the same shall be,
be, for
for the
erection of
of a
fort, magazine,
the erection
a fort,
magazine,
arsenal, dockyard, or
needful building."
building."
or other needful
Approved, June
June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 324]
3241

11, 1940
June 11,
[R.
[H. R. 8283]
[Public, No. 699]
8981

Shipping.

Towing of vessels
vessels
between U. S. ports.
between

40 Stat. 602.
46 U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 288;
Supp. V, §
§288.

Penalties.
Penalties.

constitute
Fines to constitute
liens on vessels.
liens

Additional penalty.
Additional
penalty.

Term "person"
"person" defined.
fined.

Foreign railroad
railroad entering
tering U. S. by means
of
of ferry, etc.; operaoperation
tion of such vessels.
vessels.

AN ACT
AN
To amend
amend section 4370 of
of the
the Revised Statutes
United States
States (U.
(U. S.
C.,
Statutes of
of the
the United
S. C.,
1934 edition, title 46,
46, sec.
sec. 316).
316).

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Reyresentatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled That
That section
section 4370
4370
of the Revised Statutes of the United States
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition,
States (U.
(U. S.
title 46, sec. 316) is amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEO.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any vessel not wholly
"SKI. 4370. (a)
(a) It
wholly owned
owned
by a
a person
person who is a
acitizen of the United States within the meaning
meaning
of the laws respecting
respecting the documentation
vessels and
and not
not having
having in
in
documentation of vessels
force a
a certificate
a certificate of enrollment,
certificate of registry, a
enrollment, or
license,
or aalicense,
XLVIII or title L
issued pursuant
pursuant to title XLVIII
L of the Revised
Statutes, or
or
Revised Statutes,
aacertificate of award of number
number issued
pursuant to
to the
Act of
of June
June 7,
7,
issued pursuant
the Act
amended (U. S. C.,
1918, as amended
C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV,
title 46,
46, sec.
sec. 288),
288),
IV, title
to tow any vessel other than
than a
avessel of foreign registry, or
or aavessel
vessel
in distress,
distress,. from any port or place in the United States,
States, its
its Territories
Territories
or possessions,
possessions, embraced within the coastwise
coastwise laws of
of the
the United
United
States, to any other port or place
place within
within the
the same,
same, either
directly or
or
either directly
by way of aaforeign
foreign port or place,
place, or to do any part of such
such towing
towing,
or to tow any such vessel,
vessel, from point to point within the harbors
harbors of
of
such places. The owner and master of any vessel
vessel towing
another
towing another
vessel in violation of the provisions of this section
section shall
shall each
each be
liable
be liable
to aafine of not less than $250 nor more
more than $1,000,
$1,000, which
fines shall
shall
which fines
constitute
enforceable through the
constitute liens upon the offending vessel enforceable
district court of the United States for any district in which such vessel
vessel
may be found, and.
and clearance
clearance shall not be granted to such
such vessel
vessel until
until
the
fines have
the fines
have been paid. The towing vessel shall also be further liable
liable
to a
a .penalty
perr ton on the measurement
penalty of $50 pe
measureme ntof
ofevery vessel
vessel towed
towed
in
violation
in violation of this section,
section, which sum may
may be recovered
recovered by
by way
way of
of
libel or suit.
"(b) The
The term
'person' as
as used in subsection
"(b)
term !person'
subsection (a) of this section,
section,
shall
be held
shall be
held to
to include
include persons,
persons firms, partnerships,
partnerships, associations,
associati ons ,
organizations,
and corporations,
corporations doing business or existing
organizations, and
existing under
under or
by the authority
authority of the laws of
a the United
United States,
States, or of any
any State,
State,
Territory, district
district, or other subdivision thereof.
"(c) Any
Any foreign railroad
"(c)
railroad company
company or corporation,
corporation, whose
whose road
enters
United States
States by
by means
means of
of a
a ferry,
ferry, tuglboat,
enters the
the United
tugboat, or towboat,
towboat, may
own
vessel and
and operate
operate the
the same
same in
in connection
own such
such vessel
connection with the water
transportation
of
the passenger,
passenger, freight,
freight, express,
transportation
of the
express, baggage,
baggage, and mail
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passengers, freight, express
express
cars used by such road, together with the passengers,
transported in such cars, without being
matter, baggage, and mails transported
different restrictions
restrictions than those imposed by
subject to any other or different
law on any vessel .of the United States entering
entering ports of the United
Provio.
Proviso.
Provided,That except Transportation
foreign country: Provided,
States from ports in the same foreign
of
Transportation
of
merchandise not auauthorized by
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1920, as merchandise
by section
section 27 of the Merchant
as authorized
thorized; exception.
exception.
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 883),
883), such
such
amended
41 Stat. 999.
46 U. S. C. 1 883;
forfeiture, be Supp.
ferry, tugboat, or towboat shall not, under penalty of forfeiture,
883.
V, §§883.
merchandise shipped
transportation of any merchandise
shipped
used in connection with the transportation
from any port or place in the United States, its Territories
Territories or possescoastwise laws of the United States, to any
embraced within the coastwise
sions, embraced
other port or place within the same.
Salvaging operations
"
(d) No foreign
foreign vessel shall, under penalty of forfeiture,
forfeiture, engage in bySalvagingoperations
"(d)
vessel, reforeign vessel,
salvaging
Atlantic or Pacific coast of the United striction.
salvaging operations on the Atlantic
States, in any portion of the Great Lakes or their connecting or
River
tributary
Saint Lawrence
Lawrence River
tributary waters, including any portion of the Saint
through which the international
boundary line extends, or in territorial
international boundary
through
waters of the United States on the Gulf of Mexico, except when
authorized
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the
or in
in accordance
a treaty
treaty or
by a
authorized by
20 Stat. 175.
Act of June 19, 1878, as amended
amended (U. S. C.,
C., 1934 edition, title 46, sec.
Proviso.
Proviso.
investigation, the Secretary
725):
725) :Provided,
Provided, however, That if, on investigation,
Secretary of
foreign vesUse of foreign
sels.
a
person
by
Commerce is satisfied
vessel wholly owned
owned
a
satisfied that no suitable vessel
Commerce
who is
documented under the laws
and documented
the United
United States and
citizen of the
is aacitizen
who
40 Stat. 602.
June 7, 1918,
of the United States or numbered pursuant to the Act of June
U. S.
§ 288;
s. C. 1
46 U.
V, i§288.
288.
as amended
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. IV, title 46, sec. 288),
288), is Supp. V,
available
authorize the use of aa
available in any particular locality he may authorize
foreign
salvaging operations
operations in that
that locality
locality and
foreign vessel or vessels in salvaging
authorized use.
incurred for such authorized
no penalty shall be incurred
Assistance to
to vessels
vessels
"(e) Nothing
Nothing in this section shall be held or construed
construed to prohibit
prohibit or salvage
"(e)
salvage operations.
Treaties with
with Great
Great
or
assistance to vessels or salvage operations
operations authorized
authorized Britain
or restrict any assistance
Britain and Mexico.
Mexico.
Britain
and
Great
the
United
by
article
II
of
the
treaty
between
United
States
between
by article II
'concerning reciprocal
reciprocal rights for United States and Canada in the
'concerning
salvage' signed at Washconveyance
wrecking and salvage'
prisoners and wrecking
conveyance of prisoners
ington,
2036), or by the treaty between
between the
1908 (35 Stat. 2036),
May 18, 1908
ington, May
assistance to and salvage of
United
Mexico 'to facilitate
facilitate assistance
States and Mexico
United States
vessels in territorial waters', signed at Mexico City, June 13, 1935
3359)."
(49 Stat. 3359)."
Approved, June 11, 1940.
Approved,
[C
HAPTE R 325]
[CHAPTER
325]

AN ACT

To limit
the interpretation
term "products
"products of American
fisheries".
American fisheries".
interpretation of the term
limit the
To

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
by the
Be it
United States
of America
in. Congress
wherever,
That wherever,
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
in the
United States
States or
regulations, or
or in
in the rulings, regulations,
of the
the United
statutes of
the statutes
in
interpretations of
various administrative
and agencies
of the
the
agencies of
bureaus and
administrative bureaus
of various
interpretations
United
States
there
appears
or
may
appear
the
term
"products
of
of
"products
term
the
appear
or
may
appears
United States there
American fisheries"
fisheries" said term shall not include fresh
fresh or frozen fish
American
fillets, fresh
fresh or
fish steaks,
steaks, or fresh
fresh or frozen
frozen slices
slices of fish
fish
frozen fish
or frozen
fillets,
substantially- free
free of
bone (including
any of the foregoing divided
(including any
of bone
substantially
into sections),
in a
aforeign
foreign country
country or
or its
its territorial
waters,
territorial waters,
produced in
sections), produced
into
in
whole or
or in
in part
part with
the use
use of
of persons
persons who
are not
not
who are
the labor
labor of
of the
with the
in whole
residents of the United States.
residents
SEC. 2.
shall take
take effect
the day
day following
following the
the date
of
date of
on the
effect on
Act shall
2. This
This Act
SEc.
enactment hereof.
enactment
Approved, June 11, 1940.

193470°-41—PT.
I193470°--41-PT. I-
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June 11,
11, 1940
1940
June

In.

[II. R. 84761
84751

[Public, No. 600]
"Products of Ameri"Products
can fisheries,"
fisheries," interpretatiou.
pretation.

Effective
Effective date.
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1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
327-JUNE 11,
[CHAPTER 326]
[CHAPTER
326]

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[.[H. R. 9492]
94921

therefor.
therefor.

Stowaways on vessels.

Penalty.

Aiding, etc.,
etc., in
in vioAiding,
lations; penalty.

laws

AN ACT
ACT

Making it
it a
stow away
away on
on vessels
and providing
providing punishment
punishment
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor to
to stow
vessels and
Making

[Public, No. 601]
[Public,

Certain
affected.
affected.

[54 STAT.

not

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
any person,
person,
United States
That any
without the
consent of
the owner,
owner, charterer,
or master
vessel
any vessel
of the
charterer, or
master of
of any
without
the consent
and with
intent to
to obtain,
transportation
and
with intent
obtain, without
without paying
paying therefor,
therefor, transportation
on
vessel to
to any
any place,
within or
or without
without the
the United
United States,
who
on such
such vessel
place, within
States, who
shall board,
board, enter,
or secrete
himself aboard
aboard such
and shall
shall be
be
shall
enter, or
secrete himself
such vessel,
vessel, and
thereon at
at the
time of
departure of
of said
said vessel
from a
aport,
port, harbor,
thereon
the time
of departure
vessel from
harbor,
wharf,
or other
place within
within the
jurisdiction of
of the
United States,
States,
wharf, or
other place
the jurisdiction
the United
including the Canal Zone
boarded2 entered,
entered, or
Zone, or who, having boarded?
or
secreted himself
aboard such
vessel in
any place
place within
or without
without
secreted
himself aboard
such vessel
in any
within or
the jurisdiction
of the
States, shall
shall remain
aboard any
any such
such
the
jurisdiction of
the United
United States,
remain aboard
vessel
vessel has left such
such place
found
vessel after such
such vessel
place and who
who shall
shall be found
thereon at
at or
or before
of such
such vessel
at any
place
thereon
before the
the time
time of
of arrival
arrival of
vessel at
any place
within
United States, including the Canal
Canal
within the jurisdiction of
of the
the United
Zone,
liable to
Zone, shall
shall be guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall
shall be
be liable
to aa fine
fine
not exceeding
exceeding $500 or imprisonment
imprisonment for a
aperiod not exceeding
exceeding one
year, or both, in the discretion
discretion of the court.
SEc.
knowingly aid, abet, or assist any person
person to
SEC. 2. Whoever shall knowingly
misdemeanor and
and shall
shall be
be liable
violate this
this Act shall
shall be guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
liable
to a
a fine not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 or imprisonment
not
imprisonment for
for aa period not
exceeding one year, or both, in
discretion of
of the
court.
in the
the discretion
the court.
Src.
SEC. 3. Nothing contained in this Act shall modify, restrict,
restrict, alter,
or change in any particular
laws of the
the United
in existexistparticular any laws
United States
States in
shall be
thereafter
ence at the date of
of enactment
enactment of
of this Act,
Act, or which
which shall
be thereafter
enacted either
either for the purpose
purpose of
any person
person from
from enterenterof preventing
preventing any
States in violation
United States
ing the United States
violation of the laws
laws of the United
States
or for the purpose
purpose of securing
from the United
United States
securing the deportation
deportation from
under the
shall be
be
of any person who, under
the laws of the
the United States, shall
subject
deportation.
subject to
to deportation.
Approved, June
June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 327]
[CHAPTER
327]

June 11,
11, 1940
June
[H. J. Res. 5371
537]
[H.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 82]
[Pub.

Determination
of
of
Determination
foreign
foreign ship-construction costs.

p. 4.
Ante, p.
S. C., Supp.V,
22 U. 8.
upp.V,

245j.
§§2451.

49 Stat. 196.
1996.
46 U. S.
8. C., Supp.
V. §
1152 (b).
§1152

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

determination of foreign conTo make temporary emergency
emergency provision for the determination
section 502 (b) of
struction costs under section
of the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936, as
amended.
amended.

Resolved by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
That2for the
assembled, That~
the period
period of one
year from the date of the enactment
enactment of this joint resolution
resolution or until
revocation within such one-year
the revocation
one-year period
period of the proclamations
proclamations hereheretofore issued by the President
President under
under section
section 1
1(a)
(a) of the Neutrality
Neutrality Act
Act
of 1939, the United States Maritime Commission
authorized to make
Commission is authorized
make,
upon the basis of conditions existing during the period
period prior to September 3, 1939, the determinations
under section
section 502
502 (b)
of the
tember
determinations under
(b) of
the MerMerchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended,
amended, of estimated foreign
foreign cost of vessels
vessels
covered by construction
construction contracts
contracts executed
executed after that date.
date.
Approved, June 11, 1940.
Approved,
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[
CHAPTER 333]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
government of the District
Making appropriations
appropriations for the government
District of Columbia
Columbia and other
other
Making
revenues of such District
against the revenues
chargeable in whole or in part against
activities chargeable
June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes.
purposes.
for the fiscal year ending June

Representaties of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
That in order
United
States of
of America
order to
to
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
of Columbia
District of
defray
expenses of
the District
Columbia for the fiscal year
of the
the expenses
defray the
(not including
including the proportionate
ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
revenue (not
proportionate
1941, any
any revenue
ending June
any revenue
revenue arising
share of
of the
in any
arising as the result of the
United States
States in
the United
share
prior
1924 and prior
expenditure of
of appropriations
made for
for the
fiscal year
year 1924
the fiscal
appropriations made
expenditure
fiscal
to be
credited to
District of
of
the District
to the
be credited
law to
by law
now required
required by
years) now
fiscal years)
Columbia
the United
United States
States in
the same
proportion that
that each
each
in the
same proportion
and the
Columbia and
contributed to
the activity
activity or
or source
whence such
such revenue
revenue was
from whence
source from
to the
contributed
Columbia, and,
derived
shall be
be credited
credited wholly
to the
District of Columbia,
the District
wholly to
derived shall
in addition,
addition, $6,000,000
$6,000,000 is
is appropriated,
any money
money in
in the
the
out of
of any
appropriated, out
in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to be
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940,
be advanced
advanced July
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury
and
of the
the remainder
remainder out
out of
the combined
combined revenues
revenues of the District
District
of the
all of
and all
of
namely:
of Columbia,
Columbia, namely:

June 12,
June
12, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 9109]
602]
[Public, No. 602]

District of
of ColumDistrict
bia Appropriation
Act, 1941.
1941.
Act,

GENERAL
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXECUTIVE
OFFICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE

so much
much as may be necessary
For
$48,560, plus
plus so
necessary
services,2 $48,560,
personal services
For personal
grade 88
to compensate
compensate the
the Engineer
Engineer Commissioner
at such
such rate in grade
Commissioner at
to
of the
professional and
scientific service
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
of the
service of
and scientific
of
the professional
1923, as
as amended,
amended, as
may be
determined by
the Board
Board of
of CommisCommisby the
be determined
as may
1923,
portions of
sioners:
Provided, That
That in
in expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or portions
sioners: Provided,
personal
appropriations contained
this Act
Act for
for the
payment of
of personal
the payment
in this
contained in
appropriations
services
in accordance
the Classification
Classification Act
of 1923,
1923, as amended,
amended,
Act of
with the
accordance with
services in
with
the exception
civilian Commissioners,
Commissioners, the
the average
average of
of
two civilian
the two
of the
exception of
with the
the
salaries of
of the
the total
number of
under any grade
grade in any
persons under
of persons
total number
the salaries
bureau,
office or
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit shall
shall not
not at any time exceed
bureau, office,
the
office,
grade by such
compensation rates
for the grade
such
specified for
rates specified
of the compensation
average
the average
position is alloAct,
amended, and
and in
in grades
grades in
in which
which only
only one
one position
alloas amended,
Act, as
the
of the
cated the
such position
position shall
shall not
not exceed
the average
average of
exceed the
of such
the salary
salary of
cated
compensation
for the
except that
that in unusually
unusually merimerigrade, except
the grade,
rates for
compensation rates
to
torious cases
cases of
of one
one position
position in
in a
a grade
grade advances
advances may
be made
made to
may be
torious
rates of the grade,
rates
than the
average of
the compensation
compensation rates
of the
the average
higher than
rates higher
but not
not more
often than
once in
any fiscal
then only
the
to the
only to
and then
year and
fiscal year
in any
than once
more often
but
next higher
higher rate:
rate: Provided
Provided further,
this restriction
restriction shall not
That this
further That
next
apply (1)
(1) to
to grades
grades 1,
1, 2,
athe
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service;
service;
4 of
and 4
3, and
2, 3,
apply
(2)
any person
whose compensacompensaperson whose
of any
salaryi of
in salary
reduction in
the reduction
require the
to require
(2) to
tion was
was fixed,
fixed, as
as of
of July
9242 in
n accordance
accordance with
the rues
rules of
with the
19247
1, 1
July 1,
tion
section 6
of such
reduction in
in salary
of any
any
salary of
the reduction
to require
require the
(3) to
Act; (3)
such Act;
6 of
section
person who
who is
from one
one position
to another
position in
in
another position
position to
transferred from
is transferred
person
the same
same or
grade in
in the
the same
same or
or a
office,
bureau, office,
different bureau,
a different
or different
different grade
the
or
other appropriation
unit; (4)
payment of
of a
asalary
salary
the payment
prevent the
to prevent
(4) to
appropriation unit;
or other
under any
grade at
higher than
than the
the grade
grade
of the
rate of
the maximum
maximum rate
rate higher
at aarate
any grade
under
when such
higher rate
is permitted
permitted by
by the
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
the Classification
rate is
such higher
when
as amended,
amended, and
and is
is specifically
by other
law; or
(5) to
to
or (5)
other law;
authorized by
specifically authorized
as
one
reduce
compensation of
any person
person in
which only one
in which
grade in
in aa grade
of any
the compensation
reduce the
position
is allocated.
allocated.
position is
$56,560.
services, $56,560.
Purchasing division:
division: For
For personal
personal services,
Purchasing
Department of
inspections: For
For personal
services, $253,760,
$253,760, includincludpersonal services,
of inspections:
Department
ing
plumbing board
board at
two members,
members,
and two
each, and
$150 each,
at $150
of plumbing
members of
two members
ing two
board
of examiners,
examiners, steam
steam engineers,
at $150
$150 each,
each, the
the inspector
inspector of
of
engineers, at
board of
boilers
without additional
compensation.
additional compensation.
to serve
serve without
boilers to

Personal services.
services.
Personal

Provisos.
Pro8isos.
Salary restriction.
Salary
restriction.
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
U. S. C.
§661-674;
. §§661-674;
65U.S.
Stipp.
V, i§§ 673,
673, 673c.
673o.
Supp. V,

Exception.
Exoeption.

Restriction
Restriction not applicable In
in desigdesigplicable
nated cases.
Stat. 1490.
42 Stat.
1J. S. C..0666.
§666.
55U.S.

Purchasing dividiviPurchasing
sion.
sion.
Department
of
inDepartment
spections.
spections.
635.
Post, p. 635.

308
308
Office
Office
master.
master.

PUBLIC
CH.333-JUNE
333—JUNE 12,
12, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
of
of

PoundPound-

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

Office of
For personal
including the
the salary
salary
Office
of Poundmast,er:
Poundmaster: For
personal services,
services, including
of
the
poundmaster
at
$2,200
per
annum,
purchase
(including
of the poundmaster at $2,200 per annum, purchase (including
exchange)
one motortruck,
maintenance and
and operation
of motor
motor
exchange) of
of one
motortruck, maintenance
operation of
vehicles, and
and other
necessary expenses,
expenses, $11,980.
vehicles,
other necessary
$11,980.
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE
STATIONS
PUBLIC
CONVENIENCE STATIONS

Maintenance.
Maintenance.

For maintenance
maintenance of
including compencompenFor
of public
public convenience
convenience stations,
stations, including
sation of
necessary employees,
sation
of necessary
employees, $14,000.
$14,000.
CARE OF THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

Personal services.
Personal
services
Proviso.
Aronalassistant
Additional assistant
engineers
or watchwatcherigineers or
men.
nl
Len.
Fuel,
light, etc.
etc.
Fuel, light,

For personal
personal services, including temporary labor, and service of
of
cleaners as
as necessary
necessary at
to exceed
48 cents
cents per
per hour,
hour, $196210:
$196,210:
cleaners
at not
not to
exceed 48

Provided,
That no
no other
other appropriation
appropriation made
made in
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
in this
Provided, That
available for the employment
employ, ent of additional
additional assistant engineers
engineers or
available
watchmen
watchmen for the care
care of the District
District buildings.
buildings.
For
fuel, light
light and
and power,
repairs, laundry,
miscellaneous supFor fuel,
power, repairs,
laundry, and
and miscellaneous
supplies, $95,730.
plies,
$95,730.
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE
ASSESSOR'S

Personal services.
Personal
services.

For
services, $293,940.
For personal
personal services,
$293,940.
BOARD OF TAX
BOARD
TAX APPEALS
APPEALS

Personal services.
services.
52
370; 53
53 Stat.
Stat.
52 Stat.
Stat. 370;
1108.
1108.
20
D. C.
C. Code,
20 D.
Code,
Snpp. V,
i§ 872-373e.
972-979e.
Stipp.
V. H

personal services in accordance
For personal
accordance with
with title IX
IX of
of the Act entitled "An
to amend
of Columbia
Act of
of
titled
An Act
Act to
amend the
the District
District of
Columbia Revenue
Revenue Act
1937,
1938, as
as amended
1937, and
and for
for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved May
May 16,
16, 1938,
amended
July 26,
$14,010.
by the Act
Act of
of July
26, 1939,
1939, $14,040.
coumaron's mix%
COLLECTOR'S
OFFICE

Personal services.
services.

$53,320.
For personal
personal services, $53,320.
AUDITOR'S OFFICE
OFFICE
AUDITOR'S

Personal services.
Personal
services.
Disbursing officer,
officer,
Disbursing
compensation.
compensation.

For personal services, $159,640;
$159,640; and the
compensation of
of the
presthe compensation
the presposition of
officer of
of the
the District
District of
of
ent incumbent of the position
of disbursing officer
Columbia shall be exclusive of his
as United
United States
States
his compensation
compensation as
property and disbursing officer
officer for the National
National Guard of
of the
the DisDistrict of Columbia.
OFFICE
CORPORATION COUNSEL
OFFICE OF CORPORATION
COUNSEL

Corporation
Corporation councounsel,
sel, extra
extra pay.
pay.
Personal services.
Personal
services.

Corporation counsel,
counsel, including
including extra compensation
compensation as
general counas general
sel of the Public
Public Utilities Commission,
Commission, and other
other personal services,
services,
$122,880.
$122,880.
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE
BEVERAGE CONTROL
CONTROL BOARD
BOARD

Personal services
services
and expenses.

streetcar and bus transportation,
For personal services,
services, streetcar
transportation, telephone
telephone
service,
service, not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for the purchase
purchase of samples, not
exceeding $100 for witness fees, and not less than $8,000 for beverage
beverage
tax stamps, and other necessary
necessary contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous
expenses, $44,160.
expenses,
CORONER'S
comaraufs OFFICE
OFFICE

Personal services.
Personal
42 Stat. 1488.
5U.
C. H661-674;
U. S.
B. C.
§ 661-674;
Supp. V,
673c.
§§ 673,
V, §§
673, 673c.
Morgue, etc.,
etc., exMorgue,
expenses.
penses.

For personal
personal services, including
including deputy coroners, in accordance
with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, $13,180.
For
maintenance of
a non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor wagon
For the
the maintenance
of a
wagon
for the morgue, jurors'
witnesses' fees, ice, disinfectants,
jurors' fees, witnesses'
disinfectants, telephone service,
service, and
and other necessary
necessary supplies, repairs
phone
repairs to the morgue,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

309
309

76•ra CONG.,
SESS .—CH. 333-JUNE
3a3--JUNE 12, 1944)
76TH
CONG., 3e
3D SESS.-CH.
1940

expenses of
inquests, including
including stenostenoand the necessary
necessary expenses
of holding
holding inquests,
services in
photographing unidentified
unidentified
graphic services
in taking testimony
testimony and
and photographing
bodies,
$4,700.
bodies, $4,700.
SUPERINTENDENT OF
AND MARKETS
MARKETS
OFFICE OF SUPERINTENDENT
OF WEIGHTS,
WEIGHTS, MEASURES,
MEASURES, AND

For
personal services,
services, $58,460.
For personal
$58,460.
measures, and
markets, expenses:
contingent
expenses: For contingent
Weights, measures,
and markets,
expenses,
repairs to
maintenance and repairs
to markets,
markets, including
including not to
expenses, and
and maintenance
exceed
$1,000 for
purchase of
of commodities
commodities and
and for
for personal
personal services
services
for purchase
exceed $1,000
in
connection with investigation
short
in connection
investigation and
and detection
detection of
of sales
sales of short
weight
measure, maintenance
motor vehicles,
vehicles, and
and
and repair
repair of
of motor
weight and
and measure,
maintenance and
exceeding $750
purchase, including
exchange, of
for the
the purchase,
including exchange,
of one
not exceeding
$750 for
motor vehicle
vehicle equipped
equipped for making investigations
investigations of sales
sales of gasomotor
line and
and oil
by short
short measure,
$9,175.
line
oil by
measure, $9,175.

Personal services.
services.
Personal
Contingent
Contingent ex
ex-penses.
penses.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

OFFICE
CHIEF CLERK,
CLERK, ENGINEER
ENGINEER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF CHIEF

For personal
$32,340.
services, $32,340.
For
personal services,

Personal services.
services.
Personal

MUNICIPAL
ARCHITECT'S OFFICE
tMUNICIPAL ARCHITECT'S

For personal
personal services,
services, $64,880.
$64,880.
For
All apportionments
of appropriations
appropriations for
for the
use of the municipal
municipal
the use
All
apportionments of
architect in
payment of
employed on construction
construction
services employed
of personal
personal services
in payment
architect
appropriations shall be based on an
work provided
provided for by said appropriations
amount
not exceeding
per centum
centun of
of not
not more
more than
of aa total
total of
exceeding 33 per
amount not
$2,000,000 of
construction projects and
of appropriations
appropriations made for such construction
$2,000,000
a total of the appropriations
3
/
4 per centum of a
appropriations in
234
not exceeding
exceeding 2
excess
$2,000,000, and
specifically made in this Act
Act
appropriations specifically
and appropriations
excess of $2,000,000,
for
preparation of plans
deducted from
and specifications
specifications shall be deducted
plans and
for the preparation
any
allowances authorized
paragraph: Provided,
Provided, That
That
under this
this paragraph:
authorized under
any allowances
reimbursements
may be
this fund
fund from
from appropriations
appropriations conmade to
to this
be made
reimbursements may
tained in
in this
activities of
of the District
other activities
rendered other
for services
services rendered
this Act
Act for
tained
Government,
fiscal-year limitations on such
such
reference to fiscal-year
Government, without reference
appropriations.
appropriations.

Personal services.
services.
Personal
Apportionments of
of
Apportionments
appropriations.
appropriations.

Post, pp.
320.
Post,
pp. 319,
319, 320.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Reimbursements.
Reimbursements.

PUBLIC, UTILITIES COMMISSION
COMMISSION
PUBLIo

For two
and for
for other
personal services,
services, $69,920.
other personal
commissioners, and
For
two commissioners,
For
necessary expenses
authorized
expenses authorized
general necessary
all other
other general
and all
For incidental
incidental and
$1,500.
purchase of
of newspapers,
newspapers, $1,500.
including the purchase
by law, including
No
part of
contained in this Act shall
shall be used
the appropriations
appropriations contained
of the
No part
for
or in
in connection
with the
the preparation,
preparation, issuance,
publication, or
or
issuance, publication,
connection with
for or
enforcement of
Comof the
the Public
Public Utilities Comor order
order of
any regulation
regulation or
of any
enforcement
taxicabs, or for or in
installation of meters
meters in taxicabs,
mission requiring the installation
connection
the licensing
of any
vehicle to
operated as a
a
to be
be operated
any vehicle
licensing of
with the
connection with
taxicab except
except for
operation in
m accordance
accordance with such system of uniunifor operation
taxicab
form
and rates
and regulations
applicable thereto
thereto as
as shall
regulations applicable
rates and
form zones
zones and
have been
been prescribed
the Public
Utilities Commission.
Commission.
Public Utilities
by the
prescribed by
have

Commissioners, etc.
etc.
Commissioners,
Incidental, etc.,
etc., exIncidental,
penses.
penses.
Meters in taxicabs;
taxicabs;
Meters
zones and
rates.
zones
and rates.

DEPARTMENT
INSURANCE
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE

For
$28,000.
services, $28,000.
For personal
personal services,

Personal services.
Personal
services.

sunvEyon's OFFICE
SURVEYOR'S
For personal
personal services,
services, $80,820.
For

Personal services.
services.
Personal

MINIMUM WAGE BOARD
BOARD
MINIMUM

For personal
$15,280.
services, $15,280.
personal services,
For

Personal services.
services.
Personal
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ZONING
COMMISSION
ZONING COMMISSION
Salaries
Salaries
ppenses.
e s es

n

and
and

exex-

.

For salaries
necessary for the administration
administration of the
salaries and expenses necessary
Act entitled "An Act providing for the zoning of the District of
Act
of
Columbia and
height, bulk,
and uses
uses
and the
the regulation
regulation of
of the
the location,
location, height,
bulk, and
of
buildings and
structures and
of the
in the
of buildings
and other
other structures
and of
the uses
uses of
of land
land in
the

52
Stat. 797.
52 Stt.
797.
District of Columbia, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved June
June 20,
20,
25 D.
D. C.
Codes
C. Code,
Supp. V,
V. §§ 5531-547.
supp.
631-547.
1938,
1938, $10,860.
$10,860.

COMMISSION ON
MENTAL HEALTH
HEALTH
COMMISSION
ON MENTAL

Compensation
Compensation
members, etc.

of

of

Proviso.

Exrcutive
secretary;
Executive secretary;
physician-members.
physician-members.

For compensation
compensation of members
members of the Commission
Commission on
on Mental
Mental
Health
of the
the District
District of
other personal
personal services,
services,
Health of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and other
including payment
payment of
of witness
fees and
and mileage,
mileage, $18,720:
including
witness fees
$18,720: Provided,
Provided
That the salary of the executive
executive secretary
secretary shall be at
at the rate of
of
annum and
the salary
salary of
of each
each physician-member
shall be
be
$3,000 per
per annum
and the
physician-member shall
rate of
of $3,800
$3,800 per
per annum.
annum.
at the rate
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA RMELOYRES'
FUND
DISTRICT
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION FUND

in

provisions of section 11 of the District of
For carrying
carrying out the provisions
Columbia
Appropriation Act
July 11,
11, 1919,
1919, extending
extending to
to
Columbia Appropriation
Act approved
approved July
the employees
employees of the government
government of the District of
Columbia the
the
of Columbia
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the per39
9 Stat. 742.
formance
purposes", approved
formance of their duties, and for other purposes",
approved SepSep5U. B. C. 0751-793.
U.S.C. i1-793
tember 7, 1916, $41,500.
e
Administrative
Administrative exxAdministrative
expenses, compensation
in the
Administrative expenses,
compensation to injured employees in
the
penses.
penses.
District of Columbia: For the enforcement
enforcement of the Act entitled "An
"An
Act to provide compensation
compensation for disability or death
resulting from
death resulting
injury to employees
employees in
m certain employments
employments in
in the
the District
of ColumColumDistrict of
11,,
19 D. C. Code §§
§11
bia,
and
other
purposes",
approved
17,
1928
bia,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
May
(45
Stat.
600),
(45
Stat.
600),
12.
12.
. ,
'
)m,
Transfer
Transfer of funds.
$65,900, for transfer to and expenditure
expenditure by the Employees'
Employees'
CompenPost, p.
p. 594.
Post,
594.
sation
Commission
appropriations "Salaries
"Salaries and
sation Commission under its appropriations
and expenses"
expenses",
$65,600, and
and "Printing
"Printing and
and binding",
binding", $300.
$300.
RetirementActosonRetirementAct,conFor financing of the liability of the government
government of the District
of
District of
tribution.
tbuton.
Columbia, created
created by the Act entitled "An
"An Act for
for the
the retirement
retirement
of employees in the classified
classified civil
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes",
civil service,
service, and
41 Stat. 614.
41Stat.
6147
1920, and
approved May
May 22, 1920,
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
(5 U.
U. S.
S. C
C.
and Acts
thereof (5
5U. S. C. §§691-736;
Supp. V,
V, I§I 603-736b.
Supp.
693-736b. 707a),
707a), $805,110,
which amount
$805,110, which
amount shall be placed
placed to
to the
the credit
credit of
of the
the
"civil service retirement
retirement and disability
fund".
disability fund".

Payments
Payments for
juries.
41 Stat.
tat. 104.
04.
5U. S.C. §794.
5 U. . C. 794.

in--

REGISTER OF
WILLS
OF WILLS
Personal services.
Personal
services.
Contingent exexContingent
penses.

For personal services, $77,980.
$77,980.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
contingent expenses,
el
eph one bills,
bill s,printpri
nt and contingent
expenses, t
telephone
ing, contract statistical services, typewriters,
typewriters, photostat paper
and
paper and
laboratory coats and photographic
supplies, including laboratory
developingphotographic developingroom equipment, towels, towel service,
service, window
window washing,
washing, streetcar
streetcar
tokens, furniture
tokens,
furniture and equipment and repairs thereto, and purchase
purchase of
books of reference,
reference, law books,
books, and periodicals, $13,120.
$13,120.

Personal services.
services.
exContingent expenses.

For personal services,
services, $112,920.
$112,920.
miscellaneous and contingent expenses,
For miscellaneous
including telephone
telephone
expenses, including
service,
repairing, and preservation
service, printing, binding, rebinding, repairing,
preservation of
of
records;
records; typewriters,
typewriters, towels, towel service, furniture
furniture and equipment
equipment
and
repairs thereto;
books of
of reference,
and repairs
thereto; books
reference, law books and periodicals,
periodicals,
streetcar
streetcar tokens, postage; not exceeding
exceeding $100 for rest room
room for sick
sick
and injured
injured employees
employees and the equipment of and
and
and medical supplies for
for
said rest room, and all other
other necessary
necessary incidental
expenses, $12,500.
S12,500.
incidental expenses,
For rent
rent of
of offices
For
offices of the recorder
recorder of deeds, $15,000, to be expended
expended
without
without reference
reference to the provisions of section
section 66of this
this Act.

RECORDER
RECORDER OF DEEDS
DEEDS

Rent.
Rent.
Post. p.
P. 342.
342.
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CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
CONTINGENT AND
Checks,
books,
books,
Checks,
For
books, lawbooks,
lawbooks, books
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, news- newspapers,
books of reference,
checks, books,
For checks,
newspapers, etc.
etc.
papers, stationery;
drawing
and implements; drawing
instruments and
surveying instruments
stationery; surveying
papers,
materials;
rebinding, repairing, and preservation
records;
preservation of records;
binding, rebinding,
materials; binding,
National Safety
Safety
National
ice;
Council, Council,
National Safety Council,
the National
with the
affiliation with
for affiliation
$575 for
including $575
ice; including
Council, Inc.
Inc.
Incorporated;
traveling
expenses
not
to
exceed
$3,000;
including
paypayincluding
$3,000;
to
exceed
Incorporated; traveling expenses not
ment
dues and
in attending
attending conventions
conventions when
expenses in
traveling expenses
and traveling
of dues
ment of
authorized
the Commissioners
of the
the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
Commissioners of
by the
authorized by
Removal
unsafe,
Removal of unsafe,
expenses
authorized by
in connection
connection with the removal
removal of dan- etc.,
law in
by law
etc., buildings.
buildings.
expenses authorized
a
gerous
insanitary buildings,
including payment of a
buildings, including
and insanitary
or unsafe
unsafe and
gerous or
fee of
member of board
board of survey, other
other than
each member
diem to each
per diem
$6 per
of $6
fee
the inspector
employed on surveys
surveys of
actually, employed
while actually
buildings,2 while
of buildings
inspector of
the
Settlement
of
of
Settlement
dangerous or
or unsafe
unsafe buildings;
buildings; not exceeding
exceeding $3,000 for the settle- claims.
claims.
dangerous
ment of
of claims
claims not
not in
in excess
$250 each,
each, approved
approved by
by the Commisof $250
excess of
ment
sioners
and in
Act
provisions of the Act
the provisions
with the
accordance with
in accordance
under and
sioners under
Commissioners of the District
entitled
"An Act authorizing
District of
of
authorizing the Commissioners
entitled "An
Columbia to
suits against
Columbia",
against the District of Columbia",
and suits
claims and
settle claims
to settle
Columbia
D.
C.
C. Code
D.
approved February
11, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat. 1160),
1160), as amended
amended by the §§120103-106.
February 11,
approved
103-106.
D.
Code,
C.
D.
20
aid
Act
5, 1930
500);;not to exceed $250 to
Stat. 500)
(46 Stat.
1930 (46
June 5,
approved June
Act approved
§
Supp. V, §103.
Uniform
in
support
of
the
National
Conference
of
Commissioners
on
Uniform
State
laws,
Commissioners
laws,
of
State
Uniform
Conference
in support of the National
conference,
State Laws;
maintenance and
wharves; and
other general
general conference.
and other
of wharves;
repair of
and repair
Laws; maintenance
State
Proviso.
Proviso.
necessary expenses
of District
offices, $33,000:
Provided, That no part Printing,
$33,000: Provided,
District offices,
expenses of
Printing, etc.,
list of
of
necessary
etc., list
supplies.
supplies.
of this
or any
appropriation contained
contained in this Act shall be
other appropriation
any other
this or
of
expended for
for printing
printing or
or binding
binding a
a schedule or list of supplies
expended
and
materials
for
the
furnishing
of
which
contracts have been or
or
which contracts
of
furnishing
the
for
materials
and
may be awarded.
Postage.
Postage.
For postage
postage for
for strictly
mail matter,
including the rental of
matter, including
official mail
strictly official
For
postage-meter equipment,
$29,700.
equipment, $29,700.
postage-meter
Judicial expenses.
expenses.
Judicial
For judicial
including witness
witness fees, and expert services
expenses, including
judicial expenses,
For
in
Columbia cases
Court of the Provisos.
District Court
the District
before the
cases before
of Columbia
District of
in District
Provisos.
Stenographic
reStenographic reUnited
States for
for the
$1,500: Provided,
Provided, That
Columbia, $1,500:
of Columbia,
District of
the District
United States
porting services.
services.
porting
the
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
are
authorized,
when
when
authorized,
are
Columbia
of
District
the
of
Commissioners
the
in
such action
action be
be deemed
in the
public interest,
interest, to
the public
deemed in
judgment such
their judgment
in their
contract
for
stenographic
reporting
services
without
regard
to
section
to section
regard
without
services
reporting
stenographic
for
contract
3709 of
Revised Statutes
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5)
5) under
under available
approavailable appro(41 U.
Statutes (41
the Revised
of the
3709
In
costs in
No court costs
designated court.
court.
priations
contained
in
this
Act:
Provided
further,
That
neither
the designated
neither
That
further,
Provided
Act:
priations contained in this
District of
Columbia nor
thereof acting
acting in his official
officer thereof
any officer
nor any
of Columbia
District
capacity
the District
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall be
be required
to pay
pay, court
court
required to
District of
for the
capacity for
costs
to the
the clerk
clerk of
of the
United States
the
States for the
the United
Court of
District Court
the District
of the
costs to
District
District of Columbia.
General advertising.
For general
and required
i
by law, and for
required
authorized and
advertising, authorized
general advertising,
For
tax and
and school
school notices
and notices
notices of
of changes
changes in
n regulations, $6,500:
$6,500:
Prorlso.
Proviso.
notices and
tax
Advertising outside
outside
Provided,
this appropriation
shall not
be available
available for the D.
not be
appropriation shall
That this
Provided, That
C.
D.C.
payment
of
advertising
in
newspapers
published
outside
of
the
payment of advertising in newspapers published outside of
District
Columbia notwithstanding
requirement for such
the requirement
notwithstanding the
of Columbia,
District of
advertising
provided by existing
existing law.
advertising provided
Taxes
Taxes in arrears.
250.
30 Stat. 260.
For advertising
advertising notice
notice of
taxes in
in arrears
July 1,
1940, as
as required
required 30
1, 1940,
arrears July
of taxes
For
20
D.
C. Code
C.
20 D.
to
Act of
amended, to
to be
be reimreim- §§
§§ 791-798; Supp.
Supp. V.
V,
as amended,
1898, as
28, 1898,
February 28,
of February
the Act
by the
given by
be given
to be
§§
791-798.
791-798.
bursed
charge of
of 50
cents for
lot or
or piece
piece of
of property
property S§Proviso.
each lot
for each
50 cents
by aa charge
Proviso.
bursed by
Advertising of deAdvertising
advertised, $3,000:
shall not
not be
be linquent
appropriation shall
this appropriation
That this
Provided, That
$3,000: Provided,
advertised,
tax list.
list.
linquent tax
available
for
the
payment
of
advertising
the
delinquent
tax
list
for
for
list
tax
available for the payment of advertising the delinquent
more than
week for
two weeks
regular issue of one
in the regular
weeks in
for two
a week
once a
than once
more
morning or
in the
the District
District of
of
published in
newspaper published
evening newspaper
one evening
or one
morning
Columbia,
notwithstanding
the
provisions
of
existing
law.
law.
existing
of
provisions
the
Printing and
and bindnotwithstanding
Columbia,
For printing and
binding $48,125:
$48,125: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of the
the ing.Provios.
Provided, That
For printing and binding
Provisos.
appropriation
contained in
Act shall
be available
for expendiexpendiApproval of requiApproval
available for
shall be
this Act
in this
appropriation contained
sition.
ture
for
printing
and
binding
unless
the
need
for
such
expenditure
ture for printing and binding unless the need for such expenditure
shall
have been
been specifically
approved by.
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
by the
specifically approved
shall have
District of
of Columbia,
by the
the purchasing
officer and
and the
auditor
the auditor
purchasing officer
or by
Columbia, or
District
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for
District of
of Columbia
for such
such Commissioners:
Commissioners: ProProfor the
the District
Columbia acting
acting for

Reappropriation.
io n
Re53ppat.
'
53 Stat. 1009.

vided further,
further, That
That the
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
balance of
vided
the unexpended
unexpended balance

head in
District of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Act,
under this head
in the District
Columbia Appropriation
1940,
hereby continued
continued available
until June
June 30,
30, 1941.
1940, is hereby
available until
1941.
CENTRAL GARAGE
GARAGE
CENTRAL

Automobiles,
mainAutomobiles, maintenance, etc.

tenanc
.

l
Private vehicle aalvehicle
Private
lowances.

-

Proviso.

Proicto
Restriction.
Use
of
DistrictUse
of
Districtowned vehicles.

Transportation between domicile and

For maintenance,
care, repair,
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
operation of
repair, and
and operation
For
maintenance, care,
automobiles
owned by the District of Columbia, including
personal
automobiles owned
including personal
services, $62,460; for purchase
purchase (including
(including exchange)
exchange) of passengerpassengercarrying automobiles, $10,000; and for purchase (including exchange)
carrying
For
one
ambulance
automobiles,
for
for $10,000;
the
furnishing
Health
andDepartment,
Department,
privately
for purchase
owned
$2,000;
(including
motor
i
n all,
all,
vehicles
exchange)
$74,460.
i
n
of
one allowances
ambulance
for
the
Health
$2,000;
in
$74,460.

For allowances for furnishing privately owned motor vehicles in

the performance
performance of official duties at a
a rate
exceed $264
rate of not to exceed
per year
each automobile,
allowances
per
year for
for each
automobile, $10,560:
$10,560: Provided,
Provided, That
That allowances
under this appropriation
appropriation shall be made only
duties
only to persons
persons whose
whose duties
require
require full-time
full-time field service.
service.

vehicles owned
All
All motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
owned by the

District of Columbia shall be used exclusively for "official
"official purposes"
purposes"
directly pertaining
pertaining to the public
public services of said
and shall
shall
said District,
District, and
be under the direction
direction and control
control of the Commissioners, who may
from time to time alter or change the assignment
assignment for use
use thereof
thereof or
or
direct the joint or interchangeable
officials
interchangeable use of any of the
the same by officials
and employees
employees of
the District,
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in
in tins
and
of the
District, except
except as
this

"official purposes"
purposes" shall
include the
the transportation
transportation of
of
not include
shall not
and "official
Act; and
twTransortatln be- Act;

officers and employees
employees between their domiciles
domiciles and places of employment, except as to the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia
and in cases of officers
officers and employees
employees the character
character of whose
whose duties
transportation necessary,
necessary, and then only as to such
makes such transportation
such
latter cases when the same is approved
approved by the Commissioners:
Commissioners:
Proviso.
Provided,
no passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying automobile,
busses,
ros limitation.
tation.
Provided, That
That no
Cost
automobile, except
except busses,
patrol wagons, and ambulances,
ambulances, and except as otherstation wagons, patrol
authorized in
Act, s
hall be
be acquired
acqu i
re d under
un d
er any
any
wise .specifically
specifically authorized
in thi
thiss Act,
shall
of
this
Act, by
by purchase
purchase or
or exchange,
exchange, at
at a
cost, including
including
provision
of
this
Act,
a
cost,
Restriction on trans- the value
Restrictionontransthe value of aavehicle
vehicle exchanged,
exchanged, exceeding
exceeding $650. No motor vehicles
fers.
shall be transferred
departments to any other
transferred from the police or fire departments
branch of the government of the District of Columbia.
Fire-insurance
ce preFminsuran
pre
Appropriations
Appropriations in this Act shall not be
of
be used for the payment
payment of
miums.
premiums or other cost of fire insurance.
insurance.
Streetcar
and bus
Streetcar and
bus
The
theirr discretion,
The Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized,
authorized, in thei
di scretion ,to furnish
fares.
strictly
necessary transportation
transportation in connection
connection with
with s
t
ri
ctl y official business
business
of
the
District
of
Columbia by the
purchase of
s
t
ree t
car and
an d bus
bus
of
streetcar
District
of
Columbia
the
purchase
of
the
Provisos.
fares from
contained in
in this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That
mo,
ex- fares
on exfrom appropriations
appropriations contained
Limitation
penditures.
penditures.
the expenditures
expenditures herein
the
herein authorized
authorized shall
shall be so apportioned
apportioned as not to
Fire
and police
deFire and
police do
exceed a
a total of $11,100: Provided
further, That the provisions of
Provided further,
partments excepted.
prtmetsepted
this paragraph
paragraph shall not include
include the
the appropriations
appropriations herein
herein made for
for
the fire and police departments.

place of
place
of employment.
employment.

EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
SERVICE
Personal
ersonal
etc.

services,

services.

For
expenses
For personal
personal services and miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent expenses
a public employment service
maintaining a
required for maintaining
service for the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $4,640.
of
$4,640.

fund.
fund.

To be
in case
emergency, such
such as
To
be expended
expended in
case of
of emergency,
as riot,
riot, pestilence,
pestilence, public
public
and of like
or
storm,
or
fire,
by
flood,
conditions, calamity
insanitary conditions,
insanitary
calamity
character, and for other purposes, in the discretion of the Commissioners, $3,500, of which sum $1,000
$1,000 shall be immediately
immediately availavail-

EMERGENCY FUND
FUND
EMERGENCY
Emergency
Emergency

54
STAT.)
54 STAT.]
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able: Provided,
Provided, That the certificate
certificate of the Commissioners
Commissioners shall be
sufficient
sufficient voucher for the expenditure
expenditure of this appropriation
appropriation for such
such
purposes as they may deem necessary.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Voucher
Voucher for expend.
expenditure.

REFUND OF
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS
COLLECTIONS
REFUND
OF ERRONEOUS

enable the Commissioners,
case where
special
Commissioners, in any case
where taxes,
taxes, special
To enable
assessments, school-tuition
school-tuition charges, payments for lost library
assessments,
library books,
character have
have been erroneously
tents, fines, fees, or collections
collections of any character
erroneously
covered into the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of the general revenues
revenues of
of
covered
Columbia, to refund
refund such erroneous
erroneous payments, wholly
the District of Columbia,
wholly
or in part, including the refunding
refunding of fees paid for building
building permits
authorized by the District of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act approved
approved
authorized
March 2, 1911 (36 Stat.
967), $68,000:
$68,000: Provided,
Provided, That this approMarch
Stat. 967),
priation shall be available for such
priation
such refunds
refunds of payments
payments made
made within
the past three years.
REPAYMENT OF LOAN FROM
REPAYMENT
FROM PUBLIC WORKS
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
United States, in compliance
compliance with secFor reimbursement
reimbursement to the United
tion
(52 Stat. 1203), of funds
Act approved
approved June 25, 1938 (52
tion 3
3 of the
the Act
$800,000.
loaned under the authority of said Act, including
including interest,
interest, $800,000.

Payments authorPayments
authorized.
ized.
636.
Post, p. 636.

Building permits.
Building
permits.
20 D.
C. Code
ode §923.
D. C.
6923.

Proviso.
Availability.
Availability.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
52 Stat. 1204.
1204.
52

FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY
LIBRARY
personal services
services, and for substitutes
and
substitutes and other special and
For personal
temporary
services on Sundays, holidays,
temporary services,
services, including extra services
discretion of the librarian,
and Saturday half holidays, at the discretion
$435 2380.
$435,380.
Miscellaneous: For
newspapers, and other
other
periodicals, newspapers,
For books,
books, periodicals,
Miscellaneous:
printed
material, including
subscription
advance for subscription
including payment in advance
printed material,
books, and
and society
including not exceeding
exceeding $300 for
society publications
publications,; including
books,
music
recordings, $72,500, of which
which $25,000 shall
records and sound recordings,
music records
be
immediately available
available for the stocking of the new Southwest
Southwest
be immediately
Branch
disbursing officer of the District
District
That the
the disbursing
Provided, That
Branch Library: Provided,
of Columbia is authorized
authorized to advance to the librarian
librarian of the Free
Public Library, upon requisition previously
approved by the audpreviously approved
itor
exceeding
of the
the District of Columbia, sums of money not exceeding
itor of
$25
expended for the purchase of
of
to be expended
the first of each month, to
$25 at
at the
certain
numbers of
newspapers,
or newspapers
of periodicals
periodicals or
pamphlets, numbers
certain books,
books, pamphlets,
or
other printed
printed material,
and to
accounted for on itemized
itemized
to be
be accounted
material, and
or other
vouchers.
For
necessary personal
personal services, $17,500.
For binding,
binding, including necessary
For maintenance,
maintenance, alterations,
fuel, lighting,
lighting, fitting
fitting up
up
repairs, fuel,
alterations, repairs,
For
buildings,
of grounds,
maintenance of
of motor
motor delivery
delivery vehicles,
vehicles,
grounds, maintenance
care of
buildings, care
and
contingent expenses,
expenses, $48,000,
$48,000, of
of which
which $11,000
$11,000 shall be
be
and other
other contingent
immediately available
available for
equipment for the new
furniture and equipment
for furniture
immediately
Southwest
Branch.
Southwest Branch.
For
rent of suitable
quarters for
libraries in Chevy Chase
for branch
branch libraries
suitable quarters
For rent
and Woodridge, $5,760.
construction in
of
in square 491 of the first unit of
the construction
For continuing
continuing the
quarters for the adminisbuilding, including
including quarters
library building,
extensible library
an extensible
trative
Education, $200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the Board
Board of Education,
trative offices of the
amounts made available
available by the Disthe amounts
balances of the
the unexpended
unexpended balances
trict of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
the preparation
preparation of
for the
Act, 1910,
1940, for
Appropriation Act,
trict
plans
for this
shall remain
remain available
available for
for
building shall
this building
and specifications
specifications for
plans and
the
purposes and
under the
same conditions
and limitations
until
limitations until
conditions and
the same
and under
the same
same purposes
June 30, 1941.

Personal
services.
Personal services.

Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.

Southwest Branch
Branch
Southwest
Library.
Library.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Advances for purAdvances
chase of books, etc.

Accounting.
Accounting.

Binding.
Contingent expenses.
penses.

Chevy
Chevy Chase and
Woodridge branches,
branches,
Woodridge
rent.
Library
build,ing,
buldng,
Library
construction.
construction.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Reappropriation.
53 Stat.
Stat. 1011.
1011.
63
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SEWERS
SEWERS

Personalservices.

Personal services.

For personal
personal services, $183,860.
$183,860.

For cleaning and repairing
repairing sewers
sewers and basins, including
including the
the
replacement
replacement of the following
not to
exceed $975
following motortrucks:
motortrucks: Two at
at not
to exceed
$975
each and one at not to exceed
operation and
and maintemainteand for
for operation
each
exceed $4,000; including
nance of the sewage pumping
pumping service,
to equipment,
equipment,
service, including repairs
repairs to
machinery, and pumping stations, and
of mechanics
mechanics and
and employment
employment of
and
laborers, purchase
purchase of electricity,
electricity, fuel, oil, waste,
supplies,
waste, and
and other
other supplies,
and the maintenance
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying
motor vehicles
vehicles used
used
non-passenger-carrying motor
in this
work, $228,700.
in
this
work,
$228,700.
Construction.
construction.
For construction
construction of sewers
sewers and receiving
basins, including
including the
the
receiving basins,
maintenance
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying
vehicles
used in
in this
this
non-passenger-carrying motor
motor
vehicles
used
Motortrucks.
Motortrucks.
work, and the replacement
replacement of the following
following motortrucks:
One at
at not
motortrucks: One
not
to exceed $975
$975 and
two
at not
not to
to exceed
$3,500
each, $300,000.
$300,000.
and
two
at
exceed
$3,500
each,
Assessment and perAssessmentandperFor assessment
assessment and permit work,
work, sewers,
sewers, including
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed
mit work.
$1,000 for
purchase or
condemnation of
of rights-of-way
for construcconstruc$1,000
for purchase
or condemnation
rights-of-way for
tion, maintenance, and repair
repair of public sewers, $275,000, of
of which
which

Cleaning, repairing,
repairing,
etc.
Motortrucks.
Motortrcks.

Mosquito control.
Mosquitocontrol.
Vehicles.

Vehicles.

.

Proviso.

Trasrolfundsto
Transfer of funds to
Health ServPublic
Health
Service.
ice.

Poet, p. 584.
f,

5.

treatment

ewage
Sewage
treatment
plant. treatment

plae

eicles

Vehicles.

$75,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
available.
$75,000
immediately available.

For the control and prevention
prevention of the spread of mosquitoes
mosquitoes in the
District of Columbia, including personal services, operation,
operation, maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicles,
purchase of
of two
two
vehicles, purchase
motortrucks at
at $550
$550 each
replace two
motorcycles and
and package
package
motortrucks
each to
to replace
two motorcycles
cars; purchase
purchase of
expenses, $12,000:
$12,000: ProProcars;
of oil,
oil, and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
vided
appropriated there may
vided, That of the amount herein
herein appropriated
tr
ansmay
be
transferredin the interest of coordinating
control
ferred,in the interest of
coordinating the
the work
work of
of mosquito
mosquito control
in the District of Columbia, not to exceed
exceed $1,500 to
the Public
Health
to the
Public Health
Service of the Federal
Federal Security Agency,
Agency, the
amount so
so transferred
the amount
transferred
to be
be available
available for
for the
herein specified.
specified.
the objects
objects herein
to
Sewage treatment
treatment plant:
and maintenance,
maintenance, including
including
plant: For
For operation
operation and
salaries
salaries and wages of
necessary employees,
u ppli es ,
repai
rs to
to build
of necessary
employees, s
supplies,
repairs
build-i
electric power,
power,fuel,
f
uel, oil, wast
e, an d
inng.s and
and equipment,
equipment, purchase
purchase of
of electric
oil, waste,
and
other
necessary expenses, including the
othernecessary
the maintenance
maintenance of
of non-passengernon-p assengercarrying motor vehicles used in this work, $200,000.
$200,000.

COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL
COLLECTION
DISPOSAL OF REFUSE
REFUSE
services.
Personal services.

For personal services,
services, $137,020.
$137,020.
For
dust prevention,
sweeping and cleaning
cleaning streets, avenues, alleys,
For dust
prevention, sweeping
and suburban streets, under the
th e immediate
immediate direction
direction of
of the
the CommisCommissioners, including
including services and purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
of equipequipment, rent of storage
storage rooms; maintenance
maintenance and repair of garages;
garages;
maintenance and repai
of non-passenger-carrying
maintenance
repairr of
non-passenger-carrying motor-propelled
motor-propelled
vehicles necessary
necessary in cleaning streets, purchase
purchase and exchange
of
exchange of
motor-propelled street-cleaning
street-cleaning equipment, not
motor-propelled
$29,400, and
and
not to exceed
exceed $29,400,
necessary
incidental expenses,
$445,160.
expenses, $445,160.
necessary incidental
dead anidead ani. To enable the Commissioners
Commissioners to carry
carry out the provisions
provisions of
of existing
existing
law governing
law
governing the collection and disposal of garbage, dead animals
animals,
night soil, and miscellaneous
night
miscellaneous refuse and ashes
ashes in the District of
inspection; fencing
of public
public and
and private
private proppropColumbia, including
including inspection;
fencing of
erty designated by the Commissioners
Commissioners as public dumps; including
including

Sweeping
Sweeping
avenues,
avenues,
etc.

etc.

Garbage,
mals, etc.

marbage,

Vehicles.

Vehicles.
PT0680.
oton
Collection
tion. tion.

streets,
streets,

restr
restric-

not to exceed
purchase and exchange
exchange of
not
exceed $47,000 for the purchase
of non-passengernon-passengercarrying motor vehicles;
carrying
vehicles; and
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses, $920,000:
$920,000: Provided,
Provided
That this appropriation
appropriation shall not be available
available for collecting
collecting ashes
ashes
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous refuse from hotels and places of business or from
or
apartment houses of four or more
more apartments
apartments in which the landlord
landlord
tenants.
furnishes heat
heat to
to tenants.

54 STAT.]
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ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For personal
personal services, $97,780.
For general supplies, repairs, new batteries
batteries and battery supplies,
telephone rental and purchase, telephone
telephone service
charges, wire and
service charges,
cable for extension
extension of telegraph and telephone
telephone service,
service, repairs
repairs of
lines and instruments, purchase of poles, tools, insulators,
insulators, brackets,
brackets,
pins, hardware,
hardware, cross arms, ice, record
record book, stationery,
stationery, extra labor,
new boxes, maintenance of motortrucks,
motortrucks, and other necessary
necessary items,
items,
$35,700.
For placing wires of fire alarm, police
police patrol, and telephone
telephone services
underground,
underground, extension and relocation
relocation of police-patrol
fire-alarm
police-patrol and fire-alarm
installing additional
cables, labor,
systems, purchase
purchase and installing
additional cables,
labor, material,
material,
appurtenances,
necessary equipment
appurtenances, and other necessary
equipment and expenses,
expenses, $30,000.
Street lighting: For purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, and maintenance
maintenance of
of
public lamps, lampposts,
street designations,
designations, lanterns,
lanterns, and fixtures
of
lampposts, street
fixtures of
all kinds on streets, avenues, roads, alleys,
spaces, part
part
alleys, and public spaces,
cost of maintenance
maintenance of airport
airport and
and airway
airway lights
lights necessary
necessary for operation of the air mail, and for all necessary
necessary expenses in connection
connection
therewith, including rental of storerooms,
therewith,
storerooms, extra labor, operation,
operation,
maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of motortrucks,
motortrucks, this
this sum to
to be
be expended
expended
in accordance
provisions of sections
sections 7
7 and
District
accordance with the provisions
and 88of the District
of Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the
1912 (36
(36 Stat.
Stat.
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1912
1008-1011, sec. 7), and with the provisions of the District of
1008-1011,
of Columbia
Columbia
Appropriation
for the
year 1913
181-184, sec.
sec. 7),
7),
Appropriation Act
Act for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1913 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat. 181-184,
and other laws applicable thereto, $757,500:
$757,500: Provided,
Provided, That this
appropriation
payment of rates
rates for
for
appropriation shall not
not be
be available
available for
for the payment
electric street lighting in excess of those
those authorized
authorized to be paid in the
fiscal year 1927, and
payment for electric
electric current
and payment
current for
for new
new forms of
of
street
cents per
per kilowatt-hour
for current
street lighting
lighting shall
shall not
not exceed 22cents
kilowatt-hour for
current
consumed:
further, That no part
part of
appropriation shall
shall
consumed: Provided
Providedfurther,
of this appropriation
be
available for
the payment
payment on
on any
any contract
contract required
required by
by law
law to
to be
be
be available
for the
awarded through competitive bidding,
awarded to
awarded
bidding, which
which is
is not
not awarded
to the
the
lowest responsible bidder on specifications,
specifications, and such specifications
shall be so drawn
drawn as to admit of fair competition.

Personal
Personal services.
services.
Supplies,
continSupplies, contingent expenses,
expenses, etc.

Placing wires of fire
firealarm, etc.,
etc., services
underground.
underground.
Ante, p. 85.
Ante,
Street lighting.

Airway lights.
Airway

12 D.
D. C.. Code
Code §S91§§9112
95, 97;
97; Supp. V.
§§9l,
V, §§91,
95.
06.
12
D. C. Code §91;
91;
12 D.C.
Supp. V, §91.
§ 91.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Rates,
Rates, limitation.
limitation.

Award
bidder.
bidder.

to

lowest
lowest

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS
For personal
personal services of administrative
officers
administrative and
and supervisory
supervisory officers
accordance with the Act
regulating the
the salaries
salaries of
of
in accordance
Act fixing and regulating
Board of Eduteachers, school
school officers,
officers, and
and other
other employees
employees of the Board
Education of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia, approved
approved June
4, 1924
(43 Stat.
Stat.
cation
the District
District of
June 4,
1924 (43
367-375), including
colleges in
in
367-375),
including salaries
salaries of
of presidents
presidents of
of teachers
teachers colleges
the salary
schedule for
for first
first assistant
$704,550.
the
salary schedule
assistant superintendents,
superintendents, $704,550.
For
services of
of clerks
and other
employees, $192,340.
$192,340.
For personal
personal services
clerks and
other employees,
For
personal services in
department of school
attendance and
For personal
in the
the department
school attendance
and
accordance with
June 4, 1924
work permits
permits in
in accordance
with the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
1924
the Act
approved February
February 5,
(43 Stat.
(43 Stat.
Stat. 367-375),
367-375), the
Act approved
5, 1925
1925 (43
Stat.
806-808),
the Act
approved May
May 29,
29, 1928
1928 (45
Stat. 998),
998), $41,500.
806-808), and
and the
Act approved
(45 Stat.
$41,500.
For
services of
and librarians
in accordance
with
For personal services
of teachers
teachers and
librarians in
accordance with
the Act
approved June
4, 1924
1924 (43
(43 Stat.
367-375), including
including for
for
Stat. 367-375),
the
Act approved
June 4,
teachers colleges
assistant professors
in salary
eleven, and
and proproteachers
colleges assistant
professors in
salary class
class eleven,
fessors
salary, class
class twelve,
and including
$12,900 for
health and
and
fessors in
in salary
twelve, and
including $12,900
for health
physical
teachers to supervise
physical education
education teachers
supervise play
play in
in schools of the central
area
bounded by
by North
Capitol Street
Street on
on the
the east,
Florida Avenue
Avenue
area bounded
North Capitol
east, Florida
on the north, the Mall on the south, and Twelfth
Twelfth Street on the west,

Administrative and
Administrative
supervisory
officers.
supervisory ofiloers.

Code §§§ 313177 D.
D.. C..Code
V.0 §§ 31-46.
31-46.
47; Stipp.
Supp. V,

Clerks, etc.
Clerks,
attendance
School attendance
and work permits department.
partment.
C. Code
Code I5
§§ 313177 D. C.
47; Supp. V, §§
31-45.
55 31-46.
D. C. Code II
§§ 919177D.
143.
Teachers,librarians,
Teachers,librarians,
etc.
D. C.
C. Code, ch. 2;
77D.
Supp. V, ch. 2.
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Filling of
vacancies.
Filling
of vacancies.

Librarians, pay
Librarians,
pay rerestriction.

Instruction in autoInstruction
automobile driving.

Vacation schools, instruction,
struction, etc.
etc.

Lectures on effects
effects
of alcoholic
alcoholic liquors
of
liquors
narcotics.
and narcotics.

[54 S
STAT.
[54
TAT.

$7,334,194:
Provided, That
That teaching
vacancies that
$7,334,194: Provided,
teaching vacancies
that occur
occur during
during the
the
fiscal
year 1941
1941 wherever
be filled
filled by
by the
the .assignment
fiscal year
wherever found
found may
may be
assignment of
of
teachers
of special
subjects and
not now
assigned to
to classclassteachers of
special subjects
and teachers
teachers not
now assigned
room instruction,
instruction, and
teachers are
are hereby
hereby made
made eligible
eligible for
for such
room
and such
such teachers
such
assignment without
without further
further examination:
Provided further,
That the
the
assignment
examination: Provided
further, That
average of
paid librarians
librarians in
the public
public schools
shall not
average
of the salaries
salaries paid
in the
schools shall
not
the average
of the
the salaries
paid employees
employees performing
performing the
exceed the
average of
salaries paid
the same
same
grade
in the
Free Public
Public Library:
And provided
further, That
grade of
of work
work in
the Free
Library: And
provided further,
That
the
Education is
hereby authorized
to appoint
appoint two
the Board
Board of
of Education
is hereby
authorized to
two additional
additional
teachers, class
instruction in
in automobile
at a
abeginbeginteachers,
class 2-A,
2-A, for
for instruction
automobile driving
driving at
ning salary of $2,000 each.
each.
For the
instruction and supervision
children in
in the
the vacation
vacation
the instruction
supervision of
of children
schools
supervisors and teachers
vacation schools
schools may
may also
also be
schools,.,and supervisors
teachers of
of vacation
be
supervisors and teachers
teachers of day schools, $30,400.
For financing
and ten
lectures on
on the
effect of
of alcohol,
alcohol,
financing one hundred
hundred and
ten lectures
the effect
marihuana, and other narcotics to be delivered
physicians and/or
delivered by physicians
and/or
other qualified
buildings in
in the
the
qualified lecturers
lecturers in
in all
all the
the public
public school
school buildings
District of Columbia, which have auditoriums
auditoriums or other
other seating
seating facilifacilities for student assemblies,
assemblies, including
elementary schools, high
high schools,
schools,
including elementary
teacher's colleges, $550.
and teacher's
$550.
NIGHT
SCHOOLS
NIGHT SCHOOLS

Salaries.

Contingent
Contingent
penses.
penses.

exex-

For teachers
janitors of night schools,
teachers of
teachers and janitors
schools, including
including teachers
of
industrial, commercial,
and teachers
teachers and
and janiindustrial,
commercial, and trade instruction,
instruction, and
janitors of night schools may also be
he teachers
teachers and janitors of day
schools, $102,180.
contingent and other
For contingent
other necessary
expenses, including
including equipment
equipment
necessary expenses,
and purchase
purchase of all necessary
articles and
supplies for
for classes
classes in
in
necessary articles
and supplies
commercial, and
industrial, commercial,
and trade
trade instruction,
instruction, $4,000.
AMERICANIZATION
AMERICANIZATION

Instruction of
Instruction
of foreigners.
eigners.

Contingent
Contingent
penses.
penses.

exex-

Instruction of chilInstruction
dren
veterans
dren of veterans
killed, etc.,
etc., during
World
World War.
48 Stat. 1125.
77D. C.
C. Code, SIVA.
Supp.
V, §259.
259.
Vocational educaVocational
education.
tion.
20 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
V. if
II 15h-15p.
15h-I5p.
V,

WORK
WORK

For Americanization
Americanization work
work and instruction
instruction of
all
of foreigners
foreigners of
of all
ages in both day and night classes,
and teachers
janitors of
of
classes, and
teachers and janitors
Americanization schools may also be teachers
Americanization
teachers and
and janitors
janitors of
the
of the
day schools, $8,800.
$8,800.
For contingent
contingent and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including books,
books,
equipment,
equipment, and supplies,
supplies, $600
$600.:
For carrying out the provisions of the Act of June 19, 1934
1931 (34
(34
U. S. C. 945),
educational opportunities
945), entitled
entitled "An Act providing educational
opportunities
for the children of soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, and marines who were
were killed
killed in
action or died during the World
World War", $700.
$700.
For the development
development of vocational education
District
education in the District
of Columbia in
in. accordance
accordance with the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for the further development
development of vocational education
education in the several
several
States and Territories", approved
approved June
June 8, 1936
1936 (49 Stat. 1488),
1488), including teacher
teacher training and supervision,
ing
supervision, trades and industries, home
home economics, distributive occupations,
occupations, and for salaries of
teacher trainers
of teacher
trainers
andupervisors,
and
supervisors, clerical
service, printing,
printing, supplies,
supplies, and
and postage,
postage,
clerical service,
$23,599.
COMMUINITy CENTER
DEPARTMENT
COMMUNITY
CENTER DEPARTMENT

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

ex-

D. C. Code
31.
77D.
Code SI31.

For all
expenses necessary
for the operation
For
all expenses
necessary for
operation and maintenance
of
Community Center
Department, including
of the
the Community
Center Department,
including the expense
expense of
keeping
public-school playgrounds
keeping open
open the
the public-school
playgrounds during the summer
summer
months, such expenses to include
include personal
personal services
services of the director,
general
general secretaries
secretaries and community
community secretaries
secretaries in accordance
accordance with
the
with the
Act
approved June
June 4, 1924 (43 Stat. 369);
Act approved
369) ;clerks
clerks and part-time
part-time
employees,
Janitors on account of meetings
employees, including
including janitors
meetings of parentparent-
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STAT.]
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Playground personpersonactivities; directors, supervisors,
teacher associations
teacher
associations and other activities;
supervisors, and nel.Playground
playground personnel
personnel at rates
rates of pay to be fixed
fixed by the Board nel
other playground
488.
42 Stat.
tat. 1488.
Classification Act
the Classification
of Education,
Act of 1923,
reference to the
without reference
Education, without
of
5U. S. C. §§661-674;
as amended;
amended; special
services, directors,
directors, assistants, snpp.
temporary services,
and temporary
special and
as
Supp. v,
V,i§
§§ 673,m.
673, 873c.
vacation, and in the larger
larger
and janitor service during the summer vacation,
supplies;
daily after school hours during the school term; supplies;
yards, daily
medals; trophies; awards; lighting fixtures; and equipment,
equipment, $280,320:
$280,320:
Provisos.
playgrounds shall be kept open Prosdsc.
Provided, That
public-school playgrounds
That such public-school
Provided,
Playground
schedPlayground schedheretofore main- uies.
accordance with the schedule
schedule heretofore
ules.
for play purposes in accordance
tained
playground
tained for playgrounds while under the jurisdiction of the playground
Operation
of activiactiviOperationof
the activities
That the
department:
activities provided
provided for ties.
further, That
Provided further,
department: Provided
control, es.
appropriation shall be operated under the joint control,
under this appropriation
Commissioners of the District of
supervision, and direction of the Commissioners
of
supervision,
Columbia and the Board of Education.
CARE OF BUILDINGS
GROUNDS
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
CARE

portable buildings at a
a
including care of portable
services, including
personal services,
For personal
rate
care of each building,
not to
to exceed $96 per annum for the care
rate not
$981,385.
$981,385.

Personal services.
services.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

For the
the maintenance
crippled pupils, $4,000.
maintenance of schools for crippled
For
For transportation
sight-conservaattending schools for sight-conservafor pupils attending
transportation for
For
tion pupils,
and crippled
pupils, $16,000:
$16,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That expendicrippled pupils,
pupils, and
tion
tures
streetcar and bus fares from this fund shall not be subject
subject
for streetcar
tures for
to
general limitations on the use of streetcar
streetcar and bus fares
to the
the general
covered by this Act.
machinery, material,
For
purchase and
material,
of furniture, tools, machinery,
repair of
and repair
For purchase
and books,
connection with instruction
instruction
books, and apparatus to be used in connection
and
in manual
manual and
and vocational
vocational training,
training, and
and incidental
incidental expenses
expenses connected
connected
in
therewith, and
necessary expenses in conconand for insurance and all other necessary
therewith,
nection with
the operation,
operation, maintenance,
and repair
owned
of District
District owned
repair of
maintenance, and
with the
nection
or
loaned automobiles
$70,675, to be
driver-training courses, $70,675,
used in driver-training
automobiles used
or loaned
immediately available.
immediately
For fuel,
fuel, gas,
electric light
$300,000: Provided,
Provided,
light and power, $300,000:
and electric
gas, and
For
That this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
apportioned and distributed
distributed over
over
so apportioned
be so
shall be
That
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941, and shall be so administered
administered,
June 30, 1941,
ending June
year ending
the
during
constitute the total amount that will
such fiscal year, as to constitute
during such
be utilized during such fiscal year for such purposes.
For contingent
including United
United States
flags, furniture
States fags,
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
For
necessary
and
repairs of
same, stationery,
ice, paper
towels, and other necessary
paper towels,
stationery, ice,
of same,
and repairs
items
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
exceeding $10,000
including not exceeding
for, and including
items not
for
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, not exceeding
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for
books of reference
for books
replacement
an average
average cost of not
exceed $300 each,
not to exceed
at an
of pianos
pianos at
replacement of
and not
$7,000 for
immediately
$160,387, to be immediately
all, $160,387,
in all,
labor; in
for labor;
exceeding $7,000
not exceeding
and
available, of
to exceed
exceed $2,100
$2,100 may be
expended for tabube expended
not to
which not
of which
available,
lating
school census
census cards
contract or
or by day labor as the
either by contract
cards either
lating school
Commissioners may
That. a
a bond shall not be
Provided, That
determine: Provided,
may determine:
Commissioners
required
equipment issued
issued by the
required on account of military supplies or equipment
War
Department for
instruction and
practice by the
the students
students
and practice
military instruction
for military
War Department
of
high schools
schools in
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
in the
of high
For the
the purchase
furniture and equipment
replace worn-out
worn-out
equipment to replace
of furniture
purchase of
For
furniture and
and equipment,
equipment, including
$6,750 for the
exceed $6,750
to exceed
including not to
furniture
establishment
Eastern High School,
ofice-practice room in Eastern
a new office-practice
of a
establishment of
$15,000.
For completely
completely furnishing
furnishing and equipping
buildings and additions
additions
equipping buildings
For
to
buildings, as
Calvin Coolidge
Coolidge Senior High School;
School;
follows: Calvin
as follows:
to buildings,
Randall Junior
Thomas
Memorial Junior High School;
School; Randall
Junior
Jefferson Memorial
Thomas Jefferson

Schools for
for crippled
crippled
pupils.
Transportation
for
Transportation for
pupils.
pupils.
Proviso.
Proviso.
etc., fares.
fares.
Streetcar, etc.,

etc., traintrainManual, etc.,
ing.
ing.

Driver-training
Driver-training
courses.
Maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
Maintenance,
of automobiles.
automobiles.

WILMS.

and
light,
Fuel, light,
power.
power.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Apportionment.
Apportionment.

Contingent exexContingent
penses.
penses.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Military supplies
supplies isisMilitary
students, bond
bond
sued to students,
not required.
required.

Replacement of
of
Replacement
worn-out
worn-out equipment,
etc.

and
Furnishing and
equipping designated
designated
equipping
buildings.
buildings.
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Supplies to pupils.
Supplies to pupils.
7D. C. Code, Supp.
V, §§ 253-258.
253-258.

v,

Kindergartens.
Kindergartens.
Supplies for general

for departgeneral
Suppliesetc.,
science,
departscience,
ments.
ments.

School gardens,
utShsiltcgardens
utensils, etc.

Repairs,
etc.,
etcbu
sRepaoi
school
buildings.

.

to

to

Garfield
School,
arfield
heating
plant.School,

hetg
plant
Health
Health School,
terations, etc.

alal-

teratons, etc.

Provisos.
rovisos.
Contracts, etc.

Repairs,

etc.,

to

etc.ipa to
oRepeais,
municipal buildother
ings;
reimbursement.
ings; reimbursement.
Report
to Congress.
Report to
Congress.

Improvement of
municipal playmunicipal
playgrounds.
grounds.

Annuities.

Annuities.

44 Stat. 727.
44 D.
Stat.
7Code
7. §§ 617
C.
7 D.
C. Code
§§ 6179; Supp. V, §§ 70,70a.

79;

upp. v, 7o,a.

Dennison Vocational
Vocational School;
Ketcham School;
School; MontMontHigh School;
School; Dennison
School; Ketcham
gomery School;
Junior High
School; $304,171,
$304,171, to
be immeimmegomery
School; Banneker
Banneker Junior
High School;
to be
diately available.
available.
diately
For
textbooks and.
other educational
educational books
and supplies
as authorauthorsupplies as
and other
books and
For textbooks

ized
Act of
of January
January 31,
31, 1930
1930 (46
Stat. 62),
not to
ized by
by the
the Act
(46 Stat.
62), including
including not
to
exceed
$7,000 for
for personal
personal services,
to be
immediately
exceed $7,000
services, $193,000,
$193,000, to
be immediately
available.
For maintenance
maintenance of kindergartens,
$5,600, to be immediately
immediately
kindergartens, $5,600,
available.
specimens, technical
fixtures itechnical
For purchase
apparatus, fixtures,
technical books,
of apparatus,
For
purchase
chase of
of
fixtures,
extending the equipment
maintenance of laboraand for extending
equipment and for the maintenance
tories
department of
of physics,
physics, chemistry,
chemistry, biology,
biology,. and
and general
tories of
of the
the department
general
schools, vocational
science in the
the several
several high and junior
junior high schools,
vocational schools,
and teachers
for the
the installation
installation of
the same,
same, $17,750,
$17,750,
and
teachers colleges,
colleges, and
and for
of the
to be
be immediately
immediately available.
available.
to
For
for establishment
establishment and
and maintemaintelabor, for
and labor,
materials, and
utensils, materials,
For utensils,
nance of
of school
for use
use in
teaching elementary
elementary science
science
nance
school gardens,
gardens, and
and for
in teaching
in connection
$3,600.
in
connection therewith,
therewith, $3,600.
For
repairs and
and improvements
school buildings
buildings and grounds,
grounds,
to school
improvements to
For repairs
including maintenance
maintenance of
of motortrucks,
motortrucks, and not to exceed $975 for
for
replacement of one one
one-half ton truck, not
exceed
the replacement
one and one-half
not to
to exceed
$20,000 for
replacement of boilers,
re place$20,000
for replacement
boilers, not to
to exceed
exceed $12,000
$12,000 for
for replacement of the heating
heating plant at the Garfield
Garfield School, not to exceed
S3,000
exceed $3,000
for replacement
exceed
replacement of insanitary
insanitary drinking
drinking fountains, not to exceed
$7,000 for replacement
replacement of insanitary
insanitary toilet facilities, and not to exceed
exceed
$11,110 for alterations
alterations and improvements
grounds
improvements to the building and grounds
Thirteenth Street near Allison
of the
the Health School located on Thirteenth
Allison Street,
Northwest, and for the purchase
purchase and installation
equipment for
installation of equipment
such
school, $466,585,
$100,000 shall
such school,
$466,585, of
of which
which amount
amount $100,000
shall be
be immediately
immediately
available: Provided,
Provided, That work performed
available:
repairs and
and improveimproveperformed for
for repairs
ments under appropriations
appropriations contained in this Act shall be by contract
contract
or otherwise, as may be determined
determined by the Commissioners
Commissioners to be most
most
advantageous to the District of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
advantageous
further, That
this appropriation
shall be
for performing
performing work
work of
of repairs
repairs
this
appropriation shall
be available
available for
and
improvements to
to other
other municipal
buildings, subject
to reimand improvements
municipal buildings,
subject to
reimbursement
bursement covering the cost of such work, and a
a report of expenditures for such repairs
repairs and improvements
improvements to other municipal
municipal buildings
shall
annual Budget.
Budget.
shall be
be submitted
submitted to
to Congress
Congress in
in the
the annual
For improvement
of various
various municipal
municipal playgrounds
and recreation
recreation
For
improvement of
playgrounds and
centers, including erection
erection of shelter
shelter houses, $25,000,
$25,000, of which
which not
not
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 shall be immediately
exceeding
available for the preparation
preparation
immediately available
of
architectural and
plans.
of architectural
and landscaping
landscaping plans.
To carry out the purposes
purposes of the Act approved June 11, 1926,
entitled
Act to
to amend
the Act
Act entitled
en titled 'A
Actfor
for the
the retirere ti re entitled "An
"An Act
amend the
'Ann Act
ment
ment of public-school
public-school teachers
teachers in the District of
of Columbia',
Columbia', approved
approved
January
purposes" (41
387-390),
January 15, 1920, and for other purposes"
(41 Stat. 387-390)
$609,000.
$609,000.
1.171.t. DEAF,
DEAF, DUMB,
AND BLIND
THE
DUMB, AND
BLIND

Maintenance
Maintenance
Instruction.

and
and

31 Stat. 844.
7DsC.tcode
D. C. Code §218.

Colored deaf-mutes.

Colored dea-mutes.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

.

For maintenance
maintenance and instruction
instruction of deaf and dumb persons
persons
admitted to the Columbia
Columbia Institution
Institution for the Deaf from the District
District
Statutes, and
and as
as
of Columbia, under
under section
section 4864 of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
provided for in
March 1, 1901 (24
provided
in the Act approved March
(24 U.
U. S. C. 238),
238),
and under aa contract to be entered into with the said institution
and
institution
$36,500.
the Commissioners, $36,500.
by the
For maintenance
and instruction
instruction of
of colored
colored deaf-mutes
For
maintenance and
deaf-mutes of teachteachable age belonging
belonging to the District of Columbia,
Columbia, in Maryland,
Maryland, or
a contract to be entered into by the Comsome other State, under a
Corn-

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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missioners, $10,000:
Provided,That
$10,000: Provided,
That all expenditures
under this approexpenditures under
priation
priation shall be made under the supervision
supervision of the Board of
Education.
Education.
For maintenance
maintenance and instruction of blind children of the District
District
of Columbia, in Maryland, or some other State, under
under aa contract to
Commissioners, $11,500:
be entered into by the Commissioners,
$11,500: Provided,
Provided, That all
all
expenditures under this appropriation
under the superexpenditures
appropriation shall
shall be
be made
made under
supervision of the Board of Education.
Education.
No part of any appropriation
appropriation made
made in this Act shall be paid to any
employed under or in connection
connection with the public schools of
person employed
of
Columbia who shall solicit or receive,
receive, or
the District of Columbia
or permit
permit to
be solicited or received,
received, on any public-school premises,
premises, any subscripsubscription or donation of
of money
money or other
other thing
thing of value
value from any pupil
enrolled in such public schools for presentation
presentation of testimonials to
enrolled
purpose except such as may be authorized
authorized
school officials or for any purpose
by the
the Board of
of Education
Education at aa stated
stated meeting
meeting upon
upon the
the written
written
recommendation of the superintendent
recommendation
superintendent of schools.
No
purchase of furniture
No money
money appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
Act for
for the purchase
and equipment
school supplies
supplies for
the public
the
and
equipment and
and school
for the
public schools
schools of
of the
expended unless the requisitions
requisitions of
District of Columbia shall be expended
Education therefor
Commisthe Board
Board of
of Education
therefor shall be
be approved
approved by
by the CommisColumbia, or
and
sioners of
of the
the District of Columbia,
or by
by the
the purchasing
purchasing officer and
Columbia acting
acting for the Commissioners.
Commissioners.
the auditor
auditor for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia
The Board of Education
Education is authorized
authorized to designate
months in
designate the months
required by law shall be made
which the
the ten salary
salary payments
payments now required
to teachers
assigned to instruction
instruction in
and school
school gardengardenin nature
nature study
study and
to
teachers assigned
physical education,
playground activities.
activities.
education, and playground
health, physical
ing, and in health,
The
children of
of officers
and men
Navy,
The children
officers and
men of
of the
the United
United States
States Army,
Army, Navy
and
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
and children
the United
United
of the
of other
other employees
employees of
children of
and Marine
States
admitted
Columbia shall be admitted
District of Columbia
States stationed
stationed outside the District
payment of tuition.
without payment
public schools
schools without
to the public
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Proviso.
Supervision
of exexSupervision of
penditures.
penditures.
Blind children.
children.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Supervision of
of exSupervision
penditures.
penditures.

Solicitation of
sub.
Solicitation
of subscriptions,
scriptions, etc.

Requisitions
Requisitions for
equipment, approval
approval
equipment,
by Commissioners.
Commissioners.

etc.,
Nature study, etc.,
teachers.
teachers.

Children of Army,
Army,
Navy,
Navy, etc.,
etc., personnel,
personnel,
admission
schools.
admission to schools.

BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
BUILDINGS

For
construction of
addition to
to the
the Syphax
Syphax
eight-room addition
of an
an eight-room
beginning construction
For beginning
School, including
an assembly
assembly hall-gymnasium
hall-gymnasium and
and the
the necessary
necessary
including an
School,
remodeling
$95,000, and
the Commissioners
Commissioners
and the
building, $95,000,
present building,
remodeling of the present
are
into contract
contract or
contracts for
for such
such addition
addition
or contracts
enter into
to enter
are authorized
authorized to
at
Provided, That
exceed $4,515
$4,515
That not to exceed
$215,000: Provided,
not to
to exceed
exceed $215,000:
at a
a cost
cost not
of
the amount
appropriated may
may be
be transferred
transferred to
to the
the credit
credit
amount herein
herein appropriated
of the
of the
Office construcconstrucArchitect's Office,
account "Municipal
"Municipal Architect's
of
the appropriation
appropriation account
plans and
services",, and to be available
available for the preparation
preparation of 'plans
tion services
specifications
said building;
building;
for said
specifications for
For beginning
school building
building on
on land
land
a junior
junior high
high school
of a
beginning construction
construction of
For
owned
by the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
in the
the vicinity
of Seventeenth
and
Seventeenth and
vicinity of
owned by
Q
Southeast, $445,000,
$445,000, and
the Commissioners
Commissioners are
are authorized
authorized
and the
Q Streets
Streets Southeast,
to
enter into
or contracts
contracts for
for such
not to
to
at aa cost
cost not
building at
such building
contract or
into contract
to enter
exceed
$881,850: Provided,
amount
of the amount
exceed $18,518
$18,518 of
That not
not to
to exceed
Provided That
exceed $881,850:
herein
appropriated may
be transferred
transferred to
the credit
credit of
of the
the approapproto the
may be
herein appropriated
priation
services",
construction services",
Office, construction
Architect's Office,
"Municipal Architect's
priation account,
account, "Municipal
and be
be available
for the
the preparation
of plans
specifications for
for
plans and
and specifications
preparation of
available for
and
said
building;
said building;
For the
for a
anew
extensible
specifications for
new extensible
the preparation
preparation of
of plans
plans and
and specifications
For
senior
building to
be constructed,
cost of
of not
not to
to
total cost
at a
a total
to be
constructed, at
school building
senior high
high school
exceed $900,000,
on a
a site
by the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
the District
owned by
site already
already owned
$900,000, on
exceed
at Twenty-fourth
Twenty-fourth Street
Street and
Benning Road
which
$20,000, which
Northeast, $20,000,
Road Northeast,
and Benning
at
amount may
transferred to the credit
account,
appropriation account,
credit of the appropriation
may be
be transferred
amount
"Municipal Architect's
Architect's Office,
construction services,
and be
be available
available
services", and
Office, construction
"Municipal
for
purposes, including
including the
servfor the
the above
above purposes,
the employment
employment of
of personal
personal serv-

Syphax School, adand remodeling.
dition andremodeling.

Proviso.
Proviso.

plans, etc.
etc.
Funds for plans,
Ante,
Ante, p. 309.

Junior high school,
Junior
Seventeenth and Q
Seventeenth
Q
Streets SE., construction.
tion.

Proviso.
Funds for plans, etc.
Ante, p. 309.
309.

New extensible
New
extensible senschool, prepior high school,
aration of plans, etc.
etc.
Site.
Site.
Ante, p. 309.
Ante,

PUBLIC
CH.333-JUNE
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12, 1940
1940
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[54 STAT.
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U.S. c.
C. 5.
ices without reference
the Revised
Statutes or
or the
the
41 u..
reference to section
section 3709
3709 of the
Revised Statutes
42 Stat. 1488.
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
amended, and
civil service
service requirements;
requirements;
U. 8.88C.§§
C. §1 6666 ' Classification
55 Us.
as amended,
and civil
.-

a new
specifications for a
plans and specifications
of plans
For
preparation of
new elemenelementhe preparation
For the
constructed at a
a total cost of not to exceed
tary school
school building to be constructed
exceed
$500,000, on
on a
be purchased
in the
vicinity of
of Eleventh
G
Eleventh and
and G
$500,000,
a site
site to
to be
purchased in
the vicinity
Site.
Streets
to replace
replace the
the Cranch,
Tyler, and
and Van
Van Ness
Ness Schools,
Schools,
Cranch, Tyler,
Southeast, to
Streets Southeast,
$10,500, which
which amount
amount may
may be
transferred to
to the
the credit
the approappro$10,500,
be transferred
credit of
of the
priation account
account "Municipal
"Municipal Architect's
Office, construction
construction services",
services",
priation
Architect's Office,
and
be available
above purposes;
purposes;
and be
available for
for the
the above
New
elementary
For
preparation
of
and specifications
specifications for a
the
preparation
Neo
elementaryf
plans
a new elemenschool, preparation
school,
preparation of
plans, etc.
tary school
building to
constructed at
total cost
not to
to exceed
tary
school building
to be
be constructed
at a
a total
cost of
of not
exceed
Site.
$500,000,
on
a
site
to
be
purchased
in
the
vicinity
of
the
Brent
School,
of
the
Brent
School,
the
vicinity
be
purchased
in
on
a
site
to
$500,000,
Aite,
.
309.
Ante, p. 309.
French Schools, $10,500,
which
to replace
replace the Brent, Dent, Lenox,
Lenox, and French
$10,500, which
amount may
be transferred
transferred to
the credit
credit of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
amount
may be
to the
account "Municipal
Office, construction
construction services",
services", and
and be
be
account
"Municipal Architect's
Architect's Office,
available
above purposes;
purposes •,
available for
for the
the above
Availability of
to be
available and
and to
be disbursed
to be
disbursed
immediately available
be immediately
$581,000, to
InIn all,
all, $581,000,
nAvailabcility
funds;
accounting. of
and accounted
accounted for
for as
and grounds,
grounds, public
public schools",
schools", and
and
as "Buildings
"Buildings and
and
constitute one fund
fund and remain
for that purpose shall constitute
remain available
available until
Proviso.
expended.: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
appropriation shall
be
shall be
of this
this appropriation
no part
part of
expended:
rovtio.
Restriction.
account of any
school building
building not
herein specified.
used for or on account
any school
not herein
specified.
Purchase of school
For
the purchase
purchase of
of school
school building
and playground
as follows:
follows:
sites as
playground sites
building and
For the
of chol
burhasen
a
building
and
playground sites.
For
the purchase
of additional
west of
the present
site of
of
groundsites.
For the
purchase of
additional land.
land west
of the
present site
Hardy School
to offset
to be
be carved
out of
the
the Rose
Rose Lees Hardy
School to
offset land
land to
carved out
of the
present
street extensions;
present site
site for street
extensions;
purchase of a
a site in the vicinity of Thirteenth
For the purchase
Thirteenth and Van
elementary
Buren Streets Northwest, for the construction of an elementary
school;
school;
site for
elementary school
school purposes
the
For the
the purchase
purchase of aa site
for elementary
purposes in
in the
vicinity of Eleventh and G Streets Southeast, for the
of
vicinity
the replacement
replacement of
the Cranch, Tyler, and Van Ness Schools;
Schools;
For the purchase
purchase of a
a site for elementary
elementary school
school purposes in
in the
vicinity of the Brent School,
School, for the replacement
replacement of the Brent, Dent,
Dent,
Lenox, and
and French
French Schools;
Lenox,
Schools;
In
$230,000.
In all,
all, $230,000.
Instruction of chilNo part
appropriations for
for public
schools shall
shall
public schools
foregoing appropriations
part of
of the
the foregoing
No
dren under
tundcefinve
dren
five yeas
years
of
age, limitation.
limitation.
of age,
be used
for instructing
instructing children
under five
five years
years of
of age
age except
except
be
used for
children under
during the
of the
the school
school year
year who
children entering during
the first half
half of
who will
will
age by
November 1,
and children
child ren en
t
eri
ng
be five
five years
years of
of age
by November
1, 1940,
1940, and
entering
during
year who
will be
be five
five years
years of
during the second
second half
half of
of the
the school
school year
who will
of
Proviso.
age
age by
by March 15,
ceroiso.
15, 1941: Provided
Provided That this limitation shall
shall not
not be
Exception.
Exception.
considered as preventing
preventing the empioyment
employment of aa matron and the care
of
children under
school age
the Webster
School whose
whose parent
parent or
or
of children
under schoo
age at
at the
Webster School
attendance in connection
parents are in attendance
connection with
with Americanization
Americanization work.
Building
contracts,
Building contracts.
None of the money appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be paid or
or
requirements.
requirements.
obligated toward
obligated
of or
or addition
addition to
any building
building the
the
toward the
the construction
construction of
to any
whole and entire construction
construction of which, exclusive
exclusive of heating, lighting,
lighting
plumbing,2 painting, and treatment
plumbing
treatment of grounds, shall
shall not have been
been
awarded
awarded in one or a
a single contract, separate and apart from any
other contract, project, or undertaking,
undertaking, to the lowest responsible
bidder complying with all the legal requirements as to aa deposit of
execution of a
a bond, or both, for the faithful
money or the execution
faithful performProviso.
ance of the contract: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing herein shall be conRightoreiectbids.
to reject bids.
Right
strued as repealing
repealing existing law giving the Commissioners the right
right
to reject all bids.
Preparation of
The plans
of
Preparation
plans and specifications for all building _provided
provided for
for in this
plans, etc.
appropriations aadministered
Act under appropriations
dmini
st
ere d by
by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the
District of Columbia
prepared under the supervision
Columbia shall be prepared
supervision of the
municipal architect, and those for school buildings after consultation
consultation

674; Supp. V, §§ 673,
674; Supp. V i 673,
673c.
New
elementary
elementary
New
school, preparation of
plans,
plans, etc.
etc.
Site.
Ante, p.
p. 309.
309.
Aite,
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approved by the Comwith the Board of Education,
Education, and shall be approved
missioners and shall be constructed
constructed in conformity
missioners
conformity thereto.
Exit,
Exit,
The school buildings authorized
authorized and appropriated
appropriated for herein
herein shall
ments.
ments.
be constructed
constructed with all doors intended
intended to be used as exits or entrances
entrances
opening outward, and each of said buildings having in excess
excess of eight
eight
rooms shall have at least four exits. Appropriations
Appropriations carried
carried in this
building
Act shall not be used for the maintenance
maintenance of school
school in any building
unless all outside doors thereto used as exits or entrances
entrances shall open
outward and be kept unlocked
every school day from
unlocked every
from one-half
one-half hour
hour
before until one-half
one-half hour after school
hours.
school hours.

etc., requirerequireetc.,

METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLICE
POLICE
SALARIES
SALARIES

For the pay and allowances
officers and
allowances of
of officers
and members
members of the MetroMetropolitan Police force, in accordance
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
accordance with the Act
to fix the salaries of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police force,
force, the United
States
United States
Park Police force, and the Fire Department
Department of the District
District of
Columbia" (43
(43 Stat. 174-175),
amended by
Columbia"
174-175), as amended
by the Act of July 1,
including one
one captain,
captain, who
who shall
shall be
property
1930 (46 Stat. 839-841),
839-841), including
be property
clerk, and the present acting sergeant
sergeant in charge
charge of police automobiles,
who shall have the rank and pay of aa sergeant,
sergeant, $2,948,505.
$2,948,505.
personal services,
services, $151,985,
$151,985, including
including not to exceed
exceed $1,265
$1,265 for
for
For personal
the salary of one part-time physician
physician to be paid at the rate of
$3,800 per annum.
$3,800

Salaries.
Salaries.

Code §
§457;
457;
20 D. C. Code

Supp. V, §§457a.

Property clerk.
Property

Personal services.
Personal
Part-time
Part-time physiphysician.
cian.

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
Fuel.
Fuel.

For fuel,
fuel, $6,750.
$6,750.
For
Repairs, etc.,
etc., staRepairs,
grounds.
For repairs and improvements
police stations and
station tions and grounds.
improvements to
to police
and station
including not to exceed
exceed $10,000
the erection
of aamodern
modern
grounds, including
$10,000 for
for the
erection of
Number 13 Police
Precinct Station,
cell block
block in Number
Police Precinct
Station, $17,000.
$17,000.
Contingent
exContingent
exFor miscellaneous
expenses, including
including rewards for
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses,
for penses.
of
fugitives, purchase
purchase of gas equipment
equipment and firearms,
firearms, maintenance
maintenance of
reference, periodiperiodidirectories, books of reference,
card system, stationery, city directories,
cals,
newspapers, telegraphing,
telephoning, photographs,
photographs, rental
cals, newspapers,
telegraphing, telephoning,
rental and
maintenance of teletype
teletype system and labor-saving
maintenance
labor-saving . devices, telephone
telephone
servicing of radio
radio broadbroadservice charges, purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and servicing
purchase of equipment,
equipment, gas,
for
casting systems,
systems, purchase
gas, ice, washing,
washing, meals
meals for
prisoners, medals of award, not to exceed
exceed $300 for car tickets, furniture
repair thereto, beds and bed clothing, insignia
office,
ture and repair
insignia of office,
police
equipments and
and repairs
to same,
same, and
and mounted
police equipments
repairs to
mounted equipment,
equipment,
flags
abandoned
fags and halyards, storage and hauling of stolen or abandoned
expenses incurred
incurred in prevention
prevention
property, and traveling
traveling and other
other expenses
and detection
crime, not
not to
expenses of
of officers
and
detection of
of crime,
to exceed
exceed $3,000
$3,000 for
for expenses
officers
and members
the police
police force
in attending,
loss of
of pay
pay
attending, without
without loss
and
members of
of the
force in
specialized police training
classes and pistol matches,
training classes
or time, specialized
entrance fees,
travel and subsistence,
other
subsistence, and other
including tuition, entrance
fees, travel
Harbor patroL
patrol.
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including expenses
harbor patrol,
necessary
expenses of
of harbor
patrol, $76,750,
$76,750, of
of Harbor
available for expenditure
expenditure by the
the
which amount $10,000
$10,000 shall be
be available
prevention and detection of
of
Major and Superintendent
Superintendent of Police for prevention
crime,
Commissioners, and
certificate, approved by the Commissioners,
crime, under his certificate,
every
certificate shall
deemed a
sufficient voucher
every such certificate
shall be deemed
a sufficient
voucher for the
sum
expressed to
been expended.
expended.
therein expressed
to have
sum therein
have been
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
exchange, and maintenance
maintenance of passengerpassengerFor purchase and exchange,
carrying
and other
vehicles and
and the
replacement of
of those
those worn
worn
the replacement
carrying and
other motor
motor vehicles
out
service and condemned,
condemned, $65,000.
$65,000.
out m
in the
the service
Uniforms, etc.
Uniforms:
official equipment
equipment Uniforms,
For furnishing
furnishing uniforms
uniforms and
and other
other official
Uniforms: For
prescribed
by department
department regulations
regulations as
necessary and
in
prescribed by
as necessary
and requisite
requisite in
the
officers and
and members
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
of duty
duty to
to officers
members of
of the
the performance
performance of
19347V-41-PT. f--—21
21
193470°-41--T.
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Police, including
repair of
of articles
articles transtransPolice,
including cleaning,
cleaning, alteration,
alteration, and
and repair
ferred
from one
one individual
to another,
another, $48,725.
$48,725.
individual to
ferred from
HOUSE OF DETENTION
DE.KENTION
HOUSE

For
of a
suitable place
for the
reception and
and detenFor maintenance
maintenance of
a suitable
place for
the reception
detention
and women
women over
over seventeen
seventeen years
years of
of age,
age, arrested
by
tion of
of girls
girls and
arrested by
the police
police on
on charge
charge of
of offense
offense against
laws in
in force
force in
in the
the
against any
any laws
the
District of
Columbia; or
or held
held as
or held
as witnesses
witnesses or
held pending
pending final
final
District
of Columbia,
investigation or
or examination,
including transportation,
transportation,
examination, or
or otherwise,
otherwise, including
investigation
clinic
supplies, food,
clothing, upkeep
of buildings,
buildings, fuel,
fuel,
clinic supplies,
food, clothing,
upkeep and
and repair
repair of
gas, ice,
supplies and
and equipment,
electricity , and
other necesgas,
ice, laundry,
laundry, supplies
equipment, electricity,
and other
necessary expenses,
$8,500; for
personal services,
services, $9,360;
$9,360; in
all, $17,860.
$17,860.
sary
expenses, $8,500;
for personal
in all,

Maintenance,
etc.
Maintenance, etc.

POLICEMEN AND
AND FIREMEN'S
FIREMEN'S RELIEF
RELIEF
POLICEMEN
To pay
pay- the
policemen and
and firemen's
relief and
and other
other allowances
To
the policemen
firemen's relief
allowances
$1,165,000.
authorized by
by law,
law, $1,165,000.
as authorized

Payments.
Payments.

FIRE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
S
AT.ARIPS
SALAIIES
Salaries.
Salaries.

20 D. C. Code
Stipp.
V, §55a.
Supp. V,

555;

Personal
services.
Personal services.

members of the fire department, in
in
For the pay of officers
officers and
and members
accordance with the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to fix the salaries of officers
officers
accordance
and
Police force,
force, the United
United States
and members
members of
of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
States
District of ColumPark Police force, and the
the fire
fire department
department of the
the District
bia"
175), as amended
(16 Stat.
bia" (43 Stat. 175),
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of July
July 1,
1, 1930 (46
839-841),
$2,171,000.
839-841), $2,171,000.
For
services, $5,720.
$5,720.
For personal
personal services,
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

For repairs and improvements
improvements to buildings and grounds,
grounds, $20,000.
Uniforms:
For furnishing
furnishing uniforms
and other
official equipment
equipment
Uniforms: For
uniforms and
other official
prescribed
department regulations
regulations as
requisite in
prescribed by department
as necessary
necessary and
and requisite
the performance
performance of duty to officers and members
members of the fire departincluding cleaning,
repair of articles
articles transferred
transferred
ment, including
cleaning, alteration,
alteration, and
and repair
from one individual
$21,625.
individual to
to another, $21,625.
Repairs to
to apparaRepairs
apparFor repairs to apparatus, motor vehicles,
vehicles, and other motor-driven
motor-driven
tus, etc.
ttapparatus,
apparatus, fireboat
fireboat and
new motor
new
and for
for new
new apparatus,
apparatus, new
motor vehicles,
vehicles, new
appliances,
employment of mechanics,
mechanics, helpers,
appliances, employment
helpers, and laborers
laborers in ,the
the
repair shop,
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of necessary
necessary
fire department
department repair
shop, and
and for
Proviso.
$37 2500: Provided,
Provided, That
That
tools, $37,500:
and tools,
materials, equipment,
equipment, and
supplies, materials,
Pstruction at re- supplies,
Construction
pair shop.
pairshop.
authorized, in their discretion,
the Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized,
discretion, to build or
or
construct, in whole or in part, fire-fighting
fire-fighting apparatus
apparatus in the fire
department repair shop.
department
H
Hose.
ose.
For hose, $12,500.
$12,500.
Fn
Fuel.
el.
For fuel, $20,500.
Contingent
exContingent
exFor contingent
expenses, furniture, fixtures,
contingent expenses,
fixtures, oil, blacksmithing,
penses.
gas and.
and electric lighting,
lighting, flags and halyards, medals of award,
award, and
other necessary items,
items, $20,000.
$20,000.
Replacement of fireE
For
apparatus, including
including one passenger
or replacement
replacement of fire-fighting
fngh apparatus.
met
pofar
fire-fighting apparatus,
passenger
fighting
automobile at not to exceed $650, and
automobile
and not to exceed
exceed $1,100
$1,100 for one
$51,750.
chief's automobile, $51,750.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,
etc.
Ante, p. 88.
86.
Uniforms, etc.
unforms.etc.

H KALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

ex-

necessary
General administration:
administration: For personal services
services and other necessary
expenses, including
including not to exceed
exceed $4,500 for contract
contract investigational
investigational
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services without reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(41
$77,180.
(41 U. S.
S. C. 5),
5), $77,180.
Medical
Medical services;
services;
Medical
Medical services:
services: For all expenses necessary
necessary for the enforcement
enforcement
etc.
clinics, etc.
of the Acts relating to the prevention of the spread of contagious clinics,
andinfectious
of the Acts relating
diseasestointhe
theprevention
District ofof
the spreathe
d of
maintenance
contagious
and infectious diseases
in the
District of Columbia;
Columbia;
the
maintenance
of tuberculosis
tuberculosis and venereal
venereal disease clinics and dispensaries;
dispensari
es; the
the
conduct
sanitation work, including the maintenance
conduct of hygiene and sanitation
maintenance
free dental clinics
maintenance of aamaternal
of .
clinics in schools; the maintenance
and
maternal and
child-health
child-health service, including
clinics; and the maintenance
maintenance of a
including clinicsa
nursing
nursing .service; such expenses to include
include personal services, books
books
Proviso.
Proviso.
and periodicals,
periodicals, uniforms and rent, $409,060:
$409,060: Provided,
Provided, That the
Volunteer
Volunteer services.
services.
Commissioners
any
obligation
for
the
payCommissioners may, without creating
creating any obligation for the payvolunteer services
services as
ment of money
money on account thereof, accept
accept such volunteer
as
they may deem expedient
expedient in connection
connection with the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of the medical
maintenance
medical services
services herein
herein provided
provided for.
for.
Laboratories,
Laboratories, main. Laboratories:
and maintenance
Laboratories: For
For operation
operation and
maintenance of
of laboratorie
laboratoriess, tenance.
tenance.
including personal services, books and periodicals,
manufacture of
periodicals, manufacture
serums for use in indigent cases, and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$45,114.
Inspections; abateabateInspections;
Inspections:
Inspections: For all expenses necessary
necessary for the enforcement
enforcement of the ment
of nuisances,
nuisances,
of
abatement of
of nuisances
nuisances in
in adulteration
adulteration of
foods,
Acts relating
relating to
to the
the drainage
drainage of
of foods,
of lots
lots and abatement
etc.
the District of Columbia; the Act relating to the adulteration
adulteration of
of etc.
foods, drugs, and candy;
candy; the Act
Act relating
to the
the manufacture
and
relating to
manufacture and
sale of mattresses; the Act relating
relating to the manufacture,
manufacture, sale, and
and
transportation
adulterated or misbranded
transportation of adulterated
misbranded or poisonous or deledelerelating to
terious foods, drugs, medicines, and liquors;
liquors; and
and the Act relating
to
the sale of milk, cream, and ice cream; such
such expenses
expenses to include
include perProvisos.
Provisos.
services, books and periodicals
periodicals and
and travel,
Provided,
sonal services,
travel, $124,416:
$124,416: Provided,
Special services.
services.
Special
exceed $200 may be expended
That not to exceed
expended for
for special services
services in
detecting adulteration
including candy and
and milk:
milk detecting
adulteration of drugs and foods, including
Vehicle allowance
Provided further,
farms may receive an forVehicle
Provided
further, That inspectors of dairy farms
inspectors.
dairy inspectors.
allowance for furnishing
vehicles in
in the
perfurnishing privately
privately owned
owned motor
motor vehicles
the performance
rate of
per
formance of official
official duties
duties at
at the rate
of not
not to exceed $312
$312 per
annum for each inspector.
annum
Southwest
Health
Southwest Health
For completely furnishing
furnishing and
and equipping
equipping the Southwest Health Center.
Center, including
including not to exceed
exceed $4,500 for the installation
installation of an
an
immediately available.
available.
elevator, $23,000,
$23,000, to
to be immediately
For the
the following
following hospital
hospital and sanatoria:
sanatoria: .
Tuberculosis sanaTuberculosls
Tuberculosis sanatoria: For personal
personal services,
services, including
including $3,000
$3,000 for
for
Tuberculosis
toria.
exceed $3,000
$3,000 for
for compensation
compensation
chief visiting consultant, and not to exceed
Commissioners,
of consulting
consulting physicians
physicians at
at rates to
to be fixed
fixed by
by the
the Commissioners,
$423,760.
Provisions, fuel,
Provisions,
fuel, forFor provisions, fuel, forage, harness
vehicles and
harness and
and vehicles
and repairs
repairs to age,
age, etc.
same, gas,
gas, water,
ice, shoes,
clothing, dry
goods, tailoring,
tailoring, drugs
and
same,
water, ice,
shoes, clothing,
dry goods,
drugs and
medical
supplies, furniture
furniture and
and bedding,
utensils, medical
medical
medical supplies,
bedding, kitchen
kitchen utensils,
books,
schoolbooks, classroom,
supplies, books
books of
and
books schoolbooks,
classroom supplies,
of reference,
reference, and
periodicals
not to
to exceed
$500, maintenance
maintenance of
of motortrucks,
motortrucks, and
and other
other
periodicals not
exceed $500,
necessary items,
items, $213,000.
necessary
Repairs and
and imRepairs
imFor repairs
improvements to
grounds, including
including provements.
For
repairs and
and improvements
to buildings
buildings and
and grounds,
provements.
roads
roads and
and sidewalks,
sidewalks, $5,500. .
Gallinger
Gallinger MuniciMuniciGallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital:
Hospital: For
personal services,
services, including
Gallinger
For personal
including pal
pal Hospital.
Hospital.
Post, p. 637.
637.
two associate
medical officers
at $3,200
$3,200 per
per annum
annum each,
each, to
to be
be
two
associate medical
officers at
appointed
reference to
civil-service requirements,
requirements, and includincludto civil-service
appointed without reference
ing
not to
to exceed
for temporary
temporary labor,
labor, $687,840,
$687,840, of
of .
which
ing not
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for
which
available for out-patient
$26,760 shall be available
out-patient relief of the poor, including
supplies, artificial
artificial limbs,
pay of
of physiphysiing medical
medical and
and surgical
surgical supplies,
limbs, and
and pay
Proviso.
cians: Provided,
That no
no part
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
be available
available
cians:
Provided,That
part of
shall be
Restriction
uss
Restriction on use
of
funds.
for
the
care
of
persons,
except
in
emergency
cases,
where
the
person
for the care of persons, except in emergency cases, where the person funds.
Columbia for less than one year
year
has been aaresident
resident of
of the District
District of Columbia
at
the time
of application
for admission.
admission.
time of
application for
at the
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Maintenance of hospital,
pital, quarantine station, etc.
etc.

Repairs and improvements to buildprovements
ings and grounds.
ings

Purchase of
of books,
books,
etc.

Medical charities.
Medical
Care,
etc., of ininCare, etc.,
digent
patients
at
designated
hospitals.
designated hospitals.
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For maintenance
maintenance of
hospital; for
the quaranquaranof the
for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the hospital;
For
tine station,
smallpox hospital,
hospital, and
and public
public crematorium,
crematorium, including
including
station, smallpox
tine
expenses
containers for
the reception,
reception,
for the
proper containers
to furnishing
furnishing proper
incident to
expenses incident
burial,
identification of
of the
ashes of
human bodies
of indigent
indigent
bodies of
of all
all human
the ashes
burial, and
and identification
persons that
that are
are cremated
and, remain
remain
crematorium and
cremated at
at the public crematorium
persons
unclaimed after twelve months from
date of such cremation;
for
cremation; for
from the date
unclaimed
maintenance
purchase of
of horses
horses and
horse-drawn vehicles;
vehicles; for
for
and horse-drawn
and purchase
maintenance and
medical books,
periodicals not to exceed $500;
$500;
reference, and periodicals
books, books of reference,
medical
for maintenance
maintenance of
motor vehicles;
for
and for
vehicles; and
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor
for
all
necessary expenses,
expenses, $292,000.
$292,000.
all other necessary
For
improvements to
including
buildings and grounds, including
to buildings
and improvements
For repairs
repairs and
acquisition (without
(without reference
section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
to section
reference to
acquisition
41 U.
U. S.
C. 5)
5) of
the necessary
4,000-volt electrical
electrical
transformers for aa4,000-volt
of the
necessary transformers
41
S. C.
distribution system,
$8,000 for the installation
installation of
of
exceed $8,000
distribution
system, and not to exceed
an elevator
elevator in the Crippled
$23,000.
Children's Building, $23,000.
Crippled Children's
Purchase
books, musical
music, expense of comand music,
of books,
musical instruments
instruments and
Purchase of
mencement
exercises, entertainments,
entertainments, and
inspection by New
New York
York
and inspection
mencement exercises,
other incidental
incidental expenses
expenses of the training
training
Regents, and other
State Board of
of Regents,
$600.
school for nurses, 8600.
charities: For care and treatment of indigent patients
patients
Medical charities:
made by the
District of
to be
be made
the Health Officer of the District
under contracts
contracts to
Columbia and
approved by
with the
the following
following
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners with
and approved
Columbia
institutions and
and for
not to
exceed the
amounts respectively:
respectively:
the following
following amounts
for not
to exceed
institutions
Children's
Hospital, including not to exceed
exceed. $15,000
$15,000 for dispensary
dispensary
Children's Hospital,
$80,000.
cases to
to be paid for at existing rates, $80000.
Central Dispensary
and Emergency
Emergency Hospital,
including
Hospital, $80,000,
$80,000, including
Dispensary and
Central
$25,000 for
for the
the establishment
twenty-four-hour clinic at the
of a
a twenty-four-hour
establishment of
$25,000
F.mcy-George
of which not to
University clinic,
clinic, of
Washington University
Emergency-George Washington
exceed
available for payment to said clinic for
shall be
be available
exceed $20,000
$20,000 shall
employment
services, and
$5,000 for
dispensary cases,
and $5,000
for dispensary
employment of personal services,
redreasings,
radiographs, and other services,
services, to be paid
existing
paid at existing
redressings, radiographs,
rates.
Eastern Dispensary
and Casualty
Hospital, $75,000.
$75,000.
Casualty Hospital,
Dispensary and
Eastern
Washington Home
Home for Incurables,
$15,000.
Incurables, $15,000.
Washington
Columbia Hospital
Hospital and Lying-in
Lying-in Asylum:
Asylum: For general
general repairs,
including
labor and
and. material
to be
be expended
expended in
in the
the discretion
discretion and
and
material to
including labor
under
Architect of
Capitol, $5,000.
of the
the Architect
of the
the Capitol,
$5,000.
under the
the direction
direction of
COURTS
COURTS
JUVENILE COURT
COURT
JUVENILE

Salaries.
Salaries.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Incidental expenses.
expenses.

Advances
Advances for return
probaof absconding
absconding probationers.

Salaries: For personal
personal services, $98,190.
Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous: For compensation
compensation of jurors, $1,500.
$1,00.
For stationery,
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, typewriters
and
For
stationery, books
books of
of reference,
typewriters and
preservation of records,
records, telephone
repairs thereto,
thereto, preservation
telephone service,
service, traveling
traveling
expenses,
prisoners, furniture,
fixtures, and
an dequipequ ipexpenses, meals of jurors and prisoners,
furniture, fixtures,
ment, and other incidental
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
incidental expenses
provided for,
$3,000.
The disbursing officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia is authorized
authorized to
to
advance
advance to the chief probation
probation officer
officer of the juvenile court upon
requisition
previously approved by the judge of the juvenile
requisition previously
juvenile court
and the auditor of the District of Columbia, sums of money
money not to
exceed $50 at any one time, to be expended
expended for transportation
and
transportation and
traveling
expenses to secure
secure the
return of absconding
probationers,
traveling expenses
the return
absconding probationers,
and to be accounted
accounted for monthly on itemized
itemized vouchers to the accountaccounting officer
officer of
of the
the District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
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POLICE COURT
COURT

Salaries: For personal services,
services, $105,520.
$105,520.
For law books, books of reference,
directories, periodicals,
periodicals, staFor
reference, directories,
tionery, rebinding
preservation of records, typewriters
rebinding of books, preservation
typewriters and
and
repairs thereto, telephone
telephone service, laundry
laundry work
work, medicines,
medicines, lodging
lodging
and meals for jurors and bailiffs when
when ordered
by the
the court,
court, and
and
ordered by
all other necessary
all
necessary and incidental
incidental expenses of every
kind not
not otherevery kind
otherwise provided for, $3,582.
$3,582.
For witness fees and compensation
jurors, $27,500.
compensation of jurors,
$27,500.

salaries.

Salaries.
Contingent
Contingent
penses.

exex

Witness tees,
fees, etc.
etc.
witness

MUNICIPAL
MUNICIPAL COURT
COURT

Salaries:
Salaries: For personal services, including
including compensation
compensation of
of five
five
judges without
without reference
reference to the limitation in
in this
this Act
Act restricting
restricting
salaries within the grade, $87,620.
$87,620.
compensation of jurors, $9,000: Provided,
For compensation
That deposits
deposits made
made
Provided, That
on demands for jury trials in accordance
accordance with rules prescribed
prescribed by
the
by the
court under authority
authority granted
the Act
Act approved
approved
granted in section
section 11
11 of
of the
March 3, 1921 (41 Stat. 1312), shall be earned
earned unless, prior to
three
to three
days before the time set for such trials, including
including Sundays
and legal
Sundays and
legal
holidays, a
a new date for trial be set by the
cases be
discontinued
the court,
court, cases
be discontinued
or settled, or demands for jury
jury trials
waived.
trials be
be waived.
For contingent expenses, included books, lawbooks, books
books of
of referreference, fuel, light, telephone, lodging
lodging and
jurors, and
and for
for
and meals
meals for
for jurors,
deputy United States marshals
marshals while in attendance
attendance upon jurors,
jurors, when
when
ordered by the court; fixtures, repairs to furniture,
furniture, building
building and
and
necessary miscellaneous
building equipment, and all other necessary
miscellaneous items
items and
and
supplies, $1,250.
$1,250.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Ante, p.
307; post, p.
P.307;
1038.
1038.
Jurors.
Jurors.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Deposits
Depoeits
trials.

jury
for jury

D. C.
Code 1212.
f212.
18 D.
O. Code

Contingent
Contingent
penses.
penses.

exex-

MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS

Probation
Probation system: For personal
personal services, $16,880;
contingent
$16,880; contingent
expenses, $800, in all, $17,680.

Probation
Probation system.
system.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC WELFARE
WELFARE
PIMILIO WELFARE
BOARD OF PUBLIC
WELFARE

For personal services, including aa principal
director of
of
principal assistant
assistant director
public welfare at $6,500 per
appointed without
without referper annum, to
to be
be appointed
reference to civil service requirements,
requirements, and
to exceed
$4,500
and including
including not
not to
exceed $4,500
for contract
contract investigational
investigational services,
services, without reference
reference to
to section
section
3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
8709
(41 U.
S. C.
5), $149,900.
$149,900.
U. S.
C. 5),

Salaries; contract
Salaries;
contract inin.
vestigational
vestigational services.
services.

DIVISION OF
DIVISION
OF CHILD
WELFARE
CHILD WELFARE

Administration:
administrative expellees,
expenses, including
Administration: For administrative
including placing
placing
and visiting children, city directory, purchase
abooks of
of reference
reference
purchase of
and periodicals
periodicals not exceeding
$50, and
sundry expenses,
expenses,
exceeding $50,
and all
all office
office and
and sundry
$5,000, and no part of the money herein
be used
used
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
for the purpose of visiting any ward
ward of
of the
Board of
of Public
Welfare
the Board
Public Welfare
placed outside
outside the District of Columbia
the States
States of
Virginia
Columbia and the
of Virginia
a ward placed outside
and Maryland;
Maryland; and a
said District
District and
the States
States
outside said
and the
of Virginia and Maryland
Maryland shall be visited not less
than once
once a
ayear
year
less than
a voluntary agent or correspondent
correspondent of said
by a
Board, and
and that
said
said Board,
that said
Board shall have power, upon proper showing, in
discretion, to
to
in its discretion,
discharge from guardianship
discharge
guardianship any
any child committed
committed to its
care.
its care.

Administrative
Administrative expenses.
penses.
Restriction
Restriction on use
use of
of
funds.
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are of
Boardn and care
children.
chldrei .

Proviso.
Prinanwo.
Maintenance of two
foster
homes.
foterhomes.
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For
and. care
care of
committed to the guardianship
guardianship
of all
all children committed
For board and

of said Board by the courts of the District, and for temporary
temporary care

of children
pending investigation
or while
while being
transferred from
from
being transferred
investigation or
children pending
of
place
place with authority
authority to pay not more
more than $2,500
$2,
500 each to
to place,
place to
institutions under
under sectarian
control and
burial
for burial
$400 for
than $400
not more
more than
and not
sectarian control
institutions

of children
children dying while
while under
under charge
charge of the Board,
Board,. $316,000:
$316,000: ProPro-

vided,
not more
than $900
of this
appropriation shall
be
shall be
this appropriation
$900 of
more than
videa, That
That not
available
continuous maintenance
foster homes
homes for
for temtemtwo foster
of two
maintenance of
for continuous
available for
porary
emergency board
board and
and care
children.
nondelinquent children.
of nondelinquent
care of
or emergency
porary or
Receiving
home
for
For
the
maintenance, under
under the
jurisdiction of
the
Board of
Public
of Public
the
jurisdiction
of
the
Board
the
maintenance,
tor
For
Rhr
eviundghome
children under eightWelfare, of
of a
asuitable
separate and apart
apart
a building
building entirely separate
place in a
suitable place
Welfare,
een.
from
detention for
for the
reception and detention of chilthe reception
of detention
the house
house of
from the
dren under
years of
age arrested
by the
the police
of
charge of
police on charge
arrested by
of age
eighteen years
under eighteen
dren
offense against
against any
any laws
Columbia, or
or
in the District of Columbia,
laws in force in
offense
committed
to the
the guardianship
or held
held as
as witness,
witness, or
or
the Board,
Board, or
of the
guardianship of
committed to
held
temporarily, or
pending bearing,
or otherwise,
including transotherwise, including
hearing, or
or pending
held temporarily,
portation, food, clothing,
medicine, and medicinal
medicinal supplies, rental,
rental,
clothing, medicine,
portation,
repa ir an
upkeep of buildings,
supplies, and
and
gas, electricity,
electricity, ice, supplies,
fuel, gas,
buildings, fuel,
and upkeep
repair
equipment,
expenses, including
exceed
including not to exceed
necessary expenses,
and other
other necessary
equipment, and
$20,920 for
personal services,
services, $39,000.
for personal
$20,920
Plans for a new
Pas
e
plans
for
a for anew building for the reception
For the preparation
preparation of plans
reception
receiving home.
children, to be located on land owned by the DisDisand detention of children,
re8hit
Site. e.
trict
square 2885,
2885, $3,675.
$3,675.
Columbia in square
trict of
of Columbia
Advances
direcofficer of the District of Columbia is authorized to
Advances to direThe disbursing officer
tor.
tor.
director of public welfare, upon requisitions
requisitions previously
advance to the director
previously
District of Columbia
Columbia and upon such
of the District
auditor of
approved by the auditor
security as may be required of said director
director by the Commissioners,
Commissioners,
sums of money
exceed $400
for
$400 at
at any one time, to be used for
not to
to exceed
money not
sums
Placing
visiting expenses
Placin and
and visiting
busiexpenses in placing and visiting
visiting children,
children, traveling
traveling on official
official busichildren.
and for
such expenfor office
office and sundry expenses, all such
of the
the Board, and
ness of
accounted for to the accounting
accounting officers
officers of the District
District
ditures to be accounted
month on itemized vouchers properly
properly
Columbia within one month
of Columbia
approved.
JAIL
Salaries.
Salaries.
Maintenanoe,
etc.,
Maintennsoe, etc.,
of prisoners.

Salaries:
services, $104,940.
$104,940.
Salaries: For personal
personal services

For maintenance
maintenance and
and support
support of prisoners of the District of
of

Columbia at
at the
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for furnishing
furnishing
Columbia
the jail,
jail, including
including not

uniforms and caps for guards; subsistence
subsistence of internes;
internes •expenses
expenses
incurred in
in identifying
identifying and
pursuing escaped
escaped prisoners
prisoners and
and rewards
rewards
incurred
and pursuing
buildings, cells, and
and
for their capture; repair and
and improvements
improvements to buildings,
locking
locking devices; newspapers,
newspapers, books, and periodicals
periodicals not to exceed
exceed
$100; maintenance
non-passenger-carrying motor vehicle;
vehicle; and
$100;
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying
Addition to Jail.

Addton
to.

expense
electrocutions, $72,700.
$72,700.
expense of
of electrocutions,
Addition to jail: For an additional
additional amount
completing conamount for completing
struction of an addition to,
necessary remodeling
remodeling of, the
to, and for the necessary
jail, exclusive of walled yard, $44,000,
$44,000, and the limit of cost of such
construction
construction is increased
increased to $294,000.
$294,000.
GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION, WORKHOUSE
WORKHOUSE AND
REFORMATORY, DISTRICT OF
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION,
AND REFORMATORY,
OF
COLUMBIA
COL1UMBIA

Personal
aintenance, etc.

Personal services.
services.
Maintenance, etc.

For personal
personal services, $557,760.
For
For maintenance,
maintenance, care,
For
care, and support
support of inmates, including subsistence of internes, discharge
gratuities provided
provided by law, medical supdischarge gratuities
plies, newspapers,
newspapers, books, books of reference
reference and periodicals,
periodicals, farm
implements,
transportation expenses, purchase
implements, tools, equipment, transportation
purchase and
and
maintenance
purchase of aa moving-picture
maintenance of livestock and horses; purchase
machine at not to exceed
exceed $1,500; purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance,
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operation, and repair of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying vehicles and motoroperation,
motorpower, and all other necessary
bus; fuel for heating,
heating, lighting,
lighting, and power,
necessary
including uniforms
items, including
uniforms and caps for guards,
$480,000.
guards, $480,000.
maintenance of
of utilities,
utilities,
For repairs to buildings and grounds, and maintenance
marine and railroad transportation
transportation facilities
facilities, and mechanical
mechanical equipment not used in industrial enterprises,
$27,060.
enterprises, $27,000.
a working capital fund for such industrial enterprises
To provide
provide a
as may be approved
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of
of
Columbia, $30,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the various departments
and
Columbia,
departments and
institutions
institutions of the District of Columbia
Columbia and the Federal Government
Government
may purchase, at fair market
market prices,
Commisprices, as determined
determined by the Commissioners, such products and services as meet their requirements;
requirements;
deposited
receipts from the sale of products and services shall be deposited
to the credit of said working capital fund, and said fund, including
including
all receipts credited
credited thereto, shall be used as a
revolving fund for
for
a revolving
the fiscal year 1941 for the
purchase and repair
tools,
the purchase
repair of machinery,
machinery, tools,
and equipment, purchase
materials and manufacturing
manufacturing suppurchase of raw materials
operation of non-passengerplies, purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
non-passengercarrying vehicles, and purchase
purchase of fuel for manufacturing
manufacturing purposes;
purposes;
for freight, personal services,
services, and
expenses; and
and all other
other necessary
necessary expenses;
and
for the payment to inmates or their dependents
dependents of such pecuniary
pecuniary
earnings as the Commissioners may deem proper.
For continuing construction
construction and equipment
equipment of permanent
permanent buildings for women, including sewers, water
water mains, and other neceRsary
necessary
utilities, $45,000.
For construction
equipment, and
and necessary
construction of a
a bakery, including
including equipment,
necessary
$25,000, to be immediately
available.
utilities, $25,000,
immediately available.
Support of convicts: For support, maintenance,
maintenance, and transportation of convicts transferred from District of Columbia;
Columbia; expenses
of
deceased convicts
convicts to their homes in the
of shipping remains of deceased
United States, expenses of interment
interment of unclaimed
unclaimed remains of
deceased
deceased convicts; expenses incurred
incurred in identifying, pursuing, recapturing
(including rewards
therefor), and returning
returning to
turing (including
rewards therefor),
to institutions,
escaped
conditional-release violators; and
and
escaped convicts
convicts and parole and conditional-release
transportation
released convicts
expenses of returning
returning released
convicts to
to their
their resitransportation expenses
dences, $120,730.
District of
authorized
officer of
of the
the District
of Columbia is authorized
The disbursing
disbursing officer
to
advance to
general superintendent
institutions, upon
superintendent of
of penal
penal institutions,
to advance
to the
the general
requisitions previously
approved by
by the
auditor of
the District
of
of the
District of
requisitions
previously approved
the auditor
Columbia, and
and upon
such security
as the
the Commissioners
Commissioners may require
upon such
security as
Columbia,
of said
said superintendent,
sums of
not exceeding
exceeding $300
of
superintendent, sums
of money
money not
$300 at
at one
one
time
to be
be used
used only
only for
in returning
prisoners,
time, to
for expenses
expenses in
returning escaped
escaped prisoners,
conditional
releases, and
and parolees,
the appropriation,
conditional releases,
parolees, payable
payable from
from the
appropriation,
"Support
convicts", all
expenditures to
to be
for to
to
be accounted
accounted for
all such
such expenditures
"Support of
of convicts",
the
officers of
of the
within one
one month
month
District of
of Columbia
Columbia within
the accounting
accounting officers
the District
on
approved.
on itemized
itemized vouchers
vouchers properly
properly approved.

Repairs
Repairs
ings, etc.
etc.

to build-

industrial
Fund for industrial
enterprises.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Purchase
ucts, etc.

of prodprodof

Deposit of
of receipts.
receipts.
Deposit

Buildings for
for womwomBuildings
en, construction, etc.
etc.

Bakery,
etc.
tion, etc.

construc-

Support,
Support,
convicts.

etc.,
etc.,

of
of

Advances for retumAdvancesforreturnMg
escaped prisoners,
prisoners,
ing escaped
etc.
etc.

NATIONAL TRAINING
BOYS
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS
NATIONAL

For care
care and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of boys
boys committed
National
committed to the National
For
Training
Columbia
Boys by
courts of the
the District
District of Columbia
by the courts
School for
for Boys
Training School
under
to be
be made
made by
the Board
Board of
of Public
Public Welfare
Welfare with
with
by the
under a
a contract
contract to
per day for each
exceed $2 per
a rate of not to exceed
the Attorney General at a
$91,250.
boy so committed, $91,250.

Care, etc.,
etc., of boys
boys
committed to.

NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
GIRLS
NATIONAL

personal services
services, groFor personal
National Training
Training School for
for Girls: For
farm
ceries, provisions, light, fuel, clothing, shoes; forage and 'farm
supplies; medicine and medical service
service (including
exceed
(including not to exceed

Salaries
Salaries
penses.

and

exex-
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$2,000
medical care
care and
not to
to exceed
exceed $600
$600 for
for dental
dental care);
care) ;
for medical
and not
$2,000 for
transportation;
maintenance of
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles;
transportation; maintenance
equipment, fixtures,
and other
other educational
supeducational supequipment,
fixtures, books,
books, magazines,
magazines, and
plies; recreational
equipment and
including rental
of
plies;
recreational equipment
and supplies,
supplies, including
rental of
motion-picture
films; stationery;
repairs; and
other necesnecesmotion-picture films;
stationery; postage;
postage; repairs;
and other
sary items,
items, including
incident to
to securing
including expenses
expenses incident
securing suitable
suitable homes
homes
sary
for
paroled or
or discharged
discharged. girls,
girls, $41,920,
$41,920, of
of which
which sum
sum not
not to
to exceed
exceed
for paroled
be expended
expended for
services: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
$23,060 may
may be
for personal
personal services:
lim - $23,060
limi
total cost
cost of
of maintaining
maintaining inmates
inmates in
said school,
school, including
including all
all adminadmintotal
in said
istrative
shall not
not exceed
exceed an
an average
average per
per capita
capita of
of $575
$575
istrative expenses,
expenses, shall
per
per annum.
annum.
DISTRIC7F TRAINING
SCHOOL
DISTRIOT
TRAINING SCHOOL

Personal
Personal services.
services.

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.
Purchase
truck.
Purchase of truck.

For personal
services, including
including not to exceed
exceed $500 for
for compersonal services,
For
pensation of
to be
be fixed by the
the
of consulting
consulting physicians
physicians at rates to
pensation
Commissioners,
to exceed
exceed $2,500
$2,500 for
labor,
for temporary
temporary labor,
Commissioners, and
and not
not to
$148,620.
For maintenance
necessary expenses,
expenses, including
including the
mainthe mainmaintenance and
and other
other necessary
For
tenance of
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor
vehicles, the
the purchase
purchase and
and
motor vehicles,
tenance
maintenance of
of horses
horses and
and wagons,
machinery and
and impleimplewagons, farm
farm machinery
maintenance
exceed $300
books, books of
of
$300 for
for the purchase
purchase of books,
ments, and not
not to exceed
reference,
$107,500.
periodicals, $107,500.
and periodicals,
reference, and
repairs and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
buildings and grounds, $6,000.
For repairs
For purchase
exchange) of
of one
one stake-body
stake-body truck, $750.
For
purchase (including
(including exchange)
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL
INDUSTRIAL
SCHOOL FO
FOR COLORED CHILDREN
CHILDREN

Salaries.
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

Repairs,
etc.
Repairs, etc.
Purchase
Purchase of
of refrigerator.

Salaries: For personal
$40,505; temporary
temporary labor,
$500;
Salaries:
personal services,
services, $40,505;
labor, $500;
in
in all, $41,005.
$41,005.
For maintenance,
including purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of
maintenance, including
of farm
implements, horses, wagons,
implements,
wagons,. and
and harness,
harness, maintenance
maintenance of nonpassenger-carrying
vehicles, not
manualpassenger-carrying motor vehicles,
not to exceed
exceed $2,250
$2,250 for manualtraining
equipment and materials, $29,000.
training equipment
buildings and
and grounds,
grounds, $3,000.
$3,000.
For repairs
repairs and
and improvements
improvements to
to buildings
purchase of a
For purchase
a refrigerator,
refrigerator, $850.
INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL HOME
HOME SCHOOL
SCHOOL

Salaries.

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
Repairs, etc.
Repairs,

Salaries: For personal services, $36,530;
temporary labor,
$1,000;
$36,530; temporary
labor, $1,000;
in
in all, $37,530.
For maintenance, including
including purchase
purchase of equipment, maintenance
maintenance
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-cayrying motor vehicles,
vehicles, $25,600.
improvements to buildings and grounds, $6,500.
For repairs and improvements
HOME
AGED AND
HOME FOR
FOR AGED
AND INFIRM

Salaries.
Salaries.

Contingent
exContingent expenses.
penses.

Purchase of
Purchase
of station
station
wagon.
wagon.
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.

$87,560, including
superintendent
Salaries: For personal
personal services,
services, $87,560,
including a
asuperintendent
appointed without reference
at $4,600 per annum, to be appointed
reference to civilservice requirements;
requirements; temporary
temporary labor, $2,000; in all, $89,560.
$89,560.
For provisions, fuel
fuel,i forage,
harness and
forage, harness
and vehicles
vehicles and repairs to
to
same, ice, shoes, clothing,
clothing, dry goods, tailoring, drugs
drugs and medical
medical
supplies,
furniture and
kitchen utensils,
utensils, and
and other
other necessary
necessary
supplies, furniture
and bedding,
bedding, kitchen
maintenance of non-passenger-carrying
items, and maintenance
non-passenger-carrying motor
motor vehicles,
vehicles,
$82,100.
$82,100.
For purchase
purchase (including
one s
t
ati on wagon, $750.
$750.
(including exchange)
exchange) of
of one
station
improvements to buildings
For repairs and improvements
buildings and grounds, such
work
such work
to be performed
performed by day labor
labor or otherwise
otherwise in the discretion of the
the
Commissioners, $12,350.
Commssioners,
$12,350.
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MUNICIPAL LODGING HOUSE
HOUSE
MUNICIPAL

For personal
services, $3,660;
$3,660; maintenance,
$4,000; in all, $7,660.
maintenance, $4,000;
personal services,
For
ASSISTANCE
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
un
Relief to
the unememto the
ielief
For
the purpose
of affording
to residents
residents of the District of ployed,
relief to
affording relief
purpose of
For the
etc.
etc.
ofloed,
because
otherwise in distress because of
Columbia who
who are
are unemployed
unemployed or
or otherwise
Columbia
the existing
Board of Public Welthe Board
expended by the
be expended
to be
emergency, to
existing emergency,
the
fare
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
employment and direct relief,
by employment
Columbia by
fare of
in
discretion of
Board of
of Commissioners
under rules
and under
Commissioners and
the Board
of the
the discretion
in the
and
to be
be prescribed
Board and without
without regard
regard to
to
the Board
by the
prescribed by
regulations to
and regulations
re
From D. C. reveD-.
nFom
the
payable from
from the
revenues of the nues.
the revenues
law, payable
other law,
any other
of any
provisions of
the provisions
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $900,000,
and not to
exceed 12 per centum
to exceed
$900,000, and
District of
of
this appropriation
and of
of Federal
Federal grants
grants reimbursed
reimbursed under this Personal services.
appropriation and
of this
appropriation
shall
be
expended
for
personal
services, including
including the Personalservices.
services,
personal
for
expended
be
shall
appropriation
employment of
of one
general superintendent
of public
assistance servpublic assistance
superintendent of
one general
employment
ices
at $5,600
$5,600 per
per annum,
annum, one
superintendent of such services
assistant superintendent
one assistant
ices at
(secretary) at
at $4,600
annum and
and one
stenographer-typist (secretary)
at
one stenographer-typist
per annum,
$4,600 per
at
$2,000 per
per annum,
annum,
annum
to ,
appointed without
reference to civil-service
without reference
be appointed
to
$2,000
expended for the distriburequirements,
to exceed
exceed $31,900
$31,900 may be expended
not to
requirements, not
tion
and relief
milk, including
$12,200 for
including $12,200
relief milk,
commodities and
surplus commodities
of surplus
tion of
herein
personal
services,
which
shall
be
in
addition
such
services
herein
services
such
to
addition
in
be
shall
which
services,
personal
authorized,
and not
not to
exceed $49,960
for personal
personal services,
services2 which
which
$49,960 for
to exceed
authorized, and
shall
be
in
addition
to
such
services
herein
authorized,
per- Provisos.
certify
to
authorized,
herein
services
such
to
addition
in
shall be
spevion of acsons eligible
work relief
relief and
and surplus
surplus commodities:
Provided, That
That
Supervision
accommodities: Provided,
for work
eligible for
sons
counts.
counts.
administered
all
auditing,
disbursing,
and
accounting
funds
administered
for
accounting
and
all auditing, disbursing,
through
the Public
Public Assistance
Division of the Board of Public
Assistance Division
through the
Welfare,
including all
engaged in
in such
work and records
records
such work
employees engaged
all employees
Welfare, including
relating
thereto shall
shall be
supervision and control of the Antideficiency
be under the supervision
relating thereto,
cy proproAuditor of
the District
District of
of Columbia:
That no
no part
of this
this vision.
vondeficien
part of
Provided, That
Columbia: Provided,
of the
Auditor
a
appropriation
shall
be
expended
in
such
a
manner
as
require
a
to
manner
a
such
in
expended
be
shall
appropriation
deficiency
to supplement
such appropriation.
appropriation.
supplement such
deficiency, to
Home care for depedent children. d
purposes pendent
Home
Care for
Dependent Children:
carry out
the purposes
out the
To carry
Children: To
for Dependent
Home Care
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
provide home
home care
for dependent
dependent
care for
to provide
Act to
Act entitled
the Act
of
8D. C. Code if 91children in
in the
District of
approved June 22, 1926 (44 100. D. c. code l1Columbia", approved
of Columbia",
the District
children
Stat.
758-760), including
including not
to exceed
exceed $13,060
$13,060 for
for personal
services
personal services
not to
Stat. 758-760),
Proviso.
Apportionment of
of
in
Columbia, $163,000:
That this
this approappro- Apprtionment
Provided, That
$163,000: Provided,
of Columbia,
District of
the District
in the
funds.
priation shall
apportioned and
and distributed
Commis- funds
the Commisby the
distributed by
so apportioned
be so
shall be
priation
sioners over
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
1941, and shall be so
30, 1941,
the fiscal
over the
sioners
administered
to constitute the total amount
amount
as to
year,, as
fiscal year
such fiscal
during such
administered during
that will
will be
be utilized
during such
such fiscal
dscal year
year for
such purposes,
and
purposes, and
for such
utilized during
that
no
more
than
$400
shall
be
paid
for
burial
of
children
dying
while
while
dying
children
of
burial
for
paid
be
shall
$400
than
more
no
beneficiaries under
under said
said Act.
Act.
beneficiaries
Old-age assistance.
Assistance against
against old-age
old-age want:
want: To
To carry
the provisions
provisions of
of
Oldg asssstance.
out the
carry out
Assistance
the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
of Laws
Laws for
for the
District
the District
Code of
the Code
amend the
to amend
Act entitled
the Act
of
Columbia in
relation to
to providing
providing assistance
assistance against
against old-age
old-age
in relation
of Columbia
8D. C. Code, Supp.
Code, Supp.
(49
1935 (
want",
24 ,1935
49 Stat. 747),
747), including
including not to V,8D.C.
August 24,
approved August
§it 281-295.
want", approved
21-5.
V,§
exceed
$57,265
for
personal
services
and
other
necessary
expenses,
expenses,
necessary
other
and
services
exceed $57,265 for personal
$582,500.
Pensions for needy
for needy
ensin
Pensions
for needy
needy blind
blind persons:
persons: To
carry out
provisions blind
the provisions
out the
To carry
persons.
Pensions for
of
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
provide
aid
for
needy
blind
persons
persons.
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide aid for needy blind persons blnd
8D. C. Code, Snpp.
of
and authorizing
there- V.
if 2-266.
251-266.
v.j-C
appropriations thereauthorizing appropriations
Columbia and
of Columbia
District of
the District
of the
for",
August 24,
(49 Stat.
$50,000.
744), $50,000.
Stat. 744),
1935 (49
24, 1935
approved August
for", approved
Public
assistance,
In expending
expending appropriations
contained in
Act under
under the
the cap- allocations.
allocatinstn
this Act
in this
appropriations contained
In
tion
more than
than the
following monthly
monthly
the following
not more
Assistance", not
"Public Assistance",
tion "Public
Emergency relief of
efsof
amounts
be paid
paid therefrom:
therefrom: Emergency
of Residents:
reidren
Residents: residents.
Relief of
Emergency Relief
shall be
amounts shall
Single
persons,
not
more
than
$24;
family
of
two
persons,
not
more
more
not
persons,
two
of
family
$24;
than
Single persons, not more
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Old-age
assistance
Old-age assistance
and aid
and
aid to
to blind.
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person in
of such
such number
number under
under sixteen
sixteen
than $30,
$30, and for
for each person
in excess
excess of
$6; and
not to
to exceed
total of
to any
any
years of
of age not
not more
more than
than $6;
and not
exceed aa total
of $60
$60 to
Children: Family
Family of
of two
two
one family;
family; Home
Home Care
Care for
for Dependent
Dependent Children:
persons, not more than
each person
person in
such
than $30, and for each
in excess of
of such
number under
number
$6; and
and not
not to
under sixteen
sixteen years
years of age not
not more than $6;
to
exceed
a total of
exceed a
Age
of $60
$60 to any one
one family; Assistance
Assistance Against Old Age
Want:
month shall
be paid
paid therefrom
therefrom to
to
Want: Not more than $30
$30 per
per month
shall be
any one
one person; Aid for Needy
Needy Blind
Not more
more than
than $40
$40
Blind Persons:
Persons: Not
per month shall
per
any one person.
person.
shall be paid therefrom
therefrom to any

SPONSOR'S
CONTRIBUTION TO WORK
SPONSOR'S CONTRIBUTION
WORK PROJECTS
PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
Sponsor's contribucontribuSponsor's
tions; projects,
projects, etc.
etc.

For amount
amount required
required by
For
sponsor's
by the District of
of Columbia as sponsor's
contributions
toward Work
Work Projects
contributions toward
Administration nonconstrucnonconstrucProjects Administration
tion projects
projects for
for free
free lunches
lunches for necessitous
school children,
necessitous school
children, sewing,
household
housekeeping aides,
household service,
service, housekeeping
aides, adult education,
education, woodyard,
woodyard,
recreation,
training, and historical
recreation, vocational training,
historical records,
records, including
including the
the
purchase of
purchase
supplies, materials,
streetcar and
rent,
of food,
food, supplies,
materials, streetcar
and bus fares, rent,
equipment, rental
equipment,
personal services, and other
necessary
rental of
of equipment, personal
other necessary
expenses, $177,500.
expenses,
EDUCATION
EDUCATION OF HANDICAPrPED
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
CHILDREN

Education
handiEducation of
of handicapped children.
capped
children.

For the education
For
education of handicapped
handicapped children, including
including personal
personal
services,
at rates of
of pay
pay to
to be fixed
fixed by the Commissioners on the
services, at
recommendation of the Board of Public
Public Welfare,
recommendation
necessary
Welfare, and
and other necessary
expenses, $15,000.
expenses,
TEMPORARY HOME FOR
FOR
OMER SOLDIERS
TEMPORARY
FORMER
SOLDIERS AND
AND SAILORS
SAILORS

Personal
services;
Personal services;
maintenance.
maintenance.

For
For personal
personal services, $4,620;
$11,750; and repairs
repairs
$4,620; maintenance,
maintenance, $11,750;
to buildings and grounds, $1,000; in all, $17,370, to
to be
be expended
expended
under
direction of
of the Commissioners;
Commissioners; and former Union
under the
the direction
Union soldiers,
soldiers,
sailors, or
or marines
marines of
of the Civil War, former
sailors,
former soldiers,
soldiers, sailors,
sailors, or
or
marines of
of the
Insurrection, or China
marines
the Spanish
Spanish War,
War, Philippine
Philippine Insurrection,
Relief Expedition,
Relief
Expedition, and former soldiers,
the
soldiers, sailors, or marines
marines of
of the
World War
or who
prior to July
July 2, 1921,
World
War or
who served
served prior
1921, shall be
be admitted
admitted
to the home, all
all under
under the supervision
of management.
management.
supervision of
of a
a board of
to buildings and grounds, $1,000;

FLORENCE
FLORENCE
Care,etc.,of
Care,
etc., of women
women
and children.
children.
and

CRITTENTON
CRI1TF,NTON HOME
HOME AND SAINT ANNS
AWNS INFANT ASYLUM
ASYLUM AND
MATERNITY HOSPITAL
MATERNITY
HOSPITAL

For
and maintenance
For care
care and
maintenance of women and children
children under contracts
contracts
to be
by the
of Public
Public Welfare,
be made
made by
the Board
Board of
Welfare, with the Florence
Crittenton Home,
Saint AIMS
Anns Infant
Crittenton
Home, and Saint
Asylum and Maternity
Maternity
Infant Asylum

to

Hospital, $8,000.

Hospital, $8,000.

SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN RELIEF
SOCIETY
RELIEF SOCIErY
Care of
Care
Confederate
of Confederate
veterans, etc.
etc.
veterans,

For care and maintenance of needy and infirm Confederate veterans, their widows and dependents, residents in the District of
Columbia, under
under a
a contract
to be
be made
made with
with the Southern
Columbia,
contract to
Southern Relief
Relief
Society
by the
the Board
Board of
of Public
Public Welfare,
Society by
Welfare, $10,000.

For care and maintenance of needy and infirm Confederate veterans, their widows and dependents, residents in the District of

NATIONAL
LIBRARY FOR
NATIONAL LIBRARY
support.
Aid and support.

Tut,
HE BLIND
BLIND

For aid
aid and
support of
National Library
Library for the Blind, located
For
and support
of the
the National
located
at 1800 D Street
Northwest, to
be expended
under the direction
Street Northwest,
to be
expended under
of
direction of
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
Columbia, $5,000.
of the
the District
District of Columbia,
$5,000.
at 1800 D

COLUMBIA POLYTECHNIC
COLUMBIA
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
INSflTuTJi
Aid.

To aid
aid the
Institute for the Blind,
the Columbia
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute
located
Blind, located
at
1808
H Street
Street Northwest,
Northwest, to
to be
under the
at 1808 II
be expended
expended under
the direction of
of
the
Commissioners of
of the
District of
of Columbia,
the Commissioners
the District
Columbia, $3,000.
$3,000.
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ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS

For support
support of
District of Columbia in
of indigent insane of the District
For
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital, as
provided by law, $2,792,250.
$2,792,250.
as provided
Saint Elizabeths

Support of D. C.
C.
Support
indigent insane.
insane.
indigent

NONRESIDENT INSANE
NONRESIDENT

nonresident insane persons, in accordance
For
accordance with
deportation of nonresident
For deportation
the Act
of Congress
provide for insanity proto provide
"An Act to
entitled "An
Congress entitled
Act of
the
ceedings in
in the District of
approved June 8, 1938,
1938, includof Columbia",
Columbia", approved
ceedings
Gallinger Municipal
ing
persons held
held in
in the
Municipal
psychopathic ward of the Gallinger
the psychopathic
ing persons
$12,000.
Hospital, $12,000.
In expending
expending the foregoing
foregoing sum the disbursing officer of the DisIn
trict of
of Columbia
Director of Public
advance to the Director
authorized to advance
Columbia is authorized
trict
Welfare,
upon requisitions
previously approved
approved by the auditor
auditor of
requisitions previously
Welfare, upon
the District
Columbia, and upon such security as the CommisDistrict of Columbia,
the
exceeding
sioners may require
require of said Director, sums of money not exceeding
sioners
$500 at
be used
for deportation
deportation of
nonresident insane
of nonresident
only for
used only
to be
time, to
one time,
at one
$500
persons, and
accounted for monthly on itemized
itemized vouchers to the
to be accounted
and to
persons,
accounting
of the District
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
officer of
accounting officer

Deportation.
Deportation.
Stat. 625; 53 Stat.
52 Stat.
1293.
1293.
16 D.
D. C.
Code,
C. Code,
16
Supp. V,
V, 11
II§ 41-72.
41-72.
Supp.
Advances for deporAdvances
tations authorized.
authorized.
tations

Accounting.
Accounting.

BURIAL OF EX-SERVICE
BURIAL
EX-SERVICE MEN
MEN

or
National Cemetery, or
For expenses
burying in the Arlington National
of burying
expenses of
For
in
the cemeteries
Columbia, indigent Union
the District of Columbia,
cemeteries of the
in the
ex-soldiers,
or ex-marines,
ex-marines, of the United
United States service,
service,
ex-sailors, or
ex-soldiers, ex-sailors,
honorably discharged
either
Volunteer, who have been honorably
discharged or
or Volunteer,
Regular or
either Regular
retired, and
and who
District of Columbia, to be disbursed
disbursed by
died in the District
who died
retired,
the Secretary
Secretary of
exceeding $45 for such burial
cost not exceeding
War at aa cost
of War
the
expenses in
case, exclusive
of cost
grave, $270.
of grave,
cost of
exclusive of
each case,
in each
expenses

Expenses.
Expenses.

INDIGENT PERSONS
TRANSPORTATION OF
OF NONRESIDENT
PERSONS
AND INDIGENT
NONRESIDENT AND
TRANSPORTATION

For transportation
their legal
persons to their
nonresident persons
indigent nonresident
of indigent
transportation of
For
including mainresidence
residence or to the home of aa relative or relatives, including
tenance
transportation, and
indigent
transportation of other indigent
and transportation
pending transportation,
tenance pending
persons, including
War and their
of the World War
veterans of
indigent veterans
including indigent
persons,
be
families, $20,000,
of which
amount not to exceed
exceed $7,100
$7,100 shall be
which amount
$20,000, of
families,
available
for personal services.
available for

nonresiIndigent
Indigent
dent
persons.
dent persons.

VOCATIONAL
REHABILITATION
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION

Vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
disabled residents, District of Columof disabled
Vocational
bia: To
out the
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to
the Act
provisions of
the provisions
carry out
To carry
bia:
provide
the vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
residents of the
disabled residents
of disabled
for the
provide for
District
Columbia, and
approved February
purposes", approved
other purposes",
for other
and for
of Columbia,
District of
23, 1929,
1929, $25,000.
$25,000.
23,
MILITIA

Disabled
readouts,
Disabled residents,
D.
C.
D.O.
45 Stat.
1250.
stat. 1260.
45
7
D. C..
Code
C.. Oode
7 D.
201-207; Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
1fl 201-2D7;
120e.

For the
the following,
expended under
the authority
authority and direction
direction
under the
be expended
to be
following, to
For
of
the commanding
general, who
who is
is hereby
and empowered
empowered
authorized and
hereby authorized
commanding general,
of the
to
necessary contracts
contracts and
namely:
and leases, namely:
make necessary
to make
For
services, $27,660,
$27,660, including
comthe comto the
compensation to
including compensation
personal services,
For personal
manding
the rate
rate of
of $3,600
temporary labor,
annum; temporary
per annum;
$3,600 per
at the
general at
manding general
$5,800;
for expenses
of camps,
including hire
hire of
officers
for officers
horses for
of horses
camps, including
expenses of
$5,800; for
required
to
be
mounted,
and
for
the
payment
of
commutation
of
commutation
of
payment
the
for
and
required to be mounted,
subsistence for
men who
who may
move
to guard or move
detailed to
be detailed
may be
enlisted men
for enlisted
subsistence
the United
United States
property at
home stations
stations on days immediately
immediately
at home
States property
the
preceding and
following the annual
encampments;
annual encampments;
immediately following
and immediately
preceding
damages to
to private
private property
incident to
to encampment;
encampment; reimbursereimburseproperty incident
damages
ment
to
the
United
States
for
loss
of
property
for
which
District
District
the
which
for
property
of
loss
for
States
ment to the United

Expenditures,
auExpenditures, anthority of
of commandcommandthority
ing general.
Personal
services.
Personal services.

Camps, etc.
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Armory,
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of Columbia
Columbia may
repairing uniresponsible; cleaning and repairing
held responsible;
be held
may be
of
forms, arms,
arms, and
and equipment;
purchase, and maintenance
maintenance
instruction, purchase,
equipment; instruction,
forms,
field
of athletic,
gymnastic, and
equipment at armory or field
recreational equipment
and recreational
athletic, gymnastic,
of
encampments,
not to
to exceed
practice marches, drills, and
$500; practice
exceed $500;
encampments, not
parades; rent
armories, drill
storehouses; fuel, light,
halls, and storehouses;
drill halls,
of armories,
rent of
parades;
heat, care,
repair of
of armories,
armories, offices
offices, and storehouses;
storehouses; machinery
machinery
and repair
care, and
heat,
and
including dredging alongside
construction of
alongside of dock; construction
dock, including
and dock,
buildings for
and other
other purposes
purposes at target range;
range; telephone
storage and
for storage
buildings
service;
stationery, and postage; horses
horses and mules for
service; printing, stationery,
mounted
organizations; maintenance
operation of passenger
passenger and
maintenance and operation
mounted organizations;
exceed
non-passenger-carrying
motor vehicles;
streetcar fares (not to exceed
vehicles; streetcar
non-passenger-carrying motor
$200)
necessarily used
used in the
transaction of official
official business; not
the transaction
$200) necessarily
exceeding $400
traveling expenses, including
including attendance
attendance at meetfor traveling
$400 for
exceeding
ings
pertaining to the National
National Guard;
Guard;
conventions of associations pertaining
or conventions
ings or
and
for general
general incidental
expenses of
of the
the service,
service, $15,480;
$15,480; in all,
incidental expenses
and for
$48,940.
For continuing
construction of an armory for the Militia of the
continuing construction
For
District
$1,100,000.
Columbia, $1,100,000.
of Columbia,
District of
ANACOSTIA RIVER
RIVER AND FLATS
ANACOSTIA

Anacostia
Anacostia Park, development.
velopment.

Anacostia
For
continuing the reclamation
development of Anacostia
reclamation and development
For continuing
Park, in accordance
revised plan as set forth in Senate
with the revised
accordance with
Park,
Document
37, Sixty-eighth
Sixty-eighth Congress, first session, $65,000.
$65,000.
Numbered 37,
Document Numbered
IMPROVEMENT
WASHINGTON CHANNEL
CHANNEL
OF WASHINGTON
IMPROVEMENT OF

Payment by
0.
by D. 0.
Payment

49
1031.
40 Stat.
Stat. 1031.

Toward
payment by
by the
Columbia of its proporDistrict of Columbia
the District
the payment
Toward the
Washington
tionate
of the
the cost
improving the north side of Washington
of improving
cost of
part of
tionate part
Channel,
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as set forth in the Act of Congress
District of
Channel, District
approved. August
1935, entitled
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the construcAugust 30, 1935,
approved
tion, repair,
certain public works on rivers and
preservation of certain
repair, and preservation
tion,
harbors, and
and for
other purposes",
$64,000, which sum shall be transpurposes", $64,000,
for other
harbors,
ferred
expended under the direction
Department and be expended
to the War Department
ferred to
of the
the Secretary
War and the
the supervision
supervision of the Chief
Chief of
of War
Secretary of
of
Engineers,
available until expended.
expended.
continue available
shall continue
and shall
Engineers, and
NATIONAL
CAPITAL PARKS
PARKS
NATIONAL CAPITAL
COLUMBIA
SALARIES, PUBLIC
PUBLIC PARKS,
PARKS, DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SALARIES,

Personal
services.
Personal services.

services, $350,990.
$350,990.
For personal services,
GENERAL
EXPENSES, PUBLIC
PUBLIC PARKS
GENERAL EXPENSES,

General
expenses,
General expenses,
public parks.
public

General
expenses in connection
connection with the
expenses: For general expenses
General expenses:
maintenance, care,
care, improvement,
improvement, furnishing of heat,
heat, light, and
maintenance,
power of
public parks, grounds,
fountains and reservations, propagrounds, fountains
of public
power
jurisdiction of the
greenhouses under the jurisdiction
gardens and greenhouses
gating gardens
present
National Park Service,
tourists' camp on its present
including the tourists'
Service, including
National
site
including personal
personal services of seaseain East Potomac Park, and including
site in
per-diem rates of pay
sonal
intermittent employees
pay approved
employees at per-diem
sonal or intermittent
by the
exceeding current rates of pay
Interior, not exceeding
of the
the Interior,
Secretary of
by
the Secretary
for
Columbia; placing and
and
employment in the District of Columbia;
for.similar employment
maintaining
parks in condition
condition for outdoor sports
maintaining portions of the parks
concerts in
and
m the
conducting of band concerts
incident to the conducting
expenses incident
for expenses
and for
parks;
draft animals
local
animals with or without drivers at local
the hire of draft
parks; the
purchase and maintenance
Secretary; the purchase
rates
approved by said Secretary;
maintenanc!2,of
of
rates approved
draft animals,
harness, and
and wagons;
wagons; contingent
contingent expenses;
expenses; city directhreeanimals, harness,
draft
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tories; communication
communication service; carfare;
carfare; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; profesprofessional, scientific, technical,
technical, and law books; periodicals
periodicals and reference
reference
books, blank books and forms; photographs;
photographs; dictionaries
maps;
dictionaries and
and maps;
leather
leather and rubber articles for the protection
protection of employees
employees and
maintenance, repair, exchange, and operation
property; the maintenance,
operation of not
not
passenger-carrying vehicles and all
to exceed
exceed two motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
motorcycles, and self-propelled
necessary bicycles,
bicycles, motorcycles,
self-propelled machinery;
the
machinery; the
purchase,
maintenance, and repair of
purchase, maintenance,
of equipment
equipment and
and fixtures,
fixtures, and
and
Provided,That not to
so forth, $384,822: Provided,
amount
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of the amount
herein appropriated
appropriated may be expended
expended for the erection
minor
erection of minor
auxiliary
auxiliary structures.
structures.
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Proviso.
Minor auxiliary
auxiliary
Minor
structures.
structures.

PARK
PARS POLICE

Salaries: For pay and allowances
allowances of the United States
States Park
Park Police
force, in accordance
accordance with the Act
Act approved
as amended,
amended,
approved May
May 27,
27, 1924,
1924, as

$176,230.
$176,230.
For uniforming
uniforming and equipping the United States
States Park
Park Police
force, including
including the purchase, issue, operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
exchange, and storage of revolvers, bicycles,
bicycles, and
and motor-propelled
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles, uniforms, ammunition,
passenger-carrying
ammunition, and
equipand radio
radio equipment and the rental of teletype
teletype service,
$13,400.
service, $13,400.

Salaries.
Salaries.
Stat. 175.
175.
43 Stat.
20 D.
D. C.
C. Code
Code 535.
535.
20
Uniforms, etc.
etc.
Uniforms,

NATIONAL
NATIONAL CAPITAL PARK
PARK AND
AND PLANNING
PLANNING COMMISSION
COMMISSION
with secsecFor reimbursement
reimbursement to the United States in compliance
compliance with
tion 4
4of the Act approved
approved May
29, 1930
1930 (46
Stat. 482),
as amended,
amended,
May 29,
(46 Stat.
482), as
$300,000.
$300,000.
For each and every purpose,
purpose, except
except the acquisition of
of land,
land, requirequisite for and incident to the work of the National
National Capital Park and
and
Planning Commission as authorized
entitled "An Act
Act
authorized by the
the Act entitled
providing for a
a comprehensive
comprehensive development
development of the park
park and playground system of the National
National Capital", approved June 62
62 1924
(40 U. S. C. 71)
71), as amended,
including personal
personal services
services m
in the
the
(40
amended, including
District of Columbia, maintenance,
operation, and
maintenance, operation,
and repair
repair of motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
propelled
exceed $1,000
for printvehicles, not to exceed
$1,000 for
printing and binding, not to exceed
exceed $500
expenses and
$500 for traveling
traveling expenses
and
carfare of employees
carfare
employees of the Commission,
and not
not to
exceed $300
$300
Commission, and
to exceed
scientific, technical,
reference books,
books, and
for professional, scientific,
technical, and reference
and
periodicals, $41,230.
$41,230.

Federal reimbursereimburse
acment for lands acquired.
46 Stat.
Stat. 485.
Incidental
Incidental expenses.
expenses.

Stat. 443.
43 Stat.
463.
20 D. C. Code
Code
§§
1532,
1535, 1536.
1530.
i§ 1632, 13,

NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL PARK
NATIONAL
bridges, water
sewerage, and
and drainage;
drainage;
For roads, walks, bridges,
water supply,
supply, sewerage,
grading, planting, and otherwise
otherwise improving
improving the
grounds, erecting
erecting
the grounds,
and repairing
repairing buildings and enclosures;
care, subsistence,
enclosures; care,
subsistence, purchase,
purchase,
and transportation
transportation of
employees; traveling
traveling and
and
of animals;
animals; necessary
necessary employees;
incidental
incidental expenses
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
including not
to
for, including
not to
exceed $2,000 for travel and field expenses
States and
expenses in the
the United
United States
and
countries for the procurement
foreign countries
procurement of live specimens
specimens and for the
care, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation
transportation of specimens
specimens obtained in
in the
the
course of such travel; purchase (including
exchange) of one
pas(including exchange)
one passenger-carrying motor vehicle
senger-carrying
vehicle at not to
to exceed $650;
$650; maintenance
maintenance
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
and operation of one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicle
required for official purposes;
purchase, issue,
purposes; for the purchase,
issue, operation,
operation,
maintenance, repair, and exchange
maintenance,
non-passengerexchange of
of bicycles
bicycles and non-passengercarrying motor vehicles,
vehicles, revolvers,
revolvers, and
not exceeding
exceeding
and ammunition;
ammunition; not
$2,500
$2,500 for purchasing
purchasing and supplying
supplying uniforms to Park
Police, keepkeepPark Police,
exceeding $100
$100 for the
purchase of
ers, and assistant keepers; not
not exceeding
the purchase
of
necessary
necessary books and periodicals, $239,910,
$239,910, no part of which
which sum
sum
shall be available for architect's
architect's fees or compensation.
compensation.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Unifcems.
Uniforms.
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HIGHWAY FUND,
FUND, GASOLINE
TAX AND
MOTOR VEHICLE
VEHICLE
HIGHWAY
GASOLINE TAX
AND MOTOR
FEES

Appropriations
The following sums are appropriated
out of
of the
the special
special
appropriated wholly
wholly out
fund created
Act to
to provide
provide for
for a
a tax
on
trom specialnd
created by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
tax on
motor-vehicle
within the
Columbia, and
and for
for
motor-vehicle fuels
fuels sold
sold within
the District
District of
of Columbia,
43
43 Stat. 106.
106.
purposes", approved
other purposes",
23, 1924,
the Act
Act entitled
approved April
April 23,
1924, and
and the
entitled "An
"An
20
D. C.
C. Code
20 D.
Code
Act to
revenue for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and
§4831-848;
Supp. v,
V.
0831-848;
Act
to provide
provide additional
additional revenue
i§ 831-847.
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved August
17, 1937,
expenses of
of the
the
t0at.'76.
for other
August 17,
1937, for
for expenses
50 Stat. 676.
following
departments and
and activities:
following departments
activities:

Appropriations
from special fund.

DEPARTMENT OF VEHICLES
DEPARTMENT
VEHICLES AND TRAFFIC
Personal
services.
Personalservices.
Expenses,
Expenses, etc.
etc.

Parking
meters.
arking meters.

Traffic
safety eduTraffic safety
eda-

cation.

for temporary
For personal services, including $6,000 for
temporary clerk
clerk hire,
hire,

$177,720.
$177,720.
installation, and modification
modification of electric
For purchase,
purchase, installation
electric traffic lights,
lines, labor,
labor, maintesignals, and controls,
controls, markers, painting
painting white
white lines,
maintemotor vehicles,
vehicles, printing
printing and
and bindbindnance of
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor
jug, postage,
heating, electricity,
electricity, repairs
repairs to
ing,
postage, telephone
telephone service,
service, heating,
to equipequipment of inspection stations,
continuation of the operation of parking
stations continuation
parking
meters on
of Columbia,
including maintemaintemeters
on the
the streets
streets of the District
District of
Columbia, including
expenses as
as the
the ComComnance and repair, not to exceed $7,500 for such expenses
missioners,
discretion, may deem
connection with
missioners, in their discretion,
deem necessary
necessary in connection
traffic safety education,
other expenses
expenses as may be
be necessary
necessary
education, and such other
in the judgment
judgment of the Commissioners
said amount
to be
be expended
Commissioners said
amount to
expended

without reference
reference to any other law, including
including not to exceed
exceed $34,300
$34,300
for the operation
operation and
and maintenance
electric traffic
traffic lights,
signals,
maintenance of electric
lights, signals,
and controls, $139,380,
shall be
be expended
expended
$139,380, of which not less
less than $25,000 sha
for the purchase,
installation, and modification
purchase, installation,
traffic-light
modification of electric traffic-light
Provisos.
signals and $1,000 shall be available for directional signs: Provided,
ar loading
Sttc
Streetcar
loading sinals and $1,000 shall be available for directional signs: Provided,
platforms,
platforms, etc.
etc.
That no part of this or any other appropriation
appropriation contained in this Act
Act
shall be expended
expended for building, installing,
installing, and maintaining
maintaining streetcar
streetcar
loading platforms
platforms and lights
description employed
employed to
to distindistinlights of any description
guish same, except
except that a
apermanent
permanent type of platform
platform may
conmay be
be constructed
appropriations contained
structed from appropriations
street improvecontained in this Act
Act for street
improveundertaken in connection
ments when such work is undertaken
connection with roadway
roadway
resurfacing, and plans and locations thereof are
paving, repaving, or resurfacing,
approved
approved by the Public Utilities Commission and the Director of
of
Maintenance exex- Vehicles
Maintenance
further, That the street-railway
Vehicles and Traffic: Provided
Provided further,
street-railway comp en
penses.
ses.
pany shall pay the cost of maintenance,
maintenance, marking, and lighting after
after
construction.
construction.
Parking spaces for
MParkings
for
The Commissioners
authorized and
Commissioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia are authorized
and
Members of Congress.
directed to designate, reserve,
reserve, and properly
properly mark appropriate
appropriate and
sufficient _parking
parking spaces on the streets
streets adjacent
adjacent to all public buldings
in such District for the use of Members
engaged on
Members of Congress engaged
public
public business.
business.
Identification
adentiefcation
For the
the purchase
purchase of motor-vehicle
For
motor-vehicle identification
identification number
number plates,
plates
plates.
$20,000.
$20,000.
POLICE TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC CONTROL
CONTROL
Expenses.
Expenses.

For expenses
expenses necessarily
necessarily involved
involved in the police control,
regulation
For
control, regulation,
and administration of traffic
traffic upon the highways,
highways, $520,325,
$520,325, which
which
amount shall be transferred
transferred to the appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in this
officers and members of the MetroAct for pay and allowances
allowances of officers
Metropolitan Police force.
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAY

Personal services.
services.

For personal
personal services,
For
services, $251,740.
$251,740.
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IMPROVEMENTS
IMPROVEMENTS

aavinetc.,
improving streets, azd
For
repaving, grading,
grading, and
and. otherwise
a
r
v
ota etc., streets
otherwise improving
paving, repaving,
For paving,
surveying
services,
temporary
avenues,
including
temporary
per
diem
surveying
roads,
and
avenues,
instruments and
drawing materials, printing and
implements, and drawing
and implements,
instruments
binding, postage,
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, and the maintenance
maintenance of
of
and miscellaneous
postage, and
binding,
motor vehicles
vehicles used
curbing and gutters and
this work, including curbing
used in this
motor
replacement
necessary, and including assesscurb-line trees where necessary,
of curb-line
replacement of
purposes provided
several
ment
and
permit
work
provided for therethe
and
work
ment and permit
Is
under, as
as follows:
follows:
under,
I
For
and surfacing,
including curbing
curbing and
and gutters imvement
igna
mprovements des
dessurfacing, including
repaving, and
paving, repaving,
For paving,
where necessary,
necessary, the following:
following:
where
Monroe Street, $17,400;
Northeast:
Street, Jackson
Jackson Street to Monroe
$17,400;
Tenth Street,
Northeast: Tenth
Minnesota Avenue,
Southeast:
R
Street,
Seventeenth
Street
to Minnesota
Seventeenth
Street,
R
Southeast:
$9,600;
$9,600;
Southeast:
Seventeenth Street,
Minnesota Avenue,
Avenue,
Que Street to Minnesota
Street, Que
Southeast: Seventeenth
$12,500;
$12,500;
Southeast:
Ridge Place,
Place, Sixteenth
Street to Seventeenth
Seventeenth Street,
Sixteenth Street
Southeast: Ridge
$4,100;
Southeast: Thirty-fourth
Avenue to You Street,
Alabama Avenue
Thirty-fourth Street, Alabama
Southeast:
$17,800;
$17,800;
Northeast:
Nineteenth Street,
E Street, $14,100;
$14,100;
Street to E
C Street
Street, C
Northeast: Nineteenth
$6,600;
Street, $6,600;
Northeast:
Neal
Street,
Holbrook
Orren
Orren
to
Street
Holbrook
Street,
Neal
Northeast:
Northeast: Sixth
Edgewood Street to Franklin Street and
Street, Edgewood
Sixth Street,
Northeast:
Evarts
Street, Sixth
$11,800;
Edgewood Street, $11,800Sixth Street to Edgewood
Evarts Street,
Northwest:
Street, Hamilton
Ingraham Street,
Hamilton Street to Ingraham
Second Street,
Northwest: Second
$6,600;
$6,600;
Northwest: Milmarson
Capitol Street to First Street,
North Capitol
Place, North
Milmarson Place,
Northwest:
$8,300;
Northwest: Nicholson
Nicholson Street,
$9,000;
Street, Blair Road to First Street, $9,000;
Northwest:
Northwest: Nicholson
Nicholson Street,
Seventh Street to Eighth Street,
Street, Seventh
Northwest:
$6,600;
$6,600;
Northwest: Seventh
Seventh Street,
Nicholson Street,
to Nicholson
Avenue to
Concord Avenue
Street, Concord
Northwest:
$6,600;
Northwest: Second
Peabody Street
Rittenhouse Street,
to Rittenhouse
Street to
Street, Peabody
Second Street,
Northwest:
$11,000;
$11,000;
Northwest:
Seventh Street,
Tewkesbury Place, Sixth Street to Seventh
Northwest: Tewkesbury
$3,500
;
$3 500;
Northwest:
Underwood Street,
Street, Fifth
Street,
Fifth Street to Eighth Street,
Northwest: Underwood
$16,300;
$16,300;
Georgia
Northwest: Underwood
Street, Piney
Branch Road to Georgia
Piney Branch
Underwood Street,
Northwest:
Avenue, $4,400;
$4,400;
Northwest: Juniper
Rock Creek Park,
to Rock
Street to
Seventeenth Street
Street, Seventeenth
Juniper Street,
Northwest:
$9,600;
$9,600;
Northwest:
Randolph Street,
Georgia Avenue
to Kansas
Avenue,
Kansas Avenue,
Avenue to
Street, Georgia
Northwest: Randolph

gtrw
o
$14,800;
Widening, etc., dee$14,800;piin
For
paving, and
and repaving
accord- ignated
roadways.
I Wtedenietc
in accordroadways, in
repaving roadways,
altering, paving,
widening, altering,
For widening,
ance with
with the
to be
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners
approved by
be approved
profiles to
and profiles
plans and
the plans
ance
of
the District
including the
replacement
necessary replacement
the necessary
Columbia, including
of Columbia,
District of
of the
and
of sewers,
sewers, water
water mains,
mains, and
fire-alarm and police-patrol
police-patrol
and fire-alarm
relocation of
and relocation
boxes,
follows:
as follows:
boxes, as
Northwest:
Eye Street,
Thirteenth Street
Street to Fifteenth
Fifteenth Street,
Street, Thirteenth
Northwest: Eye

$46,000;
under
etc.,tinder
Grading,
For g rading, paving, repaving, surfacing,. and
otherwise improving Federal
Grading,
Aidetc.,
Highway
Highd
For grading, paving, repaving, surfacing, and otherwise improving rFedrali
streets,
and roads,
including curbing
curbing and
drainage Act.
Act.
gutters, drainage
and gutters,
roads, including
avenues, and
streets, avenues,
structures,
retaining
walls,
the
replacement
and
relocation
of
sewers,
sewers,
of
relocation
and
replacement
the
structures, retaining walls,
water
boxes, and
police-patrol boxes,
and police-patrol
boxes and
fire-alarm boxes
and fire-alarm
mains, and
water mains,
replacement
of
curb-line
trees,
when
necessary,
as
Federal-aid
highFederal-aid
as
necessary,
when
replacement of curb-line trees,

$46000;
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way projects
under section 1—b
of
Federal Aid Highway Act of
way
projects under
1-b of the Federal

ay
ofoeo
1938 (Public
Seventy-fifth Congress),
Congress) $635,000,
$635,000,. to
to
584, Seventy-fifth
Numbered 584,
(Public, Numbered
1938
remain
June 30,
1942: Provided,
connection
Provided, That in connection
30, 1942:
until June
available until
remain available
with the
surveys, plans,
engiplans, engiinvolving surveys,
survey, involving
highway-planning survey,
with
the highway-planning
neering, and
investigations of
of projects
future construcconstrucfor future
projects for
and economic
economic investigations
neering,
tion
provided for under
under section 10 of
of
of Columbia, as provided
the District
District of
in the
tion in
the Federal
Federal Aid
Highway Act
Act of
1938, this
this fund
fund shall
shall be
be available
available
of 1938,
Aid Highway
the
to
extent authorized
authorized in
said section for
employment of
of
for the employment
in said
to the
the extent
engineering or
or other
other professional
professional services
by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
services by
engineering
and
to section
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41
and without
without reference
reference to
section 3709
3709 of
of the
U.
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
as amended,
amended, and
civilU S. C. 5),
and civil1923, as
Classification Act
. S.C 5) the

service
requirements, and
for engineering
engineering and
and incidental
expenses;
incidental expenses;
and for
service requirements,
§ 673,
culverts,
For grading
grading streets,
streets, alleys,
alleys, and
roads, including
construction of
of
including construction
and roads,
For
culverts,

Grading;
Grading;
etc.

necessary
$50,000; ;
necessary culverts and retaining
retaining walls,
walls.,$50,000
$5,000;
For paving the
the unpaved
unpaved center
center strips of paved roadways, $5,000;
Minor changes.
changes.
Minor
changes in roadway
For minor changes
roadway and
and sidewalks on plans to be
approved by the Commissioners
commissioners of the District
District of Columbia
Columbia to
approved
facilitate vehicular
vehicular and
and pedestrian
$5,000;
pedestrian traffic,
traffic, $5,000;
facilitate
Construction
For
construction of
of curbs
and gutters,
concrete shoulders in
gutters, or concrete
curbs and
For construction
constrsuction
curbs
and gutters. o
connection
all forms
of macadam
macadam roadways
and adjustment
adjustment of
of
roadways and
with all
forms of
connection with
roadways
resurfacing and replacing
replacing of base
together with resurfacing
roadways thereto, together
of such roadways
roadways where necessary
necessary, $200,000;
$200,000;
Surfacing, etc.,
etc.,
replacement of
resurfacing or replacement
surfacing and resurfacing
For the surfacing
pauraeing,
of asphalt,
asphalt,
pavements.
granite
approved
pavements with the same or other approved
granite block, or
or concrete
concrete pavements
material
material $350,000;
$350,000;
etc

Paving
centerstrips.
Pavingcenterstrips.

of

Bridges,
construce,
tc.t
tionBdg
tion, repair, etc.
Street,
etc., repirs
repairs.
treet, etc.,

Provisos.
Snow
removal.
owremoval.

For construction,
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of bridges,
bridges,
For

$50,000;
$50,000;
For current
current work of repairs to streets, avenues, roads, and
and alleys,
including the reconditioning
gravel streets
streets and roads;
roads;
including
reconditioning of existing gravel
for cleaning
sidewalks, cross walks,
walks, and
and
cleaning snow and ice from streets, sidewalks,
gutters in
in the
discretion of
the Commissioners;
Commissioners; and
and including
including the
the
gutters
the discretion
of the
maintenance, and operation of non-passengerpurchase, exchange,
exchange.,maintenance,
non-passengercarrying
used in this work, $922,500,
$922,500, of which amount
amount
carrying motor vehicles
vehicles used
$97,500 shall be available
available exclusively
removal purposes,
purposes,
exclusively for snow removal
$18,000 thereof
$18,000
thereof to be immediately
immediately available
available for reimbursement
reimbursement to
the appropriation
appropriation from which expenditures for such purposes have
heretofore been made,
heretofore
made, and not to exceed
exceed $37,500 thereof
thereof to be availavail-

able
for the
of snow
snow removal
removal equipment:
equipment: Provided,
Provided,
the procurement
procurement of
able for
That appropriations
contained in this
highways, sewers,
appropriations contained
this Act for highways,
sewers,
city refuse, and the water department
department shall be available for snow
removal when specifically
removal
specifically and in writing
writing ordered by the CommisPurchase
of "P h' sioners:
Provided further,
further, That
the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District
authorized
sioners: Provided
That the
plant
authorized.
of
action t
be t
the a
dvant
age
of Columbia,
Columbia, should
should they
they deem
deem such
such action
too be
too the
advantage
of
the District
District of Columbia, are hereby authorized
authorized to purchase
a
purchase
a
Scott Circle underasphalt plant
at a
a cost
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $30,000:
$30,000: Provided
past,
plans, etc.
ed
- municipal
municipal asphalt
plant at
Provided
pass, plans,
further, That not exceeding
appropriation
"'lather,
exceeding $15,000 of the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
shall be available
available for the preparation
preparation of plans, working drawings,
and specifications
specifications for the construction
construction of an underpass
Scott
underpass at Scott
Circle, including necessary
necessary changes
changes in surface and underground
underground
structures within public
public property
property areas
occupied by roadways,
structures
areas now occupied
roadways,
Federal-aid highProvided
reservations: Provided
wedearolct.ahigh
sidewalks, walkways, parking, and park reservations:
way
project.
further, That upon the completion
completion and approval
further,
approval of such plans by
by
the Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia, the National
National Capital
Capital
Commission, and
and the
th e Fine
Fi ne A
rts Commission,
Comm i
ssion,
Park and
and Planning
Planning Commission,
Arts
the said Commissioners
Commissioners are authorized
authorized to submit the project as aa
Federal-aid highway
Administration
highway project to the Public Roads Administration
23 U. S. C., Supp. V.
23U.s.C..,spp.v.
under the
provisions of
the Federal
Highway Act
8, 1938
under
the provisions
of the
Federal Aid
Aid Highway
Act of
of June
June 8,
1938
(52 Stat. 633),
and
approval of such
project by the Public
Public Roads
(52
633),
and
upon
approval
such
project
Roads
Construction, etc.
Ctrun etc.
Administration the
are authorized
construct such
Administration
the Commissioners
Commissioners are
authorized to construct
such
underpass and perform
perform such necessary
necessary incidental work and pay the
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cost thereof
thereof from
from the
this Act for Fedcontained in this
appropriation contained
the appropriation
cost
eral-aid highway
projects and
and the District's allocation of funds by
highway projects
eral-aid
Federal Aid
the Public
authorized by the said Federal
Administration authorized
Public Roads Administration
the
Transfer of
of jurisdicTransfer
Highway Act:
transfer of tion
necessary transfer
further, That the necessary
Provided further,
Act: Provided
Highway
tion of land, etc.
40 U. S. C.
i§ 122,
jurisdiction of
of public
relocation of monuments
monuments is
C. 41
land and the relocation
public land
jurisdiction
Transfer 123.2020 D. C.
authorized
directed under
provisions of the Land Transfer
the provisions
under the
and directed
C. Code,
authorized and
Supp. V, J§
§§ 1540e,
1540e,
Supp.
Act of
of May
May 20,
20, 1932
(47 Stat.
161) :And
further, That the 15M4f.
provided further,
And provided
Stat. 161):
1932 (47
Act
1540f.
servProfessional
servProfessional
Commissioners
authorized to employ
employ necessary
engineering and
and
necessary engineering
are authorized
Commissioners are
ices.
other
professional services,
by contract
contract or otherwise, without ref- 42 Stat. 1488.
services, by
other professional
S. C. §§
661-674;
55U.
U.S.C.
99661-674;
the Supp.
erence
the Revised
Statutes (41
(41 U. S. C. 5), the
Revised Statutes
of the
3709 of
section 3709
to section
erence to
673, 673c.
Supp. V,
V. §§
§§673,
requirements;
Classification
Act of
of 1923,
amended, and civil-service
civil-service requirements;
1923, as amended,
Classification Act
Street railways,
railways,
Street
This appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
construction and pavements.
the construction
available for the
be available
This
pavements.
prorepair of
pavements of
of street
railways in
in accordance
accordance with the
street railways
of pavements
repair
visions
of the
Act, approved
January 14
14, 1933
1933 (47
(47 Stat.
approved January
Merger Act,
the Merger
visions of
Expenses chargeable
chargeable
Expenses
which under
expended which
752).
under to
752). The proportion of the amount thus expended
to railway company.
company.
street-railway
the
the
terms
of
the
said
required
to
be
by
street-railway
paid
required
is
Act
the terms of the said
company shall
upon the neglect or the refusal
refusal of such
such
collected, upon
be collected,
shall be
company
street-railway comstreet-railway
from the said street-railway
company to pay, from
street-railway company
pany
the manner
provided by section
"An Act
Act providing
providing aa
5 of "An
section 5
manner provided
in the
pany in
20 Stat. 105.
permanent
of government
government for
District of Columbia",
Columbia",
the District
for the
form of
permanent form
C. Code 1I74;
74;
12 D. C.
Supp.
V, §
§74.
74.
approved
June 11,
11, 1878,
1878, and
deposited to the credit
credit of the
shall be deposited
and shall
approved June
appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal year in which it
it is collected;
collected;
for the
appropriation for
Grade
separation
separation
Grade
and
The unexpended
appropriation of $25,000
$25,000 contained
contained structure, 14th and
balance of the appropriation
unexpended balance
The
SW.
Maine Avenue SW.
in
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year
of Columbia
1035.
the District
53 Stat. 1035.
in the
and
1940 for
for the
of studies,
studies, plans
plans and
and surveys,
estimates and
surveys, estimates
preparation of
the preparation
1940
investigation of
grade separation
separation strucconditions for aa grade
of foundation
foundation conditions
investigation
ture in
the vicinity
and Maine
Maine Avenue
SouthAvenue SouthStreet and
Fourteenth Street
of Fourteenth
vicinity of
in the
ture
west,
hereby continued
continued available
purposes during
during the
same purposes
available for the same
is hereby
west, is
1941;
fiscal year 1941;
Anacostia River.
Anacostia
For completing
construction of
of a
replace the bridge
bridge to replace
a bridge
the construction
Bridge over, in
in line
completing the
For
Pennsylvania
of
Pennsylvania Avein
Pennsylvania Avenue
River in accordaccord- nue,
Anacostia River
over the Anacostia
Avenue over
of Pennsylvania
line of
in line
nue, construction.
construction.
ance with
profiles to
to be
be approved
approved by the Commissioners
Commissioners
and profiles
plans and
with plans
ance
of the
District of
including construction
construction of and changes
changes
Columbia, including
of Columbia,
the District
of
in sewer
mains, traveling
expenses in
connection with
with the
in connection
traveling expenses
water mains,
and water
sewer and
in
inspection
at the
the point
point of
manufacture, employment
employment of
of
of manufacture,
material at
of material
inspection of
engineering and
other professional
professional services,
by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
services, by
and other
engineering
40

and
reference to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
and without reference
U.
5), the
the Classification
Classification Act
1923, as
as amended,
amended, or the civilof 1923,
Act of
C. 5),
S. C.
U. S.
expenses,
incidental
service
requirements,
and
engineering
and
incidental expenses,
engineering
requirements,
service
$680,000;
$680,000;
For
construction of
Massachuof Massachuline of
in line
bridge in
of aa bridge
the construction
completing the
For completing
setts
Creek and Rock Creek and
Rock Creek
over Rock
Northwest over
Avenue Northwest
setts Avenue
Potomac
in accordance
with plans
and profiles to be
plans and
accordance with
Parkway in
Potomac Parkway
approved by
by the
of the
the District
District of
Columbia, includof Columbia,
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
approved
ing
necessary changes,
changes, construction,
reconstruction i
roadways,
of roadways,
construction, and reconstruction
ing necessary
and
sewer
in
changes
sidewalks
and
curbing,
construction
of
and
n
sewer
and
and
sidewalks
water
fire alarm
alarm and
and police
patrol boxes,
boxes, construction,
construction, reconreconpolice patrol
mains, fire
water mains,
struction,
and relocation
relocation of
such
parkway roads, walkways, and such
of parkway
struction, and
other
work as
as may
necessary, travel expenses
expenses in connection with
be necessary,
may be
other work
the
the point
point of
of manufacture,
manufacture, employment
employment
at the
material at
of material
inspection of
the inspection
of engineering
engineering and
and other
other professional
services by
contract or otherby contract
professional services
of
wise, without
without reference
reference to
to section
3709 of
of the
the Revised
(I1
Revised Statutes (41
section 3709
wise,
U.
S.
C.
5),
or
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
civiland
amended,
as
1923,
of
Act
Classification
the
U. S. C. 5), or
service requirements,
including engineering
and incidental
incidental expenses,
expenses,
engineering and
requirements, including
service
$250,000;
$250,000;
To carry
carry out
out the
provisions of existing law which authorize
authorize the
the provisions
To
Commissioners
the District
District of
open2:extend, straighten,
straighten,
to open
Columbia to
of Columbia
of the
Commissioners of
or widen
widen any
any street,
in accordance
accordapce.with
or highway, m
road, or
avenue, road,
street, avenue,
or
the plan
permanent system
system of
of highways
of
District of
for the District
highways for
the permanent
of the
plan of
the
Columbia, including
the procurement
procurement of
of chains
chains of
title, $150,000,
of title,
including the
Columbia,
19347W
-41—PT. t—22
-- 22
193470°-41-PT.

42 Stat. 1488.
661-674;
.9 §§r6l-674;
55U. S.c.C.
873,673c.
673c.
Supp. V, 11f6873,
Rock Creek.
Creek.
Bridge over,
over, In
in line
AveMassachusetts Ayeof Massachusetts
nue
flue NW., construction.
tion.

Stat. 1488.
1488.
42 Stat.
S. C. J§
§§ 661-674;
661-674;
55U.
U.S.
Stipp.
§§ 673,
673, 673c.
V, §J
Supp. V.
Opening streets,
streets,
etc.,
etc., permanent highway system.
way
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to
remain available
until June
June 30,
Provided.,That
.s
.approapproto remain
available until
30, 1942:
1942: Provided,
That thi
this
carry out
the provisi
on of
of existing
law
' priation
priation shall be
be available
available to
to carry
out the
provision
existing law
extension, widen",
or straightening
straightening of
of.alleys
alleys and
for the opening, extension,
widening, or
and
ment of
of building
building lines
lines in
in the
the
minor streets and
and for
for the
the establis
establishment
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
Assessment
Assessment andperand perassessment and
For assessment
and permit
work, paving
paving of
of roadways
under the
permit work,
roadways under
the
mit work.
permit system,
and repair
repair of
of sidewalks
and curbs
system, and
and construction
construction and
sidewalks and
curbs
around public
public reservations
reservations and municipal
buildmunicipal and United
United States
States buildings, including
purchase or condemnation
condemnation of streets, roads,
and
including purchase
roads, and
alleys, and of areas less than two hundred and
and• fifty
fifty square
feet at
at
square feet
intersection of
avenues, or
or roads
the District
District of
of ColumColumthe intersection
of streets,
streets, avenues,
roads in
in the
bia, to be selected by the
and including
including maintenance
maintenance
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
of non-passenger-carrying
non-passenger-carrying motor vehicles, $150,000;
$150,000;

Proviso.
Proiso.
Alley impro
improvement,
n
building lines, etc.

In all, $3,684,100,
available, to
In
$3,684,100, to be immediately
immediately available,
to be
be disbursed
and
disbursed and
accounted for as "Street
"Street improvements",
improvements", and for that purpose shall
shall
Provisos.
Provisos.
Provided, That
That assessments
assessments in
in accordance
accordance with
with
constitute one
one fund:
fund: Provided,
under constitute
Assessments under
Assessment
existing law.
existing law shall be made
made for paving
paving and repaving
repaving roadways,
alleys, and sidewalks where such
and sidewalks
such roadways,
roadways, alleys, and
sidewalks
e
Grade-crossing
Grade-ross nel selim.
nm are paved
funds herein
paved or repaved
repaved with
with funds
herein appropriated:
appropriated: Provided
Provided
ination
projects.
ination projec
further, That any portion
portion of this appropriation
further,
appropriation may
may be used for payment to contractors
contractors and for
in connection
connection with
with the
the
for other
other expenses
expenses in
expense of design, construction,
construction, and inspection
grade-crossing
inspection of
of grade-crossing
elimination
elimination and other construction
projects authorized
authorized under
under section
section
construction projects
B. C
C.,
Stipp.
23 U. S.
., SuPP8
the
Act
approved
16,
(49
8
of
approved
June
1936
(49
1521),
1-b
Stat.
1521),
and
section
1-b
V, §24a.
52
633.
62 Stat. 633
of
the
Federal
Aid
Highway
Act
of 1938
1938 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 584,
584
Act
of
the
Federal
Aid
Highway
of
23 U. S. 0.,
C Supp.
J. sup. Seventy-fifth
Congress), pending
reimbursement to the District of
Seventy-fifth Congress),
pending reimbursement
of
V, 141b.
§41b.
v,
Department of
Columbia by the Department
Agriculture, reimbursement
reimbursement to
to be
of Agriculture,
be
credited to fund from which
which payment
payment was made.
Parking
facilities
faciues
Commissioners
District of
The
Commissioners
of
the
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in connection
connection
study.
study.
with the highway
highway planning
planning survey
survey now
now in progress
progress as
as a
a cooperative
cooperative
project with the Public
Public Roads
Roads Administration,
directed to
to make
make
Administration, are
are directed
aa thorough study to determine
determine the most
most feasible program
program for
for proproviding parking facilities, other
public streets,
streets, for
for motor
motor
other than
than the public
vehicles in the District of Columbia. Such study shall be made with
the type
type or
or types
t
ypes and
an d
aa view
view to
to determining,
determining, s.mong
among other
other things,
things, the
the quantity of such
facilities which should be provided,
such facilities
provided, the proper
proper
location and the
of such
facilities, and
the appropriate
location
the probable cost of
such facilities,
and the
appropriate
(congress.
Report to Congress.
method of financing
Commissioners
financing the cost of such facilities. The Commissioners
shall make a
a report to the Congress, of the results of
of their study,
study,
together
with
their recommendation
s a
tth
e earliest
earli es tpracticable
pract i
ca b
le date
date.
together
with
their
recommendations
at
the
Changes In
it widths
The
Commissioners
of
the
District
of
Columbia
are
authorized
The Commissioners of the District of Columbia are authorized
roadof sidewalks and
a drod^ways.
ways.
and
empowered, in
in their
their discretion,
discretion2 to
t
o fi
or alter
alt er the
th
e respect
i
ve
and empowered,
fixx or
respective
widths of sidewalks
roadways (including
sidewalks and roadways
(including tree spaces
spaces and
and parkparking) of all highways
highways that may be improved
improved under
under appropriations
appropriations
contained in this Act.
contained
Act.
competition
Open con
for street
street improve.
improveNo part of any appropriation contained
contained in this Act shall be availment contracts.
contracts.
repairing,
able for repainn
g, resurfacing, or
pavi
ng any
any street,
st
reet, avenue,
or
or paving
avenue, or
roadway
roadway by private contract unless the specifications
specifications for such
such work
work
shall be
so prepared
as to
to permit
permit of
of f
air and
an d open
competi
ti
on in
in
shal
be so
prepared as
fair
open competition
paving material as
as well
well as
in
price.
as
in
price.
Period of
of contracPeriod
tors'
forrtretors' liability
liabilityyO
provision of existing law requiring contractors
In addition to the provision
contractors
pairs for inferior
work.
inferiorwork.
pavements in repair for a
to keep new pavements
peri
od of
ofone year
year from
from the
a period
the
day
of the
the completion
completion of
of the
the work,
work, the
the Commissioners
Commi
ssi
oners of
ofthe
the DisD i
sdate of
trict of Columbia shall further
further require
require that where
where repairs are necesnecessary during
the four
four years
year following
f
ollowing the
the said
said one-year
period, due
sary
during the
one-year period,
due
to inferior work or defective materials,
materials, such repairs
repairs shall be made
at the expense
expense of the contractor,
contractor, and the bond furnished by the
contractor
contractor shall be liable for such expense.
Disbursement,
Disbursemi
etc.
mnt, etc.
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contained in this Act shall
No part
of the
appropriations contained
shall be used for
for
the appropriations
part of
No
the
of a
atesting laboratory of the highways department
department for
operation of
the operation
making
materials in connection
connection with any activity of the Distests of materials
making tests
trict
government.
trict government.
$26,780;
parkings, $26,780;
For personal
personal services,
services, trees, and parkings,
For
including laborers,
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, trees
parkings, including
laborers,
trees and parkings,
For contingent
of carts, wagons,
trimmers,
nurserymen,
repairmen,
teamsters,
hire
trimmers, nurserymen, repairmen,
or
motortrucks, trees,
straps, tree
tree labels,
tree boxes, tree stakes, tree straps,
trees, tree
or motortrucks,
suburban
planting and
spaces on city and suburban
trees, and tree spaces
of trees,
care of
and care
planting
motor
non-passenger-carrying
streets,
purchase
and
maintenance
non-passenger-carrying
of
maintenance
and
purchase
streets,
vehicles,
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, $110,000;
$110,000;
vehicles, and
enable the Commissioners,
Refunding erroneous
collections: To enable
Commissioners,
erroneous collections:
Refunding
in cases
cases where
where motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle registration
motor-vehicle operaoperaregistration fees, motor-vehicle
in
tors' permit
fees, motor-vehicle•
motor-vehicle fuel taxes,
title fees, motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle title
permit fees,
tors'
importers'
fees, special
collections of any
any
special assessments, or collections
license fees,
importers' license
Treasury to the
character
been erroneously
covered into the Treasury
erroneously covered
have been
character have
credit
the special
special fund
created by
by the Act entitled "An Act to
fund created
of the
credit of
the District
provide
for a
a tax on motor-vehicle
District
motor-vehicle fuels sold within
provide for
23, 1924,
of
Columbia,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
April
approved
purposes",
other
for
of Columbia, and
and the
Act to
provide additional
additional revenue
revenue for the
to provide
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
the Act
and
approved
District
of
Columbia,
and
for
other
purposes",
approved
August 17,
purposes",
other
for
and
District of Columbia,
$1,500: Provided,
1937, to
to refund
refund such
such erroneous
erroneous payments,
payments, $1,500:
Provided, That
1937,
this
appropriation shall
be available
available for
such payrefunding such
for refunding
also be
shall also
this appropriation
year
fiscal
ments
made
within
the
last
three
fiscal
years
prior
year
the
to
prior
years
fiscal
three
last
the
within
made
ments
Provided further,
for which
which this
appropriation is
is made
available: Provided
further,
made available:
this appropriation
for
That this
shall not
not be
refunds authorized
authorized
available for refunds
be available
appropriation shall
this appropriation
That
1924.
by section
section 10
Act of April 23, 1921.
the Act
of the
10 of
by

Use of
of funds for
for testUse
laboratory, etc.
ing laboratory,

Trees and parkings,
parkings,
contingent expenses.
expenses.
contingent

Refund of erroneous
erroneous
collections.
collections.

43 Stat.
Stat. 106.
§§831C. Code §§83120D. C.
848;
Supp.
V. §§
§§ 831831V,
848;
847.
50 Stat. 676.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Availability of
of
Availability

funds.
funds.

Exception.
Exception.
Stat. 108.
43 Stat.

Code 1840;
I840;
D. C. Code
20)D.
Supp. V,
V, §
§840.
840.
Supp.

WATER
SERVICE
WATER SERVICE
The
appropriated wholly
wholly out of the revenues
revenues
are appropriated
sums are
following sums
The following
Aqueduct
of the
the Water
Washington Aqueduct
the Washington
of the
expenses of
for expenses
Department for
Water Department
of
and
its appurtenances
and for
expenses for Water
Water Department,
Department,
for expenses
appurtenances and
and its
namely:
namely:
WASHINGTON
TT
AQUEDUCT
WASHINGTON AQUI:VC:

For
including salaries
salaries of
necessary employees,
employees, mainteall necessary
of all
operation, including
For operation,
nance
Washington aqueducts
and their accessories
accessories,
aqueducts and
of Washington
repair of
and repair
nance and
McMillan Park,
including Dalecarlia,
Park, first
first and second
second
Georgetown, McMillan
Dalecarlia, Georgetown,
including
High Service
Service Reservoirs,
Reservoirs, Washington
Washington aqueduct
filtration
the filtration
tunnel,l the
aqueduct tunnel
High
plants, the
pumping plants,
and the
plant for
for the
the preliminary
preliminary treatthe plant
plants, and
the pumping
plants,
ment of
of the
water supply,
ordinary repairs,
repairs, grading,
grading, opening
ditch
opening ditches,
supply, ordinary
the water
ment
and other
other maintenance
maintenance of
Conduit Road,
purchase,
installation, and
an
installation,
purchase,
Road,
Conduit
of
and
maintenance
of water
water meters
meters on
on Federal
•purchase,
purchase care,
services;'
Federal services
maintenance of
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of vehicles,
purchase and exchange
including the purchase
vehicles, including
repair,
of
one
passenger-carrying
motor
velkicle
at
a
cost
not to
to exceed
exceed $650;
$650;
not
cost
a
at
vehicle
motor
passenger-carrying
one
of
printing
purchase
and
repair
of
rubber
boots
and
protective
apparel;
printing
apparel;
protective
purchase and repair of rubber boots and
and
and for
each and
and every
every purpose
purpose connected
connected therewith,
therewith,
for each
binding; and
and binding;
$513,350.
$513,350.
For the
the development
of a
aplan
plan to
water
future water
adequate future
an adequate
insure an
to insure
development of
For
supply
the District
of Columbia,
including engineering
engineering and other
Columbia, including
District of
for the
supply for
professional services
by .contract
contract or
or otherwise,
reference to
without reference
otherwise, without
services by
professional
section
of the
Revised Statutes
h e Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
the
Statutes,, t
the Revised
3709 of
section 3709
as amended,
or the
$20,000, to continue
continue
requirements, $20,000,
civil-service requirements,
the civil-service
amended, or
as
available
until June
June 30, 1942.
available until
For
and electric-control
electric-control equipment
equipment for
the Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia
for the
pump and
new pump
a new
For a
pumping
station
and
for
each
and
every
purpose
connected
therewith,
connected
purpose
every
and
each
for
and
pumping station

$70,000.

Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance,
of aqueducts
and acaqueducts and
of
cessories.
cessories.

Meters on
on Federal
Federal
Meters
services.
services.

Plan for
for adequate
adequate
Plan
supply.
water supply.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
5
IT. S.
S. C.
C. §§
§§661-674;
661-674;
5U.
Stipp.
V. §§673,673c.
§673, 673c.
Supp. V,
Dalecarlia
Dalecarlia

equipment.
equipment.

station
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Superintendence
Superintendence of
Secretary of War not
affected.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Nothing
herein shall
shall be
be construed
affecting the
superintendence
Nothing herein
construed as
as affecting
the superintendence
and
the Secretary
Secretary of
War over
over the
the Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
and control
control of
of the
of War
Aqueduct,
its
appurtenances, and
connected with
with the
the same
its rights, appurtenances,
and fixtures
fixtures connected
same and
and
over
appropriations and
and expenditures
as now
now provided
provided by
by
over appropriations
expenditures therefor
therefor as
law.
WATER
WATER DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Revenue,
Revenue, etc.,
etc.,
branches.
branches.
Operating expenses.
expenses.
Operating

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Extension of distridistribution system.
system.

Meters.

Hydrants.
Hydrants.
Replacement
old
Replacement of old
mains, etc.

Investment of water
funds.
Refund of
of erroneous
charges.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Availability.
Availability.
Water mains, con.
Water
con
struction.

Pump,
station.
station.

Anacostia
Anacostia

For revenue and inspection
inspection and distribution
branches: For
For personal
distribution branches:
personal
services, $214,580.
services,
For the maintenance
maintenance of the water-department
distribution system,
system,
water-department distribution
including pumping stations and machinery,
including
machinery, water
water mains,
valves,
mains, valves,
fire and public hydrants, and all
and accessories,
accessories, and
and
all buildings
buildings and
motortrucks,
motortrucks and motor vehicles
as are
are now
and the
the
vehicles such
such as
now owned
owned and
replacement
replacement' by purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange of
following motor-promotor-proof the following
pelled vehicles: Two trucks at not to
truck
to exceed
exceed $650 each;
each; one
one truck
at not to exceed
exceed $800;
$800; two trucks
at not
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,500
each and
trucks at
$2,500 each
and
passenger-carrying automobile
the purchase
purchase of one passenger-carrying
automobile at not to
to exceed
exceed
$650; purchase
purchase of fuel, oils, waste, and
other materials,
materials, and
and the
the
and other
employment of all labor necessary
necessary for the proper
employment
proper execution
this
execution of
of this
contingent expenses including
work; and for contingent
including books, blanks,
blanks, stationery,
stationery,
printing and binding not to exceed $3,300;
$3,300; postage, purchase
of
purchase of
technical reference books and periodicals not to exceed $275,
$2'75, and other
other
necessary items; in all for maintenance,
necessary
maintenance, $343,685, of which not exceedexceeding $5,000
available for operation
operation of pumps
$5,000 shall be available
pumps at
Street
at Bryant Street
pumping
pumping station
station upon interruption
interruption of service from
Dalecarlia pumpfrom Dalecarlia
pumping station.
For extension
extension of the water
distribution system,
system, laying
laying
water department
department distribution
of such service mains as may be
under the
the assessment
assessment sysbe necessary
necessary under
sys$260,000, of which amount
tem, $260,000,
amount $20,000 shall be immediately
available.
immediately available.
For installing
repairing water meters on
installing and repairing
on services
services to
to private
private
residences and business places
residences
places as may not be required
install meters
required to
to install
meters
under
under existing regulations,
regulations as
as may
be directed
by the
the Commissioners;
Commissioners;
may be
directed by
to remain
said meters
meters at all times lo
remain the property
property of
of the
District of
of
the District
Columbia, $115,000.
$115,000.
For installing
installing fire and public hydrants, $22,500.
$22,500.
For replacement
replacement of old mains and divide
in various
various locadivide valves in
locations, on account
account of inadequate
inadequate size and bad condition of
on
of pipe
pipe on
account of age, and laying mains and replacing
old service
service pipes
pipes in
replacing old
in
advance
pavements, $150,000.
advance of pavements,
$150,000.
For investment by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in United
United States
States
or District of Columbia
Columbia securities
securities for the account of the water fund
fund
of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $500,000.
$500,000.
For the refunding
refunding of water
water rents and other
other water charges erroneerroneously paid in the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, to be refunded
in the
the manner
manner
refunded in
prescribed
prescribed by law for the refunding
refunding of erroneously
erroneously paid taxes,
taxes_ ,
$3,500 Prodded,
Provided, That this appropriation
$3,500:
appropri
ation shall
shall be
for such
such
be available
available for
refunds of payments
payments made
made within the
two years.
the past
past two
years.
For the construction
approximately five thousand four hundred
construction of approximately
hundred
and fifty linear feet of twenty-four
twenty-four inch
inch trunk line water main from
from
the Anacostia pumping
pumping station
station to the Anacostia
Anacostia second high
high service
service
storage
storage tank at Stanton School, $80,000;
$80,000; for the construction
construction of
of
approximately thirteen thousand two hundred linear feet of twenty-,
approximately
twentytwenty-fourtwenty-four- and thirty-six-inch
thirty-six-inch trunk-line
trunk-line water
water main from Fourth
Street and
Northeast, to the vicinity of Kentucky
Street
and Florida
Florida Avenue, Northeast,
Kentucky
Avenue
Avenue and East Capitol Street, $250,000; in all, $330,000;
$330,000; to
to continue
continue
available until June 30, 1942.
Pump, Anacostia
Pump,
Anacostia station:
station: For additional
additional pumping equipment
equipment at
the Anacostia
pumping station,
the
Anacostia pumping
station including necessary appurtenances
appurtenances
and alterations m
in existing
existing piping, $14,000.
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SEC. 2. That the services of draftsmen, assistant
assistant engineers,
engineers, levelers,
transitmen, rodmen,
computers, copyists, overseers,
overseers, and
rodmen, chainmen
chainmen, computers,
transitmen,
temporarily required
required in connection
inspectors temporarily
connection with sewer, water,
street, street-cleaning,
street-cleaning, or road work, or construction
repair of
construction and repair
buildings and bridges, or any general or special engineering
engineering or construction work authorized
authorized by appropriations
appropriations may be employed exclustruction
appropriations when
sively to carry into effect said appropriations
when specifically
specifically and
and
Commissioners, and all such necessary
necessary
in writing ordered by the Commissioners,
execution of said work shall be paid
expenditures
expenditures for the proper execution
paid
from and equitably
equitably charged against
against the sums appropriated
appropriated for said
estimates shall report
work; and the Commissioners in their Budget estimates
employees performing
performing such services, and their
the number of such employees
appropriation:
work, and the sums paid to each, and out of what appropriation:
Provided, That the expenditures
exceed $42,000
$42,000
hereunder shall not exceed
expenditures hereunder
Provided,
inspecfurther, That
That excluding
excluding inspecduring the
the fiscal year
year 1941:
1941: Provided
Provided further,
inspector in the electrical
electrical departthe sewer
sewer department,
department, one inspector
tors in
in the
inspector in the repair shop, no person shal
shall be
ment, and one inspector
employed in pursuance
paragraph
contained in this paragraph
authority contained
of the authority
pursuance of
employed
for
during the
aggregate during
a longer
longer period
period than nine months in the aggregate
for a
year.
fiscal year.
Appropriations
payment by the
available for payment
this Act
Act shall be available
in this
Appropriations in
District of
of Columbia
contributions as an employer, in accordaccordits contributions
Columbia of its
District
ance
Unemployment
Columbia Unemployment
of the
the District of Columbia
provisions of
with the provisions
ance with
946).
Stat. 946).
Compensation Act (49 Stat.
Compensation
The
representatives .are
designated representatives,
Commissioners, or their duly designated
The Commissioners,
further authorized
authorized to employ temporarily
laborers, skilled
temporarily such laborers,
further
laborers,
mechanics as may be required
required exclusively
exclusively
hostlers, and mechanics
laborers, drivers, hostlers,
in connection
connection with
with sewer,
sewer, water,
street, and
street
and road work, and street
water, street,
in
cleaning, or
or the
buildings, and bridges,
bridges,
and repair of buildings,
the construction
construction and
cleaning,
engineering or
furniture
general or special engineering
equipments, and any general
furniture and equipments,
necessary engineering
construction or repair work, and to incur
incur all necessary
engineering
construction
and
incidental to
of personal
personal services, incidental
exclusive of
expenses, exclusive
other expenses
and other
carrying
such work
execution thereof,
proper execution
for the proper
and necessary
necessary for
work and
on such
carrying on
said
laborers, skilled
mechanics to be
hostlers, and mechanics
drivers, hostlers,
laborers,' drivers,
skilled laborers
said laborers,
employed to
to perform
perform such
may not be required
required by law to be
as may
work as
such work
employed
done
under contract,
and to
to pay
pay for
and expenses
expenses from
services and
for such services
contract, and
done under
the appropriations
appropriations under
under which
which such
are rendered and
services are
such services
the
expenses
expenses incurred.
SEc.
3. That
That all
horses, harness,
necessary for
for
vehicles necessary
horse-drawn vehicles
harness, horse-drawn
all horses,
SEC. 3.
use
in connection
construction and
supervision of
of sewer,
sewer, street,
street,
and supervision
with construction
connection with
use in
street
lighting, road
road work,
work, and
and street-cleaning
work, including
including mainmainstreet-cleaning work,
street lighting,
tenance
of
said
horses
and
harness,
and
maintenance
and
repair
of
said
said
of
repair
and
maintenance
and
harness,
and
horses
of
said
tenance
in
vehicles,
nconnecconnecnecessary articles and supplies i
purchase of all necessary
vehicles, and purchase
tion
or on
on construction
repair of buildings
and bridge;
bridges,
buildings and
and repair
construction and
therewith, or
tion therewith,
any general
or special
authorized
or construction
construction work authorized
engineering or
special engineering
general or
or any
by
hired, and
and maintained,
maintained, and
purchased, hired,
be purchased,
may be
appropriations, may
by appropriations,
motortrucks may
exclusively to carry into effect
effect said appromay be hired exclusively
motortrucks
Commis.
priations,
ordered by the Commisin writing ordered
specifically and in
when specifically
priations, when
sioners; and
such expenditures
necessary for
the proper
execution
proper execution
for the
expenditures necessary
all such
and all
sioners;
of said
work, exclusive
personal services,
be paid
from and
paid from
shall be
services, shall
of personal
exclusive of
of
said work,
equitably charged
against the
appropriated for
for said work; and
the sums
sums appropriated
charged against
equitably
the Commissioners
in the
report the
the number
number
shall report
estimates shall
Budget estimates
the Budget
Commissioners in
the
of
horses, vehicles,
harness purchased,
and vehicles
vehicles
horses and
and horses
purchased, and
and harness
vehicles, and
of horses,
hired, and
and the
sums paid
paid for
for same,
and out of
appropriation;
of what appropriation;
same, and
the sums
hired,
and
horses owned
maintained by the District shall, so far as
as
or maintained
owned or
all horses
and all
may
practicable, be
provided for
for in
stables owned
owned or operated
operated by
in stables
be provided
be practicable,
may be
said
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles, and
horses, horse-drawn
such horses,
That such
Provided, That
District: Provided,
said District:
carts as
may be
be temporarily
temporarily needed
excavating
and excavating
hauling and
for hauling
needed for
as may
carts
material in
in connection
with works
works authorized
appropriations may
may
by appropriations
authorized by
connection with
material

Temporary services
draftsmen, etc.
of draftsmen,

Proviaoa.
Prockos.
Limitation.
Limitation.
Maximum period
period of
of
Maximum
employment.

C. Unemploy"UnemployD. O.
ment Compensation
Compensation
ment
Act, contributions.
contributions.
Act,
C. Code,
88D. C.
Code, Stipp.
Supp.
V, §§ 311-335.
311-335.
V,

Temporary
Temporary
etc.

labor,

Horses, wagons,
wagons, etc.
Horses,

Proviso.
Pro*o.
employTemporary employment.
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Miscellaneous trustMiscellaneoustrustfund deposits.
Expenses
payable
payable
Expenses
from.
33 Stat. 363.
20 D. O. Code 636.

368.

20 D.

. Code 636.

Proviso.
Employment
labor.
labor.ment

Provio.

of

o

Material,
supplies,
Material, supplies,
vehicles, etc., ppurr
chase.

chaseh.' etc

Surplus articles,
articles,
Surplus
price basis.
pricebasis.

Proviso.
Provisoo deig
Provisions of desig-

Executive oror:
nated Executive
der not
der
not affected.
affected

Rent
limitation.
Rentlimitation.
Ante, p. 310.

Antep.310.

Proiser.

Provisos.
Prior leases.

Pro
.

Unexpended approUnexpended
priations, impoundment and deposit.

appro
mentand depost.

Salary
alary increases.
increases.

Provisos.
Limitation.

soos.

Approval.
Approval.

Minor Munhases41 U. S. C. §5.

morurchass.

STAT.
[54
[54 S
TAT.

be temporarily
employed for
purposes under
under the
the conditions
conditions
such purposes
for such
temporarily employed
be
named
in
section
2
of
this
Act
in
relation
to
the
employment
of
of
employment
the
to
relation
in
Act
named in section 2 of this
laborers, skilled,
mechanics.
and mechanics.
laborers, and
laborers,
skilled laborers,
SEc. 4.
Commissioners are authorized
authorized to employ in the
the Commissioners
That the
4. That
SE.
execution
the cost
cost of
which is
is payable
payable from
appropriafrom the appropriaof which
work, the
of work,
execution of
tion account
account created
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
District of
created in
tion
approved April
1904, and
known as
miscellaneous trust-fund
trust-fund
the miscellaneous
as the
and known
27, 1904,
April 27,
approved

deposits, District
District of
Columbia, necessary
necessary personal
personal services,
services, horses,
of Columbia,
deposits,
carts,
wagons, and
to hire
therefor motortrucks
motortrucks when
when specifically
specifically
hire therefor
and to
and wagons,
carts, and
and in
writing authorized
authorized by
to incur
incur all
all
and to
Commissioners, and
the Commissioners,
by the
in writing
and
necessary
expenses
incidental
to
carrying
on
such
work
and
necessary
necessary
and
work
such
on
necessary expenses incidental to carrying
purchase, exchange,
exchange,
for
the proper
proper execution
the purchase,
including the
thereof, including
execution thereof,
for the
maintenance,
and
operation
of
motor
vehicles
for inspection
inspection and
and
vehicles
maintenance, and operation of motor
transportation
services and expenses to be paid from
from
such services
purposes, such
transportation purposes,

Provided, That the Commissioners may
appropriation account:
said appropriation
account: Provided,
may
delegate to
their duly
duly authorized
authorized representatives
employment
representatives the employment
to their
delegate
under
this section
section of
artisans.
laborers, mechanics, and artisans.
of laborers,
under this
SEC. 5.
Commissioners and other responsible
responsible officials, in
the Commissioners
5. That
That the
SEC.
expending appropriations
appropriations contained
possible,
contained in this Act, so far as possible,
expending
equipshall
purchase
material,
supplies,
including food supplies and equip
shall purchase material, supplies, including
accordance with the
available, in accordance
needed and funds are available,
ment, when needed
regulations
and schedules
schedules of
of the
Procurement Division of the Treasthe Procurement
regulations and
ury
or from
from various
of the
the Government
Government of the
services of
various services
Department or
ury Department
United
possessing materials,
materials, supplies,
passenger-carrying and
supplies, passenger-carrying
States possessing
United States
equipment no longer required.
other motor vehicles, and equipment
required. Surplus
Surplus
articles purchased
purchased from the Government,
Government, if the same have not been
been
used, shall
be paid
reasonable price, not to exceed
exceed actual
actual
at aa reasonable
paid for at
shall be
used,
cost, and
same have
reasonable price based
based upon
upon
have been used, at aareasonable
the same
if the
and if
cost,
length of
the Government
Government of the
services of the
various services
The various
usage. The
of usage.
length
United States
States are authorized
articles to the
authorized to sell such surplus articles
United
government under the conditions specified,
municipal government
specified, and the promunicipal
ceeds
of such
such sales
shall be
covered into the
the Treasury
miscellaneous
Treasury as miscellaneous
be covered
sales shall
ceeds of
receipts:
shall not be construed
construed to amend,
section shall
receipts: Provided,
Provided,That this section
December 3, 1918, concerning
repeal the
Executive order
order of December
concerning
the Executive
or repeal
alter, or
office materials,
the transfer
transfer of office
materials, supplies, and equipment
equipment in the District
District
of Columbia
war
into disuse because of the cessation of war
Columbia falling into
of
activities.
SEC.
SEO. 6. No part of the funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall be
available for the payment
payment of rental of quarters
quarters for any activity at aa
rate in
of 90
90 per
centum of
of the
the per
per annum
annum rate
rate paid
paid by the
per centum
in excess
excess of
rate
Columbia for
such quarters
30, 1933:
1933: Provided,
District of
District
of Columbia
for such
quarters on
on June
June 30,
Provided,
That
paragraph shall not apply to leases made
That the provisions
provisions of this paragraph
prior
except when renewals thereof are
to the
the passage
passage of this Act, except
prior to
porfurther, That the appropriations
hereafter: Provided
made hereafter:
.
Proinded further,
appropriations or poroff
operationn o
unexpended by reason
tions
ti▪
ons of appropriations
appropriations unexpended
reason of the operatio
for any purpose, but shall be
notibe used for
this paragraph
paragraph shall not
District
deposited in
nthe Treasury
Treasury to the credit of the District
impounded and deposited
of Columbia.
shall
SEc.
contained in this Act sh
all be
be used
use d to
t
o pay
pa y
Appropriations contained
SEC. 7. Appropriations
increases in the salaries
salaries of officers
officers and employees
employees by reason of the realincreases
location of
position of
any officer
officer or employee
employe e by the Civil Service
of any
of the
the position
location
grades:
administrative promotions within the several
Commission, and administrative
several grades:
appropriaunder such appropriaincreases under
Provided,That the total
Provided,
total reallocation
reallocation increases
not
$35,000 and
tions
ti▪
ons shall not exceed
exceed $35,000
and administrative
administrative promotions shall not
$50,000: Provided
further, That such reallocation
increases and
exceed $50,000:
Provided further,
reallocation increases
administrative
administrative promotions shall be subject to the approval
approval of the
Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
States
United States
Revised Statutes of
SEC.
S
EC. 8. Section 3709 of the
the Revised
of the
the United
renservice
or
made
purchase
any
to
apply
to
construed
be
not
shall
shall not be construed to apply to any purchase made or service ren-
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appropriations contained in this Act when the aggredered under the appropriations
gate amount does not exceed
exceed the sum of $100.
S
EC. 9. No part of this appropriation
available for any exappropriation shall be available
SEC.
pense for or incident
incident to the issuance of congressional
congressional tags except to
persons set out in the Act of December
1932 (47
(4'TStat. 750),
750),
December 19, 1932
those persons
Speaker and the Vice
Vice President.
including the Speaker
S
EC. 10.
contained in this Act or
appropriation contained
SEC.
10. No part of any appropriation
compensaauthorized hereby
hereby to be expended shall be used to pay the compensation of any officer or employee
employee of the Government
Government of the United
United States,
person is a
a citizen
citizen of the
or of the District of Columbia unless such person
United States or the
a person in the service of the United
United States, or a
approval of this Act who
District of Columbia on the date of the approval
citizenship had theretofore
theretofore filed a
a declaration
of
declaration of
eligible for
for citizenship
being eligible
intention to
United
allegiance to the United
intention
to become
become aa citizen or who owes allegiance
States.
SEC.
S
EC. 11. This Act may be cited as the "District of Columbia
Columbia
Appropriation
1941".
Appropriation Act, 1941".
Approved, June 12, 1940.
Approved,
[C HAPTER 334]
334]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

of Montana
Montana for
State of
Authorizing the
the Interior
Interior to
to the
the State
to grant
grant to
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
Authorizing
a certain
the
use and
and benefit
benefit of
the Montana
Montana School
Mines aa patent
to a
certain
patent to
School of
of Mines
of the
the use
tract
land.
of land.
tract of

Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
emoted by
and House of Representatives
by the Senate and
Be it
Congress assembled,
*assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
States of America in
United States
Interior is
directed to grant, subject to vested
vested
authorized and directed
is authorized
of the
the Interior
existing rights,
benefit of
Montana for the use and benefit
rights, to the State of Montana
existing
the Montana
(including
patent to the tract of land (including
Mines aapatent
of Mines
the
Montana School of
all
Quartz Lode Mining
Mining
as the WPA Quartz
known as
therein) known
rights therein)
all mineral
mineral rights
Claim,
located. in
Summit Valley
Valley Mining
Mining District, Montana
an
Montana,' and
in Summit
Claim, located
designated
United States General
General Land
on the
the official plat of the United
designated on
Office
west, Montana
Montana
3 north,
north, range 88west,
as lot 19, section 14, township 3
Office as
principal
described as
particularly described
Such claim is more particularly
meridian. Such
principal meridian.
follows:
follows:
Beginning at the south
described, aapoint
herein described,
south corner of the tract herein
Beginning
in the
the east
survey numbered
numbered 1688,
1688, Occidental
Occidental Lode,
Lode, lot
of survey
line of
end line
east end
in
441, and
and which is also corner
numbered 10 of survey numbered
numbered 2942,
2942,
corner numbered
441,
Arkansaw Lode
Mining_ Claim,
corner numbered
of survey
survey
numbered 44 of
and corner
Claim, and
Lode Mining
Arkansaw
839; thence, first course
numbered
Western Lode, lot 339;
numbered 1218, Great Western
north. eight
eight degrees
end line of survey
survey numbered
numbered
east end
along the east
west along
degrees west
north
1688_1 Occidental
hundred and
thirty-eight feet to the
and thirty-eight
two hundred
Lode, two
Occidental Lode,
1688,
northwest corner
described and which is also
herein described
of the tract herein
corner of
northwest
corner
numbered 2
2 of
survey numbered
numbered 1688,
1688, Occidental
Lode, and
Occidental Lode
of survey
corner numbered
Lode,
numbered 1687, Bummer Lode,
line of survey numbered
south side line
point in the south
aapoint
lot 440;
thence, second course, north eighty-one
eighty-one degrees east along
lot
440; thence,
the south
side line
numbered 1687,
forty-four
Lode, forty-four
Bummer Lode,
1687, Bummer
of survey
survey numbered
line of
the
south side
feet to
to the
the northeast
of the tract
described, which is also
tract herein described,
corner of
northeast corner
feet
the point
of line
4-3 of survey
Bummer
1687, Bummer
numbered 1687,
survey numbered
line 4-3
intersection of
of intersection
point of
the
Lode, at
at south
west, two
two hundred
feet
hundred and three feet
degrees west,
eighty-one degrees
south eighty-one
Lode,
from its
its corner
corner numbered
numbered 3, with line
numbered 1218,
line 3-4 of survey numbered
from
Great Western
Western Lode,
two degrees
thirty-four minutes
west,
minutes west,
degrees thirty-four
south two
at south
Lode, at
Great
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six
numbered 3; thence,
feet from its corner numbered
thirty-six feet
one
third course,
south two
two degrees
west along line
minutes west
thirty-four minutes
degrees thirty-four
course, south
third
Western Lode,
3-4, the
the west
numbered 1218,
Lode,
1218, Great Western
survey numbered
west end line of survey
3-4,
two hundred
feet, to
to the
the place
beginning, containing
containing
of beginning,
place of
forty-four feet,
and forty-four
hundred and
two
an
one-thousandths acre, more or
twenty one-thousandths
and twenty
hundred and
of one
one hundred
area of
an area
less.
Such trace
trace being
entirely within
boundaries of the location
the boundaries
within the
being entirely
less. Such
corners
set for
Quartz Lode Mining Claim.
WPA Quartz
said WPA
for the
the said
corners set
Approved, June 12, 1940.
Approved,

Congressional
Congressional tags.

6
Supp.
8 D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
243.
V, § 243.

Citizenship
Citizenship requirement.

Short title.

Tune 12, 1940
June
1940
[S. 2191]
[Public,
No.
603]
[Public, No. 603]

Montana School of
of
Montana
Mines.
Mines.
Granting
lands
Granting of lands
authorized.
for use of, authorized.

Location of tract.
tract.
Location
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Description.
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[CHAPTER
335]
[CHAPTER 335]
June 12,
12, 1940
1940
2262J
IS.
[S. 2262]
[Public, No.
604]
No. 604]
Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code,
amendment.
28 U. S. C.,., supp.
Sapp.
V, §186.

28U.nS

V 186

South
CarolinajudiSouth Carolinajudicial districts.
ial

districts.

Western district.
Western
district.

Divisions.
Divisions.
Anderson.
Anderson.
Greenville.
Greenville.
Greenwood.
Greenwood.

Rock Hill.
Hill.
Rock
Spartanburg.
Spartanburg.
Terms of
courts.
Terms
of courts

Eastern district.

Eastdstrt.

Divisions.
Divisions.

Aien
Ai.

Aiken.

Charleston.
Charleston.

Columbia
Columbia.
Florene.
Florence.

r a n

Orangeburg.

Terms of courts.

Terms of cout

AN ACT
AN
AN ACT
ACT
change in
in the
court at
at Rock
Rock Hill
and SpartanSpartanTo provide for aa change
the time
time for
for holding
holding court
Hill and
burg, South
burg,
South Carolina.
Carolina.

Be
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of

United
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
United States of
of America in
That section
section 105
105

of
the Judicial
Judicial Code,
Code, as
as amended
amended (U.
(U. S.
title 28,
28, sec.
sec. 186),
186), be,
be,
of the
S. C.,
C., title
and the same is hereby, amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEa. 105. The State of South Carolina
"SEc.
Carolina is divided
divided into two districts
to be known as the eastern and western
western districts of South Carolina.
"The western district
include the territory
"The
district shall include
territory embraced
on the
the
embraced on
1st
counties of
Abbeville, Anderson,
Cherokee,
1st day of July 1910
1910 in
in the
the counties
of Abbeville,
Anderson, Cherokee,
Chester, Edgefield,
Fairfield, Greenville,
Greenwood, Lancaster,
Lancaster, LauLauEdgefield, Fairfield,
Greenville, Greenwood,
Oconee, Pickens,
rens, Newberry,
Newberry, Oconee,
Pickens, Saluda,
Saluda, Spartanburg,
Spartanburg, Union, and
and
York.
York.
"The western
western district of South Carolina is divided into
into five
five divisions,
the Anderson,
Anderson, Greenville,
Greenville ? Greenwood,
Rock
sions, to
to be known
known as
as the
Greenwood, Rock
Spartanburg divisions. The Anderson
Hill, and Spartanburg
Anderson division
division shall include
the territory embraced
embraced in the counties
Oconee, and
counties of Anderson,
Anderson, Oconee,
and
Pickens. The Greenville division
division shall include the
the territory
territory
Greenville and Laurens.
embraced in the counties
counties of Greenville
Laurens. The Greenwood division shall include
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced in
in the counties of Abbeville,
Abbeville, Edgefield,
Edgefield, Greenwood,
Greenwood, McCormick,
McCormick, Newberry,
and
Newberry, and
Saluda. The Rock
Rock Hill division shall include
include the territory embraced
embraced
in the counties of Chester, Fairfield,
Fairfield, Lancaster,
Lancaster, and York. The
Spartanburg division shall include
Spartanburg
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced in the
the
counties
Cherokee, Spartanburg,.
Spartanburg, and Union.
counties of Cherokee,
The terms
terms of
of the
Union. The
the
district court for the Anderson
held at
at Anderson,
Anderson division shall be held
Anderson,
for the Greenville
Greenville division
division at Greenville,
Greenville, for
for the
the Greenwood
Greenwood division
division
Greenwood, for the Rock Hill division at Rock Hill, and for the
at Greenwood,
Spartanburg division
Spartanburg
division at Spartanburg. Terms of the district
court
district court
for the western district
district shall be held at Greenville
Greenville on the first Mondays in April and October;
October; at Rock
Rock Hill the second
second Monday
in
Monday in
March and the first Monday
Monday in September;
September •at Greenwood
first
Greenwood the
the first
Mondays in February
February and November;
Anderson the
November; at Anderson
the fourth
fourth Mondays in May and November; and at Spartanburg
Spartanburg on the third MonMonday
in February
in September.
September.
Monday in
second Monday
and the
the second
day in
February and
"The eastern
eastern district
district shall include the territory embraced
"The
embraced on the
1st day of July 1910 in the counties of Aiken,
Aiken Bamberg,
Barnwell,
Bamberg, Barnwell,
Beaufort, Berkeley, Calhoun, Charleston,
Charl es to n,Chesterfield,
Chesterfield, Clarendon,
Clarendon,
Colleton, Darlington,
Darlington, Dillon, Dorchester,
Dorchester Florence, Georgetown,
Georgetown,
Hampton,
Kershaw, Lee
Lexington, Marion, Marlboro,
Hampton, Horry, Kershaw,
Lee, Lexington,
Marlboro
Orangeburg, Richland,
Richland, Sumter,
Sumter and
Orangeburg,
and Williamsburg.
Williamsburg
"The
"The eastern
eastern district of South
Smith Carolina is divided
divided into five diviAiken, Charleston,
Charleston, Columbia,
Columbia, Florence
and
sions, to be known as
as the Aiken,
Florence, and
Orangeburg
Orangeburg divisions. The Aiken division shall
sh all include
i
nc l
ud
e the
the territory
the counties
of Aiken,
Aiken, Alendale,
Allendale, Barnwell,
Barnwell, and
and
tory embraced
embraced in
in the
counties of
Hampton. The Charleston division shall include
include the territory
territory
Beaufort, Berkeley
Berkeley, Charleston,
Clarenembraced in the
the counties
counties of
of Beaufort,
Charleston, Clarenmon,
Colleton, Dorchest
Dorchester,
don, Colleton,
er, an
asper.
division shall
andd J
Jasper.
The Columbia division
include the
include
the territory
embraced in
of Kershaw,
Lee, Lexterritory embraced
in the
the counties
counties of
Kershaw, Lee,
Lexington, Richland,
Richland, and Sumter. The Florence
ington,
Florence division shall include
the territory embraced in the counties of Chesterfield, Darlington,
Dillon, Florence,
Florence, Georgetown,
Georgetown, Horry,
Hoiry, Marion,
Marion, Marlboro, and Williamsburg. The Orangeburg
Orangeburg division shall include the territory
embrace
embraced' in the counties
counties o
f Calhoun,
Calhoun Bamberg,
Bamberg, and Orangeburg.
of
Orangeburg.
The
for
The terms of the district
districtcourt
courtf
or the Aiken
Aiken division
division shall beheld
be held at
at
Aiken, for the Charleston division at Charleston,
Charleston, for the Columbia
Columbia
division
at Columbia,
Columbia, for
for the
the Florence
Florence division
division at
division at
at Florence,
Florence, and the
Orangeburg
Orangeburg division at Orangeburg.
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Terms of courts.
Termsofcourts.
"Terms of
of the
court for the eastern
eastern district shall be held
held at
district court
the district
"Terms
Charleston
second Monday
Monday in
in October, the third Monday in
the second
on the
Charleston on
January,
Monday in May,•
May; at Columbia on the first
fourth Monday
the fourth
and the
January, and
March- at Florence
Monday
November and the third Monday in March,•
in November
Monday in
Monday in April;
on
December and the fourth Monday
April;
in December
Monday in
first Monday
the first
on the
at Aiken
Aiken on
on the
the fourth
Monday in
Monday
September and the second Monday
in September
fourth Monday
at
November
in February;
February; and
and at
at Orangeburg
third Monday in November
the third
Orangeburg on the
in
at
'aciities
and the
the second
second Monday
April: Provided,
Provided, That facilities for hold- Proviso.
in Aprif:
Monday in
and
Free
facilities at
Orangeburg.
ing court
court at
at Orangeburg
furnished free
free of
expense to the United
United Orangeburg.
of expense
are furnished
Orangeburg are
ing
Offices.
Offices
States.
The office
western
the district court for the western
of the
clerk of
the clerk
of the
office of
States. The
of
the
district
shall
be
at
Greenville
office
clerk
district
clerk
the
of
office
the
and
Greenville
at
be
district shall
court for
eastern district
district shall be at Charleston.
the eastern
for the
court
Trial of
criminal
of criminal
Trial
"All criminal
criminal cases
shall be
be tried
in the division
division in which the cases.
tried in
cases shall
"All
offense
committed, unless
upon proper
showing the venue would cses
proper showing
unless upon
was committed,
offense was
be
changed by
from one
one division
to another, and this
division to
judge from
the judge
by the
be changed
change
made only
upon affidavits
motion made in open court
and motion
affidavits and
only upon
be made
change be
after four
notice to the adverse party."
days' notice
four days'
after
Approved, June 12, 1940.

[CHAPTER
336]
[CHAPTER 336]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To amend
amend section
section 73
"An Act
to provide
provide a
the
a government
government for the
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
of an
an Act
73 of
To
Territory
approved April
April 30,
30, 1900, as amended.
amended.
of Hawaii",
Hawaii", approved
Territory of

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
in Congress assembled
assembled, That the Act
America in
of America
States of
United
entitled "An
"An Act
the Territory
Territory of
for the
provide aa government
government for
Act to
to provide
entitled

June
June 12,1940
12, 1940
[H. R. 9185]
[H. R. 9185]
[Public, No. 605]
05
[Public, No. 6

Hawaiian Organic
Act, amendment.
31 Stat. 141.
31'U.tat.
8
S. 141.
C. f§ 83-86;
48
48sU.. S. C. I§§ 663-677;
Supp. V. §670.

Hawaiiandmegani

6
s.c.o 6;
Hawaii",
approved April
April 30,
30, 1900,
1900, as
amended, is
is hereby
hereby further
further
as amended,
Hawaii", approved
amended
adding at
at the
the end
of section
the following nupp.V, 1670.
thereof the
73 thereof
section 73
end of
by adding
amended by
rtjzation of
paragraphs:
paragraphs:
Reamortization of
"Any
person or
holding an
homestead under
under indebtednesst
indebtedness of
of cerunpatented homestead
an unpatented
persons holding
or persons
"Any person
tain persons.
special homestead
homestead agreement,
entered into
into prior
the effective
effective tanpersons.
to the
prior to
agreement, entered
aa special
date of
of this
paragraph, excluding
homesteads under
under the control
control 42 Stat. 109.
those homesteads
excluding those
this paragraph,
date
of the
the Hawaiian
Homes Commission
Commission as
provided in
in section
203 of
of
U.o. S. C. §§ 697;
897;
48 us.
section 203
as provided
Hawaiian Homes
of
Supp. V, §697.
697.
the Hawaiian
Hawaiian Homes
entitled to
to a
a Supp.V,
be entitled
shall be
1920, shall
Act, 1920,
Commission Act,
Homes Commission
the
Hawaii on
reamortization of
on
Territory of Hawaii
due the Territory
indebtedness due
the indebtedness
of the
reamortization
Filing of applicaof applica.
Filing
agreement upon filing an appli- tion.
homestead agreement
account
of such
such special
special homestead
account of
cation
the reamortization
reamortization of
indebtedness with the Comsaid indebtedness
of said
for the
cation for
missioner
within six
six months
after the
effective date
date of
of this
this paragraph.
paragraph. Determination of
the effective
months after
missioner within
Upon the
the filing
filing of
of any
such application
Commissioner shall
shall balance
due Territory.
dBetminatoen
of^
the Commissioner
application,? the
any such
Upon
manner:
determine
the balance
balance clue
the Territory
Territory in the following manner:
due the
determine the
The amount
amount of
which would
have been
been paid
during
paid during
would have
principal which
the principal
of the
The
the
period of
of payment
for in
special homestead
homestead
the special
in the
provided for
payment provided
full period
the full
agreement
had the
the agreement
duly performed
performed according
according to
its
to its
been duly
agreement been
agreement had
terms
and the
interest which
would have
been paid
paid
have been
which would
the interest
of the
amount of
the amount
terms and
under
the special
agreement prior
prior to
effective date
the effective
to the
homestead agreement
special homestead
under the
of
this paragraph
paragraph had
the agreement
been duly
duly performed
performed according
according
agreement been
had the
of this
to its
its terms
terms shall
shall be
added together;
from the
the sum
sum
together; from
and added
computed and
be computed
to
of these
these amounts
deducted all
all moneys
moneys that have been
been
be deducted
shall be
there shall
amounts there
of
actually
paid to
on account
the special
homestead
special homestead
of the
account of
Territory on
the Territory
to the
actually paid
agreement,
whether
as
principal
or
as
interest.
The balance
thus
balance thus
The
interest.
as
or
principal
as
agreement whether
determined
shall be
be the
total amount
amount remaining
remaining due and
and payable
payable for
for
the total
determined shall
the
by such
special homestead
any
agreement, any
homestead agreement,
such special
covered by
homestead covered
the homestead
other
terms, conditions,
conditions, or
provisions in
in any
any of
said agreements,
or
agreements, or
of said
or provisions
other terms,
Proviso.
any provisions
provisions of
contrary notwithstanding:
Provided, Pyment
Payment of
of taxes
taxes,
notwithstanding: Provided,
the contrary
to the
law to
of law
any
etc.
however, That
That nothing
herein contained
be deemed
to excuse
excuse etc.
deemed to
shall be
contained shall
nothing herein
however,
the payment
of taxes
and other
other charges
and assessments
assessments upon
upon
charges and
taxes and
payment of
the
i
unpatented
homestead
lands
as
provided
n
said
agreements,
to
nor
agreements,
said
in
provided
as
lands
homestead
unpatented
excuse or
or modify
provision of
of said
said agreements
agreements
or provision
condition, or
term, condition,
any term,
modify any
excuse
other
than such
such as
as relate
to the
the principal
payable to the
interest payable
and interest
principal and
relate to
other than
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The total
Territory. The
total amount
due, determined
determined as
as hereinhereinamount remaining
remaining due,
above
shall be
in fifteen
equal biennial
biennial installments.
installments.
above provided,
provided, shall
be payable
payable in
fifteen equal
Interest.
Simple interest
at the
interest at
the rate
centum .per
per annum
annum shall
shall be
be
rate of
of 33 per
per centum
charged upon.
the unpaid
balance of
of such
such instal]ments,
whether
charged
upon the
unpaid balance
installments, whether
matured
interest to
be computed
computed from
from the
the effeceffecmatured or unmatured,
unmatured, said
said interest
to be
Due dates
payDue
dates of
of paydate of this paragraph
tive
and
payable
The
paragraph
to
be
payable
semiannually.
ments on principal.
first payment
payment on
on account
shall be
be due
due two
two years
subseaccount of
of principal
principal shall
years subseand thereafter
thereafter the
the due
due
quent to the effective date of
of this paragraph, and
dates of principal
principal payments shall be
two-year periods;
periods;
be at regular
regular two-year
Due dates
pay- the first payment
on account
account of
of interest
interest shall
shall be
be due
due six
six months
months
payment on
Due
dates of
of payments me
on sinterest.
o
subsequent
paragraph, and thereafter
subsequent to the effective date of this paragraph,
thereafter
the due dates of interest payments
payments shall
at regular
regular six-month
six-month
shall be
be at
Possession
by
Comin
payments
of
principal
interest
In
of
payments
or
on
Possession
by
operiods.
case
default
missioner upon default.
the due dates as hereby fixed the Commissioner
Commissioner may, with the
approval
approval of the Governor, with or without
process, notice,
notice,
without legal
legal process,
demand, or previous
covered by
by
previous entry, take possession
possession of
of the
the land
land covered
any such special
special homestead
thereby determine
determine the
the
homestead agreement
agreement and
and thereby
agreement as
modified, whereupon
estate created by such
such agreement
as hereby
hereby modified,
whereupon
liability for payment
payment of any balance
balance then due under such special
special
Issuance of landhomestead agreement
shall terminate.
the aforesaid
aforesaid payments
payments
terminate. When
When the
of land- homestead
agreement shall
spsuanc
patent
grants.
Territory of
have been made to the Territory
of Hawaii,
and all
all taxes,
taxes, charges,
charges,
Hawaii, and
and assessments upon the land have been
been paid as provided
provided by said
said
agreements, and all other conditions
conditions therein
stipulated have
have been
been
therein stipulated
complied with, except as herein excused
excused or modified,
modified, the said
said special
homestead agreements
deemed to
to have
been performed
performed by
by
agreements shall be deemed
have been
the holders thereof, and land-patent
land-patent grants covering
covering the land
land
described
agreements shall
described in such agreements
shall be issued to the
the parties
mentioned
parties mentioned
therein, or their heirs or
the case
case may
be.
or assigns, as
as the
may be.
Nonliability of TerNonflabilituy
noTer"Neither the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii nor any
any of its officers,
agents,
officers, agents,
ritory
for refunds,
etc.
or representatives
representatives shall be
of any
any special
e liable to
to any holder
holder of
special homehomestead agreement, past or present, whether
whether or not aapatent shall
shall have
issued thereon,
thereon, or to
person, for
any refund
to any other
other person,
for any
refund or
or reimbursereimbursement on account of any payment
payment to
in excess
excess of
of the
the
to the
the Territory
Territory in
amount determined
determined as provided
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, and
provided by the
the preceding
and
the legislature shall not recognize
recognize any
legal or
moral,
any obligation, legal
or moral,
on
account of
such
excess payments."
payments."
on
account
of
such
excess
Effective date.
Effective date.
SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect
SEc.
upon its approval.
effect upon
Approved,
Approved, June 12, 1940.
1940.
Installments.
Installments.

[CHAPTER 337i
[CHAPTER
337]
June 12,
1040
12,1940
[II. It. 92621
[Ir.
R.9262]
[Public,
No. 6e]
6061
[Public, No.

Merchant marine.
"Civilian
nautical
Merchant marine.
school," definition.

school,"

Examination,ratIng,
Examinationrating,
etc.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
examination of civilian
schools and
inspection
To provide for the examination
civilian nautical
nautical schools
and for the
the inspection
of vessels used in connection
connection therewith, and for other purposes.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
and House
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
assembled, That
as used
used in
this
United States
States of
America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That as
in this
Act the term "civilian nautical
nautical school" means any school or branch
branch
conducted in the United States (except
thereof operated and
and conducted
(except State
nautical schools and schools
schools operated
operated by the United States or any
agency
agency thereof),
thereof), which offers to persons quartered
quartered on board
board any vessel
vessel
instruction for the primary purpose
instruction
purpose of training
training for service in the
merchant
merchant marine.
marine.

SE.
Every .civilian
civilian nautical
school shall
be subject
Szo. 2.
2..Every
nautical school
shall be
subject to examinaexamina-

tion and inspection by the United States Maritime
Maritime Commission,
Commission, and
and
the Commission may, under such rules and regulations
regulations as it may
may
prescribe, provide
certification of such schools as
provide for the rating and certification
to
adequacy of
to the
the adequacy
of the course of instruction,
instruction, the competency
competency of the
instructors, and
and the suitability
equipment used by or in connection
suitability of equipment
connection
with such schools.
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EC. 3.
(a) All
covering the inspection of passenger
passenger vessels in
All laws covering
3. (a)
SEC.
hereby made applicable
effect on
on the
enactment of this Act are hereby
applicable
the date of enactment
effect
connection
equipment used by or in connection
to
all vessels
other floating equipment
or other
vessels or
to all
with
other floatwith any civilian nautical school, whether such vessels or other
ing
navigated or not, to such extent
extent and upon
equipment are being navigated
ing equipment
required by regulations
such
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
conditions as may be required
such conditions
Secretary
Board
Inspectors, with the approval of the Secretary
Supervising Inspectors,
Board of Supervising
of Commerce.
(b)
The Bureau
Bureau of
Marine Inspection
authorNavigation is authorInspection and Navigation
of Marine
(b) The
ized and
directed, through
through such
Secretary
regulations as the Secretary
rules and regulations
such rules
and directed,
ized
the
of
Commerce may
may approve, to
minimum standards
standards for the
prescribe minimum
to prescribe
of Commerce
to
size, ventilation,
ventilation, plumbing,
and sanitation
assigned to
quarters assigned
of quarters
sanitation of
plumbing, and
size,
members of
of the
passengers, cadets, students, instructors
instructors, or any
any
the crew, passengers,
members
other
quartered on board any vessel used
used by or in
at any time quartered
persons at
other persons
connection
civilian nautical
nautical school.
any civilian
with any
connection with
(c)
certificate of
inspection shall be issued
vessel
issued to any such vessel
of inspection
No certificate
(c) No
until
unless a
inspectors has found such vessel to
local inspectors
board of local
a board
and unless
until and
be
in compliance
requirements of this section and the
the requirements
all the
with all
compliance with
be in
regulations issued
thereunder. Such
Such certificates shall be subject to
issued thereunder.
regulations
by section 4453 of the Revised
revocation
manner
prescribed
Revised
the
in
revocation
Statutes
of the
United States,
as amended
(U. S. C., 1934 edition,
amended (U.
States, as
the United
Statutes of
title 46, sec. 435).
435).
title
(d)
ninety days
days from
date of enactment of this
the date
from the
after ninety
and after
On and
(d) On
Act,
be unlawful
for any
vessel to which the Act applies to be
any vessel
unlawful for
it shall
shall be
Act, it
used
by or
in connection
civilian nautical
nautical school
school unless
unless it
it is
with any civilian
connection with
or in
used by
certificate of inspection, or aavalid,
in
possession of
of a
unexpired certificate
valid, unexpired
a valid,
in possession
unexpired temporary
inspection.
certificate of inspection.
temporary certificate
unexpired
(e)
of the
of this
section or
or of any of the regulathis section
violation of
the violation
case of
In case
(e) In
thereof
tions
issued
thereunder
by
any
any
owner or officer
officer thereof,
or
vessel,
any
by
thereunder
issued
tions
more than $1,000,
$1,
000 ,and
such vessel, owner, or officer shall be fined not more
such owner
may be imprisoned for not more than one year,
officer may
or officer
owner or
such
or subjected
subjected to
to both
fine and
and imprisonment.
owner of
imprisonment. Should the owner
both fine
or
officer
each
association,
or
such
vessel
be
a
corporation,
organization,
association,
officer
organization,
corporation,
such vessel be a
or director
director participating
in the
the violation
violation shall
liable to the penalty
shall be liable
participating in
or
hereinabove
prescribed.
hereinabove prescribed.
SEC. 4.
4. The
The provisions
of section
section 3
shall not apply .to
this Act shall
of this
3 of
provisions of
SEC.
vessels of
the Navy
the Coast
Coast Guard
used by or in
in connection with
Guard used
or the
Navy or
of the
vessels
civilian
nautical schools.
civilian nautical
Approved, June 12, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 339]N
339]
[CHAPTER

ACT

AN ACT

To
amend sections
sections 798
798 and
and 800
800 of
of the
for the
District of Columbia,
the District
Law for
of Law
Code of
the Code
To amend

degree.
relating
to murder in the first degree.
relating to

Inspection of
of vesvesInspection
sels.
sels.

Standards for
for size,
size,
Standards
etc., of
quarters.
of quarters.
etc.,

inCertificate
of inCertificate of
spection, re
quirement.
requirement.
spection,

Revocation.
Revocation.

Possession of
cerof cerPossession
tificates by
tificates
by vessels.
vessels.

Penalty provisions.
Penalty
provisions.

or
Navy or
of Navy
Vessels of
Vessels
Coast Guard
Guard exexCoast
cepted.
cepted.

June 12,
1040
12, 1940
June
[8. 188)
[8.18l
[Public, No.
No. 907]
607]
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
Senate and
Be
District of
of ColumColumDistrict
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
sections 798
798 bia
That sections
assembled, That
in Congress
bia Code,
Code, amendamendUnited

ment.
and
Act entitled
"An Act
establish a
Code of Law for
for ment.
a Code
to establish
Act to
entitled "An
the Act
of the
800 of
and 800
6
D. C.
C. Code
Code i§ 21,
21,
6 D.
the
District
of
Columbia",
approved
March
3,
1901
(31
Stat.
1189),
23.
23.
1189),
Stat.
the District of Columbia", approved March 3, 1901 (31
be amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
be
Murder, first
first dedeMurder,
"Snc. 798.
URDER IN
IN MU.
of sound
sound gree.
being of
DEGREE.-Whoever, being
FIRST DEGREE.—Whoever,
THE FIRST
MmUDER
798. M
gree.
"SEC.
memory and
discretion, kills
kills another
another purposely,
purposely, either
of deliberate
either of
and discretion,
memory
and
premeditated malice
malice or
by means
means of
of poison,
poison, or in perpetrating
perpetrating
or by
and premeditated
or attempting
to perpetrate
punishable by imprisonment
imprisonment
offense punishable
any offense
perpetrate any
attempting to
or
in
or without
purpose so to do kills another iin
without purpose
penitentiary, or
the penitentiary,
in the
defined
perpetrating or
or in
attempting to perpetrate
perpetrate any arson, as defined
in attempting
perpetrating
in
820 or
821 of
this Code,
Code, rape,
robbery, or kidmayhem, robbery,
rape, mayhem,
of this
or 821
section 820
in section
napping, or
perpetrating or
or in
attempting to
perpetrate any
to perpetrate
in attempting
in perpetrating
or in
napping,
housebreaking
while armed
armed with
with or
or using
weapon, is
dangerous weapon,
a dangerous
using a
housebreaking while
guilty
of murder
murder in
in the first degree.
guilty of
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Murder, second degree.
gree-
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1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
339-341-JUNE 12,

"SEc. 800.
MURDER
IN
Tut,
SECOND
DEGREE.—Whoever
with
"SEC.
800. MURDER
IN THE
SECoND DEGREE.-Whoever
with
malice
provided in
in the
two sections,
sections,
malice aforethought,
aforethought, except
except as
as provided
the last
last two
kills another, is guilty of murder
murder in
second degree."
degree."
in the second
Approved, June 12, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 340]

June 12, 1940
1940
June
[S. 2639]
[8.
[Public, No.
008]
No. 608]

Wiota-Fort Peck
Wiota-Fort
Railroad, Mont.
Hours of service of
employees.
employees.
27 Stat. 340.
340.
40 U. S. C.
C. 99
321§ 321323.
323.

34 Stat. 1415.
45 U.
61-64.
45
U. S.
S. C.
C. 91
1i 61-64.
Violation by U. S.
Violation
officers
officers or agents.

Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
AN

Relating to the hours
hours of
of service
service of
employed upon
upon the
the GovernmentGovernmentof persons
persons employed
owned
Wiota-Fort Peck
owned Wiota-Fort
Peck Railroad
Railroad in
in the
the State
of Montana.
Montana.
State of

it enacted
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the proviproviUnited
Congress assembled,
That the
sions of the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act relating
to the
the limitation
of the
the
Act entitled
relating to
limitation of
hours of daily service of laborers and mechanics
mechanics employed
employed upon
upon the
public works of
and of
of the
the District
of Columbia",
of the
the United
United States
States and
District of
Columbia",
approved. August 1,
amended, shall
applicable with
approved
1, 1892, as amended,
shall not be applicable
with
respect to the service and employment
emplo.yment of
employed in
respect
of persons
persons employed
in conconoperation or
Government-owned
nection with the operation
or maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Government-owned
but the
the hours
hours
Wiota-Fort Peck Railroad in
in the State of Montana;
Montana; but
the same
same extent
extent
of labor or service of such persons
persons shall be limited
limited to
to the
service would be limited,
limited, if
the United
United
that such hours of
of labor
labor or service
if the
States
operation of such railroad were
common carrier
carrier subsubStates in the operation
were aacommon
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
promote the
ject to the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
to promote
the
safety of employees and travelers upon railroads
by limiting
limiting the
railroads by
the
hours of service of employees
employees thereon",
March 4,
1907, as
as
hours
thereon", approved
approved March
4, 1907,
amended.
SEO.
SEC. 2. Any officer or agent
agent of the United
United States
States whose duty it
it
shall be to employ,
employ, direct,
employed in
in concondirect, or control
control any person
person employed
nectiorn with the operation
nection
operation or maintenance
railroad who
who
maintenance of such railroad
shall intentionally
intentionally require
require or permit
permit such person
person to be employed
employed for
for
hours of labor or service in violation of this Act
deemed
Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor,
guilty of a
every such
offense shall,
shall,
misdemeanor, and for each and
and every
such offense
upon conviction,
conviction, be punished by aafine of not to
exceed $1,000
$1,000 or
or by
by
to exceed
imprisonment for
or by
by both
both such
fine and
and
imprisonment
for not
not more
more than six months,
months, or
such fine
imprisonment, in the discretion
imprisonment,
discretion of
of the
the court
court having
jurisdiction
having jurisdiction
thereof.
Approved, June
June 12,
Approved,
12, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 341]
341]

June 12, 1940
1940
[S.
[8. 3828]
3828]
[Public, No. 009]
609]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

To amend section 107 of the Judicial
amended, to eliminate
eliminate the
the requireJudicial Code, as amended,
ment that suitable
suitable accommodations
accommodations for holding the
the court
court at Winchester,
TenWinchester, Tennessee, be provided
provided by
by the
the local
local authorities.
authorities.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 107 of
the Judicial
Judicial Code, as amended
(II. S. C.?
C. 7 1934 edition,
28, sec.
amended (U.
edition, title 28,
sec.
188),
is
amended
by
"Provided,
That
suitable
accom188),
striking
out
"Provided,
suitable
Stipp.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
modations
V,
modations for holding the courts at Winchester, Columbia, and
and
V, 9
1 188.
188.
Post,
1217.
Post, pp. 1216,
1216,1217.
Cookeville shall be provided
Cookeville
provided by the local authorities
authorities without expense
expense
to the United States until, subject to the recommendation
recommendation of the
Attorney General of the United
United States with respect
respect to providing
providing
such rooms and accommodations
accommodations for holding court at Columbia,
Columbia, a
a
public building shall have been erected
Federal space proerected or other Federal
Provisos.
Proviso.
vided for court purposes
urposes in said city",
city" and inserting in lieu thereof
vided
thereof
accommodaCourt accommodathe
following:
"roided,
That
suitable
accommodations for holding
tions at Cookeville.
the followmg: "Provided, That suitable accommodations
holding
the
court at
Cookeville shall
provided by
by the local authorities
the court
at Cookeville
shall be
he provided

Judicial Code,
Code,
amendment.
amendment.
Tennessee
Tennessee judicial
districts.
districts.
36 Stat. 1124.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

76ria
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341, 342—JUNE
76TH CONG
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3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.
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12, 1940
1940

Provided further,
without expense to the United States: Provided
further, That suitable accommodations
accommodations for holding the courts at Winchester
Winchester and
and
authorities, but only until
Columbia shall be provided by the local authorities,
such time as, in the case of each of such cities, such accommodations
accommodations
shall have been provided,
provided, upon recommendation
Director of
of
recommendation of the Director
the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts, in a
a public
Administrative Office
building or in other quarters provided by the Federal
Federal Government
Government
for such purpose".
Approved, June 12, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 342]

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
provide educational
educational employees
employees of the public
public schools of the District
Columbia
District of Columbia
improvement,
absence, with part pay,
pay, for purposes
purposes of educational
educational improvement,
with leave of absence,
and for other purposes.
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At Winchester
Winchester and
and
At
Columbia.

June
12, 1940
1940
Jmne 12,
[H. R.
R. 9326]
9326]
[H.
[Public, No. 610]

the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Board of bia.District of Columof America
America in
United States
States of
Board of Educarecommendation of the
superintendent of schools, may
on recommendation
the superintendent
Education, on
tion employees.
employees.
absence with part pay to any employee
employee of said Board of
grant leave of absence
Leave for educaLeave
improvement.
improvement.
Education whose
whose salary
salary is
is fixed
in the
approved June 4, tional
fixed in
the Salary Act approved
Education
367.
43 Stat. 367.
D. C.
ch. 2;
2;
77D.
C. Code,
Code, ch.
Columbia Supp.
1924, who has served in the public schools of the District of Columbia
V, ch.
eh. 2.
2.
continuously prior
prior to filing application
application for
six years continuously
not less than six
educational improvement
a period not
improvement for a
leave, for purposes of educational
exceeding
under conditions not herein otherwise
exceeding one year at aa time, under
specified as the Board
place of
the place
determine, and the
of Education
Education may determine,
Board of
specified
said
appointment of a
qualified temporary
a qualified
to be filled by the appointment
said person
person to
Proviso.
Proviso.
employee for
Provided, That not more than
for the period of said leave: Provided,
employee
Limitation.
Limitation.
above-mentioned employees
employees
of the above-mentioned
the total number of
of the
22per centum of
may
with part
part pay at the same time.
may be
be on leave with
Written report to
Written
S
EC. 2. Any employee
employee to
absence may be granted Superintendent.
to whom
whom such leave of absence
SEC.
Superintendent.
Superintendent, in such form as the
shall report in writing to the Superintendent,
Board of Education
Education may determine, the manner in which said leave
Termination
Termination of
of
of absence is being employed,
failure to comply
comply with any
any leave by Board.
employed, and for failure
in
a
requirement
of
the
rules
of
Board
Education
pursue
a
or
to
pursue
of
Education
the
Board
requirement of
satisfactory manner
which said leave of absence
absence was
the purpose for which
manner the
satisfactory
granted,
recommendation of the Superon recommendation
granted, the Board
Board of Education, on
intendent,
terminate such
leave of absence
absence at an)
any,time.
such leave
intendent, may terminate
Compensation of
of
Compensation
SEC. 3. Any teacher
salary is fixed in article
article II of the Act
Act teacher while on
SEC.
teacher whose salary
on leave.
leave.
approved June
granted leave
leave of absence for educaeduca4, 1924, who
who is granted
June 4,
approved
this Act, shall receive comthe provisions
provisions of this
under the
tional purposes under
leave, paid in the same manner
the period
period of said leave,
during the
pensation during
duty, equal to the difference
difference between the salary
as though on active duty
which the
the teacher
during the year he is on said
have received
received during
teacher would have
which
leave of
of absence
and the
basic annual
annual salary
C
group C
A or group
of group
group A
salary of
the basic
absence and
leave
44
Stat. 727.
727.
44 Stat.
of
the amount
amount of
of his
his contribution
contribution to the retire- 7
less the
class, less
his salary
salary class,
of his
D. C.
Code §¢
61C. Code
II 617 D.
ment
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the Retirement
Retirement Act, 79; Supp. V, §§§§ 70, 70a.
with the
in accordance
fund, in
ment fund,
as
June 11,
11, 1926.
1926.
and approved
approved June
as amended
amended and
Compensation
Compensation of
S
EC. 4.
supervisory officer
officer mentioned in administrative,
Any administrative
administrative or supervisory
SEC.
4. Any
administrative, etc.,
officer
while
officer
while on
on leave.
leave.
section
of this
this Act
Act whose
salary is
II of the Act
Act
is fixed in article II
whose salary
1 of
section 1
approved
granted leave of absence
absence for educaeducais granted
1924, who is
approved June 4, 1924,
tional
provisions of this Act, shall receive comunder the provisions
tional purposes
purposes under
pensation
during the period of
leave, paid in the manner
manner as
of said leave,
pensation during
though on
amount to which
which .any
equal to the largest amount
on active
active duty, equal
though
teacher
supervision
teacher in the group B or group D salary class under his supervision
would be
be entitled
given such education
amount of
less the amount
education leave, less
if given
entitled if
would
his
contribution to
fund in
with the
the proin accordance
accordance with
retirement fund
to the
the retirement
his contribution
visions of
Act, as
as amended
11,
approved June 11,
amended and approved
Retirement Act,
of the
the Retirement
visions
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CHS.342,
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1940
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Temporary
assign-Temporary assign
ment
to officer's
ment to
officer's posiposition.
tion.

Filling
Filling
position.
position.

of
of vacated
vacated

Teacher or
or officer
officer on
on
Teacher
leave considered
considered as
as in
in
leave
active service.
service.
active

Masculine
pronoun
Masculine pronoun
construed.
construed.
Effective date.
Effective

1926: Provided,
during the
period of
of the
the leave
leave of
of said
said officer,
officer,
1926:
Provided, That
That during
the period
the Board
Board of
of Education
Education on
the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the superintendsuperintendthe
on the
ent of
may authorize
the temporary
assignment to
his position
position
ent
of schools
schools may
authorize the
temporary assignment
to his
of
who serves
serves under
said officer
officer on
on leave:
of any
any teacher
teacher or
or officer
officer who
under said
leave: And
And
provided
further, That
That the
the position
position of
of the
the teacher
teacher or
officer so
so
provided further,
or officer
assigned may
be filled
the period
period of
of such
such absence
absence by
by a
a
assigned
may be
filled during
during the
qualified temporary
temporary employee.
employee.
qualified
S
EC. 5.
The teacher
who takes
of absence
with part
SEC.
5. The
teacher or
or officer
officer who
takes leave
leave of
absence with
part
pay
for educational
the provisions
of this
Act shall
shall
provisions of
this Act
ay for
educational purposes
purposes under
under the
bee construed
construed as
active service,
and periods
salary
as in
in active
service, and
periods of
of service
service for
for salary
increment purposes
retirement purposes,
purposes, and
and the
the pay
pay which
increment
purposes and
and for
for retirement
which
the teacher
or officer
have received
received had
had leave
not been
the
teacher or
officer would
would have
leave not
been taken
taken
shall
retirement annuities.
shall be
be used
used in
in computing
computing retirement
annuities.
SE°. 6.
6. Wherever
Wherever the
occurs in
in this
this Act
it
SEO.
the masculine
masculine pronoun
pronoun occurs
Act it
shall be
be construed
to mean
male and
and female
shall
construed to
mean both
both male
female employees.
employees.
SEC. 7.
This Act
shall take
take effect
effect on
after July
July 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
SEC.
7. This
Act shall
on and
and after
Approved,
June 12,
12, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 343]

June
June 13,
13, 1940
1940
[H.
R. 9209]
[H. R.
9209]
[Public,
No.
611]
[Public, No. 611]

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT

Making
appropriations for
the Military
Establishment for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending
the fiscal
Making appropriations
for the
Military Establishment
June 30, 1941,
1941, and
other purposes.
June
and for other
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the

Military
AppropriaMilitaryAppropriation Act,
Act, 1941.
1941.
tion
Post, pp. 601,
601, 656,
656
Post,
872,
966.
872,966.

Post,
603, 601.
Post, pp. 603,604.
Personal
Personal services.
services.
Office of Secretary
Secretary
of War.
of
Provisos.
Provisos.
Transportation
Transportation expenses, etc.,
etc., of
penses,
of peradsons serving
serving in advisory capacity.
capacity.
Post, p.
p. 971.
971.
Post,

U. 8. 0.
0.§6.
5.
41 U.S.
field-service
Use of field-service
appropriations for
for perappropriations
services.
sonal services.
Designated offices.
OtneeS.

United States
States of
Arnerioa in
assembled, That
That the
following
United
of Amerida
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the following

Treasury not othersums are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any
any money
money in the
the Treasury
otherEstablishment for
year
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the Military
Military Establishment
for the fiscal year
ending
namely
other purposes,
purposes, namely:
ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and
and for
for other
SALARIES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,
DEPARTMENT

For compensation
compensation for personal
personal services in the District
District of Columbia,
as follows:
Office of Secretary
Secretary of War:
War: Secretary
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of War, Assistant
Secretary
$543,240, of
of War, and other personal
personal services, $543,240,
of which $184,860
$184,860
shall be available
available exclusively for temporary
temporary personal services:
services: ProProl/ided
That
not
to
exceed
$50,000
of
the
appropriations
contained
in
vided
this Act
That
fornot
to exceed
activities
$50,000shall
of the
be appropriations
available for the
contained
payment
in
this
Act
for military
military
activities
shall
be
available
for the
payment
of actual transportation
transportation expenses
expenses and not to exceed
exceed $10
per diem
$10 per
diem
in lieu of subsistence and other expenses of persons serving
serving while
compensation, in an advisory
advisory
away from their homes, without other compensation,
capacity to the Secretary
Secretary of War, and for the temporary
temporary employemployotherwise, without
ment of persons
persons or organizations,
organizations, by contract
contract or otherwise,
without
civil service or
or
regard to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes or the civil
classification
classification laws: Provided,
Provided, That no field-service
field-service appropriation
appropriation
shall be available for personal services in the War
except
War Department
Department except
as may be expressly
expressly authorized
authorized herein.
Office
Office of Chief of Staff, $312,290,
$312,290, of which $69,340 shall be available exclusively
exclusively for
temporary personal
personal services.
for temporary
services.
Adjutant General's
General's office,
office, $1,797,856,
$1,797,856, of which $251,740
$251,740 shall be
available exclusively for temporary
temporary personal
personal services.
Office of the Inspector
Inspector General, $37,260.
Office of the Judge Advocate
Advocate General,
General, $127,560.
Office of the Chief of Finance, $514,928, of which $94,798 shall
be available exclusively for temporary
temporary personal
Dersonal services.
Quartermaster General,
General, $1,001,786
$140,000
Office of the Quartermaster
S1,001,786 of which
which $140,000
shall be available exclusively
exclusively for temporary
temporary personal
personal services.
Officer, $279,927,
Office of the Chief Signal
Signal Officer,
$279,927, of which
which $70,422
$70,422 shall
shall
be available exclusively
exclusively for temporary
temporary personal
personal services.
Office of the Chief of Air Corps, $392,000, of which
which $133,000 shall
be
available exclusively
exclusively for
personal services.
services.
be available
for temporary
temporary personal
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Office of
of the
General, $370,710,
of which
which $41,000
shall be
be
$41,000 shall
$370,710, of
Surgeon General,
the Surgeon
Office
available
exclusively for
services.
personal services.
temporary personal
for temporary
available exclusively
Office of
Chief of
of Engineers,
Engineers, $216,256,
$216,256, of
of which
which $55,000
$55,000 shall be
of Chief
Office
available exclusively
exclusively for
for temporary
services: Provided,
Provided,
personal services:
temporary personal
available
That the
the services
services of
of such
such additional
additional technical
technical and
clerical personnel
personnel
and clerical
That
as the
of War
War may
necessary may
be employed
employed only
may be
deem necessary
may deem
Secretary of
the Secretary
as
in
the Office
Office of
of Engineers,
Engineers, to
carry into
various
into effect the various
to carry
the Chief
Chief of
of the
in the
appropriations
and harbors
surveys,
harbors and flood control, surveys,
rivers and
for rivers
appropriations for
and preparation
for and
of river
harbor and
and harbor
river and
consideration of
the consideration
and the
preparation for
and
flood-control estimates
paid from
from such
such appropriaappropriato be
be paid
and bills,
bills, to
estimates and
flood-control
tions:
further, That
expenditures on
account for
for
on this
this account
the expenditures
That the
Provided further,
tions: Provided
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 shall
shall not
$585,680, and the Secretary
Secretary of
not exceed $585,680,
the
War
shall each
year, in
to Congress
Congress the number
number
report to
Budget, report
the Budget,
in the
each year,
War shall
of
persons so
employed, their
duties, and the
amount paid to each.
the amount
their duties,
so employed,
of persons
Office of
of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $838,500,
of which
shall be
$350,000 shall
which $350,000
$838,500, of
of Chief
Chief of
Office
available exclusively
exclusively for temporary
temporary personal
personal services.
available
Office
Chief of
of Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service, $74,790,
$74,790, of
which
of which
Warfare Service,
of Chief
Office of
$24,000
shall be
available exclusively
temporary personal services.
exclusively for temporary
be available
$24,000 shall
Office
of Chief
$15,320.
of Infantry, $15,320.
Chief of
Office of
Office
of Chief
Cavalry, $11,100.
$11,100.
of Cavalry,
Chief of
Office of
Office
of Chief
Field Artillery, $6,840.
$6,840.
of Field
Chief of
Office of
Office
of Chief
Chief of
$36,040.
Coast Artillery, $36,040.
of Coast
Office of
Office
of Chief
Chief of
$9,680.
Chaplains, $9,680.
of Chaplains,
Office of
National
War Department,
$181,864.
Department, $181,864.
Bureau, War
Guard Bureau,
National Guard
In
all, salaries,
War Department,
$6,767,947: Provided,
Provided, That the
Department, $6,767,947:
salaries, War
In all,
number
of warrant
and enlisted
offices
enlisted men on duty in the offices
officers and
warrant officers
number of
of
Chiefs of
Engineers, Coast
Field ArtilArtilArtillery, Field
Coast Artillery,
Ordnance, Engineers,
of Ordnance,
the Chiefs
of the
lery,
Cavalry, Infantry,
Infantry, and
5, 1934,
shall not
not
1934, shall
March 5,
on March
Chaplains on
and Chaplains
lery, Cavalry,
be
increased,
and
in
lieu
of
warrant
officers
and
enlisted
men
whose
whose
men
enlisted
and
officers
warrant
of
lieu
in
and
be increased,
services
in such
have been
terminated for any cause
been terminated
shall have
offices shall
such offices
services in
prior
to
July
1
2
1941,
their
places
may
be
filled
civilians, for the
the
by civilians,
filled by
be
may
places
prior to July 1, 1941, their
pay of
of whom,
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as
Classification Act
in accordance
whom, m
pay
amended, the
the appropriation
"Pay of
of the
be available.
available.
shall be
Army" shall
the Army"
appropriation "Pay
amended,
In
appropriations conportions of appropriations
or portions
appropriations or
expending appropriations
In expending
tained in
this .Act,
for the
the payment
payment for personal services in the
Act, for
in this
tained
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in
the Classification
Classification Act of
with the
accordance with
in accordance
District
1923,
as amended,
amended, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of the
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Assistant
1923, as
War, the
the average
salaries of
of the
the total number of persons
persons under
under
the salaries
of the
average of
War,
any
grade in
bureau, office,
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit
unit shall
shall
office, or
any bureau,
in any
any grade
not
at any
any time
exceed the
compensation rates
rates specithe average of the compensation
time exceed
not at
fied for
by such
such Act,
and in
grades in
which
in which
in grades
amended, and
as amended,
Act, as
grade by
the grade
for the
fied
not
only
one
position
is
allocated
the
salary
of
such
position
not
shall
such
of
salary
the
allocated
only one position is
exceed the
the average
of the
the compensation
for the
the grade,
except
grade, except
rates for
compensation rates
average of
exceed
that
in unusually
one position
position in
grade
in aa grade
of one
cases of
meritorious cases
unusually meritorious
that in
advances
may be
be made
the average
average of
of the comthan the
higher than
rates higher
to rates
made to
advances may
pensation
rates of
of the
the grade
but not
more often
often than
once in
in any
any
than once
not more
grade but
pensation rates
fiscal
year and
only to the next
next higher rate: Provided,
That
Provided, That
then only
and then
fiscal year
this
restriction shall
not apply
apply (1)
to grades
2, 3,
and 4
4 of the
3, and
1, 2,
grades 1,
(1) to
shall not
this restriction
clerical-mechanical
service, or
or (2)
(2) to
require the
the reduction
reduction in salary
salary
to require
clerical-mechanical service,
of
whose compensation
compensation was
as of
of July
July 1,
1, 1924,
in
1924, in
fixed as
was fixed
person whose
of any
any person
accordance
with
the
rules
of
section
6
of
such
Act,
(3)
to
require
require
to
(3)
Act,
such
of
6
section
of
rules
the
with
accordance
the
in salary
of any
any person
who is
one
from one
is transferred
transferred from
person who
salary of
the reduction
reduction in
position
same or different
different grade
grade in the
another position in the same
to another
position to
same
office, or
unit, (4)
(4)
appropriation unit,
other appropriation
or other
bureau, office,
different bureau,
or aa different
same or
to
prevent
the
payment
of
a
salary
under
any
grade
at
a
rate
higher
higher
rate
at
a
grade
any
under
salary
a
of
payment
the
to prevent
than
the maximum
maximum rate
of the
the grade
when such
such higher
higher rate
rate is
is perpergrade when
rate of
than the
mitted
by
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
amended,
specifis
and
amended,
as
1923,
of
Act
Classification
the
mitted by
ically
authorized by
law; or
(5) to
compensation
the compensation
reduce the
to reduce
or (5)
other law;
by other
ically authorized
of any
any person
person in
in a
which only one position
allocated.
position is allocated.
in which
a grade
grade in
of

Office of
of Chief
of
Office
Chief of
Engineers.
Engineers.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Services of
of technical
technical
Services
and clerical personnel.
personnel
and

Maximum
Maximum expenditures, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
1941.
tures,
Report to
to Congress.
Congress.
Report

Aggregate.
Aggregate.
Proviso.
increase in
in cerNo increase
details.
tain details.

Civilians to fill vavacancies.
cancies.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
42
U. S.
S. C.
C. I§§ 661-674;
661-674;
65U.
Supp. V,
§§ 673, 673c.
673c.
V, II
Bupp.
Post,
p.
354.
p.
354.
Post,
Salary restriction.
restriction.
Salary

Exception.
Exception.

Provi
so.
Proeiso.
Restriction not apRestriction
plicable in designated
designated
plicable
eases.
cases.

t2

42 Stat.
.-t. 1490.
1490a66
3.
"S.
g. C.
C. 666.
.
6 U.1

PUBLIC LAWS—
CH.343-JUNE
343—JUNE 13,
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-OH.
13, 1940

352
352
Post, pp.
pp. 603,
603, 604.
Post,
604.

OFFICE OF
OFFICE
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Post,
601,
Post, pp.
pp. 603,
603, 604,
875.
875.

CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT

Department
Department contincontingent
gent expenses.
expenses.

on exexRestriction on
Restriction
penditures.
penditures.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Minor purchases.
purcbases.
Minor
41 U.
U. S.
C. §. 6.
41
S. C.
p.
Post,
Post, 1109.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

For
purchase of
of professional
scientific books,
lawFor stationery;
stationery; purchase
professional and
and scientific
books, lawbooks, including
including their exchange;
books of
of reference,
reference, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
exchange; books
periodicals, newspapers
(not to
$305), maps;
periodicals,
newspapers (not
to exceed
exceed $305),
maps; typewriting
typewriting and
and
adding
machines, and
and other
other labor-saving
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including their
their
adding machines,
exchange; furniture
and repairs
repairs to
to same;
linorepair and
and exchange;
furniture and
same; carpets,
carpets, linosupplies, towels,
brooms, soap,
soap,
leum, filing equipment,
equipment, photo supplies
towels, ice,
ice, brooms
sponges; purchase
purchase (including
exchange) of
of an
an automobile
for the
the
(including exchange)
automobile for
official use of the Secretary
Secretary of
not to
exceed $1,800;
$1,800; purchase
purchase
of War
War at
at not
to exceed
(including exchange)
motortrucks; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operoper(including
exchange) of
of motortrucks;
motortrucks and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
.
ation of motortrucks
and one motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
be used
used only
for official
official purposes;
purposes; freight
vehicle, to be
only for
freight and
and express
express
charges; streetcar
streetcar fares;
Postal Union
Union countries;
and other
other
charges;
fares; postage
postage to
to Postal
countries; and
absolutely necessary expenses,
expenses, $422,485,
$422,485, and it
it shall not
lawful to
not be
be lawful
to
expend,
expend, unless otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
herein, for
for any
provided herein,
any bureau,
bureau,
office, or branch of the War Department
or
Department or
or of the Army having
having or
inamta
. ining an
Department proper,
proper, at
Washington,
maintaining
an office
office in
in the War
War Department
at Washington,
District of Columbia, any sum out
appropriations contained
contained in
in
out of appropriations
this Act (or
(_or accruing
accruing thereto) made for the Military
Military Establishment
Establishment
for any of the purposes mentioned
mentioned or authorized
authorized in this paragraph:
paragraph:
Provided, That section
Provided,
section 3709, Revised Statutes, shall not
not apply
apply to
to
any procurement under this
appropriation which
which does
does not
not exceed
exceed $50
$50
this appropriation
in amount.
LIBRARY, SURGEON
SURGEON GENERAL'S
GENERAL'S OFFICE
OFFICE
LIBRARY,

Books
of reference,
reference,
Books of
etc.

purchase of the necessary
For the purchase
reference, periodicals,
periodicals,
necessary books of reference,
and technical supplies
supplies and
equipment, $25,000.
and equipment,
ARMY
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM
MISEUM

Preservation,
Preservation,
of
specimens.
of specimens.

etc.,
etc.,

For the procurement,
procurement, preparation,
preservation of
specimens
preparation, and
and preservation
of specimens
and the purchase of technical
technical supplies and
$14,400.
and equipment,
equipment, $14,400.

Post,
Post, pp. 603, 604.

PRINTING AND BINDING,
PRINTING
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
BINDING, WAR

Printing
Printing and
and bindbinding.
ing.

Department, except such
For printing and binding for the War Department,
such
as may be otherwise
accordance with existing law,
otherwise provided
provided for in accordance
$672,730:
$672,730: Provided,
Provided, That the sum of $3,000,
$3,000, or so much thereof
thereof as
as
may be necessary,
necessary, may be used for
for the
publication, from
to time,
time,
the publication,
from time
time to
of bulletins
bulletins prepared
direction of the Surgeon General of
prepared under the direction
of
the Army, for the instruction
instruction of medical
medical officers,
approved by
by
officers, when approved
the Secretary
Secretary of War.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Bulletins.
Bulletins.

Post, pp.
pp. 378,
Post,
378, 601,
601,
604,
966, 1046.
1046.
604, 872,
872, 96,

Post,
966..
Post, p.
13. 666
Army contingencies.
contingencies.
Army

MILITARY
MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVI 1iE S
CONTINGENCIES
CONTINGENCIES OF THE ARMY
ARMY

For all emergencies
emergencies and extraordinary
extraordinary expenses, including the
employment of translators, and exclusive
exclusive of all other personal services
services
in the War Department
subordinate bureaus or offices
Department or any of its subordinate
offices
in
the District
District of
Columbia, or
or in
at large,
in the
of Columbia,
in the
the Army
Army at
large, but impossible
impossible
to be
be anticipated
to
anticipated or
or classified,
classified, and for examination
examination of estimates
estimates of
of
appropriations
and
of military activities in the field, to be expended
expended
appropriations
on
approval or
or authority
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of War, and for such
on the
the approval
such
purposes
as he
determination thereon
purposes as
he may deem proper, and his determination
thereon shall
shall
be
conclusive upon the accounting
be final
final and
and conclusive
accounting officers
officers of the Govern-
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ment,
available immediately and
merit, $50,000, of which $30,000 shall be available
exclusively for the actual and necessary
necessary expenses,
exclusively
expenses, as may be determined and approved
approved by the Secretary of War, of officers
officers of the Army
on special
special duty
duty in European
European countries.

353
Officers on special
special
Officers
duty in European
European
countries, expenses.
expenses.
countries,

EDUCATIONAL ORDERS
EDUCATIONAL
ORDERS
educational orders and for
For placing educational
for expenditures
expenditures incidental
incidental to
to
the accomplishment
accomplishment of procurements
procurements thereunder, as authorized
authorized by the
the
Act of June 16, 1938, as amended
amended by section
section 13 of the Act of April 3,
$16,250,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the Secretary
Secretary of
War shall
1939, $16,250,000:
of War
shall submit
to Congress as early as may be practicable
practicable at the
the next
next regular session
a
detailed report
all expenditures
expenditures from
from appropriations
appropriations under
under this
this
a detailed
report of
of all
head for
for the
the period ending December
December 31, 1940.

Educational orders.
Educational
53 Stat.
52 Stat. 707;
707; 53
Stac.
560.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
50 U.
91-94.
V, §§ 91-94.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Report to Congress.
Congress.
Report

GENERAL
TAFF CORPS
GENERAL S
STAFF

pp. 601,
655,
601, 655,
Post, pp.
966.

MILITARY
ACTIVITIES
INTELLIGENCE ACTiviTIES
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

Post, pp. 655, 966.

For
miscellaneous expenses
expenses requisite
incident to the milirequisite for
for and incident
For miscellaneous
maintenance of the military intelligence
intelligence activities of the Army and maintenance
tary attaches
Legations abroad,
Embassies and Legations
States Embassies
United States
attaches at the United
tary
including the
professional books of referof lawbooks,
lawbooks, maps, professional
purchase of
including
the purchase
ence, and
to newspapers
periodicals; for
for the
the hire
and periodicals;
newspapers and
and subscriptions
subscriptions to
ence,
of interpreters,
interpreters, special agents,
agents, and
purposes
for such
such other purposes
guides, and for
and guides,
of
as the
Secretary of
of War
including not
to exceed
exceed
not to
proper, including
may deem
deem proper,
War may
the Secretary
as
$5,000
necessary expenses
expenses of officers of the Army
Army
and necessary
the actual
actual and
$5,000 for the
on duty
abroad for
for the
purpose of observing
observing operations
operations of armies
armies of
of
the purpose
on
duty abroad
certificates of the Secretary
Secretary of
to be
be paid
paid upon certificates
war, to
foreign states at war,
War
the expenditures
were necessary
necessary for
for obtaining
obtaining military
military
expenditures were
War that
that the
expended under the direction
information, $125,000,
$125,000, to be expended
direction of the SecSecinformation,
of such sum shall be available immediand $10,000
$10,000 of
War, and
retary of War,
ately: Provided,
That section
Revised Statutes
(31 U.
S. C.
C.
U. S.
Statutes (31
3648, Revised
section 3648,
ately:
Provided, That
529), shall not
appropriations conpayments made from appropriations
not apply
apply to payments
529),
tained in this Act in compliance
compliance with the laws of foreign
foreign countries
countries
or
regulations under
attaches are
military attaches
which the
the military
under which
their ministerial
ministerial regulations
or their
required to operate.
FIELD
EXERCISES
FIELD EXERCISES
For
expenses required
required for the conduct
conduct of special
special field exercises,
exercises,
For expenses
including participation
participation therein
National Guard and the
therein by the National
including
Organized Reserves,
and including
including pay and travel
temporary
of temporary
travel of
Reserves, and
Organized
employees
and officers
officers and
of the
Guard and
and
the National
National Guard
men of
enlisted men
and enlisted
employees and
the
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, not
not otherwise
for
allowances for
for, allowances
provided for,
otherwise provided
the Organized
enlisted
and travel
travel of
of
movements and
troop movements
rations, troop
and rations,
for quarters
quarters and
men for
enlisted men
personnel
the Regular
special field exerconnection with special
Army, in connection
Re,_ular Army,
of the
personnel of
cises,
special combat
combat training
training for
for small
small units,
units, movement
movement of
of
cises, including
including special
materiel,
maintenance and
and utilities,
utilities, rental
rental
of structures
structures and
and operation
operation of
materiel, maintenance
of
or purchase
without reference
reference to secrent land without
of options
options to rent
land or
purchase of
of land
tion 3648,
3648, Revised
repair of private property, and
or repair
use or
Revised Statutes, use
tion
any
requisite supplies and services,
services, and for settlement
settlement of claims
any other requisite
(not exceeding
each) for damages
private property
to or
or loss of private
damages to
$500 each)
exceeding $500
(not
resulting
from such
may hereafter
hereafter
accrued or may
that have accrued
exercises that
such exercises
resulting from
accrue,
when payment
payment thereof
be accepted
of the
the
the owners
owners of
by the
accepted by
will be
thereof will
accrue, when
property
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
such damages,
damages, and
claim is
is subsuband each
each claim
of such
in full
property in
stantiated
in such
as the
the Secretary
of War
War may
by
prescribe by
may prescribe
Secretary of
manner as
such manner
stantiated in
regulations
approved by
by the
the Secretary
of War,
or by
by such
such
War, or
Secretary of
is approved
and is
regulations and
other
officer or
officers as
may designate,
action thereon
thereon
whose action
designate, whose
he may
as he
or officers
other officer
$8,231,306.
conclusive, $8,231,306.
shall be conclusive,
193470*-41—PT.
I-23
193470°-41-PT. 1-23

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

ex-

Observing
operaObserving
operations of
foreign armies.
armies.
tions
of foreign

Proviso.
Proviso.
Provisions waived.
Provisions

601, 966.
Post, pp. 601,
66.
by
by
Participation
National Guard,
etc.
National
Guard, etc.

Rental
Rental of land,
land, etc.
S. C.
C. §529.
§529.
31 U.
U.S.
property
Private
Private
property
damage claims.
claims.
damage
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354
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(54 STAT.
STAT.

OLLEGE
ARMY WAR C
COLLEGE

ARMY WAR

For
expenses of
the Army
Army War
War College,
College, being
being for
for the
the purchase
purchase of
of
of the
For expenses
the
special stationery;
stationery; textbooks,
of reference,
reference, sciscithe necessary
necessary special
textbooks, books
books of
entific and
professional papers,
papers, newspapers,
and periodicals;
maps;
entific
and professional
newspapers, and
periodicals; maps;
police
employment of
temporary, technical,
or special
special servservof temporary,
technical, or
police utensils;
utensils; employment
ices, and
and expenses
expenses of
of special
special lectures;
lectures; pay
of employees;
employees; and
and for
for all
all
pay of
ices,
other absolutely
absolutely nece.ssary
expences, $80,664.
$80,664.
other
necesssary expenses,

Expenses.
Expenses.

Post,
pp. 601,
601,966.
066 .
Post, pp.

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
ADJUTANT
COMMAND AND
FORT LEAVENWORTH,
LEAVENWORTH, KANSAS
KANSAS
AND GENERAL
GENERAL STAFF
STAFF SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
COMMAND

For
the purchase
textbooks, books
of reference,
reference, scientific
scientific and
For the
purchase of
of textbooks,
books of
professional papers,
instruments, and
and material
material for
for instruction;
instruction;
papers, instruments,
professional
employment
special, and clerical
clerical services;
services;
temporary, technical, special,
employment of temporary,
and for
for other
other necessary
expenses of
instruction, at
at the
Command
of instruction,
the Command
and
necessary expenses
and General
Leavenworth, Kansas,
Kansas, $71,950.
$71,950.
School, Fort
Fort Leavenworth,
and
General Staff
Staff School,

Expenses.
Expenses.

6.

Post, pp.
pp. 601,
966.
Post,
601,96

WELFARE OF ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN
MEN
WELFARE

Equipment and
Equipment
conduct of
of clubs,
clubs,
conduct
libraries, etc.
libraries,
etc.

For the
the equipment
conduct of school, reading,
and
lunch, and
reading, lunch,
and conduct
For
equipment and
amusement rooms, service clubs, chapels,
chapels, gymnasiums,
gymnasiums, and libraries,
including
subscriptions for
for
publications and subscriptions
including periodicals
periodicals and other publications
newspapers,
civilians employed in
library
in the hostess
hostess and library
salaries of
of civilians
newspapers, salaries
services,
transportation of books and equipment
equipment for these
services,
these services,
services, transportation
rental
repairs to movingof films,
films, purchase
purchase of
of slides for and making repairs
rental of
picture outfits, and for similar
similar and other recreational
recreational purposes
purposes at
at
picture
training
mobilization camps now established
established or
or which
which may
may be
be
training and
and mobilization
hereafter established,
established, $106,880.
$106,880.
hereafter

Post, pp. 601,
60 1,604,
604 ,
966.
966.

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
FINANCE
DEPARTMENT

Ante,
Ante, p. 351;
351; post,
post,
pp. 601,
601, 966,
966, 970.
970.
Officers.
Officers.
Aviation increase.
increase.
Aviation

PAY OF THE
Lat. ARMY
PAY
ARMY

Increased pay
for
Increased
pay for
aerial flights, restriction.

Longevity.
Longevity.
Enlisted men.
Enlisted
Regular
Regular Army ReReserve.
National Guard.
Aviation increase.
increase.
Philippine Scouts.
Scouts.
Longevity.
Longevity.
Retired officers, etc.

Civil-service
mesCivil-service
sengers at headquarters, etc.

For
officers, $38,055,754;
commissioned officers,
$38,055,754; pay
pay of officers,
officers,
For pay of commissioned
National
officers, $1,351,248;
aviation
$100; pay of
of warrant
warrant officers,
$1,351,248; aviation
National Guard,
Guard, $100;
including
increase to commissioned and warrant
warrant officers of the Army, including
not
not to exceed
exceed eighty-six
eighty-six medical
officers, $3,242,593,
$3,242,593, none
which
medical officers,
none of which
shall be available
aerial flights
flights by
by nonnon-.
available for increased
increased pay
pay for
for making
making aerial
which shall be
flying officers at aa rate in excess of $720 per annum, which
be
the legal maximum rate as
as to
such officers,
officers, and such nonflying
nonflymg officers
to such
officers
increase by performing
shall be entitled to such rate of increase
performing three or more
flights within each ninety-day
comninety-day period, pursuant
pursuant to orders of competent
without regard
duration of
or
petent authority,
authority, without
regard to the
the duration
of such
such flight or
officers for length
length of service, $10,546,818;
flights; additional
additional pay to officers
$10,546,818;
pay of enlisted men of the line and staff, not including
including the Philip$125,325,942; Regular
Reserve, $1,119,816;
pine Scouts, $125,325,942;
Regular Army Reserve,
$1,119,816; pay
of enlisted
men of
Guard, $100;
aviation increase
increase to
to enlisted
of
enlisted men
of National
National Guard,
$100; aviation
enlisted
men of the Army, $2,195,303;
$2,195,303; pay of enlisted men of the Philippine
Scouts, $1,050,447;
$1,050,447; additional
additional pay
pay for
for length
length of
of service
service to
enlisted
Scouts,
to enlisted
men,
men, $8,965,256;
$8,965,256; pay of commissioned officers on the retired
retired list,
$12,850,930;
$12,850,930; pay of retired
retired warrant officers
officers and retired members of the
Army Nurse Corps, $1,441,086;
$1,441,086; increased pay to not to exceed
exceed three
hundred
hundred and eight retired
retired officers on active duty, $394,960;
$394,960; pay of
of
retired
pay of
ofnot
no tto
t
o exceed
excee d sixty
sixty civilCivilretired enlisted men, $13,930,512
$13,930,512;; pay
$1,200 each
eac h at
atheadquarters
hea dquart
ers o
th e
service messengers at not to
to exceed
exceed $1,200
offthe
several Territorial
departments, corps areas,
Territnrial departments,
areas, Army and corps headquarters, Territorial districts, tactical divisions and brigades, service
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schools, camps, and ports of embarkation
embarkation and debarkation,
debarkation, $72,000;
$72,000;
allowances of contract surgeons, $40,656; pay of nurses, Contract
pay and allowances
Contract surgeons;
surgeons;
nurses.
$1,277,763;
$1,277,763; rental allowances, including
including allowances
allowances for quarters for
for nurses.
subsistence,
Rent, subsistence,
enlisted men on duty where public quarters
are not available,
available, etc.
quarters are
$12,808,431; subsistence
subsistence allowances,
allowances, $7,221,009;
soldiers'
$12,808,431;
$7,221,009; interest
interest on soldiers'
Payment
payment of exchange
Payment
deposits, $75,000; payment
exchange by officers
officers serving
serving in foreign
foreign
of
exof
change by officers
change
officers
countries and when specially authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War, serving
serving
in
in foreign
foreign
countries.
disbursing funds pertaining
War Department,
Department, when
when countries.
by officers disbursing
pertaining to
to the War
serving in Alaska, and all foreign
foreign money received shall be charged
charged to
and
of the
the Army
at the
the legal
legal valuation
valuation
and paid out by disbursing
disbursing officers
officers of
Army at
Treasury, $100; in all, $241,965,824,
fixed by the Secretary of the Treasury,
$241,965,824,
of which amount $1,000,000
$1,000,000 shall be available
available immediately;
immediately; and
and
Accounting.
the money herein appropriated
Army" shall
shall be
appropriated for "Pay of the Army"
be Accounting.
P1'0111808.
Provisos.
accounted for as one fund: Provided,
accounted
during the fiscal year endend-.
Provided, That during
No allowance
allowance to
officer owning mount.
mount.
ing June 30, 1941,
entitled to receive
receive officer
1941, no officer of the Army shall be entitled
35 Stat. 108.
108.
35
an addition
addition to his pay in consequence
provisions of the Act
Act
consequence of the provisions
etc.,
Enlisted men,
men etc.,
approved May 11, 1908 (10
(10 U. S. C. 803)
further That
803)::Provided
Provided further,
That in Enlisted
Army Air
orps,
Army
Air C
(orps,
the
appropriations contained
contained in
this
Act
shall
not
be
subjectto
the
the appropriations
in this Act shall not be subject to the number.
41 Stat. 768.
limitations contained in section 13a
13a, of the National
National Defense Act, as 41
C., Snpp.
10 U. S.. C.,
Snpp.
amended (10
(10 U. S. C. 291),
of enlisted
men and
§291.
291), as to the number
number of
enlisted men
and v,V. §291.
Provided further,
further, That
no
flying cadets
cadets in
in the Army
Army Air Corps:
Corps: Provided
That no
Citizenship requirement.
part of this or any other appropriation
contained in this Act shall ment.
appropriation contained
available for the _pay
be available
pay of any person,
person, civil or military, not aa
citizen of
m the
employ of
citizen
of the United
United States,
States, unless in
the employ
of the Government
Government
under appropriations
appropriations for the War
or in a
a pay status on July 1, 1937,
1937, under
War
person beyond the period
Department, nor for the pay of any such person
Not applicable to
to
Not
termination of
employment, but
of enlistment or
or termination
of employment,
but nothing
nothing herein
herein shall designated
persons.
persons.
construed as applying to
foreign languages
be construed
to instructors
instructors of foreign
languages at the
the
Military Academy, or to
Army Transport
Transport ServMilitary
to Filipinos in the
the Army
employed outside
continental limits
ice, or to persons employed
outside of
of the continental
limits of
of the
United States
than
United
States except enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, other
other than
Philippine Scouts, upon expiration
provision
Philippine
expiration of
of enlistment,
enlistment, and this provision
shall be subject to the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act for the
50
696.
50Stat. 896.
protection of certain
approved August
August
protection
certain enlisted
enlisted men of the Army"
Army",: approved
Receipts of
of public
public
Receipts
credit of moneys
19, 1937: Provided
Provided further,
further, That, without deposit to the credit
from sales,
from
use.
etc., use.
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
States and withdrawal
of the
the United
United States
withdrawal on
on money requisi- etc.,
the
tions, receipts
receipts of public moneys from sales or other sources
officers
sources by officers
of
of the Army
Army on disbursing
disbursing duty and charged
charged in their
their official
official accounts,
accounts
except
receipts to
credited to
and harbor
harbor and
flood-control
except receipts
to be
be credited
to river
river and
and flood-control
appropriations
may be
be used
by them
them as
as
used by
retirement deductions,
deductions, may
appropriations and
and retirement
required
for current
all necessary
adjustrequired for
current expenditures,
expenditures, all
necessary bookkeeping
bookkeeping adjustaccounts to
and accounts
to be
be made
made in the
ments of
of appropriations,
appropriations, funds,
funds, and
settlement
of their
their disbursing accounts.
settlement of
Retired
officer sellRetired officer
No payment
payment shall
be made
made from
money appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act ing
No
shall be
from money
ing supplies
supplies to
to Army,
Army,
pay
restriction.
restriction.
to any
officer on
on the
retired list
of the
himself or for
the Army
Army who,
who, for
for himself
the retired
list of
to
any officer
others,
in the
the selling
selling of,
of, contracting
or
contracting for
for the sale
sale of, or
engaged in
others, is
is engaged
negotiating
for the
the sale
sale of,
of, to
Department, any
any
Army or the War Department,
to the
the Army
negotiating for
war materials or supplies.
Officers, etc.,
etc., enOfficers,
enNo
appropriation for the pay of the Army shall be available for
for gaged
No appropriation
with certain
certain
gaged with
service
publications,
service
publications,
the pay of any officer or enlisted
enlisted man on the active list of the Army
Army
pay restriction.
who
is engaged
engaged in
in any
manner with
publication which
which is or
or may
any manner
with any
any publication
who is
be issued
issued by or
Army or
or milior for any
any branch
branch or
or organization
organization of the Army
be
association in which officers or enlisted men
men have membership
membership
tary association
and
business with the
and which
which carries paid advertising of firms doing business
Proviso.
Proieo.
Department: Provided,
Provided, however, That nothing
nothing herein
contained
herein contained
War Department:
Writing, etc
etc.,, cirf
articles
officers.
articles
by officer
construed to
dissemmatmg
prohibit officers
officers from
from writing
writing or disseminating
shall be
be construed
to prohibit
articles
accordance with regulations
regulations issued by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
in accordance
articles in
War.
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TRAVEL OF
OF THE
TIIE ARMY
ARMY
TRAVEL

For travel
in kind,
as authorized
authorized by
by law,
law, for
for
kind, as
and travel
travel in
allowances and.
travel allowances
For
persons
traveling in
with the
the military
military activities
activities of
of the
the
connection with
in connection
persons traveling
War
Department, including
including mileage,
reimbursement
transportation, reimbursement
mileage, transportation,
War Department,
of actual
expenses, or
or per
diem allowances,
allowances, to
to officers
officers and
and contract
contract
per diem
actual expenses,
of
surgeons;
transportation
of
troops;
transportation,.
or
reimbursement
surgeons; transportation of troops; transportation, or reimbursement
therefor, of
nurses, enlisted
enlisted men,
recruiting parties,
appliparties, applirecruits, recruiting
men, recruits,
of nurses,
therefor,
cants for
places of
for enlistment
enlistment and
and
acceptance for
of acceptance
between places
enlistment between
cants
for enlistment
recruiting stations,
rejected applicants
applicants for
enlistment, general prisfor enlistment,
stations, rejected
recruiting
oners,
cadets from
their homes
homes to
to the
the Military
Military
from their
accepted cadets
and accepted
cadets and
oners, cadets
Academy,
discharged cadets,
civilian employees,
civilian witnesses
witnesses
employees, civilian
cadets, civilian
Academy, discharged
before
courts martial,
and dependents
of military
military personnel,
includpersonnel, includdependents of
martial, and
before courts
ing
those
of
retired
officers
ordered
to
active
duty
and
upon
relief
upon
relief
duty
and
active
to
ing those of retired officers ordered
therefrom;
discharged military
military personnel;
personnel; transportatransportapay to
to discharged
travel pay
therefrom; travel
tion
of discharged
discharged prisoners
and persons
persons discharged
discharged from
from Saint
Saint ElizElizprisoners and
tion of
abeths Hospital
after transfer
from the
the military
to
service, to
military service,
thereto from
transfer thereto
abeths
Hospital after
their homes,
homes, or
elsewhere as
as they
may elect,
elect, the
cost in
in each
each case
case not
not
the cost
they may
or elsewhere
their
to be
be greater
than to
the place
place of
of last
last enlistment;
monetary allowallowenlistment; monetary
to the
greater than
to
ances for
for liquid
liquid coffee
coffee for
supplied with
cooked
with cooked
when supplied
traveling when
troops traveling
for troops
ances
or travel
travel rations;
rations; commutation
and rations
rations to
to enlisted
enlisted
of quarters
quarters and
commutation of
or
men traveling
on detached
detached duty
duty when it
it is impracticable
impracticable to
to carry
traveling on
men
rations, and
and to
to applicants
enlistment and
and general
general prisoners
prisoners traveltravelfor enlistment
applicants for
rations,
ing
under orders;
orders '
•per
per diem
diem allowances
allowances or
or actual
actual cost
cost of
subsistence
of subsistence
ing under
while
status, to nurses,
civilian employees, and civilian
nurses, civilian
in aa travel
travel status,
while in
witnesses before
before courts
courts martial,
martial, $7,004,916,
which amount $100,000
$100,000
Amount immedi$7,004,916, of which
Amount
witnesses
ately available.
available.
ately
be available
available immediately,
immediately, and
total amount
amount may
may be
be increased,
increased,
and such
such total
shall be
Transfersfrom
other shall
Transers from other
appropriations.
appropriations.
subject
to the
the approval
approval of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the Budget,
by
of the
Budget, by
subject to
the Director
Director of
transfers from other
appropriations for the Military Establishment
Establishment
other appropriations
transfers
of
such amounts
as may
may be
be required
required in
in addition
addition to
herein proproto those
those herein
amounts as
of such
vided for
travel in
procurement, proprodevelopment, procurement,
with development,
in connection
connection with
vided
for travel
Restriction.
Restriction.
duction, maintenance,
construction activities; and, with such
such
maintenance, or construction
duction,
available for
for
other appropriation
appropriation in this Act shall be available
exception, no other
travel of personnel
Regular
personnel of the Regular
any expense
expense for
for or incident to travel
employees under the War Department, except the
Army or civilian employees
appropriation
"Contingencies of the Army"
Army" and the appropriations
appropriations for
for
appropriation "Contingencies
Military Posts, the Rational
Organized Reserves, the
Military
National Guard, the Organized
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps; Citizens'
Citizens' Military
Military Training
Training Camps,
and the National Board for the Promotion
Practice, and except
Promotion of Rifle Practice,
except
as may be provided for in the appropriations
"Special Field Exercises"
appropriations "Special
Exercises"
Provisos.
Provisos.
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter the expert
and "Air Corps, Army": Provided,
Expert
Expert accountant,
accountant
accountant, Inspector
General's Department,
travel
allowances.
accountant,
Inspector General's
Department, shall be entitled to the
travel allowances.
allowances as
employees of the
Department:
same travel allowances
as other employees
the War Department:
Attendance at meetmeet - Provided
Attendance
contained in
Provided further,
further, That, in addition
addition to the authority contained
Ings.
ings.
section 67, National Defense Act of June 3,
199.
32 1916, as amended,
39 Stat.
Stat. 199.
amended, aatotal
C. 1
22.
32 U. S. C.
appropriations available
of not to exceed
exceed $2,500 of the appropriations
available to the War
War
Department
chargeable with expenses of travel shall be available for
Department chargeable
expenses
incident to attendance
meetings of technical,
technical, professional,
professional,
expenses incident
attendance at meetings
organizations, when, in the judgment
judgment of
scientific, and other similar organizations,
the Secretary
attendance would be of benefit in the
Secretary of War,
War , such attendance
Personnel traveling
travelin
conduct
the
of
Department:
further, That
of
work
of
the
War
Department: Provided
Provided further,
That
under
orders,
exunder orders,
ei
penses.
appropriations available for travel of personnel of the Military
appropriations
Military
Establishment or employees
Establishment
employees under
under the War Department which are
current at the date
date of relief from duty station of such personnel
personnel
traveling under orders
charged with all expenses properly
orders shall be charged
properly
chargeable
appropriations in connection with the travel
chargeable to such appropriations
Dependents,
Dependents, etc.
etc.
enjoined,
dependents and transportation
enjoined, including travel
travel of dependents
transportation of
of
authorized baggage
baggage and household
authorized
household effects of such personnel,
personnel, regardless of the dates of arrival at destination
destination of the persons so traveling.
traveling.

Travel
Travel
etc.
etc.

allowances,
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EXPENSES
OF COURTS
MARTIAL
COURTS MARTIAL
EXPENSES OF

Post,
601, 967.
Post, pp. 601,

For expenses
inquiry, military
commismilitary commiscourts of
of inquiry,
expenses of courts martial, courts
For
sions,
witnesses
reporters and witnesses
compensation of reporters
sions, retiring boards, and compensation
attending same,
reporting services, and
stenographic reporting
same, contract stenographic
attending
expenses
taking depositions
securing other
other evidence
evidence for use
depositions and securing
expenses of taking
before the
the same, $44,000.
before

Courts martial,
martial, exCourts
expenses.

APPREHENSION
DESERTERS, AND
SO
AND SO
OF DESERTERS,
APPREHENSION OF

FORTH
FORTH

apprehension, securing, and
absent
and delivering
delivering of soldiers absent
For the apprehension,
without
deserters, including
escaped military prisoners,
prisoners,
including escaped
leave and
and of deserters,
without leave
and
incident to
pursuit; and no greater sum than
to their pursuit;
expenses incident
and the expenses
$25
military prisoner
prisoner shall, in the disescaped military
deserter or escaped
$25 for each deserter
Secretary of War, be paid to any civil officer
officer or citizen
citizen
the Secretary
cretion of the
for such
such services
$10 to prisoner
prisoner disof $10
for a.a donation
donation of
and expenses;
expenses; for
services and
for
charged otherwise
otherwise than
honorably upon his release
release from confinement
confinement
than honorably
charged
under
court-martial sentence involving
involving dishonorable
dishonorable discharge,
discharge,
under court-martial
$15,000.
$15,000.
FINANCE
FINANCE SERVICE
SERVICE

employees of the Finance
compensation of clerks and other employees
For compensation
Department, including
exceed $900
for
$900 for any one person for
not to exceed
including not
Department,
allowances for
for living
living quarters,
quarters, including
and light, as
as
heat, fuel, and
including heat,
allowances
authorized by
by the
approved June
26, 1930
118a,),
U. S. C. 118a),
1930 (5 U.
June 26,
Act approved
the Act
authorized
$1,644,413.
$1,644,413.
CLAIMS
FOR DAMAGES
AND LOSS
LOSS OF PRIVATE
PROPERTY
PRIVATE PROPERTY
TO AND
DAMAGES TO
CLAIMS FOR
For payment
payment of
claims, including
of military and civilian
including claims of
of claims,
For
personnel in
in and
exceeding $500
$500 each
Department, not exceeding
and under the War Department,
personnel
private property incident
incident to the
damages to or loss of private
for damages
in amount for
Army that have
maintenance of the .Army
training, practice, operation, or maintenance
accrued, or
or may
hereafter accrue, from
$8,000: Provided,
Provided,
from time to time, $8,000:
may hereafter
accrued,
That settlement
settlement of
made by the General
General Accountclaims shall be made
such claims
of such
That
ing
Office, upon
upon the
the approval
approval and
and recommendation
Secretary of
of
of the Secretary
recommendation of
ing Office,
ascertained by the War
War,
where the amount
amount of damages
damages has been ascertained
War
War, where
Department, and
payment thereof
will be
be accepted
accepted by the owners
owners of
of
thereof will
and payment
Department,
damages.
the property in full satisfaction of such damages.
CLAIMS
CLAIMS

OF
OF

Apprehension
at deApprehension *f
serters, etc.
serters,

Post, pp.
pp. 601,
601, e64,
col,
Post,
967.
967.
Compensation
of
Compensation
clerks, etc. of
clerks,

46 stat. 818.
46 Stat. 818.

Claims for
for damages,
damages,
Claims
etc.
etc.

Proviso.
Provso.
Settlement.
Settlement.

OFFICERS, ENLISTED
ENLISTED MEN,
AND NURSES
NURSES OF THE ARMY
ARMY FOR
FOR
MEN, AND
OFFICERS,
DESTRUCTION OF
PRIVATE PROPERTY
PROPERTY
OF PRIVATE
DESTRUCTION

enlisted men, and nurses
nurses of
officers, enlisted
payment of claims of officers,
For the payment
the Army
for private
property lost,
lost, destroyed,
destroyed, captured,
abandoned,
captured, abandoned,
private property
Army for
the
or damaged
the military
under the
United States, under
the United
of the
service of
military service
in the
damaged in
or
provisions of
an Act
Act approved
approved March
1921 (31
(31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
218-222),
C. 218-222),
4, 1921
March 4,
of an
provisions

$15,000.
$15,000.

Post, p. 601.
601.
Post,

QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER

Subsistence
Army: Purchase
Purchase of
subsistence supplies:
supplies: For
of subsistence
the Army:
of the
Subsistence of
men when
issue as
as rations
to troops,
troops, including
retired enlisted
enlisted men
when ordered
ordered
including retired
rations to
issue
to
active duty,
duty, civil
civil employees
employees when
when entitled
thereto, hospital matrons,
entitled thereto,
to active
applicants for
while held
held under
general prisobservation, general
under observation,
enlistment while
for enlistment
applicants
oners of
general prisoners
prisoners at posts; ice for issue to organizaand general
war, and
of war,
oners
tions
Secretary of War
of enlisted men and offices at such places as the Secretary
tions of
may
for preservation
preservation of
of stores;
stores; for
for the
the subsistence
subsistence of
of
and for
determine, and
may determine,
the masters,
masters, officers,
officers, crews,
crews, and
of the
vessels of
of the
the Army
the vessels
employees of
and employees
the
Transport Service;
meals for
for recruiting
recruiting parties
applicants for
parties and applicants
Service; meals
Transport
enlistment while
under observation;
to officers,
including
officers, including
sales to
for sales
observation; for
while under
enlistment
members of
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps while
while on
on active
active duty,
and
duty, and
of the
members

Claims of
of Army
Army
Claims
officers,
officers, etc.
etc.

41 Stat. 1436.

41 Stat. 1436.

Pest,
pp. 601,
Pest, pp.
601, 872,
872,
967, 1046.
967,
Subsistence of the
th
Povt, pp. 601, 967.

Armystce
Army.

Aot, pp 601, 967.

Army
Ary
Service.

Sales
Sles
etc.

Transport
Transport

offeers.
toto officers.
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enlisted men of the Army. For
Of the
the regulation
regulation allowallowFor payments:
payments: Of
ances of
of commutation
in lieu
of rations
rations to
on furlough,
furlough,
ances
commutation in
lieu of
to enlisted
enlisted men
men on
and
men when
when stationed
stationed at
places where
in kind
kind
and to
to enlisted
enlisted men
at places
where rations
rations in
cannot be
enlisted men
men when
when
cannot
be economically
economically issued,
issued, including
including retired
retired enlisted
ordered
duty. For
of the
the regulation
regulation allowance
allowance of
of
ordered to
to active
active duty.
For payment
payment of
commutation
in lieu
lieu of
of rations
for enlisted
enlisted men,
men, applicants
for
commutation in
rations for
applicants for
enlistment
held under
civilian employees
employees who
are
enlistment while
while held
under observation,
observation, civilian
who are
entitled to
to subsistence
subsistence at
at public
public expense,
and general
general prisoners
prisoners while
while
entitled
expense, and
sick
in hospitals,
paid to
the surgeon
surgeon in
charge; advertising;
advertising; for
for
sick in
hospitals, to
to be
be paid
to the
in charge;
Prises,
etc.
providing
prizes to
be established
Secretary of
of War
War for
for enlisted
enlisted
Pries, etc.
providing prizes
to be
established by
by the
the Secretary
men
the Army
Army who
who graduate
graduate from
from the
the Army
Army schools
schools for
bakers and
and
men of
of the
for bakers
cooks, the
the total
amount of
prizes at
schools not
not to
to
cooks,
total amount
of such
such prizes
at the
the various
various schools
Subsistence
sup- exceed
subsistence supfor other
necessary expenses
exceed $900
$900 per annum;
annimi; and for
other necessary
expenses incident
to
incident to
plies.
plies
the purchase, testing, care, preservation,
preservation, issue, sale, and accounting
accounting
Proviso.
for
for the
Army; in
all, $45,639,198:
$45,639,198: Provided,
Provided,
tter substitutes,
for subsistence
subsistence supplies
supplies for
the Army;
in all,
Butter
substitutes,
restriction.
restriction.
That none of the money appropriated
appropriated in
Act shall
shall be
used for
for the
in this Act
be used
the
purchase of
oleomargarine or
butter substitutes
substitutes for
than cookcookof oleomargarine
or butter
for other
other than
ing
to supply
supply an
preference therefor
therefor or
or for
for
ing purposes,
purposes, except
except to
an expressed
expressed preference
use where climatic or other conditions
conditions render the
the use
of butter
butter
use of
impracticable.
impracticable.
Regular supplies of
Regular supplies
supplies of
of the
of the
the QuarterQuarterthegur
of
Regular
the Army:
Army: Regular
Regular supplies
supplies of
the
Army..pplies
Post,
378, 601,
601, master
pod, pp.
pr. S7,
master Corps,
Corps, including
their
care and
protection; field
field ranges,
ranges, field
field
including
their care
and
protection;
603, 872, 967.
03,67.
stoves for cooking food, coffee roasters, field bakery equipment,
equipment, and
appliances for cooking and serving
serving food
posts (except
(except fixed
food at posts
fixed
installations in
traveling, and
in buildings),
buildings), in the field
field and
and when
when traveling,
and repair
repair
and maintenance
maintenance of such equipment;
equipment; authorized
authorized issues of
candles and
and
of candles
authorized issues of
matches; authorized
of soap, toilet paper, and
towels; for
for the
the
and towels;
necessary furniture, textbooks,
textbooks, paper, and equipment
for the
post
equipment for
the post
schools and libraries,
libraries, and for schools for
noncommissioned officers;
for noncommissioned
officers;
for the purchase
purchase and issue of instruments, office furniture, stationery,
stationery,
authorized articles
and other authorized
articles for
of officers'
officers' schools
at the
for the use of
schools at
the
several military posts; for
purchase of
commercial newspapers,
newspapers, periperifor purchase
of commercial
technical books, and so forth; for equipment
odicals, market
market reports, technical
equipment
and furniture for kitchens and
halls, each
and all
all for
enlisted
and mess
mess halls,
each and
for the
the enlisted
men,'including
men
including recruits;
recruits; for
vin egar for
for the
the horses,
for forage,
forage, salt,
salt, and
and vinegar
horses,
mules, oxen, and other draft and riding animals
animals of
of the
the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps at the several posts and stations and with
with the
the armies
armies in
the
in the
field, for the
field
of the
the several
several regiments
of Cavalry
Cava l
ryand
and batteries
the horses
horses of
regiments of
batteries
of Artillery and such companies of Infantry
Infantry and Scouts as may
be
may be
for the
the authorized
authorized number
number of
of officers'
officers'
mounted, and
and for remounts
remounts and
and for
horses, including bedding for the
for seeds
seeds and
and implements
implements
the animals; for
required for the raising
raising of forage at remount depots
depots and
on military
military
and on
reservations in the Hawaiian,
Hawaiian, Philippine
Philippine,2 and
Panama Canal
and Panama
Canal
Departments, and for labor and expenses incident thereto, including,
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War, the cost
of
cost of
irrigation; for the purchase
of implements
and hire
hire of
of labor
labor for
for
purchase of
implements and
harvesting hay on military reservations;
reservations; for
for straw
straw for
for soldiers'
soldiers'
bedding, stationery, typewriters
typewriters and exchange
exchange of same, including
including
blankbooks and blank forms for the Army,
blankbooks
Army, certificates
certificates for discharged
discharged
soldiers,
andfor
printing dep
ar t
men tor
ders and
an d reports,
reports, $8,052,471.
$8,052,471.
soldiers,
and
for
printing
department
orders
Clothing and
equiClothing
and equiClothing
equipage: For
Clothing and
and equipage:
For cloth, woolens, materials, and
and for the
Post,
pp. 378,
601,
lost, pp.
7M
6o01purchase
purchase and
and manufacture
clothing for
for the
the Army,
including
manufacture of
of clothing
Army, including
603, 872, 967, 970.
.8,7,970.
retired
enlisted men
for
retired enlisted,
men when
when ordered to active duty for issue and for
sale; for
for payment
sale;
payment of commutation
commutation of clothing due to warrant
warrant officers
officers
of the mine-planter
mine-planter service
men;'
andd
service and to enlisted
enlisted men
•for altering an
ng an
l
ean i
ng when
necessary' for
for operaoperafitting clothing and
and washi
washing
anddccleaning
when necessary,
tion of laundries, existing
existing or now
now under construction,
construction including
including purpurchase and
and repair
of laundry
machinery therefor;
therefor; for
the authorized
chase
repair of
laundry machinery
for, the
authorized
issues of laundry materials for use of general prisoners confined at
at

Allowances of
of comAllowanes
commutation in lieu of
mutation
of
rations.
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for
military posts
posts. without
without pay or
or allowances,
allowances, and
and for
for applicants
applicants for
equipment and repair
repair
enlistment while
while held
held under
under observation;
observation; for
for equipment
of equipment
equipment of
of existing dry-cleaning
dry-cleaning plants,
plants, salvage and
and sorting
sorting
storehouses, hat-repairing
hat-repairing shops,
shoe-repair shops, clothing-repair
shops, shoe-repair
clothing-repair
storehouses,
shops,
garbage-reduction works; for
shops, and
and garbage-reduction
for equipage,
equipage, including authorauthorized
barbers' and
ized issues of
of toilet
toilet articles,
articles, barbers'
and tailors' material,
material, for
for use
of general prisoners confined at military posts without pay or allowapplicants for enlistment
observation;
and applicants
enlistment while
while held
held under
under observation;
ances and
issue of
to recruits
enlistment; for
for expenses
expenses
issue
of toilet
toilet kits
kits to
recruits upon
upon their
their first
first enlistment;
handling and
neceasaries; for a
a suit
of packing
packing and
and handling
and similar necessaries;
suit of citizen's outer clothing and when necessary
necessary an overcoat,
overcoat, the cost of all
discharged otherwise
otherwise than
be issued each soldier discharged
not to
to exceed
exceed $30,
$30, to
to be
honorably,
convicted by
civil court
court for an
an offense
enlisted man convicted
by civil
honorably, to
to each
each enlisted
resulting
confinement in
or other
civil prison,
and
resulting in
in confinement
in aa penitentiary
penitentiary or
other civil
prison, and
to
enlisted man
interned by
that he
he
reason of
of the
the fact that
by reason
man ordered interned
to each
each enlisted
is
an alien
alien enemy,
enemy, or, for the same reason, discharged without internis an
ment;
clothing
ment; for indemnity to officers and men of the Army for clothing
and bedding,
bedding, and
and so
since April
April 22,
22, 1898,
1898, by
by order
order
and
so forth,
forth, destroyed
destroyed since
of
medical officers
sanitary reasons,
$75,004,376, of
reasons, $75,004,376,
of medical
officers of the
the Army for sanitary
which amount not exceeding
immediately
exceeding $60,000
$60,000 shall be available immediately
procurement and
transportation of
of fuel
fuel for
for the
the service of the
for the procurement
and transportation
fiscal year 1941: Provided,
Provided,That laundry charges, other than for service now
without charge, shall
earnings
shall be so adjusted
adjusted that earnings
ice
now rendered
rendered without
in
upon service
without
rendered without
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the value
value placed
placed upon
service rendered
charge
leas than $50,000
the
$50,000 below the
aggregate an amount not less
charge shall
shall aggregate
cost
of maintaining
maintaining and operating
operating laundries
dry-cleaning plants.
plants.
and dry-cleaning
laundries and
cost of
Incidental
expenses of
the Army:
hire of
of laborers
laborers in
in the
of the
Army: Postage;
Postage; hire
Incidental expenses
Quartermaster
officers' mounts
mounts when
when
the care of
of officers'
Corps, including
including the
Quartermaster Corps,
the
furnished by the
compensation of clerks
the Government;
Government; compensation
the same are
are furnished
Quartermaster Corps, including not to
and other employees of the Quartermaster
exceed $900
$900 for
for living
living quarters,
allowances for
one person
person for
for allowances
for any
any one
exceed
including heat,
authorized by the Act of June 26,
including
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
1930
(5 U.
foremen, watchmen,
and organist
organist
watchmen, and
clerks, foremen,
S. C.
C. 118a),
118a), and
and clerks,
1930 (5
U. S.
Disciplinary Barracks;
Barracks; incidental
incidental expenses of
for the United States Disciplinary
recruiting; not
not to
to exceed
for activities
of chaplains
chaplains (excluding
(excluding
$5,000 for
activities of
exceed $5,000
recruiting;
garments and personal
personal services);
services) ;for the operation
operation of coffeecoffeeritual garments
roasting plants;
plants; for
for the
payment of
of entrance
fees for Army
Army rifle
entrance fees
the payment
roasting
and
in competitions; for tests and experiparticipating in
and pistol teams participating
mental
development work
performed
scientific research
research to be performed
work and scientific
mental and development
by
Standards for the Quartermaster
Quartermaster Corps; for inspecby the
the Bureau
Bureau of Standards
tion
instruction furnished
Agriculthe Department
Department of Agriculfurnished by
by the
and instruction
tion service
service and
ture
advance; for
such additional
additional
for such
in advance;
be transferred
transferred in
may be
ture which
which may
expenditures as
necessary and
authorized by law in the moveand authorized
are necessary
as are
expenditures
ments
and operation
operation of
of the
military posts,
posts, and
and not
not
and at
at military
Army and
the Army
ments and
expressly assigned
to any
other departments,
$5,011,683.
any other
departments, $5,011,683.
assigned to
expressly
Army
transportation of Army supplies;
supplies; of
For transportation
transportation: For
Army transportation:
authorized
baggage (including
to
officers ordered
ordered to
baggage of
of retired
retired officers
(including baggage
authorized baggage
active
or upon
relief therefrom),
including packing
crating;
packing and crating;
therefrom), including
upon relief
active duty
duty or
of
horse equipment;
and of
transportation
for transportation
of funds
funds for
for the Army; for
equipment; and
of horse
on
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of other
law, of
other law,
on Army
Army vessels,
vessels, notwithstanding
privately
Regular Army
personnel upon change
Army personnel
of Regular
privately owned automobiles of
of
station; for
purchase or
$9,500,000,
not to
to exceed
exceed $9,500,000,
or construction,
construction, not
for the purchase
of station;
alteration, operation,
operation, and
repair of
for
of boats and
and other vessels; for
and repair
alteration,
wharfage, tolls,
tolls, and ferriage;
ferriage; for drayage and cartage;
cartage; for
purfor the purwharfage,
chase, manufacture
material and labor),
labor), mainteboth material
(including both
manufacture (including
chase,
nance, hire, and repair
repair of pack saddles and harness; for the purchase,
nance,
hire, operation,
and repair
repair of
of wagons, carts, drays,
maintenance, and
hire,
operation, maintenance,
vehicles, and
horse-drawn and motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerand horse-drawn
other vehicles,
carrying
vehicles required
transportation of troops and
for the
the transportation
required for
carrying vehicles

Amount
immediately available.
available.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Laundry charges.
charges.
Laundry

Incidental
Incidental expenses
expenses
of the Army.
Post,
967,
Post, pp.
pp. 601,
601, 967,
970.

46 Stat. 818.
Recruiting.
Recruiting.

Tests,
research, eta.
etc.
Tests, research,

Army transportatransportation.
Post,
Post, pp. 378,
378, 601,
601,
603, 872, 967, 970.
603,872,967,970.

Privately
utomobiles.

Privately
a
automobiles.

Boats,
etc.
Boats, etc.

Vehicles.

owned
owned
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National Guard,
National
travel allowances.
31 Stat. 902.
902.
42 Stat. 1021.

Fuel
Fuel and vehicles,
amount immediately
immediately
available.
available.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Passenger
biles.

automoautomo-

Ambulances, etc.
Ambulances,
Restriction
of
Restriction on use of
funds; salvaging.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Transportation
Transportation
equipcosts, supplies, equipcosts,
ment, etc.
ment,

Post,
601, 872,
Post, pp. 601,
872,
967.
Horses, draft
Horses,
draft and
and
pack animals,
animals, purpurchase.
chase.

Encouragement of
Encouragement
of
breeding of
of riding
breeding
horses.
horses.

Post, pp. 602,
602, 704,
704,
Post,
706,
706, 873,
873, 958,
958, 967.
967.

Construction, etc.
etc.

Technical and propro
Technical
fessional
fessional personnel.
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supplies and
official military
garrison purposes;
for hire
hire of
supplies
and for
for official
military and
and garrison
purposes; for
of
draft and
pack animals;
animals; for
allowances to
to officers
officers of
draft
and pack
for travel
travel allowances
of National
National
Guard on
on discharge
Federal service
service as
prescribed in
the Act
Guard
discharge from
from Federal
as prescribed
in the
Act
of
March 2,
(10 U.
S. C.
C. 751),
751), and
and to
National
of March
2, 1901
1901 (10
U. S.
to enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of National
Guard
discharge from
from Federal
prescribed in
in amendaamendaGuard on
on discharge
Federal service,
service, as
as prescribed
tory Act
752), and to
members
Act of September
September 22, 1922
1922 (10 U. S. C.
C. 752),
to members
of the National
National Guard
Guard who have been mustered into Federal
Federal service
and discharged
discharged on account
$64,999,664, of
which
account of
of disability;
disability; in all, $64,999,664,
of which
amount
exceeding $250,000
transportaamount not
not exceeding
$250,000 for
for the
the procurement
procurement and
and transportation of
of fuel
fuel for the
the service
service of the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1941,
1941, and not
not exceeding
exceeding
$15,000,000 for the procurement
procurement of
of motor
be available
motor vehicles,
vehicles, shall
shall be
available
immediately:
be
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $1,000,000
$1,000,000 may be
expended for the purchase of light and medium passenger-carrying
expended
passenger-carrying
automobiles
a unit cost of not to exceed
automobiles at a
exceed $750 for light automobiles
automobiles
and $1,200
$1,200 for medium
medium automobiles,
automobiles, including
any
including the
the value
value of
of any
vehicle exchanged,
exchanged, and not to exceed
exceed $5,000,000
$5,000,000 may
for
vehicle
may be
be expended
expended for
the purchase or exchange
exchange of motor-propelled
motor-propelled ambulances,
ambulances, and trucks
trucks
Provided further,
appropriation conconof .station-wagon
station-wagon type: Provided
further, That no appropriation
tained in this Act shall be available
available for any expense
expense of
of any character,
character,
other than as may be incident
incident to salvaging or scrapping,
scrapping, on
on account
account
of any motor-propelled
motor-propelled vehicle procured
procured prior to
January 1,
to January
1, 1920,
1920,
except tanks, tractors, ambulances,
ambulances, fire
fire trucks,
searchlight trucks,
trucks, searchlight
trucks,
three hundred
hundred and ninety modernized
modernized class B
B trucks, and vehicles
vehicles in
in
use by Reserve Officers'
February 19,
1935:
Officers' Training Corps units on February
19, 1935:
Provided
further, That
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 the
cost of
transProvided further,
That during
during the fiscal
the cost
of transportation from point of origin to the first point of
portation.
of storage
storage or
or consumption of supplies, equipment,
equipment, and material
material in connection
connection with
the manufacturing
manufacturmg and purchasing activities of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
Corps may be charged to the appropriations
appropriations from
from which such
such
supplies, equipment,
equipment, and
procured.
and material
material are
are procured.
HORSES, DRAFT
HORSES,
DRAFT AND PACK ANIMALS

For the purchase
purchase of draft and pack animals
animals and horses within
limits as to age, sex, and size to be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of
of
War for remounts for officers entitled
for the
the
entitled to
to public mounts,
mounts, for
United States Military Academy, and for such organizations
organizations and
members of the military service as may be required
required to be mounted,
(including $81,750 for
and for all expenses
expenses incident to such purchases (including
for
encouragement of the breeding of riding horses suitable for the Army,
encouragement
in cooperation with the Bureau of Animal Industry, Department
Department of
of
Agriculture, including
including the purchase of animals for breeding purposes and their maintenance),
maintenance), $782,490.
MILITARY POSTS
MILITARY

For construction
construction and installation of buildings, flying fields, and
appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, including interior facilities, fixed equipment,
necessary
necessary services, roads, connections
connections to water, sewer, gas, and electric
mains, purchase
purchase and installation of telephone
telephone an
andd radio equipment,
equipment,
and similar improvements, and procurement
procurement of transportation
transportation incident thereto, without reference
reference to sections 1136 and 3734, Revised
Revised
Statutes (10
(10 U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S. C. 267);
267) ;general
general overhead
overhead
expenses
inspection and
expenses of transportation,
transportation, engineering
engineering, supplies, inspection
supervision, and such services as may be necessary
necessary in the office of
of
the Quartermaster
the
Quartermaster General; and the engagement
engagement by contract or otherwise without regard
wise
regard to section 3709, Revised Statutes (41
(41 U.
11. S. C. 5),
5),
and at .such rates of compensation
compensation as the Secretary
Secretary of War may
may
determine,
determine, of the services of architects
architects or firms or corporations
corporations
thereof and other technical and professional
professional personnel
personnel as may be
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necessary;
necessary; $90,310,785,
$90,310,785, to remain available until expended, and,
in addition, authority
authority is hereby given to enter into contracts, prior
prior
to July 1, 1941, for the same purposes
purposes to an amount not in excess of
$6,000,000:
Provided, That the foregoing appropriation
$6,000,000: Provided,
appropriation and
and contract
contract
authorization
authorization shall be applied as follows: For work authorized
authorized by
by
the Act of July 14, 1939 (53 Stat. 1003),
1003), Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, $375,000; for work authorized by the Act of June 20, 1939
1939
(53
Stat. 842-843),
842-843), at Fort Niagara, New York, $60,000;
(53 Stat.
$60,000; for work
work
authorized by the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 857-862)
authorized
857-862) :
: At
At Fort
Fort
Shafter, Hawaii,
Hawaii, $890,000; Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, Hawaii, $1,264,200
$1,264,200; ;
Fort MacArthur, California, $134,500; Corozal
Corozal General
General Depot,
Canal Zone, $427,300; Fort Crook, Nebraska,
Nebraska, $55,000; Fort
Huachuca, Arizona, $225,000; for work authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
of June 4, 1936 (49
(49 Stat. 1462), at Edgewood
Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland, $918,988; for work authorized
authorized by the Act of August
1935
August 12,
12, 1935
(49 Stat. 610-611):
610-611) :At Albrook Field, Canal Zone, $350,000;
$350,000; Chanute
Field, Illinois, $669,400; Brooks Field, Texas, $708,000;
$708,000; Eglin
Eglin Field,
Florida, $250,000:
$250,000; Marshall Field, Kansas, $249,400;
$249,400; Godman Field,
Field,
Kentucky, $740,000;
$740,000; Pope Field, North Carolina,
Carolina, $90,000;
Lowry
$90,000; Lowry
Field, Colorado, $350,000; Kelly Field, Texas, $990,000; Langley
Langley
Field, Virginia, $220,000; Hamilton Field, California, $150,000;
$150,000; Patterson Field, Ohio, $193,000;
Barksdale Field, Louisiana, $204,400;
$193,000; Barksdale
$204,400;
McChord
McChord Field, Washington,
$134,000; Mitchel
York,
Washington, $134,000;
Mitchel Field, New
New York,
$57,000; Bolling Field, District of Columbia,
Columbia, $100,000;
$100,000; Selfridge
Selfridge
California, $86,000; Southeast
Field, Michigan,
Michigan, $50,300; March
March Field, California,
Air Base, Florida, $848,400; Wright Field, Ohio, $1,840,000;
$1,840,000; Patterson
Patterson
Field, Ohio, $130,000;
$130,000; Alaska Air Base, $12,104,060;
$12,104,060; Albrook Field,
Field,
$1,000,000; aircraft
Panama Canal Zone, $1,000,000;
aircraft warning
warning service, Panama
Panama
Canal Zone, $134,375; and gasoline
gasoline and bomb storage
storage at
Panama
at Panama
Canal Zone, $1,050,000,
$1,050,000, Puerto Rico, $1
2
201,500, Alaska,
$630,000, and
$1,201,500,
Alaska, $630,000,
and
Hawaii, $454,000; emergency
the
emergency construction,
construction, $47,976,962,
$47,976,962, including
including the
acquisition
acquisition of necessary
necessary land therefor, without regard to
to the proviprovisions of sections 355 and 1136, Revised
Revised Statutes,
(10
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (10
contracts
U. S. C. 1339; 40 U. S. C. 255)
255);;and for
for payments
payments under
under contracts
authorized
authorized in the Supplemental
Supplemental Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940,
1940,
and the Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1939,
1939,
$19,000,000.
ACQUISITION
ACQUISITION OF LAND
LAND
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Availability.
Availability.
Contracts
ized.
ized.

authorauthors

Proviso.
Proviso.
Application
of funds
funds
Applicationof
works.
to designated
designated works.

S. 0.,
C., Supp.
10 U. B.
Supp.
V.
V, §§1343a-1343d.
§§ 1343a-1343d.

b3
1327.
53 Stat.
Stat. 994,
994, 1327.

Pool,
705,
Post, pp.
pp. 602,
612, 706,

873, 968.
958.
873,

Acquisition of land;
Acquisition
Acquisition of land, Mojave Desert, California:
California: For the acquisiacquisiavailability of
availability
of funds.
funds.
tion of land for an antiaircraft
antiaircraft firing range, Mojave
Mojave Desert,
Desert, north
of
north of
Barstow and Baker, California,
California, seven hundred
hundred and forty-nine
forty-nine thouthousand four hundred and forty acres, more or less, as authorized
authorized by
by the
Act of July 26, 1939 (53
1123), $249,000, to remain available
available
(53 Stat. 1123),
until July 1,
1, 1942.
For the acquisition of land, as authorized
authorized by the Act
Act of August
August
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S. C.,
12, 1935 (49 Stat. 610),
610), as follows:
follows: Wright Field, Ohio, $392,000;
$392,000; V.10§§ U.
V, J§ 1343a-1343d.
1343a-1343d.
Puerto Rican
Rican Department, $140,000;
$140,000; in vicinity of Anchorage,
Anchorage,
Alaska,
Alaska, $85,000; in all, $617,000,
$617,000, to remain available
available until
until July 1,
1,
1942.
Toward
Toward the acquisition of land, as authorized
authorized by the Act of
of July
July
26, 1939 (53 Stat. 1123),
1123), as follows: Fort
Fort Bliss, Texas
Texas (estimated
(estimated
Meade, South
to cost $800,000),
$800,000), $500,000;
$500,000; Fort Meade,
South Dakota, $30,720;
$30,720;
Fort Dix, New Jersey,
Jersey, $21,000; in all, $551,720, to remain available
available
until July 1, 1942.
Toward the acquisition of land at Fort Devens, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
Toward
$386,667; Fort Ethan Allen,
Allen, Vermont,
Vermont, $120,000,
by the
the
$386,667;
$120,000, as
as authorized
authorized by
Act of July 26, 1939 (53 Stat. 1123),
remain available
available until
1123), to
to remain
until
July 1, 1942.
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Toward the
the acquisition
of land
land at
Knox, Kentucky,
Kentucky, as
as authorauthorToward
acquisition of
at Fort
Fort Knox,
ized by
by the
the Act
Act of
of July
July 26,
26, 1939
1123) (estimated
to cost
cost
ized
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1123)
(estimated to
$1,640,000),
$1,640,000), $666,667,
$666,667, to
to remain
remain available
available until
until July
July 1,
1, 1942.
1942.
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of land
Utah General
Depot, as
authorized
For
land for
for Utah
General Depot,
as authorized

by the Act of July
July 2,
amended (50
C. 171),
2, 1917,
1917, as
as amended
(50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
171), $213,000,
$213,000,

tat. 241.
40 Stat.
21

to remain available until
until June
June 30, 1942.
acquisition of land
for the
For the acquisition
land for
the Fort
Fort Sill
Sill Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
Oklahoma,
authorized by the Act of
of July 2, 1917,
1917, as
as amended
Oklahoma, as authorized
amended (50
(50
171), $205,000, to remain available until June 30, 1942.
U. S. C. 171),

40 Stat. 241.
2.

968,
Post, pp. 602, 968,
1046.

BARRACKS
BARRACKS

AND
AND

QUARLERS
QUARTERS

AND
AND OTHER
OTHER BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

AND UTILITIES
AND
UTILITIES

For all expenses incident to the construction,
construction, installation,
installation, operation, and maintenance
maintenance of buildings, utilities, appurtenances, and
accessories
accessories necessary for the shelter, protection, and accommodation
accommodation
of the Army and its personnel
personnel and property,
property, where not specifically
specifically
provided for in other appropriations,
appropriations, including
personal services,
including personal
services,
purchase
purchase and repair of furniture for quarters
warrant
quarters for officers,
officers, warrant
officers,
noncommissioned officers,
officers, and noncommissioned
officers, and officers'
officers' messes
messes and
and wall
lockers and refrigerators
Government-owned buildings
as may
may
refrigerators for
for Government-owned
buildings as
be approved by the Secretary
improvement of
Secretary of War, care and improvement
of
Rentals.
Rentals.
grounds,'flooring
and framing
grounds
flooring and
framing for
buildings, includfor tents,
tents, rental
rental of
of buildings,
includColumbia, provided
ing not to exceed
exceed $900 in the District
District of Columbia,
provided space
is not available in Government-owned
Government-owned buildings, and grounds for
for
military purposes,
purposes lodgings for recruits and
and applicants
applicants for
for enlistenlistment, water supply, sewer and fire-alarm
fire-alarm systems, fire
fire apparatus,
apparatus,
roads, walks, wharves, drainage, dredging
purchase of
of
dredging channels, purchase
Target
practice, etc.
Targetpractice,
etc. water, disposal of sewage,
sewage, shooting galleries,
galleries, ranges
ranges for
for small-arms
small-arms
target practice, field, mobile, and railway artillery practice, including
including
flour for paste for marking targets, such ranges and galleries
galleries to
to be
open as far as practicable
practicable to the National
National Guard
organized
Guard and
and organized
rifle clubs under regulations to be prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War; warehouse and fuel handling equipment; stoves required for
for
use of the Army for heating
heating offices,
offices, hospitals, barracks,
barracks, quarters,
quarters,
recruiting stations, and United States disciplinary
disciplinary barracks, also
also
ranges and stoves for cooking food at
posts,
for post
post bakery
and
at posts
bakery and
2 for
bake-oven
bake-oven equipment and apparatus
apparatus and appliances
appliances for cooking and
and
serving food
food when constituting fixed
buildings,
fixed installations
installations in
in buildings,
including maintenance
maintenance and repair
including
repair of such heating and cooking appliHeat, light,
light, eta
Heat,
etc.
ances;
furnishing heat and light for the authorized
allowance
ances; for
for furnishing
authorized allowance
officers, including
of quarters for officers, enlisted
enlisted men, and warrant
warrant officers,
including
retired enlisted men when ordered to active duty, contract surgeons
when stationed at and occupying public quarters
quarters at military
military posts,
officers of the National
officers
National Guard
Guard attending service and garrison schools,
Buildingserectedat
erected at and for
Buildings
for recruits,
guards, hospitals,
storehouses,
recruits 'guards,
hospitals, st
ore houses ,offices,
offi ces, t
he buildings
bu il d i
ngs
the
private cost.
32 Stat.
Stat. 282.
282.
32
erected at private cost, in the operation of the Act approved
approved May 31,
1902 (10
(10 U.
U. S. C. 1346),
1346), and
and buildings for aa similar purpose on
1902
on
military reservations
reservations authorized by War Department
Department regulations;
regulations;
Fuel, engine
engine supsup- for sale of fuel to officers; fuel and engine supplies required in the
pFel,
for sale of fuel to officers; fuel and engine supplies required in the
plies, etc.
operation
operation of modern batteries at established
established posts, $19,534,053,
$19,534,053, of
of
which amount $2,500,000 shall be available
available Immediately
immediately for the
procurement
and transportation
procurement and
transportation of fuel for the service
service of the fiscal
Provisos.
Provided, That the amounts to be assessed and
Fort MonroV,
Monroe, Va.,,year
year 1941:
1941: Provided,
collected
and collected
wharf, etc.
etc.
wharf,
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War for
expenditure for
maintenance purposes
by
of War
for expenditure
for ,maintenance
purposes
at Fort
Monroe, Virginia,
under the
provisions of
at
Fort Monroe,
Virginia, under
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of August
Stat. 212), shall be $13,520 for wharf and $5,053
1, 1894 (28 Stat.
$5,053 for
Military
Mmltay attachfs,
attachs, roads and sewerage system: Provided further, That this appropriaroads
and
sewerage
system:
Provided
further
That
this
appropriarental of offices, etc.
tion shall be available for the rental of offices, garages, and stables
tion shall be available for the r
en t
alof offices, garages, and stables

Construction,
of buildings.
f buildings.

etc.,
etc.,
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for military attaches: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of the funds
herein appropriated
construction of a
a perappropriated shall be available for construction
manent
manent nature of an additional building or an extension or addition
addition
to an existing building, the cost of which in any case exceeds
exceeds $20,000:
$20,000:
Provided
further, That the monthly rental rate to be paid out of
Provided further,
of
this appropriation
appropriation for stabling any animal shall not exceed $15.
$15.

Construction,
Construction, limilimitation on
tation
cost.
on cost.

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
OF HOSPITALS
AND REPAIR
REPAIR OF
HOSPITALS

Post, pp.
602, 968.
Post,
pp. 602,
968.

For construction
construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already
already
established
established and occupied,
occupied, including all expenditures
expenditures for construction and repairs required
required at the Army and Navy
Navy Hospital at Hot
Hot
Springs, Arkansas, and for the construction
construction and repair of general
general
hospitals and expenses
expenses incident thereto, and for additions needed
needed to
requirements of increased
meet the requirements
increased garrisons, and for temporary
temporary
hospitals in standing camps and cantonments
cantonments;i for the alteration of
permanent buildings at posts for use as hospitals, construction
construction and
repair of temporary
temporary hospital buildings at permanent
permanent posts, construction and repair of temporary
temporary general
general hospitals, rental
rental or purchase
of grounds,
grounds, and rental and alteration
alteration of buildings for use for hospital
elsewhere, including necespurposes in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
necessary temporary
temporary quarters for hospital personnel, outbuildings, heating
heating
and laundry apparatus,
apparatus, plumbing, water and sewers, and electric
electric
work, cooking apparatus, and roads and walks for the same, $780,909.
$780,909.

ConstructionandreConstruction
and repair
of hospitals.
pair of
hospitals.

ARMY
ARMY MEDICAL
LIBRARY AND
AND MUSEUM
MEDICAL LIBRARY
MUSEUM BUILDING
BUILDING

For personal
personal services
services and other necessary expenses incident
incident to
designing and preparing
preparing working drawings
drawings and specifications
specifications of aa
building to replace the present Army Medical
Medical Library and Museum,
Museum,
authorized by the Act of June 15, 1938 (52
as authorized
(52 Stat. 684)., $130,000.
$130,000.
The appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this Act which are available for
the procurement
procurement or manufacture
or
manufacture of munitions of war
war of
of special or
technical design may be used for the
development and procurement
the development
procurement
of gages, dies, jigs, and other special aids
aids and
and appliances, production
production
studies, factory plans, and other production data, including specifispecifications and detailed drawings, in accordance
accordance with the
cations
the provisions
provisions of
of
sections 120 and 123
123 of the
the National
National Defense
Defense Act, as
as amended.
amended. Such
Such
appropriations
purchase of
appropriations may also be used for the purchase
of letters
letters patent,
patent,
applications
applications for letters patent, and licenses under letters
letters patent and.
and
applications for letters
applications
letters patent that pertain
pertain to such equipment or
material for which
which the appropriations
material
appropriations are
are made.
S
IGNAL CORPS
SIGNAL
SIGNAL SERVICE
OF THE
SIGNAL
SERVICE OF
TIIE ARMY
ARMY

Stabling,
rental
Stablin
g,
rental rate.
rate.

Temporary
Temporary
tals.
tals.

hospihospi-

p. 656.

Post,
Post, p. 656.

Replacement
Replacement of
of
present
g.
present buildin
building.

Gages, dies,
dies, jigs,
jigs,
Gages,
etc., funds
funds available.
available.
etc.,

39 Stat. 213, 215.
215.
50 U. S.
S..C.. 1¢ 80,

80, 78.
78.
Purchase, etc.,
etc., of
Purchase,
of
letters patent.
letters
patent.

Pos, pp.
873,
Post,
pp. 602,
602, 823,

968.

Post,
873, 968.
968.

pp. 602,
602, 603,
pp.
603,

Telegraph, etc.,
etc., sysequipment, operation,
repair of military telegraph,
Purchase, equipment,
operation, and repair
telegraph, tems.
telephone, radio cable,
cable, and signaling systems; signal
equipment and
signal equipment
stores, heliographs,
heliographs, signal lanterns, flags, and
and other
other necessary
necessary instruvanes, barometers,
thermometers, and
and
ments; wind vanes,
barometers, anemometers,
anemometers, thermometers,
other meteorological
meteorological instruments;
instruments; photographic and cinematographic
cinematographic
Vehicles
work performed
performed for the Army by the
the Signal
Signal Corps; motorcycles,
motorcycles, Vehicles.
motor-driven and other vehicles for technical
technical and official
official purposes
purposes in
in
connection with the construction, operation,
operation, and
maintenance of
comand maintenance
of communication or signaling
signaling systems, and supplies for their
their operation
operation and
and
maintenance;
reference, pampammaintenance; professional and scientific
scientific books
books of
of reference,
phlets, periodicals,
newspapers, and maps for
periodicals, newspapers,
for use of the
the Signal
Signal Corps
Corps
Telephone apparaand in the office of the Chief Signal Officer;
Officer; telephone apparatus,
apparatus, inin- tus,Telephone
etc.
etc.
cluding rental and payment for commercial,
commercial, exchange,
exthange, message,
message,
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Exceptions.
Exceptions.
Rental of lines,
lines, etc.

installa-

Electrical
tions.
tios.

civiian
Civilian employees.
employees.

Experimental

vestigation, etc.
vetiation,
etc.

in-

Aircraft warning
service systems.
servicesystems.

Payments
Payments
contracts.

under
under

Stat. 994.
53 Stat.
94.

contracts author-

Contracts
ized.

trunk-line,
service at
or concontrunk-line, long-distance,
long-distance, and
and leased-line
leased-line telephone
telephone service
at or
necting any
any.post,
cantonment, depot,
depot, arsenal,
arsenal, headquarters,
necting
post, camp,
camp, cantonment,
headquarters,
hospital, aviation
or other
other office
office or
or station
station of
Army,
hospital,
aviation station,
station, or
of the
the Army,
excepting the
the local
service for
for the
various bureaus
bureaus of
of the
War
excepting
local telephone
telephone service
the various
the War
Department in
in the
District of
and toll
pertaining
Department
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
toll messages
messages pertaining
to the office of the Secretary of War; electric time service;
service; the rental
rental
of
telegraph lines
lines and
equipment, and
operation at
at
of commercial
commercial telegraph
and equipment,
and their
their operation
or
any post,
post, camp,
cantonment, depot,
depot, arsenal,
headquaror connecting
connecting any
camp, cantonment,
arsenal, headquarters,
hospital, aviation
station, or
or other
station of
of the
Army,
ters, hospital,
aviatlon station,
other office
office or
or station
the Army,
including payment
individual telegraph
telegraph messages
payment for official individual
messages transtranscommercial lines;
electrical installations
installations and
maintenance
mitted over commercial
lines; electrical
and maintenance
thereof at military posts,
thereof
posts cantonments, camps, and stations of the
control and
materiel for
for Field
Army, fire controf
and direction
direction apparatus,
apparatus, and
and materiel
Field
Artillery; salaries of civilian employees,
employees, including those necessary
necessary as
as
instructors at vocational
vocational schools; supplies, general
general repairs,
repairs, reserve
reserve
expenses connected
with the
and transsupplies, and
and other expenses
connected with
the collecting
collecting and
transmitting of information
information for the Army by telegraph
telegraph or otherwise;
otherwise;
experimental
experimental investigation, research, purchase,
purchase and development,
or
development, or
improvements
improvements in
in apparatus,
apparatus, and
maintenance of
and accesaccesand maintenance
of signaling
signaling and
sories thereto, including machines, instruments,
instruments and other equipment
equipment
for laboratory
laboratory and repair purposes;
alteration, and
and repair
repair of
purposes; lease, alteration,
of
such buildings required for storing or guarding Signal Corps supsupplies, equipment, and personnel when not
provided for,
for,
not otherwise
otherwise provided
including the land therefor, the introduction of water,
electric light
water, electric
light
and power, sewerage,
sewerage, grading, roads
and wa]ks,
and other
equipment
roads and
walks, and
other equipment
required;
required; for all expenses incident to
of plans,
pl ans, and
an d
to the preparation
preparation of
construction, purchase,
construction,
purchase, installation,
installation, equipment,
equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair,
and operation of aircraft warning service systems,
accessystems, and
and their
their accessories, including
including purchase of lands and rights-of-way, acquisition
of
acquisition of
leaseholds and other interests therein, and temporary
thereof,
temporary use
use thereof,
$49,690,649,
$49,690,649, of which not to exceed $1,160,000 shall be available
available for
payments under contracts for the procurement
procurement of
of aircraft-communiaircraft-communication equipment
equipment and ground radio and telephone
telephone facilities
under
facilities under
the
contained in the Supplemental
Supplemental Military AppropriaAppropriathe authorization
authorization contained
tion Act,
1940, and in addition,
tion
Act, 1940,
addition the Chief Signal Officer,
Offi cer' when
when
authorized by the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts prior
authorized
prior
1941, to an amount not in excess of $1,700,000
to July 1,
1, 1941,
$1,700,000 for
for the
the
procurement of Signal Corps equipment.
procurement
equipment.

pp. 602,
873,
Poe, pp.
Post,
602, 873,
968.
968.

AIR CORPS
CORPS

Pool,
603,
Post, pp.
pp. 602,
602, 603,
873, 968, 970.
970.

CORPS, ARMY
ARMY
AIR CORPS,

Instruction, etc..
etc., exexplusses.
pense

Aircraft
Aircraft
etc.

operation,
operation,

Photographic supsup.
plies.
plies.

Helium
Helium ga.
gas.
Pod.
Post, p. 443.

[54
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For creating,
creating, maintaining,
maintaining, and operating at established flying
flying
schools and balloon
balloon schools courses of instruction
instruction for officers,
officers, stustudents, and enlisted men, including
including cost of equipment and supplies
necessary
purchase of tools, equipment,
necessary for instruction,
instruction, purchase
equipment, materials,
machines, textbooks, books of reference, scientific
scientific and professional
professional
papers, instruments,
instruments, and materials
materials for theoretical
theoretical and practical
practical
instruction; for maintenance,
maintenance, repair, storage, and operation
instruction;
operation of airships, war
ships,
war balloons,
balloons, and other aerial machines, including instruments,
materials,
materials, gas plants,
hangars, and
re p
ai
r shops,
sh
ops, an
plants, hangars,
and repair
andd appliances
appliances of
of
every
sort
and
description
necessary
for
the
operation,
construction,
every sort and
necessary
construction,
or equipment
or
equipment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary spare parts
and equipment connected
establishment of landing
and
connected therewith
therewith and the establishment
landing
and takeoff
takeoff runways;
runways; for purchase of supplies
supplies for securing, developing, printing,
ing,
printing, and reproducing
reproducing photographs in connection
connection with aerial
photography;
photography; improvement, equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
of plants
plants for
testing and
and experimental
of
for testing
experimental work, and procuring and
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introducing water, electric light and power, gas, and sewerage, includintroducing
ing maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair of such utilities at such plants,
for the procurement
procurement of helium gas; for travel of officers and enlisted
enlisted
men of the Air Corps by air in connection
connection with the administration
administration
of this appropriation,
including the transportation
aircraft
appropriation, including
transportation of new aircraft
Civilian
Civilian employees.
employees.
from factory to first destination;
destination; salaries and wages of civilian
employees as may be necessary;
employees
necessary; transportation
transportation of materials in conDeveloprnentof
new
nection with
with consolidation
activities; experimental
experimental
Developmentofnew
Air Corps
Corps activities;
nection
consolidation of Air
types of aircraft.
investigations and purchase
purchase and development
development of new types of air- typesof arcraft.
investigations
planes, autogiros, and balloons, accessories
accessories thereto, and
and aviation
aviation
Purchase, construcPurchase,
constrcspecifications thereof;
thereof; for the
engines, including plans, drawings, and specifications
etc., of aircraft.
balloons, tion,
tion, et.,ofaircraft.
purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and construction of airplanes and balloons,
purchase,
including
including instruments
instruments and appliances of every sort and description
description
necessary for the operation, construction
(airplanes and balloons),
balloons),
necessary
construction (airplanes
or equipment
equipment of all types of aircraft, and all necessary
spare parts
necessary spare
Marking 1
of military
and
equipment connected
connected therewith;
or the
the marking
ilitary
Markisnof
military air- airways.
marking of
of military
therewith; or
and equipment
ways where the purchase of land is not involved; for the purchase,
purchase,
manufacture, and issue of special clothing, wearing apparel, and
and
Sale of surplus, etc.,
Sleofsurphsetc.
expenses aeronautical
equipment for aviation purposes; for all necessary expellees
similar equipment
equipexpenses.
connected with the sale or disposal of surplus of obsolete aeronautical
aeronautical ment, expenses.
equipment, and the rental
rental of buildings, and other facilities
facilities for the
handling or storage of such equipment; for the rental of office space
handling
and
procurement
connection with Air Corps procurement
other facilities
facilities in connection
and other
Consulting
engiactivities;
for the
not more
consulting engineers
engiConsuting
engineers neers.
more than
than four
four consulting
the services
services of
of not
activities; for
at
experimental stations of the Air Corps as the Secretary
Secretary of War
at experimental
may deem necessary,
necessary, at rates of pay to be fixed
fixed by him not to exceed
exceed
$50 a
a day for not exceeding
necessary traveling
traveling
exceeding fifty days each and necessary
expenses; purchase
purchase of special apparatus
apparatus and appliances, repairs, and
expenses;
replacements
connection with special scientific medical
medical
replacements of same used in connection
Printing plants.
Priting plants
research
maintenance and
and operation
operation of such
the Air Corps; for
for maintenance
research in the
outside of the District of Columbia
Columbia as
Air Corps printing plants outside
authorized in accordance
accordance with law; for publications,
station
publications, station
may be authorized
libraries, special furniture,
furniture, supplies
supplies and equipment
offices, shops,
equipment for offices,
libraries,
laboratories; for
of
for special
special services, including the salvaging of
and laboratories;
Settlement
of
wrecked aircraft;
aircraft; for
settlement of
claims (not
exceeding $250 each)
Settlement of
each) claims.
(not exceeding
of claims
for settlement
wrecked
private property resulting from the operaoperafor damage to persons and private
tion of aircraft
substantiated
aircraft at home and abroad when each claim is substantiated
commanding
a board of officers appointed by the commanding
by a
a survey report of a
officer of the nearest aviation post and approved by the Chief of Air
Air
officer
Payments
under
under
Payments
$3,300,000 contracts.
$265,886,418, of which $3,300,000
the Secretary
Secretary of War, $265,886,418,
Corps and the
1
6
4
52
Stat.
664.
shall be available
under the appropriation
appropriation "Air Corps, Army, 1939",
t.
.
2 St
1939", 53
available under
shall
Stat. 80,5.
and
$76,205,988 shall
"Air Pot,
Post, p.
p. 968..
appropriation "Air
shall be available under the appropriation
and $76,205,988
for the procureprocurecontracts for
payments under
under contracts
for payments
Corps, Army,
Army, 1940", for
airplanes and of equipment,
equipment, spare parts, and accessories
accessories
new airplanes
ment of
of new
Provisos.
airplanes, as
authorized by
by said
said appropriations:
appropriations: Provided,
Provided, That
That eHelium.
for airplanes,
as authorized
iu.
Post, p. 443.
$10,000
shall
be
transferred
to
and
made
available
to
the
Bureau
of
p. 443.
$10,000 shall be transferred to and made available to the Bureau of Pt,
New
airplanes,
Mines on July 1,
1, 1940, for supplying helium:
helium: Provided
Provided further,
further, That equipment,
New airp'lanes,
etc., contracts.
in addition
to the
Chief of
of the
the Air
Air tracts.
the Chief
herein appropriated
appropriated the
the amounts
amounts herein
in
addition to
Corps,
Secretary of War, may enter into
Corps, when authorized by the Secretary
contracts between
of this Act and July 1,
the approval of
date of the
between the date
contracts
1941,
procurement of new airplanes and for the procurement
procurement
the procurement
1941, for the
amount
and accessories
accessories for airplanes to an amount
parts, and
of equipment,
equipment, spare parts,
not in excess of $103,300,000,
$103,300,000, and his action in so doing shall be
deemed a
a contractual
Government for the
contractual obligation of the Federal Government
deemed
Procurement.
payment of
of the
the cost
of the
the amount
amount Poremet
That of
Provided further,
further, That
cost thereof:
thereof: Provided
payment
herein appropriated
the amount
amount herein
authorized for contractual
contractual
herein authorized
and the
appropriated and
herein
obligation
not less
less than
than $123,741,994
$123,741,994 shall be applied to the procureobligation not
ment of
new airplanes
airplanes and
which
of which
accessories, of
their equipment
equipment and accessories,
and their
of new
ment
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Combat
Combat airplanes.

Waiving of limitaWaiving
tion.
tion.
53 Stat. 555.
10 U. S. C.,
0., Supp.
V. §
292b.
V,
§ 292b.
Restriction on use of
of
Restriction
funds
for Crissy
Orissy Field,
fundsfor
Calif.
Oalif.
for
Sums available for
incurred obligations.
49 Stat.
Stat. 133,
133, 1290;
50
455.
50 Stat. 455.

Post, pp. 602, 873,
Post,
873,
969.
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amount
not less
$82,661,994 shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
amount of
of $123,741,994
$123,741,994 not
less than
than $82,661,994
to
the
procurement of
of combat
their equipment
equipment and
and accesaccesthe procurement
combat airplanes
airplanes and
and their
sories
and $3,919,718
$3,919,718 shall
available immediately:
immediately: Provided
sories and
shall be
be available
Provided
further, That
That this
this appropriation
may be
expended without
further,
appropriation may
be expended
without reference
reference
to the
limitation contained
contained in
approved April
April 3,
3,
to
the limitation
in section
section 1
1 of
of the
the Act
Act approved
1939
Numbered 18,
Congress), as
as to
to the
num1939 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
18, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
the number
to be
be procured
and maintained:
Provided further,
ber of
of airplanes
airplanes to
procured and
maintained: Provided
further,
That no
no part
part of
of this
other appropriation
contained in
in this
That
this or
or any
any other
appropriation contained
this
Act shall
any expense
incident to
of Crissy
Act
shall be
be available
available for
for any
expense incident
to the
the use
use of
Crissy
Field, California,
Provided further,
That the
the sum
sum
Field,
California, as
as an
an air
air station:
station: Provided
further, That
of
$60,775 of
the appropriation
of $60,775
of the
appropriation for
for Air
Air Corps,
Corps, Army,
Army, fiscal
fiscal year
year
1936, the sum of $30,000
$30,000 of the appropriation
appropriation for
Army,
1936
for Air
Air Corps,
Corps, Army,
fiscal
sum of
of $1,884,031
$1,884,031 of
the appropriation
fiscal year
year 1937,
1937, and
and the
the sum
of the
appropriation for
for
Air
Army, fiscal
fiscal year
shall remain
remain available
available until
Air Corps,
Corps, Army,
year 1938,
1938, shall
until June
June
30, 1941,
1941, for
for the
of obligations
30,
the payment
payment of
obligations incurred
incurred under
under contracts
contracts
executed prior to
executed
to July
July 1,
1, 1938.
MEDICAL DEPARTMlENT
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
ARMY
ARMY

Post, pp. 378, 602,
Post,
603, 873,
969.
60.
873. 969.

Supplies, etc.
eto.

Care, etc.,
etc.. in
n private hospitals.
hospitals

Proviso.
Provso.
If on furlough, etc.

Epidemic and concontagious diseases.

Insane Filipino
FIHpino soldiers.
35 Stat. 122.
Pay of nurses,
nurses, cooks,
Pay
ooks,
and other civilians.
civilians.

Civilian
physicians.
Civilian physicians.

Army and Navy
Hospital.
Hoepital,Hot
Springs,
Hot Springs,
Ark,.
Ark.

MEDIOAL
AND HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL AND
DEPARTMENT

For the manufacture
manufacture and purchase of medical and hospital
hospital supplies,
supplies,
disinfectants, for military
military posts,
including disinfectants,
posts, camps,
camps, hospitals, hospital
hospital
ships and transports,
transports, for laundry work
work for
for enlisted
enlisted men
men and Army
Army
patients in a
hospital, and supplies required
nurses while patients
a hospital,
required for
for mosquito
mosquito
destruction in and about military posts in the Canal
Canal Zone; for
for the
purchase of
for
of veterinary
veterinary supplies and
and hire of
of veterinary
veterinary surgeons;
surgeons; for
expenses of medical supply depots;
and treatment
treatment of
depots; for
for medical care
care and
of
patients,
including supernumeraries,
supernumeraries, not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
for,
patients, including
including care and subsistence in
in private
private hospitals of
of officers, enlisted
enlisted
men, and civilian employees
employees of
of the Army,
Army, of
of applicants
applicants for
for enlistenlistprisoners of war and other persons in military custody
ment, and of prisoners
custody
entitled thereto by law, regulation,
or confinement,
confinement, when _entitled
regulation, or contract:
contract:
Provided, That this shall not apply to officers
Provided,
officers and enlisted men who
who
are treated
treated in private hospitals .or by civilian physicians
physicians while on
on
furloughs
furloughs or leaves of absence in excess of twenty-four
twenty-four hours; for
for
the proper care and treatment
treatment of epidemic
contagious diseases
in
epidemic and
and contagious
diseases in
the Army or at military posts or stations, including measures
measures to
to preprevent the spread
spread thereof, and the payment of reasonable
reasonable damages
damages not
not
otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for for bedding
bedding and clothing injured
injured or destroyed
destroyed
in such prevention;
prevention; for the care of insane Filipino soldiers in conformity
formity with the Act of Congress approved
approved May
U. S.
S. C.
C.
May 11,
11, 1908 (24
(24 U.
198);;for the pay of male and female nurses, not including the Army
198)
Army
Nurse Corps, and of cooks and other civilians
civilians employed
employed for the proper
proper
care of sick officers and soldiers, under such
regulations fixing
such regulations
fixing their
their
qualifications, assignments,
number, qualifications,
assignments, pay, and allowances
allowances as shall
shall have
have
been or shall be prescribed
prescribed by th
Secretary of War;
War; for
for the
of
thee Secretary
the pay
pay of
civilian physicians
for
physicians employed
employed to examine physically
physically applicants
applicants for
enlistment and enlisted men and to render other professional
professional services
services
from time to time under proper authority; for the pay of other
other
employees
employees of the Medical Department;
Department; for the payment of express
companies and local transfers
thee Medical
transfers employed directly by th
M edi ca l
Department
supplies,
Department for the transportation
transport
at
ion of medical and hospital supplies,
including bidders' samples and water for analysis; for supplies for
for
use in teaching
Medical
teaching the art of cooking to the enlisted force of the Medical
Department; for the supply of Army and Navy Hospital at Hot
Department;
Hot
Springs, Arkansas;
Arkansas; for advertising,
advertising, laundry, and all other necessary
necessary
miscellaneous
Department, $6,875,978.
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the Medical Department,
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HOSPITAL
CARE, CANAL ZONE GARRISONS
GARRISONS
HOSPITAL CARE,

Hospital
Canal
care, Canal
Hospital care,
reasonable charges, exclusive
For paying
Panama Canal
exclusive Zone
such reasonable
Canal such
the Panama
paying the
For
garrisons.
of
subsistence, as
as may
may be
by the
Secretary of War for Zone garrs.
the Secretary
approved by
be approved
of subsistence,
caring
in its
its hospitals for officers, enlisted men, military prisoners,
caring in
and
civilian employees
employees of
the Army admitted thereto upon the request
of the
and civilian
Proviso.
ence payof
proper military
$80,000: Provided,
That the
the subsistence
subsistence Subsistence
Provided, That
authority, $80,000:
military authority,
of proper
payments.
to
paid
be
shall
officers,
of the said patients, except commissioned
commissioned
said hospitals
hospitals out
appropriation for subsistence of the Army
the appropriation
out of the
said
provided therein for commutation
enlisted
commutation of rations for enlisted
rates provided
at the rates
patients in general
general hospitals.
patients
or ENGINEERS
CORPS OF

Post, pp. 602, 873,
Post,
875, 969.

ARMY
ENGINEER SERVICE,
SERVICE, ARMY
ENGINEER

Post,
Post, pp. 378, 602,
602,
603,
873, 969, 970.
603,873,969,970.

maintenance, alteraprocurement, maintenance,
For the design, development,
development, procurement,
alteration,
repair, installation,
engineer equipment,
installation, storage, and issue of engineer
tion, repair,
machinery
instruments,
appliances, supplies, materials, tools, and machinery
instruments, appliances,
required
equipment and training of troops and in military
required in the equipment
operations,
Engineer School;
School;
including military surveys and the Engineer
operations, including
for
operation and
including
maintenance of the Engineer School, including
and maintenance
the operation
for the
(a)
compensation of civilian lecturers, and (b)
(b) purchase
purchase and binding
binding
(a) compensation
of scientific
scientific and
and professional
professional books,
pamphlets, papers, and periodbooks, pamphlets,
of
icals;
procurement, preparation, and reproduction of maps
the procurement,
icals; for the
and
similar data
for military
military purposes;
expenses incident to the
purposes; for expenses
data for
and similar
Engineer
operations, including
military surveys,
surveys,
including military
military operations,
in military
service in
Engineer service
and
including (a)
research and development
development of improved methods
(a) research
and including
in
storehouses and grounds within
rental of storehouses
operations, (b) the rental
such operations,
in such
and
outside
the
District
of
Columbia,
and (c)
alteration
(c) repair and alteration
and
Columbia,
of
District
the
and outside
of
communication
light, power, water, and communication
heat, light,
buildings; for heat,
of buildings;
service, not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
compensation of
provided for; and for the compensation
service,
employees
amount
$21,565,263, of which amount
employees required in these activities, $21,565,263,
not
to exceed
be available
available for payments
under
payments under
shall be
$1,000,000 shall
exceed $1,000,000
not to
contracts for
procurement of
of Engineer equipment
equipment under
under the
the procurement
for the
contracts
authorization
in the
Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Deficiency Appropriation
the Second
contained in
authorization contained
fiscal year 1939.

Equipment, instruEquipment,
ments, etc.

Engineer School,
School,
Engineer
maintenance, etc.
maintenance,

Maps, surveys,
surveys, etc.

Rentals.
Operating, etc.,
etc., expenses.
RaPsesPayments
Payments
contracts.

under

53 Stat. 643.

ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

602, 874,
Post, pp. 602,
969.

ORDNANCE
ARMY
SUPPLIES, ARMY
AND SUPPLIES,
ORDNANCE SERVICE AND

Post, pp. 378, 002,
602,
Post,
603, 874,
874, 969,
960, 970.

For manufacture,
including
storage, and issue, including
procurement, storage,
manufacture, procurement,
For
research,
planning 7 design,
design, development,
alteration,
development, inspection, test, alteration,
research, planning,
maintenance,
repair, and
handling of ordnance
ordnance material,
material, together
together
and handling
maintenance, repair,
with the
services necessary
necessary thereto; for supsupplies, and services
machinery, supplies,
the machinery,
with
plies
connection with the general work of the Ordin connection
services in
and services
plies and
nance
police and office duties, rents, tolls,
Department, comprising police
nance Department,
fuel,
light, watery
water, advertising,
advertising, stationery,
stationery, typewriting
typewriting and computing
computing
fuel, light,
machines,
including their exchange, and furniture, tools, and instrumachines, including
incidental
ments
to provide for training and other incidental
of service; to
ments of
expenses
of the ordnance
instruction purposes, other than
service; for instruction
ordnance service;
expenses of
tuition;
vehicles,
purchase, completely equipped, of plant vehicles,
tuition; for the purchase,
including
ambulances, and station wagons, and for mainteincluding trucks, ambulances,
nance,
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
operation of motor-propelled
repair, and operation
nance, repair,
freight
and passenger-carrying
ammunition for military
passenger-carrying vehicles; for ammunition
freight and
salutes
establishments and institutions to which the
Government establishments
salutes at Government
issues
arms for
authorized; for services, material, tools,
salutes are authorized;
for salutes
of arms
issues of
and
appliances for operation of the testing machines
machines and chemical
chemical
and appliances
laboratory in
connection therewith;
therewith; for publications for libraries of
in connection
laboratory
the
Ordnance Department,
Ordnance Office, including
including
Department, including the Ordnance
the Ordnance

Manufacture, lssuo,
issue,
Manufacture.
otc.
otc.

Contingent
penses.

exex-

Vehicles.

Ammunition
Ammunition
military salutes.

for
for

Libraries of OrdLibraries
nance Department.
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Consulting
Consulting
neers.

engiengi-

Payments
Payments
contracts.

under

53
643, 608,995.
608, 995.
53 Stat. 643,

Contracts
ized.

author-

Proviso.
Prviso.
Reserve officers,
Reserve
officers,
etc.,
active duty.
etc., to
to active

[54 STAT.
SPAT.

subscriptions
periodicals; for
not more
four conconsubscriptions to
to periodicals;
for services
services of
of not
more than
than four
sulting
engineers as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
necessary, at
at
sulting engineers
may deem
deem necessary,
rates of
of pay
to be
be fixed
fixed by
by him
exceed $50
rates
pay to
him not
not to
to exceed
$50 per
per day
day for
for not
not
exceeding fifty
fifty days
days each,
and for
traveling expenses,
exceeding
each, and
for their
their necessary
necessary traveling
expenses,
$302,422,312,
which not
exceed $46,000,000
$302,422,312, of
of which
not to
to exceed
$46,000,000 shall
shall be
be available
available
for payments
for the
procurement or
or production
production of
payments under
under contracts
contracts for
the procurement
of
ordnance matkriel,
materiel, machinery
machinery, and supplies under
under the
the authorizations
authorizations
contained in the Second
contained
fiscal year
year
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
1939,
1939, the Military Appropriation
1940, and
the Supplemental
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
and the
Supplemental
Military Appropriation
1940; also,
addition, the
of
Military
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940;
also, in
in addition,
the Chief
Chief of
Ordnance,
Ordnance, when authorized
authorized by
by the
War, may
may enter
enter into
into
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
contracts
contracts prior to July
1, 1941,
the procurement
or production
production
July 1,
1941, for
for the
procurement or
of ordnance materiel, machinery, and supplies
supplies to
to an
an amount
amount not
not in
in
excess of $133,774,679,
$133,774,679, and
action in
in so
doing shall
be deemed
and his action
so doing
shall be
deemed aa
contractual obligation of the Federal Government
contractual
the payment
payment of
Government for
for the
of
the cost thereof: Provided,
Provided, That the
their conthe President may, with
with their
consent, order Ordnance
Ordnance Reserve Officers and
Officers
and Specialist
Specialist Reserve
Reserve Officers
assigned to the Ordnance
Ordnance Department
Department to
duty for
for such
periods
to active
active duty
such periods
as may be necessary
of this
appropriation,
necessary to carry
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
this appropriation,
and the pay and allowances
assigned shall
allowances of such
such officers
officers while
while so
so assigned
shall
charged to
this appropriation.
be charged
to this
appropriation.
ROCK
ISLAND BRIDGE,
ROCK ISLAND
BRIDGE, ROCK
ILLINOIS
ROCK ISLAND,
ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Operating bridges,
etc.

operating,2repair,
For operating
repair, and preservation
preservation of Rock
bridges and
and
Rock Island
Island bridges
viaduct, and maintenance
maintenance and repair of
street connecting
of the arsenal
arsenal street
connecting
the
the bridges,
bridges, $32,835.
$32,835.
REPAIRS or
REPAIRS
OF ARSENALS
ARSENALS

arsenals.
Repairs of arsenals.

For repairs and improvements
improvements of ordnance establishments,
establishments, and
and to
to
meet such unforeseen expenditures
expenditures as accidents or other
other contingencies
contingencies
may require,
require, $3,776,541.
$3,776,541.

Post, pp. 378,
378, 602,
603,
803, 874,
874, 969.

CHEMICAL WARFARE
CiTiraincAL
W ARFARE S
ERVICE
SERVICE

Oases,
Gases, gas masks,
etc.

For purchase, manufacture,
manufacture, and test of chemical warfare
warfare gases
gases
or other toxic substances, gas
ks,or other offensive
offensive or
defensive
gas mas
masks,
or defensive
materials or appliances
appliances required for gas-warfare
purp oses; investigagas-warfare purposes;
investigations, research,
experimentation, and operation,
research, design, experimentation,
operation, purchase
purchase of
of
chemicals, specal scientific
andd t
chemicals,
scientifi c an
ec h
nical apparatu
an d instruments,
technical
apparatuss and
instruments,
including services
services connected therewith;
therewith; for the payment
paymen tof
part-time
of part-time
or intermittent
intermittent employment of such scientists
scientists and technicists
technicists as
as may
may
be contracted
contracted for by the Secretary of War, in
in his
scre ti on ,a
his di
discretion,
att aa
rate of
of pay not exceeding
rate
exceeding $20 per diem for any person so employed;
employed;
for
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
for the
maintenance, repair, and operation of freightand passenger-carrying
vehicles; construction,
passenger-carrying motor vehicles;
construction, maintenance,
maintenance,
and
repair of plants, buildings, and equipment, and the machinery
and repair
therefor; receiving, sto
storing,
and
issuing
of supplies, comprising
therefor;
ri
ng ,
an di
ssu i
ng of
police
comprising police
and office duties, rents, tolls, fuels, gasoline, lubricants, paints and
and
and
oils,
and cordage,
oils, rope
rope and
cordage, light, water, advertising,
advertising, stationery,
stationery, typewriting and
adding machines
writing
and adding
machines including
including their exchange,
exchange, office furniture,
tools,
and
instruments; for incidental
ture, tools, and instruments;
incidental expenses;
expenses; for civilian
civilian
employees; for
of the
the Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service and subemployees;
for libraries
libraries of
scriptions to periodicals; for
expenses incidental
incidental to
to the
scriptions to periodicals;
for expenses
the organization,
organization,
training,
and
equipment
of
special
gas
troops
not
otherwise
provided
tramp1g, and equipment of special
otherwise provided
for,
including the training
training of the Army in chemical
warfare, both
for, including
chemical warfare,
offensive and defensive,
necessary schools,
schools, tactical
tactical
defensive, together with
with th
thee necessary
demonstrations,
and maneuvers;
maneuvers; for current
demonstrations, and
current expenses
expenses of chemical
chemical projectile
plants and proving grounds, including
including construction
jectile filling plants
construction
and
of rail
rail transportation,
transportation, repairs, alterations, accesand maintenance
maintenance of

Part-time
employPart-time employment of
of scientists,
scientists, etc.
etc.

Construction,
Construction, etc.,
etc.,
of buildings.
of

Special gas troops;
troops;
training
Army
in
in
chemical
chemical warfare.
warfare.

Projectile filling
filling
plants, etc.
etc.
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sories, building and repairing
repairing butts and targets, clearing and
and gradgrading ranges, $24,713,053,
$24,713,053, of which
Payments
Payments under
under
which amount not to exceed $740,000
$740,000 contracts.
contracts.
shall be available for payments under contracts
contracts for the procurement of chemical warfare
curement
warfare equipment under
under the authorization
authorization
contained
contained in the Second Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
year
fiscal year
53
Stat. 643.
53 Stat.
643.
Proviso.
Proviso.
1939: Provided,
Provided, That in addition to the amount
amount herein appropriated,
Contracts
authorContracts authorthe Chief of Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service, when authorized
ized.
authorized by
by the ized.
Secretary of War, may enter into contracts prior to July 1,
1, 1941,
1941,
for the procurement
procurement of chemical
chemical warfare equipment to an amount
amount
not in excess of $2,036,910,
$2,036,910, and his action in so
so doing
doing shall be
deemed
deemed a
a contractual
contractual obligation of the
the
the Federal Government
Government for
for the
payment
payment of the cost thereof.
CHIEF OF
OF INFANTRY
CHIEF
INFANTRY

Post, p. 969.
Post,

INFANTRY
FORT DENNING,
GEORGIA
INFANTRY SCHOOL,
SCHOOL, FORT
BENNING, GEORGIA

Post, p.
Post,
p. 969.

Instruction exInstruction
exFor the procurement
procurement of books, publications, instruments, and
and penses.
penses.
materials, pay of employees, and other necessary
necessary expenses
for
instrucexpenses for instruction at the Infantry
Infantry School, $62,268.

CHIEF
CHIEF OF
OF CAVALRY
CAVALRY

Post, p. 969.

INSTRUCTION
IN CAVALRY
INSTRUCTION IN
CAVALRY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES

Post,
Post, p. 969.

Instruction exInstruction
exFor the purchase of textbooks, books
scientific and
and
books of reference,
reference, scientific
penses.
penses.
professional papers, instruments,
instruments and
materials for
for instruction;
and materials
instruction;
employment
employment of temporary, technical,
clerical services;
technical, special,
special, and
and clerical
services;
and for other necessary expenses
expenses of instruction at
Cavalry School,
at the Cavalry
Fort Riley, Kansas; and for the instruction of the Army in cavalry
cavalry
activities, $29,040.
activities,

CHIEF
OF FIEL
CHIEF OF
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY

Post, p. 969.

INSTRUCTION IN
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY ACTIVITIES
INSTRUCTION
IN FIELD
ACTIVITIES

Post, p. 969.
Post,

Instruction
exInstruction exFor the pay of employees;
employees; the purchase
purchase of books,
pamphlets, penses.
books, pamphlets,
penses.
periodicals 'and newspapers;
newspapers; procurement
of supplies,
and
periodicals,
procurement of
supplies, materials,
materials, and
equipment
other expenses
necessary in
equipment for instruction
instruction purposes; and
and other
expenses necessary
in
Artillery School
of the
Army, and
the operation
operation of
of the Field Artillery
School of
the Army,
and for
for the
the
instruction of
of the
Army in
Artillery activities,
instruction
the Army
in Field
Field Artillery
activities, $28,650.
$28,650.

CHIEF OF
OF C
COAST
OAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
COAST
SCHOOL, FORT
FORT MONROE,
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA

purchase of engines,
generators, motors,
machines, measuring
For purchase
engines, generators,
motors, machines,
measuring
and laboratory instruments,
instruments, special apparatus,
and materials;
materials; for
for
apparatus, and
purchase and binding of professional
newspapers and
professional books;
books; for newspapers
and
periodicals; for incidental expenses;
employees; for
for office
expenses; for pay
pay of employees;
office
furniture and fixtures;
fixtures; for
and repair
repair of
for maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and
of
vehicles; and unforseen
$30,955.
motor vehicles;
unforseen expenses; in
in all,
all, $30,955.

SEACOAST
S
EACOAST DEFENSES
DEFENSES
to the
the preparation
conFor all expenses incident
incident to
preparation of
of plans
plans and
and the
the conrepair, and
and
struction, purchase,
purchase, installation,
installation, equipment, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
and other
other works
works of
operation of fortifications and
of defense,
defense, and
and their
their
accessories, including personal services,
ammunition storage, mainaccessories,
services, ammunition
tenance of channels
wharves, purchase
purchase of lands
lands
channels to submarine-mine
submarine-mine wharves,
rights-of-way as
and rights-of-way
as authorized
authorized by law, acquisition
acquisition of
of leaseholds
leaseholds
use thereof,
thereof, and
and payments
and other
other interests therein, and
and temporary
temporary use
payments
interests may be made in advance
for leasehold interests
advance for
for the entire
entire term
term
19347W-41—Pr. 1-24
193470°-41-PT.
I
24

Post,
Pos,

p.
969.
p. 969.
p. 969.
969.

Post,
Post, p.

Instruction
ex.
Instruction ex-

pensos.
penses.

Post, pp. 378,
Post,
378, 602.•
602,
603,874,
969.
603,
874, 969.
Expenses.
Expenses.

Leaseholda, etc.
etc.
Leaseholds,
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C. §529.
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31 U.
U. S.. C.
United
United States.
States.
Insular departdepartInsular

ments.
ments.
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notwithstanding the
section 3648,
and
notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of section
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, and
for
experimental, test,
and development
work, as
follows:
for experimental,
test, and
development work,
as follows:
$16,684,794, of
of which
$9,784,779 shall
shall be
available
United States, $16,684,794,
which $9,784,779
be available
until expended;
expended;
until
Insular departments, $3,084,013,
$3,084,013, of
of which
be availwhich $438,693
$438,693 shall
shall be
avail-

able until
until expended;
able
expended;
Panama
Panama Canal, $9,733,716,
$9,733,716, of which $6,827,633 shall be available
available
until expended;
expended;
until
Payments uner
under
In all, $29,502,523,
$29,502,523, of
of which
which not
exceed $1,061,000
$1,061,000 shall
shall be
oayments
not to
to exceed
be
contracts.
contractsavailable
available for payments under
under contracts
contracts for procurement
procurement of equipdefenses under
under the
authorization contained
in the
ment for seacoast
seacoast defenses
the authorization
contained in
the
53 Stat. 641.
641.
53Stat.
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, as follows:
Second Deficiency
follows:
United
States, $591,000;
$591,000; Insular
Insular Departments,
Departments, $339,000;
$339,000; Panama
Panama
United States,
Contracts
authorContracts
author- Canal, $131,000;
and in addition, when authorized
by
the
Secretary
$131,000;
authorized
Secretary
ized.
of
War, contracts
contracts may
entered into
prior to
July 1,
the
of War,
may be
be entered
into prior
to July
1, 1941,
1941, for
for the
procurement
installation of
equipment for
for seacoast
seacoast defenses
defenses as
procurement and
and installation
of equipment
as
follows:
follows:
United States,
United
States, $5,639,726;
$5,639,726;
Insular Departments, $384,975;
$384,975;
$4,393,346;
Panama Canal,
Canal, $4,393,346;
In all,
$10,418,047.
In
all, $10,418,047.
Panama
Panama Canal.
Canal.

UNITED
STATES MILITARY
ACADEMY
UNITED STATES
MILITARY ACADEMY
PAY OF
OF MILITARY
ACADEMY
PAY
MILITARY ACADEMY
Cadets:
of cadets,
That during
the
during the
Provided, That
$1,375,920: Provided,
pay of
cadets, $1,375,920:
For pay
Cadets: For
fiscal year ending June 30,
1941, no officer of the
30, 1941,
the Army shall be
be
pay restriction
in pay or allowances
entitled to receive any increase hi
allowances because of detail
or assignment
assignment to duty in
Military Academy:
Academy:
in any
any capacity
capacity at the Military
Retired officer
as
Retired
officer as
Provided further,
States
Provided
further, That the duties of librarian of the United
United States
librarian.
librarian.
Military
Military Academy
Academy may be
performed by
an officer
the Regular
Regular
be performed
by an
officer of
of the
10 U. S. C. 933.
10 U. s. c. §33.
Army retired from active service
service under the provisions of
1251,
of section
section 1251,
Revised Statutes,
duty for
for that
that purpose.
purpose.
Revised
Statutes, and
and detailed
detailed on
on active
active duty

Cadets.
roCads.
Provisos.
Academy detail,
detail,
pay restriction.

MAINTENANCE AND
AND OPERATION,
UNITED STATES
STATES MILITARY
MAINTENANCE
OPERATION, UNITED
MILITARY ACADYMY
ACADEMY
Expenses.
Expenses.

Board of Visitors.
Contingent fund.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

For text and reference
reference books for instruction;
instruction; increase and expense
expense
of library; office equipment and supplies; stationery,
stationery, blank
blank books,
books,
forms, printing and binding,
binding, and periodicals;
periodicals; diplomas for gradugraduates; expense of lectures;
lectures; apparatus,
equipment, supplies,
supplies, and
apparatus, equipment,
and
materials for purpose of instruction
instruction and athletics, and
maintenance
and maintenance
and repair thereof; musical instruments and maintenance
maintenance of band;
band;
care and maintenance
maintenance of organ; equipment
equipment for cadet mess;
mess; postage,
postage,
telephones,
telephones, and telegrams; freight and expressage;
for commutation
commutation
expressage; for
of rations for cadets in lieu of the regular established ration; for commutation of rations for civilians employed
employed at
at rate
at cadet
cadet mess
mess at
rate of
of
of children's
child ren '
s school
sc hoo l (not
42.5 cents per day;
day; maintenance
maintenance of
(not exceeding
exceeding
$12,200);
superintendent of the academy,
$12,200) ;contingencies
contingencies for superintendent
academy, to be
expended
expended in his discretion (not to exceed $5,200);
$5,200) ;expenses of the
members
members of the Board of Visitors (not exceeding
exceeding $1,500)
$1,500);;contingent fund, to be expended under the direction
direction of the
the Academic
Board (not exceeding $1,000);
improvement, repair, and mainte$1,000) ;improvement,
nance
of buildings
buildings and grounds
walls and fences);
nance of
grounds (including roads, walls,
fences) ;
shooting
shooting galleries
galleries and ranges; coo
ki ng, h
eat i
ng, and
and lighting
cooking,
heating,
lighting apparaapparatus and fixtures and operation and maintenance
maintenance thereof; maintenance of water, sewer, and plumbing systems; maintenance
nance
maintenance of and
repairs
repairs to cadet camp; fire-extinguishing
fire-extinguishing apparatus;
apparatus; machinery
machinery
and
tools and
repairs of
of same;
same; maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation
and tools
and repairs
repair, and operation
motor-propelled vehicles; policing buildings and grounds;
of motor-propelled
grounds; furniture, refrigerators,
lockers for
for Government-owned
ture,
refrigerators, and
and lockers
Government-owned buildings
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at the academy
academy and repair and maintenance
maintenance thereof;
thereof; fuel for heat,
employees; and other
incidental
light, and power; pay of employees;
other necessary
necessary incidental
expenses in the discretion of the superintendent;
superintendent; in all, $1,958,270:
$1,958,270:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $3,750 of this amount
amount shall be available
available
Liquidation of inLiquidation
to liquidate the indebtedness
indebtedness of cadets separated
separated from the service for
for debtedness
debtedness of
of certain
certain
cadets.
any reason during their first year, who at the time of their separation
separation cadets.
are in debt to the cadet store.
NATIONAL GUARD
NATIONAL
GUARD

Post, p. 970.
Post,

ARMING, EQUIPPING,
EQUIPPING, AND
AND TRAINING
ARMING,
GUARD
TRAINING THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL GUARD

For procurement of forage, bedding, and so forth, for animals
animals used
used
by the National
National Guard, $535,817.
$535,817.
For compensation
compensation of help for care of materials, animals, and
and
equipment,
equipment, $4,349,970,
$4,349,970, of which $212,350
$212,350 shall be available exclusively
exclusively
for the compensation
compensation of employees engaged
engaged upon
upon Federal
Federal property
property
custodial
custodial and accounting
accounting work and such other work as they may be
required to perform by the properly constituted
constituted State authorities:
authorities:
Provided, That the number of caretakers
Provided,
employed
caretakers authorized
authorized to be employed
squadron under the
for any one heavier-than-air
heavier-than-air squadron
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section
90 of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended,
amended, may be
increased
increased from 13 to 21.
For expenses, camps of instruction
instruction and air fields, and storage faciliState-owned land, field and
and
ties either on Government-owned
Government-owned or State-owned
supplemental
including construction
and
supplemental training, including
construction and
and maintenance,
maintenance, and
maintenance,
the hire (at a
a rate not to exceed $1
$1 per diem),
diem), repair, maintenance,
and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$19,662,417: Provided,
$19,662,417:
Provided,That not to exceed $25,500
$25,500 of this appropriation
appropriation
exceeding $500)
shall be available for the settlement of claims (not exceeding
$500) for
for
damages to or loss of private property
incident to the operation
operation of
of
property incident
camps of instruction, either during the stay of National Guard units
in such camps or while thereto or therefrom
Provided furfurtherefrom en route: Provided
ther,
appropriation shall be availther, That not to exceed $100,000
$100,000 of this appropriation
able for construction at concurrent
concurrent camps.
enlisted men, military
For expenses, selected officers and enlisted
military service
$730,925.
schools, $730,925.
For pay of property
property and disbursing officers
officers for the United States,
at a
arate not less than $2,400 per annum, $130,800.
$130,800.
expenses, equipment,
equipment, and instruction,
Guard,
For general expenses,
instruction, National
National Guard,
the hire (at a
a rate not to exceed
exceed $1
diem), repair, maintenance,
maintenance,
$1 per diem),
and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassenger- and non-passengernon-passengercarrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
treatment of
carrying
and the medical
medical and
and hospital
hospital treatment
of members
of the
the National
Guard who
who suffer
suffer personal
or contract
of
National Guard
personal injury
injury or
contract disease
disease
expenses in connection
connection therewith,
including
in line of duty, and other expenses
therewith, including
allowances, subsistence, transportation,
pay and allowances,
transportation, and burial expenses,
authorized by the Act of June 15, 1936 (49 Stat. 1507),
1507), $1,598,302.
as authorized
For travel of officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and enlisted men of the Regular Army
Army detailed
detailed to,
to, or
or while
while on, duty with the
the National
National Guard,
including transportation
of dependents,
dependents, transportation
of mounts,
mounts, and
and
including
transportation of
transportation of
transportation,
household goods and effects
transportation, packing, and crating of household
$415,821.
as authorized
authorized by law, $415,821.
$991,014.
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, $991,014.
For transportation
transportation of
For
Regular Army
the Regular
Army on
on duty with
of enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
For expenses
expenses of
the
National Guard, including
an allowance
allowance for
for quarters
including payment of
of an
the National
at the rate of $35 per month to each man not furnished quarters
quarters in
kind,
$373,500.
kind, $373,500.
For
(armory drills),
$19,309,100, of which
which
drills), $19,309,100,
National Guard
Guard (armory
For pay of National
$900,000 shall
for voluntary
voluntary field
field training
pay
training without pay
shall be
be available
available for
$900,000
including rations
exceed 75 cents
cents
rations (not to exceed
stations, including
at or near home stations,
per
which participants
participants m
in such
training shall
shall be
be entitled.
entitled.
such training
per ration),
ration), to
to which

Forage, etc.
etc.

Care of materials,
animals, etc.
etc

Proviso.
Proviso.
Increase in
Increase
careheaviertakers for heavierthan-air squadrons.
squadrons.
than-air
39 Stat. 205.
205.
32 U. S. C.
C. §
i 42;
V. §
Supp. V,
§42.
Instruction
exInstruction expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Settlement
Settlement of
of
claims.
claims.

Construction
Construction at concurrent camps.
current

Service schools,
schools, exexpenses
penses of officers,
officers, etc.
Property and disofficers.
bursing officers.
Equipment, etc.
Equipment,

Medical, etc.,
etc., treatMedical,
ment.

S. C., Supp. V,
10 U.
U.S.
§§ 4550-455d.
§}
455a-155d.
Army
Travel of Army
officers, etc.
officers,

Transportation.
Transportation.
Army enlisted men,
expenses.

armory drills;
Pay, armory
voluntary
voluntary field training.
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Restriction
on use of
Restrictiononuseof

funds for pensioners,

'

etc.
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Provisos.
Prori
Surrender
'ion.
sion.

of Pen-

Status
status of adjutants
general.
general.
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No part
part of
of the
made in this Act shall be available
appropriations made
the appropriations
No
for
pay,
allowances,
or
traveling
or other
expenses of
any officer
or
officer. or
of any
other expenses
or
traveling
or
for pay, allowances,
enlisted
of the
the National
Guard who
pension,
who may be drawing aapension,
National Guard
man of
enlisted man
retired pay (where
disability allowance,
allowance, disability
compensation, or retired
disability compensation,
disability
retirement has
made on
on account
disability or age)
physical disability
of physical
account of
been made
has been
retirement
from
the Government
of the
Provided, That
nothing
That nothing
States: Provided,
the United
United States:
Government of
from the
in
this provision
provision shall
construed as
as to
to prevent
the application
application
prevent the
be so
so construed
shall be
in this
of funds
to the
pay, allowances,
allowances, or
traveling expenses
expenses
or traveling
the pay,
contained to
herein contained
funds herein
of
of
any
officer
or
enlisted
man
of
the
National
Guard
who
may
surrensurrenmay
who
Guard
National
the
of
man
enlisted
or
of any officer
der
said pension,
pension, disability
disability allowance,
allowance, disability
disability compensation,
compensation, or
or
der said
retired
pay
for
the
period
of
his
service
in
the
National
Guard:
ProProGuard:
National
the
in
service
his
of
period
the
for
pay
retired
vided
further, That
adjutants general
drawing such
such
general who may be drawing
That adjutants
vided fwrther,
without
recognized status without
a federally
continued in a
emoluments
emoluments may be continued
federally recognized
pay under this Act.
ARMS,
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT,
FORTH, FOR FIELD SERVICE,
SERVICE,
SO FORTH,
AND 80
EQUIPMENT, AND
ARMS, UNIFORMS,
NATIONAL
GUARD
NATIONAL GUARD

issue from
manufacture and
To procure by purchase
purchase or
or manufacture
and issue
from time
time to
to
of
Governors
the
of
time
to
the
National
Guard,
upon
requisition
of
Governors
of
requisition
upon
Guard,
National
the
time to
the several
States and
and. Territories
commanding general,
Territories or the commanding
several States
the
National
Guard of
the District
of Columbia,
military equipColumbia, such military
District of
of the
National Guard
ment
thereof as are necesof all kinds and reserve supply thereof
stores of
ment and stores
sary
National Guard
Guard
arm, uniform, and equip for field service the National
to arm,
sary to
of
the several
States, Territories,
District of Columbia,
Columbia,
Territories, and the District
several States,
of the
Motortrucks, etc.
ambulances, and
motorcycles, field ambulances,
including animals,
including
animals, motortrucks,
naotortrucks, motorcycles,
Motortrucks, etc.
station wagons
repair such of the afore-mentioned
afore-mentioned articles
articles
wagons and to repair
station
of equipage
and military
military stores
stores as
become damaged
damaged when,
or may become
as are or
of
equipage and
prescribed by the Secretary of War, such repair
repair
regulations prescribed
under regulations
may be
be determined
determined to
be an
economical measure
and as
as necessary
for
necessary for
measure and
an economical
to be
may
Accounting.
their
proper preservation
preservation and use,
$40,369,301, and all of the sums
use, $40,369,301,
their proper
Aountin
appropriated
National Guard shall
shall be
appropriated in this Act on account of the National
Amount
Immediate- accounted
Amount immediateaccounted for as one fund, and of the total of all sums appropriated
appropriated
ly available.
lyavailable.
in this Act on account of the National Guard, $1,500,000
$1,500,000 shall be
Provisos.
available
immediately:
Provided,
That
specifications
for motor
motor vehivehifor
Provided,
That
specifications
immediately:
Spritions
or
available
Specifications for
Specifications
for
to admit
admit of competition,
cles,
shall be
be so
so drawn
as to
competition, shall to
drawn as
which shall
cles, which
motor vehicles.
the
otherwise practicable
practicable conform with the requirements
requirements of
of
extent otherwise
the extent
Replacement
of
of issues made
the value
That
further,
Provided
National
Replacement of
the
Guard:
Provided
further,
That
value
surveyed property.
Territory, or the
survey
pto
to any State, Territory,
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia to replace
replace propprop39 Stat. 204.
erty
surveyed
in
accordance
with
section
87,
National
Defense
Act
Defense Act
National
87,
erty surveyed in accordance with section
7.
39.U.tat.
32
S. C. §47.
of
3, 1916,
as amended,
charged to
the apportionapportionto the
be charged
shall not
not be
amended, shall
1916, as
of June
June 3,
39 Stat. 199.
required by section
ments required
section 67 of that Act, but no such replacement
replacement
32 U. S. C. §22.
issue shall be made
32 U.s. C..
made in excess
excess of receipts
receipts theretofore
theretofore collected
collected and
covered into
pursuant to said
said
receipts pursuant
miscellaneous receipts
into the Treasury as miscellaneous
covered
48 Stat.
stat. 1227.
1227.
section
(b) (22)
section 87, as amended,
amended, and section 4
4 (a)
(a) and (b)
(22) of the Perma31 U. S. C. §725c.
further,
Provided further,
1934: Provided
Appropriation Repeal
nent Appropriation
31
U. S. . 725c.
Repeal Act of June
June 26,
262 1934:
Issuance of Army
surplus
from
issue
to
authorized
is
Secretary
the
Aremy
of
ssuance
That
Secretary
of
War
hereby
authorized
to
from
surplus
clothing, equipment,
stores and material
etc.
material on hand
hand and purchased for
for the United States
Army such articles of clothing and equipment and field artillery,
needed
engineer, and signal material
material and ammunition
ammunition as may be needed
by the National Guard
Guard organized
organized under the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
for making
making further
more effectual
effectual provision
entitled
Act for
further and
and more
provision
39 Stat.
199.
39
stat.n.
for the national
national defense,
defense, and for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved June
June 3,
3,
Accounting.
Accountig.
1916 (32
(32 U. S. C. 21),
21), as amended.
amended. This issue shall be made without
without
charge
charge against
against National
National Guard appropriations
appropriations except for actual
actual
expenses incident
such issue.
issue.
expenses
incident to
to such
Mounted units and
Act shall
No appropriation contained
and
conis
Mounted
contained in
in this
this Act
shall be
be available
available for
for any
any
wagon
companies,
restriction.
striction.
expense
account of
of aalarger
larger number of mounted
expense for or on account
mounted units and
and
wagon companies
companies of the National Guard
Guard than were
were in existence
existence on
of

Procurement
Procurement of

arnas and equipment.
arms
equipment.
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June
1932: Provided,
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, and
enlisted
June 30,
30, 1932:
Provided, That
That officers,
and enlisted
men
the National
National Guard
and Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, who,
who, under
under
men of
of the
Guard and
regulations
prescribed by
War, volunteer
parregulations prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
volunteer to
to participate
competitors or
range officers
officers in
the national
ticipate without
without pay
pay as
as competitors
or range
in the
national
matches
held during
fiscal year
year 1941,
may attend
such
matches to
to be
be held
during the
the fiscal
1941, may
attend such
matches without
of law
law to
to the
the
matches
without pay,
pay, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any provision
provision of
contrary,
but shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to travel
travel and
allowances at
at
contrary, but
and subsistence
subsistence allowances
the same
same rates
rates as
as are
civilians who
attend and
particithe
are provided
provided for
for civilians
who attend
and participate in
in said
said matches,
but this
this proviso
shall not
operate to
prohibit
pate
matches, but
proviso shall
not operate
to prohibit
the pay
such competitors
range officers,
officers, provided
provided funds
funds for
for
the
pay of
of such
competitors or
or range
such
payment are
available from
the appropriation
such payment
are available
from the
appropriation "Promotion
"Promotion of
of
rifle practice,
practice, 1941",
1941", nor
any provision
provision in
operate to
to
rifle
nor shall
shall any
in this
this Act
Act operate
deprive
officer ordered
active duty
incident to
to the
the
deprive a
a Reserve
Reserve officer
ordered to
to active
duty incident
national
pay for
for the
the full
period of
of such
duty,
national matches
matches of
of pay
full period
such active
active duty,
from the appropriaprovided
funds for
for such
payment are
are available
appropriaavailable from
such payment
provided funds
tion
rifle practice,
1941"; Provided
That
Provided further,
further, That
of rifle
practice, 1941":
tion "Promotion
"Promotion of
officers, warrant
officers, and
the National
National Guard
Guard and
and
warrant officers,
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the
officers,
Organized Reserves
Reserves may
may be
be ordered
their consent,
consent,
with their
ordered to
to duty,
duty, with
Organized
for the
the care,
care, maintenance,
the ranges
used in
in the
the
ranges used
and operation
operation of
of the
for
maintenance, and
conduct
of the
national matches,
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers,
and such
such officers,
the national
matches, and
conduct of
and
enlisted men
while so
engaged shall
to the
the same
same pay,
pay,
so engaged
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
and enlisted
men while
subsistence,
and transportation
as officers,
warrant officers,
officers, and
and
officers, warrant
transportation as
subsistence, and
enlisted men
corresponding grades
Regular Army
are
Army are
of the
the Regular
grades of
men of
of corresponding
enlisted
entitled
by law,
shall be
the appropriaappropriaby the
provided by
be provided
expense shall
law, which
which expense
entitled by
tion
duly mustered
mustered
practice"; and
and after
after being
being duly
"Promotion of
of rifle
rifle practice";
tion "Promotion
may
paid for
the period
period from
from the
the date
date of
of leaving
home rendezvous
rendezvous
leaving home
may be
be paid
for the
to
date of
of return
as determined
determined in
in advance,
both dates
dates
advance, both
thereto as
to date
return thereto
inclusive.
inclusive.
ORGANIZED
ORGANIZED RESERVES
RESERVES
For pay
and allowances
allowances of
members of
of the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps
of members
the Officers'
pay and
For
on
in accordance
accordance with
mileage, reimbursement
of
reimbursement of
law; mileage,
with law;
duty in
on active
active duty
actual traveling
or per
allowances in
thereof, as
as
in lieu
lieu thereof,
diem allowances
per diem
expenses, or
traveling expenses,
actual
authorized
by law;
law; for
travel in
kind, or
lieu
in lieu
or reimbursement
reimbursement in
in kind
for travel
authorized by
thereof,
law for
for officers
officers of
of the
Regular Army,
Army,
the Regular
by law
as now
now authorized
authorized by
thereof, as
of dependents
officers who
ordered to
to active
active
been ordered
who have
have been
of Reserve
Reserve officers
of
dependents of
duty
excess of
of fifteen
days; pay,
subpay, transportation,
transportation, subfifteen days;
in excess
for periods
periods in
duty for
sistence,
and medical
of members
of
members of
treatment of
hospital treatment
medical and
and hospital
clothing, and
sistence, clothing,
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Corps; conducting
conducting correspondence
correspondence or
extension
or extension
Reserve Corps;
the
courses
for instruction
of members
members of
the Reserve
including
Corps, including
Reserve Corps,
of the
instruction of
courses for
necessary
procurement of
of maps
maps and
and textbooks,
textbooks, and
and transtranssupplies, procurement
necessary supplies,
portation
expenses of
purchase of
of training
training
employees; purchase
of employees;
and traveling
traveling expenses
portation and
manuals,
including Government
Government publications
publications and
forms, subsubblank forms,
and blank
manuals, including
scriptions
periodicals of
of a
professional or
technical
or technical
a professional
and periodicals
magazines and
to magazines
scriptions to
nature; establishment,
establishment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of
of Organized
Organized
and operation
nature;
Reserve
headquarters and
camps for
of the
the Organized
Organized
training of
for training
of camps
and of
Reserve headquarters
Reserves;
for miscellaneous
incident to
to the
the administration
administration
expenses incident
miscellaneous expenses
Reserves; for
of
Organized Reserves,
the maintenance
and operation
operation
maintenance and
including the
Reserves, including
the Organized
of the
of
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and
and purchase
purchase of
of thirty
thirty
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
such
for the
the actual
actual and
and necessary
or per
per diem
diem in
in
expenses, or
necessary expenses,
vehicles; for
such vehicles;
lieu thereof,
thereof, at
rates authorized
authorized by
and
officers and
by officers
incurred by
law, incurred
by law,
at rates
lieu
enlisted men
men of
Regular Army
Army and
and Reserve
officers ordered
ordered to
to
Reserve officers
of the
the Regular
enlisted
in
active duty
periods in
in excess
excess of
traveling on
duty in
on duty
fifteen days
days traveling
of fifteen
for periods
active
duty for
connection
with the
of dependents,
dependents,
travel of
and for
for travel
Reserves, and
the Organized
Organized Reserves,
connection with
and
packing and
and transportation
transportation of
of baggage
of such
such personnel;
personnel; for
for
baggage of
and packing
expellees incident
to the
use, including
upkeep and
and depreciation
depreciation costs,
costs,
including upkeep
the use,
incident to
expenses
of supplies,
equipment, and
materiel furnished
accordance with
with
in accordance
furnished in
and materiel
supplies, equipment,
of
law
from stocks
control of
War Department;
Department; for transthe War
of the
the control
under the
stocks under
law from
portation
including packing
crating, of
Reserve
of Reserve
and crating,
packing and
of baggage,
baggage, including
portation of

Provisos.
Provisos.
Participation in naParticipation
tional matches.

Travel
Travel and subsistence allowances.
allowances.

Poe, p. 377.
377.
Post,
Reserve officers.
officers.
Reserve

Care, etc.,
etc., of ranges.
Care,

Post, p. 377.

Post, pp. 602, 970.
Post,
Officers' Reserve
Officers'
Reserve
Corps, members
Corps,
members on
active duty.

Enlisted
Enlisted
Corps.
Corps.

Reserve
Reserve

Correspondence,
Correspondence,
etc., courses.
courses.
etc.,

Headquarters
Headquarters
training camps.
camps.
training

Per
diem,
Per diem,
etc.

and
and

travel,
travel,
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374
Medical
Medical and
and hospihospital treatment.
treatment.
tal

10 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
10
V.§§
5 455a-455d.
455a-455d.
V,

training, reFlight training,
striction.
Post,
Post, p. 970.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Organized Reserve
headquarters.
headquarters.
Restriction on use of

other
funds;
other funds;
tions.
tions.

excepexcep-

Restriction
on use
use
Restriction on
of funds
pensionof
funds for pensionetc.
ers, etc.

Proviso.

Surrender
Surrender
sion.
sion.

of
of penpen-

Reserve officer
on
officer on
duty, pay reactive duty,
exceptions.
striction; exceptions.

41 Stat. 760
760, 763.
763
10 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
10
V.
V, §g26 (note).

53 Stat. 657.
557.
U. S. C., Supp.
10 U.

V,
369a.
V, §g369a.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Medical
Reserve
Corps.
Pay, etc.,
certain
etc., of certain
officers and nurses.
officers
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officers
ordered to
duty for
for not
than six
months; for the
six months;
not less
less than
to active
active duty
officers ordered
medical and
and hospital
hospital treatment
of the
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
the Officers'
treatment of
of members
members of
medical
Corps
suffer personal
personal injury
Reserve Corps,
Corps, who suffer
and of the
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Corps and
or
contract disease
line of
of duty,
duty, as
provided by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
15,
June 15,
as provided
disease in
in line
or contract
1936 (49
(49 Stat. 1507),
other purposes in connection
1507), and
and for
for such
such other
connection there1936
with
as are
are authorized
the said
said Act,
and allowances,
allowances,
with as
authorized by
by the
Act, including
including pay
pay and
subsistence,
transportation, and
and burial
expenses; in
all, $32,107,455;
$32,107,455 ;
in all,
burial expenses;
subsistence, transportation,
amount shall be available
available for any expense
expenseincident
incident
and no
no part of
of such amount
to
giving flight
flight training
training to
to any
any officer
officer of
of the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
to giving
found physically
professionally qualified
qualified to
shall be found
physically and professionally
unless he shall
perform aviation
perform
aviation service
service as an aviation pilot, by such agency as the
Secretary of War may
may designate:
designate: Provided,
exceed
Secretary
Provided, That
That not to exceed
$213,750 of this appropriation
may be used for establishment,
establishment, operaappropriation may
$213,750
tion, and maintenance
Organized Reserve
Reserve headquarters.
maintenance of Organized
appropriated elsewhere
except for
for
elsewhere in
in this
this Act, except
None of
of the funds
funds appropriated
allowances of
of
printing and
and binding,
binding, field
field exercises,
exercises, and
and for pay and
and allowances
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Regular
mileage,
officers
Regular Army, and for mileage,
reimbursement of actual traveling expenses,
reimbursement
expenses, or per-diem
per-diem allowances
allowances
in lieu thereof, as authorized
Reserve officers
authorized by law, to Air Corps Reserve
officers
on extended
extended active
for expenses
expenses in
m connection
connection with
with
active duty,
duty, shall be
be used
used for
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, but available
supplies and existing
existing facilities
facilities
the Organized
available supplies
fullest extent
practicable.
at military posts shall
shall be utilized
utilized to
to the
the fullest
extent practicable.
No appropriation
appropriation made in this Act shall be available
available for pay, allowances, or traveling or other expenses
expenses of any officer
officer of the Organized
Organized
Reserves who may be drawing
allowance, disReserves
drawing a
a pension, disability allowance,
ability compensation, or retired pay from the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States: Provided,
Provided, That nothing in this provision shall be so
construed
construed as to prevent
prevent the application
application of funds herein contained
contained to
traveling expenses
expenses of any officer
officer or enlisted
the pay, allowances,
allowances, or traveling
enlisted
man of the Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps who may surrender
surrender said pension,
pension, disability
allowance, disability
disability compensation,
compensation, or retired
retired pay for the period of
of
Reserve Corps.
his active duty in the Reserve
No appropriation
appropriation made in this Act shall be expended
expended for the pay
of a
a Reserve officer on active duty for aa longer period than fifteen
fifteen
days, except such as may be detailed for
for duty
duty with
the War
Departwith the
War Department General Staff under section 3a and section
section 5
5(b)
(b) of the National
National
Defense Act, as amended
amended (10 U. S. C. 26, 37),
37), or who may be detailed
detailed
for courses of instruction at the general
of
general or special
special service schools
schools of
the Army,
or to
Corps Area
or for
for duty
as instructors
i
ns t
ruc t
ors
Army, or
to Corps
Area staff
staff schools,
schools, or
duty as
at civilian military training
training camps,
camps, appropriated
appropriated for in this Act, or
who may be detailed to active duty with
with the Regular
Regular Army
Army under
under
the provisions of the Act of April 3, 1939,
1939, or whose fifteen-day
fifteen-day training period may be
exceedfifteen
fifteen additional
additi ona ld
ays ,
be increased
increased by
by not
not to exceed
days,
or who may be detailed
Regular
detailed to duties for which
which officers of the Regular
Army are not available:
Provided, That the pay and allowances of
available: Provided,
of
such additional officers and nurses of the Medical
Medical Reserve
Reserve Corps as
supplement the
cersand
an dnurses o
the Regular
are required to
to supplement
the like offi
officers
offthe
Regular
Army in
. the care of beneficiaries
beneficiaries of the United
United States Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration
Administration treated
treated in Army
Army hospitals may be paid from the
.
allotted to the War Depa
rt
men tby
by that
th atAdministration
Ad m i
ni
strat i
on under
funds
Department
under
existing law.

CITIZENS' MILITARY
TRAINING
CITIZENS'
MILITARY TRAINING
Post,
874, 970.
Post, pp.
pp. 874,
Supplies, etc.

RESERVE OFFICERS'
OFFICERS' TRAINING
RESIRVE
TRAINING CORPS
CORPS

maintenance, and issue,
For the procurement,
procurement, maintenance,
issue under such regulations as may be prescribed
Secretary
prescribed by the S
ecret
ary of War, to institutions
institutions at
at
which one or more units of the Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps are
maintained, of
of such public animals, means
means of transportation,
transportation,. supplies
supplies,
tentage, equipment,
and uniforms as he may deem necessary,
tentage,
equipment, and
necessary, including
including
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cleaning and
uniforms and clothing at camps; and to
of uniforms
laundering of
and laundering
cleaning
forage, at
expense of the United States, public animals
animals so issued,
the expense
at the
forage,
a rate to be fixed annuand to
commutation in lieu of uniforms
uniforms at a
pay commutation
to pay
and
ally
by the
the Secretary
transporting said animals and other
Secretary of War; for transporting
ally by
authorized supplies
supplies and
equipment from place
place of issue to the several
several
and equipment
authorized
institutions
same to place of issue
camps and return of same
training camps
and training
institutions and
when necessary;
necessary; for purchase
purchase of training manuals, including
including Governwhen
establishment
the
for
ment
publications
and
forms;
establishment
and mainblank
and
publications
ment
tenance of
camps for
for the
the further
further practical instruction
instruction of the members
of camps
tenance
of the
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps, and for transporting
transporting members
the Reserve
of
of such
such corps
corps to
to and
and from
such camps, and to subsist them while
from such
of
traveling to
from such
such camps and
and while remaining therein so far
and from
to and
traveling
transporting them to and
as
will permit,
lieu of transporting
permit, or, in lieu
appropriations will
as appropriations
from such
camps and
pay them
them while en route, to pay
subsisting them
and subsisting
such camps
from
travel
allowance at
at the
the rate of
cents per mile for the distance by
5 cents
of 5
travel allowance
the
route from
places from which they
from the places
traveled route
usually traveled
shortest usually
the shortest
are authorized
to the
camp and for the return
return travel
travel thereto,
thereto,
the camp
proceed to
to proceed
authorized to
are
performance
and to
the return
travel pay
in advance
advance of the actual performance
pay in
return travel
pay the
to pay
and
upkeep and
of the
the travel;
travel; for
incident to the use,
and
use including upkeep
expenses incident
for expenses
of
depreciation costs,
costs, of supplies, equipment,
materiel furnished
furnished in
equipment, and materiel
depreciation
accordance with
stocks under the control of the War Departwith law from stocks
accordance
ment; for
pay for
students attending
advanced camps at the rate
attending advanced
for students
for pay
ment;
Army;
prescribed
Regular Army;
of the seventh grade of the Regular
soldiers of
for soldiers
prescribed for
for the
the payment
members of the
to members
subsistence to
of subsistence
commutation of
of commutation
payment of
for
senior division
division of
of the
the Reserve
Officers' Training Corps,
Corps, at a
a rate not
not
Reserve Officers'
senior
prescribed for the Army, as
exceeding
the cost
garrison ration prescribed
the garrison
cost of the
exceeding the
Act
authorized
in the
the Act
June 3,
3, 1916, as amended by the Act
approved June
Act approved
authorized in
hospital
and
approved
June
4,
1920
(10
U.
S.
C.
387)
;
for
medical
medical
the
387)
C.
S.
U.
(10
4,1920
June
approved
treatment
of members
members of
of the
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps, who
the Reserve
treatment of
suffer
personal
injury
or
contract
disease
in
line
of
duty, and for other
of
line
in
disease
contract
or
injury
suffer personal
expenses in
in connection
therewith, including
including pay
allowances, subpay and allowances,
connection therewith,
expenses
by the Act
sistence,
transportation,
and
burial
expenses,
authorized
authorized
as
expenses,
burial
and
sistence, transportation,
of June
June 15, 1936
1507) ;for mileage, traveling
traveling expenses, or
Stat. 1507);
(49 Stat.
1936 (49
of
transportation, for
dependents, and for packing and
transportation of dependents,
for transportation
transportation,
transportation of
of baggage,
authorized by law,
law, for officers,
officers, warrant
warrant
baggage, as authorized
transportation
officers, and
enlisted men
of the
Regular Army
Army traveling
traveling on duty perthe Regular
men of
and enlisted
officers,
taining to
to or
detail to
relief from
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
from duty with the Reserve
or relief
to or
on detail
or on
taining
Training
for the
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation
purchase, maintenance,
the purchase,
Corps; for
Training Corps;
of
motor vehicles,
wagons, $4,931,417,
$4,931,417, of which
station wagons,
including station
vehicles, including
of motor
amount $400,000
shall be
immediately: Provided,
Provided, That the
available immediately:
be available
$400,000 shall
amount
Secretary
of
War
is
authorized
to
issue,
without
charge, in lieu of
without
issue,
to
authorized
is
War
Secretary of
purchase,
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
many
Corps, so many
Training Corps,
Officers' Training
of the
use of
the use
for the
purchase, for
horses
now
belonging
to
the
Regular
Army
as
may
consider
consider
may
he
as
Army
Regular
the
to
horses now belonging
desirable: Provided,
That uniforms
uniforms and
and other
or material
material
equipment or
other equipment
Provided,That
desirable:
law
issued
to
the
Reserve
Officers'
Training
Corps
in
accordance
with
accordance
in
Corps
Training
issued to the Reserve Officers'
shall
be furnished
furnished from
stocks of
of the
Department withWar Department
the War
surplus stocks
from surplus
shall be
out payment
payment from
from this
this appropriation,
except for actual expense
appropriation, except
out
incurred in
manufacture or
issue: Provided
no
further, That in no
Provided further,
or issue:
the manufacture
in the
incurred
case shall
this appropriation
uniforms,
appropriation for uniforms,
from this
paid from
amount paid
the amount
shall the
case
equipment, or
material furnished
furnished to
to the
Officers' Training
Training
Reserve Officers'
the Reserve
or material
equipment,
Corps
under the
the control
of the
War Department
Department be in
the War
control of
stocks under
from stocks
Corps from
excess of
of the
price current
current at
the time
made: Provided
Provided
issue is made:
time the issue
at the
the price
excess
further,
That none
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall be
none of
further, That
used for
for the
the organization
of an
an additional
additional number .of
maintenance of
or maintenance
organization or
used
mounted, motor
motor transport,
transport, or
tank units
Reserve Officers'
TrainOfficers' Trainthe Reserve
units in the
or tank
mounted,
1928:
ing
in excess
excess of
in existence
1,.1928:
January 1,
existence on January
numler in
the nunaSer
of the
Corps in
ing Corps
Act
Provided
further, That
appropriated in this Act
none of the funds appropriated
That none
Provided further,
Air
Air
in
student
any
shall
be
available
for
any
expense
account
any
m
of
on
expense
shall be available for any
Corps, Dental
Dental Corps,
Corps, or
Veterinary units
member of such units
units
a member
not a
units not
or Veterinary
Corps,

Training camps,
amps, etc.
Training

Travel allowance.
allowance.
Travel

atPay of students atadvanced
tending advanced
camps.
camps.
Subsistence
comSubsistence
mutation, senior
senior divimutation,
sion.
39 Stat. 193;
193; 41 Stat.
39
778.
Medical,
etc., treattreatMedical, etc.,
ment.
ment.

C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U. S. C.,

V, §§
§§ 455a-455d.
455a-455d.
V,

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Protisoa.
Provisos.
Issue
Army
Issuo of Army
horses.
horses.

Uniforms, etc.,
etc., from
from
Uniforms,
War
Department surWar Department
plus stocks

Price.

Limitation on
on numLimitation
ber of
mounted, etc.,
etc.,
of mounted,
ber
units.
p. 970.
970.
Post, p.

Air
Corps,
etc.,
Corps,
Air
students, expenses;
expenses;
students,
enrollments.
enrollments.
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Restriction on use of
other
other funds;
funds; excepexceptions.

STAT.
[54 STAT.

on
5, 1932,
but such
such stoppage
stoppage of
enrollments shall
shall not
not
on May
May 5,
1932, but
of further
further enrollments
interfere
the maintenance
of existing
units: Provided
Provided further,
interfere with the
maintenance of
existing units:
further,
That
of the
the funds
elsewhere in
in this
Act, except
That none of
funds appropriated
appropriated elsewhere
this Act,
except
for
binding and
pay and
of officers
officers and
and
for printing
printing and
and binding
and pay
and allowances
allowances of
enlisted
Regular Army,
shall be
be used
used for
for expenses
in
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Army, shall
expenses in
connection with
with the
the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Corps.
connection
Training Corps.
MILITARY SUPPLIES
AND COLLEGES
MILITARY
SUPPLIES AND
AND EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT FOR SCHOOLS AND

Procurement and
Procurement
and isissue.
41 Stat.
Stat. 780.
34 U. S. C1129.
C. §1129.
34U.

sue.

S.

8

41 Stat.
776.
Sta. 776.
41

10 U. S. C. §381.

*

For the procurement
the
procurement and issue as
as provided
provided in section 55c of the
in section
section 1225,
1225,
Act approved June
June 4,
4, 1920 (10
(10 U.
U. S.
S. C. 1180),
1180), and
and in

Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended,
amended, under such
such regulations as
as may
may be
be

prescribed by the Secretary of
prescribed
of War,
to schools
colleges, other
War, to
schools and
and colleges,
other

than those
those provided
provided for in section 40 of the Act
Act above
above referred
referred to,
to,
of such
tentage, and
of ammunition,
ammunition, targets,
targets,
such arms,
arms, tentage,
and equipment,
equipment, and
and of

and target
target materials, including
including the transporting
transporting of
of same,
and the
same, and
the
overhauling and repair of articles
the Secretary
of War
War
articles issued, as
as the
Secretary of
necessary for proper military training
shall deem necessary
training in said schools and
and
colleges,
colleges, $8,900.
CI
TIZENS' MILITARY
MILITARY TRAINING
CITIZENS'
TRAINING CAMPS
CAMPS

expense of
of the
to warrant
For furnishing,
furnishing, at
at the
the expense
the United
United States,
States, to
warrant
officers, enlisted men,
men, and civilians
civilians attending training
training camps
maincamps main41
41 Stat.
stt. 779.
79.
tained under
provisions of section 47d of the National
tained
under the provisions
National Defense
Defense
Act of June 3, 1916, as amended (10
(10 U. S.
442), uniforms, includS. C. 442),
including altering, fitting, washing,
and cleaning
cleaning when
when necessary;
necessary; subsubwashing, and
sistence,
sistence' or subsistence
subsistence allowances
allowances and
and transportation,
or transp
or transportation, or
transporMaintenance of
said section
section 47d,
47d, as
as amended;
amended; for
for
Maintenance
of tation
tation allowances,
allowances, as
as prescribed
prescribed in
in said
camps,
etc.
expenditures as are authorized
such expenditures
authorized by
47d as
may be
be
by said
said section 47d
as may
necessary
necessary for the establishment
establishment and maintenance
said camps,
camps,
maintenance of said
including
including recruiting
recruiting and advertising
therefor, and
and the
the cost
cost of
of mainmainadvertising therefor,
tenance,
tenance, repair, and operation
operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
for
vehicles; for
expenses
expenses incident to the use, including
including upkeep
and depreciation
costs,
upkeep and
depreciation costs,
of supplies,
supplies 'equipment,
equipment, and
accordance w
ith law
l
aw
and materiel
materiel furnished
furnished in
in accordance
with
from stocks under the control
control of the War Department;
for
Department;
for
gymnaMileage, etc.
Miclage, etc.
sium and athletic supplies (not exceeding
exceeding $20,000);
$20,000) ifor
for mileage
mileage, reimreimbursement
expenses, or allowance
bursement of traveling
traveling expenses,
allowance in
thereof as
as
in lieu
lieu thereof
authorized by law, for officers of the Regular
authorized
Army and
and Organized
Organized
Regular Army
Reserves, and for the travel expenses of enlisted men of the Regular
Reserves,
Regular
Army, traveling on duty in connection
connection with citizens' military training
tramincr
camps; for
purchase of
of training
Government pubpubMedical
and bospi•
pcamps;
for purchase
training manuals,
manuals, including
including Government
Medical
and
taltreatment.
tretnd
hospi lications and blank forms; for medical
tal
medical and
of
and hospital
hospital treatment
treatment of
members of
of the
the citizens'
citizens' military
training camps
who suffer personal
members
military training
camps who
personal
injury or contract
contract disease in line of duty, and for other expenses
expenses
n n ection
in co
connection
including subsistence,
therewith, including
subsistence, transportation,
transportation, and
and
10 U. S. C.. Supp.
u. . c.. supp.burial expenses, as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Act
of June
June 15,
15, 1936
1936 (49
Stat.
Act of
V,10§§ 455a-455d.
(49 Stat.
1507),
1507), in all, $2,275,000,
$2,275,000, of which
$200,000 shall
shall be
be immediately
immediately availavailwhich $200,000
Provisos.
ge limitation.
mitation.
Provided,That
Age
That the funds
able: Provided,
funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall not
not be
be used
used
for the training of any person
person in the first year or lowest
lowest course
course who
who
shall
have reached
before the
date of
of
shall have
reached his
his twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth birthday
birthday before
the date
Restriction on use
ofother
of
other funds; exuse enrollment:
Provided further,
enrollment: Provided
of the
the funds
funds appropriated
further, That
That none
none
of
appropriated
ceptions.
ceptions.
elsewhere
elsewhere in this Act except
except for printing and binding
binding and for pay
pay
and
allowances of
Army
and allowances
of officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the Regular
Regular Army
shall be used for expenses
citizens' military trainexpenses in connection
connection with citizens'
Uniforms, etc.,,from
from
Uniform
ing camps:
camps:Provided
further, That
uniforms and
War
Provided further,
That uniforms
and other
other equipment
equipment or
Department surDepartment
sur- ing
plus
stockg
plus stocks,
materiel furnished
furnished in accordance
accordance with law for
for use
use at,
citizens' miliat citizens'
military training camps shall be furnished
furnished from surplus stocks of the
War
this appropriation,
War Department
Department without
without payment
payment from
from this
appropriation, except
except
for actual expense incurred in the manufacture
manufacture or issue: Provided
Provided
Price.
Prc.
furter,That in no case shall the amount paid from this appropriafurther,
Uniforms, transporUniforms,
transportation
expenses,
etc.
tation
expenses,
etc.
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tion for uniforms, equipment,
equipment, or materiel
materiel furnished in accordance
accordance
with law for use at citizens'
citizens' military
camps from stocks
military training camps
stocks
under the control of the War Department
Department be m excess
excess of the price
made.
current at
at the time
time the
the issue is made.
NATIONAL BOARD
PROMOTION OF
NATIONAL
BOARD FOR
FOR PROMOTION
RIFLE PRACTICE,
PRACTICE, ARMY
ARMY
OF RIFLE

construction, equipment, and
Promotion of rifle practice: For construction,
maintenance
maintenance of rifle ranges, the instruction
instruction of citizens in
in marksmanmarksmanship, and promotion of practice
practice in the use of rifled arms; for arms,
ammunition,
accessories for target practice, for
ammunition, targets, and other accessories
for
issue and sale in accordance
regulations prescribed
accordance with rules and regulations
prescribed
by the National
Practice and
National Board for the Promotion of Rifle Practice
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War; for clerical services, including
including
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 in the District of Columbia; for procurement
not exceeding
procurement
of materials, supplies, trophies, prizes, badges,
badges, services, and such
such
other items as are authorized
authorized in section 113,
113, Act of June
June 3, 1916,
1916, and
under this head in War Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act of June 7,
1924; for the conduct of the national matches, including
including incidental
incidental
travel of rifle teams and of individuals
individuals and of Marine
Marine Corps and
other detachments
detachments required in the operation
operation of the matches and
including incidental travel of rifle
individuals attending
attending
rifle teams
teams and
and individuals
regional,
international competitions,
regional, national, and international
competitions, and for the purpurchase of medals and badges for use in National
National Rifle Association
Association
competitions, including those fired as a
competitions,
national matches;
matches;
a part of the national
for mileage at 8
mile for members
the National
National Board
Board
8 cents per mile
members of the
Promotion of Rifle Practice
Practice when authorized
authorized by the Secrefor the Promotion
Secreprovision of law to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding;
notwithstanding;
tary of War, any provision
and for maintenance
maintenance of the National Board
Board for the Promotion
Promotion of
of
Rifle Practice,
incidental expenses
expenses
Practice, including
including not to exceed
exceed $4,500 for
for incidental
in addition to the amount authorized
authorized by Act of May 28
28, 1928; to
be
to be
expended
expended under the direction
direction of the Secretary
'War, V32,710.
Secretary of War,
$732,710.

Promotion
Promotion of rifle
practice.
practice.
373.
Ante, p. 373.
Instruction expenexpen•
Instruction
ses, etc.

Supplies, etc
Supplies,
etc

39 Stat. 211; 43 Stat.
Stat.
510.
610.
U. S.
S. C.
§§ 183,
183,
32 U.
C. §6
181.
186, 181.
National
National matches,
matches,
etc.

Mileage for Board
members.
members.

Maintenance of
of
Maintenance
Board.
Board.

45 Stat. 786.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§ 181c.
32 U.
181c.

EMERGENCY FUND
EMERGENCY
FUND FOR
FOR THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

Ante, p. 297;
297; post,
post, p.
p.
1126.
1126.

To
the President,
through the
the appropriate
agencies of
of the
the
To enable
enable the
President, through
appropriate agencies
Government,
Government, without
without reference
reference to section
3709, Revised
Statutes, to
section 3709,
Revised Statutes,
to
national security
provide for emergencies
emergencies affecting the national
security and defense

Emergencies affectEmergencies
affecting national security
and defense.

purpose connected
therewith, including
including all of
and for each and every purpose
connected therewith,
of
the objects
objects and purposes specified
specified under
under any appropriation
appropriation available
available
or
available to
Department for
for the
the fiscal
years
or to be
be made available
to the War
War Department
fiscal years

41 U. S. C. §5.

41"U..

C.

5.

Oovernmen t-owned
1940 and
and 1941;
1941; the
the furnishing
furnishing of Government-owned
facilovenentowned
Government-owned facilities
facilities at facilities.
Civilian
personnel.
privately owned
owned plants;
the procurement
procurement and
training of
civilian
privately
plants; the
and training
of civilian
ivilian personnel.

necessary in connection
production of critical and
and
personnel necessary
connection with the production
operation
essential items of equipment and
and material
material and the
the use or
or operation

Strategic and critical

thereof;
and the
the procurement
strategic and
thereof; and
procurement of
of strategic
and critical
critical materials
materials in
in mataeritscandcrit
materials.
53 Stat. 811.
accordance
June 7,
accordance with the Act of June
to be
be imme7, 1939,
1939, $66,000,000;
$66,000,000; to
imme- 50
3Stat.
811.C., Supp,
50 U.
S. C.,
Stipp.
U. S.
V, §a
§§98-981.
diately and continuously
available until June 30, 1942; and, in v,
continuously available
98-f.
Contracts.
addition, the President
President is authorized,
authorized, through
through such agencies,
agencies, on
Contracts.
contracts for
and after the enactment
enactment hereof,
hereof, to
to enter into
into contracts
for the same
Proviso.
purposes to an amount not exceeding
exceeding $66,000,000:
$66,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That an
APon
Accounting; report
report
Congressaccount
of all
all expenditures
made or
or authorized
account shall
shall be
be kept
kept of
expenditures made
authorized herehere- to Congress.
under, and a
report thereon shall be submitted
submitted to
Congress on
a report
to the Congress
on or
before June 30, 1942.
I
e
No part
the appropriations
in this
Act shall
shall be
available vices,
No
part of
of the
appropriations made
made in
this Act
be available
',
ATime-measuring
dde'net
etc.
for
superintendent, forefor the
the salary
salary or pay of any
any officer,
officer, manager,
manager, superintendent,
foree
work of any employee
employee of
of
man, or other person having charge of the work
States Government
while making
making or
to be
made
the United States
Government while
or causing
causing to
be made
watch, or
or other
other time-measuring
time study
study .of
of
with a
a stop watch,
time-measuring device,
device, aa time
any job
any such
such employee
employee between
the starting
any
job of
of any
between the
starting and
and completion
completion
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1940
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Restriction
on cash
cash
Restriction on
rewards, etc.; exception.
tion

etc.; exc

Pay, etc., of Reserve

officetrordered
officers
ordered to
to
active
duty; funds
active duty;
funds
available.
pp.
359,
an,Ante, ,pp.
3s,358, 359,
366, 367, 368, 369.

366,
36368,3

Restriction on use of
Restrictiononuseof
funds for certain Government
vehicles; exexernment vehicles;
ception.

ception.

Restriction on use of
Restriction
onuse
funds for post exchanges.
changes.

o

Exception.
Exception.

Provisos.
ertfication on
Certification
monthly
monthly report.
report.

Isolated
solated posts.

posts.

Limitation on admiinistrative promopromon
ministrative
tions.
tions.

Temporary personal TeRorary
services.
Ante, p. 352.
Ante, . 352
53 Stat. 642, 993.

peon-

*

An
p 23
Ante, p. 23.

services,
Personal services,
Canal Zone, citizencanal
ship requirement;
ship
reuireent; exex-

ception.

[54
STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

engaged
thereof, or
or of
of the
the movements
movements of
of any
any such
such employee
w
in
engaged
employee while
thereof,
work; nor shall any part of the appropriations
appropriations made
made in
n
upon such
such work;
this Act
be available
available to
premiums or
or bonus
bonus or
or cash
cash reward
reward
this
Act be
to pay
pay any
any premiums
to any
employee in
to his
wages, except
except for
for suggessuggeshis regular
regular wages,
addition to
in addition
to
any employee
tions
resulting in
in improvements
or economy
economy in
in the
operation of
of any
any
the operation
improvements or
tions resulting
Government plant.
plant.
Government
S
EC. 2.
The foregoing
for "Regular
"Regular Supplies
Supplies of
of the
the
appropriations for
foregoing appropriations
2. The
SEC.

Army",
Equipage", "Army
"Army Transportation",
"Signal
Army", "Clothing
"Clothing and
and Equipage",
Transportation", "Signal
Service of
of the
Army", "Air
Army", "Medical
"Medical and
and Hospital
Hospital
"Air Corps,
Corps, Army",
the Army",
Service
Department",
Service, Army",
Army", "Ordnance
"Ordnance Service
Service and
and
Department", "Engineer
"Engineer Service,
Supplies", "Chemical
"Chemical Warfare
Service", and
and "Seacoast
"Seacoast Defenses"
Defenses"
Supplies",
Warfare Service',
shall each
each be
be available
and allowances,
allowances, including
travel
shall
available for
for the
the pay
pay and
including travel
allowances,
of such
officers as
President may,
may, with
their
as the
the President
with their
allowances, of
such Reserve
Reserve officers
such periods, not in excess of two
consent, order to active duty for such
service may be
required in the procurement
procurement or producproducyears, as their
their service
be required
tion
of equipment
therein appropriated
pertaining
appropriated for,
for, or
or on
on duty
duty pertaining
tion of
equipment therein
to
aviation.
to aviation.
SEC. 3. No part
SEc.
part of any money
money appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be
used for maintaining,
driving, or operating
operating any Government-owned
Government-owned
maintaining, driving,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
motor-propelled
vehicle assigned
assigned for
for the
the exclusive
exclusive
use of persons other
other than the secretary
Secretary of War and medical officers
officers
on
on out-patient
out-patient medical
medical service.
SEC. 4. No part of any appropriation
SEC.
appropriation made by this Act shall be
used in any way to pay any expense
expense in connection
connection with the conduct,
conduct,
management of any
exchange, branch
or
operation, or
or management
any post
post exchange,
branch exchange or
subexchange within
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or the
the District
District of
Columba,
subexchange
within any
of Columbia,
save and except
for real
real assistance
except for
assistance and
and convenience
convenience under
under such
such reguregulations as the Secretary
War may prescribe,
prescribe, to
to such
such personnel
personnel as
Secretary of War
as
are now or may be hereafter
hereafter authorized
and regulation
regulation to
authorized by
by law and
to
purchase subsistence
subsistence stores or other Quartermaster
Quartermaster supplies and to
purchase
to
employed or serving
serving at military
military posts
supplying them
civilians employed
posts in supplying
them
with articles
articles of small personal
personal needs,
similar to those
those furnished
furnished
needs, not similar
by the
Government: Provided,
That the
commanding officer
the
of the
officer of
the commanding
Provided, That
by
the Government:
post at which any such exchange
exchange is situated shall certify on the
monthly report of the post exchange
exchange council that such exchange was,
was,
during the period covered
covered by such report, operated
operated in compliance
compliance
with this section:
Provided further,
further, That at posts
section: Provided
posts isolated
isolated from
from aa
convenient
market the Secretary
convenient market
Secretary of War
War may broaden
broaden the nature
of the articles to be sold.
S
EC. 5.
5. The
amount used
an annual
annua lbasis
bas i
s for
for a
dm i
ni
stra SEC.
The total
total amount
used on
on an
administrative within-grade
within-grade promotions
promotions for officers
officers and employees
employees under any
appropriation or other fund
fund made
made available
available in
this Act
Act shall
not
appropriation
in this
shall not
exceed
amount determined
exceed the amount
determined by the Bureau of the Budget
Budget to be
available for such purpose on the basis of the Budget
Budget estimate
estimate for
for
such appropriation
appropriation or fund exclusive
exclusive of new money in any such
such
Budget estimate for such
such administrative
administrative promotions.
SEC.
6. Such
Such portions
SEC. 6.
portions of
of the
the appropriations
appropriations contained
contained herein
herein under
under
the head
accountof
of classified
cl
ass ifi ed personal
personal
of ."Military
"Military .activities"
activities" on account
the
head of
services
Deficiency
services provided
provided for in the Second
Second D
efi ci
ency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
fiscal year
1939, in
the Supplement
alMilitary
Milit ary Appropriation
Appropr i
at i
on Act,
Act '
fiscal
year 1939,
in the
Supplemental
1940,
in
Supplemental
1
940, and i
n the Emergency
Emergency S
uppl emen t
alA
ppropriat i
on Act,
Act , 1940,
1940,,
Appropration
m pl oy
men tof
ofsuch
suc h personal
personal services
services only
shall be available for
for the
the e
employment
only
upon aatemporary basis.
SEC.
appropriation contained
SEC. 7. No part of any appropriation
contained in this Act shall be
used
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly after
temporary
used directly
after May
May 1,
1, 1941,
1941, except
except for
for temporary
employment
employment in case of emergency, for the payment
payment of any civilian
for services
services rendered
rendered by him on the Canal Zone while occupying
occupying aa
skilled, technical,
technical, clerical,
clerical, administrative,
skilled,
administrative, executive,
executive, or supervisory
supervisory
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position unless such person is aa citizen of the United
of
United States of
America or of the Republic of Panama:
Provided,however,
however, (1)
Panama: Provided,
(1) That,
That,
notwithstanding the provision in the Act approved
approved August 11, 1939
notwithstanding
(53 Stat. 1409),
employment in the above-mentioned
1409), limiting employment
above-mentioned positions
positions
to citizens of the United States from and after the date of the
approval
approval of said Act, citizens
citizens of Panama
Panama may be employed
such
employed in such
positions; (2) that at no time shall the number of Panamanian
Panamanian
employed in the above-mentioned
above-mentioned positions
citizens employed
positions exceed
number
exceed the number
of citizens of the United
United States so employed,
employed, if United States
citizens
States citizens
are available in continental
continental United States or on the Canal Zone; (3)
(3)
that nothing in this Act shall prohibit the continued
continued employment
of
employment of
any person who shall have rendered
rendered fifteen
fifteen or more years of faithful
faithful
and honorable service on the Canal
Canal Zone; (4)
(4) that
that in the selection
selection
of personnel
personnel for skilled, technical,
technical, administrative,
clerical, superadministrative, clerical,
supervisory, or executive
executive positions, the controlling
controlling factors in filling
filling these
efficiency, experience,
positions shall be efficiency,
experience, training and
(5)
and education;
education; (5)
that all citizens of Panama
Panama and the United States
rendering skilled,
skilled,
States rendering
technical, clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive,
service on
on
executive, or
or supervisory
supervisory service
the Canal Zone under the terms of this Act (a)
(a) shall normally be
be
employed not more than forty hours per week;
week; (b) may
may receive
receive as
as
compensation
compensation equal
equal rates of pay
pay based upon rates paid for similar
similar
employment
employment in continental
continental United States plus 25 per centum;
centum; (6)
(6)
this entire section shall apply only to persons employed
employed in
in skilled,
skilled,
technical, clerical,
clerical, administrative,
administrative, executive, or supervisory
supervisory positions
positions
on the Canal Zone directly or indirectly
indirectly by any branch
the United
United
branch of
of the
States Government or by any corporation
corporation or company
company whose
whose stock
stock is
owned wholly or in part by the United States
States Government:
Government: Provided
Provided
further,
further, That the President may suspend
suspend compliance
compliance with this section
section
in time of war or national emergency
course
emergency if he should deem such course
to be in the public interest.
SEC. 8. All funds appropriated
appropriated by this Act, and all amounts herein
SEC.
herein
made available for contractual
contractual obligation
obligation shall
shall be immediately
immediately
available.
SEC.
S
EC. 9. This Act may be cited
cited as the "Military
"Military Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1941".
1941".
Approved, June 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 344]
[CHAPTER
344]

AN ACT
AN

promotion of promotion-list
To provide for the promotion
promotion-list officers
officers of the Army
Army after
after specified
specified
years of service
service in grade, and for other
other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That
of
That section
section 22 of

the Act of July 31, 1935 (49 Stat. 505),
505), is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 2. Section 33of the said Act of July 31,
31, 1935,
hereby amended
amended
1935, is hereby
to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 3. The number of promotion-list
promotion-list officers
officers that shall
shall be in
in the
respective grades at any time after the effective
effective date of this
this Act shall
shall
be such as results from the operation
the promotion
system hereinhereinoperation of the
promotion system
after in this section prescribed.
prescribed. Promotion-list
Promotion-list second lieutenants
lieutenants
and first lieutenants
lieutenants shall be promoted
promoted to the respective
grades
respective grades
of first lieutenant
lieutenant and captain
captain immediately
completing respecrespecimmediately upon completing
tively three years'
years' and ten years'
years' continuous
commissioned service
in
continuous commissioned
service in
the Regular Army, but not otherwise. Except
Except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided promotion-list captains, majors, and lieutenant
lieutenant colonels shall
shall
be promoted to the respective grades a
lieutenant colonel, and
of major, lieutenant
and
colonel
colonel immediately
immediately upon completing
completing respectively
respectively seventeen
seventeen years',
years',

379
Proaisos.
Provisos.
Employment
Employment of
of
Panamanian citizens.
Panamanian
48 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
1307.
V, §
§ 1307.

Limitation
Limitation on number.
Employment
Employment after
after
years' service.
service.
15 years'
of personpersonSelection of
nel.
nel.

Hours of employemployment; rates of pay.
ment;

Section applicable
applicable
Section
only to designated
designated
only
PerS0114.
persons.

Authority of
of PresiAuthority
dent to suspend
suspend compliance.

Funds immediately
immediately
available.
available.

Short title.

June 13, 1040
1040
(1l. R. 0243]
0243)
(II.
(Public,
02)
[Public, No.
No. 012]

Army.
Army.
Promotion-list offioffiPromotion-list
cers.
cers.
Repeal.
Repeal.
C., Supp.
Supp.
10 U. S. C.,
V, §
§553b.
V,
553b.
10
U.
S.
C.,
Supp.
10
C.,
552a.
V, §§552a.
Number in grades.
Number
grades.

Second and
first
Second
first
lieutenants, proprolieutenants,
service remotions; service
quirements.
quirements.

Captains,
majors,
Captains,
majors,
and lieutenant
lieutenant colocolonels, promotions;
servpromotions; service requirements.
ice
requirements.
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Provisos.
ProNub
Number

f clnel
of colonels

limited.
limited.

[54 STAT.
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[54

twenty-three years',
twenty-eight years'
years' continuous
continuous commissioned
commissioned
and twenty-eight
years', and
twenty-three
service
Regular Army:
Army: Provided,
time shall
shall the
the
no time
at no
That at
Provided, That
the Regular
in the
service in
number
of promotion-list
exceed seven
seven hundred
hundred and
and five:
five:
colonels exceed
promotion-list colonels
number of

Provided
That promotion-list
promotion-list majors
majors and
and lieutenant
colonels
lieutenant colonels
further, That
Provided further,
colonel
lieutenant
grades
respective
shall
not
be
promoted
to
the
respective
of
lieutenant
colonel
the
to
promoted
be
not
shall
voloies, reqiesd
sert
and
until they
they shall
shall have
respectively six
six years
years' and
and
completed respectively
have completed
colonel until
and colonel
five
continuous commissioned
permanent appointunder permanent
service under
commissioned service
years' continuous
five years'
ments
grades of major
major and
lieutenant colonel, except that for
for
and lieutenant
in the
the grades
ments in
Exception.
Exeeption.
the purpose
of determining
determining years
years of such service in grade officers
officers propurpose of
the
moted to
or serving
serving in
grades of
of major
major and
lieutenant
and lieutenant
respective grades
the respective
in the
to or
moted
colonel shall,
shall, in
in addition
addition to
for all
all actual
actual continuous
continuous
credit for
receiving credit
to receiving
colonel
commissioned service
in the
the Regular
Regular Army in those
receive
those grades, receive
service in
commissioned
constructive
credit of
of one-half
amount of
continuous
of their continuous
the amount
one-half the
constructive credit
commissioned
in the
the Regular
in excess
excess of seventeen
seventeen
Army in
Regular Army
service in
commissioned service
Continuous
years, respectively:
twenty-three
Continuous service and twenty
-three years
respectively: Provided
Provided further,
further, That each
each
assumed for promopromoassumed
promotion-list officer
officer shall
shall be
assumed to
to have,
have, for
for promotion
promotion purpurbe
assumed
promotion-list
exe
purposes; exceppurposes;
tion
on
tion.
ti .
poses,
the same
same length
poses at
at least
least the
length of continuous
continuous commissioned
commissioned service in
the Regular
Afhly and
service in
in grade
officer junior
junior to him,
any officer
as any
grade as
and service
Regular Army
the
in
officer sentenced
sentenced
except that an officer
promotion list, except
on the
the promotion
grade, on
his grade,
in his
by
courts martial
martial to
promotion list shall be
the promotion
on the
of files on
to loss
loss of
by courts
assumed to
purposes no greater
greater service
service than the
for promotion purposes
to have for
assumed
officer next
in his
new position
position on
on the
promotion list:
list:
the promotion
his new
him in
above him
next above
officer
Order of promotion.
Provided further,
further, That
shall be
be promoted,
promoted, under
under the proofficer shall
no officer
That no
Provided
rder ofpromotio
visions of
of this
this section,
in advance
advance of any officer in the same grade
section, in
visions
above his on the promotion
promotion list, except
except that
that
name appears above
whose name
the
officer shall not be withheld
withheld by reason
reason of the
promotion of an officer
the promotion
fact that
senior to
on the
promotion list
any
list is for any
the promotion
to him
him on
an officer
officer senior
fact
that an
Rank.
reason
eligible for promotion:
promotion: And provided
provided further,
further, That herereason not eligible
Rank.
promotion-list officers
officers in any grade shall take rank among
after all promotion-list
according to their standing
standing on the promotion
promotion list."
themselves according
507.
49 Stat. 507.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. That section 55 of the said Act of July 31,
31, 1935, is hereby
hereby
10 U. S. C., Stipp.
l
amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended to
V,
971b. C., S pp.
v, §UibS
Retirement proviRetirement
"That
"That whenever
whenever any officer on the active list of the Regular Army
sions; service requirecompleted not less than fifteen
or Philippine
Philippine Scouts
Scouts shall
shall have completed
fifteen nor
nor
or
Sments. ervce requre
ments.
more than
years' service
upon his
his own
own applicaservice, he
he may
may upon
applicamore
than twenty-nine
twenty-nine years'
Pay.
Pay.
tion be retired,
retired, in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of War with annual
pay equal
equal to
to 21/2
21/2 per
active-duty annual pay at the
his active-duty
centum of his
per centum
pay
time
multiplied by a
of
time of his retirement
retirement,:,multiplied
a number
number equal
equal to the years
years of
Provisos.
his
active service
not in
in excess
excess of
twenty-nine years:
years: Provided,
That
Provided, That
of twenty-nine
service not
his active
Computation of
Computation
of
service.
the numbers of years of service to be credited in computing
computing the right
right
service.
to retirement
retirement and retirement
retirement pay hereinbefore
hereinbefore provided
provided in this secsechereafter credited
credited for active-duty
active-duty
service now or hereafter
tion shall include all service
part of a
ayear amounting
amounting to six months
pay purposes, any fractional part
Officers
serving
further,That
a complete year:
s2ervI9ng
oftfors
or more to be counted
counted as
as a
year: Provided
Provided further,
That any
any
prior to Nov. 12, 1918.
prior to ov. 1 1918 officer on the active list of the Regular Army or Philippine Scouts who
a member
member of the military or naval forces of
served in any capacity.as a
of
the "United
United States prior to November
November 12, 1918, shall upon his own
own
application be retired with annual pay equal to 75 per centum of
of
application
his active-duty
active-duty annual pay at the time of his retirement unless entitled
entitled
a higher
hereinafter provided, except that
to retired pay of a
higher grade as hereinafter
that
officers with less than twenty years'
years' service
service and officers who are under
under
investigation or who are awaiting
investigation
awaiting trial by courts
courts martial
martial or the result
result
of such trial, or whose cases are pending before
before courts of inquiry shall
be
retired only
application for retirement
retirement in each case has
when the application
only when.
be retired
Retirements for age
approved by the Secretary
in
been approved
Secretary of War: Provided
Provided further,
further, That on
on
in I1942 and thefte
thereafter.
June 30, 1942, all brigadier
brigadier generals
generals of the line who are then
then sixty-two
sixty-two
years of age or over and all promotion-list
promotion-list officers
officers who are then sixty
sixty
Majors and lieutenlieutenMajors
ant colonels, required
service within grades.
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thereafter all brigadier
years of
of age
or .over
over shall be retired, and
and thereafter
brigadier
age or
years
generals of the
sixty-two years and
and
be retired at the age of sixty-two
line shall be
the line
generals
all
promotion-list officers
years,
officers shall be retired at the age of sixty years,
all promotion-list
officers in the grade of general
general officer
officer whose names are
except that all officers
carried
exempted from the operation
operation of this
the promotion list are exempted
carried on the
proviso
addition thereto the Secretary
Secretary of War may, in his disproviso and in addition
cretion, exempt
operation of this proviso such number of
of
the operation
from the
exempt from
cretion,
colonels
active duty at any time
time aa
colonels as will result in there being on active
number
greater than
than
colonels who would otherwise be retired not greater
number of colonels
centum of the total number of colonels
colonels then on the promotion
promotion
55per centum
list,
terminate in each
each case
case when the officer
officer
exemption shall terminate
but such exemption
list, but
reaches
Secrereaches the age of sixty-two, or sooner in the discretion of the Secreincluded within
within the
exempted shall be included
and colonels so exempted
of War, and
tary of
That
further, That
authorized number of promotion-list
Provided further,
promotion-list colonels: Provided
authorized
reason except
any
promotion-list officer retired
retired for any reason
except by operation
operation
any promotion-list
National Defense
Defense Act, or wholly retired, who has
of section 24b, National
completed twenty-eight
years of continuous commissioned
commissioned
twenty-eight or more years
completed
service
failed to reach the grade
Army and who has failed
Regular Army
service in the Regular
of
limitation on the number
number of promotion-list
promotion-list
reason of the limitation
by reason
colonel by
of colonel
officers in
restriction of years
or by
by reason of the restriction
of colonel or
grade of
the grade
in the
officers
of
in grade
lieutenant colonel shall be retired
retired in
in
grade of major or lieutenant
service in
of service
the grade
of colonel
colonel with
computed as otherwise
otherwise proretired pay computed
with retired
grade of
the
including
a colonel
colonel with the same length of service including
vided by law for a
active-duty pay purposes,
all
hereafter credited for active-duty
all service now or hereafter
twenty-three but
and any such officer
but
completed more than twenty-three
officer who has completed
and
less
than twenty-eight
twenty-eight years
years of continuous
commissioned service in the
continuous commissioned
less than
Regular
reach the grade of lieutenant
lieutenant
who has failed to reach
and who
Army and
Regular Army
colonel
reason of the restriction
restriction of years of service
service in grade of
of
colonel by reason
major
retired
major shall be retired in the grade of lieutenant colonel with retired
a lieutenant
pay
lieutenant colonel
colonel
computed as otherwise provided by law for a
pay computed
including all service now or herewith the same length
length of service including
with
after credited
credited for
for active-duty
active-duty pay
further, That
That
Provided further,
purposes: Provided
pay purposes:
after
each promotion-list
retirement
promotion-list officer shall be assumed to have for retirement
each
purposes,
length of continuous
continuous commissioned
commissioned servthe same length
least the
at least
purposes, at
ice in
the Regular
Regular Army as any officer
officer junior to him on the promopromoin the
ice
tion list:
Provided further,
the number
years of service
service to be
number of years
That the
further, That
list: Provided
tion
credited
computing the
retirement and retirement
retirement pay in
in
the right to retirement
in computing
credited in
of
the
case of
of officers
officers retired
reason of having reached
reached the age of
retired by reason
the case
sixty
or over
over shall
shall include
include all
service heretofore
heretofore credited for
for
all service
years or
sixty years
retirement
sixty-four: Provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing in this
Provided further,
age sixty-four:
at age
retirement at
Act shall
shall operate
to deprive
which
any officer of the retired rank to which
deprive any
operate to
Act
further,
be
now entitled
entitled under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
law: And provided
provided further,
of law:
is now
he is
That
all officers
retired under
of this section shall be
provisions of
the provisions
under the
officers retired
That all
placed
on the
retired list."
the unlimited retired
placed on
S
EO. 4.
generals of the line shall be
brigadier generals
hereafter brigadier
That hereafter
4. That
SEC.
grades
appointed
among officers
of the
commissioned in grades
line commissioned
the line
officers of
from among
appointed from
not below
colonel who
who are
credited with
with twentyare credited
lieutenant colonel
of lieutenant
that of
below that
not
eight
continuous commissioned
service in the Regular
as
Regular Army as
commissioned service
years' continuous
eight years'
hereinbefore provided and whose
whose names are borne on an eligible list
list
hereinbefore
prepared
annually by
of
by aaboard of not less than five general officers of
prepared annually
the
line, not
below the grade of major general; and hereafter appointnot below
theline,
ment
as chief
of any
branch shall
officers comamong officers
from among
made from
be made
shall be
any branch
chief of
ment as
missioned
grades not
not below
lieutenant colonel
colonel who are
of lieutenant
below that of
in grades
missioned in
credited
twenty-eight years'
continuous commissioned
commissioned service in
years' continuous
with twenty-eight
credited with
the
as herembefore
provided, and
have demonwho have
and who
hereinbefore provided,
Army as
Regular Army
the Regular
strated
by actual
and extended
extended service
service in
such branch
similar
branch or on similar
in such
actual and
strated by
duty
that they
they are
are qualified
for such
such appointment.
appointment.
qualified for
duty that

Exception.
Exception.

Retirements in
in
grade of colonel
and
grade
colonel and
colonel.
lieutenant
lieutenant coloneL
Stat. 773.
41 Stat.
10 U.
U. S.
S.§ C. §571.
571.
10

Continuous service
service
Continuous
assumed for retireassumed
ment purposes.

Service
Service computaof officers
officers 60 years
tion of
of
age or over.
of age

Retention of retired
retired
Retention
rank.
rank.
Officers
Officers on unlimited
ed retired
retired list.

Brigadier
generals
Brigadier generals
of the line, appointappointof
ment.

Chiefs,
service
Chiefs, service
branches, appointappointbranches,
ment.
ment.
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Effective
reEffective date; repeal
of conflicting,
peal of
etc.,
laws.
etc., laws.

SEC. 5.
Except as
as otherwise
this Act
be effective
effective
SEC.
5. Except
otherwise provided,
provided, this
Act shall
shall be
J
uly
1,
1940,
and
all
laws
and
parts
of
laws,
so
far
as
they
are
inconJuly 1, 1940, and all laws and parts of laws, so far as they are inconsistent with
with or
any of
of the
provisions hereof,
hereof, are
are
the provisions
in conflict
conflict with
with any
sistent
or in
hereby repealed
as of
date.
hereby
repealed as
of that
that date.
Approved, June
June 13,
1940.
13, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 345]
[CHAPTER

June 13, 1940
[5. 1777]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 6131
613]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

AN ACT

Granting the
the consent
of Congress
Congress to
of Montana,
Montana, North
North Dakota,
Dakota,
to the
the States
States of
Granting
consent of
South Dakota,
Dakota, and
Wyoming to
and enter
enter into
compact or
agreeinto a
a compact
or agreeSouth
and Wyoming
to negotiate
negotiate and
ment
for
division
of
the
waters
of
the
Little
Missouri
River.
ment for division of the waters of the Little Missouri River.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
House of
Be

Little
Missouri
Lit tie Missouri
River.
Negotiations
Neg otiations for division of water supply
vision
of, authorized.
aut of atersupply

United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That consent of
of
Congress
hereby given
to the
of Montana,
Montana, North
Dakota,
North Dakota,
gven to
is hereby
the States
States of
Congress is

South
Dakota, and
Wyoming to
and enter
enter into
into aacompact
compact
South Dakota,
and Wyoming
to negotiate
negotiate and
or
agreement not
not later
later than
1, 1943,
1943, providing
providing for
an equitaequitaor agreement
than January
January 1,
for an
ble division
apportionment among
among the
States of
of the
supply
ble
division and
and apportionment
the States
the water
water supply
of the
the Little
Missouri River
of the
streams tributary
tributary thereto,
thereto,
of
Little Missouri
River and
and of
the streams
representaU. S.
upon
suitable person,
person, who
who shall
be appointed
appointed by
s. representaupon conditions
conditions that
that one
one suitable
shall be
tive.
the President
the United
United States,
States shall
shall participate
in said
said negotiaparticipate in
negotiathe
President of
of the
Report
Congress.
tions
ofStates,
the
Rep,ort to
and shall
shall make
make report
to congress.
tions as
as the
the representative
representative of
the United States
States and
report
to
Congress of
proceedings and
and of
any compact
compact or
or agreement
agreement
to Congress
of the
the proceedings
of any
Proviso.
Pro
Viso.
entered into:
into: Provided,
entered
Provided, That
That any
any such
compact or
agreement shall
such compact
or agreement
shall
Approval
3roval of agreeApi
unless
not
binding or
any of the parties thereto
rov
o
ment.
not be
be binding
or obligatory
obligatory upon
upon any
thereto unless
and
until the
have been
been approved
approved by
by the
the legislature
legislature of
of
and until
the same
same shall
shall have
each
States and
by the
Congress of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
each of
of said
said States
and by
the Congress
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 346]
[CHAPTER
346]
June 13,
13, 1940
[S. 23281
2328]

[Public, No. 614]

Army.
Army.
Promotion on retired list of
of certain
certain
tired
decorated officers.
officers.
decorated
41 Stat. 773.
773.
10 U.
U. S.. C.
0. 1. 571.
71.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Deceased
officers.
Deceased officers.

No increase
increase of pay,
etc.

AN ACT
ACT

To promote
were decorated
decorated and
recommended for
for
To
promote on
on the
the retired
retired list
list officers
officers who
who were
and recommended
promotion for distinguished
distinguished service
service during
during the
the World War
War and
and who have
have not
not
attained the
which recommended.
the rank
rank to
to which
recommended.
attained

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
United States
States of
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That any
commisin Congress
any commissioned officer
officer of
of the
Army below
the grade
grade of
of brigadier
brigadier general,
general, now
now
sioned
the Army
below the
retired
hereafter retired,
those retired
retired under
retired or hereafter
retired, except
except those
under the
the provisions
provisions
of section
section 24b
24b of
of the
of June
4, 1920,
for services
the Act
Act of
June 4,
1920, who
who for
services rendered
rendered
during the
the World
during
World War
War was
recommended in
in writing
writing for
was officially
officially recommended
for
promotion
a division
commander or coordinate
promotion to increased rank by a
division commander
or higher
or by
chief of
of a
astaff
staff corps
corps or
or department,
department,
or
higher authority
authority or
by the
the chief
and who
who has
has not attained
attained said
said rank,
rank, and
and who
who as
as evidenced
evidenced by
by
bestowal of Medal of Honor or Distinguished
Distinguished Service
Service Cross or Distinguished
tinguished Service Medal
Medal rendered
rendered exceptionally
exceptionally meritorious
meritorious servservdemonstrated gallantry
ices or demonstrated
gallantry in action
action beyond the call of duty shall,
upon application,
application, be advanced
advanced one grade on the retired
retired list: Provided,
Provided,
active or
or retired
retired list
list who
died or
or may
That any such officer on the active
who died
die
may die
active list who
who may
prior to the approval
approval of this Act, or on the active
may herehereafter die before retirement, shall upon application
application in his behalf be
advanced
Provided further,
advanced one grade as of date of death: Provided
further, That
That
such promotion shall not carry with it any increase
increase of pay or
or
allowances.
allowances.
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER 347]
347]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To amend
entitled "An
"An Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for the naval service
the Act entitled
amend the
To
for the
the fiscal
June thirtieth,
and three, and
and for
for
nineteen hundred and
thirtieth, nineteen
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved July
(32 Stat. 662),
662), so as to provide
provide uni1902 (32
1, 1902
July 1,
other
Department appointed
formity in
employees of
of the Navy Department
appointed
of all civilian employees
pay of
in the pay
formity
for
States and in Alaska.
beyond the continental limits of the United States
for duty beyond

June 13, 1940
1940
June
[S. 3014]
[Public, No. 615]

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be
Navy Department.
Department.
assembled, That the Act
United
States of America
Congress assembled,
Act
in Congress
America in
United States
for
entitled
appropriations for the naval service
service for
entitled "An Act making appropriations
hundred and three, and
the fiscal
year ending
and
nineteen hundred
thirtieth, nineteen
June thirtieth,
ending June
fiscal year
the
(32 Stat. 662),
1, 1902
1902 (32
for
approved July
July 1,
662), insofar
insofar
purposes", approved
other purposes"
for other
as the
provisions thereof are embodied
embodied in section 506 of title 34 of
the provisions
as
the
follows:
hereby amended to read as follows:
Code, is hereby
States Code,
United States
the United
Transit pay of
of cercerTransit
authorized to pay tain
"The Secretary
the Navy, in his discretion,
discretion, is authorized
of the
Secretary of
"The
civilian employemployees.
all civilian
civilian employees
appointed for
beyond the continental
continental ee&
for duty beyond
employees appointed
all
limits of
the United
United States,
in Alaska,
their
Alaska, from the date of their
and in
States, and
of the
limits
sailing
report for duty to the
until they report
States until
United States
the United.
from the
sailing from
officer under
they are
are to
to serve,
while returning
returning to the
and while
serve, and
whom they
under whom
officer
expedition,
United
States
by
the
most
direct
route
and
expedition, comcomdue
with
and
route
direct
most
the
by
United States
while actually
pensation
rate corresponding
to their
their rate
of pay
actually
pay while
rate of
corresponding to
a rate
at a
pensation at
employed."
employed."
Approved, June
June 13,
1940.
13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 348]

A(?I'
AT ACT
AN

To amend
amend the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
establish aa Civilian
Conservation Corps,
Civilian Conservation
to establish
Act entitled
To
28, 1937,
and
other purposes",
1937, as amended.
amended.
June 28,
approved June
purposes", approved
for other
and for

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
5 of
United
America in
in Congress
of
assembled, That section 5
Congress assembled,
of America
States of
United States
the
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
Conservation Corps,
Civilian Conservation
establish aa Civilian
to establish
entitled "An
the Act
and for
for other
other purposes",
approved June
(50 Stat. 319),
319), as
June 28, 1937 (50
purposes", approved
and
amended, is
by adding
to the
followsaid section the followend of said
the end
adding to
amended by
is amended
amended,
ing:
"Provided further,
such officers,
officers, agents, or employees paid
That such
further, That
ing: "Provided
from funds
or allocated
Conservation
the Civilian Conservation
to the
allocated to
for or
appropriated for
funds appropriated
from
Corps,
may be
or approved
approved for
for the
purpose by the
the purpose
designated or
be designated
as may
Corps, as
Director
shall have
powers of notaries public in the
general powers
the general
have the
Director shall
administration
oaths, the
legal
acknowledgement of legal
execution and acknowledgement
the execution
of oaths,
administration of
instruments,
documents, and all other forms of
attestation of documents,
the attestation
instruments, the
Director to prosecute
notarial
acts determined
prosecute
necessary by the Director
be necessary
to be
determined to
notarial acts
effectively
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps".
the Civilian
of the
operations of
the operations
effectively the
Approved,
Approved, June 13, 1940.

June 13,
13, 1940
[S. 3042]
3042]
[s
[Public, No.
No. 616]
616]

[Public,

Civilian ConservaCivilian
Corps.
tion Corps.
320.
50 Stat. 320.
16 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
16
V, §
584d.
V,
§ 584d.
Notaries public.
Notaries

[CHAPTER 349]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Authorizing the
water at
at isolated
isolated naval
naval
and water
ice, and
current, ice,
electric current,
fuel, electric
of fuel,
sale of
the sale
Authorizing
stations.
stations.

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
regulations as he may
such regulations
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized
authorized to
may
under such
sell, under
to sell,
of
reasonable, to private
prices as he may deem reasonable,
prescribe, and
such prices
at such
and at
prescribe,
residing at or in the
concerns or
business or residing
the immedoing business
individuals doing
or individuals
concerns
diate vicinity
vicinity of
isolated naval stations, such supplies of fuel, water,
of isolated
diate
to meet
ice, and
and electric
as may
be required
meet the necessities of,
required to
may be
current as
electric current
ice,
and
as may
be locally
obtainable by, such concerns
concerns or
locally obtainable
otherwise be
not otherwise
may not
and as
individuals.
individuals.
Approved, June
June 13,
1940.
13, 1940.
Approved,

June 13, 1940
June
[S. 3065]
[I.
[Public, No. 617]
[Public,

Sale of fuel,
fuel, etc., at
at
Sale
staisolated naval stations, authorized.
tions,
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1940
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PUBLIC
[CHAPTER
350]
[CHAPTER 350]

June 13,
13, 1940
[J.
34911o
[8. 3491]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 618]
618]

clerks;

Number
Number of
of clerks;
assignment; residence.

assinment; residence
Duties.

ceipt of

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
fines for
to pay
pay license
license taxes
in Alaska
Alaska shall
be disposed
disposed of
of
To
provide that
that fines
for failure
failure to
taxes in
shall be
as
provided for
for the
disposition of
of such
such taxes.
taxes.
the disposition
as provided

Alaska.
nonayFines for nonpayFines
ment of
license taxes.
ment
of license
taxes.

Collection and
Collection
ceipt of fees.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

rere-

.

Application.
Application.

Accounting.
Accounting.

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representative of
of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United States
of America
assembled, That
That section
section 7
7 of
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
States of
United
the
Act of
6, 1900
1900 (ch.
786, 31
Stat. 324,
324, as
as amended;
amended; 35
35 Stat.
Stat.
the Act
of June
June 6,
(ch. 786,
31 Stat.
840;
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
to read
read
840; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
title 48,
48, see.
sec. 106),
106), be,
amended to
as follows:
follows:

"SEo. 7. That four clerks
clerks shall be
be appointed
appointed for
for the
the court,
one of
court, one
of
whom shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
and during
during his
term
to each
each division
division thereof,
thereof, and
his term

shall reside
such place
in the
division as
as the
the Attorney
Attorney
of office shall
reside at
at such
place in
the division
General
General may direct. Each clerk shall, in his division of
district
of the
the district
perform the
duties required
authorized by
to be
be performed
perform
the duties
required or
or authorized
by law
law to
performed by
by
clerks
of United
United States
in other
districts, and
and such
other duties
clerks of
States courts
courts in
other districts,
such other
duties
prescribed by
laws of the
States relating
relating to
as may be prescribed
by the
the laws
the United
United States
the
district of Alaska.
of all
all laws
laws applicable
applicable
the district
Alaska. He
He shall preserve
preserve copies
copies of
to the district and shall
shall preserve
preserve all records and record
record all proceedproceedings and official
shall also collect
official acts of his division
division of the
the court. He shall
collect
and receive
all moneys
moneys arising
and
receive all
arising from the fees of his office,
office, from
account authorauthorlicenses, fines, forfeitures, judgments,
judgments, or on any other account
ized by law to be paid to or collected
collected by him, and shall apply
apply the
same, except
except the money
money derived
derived from licenses
imposed for
for
licenses and fines imposed
failure to pay license
license taxes,
to the
the incidental
incidental expenses
of the
the proper
taxes, to
expenses of
proper
division of the district court and the allowance
allowance thereof as directed in
written orders, duly,made
made and signed by the judge, and shall account
account
for the same in detail,
detail, and for any balances
thereof,
balances on account thereof,
under oath, quarterly, or more frequently if
if required,
required, to the court,
court,

the
Attorney General,
General, and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury:
Treasury: Provided,
Provided,
and the
the Attorney
That fines imposed and collected
collected for failure to pay license
license taxes shall
moneys.
the disposition
be disposed of as provided
provided by law for the
disposition of
of such
such license
license
taxes; and moneys accruing
violations of the customs laws, civil
civil
accruing from violations
customs cases, or internal-revenue
internal-revenue cases, moneys, not
including costs,
not including
costs,
accruing
post-office suits, fines
in criminal
criminal cases
cases for
fo r violavi
ol
aaccruing from civil post-office
fines in
of the postal
proceeds of sales of public
tions of
postal laws, the net proceeds
public property
property
31
U. B.. C.
§487.
31U.
C.
C47.
under section
section 3618, Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, and
other
and any other
moneys the disposition
disposition of which
which is otherwise specially provided for
for
by law, shall not be available
available for the expenses of the
shall
the court,
court, but
but shall
Deposit
of balances.
Deposit of
balances. be paid over or deposited
deposited as provided
provided by law for other districts. And
And
after all payments
payments ordered by the judge shall have been made, any
balances
balances remaining in the hands
hands of the clerk
clerk shall be by him deposited
deposited
to the credit
credit of the United States at such times and under such rules
Other duties of
of and regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe.
The
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury may
prescribe. The
clerks.
clerks.
clerk shall be ex officio recorder of instruments
instruments as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
provided
and also register of wills for the division, and shall establish
establish secure
offices
safekeeping of his official record where terms of his
offic
r
e,s
: for the safekeeping
his
Deputies;
clerical
Deputies;
clerical
division of the court are held. He may appoint necessary
necessary deputies
assistance.
and employ
employ other
necessary cleri
cal assistance
as
si
st
ance to
t
o aid
aid him
him in
i
n the
the
and
other necessary
clerical
expeditious discharge of the duties of his office, with the approval
approval
and at compensation
compensation to be fixed by the court
court or judge, subject to
the approval of the Attorney General. Any person so appointed
appointed or
or
employed shall be paid by the clerk on the order of the judge, as
other court expenses are paid.".
paid.".
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.

Proviso.
Disposition of desigfines;
other
moneys.

ispostionofdesig-

nated

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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13, 1940

[CHAPTER
351]
[CHAPTER 351]

385
385

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To prevent retardation
retardation in
of permanent
in promotion
promotion and in pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
permanent
professors
Military Academy
professors of the United States Military
Academy appointed
the President
President
appointed by
by the
from
the
commissioned
officers
of the
from
commissioned officers of
Regular Army.
Army.
the Regular

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the perma-

nent professors
professors of the United States
nent
States Military
Military Academy who have
been or may hereafter
hereafter be appointed by the President
President from the
the corcomRegular Army shall have the rank, pay, and
missioned officers of the Regular
allowances
allowances of colonel from the date now provided by law
law or from
the date each would have been entitled to such rank, pay, and allowances had he not accepted
accepted such appointment,
appointment, whichever
whichever date is
the earlier: Provided,
Provided, That no back pay or allowances
allowances shall accrue
accrue
hereunder.
hereunder.
Approved, June 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER 352]
352]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Granting
the consent
Granting the
consent of
of Congress
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior and
and the
Congress to
of the
the Interior
the State
State
of Washington
operate a
a highway bridge
Washington to construct,
construct, maintain, and
and operate
bridge across
across
the
the Spokane
Spokane River,
River, Washington.
Washington.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

United
States of America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States
That the
the consent
consent
of Congress is hereby granted
granted to
to the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and
the Interior
Interior and
the State of Washington,
Washington, jointly
jointly or
construct, maintain,
or separately,
separately, to
to construct,
maintain,

June 13, 1940
Js.
[S. 34,96]
3496]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 619]
819]

U.S. MilitaryAcad-

U. S. Military Academy.
Rank,
etc., of desigRank, etc., of
designated permanent proprofessors.

asor permanent

PO'Oo.

Proviso.
No back
allowances.

No back pay or
or

June 13,
13, 1940
1940
[S. 3642]
[S.
3642]

[Public, No. 820]
[Publc,
No. 620]

Spokane R
River,
wSpkane
Wash.
Bridge authorized
authorized
Bridge
across, between Stevens and Lincoln
Counties.

iv er,

andtWLncoln

and operate
operate a
atoll-free
toll-free highway bridge across the
Spokane River
the Spokane
River at counties.
aapoint suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, between
between Stevens County
County
and Lincoln County, Washington,
accordance with the provisions
Washington, in accordance
provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to regulate the construction
bridges
construction of bridges
34 Stat. 84.
over
navigable waters",
March 23,
subject to
to the
the
over navigable
waters", approved
approved March
23, 1906, and
and subject
334 ta.
33
U.S S. C.
498.
conditions and limitations contained
contained in this Act.
conditions
Act.
498.
SEC.
The right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
S
EC. 2. The
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
this Act
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved, June 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 353]
[CHAPTER
353]

AN
ACT
ANACT

Granting
the consent
consent of
of the
and Stevens
Stevens
Granting the
of Congress
Congress to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior and
County,
State of
of Washington,
a highway
highway
County, State
Washington, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and operate
operate a
bridge
Kettle River,
River, near
near Marcus,
Marcus, Washington.
bridge across
across the
the Kettle
Washington.

Ad
§§ 491491-

Right reserved.

Rightreserved.

June 13, 1940
1940
iS. 3643]
[s. 36431[Public, No. 821]
[Public. No. 6211

enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
Kettle River, Wash.
United
States of
America in
in Congress
That the
the consent
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
consent
KettleRiver,
Wash.
Bridge authorized
near
Marcus,
of
of Congress
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
of the
Congress is
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior and
and across,
Marcus,
near
Wash.
Stevens County, State of Washington,
Washington, jointly
separately, to con- W a s h .
jointly or
or separately,
struct,
and operate
operate a
toll-free highway
highway bridge
across
the
struct, maintain,
maintain, and
a toll-free
bridge across the
Kettle River at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation, near
near
Marcus, and between
between Ferry
Ferry County and Stevens County, Washington,
Washington,
in accordance
Act to
to regregaccordance with
with the provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act
34 Stat. 84.
ulate
construction of
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters",
approved
ulate the
the construction
of bridges
waters", approved
34 Stat.c
491
33
U. S.
U.
S. C.
C. 55
9
§§
491496.
limitations con- 49s.
March 23, 1906, and subject to the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
tained in
Act.
tained
in this
this Act.
Right reserved.
Snc.
SEC. 2. The
The right
right to
repeal this
this Act
Act is
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
is hereby
hereby
Rightreserved.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 13, 1940.
4 1-

193470 °-41—PT.
193470°-11--PT.

--
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1940
[CHAPTER 354]
354]
[CHAPTER

June
13, 1940
1940
June 13,
[S. 3644]
[8.
[Public,
No. 622]
622]
[Public, No.

River, Wash.
Kettle River,
Wash.
authorized
Bridges authorized
across,
across, near
near Marcus,
Marcus,
Wash.

34 Stat. 84.
33 U. S. 0.
0. §¢
§§ 491491498.
498.
Right reserved.
reserved.

AN ACT
Granting the consent of Congress to the Secretary of the Interior and the Great
Northern Railway Company to construct, maintain, and operate two railroad
bridges across the Kettle River, near Marcus, Washington.

Seattle, Wash.
Donation of
Donation
of totem
totem
authorized.
pole to, authorized.

AN ACT

Granting the consent of Congress to the Secretary of the Interior and the Great
Northern Railway Company to construct, maintain, and operate two railroad
bridges across the Kettle River, near Marcus, Washington.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
of the
United States
of Amerie,c
. ain
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
United
States of
America
in Congress
consent
hereby granted
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
and
of Congress is
is hereby
granted to
to the
Interior and
the
Great Northern
Northern Railway
Company, a
corporation organized
and
the Great
Railway Company,
a corporation
organized and
existing
State of
of Minnesota,
and their
their sucsucexisting under the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
Minnesota, and
cessors and
jointly or separately,
separately, to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and
and assigns,
assigns, jointly
maintain, and
operate two railroad
railroad bridges
across the
Kettle River
River at
points suitable
operate
bridges across
the Kettle
at points
suitable
interests of
of navigation,
near Marcus,
and between
to the
the interests
navigation, near
Marcus, and
between Ferry
Ferry
County
and Stevens
County, Washington,
Washington, in
accordance with
with the
County and
Stevens County,
in accordance
the
provisions of
entitled. "An Act to
construction
of the
the Act
Act entitled
to regulate
regulate the construction
March 23,
23, 1906, and
and
of bridges over navigable waters",
waters", approved
approved March
conditions and limitations
subject to the conditions
limitations of
of this
this Act.
SF.O. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
is hereby
hereby
SEO.
repeal this Act
Act is
expressly reserved.
Approved, June
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 3551
355]

June 13, 1940
1940
J[8.
[S.1377s
36771
[Public, No.
No. 623]

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT

Seattle a
totem pole
pole carved
carved by the Alaskan
Alaskan native Civilian
To donate to the city of Seattle
a totem
Conservation Corps.
Corps.
Conservation

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Director
Director
United States
States of America in
in Congress
of the Civilian Conservation
regional forester,
forester,
Conservation Corps, through
through the regional
United States Forest
Forest Service,
Service, Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to donate to the city of Seattle, Washington,
Washington, the duplicate
duplicate of
of the
the
pioneer place totem.
totem pole which has been carved
carved by Alaskan native
Conservation Corps
Civilian Conservation
Corps enrollees.
Approved, June 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER 356]
[CHAPTER

June 13, 1940
1940

AN ACT
ACT

36931
[8.
[S. 3693]
824]
[Public, No. ma]

Plaqueminee
Plaquemines
ish,
bhb Le.
La.
Easement.
Easement.

Description.

Provisos.
Croitios.
Conditions.

To authorize
the Secretary
authorize the
Secretary of
of War to grant an easement
easement for pipe
pipe lines across
reserved for military
purposes in
public lands reserved
military purposes
in the
the parish
parish of
of Plaquemines,
Plaquemines,
Louisiana.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of Representatives
Par- United
United States of America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of War be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and empowered
empowered to grant,
under
under such terms and conditions as are deemed advisable
advisable by him, to
the Texas Pipe Line Company,
successors, and/or assigns, an
Company, its successors,
an
easement
a period not exceeding
easement for a
exceeding fifty
fifty years
years for
for a
right-of-way
a right-of-way
for pipe lines for the transportation
transportation of oil and/or gas over, across,
across,
in, and upon certain
certain lands owned by the United States of America,
situated in the State
State of Louisiana and in the parish of Plaquemines,
Plaquemines,
Sections 30, 31,
described as follows: Sections
31, 32, 36, and 39, township 21
south, range 19 east,
east ;and sections
sections 2,
2, 4,
6, 8,
an d 9,
t
owns hi p 22
22south
south,
4, 6,
8, and
9, township
range 19 east, including any accretions
accretions thereto;
thereto; and such portion of
of
section
29 township 22 south, range
section 29,
range 32 east as remains
and to
remains,7 and
cross the channels of Chemere
Cheniere and Pass aaLoutre
Loutre with said pipe lines:
lines:
Provided,
right-of-way shall be granted only
Provided, That such easement
easement for right-of-way
upon a
a finding by the Secretary
upon
Secretary of War
War that the same will be in
in
the
public interest
interest and will not substantially
the public
substantially injure
injure the interest of

54 S
STAT.]
54
TAT.]
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the United States of America and the property
thereby:
property affected
affected thereby:
Provided
Provided further,
further, That all or any part of such easement
easement for rightof-way may be annulled and forfeited
Secretary of War
forfeited by the Secretary
War for
for
failure to comply with the terms and
and conditions of any grant hereunder, or for nonuse or for abandonment
abandonment of rights
rights granted under
under
authority hereof.
hereof.
Approved,
Approved, June 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 357]
357]

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Authorizing
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury to grant to the city
city of Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale,
Florida, an easement
easement or easements
easements authorizing
authorizing such city to
construct and
and mainmainto construct
tain a
a highway
highway and utility facilities over the
the United States
States Coast Guard ReserReserLauderdale, Florida.
vation known as base six at Fort Lauderdale,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to grant
grant to the city of Fort
Lauderdale,
a permanent
Lauderdale, Florida, a
permanent easement
authorizing
easement or easements
easements authorizing
such city to construct
construct and maintain across
across such
such of the lands constituting aa part of the United States Coast
Coast Guard Reservation
known
Reservation known
as Base Six at Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Florida, as the Secretary
may desigSecretary may
nate, a
a highway, sewer lines, water mains, electric
lines,
electric distribution
distribution lines,
and other utility facilities.
facilities.
SEO.
S
EC. 2. Such easement or easements
easements shall be granted subject
to the
the
subject to
condition that the Secretary
Secretary may at any time require the removal of
condition
the highway and the utility facilities,
facilities, or either
either of them,
them, to any
other location or locations
locations on said property,
to the
the
property, without
without expense
expense to
United States, and shall be subject
subject to
to such
other reasonable
reasonable conditions
conditions
such other
as the Secretary
Secretary may deem desirable
desirable to
to include
include in
in the grant
grant to protect
protect
the interests of the United States
States and
and to
to enable
enable the Government
Government to
to
use such lands in such manner
may require.
require.
manner as the public
public interests
interests may
In addition, the city of Fort Lauderdale
Lauderdale shall furnish
furnish bond with good
and adequate
adequate sureties, or such other security in
such bond,
in lieu of
of such
bond,
in
amount and
form, as
may
in such
such reasonable
reasonable amount
and in such
such form,
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may
require, to assure
assure the fulfillment
conditions and
and
fulfillment of
of any
any or all
all the
the conditions
stipulations
stipulations of such easement
easement or easements.
SEC.
SEC. 3. In the event the United States disposes of its interests in
in
the Coast Guard Reservation
its Base Six, such
or
Reservation known as
such easement
easement or
easements
easements shall cease to be subject to such conditions,
unless the
the
conditions, unless
Secretary shall find that the discontinuance
such
discontinuance of any or all of such
conditions would
would adversely
adversely affect
affect the
the sales
sales value
of such
such lands,
lands, in
conditions
value of
in
which
which case the conditions with respect
respect to
which the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall
to which
finding shall run with the land.
have made such a
a finding
Approved, June 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER 358]
[CHAPTER
358]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To
To amend
Canal Zone
amend the
the Canal
Zone Code.
Code.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
of
That section
section 10 of
title 2
19, 1934,
amended
2 of the Canal Zone Code, approved
approved June
June 19,
is amended
1934, is
so as to read as follows:
follows:
"10. INJURIES
TO VESSELS,
"10.
INJITRLES TO
VESSELS, CARGO,
CARGO, CREW,
OR PASSENGERS,
OCCASIONED
CREW, OR
PASSENGERS, OCCASIONED
BY
OPERATION OF
BY OPERATION
of the
the President,
President, authorauthorCANAL.-The regulations
OF CANAL.—The
regulations of
ized under section 9
of this
provide for
the prompt
prompt adjust9 of
this title,
title, shall
shall provide
for the
adjustment and payment by the Governor
Governor of the Panama Canal, subject to

Annulment and
and forforfeiture.
feiture.

June
13, 1940
1940
June 13,
[S. 3969]
3959]
[8.
625]
[Public, No. 625]

Base
8. Coast
Base Six,
Six,II.. S.
Coast
Guard
Guard Reservation,
Reservation,
Fort Lauderdale,
Lauderdale, Fla.
Easement.
Easement.

Conditions.
Conditions.

Bond.
Bond.

Cessation
Cessation of
of condicondiexception.
tions; exception.

June 13,
13, 1940
1940
June
[II. R.
It. 5584]
[H.
5684]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 626]
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
Code,
Canal
amendments.
amendments.
37
562.
37 Stat. 662.
48
U. S.
S. 0.
0.§ 1319.
48 U.
1319.

Payment for damdamvessels, etc.
etc.
ages to vessels,
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the
limitations hereinafter
hereinafter contained
in this
this section,
section, of
of damages
damages for
for
contained in
the limitations
injuries
to
vessels,
or
to
the
cargo,
crew,
or
passengers
vessels,
vessels,
of
passengers
or
injuries to vessels, or to the cargo, crew,
which may
arise:
may arise:
which
"(a)
By reason
passage of such
such vessels through the locks
From
the passage
of the
reason of
"(a) By
passage
From passage
through Canal locks.
Panama
officers or employees
the control
the canal
canal under
under the
control of officers
employees of the
the Panama
of of the
Canal:
Provided,
however,
That
no
such
damages
shall
be
paid in
in
Provisos.
Canal: Provided, however, That no such damages shall be paid
Porgiese.
Negligence
of vessel,
l
any
case
wherein
the
Governor
shall
find
that
the
injury
was
proxiwas
injury
the
that
find
shall
any case wherein the Governor
etc.g genovs
etc.
mately
caused by
the negligence
negligence or
or fault
of the
the vessel,
vessel, master,
crew,
master, crew,
fault of
by the
mately caused
Contributory
negli- or passengers:
provided
And
passengers:
provided further,
further, That
That in any case wherein
wherein the
the
Contributory negligence of vessel, etc.
Governor shall
or fault
fault of
of the
the vessel,
vessel, master,
master,
negligence or
the negligence
that the
find that
shall find
Governor
crew
passengers proximately
proximately contributed
contributed to the
the injury,
injury , he shall
shall
or passengers
crew,, or
diminish
the
award
of
damages
in
proportion
to
the
negligence
or
negligence or
the
to
proportion
in
damages
of
diminish the award
fault,
as determined
him, attributable
attributable to
to the
the said
said vessel,
vessel, master,
master,
by him,
determined by
fault, as
crew,
crew, or
or passengers.
passengers.
From presence
presence in
in
"(b)
"(b) By reason of the presence
presence of such vessels in the waters of
of the
the
From
Canal Zone waters.
Cansl
Canal
Zone,
other
than
the
locks,
-when
the
Governor
that
that
find
shall
Governor
the
Canal Zone, other than the locks, when
the
injury was
negligence or fault on the
by negligence
caused by
proximately caused
was proximately
the injury
part
of any
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal acting within
employee of
or employee
officer or
any officer
part of
the
scope
of
his
employment
and
in
the
line
of
his
duties
in connecduties in
his
of
line
the
in
and
the scope of his employment
Provisos.
tion
with
the
operation
of
the
canal:
Provided,
however
' That
when
when
That
however,
Provided,
canal:
the
of
operation
the
with
tion
Contributory neglinegliCntributory
the
negligence or fault of the
gence of vessel, etc.
the Governor shall further
further find that
that the negligence
genceofvessel,etc.
vessel,
crew, or
or passengers
passengers proximately
proximately contributed
contributed to the
master crew}
vessel, master,
injury, he
he shall
shall diminish
of damages in proportion to the
award of
dimmish the award
injury,
negligence or
or fault,
fault, as
as determined
determined by him,
attributable to the said
him, attributable
negligence
Panama
pilot. vessel,
And provided further,
master, crew,
or passengers:
further, That, in
passengers: And
crew, or
vessel, master,
analpilot.
Panama Canal
the
of any
any vessel
vessel which
is required
required by
regulations
pursuant to regulations
or pursuant
by or
which is
case of
the case
to
heretofore
or hereafter
prescribed under
section 9
9 of this title to
under section
hereafter prescribed
heretofore or
have a
Panama Canal
pilot on
on duty aboard,
damages shall be
aboard, no damages
Canal pilot
a Panama
have
adjusted
vessel, or to the cargo
cargo
such vessel,
any such
to any
injuries to
for injuries
paid for
and paid
adjusted and
or
of any
any such
such vessel,
under
incurred while the vessel is under
vessel, incurred
passengers of
or passengers
way
and in
in motion,
motion, unless
unless at
at the
incurred the
such injuries are incurred
the time such
way.and
a
navigation
movement of the vessel is under the control of a
or movement
navigation or
Panama
Panama Canal pilot.
Adjustment of darnawards of damages,
respective awards
"The
amounts of
of the
damages, under this
the respective
"The amounts
danm
Adjustmentof
ages.
ages.
section and the regulations
regulations authorized
authorized herein,
herein, may be adjusted,
adjusted, fixed,
and
Governor by mutual agreement,
agreement, compromise,
determined by the Governor
and determined
or
of
otherwise, and such amounts shall be payable promptly out of
or otherwise,
any moneys
moneys appropriated
or allotted
allotted for
maintenance and
and operaoperafor the
the maintenance
appropriated or
any
Acceptance of
the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, and
claimant of the
acceptance by any claimant
and acceptance
of the
tion of
of tion
Acreptance
award.
full settlement
amount awarded
awarded to
to him
him shall
deemed to
to be in
in full
settlement
be deemed
shall be
amount
Proviso.
Proclaim against
against the
Government of the United
United States:
States: Prothe Government
such claim
oer-off such
o cerPubmis'ion
Submission of
any
tain claims
That the Governor
Governor shall not adjust and pay any
to Con- vided, however, That
claims to
tain
s&
gress.
claim for damages for injuries arising by reason of the presence of aa
gIre
Zone, other than the locks, where
waters of the Canal Zone
where
vessel in the waters
$60,000, but shall submit the same
amount of the claim
claim exceeds
exceeds $60,000,
the amount
to
Congress by a
report containing
containing the material
material facts
facts and
and
a special report
to the Congress
his recommendations
recommendations thereon.
Action by aggrieved
"With
to any
claim for damages for injuries arising by
any claim
respect to
"With respect
clatimaontbagbein
claimant
allowable in
District
Cort.
District Court.
reason of the passage of any vessel through the locks of the canal,
canal, as
as
claimant for damages
any claimant
hereinbefore
provided, any
damages who considers
considers himhereinbefore provided,
findings, determination,
self aggrieved
determination, or award
award of the Govself
aggrieved by the findings,
claim, may bring
ernor, in
in reference
reference to
to his
his claim,
bring an action
action on such
such claim
claim
ernor,
Court for
Panama Canal
against
against the Panama
Canal in the
the United States District
District Court
for
the District of the
the Canal Zone;
Zone; and in any such action the provisions
authorized
of
of this section,
section, and
and of the regulations
regulations of the President
President authorized
applicable to the determination,
under
under section 9
9of this title, applicable
determination adjustadjustment, and
and payment
payment of
such claims
claims fo
damages
determination,
,by
by the
the Governor,
forr damages,
of such
ment,

the Panama
Panama
and any
any judgment
applicable, and
shall be
Payment of judg- shall
be applicable,
judgment obtained
obtained against
against the
or
out of
be paid
shall be
Canal shall
paid promptly
promptly out
of any
any moneys
moneys appropriated
appropriated or

Payment of judgments.
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allotted for the maintenance
maintenance and operation of the Panama
Panama Canal.
"Except
Prohibition on cerProhibition
"Except as otherwise provided
provided in the next preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph tain
damage
actions.
damage actions.
of this section, no action for damages for injuries
in connecconnecinjuries arising
arising in
tion with the operation
operation of the Canal and by reason
reason of the presence
presence
of a
a vessel in the waters of the Canal Zone shall lie in any court
against the United States or the Panama
Panama Canal,
Canal, or against
officer
against any
any officer
Proviso.
ProvBo.
or employee of the Panama Canal: Provided,
nothing
Provided, however, That nothing
Liability of employemployin this section shall be construed
construed to prevent
prevent or prohibit
outside
prohibit actions
actions ees for acts outside
scope of employment.
scope
against
against officers or employees of the Panama
Panama Canal for damages
damages for
for
injuries resulting from acts of such officers or
outside the
the
or employees
employees outside
scope of their employment and not in line
with their
their duties, or
from
line with
or from
acts of such officers or employees committed
performed with
intent
committed or performed
with intent
to injure
injure the person
person or property
property of another."
another."
47 Stat. 812.
SEC. 2. That chapter 14 of title 2
2 of the Canal
Canal Zone Code, which
48 IL S.C.
S. C. iIli 1323a48U.
1323achapter now consists of sections 271 to 275 of said title 2,
hereby 1325.
2, is hereby
1325.
amended so as to read as follows:
amended
follows:
Canal Zone Postal
"271. MAINTENANCE
AND OPERATION
CANAL ZONE
ZONE POSTAL
POSTAL
"271.
MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATION OF
OF THE.
THE CANAL
Service.
sERICE.-The Postal Service of the Canal Zone
sEuvicz.—The
Zone shall be
governed,
be governed
Laws, rules,
rules, regularegulaLaws,
tions, etc.
except as otherwise provided in the Canal Zone Code, by such of
a tions,
the laws, rules, regulations,
of the
Postal Service
regulations, and conventions
conventions of
the Postal
Service
of the United States as
terms apply
Canal Zone
Zone and
and
as by their
their terms
apply in
in the Canal
by such additional
additional laws, rules,
rules, and
and regulations
regulations of
of the
the Postal
Service
Postal Service
Governor of the Panama
of the United States as the Governor
Panama Canal shall by
applicable to conditions
in the
the
regulation determine to be applicable
conditions existing in
additional rules
rules and
and
Canal Zone. The Governor may
may prescribe
prescribe such
such additional
regulations
as are
are necessary
the maintenance
and operation
operation of
regulations as
necessary for
for the
maintenance and
of the
the
Canal Zone Postal Service.
"The Governor of the Panama
authorized—
Panama Canal
Canal is
is authorizedMaintenanceof post"a. To maintain
maintain and operate
operate a
Canal Zone,
Zone, alMaintenanceof
a postal service in the
the Canal
service.
including a
a money-order
money-order system, a
aparcel-post
parcel-post system, a
postal-sava postal-savings system, and such other services
services as may be necessary
necessary or convenient in connection
connection with the postal service;
service;
Post offices.
offices.
"b. To establish and discontinue
offices ;
discontinue post offices;
Postage
Postage rates.
rates.
"c. To prescribe the postage rates:
"c.
rates: Provied,
however, That the
Provided, howwever,
the Proviso.
Presses.
Mail
exchanged
Mail
exchanged
United States domestic postage
postage rates shall
shall be applicable
to
regular
applicable to regular with U.
U. S.
mail exchanged
exchanged with the United States; and
and
Postage
stamps, etc.
etc.
Postage
stamps,
"d. To prescribe
prescribe the postage stamps and other
paper
other stamped paper
which shall be used in such service.
service.
Caoss
ItErmaxxcEsS
CBaoss ItEBraNa
Extension
Canal Zone
Zone of
Extension to
to Canal
of United
States laws
and regulations defining
United States
laws and
crimes against
against the
crimes
the postal
postal service,
see title
title 5, section
section 111.
service, see
111.
For the
the laws
laws of
of the
the Postal
For
Postal Service
of the
see U.
U. S.
S. Code,
Service of
the United
United States,
States, see
Code,
title 39.
title
"272.
DEFRAYING EXPENSES
"272. DEFRAYING
EXPENSES FROM
FROM REVENUE
REVENUE SO
AS POSSIBLE.—The
0OFAR AS
POSSIBLE.-The
expenses of operating
operating the Canal Zone postal
postal service
shall be defrayed
defrayed,
service shall
so far as possible, from the revenue derived therefrom,
therefrom, the
the use of
which for that purpose is
is authorized.
authorized.
ACCEPTANCE OF POSTAL-SAVINGS
POSTAL-SAVINGS DEPOSrIT.-Such
"273. ACCEPTANCE
DEPOSITS.--SlICh of the
the post
post
offices of the Canal Zone as may be designated by
are
by the
the Governor
Governor are
hereby
regulations as the Governor
hereby authorized, under such regulations
Governor may
prescribe,
prescribe, to receive postal-savings deposits, and to issue therefor
therefor
postal-savings
certificates in the form to be prescribed
postal-savings certificates
prescribed by the
the
Governor.
ON POSTALSAVINGS
"274. RATE
RATE OF INTEREST ON
POsTAL-SAFINGs czansicATzs.—PostalCETIFICATEs.-Postalsavings certificates
certificates issued as provided
chapter shall
bear
provided in this chapter
shall bear
interest at such rate, not exceeding
exceeding 3
shall
3 per centum per annum, as shall
be established
established by the President.
President.

Defraying expenses
Defraying
expenses
revenue.
from postal
postal revenue.

AcceptanceofpostalAceeptanceofpostalsavings deposits.
savings

Issuance of postalIssuance
savings certificates
certificates.
savings

Rate of Interst.
interest.
Rate
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United States
United
States
"275.
OF UNITED
UNITED STATES
PLEDGED TO
TO PAYMENT
DEPOSITS.-"275. FAITH
FAITH OP
STATES PLEDGED
PAYMENT OF
OF DEPOSITS.—
pledged to
pledged
payment
to payment
of
deposits.
The faith
of the
the United
United States
to the
payment of
of postalpostalof depoits.
The
faith of
States is
is pledged
pledged to
the payment
certificates issued
as provided
provided in
this chapter,
chapter, with
with accrued
accrued
savings certificates
issued as
in this
interest thereon, in the same
manner as
such faith
faith is
pledged by
by law
law
same manner
as such
is pledged
with respect to
postal-savings depository
depository offices
to deposits
deposits made
made in
in postal-savings
offices in
in
the
States.
the United
United States.
Control
of moneyControl of
money"276.
CONTROL OF
MONEY-ORDER AND
FUNDS.-The
"276. CONTROL
OF MONEY-ORDER
AND POSTAL-SAVINGS
POSTAL-SAVINGS FUNDS.—The
order and
postal-savorder
and postal-savings
funds.
ings funds.
funds
the issuance
issuance of
orders and
and postal-savings
postal-savings
funds received
received from
from the
of money
money orders
certificates by the Canal
Canal Zone postal service shall
shall be
b
,
e under
under the
certificates
the
control of the Governor.
Deposit
of funds
in
Deposit of
funds in
"277.
"277. DEPOSIT
OF MONEY-ORDER
MONEY-ORDER AND
AND POSTAL-SAVINGS
POSTAL-SAVINGS FUNDS
FUNDS IN
IN
DEPOSIT OF
U. S.Treasury.
S. Treasury.
U.
UNIED
Governor is authorized
authorized to cause to
UNITED STATES
STATES TREAsURY.-The
TREASURY.—The Governor
deposited in the
be deposited
the United
United States Treasury
safekeeping but
but
Treasury for safekeeping
subject to his control
control all or any part of the
the funds,
funds, including
including interest
interest
thereon, received
received from the
money orders and
postalthereon,
the issuance
issuance of
of money
and postalWithdrawal.
Withdrawal.
savings
savings certificates, and such funds
funds or any part
part thereof
thereof may
may be
be withwithdrawn from time to time
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed
drawn
time under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
Governor..
by the
the Governor..
Deposit of funds iin
n
"278. DEPOSIT
OF MONEY-ORDER
AND POSTAL-SAVINGS
POSTAL-SAVINGS FUNDS
FUNDS IN
IN BANKS;
BANKS;
MONEY-ORDER AND
DEPOSIT OF
"278.
Deposit of funds
banks.
SECURITY.--The Secretary
swum-E.—The
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized to
designate one or more national-banking
national-banking associations to
to be
deposibe depositories, under
under such regulations
regulations as may
may be prescribed
prescribed by him, of funds
funds
received from the issuance of money
money orders and
cerand postal-savings
postal-savings cerSecurity for
for safeSepuilty
safe- tificates, including interest therefrom,
and
is
hereby
directed
to
therefrom,
hereby
t
o
keeping,
etc., of
keeping, etc.,
of funds
funds
deposited.
deposited.
require the
require
designated to
give satisfactory
satisfactory security,
security,
the associations
associations thus
thus designated
to give
by the deposit of United States
States bonds
bonds or otherwise,
otherwise, for the safeand
keeping and prompt payment of the funds deposited with them, and
authorized to
such security
security a
may be
be
such associations
associations are
are authorized
to give
give such
ass may
required. All pledges of securities heretofore
heretofore made for the safekeeping and prompt payment of any such funds are
hereby ratified,
ratifi ed,
are hereby
approved, and
and validated.
approved,
validated.
Investment
of funds
279. INVESTMNT
E
OF MONEY-ORDER
FUNDS IN
I
N
inesitent~offs
"279.
n
INVESTMENT
OF
MONEY-ORDER AND
AND POSTAL-SAVINGS
POSTAL-SAVINGS FUNDS
in
U.
S. securities.
in
U. S.
securities.
sECURITIES
THE Thirrtai
UNITED STATES.-The
SECURITIES OF
OF THE
STATES.—The Governor
is hereby
hereby authorauthorGovernor is
ized to invest all or any part of the funds referred
referred to in the two
preceding
securities of the United States
preceding sections in bonds or other
other securities
and to deposit such securities with the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United
States for safekeeping,
safekeeping, and to sell such securities, or any part of
of
them,
them when such sale is necessary
necessary or desirable
desirable in the interest
interest of the
Prior advice
advice of
Sec- postal service.
making such
purchases or
or sales
of securities,
Prior
of Se
service. Before making
such purchases
sales of
securities,
retary
of the Treasury.
retyotheTreasury- the Governor shall request
request the advice
advice of the Secretary
Secretary of the
Treasury.
Use
Use of
of interest
interest and
and
"280.
OF INTEREST
INTEREST AND
PROFITS ON
MONEY-ORDER AND
"280. USE
USE OF
AND PROFITS
ON MONEY-ORDER
AND POSTALPOSTALprofits.
SAVINGS FUNDS.-The
deposit
FUNDS.—The interest
interest and profits received
received from the deposit
in banks or the investment, as provided
provided in this chapter,
chapter, of moneyorder and postal-savings
postal-savings funds shall form aa part of the Canal Zone
postal revenues
revenues and shall be available
available to pay the interest on postalsavings certificates, the expenses
expenses of operating
operating the Canal Zone postal
the losses which are chargeable
chargeable to the said service.
service.
Application of fore- service, and
gopiarotion
of foreAPPLICATION OF FOREGOING
FOREGOING PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS TO
"281. APPLICATION
To DEPOSIT
DEPOSIT MONEY
MONEY
going
provisions
to
deposit
deposit money
money orders.
orders. ORDERs.-All
provisions of
of this
chapter relating
oRnERs.—All the
the provisions
this chapter
relating to postal-savings
postal-savings
certificates
therefrom, including interest, shall
certificates and the funds received
received therefrom,
apply equally to money orders issued in lieu of postal-savings
postal-savings certificates prior to the effective date of this Act, and to the funds
funds received
received
therefrom, including
including interest."
interest."
SEc.
section 843 of title 5
5 of the Canal Zone
SEC. 3.
3. That
That section
Zone Code is
amended
so as
as to
to read
as
follows:
amended
so
read
as
follows:
Placing signs on
biMdsog
stBigns o
"843. PLACING
lands at structures.
PLACING SIGNS
STRUCTURES IN
ZONE.SIGNS ON
ON LANDS
LANDS OR STRUCTURES
IN CANAL
CANAL ZONE.
The Governor
of the
Canal is
The
Governor of
the Panama
Panama Canal
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to make
make
rules and regulations
regulations in respect to the construction
construction or placing of
signs, bills, posters, or other advertising
advertising devices on any lands, build-
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ings, or other structures
structures in the Canal Zone. Any person who shall
shall
violate any provision
provision of such rules and regulations
regulations shall be
be punished
by aa fine of not more than $25,
$25, or by imprisonment
imprisonment in jail for
not
for not
more than ten days, or by both; and every
every day that any such adveradvertising device shall remain upon such lands or structures,
structures, in violation
violation
of such rules and regulations, shall constitute
constitute a
aseparate
separate offense."
offense."
6 of the Canal Zone Code is
SEC. 4. That section 125 of title 6
is
amended
amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
"125. PROCEEDINGS
GUILTY.-If
PROCEEDINGS ON PLEA
PLEA OF
or GUILTY.
—If the defendant
defendant pleads
pleads
guilty, the magistrate
magistrate may hear testimony
testimony to determine
the gravity
determine the
gravity
of the offense and, within twenty-four
after such
twenty-four hours after
such plea or hearing
hearing
of testimony, shall render
judgment as to the punishment
render judgment
to be
be
punishment to
imposed."
imposed."
SEC. 5. That section 521 of title 6
6 of the Canal Zone
Zone Code is
amended so as to read as follows:
follows:
"521. WARRANT
WARRANT FOR
FOR EXECUTION
EXECUTION OF
"521.
OF JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT OF DEATH;
DEATH; TIME
TIME OF
OF
ExECUITIoN.-When
EXECUTION.—When judgment
judgment of death is
rendered, a
warrant signed
is rendered,
a warrant
signed
by the judge and attested by the clerk, under the seal of the court,
must be drawn
drawn and delivered
marshal. It
state the
the condelivered to
to the
the marshal.
It must
must state
conviction and judgment, and appoint
appoint a
a day on
which judgment
is to
to
on which
judgment is
be executed,
executed, which must
less than
ninety nor
one
must be
be not
not less
than ninety
nor more
more than
than one
hundred
hundred and twenty days from the
time of
and must
must direct
direct
the time
of judgment,
judgment, and
the marshal to deliver the defendant, within
days from
from the
the time
time
within ten
ten days
of judgment, to the warden
warden of the penitentiary,
penitentiary, for execution."
execution."
SEC. 6. That this Act shall take effect sixty
sixty days
days after
after the
the date
date of
of
its enactment.
Approved, June 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 359]

AN ACT
ACT

1 of the Act providing punishment
To amend section 1
punishment for the
assaulting
the killing
killing or assaulting
of
of Federal
Federal officers.
officers.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by
and House
United States of America
America in
That section
of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
section 1
1 of
the Act of May 18, 1934 (ch. 299, 48 Stat. 780),
as amended
amended (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
780) as
C.,
title 18, sec. 253),
hereby, amended
253), be, and it
it is hereby,
amended to
to read
as follows:
read as
follows:
kill, as defined
"That whoever shall kill,
in sections
and 274
274 of
defined in
sections 273
273 and
of the
the
Criminal Code,
Code, any United States marshal
or deputy
United States
States
marshal or
deputy United
marshal or person employed
employed to assist
assist a
or
a United
United States
States marshal
marshal or
deputy United States
or employee
of the
the Federal
Federal
States marshal, any
any officer
officer or
employee of
Bureau
Department of Justice,
Bureau of Investigation
Investigation of the Department
post-office
Justice, post-office
inspector,
inspector, Secret Service operative,
operative, any officer
officer or enlisted man of
of the
the
Coast Guard,
Guard, any employee
United States
or correccorrecemployee of
of any
any United
States penal
penal or
tional institution, any officer,
officer, employee,
employee, agent,
or other
other person
person in
the
agent, or
in the
service of the customs or of the
revenue, any
any immigrant
immigrant
the internal
internal revenue,
inspector or any immigration
immigration patrol
inspector
patrol inspector,
inspector, any
employee
any officer
officer or
or employee
Agriculture or
of the Department of Agriculture
or of
of the
of the
the Department
Department of
the
Interior designated
designated by
Agriculture or
or the
the Secretary
by.the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Secretary
of the Interior
any Act
Interior to enforce any
Congress for
the protection,
protection,
Act of
of Congress
for the
preservation, or restoration
preservation,
restoration of game and
and other wild
and anianiwild birds and
of the
mals, any officer or employee
employee of
Service, any
any
the National
National Park
Park Service,
officer or employee of, or assigned
officer
assigned to
to duty in, the
the field
of the
the
field service
service of
Division of Grazing of the Department
Department of the
or any
any
the Interior,
Interior, or
employee of the Indian field
officer or employee
service of
of the
States,
field service
the United
United States,
while engaged in the performance
performance of his official
official duties,
duties, or
or on
account
on account
performance of his official duties,
of the performance
duties, shall
be punished
punished as
as proshall be
provided under
Criminal Code."
under section 275 of the Criminal
Code."
Approved, June
Approved,
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
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Punishment.
Punishment.

47
47

Stat.
882.
Stat. 882.

Proceedings
Proceedin
gs
on
plea
on plea
of guilty.
guilty.
of

Warrant
Warrant for
for execuexecution
tion of
of jud
gment of
of
judgment
death;;time
death
time of
of execuexecution.
tion.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

June 13,
13, 1940
1940
June
[H. R.
R. 7019]
7019]
[H.

[Public,
No. 627]
[Public, No.
627]

18
18 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V.§
I253.
253.
V,
Punishment for
for killPunishment
Federal officers.
officers.
ing Federal
18 U.
U. S.
18
. C.. §§ 452,
453.

18 U. S.
S. C.. I454.
454.
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PUBLIC
13, 1940
[CHAPTER 360]
3601
[CHAPTER

lime 13, 1940
June
1940
3
[H.
R. 9700]
9700]
[H.R.
[Public, No. 628]

[54 STAT.
STA.T.

ACT
AN ACT

To
amend the
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
amended, and
other
To amend
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
as amended,
and for
for other
purposes.
purposes.

Be
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That paragraph
paragraph
United States
States of
of America
America in
(3)
(C) of
of section
section 301
Adjustment Act
Act of
of
(3) (C)
301 (b)
(b) of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
amended, is amended
inserting after the
comma following
following
1938, as
as amended,
amended by
by inserting
the comma
"calendar year
the following:
following: "except
that
the words "calendar
year then current"
current" the
"except that
it
shall not
not include
include any
tobacco of
the 1939
and 1940
1940
it shall
any amount
amount of
of such
such tobacco
of the
1939 and
Secretary determines
temporarily .in
in the
crops which
which the
the Secretary
determines is
is stored
stored temporarily
the
United States
States because
because of
of war
or other
other unusual
conditions delaying
delaying the
the
United
war or
unusual conditions
normal exportation
exportation thereof,
thereof, and".
and".
Proclamation
Proclamation of toSEc. 2.
subsection (a)
(a) of
section 312
312 of
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural
SEC.
2. That
That subsection
of section
bacco marketing
marketing
quota; increase.
Adjustment Act
Act of
1938, as
amended, is
amended by
by striking
striking out
out the
the
Adjustment
of
1938,
as
amended,
is
amended
52 Stat. 46; 53 Stat.
figure
the last
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the figure
figure
figure "10"
"10" in
in the
last sentence
sentence and
1261.
7
S. C.,
C., Snpp.
Supp. V,
V,
7 U. S.
"20",
out the
period at
at the
the end
end of
of the
the last
last sentence
sentence
"20", and by striking
striking out
the period
(a).
§ 1312 (a).
and
inserting in
the following:
"or to
and inserting
in lieu thereof
thereof aa comma
comma and the
following: "or
to
avoid
undue restriction
marketings in
in adjusting
the total
total supply
supply to
to
avoid undue
restriction of
of marketings
adjusting the
level."
the reserve
reserve supply
supply level."
National marketing
National
SEc.
(c) of
312 of
of the
SEC. 3.
3. That
That subsection
subsection (c)
of section
section 312
the Agricultural
Agricultural
referendum.
quota, referendum.
52 Stat. 48.
46.
Adjustment
of
1938,
amended, is
amended by
thereto
Adjustment
Act
of
1938,
as
amended,
is
amended
by
adding thereto
77U. S. C., Supp. V,
the
following: "In
referendum
the Secretary shall
shall also
the following:
"In the
the same
same
meSecretary
referendum the
1312 (c).
also
1312(c).
Tobacco marketing
marketing
Tobacco
farmers the question
question of
they favor
favor tobacco
tobacco
submit to such farmers
of whether
whether they
quotas for3-yearperiod.
for3-yearperiod. submit
years, beginning
beginning with
the
marketing quotas for
for aa period
period of
of three
three years,
with the
Effect of vote.
vote
marketing year
next following.
following. If
If two-thirds
farmers voting
marketing
year next
two-thirds of the farmers
question favor
favor marketing
marketing quotas for
three-year period,
on this question
for aathree-year
period, the
Secretary shall proclaim
marketing quotas
Secretary
proclaim marketing
quotas for such period,
period, and,
beginning on
on the
the first day
day of the
the marketing
marketing year
year next following
following and
and
continuing throughout
throughout the
so proclaimed,
proclaimed, aanational
national marketing
marketing
continuing
the period
period so
quota shall be in effect for the tobacco
tobacco marketed
marketed during
during each marketmarketing year in said period
period unless amendments
made in
in the
the provisions
provisions
amendments are made
for determining
determining farm
farm allotments
allotments so as to cause
revision of
of
cause material
material revision
such allotments before the end of such period.
period. If
If more
more than onethird of the farmers voting on this question
question oppose
oppose marketing
marketing quotas
quotas
for the three-year
three-year period,
results shall
by the
period, such
such results
shall be proclaimed
proclaimed by
the
Secretary-and quotas for aa longer period than one
one year shall not
not be
be
in
wise affect
affect or
th e p
roc l
ama in effect,
effect, but such result shall
shall in no
no wise
or limit
limit the
proclamation and submission to aa referendum,
referendum, as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this
section, of a
marketing quota for
marketing year
a national marketing
for any marketing
year
thereafter."
thereafter."
62 Stat. 47.
47.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. That subsection (a)
(a) of section 313 of the Agricultural
Agricultural
7
U. S. C., Supp. V,
7 U.
V,
1313
(a).
1313 (a).
Adjustment
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended,
amended by striking
striking out
out
amended,
is
amended
Apportionment
Apportionment of
thereafter which follow the words >'such
such
national
marketing the colon and all the words thereafter
national
quota.
five-year period"
period" and
an d th
and inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof aa period
period and
thee
Limitation on refollowing:
"Notwithstanding any other
following: "Notwithstanding
other provision
provision of this section
section and
and
duction.
duction.
section 312, except the
in subsection
(g) of
of thi
sec ti on
the provisions in
subsection (g)
thiss section
relating to reduction
reduction of allotments,
allotments, for any of the
the three
three marketing
marketing
Tears,
to 1943-1944,
1943-1944, in
in whi
ch a
na ti ona lmarketing
mark
et i
ng quota
years, 1941-1942
1941-1942 to
which
a national
quota
is i
in
n effect for burley or flue-cured
flue-cured tobacco, such national marketing
marketing
quota shall not be reduced below the 1940-1941 national marketing
marketing
Determination
of quota by
Determination
of
10
the
farm-acreage
allotments
more
than
per
centum
and
farm-acreage
farm --acreage
acreage allot(other than allotments established
ments.
established in each
each year
year under
under subsection
subsection (g)
(
g) of
of
this section
section for farms on which no tobacco was produced in the last five
- years)
shall be
be determined
by i
ncreas i
ng or
or decreasing
decreasi
ng the
years) shall
determined by
increasing
the farm-acrefarm-acreage allotments
allotments established
established in the last preceding year in which marketing quotas were m
in effect
effect in the same ratio as such
such national marketing
marketing

Agricultural
AdjustAgriculturalAdjust1938,
ment Act of 1938,
amendments.
amendments.
"Carry-over" of to"Carry-over"
bacco defined.
52 Stat. 39.
7
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
7U.S.
C Supp.V,
(C).
1301 (b)
(b) (C).

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

13, 1940
1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS.-CH.
SESS .-CH.360-JUNE
360-JUNE 13,

quota is increased
nuot9
increased or decreased above or below the last preceding
preceding
national
national marketing quota: Provided,
Provided, That in the case of flue-cured
flue-cured
tobacco
tobacco no allotment shall be decreased
decreased below the 1940 allotment if
such allotment
allotment was two acres or less, and in the case of burley
burley tobacco
tobacco
allotment shall be decreased
decreased below
no allotment
below the 1939 allotment if such
such
allotment was one-half acre or less, or below the 1940 allotment
allotment if
if
such .allotment was over one-half
one-half acre
acre and not over one acre: And
And
provided
further, That an additional
additional acreage
provided further,
per
acreage not in excess of 22per
centum of the total acreage allotted
allotted to all farms in each State in
1940 shall be allotted by the local committees,
committees, without regard
regard to the
ratio aforesaid,
aforesaid, among farms in the State in accordance
accordance with regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary so as to establish allotments
allotments which
which
the committees
committees find will be
be fair and equitable
equitable in relation to the
the past
past
acreage
diverted);;land, labor, and equipacreage of tobacco (harvested and diverted)
ment available for the production of tobacco;
tobacco; and crop-rotation
crop-rotation
practices."
practices."
S
EC. 5. That section 314 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act of
of
SEC.
amended by inserting
1938, as amended,
amended, is amended
inserting "(a)"
"(a)" immediately
immediately before
the first word therein and by adding at the end of the section
section the
following: "If any producer
producer falsely
falsely identifies or fails to account for
for
the disposition
disposition of any tobacco,
tobacco, an amount
amount of tobacco
tobacco equal to the
normal yield of the number of acres
acres harvested
harvested in excess
excess of the farmacreage
allotment shall be deemed
deemed to have been marketed
marketed in excess of
of
acreage allotment
the marketing quota for the farm, and
and the penalty
penalty in respect
respect thereof
thereof
producer. Tobacco
Tobacco carried
shall be paid and remitted
remitted by the producer.
carried over by
the producer
producer thereof from one marketing
marketing year to another
another may be
marketed without payment
payment of the penalty
penalty imposed
imposed by this
section if
if
this section

the total
total amount
of tobacco
for marketing
farm
the
amount of
tobacco available
available for
marketing from
from the
the farm
in
the marketing
marketing year
year from
from which
carried over
over did
did not
the tobacco
tobacco is
is carried
not
in the
which the
exceed
the farm
farm marketing
marketing quota
quota established
established for
for the
the farm
farm for
for such
such
exceed the
marketing
which would
would have
have been
been established
established if
if marketing
marketing
marketing year
year (or
(or which
quotas
had been
in effect
for such
or if
if the
the tobacco
tobacco
year), or
been in
effect for
such marketing
marketing year),
quotas had
so
carried over
over does
exceed the normal production
that number
number
not exceed
production of that
so carried
does not.
of
by which
acreage of
of tobacco
the calendar
which the
the harvested
harvested acreage
tobacco in
in the
calendar
of acres
acres by
year
in which
the marketing
year begins
than the
the farmmarketing year
begins is
is less
less than
farmyear in
which the
acreage
which
in aa calendar
calendar year in which
allotment. Tobacco
Tobacco produced
produced in
acreage allotment.
marketing
quotas are
the marketing
marketing year
year beginning
beginning
effect for
for the
marketing quotas
are in
in effect
therein
shall be
be subject
quotas even
even though
marketed
it is
is marketed
therein shall
subject to
to such
such quotas
though it
prior
the date
such marketing
year begins.
marketing year
begins.
prior to
to the
date on
on which
which such
"(b) The
The Secretary
Secretary shall
collection of
the penalty
penalty upon
upon a
a
shall require
require collection
of the
"(b)
proportion of
of tobacco
tobacco marketed
marketed from
from the farm equal
equal to
proportion
of each lot of
the
proportion which
which the
available for
for marketing
marketing from
from the
the
the tobacco
tobacco available
the proportion
farm in
excess of
the farm
marketing quota
amount of
of
total amount
farm marketing
quota is of the total
in excess
of the
farm
tobacco
available for
marketing from
farm if
if satisfactory
proof
from the
the farm
satisfactory proof
for marketing
tobacco available
is not
not furnished
furnished as
to the
to be
be made
tobacco
made of
of such
such excess
excess tobacco
as to
the disposition
disposition to
is
prior to
to the
of any
any tobacco
tobacco from
farm. All funds
from the
the farm.
prior
the marketing
marketing of
collected pursuant
section shall
deposited in
in aa special
special
to this
this section
shall be
be deposited
collected
pursuant to
deposit account
United States
States until
until the
the
the United
with the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
deposit
account with
end of
of the
the marketing
marketing year
next succeeding
which the
the funds
funds
that in
in which
succeeding that
year next
end
are
collected, and
upon certification
certification by
by the
there shall
be
Secretary there
shall be
the Secretary
and upon
are collected,
paid out
of such
special deposit
deposit account
to persons
by the
the
persons designated
designated by
account to
out of
such special
paid
Secretary the
the amount
amount by
by which
which the
penalty collected
collected exceeds
exceeds the
the
the penalty
Secretary
amount
marketed in
in excess
excess of the farm
penalty due
due upon tobacco
tobacco marketed
amount of penalty
marketing
farm. Such
Such special
special account
account shall
shall be
be adminadminquota for
for any
any farm.
marketing quota
istered by
by the
Secretary, and
and the
for, the
of, and
the
and the
basis for,
the amount
amount of,
the basis
istered
the Secretary,
person
to receive
payment from
from such
detersuch account,
account, when
when deterreceive aa payment
person entitled
entitled to
mined in
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary,
by the
the Secretary,
with regulations
in accordance
accordance with
mined
be final and
and conclusive."
shall
conclusive."
shall be
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Limitation on dedeLimitation
crease of
allotments.
crease
of allotments.

Allotment of addiAllotment
tional acreage.
tional
acreage.

48.
52 Stat. 48.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
77U. S.
1314.
Penalties.
Penalties.
False identification,
False
identification,
etc.,
tobacco by
by
etc., of tobacco
producer.

Tobacco carried
carried
Tobacco
over.

Designated tobacco
Designated
subject to quotas.
quotas.

Collection
penalt y.
C olloction of penalt

Deposit of
of funds
funds in
in
Deposit
special account.

Payments.
Payments.

Adminictration.
Administration.
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52 Stat. 65.
77U. S.. C., Supp. V,
§
§ 1373 (a).
Failure
remedy
Failure to remedy
violation, additional
additional
fine.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Maximum fine.
Service of notice
Service
notice of
of
violation.
violation.

S
EC. 6.
6. That
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 373
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural
SEC.
That subsection
373 of
Adjustment Act
of 1938,
amended, is
is amended
amended by
by striking
striking out
out
Adjustment
Act of
1938, as
as amended,
the
at the
of such
and inserting
lieu thereof
the period
period at
the end
end of
such subsection
subsection and
inserting in
in lieu
thereof
adding the
following: "and
"and any
tobacco wareaa semicolon
semicolon and
and by
by adding
the following:
any tobacco
warehouseman
remedy such
making a
a
houseman or
or dealer
dealer who
who fails
fails to
to remedy
such violation
violation by
by making
complete and
and accurate
report or
keeping a
a complete
complete and
and accurate
accurate
complete
accurate report
or keeping
record
subsection within
days after
record as
as required
required by
by this
this subsection
within fifteen
fifteen days
after notice
notice
to
him of
violation shall
shall be
be subject
to an
an additional
additional fine
to him
of such
such violation
subject to
fine of
of
thousand pounds
pounds of
of tobacco,
or fraction
fraction thereof,
thereof,
$100 for
for each
each ten
ten thousand
tobacco, or
bought
or sold
sold by
by him
him after
such violation:
violation: Provided,
bought or
after the
the date
date of
of such
Provided,
That
notice of
of such
such violation
violation
That such
such fine
fine shall
shall not exceed
exceed $5,000;
$5,000; and
and notice
shall
be served
upon the
or dealer
dealer by
by mailing
shall be
served upon
the tobacco
tobacco warehouseman
warehouseman or
mailing
the
same to
to him
registered mail
or by
by posting
posting the
the same
same at
at any
any
the same
him by
by registered
mail or
established place
busmess operated
place of business
operated by him,
him, or both."
both."
Approved, June
June 13, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 3641
[CHAPTER
364]

June 14
14, 1940
June

[H. R. 8026]
8026
[Public, No. 629]

Navy.
Increase in authorauthorIncrease
ized composition
composition in
in
under-age vessels.
vessels.
34 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§498-498k.
V,
I§498-498k.
Post, P.
p. 779.
Post.
Aircraft carriers.
carriers.

Cruisers.

Submarines.
Submarines.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Variance of tonnage.
Variance

Descriptive terms.
Descriptive

Construction.
S. C. §§
Hi 494-34 U. 8.
494497;
V, §
1 496.
497; Supp. V.

Acquisition,
etc., of
Acquisition, etc.,
naval airplanes
airplanes and
lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air craft.
Post, pp. 400, MO.
Post,
780.

Acquisition, etc., of
Acquisition,
auxiliary vessels.
auxiliary

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT

To establish
establish the
the composition
of the
the United
to authorize
authorize the
the conconcomposition of
United States
States Navy,
Navy, to
To
struction of
certain naval
naval vessels,
vessels, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
of certain
struction

it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
United States of America in Congress
authorUnited
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the authorStates Navy
as
ized composition
composition of the
the United
United States
Navy in
in under-age
under-age vessels as
established by the Act
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 401),
hereby
Act of May
May 17,
17, 1938
401), is
is hereby
further increased by one hundred
sixty-seven thousand
thousand tons,
hundred and sixty-seven
tons, as
follows:
(a) Aircraft
Aircraft carriers,
carriers, seventy-nine
seventy-nine thousand
tons,
(a)
thousand five
five hundred
hundred tons,
making a
of two
two hundred
hundred and
a total authorized under-age
under-age tonnage
tonnage of
and
fifty-four thousand
thousand five
hundred tons.
fifty-four
five hundred
(b) Cruisers, sixty-six
sixty-six thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred tons,
tons, making
making a
total
a total
authorized
authorized under-age
tonnage of four hundred
seventy-nine
under-age tonnage
hundred and seventy-nine
thousand and twenty-four
twenty-four tons.
(c)
Submarines, twenty-one
thousand tons, making
making a
atotal
author(c) Submarines,
twenty-one thousand
total authorunder-age tonnage of one hundred
hundred and two thousand nine
ized under-age
hundred and fifty-six tons: Provided,
Provided, That the foregoing
foregoing total tonnage for aircraft
and submarines
may be
be varied
v ari ed
aircraft carriers
carriers, cruisers, and
submarines may
by thirty-three thousand four hundred tons in the aggregate
aggregate so long
long
as the sum of the total tonnages
tonnages of these classes
classes as authorized
authorized herein
herein
exceeded: Provided
further, That the terms used in this or
is not exceeded:
Provided further,
or
any other Act to describe
describe vessels
vessels of designated
designated classes shall not be
understood as limited or controlled by definitions
understood
definitions contained
contained in any
any
treaty which is not now in force.
SEC. 2. The President
President of the United States is hereby
SEc.
hereby authorized
authorized
to construct such
including replacements
replacement
s authorized
authorized by
the
such vessels,
vessels, including
by the
Act of March 27, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 503),
503), as may be necessary
necessary to
provide the total under-age
under-age composition authorized
of
authorized in section 1
1 of
this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The President of the United
United States is hereby authorized
authorized to
acquire or construct naval airplanes,
craft and
and
airplanes, and lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air craft,
spare parts and equipment,
equipment, as may
may be necessary
and
necessary to provide
provide and
maintain the number of useful
usPful naval
naval airplanes
airplanes at aatotal of not
not more
than four thousand
thousand five hundred, including five hundred
hundred airplanes
airplanes
for the Naval Reserve;
Reserve; and the number
number of useful nonrigid lighterthan-air craft at aatotal of
more than eighteen.
than-air
of not
not more
eighteen.
SEC. 4. The President of the United States is hereby
SEC.
hereby further
further authorauthorized to acquire and convert
convert or to undertake
undertake the construction
construction of
of
seventy-five thousand tons of auxiliary
auxiliary vessels
seventy-five
vessels of such size, type, and
design as he may
consider best
may consider
best suited for the purposes of national
national

defense.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

CONG., 3D SESS.-CH.
76TH CONG.,
SESS .-CH.364-JUNE
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1940
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SEC.
S
EC. 5. There
There is hereby authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.
money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not otherwise appro- thorized.
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the purposes of
priated, such sums as may be necessary
of
Shipbuilding ways,
$35,000,000 for shipbuilding
this Act, including not to exceed
exceed $35,000,000
shipbuilding ways, etc.Shipbuilding
shipbuilding docks, and essential
shipbuilding
essential equipment
equipment and facilitie
atnaval
nava l
facilitiess at
establishments
equipping any
herein or heretoestablishments for building or equipping
any ship, herein
Equipment,
Equipment, etc.,
etc., for
for
fore authorized,
authorized, and, in addition, not to exceed
exceed $6,000,000
$6,000,000 for essential
essential production
of armor,
equipment and facilities at either private
equipment
private or naval
establishments for
for etc.
naval establishments
Proviso.
the production
armament: Provided,
equipment
production of armor or armament:
Provided, That equipment
Disposition when
when
Disposition
and facilities
facilities procured
procured for the production
longer required.
required.
production of armor or armament
armament no longer
pursuant to the authority contained
contained herein may be leased, sold, or
or
otherwise disposed of, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
when no longer required
required for use under naval contract.
Allocation and con.
Allocation
con.
SEC.
allocation and contracts
construction of the vessels tracts
S
EC. 6. The allocation
contracts for construction
for construcetc.
tion, etc.
herein authorized as well as the procurement
procurement and construction
construction of air- tion,
planes and spare parts, shall be in accordance
accordance with the terms and
and
S. C. §§
g§ 49434 U. S.
494March 27, 1934 (48 Stat. 503),
503), 497;
conditions provided by the Act of March
497; Supp. V, §
496.
§ 496.
amended.
as amended.
Under-age vessels.
vessels.
SEC.
categories shall hereafter
SEc. 7. Vessels of the following categories
hereafter be
deemed under age until the number of
elapsed
deemed
of years indicated
indicated have
have elapsed
since completion:
completion: Battleships,
aircraft carriers
carriers and
and
Battleships, twenty-six
twenty-six years;
years; aircraft
cruisers, twenty years; other combatant
sixteen years;
combatant surface
surface craft, sixteen
years;
submarines, thirteen years.
submarines,
Construction,
Construction, etc.,
etc.,
SEc.
furnishing, or equipping of
of contracts
SEC. 8. The construction,
construction, alteration,
alteration, furnishing,
contracts made after
after
any naval vessel authorized
authorized by this
construction altera- June 30, 1940.
this Act,
Act, or
or the construction,
equipping of any naval
with funds from
tion, furnishing, or equipping
naval vessels with
any appropriation
contracts for which
appropriation available
available for such purposes, contracts
which
are made after June 30, 1940, shall be in accordance
accordance with the proStat. 2036.
Numbered 846,
visions of Public Law Numbered
846, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress, 49
S. C.,
C., Supp.
41 U. S.
V. 5§
g§ 35-45.
approved
course, in the judgment
approved June 30, 1936, unless such course,
judgment of the
the V,
President of the United States, should
be in
in the
the interest
interest of
of
President
should not
not be
national defense.
Modernization of
of
Modernization
SEC. 9. For the purpose of
ships designated
SEC.
of modernizing
modernizing the
the United
United States
States ships
designated ships,
ships, cost
cost
New York, Texas, and Arkansas,
Arkansas, alterations
alterations and
and repairs
repairs to such limitation.
Ante,
p. 295.
295.
Ante, p.
vessels are
hereby authorized
not to
exceed the
sum
vessels
are hereby
authorized at
at a
a total
total cost
cost not
to exceed
the sum
of $6,000,000.
$6,000,000. This sum shall be in addition
addition to
appropriation
to the
the total appropriation
expenditures
repairs and
each of
expenditures for
for repairs
and changes
changes to each
of these
these vessels as
as limlim5
U. S.
Supp. V,
V.
5 U.
8. C., Supp.
482; U.
ited by the Act of July 18, 1935 (49 Stat. 482;
U. S.
S. C., title
title 5, sec.
sec. 468a.
468a.
468a).
468a).
Fourteenth Naval
Naval
Fourteenth
S
EC. 10. The provisions of section 4
4 of the Act approved April
April District.
SEC.
a
costContracts
on
a
(53 Stat. 590,
592), shall,
25, 1939
1939 (53
590, 592),
shall, during
during the period
period of any national plus-a-flxed-fee
plus-a-fixed-fee basis.
emergency declared
declared by the
President to exist,
be applicable
applicable to naval
naval
emergency
the President
exist, be
public works and naval public utilities projects in the Fourteenth
Pr'oiso.
Proviso.
appropriations are
made or
or authorized:
authorized: ProProNaval District for
for which appropriations
are made
Amount of fixed fee,
fee,
Amount
limitation.
any limitation.
vided, That the fixed fee
fee to
to be paid
paid the
the contractor
contractor as a
a result
result of
of any
Poet, p. 677.
Post,
77.
contract entered
entered into
into under
authority contained
herein, or
or any
contract
under the
the authority
contained herein,
any
contract hereafter
hereafter entered
entered into under the authority
contained in said
said
contract
authority contained
1939, shall not exceed 6
estimated
Act of April 25, 1939,
6 per centum of the estimated
exclusive of the fee, as determined
determined by
cost of the contract, exclusive
by the
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy.
Naval Consulting
Consulting
SEC. 11. In the discretion
hereby author- Board, establishment.
SEC.
discretion of the President, there is hereby
establishment.
ized and established
established a
to
a Naval Consulting Board of seven members
members to
appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent
consent of
be appointed
of
fields of industry,
the Senate, from among eminent civilians in the fields
science, and research, to serve during the pleasure
science,
pleasure of the President.
President.
Recommendations.
Recommendations,
hereby ,.authorized
This Board is hereby
authorized to make
make recommendations
recommendations to the scope.
scope.
Secretary of
concerning the Naval EstablishSecretary
of the
the Navy m
in any
any matter
matter concerning
EstablishCompensation; exexCompensation;
members thereof
ment and the national defense. The members
thereof shall serve penses.
penses.
compensation, but shall be reimbursed
reimbursed for all expenses
expenses
without compensation,
incurred incident to their travel and employment as members
members of the
incurred
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Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

auan-

thoried.

STAT.
[54 STAT.

Board. There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
any
appropriated . out of any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, not to exceed
exceed
$25,000 to
to effectuate
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this section.
$25,000
effectuate the
section.
Approved,
June 14,
14, 1940.
Approved, June
1940.
[CHAPTER
3651
[CHAPTER 365]

June
1 15, 1940
[II.. J. Res. 367]
[Pub. Res.,
831
Res., No.
No. 8.31

[H1

Res. 3687

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
To authorize
authorize the Secretaries
Secretaries of War
War and
and of the Navy to assist the governments
governments of

American
their military
military and
and naval
establishments, and
and for
for
American republics
republics to
to increase
increase their
naval establishments,
other
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the United
United
Resolved by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Assistance to
govStates
of America
in
Congress
assembled,
(a)
President
Assistance
to
govStates
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
(a)
the
President
ernments
American
ernments of
of American
republics.
may, in
his discretion,
manufacin his
discretion, authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of War to
to manufacture
factories and
and arsenals
his jurisdiction,
or otherwise
otherwise proprounder his
jurisdiction, or
arsenals under
ture in
in factories
C
efe
and
Coast-defense
and cure,
coast-defense
and
cantiaircraft
matriel,
including ammunition
cure,
coast-defense
and
antiaircraft
materiel,
including
ammunition
antiaircraft materiel.
materiel.
antiaircraft
amnt
therefor, on behalf
government of any American
American republic;
therefor,
behalf of the government
republic; to
Testing
Testing and repairrepair- sell
such
matriel
and
ammunition
to
any
such
government;
to
sell
such
materiel
ammunition
government
to test
test
trig.
or
prove
such
materiel
and
ammunition
prior
to
sale
or
delivery
to
or prove such materiel and ammunition prior to sale or delivery to
government; to repair
on behalf
behalf of
any such
such
any such government;
repair such
such materiel
materiel on
of any
Plans,
Plans, etc.
etc.
government; and to communicate
communicate to any such
government;
such government
government plans,
plans, specispecifications,
fications, or other information
materiel and ammuniinformation relating
relating to such materiel
ammunition as may be sold to any such government.
Construction of war
(b)
President may,
may, in
in his
his discretion,
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary
war
Constructionof
(b) The
The President
discretion, authorize
vessels.
of the Navy to construct vessels of war on behalf of the government
government
Armament,
etc.
Armament, etc.
of any American republic
republic in shipyards
shipyards under
under his jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; to
to
manufacture armament
armament and equipment
manufacture
equipment for such
vessels on behalf of
of
such vessels
any such government
government in arsenals
arsenals under
sell armaunder his
his jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; to
to sell
armaAntiaircraft
Antiaircraft artilartil- ment and equipment
for
such
vessels
to
any
such
to
equipment
government;
to
lery.
ler.
manufacture antiaircraft
manufacture
antiaircraft artillery and ammunition therefor, on behalf
behalf
of any such government
government in factories
factories and arsenals under his jurisdicantiaircraft artillery and ammunition
tion; to sell antiaircraft
ammunition therefor
therefor to any
any
Testing
and repair.
Testing and
repairsuch government;
government;
such
to test or prove such vessels, armament, artillery,
ilg.
log.
·
·
ammunition, or equipment pnor
prior to sale or delivery
delivery to any
any such government;
ernment; to repair such vessels, armament, artillery, or equipment
equipment on
on
Plans, etc.
etc.
Plans,
behalf of any such government;
such
government; and to communicate
communicate to any such
government plans, specifications,
specifications, and other information
information relating to
to
such vessels of war and their armament
armament and equipment or antiairantiaircraft artillery and ammunition
nmmunition therefor,
such
therefor, as may be sold to any such
government or relating to any vessels
vessels of war which any such government may propose to construct or manufacture
manufacture within its own jurisProvisos.
Provided, That nothing
rreaty violations, diction: Provided,
nothing contained
contained herein shall be construed as
Treaty
etc.
etc.
authorizing the violation of any of the provisions
provisions of any treaty to
which the United States is or may become aaparty
party or of any established
established
No
expensetO
toU.S.;
And provided
further
cri8.
principles
precedents of
of international
international law:
orestriction
principles or
or precedents
law: And
provided further,
restriction on
credits.
restriction
on credits.
That no transaction
authorized
herein
shall
transaction authorized
result in expense to the
United States, nor involve the extension of credits by the United
United
Use
of
U.
8.
shipfurther, That
That no
no contract
contract shall
be entered
yars oft.
.n shit
States:
yards, etc.; contract
States: And
And provided
provided further,
shall be
entered into
into
restriction.
restriction.
under the terms of this joint resolution
resolution which shall interfere
interfere with
or
the United
in th
ull use
use of
ofits
i
ts shipyards,
shi pyards, arsenals,
arsenals,
or delay
delay the
United States
States in
thee f
full
munition
plants, and
and other
equipment for
for its
its own
purposes.
munition
plants,
other
equipment
own
purposes.
Information relatng to armsn
ing
arms, etc.
etc.
SEO.
transactions authorized by section
SEC. 2. In
In carrying
carrying out transactions
section 1, the
Secretary
War and
and the
the Secretary
Secret
ary of
ofthe
the Navy
Navy are
are authorized,
authorized, in
Secretary of
of War
in
their discretion
discretion and provided
provided that it be not inconsistent
inconsistent with any
any
defense
requirements of the United
possessions, to
defense requirements
United States
States or of its possessions,
communicate
government of any American republic
communicate or transmit to the government
authorized person
or to any duly authorized
person for the use of such
such government
government
information
pertaining to the arms, ammunition, or implements of
information pertaining
war sold under the terms of that section or to any vessels of war
war
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constructed within the jurisdiction of any such government,
constructed
government, and to
export
defense and
and antian tiexport for
for the
the use of any
any such government
government coast defense
aircraft materiel
vessels of
of war
and
mat6riel and ammunition
ammunition therefor,
therefor, and
and vessels
war and
their armament
armament and equipment
equipment involving such information: ProProvided,
communicated or transmitted
or
vided, That
That any information
information thus communicated
transmitted or
involved in any such arms, ammunition,
implements of war, or equipequipammunition, implements
ment when exported shall cease to be considered
restricted after
after
considered restricted
one year from the date that such communication
transmission has
communication or transmission
been
been authorized
authorized or such
such exportation
exportation made.
made.
SEC. 3. All contracts
contracts or agreements
made by
SEC.
agreements made
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
or the Secretary of the Navy
Navy for the sale to the government
any
government of any
American republic
of
republic of any of the arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or
or implements
implements of
war, the sale of
of which
which is
is authorized
by this
this joint
joint resolution,
shall
authorized by
resolution, shall
contain
undertakes not to dispose
dispose of
contain a
a clause
clause by
by which
which the purchaser
purchaser undertakes
ammunition, or implements
such arms, i
im plements of war, or any plans, specifications,
information pertaining
any mode
mode
cations, or
or information
pertaining thereto, by gift,
gift, sale,
sale, or any
of transfer
transfer in such manner
manner that such
implements
such arms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, implements
of
specifications, or information
information pertaining
thereto,
of war, or plans,
plans, specifications,
pertaining thereto,
may become aa part of the armament
armament of any
an
any state other than an
American
American republic.
republic.
SEC.
SEc. 4. The Secretary
Secretary of War or the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, as
the case may be, shall, when any arms, ammunition,
ammunition, implements
implements of
war,
equipment are exported
provisions of this
war, or equipment
exported pursuant
pursuant to the
the provisions
joint resolution, immediately
Secretary of State, Chairimmediately inform the Secretary
Munitions Control Board,
quantities,
man of the National
National Munitions
Board, of the quantities,
destination of the arms, ammucharacter, value, terms of sale, and destination
nition, implements
implements of war,
war, or equipment
equipment so
so exported. Such information shall
included in
in the
annual report
the Board.
tion
shall be
be included
the annual
report of
of the
Board.
SEc.
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated from
SEC. 5. (a) There is hereby authorized
time to
to time,
out of
moneys in
time
time, out
of any
any moneys
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
necessary to carry
carry out the
as may be necessary
such amounts as
appropriated, such
provisions and accomplish
accomplish the purposes of this joint resolution.
provisions
of
moneys which may
may be received
received from
from the government
government of
(b) All
All moneys
any
American republic,
republic, in payment
payment for any article delivered
delivered .or
any American
or
service
joint
service rendered
rendered in compliance
compliance with the
the provisions
provisions of this joint
resolution,
revert to the respective
appropriaresolution, shall revert
respective appropriation
appropriation or
or appropriations
transacexpended in carrying out the transactions out of which funds were expended
tion for which money is received, and such moneys
moneys shall be available
available
expended funds
for expenditure
expenditure for
for the purpose for
for which
which such
such expended
appropriated by
during the
were appropriated
by law,
law, during
the fiscal year
year in
in which such
such funds
are received
received and
and the
the ensuing fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
S
EC. 6. The Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
Secretary of War
War and
and the Secretary
of the
the Navy
shall
contracts or
agreements for
materiel
or agreements
for the sale of
of such materiel
shall in
in all
all contracts
fully
of all
all citizens
citizens of the United
United States who
who
fully protect
protect the
the rights of
have patent rights in and to any such materiel which
which is hereby
hereby
authorized
such
authorized to be sold and the funds collected
collected for royalties on such
patents shall be paid to the owners
owners and holders of such patents.
SEC. 7.
Secretaries of War and of the Navy
Navy are hereby authorSEC.
7. The
The Secretaries
ammunition, and implements
implements of war produced
produced
ized to purchase arms, ammunition,
within
American republic
republic if such arms,
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of any American
ammunition,
of war
cannot be
be produced
produced in
in the
ammunition, or implements
implements of
war cannot
the United
United
States.
Approved, June 15, 1940.
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Contract requirerequireContract
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disposition of
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tional Munitions
Munitions
tional
Control Board.

Appropriations
Appropriations authorized.
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Disposition of
of paypayDisposition
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Protection of pntent
patent
Protection
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of U.
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rightsof

Purchase of certain
certain
Purchase
etc., from
from Amerarms, etc.,
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15, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
371-JUNE 15,
1940
[
CHAPTER 366]
[CHAPTER
366]

June 15,
15, 1940
June
1940
[S.
8. 25681
2568]
[Public,
No. 630]
6301
[Public, No.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
amend the
the Federal
26, 1934,
1934, ch.
750, par.
par. 1,
1, 48
48 Stat.
Stat.
To amend
Federal Credit
Credit Union
Union Act
Act (June
(June 26,
ch. 750,
1216,
sec. 1761).
1216, sec.
1761).

Federal
Federal Credit
Credit Union Act,
amendment.
ion
Act, amendment.
48 Stat. 1220.
12 U. S.. C.
c. 11761
(d).
(d).
Loans in excess
excess of
of
$100; maximum
$100;
maximum loans.
loans.

1

by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
it ena,eted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
section 11
11 (d)
(d)
United States
of America
America in
assembled, That
That section
Credit Union
Union Act
same is
is hereby,
hereby, amended
of the Federal Credit
Act be,
be, and
and the
the same
amended
by substituting
substituting for
where it
appears in
in the
fourth sentence
sentence
by
for "$50"
"$50" where
it appears
the fourth
so that
said fourth
sentence shall
"No
thereof 1100",
"$100", so
that said
fourth sentence
shall read
read as
as follows:
follows: "No
loan in excess of $100 shall
made without
adequate security
no
shall be made
without adequate
security and
and no
loan shall be
be made
to any
any member
member in
in excess
excess of
of $200
$200 or
or 10
10 per
per centum
centum
made to
of the Federal
Federal credit
paid-in and
capital and
and surcredit union's
union's paid-in
and unimpaired
unimpaired capital
surplus, whichever
whichever is
is greater.".
greater.".
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 367]
[CHAPTER
367]

June
1940
June 15, 1940
[H. R. 76431
[H.
76431
[Public,
631]
[Public, No.
No. 631]
National-forest

ministration.
ministration.

ad-

Deposit
of
conDeposit of
contracts, etc.,
etc., in General
General
tracts,
Accounting
Office.
Accountin Office.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To facilitate
facilitate and simplify national-forest
national-forest administration.
administration.
Be it
by
the
Senate
and
H
OMO
of
RepreSentati/08 of
the
it enacted
enacted
the Senate and House of Representatwes
of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
United
assembled, That
That permits,
permits, conconCongress assembled
tracts, agreements,
agreements, or other instruments
instruments requiring
into the
the
requiring payments into
Treasury of the United
United States on
on account
account of
of sale
sale of
Treasury
of national-forest
national-forest
products, use of national-forest
national-forest land,
land, or
or other
other sources
of nationalnationalsources of
forest revenue, including contributions
contributions by
cooperators in
in connection
by cooperators
connection
with authorized
authorized activities of the Forest
Forest Service,
Service, shall be exempt
exempt from
the provisions of section 20,
20, title
title 41,
41, United
Code, when
when the
United States
States Code,
the
permit or other instrument
payment to
to the
the GovernGoverninstrument does not
not require
require payment
ment in
in any
any one
in excess
excess of $300
$300 in
one fiscal
fiscal year.
year,
Approved,
15, 1940.
Approved, June 15,
1940.
[CHAPTER 371]
[CHAPTER
371]

June
1940
June I1
15,. 1040
[B.
Iles. 2721
2721
[S. J.
J. Re.

No. 84]
Res., No.
84]
xi[Pub. Res.,

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To authorize the postponement
postponement of payment
payment of
of amounts
amounts payable
payable to
to the
the United
United

States by the Republic
Republic of Finland on its indebtedness
indebtedness under agreements
agreements between
between
that Republic
Republic and the United States dated
dated May
1923, and
and May
23, 1932.
May 1,
1, 1923,
May 23,1932.

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
United
States
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
States
That the Republic
Republic of
of
Optional postponesent of amounts pay- Finland, at its option, may postpone
ment
postpone
the
payment
of
payment
amounts
amounts
payable
payable
able
to U. S.
a
ble to U
tothe
the United
United States
of America
to the
States of
America du
during the period from January
January 1,
1940, to
to December1940,
940, inclusive,
agreements between
December 31, 1940,
inclusive, under the agreements
between
that Republic
Republic and the United States
States of America dated May
May 1, 1923,
Agreement
Agreement author.
authorand
May 23,
23, 1932;
1932; and,
in the event of the exercise
and May
and, in
exercise of the option
ised.
i
herein granted, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized to.make,
on behalf of the United States of America,
America, an agreement
agreement with
with the
the
Republic of Finland for the payment of the postponed amount, with
interest at the rate of 3
3per centum
centum per annum
annum beginning
beginning January
January 1,
1,
1941, in ten annuities, the first to be paid during the
the calendar
calendar year
year
beginning January
1, 1941, and one during
beginning
January 1,
during each of the nine calendar
calendar
years following, each annuity payment
payment to be payable in one or more
Proviso.
P
trate.
installments:
installments: Provided,
That the
postponed shall
shall
Provided, however, That
the amounts
amounts postponed
Interest
rate.
bear
interest at
at the rate of 3
3 per
bear interest
per centum per annum from the date
payment of such amounts
payment
amounts was postponed
postponed to January
January 1,
1, 1941.
1941.
Annuity payment.
payments.
Annity
SEC.
2. The agreement
agreement authorized
Szc.2.
auth orize d i
n t
he fi
rst section
joint
in
the
first
section of this joint
resolution shall be in such
resolution
such .form that annuity payments
payments thereunder
thereunder
shall, unless otherwise
shall,
otherwise provided
provided in such agreement, (1) be in accordaccordance with the agreement
agreement with the Republic
1,
ance
Republic of Finland
Finland dated
dated May
May 1,
1923,
(2) be
be subject
payment
1923, and
and (2)
subject to the same terms and conditions as paynient
under the agreement
1, 1923.
agreement dated May
May 1,
1923,
Approved, June 15, 1940.
Finland. postpone
Finlnd
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[CHAPTER 372]
(CHAPTER
372]
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AN ACT

the States
Montana, North
North Dakota, and
Granting the
States of Montana,
Granting
the consent of Congress
Congress to the
Wyoming
to negotiate
negotiate and
and enter
or agreement
agreement for
for division
division of
Wyoming to
enter into
into aa compact
compact or
of
the waters
waters of
of the
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River.
the
River.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
assembled, That the Act of
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Congress approved
approved August
August 2, 1937
Stat. 551),
granting the
Congress
1937 (50 Stat.
551), granting
consent of Congress to the States of Montana and Wyoming
to
consent
Wyoming to
negotiate and enter into aa compact or agreement
negotiate
agreement for division of the
waters of the
amended to
waters
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone River be, and it is hereby, amended
provide that the consent
provide
consent of Congress
Congress is given to
to the
the State of
of North
Dakota to
negotiate and to enter into the compact
compact or agreement
agreement
Dakota
to negotiate
authorized providing
providing for an equitable
equitable division and an apportherein authorized
tionment between the States of the water supply of the Yellowstone
tionment
River and of the streams tributary thereto, upon
upon condition
that the
condition that
River
representative appointed
appointed by the President of the United States under
representative
participate in
negotiations as the
in said negotiations
1937, to participate
the Act of August 2, 1937,
representative
of the
the United States and to report to Congress of
representative of
proceedings and
agreement entered
entered into, shall
compact or agreement
and of any compact
proceedings
continue to represent
represent the United States
States and to report under this Act:
Act:
continue
Provided, That
amended by striking
striking
2, 1937,
1937, is amended
August 2,
such Act
Act of August
That such
Provided,
thereof "June 1, 1943":
1943":
inserting in lieu thereof
1939" and inserting
1, 1939"
out "June
"June 1,
Provided, That
be binding
binding or
or
shall not
not be
or agreement
agreement shall
compact or
That such
such compact
Provided,
obligatory upon
any of
of the
parties thereto
unless and
the same
and until the
thereto unless
the parties
upon any
obligatory
shall have
have been
the legislatures
of each
each of
of the
the said
said
legislatures of
by the
approved by
been approved
shall
States
and by
by the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
further,
Provided further,
States: Provided
United States:
States and
That nothing
nothing in this
apply to
waters within or tributary
to any
any waters
this Act shall apply
That
to the
the Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park
or shall
or
any right or
shall establish
establish any
Park or
to
interest
within the boundaries
boundaries thereof.
to any
any lands within
in or
or to
interest in
Approved, June 15, 1940.

June 15,
15, 1940
1940
June
[S.
1759]
[S. 1759]
[Public, No. 632]
632]

Yellowstone
Yellowstone River.
River.
N.
Consent given to
to N.
negotiate, etc.,
Dak. to negotiate,
for division of waters.

Federal representaFederal
tive; report to Contive;
gress.
gress.

Provisos.
Proimw.
extension.
Time extension.
Approval.
Approval.

Na.
Yellowstone National Park, nonappliwaters withwithcation to waters
in, etc.

[CHAPTER
373]
[CHAPTER 373]

AN ACT
ACT
To
require
the
payment
of
prevailing
rates of
of wages
wages on
on Federal
public works
works
Federal public
To require the payment of prevailing rates
Alaska and
Hawaii.
Alaska
and Hawaii.

in
in

the
Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it emocted
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
section 1
1 of
of
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
of America
United
the
entitled "An
"An Act
of wages for laborers
rate of
relating to the rate
Act relating
the Act
Act entitled
and mechanics
employed on
buildings of
United States
States and
of the
the United
on public
public buildings
and
mechanics employed
contractors and subcontractors,
subcontractors, and for
Columbia by contractors
of Columbia
the District
District of
other purposes",
approved March
3, 1931
1931 (46 Stat.
amended,
1494), as amended,
Stat. 1494),
March 3,
other
purposes", approved
is further
further amended
out the
the words
of the Union
words "States
"States of
striking out
by striking
amended by
is
or the
of Columbia"
Columbia" and
"States of
of
thereof "States
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in
and inserting
or
the District
District of
the Union,
Territory of
of Alaska,
Alaska, the
the Territory
Hawaii, or
or the
Territory of Hawaii,
the Territory
the
Union, the
District of
Columbia"; and
and by
striking out the words "or other civil
by striking
of Columbia";
District
subdivision
of the
thereof "or other civil
in lieu
lieu thereof
and inserting
inserting in
the State"
State" and
subdivision of
Territory of Alaska, or the Territory
subdivision of the State, or the Territory
of Hawaii".
S
EC. 2.
2. The amendments
amendments made
by this Act shall take effect on the
made by
SEC.
enactment of this Act, but shall not
not
thirtieth day after the date of enactment
made thereaffect
effective date or made
existence on such effective
affect any
any contract in existence
pursuant to invitations for bids outstanding
outstanding on the date of
after pursuant
enactment of this Act.
Approved, June 15,
15, 1940.

June
15, 1940
1940
June 15,
[S.
[S. 3650]
3650]
[Public,
633]i
[Public, No. 633];

Alaska and
and Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Alaska
Wage rates
rates on pubWage
lic works.
lie

276a;
40 U..
U. B. C. §
i. 276e;
278a.
Supp. V, §276a.

Effective date.
Certain contracts
contracts
Certain
not affected.
affected.
not

400
400

PUBLIO
OHS.374,
15, 1940
1940
PUBLIO LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
374, 375--JUNE
375-JUNE 15,
[CHAPTER 374]
374]
[CHAPTER

June 15,
June
15, 1940
1940
R. 6044]
[H. R.
[Public,
[Public, No. 634]
634]

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT

regulate the
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
officers in
in the
the
To regulate
the number
number of
of warrant
warrant and
and commissioned
Marine Corps.
Marine
Corps.

Marine
Marine Corps.
Corps.
Number of warrant, etc., officers
officers.

rant,

Be it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
number
Congress assembled,
the number

of warrant
officers in
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
of
warrant and
and commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant officers
in the

and their distribution in the warrant
warrant and commissioned
commissioned warrant
warrant
grades shall be as the
the President
may from
from time
time to
time deem
deem
President may
to time
necessary.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 375]
375]
[CHAPTER

June 15,
15, 1940
June
1940
[H. R.
9848]
R. 9848]

AN ACT
AN

To authorize
of naval
authorize the construction
construction or
or acquisition
acquisition of
naval aircraft,
aircraft, the
the construction
construction of
of
other purposes.
certain public works, and for
for other
purposes.

[Public, No. 6351
635]

House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the President
President
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
hereby authorized
of the United States is hereby
authorized to acquire
naval
acquire or construct naval
Ante,
394;Post,
Ate, P.
p.391;post,
. P. airplanes
airplanes and nonrigid lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air craft,
craft, and
and spare
spare parts
parts and
and
780.
Maximum number.
Maximum
number. equipment, as may be necessary to provide
provide and maintain
maintain the number
number
of useful naval airplanes
airplanes at a
a total of not more
more than ten thousand,
thousand,
hundred fifty
fifty airplanes
airplanes for
for the
the Naval
Naval Reserve,
Reserve, and
and
including eight
eight hundred
the number
number of useful nonrigid lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air craft at
at a
a total of
of not
Training facilities.
facilities.
more than forty-eight. He is also authorized
authorized to provide such :traintraining facilities as may, in his
necessary for
for sixteen
sixteen
his judgment,
judgment, be
be necessary
Proviso.
Proviso.
aviators and
and enlisted
enlisted pilots: Provided,
thousand naval
aviators
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing
Responsibility
Responsibility of
1i
secretary.
herein
Secretary.
shall be
be construed
herein shall
construed to
or affect
affect the
the responsibility
responsibility of
to limit
limit or
of the
the
Secretary of the Navy as defined in the Act of July 12, 1921 (42 Stat.
Secretary
141;
U. S.
title 34,
141; U.
S. C.,
C., title
34, sec.
sec. 732).
732).
Establishment, etc.,
SEc.
2.
The
Secretary
of
the
is hereby
to estabestaboEstabishmentetc.,
SEC.
2.
The
Secretary
of
the Navy
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to
of naval aviation facilities.
ities.
lish, develop, or increase
increase naval
aviation facilities,
naval aviation
with which
which shall
be
facilities, with
shall be
included the authority
authority to purchase, accept
accept by gift, or otherwise
acquire
acquire land and to construct buildings
accessories, with
with approxiapproxibuildings and accessories,
DesignatedProJeots.
Designatedprojects. mate
mate costs
costs as
as indicated,
indicated, at or in the vicinity
vicinity of Norfolk, Virginia,
Virginia,
$13,246,000; San Juan, Puerto Rico, $2,330,000;
$13,246,000;
$2,330,000; Coco
Coco Solo,
Solo, Canal
Canal
Zone, $12,690,000;
$12,690,000 Seattle, Washington,
Kodiak, Alaska,
Alaska,
Washington, $4,670,000;
$4,670,000; Kodiak,
$2,012,000;
Hawaiian Islands, $6,385,000;
$2,012,000; Hawaiian
$6,385,000; Midway
Midway Island, $1,870,000;
$1,870,000;
Island, $460,000;
$460,000 ; Quonset
Quonset Point,
Poi
nt,
Wake Island,
Island $5,582,000;
$5,582,000; Johnston
Johnston Island,
Rhode Island, $24,204,000;
$24,204,000; Quantico, Virginia, $2,326,000;
$2,326,000; Guantanamo, Cuba, $2,886,000; Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie,
Amalie, Virgin
Virgin Islands, $1,510,000;
$1,510,000;
San Diego, California,
$5,637,000; Alameda,
California, $5,637,000;
Alameda, California, $6,861,000;
$6,861,000;
Unalaska, Alaska, $2,963,000;
$2,963,000; Canton Island, $1,500,000;
$1,500,000; Tongue
Point, Oregon, $2,000,000;
$2,000,000; Corpus Christi, Texas, $25,000,000;
$25,000,000; at
at such
such
localities within the continental
continental limits of the United States as may,
in his judgment,
Reserve, which authority
judgment, be necessary
necessary for the Naval Reserve,
authority
shall also include the acquisition of existing
$10.000,000; and
shall
existing facilities, $10,000,000;
in such vicinities as he may, in his discretion,
deem advisable
advisable for
for other
other
discretion, deem
Provisos.
auxiliary
$10,000,000:
Provided,
That
the
approximate
cost
Proaso
in
tauxiliary
air
bases,
$10,000,000:
Provided,
That
the
approximate cost
Variation in cost;
limitation.
indicated
indicated for each project
project enumerated
enumerated above
above may, in the discretion of
of
the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, be varied upward or downward by an
an
amount
not to
to exceed 25 per centum of the approximate
amount not
approximate cost indiAdditional to prior
Additional to prior cated, but the total cost shall
not exceed
exceed $144,132,000:
$144,132,000: Prouided
Provided furfurshall not
authorizations.
ther,
authorizations heretofore
ther, That this shall
shall be in addition
addition to all authorizations
Report
to Congres
Congress. made for projects in these vicinities:
eportto
And provided
made
projects
these
provided further
further, That the
Secretary of the Navy shall
sh all report to the Congress, at
atthe
th e beginning
beginning
of each regular session, the extent to which he has exercised
exercised the
the

Navy.
Navy.n,
Acquisition, etc.,
aircraft.
naval aircraft.

of

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

SESS.-CHS. 375,
76TH CONG., 3D SESS.—CHS.
375, 389-JUNE
389—JUNE 15,
15, 17,
17, 1940
1940

authority herein contained
contained with respect
respect to Naval Reserve aviation
aviation
and the location of those facilities left to his discretion.
SEC.
appropriated, out of any
S
EC. 3. There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States not otherwise approappropriated, such sums as may be necessary
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the purposes
purposes of
of
this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 4. The provisions
provisions of section 4
4 of the
the Act approved
approved April
(53 Stat. 590, 592),
25, 1939 (53
592), shall be applicable
applicable to
facilities authorauthorto all
all facilities
ized by this Act, including facilities
facilities located
located within the continental
continental
limits of the United States: Provided,
Provided, That the
to be
be paid
the fixed fee
fee to
paid
the contractor as aa result
contract entered
result of any contract
entered into under the
the
authority contained
contained herein shall not exceed
exceed 66 per centum
centum of
of the
estimated
estimated cost of the contract, exclusive of the fee,
determined by
by
fee, as determined
Secretary of the
the Secretary
the Navy.
Navy.
SEC.
S
EC. 5. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to conconis hereby
tinue the employment, in the District of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
of such employees
employees now carried
carried on
rolls as
as will
will be
required for
for
on the
the rolls
be required
the preparation
preparation of plans and specifications
specifications and administrative
administrative work
in connection
connection with the public-works
public-utilities projects
projects
public-works and
and public-utilities
authorized by this Act, or heretofore
authorized
otherwise authorized.
heretofore otherwise
authorized.
SEC.
SEC. 6. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is hereby authorized
authorized to proceed
proceed
following public-works
with the construction
construction of the following
public-works projects at aa
cost not to exceed the amount stated after each
each item
enumerated:
item enumerated:
Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii: Temporary
Temporary storehouses
storehouses and
and
accessories, $1,000,000.
Naval Station, Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba: Defense facilities, including
including
buildings and accessories, $1,500,000.
Net and ammunition-storage
ammunition-storage facilities:
facilities: Naval net depots and
and
ammunition storage, including
including buildings and accessories
accessories and the
acquisition
acquisition of land, $6,262,362.
Naval Air Station, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida: Development
aviation
Development of
of aviation
facilities for training,
training, including buildings and
accessories, and
and
and accessories,
acquisition of land, $4,000,000.
Naval Air Station,
Station, Miami,
Miami, Florida: Development
Development of aviation
aviation facilities for training, including buildings
buildings and accessories,
accessories, and
acquisition
and acquisition
of land, $3,500,000.
Jacksonville-Banana River
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville-Banana
Florida: DevelopRiver, Florida:
ment of aviation facilities
facilities for training,
training, including
including buildings and
and
accessories, and acquisition of land,
accessories,
$9,500,000.
land, $9,500,000.
Jacksonville, Florida:
Florida: Trade
Trade schools, including
including
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville,
buildings and accessories,
accessories, $3,000,000.
buildings
Temporary
housing, including
including extension
extension of existing
structures and
and
Temporary housing
existing structures
facilities,
facilities, for Marine C
orps personnel,
personnel, $4,500,000.
Corps
Temporary housing for hospital facilities, $600,000.
$600,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1940.
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Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

au-

Contracts on a
acostoostContracts
plus-a-fixed-fee basis,
basis,
plus-a-fixed-fee
authorized.
authorized.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Amount of fixed fee,
Amount
limitation.
Post, p. 677.

Continuation of
of ememContinuation
ployment of certain
ployment
certain
employees.
employees.

Construction of desConstruction
ignated
ignated public-works
public-works
projects.
projects.
Ante, p.
p. 28.0„
Ante,
280.

[CHAPTER 389]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Authorizing
the
Bureau
of
Labor
Statistics
Authorizing
Statistics to collect
collect information
information as to amount
amount

and value of all goods produced
in State
Federal Prisons.
produced in
State and Federal

Resolved by the Senate and Howse
.1-lesotved
Houe of 1?epresentatives
Representatives of the United
United
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the
the purpose
of
purpose of
furnishing information
information to the Congress
Congress regarding
amount of
of
regarding the amount
goods produced
produced in State and Federal
Federal prisons, the Bureau of Labor
Labor
Statistics
Statistics of the United States Department
Department of Labor is authorized
authorized
and directed to collect information
information concerning
concerning the character,
character, kind
kind,
type, amount, and value of all goods produced
produced in State and Federal
Federal
193470°-41-PT.
193470°-41—PT. x
—26
I-26

June
June 17,
17, 1940
1940

[S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 59]
[s.
59]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 85]
[Pub.

Collection of inforinformation
mation regarding
regarding prison-made
on-made goods.

PUBLIC
CHS .389-392—JUNE
17, 1940
1940
389-392-JUNE 17,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—
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Appropriation
thorized.
Post, p. 1043.
Post,

auau-

Report to Congress.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

prisons, showing
showing separately
separately the
amount and
and value
goods produced
produced
of goods
value of
the amount
prisons,
under
the
State-use,
State-account,
contract,
and
piece-price
systems.
systems.
and
piece-price
contract,
State-account,
State-use,
under the
For
the purpose
study, there
there is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
is hereby
this study,
of making
making this
purpose of
For the
be
appropriated,
from
any
money
in
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
otherwise
not
be appropriated, from any money in the Treasury
appropriated,
sum of
Commissioner of
of Labor
Labor
The Commissioner
of $20,000.
$20,000. The
the sum
appropriated, the
Statistics is
directed to
the report
to the
the Congress
Congress on
or
on or
report to
submit the
to submit
is directed
Statistics
before
1, 1941.
1941.
May 1,
before May
Approved,
June 17, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
3901
[CHAPTER 390]

June 17, 1940
1940
[S.
3643]
IS. 3683]
636]
[Public, No.
No. 636]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend
extend the
the time
for cooperation
Bureau of
Reclamation and
and
of Reclamation
between the
the Bureau
cooperation between
time limit
limit for
To
the
Security Administration
of farm
units on
on public
public
farm units
development of
in the
the development
Administration in
the Farm
Farm Security
lands
under Federal
Federal reclamation
projects.
reclamation projects.
lands under

Development
Developmentub of
farm units on public
lands.
lands.
53 Stat. 1238.
43 U. S.. C., Supp.
V, I433 (note).
(note).

.

, §433

Be
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
by the
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it

assembled, That the Act of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
States of America in,
United
United States

August
1939 (Public,
Numbered 307,
307, Seventy-sixth
Congress, first
first
Seventy-sixth Congress,
(Public, Numbered
7, 1939
August 7,.
session), is
hereby amended
amended by
by striking
out "during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
"during the
striking out
is hereby
sessOn),
1940," and
inserting "during
"during the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1944".
1941,".
1940,"
and by
by inserting
Approved, June 17, 1940.
[CHAPTER 391]
391]
[CHAPTER

June 17, 1940
June

AN
ACT
A
C T
A
N

AN ACT

the control
To
facilitate the
control of soil erosion and/or
and/or flood damage
damage originating upon lands
To facilitate
within the
the exterior
exterior of
boundaries of
of the
the Sequoia
National Forest,
Forest, California.
California.
Sequoia National
of boundaries
within

[H. R. 2417]
24171

[Public, No. 637]

Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by
Be

Sequoia
National
equolaiNational
Forest, Calif.
Calif.
Acquisition of lands
Acquisitionoflands
in, for soil erosion,
si
etc., control. ero on
36 Stat. 962.

et.,ntoi,

36' tat. 962.

Payment.

Appropriation

thAproriation
thorized.

au-

au-

Proviso.
Transfer of unexTransfer
pended
appropriapended
appropriations.

United States
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
United
States of America in Congress

National Forest Reservation
Reservation
of Agriculture
Agriculture, with the
the approval
approval of the National

Commission
established by
by section
section 4
of the
the Act
of March
March 1,
1, 1911
1911
Act of
4 of
Commission established
hereby authorized
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 513),
613), is hereby
authorized to acquire by
purchase
interests therein,
therein, within
within the boundaries
boundaries of the
or interests
any lands,
lands, or
purchase any
Forest, in
State of
California ' which,
which, in his
of California,
in the State
National Forest,
Sequoia National
property of the United States in order
judgment, should become the property
managed with other lands of the United
United States
they may
may be
be so
so managed
that they
as to minimize
pay for said
minimize soil erosion and flood damage,
damage and to pay
said
lands,
interest therein,
entire receipts from the occupancy
occupancy
or interest
therein from the entire
lands, or
resources other
mineral,
other than mineral,
or the sale
sale of
of national
national resources,
of public land
land or
within the Sequoia National Forest, which
which receipts
receipts are hereby
hereby authorappropriated for that purpose
purpose until said lands have been
been
ized to be appropriated
acquired: Provided,
Provided, That
which are unexunexamounts which
appropriated amounts
any appropriated
That any
acquired:
pended and unobligated
unobligated at the close of the fiscal year for which
which
national-forest receipts of
appropriated,
transferred to the national-forest
appropriated shall be transferred
transferred and such part of the
that fiscal year and amounts so transferred
entire receipts
receipts of any fiscal
fiscal year as are not appropriated
appropriated shall be
disposed
manner as other national-forest
national-forest receipts.
receipts.
disposed of
of in like manner
Approved,
Approved, June 17, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 392]

June 17, 1940

[H. R. 24i8]
2418]
[Public, No. 638]

Whitman, Malheur,
Whitman,
Malheur
or Umatilla
Umatilla National
National
Forests, Oreg.
Exchange of certain
Exchange
certain
lands.

AN ACT
ACT

Exchange Act, as amended,
certain
To extend the provisions
provisions of the Forest Exchange
amended, to
to certain
Umatilla
lands, so that they may
may become
become parts of
of the Whitman,
Whitman, Malheur, or Umatilla
National Forests.
Forests.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That
That any
any lands
lands
in private, State, or county ownership
ownership within
within the following described
described
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to be chiefly
area, which are found by the Secretary
chiefly

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CH. 392-JUNE
392-JUNE 17, 1940
70TH
CONG., 3D SESS.-CH.
1940

valuable for national
national forest purposes, may be offered
offered in exchange
exchange
under the provisions of the Act approved
approved March
March 20, 1922, as amended
amended
(U. S. C., title 16, secs.
sees. 485, 486),
486), and upon acceptance
acceptance of title shall
shall
become parts of the Whitman, Malheur,
Malheur, or Umatilla
Umatilla National
National Forests,
Oregon, and shall thereafter
thereafter be subject to the laws, rules, and regularegulations applicable
applicable to national forests:
forests: Provided, That such exchanges
exchanges
approved by the board of county commissioners
are approved
commissioners of the county or
counties in which said lands are situated.
To the Whitman National
National Forest: The east half of section 1; the
southeast
southeast quarter of section 11; the south half and the northeast
northeast
quarter
quarter of section 12; section 13; the east half of section 14; the east
east
half of section 23; sections 24, 25,
25, 26, 35, and 36; township 11north,
range 40 east.
Sections 6, 7, 18, 19, 30, and 31; township
township 1
41 east.
1 north,
north, range
range 41
east.
The south half of section 12; section 13; the east half of section
section
14; sections 23, 24, 25, 26, 35, and 36; township
township 1
1south, range
range 39 east.
east.
Sections 1,
6; section
to
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; the south half
half of
of section
section 6;
sectionsS77to
36, inclusive; township 1
1 south, range
range 40 east.
east.
Section 1; township 2
2south, range 39 east.
Sections 55 and 6; the north half
half of section 7;
16;
7; sections
sections 88 and 16;
the southwest
southwest quarter of section 35; township 2
2south, range 40
40 east.
The east half of section 11; the southwest
quarter of section
12;
southwest quarter
section 12;
section 13; the east half of section
section 14; the east half
half of section
section 23;
23;
sections
sections 24, 25, and 26; the east half of section 27;
35 and
and 36;
36;
27; sections 35
south, range 40
township 33 south,
40 east.
east.
The west half of section 30; section
section 31; the southwest
southwest quarter of
of
section 32; township 33south, range
range 41 east.
east.
Sections 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 23; township 44 south, range
range 38
38 east.
east.
northwest
Section 1; the east half of section 2;
2; the east half and
and the
the northwest
quarter of section 12; the northeast
northeast quarter
of section
section 13;
13; township
township 4
4
quarter of
south, range 40 east.
Sections 5,
5, 6, 7, and 8; the west half of section 9; sections 16 to
21,
to 21,
inclusive, and 28 to 33,
33, inclusive;
inclusive; the west half of section
section 34; township 4
4 south, range 41 east.
Section 36; township 55south, range 37 east.
section
Sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14,
15, 16,
27; the
the east
east half
half of
of
14, 15,
16, 22,
22, 23,
23, 26,
26, and
and 27;
section 28; the southwest quarter
quarter of section
section 31; sections 33,
and
33, 34, and
35; township
township 5
5 south, range 38
38 east.
east.
The south half of section
section 1; the south half of section 2; sections
sections 11,
11,
12
12, 13, and 14; the east half of section
section 23; sections 24 and 25; the
east
the east
half of section 26; township 5
5south, range 40
40 east.
inclusive; the southwest
southwest
The west half of section 3; sections 44to 10, inclusive;
quarter
quarter of section 14; sections 15 to 36,
36, inclusive;
inclusive; township 5
5 south,
south,
range 41 east.
30; township
township 5
5south,
south, range
range 42
42
Section 19; the north half of section 30;
east.
Sections 31 and 32; portions
portions of sections
sections 33, 34, 35, and 36, which
which lie
lie
River; township
south of the North Fork John Day River;
township 66 south, range
31 east.
Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 20, 29, 30, 31,
31, and 32;
32; township 66
south, range 38 east.
inclusive, and 8
12, inclusive;
township 66south,
Sections 11to 6, inclusive,
8 to 12,
inclusive; township
range 41 east.
Section 1; portions
portions of sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, which lie south of
of
sections 7
township 7
7
North Fork John Day River; sections
7 to 25, inclusive;
inclusive; township
south, range 30
30 east.
east.
18, 19,
20, 21,
28, 29,
29, 30,
30, 31,
31, 32,
32, and
and 33;
33;
Sections 4,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8, 9,
9, 16,
16, 17,
17, 18,
19, 20,
21, 28,
township 77south, range 38
38 east.
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42 Stat.
Stat. 465.
465.
42

Proviso.
Proviso.
Approval by
by county
county
Approval
commissioners.
commissioners.

Whitman National
National
Whitman
Foust.
Forest.

404
404

PUBLIC LAWSCH.392-JUNE
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Section 3;
3; township
range 31 east.
south, range
8 south,
township 8
Section
The south
of section
section 4;
the north
half of
of section
section 5;
5;
north half
4; the
3; section
section 3;
half of
south half
The
sections 9,
9, 10,
11, 14,
15, 16,
21, 22,
23, 26,
27, 28,
28, and
and 35;
35; township
township 8
8
26, 27,
22, 23,
16, 21,
14, 15,
10, 11,
sections
south,
south, range 38 east.
Section 1;
1; township
township 99south, range 38 east.
Section
The north
north half
half of
of section
section 8;
8; township
township 99south,
south, range 39 east.
The
The
south
half
of
section
2;
the
southwest
quarter of
4; the
of section 4;
quarter
southwest
the
2;
section
of
half
south
The
southwest
of section
the south
south half
section
23; section
section 23;
half of section
10; the
section 10;
quarter of
southwest quarter
25; township
township 10
10 south,
east.
range 37 east.
south, range
25;
The
half of
section 29;
south half of section 30; township
township
the south
29; the
of section
south half
The south
10
range 38
east.
38 east.
south, range
10 south,
The east
half, the
of the
the northwest
northwest quarter and
and
quarter of
southeast quarter
the southeast
east half,
The
the southwest
of section
3; sections
half
16 and 21; the west half
sections 16
section 3;
quarter of
southwest quarter
the
of section
township 10 south, range 39 east.
33; township
28; section 33;
section 28;
of
Sections 31,
31, 32,
32, and
11 south,
south, range
range 37 east.
township 11
33; township
and 33;
Sections
The
north
half
of
10;
section 11; the north
section
of
half
west
the
10;
section
of
half
north
The
half,
the south
half of the
south half, and the north half
the south
of the
half of
south half
half, the
southeast quarter
of section
11 south, range 39 east.
township 11
section 30; township
quarter of
southeast
Section
the south
southwest quarter
quarter of
section 2; the southwest
of section
half of
south half
1; the
Section 1;
section 4;
the southeast
section 5; the east half of section
section
quarter of section
southeast quarter
4; the
section
8;
sections 9,
9, 10,
10, 11,
12, 13,
23, 24,
21, 25,
25, 26,
26, 27, 34, 35, and
15, 22, 23,
14, 15,
13, 14,
11, 12,
8; sections
36;
township 11
11 south,
south, range
40 east.
east.
range 40
36; township
The south
half of
section 2; the
section 3; section
section
half of section
the south half
of section
south half
The
7;
west
west half of section 8; sections 10 to 21, inclusive; the west
7; the west
half
22; the
half of
of section
sections 29, 30, 31,
section 28; sections
north half
the north
section 22;
of section
half of
and
and 32; township 11 south, range 41 east.
Sections
14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, and 24; the north
13, 14,
12, 13,
11, 12,
10, 11,
Sections 1, 10,
half of
township 12 south,
south, range 32 east.
29; township
of section 29;
half
Sections
inclusive; sections
sections 17, 18, and 19; the north half of
1 to 12, inclusiveSections 1
section
range 33 east.
section 30; township 12 south, range
Sections
northwest quarter
and the south half of
quarter and
8; the
the northwest
and 8;
7 and
Sections 7
section 10; the west half of section 15;
section 9; the south half of section
sections 16,
16, 17,
and 21;
21; the west half of section 22; sections
sections
17, 18, 20, and
sections
27 and
and 34;
range 34 east.
township 12 south, range
34; township
27
Section 16;
16; the
northeast quarter
quarter of section 17; the north half
the northeast
Section
of
section 21;
township 12 south,
26, 27, 34, and 35; township
sections 22, 26,
21; sections
of section
range 36 east.
township 12 south, range 37 east.
Sections 5, 6, 7, and 8; township
The northeast quarter
section 4; township 12 south, range 39
39
quarter of section

east.
east.
Sections
10, and 11; the north half of section 12; the west
1, 2, 3, 10
Sections 1,
half
section 15; the north half of section 19; the north half of
half of section
section
half of section
northwest quarter
quarter of
of
section 21; the northwest
section 20; the north half
section 22; township
township 12 south, range 40 east.
township 12 south, range 41 east.
Sections 66 and 7; township
Sections 1
1 and
and 2;
2; the north half of section 3; sections
sections 11,
11, 12, and
Sections
13; the north half of section 14; the north half of section 24; township 13 south, range
range 34 east.
northwest quarter of section 30;
The west half of section 19; the northwest
section 31; township
the west half of section
township 13 south, range 35 east.
34;
3, 10, 15, 16, 22, 27, and 34;
The north half of section 2; sections 3,
township 13 south, range 36 east.
Malheur National
Malheur
National
To
Forest:
National Forest:
the Malheur
Malheur National
To the
Forest.
west
Sections 14, 15, 16, and 23; the west half
half of section 26; the west
half of section 35; township
township 9
9south, range 31 east.
The south
south half of section 27; sections
sections 31, 32, 33, and 34; township
township
9
32 east.
9 south, range 32
1 and 2; township
Sections 1
township 10 south, range 31 east.
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The west half of the west half of section 4; section 5; the north
half of section 6; township 10 south, range 32 east.
Sections
Sections 31 and 32; the south half of section 33; the south half
half
of section 34; the south half of section
section 35; township 11 south, range
29 east.
The south half of section 10; the north
north half of section 15;
section
15; section
section 32; township
township
16; the east half of section 29; the south half of section
11 south, range 30 east.
Umatilla National
Umatilla National Forest:
To the Umatilla
Forest:
Forest.
Sections
13,
14,
15,
16,
21,
and
22;
the
west
half
of
section
28;
Sections
21,
west
of section 28;
the west half of section 33; township 11north, range 38 east.
Sections
Sections 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, and 17; township 2
2 north, range
39 east.
township 3
3
The south half of section 13; sections 23, 24, and 34; township
north, range 39 east.
Sections 19, 20, 21, and 22; the northwest
northwest quarter
29;
quarter of section 29;
section 30; township 3
3 north, range 40 east.
east.
All Willamette
Willamette base and meridian.
meridian.
Approved, June 17,
17, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
393]
[CHAPTER 393]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

June
17,1 1940
June 17, 1940
[H. R.
R. 64
6446]
46]
[H.
(Public,
639]
Nc'. 639]
[Public, No.

To
amend the
Act entitled
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
city of
of Pierre,
South Dakota,
Dakota,
Pierre, South
the city
entitled "An
"An Act
To amend
the Act
operate on Farm Island,
equip, maintain,
to
construct, equip,
maintain, and
and operate
Island, South Dakota,
Dakota,
to construct,
certain
amusement and
and recreational
facilities; to
to charge
charge for
for the
the use
thereof; and
and
certain amusement
recreational facilities;
use thereof;
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
for other
approved August
August 16,
16, 1937.
1937.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
section 33 of
of
United
Congress assembled,
That section

Pierre, S. Dak.
ak.
Farm IslandI amusement, etc., facilities.
ilities.

FrmIsanD

the Act
Act entitled
authorize the
city of
of Pierre,
Pierre, South
the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to authorize
the city
South ment,etc.,fac

operate on Farm Island,
Island,
Dakota, to construct, equip, maintain, and operate
South Dakota, certain amusement
amusement and
and recreational
recreational facilities;
facilities; to
charge for the use thereof; and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
August 16, 1937, is amended to read as follows:
follows:

"
SEC. 3.
3. The
authorized to
operated on
on Farm
Farm Island
Island
"SEc.
The enterprises
enterprises authorized
to be
be operated
by
first section
owned and
by the
the provisions
provisions of the
the first
section of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be owned
and
operated by the city of Pierre or by concessionaires
All
concessionaires of such city. All
from the operation
operation of such enterprises
enterprises
funds derived by such city from
concessions for the operation
operation of such enterand from the granting of concessions
maintained by such city in a
aseparate
separate fund and shall
shall
prises shall be maintained
be used exclusively for the purpose
purpose of maintaining, developing,
developing, and
and
policing Farm Island.".
SEC.
amended by adding at the end
SEC. 2. Section
Section 4
4 of such Act is amended
thereof the
following: "Nothing
Act shall be deemed to
"Nothing in this Act
the following:
prohibit such city, such State, or any agency of the United
United States
performing functions
functions on such island
island from removing
therefrom, by
performing
removing therefrom,
appropriate or advisable,
such wild
wild
advisable, such
such means as it may deem appropriate
migratory birds for
animals and
and wild
wild birds
birds (except
(except migratory
for the removal of
of
which a
issued pursuant
provisions of
of
which
a permit has not been issued
pursuant to the provisions
the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act) as may become
become detrimental
detrimental to the
maintenance of said island as a
wild-game refuge, park, or forest.".
forest".
maintenance
a wild-game
Approved, June 17,
17, 1940.

50 Stat. 649.

stat. 649.

Municipal or
or conconcessionaire ownership
vnership
of enterprises.

cesionirela

of enterprises.

of funds
fulads

Use of
ceived.

,se

re-

50 Stat. 649.
Removal of tundeunde-

stnt. 649.

sirable wild
wild animals,
alninals,
sirable
etc.

et'

40 Stat. 755.
40
16 U.
U.at.S.
S.75.
C. §§ 70370316
C.
711; Supp.
70371;
Supp. V.
V. §§ 703709a.
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1940
[CHAPTER 3951
[CHAPTER
395]

18, 1940
1940
June 18,
[H.
[H. R. 8745]
[Public, No. 640]
640]

Interior Department Appropriation
Act,
1941.
Act, 1941.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Making
appropriations for
for the
the Department
Department of
of the
the Interior
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending
Making appropriations
Interior for
year ending
June
30, 1941,
1941, and
June 30,
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
and House
House of
United
That the
the following
following
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
sums are appropriated,
money in
not
otherwise appropriated,
the Department
Department of
of the
the Interior
for the
the
otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
Interior for
1941, namely:
fiscal year
year ending June
June 30,
30, 1941,
namely:
OFFICE
1HE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SALARIES
SALARIES

Salaries.
Salaries.

Protisos.
Provisos.
Salary restriction.
Salary
restriction.
42 Stat. 1488.
5
U. S. C. §§
§§661-674;
5 U.S.
661-674;
Supp. V.
673, 673c.
673c.
V, §§ 673,

Restriction not
Restriction
not applicable in designated
designated
cases.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1490.
5U.S. C. 666.
5U.S.C.§666.

Radio broadcasts.
broadcasts.
Restriction
Restriction on use

of
of funds.
funds.

Salaries: For the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior, Under
Secretary of
Under Secretary,
Secretary
First Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, Assistant Secretary,
personal
Secretary, and other personal
services in the
District of
of Columbia,
Provided, That
That in
the District
Columbia, $874,950:
$874,950: Provided,
in
expending appropriations
appropriations, contained
contained
appropriations or portions of
of appropriations,
in this Act, for the payment
payment for personal
of
personal services in the District
District of
Columbia in accordance
accordance with
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
as
with the
the Classification
1923, as
amended, with the exception
amended,
exception of the First Assistant Secretary
Secretary and
the
and the
Assistant Secretary, the average
average of the salaries
salaries of the total number
number of
of
persons under any grade in any bureau,
appropriabureau, office,
office, or other
other appropriation unit shall not at any
any time exceed
the average
average of
the compensation
compensation
exceed the
of the
rates specified for the grade by such Act, as amended,
amended, and in grades
in which only one position is allocated
allocated the salary of such position
position
exceed the average
compensation rates
for the
the grade,
grade,
shall not exceed
average of the compensation
rates for
except that in unusually
meritorious cases of one position
unusually meritorious
position in aa
grade advances may be made
average of
of the
the
made to
to rates higher
higher than
than the
the average
compensation
compensation rates of the grade but
once in
in any
any
but not
not more
more often
often than once
fiscal year and then only to the next
next higher rate:
rate: Provided,
Provkled, That
That
this restriction shall not apply (1)
(1) to grades
grades 1, 2, 3,
3, and 44 of the
clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service, or (2)
require the reduction in
(2) to require
in salary
of any person
person whose compensation
compensation was fixed, as
as of
of July
1, 1924,
1924, in
in
July 1,
accordance with the rules of section
accordance
section 6
6 of such Act, (3)
(3) to require
the reduction
reduction in salary of any
person who is
is transferred
transferred from
one
any person
from one
position in the same or different grade
position to another position
grade in the
the
a different
different bureau,
bureau, office,
same or a
office, or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit, (4)
(4)
to prevent the payment
payment of aasalary under any grade at aarate higher
higher
than the maximum rate of the grade when such higher rate is permitted by the Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended, and
speand is specifically authorized
authorized by other law, or (5)
reduce the compensation
compensation
(5) to reduce
a grade in which only one position is allocated:
of any person in a
allocated:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the appropriation
appropriation made available
available to the
office of the Secretary
Secretary by this section shall
shall be used for the broadcast
broadcast
of radio programs
influence the pasprograms designed
designed for or calculated
calculated to influence
sage or defeat of any legislation
legislation pending before
before the Congress.
Congress.
OFFICE
SOLICITOR
OFFICE OF SOLICITOR

Personal
Personal services.
Consumers' Counsel
sel Division.
Salaries and exSalaries
ex-

penses.
penses.

C., Supp.
Supp.
15 U. S.
S. C.,
V,
V, §8a9b.
§ 829b.

For personal services in the District of Columbia and in the field
field
(except Consumers'
Consumers' Counsel Division),
Division), $314,340.
$314,340.
Consumers' Counsel
Consumers'
Counsel Division, salaries
salaries and expenses: For
For all
necessary
Consumers' Counsel Division,
necessary expenditures of the Consumers'
Division, in perperforming the duties devolving
forming
devolving upon
upon said Consumers'
Consumers' Counsel
Counsel Division
Division

by the Bituminous Coal Act of 1937, approved April 26, 1937 (50
Stat. 72), including witness
witness fees and mileage
mileage for witnesses appearing
appearing
in behalf
behalf of the Division before
before the Bituminous
Bituminous Coal Division and
and
including
including witnesses before the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
personal
services and rent in the District
Columbia and
personal services
District of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including not to exceed $3,000
$3,000 for expenses of
of
attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings at which matters of importance
importance to the work
work
of the Consumers'
Consumers' Counsel Division
Division are to be discussed, printing
printing and
contract stenographic
reporting services,
services, stationery
stationery and office
office
binding, contract
stenographic reporting
supplies and equipment,
equipment, and not to exceed
exceed $1,000 for newspapers,
newspapers,
supplies
books, and periodicals, $145,706.
DIVISION
OF TERRITORIES
AND ISLAND
ISLAND POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS
DIVISION OF
TERRITORIES AND

personal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $118,780.
$118,780.
For personal

services.
Personal services.

DIVISION
DIVISION OF INVESTIGATIONS
INVESTIGATIONS
Investigation ofoof offiFor investigating
Invesigation
investigating official matters
matters under
under the control of the
the DepartDepartcial matters; timber
b
protecting timber on the public lands, and
ment of the Interior;
Interior; for protecting
and prtestion,
protection, etc.t
etc.

for the more efficient execution
law and rules
rules relating
relating to the
execution of the law
cutting thereof; for protecting
protecting public lands from illegal and frauduadjusting claims for swamplands
swamplands
lent entry or appropriation;
appropriation; for adjusting
swamplands; and for traveling
traveling and other expenses
and indemnity
indemnity for swamplands;
$470,000, including not exceeding
exceeding
of persons employed hereunder, $470,000,
$42,370 for personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia; not exceedexceeding $52,500 for the purchase,
exchange, operation,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance
purchase, exchange,
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and motorboats for
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
Statement of
of exexStatement
The penditures.
the
use of
agents and
the field service. The
others employed
employed in the
and others
the use
of agents
Secretary of
the Interior
shall include
include in his
annual report
full pentures.
his annual
report a
a full
Secretary
of the
Interior shall
statement
expenditures made
made under
under authority
paragraph.
authority of this paragraph.
statement of
of all
all expenditures
GRAZING SERVICE
SERVICE
GRAZING

entitled "An Act to stop
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
stop
For carrying
injury to the public grazing lands by preventing
preventing overgrazing
overgrazing and
and
soil deterioration,
deterioration, to provide
provide for their
their orderly
orderly use, improvement,
improvement, and
and
development, to stabilize the livestock
livestock industry dependent
dependent upon the
public
approved June 28, 1934 (48
(48
range, and for other purposes", approved
public range,
Stat. 1269),
and as
as amended
amended by the Acts of June
June 26, 1936 (49 Stat.
Stat.
1269), and
Stat.
1976), and July 14, 1939 (53
and
examination and
including examination
1002), including
(53 Stat. 1002),
1976),
agricultural utility,
classification
grazing or agricultural
respect to grazing
classification of lands with respect
preparation of land classification
classification maps and reports, traveling and
preparation
other
payments for the cost of packing, crating,
necessary expenses, payments
other necessary
transportation (including
(including drayage)
drayage) of personal effects
effects of
of
and transportation
employees upon permanent
change of station,
station, under regulations
regulations to
permanent change
employees
$100,160
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, not to exceed
exceed $100,160
be prescribed
personal services in
Columbia, not to exceed
exceed
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
for personal
$30,000 for
for the
and maintenance
maintenance of
operation, and
exchange, operation,
purchase, exchange,
the purchase,
$30,000
motor-propelled
$1,000
vehicles, and not to exceed $1,000
passenger-carrying vehicles,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
for expenses
attendance at
concerned with the work of
meetings concerned
at meetings
of attendance
for
expenses of
the
Secretary of the Interior,
authorized by the Secretary
the Grazing
Grazing Service when authorized
$680,000;
diem while actually
$5 per diem
$680,000; for payment of aa salary of $5
payment of necessary
travel expenses, exclusive
exclusive
necessary travel
employed and for the payment
stockmen,
committees of local stockmen,
advisory committees
subsistence, of members of advisory
of subsistence,
$70,000; in all, $750,000.
For
construction, purchase,
purchase, and
improverange improveand maintenance
maintenance of range
For construction,
ments within
within grazing
grazing districts,
the provisions
of sections
sections
to the
provisions of
districts, pursuant
pursuant to
ments
10
and 11
June 28,
1934 (48
1269), and as
(48 Stat. 1269),
28, 1934
of June
the Act
Act of
10 and
11 of the
amended
by the
June 26,
26, 1936
1976), and July 14,
1936 (49 Stat. 1976),
of June
Acts of
the Acts
amended by
1939
(53 Stat.
including contributions
contributions under section 99
and not
not including
1002), and
Stat. 1002),
1939 (53
of
1934, and for the leasing of State,
State, county,
county, and
the Act
Act of June 28, 1934,
of the
privately
provided under the
the Act of June 23, 1938
privately owned lands as provided
(52 Stat.
1033), $250,000: Provided,
hereunder
expenditures hereunder
Provided, That expenditures
Stat. 1033),
(52
shall
exceed 25
per centum
of all
grazing
from grazing
received from
all moneys
moneys received
centum of
25 per
shall not
not exceed
districts under
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said Act
Act of
28, 1934,
1934, as
as
of June
June 28,
under the
districts
amended, during the fiscal years 1940 and 1941.
amended,

Grazing Service,
Service, exGrazing

penses.

43 U. S.. C.
C.0. I
§31531543
315n; Supp.
Supp. V, §§
1¢ 315315315n;
3150-1.
315o-1.
Classification of
of
Classification
lands, etc.
etc.

Personal
Personal services.
services.

comAdvisory committees
of local
local stockstockmittees of
men.
men.

Range
improveRange improvements.
ments.
43 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
3151,
§ 315i,
43
315j; Supp. V,
V, II 3151,
315i
315j,
3150-1.
315j, 3150-1.
43 U. S.
315h.
S. C. §
I 315h.
43

43 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
43
V,
315m-1.
I 315m-1.
V, §
Proviso.
roimto.
Limitation.
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CONSERVATION DIVISION
DIVISION
CONSERVATION

Salaries and
expenses, oil
oil regulation
and enforcement:
enforcement: For
For adminadminregulation and
Salaries
and expenses,
istering
and
enforcing
the
provisions
of
the
Act
approved
February
n5 v.
s.r., supp. istering and enforcing the provisions of the Act approved February
22, 1935
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
entitled "An Act
to regulate
interstate and
and
regulate interstate
Act to
Stat. 30),
30), entitled
22,
v, 715-7a.1
foreign commerce
and its
products by
prohibiting the
the
by prohibiting
its products
in petroleum
petroleum and
commerce in
foreign
shipment
in such
such commerce
commerce of
its products
produced
products produced
and its
of petroleum
petroleum and
shipment in
in
violation of
State law,
law, and
and for
for other
purposes",, as
as amended,
amended, and
and
other purposes
in violation
of State
to include
necessary personal
personal services
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Personal
Columbia
services in
include necessary
ersonal services.
services.
to
(not to
exceed $43,000),
elsewhere without
regard to
civilto the
the civilwithout regard
and elsewhere
$43,000), and
(not
to exceed
service
laws and
traveling expenses,
expenses, contract
contract stenostenoregulations, traveling
and regulations,
service laws
graphic reporting
rent, stationery,
stationery, and
and office
office supplies,
supplies, not
not
services, rent,
graphic
reporting services,
Attendance at meetto exceed
$1,000 for
necessary expenses
expenses of
attendance at
at meetings
meetings and
and
of attendance
for necessary
to
exceed $1,000
Attendanceatmeetgs
ings.
conferences concerned
in
.
conferences
concerned with the work of petroleum
petroleum conservation
conservation when
Printing
and bindSecretary of the Interior, not to exceed $3,100
for
$3,100 for
authorized by the Secretary
Printing and
bind- authorized
ing.
ing.
newspapers, and
printing and binding,
binding, not to exceed
exceed $600 for books, newspapers,
and
periodicals,
$14,000 for the purchase,
purchase, exchange, hire,
Vehicles.
periodicals, and not to exceed $14,000
vehicles.
maintenance,
operation,
and
repair
of
motor-propelled
passengerpassengerof
motor-propelled
and
repair
maintenance, operation,
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $255,000.
$255,000.
carrying

Oil
regulation and
and
oil regulation
enforcement.
15 U. S. C., Supp.
V, 11§715-7151.

BrruMINOIJS
DIVISION
BITUMIiNOUS COAL
COAL DIVISION
Salaries and
and exexSalaries
penses.
penses.
Post, p.
p. 1040.
Post,
15
S. C.,
15 U.
U.S.
C., Supp.
V, 11
828-851.
§§ 828-1.
V,

50
0 Stat. 86.
86.
15
S. C., Supp. V,
15 U.
U.S.C.,
V
1
838.
i838.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
For all
expenditures of the Bituall necessary
necessary expenditures
Salaries and
minous Coal
Coal Division
purposes of
of the
the Bituminous
Bituminous
out the
the purposes
in carrying
carrying out
Division in
minous
Coal
April 26,
72), including
including per(50 Stat. 72),
26, 1937
1937 (50
1937, approved
approved April
Act of
of 1937,
Coal Act
sonal services
rent in
in the
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
the District
and rent
services and
sonal
traveling
including expenses
expenses of
attendance at meetings
of attendance
expenses, including
traveling expenses,
which,
in the
the discretion
discretion of
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
are necesnecesInterior, are
of the
the Secretary
which, in
sary
efficient discharge
discharge of
responsibilities of the
Division;
the Division;
of the responsibilities
for the
the efficient
sary for
services; stationery
stationery and office supreporting services;
stenographic reporting
contract stenographic
plies;
rental, exchange,
exchange, operation,
maintenance, and repair
repair
operation, maintenance,
purchase, rental,
plies; purchase,
of
photographing, and other such
equipment, typeof reproducing, photographing,
such equipment,
typewriters,
mechanical tabulating
tabulating equipment,
equipment, and
calculating machines,
machines, mechanical
writers, calculating
other
labor-saving devices;
devices; printing and binding;
binding;
appliances and labor-saving
other office appliances
witness
fees and
fees and
accordance with section 88of the
mileage in accordance
and fees
and mileage
witness fees
Bituminous Coal Act of 1937; not to exceed
exceed $4,500 for hire, maintenance,
operation, and
repair of
passenger-carrying
and repair
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
nance, operation,
Columbia; garage
vehicles including one for use in the District of Columbia;
instruction
rentals; miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, including
including those
those for public
public instruction
and information
information deemed necessary;
necessary; and not to exceed $1,800
$1,800 for purchase and exchange
reference books, and
exchange of newspapers, lawbooks,
lawbooks, reference
$2,250,000.
periodicals, $2,250,000.
CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF TtiE
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

Department conDepartment
tingent expenses.
expenses.

contingent expenses
For contingent
expenses of the office of the Secretary
Secretary and the
Department (except
(except the Bureau of Biobureaus and offices of the Department
Survey);;furniture,
furniture, carpets,
hardware, dry goods,
logical Survey)
carpets, ice, lumber,
lumber, hardware,
advertising, teletype rentals and service,
service, telegraphing,
telegraphing, telephone
telephone
advertising,
personal services of temporary or emergency
service, including personal
emergency telephone operators;
streetcar fares
fares for
for use
by messengers
not exceeding
exceeding
phone
operators; streetcar
use by
messengers not
expressage, diagrams,
awnings, filing devices,
devices, typewriters,
$150; expressage,
diagrams, awnings,
typewriters, addadding and addressing
addressing machines,
machines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices, includincluding the repair, exchange,
exchange, and maintenance'
thereof; constructing
constructing
maintenance'thereof;
model and other cases and furniture;
postage stamps to prepay
furniture; postage
prepay postage on foreign mail and for special-delivery
special-delivery and air-mail stamps
stamps for
for
use in the United States; traveling expenses,
expenses, including necessary
necessary
expenses of inspectors
inspectors and attorneys;
attorneys; fuel and light; examination
examination
of estimates
estimates for appropriations
appropriations in the field for any bureau,
bureau, office, or
or
service of the Department;
Department; not exceeding
exceeding $500 for the payment
payment of
damages caused to private property
property by Department
Department motor vehicles;
vehicles;
purchase
motorcycles, and bicycles,
purchase and exchange
exchange of motortrucks,
motortrucks, motorcycles,
bicycles,
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maintenance, repair,
maintenance,
of three
three motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenpassenrepair, and operation
operation of
ger-carrying
motorcycles, and bicycles to
ger-carrying vehicles
vehicles and motortrucks,
motortrucks, motorcycles,
to
purposes; expense
expense of
taking testimony
testimony and
and
be used
used only for
for official
official purposes;
of taking
preparing the
connection with
proceedings instipreparing
the same in
in connection
with disbarment
disbarment proceedings
insticharged with
with improper
before the
the
tuted against
against persons
persons charged
improper practices
practices before
Department, its
and offices;
expense of
of translations,
not
Department,
its bureaus
bureaus and
offices; expense
translations, and
and not
exceeding $1,000
reporting services;
services; not
not
exceeding
$1,000 for
for contract
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
exceeding $700
for newspapers;
stationery, including
including tags,
tags, labels,
labels,
exceeding
$700 for
newspapers; stationery,
cards, cloth-lined
wrappers, and
and specimen
specimen bags,
bags, printed
printed in
the
index cards,
cloth-lined wrappers,
in the
course of manufacture,
manufacture, and such printed
envelopes as
printed envelopes
as are not supmade by
by the
Postmaster General,
General, for
for the
the
plied under
under contracts
contracts made
the Postmaster
Department
its several
several bureaus
bureaus and
Department and its
and offices,
offices, and
other absolutely
absolutely
and other
necessary expenses
not hereinafter
hereinafter provided
for, $129,160;
and, in
in
necessary
expenses not
provided for,
$129,160; and,
addition thereto, sums amounting
amounting to $55,900
$55,900 for stationery
stationery supplies
supplies
shall
be deducted
made for
for the
the fiscal
year
shall be
deducted from
from other
other appropriations
appropriations made
fiscal year
follows: General
General Land Office,
Survey,
1941 as follows:
Office, $3,500;
$3,500; Geological
Geological Survey,
$8,500; Freedmen's
Freedmen's Hospital,
Elizabeths Hospital,
Hospital,
Hospital, $2,000; Saint
Saint Elizabeths
$2,500; National
$2,500;
National Park
$12,500; Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation,
Park Service,
Service, $12,500;
$8,400,
unexpended portion
of which
shall revert
and be
be credited
credited
$8,400, any
any unexpended
portion of
which shall
revert and
to the
the reclamation
reclamation fund; Division
to
Division of Investigations,
Bureau
Investigations, $2,000; Bureau
of Mines, $11,500;
$11,500; Grazing
Grazing Service,
Service, $5,000;
$5,000; and
and said
said sums so
so deducted
deducted
constitute, together
with the
the first-named
first-named sum
shall be
be credited
credited to
to and
and constitute,
together with
sum
of
$129,160, the
the total
total appropriation
for contingent
contingent expenses
for the
of $129,160,
appropriation for
expenses for
the
Department and
(except the
Department
and its
its several
several bureaus
bureaus and offices
offices (except
the Bureau
of
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
of Biological
Biological Survey)
Survey) for
for the
1941.
For the
the purchase
or exchange
exchange of
of professional
and scientific
For
purchase or
professional and
scientific books,
law
and medical
medical books,
books to
complete broken
periodlaw and
books, and
and books
to complete
broken sets,
sets, periodicals,
books of
of reference
reference relating
the busiicals, directories,
directories, and
and other
other books
relating to
to the
ness
the Department,
and in
is hereby
made
ness of
of the
Department, $800,
$800, and
in addition
addition there
there is
hereby made
available from
from any
made for
any of
of the
the following
available
any appropriations
appropriations made
for any
following
not to exceed
bureaus or
or offices of
of the Department
Department not
exceed the
the following
following
respective sums:
Indian Service,
$500; Bureau
Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation,
sums: Indian
Service, $500;
respective
Geological Survey, $6,000; National
Park Service,
Service, $2,200;
$2,200;
$6,000; Geological
National Park
General Land
Land Office,
$500; Bureau
Bureau of
$4,000; Bureau
Bureau of
of
General
Office, $500;
of Mines,
Mines, $4,000;
Fisheries,
$500.
Fisheries, $500.

Stationery supplies.
supplies.
Stationery
Additional sums
sums
Additional
from specified approfrom
priations.
priations.

Purchase of books,
books,
Purchase
etc.

Additional
Additional sums
from
specified approfrom specified
priations.
priations.

PRINTING
AND BINDING
PRINTING AND
BINDING

For printing
binding for the Department
Department of the
the Interior,
For
printing and
and binding
$287,180, of
which $92,005
$92,005 shall
be for
for the
the National
Park Service
Service,
National Park
$287,180,
of which
shall be
$85,290 for
the Bureau
Bureau of
Mines, and
of
and $27,500
$27,500 for the
the Bureau
Bureau of
$85,290
for the
of Mines,
Biological
Survey, including
the publication
publication of
bulletins which
which shall
shall
including the
of bulletins
Biological Survey,
adapted to
interests of the
the people
people of the different
different sections of
of
be adapted
to the interests
the country,
an equal
equal proportion
proportion of
of four-fifths
of the
to be
the bulletins
bulletins to
be
four-fifths of
the
country, an
delivered
sent out
under addressed
addressed franks
furnished by
by the
the
franks furnished
out under
delivered to
to or
or sent
Senators,
in Congress,
Congress, as
as they
they may
may
Representatives, and
and Delegates
Delegates in
Senators, Representatives,
direct.
direct.
COMMISSION OF
ARTS
COMMISSION
OF FINE
FINE ARTS
For
made necessary
necessary by
by the
the Act
"An Act
Act estabestabAct entitled
entitled "An
For expenses
expenses made
lishing
Commission of
May 17,
1910 (40
17, 1910
(40
lishing a
a Commission
of Fine
Fine Arts", approved
approved May
U. S.
C. 104),
purchase of
clippings,
U.
S. C.
104), including
including the
the purchase
of periodicals,
periodicals, press
press clippings,
maps, and
and books
books of
of reference,
reference, and
actual traveling
traveling
and payment
payment of
of actual
maps,
expenses of
secretary of
the Commission
Commission in
attendin attendof the
and secretary
expenses
of the
the members
members and
ing
meetings and
and committee
meetings of
the Commission
Commission either
either within
within
of the
committee meetings
ing meetings
or
outside of
Columbia, to
to be
disbursed on
on vouchers
vouchers
be disbursed
the District
District of
of Columbia,
or outside
of the
approved
the Commission,
Commission, $9,700,
$9,700, of
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
which amount
of which
approved by
by the
$6,480
for personal
personal services
of
in the
the District
District of
services in
$6,480 may
may be
be expended
expended for
Columbia.
Columbia.
For
all printing
printing and
binding for
Commission of
of Fine
Fine Arts,
Arts,
for the
the Commission
and binding
For all
$300.
$300.
$10,000.
Commission of
of Fine Arts, $10,000.
Total, Commission

Printing and binding.

Publication of bulletins.

Expenses.
Expenses.
38
371.
36 Stat. 371.

Personal servies.
services.
Personal

Printing and
and bind.
bind.
Printing
ing.
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410
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WAR
RELIEF COMMISSION
COMMISSION
WAR MINERALS
MINERALS RELIEF
Administrative exAdministrative
expenses.
penses.

40 Stat.
1274.
Stat. 1274.
Personal services.
services.
Personal

Proviso.
Proviso.
Undisposed-of
Undisposed-of
claims.
claims.

Administrative
made necesnecesexpenses made
expenses: For
For administrative
administrative expenses
Administrative expenses:
sary
by sections5
section,5 of
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide relief
in
relief in
of the
Act entitled
sary by
cases
with the
prosecution of
the war,
war, and
and
of the
the prosecution
connected with
of contracts
contracts connected
cases of
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved March
Stat. 1272),
1272), includinclud1919 (40
(40 Stat.
March 2,
2, 1919
for other
ing
personal services,
without regard
regard to
to the
civil-service laws
laws
the civil-service
services, without
ing personal
and regulations;
traveling and
and subsistence
expenses; supplies
supplies and
and
subsistence expenses;
regulations; traveling
and
all other
other expenses
incident to
the proper
proper prosecution
prosecution of
of this
this work,
work,
to the
expenses incident
all
both in
in the
the District
Columbia and
elsewhere, $11,200:
$11,200: Provided,
Provided,
and elsewhere,
District of
of Columbia
both
That any
any claim
claim that
that has
has not
not been
prosecuted and
disposed of
of prior
prior
and disposed
been prosecuted
That
to
July 1,
1941, shall
shall not
not thereafter
thereafter be
Secretary
considered by the Secretary
be considered
1, 1941,
to July
of
Interior and
barred.
shall be barred.
and shall
of the
the Interior
BONNEVILLE POWER
ADMINISTRATION
POWER ADMINISTRATION
BONNEVILLE

Expenses.
Expenses.
Post,
1040.
Pot,p.
p. 1040.

u. s.

For all expenses necessary
necessary to enable the Bonneville
Bonneville Power
Power Administrator
istrator to exercise and
and perform the powers and duties imposed upon
upon
him by
by the
Act "To
"To authorize
authorize the completion,
completion, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
the Act
him
operation
of the
for other
other
and for
navigation and
project, for
for navigation
Bonneville project,
the Bonneville
operation of

20, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
731), including
perStat. 731),
including perapproved August
August 20,
supp. purposes",
purposes", approved
sonal services,
services, travel
expenses, purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of equipment,
equipment,
travel expenses,

C., Supp.
16
16 U. S. C.,
V, §§ 832-8321.

V,§

88328321.

printing
binding, and
purchase and
and exchange
exchange (including
(including one
one
and purchase
printing and
and binding,
exceed $1,200),
$1,200), maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of motor-proat not
not to
to exceed
Personal
Personal services.
services.
pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
of which
which amount
amount $8,200
vehicles, $6,650,000,
$6,650 2000, of
$8,200
shall
available for personal
personal services
services in the District
Columbia
District of Columbia
shall be
be available
and $641,800
be available
available for
for expenses
expenses of
of marketing
and transtransmarketing and
$641,800 shall
shall be
and
mission facilities,
administrative costs
costs in
connection therewith:
therewith:
mission
facilities, and
and administrative
in connection
Proviso.
Provided,
That this
this appropriation
unexpended balances
of
balances of
the unexpended
and the
appropriation and
Provided, That
Avilability;
Availability; acaccounting.
counting.
appropriations
appropriations and allotments
made for
the construction
construction
allotments heretofore
heretofore made
for the
of
expended
available until expended
distribution system
system shall be available
of the
the power distribution
and
accounted for
as one
fund entitled "Construction,
"Construction, Operone fund
for as
and shall
shall be
be accounted
ation,
Bonneville Power
Power Transmission
Transmission System.
System".
ation, and Maintenance,
Maintenance, Bonneville
UNITED
HIGH COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER
UNITED STATES
STATES HIGH
PHILIPPINE
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
Maintenance of
office.
Post, p. 1040.
48 Stat. 4r1.
41.
48 U.
U. S.
S. C. § 1237;
Supp. V, 14 1237a-1237c.
1237a-1237c.

Traveling expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Salary of
of legal
legal adviser, etc.
viser,
Minor purchases.
purchases.

TO THE
THE

For the maintenance
maintenance of the office of the United States High
Commissioner to the Philippine
Islands as authorized by subsection
subsection
Philippine Islands
4
approved March
March 24, 1934 (48 Stat. 456),
456),
4 of section 77 of the Act approved
including salaries
equipment, mainsalaries and wages; rental,
rental, furnishings, equipment,
tenance, renovation,
repair of office
office quarters and living
living quarters
tenance,
renovation, and repair
for the High Commissioner;
Commissioner; supplies and equipment;
purchase and
equipment; purchase
exchange
reference, periodicals,
exchange of lawbooks and books of reference,
periodicals, and newsexpenses, including
including for
appointed herepapers; traveling expenses,
for persons appointed
United States
families, actual
actual expenses
expenses
under within the
the United
States and their families,
of travel and transportation
transportation of household
household effects
effects from their
homes
their homes
in the United States to the Philippine
Philippine Islands, and return, utilizing
Government
Government vessels whenever
whenever practicable;
maintenance,
practicable; operation, maintenance,
and repair of motor vehicles,
necessary expenses,
vehicles, and
and all other necessary
exceeding $10,000
$154,000, of which amount not exceeding
$10,000 shall be available
discretion of the High Commissioner
for expenditure
expenditure in the discretion
Commissioner for
maintenance of his household
maintenance
household and
and such other
other purposes
purposes as he may
deem proper: Provided,
Provided, That
That the salary of the legal adviser
adviser and
the financial expert shall not exceed the annual rate of $10,000
$10,000 and
$9,000 each,
further,That
Th at section
secti
on 3
709 of
of
each, respectively:
respectively: Provided
Provided further,
3709
(41 U. S. C. 5), shall not apply to any purchase
the Revised
Revised Statutes (41
purchase

or service rendered under this appropriation when the aggregate
amount involved does not exceed the sum of $100.

or
amountinvolved
servic e rendered
doesunder
not exceed
this the
appropriation
sum of $100.when the aggregate
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GENERAL LAND OFFICE
OFFICE
GENERAL
SALARIES
SALARIES

Land Office
Office and other personal
personal
For Commissioner of the General
General Land
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $762,000,
including one clerk,
clerk,
$762,000, including
who shall .be designated by the President, to sign land patents.
Transcribing
Transcribing records:
records: For special personal
personal services
services in the District
District
of Columbia to transcribe worn and defaced
defaced records
records of the
the General
General
Land Office,
Office, $10,000.
$10,000.
Binding
services in the District of Columbia,
Binding records:
records: For personal
personal services
purchase and maintenance of equipment, and all other expenses
expenses
purchase
requisite for and incidental
maintenance of
requisite
incidental to
to the
the operation
operation and maintenance
a branch
a
branch of the Government
Government Printing Office in the Interior
Interior Building,
to bind, rebind, and repair books of record in the General
General Land
Land
Office, to be expended under the supervision of the Public Printer,
$10,000.

Salaries.
Salaries.

Transcribing
Transcribing records.

Binding records.
records.

GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
GENERAL

traveling expenses
expenses of officers and employees,
employees, including
including not
For traveling
to exceed $1,000 for expenses of attendance
concerned
attendance at meetings concerned
with
Office when authorized
authorized by the
with the work of the General Land Office
Secretary of the Interior;
stenographers and other
other
employment of stenographers
Interior; for employment
Secretary
assistants when necessary, for separate
separate maps of public-land
public-land States
photolithography or otherwise
and Alaska; for the reproduction
reproduction by photolithography
of
restoration to the public
expenses of restoration
plats of
of surveys; for expenses
of official
official plats
domain of lands in forest reserves and of lands
lands temporarily
temporarily withdrawn for forest-reserve
forest-reserve purposes; and for expenses
expenses of hearings
or
order of
to
of the General Land Office to
by order
proceedings held by
or other
other proceedings
determine
fraudulent entries
the character
character of lands, whether alleged fraudulent
determine the
compliance with the
made in compliance
character or have been made
are of that character
law,
and of
in disbarment
proceedings, $17,500.
$17,500.
disbarment proceedings,
of hearings
hearings in
law, and
For United States maps, prepared
prepared in the General
General Land Office,
Office,
$10,000, to be immediately
immediately available, all of which maps shall be de$10,000,
Representatives, except 10 per
House of Representatives,
to the Senate and House
livered to
delivered to the Commissioner
Commissioner of the General
General
be delivered
centum, which shall be
delivered to the Senate
Land Office for official purposes. All maps delivered
and House
House of
Representatives hereunder
hereunder shall be
rollers
be mounted with rollers
of Representatives
and
ready for use.
ready
Surveying
surveys and
resurveys of public lands,
and resurveys
For surveys
lands: For
public lands:
Surveying public
examination
of surveys
surveys heretofore
heretofore made and reported
defective
reported to be defective
examination of
or
fraudulent, inspecting
timber
and timber
coal fields, and
mineral deposits, coal
inspecting mineral
or fraudulent,
districts,
making fragmentary
fragmentary surveys,
surveys, and
and such
such other
other surveys or
districts, making
examinations
required for identification
identification of lands for puras may be required
examinations as
poses
evidence in any
United
or proceeding
proceeding in behalf of the United
any suit or
poses of evidence
States, under
Commissioner of the General
General
the Commissioner
of the
the supervision
supervision of
under the
States,
Land Office and direction of the Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, $893,880,
$893,880,
including
not to
exchange, operation,
operation,
the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
for the
$5,000 for
exceed $5,000
to exceed
including not
and maintenance
maintenance of
vehicles:
passenger-carrying vehicles:
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
and
Provided,
this appropriation
appropriation may
may be
of this
$5,000 of
to exceed
exceed $5,000
not to
That not
Provided, That
expended
salaries of employees
surveying service
service
of the
the field surveying
employees of
for salaries
expended for
further,
temporarily
Office: Provided
Provided further,
detailed to the General Land Office:
temporarily detailed
That
not to
appropriation may be used for
for
of this
this appropriation
$10,000 of
to exceed $10,000
That not
the
sale of
of the
and timber of
the lands and
of the
and sale
classification, and
survey, classification,
the survey,
so-called
Oregon and
Railroad lands and the Coos Bay
California Railroad
and California
so-called Oregon
Wagon
lands: Provided
That this
this appropriation
may
appropriation may
further, That
Provided further,
Road lands:
Wagon Road
be
expended for
of the
Commisthe Commissupervision of
the supervision
made under
under the
for surveys
surveys made
be expended
sioner of
of the
General Land
but when
expended for surveys that
that
when expended
Office, but
Land Office,
the General
sioner
would not
not otherwise
otherwise be
be chargeable
chargeable hereto
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from
it shall
hereto it
would
the
appropriation, fund,
or special
special deposit.
fund, or
the applicable
applicable appropriation,

Traveling expenses,
Traveling
expenses,
etc.

Hearings.

tr.
s. maps.
maps.
U. S.

Surveying public
Surveying
lands.

Vebicies.
Vehicles.
Provisos.
Proivsos.
Temporarily dede•
Temporarily
employees.
tailed employees.
Survey, etc.,
etc., of desdesSurvey,
ignated
ignated lands.

Expenditures
for
Expenditures for
surveys.
surveys.
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Registers:
For salaries
salaries and
of registers
registers of
of district
district
commissions of
and commissions
Registers: For
offices, $78,000.
land offices,
Contingent expenses
expenses of
land offices:
offices: For
hire, rent,
rent, and
and other
other
Contingent
Contingent exFor clerk
clerk hire,
of land
Contingent
penses
of land
offices. incidental expenses of the district land offices, including the expenses
penses of
land offices.
incidental expenses of the district land offices, including the expenses
of depositing
traveling expenses
of clerks
clerks detailed
to
detailed to
expenses of
public money;
money; traveling
of
depositing public
examine
books and
and management
land offices
offices and
and to
to
of district
district land
management of
the books
examine the
assist in
operation of
and for
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of
of
offices, and
of said
said offices,
the operation
assist
in the
clerks
in the
interest of
the public
public service
service from one disof the
the interest
transferred in
clerks transferred
Proviso.
Prosiso.
trict
land office
$154,560: Provided,
Provided, That
no expenses
expenses
That no
to another,
another, $154,560:
office to
trict land
Restriction.
Restriction.
chargeable to
to the
the Government
Government shall
shall be
by registers
registers in
in the
the
be incurred
incurred by
chargeable
conduct of
local land
land offices
offices except
upon previous
previous specific
specific authorizaauthorizaexcept upon
of local
conduct
tion
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the General
General Land
Office.
Land Office.
by the
tion by
Fire
For the
prevention
and
suppression
of fires
fires on
on the
the public
public domain
domain
prevention,
Fire prevention,
of
and
suppression
the
prevention
For
etc., in Alaska.
Alaska.
in Alaska,
maintenance of
of patrols,
patrols, the
employment of
of
the employment
the maintenance
including the
in
Alaska, including
field personnel,
personnel, and
the use
use of
of airplanes
by charter
or otherwise,
otherwise,
charter or
airplanes by
and the
field
$27,000, of
of which
not to
exceed $1,000
$1,000 may
may be
be used
used for
for the
the maintemainteto exceed
which not
$27,000,
nance
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles.
vehicles.
nance and
Payments
States.
Payments to States.
Payments to
per centum
centum of
of proceeds
proceeds from
from sales
sales of
of
of 55 per
to States
States of
Payments
public lands:
payment to
States of
of 5
per centum
centura
5 per
to the
the several
several States
For payment
public
lands: For
of
the net
net proceeds
proceeds of
of sales
public lands
lands lying
lying within
their limits,
limits,
within their
of public
sales of
of the
for
purpose of
of education
education or
or of
roads and
and improveimprovepublic roads
of making
making public
for the
the purpose
Proviso.
$7,500: Provided,
Provided, That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not
ments, $7,500:
Expenditures
Expenditures lim- ments,
ited.
ited.
exceed the
the aggregate
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in accordaccordexceed
1227.
48 Stat. 1227.
31 U. S. C. 6 725c.
Appropriation Repeal
725c.
Permanent Appropriation
ance with section 4
Repeal Act,
4 of the Permanent
1934.
Revested Oregon
Oregon
Revested
Revested
Railroad and Reconveyed
Reconveyed Coos
California Railroad
Revested Oregon
Oregon and California
Railand California Rail
road, etc.,
etc., grant
lands. Bay
Lands Oregon:
carrying out the proFor carrying
Oregon: For
grantlands
Grant Lands,
Bay Wagon
Wagon Road Grant
road,
manConservation man
visions
entitled "An Act relating to the revested
revested
visions of title I
I of the Act entitled
agement.
agement.
Oregon
Re,conveyed Coos Bay
Bay Wagon
Wagon
and California
California Railroad
Railroad and
and Reconveyed
Oregon and
situated in the State of Oregon",
Oregon", approved
approved
Road Grant
Grant Lands situated
August
including fire protection
874), including
protection and patrol
August 28, 1937
1937 (50 Stat. 874),
on these
and intermin
gled public
public lands,
lands, through
through coopcoopintermingled
on
these and
and adjacent
adjacent and
erative agreements
agreements with
county agencies,
or
erative
with Federal,
Federal, State
State, and county
agencies, or
otherwise, and including
including travel and other necessary expenses,
expenses, and
otherwise,
Personal services.
services.
Personal
including not
exceed $5,000
District of
including
not to exceed
$5,000 for
for personal
personal services in
in the
the District
of
Columbia,
exceed $2,000 for the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
Columbia, and not to exceed
operation, and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of motor-propelled
Proviso.
vehicles,
$150,000:
Provided,
such
expenditures
vehicles,
$150,000:
Provided,
That
such
expenditures
shall be reimReimbursement.
Reimbursement.
50
0 SStat.
tat. 876.
bursed from the 25 per centum
centum referred
referred to in section c, title II
II of
of
August 28,
special fund
designated
the Act
Act approved
approved August
28, 1937, of
of the
the special
fund designated
California Land Grant Fund" and section 44 of
the "Oregon
"Oregon and California
63 Stat. 764.
754.
the Act approved
approved May 24, 1939, of the special
special fund designated
designated the
Wagon Road Grant
"Coos Bay Wagon
Grant Fund".
Range improve
improveRange
Range improvements
improvements on public lands outside of grazing
grazing districts
ments
grazments outside
outside of
of gra
ing districts.
(receipt
limitation) :For construction,
construction, purchase,
(receipt limitation):
purchase, and maintenance
maintenance
range improvements
improvements on
grazing leases
of range
on the public lands
lands subject to grazing
leases
48
1275, 1273
1273;
48 Stat. 1275,
3; under
under the provisions
provisions of section 15 and pursuant to the provisions
provisions
49 Stat. 1978.
1978.
S. C. §
43 U.
U.S.
III315m,
315n i, of section 10 of the Act of
1269), as amended
amended
of June 28,
28, 1934
1934 (48 Stat. 1269),
3151; Supp. V, *1315m,
315i;
§ 315n
n' by the Act of June 26,
26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1976),
1976), $60,000, including not
3181.
3151.
to exceed
exchange, operation,
operation, and mainteexceed $1,200
$1,200 for the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
mainteProviso.
Proeiso.
nance
of
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
nance
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles: Provided,
Provided,
vehicles:
Limitation.
expenditures hereunder
That expenditures
of
hereunder shall not exceed 25 per centum of
all moneys received under the provisions
provisions of section
section 15 of said Act
Act
during the fiscal years 1940 and
and 1941.
Payment to Okl
OklaPayment to Oklahoma
Oklahoma from royalties,
Payment
royalties oil and gas, south half
half of
of
homa.
homa.
derived
Red River: For payment of 371/2
37y2 per centum
centum of the royalties
royalties derived
from the south half of Red River
River in Oklahoma
Oklahoma under the provi42 Stat. 1448.
1448.
which
30U.
C. 233.
233.
sions of the Act of March 4, 1923 (30 Stat. U. S. C. 233), which
30 U. S. C.
shall be paid to the State
local
State of Oklahoma in lieu of all State and local
Registers.
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expended by
taxes upon tribal funds accruing
accruing under
under said Act, to be expended
the State in the same manner
manner as if received
received under section 35 of
of
the Act approved February
February 25,
25, 1920 (30 U. S. C. 191),
191), $7,000:
$7,000:
Provided, That expenditures
Provided,
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not exceed the aggrereceipts covered
accordance with section
gate receipts
covered into the Treasury
Treasury in accordance
section 44
Permanent Appropriation
Repeal Act, 1934.
of the Permanent
Appropriation Repeal

413
413

41
41 Stat. 450.
450.
Proviso.
ProDiso.
Limitation.
48 Stat. 1227.
48
31 U. S.
S. C.. §
§725c.
725c.

BUREAU OF INDIAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS
BUREAU
SALARIES
SALARIES

For the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and other personal services
services
in
in the District of
of Columbia, $548,580.
$548,580.

Salaries.

GENERAL
EXPENSES
GENERAL EXPENSES

For transportation
transportation and incidental
clerks
incidental expenses of officers and clerks
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Affairs when traveling on official
official duty; for
for
telephone toll messages on business pertaining
pertaining
radio, telegraph, and telephone
to the
the Indian
Service sent
sent and
Bureau of Indian
received by the Bureau
Indian Service
and received
to
Affairs
Washington, and for
expenses of the Indian
Affairs at Washington,
for other
other necessary
necessary expenses
appropriation is available, $36,500.
Service for which no.
no other appropriation
inspection, storage,
storage, and
expenses incident
incident
and all
all other
other expenses
For advertising,
advertising, inspection,
supplies for the Indian
Indian Service and for
for
to the
the purchase of goods
goods and
and supplies
railroad, pipe-line, and other transportation
such
payment of railroad,
transportation costs of such
$799,720: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriapproprigoods and supplies, $799,720:
payment for any services except
except bill therefor
therefor is
ation shall be used in payment
service is performed.
rendered within one year from the time the service
For
Indian reservations,
including
on Indian
reservations, including
For maintaining
maintaining law and order on
pay of judges of Indian courts, pay of Indian
Inch= police, and pay of
of
employees engaged in the suppression
suppression of the traffic
traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating
employees
deleterious drugs among Indians, and includliquors, marihuana, and deleterious
ing traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, supplies,
equipment, $255,340.
supplies, and
and equipment,
$255,340.
ing
For
purchase, construction,
construction, repair, and
improvement of agency
agency
and improvement
For lease,
lease, purchase,
buildings, exclusive
exclusive of
of hospital
hospital buildings, including
including the purchase
purchase of
of
buildings,
necessary lands
installation, repair, and
necessary
lands for
for agency purposes and the installation,
improvement
sewerage and water
water
improvement of heating, lighting, power, and sewerage
systems in connection
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part
connection therewith, $200,000:
of this appropriation
construction of any
any
available for the construction
appropriation shall be available
building the total cost of which is in excess of $1,500.
$1,500.
expenses of organizing
Indian chartered
corporations, or other
other
organizing Indian
chartered corporations,
For expenses
tribal
organizations, in accordance
of
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act of
tribal organizations,
June 18, 1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 986),
986), as supplemented
supplemented and amended
amended by the
June 15, 1935 (49 Stat. 378),
378), May 1, 1936 (49 Stat. 1250),
1250), and
Acts of June
services, purchase
June 26, 1936 (49 Stat. 1967),
1967), including personal services,
of equipment
equipment and supplies, not to exceed $3,000 for printing
printing and
and
necessary expenses,
expenses, $74,540, of which not to exceed
exceed
binding, and other necessary
$18,000 may be used for personal services in the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Provided,
discretion of the Secretary
Provided, That in the discretion
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, not
to exceed
exceed $3 per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence may be allowed to Indians
Indians
actually traveling away from their place
place of residence
residence when
when assisting
assisting
in organization
further, That
That no part of
of this approapproorganization work: Provided
Provided further,
priation shall be available
available for expenditure
expenditure in that part of the State
State
of New Mexico
Mexico embraced
embraced in the Navajo Indian Reservation,
Reservation, and not
expenditure in said State: Proto exceed $5,000 shall be available
available for expenditure
Provided further,
available
further, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
to conduct
conduct elections in any reservation
reservation on any matter
matter which has been
been
previously
two years have elapsed.
previously voted upon there unless two
Vehicles, Indian Service:
exceed $495,000
Service: Not to exceed
$495,000 of applicable
appropriations
herein for the Bureau
Bureau of Indian
Indian Affairs shall
appropriations made herein

Traveling expenses,
Traveling
expenses,
etc.

Advertising,
Advertising, etc.,
etc.,
expenses.
expenses.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction on pay*
payRestriction
ments.
Maintenance of law
Maintenance
order on Indian
Indian
and order
reservations.
reservations.

Lease, etc.,
etc., of agenLease,
cy buildings.
buildings.
cy

Proviso.
Proviso.
Construction of
of
Construction
buildings, limitation.
limitation.
buildings,
Tribal organizaTribal
tions, expenses.
tlons,
expenses.
U. S.
8. C. I§ 419;
469;
25 IT.
Supp. V,
V. §
§§ 478a, 478b,
478b,
Supp.
501-50g; 48 IT.
U. S. C.,
C.,
501-bO9;
Supp. V, §§}§358a, 362.
Supp.

Personal services.
services.
Personal
Provisos.
PITsi.,ss

Traveling allowTraveling
ances.
ances.
Expenditures in
in
Expenditures
Mexico.
New Mexico.

elections.
Conduct of elections.

Vehicles, Indian
Indian
Vehicles,
Service, maintenance.
maintenance.
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be
for the
the maintenance,
repair, and
and operation
operation (including
(including
be available
available for
maintenance, repair,
the
of necessary
necessary parts
accessories in
in part
part payment
payment for
for
the exchange
exchange of
parts and
and accessories
new
accessories) of
horse-drawn paspasnew parts
parts and
and accessories)
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
senger-carrying
employees in
the Indian
Indian field
field
senger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the
the use
use of
of employees
in the
service,
and
the
transportation
of
Indian
school
pupils,
and
not
service, and the transportation of Indian school pupils, and not to
to
exceed $300,000
$300,000 of
of applicable
appropriations may
may be
be used
for the
exceed
applicable appropriations
used for
the
purchase and
of motor-propelled
purchase
and exchange
exchange of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles,
and such
such vehicles
vehicles shall
shall be
be used
only for
official service,
service,
vehicles, and
used only
for official
including
transportation of
school pupils.
including the
the transportation
of Indian
Indian school
pupils.
Replacement of
Replacement
of property
property destroyed
destroyed by
by fire,
fire, flood,
or storm:
storm: That
That
flood, or
Replacement of
prperydenstroyedfb
property
destroyed by
flre,
ire, etc.
etc.
to meet possible emergencies
exceeding $35,000
$35,000 of the appropriaemergencies not exceeding
tions made
Act for
for support
and nonreservation
nonreservation
tions
made by
by this
this Act
support of
of reservation
reservation and
schools,
school and
and for
conservation of
of
schools, for
for school
and agency
agency buildings,
buildings, and
for conservation
health
be available,
available, upon
upon approval
of the
the SecreSecrehealth among
among Indians
Indians shall
shall be
approval of
tary
replacing any
equipment, supplies,
supplies,
tary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
for replacing
any buildings,
buildings, equipment,
livestock, or
those activities
activities of
the Indian
Indian Service
Service
of those
of the
livestock,
or other
other property
property of
above
to which
may be
be destroyed
or rendered
unserviceable
above referred
referred to
which may
destroyed or
rendered unserviceable
Proviso.
by
flood, or
Provided, That
any diversions
of appropriaappropriadiversions of
That any
or storm:
storm: Provided,
fire, flood
by fire,
eport to Congress.
Report
Congress.
tions made hereunder
hereunder shall be reported
reported to Congress in the annual
annual
Budget.
Budget.
Attendance at
meet.
Attendance
atmeet
Authorization
Authorization for attending
attending health
health and educational
educational meetings:
meetings: Not
lags.
applicable funds
funds for
expenses
to exceed $7,000 shall
shall be
be available
available from
from applicable
for expenses
(not membership
employees of
of the
Indian Service
Service when
(not
membership fees)
fees) of
of employees
the Indian
when
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior to attend meetings of
of
the Interior
medical,
health, educational,
educational, agricultural,
engineering, and
medical, health,
agricultural, forestry,
forestry, engineering,
and
industrial
of work
work among
among the
the Indians.
Indians.
industrial associations
associations in
in the
the interest of
INDIAN
INDIAN LANDS
Pueblo Indian
Idian
lands, N. Mex.
Compensation
Compensation to
non-Indian claimants.

Compensation
to non-Indian
non-Indian claimants,
Pueblo Indian
New
claimants, Pueblo
Indian lands,
lands, New
Compensation to
to Mexico:
Mexico: For carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
28,
March 28,
non-ndanclaimants. 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 553), in supplemental
supplemental settlement
the liability
liability of
of the
settlement of
of the
the
United States
States to
non-Indian claimants
claimants on
United
to non-Indian
on Indian
Indian Pueblo
Pueblo grants
grants
43 Stat. 6313.
43 tat.636.
whose claims,
been
claims, extinguished
extinguished under the Act of June 7, 1924, have been
found entitled to awards
awards under
the Act
Act
found
under said
said Act
Act as
as supplemented
supplemented by
by the
May
31,
1933
(48
Stat.
108),
$9,826.05,
remain available
available until
until
of
May
31,
1933
(48
Stat.
108),
$9,826.05,
to
remain
Apportionment.
Apportionment.
expended,
expended, to be apportioned to claimants
claimants within the several
several Pueblos
Pueblos
as follows: Taos,
$9,733.05;
San
$93.
Taos,
$9,733.05;
San
Felipe,
$93.
Navajo
Indians,
Navajo Indian
urchass, of land for the Navajo Indians, Arizona,
Purchase
Arizona,
reimbursable:
Arizona, reimbursable:
reimbursable:
Ariz.
Purchase of land.
Purchaseoland.
balance
the
appropriation
unexpended
contained in the DefiThe
unexpended
balance
of
the
appropriation
48 Stat. 1033.
a.
.
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
ciency Appropriation
year 1934, for the purchase of land,
and improvements
water rights,
for the
the Navajo
Navajo
improvements thereon,
thereon, including
including water
rights, for
Indians in Arizona,
Arizona, as authorized by and in conformity with the
provisions of the Act of June 14, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 961),
961), is hereby continued available
available for
the same
same purposes
until
June
30,
tinued
for
the
purposes
until
June
30, 1941.
1941.
Purchase of land
Purchase of land
Navajo Indians,
Indians, Arizona
Arizona (tribal
(tribal funds):
funds) :
urchbaof
w tribal
ffunds. land
Purchase
land for
for the
the Navajo
with
The unexpended
balance of the appropriation
unexpended balance
$40,000 from funds
appropriation of $40,000
to
of the
Navajo tribe,
contained in
in the
the Interior
to the
the credit
credit of
the Navajo
tribe, contained
Interior DepartDepart52 Stat. 300.
tat.300.
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1939,
1939, for the purchase,
purchase, in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June
June 14, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 961)
961),
of lands from the New
New Mexico
Mexico and Arizona
Arizona Land Company within
the Navajo
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona, is hereby continued
Navajo Indian Reservation,
continued available for the same purpose and under the same conditions until June
30, 1941.
30,
1941.
Leasing of lands for
Nag
Leasing
of ands to
Leasing of lands for Navajo
Navajo Indians
Indians (tribal funds):
funds) :For lease,
Navajo Indians.
pending purchase, of land and water
water rights
rights for the use and
and benefit
benefit
Mexico, $20,000,
$20,000,
of Indians of the Navajo Tribe in Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico,
payable
deposit to the credit
credit of the
the N
ava j
o Tribe.
Tribe.
payable from
from Nfld
fundsson
on deposit
Navajo
Acquisition of
lands,
AcquiLon
ofnds
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of
in lands,
For
of lands,
lands, interest
interest in
lands, water
water rights and
and
etc.
surface
surface rights to lands, and for expenses
expenses incident to such acquisition
acquisition
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(except salaries and expenses of employees),
employees), in accordance
accordance with the

415
415

25 U. S.
S. C.. §465.
465.
provisions of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 985),
$325,000,
provisions
985), $325,000,
53
695.
63 Stat. 695.
together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for this
Provisos.
Provisos.
purpose for the fiscal year 1940: Provided,
addition to the
purpose
Provided, That in addition
Contracts.
Contracts.
amount herein appropriated
Secretary of the Interior
Interior may also
appropriated the Secretary
incur obligations, and enter into contracts
contracts for the acquisition
acquisition of the
additional land, not exceeding
exceeding a
a total of $325,000,
and his action
action in
in
additional
$325,000, and
deemed a
Federal
so doing shall be deemed
a contractual
contractual obligation
obligation of the Federal
Government for the payment of the cost thereof, and appropriations
Government
hereafter made for the acquisition of land pursuant
pursuant to the authorizaauthorizahereafter
48 Stat. 985.
available for the
tion contained in the Act of June 18, 1934, shall be available
discharging the obligation or obligations
obligations so created:
created:
purpose of discharging
Restriction on
Restriction
on use of
of
Provided further,
further, That no part of the sum herein
herein appropriated
appropriated or of funds.
Provided
funds.
contract authorization
authorization shall be used for the acquisition
this contract
acquisition of land
within the States of Arizona, Colorado,
Colorado, New
New Mexico, and Wyoming
Wyoming
outside of the boundaries
boundaries of existing Indian reservations.
reservations.
Restricted lands,
Restricted
The unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation of $25,000 contained
contained taxes,
taxes, etc.
50
Stat. 573.
50 Stet,
573.
for
in the Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
1938, for
payment of taxes, including penalties
penalties and interest, assessed
assessed
the payment
against individually
individually owned Indian
Indian land,
land, title to which is held subject
subject
against
restrictions against
against alienation
encumbrance except
except with the
to restrictions
alienation or encumbrance
consent or approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, when such land
consent
purchased with
restricted funds with the understanding
understanding
with trust or restricted
was purchased
C., Supp.
Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
authorized by the V,25§§412a.
purchase it would
would be nontaxable,
nontaxable, as authorized
that after purchase
412a.
available
Act of June 20, 1936 (49 Stat. 1542), is hereby continued available
1941.
for the same purposes until June 30, 1941.
Confederated
Confederated
Purchase of land, Confederated
Bands of Utes, Utah (tribal
(tribal Bands
Confederated Bands
Purchase
Bands of Utes,
Utes, Utah.
Utah.
Purchase of
Purchase
of land.
funds) :The unexpended
unexpended balances of the amounts
amounts authorized
authorized to be
funds):
695.
53 Stat. 695.
Appropriation Act for the
expended
expended by the Interior Department Appropriation
fiscal year 1940 for the purchase
additional lands and improvepurchase of additional
Indians in Utah, are
Confederated Bands of Ute Indians
ments for the Confederated
available for
same purposes, and for the purfor the
the same
hereby continued available
chase of improvements
public-domain lands, until June
June 30, 1941.
1941.
improvements on public-domain
Cheyenne River
River
Cheyenne
Purchase
Cheyenne River Reservation,
Reservation, South Dakota
Dakota Reservation,
Purchase of
of land, Cheyenne
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.
Purchase of
of land.
land.
Purchase
(tribal funds)
:
The
unexpended
balances
of
the
appropriations
from
the appropriations
unexpended balances
funds):
695.
53 Stat. 695.
tribal
River Indians, South Dakota, available
Cheyenne River
tribal funds of the Cheyenne
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year 1940 for the purchase
purchase of Indian-owned
Indian-owned and
during
privately owned land, and improvements
thereon, in the Cheyenne
improvements thereon,
continued available for
River Reservation,
Reservation, South Dakota, are hereby continued
the same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30, 1941. Fort Hall ReservaReserve(tribal funds):
funds) : tion,
Reservation, Idaho (tribal
Purchase of land, Fort Hall Reservation,
tion, Idaho.
Idaho.
Purchase of
of land.
Purchase
The
unexpended balance
$40,000 contained
contained 52 Stat. 1130.land.
of the
the appropriation
appropriation of $40,000
balance of
The unexpended
in the Second Deficiency Appropriation
1938 1 for the
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938,
Indian-owned and
and privately
privately owned lands or interests
purchase of Indian-owned
improvements thereon,
thereon, payable
funds on deposit
deposit
payable from funds
therein, and improvements
hereby continued
continued available,
available,
Indians, is hereby
Fort Hall Indians,
credit of the Fort
to the credit
for the same
same purposes and under the same conditions, until June 30,
1941.
Round Valley
Valley ResPurchase of
Indians of
Round Valley
Valley Reservation,
Reservation, ervation,
of the Round
for the Indians
of land for
Purchase
ervation, Calif.
of land.
Purchase
Purchase
land.
California
(tribal
funds)
:
For
the
purchase
of
land
improveand
improvefunds):
the purchase
California
Indians of the Round Valley Reservation,
Reservation,
thereon for
for the Indians
ments thereon
California, $10,000,
$10,000, payable
on deposit to the credit
credit of
of
payable from funds on
California,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That title to any land and improvements
improvements so
said Indians: Provided,
Title.
Title.
in
trust
purchased
shall
be
taken
in
the
name
of
the
United
States
States
United
purchased
Reservation.
Indians of the Round Valley Reservation.
for the Indians
Ute Mountain
Mountain InUte
Purchase
of land
Ute Mountain
Mountain Indians, Colorado (tribal dians,
land for
for Ute
Purchase of
Colo.
Purchase
of land.
land.
Purchase
funds)
unexpended balance
appropriation of $20,000
balance of the appropriation
The unexpended
funds)::The
contained
in
the
Second
Deficiency
Appropriation
Act,
fiscal
year
year
Deficiency Appropriation
contained
Stat. 1130.
1130.
52 Stat.
improvements thereon for the
1938, for the purchase of land and improvements
lUte
Mountain Band of Indians in Colorado, payable from funds on
Ute Mountain
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deposit
the credit
credit of
Ute Mountain
Mountain Band,
hereby .
continued
deposit to
to the
of the
the Ute
Band, is
is hereby
continued
available, for
for the
purposes and
and under
under the
same conditions,
until
available,
the same
same purposes
the same
conditions, until
June
30, 1941.
June 30,
1941.
Fort Peck
ReservaPeck ReservFort
Purchase of
Peck Reservation,
Reservation, Montana
Montana (tribal
funds) :
Purchase
of land,
land, Fort
Fort Peck
(tribal funds):
tion, Mont.
For the
the purchase
purchase of
and privately
privately owned
owned lands,
Purchase of land.
turMhna
For
of Indian-owned
Indian-owned and
lands,
improvements
lands, or
or any
any interest
water
improvements on
on lands,
interest in
in lands,
lands, including
including water
rights, for
for Indians
of
the
Fort
Peck
Reservation,
Montana,
$50,000,
rights,
Indians of the Fort Peck Reservation, Montana, $50,000,
payable
from any
any funds
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
the Indians
of
payable from
funds on
on deposit
of the
Indians of
said
reservation: Provided,
That
title
to land
or improvements
improvements so
so
Provisos.
Prois.
said reservation:
Provided,
That
title
to
land
or
Title.
Title.
purchased shall be taken in the name
name of the United States in trust
for the
the Indians
Indians of
of the
the Fort
Peck Reservation:
Reservation: Provided
further,
Restriction on useof
Restrictiononuseof
for
Fort Peck
Provided further,
funds.
funds.
That no funds shall be expended
expended under this authorization
authorization without
without
the
consent of the executive
council of
of said
the consent
executive board
board of the tribal council
said
Leasing of land.
Leasing
Indians: Provided
Provided further,
further, That so much of this
appropriation as
as
this appropriation
may be necessary
necessary may be
permit said executive
executive board
board
be expended
expended to permit
to
ten-year periods
periods agricultural
agricultural and
and grazing
grazing lands
lands from
from
to lease
lease for
for ten-year
Indians
sublease to
to Indians
and groups
groups of
of
Indians and non-Indians
non-Indians for sublease
Indians and
Indians.
Spokane
Spokane Indians,
Indians,
Purchase
Spokane Indians,
Indians, Washington
Washington (tribal funds):
Purchase of land,
land, Spokane
funds) :
Wash.
Purchase
urchase of land.
For the purchase of Indian-owned
Indian-owned and privately
privately owned
owned lands,
lands,
improvements
any interest
including water
water
improvements on lands, or
or any
interest in
in lands,
lands, including
rights for Indians
$30,000,
Indians of the Spokane
Spokane Reservation,
Reservation, Washington,
Washington, $30,000,
payable from any
credit of
Indians of
of
any funds
funds on deposit to the
the credit
of the Indians
Proviso.
Pite.said reservation:
reservation: Provided,
Provided, That title to land or improvements
improvements so
Title.
purchased
purchased shall be taken in the name of the United
United States in trust
Indians of the Spokane
Spokane Reservation.
Reservation.
for the Indians
INDUSTRIAL
ASSISTANCE AND
INDUSTRIAL ASSISTANCE
AND ADVANCEMENT
ADVANCEMENT
Timber preservapreservation, etc.

Proviso.
Restriction on use of
of
Restriction
funds.
funds.

Timber sales, etc.,
Timber
expenses.

41 Stat. 415.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Rewards.

Suppression, etc.,
etc., of
of
forest fires.
Post,
1040.
Post, p. 1040.
Provisos.
Prorisos.
Additional amount
amount
available.
Report to Congress.
Congress.

reservations and
and allotments
For the preservation of timber on Indian reservations
allotments
Menominee Indian Reservation
other than the Menominee
Wisconsin, the
educaReservation in Wisconsin,
the education of Indians in the proper
proper care of forests, and the
the general
general adminisadministration of forestry
forestry and grazing
grazing work, including
including fire prevention
prevention and
and
payment of reasonable
reasonable rewards for information
leading to
and
informationleading
to arrest
arrest and
conviction
persons setting
conviction of aa person or persons
setting forest fires, or taking or
or
otherwise destroying
lands,
otherwise
destroying timber, in contravention
contravention of law on Indian
Indian lands,
$398,640:
$398,640: Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for the
expenses
administration of Indian forest
expenses of administration
forest lands from which timber
timber
proceeds from the sales of timber
is sold to the extent only that proceeds
timber from
insufficient for that purpose.
such lands are insufficient
purpose.
For expenses incidental to the sale of timber, and for the expenses
expenses
of administration,
administration, including
including fire prevention,
prevention, of Indian
Indian forest lands
from which such timber is sold to the extent
extent that the proceeds
proceeds of such
sales are sufficient for that purpose, $117,000, reimbursable
reimbursable to
to the United
States as provided
February 14, 1920 (25
provided in the Act of February
(25 U. S. C. 413):
413) :
Provided,
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall be available
available for the payment
payment
of reasonable
leading to arrest
conviction
reasonable rewards
rewards for information
information leading
arrest and conviction
of a
a person or persons setting forest fires, or taking or otherwise
otherwise
destroying
destroying timber, in contravention
contravention of law.
prevention of
offorest
forestfires
fires on
on or
or
For the suppression
suppression or
or emergency
emergency prevention
threatening
Indian reservations,
reservations, $15,000, together with $25,000
threateningIndian
$25,000 from
funds held by the United
United States in trust for the respective
respective tribes of
of
Indians
interested: Provided,
Indians interested:
Provided, That not to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of appropriations herein made for timber operations
operations shall be available
available upon the
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, for fire-suppression
fire-suppression or emerprevention purposes:
purposes: Provided
further, That
gency prevention
Provided further,
That any diversions
diversions of
appropriations made hereunder
appropriations
hereunder shall be reported
reported to Congress in the
annual Budget.
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Geological Survey
• For transfer to the Geological
Survey for expenditures
expenditures to be made
mineral deposits on Indian lands
in inspecting
inspecting mines and examining mineral
operations on restricted, tribal, and allotted
allotted
and .in supervising naming
mining operations
Indian lands leased under the provisions
provisions of the Acts of February 28,
28,
1891 (25 U. S. C. 336, 371,
312), March
March 3,
371, 397),
397), May
May 27, 1908
1908 (35
(35 Stat. 312),
Acts authorizing
1909 (25
(25 U. S.
S. C.
C. 396), and
and other Acts
authorizing the
the leasing
leasing of such
including not to exceed
lands for mining purposes, including
exceed $5,000 for the purexchange (not to exceed $2,000),
$2,000), maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
chase and exchange
operation
exceed $11,000
$11,000 for
operation of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and not to exceed
personal services
$100,000.
services in the District of Columbia, $100,000.
For the purpose of obtaining remunerative
remunerative employment
employment for Indians,
$40,220.
For the purpose of developing agriculture
agriculture and stock raising among
among
the Indians, including necessary
traveling and other expenses,
expenses,
necessary personnel, traveling
and purchase
purchase of supplies and equipment, $670,220,
which not to
$670,220, of which
exceed $15,000 may be used to conduct agricultural
agricultural experiments
experiments and
demonstrations on Indian school or agency
agency farms and to maintain
maintain aa
supply
exceed
to Indians,
Indians, and not to exceed
of suitable
suitable plants or seed for issue to
supply of
maintenance of aa sheep$30,000 may be used for the operation
sheepoperation and maintenance
breeding station on the Navajo Reservation.
Reservation.
breeding
For the purpose of encouraging
self-support among
industry and self-support
encouraging industry
the Indians and to aid them in the culture of fruits, grains, and other
other
crops, $150,000,
advanced to Indians for the purcrops,
$150,000, which sum may be advanced
chase of seeds, animals, machinery, tools,
tools, implements, and other equipequipadvances to old, disabled, or indigent Indian
Indian allottees
allottees for
ment; for advances
irrigable allotments
their support; and for advances to Indians having irrigable
to assist them in the development
cultivation thereof:
Provided,
thereof: Provided,
development and cultivation
That except for the Navajo Indians in Arizona
Arizona and New Mexico not
to
exceed $25,000
$25,000 of
expended
appropriated shall be expended
the amount herein appropriated
of the
to exceed
Indians:
on any one reservation
reservation or for the benefit of any
any one tribe of Indians:
Provided
exceed $15,000
$15,000 may be advanced
advanced to
further, That not to exceed
Provided further,
educational courses,
worthy Indian youths to enable them to take educational
courses,
other
including courses in nursing, home economics,
economics, forestry,
forestry, and other
and
industrial
universities, or other institutions, and
industrial subjects in colleges, universities,
advances so made shall be reimbursed
exceed eight years,
reimbursed in not to exceed
advances
under
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may
such rules
rules and
under such
prescribe.
prescribe.
Industrial
assistance (tribal
(tribal funds):
funds) :For
advances to individual
individual
For advances
Industrial assistance
members
construction of homes and for the purmembers of the tribes for the construction
chase
implements, building material,
material,
seed, animals, machinery, tools, implements,
chase of seed,
equipment and supplies;
disabled,
advances to old, disabled,
supplies; and for advances
other equipment
and other
or
indigent Indians
Indians for
for their
their support
support and
burial, and Indians
Indians having
having
and burial,
or indigent
irrigable
development and cultivation
cultivation
in the development
to assist
assist them in
allotments to
irrigable allotments
thereof, to
available, $22,000,
payable from tribal funds
$22,000, payable
immediately available,
to be immediately
thereof,
as
Blackfeet, Montana,
Hoopa Valley,
Valley, California,
California,
$10,000; Hoopa
Montana, $10,000;
as follows:
follows: Blackfeet,
Minnesota, $10,000
(from funds held
held in trust by the
$10,000 (from
$2,000; Red Lake, Minnesota,
United
Indians pursuant
pursuant to the Act of June 15, 1938
said Indians
United States for said
(52 Stat.
Stat. 697),
697), and
and to
to be
be used
used only
only for
Indian
loans to Indian
for educational
educational loans
(52
youths
possessing one-fourth
one-fourth degree or more
Band possessing
of the
the Red Lake Band
youths of
of Indian
Indian blood)
balances of funds available
available
unexpended balances
and the unexpended
blood);;and
of
under
Act for the
Appropriation Act
Department Appropriation
Interior Department
in the Interior
this head in
under this
fiscal
year 1940,
and the
the Third
Third Deficiency
1939, are
fiscal year
year 1939,
Act, fiscal
Deficiency Act,
1940, and
fiscal year
hereby continued
continued available
purposes
for the purposes
year 1941 for
the fiscal
fiscal year
during the
available during
hereby
for
which they
they were
advances may be
Provided, That advances
appropriated: Provided,
were appropriated:
for which
made
to worthy Indian youths
enable them to take educational
educational
youths to enable
made to
courses,
including courses
courses in
in nursing,
nursing, home
home economics,
forestry, and
and
economics, forestry,
courses, including
institutions,
universities, or other institutions,
other
and industrial subjects in colleges, universities,
and advances
advances so
made shall
reimbursed in not to exceed
eight years
years
exceed eight
be reimbursed
shall be
so made
and
193470°-41
—PT.I -193470°-41-PT.

27
27

Geological Survey.
Survey.
Geological
Transfer of funds.
funds.

26
26 Stat. 794; 35 Stat.
783.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Employment.
Employment.

Development of agagDevelopment
stock
riculture and stock
raising.

Agricultural experiments,
ments, etc.
Navajo ReservaNavajo
Reservation.
Sheep-breeding staSheep-breeding
tion.
Loans to encourage
industry,
etc.
industry, etc.

Provisos.
Prooisos.
Limitation;
Limitation;
tion.
tian.

excepexcep-

Advances
Advances to Indian
Indian
educational
youths for educational
youths
purposes.
purposes.
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Industrial assistIndustrial
assistance.
Construction of
Construction
of
etc.
homes, etc.

Advances to
etc.,
etc.. Indians.
Indiana.

old,
old,

Reappropriations.
Reappropriations.
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 697, 1314.
1314.

Provi308.
Provisos.
Advances to Indian
Advances
youths for
youths
for educational
educational
purposes.
purposes.
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
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under such
such rules
rules and
and regulations
as the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may
the Secretary
regulations as
under

prescribe:
That all
moneys reimbursed
reimbursed during
during the
prescribe: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
all moneys
the
fiscal year
shall
be
credited
to
the
respective
appropriations
and
fiscal
year 1941
1941 shall be credited to the respective appropriations and
the purposes
of this
paragraph: Provided
Provided further,
further,
Establishment, etc., be
Establishment,etc.,
be available
available for
for the
purposes of
this paragraph:
of tribal enterprises.
That
funds
available
under
this
paragraph
may
be
used
for
the
estabof tribalenterprises.
That funds available under this paragraph may be used for the establishment
and operation
operation of
enterprises when
when proposed
proposed by
by Indian
Indian
lishment and
of tribal
tribal enterprises
tribes and
and approved
approved by
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
and revenues
revenues
tribes
Secretary of
Interior, and
derived
therefrom shall
the Treasury
Treasury to
to the
the credit
derived therefrom
shall be
be covered
covered into
into the
credit of
of
respective tribes:
Provided further,
further, That
unexpended balances
balances
Loans from
from revolvrevolv- the
the respective
tribes: Provided
That the
the unexpended
ing loan fund.
ingloan fund.
of prior appropriations
head for
for any
appropriations under
under this head
any tribe,
tribe, including
including reimreimbursements
appropriations and
and the
the appropriations
appropriations made
made herein,
herein,
bursements to
to such
such appropriations
may
to such
incorporated, for
for use
use under
under rules
rules
may be
be advanced
advanced to
such tribe,
tribe, if
if incorporated,
and regulations
established for
the making
making of
of loans
loans from
the revolving
revolving
and
regulations established
for the
from the
48
Stat. 988.
48Stat.986.
loan fund authorized
authorized by the Act
Act of June 18,
18, 1934 (25 U. S. C. 470).
470).
Additional amount
additional amount
appropriations heretoFor an additional
amount to be added
added to the appropriations
heretofor revolving
lush
the establishment
revolving fund
fund for
the purpose
.revolving
fore made,
made, for
for the
establishment of
loan fore
of a
a revolving
for the
purpose
fund.
of
making and
administering loans
loans to
Indian chartered
of making
and administering
to Indian
chartered corporations
corporations
in accordance
accordance with
(48 Stat. 986),
986), and of
the Act
Act of June
June 18,
18, 1934
1934 (48
in
with the
making and
administering loans
loans to individual
individual Indians and
and administering
and to associcorporate groups of Indians
Indians of Oklahoma
Oklahoma in accordance
accordance
ations or corporate
25 U. S. C., Supp.
of June
June 26,
26, 1936
1967), $249,600,
$249,600, of which
Ui.s. c., supp. with the Act of
1936 (49 Stat. 1967),
which
V.256501.
amount
available for personal
personal services
not to
to exceed
exceed $22,500
$22,500 shall be
be available
amount not
Personal services.
Personal servic.
in the
the District of Columbia,
and $100,000
in
Columbia, and
$100,000 shall
shall be
be available
available for
for perpersonal services in the field, for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of employees,
employees, for
purchase of ecjuipment
necessary expenses
equipment and supplies, and for other necessary
of
administering such loans,
including not more than $3,500
of administering
loans, including
$3,500 for printprinting
ing and binding.
Development of
Development
f Inor the deveopment,
of
InCommissioner of
of
For
development, under
under the direction
direction of the Commissioner
dian arts and crafts.
d arts d ra
Inan
Affairsdian
ndian arts and crafts, as authorized
Indian Affairs,
of Indian
authorized by the Act
Act
25 U.. S.
S. C.,
Supp. of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 891),
25
C., Supp.
891), including personal services, purV, §305.
purchase of
of
.
chase and transportation
transportation of equipment
equipment and
and supplies, purchase
periodicals, directories,
directories, and books of reference,
operaperiodicals,
reference, purchase
purchase and operaVehicles.
ehicles.
tion of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, telegraph
telegraph and
telephone
telephone services, cost of packing, crating, drayage, and transportaemployees upon
permanent change of
tion of personal
personal effects
effects of
of employees
upon permanent
of stastation, expenses
expenses of exhibits and of attendance
attendance at meetings concerned
concerned
with the development
development of Indian
Indian arts and crafts, traveling
traveling expenses,
including payment
payment of
actual transportation
expenses,
not to
to exceed
exceed
including
of actual
transportation
expenses,
not
Printing and bindrging nd bd- $2,500
and binding,
binding, and
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses,
$48,400,
$2,500 for
for printing
printing and
expenses, $48,400,
ing.
exceed $16
1
000 shall
shall be
for personal
personal services
of which not to
to exceed
$16:000
be available
available for
services
Proviso.
in the
the District
That no
no part
this approapproSalary
limitation.
Provided, That
part of
of this
in
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Salarylimitation.
priation
priation shall be used to pay any salary
salary at a
arate exceeding
exceeding $7,500 per
per
annum.
annum.
Suppressing contacoutaSuppressing
giousP
livstock dd
Suppressing
contagious diseases
gious livestock
diediseases among livestock
Suppressing contagious
livestock of
of Indians:
The
Indians: The
eases.
eaes.
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation of $7,500 contained
contained in the
50
221.
50 Stat.
stat. 221.
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937,
Second Deficiency
1937, for reimbursing Indians of the Mescalero
Mescalero Reservation,
Reservation, New Mexico,
Mexico, for stock
stock
destroyed
destroyed on account of being infected
infected with
with Malta
Malta fever,
for
fever, and
and for
connection with the eradication
expenses in connection
eradication and prevention
prevention of this
disease, is hereby made available
available for the same
same purposes
purposes for the fiscal
fiscal
year 1941.
1941.
Credits;
availability.
Credits;availability,

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELPMENT OF WATER
WATER SUPPLY
SUPPLY
Development,
Development, etc.,
etc.,
of water facilities.
facilities.

For the development, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, repair, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation of domestic and stock
stock water
facilities on the
Navajo ReservaReservawater facilities
the Navajo
tion
Arizona, New
New Mexico,
and Utah,
Utah, the
Reservation in
in
tion in
in Arizona,
Mexico, and
the liopi
Hopi Reservation
Arizona, the Papago
Papago Reservation
Reservation in
Arizona, and
and the
the several
Pueblos
in Arizona,
several Pueblos
in New Mexico, including the purchase
installation of pumping
purchase and installation
pumping
and other equipment, $100,000.
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IRRIGATION AND
IRRIGATION
AND DRAINAGE
DRAINAGE

For the construction,
construction, repair, and maintenance
maintenance of irrigation systems, and for purchase
purchase or rental
rental of irrigation tools and
appliances,
and appliances,
water rights, ditches, and lands necessary
necessary for
for
for irrigation
irrigation purposes
purposes for
reservations and allotments; for operation
Indian reservations
irrigation sysoperation of irrigation
systems or appurtenances
appurtenances thereto when no other funds are
are applicable
applicable or
or
available for the purpose; for drainage
drainage and protection
protection of irrigable
irrigable
lands from damage by floods or loss of water rights, upon the
the Indian
Indian
irrigation
irrigation projects named below, in not to exceed the following
following
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Miscellaneous projects, $16,500; Arizona:
Miscellaneous
Arizona: Ak Chin,
Chin, $4,000;
$4,000; Chiu
Chiu
Chui, $4,000; Ganado, $1,000 together with $1,500 from which amount
amount
expenditures
expenditures shall not exceed the aggregate
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
covered into
into the
the
Treasury in accordance
accordance with section
section 4
Appropria4 of
of the
the Permanent
Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934; Navajo, miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects, Arizona
Arizona and
and
New Mexico, $12,000; Hopi, miscellaneous
projects, $1,500; San
miscellaneous projects,
San Xavier,
Xavier,
$2,000; California:
California: Coachella Valley,
Valley, $1,000; Morongo,
Morongo, $4,000,
$4,000; Pala
Pala
and Rincon, $3,500, together with $500, from
from which expenditures
expenditures
shall not exceed the aggregate
aggregate receipts
receipts covered into the Treasury
Treasury in
accordance
accordance with section 4
4 of said Repeal Act; Colorado:
Colorado: Southern
Southern !Re,
Ute,
$13,000,
$13,000, together with $3,000, from which amount expenditures
expenditures shall
shall
not exceed the aggregate
aggregate receipts
in accordaccordreceipts covered into
into the Treasury in
ance with section 4
4of the said Repeal
Repeal Act; Montana:
Montana: Tongue
Tongue River,
River,
$4,000; Nevada:
Nevada: Pyramid Lake,
Walker River,
River, $6,000;
Western
Lake, $3,000;
$3,000; Walker
$6,000; Western
Shoshone, $10,000; New Mexico: Miscellaneous
$27,500;
Miscellaneous Pueblos,
Pueblos, $27,500;
Oregon:
Oregon :
Warm Springs, $3,000; Washington:
Washington: Colville, $5,000, together
together
exceed the
the
with $1,000, from which amount
amount expenditures
expenditures shall
shall not
not exceed
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
covered into
Treasury in
in accordance
accordance with
with secsecaggregate
into the
the Treasury
4 of said Repeal
tion 4
Repeal Act; Lummi diking project, $500, together
together
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the
with $2,000, from which amount
amount expenditures
expenditures shall
aggregate
aggregate receipts covered into the
accordance with
with secsecthe Treasury in accordance
tion 4
4of said Repeal Act.
Act.
For necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses incident to the general
general administration of Indian irrigation
irrigation projects,
including pay of employees
employees and
projects, including
and
their traveling and incidental expenses,
expenses, $70,980;
$70,980;
In all, for irrigation on Indian reservations,
exceed $200,480,
$200,480,
reservations, not
not to exceed
reimbursable: Provided,
reimbursable:
Provided, That the foregoing
foregoing amounts shall be available
available
interchangeably,
interchangeably, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
for
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, for
the necessary
necessary expenditures
damages by floods and other
expenditures for damages
other unforeseen
unforeseen
exigencies, but the amount so interchanged
exigencies,
interchanged shall not exceed
exceed in the
the
aggregate
aggregate 10 per centum of all the amounts so appropriated:
appropriated: Provided
Provided
further. That the cost of irrigation
further,
irrigation projects
projects and of operating
operating and
maintaining such projects where reimbursement
reimbursement thereof
thereof is
required by
by
is required
law shall be apportioned
apportioned on a
per-acre basis against
under
a per-acre
against the lands
lands under
the respective projects and shall be collected
collected by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior as required by such law, and any
any unpaid charges outstanding against such lands shall constitute
constitute aafirst
first lien thereon which
which
shall be recited
recited in any patent or instrument
instrument issued
such lands.
lands.
issued for
for such
For operation
operation and maintenance
San Carlos
project for
the
maintenance of
of the
the San
Carlos project
for the
irrigation of lands in the Gila River
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona,
Arizona,
River Indian
$65,000, reimbursable,
reimbursable, together with $140,000
(operation and main$140,000 (operation
maintenance
tenance collections),
collections), and $220,000 (power
(power revenues),
which latter
latter
revenues), of
of which
sum not to exceed $24,000 shall
available for major
shall be available
major repairs
repairs in case
of unforeseen emergencies
emergencies caused
caused by fire, flood,
flood, or
or storm, from which
which
$140,000 and $220,000,
$220,000, respectively,
expenditures shall
shall
amounts, of $140,000
respectively, expenditures
not exceed
exceed the aggregate receipts covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury in
in accordaccordance with section 4
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act,
4 of the Permanent
Act,
1934; in all, $425,000.

Constraction,mainConstruction,main.
tenance, etc.,
desigetc., of designated projects.
projects.

Limitation.
Limitation.

48 Stat. 1227.
1227.
31 U.
U. S.
8. o.
C. 5725e.
725o.
31

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous exexpenses.
penses.

Total; reimburseTotal;
reimbursement.
Provisos.
Proisos.
Amounts InterinterAmounts
changeable;
changeable; limitation.
tion.

Apportionment
Apportionment
costs;
collection.
costs; collection.

of
of

Unpaid
charges aa
Unpaid charges
lien.
first lien.

San
Carlos project.
San Carlos
project,
Ariz.
Ariz.
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
etc.

Emergencies.
Emergencies.

48 Stat.
48
Stat. 1227.
225e.
31 1J.
U. S.
.. C.
. § 728.
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For continuing
cropping operations
operations on the
subjugation and for cropping
continuing subjugation
For
lands
of the
the Pima
Indians in
Arizona, there
shall be available
available not
not
there shall
in Arizona,
Pima Indians
lands of
to
$200,000 of
of the
the revenues
operations and
from these operations
derived from
revenues derived
exceed $200,000
to exceed
onasof.
deposited into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United
States to
the credit
such
credit of such
to the
United States
deposited
Indians, and
and such
such revenues
revenues are
are hereby
made available
payment
available for payment
hereby made
Indians,
against
assessed against
of irrigation
irrigation operation
operation and
and maintenance
charges assessed
maintenance charges
of
tribal or
allotted lands
Pima Indians.
said Pima
lands of said
or allotted
tribal
For improvement,
improvement, operation,
operation, and
the pumping
pumping
Colorado
maintenance of the
and maintenance
For
nRiver InColorado River
dian Reservation,
plants and
system on the Colorado River Indian
Indian ReservaReservairrigation system
and irrigation
plants
o
A
Ariz.riz
Maintensnce, etc.,
Maintenance,
Stat. 273),
(36
1910 (
tion
provided in the Act of April 4,
4,
1910
36 Stat.
273 )
,
tion, Arizona, as provided
etc,
ofsystem.
of system.
$19,000,
with $19,000,
$19,000, from
amount
from which amount
together with
reimbursable, together
$19,000, reimbursable,
expenditures shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
the aggregate
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
covered into
the
into the
expenditures
48
Stat.
1227.
Treasury
in
accordance
with
section
4
Permanent
ApproApproPermanent
the
4
of
section
with
accordance
in
Treasury
Sta.
SC72c.
48
31 U. S. C. §725c.
priation
1934.
Repeal Act, 1934.
priation Repeal
San
Reservamaintenance, pumping plants,
Operation and
and maintenance,
plants, San Carlos
Carlos ReserOperation
San Carlos Reservation, Ariz.
maintenance
operation and maintenance
the operation
vation, Arizona
Arizona (tribal
funds) :For
For the
(tribal funds):
Operation, etc.,
etc., of vation,
operation,
pumping plants.
pumping
plants.
of pumping
pumping plants
plants for the irrigation
irrigation of lands on the San Carlos
Reservation,
to be
from the funds held by
paid from
be paid
$5,000, to
Arizona, $5,000,
m Arizona,
Reservation, in
the United
United States
in trust
trust for
for the
reservation:
Indians of such reservation:
the Indians
States in
the
Proviso.
Provided, That
That the sum so used shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed to the tribe
tribe by
Provided,
.
Preisom
Reimbursement.
as the
regulations
and
rules
such
under
benefited under
the Indians benefited
Secretary
of
the
Interior
prescribe.
prescribe.
may
Interior
the
of
Secretary
Yuma
reclamation and maintenance
For reclamation
maintenance charges
charges on Indian
Indian lands within
within
Reservation,
Yuma Reservation,
Calif.
a
of
the
Yuma
Reservation,
California,
acres
within
each
of
ten
on
and
California,
Reservation,
the Yuma
Yum a homestead
homestead the eleven
Yuma homestead
homestead entries in Arizona under
under the Yuma
eleven
Yuma
entries, Ariz.
$11,350, reimbursable.
reclamation project, $11,350,
entries, Ariz.
reclamation
Fort
systems,
improvements, maintenance,
For
Hall systems,
Fort Hall
improvements,
maintenance, and operation
operation of the Fort Hall
Idaho.
$28,000, together
$25,000, from which
which
Maintenance, etc.
Idaho, $28,000,
together with $25,000,
systems, Idaho,
Maintenance,
irrigation systems,
amount expenditures
expenditures shall
shall not
not exceed
the aggregate
aggregate receipts
covered
receipts covered
exceed the
amount
into the
Permanent
4 of the Permanent
section 4
with section
accordance with
in accordance
Treasury in
the Treasury
into
Appropriation
Repeal
Act,
1934.
1934.
Act,
Repeal
Appropriation
Fort Belknap Resoperation, repairs, and purchase
For
and operation,
purchase of stored
stored
maintenance and
For maintenance
aontReseFort
ervation,
Mont.
Maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
waters, irrigation systems, Fort Belknap
Maintenance,
waters
Belknap Reservation,
Reservation, Montana,
Montana,
of systems.
ofsystems.
$14,800, reimbursable
reimbursable,' together
together with $4,200
$4,200 from which amount
amount
receipts
expenditures
shall
exceed
aggregate
receipts covered
covered into the
the
exceed
not
shall
expenditures
4 of the Permanent
Treasury
accordance with section 4
Permanent Approin accordance
Treasury in
priation
priation Repeal Act, 1934.
Peck project,
maintenance and operation
Fort Peck
For maintenance
operation of the several units of the Fort
Fort
Mont.
Mont.
exceed four thousand acres
Peck project,
project, Montana
Montana, including
including not to exceed
acres
Peck
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,
$19,000,
Canal of the Poplar
Poplar River
River Division, $19,000,
the West Side Canal
under the
$3,000 from which amount expenditures
reimbursable, together
together with $3,000
expenditures
reimbursable,
in
shall not exceed
covered into the Treasury in
aggregate receipts covered
exceed the aggregate
shall
Appropriation Repeal
Permanent Appropriation
accordance
section 4
1 of the Permanent
Repeal
accordance with section
Act,
1934.
Act, 1934.
Black feet Indian
For
and operation
operation of
of the
the irrigation
irrigation
maintenance, and
Reservation,
Mont.
improvement, maintenance
the improvement,
For the
Reservation, Mont.
Maintenance, etc.,
$10,000,
Montana,
in
Reservation
Indian
Blackfeet
systems
on
the
Blackfeet
Indian
Reservation
Montana,
$10,000,
etc.,
Mflstenanme,
of systems.
ofsystems
reimbursable, together
together with $11,000,
$11,000, from which
which amount
amount expenditures
expendit ures
shall
exceed the aggregate
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury in
shall not exceed
Repeal
4 of the Permanent
accordance with section 4
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
accordance
Act, 1934.
1934.
Act,
Flathead ReservaFor operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the irrigation and .power sysFor
tiFon,
tion, Mont. RMeservaMaintenance,
Reservation,
etc., tems on the Flathead
Maintenance. etc.,
Flathead
Reservation, Montana,
Montana $7,000,
$7,000, reimbursable,
reimbursable,
of systems.
together with
of
systems.
(operation and
maintenance collections)
together
with $120,000
$120,000 (operation
and maintenance
collections) and
and
$80,000 (power revenues),
revenues), from which amounts of $120,000 and
$80,000,
expenditures shall
shall not
exceed the aggregate
aggregate
not exceed
respectively, expenditures
$80,000, respectively,
48
Stat. 1227.
48stat.1227.
31
IJ. S..C.
C. §725c.
725c.
covered into the Treasury
receipts covered
31U.
receipts
Treasury in accordance
accordance with section 4
4 of
of
the
Permanent
Appropriation
Repeal Act, 1934; in all, $207,000.
$207,000.
Repeal
Appropriation
Permanent
the
Crow Reservation,
For
maintenance, and operation
operation of the irrigation
irrigation
improvement, maintenance,
For improvement,
Mont.
Rratio
Mont
Maintenance, etc.,
including
Montana,
systems
on
the
Crow
Reservation,
Montana
including maintenance
maintenance
Reservation,
Crow
the
on
etc., systems
ofMaintenance,
systems.
Association
Water Users'
Leggins Water
assessments
assessments payable
payable to the Two Leggins
Users' Association

Pima
Ariz.
Indians, Ari.
ima Indians,
Subjugation and
cropping
operations
r
on lands of.

operations

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

1910
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and Bozeman
Montana, properly assessable
Bozeman Trail Ditch Company, Montana,
and
against
lands allotted
allotted to
$5,000,
irrigable thereunder, $5,000,
Indians and irrigable
the Indians
to the
against lands
reimbursable,
together
with
$35,000
from
which amount expenditures
expenditures
$35,000
with
reimbursable, together
shall not
not exceed
exceed the
aggregate receipts
covered into the Treasury
Treasury in
receipts covered
the aggregate
shall
4,8 Stat. 1227.
ta.S. 1726.
Repeal
accordance
with
section
4
of
the
Permanent
Appropriation
Repeal
Appropriation
Permanent
the
4
of
61 U.
C. §7260.
accordance with section
Act, 1934.
Tongue River WaFor
payment to
to the
Water Users'
Users' Association,
Association, terTongue
Rive Wa
River Water
Tongue River
the Tongue
For payment
Users' Association,
Mont., etc.
etc.
Mont.,
Montana,
or
the
State
Water
Conservation
Board
of
in
Montana,
Board
Conservation
Water
State
the
or
Montana,
Payment to.

Payment to.
accordance
Act approved
11, 1939
approved August 11,
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
with the
accordance with
(53 Stat.
1411), $19,500,
reimbursable as provided
provided in said Act.
$19,500, reimbursable
Stat. 1411),
(53
Newlands project,
project
Newlands
reclamation charges
For payment of annual installment of reclamation
charges against
against Nev.;
payment.
project,
Paiute
Indian
lands
within
Newlands
reclamation
reclamation
Newlands
the
within
lands
Paiute Indian
Operation of drains
of dra
Nevada, $5,381;
$5,381; and
for payment
provided by district toErracin
advance, as provided
payment in advance,
and for
Nevada,
to Truckee-Carson
payment.
district; payment.
law,
maintenance assessments,
assessments, including
including assessassess- district;
and maintenance
operation and
of operation
law, of
ments
for the
the operation
operation of drains
Truckee-Carson irrigation
drains to the Truckee-Carson
ments for
$10,900.
district, $5,519,
to be
be immediately
immediately available;
available; in all, $10,900.
$5,519, to
district,
Navajo Reservation,
For operation
of the
irrigation project
project N.NavaoReservation
Hogback irrigation
Mex.
the Hogback
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation and
For
Operation
Hogeation off Hogon
the
Navajo
Reservation
in
New
Mexico,
$13,000,
reimbursable,
reimbursable,
$13,000,
on the Navajo Reservation in New Mexico,
back project.
together with
with $5,000,
$5,000, from
from which
expenditures shall not back project
which amount expenditures
together
exceed
into the Treasury
Treasury in accordaccordcovered into
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
the aggregate
exceed the
Act,
Repeal
ance
with
section
4
of
the
Permanent
Appropriation
Repeal
Appropriation
Permanent
the
of
4
ance with section
1934.
Fruitlands project,
project,
Fruitlands
For
maintenance and
and operation
of the
the Fruitlands
Fruitlands irrigation
irrigation Navajo
operation of
For maintenance
Reservation,
N.
Mex.
N.avex
project,
Navajo
Reservation,
New
Mexico,
$13,000,
reimbursable,
project, Navajo Reservation, New Mexico, $13,000, reimbursable,
Maintenance, etc.
together with
from which
which amount
expenditures shall not Maintenance etc.
amount expenditures
$3,000, from
with $3,000,
together
exceed the
the aggregate
aggregate receipts
covered into the Treasury
Treasury in accordreceipts covered
exceed
ance
the Permanent
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal
Repeal Act,
of the
section 44 of
with section
ance with
1934.
Albuquerque IndiSchool, N.
Mex.
N.Mex.
anscbe
For
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance assessments
assessments on
Indian lands, and an
on Indian
For operation
Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance, etc.,
the
of the
the Albuquerque
Albuquerque Indian
Indian School, within assessments.
grounds of
and grounds
buildings and
the buildings
the Middle
Rio Grande
Grande Conservancy
Conservancy District,
District, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, $9,320,
$9,320, asents
Middle Rio
the
with
of
which
amount
$8,530
shall
be
reimbursed
accordance
accordance
in
reimbursed
be
shall
$8,530
amount
of which
existing law.
Klamath ReservaFor
improvements, maintenance,
maintenance, and
operation of
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous tlaath
tion,
Oreg. Reservaand operation
1
For improvements,
Maintenance, etc.,
irrigation
projects
on
the
Klamath
Reservation,
Oregon,
$3,000,
etc.,
Maintenane
$3,000,
irrigation projects on the Klamath Reservation, Oregon,
of projects.
project
of
reimbursable,
together
with
$4,000,
from
which
amount
expenditures
expenditures
amount
which
from
$4,000,
with
reimbursable, together
shall not
exceed the
the aggregate
from operation
mainteoperation and maintereceipts from
aggregate receipts
not exceed
shall
covered
nance
collections
on
the
Sand
Creek
and
Modoc
Point
covered
units
Modoc
and
Creek
Sand
nance collections on the
into the
the Treasury
accordance with
section 4
4 of the Permanent
Permanent
with section
in accordance
Treasury in
into
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
Appropriation
Unoompahgre, etc.,
etc..
UncompahTgre
betterment of the
For
For continuing
continuing operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance and
and betterment
the Vies
In Utah.
Irrigation of allotted
irrigation
system
to
irrigate
allotted
lands
of
the
Uncompahgre,
lrrigtlonoflotted
Uncompahgre,
the
of
lands
allotted
lands.
irrigation system to irrigate
Uintah, and
River Utes
.Act lands.
authorized under the Act
Utah, authorized
in Utah,
Utes in
White River
and White
Uintah,
of June
1906 (34
reimbursable, together with
with
$20,000, reimbursable,
375), $20,000,
Stat. 375),
(34 Stat.
21, 1906
June 21,
of
$38,000, from
which amount
shall not exceed the
expenditures shall
amount expenditures
from which
$38,000,
aggregate
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury in accordance
accordance with
receipts covered
aggregate receipts
Act,
section
4
of
the
Permanent
Appropriation
Repeal
Act,.
1934.
Appropriation
Permanent
the
of
4
section
Yakima Indian ResYakimaIndian
Wapato
maintenance of the Wapa
For operation
operation and maintenance
.
to irrigation
irrigation and ervation,
Wash.
ervation,
Wash. Rs
Maintenance, etc
etc-,
Maintenance,
Reserdrainage
system,
and
auxiliary
units
thereof,
Yakima
ReserIndian
Yakima
thereof,
units
auxiliary
and
of
Wapato
system.
system,
drainage
system.
ofWapat
$150,000
vation,
Washington,
$1,000,
reimbursable,
together
$150,000
with
vation, Washington, $1,000, reimbursable, together
(collections from
users on
on the
Wapato-Satus, Toppenishthe Wapato-Satus,
waters users
the waters
from the
(collections
Simcoe, and
and Ahtanum
from which
expenditures shall
amount expenditures
which amount
units), from
Ahtanum units),
Simcoe,
in
into
not
exceed
the
aggregate
receipts
covered
the Treasury
Treasury m
covered
receipts
aggregate
not exceed the
c.2.
. Tit 725c.
accordance
section 4
4 of
of the
Repeal 3Sft48 Stat.
Appropriation Repeal
Permanent Appropriation
the Permanent
with section
accordance with
Act, 1934.
to
imbrst to
Reimbursement
1934.
Act,
reservoir
For
the reclamation
reclamation fund
the proportionate
proportionate fund
for reroi
fud for
fund the
to the
reimbursement to
For reimbursement
maintenance, etc.
expense
of operation
maintenance of
of the
the reservoirs
reservoirs for
furnish- aisintan sc!.
for furnishand maintenance
operation and
expense of
ing
to lands
Yakima Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Washthe Yakima
in the
lands in
water to
stored water
ing stored
ington,
in accordance
accordance with
of
provisions of section 22 of the Act of
the provisions
with the
ington, in
August
604), $11,000.
$11,000.
August 1, 1914 (38 Stat. 604),
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Wind River
River ReserReservation, Wyo.
Wyo.
Maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
Maintenance,
of
systems.
of systems.

48 Stat. 1227.
1227.
S. C.
31 U.
U. S..
. f725o.
726o.
Construction,
Construction,
repair, etc., of
of desigprojects.
nated projects.

Arizona.
Ariaona.

California.

Colorado.
Montana.
Montana.
Nevada.
New Mexico.
Mexico.
Washington.

Wyoming.

Garden
Garden tracts.
tracts.
Surveys, Investigainvestigations,
tions, etc.
etc.
Printing and binding.

availability.
Total; availability.

63
53 Stat. 703.
Proviso.
Provso.
Interchange
Interchange
amounts.

of

[54 STAT.
STAT.

of irrigation
irrigation systems
systems within
within .the
For operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
the
portions of
of the
the Wind
Wind River
River Reservation,
ceded and diminished
diminished portions
Reservation,
Wyoming, including
Wyoming,
Indians' pro
of the
the cost
of *operaoperaincluding the Indians'
pro rata
rata share
share of
cost.of
Riverton-Le Clair
Clair irrigation
irrigation.district
district and
and
tion and maintenance
maintenance of the
the Riverton-Le
ceded reservation,
reservation, $25,000,
$25,000,
the Big Bend drainage district on the
the ceded
reimbursable,
reimbursable, together
together with $25,000,
which amount
amount expenditures
expenditures
$25,000, from
from which
exceed the aggregate
receipts covered
covered into
into the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in
shall not exceed
aggregate receipts
accordance with
the Permanent
Appropriation Repeal
accordance
with section
section 41 of the
Permanent Appropriation
Repeal
Act, 1934.
For the construction,
construction, repair, and rehabilitation
of irrigation
sysrehabilitation of
irrigation systems on Indian reservations;
of equipment,
equipment,
reservations; for the
the purchase
purchase or rental
rental of
tools, and appliances;
appliances; for the
acquisition of rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, and
and paypaythe acquisition
ment of damages
damages in connection
connection with
systems; for
the
with such irrigation
irrigation systems;
for the
development
development of domestic and stock
stock water
for subsistence
subsistence
water and
and water
water for
gardens;
gardens; for the purchase
purchase of water rights, ditches, and
needed
and lands
lands needed
for such projects;
projects; and for drainage
drainage and protection
irrigable lands
lands
protection of irrigable
from damage
damage by floods or loss of
water rights,
rights, as
as follows:
follows:
of water
Arizona: Colorado
Colorado River, as authorized
accordance with
authorized by and in
in accordance
with
section 2
2 of the River
Harbor Act, approved
approved August
August 30,
30, 1935
1935
River and Harbor
(49
(19 Stat. 1039, 1040),
1040), including
including the purchase
of electrical
electrical energy
purchase of
energy
and the distribution and sale thereof,
thereof, $1,150,000;
$1,150,000; Navajo,
Arizona,
Navajo, Arizona,
and New Mexico, $50,000;
$90,000; Salt
Salt River,
$50,000;
$50,000; San
San Carlos, $90,000;
River, $50,000;
San
Xavier, $10,000;
$10,000;
San Xavier,
California: Mission,
Mission, $15,000;
$15,000; Sacramento,
Sacramento, $10,000; Owens
Owens Valley
Valley
(Carson Agency, Nevada),
Nevada), $10,000;
$10,000;
Colorado: Southern Ute,
the, $10,000;
$10,000;
Montana:
$400,000; Flathead,
Montana: Crow, $400,000;
Flathead, $250,000;
$250,000; Fort
Belknap,
Fort Belknap,
$12,000; Blackfeet, $50,000; Fort Peck,
$12,000;
Peck, $50,000;
$50,000;
Nevada: Western
Western Shoshone,
Shoshone, $25,000; Walker
Walker River, $17,000;
$17,000;
$50,000;
Pyramid Lake, $50,000;
New
Mexico: Pueblo,
Pueblo, $25,000;
$25,000;
New Mexico:
Washington:
surveys of the Klickitat
Washington: Wapato, including
including surveys
Klickitat unit,
$100,000;
$100,000;
Wyoming:
Wyoming: Wind River,
River, $41,000;
$41,000;
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous garden tracts,
tracts, $45,000;
$45,000;
For surveys,
investigations,
administrative expenses,
expenses ,including
i
nc l
u di ng
and administrative
surveys ,investigations,
i
personal
personal services
services in
n the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and
and
not to exceed
exceed $3,000 for printing
binding, $112,300
$112,300 i
printing and
and binding,
In all, $2,572,300, to be reimbursable in accordance
accordance with
and
with law, and
available, which
to be immediately
immediately available,
which amount,
amount, together
together with
with the
the unexunexpended balances
balances of
of funds
funds made
ava il able under
un d
er this
thi s head
hea d in
i
n the
the
pended
made available
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
year 1940,
1940, shall
shall remain
remain
available until June
Provided, That the foregoing
June 30, 1941: Provided,
foregoing amounts
amounts
may be used interchangeably
interchangeably in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior,
Interior but not more than 10 per centum
centum of any specific
specific
amount shall be transferred
transferred to any other amount,
amount, and
and no appropriaappropriation shall be increased
increased by more than 15
c,entum.
15 per
per centum.
EDUCATION
VDUCATION

Support of Indian
schools, etc.

Provisos.
Proaom.
Dent
Deaf and dumb or
or
blind, etc., Indian
Indian
ehiden.
children.

For
the support
for
For the
support of
of Indian
Indian schools
schools not otherwise provided for,
and
and for
for other Indian educational
educational purposes,
purposes, including
including apprentice
apprentice
teachers for
for reservation
nonreservation schools, educational
teachers
reservation and nonreservation
educational
facilities authorized
authorized by treaty
treaty provisions,
provisions, care of Indian
Indian children
children
of
attending public and private
of school
school age attending
private schools,
schools, and tuition and other assistance
assistance for Indian
Indian pupils
pupils attending
attending public schools,
schools,
$6,015,000:
$6,015,000: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $20,000
$20,000 of this appropriaappropriation may be used for the support and education
education of deaf and dumb
or blind,
blind, physically
physically handicapped,
Indian chilor
handicapped, or mentally deficient
deficient Indian
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dren: .
Provided
further, That $60,000
of this
this app
P
rovided further,
$60,000 of
ro pri
ati on s
hall
appropriation
shall

Subsistence
Subsistence

prescribe: Provided
prescribe:
Provided further,
further, That formal
formal contracts shall not be

Formal
Formal

of

pu-

8 summer
pils during
be available for subsistence of pupils in reservation
reservation and nonreservanonreserva- months.
months.
tion
Vocational, etc.,
Vocational,
ton boarding schools during summer
summer months:
months: Provided
Provided further
further,
That not more than $15,000 of the hmount
amount herein appropriated
appropriated may
may courses, tuition.
be expended for the tuition (which
advance ) of
of
(which may be paid in
in advance)
educational institutions,
Indian pupils attending vocational or higher
higher educational
under
Secretary of the Interior may
under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
may

contracts

not required.
required, for compliance
compliance with section
section 3744 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes notrequired
(41 U. S. C. 16),
16), for payment
payment (which may be made from the date
of admission)
admission). of tuition and for care
care of Indian
Indian pupils
pupils attending
attending
public
educational institutions, or schoors
pubhc and private
private schools, higher educational
schools
for the deaf and dumb, blind, physically
physically handicapped,
handicapped, or mentally
mentally

deficient: Provided
Provided further,
further, That not to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of this
this

ppropriation .may
printing and binding
(including
appropriation
may be
be used
used for printing
binding (including
Indian-school printing 'Plants:
illustrations) in
m authorized
authorized Indian-school
Provided
plants: Provided

further,
part of any
any appropriation
further, That no part
appropriation in
Act for
the
in this
this Act
for the

inting and bind-

Printing and binding.

Travelexpenses,re
Travel expenses, re-

striction
on use of
0
Bureau of Indian Affairs shall be available
available for expenses of travel stn
on use of
funds.
for the study of educational
educational systems or practices
practices outside
outside the
the continental limits of the United States and the Territory
nental
Territory of Alaska.
Alaska.
Support of
Indian
Support of
of Indian schools
schools from
from tribal
tribal funds:
For the
funds: For
of schools
the support
support of
of Indian
Support
schools from
from tribal
Indian schools, and for other educational
educational purposes,
purposes, including
including care
care of
of funds.
funds.
Indian children
children of school age attending
attending public and private
private schools,
tuition and other assistance
assistance for Indian
attending public schools,
Indian pupils attending
and support and education of deaf and dumb or blind, physically
physically
handicapped, or mentally
handicapped,
mentally deficient Indian
Indian children, there
there may be
expended
expended from
from Indian
Indian tribal funds and from school revenues
revenues arising
arising
44 Stat.50.
560.
under
Act of
of May
May 17,
17, 1926
1926 (25
U. S.
S. C.
155), not
not more
than
under the
the Act
(25 U.
C. 155),
more than
44stat.
Chippewa
Indian
$297,750, including
including not
not to exceed
exceed $58,750
$297,750,
$58,750 for
for payment
payment of
of tuition
tuition for
for
Indian
Chippew
children attending
Chippewa Indian children
enrolled in public
public schools
Chippewa
children enrolled
and care
care of
of schools
schools and
schools inMinnesota
in Minnesota.
Payment of tuition.
children of school age
age attending
schools in
children
attending private
private schools
in the
the State
of etc.Paymentot
State of
tuition,
Minnesota, payable
payable from the principal sum on deposit to the credit
credit of
of
the Chippewa Indians
Indians in the State of Minnesota
Minnesota arising
arising under
under section
section
Proviso.
7 of the Act of January 14, 1889 (25
7
(25 Stat.
Stat. 645)
Provided, That
That Fri
645)::Provided,
Formal contracts
contracts
not
required.
formal contracts
shall not
not be
be required,
contracts shall
required, for
with section
section notrequired.
for compliance
compliance with
3744 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C.
(J. 16),
16), for payment (which
(which
may be made from the date of admission)
admission) of tuition
of
tuition and for care
care of
Indian pupils attending
attending public schools, or schools for the deaf
deaf and
and
dumb, blind,
blind, physically
physically handicapped,
handicapped, or
or mentally
mentally deficient.
deficient.
Education,
Education
funds): For the
Education, Osage Ration,
Nation, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (tribal
(tribal funds):
the NaEdu^ou
. Osage
saee
Nation, n
Okla.
education of
a unallotted Osage Indian children
children in the Saint
Saint Louis
Louis
Mission
Mission Boarding School, Oklahoma, $2,000,
$2,000, payable
payable from funds held
held
in trust by
by the United States
States for
for the
the Osage Tribe.
Loans for tuition
For reimbursable
reimbursable loans
loans to
to Indians
fpeintionc
oans
For
Indians for the payment of tuition and
and and
and expenses
expenses in
vocavocational,
etc., schools.
other expenses
expenses in
in recognized
recognized vocational
trade schools,
including tional etc.,
vocational and
and trade
schools, including
schools.
colleges and universities offering
recognized vocational,
vocational, trade,
trade, and
and
offering recognized
professional courses,
the provisions
of
professional
courses, in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of the Act
Act of
251T. S. C. §47i.
June 18,
18, 1934
1934 (48 Stat. 986)
986), and
and for
apprentice training
training in
in manufacfor apprentice
manufac- 25U.S.C.
471.
Provisos.
turing and other commercial
commercial establishments,
establishments, $100,000:
$100,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Pibeor
rses.
Liberal-arts courses.
not more than $50,000
$50,000 of the amount available
1941
available for the fiscal .year 1941
Indian students
pursuing liberal-arts
liberal-arts
shall be
be available
available for loans to Indian
students pursuing
Reimbursement of
courses
colleges: Provided
Provided further,
courses in high schools
schools and colleges:
/lather, That
That advances
advances advances.
Reimbursement of
made under this authorization
authorization shall
shall be reimbursed
reimbursed in not to
exceed
to exceed
eight years, under such rules and regulations
regulations as
Secretary of
as the Secretary
of the
the
Interior may prescribe.
Interior
repair, etc.,
For lease, purchase,
purchase, repair, and improvement
improvement of
of buildings
buildings at Indian
Indian ofof Lease,
Lbusi
ndp
,
buildings at Indian
schools.
schools
schools not otherwise
purchase of necessary
necessary schools.
otherwise provided
provided for, including
including the purchase
lands
improvelands for school
school purposes
purposes and the
the installation,
installation, repair, and
and improvement of heating, lighting, power, sewer, and water
water systems in
in connec-
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tion therewith,
therewith, and
and including
including not
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 for
the purchase
purchase of
of
tion
not to
for the
materials for
for the
use of
of Indian
the construction
construction of
of buildings
buildings
materials
the use
Indian pupils
pupils in
in the
(not to
to exceed
for any
building) at
at Indian
Indian schools
schools not
not
(not
exceed $1,500
$1,500 for
any one
one building)
Proviso.
otherwise
provided
for,
$370,060:
Provided,
That
the
foregoing
foregoing
the
That
Provided,
$370,000:
for,
PrAiabiity of
Availability
of otherwise provided

funds for
for sponsor's
fnds
contributionso toc certainprbot
tain
projects. t

Nonreservation
boarding schools.
Support,
etc., of
Support, etc.,
of
Indian
Indian pupils.

rvation
Nobnresi
pupils.

Phoenix,
Ariz.
Phoenix, Ariz.

Sherman Institute,
RiversideCa'lif
Riverside,
Calif.

Haskell Institute,
Institute,
Haskell
n c e Kans.
Lawrence,

wre ,

ns.

Pipestone, Minn.
Pipestone,
Minn.

Carson
City, Nev.
Nev.
Carson City,

Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
N. Mex.

Santa Fe,
N. Mex.
santa
Fe, N.
Mex.

ahpeton,N. Dak.

Wahpeton, N. flak.

Chflocoo,
Chiloco, Okla.
Okla

STquraeh Orphan
or,
Sequoyah
Training
TraisSening School,
Okla.

chOhal

kl.

Carter
karter
Okla.

Seminary,

seiry,

Euchee, Okla.

ceeOka.

appropriation, and
and appropriations
this Act
for repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovein this
Act for
appropriations in
appropriation,

ments at
at nonreservation
nonreservation boarding
available to provide
shall be available
schools, shall
boarding schools,
ments
sponsor's contributions
contributions to
to projects
projects for
the construction,
construction, repair,
repair, or
or
for the
sponsor's
improvement
of Indian
approved by
by and
and carried
carried on
on
improvement of
Indian school
school buildings
buildings approved
Work Projects
Projects Administration
under funds of the Work
Administration or the National
National
Youth Administration.
Administration.
Youth

of Indian
For
education of
Indian pupils
pupils at the
the following
following
and education
support and
For support
nonreservation boarding schools
schools in not to exceed the following
norireservation
following
amounts, respectively:
respectively:
Phoenix, Arizona:
including not to exceed
Arizona: For five hundred pupils, including
exceed
$2,500
school paper,
paper, and
exceed $6,000
$6,000
$2,500 for printing
printing and
and issuing
issuing school
and not to exceed
for the purchase
purchase of printing
printing equipment,
equipment, $162,500;
S162,500; for pay of superintendent
or other
officer in
in charge,
drayage, and
general repairs
repairs and
and
tendent or
other officer
charge, drayage,
and general
improvements, $25,000;_
improvements,
$25,000; in
in all,
all, $187,500;
$187,500;
Sherman Institute,
Institute, Riverside,
Riverside, California:
California: For
For six
six hundred
hundred and
and
Sherman
fifty pupils, including not to exceed
issuing
exceed $2,000 for printing and
and issuing
school paper, and not to exceed
exceed $6,000
$6,000 for the purchase
purchase of printing
printing
equipment, $221,000; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and
and genera
general
repairs
repairs and improvements, $23,500;
$23,500; in all, $244,500;
$244,500;
askell Institute,
hundred and twentyHaskell
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas:
Kansss: For six hundred
five
pupils, including
including not
$2,500 for printing
five pupils,
not to
to exceed
exceed $2,500
printing and issuing
issuing
pay of
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and
and
school paper, $212,500;
$212,500; for pay
of superintendent,
improvements, including
general repairs and improvements,
necessary drainage
drainage work,
including necessary
$25,000; in all,
all, $237,500;
$237,500;
Pipestone, Minnesota:
Minnesota: For three
Pipestone,
three hundred
hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay
of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$15,000; in all,
all, $112,750;
$112,750;
twenty-five pupils,
Carson City, Nevada: For five hundred
hundred and twenty-five
$168,500;
principal, drayage,
$168,500; for pay of principal,
drayage, and general
general repairs
repairs and
improvements,
improvements, $20,000; in all, $188,500;
$188,500;
Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Albuquerque,
Mexico: For six hundred pupils, $204,000;
$204,000; for
for
officer in charge, drayage, and general
pay of superintendent
superintendent or other officer
general
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $25,000; in all, $229,000;
$229,000;
Santa Fe,
Fe, New
New Mexico:
three hundred
hundred and
Santa
Mexico: For
For three
and eighty
eighty pupils,
pupils,
$134,900;
$134,900; for drayage, and general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $15,000;
$15,000;
in
all, $149,900;
in all,
$149,900;
Wahpeton,
North Dakota:
Dakota: For
$97,250; for
Wahpeton, North
For three
three hundred
hundred pupils,
pupils, $97,250;
for
pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general
repairs and
and improvegeneral repairs
improve$110,250;
ments, $13,000;
$13,000; in all, $110,250;
Chilocco,
Oklahoma: For six hundred and
Chilocco, Oklahoma:
and fifty
fifty pupils,
pupils, including
including
not to exceed $2,000 for printing and issuing
issuing school paper,
paper, $221,000;
$221,000;
for pay of superintendent,
drayage, and general
superintendent, drayage,
general repairs
repairs and
and improveimprovements, $25,000; in all, $246,000;
$246,000;
Sequoyah Orphane
Orphan Training School,
School, near
near Training
Tahlequah, Oklahoma:
Squoyah
Tahlequah,
Oklahoma:
For
three hundred
and fifty
ffty orphan Indian children of the State of
For three
hundred and
of
Oklahoma
Oklahoma belonging to the restricted
restricted class, $114,250; for pay of
of
superintendent,
superintendent, drayage,
drayage, and general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements
$15,000;
$15,000; in
in all,
all, $129,250;
$129,250;

Carter Seminary.,
Seminary, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For one hundred and sixty-five
Carter
pupils, $57,525; for 'Jay
pay of principal,
principal, drayage, and general
general repairs
and improvements,
improvements, $7,000; in all, $64,525;
$64,525;
Euchee, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For one hundred and fifteen pupils, $40,525;
$40,525;
for
pay o
of principal,
general repairs
repai
rs and
and. improvements,
for pay
principal, drayage
drayage, and
and general
improvements,
$7,000; in all, $47,525;
$47,525;
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Eufaula, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For one hundred and forty pupils, $48,650;
$48,650;
for pay of principal,
principal, drayage, and general repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
$55,650;
$7,000; in all, $55,650;
Jones Academy, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For one hundred
hundred and seventy-five
principal, drayage, and general repairs
pupils, $61,125; for pay of principal,
and improvements, $7,000; in all, $68,125;
$68,125;
Wheelock Academy, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For one hundred
hundred and thirty pupils,
Wheelock
$45,050; for pay of principal, drayage, and general repairs and
improvements,
improvements, $7,000;
$7,000; in all, $52,050;
$52,050;
Chemawa,
hundred and fifty pupils, including
Chemawa, Oregon: For four hundred
including
not to exceed $1,000
$1,000 for printing and
and issuing school
school paper, $152,250;
$152,250;
for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and improve$20,000; in all, $172,250;
$172,250;
ments, $20,000;
Flandreau,
Flandreau, South Dakota: For four hundred and fifty pupils,
$159,750; for pay of superintendent,
superintendent, drayage, and general repairs and
$159,750;
improvements, $19,000;
$19,000; in all, $178,750;
$178,750;
hundred pupils, $97,750; for pay
Pierre, South Dakota: For three hundred
of superintendent,
drayage, and general
general repairs
repairs and improvements.
improvements,
superintendent, drayage,
$15,000; in all, $112,750;
$112,750;
In
boarding schools, not to
to
nonreservation boarding
In all, for above-named nonreservation
foregoing
exceed $2,586,775:
$2,586,775: Provided,
Provided, That 10 per centum of the foregoing
amounts shall be available interchangeably
expenditures for
interchangeably for expenditures
similar purposes in the various boarding schools named, but not more
appropriated for
than 10 per centum shall be added to the amount appropriated
any
particular item within any
boarding schools or for any particular
any one of said boarding
boarding
boarding school. Any such interchanges shall be reported to Congress
in the annual Budget.
assistance for Indian pupils
For tuition and for care and other assistance
attending public schools
Indian day schools and for the
schools and special Indian
attending
Choctaw,
repair of special Indian day schools in the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw,
Chickasaw, and Seminole Nations and the Quapaw
Quapaw Agency in OklaChickasaw,
$395,000, to
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
expended in the discretion
to be expended
homa, $395,000,
the Interior
under rules
and regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by him:
rules and
and under
the
Interior and
Provided, That not to exceed $21,500 may be expended
expended for the payProvided,
ment
public-school teachers,
teacher; employed
employed by the State,
ment of
of salaries of public-school
in special
special Indian day schools in full-blood Indian
district in
county, or district
communities,
there are
are not adequate white day schools available
communities, where there
for their attendance.
Secretary of the Interior, in his
enable the Secretary
in Alaska:
Alaska: To enable
Natives in
discretion
and under
his direction,
direction, to
educaand educaprovide for
for support and
to provide
under his
discretion and
tion and
and
Indians, and
Aleuts, Indians,
of the Eskimos, Aleuts,
of destitution
destitution of
and relief
relief of
tion
other
including necessary
necessary traveling expenses
expenses of
natives of Alaska, including
other natives
pupils
to and
boarding schools
schools in
in Alaska;
Alaska; purchase,
purchase, repair, and
and
from boarding
and from
pupils to
rental of
of necessary
necessary lands;
lands;
purchase of
including purchase
buildings, including
of school
school buildings,
rental
textbooks
apparatus; pay
traveling
necessary traveling
pay and necessary
textbooks and industrial apparatus;
expenses of
of superintendents,
superintendents, teachers,
teachers, physicians,
physicians, and
other employees;
employees;
and other
expenses
maintenance, and operation of vessels; and all
equipment, maintenance,
repair, equipment,
other
under
included under
not included
expenses which are not
miscellaneous expenses
other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
the above special heads, $940,595,
available and to
$940,595, to be immediately available
Provided, That a
a report shall
available until June 30, 1942: Provided,
remain available
be
made to
Congress covering
covering expenditures
expenditures from the amount herein
to Congress
be made
provided
of destitution.
relief of
provided for relief

Eufaula, Okla.
Okla.
Eufaula,

Jones Academy,
Academy,
Okla.
Okla.

WheelockAcademy,
WheelockAcademy,
Okla.
Okla.

Chemawa, Oreg.
Chemawa,

Flandreau, S. Dak.
Flandreau,

Pierre, S. Dak.

Total.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Interchange
of
Interchange of
amounts.

Report to Congress.
Congress.
Tuition for
for Indian
attending despupils attending
ignated schools,
schools, etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Salaries of certain
certain
Salaries
public-schoolteachers.
public-schoolteachers.

Natives in Alaska.
Natives
Support, relief, etc.
Support,

Proviso.
Proviso.

Report to
Report
to Congress.
Congress.

CONSERVATION
OF HEALTH
HEALTH
CONSERVATION OF

For conservation
of health among
equipment,,
including equipment
Indians, including
among Indians,
For
conservation of
materials,
supplies; repairs
to buildings
buildings and
and improvements
improvements to
repairs and
and supplies;
materials, and
plants;
traveling expenses
expenses of
employees
and employees
officers and
of officers
and traveling
compensation and
plants; compensation

Designated exDesignated expenses.
penses.
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and renting
of quarters
for them
when necessary;
transportation of
and
renting of
quarters for
them when
necessary; transportation
of
patients and
and attendants
attendants to
to and
and from
hospitals and
patients
from hospitals
and sanatoria;
sanatoria; returnreturning to
homes and
and interring
interring the
the remains
remains of
of deceased
deceased
ing
to their
their former
former homes

patients;n
d not exceeding
and general
general
patients; d
and
exceeding $25,000
$25,000 for clinical
clinical surveys and
medical
connection with tuberculosis, trachoma,
medical research
research in connection
trachoma, and
and

venereal
other disease
conditions among
among Indians,
Indians, including
venereal and
and other
disease conditions
including
cooperation with
State and
and other
similar
cooperation
with State
other organizations
organizations engaged
engaged in
in similar
work and
and payment
traveling expenses
and per
physicians,
work
payment of
of traveling
expenses and
per diem
diem of
of physicians,
nurses, and
other persons
are donated
donated by
such organizanurses,
and other
persons whose
whose services
services are
by such
organizations, and
including printing
binding circulars
pamphlets for
for
tions,
and including
printing and
and binding
circulars and
and pamphlets
use
in preventing
preventing and
and suppressing
suppressing trachoma
use in
trachoma and
and other
other contagious
contagious and
and
Allotments to
tospecisped- infectious diseases,
diseases, $5,235,720, including
exceed $3,836,840
$3,836,840 for
including not
not to
to exceed
for
fled
hospitals
and
sanatoria.
sanatoria:
torita
and the following-named
following-named hospitals
hospitals and sanatoria:
Arizona.
$27,260; Kayenta
Arizona.
Arizona: Indian Oasis Hospital, $27,260;
Kayenta Sanatorium,
$52,000;
$52,000; Navajo Medical
Medical Center,
Center , $287,450;
$287,450; Phoenix Sanatorium,
$110,040; Pima Hospital, $27,600; Truxton
Truxton Canyon
Canyon Hospital,
Hospital, $14,000;
$14,000;
$110,040;
Western Navajo
$16,620; Fort
Western
Navajo Hospital,
Hospital, $35,700; Chin Lee Hospital,
Hospital, $16,620;
Fort
Apache Hospital,
Hospital, $40,000; Leupp Hospital,
Hospital,
Hospital, $29,700; Hopi Hospital,
$27,800; San Carlos Hospital,
$27,800;
Hospital, $32,300;
$32,300; Tohatchi Hospital, $17,200;
$17,200;
Colorado River Hospital, $22,000; San
Xavier Sanatorium,
Colorado
San Xavier
Sanatorium, $45,000;
$45,000;
Phoenix Hospital, $47,090;
$47,090; Winslow
Winslow Sanatorium
Sanatorium,'$63,865;
$63,865;
California.
California: Hoopa
California.
Hoopa Valley
Valley Hospital, $28,000;
$28,000; Soboba Hospital,
$25,620; Fort Yuma Hospital, $22,000;
$25,620;
$22,000;
Colorado.
Colorado:
Colorado.
Colorado: Ute Mountain
Mountain Hospital,
Hospital, $15,000;
Edward T.
$15,000; Edward
T. Taylor
Taylor
Hospital, $25,000;
$25,000;
Hospital,
Idaho.
Idaho: Fort Lapwai Sanatorium, $94,730; Fort
Fort Hall
Idaho.
Hall Hospitals,
Hospitals,
$14,000;
$14,000;
Iowa.
Iowa: Sac and Fox S'anatorium,
Sanatorium, $79,150;
Iowa.
$79,150;
Minnesota
Minnesota: Pipestone
Pipestone Hospital, $22,500;
Minnesota.
Minnesota:
$22,500; Cass Lake
Lake Hospital,
Hospital,
$30,000; Fond du Lac Hospital,
$30,000;
Hospital, $25,000; Red Lake Hospital, $25,500;
$25,500;
White Earth
Earth Hospital,
$22,000;
White
Hospital, $22,000;
Mississippi.
Mississippi:
Mississippi.
Mississippi: Choctaw
Choctaw Hospital, $25,000;
$25,000;
Montana.
Montana:
Montana.
Montana: Blackfeet
Blackfeet Hospital,
Hospital, $45,000;
$45,000; Fort
Fort Peck
Peck Hospital,
Hospital, $26,400;
$26,400;
Crow Hospital, $32,000; Fort.
Fort Belknap Hospital,
Hospital, $32,500;
$32,500; Tongue
Tongue
River Hospital, $30,000;
$30,000;
Nebraska.
Nebraska:
Winnebago Hospital, $47,000;
Nebraska.
Nebraska: Winnebago
$47,000;
Nevada.
Nevada:
$27,000; Walker
Nevada.
Nevada: Carson Hospital, $27,000;
Walker River Hospital,
Hospital, $25,000;
$25,000;
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Hospital, $20,000;
$20,000;
New Mexico.
Mexico.
New
New Mexico: Albuquerque
Albuquerque Sanatorium, $111,915; Jicarilla
Jicarilla Hospital and Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $68,290; Mescalero
Mescalero Hospital, $23,000; Eastern
Navajo
Navajo Hospital, $60,000; Northern Navajo Hospital, $47,885; Taos
Hospital, $20,000; Zuni Hospital,
Hospital, $35,000;
$35,000; Albuquerque
Albuquerque Hospital,
Hospital,
$51,500; Charles H. Burke Hospital, $30,000;
$30,000; Santa
Santa Fe
Fe Hospital
Hospital,
$44,000; Toadlena
Hospital, $13,000;
$13,000;
$44,000;
Toadlena Hospital,
North
Carolina.
North Carolina: Cherokee
North Carolina.
Cherokee Hospital,
Hospital, $25,000;
$25,000;
North
North Dakota: Turtle Mountain Hospital, $41,600; Fort Berthold
North Dakota.
Dakota.
Berthold
Hospital, $18,000; Fort Totten Hospital, $23,000; Standing Rock
Rock
Hospital, $41,000;
Hospital,
$41,000;
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma: Cheyenne
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma:
Cheyenne and Arapaho Hospital, $36,000; Talihina
Talihina
Sanatorium and Hospital, $201,790;
$201,790; Shawnee
Shawnee Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $112,940;
$112,940;
Claremore Hospital
Hospital, $83,020; Clinton
Clinton Hospital,
Hospital, $22,000';
$22,000' Pawnee
Pawnee
Claremore
and Ponca Hospital, $38,000; Kiowa Hospital, $139,000; William
W. Hastings
$76,715;
W.
Hastings Hospital,
Hospital, $76,715;
Ore og n.
Oregon.
Oregon: Warm
Hospital, $20,000;
$20,000;
Warm Springs
Springs Hospital,
sooth
Dakota.
South Dakota:
Dakota: Crow
Crow Creek Hospital, $22,000; Pine Ridge HosSouth Dakota.
South
Hospitals,
$57,775;
pitals,
$57,775; Rosebud
Rosebud Hospital, $45,000;
$45,000; Yankton Hospital,
Hospital,
$23,000;
Cheyenne
River Hospital, $35,000; Sioux Sanatorium,
$23,000;
Cheyenne River
Sanatorium,
$149,960; Sisseton Hospital,
Hospital, $33,000;
$33,000;
Utah
Utah;
Utah.
Utah: Uintah Hospital,
Hospital, $30,000;
$30,000;
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Washington:
Washington: Yakima Sanatorium,
Sanatorium, $40,000; Tacoma Sanatorium,
Sanatorium,
$233,985; Tulalip Hospital, $12,600;
$12,600; Colville Hospital, $35,000;
$35,000;
Wisconsin: Hayward Hospital, $40,600; Tomah Hospital, $32,620;
$32,620;
Wyoming: Wind River Hospital, $29,620:
Wyoming:
$29,620:
Provided That 10 per centum
Provided,
centum of the foregoing
foregoing amounts shall be
available interchangeably
available
interchangeably for expenditures
expenditures in the various hospitals
named,
centum shall be added to the
named, but not more than 10 per centum
amount appropriated
appropriated for any one of said hospitals or for any particular item within any hospital,
hospital, and any interchange
interchange of appropriations hereunder
hereunder shall be reported
reported to Congress in the annual Budget:
Budget:
Provided further,
Provided
further, That nonreservation
nonreservation boarding
boarding schools
schools receiving
receiving
specific appropriations shall contribute
contribute on a
a per diem basis for the
hospitalization of pupils in hospitals
hospitalization
hospitals located at such schools and
supported from this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided
Provided further,
further, That in the
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior and under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by him, fees may be collected from
regulations
Indians for medical,
medical, hospital, and dental service
service and any fees so
collected shall be covered
covered into the Treasury
Treasury of the United States.
States.
Medical
enable the
Medical relief in Alaska:
Alaska: To
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
Interior,
in his discretion and under his direction through the Bureau of
of
Indian Affairs, with the advice and cooperation
Health
cooperation of the Public Health
Service, to provide for the
sanitary relief of
Eskithe medical
medical and
and sanitary
of the EskiAlaska; purchase,
repair,
mos, Aleuts, Indians, and other natives of
of Alaska;
purchase, repair,
surgical
rental, and equipment of hospital buildings; books
books and surgical
apparatus;
necessary traveling
traveling expenses of physicians,
physicians,
apparatus; pay and necessary
nurses, and other employees, and all other necessary
miscellaneous
necessary miscellaneous
expenses
expenses which are not included under the above special heads,
$492,490, to be available
available immediately and to remain available
available until
June 30, 1942,
1942.

427
Washington.
Washington.

Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Wyoming.
Wyoming.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Interchange of
Interchange
of
amounts.
amounts.

Report to Congress.
Congress.
Hospitalization
of
Hospitalization of
pupils,
conpupils, basis
basis of
of contribution.
tribution.
Fees
medical,
Fees for
for medical,
eto., services.
services.
et.,

Medical
Medical
Alaska.
Alaska.

relief In
In
relief

Hospital buildings,
etc.
eto.

GENERAL SUPPORT
SUPPORT AND
AND ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL
ADMINISTRATION

support of Indians and administration
administration of Indian
For general support
property, including pay of employees
employees authorized
authorized by
by continuing
continuing or
or
permanent treaty provisions, $2,884,520:
$2,884,520: Provided,
Provided, That in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, and under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed
prescribed by him, fees may be collected
collected from
from
individual
individual Indians for services performed for them, and any fees
fees so
so
collected shall be covered
covered into the
collected
the Treasury of the
the United
United States.
Reindeer service: For supervision of reindeer
reindeer in
in Alaska
Alaska and
Reindeer
and
instruction in the care and management
instruction
management thereof, including salaries
employees, purchase,
rental, erection,
and travel
travel expenses
expenses of
of employees,
purchase, rental,
erection, and
repair of range cabins, purchase
purchase and maintenance
maintenance of communication
communication
and other equipment,
equipment, and all other necessary
miscellaneous expenses,
necessary miscellaneous
including $3,000 for the purchase
purchase and distribution
distribution of reindeer,
reindeer,
$75,000, to be immediately
immediately available, and to remain available
available until
June 30, 1942.
For general support of
Indians and
propof Indians
and administration
administration of
of Indian
Indian propjurisdiction of
agencies, to
be paid
paid from
from
erty under the jurisdiction
of the
the following
following agencies,
to be
respective tribes,
the funds held by the United States in trust for the respective
respectively:
in not to exceed the following sums, respectively:
Arizona: Fort Apache, $66,000; Navajo, $12,500,
$12,500, including
including all
necessary expenses of holding
holding a
tribal fair, erection
structures,
necessary
a tribal
erection of
of structures,
awards for exhibits and events,
events, feeding
feeding of livestock, and labor and
and
awards
materials; Pima (Camp
McDowell), $300;
San Carlos,
Carlos, $60,000;
materials;
(Camp McDowell),
$300; San
$60,000;
Canon, $12,000; in all, $150,800;
Truxton Cafion,
$150,800;
California:
of which
be
California: Mission,
Mission, $39,900,
$39,900, of
which amount
amount $4,000
$4,000 shall
shall be
available for payment of the
agent
available
the salary and
and expenses of
of an agent
employed under
under a
acontract
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
contract approved by
by the
the Interior;
Interior;

General
support and
and
General support
administration.
administration.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Collection
for
Collection of
of fees
fees for
services; disposition.
services;
disposition.

Alaska.
Alaska.
Reindeer service.
Reindeer

Support of
of specified
Indians,
Support
etc., under ispecified
agencies.
agencies.

Arizona.

California.
CslflornhL.
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$57,000, Ute
Colorado: Consolidated
Ute, $57,000,
(Southern Ute,
$60,000 (Southern
Ute, $60,000
Consolidated Ute,
Colorado:

Mountain, $3,000),
the unexpended
of the
the
balance of
unexpended balance
with the
together with
$3,000), together
Mountain,
appropriations
including
appropriations under
under this head
head for the fiscal year 1940, including
the
purchase of
of land,
the subjugation
subjugation thereof,
thereof, and
and the
the construction
construction
land, the
the purchase
of improvements
of
improvements thereon;
thereon;
Florida: Seminole,
Seminole, $2,000,
purchase of
cattle for
for the
the
of cattle
the purchase
including the
$2,000, including
Florida:
establishment
tribal herd;
herd;
of aatribal
establishment of
Iowa: Sac and
$1,500;
and Fox, $1,500;
Iowa:

Montana:
Flathead, $24,000;
$24,000;
Montana: Flathead,
$3,000;
Shoshone, $3,000;
Nevada: Western
Nevada:
Western Shoshone,
$4,086;
New Mexico.
New Mexico:
Mexico: United
Pueblos (Zuni
(Zuni Indians),
Indians), $4,086;
United Pueblos
New
New
Mexio.
Carolina.
North Carolina.
North Carolina:
Carolina: Cherokee,
Cherokee, $8,000;
$8,000;
Oklahoma,
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
appropriathe appropriaSeminole: The
Oklahoma.
Oklahoma, Seminole:
Oklahoma.
tion of
of $7,787
$7,787 from
of the
Seminole Indians,
Oklahoma,
Indians, Oklahoma,
the Seminole
funds of
tribal funds
from tribal
tion
Department Appropriation
contained in the Interior Department
708.
63 Stat.
stat. 708.
53
contained
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
year
1940, for
for reconstruction
of a
a community
house is
is hereby
continued
hereby continued
community house
reconstruction of
1940,
available for
the same
same purposes until June 30, 1941;
1941;
available
for the
Oregon.
Oregon: Klamath,
$125,760, of which
shall
which not to exceed $4,500 shall
Oregon.
Klamath, $125,760,
Attorney fees.
Attorney
be available
fees.
for fees and expenses
available for•
expenses of an attorney
attorney or firm of attorneys
attorneys
contract approved by the
a contract
selected by the tribe and employed under a
Secretary of
accordance with existing
existing law, and not
not
Interior in
in accordance
of the Interior
Secretary
to exceed $30,000 shall be available
available for the construction
construction and equipment
dwelling;
a nurses' home and aanurse's dwelling;
ment of a
South
South Dakota.
Dakota.
including the construction
South Dakota:
Dakota: Sisseton, $7,000,
$7,000, including
construction of
of an
an
agricultural building
agricultural
building and the purchase
purchase of land,
land, title
title to
to such
such lands to
taken in
United States
States in
Sisseton
be taken
in the name of
of the
the United
in trust
trust for
for the
the Sisseton
Indians;
Wahpeton Indians;
and Wahpeton
Utah.
Utah.
Utah: Uintah and Ouray, $10,000,
$10,000, of which amount
amount not to exceed
exceed
$3,000 shall
shall be available for the payment of an agent employed
employed under
under
$3,000
Interior;
Secretary of the Interior;
a
approved by the Secretary
a contract approved
Washington.
Washington.
Washington: Puyallup,
Puyallup, $1,300
$1,300 for upkeep
upkeep of the
Washington:
the Puyallup
Puyallup Indian
Indian
cemetery;
$11,500 (Makah, $9,500; Quinaielt, $2,000);
$2,000);
cemetery; Taholah, $11,500
Yakima, $680;
$680; Tulalip,
Tulalip, $1,000
$1,000; Swinomish,
Swinomish, $500; in
in all, $14,980;
$14,980;
Wisconsin.
Wisonsin. Wisconsin:
Wisconsin: Keshena, $78,100,
$78,100, including
including $20
$20,000
monthly allow000 for monthly
ances, under such rules and regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior
Old, etc., members
Tribe
Menominee
of
the
may
prescribe,
to
old
and
indigent
members
of
Menominee
members
indigent
and
to
old
prescribe,
may
meemTrb
enotc
Old
of Menominee Tribe.
who reside with relatives
compensation
relatives or friends,
friends, and $5,200 for the compensation
expenses of
an attorney
or firm
of attorneys
attorneys employed
by the
and expenses
of an
attorney or
firm of
employed by
the
a contract
tribe under a
contract approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior in
in
Proviso.
existing law:
law: Provided,
$6,000
to exceed
exceed $6,000
That not
not to
Provided, That
with existing
accordance with
pense accordance
Siaand
Salaries and expenses
of certain
officers, etc.
etc. shall be available
of
certain omers,
available from the funds
funds of the Menominee Indians for the
payment of salaries
salaries and expenses of
of the
the chairman,
chairman, secretary,
secretary, and
and
interpreters of the Menominee general council
interpreters
council and members of the
Menominee Advisory Council and tribal delegates when engaged on
business of the tribe at rates to be determined
determined by the Menominee
Menominee
Commissioner of Indian Affairs;
general council and approved by the Commissioner
Affairs;
In all, not to exceed $529,126.
Relief of
Not to
to
funds)::Not
Minnesota (tribal
in Minnesota
Indians in
Relief of Chippewa
of Chippewa
ChiMew
Relid
Chippewa Indians
(tribal funds)
Indians in Minnesota.
exceed
exceed $40,000 of the principal
principal sum on deposit to the credit of the
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota,
Minnesota, arising under section 7
7 of the Act
Act
entitled "An Act for the relief and civilization of the Chippewa
Chippewa
Indians
(25
Indians in the State of Minnesota", approved
approved January
January 14, 1889 (25
Stat. 645),
645), may be expended, in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Interior, in aiding indigent Chippewa Indians including boardcare of pupils attending
attending public
public or high schools.
oing-home ing-home care
WeaL
Relief of needy In
in need
need of
For the
the relief of
nRdan
Relief of needy Indians:
Indians: For
of Indians
Indians in
of
including cash grants; the purchase
assistance, including
purchase of subsistence supplies, clothing, and household goods; medical, burial, housing, trans$100,000, payable
portation, and all other necessary expenses, $100,000,
payable from

Montana.

Montana.
Nevada.
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funds on deposit to the credit of the particular tribe concerned:
concerned:
Proeiso.
Proviso.
Provided,
expenditures hereunder
Provided, That expenditures
hereunder may be made
made without regard
to section 3709, United States Revised Statutes, or to
to the
the Act of 41Expenditures.
U S.. cC. §6.
U.
18 U.
U. S. C.
C. §
744a.
§ 744a.
amended.
May 27, 1930 (46 Stat. 391),
391), as amended.
Five
Civilized
Civilized
Expenses
Expenses of tribal officers, Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (tribal Tribes, Okla.
Okla.
funds):
funds) :For the current fiscal year money may be expended
expended from
Expenses ef
of tribal
officers.
officers.
Choctaw, Chickasaw,
the tribal funds of the Choctaw,
Chickasaw, Creek,
Creek, and Seminole
Tribes for equalization
allotments, per capita, and other payments
Tribes
equalization of allotments,
authorized
individual members
respective tribes,
authorized by
by law to individual
members of the respective
tribes,
salaries and contingent
contingent expenses of the governor of the Chickasaw
Chickasaw
Nation and chief of the Choctaw
Choctaw Nation, one mining trustee for the
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw Nations, at salaries of $3,000 each for
for the
said governor, said chief, and
and said
said mining trustee,
trustee, chief
chief of the
the Creek
Creek
Choctaw and Chickasaw
Chickasaw
Nation at $600 and one attorney each for the Choctaw
employed under contract approved
approved by the President under
under
Tribes employed
Proviso.
Provided, That the expenses
expenses of the above-named
above-named officials
officials Proviso.
existing law: Provided,
Limitation on exexshall be determined
determined and limited by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian penses.
exceed $2,500 each.
to exceed
Affairs at
at not to
OsageAgency, Okla.
Support of
and pay
pay of
of tribal
tribal officers, Oklahoma
Oklahoma Agency,
Osage Agency
Agency and
Support
of Osage
Agency, etc., exexpenses.
funds) :For
neces- penses.
For the
the support
support of the Osage Agency, and for neces(tribal funds):
sary
in connection with oil and gas production
production on the
expenses in
sary expenses
Osage
Reservation, Oklahoma,
employees,
including pay of necessary employees,
Oklahoma, including
Osage Reservation,
the
tribal attorney
and his
his stenographer,
one special
special attorney in tax
stenographer, one
attorney and
the tribal
and
other matters,
matters, and pay of tribal officers; payment of damages to
and other
individual
quarters for
for
rent of quarters
to buildings,
buildings, rent
individual allottees; repairs to
and telephonemployees, traveling
expenses, printing, telegraphing,
telephontelegraphing, FKI
traveling expenses,
employees,
ing,
purchase, repair, and _operation
$184,080,
automobiles, $184,080,
operation of automobiles,
ing, and purchase,
payable from funds held by the United States in trust for the Osage
Provisos.
Provided, That not more than $1,800 Provisos.
Tribe of Indians in Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Provided,
Employment
Employment of eucuMuseum.
may
of aacurator for the Osage Museum, rator for Museum.
for the
the employment
employment of
may be used for
which
employee shall be
Indian and
and shall be appointed withbe an Osage
Osage Indian
which employee
recommendaout regard to civil-service
civil-service laws and regulations upon the recommendaTravel, etc.
Provided further,
tion of the Osage tribal council: Provided
further, That this approappropriation
shall
be
available,
for
traveling
other
including
expenses,
including
and
for
traveling
priation shall be available,
not
not to exceed $5 per diem in lieu of subsistence, and not to exceed 55
cents
mile for
use of
of personally
owned automobiles,
automobiles, of members
members
personally owned
for use
cents per
per mile
of the tribal council and other members of the tribe, when engaged
engaged
on
business, including
when
visits to
to the District of Columbia when
including visits
on tribal
tribal business,
duly authorized
authorized or approved in advance by the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs.
Relief of
Relief
of needy
needy
The
unexpended balance
balance of
the appropriation
Tribal Choctaw
Choctaw Tribal
of Choctaw
appropriation of
of the
The unexpended
Indians.
Reapproprlation.
ReapproprlatJon.
funds
contained
in
the
Interior
Department
Appropriation
Act,
fiscal
funds contained in the Interior Department Appropriation Act, fiscal 63 Stat. 710.
year 1940,
for the
continue
needy Choctaw
Choctaw Indians shall continue
relief of
of needy
the relief
year
1940, for
available
until expended,
expended, and
derived from
rehabilifrom the rehabilirevenue derived
and any
any revenue
available until
operated thereunder
thereunder shall be available
available for such purtation projects operated
poses
recommended by the chief of the Choctaw Nation,
may be recommended
poses as may
and
the superintendent
of the
the Five
Civilized Tribes
Tribes
Five Civilized
superintendent of
by the
and approved
approved by
Agency.
Expenses of tribal
funds): councils,
or committees
committees thereof (tribal funds):
councils or
of tribal councils
Expenses of
etc.
For
expenses of members of tribal councils, busitraveling and other expenses
For traveling
ness
committees, or
or other tribal organizations,
organizations, when engaged
engaged on
ness committees,
business of the tribes, including supplies and equipment, not to exceed
exceed
$5
diem in
in lieu
subsistence, and
and not
not to
exceed 5
5 cents
cents per
per mile
mile
to exceed
lieu of
of subsistence,
per diem
$5 per
for
than
not more
more than
and including not
owned automobiles,
automobiles, and
of personally
personally owned
for use
use of
$25,000
for visits
to Washington,
of Columbia,
when duly
Columbia, when
District of
Washington, District
visits to
$25,000 for
authorized
or approved
advance by
by the
the Commissioner
Indian
Commissioner of Indian
in advance
approved in
authorized or
Affairs,
$50,000, payable
payable from
on deposit
to the credit of the Proviso*.
deposit to
funds on
from funds
Affairs, $50,000,
Provisos.
particular
Provided, That, except for the Navajo
Navajo
interested: Provided,
tribe interested:
particular tribe
Limitation on exxpenditures.
Tribe,
not
more
than
$5,000
shall
be
expended
from
the
funds
of
any
any
Tribe, not more than $5,000 shall be expended from the funds
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Makah ReservaReservation,
tion, Wash.
Wash.
Expenses of attorattorExpenses
neys.
neys.
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one tribe
or band
of Indians
Indians for
the purposes
herein specified:
one
tribe or
band of
for the
purposes herein
specified: ProProvided
further, That
That no
no part
shall be
be available
vided further,
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
available
for expenses
of members
members of
business committees,
or
for
expenses of
of tribal
tribal councils,
councils, business
committees, or
other
tribal organizations,
organizations, when
when in
in Washington,
for more
more than
than a
a
other tribal
Washington, for
thirty-day
unless the
the Interior
thirty-day period,
period, unless
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior shall
shall in
in writwriting approve
period.
in
approve aalonger period.
Expenses of
attorneys, Makah
Makah Reservation,
Reservation, Washington
Washington (tribal
(tribal
Expenses
of attorneys,
funds)
the funds
funds on
funds)::Not
Not to
to exceed
exceed $1,700
$1,700 of
of the
on deposit
deposit to
to the
the credit
credit of
of
the Makah
Indians, Washington,
available for
the
the
Makah Indians,
Washington, is
is hereby
hereby made
made available
for the
payment of the
and
fiscal years 1940
1940 and
and 1941
1941 for
for payment
the compensation
compensation and
expenses of
an attorney
attorney employed
employed by
by the
the Makah
Makah Tribe
Tribe under
under a
conexpenses
of an
a contract
executed October
October 4,
1939, and
approved by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
tract executed
4, 1939,
and approved
Interior in accordance
accordance with law.
ROADS
ROADS AND
AND BRIDGES
BRIDGES

Gallup-Shiprock
Gallup-Shiprock
Highway,
Mex.
N. Mex.
Highway, N.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Indian labor.
labor.

Reservation roads,
Reservation
construction, etc.
construction,

46 Stat. 750.
45
25
25 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
1 318b.
V, §3111b.
Provisos.
Provi/oo.
Personal services.
services.
Personal
Structures
for housbonsStructures for
ingroad materials,etc.
ingroad
materials,etc.

For maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
that portion
portion of
of the
the Gallup-Shiprock
Gallup-Shiprock
For
repair of
of that
Highway within the Navajo
Reservation, New
Highway
Navajo Reservation,
New Mexico
Mexico, including the
the
purchase
machinery, $20,000,
$20,0002 reimbursable:
reimbursable: Provided,
Provided, That other
other
purchase of
of machinery,
than
supervision and
only Indian
Indian labor
labor shall
shall be
than for supervision
and engineering
engineering only
be
employed
employed for
for such
such maintenance
maintenance and
and repair
repair work.
work.
For
and maintenance
of Indian
For construction,
construction, improvement,
improvement, repair
repair,, and
maintenance of
Indian
reservation
reservation roads under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the
the Acts
Acts of
of May
May 26,
26, 1928
1928
(25
C. 318a),
318a), June
16, 1936
(49 Stat.
1521), and
and June
1938
(25 U.
U. S.
S. C.
June 16,
1936 (49
Stat. 1521),
June 8,
8, 1938
(52
immediately available
available and to
(52 Stat. 633-636),
633-636), $2,000,000,
$2,000,000, to be immediately
Provided, That
That not
not to
remain available until
until expended:
expended: Provided,
to exceed
exceed $11,200
$11,200
of
personal services
services in
of the foregoing amount
amount may
may be
be expended
expended for personal
in the
District of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
$100,000
further, That not
not to exceed $100,000
of
appropriation shall
for purchase,
of this
this appropriation
shall be
be available
available for
purchase, lease,
lease, construcconstruction, or repair of structures
structures for
supplies, and
and
for housing
housing road materials,
materials, supplies,
equipment,
and for
for quarters
for road
the cost
cost of
any strucstrucequipment, and
quarters for
road crews
crews but
but the
of any
ture erected hereunder
hereunder shall not
not exceed
exceed $7,500.
CONSTRUCTION
REPAIR
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR

School, agency,
School,
agency, hospital, etc., buildings
and utilities.

Alaska.
Alaska.
Carson,
Nev.
Oarson, NOv.
Cheyenne and ArapCheyenneandArapahoe,
ahoe, Okla.
Okla.
Cheyenne River,
River,
Cheyenne
S. Dak.
Choctaw, Miss.
Choctaw,
Colorado River,
Colorado
Ariz.
Colville, Wash.
Consolidated
Consolidated
Colo.

Ute,

Crow, Mont.
S.Dak.
Crow Creek,
Creek, S.
Dak.
Five Civilized
Five
Civilized
Tribes, Okla.

Flathead, Mont.
Mont.
Flathead,
Fort Belknap,
Port
Belknap,
Mont.
Yort Berthold,
Fort
Berthold,
N.Dak.
N. Dak.

construction, repair, or rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
agency,
For the construction,
of school,
school, agency
hospital or other buildings and utilities, including
hospital,
including the purchase
purchase of
of
land and the acquisition
acquisition of easements or rights-of-way
rights-of-way when necessary,
and including the purchase
purchase of furniture, furnishings, and equipment,
equipment,
as follows:
Alaska: Day-school facilities and quarters, $20,000;
$20,000;
Carson, Nevada: Quarters,
Quarters, $26,000;
Carson,
$26,000;
Improvements to utilities,
Cheyenne and Arapahoe,
Arapahoe, Oklahoma: Improvements
$35,000;
$35 000;
Cheyenne
Cheyenne River, South Dakota: Quarters,
Quarters, $15,000;
$15,000;
Choctaw,
Mississippi: General repairs and improvements,
Choctaw, Mississippi:
improvements, $19,000;
$19,000;
improvements,
Colorado River, Arizona: General
General repairs and improvements,
$14,000;
$14,000;
Colville, Washington: General
General repairs and improvements,
improvements, $10,000;
$10,000;
Consolidated The,
Ute, Colorado: Improvements
$5,500;
Consolidated
Improvements to utilities, $5,500;
quarters, $19,000;
$19,000;
quarters,
Crow, Montana: General
General repairs
repairs and improvements,
improvements, $6,000;
$6,000;
$35,000;
Crow Creek, South
South Dakota: Quarters,
Quarters, $35,000;
Improvements to water system,
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: Improvements
Jones Academy, $31,500; improvements
improvements to water system, Talihina
Sanatorium, $27,500;
$27,500;
Sanatorium,
Flathead, Montana: Quarters,
Quarters $5,000;
$5,000;
Montana: General
repairs and improvements,
improvements,
Fort Belk:nap,
Belknap, Montana:
General repairs
$15,000; quarters, $7,500;
$7,500;
Quarters, $5,000;
$5,000;
Fort Berthold, North Dakota:
Dakota: Quarters,
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Fort
Totten,
NFDak
Totten
Fort Totten,
Totten North
North Dakota:
shop building
building and N.
Quarters, $7,500;
$7,500; shop
Dakota: Quarters,
Fort
Dak.
garage, $10,000;
$10,000;
Haskell,
Kans.
Haskell, Kans.
Haskell, Kansas:
Improvements to utilities, $10,000;
Kansas: Improvements
Haskell,
Hopi,
Hopi, Ariz.
Ariz.
Arizona: School facilities, $125,000;
Hopi, Arizona:
Okla.
Kiowa, Okla.
dormitory facilities, $40,000; Fort Mows,
Kiowa, Oklahoma:
Nurse aides'
aides' dormitory
Oklahoma: Nurse
Kiowa,
$20,000;
Sill, quarters,
quarters, $7,500;
$7,500; dairy
barn, $15,000; shop building, $20,000;
dairy barn,
Sill,
Mission, Calif.
Missi,
Ariz.
Mission, California:
$7,000;
Quarters, $7,000;
California: Quarters,
Mission,
Navajo, Ariz.
NavajorArizd
Navajo, Arizona:
Quarters, $11,500;
$11,500;
Arizona: Quarters,
Navajo,
Northern
Idaho,
n
Idaho.
No
Northern Idaho, Idaho: Quarters, $10,000;
$10,000;
Northern
Idaho.
Minn.
Pipestone,
Improvements to utility system, $22,500;
Pipestone,
Pipestone, Minnesota: Improvements
Red
Lake, Minn.
Minn.
Red Lake,
Red Lake,
Minnesota: Quarters, $5,000;
Lake, Minnesota:
Rocky Boy,
Boy, Mont.
Mont.
Rocky
Rocky
$15,000;
Montana: Improvements to utilities, $15,000;
Rocky Boy, Montana:
Shawnee
SanatoShanee SanatoSanatorium, Oklahoma: Building for semiambulant
Shawnee
semiambulant rium,
Shawnee Sanatorium
Okla.
m, k
unexpended balance of
$25,000,, together with the unexpended
patients, $25,000
women patients,
Stat. 712.
712.
remodeling women's 53 Stat.
the
appropriation for the fiscal year 1940 for remodeling
the appropriation
semiambulant
building;
semiambulant building;
Sherman,
Calif.
Sherman, Calf.
Sherman,
Improvements to utilities, $25,000;
California: Improvements
Sherman, California:
Standing Rock,
Rock,
tanding
Quarters, $7,500;
Standing Rock, North Dakota: Quarters
Standing
N. Dak.
Tacoma,
Wash.
Tacoma,
plant,
hospital
and general
general
Tacoma, Washington:
Sanatorium and
Washington: Sanatorium
Tacoma,
Sanatorium,
etc.;
actts.
contr
Secretary of the Interior may
$400,000, and
may contracts.
and in addition thereto the Secretary
$400,000,
a contract
incur obligations
obligations and enter into a
contract or contracts
contracts not exceeding
exceeding
the total amount of $895,000, and his action in so doing shall be
the
obligation of the Federal Government
Government for the
deemed aa contractual obligation
appropriations hereafter made for
for
payment of the cost thereof, and appropriations
construction of the project
project shall be available for the purcontinuing construction
Proviso.
ition of land,
Provided, Apc
pose of
obligation or obligations
obligations so created: Provided,
discharging the obligation
of discharging
pose
Acquisition of land,
etc.,
from Puyallup
Puyallup
from
used to acquire from the Puyallup etc.
That not
to exceed
exceed $228,525
$228,525 may
may be
be used
not to
That
Tribe.
Tribe
of
Indians
the
improvements
now
constituting
the
b
constituting
and
improvements
the
land
of
Indians
Tribe
Tacoma
Sanatorium as authorized
authorized by the Act of August 11,
Indian Sanatorium
Tacoma Indian
1939
(53 Stat. 1405)
1405); ;
1939 (53
Tongue River
River,
MTongue
Tongue River,
River, Montana: Quarters,
Quarters, $5,000;
$5,000;
Mont.
Uintah
and
Ouray,
Ouray,
and
Uintah
$10,000;
Uintah
and
Ouray,
Utah:
Quarters,
$10,900;
Quarters,
Utah:
Uintah and Ouray,
Utah.
Umatilla, Oreg.
Umatilla,
Umatilla, Oregon:
Oregon: General
repairs and
and improvements,
improvements, $3,500;
General repairs
Umatilla,
Western
Shoshone,
eet
hoshone
v.
N
Western
Nevada: Quarters,
Quarters, $35,000;
$35,000;
Shoshone, Nevada:
Western Shoshone,
Nev.
Administrative
exAdministrative exexpenses, including
For administrative
administrative expenses,
including personal services in the penses.
For
penses.
for
District
of
Columbia
and
elsewhere;
not
$2,500
printing
to
exceed
elsewhere;
District of Columbia
purchase of periodicals,
periodicals directories,
directories, and books of referand binding; purchase
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
ence; purchase and operation of motor-propelled
vehicles; traveling
traveling expenses
expenses of employees;
employees; rent of office and storage
vehicles;
space;
necessary expenses
telephone tolls; and all other necessary
telegraph and telephone
space; telegraph
specifically authorized
$110,000; in all, $1,223,000,
$1,223,000, to be
authorized herein, $110,000not specifically
immediately available
available and to remain available
available until completion of the
immediately
projects when the unobligated balances shall revert to the general
general
Provisos.
oof
Pronoer.
Treasury: Provided,
fund
Provided, That not to exceed 10 per centum
centum
the Treasury:
fund of the
Transfers
of
the
amount
of
any
specific
authorization
may
be
transferred,
in
limitation.
amounts,
in
be
transferred,
may
authorization
any
specific
of
the
amount
of
amount
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to the amount
the discretion of the Commissioner
of any
specific authorization,
limitation shall be
authorization, but no limitation
other specific
of
any other
Reappropriation.
increased more
by any
any such
transfer: Provided
Provided Reappropriation.
such transfer:
centum by
per centum
10 per
than 10
more than
increased
availmade
of
appropriations
balances
further,
That
the
unexpended
balances
appropriations
unexpended
further,
62 Stat. 317; 53 Stat.
317;3 Stat.
628tat.
under this head in the Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation 712,
able under
986, 1316.
16.
Acts,
fiscal
years
1939
and
1940,
the
Urgent
Deficiency
and
SuppleActs, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, the Urgent
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal years 1939 and 1940, and the Third
mental Appropriation
Deficiency Appropriation
1939, shall continue
continue availAppropriation Act, fiscal year 1939,
Deficiency
able until completion
unobligated balances
of the
the projects when the unobligated
completion of
able
Print shop,
shop, ChiocChBoc.
Provided further,
shall revert
revert to
the general
general fund of the Treasury: Provided
further, co,Print
to the
shall
Okla.
That the
the appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
the Interior
Department ApproApproInterior Department
in the
That
652 Stat. 316.
2 tat 316
a central
central heating
priation Act,
Act, fiscal
year 1939,
for the
construction of
heating
of a
the construction
1939, for
fiscal year
priation
rehabilitation of distribution lines at Chilocco, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
plant, and rehabilitation
a print shop.
shall
available also for the construction of a
be available
shall be
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ANNUITIES AND
AND PER
CAPITA PAYMENTS
PAY3IEN'TS
ANNTITIES
PER CAPITA

For fulfilling treaties with Senecas of New York: For
For permanent
permanent
annuity in
stock (Act
(Act of
February 19,
19, 1831,
Stat.
in lieu
lieu of interest on
on stock
of February
1831, 4
4 Stat.
442),
442), $6,000.
$6,000.
Y.
Six Nations, N.
N. Y.
For fulfilling treaties with Six Nations of New York
York: For permaperma7Stat. 46.
nent annuity, in clothing and other useful articles (article
7Stat.
(article 6, treaty
of
11, 1794),
1794), $4,500.
$4,500.
of November
November 11,
Choctaws,
Choctaws, Okla.
Oka.
For fulfilling treaties with Choctaws, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For permanent
permanent
7
7 Stat. 99.
11 Stat. 614.
614.
(article 2,
2, treaty
treaty of November
annuity (article
November 16,
1805, and
article
13,
treaty
16, 1805,
and
article
13, treaty
7Stat. 213.
7 Stat. 213.
of June 22, 1855), $3,000; for permanent
permanent annuity for support of light
light
horsemen (article
13, treaty
treaty
(article 13, treaty of October 18, 1820, and
and article
article 13,
permanent annuity
support of
of blackblackof June 22
22,21855),
1855), $600;
$600; for
for permanent
annuity for
for support
Stat. 212, 23.
238.
77stat.
smith (article
(article 6, treaty of October 18, 1820, and article
article 9,
9, treaty
treaty of
of
January 20, 1825, and article 13, treaty
June 22,
$600; for
for
treaty of
of June
22, 1855),
1855), $600;
7
7 Stat. 235.
permanent
permanent annuity for
for education
education (article
2, treaty
treaty of
of January
January 20,
(article 2,
20,
1825, and article
$6,000; for
for permanent
permanent
article 13,
13, treaty
treaty of June
June 22,
22, 1855),
1855), $6,000;
annuity for iron and steel (article
9, treaty of January
1825, and
(article 9,
January 20, 1825,
article 13,
$320; in
in all,
all, $10,520.
$10,520.
13, treaty of June
June 22
22,21855),
1855), $320;
Pawnees, Okla.
For fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
Pawnees, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For
For permanent
permanent
11l stt.
Stat.n7;
729; 27stat
27 Stat.
treaties with
with Pawnees,
For
644.
644.
(article 2, treaty of September
September 24,
annuity (article
24, 1857,
1857, and
and article
article 3, agreement of
November 23,
$30,000.
ment
of November
23, 1892),
1892), $30,000.
Indians of Sioux
For
payment
of
Sioux
benefits
to
of the
the Sioux
Sioux reservations,
Indians
For
payment
of
Sioux
benefits
to Indians
Indians of
reservations,
of
Sioux
reservations, benefits.
as authorized by the Act of March
March 2, 1889 (25
(25 Stat.
Stat. 895),
895), as amended,
$225,000.
$225,000.
Interest on trust
For payment of interest on moneys held
held in trust
trust for
several
for the
the several
funds, payment.
funds, payment.
Indian tribes, as authorized
authorized by various Acts of Congress, $775,000.
Availability of
Appropriations
herein made
made for
for the
the support
support of
of Indians
Indians and
and adminadminAvaflailiyase
Appropriations herein
funds
for purchase of
of
istration
of Indian
the support
support of
of schools,
supplies,
etc.
supplisetc.
istration of
Indian 'Property,
property, the
schools, including
including
nonreservation
nonreservation boarding schools
schools and for
conservation of health
among
for conservation
health among
Indians shall be available for the purchase
purchase of supplies, materials,
and repair parts, for storage in and
central wareand distribution
distribution from central
warehouses, garages, and shops, and for the maintenance
and operation
maintenance and
operation
of such warehouses, garages,
garages, and
and shops,
shops, and
and said
said appropriations
appropriations shall
shall
be reimbursed for services rendered
rendered or
by such
or supplies
supplies furnished
furnished by
such
warehougPs
garages, or
to any
any activity
of the
the Indian
warehouses,2garages,
or shops
shops to
activity of
Indian Service.
Service.
Travel
Travel expenses,
expenses,
Appropriations made for the Indian Service for
Appropriations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
etc.
1941 shall be available for travel expenses of employees on official
official
business;
for travel
travel expenses
the cost
cost of
ckin g ,
cra
ti ng,d
rayage ,
business; for
expenses and
and the
of pa
packing,
crating,
drayage,
transportation of
personal effects
upon permanent
permanent
and transportation
of personal
effects of
of employees
employees upon
change of station with or without aa change in official position;
change
for
position; for
the purchase
purchase of ice,
ice, and for the purchase
purchase of
boots for
official
of rubber
rubber boots
for official
use
use of
of employees.
Traveling expenses
The appropriations
appropriations available
expenditure for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
penses
The
available for
for expenditure
the
offTravelwing
new appointees.
natives of Alaska may be used for the payment
of traveling
payment of
traveling expenses
expenses
of new appointees
appointees from Seattle, Washington, to their
posts of
of duty
their posts
duty
in
and of
of traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, packing,
packing, cra
ting,and
an d t
rans in Alaska,
Alaska, and
crating,
transportation (including
(including drayage)
employees upon
drayage) of personal
personal effects of
of employees
upon
permanent change of station within Alaska, under regulations to be
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
Senecas, N.
Y.
N.Y.

rmsu appropriated
Sums
Sfromrecmpaitd
from
reclamation
fund, availability.
fund,
availability.
32 Stat. 388.
Salaries
penses.

pes"l

and

ex-

and ex-

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
RECLAMATION
apppoprpatet
The following sums are appropriated
of the special fund
appropriated out of
fund in
in
the Treasury of the United States created by the Act of June 17,
1902 (43 U. S. C. 391, 411),
411), and therein
therein designated "the
reclamation
"the reclamation
fund",
to be
be available
available immediately:
fund", to
immediately:
Salaries and expenses: For the
Reclamation and
and
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Reclamation
other personal services in the District of Columbia, $115,000;
for
$115,000; for
travel and other necessary expenses,
exceed
expenses, $35,000, including
including not to exceed
$15,000
$15,000 for printing and binding; in all, $150,000;
$150,000;
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Administrative
provisions and limitations:
Administrative provisions
lim it ati ons: For
For all
all expenditures
expenditures

authorized by the Act of June
June 17, 1902,

433
i
Administrative pro
proAdministrative
d limitalim ita
vsions
and
tions.

and
an d Acts
Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof
thereof tions.
32
Stat. 388.
32 uta..
c.
Acts under
Acts
under which
which expenditures
expenditures from said fund are authorized,
authorized,
including not
including
not to exceed $100,000
$100,000 for personal services
services and $15,000
$15,000 for
for
other expenses
$20,000 for telegraph,
other
expenses in the office of the chief engineer,
engineer, $20,000
telegraph,
telephone,
communication service,
telephone.
,and other communication
service, $5,000 for photographing
photographing
and
making photographic
photographic prints, $41,250
$41,250 for personal services,
and
making
services, and
and
7
5
$ , 00 for
for other expenses
expenses in the field legal offices; examination
$7,500
examination of
of
estimates
for appropriations
overcollections
estimates for
appropriations in the field; refunds
refunds of overcollections
and deposits
purposes; not to exceed $15,000
and
deposits for other purposes;
litho$15,000 for lithographing,
graphing, engraving,
engraving, printing,
printing, and binding;
binding; purchase of ice;
ice;
purchase
of rubber boots for official
purchase of
official use by employees;
employees; maintenance
maintenance
and operation of horse-drawn
motor-propelled passenger
and
horse-drawn and motor-propelled
vehicles;
passenger vehicles;
not
purchase and exchange
exchange of horse-drawn
horse-drawn and
not to
to exceed
exceed $25,000 for purchase
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles;
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
acking ,crating,
cra ting,and
an d
vehicles; p
packing,
transportation
(including drayage)
drayage) of personal
transportation (including
personal effects of employees
employees
upon permanent change of station, under regulations
regulations to be
upon
be prescribed
prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior; payment of
damages caused
caused to
the
of damages
to the
owners of lands or other private property of any kind
by reason
reason of
kind by
of
the operations
officers or employees,
operations of the United States, its officers
in the
the
employees, in
survey, construction,
construction, operation,
operation, or maintenance
maintenance of
works;
of irrigation
irrigation works;
payment for official
official telephone
hereafter incurred
payment
telephone service in the field hereafter
incurred
in case of official telephones
in
telephones installed in private houses when
authorwhen authorregulations established
ized under regulations
established by the Secretary
of the
the Interior;
Secretary of
Interior;
not to
to exceed $1,000 for expenses, except membership
not
membership fees, of attendance, when
ance,
when authorized
authorized by the Secretary,
Secretary, upon meetings
meetings of technical
technical
and professional
professional societies required in connection
connection with official
official work
work
of
of the
the Bureau; payment of rewards, when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
by
the Secretary of the Interior, for information
information leading to
to the appreapprehension and conviction of persons found guilty of the theft, damage,
hension
damage,
or supplementary
supplementary thereto, known as the reclamation
or
reclamation law,
and all
law, and
all other
other

39.

or destruction
destruction of public
Provided, That
public property:
property: Provided,
no part
part of
of any
any
Proviso.
That no
poriso.
Restriction where
sum
provided for
in this
sum provided
for in
this Act for operation and maintenance
maintenance of
any district
is in arrears.
of any
distrSictsnrrers.

project or division of aaproject by the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation shall
shall
be used for the irrigation
irrigation of any lands within the boundaries
boundaries of
of an
an
irrigation district which has contracted
contracted with the Bureau of
irrigation
of ReclamaReclamation
tion and which is in arrears
arrears for more than twelve months
in the
the
months in
payment
United States,
payment of any
any charges due the United
and no
no part
part of
of any
States, and
any

sum provided
provided for in this Act for such purpose shall be used for
the
for the
irrigation
irrigation of any lands which have contracted
with the
the Bureau
contracted with
Bureau of
of
Reclamation and which are in arrears for more than
Reclamation
months
than twelve
twelve months
in the payment
in
payment of any charges due from said lands to the
United
the United
States;
States;

In

Lands
Lands in arrears.
arrears.

Examination and inspection
Examination
inspection of projects
projects and
and operation
and mainExamination
operation and
mainExamination end
and
tenance of reserved works: For examination
tenance
examination of accounts
accounts and
and inspecir: spec tom of
projects,
inspec- eP"""
ofproict,
tion of the works of various projects
projects and divisions of
projects
of projects
operated and
and maintained
maintained by irrigation
operated
irrigation districts or water users'
users'
associations, and bookkeeping,
bookkeeping, accounting,
accounting, clerical,
clerical, legal, and
and other
other
accordance with contract
expenses incurred in accordance
contract provisions
the
provisions for
for the
repayment of such expenses by the districts or
repayment
and for
or associations;
associations; and
for
operation and maintenance
maintenance of the reserved
of aa project
project or
or
reserved works
works of
division
a project when irrigation
irrigation districts,
division of a
water users'
districts, water
users' associaassociations,
tions, or
or Warren
Warren Act
Act contractors
contractors have contracted
contracted to pay in advance
advance
3•3
OZ.
36 sjat
stat..
925.
43 U
but have
have failed to pay their proportionate share of the cost
cost of
of such
such 525.
2.3 U. S C. " 523operation
and maintenance,
operation and
maintenance, to be expended
expended under regulations
regulations to
to be
be
prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary of
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
the Interior,
Interior, the
balance
of the appropriation for this purpose for the fiscal year 1940, is
is
continued
continued available for the same purpose for the fiscal year
year 1941;
1941;
Yuma project,
project, Arizona-California:
Arizona-California: For operation
Yuma
operation and
and maintemainteYuma,
Ynma, Ariz.-Calif.
Arz.-ciS
r o.o
nance, $70,000:
Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from the power PProviso.
nance,
$70,000: Provided,
e e.

S.

193470°-41--PT.
I
1934 70'-41—PT, 1-28
28
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revenues
shall be
available during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 for
for the
the
during the
be available
revenues shall
operation
maintenance of
of the
the commercial
system;
commercial system;
and maintenance
operation and
Colorado-Big Thompson
Thompson project,
Colorado: Not
Not to
exceed $
50 ,
000
Colorado-Big
$50,000
to exceed
project, Colorado:
Colorado-Big
Colorado - B ig
Thompson, Colo.
from
power revenues
shall be
be available
available during
during the
fiscal year
year 1941
1941
the fiscal
revenues shall
from power
Thompson Coo.
for
operation and
maintenance of
of the
the power
system;
power system;
and maintenance
the operation
for the
Boise
project,
Idaho:
For
operation
and
maintenance, $65,000;
$65,000;
Boise,
Boise project, Idaho: For operation and maintenance,
Idaho.
Boise, Idaho.
Minidoka
Minidoka, Idaho.
reserved
maintenance, reserved
and maintenance,
For operation
operation and
project, Idaho:
Idaho: For
Minidoka project,
Proviso.
works, $11,600:
That not
to exceed
$60,000 from
from the
power
the power
exceed $60,000
not to
Provided, That
$11,600: Provided,
works,
Proiso.
revenues
shall be
available during
during the
for the
the operaoperayear 1941
1941 for
fiscal year
the fiscal
be available
revenues shall
tion
the commercial
commercial system;
system; and
not to
exceed $100,000
from
$100,000 from
to exceed
and not
of the
tion of
power
available during
the fiscal
for
1941 for
year 1941
fiscal year
during the
be available
shall be
revenues shall
power revenues
continuation
of construction,
construction, south
south side
side division;
division;
continuation of
Buffalo
Buffalo Rapids
Montana: For operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
Rapids project,
project, Montana:
Buffalo
Rapids,
Buffalo Rapids,
Mont.
Mont.
$25,000;
$25,000;
North Platte, Nebr.North
project, Nebraska-Wyoming:
Nebraska-Wyoming: Not
$70,000
Not to
to exceed $70,000
Platte project,
North Platte
NorthPlatteNebr.Wyo.
from the
the power
power revenues
available during
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
during the
shall be
be available
revenues shall
from
wyo
1941, for
the operation
of the
the commercial
commercial system;
system;
maintenance of
and maintenance
operation and
for the
1941,
and not
from power
power revenues
revenues allocated
allocated to
to the
Norththe North$6,000 from
exceed $6,000
not to
to exceed
and
port
irrigation district
under subsection
section 4,
of the
Act of
of
the Act
4, of
I, section
subsection I,
district under
port irrigation
43
December
5, 1924
1924 (43
(43 U.
U. S.
S. C.
be available
the
shall be
available during the
C. 501),
501), shall
December 5,
03.
4SStat.
tat. 703.
fiscal
payment on
behalf of
of the
the Northport
irrigation
Northport irrigation
on behalf
for payment
1941 for
year 1941
fiscal year
district,
to
the
Farmers'
irrigation
district
for
carriage of
water;
of water;
carriage
for
district
irrigation
the
Farmers'
to
district,
and
to exceed
$25,000 from
power revenues
revenues shall
for
available for
be available
shall be
from power
exceed $25,000
not to
and not
betterments
and additions
additions to
the power
system;
power system;
to the
betterments and
Rio Grande
project, New
New Mexico-Texas:
Mexico-Texas: For operation
Rio
and mainoperation and
Grande project,
Rio
orande,
Rio Grande,
N. Mex.-Tex.
power
tenance,
That not
to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 from power
not to
Provided, That
tenance, $30,000:
$30,000: Provided,
N.Meo.Tex.
Proviso.
revenues shall
shall be
available during
during the
the fiscal
the operaoperafor the
1941 for
year 1941
fiscal year
be available
revenues
tion and
and maintenance
maintenance of
the power
system;
power system;
of the
tion
Owyhee,
Owyhee
maintenance,
and maintenance,
operation and
project, Oregon:
Oregon: For operation
Owyhee project,
Owyhee, Oreg.
Oreg.
$115,000;
$115,000;
Klamath project,
Oregon-California: For
Klamath,
Oreg.
mainteand mainteoperation and
For operation
project, Oregon-California:
Klamath
Klamath, Oreg.Calif.
nance,
That revenues
revenues received
received from the lease of
Provided, That
$68,000: Provided,
nance, $68,000:
Calfro.
Proviso.
marginal
lands 7 Tule
'rule Lake
division, shall
available for
for refunds
refunds
be available
shall be
Lake division,
marginal lands,
to
m such cases where it becomes necessary to make
to the lessees in
refunds because
of flooding
of such
such
terms of
the terms
within the
reasons within
other reasons
or other
flooding or
because of
refunds
leases;
leases;
Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.
Yakima project
Washington: For
Yakima
project t Washington:
For operation
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance,
Proviso.
$250,000:
revenues
Provio.
$250,000: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $25,000 from power revenues
available during the
operation and
the fiscal year 1941 for operation
be available
shall be
maintenance of
of the
system;
the power
power system;
maintenance
Kendrick, Wyo.
Kendrick,
Wyo.
Kendrick
project,Wyoming:
Kendrick project,
Wyoming: Not to exceed $100,000
$100,000 from the power
power
revenues shall
revenues
shall be
be available
available during the fiscal year
year 1941 for the operaoperation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the power
power system;
system;
tion
Riverton,
Rlverton, Wyo.
wyo.
Wyoming: For operation
Riverton project, Wyoming:
operation and maintenance,
maintenance,
Proviso.
roviso.
Provided, That not to exceed $30,000 from the power reve$45,000: Provided,
nues shall be available during the
year 1941
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941 for
for the
the operation
operation
and maintenance
commercial system;
system;
and
maintenance of
of the
the commercial
Shoshone,
Shoshone, Wyo.
Wyo.
Shoshone project, Wyoming: For operation
Shoshone
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, WillWillProviso.
Proiso.
Provided, That not to exceed $30,000 from
wood division, $13,000: Provided,
power revenues
revenues shall be available
available during the fiscal year 1941 for the
operation and maintenance
commercial system;
system;
maintenance of
the commercial
of the
nomic
Secondary
investigations*
and
Secondary
economic investigations:
investigations: For
genand genFor cooperative
cooperative and
and economic
Secondary and
and ecoonoi
eral investigations, including
investigations necessary to
determine
eral
including investigations
to determine
the economic conditions
conditions and financial feasibility of projects and
investigations and
relating to
to the
investigations
and other
other activities
activities relating
the reorganization,
reorganization,
settlement of lands, and financial adjustments
adjustments of existing projects,
settlement
land, land-settlement
classification of land
including examination
examination of soils, classification
land-settlement
activities,
including advertising
newspapers and other publications,
publications,
activities, including
advertising in newspapers
and obtaining general economic and settlement
settlement data, $25,000,
$25,000, together
together
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with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for these
these purposes
purposes
for the fiscal year 1940: Provided,
Provided, That the expenditures
for
expenditures from this
53
715.
63 Stat. 715.
Provisos.
appropriation for any reclamation
reclamation project shall be considered
appropriation
considered as
as Provisos.
Expenditures
Expenditures consupplementary
supplemensupplementary to the appropriation for that project and shall be sidered
tary; accounting.
accounting.
accounted for and returned
accounted
returned to the reclamation
reclamation fund as other expendiexpenditures under
Providedfurther,
under the Reclamation
Reclamation Act: Provided
further, That the expendexpendInvestigations; diviInvestigations;
iture
of any sums from this appropriation
investigations of any sion of expenses.
iture of
appropriation for investigations
nature requested
requested by States, municipalities,
municipalities, or other interests shall be
be
upon the basis of the State, municipality, or other interest advancing
advancing
at least 50 per centum of the estimated cost of such investigation;
investigation;
Operation and maintenance
maintenance, administration: For necessary pay
pay of Operation
Operation and
and
maintenance adminismaintenance
traveling and
employees, .traveling
arid other expenses
expenses incident to
the general
general tration.
to the
administration of reclamation
reclamation projects, either operated
administration
operated and
mainand maintained .by the Bureau or transferred
transferred to water users'
users' organizations
organizations for
for
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, and incident to the sale of temporarily
temporarily
and permanently
permanently unproductive public lands as authorized
and
authorized by the Act
Act
of May 16, 1930 (46 Stat. 367),
367), including giving information and
and
ft 42443 U. S.
8. C.
C. I§
424424e.
advice
reclamation projects in the selection
advice to settlers on reclamation
selection of
lands, 424e.
of lands,
Information to
Information
to setequipment, and livestock, the preparation
preparation of land for irrigation, the
the tlers.
selection of crops, methods of irrigation and agricultural
agricultural practice,
and general farm management,
management, the cost of which
be charged
which shall be
charged to
to
reclamation fund and shall not
the general reclamation
part of
of
not be charged
charged as
as a
a part
the construction or operation and maintenance
maintenance cost payable
by the
the
payable by
water users under the projects,
$35,000;
projects, $35,000;
Limitation
Limitation of
Limitation of expenditures:
expenditures: Under the provisions of this
no
of exexthis Act
Act no
penditures.
greater
greater sum shall be expended, nor shall the
obli- penditures.
the United
United States
States be
be obligated to expend
expend during the fiscal year 1941,
1941, on any reclamation
reclamation
project appropriated
appropriated for herein, an amount in
of the
in excess
excess of
the sum
sum
herein appropriated
appropriated therefor,
therefor, nor shall the whole expenditures
or
expenditures or
obligations
obligations incurred
incurred for all of such projects for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941
for the
year 1941
exceed the whole
whole amount in the reclamation
for the
the fiscal
reclamation fund for
fiscal year;
year;
Interchange of appropriations:
appropriations: Ten per centum of the foregoing
foregoing
Interchange
Interchange of appropriations.
amounts shall be available interchangeably
on the
the propriations
interchangeably for
for expenditures
expenditures on
reclamation projects
reclamation
projects named; but not more than 10 per centum shall
be added to the amount appropriated
appropriated for any one
said projects,
one of
of said
projects,
Emergency flood
re.
except that should existing works or the water supply for lands under
Emergency
flood reunder pairs.
endangered by floods or other unusual
cultivation be endangered
unusual conditions,
conditions, an
an
amount sufficient to make necessary
necessary emergency
emergency repairs shall become
become
available
available for expenditure
expenditure by further transfer
appropriation from
transfer of
of appropriation
from
any of said projects upon approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior;
Interior;
Construction
Constnrctlon of desConstruction:
Construction: For commencement
commencement and continuation
construction,
continuation of construction,
ignated projects.
projects.
and for general investigations
administrative expenses,
expenses, of
of the
investigations and administrative
the
following projects
projects in not to exceed
following amounts,
amounts, respecrespecexceed the
the following
tively, to be expended from the Reclamation
Reclamation Fund in
in the
the same manner
manner
and for the same objects of expenditure
expenditure as
as specified
specified for
for projects
projects
hereinbefore in this Act under the caption "Bureau of
hereinbefore
Reclamation",
Ante, p. 433.
Ante,
of Reclamation",
under the heading "Administrative
"Administrative provisions
provisions and
limitations", but
but
and limitations",
without
without regard to the amounts of the limitations therein set forth,
forth,
all to be reimbursable
reimbursable under the reclamation
reclamation law, and
and to
to remain
remain availavailable until expended:
expended:
Colorado-Big
Colorado-Big Thompson project,
Colorado, $2,000,000;
$2,000,000;
Colorado-Big
Oolorado-Big
project, Colorado,
Thompson, Colo.
Thompson,
Colo.
Uncompahgre
Uncompahgre project, Colorado, $100,000;
$100,000;
Uncompahgre,Colo.
Uncompahgre,Colo.
Boise,
Idaho,
PayBoise project, Idaho, Payette division,
the sum
division, $900,000;
$900,000; the
sum heretofore
heretofore ette division. Payappropriated for construction
appropriated
construction of the Twin Springs
Springs Dam
Dam and
and Snake
River pumping
pumping plant shall remain
remain available
of either
available for construction
construction of
either
or both of the same or such other project works on the
the Boise River
River
or its tributaries
tributaries as may be found by the
Secretary of
Interi
or ,
the Secretary
of the Interior,
following
following current investigations,
feasible;
investigations, to be more feasible;
San River,
Sun
River, Mont.
Mont.
Sun River project, Montana, $50,000;
$50,000;
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Humboldt project,
project, Nevada,
Humboldt
Nevada, $100,000;
$100,000;
$100,000;
Carlsbad project, New Mexico,.
Mexico, $100,000;
project New Mexico-Texas,
Mexico-Texas, $72,000;
Rio Grande project,
$72,000;
N. Mex.-Tex.
$400,000; .
Deschutes project,
Oregon, $400,000;
project,Oregon,
Deschutes
Deschutes,Oreg.
Oreg.
Deschutes,
Klamath, Oreg.Oreg.Oregon-California, $200,000:
Klamath project,
Klamath,
project, Oregon-California
$200,000: Provided,
Provided, That
Calif.
expenditures from
from this
and from
from any
other appropriaappropriaany other
this appropriation
appropriation and
Proviso.
expenditures
Ao0iso.
tion
the construction
shall be
reimbursed from
be reimbursed
Unit shall
of the
the Modoc
Modoc Unit
for the
construction of
tion for
net revenues
revenues hereafter
hereafter received
the lease
of grazing
grazing and
farming
and farming
lease of
from the
received from
net
lands
within the
the Tub
Lake Division,
Division, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
TuleeLake
lands within
of
subsection IIof
December 5, 1924 (43 Stat.
Act of December
the Act
S. c.
C. 501.
501.
of section 44of the
of subsection
43 U.. S.
703
373a) ;
703;;43 U. S. C. 373a);
Provo
River, Utah.
Utah.
Provo River,
Provo River
River project, Utah,
Utah, $1,250,000;
$1,250,000;
Yakima,
Yakima, Wash.
Wash.
Yakima
$500,000;
Yakima project, Washington, Roza division,
division, $500,000;
Kendrick, Wyo.
Wyo.
Kendrick,
Kendrick project, Wyoming, $900,000;
Kendrick
$900,000;
Riverton,
Wyo.
Riverton, Wyo.
$200,000;
Riverton project,
project, Wyoming, $200,000;
Shoshone,
Wyo.
Shoshone, Wyo.
$350,000;
Shoshone project, Wyoming: Heart Mountain division, $350,000;
General investigaInterior
of
General
investigations:
To
enable
the
Secretary
the
Interior,
Secretary
the
enable
To
investigations:
General
investigatioeser
tions.
through the Bureau of Reclamation,
Reclamation, to carry
carry on engineering and
through
economic investigations
investigations of proposed Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation projects,
economic
surveys
reconstruction, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, or extensions
extensions of
of existing
surveys for
for reconstruction,
existing
conservation and development
development plans,
projects, and studies of water conservation
including
investigations,
Colorado River Basin investigations,
investigations, such investigations,
including Colorado
surveys, and studies to be carried on by said Bureau either independSecretary of the Interior, in
ently, or, if deemed advisable by the Secretary
cooperation with State agencies and other Federal agencies,
including
agencies, including
cooperation
the
National Resources
the Corps of Engineers,
Engineers, National
Resources Planning
Planning Board, and the
Federal
$600,000;
Commission, $600,000;
Federal Power Commission,
Administrative
exAdministrative exFor administrative
administrative expenses
expenses on account of the above projects,
ppenses.
en s
es.
including personal
personal services
services (not to exceed $90,000)
$90,000) and other
other
including
expenses in
i
n the District of Columbia and personal services and other
expenses
other
expenses in the field, $750,000;
$750,000;
expenses
T ot a
Total.
l.
Total, construction, from reclamation fund, $8,472,000.
Public Works
Works AdAdPublic
Administration allotments made available
The Public Works Administration
available to
ministration.
ministration.
Allotments, etc.,
Reclamation, pursuant
pursuant
Allotments,
etc., the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation,
continued available.
continued
available.
to
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act
of June
either
1933, either
16, 1933,
June 16,
Act of
the National
National Industrial
to the
48 Stat.
19"5.
48
Stat^. 195.
by direct allotments or by transfer of allotments
allotments originally
originally made
allocations made to the
to another Department
Department or agency, and the allocations
Department
of
Interior, Bureau of
Reclamation,
roDepartment
of
the
Interior
of
Reclamation,
from the
the app
approll
49
Stat, 115;
50 Stat. priation
49Stat.
15;0Stat.
mergency Relief
priation contained in the Emergency
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation
of
352;
52 Stat.
816.
352.52
Stat. 816.
ro ation Act of
of
1935, the Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act
of 1937,
an d the
the
35ta.
1935
Act of
1937, and
Public Works Administration
Appropriation Act of
Administration Appropriation
of 1938,
1938, shall
shall
remain available
available for the purposes
purposes for which
which allotted during
during the
the
fiscal year
year 1941.
1941.
fiscal
Total.
Total, from reclamation
reclamation fund, $9,374,600.
$9,374,600.
Colorado
River
and maintaining
of
operating
the
cost
defray
River
Colorado
To
operating
maintaining the Colorado
front work
work and levee
levee
system.
system.
River front
front work
work and
and levee
levee system adjacent
to the Yuma
adjacent to
Yuma Federal
Federal
California, subject only to secirrigation project in Arizona and California,.
tion
entitled "An
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the
tion 4
4 of the Act
Act entitled
the construction,
construction,
repair, and preservation
preservation of
certain public
public works on
harof certain
on rivers
rivers and
and har44
Stat, 1016.
101e.
44 Stat.
bors, and
bors
and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved January
Janu ary 21, 1927 (44 Stat.
St at
.
53 stat.
Stat. 717.
717.
53
1010),
$15,000, together
unexpended balance
1010), $15,000,
together with the unexpended
balance of the appropriation for the fiscal year 1940.
priation
Boulder
Canyon.
Boulder Canyon.
Boulder
project: For the continuation
Boulder Canyon project:
continuation of construction
construction
Construction, etc.
of the Boulder Dam and incidental
incidental works in the main stream of
a storage reservoir,
the Colorado River at Black Canyon, to create a
able for
for th
and of aa complete plant and incidental structures
structures suit
suitable
thee
fullest economic development of electrical
electrical energy from the water
water
Acquisitionoflands, discharged from such reservoir; to acquire
Acquisitionoflands,
discharged
reservoir • acquire by proceedings
proceedings in eminent
etc.
domain,
domain, or otherwise, all lands, rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, and other property
Humboldt, Nev.
Nev.
Humboldt,
Carlsbad, N. Mex.
Carlsbad,
Mex.
Rio
Grande,
rande.
R io o
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necessary
necessary for such purposes; and for incidental operations, as authorized
thorized by the Boulder Canyon Project Act, approved December
December 21
21,
1928 (43 U. S. C., ch. 12A) ;$4,000,000,
$4,000,000, to be immediately
immediately available
available
and to remain available
available until advanced to the Colorado River Dam
fund; and there shall also be available from power and other revenues not to exceed $500,000 for operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance of
of
the Boulder Dam, power plant, and other facilities, including payreimbursement for
ment to the Boulder City School District, as reimbursement
instruction during the 1940-1941 school year in the schools operated
instruction
operated
by said district of each pupil who is a
a dependent of any employee
of the United
United States living in or in the immediate
immediate vicinity of Boulder
Boulder
City, in the sum of $45 per semester
semester per pupil in average
average daily
attendance
attendance at said schools,
schools, payable after the term of instruction in
any semester has been completed, under regulations to be prescribed
prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and in addition
addition thereto
thereto the
the sum
sum
of $18,000
$18,000 shall be available
available from such revenues
revenues for the purchase
of school equipment;
equipment; which amounts of $4,000,000
$4,000,000 and
and $500,000
$500,000
shall be available
available for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
(not to exceed $25,000)
$25,000) and in the field and for all other objects of
expenditure that are specified for projects hereinbefore
hereinbefore included
included
in this Act, under the caption "Bureau
"Bureau of Reclamation,
Reclamation, administrative provisions and limitations", without regard to the
the amounts
amounts
of the limitations
limitations therein set forth: Provided,
Secretary
Provided, That the Secretary
of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized and empowered,
empowered, under such
rules and regulations as he
rates
he may prescribe,
prescribe, to establish
establish rental rates
for the lease of reserved lands of the United States situate
situate within
the exterior boundaries of Boulder
Boulder City,
City, Nevada,
Nevada, and, without prior
prior
advertising, to enter into
advertising,
into leases
leases therefor
therefor at
at not less than rates so
so
established and for periods
periods not exceeding
exceeding fifty-three
fifty-three years from
revenues which
the date of such leases: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That all revenues
which
under the
provisions of
leases
may accrue
accrue to the
the United States under
the provisions
of such leases
shall be deposited in the Treasury and credited
credited to
to the
the Colorado
established by
River Dam fund
fund established
by section 22 of the Boulder
Boulder Canyon
Canyon
Project Act.
Act.
Boulder Canyon project (All-American
Canal) :For
For continuation
continuation
(All-American Canal):
construction of
of construction
of a
a diversion dam,
dam, and main canal (and
(and appurteappurtestructures including
including distribution and drainage systems)
located
nant structures
systems) located
entirely within
within the United
United States
States connecting
connecting the
the diversion dam with
with
the Imperial
Imperial and
Coachella Valleys
Valleys in
to acquire
acquire by
by
the
and Coachella
in California;
California; to
proceedings in
domain, or
or otherwise,
all lands,
proceedings
in eminent
eminent domain,
otherwise, all
lands, rights-ofrights-ofway,
property necessary
such purposes;
inciway, and
and other
other property
necessary for
for such
purposes; and
and for
for incidental operations,
operations, as authorized
authorized by
by the
the Boulder Canyon
Canyon Project
Project
Act,
1928 (43
(43 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
ch. 12A)
Act, approved
approved December
December 21,
21, 1928
C., ch.
12A);;to
to be
be
immediately available
to remain
available until
until advanced
advanced to
to
immediately
available and
and to
remain available
the Colorado River Dam fund
$1,500,000, which
fund,l $1,500,000,
which amount
amount shall be
available for personal
personal services
available
services in
in the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia (not to
exceed
$5,000) and in
expendiexceed $5,000)
in the field
field and for
for all other objects
objects of expenditure that
that are
are specified
specified for
for projects
hereinbefore included
in this
this
ture
projects hereinbefore
included in
Act
the caption
caption "Bureau
Administrative
Act under
under the
"Bureau of
of Reclamation,
Reclamation, Administrative
provisions
provisions and
and limitations",
limitations", without
without regard to the amounts
amounts of the
the
limitations
limitations therein set forth.
GENERAL
FUND,
GENERAL FUND,

437
45 Stat. 1057.
1057.

Boulder City School
District, reimburse.
reimbursement for instruction.
instruction.

Personal services.
Personal
services.

Ante, p. 433.
433.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Rental rates;
rates; leases.
leases.

Credit of
Credit
revenues.
revenues.

accrued

45 Stat. 1057.
1057.
43 U.S.
D. S. C..§ 617a.
617a.

Boulder
Canyon
Boulder Canyon
(All-American Canal).
Canal).
(All-American
Construction, etc.
Construction,

Acquisition
of lands,
Acqulsitlonoflands,
etc.

45 Stat. 1057.
1057.
Personal services.
services.

43

Ante, p. 433.
3.

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION

For
projects and
For continuation
continuation of
of construction
construction of
of the
the following
following projects
and
for
expenses in
in not
to exceed
the following
followmg amounts,
for administrative
administrative expenses
not to
exceed the
amounts,
respectively,
be expended
expended from
from the
the general
general fund
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
respectively, to
to be
fund of
in
the same
same manner
for the
the same
objects of
expenditures as
as
manner and
and for
same objects
of expenditures
in the
specified for
for projects
projects included
in this
this Act
Act under
the
specified
included hereinbefore
hereinbefore in
under the

Construction
Construction of designated projects,
ignated
projects, etc.;
etc.;
reimbursement.
reimbursement.
Post,
1041.
Post, p.
p. 1041.
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Ante, p.
p. 433.
433.

Parker
Ariz.Parker Dam, Ariz..
Calif.

53 Stat. 633.
Central
Valley,
Central Valley,
Calif.
Pine River, Colo.
Colo.
San
San Luis Valley,
Valley,
Colo.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Construction of
Construction
Closed Basin Drain;
Drain;
contingencies.
contingencies.

Noninterference
Noninterference
with Rio Grande InInterstate Compact.
terstate
785.
53 Stat. 785.

Colorado River, Tex.
Colorado
Tex.
Proviso.
Marshall Ford Dam.
Marshall

Grand
Darn,
Grand Coulee Dam,
Wash.

50 Stat. 210.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
16 U.
U. S.
Supp.
V,
V, §835a.
835a.
Administrative
Administrative ex-

penses.

penses.

Total.
Total.
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caption "Bureau
Reclamation" under
under the
the heading
heading "Adminiscaption
"Bureau of
of Reclamation"
"Administrative provisions
and limitations",
but without
to the
the
trative
provisions and
limitations", but
without regard
regard to
amounts of
the limitations
to be
amounts
of the
limitations therein
therein set
set forth,
forth, to
be immediately
immediately
available, to
to remain
remain available
available until
expended, and
and to
to be
be reimbursavailable,
until expended,
reimbursable (except
(except as
River project,
and the
able
as to
to the
the Pine
Pine River
project, Colorado,
Colorado, and
the Colorado
Colorado
River project,
Texas) under
under the
the reclamation
reclamation law:
River
project, Texas)
law:
Parker
project, Arizona-California,
$3,500,000, toParker Dam
Dam Power
Power project,
Arizona-California, $3,500,000,
together with
with the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the appropriation
appropriation of
of
$4
000 000 for this project contained in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appro$4,000,000
1939;
priation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1939;
Central Valley
Valley project,
California, $23,600,000;
$23,600,000;
Central
project, California,
Colorado, $400,000;
Pine River
River project,
project, Colorado,
$400,000;
San Luis
Valley project,
project, Colorado:
For further
San
Luis Valley
Colorado: For
further investigations,
investigations,
exploratory
preparatory work,
and commencement
of construcexploratory and
and preparatory
work, and
commencement of
construcNumbered 693,
693, Seventytion in
in accordance
accordance with
with House
House Document
Document Numbered
Seventysixth Congress, third session: Provided,
Provid,ed, That commencement
commencement of
construction
feature shall be
contingent
construction of the Closed Basin Drain feature
be contingent
on
(a) a
the basis
basis
on (a)
a conclusive
conclusive finding of justification
justification for
for the drain
drain on
on the
of
and quality
water to
be secured,
(b)
of cost
cost and the
the quantity and
quality of
of water
to be
secured, and
and (b)
adequate arrangements
arrangements for
for maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the drain,
drain, $150,000:
Proadequate
$150,000: Provided further,
further, That any works to
to be constructed
constructed by
by virtue
virtue of investigations or surveys resulting
resulting from this appropriation,
appropriation, shall be
be so
so
constructed
constructed and operated
operated as not to interfere with the operation
operation of
of
Grande Interstate Compact,
or abrogate any of the terms of the Rio Grande
Compact,
and any contracts, permits, or licenses
entered
licenses relating
relating to such
such works
works entered
into by the United States shall provide
provide specifically
specifically that all
all rights
rights
thereunder shall be subject to and controlled by the provisions
provisions of
said
of said
Compact;
Rio Grande Interstate Compact;
Colorado River project, Texas, $3,000,000:
$3,000,000: Provided,
Colorado
Provided, That the
Secretary of the Interior,
Interior, by contracts entered into
into pursuant to
to
the authority
authority of the Act of August 26, 1937 (50 Stat. 844
850), shall
844-850),
require reimbursement
reimbursement of expenditures
expenditures for construction
construction of
of Marshall
Marshall
Ford Dam, to the extent and in the manner determined
determined by
by him;
him;
Grand Coulee Dam project,
of
Grand
project, Washington:
Washington: For continuation
continuation of
construction
Grand Coulee
appurtenant works,
works,
construction of
of Grand
Coulee Dam
Dam and appurtenant
$12,000,000,
$12,000,000, of which
which not to exceed $350,000
$350,000 may be used for
for the
the
purposes set out in section 2
2 of the Act of May
May 27, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
7

208) ;
208);

For administrative
administrative expenses on
bove p
ro j
ec t
s,
on account
account of
of the a
above
projects,
including personal services
services (not to exceed $100,000)
$100,000) and other expenses in the District of Columbia and personal services
services and other
other
expenses in the field, $700,000.
$700,000.
expenses
Total, general
general fund construction,
construction, $43,350,000.
$43,350,000.
WATER CONSERVATION
PROJECTS
CONSERVATION AND
AND UTILITY
UTILUT PROJECTS

Construction, etc.
Construction,
etc.

16 U.
Supp,
U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
§§ 590y-590bb.
V,
590y-590bb.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
719.
53 Stat.
Stat. 719.

Ante,
Ante, pp. 432, 433.

For the construction of water
water conservation
conservation and utilization projects
and small reservoirs, including
including not to exceed $196,000
$196,000 for
for surveys,
surveys,
expenses in connection
connection therewith
investigations, and administrative expenses
therewith
(of which not to exceed
exceed $20,000 shall be available for personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia),
Columbia), all as authorized
authorized by the Act of August
August
11, 1939 (53
$3,500,000.
11,
(53 Stat. 1418),
1418), $3,500,000.
The appropriation
appropriation of $5,000,000 contained in the Interior
Interior Department Appropriation Act, 1940, is hereby made available until
expended and may be expended
expended in the same manner and for
the same
for the
same
objects of expenditure
expenditure as specified
specified hereinbefore
hereinbefore in this Act under
under
the headings "Salaries
"Salaries and
expenses" and
"Administrative provisions
provisions
and expenses"
and "Administrative
and limitations"
limitations" under the caption "Bureau
"Bureau of Reclamation",
Reclamation", but
without regard to the limitations therein set
set forth.
forth.
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It is
hereby declared
It
is hereby
declared to be the policy of the Congress that, in the
opening to entry of newly irrigated public lands, preference
preference shall be
opening
be

given
given to families who have no other means of earning a
a livelihood,
livelihood,
or who
who have been compelled
or
compelled to abandon, through no fault of their
their
own, other farms
farms in the United States, and with respect to whom
whom
it appears after
after careful study, in the case of each such family, that
that
there is a
a probability
probability that such family will be able to earn a
a livelihood on such irrigated
irrigated lands.
lands.

439
Opening
Opening to entry of
newly irrigated publiclandspreference.
lic
lands, preference.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY

For every expenditure requisite for and incident to the authorized
General expenses.
expenses.
General
authorized
work of the Geological
Geological Survey, including personal
personal services
services in the
District of Columbia and in the field, including not to exceed $45,000 Vehicles.
ehiles.
for the purchase
purchase and exchange,
exchange, and not to exceed
exceed $70,000
$70,000 for the hire,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horsedrawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for field use only by geologists,
geologists,
topographers, engineers,
topographers,
engineers, and land classifiers,
classifiers, and the Geological
Geological
authorized to exchange
Survey is authorized
exchange unserviceable
and worn
worn out
unserviceable and
out
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying and freight-carrying
freight-carrying vehicles
part payment
vehicles as
as part
payment
Traveling exceed
expenses.
for
freight-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, and
and including
includ3000 not to
Traveling
for new
new freight-carrying
to exceed $3,penses.
$3,000
for necessary traveling expenses
expenses of the Director and members
of the
members of
the
Geological Survey
Geological
Survey acting under his direction,
direction, for attendance
attendance upon
upon
meetings of technical, professional, and scientific
meetings
scientific societies
societies when
when
authorized work of the Geological
required in connection
connection with the authorized
Geological
Survey, to be expended
expended under the regulations
regulations from time to time
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and under the following
following
heads:
heads:
Salaries.
Salaries:
Salaries: For the Director
Director of the Geological
Geological Survey and other perSalaries.
sonal services
services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $150,000;
$150,000;
Topographic
Topographic survey's:
surveys: For topographic
Topographic
topographic surveys in various portions veys.
Toographic sursurPost,
mg.
of the United States, $759,010, of which amount
$250,000
amount not to
to exceed
exceed $250,000
Pt,p.
P.5O.
may be expended for personal services in the District of Columbia:
Columbia:
Provisos.
Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended in
in Proisos.
Cooperation with
cooperation
municipalities except upon the basis of sta~.tera""
cooperation with States or municipalities
with
States.
the State or municipality bearing all of the expense incident thereto
thereto
in excess
excess of such an amount as is necessary
necessary for the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey
to perform its share
topographic surveys, such share
share of standard topographic
of the Geological
Geological Survey in no case exceeding
centum of the
exceeding 50
50 per
per centum
cost of the survey: Provided
Provided further,
$275,000 of
further, That $275,000
of this amount
amount

shall be available only for such cooperation
cooperation with States or municipalities;
palities;

Amount

Amount

available.

available.

surveys.
Geologic surveys: For geologic surveys in
in the
the various
portions of
various portions
of Geologic
Geologic surveys.
chemical and physical researches
the United States and chemical
relative
researches relative
thereto,
$500,000, of which not to exceed
thereto, $500,000,
exceed $300,000 may be expended
expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
and critiStrategic and critical minerals:
minerals: For scientific
scientific and economic invesinves- calStrategic
trategic and
critiminerals.
tigations of strategic
strategic and critical
critical minerals in the United States or
Post,
1041.
Post,
p.p.i041.
its Territories
Territories or insular possessions, as authorized
authorized by the
the Act
Act of
of 50 U. S. C., Supp.
June 7, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 811),
which amount not to exceed V,
811), $145,000,
$145,000, of which
v. 1¢ 98-88f.
sc supp.
$25,000 may
$25,000
may be expended for personal
personal services in the District of
of
Columbia
•
Columbia;'
Mineral
resources
Mineral resources
resources of Alaska:
Mineral
Alaska: For continuation
continuation of the investigation
investigation OfMsinr
resources
of Alaska.
of the mineral resources
resources of Alaska, $60,000,
$60,000, to be available
available immeimmediately, of which amount not to exceed $25,000 may be
be expended
expended
for personal services in
in the District of Columbia;
Columbia;
ms
Gaging st
Gaging
Gaging streams: For gaging
gaging streams and determining
the water
water vestigations,
determining the
.G
ag streams;
e;- in-; etc.
supply of the United
investigation of underground
United States, the investigation
underground curand the preparation of reports upon the
rents and artesian wells, an
the
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best
methods of
resources, $1,224,500,
which
of which
$1,224,500, of
water resources,
the water
utilizing the
of utilizing
best methods
amount not
to exceed
$140,000 may
expended for
for personal
services
personal services
be expended
may be
exceed $140,000
not to
amount
Provisos.
in the
Columbia: Provided,
Provided,That no part of this approin
the District of Columbia:
Proviso0.
Cooperation with
priation shall
be expended
expended in
cooperation with States or municiin cooperation
shall be
priation
States.
n
stpeates
palities
upon the
State or
municipality bearing
bearing all
all
or municipality
of the
the State
the basis
basis of
except upon
palities except
of
the
expense
incident
thereto
in
excess
of
such
an
amount
as
is
as is
amount
such
an
of
in
excess
thereto
of the expense incident
necessary for
for the
the Geological
Geological Survey
to perform
perform its
its share
general
of general
share of
Survey to
necessary
water resource
such share
of the
the Geological
Survey
Geological Survey
share of
investigations, such
resource investigations,
water
in
case exceeding
per centum
centum of
the cost
investigation:
of the
the investigation:
cost of
of the
50 per
no case
exceeding 50
in no
Amount available.
Provided further,
further, That
of this
shall be
be available
available
amount shall
this amount
That $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of
Provided
available.
Amount
only for
with States
or municipalities;
municipalities;
States or
cooperation with
for such
such cooperation
only
Classification
of
classification of
Classification of lands: For the examination
Classification of
Classification
examination and classification
of
lands. a n
lands with
with respect
to mineral
mineral character
character and
water resources
resources as
as
lands
ds
respect to
and water
required by
by the
the public-land
public-land laws
and for
administrative
for related
related administrative
laws and
required
operations; for
preparation and
and publication
of mineral-land
mineral-land
publication of
the preparation
for the
operations;
classification and
and water-resources
water-resources maps
and reports;
for engineering
engineering
reports; for
maps and
classification
supervision
of power
power permits
the jurisdiction
of
jurisdiction of
grants under
under the
permits and
and grants
supervision of
work of
of the
performance of work
the Interior;
Interior; and
the
Secretary of
of the
and for
for performance
the Secretary
Federal
Commission, $105,000,
not to
to exceed
exceed
which amount
amount not
$105,000, of
of which
Power Commission,
Federal Power
District of
of
$60,000
be expended
for personal
personal services in the District
may be
expended for
$60,000 may
Columbia;
Columbia;
Printing and
and bindPrinting
bindPrinting and binding, and so forth: For printing and binding,
ing,
etc.
ing, etc.
$130,000;
preparation of illustrations,
$130,000; for preparation
illustrations, $25,000; and for engraving
engraving
and
printing geologic
geologic and
and topographic
topographic maps,
in all,
and printing
maps, $173,400;
$173,400; in
all,
$328,400;
$328,400;
Mineral leasing.
Mineral
Mineral leasing:
leasing: For the enforcement
enforcement of the provisions of the
38 Stat. 742; 40 Stat.
Acts
October 20,
2, 191
1917 (30
(30
435), October
October 2,
U.. S. C.
C. 435),
(48 U.
20, 1914
1914 (48
of October
Acts of
38297
a437,1303t
297;
41Stat.
Stat.
437, 1363.
U. S. C.
C. 141),
February 25,
25, 1920 (30
(30 U.
U. S.
S. C. 181),
181), as amended,
U.
141), February
amended,
and
and March
March 4,
1921 (48
(48 U.
S. C.
Acts relating
relating to
to
4, 1921
U. S.
C. 444),
444), and
and other
other Acts
minerals on
on Indian
and public lands
the mining and recovery of minerals
Indian and
lands
and naval
naval petroleum
and for
every other
expense incident
incident
and
petroleum reserves;
reserves; and
for every
other expense
Supplies,
Supplies, etc.
etc.
thereto, including supplies, equipment, expenses of travel and subsistence, the
sistence,
the construction,
and repair
camp
construction, maintenance,
maintenance, and
repair of
of necessary
necessary camp
buildings
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,
of which
which amount
buildings and
thereto, $315,000,
$315,000, of
amount not
not
to
may be
be expended
expended for
services in
to exceed
exceed $65,000
$65,000 may
for personal
personal services
in the
the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia;
District
Cooperative work
Cooperative
During the fiscal year 1941 the head of any department
department or indeon scientific, etc., inestablishment of
of the
the Government
having funds
available
vesttigaoetc.,
in- pendent
pendent establishment
Government having
funds available
vestigations.
for scientific and
and technical
technical investigations
investigations and
and requiring
requiring cooperative
cooperative
work
by the
the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey on
scientific and
work by
on scientific
and technical
technical investiinvestigations within
gations
within the
the scope
of the
of that
that Bureau
which
scope of
the functions
functions of
Bureau and
and which
it is unable
unable to
to perform within the
the limits
it
limits of
of its
appropriations may,
may,
its appropriations
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the approval
approval of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, transfer
transfer to
to the
the
Geological Survey
Geological
Survey such sums as may be
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry on
on such
such
of funds.
Transfer of
investigations. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury shall transfer on
investigations.
on
the books
books of
the
of the
the Treasury
any sums
sums which
may be
Treasury Department
Department any
which may
be
authorized
authorized hereunder,
and such
such amounts
be placed
placed to
the credit
hereunder, and
amounts shall
shall be
to the
credit
of the Geological Survey for the performance
performance of
of work
work for
for the
the
department
department or establishment
establishment from which the
the transfer
transfer is
is made:
made:
.Proviso.
Ro' iaos.
Provided,
department or
or indeProvided, That any sums transferred
transferred by any department
Expenditure.
pentp .
nent establishment
pend
the Government
Government to
pendent
establishment of the
to the
the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey
for cooperative
cooperative work in connection with this appropriation
appropriation may
be
may be
expended in the same manner as sums appropriated
expended
appropriated herein may be
Cooperative work;
C
oopeative
expended:
Provided further,
appropriated
expended: Provided
further, That any funds herein appropriated
availability
ofwors
funds.
for
Geological Survey
Survey for
for cooperative
work may
for the
the Geological
cooperative work
may be
be utilized
utilized prior
prior
to July 1, 1940, as required to enable the Geological
Geological Survey to conreimbursement from cooperative
tinue its cooperative work pending reimbursement
agencies, the amount required
required for such cooperative
cooperative work to be placed
placed
to the credit of the 1940 appropriation
appropriation account of the Geological
Geological
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Survey and subsequently
subsequently repaid to the appropriation
appropriation from which
which
advanced;
advanced;
During the fiscal
1941, upon th
eques tof
ofth
Secretary of
of Aerial
fiscal year
year 1941,
thee r
Aerial photographs
photographs
request
thee Secretary
mapping projects.
projects.
the Interior, the Secretary
Secretary of War or the Secretary
Secretary of
of th
Navy i
thee Navy
iss for mapping
authorized
photographs required
required for mapping
authorized to furnish
furnish aerial photographs
mapping
projects, insofar as the furnishing of such photographs
photographs will be
Government and does not conflict with
economical to the Federal Government
training
military or naval operations
operations or the other parts of the regular
regular training
program
program of the Army, Navy, and Marine
Marine Corps flying services,
services, and
and
the Secretary of the Interior
authorized to reimburse
Interior is authorized
reimburse the War or
or
Navy Department
Department for the cost of making
making the
photographs, such
such cost
cost
the photographs,
confined to the actual cost of gasoline, oil, film, paper, chemicals,
to be confined
and the labor performed
performed in developing
developing the photographic
photographic negatives
and the printing of copies of photographs,
photographs, and the per diem expenses
expenses
of the personnel
together with such incidental
personnel authorized
authorized by law, together
incidental
expenses
expenses as care and minor repairs
repairs to plane
plane and transportation
transportation of
of
Copies.
Copies.
personnel to and from projects, and the War
War Department
Department or the
Navy Department,
Department, on request
request of the Department
Department of the Interior, is
authorized to furnish copies to any State, county, or municipal
municipal agency
agency
cooperating
cooperating with the Federal
Federal Government
Government in the mapping
project
mapping project
Contracts with ciContracts
for which the photographs were taken. In the event that
that the vilian
vilian concerns.
concerns.
it advantageous
advantageous to the
the
Director of the Geological
Geological Survey
Survey deems
deems it
Government,
Geological Survey is authorized
Government, the Geological
authorized to contract
contract with
aerial photographic
photographic concerns
concerns for
such
civilian aerial
for the
the furnishing of
of such
photographs or for the furnishing of topographic
photographs
topographic maps
maps made from
such photographs;
photographs;
Transportation
of
Transportation
Appropriations herein
transferred thereto, shall personal
Appropriations
herein made,
made, and
and funds
funds transferred
personal effects
effects of employees.
available for payment of the costs of packing,
cratmg, and transbe available
packing, crating,
transportation (including
(including drayage)
upon
drayage) of
of personal
personal effects
effects of employees
employees upon
permanent
permanent change of station, under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by
by
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior;
Interior;
States Geological
Geological Survey,
In all, salaries and expenses, United States
Survey, Total.
$3,586,910.
$3,586,910.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF MINES
SALARIES AND GENERAL
GENERAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

Salaries and general
general expenses:
expenses: For
pay
For general
general expenses,
expenses, including
including pay
necessary assistants,
other employees,
employees,
of the
the Director and necessary
assistants, clerks,
clerks, and other
office in the District of Columbia
every
in the office
Columbia and
and in the field, and
and every
requisite for and
incident to
other expense
expense requisite
and incident
to the
the general
general work
work of the
expended
Bureau in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia and in the field,
field, to be expended
under
direction of
Interior, $64,000,
$64,000, of which
under the direction
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior,
which
amount
expended for
personal services
services
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed $51,440
$51,440 may
may be
be expended
for personal
in
Columbia;
in the
the District
District of Columbia;
Operating
rescue cars and stations and
Operating mine rescue
and investigation
investigation of mine
accidents:
For the
and improvement
improvement of
of mine-rescue
and
accidents: For
the investigation
investigation and
mine-rescue and
first-aid methods
and appliances
appliances and
the teaching
of mine
mine safety,
safety,
first-aid
methods and
and the
teaching of
rescue, and
first-aid methods;
as to
causes of
of mine
mine
rescue,
and first-aid
methods; investigations
investigations as
to the
the causes
explosions, causes of falls of roof
roof and coal,
coal, methods of mining, espeespeof miners,
miners, the
appliances best
adapted
cially in
in relation
relation to the
the safety of
the appliances
best adapted
conditions under
to prevent
prevent accidents, the
the possible
possible improvement
improvement of
of conditions
under
and
which mining operations
operations are carried
carried on,
on, the use
use of
of explosives
explosives and
electricity,
prevention of
and reports
reports
electricity, the
the prevention
of accidents,
accidents, statistical
statistical studies
studies and
relating
relating to mine
mine accidents,
accidents, and
and other
other inquiries
inquiries and
and technologic
technologic investigations
pertinent to
to the
the mining
industry; the
the exchange
m part
part
tigations pertinent
mining industry;
exchange in
payment
maintenance, and
and repair
mine-rescue
payment for
for operation,
operation, maintenance,
repair of
of mine-rescue
trucks;
temporary structures
structures and
and the
the repair,
repair,
trucks; the
the construction
construction of
of temporary
maintenance,
operation of
of mine-rescue
mine-rescue cars
cars and
and the
the GovernmentGovernmentmaintenance, and
and operation
owned
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto;
personal
owned mine-rescue
mine-rescue stations
stations and
thereto; personal

Salaries and
and general
Salaries
expenses.
expenses.

mine resresOperating mine
cue cars, etc.,
etc., and
and ininvestigation
vestlgation of mine
accidents.
accidents.
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services,
equipment, and
and supplies;
supplies;
and subsistence,
subsistence, equipment,
expenses and
traveling expenses
services, traveling
travel
and subsistence,
other incidental
expenses of
of employees
in
employees in
incidental expenses
and other
subsistence, and
travel and
attendance at
at meetings
and conferences
conferences held
held for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of propromeetings and
attendance
moting safety
health in the mining and allied industries;
industries; pursafety and health
Vehicles.
moting
vehicles.
chase
not
exceeding
$6,000,
exchange
as
part
payment
for, operation,
operation,
for,
as
part
payment
$6,000,
exchange
exceeding
chase not
maintenance,
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
and repair
maintenance, and
vehicles for
for official
official use
use in
work; purchase
and exchange
exchange in part
part
purchase and
in field
field work;
vehicles
payment therefor
therefor of
of cooks'
uniforms, goggles,
goggles, gloves,
gloves, rubber
rubber boots,
boots,
cooks' uniforms,
payment
equipment as may be necessary
necessary in
articles or equipment
and such
such other articles
aprons, and
connection with
with the
purposes of
of this
this paragraph;
paragraph; including
including not
not to
the purposes
connection
Mine-rescue station
and
services
in the District
District of Columbia;
station exceed $67,110 for personal
Mine-rescue
personal
services
Columbia;
and
for New
New York
York and
including
to exceed
$20,000 for
employees and
and
necessary employees
for the
the necessary
exceed $20,000
not to
including not
area.
NewNEngland
New England area.
other
connected with the
establishment and maintenance
of
maintenance of
the establishment
other expenses
expenses connected
a
New York
York and
and New England area,
station to serve
serve the New
a mine-rescue
mine-rescue station
38
Stat. 959.
38Stat.959.
as authorized
authorized by the Act of March
(30 U. S. C.,
March 3, 1915 (30
C., sec.
sec. 8),
8),
Proviso.
Provided, That of this amount
$676,000: Provided,
amount not to exceed
exceed $500 may
may be
Trophies.
Trophies.
expended
expended for the purchase
purchase and bestowal
bestowal of trophies
trophies in connection
connection
mine-rescue and first-aid
first-aid contests;
contests;
with mine-rescue
Testing fuel.
fuel.
Testing
Testing fuel: To conduct
conduct inquiries and
and scientific
scientific and technologic
technologic
investigations concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
treatment, and
and
preparation, treatment,
use
investigation of mineral
mineral fuels
fuels belongbelonguse of mineral
mineral fuels, and
and for
for investigation
ing to or for the use of the United States,
States, with a
aview to their most
most
efficient utilization;
utilization; to
to recommend
recommend to
departments such
such
efficient
to various
various departments
changes in selection and use of fuel as may result in greater economy,
economy,
changes
and,
request of
Bureau of the Budget, to
and, upon
upon request
of the
the Director
Director of the Bureau
investigate the fuel-burning
equipment in use by or proposed
proposed for
investigate
fuel-burning equipment
for
any of the departments,
departments, establishments,
establishments, or institutions
institutions of the United
United
States in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $263,900,
$263,900, of which amount
amount not to
exceed $29,400 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services in the District
District
Columbia;
of Columbia;
Mineral
inMineral mining
mining ininvestigations: For inquiries
Mineral mining
mining investigations:
inquiries and scientific and
and
vestigations.
vestigations.
technologic investigations
investigations concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
preparation, treattreatment, and utilization of ores and mineral
mineral substances, other than
than fuels,
with a
aview to improving
conditions and increasing
increasing safety,
safety, effieffiimproving health conditions
ciency, economic
conserving resources
the
economic development,
development, and conserving
resources through
through the
prevention of waste in the mining, quarrying,
and
quarrying, metallurgical,
metallurgical, and
other mineral industries;
industries; to inquire
inquire into the economic conditions
affecting these
and including
all equipment,
supplies,
affecting
these industries;
industries- and
including all
equipment, supplies
Vehicles.
expenses of travel and subsistence,
subsistence, and the purchase,
purchase, not
not to
t
o exceed
excee d
$12,000,including
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of
$12,000,
including exchange,
exchange, operation,
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use in
in field
field
work, including not to exceed $27,900 for personal services in the
Proviso.
District
Provided, That
That no
part of
of this
this
tProiso.
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $278,060:
$278,060: Provided,
no part
Investigations for
appropriation may
may be
be expended
expended for
investigation in
in behalf
behalf of
of any
any
private parties.
appropriation
for an
an investigation
private
party;
private party;
Oil
Oil and
a gas
gas investiinvestiOil and .gas investigations:
investigations: For inquiries
inquiries and investigations
investigations and
gations.
dissemination
ations.
disst-mination of information
information concerning
concerning the mining, preparation,
preparation,
treatment,
utilization of petroleum
including
treatment, and utilization
petroleum and natural
natural gas, including
economic conditions affecting
affecting the
economic
the industry,
industry, with aa view to economic
economic
development and conserving
conserving resources
resources through
development
through the prevention
prevention of
wa
:
ste; .for the purchase
waste;
purchase of newspapers
newspapers relating
relating to
to the
the oil, gas, and
Proviso.
Priso.
allied
Provided,
of
Statutes
industries:
Provided,
That
section
192
the
Revised
Purchase of nnewspapers, etc.
(5.U. S.
S. C.
C. 102)
shall not
not apply
apply to such
such purchase
purchase of newspapers
(5
102) shall
newspapers from
papers,
appropriation; and for every
this appropriation;
every other
other expense
expense incident thereto,
including supplies, equipment, expenses
expenses of travel and subsistence,
including
Vehicles.
Vehices.
exchange as part payment
purchase, not to exceed $6,500, exchange
payment for, maintenance, and .operation of motor
motor propelled
passenger-carrying vehivehipropelled passenger-carrying
cles for official use in field work, purchase
purchase of laboratory
laboratory gloves,
goggles, rubber boots, and aprons, $260,000, of which amount
amount not to
to
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exceed $22,600
$22,600 may
exceed
may be
be expended
for personal
District
expended for
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of
Columbia;
of Columbia;
Mining experiment
experiment
Mining
Mining experiment
experiment stations:
For the
the employment
employment of
of personal
servstations: For
personal servstations.
stations.
ices, purchase
purchase of
of laboratory
laboratory gloves,
gloves, goggles,
aprons,
goggles, rubber
rubber boots,
boots, and
and aprons,
Post,
Post, p.
p. 1042.
the
purchase not
to exceed
exchange as
as part
part p
ay
men tfor,
for,
the .purchase
not to
exceed $3,000,
$3,000, exchange
payment
maintenance
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
maintenance and
and operation
vehicles for
use in
field work,
work, and
and all
other expenses
expenses in
in conconvehicles
for official
official use
in field
all other
nection
with the
the establishment,
maintenance, and
operation of
of mining
mining
nection with
establishment, maintenance,
and operation
experiment
stations, as
provided in
Act authorizing
authorizing additional
addition al
experiment stations,
as provided
in the
the Act
38 Stat.
959.
38
Stat. 959.
mining
stations, approved
approved March
March 3,
mining experiment
experiment stations,
3, 1915
1915 (30
(30 U.
U. S.
S. C.
8),
C. 8),
$567,000,
of which
exceed $17,100
$17,100 may
may be
$567,000, of
which appropriation
appropriation not
not to
to exceed
be
expended
in the
the District
Columbia;
expended for
for personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia;
Buildings and
and
Buildings
Buildings and
and grounds,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania:
grounds, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania: For
care and
and grounds,
For care
grounds, Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Bruceton, Pa.
maintenance of
buildings and
grounds at
Pittsburgh and
and Bruceton,
Bruceton, and Bruceton,
maintenance
of buildings
and grounds
at Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania, including
including personal services,
Pennsylvania,
services, the
the purchase,
purchase, exchange
exchange as
as
part payment
payment for,
for, operation,
operation, maintenance,
part
repair of
of passenger
passenger
maintenance, and
and repair
automobiles
other expenses
requisite for
for and
and
automobiles for
for official
official use,
use, and
and all
all other
expenses requisite
incident
thereto, including
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
additions and
and
incident thereto,
including not
for additions
improvements,
$100,000;
improvements, $100,000;
Economics of
of minEconomics
minEconomics of
of mineral
mineral industries:
industries: For
For inquiries
inquiries and
and investigations,
investigations, eral
eral industries.
industries.
Post,
p.
1041.
Post,
p.
1041.
and the
the dissemination
dissemination of
of information
proband
information concerning
concerning the
the economic
economic problems of
the mining,
mining, quarrying,
quarrying, metallurgical,
and other
other mineral
lems
of the
metallurgical, and
mineral
industries,
with aa view
view to
supplies and
and efficient
efficient disdisindustries, with
to assuring
assuring ample
ample supplies
tribution of
the mineral
mineral products
products of
of the
mines and
and quarries,
quarries, includincludof the
the mines
ing
and reports
reports relating
relating to
to uses,
uses, reserves,
reserves, production,
production,
ing studies
studies and
distribution,
and marketing
marketing of
of mineral
mineral
distribution, stocks
stocks,1 consumption,
consumption, prices,
prices, and
commodities
products thereof;
thereof; preparation
preparation of
of the
reports
commodities and
and primary
primary products
the reports
of the
the mineral
mineral resources
resources of
of the
United States,
States, including
special statisstatisof
the United
including special
tical
inquiries; and
in the
the District
District of
of
tical inquiries;
and including
including personal
personal services
services in
Columbia
elsewhere; purchase
purchase of
of furniture
and equipment;
equipment; staColumbia and
and elsewhere;
furniture and
stationery
and supplies;
typewriting, adding
computing machines,
machines,
tionery and
supplies; typewriting,
adding and
and computing
Vehicles.
accessories
and repairs;
newspapers; traveling
traveling expenses;
purchase,
accessories and
repairs; newspapers;
expenses; purchase,
not
exceeding $1,200,
exchange as
as part
part payment
operation, mainnot exceeding
$1,200, exchange
payment for,
for, operation,
maintenance, and
repair of
of motor-propelled
tenance,
and repair
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles
for official
use in
in field
field work;
for all
all other
other necessary
expenses not
not
for
official use
work; and
and for
necessary expenses
included in
foregoing, $336,920,
of which
which amount
not to
to exceed
exceed
included
in the
the foregoing,
$336,920, of
amount not
$234,000 may
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of
$234,000
may be
be expended
expended for
for personal
District of
Columbia;
Investigation of doInvestigation
Investigation
la
of
domestic sources
of mineral
mineral supply:
supply: For
For every
every mestic
Investigation
of domestic
sources of
mastic sources of minmineral supply.
eral
expenditure
incident to
to the
the work
Bureau of
expenditure requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
work of
of the
the Bureau
of
Post, p. 1042.
1042.
P'ot,
fCo
Col
ru
th
umbia;
meb
i
fa
i;
Mines
in
performing
duties imposed
upon it
it by
by section
section 7
the
Mines
in
performing the
the duties
imposed upon
7 of
of the
812.
53 Stat. 812.
Act
of June
June 7,
7, 1939
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 117,
Seventy-sixth Congress);
Congress) ; 60
50 U.
S. C., Supp.
Supp,
IT. S.
Act of
1939 (Public,
117, Seventy-sixth
V,I98f.
s8r.
V,
including
purchase of
and scientific
scientific books;
books; not
not to
to
including the
the purchase
of professional
professional and
Printing and bind.
Printing
in
exceed $1,000
for printing
binding; purchase
purchase not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$1,000 for
printing and
and binding;
exceed log.
Vehicles.
inehicles.
$15,000, exchange
as part
part payment
for, operation
maintenance, and
and
$15,000,
exchange as
payment for,
operation,.,maintenance,
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
for official
official use
repair
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
use
in field
field work
and in
in transporting
between their
their homes
homes and
and
in
work and
transporting employees
employees between
temporary locations
employed; purchase
purchase of
of goggogtemporary
locations where
where they
they may
may be
be employed;
gles,
rubber boots,
miners' hats,
aprons, and
other articles
articles
gles, gloves,
gloves, rubber
boots, miners'
hats, aprons,
and such
such other
of
personal wearing
wearing apparel
apparel.or
as m
.ay be
the
be required
required for
for the
or equipment
equipment as
may
of personal
protection
of employees
engaged in
their work;
work; the
the construcconstrucin their
protection of
employees while
while engaged
tion,
maintenance, and
and repair
of necessary
camp buildings
buildings and
and minmintion, maintenance,
repair of
necessary camp
ing structures
appurtenances thereto;
including not
not to
to
thereto; and
and including
ing
structures and
and appurtenances
exceed $15,000
personal services
services in
in the
the District
Columbia,
District of
of Columbia,
exceed
$15,000 for
for personal
Proviso.
Proriso.
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Minor
$350,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That section
3709 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41
$350,000:
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Post, p. 1109.
1109.
Post,
U. S.
S. C.
5) shall
shall not
be construed
construed to
to any
any purchase
purchase or
or service
service
U.
C. 5)
not be
to apply
apply to
rendered when
the amount
amount involved
does not
not exceed
exceed the
the sum
sum of
of $500;
$500; anHe.11um
Helium
production
involved does
rendered
when the
in ve
stigations.
investigations.
tr
ve118
Helium production
and investigations:
sums made
. .
available and
available
investigations: The
The sums
made
Helium
production and
Ante, pp. 282
282, 364.
364,
year 1941
1941 in
the Acts
milking appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the 365.
Acts making
in the
for the fiscal year
i

te ,

1.9
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War and
acquisition of
of helium
helium from
from the
War
and Navy
Navy Departments
Departments for
for the
the acquisition
the
Bureau
of Mines
Mines shall
shall be
be transferred
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines on
on July
July
Bureau of
transferred to
Maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
1,
for operation.
maintenance of
the plants
for the
the producproducMaintenance,
1, 1940,
1940, for
operation and
and maintenance
of the
plants for
of plants.
of
plants.
tion
of helium
helium for
and naval
purposes, including
laboratory
tion of
for military
military and
naval purposes,
including laboratory
gloves,
and aprons;
aprons; purchase,
loves, goggles,
goggles, rubber
rubber boots
boots, and
purchase, not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$1,200,
as part
pare payment
for, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation,
1,200, and
and exchange
exchange as
payment for,
and repair
repair of
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for official
official
and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
use
field work,
and all
other necessary
expenses, and
including
use in
in field
work, and
all other
necessary expenses,
and including
$11,300
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia;
Columbia;
for personal
District of
$11,300 for
Cooperative work
work
Cooperative
During the
the fiscal
year 1941
1941 the
the head
of any
any department
or indeDuring
fiscal
year
head
of
department or
indeon
scientific
investigaon scientific investigapendent establishment
of the
Government having
having funds
funds available
available for
for
tions.
the Government
pendent
establishment of
scientific investigations
investigations and
and requiring
cooperative work
work by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau
scientific
requiring cooperative
of Mines
Mines on
on scientific
within the
of
scientific investigations
investigations within
the scope
scope of
of the
the functions
functions
of
that Bureau
it is
unable to
perform within
the limits
limits of
of
Bureau and
and which
which it
is unable
to perform
within the
of that
its appropriations
appropriations may,
with the
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
its
may, with
the approval
approval of
the
Transfer of
of sums.
Interior,
transfer to
the Bureau
of Mmes
such sums
sums as
as may
may be
be necesnecesInterior, transfer
to the
Bureau of
Mines such
sary to
on such
of the
the Treasury
The Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury
sary
to carry
carry on
such investigations.
investigations. The
shall transfer
on the
the books
books of
the Treasury
Department any
any sums
sums
shall
transfer on
of the
Treasury Department
which
placed
which may be
be authorized
authorized hereunder,
hereunder, and such amounts shall be placed
to
the credit
for the
performance of
of work
for
to the
credit of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines for
the performance
work for
the department
the transfer
is made:
the
department or
or establishment
establishment from
from which
which the
transfer is
made:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided,
That any
by any
indeProvided, That
any sums
sums transferred
transferred by
any department
department or
or indeExpenditure.
Expenditure.
pendent
of the
the Government
Government to
the Bureau
of Mines
Mines
pendent establishment
establishment of
to the
Bureau of
with this
this appropriation
appropriation may
for cooperative
cooperative work
work in.
in connection
connection with
may be
be
expended
appropriated herein may
be
expended in the same
same manner
manner as sums appropriated
may be
expended;
expended;
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
For
necessary traveling
traveling expenses
of the
the Director
employees of
of
For necessary
expenses of
Director and
and employees
the
acting under his
attendance upon
upon meetings
the Bureau, acting
his direction
direction, for
for attendance
meetings
of
technical, professional,
professional, and
scientific societies,
rectuired in
in
of technical,
and scientific
societies, when
when required
and
connection with
with the
the authorized
authorized work of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines and
on the
written authority
of the
Secretary of
of the
Interior,
incurred on
the written
authority of
the Secretary
the Interior,
there is hereby made available
available from any appropriations
made to
to the
the
appropriations made
Bureau of
not to
exceed in
all, $3,000;
Bureau
of Mines
Mines not
to exceed
in all,
$3,000;
Detail of field emDetail
Persons
year 1941
1941 in
field work
work outside
outside
Persons employed
employed during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
in field
Dimes.
ployees.
of the
the District
under the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines may
be
of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
may be
detailed
for service
in the
the District
of Columbia
for the
detailed temporarily
temporarily for
service in
District of
Columbia for
the
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling
persons so
so detailed
purpose of
of preparing
preparing results
results of their field work; all
all persons
detailed
shall be paid in addition
addition to
compensation only
only traveling
traveling
to their regular
regular compensation
Proviso.
Proviso.
expenses in going to and returning therefrom:
therefrom: Provided,
Provided, That nothing
nothing
Payment ofemployof employherein shall .prevent the payment
payment to employees of the Bureau
Bureau of
of
ees' expenses.
ees'
expenses.
Mines
Mines of their necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, or per
per diem
diem in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence,
while on temporary
Columbia for
purposes
temporary detail in the
the District of
of Columbia
for purposes
only of consultation
consultation or investigations
investigations on behalf
behalf of the Unitea
United States.
Report
Report to Congress.
Congress. All
details made
hereinunder, and
the purposes
of each,
each, during
during the
the
All details
made hereinunder,
and the
purposes of
preceding fiscal
fiscal year shall be
b:3 reported
reported in
of
in the
the annual estimates
estimates of
appropriations to Congress at the beginning
appropriations
beginning of each regular
regular session
session
thereof;
thereof;
Details from
from Public
The Federal Security Administrator
Administrator may detail medical
medical officers
officers
Health Service.
Service.
of the Public Health Service
Service for cooperative
cooperative health, safety, or sanisanitation work with the Bureau of Mines, and the compensation
compensation and
and
expenses of the
so detailed
be paid
paid from
from the
the applicable
applicable
expenses
the officers
officers so
detailed may
may be
appropriations
herein for
Bureau of
of Mines;
Mines ;
appropriations made herein
for the
the Bureau
Holding of desigHolding
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other
other provisions
provisions of law
law ,Royd
Ityd R.
R. Sayers,
Sayers, aa
nated offce
office by Royd
R. Sayers.
commissioned officer
officer on the active list.
list, United States
States Public Health
Service,
authorized to hold the
Service, is authorized
the office
of Director
Director of
of the
Bureau of
office of
the Bureau
of
Mines in the Department
Department of the Interior
Interior without
without loss of or prejudice
prejudice
to his status as a
a commissioned
commissioned officer
officer on the active list of the United
United
States Public Health Service and if appointed
appointed to such civil office
office he
shall receive in lieu of his pay and allowances
such commissioned
allowances as such
commissioned
officer the salary prescribed
prescribed by law for such civil
civil office;
office •
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Traveling expenses,
expenses,
Appropriations for the fiscal year 1941
1941 available
available for expenses
expenses of
of Traveling
etc., on change of statravel
Bureau of
Mines, and
travel of officers and employees
employees of the Bureau
of Mines,
and funds
funds tionchange
ostation.

transferred thereto, shall be available
available for expenses
expenses of travel
travel performed
performed
by them on transfer from one official
official station to another
another when authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, and for the expenses incurred
incurred
drayage, and
and transportation
transportation of
household effects
effects
in packing,
packing, crating,
crating, drayage,
of household
and other personal
personal property
property of
employees so
so transferred,
transferred, under
reguand
of employees
under regulations
lations to be prescribed
Secretary of the Interior;
Interior;
prescribed by the Secretary
Total,
Bureau of
Mines, $2,895,880.
$2,895,880.
Total, Bureau
of Mines,

Total.
Tota.

NATIONAL PARK
NATIONAL
PARK SERVICE
SERVICE
Salaries: For the
the Director
Director of the National
National Park
Service and
and other
other
Park Service

personal services in
ng accounting
accoun ting
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, includi
including
in
checking and verifying the accounts
services i
n checking
accounts and
of the
and records
records of
the
various operators,
operators, licensees,
conducting utilities
and
licensees, and
and permittees
permittees conducting
utilities and
enterprises within the national parks and monuments,
other enterprises
monuments, and
and
including the services
of specialists
including
services of
specialists and
investigations and
and
and experts
experts for
for investigations
examinations
examinations of lands
lands to determine
for national-park
national-park
determine their suitability
suitability for
and
and national-monument
national-monument purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That such
such specialists
specialists and
and
experts
employed for
for temporary
experts may be employed
temporary service
service at
at rates
be fixed
fixed
rates to
to be
by the Secretary
the Interior
correspond to
Secretary of the
Interior to correspond
to those
those established
established
by the Classification
1923, as
amended, and
Classification Act of 1923,
as amended,
and without
without reference
reference
Act of January
January 16,
16,1883,
to the Civil Service Act
1883, $270,000,
of which
which amount
$270,000, of
amount
not to exceed
exceed $19,200
$19,200 may be expended
expended for
for the
the services
of field
services of
examination of lands and in
employees engaged
engaged in examination
in developing
developing the
educational
educational work
work of the National Park Service.
Regional
Regional offices: For salaries and expenses
expenses of regional
regional offices necesnecessary in the administration, protection
maintenance, and improvement
improvement
protection,?maintenance,
of the National
National Park System, including not to exceed
$1,200 for
for the
the
exceed $1,200
purchase,
purchase, maintenance, operation, and
and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven paspassenger-carrying vehicles, and not exceeding
$8,000 for
services
senger-carrying
exceeding $8,000
for personal
personal services
in the District of Columbia,
Columbia, $34,000.
General expenses: For every
every expenditure
ex I,ncliture requisite
requisite for
for and
and incident
incident
to the authorized work of the office
ohcc of the Director of the National
National
traveling expenses,
expenses,
Park Service not herein
herein provided
provided for, including
including traveling
telegrams, photographic
motion-picture films,
films,
photographic supplies, prints,
prints, and motion-picture
necessary
necessary expenses of attendance at meetings concerned
work
concerned with the work
of the National Park Service
Service when authorized
Secretary of
authorized by.the Secretary
of
engaged in
in
the Interior, and necessary expenses
expenses of
of field
field employees
employees engaged
examination
examination of lands and in developing
developing the educational
educational work of the
National Park Service, $36,500:
$36,500: Provided,
Provided, That
That necessary
of
necessary expenses of
field
field employees
attendance at
at such
such meetings,
meetings, when
when authorized
authorized by
the
employees in
in attendance
by the
Secretary,
Secretary, shall be paid from the various
various park
park and monument
monument approappropriations.
priations.
Acadia
Maine: For administration, protection,
Acadia National
National Park, Maine:
protection,
maintenance, and
maintenance,
including $3,000
$3,000 for George
George B.
Dorr
and improvement,
improvement, including
B. Dorr
as superintendent
as
superintendent without
requirements of
the provisions
without regard
regard to
to the
the requirements
of the
provisions
Retirement Act approved May 22,
of the Civil Service Retirement
22, 1920
1920 (5
(5 U. S.
S. C.
691-693, 697-731),
697-731), as amended,
services
amended, $3,000
$3,000 for temporary
temporary clerical
clerical services
for investigation of titles and preparation
lands
preparation of abstracts
abstracts thereof
thereof of
of lands
donated to the United States for inclusion
inclusion in the
the Acadia
Acadia National
National
Park, and not exceeding
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operaexceeding $1,500 for the purchase,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
the
for the
employees in connection
use of the superintendent
superintendent and employees
connection with
with general
general
park work, $52,700.
Bryce Canyon
Canyon National Park, Utah: For administration,
administration, protection, maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $300
$300
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
for the purchase, maintenance,
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of
superintendent and
of the superintendent
employees in connection with the general
general park work, $18,910.
$18,910.

Salaries.
salaries.

an exSpecialists and
Pecialists
experts.

d

Proviso.
Eployment
Employment withwithout reference to Civil
Service, etc., acts.

out reference to Civil

ervice, etc., acts.
42 Stat. 1483.
S
42UU.tC.
61-67
5
S. 4
C. §§ 661-674;
BuPP.
V, II
673, 673c.
673c.
supp.
§§673,
V,
22 Stat. 403.
5 ut.
5
U. S. c.C,
C., ch.
ch. 12;
SupP. V, ch. 12.
Supp. V ch. 12
Regional offices.
Regional
ofces.

General expenses.

General expenses.

Proviso.
Field employees, at.
atFieldmployeeos
tendanee at meetings.

tedance at meetings

National parks, admini
rtint^'ksadministration,
etc.
Acadia, Maine.
Acadia,
George B. Dort.
41 Stat. 614.

Maine.
4le tat. 6i4.D

Bryce Canyon,
Bryce
Canyon,
Utah.

a.
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Carlsbad
Carlsbad
N. Mex.

Caverns,
Caverns,

N.Mex

Crater
Lake, Oreg.
Crater Le,
Oreg.

General Grant,
Calif.

ceneral Grant,

Glacier, Mont.
Glacier, Mont.

Grand Canyon,
Ariz.

Grand Canyon,
ar.

rand

Wyo.

Grand Teton,
Teton Wyo.

Great Smoky MounTMou
tains, N. C.-Tenn.

tat Smoe'

Hawaii.

Hot
Hot Springs, Ark.

pringsAr.

Isle Royale, Mich.,
Ile
Royae, Mich.,
proposed.
533 Stat. 727.

Stat. 727.

Kings
Kings Canyon,
Canyon,
Calif.

Lassen Volcanic,
Lassen volcanic,
Calif.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

Carlsbad Caverns
Caverns National
National Park, New Mexico: For administraadministraincluding not
not
tion, protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, .including
exceeding
$1,550 for
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
repair
exceeding $1,550
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
and repair
of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the
the use
use of
the supersuperof
of the
intendent and
employees in
in connection
connection with
with general
park work,
intendent
and employees
general park
work,
$103,840.
$103,840.
Crater Lake National
National Park, Oregon:
Oregon: For
For administration,
administration, protecprotection,
maintenance, and
improvement, including
exceeding $1,395
tion, maintenance,
and improvement,
including not
not exceeding
$1,395
for the
and repair
motor-driven
for
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
repair of
of motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the
use of
of the
the superintendent
and
passenger-carrying
the use
superintendent and
employees in
connection with
with general
general park
park work,
work, $89,400.
$89,409..
employees
in connection
General
For administration,
administration,
General Grant
Grant National
National Park,
Park, California:
California: For
protection,
improvement, including
not exceeding
exceeding
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
including not
$500
maintenance, operation,
and repair
repair of
of motormotor$500 for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
operation, and
driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
$22,405.
driven
vehicles, $22,405.
Park, Montana:
Montana: For
Glacier National
National Park,
administration, protection,
protection,
For administration,
maintenance, and
improvement, including
including necessary
necessary repairs
repairs to
to the
the
maintenance,
and improvement,
roads from
Glacier Park
Park Station
Station through
the Blackfeet
from Glacier
through the
Blackfeet Indian
Indian
Reservation
points in
the boundary
the Glacier
Glacier
Reservation to
to the
the various
various points
in the
boundary line
line of
of the
National
and the
boundary, including
including not
not exceedNational Park
Park and
the international
international boundary,
exceeding $1,400
operation, and
repair of
$1,400 for
for the
the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
and repair
of
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for the
the use
of the
the supersuperpassenger-carrying vehicles
use of
employees in connection
connection with
general park
park work,
intendent and employees
with general
work,
$205,400.
$205,400.
Grand
National Park,
Park, Arizona:
Arizona: For
For administration,
administration, proproGrand Canyon
Canyon National
tection,
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000 for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
repair of
motor$1,000
operation, and
and repair
of motordriven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for
for the
the use of the
the superintendent
superintendent
and
in connection
park work,
$132,580.
and employees in
connection with
with general
general park
work, $132,580.
Grand Teton
National Park, Wyoming: For
For administration,
administration, proGrand
Teton National
maintenance,. and improvement,
not exceeding
exceeding $500
$500
tection, maintenance,
improvement, including
including not
for the purchase, maintenance,
operation, and
repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
and repair
passenger-carrying vehicles for the
passenger-carrying
superintendent and
and
the use of
of the superintendent
employees
employees in connection
connection with general
general park work, $28,940.
Great
Mountains National
National Park,
North Carolina
Carolina and
Smoky Mountains
Park, North
and TenTenGreat Smoky
nessee: For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, maintenance,
and improveimprovemaintenance, and
ment, including not to exceed
exceed $1,150
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
$1,150 for
for the
maintenance,
motor-driven passenger-carrying
operation, and repair of motor-driven
for
passenger-carrying vehicles for
use in connection with general
park work,
$101,670.
general park
work, $101,670.
Hawaii National
administration, protection,
National Park: For administration,
protection, maintemaintenance, and improvement, including
nance,
exceeding $650
for the
including not exceeding
$650 for
the
maintenance, operation,
purchase, maintenance,
operation, and repair
repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven paspassenger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
and
superintendent and
work, $62,000.
$62,000.
employees in connection
connection with
with general
general park
park work,
administration, proHot Springs National Park, Arkansas:
Arkansas: For administration,
tection,
maintenance, and
including not
not exceeding
exceeding $700
$700
tection, maintenance,
and improvement,
improvement, including
for
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
and repair
repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven
for the
operation, and
passenger-carrying
the superintendent
superintendent and
and
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles for
for the use of the
employees in connection
connection with general park
park work, $73,670.
$73,670.
Proposed Isle
Royale National
Isle Royale
National Park,
The unexpended
unexpended
Park, Michigan:
Michigan: The
balance
balance of the appropriation
thi s head
hea d in
i
n the
th e Interior
Departappropriation under this
Interior Department Appropriation
Act, 1940, is
Appropriation Act,
is hereby
hereby made
made available
available for
for the
the same
same
purposes and under
under the same conditions until June
June 30, 1941.
1941.
Kings
National Park,
For administration,
administration,
Kings Canyon
Canyon National
Park, California:
California: For
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including
including not exceeding
exceeding
maintenance, operation,
$1,050 for the purchase, maintenance,
operation, and repair of motordriven
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $11,000.
driven passenger-carrying
$11,000.
Lassen Volcanic
Volcanic National
For administration,
administration,
Lasen
National Park,
Park, California:
California: For
protection, mamtenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
protection,
improvement, including
exceeding
including not exceeding
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$700
$790 for the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and re
pair o
t
orrepair
offmo
motordriven passenger-carrying
superintendent
pa.ssenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
and employees
including
employees in connection
connection with general
general park work, and including
not to exceed $1,000
$1,000 for the maintenance
maintenance of approach roads through
the Lassen National Forest, $52,590.
Verde, Colo.
Mesa Verde,
Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado: For administration,
administration, protection,
exceeding
tection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
improvement, including not exceeding
$1,400 for the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motordriven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent
and employees
employees in connection
connection with general park work, $58,215.
$58,215.
McKinley National Park, Alaska:
proMount McKinley
Alaska: For admmistration,
administration, proMount McKinley,
Alaska.
improvement, including not exceeding
tection, maintenance, and improvement,
exceeding $200
$200 Alaska.
Ante,
Ante, p. 81.
81.
for the purchase,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
motor-driven
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
passenger-carrying
superintendent and
and
employees
employees in connection with general park work,
work, $28,120.
$28,120.
Mount
Mount Rainier,
Rainier,
Mount Rainier
Rainier National Park, Washington:
Washington: For administration, Wash.
Wash.
protection, maintenance,
mUintenance, and improvement,
exceeding
protection,
improvement, including not
not exceeding
$2,150
purchase, maintenance,
2,150 for the purchase,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motordriven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent
employees in connection
connection with general park work, $150,300.
and employees
Olympic, Wash.
Wash.
Olympic National Park, Washington:
Washington: For administration, protec- Olympic,
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding
exceeding $300
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
passenger-carrying
and
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent and
employees in connection with general park work, $54,400.
Platt,
Okla.
Platt National Park, Oklahoma:
Oklahoma: For administration,
protection,
Platt, Okla.
administration, protection,
maintenance, and improvement, including not
maintenance,
not exceeding
exceeding $300 for
for the
the
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven paspurchase,
senger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
and
superintendent and
employees in connection
employees
connection with general park work, and including
including not
exceeding $3,500 for the purchase
purchase of land, $24,075.
exceeding
Rocky Mountain,
Rocky
Mountain,
Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado: For administration,
administration, Colo.
Colo.
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement,
including not exceeding
improvement, including
exceeding
$800 for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair of motordriven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
superintendent and
and
vehicles for the use of superintendent
employees in connection
connection with general park work, $97,455.
Sequoia, Calif.
Sequoia National
National Park, California: For administration,
administration, protection,
maintenance,
improvement, including not exceeding $850 for the
maintenance, and improvement,
purchase,
operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenpurchase, maintenance, operation,
ger-carrying
vehicles for the use of the superintendent
ger-carrying vehicles
superintendent and employees
in connection with general
general park work, including maintenance and
and
repair of the Generals Highway between
between the boundaries of Sequoia
Sequoia
and
General Grant
National Parks,
Parks, $126,165.
$126,165.
and General
Grant National
Shenandoah,
Shenandoah, Va.
Va.
Shenandoah
For administration,
protecShenandoah National
National Park,
Park, Virginia:
Virginia: For
administration, protection,
maintenance,
and
improvement,
including
not
exceeding
$900
for
tion, maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding $900 for
the
purchase, maintenance,
and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
the purchase,
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
superintendent and
and
passenger-carrying
work,
$93,610.
with
general
park
in
connection
employees
employees
Wind Cave
in connection
National Park,
withSouth
general
Dakota:
park work,
For administration,
$93,610.
proCave, 8.
S. Dak,
Wind Cave,
Dak.
Wind Cave National Park, South Dakota: For administration, pro- Wind
tection,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
exceeding $200
$200
tection, maintenance,
improvement, including
including not
not exceeding
for the
purchase, maintenance,
operation, and
and repair
of motor-driven
for
the purchase,
maintenance, operation,
repair of
motor-driven
passenger-carrying
and
superintendent and
passenger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent
employees in
connection with general
general park
$22,200.
park work, $22,?00.
employees
in connection
Yellowstone, Wyo.
Yellowstone,
Wyo.
Yellowstone
Park, Wyoming:
For administration,
proYellowstone National
National Park,
Wyoming: For
administration, protection, maintenance,
improvement, including
tection,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
including not
not exceeding
exceeding
$3,000 for
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
repair .of
of
and repair
operation, and
the purchase,
$3,000
for the
motor-driven
vehicles for
for the
the use
use of
of the
the superinsuperinmotor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
tendent and
not
and employees in
in connection
connection with
with general
general .park work,
work, not
tendent
$15,500 for maintenance
maintenance of the roads in the national
national
exceeding $15,500
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forests
of the
the park
from the
northeast, southwest,
southwest,
east, northeast,
the east,
park from
out of
leading out
forests leading
and
south boundaries,
boundaries and
feed for
for buffalo
and other
other
buffalo and
and including
including feed
and south
animals and
of buffalo
$461,960.
buffalo keepers,
keepers, $461,960.
and salaries
salaries of
animals
Yosemite, Calif.
Yosemite
California: For
administration, protecprotecFor administration,
Park, California:
National Park,
Yosemite National
Yosemite, Cali.
tion, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
not exceeding
$1,800
exceeding $1,800
including not
improvement, including
tion,
for
motor-driven
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
for the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
passenger-carrying
vehicles for
the superintendent
use of
of the
superintendent and
for the
the use
passenger-carrying vehicles
employees in
connection with general
general park
exceeding
park work, not exceeding
employees
in connection
$2,000 for
of the
the Stanislaus
Stanislaus National
Forest
National Forest
the road
road in
in the
for maintenance
maintenance of
$2,000
connecting the
Tioga Road
Retch Hetchy
Hetchy Road
Road near
Mather
near Mather
the Hetch
Road with
with the
connecting
the Tioga
Station, and
including necessary
a comprehensive
comprehensive study
expenses of a
necessary expenses
and including
Station,
of
enjoyment of the Yosemite
Yosemite
relating to the use and enjoyment
of the problems
problems relatmg
National
natural features, $340,695.
$340,695.
preservation of
of its
its natural
National Park and
and the
the preservation
Zion,
Zion, Utah.
Utah.
Zion National Park, Utah: For administration
administration, protection
protection, maintenance,
improvement, including
exceedng $620
$620 for
or the
including not
not exceeding
tenance, and
and improvement,
motor-driven paspurchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair
repair of motor-driven
senger-carrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent and
senger-carrying
employees
park work,
$49,870.
employees m
in connection
connection with
with general
general park
work, $49,870.
National monuNational
monuments: For
administration, protection,
mainteprotection, mainteFor admimstration,
National monuments:
monument.ional
ments.
nance, improvement,
nance,
improvement, and preservation
preservation of national monuments,
monuments,
including not exceeding $3,500 for the purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, operapassenger-carrying vehicles
tion, and
and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
vehicles for
for the
the
use of the custodians and employees
employees m
in connection
connection with general
general
monument
work, $342,795.
$342,795.
monument work,
National historical
National historical
historical parks
monuments: For
For administration,
administration,
and monuments:
parks and
National
and monuparkts
parks and
monuments.
ments.
exceeding
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and improvement, including not exceeding
Post, P.. 1041
Posf,
$5925 for
for the
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
and repair
repair of
motor$5,925
the purchase
purchase, maintenance,
of motordriven passenger-carrying
vehicles.
,and not
$50,000 for
passenger-carrying vehicles,
not exceeding
exceeding $50,000
for the
the
purchase of
and interests
m lands,
lands, including
incipurchase
of lands
lands and
interests in
including expenses
expenses incidental
thereto, $251,325:
Provided, That
the total
total sum
sum expended
expended in
in
That the
$251,325: Provided,
Proviso.
dental thereto,
Proio.
Vanderbilt
Histori- any
maintenance
for
1941
fiscal
after
the
year
fiscal
any
fiscal
year
year
maintenance
of the VanVanderbilt Historical Monument, N. Y.
York, shall
New York,
Dutchess County,
Y. derbilt
Monment,
derbilt Historical Monument
Monument in
in Dutchess
County, New
shall
not exceed the total sum of the admission fees collected at such
monument during the previous fiscal year.
monument
Patrick
Henry NaPatrick Henry
NaMonument: Toward
Patrick Henry
Henry National
National Monument:
Toward the acquisition of
of
tional Monument, Va.
tionalMonumentVa.
the estate of Patrick
Patrick Henry in Charlotte County, Virginia, known
known
as Red
including all expenses incidental to such acquisition,
Red Hill, and including
acquisition,
Patrick Henry National Monument,
accordance
to be known as the Patrick
Monument in
in accordance
16 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
S.
of
the
Acts
of
August
15,
1935
(49
Stat.
652),
C..
16
upp. with the provisions
provisions
August
(49
652),
V, I
§450f-450k.
and January
Ante,
and
January 29,
29, 1940 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 408,
408, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
nte, p.p. 18.
Congress),
Congress), $25,000.
$25,000.
Andrew Johnson
Andrew
Andrew Johnson
Johnson National
National Monument:
Monument: For acquisition
acquisition of the
Andrew
Monument,
National Monument,
Tenn.
Andrew
homestead and site located in Greeneville,
Andrew Johnson
Johnson homestead
Greeneville, Tennessee, including
including certain
certain furniture,
furniture, furnishings,
furnishings, and equipment
equipment
located
located therein, and expenses incidental to such acquisition, in accordC., Supp.
16 U. S.. c.,
ance with the provisions of the Act of August 29, 1935 (49 Stat. 958),
958),
V, §§450o-450q.
$44500
6§ 450o-450q.
$44,500.
National
military
monuments, and
National eational
military
National military
military parks,
parks, battlefields,
battlefields, monuments,
and cemeteries:
cemeteries:
parks, battleflelds,etc.
For administration,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and improvement,
parks,
battlefdset.
improvement,
For
administration, protection,
including
not exceeding
$8,500 for
for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
including not
exceeding $8,500
maintenance, operaoperaStatue of Liberty
Natonal
tion, and
Mon berty tion,
and repair
repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles and not
not
National Monument,
water supply.
exceeding $308 for
right-of-way easements
exceeding
for right-of-way
easements across privately
privately owned
owned
railroad lands necessary for supplying water to the Statue of
Kings Mountain
unexpended balance
$409,770, and
Monument, $409,770,
National Monument,
Liberty
Mountain
Nings
Liberty
National
and the
the unexpended
balance
National Military
Park, S. C.
of
the
appropriation
of
$40,000
contained
Deficiency
Deficiency
in
the
Third
of
$40,000
contained
of
the
appropriation
Park,
.
C.
53 Stat. 1318.
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, under
Appropriation
under this head for the construction of an administration-museum
administration-museum building in the Kings Mountain National Military
Carolina, including the purchase
Military Park, South Carolina
purchase
cases,
of furniture and museum ca
ses,the preparation
preparation of exhibits for in-
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stallation
stallation therein,
therein, and the construction of other necessary administraadministration buildings or residences,
residences, is continued
continued available for the same purposes until June 30, 1941.
Boulder Dam National Recreational
ea ,Arizona
Ari
zona and
an d N
eva d
a:
Boulder
Recreational Ar
Area,
Boulder Dam
Dam NaNaNevada:
Recreational
tional Recreational
For administration,
administration, protection,
protection, improvement,
improvement, a
n d ma
i
nt
enance of
ofthe
the Area,
and
maintenance
Ariz.-Nev.
Ariz.-Nev.
recreational activities of the Boulder Dam National
National Recreational
Recreational
Area and any lands that may be added thereto by Presidential or
or
other authority, including
including not exceeding
mainexceeding $800 for the
the purchase,
purchase, maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles, $103,980.
Mount Rushmore
Rushmore National Memorial Commission: Any
Any unexMount Rushmore
Rushmore
unex- Mount
National Memorial
Memorial
pended
pended balances
balances of funds available
available for obligation for
for the
Rush- National
the Mount
Mount RushCommission.
Commission.
Pod, p. 1042.
more National Memorial on June
June 30, 1940,
1940, are
are hereby
hereby continued
continued Post,
available
available during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, for the
the same
same
purposes for which such funds were originally appropriated
appropriated and
under the same conditions
conditions and limitations
limitations with
respect thereto.
with respect
thereto.
Emergency reconEmergency
reconEmergency reconstruction
reconstruction and fighting forest fires in national
Emergency
national struction
and
and fighting
fighting
forest
fires.
fires.
parks: For reconstruction,
replacement, and repair of
reconstruction, replacement,
of roads, trails,
trails,
bridges, buildings, and other physical
and of
of equipphysical improvements
improvements and
equipment in national parks or national
national monuments that
damaged or
or
that are
are damaged
destroyed by flood, fire, storm, or other unavoidable
unavoidable causes
causes during
during
the fiscal year 1941, and for fighting
fighting or emergency
emergency prevention
prevention of
of
national parks or other areas administered
forest fires in national
administered by
by the
National
National Park Service, or fires that endanger such areas, $40,000,
$40,000, and Reappropriation.
in addition thereto
thereto the unexpended
unexpended balance
purpose for
for the
balance for
for this purpose
the 53Reappropriation.
Stat.
Stat. 729.
fiscal year 1940 is continued
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941,
continued available
available during
during the
year 1941,
Transfer of funds.
together
transferred upon the Transfer
together with not to exceed
exceed $100,000 to be transferred
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior from the
approthe various
various appropriations for national parks and national
national monuments
herein conconmonuments herein
Report to Congress.
Congress.
diversions of appropriations
appropriations to be reported to
tained, any such diversions
to ConCon- Report
Proviso.
gress in the annual Budget: Provided,
Provided, That
the
allotment
of
these
That the allotment of these Restriction on allotfunds to the various
various national parks or areas administered
administered by the
the ment.
National Park Service as may be required for fire-fighting
fire-fighting purposes
shall be made by the Secretary of the Interior, and then only
after
only after
the obligation for the expenditure
expenditure has been incurred.
Forest protection
protection
Forest protection
protection and fire prevention:
prevention: For the
pre- and
the control and
and the
the preprevention.
and fire prevention.
vention of spread of forest insects and tree diseases
diseases and
and for fire-prefire-prevention measures, including
including equipment,
equipment, and personal services
services in
in the
District of Columbia (not to
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $123,500,
to exceed
exceed $20,000)
$20,000) and
$123,500,
to be immediately available.
The total of the foregoing
foregoing amounts shall be
in one
be available
available in
one fund
fund Accounting.
Provisos.
Proriso*.
for the National Park Service: Provided,
Provided, That
That 10
10 per
per centum
centum of the
the Interchange
of
of
amounts.
foregoing
available interchangeably
and shall
be
foregoing amounts shall be available
interchangeably and
shall be
Report to
Congress.
Report
to Congress.
reported
reported to Congress
Congress in the annual Budget: Provided
Jefferson National
Jefferson
Provided further,
National
further, That
That Expansion
Memorial,
Memorial,
no part of the foregoing appropriations
appropriations for the National
National Park
Park ServServ- Expansion
Louis, Mo.
Mo.
Saint Louis,
available for
salaries or
of
ice shall
shall be available
for the
the payment
payment of
of the
the salaries
or expenses
expenses of
assigned to
to duties
duties in
in conconany employee of
of the National
National Park Service
Service assigned
Expansion Memorial
in Saint
Saint
nection with the Jefferson National
National Expansion
Memorial in
Louis, Missouri.
Educational leclecAppropriations herein made
made for
parks, national
national monuAppropriations
for the national
national parks,
monu- tures,
etc.
ments, and other reservations
National
reservations under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the National
Service, shall
be available
available for
giving of
Park Service,
shall be
for the
the giving
of educational
educational lectures
lectures
thereintherein; for the services of field employees in cooperation
cooperation with such
such
societies engaged
in educational
nonprofit scientific and
and historical
historical societies
engaged in
educational
work in the various parks and monuments as
as the
the Secretary,
Secretary, in
in his
his
expenses of
discretion,
discretion, may designate; and for travel in
expenses
of employees
employees
attending Government
camps for
n forest-fire
prevention
Government camps
for training in
forest-fire prevention
and suppression.
193470°-41—PT.
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Appropriations herein made for the National
Appropriations
National Park Service
Service shall
shall
be
available for
the installation
installation and
of telephones
in
be available
for the
and operation
operation of
telephones in
Government-owned residences,
residences, apartments,
quarters
occupied
by
Government-owned
apartments, or
or quarters occupied by
of the
the National
National Park
Park Service.
employees of
Service.
Roads
and Trails,
National Park
For the
the construction,
Roads and trans.
Roadsandtrails.
Roads and
Trails, National
Park Service:
Service: For
construction,
reconstruction
improvement of
of roads
trails, inclusive
reconstruction, and
and improvement
roads and
and trails,
inclusive of
of
necessary bridges,
parks, monuments
monuments, and
necessary
bridges, in the
the national
national parks,
and other
other areas
areas
administered by the National Park Service,
Service, including the Boulder
Boulder
and other
other areas
authorized to
to be
Dam National
National Recreational
Recreational Area,
Area, and
areas authorized
be
established as national parks
and national
national park
park and
and
parks and monuments,
monuments, and
monument
the Act
31,
monument approach
approach roads
roads authorized
authorized by
by the
Act of
of January
January 31,
46 Stat. 1053.
46Stat.
1053.
(16 U.
U. S. C. 8a and
and 8b),
8b), as
1931 (16
including the
the roads
from
as amended,
amended, including
roads from
Glacier Park Station through
Blackfeet Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation to
to
Glacier
through the Blackfeet
various points in
in the
the boundary line of
of the
the Glacier
Glacier National
National Park
Park
and
be immediately
availand the
the international
international boundary,
boundary, $2,125,000,
$2,125,000, to
to be
immediately availProvisos.
able
and
to
remain
available
until
expended:
Provided,
That
not
to
Provisos.
able
and
to
remain
available
until
expended:
Provided,
That
not
to
Personal services.
ersona e. exceed
may, be
be expended
xceed $60,000 of the amount herein
herein appropriated
appropriated may
expended
for personal services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia during the
the fiscal
fiscal
Additional
Additional for ap- year
1941: Provided
further, That
addition to
to the
the amount
amount herein
herein
year 1941:
Provided further,
That in
in addition
proval of projects, etc.;
proal
appropriated the Secretary
appropriated
Secretary of the Interior may also approve
projects,
approve projects,
total. ofprojects etc.;
incur obligations, and enter into contracts
work not
not
contracts for
for additional work
exceeding
a total of $3,000,000
exceeding a
$3,000,000 and his action
action in
in so doing shall be
be
deemed
deemed a
a contractual
contractual obligation of
Federal Government
Government for
for the
of the
the Federal
the
payment of the cost thereof and
made for
for
and appropriations
appropriations hereafter
hereafter made
the construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction'and improvement
roads a
n d trails
improvement of
of roads
and
trails
shall be considered
considered available
available for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
discharging the
the
of discharging
Kings Canyon NaNaCanyon
tiKns
obligation
Provided
further,
no
so
created:
Provided
further,
That
part
of
this
approtional Park, Calif.
tion rk,
f. priation
conpriation or contract authorization
authorization shall be available for road construction in the Kings Canyon National
National Park, California,
except on
California, except
on
the floor of the canyon of the south fork of the Kings River.
River.
Blue
Ridge and
NBle Trace
Blue Ridge and Natchez
Parkways: For
the conRid ge ParkPan
Natchez Trace Parkways:
For continuing
continuing the
conNatchez
ways.
ways.
struction
struction and maintenance, under
under the provisions of section 8
8 of the
the
16
U.
S.
0.,
Supp.
16 Us. .b- , supp. Act of June 8, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 635),
635), of the Blue Ridge and Natchez
Natchez
V, §460b.
Vehicles.
V)ehides.
Trace
Trace Parkways,
Parkways, including
including not exceeding
exceeding $2,400 for the purchase,
maintenance,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrypassenger-carrying vehicles,
vehicles, to be immediately
and remain
available until
until
immediately available
available and
remain available
expended,
$2,000,000,
of
which amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,000
shall
be
expended,
$2,000,000,
of
which
amount
not
$50,000
shall
be
Provisos.
available for
for personal
services in
the District
District of
Columbia: Provided,
ilotents for des- available
Allotments
personal services
in the
of Columbia:
Provided,
ignated States.
ignated
States.
That $700,000
$700,000 and any other sums received from
other sources
sources for
for
from other
said Natchez
Natchez Trace Parkway shall be allotted and expended
expended ratably
ratably
between
Mississippi,. Alabama,
and Tennesse
dbetween the States
States of
of Mississippi,
Alabama, and
Tennesseee accor
according to mileage of said parkway
parkway in each respective
respective State and said
said
Statement of exStatement toof Conx- allotments shall be used for no other purpose: Provided
Provided further,
further,
penditures
gress.
gsa.
shall make
make a
a detailed
statement
That the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior shall
detailed statement
of expenditures from this appropriation
appropriation to the
House
the Senate and
and House
Committees on Appropriations
Appropriations at the beginning of the next regular
Committees
regular
Additional
for apapfor
Additional
Providedfurther,
further,That in addition to the amount
amount
session of Congress: Provided
g t
o
a
v
l
al of projects, etc.;
totprojects tc.; herein appropriated
appropriated the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior may
also approve
approve
may also
projects
incur obligations
and enter
for additional
projects, incur
obligations, and
enter into
into contracts
contracts for
additional
Natchez
TraceParkNathe.Trace.Ppa
work
not
exceeding
a
total
of
$6,000,000,
of
which
$2,100,000
shall
work
not
exceeding
a
total
of
$6,000,000,
of
which
$2,100,000
shall
way.
be for the Natchez Trace Parkway
Parkway and shall be allotted and expended
expended
Tennessee
ratably between the States of Mississippi, Alabama, and Tennessee
and
according to mileage of said Parkway in each respective State, and
his action in so doing shall be deemed
of
deemed a
a contractual
contractual obligation
obligation of
the Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof and
and
appropriations hereafter
appropriations
hereafter made
made for
for the
the construction
construction and
and maintenance
maintenance
of the Blue Ridge and Natchez
Natchez Trace Parkways shall
shall be
be considconsidered available for the purpose of discharging
discharging the obligation so
created.
Oov-

Telephones in GovTelephones
ernment-owned residences,
etc.
denes, etc.
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Physical
improvements: For the construction,
Physical improvements:
construction, repair,
repair , or
or rehabilirehabiliImprovePhysical Improvetation of buildings an
and
utilities
du
tiliti es located
l
ocat
ed in
i
n areas
administered by
by the
areas administered
the ments.
ents
Pr
National Park
Park Service,
Service, $170,750:
$170,750: Provided,
Provided, That
That not
$9,000
not to exceed
Prooiso.
exceed $9,000
o
o
Comfort stations in
shall be available
including water
available for a
a comfort
comfort station,
station including
and s
ewer designated
water and
sewer
naional
national
connections, in Acadia National
parks, etc.
Park,
connections,
National Pa
rk, Maine; not to exceed
exceed $5,500
$5,500 parkset.
for aa comfort station and waiting room in
National
in Mount
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
Park, Washington;
Washington; not to exceed $4,100 for a
Park,
station in
in
a comfort station
Yellowstone
Yellowstone National
National Park, Wyoming,
Wyoming, and not to
$3,600 for
for
to exceed
exceed $3,600
a comfort station in Lehman
Lehman Caves National
a
National Monument,
Monument, Nevada.
Nevada.
Historic
Historic sites
sites and
Historic sites and buildings: For carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of flistorlo
and
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the preservation
preservation of
of historic
historic buildings.
bulding
American
American sites, buildings,
buildings, objects,
objects, and antiquities
antiquities of
of national
national sigsigc Stipp.
nificance,
purposes", approved August 21,
16 U. -4
nificance, and for other purposes",
21, 1935
1935 (49
(49 vV,
il8.8 C.,
' upp.
§1 461-467.
Stat.
666),
including
personal
services
in
the
District
of
Columbia,
Stat. 666),
personal
Columbia,
$20,000.
$20,000.
Investigation
Investigation
and
Investigation and purchase
purchase of water rights: For
investigation p"stlon
For the
the investigation
and
purchase
of water
and establishment
and
establishment of water rights, including the purchase thereof
thereof rights.
Post, p. 643.
or of lands or interests
interests in lands or rights-of-way
rights-of-way for
and proprofor use
use and
Pot,
p.-.
tection of water rights necessary
necessary or
connecti on w
ith
or beneficial
beneficial in
in connection
with
the administration and public use
the national
parks and
and monuuse of
of the
national parks
monuments, and including not exceeding
the purchase,
exceeding $500
$500 for
for the
purchase, mainmaintenance,
tenance, operation, and repair of
of motor-driven
motor-driven passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles ? $39,840.
vehicles,
$39,840.
Salaries and expenses,
National Capital
Nationalcapital
Salaries
expenses, National Capital
Capital parks: For administraparks.
tion, protection,
protection, maintenance,
maintenance and
and improvement
the Mount
Vernon
improvement of
of the
Mount Vernon
Salaries
and
exSalaries
expenses.
Arlington Memorial Bridge,
Memorial Highway, Arlington
Washing- pe
Bridge, George
George Washing.s
ton Memorial
memorials, Federal
Memorial Parkway, monuments
monuments and memorials
parks
Federal parks
in
in the District of Columbia, and
and o
ther F
ed
era llands
authorized by
by
other
Federal
lands authorized
the Act of May 29, 1930 (46
482), including
(46 Stat. 482),
including the
the pay
pay and
and allowallow43 Stat. 174.
accordance with the provisions of the Act
Act of May
ances in accordance
27, 1924
1924,
May 27,
43 tet. 1m.
Police force, Mt.
as
of the
the police
police force
or th
oun t V
ernon Memorial
M emori
al
as amended,
amended, of
force f
for
thee M
Mount
Vernon
Prno fmori.
Vernon
Memorial
Highway
Highway and the George
George Washington
Washington Memorial Parkway, and the
the Highway,
Heihway, ete
etc.
operation,
operation, maintenance,
storage of
automaintenance, repair,
repair, exchange,
exchange, and
and storage
of three
three automobiles, revolvers,
revolvers, ammunition,
cleaning, and
repair of
ammunition, purchase,
purchase, cleaning,
and repair
of
uniforms for police, guards, and elevator
elevator conductors,
conductors, and
and equipment,
equipment,
per diem employees at rates of pay approved
by the
the Director
not
approved by
Director not
exceeding current rates for similar
services in
similar services
in the
the District
District of
of ColumColumbia, the hire of draft animals with or
without drivers
rates
or without
drivers at
at local
local rates
approved
stenographic reporting
approved by the Director, stenographic
reporting service,
service, traveling
traveling
expenses and
and leather
rubber articles
articles for
for the
and carfare,
carfare, and
leather and
and rubber
the propro- Washington Monutection of public property and employees,
employees, $289,900,
$289,900, of
of which
which $15,000
$15,000 ment,
mt, repairs.
epa
Monu.
shall be available
available for
the Washington
for repairs in
in the
Washington Monument.
Monument.
Thomas
Jefferson
Development of grounds, Thomas Jefferson
Development
Jefferson Memorial,
Memorial, WashingWashing- Memorial,
Mhomas
Jefferson
Memorial, Washington, District of Columbia:
necessary expenses
Columbia: For all necessary
expenses in
in connection
connection ton,
D. C.
ton, D.
c.
Development of
with the development
and rearrangement
development and
of grounds
grounds surrounding
surrounding grouDdes.open
rearrangement of
°
grounds.
the Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson Memorial
Memorial in
in West Potomac
Potomac Park,
Park, Washington,
Washington,
District of Columbia, including
including relocation
relocation of
sea wall,
of sea
wall, rearrangerearrangelandscaping and planting; personal
ment of park roads, landscaping
in
personal services
services in
the District of Columbia;
Columbia; traveling
traveling expenses;
per diem
employees at
expenses; per
diem employees
at
approved by the
rates of pay approved
Secretary of
of the
Interior; and
and mainmainthe Secretary
the Interior;
tenance and operation
operation of
passenger-carrying vehicle;
vehicle; $375,000,
$375,000,
of one passenger-carrying
to remain available
until expended.
expended.
available until
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
BUREAU
SURVEY

For the employment of persons and means in the city of Washington and elsewhere, including
including the purchase
purchase of printed bags, tags,
tags,
existing laws, applicable
and labels, without regard to existing
applicable to
to public
public
printing, furniture, carpets, typewriters, computing
computing and adding
adding

Personal
Pesonl
etc.
etc.

services.
sar
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machines, filing
filing devices,
devices, and
and other
other office
equipment and
and labor-saving
labor-saving
office equipment
machines,
devices,
stationery, telephone
telephone and
telegraph service,
postage stamps
stamps
service, postage
and telegraph
devices, stationery,
for
official use,
use, express,
freight, and
and
traveling, and
charges, traveling,
drayage charges,
and drayage
express, freight,
for official
all other
other expenses
in conducting
and carrycarryinvestigations and
conducting investigations
necessary in
expenses necessary
all
ing out
out the
the work
of the
the Bureau,
cooperation with
Federal,
with Federal,
including cooperation
Bureau, including
work of
ing
State, county,
county, or
or other
other agencies
farm bureaus,
organizations,
bureaus, organizations.
with farm
or with
agencies or
State,
individuals, as follows:
follows:
or individuals,
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
General
administraGeneral administrative expenses.

for
General administrative
administrative expenses: For necessary expenses for
general administrative purposes, including the salary of Chief of
of
general
Bureau
and other
other personal
personal services
in the
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
the District
services in
Bureau and
$116,600.

investigating the food
Food habits of birds and animals: For i'nvestigating
food
habits and economic value of North American
American birds and animals in
relation
agriculture, horticulture,
methods
and forestry, including methods
horticulture, and
to agriculture,
relation to
of conserving
beneficial and
and controlling
controlling injurious
and animals,
injurious birds and
conserving beneficial
of
$68,140.
$68,140.
Fur
inFur resources in.
Fur
For investigations,
investigations, experiments,
experiments,
investigations; For
resources investigations:
ur resources
Vesttions.
vestigations.
cooperation in connection
demonstrations, and cooperation
connection with the production
production
and utilization
utilization of
of animals
animals the
commercially
are used commercially
of which are
the pelts of
and
for
fur, including
necessary buildings and other
other
including the erection of necessary
for fur,
structures, $91,000.
structures,
Biological investigainvestigations, including
biological investigations,
Biological
investigations: For biological
including
Biological investigations:
invostiga
Btilgc
tions.
the
geographic distribution, and migration
migration of anihabits, geographic
the relations,
relations, habits,
mals and
and plants,
plants, and
and the
and
of the
the life
life zones, and
preparation of maps of
the preparation
mals
including $45,738
of wild
wild animal
animal
of the
the relations
relations of
investigations of
for investigations
$45,738 for
including
45 Stat. 701.
Act approved
approved May 22, 1928
5 of
of the
the Act
section 5
forests, under
under section
life to forests,
45 Stat.70.
(16 U.
U. S.
581d), and for investigations
wildlife resources
investigations of the wildlife
C. 581d),
S. C.
(16
of
Territory of
including the erection of necessary
necessary
of Alaska, including
the Territory
of the
buildings and other structures, $198,300.
Control
of predatory
Control otpredatory
Control of predatory animals and injurious rodents: For investigaanimals and injurious
animals
tions,
cooperation in destroying animals injuriand cooperation
demonstrations, and
tions, demonstrations,
rodents.
rodents,
horticulture, forestry,
forestry, animal husbandry, and wild
wild
ous to agriculture, horticulture,
46
Stat. 1468.
game,
authorized by
the Act
2, 1931
1931 (7
C. 426426(7 U.
U. S. C.
by the
Act of
of March
March 2,
as authorized
game, as
46 Stat.
1408.
426b);
and in
in protecting
protecting stock
and other domestic
through
domestic animals through
stock and
426b); and
the suppression
suppression of rabies and other diseases in predatory wild aniPocatello,
Idaho,
Idaho, mals; and for construction,
Pocatelo.
construction, repairs, additions, and installations
installations in
depot and laboratory.
epoandabortory. and
the grounds
grounds and
and buildings
buildings of
the game-management
game-management
and about
about the
of the
supply
laboratory at
Pocatello, Idaho,
including purpurIdaho, including
at Pocatello,
and laboratory
supply depot
depot and
chase,
handling of supplies
supplies and materials
materials for
for
chase, transportation,
transportation, and
and handling
distribution from
distribution
from said
said depot to other projects,
projects, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
49
49 Stat. 1913.
provisions of
of the
Act approved
approved June
June 24,
(16 U.
667),
C. 667),
S. C.
U. S.
1936 (16
24, 1936
the Act
Supp. provisions
C., Supp.
16 U. S.
S. C.,
V.
8667.
$850,000.
v,I667.
$850,000.
Protection of
necessary expenses
Protection of migratory
of migramigraProtection
migratory birds: For all necessary
expenses for
tory birds.
40
755; 49Stat.
Stat.
tat. 75;
enforcing
the provisions
Migratory Bird Treaty
of July
July 3,
40 Stat.
enforcing the
provisions of the Migratory
Treaty Act of
1555.
(16 U. S. C. 703-711),
June 20, 1936 (16
1918,
as amended
amended by
the Act
703-711),
Act of
of June
by the
1918, as
16 U.
U. S. C..
C., Supp.
V, §§
V,
II 703-709a.
73-79a.
to carry into effect
of
effect the treaty with Great Britain for the protection
protection of
birds migrating between
between the United States and Canada (39
(39 Stat.,
50 Stat. 1311.
1311.
60otat.
pt. 2, 1702),
convention between the United States and the
1702), and the convention
United Mexican
Mexican States for the protection
protection of migratory
migratory birds and
and
cooperation with local authorities in the protecgame mammals; for cooperation
tion of migratory
migratory birds, and for necessary
necessary investigations
investigations connected
connected
therewith; for the enforcement
therewith;
of sections 241,
241, 242, 243, and 244 of
of
enforcement
49
35 Stat. 1137; 49
the Act
1137;
st3Sat.
Act approved
approved March 4, 1909, as amended
amended (18
(18 U. S. C. 391-394),
391-394),
Stat.
380.
18
U. S.. C.,
18 U.
C., Supp.
Supp. and for the enforcement
enforcement of section 1
1 of the Act approved
approved May 25,
V. §§ 391-394.
31
Stat.187.
187.
necessary investigations
701), including all necessary
1900
(16
31 stat.
(16 U. S
S. C.. 701),
investigations in conSecuring
informanection
therewith, $365,300,
which not to exceed $10,000 may be
of which
$365,300, of
nection therewith,
tion of law vionaio
tion
violations.
expended in the discretion
expended
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior for the
Foodhabits

Food habits of
of birds
birds
and
a n animals

nd

ils.
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concerning violations
violations of
purpose of securing
securing information
information concerning
of the
the laws
laws
which this
this appropriation
appropriation is
for the enforcement
enforcement of which
is made
made available.
available.
Enforcement
the enforcement
enforcement of
Enforcement of Alaska game law: For the
of the
the
provisions
game law, approved
provisions of the Alaska game
approved January
January 13,
1925, as
13 1925,
as
amended
amended by
of February
February 14,
and by
by the
the Act
of June
June 25,
by the
the Act
Act of
14, 1931,
1931, and
Act of
25,
1938
U. S.
S. C.
C. 192-211),
$155,000.
1938 (48
(48 U.
192-211), $155,000.
Maintenance of
of mammal
Maintenance
and bird
bird reservations:
reservations: For
mammal and
For the
the maintemaintenance of
National Bison
Range, the
Upper Mississippi
nance
of the
the.Montana
Montana National
Bison Range,
the Upper
Mississippi
River Wildlife
Bear River
Migratory Bird
Bird Refuge,
Refuge, the
the
Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge, the
the Bear
River Migratory
Wichita Mountains
Wildlife Refuge,
reservations, and
Wichita
Mountains Wildlife
Refuge, and
and other
other reservations,
and for
for
the maintenance
game introduced
introduced into
maintenance of game
into suitable
suitable localities
localities on
on public
public
lands, under
lands,.
Biological Survey,
including conunder supervision
supervision of
of the
the Biological
Survey, including
construction
of fencing,
for animals,
animals, landstruction of
fencing, wardens'
wardens' quarters,
quarters, shelters
shelters for
landings, roads,
telephone lines,
work, bulkings,
roads, trails
trails,z bridges,
bridges, ditches,
ditches, telephone
lines, rock
rockwork,
bulkheads, and
improvements necessary
necessary for
for the
the economical
heads,
and other
other improvements
economical adminadministration and
and protection
the reservations;
reservations; for
istration
protection of
of the
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of
section 84
84 of
of the
approved March
U. S.
145),
the Act
Act approved
March 4,
4, 1909
1909 (18
(18 U.
S. C.
C. 145),
entitled "An
Act to
to codify,
revise, and
amend the
the penal
penal laws
the
entitled
"An Act
codify, revise,
and amend
laws of
of the
United States",
States", and
Acts amendatory
section 10
of the
United
and Acts
amendatory thereto,
thereto, and
and section
10 of
the
Migratory Bird
Bird Conservation
Conservation Act
Act of
of February
February 18,
18, 1929
(16 U.
U. S.
Migratory
1929 (16
S. C.
C.
715i) ; for
for the
and transportation
715i);
the purchase,
purchase, capture,
capture, and
transportation of
of game
game for
for
national reservations;
reservations; and
and for
for the
the maintenance
maintenance of
of the
herd of
of longlongnational
the herd
horned cattle
cattle on
on the
the Wichita
Wichita Mountains
lgountains Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge,
horned
Refuge, $647,000.
$647,000.
Migratory bird
bird conservation
refuges: For
into effect
Migratory
conservation refuges:
For carrying
carrying into
effect the
the
provisions
"An .Act
effectively meet
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to more
more effectively
meet the
the
obligations
of the
United States
States under
migratory-bird treaty
with
obligations of
the United
under the
the migratory-bird
treaty with
Great Britain
Stat., pt.
2, 1702)
1702) by
by lessening
lessening the
dangers threatenthreatenGreat
Britain (39
(39 Stat.,
pt. 2,
the dangers
ing migratory
from drainage
drainage and
and other
by the
the
ing
migratory game
game birds
birds from
other causes
causes by
acquisition
of areas
of land
land and
and water
reseracquisition of
areas of
water to
to furnish
furnish in
in perpetuity
perpetuity reservation
for the
adequate protection
protection of
of such
vation for
the adequate
such birds;
birds; and
and authorizing
authorizing
appropriations
for the
of such
such areas,
appropriations for
the establishment
establishment of
areas, their
their maintenance
maintenance
and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
February 18,
18,
and improvement,
improvement, and
approved February
1929, as
by title
III of
15, 1935
1935
1929,
as amended
amended by
title III
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 15,
(16 U.
U. S.
C. 715-715r),
authorized by
by section
(16
S. C.
715-715r), $79,753,
$79,753, authorized
section 12
12 of
of the
the Act,
Act,
which
of the
$1,000,000
which sum
sum is
is aa part
part of
the remaining
remaining $331,134
$331,134 of
of the
the $1,000,000
authorized to
to be
be appropriated
the fiscal
year ending
ending June
30, 1933.
1933.
authorized
appropriated for
for the
fiscal year
June 30,
Restoration
Lower Klamath
Waterfowl Refuge:
Restoration of
of Lower
Klamath Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge: For
For
the restoration
and development
of Klamath
Lake Reservation
Reservation (com(comthe
restoration and
development of
Klamath Lake
monly known
known as
the Lower
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge)
Refuge)
monly
as the
Lower Klamath
Klamath Migratory
as a
a feeding,
nesting, and
and breeding
ground for
migratory birds,
birds,
as
feeding, nesting,
breeding ground
for migratory
including the
construction of
water-control works
and for
for
including
the construction
of water-control
works thereon
thereon and
necessary
expenses incident
incident thereto,
$70,000.
necessary expenses
thereto, $70,000.
In all,
and expenses,
$2,641,093.
In
all, salaries
salaries and
expenses, $2,641,093.
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Enforcement
Enforcement of
of
Alaska
Alaska game
game law.
law.
43 Stat.
739; 46
46 Stat.
Stat.
43
Stat. 739;
1111;
52 Stat.
Stat. 1169.
1169.
1111; 52
Supp.
48 U. S. C., supp.
V, §§
§ 192-207.
192-207.
V,
Maintenance of
Maintenance
of
resmammal and
and bird reservations.

Taking of eggs, etc.,
on bird-breeding
bird-breeding
grounds.
grounds.
35 Stat. 1104.
1104.
Prohibited acts on
Prohibited
acquired areas.
acquired
45 Stat. 1224.
1224.
Wichita Mountains
Wiehita
Mountains
Refuge, catWildlife Refuge,
tle.
Migratory bird
Migratory
bird conconservation
servation refuges.

45 Stat. 1222; 49 Stat.
381.
381.
16 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
715a-715p.
V, §§i§715a-715p.

Restoration
Restoration of Lower Klamath Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge.

MIGRATORY
CONSERVATION FUND
MIGRATORY BIRD CONSERVATION

For
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
of the
For carrying
carrying into
into effect
section 44of
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act
supplement and
and support
support the
Migratory Bird
Bird Conservation
"An
Act to
to supplement
the Migratory
Conservation
Act by
funds for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
areas for
for use
use as
Act
by providing
providing funds
of areas
as
migratory-bird
breeding grounds,
migratory-bird sanctuaries,
sanctuaries, refuges,
refuges, and
and breeding
grounds, for
for
developing
administering such
such areas,
for the
protection of
developing and
and administering
areas, for
the protection
of certain
certain
migratory
birds, for
for the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
Treaty
migratory birds,
the enforcement
enforcement of
of the
Act
thereunder, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
Act and
and regulations
regulations thereunder,
approved
March
16, 1934,
as amended
by an
Act to
to amend
the
March 16,
1934, as
amended by
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
amend the
Migratory
Hunting Stamp
Stamp Act
of March
1934, and
and certain
Migratory Bird
Bird Hunting
Act of
March 16,
16, 1934,
certain
other
by the
other Acts
Acts relating
relating to
to game
game and
and other
other wildlife,
wildlife, administered
administered by
the
Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved June
15, 1935
S. C.
718-718h), an
amount equal
to the
the sum
15,
1935 (16
(16 U.
U. S.
C. 718-718h),
an amount
equal to
sum received
received
during
the fiscal
fiscal year
from the
the proceeds
proceeds from
during the
year 1941
1941 from
from the
the sale
sale of
of stamps,
stamps,
to be
be warranted
monthly; and
in addition
addition thereto
thereto an
an amount
equal to
to
warranted monthly;
and in
amount equal
to

Migratory
conMigratory bird
bird conservation fund.

48 Stat. 451; 49 Stat.
378.
378.
U. S. C., Stipp.
16 U.
u8pp.
V,
V, {1
if 718a-718h.
718a-718h.

Receipts
Receipts from
stamp sales.
sales.
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the
unobligated balance
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, of
the total
total of
of the
the unobligated
balance on
on June
of the
the proceeds
proceeds
received
from the
stamps prior
prior to
July 1,
1940.
received from
the sale
sale of
of stamps
to July
1, 1940.
1
2,DFRAL AID
IN WIDLIFE
WILDLIFE RESTORATION
RESTORATION
FEDERAL
AID IN
Federal
to
aid to
Federal aid
States.
60
Stat.
917.
50
16 U. S.. C.,
Is
C., Supp.
SuPP.
V, If
1* 669-6691.
V,
609-060.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on expenditures.
penditures.

Personal services.
Personal
Vehicles for field.
Vehicles
Provisos.
Proviso..
Maintenance of
Maintenance
of veMoles,
hicles, purchase
purchase of
books, etc.

Expenses of
of attendance at meetings.
ance

Interchange of
Interchange
of
amounts.
amounts.

Exchange of
Exchange
of vehicles, etc.
eta

Cooperative
by
Bureau.
by Bureau

work

41 Stat. 270.
270.

For
carrying out
out the
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act
For carrying
the provisions
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
to
provide that
United States
shall aid
the States
States in
provide
that the
the United
States shall
aid the
in wildlife
wildlife restorarestoration projects,
projects, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September
September 2, 1937
1937
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 669-669j),
669-669j), $2,500,000:
$2,500,000: Provided,
That expenditures
here(16
Provided, That
expenditures hereunder
shall not
covered into
into the
Treasury
under shall
not exceed
exceed the
the aggregate
aggregate receipts
receipts covered
the Treasury
of said
under the
the provisions of
said Act.
Act.
Total, Bureau of Biological Survey, $5,141,093
$5,141,093 and
addition
and in addition
thereto funds made available under
Conservaunder the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird Conservation
of which
not to
may be
be expended
tion Fund
Fund of
which amounts
amounts not
to exceed
exceed $709,940
$709,940 may
expended
for personal services
Columbia, and not to exceed
exceed
services in the District
District of Columbia,
$76,600
purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled pas$76,600 shall be available for the purchase
senger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in
in the conduct of
of field
field work outoutside
District of Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
for
side the
the District
That funds available for
available for
the work of the Bureau of Biological Survey shall be
be available
operation of
motor-propelled passengerpassengerthe maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
of motor-propelled
carrying vehicles;
vehicles •the
of books,
books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and newspapers
newspapers
carrying
the purchase
purchase of
(not
exceed $100);
$100) ;for
(not to exceed
for the expenditure
expenditure from
from appropriations
appropriations availavailable
purchase of
$1 for each option
option to
able for the purchase
of lands of not
not to exceed $1
to
purchase
particular tract or
necessary expenses
expenses
purchase any,particular
or tracts
tracts of
of land;
land; for
for necessary
(not
exceeding $5,000)
of societies
societies or
(not exceeding
$5,000) of
of attendance
attendance at
at meetings of
or
associations concerned
concerned with the work of the Bureau
Bureau of
Biological
of Biological
Survey; for
transportation of household
household
for expenses
expenses of
of packing
packing and transportation
effects (not exceeding five
five thousand pounds in any one instance)
of
instance) of
employees when transferred,
transferred, for the good of the
the service, from one
official station to another for permanent duty, when specifically
specifically
authorized in the order directing the transfer;
transfer; and
and for the
the employemploycontract or otherwise,
otherwise, of men with
boats, work
work
ment, by contract
with equipment,
equipment, boats,
animals,
motor-propelled vehicles:
vehicles: Provided
furanimals, animal-drawn
animal-drawn and motor-propelled
Provided further,
foregoing amounts
ther, That not to exceed 55per centum
centum of
of the
the foregoing
amounts for
for
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
the miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses of
of the
the work
work of
of Biological
Biological
Survey herein provided for
available interchangeably
interchangeably for
for
for shall be available
expenditure on the objects included within the general
expenditure
expenses of
of
general expenses
said Bureau,
Bureau, but
but no
no more than
than 55per centum shall be
be added
added to any
any
one item or appropriation:
appropriation: Provided
Provided further,
of
further, That the Bureau of
exchange motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
Biological Survey may
may exchange
horse-drawn
vehicles, tractors,
tractors road equipment, boats, typewriters, computing
or
computing or
duplicating
machines, or
or equipment
duplicating machines,
or parts,
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires, or
equipment
thereof
payment for
vehicles, tractors,
tractors, road
road equipment,
thereof,2in part
part payment
for vehicles,
equipment, boats,
boats,
typewriters, computing or duplicating
duplicating machines
typewriters,
machines, or parts, accessories,
accessories,
tires, or equipment thereof:
Provided further,
further, That
cooperative
thereof: Provided
Tat cooperative
work conducted
conducted by the Bureau
Bureau of Biological Survey shall continue
to be subject to the provisions of the Act of July 24, 1919 (5
(5 U. S. C.
563-564).
563-564).

Salaries.
Slarie.

Propagation of food
Propagation
food
fishes.
oWbas.

Trucks.

BUREAU OF FISHERIES
Salaries:
Salaries: For the Commissioner
Commissioner and other personal
personal services
services in the
Columbia, $172,300, of which
District of Columbia,
which amount not to exceed $5,320
$5,320
may be expended for personal service in connection with the
the maintemaintenance and operation of
nance
of aquarium.
aquarium.
Propagation
maintenance, repair, alteration,
Propagation of .food fishes: For maintenance,
alteration,
improvement, equipment, acquisition,
acquisition, and operation of fish-cultural
fish-cultural
improvement,
stations, general
propagation of food fishes and their distribution,
general propagation
distribution,
including movement,
movement, maintenance,
maintenance, a
nd repairs
repairs of
including
and
of cars
cars and
and not
not to
to
exceed $15,000 for purchase
purchase of trucks
for fish
distribution; maintemainteexceed
trucks for
fish distribution;
nance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
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(including
vehicles for official use in the field; purchase
purchase of equipment
equipment (including
rubber boots, oilskins, and first-aid outfits),
outfits), and apparatus; contin$468,890;
expenses; pay of permanent
permanent employees
employees not to exceed $468,890;
gent expenses;
temporary labor; not to exceed $20,000 for propagation
propagation and distributemporary
connected
tion
fresh-water mussels and the necessary
necessary expenses connected
tion of fresh-water
therewith;
transportation of specimens and
collection, and transportation
purchase, collection,
therewith; purchase,
other
incidental to the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation of aquarexpenses incidental
other expenses
$120,000 to commence
commence the
$977,940, including not to exceed $120,000
ium, $977,940,
establishment
donated
a site heretofore
heretofore donated
a station in Arkansas, on a
of a
establishment of
establishment of aastation
to the United States for such purpose, the establishment
Mississippi on
heretofore donated to the United States for
a site heretofore
on a
in Mississippi
such
fish-cultural station in Oklahoma,
Oklahoma,
a fish-cultural
such purpose, for the purchase of a
PennsylLamar, Pennsyland
for the
development of the stations at Lamar,
further development
the further
and .for
vania,
Reservavania, and on Williams Creek, on the Fort Apache Indian Reservation
in Arizona,
Arizona, including
including the construction
construction of buildings, ponds,
tion in
water
improvements to grounds, purchase of equipment, and
water supply, improvements
all other necessary expenses.
Diversion Dam Sandy River, Oregon: For the construction,
construction,
improvement,
maintenance, and operation
operation of a
adiversion dam and for
improvement, maintenance,
bank
related works on the Sandy River, Oregon, for
protection and related
bank protection
authorized
the
of fish in the Columbia River Basin, as authorized
conservation of
the conservation
by
including personal services not
May 11, 1938, $30,000, including
of May
by the Act of
to exceed $3,000.
The unobligated
of the
remaining under
under the
appropriation remaining
the appropriation
balance of
unobligated balance
The
limitation
commence the establishment of
establish or commence
of $155,000
$155,000 to establish
limitation of
stations authorized
authorized by
(46 Stat. 371),
approved May 21, 1930 (46
Act approved
the Act
by the
stations
contained
in the
the Department
Department of Commerce
Appropriation Act, 1940,
Commerce Appropriation
contained in
under
the head
head "Propagation
"Propagation of food fishes",
fishes", is continued
continued available
under the
during the
the fiscal year 1941,
balance of the appro1941, and the unobligated balance
during
priation remaining
under the
limitation of $155,000 to establish or
the limitation
remaining under
priation
commence the
establishment of stations
authorized by the Act
stations authorized
the establishment
commence
approved
May 21,
21, 1930
371), contained in the Department
Department
Stat. 371),
(46 Stat.
1930 (46
approved May
of Commerce
"Propagation
Appropriation Act, 1939, under the head "Propagation
Commerce Appropriation
of
of food
continued available
available during
during the
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
was continued
which was
fishes", which
food fishes",
of
1940,
is continued
during the fiscal year 1941.
available during
continued available
1940, is
Maintenance
of vessels:
vessels: For
vessels
and operation of vessels
maintenance and
For maintenance
Maintenance of
apparatus,
boats,
and
launches,
including
purchase,
and
repair
apparatus,
of
purchase,
including
launches,
and
machinery,
other facilities
for use
with the same,
same, hire of
use with
required for
facilities required
and other
machinery, and
employees,
vessels,
construction
small
boat,
temporary
,
employees,
and all
boats,
of
construction
vessels,
other
necessary expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection therewith,
including the purtherewith, including
other necessary
chase
and specifications
vessels or
for contract
personal
contract personal
or for
for vessels
specifications for
plans and
of plans
chase of
services
the preparation
thereof, and
accruing from commoney accruing
and money
preparation thereof,
for the
services for

Pay of permanent
permanent
employees.
643.
Post, p. 843.
Aquarium.
Aquarium.

Establishment,
Establishment, etc.,
etc.,
of designated stations.

Diversion

dam,
dam,

Sandy River,
River, Oreg.
Oreg.

52 Stat.
Stat. 345.
16 U. S.
8. C., Supp.
V.
§§
755-757.
V, § 755-757.
Reappropriations.
Reappropriations.

53 Stat.
Stat. 917.
63

52 Stat. 281.
281.

Maintenance
Maintenance of vesyes.
sels.

of Atlantic
Atlantic
Vessels of

on
be paid
may
vessels
board
on board
provisions
and Alaska
and persons
coast,
rations
of rations
mutation
mutation
proper vouchers
of
to the
and
provisions
having
on
charge
vessels
of the
may
mess
be
paid
of such
on Fisheries
Fisheries Service.
Service.
proper vouchers to the persons having charge of the mess of such

Pay of
of officers,
officers, etc.
Pay

vessels,
$235,920, of
which amount
exceed $37,350
$37,350 may be
not to exceed
amount not
of which
vessels, $235,920,
expended
for pay
pay of
officers and
and employees
employees of
of the Atlantic
vessels of
of vessels
of officers
expended for
coast,
exceed $78,420
$78,420 for
for pay
of officers
officers and crews
vessels
of vessels
crews of
pay of
to exceed
not to
and not
coast, and
Service.
for
Fisheries Service.
Alaska Fisheries
for the Alaska
fsh
Construction of fish
Construction
Construction of
fish screens:
screens: For
For construction,
construction, operation,
operation, and main- BMWs.
screens.
of fish
Construction
tenance,
in cooperation
the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and the Bureau
Bureau
with the
cooperation with
tenance, in
of
Affairs, or
or either,
either, of
fish screens
and ladders
ladders on Federal
screens and
of fish
Indian Affairs,
of Indian
irrigation
projects, and
the conduct
conduct of
investigations and
surveys,
and surveys,
of investigations
for the
and for
irrigation projects,
the
of designs,
designs, and
and supervision
supervision of
of construction
construction of
such
of such
preparation of
the preparation
screens
and
ladders;
and
for
determining
the
requirements
for
fish
.
ways
fishways
for
requirements
the
determining
for
and
ladders;
and
screens
constructed under licenses
and other
protective devices at dams constructed
licenses
other fish protective
and
issued
by
the
Federal
Power
Commission
in
accordance
accordance with the pro- 41 Stat. 10E3.
Commission
Power
Federal
the
by
issued
1063.
C.
791visions
of the
791), $11,500, of
7C. ft
It 79116 U.
U. B.
S. C.
U. S. C. 791),
(16 U.
Act (16
Power Act
Water Power
Federal Water
the Federal
visions of
V, if 791K
f3; Supp. V.
791823;
which
not
to
exceed
$6,400
may
be
expended
for
permanent
permanent
of
pay
the
for
expended
be
may
$6,400
exceed
to
which not
825r.
92.5r.
employees.
employees.
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Commutation of raCommutation
tions.

Inquiry respecting
respecting
food fishes.
Post,
Post, p. 643.

Fishery industries.
Statistical studies.

15
§§ 521,
521,
15 U.
U. S.
S. C.
O. §0
522.
622.

Fishery market
market
news service.
service.

Alaska, fisheries
fisheries
Alaska,
service.

326.
36 Stat. 326.
16 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
631-658.
§§ 631-658.
v, §§

Enforcement of
Enforcement
Black Bass and WhalTreaty Acts.
Acts.
ing Treaty

46 Stat. 845.
16 U. S. C.
C.
855.
855.

IN
851if 851-

1246.
49 Stat. 1246.
Supp.
16 U. 8.
S. C., Stipp.
V, §§ 901-915.
v,

L54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Commutation
(not to
to exceed
day) may
may be
be paid
to
Commutation of
of rations
rations (not
exceed $1
$1 per
per day)
paid to
officers and crews of vessels of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Fisheries
Fisheries during
during the
the fiscal
year
regulations prescribed
by the
of the
Interior.
year 1941 under
under regulations
prescribed by
the.Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior.
into the
the cause
Inquiry respecting
respecting food
food fishes: For
For inquiry
inquiry into
cause of
of the
the
States, and
decrease of food fishes in the waters of the
the United. States
and for
investigation and experiments
experiments in respect to
to the
the aquatic
aquatic animals,
animals, plan.ts,
plants,
industri.
es,
and waters, in the interests of fish
fish culture and the
the fishery
fishery .industries,
maintenance, repair, improvement, equipment,
maintenance,
equipment, .and
and operation
operation of biobiological stations, maintenance,
motor-propelled
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
preparation of
passenger-carrying vehicles for official
official use in
in the field, preparation
of
reports, and not to exceed $500 for rent of suitable quarters in the
Disthe District of Columbia
Columbia for laboratory
laboratory and storage
storage purposes,
purposes, $371,835, of
of
which sum not to exceed
exceed $280,400 may
may be
for personal
which
be expended
expended for
personal
services.
Fishery industries: For collection
compilation of statistics of
collection and compilation
of
the fisheries and the study of their methods and relations,
relations, and the
the
methods of preservation
preservation and utilization of fishery products,
products,. and to
to
the Interior
execute the
the functions
enable the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to execute
functions imposed
imposed
upon him by the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing associations of producers of aquatic products", approved June 25, 1934 (48 Stat. 1213),
1213),
including pay of permanent employees
employees not to exceed $79,030, compensation of temporary employees,
preparation of reports, contract stenoemployees, preparation
graphic reporting services, and all other necessary expenses
expenses in connection therewith, including the purchase
$1,100), expurchase (not to exceed $1,100),
exmaintenance, repair, and operation of
motor-propelled paschange, maintenance,
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
senger-carrying vehicles for official use in the field, $150,640.
$150,640.
Fishery market news service: For collecting, publishing, and disinformation on the fishery
tributing, by telegraph, mail, or otherwise, information
fishery
industry, information on market supply and demand,
demand, commercial
commercial
movement, location,
location, disposition, and market prices of fishery products,
with or without cooperation
cooperation with any department
department or agency
agency of
of the
the
United States, or any State or Territory, or subdivision thereof,
thereo f, ma
i
nmaintenance, repair, and operation
operation of
passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles for official use in the field, purchase
purchase of equipment
equipment and supplies,
preparation
preparation of reports
reports, and all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected
connected
therewith,
therewith, $78,900, of which not to exceed
exceed $13,020
be expended
$13,020 may
may be
expended for
for
personal services in the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
Alaska, fisheries service: For protecting
protecting the seal and sea otter
otter
the furnishing
furnishi ng of
offood,
foo d, fuel,
fuel
,c
l
ot hi ng,
fisheries of
of Alaska,
Alaska, including
including the
clothing
and other necessities of life to the natives of the Pribilof Islands of
of
Alaska; construction,
construction, improvement, repair,
alteration of
of buildbuildrepair, and alteration
ings
ings and roads, transportation
transportation of supplies to and from
from the
the islands,
islands,
subsistence
employees while on said islands, hire
subsistence of agents and other employees
hire
and
maintenance of
and for
penses necessary
to carry
and maintenance
of vessels,
vessels, and
for all
all ex
expenses
necessary to
carry
out the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
protect the
the seal
sea l
Act to
to protect
fisheries of Alaska, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved April 21, 1910

(16
U. S.
S. C.631-658),
C. 631-658),
for the
protection
the
fisheries
of
Alaska,including
(16 U.
pay of and
permanent
for
theemployees
protection
notof
of
toth
exceed
e fi sher
$74,440,
i
es of
Alaska,
including
pay
of and
permanent
employees
not to exceed $74,440,
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting service, hire of boats, employment of
of
temporary labor, and all other necessary
necessary expenses
expenses connected
connected there$100,000 shall be available immediately.
with, $280,540, of which $100,000
Enforcement of Black Bass and Whaling Treaty Acts: To enable
Enforcement
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior to administer
ad
m i
ni
st
er the provisions
of the
the Act
provisions of
Act
entitled "An
"An Act to amend the Act entitled
entitl ed 'A
ctto regulate
regu l
ate i
nter'Ann A
Act
interstate transportation
transportation of black bass, and for other purposes', approved
May 20, 1926", approved
approved July 2, 1930 (16
(16 U.
U. S.
85 1-856), and
S. C
C.. 851-856),
and
to execute the functions imposed upon
The Whaling Treaty
upon him
him by
by The

Act,
901-015), $17,000, of which
which
Act, approved
approved May 1, 1936 (16 U. S. C. 901-915),

$10,600
amount not to exceed
exceed $10,600
in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

may b
bee expended
expen d
ed for personal services

may
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Mississippi
Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge: For construction
construction of buildings, boats, and ponds, for purchase of equipment, including boats,
including
for maintenance,
maintenance, operation, repair, and improvements, including
expenditures
expenditures for personal services at the seat of government and elsewhere as may be necessary,
authorized in the Act approved June
where
necessary, as authorized
721-731), $17,000.
7,
(16 U. S. C. 721-731),
7, 1924 (16
herein for the Bureau of Fisheries shall be
The appropriations
appropriations herein
available, in an amount not to exceed
exceed $750, for expenses of attendavailable,
ance at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with the work of said Bureau when
when
incurred on the written
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
incurred
written authority
Appropriations herein made for propagation
propagation of food fishes, inquiry
Appropriations
respecting
respecting food fishes, fishery industries, fishery market news service,
and Alaska
Alaska fisheries
fisheries service, shall be available,
regulations
available, under such regulations
as
may be
by the
the Secretary
of the
the
Interior, for
for paying
paying the
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of
the Interior,
as may
cost of packing,
packing, crating, drayage, and transporting the household
household
effects of employees of the Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries when transferred
transferred from
one official station to another for permanent
permanent duty.

457
Mississippi Wild
Wild
Life and Fish
Fish Refuge.
Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

43 Stat. 650.

Attendance at meetings.
ings.

Transporting, etc.,
household
household effects of
employees.
employees.
available.
Funds available.

GOVERNMENT IN THE TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES
GOVERNMENT
TERRTOrRY
ALASKA
TERRITORY OF ALASKA

secretary, $15,600.
of the Governor and the secretary,
Salaries of
offices of the GovFor incidental and contingent expenses of the offices
exceed
ernor and the secretary
secretary of the Territory, clerk hire, not to exceed
erlor
service for the Governor's office and the executive
executive manjanitor service
$7,520; janitor
expenses of the Governor
Governor while
exceed $3,180; traveling expenses
sion, not to exceed
of
secretary of
absent from the Capital on official business and of the secretary
the Territory while traveling on official business under direction
direction of
of
the Governor;
preservation of Governor's house and furniand preservation
Governor; repair and
the
ture;
purchase of necessary
equipment; stanecessary equipment;
ture; for care of grounds and purchase
tionery,
$18,120, to be expended
expended under
under
and fuel; in all, $18,120,
water and
lights, water,
tionery, lights,
the direction of the Governor.
Governor.
Legislative expenses:
expenses: For salaries
salaries of members, $21,600; mileage
mileage of
of
Legislative
members,
salaries of employees,
$5,200; printing, indexing,
indexing,
employees, $5,200;
$9,600; salaries
members, $9,600;
comparing
printing, indexing, and
and binding
binding
proofs, and binding laws, printing,
comparing proofs,
journals, stationery,
stationery, supplies,
supplies, printing of bills, reports, and so forth,
journals,
direction of the
all, $50,000,
$50,000, to be expended under the direction
$13,600, in all
Governor of Alaska.
Alaska.
Governor
For the establishment and maintenance
maintenance of public schools, Territory
of
Provided, That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall not
not
$50,000: Provided,
Alaska, $50,000:
of Alaska,
exceed the
aggregate receipts covered into the Treasury
accordance
Treasury in accordance
the aggregate
exceed
Permanent Appropriation
Appropriation Repeal Act, 1934.
section 44of the Permanent
with section
adjudged
Insane
custody of persons legally
leg-ally adjudged
For care and custody
Alaska: For
Insane of Alaska:
insane
travel expenses of
of
compensation and travel
including compensation
Alaska, including
in Alaska,
insane in
medical supervisor,
supervisor, transportation,
burial, and other expenses,
transportation, burial,
medical
$205,840: Provided,
Provided, That
That authority
Secretary of the
to the Secretary
granted to
is granted
authority,is
$205,840:
Interior to
to pay
pay from
this appropriation
appropriation to
Sanitarium Company,
to the Sanitarium
from this
Interior
of Portland,
institution or institucontracting institution
to other
other contracting
or to
Oregon, or
Portland, Oregon,
of
tions, not
to exceed
exceed $648
$648 per
the care and
annum for the
per annum
capita per
per capita
not to
tions,
maintenance of
Alaskan insane
insane patients
1941:
during the fiscal year 1941:
patients during
of Alaskan
maintenance
Provided further,
That so
this sum
required shall
be required
may be
as may
sum as
of this
so much
much of
further, That
Provided
ascertaining the residence
be
expenses in ascertaining
available for all necessary expenc.e_s
be available
of
those who
who are
not legal
legal residents
of
residents of
are not
returning those
in returning
and in
inmates and
of inmates
Alaska to
to their
legal residence
residence or
Secretary
or to
to their friends, and the Secretary
their legal
Alaska
of the
the Interior
Interior shall,
as soon
as practicable,
practicable, return
return to
places of
of
their places
to their
soon as
shall, as
of
residence or
or to
to their
their friends
friends all
inmates not
residents of Alaska at the
not residents
all inmates
residence
time they
became insane,
commitment papers for any person
insane, and the commitment
they became
time
hereafter adjudged
adjudged insane
include a
committing
a statement by the committing
shall include
insane shall
hereafter
authority
residence of such person.
as to the legal residence
authority as

Salaries
Governor
Salaries of Governor
and secretary.
Incidental and conIncidental
contingent
tingent expenses.

Legislative
Legislative exexpenses.
penses.

Public schools.
Proviso.
rotrfio.
Limitation.
.imiltatlon.
48 Stat. 1227.
1W.
31 U.
S. C. f725c.
725c.
U. S.C.
Alaska.
Insane of Alaska.

Provisos.
Proriss.
Payments to SaniPayments
tarium Company,
Company,
tarium
Portland, Oreg.
Portland,

Return, etc.,
Return,
etc., of ininmates not residents
residents of
of
Alaska.
Alaska
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Repair and
Repair
and mainmaintenance of roads, etc.

e

o
et.

47 Stat. 446.
446.
Wharf
at Juneau.
Juneau.
Wharfat

[54 STAT.
STAT.

For the repair and maintenance
maintenance of roads, tramways,
tramways, ferries,
ferries, bridges,
bridges,
and trails, Territory
of Alaska,
Alaska, to
Territory of
to be
be expended
expended under
under the
the provisions
provisions

of the Act approved
approved June 30, 1932 (48 U. S. C. 321a,--321c),
321a-321c), $570,000,
$570,000,
including not to exceed $1,500 for repair and maintenance
maintenance of GovernGovernment wharf
wharf at
at Juneau,
Juneau, Alaska,
Alaska, to
to be
available.
ment
be immediately
immediately available.

For the
repair, and
maintenance of
of roads,
For
the construction,
construction, repair,
and maintenance
roads, tramways,
tramways,
bridges trails, and aviation
fields, Territory
bridges,
aviation fields,
Alaska, $150,000,
$150,000, to
be
Territory of
of Alaska,
to be
Proviso.
P-roiso.
available
available until
until expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, That
That expenditures
expenditures hereunder
hereunder
Limitation.
Limitation.
shall not exceed the aggregate
i
covered into
aggregate receipts covered
into the
Treasury in
n
the Treasury
1227.
48 Stat. 1227.
accordance with section 4
4
Permanent
accordance
of the Permanent
Appropriation
Appropriation
Repeal
Repeal
31 U.
S. C. §725c.
31
U.S.C.
72.
Act, 1934.
1934.
Act,
Alaska
Railroad.
Alaskmen
airoa.
The Alaska
Alaska Railroad:
Railroad: All
by the
Alaska Railroad
Railroad
All amounts
amounts received
received by
the Alaska
Payment of expenses from receipts.
penses
during the fiscal year 1941 shall be available,
continue available
available, and continue
available
until expended,
expended, for every expenditure
expenditure requisite
incident to
to
requisite for
for and incident
the
the Alaska
Railroad, including
maintenance,
the authorized
authorized work
work of
of the
Alaska Railroad,
including maintenance,
Operation, etc., of operation,
operation,
operation, and improvements
improvements of railroads
railroads i
n Alaska;
in
Alaska; maintenance
maintenance
boats.
and operation
operation of river steamers and other boats on the Yukon
River
Yukon River
and its tributaries
operation and
maintenance of
tributaries in Alaska; operation
and maintenance
of oceanoceangoing or coastwise
coastwise vessels by ownership, charter, or arrangement
arrangement with
with
other branches
branches of the Government
of proGovernment service,
service, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
providing additional facilities for the transportation
transportation of freight, passengers, or mail, when deemed
deemed necessary,
necessary, for the benefit
benefit and develdevelopment of industries and travel affecting territory tributary
tributary to the
the
Damage claims.
dams.
Alaska
Railroad; stores for resale; payment
payment of
Alaska Railroad;
of claims
for losses
losses and
and
claims for
damages arising from operations, including
including claims
claims of
of employees
employees of
of
the railroad
railroad for loss and damage resulting from wreck or accident
accident
on the railroad, not due to negligence
negligence of
to
of the claimant,
claimant, limited to
clothing and other necessary personal
-personal effects
in connection
effects used
used in
connection with
with
$100 in value; payment of amounts due
his duties and not exceeding S100
connecting lines; payment
of compensation
and expenses
expenses as
as authorauthorpayment of
compensation and
52stat.200.
Stat. 200.
52
by
section
Injury
Compensation
ized
section
42
of
the
Injury
Compensation
Act
approved
SeptemAct
approved
Septem5U. S. C., Supp. V,
§
793.
1793.
" p
U. S.
ber 7, 1916 (5
(5 U.
S. C.
be reimbursed
reimbursed as
as therein
therein provided:
C. 793),
793), to
to be
provided:
Provisos.
oi
servies.
Provided,
of this
Provided, That not to exceed $6,000
$6,000 of
fund shall
this fund
shall be
be available
available for
for
Personal services.
Limitation on salsalLimitation
personal services
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year
aries.
aries.
1941,
and no
one other than the general
railroad
1941, and
no one
general manager of said railroad
shall be paid an annual salary out of this fund of more
more than $7,500:
$7,500:
Printing and
Printing
and bind- Provided
Provided further,
That not to exceed $10,000
of
such
further,
$10,000
such
fund
shall
be
fund
shall
be
ing.
Ing.
available
available for printing and binding.
binding.

Construction of
roanstr'desti
of
roads, bridges, etc.

TERRITORY OF HAWAII
HAWAII
TERRITORY
Salaries of Governor
and secretary.
secretary.
Contingent exContingent
expenses.

Legislative exexLegislative
penses.
46 Stat. 823.
823.
48 U.
S. C. §
§599.
U.S.C.
599.

Salaries
Salaries of the Governor
Governor and of the secretary
secretary, $15,800.
$15,800.
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, to
t
o b
expended by
by the
the Governor
for
bee expended
Governor for
stationery, postage, and incidentals,
stationery,
incidentals, and for traveling
the
traveling expenses
expenses of
of the
Governor while absent from the capital
capital on
$2,000;
on official
official business,
business, $2,000;
private secretary to the Governor,
Governor, $3,100; temporary
temporary clerk hire,
hire,
$750; in all, $5,850.
Legislative
Hawaii: For compensation
Legislative expenses, Territory of Hawaii:
compensation and
and
mileage of members of the Legislature
Legislature of the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii as
as
provided by the Act of June 27, 1930, $47,000.
OOVERNMENT OF THE VIRGIN
GOVERNMENT
VIRGIN ISLANDS
ISLANDS

Salaries of Governor
Governor
and
and employees.
employees.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 1043.
39 Stat. 1132.
1132.
49 Stat. 1813.
1813.
48 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
V,
V,1 I1405v.
1405v.
Miscellaneous
iseellaneous exexpenses.

For
For salaries of the Governor
Governor and employees
employees incident
incident to the execution of the Acts of March 3,
C. 1391),
an d J
une 22
3 1917
1917 (48
(48 U. S. C.
1391), and
June
22 ,
1936 (48 U. S. C. 1405v),
1405v ), traveling expenses of officers and
and
employees,
employees, necessary janitor service, care
care of Federal grounds, repair
repair
and preservation of Federal buildings and furniture,
furniture, purchase
purchase of
of
equipment,
necessary miscellane..
miscellaneequipment, stationery, lights, water, and other necessary
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including
ous expenses, including
including not to exceed $5,000
$5,000 for purchase,
purchase, including
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
exchange, maintenance,
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
exceed $4,000 for personal
personal
passenger-carrying vehicles, and not to exceed
household equipment,
services, household
equipment, and furnishings, fuel, ice, and elecSaint
Government House at Saint
necessary in the operation of Government
tricity necessary
Thomas and Government
Government House at Saint Croix, $134,000.
For salaries and expenses of the agricultural
agricultural experiment station
vocational school in the Virgin Islands, including technical
and the vocational
personnel, clerks, and other persons; scientific investigations
investigations of
personnel,
diseases of animals;
animals; demonstrations
demonstrations
plant industries, and diseases
plants and plant
apparatus,
in practical
practical farming;
farming; official
official traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; fixtures, apparatus,
and supplies;
supplies; clearing and fencing
fencing of land; and other necessary
necessary
including
expenses, including
including not to exceed
purchase, including
$2,000 for purchase,
exceed $2,000
motor-propelled
exchange, maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, $41,150.
municipal govFor defraying the deficits in the treasuries of the municipal
current
ernments because
because of the excess of current
current expenses over current
revenues for the fiscal year 1941, municipality of Saint Thomas and
Saint John,
John, $15,000,
$15,000, and
and municipality of Saint Croix, $75,000; in
Saint
$90,000, to be paid to the said treasuries in monthly installments.
all, $90,000,
PUERTO
RICAN
PUERTO RICAN
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Agricultural experi.
experiment station and vocational school.
school.
Salaries and
and exSalaries
penses.

Deficits
=nick.
of municDeficits of
pal
Pal governments.
governments.

HURRICANE RELIEF
RELIEF
HURRICANE

To enable
Division of Territories and Island Possessions to
the Division
enable the
To
continue
administration of
moneys due the United
of moneys
and administration
collection and
continue collection
States on
on account
account of loans made
approved
made under the joint resolutions approved
States
December
1067), and January
January 22, 1930 (46 Stat.
Stat. 1067),
December 21, 1928 (45 Stat.
57), and
make compositions
compositions and adjustments
adjustments in any loan heretoto make
and to
57),
fore made,
authorized by Public Resolutions
Resolutions Numbered 59 (49
made, as authorized
fore
Seventy-fourth Congress, approved
928), Seventy-fourth
approved
Stat. 926) and 60 (49 Stat. 928),
August 27,
not to
balances
$20,000 of any unobligated balances
exceed $20,000
to exceed
1935, not
27, 1935,
August
of appropriations
appropriations made
made by
of those joint resolutions,
by authority of
of
including repayment
principal and
payments of interest on such
and payments
of principal
repayment of
including
administrative expenses during
loans, is hereby made available for administrative
the fiscal year 1941.

Administrative exAdministrative
penses.

Loan adjustments.

Limitation on use
of unobligated balof
ances.
ances.

EQUATORIAL AND SOUTH
SOUTH SEA
SEA ISLANDS
ISLANDS
EQUATORIAL
Administrative
exAdmnlstrative exFor administrative
administrative expenses
Territories and penses.
expenses of the Division of Territories
For
penses.
Island
Possessions,
in
carrying
out
the
of
Executive
of
provisions
Island Possessions, in carrying out the
Orders
and 7828,
7828, approved
March
and March
1936, and
13, 1936,
May 13,
approved May
7368 and
Numbered 7368
Orders Numbered
3, 1938, respectively,
respectively, relating to certain islands of the United States
situate
Pacific Ocean,
Ocean, including
including personal
outside the
services outside
personal services
in the
the Pacific
situate in
District
of Columbia
Columbia (such
(such employment
be by
by contract,
deemed 41
if deemed
contract, if
to be
employment to
District of
U. S.
O. I6.
f5.
S. C.
necessary,
without
regard
to
section
of the 41U7.
3709
of
provisions
the
to
necessary, without regard
Revised
traveling expenses, purchase
necessary
purchase of necessary
rent, traveling
Statutes), rent,
Revised Statutes),
books,
of
stationery, hire of
periodicals, stationery,
and periodicals,
newspapers and
documents, newspapers
books, documents,
automobiles, purchase
purchase of
of equipment,
equipment, supplies and provisions, and all
automobiles,
other
necessary expenses,
$35,400.
expenses, $35,400.
other necessary

SAINT
ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS
For support,
support, clothing,
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital
in Saint
treatment in
and treatment
clothing, and
For
for
Insane of
of insane
insane persons
Navy, Marine
Marine
Army, Navy,
the Army,
from the
persons from
the Insane
for the
Corps,
and
Coast
Guard,
insane
inmates
of
the
National
Home
for
for
Home
National
of
the
inmates
Corps, and Coast Guard, insane
Disabled Volunteer
of
convicted of
or convicted
with or
charged with
persons charged
Soldiers, persons
Volunteer Soldiers,
Disabled
crimes against
against the
the United
States who
who are
are insane
all persons
persons who
who
insane,2 all
United States
crimes
have become
since their
entry into the military and naval
naval
their entry
insane since
become insane
have

Maintenance,ete.
Maintenanes.te.
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services of the United States,
States, insane civilians
civilians in
in the quartermaster
quartermaster
service of the Army,
transferred from
from the
Canal
Army, insane
insane persons
persons transferred
the Canal
and who
Zone who have been admitted
admitted to
to the
the hospital
hospital and
who are
are Indigent,
indigent
s
Insane
U. S. citiAmerican citizens legally adjudged insane
insane in the Dominion of
Insan Canada.
daS. citi- American
U
tens in Canada.
zens
Canada whose
in one
the States,
States, Territories,
Territories, or
Canada
whose legal
legal residence
residence in
one of
of the
or
the
to establish,
establish, insane
insane
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia it
it has been
been impossible
impossible to
beneficiaries
the United
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Combeneficiaries of
of the
United States
States Employees'
Commission,
of the
the United
States Veterans'
Veterans' AdminAdminmission, insane beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
United States
istration
of Indian
Indian
istration,2 and insane
insane Indian beneficiaries
beneficiaries of the Bureau
Bureau of
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
for the
Affairs, including not exceeding
exceeding $27,000 for
the purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles for the use of the superintendent,
agent,
carrying
superintendent, purchasing
purchasing agent,
Repairs,
Repairs, etc.,
etc., to
to and general hospital business, and including not to exceed $185,000
$185,000
buildings
and
buildings and
grounds.
improvements to buildings
and not
grounds.
for repairs and improvements
buildings and
and grounds, and
not to
to
exceed $35,000
$35,000 for the purchase of uniforms
uniforms for employees, $1,275,285,
$1,275,285,
including cooperation
cooperation with organizations
organizations or individuals in scientific
into the nature, causes, prevention,
research mto
prevention, and treatment
treatment of mental
including maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
necessary facilifaciliillness, and including
of necessary
ties for feeding employees and others (at not less than cost),
cost), and the
the
proceeds
therefrom shall reimburse
proceeds therefrom
reimburse the appropriation
appropriation for
for the instiinstiRemoval of patients
Removalotf
ptients tution;
not exceeding
tution; and
and not
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 of
of this
may be
this sum
sum may
be expended
expended in
in the
the
to their friends.
their
friends
exceeding $1,000
for
removal of patients to their friends; not exceeding
$1,000 for
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings or conventions
conventions concerned with
the work of psychiatry, medicine, and other
other scientific
scientific subjects of
of
interest to Saint Elizabeths Hospital, when specifically
pecifically authorized
authorized
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior; not exceeding $1,500
81,500 in the purchase
of such books, periodicals,
periodicals, and newspapers
newspapers as may be required
required for
for
hospital and for
for the
library, and
not
the purposes of the hospital
the medical
medical library,
and not
necessary expenses
exceeding $1,500 for the actual and necessary
expenses incurred
incurred in
the apprehension
apprehension and return
return to
to the
escaped patients:
the hospital
hospital of
of escaped
patients:
Provisos.
oo
int
Provided, That so much
much of this sum as may be required shall be
Provided,
Return of inmates
no longer
longer Federal
Federal
no
available
available for
residence of
of
for all
all necessary
necessary expenses
expenses in
in ascertaining
ascertaining the
the residence
charges.
charges.
inmates who are not or who cease to be properly chargeable to
inmates
to
Federal
maintenance in the institution
Federal maintenance
institution and in returning
returning them to
to such
such
Mail
Mail facilities.
facilities.
places
further, That not exceeding $200 addiplaces of residence:
residence: Provided
Provided further,
tional may be paid to two employees
employees to provide mail facilities
facilities for
for
nutter
Butter substitutes,
substitutes,
patients in the hospital: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of this
restriction.
appropriation
shall be
the purchase
of oleomargarine
oleomargarine
appropriation shall
be expended
expended for
for the
plrchase of
Payment
for care
Payment for
care of
of or bltter
lpirl)oses: Provided
Pro?,ided further,
further,
butter substitiutes
substitutes except for cooking purposes:
patietits
patients from 1).
D. C.,
C.,
etc.
etc.
m
That during
of Columbia,
any
Tlhat
durilg the fiscal year
year 1941 the District
District of
Columbia, or
or any
branch of the Government
Government requiring
requiring Saint Elizabeths
to
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital to
care for patients for which they are
responsible, shall
pay by
by check
are responsible,
shall pay
check
to the Superintendent, upon his written request, either In
in advance
or at the end of each month, all or part of the estimated
estimated or actual
actual
cost of such maintenance,
rendered by
maintenance, as the case may be, and bills rendered
the Superintendent
Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital in
in accordance
accordance hereherewith shall not be subject to audit or certification
certification in advance of
of
payment; proper adjustments on the basis of the actual cost of the
care of patients
patients paid for in advance
advance shall be made monthly or
or
quarterly, as may be agreed upon between
Superintendent of
between the Superintendent
Saint Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital and the District of Columbia government,
Accounting.
Accounting.
department,
establishments concerned. All sums paid to the
department, or establishments
Superintendent of Saint Elizabeths
Superintendent
Elizabeths Hospital for the care of patients
patien ts
that he is authorized
authorized by law to
shall be
be d
ep
osit ed to
t
o t
he
to receive
receive shall
deposited
the
credit on the books of the Treasury Department
appropriation
Department of the appropriation
made for the care and maintenance of the patients at Saint Elizabeths Hospital for. the year in which the support, clothing, and
treatment is provided, and be subject to requisition upon the
the
approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
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COLUMBIA INSTITUTION
COLUMBIA
INSTITUTION FOR THE DEAF
For support of the institution, including salaries
salaries and incidental
incidental
expenses, books and illustrative
general repairs and
illustrative apparatus, and general
improvements, $143,000.
improvements,

Salaries, mainte.
maintenance, etc.
nance,
etc.

HOWARD
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY

Salaries:
Salaries: For payment in full or in part of the salaries of the
officers,
professors, teachers, and other regular employees of the
officers, professors,
university, the balance to be paid from privately
privately contributed funds,
$567,160;
$567,160;
General expenses:
expenses: For equipment, supplies, apparatus
apparatus, furniture,
General
cases and shelving, stationery, ice, repairs
repairs to buildings and grounds,
and for other necessary expenses, $180,000;
$180,000;
Howard University, $747,160.
Total, Howard

Salaries.

General
expenses.
General expenses.

HOSPITAL
FREEDMEN'S
FREEDMEN'S HOSPITAL
compensation for all other proFor officers and employees and compensation
required and expressly
expressly
fessional and other services that may be required
Secretary of the Interior, $363,620; for subsistence,
approved by the Secretary
fuel and light, not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 for expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance upon
meetings of a
a technical nature, pertaining to hospital administration
administration
meetings
and medical
medical advancement,
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the
advancement, when authorized
canvas shoes
include white duck suits and white canvas
Interior, clothing, to inclifde
for the use of internes,
mternes, and cotton or duck uniforms
uniforms or aprons for
attendants, and rubber surgical gloves, bedding,
cooks, maids, and attendants,
medicine, medical and surgical supplies, surgical instruments,
instruments,
forage, medicine,
apparatus, furniture;
electric lights, repairs,
repairs, replacement
furniture;
replacement of X-ray apparatus,
electric
purchase, maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
operation of passenger-carrying
vehicles,
passenger-carrying vehicles,
purchase,
periodicals,
including
exceeding $1,500
$1,500 for the purchase
purchase of books, periodicals,
including not exceeding
instruction
exceed $2,000 for the special instruction
and newspapers; and not to exceed
of
pupil nurses,
necessary expenses,
expenses, $208,305;
$208,305;
absolutely necessary
other absolutely
and other
nurses, and
of pupil
reimbursement
in
Freedmen's Hospital, $571,925,
$571,925, including reimbursement
all, for
for Freedmen's
in all,
University of actual cost of heat
to the appropriation
heat
appropriation for Howard University
which amount of $571,925 one-half shall be
furnished, of which
and light furnished,
chargeable
of Columbia
Columbia and paid in like manner as
District of
to the District
chargeable to
other appropriations
appropriations of the District
District of Columbia are paid.
S
EC. 2. Appropriations
Appropriations herein made for field work shall be availSEC.
able for
for the
the hire,
hire, with
with or without personal
animals
personal services, of work animals
able
and
equipment.
vehicles and equipment.
motor-propelled vehicles
and motor-propelled
animal-drawn and
and animal-drawn
SEC. 3.
made shall
be available
the
for the
available for
shall be
herein made
3. Appropriations
Appropriations herein
SEC.
purchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
vehicles generally
generally
of vehicles
repair of
and repair
purchase, maintenance,
known
half-ton pick-up
pick-up trucks
trucks and as station
station
or half-ton
quarter-ton or
as quarter-ton
known as
wagons
vehicles being
passenger-carrying
as passenger-carrying
considered as
being considered
such vehicles
without such
wagons without

vehicles and
and without
without the
of purchase,
purchase, maintenance,
operation,
maintenance, operation,
cost of
the cost
vehicles
and repair
being included
included in
various appropriathe limitation
limitation in the various
in the
repair being
and
tion items
items for
for the
operation, and
and repair
repair of
of
maintenance, operation,
the purchase,
purchase, .maintenance,
tion
motor-driven
vehicles.
passenger-carrying vehicles.
motor-driven passenger-carrying
SEc. 4.
4. The
used on
basis for
administrative
for administrative
an annual
annual basis
on an
amount used
The total
total amount
SEC.
within-grade
promotions for
for officers
officers and
employees under
under any
approany approand employees
within-grade promotions
priation or
or other
Act shall
not exceed
exceed
shall not
this Act
in this
available in
made available
fund made
other fund
priation
the amount
determined by
by the
the Bureau
Budget to
to be
be available
available
the Budget
of the
Bureau of
amount determined
the

Personal services.
Contingent
Contingent
penses.

exex-

Division of
expenses.
Division
ofexpenses.

Dire
aniHire of work anlmals, etc.

trucks.
Pick-tip trucks.
Appropriations
Appropriations
available for purchase,
available
etc.
etc.

Administrative
within-grade
within-grade promotions.

for such
such purpose
purpose on
on the
estimate for such approthe Budget estimate
basis of the
the basis
for
priation
or fund
fund exclusive
exclusive of
such Budget
estimate
Budget estimate
any such
in any
money m
of new
new money
priation or
for
such administrative
promotions.
administrative promotions.
for such
Citizenship requirerequireS
EC. 5.
part of
of any
any appropriation
appropriation contained
contained in
Act or
or ment.
this Act
in this
No part
SEC.
5. No
authorized hereby
be expended
expended shall
shall be
be used
the compencompenpay the
to pay
used to
to be
hereby to
authorized
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sation of
officer or
or employee
of the
Government of
the United
United
of the
the Government
any officer
employee of
sation
of any
States,
agency the
the majority
of which
is owned
owned
stock of
which is
majority of
of the
the stock
any agency
States, or
or of
of any
by the
Government of
the United
States, whose
whose post
duty is
is in
in
post of
of duty
United States,
of the
by
the Government
continental
States unless
unless such
such person
person is
citizen of
the
of the
a citizen
is a
United States
continental United
United
States, or
person in
in the
service of
States on
on the
the
United States
the service
of the
the United
or a
a person
United States,
date
the approval
approval of
being eligible
citizenship
eligible for
for citizenship
who being
of this
this Act
Act who
date of
of the
had
become a
a citizen
citizen or
of intention
intention to become
declaration of
filed aadeclaration
theretofore filed
had theretofore
who owes
owes allegiance
allegiance to
the United
United States.
to the
who
S
EC. 6.
6. This
Act may
be cited
cited as
"Interior Department
Department Approas the "Interior
may be
This Act
SEC.
priation Act, 1941".
priation
Approved, June 18, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 396]

dune 18, 1940
IJne
8913]
[H. R. 89131
[Public, No. 641j
6411
[Public,

Legislative
Legislative Branch
Appropriation
Act,
Act,
1941.
1941.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Making appropriations
appropriations for
for the
of the
Government for
the fiscal
fiscal
for the
Branch of
the Government
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Making
year ending
ending June
June 30, 1941,
1941, and
and for other
other purposes.
year

Be it
Representatives of
of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
United States
States of
of America
assembled, That
the following
following
That the
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
sums
are appropriated,
Treasury not
not otherotherany money
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated, out
out of
of any
sums are
wise
for the
the Legislative
of the
for
Branch of
the Government
Government for
Legislative Branch
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
the
1941, namely:
namely:
the fiscal
fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
SENATE
SENATE
SALARIES AND
SALARIS
AND MILEAGE
MLEAGE OF SENATORS
SENATORS

Compensation.
Compensation.
111ileage.
Mileage.
Officers, clerks,
clerks, etc.
Officers,

compensation of Senators, $960,000.
For compensation
For mileage of the President
President of the Senate and of Senators, $51,000.
compensation of officers,
officers, clerks, messengers, and others:
For compensation
OP THE TICE
OFFICE OF
VICE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT

Salaries.

Salaries:
Secretary to
President, $4,620;
$2,400;
Salaries: Secretary
to the Vice
Vice President
$4,620; clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
assistant
$2,280, one
$2,160; in
in all,
all, $11,460.
$11,460.
assistant clerks—one
clerks-one $2,280,
one $2,160;
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

Chaplain.
Obplain.

Chaplain
Chaplain of the Senate, $1,680.
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARB
SECRETARY

Salaries:
Salagrle

Salaries: Secretary of the Senate, including compensation
compensation as disSalaries:
contingent fund of the
bursing officer
officer of salaries
salaries of Senators
Senators and of contingent
$8,000; Chief
perform the
the duties
duties of
reading
Senate, $8,000;
Chief Clerk,
Clerk, who
who shall
shall perform
of reading
clerk,
$5,500 and
clerk, $5,500
and $1,500
$1,500 additional
additional so
so long
long as the position is held by
assistant financial
financial
the present incumbent;
incumbent; financial
financial clerk,
clerk, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant
clerk, $4,500; Parliamentarian,
$5,000 and $1,500 additional so long
Parliamentarian, $5,000
as the position is held by the present incumbent; Journal Clerk,
$4,000; principal clerk, $3,780; legislative clerk, $4,000 and $1,000
$1,000
incumbent;
additional so long as the position is held by the present incumbent;
enrolling
enrolling clerk,
clerk, $4,000; printing clerk, $3,540;
$3,540; chief bookkeeper,
bookkeeper,
$3,600; librarian, $3,600; assistant Journal Clerk, $3,360; executive
executive
clerk, $3,180; first assistant librarian, $3,120; keeper of stationery,
at
$3,320; clerks—two
clerks-two at $3,180
$3,180 each, three
three at
at $2,880
$2,880 each, three
three at
$2,640 each, clerk in Disbursing Office, $2,400, six at $2,400 each,
three at $1,860 each, three at $1,740 each; special officer, $2,460;
$2,460;
press relations officers-one
officers one at $2,140, one at $1,900 in lieu of one of
the positions authorized
authorized by Senate Resolution
Resolution Numbered 428, agreed
agreed
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to February 17, 1931, which position is hereby abolished as of July
1,
$1,620,
1, 1940; messenger,
messenger, $1,260; laborers-one
laborers-one at $1,740,
$1,740, one at $1,620,
$1,560, one,
office, $1,680,
$1,680, one, $1,560,
five at $1,380 each, one in Secretary's office,
$1,260; in all, $144,540.
$144,540.
$1,260;
DOCUMENT
ROOM
DOCUMENT ROOM

Salaries: Superintendent, $3,960
$3,960 and $1,040
$1,040 additional
additional so long as
position is held by the present incumbent;
$2,640;
incumbent; first assistant, $2,640;
the position
second assistant, $2,040; four assistants, at $2,040 each; skilled
laborer, $1,380; in all, $19,220.

Salaries.
salares.

COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES
EMPLO xELS
COMMITrEE

Clerks
and messengers
messengers to
committees: Agriculture
to the
the following committees:
Clerks and
assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
and Forestry-clerk,
Forestry-clerk, $3,900; assistant
$2,580; assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; additional clerk,
$1,000 additional so long
$7,000 and $1,000
$1,800. Appropriations-clerk,
Appropriations-clerk, $7,000
incumbent; assistant clerk,
position is held by the present incumbent;
as the
the position
$4,800; assistant clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; three assistant
assistant clerks at $3,000 each;
each;
two
$1,800. To Audit and
messenger, $1,800.
two assistant
assistant clerks at $2,220 each; messenger,
Control the Contingent Expenses of the Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant
$2,400; assistant clerk, $2,220; addiclerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant clerk, $2,400;
ant clerk,
assistant
tional clerk, $1,800. Banking
Banking and Currency-clerk,
Currency-clerk, $3,900; assistant
clerk,
$2,220. Civil
clerk, $2,220.
$2,880- assistant
assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
Service--clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220;
assistant clerk,
$2,400; assistant
Service--clerk, $3,900;
additional
Claims-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
$1,800. Claims-clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
additional clerk,
$2,880; assistant
$2,580; two
two assistant
at $2,220
each.
$2,220 each.
clerks, at
assistant clerks,
clerk, $2,580;
$2,880;
assistant clerk,
Commerce-7clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880; assistant
Commerce-clerk, $3,900;
$2,580;
two assistant clerks, at $2,220 each.
clerk, $2,400; two
$2,580; assistant clerk,
Conference
clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
the Senate
Senate-clerk,
of the
Majority of
Conference Majority
$2,880; two
clerk, $2,220.
each; assistant clerk,
at $2,580
$2,580 each;
clerks at
assistant clerks
two assistant
$2,880;
Conference
the Senate-clerk,
Senate-clerk, $3,900; assistant clerk,
of the
Minority of
Conference Minority
$2,880; two assistant clerks at $2,580 each; assistant clerk, $2,220.
$2,880;
District of
of Columbia-clerk,
assistant clerks
$2,880
at $2,880
clerks at
two assistant
$3,900; two
Columbia-clerk, $3,900;
District
each; assistant
clerk, $2,220;
additional clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Education
$2,220; additional
assistant clerk,
each;
and
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,580; assistant
clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580;
and Labor-clerk,
Labor-clerk, $3,900;
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
$1,800. Enrolled
Enrolled Bills-clerk, $3,900; assistclerk, $1,800.
$2,220;
ant
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
$1,800.
clerk, $1,800.
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
assistant clerk,
ant clerk,
Expenditures
Executive Departments-clerk,
assistant
Departments-clerk, $3,900; assistant
in the Executive
Expenditures in
clerk,
$2,220; additional
$1,800.
clerk, $1,800.
additional clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
assistant clerk,
$2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,580;
Finance-clerk,
$4,200; special
$3,600;
committee, $3,600;
to the
the committee,
assistant to
special assistant
Finance--clrk, $4,200;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,700;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400;
$2,700; assistant
$2,880; assistant
assistant
two
assistant
clerks
at
$2,220
each;
two
experts
(one
for
majority
for majority
(one
experts
two
each;
at
$2,220
two assistant clerks
and one
one for
the minority)
at $3,600
$3,600 each;
Foreign
$1,800. Foreign
messenger, $1,800.
each; messenger,
minority) at
for the
and
Relations-clerk,
clerk, $2,880
$500 additional
additional
and $500
$2,880 and
assistant clerk,
$3,900; assistant
Relations-clerk, $3,900;
so
long as
is held
by the
the present
incumbent; assistant
assistant
present incumbent;
held by
the position
position is
as the
so long
clerk,
assistant clerk,
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,800;
mes$1,800; mes$2,220; additional
clerk, $2,220;
$2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,580;
senger,
$1,800. Immigration-clerk,
Immigration-clerk, $3,900;
$2,580;
$3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580;
senger, $1.800.
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Indian
AffairsIndian Affairsadditional clerk,
assistant
clerk,
assistant clerk,
$1,400 additional
so long
long
additional so
and $1,400
$3,600, and
clerk, $3,600,
$3,900; assistant
clerk, $3,900;
as the
the position
position is
is held
the present
present incumbent;
incumbent; assistant
clerk,
assistant clerk,
held by
by the
as
$2,880;
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,220;
additional clerk,
clerk,
$2,220; additional
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant
$1,800.
Canals-clerk, $3,900;
$2,580;
clerk, $2,580;
assistant clerk,
$3,900; assistant
Iilteroceanic Canals-clerk,
$1,800. Iiitcroceanic
assistant clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
Interstate ComCom$1,800. Interstate
additional clerk,
$2,220; additional
clerk, $2,220;
assistant
merce-clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $3,600;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,880;
$3,600; assistant
merce-clerk, $3,900;
two
at $2,580
$2,580 each;
each; assistant
$2,220. Irrigaassistant clerk, $2,220.
clerks at
assistant clerks
two assistant
tion
and Reclamation-clerk,
$3,900; assistant clerk, $2,580; assistant
assistant
Reelamation-clerk, $3,900;
tion and
clerk,
$2,2'20; two
additional clerks
at $1,800
each. Judiciary-clerk,
Judiciary-clerk,
$1,800 each.
clerks at
two additional
clerk, $2,20-;
$3,900;
assistant clerk,
clerks at
$2,580 each;
each;
at $2,580
assistant clerks
two assistant
$2,880; two
clerk, $2,880;
$3,900; assistant

Clerks
Clerks
sengers.
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assistant
clerk, $2,220.
Library-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerks
assistant clerk,
$2,220. Library-clerk,
$3,900; two
two assistant
clerks
at $2,400
each; assistant
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800.
at
$2,400 each;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
Manufactures-clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk,
Manufactures-clerk, $3,900;
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
$2,220;
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
clerk, $3,900;
$3,900;
$2,220; additional
$1,800. Military
Military Afrairc
Affairs-clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,580; assistant
$2,400;
assistant
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
two
clerks at
$2,220 each.
Mines and
Mining-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900;
two assistant
assistant clerks
at $2,220
each. Mines
and Mining-clerk,
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; two
clerks
assistant
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
two additional
additional clerks
at
Naval Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,880;
at $1,800
$1,800 each.
each. Naval
clerk, $2,880;
assistant
clerk, $2,400;
assistant clerks
$2,220 each.
assistant clerk,
$2,400; two
two assistant
clerks at
at $2,220
each. PatentsPatentsclerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk,
clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,400;
$2,400; assistant
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
additional
clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580;
four
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Pensions-clerk,
$2,580; four
assistant clerks
clerks at
$2,220 each.
Offices and
and Post
Roads clerk,
assistant
at $2,220
each. Post
Post Offices
Post Roads-clerk,
$3,900;
clerk, $2,880;
$2,520; three
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,520;
three assistant
assistant
clerks at
$2,220 each;
additional clerk,
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Printing-clerk,
at $2,220
each; additional
Printing-clerk,
$3,900; assistant clerk,
$3,900,•
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
additional
clerk, $2,580;
$2,580; assistant
clerk, $1,800. Privileges
Privileges and
and Elections-clerk,
Elections-clerk, $3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
assistant clerk,
$2,400; assistant
$2,220; additional
additional clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Public
Public
Grounds-clerk, $3,900; assistant
Buildings and Grounds-clerk,
assistant clerk,
$2,400; assistassistclerk, $2,400;
ant clerk,
$1,800. Public Lands
clerk, $2,220; additional clerk, $1,800.
Lands and
and SurSurveys-clerk,
$3,900; assistant
veys-clerk, $3,900;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,880;
$2,580;
$2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580;
two assistant clerks at $2,220
$2,220 each. Revision
the Laws-clerk,
Laws-clerk,
Revision of
of the
$3,900;
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk, $2,400; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,220;
$2,220; additional
clerk,
additional clerk,
$1,800.
$1,800. Rules-clerk,
Rules-clerk, $3,900
$3,900 and
toward the
and $200
$200 toward
the preparation
preparation bienbiennially of the Senate Manual
under the
direction of
the Committee
Manual under
the direction
of the
Committee
on Rules; assistant clerk, $2,880; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant
clerk, $2,580;
$2,580; assistant
clerk, $2,220; additional clerk,
Territories and
and Insular
Insular
clerk, $1,800.
$1,800. Territories
Affairs-clerk, $3,900; assistant
Affairs-clerk,
assistant clerks
clerks at
at
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,580;
$2,580; two
two assistant
$2,220 each; assistant clerk, $2,000; additional
clerk, $1,800;
$1,800; in
in all,
all,
additional clerk,
$506,260.
$506,260.
CLERICAL ASSISTANCE TO SENATORS
SENATORS

Clerical assistance
assistance
to Senators
Senators not chairchairmen of
of specified
specified comcommittees.
Post,
1030.
Post, p. 1030.

Additional clerical
assistance.
assistance.

Clerical assistance
assistance to Senators who are
chairmen of
of the
the comare not
not chairmen
committees specially
specially provided for herein, as follows: Seventy
at
Seventy clerks at
$3,900 each; seventy
seventy assistant clerks at $2,400 each; and
and seventy
seventy
assistant clerks at $2,220 each; such clerks and assistant clerks
shall
clerks shall
be ex officio clerks and assistant clerks of any committee of
of which
which
their Senator is chairman;
chairman; seventy additional clerks at
at $1,800 each,
each,
one for each Senator having
having no more than one clerk and two assistant
assistant
clerks for himself or for the committee
committee of which he is chairman;
chairman;
messenger, $1,800; in all, $724,200.
messenger,
$724,200.
Ninety-six
additional clerks at $1,800 per annum each, one for
Ninety-six additional
for each
each
Senator, $172,800.
Ninety-six
additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one
Ninety-six additional
for each
each
one for
Senator, $144,000.
Twenty-six
Twenty-six additional clerks at $1,500 per annum each, one for each
each
Senator from each State which has aa population of three million
or more inhabitants,
inhabitants, $39,000.
In all, clerical assistance to Senators, $1,080,000.
$1,080,000.
OFFICE OF SERGEANT
SERGEANT AT ARMS
ARMS AND DOORKEEPER
DOORKEEPER

Salaries.
Salaries.

Salaries:
Salaries: Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms and Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $8,000; two secretaries (one for
for the
the majority
minority), at $5,400 each
taries
majority and one for the minority),
and $1,500
$1,500 additional
additional each so long as the respective
held
and
respective positions are held
by the present respective incumbents; two assistant secretaries
secretaries (one
for the majority and one for the minority),
minority), at $4,320 each; Deputy
storekeeper, $4,00;
clerks-one $3,000, one
Sergeant att Arms and storekeeper,
$4,800; clerks--one
$2,1002
$2,100, two at $2,000 each, one $1,800,
$1,800, one to the secretary
secretary for the
majority,
$2,280, one
one to the secretary of the minority, $2,280, one
majority, $2,280,
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$1,500; assistant doorkeeper, $2,880; messengers-three
$1,500;
messengers-three (acting as
assistant doorkeepers)
doorkeepers) at $2,400 each; thirty (including
(including four
four for
for
minority)
minority) at $1,740 each; four at $1,620 each; one at card door,
$2,640,
$2,640, and $240 additional
additional so long as the position is held by
by the
present incumbent;
incumbent; clerk on Journal work for Congressional
Congressional Record
Record
to be selected by the Official
Official Reporters,
Reporters, $3,360; upholsterer
upholsterer and lockcabinetmaker, $2,040; three carpenters
smith, $2,600; cabinetmaker,
carpenters at $2,040 each;
each;
janitor, $2,400; five skilled laborers, $1,680
laborer in
in charge
of
$1,680 each; laborer
charge of
private passage, $1,740; four female
female attendants
attendants in
in charge
charge of
of ladies'
ladies'
retiring rooms, at $1,500
$1,500 each; three female attendants
attendants in charge
charge of
ladies'
rooms Senate Office
ladies' retiring rooms,
Office Building, at $1,500 each;
each; attendattendant authorized
les. 252
authorized by S. Res.
252, adopted
adopted May 13, 1938,
1938, $1,500; telephone
telephone
operators-chief
operators-chief $2,460 and $280 additional so long as the position is
is
held by the present incumbent;
incumbent; fourteen at $1,620 each; laborer in
charge of Senate toilet rooms in old library space, $1,200;
Post, p.
p. 1030.
1030.
$1,200; press
press galgal- Post,
lery-superintendent, $3,660; assistant superintendent,
superintendent, $2,520; assistlery-superintendent,
assistant superintendent, $2,400; messengers for service to press
press correcorrespondents-four
spondents-four at $1,440 each; laborers-three
laborers-three at $1,380 each, thirty
at $1,260
employees-seven at $1,000
$1,260 each, three at $480 eacheach ;special employees-seven
each; twenty-one pages for th
the rate
rate of
of $4
$4
thee Senate Chamber,
Chamber, at the
per day each, during the session, $15,204;
$269,044.
$15,204; in
in all,
all, $269,044.
Police force for Senate Office Building under the
Police
force
for
Sergeant at
at Arms:
Arms:
for
the Sergeant
Senate Office
Office BuildBuild.
Lieutenant, $1,740;
$1,740; special officer, $1,740;
$1,740; thirty-one
thirty-one privates
privates at
at $1,620
$1,620 ing.
each;
each; in all, $53,700.
POST OFFICE

Salaries: Postmaster,
Postmaster, $3,600; assistant postmaster,
postmaster, $2,880; Chief
Chief
Clerk, $2,460; wagon master, $2,280; twenty-six mail
carriers, at
mail carriers,
at
$1,620 each; in all, $53,340.
$1,620

Salaries.

FOLDING ROOM
ROOM

Salaries: Foreman,
Foreman, $2,460;
$2,160; clerk,
$1,740; foldersfolders$2,460; assistant,
assistant, $2,160;
clerk, $1,740;
chief, $2,040, fourteen at $1,440 each;
each; in
in all,
all, $28,560.
$28,560.

Salaries.

CONTINGENT EXPENSES OF THE SENATE
SENATE

Vice President's
President's automobile:
automobile: For purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange, driving,
driving,
maintenance,
maintenance, and operation
for the
Vi cePresident,
operation of an automobile
automobile for
the Vice
President,
$4,000.
Reporting
Reporting Senate proceedings:
proceedings: For
the debates
and proFor reporting
reporting the
debates and
proceedings of the Senate, payable in equal monthly
$60,340.
monthly installments,
installments, $60,340.
Furniture:
Furniture: For services in cleaning,
cleaning, repairing,
varnishing
repairing, and varnishing
furniture, $2,000.
For materials for furniture
furniture and repairs of same, exclusive of labor,
and for the purchase of furniture, $8,000.
Inquiries and investigations:
investigations: For expenses
expenses of inquiries
inquiries and investigations ordered by the Senate, including compensation
compensation to
to stenograstenogracommittees, at such rate as may be fixed by the Committee
phers of committees,
to Audit and Control the Contingent Expenses
Expenses of the
Senate, but
the Senate,
but
not exceeding
exceeding 25 cents per hundred words, $150,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
and
expended for
for per
per diem
diem and
subsistence expenses except in accordance
provisions of
accordance with the provisions
of the
the
Subsistence Expense Act of 1926, approved
Subsistence
approved June 3, 1926,
1926, as
as amended.
amended.
For expenses of compiling Senate contested election cases as
as authorized by Senate Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 229, agreed to February
February 7, 1940,
1940,
$2,000 to be immediately
immediately available.
Joint Committee
Committee on Internal Revenue
Revenue Taxation:
payment of
Taxation: For payment
of
one-half of the salaries and other expenses
expenses of the
the Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
Internal Revenue Taxation as authorized
$28,250.
authorized by law, $28,250.
193470°-41---PT.
193470°-41-PT. 1-30
I--30

Automobile for Vice
Vice
Automobile
President.
President.

Reporting
Iltlorting
proceedings.
proxcedings.

Senate
Senate

Furniture.
Furniture.

Inquiries and inves
inves.
Inquiries
tigations.
tigations.
Post, p. 628.
628.
Poet,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Per diem. etc.
44 Stat. 688.
C. u821-833.
55Er.
U. S. C.
§ 821-833.

Senate
contested
election cases.
election

on
Joint Committee on

Internal
Internal

Revenue
Revenue

Taxation.
Taxation.
Post, p. 470.
Post,

466
466
Folding documents.
Folding
documents.

Fuel, etc.
etc.
Fuel,
Senate
Senate restaurants.
Past, p. 1031.

Post, p. 10.
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a rate
Folding documents: For folding
folding speeches
speeches and pamphlets at a
not exceeding
exceeding $1
$1 per
per thousand,
$18,000.
not
thousand, $18,000.
For
materials for
for folding,
For materials
folding, $1,500.
$1,500.
Fuel, and so forth: For fuel, oil, cotton
cotton waste,
waste, and
advertising,
and advertising,
exclusive
exclusive of labor, $2,000.
improvements, equipment, and
and
Senate restaurants: For repairs, improvements,

supplies
restaurants, Capitol Building, and
supplies for Senate kitchens and restaurants,
Senate
Office Building,
Building, including
and other
other services,
Senate Office
including personal
personal and
services, to
to be
be
expended
fund of
the superexpended from
from the
the contingent
contingent fund
of the
the Senate,
Senate, under
under the
superCommittee on
vision of
of the Committee
on Rules,
Rules, United
United States Senate,
Senate, $35,000.

exchanging, and
and equipping
Motor vehicles: For maintaining,
maintaining, exchanging,
motor
equipping motor
vehicles for carrying the mails and
and for official
official use of the offices
offices of
of the
Secretary and
and Sergeant
at Arms,
Arms, $8,760.
Secretary
Sergeant at
$8,760.
Miscellaneous items.
Miscellaneous
tem.
Miscellaneous items:
Miscellaneous
items: For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items,
items, exclusive
of labor,
exclusive of
labor,
$350,000.
$350,000.
Packing boxes.
Packing
boxes.
Packing boxes: For packing
packing boxes, $970.
Postage stamps.
Postagestamps.
Postage stamps: For office of Secretary, $350; office of Sergeant
Sergeant
at
Arms, $150;
$150; in
$500.
at Arms,
in all,
all, $500.
Stationery.
Stationery.
Stationery: For stationery
stationery for Senators and for the President of
of
the
Senate, including
stationery for
for committees
officers
the Senate,
including $7,500
$7,500 for
for stationery
committees and
and officers
of the
Senate, $19,500.
of
the Senate,
$19,500.
Rent of warehouse.
Rent: For rent of warehouse
warehouse for storage of public documents, $2,000.
Bent of warehouse.

Motor
vehicles.
Motor vehicles.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIV ES
HOUSE
SALARIES AND
MEMBERS
AND MILEAGE
M-IEAGE OF
OF MEMBERS
SALABRES
Compensation.
Compensation.

Mileage.

Officers, clerks,
Officers,
clerks, etc.
etc.

For compensation of Members of the House of
Representatives,
of Representatives,
Delegates from Territories, and
Resident Commissioner
and the
the Resident
Commissioner from
from
Puerto Rico, $4,385,000.
For mileage of Representatives, the Delegate from Hawaii, and
the Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from Puerto Rico,
Rico, and for expenses
expenses
of the
the Delegate
Delegate from
from Alaska, $171,000.
$171,000.
messengers, and
and others:
For compensation
compensation of officers,
officers, clerks,
clerks, messengers,
others:
OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER
SPEAKER

Salaries.

Salaries: Secretary to the Speaker,
Salaries:
Speaker, $4,620; three clerks to the
Speaker, at
$2,400 each;
Speaker $1,680;
$1,680; in
$13,500.
Speaker,
at $2,400
each; messenger
messenger to
to Speaker
in all,
all, $13,500.
THE SPEAKER'S TABLE

Salaries.
Salaries.
Digest
of the Rules.
Digest of

Salaries: Parliamentarian
$5,000, and $2,500 additional
additional so long
Salaries:
Parliamentarian $5,000,
as the position
present incumbent, and for preparing
position is
is held by the
the present
preparing
Digest of the Rules, $1,000
$1,000 per
per annum; Assistant Parliamentarian,
Parliamentarian,
$2,760 and $750 additional so long as the position is held by the
the
present incumbent;
incumbent; messenger
Speaker's Table,
$1,740; in
in all,
all,
messenger to Speaker's
Table, $1,740;
$13,750.
S13,750.
CHAPLAIN
CHAPLAIN

Chaplain.
Chaplain

Chaplain of the House of Representatives,
Chaplain
Representatives, $1,680.
or THE
THE CLERK
OFFICE OF
CLERK

Salaries.

Salaries: Clerk of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, including
including comcompensation
contingent fund, $8,000; Jourpensation as disbursing officer
officer of the contingent
nal clerk, two reading
reading clerks, and tally clerk, at $5,000 each; enrolling
enrolling
disbursing clerk,
$3,960 and
and $1,040
so long
clerk, $4,000;
$4,000; disbursing
clerk, $3,960
$1,040 additional
additional so
long
as
the position
position is
the present
file clerk,
$3,780;
as the
is held
held by
by the
present incumbent;
incumbent; file
clerk, $3,780;
chief
$3,540; assistant enrolling
$3,900; assistant
to
chief bill clerk, $3,540;
enrolling clerk, $3,900;
assistant to
disbursing clerk, $3,120; stationery
stationery clerk, $2,880; librarian,
librarian, $2,760;
$2,760;
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assistant
assistant librarian, and assistant file clerk at $2,520 each; assistant
assistant
Journal clerk, and assistant librarian, at $2,460 each; clerks-one
at $2,460, four at $2,340 each;
each; bookkeeper,
bookkeeper, and assistant in disbursing office, at $2,160 each; three assistants to chief bill clerk
at $2,100 each; stenographer
stenographer to the Clerk, $2,500; assistant in stationstenographer to
to
$1,680 each; stenographer
messengers at $1,680
ery room, $1,740; three messengers
Journal clerk, $1,560; laborers-three
$1,440 each, ten at $1,260
laborers-three at $1,440
$1,260
$1,800; twenty-three at
operators-assistant chief, $1,800;
each; telephone operators-assistant
telephone operator, when required, at $4
$1,620 each; substitute telephone
$1,620
$1,460; property custodian
superintendent of furniture
per day, $1,460;
custodian and superintendent
and repair shop, who shall be a
a skilled cabinetmaker
cabinetmaker or upholsterer
upholsterer
and experienced
construction and purchase of furniture
furniture,
experienced in the construction
$3,960;
and
$3,960; two assistant
assistant custodians
custodians at $3,360
$3,360 each;
each; locksmith and
typewriter repairer, $1,860;
$1,860; messenger and clock repairer, $1,740;
$1,740;
$1200; in
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of motor vehicles, $1,200;
all, $173,140.
$173,140.
COMMITTEE EMPLOYEES

committees:
Clerks messengers,
messengers, and janitors to the following
following committees:
Clerks,
AccountsLclerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560.
Accounts-clerk,
Agriculture-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,460; janitor, $1,560.
Agriculture-clerk,
Appropriations-clerk,
$1,000 additional so long as the
$7,000 and $1,000
Appropriations-clerk, $7,000
$5,000 and
incumbent; assistant clerk, $5,000
position is held by the present incumbent;
2,500 additional so long as the position is held by the present
present incum$2,500
bent;
additional so long as the
$1,100 additional
bent; assistant clerk, $3,900, and $1,100
position
two assistant
assistant clerks at
the present
present incumbent;
incumbent; two
position is
is held
held by the
$3,900 each and $600 each additional
additional so long as the respective
respective posi$3,900
tions are
are held
held by
the present
present respective incumbents;
incumbents; assistant clerk,
by the
tions
$3,900; assistant
$3,600 and
additional so
so long as the
and $900
$900 additional
assistant clerk,
clerk, $3,600
$3,900;
position
is held
the present
present incumbent;
$3,300
clerk, $3,300
incumbent; assistant
assistant clerk,
held by
by the
position is
present
and $600 additional so long as the position is held by the present
incumbent; assistant
$3,300; messenger,
messenger, $1,680;
$1,260;
$1,680; page, $1,260;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $3,300;
incumbent;
for
four clerk-stenographers,
$1,800 each, one for
clerk-stenographers, at the annual rate of $1,800
Appropriations having jurisjuristhe Committee on Appropriations
each subcommittee
subcommittee of the
appropriation bill as shall be designated
designated
a regular annual appropriation
diction over a
by
Appropriations and to be
of the
the Committee
Committee on Appropriations
the chairman
chairman of
by the
appointed by
subcommittees so designated, subthe subcommittees
by the
the chairmen
chairmen of the
appointed
ject to the approval of the chairman, $7,200. Banking and Currency-clerk,
$1,740; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. CensusCensusclerk, $1,740;
$2,760; assistant
assistant clerk,
rency-clerk, $2,760;
clerk,
$1,260. Civil Service-clerk,
Service-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor,
$2,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
clerk, $2,760;
$1,260.
Claims-clerk, $3,300;
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; janitor, $1,260.
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
$1,260. Claims-clerk,
Coinage Weights,
Weights, and
and Measures-clerk,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260.
$2,760; janitor,
Measures-clerk, $2,760;
Coinage,
Disposition of
of Executive
Executive Papers-clerk,
Papers-clerk, $2,760.
$2,760. District
District of
of ColumColumDisposition
bia-clerk,
assistant clerk,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. EducaEduca$2,460; janitor,
clerk, $2,460;
$3,300; assistant
bia-clerk, $3,300;
tion-clerk,
$2,760; janitor, $1,260. Election of the President, Vice
tion-clerk, $2,760;
President, and
Elections
$2,760. Elections
in Congress-clerk
Congress-clerk,?$2,760.
Representatives in
and Representatives
President,
Numbered 1-clerk,
1-clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Elections
Numbered 22Elections Numbered
$2,760; janitor,
Numbered
clerk,
$2,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Elections
3-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760;
Numbered 3-clerk,
Elections Numbered
clerk, $2,760;
janitor,
$1,260. Enrolled
Enrolled Bills-clerk,
$1,260.
$2,760; janitor, $1260.
Bills-clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
Expenditures
in Executive
janitor,
$3,300; janitor,
Departments-clerk, $3,300;
Executive Departments-clerk,
Expenditures in
$1,260. Flood
Control-clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Foreign
Foreign
$2,760; janitor,
Flood Control-clerk,
$1,260.
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk,
clerk, $2,460;
$2,460; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
Immi$1,260. Immi$3,300; assistant
Affairs-clerk,
gration and
Naturalization-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; janitor,
$1,260. Indian
Indian
janitor, $1,260.
and Naturalization-clerk,
gration
Affairs-clerk, $3,300;
$2,460; janitor,
Insular
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Insular
clerk, $2,460;
$3,300; assistant clerk,
Affairs-clerk,
Affairs-clerk, $2,760;
$1,260. Interstate
Interstate and
Comand Foreign
Foreign Com$2,760; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
Affairs-clerk,
merce-clerk, $3,900;
$2,640; assistant
clerk, .$2,100;
$2,100;
assistant clerk,
additional clerk,
clerk, $2,640;
$3,900; additional
merce-clerk,
janitor,
Irrigation and
and Reclamation-clerk,
janitor,
$2,760; janitor,
Reclamation-clerk, $2,760;
janitor, $1,560.
$1,560. Irrigation
$1,260.
Invalid Pensions-clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300;
$2,880;
clerk, $2,880;
assistant clerk,
$3,300; assistant
$1,260. Invalid
expert
examiner, $2,700;
$1,500. JudiciJudicijanitor, $1,500.
$2,640; janitor,
stenographer, $2,640;
$2,700; stenographer,
expert examiner,

Clerks, messengers,
Clerks,
and janitors.
and
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ary-clerk,
$3,900; assistant
assistant clerk,
assistant clerk,
$1,980;
clerk, $1,980;
$2,460; assistant
clerk, $2,460;
ary-clerk, $3,900;
janitor,
$1,560.
Labor-clerk,
$2,760;
assistant
$1,740;
janitor,
$1,740;
clerk,
assistant
$2,760;
Labor-clerk,
janitor, $1,560.
$1,260.
Library-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor
janitor, $1,260.
Marine
Merchant Marine
$1,260. Merchant
$1,260. Library-clerk,
and Fisheries-clerk,
$2,760; assistant
$1,260.
$1,740; janitor, $1,260.
clerk, $1,740;
assistant clerk,
Fisheries-clerk, $2,760;
and
Military Affairs-clerk,
clerk, $2,100;
janitor, $1,560.
$1,560.
$2,100; janitor,
assistant clerk,
$3,300-,• assistant
Affairs-clerk, $3,300
Military
Mines and
Mining-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janitor,
$1,260. Naval
Naval AffairsAffairsjanitor, $1,260.
and Mining-clerk,
Mines
clerk,
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
$2,100; janitor,
$1,560. Patents-clerk,
janitor, $1,560.
clerk, $2,100;
clerk, $3,300;
$2,760;
janitor, $1,260.
$1,260. Pensions-clerk,
$3,300; assistant
clerk,
assistant clerk,
Pensions-clerk, $3,300;
$2,760; janitor,
$2,160;
janitor,
$1,260.
Post
Office
Roads-clerk,
$3,300;
$3,300;
Roads-clerk,
Post
and
Office
Post
$2,160; janitor, $1,260.
assistant
$2,100; janitor, $1,560. Printing-clerk,
Printing-clerk, $2,760;
$2,760; janiclerk, $2,100;
assistant clerk,
tor, $1,560.
$1,560. Public
and Grounds-clerk,
assistant
Grounds-clerk, $3,300; assistant
Buildings and
Public Buildings
tor,
clerk,
$1,740; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
assistant
$3,300; assistant
Public Lands-clerk, $3,300;
$1,260. Public
clerk, $1,740;
clerk,
$1,740; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
of the Laws
clerk, $3,300;
$3,300;
Laws-clerk,
Revision of
$1,260. Revision
clerk, $1,740;
janitor,
$1,260. Rivers and
Harbors-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant
assistant clerk,
clerk,
and Harbors-clerk,
janitor, $1,260.
$2,460;
$1,560. Roads-clerk, $2,760; assistant clerk, $1,740;
$1,740;
janitor, $1,560.
$2,460; janitor,
janitor,
$1,260. Rules-clerk,
Rules-clerk, $3,300;
$3,300; assistant clerk, $2,100;
$2,100; janitor,
janitor, $1,260.
Claims-$1,260. Territories-clerk,
janitor, $1,260. War ClaimsTerritories-clerk, $2,760; janitor,
$1,260.
clerk,
$3,300; assistant
clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; janitor,
janitor, $1,260. Ways and
assistant clerk,
clerk, $3,300;
Means-clerk, $4,620;
$4,620; assistant clerk and stenographer, $2,640; assistMeans-clerk,
ant
clerk for minority,
$3,180 and $420 additional
additional so
minority, $3,180
$2,580 clerk
clerk, $2,5805
ant clerk,
long
the position is held
one,
ianitors-one,
held by the present incumbent; j_anitors
as the
long as
$1,560;
at $1,260
LegislationVeterans' Legislationeach. World War Veterans'
$1,260 each.
two at
$1,560; two
clerk, $3,300;
assistant clerk, $2,460; in all, $320,980.
$3,300; assistant
clerk,
SERGEANT AT AdMS
OFFICE OF SERGEANT
ARMS
Salaries.
Salaries.

Police
force. House
House
Police force.
Office
Building.
Office Building.

Sergeant at Arms in
Salaries: Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms, $8,000; Deputy Sergeant
Salaries:
charge of Mace,
Mace, $3,180;
cashier, $4,000;
$4,000; two
$3,180; cashier, $6,000; assistant cashier,
charge
charge of
bookkeepers, at $3,360
$3,360 each
each;i Deputy Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms in charge
of
bookkeepers,
$3,600, and $300 additional
additional while the position is held by the
pairs, $3,600,
incumbent; pair clerk and messenger, $2,820;
$2,820; stenographer
stenographer
present incumbent;
and typewriter,
$1,380; hire of automobile,
typewriter, $1,800; skilled laborer, $1,380;
$600; in all, $38,400.
Police force, House Office Building, under the Sergeant at Arms:
Arms:
Lieutenant $1,740;
$1,740; sergeant,
sergeant, $1,680;
thirty-seven privates
privates at
Lieutenant,
$1,680; thirty-seven
at $1,620
$1,620
each; in all, $63,360:
$63,3601
OFFICE OF DOORKEEPER
DOORRP:PPER

Salaries.
Salaries.

Folding room.
room.
Folding

Document
Document room.
room

Salaries: Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $6,000; special employee, $3,000; superin$3,660; assistants to the superintendent of House Press Gallery, $3,660;
$2,400;
tendent of the House Press Gallery-one
$2,520 and one at $2,400;
Gallery-one at $2,520
tendent
Gallery-superintendent of radio room at $2,700;
$2,700;
House Radio Press Gallery-superintendent
messengers-one chief mesmessenger at $1,560; chief janitor, $2,700; messengers-one
messenger
senger, $2,240,
$2,240, sixteen
messengers at
fourteen on soldiers'
at $1,740
$1,740 each, fourteen
sixteen messengers
senger,
$1,260 each, two (cloakroll at $1,740 eacheach; laborers-seventeen
laborers seventeen at $1,260
room) at $1,380 each,
each, one (cloakroom),
$12260, and seven (cloakroom)
(cloakroom)
(cloakroom), $1:260,
attendants m ladies' retiring
at $1,140 each; three female attendants
retiring rooms at

superinreception room, $1,440; superin$1,680
each, attendant
ladies' reception
attendant for the ladies'
$1,680 each,
tendent of folding room, $3,180; foreman of folding room, $2,640;
$2,640;
three clerks at
at
superintendent of folding room, $2,460; three
chief clerk to superintendent
$2,160 each; janitor, $1,260;
$1,260; laborer, $1,260;
$1,260; thirty-one folders at
$1,440 each; shipping clerk, $1,740;
$1,740; two drivers at $1,380 each; two
telephone pages at $1,680 each; two
chief pages at $1,980 each; two telephone
floor managers
managers of telephones (one for the minority)
minority) at $3,180
$3,180 each;
each;
two assistant floor
floor managers
managers in charge of telephones (one for the
minority) at $2,100
$2,100 each; forty-seven
forty-seven pages during the session,
including ten pages for duty at the entrances to the Hall of the
House, at $4 per day each, $34,028; superintendent
superintendent of document room
additional so long as the posiand
$1,040
$3,960
A.
Lewis),
(Elmer
(Elmer
Lewis),
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tion is held by the present incumbent;
incumbent; assistant superintendent
superintendent of
document
document room, $2,760 and $420 additional
additional so long as the position is
held by the present incumbent; clerk, $2,320; assistant clerk, $2,160;
$2,160;
eight assistants at $1,860 each; janitor, $1,440;
$1,440; messengers
messengers to press
room (House
Gallery)-one at $1,560, one at $1,440;
(House Press Gallery)-one
$1,440; maintenance and repair
repair of folding room motortruck,
motortruck, $500;
$500; in all, $269,688.
$269,688.
SPECIAL AND MINORITY
EMPLOYEES
MINORITY EMPLOYEES

For the minority employees authorized
authorized and named in the House
Numbered 51 and
1931, and
NumResolutions Numbered
and 53
53 of
of December
December 11,
11, 1931,
and Numbered 281 of July 21, 1937: Two at $5,000
$5,000 each, one at $3,000, two
$2,820 each; one at $3,600,
$300 additional
additional while the position
at $2,820
$3,600, and $300
incumbent (minority pair clerk, House
is held by the present incumbent
House Resolution Numbered
Numbered 313 of August 7, 1935)
1935);;in all, $22,540.
Special employees:
employees: Assistant foreman of the folding room, authorized in the resolution of September 30, 1913, $1,980; laborer, authorized and named in the resolution of April 28, 1914, $1,380; laborer,
$1,380; in all, $4,740.
$1,380;
Successors to any of the employees
employees provided for in the two preceding paragraphs
paragraphs may be named by the House of Representatives
Representatives
at any time.
Office of majority floor leader: Legislative clerk, $3,110; clerk,
official expenses
expenses of
$2,530; two asisstant clerks, at $1,800 each; for official
of
authorized by House
House Resolution Numbered
the majority leader, as authorized
101, Seventy-first
adopted December
December 18, 1929, $2,000; in
Seventy-first Congress, adopted
all, $11,240.
$11,240.
Conference
minority: Clerk, $3,180; legislative clerk, $3,060;
$3,060;
Conference minority:
foregoing
assistant clerk, $2,100; janitor, $1,560; in all, $9,900. The foregoing
employees to be appointed
appointed by the minority leader.
employees
Two messengers, one in the majority caucus room and one in the
appointed by the majority
majority and minority
minority
minority caucus room, to be appointed
whips, respectively,
respectively, at $1,740 each; in all, $3,480.
whips,

Minority
Minority employees.
ees.

employees.
Special employees.

Naming
Naming of
of successuccessors.

sors.

Office of majority
majority
floor leader.

Conference minority.

Caucus room messengers.
sengers.

POST OFFICE

Salaries: Postmaster, $5,000;
$5,000; assistant postmaster, $2,880; two regmoney-order clerks, at $2,100 each; forty messengers
messengers
istry and money-order
(including
one to
to superintend
superintend transportation
$1,740
mails), at $1,740
transportation of mails),
(including one
services of regular employees,
employees,
extra services
messengers and extra
each; substitute messengers
when required,
of not
exceed $145 per month
month each,
not to
to exceed
rate of
at the
the rate
when
required, at
$1,740; laborer,
$1,260; in all, $84,680.
laborer $1,260;
$1,740;
Motor
vehicles: For
For the
purchase, exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
and
maintenance, and
the purchase,
Motor vehicles:
repair
motor vehicles
vehicles for
for carrying
the mails,
mails, $2,500.
$2,500.
carrying the
of motor
repair of

Salaries.
Salaries.

Motor vehicles.
vehicles.
Motor

OFFICIAL REPORTERS
OF DEBATES
DEBATES
OFFICIAL
REPORTERS OF

Salaries:
official reporters
the proceedings
proceedings and
debates of
of
and debates
of the
Six official
reporters of
Salaries: Six
the
House at
$4,000; assistant
clerk, $2,000; six
assistant clerk,
each; clerk,
clerk, $4,000;
at $7,500
$7,500 each;
the House
expert
$2,000 each;
each; in
in all,
$63,000.
all, $63,000.
at $2,000
transcribers at
expert transcribers

Salaries.
Salaries.

COMMITTEE STENOGRAPHERS
COMMITTEE
STENOGRAPHERS

Salaries:
Four stenographers
to committees,
committees, at
each and
and
at $7,000
$7,000 each
stenographers to
Salaries: Four
two stenographers
stenographers to
to committees,
committees, at $6,000
$6,000 each;
in all,
all,
$3,360; in
each; clerk, $3,360;
two
$43,360.
Whenever the
the foregoing
occur in
in the
foregoing
words "during
"during the
the session"
session" occur
Whenever
the words
paragraphs
they shall
shall be
construed to
the one
one hundred and
to mean
mean the
be construed
paragraphs they
eighty-one
from January
both inclusive.
inclusive.
30, 1941,
1941, both
to June
June 30,
January 11to
days from
eighty-one days

Salaries.

"Duringthe
session"
"Duringthesession"
construed.
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CLERK HIRE,
DELEGATES
AND DELEGATES
MEMBERS, AND
HIRE, MENTRFRS,
CLERK
Clerk hire.
Clerk

46 stat.
Stat. 38;
38; 53
53 Stat.
46
1080.
2 U. S.
S. C.
C. § 60b;
Supp.
V,
60b.
§ §60b.
Supp. V,

stat.

c

For
clerk hire
Member and Delegate,
Delegate,
each Member
by each
employed by
necessarily employed
hire necessarily
For clerk
and
Puerto Rico,
Rico, in
discharge
the discharge
in the
from Puerto
Commissioner from
Resident Commissioner
the Resident
and the
of
his official
official and
and representative
representative duties,
duties, in
the Act
Act
with the
accordance with
in accordance
of his
entitled
"An Act
Act to
fix the
the compensation
compensation of
of officers
and employees
of
employees of
officers and
to fix
entitled "An
the
branch of
of the
the Government",
approved June 20, 1929,
Government", approved
legislative branch
the legislative
as amended
of July 25, 1939, $2,847,000.
Act of
the Act
amended by the
as
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
uousE
EXPENSES OF THE HOUSE
CONTINGENT

Furniture: For furniture and materials for repairs of the same,
same,
including not
not to
$29,000 for
for
machinery for
and machinery
tools, and
labor, tools,
for labor,
exceed $29,000
to exceed
including
furniture repair shops, $45,000.
$45 2000.
Packing boxes.
boxes.
boxes, $3,000: Provided,
Packing
Packing
Packing boxes: For packing boxes
Provided, That no part
Proviso.
box to
to any
of this
appropriation shall
shall be
used to
to furnish
packing box
a packing
furnish a
be used
this appropriation
of
Restriction.
Restriction.
session
Representative,
Delegate,
or
Commissioner
session
any
for
Commissioner
Resident
or
Delegate,
Representative,
of Congress
unless request therefor has been made not later than
Congress unless
of
thirty days
adjournment of any such session.
sine die adjournment
after the sine
days after
thirty
Miscellaneous
items, exclusive of salaries
items:
miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
For miscellaneous
salaries
t
items.
ems.
unless specifically
specifically ordered by the House
House of Representatives,
Representatives, including
including
reimbursement
committees for the
stenographers to committees
official stenographers
the official
reimbursement to the
amounts
actually paid
out by
by them
them for
transcribing hearings, and
and
for transcribing
paid out
amounts actually
including materials
materials for folding,
folding, $97,500.
$97,500.
including
Reporting
commitstenographic reports of hearReporting
Reporting commitReporting committee
committee hearings:
hearings: For stenographic
tee teechearings.
hearings.
$25,000.
ings
committees, $25,000.
other than special and select committees,
committees other
ings of committees
Furniture, etc.
etc.
Furniture,

Special and select
select
committees.
Post, p. 628.
Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation.
Ante, p. 465.

select
Special
Special and select
select committees:
committees: For expenses of special
special and
and select

Telegraph and
and teleTelegraph
phone service.
phone service.

Telegraph
Telegraph and telephone: For telegraph and telephone service,
service,
exclusive of personal
services, $130,000.
personal services,
Representatives, Delegates,
Stationery: For stationery
stationery for Representatives,
Delegates, and the

specia

Pot, p.62s.
committees
committees authorized by the House, $100,000.
of
Revenue Taxation: For payment of
Joint Committee
Committee on Internal Revenue
1
Joint Committee,,
expenses of the Joint Committee
ation.
one-half of the salaries and other expenses
on Internal Revenue
authorized by law, $28,250.
Revenue Taxation as authorized
Anc, p.w46.
Funeral
expenses.
Funeralexpenses
Funeral
Funeral expenses: No part of the appropriations
appropriations contained herein
herein
for the
the contingent
contingent expenses
expenses of the House
of Representatives
Representatives shall be
House of
for
used
the expenses of any committee consisting of more than
to defray the
used to
six persons
persons (not more than
House and not more than
four from
from the House
than four
six
Senate), nor to defray the expenses of any other person
two from the Senate),
Sergeant at Arms of the House or a
arepresentative
representative of his
except the Sergeant
office,
office, and except the widow or minor children or both of the deceased,
to
person who at the time
the funeral rites and burial of any person
to attend
attend the
or
of
Delegate from aaTerritory, or
Representative, aaDelegate
is aaRepresentative,
of his or her death is
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from Puerto Rico.
aaResident
Stationery.
Stationery.

Attending
physiAttending physician's office.
Poet, p. 629.

Post, p.6.

Postage stamps.
Postage
stamps.
Folding documents.
documents.
Folding

Revision of laws.
Revision olaws.
45 Stat. 1008.

Resident Commissioner
for the
the first
first session of the
Puerto Rico,
Rico, for
from Puerto
Commissioner from
Resident
stationery for the use of the comSeventy-seventh Congress, and for stationery
Seventy-seventh
officers of the House (not to exceed
exceed $5,000),
$5,000), $92,600.
mittees and officers
Attending
Attending physician's
physician's office: For medical
medical supplies, equipment, and
contingent expenses of the emergency
contingent
emergency room and for the attending
attending
exceed
physician
physician and his assistants, including
including an allowance
allowance of not to exceed
$30
$30 per
per month each to three assistants as provided by the House
resolutions adopted July 1,
of
1, 1930, and January 20, 1932, $4,000, of
which
$500 shall
immediately.
sum $500
shall be available immediately.
which sum
Postage stamps: Postmaster, $200; Clerk, $400; Sergeant at Arms,
Postage
$250; Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, $100; in all, $950.
a
Folding
Folding documents:
documents: For folding
folding speeches and pamphlets, at a
$6,000
exceeding $1
$1 per thousand, $30,000,
$30,000, of which sum $6,000
not exceeding
rate not
immediately.
available immediately.
shall be available
laws as
the laws
of the
preparation and
Revision
Revision of laws: For preparation
and editing of
as
C.,
U.
S.
(1
29,
1928
May
authorized, by the Act approved
approved
C., 59),
59),
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$6,500, to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of
Of the Committee
Committee on
Revision of the Laws.
Revision
Clerk's office,
office, special assistance:
assistance: For assistants in compiling
compiling lists
made to Congress
by public
ci
al
s; compiling
com pili ng
of reports to
to be
be made
Congress by
public offi
officials;
copy and revising proofs for the House portion of the Official Register; preparing
preparing and indexing the statistical reports of the Clerk of
the House; compiling the telephone
Members' directories; pretelephone and Members'
paring and indexing the daily calendars
calendars of business; preparing
preparing
the official statement of Members'
Members' voting records; preparing
preparing lists
of congressional nominees and statistical summary
summary of elections; preparing
paring and indexing questions
questions of order printed in the Appendix to
the Journal pursuant to House
House Rule III;
III; for recording and filing
filing
committees and candidates for election to
statements of political committees
House of Representatives
the House
Representatives pursuant to the Federal Corrupt
Corrupt
Practices Act, 1925 (2 U. S. C. 241-256)
241-256);;and for such other assistance as the Clerk of the House may deem necessary
necessary and proper
proper
in the conduct of the business of his office, $4,500: Provided,
Provided, That
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be used to augment the annual
annual
salary of any employee
employee of the House of Representatives.
Compiling testimony in contested-election
contested-election cases: For services in
compiling, arranging for the printer, reading
reading proof, indexing testimony, stenography
stenography and typewriting, supervision
supervision of the work, and
expenses incurred in the contested-election
Seventy-fifth
contested-election cases of the Seventy-fifth
expenses
and Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congresses, as authorized
authorized by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
Act relating
relating to contested elections",
elections", approved March 2, 1887 (2
U. S. C. 201-226),
201-226), $1,250.
$1,250.
Speaker's automobile: For exchange,
maintenance, repair,
exchange, driving, maintenance,
Speaker's
and operation of an automobile for the Speaker,
Speaker, $4,000.

471
Clerk's office,
Clerk's
office, spespecial assistance.
cial
assistance.

Official
Official Register.

43 Stat.
Stat. 1070.
1070.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction on use of
of
funds.
Contested-election
Contested-election
cases.
cases.

24 Stat.
Stat. 445.
2
C. §223.
2 U.S.
U.S.C.
Automobile
Automobile
Speaker.
Speaker.

for
for

CAPITOL POLICE
Salaries.
Salaries.
Salaries: Captain, $2,700; three lieutenants, at $1,740
$1,740 each; two
special
officers,
each;
sergeants,
$1,680
each;
fiftyat
three
sergeants,
$1,740
officers,
at
special
two
two privates,
privates, at $1,620 each; one-half of said privates to be selected
by
Sergeant
by the
the Sergeant
Sergeant at Arms of the Senate and one-half by the Sergeant
Provisos.
Provisos.
at
$100,680: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of Standards
all, $100,680:
Arms of the
the House; in all,
at Arms
Standards required.
required.
any
appropriation
contained
in
this
Act
shall
be
paid
as
compenany appropriation contained in this Act shall be paid as compensation
officer
30 1935,
1935, as an officer
appointed after June 30,
sation to any person appointed
or
member of
Capitol Police
Police (including
(including those
the Senate
Senate
those for
for the
of the
the Capitol
or member
and House
House Office Buildings) who does not meet the standards to
be
prescribed for
Board:
Police Board:
Capitol Police
by the Capitol
such appointees
appointees by
for such
be prescribed
Details for duty on
Provided
further, That
That the
the Capitol
Police Board
Board is
hereby authorized
authorized Capitol
is hereby
Capitol Police
Providedfurther,
Grounds.
Orounds.
to
detail police
police from
from the
the House
House and Senate Office
Office Buildings for
to detail
police
the Capitol Grounds.
duty on
on the
police duty
General expenses.
expenses.
General
uniforms, purpurand supplying
supplying uniforms,
For purchasing
purchasing and
expenses: For
General expenses:
chase,
exchange,
maintenance,
repair
motor-propelled
pasmotor-propelled
of
and
maintenance,
chase,
senger-carrying vehicles,
$25 per
per
including $25
expenses, including
contingent expenses,
vehicles, contingent
senger-carrying
month for
for extra
by a
of such
force for
for the
the
such force
a member
member of
performed by
extra services
services performed
month
$9,400.
Capitol Police Board, $9,400.
Division
Division of
of disburseOne-half
foregoing amounts
under "Capitol
Police" shall
shall ments.
"Capitol Police"
amounts under
of the
the foregoing
One-half of
be disbursed
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Senate and
by the
the
one-half by
and one-half
the Senate
by the
be
disbursed by
the House.
of the
Clerk of

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING
Salaries: Clerk, $4,000 and
additional so
as the
the position Salaries.
so long as
and $800
$800 additional
Salaries:
is
held
by
the
present
incumbent;
inspector
under
section
20 of
the
of the
is held by the present incumbent; inspector under section 20
28 Stat.
Stat. 603.
603.
28
Act approved
approved January
12, 1895
1895 (44
U. S.
S. C.
C. 49),
49), $2,820;
assistant
$2,820; assistant
(44 U.
January 12,
Act
Congressional
Congressional Diclerk
and
stenographer,
$2,640;
for
expenses
of
compiling,
preparing,
clerk and stenographer, $2,640; for expenses of compiling, preparing, rectory.
and indexing
the Congressional
Congressional Directory,
Directory, $1,600;
$11,860, oneall, $11,860,
$1,600; in all,
and
indexing the
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half to
disbursed by
and the other
other
Senate and
the Senate
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
be disbursed
to be
half
half
by the
the House.
of the
Clerk of
the Clerk
disbursed by
be disbursed
to be
half to
OFFICE
OF LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL
COUNSEL
OFFICE OF
exSalaries and
and exSalaries
penses.
penses.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Salary of Legislative
Legislative
Counsel.
Counsel.

Salaries
and expenses:
For salaries
and expenses
expenses of
of maintenance
maintenance
salaries and
expenses: For
Salaries and
of the
the office
authorized by
law, $77,500,
$77,500,
by law,
as authorized
Counsel, as
of Legislative
Legislative Counsel,
office of
of
of
$37,500 shall
be disbursed
disbursed by
of the Senate
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
shall be
which $37,500
of which
and
$40,000 by
by the
the Clerk
of Representatives:
Provided,
Representatives: Provided,
House of
the House
of the
Clerk of
and $40,000
That
hereafter the
compensation of
of the
the Legislative
Legislative Counsel
of the
the
Counsel of
the compensation
That hereafter
Senate shall
the rate
per annum
annum so
the
long as the
so long
$10,000 per
of $10,000
rate of
at the
be at
shall be
Senate
position is
incumbent.
the present incumbent.
by the
is held
held by
position
STATEMENT OF
APPROPRIATIONS
OF APPROPRIATIONS
STATEMENT

Preparation,
Preparation, 2d and
ad
3d sessions, 76th Congress.

For preparation,
preparation, under
under the
direction of
of the
ApproCommittees on Approthe Committees
the direction
For
priations
Representatives of the stateand House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
of the
priations of
ments
for the
second and
the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress,
of the
sessions of
third sessions
and third
the second
ments for
showing appropriations
indefinite appropriations,
contracts
and contracts
appropriations, and
made, indefinite
appropriations made,
showing
authorized, together
together with
history of
regular
of the regular
chronological history
with aa chronological
authorized,
appropriation
bills, as
as required
required by
law $4,000
be paid to the persons
$4,000 to be
by law
appropriation bills,
designated
by the
chairmen of
work.
committees to do the work
of such committees
the chairmen
designated by

CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
ARCHITECT
THE ARCHMlEOT
Oi' JfICE OF TEE
ARCA:in:BM OF THE
TB CAPTOIL
CAPITOL
OFFICE
Salaries.
Salaries.

Traveling
Traveling expenses,
limitation.

Salaries:
For the Architect
Architect of
of
Architect of
the Capitol,
Capitol, Assistant Architect
of the
Salaries: For
the
Capitol, and
and other
rates of pay provided by
at rates
services at
personal services
other personal
the Capitol,
Architect of the Capitol shall act as Architect
Architect
law; and the Assistant Architect
of the
the Capitol
during the
the absence
absence or disability of that
that official or whenCapitol during
of
ever there
there is
no Architect;
Architect; $59,100.
is no
ever
Appropriations under
under the
the control
control of the Architect of the Capitol
Appropriations
shall be
be available
available for
for expenses
on official
official business not to
of travel
travel on
expenses of
shall
exceed
the aggregate
aggregate under
all funds the sum of
of $1,500.
under all
in the
exceed in
GROUNDS
CAPITOL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
CAPITOL

Capitol Buildings.
Capitol
Post, p. 629.

Capitol
Grounds.
Capitol Grounds.

Post,
p. 1109.
Post p.
f
.S.. C.,
0., Supp.
Supp.
41U.i
V,
§16.
V, 16.v ega
Legislative
Legisutive garage.

Buildings: For necessary
necessary expenditures for the Capitol
Capitol Buildings:
Office
substations of the Senate and House Office
electrical substations
Building and electrical
Architect of the Capitol,
jurisdiction of the Architect
under the jurisdiction
Buildings, under
equipment, supincluding minor improvements,
improvements, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, equipment,
including
material, fuel,
appurtenances; furnishings and
oil, waste,
waste, and appurtenances;
fuel, oil,
plies, material,
office equipment;
special clothing
for workmen;
wearing
waterproof wearing
workmen; waterproof
clothing for
office
equipment; special
repairing works
apparel; personal
personal and other services;
services; cleaning and repairing
of
purchase or
exchange (not
exceed. $1,000),
$1,000), maintenance,
maintenance,
(not to
to exceed
or exchange
of art; purchase
and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying office vehicle; not
and driving
driving of motor-propelled
exceeding $300 for the purchase
exceeding
purchase of technical
technical and necessary reference
directory; $304,041.
$304,041.
books, periodicals, and city directory;
surroundCapitol
improvement of grounds surroundGrounds: For care and improvement
Capitol Grounds:
ing the Capitol, Senate
Senate and House Office Buildings; Capitol power
power
fertilizers;
plant; personal and other services; care of trees; planting; fertilizers;
pavements, walks, and roadways; purchase of waterproof
waterproof
repairs to pavements,
removal
wearing
maintenance of signal lights; and for snow removal
wearing apparel; maintenance
by
compliance
by hire of men and equipment or under contract without compliance
S. C., 16)
with sections 3709 (41 U. S. C., 5) and 3744 (41
(41 U. S.
16) of the
Revised Statutes, $131,991.
Legislative garage: For maintenance,
maintenance, repairs, alterations, personal
personal
Legislative
necessary incidental expenses, $11,880.
and other services, and all necessary
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Subway transportation,
transportation, Capitol and Senate Office Buildings:
Buildings: For
maintenance of the subway
repairs, rebuilding,
rebuilding, and maintenance
subway system connecting
connecting
the Senate Office Building with the Senate wing of the United States
personal and other services,
services, including maintenance
maintenance of
Capitol and for personal
the cars, track, and electrical
electrical equipment
equipment connected
connected therewith,
therewith, $2,000.
Building: For maintenance,
maintenance, miscellaneous
miscellaneous items
items and
Senate Office Building:
equipment, and for
supplies, including furniture, furnishings, and equipment,
labor and material
material incident thereto, and repairs thereof;
thereof; and for
for
personal and other services for the care and operation
operation of the Senate
Senate
Office Building,
Building, under the direction and supervision of the Senate
Committee on Rules, including four female
female attendants
attendants in charge of
Committee
ladies' retiring rooms at $1,500
$1,500 each; in all, $306,745,
$306,745, of which amount
amount
$10,000 shall be available for painting office and comnot exceeding $10,000
corridors, and not exceeding
$5,000 for the purchase
exceeding $5,000
mittee rooms and corridors,
Provided, That structural
structural changes in the Senate
of rugs and carpets: Provided,
Office Building shall only be made with the approval of the Architect
of the Capitol.
balance on June 30, 1940, of
of
unexpended balance
Not to exceed $3,000 of the unexpended
appropriation for the maintenance
maintenance of the Senate Office Building
the appropriation
carried in the Legislative
Legislative Branch Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
carried
continue available
available until June 30, 1941, for rewiring elec1940, shall continue
trical
Senate Office Building.
the Senate
floor ducts in the
trical floor
including equipment,
House Office Buildings: For maintenance,
maintenance, including
waterproof
miscellaneous items, and for all necesapparel, miscellaneous
waterproof wearing apparel,
sary services, $432,200.
Capitol Power
Power Plant: For lighting, heating, and power for the
Capitol
Capitol, Senate
Senate and House Office
Office Buildings,
Buildings, Supreme Court BuildCapitol,
ing, Congressional
Buildings, and the grounds about the
Congressional Library Buildings,
same, Botanic
Garden, legislative garage,
garage, and folding and storage
storage
Botanic Garden,
same,
rooms
Senate, and
refrigeration not supfor air-conditioning
air-conditioning refrigeration
and for
rooms of the Senate,
plied from
Governplied
from plants in any of such buildings; for heating the GovernOffice and for light
ment Printing Office and Washington City Post Office
and power
power therefor
whenever available;
available; personal and other services,
therefor whenever
and
advertising, and
engineering
instruments, fuel, oil, materials,
materials, labor, advertising,
engineering instruments,
purchase of waterproof
wearing apparel
apparel in connection
connection with the mainwaterproof wearing
purchase
tenance and
operation of the plant, $554,190.
and operation
tenance
The
appropriations under the control
control of
Architect of the Capiof the Architect
The appropriations
tol
without reference
reference to
Act
4 of
of the Act
section 4
to section
expended without
be expended
tol may
may be
approved June
(41 U.
U. S.
S. C.
concerning purchases
purchases for
for
C. 7),
7), concerning
1910 (41
17, 1910
June 17,
approved
executive
departments.
executive departments.
The Government
Washington City post
and the Washington
Office and
Printing Office
Government Printing
The
office
reimburse the Capitol
and
for heat, light, and
plant for
power plant
Capitol power
shall reimburse
office shall
power
any such service
service is
year
during the fiscal year
is furnished
furnished during
whenever any
power whenever
1941, and
and the
amounts so
so reimbursed
reimbursed shall
shall be
the
be covered into the
the amounts
1941,
Treasury.
Treasury.

Subway transportatransportation, Capitol and Senate Office Buildings.

Senate Office Building.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.
Pod, p. 1031.
1031.
Post,

Proriso.
Proriso.
Restriction on structural changes.
Rewiring electrical
Rewiring
floor ducts.

53 Stat. 832.
Office BuildHouse Office
ings.

Capitol Power
Power
Capitol
Plant.

Expenditures.
Expenditures.
36
86 Stat. 531.
531.

Relimburslmnent for
Reimbursement
heat, etc.,
etc., by desist.
lesigheat,
nated buildings.
nated
buildlung.

LIBRARY
BUILDINGS AND
AND GROUNDS
LIBRARY BUILDINGS
MECHANICAL AND
STRUCTEr
RAL MAINTENANCE
MAINTENANCE
AND STRUCI'URAL
MECHANICAL
Salaries.
Salaries:
For chief
chief engineer
engineer and
services at
at rates
of
Salaries.
rates of
all personal
personal services
and all
Salaries: For
pay
$872900.
pay provided by law, $87,900.
Salaries, Sunday
Salaries, Sunday
extra services
services of
of employees
employees and
and opening.
Salaries, Sunday
For extra
opening: For
Sunday opening:
Salaries,
additional
the Architect
the Capitol
Capitol to provide
provide opi
of the
Architect of
under the
employees under
additional employees
for the
Library Buildings
Buildings on Sundays and on holithe Library
of the
the opening
opening of
for
days,
Architect, $6,768.
to be fixed by such Architect,
days, at rates to
General repairs, etc.
General repairs,
repairs, and
forth: For
the
eneral rep, etc.
for the
expenditures for
For necessary
necessary expenditures
so forth:
and so
General
Library Buildings
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the ArchiGrounds under
and Grounds
Buildings and
Library
tect
the Capitol,
Capitol, including
improvements, maintenance,
maintenance,
minor improvements,
including minor
of the
tect of
repair, equipment,
wearing apparel,
material,
apparel, material,
waterproof wearing
supplies, waterproof
equipment, supplies,
repair,
and appurtenances,
personal and
other services
connection
in connection
services in
and other
and personal
and
appurtenances, and
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with
the mechanical
mechanical and
maintenance of
buildings
with the
and structural
structural maintenance
of such
such buildings
and
grounds, $36,539,
of which
which $3,649
$3,649 shall
be immediately
immediately available.
and grounds,
$36,539, of
shall be
available.
Furniture, and
so forth:
including partitions,
and so
forth: For
For furniture,
furniture, including
partitions,
screens,
shelving,
and
electrical
work
pertaining
and repairs
screens, shelving, and electrical work pertaining thereto
thereto and
repairs
thereof,
amount $58,878
$58,878 shall
shall be
available immethereof, $94,799,
$94,799, of
of which
which amount
be available
immediately.
diately.
BOTANIC
BOTANIC GARDEN
GARDEN

Salaries.
Salaries.
42 Stat. 1488.

5
5 U. S. C.
C. §1881-674;
661-674;
Supp. V, 6§
§§ 673, 673e.
673c.
Maintenance, operMaintenance,
ation, repairs, and improvements.

Traveling expenses.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Purchase
Purchase of plants,
etc.
Past, p.
Post,
p. 1110.
41
41 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, I5.

Distribution of nursDistributionofnursery stock.

Open-market purOpen-market
chase of
supplies.
chase
of supplies.
5, 16;
41 U. S.. C.
c. §§
§C5,
16;
Supp. V, 66
§§ 6,
5, 16.
16.
Bnpp.
Post,
1109.
Post, p.
p. 1109W.

Salaries: For
For personal
personal services
services (including
(including not
not exceeding
exceeding $3
.,000
$3,000
Salaries:
for
without regard
the .ClassificaClassificafor miscellaneous
miscellaneous temporary
temporary labor
labor without
regard to
to the
tion
Act of
of 1923,
as amended),
amended), $81,662;
$81,662; all
all under
of
tion Act
1923, as
under the
the direction
direction of

the Joint Committee on the Library.

theMaintenance,
Maintenance,
Joint Committee
operation,
on therepairs,
Library.and
and improvements:
For all
all necnecoperation,
repairs,
improvements: For

essary
expenses incident
maintaining, operating,
operating, repairing,
and
repairing, and
essary expenses
incident .to
to maintaining,
improving the Botanic
Botanic Garden,
nurseries, buildings,
buildings, grounds,
Garden, and the
the nurseries,
improving
and equipment
pertaining thereto,
procuring fertilizers,
thereto, including procuring
fertilizers,
and
equipment pertaining
materials and
and miscelmiscelsoils, tools, trees,
trees, shrubs, plants,
plants, and
and seeds; materials
including rubber
rubber boots
boots and
and aprons when required
required
laneous supplies,
supplies, including
employees in
for use by employees
in connection with
with their
their work; not to exceed
exceed
$25 for
emergency medical
medical supplies;
supplies; disposition
of waste;
traveling
$25
for emergency
disposition of
waste; traveling
expenses of the Director and his assistants
assistants not
expenses
not to exceed $250; streetcar fares
exceeding $25;
contingent expenses;
expenses;
car
fares not
not exceeding
$25; office
office equipment
equipment and
and contingent
the
prevention and eradication
eradication of
the prevention
of insect
insect and other
other pests
pests and plant
plant
diseases by purchase of materials
materials and
and procurement
procurement of personal services
contract without
regard to
any other
other Act;
Act;
ices by
by contract
without regard
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of any
repair, maintenance, operation,
exchange of motoroperation, purchase, and exchange
motortrucks and a
a passenger
passenger motor vehicle (the cost
cost of such
such passenger
passenger
exceed $750,
$750, including the amount allowed
any
vehicle not
not to
to exceed
allowed on
on any
vehicle given in part payment therefor)
purchase of botanical
vehicle
therefor);;purchase
books,
reference, not
$100; repairs
repairs
books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and books of reference,
not to
to exceed
exceed $100;
improvements to
residence; and
and all
other necessary
and improvements
to Director's
Director's residence;
all other
necessary
expenses;
expenses; all under the direction of the Joint Committee
Committee on the
Library, $23,125.
$23,125.
The sum of $300
$300 may be expended
expended at any one time by the Botanic
Garden for the purchase of plants, trees, shrubs, and other
nursery
other nursery
stock, without reference
reference to section
section 3709
3709 of the
the Revised Statutes
(41
S. C.
(41 U.
U.S.
C. 5).
5).
No part of the appropriations
appropriations contained
contained herein
herein for the Botanic
Garden shall be used for
allotGarden
for the
the distribution,
distribution, by congressional
congressional allotment, of trees, plants, shrubs, or other nursery
nursery stock.
stock.
The
procurement of
The purchase of
of supplies and
and equipment
equipment and the
the procurement
of
services at the Botanic
Botanic Garden may be made in the open market without compliance
compliance with sections 3709 and 3744 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the United States in the manner common among businessmen,
businessmen,
when the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of the purchase
purchase or the services
does not
not
services does
exceed
exceed $50
$50 in
in any instance.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
LIBRARY
Salaries.

Proviso.
Provieo.
Transfer of funds.
Transfer

Restriction.
Restriction.

Salaries, Library, Proper: For the Librarian,
Librarian, the Librarian
Librarian
Emeritus,
Emeritus, Chief Assistant Librarian, and other personal services
services,
including special and temporary services and extra special services
services of
of
$2,000) at rates to be fixed by the
regular employees
employees (not exceeding
exceeding $2,000)
Librarian, $1,256,920,
$8,820 shall be immediately
immediately avail$1,256,920, of which sum $8,820
able: Provided,
$10,000 of any money accruing
Provided, That not to exceed $10,000
accruing
appropriation may be transferred
transferred in such
from lapses under this appropriation
sums as the Librarian
Librarian may designate
designate to the appropriations
appropriations for the
Copyright Office Union Catalogs, Distribution of Card Indexes,
Copyright
Indexes, and
and
Library Buildings;
Buildings; but
none of
of such
such transferred
funds shall
be
Library
but none
transferred funds
shall be
utilized for the employment
employment of additional personnel.
personnel.
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COPYRIGHT OFFICE
COPYRIGHT
OFFICE

Copyrights, assistant register, and
Salaries:
Salaries: For the Register of Copyrights,
other personal services, $293,240, of which sum $3,180 shall be immediately available.

Salaries.

LEGISLATivE REFERENCE
SERVICE
LEGISLATIVE
REFERENCE SERVICE

enable the Librarian of Congress to employ compeSalaries: To enable
translations,
tent persons to gather, classify, and make available, in translations,
compilations, and bulletins, and otherwise, data for
indexes,
indexes, digests, compilations,
or bearing upon legislation, and to render such data serviceable to
Congress, and committees and Members thereof, and for printing and
including not to
binding the digests of public general bills, and including
exceed $5,700
$5,700 for employees engaged on piece work and work by the
Librarian, $122,080:
$122,080: Provided,
Provided,
day or hour at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
That not more than $20,000 of this sum shall be used for ,
preparation
preparation
and reproduction
reproduction of copies of the Digest of General
General Public Bills.

Salaries.

Digests of
general bills.

public

Proviso.
Limitation.

DISTRIBUTION OF CARD INDEXES
INDEXES
DISTRIBUTION

exSalaries and exSalaries
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For the distribution of card indexes and penses.
Salaries
penses.
other publications of the Library, including personal services, freight
freight
charges (not exceeding
expenses
expressage, postage, traveling expenses
exceeding $500), expressage,
charges
connected with such distribution, expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
connected
incurred on the written
written authority
authority and direction of the Librarian,
when incurred
and including
including not to exceed $76,000
$76,000 for employees
employees engaged in piece
services of
day or hour and for extra special services
work by
by the day
work and work
regular employees
Librarian; in all,
employees at rates to be fixed by the Librarian;
regular
$246,760.
$246,760.
INDEX
LEGISLATION
INDEX TO STATE LEGISLATION
Salaries and exand eSalaries and expenses: To enable the Librarian of Congress to pre- peaies
Salaries
penses.
pare
an
index
the
legislation
several
States
together
with
States,
the
several
of
to
the
index
pare an
a
supplemental digest of the more important
important legislation,
legislation, as authora supplemental
ized
and directed
directed by
by the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
providing for the
Act providing
Act entitled
ized and
1066.
preparation of
tat. 1066.
index to State legislation", approved Febru- 4444 Stat.
of aabiennial index
preparation
ary
10,
1927
(2
U.
S.
C.
164,
165),
including
personal
and
other
ary 10, 1927 (2 U. S. C. 164, 165), including personal
Temporary services.
services
within and
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including Temporaryservioes.
without the
and without
services within
not
exceed $2,500 for special
temporary services at rates to
special and temporary
not to
to exceed
be
by the
the Librarian,
necessary material
material and apparatus, Printing and bindtravel, necessary
Librarian travel,
fixed by
be fixed
and for printing and binding the indexes and digests of State legis- ing.
lation for
for official
official distribution
distribution only,
binding
only, and other printing and binding
lation
incident to
work of
of compilation,
stationery, and
incidentals,
and incidentals,
compilation, stationery,
the work
to the
incident
$32,500.

SUNDAY OPENING
SUNDAY

Salaries: To
enable the
the Library
Congress to
kept open for
to be kept
of Congress
Library of
To enable
Salaries:
reference
Sundays and
on holidays
holidays within
discretion of
of
the discretion
within the
and on
use on
on Sundays
reference use
the
Librarian,
including
the
extra
services
of
employees
and
the
and
of
employees
services
the
extra
including
the Librarian,
services
of additional
the Librarian,
Librarian, at
at rates
rates to be
be
under the
employees under
additional employees
services of
fixed
the Librarian,
Librarian, $25,032.
$25,032.
by the
fixed by

Salaries.

salaries.

UNION CATALOGS
CATALOGS
UNION
Salaries and exexSalaries
and expenses:
expenses: To
To continue
the development
main- penses.
and maindevelopment and
continue the
penses.
Salaries and
tenance
the Union
Union Catalogs,
Catalogs, including
within and
and
services within
personal services
including personal
of the
tenance of
without
District of
(and not
not to
special
for special
$700 for
to exceed
exceed $700
Columbia (and
of Columbia
the District
without the
and temporary
services, including
extra special
services of
regular
of regular
special services
including extra
temporary services,
and
employees,
to be
fixed by the
Librarian), travel,
necessary
travel, necessary
the Librarian),
be fixed
rates to
at rates
employees, at
material and
apparatus, stationery,
supplies, and incistationery, photostat supplies,
and apparatus,
material
dentals, $26,180.
$26,180.
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INCREASE
LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS
INCREASE OF
OF THE
THE LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS
Genertil
Generdl increase of
Library.

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

liIncrease
Increase of law library.

Books for the SuBooks
Su-

preme Court.

General
of Library:
For purchase
of books,
General increase
increase of
Library: For
purchase of
books, miscellaneous
miscellaneous
periodicals
and photo-copyperiodicals and
and newspapers,
newspapers, photo-copying
photo-copying supplies
supplies and
photo-copying
all other
for the
of the
Library,
other material
material for
the increase
increase of
the Library,
ing labor,
labor, and
and all
payment in advance
subscription books and society
including payment
advance for
for subscription
society
publications, and
and for
for freight,
freight, commissions,
commissions, and
and traveling
publications,
traveling expenses
expenses
not to
exceed $5,000,
$5,000, including
including expenses
expenses of
attendance at
not
to exceed
of attendance
at meetings
meetings
when
on the
and direction
when incurred
incurred on
the written
written authority
authority and
direction of
of the
the LibraLibrarian
the interest
interest of
of collections,
collections, and
other expenses
and all
all other
expenses incidental
incidental
in the
rian in
to
periodicals and
newspapers,
to the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of books,
books, miscellaneous
miscellaneous periodicals
and newspapers,
and
material for
for the
by purchase,
increase of
of the
the Library,
Library, by
purchase,
and all
all other
other material
the increase
gift, bequest,
bequest, or
or exchange,
$148,000, to
to continue
continue available
available during
gift,
exchange, $148,000,
during the
the
fiscal
fiscal year
year 1942.
Increase
for
purchase of
of books and for
Increase of the law library:
library: For the purchase
legal
periodicals for the law library, including payment
payment for
for legal
legal
legal periodicals
commissions, and all
society publications
publications and for freight, commissions,
all other
other
expenses incidental
incidental to
other
expenses
to the
the acquisition
acquisition of lawbooks,
lawbooks, and
and all other
material for
library, $85,000,
$85,000, to
material
for the increase
increase of the law library,
to continue
continue
available, during
during the
fiscal year
year 1942.
available,
the fiscal
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court:
For the
purchase of
of books
and
Books for
Court: For
the purchase
books and
periodicals for the Supreme
Supreme Court, to be a
a part of the Library
Library of
of
periodicals
Congress,
purchased by
by the
Marshal of
Court,
Congress, and
and purchased
the Marshal
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
under the
direction of
the Chief
$10,000.
under
the direction
of the
Chief Justice,
Justice, $10,000.
BOOKS
FOR ADULT
BLEND
BOOKS FOR
ADUI/T BLIND

Books for adult
adult
Bocks
blind.
Post,
Post, pp. 630, 1031.
1031.
46 Stat. 1487.
2
C. ¢§
2 U.
U. S.. c.
§C 135a,
135a,
135b;
V, §
136b; Supp.
Supp. V,
§ 135a.

To enable the Librarian of Congress to
to carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide books for the adult blind",
approved March
March 3, 1931
135a), as
$275,000,
approved
1931 (2
(2 U.
U. S. C.
C. 135a),
as amended,
amended, $275,000,
including not exceeding
exceeding $16
including
$16,500
500 for personal services and not exceedexceedtraveling expenses
expenses connected
ing $500 for necessary traveling
connected with such
such service
service
and for expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings when
when incurred
incurred on the
written authority and direction of the
the Librarian.
Librarian.
PRINTING
PRINTING AND
AND BINDING
BINDING

General printing
and
General
printing and
binding.

Catalog
Catalog of
of Title Entries of
of the Copyright
Copyright
Office, etc.
Office,

Catalog cards.
Catalog

General printing
printing and binding: For miscellaneous
and
miscellaneous printing and
includingg the Copyright Office,
binding for the Library of Congress, includin
and the binding,
binding rebinding, and repairing
library books, and
for
repairing of library
and for
the Library Buildings, $400,000.
Printing the Catalog
Catalog of
right Office:
Office:
of Title Entries
Entries of
of the Copy
Copyright
For the publication of the Catalog of Title Entries of the Copyright
Copyright
Office and the decisions of the United States courts involving copyright, $59,600.
$59,600.
Printing catalog cards: For the printing of catalog cards, $197,500.
CONTINGENT
LIBRARY
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES OF THE LIBRARY

Stationery,
Stationery,
supplies, etc.
supplies,

office
office

Attendance
at meetAttendance at
meetings.
ings.

Photoduplicating
Photoduplicating
expenses.
expenses.

For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, stationery,
stationery, office suppurchased, miscellaneous
miscellaneous travelplies, stock, and materials directly purchased,
ig expenses, postage, transportation, incidental
mg
incidental expenses connected
connected
with the administration
administration of the Library and Copyright Office,
Office, including not exceeding $500 for expenses of attendance
when
attendance at meetings when
incurred on the written authority and direction
direction of the Librarian,
$11,000.
$11,000.
For paper, chemicals, and miscellaneous supplies
necessary for
for the
supplies necessary
the
operation of the photoduplicating
photoduplicating machines
machines of the Library and the
the
making of
of photoduplicate
photoduplicate prints,
prints, $6,000.
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BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

Salaries: For the superintendent
superintendent disbursing
disbursing officer, and other personal services, in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as
amended,
amended, including
including special and temporary services and special services of regular employees
employees in connection
connection with the custody, care,
care and
maintenance
maintenance of the Library Buildings, in the discretion of
a the
Librarian
$750), at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
Librarian (not exceeding
exceeding $750),
Librarian,
$287,406.
For extra services of employees
employees and additional employees
employees under
under
the Librarian
Librarian to provide for the opening of the Library Buildings
on Sundays and on holidays, at rates to be fixed by the Librarian,
$10,880.
$10,880.
For mail, delivery,
delivery, including purchase or exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance,
operation, and repair of a
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
a motor-propelled
vehicle, and telephone
telephone services, rubber boots, rubber coats, and other
other
special clothing for workmen,
workmen, uniforms for guards and elevator
elevator
medical supplies, equipment, and contingent
conductors, medical
contingent expenses
for the emergency
emergency room, stationery, miscellaneous
miscellaneous supplies, and all
incidental expenses
expenses in connection with the custody and mainother incidental
tenance of the Library Buildings, $16,700.

Salaries.
42 Stat. 1488.
5
II. 8.S.
S. C. §§
5 U.
§. 661-674;
661-674;
Supp. V, §§
673c.
§§ 673, 673c.

Sunday, etc., opening.
ing.

Incidentals.
Incidentals.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS TRUST
TRUST FUND
FUND BOARD
BOARD

For any expense of the Library of Congress Trust Fund Board
chargeable to the income of any trust fund held by the
not properly
properly chargeable
Board, $500.

Expenses.
Expenses.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFICE
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT
WORKING
PRINTING AND BINDING
CONGRESSIONAL PRINTING
WORKING CAPITAL AND CONGRESSIONAL

capital for the folTo provide the Public Printer with a
a working capital
lowing purposes for the execution of printing, binding, lithographing,
mapping, engraving, and other authorized
mapping,
authorized work of the
the Government
Government
branches of the Government:
Government: For salPrinting Office for the various branches
aries of Public Printer and Deputy Public Printer; for salaries, comcompensation, or wages of all necessary officers and employees additional
additional
to those herein appropriated
appropriated for, including employees necessary to
handle waste paper and condemned
material for sale; to enable the
condemned material
Public Printer to comply with the provisions of law granting
granting holidays
and
half holidays
half
Executive orders granting holidays and half
holidays and
and Executive
and half
holidays with pay to employees; to enable the Public Printer to comply
with the
the provisions
provisions of
leave to
with pay,
pay,
to employees
employees with
ply with
of law
law granting
granting leave
said
said pay
pay to be at the rate for their regular positions at the time the
leave is granted;
granted; rental of buildings and equipment, fuel, gas, heat,
electric
current, gas and electric
motor-propelled
bicycles, motor-propelled
electric fixtures; bicycles,
electric current,
vehicles
of printing
printing and printing supplies, and the
the carriage
carriage of
vehicles for
for the
maintenance,
repair, and
operation of
of the
used only
only for
for
the same,
same, to
to be
be used
and operation
maintenance, repair,
official
maintenance of
including operation, repair, and maintenance
official purposes,
purposes, including
motor-propelled
vehicles, and
and the
purchase or
or
the purchase
passenger-carrying vehicles,
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
exchange
such passenger vehicles
the allowallowa cost,
cost, including the
vehicles (at a
of two
two such
exchange of
ance
given in
payment therefor,
of not
exceed
not to
to exceed
therefor, of
in part
part payment
vehicle given
ance on
on any
any vehicle
$1,000
and $750,
$750, respectively),
respectively), for
for official
use of
the officers
officers of the
of the
official use
$1,000 and
Government
Office when
when in
ordered by
by the
the Public
Public
in writing
writing ordered
Government Printing
Printing Office
Printer; freight, expressage,
furnitelephone service, furnitelegraph and telephone
expressage, telegraph
Printer;
ture,
typewriters, and
and carpets;
traveling expenses;
expenses; stationery,
stationery, postage,
postage,
carpets; traveling
ture, typewriters,
and
advertising; directories,
technical books,
and magamaganewspapers and
books, newspapers
directories, technical
and advertising;
zines,
of reference
reference (not
exceeding $500)
adding and
$500);; adding
(not exceeding
books of
zines, and
and books
numbering machines,
stamps, and other machines of similar
sundar
machines, time stamps,
numbering

Working capital
capital for
Working
execution
printing,
execution of printing,
binding, etc.

Salaries, etc.

Leave to employees
employees
Leave
with pay.

Vehicles.

Freight, etc.
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Machinery.

Machinery.

Indexes,
CongresIndexes, Congressional Record.

ona
ecor.

Federal Register.

Federal Register.

49
Stat. 500.
49 Stat.
500.
V
44 U. S. C., Sapp. V,
p
301-314.
301-314.
i§
Printing
Printing and binding'
ing.

and bind-

Proviso.

nnexReturn of unexpended balance.
pended
balance.
Printing and binding for Congress. bind-

Pinoting and

Payment
for work
work
Payment for
departt

ordered by
ments,
ents, etc.

Proviso.
Adjustments.

Adjustents.

Credit of payments
to working capital.

Creodtof
rin,,yts

Printing and binding estimates, requirements.

eirdting attesd

ments.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

and gloves; machinery
machinery (not
(not exceeding
exceeding
character;
rubber boots,
boots, coats,
character;rubber
coats, and

$300,000) ;equipment,
equipment, and
and for
to machinery,
and
implements, and
machinery, implements,
for repairs
repairs to
$300,000);
buildings, and
and for
for minor
alterations to
buildings; necessary
equipnecessary equipto buildings;
minor alterations
buildings,
ment, maintenance,
maintenance, and
for the
the emergency
room for
use
for the
the use
emergency room
supplies for
and supplies
ment,
Government Printing
Printing Office
who may
may be
be
Office who
in the
the Government
employees in
of all employees
taken
receive injury
injury while
while on
on duty;
necessary
duty; other
other necessary
or receive
ill or
taken suddenly
suddenly ill
contingent and
miscellaneous items
items authorized
authorized by
by the
the Public
public Printer;
Printer;
and miscellaneous
contingent
for expenses
authorized in
in writing
by the
the Joint
on PrintPrintCommittee on
Joint Committee
writing by
for
expenses authorized
ing for
material,
equipment, .material,
and binding equipment,
of printing and
the inspection
inspection of
ing
for the
and
Government printing
the District
of
District of
plants in
in the
printing plants
and Government
supplies and
and supplies

Columbia or elsewhere
exceeding $1,000)
$1,000);; for salaries
elsewhere (not exceeding
salaries and
semimonthly and session indexes of .the
expenses of preparing
preparing the semimonthly
Congressional Record
under the
the direction
direction of
Joint Committee
Committee
of the
the Joint
Record under
Congressional
on Printing
(chief indexer
at $3,480,
$3,480, one
$3,180, two
at $3,180,
cataloger at
one cataloger
indexer at
Printing (chief
on
catalogers at
$2,460 each,
cataloger at
$2,100) ;for the printat $2,100);
one cataloger
each, and one
at $2,460
catalogers
ing and distribution of the Federal Register in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of
approved July
July 26,
1935; and
and for
the necesnecesprovisions
of the
the Act
Act approved
26, 1935;
for all
all the
sary labor,
the prosecution
prosecution
needed in the
and equipment
equipment needed
paper, materials,
materials, and
sary
labor, paper,
and delivery and mailing of the work; in all, $3,820,000;
$3,820,000; to which
which
sum
shall be
be charged
charged the
the printing
printing and
and binding
binding authorized
authorized to be
be done
done
sum shall
for
deficiency estimates of
and deficiency
supplemental and
Congress including
including supplemental
for Congress
appropriations,
the printing,
printing, binding,
of the
the Federal
Federal
and distribution
distribution of
binding, and
appropriations, the
Register
exceeding $120,000),
$120,000), the
the prmting
for use
binding for
use
printing and
and binding
Register (not
(not exceeding
(not
and printing
printing and binding (not
Printing Office, and
of the Government
Government Printing
exceeding
$2,000) for
of the
of the
Capitol upon
upon
Architect of
the Capitol
for official
official use
use of
the Architect
exceeding $2,000)
requisition of
the Secretary
of the
the Senate,
Senate, in
all to
amount not
requisition
of the
Secretary of
in all
to an
an amount
not
exceeding $2,820,000:
That not
not less
less than
of such
such
$1,000,000 of
than $1,000,000
Provided, That
$2,820,000: Provided,
exceeding
working
working capital shall be
be returned
returned to the
the Treasury as an
an unexpended
unexpended
balance not
later than
than six
after the
the close
year
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
close of
six months
months after
balance
not later
1941.
chargeable to the foregoing
foregoing
binding for Congress chargeable
Printing and binding
appropriation,
recommended to
to be
by the
the Committee
on
Committee on
done by
be done
when recommended
appropriation, when
Printing
House, shall
recommended in a
a report
report conbe so
so recommended
of either
either House,
shall be
Printing of
taining
with
together with
of the
the cost
cost thereof,
thereof, together
estimate of
taining an
an approximate
approximate estimate
a
approximate cost
a statement from the Public Printer of estimated approximate
of
.
by
year for
the fiscal
fiscal year
for
ordered
by Congress
Congress within
within the
of work
work previously
previously ordered
which this appropriation
appropriation is made.
During the fiscal year 1941 any executive department
department or independent establishment
of the
ordering printing
printing and
and
the Government
Government ordering
pendent
establishment of
binding from
from the
Printing Office
shall pay
by
binding
the Government
Government Printing
Office shall
pay promptly
promptly by
Printer upon his written request, either in
advance
check to the Public Printer
in advance
or upon
upon completion
completion of
the work,
all or
or part
part of
estimated or
or actual
or
of the
work, all
of the
the estimated
actual
cost
as the
may be,
be, and
by the
cost thereof,
thereof, as
the case
case may
and bills
bills rendered
rendered by
the Public
Public
Printer
Printer in
in accordance
accordance herewith
herewith shall not be
be subject
subject to
to audit or
or certificertification in
in advance
of payment:
payment: Provided
Provided, That
proper adjustments
adjustments
That proper
advance of
cation
on the basis of
of the actual
actual cost
cost of
of delivered
delivered work paid for in advance
advance
agreed upon by
shall be made monthly or quarterly and as may be agreed
by
the Public
Public Printer
Printer and
and the
the department
or establishment
concerned.
the
department or
establishment concerned.
All
authorized
All sums paid to the
the Public
Public Printer for work
work that he
he is
is authorized
by law to do shall be deposited to the credit, on the books of
of the
the
Treasury Department, of the appropriation
appropriation made
the working
working
Treasury
made for
for the
capital of the
Government Printing
Office for
the year
which the
the
capital
the Government
Printing Office
for the
year in
in which
work
i
sdone,
the P
ubli c P
ri
nt
er .
work is
done, and be subject
subject to requisition
requisition by
by the
Public
Printer.
All
amounts in
i
n the
Budget for
year 1942
for printing
printing
1942 for
fiscal year
for the
the fiscal
the Budget
All .amounts
and binding
binding for any department
department or establishment,
establishment, so far as the
Bureau
Bureau of the Budget may deem practicable, shall be incorporated
incorporated
in aa single item for printing and binding for such department
department or
or
establishment and be eliminated as a
a part of any estimate for any
establishment
other
ether purpose. And if any amounts for printing
binding,
printing and binding,
including the total cost of work produced
produced on the multilith, multi-
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graph, and other similar
equipment are
similar equipment
are included
included as a
a part
part of any
estimates for any other purposes, such amounts shall be set forth
in detail in a
immediately following the general estimate for
a note immediately
printing and binding: Provided,
Provided, That the foregoing requirements
shall not apply
apply to work to be executed at the Bureau of Engraving
Engraving
and Printing.
No part of any money appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall be paid to
any person employed in the Government
Government Printing Office while
detailed for or performing
performing service in the executive
detailed
executive branch of the
public service of the United States unless such detail be authorized
authorized
by law.
OFFICE
OF DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS
OFFICE OF
OF SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT OF
Salaries:
superinSalaries: For the Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents, assistant superintendent, and other personal services
services in accordance with the Classifiamended, and compensation
cation Act of 1923, as amended,
compensation of employees
employees paid
by the hour who shall be subject
subject to the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled
"An Act to regulate and fix rates of pay for employees
employees and officers
officers
Office", approved June 7, 1924 (44
of the Government Printing Office",
40), $725,000:
$725,000: Provided,
conforming
Provided,That for the purpose of conforming
U. S. C. 40),
to section 3
appropriation shall be considered
considered a
3 of this Act this appropriation
a
separate
appropriation unit.
separate appropriation
General
General expenses:
expenses: For furniture
furniture and fixtures, typewriters, carpets,
accessories, time stamps, adding and numlabor-saving machines and accessories,
bering machines,
machines, awnings, curtains, books of reference;
reference; directories,
books, miscellaneous
miscellaneous office and desk supplies, paper, twine, glue,
envelopes, postage, carfares, soap, towels,
towels 'disinfectants, and ice; drayenvelopes,
age, express, freight, telephone, and telegraph service; traveling
expenses (not to exceed $200)
$200);;repairs to buildings, elevators, and
expenses
and
machinery; rental of equipment; preserving
preserving sanitary condition of
machinery;
light,.,heat, and power; stationery and office printing, includbuilding; light
bibliographies, catalogs,
catalogs, and indexes; for suping .blanks, price lists, bibliographies,
depository libraries; in all, $292,430: Provided,
Provided, That
plying books to depository
no part of this sum shall be used to supply to depository
depository libraries any
requested by such
such
documents, books, or other printed matter not requested
libraries, and the requests
requests therefor
therefor shall be subject to approval
approval by
Superintendent of Documents.
the Superintendent
In order to keep the expenditures
expenditures for printing and binding for the
In
appropriations for such fiscal
fiscal year 1941 within or under the appropriations
executive departments
departments and independent
independent
year, the heads of the various executive
establishments are authorized
authorized to discontinue the printing of annual
annual
establishments
or
respective jurisdictions: Provided,
Provided, That
their respective
reports under their
or special
special reports
where
discontinued the original
original copy
of such
such reports is discontinued
printing of
the printing
where the
thereof
kept on file in the offices of the heads of the respective
shall be kept
thereof shall
departments
for public inspection.
inspection.
establishments for
or independent
independent establishments
departments or
Purchases
may be
be made
made from
from the
appropriation under
under
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
Purchases may
the
Office", as provided for in the Printing
Printing Office",
"Government Printing
the "Government
Act
approved January
January 12,
12, 1895,
and without
reference to
of
to section
section 44of
without reference
1895, and
Act approved
the
concerning purchases
purchases
U. S. C. 7), concerning
1910 (41 U.
June 17, 1910
the Act approved June
departments.
for executive
executive departments.
Szc.
appropriated shall be used for
herein appropriated
the funds herein
SEC. 2. No part of the
the maintenance
private vehicles.
vehicles.
care of
of private
or care
maintenance or
the
S
EC. 3.
In expending
or portions
portions of
of appropriations
appropriations
appropriations or
3. In
expending appropriations
SEC.
contained in
in this
this Act,
in the
the
services in
personal services
for personal
the payment
payment for
Act, for
for the
contained
District of
of Columbia
Classification Act of
with the Classification
accordance with
Columbia in accordance
District
1923,
as amended,
amended, the
the average
average of
salaries of
the total
number of
of
total number
of the
of the
the salaries
1923, as
persons under
Botanic Garden,
Garden, the
of
Library of
the Library
the Botanic
in the
any grade
grade in
under any
persons
Congress, or
the Government
Government Printing
Printing Office,
not at
time
at any
any time
shall not
Office, shall
or the
Congress,
exceed the
the average
average of
of the
specified for the
the grade
rates specified
the compensation
compensation rates
exceed
by
such Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, and
and in
in grades
grades in
position
only one position
in which
which only
by such

Proviso.
Proviso.
Exception.

Detailed employees.

Salaries.
Salaries.
42 Stat. 1488.
5U. S.
C..§§§ 661-674;
S.C.
Supp. V, §§
§§ 673, 673c.

43 Stat. 658.
Proviso.
Item a
a separate
separate apap
propriation unit.
General expenses.
General
expenses.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Supplying
Supplying books,
lietc., to depository
depository libraries.

Annual or
or special
special reports of departments,
departments,
etc.

l'roviso.
Proviso.
Originals to be kept
kept
on file.

Purchases.
28 Stat. 601.
36 Stat. 531.
Private vehicles.
Private

Salary restriction.
restriction.
42 Stat. 1488.
S. C. g
§§ 661-674;
55U.
U.S.
Supp. V,
673, 673c.
§§ 673,
V, §§
Supp.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction
Restriction not applicable in designated
designated
crises.
cases.
42 Stat. 1490.
S.C.
5 U. S.
C. § 666.

Rate of compensaRate
tion and designation
designation
positions.
of positions.
46 Stat. 32.
§ 60a;
22 U. S. C. §
Supp.
V, §
§60a.
Supp. V,

Short
title.
Short title.

is allocated the salary of such position shall not exceed
exceed the average
compensation rates
grade, except that in unusually
rates for
for the grade,
of the compensation
meritorious cases
of one
advances may
may be made
meritorious
cases of
one position
position in
in a
a grade,
grade, advances
compensation rates of the
the compensation
to rates
rates higher
higher than the
the average
average of the
grade, but not
only
and then
then only
not more
more often than once
once in any fiscal year, and
grade,
to
not
next higher
higher rate:
rate: Provided,
Provided, That
That this restriction shall not
to the
the next
apply
(1) to
to grades
service;
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service;
and 4
4 of the
grades 1,
1, 2,
2, 3, and
apply (1)
(2)
require the
of any
person whose
whose compenin salary
salary of
any person
(2) to
to require
the reduction
reduction in
in accordance
accordance with
of
rules of
of July 1,
1, 1924,
1924, m
with the rules
sation was
was fixed as of
section
Act; (3)
to require
require the
the reduction
in salary
of any
any
salary of
of such
such Act;
(3) to
reduction in
section 66of
who is
is transferred
transferred from one
one position
position to another position
position in
person who
the
different bureau,
bureau, office,
office,
or a
a different
the same or different
different grade
grade in the same or
or
payment of a
salary
(4) to
to prevent
prevent the payment
a salary
or other
other appropriation
appropriation unit; (4)
under any grade at a
rate of the
a rate higher than the maximum rate
grade when such higher rate is permitted
permitted by the Classification
of
Classification Act of
amended, and is
or
other law; or
1923, as amended,
is specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by other
(5)
compensation of
person in
grade in which
which
the compensation
of any
any person
in aa grade
(5) to reduce
reduce the
allocated.
only one
one position
position is
is allocated.
S
EC. 4.
Whenever any office or
specifically established
established
SEC.
4. Whenever
or position
position not specifically
Legislative Pay Act
by the Legislative
Act of 1929 is
is specifically
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for
herein or
whenever the rate
compensation or
designation of any
herein
or whenever
rate of
of compensation
or designation
position specifically
is different
different from
from that
position
specifically appropriated
appropriated for
for herein
herein is
that
specifically
specifically established
established for such
such position
position by such
such Act, the
the rate of compensation and
designation of
specifically
pensation
and the designation
of the
the position, or
or either, specifically
appropriated
be the
with respect
respect
permanent law
law with
herein, shall
shall be
the permanent
appropriated for
for herein,
thereto; and the authority
authority for any position specifically
specifically established
established
by
specifically appropriated
shall
by suck
such Act which
which is not specifically
appropriated for herein shall
cease to exist.
SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "Legislative
"Legislative Branch
Branch ApproApproSEC.
priation
1941".
priation Act, 1941".
Approved, June 18, 1940.
[CHAPTER 397]
397]
[CHAPTER

June
June 19,

1940
[S. 2013]

[Public, No. 642]
642]
D. C.
C. Code, amendment.
ment.
District of Columbia Cooperative
Cooperative Association Act.
sociation

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
organization
To amend
amend the
the Code of the District of Columbia to provide for the organization
and regulation
purposes.
regulation of
of cooperative
cooperative associations,
associations, and for other purposes.

Be it
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Howe
Bouse of Representatives
of the
the
United States of
Congress assembled,
United
of America
America in Congress

ARTILE
ARTICLE I—DEFINITIONS
I-DEFINrIONS

SECT/ON 1. DEFINrrONS.-In
DrienirrioNs.—In this Act unless the subject matter
matter
SEcrrIN
requires otherwise—
otherwise"
Association."
"Association."
(1) "Association"
"Association" means aa group enterprise
(1)
incorporated
enterprise legally incorporated
under this Act, and shall be deemed to be a
a nonprofit corporation.
corporation.
"Member."
"Member."
(2)
"Member" means not only aamember in a
(2) "Member"
a nonshare
nonshare association
association
association.
but also aamember in a
a share association.
"Net savings."
"Net
savings."
(3)
(3) "Net savings" means the total income of an association
association minus
the costs of operation.
"Savings returns."
returns."
"savings
(4) "Savings returns" means the amount returned to the patrons in
(4)
proportion to their patronage or otherwise in accordance
proportion
accordance with the
provisions of section 31 herein.
(5) "Cooperative
basis" as
applied to
to any
any incorporated
incorporated or uninas applied
"Cooperative basis"
"ooperative (5)
bs"Cooperative
basis."
corporated group referred to
(7), 13,
corporated
to in sections 44 (7),
13, 23, 37, 40,
and 41
40, and
herein means—
means(a)
(a) that each member has one vote and only one vote, except as
may be altered in the articles or bylaws by provision for voting by
member organizations;
organizations;
Definitions.
Definitions.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH .397-JUNE
397—JUNE 19, 1940
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(b) that the maxim
maximum
um rate at which any return is paid on share
or membership
membership capital is limited to not more than 88 per centum
eentum
annum;
per annum;
(c)
(c) that the net savings after payment, if any, of said limited
limited
return on capital and after making provision for such separate
specifically permitted by statute, artifunds as may be required or specifically
cles,
cles or bylaws, or allocated or distributed to member patrons,
patrons, or
or
to all patrons, in proportion to their patronage;
patronage; or retained
retained by the
enterprise,
enterprise, for the actual or potential expansion
expansion of its services
services or
or
the reduction of its charges to the patrons, or for other purposes
inconsistent with its nonprofit
nonprofit character.
character.
not inconsistent
ARTICLE II—WHO
PURPOSES AND
AND POWERS
OF
II-WHO MAY INCORPORATE;
INCORPORATE; PURPOSES
PowERS OF
AssocwrioNs
AssocximoNs
ASSOCIATIONS

SEC.
WHO
MAY INCORPORATE.-Any
SEC. 2. W
HO MAY
mconronATE.—Any five or
or more natural
natural persons
Who
may incorpopersons
Who may
incorporate.
or two or more associations may incorporate
incorporate in the District of rate.
Columbia under this Act.
Columbia
SEC. 3. PURPOSES.-An
Purposes.
Purposes
SEC.
PURPOSES.—An association may be incorporated
incorporated under this
Act to engage in any one or more lawful mode or modes
modes of acquiring,
acquiring,
producing, building, operating, manufacturing,
producing,
manufacturing, furnishing
furnishing,, exchanging, or
distributing any
any type
type or
commodities, goods,
or distributing
or types
types of
of property,
property, commodities,
goods,
or services for the primary
primary and mutual benefit of the patrons of the
association (or their patrons, if any) as ultimate consumers.
consumers.
association
Powers.
SEC.
SEC. 4. PowERs.-An
PowEss.—An association shall have the capacity to act
act Powers.
possessed by natural persons and the authority to do anything
anything
required or permitted by this Act and
also—
and also(1) To continue as a
a corporation for the
specified in
the time specified
in its
its
articles;
articles;
(2) To have a
a corporate
(2)
corporate seal and to alter the same at pleasure;
pleasure;
(3) To sue and be sued in its corporate
(3)
corporate name;
(4)) To make bylaws for the government
government and regulation
regulation of
of its
affairs;
affairs;
(5)
(5) To acquire, own, hold, sell, lease, pledge, mortgage,
mortgage, or otherotherwise dispose of any property incident to its
its purposes
purposes and
and activities;
activities;
(6) To own and hold membership
membership in and share capital
capital of
(6)
of other
other
associations and any other corporations,
corporations, and any types of bonds or
associations
exercise all the
other obligations;
obligations; and while the owner thereof
thereof to exercise
rights of ownership;
ownership;
(7) To borrow money,
(7)
money, contract debts, and make contracts,
contracts, includagreements of mutual aid or federation
ing agreements
federation with other associations,
associations,
other groups organized on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis, and other nonprofit
nonprofit
groups;
(8) To conduct its affairs within
(8)
within or
or without
without the District
District of
Columbia;
Columbia;
(9) To exercise in addition any power granted to
(9)
to ordinary business
corporations,
save those
inconsistent with
Act;
corporations, save
those powers
powers inconsistent
with this
this Act;
(10)
exercise all powers not
which
(10) To exercise
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this Act which
may be necessary, convenient, or expedient
expedient for the accomplishment
accomplishment
of its purposes, and,
and, to that end,
foregoing enumeration
end, the foregoing
enumeration of
of
powers
powers shall not be deemed exclusive.
ARTICLE
III-ARTICLEs OF INCORPORATION
INCORPORATION
ARTICLE III—ARTICLES
SEC. 5.
AnncLEs OF
INCORPORATION; corrrENTs.—Articles
of incorincorSEC.
5. ARTICLES
OF INCORPORATION;
CONTENTS.-Articles of

poration shall be signed by each of the incorporators
incorporators and acknowlnatural persons, and by
edged by
by at least three of
of them if
if natural
by the
presidents
associations, before an officer authorized
presidents and secretaries, if associations,
authorized
to take acknowledgments.
acknowledgments.
1934i0°-41—PT.
1934 0°--41-PT. II

31
31

Articles
of incorpoincorpoArticles of
ration.
ration.
Signing, etc.
Signing,
etc.
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[54 STAT.
(54

Within the
Act the
Within
the limitations
limitations of
of this
this Act
the articles
shall containcontain—
articles shall
(1) A
A statement
statement as
purpose or
or purposes
purposes for
for which
which the
the assoassoto the
the purpose
as to
(1)
ciation
formed;
ciation is
is formed;
(2)
name of
of the
word
the association
association which
which shall
shall include
include the
the word
(2) The
The name
"cooperative" •
"cooperative";
(3) The
The term
term of
existence of
association which
which may
may be
be
(3)
of existence
of the
the association
perpetual;
perpetual;
(4)
location and
and address
address of
of the
principal office
of the
assothe principal
office of
the asso(4) The
The location
ciation;
ciation;
(5) The
The names
the incorporators
of the
the assoof the
incorporators of
asso(5)
names and
and addresses
addresses of
ciation;
ciation;
(6)
of the
the directors
manage
directors who
who shall
shall manage
names and
and addresses
addresses of
(6) The
The names
the
affairs of
of the
the first
first year,
year, unless
unless sooner
sooner changed
the affairs
the association
association for
for the
changed
members;
by the members;
(7) A
whether the
or
organized with or
is organized
the association
association is
of whether
statement of
(7)
A statement
without shares,
and• the
the number
shares or
subscribed
of shares
or memberships
memberships subscribed
without
shares, and
number of
for;
for;
(8) If
If organized
organized with
amount of authorshares, a
a statement
statement of the amount
with shares,
(8)
ized
thereof
capital, the number
number and
and types of shares and the par value thereof
ized capital,
which may
placed at
any figure,
and
the rights, preferences,
preferences, and
may be
be placed
at any
figure, and the
which
restrictions
of each
each type
type of
restrictions of
of share;
share;
(9)
minimum number or value
which must
must be
be owned
owned
value of
of shares
shares which
(9) The minimum
in order
order to
to qualify
for membership
if organized
organized without
shares, a
a
without shares,
in
qualify for
membership; if
statement of
of whether
whether the
rights of
of members
be equal
equal
the property
property rights
members shall
shall be
statement
unequal, and
unequal, the rule by which their rights shall be
or unequal,
and if
if unequal,
determined;
determined;
(10)
percentage of capital
(10) The
The maximum amount
amount or
or percentage
capital which
which may be
owned
member •including
including a
whether
owned or controlled
controlled by
by any member;
a statement of whether
or
whether
or not each
each member
member shall
shall be limited to
to aa single
single share, and whether
such single shares shall
shall be
be of various
various par values;
values;
(11) The method by which any surplus, upon dissolution
dissolution of
of the
the
be distributed,
in conformity
with the
the requirements
association, shall be
distributed, in
conformity with
requirements
of such surplus.
surplus.
section 36
36 herein for division
division of
of section
provisions.
Other provisions.
The articles may also contain
contain any other provisions not
not inconsistent
inconsistent
with law or with this Act, for the
the conduct
conduct of
of the
the association's affairs.
SEC. 6.
6. S
AME; FILING;
FEES; EFFECT
EFFECT OF
SEC.
SAME;
FILING; RECORDATION
RECORDATION;;FEES;
OF CERTIFICATE.—
CERTIFICATE.Filing; recordation;
Filing;
recordation; The articles shall be delivered
the
deeds. If
delivered
to
recorder
of
If he
fees; etc.
fees; etc.
finds that the articles conform to law
law,, he shall file the same
upon the payment of aa fee of $5, and he shall record the same, upon
payment of aa fee of $1.
$1. Said fees shall be in lieu of any other
fees or payments provided in section
552 of
the Act
Act entitled
"An
section 552
of the
entitled "An
Act to establish a
a Code of Law for the District of
Columbia",
of Columbia"
31
Stat. 1276.
alstat.
approved
3, 1901,
approved March
March 3,
in any
other section
section of
of the
the Code
Code of
of
1901, or
or in
any other
10 D. C. Code §14;
Laws of the District of Columbia, to be paid for at the time of said
Supp. v,
Supp.
V, §14.
14.
filing; and the last paragraph
paragraph of section 552 of
March
of such
such Act of March
application to
to associations
organized under
3, 1901,
1901, shall have no application
associations organized
under
Issuance
of certifiIssuance of
certiflthis
recording,
shall
a
Act.
After
such
filing
and
he
issue
a
certificate
incorporation;
cate of incorporation;
of
incorporation, whereupon
the corporate
existence shall
begin.
effect.
of incorporation,
whereupon the
corporate existence
shall begin.
certificate shall be conclusive evidence of the fact that the
Such certificate
Quo
Quo warranto
warranto propro- corporation has been duly incorporated.
incorporated. This shall not preclude
ceedings.
ceedings.
the institution of quo warranto
proceedings under
under sections
sections 1538
warranto proceedings
1538
through 1548,
1548, both inclusive
"An Act
Act to
estabthrough
inclusive, of the
the Act entitled "An
to estab31
tat. 1419.
31 Stat.
1419.
a Code of Law for the District of
of Columbia",
lish a
Columbia", approved
approved March
March
24 D. C. Code I§
3,
filing or
of the
the articles
3, 1901.
1901. The
The filing
or recording
recording of
articles or
or of
of amendments
amendments
231-2D;' Supp.
SCpp.e
231-241;
V, §§
231-233.
231-233.
thereto, or of any other papers pursuant
pursuant to this Act is required for
the purpose of affording all persons the opportunity of acquiring
acquiring
Constructive
Constructive notice. knowledge
knowledge of the contents
contents thereof, but no person or incorporated
incorporated or
unincorporated group dealing
shall be
be charged
unincorporated
dealing with the
the association
association shall
charged
constructive notice of the contents
contents of any such articles or
with constructive
papers by
filing or
or recording.
recording.
papers
by reason
reason of
of such
such filing
Contents.

Contents.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

19, 1940
1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
3D SES
S.-CH .397-JUNE
397-JUNE 19,
SESS.-CH.
76TH

SEC. 7.
7. SAME;
SAME; AMENDMENTS;
FEE.—Amendments to
to the articles
articles may
AMENDMENTS; FEE.--Amndmdments
SEC.

board of directors, or by
by
a two-thirds vote of the board
proposed by a
be proposed
association's members. Notice
Notice of
of
of 10 per centum of the association's
petition of
consider such amendment
amendment shall be sent by the secreto consider
meeting to
the meeting
thirty days in advance thereof to each member at his
least thirty
at least
tary at
last-known address, accompanied
proposal
accompanied by the full text of the proposal
Two-thirds of the
and by that part of the articles to be amended. Two-thirds
members voting
amendment and when verified
verified by the
may adopt said amendment
voting may
members
the
president
secretary, it shall be filed and recorded with the
president and secretary,
a fee of
recorder of deeds within thirty days of its adoption, and a
of
recorder
$1 shall be paid.
If the
preferences of outstanding
outstanding shares
amendment is to alter the preferences
the amendment
If
preferences
of any
issuance of shares having preferences
authorize the issuance
to authorize
or to
type, or
any type,
of
two-thirds of
superior to
to outstanding shares of any type, the vote of two-thirds
superior
the members
members owning
owning such
such outstanding shares affected by the change
the
shall also
also be
required for
amendment; if the
for the adoption of the amendment;
be required
shall
amendment
members' property
property rights
amendment is to alter the rule by which members'
in
association are
are determined,
a vote of two-thirds of
determined, a
nonshare association
in aa nonshare
the
membership shall be required.
the entire membership
The
amount of capital and the number and par value of shares
The amount
may
be diminished
diminished or
amendment of the Articles, but
increased by amendment
or increased
may be
the
diminished below the amount of paid-up
shall not be diminished
capital shall
the capital
capital existing at the time of amendment.

483
Amendments
Amendments;;fee.
fee.

of preferAlteration of
Alteration
preferences
of outstanding
outstanding
ences of
shares,
etc.
shares, etc.

Amount
of capital;
capital;
Amount of
number
par value
and par
value
number and
of
shares.
of shares.

AirricLE IV—ByLAws
IV-BYLAWS
ARTICLE
Adoption,
amendAdoption, amendS
EC. 8.
ADOPTION, AMENDMENT,
REPEAL OF BYLAWS.-Bylaws
BYLAWS.—Bylaws shall ment,
AMENDMENT, OR REPEAL
8. ADOPTION,
SEC.
repeal of
of
or repeal
ment, or
bylaws.
bylaws.
the
of
be
adopted,
amended,
repealed
least
a
majority
vote
a
at
by
repealed
or
amended,
adopted,
be
members voting.
members
Contents of
of bylaws.
bylaws.
Sw. 9.
9. CONTENTS
CONTENTS OF syLAws.—The
may, within
within the limita- Contents
bylaws may,
BYLAWS.-The bylaws
SEC.
tions
provide for—
fortions of this Act provide
membership and the
(1) The
admission to membership
and terms of admission
The method and
(1)
disposal of
of members'
interests on
cessation of membership
membership for any
on cessation
members' interests
disposal
reason;
reason;
(2) The
conducting
time, place, and manner of calling and conducting
The time,
(2)
meetings;
meetings;
(3) The number
percentage of the members constituting aa
number or percentage
(3)
quorum;
quorum;
(4) The
office, and
and
number, qualifications, powers, duties, term of office,
The number,
(4)
manner,
time, and
and vote
election, of directors
officers; and
directors and officers;
for election,
vote for
manner, time,
the
or classification,
if any,
any, of directors to provide for rotatclassification, if
division or
the division
ing
overlapping terms;
or overlapping
ing or
(5) The
the directors,
directors, and the number of
of the
any, of
if any,
compensation, if
The compensation,
(5)
directors necessary
necessary to constitute
constitute a
aquorum;
quorum;
directors
(6)
savings;
The method of distributing the net savings;
(6) The
(7)
The various
various discretionary
provisions of this Act as well as
discretionary provisions
7) The
other
to the
activities of the
and activities
purposes and
the purposes
incident to
provisions incident
other provisions
association.
association.
V-MErETINGS
ARTICLE V—MEETINGS
ARTCLE
Regular and
and special
special
Regular
SEC.
10. REGULAR
AND SPECIAL
SPECIAL MEETINGS.—Regular
meetings of meetings.
MEETIN.-Regular meetings
meetings.
REGULAR AND
SEC. 10.
members shall
shall be
be held
held as
prescribed in
bylaws, but
but shall be held
the bylaws,
in the
as prescribed
members
at
least once
once aayear.
Special meetings
demanded by a
amajorbe demanded
may be
meetings may
year. Special
at least
ity vote
the directors
directors or
or by
by written petition
one-tenth
petition of at least one-tenth
of the
vote of
ity
of
membership, in
which case
case it
it shall
shall be
be the duty
secretary
the secretary
of the
duty of
in which
the membership,
of the
to call
call such
such meeting
meeting to
take place
within thirty
thirty days
days after such
place within
to take
to
demand. Regular
or special
meetings, including
including meetings by units
special meetings,
Regular or
demand.
as hereinafter
may be
held within or without
without the District
District
be held
provided, may
hereinafter provided,
as
of
Columbia as
the articles
prescribe.
may prescribe.
articles may
as the
of Columbia
meetings.
Notice of
of meetings.
Notice
Sw.
11. NOTICE
OF MEETINGS.—The
give notice of
shall give
secretary shall
MEETINGS.-The secretary
NOTICE OF
SEC. 11.
the
time and
place of
of meetings
each
to each
notice thereof to
a notice
sending a
by sending
meetings by
and place
the time
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STAT.
TAT.

member
his last-known
last-known address
address not
days
number of days
not less than the number
member at
at his
in advance
advance of
of the
specified in
in the
the bylaws.
case of
of a
a speIn case
spethe meeting
meeting specified
bylaws. In
in
cial meeting
meeting the
shall specify
specify the
the purpose
purpose for
which such
cial
the notice
notice shall
for which
such
meeting is called.
Meetings by
by units
units
Meetings
S
EC. 12.
12. MFErirms
BY UNITS
Tug MEMBERSHIP.—The
articles or
or
SEC.
MErEINGS BY
UNITS or
MEMBERSHIP.-The articles
OF THE
of
of the
the membership.
membership.
bylaws may
the holding
of meetings
meetings by
the memmemby units
units of
of the
provide for
for the
holding of
bylaws
may provide
bership
and may
may provide
for a
votes there
there
bership and
provide for
a method
method of
of transmitting
transmitting the
the votes
cast to
the central
central meeting,
by the
meeting, or
or for
for a
a method
method of
of representation
representation by
the
cast
to the
election of
the central
of
to the
central meeting;
meeting; or
or for
for aa combination
combination of
election
of delegates
delegates to
methods.
both such
such methods.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI—VOTING
VI-VOTING
One
member—one
One member-one
vote.

SEC. 13. ONE MEMBER—ONE
MEMBER-ONE voTE.—Each
VOTE.-Each member of an association
Szo.
association
shall have one and only one vote, except
except that where an association
association
members any number
number of
associations or
of other
other associations
or
includes among
among its
its members
groups
cooperative basis the voting
such
groups organized
organized on aa cooperative
voting rights
rights of
of such
prescribed in the articles or
member associations or groups may be as prescribed
bylaws.
No
one-member-oneNo voting
voting agreement
agreement or
or other device to
to evade the
the one-member-onevote rule shall be enforceable
enforceable at law or in equity.
No prosy.
No
prory.
SEC.
S
EC. 14. No PROXY.-No
PROXY.—NOmember
member shall be permitted to vote by proxy.
Voting by
by mail.
voting
maiL
SxA.
VOTING BY MAIL.-The
S
E°. 15. Vorma
MAIL.—The articles or bylaws
bylaws may provide for
either
following types
either or both
both of
of the
the following
types of
of voting
voting by
by mail:
mail:
(1) That the secretary
secretary shall send to the members a
a copy of any
proposal scheduled
offered at
scheduled to be offered
at aameeting,
meeting, together
together with the
the notice
notice
members shall be
of said
said meeting,
meeting, and that
that the
the mail votes
votes cast
cast by
by the
the members
be
together with those cast at
at the
the meeting
meeting if
if such
such mail
mail votes
counted together
votes are
are
returned to the association within aaspecified
specified number
number of
of days;
days;
(2)
(2) That
That the
the secretary
secretary shall send
send to
to any member
member absent
absent from
from aa
at the
and
meeting an exact
exact copy
copy of
of the proposal acted
acted upon at
the meeting,
meeting, and
that the mail vote of the member upon such proposal, if returned
returned
within a
aspecified number of
of days, shall be
be counted
counted together
together with the
the
votes
votes cast at
at said meeting.
meeting.
The articles or bylaws may also determine
determine whether and to what
extent mail votes shall be
extent
be counted
counted in computing
computing a
a quorum.
quorum.
SEC.
SEC. 16. APPLICATION
OF VOTING
IN THIS
TO VOTING
BY
APPLICATION OF
VOTING PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS IN
THIS ACT
ACT TO
VOTING BY
MAIL.—If
association has provided for voting by mail,
MAIL.-If an association
mail, any provision of this Act referring
referring to votes cast by the members shall be
construed to include
construed
include the votes cast
cast by mail.
mail.
Voting
by delegates.
Votingbydelegates.
SEC.
APPLICATION OF
VOTING PROVISIONS
IN THIS
THIS ACT
TO VOTING
VOTING BY
S
EC. 17. APPLICATION
OF VOTING
PROVISIONS IN
ACT TO
BY
DELEGATES.—If an
an association
has provided
provided for
by d
ele gat
es
DELEGATES.-If
association has
for voting
voting by
delegates
any provision of this Act referring
members shall
referring to votes cast by the members
shall
apply to votes cast by delegates;
delegates; but this shall not permit delegates to
apply
vote by mail.
ote.

ARTICLE VII-DIRECTORS
VII—DERECFORS AND
Okrienns
ARTICLE
AND OFFICERS
Board of
directors.
Board
of directors.

SEC. 18. DIREOTORS.—An
SEC.
DIRECTORS.-An association
association shall
shall be managed by
by a
a board of
not less than five directors,
a term fixed in
directors, who shall be elected for a
the bylaws not to exceed three years, by and from the members of
and shall
office until
successors are
are elected,
the association
association and
shall hold
hold office
until their
their successors
elected,
Vacancies.
Vacancies.
or until removed. Vacancies
Vacancies in the board of directors,
directors, otherwise
otherwise than
by removal or expiration
expiration of term, shall be filled in such manner as the
bylaws
bylaws may
may provide.
provide.
Apportionment of
of
Apportionment
The bylaws may provide for a
a method of apportioning
apportioning the number
number
directors.
directors.
of directors
directors among the units into which the association may be
directors by the respective units to
divided, and for the election of directors
which they are apportioned.
apportioned.
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Executive
commitExecutive commitelected tee.
directors may be elected
executive committee of the board of directors
An executive
tee.
in such manner and with such powers and duties as the articles or
bylaws may prescribe.
Meetings.
held Meetings.
Meetings
executive committee may be held
Meetings of directors and of the executive
within or without the District of Columbia.
Officers.
OFFicEns.—The officers
officers of an association shall include a
a Officers.
SEC. 19. OFFIERS.-The
a secretary and aa treasurer,
president, one or more vice presidents, a
or a
a secretary-treasurer.
secretary-treasurer. The officers shall be elected annually by
president
otherwise provide. The president
the directors unless the bylaws otherwise
officer
president must be directors, but no other officer
and at least one vice president
need be a
a director.
need
Removal
of directors
Removalofdireetors
SEC.
20. REMOVAL
REMOVAL OF
AND OFFICERS.—A
officer
OFFICERS.-A director or officer
DIECTOBS AND
OF DIRECTORS
SEC. 20.
and
officers.
and officers.
may be removed
removed with or without cause, by a
avote of two-thirds of the
members
director or
members voting at aa regular or special meeting. The director
officer
officer involved shall have an opportunity to be heard at said meeting. A vacancy caused by any such removal shall be filled by the
provided in the bylaws for election of directors.
directors.
vote provided
Referendum.
may provide that Referendum.
SEC. 21.
REFEREND1731.—The articles
articles or
or bylaws
bylaws may
21. REFERENDUM.-The
SEC.
directors
specified period of time any action taken by the directors
a specified
within a
disapproval if
must
referred to the members for approval or disapproval
must be referred
demanded by
petition of
of at
members
per centum of all the members
at least 10 per
by petition
demanded
Proviso.
Provided, however, Proviso.
or
vote of at least aamajority of the directors: Provided,
by vote
or by
Rights of
third par.
parRights
of third
ties.
ties.
That
tune
of third parties which have vested between the time
rights of
the rights
That the
of such
action and
referendum shall not be impaired
impaired thereby.
thereby.
such referendum
and such
such action
of
ARTICLE VIII-SHARES
VIII--SHARES AND
MEMBERSHIP
AND MEMBERSHIP
ARTCLE
SEC. 22.
22. LIMITATIONS
cAriTAL.—The return
return
ON CAPITAL-The
RTURN ON
THE RETURN
UPON THE
LIMITATIONS /mow
SEO.
6 per centum
capital shall not exceed 6
centum per annum upon the
upon capital
paid-up
capital and shall be noncumulative.
noncumulative.
paid-up capital
Total return upon capital distributed for any single period shall
per centum of the net savings for that period.
exceed 50 per
not exceed
SEC. 23.
23. ELIGIBILITr
ELIGIBILITY AND
ADMISSION TO
TO MEMBERSHIP.-Any
MEMBERSHIP.—Ally natural
natural
AND ADMISSION
SEC.
person, association
organized
or unincorporated
unincorporated group organized
incorporated, or
association, incorporated,
person,
on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis,
group, shall be eligible
eligible for
nonprofit group,
basis, or any nonprofit
on
membership in
qualifications for
the qualifications
met the
has met
if it
it has
association if
an association
in an
membership
eligibility, if
stated in
the articles
articles or
and shall be
or bylaws and
in the
if any,
any, stated
eligibility,
deemed
member upon
full for the par value of the
in full
payment in
upon payment
a member
deemed a
minimum amount
of share
membership capital stated in the
or membership
share or
amount of
minimum
articles as
necessary to
membership.
qualify for membership.
to qualify
as necessary
articles
SEC. 24.
or group
eligible for
for
group eligible
person or
natural person
SUBSCRIBERS.-Any natural
24. SuescsiBERs.—Any
SEC.
membership
and legally
purchase a
ashare or shares of
of, _or
or
to purchase
obligated to
legally obligated
membership and
a subscriber.
membership
subscriber. The
membership in, an association shall be deemed a
articles or
or bylaws
bylaws may
and the conditions under
whether, and
determine whether,
may determine
articles
which,
membership shall be
rights of membership
other rights
voting rights or other
any voting
which, any
granted
subscribers.
to subscribers.
granted to
SEC. 25.
SHARE AND
AND MEMBERSHIP
CERTIFICATES; ISSUANCE
AND CONCONISSUANCE AND
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES;
25. SHARE
SEC.
TENTS.—No
or membership
membership capital
capital shall be
be issued
issued
share or
for share
certificate for
TENTS.-No certificate
until
the par
value thereof
full. There shall be
paid for in full.
been paid
has been
thereof has
par value
until the
a full or conprinted
certificate issued by an association a
each certificate
upon each
printed upon
densed
requirements of sections
sections 13, 14, and 26 herein.
of the
the requirements
statement of
densed statement
S
EC. 26.
26. TRANSFER
MEMBERSHIP, WITHDRAWAL.—If
a
WrrHDRAWAL--If a
AND MEMBERSHIP;
SHARES AND
OF SHARES
TRANSFER OF
SEC.
member desires
to withdraw
withdraw from
aqsociation or
of any
any
or dispose of
the association
from the
desires to
member
or all
all of
his holdings
holdings therein,
directors shall
shall have
have the power to
to
the directors
therein, the
of his
or
purchase
holdings by
value of any or all
paying him the par value
by paying
such holdings
purchase such
of
holdings offered.
The directors
directors shall
cancel
shall then reissue or cancel
offered. The
the holdings
of the
the
regular
the members voting at aaregular
majority of the
the majority
of the
vote of
A vote
same. A
the same.
or
to exercise
this power
to
power to
exercise this
directors to
the directors
order the
may order
meeting may
special meeting
or special
purchase.
purchase.

Limitations upon
upon
Limitations
return on
on capital.
capital.
return

Eligibility and
and adadEligibility
mission to
to membermembermission
ship.
ship.

Subscribers.
Subesribers.

Share and
and member.
memberShare
ship certificates;
certificates; issuissu.
ship
ance and
contents.
ance
and contents.

of shares
Transfer of
shares
Transfer
and
membership;
and membership;
withdrawal.
withdrawal.
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If
association fails, within
the original
original offer,
to
If the association
within sixty
sixty days
days of
of the
offer, to
purchase
all or
or any
any part
part of
of the
the holdings
member may
dispurchase all
holdings offered,
offered, the
theemember
may disto the
the approval
approval
pose of the unpurchased
unpurchased interest
interest elsewhere,
elsewhere, subject
subject to
of
by a
directors. Any
Any would-be
of the
the transferee
transferee by
a majority
majority vote
vote of
of the
the directors.
would-be
transferee
to the
the members
transferee not approved by the directors
directors may
may appeal
appeal to
members
at their first regular or
or special meeting thereafter,
thereafter, and
and the
the action
action of
of
meeting shall be final.
If such
such transferee
transferee is
not approved,
the
the meeting
final. If
is not
approved, the
directors
directors shall exercise their power to purchase,
purpurchase, if and
and when
when such purchase can be made without jeopardizing
of the
the
jeopardizing the
the solvency
solvency of
association.
association.
SEC.
SEC. 27.
27. S
SHARE
FIARE AND MEMBERSHIP
RECALL.—The bylaws
bylaws
MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES;
CERTIFICATES; RECALL.-The
may give the directors
reserve funds
directors the
the power to
to use the reserve
funds to
to recall,
recall,
at par value, the holdings of any
any member
member in excess of
of the amount
amount
requisite for membership; and may also provide that if any member
member
has failed to patronize
of time
time specispecipatronize the
the association
association during
during a
a period
period of
fied in the bylaws, the directors may use the reserve
reserve funds to
to recall
recall
all his holdings and thereupon
thereupon he shall cease to
to be aamember of
of the
the
association. When so recalled, such certificates
certificates of share or
or membership
capital shall be either
either reissued
or canceled.
canceled.
ship capital
reissued or
SEc. 28.
28. SHARE
CERTIFICATES
AITACH:MENT.—Th0
SHARE AND MEMBERSHIP
MEMBERSHIP CERTICICATES;
ATrACHMENT.-The
holdings of any member of an association,
of the
the miniassociation, to the extent
extent of
minimum amount necessary
membership, but not to exceed
necessary for membership,
exceed $50, shall
be exempt
exempt from attachment,
attachment, execution,
the debts
debts
execution, or
or garnishment
garnishment for
for the
of the owner. If
If any holdings in excess of
of this
this amount are
are subjected
subjected
to such liability, the directors
association may
admit
directors of the association
may either
either admit
the purchaser
purchaser thereof
thereof to membership, or
purchase from
from him
him such
or may
may purchase
such
holdings at
at par value.
value.
SEC.
LuBAn.r or ivmments.—Members
MEMBERs.-Members shall
S
EC. 29. LIABILITY
shall not be jointly
jointly or
or
severally
severally liable for any debts of the association, nor
nor shall
shall a
a subscriber
subscriber
be so liable except to the extent
amount on
on the
extent of the
the unpaid
unpaid amount
the shares
shares
or membership
membership certificate
certificate subscribed
No subscriber
subscriber shall
subscribed by
by him.
him. No
shall be
be
released from such liability by reason of
released
assignment of
his interinterof any
any assignment
of his
est in the shares or membership
but shall
shall remain
membership certificate,
certificate, but
remain jointly
jointly
severally liable with the assignee until the shares
and severally
shares or certificates
certificates
are fully
fully paid
paid up.
SEC. 30. EXPUSIONm.-A
SEC.
Exerrisiox.—A member may be expelled
expelled by
by the
the vote
of a
vote of
a
majority of the members voting at aaregular or special meeting.
meeting. The
member against whom .the charges are to be preferred
be
preferred shall be
informed thereof in writing
writing at least ten days in advance of
of the
the meetmeeting, and shall have an opportunity to be heard in person or by counsel
at said meeting. On decision of the association
association to expel
expel a
a member,
member,
the board of
of directors
par
the
directors shall purchase the member's holdings
holdings at par
value, if and when there are sufficient
sufficient reserve
reserve funds.
funds.

ARrTILE
IX-APPORnTONMENT or
Amax IX—AproirriormErrr
OF Nrr
NET SAraras
SAvINGs
Allocation and
and didisriAloston
tribution of net savings.
aM.

Reserve
fund.
Reserveund.

SEC.
SEC. 31.
31. ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF NET SAVINGS.-At
SAVINGS.—At least
least
once aayear the members and/or the directors, as the articles or bylaws
bylaws
may provide, shall apportion the net savings of the association in the
following order:
order:
1) Not less than 10 per centum shall be
be placed
placed in
(1)
in aareserve
reserve fund
fund
until such time as the fund shall equal at least 50 per centum of the
paid-up
paid-up capital; and such fund may be used in the general c
on d
uc t
conduct
of
of the
the business. The amounts apportioned to the reserve fund shall
be allocated on the books of the association on a
a patronage
patronage basis, or
in lieu thereof, the books and records of the association shall afford
afford
in order
order that
thatu
pon dissolution
dissol
ut i
on or
i
er, if
if
aa means for doing so,
so, in
upon
or earl
earlier,
deemed advisable, such reserves may be returned to the patrons who
have contributed
have
contributed the same, subject to the limitations of section 36
herein;
herein;
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(2)
A return
the limitations
limitations of
of section
section 22, may
may
within the
upon capital,
capital, within
return upon
(2) .A
be
paid upon
or, if
if the
bylaws so
so provide,
provide, upon
upon the
the bylaws
capital, or,
upon share
share capital,
be paid
membership
capital certificates
certificates of
association; but such
a nonshare
nonshare association;
of a
membership capital
return upon
upon capital
may be
paid only
only out
of the
surplus of
of the
the aggreaggrethe surplus
out of
be paid
capital may
return
gate of
of the
the assets
assets over
the aggregate
aggregate of
in
(including in
liabilities (including
of the
the liabilities
over the
gate
the
of the
capital stock)
such
after deducting
deducting from such
stock) after
the capital
the amount
amount of
the latter
latter the
aggregate of
the assets
the amount
which such
was
such aggregate
aggregate was
by which
amount by
assets the
of the
aggregate
increased by
revaluation of
of
value or
or revaluation
in value
appreciation in
by unrealized
unrealized appreciation
increased
fixed assets;
assets;
fixed
(3)
A portion
portion of
of the
determined by the articles
articles or
remainder, as determined
the remainder,
(3) A
in teachteachbylaws,
shall be
used in
be used
fund to be
an educational
educational fund
to an
be allocated
allocated to
bylaws, shall
ing cooperation,
and a
aportion
also be
be allocated
allocated to
to funds
funds for the
the
may also
portion may
cooperation, and
ing
general
of the
association;
the association;
of the
the members
members of
welfare of
general welfare
(4)
The remainder
remainder shall
be allocated
at the
the same
same uniform
to
rate to
uniform rate
allocated at
shall be
(4) The
all
of the
association in
in proportion
proportion to
to their
their individual
individual
the association
all patrons
patrons of
patronage:
ThatProvided, That—
patronage: Provided,
amount of
(
a) in
case of
of a
member patron,
proportionate amount
his proportionate
patron, his
a member
m the
the case
(a)
savings
to him
unless he
the
agrees that the
he agrees
him unless
distributed to
be distributed
shall be
returns shall
savings returns
association
should credit
account toward
the
toward the
his account
to his
amount to
the amount
credit the
association should
purchase
of an
additional share
share or
or shares,
or additional
additional membermembershares, or
an additional
purchase of
ship capital;
capital;
ship
(b) in
subscriber patron,
patron, his
his proportionate
amount
proportionate amount
of a
a subscriber
case of
the case
(b)
in the
of savings
may, as
the articles
provide, be
be disdisbylaws provide,
or bylaws
articles or
as the
returns may,
savings returns
of
tributed to
to his
his account
account until
amount of
until the amount
credited to
or credited
him, or
to him,
tributed
capital
for has
paid;
fully paid;
has been
been fully
subscribed for
capital subscribed
(c) in
the case
case of
patron, his
proportionate amount
amount
his proportionate
nonmember patron,
of aanonmember
in the
(c)
of savings
savings returns
returns shall
shall be
be set
set aside
general fund
such
for such
fund for
in a
a general
aside in
of
patrons and
and shall
to individual
individual nonmember
patrons
nonmember patrons
be allocated
allocated to
shall be
patrons
only upon
upon request
request and
of evidence
evidence of
of the
of
amount of
the amount
presentation of
and presentation
only
their patronage.
patronage. Any
return so
so allocated
allocated shall
credited
be credited
shall be
savings return
Any savings
their
to such
patron toward
payment of
of the
minimum amount
amount of share
share
the minimum
toward payment
to
such patron
or
necessary for
a sum
sum
When a
membership. When
for membership.
capital necessary
membership capital
or membership
equal
to this
this amount
has accumulated
at any
any time
time within
period
within aa period
accumulated at
amount has
equal to
of
time specified
in the
the bylaws,
patron shall
be deemed
deemed and
and
shall be
such patron
bylaws, such
specified in
of time
become a
a member
of the
the association
association if
or requests,
requests,
agrees or
he so
so agrees
if he
member of
become
and
with any
any provisions
provisions in
admission to
to
for admission
bylaws for
the bylaws
in the
complies with
and complies
membership.
The certificates
of shares
to which
which
membership to
or membership
shares or
certificates of
membership. The
he is
is entitled
entitled shall
shall then
then be
be issued
to him.
him.
issued to
he
(d) if
of time
time specified
specified in
articles or
or
in the
the articles
periods of
any periods
(d)
if within
within any
bylaws,
and paid
paid in
the
in the
accumulated and
not accumulated
has not
subscriber has
any subscriber
(1) any
bylaws, (1)
amount of
capital subscribed
any nonmember
patron
nonmember patron
or (2)
(2) any
for i or
subscribed for
of capital
amount
has not
not accumulated
individual account
account the
sum necessary
necessary
the sum
his individual
in his
accumulated in
has
for membership;
any nonmember
patron has
accumulated
has accumulated
nonmember patron
(3) any
or (3)
membership; or
for
the
sum
necessary
for
membership
but
neither
requests
nor agrees
agrees
nor
requests
neither
but
membership
for
necessary
sum
the
to
become a
fails to
to comply
with the
the provisions
the
of the
provisions of
comply with
or fails
a member,
member, or
to become
bylaws,
if any,
any, for
admission to
to membership,
membership, then
the amounts
amounts so
so
then the
for admission
bylaws, if
accumulated or
or paid
paid in
and any
any part
of the
general fund
nonfor nonfund for
the general
part of
in and
accumulated
member
which has
allocated to
to individual
individual nonnonbeen allocated
not been
has not
patrons which
member patrons
member patrons
patrons shall
go to
fund and
and thereafter
no
thereafter no
educational fund
the educational
to the
shall go
member
member or
patron shall
shall have
have any
any rights
rights in
in said
said paid-in
paid-in
other patron
or other
member
capital or
or accumulated
savings returns
further,
Providedfurther,
such: Provided
as such:
returns as
accumulated savings
capital
That nothing
this section
section shall
an association
association under
this
under this
prevent an
shall prevent
in this
nothing in
That
Act which
is engaged
engaged in
in rendering
from disposing
the
of the
disposing of
services from
rendering services
which is
Act
net savings
savings from
from the
the rendering
rendering of
such services
manner
such manner
in such
services in
of such
net
as to
lower the
for services
or otherwise
the
further the
to further
otherwise to
services or
charged for
fees charged
the fees
to lower
as
common benefit
of the
provided further,
further, That
That
And provided
members: And
the members:
benefit of
common
nothing in
this section
section shall
association from
adopting
from adopting
an association
prevent an
shall prevent
in this
nothing
a
the payment
of savings
savings returns
would
which would
returns which
payment of
whereby the
a system
system whereby
a fixed
fixed period of
otherwise be
deferred for a
be deferred
shall be
distributed, shall
be distributed,
otherwise
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Return upon capital.
tal.

Allocation to special
special
funds.

Allocation of reAllocation
mainder.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Distribution,
to
Distribution, etc., to
member patrons.
patrons.

Distribution,
etc., to
to
Distribution, etc.,
subscriber
subscriber patrons.

Allocation to nonAllocation
member patrons.
patrons.
member

Disposition of funds
from subscriptions,
from
subscriptions,
etc.,
not fully
fully paid
in.
paid in.
etc., not

Use
savings to obof savings
Use of
tain
tain lower service fees,
etc.
etc.

Deferring
Deferring payments
of
returns, etc.
of savings
savings returns,
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months or years; nor from adopting
whereby the
savings
adopting a
a system, whereby
the savings
returns distributed shall be partly
in shares,
shares, such
partly in cash,
cash, partly
partly in
such
shares to be retired at aa fixed future
date, in
the order
order of
of their
their
future date,
in the
serial number or
or date
date of
of issue.
ARTICLE
X—BONDING
BOOKKY.14.PING; REPORTS
ArTICLE X-BONDING;
BOOKKEEPING;
REPORTS
Bonding.
Bonding.

Books; auditing.
auditing.
Books;

SEC.
S
EC. 32. BoNDING.-Every
BONDING.—Every individual
individual acting as
officer or
as .officer
or employee
employee
of an association and handling
handling funds or
or securities
securities amounting
to
amounting to
$1,000
$1,000 or more, in any one year, shall be covered by an
adequate bond
an adequate
bond
as determined
determined by the board of directors, and at the
the expense of the
the
association;
association; and the bylaws may also provide
of other
other
provide for
for the bonding of
employees or officers.
SEC. 33. BooKs;
BOOKS; AUDITING.-To
SEC.
Aunrruco.—To record its business operation,
operation, every
every
association shall keep a
a set of books, which
which shall
shall be audited
audited at
at the
the
end of each fiscal year by an experienced
experienced bookkeeper
bookkeeper or
or accountant,
accountant,
who shall not be an officer or director. Where the
annual business
business
the annual
amounts to less than $10,000, the audit may
performed by
may be performed
by an
an
auditing committee of three, who shall not be directors,
directors, officers,
officers, or
employees. A written
written report of the audit, including
including a
a statement
statement
transacted with
members, and
the amount
amount
of the amount of
of business transacted
with members,
and the
transacted with nonmembers,
transacted
nonmembers, the balance sheet,
income and
and
sheet, and
and the
the income
expenses,
expenses, shall be submitted to the annual
annual meeting
meeting of
the association.
association.
of the

Src.
SEC. 34. ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORT.-Every
KEpoitT.—Every association
association shall
shall annually,
annually, within
within
sixty days of the close of its operations for that year, make
make a
areport
of its condition, sworn to by the president
president and secretary, which
which
report shall be filed with the recorder
recorder of deeds.
report shall
shall
The report
state—
statea) The name and principal
(a)
principal address of
of the association.
association.
b) The names, addresses, occupations,
(b)
of expiration
expiration of
occupations, and
and date of
of
the terms, of the officers and directors, and their
if any.
their compensation, if
any.
(c) The amount and nature of its
(c)
and
its authorized,
authorized, subscribed,
subscribed, and
paid-in
shareholders, and the
paid-in capital,
capital, the number of its shareholders,
number
the number
admitted
withdrawn during the year, the
admitted and withdrawn
shares
the par
par value
value of
of its
its shares
and the rate at which any return
return upon capital
capital has been paid. For
nonshare associations the annual report shall
shall state
state the
the total
total number
number
of members, the number admitted
admitted or withdrawn during
during the year,
year, and
and
the amount of membership
membership fees received.
received.
(d) The receipts, expenditures,
expenditures, assets, and
(d)
and liabilities
liabilities of
of the
the
association.
association.
Filing of copy.
Fling of copy.
A
A copy of this report shall be kept on file at
at the
principal office
the principal
office
of the association.
association.
Punishment for false
Pishmentfor fase
Any person who
who shall
or make
make oath
report conshall subscribe
subscribe or
oath to
statement.
to such
such report
containing a
a materially false statement, known to such person
to be
person to
be
false, shall upon conviction of such offense be punished by a
of
a fine of
not less than $25 nor more than $200,
imprisonment of
not less
$200, or by
by imprisonment
of not
less
than thirty days nor more than one year, or both
and
both such
such fine
fine and
imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Noticeofdelinquent
Notice
of delinquent imprisonent.
reports; mandamus.
SEO.
reports;
OF DEIXNQUENT
DELINQUENT REPORTS;
Sw. 35. NOTICE
NOTICE OP
asso REPORTS; MANDAMITS.—If
MANDAMST.-ITf an
an association fails to make such report within the
ciation
required period
of
the required
period of
recorder of deeds shall within sixty days from
sixty days, the recorder
from the
the
expiration of said period send such association
association a
i
st
ere d letter
l
et
ter
a reg
registered
directed to its principal .office,
stating the
the d
eli nquency an
i
ts conoffice, stating
delinquency
andd its
consequences.
association
sequences. If
If the .
association fails to file the report
re po rt within
within sixty
sixty
days from the mailing of such notice, any member of the association
association
or the United States attorney
attorney for the District of Columbia may
may by
petition
petition for mandamus against th
i
ati on and
an d its
proper officers
officers
thee assoc
association
its proper
compel such filing
film g to be made, and
n such
such case
the court
court shall
and i
in
case the
shall
require
require the association or the officers
officers at fault to
the expenses
expenses
to pay all
all the
of the proceeding
proceeding including
including conns4
counsel fees.
fees.
Annualreport.
Annual report.
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ARTICLE XI-DISSOLuTiON
XI— Dissourriow

SEC.
DISSOLTrroN.-An association may, at any regular or Dissolution.
SEC. 36. Dissourrrox.—An
Dissolution.
special meeting
meeting legally called, b
di rect
ed to
t
o dissolve by
bee directed
by a
a vote of
of
two-thirds
two-thirds of the entire membership. By
By a vote
vot
e o
majority of
offa
a majority
of the
the
members voting three of their number shall be designated
designated as trustrustees, who shall, on behalf of the association
association and within a
a time fixed
fixed
in their designation or within any extension thereof, liquidate
liquidate its
assets, and shall distribute
distribute them in the manner set forth in this
section. A suit for involuntary
Involuntary
Involuntary dissoluinvoluntary dissolution of an association organtion.
ized under this Act may be instituted for the causes
causes and prosecuted
prosecuted
31 Stat.
Stat. 1319.
in the manner set forth in sections
sections 786 through 791, both inclusive,
inclusive,
5
1). C. Code §§
§§
5 D.
and sections 794 through 797, both inclusive, of the Act entitled
416-419.
409-414, 416419.
entitled 409-414,
"An Act to establish a
a Code of Law for the District of Columbia".
Columbia",
Proviso.
Provoo.
Provided, That any distribution of assets Distribution
approved March 3, 1901: Provided,
Distribution of asshall be in the manner
manner set forth in this section. In case of any
any sets.
dissolution of an association,
association, its assets shall be distributed in
in the
the
following manner
manner and order: (1)
(1) By paying its debts and expenses;
expenses;
(2)
(2) by returning to the members the par value
or of
of
value of their shares
shares or
their membership
membership certificates, returning to the subscribers
subscribers the
the
amounts paid on their subscriptions, and returning
returning to the
the patrons
patrons
the amount of savings returns credited to their accounts
the
accounts toward
toward the
purchase of shares or membership
purchase
membership certificates;
certificates; and
(3) by
and (3)
by disdistributing any surplus
surplus in either or both of the following ways as
as the
articles may provideprovide—
(a) Among those patrons who have been members
members or subscribers
subscribers
at any time during the past six years, on
patronage
on the basis of their
their patronage
during that period;
consumers' cooperative
cooperative association
(b) As a
a gift to any consumers'
association or
or other
other
nonprofit enterprise which may be designated
designated in the Articles.
ARTICLE

XII—PENALTTES
XII-PENALTIES

SEC. 37. USE OF
or NAM
NAME
"COOPERATIVE" ;PENALTY.--Only
PENALTY.—Only (1)
E "COOPERATIVE";
(1) associaassociations organized under
under this Act, (2)
(2) groups
groups organized
organized on
on aacooperative
cooperative
basis under
under any other law of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
(3) forforand (3)
eign corporations
corporations operating on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis and
and authorized
authorized to
do business in the District of Columbia under this or any other
of
other law of
the District of Columbia shall be entitled to
"cooperato use the term
term "cooperaabbreviation or derivation
tive", or any abbreviation
derivation thereof, as part of their
their
business name, or to represent
represent themselves, in their
their advertising
advertising or
or
otherwise, as conductingbusiness
conducting business on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis.
Any person, firm, or corporation
corporation violating
violating the
the above
above provision
provision
shall upon conviction of such offense be punished by
not
by aa fine
fine of
of not
$200, with an
of not
not
less than $25 nor
nor more than $200,
an additional
additional fine
fine of
during which
which a
violation occurs
occurs after
more than $200 for
for each month during
a violation
after
days
the first month, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not
not less than thirty
thirty days
nor more
one year,
year, or
fine and
imprisonment. The
nor
more than
than one
or by
by both
both such
such fine
and imprisonment.
The
district attorney
attorney of the United States for the District of Columbia,
or any
individual, or
or group
group organized
cooperaor
any individual,
or association,
association, or
organized on
on aa cooperative
basis, may
sue to
to enjoin
enjoin an
an alleged
tive basis,
may sue
alleged violation
violation of
of this
this section.
section.
Should
court of
of competent
jurisdiction decide
decide that
that any
Should a
a court
competent jurisdiction
any person,
person,
firm,
using the
to this
this Act,
Act,
firm, or
or corporation
corporation using
the name
name "cooperative"
"cooperative" prior
prior to
and not
on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis,
is entitled
in
not organized
organized on
basis, is
entitled to
to continue
continue in
such
always place
place immediately
immediately after
after its
such use,
use, any such business
business shall
shall always
its
name the words "does
cooperative association
association
"does not comply with
with the
the cooperative
law
of the
Columbia" in
in the
same kind
kind of
and in
law of
the District
District of
of Columbia"
the same
of type,
type, and
in
letters not
than two-thirds
as large,
large, as
used in
in the
the term
term
letters
not less
less than
two-thirds as
as those
those used
"cooperative".
"cooperative".
SEC. 38.
38. PROMOTION
PENALTY.
—An associaassociaPROMOTION EXPENSES;
EXPENSES; LnarrAmoisTs;
LIMrTATIONS; PENALT.--An
tion shall not, directly or indirectly, use any of its funds,
funds, nor
nor issue
issue

Use
of term
term
Useof

ative."
ative."

"cooper"cooper-

Punishment for
for viovioPunishment
lation.
lation.

Firm, etc., using
name
name "cooperative"
"cooperative"
prior to this Act.

Promotion expenses;
Promotion
expenses;
limitations; penalty.
penalty.
limitations;
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shares nor
nor incur
any indebtedness,
indebtedness, for
for the
payment of
shares
incur any
the payment
of any
any compencompensation for
for the
the organization
of the
association except
except necessary
legal
sation
organization of
the association
necessary legal
fees;
nor for
for the
fees; nor
the payment
payment of
of any
any promotion
promotion expenses
expenses in
in excess
excess of
of
5
centum of
of the
amount paid
in for
shares or
membership
5 per
per centum
the amount
paid in
for the
the shares
or membership
certificates involved
in the
the promotion
promotion transaction.
Any association's
certificates
involved in
transaction. Any
association's
officer,
corporation
officer, director, or
or agent
agent who
who gives,
gives, or
or any
any person,
person, firm,
firm2 corporation
or
receives such
such promotion
promotion commission
in violaviolaor association
association which receives
commission in
tion of this section shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction of
such offense,
punished
of such
offense, be
be punished
imprisonby a
a fine of not less
less than $25, nor
nor more
more than
than $200, or by imprisonment for not less than thirty
thirty days
days nor more
more than one year,
year, or
or by
by
both
both such
such fine
fine and
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Spreadin
false rereSpreadingg false
SEC. 39.
FALSE REPORTS;
PENALTY.—Any person,
person, firm,
firm,
SEC.
39. SPREADING
SPREADINO FALSE
REPORTS; PENALTY.-Any
ports ;penalty.
penalty.
ports;
corporation, or association which maliciously and knowingly spreads
corporation,
spreads
false reports about the management
association
management or
or finances
finances of
of any
any association
shall, upon conviction
conviction of such
offense, be
fine of
not
such offense,
be punished
punished by
by a
a fine
of not
less than $25 and not
imprisonment for
for not
not
not more
more than
than $200,
$200, or by
by imprisonment
less than thirty days nor more than one year, or
or by
by both such fine
fine
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.

ARTICLE XIII—RELATION
XIII-R ELATION TO
LAWS
ARTICLE
TO OTnER
OTHER LAWS
Existingcooperative
Existingcooperative

g
roups.
groups.

Foreigncorporations
corporations
Foreign
and
and associations.
associations.

Legality declared;
Legality
declared;
not
of
not in
in restraint
restraint of
trade.
trade.

Laws not
applicable.
Laws
not applicable.

31 Stat.
Stat. 1280.
31
1280.
D. C.
Code ;Supp.
Supp.
65
D.
C. Code;
V
V..
Annual license
fee.
Annual
license fee.

Separability ;consticonstiSeparability;
tutionality.
tutionality.

SEC.
S
EC. 40.
40. EXISTING
ilVE GROUPS.—Ally
incorporated
EXISTING COOPERA
COOPERATIVE
GROUPS.-Any group
group incorporated

under another law of the District of Columbia
Columbia and operating
operating on
on a
a
cooperative
cooperative basis or any unincorporated
unincorporated group operating
operating on
on such
such aa
basis in the District of Columbia may elect by a
a vote of two-thirds of
the members voting to secure
secure the benefits
benefits of and be bound by this
Act, and shall thereupon
thereupon amend such
articles and
bylaws as
as
such of
of its
its articles
and bylaws
are not in conformity
conformity with this Act. A certified
certified copy
amended
copy of the amended
articles
articles shall be filed and recorded with the recorder
recorder of
of deeds
deeds and aa
fee of $5 shall
shall be
be paid.

SEC. 41. FOREMIN
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS AND
ASSOCIATIONS.—A foreign
foreign corcorAND ASSOCIATIONS.-A
poration or association
association operating
and complyoperating on
on a
a cooperative
cooperative basis
basis and
complying with the applicable
laws of
is organized
organized
applicable laws
of the
the State
State wherein
wherein it
it is
shall be entitled to do
business in the District of
of Columbia
Columbia as
as a
a
do business
foreign cooperative
cooperative corporation
corporation or
or association.
SEC.
S
EC. 42.
42. LEGALITY
LEGALITY DECLARED;
DECLARED; NOT
NOT IN
OF TRADE.—No
assoIN RESTRAINT
RESTRAINT OF
TRADE.-No association, or method or act thereof which complies with this Act,
Act, shall
shall
be deemed a
a conspiracy
conspiracy or combination in restraint
restraint of
an
of trade
trade or
or an
illegal monopoly,
monopoly, or an attempt
or fix
attempt to lessen competition
competition or
fix prices
prices
arbitrarily.
arbitrarily.
APPLICABLE.-NO law
SEC. 43. LAWS NOT APPLICABLE.—NO
of the
the District
Columlaw of
District of
of Columbia conflicting
inconsistent with any
any part
part of
this Act
Act shall,
shall, to
to the
conflicting or inconsistent
of this
the
extent of the conflict or inconsistency,
inconsistency, be construed
applicable to
construed as applicable
to
associations formed hereunder;
hereunder; nor shall any law of the District of
Columbia inappropriate
inappropriate to
of such
such associations
associations be
be so
so
to the purposes
purposes of
construed;
construed; nor shall any of the provisions of sections 574
574 through
through
797, both inclusive,
inclusive, of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to establish a
a Code
of Law for the District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved March 3,
1901, be
3, 1901,
be
construed
construed as applicable
applicable to associations
associations formed hereunder, except as
expressly stated in this
this Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 44. TAXATION.-Associations
TAxivriox.—Associations formed hereunder, and foreign
corporations
corporations and associations admitted under section
section 41 to do
do busiColumbia and entitled
ness in the District of Columbia
entitled to
section
to the benefits
benefits of
of section
37, shall pay an annual license fee of $10.
SEC.
CONSTPrUTIONALrTY.-If any
SEC. 45. SEPARABILITrr;
SEPARABIL1TY; correrrroTioNALrry.—If
any provision
of
provision of
this Act or the application
application thereof to any person or circumstance
shall be held unconstitutional
unconstitutional or otherwise
otherwise invalid for any reason,
shall
reason, the
validity
validity of the remainder
remainder of this Act and the application of such
circumstances shall not be affected
provision to other persons or circumstances
affected
thereby.
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SEC.
46. The
The Congress
Congress reserves
reserves the right to
to alter, amend,
SEC. 46.
amend, or repeal
this
Act,
or
any
charter
or certificate of incorporation
this
incorporation made
thereunder.
thereunder.
SEC.
SHORT TITLE.—This
TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "District of
S
EC. 47. SHORT
of
Cooperative Association
Columbia Cooperative
Association Act".
Approved, June 19, 1940.
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Right
Right reserved.

Short
title.
Short title.

[CHAPTER
398]
[CHAPTER 398]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend an
Act to
to authorize the Secretary
the Secretary
To
an Act
Secretary of War and the
Secretary of
Navy
of the
the Navy
to make
certain disposition
guns, projectiles,
to
make certain
disposition of condemned ordnance,
ordnance, guns,
projectiles, and
and other
other
condemned
material
in
their respective
respective Departments.
condemned
Departments.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
of the
Representatives of
the
united States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
entitled "An Act to authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of War and the Secretary
Secretary
of the Navy to make certain disposition of condemned
ordnance,
condemned ordnance,
respective departments",
guns, and cannonballs in their respective
approved.
departments", approved
1896 as amended, is amended
May 22, 1896,
amended to
follows:
to read
read as
as follows:
Secretary of the Navy are each
"That the Secretary
Secretary of War and the Secretary
each
hereby authorized, in their discretion,
discretion, to loan or give to soldiers'
soldiers'
monument associations, posts of the Grand Army
Republic,
Army of the
the Republic,
posts of the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States, posts
posts
of the American
American Legion, and other recognized
war veteran
recognized war
veteran associaassociations, State museums,
incorporated museums operated
museums, and incorporated
operated and mainmaineducational purposes only, whose charter denies
tained for educational
denies them
them the
the
right to operate for profit, municipal
municipal corporations, and
and posts
posts of
of the
the
Sons of Veterans Reserve,
Reserve, condemned or obsolete
obsolete ordnance, guns,
guns,
projectiles,
manuscripts, works of art, drawings,
projectiles, books, manuscripts,
plans, models,
drawings, plans,
models
and other condemned
condemned or obsolete material which
which may not be needed
needed
in the service of either of said Departments.
Departments.
"Such loan or gift shall be made subject to
rules and
regulations
to rules
and regulations
covering the same in each
Department, and the Government
Government shall be
each Department,
be
at no expense
expense in connection with any such loan or
or gift."
SEC.
SEC. 2. All Acts or parts of Acts in conflict
conflict with this Act
Act are
are
hereby repealed.
hereby
repealed.
Approved, June 19,
19, 1940.
[CHAPTER 399]
[CHAPTER
399]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

Authorizing the
the recognition
two-hundredth anniversary
anniversary of
Authorizing
recognition of the two-hundredth
of the
the founding
founding of
of
the
University of
the University
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania by Benjamin
Benjamin Franklin
Franklin and the beginning
beginning of
of
university
in the
the United
university education
education in
States, and
for the
the representation
United States,
and providing
providing for
representation
of the
the United
of the Government
Government and people of
States in
in the
observance of
of
United States
the observance
the
the anniversary.
anniversary.

Jnne
June 19, 1940IU
1940
[H.
[H. R. 70741
7074]
[Public,
643]
[Public. No. 643]

Ay

n

d

Army and
Navy
a
Navy
condemned ordnance,
etc.

etc.

29 Stat. 133; 45 Stat.
77stat.133;4stat.

773.
50 U. S.. C.
C. 167.
67.
Loans or
gifts to
or gifts
certain organizations.

0

certai
to
toraaion

No expense to Government.

eenbseto
o
o

eme

Repeal.
Repeal.

June 20, 1940

IS. J.
Res. 214)
[S.
J.Re.
24

[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 86
86]
[Pub.

University
University of PennWhereas there are to be held at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
at sylvania
and at
bicentennial.
bicentennial.
other places during the year 1940 celebrations
celebrations commemorating
commemorating the
Preamble.
the Preamble.
two-hundredth
anniversary
two-hundredth anniversary of the founding of
of the
the University
University of
of
Pennsylvania by Benjamin Franklin, said institution being
Pennsylvania
the
being the
first university to be established in what are now the United
States;
United States;
and
and
Whereas, in accordance
accordance with resolutions of the president
president and fellows
fellows
of the University
University of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, there will take place in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, on the 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th,
19th, 20th, and 21st
21st
of September
September 1940 formal ceremonies of celebration
celebration of the bicentennial, in the presence
presence of the governing boards,
boards, faculties,
faculties, students,
and alumni of the university, the delegates a
of other
other institutions,
institutions,
distinguished
distinguished guests, and a
a large number
number of friends
and
friends and
benefactors;
benefactors; and

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.399,
1940
20, 1940
399, 400—JUNE
400-JUNE 20,
PUBLIC
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Whereas the
Commonwealth of
of Pennsylvania
the city
city of
Philaof Philaand the
Pennsylvania and
the Commonwealth
Whereas
delphia
at the
the ceremonies;
and
ceremonies; and
represented at
will be
be officially
officially represented
delphia will
Whereas the
the University
University of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania endeavors
to foster
and
foster and
endeavors to
Whereas
maintain
ideals of
truth and
to Americans:
Americans:
so dear
dear to
freedom so
and freedom
of truth
the ideals
maintain the
Therefore be it
Therefore
it

Resolved by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Representatives of
the Senate
Resolved
Congress assembled,
Government and
assembled, That the Government
an- States of America
America in Congress

Observance of
of annbseranc
niversary.

people
of the
the United
United States
States unite
unite with
the University
of PennsylUniversity of
with the
people of
vania
appropriate observance
observance of
the two-hundredth
two-hundredth
of the
and appropriate
fitting and
in aa fitting
vania in
anniversary
of its
its founding,
founding, which
which marked
marked the
the formal
formal beginning
beginning of
of
anniversary of
university
United States
States (Harvard,
(Harvard, William
and
William and
the United
in the
education in
university education
Mary, and
and Yale
were founded
before the University
Pennsylvania,
University of Pennsylvania,
founded before
Yale were
Mary,
but
they were
were not
not universities
until after
after the
the University
of
University of
universities until
but they
Pennsylvania became a
auniversity).
university).
Pennsylvania
Bicentennial ComSEC.
S
EC. 2. There is hereby established
established a
a commission to be known as
Bicentennial
Cormission, establishestablishmission,
the
United States
States University
University of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Bicentennial
CommisBicentennial Commisthe United
estblis
men
ment.
sion (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as
Commission) to be composed
composed of
as the
the Commission)
sion
fifteen
Commissioners, as
as follows:
follows: The President of the United
fifteen Commissioners,
States
and four
four persons
to be
be appointed
the
President of the
by him,
him, the President
appointed by
persons to
States and
Senate
the Senate
to be appointed
appointed by said
Senate to
of the
Members of
and four
four Members
Senate and
President
House of Reprethe Speaker
Speaker of the House
Senate, and the
of the
the Senate,
President of
sentatives and
and four
four Members
Members of the
appointed by
by said
to be appointed
the House
House to
sentatives
Speaker.
Duties.
SEC.
The Commission,
Commission, on behalf
behalf of
of the United States
shall
S
EC. 3. The
States, shall
cooperate
University of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
representatives of the University
cooperate with the representatives
the
Philadelphia in
Pennsylvania, and the city of Philadelphia
of Pennsylvania,
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
anniversary, and shall extend
the appropriate
appropriate observance of such anniversary,
appropriate courtesies
delegates of
of foreign
foreign universities and
the delegates
courtesies to the
appropriate
other foreign
learned bodies
bodies or individuals attending the celebration
celebration
other
foreign learned
as
of the
the University
of Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
guests of
University of
as guests
No
compensation;
No compensation;
SEO.
S
EO. 4. The members of the Commission shall serve without comchairman; "honorary
"honorary
n ra r
pensation and
and shall
shall select
select a
achairman
chairman from
from among
number, but
but
among their
their number,
pensation
camnan.'
chairman."
President of
the President
of the United States shall
shall be designated
designated as
as the
the "honorary chairman"
chairman" of the Commission.
Appropriation
Appropriation auSEm.
5. There is hereby authorized
anSm.
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
thorized.
money
tPO,
103.
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum of $10,000
Post, p.
p. 1037.
to be expended by the Commission for expenses, including
including actual and
necessary
traveling and subsistence
subsistence expenses, incurred while dischargnecessary traveling
discharging its functions
functions under
under this joint resolution. The Commission shall
compensation of such officers
have power to select, hire, and fix the compensation
officers
performance of its duties
and employees
employees as shall be
be necessary
necessary for the
the performance
without regard
regard to the provisions of other laws applicable
applicable to employemployment or compensation
compensation of
officers or
of officers
or employees
employees of the United
United States.
Vacancies.
vacancies.
SEC.
membership of the CommisS
EC. 6. Any vacancies
vacancies occurring in the membership
sion shall be filled by the President of the United
United States.
Approved, June 20, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 400]
Stine 20, 1940
June
[S. 4026]
(Public, No. 644]
[Public,
Reorganization of
Reorganization
the Navy Department.
Designated Bureaus, etc., abolished.

AN ACT
Providing
reorganization of the Navy
Providing for the reorganization
Navy Department,
Department, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled
assembled, That the following
changes are hereby made in the organization
organization of
a the Department of
changes
of
the Navy:
(a) The Bureau of Construction
Office of
of the
the Chief
Construction and Repair, the
the Office
Chief
of the Bureau
Bureau of Construction
Construction and
of Engineerand Repair,
Repair, the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Engineering, and the Office of the Chief of the Bureau of Engineering
Engineering are
hereby abolished.
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(b)
(b) The functions of the Bureau of Construction and Repair
Repair and

493
Establishment
Establishment of
of

Bureau of
of Ships.
Ships.
the functions of the Bureau of Engineering
Engineering are hereby transferred
transferred Bureau
Post,
Pos, pp.
pp. 876,
876, 972.
972.
to and consolidated
consolidated under one bureau
of
bureau to be known as the Bureau of
Ships, with a
a Chief of Bureau at the head thereof. The duties of the Duties.
Duties.
Bureau of Ships shall be assigned by the Secretary of the Navy
Navy and
performed
performed under his authority
authority and the orders of the Chief of the
Bureau of Ships shall be considered as emanating
emanating from the Secretary of the Navy, and shall have full force
as such.
such.
force and
and effect
effect as
Appointment of
of
(c)
(c) The Chief of the Bureau of Ships shall be appointed by the Chief.
Appolntment
President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a
a
term of four years, from among the officers of the active
active list
list of
of the
engineering
Navy who are specially
specially qualified and experienced
experienced in naval
naval engineering
or naval architecture.
architecture. The Chief of the Bureau of Ships shall have Rank,
Rank, etc.
the same rank and shall be entitled to the same
same pay, allowances
allowances, and
and
privileges of
retirement as
as are
are now
erea ft er be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by
privileges
of retirement
now or
or ma
mayyh
hereafter
or in pursuance
pursuance of law for other Chiefs of Bureaus in the Navy
Navy
Department,
Department, and shall take precedence
precedence ahead of
of all
all other
other officers
officers
on duty in the Bureau of Ships.
offiDetail of Naval offi(d) An officer
(d)
officer on the active list of the Navy who
who is specially
specially cer
cer as Assistant Chief.
Chief.
experienced in naval engineering or naval
qualified and experienced
naval architecture
shall be detailed
detailed as Assistant Chief of the Bureau of Ships.
Ships. He
etc,
Rank, etc.
shall, while so serving, have the rank of rear admiral
admiral and shall
shall Rank,
Provisos.
Provsos.
receive the highest pay and allowances of that rank: Provided,
Provided,
Qualifications.
Qualifications.
That if the Chief of the Bureau
qualified and
Bureau of Ships
Ships be specially
specially qualified
and
experienced
engineering, the Assistant Chief of the Bureau
experienced in naval engineering,
of Ships shall be specially qualified and experienced
experienced in naval architecture; and if the Chief
tecture;
Chief of
of the
the Bureau of
of Ships be
be specially
specially qualified
qualified
and experienced
experienced in naval architecture,
architecture, the Assistant Chief of
of the
Bureau of Ships shall be specially
experienced in
specially qualified and experienced
Rank, pay, etc., of
naval engineering:
engineering: Provided
shall
Provided fit/rater,
further, That nothing
nothing herein
herein shall
designated officers.
operate to deprive
deprive the incumbents
incumbents in office as the Chief of the Bureau
of Construction and Repair and the Chief of the Bureau
EngiBureau of
of Engineering on the effective date of this
neering
this Act of the rank,
rank, pay, allowances,
allowances,
or retirement privileges to which they may be entitled under existing
existing
law, nor to affect the status of any officer heretofore
heretofore retired from
offices.
said offices.
Heads of major
major diare specially
specially visions.
(e) Officers on the active list
list of the
the Navy who are
visions.
qualified
qualified and experienced
experienced in naval engineering
engineering or naval architecture
architecture
major divisions in
of
shall be detailed as heads of the major
in the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Ships.
Ships.
Succession
duties
Successlon to duties
(f) The Assistant Chief of the Bureau
Bureau of Ships and then the of
of Chief.
heads
of
the
major
divisions
of
that
Bureau
shall
succeed
to
the
heads of the major divisions of that Bureau shall succeed to the
absence or
disability, or
duties of
of the Chief
Chief of
of Bureau during his
his absence
or disability,
or
in the event of a
a temporary
vacancy in
in that
in such
such order
temporary vacancy
that office,
office, in
order
as may be
be directed by
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy.
Transfer of personTransfer
(g)
records and
and property
property (including
of nel,
(g) All
All records
(including office
office equipment)
equipment) of
nel, records,
records, etc.
of Engineering
Engineering and
the Bureau
Bureau of
and
the Bureau
Bureau of
and the
of Construction
Construction and
Repair,
and funcRepair, and
and all
all the personnel
personnel used
used in the administration
administration and
functions
transferred to
to the
the Bureau
of Ships
Ships
tions of such Bureaus
Bureaus are
are hereby transferred
Bureau of
for
and functions
functions transferred
provided
for use in
in the administration
administration and
transferred or
or provided
Proviso.
Provo.
Provided, That any
civilian personnel
personnel transferred
transferred by
by
by this Act: Provided,
any civilian
Civilian personnel
personnel
in
excess of number
number
this section
section found
found by
by the
Secretary of
Navy to
this
the Secretary
of the
the Navy
to be
be in
in excess
excess of
of required.
required.
the
personnel necessary for
for the
the administration
administration of
of the
the Bureau
the personnel
Bureau of
of
Ships shall
be retransferred
to other
Ships
shall be
retransferred under
under existing
existing law
law to
other positions
positions
in
service, or
or separated
from the
in accordaccordin the
the Government
Government service,
separated from
the service
service in
53
M.
3 Stat. 53.
ance
with the
the applicable
ance with
applicable provisions
provisions of
of section
section 10
10 (a)
(a) of
of the
the ReorReor- 51J.
8. 0,
Stipp. V.
5U. S.
O, Spp.
V,
133i
!133i
(a).
ganization
Act
Act
of
1939.
ganization
Transfer
of de
Transfer
of
desi(h)
balances of
(h) The unexpended
unexpended balances
of appropriations,
appropriations, allocations,
allocations, or
or nated funds.
funds.
other
use in
in connection
the exercise
of any
other funds
funds available
available for
for use
connection with
with the
exercise of
any
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function
herein transferred
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Ships
Ships shall
be transfunction herein
transferred to
shall be
transferred
that Bureau
Bureau for
use in
in connection
connection with
with the
the exercise
ferred to
to that
for use
exercise of
of the
the
functions
so transferred.
in the
functions so
transferred. All
All funds
funds available
available in
the appropriations
appropriations
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
the headings
headings "Salaries,
Bureau of
for
1941 under
under the
"Salaries, Bureau
of ConConstruction and
and. Repair"
"Salaries, Bureau
Bureau of
of Engineering"
shall
struction
Repair" and
and "Salaries,
Engineering" shall
be transferred
into one
appropriation account
account to
to be
be
one appropriation
and consolidated
consolidated into
be
transferred and
entitled
"Salaries, Bureau
of Ships",
Ships", and
all funds
funds available
in the
the
available in
entitled "Salaries,
Bureau of
and all
appropriations for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 under
under the
the headings
headings "Engineer"Engineerfor the
appropriations
ing" and
Repair" shall
shall be
ing"
and "Construction
"Construction and
and Repair"
be similarly
similarly transferred
transferred
and consolidated
consolidated into
another appropriation
appropriation account
to be
be entitled
entitled
and
into another
account to
"Maintenance,
funds
of Ships"
Ships", and,
and, further,
further, such part
part of the funds
"Maintenance, Bureau of
available
the appropriations
appropriations "Instruments
"Instruments and
and Supplies",
available under
under the
Supplies",
"Maintenance,
Supplies, and
and Accounts"
and "Ordnance
Ordnance
"Maintenance, Supplies,
Accounts", and
"Ordnance and
and Ordnance
Stores"
tie fiscal
as relate
relate to
the procurement
Stores" for
for the
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, as
to the
procurement of
of eciuiequipage, supplies,
and services
services necessary
to the
the maintenance
and operation
operation
maintenance and
necessary to
page,
supplies, and
of
vessels, and
and repairs
to such
such equipage,
equipage, but
of vessels,
repairs to
but not
not including
including technical
technical
ordnance
equipage and technical
technical supplies,
ordnance equipage
supplies, shall
shall be
be transferred
transferred upon
upon
approval of
the Bureau
of the
to the
the appropriation
approval
of the
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget to
appropriation "Main"Maintenance,
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy shall
shall
tenance, Bureau
Bureau of
of Ships"
Ships",'provided
provided the
of the
the Navy
authorize and
and direct
direct the
cognizance over
over such
authorize
the transfer
transfer of
of cognizance
such equipage,
equipage,
supplies, and
services and
and repairs
equipage to
the Bureau
of Ships.
Ships.
supplies,
and services
repairs to
to equipage
to the
Bureau of
Additional duties of
Sac. 2.
2. In
In addition
to the
the duties
duties now
now prescribed
prescribed by
law the
the Chief
Chief
by law
addition to
SEC.
of Naval Operchief
Chief of
ations.
of
of the
the Secretary
the
ations.
of Naval
Naval Operations shall,
shall, under the direction of
Secretary of
of the
Navy, be
with the
functions of
of the
Naval
Navy,
be charged
charged with
the coordination
coordination of
of the
the functions
the Naval
Establishment afloat, together with the
Establishment
the determination
determination of
of priorities
priorities
relating to repair
to
relating
repair and
and overhaul
overhaul of
of ships in
in commission
commission or
or about to
be
be commissioned.
commissioned.
Under
Under Secretary,
Setretary.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The President
President of the United
United States is hereby authorized, in
appointment.
his
discretion, to
from civil
and with
with the
the advice
and
his discretion,
to appoint
appoint from
civil life,
life, by
by and
advice and
consent
Senate, an
Under Secretary
Secretary in
in the
Department of
of the
consent of the Senate,
an Under
the Department
the
Navy to serve during any national emergency declared
declared by
by him
him to
to
Duties; succession to
exist, including
including the
present limited
The Under
Duties;uOcSetsaroyto
exist,
the present
limited emergency.
emergency. The
Under Secretary
Secretary
duties
of Secretary.
of
shall perform
such duties
duties as
as may
prescribed by
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
perform such
may be
be prescribed
by the
the
Secretary of the Navy
Secretary
Navy or required
required by law and shall be
be next in sucsucSecretary of
absence or
or disability
disability
cession to the Secretary
of the Navy
Navy during
during his
his absence
Compensation.
Compensation.
or in
in the event of aatemporary
that office.
The compensacompensatemporary vacancy
vacancy in
in that
office. The
tion of the Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy shall be
be at
at the
the rate
rate of
of
Assistant Secretary,
$10,000 per
per annum.
annum. The
Assistant Secretary
after
suAinttoSedcurteY
The Assistant
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
Navy, next
next after
succession to duties of $10,000
Secretary.
Secretary.
the Under Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy, shall hereafter
hereafter succeed to the duties
duties
of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy during his absence or disability, or
or in
the event of aatemporary vacancy
vacancy in
in that
that office.
office.
Repeat.
Repeal.
SEC.
SEC. 4. All laws or parts of laws so far as they are inconsistent
inconsistent
with or in conflict with the provisions of this Act are hereby repealed.
Approved, June 20, 1940.
Approved,
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June
June 20, 1940
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Comision

Mixta

DeComtcion Me'ix
Demarcadora
de Li-

miter;
mites Entre
Entre Colombia
Colombia
y Panama.

y anama.

Payments to Coto
lombia and Panama.

loPaments

C

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To amend the Act approved May 24, 1938, entitled
entitled "An
"An Act for the relief of the
Comision
Comision Mixta Demarcadora de Limites Entre Colombia y
y Panama" and
for
the relief
of Jose
D.
for the
relief of
Jose Antonio
Antonio Sossa
Sossa D.

it enacted
enacted by the
the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

United States
in Congress
assembled, That
Act
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Act
entitled "An Act for the relief of the Comision Mixta Demarcadora
Demarcadora
y Panama", approved May 24, 1938 (52
(52
de Limites Entre Colombia y

271), be, and the same is hereby, amended
Stat. 1317, ch. 271),
amended to read
read
as follows:
"That the'Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is hereby, author"That
the:Secretary of
ized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
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otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the Government of Colombia the sum
of $1,981.30,
Government of Panama the sum of
$1,981.30, and to the Government
of $550.25,
$550.25,
amounting
amounting in all to $2,531.55,
$2,531.55, in full settlement of
claims against
against
of all
all claims
Government of Colombia
the United States by the Government
Colombia, by
by the
the GovernGovernment
Panama, and
by the
th e Comision
Comi
si
onColombia,
Mixta
ment of
of Panama,
and by
Mixta Demarcadora de
Limites Entre Colombia y
y Panama,
Panama, an agency now dissolved,
dissolved, heretofore created by and functioning
functioning under and on behalf of such
governments, for damages to cargo sustained and expenses incurred
incurred
by said commission as a
a result of a
on December
December 7,
7, 1936,
a collision on
1936,
Panama between the motor launch Don Bosco,
in the Bay of Panama
Bosco, charchartered by the commission,
commission, and Panama
Panama Railroad barge Numbered
Numbered
205, operated
operated by the Signal Corps, United
Army :"
United States
States Army."
SEC.
SEC. 2. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
Jose Antonio
Antonio Sossa
Sossa
authorized and directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury D.Payment to.
not otherwise
appropriated, to Jose Antonio
otherwise appropriated,
Antonio Sossa D,
D, owner
owner of
of the
the
motor launch
launch Don Bosco, the sum of $1,398.46, in full and final
settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States for
for damages,
damages,
including the cost of repairs
including
repairs to the hull, machinery,
machinery, and other equipequipment of the said motor launch Don Bosco, and for other damages
damages
sustained
sustained by the said owner
am e
owner,, resulting from and
and due
due to the
the s
same
Proviso.
collision described
Provio.
described in section 1
Provided, That no
no part
part
1 of this Act: Provided,
Limitation on attorof the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess 10 per centum
centum ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
tee.
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any
any agent
agent or
or
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary
Penalty.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
notwithstanding.
Act
of this
this Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
g-uilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 20, 1940.
[CHAPTER 408]

AN ACT
For the relief of certain disbursing
disbursing officers
officers of the Army of the United
United States
States and
and
for the settlement
settlement of individual
individual claims approved
approved by the War Department.
Department.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
assembled,That the Comptroller
United States of America
Congress assembled,
Comptroller
General of the United States be, and
authorized and
and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby authorized
directed to credit in the accounts of the following
following disbursing officers
officers
of the Army of the United States the amounts
amounts set opposite their
their
Lester L.
Finance Department,
$148.38; Major
names: Major Lester
L. Boggs,
Boggs, Finance
Department, $14.38;
Major
George W. Brent, Coast Artillery Corps, $78.50;
Lieutenant Colonel
George
$78.50; Lieutenant
Colonel
Edward T.
Department, $6.08;
T. Comegys, Finance Department,
$6.08; Major Ray B.
B. ConConFinance Department,
ner, Finance
Department, $162.10; Major George W. Cooke, Finance
Finance
Department, $29.90; Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel Horatio G. Coykendall,
Coykendall,
$5.50; Major Frederick E. Coyne, Junior,
Finance Department, $5.50,•
Junior,
Department, $59; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Finance Department,
Colonel Walter
Walter D. Dabney,
Finance
Finance Department,
Department, $17.86; Major Oliver
Oliver W. DeGruchy, Finance
Finance
Department,
Department, $18.57;
$18.57; Captain James H. Dickie, Finance Department,
Department,
E. Edwards,
Department, $50;
$50;
$53.74; Captain Lemuel E.
Edwards, Finance
Finance Department,
Lieutenant Colonel Horace G. Foster,
Finance Department,
$358.75;
Lieutenant
Foster, Finance
Department, $358.75;
Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel Frank M.
M. Holmes,
Holmes, Finance
$230.75;
Finance Department,
Department, $230.75;
Captain
Captain John S. Knudsen,
Knudsen, Finance Department,
Ray
Department, $29.39; Captain
Captain Ray
H.
Lewis, Finance
H. Larkins,
Larkins, Finance
Finance Department, $6;
$6; Major
Major Charles
Charles Lewis,
Finance
Department, $79.27; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel James MacKay,
MacKay, Finance
Department,
Department, $203.32;
Charles K.
$203.32- Captain Charles
K. McAlister,
McAlister, Finance
Finance DepartDepartMcLarren, Finance
Department,
ment, $30; Major Edmimd
Edmund W.
W. McLarren,
Finance Department,
$104.27; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Finance Department,
Department,
Colonel Dana
Dana W.
W. Morey,
Morey Finance
$208.34; Captain David H. Passell, Finance
Finance Reserve,
Reserve, $19.96;
$208.34;
$19.96; Major
Major

Tune 20,
lune
20, 1940
1940
[H. R. 8096]
[Public, No.
No. 646]
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Army.
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disbursing
of certain disbursin
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Arthur O.
0. Walsh,
Walsh, Finance
Finance Department,
Major Hugh
Hugh Whitt,
Whitt,
$158.32; Major
Department, $158.32;
Arthur
Finance
$6; said
amounts being
being public
public funds
funds for
for which
which
said amounts
Department, $6;
Finance Department,
they are
accountable and
and which
in computations
computations
errors in
comprise minor
minor errors
which comprise
they
are accountable
of
pay and
allowances due
former members
ConservaCivilian Conservaof the Civilian
members of
due former
and allowances
of pay
tion
Corps, enlisted
of the
Army, members
of the
the
members of
the Regular
Regular Army,
men of
enlisted men
tion Corps,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, members
the citizens'
citizens' military
training
military training
members of
of the
Officers'
camps,
civilian employees,
employees, and
and commercial
firms or
or individuals
individuals from
commercial firms
camps, civilian
whom
of the
overpayments cannot be effected,
which
effected, and
and which
the overpayments
whom collection
collection of
amounts have
have been
by the
General of
amounts
been disallowed
disallowed by
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
of the
the
Proviso.
United
States:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
these
amounts
shall
be
be
shall
amounts
these
of
part
no
That
Provided,
States:
United
Accounting.
Accounting.
charged against
against any
or commercial
commercial firm
firm other
other than
payees.
charged
any,person
person or
than the
the payees.
Lt. Col. Horatio G.
S
EC. 2. That the
Comptroller General
General of the United States be, and
the Comptroller
SEC.
Horatio G
cLtCold.
Coykendall.
of
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
accounts of
authorized and directed to credit in the accounts
he
Lieutenant
Horatio G.
Coykendall, Finance
Finance Department,
Department, the
G. Coykendall,
Colonel Horatio
Lieutenant Colonel
sum of
funds for
he is
accountable and
and which
which
is accountable
for which
which he
of $17.98,
$17.98, public
public funds
sum
Overgaard Sawmill for lumber and dispaid to the Christ
Christ Overgaard
were paid
allowed
General of
of the
United States.
States.
allowed by
by the
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
the United
M.
Maj.
Henry
enn.
DeMaj.
Denning.

the United States be, and
General of the
SEC. 3.
3. That
and
Comptroller General
the Comptroller
That the
SEC.
he
of
to credit
credit in the accounts of
directed to
authorized and directed
he is hereby, authorized
Department, the sum of $56.68,
Major Henry M. Denning, Finance Department,
public funds for which he is accountable,
accountable, and which
which were stolen from
the
office safe
agent officer at One Hundred
Hundred and Forty-fifth
safe of
of his
his agent
the office
Company, Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps, Plymouth, Vermont, during
the night of November
November 30—December
30-December 1, 1937.
Capt.
Capt. Seward
Seward W.
W.
SEC.
SEC. 4. That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
Hulse.
Hulse.
Payment
Payment to.
authorized and
and directed
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury
authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Captain Seward
Seward W. Hulse, Quarternot otherwise
Corps the amount of $55.44
master Corps,
$55.44 in full satisfaction
satisfaction of his claim
against the United
United States for a
a like amount which was paid by him
for advertising
advertising for and in the interests of the United States without
the prior approval
approval of the Secretary
Secretary of War
Revised
War as
as required
required by
by Revised
Statutes 3828 (44 U. S. C. 324).
324).
Capt. John S. KnudCapt.JohnS.KnudSEC.
5. That the Comptroller
SEC. 5.
Comptroller General of the United States be,
sen.
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to credit in the accounts
of Captain John S. Knudsen, Finance Department, the amount of
of
accountable, which were paid
$321.50, public funds for which he is accountable,
paid
to the Hillcrest
Hillcrest Water Company
disallowed
Company for
for drinking
drinking water
water and
and disallowed
by
the
Comptroller General
General of
the
United
States.
by
the
Comptroller
of
the
United
States.
Capt. Frederick W.
S
EC. 6.
That the
Secretary of
be, and
hereby,
Long
JFrderic W
SEC.
6. That
the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
Long. Jr.
Payment
Payment to.
to.
authorized and directed
authorized
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Captain Frederick
Junior,
to Captain
Frederick W. Long,
Long, Junior,
Infantry
Reserve, the sum of $119,
Infantry Reserve,
$119, in full satisfaction of his claim
a like amount which
against the United States for a
which was paid by him
to Captain C. R. Mize, Finance
Finance Department, finance officer, district
district
C,
Oglethorpe, Georgia,
as reimbursement
reimbursement f
or p
ubli c funds
fun ds l
os t
C Fort Oglethorpe,
Georgia, as
for
public
lost
when
stolen from
Civilian Conservation
Conse rvati on Corps
Corps
when the
the company
company safe was
was stolen
from Civilian
4495, Tenn.
Tennessee, on
Company 4495
Tenn. TVA
TVA P-15, Harrison,
Harrison, Tennessee,
on the night
night
October 31-November
31—November 1, 1938.
of October
Maj.
Arthur
0.
Was
O.
SEC.
Sao. 7. That the Comptroller General of the
the United
United States
States be,
be,
Walsh. Arthur
hereby, authorized and directed to credit
accounts
and he is hereby,
credit in the accounts
of Major Arthur
Arthur O.
0. Walsh, Finance Department, the amount of
$67.48, public funds for which he is accountable,
accountable, which amount has
General of the United States
been disallowed
disallowed by the Comptroller
Comptroller General
on account of failure to obtain a
a cash receipt for a
payment made
a payment
to
deceased.
to an enlisted man now
now deceased.
Certain C. C. C.
Sac.
payments heretofore
heretofore made for salaries and travel
8. That payments
SEC. 8.
pCetains
payments validated.
educational advisers, Civilian
expenses incident to the attendance
attendance of educational
Conservation
Conservation Corps, at aquatic schools
schools for the purpose of receiving
instruction in lifesaving, are hereby ratified and validat
validated,
ed, and
and the
the
Comptroller
o the United.
United States is hereby
Comptroller General of
hereby authorized and
and
M.
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directed
directed to allow credit
credit in the accounts of disbursing officers of the
Army for and on account
account of all such payments.
SEc.
payments heretofore
heretofore made for travel allowances
allowances to
SEC. 9. That payments
personnel in and under
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the War
War Department
Department
personnel
incident to the Ohio-Mississippi
Ohio-Mississippi flood in 1937 are hereby ratified
ratified
Comptroller General
General of the United States is
and validated, and the Comptroller
hereby .authorized
authorized and directed to allow credit in the accounts of
disbursing
disbursing officers of the Army for and on account of all such payments: Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he
he is
directed to pay, out of any money in the
hereby, authorized and directed
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to any person a
a sum equal
to the amount collected from such person on account of payments
payments
which are herein validated, upon presentation
which
presentation of a
a claim therefor
therefor
Comptroller General
General of the United States, who is authorized
authorized
to the Comptroller
and directed to certify same to the Secretary of the Treasury for
payment.
S
EC. 10. That payments heretofore
Cornelius M. Daly
SEC.
heretofore made to Cornelius
Daly
(now lieutenant colonel, Cavalry) for longevity pay increases
increases inci(now
dent to his service as a
Revenue Cutter Service,
a cadet, United States Revenue
are hereby
hereby ratified and validated, and the Comptroller
Comptroller General of
of
the United States is hereby authorized and directed to allow credit
credit
disbursing officers of the Army for and on account
account
in the accounts of disbursing
of all such payments.
S
EC. 11. That the Secretary
SEC.
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
authorized
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
of
appropriated, to the administrator of the estate of
of
Captain Bigelow B. Barbee, Finance Department, the amount of
$191.73,
represents overpayments
overpayments due to minor errors
$191.73, which amount represents
of computation
enrollees of the
computation of pay and allowances
allowances due former enrollees
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps, and was deducted
deducted by the Comptroller
Comptroller
General of the United States from the amount authorized
authorized to be paid
General
to the estate of Captain Barbee by the Act of June 22, 1938 (52 Stat.
1373) :Provided,
That, no part of this amount
amount shall
shall be charged
charged
1373):
Provided, That
paid.
any person
person other
other than the
the person erroneously
erroneously paid.
against any
SEC. 12.
That the
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
United States
States be,
of the
the United
be,
12. That
SEC.
and
directed to
to credit in the accounts
accounts
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
of Lieutenant
Walter D. Dabney, Finance Department,
Department, the
Lieutenant Colonel Walter
$30.25, public funds for which
which he is accountable,
accountable, which
which
amount of $30.25,
were paid
paid to
to a
a former
enrollee for
for final
and to
to a
a civilian
civilian
former enrollee
final pay,
pay, and
were
employee for travel
travel allowances,
Comptroller
allowances, and disallowed by the Comptroller
General
General of the United States.
Approved, June 20, 1940.
[CHAPTER 409]
409]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
alteration of
of certain
certain bridges
waters of
the
of the
bridges over
over navigable
navigable waters
for the
the alteration
To provide
provide for
United
apportionment of
the cost
alterations between
between
of the
cost of
of such
such alterations
United States,
States, for
for the
the apportionment
the
and the
the owners
of such
bridges, and
and for
other purposes.
such bridges,
for other
purposes
the United
United States
States and
owners of

Certain Ohio-MisCertain
sissippi
flood paypayments validated.
validated.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Refunds.
Refunds.

Lt. Col. Cornelius
M. Daly.
M.
Longevity pay IninLongevity
creases validated.
validated.
creases

Capt. Bigelow
Bigelow B.
Barbee.
Barbee.
Payment
Payment to estate
of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Accounting.
Accounting.

Lt. Col. Walter D.
Dabney.

June 21,
June
21, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 9381]
9381]
[Public,
No. 647]
647]
[Public, No.

the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it enacted by the Senate
Congress assembled,
assembled,
States of America in
in Congress
United States
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
Alteration
Alteration of certain
certain
indicates bridges,
SECTION 1. When used in this Act, unless the context indicates
SECTION
bridges, etc.
Definitions.
Definitions.
otherwise—
otherwiseThe
term "alteration"
"alteration" includes
includes changes
changes of
any kind,
of any
kind, reconstruction,
reconstruction,
The term
or in
in part.
in whole or
removal in
or removal
The
"bridge" means
bridge over
navigable waters
waters of
of
over navigable
means aalawful
lawful bridge
The term
term "bridge"
approaches, fenders
fenders and appurtenances
appurtenances
the United States, including approaches,
0

1934W-41—PT.
--- 32
193470 -41-PT. 1-32
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thereto, used
used and
and operated
operated for
for the
of carrying
thereto,
the purpose
purpose of
carrying railroad
railroad traffic,
traffic,
or both railroad and highway traffic.
corporation, association,
partThe term
term "bridge owner"
owner" means
means any corporation,
association, partindividual owning
when any
any bridge
shall
nership, or individual
owning any
any bridge,
bridge, and,
and, when
bridge shall
be
possession or
any trustee,
receiver,
be in
in the possession
or under
under tae
the control
control of
of any
trustee, receiver,
trustee in bankruptcy,
bankruptcy, or lessee,
term shall
both the
owner
trustee
lessee, said
said term
shall include
include both
the owner
of the legal title
possession or
or control
of
title and
and the person
person or
or entity
entity in
in possession
control of
such bridge.
The
owner" shall
shall also
and include
joint
The term
term "bridge
"bridge owner"
also mean
mean and
include all
all joint
owners,
particularly States, counties, municipalities,
other participarticiowners, particularly
municipalities, or
or other
ownership of bridges for both railroad
pants in ownership
railroad and highway
highway traffic.
traffic.
The term "Secretary"
"Secretary" means the
the Secretary
Secretary of War acting
acting directly
directly
or through the Chief of Engineers.
The term "United States", when
geographical sense,
sense,
when used
used in a
a geographical
includes the Territories
Territories and possessions of
of the
the United
United States.
States.
OBSTRUCTION OF
NAVIGATION
OBSTRUCTION
OF NAVIGATION
Obstruction
Obstruction of
of navinavigation.
gation.

SEC.
2. No bridge shall at any time unreasonably
SEC. 2.
obstruct the
unreasonably obstruct
the free
navigation of any navigable
navigable waters
waters of
the United
United States.
navigation
of the
States.
NOTICE,
HF.ARINGS, AND
NOTICE, REARINGS,
AND FINDINGS
FINDINGS

Notice, hearings,
hearings,
Notice,
and findings.
and
findings.

SEC. 3. Whenever
Sec.
Whenever any bridge shall, in
in the
the opinion of
of the Secretary,
Secretary,
unreasonably obstruct
obstruct such
navigation, it
it shall
shall be
at any time unreasonably
such navigation,
be the
the duty
duty
of the Secretary,
Secretary, after notice to
to interested
interested parties,
parties, to
to hold
hold a
a hearing
hearing
at which the bridge owner, those interested
interested in water navigation
navigation
thereunder
therethrough, those interested
thereunder or therethrough,
interested in
in either
either railroad
railroad or
or
highway traffic thereover, and any other party or parties
parties in interest
shall have
have full
full opportunity
opportunity to
offer evidence
and be
be heard
as to
to offer
evidence and
heard as
to
is needed,
needed, and
and if
if so
alterawhether any alteration
alteration of
of such bridge is
so what
what alterations are needed,
needed, having due
necessity of
of free
free and
due regard
regard to
to the
the necessity
and
unobstructed water navigation
navigation and to the
necessities of
or
unobstructed
the necessities
of the
the rail
rail or
highway
highway traffic. If,
If, upon such hearing,
hearing, the Secretary
Secretary determines
determines
that any alterations
alterations of such bridge are necessary
necessary in order to render
render
navigation through or under it reasonably
navigation
reasonably free, easy, and unobunobstructed, having due regard
regard also for the
the necessities
of rail
rail or
necessities of
or highhighway traffic thereover,
thereover, he shall so find and shall
shall issue and
and cause
cause to be
be
served upon interested parties
parties an order requiring
requiring such alterations
alterations of
of
such bridge as he finds to be reasonably
reasonably necessary
necessary for the purposes of
of
navigation.
SUBMISSION
APPROVAL OF
SUBMISSION AND
AND APPROVAL
OF GENERAL
GENERAL PLANS
PLANS AND
AND SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS

Plans, etc.,shong
etc., showing
Plans,

SEC.
4. It
It shall
shall be
of the bridge
bridge owner
to prepare
S
EC. 4.
be the
the duty of
owner to
prepare and
submit to the
the Secretary,
submit
Secretary, within
within ninety
ninety days
days after
service of
his order,
after service
of his
order,
specifications to provide
general plans and specifications
provide for the alteration of such
such
bridge in accordance
accordance with such order, and for such additional alteration of such bridge as the bridge owner may desire to meet
meet the
Rejection or
prejection
or apap. necessities
necessities of railroad
railroad or highway traffic, or both. The Secretary
Secretary
proval.
general plans and specifications,
may approve
approve or reject such general
specifications, in
in whole
whole
or in part, and may require the submission of new or additional plans
specifications, but when the Secretary
and specifications,
approved gengenSecretary shall have
have approved
eral plans and specifications,
be final
and binding
upon all
all
specifications, they
they shall
shall be
final and
binding upon
parties unless changes therein be afterward
afterward approved
by the
the Secreapproved by
Secretary and the bridge owner.

alterations.

CONTRACTS
GUARANTY OF
CONTRACIS FOR
FOR PROJECT;
PROJECT; GUARANTY
OF COST
COST
Bids.
Bi

SEC.
5. After
approval of
of such
such general
plans and specifications
SEC. 5.
After approval
general plans
specifications by
the Secretary, and within ninety days after notification
notification of such
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approval, the
Secretary
owner shall, in such manner as the Secretary
the bridge owner
approval,
accordmay prescribe,
prescribe, take
take bids
alteration of such bridge in accordbids for the alteration
may
specifications. All bids, including
such general plans and specifications.
ance with such
any
bid for
for all
or part
the project submitted by the bridge owner,
of the
part of
all or
any bid
shall
recommendation
together with aarecommendation
Secretary, together
the Secretary,
to the
submitted to
be submitted
shall be
competent bid or bids, and at
by
the bridge
to the most competent
as to
bridge owner as
by the
a
the
same time
time the
owner shall submit to the Secretary a
the bridge owner
the same
written guaranty
guaranty that the total cost of the project, including the cost
written
of such
work as
to be
performed by
by the bridge owner and not
be performed
is to
as is
such work
of
exceed
included in
performed by contract, shall not exceed
be performed
to be
work to
the work
in the
included
the. sum stated
Secretary may direct the
stated in said guaranty. The Secretary
the
bridge owner
to reject
bids and to take new bids, or may authorize
reject all bids
owner to
bridge
the bridge
owner to
to proceed
proceed with
with the
the project,
project, by contract, or partly
bridge owner
the
by contract
and partly
bridge owner,
owner, or
or wholly
wholly by
the bridge
by the
the bridge
by the
partly by
contract and
by
owner.
fixing of the proportionate
proportionate
and fixing
authorization and
such authorization
Upon such
owner. Upon
shares
of the
cost as
section 6, the bridge owner shall,
provided in section
as provided
the cost
shares of
proceed
within
to be
prescribed by the Secretary
Secretary, proceed
be prescribed
time to
reasonable time
within aa reasonable
with the
the work
alteration; and
thereof shall be borne
cost thereof
and the cost
of alteration;
work of
with
by the
the United
States and
and by
hereinafter
by the bridge owner, as hereinafter
United States
by
provided.
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Recommendation of
of
Recommendation
owner.

Written
guaranty of
Written guaranty
cost.

Rejection, etc.
etc.

Commencement of
Commencement
work.
work.

COST
OF COST
APPORTIONMENT OF
APPORTIONMENT

S
EC. 6.
6. At
At the
the Secretary
bridge owner
owner
Secretary shall authorize the bridge
time the
the time
SEC.
to proceed
proceed with
with the
the project,
project, as
provided in section
section 5, and after an
as provided
to
opportunity to
the bridge
bridge owner
Secretary
to be heard thereon, the Secretary
owner to
to the
opportunity
shall determine
determine and
and issue
issue an
specifying the proportionate
proportionate
order specifying
an order
shall
shares of
of the
the total
total cost
the project
project to be borne by the United States
of the
cost of
shares
and
the bridge
bridge owner.
apportionment shall be
made on the
be made
Such apportionment
owner. Such
by the
and by
following
The bridge
bridge owner
shall bear such part of the cost
owner shall
basis: The
following basis:
as is
is attributable
attributable to
special benefits
benefits which will accrue
and special
direct and
the direct
to the
as
to
the bridge
as a
of the alteration, including the expecta result
result of
owner as
bridge owner
to the
able
savings in
repair or maintenance
maintenance costs; and that part of the cost
in repair
able savings
attributable
to the
the requirements
requirements of traffic by railroad or highway, or
attributable to
carrying capacity of
both, including
including any
any expenditure
expenditure for increased carrying
both,
the bridge,
proportion of
actual capital cost
the actual
of the
such proportion
including such
and including
bridge, and
the
of the
or of
such part of
altered
of the old bridge as may be altered
of such
bridge or
old bridge
the old
of
a part,
or
changed or
rebuilt, as
as the
used service life of the whole or a
the used
or rebuilt,
or changed
as
may be,
bears to the total estimated
estimated service
service life of the
be, bears
case may
the case
as the
whole
or such
Provided, That
That the
the part
alteration
part of the cost of alteration
part: Provided,
such part:
whole or
of
any bridge
bridge for
highway and
railroad traffic,
traffic, attributable
attributable to
and railroad
both highway
for both
of any
the
of traffic
traffic by
highway, shall
shall be borne by the proprieproprieby highway,
requirements of
the requirements
tor
the highway:
Provided further,
further, That in the event the alterahighway: Provided
of the
tor of
tion
or relocation
relocation of
any bridge
may be
desirable for
for the reason that
be desirable
bridge may
of any
tion or
the
navigation, but also for some
obstructs navigation,
unreasonably obstructs
bridge unreasonably
the bridge
contribution from
other
Secretary may require equitable contribution
the Secretary
reason, the
other reason,
municipality,
any
interested
person,
firm,
association,
corporation,
municipality,
corporation,
association,
firm,
person,
interested
any
county, or
or State
State desiring
desiring such
alteration or relocation for such other
such alteration
county,
such
reason, as
condition precedent
precedent to
the making of an order for such
to the
as aacondition
reason,
alteration
or relocation.
relocation. The
States shall
shall bear
bear the balance
United States
The United
alteration or
necessities of
of the
cost, including
including that
that part attributable
attributable to the necessities
the cost,
of
navigation.
navigation.

Determination
Determination and
issuance
issuance of order.

Basis for apportionment.
Bridge owner.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Proprietor of highProprietor
way.
Contributions from
Contributions
interested persons,
persons,
Interested
etc.

United States to
United
bear
bear balance of cost.

UNITED STATES
PAYMENT OF
OF SHARE
STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
SHARE OF
PAYMENT

general plans
S
EC. 7.
7. When
the Secretary
approved the general
have approved
shall have
Secretary shall
When the
SEC.
and
specifications for
alteration of
of such bridge and the guaranty
the alteration
for the
and specifications
with
respect to
the cost
cost thereof,
thereof, and
and shall have fixed the proporto the
with respect
tionate shares
as between
between the
the United States and the bridge
thereof as
shares thereof
tionate
certified
a certified
owner, he
he shall
shall furnish
furnish to
Treasury a
Secretary of the Treasury
the Secretary
to the
owner,
copy of
of his
approval of
plans and specifications
guaranty,
specifications and guaranty,
such plans
of such
his approval
copy

Setting
U. S.
Setting aside of U.S.
share
share by Secretary of
Treasury.
Treasury.
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Payment upon
upon comcompletion.
pletion.

Payments as
Payments
as work
work
progresses.
progreq
,
.es.
U. S.
Limitation on
on U.
S.
payments.

Exception.
Exception.

Payments to bridge
Payments
owner, requirements.
requirements.
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and of his order fixing
fixing the proportionate
proportionate shares
shares of
States
of the
the United
United States
and of the bridge owner, and
Secretary of
the Treasury
and the Secretary
of the
Treasury shall
shall
thereupon set aside, out of any appropriation
thereupon
appropriation available
available for
for such
such
purpose, the share of the
under this
Act .on
on
the United
United States payable under
this Act
account of the project. When the Secretary
Secretary finds that such
such project
project
has been completed
completed in accordance with his order, he shall cause to
to
be paid to the bridge owner, out of
funds so
of the funds
so set
set aside,
aside, the
the proproportionate share of the total cost of
to the
the
of the project
project allocated
allocated to
United States; or he
discretion, from
from time
to time,
time, cause
cause
he may,
may, in his
his discretion,
time to
payments
payments to be made on such construction
construction costs as
as the work
progresses.
progresses. The total payments
payments out of Federal
Federal funds
not exceed
funds shall
shall not
exceed
the proportionate
proportionate share of the United States of
cost cf
of the
the total cost
of
the project
project paid or incurred
incurred by the bridge owner, and, if such
such total
total
cost exceeds
exceeds the cost guaranteed
guaranteed by the bridge owner, shall not exceed
exceed
the proportionate
proportionate share of the United States
guaranteed cost,
cost,
States of
of such
such guaranteed
except that if the cost of the work exceeds the guaranteed
guaranteed cost by
by
reason of emergencies,
emergencies, conditions
conditions beyond the control of the owner,
or unforeseen
unforeseen or undetermined
undetermined conditions,
conditions, the Secretary
may, after
Secretary may,
after
full review
review of all the circumstances,
payments
circumstances, provide
provide for
for additional
additional payments
by the United States to help defray such excess
excess cost
cost to
to the extent
extent
he deems to be reasonable
reasonable and proper, and
and shall certify
certify such
such addiadditional payments to the Secretary of
Treasury for
for payment.
payment. All
of the
the Treasury
All
payments
payments to any bridge owner
owner herein provided
provided for
be made
made
for shall
shall be
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury through
Division of
of Disbursethrough the
the Division
Disbursement upon certifications
of War.
certifications of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War.
APPROPRIATION
APPROPRIATION A
UTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
1047.
Post, p.
p. 1047.

au-

SEc.
authorized to be appropriated
Szc. 8. There are hereby authorized
appropriated such
such sums
sums
necessary to carry out the
as may be necessary
of this
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act.
FAILURE TCI
TO COMPLY
COMPLY wrrn
WITH ORDERS;
ORDERS; PENALTIES;
FAILURE
REMOVAL OF
OF BRIDGE
PENALTIES; REMOVAL
BRIGE

Punishment
Punishment for
noncompliance
noncompliance with
with
order.

Removal of bridge
owner's expense.
at owner's
expense.

Suit for such
exsuch expense.
pense.

Removal
enforceRemoval enforceable
able by injunction,
etc.

SEC.
SEC. 9. Any bridge owner who shall willfully fail or refuse to
to
comply with any lawful order
of the
made in
in accordance
order of
the Secretary,
Secretary, made
accordance
with the provisions of this Act, shall
be de
eme d guilty
guilty of
shall be
deemed
of aa mismisdemeanor
demeanor and on conviction thereof
thereof shall be punished
punished in any court
court
of competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction by a
a fine not exceeding $5,000,
$5 000, and
and every
every
month such bridge owner
owner shall rem
ain i
shall be
be deemed
remain
inn default
default shall
deemed
aa new offense and subject such bridge
bridge owner to additional
additional penalties
penalties
therefor. In addition to the penalties above prescribed
prescribed the Secretary
Secretary
may, upon the failure or refusal of
bridge owner
of any bridge
owner to
to comply
comply with
with
any lawful order issued by the Secretary in regard thereto,
thereto, cause
cause
the removal of any such bridge and accessory works at the expense
the
of the bridge owner; and suit for such expense may be brought
brought
in the name of the United States against such bridge owner and
and
recovery had for such expense in any court of competent
competent jurisdicjurisdiction. The removal of any bridge erected
erected or maintained in violation
tion.
violation
of the provisions of this Act or the order
or direction
direction of
order or
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
made in pursuance
pursuance thereof, and compliance
made
compliance with any order of the
the
Secretary made with respect to any bridge in accordance
accordance with
with
the provisions of this Act, may be enforced by injunction, manmandamus, or other summary process
applicati on to
t
o th
str i
ct
process upon application
thee di
district
court of any district in which such bridge may, in whole or in
part, exist, and proper
proper proceedings
t
o this
this en
d may
be instituted
i
nst i
tuted
proceedings to
end
may be
under the direction of the Attorney General of the United States
at the request of the Secretary.
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REVIEW
OF FINDINGS
ORDERS
AND ORDERS
FIINDINGS AND
REVIEW OF
SEc.
Any order
order made or issued under section 66 of this Act
10. Any
SEC. 10.
may be reviewed by the circuit court of appeals for any judicial
circuit
if
circuit in which the bridge in question is wholly or partly located, if
petition for
such review is filed within three months after the
for such
aa petition
date such order is issued. The judgment of any such court shall
be final
subject to review by the Supreme
except that it shall be subject
be
final except
Court of
the United
United States
States upon certification
certification or certiorari,
certiorari, in the
of the
Court
manner provided
Judicial Code, as
and 240 of the Judicial
239 and
in sections 239
provided in
manner
amended. The
review by such Court shall be limited to questions
questions
The review
amended.
of
Secretary, if supported
supported by
the findings of fact by the Secretary,
and the
law, and
of law,
substantial evidence,
evidence, shall
shall be
review, such
such
be conclusive. Upon such review,
substantial
Court shall
shall have
affirm or, if
if the order is not in accordance
to affirm
power to
have power
Court
with law,
law, to
or to
without remandreverse the order, with or without
to reverse
modify or
to modify
with
ing
rehearing as justice may require. Proceedings
Proceedings
case for aa rehearing
the case
ing the
under
section shall
shall not
operate as aa stay of any order of the
not operate
this section
under this
Secretary
provisions of this Act other than section 6,
issued under provisions
Secretary issued
or
bridge owner
owner of
of any liability or penalty under such
any bridge
relieve any
or relieve
provisions.

Review of
of order.
By
court of
By circuit
circuit court
appeals.
appeals.

By D.
Supreme
U. S. Supreme
Court.
Court.

28 U. S. C. §§ 348,
346,
§ 347.
347; Supp. V, §
Limitation.
Limitation.
Power of Court.
Power

ORDERS
REGULATIONS
AND ORDERS
REGULATIONS AND

S
EC. 11.
11. The
The Secretary
Secretary is authorized to prescribe such rules and
SEO.
regulations,
and to
to make
make and
and issue
necessary
such orders, as may be necessary
issue such
regulations, and
or
out the
the provisions of this Act.
carrying out
for carrying
appropriate for
or appropriate

Regulations and
and
Regulations
orders.

EXISTING
LAW
OF LAW
PROVISIONS OF
EXISTING PROVISIONS
SEC. 12.
entitled "An
The first sentence of section 44of the Act entitled
(a) The
12. (a)
SEc.
Act to
the construction
navigable waters",
construction of bridges over navigable
regulate the
to regulate
Act
title 33, sec. 494),
approved March
March 23,
C. 1934 edition, .title
494),
(U. S. C.,
1906 (II.
23, 1906
approved
'An Act making
and section
maing appropriations
appropriations
of the Act entitled "An
18 of
section 18
and
preservation of certain public works
for the construction,
construction, repair,
repair , and preservation
for
on
and harbors,
harbors, and
and for
other purposes", approved March 3,
for other
rivers and
on rivers
1899
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
502), shall be inapplicable
inapplicable
title 33, sec. 502),
(U. S.
1899 (U.
with respect
to which
provisions of this Act are
which the provisions
bridge to
any bridge
to any
respect to
with
in
applicable, except to the extent provided i
n this section.
applicable,
(b) Any
Any bridge,
bridge, the
construction, reconstruction,
alteration of
reconstruction, or alteration
the construction,
(b)
which was
Secretary issued prior to July
of the Secretary
an order of
by an
required by
was required
which
1, 1939,
1939, and
was not
such date,
in the
which
the case of which
and in
date, and
on such
completed on
not completed
and was
1,
no
have accrued
enactment of this Act,
time of the enactment
the time
accrued at the
penalties have
no penalties
shall be
reconstructed, or altered
required by such
altered as required
constructed, reconstructed,
be constructed,
shall
order,
and
not
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
this Act.
In the
Act. In
this
of
provisions
the
with
accordance
in
not
and
order,
case of
of any
such bridge,
bridge, however
Secretary shall apportion the
however,' the Secretary
any such
case
cost
of the
project between
bridge owner and the United States,
the bridge
between the
the project
cost of
and payment
payment of
of the
share of
United States
shall be
in the
the
made, in
be made,
States shall
the United
of the
the share
and
construcsuch
applied
same
manner
as
if
the
provisions
Act
to
construcof
this
provisions
same manner as if the
tion,
or alteration,
limitations:
following limitations:
the following
to the
subject to
alteration, subject
reconstruction, or
tion, reconstruction,
(1)
In case
case such
alteration has not
or alteration
reconstruction, or
construction, reconstruction,
such construction
(1) In
begun
or before
940 ,such apportionment
apportionment of cost shall
1940,
before April 1, 1
on or
begun on
be made
if (A)
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction or alteration
the construction,
(A) the
only if
made only
be
specifications, and
is carried
carried out
accordance with plans and specifications,
in accordance
out in
is
pursuant to
to bids,
bids, approved
approved by
by the
Secretary, and
and (B)
the bridge
(B) the
the Secretary,
pursuant
owner has
submitted to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary a
a written
written guaranty of cost as
has submitted
owner
provided for
in section 5.
for in
provided
(2) The
The Secretary's
Secretary's determination
determination as
as to
apportionment, and
such apportionment,
to such
(2)
as
to such
plans and
and specifications
specifications and
and bids, shall be final.
such plans
as to
(3) Such
shall not
not be
made if
construction,
such construction,
if such
be made
apportionment shall
Such apportionment
(3)
reconstruction, or
or alteration
not' completed
fixed in
in
time fixed
the time
within the
completed within
is not
alteration is
reconstruction,

Inapplicability of
of
Inapplicability
certain Acts.

34 Stat. 85.

30 Stat. 1153.

Construction,
etc..
Construction, etc.,
not
completed on July
not completed
1, 1939.
1939.
1,

Apportionment
Apportionment
cost.

of
of

Limitations.
Construction,
etc.,
Construction, etc.,
not beeun
begun on or before
April 1, 1940.
1940.
April

to
Determination as to
Determination
apportionment, etc.
apportionment,
Restriction.
Restriction.
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Construction, etc.,
etc.,
begun prior
prior to
not begun
to
July 1,1939; exception.
exception.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

such order of the Secretary
Secretary or within such additional
additional time as the
the
Secretary, for good cause shown, may
may allow.
allow.
(c) Any
to which
applies)
(c)
Any bridge
bridge (except
(except a
a bridge
bridge to
which subsection
subsection (b)
(b) applies)
the construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, or alteration of which
which was
was required
required
by an order of the Secretary
Secretary issued prior to
to July 1,
1, 1939,
1939, and was
was
not begun before such date, shall be subject to the provisions
provisions of this
this
Act as though such order had not been issued.,
compliance with
issued, and
and compliance
with
the provisions of this Act and with such orders as
issued
as may
may be issued
thereunder shall be considered
thereunder
considered to constitute
constitute compliance
compliance with
with such
such
order issued prior to July 1, 1939, and with the provisions of law
under which it was issued.
issued.
RELOCATION OF
BRIDGES
RELOCATION
OF BRIDGES

Relocation, etc.,
etc., of
of
Relocation,
railroad bridge.

Apportionment
Apportionment
cost.

of
of

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction on payRestriction
ments by U. S.
S.

Certificate of House
of Representatives.
Representatives.

Certificate of origin.
origin.

SEC.
If the owner of any bridge used for railroad
SEC. 13. If
railroad traffic and
and
the Secretary shall agree that in order to remove an
an obstruction
obstruction to
to
navigation,
navigation, or for any other purpose, a
a relocation of such bridge or
or
a new bridge upon a
the construction of a
a new location
location would
would be preferable to an alteration of the existing bridge, such
relocation or
such relocation
or new
new
construction
construction may be carried
carried out at
terms
at such
such new
new site
site and
and upon such
such terms
acceptable to the bridge owner and the Secretary,
as may be acceptable
Secretary, and
and the
the
cost of such relocation
also any
any expense
relocation or new
new construction,
construction, including
including also
expense
of changes in and additions to rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, stations, tracks, spurs,
sidings, switches, signals,
signals, and
railroad facilities
and other
other railroad
facilities and
and property,
property,
and relocation of shippers required
railroad connection
connection with
with the
required for
for railroad
the
bridge at the new site, shall be apportioned
apportioned as between
between the
bridge
the bridge
owner and the United States in the manner which is provided for in
m
section 66 hereof in the case of an alteration
alteration and the
the share
share of
of the
the
United States paid
'mid from the appropriation
authorized in section
appropriation authorized
section 88
hereof: Provided,
Provided, That nothing in this section shall
shall be
be construed
construed
as requiring
requiring the United States to
of
to pay
pay any
any part
part of
of the
the expense
expense of
ecre t
ary
building any
any bridge across
across a
a navigable
navigable stream
stream which
which the
the S
Secretary
of War
War shall not find to
i
n fact, aarelocation
of an
an existing
bridge.
to be,
be, in
relocation of
existing bridge.
WM
B. BANKHEAD
BANKHEAD
W
M B.
Speaker of the House of
of Representatives.
Representatives.
J
NO N GARNER
JNO
President of the United
Vice President
United States
States and
President of the Senate.
Senate.
President
IN
THE HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
I
N Tun
U. S.,
REPRENTATIVES, U.
S.,
J
une 19,
1940.
June
19, 1940.
The House of Representatives
proceeded to
Representatives having proceeded
to reconsider
reconsider the
the
bill (H. R. 9381)
9381) entitled "An Act to provide for the
of
the alteration
alteration of
certain bridges over navigable
the United
United States,
States, for
navigable waters of the
for the
the
apportionment
apportionment of the cost of such alterations between
between the
the United
United
States and the owners of such bridges,
bridges, and for other purposes",
purposes" returned by the President
President of the United States with his
to
his objections,
objections, to
the House of Representatives,
Representatives, in which it originated,
originated, it
was
it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of the House
of
House of
Representatives
Representatives agreeing to
to pass
pass the
the same.
same.
Attest:
SoUTH
SOU III TRIMBLE
TRIBLE
Clerk.
Clerk.

II certify that this Act originated
originated in the House of Representatives.
Representatives.
SOUTH
ThIMBLE
S
OUTH Tiuminal
Clerk.
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ENATE OF
UNITED STATES,
STATES,
INN Thu,
THE S
SENATE
OF THE
THE UNITED
Aline
21, 1940.
June 21,
1940.
Certificate
Sen.
Certificate of
of SenThe Senate having proceeded
proceeded to reconsider the bill (H. R. 9381)
9381) ate.
ate.
entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the alteration
alteration of certain bridges
over navigable
navigable waters of the United States, for the apportionment
apportionment
of the cost of such alterations between the United States and the
owners of such bridges, and for other purposes", returned
returned by the
President of the Unit
United
Representatives, in
ed States to the House of Representatives,
which it originated,
originated, with his objections, and passed by the House
House
on a
a reconsideration
reconsideration of the same, it was
Resolved, That the said bill pass, two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the Senators
Senators
present having voted in the
the affirmative.
affirmative.
Attest:
EDWIN A.
HALSEY
EDWIN
A. HALSExr
Secretary.
Secretary.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 410]
410]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing
a grant to the city
Authorizing a
city of Fargo, North Dakota, of an easement
easement in
in
connection
connection with the construction
water and
and sewer
systems.
construction of
of water
sewer systems.

June 24,

June 24, 1940
1940
[8. 2059]
2059]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 648]

and H0148e
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
N. Dak.
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the AdminisAdminis- Fargo,
Granting of easeGranting
under
certain
under certain
Aeronautics Authority is authorized
trator of the Civil Aeronautics
authorized and directed
directed ment
U.
land.
U. S.
8. land.
to grant to the city of Fargo,
Dakota, a
easement
Fargo, North
North Dakota,
a permanent
permanent easement
authorizing
authorizing such city to construct and maintain aa system
system of
of interinterthe west
cepter or
or trunk
trunk sewer
sewer lines
lines and
and water mains
mains under
under the
west sixty
sixty feet
feet
of a
a tract of land owned by the United States and located north of
of
such city of Fargo, in Cass County, North Dakota,
land
Dakota, such tract of land
airways radio
being now used as the site of an airways
radio and
and range station and
Description.
Description.
is more specifically
specifically described
northwest
described as follows: Beginning at
at the northwest
corner southeast
southeast quarter of section 30, township
township 140
140 north, range 48
48
principal meridian;
north and
and south
south
west, fifth
fifth principal
meridian; thence
thence north along
along the north
quarter line
seventy-five feet
line seventy-five
feet to
to a
a point;
point; thence east
east parallel
parallel to
to the
the
quarter line eight hundred
east and west quarter
hundred and
and eighty
eighty feet to
to a
a point;
point;
thence
thence south seven hundred
hundred and twenty feet to a
a point; thence west
parallel to the east and west quarter line eight hundred
hundred and
parallel
and eighty
along
feet to aapoint on the north and south quarter line,•
line thence
thence north
north along
the north and south quarter line six hundred and forty-five
forty-five feet to the
fifty-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths
point of beginning, containing fourteen and fifty-five
Easement to be
in
Easement
be In
acres, more or less. The
easement authorized
acres,
The easement
authorized to
to be granted
granted by
by this
this lieu
lieu of license.
Act shall be in lieu of the license revocable
revocable at the will of the Secretary
Secretary
Commerce, granted
granted to
certain instrument dated
of Commerce,
to such city
city by aa certain
dated
December 20, 1934, and executed by Ewing
Y. Mitchell,
December
Ewing Y.
Mitchell, Assistant
Assistant
Secretary of Commerce,
Secretary
Commerce, as
as amended
amended by a
a certain
certain instrument
instrument dated
dated
March 12,1935,
12, 1935, and executed by the said Ewing Y. Mitchell.
Conditions.
SEC. 2. Such easement
easement shall be granted subject to the following
SEC.
following Conditions.
condition:
condition:
Restriction
Restriction on
(1) The grantee shall not use any machines or erect
(1)
erect any temporary machines
machines and height
height
structures on said land
that
will
extend
more
than
ten
feet
above
the
of
land that will extend more than ten feet above the structures.
surface of the immediately surrounding
surrounding area without permission
permission of
of
the
or erect
erect any
permanent strucstructhe operator
operator in
in charge
charge of
of the
the station
station or
any permanent
tures above the ground;
No interference
Interference with
with
(2)
operations of the city in the exercise of any of
(2) None of the operations
of the installed
etc.
Installed wires,
wires, etc.
privileges granted
granted by this easement
easement shall interfere
interfere in any way with
any wires,
pipes, sewers,
of any
any
wires, cables,
cables, conduits,
conduits, pipes,
sewers, or
or other
other structures
structures of
any
kind
now installed
installed in
in or
tract or
or hereafter
hereafter
kind or character
character now
or across
across such
such tract
installed
in such
by the
Government or
or by
by any
any subsequent
subsequent owner
owner
installed in
such tract
tract by
the Government
tract;
of any part of the tract;
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Excavations.

Air navigation facilities.

(3) The grantee shall not make
will prevent
prevent
(3)
make any
any excavations
excavations that
that will
or at any tune
time unduly impede
ingress and
and egress
egress to
to the
the rest
of the
impede ingress
rest of
the
excavations, shall
tract and, upon making any
any excavations,
shall promptly
promptly restore
restore the
the
surface of the
to its
its former
condition;
soil and surface
the land to
former condition;
(4) Such
Such other
conditions as
Administrator in
(4)
other reasonable
reasonable conditions
as the
the Administrator
in the
the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority
Authority may deem desirable
desirable for the purpose
purpose of
of
preventing interference
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the
interference with
with the
the operation
air navigation
navigation facilities now or hereafter
hereafter located
located upon
tract
upon such
such tract
of land.
Approved, June 24, 1940.
[CHAPTER 411]
411]
[CHAPTER

June 24,
24, 1940
1940
[S. 2611]

[s. 26111
[Public, No.
No. 649]
[Public,
Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.
Purchaseofsite,etc.,
Purchase
of site, etc.,
for radio-monitoring
radio-monitoring
station.

[54
STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing
purchase of a
a site
erection of a
State of
of
Authorizing the purchase
site and the erection
a building in
in the
the State
Massachusetts for use as a
Massachusetts
radio-monitoring station, and
a radio-monitoring
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
the
House of li'epresentative,s
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
Federal
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Federal
Communications Commission be, and it
Communications
it is
hereby, authorized
puris hereby,
authorized to
to purchase for the United States aasuitable site in the State of MassachuMassachusetts, provided a
suitable site now owned by
the Government
not
setts
a suitable
by the
Government is
is not
available for the purpose, and cause to
erected thereon
thereon, according
to be
be erected
according
to plans and specifications
approved by
suitable building
building
specifications to be approved
by it,
it, a
a suitable
or buildings, for use as aa radio-monitoring
or to
to modify
modify or
radio-monitoring station,
station, or
or
reconstruct existing buildings or facilities on
reconstruct
such site
site for
for such
puron such
such purpose, and to provide
provide the necessary
necessary associated antenna
antenna systems, roadroadways,
power, water,
and sanitary
sanitary facilities,
facilities, including
the construction
ways, power,
water, and
including the
construction
and installation
goniometric apparatus and including
installation of goniometric
necessary
including necessary
apparatus, and equipment
a total cost of said site, buildings,
outfits, apparatus,
equipment at a
and equipment
equipment of
of not
not to exceed
exceed $30,000.
$30,000.
Approved, June 24, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 412]
412]

24, 1940
June 24,1940
(S.
29831
[S. 2983]

[Public,

650]

[Public, No.
No. 850]

reservati

Indian reservations.
Sale of
of lumber,
Sale
lumber, etc.

41

41 U. E3. C.

U.S.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To authorize the sale of lumber
lumber and other forest products obtained
obtained from the
the
forests
forests on Indian reservations by Indian enterprises.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the lumber
lumber
America in
That the
and other forest products
products.produced by Indian enterprises
enterprises f
rom the
the
from
forests on Indian reservations
reservations may be sold under such regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
may prescribe,
without compliance
compliance with
with
the Interior
Interior may
prescribe, without
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes,
Statutes.
Approved,
June 24,
24, 1940.
Approved, June
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 413]
413]

June 24, 1940
1940

[S.
2984]
IS. 29841
[Public, No. 651]
651]
Hayward Indian
School, Hayward,
Hayward,
School,
Wis.
Transfer
Transfer of title
title to

State.
State.

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the transfer of title of the Hayward Indian School
Authorizing
to the
the State
of
School to
State of
Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United States
States of America
America in
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to transfer
transfer to the
the
State of Wisconsin, upon such terms and in such manner as may be
be
mutually agreed
agreed upon, for institutional or
use, title
or other
other public
public use
title to
to
all
known and
and d
esi
gnat
ed as
as the
the Hayward
H ayward
all or any part of the
the property
property known
designated
chool, located
Indian School,
located at Hayward,
Hayward, Wisconsin.
Wisconsin.
Approved,
Approved, June 24, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPT E R 414]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To provide
provide for the local delivery rate on certain first-class mail
mail matter.
matter.

House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of the

assembled, That the proviso
America in
of America
United
United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,

posta rates)
in section 1001 of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1932 (relating
(relating to postal
is
amended to read as follows: "Provided,
"Provided, That such additional rate
is amended
shall
first-class matter mailed
mailed for local delivery or for
to first-class
apply to
shall not apply
delivery
population of which exceeds one
within aacounty the population
delivery wholly within
million, provided said county is entirely within aa corporate city".
Approved, June 24, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
415]
[CHAPTER 415]

ACT
AN ACT
AN

June 30, 1941,
Making
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
1941, for civil functions
year ending
appropriations for
Making appropriations
Department, and for other
administered
the War
War Department,
other purposes.
by the
administered by

it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
following
assembled, That the following
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
States of America in
United
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not othersums are appropriated,
wise
1941, for civil
appropriated, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
wise appropriated,
functions
Department, and for other
administered by the War Department,
functions administered
namely:
purposes, namely:

June 24, 1940
IS. 3667]
IS.
[Public, No. 652]
[Public,
Revenue Actof
Actor 1932,
1932,
amendment.
48 Stat. 254, 1
§3.
39 U. S.. C.
C.
280
C
280
(note); Supp. V, §§280
(note).
(note).
Proviso.
Proviso.
Additional
Additional postal
rate, restriction.

June 24, 1940
[H.
R. 8668]
8668]
[H. R.

[Public, No.
653]
No. 653]
[Public,

War Department
Department
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1941.
1941.
p. 971.
Post, p.

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CEDIETERTAL EXPENSF
,8
EXPENSES
CEMETERIAL
Maintenance,
Maintenance,

etc.,
etc.,

cemeteries, including fuel of national
For maintaining
maintaining and improving national cemeteries,
cemeteries.
national cemeteries.
Post, pp. 601, 971.
971.
superintendent at Mexico
superintendents and the superintendent
for and pay of superintendents
Mexico
City,
and
other
employees;
purchase
of
purchase
of
tools
and
land;
purchase
City, and other employees;
exchange of two passenger-carrying
materials; purchase
purchase and exchange
passenger-carrying motor
materials;
vehicles; repair,
and operation
operation of
passenger-carrying
of passenger-carrying
maintenance, and
repair, maintenance,
vehicles;
Arlington
Arlington National
motor vehicles; care and maintenance
maintenance of the Arlington Memorial Cemetery.
motor
Cemetery.
CemeAmphitheater,
chapel,
and
grounds
in
the
Arlington
National
Amphitheater, chapel, and grounds in the Arlington National
Portion of Congrestery, and
and that
that portion
Cemetery to which the United sional
Congressional Cemetery
portion of Congressional
tery,
Cemetery.
Cemetery.
including
States
has title
title and
and the
the graves
graves of those buried therein, including
States has
a
Confederate
graves, and including the burial site of Pushmataha, a
Confederate graves,
Choctaw Indian
to roadways
a
to more than a
not to
but not
roadways but
repair to
chief; repair
Indian chief;
Choctaw
single
national cemetery
cemetery constructed
constructed under
under Headstones.
any national
to any
road to
approach road
single approach
graves of soldiers, 17 Stat. 545; 20 Stat.
special Act
Act of
unmarked graves
headstones for unmarked
Congress; headstones
of Congress;
special
sailors,
approved March 3, 1873 (24 281;
Acts approved
the Acts
281; 45 Stat. 1307.
under the
marines under
and marines
sailors, and
U. S.
S. C.
C. 279),
1879 (24
S. C.
March 9, 1906
1906
280), March
C. 280),
U. S.
(24 U.
3, 1879
February 3,
279), February
U.
(34 Stat.
Stat. 56),
56), March
March 14,
(38 Stat.
February 26, 1929 Recovery of bodies,
Stat. 768), and February
1914 (38
14, 1914
(34
(24
U. S.
and civilians
civilians interred
interred in
recovery etc.
cemeteries; recovery
post cemeteries;
in post
280a), and
S. C.
C. 280a),
(24 U.
of bodies
bodies and
disposition of
personnel and
and
military personnel
of military
remains of
of remains
and disposition
of
251.
45 Stat. 251.
civilian employees
of the
the Army
March 9,
1928 10 U. S. C., Supp.
9, 1928
approved March
Act approved
under Act
Army under
employees of
civilian
V,
I
916.
(10
U. S.
travel allowances
accompanying V, I 916.
attendants accompanying
of attendants
allowances of
916);;travel
S. C.
C. 916)
(10 U.
remains of
of military
personnel and
and
for repairs and
employees; for
civilian employees;
and civilian
military personnel
remains
preservation of monuments,
fences, and so forth, made
monuments, tablets, roads, fences,
preservation
and
constructed by the
mark
the United States in Cuba and China to mark
and constructed
Confederate cemethe places
places where
soldiers fell;
protection, and
teries, etc.
and main- teries,
care, protection,
fell; care,
American soldiers
where American
the
tenance of
the Confederate
Confederate Mound
Mound in
in Oakwood
Oakwood Cemetery
Cemetery at Chicago,
of the
tenance
the
Confederate Stockade
Cemetery at
at Johnstons
Johnstons Island
Island, the
Conthe ConStockade Cemetery
the Confederate
federate
plats owned
owned by
by the
United States
Confederate
in Confederate
States in
the United
burial plats
federate burial
Cemetery
Alton, the
Cemetery, Camp Chase, at
Confederate Cemetery,
the Confederate
at North
North Alton,
Cemetery at
Columbus,
the Confederate
the Conand the
Lookout, and
at Point
Point Lookout,
Cemetery at
Confederate Cemetery
Columbus, the
federate
Cemetery at
at Rock
Rock Island;
maintenance of
and for care and maintenance
Island; and
federate Cemetery
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Encroachment prohibited.

Restriction
Restriction on
on roadroadway repairs.

ConveyancetoState,
ConveyancetoState,
etc.,
certain roads.
roads.
etc., of
of certain

Provisos.
Provisos.
Conditions.
Conditions.

Transfer
Transfer of jurisdicjurisdiction.
tion.
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graves
used by
commercial cemeteries,
cemeteries,
in commercial
for burials
burials in
by the
the Army
Army for
graves used
$1,458,281: Provided,
shall be
be permitted
permitted upon any
railroad shall
$1,458,281:
Provided, That no railroad
right-of-way which
which may
may have
acquired by
the United
States
United States
by the
been acquired
have been
right-of-way
leading
to a
cemetery, or
or to
to encroach
roads or
any roads
encroach upon any
a national
national cemetery,
leading to
walks
constructed thereon
thereon and
and maintained
United States:
States:
by the
the United
maintained by
walks constructed
Provided further,
no part
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used
of this
this appropriation
part of
further, That
That no
Provided
for
any roadway
United States within
by the United
roadway not owned by
repairing any
for repairing
the
corporate limits
limits of any city, town,
town, or village.
the corporate
The
War is
to convey
State, county,
county,
to any
any State,
convey to
is authorized
authorized to
of War
The Secretary
Secretary of
municipality, or
thereof, in
in which
which the same is located,
located,
agency thereof,
or proper
proper agency
municipality,
all
right, title,
and interest
interest of
of the
States in
in and
and to
any
to any
the United
United States
title, and
all the
the right,
Government
controlled approach
approach road
any national
national
to any
road to
or controlled
Government owned
owned or
cemetery:
That prior
to the
the delivery
of any
any instrument of
delivery,of
prior to
Provided, That
cemetery: Provided,
conveyance
agency to
to
municipality, or agency
State, county,
county, municipality,
hereunder, the State,
conveyance hereunder,
which
the conveyance
conveyance herein
herein authorized
authorized is
is to
to be
be made,
made, shall
notify
shall notify
which the
the
Secretary of
willingness to accept and mainwriting of
of its willingness
of War in
in writing
the Secretary
tain
the road
included in such
Provided further,
further, That
conveyance: Provided
such conveyance:
road included
tain the
upon
the execution
conveyance herein
herein authorized,
authorized,
of any
any conveyance
and deliverydelivery of
execution and
upon the
the
jurisdiction of
of the
United States
States of
of America over the
conthe road conthe United
the jurisdiction
veyed tshall
and determine
determine and
and shall thereafter
thereafter vest in the State
shall cease
cease and
veyed,
in which said road is located.
SIGNAL
SIGNAL CORPS
ALASKA COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
SYSTEM
ALASKA

Maintenance, etc.
Maintenance,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Report
Report to Congress.
Congress.

of the
the Alaska Comimprovement of
maintenance, and improvement
For operation,
operation, maintenance,
allowances and travel in kind
munication System, including travel allowances
as authorized
authorized by
operation and maintenance
passengermaintenance of passengerand operation
by law,
law, and
as
carrying vehicles,
vehicles, $197,992,
$197,992, to be derived from the receipts of the
carrying
Alaska Commurncation
Communication System which have been covered into the
Treasury of
United States, and to remain available
available until the close
Treasury
of the
the United
Secretary of War shall
Provided, That the Secretary
the fiscal year 1942: Provided,
of the
and cost
cost of
of any extensions and betterthe extent
extent and
report to Congress the
effected under this appropriation.
appropriation.
ments which may be effected
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
RIVERS
CONTROL
RIVERS AND HARBORS AND FLOOD
FLOOD CONTROL

To be immediately
immediately available and to be expended
expended under the direction of the Secretary of War and the supervision
supervision of the Chief of
Engineers, and to remain available
available until expended:
Engineers,
expended:
RIVERS
HARBORS
RIVERS AND HARBORS

For the preservation and maintenance of existing river and harbor
works, and for the prosecution of such projects
projects heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized
as may be most desirable
desirable in the interests of commerce
commerce and navigaSurveys, eta.
etc.
lakes and
and other
tion; for survey of northern and northwestern lakes
other
boundary and connecting waters as heretofore
heretofore authorized,
authorized, including
including
the preparation,
preparation, correction,
correction, printing, and issuing of charts and bulleinvestigation of lake levels; for prevention
prevention of obstructive
tins and the investigation
obstructive
and injurious deposits within the harbor and adjacent
adjacent waters of New
New
Debris York
California D6bris
California Debris Commission in
City; for expenses of the California
in
Commission.
27
27 Stat. 607.
607.
on
work
authorized by
Act
approved March
March 1,
1, 1893,
1893,
carrying
on
the
work
authorized
by
the
Act
approved
S. C., Supp.
33 U. S.
Stipp.
(33 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 661,
661, 678,
683) ;for
V
883.
as amended (33
V,,I6B83.
678, and
and 683);
for removing
removing sunken
sunken
authorized
vessels or craft obstructing or endangering
endangering navigation
navigation as authorized
by law; for operating and maintaining,
maintaining, keeping
keeping in repair, and continuing in use without interruption any lock, canal (except the

Maintenance of existing works, etc.
Prof.
1198.
Post, pp. 1048,
1046, 1198
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Panama
canalized river, or other public works for the use
Canal), canalized
Panama Canal),
and
benefit
of
navigation
belonging to the United States, including
including
of
benefit
and
Student officers at
at
Student
maintenance of
Hennepin Canal in Illinois; for payment annu- civil
the Hennepin
of the
maintenance
technical instituCorps
the
officers
ally
of
tuition
fees
to
fifty
student
of
exceed
not
tions.
of
fees
tions.
tuition
of
ally
provisions of
of
Engineers at civil technical
technical institutions
institutions under the provisions
of Engineers
(10 U. S. C. 41 Stat. 785.
amended
section
127a
of
the
National
Defense
Act,
as
amended
Defense
National
section 127a of the
535)
examinations, surveys, and contingencies
contingencies of rivers and
for examinations,
535);;for
Printing and bindPrinting
harbors; for
for printing
newspapers, lawbooks, books of
of ing.
printing and binding, newspapers,
harbors;
equipment required in
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, and office supplies and equipment
reference,
the
the Chief
Chief of Engineers
Engineers to carry out the purposes of this
of the
Office of
the Office
appropriation,
including such printing as may be authorized by the
appropriation, including
Committee
on Printing
Printing of
Representatives, either durof the House of Representatives,
Committee on
ing
or session of Congress, of surveys authorized by law,
a recess or
ing a
shall
a recess of Congress shall
and
as may be printed during a
surveys as
such surveys
and such
be
succeeding
illustrations, as documents of the next succeeding
with illustrations,
printed, with
be printed,
session
of Congress,
Congress, and
the purchase
$197,700)
purchase (not to exceed $197,700)
for the
and for
session of
motorboats for
of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats,
of motor-propelled
Provisos.
Provwos.
official
use: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be
Unauthorized surUnauthorized
official use:
etc.
veys,
expended
preliminary examination,
examination, survey, project, or esti- Maintenance
expended for any preliminary
Maintenance of harthis
from
That
Provided,
mate not authorized
$67,365,310: Provided,
channels.
bor channels.
authorized by law, $67,365,310:
mate
appropriation
the Secretary
Secretary of War may, in his discretion and on
on
appropriation the
the
of Engineers
recomEngineers based on the recomChief of
the Chief
of the
recommendation of
the recommendation
mendation
Board of Rivers and Harbors in the review of aa
by the Board
mendation by
report
or reports
expend such sums as may be
authorized by law, expend
reports authorized
report or
necessary
for
the
maintenance
of
harbor
channels provided by a
a
channels
harbor
of
maintenance
the
for
necessary
State, municipality,
municipality, or
other public agency, outside of harbor lines
or other
State,
such
navigation, such
and serving
serving essential
essential needs
needs of general commerce and navigation,
and
work to
be subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions recommended
recommended by the Chief of
to be
work
Power-driven
further, That Power-driven boats.
Engineers in
or reports
Provided further,
thereon: Provided
reports thereon:
report or
his report
in his
Engineers
year
fiscal
the
for
no appropriation
Corps of Engineers
under the Corps
appropriation under
no
1941
available for
expenses incident
incident to operating any
any expenses
for any
be available
shall be
1941 shall
power-driven boat
vessel on
on other
Government business:
business:
other than Government
or vessel
boat or
power-driven
Permanent
Permanent Internaherein
Provided
further,
That
not
to
exceed
the
herein tional
tional Commission of
of
amount
of
$3,000
exceed
to
not
That
Provided further,
the
Congresses
Congresses of Navthe
of
maintenance of igation.
appropriated shall be available
available for the support and maintenance
igation.
appropriated
the Permanent
Congresses of NaviCommission of the Congresses
International Commission
Permanent International
the
gation and
and for
for the
the payment
expenses of the properly
properly
of the actual expenses
payment of
gation
accredited delegates
delegates of
of the United States to the meeting of the
accredited
congresses
of the commission.
commission.
congresses and of
FLOOD CONTROL
FLOOD

Flood control,
general: For
the construction
maintenance of
of
construction and maintenance
For the
control, general:
Flood
certain
public works
works on
harbors for
for
flood control, and for
for flood
and harbors
rivers and
on rivers
certain public
other
purposes, in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions of
of the
Flood Conthe Flood
the provisions
other purposes,
trol
Act, approved
approved June
1936, as
as amended
and supplemented,
supplemented,
amended and
22, 1936,
June 22,
trol Act,
including
printing and
binding, newspapers,
newspapers, law books, books of referreferand binding,
including printing
ence, periodicals,
periodicals, and
and office
supplies and
required in the
equipment required
and equipment
office supplies
ence,
Office of
of the
Chief of
Engineers to carry
out the purposes of this
carry out
of Engineers
the Chief
Office
appropriation,
purchase .(not
motor-pro$59,625) of motor-pro(not to exceed $59,625)
the purchase
appropriation, the
pelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
and motorboats
motorboats for
official use, and
for official
vehicles and
pelled
for
examinations and
surveys of
projects
flood-control projects
of flood-control
and surveys
preliminary examinations
for preliminary
shall
authorized
by
law,
$70,000,000,
of
which
$58,125,780
$58,125,780
exceed
to
not
which
of
authorized by law, $70,000,000,
be
available for
expenditure upon
projects on
on account
of which
which allotallotaccount of
upon projects
for expenditure
be available
ments
heretofore have
have been
$2,000,000 of this
That $2,000,000
Provided, That
made: Provided,
been made:
ments heretofore
appropriation shall
shall be
be transferred
available to the Secremade available
and made
transferred and
appropriation
tary of
examinations and surveys, as
preliminary examinations
for preliminary
Agriculture for
of Agriculture
tary
authorized by
law, for
and water-flow
retardation and soilwater-flow retardation
run-off and
for run-off
by law,
authorized
erosion prevention
prevention on
flood-control projects, includwatersheds of flood-control
the watersheds
on the
erosion
ing the
employment of
persons in
the District
Columbia and elseof Columbia
District of
in the
of persons
the employment
ing

encontrol, genFlood control,
eral.
eral,
Post,
1048.
Poat, p. 1046.
49 Stat. 1570.
33
U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
33 U.
V,
701a-707.
V, JI§701a-707.

Praises.
Prorit.

Surveys
for sosoilSurveys for
prevention
erosion prevention,
erosion
etc.,
on
flood-control
flood-ontrol
etc., on
IRO.
projects.
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Salmon
Alaska.
Alaska.

River,
River,

etc., floodflood.
Plans, etc.,
control projects.
projects.

52 Stat. 1216.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
33 U. S.
§701f (note).
(note).
V, §701f
Expenditure
of
Expenditure of
funds.
funds.
North Little Rock,
Ark.
49 Stat. 1570.
33 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
§§701a-707.
701a-707.
V,
Mississippi River
Mississippi
and tributaries.
tributaries.

45 Stat. 534; 49 Stat.
1508.
1508.
33 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V. §702a-1.
V,
§ 702a-1.

Emergency
Emergency fund,
tributaries of Missistributaries
sippi River.
49 Stat. 1511.
1511.
33 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
V, §
702g-1.
§ 702g-1.
Sacramento
Calif.

River,

39Stat.949;45Stat.539.
39Stat.949;45Stat.539.
Proviso.
Proviso.
John Martin
Martin Reservoir Project.
49 Stat. 1570.
33 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§701a-707.
9§ 701a-707.

[54
STAT.
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where,
printing and
and binding,
rent
where, purchase
purchase of
of books
books and
and periodicals,
periodicals, printing
binding, rent
in
Columbia, the purchase
to exceed
exceed $35,000)
in the District
District of
of Columbia,
purchase (not
(not to
$35,000) of
of
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
motorboats, and
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles and
and motorboats,
and for
for
other
necessary expenses:
further, That
That funds
appropriated
other necessary
expenses: Provided
Provided further,
funds appropriated
flood-control work on
herein may be used for flood-control
on the
the Salmon River,
River,
authorized by law: Provided
Provided further,
Alaska, as authorized
further, That
That funds appropriated herein may be used to execute
execute detailed
detailed surveys,
plans
priated
surveys, prepare
prepare plans
specifications, and to procure options on land
property necand specifications,
land and
and property
essary for the construction
construction of authorized flood-control
flood-control projects or
or for
for
flood-control projects
selection in
with the
projects considered
considered for
for selection
in accordance
accordance with
the
provisions of section 4
4 of the Flood Control Act approved
approved June
June 28,
Provided further,
further, That the expenditure
expenditure of funds for complet1938: Provided
ing the necessary
construed
necessary surveys and securing options shall not be construed
as aa commitment
commitment of the Government
Government to the construction
construction of any
any
project: Provided
Provided further,
flood-control project
North
further, That the flood-control
project at
at North
Little Rock, in Pulaski County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, authorized
authorized by the Flood
approved June 22, 1936, shall be constructed
accordControl Act approved
constructed in accordance with the revised plans and cost estimates now in the Office of the
the
Chief of Engineers.
Flood control, Mississippi River and tributaries:
tributaries: For prosecuting
prosecuting
work of flood control in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Flood
Control Act approved
May 15,
15, 1928, as amended
amended (33 U.
11 S. C. 702a),
approved May
702a),
including
including printing and binding, newspapers,
newspapers, lawbooks, books of refequipment required
erence, periodicals, and office supplies
supplies and equipment
required in
in
Engineers to
the office of the Chief of Engineers
to carry
carry out
out the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
appropriation, and for the purchase
exceed $40,425)
$40,425) of motorpurchase (not to exceed
motorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles and motorboats
motorboats for official use,
use,
$30,000,000.
$30,000,000.
Emergency
Emergency fund for flood control on tributaries
tributaries of Mississippi
Mississippi
River: For rescue work and for repair or maintenance
maintenance of any
any floodfloodcontrol work on any tributaries
tributaries of the Mississippi
threatened or
or
Mississippi River threatened
destroyed by flood,
flood, in accordance
destroyed
accordance with section 9
9 of the Flood Control
Control
approved June 15, 1936 (49
Act, approved
(49 Stat. 1508),
1508), $800,000.
Flood control, Sacramento
Sacramento River, California: For prosecuting
prosecuting work
of flood control, Sacramento
Sacramento River, California,
accordance with
California, in
in accordance
with
the provisions of Acts approved
approved March 1,
1, 1917, May 15, 1928, and
August 26, 1937 (33 U. S. C. 703, 704; 50 Stat. 849),
849) ,$1,242,000:
$1,242,000: ProProvided, That from and after the approval
vided,
approval of this Act, the Caddoa
Caddoa
Reservoir project
Reservoir
project for flood control and water conservation
conservation in Colorado
Colorado
and Kansas, authorized
authorized by the Flood Control Act approved June
June 22,
1936, shall be known and designated
designated on the public records
records as
as the John
Martin
Martin Reservoir
Reservoir Project and that the change in the name of such
such
project
project shall in no wise affect the rights of the State of Colorado or
or
the State of Kansas or any county, municipality, corporation, associaassociaperson, and all records, surveys,
and public
public do
cumen t
s
tion, or person,
surveys, maps,
maps, and
documents
of the 'Inked
United States or of either
either of said States in which such project
project
is mentioned or referred to under any other name than the John
John
Martin Reservoir Project shall be held to refer to such project under
under
Martin Reservoir
and by the name of John Martin
Reservoir Project.
Project.
HYDROELECTRIC POWER
HYDROELFC1RIC

Fort
Mont.

Peck
Peck

Dam,

Power plant, Fort Peck Dam, Montana: For continuing the conhydroelectric power plant at Fort Peck Dam, Monstruction of the hydroelectric
S. C.,
C., Supp.
16 U. S.
tana, as authorized by the Act approved May 18, 1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat.
V,
i§ 833-833k.
833-833k.
v, §§
403), $2,000,000.
403),
$2,000,000.
Bonneville Dam,
Power plant, Bonneville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon:
Oregon: For conOreg.
Post, p. 1047.
tinuing the construction
construction of the hydroelectric
hydroelectric power plant at Bonne-
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vine
authorized by the Abts
ville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon, as authorized
Supp.
16 U. S. C., Stipp.
(50 V,
approved
approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1038), and August 20, 1937 (50
V. §§832-8321.
§¢ 832-8321.
Stat. 731),
731), $3,400,000.
SURVEYS
SURVEYS

AND MAPPING
AND

Topographic
Topographic surFor
topographic surveys and mapping as proposed in Senate Docu- veys,
For topographic
etc.
transment
Numbered 54,
54, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, first session, to be
ment Numbered
Geological Survey, and to
ferred to
Interior, Geological
to the Department of the Interior,
ferred
be
applied to the same objects (but not limited to the amounts speci- Ante, p. 439.
be applied
Department Approfied
for such
such objects)
objects) authorized
authorized in the Interior Department
fied for
1941, in the first
priation
Act for
first
ending June 30, 1941.,
the fiscal year ending
for the
priation Act
Survey" and in the sub"Geological Survey"
paragraph
paragraph under the heading "Geological
item for
personal
employment of personal
"Topograhic Surveys", and to the employment
for "Topograhic
item
services
$30,400) in the District of Columbia, the purexceed $30,400)
to exceed
(not to
services (not
Columbia, field and
chase of
equipment for use in the District of Columbia,
and
office equipment
of office
chase
$1,210,350, to
office stationery,
engraving and printing maps, $1,210,350,
and engraving
stationery, and
office
Proviso.
Proviso.
remain
available until
Provided, That this appropriauntil June 30, 1942: Provided,
straMapping in straMapping
remain available
tegic areas.
areas.
tegic
with
accordance
in
tion
shall
be
devoted
to
mapping
in
strategic
areas,
accordance
tion shall be devoted to mapping in
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
priorities to be determined

UNITED STATES
STATES SOLDIERS'
SOLDIERS' HOME
HOME
UNITED

Soldiers'
For maintenance
maintenance and
operation of the United States Soldiers'
and operation
For
Home,
to be
be paid
paid from
Permanent Fund,
the Soldiers' Home Permanent
from the
Home, to
$796,013.
$796,013.
CANAL
THE PANAMA
PANAMA CANAL
For every
expenditure requisite for
for and incident to the mainteevery expenditure
For
nance
and operation,
sanitation, and
and civil
government of the Panama
civil government
operation, sanitation,
nance and
Canal
and
Canal
Zone,
and
construction
of
of additional facilities,
construction
and
Zone,
Canal
Canal and
including the
Compensation of all officials
officials and employees;
employees;
following: Compensation
the following:
including
foreign
and
domestic
newspapers
and
periodicals;
lawbooks;
textperiodicals;
and
newspapers
domestic
foreign and
books and
and books
reference; printing
printing and binding, including printof reference;
books of
books
ing of
report; rent
personal services in the District of
and personal
rent and
annual report;
of annual
ing
Columbia;
purchase or
or exchange
exchange of
other
of typewriting, adding, and other
Columbia; purchase
operation
machines; purchase
or exchange,
maintenance, repair, and operation
exchange, maintenance,
purchase or
machines;
of
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles;
passenger-carrying vehicles;
of motor-propelled
claims for
damages to
to vessels
vessels passing through the locks of the
for damages
claims
Panama Canal,
as authorized
authorized by
Panama Canal Act; claims for
by the Panama
Canal, as
Panama
losses
of
or
damages
to
property
arising
from the conduct of authorlosses of or damages to property
arising
ized
claims for damages to property
property arising
operations; claims
business operations;
ized business
from
the maintenance
maintenance and
and operation,
operation, sanitation,
government
and civil government
sanitation, and
from the
of
Canal, and
additional facilities;
facilities; acquiacquiof additional
construction of
and construction
Panama Canal,
the Panama
of the
sition
land and
authorized in the Panama
as authorized
water, as
under water,
land under
and land
of land
sition of
Canal Act;
incurred in
assembling, assorting,
assorting, storing,
storing,
in assembling,
expenses incurred
Act; expenses
Canal
repairing, and
machinery, and equipment
heretoequipment heretomaterial, machinery,
selling material,
and selling
repairing,
fore
or
hereafter
purchased
or
acquired
construction
of the
the
for
acquired
or
purchased
hereafter
or
fore
Panama Canal
Canal which
are unserviceable
unserviceable or
longer needed, to be
no longer
or no
which are
Panama
reimbursed
the proceeds
of such
expenses incident
incident to consale; expenses
such sale;
proceeds of
from the
reimbursed from
ducting
hearings and
estimates for
appropriations on
on the
for appropriations
examining estimates
and examining
ducting hearings
Isthmus;
expenses
incident
to
any
emergency
because
of
because
arising
emergency
any
to
Isthmus; expenses incident
calamity by
by flood,
fire, pestilence,
not foreseen
foreseen or
character not
like character
or like
pestilence, or
flood, fire,
calamity
otherwise provided
provided for
for herein;
herein; travel
travel expenses,
expenses, when
prescribed by
when prescribed
otherwise
the Governor
of the
to persons
persons engaged
engaged in
in field
field work
work
Canal to
Panama Canal
the Panama
the Governor of
or
traveling
on
official
business;
not
to
exceed
$2,000
for
travel
and
and
travel
for
$2,000
exceed
to
not
business;
or traveling on official
subsistence expenses
expenses of
of members
forces of the
police and fire forces
the police
of the
members of
subsistence
Panama
Canal incident
incident to
special training
the United States;
in the
training in
their special
to their
Panama Canal

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.

Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenance,
expenses.
expenses.

Printing and binding.
ing.

Damage claims.
claims.
Damage

Acquisition of land.
land.
Acquisition

Emergencies.
Emergencies.

510
510
Purchase,
Purchase,
buildings.
buildings.

PUBLIC
CH.415-JUNE
415—JUNE 24,
1940
24, 1940
LAWS--CH.
PUBLIC LAWS—

etc., of
etc.,

Accounting.
Accounting.

Maintenance
Maintenance and
operation.

Payment to alien
alien
cripples.
cripples.
39
750.
39 Stat.
Stat. 750.
5
U. S. C.,
5 U.
S. Supp.
upp. V,
§793.
§
793.
Relief payments.
payments.
48 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
supp•
v,
g
1372.
V, § 1372.
Special protective
protective
works.
works.

Contracts authorized.
ized.

Construction
Construction of additional facilities.
facilities.
ditional
48 U. S.
C., Supp.
SuPP.
8. C.,
V,
§ 1307.
V, §
Reimbursement
Reimbursement to
designated appropriadesignated
tions.

Contracts
Contracts authorized.
ized.

Sanitation,
tals, etc.
etc.

hospi-

Chief quarantine
officer.
officer.
Blood transfusion
transfusion
payments.
payments.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Prior expenditures
expenditures
validated.
validated.

STAT.
[54
[54 S
TAT.

transportation,
including insurance,
insurance, of
of public
public funds and securities
transportation, including
between the
the United
States and
the Canal
construcpurchase, construcCanal Zone; purchase,
and the
United States
between
tion, repair,
repair, replacement,
replacement, alteration,
alteration, or enlargement
enlargement of buildings,
tion,
•
structures,
equipment, and other improvements;
other
improvements; and for such other
structures, equipment,
expenses
Governor of the Panama
States as the
the Governor
not in the
the United States
expenses not
necessary best to promote
promote the maintenance
maintenance and
Canal may deem necessary
government of the Panama
Panama Canal,
and civil government
operation, sanitation, and
under
and construction
construction of additional
additional facilities, all to be expended
expended under
the
direction of the
accounted
the Governor
Governor of the Panama Canal and accounted
the direction
follows:
for as follows:
of
of the
the Panama Canal: Salary of
For maintenance
maintenance and operation of
Governor, $10,000;
$10,000; contingencies
expended
contingencies of the Governor, to be expended
the Governor,
discretion, not exceeding
delivery,
purchase, inspection, delivery,
exceeding .$3,000; purchase,
in his discretion,
handling,
equipment for
and equipment
for issue
issue
storing of materials,
materials, supplies,
supplies, and
handling, and storing
departments of the Panama
Panama Canal, the Panama Railroad, other
other
to all departments
branches
Government, and
authorized sales;
sales;
branches of the
the United
United States
States Government,
and for authorized
exceeding the amounts
amounts authorized by
payment in lump sums of not exceeding
September 7,1916
7, 1916 (5 U.
the Injury Compensation
Compensation Act
Act approved
approved September
U. S.
S. C.
C.
793), to
to alien
alien cripples
cripples who
who are
are now
the Panama
Canal
now aacharge
charge upon
upon the
Panama Canal
793),
injuries sustained while employed in the construction
construction
by reason of injuries
of the Panama
Panama Canal; and
authorized by the
and relief
relief payments
payments authorized
the Act
Act
approved July 8, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 478),
478), $8,011,367; for continuing
continuing
construction of
_protective works,
the construction
of special
special protective
works, $19,000,000;
$19,000,000; in all,
$27,011,367, together with all moneys arising from the conduct of
$27,011,367,
of
business operations authorized
authorized by the Panama Canal Act, and,
and2 in
in
addition, the Governor
Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal may, when authorized
authorized
by the Secretary
Secretary of War, enter into contracts
contracts prior to July 1,
1, 1941,
for or on account
account of the construction of special protective
protective works,
Panama Canal, to an amount
amount not
not in excess
excess of
of $4,500,000, and
and his
his
a contractual
contractual obligation of the
action in so doing shall be deemed
deemed a
Federal Government for the payment of the cost thereof.
Construction of additional facilities-Panama
facilities—Panama Canal: For
For construction of additional facilities
facilities for the improvement and enlargeenlargement of the capacity
capacity of the Panama Canal, in accordance with the
Act approved
approved August 11,
11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1409),
including reimburse1409), including
reimburseappropriations "Maintenance
"Maintenance and Operation,
Operation, Panama
Panama
ment to the appropriations
Canal", "Sanitation,
ent,
"Sanitation, Panama Canal"
Canal", and "Civil
"Civil Governm
Government,
Panama Canal", in such amounts as the
Governor of the Panama
Panama
the Governor
Canal shall from time to time determine to be additional
additional costs
incurred for the objects specified
specified in said appropriations
appropriations on account
account
of the prosecution
prosecution of the work; in all, $15,000,000,
$15,000,000, and, in addition,
the Governor of the Panama Canal may, when authorized
the
authorized by the
Secretary
Secretary of War, make or authorize
authorize the making of contracts prior
prior
to July 1,
1, 1941, for or on account of the construction
construction of such addifacilities, to an amount not in excess of $99,000,000.
tional facilities,
$99,000,000.
For sanitation, quarantine, hospitals, and medical
medical aid and support
support
of the insane and of lepers
aid and
lepers and pd
an support of indigentpersons
indigent persons
legally within the Canal Zone, including expenses of their deportation when practicable
practicable, the purchase
purchase of artificial
artificial limbs or other
oth er a
ppliappliances
Isthmian
ances for persons who were injured in the service of the Isthmian
Canal Commission
Commission or the Panama
1916
Panama Canal prior to September 7, 1916,
additional
additional compensation
compensation to any officer of the United
Public
United States
States Public
Health Service detailed with the Panama Canal as chief quarantine
quarantine
officer, and payments
payments of not to exceed
exceed $50
$50 in
any one
persons
in any
one case
case to
to persons
within the Government service who shall furrush
furnish blood from their
veins for transfusion to the veins of patients in Panama Canal hosProvided, That expenditures
expenditures heretofore
pitals: Provided,
heretofore made to any person
within the Government
Government service for blood furnished to patients in
Panama
Panama Canal hospitals
hospitals are hereby
hereby validated;
validated; $1,045,393.
$1,015,393.
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511

Civil government
government
Cvi
For
of the
Panama Canal and Canal Zone, includ- expenses.
the Panama
government of
civil government
For civil
discharged
indigent
for
ing
gratuities
and
necessary
clothing
discharged
ing gratuities and necessary
prisoners,
$1,192,011.
prisoners, $1,192,011.
Total,
Canal, $44,248,771,
to be
expended.
until expended.
available until
be available
$44,248,771, to
Panama Canal,
Total, Panama
Additional sums apAddittionalssap
In
foregoing sums
sums there
is appropriated
for the
the propriated.
appropriated for
there is
to the
the foregoing
addition to
In addition
severalro
the
fiscal
year
1941
for
expenditures
and
reinvestment
under
several
fiscal year 1941 for expenditures and reinvestment
heads
aforesaid, without being covered into the
appropriation aforesaid,
of appropriation
heads of
available until
Treasury
the United
States, and to remain available
United States,
of the
Treasury of
the fiscal
expended,
all
moneys
received
the
Panama
during
fiscal
Canal
the
by
received
moneys
all
expended,
year
1941 and
prior fiscal
(exclusive of net profits for such
fiscal years (exclusive
and prior
year 1941
prior
years) from
from services
services rendered
materials and supplies
rendered or materials
fiscal years)
prior fiscal
furnished to
to the
the United
United States,
States, the
the Panama
Railroad Company,
Panama Railroad
furnished
respectively, or
the Canal
Canal Zone
Zone government,
to their employees, respectivery,
or to
government, or
the
to the
hotel and hospital supplies and
from hotel
Government, from
Panama Government,
the Panama
to
services •from
from rentals,
rentals, wharfage,
service; from labor, matewharfage, and like service;
services;
rials, and
arid supplies
supplies and
and other
other services
services furnished to vessels other than
rials,
the
those passing
the Canal,
unable to obtain the
and to others unable
Canal, and
through the
passing through
those
same
sale of
byproducts of
scrap and other byproducts
of scrap
the sale
from the
elsewhere; from
same elsewhere;
manufacturing and
and
operations; from the sale of obsolete and
shop operations;
and shop
manufacturing
unserviceable
equipment purchased
purchased or
and equipment
supplies, and
materials, supplies,
unserviceable materials,
acquired for
for the
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, protection,
sanitation, and
protection, sanitation,
the operation,
acquired
Disposition of
net
pDisosition of net
government of
Canal and
and Canal
and any
any net profits accru- profits.
Zone; and
Canal Zone;
the Canal
of the
government
ing
from
such
business
to
the
Panama
Canal
shall
annually
be
covcovbe
annually
shall
ing from such business to the Panama Canal
ered into
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United States.
into the
ered
Waterworks, etc.,
etc.
paterworks,
There
is also
appropriated for
the fiscal
year 1941
1941 for
for the
opera- Panama
the operaand Colon.
fiscal year
for the
also appropriated
There is
tion,
maintenance,
and
extension
of
waterworks,
sewers,
paveand
sewers,
waterworks,
of
extension
and
tion, maintenance,
ments
the cities
and Colon,
remain available until
to remain
Colon, to
Panama and
of Panama
cities of
in the
ments in
expended,
the
necessary
portions
of
such
sums
shall
be paid during
shall be
as
sums
such
of
portions
expended, the necessary
that
fiscal year
as water
rentals or
by the
the Government
Government of
directly by
or directly
water-rentals
year as
that fiscal
Panama
such expenses.e
expenses.
for such
Panama for
Personal services,
SEC. 2.
part of
of any
appropriation contained
in this
Act shall
Canal
Zone,
civtien
re, citizenCaenal
shall ship
this Act
contained in
any appropriation
No part
2. No
SEC.
requirement; exexreuirement;
ship
be
used
directly
or
indirectly
after
May
1,
1941,
except
for
temporary
temporary
for
except
1941,
ception.
1,
be used directly or indirectly after May
employment
in case
of emergency,
payment of
of any
civilian ception.
any civilian
the payment
for the
emergency, for
case of
employment in
a
for
services rendered
rendered by
on the
occupying a
Zone while occupying
Canal Zone
the Canal
him on
by him
for services
skilled,
technical,
clerical,
administrative,
executiv13_,
supervisory
supervisory
or
executive,
administrative,
clerical,
technical,
skilled,
position
unless such
is a
citizen of
of the United
United States of Provisos.
a citizen
person is
such person
position unless
Employment of
of
America
or
of
the
Republic
of
Panama:
Provided,
however,
(1)
Employment
(1) That, Panamanian
however,
Provided,
Panama:
of
Republic
the
of
or
America
citizens.
citizens
S.
aann
P
notwithstanding
the
provision
in
the
Act
approved
August
11,
1939
11,
48
U.
S.
C.,
8upp.
August
approved
notwithstanding the provision in the Act
1307.
v,f1307.
(53 Stat.
limiting employment
employment in
in the
above-mentioned posi- V,
the above-mentioned
1409), limiting
Stat. 1409),
(53
tions
to
citizens
of
the
United
States
from
and
after
the
of
date
the
after
and
tions to citizens of the United States from
approval of
of said
of Panama
Panama may
be employed
in such Number.
employed in
may be
citizens of
Act, citizens
said Act,
approval
positions;
that at
at no
no time
time shall
the number
of Panamanian
Panamanian citi- Number
number of
shall the
(2) that
positions; (2)
zens
in the
the above-mentioned
exceed the number
number
positions exceed
above-mentioned positions
employed in
zens employed
of citizens of
United States
employed, if
if United
United States
citizens
P
States citizens
Persons
having
so employed,
States so
the United
of citizens of the
served
15 years.
years.
15
are
available
in
continental
United
States
or
on
the
Canal
Zone;
(3)
sered
(3)
Zone;
Canal
the
on
or
States
United
continental
in
are available
that nothing in this Act shall
of
employment of
continued employment
the continued
prohibit the
nothing in this Act shall prohibit
that
any person who
shall
have
rendered
fifteen
or
more
years
of
faithful
faithful
of
years
more
or
fifteen
Selection of perperson who shall have rendered
any
f perseon
of sonnel.
and honorable
service on
the Canal
that in
in the
selection of
the selection
(4) that
Zone; (4)
Canal Zone;
on the
honorable service
and
personnel for skilled,
skilled, technical,
administrative,
clerical,
supervisory,
supervisory,
clerical,
administrative,
technical,
for
personnel
or executive positions, the controlling factors
in filling
positions Hours of employthese positions
filling these
or
executive positions, the controlling factors in
rates
of paoy
pay.
shall
be
efficiency,
experience,
training,
and
education;
(5)
all ment;
of
m;rates
that all
(5) that
education;
and
shall be efficiency, experience, training,
citizens of
and the
the United
United States
States rendering
rendering skilled,
skilled, technical,
technical,
Panama and
of Panama
citizens
clerical, administrative,
executive, or
or supervisory
service on the Canal
supervisory service
administrative, executive,
clerical,
Zone under the terms of
not
employed not
be employed
normally be
shall normally
(a) shall
Act (a)
this Act
under the terms of this
Zone
more than
than forty
forty hours
hours per
week,
(b)
may
receive
as
compensation
compensation
as
receive
may
(b)
per week,
more
equal rates
of pay
upon rates
paid for
similar employment
employment in
in Section applicable
for similar
rates paid
based upon
pay based
rates of
equal
r perapplicblet
continental United
United States
States plus
(6) this
entire section only to certain
this entire
centum; (6)
per centum;
25 per
plus 25
continental
sons.
sons.
clerical,
shall
apply
only
to
persons
employed
in
skilled
,
technical,
clerical,
technical,
skilled,
in
employed
persons
to
apply only
shall
administrative, executive,
supervisory positions
the Canal Zone
on the
positions on
or supervisory
executive, or
administrative,
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Suspension of comcompliance in time of war,
war,
etc.

Administrative proAdministrative
motions.

Citizenship requirerequirement.
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1940
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directly or indirectly
indirectly by any branch of the United
United States
States GovernGoverncorporation or company whose
ment or by any corporation
owned wholly
whose stock
stock is
is owned
wholly
or in part by the United States Government: Provided
further, That
That
Providedfurther,
the President may suspend compliance
compliance with
with this
this section
section in
in time
time of
of
war or national emergency
emergency if he should deem such
to be
in the
such course
course to
be in
the
public interest.
interest.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. The total amount used on an annual basis
basis for administraadministrative within-grade
within-grade promotions for officers and employees
employees under
under any
any
appropriation
appropriation or other fund made available in this Act
not
Act shall
shall not
exceed
exceed the amount determined
determined by the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget
to be
be
Budget to
available for such purpose on the basis of the Budget
for
Budget estimate
estimate for
such appropriation
appropriation or fund exclusive of new money
money in
any such
in any
such
Budget estimate
estimate for such administrative
administrative promotions.
promotions.
SEc. 4. No part of
appropriation contained
contained in
this Act
or
of any
any appropriation
in this
Act or
authorized
authorized hereby to be expended shall be used
compensaused to pay
pay the
the compensation of any officer or employee
employee of
Government of
of the
the United
of the
the Government
United
States, or of any agency the majority of
of the
the stock
stock of
of which
which is
is owned
owned
by the Government of the United States, whose post
is in
in
post of duty
duty is
continental United States unless such person is aacitizen of
the United
United
of the
States, or a
a person in the service of
United States
States on
on the
date
of the United
the date
of the approval
approval of this Act who being eligible
eligible for
had
for citizenship
citizenship had
theretofore filed aa declaration
theretofore
declaration of intention
intention to
become a
citizen or
to become
a citizen
or
who owes allegiance to the United States.
States.
SEC. 5. This Act may be cited as the "War Department
SEc.
ApproDepartment Civil
Civil Appropriation Act, 1941".
1941".
Approved, June 24, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 416]
416]

June 24,
24, 1940
June

[H. R. 9909]
[Public, No.
No. 654]
[Public,
654]
Internal Revenue
Code, amendments.
Code,
Unused stamps; exchange,
change, refund,
refund, etc.

48 Stat. 316; 53 Stat.
303.
26 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
§§ 2803 (b), 2803
v ji
(c).
Provisos.
Provisos.
Minimum
quantity.
Minimum quantity.
Time restriction on
on
claims.
claims.
Appropriation authorized.
thorized.

53 Stat. 342.
26 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §
§2903.
V,

Unused stamps; exUnused
exchange, refund, etc.

ACT
AN ACT
To amend
amend sections 2803 (c) and 2903 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Code.
Revenue Code.

Be it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 2803
2803
(c), Internal Revenue
(c,.
Revenue Code
to read
read as
f
oll ows:
Code,, be
be amended
amended to
as follows:
"(c)
STAMPS; EXCHANGE,
"
(
c) UNUSED STAxirs;
EXCHANGE, REFUND,
ETc.—The CommisREFUND, ETc.-The
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, under regulations
prescribed by
regulations prescribed
by him
him
and approved
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, may
redeem or
or make
make
may redeem
allowance
allowance for any unused stamps issued under
under section
section 203
203 of
the
of the
Liquor Taxing Act of 1934 or subsection
subsection (b) of this section
exchangsection by
by exchangstamps of the same
ing them for other stamp's
refunding moneys
moneys
same kind
kind or
or by
by refunding
received
received therefor: Provided,
Provided,. That stamps may be
exchanged or
be exchanged
or the
the
refunded only in quantities
value thereof refunded
quantities of the value
value of
more:
of $5
$5 or
or more:
And provided further,
And
further, That no claim for the
the exchange
strip stamps
exchange of
of strip
stamps
or refund therefor shall be allowed unless presented
presented within
within two
two years
years
after the date on which such stamps were lawfully issued.
issued. There
There are
are
hereby authorized to be appropriated
appropriated annually, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
such sums
as may
may be
be
sums as
necessary
necessary to carry out this
provision."
this provision."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section
Section 2903, Internal Revenue Code,
Code, is hereby
hereby amend
edby
by
amended
relettering subsections (e),
(e), (f),
(f), a
nd (g)
respecand
(g) as (f),
(f), (g),
(g), and
and (h),
(h), respectively, and by inserting
inserting a
anew subsection (e)
(e) to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(e)
STAMPS; EXCHANGE,
EXCHANGE, REFUND,
REFUND, ETC.—The
ETc.-The Commis"(e) UNUSED
UxusEn STAMPS;
Commissioner
sioner of Internal Revenue, under regulations prescribed by him
him
and approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
redeem or
Treasury, may
may redeem
or
make allowance
allowance for any unused case
with all
all coupon
coupon strip
strip
case stamp, with
stamps attached
attached thereto, issued under section 11 of
Act entitled
of the
the Act
entitled
'An Act to allow the bottling of distilled spirits in
in bond', approved
approved

54
TAT.]
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March 3, 1897 (29 Stat. 626), or under said section 1, as variously
March
allowance for unused strip stamps
amended,
amended, and may redeem or make allowance
issued for bottles of distilled spirits bottled in bond under said
section
1, as amended by the Act of July 9, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 487), or
section 1,
exchanging them for strip
under
(d) of this section, by exchanging
subsection (d)
under subsection
stamps
bottled-in-bond spirits, or by refunding
refunding moneys received
received
stamps for bottled-in-bond
therefor:
exchanged or the value
Provided, That stamps may be exchanged
therefor: Provided,
thereof
refunded only in quantities of the value of $5
$5 or more: And
thereof refunded
redemption
provided
further,That no claim under this subsection for redemption
provided further,
respect of case or strip stamps shall be allowed unless
unless
or allowance
allowance in respect
presented within two years after the date on which such case or
to
authorized to
strip stamps were lawfully issued. There are hereby authorized
appropriated annually, out of any money
money in the Treasury not
be appropriated
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such sums as may be necessary to carry out
otherwise

26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
26
U. S.
V, §
2903.
V,
g 2903.

Supp.
26 U. S. C., Supp.

V. §2903.
V,

Provisos.
Provisos.
Minimum quantity.
quantity.

Time restriction on
claims.
claims.
Appropriation
thorized.

auau-

this provision."
provision."
this

SEc. 3. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the limitations
limitations contained in sections
SEC.
2803 (c)
(e), Internal Revenue
amended and
Revenue Code, as amended
and 2903 (e),
(c) and
2803
inserted,
respectively, by this Act, as to the time within which claims
inserted, respectively,
under
presented, claims under such sections
sections must be presented,
under such sections
for
exchange of or refund for stamps lawfully issued prior to
for the exchange
the date
enactment of
allowed if presented within
of this Act may be allowed
of enactment
date of
the
enactment of this Act.
two years from the date of enactment
Approved, June 24, 1940.
Approved,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 417]

ACT
AN ACT

used in the fortification of wine;
To eliminate
eliminate the
the tax
tax on
on brandy
brandy and
and wine
wine spirits
spirits used
wine;
To
to
increase the
tax on
for the
the loss
loss of
revenue occasioned
occasioned by
of revenue
to compensate
compensate for
wine; to
on wine;
the tax
to increase
the
elimination of
tax on
on brandy
and wine
wine spirits used in
in the fortification
fortification
brandy and
the tax
of the
the elimination
of
wine; and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
of wine;

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, effective
in Congress
of America in
United
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, section
section 3030
Revenue Code, is
(A), Internal Revenue
(1) (A),
(a) (1)
3030 (a)
July
amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
"(A) Imrosmoig.—Upon
including vermouth,
vermouth, and
and
wines, including
still wines,
IMPosrrxoN.-Upon all still
"(A)
all artificial
artificial or
or imitation
compounds sold as still wine
or compounds
imitation wines or
all
produced in
or imported
imported into
the United States after June 30, 1940,
into the
in or
produced
or which
which on
July 1,
1, 1940,
winery premises
premises or other
were on any winery
1940, were
on .July
or
bonded
premises or
or in
in transit
thereto or
customhouse, there
any customhouse,
at any
or at
transit thereto
bonded premises
shall
be levied,
collected, and
paid taxes
at rates
rates as
when sold
as follows, when
taxes at
and paid
levied, collected,
shall be
or
consumption or sale:
sale:
removed for consumption
or removed
"On wines
not more
more than
than 14
centum of absolute
per centum
14 per
containing not
wines containing
"On
alcohol, 5
5cents
per centum
centum of
under this
alcohol under
of alcohol
the per
wine-gallon, the
per wine-gallon,
cents per
alcohol,
weight;
by
section
be
reckoned
volume
weight;
not
and
by
reckoned
be
to
section
"On wines
14 per
per centum
centum and
and not
exceeding
not exceeding
than 14
more than
containing more
wines containing
"On
21
per
centum
of
absolute
alcohol,
15
cents
per
wine-gallon;
wine-gallon;
15
alcohol,
absolute
of
21 per centum
"On wines
wines containing
containing more
more than
than 21
21 per
exceeding
not exceeding
and not
centum and
per centum
"On
24
of absolute
absolute alcohol,
alcohol, 25 cents per wine-gallon;
wine-gallon;
centum of
per centum
24 per
"All such
containing more
more than
absolute
of absolute
centum of
per centum
24 per
than 24
wines containing
such wines
"All
alcohol
by
volume
shall
be
classed
as
distilled
spirits
and
shall
pay
pay
shall
and
spirits
alcohol by volume shall be classed as distilled
accordingly.
tax accordingly.
"Any such
such wines
may, under
such regulations
regulations as
as the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
under such
wines may,
"Any
may
prescribe,
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary,
be
or
removed
or removed
sold
be
Secretary,
the
of
approval
the
with
prescribe,
may
tax-free
for the
of vinegar,
vinegar, or
or for
the production
production of
for the
manufacture of
the manufacture
tax-free for
deakoholized
wines containing
one-half of
centum
per centum
1 per
of 1
than one-half
less than
containing less
dealcoholized wines
of alcohol by volume.
0

193470 -41-PT. II--193470*-41-----PT.

33
33

Certain claims
claims allowable notwithnotwithlowable
standing time limitastanding
tion.
tion.

June
24, 1940
1940
June 24,
[II. R.
R. 9117]
9117]
[H.
[Public,
655]
No. 6551
[Public, No.

Internal Revenue
Revenue
Internal
Code,
amendments.
Code, amendments.
53 Stat.
Stat. 347.
347.
53
S. C., Supp.
26 U.
U. S.
V, §
3030 (a)
(A).
(a) (1)
(1) (A).
§ 3030
V,
Tax on still wines.
Past, p. 525.
Post,

Rates.

Alcoholic
strength.
Alcoholic strength.

strength
Higher strength
classed as distilled
distilled
classed
spirits.

etc., tax-free in
Sale, etc.,
certain cases.
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514

PUBLIC
CH.417-JUNE
417—JUNE 24,
1940
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS-CH.
24, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
STAT.
[54

Dee1coholized
Dealcoholized wines.
wines.

"The
taxes imposed
this paragraph
paragraph
(A) of
of this
"The taxes
imposed by
by this
this subparagraph
subparagraph (A)
shall not
apply to
containing less
than one-half
one-half
shall
not apply
to dealcoholized
dealcoholized wines
wines containing
less than
Wines for
for family
Wines
family use
use of
1
per
centum
of
alcohol
by
volume;
nor,
subject
to
regulations
of
1
per
centum
of
alcohol
by
volume;
nor,
subject
to
regulations
of
registered producer.
of registered
producer.
prescribed
by the
Commissioner, with
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary,
prescribed by
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
of the
to wines
produced for
for the
family use
of the
the duly
registered producer
to
wines produced
the family
use of
duly registered
producer
thereof and
and not sold
sold or
or otherwise
otherwise removed from the
the place
place of
of manufacture and
not exceeding
exceeding in
case two
facture
and not
in any
any case
two hundred
hundred gallons
gallons per
per
year."
53
Stat. 347.
347.
53 Stat.
SEc.
2. Effective
Effective July
July 1,
1940, section
section 3030
3030 (a)
(a) (2),
SEC. 2.
1, 1940,
(2), Internal
Internal
26 U.
26
S. C.,
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
Revenue
Code,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
V,
(a)
(2).
to
read
as
follows:
Revenue
Code,
is
amended
V, §
§ 3030
3030 (a) (2).
Sparklin gwines,
wines, liSparkling
liand
cordials.
and cordials.
Post, P.
528.
Post,
p. 525.

q
ueurs,
queurs,

Rates.
Rates.
Champagne, etc.
Champagne,
etc.
Artificially
carbonArtificially carbonated
ated wines.
wines.
Fortified
Fortified liqueurs,
liqueurs,
etc.
etc.

Classification as
Classification
disas distilled spirits;
exceptilled
spirits; exceptions.
tions.

Refund of
Refund
of certain
certain
taxes
liqueurs, etc.
taxes on
on liqueurs,
etc

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 348.
348.
26 U.
26
U. S.
S. O.,
O., Supp.
Supp.
V,
3031 (a).
(a),
v, §
§3031
Withdrawal of
Withdrawal
of spirspirits
fortification.
its for
for fortification.

"(2) SPARKLING
WINES, LIQUEURS,
AND CORDIALS.—Up011
LIQUEURS, AND
CORDIALS.-Upon the
the folfol"(2)
SPARKLING WINES,

articles which
produced in
imported into
lowing articles
which are
are produced
in or imported
into the United
United
any
States, after
after June
June 30,
30, 1940, or
or which
which on July
July 1,
1, 1940, are
are on
on any
winery premises
premises or
in transit
transit thereto
or
winery
premises or
or other
other bonded
bonded premises
or in
thereto or
customhouse, there
at any customhouse,
there shall
shall be
be levied, collected,
collected, and
and paid, in
lieu
of the
internal-revenue taxes
taxes imposed
imposed thereon
lieu of
the internal-revenue
thereon by
by law
law prior
prior to
to
such
rates as
follows, when
when sold,
removed for
such date, taxes
taxes at
at rates
as follows,
sold, or
or removed
for
consumption
consumption or sale:
"On each
sparkling
"On
each bottle or other container
container of
of champagne
champagne or sparkling
1
/
2 cents on each one-half
thereof;
wine, 2
2/2
one-half pint or fraction
fraction thereof;
"On
each bottle
bottle or
container of
of artificially
carbonated wine,
"On each
or other
other container
artificially carbonated
wine,
1%
1, cents
cents on
on each
each one-half
one-half pint
pint or
or fraction
fraction thereof;
"On
each bottle
or other
container of
of liqueurs,
liqueurs, cordials,
cordials, or
or similar
similar
'On each
bottle or
other container
compounds, by whatever name sold or offered for
for sale,
sale, containing
containing
sweet wine, citrus-fruit wine, peach
peach wine, cherry wine, berry wine,
wine,
wine,
apricot wine,
wine, prune wine,
wine, plum
plum wine, pear
pear wine,
we, or
or apple
apple wine,
wine,
fortified, respectively, with
peach
fortified,
with grape
grape brandy, citrus-fruit
citrus-fruit brandy,
brandy, peach
brandy, cherry brandy, berry brandy, apricot
apricot brandy, prune brandy,
brandy,
plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple brandy, 1
1
/
4 cents
11/4
cents on each
each oneonehalf
pint or
half pint
or fraction
fraction thereof.
thereof.
"Any of the foregoing
foregoing articles
containing more
"Any
articles containing
more than 24
24 per
per centum
of absolute alcohol by volume (except
(except vermouth, liqueurs,
liqueurs, cordials,
cordials,
and
compounds made
rectifying plants
and containing
and similar
similar compounds
made in
in rectifying
plants and
containing
tax-paid sweet wine,
citrus-fruit wine,
tax-paid
wine, citrus-fruit
wine, peach
peach wine,
wine, cherry
cherry wine,
berry wine, apricot wine, prune wine, plum wine, pear wine, or
or apple
respectively, with
grape brandy,
citrus-fruit brandy,
wine, fortified,
fortified, respectively,
with grape
brandy, citrus-fruit
brandy,
peach
berry brandy,
brandy, prune
peach brandy,
brandy, cherry
cherry brandy,
brandy, berry
brandy, apricot
apricot brandy,
prune
brandy, plum brandy, pear brandy, or apple brandy)
classed
brandy) shall be
be classed
as distilled spirits and shall be taxed accordingly.
"The
Commissioner, under
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by
him, with
with the
the
"The Commissioner,
by him,
approval of the Secretary, is
pay
is authorized
authorized to remit,
remit, refund,
refund, and pay
similar
back the
the amount
amount of
of all
all taxes
taxes on such
such liqueurs, cordials,
cordials, and
and similar
compounds paid by or assessed against rectifiers
rectifiers at
compounds
at the
the distilled
distilled
spirits rate prior to June 26, 1936."
spirits
SEc. rate
3. Effective
prior to July
June 1,
1940,
1936."
section 3031 (a), Internal Revenue
SEC. 3.
Effective
July
1,26,1940,
section 3031 (a), Internal Revenue
Code,
is
amended
to
read
as
follows:
Code, is amended to read as follows:
44 kit/
. . "nrr
yr ITEDRAWAL

OF S
YMF113 FOR
rifiCATION.—Under such
such
"(a) WrrmD.wAL OF
SPIRrrS
FOR FOR
FoRTlFICATION.-Under
regulations
supervisiun. and
the giving
giving of
of such
regulations and official
official supervision
and upon the
such
notices
Commissioner, with
approval of
of the
notices and
and entries
entries as
as the
the Commissioner,
with the
the approval
the
Secretary, may
may prescribe,
prescribe, any
any producer
of wines
efi ne d under
un d
er t
he
Secretary,
producer of
wines d
defined
the
provisions of this subchapter
subchapter may
any fruit
fruit distillery
may withdraw
withdraw from
from any
distillery
or internal revenue bonded warehouse
warehouse grape brandy (hereaft
er in.
(hereafter
in
this
section included in the term 'brandy'),
thissection
'brandy), or wine spirits, for the
fortification of such wines on the premises where actually made, and
and
fortification
any producer
producer of .citrus-fruit wines, peach wines, cherry wines, berry
wines, apricot wines, prune wines, plum wines, pear wines,
wines or apple
wines (hereafter in this section included in the term 'wines')
`win')
es may
similarly withdraw citrus-fruit
citrus-fruit brandy, peach brandy, cherry brandy,
brandy,
berry brandy,
brandy, apricot brandy, prune brandy, plum brandy, pear
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(hereafter in this section included in the
brand, or apple brandy (hereafter

term 'brandy')
'brandy') for
the fortification
fortification of
of wines
wines as
as set
set forth
in section
term
for the
forth in
section
3032, Internal
Revenue Code,
the premises
where actually
made.
3032,
Internal Revenue
Code, on
on the
premises where
actually made.
The amounts
at the
imposed by
brandy or
or
law on
on such
such brandy
rate imposed
by law
of tax
tax at
the rate
The
amounts of
wine spirits
spirits shall
shall be
be charged
charged immediately
immediately upon
upon withdrawal
withdrawal against
against
wine
the producer
withdrawing the
the same:
same: Provided
Provided2 7 That
whenever such
such
That whenever
the
producer withdrawing
fortification of
brandy or
be lawfully
lawfully used in the fortification
shall be
or wine
wine spirits
spirits shall
brandy
wines and
accounted for in the
manner provided by law and regulathe manner
and accounted
wines
tions, the
the producer
producer shall
shall be
credited in
in the amount of the internalbe credited
tions,
wine spirits so withdrawn as
revenue tax
on so much of
of the
the brandy or wine
tax on
revenue
was so
used. Every
producer of
who withdraws
withdraws such brandy
brandy
of wines who
Every producer
was
so used.
or wine
wine spirits
spirits shall
give bond
bond to
cover at
payment
the payment
at all times the
to fully
fully cover
shall give
or
of
the internal-revenue
internal-revenue tax at
imposed by law due on such
at the rate imposed
of the
brandy or
or wine
spirits, which
which bond
in such form as the
bond shall
shall be in
wine spirits,
brandy
Commissioner,
the approval
Secretary, shall,
shall, by
by regularegulaof the
the Secretary,
approval of
with the
Commissioner, with
internal-revenue tax
tions, prescribe.
1, 1940, the internal-revenue
July 1,
On and
and after July
prescribe. On
tions,
on such
brandy or
or wine
wine spirits
spirits shall
shall be
be assessed
against the
the producer
producer
assessed against
such brandy
on
of
wines who
who has
has withdrawn
brandy or
or wine
wine spirits
spirits for use in
in
withdrawn brandy
of such
such wines
the
of such
wines when
such brandy
brandy or
or wine
wine spirits are
when such
such wines
the fortification
fortification of
not lawfully
in the
the fortification
or when such brandy
of wines, or
fortification of
used in
lawfully used
not
manner provided
or
not so
so accounted
accounted for
provided by
for in the manner
are not
wine spirits
spirits are
or wine
law
and regulations
regulations as
as to
remission of
of the
the tax.
tax.
warrant remission
to warrant
law and
"Nothing contained
this section
section shall
be construed
exempting
as exempting
construed as
shall be
in this
contained in
"Nothing
payment
any
compounds from the payment
any wines,
wines, cordials, liqueurs, or similar compounds
of
any tax
tax provided
provided for
for in
this subchapter.
subchapter.
in this
of any
Commissioner
. "Any
such regulations
regulations as the Commissioner
may, under such
such wines
wines may,
"Any such
may
prescribe, with
approval of
the Secretary,
Secretary, be
be sold
removed
sold or removed
of the
the approval
with the
may prescribe,
tax-free
the manufacture
production of
of
for the
the production
or for
of vinegar,
vinegar, or
manufacture of
for the
tax-free for
dealcoholized wines
wines containing
one-half of
per centum
centum
of 11 per
than one-half
less than
containing less
dealcoholized
of alcohol
alcohol by
by volume.
volume.
of
"The taxes
taxes imposed
by this
shall not apply to dealcoholsubchapter shall
this subchapter
imposed by
"The
ized
wines containing
containing less
one-half of
centum of alcohol
1 per centum
of 1
than one-half
less than
ized wines
by
volume."
by volume."
Site.
4. Upon
Upon the
the filing
filing of
proprietor of any
therefor by the proprietor
of aaclaim therefor
SEc. 4.
bonded winery
bonded storeroom
storeroom in
which there
was stored
on
stored on
there was
in which
or bonded
winery or
bonded
June 30,
to which
there was
in transit
date, wine
transit on that data,
was in
which there
or to
1940, or
30, 1940,
June
lawfully fortified
with brandy
or wine
wine spirits,
spirits, and
containing more
and containing
brandy or
fortified with
lawfully
exceeding
than 14
14 per
of absolute
by volume,
and not exceeding
volume, and
alcohol by
absolute alcohol
centum of
per centum
than
24
centum of
of absolute
volume, the
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
by volume,
alcohol by
absolute alcohol
per centum
24 per
Internal
Revenue is
is authorized
authorized to
to such
proprietor suitable
such proprietor
to issue
issue to
Internal Revenue
documents
such proprietor
proprietor to
to a
credit of
cents per
gallon
per gallon
of 55.cents
a credit
entitling such
documents entitling
in
respect of
each gallon
gallon of such fortified wine which the Commisof each
in respect
sioner
find was
on such
bonded winery
bonded
or bonded
winery or
proprietor's bonded
such proprietor's
was on
shall find
sioner shall
storeroom
premises on
or in
thereto. The
transit thereto.
in transit
1940, or
30, 1940,
June 30,
on June
storeroom premises
amount
of such
such credit
be allowed
in whole
whole or
in part
part in
the purpurin the
or in
allowed in
shall be
credit shall
amount of
chase
stamps. The
shall be
be supported
an inventory,
inventory,
by an
supported by
claim shall
The claim
of wine
wine stamps.
chase of
and manner as the
prepared
and filed
filed by
the proprietor
proprietor in such
form and
such form
by the
prepared,2and
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue shall prescribe by regulations,
Commissioner
approved by
the Secretary
of the
Treasury, and
by such other proof
proof
and by
the Treasury,
Secretary of
by the
approved
as the
Commissioner may
may from
require. The
The aforeaforeto time
time require.
time to
from time
the Commissioner
as
said
to the
proprietor may
proprietor to
to
transferred by the proprietor
may be transferred
the proprietor
credit to
said credit
whom issued
the proprietor
winery or bonded
bonded
other bonded
bonded winery
any other
to the
proprietor of any
issued to
whom
storeroom.
All claims
section must be
be filed on or before
under this
this section
claims under
storeroom. All
October 1,
October
1, 1940.
S
EC. 5.
5. The
Commissioner of
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
the approval
approval
with the
of Internal
The Commissioner
SEC.
of
the Secretary
of the
shall prescribe
and publish
publish all
prescribe and
Treasury, shall
the Treasury,
Secretary of
of the
needful rules
for the
enforcement of this Act.
Act.
the enforcement
and regulations
regulations for
rules and
needful
24, 1940.
Approved, June 24,
Approved,

53 Stat. 350.
63
350.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
3032.
§ 3032.
v, §
Tax.
Proviso.
Prooiso.
Allowance for spirits
spirits
Allowance
used in fortifying
fortifying
wines.

Bond.

Tax on certain
certain
brandy or wine spirits.

Wines, cordials, etc.,
etc.,
not exempted.
exempted.

tax-free in
in
Sale, etc.,
etc., tax-free
certain cases.
certain
cases.

Dealcoholized wines
Dealcoholized
exempt.

Credits
Credits for fortified
certain cases.
wines in certain

per gallon.
Credit per

Purchase
Purchase
stamps.
stamps.

of
of

wine
wine

Inventory to support
claim.
claim.

Transfer of credits.

limitation.
Time limitation.
Rules and
Rules
Ums.
tions.
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[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

AN ACT

To
provide for
expenses of
of national
national preparedness
revenue and
and
by raising
raising revenue
preparedness by
the expenses
for the
To provide
issuing
to provide
provide a
bonds, and for other
other
for such
such bonds,
for paying
paying for
a method
method for
bonds, to
issuing bonds,
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
th,e Senate
House of
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be
United States of America in Congress
ass embled,
Congres assembled,
United

I
TITLE I
SEC. 1. SHORT TITLE.
Revenue
Revenue

1940.
1940.

Act

of

cited as the Revenue
Act may
may be cited
This Act
Revenue Act of 1940.
This
INDIVIDUALS.
SURTAX ON INDIVIDUALS.
SEC. 2.
2. SURTAX

5.
53 Stat. 5.
26 U.
U. S.. C.,
Supp.
c., Supp.
26
(b).
V, §12 (b).
Rates
of surtax.
Rates of

Section 12
12 (b)
(b) of
of the
the Internal
Revenue Code
amended to
to read as
Code is amended
Internal Revenue
Section
follows:
"(b) RATES
RNM2 OF
or Simmx.—There
collected,. and paid
be levied, collected,
SURTAx.-There shall be
"(b)
for
taxable year
individual
income of every individual
the surtax net income
upon the
year upon
each taxable
for each
follows:
aasurtax as follows:
"Upon
income of
upon
$4,000 there shall be no surtax; upon
of $4,000
net income
surtax net
"Upon aasurtax
$6,000,
surtax
excess of $4,000 and not in excess of $6,000,
incomes in excess
surtax net incomes
4per
centum of such excess.
4
per centum
"$80
$6,000; and upon surtax net
of -$6,000;
incomes of
upon surtax net incomes
"$80 upon
incomes
in excess
excess of
$6,000 and
and not in
in excess
excess of $8,000, 66per centum
of $6,000
incomes in
addition of
of such excess.
in addition
"$200
$8,000; and
upon surtax net
and upon
of $8,000;
incomes of
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
"$200 upon
incomes in
$8,000 and not in excess of $10,000,
$10,000, 88per centum
in excess
excess of $8,000
incomes
in addition of such excess.
"$360 upon
$10,000; and upon surtax net
net incomes of $10,000;
surtax net
upon surtax
"$360
incomes
excess of
$10,000 and not
centum
not in excess of $12,000, 10 per centum
of $10,000
in excess
incomes in
addition of such excess.
in addition
"$560 upon
upon surtax
surtax net incomes of $12,000;
$12,000; and upon surtax net
"$560
$12,000 and not in excess of $14,000,
$14,000, 12 per centum
centum
incomes in excess of $12,000
in addition
in
addition of such excess.
"$800
upon surtax
surtax net
surtax net
$14,000; and upon surtax
of $14,000;
incomes of
net incomes
"$800 upon
incomes
excess of $14,000 and not in excess of $16,000, 15 per
incomes in excess
addition of
of such excess.
in addition
centum in
$16,000; and upon surtax
surtax net
"$1,100 upon surtax net incomes of $16,000;
incomes in excess of $16,000 and not in excess of $18,000, 18 per
centum in addition of such excess.
11,460
"$1,460 upon surtax net incomes of $18,000; and upon surtax net
$18,000 and not in excess
excess of $20,000, 21 per
of $18,000
excess of
incomes in excess
centum
in addition
addition of such excess.
centum in
"$1,880
incomes of $20,000; and upon surtax net
surtax net incomes
upon surtax
"$1,880 upon
incomes in
$22,000, 24 per
of $20,000 and not in excess of $22,000,
in excess of
incomes
centum in addition of such excess.
centum
"$2,360 upon
incomes of
of $22,000;
net
upon surtax net
$22,000; and upon
net incomes
surtax net
upon surtax
"$2,360
incomes
$26,000, 27 per
$22,000 and not in excess of $26,000,
incomes in excess of $22,000
centum in
of such excess.
addition of
in addition
centum
"$3,440
net incomes of $26,000; and upon surtax net
"$3,440 upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $26,000 and not in excess
excess of $32,000, 30 per
incomes
centum in addition of such excess.
"$5,240 upon surtax net incomes of $32,000; and upon surtax net
'$5240
incomes in excess of $32,000 and not in excess of $38,000, 33 per
centum in
in addition
addition of
of such
such excess.
centum
"$7,220
$38,000; and upon surtax net
"$7,220 upon
upon surtax net incomes of $38,000;
incomes
$44,000, 36 per
incomes in excess of $38,000 and not in excess of $44,000,
centum in addition of such excess.
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"$9,380 upon surtax net incomes of $44,000; and upon surtax net
net
incomes in excess of $44,000 and not in excess of $50,000,
$50,000, 40 per
per
centum
centum in addition of such excess.
"$11,780
"$11,780 upon surtax net incomes
incomes of $50,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $50,000
$50,000 and not in excess of $60,000,
$60,000, 44
44 per
per
centum in addition of
centum
of such excess.
excess.
"$16,180
116,180 upon surtax net incomes
incomes of $60,000; and upon surtax net
net
incomes in excess of $60,000 and not in excess of $70,000,
$70,000, 47
47 per
centum
centum in addition of such excess.
excess.
"$20,880
"$20,880 upon surtax net incomes
incomes of $70,000;
$70,000; and upon surtax net
net
incomes in excess of $70,000 and not in excess of $80,000, 50 per
per
centum in addition of such
centum
such excess.
excess.
"$25,880 upon surtax net incomes
125,880
incomes of $80,000; and upon surtax
surtax net
net
incomes in excess of $80,000 and not in excess of $90,000, 53 per
per
centum in addition of such excess.
excess.
"$31,180 upon surtax net incomes of $90,000;
131,180
$90,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $90,000 and not in excess of $100,000, 56 per
centum in addition of such excess.
"$36,780 upon surtax net incomes of $100,000;
$100,000; and
and upon
surtax
upon surtax
net incomes in excess of $100,000
$100,000 and not in excess of $150,000,
$150,000, 58
58
per centum in addition of such excess.

"$65,780
165,780 upon surtax
incomes of
$150,000; and
and upon
surtax net
net incomes
of $150,000;
upon surtax
surtax

net incomes in excess of $150,000
$150,000 and not in excess of $200,000,
$200,000, 60
centum in addition
addition of such excess.
per centum
excess.
surtax net incomes
incomes of $200,000;
upon surtax
"$95,780 upon surtax
$200,000; and
and upon
surtax
in excess of $200,000
net incomes m
$200,000 and not in excess
excess of $250,000, 62
62
per centum in addition of such excess.
excess.
"$126,780
1126,780 upon surtax net incomes of $250,000; and upon surtax net
net
incomes in excess of $250,000 and not in
64 per
in excess
excess of $300,000,
$300,000, 64
per
centum in addition of such excess.
"$158,780
"$158,780 upon surtax net incomes
incomes of $300,000; and upon surtax net
incomes in excess of $300,000 and not in excess of $400,000, 66
66 per
per
centum
centum in addition of such excess.
"$224,780 upon surtax net incomes of $400,000;
$400,000; and upon surtax
surtax
net incomes in excess of $400,000 and not in excess of $500,000, 68 per
per
centum in addition of such excess.
"$292,780 upon surtax net incomes of $500,000;
"$292,780
$500,000; and upon
upon surtax
surtax
net incomes
incomes in excess of $500,000 and not in excess of $750,000, 70 per
centum
centum in addition
of such
excess.
addition of
such excess.
"$467,780
"$467,780 upon
surtax net
net incomes
of $750,000;
$750,000; and
upon surtax
surtax net
net
upon surtax
incomes of
and upon
incomes in excess
excess of $750,000
$750,000 and
in excess
excess of
$1,000,000, 72
per
and not
not in
of $1,000,000,
72 per

centum in addition
addition of such
such excess.
centum
"$647,780
"$647,780 upon surtax net incomes of $1,000,000;
$1,000,000; and upon
upon surtax
net incomes
incomes in excess of $1,000,000
$1,000,000 and not in excess
$2,000,000, 73
excess of
of $2,000,000,
73
per centum in addition of such excess.
excess.
"$1,377,780
11,377,780 upon surtax net
net incomes of $2,000,000;
$2,000,000; and upon
upon surtax
surtax
net incomes in excess of $2,000,000
74
$2,000,000 and not m
in excess
excess of
of $5,000,000,
$5,000,000, 74
centum in addition of such excess.
per centum
"$3,597,780
13,597,780 upon surtax
surtax net incomes of $5,000,000; and upon surtax
surtax
incomes in excess of $5,000,000,
net incomes
$5,000,000, 75 per centum in
in addition
addition of such
such
excess."
excess."

SEC. 3. CORPORATION
CORPORATION TAX.
TAX.
53 Stat. 7, 663.
(a)
TAX ON CORPORA'TIONS
CORPORATIONS m
IN GENERAL.—Section
GENERL.--Section 13 (b) of
(a) Tex
of the s3t.t.tsa
Sapp.
Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue Code is amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
vs. 13 ). S p
Pod,
p.
1,74.
4
"(b) IMPosITIoN
hirosrmoN or
be levied,
and
OF TAx.—There
TAx.-There shall
shall be
levied1 collected,
collected, and
PW
. 'ot7.
Imposition
of tax.

paid for each taxable year upon the normal-tax
normal-tax net income of every
corporation
corporation the normal-tax net income of which is more
$25,000
more than $25,000
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26
U. S.
C., Supp.
Spp.
S. C
26 U.
V,
201.
a), 201.
231 (a),
14, 231
§§I14,
V, §
361.
General rule.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

(except a
a corporation
to the
the tax
section
section 14, section
imposed by section
tax imposed
subject to
corporation subject
(except
231 (a), Supplement G, or Supplement Q) whichever of the following
lesser:
taxes is the lesser:
"(1) GENERAL
centum of the normal-tax
19 per centum
of 19
tax of
RULE.-A tax
GENERAL RULE.—A
"(1)
net
net income;
income; or

231 (a), Supplement G, or Supplement Q) whichever of the following

"(2)
AIIITRNATIVE TAX
NORMAL-TAX NET
WITH NORMAL-TAX
(CORPORATIONS WITH
TAX (CORPORATIONS
"(2) ALTERNATIVE
per
$3,775,2 plus 33 per
INCOME SLIGWELY
5,00 ).—A tax of $3,775
$25,000).-A
THAN $2
MORE THAN
SLIGHTLY MORE
INCOME

Alternative tax.
Alternative

centum of the amount of the normal-tax net income in excess of
$25,000."
$25,000."
and
(b) TAX
TAX ON
ON SPECIAL
SPECIAL CLAssES
CLASSES OF
or CORPORATIONS.-Sections
ConroxAnoxs.—Sections 14 (b) and
(b)
follows:
as
read
to
amended
are
(c)
(1)
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code
to
read
(c) (1) of the Internal
NOT MORE
OF NoT
"
(b) CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS WITH
W ITH NORMAL-TAX
Nrr INCOMES or
NORMAL-TAx NET
"(b)
is
corporation
THAN
.
$25,000.—If
the
income
of
the
is
net
normal-tax
THAN $25,000.-If the
within
come
does
not
more
than
$25,000,
the
corporation
not
within
corporation
the
if
and
$25,000,
than
not more
this
one of
classes specified
in subsection
subsection (c),
(c), (d), or (e)
(e) of this
specified in
the classes
of the
one
section
the
tax
shall
be
follows:
follows:
as
shall
tax
section, the
per
epon normal-tax
net incomes
incomes not
in excess
excess of $5,000,
$5,000, 131/2
13 / per
not in
normal-tax net
"Upon
centum.
centumn.
normalupon normal"$675
upon normal-tax
normal-tax net incomes of $5,000,
$5,000, and upon
"$675 upon
15
$20,000, 15
tax
incomes in
of $5,000
$5,000 and not in excess of $20,000,
excess of
in excess
net incomes
tax net
such excess.
per centum in addition of such
normal-tax net incomes of $20,000, and upon normalupon normal-tax
"$2,925 upon
of
tax
net
incomes
in
centum in addition of
of $20,000, 17 per centum
in excess of
incomes
tax net
such excess.
centum of the amount of the normal-tax net income in excess of

864.
53
53 Stat. 864.
Supp.
26
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26 U.
V,
14 (note).
V, §14
Corporations with
Corporations
normal-tax net innormal-tax
comes of
not more
more
of not
comes
than
$25,000.
than $25,000.

as follows:

tc

Foreign corporaForeign
tions.
Post,
p. 974.
Pot,p.974.

foreign
Nonresident foreign
Nonresident
corporations.
corporations.
53 Stat.
78.
Stat. 78.
63
26 U.
C., Supp.
Supp
S. C.,
U. S.
26
V.§1231
(a).
231 (a).
V,

Mutual
investment
Mutual Investment
companies.
companies.
99.
53
53 Stat. 99.
26
U. 8.
S. C.,
Supp.
C., Supp
26 U.
V,
362 (b).
(b).
V §362
Imposition
tax.
imposition of tax.
Post, p.
p. 974.
974.
Post,

2
1

"(C)
CORPORATIONs."(c) FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—
" (1) In the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or
business within the United States or having an office or place of

"(1) In the case of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or
business within the United States or having an office or place of
centum
19 per centum
business therein,
therein, the tax shall be an amount equal to 19
business
of the
regardless of the amount thereof."
normal-tax net income, regardless
the normal-tax
of
(c)
ON NONRESIDENT
NONRESIDENT FOREIGN
(a)
COPORATIONs.--Section 231 (a)
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—Section
TAX ON
(c) TAX

(1) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking out "except
centum, and"
that in
the rate shall be 10 per centum,
dividends the
of dividends
case of
the case
in the
that
centum".
and
out
per
centum".
10
"of
striking
by
and

(1) of the Internal Revenue Code is amended by striking out "except

t

(d)
ON MUTUAL
MUTUAL INVESTMENT
COMPANIES.—SeCtion 362 (b) of
INVESTMENT COMPANIES.-Section
TAX ON
(d) TAX

the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:

the Internal Revenue Code is amended to read as follows:
"(b)
Imposrmorr or
collected, and paid
be levied, collected,
shall be
TAX.-There shall
OF TAx.—There
"(b) IMPOsrIION

for each taxable year upon the Supplement Q net income of every
mutual investment company a tax equal to 19 per centum of the
thereof."
amount thereof."

for each taxable year upon the Supplement Q net income of every
mutual investment company a tax equal to 19 per centum of the

SEC.
4. TAX
NONRESIDENT ALIEN INDIVIDUALS.
INDIVIDUALS.
ON NONRESIDENT
TAX ON
SEC. 4.
in general.
general.
Tax in
75.
Btat. 75.
53 Stat.
63

upp.
B. C.., Supp.
U. S.
26 U.
V.I 211
211 (a) (I)
(1) (A).
(A).
V,

(a) TAX n GENERAL.—Section 211 (a) (1) (A) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to tax on nonresident alien individuals not

(a) TAx nr GiENERa-Section 211 (a) (1) (A) of the Internal
Revenue Code (relating to tax on nonresident alien individuals not
having
enga
in trade or
the United States and not having
engaged
' in trade or business within
"10
out "10
striking out
an office
o cc or
of business
therein) is amended
amended by striking
business therein)
place of
or place
an
centum".
per centum'
centum" and
inserting in lieu
thereof "15 per centum".
lieu thereof
and inserting
per
$24,000.-Section 211 (a) (2)
(b)
Rzcziprs Mosz
MoRE THAN $24,000.—Section
AGGEGATE RECEIPTS
(b) AGGREGA'rE
to read as follows:
of
the
Internal
Revenue
amended
follows:
amended
is
Code
Revenue
Internal
the
of
fi

Aggregate receipts
Aggregate
more than $24,000.
$24,000.
more
53
75.
Stat. 75.
63 Stat.
28
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
26 U.
V,
211 (a)
(a) (2).
(2).
V, 211

Gross income
income of
more
$24,000.
than 224,000.
more than
sastat.76.
63
Stat. 76.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
26 u •8 '0. 'suPP*
V, 1§2 (c).

"(2)
AGGREGATE MORE
MORE THAN
THAN $24,000.—The
$24,000.-The tax imposed by para"(2) AGGREGATE
(1) shall not apply to any individual if the aggregate

graph (1) shall not apply to any individual if the aggregate
therein
taxable year from the sources therein
amount received during the taxable
specified is more
more than $24,000."
$24,000."
specified
(1) TAX
OF MORE THAN $24,000.-Section
$24,000.—Section
GROS INCOME OF
WHERE GROSS
TAX WHERE
(c)
211
(c) of
Revenue Code (relating to tax on certain
certain
the Internal Revenue
of the
211 (c)
striking out
nonresident
out "$21,600"
"$21,600"
individuals) is amended by striking
nonresident alien individuals)
"$24,000";
wherever
occurring therein
thereof "$24,000";
inserting in lieu thereof
therein and inserting
wherever occurring
inserting in lieu thereof
centum" and inserting
and
by striking
out "10 per centum"
thereof
striking out
and by
"15
eentum"..
"15 per centum
graph

54 STAT.]
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AT SOURCE.
SOURCE.
5. WITHHOLDING
WITHHOLDING OF TAX
SEC. 5.
TAX AT
SEC.
Withholding of tax
tax
amended by at Withholding
Revenue Code is amended
(a)
Internal Revenue
143 of the Internal
(a) Section 143
source.
source.
occurring therein and inserting 53 Stat. 60, 62.
striking
wherever occurring
per centum"
centum" wherever
striking out "10 per
Supp.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
in
centum".
per centum".
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "15
"15 per
V. §§ 143,
144.
143,144.
V,
Revenue Code is amended
(b) Section
Section 144 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
(b)
amended by
striking out
"except that
that in
dividends the rate shall be 10
10
in the
the case of dividends
out "except
striking
per centum,
and" and
10 per
per centum".
out "of
"of 10
by striking
striking out
and by
centum, and"
per
(c) The
amendments made by this section shall take effect on
(c)
The amendments
June 26,
1940.
26, 1940.
June

PERSONAL EXEMPTION.
SEC. 6. PERSONAL

(a) Section
of the
amended
Code is amended
Revenue Code
the Internal
Internal Revenue
(b) (1)
(1) of
25 (b)
(a)
Section 25
to read
as follows:
follows:
to
read as

or
"(1)
EXEMPTION.—In the
of a
a single
person or
single person
the case
case of
PERSONAL EXEMPTION.-In
"(1) .PERSONAL

personal
married person
husband or wife, a
a personal
living with husband
person not living
aa married
exemption of
$800; or
or in
or a
a
of a
a family or
head of
case of
of the
the head
in the
the case
of $800;
exemption
married person
person living
living with
with husband
husband or wife,
wife, aapersonal exemption
married

Personalexemption.
Personalexemption.
53 Stat. 18.
26 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
V, 1§25
25 (b)
(b) (1).
(1).

A husband
husband and wife living together shall receive but
of $2,000. A
one personal
personal exemption.
exemption. The
exemption
of such
such personal exemption
The amount
amount of
one

If such husband
husband and wife make separate returns,
shall be $2,000. If
the
exemption may be taken by either or divided between
between
the personal exemption
them."
53 Stat. 77.
(b) Section 214 of the Internal Revenue Code (relating
(relating to personal
personal
(b)
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
26 U. S.
amendedby
exemption of nonresident
individuals) is amended
by striking V, §§214.
214.
nonresident alien individuals)
exemption
"$800".
"$1,000" and inserting in lieu thereof 1800".
out "$1,000"
53 Stat. 80.
(c)
Section 251
251 (f)
(f) of the Internal
(relating to
to 26
Revenue Code (relating
Internal Revenue
(c) Section
8. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
personal
citizens entitled
entitled to benefits
benefits of section 251)
251) is V, §1251
(f).
251(f).
exemption of citizens
personal exemption
amended by striking out "$1,000"
"$1,000" and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
amended
1800".
"$800".
7. RETURNS OF INCOME
INCOME TAX.
TAX.
SEC. 7.
(a)
51 (a)
(a) of the Internal
Internal Revenue
RETuRNS.-Section 51
INDIVIDUAL RETURNS.—Section
(a) INDIVIDUAL

Code is amended to read as follows:

"(a)
REQUIREMENT.—The following
following individuals
each make
individuals shall each
"(a) REQUIREMENT.-The

under oath
specifically the items of his gross income
a return stating specifically
oath a
under
and
deductions and credits allowed under this chapter and such
the deductions
and the
other information
carrying out the provisions of
information for the purpose of carrying
this
the Commissioner
Commissioner with the approval of the Secretary
as the
chapter as
this chapter
may
prescriberegulations prescribe—
by regulations
may by
"(1) Every
single or who is married but not
individual who is single
Every individual
"(1)
living
wife, if having aagross income for the taxable
living with husband or wife,
year
$800 or over.
of $800
year of
"(2)
Every individual
husband
is married
married and living with husband
who is
individual who
"(2) Every
ifsubsection (b) and if—
return is made under subsection
joint return
if no
no joint
or wife, if
"(A)
a gross income
has for the taxable year a
Such individual has
"(A) Such
of $2,000
the other spouse has no gross income; or
$2,000 or over, and the
of
"(B) Such
Such individual
individual and
has for the taxable
each has
spouse each
and his spouse
"(B)
year
gross income
income and the
aggregate gross income
income is $2,000
$2,000 or
the aggregate
year aagross
over."
over.

Individual returns.
returns.
Individual
53 Stat. 27.
26 U.
U. S.
6. C., Supp.
V,
51 (a).
V, §51(a).
Requirement.
Requirement.

returns.
Fiduciary returns.
(b) FIDUCIARY
(a) of
of the
the Internal
Revenue Fiduciary
Internal Revenue
142 (a)
RETURNs.-Section 142
FIDUCIARY RETURNS.—Section
(b)
53 Stat. 60.
26
U. S.
B. C.,
C., Stipp.
26 U.
Supp.
Code
amended to read as follows:
Code is amended
V, §142 (a).
"(a) REQUIREMENT
REQUIREMENT OF
fiduciary (except
(except a
areceiver
receiver V,Requirement.
OF RETURN.—Every
RETURN.-Every fiduciary
"(a)
Requirement.
appointed by
possession of part only of the propin possession
authority of law in
by authority
appointed
the
erty
an individual)
individual) shall make under oath aareturn for any of the
erty of an
following
individuals estates,
estates, or trusts for which he acts, stating spefollowing individuals,
cifically the
items of
of gross
and the deductions and
income thereof and
gross income
the items
cifically
credits
chapter and
other information for the
and such other
this chapter
under this
allowed under
credits allowed
purpose
out the
the provisions
of this
Commisas the
the Commisthis chapter as
provisions of
carrying out
of carrying
purpose of
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Information
Information returns.
53 Stat. 64.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
147 (a).
V, §§147

STAT.
[54 S
[54
TAT.

sioner
approval of
of the
Secretary may
regulations
may by regulations
the Secretary
the approval
with the
sioner with
prescribe
prescribe"(1) Every
Every individual
individual having
having a
income for
for the
the taxable
taxable year
a gross
gross income
"(1)
of
over, if
single, or
and not
not living with husband
if married
married and
or if
if single,
or over,
$800 or
of $800
or
wife;
or wife;
"(2) Every
individual having
having a
a gross
income for
the taxable
for the
gross income
Every individual
"(2)
year
of
$2,000
or
over,
if
married
and
living
with
husband
or
or
husband
with
living
and
married
if
over,
or
year of $2,000
wife;
"(3) Every
estate the
the gross
gross income of which for the taxable year
year
Every estate
"(3)
is $800
$800 or
or over;
is
"(4)
Every trust
trust the net income of which for the taxable
"(4) Every
year
is $100
$100 or
over, or
or the
taxable
of which
which for the taxable
income of
gross income
the gross
or over,
year is
year
is $800
$800 or
or over,
over, regardless
income;
net income;
the net
of the
amount of
of the
the amount
regardless of
year is
and
beneficiary is aanonresi"(5) Every estate or trust of which
which any beneficiary
"(5)
dent
alien."
dent alien."
Internal
the Internal
of the
(c)
NFORMATION RrET-Ns.-Section
RETuRNs.—Section 147
(a) of
147 (a)
INFORMATION
(c) I
amended
source) is amended
Revenue Code
(relating to
information at the source)
to information
Code (relating
Revenue
by
out "$1,000"
"$1,000" wherever
wherever occurring therein and inserting
striking out
by striking
in
"$800".
in lieu thereof 1800".
SEC.8.
8. TREATY
OBLIGATIONS.
TREATY OBLIGATIONS.
SEC.

Treaty obligations.
obligations.

Taxable years
years to
to
Taxable
which applicable.
applicable.
which

No
made by this title
shall apply in any case where its
title shall
No amendment
amendment made
application
be contrary
contrary to any
any treaty obligation of the United
would be
application would
States.
SEC.9.
WHICH APPLICABLE.
APPLICABLE.
TO WHICH
YEARS TO
9. TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS
SEC.
Tile amendments
amendments made
amendments made by this title, except the amendments
Th'e
by
applicable only with respect to taxable
taxable years
5, shall be applicable
by section 5,
beginning
December 31, 1939.
beginning after December

SEC.201. INCOME TAX.
TAX.
SEC.

stat.

53 Stat. 8.
26 U. S. C., Supp.

2 14 S. , S.
V. §§14.
v,

Defense tax.

Defense tax.
Post, p. 974.

Post, p. 974.

H
TITLE
TITLE II

Chapter 1
1 of the Internal Revenue
inserting
Revenue Code is amended
amended by inserting
section:
after section 14 the following new section:
YEARS.
"SEC.15.
DEFENSE TAX FOR FIVE YEARS.
15. DEFENSE
"SEC.
"In the case of any taxpayer,
taxpayer, the amount of tax under this chapter
chapter
1939, and before
for any taxable year beginning after December
December 31, 1939,
January 1,
1, 1945,
greater than the amount of
10 per centum greater
1945, shall be 10
January
tax computed
computed without regard
In no case shall the
regard to this section. In
tax
effect of
of this
this section be to
the tax computed without regard
increase the
to increase
effect
which
to
than 10 per centum of the amount by which
by more than
to this
this section by
the
the purposes of this section,
exceeds such tax. For the
income exceeds
the net
net income
the
tax computed
computed without regard to this section shall be such tax
the tax
before the application
application of the credit provided in section 31 ('foreign
tax credit'),
credit') ,and
credit provided in section 32 (taxes withheld
withheld
and the
the credit
tax
at
source)."
at the source)."
WITHHOLDING.
SEC.
SEC. 202. RATES OF WITHHOLDING.

53 Stat. 60.
S. C., Snpp.
Stipp.
26 U. S.
V, §143.
Rates until January
Rates
1945.
1945.

Internal Revenue Code is amended by insertSection 143 of the Internal
thereof the following new subsection:
subsection:
ing at the end thereof
"(h)
UNTIL JANUARY
JANUARY 1945.—For
the period
period after
after June
"(h) RATES
RATEs UNTL
1945.-For the
June

1945, the
the rate provided in this section
January 1,
1, 1945,
and before January
25, 1940,
1940, and
1
/
2 per centum.
This
16½2
and section
section 144,
144, of 15 per centum shall be 16
subsection or
or section 15 shall not apply in any case where its operasubsection
contrary to any treaty obligation of the United States,
be contrary
tion would be

54
Sm.]
54 STAT.]
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nor to
corporation organized under the laws of,
a corporation
resident of, or a
to aa resident
nor
country
a
contiguous
country
as there is in effect with such country
long
so
country
a contiguous
treaty, ratified prior to August 26, 1937, relating to rates of income
aatreaty,
tax."

COMPANIES.
SEC.203.
PERSONAL HOLDING
HOLDING COMPANIES.
203. PERSONAL
SEC.
Section 500
inserting
the Internal Revenue Code is amended by inserting
of the
500 of
Section
paragraph and inserting at
"(a)
before the first paragraph
RULE.-" before
GENERAL RIITLE.--"
"(a) GENERAL
subsection:
the
thereof the following new subsection:
end thereof
the end

"(b) DEFENSE
YEARS.—In the case
case of every perFIVE YEARS.-In
TAX FOR FIVE
DEFENSE TAX
"(b)
subchapter
sonal holding
holding company,
company, the
the amount
amount of surtax under this subchapter
sonal
for
any taxable
beginning after December 31, 1939, and before
year beginning
taxable year
for any
January 1,
1, 1945,
1945, shall
greater than the amount
be 10 per centum greater
shall be
January
subsection."
of
computed without regard to this subsection."
surtax computed
of surtax

53
53 Stat. 104.
26 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
1
7,
00.
§5500.
V,
General rule.
Defense tax.

TAX.
SEC.204.
EXCESSPROFITS TAX.
204. EXCESS-PROFITS
SEC.
111.
53 Stat. 111.

inserting 26 U. S. C., Supp.
Section
Revenue Code is amended by inserting
Sapp.
600 of the Internal Revenue
Section 600
600.
"(a) GENERAL
before the
inserting V,General
first paragraph and by inserting
the first
RULE.-" before
GENERAL RITLE.--"
"(a)
rule.
at
of such
such section
section the
subsection:
the following new subsection:
end of
the end
at the
Defense tax.
Defense
"(b) DEFENSE
DEFENSE TAX
TAX FOR
FIVE YEARS.—In
the case
taxpayer,
case of any taxpayer,
YEARS.-In the
FOR FIVE
"(b)
income-tax
the
amount
of
tax
payable
under
section
income-tax
any
for
section
this
under
payable
tax
of
amount
the
taxable year
year ending
ending after
after June
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, and before July 1, 1945,
taxable
shall
be
10
per
centum
greater
than
amount of tax which would
the
than
greater
centum
per
10
shall be
be
if computed
computed without
without regard
regard to
subsection."
to this subsection."
payable if
be payable
SEC.
205. CAPITAL
CAPITAL STOCK
STOCK TAX.
TAX.
SEC. 205.
Section 1200
1200 of
Internal Revenue Code is amended by insertthe Internal
of the
Section
ing
at
the
end
thereof
the
following
subsection:
following new subsection:
the
thereof
end
ing at the

"(c)
DEFENSE TAX
YEAEs.—For the year ending June
FIVE YEARs.-For
FOR FIVE
TAX FOR
(c) DEFENSE
30,
1940,
and
for
the
four
succeeding
years
ending June 30, the
years ending
succeeding
four
30, 1940, and for the
rates
subsections (a)
(b) shall
$1.10 in lieu
lieu of $1."
be $1.10
shall be
and (b)
(a) and
in subsections
provided in
rates provided
SEC.
206. ESTATE
TAX.
ESTATE TAX.
SEC. 206.
Chapter 3
3 of
Revenue Code is amended by inserting
Internal Revenue
the Internal
of the
Chapter

at the
end thereof
thereof the
the following
new subchapter:
subchapter:
following new
the end
at

53
169.
Stat. 169.
53 Stat.
26
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
26 U.
V. 51200.
V,
Defense tax.
tax.
Defense

53 Stat. 119.
26 U. S. C.. Supp.
V. 800.

tat. 11

upp.

v. i800.

"Subchapter C-Defense
C—Defense Tax
for Five Years
Tax for
"Subchapter

YEARS.
"SEC.951.
951. DEFENSE
TAX FOR
FOR FIVE
FIVE YEARS.
DEFENSE TAX
"SEC.
"In
the case
case of
of a
decedent dying
dying after
after the
the date of the enactment
enactment
a decedent
"In the
of
Revenue Act
of 1940
before the
expiration of five years
the expiration
and before
1940 and
Act of
the Revenue
of the
after
the total
amount of
tax payable
payable under
under this chapter
chapter
of tax
total amount
date, the
such date,
after such
shall
per centum
centum greater
amount of
which would
would
tax which
of tax
the amount
than the
greater than
10 per
be 10
shall be
be payable
computed without
regard to this section. For the purwithout regard
if computed
payable if
be
poses
of this
section, the
the tax
tax computed
computed without
regard to this section
without regard
this section,
poses of
shall
be such
after the
application of
the credits provided for
of the
the application
tax after
such tax
shall be
in
936."
section 813 and section 936."
in section
SEC.207.
GIFT TAX.
TAX.
207. GIFT
SEC.
Section
1001 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue
adding
Revenue Code is amended by adding
of the
Section 1001
new subsection:
following
at
the
end
thereof
the
following
thereof
at the end
"(d) DEFENSE
TAX FOR
FOR 1940-1945.—Despite
the provisions
provisions of sub1940-1945.-Despite the
DEFENSE TAX
"(d)
section
(a)—
(a)section
"(1) The
each of
of the
calendar years 1941 to 1945, both
the calendar
for each
tax for
The tax
"(1)
equal
inclusive,
be
an
amount
to the excess ofof—
shall
inclusive
accordance with
"(A)
110 per centum of aa tax, computed in accordance
"(A) 110
aggregate sum
on
the
Rate
Schedule
hereinbefore
set
forth,
the
aggregate
hereinbefore
Schedule
the Rate

Defense

ta

tn.

53
Stat. 144.
144.
53 Stat.
26
U. S. C., Supp.
26 U.
V.
1001.
§ 1001.
V, §
Defense tax
for 19401940tax for
Defense
90.
1945.
Calendar
years 19411241Calendar years
19t5.
1945.
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Calendar
Calendar year
year 1940.
1940.
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[54 STAT.
SPAT.

calendar year and
for each
each of
of the net
net gifts for
for such
such calendar
and for
of the
the precedpreceding calendar years, over
over
"(B)
centum of a
a tax,
tax, computed
computed in
accordance with
"(B) 110
110 per
per centum
in accordance
with
the
Rate Schedule,
on the
the aggregate
net gifts
gifts
the said
said Rate
Schedule, on
aggregate sum
sum of
of the
the net
calendar years.
for each of
of the
the preceding
preceding calendar
"(2) The tax for
(A)
"(2)
for the
the calendar
calendar year 1940
1940 shall
shall be
be the
the sum of
of (A)
the tax computed
computed under subsection
(a), plus (B)
(B) an
which
subsection (a),
an amount which
bears the same ratio to 10 per centum
computed as
as
centum of the tax so computed
the amount of gifts
gifts made
made after the
the date
date of
of the enactment
enactment of
of the
the
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1940 bears to the total amount of gifts
gifts made
made during
during
the year. For the purposes of this paragraph,
paragraph, the term
term 'gifts' does
does
not include gifts which, under section 1003 (b)
(2), are not
(b) (2),
not to
to be
included
included in computing the total amount of gifts made
made during
during the
the
calendar year 1940,
resicalendar
1940, or
or gifts which,
which, in
in the case of
of aa citizen
citizen or
or resi(2), or gifts
dent, are allowed as a
a deduction
deduction by section 1004
1004 (a) (2),
gifts
not a
a citizen
the United
which, in the case
case of
of a
a nonresident
nonresident not
citizen of
of the
United
allowed as
100,
1 (b)."
States, are
are allowed
as a
a deduction
deduction by section
section 1004
(b)."

SEC. 208. TAX ON TRANSFERS
SEC.
TRANSFERS TO AVOID INCOME TAX.
TAX.
53 Stat.
53
Stat. 172.
172.
26
U. S.
C., Supp.
26 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
V,
1250.
V, §§1250.
General rule.
General
rule.
Defense
Defense tax.
tax.

Section
Section 1250 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
is amended
amended by inserting
inserting
"(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RULE.-"
RULE.—" before the
paragraph and inserting
inserting at
"(a)
the first
first paragraph
at
the end thereof
thereof the following new subsection:
subsection:
"(b) DEFENsm
DEFENsE TAX FOR Friv
YEARS.-In the ease
"(b)
Five YEAss.—In
case of any transfer
transfer
during the period after the date of the enactment of
the Revenue
Revenue
of the
Act of 1940 and before July 1, 1945, the rate provided
subsection
provided in
in subsection
271/
2 per centum
in lieu
25 per
per centum."
(a) shall
shall be
be 271/2
centum in
lieu of
of 25
centum."
SEC.
SEC.209. CONTINUATION
CONTINUATION OF EXCISE TAXES.
TAXES.

Continuation of
exContinuation
of excise
taxes.
cise taxes.
53
Stat. 195,196,
195, 196, 411,
411,
53 Stat.
420,
422, 425.
425.
420, 421,
421, 422,
C., Supp.
Supp. V.
V.
26 II.
U. S.
S.C.,

Sections 1801, 1802, 3403
(1), 3452,
3452, 3460
3460 (a)
(a), 3465,
3481 (b),
(b),
3403 (f) (1),
3465, 3481
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
striking out
and 3482 of the Internal
Code are
are amended by
by striking
out
"1941"
wherever appearing
"1941" wherever
appearing therein and inserting in lieu thereof
thereof
"1945".
"1945".

SEC. 210. MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS EXCISES.
SEC.
EXCISES.
53
175.
53 Stat.
Stat. 175.
26
U. S. C., Sapp.
26 U.S.C.,
Supp. V,
V,
1400.
§§1400.

The Internal Revenue
Revenue Code is amended
amended by inserting at
at the
the end
end of
of
chapter
chapter:
chapter 9
9 the
the following new
new chapter:
"CHAPTER 9A—DEFENSE
YEARS
9A-DEFENSE TAX
TAX FOR FIVE YEARS
"
SEC.1650. DEFENSE
DEFENSE TAX
YEARS.
"SEC.
TAX FOR FIVE YEARS.

Defense tax.
Defense
tax.

"(a) In
In lieu of the rates of tax specified
specified in such of
sections of
"(a)
of the sections
of
following table,
table, the
this title as are
are set
set forth
forth in
in the following
the rates
rates applicable
applicable
with respect to the period after June 30, 1940, and before July 1,
1,
under the heading 'Defense-Tax
1945, shall be the rates set forth under
'Defense-Tax
Rate':
Rate':

54
SPAT.]
54 STAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
3D SESS
SESS.-CII.
76Tn
CONG ., 3n
.—CH .419-JUNE
419—JUNE 25,
1940
25, 1940

---"Section
"Section

Description
Description of tax

Old rate

Defense-tax
Defense-tax rate

(b)
1700 (b)------Box seats--------------seats
10 percent__
percent_-- 11
11 percent.
percent.
1700 (c)
(c) -------Sales outside box office----office
10 percent__
percent --_ 11
10
11 percent.
percent.
1700 (e)-------(e)
1700
Cabaret
Cabaret------------------1%
__ 2
1% cents__
cents---2 cents.
(1)
1710 (a) (1)---Dues ---- ---------------10
_ 11
11 percent.
percent.
10 percent__
percent-_(2)
Initiation
1710 (a)
(a) (2)----Initiation fees
fees ------------10
11 percent.
percent.
10 percent__
percent-- _ 11
1801 -------Corporate securities
securities--------10 cents --11 cents.
issues
1802 (a)
(a)--------- Capital stock issues--------10 cents----cents
11 cents.
1802
1802 (a)
(a)-----Capital stock
stock issues
issues -_------_ 2
2 cents ---33 cents.
Capital
1802
1802 (b)
(b)-----transfers
Capital stock transfers------cents.
44cents
cents----- 55 cents.
1802
1802 (b)
(b)------Capital stock
stock transfers------transfers
Capital
55cents
cents---- 66cents.
cents.
Insurance policies ----------- 3
1804-_---1804
Insurance
3 cents
cents----- 44 cents.
cents.
--------- Passage
1806
Passage tickets ------------$1-------$1
$1.10.
$1.10.
1806 -.------Passage tickets -----------$3 -------$3.30.
1806 ---------Passage tickets
tickets-------------- $5-------$5
$5.50.
(a) ------Safe-deposit
boxes
1850 (a)
percent
11 percent.
Safe-deposit boxes----------10 percent--2700
Pistols and revolvers
percent
11
revolvers-------- 10 percent--2700 (a)
a)-----11 percent.
(1)
Wholesalers in liquor-------_
liquor
3250 (a) (1)---$100
$110.
$100-------$110.
Retailers
liquor --------- $25 ----3250 (b)------(b)
$27.50.
$27.50.
Retailers in
in liquor3250 (c)--------(c)
Brewers -----------------$100
$100 ------- $110.
$110.
Brewers ------------------3250 (c)------(c)
$50 -----$55.
3250 (d)-------(d)
Wholesalers
liquors_
$50 ------$55.
Wholesalers in
in malt
malt liquors--$55.
$50
Retailers ------------------3250 (e) -----$20 ------- $22.
Special cases --------------$2
$2.20.
$2-..---...
$2.20.
3250 (e) (3)
(3)----- Special
$200 ----$220.
$220.
Rectifiers
3250 (f) (1)
(1) --Rectifiers_ -------------$200
(1)
Rectifiers
$100 ------- $110.
$110.
3250 (f) (1)----Rectifiers----------------$100
$55.
$50
$55.
Stills---------------$50------Stills
3250 (j)------(j)
$22.
$20-----Stills
$20
Stills_-----------------3250 (j)-------(j)
2¼
2 4 cents_
cents---___ 2¼
2% cents.
Tires--------------------Tires
3400 (1)-------(1)
cents
4% cents.
44 cents-----Tubes-------------------3400 (2)--------(2)
Tubes
11 percent.
percent -preparations --------- 10 percent
3401 ---------Toilet preparations
percent.
2 percent..
percent --- 2% percent.
Automobile
etc_ 2
Automobile truck chassis, etc(a)
3403 (a)-------percent.
3 percent
percent ---- 3% percent.
Automobiles, etc
etc------------ 3
3403 (b)-----(b)
2
2 percent__
percent ---- - 2% percent.
Parts--------------------Parts
3403 (c)-------(c)
percent
5%
percent.
54 percent.
5 percent---Radios--------------------- 5
3404
3404__--------- Radios
5
percent___. 5% percent.
5 percent---Mechanical refrigerators-----refrigerators
Mechanical
3405 --------11 percent.
10 percent
percent-Firearms_-----------------3407 ----------- Firearms
5
cents
5% cents.
5 cents---Matches ------------------3409 --------3
percent_
3% percent.
3 percent---Electrical energy -.--------3411 --------1%
1 cent----1
cent
1% cents.
Gasoline -----------------Gasoline
3412 .-------4% cents.
4 cents---4
cents
4%
oils
Lubricating oils-----------3413 --------percent_---..
4%
percent.
434 percent.
4 percent
oil--------- 4
Transportation of oil
3460 (a)
(a) (1),
(1), (2), Transportation
and (3).
5 cents.
4
cents
5
4 cents-----bonds
3481 (a)
(a)--------- Transfer of bonds---------50 cents
cents----- 55 cents.
Conveyances-------------Conveyances
3482 ---------

"(b)
In the
application of
3441 (c)
to the
articles with
with
"(b) In
the application
of section
section 3441
(c) to
the articles
respect
tax is
is increased
increased by
section, where
where
by this section,
of tax
rate of
the rate
to which
which the
respect to
conditional sale, and delivery thereunder,
contract of sale, or conditional
the lease,
lease, contract
was made
made before
before July
July 1,
1940, the total tax
tax referred
referred to in such
such
1, 1940,
was
section
be the
the tax
tax at
the rate
in force
on June
June 30,
30, 1940,
and not
not
1940, and
force on
rate in
at the
shall be
section shall
at the
the increased
increased rate."

.83 Stat.
t . 116.
vRi
4 0., Stipp.
up.
26
U. S.
V. Ia3411 (c)0).
OI
L
v,

SEC.211. ADMISSIONS TAX
TAX.
SEC.

Code is amended by
Section
(a) (1)
(1) of
Revenue Code
the Internal
Internal Revenue
of the
1700 (a)
Section 1700
striking out
out "until July
1941, is
is less than 41 cents"
cents" and inserting in
1, 1941,
July 1,
striking
lieu thereof
is less than 41 cents, and after June
1, 1940,
1940, is
thereof "until
"until July 1,
lieu
30, 1940,
and before
July 1, 1945, is less
less than 21 cents" and by strikbefore July
30,
1940, and
inserting
ing out
than 41
until July
1, 1941"
1941" and inser
ting in
July 1,
41 cents,
cents, until
"is less
less than
ing
out "is
41 cents
lieu thereof "is
cents until July 1, 1940, and is less than
fitan
"is less than 41
lieu
21 cents
cents after June 30, 1940, and before July 1, 1945".

Admissions tax.
AdmissiOns
53
63 Stat.
Stat. 189.
189.
26
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Stipp
26 U.
Sopp
V, 1700 (a)
(1).
V,
00 (1).
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LAWS— CH.419-JUNE
419 JUNE 25,
1940
PUBLIC
25, 1940

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

SEC.212.
212. CIGARETTES.
CIGARETTES.
SEC.

Cigarettes.
Cigarettes.
Subchapter A
Subchapter
A of
of chapter
chapter 15
the Internal
Revenue Code
Code is
is
15 of
of the
Internal Revenue
53
53 Stat. 219.
26 U. S.
amended by
at the
thereof the
following new
by inserting
inserting at
S. C.,
C., SupP•
Supp. amended
the end
end thereof
the following
new sections:
sections:
V. §
2000.
V,
2000.

"SEC.
"
SEC.2004. DEFENSE
YEARS.
DEFENSE TAX FOR FIVE YEARS.
Defense tax.
Defense
tax.

"In
the rates
"In lieu of the
specified in
2000 (c)
(c) (2),
the
rates of tax
tax specified
in section
section 2000
(2), the
rates of tax for the period after
June 30,
1940, and
before July
July 1,
1,
after June
30, 1940,
and before
shall be
be $3.25
1945, shall
$3.25 and
and $7.80,
$7.80, respectively.
respectively.
"SEC.
"
SEC.2005. FLOOR STOCKS TAX.
TAX.

Floor stcks
Floor
stocks tax.
tax.

Returns.
Returns.

Laws
applicable.
Laws applicable.

"(a) FLOOR
"(a)
Race Swells
tax under
STOCXS TAx.—Upon
TAx.-Upon cigarettes
cigarettes subject
subject to
to tax
under
section 2000 (c) (2)
(2) which
1, 1940,
are held
person for
which on July
July 1,
1940, are
held by
by any
any person
for
sale, there shall
shall be
collected, and
stocks
be levied, assessed,
assessed, collected,
and paid
paid a
a floor
floor stocks
tax at a
a rate equal to the increase in
made applicable
applicable to
to
in rate
rate of tax
tax made
such articles
section 2004.
2004.
such
articles by
by section
""(b)
(b) Rrrmors.—Every
person required
required by
by this
section to
to pay
RETuruts.-Every person
this section
pay any
any
floor stocks tax shall, on or before
before August
1940, under
under such
such regularegulaAugust 1,
1, 1940,
tions as the Commissioner
Commissioner with the
approval of
Secretary shall
the approval
of the
the Secretary
shall
prescribe,
a return and pay such tax,
prescribe, make a
tax except
except that
the case
of
that in
in the
case of
articles held by
by manufacturers
manufacturers and
and importers
importers the
the Commissioner
Commissioner may
may
collect the tax with respect
or part
such articles
articles by
by means
means
respect to
to all
all or
part of
of such
of stamp rather than return,
and in
case may
return, and
in such
such case
may make
make an
an assessassessment against such manufacturer
manufacturer or
or importer
importer having
having tobacco
tobacco tax
tax
stamps on hand July
1940, for
the amount
amount
July 1,
1, 1940,
for the
the difference
difference between
between the
paid for such stamps and
increased rates
in section
and the
the increased
rates specified
specified in
section 2004.
2004.
"(c) LAWS AFFLICART.E.—All
APPIABLE--Al provisions
"(C)
provisions of
including penalties,
penalties,
of law,
law, including
applicable
of the
applicable in respect
respect of
taxes imposed
imposed by
by section
section 2000
shall, insoinsothe taxes
2000 shall,
far as applicable
applicable and not inconsistent with
with this
this section,
section, be
be applicable
applicable
with respect to the
,tax imposed
by subsection
subsection (a)."
the floor
floor stocks
stocks .tax
imposed by
(a)."
SEC.
SEC.213. DISTILLED
DISTILLED SPIRITS.
SPIRITS.

53 Stat.
Stat. 298.
53
298.
26
28 U.
U. S. 0.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
V. 12800.
1280.
Defense
Defense tax.
tax.

(a)
(a) Section
Section 2800 of the Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code is
is amended
by
amended by
inserting
inserting at the end thereof the following
following new
new subsections:
subsections:
"(g) DEFENSE
)DEmENSE
"(g)
TAX FOR FIVE YEARs.-In
YEAss.—In lieu
the rates
rates of
of tax
lieu of
of the
tax
specified
specified in such of the sections of this
this title
as are
are set
in the
the folfoltitle as
set forth
forth in
lowing table, the rates applicable
applicable with respect
respect to
after
to the
the period
period after
June
June 30, 1940, and before July 1, 1945, shall be
rates set
be the
the rates
set forth
forth
under the heading
heading 'Defense-Tax
Rate':
'Defense-Tax Rate':
"Section
"Section

Description of
of tax
Description
tax

Old rate
rate
Old

2800 (a)
2800
(a) (I)
(1) ---Distilled
spirits generally
generally -Distilled spirits
2800
2800 (a)
(a) (1)
(1)---- Brandy
Brandy ------------------

2800 (a)
(a) (3)
Imported perfumes
(3)----- Imported
perfumes -------

.Floor stocks tax.
Floor

Limited
eemp
Limited
lion
of retailer.°romp-

Defense-tax rate
Defense-tax
rate

3.
$2.25 -----$3.
$2---------- $2.75.
$2.75.
$2
$2.253.
$2.25
$3.

$2._-.----.-$.

-

"(h)
"(h) FLOOR
FLOOR S
TOCKS TAX.
STOCKS
TAX.
"(1)
"(1) Upon all distilled
distilled spirits
produced in
or imported
imported into
spirits produced
in or
into the
the
United
States upon
internal-revenue tax imposed
imposed by
United States
upon which the internal-revenue
by law
law
has
been paid,
which on July 1, 1940, are held and intended for
has been
paid, and
and which
for
sale or
or for
for use
sale
use in the manufacture
manufacture or production of any article
article
intended for
there shall be levied, assessed, collected, and
intended
for sale,
sale, there
and
paid aafloor
floor stocks
stocks tax of 75 cents on each
paid
each proof-gallon,
proof-gallon, and
and aaproproportionate tax at a
a like rate on all fractional
fractional parts
portionate
of such
such proofproofparts of
gallon.
The tax
apply to
gallon. The
tax imposed
imposed by this subsection shall not apply
one
hundred wine
wine gallons
gallons of
of the
the retail
of distilled
distilled spirits
one hundred
retail stocks
stocks of
held
by
a
person
on
premises as
as to
such person
has incurred
held by aperson on premises
to which
which such
person has
incurred
occupational
tax as
as aaretail
retail dealer
dealer in liquors for the period beginoccupational tax

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3o
SESS.—M .419—JUNE
25, 1940
1940
419-JUNE 25,
76TH
3D SESS.-CH.

fling
occupational tax
ning on July 1, 1940, and as to which no other occupational
with respect to dealing in distilled spirits has been incurred by such
beginning on such date.
a period beginning
person for a
Returns.
"(2) Every person
person required by this subsection
floor Returns.
subsection to pay any floor
before August 1, 1940, under such regulastocks tax shall, on or before
tions as the Commissioner,
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary,
Extension of payExtension
shall prescribe, make a
a return and pay such tax. Payment of the
Payment; bond.
ment;
extended to a
a date not later than
tax shown to be due may be extended
February 1, 1941, upon the filing of a
thereof in
a bond for payment thereof
February
fend with such surety or sureties as the
such form and amount and
Commissioner,
approval of the Secretary, may prescribe.
prescribe.
Commissioner, with the approval
though not liable to pay such
such
Every retail dealer in liquors (even though
tax) shall make the return required by this paragraph.
Laws applicable.
applicable.
"(3)
applicable in
penalties, applicable
including penalties,
"(3) All provisions of law, including
respect
of internal-revenue
internal-revenue taxes on distilled spirits shall, insofar
insofar
respect of
as
applicable and
and not inconsistent with this subsection, be applicable
as applicable
in
hereunder."
respect of the floor stocks tax imposed hereunder."
in respect
Drawback
Drawback on dis(b)
Internal Revenue tilled
paragraph of section 2887 of the Internal
third paragraph
(b) The third
spirits.
53
339.
53 Stat.
Stat. 339.
Code
(relating
to
drawback
on
distilled
spirits)
is
amended
by
strikamended
Code (relating to drawback on distilled spirits)
26 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
ing
shall not
2887.
in the
the case of V, §2887.
$2.25 (or, in
a rate of $2.25
not exceed
exceed a
"but shall
ing out
out "but
a rate
inserting in lieu thereof "but shall not exceed a
$2)" and inserting
brandy, $2)"
$2.75) ".
the case of brandy, $2.75)".
(or, in the
of $3 (or,

LIQUORS.
SEC.
214. WINES AND
AND FERMENTED MALT LIQUORS.
SEC. 214.
53 Stat. 298.
Chapter
26 of
of the
Revenue Code
amended by inserting
Code is amended
Internal Revenue
the Internal
Chapter 26
Snpp.
26 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
§§2800.
V,
V,
at
thereof the following new subchapter:
subchapter:
at the
the end thereof

"Subchapter
F—Defense Tax for Five Years
"Subchapter F-Defense

YEARS.
TAX FOR FIVE YEARS.
3190. DEFENSE TAX
"SEC. 3190.
"In
specified in such of the sections of this
of the rates of tax specified
"In lieu of
title
forth in
the following
rates applicable
applicable with
the rates
table, the
following table,
in the
set forth
are set
as are
title as
respect
to the period
1940, and before July 1, 1945, shall
30,1940,
June 30,
after June
period after
respect to
be
the rates
forth under
'Defense-tax Rate':
Rate':
the heading 'Defense-tax
under the
set forth
rates set
be the
"Section
"section

3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3030
3150
3150

(a) (1)
(A)__
(1) (A)__
(a)
(a) (1)
(A)__
(1) (A)-(a)
(a) (1)
(1) (A)_
(A)-_ _
(a)
(a) (2)
(2) --(a)
(a) (2)
(2) (a)
(a) (2)
(2)-(a)
(a)
(a)---------

Description
of tax
tax
Description of

Still
wines
Still wines-----------------Still
wines
Still wines-----------------Still wines----------------wines
Still
Sparkling wines------------wines
Sparkling
Sparkling wines
wines -----------Sparkling
Liqueurs, cordials,
etc--- ----cordials, etc
Liqueurs,
Fermented malt
liquors
malt liquors----Fermented

Old rate
rate
Old

5
cents ----5 cents
15
15 cents
cents----25
25 cents
cents---2%
___
cents--.-22 cents._
1%
___
cents--1 cents_
1%
1 cents__
cents ...-. __
$5
$5----------

Defense tax.
Defense
Aide,
Ante, pp. 513,
513, 514.

Defense-tax rate
Defense-tax

6
cents.
6 cents.
18 cents.
18
cents.
30
cents.
30 cents.
3
cents.
3 cents.
1%
cents.
1 4cents.
cents.
11% cents.
$6.
$6.

MALT LIQUORS.
"SEC.
FLOOR STOCKS
STOCKS TAX
FERMENTED MALT
ON FERMENTED
TAX ON
3191. FLOOR
"SEC. 3191.
Floor
Floor stocks tax.
"(a) FLOOR
fermented malt liquors upon
upon
TAX.-Upon all fermented
STocKs TAx.—Upon
FLOOR SToorcs
"(a)
and
paid,
been
which
the
internal-revenue
tax
imposed
has
and
law
by
which the internal-revenue
which
July 1, 1940,
1940, are
by any person and intended for sale
are held by
on July
which on
there shall
shall be
be levied,
levied, assessed,
a floor stocks tax
and paid a
collected, and
assessed, collected,
there
at a
arate
in rate
applicable to such Exemption
made applicable
rate of tax made
increase in
the increase
to the
equal to
rate equal
at
Exemption of
cerof eerarticles by
section 3190.
3190. The tax imposed by this subsection shall tain
by section
retail stocks.
articles
tan retail
a
not apply
apply to
fermented malt liquors
liquors held by a
of fermented
stocks of
retail stocks
the retail
to the
not
person on
on premises
premises as
occupational
to which
which such person has incurred occupational
as to
person
tax as
in liquors
or a
in malt
malt liquors for
dealer in
a retail dealer
liquors or
dealer in
a retail
retail dealer
as a
tax
the period
period beginning
July 1,
1940, and as to which no other occu1, 1940,
on July
beginning on
the
pational
with respect
respect to dealing
malt
in distilled spirits, wines, or malt
dealing in
tax with
pational tax
liquors,
by such
beginning on
a period beginning
person for a
such person
incurred by
been incurred
has been
liquors, has
such date.

526
Returns.
Returns.
Extension of
of paypayExtension
ment
bond.
ment;;bond.

Laws applicable.
Laws
applicable.
53 Stat.
Stat. 365.
365.
63
26 U.
U. a.
S. C.,
Einpp.
26
o., Supp.
V, §
31E0.
V,
6 3M1.~
'

PUBLIC LAWS—
CH.419--JUNE
419—JUNE 25,
25, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CH.

[54 S
STAT.
[54
TAT.

RErtmics.—Every person
person required
required by
by subsection
subsection (a)
"(b) RETERNS.-Every
(a) to
to pay
pay
1940, under
under such
such
any floor stocks tax shall, on or before August 1,
1, 1940,
regulations as the Commissioner
Commissioner with
approval of the Secretary
regulations
with the
the approval
Secretary
shall prescribe, make a
tax. Payment
the
a return and pay such tax.
Payment of
of the
later than
than
tax shown to
to be due
due may be extended
extended to
to a
a date
date not
not later
February 1,
for payment
payment thereof
in
February
1, 1941, upon the filing of aabond for
thereof in
such form and amount and with such surety or sureties as the Commissioner,, with the approval of the Secretary,
missioner
Secretary, may prescribe.

"(c) LAws
I:Aws APPLICABLE.-All
APPLICABLE.—All provisions
provisions of
of law,
law, including
penalties,
including penalties,
applicable
in respect
taxes imposed
3150 (a)
applicable in
respect of
of the
the taxes
imposed by
by section
section 3150
(a) shall,
shall,
insofar
insofar as
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this
subsection, be
as applicable
applicable and
and not
this subsection,
be
applicable with
stocks tax
with respect
respect to
to the
the floor
floor stocks
tax imposed
imposed by
by subsubsection
section (a)."
(a)."
SEC. 215. PLAYING CARDS.
SEC.
CARDS.

53 Stat.
Stat. 199.
199.
63
26 U.S.
U. S. C.,
26
C., Stipp.
SBpp.
V,Gt
l
n
8f
ria.
V,
Ie18D7.
ntle.
(eneral rol.
Defense tax.
Defense
tax.

Section 1807 of the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
by inserting
inserting
Code is
is amended
amended by
"(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RIILE.—"
before the
paragraph and
and inserting
inserting at
"(a)
RULE.-" before
the first
first paragraph
at
the end thereof the
the following
following new
new subsection:
subsection:
"(b)
—In lieu
lieu of
the rate
rate of
of tax
tax
"(b) DEFENSE TAX
TAX FOR
FOB FIVE
FIvE YEARS.
YEARS.-In
of the
(a), the rate of tax
specified in subsection (a),
for the
the period
period after
after June
tax for
June
30,
before July
July 1,1945,
1, 1945, shall
30, 1940,
1940, and
and before
shall be
be 11
11 cents."
cents."

SEC.
SEC.216.
216. CREDITS ON
ON TAX
TAX ON
ETC.
ON AUTOMOBILES,
AUTOMOBILES, ETC.
Oredits on
Credits
on tax
tax on
on
Section
3403
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Section
(e)
Revenue
is amended
amended by
Code is
by
automobiles.
etc.
automobiles, etc.
53
Stat. 410.
63 Stat.
410.
adding at the end thereof
thereof the following
new sentence:
"With
respect
following
new
sentence:
"With
respect
26
U.
S.
0.,
SupP.
2a U. . 0.. SupP.
after June
to the period after
June 30,
before July
July 1,
30, 1940,
1940, and
and before
V, §
3406 (e).
(e).
1, 1945,
1945, the
the rates
rates
V,
iM
of the credits above provided
provided shall,
per centum
and 3
3per
per
shall, in lieu of
of 2
2 per
centum and
centum, be
1
/2 per
per centum
centum and
31/
2 per
per centum,
respectively.".
centum,
be 2
2Y1/
and 32
centum, respectively.".

TITLE III
m

Special
for reSpecial fund
fund for
reSEc.
Secretary of the
Szo. 301. The Secretary
Treasury shall,
shall, as
as .soon
as practhe Treasury
soon as
practirement
obtirement of
of certain
certain obligations.
ligations.
determine the
the additional
amount
ticable after
after the
the end
end of
of each
each quarter,
quarter, determine
additional amount
of taxes collected
collected attributable
attributable to
increases in
in taxes
taxes made,
made, and
and to
to
to the
the increases
the floor stocks taxes imposed,
imposed, by
the amendments
to the
the Internal
by the
amendments to
Internal
Revenue Code in title II
II of this Act
the amount
Act (not including
including the
amount of
of
taxes attributable
to section
section 209
and not
not including
attributable solely
solely to
209 and
including any
any amount
amount
53 Stat.
Stat. 189.
189.
53
(a) (1)
(1) of
Internal Revenue
1700 (a)
of the
the Internal
Revenue Code
Code
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. collected under section 1700
26
V, §1700
(a) (1).
V,
1700(a)
(l).
attributable
a basic admission charge
attributable to a
of more
more than
than 40
40 cents),
cents),
charge of
and the amounts
amounts so
be set
set aside
as aa special
fund
so determined
determined shall
shall be
aside as
special fund
which shall be available
available only for the retirement
any of
of the
the obligaretirement of
of any
obligaInfra.
tions issued pursuant to the
in section
section 21
21 (b)
(b)
the authority
authority contained
contained in
of the Second Liberty Bond Act, as amended. If
If at
time the
at any time
the
amounts in the fund are not sufficient
sufficient for such purpose, the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and
and directed
directed to
to transfer
transfer to
to the
the fund
fund
moneys out of the general
general fund of
the Treasury.
Any amounts
amounts in
in
of the
Treasury. Any
the special fund not necessary
necessary for
for the
the retirement
retirement of
of such
such obligations
obligations
shall be deposited
general fund
fund of
of the
deposited in
in the
the general
the Treasury.
Treasury.
52 Stat.
62
Stat. 447.
447.
SEC.
Act, as
SEC- 302. Section 21 of
of the Second Liberty Bond Act,
amended,
as amended,
31 U.
31
U. S.
8. 0.,
., Stipp.
Supp.
V.
767b.
V, § 757b.
is hereby further amended
amended by inserting
inserting "(a)"
"(a)" after
after "21."
"21." and
by
and by
at the
adding at
such section
new paragraph
paragra ph as
foll ows:
the end of
of such
section a
a new
as follows:
Issuance
of addiaddiIssuance of
"(b)
In addition to the amount
tional
obligations for
for
"(b) In
amount authorized
authorized by
by the
the preceding
tional obligations
preceding
national defense
national
defense exex- paragraph of this section, any obligations
paragraph
of this section,
,
authorized by sections
sections
penditures.
penditures.
5 and 18 of this
this Act,
5
Act,. as
not to
t
o exceed
in the
the aggregate
as amended,
amended, not
exceed in
aggregate
$4,000,000,000
outstanding at
$4,000,000,000 outstanding
at any
any one
one time,
time, less
retirements made
less any
any retirements
made
from the special fund made available under section
of the
section 301
301 of
the
Revenue
Revenue Act of 1940, may be issued under said
said sections to provide
provide
the
the Treasury with funds to meet any expenditures made, after June
general fund
fund
the general
"National
Defense 30, 1940, for the national defense, or to reimburse the
"National Defense
of the Treasury therefor. Any such obligations so issued shall be
Series."
Series."
be
designated
'National Defense Series'."
designated 'National
Series'."
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TITLE IV
SEc.
Section 205 of the Public Salary Tax Act of 1939 is
401. Section
SEO. 401.
amended
by adding at the end thereof aa new sentence to read as
amended by
follows:
"If the amount of the deficiency in income tax for any
follows: "If
taxable
January 1, 1939, attributable to combeginning before January
year beginning
taxable year
pensation
indirectly by the United States, or any agency or
paid indirectly
pensation paid
employee
instrumentality thereof,
personal service as an officer or employee
thereof, for personal
instrumentality
of a
a State,
subdivision thereof, or any agency or
political subdivision
any political
or any
State, or
of
instrumentality of
March
of the foregoing, is paid on or before March
of any of
instrumentality
15,
1941, then
then with respect to failure to pay such amount or make
15, 1941,
return
of such
such compensation:
compensation: (a)
(a) No criminal penalty shall apply;
apply;
return of
and
(b) the
sections 291 and 293 of the
provided in sections
tax provided
to tax
additions to
the additions
and (b)
Internal
Revenue Code
Code shall not
not apply."
Internal Revenue
a. m., E. S. T.
11:45
Approved, June 25, 1940,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 420]
420]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Navy;
To transfer
the active
Construction Corps to the line of the Navy,
of the Construction
list of
active list
transfer the
To
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and for

Representatives of the
Be
Senate and House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Construcof America
States of
United States
tion
of the
Navy is
abolished, but nothing herein shall
hereby abolished,
is hereby
the Navy
Corps of
tion Corps
affect the
the status,
status, rights,
or obligations of any officer now on the rerights, or
affect
tired
tired list of the Construction Corps.

Deficiency
inDeficiency in Income tax.
come
53 Stat. 576.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
V, §§22 (note).

53 Stat. 88.
28
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26 U. S.
291.293.
V. fl
t 291.293.

June 25, 1940
1940
[S. 4027]
IS.
657]
[Public, No. 6571

Construction Corps
of the Navy, abolishabolishof
ment.
Retired officers
officers not
not
affected.
affected.

TRANSFR
NAVAL CONSTRUCTORs
CONSTRUCTORS TRANSFERRED
LINE: STATUS
STATUS UPON
UPON TRANRFER
THE LINE:
TO THE
TRANSFERED TO
NAVAL

SEC. 2.
2. Officers
Officers now
the active
active list of
Construction Corps
of the Construction
on the
now on
SEc.
are
transferred to
line of
of the Navy,
Navy, and shall be commisthe line
to the
hereby transferred
are hereby
shallsioned accordingly.
accordingly. Each officer so transferred
transferred shall—
sioned
(a) Be
Be designated
designated for
engineering duty only.
for engineering
(a)
(b)
the rank
grade corresponding
corresponding to those held by
and grade
rank and
Occupy the
(b) Occupy
him in
Construction Corps.
the Construction
in the
him
(c)
Continue amenable
to the same extent in
action to
disciplinary action
to disciplinary
amenable to
(c) Continue
all respects as if not transferred.
transferred.
(d)
Be an
additional number
transferred
grade to which transferred
in the grade
number in
an additional
(d) Be
and
in any
any grade
which he
may thereafter
promoted.
thereafter be promoted.
he may
to which
grade to
and in
(e)
precedence in the line which a
a
and precedence
position and
lineal position
the lineal
Have the
(e) Have
board of
of naval
officers finds
he would
would have
have had if he had
that he
finds that
naval officers
board
remained in
the line
or if
if his
original appointment
appointment had been in the
his original
line or
in the
remained
line, and
and the
finding of
Secretary
such board when approved by the Secretary
of such
the finding
line,
of the
the Navy
Navy shall
shall be
conclusive for
for all
Provided, That the
purposes: Provided,
all purposes:
be conclusive
of
existing
relative rank,
precedence, or
seniority among themselves
themselves of
or seniority
rank, precedence,
existing relative
officers transferred
transferred by
this Act
Act shall
altered by such transfer.
be altered
shall not be
by this
officers
(f) Except
Except as
herein otherwise
otherwise provided, be governed by the proas herein
(f)
visions
of
existing
laws
and
of laws
laws hereafter
hereafter enacted relating to line
of
and
visions of existing laws
officers assigned
engineering duty only.
assigned to engmeering
officers

officers
Transfer of officers
on active
active list
list to the
on
line
Designation, rank,
Designation,
etc.

STATUS
OF STATUS
ADJUSTMENT OF
ADJUSTMENT

Szo. 3.
3. For
the purpose
purpose of
of adjusting
adjusting the
the line of the
status in the
the status
For the
SEa.
officers transferred
by this
the following
following shall govern
govern
Act, the
this Act,
thereto by
transferred thereto
officers
with
respect
to
such
officers:
officers:
such
to
respect
with
(a) Each
officer shall
consideration by a
a line
for consideration
become eligible for
shall become
Each officer
(a)
selection
board
as
of
the
data
the
next
junior
line
officer
becomes
becomes
officer
line
junior
next
the
date
the
of
selection board as
7 (a) of this
eligible therefor,
therefor, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of section 7
eligible
Act,
the same
same eligibility
eligibility rule
shall apply
to all
other officers
officers
all other
apply to
rule shall
and the
Act, and
designated
for engineering
engineering duty only.
designated for

Adjustment of status
tus in the line.

Eligibility
Eligibility for consideration
sideration by line selection board.
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Officers passed
passed over.

Precedence,
Precedence, etc., of
promoted captains.

Proviso.
Existing relative
Existing
precedence, etc.
precedence,

Precedence,
etc., of
Precedence, etc.,
promoted commandpromoted
ers and
and lieutenant
lieutenant
commanders.
commanders.
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(b) Each
has been
been passed
passed over
(b)
Each officer
officer who
who at
at the
the time
time of
of transfer
transfer has
over
one or
more times
in which
shall be
one
or more
times in
in the
the rank
rank in
which transferred
transferred shall
be regarded
regarded
as having
having failed
selection as
as best
best fitted
fitted once
only.
as
failed of
of selection
once only.
(c)
Each captain
captain whose
date of
such rank
rank is
earlier
is earlier
of commission
commission in
in such
(c) Each
whose date
than
February 2,
2, 1932,
1932, shall,
if promoted
promoted pursuant
the recomthan February
shall, if
pursuant to
to the
recommendation
of the
convened for
for his
rank
selection board
board convened
his rank
mendation of
the first
first line
line selection
after the
of this
have the
the date
of commission
commission and
and the
after
the date
date of
this Act,
Act, have
date of
the
precedence
Secretary of the Navy finds that he would have
precedence which the Secretary
had if
if he
he had
line or
his original
original appointment
appointment
had
had remained
remained in
in the
the line
or if
if his
had been
the line:
line: Provided,
Provided, That
his existing
relative rank,
existing relative
rank,
been in
in the
That his
had
precedence,
seniority shall
shall not
with reference
reference
be altered
altered thereby
thereby with
not be
or seniority
precedence, or
to
other such
such officers
officers advanced
pursuant
to other
advanced to the rank of rear admiral pursuant
to
recommendation of
of the
or an
an earlier selection
selection board.
the same
same or
to the
the recommendation
(d) Commanders
and lieutenant
commanders who,
who, while
while in
(d)
Commanders and
lieutenant commanders
in the
the
rank
in which
which transferred,
have been
been considered
staff selection
selection
by staff
rank in
transferred, have
considered by
boards
pursuant to the recommendation
recommendation of the
the
boards shall,
shall, if
if promoted
promoted pursuant
first line selection board convened
convened for their rank after the date of
approval
precedence
the precedence
date of
of commission
commission and the
approval of this Act, have the date
which
Secretary of
that they would have had
had
which the Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy finds
finds that
if
promotion had
had occurred
occurred prior
their transfer.
transfer.
if such
such promotion
prior to
to their
ADDITIONAL OFFICERS TO BE DESIGNATED
DESIGNATED FOR
ONLY:
ADDITIONAL
FOR ENGINEERING
ENGNEEBING DUTY
DITT ONLY:
STATUS AND
STATUS
AND DUTIES
DIDU'rT

Officers on aeronauOfficers
tical-engineering
tial-engineering duty,
duty,
designation.
Repeal.
Repeal.

Assignment of offiAssignment
cers to engineering
duty only.

Additional numbers
in grade,
grade, etc.

Number of rear admirals for engineering
engineering
duty only.
Vacancies.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Information to be
furnished line selecfurnished
tion boards.
boards.

Advancement
to
Advancement to
rank of rear admiral.
admiral.
Number of vacancies.

SEo.
for the
the
SBo. 4. (a)
(a) Officers
Officers heretofore
heretofore appointed
appointed or
or designated
designated for
performance of aeronautical-engineering
aeronautical-engineering duty
performance
duty only in
in accordance
accordance
with the Act of June 5, 1935 (49
(49 Stat. 323; II.
I. S. C., Supp. V, title
34, sec. 71a),
71a), are hereby designated for engineering
engineering duty only and
appointments or designations
that
no further appointments
designations shall be made under that
Act, which is hereby
hereby repealed.
(b)
(b) The
The provision
provision of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved August
August 29, 1916 (39
(39 Stat.
Stat.
580;
S. C.,
C., title
title 34,
34, sec.
the assignment
assignment of
580; U.
U. S.
sec. 71),
71), which
which authorizes
authorizes the
of
engineering duty only
officers "not below the grade of lieutenant"
lieutenant" to engineering
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by deleting
deleting the
word "lieutenant"
"lieutenant" and
and inserting
inserting
is
the word
"lieutenant (junior grade)".
grade)",
in lieu thereof the words "lieutenant
(c)
Officers designated for engineering
addi(c) Officers
engineering duty only shall be additional numbers in grade
grade and shall not succeed
succeed to command
command except
except on
shore and then only as authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy.
SEc.
SEC. 5. (a)
(a) The number of rear admirals designated for engineering
engineering
duty only shall be reduced to six, as provided
provided in this section, and
and
thereafter that number
number shall be the permanent authorized
authorized number of
such officers. In the meantime, only the first and each alternate
succeeding separation of such officers from the active list shall be
deemed to create a
should
a vacancy, and if more than one vacancy should
result in any fiscal year the excess shall not be filled, but the next
next
succeeding
succeeding separation
separation from the active list shall be regarded as the
alternate succeeding
succeeding separation within the meaning of this section:
Provided, That the line selection boards convened in the fiscal years
Provided,
1941 and 1942
199 to recommend captains
captains for promotion to the grade
of rear admiral shall be furnished by the Secretary
Secretary, of the Navy
Navy
with an estimated .number of vacancies in
i
n th
at gra
de for officers
officers
that
grade
engineering duty only, which
whi ch num
ber s
hall b
f
our
designated for
for engineering
number
shall
bee four
and two, respectively, regardless of the number of officers separated
separated
from the active list.
list.
(b) .Officers transferred
transferred to the line of the Navy pursuant to the
provisions of section 2
2 of this Act who, at the time of transfer, have
been recommended
advancement to the rank of rear admiral,
recommended for advancement
and those who
who may be so recommended
recommended in the report of the selection
selection

54
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54 STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CH.
SESS.—CH.420-JUNE
420—JUNE 25,
1940
76TH CONG.,
25, 1940

board convened
convened next subsequent
subsequent to the date of approval of this
Act shall be eligible for promotion on January
January 2, 1941,
1941, upon which
date there shall be deemed to have been created aa number of
vacancies equal to the number of such officers recommended
vacancies
recommended for promotion. Except as above provided, each captain
captain designated for
engineering
promotion list for the grade of rear
engineering duty only on the promotion
admiral shall be promoted to rank from the date stated in or in
due
be stated
stated in,
in, the commission in that grade of the next
due course to
to be
junior officer on the promotion list who is not designated for engineering duty only.
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Date
of promotion.
promotion.
Date of

INFORMATION TO
BE FURNISHED
FURNISHED SELFUTION
BOARDS
SELECTION BOARDS
INFORMATION
TO BE
SEC. 6.
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy
The estimate furnished
furnished by the
SEc.
6. (a)
(a) The
to
consideration of captains,
boards convened
convened for the consideration
to line selection
selection boards
pursuant to section 8
approved June 23, 1938 (52
(52
8 (a) of the Act approved
separately
294), shall show separately
Stat. 946; U. S. C., Supp. V, title 34, sec. 294),
the number of vacancies
admiral among
among
vacancies existing in the grade of rear admiral
officers
designated for engineering
engineering duty only and among officers not
officers designated
so
vacancies estimated to occur
occur
so designated, and the number of such vacancies
before
succeeding fiscal year, in excess of the
before the
the end of the next succeeding
officers of
then on the promotion list.
of each
each group then
of officers
number of
(b)
furnished line
line selection boards pursuant to
statement furnished
(b) The
The statement
946;
section
(a) of the
approved June 23,
23, 1938 (52 Stat. 946;
Act approved
the Act
section 88 (a)
U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, title
title 34,
percentage
the percentage
294), shall
shall include the
34, sec.
sec. 294),
Supp. V,
U. S.
of
duty only
adjudged fitted for
for promotion
promotion
officers adjudged
only officers
engineering duty
of engineering
which
shall be
be continued
continued on
the active
the immediate
immediate
meet the
active list to meet
on the
which shall
requirements
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
requirements of
(c) Each
consideration of
board convened for the consideration
line selection
selection board
Each line
(c)
captains shall
shall be
captains eligible
with the names of all captains
be furnished
furnished with
captains
for
consideration to
to be
continuance on the
or continuance
retention or
be designated
designated for retention
for consideration
active
list pursuant
Act, in
of captains
captains
names of
in addition
addition to the names
to this
this Act,
pursuant to
active list
eligible for
for consideration
for promotion required to be furnished such
consideration for
eligible
board
Act approved
approved June
(52 Stat.
1938 (52
June 23, 1938
the Act
(a) of
of the
8 (a)
section 8
by section
board by
946;
294).
V, title 34, sec. 294).
Supp. V,
C., Supp.
U. S.
S. C.,
946; U.

Vacapcies in
in grade
grade
Vacapcees
of rear admiral.
admiral.

Officers
Officers adjudged
fitted
promotion,
fitted for promotion,
continuance on active
continuance

list.

Captains
eligible for
for
Captains eligible
consideration.
consideration.

BOARDS
DUTIES
OF SELECTION
SELECTION BOARDS
DUTIES OF

S
EC. 7. (a)
recommendations of selection boards in the case of
The recommendations
(a) The
SEC.
officers who
who are
designated for engineering
engineering
be designated
hereafter be
are now or may hereafter
officers
duty only
only shall
shall be
for the duties
fitness for
comparative fitness
their comparative
upon their
based upon
be based
duty
designated
prescribed for
Provided? That no captain designated
for them
them by law: Provided
prescribed
for
duty only
eligible for consideration
a
consideration by a
be eligible
shall be
only shall
engineering duty
for engineering
selection board
for promotion
promotion unless
estimate of
vacancies furfurof vacancies
the estimate
unless the
board for
selection
nished that
that board
board by the
compliance with
of the
the Navy in compliance
Secretary of
the Secretary
nished
section 6
6 (a)
of this
this Act
shows one
one or
or more
more vacancies
vacancies existing or
Act shows
(a) of
section
estimated to
in the
grade of
of rear
admiral among
officers desigamong officers
rear admiral
the grade
to occur
occur in
estimated
nated
engineering duty
duty only,
only, but
but any
any such
promoted
captain who is promoted
such captain
for engineering
nated for
pursuant
recommendations of
of the
selection board by
which
by which
the first
first selection
to the
the recommendations
pursuant to
he
considered shall be given in his new commission the same date of
was considered
he was
rank
which has
has been
stated in the
commisthe commisbe stated
will be
course will
in due
due course
or in
been or
rank which
sion in
of the
officer below
below him
him who
recomwas recomwho was
the senior
senior officer
rank of
in such
such rank
sion
mended for
for promotion
promotion by
approved report
of a
a selection
selection board
report of
the approved
by the
mended
which did
not consider
consider him
him because
because of
of this
proviso: Provided
Provided further,
further,
this proviso:
did not
which
That
captain so promoted
increased pay or
promoted shall be entitled to increased
no captain
That no
allowances
prior to
the date
vacancy to which
which promoted.
date of the vacancy
to the
allowances prior
(b) Officers
Officers designated
designated for
engineering duty
only may be recomrecomduty only
for engineering
(b)
mended by
by a
a line
line selection
as best
best fitted
for promotion
promotion to
to
fitted for
board as
selection board
mended
grades below
below rear
admiral, pursuant
to section
section 9
9 (a)
(a) of
Act of
of
the Act
of the
pursuant to
rear admiral,
grades
193470*-41—PT.
—
193470°-41-PT. I-34

34

Recommendations
Recommendations
based
based upon comparative fitness.
Provisos.
Prorioes.
Promotion of capcaptains.

Pay or allowances.
allowances.

Promotion of certain
certain
officers to grades below rear admiral.
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Retention of capactive list.
tains on active

Ineligibility
Ineligibility for promotion.

Retirement.
Retirement.

Involuntary retireInvoluntary
ments in excess of four.
mentsin

Proviso.
Ptoviso.
Ineligibility for promotion, etc.
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1940
25, 1940
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[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

June 23,
23, 1938
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
34, sec.
Stat. 947;
947; U.
Supp. V,
V, title
title 34,
sec. 297a),
297a),
June
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
in addition
addition to
to the
vacancies certified
certified to
to the
the
of estimated
estimated vacancies
the number
number of
in
board by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy.
S
EC. 8.
Each selection
selection board
considering captains
captains designated
designated for
for
8. Each
board considering
Seo.
engineering duty only shall—
shall-a) From among such captains who have twice failed of selection
selection
(a)
as best
fitted designate
designate by
active list
list in
in the
the
for retention
retention on
on the
the active
by name
name for
as
best fitted
grade of
captain until
until not
not later
later than
the end
end of
of the
the next
succeeding
than the
next succeeding
grade
of captain
fiscal
year those
whose fitness,
fitness, in
the opinion
opinion of
six
in the
of at
at least
least six
fiscal year
those officers
officers whose
of the
warrants their
retention. Captains
Captains so
so retained
retained shall
shall
their retention.
of
the members,
members, warrants
be ineligible
ineligible for
for consideration
consideration for
for recommendation
for promotion
promotion by
by
be
recommendation for
subsequent
selection boards,
be eligible
eligible for
but shall
shall be
for consideration
consideration
subsequent selection
boards, but
by
not again
by such
such boards
boards for
for retention
retention on
on the
the active
active list.
list. If
If not
again desigdesignated
the active
list they
they shall
shall be
placed on
nated for
for retention
retention on
on the
active list
be placed
on the
the
retired
retired list as
as provided
provided in
in section 99of
of this
this Act.
When the
fiscal
involuntary retirements
retirements in any fiscal
(b) When
the number
number of involuntary
year pursuant
section 99 (c) of this
exceed
this Act would otherwise
otherwise exceed
pursuant to
to section
year
four, designate
designate by
continuance on
on
officers for continuance
name such excess
excess of
of officers
four,
by name
Provided, That
the end
end of the
the next
next fiscal
fiscal year:
year: Provided,
That
the active
active list
list until
until the
such officers
officers shall
shall be
be ineligible
consideration for
recommendation
for recommendation
such
ineligible for
for consideration
for
for promotion by subsequent
subsequent selection boards, but shall be eligible
for consideration
consideration for continuance
continuance on the active list. If
If not again
designated
placed
shall be placed
designated for continuance
continuance on
on the
the active list, they shall
section 9
of this
this Act.
Act.
on the retired
retired list as provided in
in section
9 of
RETIREMENT
BVTIREMENT

Retirement
Retirement of certain captains
active
captains on active
list.

Retirement of capRetirement
designated
tains not designated
for retention.
retention.

Limitation on retireLimitationon
ment of captains.

Retirement of comRetirement
manders.
manders.

34 U. S.
8. C.,
C, Supp.
V,
§ Ma.
286a.
V, §
Proviso.
Prorso.
Ineligibility
Ineligibility for promotion.

S
EC. 9. (a)
(a) Except as
subsection (c)
SEO.
as provided in
in subsection
(c) of
of this section,
section,
grade of captain designated for retention on the
each officer in the grade
section 8
active list pursuant to section
8 (a)
(a) of this Act shall be transferred
transferred
to the retired list on June 30 of the next succeeding
succeeding fiscal year or on
on
the 1st
1st day of
of the
the month following that
that in which he
he attains the age
age
of sixty-one years,
years, whichever
whichever shall
shall occur
occur first.
first.
(b) Except as provided in subsection
subsection (c) of this section, each
each
officer
(a) of this
designated
officer described
described in
in section
section 88 (a)
this Act
Act who is not designated
pursuant
pursuant thereto for retention on the active list shall be transferred
transferred
to the retired
retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year
year in which he
he fails
fails of
such designation
of the
following that
that in
designation or on the .1st day of
the month
month following
in
occur first.
which he attains the age of sixty-one years, whichever shall occur
(c) No officer
officer transferred
grade of captain by section 2
of
(c)
transferred to the grade
2 of
this Act shall be retired pursuant to subsection (a) or (b) of this
section earlier than four years after the date of approval of this Act,
nor shall more than four such captains thereafter be so retired in
any one fiscal year. Such officers
officers who are considered
considered for retention
retention
continuance on the active list pursuant
or continuance
pursuant to the provisions of section
88of this Act, and are not designated
designated therefor, shall be placed on the
retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they fail of such
designation.
SEC.
SID°. 10. Officers transferred
transferred by this Act to the grade of commander
commander
of the line whose names are not placed upon the promotion
promotion list, shall
be placed on the retired list on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they
fail of selection
selection as best fitted the second time or in which they complete twenty-eight
twenty-eight years of commissioned service
as proproservice computed as
3 of the Act of March 3,1931
vided in section 3
3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1483; U. S. C.,
title 34, sec. 28
286a),
Provided, That
.
6a), whichever date shall be later: Provided,
That
any officer retained
any,
retained on the active list pursuant to this section
section shall
consideration for promotion by subsequent
be ineligible
ineligible for consideration
subsequent selection
selection
boards.
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S
EC. 11. Officers transferred
transferred by this Act to the grade of lieutenant
SEC.
lieutenant
commander or lieutenant of the line shall, at
in
commander
at their
their own request,
request, in
honorable discharge
discharge provided in section 12 (c)
(c) of
lieu of the honorable
of the
approved June 23, 1938 (52
Act approved
(52 Stat.
Stat. 948; U. S.
S. C., title 34, sec.
year in
in which
404 (c)), be retired on June 30
30 of the fiscal year
which they
they
which they comcomfail of
of selection
selection as
as best
best fitted the
the second
second time
time or
or in
in which
twenty-one and fourteen
commissioned
plete twenty-one
fourteen years, respectively,
respectively, of
of commissioned
computed as
of March
3,
service computed
as provided in section
section 3
3 of
of the
the Act
Act of
March 3,
1931 (46 Stat. 1483; U. S. C.,
286a), whichever
whichever date
C., title 34, sec. 286a),
shall
any officer
officer retained
active list
list
shall be later:
later: Provided,
Provided, That
That any
retained on
on the
the active
pursuant to
consideration for
pursuant
to this section shall
shall be
be ineligible
ineligible for consideration
for promotion by
boards.
motion
by subsequent
subsequent selection
selection boards.
S
EC. 12. No
transferred by this Act to the
grade of
the grade
of comSEC.
No officer
officer transferred
mander
or lieutenant
of the
line shall
pursuant
mander or
lieutenant commander
commander of
the line
shall be
be retired
retired pursuant
to
to section
section 12
12 (f) of the Act of
of June
June 23, 1938
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 950;
950; U.
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
title 34,
34, sec.
30 of
the fiscal
fiscal year
of the
year in
(f)), prior
prior to
to June
June 30
V, title
sec. 40
40 (f)),
Supp.
twenty-five years,
respectively, of
of active
active
or twenty-five
years, respectively,
he completes
completes thirty
thirty or
which he
commissioned
service in the Navy.
commissioned service
S
EC. 13.
Officers transferred
conformity with
retired list in conformity
to the
the retired
transferred to
SEC.
13. Officers
prescribed in
this
this Act shall be entitled to retired pay computed as prescribed
section 12
949; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
(52 Stat.
Stat. 949;
of June
June 23,
23, 1938
1938 (52
12 (b)
(b) of
of the
the Act
Act of
section
title 34, sec. 404 (b)).
(b)).

Retirement of
of lieuRetirement
lieutenants and lieutenant
tenantsandlieutenant
commanders.
commanders.
52 Stat. 949.
34 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §
§404 (c).
(c).

34
C., Supp.
Supp.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
V,
V, §§286a.
286a.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Ineligibility for
for proproIneligibility
motion.
motion.
Limitation
Limitation on retirements.
tirements.
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V.
V, §§404
404 (f).
().

Retired
pay.
Retired pay.
34 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V. § 404
V,
404 (b).

MISCELLANEOUS
PROVISIONS
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

the
S
EC. 14. Nothing herein shall be construed
construed to interfere
interfere with the
SEC.
promotion of officers who
advancement
recommended for advancement
who have been recommended
promotion
on
except that the provisions of section
Act, except
effective date
date of this Act,
on the
the effective
11
the Act
June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 948; U. S. C.,
approved June
of the
Act approved
11 (b)
(b) of
title
applicable in the cases of such officers.
be applicable
(b)) shall be
34, sec. 300
300 (b))
title 34,
When promoted,
date of
of commission
commission and
have the date
shall have
such officers
officers shall
promoted, such
When
the precedence
precedence which the Secretary of the Navy finds they would
have
had if
such promotion
promotion had
had occurred
occurred prior
to their
their transfer.
transfer.
prior to
if such
have had
S
EC. 15.
operate to reduce the pay and
shall operate
15. Nothing in this Act shall
SEC.
allowances of officers
officers hereby transferred
transferred to the line of the Navy
allowances
below
correof the
the Staff Corps with correofficers of
for officers
now authorized
authorized for
below that
that now
sponding
sponding rank and service.
S
EC. 16.
16. All
laws or
or parts
so far
inconsistent
far as
as they are inconsistent
laws so
parts of
of laws
All laws
SEC.
with
or in
conflict with
hereby
of this
this Act are hereby
the provisions of
with the
in conflict
with or
repealed.
repealed.
SEC. 17.
The Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby authorized and
of the
the Navy is
17. The
SEC.
directed
of officers
the Navy
and
to investigate
investigate and
of the
Navy to
officers of
board of
to appoint
appoint aaboard
directed to
report
upon all
concerning the status
officers desigline officers
of line
status of
matters concerning
all matters
report upon
nated for
duty. The
The board
board shall make specific
recomspecific recomfor specialized
specialized duty.
nated
mendations
as to
advisability of
establishing a
staff
a technical
technical staff
of establishing
to the
the advisability
mendations as
corps
the line
separate therefrom,
but separate
Navy, but
of the
the Navy,
line of
to the
an adjunct
adjunct to
corps as
as an
such
recommendations to
to include
include proposed
legislation
permanent legislation
proposed permanent
such recommendations
deemed
necessary to
to give
give effect
thereto. The
The Secretary
Navy
of the
the Navy
Secretary of
effect thereto.
deemed necessary
is
further directed
to cause
cause the
the report
report of
authorized
herein authorized
of the
the board herein
directed to
is further
to
be transmitted
transmitted to
within ten
ten days
of the
the beginning
beginning
days of
the Congress
Congress within
to the
to be
of
the session
of the
the Seventy-seventh
commencing on or
or
Seventy-seventh Congress, commencing
session of
of the
about
1941.
3, 1941.
about January
January 3,
Approved, June 25, 1940.
Approved,

Promotion recomPromotion
mended prior to transmended
transfer.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
34 U.
V, §§300 (b).

No reduction
pay,
etc.
pay, etc.

in

InconsisRepeal of inconsistent laws.
Board
officers.
loard of oflera.

Recommendations.
Recommendations.

Report to Congress.
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AN ACT
ACT
AN
Making
appropriations for the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for the fiscal year
Making appropriations

i

June 25, 1940
June
[11. R. 8202]
[Public, No. 658]
658]

[H. R. 8202]

1941, and for other purposes.
ending June 30, 1941,
purposes.

Be
it enaeted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Department of Ag- United
States of
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the following
following
America in
in Congress
That the
sums
appropriated, out
out of
any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherothersums are
are appropriated,
of any
money in
wise
for the
fiscal
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for the
the fiscal
year
ending June
30, 1941,
1941, namely:
year ending
June 30,
namely:

Department of Agriculture Appropriation Act,
Act,
1941.
s1941.

OFFICE OF
OF THE
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY
SALARIES
SALARIES

Secretary of
For the Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, Under Secretary
o
.fAgriculture,
Agriculture,
Secretary, and
and for
for other
other personal
services in
District
Assistant Secretary
personal services
in.the
the District
of Columbia,
elsewhere, $597,620:
$597,620: Provided,
That in
m expending
expending
of
Columbia, and
and elsewhere,
Provided, That

Salaries.
Salaries.

Provisos.
Proviso.

Salary restriction.

Salary restriction
88

.
supp. v,

42 Stat. 1488..
42stat.

-

5 U. S. C. §§ 661Supp. V, J§
§§ 673,
673c.

674;

673c.

Restriction

Restriction not applicable in designated

plicablein d

d

CaSEIS.

42 Stat.
1490.
Stat.1490.
5U.
S. C. §6
666.
u.s.c.

s.

Stenographic
StenograFhic
porting services.

porting

rere-

ces.

Options to purchase
purchase
Options
lands.

Allowances for
livAllowances
for living quarters abroad.
abroad.

46
818.
46 Stat.
Stat. 818.
abE
roa
lloyees

Eabroyees

stationed

Payments for rent,
etc., in
in advance.
et,
advance

appropriations
appropriations contained
in this
appropriations or portions of
of appropriations
contained in
this Apt
Act
for
services in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia .in
for the payment
payment of
of personal
personal services
in the
in
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of
accordance
of 1923,
1923, as
amended, with
as amended,
with
the exception
exception of the
Secretary, the
salaries
the Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
the average
average of
of the
the salaries
of the total number of persons under
bureau, office,
under any grade in any bureau,
office,
or other appropriation
appropriation unit
unit shall
not at
any time
shall not
at any
time exceed
exceed the
the average
average
compensation rates
rates specified
for the
the grade
of the
the compensation
specified for
grade by
by such
such Act
Act as
as
amended
amended and in grades in which only
i
sallocated
allocated the
the
only one position
position is
salary of such
exceed the
the average
of the
compensuch position
position shall
shall not
not exceed
average of
the compenthe grade,
that in
in unusually
unusually- meritorious
sation rates for the
grade, except
except that
meritorious cases
cases
of one position in a
to rates
rates higher
a grade
grade advances
advances may
may be
be made
made to
higher
than the average of the compensation
compensation rates of the grade
more
grade but
but not
not more
often than once in any fiscal year
year and
only to
the next
and then only
to the
next higher
higher
rate: Provided
Provided further,
further, That this restriction
restriction shall not apply (1)
(1)
to grades
grades 1,
3, and
and 4
of the
(2) t
1, 2,
2, 3,
4 of
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
service, or
or (2)
too
require the reduction
reduction in salary of
whose compensation
compensation was
was
of any
any person
person whose
fixed as
as of
of July
July 1,
in accordance
with the
of section
section 6
1, 1924, in
accordance with
the rules
rules of
6
of such
such Act,
Act, (3)
(3) to require the reduction
of
reduction in salary of any person
who is transferred from one
one position
to another
another position
the same
same
position to
position in
in the
or different grade, in the same or
or other
other
or different
different bureau,
bureau, office,
office, or
appropriation
appropriation unit,
to prevent
prevent the
salary under
under any
any
unit, (4)
(4) to
the payment
payment of
of a
a salary
grade
a rate higher than the
grade at a
of the
when
the maximum rate
rate of
the grade
grade when
such higher rate is permitted by the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as
amended,
specifically authorized
authorized by other
amended, and is specifically
other law,
law, or
or (5)
(5) to
to reduce
reduce
the compensation
compensation of any person in
which only
only one
position
in a
a grade
grade in
in which
one position
is allocated:
allocated: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
.Agriculture is
authorized
authorized to contract
contract for stenographic
stenographic reporting services,
services, and the
appropriations made in
appropriations
in this
this Act shall be
be available
such purposes:
available for
for such
purposes:
Provided
further, That the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to
to
Provided further,
expend from appropriations
appropriations available for the
lands not
not
the purchase
purchase of
of lands
to exceed $1 for each option to purchase
tract or
or
purchase any
any particular
particular tract
tracts of land: Provided
Provided further,
further, That not to exceed
exceed $25,000 of the
appropriations
appropriations available for salaries and expenses of officers
officers and
employees of the Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture permanently
permanently stationed
stationed
in foreign countries may be used for
all owances f
or
for payment
payment o
off allowances
for
living quarters, including heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
living
authorized by the
At
Act approved
pp ed
ed June
Juned
n 26, 1930 (5
(5 U. S.
C. 118a):
118a) :Provided
S. C.
Provided further,
further,
That with the approval
approval of the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture employees
the Secretary
employees
of
Department of
of Agriculture
stationed abroad
enter
intoo
of the
the Department
Agriculture stationed
abroad may
may ent
er in t
leases for official
exceeding one
official quarters, for periods not exceeding
one year, and
and
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may pay rent, telephone, subscriptions
subscriptions to publications, and other
other
discharge of
charges incident to the conduct of their offices and the discharge
their duties, in advance,
advance, in any foreign country
country where custom or
practice requires payment in advance: Provided
further, That no
practice
Provided further,
appropriated by this Act shall be used for the
part of the funds appropriated
officer or employee of the Department of Agriculture
payment of any officer
behalf of the Department
Department or
who, as such officer
officer or employee, or on behalf
any
commission, or
thereof, issues, or causes to be
any division,
division, commission,
or bureau thereof,
issued, any prediction, oral or written, or forecast
forecast with respect to
to
future prices of cotton
cotton or the trend
trend of same: Provided
further, That
That
Provided further,
no part of the funds appropriated
appropriated by this Act shall be used for
laboratory investigations
investigations to determine
determine the possibly harmful effects
effects
on
insecticides on fruits and vegetables.
on human beings
beings of spray insecticides

Employees predicting, etc.,
etc., future prices
of cotton.

Laboratory investiLaboratory
gations.

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES,
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
MISCELLANEOUS
EXPENSES, DEPARTMENT

For stationery, supplies, materials, and equipment, freight, express,
communicaadvertising and press clippings, communicaand drayage charges, advertising
tion service, postage, washing towels, repairs, and alterations;
alterations; for
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and operation of one motorcycle
motorcycle and not
to
(includpassenger-carrying vehicles (includmotor-propelled passenger-carrying
to exceed three motor-propelled
ing
Secretary of
Agriculture, one for general
general utility
of Agriculture,
ing one for the Secretary
needs
Service)
for the
the Forest
Forest Service)
and one for
needs of
of the
the entire Department, and
and purchase
of one
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle at
one motor-propelled
and
purchase of
not
exceed $1,800,
$1,800, including the exchange
exchange value of one such vehicle,
not to exceed
for official
travel expenses
including examexpenses, including
only; for
for official travel
official purposes
purposes only;
for
ination
field for any bureau,
appropriations in the field
estimates for
for appropriations
ination of
of estimates
office,
service of
the Department;
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous
and for
for other
Department; and
of the
office, or
or service
supplies and
expenses not
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for
and necessary
necessary for
for and
for
supplies
and expenses
authorand efficient work of the Department, which are authorthe practical and
Pro$105,000: ProSecretary may designate,
designate $105,000:
ized by such officer as the Secretary
payment
appropriation shall be available
available for the payment
vided, That this appropriation
of
employees engaged
engaged in
in the
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
of employees
of salaries of
operation of motor-transport
appropriation
motor-transport vehicles, and that this appropriation
operation
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed from
from the
the appropriation
appropriation made
made for
for any
bureau or
or
any bureau
shall
office
accordance with the
such service is performed, in accordance
office for
for which such
provisions
(5 U. S.
Provided
543)::Provided
S. C.
C. 543)
May 11,
11 1922 (5
of May
of the
the Act of
provisions of
further,
year
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, during the fiscal year
Secretary of
That the Secretary
further, That
for which
this appropriation
is made,
made, may maintain
stamaintain stocks of staappropriation is
which this
for
tionery, supplies,
miscellaneous materials
materials sufficient
sufficient
and miscellaneous
equipment, and
supplies, equipment,
tionery,
to meet,
offices
bureaus and offices
of the bureaus
requirements of
to
meet, in
in whole or in part, requirements
of the
the city
Washington and elsewhere,
but
elsewhere, but
of Washington
city of
in the
Department in
of
the Department
not to
exceed in
$200,000 in
the close
the
close of
of the
at the
in value
value at
in the
the aggregate
aggregate $200,000
not
to exceed
such bureaus,
bureaus, offices, and
appropriations of such
fiscal year, and the appropriations
agencies available
available for
for the
supplies, equipment,
equipment,
stationery, supplies,
the purchase
purchase of
of stationery,
agencies
and miscellaneous
reimburse the approapproto reimburse
be available
available to
materials shall be
and
miscellaneous materials
priation for
for miscellaneous
current at the time supplies are
expenses current
miscellaneous expenses
priation
allotted, assigned,
or issued,
issued, or
when payment
payment is
is received;
transfer
received; for transfer
or when
assigned, or
allotted,
for the
the purchase
purchase of inventory;
inventory; and for transfer
transfer pursuant to the
for
provisions
section 601
601 of
Act approved
approved June 30, 1932 (31
(31
of the
the Act
of section
provisions of
U.
further, That
the appropriations
appropriations made
made hereThat the
Provided further,
C. 686)
686)::Provided
U. S.
S. C.
for
be available
available for the payment of salaries and expenses for
under shall be
purchasing,
storing, handling,
and
shipping supplies and
or shipping
packing, or
handling, packing,
purchasing, storing,
blank
charged proportionately
proportionately as aa part
and there shall be charged
forms, and
blank forms,
of
the cost
cost of supplies
amount to cover such salaries and
issued an amount
supplies issued
of the
expenses
purchased
expenses, and in the case of blank forms and supplies not purchased
from
this appropriation
an amount
amount to
such salaries
and
salaries and
cover such
to cover
appropriation an
from this
expenses shall
proper appropriaappropriathe proper
charged proportionately
proportionately to the
shall be
be charged
expenses

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

exex-

Provisos.
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.,
of vehicles;
vehicles; reimbursement.

42 Stat. 508.
Maintenance of sta.
staMaintenance
stocks.
etc., stocks.
tionery, etc.,

Maximum value.
Maximum
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

47 Stat. 417.
31 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
§ 686.
686.
V, §
etc.,
Purchasing, etc.,
supplies.
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tion: Provided
Provided further, That
facilities of
the central
storehouse
That the
the facilities
of the
central storehouse
Department shall to
extent practicable
used to
of the Department
to the
the fullest extent
practicable be
be used
to
unnecessary the
bureau storehouse
storehouse
make unnecessary
the maintenance
maintenance of
of separate
separate bureau
Segregation of
of transactivities in the Department: Provided
Provided further,
That a
further, That
a separate
separate
actions.
schedule of expenditures,
expenditures, transfers
or other
other transactions
transfers of
of funds,
funds, or
transactions
Purchase
Purchase of desig- hereunder
hereunder shall be included in the annual Budget:
Provided further,
further,
Budget: Provided
nated twine.
That, except to provide materials required in
in or
or incident
incident to
to research
research
or experimental work where
where no suitable domestic product
product is
is available,
available,
no part of the funds appropriated
appropriated by
shall be
expended in
in
by this
this Act
Act shall
be expended
the purchase of twine manufactured
manufactured from commodities
commodities or
or materials
materials
produced outside of
the United
United States.
produced
of the
States.

Use
of central
Use of
central storestorehouse.

RENT OF BUImDINGS
BUHDINGS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA

Rent of buildings,
D. C.
D.O.

For rent of buildings and parts of buildings
District of
buildings in
in the
the District
of
Columbia, for use of the various bureaus, divisions, and offices of
of the
the
Department of Agriculture, $165,502.
$165,502.
$868,122.
Total, Office of the Secretary,
Secretary, $868,122.
SOLICITOR
OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR

Salaries
penses.

and

ex-

Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For the employment
services in
employment of personal services
in
the District of Columbia and elsewhere
necessary
elsewhere, and for other
other necessary
$268,280, of
not to
to exceed
exceed $223,581
expended
expenses, $268,280,
of which
which not
$223,581 may
may be
be expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia.
OFFICE OF INFORMATION
INFORMATION
SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES

Salaries
penses.

and

ex-

Personal services.
services.

For necessary expenses in connection with
with the
publication, indexthe publication,
index-

ing, illustration, and distribution of bulletins,
machinery and supplies, envelopes, stationery
and materials, office furniture and fixtures, photographic
photographic equipment
equipment
and materials,
materials, artists' tools and supplies, telephone
and telegraph
telephone and
telegraph
service, freight and express charges; purchase and maintenance
of
maintenance of
bicycles; purchase
purchase of manuscripts;
manuscripts; travel expenses; electrotypes,
electrotypes, illusillusdocuments,
and
reports,
including
ing,
illustration,
labor-saving
and distribution
machinery
rereppoortrtss,,
ofand
bulletins,.
supplies,
documents,
envelopes,
and
stationery
including
labor-saving

trations, and other expenses
expenses not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for,
$350,000, of
of
for, $350,000,

which not to exceed $332,020
which
$332,020 may be used for personal services in the
District of Columbia.
PRINTING AND BINDING
PRINTING
BINDING
Printing
Printing and bindbinding.
Ing.
Post, p. 567.
867.

Annual Report of
of
Secretary.
28 Stat. 601.
601.
44 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §§§ 215, 215a.
V,
38 Stat. 1110; 49
Stat. 1550.
1550.
5 U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. V,
5
C., Stipp.
108.
§108.
34 Stat. 825.
Farmers' bulletins.

2.
40 stat.
Stat. 1270.

For all printing and binding
binding for the Department
Department of Agriculture,
including all of its bureaus, offices, institutions,
institutions, and services located in
in
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $1,637,435,
includ$1,637,435, including the purchase
scientific and technical
technical articles
purchase of reprints of scientific
articles published in periodicals and journals;
journals; the Annual
Annual Report of the SecreSecretar
tary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, as required
required by the Acts of January 12, 1895 (44
(44
U.S.
(7. U. S.
ST.C. 418)
U. S. C.
C. 111, 212-220, 222, 241, 244),
244), March 4, 1915 (7
418),
and June 20, 1936 (5
(5 U. S.
S. C
108) and in pursuance
C. 108),
pursu ance o
Act
off th
thee Act
approved
approved March
March 30, 1906 (44 U.S.
U. S. C. 214, 224),
224) 2 and
and also
also including
including
not to exceed $250,000 for farmers' bulletins, which shall be adapted
adapted
to the interests
interests of the people of the different
different sections
sections of the country,
to
country,
an equal
equal proportion of four-fifths
an
four-fifths of which shall be delivered
delivered to or
sent
sent out under
under the addressed
addressed franks furnished by the Senators, RepreRepresentatives, and
Congress,2 as they shall direct, but not
sentatives,
and Delegates in Congress
not
including work
work done at the field printing plants of the Weather
including
Weather
Bureau and
Bureau
and of the Forest Service authorized
authorized by the Joint Committee
Committee
on Printing,
in accordance
accordance with the Act approved
on
Printing, in
approved March 1, 1919
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220)::Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary of Agriculture
(44 U. S. C. 111, 220)
Agriculture
may transfer to this appropriation from the appropriation
appropriation made for
for
"Conservation
Resources" such sums
"Conservation and Use of Agricultural
_Agricultural Land Resources"
as may be necessary
necessary for printing and binding in connection
connection with
marketing quotas under the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
marketing
Adjustment Act of 1938,
and from funds appropriated
section
appropriated to carry
early_ into effect the terms of section
612c), as amended,
32 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 612c),
such
amended, such
sums as may be necessary
necessary for printing and binding in connection with
with
the activities under said section 32, and from funds appropriated for
for
parity, payments
parity
payments under section 303 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
necessary for printing and binding
Act of 1938,
1938, such sums as may be necessary
Provided further,
in connection
connection with such payments:
payments: Provided
further, That the total
total
amount that may be transferred
transferred under the authority granted
granted in the
preceding proviso shall not exceed $600,000.
preceding
$600,000.
Total, Office of Information, $1,987,435.
$1,987,435.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Transfer of funds;
funds;
Transfer
marketing
marketing quotas, etc.

52 Stat. 31.
31.
77U. S.
V,
S. C., Supp. V.
ch. 35.
49 Stat. 774.
77U. S.
S. C., Supp. V,
§
§ 612c.
62 Stat. 45.
45.
52
S. C., Supp. V.
77U. S.
V,
1303.
S1303.
Maximum amount.
Maximum

LIBRARY, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For purchase and exchange
exchange of books of
of
reference,
reference, law books, technical
technical and scientific
scientific books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
for expenses incurred
incurred in completing
completing imperfect
imperfect series; not to exceed
exceed
$1,200 for newspapers;
newspapers; for dues, when authorized by
by, the
Secretary
the Secretary
Agriculture, for library membership in societies
of Agriculture,
societies or associations
associations
which issue publications
publications to members only or
or at
at a
a price
price to
to members
members
subscribers who are not members; for salaries in the
lower than to subscribers
city of Washington
elsewhere; for official travel
travel expenses,
Washington and elsewhere;
expenses, and
and
library cards, supplies, and
for library fixtures, library
and for all other necesnecessary expenses, $105,000,
$105,000, of which amount not to exceed
exceed $75,250
$75,250 may
may
be expended
personal services in the District of Columbia.
expended for personal

Salaries
Salaries
penses.

and
and

ex-

Personal services.
Personal

EXPERIMENT STATIONS
OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT
PAYMENTS TO STATES
ALASKA , AND PUERTO
PAYMENTS
STATES,, HAWAII,
HAWAII, ALASKA,
PUERTO RICO
RICO FOR
AGRICULT
URAL EXPERIMENT
STATIONS
AGRICULTURAL
EXPERIMENT STATIONS

approved
Hatch Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
March 2, 1887 (7 U. S. C. 362, 363, 365, 368, 377-379),
377-379), entitled "An
"An
agricultural experiment
experiment stations in connection
Act to establish agricultural
connection with
with
established in the
the colleges
colleges established
the several States under the
the provisions of
of
approved July 2, 1862 (7
(7 U. S. C. 301-308),
301-308), and of the Acts
an Act approved
supplementary thereto",
thereto", the sums apportioned
apportioned to
several States,
supplementary
to the
the several
to be paid quarterly
quarterly in advance, $720,000.
Adams Act: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act approved
approved
369), entitled
for
March 16, 1906 (7
(7 U.
U. S. C. 369),
entitled "An Act
Act to provide for
an increased annual appropriation
appropriation for agricultural
experiment staagricultural experiment
tions and regulating
regulating the expenditure
expenditure thereof", and Acts supplementary thereto, the sums apportioned
apportioned to the several States to be
paid quarterly
$720,000.
quarterly in advance, $720,000.
entitled
Purnell Act:
Act: To
To carry
carry into effect the
the provisions of an
an Act
Act entitled
"An Act to authorize
authorize the more complete
complete endowment
endowment of
agricultural
of agricultural
experiment
February 24, 1925 (7 U. S. C. 361,
experiment stations",
stations", approved
approved February
366, 370, 371, 373-376, 380, 382), $2,880,000.
provisions of an Act entitled "An
Hawaii: To carry into effect the provisions
Act to extend the benefits of certain
certain Acts of Congress to the Territory of Hawaii", approved May 16, 1928 (7 U. S. C. 386-386b),
386-386b),
$67,500.
Alaska: To carry into effect the provisions of an Act entitled
extend the benefits of the Hatch Act and the Smith"An Act to extend
Lever Act to the Territory of Alaska",
1929
Alaska", approved February
February 23, 1929

Support of stations.
24 Stat. 440.
7
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V.
7 U.
V.
§
363.
*363.
12 Stat. 503.

Increased
allotments.
Incsqed allotments.
34 Stat. 63.
7 U.S.
7
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
§369.
§369.

allotments.
Further allotments.
43 Stat. 970.

Havraff.
Hawaii.
45 Stat. 571.

Alaska.
45 Stat.
Stat. 1256.

536
536

Stat. 15N.
1554.
49 stat.
7U. S. C., Supp. V,
§
369a..
36Ma
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(7
U. S.
S. C.
C. 386c),
386c), $15,000;
$15,000; and
and the
provisions of
of section
(7 U.
the provisions
section 22 of
of the
the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
extend the
the benefits
the Adams
Act
to extend
benefits of
of the
Adams Act,
Act, the
the
Purnell
Act, and
the Capper-Ketcham
Capper-Ketcham Act
to the
the Territory
of
Purnell Act,
and the
Act to
Territory of
approved June 20, 1936 (7 U. S. C.
Alaska, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved

369a),
$10,000; in
all, for
for Alaska,
$25,000.
Alaska, $25,000.
in all,
369a), $10,000;
Puerto
Puerto Rico: To carry
carry into effect
effect the provisions
provisions of
of an Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act
coordinate the
agricultural experiment
station work
work and
and
"An
Act to
to coordinate
the agricultural
experiment station
to
extend the
certain Acts
Acts of
to the
to extend
the benefits
benefits of
of certain
of Congress
Congress to
the Territory
Territory
46 Stat. 1520.
152.
of Puerto Rico", approved
approved March 4, 1931 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C. 386d-386f),
386d-386f),
$50,000.
$50,000.
Research, etc.
etc.
Research,
Title I,
Bankhead-Jones Act: For
I, Bankhead-Jones
For payments
payments to States, Hawaii,
Hawaii,
to authorizations
authorizations contained
contained in
in
Alaska, and
and Puerto
Puerto Rico, pursuant
pursuant to
title I
I of an Act entitled "An
"An Act
research into
Act to
to provide for
for research
into basic
basic
relating to
and to
to provide
provide for
for the
the
laws and
and principles
principles relating
to agriculture
agriculture and
further development
cooperative agricultural
extension work
further
development of
of cooperative
agricultural extension
work and
and
49
436.
49 Stat.
Stat.. 43.
the
complete endowment
endowment and
the more
more complete
support of
of land-grant
and support
land-grant colleges",
colleges",
7 U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V.
7
approved
1935 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 427-427g),
§§ 427-427g.
W427-47Vg
approved June
June 29,
29, 1935
U. S.
427-427g), $2,400,000.
$2,400,000.
Total.
Total.
InIn all, payments to States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto
for
Puerto Rico for
agricultural
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations, $6,862,500.
$6,862,500.
Puerto
Rico.
Puerto Rico.

SALARIES AND
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
Administration
Administration
of
grants to States, etc.

Administration of grants
Administration
grants to States and coordination
coordination of research:
research:

grantsto tates, etc. To
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to enforce
the provisions
provisions of
of
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
enforce the
24 Stat. 440; 34 Stat.
24,
February
2,
1887,
March
approved
the
Stat.
440;
45
stat.
24
the
Acts
approved
March
188'7,
March
16,
1906,
February
21,
1925,
63; 43 Stat. 970; 45 Stat.
542, 1256; 46 Stat.
1520;
642,1lz;246
tat. iss;
May 16,
1928, February
1929, March
May
16, 1928,
February 23, 1929,
4, 1931,
1931, and
March 4,
and June
June 20,
20, 1936,
1936,
49 Stat. 1553.

and
Acts amendatory
supplementary thereto
U. S.
361-386f),
andActs
amendatory or
or supplementary
thereto (7
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 361386f),
relative to their administration
administration and for the administration
administration of an
relative
an.
agricultural
experiment station in Puerto Rico, including
agricultural experiment
including the
the employemployment of persons and means in the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
Form
of annual
annual $161,735;
$161,735; and the Secretary of Agriculture shall prescribe
prescribe the form
financial
statement,
the annual
annual financial
under the
above Acts,
etc.
etc.
tatemen of
of the
financial statement
statement required
required under
the above
Acts,
accordance with their
ascertain whether the expenditures
expenditures are in accordance
provisions, coordinate the research
research work of the Department
Department of
Agriof Agriculture and coordinate
coordinate the research
research work of the Department
Department with
with
that of the State agricultural
agricultural colleges and experiment stations in the
lines authorized in said Acts, and make report thereon to Congress.
Insular experiment
experiment
Insular
Insular experiment
experiment stations: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of AgriculAgriculstations.
statons.
agricultural experiment
experiment station in
ture to establish
establish and maintain an agricultural
in
Puerto Rico, including
including the erection of buildings, the
preparation,
the preparation,
Proviso.
illustration, and
and distribution
distribution of
of reports
reports and
ra o.fep illustration,
and bulletins,
bulletins, $83,000:
$83,000: ProProTransfer of equipment.
vided,
That the
the Secretary
Agriculture ma
y, at
at his
hi s di
scret i
on,
meat.
vided That
Secretary of
of Agriculture
may,
discretion,
transfer such property
transfer
property and equipment,
equipment, including the
the library, of
of the
the
Hawaii Experiment
Experiment Station, formerly maintained by.the Department
Department
of Agriculture, as he may deem necessary and advisable
advisable to the experiexperiment station of the University of Hawaii,
conducted
Hawaii, which has been conducted
jointly and in collaboration
Federal station under the
jointly
collaboration with the former
former Federal
45
571.
5 Stat.
Stat. 571.
May 16,
16, 1928
1928 (7
C. 386-386b);
Secretary of
Act of May
(7 U.
U. S.
S. C.
386-386b); and the Secretary
of
Sale of products.
e o
Acs
Agriculture
issauthorized
Agriculture.
i
authorized to sell such products as are obtained on the
land belonging
belonging to the agricultural
experiment station in Puerto Rico,
agricultural experiment
and
amount obtained from the sale thereof
into
and the amount
thereof shall be covered into
the Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
In all, salaries and expenses, $244,735.
Personal
Personal services.
services.
Total,
Experiment Stations,
Stations, $7,107,235,
$7,107,235, of which amount
amount
Total, Office
Office of
of Experiment
not
exceed $150
1
105 may
ex pen ded for
for personal
services in
not to
to exceed
$150,105
may be
be expended
personal services
in the
the
Vehicles.
vehicles.
District
Columbia, and
to exceed
the
District of
of Columbia,
and not
not to
exceed $750
$750 shall be available for the
purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary
necessary in the conduct of field work outside the
the District
District
of Columbia.
49 7U.
tat.S..1553pp.
C., Stipp. V,
§§ 361-382.
Puerto Rico station.

"p1-rig'mostation.

54 STAT.]
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SPECIAL RESEARCH FUND, DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF
AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
For enabling the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act to provide for research into
basic laws and principles relating
relating to agriculture
agriculture and to provide for
for
the further development
development of cooperative
cooperative agricultural extension
extension work
and the more complete endowment
land-grant colendowment and support of land-grant
leges", approved
approved June 29,
29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 427, 427b,
427b, 427c, 427f)
427f);;for
administration of the provisions of section 55of the said Act, and for
administration
special research work, including
including the planning, programming, coorspecial
dination, and printing the results of
research, to
conducted
dination,
of such research,
to be conducted
by such agencies of the Department
Department of Agriculture
Secretary
Agriculture as the Secretary
establish, and to which he may make
of Agriculture
Agriculture may designate or establish,
allotments from this fund, including the employment of persons and
allotments
Columbia and elsewhere, and the purchase,
means in the District of Columbia
purchase,
maintenance, repair, and operation
operation of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horsedrawn passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary in the conduct of field
passenger-carrying vehicles
field
Columbia, $1,400,000.
work outside the District of Columbia,

Administrative expenses.

49 Stat. 436.
7
V,
7 U. S. C., Supp. V,
§§§ 427-427f.
427-427f.

EXTENSION
EXTENSION SERVICE
SERVICE
PAYMENTS
STATES , HAWAII
PAYMENTS TO STATES,
HAWAII,, ALASKA
ALASKA, , AND
AND PUERTO RICO

Capper-Ketcham extension
extension work: To enable the Secretary of AgriCapper-Ketcham
entitled "An
culture to carry into effect the provisions of the Act entitled
Act to provide for the further development
agricultural extension
extension
development of agricultural
work between the agricultural colleges
colleges in the several States receiving
receiving
donating public lands to
of the
the Act entitled 'An Act donating
the benefits
benefits of
the several States and Territories
colleges for
Territories which may provide colleges
the benefit of agriculture
agriculture and mechanic
mechanic arts', approved
approved July 2, 1862
(7 U. S. C. 301-308),
301-308), and all Acts supplementary
supplementary thereto, and the
1928
approved May
May 22,
22, 1928
United States Department
Department of
of Agriculture",
Agriculture", approved
(7 U. S. C. 343a, 343b),
343b), $1,480,000.
Extension work, Act of April 24, 1939: To enable the Secretary
Secretary
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
of Agriculture
further development of cooperative
cooperative agri"An Act to provide for the further
cultural extension
extension work",
work" approved April 24, 1939 (53 Stat. 589),
589),

$203,000.

section 21, Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Act: To enable
enable the
Extension work, section
Secretary of Agriculture
provisions of secSecretary
Agriculture to carry
carry into
into effect
effect the
the provisions
section 21, title II,
research
II, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for research
into basic laws and principles relating
relating to agriculture
agriculture and to provide
development of cooperative
cooperative agricultural
extension
agricultural extension
for the further
further development
work
land-grant
endowment and support of land-grant
work and
and the more complete endowment
colleges", approved
approved June 29, 1935 (7 U. S. C. 343c),
343c), $12,000,000.
$12,000,000.
colleges",
Alaska: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect
effect
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to extend the benefits
benefits
of the Hatch Act and the Smith-Lever Act to the Territory of
of
(7 U. S. C. 386c),
386c), $13,918;
$13,918;
Alaska", approved February 23, 1929 (7
and the provisions of section 3
3 of the Act entitled "An Act to extend
extend
the benefits of the Adams Act, the Purnell Act, and the CapperKetcham Act to the Territory of Alaska, and for other purposes",
purposes",
Ketcham
U. S. C. 343e),
343e), $10,000;
approved June 20, 1936 (7 U.
$10,000; in all, for Alaska,
$23,918.
Puerto Rico: To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into
effect the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
Act to extend the benefits of section 21 of the Bankhead-Jones
Rico",
Bankhead-Jones Act to Puerto Rico",
approved August 28, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 343f-343g),
343f-343g), $90,000.
approved
$90,000.
In all, payments
payments to States, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico for
extension work, $13,796,918.
agricultural extension

cooperation
Further cooperation
with State colleges.
colleges.

12 Stat. 503.
45 Stat. 711.
711.
7
C., Supp. V.
7 U. .S. C.,
V,
§§
6 343a,
343a, 343b.
Cooperative extension work.
7
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V.
7 U. S.

§343c-1.
1343c-1.

Cooperative
State
Cooperative
agricultural extension
extension
work.

49 Stat. 438.
7
C., Stipp.
7 U. 8.. C.,
Supp. V.
V,
§§343c.
Alaska.

45 Stat. 1256.

15E4.
49 Stat. 1554.
U. S. C.,
77U.S.
0., Supp. V.
V,
§343e.
343e.
Puerto Rico.

50 Stat. 881.
881.
77 U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V.
V,
IL 8 -C..

343f, 343g.
343g.
6§§ 343,
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SALARIES
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
Administration and
Administration
and
coordination of extension work.
work.
38 Stat. 372.

Extension informainformation.
Exhibits, motion
mot ion
Exhibits,
pictures, etc.

Cooperation with
Cooperation
other bureaus, etc.
etc.

Personal services.

Administration and coordination of extension
Administration
extension work: For
For the
the
employment
employment of persons and means
in the
the District
means in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
and
elsewhere to enable the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to administer
administer the
the
provisions of the Smith-Lever Act, approved
approved May
1914 (7
(7 U.
U. S.
S.
May 8,
8, 1914
C. 341-348),
341-348) and Acts amendatory
amendatory or
or supplementary
supplementary thereto,
and
thereto, and
to coordinate
the Department
and the
the several
several
coordinate the extension work
work of
of the
Department and
States, Territories, and insular
$550,000.
insular possessions, $550,000.
Extension
Extension information:
information: For the employment
employment of persons
and means
persons and
means
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere
elsewhere for
for the
development,
the development,
preparation, distribution, and display
display by the
the Extension
Extension Service
Service of
of
exhibits, motion pictures, sound recordings, and
educational
and other
other educational
and informational media and for the dissemination
information,
dissemination of
of information,
designed to increase the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of the
the cooperative
cooperative extension
extension
work of the Department and the land-grant colleges
in agriculture
agriculture
colleges in
and home economics;
economics; and to cooperate with
other bureaus
bureaus and
and offices
offices
with other
of the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture and with Federal,
county,
Federal, State, county,
municipal,
municipal, and other agencies, including State,
State, interstate,
interstate, internainternational, and other fairs held within the United States, in such
such develdevelpreparation, distribution, and display of such educational
opment, preparation,
educational
and informational
informational material, $240,000.
In all, salaries and expenses
not to
to
expenses, $790,000, of which amount
amount not
exceed $667,756
$667,756 may be expended
expended for personal
District
personal services
services in
in the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Total, Extension
Extension Service,
Service, $14,586,918.
$14,586,918.
OFFICE OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL RELATIONS
RELATIONS

Salaries and
expenses.
penses.
46 Stat. 497.
Cooperation with
with
other agencies, etc.

Cooperation
with
with
American republics.
American
S. C.,
22 U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §§
§§249, 249a.
249a.

Salaries and expenses: For carrying out the functions
of the
Secrefunctions of
the Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture under the Act of
June 5,
5, 1930
1930 (7
(7 U.
of June
U. S.
S. C.,
C., 541541545),
545) ,independently
independently and in cooperation
cooperation with other
of the
other branches
branches of
the
Government, State agencies,
Government,
and consuming
consumi ng organ
i
zaagencies, purchasing and
organizations, and persons engaged in the production,
transportation, marproduction, transportation,
marketing, and distribution of farm and food products;
products; to
to enable the
the
Secretary
Agriculture to cooperate
Secretary of Agriculture
cooperate with .American
republics, as
as
American republics,
provide
approved August 9,
provided for by the Act approved
1939 (53
9, 1939
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1290),
1290), and
and
including the employment
including
employment of persons
persons and means in the
the District of
of
Columbia and elsewhere, and the purchase
purchase of such books and periodiperiodicals and not to exceed
exceed $500 for newspapers
ne w sp apers as
may be
be necessary
necessary in
in
as may
connection
connection with this work, $196,396.
Grand
Grand total, Office of the Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $26,519,386.
$26,519,386.

WEATHER
WEATHER BUREAU
BUREAU
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
EXPENSES
Salaries
and
peSies
and
penses.
Post, p.
Pot,
p. 641.

ex-

For
the employment of persons and means required for carrying
carrying
For the
into effect
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere in the United
United
into
effect in
in the
States, in the West Indies,
Panamaa C
States,
Indies in the Panam
ana l, the
the Caribbean
Canal,
Caribbean Sea,
Sea
and on adjacent
the Hawaiian
adjacent coasts,
co asts, in
i
n !
Hawaiian Islands,
Islands in Bermuda,
Bermuda and
and in
in
26 Stat.
Stat. 6.u
653.
26
Alaska the provisions of an Act approved
October 1,
1890
(15 U.
, S. C.
approved October
1, Bermuda
1890 (15
15 U. S. C., Supp.
S. C.
V, §
313.
v,
§313.
311-313,
17), so
so far
far as
transferred
311-313, 3317),
as they relate
relate to the weather service
service transferred
52
1014.
62 Stat. stat.
1014.
thereby
to
the
Department
of
Agriculture,
and
section
803 off the
thereby to the Department
Agriculture,
49 U. S. C., Supp.
v,49
603U.
V,
§
603. . C., snpp. Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603); for repair,
Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 (49 U. S. C. 603) ;for repair, alterations,
and improvements
improvements to
tions, and
to existing
existing buildings and care and preservation of
the construction of necessary
necessary outbuildings
outbuildings
tion
of grounds,
grounds, including
including the
and sidewalks
and
sidewalks on public streets,
streets, abutting Weather
Weather Bureau grounds;
grounds;
for
the erection
erection of
of temporary
buildings
for
living
quarters
of
for the
temporary buildings for living quarters of
,61.

ex-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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observers; for telephone
telephone rentals, and for telegraphing, telephoning,
and cabling reports and messages,
messages, rates to be fixed by the Secretary
performing the
of Agriculture
agreement with the companies performing
Agriculture by agreement
maintenance of meteservice; for the establishment,
establishment, equipment, and maintenance
orological
orological offices and stations and for the issuing of weather forecasts and warnings of storms, cold waves, frosts, and heavy
heavy snows,
the gaging and measuring of the flow of rivers and the issuing of
observations and reports
river forecasts
reports relating
forecasts and warnings; for observations
promoting the safety and efficiency
efficiency of aircraft,
aircraft, as proto crops; for promoting
vided by section
section 803 of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938, and for
phenomena; and
observing, measuring, and investigating
investigating atmospheric phenomena;
observing,
necessary observations
for other necessary
observations and reports, including cooperation
cooperation
with
bureaus of the Government
Government and societies and institutions
with other bureaus
of learning as follows:
follows:
General
expenses for gennecessary expenses
administrative expenses: For necessary
General administrative
eral
bureau
including the salary of chief of bureau
administrative purposes, including
eral administrative
and other personal services in the District of Columbia, $145,000.
Observations, warnings,
warnings, and
service: For necesweather service:
general weather
and general
Observations,
sary expenses
disseminating meteorological,
meteorological,
incident to collecting and disseminating
expenses incident
sary
information, and for invesaerological,
marine information,
climatological, and marine
aerological, climatological,
tigations
evaporation, and
meteorology, climatology, seismology, evaporation,
tigations in meteorology,
aerology in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, $6,173,870, of
aerology
contribution of
which
expended for the contribution
to exceed $1,500 may be expended
which not to
the
secretariat of the
to the cost of the office of the secretariat
States to
United States
the United
International Meteorological
Meteorological Committee, and not to exceed $10,000
$10,000
may
be expended
expended for
maintenance of
of a
a printing office in the city
for the
the maintenance
may be
of
Washington for
for the
weather maps, bulletins, circuprinting of weather
the printing
of Washington
Provided, That no printing shall
publications: Provided,
forms, and other publications:
lars, forms,
be done
by the
Bureau that can be done at the GovernWeather Bureau
the Weather
done by
be
Office without impairing the service of said Bureau.
ment Printing Office
which
Total,
salaries and
Bureau $6,318,870, of which
and expenses, Weather Bureau,
Total, salaries
amount
exceed $732,342
$732,342 may
expended for
departmental
for departmental
be expended
may be
to exceed
not to
amount not
Provided, That
personal services in the District of Columbia: Provided,
Weather Bureau
Bureau part-time
part-time employees,
employees, appointed
appointed by
designation or
by designation
Weather
otherwise,
under regulations
Service Commission, for
Civil Service
regulations of the Civil
otherwise, under
observational
installation, repair,
jobs in the installation,
perform odd jobs
work, may perform
observational work,
improvement,
alteration, cleaning,
cleaning, or removal
removal of Government
Government propimprovement, alteration,
erty
compensation therefor at rates of pay to be fixed by
erty and receive compensation
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture.
of Agriculture.
the

Telegraphing, etc.
Telegraphing,

Issuance of forecasts
and warnings.

Promoting
safety,
safety,
etc.,
etc., of aircraft.
52
62 Stat. 1014.
49
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
49U.
V, §603.

Administrative exAdministrative
penses.

Observations, warnings, and general
general
ings,
weather service.
service.
weather
Post,
Post, p. 1040.

International
International Meteorological Committee.
Committee.
Printing office.
office.
Printing

Profiso.
Proviso.

Restriction.
Restriction.

personal servTotal; personalserv-

ices.
ices.

Proviso.
Part-time
ployees.
ployees.

em-

BUREAU OF ANIMAL
ANIMAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
BUREAU
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
SALARIES AND

For the
the employment
persons and
in the
the District of Columand means in
of persons
employment of
For
bia and
carrying out
provisions of the Act, as
out the provisions
for carrying
elsewhere for
and elsewhere
bia
amended,
establishing aa Bureau of Animal Industry, and related
amended, establishing
Acts;
and the
Secretary of
application of any
Agriculture, upon application
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
Acts; and
exporter,
importer, packer, owner, agent of, or dealer, in livestock,
exporter, importer,
hides,
discretion,
animal products, may, in his discretion,
other animal
meat, or other
skins, meat,
hides, skins,
make inspections
inspections and examinations
examinations at places other than the headmake
quarters of inspectors for the convenience
convenience of said applicants
applicants and
quarters
charge
applicants for the expenses
expenses of travel and subsistence
the applicants
charge the
incurred
for such
such inspections
inspections and examinations,
examinations, the funds derived
incurred for
deposited in the Treasury of the United
from such charges to be deposited
appropriation from which the expenses
the credit of the appropriation
States to the
are paid;
paid; collect
collect and
and disseminate
information concerning
concerning livestock
livestock
disseminate information
are
products; prepare
prepare and disseminate
disseminate reports on animal
animal
and animal products;
tuberculin,
purchase in the open market samples of all tuberculin,
industry; purchase

Salaries

and

penses.
23 Stat. 31.
391.
77 U. S. C. §391.

ex-

Inspection at other
Inspection
headquarters.
than headquarters.

Preparation,
etc., of
Preparation, etc.,
reports.
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Purchase and dedestruction of diseased,
etc., animals.

animals.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

serums, antitoxins,
or analogous
products, of
of foreign
foreign or
domestic
serums,
antitoxins, or
analogous products,
or domestic
manufacture, which
which are
are sold
in the
the United
United States,
States, for
for the
the .detection,
manufacture,
sold in
detection,
prevention, treatment,
treatment, or
or cure
diseases of
of domestic
animals, test
test
prevention,
cure of
of diseases
domestic animals,
the same,
and disseminate
the results
of said
said tests
tests in
manner
the
same, and
disseminate the
results of
in such
such manner

as he may deem best, and purchase and destroy diseased or exposed
exposed
animals, including
including poultry,
or quarantine
quarantine the
his
animals,
poultry, or
the same
same whenever
whenever in
in his

judgment essential
prevent the
the spread
spread of
of pleuro-pneumonia,
judgment
essential to
to prevent
pleuro-pneumonia, tubertuberculosis,
or other
of animals
animals from
from
culosis, contagious poultry diseases,
diseases, or
other diseases
diseases of
one
one State to another,
another, as follows:
Administrative
expenses: For
genAdministrative exexGeneral administrative
administrative expenses:
For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for genpe n se s
penses.
.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including the salary of chief of bureau
bureau
and
services in
the District
District of
Columbia, $170,120.
and other
other personal
personal services
in the
of Columbia,
$170,120.
Animal husbandry.
Animal husbandry:
husbandry: For investigations
investigations and experiments
experiments in animal
animal
husbandry;
for experiments
animal feeding
feeding and
and breeding,
husbandry; for
experiments in
in animal
breeding, includincluding cooperation
cooperation with the State agricultural
agricultural experiment stations
stations and
and
agencies, including
other agencies,
including repairs
repairs and additions
additions to and
and erection
erection of
buildings
necessary to
buildings absolutely
absolutely necessary
to carry
carry on
on the
the experiments,
experiments, $824,380,
$824,380,
Demonstrations
Demonstrations in including $12,500
experiments
$12,500 for livestock experiments
demonstrations
at
and
demonstrations
at
Texas.
Texas.
Big Spring
available only when the State
Spring or elsewhere
elsewhere in Texas, to be available
of
cooperating agency
of Texas, or other cooperating
agency in Texas,
Texas, shall have
have approappropriated an equal amount
of
amount or, in the opinion
opinion of
of the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture, shall have
furnished its
equivalent in
cooperahave furnished
its equivalent
in value
value in cooperation for the same purpose
purpose during the
the fiscal
fiscal year for which
which approapproProviso.
PrOimto.
in priations are herein made: Provided,
sum thus
thus
Provided, That
That of the sum
Experiments in

appropriated $243,957
may be
experiments in
poultry feeding
feeding and appropriated
$243,957 may
be used
used for
for experiments
in poultry
poultry
breeding.
breeding,
$45,000 may
feeding and breeding, of which amount $45,000
may be
used in
be used
in

Dieses of animals.

Dicu.stses of animals.
Beltsville, Md., station.
on

ti

.

Proviso.
Contagious abortion
of animals.

of

Cntgousabortion

Tuberculosis
TBaerculosis
Bang's dicesse.

and

and

Reappropriation.

Reappropriation.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 949.
949.
49 Stat. 775.
49stat.
77.
7U. S. 0., Supp. V,
§6I2b.
Provisos.
deIndemnities for deIndemnities
stroyed
animals.
stroyed animals.

J61b.O-'upp.v,

State, etc., cooperscooperaState,
tion.

etc.,

cooperation with
cooperation
with State authorities
authorities in
in the administration
administration of regularegulations
and
tions for the
the improvement
improvement of poultry, poultry products, and
hatcheries.
hatcheries.
Diseases of animals: For scientific investigations of diseases
diseases of
animals, including the construction of necessary
necessary-buildings at
at Beltsville,
Beltsville,
Maryland,
Maryland, and necessary expenses for
for investigations
investigations of
of tuberculin,
tuberculin,
serums, antitoxins,
analogous products,
products, $462,000:
$462,000: Provided,
That
Provided,That
antitoxins, and
and analogous
serums,
of
said sum
sum $78,182
researches concerning
concerning the
cause,
of said
$78,182 may
may be
be used
used for
for researches
the cause,
modes of spread, and methods
methods of
of treatment
prevention of
of the
the
treatment and
and prevention
disease of contagious abortion of animals.
Eradicating tuberculosis
tuberculosis and
For the
the control
control and
and
Eradicating
and Bang's
Bang's disease:
disease: For
eradication of the
the diseases of
of tuberculosis
eradication
tuberculosis and
and paratuberculosis
paratuberculosis of
of
animals, avian tuberculosis, and
disease of
of cattle,
$4,300,000,
and Bang's disease
cattle, $4,300,000
together with
with the
the unobligated
unobligated balances
balances of
the funds
fund s reappropriated
reapp ropri at
ed
together
of the
Agricultural Approunder this head for the fiscal year 1940 by the Agricultural
priation Act for
balances of
funds made
priation
for that
that year from unobligated
unobligated balances
of funds
made
available
available by the Act of May 25, 1934 (48
(48 Stat. 805),
805), and
and section
section 37
37
of the
the Act
Act of
of August
August 24,
24, 1935
1935 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
Provided, That
That in
U. S.
C. 612b)
612b)::Provided,
in
carrying
the purpose
purpose of
appropriation, if
opinion of
carrying out
out the
of this
this appropriation,
if in
in the
the opinion
of
Secretary of Agriculture
the Secretary
.Agriculture it
it shall be necessary
necessary to condemn
and
condemn and
paratuberculous cattle, or cattle reacting
destroy tuberculous
tuberculous or paratuberculous
reacting to the
test for
have been
been destroyed,
confor Bang's disease,
disease, and if such
such animals
animals have
destroyed, condemned, or die after condemnation,
in
condemnation, he may, in his discretion,
discretion, and
and in
accordance
accordance with such rules and regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe,
expend in the city of Washington or elsewhere such sums as he shall
determine
determine to be necessary
necessary for the payment
payment of indemnities
indemnities to owners
of such animals but, except
hereinafter provided, no part of the
except as hereinafter
money hereby appropriated
appropriated shall be used in
owners
in compensating
compensating owners
of such cattle except
except in cooperation with and supplementary
supplementary to
to payments to be made by State, Territory, county, or municipality
municipality where
condemnation
condemnation of such cattle shall take place, nor shall any payment
payment
be .made
hereunder as
as compensatio
or on
on accoun
such
be
made hereunder
compensationn fo
forr or
accountto
any such
offany
inspection or
atthe
the ti
me o
con d
emnaanimal if at
at the time of
of inspection
or test,
test, o
orr at
time
offcondemnation thereof, it
it shall belong to or be upon the premises
premises of any person,
person,
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corporation to which it has been sold, shipped, or delivered
firm, or corporation
delivered
for the purpose of being slaughtered:
slaughtered: Provided
Provided further,
further, That out of
the money hereby appropriated
appropriated no payment as compensation
compensation for any
cattle
condemned for slaughter
cattle condemned
slaughter shall exceed
exceed one-third of the difference between
between the appraised
appraised value of such cattle and the value of the
salvage thereof;
thereof; that no payment hereunder shall exceed the amount
amount
paid or to be paid by the State, Territory, county.,
county, and municipality
where the animal shall be condemned; and that in no case shall any
payment hereunder
grade animal or more
hereunder be more than $25 for any grade
Provided further,
than $50 for any purebred
purebred animal: Provided
further, That not to
exceed $195,000
made available
available may be used
$195,000 of the amount herein made
for continuation
continuation of scientific experimentation
livestock
experimentation in diseases of livestock
as authorized
authorized by section 37 of the Act of August 24, 1935 (7
(7 U. S. C.
612b).
612b).
Eradicating cattle
cattle ticks: For the eradication
eradication of southern
southern cattle
Eradicating
cattle
ticks, $325,000: Provided,
Provided, That, except upon the written order of the
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, no part of this appropriation
Secretary
appropriation shall be used
used
purchase of materials for or in
for the purchase of animals or in the purchase
the construction
dipping vats upon land not
construction of dipping
not owned
owned solely
solely by the
the
United
United States, except
except at
at fairs or
or expositions
expositions where
where the
the Department
Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture makes exhibits or demonstrations;
demonstrations; nor shall
part
shall any part
appropriation be used in the purchase
purchase of materials or mixtures
mixtures
of this appropriation
for use in dipping vats except
except in experimental
experimental or demonstration
demonstration
work carried on by the officials
officials or agents of the Bureau of Animal
Industry: Provided
amount
Industry:
Provided further,
further, That
That not
not to exceed $5,000 of the amount
herein made available
available may be used to purchase and supply beef to
the Seminole Indians of the Big Cypress
Cypress Swamp area, Hendry
cattle ticks
County, Florida, during the
the time
time that deer infested with cattle
removed from said area and until such area is restocked
restocked
are being removed
with deer.
Hog-cholera
cholera
the control
control and eradication
eradication of hog
hog cholera
Hog-cholera control:
control: For
For the
and related swine diseases, by such means
means as may be necessary,
including demonstrations, the
other
the formation
formation of
of organizations,
organizations, and other
including
methods 'either
either independently
independently or in cooperation
cooperation with farmers' associaassociamethods,
authorities, $112,728.
$112,728.
tions, State
State or
or county
county authorities,
Inspection and
For inspection
inspection and
quarantine work,
and quarantine
work,
Inspection
and quarantine:
quarantine: For
including the eradication
eradication of scabies in sheep and cattle and dourine
including
in
horses, the
inspection of
southern cattle,
cattle, the
the supervision
of the
the
supervision of
the inspection
of southern
in horses,
transportation
inspection of vessels,
vessels, the
the execution
execution
transportation of livestock, and
and the
the inspection
of
the twenty-eight-hour
twenty-eight-hour law,
law , the
quarantine of
of the
the inspection
inspection and
and quarantine
of
imported animals, including
including the establishment and maintenance
of
maintenance of
quarantine
improvements, or addirepairs2 alterations, improvements,
quarantine stations and repairs,
tions to buildings
building,s thereon; the inspection work relative
relative to the existence
contagious diseases,
ence of
of contagious
diseases, and the mallein testing of
of animals,
$603,500.
$603,500.
Meat inspection:
inspection: For expenses in carrying out the provisions of
the Meat Inspection
Inspection Act of June
June 30, 1906, as amended by the Act
Act
of March
March 4, 1907, as extended to equine meat by the Act of July 24,
71-96), as authorized by section
section 2
2 (a)
(a) of the Act
1919 (21 U. S. C. 71-96),
Act
of June 26, 1934 (31
(31 U. S. C. 725a),
725a), and as further amended
amended by
the Act of June 29, 1938 (21 U. S. C. 91), including the purchase
purchase
of printed tags, labels, stamps, and certificates
certificates without regard to
existing laws
laws applicable
applicable to public
$5,433,000.
public printing,
printing, $5,433,000.
Virus Serum Toxin Act: For carrying out the provisions of the
Act approved March 4, 1913 (21 U. S. C. 151-158),
regulating the
151-158), regulating
preparation, sale, barter,
virus serum,
preparation,
barter exchange,
exchange, or
or shipment of any virus,
serum,
analogous product
toxin, or analogous
product manufactured
manufactured in the United States and
products intended
intended for use in the treatment
treatment of
of
the importation of such products
domestic animals, $218,712.
domestic

541
Limitation on
on
Limitation
amount of compensacompensation.

Experimentation.
Experimentation.

49 Stat.
Stat. 775.
775.
7 U.
U.S.
7
S. C., Supp. V,
§612b.
S612b.

Cattle ticks.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Purchase of animals.
animals.
Purchaseof
Purchase of materiPurchase
als for dipping vats.

Purchase of beef for
Purchase
for
Seminole Indians,
Indians, Fla.
Seminole

Hog-cholera control.
Hog-cholera

Inspection and quarInspectionandquarantine.
antine.

inspection.
Meat inspection.
34 Stat. 674,
674, 1260; 41
41
Stat. 241; 48 Stat. 1225;
52 Stat. 1235.
21 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
91.
V, §§91.

Virus Serum
Serum Toxin
Act.
37 Stat. 832.
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Marketing
Marketing agreements with respect
respect to hog
virus and
serum:
hog cholera virus
and serum:
The
sum of
$30,000 of
of the
the appropriation
by section
section 12
12 (a)
(a)
The sum
of $30,000
appropriation made
made by
48 Stat. 3o.
38.
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act,
Act, approved
1933, is
is hereby
hereby
7
U. S. .C. § 61%
7 UtS.
612; of
of the
the Agricultural
approved May
May 12,
12,1933,
Supp. V,
V, §612.
§612.
Supp.
made
during the
year for
appropriations are
made available
available during
the fiscal
fiscal year
for which
which appropriations
are
herein
made to
effect sections
56 to
to 60
60 inclusive,
of the
the Act
Act
herein made
to carry
carry into
into effect
sections 56
inclusive, of
49 Stat. 781.
49Stat.781.
approved August 24,
approved
24, 1935
(7 U.
851-855), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
1935 (7
U. S.
C. 851-855),
S. C.
7U.S. C.,
Supp. V.
to amend
amend the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Act, and
and for
for other
purposes",
other purposes",
§§7suis
851-865.
Adjustment Act,
., 0s upp. to
including
employment of
of persons
and means
means in
in the
including the
the employment
persons and
the District
District of
of
Columbia and
elsewhere.
Columbia
and elsewhere.
In
Bureau of
of Animal
Animal Industry,
Industry,
In all,
all, salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
$12,449,440.
$12,449,440.

Marketing agreeMarketing
agreements,
cholera
ments, hog
hog cholera
virus
vius and serum.
erum.

ERADICATION
FOOT-AND-MOUTH AND
ERADICATION OF FOOT-AND-MOUTH
AND OTHER
OTHER CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
DISEASES OF
OF
ANIMALS
Emergency eradication of foot-and-mouth,
etc.,
et., diseases.
diseases.

In
case of
emergency arising
arising out
out of
of the
the existence
existence of
of foot-andfoot-andIn case
of an
an emergency
mouth disease, rinderpest, contagious
pleuropneumoma, or
or other
other conconcontagious pleuropneumonia,
tagious or infectious
animals, which,
in the
opinion of
of the
infectious disease
disease of
of animals
which, in
the opinion
the
Secretary of Agriculture,
Secretary
Agriculture, threatens
livestock industry
industry of
of the
the
threatens the
tie livestock
Funds
avaiable.
unds available.
country,
may expend
country, he may
in the
or elsewhere
elsewhere any
any
expend in
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington or
unexpended
balances of
appropriations heretofore
for this
this purpurunexpended balances
of appropriations
heretofore made
made for
Payment
Payment of claims.
claims. pose in the arrest and eradication
eradication of any such disease, including
including the
the
payment
of claims
of _past
future purchases
and
payment of
claims growing
growing out
out of
past and
and future
purchases and
destruction, in
cooperation with
with the
the States,
States, of
of animals
animals affected
affected by
by or
or
destruction,
in cooperation
exposed to, or of
materials contaminated
by or
or exposed
exposed to,
to, any
such
of materials
contaminated by
any such
ownership, under
or
disease, wherever
wherever found
found and
and irrespective
irrespective of
of ownership,
under like
like or
substantially similar
substantially
similar circumstances,
when such
such owner
owner has
has complied
circumstances, when
complied
Provisos.
with all lawful quarantine regulations: Provided, That the payment
Basis aropisor.
of appraise- with all lawful quarantine regulations: Provided, That the payment
for
animals hereafter
purchased may
may be
be made
made on
on appraisement
appraisement based
based
ments. o
for animals
hereafter purchased
on the meat, dairy,
dairy, or breeding
breeding value,
value, but
but in
in case
case of
of appraisement
appraisement
based on breeding
value no
appraisement of
of any
any animal
animal shall
shall exceed
exceed
breeding value
no appraisement
three times its meat or dairy value, and, except
except in
case of
of an
an extraorextraorin case
determined by the
dinary emergency, to be determined
of Agriculture,
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture,
the payment
payment by the
the United
States Government
for any
any animals
United States
Government for
animals shall
shall
Eradication of Euroexceed one-half
any such
appraisements: Provided
Provided further,
Eraication of Eur.o- not exceed
one-half of
of any
such appraisements:
further,
pean fowl pest, etc.
That the sum of $5,000
$5,000 of the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of
of the
the appropriaappropria-

tiEomefrge^

adicta

43
Stat. 682.
43Stat.
682.

Total; personal serviToperson.ices,
etc.

$3,500,000 contained
in the
the Second
tion of $3,500,000
contained in
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation

Act, fiscal year 1924, approved
approved December
December 5, 1924, for
the eradication
eradication
for the
foot-and-mouth disease
disease and
and other
other contagious
contagious or
or infectious
infectious disdisof the
the foot-and-mouth
eases of animals, is hereby
hereby made available
available during
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year for
for
which appropriations
appropriations are
herein made
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
are herein
made to
to enable
of
Agriculture to control
eradicate the
the European
European fowl
fowl pest
pest and
and
control and eradicate
similar diseases
poultry.
similar
diseases in
in poultry.
Total,
of Animal
Industry, $12,449,440,
$12,449,440, of
of which
which amount
amount
Total, Bureau
Bureau of
Animal Industry,
not to exceed
exceed $685,702
$685,702 may be
be expended
for departmental
departmental personal
personal
expended for
services
services in the District
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed $100,000
$100,000 shall
shall
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
be available for the purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
horse-drawn
and horse-drawn
passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in the conduct of field work
work outside the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
side
the District
BUREAU OF DAIRY
INDUSTRY
BUREAU
DAIRY INDUSTRY
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND

43 Stat. 243.

provisions of the Act approved
For carrying out the provisions
approved May
May 29, 1924
(7 U
S. C.
establishing a
a Bureau of Dairying,
(7
U. S.
C. 401-404),
401-404), establishing
Dairying, for salaries
in the
city of
in
the city
of Washington
Washington and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and for all other necessary
necessary
expenses,
as follows:
follows:
expenses, as
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General
administrative expenses:
Administrative
Administrative exGeneral administrative
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for genpenses.
penses.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including the salary of the Chief
Chief of
of
Bureau and other personal services in the District of Columbia,
Columbia,
$75,500.
$75,500.
investigaDairy investigaDairy investigations: For conducting
conducting investigations,
experiments,
investigations, experiments
tions.
demonstrations in dairy industry, cooperative
cooperative investigations
and demonstrations
investigations of
the dairy industry in the various
inspection of renovatedrenovatedvarious States, and inspection
butter factories, including
including repairs
repairs to buildings, not to exceed $5,000
$5,000
for the construction of buildings, $655,905.
$655,905.
servTotal; personal
personal servTotal, salaries
salaries and expenses, Bureau of Dairy Industry, $731,405
$731,405, ices.
of which amount not to exceed $353,580
$353,580 may be expended for personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia.
BUREAU
INDUSTRY
BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES

For the investigation
investigation of fruits, fruit trees, grain,
cotton, tobacco,
grain, cotton,
and
vegetables, grasses, forage,
forage, drug,
drug, medicinal,
medicinal, poisonous,
poisonous, fiber, and
other plants and plant
plant industries, and of soils and soil-plant relationships, in cooperation
cooperation with other branches
branches of the Department,
Department,
the State experiment
practical farmers;
experiment stations, and practical
farmers; for the erection of necessary
necessary farm buildings:
buildings: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of any
building erected,
erected, except head houses connecting
connecting greenhouses,
greenhouses, shall
exceed $2,500; and for the employment
not exceed
and means in
employment of persons and
the city of Washington
Washington and elsewhere
investigations,
elsewhere required for the investigations,
experiments,
authorized, as follows:
experiments, and demonstrations
demonstrations herein authorized,
follows:
General administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses for genGeneral
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including the salary
salary of chief of bureau
personal services in the District of Columbia, $209,942.
and other personal
Arlington Farm: For continuing
necessary improvements
continuing the necessary
improvements to
experiment farm and agricultural
establish and maintain a
a general experiment
agricultural
accordstation on the Arlington estate, in the State of Virginia, in accordapproved April 18,
ance with the provisions of the Act of Congress approved
1900 (31 Stat. 135, 136),
136), $49,414.
Botany: For investigation,
investigation, improvement,
improvement, and utilization of wild
distribution of
of
plants and grazing lands, and for determining
determining the distribution
weeds and means of their control,
control, $76,635,
which $40,000
$40,000 shall be
$76,635, of which
expended for scientific
scientific investigation
control and eradiexpended
investigation concerning
concerning control
cation of whitetop, bind weed,
weed, and other noxious weeds.
cation
Cereal crops and diseases: For the investigation
improvement
investigation and improvement
of
methods of cereal production
for
of cereals,
cereals, including corn,
corn, and methods
production and for
cereal diseases,
investigation of
of
and for
for the
the investigation
the study
study and control
control of
of cereal
diseases, and
cultivation and
including a
a
the cultivation
and breeding
breeding of flax for seed
seed purposes,
purposes, including
improvement of
of
study of flax diseases, and for the investigation
investigation and improvement
broomcorn and
broomcorn production,
$500,000.
broomcorn
and methods
methods of broomcorn
production, $500,000.
and diseases: For investigation of
of
Cotton and other fiber crops and
fiber crops, including the improvethe production
production of cotton and other fiber
selection, fiber yield and
ment by cultural methods, breeding, and selection,
quality, and the control of diseases,
diseases, $408,345,
$408,345, of which sum not less
$14,700 shall be used for experimenting
experimenting in Sea Island cotton,
cotton,
than $14,700
hybridization with
with other varieties.
varieties.
including its
its hybridization
Drug
investigation, testing, and
Drug and related
related plants:
plants: For
For the
the investigation,
and
improvement of plants yielding drugs,
drugs, spices,
spices, poisons,
improvement
poisons, oils, and
related products
products and byproducts,
$43,500.
related
byproducts, $43,500.
Dry-land agriculture: For the investigation
improvement of
investigation and improvement
methods of crop production
production under subhumid,
subhumid, semiarid, or dry-land
dry-land
conditions, $226,828:
$226,828: Provided,
That no part of this appropriation
appropriation
Provided, That
shall
establishment of
station.
of any new field station.
shall be used
used for
for the establishment

Investigation
Investigation
fruits, etc.
etc.

of
of

Farm buildings.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on cost;
exception.
exception.

Administrative
exAdministrative expenses.

Arlington Farm.

Wild plants and
Wild
and
grazing lands;
lands; weeds.
grazing

Cereal crops
crops
diseases.
diseases.

and
and

and other
other
Cotton and
crops and disfiber crops
eases.
eases.

Sea Island cotton.
Drug and related
plants.
Dry-land
ture.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Restriction.

agricul-
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Experimental greenhouse
For maintenance
operand opermaintenance and
maintenance: For
greenhouse maintenance:
Experimental
ation
of experimental
experimental greenhouses
greenhouses and
and adjacent
experimental
adjacent experimental
ation of
grounds
plots, $77,372.
$77,372.
grounds and
and plots,
Fertilizer investigations:
investigations: For
within the
the United
United
investigations within
For investigations
Fertilizer
Fertilizer investigainvestigations.
including phosphoric
fertilizers, fertilizer
tions.
States of fertilizers
fertilizer ingredients,
ingredients, including
phosphoric acid
acid
and potash,
soil amendments
and their
their suitability
suitability for
agrifor agriamendments and
other soil
and other
potash, and
and
cultural use,
$240,000.
use, $240,000.
cultural
Forage
crops and
diseases: For
For the
investigation and improvement
improvement
the investigation
and diseases:
Forage
Forage crops
Forage crops and
diseases.
of
including grasses, alfalfas,
alfalfas 2 clovers,
clovers, soybeans,
soybeans, lespecrops, including
of forage
forage crops,
diesees.
dezas, vetches,
cowpeas, field
field peas,
peas, and
and miscellaneous
for
legumes; for
miscellaneous legumes;
vetches, cowpeas,
dezas,
the investigation
investigation of
green-manure crops
crops and
and cover crops; for invesof green-manure
the
tigations looking
the improvement
invesand for the invespastures; and
of pastures;
improvement of
to the
looking to
tigations
tigation
of forage-crop
forage-crop diseases
diseases and
and methods
of control,
control, $300,000.
$300,000.
methods of
tigation of
of diseases
diseases of forest and
investigation of
the investigation
For the
Forest pathology.
Forest
pathology: For
and
Forest pathology:
ornamental
trees and
and shrubs,
study of
the nature
nature and
and
of the
including aa study
shrubs, including
ornamental trees
habits of
the chestnut-tree
chestnut-tree bark
bark disease,
causing the
fungi causing
parasitic fungi
of the
the parasitic
habits
the white-pine
white-pine blister
tree diseases,
diseases, for
the
for the
epidemic tree
other epidemic
and other
rust, and
blister rust,
the
purpose
of discovering
discovering new
methods of
of control
control and
and applying
applying methods
new methods
purpose of
of
eradication or
discovered, and
$110,969
including $110,969
and including
already discovered,
control already
or control
of eradication
for investigations
diseases of
forest trees
trees and forest
forest products,
products,
of forest
of diseases
investigations of
for
C. 581b),
45stat.
Stat. 701.
701.
22, 1928
1928 (16
Act approved
under section
approved May
May 22,
(16 U. S.
S. C.
581b),
section 33of
of the
the Act
under
$245,000.
vegetable crops and diseases: For investigation
Fruit and vegetable
Fruit and vegetable
investigation and conconcrops and diseases.
of culture, propagation,
trol
crops and diseases.
trol of diseases,
diseases for improvement
improvement of methods .of
propagation,
related activities
activities concerned
selection, and related
breeding,
concerned with
with the probreeding, selection,
related plants,
duction
fruits, nuts,
nuts, vegetables,
vegetables, ornamentals,
ornamentals, and related
of fruits,
duction of
harvesting, packing,
of harvesting,
for investigation
packing, shipping,
shipping, storstormethods of
investigation of methods
for
ing and
and utilizing
utilizing these
products, and
studies of
of the
physiological
the physiological
for studies
and for
these products,
ing
and related
related changes
during processes
processes of marketing
marketing
products during
of such
such products
changes of
and
and
in commercial
$1,300,000.
storage, $1,300,000.
commercial storage,
while in
and while
Genetics
and bio
biobiophysics: For biophysical
Genetics and
Genetics and biophysics:
biophysical investigations
investigations in conphysics.
physics.
nection with the various
nection
various lines of work herein
herein authorized,
authorized, $25,000.
Irrigation
agriculinvestigations of crop production on
Irrigation
Irrigation agriculIrrigation agriculture:
agriculture: For investigations
on
ture.
its use
use by crops,
Post,
irrigable lands,
water and its
the quality
quality of
of irrigation
irrigation water
irrigable
lands, the
Post, p. 639.
and methods
for improving
maintaining the productivity
productivity of
of
improving and maintaining
and
methods for
irrigated soils, $133,500.
Mycology
and dismycological collections
Mycology
dls,
Mycology and
and disease
disease survey:
survey: For mycological
collections and
and the
the
Mycolo'g and
ease survey.
plant-disease survey, $45,818.
ease survey.
maintenance
maintenance of a
aplant-disease
$45,818.
National
ArboreNational Arboretum:
Arboretum: For
For the
the maintenance
development of
National
Arboreo
National
maintenance and
and development
of
tum.
provisions of the Act
the National
t.
National Arboretum
Arboretum established
established under
under the provisions
Act
entitled
authorizing the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to estabthe Secretary
"An Act
Act authorizing
entitled "An
44 Stat.
44
Stat. 1422.
1422.
a National
Arboretum, and for other purposes',
lish a
National Arboretum,
purposes", approved
approved March
March
4,
U. S.
S. C.
erection of buildings,
employment of
of
buildings, employment
191-194), erection
(20 U.
C. 191-194),
4, 1927
1927 (20
and elsewhere,
persons and
elsewhere, and
Washington and
and means
means in the city of Washington
persons
traveling expenses
expenses of employees
employees and advisory
advisory council,
council, $54,587,
$54,587, of
of
which
amounts as
expended by conwhich such amounts
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary may be expended
otherwise for the
consulting landscape
landscape architects
architects
the services
services of
of consulting
tract or
or otherwise
42
42 Stat.
Stat. 148.8.
148.
Classification Act of 1923,
without reference
reference to the Classification
1923, as amended,
amended, or
or
5
S. C.
C. §§ 661-674;
661-674;
5 U.
U.S.
civil-service rules.
rules.
673,
Supp. V, §§T
673, 673c.
673c. civil-service
supp.
Nematology.
Nematology.
Nematology: For crop technological
Nematology:
technological investigations,
investigations, including the
study of
of plant-infesting
nematodes, $48,961.
$48,961.
study
plant-infesting nematodes,
Plant
exploration
Plant
exploration
Plant exploration
and
exploration and introduction:
introduction: For
For investigations
investigations in seed
seed and
and introduction.
plant introduction,
introduction, including
and introduction
including the study, collection,
collection, purchase, testing,
distribution of rare and
propagation,
propagation, and distribution
and valuable
valuable seeds,
seeds, bulbs, trees,
trees,
shrubs, vines, cuttings, and plants
countries
and
from
plants from foreign cou
nt
ri
es an
df
rom
our possessions,
possessions, for
for experiments
introduction
our
experiments with
with reference
reference to
to their
their introduction
and cultivation
cultivation in
in this
this country,
investigation of
of their
their diseases,
diseases
for investigation
and for
country, and
and
$224,533.

Experimental greenExperimentalgreenhouse maintenance.
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Soil chemical and physical
physical investigations:
investigations: For chemical, physical,
investigations of soil types,
composition,
types soil composition,
physical-chemical investigations
and physical-chemical
soil, and all chemical
and soil minerals, the soil solution, solubility
solubility of soil
chemical
and
relation to
to soil formation,
formation,
properties of soils in their relation
physical properties
and physical
erosibility, and soil productivity,
productivity, $70,000.
soil texture, erosibility,
Soil-fertility
investigations: For soil investigations
causes of
investigations into causes
Soil-fertility investigations:
infertility; maintenance
maintenance of productivity;
effects of soil composition,
composition,
productivity; effects
cultural
and
fertilizers on yield and quality of crops; and
cultural methods, and fertilizers
transformation of soil
the properties, composition,
composition, formation, and transformation
organic matter, $121,622.
investigations of the micromicrobiology investigations: For investigations
Soil microbiology
including the testing of
activities, including
organisms of the soil and their activities,
organisms
inoculating
samples procured
procured in the
cultures for inoculating
the open market, of cultures
samples
publication of results, and if
legumes,
if
legumes, other crops, or soil, and the publication
nonviable, or misbranded,
any such samples are found to be impure, nonviable,
misbranded,
together with the names
the results of the tests may be published,
publishes, together
of
the manufacturers
manufacturers and of the persons by whom the cultures were
of the
$39,854.
offered for sale, $39,854.
Soil
for
investigation of soils and their origin, for
For the investigation
survey: For
Soil survey:
survey
extent of classes and types, and for indicating
indicating upon
survey of the extent
maps
and plats,
plats, by coloring
otherwise, the results of such investior otherwise,
coloring or
maps and
gations and surveys,
surveys, $275,000.
Sugar-plant
investigations: For sugar-plant
includinvestigations, includsugar-plant investigations,
Sugar-plant investigations:
improvement of sugar
ing studies
studies of diseases
diseases and the improvement
sugar beets and
and sugaring
seed, $315,000.
$315,000.
beet seed,
Tobacco
investigations: For
For the
improvement
investigation and improvement
the investigation
Tobacco investigations:
handling,
of tobacco and
production and handling,
tobacco production
and the methods of tobacco
of
$140,544.
$140,544.
Total,
Bureau of Plant Industry, $5,171,455,
$5,171,455,
and expenses, Bureau
salaries and
Total, salaries
of
which amount not to exceed $1,655,147
$1,655,147 may be expended
expended for
for
of which
departmental personal
services in the District of Columbia and not
personal services
departmental
to exceed
exceed $12,520
$12,520 shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of motor-promotor-proto
pelled and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
necessary in the
passenger-carrying vehicles necessary
and horse-drawn
pelled
conduct of
work outside
the District of Columbia.
outside the
field work
of field
conduct

chemical, etc.,
Soil chemical,
investigations.
investigations.

Soil-fertility invesinvesSoil-fertility
tigations.

Soil-microbiology
Boil-microbiology
investigations.
investigations.

Publication
Publication
results.

of

Soil survey.
survey.
Soil

Sugar-plant investiSugar-plant
gations.
gations.

Tobacco investigaInvestigaTobacco
tions.
tions.

Total;
personalservTotal; personalservices.

Vehicles.

FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST
SALARIES AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES

For
and means in the District of
persons and
of persons
employment of
the employment
For the
Columbia
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to enable
elsewhere to
and elsewhere
Columbia and
experiment
continue investigations
investigations and report on
and to make and continue
experiment and
forestry, national
forests, forest
forest fires,
fires, and
and lumbering,
but no
no part
part
lumbering, but
national forests,
forestry,
of this
this appropriation
any experiment
experiment or test made
shall be used for any
appropriation shall
of
outside
advise the owners
owners of
United States; to advise
of the
the United
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
outside the
woodlands
as to
investigate and test
of the same; to investigate
care of
proper care
to the proper
woodlands as
American
methods for the
timber and timber trees and their uses, and methods
American timber
preservative
through investigations
investigations and
and
of timber; to seek, through
treatment of
preservative treatment
the
species, suitable trees for the treeforeign species,
of native and foreign
planting of
the planting
less regions;
necessary buildings:
Provided, That the cost of
buildings: Provided,
erect necessary
to erect
regions; to
less
improved, exclusive of the cost
any
purchased, erected,
erected, or as improved,
any building purchased,
connecting
of
constructing a
awater-supply
water-supply or sanitary system and of connecting
of constructing
the
exclusive of the cost of any
such building, and exclusive
the same with any such
tower upon which a
shall not exceed
exceed
erected, shall
a lookout house may be erected,
tower
$7,500, with the exception
exception that any building
building erected,
erected, purchased,
purchased, or
$7,500,
acquired,
$7,500 or more, may
may be improved
unproved out
cost of which was $7,500
the cost
acquired, the
of
the appropriations
appropriations made under
under this Act for the Forest Service by
of the
an
centun of the cost of such building
building
exceed 22 per centum
to exceed
amount not to
an amount
I---35
193470*-41—PT. 1
193470°-41-PT.

35

Experiments
and
and
Experiments
investigations
on forInvestigations on
estry, etc.
etc.
Restrict ion.
Restriction.

Provisos.
Prorisos.
cost
Limitation on cost
Limitation
buildings; excepof buildings;
tion.
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of as certified by the Secretary
of
Secretary of Agriculture;
Agriculture •' to protect, administer,
and improve the national
national forests
including tree
planting and
and other
other
forests, including
tree planting
measures to
prevent erosion, drift,
drift, surface
surface wash,
wash, soil
soil waste,
and the
the
to prevent
waste, and
formation of floods, and to
water and
payment
formation
to conserve
conserve water
and including
including the
the payment
under regulations
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture for
for
of rewards under
information
information leading to the arrest and conviction
for violation
violation of
of the
conviction for
the
laws and regulations relating
forests,
relating to fires in
in or near
near national forests,
Care of fish
flis and or for the unlawful
unlawful taking of, or injury
injury to, Government
property; to
Government
property;
game.
ascertain
natural conditions
forests,
ascertain the natural
conditions upon and utilize
utilize the
the national
national forests
supplied to
stock the
the national
to transport and care for fish and
and game
game supplied
to stock
national
forests or the waters therein;
and illustrate
the
therein; to
to collate,
collate, digest, report,
report, and
illustrate the
results of experiments
investigations made
made by
the Forest
Service;
experiments and investigations
by the
Forest Service;
to purchase
purchase lawbooks, reference
books and
and technical
technical
reference and technical
technical books,
journals for officers
officers of the Forest Service stationed outside
outside of
of WashingWashingMedical
supplies,
snppUies
ton, and for medical supplies
supplies and services
services and other
other assistance necesnecesetc.
etc.
immediate relief
sary for the immediate
relief of artisans, laborers, and other
other employees
employees
engaged in any hazardous
hazardous work under
Provided
under the
the Forest Service:
Service: Provided
m ain
Warehouse
Warehouse main- further,
further, That the appropriations
appropriations for the work of the Forest Service
Service
tenance, etc.
tenance,
shall be available
available for meeting
meeting the expenses
expenses of warehouse maintenance
maintenance
and the procurement, care, and handling of
equipment, and
and
of supplies, equipment,
materials stored therein for distribution to projects under the supermaterials
vision of the Forest Service and for sale
to other
other
sale and
and distribution to
Government
activities and to State and private
Government activities
private agencies
agencies who cooperate
with the Forest Service
Service in fire control under terms of written
written cooperative agreements, the cost of such supplies, equipment, and materials,
materials,
supervision, transportation,
including the cost of supervision,
warehousing, and
and
transportation, warehousing,
handling, to be reimbursed
reimbursed to appropriations
appropriations current
current at the time addimaterials are procured
tional supplies and materials
procured for warehouse
warehouse stocks:
stocks:
Rent of equipment
equ
Provided further,
further, That the Forest Service
Service may rent equipment
equipment to
to other Federa
Federalpr
agen-at Provided
cies.
cies.
other Federal agencies
agencies at rates sufficient to reimburse
reimburse the appropriations of the Forest Service
Service that would otherwise
otherwise be chargeable
chargeable with
with
the cost of the repair, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and depreciation
depreciation of
of such
such equipequipment, as
as follows:
ment,
follows:
Administrati
Administrative exv e
General
.
administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses for
for genpenses.
penses.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including the salary
salary of
the Chief
Chief
of the
Forester, for the necessary
of the
the National
National Forest
ForestReservaRese rvanecessary expenses
expenses of
tion Commission
Commission as authorized
authorized by section 14 of
of the
March 1,
1,
the Act
Act of
of March
36 Stat. 963.
963.
1911 (16
514), and
(16 U. S. C. 514),
and for other personal
personal services
services in the District
District

Protection, etc.,
Protection,
eltc.
national forests.
forests.

of
Columbia, $600,000.
$600,000.
of Columbia,
National forest
forest protection
protection and
and management:
management: For
the administraadministraFor the
tion, protection,
protection, use, maintenance,
and development
deve l
opmen t
maintenance improvement,
improvement, and
of the national forests, including
including the establishment
establishment and maintenance
maintenance
procurement of tree
of forest tree nurseries,
nurseries including
including the procurement
tree seed
seed and
and
nursery
stock by
by purchase,
or otherwise,
otherwise, seeding
and tree
tree
ntro
nursery stock
purchase, production,
production, or
seeding and
Aerial fire co
control.
Aerial
planting and the care of plantations
planting
plantations and
and young
growth; the
the maintemainteyoung growth;
of aerial
fire control
control by
by contract
contract or
or otherwise;
otherwise;
of
nance and
and operation
operation of
aerial fire
Maintenan
Maintenance
of nance
roads and
and trails.
roads
trail .
the maintenance of roads and trails and the construction
construction and maintenance of all other improvements
improvements necessary
necessary for the proper and
and
economical administration,
administration, protection,
economical
protection, development, and use of the
national forests, including experimental
experimental areas under Forest Service
Proviso.
Proaiso.
Direct
purchases.
pI chases. administration:
Provided,That
administration: Provided,
That where, in
of the
in the opinion
opinion of
the Secretary
Secretary
etc.
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, direct purchases
purchases will be more economical
economical than construction, improvements
improvements may be purchased;
purchased; the construction,
construction, equipand maintenance
maintenance of sanitary, fire preventive,
ment, an
preventive and recreational
facilities; control of destructive
destructive forest
forest tree diseases
diseases and insects;
insects;
timber cultural operations;
application of fish
operations; development
development and application
fish and
and
game
management plans;
plans; propagation
game management
propagation and
and transplanting
transplanting of
of plants
plants
suitable for planting
planting.on semiarid
semiarid portions off the national forests;
othe national forests;
estimating and appraising of timber and other
resources
resources and develop-

National forest
profor
tection and managetection
n Sanage
ment.
ment.
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ment and application of plans for their effective
effective management,
management, sale,
examination, classification,
surveying, and appraisal
appraisal of land
and use; examination,
classification, surveying,
incident to effecting exchanges authorized
authorized by law and of lands within
the boundaries
boundaries of the national forests that may be opened to homesettlement and entry under
under the Act
Act of June
June 11,
11, 1906, and the
stead settlement
Act of August 10, 1912 (16 U. S. C. 506-509),
506-509), as provided
provided by the
Act of March 4, 1913 (16 U. S. C. 512);
512) •and all expenses
expenses necessary
necessary
improvement, protection,
protection, and general
general
for the use, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
administration
including lands under contract
administration of the national
national forests, including
contract
condemnation proceedfor purchase
purchase or for the acquisition
acquisition of which condemnation
proceedinstituted under the Act of March 1,
(16 U. S. C.
ings have been instituted
1, 1911 (16
521), and the Act of June 7, 1924 (16 U.
521),
U. S. C. 471, 499, 505, 564-570),
564-570),
transferred by authority
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture from
lands transferred
the Resettlement
Resettlement Administration
Administration to the Forest Service, and lands
transferred to the Forest Service under authority of the BankheadBankheadProvided, That $200
$200 of this
$11,500,000: Provided,
Jones Farm Tenant Act, $11,500,000:
appropriation
caring
properly caring
appropriation shall be available for the expenses of properly
for the graves of fire fighters buried
buried at Wallace
Wallace, Idaho; Newport,
Newport,
Washington; and Saint Marks,
Idaho: Provided
further, That in
Provided further
Maries, Idaho:
Washington;
forest
sales of logs, ties, poles, posts, cordwood,
pulpwood, and other forest
cordwood, pulpwood,
products the amounts made available
available for schools and roads
roads by the
products
Act of May 23, 1908 (16 U. S. C. 500),
500), and the Act of March 4,
1913 (16 U. S. C. 501),
501), shall be based
based upon the stumpage value of
further, That there is hereby reappropiiated
reappropriated
Provided further,
the timber: Provided
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, for the same purpose
purpose as
originally
appropriated any balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation "National
"National
originally appropriated
Forest
Protection and Management"
Management" contained
contained in the First Deficiency
Forest Protection
Appropriation
year 1939 (Public,
(Public, Numbered 7, SeventyAppropriation Act, fiscal year
sixth Congress),
Congress), which remains unobligated
unobhgated on June 30, 1940.
Water
For the
the investigation
investigation and establishment
establishment of water
water
Water rights:
rights: For
including the purchase
purchase thereof
thereof or of lands or interests in
rights, including
lands or
for use
use and
and protection
of water
water rights
rights necesprotection of
or rights-of-way
rights-of-way for
lands
connection with the administration
administration and public
or beneficial
beneficial in connection
sary or
use of
of the national forests, $20,000.
preventing forest fires on
Fighting forest fires: For fighting and preventing
or threatening
national forests
forests and
and unappropriated
unappropriated public forest
the national
or
threatening the
available.
immediately available.
which amount shall be immediately
$100,000, which
lands, $100,000,
Private forestry
forestry cooperation:
cooperation: For cooperation
cooperation with and advice to
Private
timberland owners
wood-using industries or other
other
associations, wood-using
owners and associations,
timberland
appropriate
agencies in
in the
the application
application of
forest management
management prinof forest
appropriate agencies
ciples
Federally-owned lands leased to States and to private
private forest
forest
ciples to
to Federally-owned
lands,
sustained yield
yield management,
conservation
management, the conservation
lands, so as to attain sustained
of
the timber
of forest lands, and the
productivity of
resource, the productivity
timber resource,
of the
stabilization of employment
employment and
continuance of forest
forest
and economic
economic continuance
stabilization
industries, $100,000.
Forest
research: For
research in
accordance with
with the
the proproin accordance
For forest
forest research
Forest research:
visions
1, 2, 7,
entitled "An Act
Act
7, 8, 9, and 10 of the Act entitled
of sections
sections 1,
visions of
to insure adequate
other forest
forest products
adequate supplies of timber and other
promote the full use for
United States, to promote
of the United
for the people of
timber
purposes of forest lands in the United
United
and other
other purposes
growing and
timber growing
States,
abandoned areas not
not suitsuitwood lots
lots and those abandoned
States, including
including farm wood
agricultural production,
production, and to secure the correlation
correlation and
able for agricultural
economical conduct of forest
forest research
research in the Department
Department
the most economical
of
through research
research in
in reforestation,
timber growing,
growing,
reforestation, timber
Agriculture through
of Agriculture
protection
economics and
and related subjects",
subjects",
protection,' utilization, forest economics,
approved
(16 2U.
[3.. S.
S. C.
581, 581a,
581a, 581f581fC. 581,
as amended
amended (16
May 22,
22, 1928,
1928, as
approved May
581i) ,as follows:
follows:
581i),
Forest
management: Fire,
and other forest investigainvestigaFire, silvicultural,
silvicultural, and
Forest management:
tions
section 2, as amended,
amended, at forest experitions and
and experiments
experiments under section
elsewhere, $605,000.
ment stations or elsewhere,

213; 37 Stat.
Stat.
34 Stat. 233;
842.
287, 842.

Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc.,
etc.,
of national forests.
forests.
of

Stat. 963;
963; 43 Stat.
Stat.
36 Stat.
653.

60 Stat. 522.
622.
50
S. 0.,
V,
77U. S.
., Stipp.
Snpp. V,
3,3.
ch. 3,.
Provios.
Provisos.
graves oof fire
Care of
o graves
fighters.
of forest
forest prodSale of
ucts.

260; 37 Stat.
Stat.
35 Stat. 260;
843.
16 U.
S. C., supp.
Stipp. V,
16
U. S.
§SOla.
501a.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

63 Stat. 513.
53
13.

Water
Water rights.
rights.

Fighting forest fires.

Private forestry ooPrivate
eooperation.
operation.

Forest researeh.
research.

45 Stat.
Stat. 699.
16 U.
U. S.. C., Supp. V,
§581a.
f581a.
Forestmanagement.
Forestmanagement.
U. .S. C.
C.§ §581a;
681a;
16 U.
Supp. V.
I 581a.
V, §

548
Range investigainvestigations.
16 U.
U. S. C.. j 581f.
581f.

Forest products.
16.U.,S,
O 1 581g.
U.S C.
C.
581g.
Forest survey.
16 U.8.
U.S. C. §§581h.

Forest economics.
economics.
C.§ 5811.
16 1J.
U.SS.. c.
81i.
Forest influenes.
influences.
Forest

Total; additional
additional
from contributions.
contributions.

1132.
43 Stat.
Stat. 1132.
33 Stat. 430.
430.
38

* P0ei/os.
Personal servies.
services.
Contributions to
to
designated organizaorganizations.
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Range
investigations: Investigations
and experiments
experiments to
to develop
develop
Range investigations:
Investigations and
improved methods
of management
of forest
forest and
and other
ranges under
under
improved
methods of
management of
other ranges
section 7,
7, at
or range
experiment stations
section
at forest
forest or
range experiment
stations or
or elsewhere,
elsewhere, $270,935.
$270,935.
Forest products:
products: Experiments,
investigations and
tests of
of forest
Forest
Experiments, investigations,
and tests
forest
products under
under section
section 8,
8, at
at the
the Forest
Forest Products'
or elseelseproducts
Products Laboratory,
Laboratory, or
where, $632,500.
$632,500.
where,
Forest survey:
survey: A
A. comprehensive
forest survey
survey under
under section
section 9,
9,
Forest
comprehensive forest
$250,000.
$250,000.
Forest
in forest
economics under
under section
section
Forest economics:
economics: Investigations
Investigations in
forest economics
10, $140,000.
$140,000.
10,
Forest
influences: For
and experiments
experiments at
at forest
forest
Forest influences:
For investigations
investigations and
experiment stations
elsewhere for
and demonstrating
experiment
stations or
or elsewhere
for determining
determining and
demonstrating
the influence
natural vegetative
vegetative cover
cover characteristic
characteristic of
forest,
the
influence of
of natural
of forest,
range, or
or other
on water
flood control,
control,
range,
other wild
wild land
land on
water conservation,
conservation, flood
stream-flow
regulation, erosion,
and maintenance
maintenance of
of soil
soil
stream-flow regulation,
erosion, climate,
climate, and
productivity, and
and for
preventive and
and control
control measures
measures
productivity,
for developing
developing preventive
therefor , $135,000.
$135,000.
therefor,
In all
expenses, $14,353,435;
in addition
addition thereto
thereto
In
all,, salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
$14,353,435; and
and in
there
are hereby
hereby-appropriated
appropriated all
all moneys
moneys received
as contributions
contributions
there are
received as
toward
under the
provisions of
of section
section 11of
of the
the Act
toward cooperative
cooperative work under
the provisions
Act
approved
March 3,
(16 U.
572), which
funds shall
shall be
be
approved March
3, 1925
1925 (16
U. S.
S. C.
C. 572),
which funds
covered
into the
the Treasury
Treasury and
and constitute
constitute aapart
part of
the special
special funds
funds
covered into
of the
by the
June 30,
30, 1914
1914 (16
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 498):
498) :Provided,
provided by
the Act
Act of
of June
Provided,
at not
not to
$859,319 may
may be
expended for
for departmental
departmental perThat
to exceed
exceed $859,319
be expended
personal services
in the
District of
That
sonal
services in
the District
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
$1,500 may
may be
be expended
expended for
for the
the contribution
contribution of
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500
of the
the
United States to the cost
cost of the office of the secretariat
secretariat of the International Union
Research Stations
and of
of the
national
Union of
of Forest
Forest Research
Stations and
the Department
Department
of Timber Utilization
of
Utilization of
the Comite
Bois.
of the
Comite International
International du
du Bois.
FOREST-FIRE
COOPERATION
FOREST-FIRE COOPERATION

Cooperation with
Cooperation
States, etc.

63.
43 Stat. 653.
Study of
of tax
tax laws,
etc.
etc.
Personalservoes.
servkxe.

For cooperation
cooperation with the various States
States or other
other appropriate
appropriate.agenagencies in forest-fire
forest-fire prevention
prevention and suppression
suppression and the protection of
of
timbered
cut-over lands in accordance
timbered and cut-over
provisions of
of
accordance with the provisions
sections 1, 2, and 3
3 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the
protection of forest lands, for the reforestation
reforestation of denuded
denuded areas,
for the extension
extension of national
national forests, and for other purposes, in order
order
to promote continuous
continuous production
production of timber on lands chiefly
chiefly valuable
therefor", approved
approved June 7, 1924, as amended (16 U. S. C. 564
therefor",
570),
564-570),
including also the study of the effect
effect of tax laws and the investiga3 of said Act,
tion of timber insurance
insurance as provided in section 3
$2,200,000, of which
which not to exceed $65,540
$65,540 shall be available for
for
$2,200,000,
departmental personal
departmental
personal services
services in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
not
and not
to exceed $2,500 for the purchase
purchase of supplies and equipment
equipment required
for the purposes
purposes of said Act in the District of Columbia.
Columbia.
NEW
ENGLAND HURRICANE
HULKICANE DAMAGE
DAMAGE
NEW ENGLAND

Completion
Completion of FedFederal undertaking.
Forest-fire
Forest-Ore suppres
suppres•
Mon, etc.
sion,

eapopriation.
ReopProPriation•
513.
: 5$
i Stat.
8itat. 613.

For completion
completion of the Federal
Federal undertaking:
undertaking: For reduction
reduction of the
extreme forest-fire hazard, for intensification
intensification of forest-fire
forest-fire patrol and
and
suppression on State, county, municipal,
municipal, and private
forest-fire suppression
forest lands in the States of Maine, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, Vermont,
Vermont,
Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut,
Connecticut, resulting
resulting from or
made necessary by the New England hurricane
September 1938,
hurricane of September
including
including the employment
employment of persons and means in the District of
of
Columbia, and elsewhere, printing
printing and binding, purchase, exchange,
exchange,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, and other
other
necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, $300,000, together
together with
with any
any balance
balance of
of the
the approappropriation
priation "New
"New England
England Hurricane
Hurricane Damage" contained in the First

54 STAT.]
54
STAT. ]
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Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1939
Numbered 7,
Deficiency
1939 (Public, Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Seventy-sixth
Congress), which
which remains unobligated
unobligated on June
30,
June 30,
1940: Provided,
Provided, That section 3709, Revised
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5),
5),
shall
expenditure hereunder where
shall not apply in the case of any expenditure
where the
the
aggregate
$300: Provided
aggregate amount involved
involved does not exceed $300:
Provided further,
further,
That of the amount herein appropriated,
appropriated, the Federal
Federal Government
Government
shall not expend
expend in any State
State an
in excess
of the
the amount
an amount
amount in
excess of
amount
heretofore or hereafter
heretofore
hereafter made available by said State, or the political
subdivisions
contained in this
subdivisions thereof, for the purposes
purposes contained
this paragraph.
paragraph.
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Provisos.
Proveis.
Minor purchases.
Minor
purchases.

State, etc.,
etc., contributions.
tions.

ACQUISTION OF LANDS
ACQUISITION
LANDS FOR
FOR NATIONAL
NATIONAL FORESTS
FORESTS
Acquisition of
of forest
forest
For the acquisition of forest lands under
Acquisition
under the
the provisions
of the
the
provisions of
lands.
Act approved
approved March 1,
1, 1911,
1911, as amended
amended (16
U. S.
513-519, 521),
(16 U.
S. C.
C. 513-519,
Stat. 961.
961.
36 Stat.
521)
under sound commercial
titl e satisfactory
sa ti sf
act
ory to
t
o the
the Att
orney G
eneral
commercial title
Attorney
Generai
as provided
in said Act, including the transfer
provided in
transfer to
of the
the
to the
the Office
Office of
Solicitor of such funds for the employment
employment by that
office of
persons
that office
of persons
and means in the District of Columbia
Columbia and
be
and elsewhere
elsewhere as
as may
may be
necessary in connection
connection with the acquisition
acquisition of
of such
such lands,
$1,000,000:
lands, $1,000,000:
Provided, That not to exceed
Proviso.
Provided,
exceed $80,000
$80,000 of the sum appropriated
appropriated in
in Proviso.
Personal services.
services.
this paragraph
paragraph may be expended for departmental
departmental personal
personal services
services
in the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
For the acquisition
Control of soil
erosoil eroacquisition of land to facilitate
facilitate the
control of
of soil
erosion
the control
soil erosion
sion and flood damsion
and flood damage originating within
within the
the age.
the exterior
exterior boundaries
boundaries of
of the
age.
following national forests, in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
the
of the
following Acts authorizing
following
authorizing annual
annual appropriations
appropriations of
of forest
forest receipts
receipts
for such purposes, and in not
the following
following amounts
amounts from
not to
to exceed
exceed the
from
such receipts:
receipts: Uinta and Wasatch
Wasatch National Forests, Utah, Act
Act of
of
August 26, 1935 (49 Stat. 866),
Cache National
866), $40,000;
$40,000; Cache
National Forest,
Forest,
Stat. 347),
Utah, Act of May 11, 1938 (52
(52 Stat.
$6,000; San
San Bernardino
Bernardino
347), $6,000;
Ante, p. 298.
298.
Ante,
and Cleveland National Forests
Forests in Riverside
Riverside County,
California, Act
Act
County, California,
699), $15,000;
$15,000; Nevada
of June 15, 1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 699),
Nevada and
and Toiyabe
Toiyabe
National Forests, Nevada,
Nevada, Act
Act of June
June 25, 1938
1938 (52
Stat,. 1205),
(52 Stat.
1205),
$10,000; in
$71,000.
$10,000;
in all,
all, $71,000.
Total.
Total.
Total, Forest Service,
$17,924,435, of
amount not
to exceed
exceed
Service, $17,924,435,
of which
which amount
not to
Vehicles.
$61,628
the purchase
$61,628 shall be available for the
purchase of
motor-propelled and
and
of motor-propelled
horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary in
conduct of
of
in the conduct
field work
work outside the District of
and in
in addition
addition thereto
thereto
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
expenditure from funds
there is authorized for expenditure
provided for
for carryfunds provided
carry42 Stat. 217.
217.
ing out the provisions of the Federal Highway Act
of November
Act of
November 99, 42
1921 (23 U. S. C. 21,
21, 23),
23), not
not to
for th
rc hase of
a
to exceed
exceed $9,755
$9,755 for
thee pu
purchase
motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
use by
Forest
vehicles for
for use
by the
the Forest
Service in the construction
construction and maintenance
national-forest roads
roads.
maintenance of
of national-forest

FOREST ROADS AND TRAILS

For carrying
carrying out the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 23
23 of
the Federal
Federal HighHighof the
way Act approved
approved November
November 9,
9, 1921
1921 (23
(23 U.
U. S.
C. 23),
23) 2including
including not
not
S. C.
to exceed
exceed $59,500 for departmental
departmental personal
in the
the District
personal services
services in
District
$9,000,000, which
of Columbia, $9,000,000,
which sum
sum consists
balance of
of the
the
consists of
of the
the balance
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated for
fiscal year
year 1940
1940 and
and
for the
the fiscal
$2,000,000 of the amount authorized
authorized to be
be appropriated
the fiscal
fiscal
appropriated for
for the
year 1941 by the Act approved June 8,
8, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 635),
635), to
to be
be
immediately
immediately available
available and to remain available
until expended:
expended:
available until
Provided, That this appropriation
appropriation shall
Provided,
shall be
be available
available for
the rental,
rental,
for the
purchase,
construction of buildings necessary
purchase, or construction
necessary for
for the
storage of
the storage
of
equipment and supplies used
for road
road and
trail construction
construction and
used for
and trail
and
maintenance,
maintenance, but the total cost of any
any such
building purchased
purchased or
or
such building
authorization shall
constructed under this authorization
exceed. $7,500.
$7,500.
shall not
not exceed

Development,
Development, etc.
etc.
42 Stat. 215.
218.
U. S. C.,
23 U.S.
C., Supp. V,
V,

23a.
l23a.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 977.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Buildings for
for storage
storage
Buildings
of
of equipment,
equipment, etc.
Limitation on cost.
coat.
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AND
BUREAU
CHEMISTRY AND
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
OF AGRICULTURAL
BUREAU OF
ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
FIAT.ATiM9
EXPENSES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
Investigations,etc.
etc.
Intliations,

Administrative ecaAdminstratt
ppeons.
s .

ohemi-

Agricultural
Agrictural chemical investigations.
87.
12 Stat. 387.

f

Cooperation with
Coopsration
scientific societiesogo.

with

oleti

t,.

Industrial
utilizationnd
ostralprouation of farm products.

to.

etc.

'

Agricultural engiengiAgrultural
neering investigations.

nertnigetigtlons.

Cotton ginning.
ootton
81*-.248.
sBt.s.

hereinafter
For
investigations, experiments,
and demonstrations
demonstrations hereinafter
experiments, and
For investigations,
authorized,
independently or in cooperation
branches of
of
cooperation with other branches
authorized, independently
the
Department of
of Agriculture,
other departments
departments or
or agencies
agencies of the
the
Agriculture, other
the Department
Federal
States, State
agricultural experiment
experiment stations,
stations,
State agricultural
Government, States,
Federal Government,
universities, and
and other
other State
State agencies
and institutions,
institutions, counties,
counties,
agencies and
universities,
municipalities, business,
business, farm,
other organizations
organizations .
and corporacorporaor other
farm, or
municipalities,
tions, individuals,
associations, and
societies, including the
scientific societies,
and scientific
individuals, associations,
tions,
employment
necessary persons
persons and
and means
in .the city of Washmeans in
of necessary
employment of
ington and
repair of
of
erection, alteration, and repair
and for erection,
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
ington
buildings
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia at a
a total
total cost not to
outside the
buildings outside
exceed $15,000,
$15,000, as follows:
follows:
exceed
expenses: For necessary expenses
General
administrative expenses:
expenses for genGeneral administrative
eral
purposes, including
of
including the salary of Chief of
eral administrative
administrative purposes,
Bureau and
services in
the District
District of Columbia,
in the
personal services
and other
other personal
Bureau
$105,300.
$105,300.
conducting the investiAgricultural chemical
Agricultural
chemical investigations:
investigations: For conducting_the
gations contemplated
contemplated by
the Act
of May
May 15,
15, 1862
1862 (5
(5 'U.
U. S.
S. C.
511,
C. 511,
Act of
by the
gations
application of chemistry
chemistry to agriculture; for the
512), relating to the application
biological, chemical,
chemical, physical,
technological investimicroscopical, and technological
physical, microscopical,
biological,
gation
foods, feeds, drugs,
products, and subdrugs, plant and animal products,
of foods,
gation of
stances
investigations of the
thereof- for investigations
manufacture thereof;
the manufacture
used in the
stances used
physiological effects
effects and for the pharmacological
testing of such prodpharmacological testing
physiological
ucts and
and of
insecticides; for
the investigation
investigation and
and development
development of
of
for the
of insecticides;
ucts
manufacture of sugars, sugar sirups, and starches
methods for the manufacture
and the utilization of new agricultural
agricultural materials
materials for such purposes;
purposes;
for the technological
fruits and
investigation of the utilization of fruits
technological investigation
vegetables and for frozen pack investigations,•
investigations- for the investigation
control of noxious weeds
of chemicals
chemicals for the control
weeds and plants;
plants; and to
development
societies in
scientific societies
cooperate with associations
cooperate
associations and scientific
in the
the development
of
methods of analysis, $379,606.
of methods
Industrial
Industrial utilization
utilization of farm products and
and byproducts:
the
byproducts: For the
investigation,
demonstration, and
applicaexperimental demonstration,
and applicainvestigation, development,
development, experimental
tion of methods for the industrial
industrial utilization of agricultural
agricultural products,
waste, and byproducts,
byproducts, and products made therefrom,
therefrom, except as otherchemical, physiwise provided for in this A.ct,
Act, by the application
application of chemical,
technological methods, including
including the changes
changes produced
produced by
cal, and technological
microorganisms such as yeasts, bacteria, molds,
molds, and fungi,
fungi, the utilizamicroorganisms
tion for color, medicinal,
medicinal, and technical
substances grown
technical purposes
purposes of substances
or produced
produced in the United
United States, $22,550.
Agricultural engineering
engineering investigations:
Agricultural
investigations: For
investigations experiexperiFor investigations,
ments, and demonstrations
demonstrations involving
engineering
involving the application
application of engineering
principles to agriculture
principles
agriculture for the investigation,
investigation, development,
development, experiexperimental demonstration,
demonstration, for investigating
investigating and reporting
reporting upon the
different kinds of farm power and appliances;
appliances; upon farm domestic
different
sewage .disposal,
construction
water supply and sewage
disposal, upon the design
design and construction
of farm
!arm buildings
buildings and their
their appurtenances
and of buildings
for procprocappurtenances and
buildings for
essing and storing
e,ssuig
storing farm productsproducts , upon farm power
power and mechanical
mechanical
equipment and rural
farm equipment
rural electrification,
electrification, upon the engineering
engineering probprocessing, transportation,
transportation, and storage of perishlems relating
relating to the processing,
perishproducts; and upon the engineering
able and other agricultural
agricultural
.
products;
engineering p
ro bproblems involved in adapting
adapting physical
physical characteristics
characteristics of farm land to
the use of modern farm machinery;
machinery; for investigations
investigations of cotton
cotton ginning
approved April 19, 1930 (7 U. S. C., 424, 425);
inn
. gunder the Act approved
425) ;for
for
giving expert advice
assistance in agricultural
chemical
advice and assistance
agricultural and
and chemical
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engineering;
illustrating the results of
engineering; for collating, reporting, and illustrating
of
investigations and preparing, publishing, and distributing bulletins,
plans, and reports, $304,469.
investigations: For the investigation
Naval-stores investigations:
investigation of naval stores
(turpentine and rosin) and their components;
components; the investigation
(turpentine
and
investigation and
experimental demonstration
demonstration of improved
improved equipment,
equipment, methods, or
processes of preparing
preparing naval stores; the weighing, storing, handling,
handling,
transportation, and utilization of naval
transportation,
naval stores; and for the assembling
assembling
and compilation
compilation of data on production,
production, distribution, and consumption
consumption
of turpentine and rosin, pursuant
pursuant to the Act of August 15,
15, 1935
(5 U. S. C. 556b),
556b), $93,400.
Total, salaries and expenses,
expenses? Bureau
Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Chemistry and
Engineering, $905,325,
Engineering,
$905,325, of which amount
amount not to exceed $457,602
$457,602 may
be expended
expended for personal services
services in the District of Columbia, and
and
$3,725 shall be available
available for the purchase
purchase of motornot to exceed $3,725
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles necessary
necessary in
in
propelled and horse-drawn
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia.

Naval-stores
invesNaval-stores investigations.
tigations.

49 Stat. 653.
653.
49
IJ. S. C.,
V,
55U.8.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
556b.
656b.
Total;
personalservTotal; personalservices.
ices.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
BUREAU
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
EXPENSES

experiments,
For necessary expenses connected
connected with investigations,
investigations, experiments,
entomology, for
and demonstrations for the promotion
promotion of
of economic entomology,
for
investigating and ascertaining
destroying insects
investigating
ascertaining the best means of destroying
related pests injurious
agriculture, for investigating
and
and related
injurious to agriculture,
investigating and
importing useful and beneficial
beneficial insects and bacterial, fungal,
other
importing
fungal, and other
diseases of insects and related
related pests, for investigating
investigating end ascertaining
ascertaining
diseases
affecting man
man and animals,
animals, to
the best means of destroying insects affecting
Agriculture to carry
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
carry into effect
effect the provisions
provisions
of the Plant Quarantine
Quarantine Act of August 20, 1912, as amended,
amended, to
conduct other activities hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, and for the eradicaspread of injurious insects and plant
plant
tion, control, and prevention
prevention of spread
pests, independently
independently or in cooperation
other branches
cooperation with other
branches of the
Federal Government,
Government, States, counties,
municipalities, corporations,
corporations,
counties, municipalities,
agencies,
individuals, or with foreign governments;
governments; including
including the
agencies, individuals,
employment
necessary persons and means
means in the District of Columemployment of necessary
bia and elsewhere, rent, construction,
buildings
construction, or repair
repair of
of necessary
necessary buildings
Provided, That, unless otherwise
outside the District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
specifically provided,
specifically
provided, the cost
cost for the construction
construction of any building
building
$1,500 and the total amount
amount expended
such conconshall not exceed $1,500
expended for such
struction
exceed $7,000, as follows:
struction in any one year shall not exceed
follows:
General administrative
administrative expenses: For
general administrative
administrative purGeneral
For general
poses,
including the salary
personal
salary of
of Chief of
of Bureau
Bureau and
and other
other personal
poses, including
services, $166,280.
affecting fruits, grapes, and nuts,
Fruit insects: For insects affecting
$424,600.
Japanese
control and prevention
spread
Japanese beetle control: For the control
prevention of spread
of the Japanese
Japanese beetle, $395,000.
Sweetpotato weevil control: For the determination
application
Sweetpotato
determination and application
control for sweetpotato
of such methods of control
sweetpotato weevils
weevils as, in the judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
may be necessary,
necessary, $70,000:
Agriculture, may
$70,000:
Provided,
Secretary of Agriculture, no
Provided, That, in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
expended for the control of sweetpart of this appropriation
appropriation shall be expended
potato weevil in any State until such State has provided
provided cooperation
cooperation
necessary
Provided further,
furth,er, That
That no
necessary to accomplish this purpose:
purpose: Provided
appropriation shall
shall be used to pay the cost or value of
of
part of this appropriation
farm
crops, or other property
property injured
injured or
or destroyed.
farm animals,
animals, farm
farm crops,

Investigations, etc.
etc.

Plant Quarantine
Quarantine
Act.
37 Stat. 315.
7
S. C., eh.
ch. 8;
7 U. S.
Supp. V,
V, ch. 8.
8.

Proviso.
of buildings.
buildings.
Cost of

Administrative exAdministrative
penses.

Fruit insects.
Japanese beetle control.
Post, p. 640.
640.
Sweetpotato
weevil
Sweetpotato weevil
control.
control.

Provisos.
Provios.
State cooperation.
cooperation.
State

No indemnities.
indemnities.
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Mexican fruitfly control: For the control
control and prevention
prevention of spread
spread
of the
necessary surveys and control operof
the Mexican
Mexican fruitfly, including necessary
cooperation with
Mexican Government
or
ations in Mexico in cooperation
with the
the Mexican
Government or
local Mexican
Mexican authorities,
authorities, $167,960.
local
$167,960.
Citrus canker eradieradication: For determining
determining and applying
applying such
tacankier erSi.- Citrus canker eradication:
cation.
methods of eradication
eradication or control of the disease of
of citrus
citrus trees
trees known
known
canker" as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
as "citrus canker"
as in
in the judgment
judgment of
of the
Agriculture
may be necessary,
including cooperation
cooperation with such authorities
authorities of
of
necessary, including
concerned, organizations
organizations of
of growers,
growers, or
individuals,
as
the States concerned,
or
individuals,
as
Proviso.
he
may deem
deem necessary
such purposes,
purposes, $13,485:
$13,485: ProProNo indmnits.
No
indemnities.
he may
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish such
vided, That no
appropriated shall
shall be
be used
no part
part of
of the money
money herein
herein appropriated
used
to pay the cost or value of trees or
or other
other property
injured or
or
property injured
destroyed.
destroyed.
Gypsy,
Gypsy, etc., moth
moth
Gypsy and brown-tail
brown-tail moth control:
control: For the control
control and prevencontrol.
cnro
tion of spread of the gypsy and brown-tail
tion
brown-tail moths,
moths.
,$375,000.
Dutch ein
elm disease
disease
Dutch
Dutch elm disease eradication:
eradication: For determining
determining and applying
applying
l
eradication.
er cat.
methods of
of eradication,
eradication, control, and prevention of spread of the
methods
disease of elm trees known
known as "Dutch
"Dutch elm disease"
disease" and of aa virus
disease of elm trees prevalent
$100,000, to be
prevalent in the Ohio Valley, $400,000,
Provisos.
oSta°te
.ontrib
immediately, available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
the SecSecState,etc., contributions.
retary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, no expenditures
appropriation shall
shall
expenditures from this appropriation
be made for these purposes until a
a sum or sums at least equal to
to
such expenditures
expenditures shall have
have been appropriated,
subscribed, or conappropriated, subscribed,
tributed by State, county,
county-,or local authorities,
or
authorities, or by individuals, or
No indemnities.
Noindemnities.
organizations concerned:
concerned: Provided
Provided further,
part of
of this
this
further, That no part
appropriation shall be used to pay the cost or value of trees or other
appropriation
other
property
injured
or destroyed.
property
injured
or
destroyed.
Phony peach, etc..
Phony
peach and
mosaic eradication:
determining and
and
eradhcatyp
Phony peach
otc
and peach
peach mosaic
eradication: For
For determining
eradication.
applying such methods of eradication,
eradication control, and prevention of
spread of the diseases of peach
peach trees known as "phony
"phony peach"
peach" and
'peach mosaic"
"peach
mosaic" as in the judgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
may be necessary, including cooperation
cooperation with such authorities of the
concerned, organizations
States concerned,
organizations of growers, or individuals,
individuals, as he
may deem necessary
necessary to accomplish such pourposes,
purposes, including the certification of products
tification
products out of the infested areas to meet the requireProviso.
Noindemnities.
quarantines, $89,800:
$89,800: Provided,
Provided, That no
no part
part of
of the
ments of State quarantines,
No indemnities.
the
money herein appropriated
of
appropriated shall be used to pay the cost or value of
trees
or other property injured or destroyed.
Forest
insects.
Forest inset.
Forest
affecting forests and forest
Forest insects:
insects: For insects affecting:
forest products,
45 Stat. 701.
701.
4Btat.
under section 44of the Act approved
approved May 22, 1928 (16 U. S. C. 581c),
under
581c),
entitled "An Act to insure adequate
adequate supplies of timber
timber and other
other
of the United States, to promote
forest products for the people a
promote the
full use for timber growing
growing and other purposes of forest lands in the
United States, including farm
farm wood lots and those abandoned
abandoned areas
not suitable for agricultural
agricultural production,
production and to secure the correlation
correl ation
and the most economical
conduct
production,
economical conduct
of forest research
research in the Department of Agriculture, through
research in reforestation,
through research
reforestation, timber growing, protection,
ipirotection, utilization, forest
forest economics, and related
related subjects"
subjects",
and for insects affecting
ornamental trees and shrubs, $212,500.
affecting ornamental
Blister
ustrust control.
control.
Blister rust
rust control:
control: For
For applying
eradication,
Blister
applying such methods of eradication,
control, and prevention of spread
spre ad of
of the
the w
hite pine
pi
ne blister
bli
ster rust
as
white
rust as
in the j
ud.gment
udgment of the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may be necessary
State, etc., contriState, etc., ontri- to accomplish such purposes,
purposes, and in the discretion of the Secretary
butions.
Secretary
of
Agriculture no expenditures
of Agriculture
expenditures shall be made for these purposes
purposes
until aa sum or sums at least equal to such expenditures
until
expenditures shall have
have
been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed, or contributed
been
contributed by State, county, or
local authorities,
concerned
local
authorities, or by individuals
individuals or organizations
organizations concerned,
Proviso.
No
Indemnities.
ti.
Noind
$4000000: Provided,
Provided, That no part of this appropriation
$400,000:
appropriation shall be used
used
to pay the cost or value of trees or other property injured
injured or
or
destroyed.
Mexican fruitfly
Mexican

control.
control.
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insects affecting truck crops,
Truck crop and garden insects: For insects
ornamental and garden plants, including
ornamental
including tobacco,
tobacco, sugar beets, and
greenhouse and bulbous crops, $366,580.
$366.,580.
greenhouse
Cereal and forage insects: For insects affecting
affecting cereal
cereal and forage
sugarcane and rice, and including research
research on the
crops, including sugarcane
European corn borer, $379,500.
European corn borer
borer control: For the control
of
control and prevention
prevention of
spread of the European
European corn
corn borer
borer and
and for the certification
of prodprodcertification of
requirements of State
ucts out of the infested areas to meet the requirements
quarantines on account of the European corn borer, $27,939.
quarantines
Barberry eradication:
eradication of the common bareradication: For the eradication
berry and for applying
applying such other
other methods of eradication,
eradication, control,
control,
berry
and prevention of spread of cereal rusts as in the judgment
judgment of the
Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may be necessary to accomplish
accomplish such purposes, $162,500:
$162,500: Provided,
Provided, That, in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture, no expenditures
expenditures from this appropriation
appropriation shall be
purposes until aa sum or sums at least equal to such
such
made for these purposes
expenditures
subscribed, or contributed
contributed
expenditures shall have been appropriated,
appropriated, subscribed,
organizaauthorities, or by individuals or organizaby States, counties, or local authorities,
such purposes:
Provided further,
further,
purposes: Provided
tions for the accomplishment
accomplishment of such
appropriated shall be used to pay
That no part of the money herein appropriated
property injured or destroyed.
destroyed.
the cost or value of property
affecting cotton, $144,544.
$144,544.
Cotton insects: For insects affecting
Thurberia weevil control: For the control
control and
Pink bollworm and Thurberia
prevention of
Thurberia weevil
weevil and the pink bollworm,
bollworm
prevention
of spread of the Thurberia
establishment of such
cotton-free areas as may be,
such cotton-free
including the establishment
necessary to stamp out any infestation,
infestation, and for necessary
surveys
necessary surveys
necessary
and
operations in
Mexico in
in cooperation
Mexican
cooperation with the Mexican
in Mexico
control operations
and control
Government or local Mexican authorities,
$526,800.
authorities, $526,800.
Government
management, $83,000.
Bee culture:
culture: For bee culture and apiary management,
Insects
animals: For insects affecting
affecting man,
Insects affecting
affecting man and animals:
household possessions, and animals, $181,500.
Insect-pest
identification and
identification: For the identification
Insect-pest survey and identification:
classification
of insects,
including taxonomic,
morphological, and
and
taxonomic, morphological,
insects, including
classification of
related phases of insect-pest
maintenance of an insectinsectinsect-pest control and the maintenance
pest
collection and dissemination
dissemination of information
information to
pest survey
survey for the collection
Federal,
with insect-pest
insect-pest control,
other agencies
agencies concerned
concerned with
Federal, State, and other
$154,790.
$154,790.
Foreign parasites:
parasites: For administrative
administrative expenses in connection
connection with
the introduction
introduction of natural
natural enemies
enemies of injurious
related
injurious insects
insects and related
the
exchange with other countries
countries of useful and benebenepests and for the exchange
ficial insects and other arthropods, $38,000.
eRuipment or
or apparatus to
to
developing equipment
Control investigations:
investigations: For developing
enforcing plant quarantines,
quarantines, eradication
eradication and control of plant
aid in enforcing
determining methods of disinfecting plants and plant products
pests, determining
to
eliminate injurious
injurious pests, determining
determining the
the toxicity
toxicity of insecticides,
insecticides,
to eliminate
and related phases of insect-pest
which not less
$72,518, of which
insect-pest control, $72,518,
than $10,000
$10,000 shall be used for methyl bromide investigations.
investigations.
Insecticide and fungicide
fungicide investigations:
investigations: For the investigation
investigation and
Insecticide
development of methods of manufacturing
insecticides and
and fungicides,
fungicides,
manufacturing insecticides
development
relating to the composition,
and for investigating
investigating chemical problems relating
composition,
action, and application
application of insecticides
$125,000.
insecticides and fungicides, $125,000.
action,
Transit inspection:
inspection: For the inspection
inspection in transit or otherwise
otherwise of
articles quarantined
quarantined under the Act of August 20, 1912 (7 U. S. C. 161,
161,
164a),
amended, and for the interception
interception and disposition
disposition of mate164a), as amended,
rials found to have been transported
transported interstate
interstate in violation
violation of
quarantines
promulgated thereunder,
$44,059.
quarantines promulgated
thereunder, $44,059.
Foreign plant
plant quarantines:
quarantines: For enforcement
foreign plant quarquarenforcement of foreign
Foreign
prevent the
and port of
of export,
export, and to prevent
antines, at the port of entry and
movement of cotton and cottonseed
cottonseed from Mexico into the United
United
movement
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den insects.

Cereal
Insects.
insects.

and

forage

European corn borEuropean
ercontrol.
ercontrol.

Barberry
Barberry
tion.

eradica-

Provisos.
:Provios.
State, etc., contributions.
butions.

indemnities.
No indemnities.

Cotton insects.
Pink bollworm
bollworm and
Thurberia weevil
weevil conThurberia
trol.
Cooperation
Cooperation
Mexico.
Mexico.

with

culture.
Bee culture.
affecting
Insects affecting
and animals.
animals.
man and
Insect-pest survey
survey
Insect-pest
and
and identification.
identification.

Foreign
parasites.
Foreign parasites.

investigaControl Investigations.
tions.

Insecticide and
and
fungicide
investigafungicide
investigations.

Transit inspection.
Transit
inspection.
Stat. 315.
37 Stat.

Foreign plant quarantines.
antines.
Mexican cotton
cotton and
cottonseed.
cottonseed.
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States, including
including the
the regulation
United States
States
States,
regulation of
of the
the entry
entry into
into the
the United
of
other vehicles,
and freight,
freight, express,
express, baggage,
baggage, .or
of railway
railway cars
cars and
and other
vehicles, and
or
other
the inspection,
cleaning, and
and disindisinother materials
materials from
from Mexico,
Mexico, and
and the
inspection, cleaning,
fection
construction and
of necessary
buildfection thereof, including
including construction
and repair
repair of
necessary buildings,
the fumigation,
fumigation, disinfection,
disinfection, or
or
ings, plants,
plants, and
and equipment,
equipment, for
for the
cleaning of products,
vehicles entering the
products, railwayrailway cars, or other vehicles
Proviso.
Proviso.
United
from Mexico,
Mexico, $680,000:
$680,000: Provided,
That any
any moneys
United States
States from
Provided, That
moneys
Receipts.
received in
payment of
of charges
charges fixed
fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture
received
in payment
by the
on account
shall be
be covered
covered into
on
account of
of such
such cleaning
cleaning and
and disinfection
disinfection shall
into the
the
Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Treasury
as miscellaneous
Certification of exCertification
exports: For
Certiication of
of exports:
For the
the inspection,
inspection, under such
such rules and
and
ports.
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
prescribe, of
of domestic
domestic
regulations
as the
Agriculture may
may prescribe,
plants and plant products
products when
when offered
and to certify
certify to
offered for
for export and
shippers
and interested
interested parties
the freedom
freedom of
of such
shippers and
parties as
as to
to the
such products
products
from injurious plant diseases and insect pests
pests according
according to the
the sanisanitary requirements of the foreign
foreign countries affected
affected and
and to
make such
such
to make
reasonable
necessary to
reasonable charges and to
to use
use such
such means
means as may be necessary
to
Proviso.
Proviso.
accomplish
$31,862: Provided,
Provided, That
moneys received
received on
on
accomplish this object, $31,862:
That moneys
Receipts.
Receipts.
inspection and certification
shall be covered into the
account of such inspection
certification shall
the
Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts.
miscellaneous receipts.
Total; personal servTotal, salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau of EntomologyPlant
Entomology and
and Plant
ices.
Quarantine,
$5,733,217, of which amount not to exceed
exceed $868,458
Quarantine, $5,733,217,
$868,458 may
personal servicPs
services in the District of Columbia, and
be expended
expended for personal
and
Vehicles.
Vehicles.
not to exceed $40,900 shall be available for the purchase of motorpropelled and horse-drawn
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles
vehicles necessary
necessary in
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
in
the conduct of field work outside the District of Columbia.

Railway cars, etc.;
Railway
inspection.
inspection.

BUREAU OF AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
Salaries
elaries
penses.

and
and

exex-

For
the employment
For the
employment of such persons and means
means in the
the city
city of
of
Washington and elsewhere
elsewhere as may be necessary -in conducting
conducting invesand demonstrations,
demonstrations, either
independently or
or
tigations, experiments,
experiments, and
either independently
cooperation with
private agencies,
agencies, organizations,
organizations, or
or
in cooperation
with public
public or
or private
individuals, as
as follows:
individuals,
follows:
Administrative exexAdministrative
General administrative
administrative expenses:
necessary expenses
General
expenses: For necessary
expenses for
for gengenpenses.
eral administrative
administrative purposes, including
including personal
personal services
services in the
the
District of Columbia, $88,900.
$88,900.
Economic investigaEconomic
IlvestigaEconomic investigations:
Economic
investigations: For acquiring
acquiring and diffusing useful
useful inforinfortions.
mation among the people
people of the United
United States, and
for aiding
aiding in
and for
in
formulating programs for
authorized activities
activities of
of the
the Department
Department
for authorized
of Agriculture
Agriculture, relative
relative to
agricultural production,
prod uc ti on ,distribution,
di st
rib ut
ion ,
l
an d
of
to agricultural
land
utilization,
utilization, and conservation
conservation in their broadest aspects, including
including farm
farm
management
practice,2 utilization of farm
management and
and practice
farm and
food products,
and food
products,
supplies, farm
purchasing of farm supplies,
farm population
population and
and rural
rural life,
life, farm
farm
labor,
farm finance,
finance, insurance
and taxation,
taxation, adjustments
in producproduclabor, farm
insurance and
adjustments in
tion to probable
probable demand
demand for the different
different farm and
and food
food products;
products;
land ownership and
and values, costs, prices and income
income in their relation
relation
to agriculture, including
including causes for their variations and trends,
Proviso.
$775,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
may transfer
transfer to
to this
this approapproTraerof
$775,000:
the Secretary
Secretary may
Transfer of funds.
fluids.
priation
priation from the funds available for authorized
authorized activities of the
Department
Agriculture, such
Department of Agriculture,
such sums
may be
be necessary
necessary for
f
or a
iding
sums as may
aiding
programs for such
in formulating
formulating programs
such authorized activities,
activities, including
including
expenditures
employment of persons and means in the District of
expenditures for employment
Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere.
elsewhere.
Total; personal servotai;pesonaserv
Total,
salaries and
expenses, Bur
Bureau
Total, salaries
and expenses,
eau of
of Agricultural
Agri
cul
tura lEconomics
Economi
cs,
ices.
of which
$863,900, of
amount not
not to
excee d $823
,
35 8 may
may be
be expended
which amount
to exceed
$823,358
expended
for personal
personal services
services in the District of Columbia.
Pse.
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AGRICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL MARKETING
MARKETING SERVICE
SERVICE
SALARIES
EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES

For the employment
employment of such
such persons
persons and
and means in the city of
Washington and elsewhere
necessary in conducting
Washington
elsewhere as may be necessary
conducting invesinvestigations, experiments,
tigations,
experiments, and demonstrations,
either independently
or
demonstrations, either
independently or
in cooperation
cooperation with public or private
or
private agencies,
agencies, organizations,
organizations, or
individuals, as follows:
individuals,
follows:
General
General administrative
expenses: For
For necessary
expenses for
genadministrative expenses:
necessary expenses
for general
purposes, including
including personal
in the
Diseral administrative
administrative purposes,
personal services
services in
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $157,306.
trict
$157,306.
Marketing farm products:
Marketing
and diffusing
diffusing among
among
products: For acquiring
acquiring and
information relative
to the
the
the people
people of
of the United
United States useful information
relative to
standardization,
standardization, classification,
classification, grading,
preparation for
for market,
market,
grading, preparation
handling, and
of farm
handling,
and marketing
marketing of
farm and
and food
food products,
products, including
including the
the
promotion of the use of uniform
uniform standards
demonstration and promotion
standards of
of
classification of
of American
American farm
farm and
and food
food products
the
classification
products throughout
throughout the
world, $400,000:
$400,000: Provided,
samples, illustrations,
practical
world,
Provided, That
That samples,
illustrations, practical
forms, or sets of the grades recommended
promulgated by
by the
the
recommended or
or promulgated
Secretary
Agriculture for farm or food products
products may be sold
Secretary of Agriculture
sold
as he
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe, and
the receipts
receipts
under such rules and regulations
regulations as
and the
therefrom
to the
of miscellaneous
therefrom deposited
deposited in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury to
the credit
credit of
miscellaneous
receipts.
receipts.
Crop and
and livestock
livestock estimates:
estimates: For
For collecting,
abstractCrop
collecting, compiling,
compiling, abstracting,
summarizing, interpreting,
interpreting2and publishing
data relatrelating, analyzing, summarizing,
publishing data
ing
agriculture, including
including crop
crop and
livestock estimates,
estimates, acreage,
acreage,
ing to agriculture,
and livestock
yield,
staples of
and value
farm crops
and
yield, grades,
grades, staples
of cotton,
cotton, stocks,
stocks, and
value of
of farm
crops and
numbers, grades,
of livestock
livestock and
numbers,
grades, and value a
and livestock
products on
livestock products
farms,
and other
other Federal,
Federal,
farms, in cooperation
cooperation with
with the Extension
Extension Service
Service and
State,
and local
agencies, and
and for
for the
the collection
collection and
and publication
of
State, and
local agencies,
publication of
statistics
as provided
provided by
the Act
Act approved
approved June
June 24,
24, 1936,
statistics of
of peanuts
peanuts as
by the
1936,
as
amended May
May 12,
(7 U.
C. 951-957),
$725,000: Provided,
Provided,
as amended
12, 1938
1938 (7
U. S.
S. C.
951-957), $725,000:
be available
That no
no part
part of
of the
the funds
funds herein appropriated
appropriated shall
shall be
available for
for
any
ascertaining, collating,
or publishing
any expense incident
incident to
to ascertaining,
collating, or
publishing aareport
report
stating
intention of
farmers as
acreage to
to be
be planted
planted in
stating the
the intention
of farmers
as to
to the
the acreage
in
cotton:
Provided further,
further, That
That estimates
cotton: Provided
estimates of
of apple
apple production
production shall
shall
be
confined to
to the
commercial crop.
crop.
be confined
the commercial
Market inspection
inspection of
of farm
farm products:
products: For
enabling the
Market
For enabling
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, independently
and in
in cooperation
other branches
branches
of
independently and
cooperation with
with other
of
Government, State
agencies, purchasing
consuming organiorganiof the
the Government,
State agencies,
purchasing and
and consuming
zations,
of commerce,
commerce, or
associations
zations, boards
boards of
of trade,
trade, chambers
chambers of
or other
other associations
of
businessmen or trade
organizations, and
and persons
or corporations
corporations
of businessmen
trade organizations,
persons or
engaged
in the
transportation, marketing,
and distribudistribuengaged in
the production,
production, transportation,
marketing, and
tion
operating in
in one
one or
or more
tion of
of farm
farm and food products,
products, whether
whether operating
more
jurisdictions,
to investigate
investigate and
and certify
certify to
shippers and
other interjurisdictions, to
to shippers
and other
interested
parties the
class, quality,
condition of
of cotton,
cotton, tobacco,
tobacco,
ested parties
the class,
quality, and
and condition
raw, dried,
dried, or
or canned,
poultry, butter,
fruits, and vegetables,
vegetables, whether
whether raw,
canned, poultry,
butter,
farm products
offered for
for interstate
hay, and otherwhen
perishable farm
products when
when offered
interstate
shipment or when
when received at such
important central
central markets
markets as
as
such important
the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
time designate,
or
the Secretary
Agriculture may
may from
from time
time to
to time
designate, or
at points
at
conveniently reached
reached therefrom,
under such
such
points which may be
be conveniently
therefrom, under
rules and
and regulations
as he
he may
may prescribe,
including payment
payment of
rules
regulations as
prescribe, including
of
as will
will be
reasonable and
to cover
cover the
the
such fees
fees as
be reasonable
and as
as nearly
nearly as
as may
may be
be to
cost for the service
rendered: Provided,
Provided,That
certificates issued
service rendered:
That certificates
issued by the
authorized
of the
the Department
shall be
received in
in all
all courts
courts
authorized agents
agents of
Department shall
be received
of
United States
States as
facie evidence
the truth
truth of
the
of the United
as prima
prima facie
evidence of
of the
of the
statements
therein contained,
contained, $459,000.
$459,000.
statements therein

Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex-

Administrative exexAdministrative
penses.
penses.

Marketing
Marketing farm
farm
products.

Proviso.
Pro.iso
Sale of samples, etc.
etc.

Crop and
and livestock
livestock
estimates.
estimates.

statistics.
Peanut statistics.
49 Stat.
Stat. 189;
1898; 62
52
49
Stat.
Stat. 348.
48.
7
XT. 8.. O.,
0., Supp. V,
V,
7 U.
951-957.
9i95l-967.
Provisos.
Provumi.
acreage.
Cotton acreage.

Apple
production.
Apple production.
Market inspection
inspection
Market
of farm products,
products.

Proviso.

Certificatasas
prima
Certifilates
lsprma
facie
facie evidence.
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Tobacco Inspection,
TobaoInspetion,
etc.,
Acts.

etc

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Tobacco Inspection
and Tobacco
Tobacco
Inspection and
Tobacco Stocks
and Standards
Acts: To
To
Stocks and
Standards Acts:

Atsenable enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture to carry
effect the
provicarry into
into effect
the provi-

49 Stat. 731.
p. V,
7U. S. C., Supp.

479 tst. c

§
I
511-511q.
-511-511q.

45 Stat. 1079.

tat.SC.,
45
0u.
7
U. S. C.,
Supp.
7 U.
Supp. V,
V,
ft
501, 502,
§ I5,
o2, 505.
P05.

Market
Market news
news servservice.

New Orleans,
rea.ns, La.
a.
Perishable AgriculPerishable
AgriclCommodities
tural
Commodities
tad Produce Agency
and
Acts.
Acts.

46 Stat. 531.
61.
468tat.
7
U.f.C
7
U. S. C., Supp.
Stipp. V,
ch. 20A.
c7.
2oA.

44 Stat. 1355.
44Stat. 135.
7U. S. C., Supp. V.

I492.
7I.2.1 ., sup4

Standard Container
Acts.

Stadard Container

39 Stat.
673.
39
tt.673.

45 Stat. 635.
45
Stat. 65.

oStuit.U.

Cotton qlty

Cotton quality stautistics
classing
tistio and clasing
Acts.

S.

44
44 Stat.
Stat. 1372;
1372; 50
Stat. 62.
7
U.
8.
C.,
Supp.
7U.S.C.
pp. V,
1¢ 473a-473c.

Stat. 62.

50
,

ii 473473c.

Cotton Futures Act.
39 Stat. 476; 40 Stat.
1351.

AcCt.otton
Standards

Atottou stadardji
4242tat.
Stat. 1517.
1517.

sions of an Act entitled
Act to
establish and
and promote
promote the
use
entitled "An
"An Act
to establish
the use
of standards
standards of classification
for tobacco,
to provide
maintain
classification for
tobacco, to
provide and
and maintain
tobacco-inspection service,
an official tobacco-inspection
and for
for other
other purposes",
service, and
purposes",
approved
U. S.
an Act
entitled
approved August
August 23,
23, 1935
1935 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 511-511q),
5 1 1-511q), and
and an
Act entitled
collection and
"An Act to provide for the
the collection
and publication
publication of
of statistics
statistics of
of
tobacco by the Department of
of Agriculture",
approved January
Agriculture", approved
14,
January 14,
1929
U. S.
C. 501-508)
501-508), as
1929 (7
(7 U.
S. C.
as amended,
amended, $433,000.
$433,000.
Market news service: For
For collecting,
collecting, publishing,
publishing.
,and
and distributing,
distributing,
by telegraph, mail, or otherwise,
otherwise, ti
me ly information
on the
the market
market
timely
information on
supply and demand, commercial
commercial movement,
movement, location,
location, disposition,
disposition,
quality, condition, and market prices of livestock,
meats, fish,
livestock, meats,
fish, and
and
animal products, dairy and poultry
products, fruits
fruits and
and vegetables,
vegetables,
poultry products,
peanuts and their products,
products grain,
grain, hay,
feeds, cotton
se ed, and
an d seeds,
seeds,
hay, feeds,
cottonseed,
and other agricultural products, independently
independently and
and in
in cooperation
cooperation
with other branches
branches of the Government,
Government, State
State agencies,
agencies, purchasing
purchasing
and consuming organizations, and persons engaged
engaged in
in the
the production,
production,
transportation,
transportation, marketing, and distribution
distribution of
of farm
and food
farm and
food
products, $1,125,000,
$1,125,000, of which $5,000
$5,000 shall
be available
available for
the
shall be
for the
maintenance
maintenance of a
a market news service
service at
Orleans' Louisiana.
Louisiana.
at New
New Orleans,
Perishable
Commodities and
an d Produce
Produce Agency
Agency Acts:
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodities
Acts:
Secretary of
To enable
enable the Secretary
of Agriculture
into effect
effect the
proAgriculture to
to carry
carry into
the provisions of the Act entitled
Act to
to suppress
suppress unfair
unfair and
fraudulent
entitled "An
"An Act
and fraudulent
practices in the marketing
marketing of perishable agricultural
commodities in
in
agricultural commodities
interstate
commerce", as
amended (7
(7 U.
U. S.
C. 499ainterstate and
and foreign
foreign commerce",
as amended
S. C.
499a499r), and
and the
499r),
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
prevent the
the destruction
destruction or
the Act
Act to
to prevent
or
dumping, without good and
and sufficient
farm produce
produce
sufficient cause
cause therefor,
therefor, of
of farm
received in interstate
and others
interstate commerce
commerce by
by commission
commission merchants
merchants and
others
and to require them truly and correctly
correctly, to
to account
account for
for all
all farm
farm
produce
them", approved
3, 1927
(7 U.
produce received
received by
by them",
approved March
March 3,
1927 (7
U. S.
S. C.
C.
491-497),
$152,000.
491-497), $152,000.
Standard Container
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
Standard
Container Acts: To
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Secretary of
to
effect the Act entitled
to carry
carry into effect
entitled "An Act to
to fix standards
standards for
for
Climax baskets for
vege t
abl es, and
to
for _grapes
grapes and
and other
other fruit
fruitss an
andd vegetables,
and to
fix standards for baskets and other containers
contai ners for small fruits, berries,
berries,
and
vegetables, and
1916
and vegetables,
and for
for other
other purposes", approved
approved August 31,
31, 1916
(15
S. C.
C. 251-256),
251-256), and the Act entitled "An
'LAn Act to fix standards
(15 U.
U. S.
standards
Ior hampers,
for
hampers, round
round stave
stave baskets, and splint baskets
baskets for fruits and
vegetables, and for other purposes",
approved May
vegetables,
purposes", approved
1928 (15
May 21,
21, 1928
(15
U. S.
S. C.
C. 257-257i),
257-257i), $10,000.
$10,000.
Cotton quality
classing Acts:
Acts: To
To enable
the SecreSecreCotton
quality statistics
statistics and
and classing
enable the
tary of
Agriculture to
to carry
Act
tar
of Agriculture
carry into
into effect
effect the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
authorizing
authorizing the
y. of
of Agriculture
Agriculture t
o co
llect an
d publish
pu bli sh
the Secretar
Secretary
to
collect
and
statistics of
grade and
andstaple
stap length
cotton" approved
March
statistics
a the
the grade
length of cotton",
March
app
cottn
approved Mlarch
3, 1927,
3,
amended by
by the
Act entitled
entitled "An
the
1927, as amended
the Act
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to
for the
the classification
Secretary of
to provide
provide for
classification of
of cotton,
cotton,
to furnish information
information on
demand, location,
condion market
market supply,
supply, demand,
location, condition, and market prices for cotton, and for other purposes", approved
April 13, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 471-476), $465,000.
United States Cotton Futures and United States Cotton Standards
Acts: To enable the Secretary of Agriculture to perform the duties
imposed upon him by the United States Cotton Futures
Act, as
Futures Act
as
S. C. 1090-1106),
amended March
March 4, 1919 (26 U. S.
1090-1106), and
carry into
into
and to
to carry
effect the provisions of the United States
effect
States Cotton
Cotton Standards
Standards Act,
Act,
approved March 4, 1923 (7 U.
U. S.
means
S. C. 51-65),
51-65), including such
such means
as may be nec
necessary
agreements heretofore
essary for effectuating
effectuating agreements
heretofore or
or herehereassociations, cotton exchanges, and other
after made with cotton associations,
cotton
cotton organizations
organizations in foreign countries, for the adoption, use, and
and
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observance of
of universal
observance
universal standards of cotton classification, for the
Universal standards
arbitration or settlement of disputes with respect thereto, and
cotton classification.
classification.
arbitration
for of cotton
and for
the
preparation,
the preparation, distribution, inspection, and protection
of the
the
protection of
practical forms or copies thereof under such agreements,
practical
agreements, $490,000.
$490,000.
United
Secretary of
United States Grain
Grain Standards
Standards Act: To enable the Secretary
of
Grain Standards
Agriculture
Act.
Agriculture to carry into effect the provisions of the United States
States Act.
39 Stat. 482.
Grain Standards Act,
$723,941.
Act, $723,941.
77 U. S. C. §§
§§ 71-87.
United States Warehouse
Warehouse Act: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of AgriculUnited
AgriculWarehouse Act.
Warehouse
39 Stat. 486.
ture
into effect the provisions
ture to
to carry
carry into
provisions of the United States
States WareWare7
II. S. O.
0. J 241-273.
7 U.S.
house Act,
$450,000.
Act, $450,000.
Federal
Federal Seed Act: To enable the Secretary of
Agriculture to
to carry
carry
of Agriculture
Federal Seed
Seed Act.
Act.
into effect the provisions of the Act entitled
regulate
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
interstate
interstate and foreign
foreign commerce
commerce in
require labeling
labeling and
and to
to
in seeds;
seeds; to
to require
prevent misrepresentation
misrepresentation of seeds in interstate
require
interstate commerce;
commerce; to
to require
certain
certain standards
standards with respect
respect to certain imported seeds; and
and for
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved August
August 9,
9, 1939
1939 (53
1275-1290)
77U.
U.S.
8S. 0_,
(53 Stat.
., Supp.
lnpp. V,
Stat. 1275-1290),
V
§§ 1551,
1551, 156l-1610.
1561-1610.
$85,000: Provided,
$85,000:
ott
o exceed
excee d $250
hi s amount
Provided, That
That n
not
to
$250 o
offt
this
amount may
may be
be §§Proviso.
International
International Seed
used for meeting the share of
of the
the United
United States
the expenses
expenses of
States in
in the
of Testing
Testing Congress.
International Seed Testing Congress
the International
out plans
plans for
Congress in
in carrying
carrying out
for
correlating the work of the various adhering governments
correlating
governments on
on problems
problems
relating
relating to seed analysis or
other subjects
subjects which
which the
Congress may
or other
the Congress
may
determine to be necessary in the interest
determine
seed trade.
trade.
interest of
of international
international seed
Packers and Stockyards
Packers and
Stockand StockStockyards Act: For carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
carrying out
of yards
yards Act.
the Packers and Stockyards
Stockyards Act, approved
August 15,
15, 1921,
as
approved August
Stat. 159;
1921, as
42 stat.
159; 49 Stet,
Stt.
amended by the Act of August
August 14,
1935 (7
(7 U.
C. 181-229),
181-229), 648.
14, 1935
U. S.
S. C.
U. S. C.,
V,
77U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp.V,
218-218d.
$381,879:
II 218-218d.
Provided, That
That the Secretary
$381,879: Provided,
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may require
of Agriculture
require §§
Prookos.
Provsos.
reasonable
reasonable bonds from every market
under such
such
market agency
agency and
Bonds from agencies
agencies
Bondsfrom
and dealer,
dealer, under
rules and regulations
regulations as he may prescribe,
prescribe, to
to secure
performance and dealers.
secure the
the performance
of their obligations, and
whenever, after
due notice
notice and
and hearing,
hearin g, the
the
and whenever,
Suspension.
Suspension.
after due
Secretary finds any
any registrant is
Secretary
any proprois insolvent
insolvent or
or has
has violated
violated any
visions of said Act he may issue
an order
order suspending
such registrant
registrant
issue an
suspending such
a reasonable specified period. Such
for a
order of
of suspension
suspension shall
Such order
shall
take effect within not less than five days, unless suspended
or modified
suspended or
modified
or set aside by
by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
competent
the Secretary
Secretary of
or aacourt
court of
of competent
jurisdiction: Provided
feeProvided further
Inspection fee.
further, That the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture Inspection
whenever necessary,
may, whenever
necessary, authorize
authorize the
collection from
the charging
charging and
and collection
from
owners of a
a reasonable fee for the
of brands
brands appearing
the inspection
inspection of
appearing
upon livestock subject to the
of the
the said
Act for
for the
the purpurthe provisions
provisions of
said Act
pose of determining
determining the ownership
ownership of
such livestock:
Provided furfurWhen imposed.
of such
livestock: Provided
ther,
fee shall
ther, That such fee
be imposed
except upon
upon written
request
shall not
not be
imposed except
written request
made to the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture by
of Livestock
by the
the Board
Board of
Livestock
Commissioners,
Commissioners ' or duly organized
organized livestock
of the
livestock association
association of
the States
States
from which such livestock
livestock have
have originated
originated or
been shipped
shipped to
to market.
market.
or been
Total, salaries
salaries and
and expenses
Agricultural Marketing
Marketing S
er
vi
ce , Total; personal servexpenses, Agricultural
Service
ices.
$6,057,126, of
amount
expenses,
not to exceed
$6,057,126,
of which
which amount
exceed $1,531,578
be expended
expended Ices.
not
$1,531,578 may
may be
for personal services
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
not
to
exceed
services in
Vehicles.
the District
Vehicles.
and not to exceed
$40,100 shall be ay.ailable
available for
purchase of
for the
the purchase
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary
necessary in
in the
the conduct
conduct of
of
field work outside the District of Columbia..
Columbia
BUREAU OF
BUREAU
ECONOMICS
OF HOME
HOME ECONOMICS
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
EXPENSES

General
Administrative
oxAdministratve exGeneral administrative
administrative expenses: For
For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for
for gengen- penses.
administrative purposes, including the salary
eral administrative
of Chief
of Bureau
Bureau
salary of
Chief of
and other personal
personal services
services in
the District
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $311735.
$31,735.
Home
economics inRome economics
investigations: For
Home economics
economics investigations:
For conducting
either independconducting either
independ- vestigations.
vestigations.
ently or in
in cooperation
cooperation with other agencies,
agencies, investigations
investigations of
of the
the
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relative
economy of
agricultural products
products for
for food,
clothrelative utility and
and economy
of agricultural
food, clothing, and
and other
in the
the home,
home, with
special suggestions
suggestions of
of plans
plans
ing,
other uses
uses in
with special
utilization of such products
products for
and methods
methods for the more effective
effective utilization
these purposes,
purposes, and
and such
economic investigations,
including housing
these
such economic
investigations, including
housing
have for
purpose the
improvement
and household
household buying,
buying, as
as have
for their
their purpose
the improvement
of the
rural home,
home, and
and for
disseminating useful
useful information
information on
on this
this
of
the rural
for disseminating
including the
the employment
employment of
of persons
persons and
in the
subject, including
and means
means in
the
District of
of Columbia
District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $291,310.
$291,310.
personalservTotal; personalervTotal,
salaries and
Bureau of
of Home
$323,045,
Total, salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Home Economics,
Economics, $323,045
toes.
ioes.
of which
which amount
not to
to exceed
$286,599 may
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal
of
amount not
exceed $286,599
may be
Columbia.
services in the District of Columbia.
ENFORCEMENT OF
THE COMMODITY
COMMODITY EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE ACT
ACT
ENFORCEMENT
OF THE
49 Stat.
Stat. 1491.
7
7 U. 8. C.,
o., Supp. V.
V
1if 1-17a.

Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
effect the
To enable
enable the
the Secretary
carry into effect
provisions
Exchange Act, as amended
amended (7
provisions of the
the Commodity
Commodity Exchange
(7 U. S. C.
1-17a),
$575,000, of which amount
exceed $207,840
$207,840 may be
1-17a), $575,000,
amount not to exceed
expended
personal services
services in
expended for
for personal
in the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
FOOD AND
AND DRUG
DRUG ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FOOD
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES

Salariesa and
pense&

ex--

modniqtrative
Adminitative exexDenies.

ens.

Federal Food, Drug,
Drug,
and Cosmetic Act.
52
Stat. 1040.
2 Stat.
1040.
21 U. S. C., Supp.
pp
V.21inUS192.,
301-392. SU

nedoeralFood,

v.

Revision of U. S.
Revion of U.
Pharmacopoeia.

s.

Proviso.
Preoutside
Travel
outside U. S.

.s.

Naval Stores Act.

Nava
42 Stat.Stores
1435. ct.

Act.

Insecticide Act.
Insecticide
36
331.
BStat.
Stat.331.

For all
For
all necessary
necessary expenses,
expenses, for chemical
chemical apparatus, chemicals,
chemicals, and
and
.
supplies,
apparatus, gas,
gas, electric
electric current,
current, official
official traveling
supplies, repairs
repairs to
to apparatus,
traveling
expenses,
and telephone
telephone service,
service, express
and freight
freight
expenses, telegraph
telegraph and
express and
charges,
for the
employment of
of such
such assistants,
assistants, clerks,
other perpercharges, for
the employment
clerks, and
and other
sons as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may consider
necessary for
f.or the
the
sons
of Agriculture
consider necessary
purposes named,
named, in
the city
and elsewhere,in
conpurposes
in the
city of
of Washington
Washington and
elsewhere, in conducting investigations;
investigations; collecting,
reporting, and
illustrating the
the
ducting
collecting, reporting,
and illustrating
results
of such
such investigations;
rent outside
outside the
the District
District of
of
results of
investigations; and
and for
for rent
Columbia for
carlying out
out the
and work
work herein
herein authorauthorColumbia
for carrying
the investigations
investigations and
ized, as follows:
follows:
administrative expenses:
General administrative
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for gengeneral administrative
administrative purposes,
chief of
purposes, including
including the salary of chief
of
administration
other personal
in the
of Columadministration and
and other
personal services
services in
the District
District of
Columbia,
$100,802.
bia, $100,802.
Enforcement of the Federal
Enforcement
Federal Food,
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Cosmetic Act: For
Secretary of Agriculture
enabling the Secretary
carry into
into effect
Agriculture to
to carry
effect the
the proviprovisions
Act of
of June
25, 1938,
1938, entitled
"An Act
Act to
to prohibit
prohibit the
the
sions of
of the
the Act
June 25,
entitled "An
movement
commerce of
of adulterated
and misbranded
misbranded
movement in
in interstate commerce
adulterated and
food, drugs, devices,
devices, and cosmetics, and for other
other purposes",
purposes", as
as
amended (21
(21 U. S. C. 301-392)
301-392);;to cooperate
cooperate with associations
associations and
and
scientific societies in the revision
revision of
Pharmacoof the
the United States
States Pharmacodevelopment of methods of analysis,
poeia and development
investigating
analysis, and for investigating
character of the chemical
the character
chemical and physical
physical tests which are applied
to American
American food products
products in foreign
foreign countries, and for inspecting
inspecting
the same before shipment when desired by the shippers or owners
owners
where chemical
physical
of these products
products intended for countries
countries where
chemical and physical
tests are required
products are allowed
sold
required before
before the said products
allowed to be sold
therein, $2,328,080:
therein,
$2,328,080: Provided,
Provided, That not
not more than $4,280
$4,280 shall be
be
used for travel outside the
the United
United States.
Act: Fo
Forr enabling
enabling the Secretary
Naval
. Stores Act:
to
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
carry into effect
provisions of
ol the Naval
effect the provisions
Naval Stores Act of March
March
3,
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 91-99),
$34,700.
3, 1923
1923 (7
U. S.
91-99), $34,700.
Enforcement of
of the
Enforcement
the Insecticide
Insecticide Act:
Act: For
For enabling
enabling the Secretary .
of
Agriculture to
carry into
effect the
provisions of
of the
the Act
April
of Agriculture
to carry
into effect
the provisions
Act of
of April
26, 1910 (7 U. S. C. 121-134),
121-134), entitled "An Act for preventing
preventing the
the
manufacture, sale, or transportation
transportation of adulterated
adulterated or misbranded
manufacture,
misbranded
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paris greens, lead arsenates,
arsenates, other insecticides,
insecticides, and also fungicides,
fungicides,
and for regulating
regulating traffic therein, and for other purposes",
purposes", $193,180.
$193,180.
Enforcement
Enforcement of the
Importation Act:
the Secthe Milk
Milk Importation
Act: For
For enabling
enabling the
Secretary
of Agriculture
into effect
effect the
provisions of
an Act
retary of
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
the provisions
of an
Act
(21 U.
U. S. C. 141-149),
141-149), entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
approved February 15, 1927 (21
Act
to
regulate the
the importation
importation of
of milk
and cream
the United
to regulate
milk and
cream into
into the
United States
States
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of promoting
the dairy
industry of
States
for
promoting the
dairy industry
of the
the United
United States
and
the public
public health",
health", $19,241.
and protecting
protecting the
$19,241.
Enforcement of
the Caustic
Caustic Poison
Poison Act:
Act: For
For enabling
Enforcement
of the
enabling the
the SecreSecretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect
effect the provisions
provisions of an Act
Act
approved March
March 4,
approved
401-411), entitled "An
Act to
to
4, 1927 (15
(15 U. S. C.
C. 401-411),
"An Act
safeguard
distribution and
sale of
of certain
certain dangerous
safeguard the
the distribution
and sale
dangerous caustic
caustic or
or
corrosive
other substances
substances in
interstate and
and foreign
foreign
corrosive acids, alkalies, and
and other
in interstate
commerce",
commerce", $24,741.
$24,741.
Enforcement of
of the
Milk Act:
Act: For
Secretary
Enforcement
the Filled
Filled Milk
For enabling
enabling the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
to carry
carry into
effect the
the provisions
the Act
of
Agriculture to
into effect
provisions of
of the
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act
Act to
to prohibit
prohibit the
the shipment
of filled
filled milk
milk in
or
"An
shipment of
in interstate
interstate or
foreign
March 4,
4, 1923,
by the
foreign commerce",
commerce", approved
approved March
1923, as
as amended
amended by
the Act
Act
of August
(21 U. S.
1935 (21
S. C. 61-64),
61-64), $10,000.
$10,000.
of
August 27, 1935
Enforcement of
the Sea
Food Inspectors
Inspectors Act:
Act: For
For personal
personal servservEnforcement
of the
Sea Food
ices
sea food
food inspectors
and inspect
sea
ices of
of sea
inspectors designated
designated to
to examine
examine and
inspect sea
food
and labeling
labeling thereof
thereof upon
upon the
food and
and the
the production,
production, packing,
packing, and
the
application
of any
any packer
or sale
sale within
application of
packer of
of any
any sea
sea food
food for
for shipment
shipment or
within
jurisdiction of the Federal
Federal Food and
the jurisdiction
and Drugs Act,
Act, in accordance
accordance
with
an Act
Act entitled
Act to
section 10A
10A
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of an
entitled "An
"An Act
to amend
amend section
1906, as amended",
amended",
30, 1906,
and Drugs
Drugs Act
Act of June 30,
of the Federal
Federal Food
Food and
approved
1935 (21
(21 U.
U. S.
C. 14a),
14a), $40,000.
$40,000.
S. C.
approved August
August 27,
27, 1935
Total,
salaries and
and expenses,
and Drug
Administration,
Drug Administration
Total, salaries
expenses, Food
Food and
$2,750,744, of
which amount
$832,198 may
be expended
expended
exceed $832,198
may be
$2,750,744,
of which
amount not
not to
to exceed
for
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
not to exceed
exceed
of Columbia,
Columbia, and not
for personal
$27,375 shall
shall be
be available
the purchase
motor-propelled and
and
purchase of
of motor-propelled
available for
for the
$27,375
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles
the conduct
of
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
vehicles necessary
necessary in
in the
conduct of
field
work outside
the District
District of
field work
outside the
of Columbia.
Columbia.

Milk
Importation
Milk Importation
Act.
Act.
44 Stat.
Stat. 1101.
44
1101.

Caustic
Caustic Poison
Poison Act.
Act.
44 Stat.
Stat. 1406.
1406.
44

Filled Milk
Filled
Milk Act.
Act.
42
Stat. 1486;
1486;49
42 Stat.
49 Stat.
Stat.

885.
885.

21
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
21 U.
V. §
64.
V.
§ 64.

Sea Food
Food Inspectors
Sea
Inspectors
Act.
Act.
34
768; 49
49 Stat.
Stat.
34 Stat.
Stat. 768;
871.
871.
21
U. S.
§§ 1-5,
21 U.
S. C.
C. §§
1-5,
7-15;
7-15; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, I114a.
14a.

servTotal; personal
persOnalserv"
Ices.
ices.
Vehicles.
Vehicles.

SOIL
CONSERVATION SERVICE
SERVICE
SOIL CONSERVATION
SALARIES
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES AND
EXPENSES

To carry
the provisions
an Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide
of an
Act entitled
To
carry out
out the
provisions of
for the
the protection
and for
for
soil erosion,
erosion, and
resources against
against soil
protection of
of land
land resources
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved April
C. 590a-590f),
590a-590f),
April 27, 1935 (16
(16 U.
U. S. C.
other
which
national program
program of
of erosion
control and
soil
erosion control
and soil
which provides
provides for
for aa national
and
moisture conservation
conservation to
and in
in cooperacooperadirectly and
to be
be carried
carried out
out directly
and moisture
tion
other agencies;
including the
employment of
persons and
and
of persons
the employment
agencies; including
tion with
with other
means
in the
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, purchase
purchase of
of books
books
of Columbia
the District
District of
means in
and
periodicals, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
operation of
of one
passengerrepair, and
and operation
one passengerand periodicals,
carrying
automobile in
in the
furnishing of
of subsubDistrict of
of Columbia,
Columbia, furnishing
the District
carrying automobile
sistence
to employees,
employees, training
employees, and
and the
purchase and
and
the purchase
training of
of employees,
sistence to
erection of
of permanent
permanent buildings:
the cost
of any
any
Provided, That
That the
cost of
buildings: Provided,
erection
building
purchased, erected,
erected, or
as improved,
of the
the cost
cost
or as
improved, exclusive
exclusive of
building purchased,
of
constructing a
a water
water supply
supply or
or sanitary
sanitary system
connecting
and connecting
of constructing
system and
the
with any
any such
such building,
not exceed
$2,500 except
except where
where
building, shall
shall not
exceed $2,500
the same
same with
buildings
are acquired
with land
land being
being purchased
for
buildings are
acquired in
in conjunction
conjunction with
purchased for
other purposes
purposes and
ten buildings
buildings to
be constructed
constructed at
at a
a
other
and except
except for
for ten
to be
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed $15,000
$15,000 per
Provided further,
That no
no
per building:
building: Provided
further, That
cost
money
this Act
Act shall
be available
for the
the construcconstrucin this
shall be
available for
money appropriated
appropriated in
tion
any such
such building
building on
land not
not owned
owned by
by the
Government:
the Government:
tion of
of any
on land
Provided
That during
fiscal year
year for
for which
which appropriaappropriaduring the
the fiscal
further, That
Provided further,
tions are
made the
appropriations for
for the
the work
work of
Soil
the Soil
of the
the appropriations
are herein
herein made
tions

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

exex-

49 Stat.
163.
Stat. 163.
U. S. C., Sum).
16 U.
Supp.
V.
590a-590i.
V, §§ i90a-590f.

Protisos.
Provisos.
buildings.
Cost of buildings.

Construction
Construction on
on
nongovernmental
nongovernmental
land,
restriction.
land, restriction.

Warehouse maintewarehouse
maintenance, etc.
etc.
nance,
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Conservation Service
shall be
meeting the
the expenses
expenses
for meeting
available for
be available
Service shall
Conservation
of
procurement, care,
care, and
handling
and handling
the procurement,
and the
maintenance and
warehouse maintenance
of warehouse
of supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials, and
stored therein
therein for
for distribution
distribution
equipment stored
and equipment
of
to
projects
under
the
supervision
of
the
Soil
Conservation
Service
Service
Conservation
Soil
the
of
supervision
the
under
projects
to
and
sale and
distribution to
the
activities, the
Government activities,
other Government
to other
and distribution
for sale
and for
equipment
such equipment
cost
and materials
or the
the value
value of such
materials or
supplies and
such supplies
of such
cost of
(including the
cost of
to be
reimbe reimhandling), to
and handling),
of transportation
transportation and
the cost
(including
bursed
at the
the time
supplies,
additional supplies,
time additional
current at
appropriations current
to appropriations
bursed to
materials,
or equipment
equipment are
procured from
appropriations chargethe appropriations
from the
are procured
materials, or
able with
with the
cost or
or value
value of
of such
such supplies,
supplies, materials,
materials.
,or
or equipequipthe cost
able
Reproduction
of ment:
ment: Provided
Provided further,
reproductions of
other
or other
Reproductioonof
such aerial
aerial or
of such
That reproductions
further, That
aerial photographs,
photogra p
connection
etc.
photographs, mosaics, and maps as shall be required in connection
hs, photographs,
etc.
with the
the authorized
work of
of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service may be
authorized work
with
furnished at
the cost
of reproduction
State, county,
county, or
or
Federal, State,
to Federal,
reproduction to
cost of
at the
furnished
municipal
agencies requesting
requesting such
such reproductions,
reproductions, the
the money
received
money received
municipal agencies
from such
to be
deposited in
Treasury to the credit of this
the Treasury
in the
be deposited
sales to
such sales
from
appropriation , as
as follows:
follows:
appropriation;
e
Administrative
Adm
inistrative xel'
General
expenses: For necessary
necessary expenses for gengenadministrative expenses:
General administrative
penses.
eral
including the
the salary
salary of
of the
Chief of
of
the Chief
purposes, including
administrative purposes,
eral administrative
the
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
services in the Dispersonal services
other personal
and other
Service and
Soil
the
Proviso.
ProVwiso.
Provided, That no part of the money
Restriction.
trict
Columbia, $550,000:
$550,000: Provided,
of Columbia,
trict of
Restriction.
expenditure if
appropriated in
in this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
be available
for expenditure
available for
shall be
appropriated
any
emergency appropriations
appropriations are
are made
made available
available for administrative
admmistrative
any emergency
expenses
administering the funds provided
provided in regular
regular appropriin administering
expenses m
ations to
to the
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service.
the Soil
ations
moiiset r
Soil and moisture
For
Boil
investigations: For
and land-use investigations:
conservation and
Soil and
and moisture
moisture conservation
conservation and landand investigations
investigations into the character
use investigations,
etc. research
character, cause, extent, history,
research and
investigation , et.
of
erosion, soil and moisture depletion
depletion and methods of
of erosion,
and effects
effects of
and
soil and
moisture conservation
(including the
construction and
the construction
conservation (including
and moisture
soil
for
drainage);;and for
irrigation and land drainage)
hydrologic phases
farm irrigation
phases of farm
hydrologic
construction 'operation,
operation, and
and maintenance
of experimental
experimental watersheds,
watersheds,
maintenance of
construction,
stations, laboratories,
and installations, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
plots, and
stations,
laboratories, plots,
Soil
land-use operations,
operations, demonstrademonstraand land-use
conservation and
Soil and
and moisture
moisture conservation
tions,
and information:
carrying out
preventive measures
measures to
to
For carrying
out preventive
information: For
tions, and
conserve soil
and moisture, including
special measures
measures as may
may
including such special
conserve
soil and
be necessary
necessary to
to prevent
prevent floods
and the
the siltation
siltation of
reservoirs, and
of reservoirs,
and
floods and
be
including the
the improvement
including
improvement of farm irrigation and land drainage,
drainage,
of
the making
the establishment
nurseries, the
making of
erosion nurseries,
operation of erosion
the
establishment and operation
dissemination of informaconservation
informsthe dissemination
and surveys,
surveys, and the
conservation plans and
Proviso.
Proviso.
tion, $18,965,750:
$18,965;750: Provided,
That any
any part
appropriation
part of this appropriation
Provided, That
tion,
8 tock. allocated for
Nursery stock,
procurement of nursery
allocated
the production or procurement
nursery stock by any
funds available.
available.
for
Federal
appropriated to any Federal agency for
Federal agency,
agency, or funds
funds appropriated
procurement
to cooperating
allocation to
cooperating States for the production or procurement
allocation
nursery stock,
available for expenditure
expenditure for not more
stock, shall remain
remain available
of nursery
than
than three fiscal years.
Emergency
erosion
Emergency
Emergency (erosion
Emergency erosion
erosion control,
control, Everglades
Everglades region, Florida: For
control, Everglaadesre- research
demonstration work in soil conservation
conservation control meascontrol,
Everglades re- research and demonstration
gion,
glen, Fla.
ures,
including research
research and
work in
in fire
fire control
control and
and
and demonstration
demonstration work
ures, including
irrigation
irrigation construction work to eliminate fire hazards, in the EverProviso.
Proviso,
glades region of Florida, $75,000: Provided,
Provided, That no expenditures
expenditures
State, etc., contri- shall be made for these purposes until a
State, etc., contra sum at least equal to such
such
bution.
expenditures
expenditures shall have been made available by the State of Florida,
subdivision thereof, for the same purposes.
or a
a political
political subdivision
pu rposes .
or
Total; personalservperson alserv$21,090,750,
Total,
Total, salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, Soil Conservation
Conservation Service, $21,090
/
750)
ices.
of which not to exceed
$1,724,174 may be expended for personal
ices,
exceed $1,724,174
Vehicles.
Vehicles,
services
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
nott
o exceed
exceed $200,000
services in
in the
and not
to
$200,000 shall
shall
be available for the purchase of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
passenger-carrying vehicles necessary
necessary in the conduct of field work
passenger-carrying
work
outside the District of Columbia.
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CONSERVATION AND
AGRICULTURAL LAND
AND USE OF AGRICULTURAL
CONSERVATION
RESOURCES,
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
RESOURCES, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
To enable
to carry
the proproeffect the
into effect
carry,into
Agriculture to
of Agriculture
Secretary of
the Secretary
enable the
To

Soil
conservation,
Soil conservation,
etc.

visions
of sections
sections 7
to 17,
17, inclusive,
Conservation and etc
Soil Conservation
the Soil
of the
inclusive, of
7 to
visions of
49 Stat. 1148.
Stat. 1148.
amended 49
Domestic Allotment
Allotment Act,
Act, approved
approved February 29, 1936,
1936, as amended
Domestic
16 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
(16
U.
S.
C.
590g-590q),
and
the
provisions
of
the
Agricultural
§§ 590g-590q.
590gS90q.
v,6
(16 U. S. C. 590g-590q), and the provisions of the Agricultural
52 Stat. 31.
Adjustment
Act
of
1938,
as
amended
(7
U.
S.
C.
1281-1407)
(except
31. Supp. V,
52
Stat.
(except
C.
1281-1407)
S.
U.
7
V.
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended (7
7 U.
U.S.S. C.,
35.
ch. 35.
the
making of
of payments
pursuant to sections 303 and 381 and the ch.
payments pursuant
the making
provisions of
IV and
including the employment of persons
V), including
and V)
titles IV
of titles
provisions
and means
the District
elsewhere; rent in the
Columbia and elsewhere;
of 'Columbia
District of
in the
means in
and
Exhibits at
at fairs.
fairs.
Exhibits
District of
Columbia; not
to exceed
exceed $50,000
the preparation
preparation and
for the
$50,000 for
not to
of Columbia;
District
display
of exhibits,
including such
displays at State, interstate, and
such displays
exhibits, including
display of
international
fairs within
the United
United States; purchase of law books,
within the
international fairs
books
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, newspapers,
newspapers, $438,560,000,
$438,560,000, together with
of reference,
books of
Reappropriation.
not
exceed $60,000,000
of the
balances of
the approapproReappropriation.
of the
unobligated balances
the unobligated
$60,000,000 of
to exceed
not to
priations made
head by the Department of Agriculture
this head
under this
made under
priations
63 Stat. 975.
3 tat.975.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, approved
30, 1939
939), and
(53 Stat. 939),
1939 (53
June 30,
approved June
Appropriation
Ante, p. 86.
by the
the First
Appropriation Act,
fiscal year
year 1940,
remain Ante p. 86.
to remain
1940, to
Act, fiscal
Deficiency Appropriation
First Deficiency
by
available
June 30,
30, 1942,
1942, for
for compliances
compliances under said Act of Febuntil June
available until
ruary
29,
1936,
as
amended,
pursuant
to
provisions of the 1940
the provisions
to the
pursuant
amended,
as
1936,
29,
ruary
programs carried
the period
period September
September 1, 1939, to Decem- Provisos.
during the
out during
carried out
programs
ber 31,
1940, inclusive:
That no
such amount
se
ionon use
R
shall Restriction
amount shall
of such
part of
no part
Provided, That
inclusive: Provided,
31, 1940,
ber
funds.
offunds
be available
out the
section 202 (f) of the of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
carrying out
for carrying
52 Stat. 37.
available for
be
U. S. c.,
C., Supp.v,
Supp. V,
77U.S.
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
of 1938,
1938, and
not to
exceed $3,000,000 §1292.
to exceed
and not
Act of
Agricultural
shall
be
available
under
the
provisions
of
section
202
(a)
(e),
1292.
(e),
202
to
(a)
shall be available under the provisions of section 202
inclusive, of
including research
food products
products of farm
on food
research on
Act, including
said Act,
of said
inclusive,
Administrative expAdinisttive ecommodities: Provided
That not
not to
exceed $4,985,600
$4,985,600 of such penses.
to exceed
further,That
Provided further,
commodities:
amount
may be
expended in
for
30, 1941, for
ending June 30,.1941,
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
in the
be expended
amount may
administrative expenses
including
in the District of Columbia, including
expenses in
administrative
regional offices,
offices, and
not to
exceed $9971,200
$9,971,200 of
may be
amount may
such amount
of such
to exceed
and not
regional
expended in
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1941,
administrative
for administrative
1941, for
June 30,
ending June
in the
expended
expenses
in the
States (not
(not including
including expenses
expenses of
county and
and
of county
several States
the several
expenses in
Nonavailability of
fundsforsalariesetcof
for salaries, etc.,
no part of such amount funds
local
committe,es): Provided
further, That no
Provided further,
local committees):
after June 30, 1941; exshall
be
available
after
June
30,
1941,
for
salaries
and
other
admin30, 94l; ex
fterJune
adminother
and
salaries
for
ception.
1941,
30,
June
after
shall be available
istrative
expenses except
for payment
payment of
of obligations
obligations therefor
therefor incurred
incurred ception.
except for
istrative expenses
Availability for 1941
Aailability for 1941
prior
such amount shall be programs.
That such
further, That
Provided further,
1941: Provided
1, 1941:
July 1,
to July
prior to
49 Stat. 1148, 1149; 52
52
49stat.1148,9;
available
for
salaries
and
other
administrative
expenses
in
connection
expenses
administrative
Stat. 31.
available for salaries and other
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
.,supp.v
U.S^
with the
the formulation
and administration
the 1941 programs or §§'1618590g-5ikh;
of the
administration of
formulation and
with
7 1J. S.
plans now
or hereafter
hereafter authorized
authorized under
under section
section 7
or 8,
8, or
or both,
of C., Supp.
35.
ch. 35.
Sgupp. V,; ch.
both, of
7 or
now or
plans
.
c.
v
said
Act
of
February
29,
1936,
or
under
said
provisions
of
the
AgriAgrithe
of
provisions
said
under
or
1936,
29,
February
of
Transfer of funds.
said Act
cultural Adjustment
Act of
of 1938:
That the
the SecreSecre- Tran of unds.
further, That
Provided further,
1938: Provided
Adjustment Act
cultural
tary of
may, in
his discretion,
to time transfer
transfer
time to
from time
discretion, from
in his
Agriculture may,
of Agriculture
tary
to the
the General
as may be necessary
necessary to
sums as
such sums
Office such
Accounting Office
General Accounting
to
pay administrative
administrative expenses
expenses of
of the
General Accounting
Accounting Office in
the General
Purchase of seeds,
pay
auditing
payments under
item: Provided
further, That such etc.Purchase of seeds
Provided further
this item:
under this
auditing payments
amount shall
shall be
be available
available for
the purchase
purchase of
of seeds,
seeds, fertilizers,
fertilizers, lime,
lime,
for the
amount
trees, or
any other
farming materials,
materials, or
or any
any soil
soil terracing
services,
terracing services,
other farming
or any
trees,
and
making grants
grants thereof
thereof to
to agricultural
agricultural producers
in
them in
aid them
to aid
producers to
and making
carrying
out farming
farming practices
Secretary of
of AgriAgrithe Secretary
by the
approved by
practices approved
carrying out
said Act of February Tennessee Valley
culture
the 1940
and 1941
1941 programs
under said
programs under
1940 and
in the
culture in
aey
Authority.
29,
amended; for
for the
Tennessee Valley Authoeity
the Tennessee
of the
reimbursement of
the reimbursement
as amended;
1936, as
29, 1936,
lime,
seeds,
Authority
or
any
other
Government
agency
for
fertilizers,
seeds,
fertilizers,
for
agency
Government
other
any
or
Authority
trees
or other
other farming
farming materials,
or any
any soil
services,
terracing services,
soil terracing
materials, or
trees,: or
furnished
by
such
agency;
and
for
the
payment
of
all
expenses
necesnecesexpenses
all
of
payment
the
for
and
agency;
such
by
furnished
sary in
in making
making such
grants including
including all
all or
of the
the costs
costs incident
incident
part of
or part
such grants
Funds for aihninissary
to the
provided further,
for anxpenses
pro- tmtive sexpenses.
funds prothe funds
That the
further, That
And provided
thereof: And
delivery thereof:
the delivery
to
49 Stat. 774.
774.Stipp. V,
vided by
by section
section 32
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
amend the
Agrithe Agrito amend
7tat
U. S. C.,
the Act
of the
32 of
vided
612c.
August §e612c.
cultural
Adjustment Act
and for
other purposes",
approved August
purposes", approved
for other
Act and
cultural Adjustment
--- 36
1934
70 °-4 1-PT. i-36
193470°-41-PT.
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24, 1935 (7
24,
available during
the fiscal
year
(7 U. S.
S. C.
C. 612c),
612c), shall
shall be
be available
during the
fiscal year
administrative expenses,
expenses, in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions
1941 for
for administrative
in accordance
of section
of the
the Agricultural
of 1938,
1938, in
carryof
section 392
392 of
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
in carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
said section
the employment
employment of
of
ing out
of said
section 32,
32, including
including the
persons
means in
in the
the District
Columbia and
in
persons and
and means
District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, in
accordance with the provisions of law
accordance
applicable to
to the
law applicable
the employment
employment
of
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment AdministraAdministraof persons
persons and
and means by
by the
the Agricultural
Exception.
except that
that within
within the
total of
section
tion, except
the total
of limitations
limitations imposed
imposed by
by section
392
said Act
Act for
392 (b)
(b) of said
for administrative
administrative expenses
expenses in
in the
the District
District of
of
offices, and
the several
several States,
States, such
such limitations
Columbia, regional
regional offices,
and in
in the
limitations
may, in connection
may,
the activities
activities of
of the
Marketing and
connection with
with the
the Marketing
and
Marketing Agreements
Division of
of the
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Marketing
Agreements Division
the Agricultural
Administration
Administration and
Surplus Commodities
Corporation,
and the
the Federal
Federal Surplus
Commodities Corporation,
during the
the current
current fiscal
fiscal year,
year,
be interchanged,
interchanged, in
in whole
whole or
or in
in part,
part, during
between
between the District
District of
several
of Columbia,
Columbia, regional
regional offices,
offices, and
and the
the several
Parity payments.
States: Provided
Provided further,
the funds
funds appropriated
the
further, That
That the
appropriated under
under the
53 Stat. 974.
974.
head
payments, Department
Department of
Agriculture", for
the fiscal
head "Parity payments,
of
Agriculture",
for
the
fiscal
Payments totenants
year
year 1940 shall remain
remain available
available until
until June
June 30,
30, 1942:
Provided furfur1942: Provided
and sharecroppers.
sharecroppers.
ther, That notwithstanding
ther,
other provision
provision of
law, persons
notwithstanding any
any other
of law,
persons who
who
in 1938 and 1939
out farming
farming operations
tenants or
1939 carried
carried out
operations as
as tenants
or sharesharecroppers
croppers on
owned by
the United
States Government
Government and
and
on cropland
cropland owned
by the
United States
who complied with the terms and
and conditions
of the
1939
conditions of
the 1938
1938 and
and 1939
agricultural conservation
agricultural
conservation programs,
to sections
programs, formulated
formulated pursuant
pursuant to
sections
49 Stat. 1148.
7 to 17, inclusive,
7
Soil Conservation
Conservation and
and Domestic
Allotment
inclusive, of
of the
the Soil
Domestic Allotment
10
8. C.,
Supp. V,
16 U.
U.S.
C., Supp.V,
690-590q.
II
41 990
g--590n.
Act, as amended,
amended, shall be entitled
entitled to apply for
for and
and receive
receive payments,
payments
or to retain payments heretofore
their participation
heretofore made, for their
in said
participation in
said
program
program to the same extent as other producers.
52 Stat. 69.
Sapp. V,
77U. S. C., Supp.
1392.

COMMODITY
COMMODITY CREDIT
CREDIT CORPORATION
CORPORATION
Salaries and adminstrativesexpenses.
istrative
expenses.

Salaries and
Salaries
and administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: Not
to exceed
$2,000,000 of
Not to
exceed $2,000,000
of
the funds of the Commodity Credit Corporation,
Corporation, established
as an
an
established as
agency of the Government
by Executive
dated
Government by
Executive Order
Order Numbered
Numbered 6340,
6340, dated
October 16
16, 1933,
1933, and continued as
such
agency
to June
30,
1941, by
as
such
agency
to
June
30,
1941,
by
15 U.
S. C., Stipp. v,
V,
I5
U.s.C..snpp.
the Act
Act of
March 4, 1939 (53 Stat. 510),
510), shall
be available
available during
the
of March
shall be
the
during the
§713.
fiscal year 1941 for administrative
administrative expenses
of the
the Corporation,
Corporation, includexpenses of
including personal services in the District of Columbia
and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
Columbia
and
Travel expenses.
Travelepenes.
travel expenses, in accordance
accordance with the Standardized
Standardized Government
Government
44 Stat. 688.
44 Stat6
Travel Regulations and the Act of June 3, 1926, as amended
amended
(5 U. S. C. 821-833)
821-833);;printing and binding; lawbooks
lawbooks and
books of
of
and books
reference;
reference; not to exceed $250
$250 for periodicals, maps,
and newspapers;
newspapers;
maps, and
procurement
equipment, and services; typewriters,
procurement of supplies, equipment,
addtypewriters, addmachines, and other labor-saving
labor-saving devices, including their repair
ing machines,
repair
and exchange;
exchange; rent in the District of Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
and
Provisos.
Prodoiis
tti
all
other
necessary administrative
administrative expenses: Provided,
Provided, That all necesnecesNonadministrative
expenses.
sary expenses
expenses (including legal
special services
performed on
on a
legal and special
services performed
a
contract or fee basis, but not including other personal
personal services)
services) in
in
connection with the acquisition,
connection
acquisition, operation, maintenance,
maintenance, improvement,
improvement,
belonging to the
or disposition
disposition of any real or personal property
property belonging
Corporation
it has an interest, including
Corporation or in which it
including expenses
expenses of
of
collections of pledged
collateral, shall be considered
collections
pledged collateral,
nonadminisconsidered as
as nonadminisAllotments.
Allotments.
trative expenses
further, That the
trative
expenses for the purposes hereof:
hereof: Provided
Provided further,
the
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may make allotments
allotments from this appropriaappropriation,
to the
the approval of the Director
tion, subject
subject to
Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, to the offiePA
offices and divisions of the office of the
for
the Secretary
Secretary for
unting
the performance
the Commodity
performance of
of departmental
departmental services
services for
for the
Commodity Credit
Credit
Accounting.
g
Corporation: Provided
Providedfurther,
further,That none of the fund made available
Corporation:
by
shall be obligated
until an
by this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
obligated or expended unless and until
an
appropriate appropriation
appropriation account
appropriate
account shall have been established therethere-
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covering warrant, and
for pursuant
appropriation warrant
warrant or aacovering
pursuant to an appropriation
for
accounted for and audited in accordaccordexpenditures shall be accounted
all such expenditures
1921, as amended.
amended.
ance with the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921,

42 Stat.
Stat. 20.
42

31 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., ch.
31
bh. 1;
1;

Supp. V,
V, ch. 1.

THE SUGAR
SUGAR ACT OF 1937
Act of
of 1937.
Sugar Act
To
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect the
To enable the Secretary
903.
50 Stat. 903.
7
U.
S.
C.,
Supp. V.
C.,
Supp.V,
7
U.S.
provisions,
other
than
those
specifically
relating
Philippine
to
the
provisions, other than those specifically
§§
1100-1183.
§ 1100-1183.
September 1, 1937
Islands, of the Sugar Act of 1937,
1937, approved
approved September
1937
(7 U.
U. S.
C. 1100-1183),
the employment of persons and means,
1100-1183), and the
S. C.
(7
authorized by said Act
elsewhere, as authorized
Act,
in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
$46,675,000,
$1,300,000 of the unobligated
unobligated balance
balance of
$46,675,000, together with $1,300,000
Deficiency
the
appropriation provided
provided under this head by the Second
Second Deficiency
the appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1939, approved May
May 2, 1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Appropriation
626), in
all not
available until June
$47,975,000, to remain available
to exceed $47,975,000,
not to
in all
626),
Proviso.
30, 1942:
1942: Provided,
connection with
payments in connection
conditional payments
That conditional
Provided, That
30,
Conditional paypayments.
proclamation under
under ments.
the 1940 sugar program shall not be made if, by proclamation
50 Stat. 916.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
V,
suspended 77U.
section
509 of
of said
II or title III shall have been suspended
title II
said Act, title
section 509
§§1179.
and
shall remain
remain suspended
1, 1940.
July 1,
suspended until July
and shall
PARITY PAYMENTS
PAYMENTS
PARITY

To enable
the Secretary
of Agriculture
make parity payments
Agriculture to make
Secretary of
enable the
To
to
wheat, cotton,
corn (in
commercial corn-produccorn-produc(in the commercial
cotton, corn
of wheat,
producers of
to producers
ing
rice, and
pursuant to
to the
provisions of section 303
the provisions
tobacco pursuant
and tobacco
area), rice,
ing area),
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
$212,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
Act of 1938, $212,000,000:
of
That such
such payments
payments with
commodity shall be
to any such commodity
respect to
with respect
That
acreage planted
made with
with respect
respect to
event that the acreage
in the event
a farm only in
to a
made
to the
the commodity
harvest on
on the
farm in
1941 is not
not in excess
in 1941
the farm
for harvest
commodity for
to
under
of
acreage allotment
allotment established
commodity under
established for the commodity
farm acreage
the farm
of the
the
conservation program.
agricultural conservation
the agricultural

payments.
Parity payments.
62 Stat. 45.
7U..
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
Supp.V,
7
§1303.
1303.
Proviso.
Provimo.
Condition.
Condition.

DISPOSAL
SURPLUS COMMODITIES
COMMODITIES
DISPOSAL OF SURPLUS
Funds for adminisFunds

To enable
Agriculture to further carry out the trative expenses.
expenses.
Secretary of Agriculture
enable the Secretary
To
49 Stat. 774.
774.
provisions
of section
section 32,
amended, of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act
as amended,
32, as
provisions of
U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp. V,
V.
77U.
to
purposes", §§612c.
Adjustment Act, and for other purposes",
Agricultural Adjustment
the Agricultural
to amend
amend the
approved
August 24,
24, 1935,
1935, and
subject to all provisions of law
and subject
approved August
relating to
the expenditure
appropriated by such section,
section,
funds appropriated
expenditure of funds
to the
relating
$85,000,000. Such
immediately available
available and
and shall be
be immediately
shall be
sum shall
Such sum
$85,000,000.
in
to, and
appropriations made
other appropriations
for, other
substitution for,
in substitution
not in
and not
addition to,
in addition
Provisos.
Prooas.
Restriction
on use
Provided, That
Itestrlctl
by
That
for the purpose of such section: Provided,
or for
section or
such section
by such
of funds.
funds.
of
not
of 25
centum of
of the
available
the funds herein made available
per centum
25 per
excess of
in excess
not in
Stamp plan.
Stamp
may be
be devoted
devoted to
agricultural commodity:
commodity: Provided
further,
Providedfurther,
one agricultural
to any
any one
may
That
said 25
25 per
per centum
centum provision
provision and the like provision in said
That said
section
amended, shall
to amounts
amounts devoted
devoted to aa
apply to
not apply
shall not
as amended,
32, as
section 32,
stamp
plan
for
the
removal
of
surplus
agricultural
commodities
commodities
agricultural
surplus
of
removal
the
for
plan
stamp
section 32, and, notfrom funds
available hereby
hereby and by said section
made available
funds made
from
withstanding
stamp plan, the 25 per centum
centum
withstanding expenditures under such stamp
provision shall
calculated on the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount
continue to be calculated
shall continue
provision
available hereunder
section 32.
and under said section
hereunder and
available
INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTION
COMMITTEES
CONTROL COMMITTEES
PRODUCTION CONTROL
INTERNATIONAL
Share of U.
U. S.
S. for
During
the fiscal
year 1941
1941 the
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may membershipexpenses.
fiscal year
During the
membership expenses.
available to the Agriexpend
exceed $17,500 from the funds available
not to exceed
expend not
Umnted
cultural
share of the United
Administration for the share
Adjustment Administration
cultural Adjustment
States as
Committee,
International Wheat Advisory Committee,
a member of the International
as a
States
the
concerned
International Sugar Council, or like events or bodies concerned
the International
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with
agricultural surpluses
surpluses or
other objectives
objectives
with the
the reduction
reduction of
of agricultural
or with
with other
of
the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration,
together with
with traveltravelof the
Agricultural Adjustment
Administration, together
ing and
expenses relating
thereto.
ing
and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
relating thereto.
FEDERAL
CROP INSURANCE
ACT
FEDERAL CROP
INSURANCE ACT
Administrative, etc.,
Administrative,
etc.,
expenses.
expenses.
52 Stat.
52
Stat. 72.
72.
7
U.S. C.,
V,
7 U.S.
., Supp.
Supp.V,
§§ 1501-1518.
§§
1501-1518.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
63 Stat.975.
Stat.975.
53

52
52 Stat.
Stat. 77.
77.
7
II. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
7 U.S.
1516.
1516.
52 Stat.
tat. 74.
74.
7
U. S. C.,
Sapp. V.
7 U.s.
C., Snpp.
V,
11507
(d).
1 1507 (d).

Administrative and
expenses: For
operating and
and adminadminAdministrative
and operating
operating expenses:
For operating
istrative expenses
expenses under
Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
Act, approved
approved
istrative
under the
the Federal
Insurance Act,
February
1938, as
U. S.
C. 1501-1518),
February 16,
16, 1938,
as amended
amended (7
(7 U.
S. C.
1501-1518), $5,123,200,
$5,423,200,
together with
reappropriation of
of not
to exceed
exceed $100,000
of the
the
together
with a
a reappropriation
not to
$100,000 of
unexpended
balance of
unexpended balance
funds available
available for
for this
this purpose
purpose for
of the funds
for the
the
fiscal year 1910,
1940, to
the Secretary
Secretary of
(a)
to be allotted
allotted by
by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture (a)
to the Federal
Crop Insurance
Corporation, as
as authorized
authorized by
by section
section
Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation,
(a) of
such Act,
Act, and
and (b)
and offices
Depart516 (a)
of such
(b) to
to bureaus
bureaus and
offices of
of the
the Department of Agriculture
Agriculture or for transfer
transfer to
other agencies
agencies of
State and
and
to other
of State
Federal
authorized by section
Federal Governments,
Governments, as authorized
507 (d)
(d) of
such Act;
Act;
section 507
of such
and such part as the Secretary
Secretary allots
allots under
clause (b)
(b) hereof
hereof shall
shall
under clause
available for
be available
employment of
and means
means in
in the
District
for the employment
of persons
persons and
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia and elsewhere,
in the
the District
of Columbia,
purelsewhere, rent
rent in
District of
Columbia, purchase of law books, books of reference,
periodicals, and
and newspapers.
newspapers.
reference, periodicals,
FARM TENANT
FARM
TENANT ACT
ACT
FARM TSNANCr
TENANCY

Farm tenancy.
50 Stat. 522.
77U.
U. S.. C., Sapp.
Supp. V,
¢1
1000-1006.
§§ 1000-1006.
Salaries and exSalaries
expenses.

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

Loans.

Restriction on use
of funds.

Authorization
Authorization of
of
It. F. O.tolendsumto
C. to lend sum to
R.
Secretary of Agrieul.
Agriculture.
ture.

Provisos.
Provsos.
Amountloaned,limiAmountloaned,limltation.
tation.
Repayment.
Repayment.

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry into effect the
provisions of title I
provisions
Tenant Act,
Act,
I of the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1000-1006),
follows:
1000-1006), as follows:
Salaries and expenses: For administrative
administrative expenses in connection
connection
with the making of loans under
under title IIof the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Farm
Tenant Act, approved
approved July 22, 1937 (7
(7 U. S. C. 1000-1006),
1000-1006), and the
collection of moneys due the United States on account
account of loans
loans
heretofore
under the provisions of said Act,
heretofore made under
including the
the
Act, including
employment
employment of persons and means
means in
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
in the District of
and
elsewhere,
elsewhere, exclusive
exclusive of printing and binding as authorized
authorized by said
Act, $2,500,000, together
together with the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of such
such part
part
of the appropriation
appropriation made under said Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940
1940
(53 Stat. 976)
available for such administrative
976) available
administrative expenses.
Loans: For loans in accordance
accordance with title IIof the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act, approved
approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1000-1006),
1000-1006),
$50,000,000,
$50,000,000, which sum shall be borrowed
borrowed from the
Reconstruction
the Reconstruction
Corporation at an interest rate of 33 per centum
Finance Corporation
centum per
annum
per annum
and which sum shall not be used for makingloans
making loans under the terms
of said Act for the purchase
purchase of farms of greater
greater value than the
the
average
average farm unit of thirty acres and more in the
parish,
the county,
county, parish,
or locality
locality in which
which such purchase
purchase may be made, which
value shall
shall
which value
be determined
determined solely according
according to statistics of the farm
farm census
census of
of
become available,
available, but prior to that time may
1940 after such statistics become
be determined in accordance
accordance with such regulations
regulations as may be promulgated by the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture;
Agriculture; and the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction
Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to lend such
such
sum to the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
sum
Agriculture upon the security of any obligaobligations of borrowers
borrowers from the Secretary
Secretary under the provisions of title
IIof the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act approved July 22, 1937
1937
(7 U. S. C. 1000-1006):
1000-1006) :Provided,
Provided, That the amount loaned by the
the
Reconstruction Finance
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation shall not exceed
exceed 85
85 per
per centum
centum
of the principal amount outstanding
outstanding of the obligations
obligations constituting
constituting
the security
security therefor:
therefor: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the Secretary
the
Secretary may
may
utilize proceeds
proceeds from payments
payments of principal and interest on any loans
loans
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I to repay the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Cormade under such title I
poration the amount borrowed therefrom
therefrom under the authority of
of
outstandIncrease
Increase of outstand.
this paragraph:
paragraph: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the amount
amount of notes, bonds, ing
ing obligations
obligations of
debentures, and other such obligations which the Reconstruction
debentures,
Reconstruction R. F.
F. C.
Finance Corporation
authorized and empowered
empowered to issue and to
Corporation is authorized
have outstanding
outstanding at any one time under existing
existing law is hereby
hereby
increased
sufficient to carry out the provisions
provisions hereof.
increased by an amount sufficient
LIQUIDATION AND MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT OF RESETTLEMENT
PROJECTS
RESETTLEMENT PROJECTS
LIQUIDATION

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry out the provisions
provisions
of section 43 of title IV of the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,
approved
1014-1029), including
approved July 22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1014-1029),
including the employColumbia and elseelsement of persons and means, in the District of Columbia
where, exclusive of printing and binding, as authorized
where,
authorized by said Act,
$1,500,000.
$1,500,000.

Resettlement projResettlement
ects.
ects.
50 Stat. 530.
50
U. S. C., Supp.
77U.S.
Supp. V,
1§1017.

UTILIZATION AND RETIREMENT
RETIREMENT OF SUBMARGINAL
LAND UTILIZATION
SUBMARGINAL LAND

Agriculture to carry out the provisions
provisions
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
of title III of the Ba,nkhead-Jones
approved July
July
Act approved
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act,
1010-1013), including the employment
employment of per22, 1937 (7 U. S. C. 1010-1013),
elsewhere, exclusive
sons and means in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
$2,100,000,
authorized by said Act, $2,100,000,
of printing and binding, as authorized
together with the unexpended
balances of the appropriations
appropriations made
unexpended balances
together
fiscal year 1940.
pursuant to said Act for the fiscal
Total, Farm Tenant Act, $6,100,000.

utilization,
Land utilization,
etc.
etc.
50 Stat. 525.
50
S. C., Supp. V.
77U.
U.S.
§§ 1010-1013.
1010-1013.
§i

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
53 Stat. 976.
53

WATER FACILITIES,
AND SEMIARID
AREAS
SEMIARID AREAS
FACILITIE, ARID
ARID AND
WA'TER

To
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture to carry
carry into effect
effect the
the
the Secretary
To enable
enable the
conservation in
provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to promote conservation
the arid and semiarid areas of the United States by aiding in the
development of facilities for water storage
storage and utilization,
utilization, and for
development

Development, etc.
etc.
Development,

50 Stat. 869.
other purposes",
28, 1937
1937 (16
(16 U.
S. C.
590r-590x),
other
purposes", approved
approved August
August 28,
spp.
U. S.
C. 590r-590x),
s^t.
16 U. S. C., Supp.
including the
persons and
and means in the
the District
District of v,
of persons
including
the employment
employment of
V. itas590-soIx.
590r-590x.

Columbia and elsewhere;
purchase,
elsewhere; printing and binding; the purchase,
Columbia
exchange, operation,
operation 2and maintenance
vehiclespassenger-carrying vehicles•,
maintenance of passenger-carrying
and rent in the District of Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $500,000,
$500,000, of
of
which not to exceed
exceed $25,000 may be expended
expended for personal
personal services
services

Pratte.
in
the District
Columbia: Provided,
That not
not to
to exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000
in the
District of
of Columbia:
Provided, That
on
cion
use
Restriction
on use
funds.
of
appropriation shall
expenditure for any one of funds.
shall be available
available for expenditure
of this
this appropriation
designed in whole or in part to benefit lands by the irrigation
project designed
thereof,
appurtenances which
which depend for
thereof, and all project facilities and appurtenances
each other or upon any common
common
their utility in whole or in part upon each
facility shall be deemed one project,
project, and the authority
authority contained in
facility
said Act shall not be deemed to authorize
construction of any
authorize the construction
project not in accord
accord with this limitation.
project

COOPERATIVE
FORESTRY
COOPERATIVE FARM FORESTRY
Development, etc.
etc.
Development,
carry into effect the
Agriculture to carry
To enable the Secretary of Agriculture
provisions
approved May.18,
Cooperative Farm Forestry Act, approved
provisions of the Cooperative
Stat. 188.
Stat.
1937
56813) (not to exceed $300,000),
$300,000), and the provisions
provisions 50
1937 (16 U. S. C. 568b)
C., Supp.
16 U. S.
S. C.,
$77,898) V,
V. §
§586b.
$100,000) and 55 (not to exceed $77,898)
(not to
to exceed
exceed $100,000)
of sections 44 (not
586b.
provide for the protection
protection of forest
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
of
areas, for the extension of
denuded areas,
reforestation of denuded
for the
the reforestation
lands, for
national forests,
promote the
and for other purposes, in order to promote
national
forests, and
continuous production
production of timber on -lands
lands chiefly suitable
suitable therefor",
therefor",
continuous

566
566
654.
43 Stat. 654.
16
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
., Supp.
Supp.
V.
§§567a-568b.
567a-68b.
V, §§

Provisos.
Prooisos.
State,
etc., contribuState, etc.,
tion.

Procurement of
Procurement
nursery stock.

Restriction
Restriction on establishment
tablishment of new
nurseries, etc.
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approved June
1921 (16
(16 U.
U. S.
S. C.
567-568), and
and Acts
supplemenActs supplemenC. 567-568),
approved
June 7,
7, 1924
tary thereto,
thereto, including
including the
employment of
of persons
and means
means in
the
in the
persons and
the employment
tary
District
of Columbia
and binding;
binding; not
not to
to
elsewhere; printmg
printing and
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
District of
exceed $7,700
$7,700 for
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; the
the
exceed
for the
the purchase
purchase of
purchase
of reference
books and
technical journals;
not to
to exceed
exceed
reference books
and technical
journals; not
purchase of
30,000 for
for the
or purchase
of necessary
necessary buildings,
buildings, and
and
the construction
construction or
purchase of
$30,000
other improvements;
improvements; in
all, not
exceed $400,000:
$400,000: Provided,
That
Provided, That
in all,
not to
to exceed
other
no part
part of
shall be
be expended
expended in
in any
any State
State or
or
of this
this appropriation
appropriation shall
no
Territory unless
unless the
Territory, or
or local
subdivision thereof,
thereof,
local subdivision
the State
State or
or Territory,
Territory
or
individuals, or
associations contribute
sum equal
equal to
to that
to be
be
that to
or associations
contribute aa sum
or individuals,
allotted by
by the
or make
make contributions
contributions other
money
other than
than money
allotted
the Government
Government or
deemed by
by the
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to be
the value
value equivalent
equivalent
be the
the Secretary
Secretary of
deemed
thereof:
Provided further,
further, That
That any
any part
part of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation alloallothereof: Provided
cated
for the
production or
or procurement
procurement of
of nursery
nursery stock
by any
any
stock by
cated for
the production
Federal
agency, or
appropriated to
to any
Federal agency
agency for
for
Federal agency,
or funds
funds appropriated
any Federal
allocation
to cooperating
cooperating states
the production
or procurement
procurement
for the
production or
states for
allocation to
of
nursery stock,
stock, shall
remain available
for expenditure
for not
more
shall remain
available for
expenditure for
not more
of nursery
than
fiscal years:
further, That
in carrying
carrying into
into effect
effect
That in
than three
three fiscal
years: Provided
Providedfurther,
the
the Cooperative
Cooperative Farm
Forestry Act,
part of
of
Act, no
no part
provisions of
of the
Farm Forestry
the provisions
this
appropriation shall
shall be
be used
used to
new nurseries
nurseries or
to
or to
to establish
establish new
this appropriation
acquire land
for the
establishment of
of such
such new
nurseries.
new nurseries.
the establishment
acquire
land for
RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION

Stat. 1363.
1363.
49 Stat.
C. S. C.,
77U.
., SupP.
Supp. V,
if
901-914.
§§ 901-914.
and exSalaries
penses.
penses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Salary restriction;
restriction;
Salary
exception.
exception.

Minor purchases.
Minor

Allotments.

Loans and purchase
of property.
property.
of

7U.S.
7U. S.,
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
§¢§ 903-905,
907.
903-o5, 907.

To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to carry
carry into
effect the
into effect
the
of Agriculture
To enable
provisions of
Rural Electrification
Electrification Act
Act of
approved May
provisions
of the
the Rural
of 1936,
1936, approved
May
20,
1936, as
(7 U.
S. C.
C. 901-914),
as follows:
901-914), as
follows:
20,1936,
as amended
amended (7
U. S.
Salaries
For administrative
administrative expenses
expenses and
expenses
Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
and expenses
.
of studies,
studies, investigations,
investigations, publications,
publications, and reports
reports including
including
the
Administrator, Rural
Electrification Administration,
salary of
of the Administrator,
Rural Electrification
Administration,
in the
the District
Columbia and
elseand other
other personal
personal services
services in
District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere; rentals,
including buildings
and parts
of buildings
and
where;
rentals, including
buildings and
parts of
buildings and
garages,
garages, in
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
purchase and
and
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere; purchase
exchange of books,
law books,
books, books
of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, and
and
exchange
books, law
books of
periodicals; not to
periodicals;
exceed $200
clippings;
to exceed
$200 for
for newspapers
newspapers and
and press
press clippings;
financial
and credit
reports; and
and all
all other
expenses necessary
necessary to
to
financial and
credit reports;
other expenses
administer said
Act, $3,075,000,
which amount
not to
administer
said Act,
$3,075,000, of
of which
amount not
to exceed
exceed $1,350
$1,350
shall
for the
purchase of
motor-propelled passengerpassengershall be
be available
available for
the purchase
of motor-propelled
carrying vehicles necessary
necessary in
in the conduct
conduct of work
work in the
of
the District of
elsewhere: Provided,
That no part
Columbia and elsewhere:
Provided, That
part of this appropriaappropriato pay the
the salary
salary of
of any
any person
person who
who received
received as
tion shall be
be used topay
as
many as three steps af
of administrative
administrative within-grade
within-grade promotion,
promotion, or the
the
equivalent
occupied by such person during
equivalent thereof, in all positions occupied
1939, at
in excess
excess of
of the
the salary
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1939,
at aarate
rate of
of pay
pay in
salary resulting
resulting
from
first two
two steps
steps of
of such
promotion or
or its
its equivalent;
ectuivalent; but
this
from the
the first
such promotion
but this
proviso shall not preclude
preclude the payment
payment of the minimum
minimum salary
salary of
person transferred,
the grade to any person
transferred, under
under standard
to
standard regulations,
regulations, to
such
Provided further, That
section 3709
of the
the Revised
Revised
such grade:
grade: Provided
That section
3709 of
Statutes
Statutes (41
construed to
to apply
apply to
to any
pur(41 U.
U. S.
S. C. 5)
5) shall
shall not
not be
be construed
any purrendered for the Rural
Rural Electrification
Electrification Administrachase or service rendered
Administraaggregate amount involved
involved does not exceed
$100:
tion when the aggregate
exceed $100:
Providedfurther,
further, That the Secretary
Provided
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture may
allotmay make allotappropriation, subject
subject to the approval
ments from this appropriation,
approval of the
the DirecDirecBureau of the Budget, to the offices and divisions of the
tor of the Bureau
the
Office of the Secretary
performance of departmental
Secretary for the performance
departmental services
services
for the Rural
Electrification Administration.
Administration.
Rural Electrification
accordance with
4 and 5, and
Loans: For loans in accordance
with sections 3,
3, 4,
and the
purchase of property
purchase
property in accordance
accordance with section 7
7 of the Rural
Electrification
Electrification Act of May 20, 1936, as amended
amended (7
(7 U. S. C. 901901—
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914), $100,000,000,
$100,000,000, which sum
suni shall be borrowed
borrowed from the Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of
section 33 (a)
(a) of said Act and shall be considered
considered as made available
available
thereunder;
Reconstruction Finance Corporation is hereby
thereunder; and the Reconstruction
hereby
authorized and directed to lend such sum in addition to the amounts
amounts
heretofore
heretofore authorized
authorized under said section
section 3
3 (a) and without
without regard
regard
to the limitation in respect of time contained
contained in section 3
3 (e)
(e) of
said Act; and the amount of notes, bonds, debentures,
other
debentures, and other
such obligations
obligations which the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation is
Reconstruction Finance
authorized
authorized and empowered
empowered to issue and to have outstanding
outstanding at any
one time under existing law is hereby
increased by an
amount
hereby increased
an amount
sufficient
sufficient to carry out the provisions hereof:
hereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That there
is hereby
appropriated out of any money
hereby appropriated
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
appropriated for an additional amount for salaries
salaries and expenses
expenses
of the Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration,
immediately availAdministration, to be immediately
able, including the objects specified
specified in the foregoing
foregoing paragraph
paragraph and
and
subject to the limitations
limitations therein, $600,000, of which
which amount
amount not to
exceed $23,000 may be transferred
transferred to the appropriation
appropriation "Printing and
and
Department of Agriculture,
Binding, Department
1941".
Agriculture, 1941".
Total, Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration,
Administration, $3,075,000.
$3,075,000.

Authorization of
of
Authorization
It. F. C.
C. to lend sum,
R.
etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Additional
approAdditional
appropriation for
for salaries,

etc.
etc.

Ante, p. 534.

BELTSVILLE RESEARCH
RESEARCH CENTER
BELTSVILLE
CENTER
For general administrative
administrative purposes,
purposes, including
maintenance, operincluding maintenance,
ation, repairs, and other expenses, $86,620;
addition thereto,
$86,620; and,
and, in addition
thereto,
this appropriation
appropriation may be augmented,
augmented, by transfer of funds or by
reimbursement,
reimbursement, from applicable
applicable appropriations,
cover the cost,
appropriations, to
to cover
cost,
including handling and other related charges, of services and supplies, equipment and materials furnished,
furnished, stores of which may
may be
maintained at the Center, and to cover the cost of building construcconstruction, alteration,
alteration, and repair performed
carrying out
out
performed by the Center in carrying
appropriations and
the purposes of
of such
such applicable
applicable appropriations
and the
the applicable
applicable
appropriations
appropriations may also be charged
charged their
their proportionate
proportionate share of the
necessary
necessary general expenses
expenses of the Center not covered by this
this
appropriation.
appropriation.

exAdministrative expenses.
penses.

INTERCHANGE
INTERCHANGE OF
OF APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS
exceed 5
5per centum
foregoing amounts
Not to exceed
centum of the foregoing
amounts for the miscellaneous
laneous expenses of the work
work of any bureau,
bureau, division, or office herein
herein
provided
provided for shall be available
available interchangeably
expenditures on
interchangeably for expenditures
on
the objects included within the general
general expenses of such bureau
bureau,
office, but no more than 5
5 per c,entum
division, or office,
centum shall be
be added
added
to any one item of appropriation
except in
appropriation except
in cases of extraordinary
extraordinary
emergency.
emergency.

Limitation.

WORK FOR OTHER
OTHER DEPARTMENTS
WORK
DEPARTMENTS
During
fiscal year
year for
for which
which appropriations
appropriations are
are herein
herein made
made
During the
the fiscal
the head
head of any department
department or
independent establishment
of the
or independent
establishment of
the
Government
Government requiring inspections, analyses,
tests of
food and
and
analyses, and tests
of food
other products, within the scope of the functions
of the Department
functions of
Department
of Agriculture
department is
Agriculture and which that department
perform
is unable
unable to
to perform
appropriations, may,
within the limits of its appropriations,
with the
approval of
of
may, with
the approval
Agriculture transfer
the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
transfer to the
the Department
Department of AgriAgriculture for direct
direct expenditure
expenditure such
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for the
the
such slims
sums as
as may
performance of
of such
performance
such work.
work.

Work for
other dedeWork
for other
partments.
partments.
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568
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[54 STAT.
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PASSENGER-CARRYING VEHICLES
VEHICLES
PASSENGER-CARRYING
Within the
the limitations
limitations specified
specified under
under the
the several
several headings
headings the
Within
lump-sum
appropriations herein
Department of AgriAgriherein made for the Department
lump-sum appropriations
culture shall
shall be
available for
for the
the purchase
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled and
and
purchase of
be available
culture
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles
the conduct
conduct of
in the
necessary in
vehicles necessary
horse-drawn
the
work of
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture outside
outside the
District
the District
Department of
of the
field work
the field
of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
That such
such vehicles
vehicles shall
shall be
be used
used only
only for
Provided, That
of
Provisos.
Provisos.
Limitation on use.
Limitation
official
service outside
outside the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, but
but this
this shall
not
shall not
official service
prevent
the continued
use for
for official
service of
motortrucks in the
of motortrucks
official service
continued use
prevent the
District
of Columbia:
Provided further,
That the
the limitation
on
limitation on
further, That
Columbia: Provided
District of
Interchangeability.
Interchangeability.
expenditures for
for purchase
of passenger-carrying
vehicles in the field
field
passenger-carrying vehicles
purchase of
expenditures
service
be interchangeable
interchangeable between
between the
the various
various bureaus
bureaus and
and
shall be
service shall
offices
Department, to
as the
the exigencies
exigencies of
of the
extent as
such extent
to such
the Department,
of the
offices of
service
may require:
require: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That appropriations
appropriations conservice may
etc.
Maintenance, du.
Maintenance.
tained in
this Act
shall be
be available
the maintenance,
operation,
maintenance, operation,
for the
available for
Act shall
in this
tained
and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
repair of
and repair
vehicles:
further, That
That the
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may
Secretary of
the Secretary
Provided further,
vehicles: Provided
Exchanges
Exchanges.
exchange
vehicles, tractors,
road
tractors, road
horse-drawn vehicles,
and horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
exchange motor-propelled
equipment,
and boats,
and parts,
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires,
tires, or equipment
equipment
boats, and
equipment, and
thereof, in
in whole
part payment
payment for
for vehicles,
tractors, road
road
vehicles, tractors,
in part
or in
whole or
thereof,
equipment,
or parts,
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires,
tires, or
or equipment
equipment of
such
of such
boats, or
or boats,
equipment, or
tractors, road
road equipment,
equipment, or
or boats
purchased by
him: ProProby him:
boats purchased
vehicles, tractors,
A. A. vehicles,
Use of A.
A. A.
funds.
vided further,
available to the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustfunds available
the funds
That the
further, That
vided
ment
Administration may
be used
used during
the fiscal year for which
which
during the
may be
ment Administration
appropriations are
made for
the maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
for the
herein made
are herein
appropriations
operation of
of one
one passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicle
vehicle for official
official purposes
purposes in
in
operation
the District
District of Columbia.
the

Purchase of
passenof passenPurchase
ger-carrying vehicles.
ger-carrying

FARM
ADMINISTRATION
CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
FARM CREDIT
SALARIES AND
AND EXPENSES
SALARIES
Salaries
salaries
pewee.
evD es

p

and
and

exex-

.

Minor
purchases.
Minor purchases.

Administration in the
For
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of the Farm Credit Administration
For salaries
District of
of Columbia
and the
field; traveling
traveling expenses
officers and
expenses of officers
the field;
Columbia and
District
employees including
including not
not to
exceed $5,000
$5,000 for
travel incurred
incurred under
under
for travel
to exceed
employees
conventions of members of
proper
authority attending
or conventions
meetings or
attending meetings
proper authority
organizations
at which
work of the
importance to the work
of importance
matters of
which matters
organizations at
transacted; printto be discussed
Farm
discussed or transacted;
printare to
Administration are
Credit Administration
Farm Credit
ing and
contingent and
and miscellaneous
including
miscellaneous expenses, including
binding; contingent
and binding;
ing
law books,
reference, and
and not
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for periodicals
periodicals,
not to
of reference,
books of
books, books
law
newspapers, and
and maps;
stenographic reporting
reporting services,
services, and
contract stenographic
maps; contract
newspapers,
expert services
of amortization
amortization tables; library
preparation of
the preparation
for the
services for
expert
membership fees
fees or
organizations which
which issue
issue publications
publications to
in organizations
or dues
dues in
membership
payment
members
only or
or to
at aalower price than to others, payment
members at
to members
members only
for
may be
in advance;
advance; purchase
manuscripts, data,
purchase of manuscripts,
be made
made in
for which
which may
and special
by personal
personal service
without regard
regard to the proviservice without
reports by
special reports
and
procurement of supplies
sions
any other
other Act; procurement
supplies and services without
without
sions of any
regard to
to section
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5) when
when
the Revised
3709 of the
section 3709
regard
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved does not exceed $50;
$50; purchase,
the
motor-propelled
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair, and
and operation of motor-propelled
exchange,
passenger-carrying vehicles
motortrucks to be used only for
vehicles and motortrucks
passenger-carrying
official
purposes; typewriters,
typewriters, adding
machines, and
and other labor-savlabor-savadding machines,
official purposes;
garage rental in
and exchange;
ing
devices, including
including their
their repair
repair and
exchange; garage
ing devices,
the
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere; payment
payment of actual transportransporthe District of
$10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
exceed $10
and not to exceed
tation expenses
expenses and
subsistence
tation
and
other expenses
of persons
persons serving, while away from
from their homes,
expenses of
and other
without
United States
States, in an advisory
advisory
compensation from the United
other compensation
without other
capacity
to the
Credit Administration;
employment of perAdministration; employment
Farm Credit
the Farm
capacity to
performance of special
sons, firms, and others for the performance
special services, includ-
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ing legal services, and other miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses;
expenses; necessary
necessary
administrative
connection with the making
administrative expenses in connection
loans
making of
of loans
29, 1937 (50
(50 Stat.
under the
the provisions
provisions of the Act
Act of January
January 29,
Stat. 5),
5),
and the collection
collection of moneys due the United States on account
account of
of
loans made under the provisions
provisions of the Acts of March
March 3,
3, 1921
1921 (41
(41
Stat. 1347),
1347), March 20, 1922 (42
(42 Stat. 467),
467), April 26,
4924 (43
26, .1924
(43 Stat.
Stat.
110),
February 28,
28, 1927
Stat. 1251),
1929 (45
Stat.
110) February
1927 (44
(44 Stat.
1251), February
February 25,
25, 1929
(45 Stat.
1306),
amended May 17,
17, 1929 (46 Stat. 3),
3), March
March 3,
3, 1930
(46 Stat.
1306), as amended
1930 (46
78,
79), December
20, 1930
(46 Stat.
February 14,
14, 1931
1931 (46
78, 79),
December 20,
1930 (46
Stat. 1032),
1032), February
(46
Stat.
1160), and
and February
23, 1931
(46 Stat.
Stat. 1276);
1276) ;January
January 22,
1932
Stat. 1160),
February 23,
1931 (46
22, 1932
(47 Stat.
5), February
February 4,
1933 (47
Stat. 795),
March 4,
4, 1933
(47 Stat.
Stat.
(47
Stat. 5),
4, 1933
(47 Stat.
795), March
1933 (47
1547), February
February 23,
March 10, 1934 (48
1547),
23, 1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 354),
354), March
(48 Stat.
402),
June 19,
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
1021), February
February 20,
20, 1935
1935 (49 Stat. 28),
28),
402), June
19, 1934
Stat. 1021),
March
21, 1935
Stat. 49),
April 8,
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
January
8, 1935
Stat. 115),
115), January
March 21,
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
49), April
29,
(50 Stat.
(50 Stat. 8,
February 4,
8, 11),
11), February
5), February 9,
9, 1937 (50
29, 1937 (50
Stat. 5),
1938 (52
Stat. 26),
26), and
Executive Order
Order Numbered
7305, dated
Numbered 7305,
and Executive
1938
(52 Stat.
February
28, 1936;
associations,
of corporations,
corporations, banks, associations,
1936; examination
examination of
February 28,
credit
operated, supervised,
supervised, or
regulated by
or regulated
unions, and
and institutions
institutions operated,
credit unions,
the
Credit Administration:
expenses and
That the expenses
Administration: Provided,
Provided, That
the Farm
Farm Credit
salaries
employees engaged
in such
examinations shall
assessed
such examinations
shall be
be assessed
of employees
engaged in
salaries of
against
said corporations,
corporations, banks,
accordance
in accordance
or institutions
institutions in
banks, or
against the
the said
with
the provisions
of existing
existing laws;
laws; in
all, $3,770,000,
with
$3,770,000, together
together with
in all,
provisions of
with the
not
exceed $3,900,000
from the
to the
the Farm
Farm
the funds
funds made
made available
available to
to exceed
$3,900,000 from
not to
Credit Administration
Administration under
under the
Acts of
of January
January 29,
1937 (50
(50
29, 1937
the Acts
Credit

of loans
loans
Collection of
under designated Acts.
underdesignatedActs.

Examination of
of
banks,
banks, etc.

Proviso.
Assessments.
Assessments.
additional.
Total; additional

12 U.
U. 8.
8. 0.
0., Snpp
Sapp.
12

V.
1020i-1020.
V, §§
Sf 1020i-1020o.

Stat.
5), February
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
(52
11), February
February 4, 1938 (52
Stat. 8, 11),
9, 1937
Stat. 5),
February 9,
53 Stat. 979.
Stat.
159).
Stat. 26),
26), and June 30, 1939 (Public, No. 159).
Farmers' crop
crop proproFarmers'
Farmers'
farm- duction,
harvesting loans: For loans to farmcrop production
production and harvesting
Farmers' crop
etc.. loans.
loans.
duction, etc..
ers under
under the Act of January 29, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 5),
amended by
by
5), as amended
53 Stat. 979.
&3
the
(52 Stat. 26),
26), and June 30, 1939 (Public,
(Public,
February 4, 1938
1938 (52
the Act
Act of
of February
No.
159),
the
unobligated
balance
(exclusive
of
the
amount
of
such
No. 159), the unobligated balance (exclusive
balance made
"Salaries and expenses,
Credit
expenses, Farm Credit
available for "Salaries
balance
made available
Administration, 1941")
the appropriation
appropriation "Crop
"Crop production
production and
and
1941") of
of the
Administration,
harvesting loans"
as made
made in
the First
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
in the
harvesting
loans" as
fiscal year
(50 Stat.
8, 11),
and as
as continued
continued available
available by
by the
the
Stat. 8,
11), and
fiscal
year 1937
1937 (50
Act of
of February
February 4,
26), and
June 30,
1939 (Public,
30, 1939
(Public, 53 Stat. 979.
and June
4, 1938
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 26),
Act
No. 159),
principal and
and interest
on
interest on
of principal
all collections
collections of
together with
with all
No.
159), together
loans heretofore
or hereafter
under said
of January
January 29,
29,
said Act
Act of
hereafter made
made under
loans
heretofore or
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 5)
no employee
of the
United States
States Proviso.
employee of
the United
5)::Provided,
Provided, That
That no
1937
Liability of U. El.
8.
Liability
of
employees for fraud of
on
or approval
approval loans
said Act
Act of January
January 29, employees
loans under
under said
certificate or
on whose
whose certificate
borrowers, etc.
1937, as
or other
of the
the same
same general
character, are
are or
or
general character,
other acts
acts of
1937,
as amended,
amended, or
have been
be held
for any
any loss
loss or
or
liable for
held personally
personally liable
made, shall
shall be
have
been made,
deficiency occasioned
occasioned by
by the
the fraud
fraud or
or misrepresentation
applicants
of applicants
misrepresentation of
deficiency
or
if the
the Governor
of the
Credit Administration
Administration
the Farm
Farm Credit
Governor of
or borrowers,
borrowers, if
shall
that such
employee has
has exercised
exercised reasonable
reasonable care
care in
in
such employee
determine that
shall determine
the
circumstances, and
complied with
the regulations
regulations of
of the
the
with the
and has
has complied
the circumstances,
Farm
Administration in
executing such
such certificate
giving
certificate or giving
in executing
Farm Credit
Credit Administration
such
such determination
by the
the
any such
determination by
Notwithstanding any
such approval.
approval. Notwithstanding
Governor
provision shall
shall
Administration, this provision
of the
the Farm Credit Administration,
Governor of
prevent any criminal
process against
against any person
person
criminal process
not be
be construed
construed to
to prevent
who was
was a
a party
party to
or had
of such
fraud or
such fraud
or
to or
had guilty
guilty knowledge
knowledge of
who
misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
FEDERAL FARM MORTLAGE
MORTGAGE CORPORATION
FED)RAL
CORPORATION
Administrative exexAdministrative
Not to
exceed $7,000,000
$7,000,000 of the funds of the Federal
Farm Mort- penses.
Federal Farm
Not
to exceed
penses.
12 U.
U. S.
C., ¢§1020§ 102012
S. C.,
gage Corporation,
Corporation, established
established by the Act of January
January 31,
31, 1934 (48
1020h; Supp. V, §§10201020h;Supp.V,
§§120Stat. 344),
available during the fiseal
year 1941 for adminis- 1020d.
1020d.
fiscal year
344), shall be available
Post,
p. 640.
Post, P.
trative expenses
expenses of the Corporation,
including personal
personal services in
Corporation, including
expenses.
the
District of
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses
expenses of
of officers
officers Travel expens.
the District
of Columbia
and
employees of the
accordance with the Standthe Corporation,
Corporation, in accordance
and employees

---

44
Stat. 688.
688.
44 stat.

Special services.
services.
special

Pro

Provisos.
Nonadministrative

expenses.
expenses.

^^------ r

rn
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570
570

str.
tra

Payment
of adminPayment ofadninistrative expenses, etc.

strative exenses,et

Administrative
Administrative promotions.

motions

Short title.
title.
Short

Communications
Communications
Act of 1934, amendment.

carriers.
Common carriers.
Free service to Govagencies for
ernment agencies
defense.
national defense.
Proviso.
Prorio.
Rules and regulations.

C!

.

Government Travel Regulations
3, 1926,
Regulations and the Act of June 3,
ardized Government

as amended
C. 821-833)
binding; law
books,
law books,
and binding;
printing and
821-833);;printing
U. S.
S. C.
(5 U.
as
amended (5
books of
reference, and
not to
exceed $250
for periodicals
periodicals and
and newsnews$250 for
to exceed
and not
of reference,
books
papers; contract
reporting services;
services; procurement
procurement of
of supsupstenographic reporting
contract stenographic
papers;
plies,
equipment,
and
services;
purchase
(at
not
to
exceed
$750
each),
each),
$750
exceed
not
to
(at
purchase
services;
and
plies, equipment,
exchange,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation
operation of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled paspasexchange, maintenance,
senger-carrying
vehicles,
to
be
used
only
for
official
purposes;
typetypepurposes;
for
official
only
used
to
be
vehicles,
senger-carrying
writers,
adding machines,
and other
labor-saving devices,
devices, including
including
other labor-saving
machines, and
writers, adding
their
and exchange;
exchange; rent
rent in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elseelseDistrict of
repair and
their repair
where; payment
of actual
transportation expenses
expenses and
and not
not to
to exceed
exceed
actual transportation
payment of
where;
$10
per diem
in lieu
lieu of
subsistence and
other expenses
expenses of
persons servservof persons
and other
of subsistence
diem in
$10 per
ing, while
while away
away from
from their
homes, without
without other
compensation from
from
other compensation
their homes,
ing,
the United
States, in
capacity to
to the
the Corporation;
Corporation;
advisory capacity
in an
an advisory
United States,
the
employment
or fee
of persons,
persons, firms, and corporacorporafee basis
basis of
contract or
on aacontract
employment on
tions for
for the
performance of
of special
special services,
including legal
legal services;
services;
services, including
the performance
tions
use
the services
services and
facilities of
land banks,
banks, national
national farm
farm
of Federal
Federal land
and facilities
of the
use of
loan associations,
Reserve banks,
banks, and
and agencies
agencies of
the GovernGovernof the
Federal Reserve
associations, Federal
loan
ment as
as authorized
said Act
of January
January 31,
31, 1934;
1934; and
and all
all other
other
Act of
by said
authorized by
ment
necessary
administrative expenses:
expenses: Provided
Provided, That
That all
all necessary
necessary
necessary administrative
expenses
(including services
services performed
performed on
on aa force
force account,
account, contract
contract
expenses (including
or
fee basis,
basis, but
including other
other personal
services) in
in connection
connection
personal services)
not including
but not
or fee
with
the operation,
maintenance, improvement,
of real
real
disposition of
or disposition
improvement, or
operation, maintenance,
with the
or
property of
the Corporation
shall be
considered as
as nonnonbe considered
Corporation shall
of the
or personal
personal property
administrative expenses
expenses for
purposes hereof:
hereof: Provided
Provided further,
further
for the
the purposes
administrative
That except
except for the
in amounts hereinbefore
the limitations in
hereinbefore specified,
specified, and
the restrictions
respect to
travel expenses,
the administrative
administrative
expenses, the
to travel
in respect
restrictions in
the
expenses
Corporation shall
incurred,
be incurred,
shall be
of the
the Corporation
obligations of
other obligations
and other
expenses and
allowed,
paid in
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said Act
of
Act of
with the
accordance with
in accordance
and paid
allowed, and
January
31, 1934,
1934, as
as amended
(12 U.
C. 1016-1020
1016-1020 (h)).
(h) ).
U. S.
S. C.
amended (12
January 31,
SEC.
SEC. 2. The total amount used on an annual basis
basis for administrative
administrative
within-grade
promotions for
for officers
and employees
employees under
under any
approany approofficers and
within-grade promotions
priation
fund made
available in this
exceed
this Act shall not exceed
made available
or other
other fund
priation or
the
Bureau of the Budget to be available
the Bureau
by the
determined by
amount determined
the amount
for
the basis
basis of
of the
Budget estimate
for such
such approapprothe Budget
estimate for
for such
such purpose
purpose on
on the
priation
or fund
exclusive of
of new
m any
such Budget
Budget estimate
estimate
priation or
fund exclusive
new money
money in
any such
for such
such administrative
promotions.
administrative promotions.
for
This Act may be
This
be cited
cited as the "Department
"Department of Agriculture
Agriculture Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941".
1941".
priation
Approved, June
June 25, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 4221
422]
[CHAPTER

25, 1940
1040
June 26,
[8. 30181
l3018
[S.
(Public, No.
669]
[Public,
No. 6691

Trt

[54 STAT.
TAT.
Lio

AN ACT
ACT

To amend section
section 210 of the
the Communications
Communications Act
Act of 1934, approved
approved June 19, 1934
210), so
(48 Stat. 1073; 47 U. S. C. 210),
so as to permit
permit communication
communication utilities to conservices to the national
national defense.
tribute free services

Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
Congress assembled, That section
section 210
in Congress
of America
America in
United
States of
Communications Act of 1934, approved
of the Communications
approved June
June 19,
19, 1934 (48 Stat.
1073; 47
C. 210),
210), is
is hereby
amended by
by inserting
inserting after the
hereby amended
S. C.
1073;
47 U.
U. S.
words "SEC.
"SEc. 210" the letter "(a)"
"(a)" and by adding at the end
end of the
section
section the
the following
following subsection:
subsection:
"(b)
"(b) Nothing
Nothing in this Act or in any other provision
provision of law shall be
construed to prohibit
prohibit common
common carriers
carriers from rendering
rendering to any agency
agency
Government free service in connection
of the Government
connection with the preparation
preparation
for the national
national defense:
defense: Provided,
Provided, That such
such free service
service may be
rendered only in accordance
rendered
accordance with such rules and regulations
regulations as the
therefor.".
prescribe therefor.".
Commission
Commission may prescribe
Approved,
Approved, June
June 25,
25, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
423]
[CHAPTER 423]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

1937.
Act of 1937.
To
the Sugar
Sugar Act
301 (a)
(a) of
of the
section 301
To amend
amend section

Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
and House of .Representatives
Be it
it enacted
United
Congress assembled, That subsection (a)
(a)
in Congress
United States of America in
at the
the Sugar Act
Act of 1937 is amended by adding at
of section
section 301 of the
"The Secretary
authorized to make paySecretary is authorized
following: "The
end thereof
thereof the following:
comply with the conditions
conditions proa failure to comply
notwithstanding a
ments, notwithstanding
vided in this subsection,
subsection, but the payments made
made with respect
respect to any
crop
deduction of $10 for each child for each
subject to aa deduction
crop shall
shall be subject
day,
employed
during which such child was employed
of aa day, during
or a
a portion of
day, or
or
permitted to work contrary
foregoing provisions
provisions of this
contrary to the foregoing
or permitted
subsection,
1937, 1938, and 1939 crops."
crops.".
subsection, in the 1937,1938,
Approved, June 25, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
424]
[CHAPTER 424]

AN ACT

To authorize
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to grant
to the
of
Department of
Road Department
the Road
grant to
the Treasury
Treasury to
To
authorize the
the State
State of
of Florida
Florida an
easement for
road right-of-way
right-of-way over
over the
Guard
the Coast
Coast Guard
a road
for a
an easement
the
Reservation at
Flagler Beach,
Florida.
Beach, Florida.
at Flagler
Reservation

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
the
Be it
it enacted
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Secretary
assembled That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
America in
United States
Department of
of the
Treasury is authorized
Road Department
authorized to grant to the Road
the Treasury
of
Florida an easement to construct and maintain
maintain aa highState of Florida
the State
way across
constituting a
a part of the Coast Guard
Guard
lands constituting
such of the lands
across such
way
Reservation at
at Flagler
Flagler Beach, Florida, as the Secretary
Secretary may desigReservation
nate.
Such easement
subject to such reasonable
reasonable conshall be granted subject
easement shall
nate. Such
ditions
as the
the Secretary
Secretary may deem
deem desirable
therein
included therein
desirable to be included
ditions as
for
enabling the United States
States to use the reservation
reservation
for the purpose of enabling
in
such manner
manner as
as the
the Government's
interests may require.
Government's interests
in such
Approved, June 25, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 425]

June 25, 1940
IS. 32371
3237]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 660]
Sugar Act of 1937,
amendment.
amendment.
50
60 Stat. 909.

V.
77U.
U. S. C., Supp. V
{11131
(a).
1131 (a).
Child labor.
labor.
Payments authorized subject to deductions.

1940
June 25,
25,1940

[I. 3958]
[S.

[Public,
[Public, No. 661]
661]

Guard ReserCoast Guard

vation, Flagler
Flagler Beach,
Beach,
vation,
Fla.
Easement across, for
for
Easement
highway.
highway.

Conditions.
Conditions.

AN ACT

June 25, 19M4
1940

To
expenses to
the Railway
Railway Mail
Mail Service.
Service.
employees in the
to employees
moving expenses
To allow
allow moving

882]
[Public, No. 662]

Be
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
the Senate and 1701138
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That hereafter
hereafter
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United

officers
and regular
regular clerks
clerks in
Mail Service,
Service, when arbiRailway Mail
the Railway
in the
officers and

trarily transferred
transferred under
orders of
of the
official
the Department from one official
under orders
trarily
station to
for permanent
permanent duty, and
who actually have to
and who
to another
another for
station
change their
may be
be allowed
allowed their
actual and
and necessary
necessary
their actual
residence, may
their residence,
change
transportation expenses
expenses for
moving their household
household goods, including
including
for moving
transportation
packing
and drayage,
in excess
thousand five hundred
hundred
three thousand
excess of three
not in
drayage, not
packing and
pounds.
pounds.
Approved, June
June 25, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 426]

ACT
AN ACT

For
protection against
emblem, or other
other
unlawful use of the badge, medal, emblem,
against unlawful
the protection
For the
insignia
of veterans'
organizations incorporated
incorporated by Act
Act of Congress, and proveterans' organizations
insignia of
viding penalties
thereof.
violation thereof.
the violation
for the
penalties for
viding

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the manufacassembled, That
in Congress
United
ture, sale
sale or
purchase for resale, either
separately or appended to,
either separately
or purchase
ture,
or to
appended to, or
reproduction on any article of merthe reproduction
or the
to be
be appended
or
chandise manufactured
manufactured or
badge, medal,
medal, emblem, or other
other
the badge,
sold, of the
or sold,
chandise

1827]
[H. R. 18271

Railway Mail ServRailway
ice.
ice.
Transportation
exTransportation expenses
for moving
pensos for
household goods of
household
employees.
employees.

June 25,
25, 1940
June
rH. R.
11. 5982]
[H.

[Public, No.
No. 663]
683]

Unlawful use of ininsignia, etc.,
etc., of
incorpoofincorporated veteras'
veterans' organrated
izations.
izations.

572
572

Penalty.
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1940
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

insignia or
or any
imitation thereof,
thereof, or
the reproduction
insignia
any colorable
colorable imitation
or the
reproduction
thereof for
for commercial
commercial purposes,
of any
any veterans'
veterans' organization
organization incorincorthereof
purposes, of
porated by
by Act
or the
the printing,
lithographing, engravengravporated
Act of
of Congress,
Congress, or
printing, lithographing,
ing
or other
other like
like reproduction
reproduction on
on any
any poster,
periodical,
ing or
poster, circular,
circular, periodical,
magazine, newspaper,
newspaper, or
the circulation
circulation or
or disdismagazine,
or other
other publication,
publication, or
or the
tribution of
of any
any such
matter bearing
reproduction of
of such
such
tribution
such printed
printed matter
bearing a
a reproduction
badge medal,
emblem, or
or other
or any
any colorable
colorable imitation
imitation
badge,
medal, emblem,
other insignia
insignia or
thereof,
any such
veterans' organization,
prohibited except
except when
thereof, of
of any
such veterans'
organization, is
is prohibited
when
authorized
under such
and regulations
as may
may be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by
authorized under
such rules
rules and
regulations as
such
so incorporated.
incorporated. Any
Any person
knowingly
such organization
organization so
person who
who knowingly
offends
against any
Act shall
conviction be
be punpunoffends against
any provision
provision of
of this
this Act
shall on
on conviction
ished
exceeding $250
$250 or
not exceeding
exceeding
ished by
by aafine
fine not
not exceeding
or by
by imprisonment
imprisonment not
six months,
such fine
fine and
imprisonment.
six
months, or
or by
by both
both such
and imprisonment.
Approved, June
June 25,
1940.
Approved,
25, 1940.
[CHAPTER 427]
[CHAPTER
427]

June 25,
1940
25,1940
[H. R.
it. 99581
99581
[H.
[Public, No. 6641
664]

National banking
system.
48 Stat.&
Stat6.

Purchase
Purchase by R.F.C.
B. owned Fedof U. S.
home-loan bank
eral home-loan
bank
stock.
stock.

Conditions under
under
which held.
held.

Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation
Act, amendments.
amendments.
47 Stat. 5.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V.
15 U.
U.S.
V,
1602.
I002.
Partla Ilretirement
Partin
retirement of
capital stock,
capital
stock, etc.

Increase of
of outstandIncrease
ing obligations
obligations authorized.
ized.

12 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp. V,

51d.
51d.
Supra.
Supra.

Retirement of capRetirement
ital stock; dividends.
Purchase of stock of
Federal home-loan
home-loan

banks.
banks.

ACT
AN ACT
To authorize
by the
Corporation of
of stock
stock of
To
authorize the
the purchase
purchase by
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
of
Federal home-loan
banks; to
to amend
amend the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Federal
home-loan banks;
Corporation
Act, as
and for
other purposes.
Act,
as amended, and
for other
purposes.

Be
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 304
301
United States
States of
America in
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
relief in
in the
the existing
existing national
national
of
entitled "An
to provide
provide relief
emergency
in banking,
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved March
March 9,
9,
emergency in
banking, and
and for
for other
amended (U.
(U. S.
51d; Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
1933, as
as amended
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 51d;
is hereby
amended by
adding at
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof
title 12,
12, sec. 51d),
51d), is
hereby amended
by adding
the following
following new
paragraph:
new paragraph:
Corporation is
is authorized
authorized to
to purpur"The Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
chase at par any part of
stock of
of any
Federal home-loan
bank
of the
the stock
any Federal
home-loan bank
owned by
the United
United States,
as evidenced
evidenced by
by certificates,
owned
by the
States, as
certificates, receipts,
receipts,
or
amounts to
determined by
Corporation, with
with
or otherwise,
otherwise, in
in amounts
to be
be determined
by the
the Corporation,
approval of
Federal Loan
Administrator; and
and the
the Secretary
the approval
of the Federal
Loan Administrator;
Secretary
of the
the United
United States
States to
sell
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized on
on behalf
behalf of
to sell
such stock to the Corporation.
Any such
stock so
so purchased
purchased by
by the
Corporation. Any
such stock
the
Corporation
be held
held subject
the same
conditions, requirerequireCorporation shall
shall be
subject to
to the
same conditions,
ments, rights, and
(including all
all dividend
dividend and
ments,
and privileges
privileges (including
and retirement
retirement
provisions)
are provided
provided by
law for
in connection
with the
the
provisions) as
as are
by law
for or
or in
connection with
ownership of
such stock
by the
States.".
ownership
of such
stock by
the United
United States.".
S
EC. 2.
Section 2
2of
of the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
SEC.
2. Section
Reconstruction Finance
Act,
as amended (U. S. C., 1934
1934 edition,
602), is
edition, title
title 15, sec. 602),
is hereby
hereby
amended by adding
the end
end thereof
adding at the
thereof the following
following new
new paragraphs:
paragraphs:
"The Corporation
"The
Corporation is
to make
make payments
time to
is authorized
authorized to
payments from
from time
to
Secretary of the Treasury
time to the Secretary
Treasury in
amounts to be
determined
in amounts
be determined
by the Corporation,
Corporation, with the
the approval of the Federal Loan Administrator, for the partial retirement of its capital stock at
and in
at par and
payment
dividends from earnings.
payment of dividends
earnings. The aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of
notes, debentures, bonds, or other such obligations which
which the Corporation is authorized
authorized to issue and have outstanding
outstanding at any one
one time
time
under the provisions of law in
in force
force on the
paragraph
the date this paragraph
takes effect
effect shall not be decreased
decreased by reason
reason of any retirement of
of
paragraph, and such aggregate
aggregate amount is
capital stock under this paragraph,
is
hereby increased
increased by an amount
amount sufficient
sufficient to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions
of this paragraph
paragraph and of the second
of section
section 304
304 of
of the
second paragraph
paragraph of
the
Act of March
March 9, 1933,
amended.
1933, as
as amended.
"The Corporation,
Corporation, on or before June
June 30, 1941,
1941, may retire its
capital stock and pay dividends
dividends under the preceding paragraph
paragraph of
of
this
section, and
may purchase
purchase s
t
ock o
Federalhome-loan
home-loan banks
banks
this section,
and may
stock
offth
thee Federal
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under section 304 of the Act
Act of
March 9,
9, 1933,
1933, as
amended, in
an
of March
as amended,
in an
aggregate
aggregate amount
amount of not to exceed $300,000,000
$300,000,000 to be determined
determined by
the
of the
Corporation, with
the approval
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury;
Treasury; but
but the
the Corporation,
with the
approval
Administrator, shall determine
determine that portion
of the Federal Loan Administrator,
of such
aggregate amount
amount which
which may
sed fo
the retirem
ent of
of
of
such aggregate
may be
be u
used
forr the
retirement
the capital stock of the Corporation,
Corporation, the
the payment
payment of dividends, and
and
of such
the Federal
the purchase
purchase of
such stock
stock of
of the
Federal home-loan
home-loan banks.".
banks.".
of section
section 5
5 of
of the
SEC. 3.
(a) The
The third
third paragraph
SEc.
3. (a)
paragraph of
the ReconstrucReconstruction Finance
Corporation Act,
as amended
tion
Finance Corporation
Act, as
amended (U.
S. C.,
C., 1934
edi(U. S.
1934 ediis hereby
15, sec.
sec. 605),
tion, title
title 15,
15, sec.
sec. 605;
605; Supp.
605), is
hereby
Supp. V,
V, title
title 15,
tion,
amended
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
thereof
amended by
by striking
striking out
out "$350,000,000"
"$350,000,000" and
lieu thereof
"$500,000,000".
"$500,000,000".
(b)
The first
Act
3 of
of the
the Act entitled "An Act
of section
section 3
first sentence
sentence of
(b) The
of the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation
to
functions of
Reconstruction Finance
to extend the
the functions
purposes", approved
January 31,
1935,
for two
two years, and for
for other purposes",
approved January
31, 1935,
as amended
amended (U.
1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
15, sec.
sec. 605m),
605m),
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., 1934
Supp. V,
V, title
title 15,
as
is
by striking
out "January
"January 31,
31, 1945"
1945" and inserting
inserting
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
striking out
in
"January 31,
1955".
31, 1955".
in lieu
lieu thereof "January
SEC.
3 of
of the
the Federal
Farm Mortgage
SEc. 4.
4. Section
Section 3
Federal Farm
Mortgage Corporation
Act
Corporation Act
(U. S.
C., 1934
title 12,
12, sec.
sec. 1020b)
1020b) is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
1934 edition,
edition, title
S. C.,
(U.
adding
the end
end thereof
the following
"The Federal
adding at
at the
thereof the
following new
new sentences:
sentences: "The
Federal
to repay on or before
Farm Mortgage
Corporation is
authorized to
is authorized
Farm
Mortgage Corporation
Treasury on
June 30,
1941, to
to the
Secretary of
the Treasury
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
of the
the Secretary
June
30, 1941,
United States,
States, all
amounts in
in excess
of $100,000,000
$100,000,000 theretofore
theretofore subsubexcess of
all amounts
United
scribed to
to the
stock of
the corporation.
proceeds of such
The proceeds
corporation. The
of the
the capital
capital stock
scribed
repayment shall
in the Treasury
United States
States as aa
Treasury of the United
shall be held in
repayment
fund available
available for subscription,
subscription, by the Governor
Governor on behalf
behalf of the
fund
United
States with
approval of
Secretary of
of the
Treasury,
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary
with the
the approval
United States
to the
the corporation
when, in
the judgment
the
of the
judgment of
in the
of the
corporation when,
the capital
capital of
to
directors
of the
corporation, additional
subscriptions to its
capital
its capital
additional subscriptions
the corporation,
directors of
are
necessary.".
are necessary.".
SEc. 5. Section
Section 5d
5d of
of the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
SEC.
as
606b),
1934 edition,
edition, Supp. V, title 15, sec. 606b),
C., 1934
amended (U. S. C.,
as amended
is
hereby amended
adding at
at the
end thereof
new
the following
following new
the end
thereof the
amended by
by adding
is hereby
paragraphs:
paragraphs:
Government of the United States in its
"In order to aid the Government
"In
national-defense
Corporation is
is authorizedauthorized—
the Corporation
program, the
national-defense program,
"(1)
To make
make loans
loans to,
or, when
when requested
by the
the Federal
Loan
"(1) To
to, or,
requested by
Federal Loan
Administrator with
the approval
President, purchase
purchase the
the
of the
the President,
with the
approval of
Administrator
capital stock
stock of,
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of producing,
producing,
(a) for
corporation (a)
of, any
any corporation
capital
acquiring, and
and carrying
carrying strategic
and critical
materials as
as defined by
critical materials
strategic and
acquiring,
the
and (b)
(b) for
plant construction,
expansion and
and equipequipconstruction, expansion
for plant
the President,
President, and
ment, and
capital, to
by the
the corporation
corporation in
in the
be used
used by
to be
and working
working capital,
ment,
manufacture of
of equipment
equipment and
and supplies
supplies necessary
national
the national
to the
necessary to
manufacture
defense,
on such
and conditions
conditions and
with such
such maturities
maturities as
as
and with
such terms
terms and
defense, on
the
may determine;
and
determine; and
the Corporation
Corporation may
"(2)
Administrator, with
Loan Administrator,
with
"(2) When
When requested
requested by
by the
the Federal
Federal Loan
the
approval of
of the
the President,
President, to
to create
create or
or to
organize a
a corporatiort
corporatiort
to organize
the approval
carry
acquire, and
to produce,
produce, acquire,
or
corporations, with
(a) to
and carry
power (a)
with power
or corporations,
strategic and
and critical
critical materials
as defined
the President,
President, (b)
(b) to
to
defined by
by the
materials as
strategic
purchase and
and lease
lease land,
lease, build,
and expand
plants,
expand plants,
build, and
to purchase,
purchase, lease,
land, to
purchase
and
purchase and
and produce
equipment, supplies,
and machinery,
machinery,
supplies, and
produce equipment,
and to
to purchase
for the
the manufacture
manufacture of
of arms,
implements of war,
ammunition, and implements
arms, ammunition,
for
(c) to
such plants
plants to private
private corporations
corporations to
to engage
engage in such
to lease
lease such
(c)
manufacture, and
(d) if
if the
the President
President finds
it is
necessary for
for
is necessary
finds that
that it
and (d)
manufacture,
a
Government agency
agency to
engage in
in such
manufacture, to
to engage
engage in
in
such manufacture,
to engage
a Government
such manufacture
The Corporation
make loans
loans to,
to, or
or
may make
Corporation may
itself. The
such
manufacture itself.
purchase the
capital stock
of, any
any such
corporation for
any purpose
purpose
for any
such corporation
stock of,
the capital
purchase

Apponios
Apportionment.
muent.

Reconstn

Reconstruction
iction FiFinance Corporation
rporation

Act,
Act, amend
amendment.
ment.

47 Stat. 7;
47
stat. 7; 49 Stat. 3.

49 Stat. 2.
49Stat.2

arm MortFederal Farm
Federal
F ation
Corporation
Act,
gage
Corpor
Act,
amendment.
amendment
.5.
48 Stat. 345.
c4., Supp.
82US.
12
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
§1020b.
§
1020b
nt of
Repayment
of ex-

cess capital

cess capital stock
stock subsubscriptions.

cription.
Use of proceeds.
of pr iceeds.
use

Reconstruction
iction FiFiReconstru
nance
Coirporation
nance Corporation
Act, amend:
amendment.
ment.
Act,
52 Stat. 212.
2.
Post, pp. 961,
962.
B61, 962.

pStap21

National-defense
1-defense
pNatnam
program.
Loans; capital
stock
pital stock

purchases.
puras

Strategic,
trias'i.
terials.

etc.,
etc..

mama

-

Plant comitruction,
ustractlon,

et,
,,, manufacture
nmuactuirio
etc.,',rfor
of equipment
supit and
and supplies.

of equirme
p.

Creation of
ofcorpora-

tions; powe'
powers.
rs.
tioCs;

Strategic, etc.,
etc., ma-

terials. g c
Plants for manufacmanufactu
ture ofarms
of arms,,etc.
etc.

Lease of plants.
Les
ofp lants.

Manufacture
!ture by
overnenn tagency.
Government
agency.
Loans; capital
stock
pital stock
terms
terms and

pLE;
purchases;

conditions.

conditions.
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maStrategic, etc., maStrategic,
terials.
Payments in adPayments
vance of delivery.
delivery.
vance
Use of
payments.
of payments.
Use

50
Stat.
50 Stat.
Stat. 5; 53 Stat.
510.
15 U.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
S. C.,
15
U. S.
§
6130.
§ 613c.

C. Act, amendR. F. C.Act,
ments.
47 Stat. 6.
47 Stat. 10.

52 Stat.
Stat. 212.
Stipp. V.
15 U. S. C.,., Snpp.V,
606b.
606b.
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PUBLIC

within
the powers
corporation as
as above
above set
set forth
forth related
related to
to
the corporation
of the
powers of
within the
the
national-defense program,
program, on
on such
conditions as
as the
the
and conditions
terms and
such terms
the national-defense
Corporation may
determine.
may determine.
Corporation
"Any
corporation created
organized by
by the
Corporation under
under
the Corporation
or organized
created or
"Any corporation
the preceding
preceding paragraph
is also
also authorized,
approval of
authorized, with the approval
paragraph is
the
the President,
to make
make payments
the purchase
purchase price
price to
to be
be
against the
payments against
President, to
the
paid
strategic and
critical materials
materials in
in advance
advance of
of the
the .delivery
delivery
and critical
for strategic
paid for
of
Whenever practicable,
the Corporation
Corporation may
practicable, the
materials. Whenever
such materials.
of such
require the
made to
to be
for purchases
purchases of
of raw
raw or
used for
be used
so made
payments so
the payments
require
manufactured
agricultural commodities
be exported
exported from
from the
to be
commodities to
manufactured agricultural
United
States.".
United States.".
S
EC. 6.
That (a)
(a) section
section 1
approved January
January 26, 1937
Act approved
the Act
1 of
of the
6. That
SEC.
(U. S.
S. C.,
IV, title
title 15,
sec. 613c),
613c), as
as amended,
amended,
15, sec.
Supp. IV,
edition, Supp.
1934 edition,
C., 1934
(U.
is
hereby amended
out "June 30,
inserting
30, 1941" and inserting
striking out
by striking
amended by
is hereby
in
22, 1947";
1947"; (b)
(b) the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
of section
section
"January 22,
thereof "January
lieu thereof
in lieu
1934
4
of
the
Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation
Act
(U.
S.
C.,
1934
C.,
S.
(U.
Act
Corporation
Finance
Reconstruction
4 of the
edition,
title 15,
sec. 604),
as amended,
amended, and
the first
first sentence
sentence of
and the
604), as
15, sec.
edition, title
section
of the
the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act (U. S. C.,
Reconstruction Finance
14 of
section 14
1934 edition,
614), as amended, are hereby amended
amended by
edition, title 15, sec. 614),
1934
striking out
out the
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
word
thereof the word
and inserting
"ten" and
word "ten"
the word
striking
"fifteen"; (c)
second paragraph
paragraph of
of section
section 5d
Recon5d of the Reconthe second
(c) the
"fifteen";
struction
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
Supp.
Act (U.
struction Finance
hereby amended
IV,
title 15,
15, sec.
as amended,
amended by striking
amended, is hereby
606b), as
sec. 606b),
IV, title
out "June
30, 1939"
1939" wherever
wherever it
it appears
therein and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu
appears therein
"June 30,
out
thereof "January
1947".
"January 22, 1947".
thereof
Approved, June
June 25,
25, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 428]

June 26, 1940
[II.
R. 9007]
9007]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 665]

Labor-Federal SeSeLabor-Federal
curity Appropriation
Appropriation
curity
Act, 1941.

Department
of
Department of
Labor Appropriation
Appropriation
Labor
Act, 1941.
1941.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Making appropriations
Department of
Federal Security Agency,
Agency,
of Labor,
Labor, the Federal
the Department
for the
appropriations for
Making
and related
related independent
agencies, for
ending June 30, 1941,
1941, and
the fiscal year ending
for the
independent agencies,
and
for
for other purposes.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That the following
United
America in
Congress assembled,
following
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
sums are
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherotherof any
out of
appropriated, out
are appropriated,
sums
wise
Federal
Department of Labor, the Federal
the Department
for the
appropriated, for
wise appropriated,
Security
related independent
independent agencies,
agencies, for the fiscal year
year
and related
Agency, and
Security Agency,
ending
June 30,
30, 1941, namely:
namely:
ending June
TITLE
I—DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
LABOR
TITLE I-DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF
SECRETARY
OF THE SECRETARY
OFFICE

Assistant
Salaries: Secretary
Secretary of
Labor, Assistant
Secretary, Second
Second Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
of Labor,
Salaries:
in the District of Columbia,
Secretary,
other personal
personal services
services in
and other
Secretary, and
$374,000.
$374,000.
Salaries:
Office of
Solicitor, $90,000.
$90,000.
.
of the Solicitor,
Salaries: Office
Contingent exContingent
Contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of
expenses: For contingent
Contingent expenses:
penses.
offices and
bureaus of
of the
the Department,
which appropriations
appropriations
Department, for which
Post, pp. 646, 647, the
and bureaus
offices
the
648, 1043.
miscellaneous expenses are not specifically
for contingent
contingent and miscellaneous
specifically made,
for
including the
the purchase
furniture, and repairs to the
stationery, furniture,
purchase of stationery,
including
same, carpets,
oilcloths, file cases, towels, ice, brooms, soap,
matting, oilcloths,
carpets, matting,
same,
exceeding $1,400 for streetcar
sponges,
laundry, not exceeding
streetcar fares;
fares; purchase,
sponges, laundry,
motortrucks;
maintenance, and
exchange, maintenance,
and repair of motorcycles
motorcycles and motortrucks;
exchange,
maintenance,
operation, and repair of three motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenmaintenance, operation,
purposes; freight
for official
ger-carrying
vehicles, to
to be
used only
official purposes;
freight and
only for
be used
ger-carrying vehicles,
express
commercial and labor-reporting
labor-reporting services;
services; newspaper
newspaper
charges; commercial
express charges;
$1,400, postage
clippings not to exceed $1,100,
postage to foreign countries,
countries, telegraph
telegraph
Salaries.
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and telephone service,
typewriters, adding machines,
machines, and other laborservice, typewriters,
saving devices; purchase and exchange
exchange of lawbooks,
lawbooks, books of refernewspapers, and periodicals, and, when authorized
ence, newspapers,
authorized by the
Secretary
membership in societies
Secretary of Labor, dues for library membership
societies or
associations which issue publications
publications to members
members only or at a
a price
associations
to members lower than to subscribers
subscribers who
who are not members,
members, not
exceeding $5,300;
teletype service and
exceeding
$5,300; contract stenographic
stenographic services;
services; teletype
and
tolls (not to exceed $1,100)
$1,100);;rent and maintenance
maintenance of buildings in
in
the District of Columbia;
expenses
Columbia; all other necessary
necessary miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses
not included in the foregoing; and not to exceed $25,000
$25,000 for purchase
of certain supplies for the Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization Service;
Service;
in all, $347,500: Provided,
Provided, That section
section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
(41
U. S.
construed to apply to any purchase
(41 U.
S. C. 5) shall not be construed
purchase or
rendered for the Department of Labor when
service rendered
when the aggregate
amount involved does not exceed the sum of $100.
$100.
Traveling
Traveling .expenses: For all traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, except
except traveling
traveling
expenses
incident to the deportation
expenses incident
deportation of aliens, under the Department
Department
of Labor, including all bureaus and divisions
divisions thereunder,
thereunder, $1,628,000.
Printing and binding: For printing and binding for the DepartDepartment of Labor, including
including all its bureaus, offices,
offices, institutions, and
located in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, and elsewhere,
services located
elsewhere,
$459,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any other provision
provision of
$459,000:
law, the publication
publication entitled
entitled "Our Constitution and
Government-and GovernmentFederal Text Book on Citizenship"
Citizenship" may be sold
sold by the
the Superintendent of Documents, Government
Office, in quantities
quantities of
of
Government Printing Office,
ten or more copies at the rate of 25 cents per copy.
Labor Standards: For salaries
salaries
Salaries and expenses, Division of Labor
and expenses, including purchase
purchase and distribution
distribution of reports, and
of material
with the promopromomaterial for informational
informational exhibits, in connection
connection with
tion of health, safety, employment,
employment, stabilization,
stabilization, and amicable industrial relations
relations for labor and industry, $225,000, of which
which amount not
not
to exceed $162,000 may be expended
expended for personal services in the
District of Columbia.
The appropriation
traveling expenses
expenses shall
appropriation under this title for traveling
be
expenses of
of attendance
of cooperating
officials .and
be available
available for
for expenses
attendance of
cooperating officials
and
consultants at conferences
conferences concerned
concerned with the work of the Division
of
Labor Standards
Standards when
when called
called by
the Division
Division of
of Labor
of Labor
by the
Labor Standards
Standards
Secretary of Labor, and shall be
with the written approval
approval of the Secretary
available also in an amount
amount not to exceed
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for expenses
expenses of
of
available
attendance at
meetings related
attendance
at meetings
related to the
the work
work of the Division of Labor
Labor
Standards when incurred on the written authority
the Secretary
Secretary
Standards
authority of
of the
of Labor.
Commissioners of conciliation:
conciliation: To enable
enable the Secretary
Labor
Commissioners
Secretary of Labor
exercise the authority vested
creatto exercise
vested in
in him by
by section
section 88of the
the Act
Act creating the
Department of
Labor (5
U. S.
611) and
appoint
ing
the Department
of Labor
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 611)
and to
to appoint
commissioners of
and telephone
supcommissioners
of conciliation,
conciliation, telegraph
telegraph and
telephone service,
service, supplies for
for field
field offices,
offices, newspapers,
books of
plies
newspapers, books
of reference
reference and
and periodicals;
periodicals;
of
and not
not to exceed $71,000 for
for personal
personal services
services in the District
District of
Columbia, $383,400:
$383,400: Provided,
Provided, That persons
persons now employed
employed in such
conciliation work pursuant
pursuant to authority
authority contained under this head
conciliation
head
in the
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
fiscal year
year 1935
1935, may
may
in
the Second
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
amount herein
be continued in such employment
employment and paid from the amount
appropriated.
appropriated.
traveling expenses shall be
The appropriation
appropriation in this title for traveling
available
amount not
not to
exceed $2,000
$2,000 for
for expenses
expenses of
of attendattendavailable in
in an
an amount
to exceed
ance
conventions concerned
ance at
at meetings, conferences
conferences or conventions
concerned with labor
labor
and
incurred on
written authority
authority of
of
and industrial
industrial relations when
when incurred
on the
the written
the Secretary
Secretary of Labor.
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575

Proviso.
Proviso.
Minor purchases.

Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Post,
647,
Post, pp. 646, 647,
648, 1043.
1043.
Printing and binding.
ing.
Post, pp. 646,
646, 647,
648, 1043.
1643.
648,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Sale of designated
designated
Sale
publication.
publication.

Division of Labor
Labor
Division
Standards.
Salaries
and
exex.
Salaries
penses.
Post,
Post, pp. 647,
647, 1043.
1043.

Attendance at conAttendance
ferences.
ferences.

Meetings.
Meetings.

Commissioners
Commissioners
conciliation.
conciliation.

of

738.
37 Stat. 738.

U. S.c.C.
55U.S.
§ 619.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Retention
Retention of certain
certain
employees.
employees.
49 Stat. 587.
587.

Attendance at meetmeetAttendance
ings.
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Organization, Geneva,
Geneva, SwitInternational Labor Organization,
Liaison with the International
zerland,
salaries
and
expenses:
For
a
United
States
Labor
Commist- zerland, salaries and expenses: For a United States Labor CommisGenevai
sioner and
other
personal
services
in
Geneva,
Switzerland;
Switzerland;
Geneva,
in
services
personal
other
sioner and
and
compensation
of interpreters,
translators, and
and porters;
porters; transportation
transportation
compensation of
interpreters, translators,
of
families, and
and effects,
effects, in
going to
to and
and returning
returning
in going
their families,
employees, their
of employees,
from
foreign
posts;
rent,
heat,
light,
and
fuel;
hire,
maintenance,
from foreign posts; rent, heat, light, and fuel; hire, maintenance,
and
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; purpurmotor-propelled passenger-carrying
operation of
and operation
chase
and
exchange
of
foreign
and
domestic
books,
periodicals,
and
and
periodicals,
books,
domestic
and
chase and exchange of foreign
newspapers; purchase
of furniture,
furniture, stationery,
stationery, and
and supplies;
printing
supplies; printing
purchase of
newspapers;
and
postage; telephone
telephone and
other similar
similar expenses,
expenses, for
for
and other
binding; postage;
and binding;
which
payment may
may be
in advance;
advance; necessary
necessary technical
or
technical or
made in
be made
which payment
special
connection with
with matters
the
within the
falling within
matters falling
in connection
investigations in
special investigations
scope
of the
International Labor
Labor Organization;
Organization; allowances
allowances for
for living
living
Living
quarters.
the International
scope of
Living quarters.
quarters,
fuel, and
light, as
as authorized
by the
the Act
Act
authorized by
and light,
heat, fuel,
including heat,
quarters, including
approved
26, 1930
1930 (5
(5 U.
U. S.
C. 118a),
118a), not
to exceed
exceed $1,700
for
$1,700 for
not to
S. C.
June 26,
approved June
46 Stat.
818.
stat. 818.
any
and contingent
such other
other expenses
in the
the United
United
expenses in
and such
contingent and
person, and
any person,
States
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary,
as the
elsewhere as
and elsewhere
States and
$20,000.
$20,000.
Division of
expenses: For
For personal
personal
Division
and expenses:
salaries and
Contracts, salaries
of Public
Public Contracts,
Division
Public
of Public
Division of
Contracts.
District of
Columbia and
elsewhere, in
performing the
the
in performing
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
in the
the District
Salaries
and
exservices in
ea- services
and
C"naries
penses.
duties imposed
imposed by
"Act to provide
provide conditions for the purchase
by the
the "Act
duties
penses.
of supplies
the making
by the
the United
United States,
States, and
and
of contracts
contracts by
making of
and the
supplies and
of
for
approved June
30, 1936
1936 (41
U. S.
S. C. 38),
38), and for
(41 U.
June 30,
49
purposes", approved
other purposes",
for other
stat. 2036.
20c3.
49 Stat.
41 U. B. C, Supp.
expenses in
the field,
field, including
contract stenographic
stenographic
including contract
V,
in the
necessary expenses
v, i§ j35-45. -C B npotherother necessary
reporting services,
$319,100.
services, $319,100.
reporting

Liaison
Interwith InterLiaison with
national Labor Organization,
ization,Geneva, Switzerland.
zerland.
Salaries
exalaries and expenses.

BUREAU
OF LABOR
STATISTICS
LABOR STATISTICS
BUREAU OF
Salaries
and
exexSalaries and
penses.
pe
pp.t 648, 1043.
1043
Post, pp.

Salaries and
and expenses:
For personal
including temporary
temporary
services including
personal services
expenses: For
Salaries

statistical clerks,
clerks, stenographers,
typists in
the District
District of
of ColumColumin the
and typists
stenographers, and
statistical
bia, and
and including
also experts
temporary assistants
assistants for
for field
field
and temporary
experts and
including also
bia,
service
outside of
purchase of
of periodicals,
periodicals,
Columbia; purchase
of Columbia;
District of
of the
the District
service outside
documents,
envelopes, price
price quotations,
quotations, and
reports and
materials for
for
and materials
and reports
documents, envelopes,
reports
and bulletins
bulletins of
said Bureau,
Bureau, $962,580,
$962,580, of
of which
which amount
amount not
not
of said
reports and
to exceed
exceed $860,000
$860,000 may
for the
the salary
salary of
of the
the CommisCommisbe expended
expended for
may be
to
sioner and
and other
other personal
services in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
personal services
sioner
The
appropriation in
for traveling
traveling expenses
expenses shall
shall be
be
Attendance
at meettitle for
in this
this title
The appropriation
Attendanceatmeetings.
available,
ings.
available, in an amount not to exceed
exceed $2,000, for expenses of attendance
meetings concerned
with the
work of
of the
Bureau of
of Labor
Labor
the Bureau
the work
concerned with
at meetings
ance at
Statistics
incurred on
the written
written authority
authority of
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
on the
when incurred
Statistics when
of Labor.
Labor.
of

48,

IMMIGRATION AND
AND NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION SERVI
CE
SERVICE
IMMIGRATION

salaries,

Salaries,
Departmental.
mpst,
Post, p. 645.
645.

Depart-

Salaries,
servfeld servSalaries, field
ice.
Post, p. 646.

reot, 646.

Provisos.
Living quarters.

LPreisos.

ivinger.

48 Stat.
Stat. 818.
818.
46
Overtime
pay.
Overtime pay.

stat.

46 Stat. 147.
1467.

Salaries,
Commissioner: Departmental
Departmental salaries:
salaries: For the
Salaries, Office
Office of Commissioner:
Commissioner and
other personal
personal services
the District
of Columbia,
District of
Columbia,
services in
in the
and other
Commissioner
$570,500.
$570,500.

Salaries, field service: For salaries
salaries of field personnel of the Immigration
and Naturalization
including the
the personnel
personnel of
of the
the
Naturalization Service,
Service, including
gration and
Immigration
Patrol and
and the
services of
of persons
authorized by
Immigration Border
Border Patrol
the services
persons authorized
by
law
to be
be detailed
detailed to
District of
of Columbia
Columbia for
for duty,
duty, $7,979,110:
$7,979,110:
law to
to the
the District
Provided, That not to exceed $36,000
Provided,
$36,000 of the total amount herein
herein
appropriated
available for
for living
living quarters
quarters,
appropriated shall be available
for allowances
allowances for
including
heat, fuel,
fuel, and
and light,
light, as
by.the
the Act
approved
Act approved
as authorized
authorized by
including heat,
June 26, 1930 (5
(5 U. S. C. 118a),
118a) not to exceed $1,700
$1,700 for any person:
pe rson:
Provided
further,
$130,000 of the amount herein appropriated
Prided
ov
further, That $130,006
appropriated
shall
only for
the payment
payment of
of extra
extra compensation
for
shall be
be available
available only
for the
compensation for
employees of the Immigration
overtime
overtime services
services of inspectors and employees
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service
receives reimService for which the United States receives
bursement
in accordance
provisions of the Act of March 2,
bursement. in
accordance with
with the
the provisions

TAT.]
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STAT.]
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1931 (8
(8 U.
C. 109a-109b):
109a-109b) Provided
Provided further,
That no
part of
of this oRstriction
Restriction on
use
on use
no part
further, That
S. C.
U. S.
1931
appropriation shall
available for
compensation of assistants of funds.
for the compensation
be available
shall be
appropriation

to
clerks of
States courts:
notwithThat notwithfurther, That
Provided further,
courts: Provided
United States
of United
to clerks
standing the
February 5,
5, 1917
(8 U.
C.
S. C.
U. S.
1917 (8
of February
Act of
the Act
of the
provisions of
the .provisions
standing
the
draw
to
109),
authorizing
the
Secretary
of
Labor
annually
from
Secretary
the
109), authorizing
appropriations
regulating the immienforcement of the laws regulating
appropriations for the enforcement
thereof
gration
of aliens
$200,000, or so much thereof
States, $200,000,
United States,
the United
into the
aliens into
gration of
laborers
excluding contract
as may
contract laborers
necessary, to enforce the law excluding
may be necessary,
as
and induced
and assisted
exceed $40,000
$40,000 of the
immigrants, not to exceed
assisted immigrants,
induced and
and
sum herein
herein appropriated
and
expended for such purposes, and
be expended
appropriated may be
sum
such
expenditure shall
shall be
made in
in strict
compliance with the provistrict compliance
be made
such expenditure
sions
of the
the Act
Act of
of July
July 11,
201).
(18 U. S. C. 201).
1919 (18
11, 1919
sions of
General
than salaries):
salaries) :For
For all
of the
expenses of
all expenses
(other than
expenses (other
General expenses
Immigration
Naturalization Service,
Service, including
Immigrathe Immigraincluding the
and Naturalization
Immigration and
tion Border
Patrol, incurred
incurred in
in the
the enforcement
regulaws reguthe laws
of the
enforcement a
tion Border Patrol,
lating the
the immigration
immigration to,
residence in,
exclusion and
and the exclusion
in, and
the residence
to, the
lating
deportation
from the
the United
United States
of aliens
persons subject to
aliens and persons
States of
deportation from
laws authorizing
the
of
the
Chinese
exclusion
laws;
enforcement
authorizing
enforcement
for
laws;
exclusion
the Chinese
a
naturalization of
of aliens;
expenses of officers,
officers,
aliens; expenses
the naturalization
for the
rule for
uniform rule
a uniform
clerks,
and
other
employees
appointed
enforce
laws;
care,
said
enforce
to
appointed
employees
other
clerks, and
traveling expenses
detention,
maintenance, transportation,
expenses incitransportation, and traveling
detention, maintenance,
dent
to the
the deportation
deportation and
and removal
of aliens
to
aliens and persons subject to
removal of
dent to
the
exclusion laws,
laws, as
authorized by
by law,
in the
the United
United
law, in
as authorized
Chinese exclusion
the Chinese
States, and
through, or
or in
foreign countries;
countries; purchase
purchase of
of supplies
supplies
in foreign
to, through,
and to,
States,
and eq
.
uipment, including
including alterations
alterations and repairs; purchase,
purchase, exchange,
exchange,
equipment,
and
operation, maintenance,
and repair
repair of
vehicles,
motor-propelled vehicles,
of motor-propelled
maintenance, and
operation,
including
passenger-carrying vehicles
for official
official use in .field work;
vehicles for
including passenger-carrying
arms,
ammunition, and
decisions of the
reports of decisions
cost of reports
accessories; cost
and accessories;
arms, ammunition,
foreign
Federal
and digests
digests thereof,
thereof, books
reference, and foreign
books of reference,
courts and
Federal courts
language textbooks
textbooks for
for official
official use;
verifications of legal papers;
papers;
use; verifications
language
refunding
maintenance bills,
and immigration
fines, upon
immigration fines,
bills, and
tax, maintenance
head tax,
of head
refunding of
presentation
showing conclusively
collection and
and
conclusively that collection
evidence showing
of evidence
presentation of
deposit
made through
through error;
witnesses subsubto witnesses
and fees to
mileage and
error; mileage
was made
deposit was
penaed
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the United
States, and
and for
other expenses
expenses
all other
for all
United States,
penaed on
necessary
enforce said
said laws,
not to
to
That not
Provided, That
$1,200,000: Provided,
laws, $1,200,000:
to enforce
necessary to
exceed $45,000
of the
appropriated shall
shall be available for
herein appropriated
sum herein
the sum
$45,000 of
exceed
the
purchase, including
including exchange,
exchange, of
motor-propelled passenger-carrypassenger-carryof motor-propelled
the purchase,
ing vehicles:
That the
the Commissioner
of ImmigraImmigraCommissioner of
further, That
Provided further,
ing vehicles: Provided
tion
and
Naturalization,
with
the
approval
of
the
Secretary
of Labor,
Secretary
the
of
approval
the
with
Naturalization,
and
tion
may contract
employees stationed
stationed outside of the
officers and employees
with officers
contract with
may
District of
Columbia, whose
the appropriaappropriafrom the
payable from
are payable
salaries are
whose salaries
of Columbia,
District
Service
tion for
for field
field salaries
Naturalization Service,
Immigration and Naturalization
salaries of the Immigration
tion
for
the
use,
on
official
business
outside
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
of
of
Columbia,
of
District
the
of
outside
business
official
on
for the use,
privately
owned horses,
horses, and
and the
the consideration
consideration agreed
agreed upon
upon shall
shall be
be
privately owned
payable
from the
funds herein
appropriated: P
rovided f
urther, That
further,
Provided
herein appropriated:
the funds
payable from
not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
the sum
herein appropriated
expended
be expended
may be
appropriated may
sum herein
of the
not to
for
payment
of
rewards,
when
specifically
authorized
by
the
SecreSecrethe
by
authorized
specifically
when
for payment of rewards,
tary of
leading to
to the
detection, arrest,
arrest, or
the detection,
information leading
for information
Labor, for
of Labor,
tary
conviction of
persons violating the immigration
immigration or naturalization
naturalization
of persons
conviction
laws.
laws.
Immigration stations:
For remodeling,
remodeling, repairing
repairing . (including
(including
stations: For
Immigration
repairs
to the
the ferryboat,
Island), renovating
renovating buildings, and
Ellis Island),
ferryboat, Ellis
repairs to
purchase
of equipment,
$53,000.
of
equipment,in$53,000.
purchase
The appropriation
this title for traveling expenses shall be
The appropriation in this title for traveling expenses shall be
available
in
an
amount
not
to
exceed $400
for expenses
expenses of
of attendance
attendance
$400 for
to exceed
not
available in an amount
at meetings concerned
work of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration and
Naturaland Naturalthe work
with the
at meetings concerned with
ization
Service
when
incurred
on
the
written
authority
of
of the
authority
written
the
on
incurred
when
ization Service
Secretary of Labor.
Secretary
193470*--41--pT. 1----37
--- 37
193470°---41-PT.

ontractlaborers

Contract laborers.

39 Stat. 893.

41 Stat. 68.

tat..
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General
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o
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ImEnfrcement of insmigration,
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tio etc.,

o
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cPuas
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vehivehi-
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boPrivately
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iseirtely o
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wned
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wa
P
ra
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t
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CHILDREN'S
BUREAU
CHILDREN'S BUREAU

Salaries and
investigating and
and reportreportFor expenses
expenses of
of investigating
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
ing
upon matters
welfare of
of children
children and
and child
child
to the
the welfare
pertaining to
matters pertaining
ing upon
life,
to investigate
the questions
questions of
of infant
infant mortality;
mortality;
investigate the
life, and
and especially
especially to
personal
services, including
and temporary
temporary assistants;
assistants; purpurincluding experts
experts and
personal services,
chase
reports and
and material
the publications
of the
the Children's
Children's
publications of
material for
for the
chase of
of reports
Bureau
and for
reprints from
State, city,
private publications
for
publications for
and private
city, and
from State,
for reprints
Bureau and
distribution when
when said
reprints can
can be
more cheaply
cheaply than
than
procured more
said reprints
be procured
distribution
they can
can be
be printed
the Government,
Government, and
necessary expenses,
expenses,
and other
other necessary
by the
printed by
they
$364,500,
of which
which amount
amount not
exceed $318,000
$318,000 may
may be
be expended
expended
not to
to exceed
$364,500, of
for personal
personal services
in the
of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
District of
for
services in
Fair
StandFair Labor StandSalaries and
expenses,
child
labor
provisions, Fair
Fair Labor
Labor StandStandchild
labor
provisions,
Salaries
and
expenses,
ards Act.
ards Act:
For all
and neccessary
expenses of
the
Child
labor proviof the
provi- ards
neccessary expenses
all authorized
authorized and
Child labor
Act: For
sions, expenses.
expenses.
sions,
Children's Bureau
Bureau in
duties imposed
upon it
it by
the
imposed upon
by the
in performing
performing the
the duties
Children's
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Act of
of 1938,
including personal
personal services
services in
52 Stat. 1060.
in
1938, including
Fair
Standards Act
29 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. the District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equipthe District of Columbia and elsewhere; supplies; services; equipV. §§201-219.
5 201-219.
V,
ment;
newspapers, books
and press
press clipclipperiodicals, and
books of
of reference,
reference, periodicals,
ment; newspapers,
pings;
to State
State and
and local
and their
their
agencies and
local agencies
and reimbursement
reimbursement to
pings; and
employees
services rendered,
authorized by
by section
section 11
said
of said
11 of
as authorized
rendered, as
employees for
for services
Act, $288,000.
$288,000.
Act,

Salaries
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and
and

exex-

MATERNAL
AND CHILD WELFARE
WELFARE
MATERNAL AND

Salaries and
and expenses,
and child
authorchild welfare:
welfare: For
For all
all authorexpenses, maternal
maternal and
Salaries
ized
and necessary
administrative expenses
of the
Children's Bureau
Bureau
expenses of
the Children's
ized and
necessary administrative
in performing
performing the
the duties
duties imposed
upon it
title V
V of
the Social
Social
it by
by title
of the
in
imposed upon
49 Stat. 629.
629.
Security
approved August
1935, as
amended, including
perincluding perSecurity Act,
Act, approved
August 14,
14, 1935
as amended,
42
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
sonal
District of
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; suppliessupplies,•
sonal services,
services, m the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
V, §§
701-731.
II 701-731.
V,
services;
equipment; newspapers,
newspapers, books
periodicals, and
and
services; equipment;
books of reference,
reference, periodicals,
press
$364,000.
press clippings,
clippings, $364,000.

Maternal
Maternal and
and child
welfare.
welfare.
Salaries and expenses.
penses.

GRANTS
STATES FOR
FOR MAflRNAL
CFILLD HEALTH
HEALTH SERVICES
SERVICES
GRANTS TO
TO STATES
MATERNAL AND
AND CHILD
Maternal and
child
Maternal
and child
health services.
services.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Allotments
exAllotments excluded.
cluded.
49
Stat. 629,630.
49 Stat.
629,630.
42
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
42 U.
V. I§
§§ 702
702,704.
74.
V,

Grants
to States
for maternal
maternal and
and child
child health
health services:
For grants
Grants to
States for
services: For
grants
to States
of enabling
enabling each
each State
State to
to extend
extend and
and improve
improve
to
States for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
services for
for promoting
the health
mothers and
and children,
children, as
authorservices
promoting the
health of
of mothers
as authorized
in title
title V,
V, part
of the
the Social
Security Act,
Act, approved
approved August
ized in
part 1,
1, of
Social Security
August
14,
That
14, 1935 (42
(42 U. S. C.
C. 701), as amended,
amended, $5,820,000:
$5,820,000: Provided,
Provided, That
any
allotment to
to a
pursuant to
to section
502 (b)
(b) shall
shall not
not be
any allotment
a State
State pursuant
section 502
be
computing for the purposes of subsections
included in computing
subsections (a)
(a) and
(b)
and (b)
of
an amount
amount expended
or estimated
to be
by
of section
section 504
504 an
expended or
estimated to
be expended
expended by
the
State.
the State.
GRANTS TO

Services for
Services
for crippled
crippled
children.
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 631.
631.
42 U. S. C., Supp,
Supp
V,
66 711-715.
V, §§711-715.

STATES
SERVICES FOR
STATES FOR
FOR SERVICES
FOR

CRIPPLED CHILDREN
CHILDREN
CRIPPLED

Grants
for services
services for
for crippled
crippled children:
For the
purGrants to
to States
States for
children: For
the purpose
each State
State to
to extend
and improve
improve services
services for
for
pose of
of enabling
enabling each
extend and
crippled children,
title V,
V, part
2, of
Social
crippled
children, as
as authorized
authorized in
in title
part 2,
of the
the Social
Security
approved August 14, 1935 (42 U. S. C. 711)
Security Act, approved
711) as amended,
$3,870,000.
$3,870,000.
GRANTS
GRANTS TO STATES
STATES FOR CHILD-WELFARE
CHILD-WELFARE satcricEs
SERVICES

Child-welfare
Child-welfare services.
ices.

49 Stat. 633.
633.
42 U. S. C.,
C. Supp.
Supp.
V,
721.
V, §
I 721.

Grants to States for
for child-welfare
child-welfare services:
services: For
grants to States
For grants
for the purpose
enabling the
the United
through the
the Children's
Children's
purpose of
of enabling
United States,
States, through
public-welfare agencies in establishBureau, to cooperate
cooperate with State public-welfare
ing, extending, and strengthening
strengthening public-welfare
public-welfare services
for the
the
services for
neglected children,
care of homeless or neglected
children i or
children in
in danger
danger of
of
or children
becoming delinquent,
delinquent, as authorized in title V, part 3,
3, of the
the Social
Social
Security Act, approved
approved August
August 14,1935 (42 U. S. C. 721)
721) as amended,
amended,
$1,510,000.
$1,510,000.
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In
administration of title V of the Social Security Act, as
In the administration
as
amended,
amended, for the fiscal year 1941,
payments to the States
States for any
1941, payments
quarter of
1, 2,
made
quarter
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 under
under parts
parts 1,
2, and
and 3
3 may
may be
be made
with respect to any State plan approved
approved under
under such respective
respective parts
to or during
by the Chief of the Children's Bureau prior to
during such quarter,
but no such payment shall
made with respect
respect to
any
shall be made
to any plan for any
period prior to
quarter in
in which
such plan
plan is
is submitted
submitted to
to the
the
period
to the
the quarter
which such
Chief
of the
Children's Bureau
Bureau for
for approval.
approval.
Chief of
the Children's
appropriation in this title for traveling
The appropriation
traveling expenses
expenses shall be
available for
attendance of
of cooperating
cooperating officials
officials and
and conavailable
for expenses
expenses of
of attendance
consultants at
concerned with
administration of work
work
at conferences
conferences concerned
with the
the administration
of the Children's Bureau under
the Fair
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
under the
and
Standards Act
Act and
the Social
under title
title V,
V, parts
parts 1,
1, 2,
2, and
and 3,
3, of the
Social Security
Security Act, as
as amended,
amended,
when called by
when
Children's Bureau
Bureau with
approval of
of
by the Children's
with the written
written approval
the Secretary
of Labor,
Labor, and shall
the
Secretary of
amount not
shall be
be available
available also, in an amount
not
to
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings related to
to
to exceed $7,000,
$7,000, for expenses
the work
work of the
the
Bureau when
when incurred
incurred on
the Children's Bureau
on the written
authority of the
Secretary of
Labor.
of Labor.
the Secretary
authority

Payments with rePayments
State plans.
plans.
spect to State
49 Stat. 629.
49
42 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
42
Supp.
V,
701-721.
V, §§§§701-721.

Attendance at conconAttendance
ferences and
and meetings.
meetings.
ferences

52 Stat. 1060.
52
C., Supp.
Supp.
29 U. S.
S; C.,
V, §§ 201-219.
V,
201-219.
49 Stat. 629.
49
42 U.
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §§
701-721.
§i 701-721.
V,

WOMEN'S BUREAU
BUREAU
WOMEN'S

Salaries and
and expenses:
For carrying
carrying out
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act
expenses: For
out the
provisions of
Salaries
entitled "An
establish in the Department
Department of Labor a
bureau
a bureau
to establish
entitled
"An Act to
to be
known as
as the
approved June
5, 1920 (29
(29
June 5,
Bureau", approved
the Women's
Women's Bureau",
to
be known
U.
S. C.
C. 11-16),
11-16), including
including personal
the District
District of
of
services in
in the
U. S.
personal services
Columbia,
not to
purchase of
material for
for reports
reports
of material
to exceed
exceed $152,420;
$152,420; purchase
Columbia, not
and
$154,700.
and educational
educational exhibits, $154,700.
expenses shall be
The
appropriation in
traveling expenses
in this
this title for traveling
The appropriation
attendance
expenses of attendance
available in an
exceed $2,500
$2,500 for expenses
to exceed
an amount
amount not to
available
at meetings
Women's Bureau
Bureau when
when
the work
work of the Women's
concerned with the
at
meetings concerned
incurred on
written authority
authority of
Labor.
of Labor.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the written
incurred
on the

Salaries
exSalaries and expenses.
penses.
41 Stat. 987.

Attendanceat meetAttendaneeat
ings.
ings.

HOUR DIVISION
DIVISION
WAGE AND HOUR

Salaries:
For all
all personal
services for
for the
the Wage
Division
and Hour
Hour Division
Wage and
personal services
Salaries: For
necessary in
in performing
imposed upon
upon it
it by
by the
Fair Labor
Labor
the Fair
the duties
duties imposed
necessary
performing the
Standards
Act of
of 1938,
reimbursement to
to State,
State, Federal,
Federal,
including reimbursement
1938, including
Standards Act
and local
agencies and
employees for
services rendered
rendered,
for services
and their
their employees
and
local agencies
$5,430,000, of
to exceed
$1,427,000 (exclusive
(exclusive of
of
not to
exceed $1,427,000
of which
which amount
amount not
$5,430,000,
pay
members of
industry committees)
may be
be expended
expended for
for
committees) may
of industry
of members
pay of
personal
Columbia.
of Columbia.
the District
District of
services in
in the
personal services
Miscellaneous expenses
expenses (other
(other than
For all
all authorized
authorized
than salaries):
salaries): For
Miscellaneous
and necessary
expenses, other
other than
than salaries,
the Wage
Wage and
Hour
and Hour
salaries, of
of the
and
necessary expenses,
Division in
in performing
duties imposed
imposed upon
Labor
upon it
it by the Fair Labor
the duties
performing the
Division
Standards Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, including
including contract
reporting
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
Standards
services,
purchase (not
(not to
$2,250), maintenance,
repair, and
and
exceed $2,250),
maintenance, repair,
to exceed
services, purchase
operation outside
the District
of Columbia
Columbia of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenpassenDistrict of
operation
outside the
ger-carrying
lawbooks, books
reference, periodicals,
periodicals, manuvehicles, lawbooks,
books of reference,
ger-carrying vehicles,
press clippings,
clippings, supplies,
supplies,
scripts
newspapers and press
reports, newspapers
scripts and special
special reports,
office
equipment, advertising,
advertising, postage,
telephone and telegraph servpostage, telephone
office equipment,
ice,
reimbursement to
Federal, and
local agencies
agencies and
and their
their
to State,
State, Federal,
and local
ice, reimbursement
employees
$302,000.
employees for
for services
services rendered,
rendered, $302,000.
The
of Labor
Labor may
may allot
transfer, with
with the
the approval
approval
allot or
or transfer,
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget, funds from the foreDivision to
other
Wage and Hour
Hour Division
to any other
going appropriations
appropriations for
for the Wage
bureau or
office of
of the
Department of
Labor to
to enable
enable such
such bureau
bureau
the Department
of Labor
bureau
or office
or
to perform
perform services
services for
Hour Division.
Division.
for the
the Wage
Wage and
and Hour
or office
office to
title for traveling
traveling expenses shall be
The appropriation
appropriation in this title
available
an amount
not to
to exceed
exceed $4,750
$4,750 for
expenses of
for expenses
of attendattendavailable in
in an
amount not

Salaries.
Salaries.
52 Stat. 1060.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
29 U.
V, §
§§201-219.
201-219.
V,

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.

Transfer, etc.,
etc.,
Transfer,
funds.

exex-

of
of

Attendance at meetAttendance
ings.
ings.
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Citation of title.

itation of title.

Security
Federal Security
Agency AppropriaAppropriaAgency
tion Act, 1941.

STAT.
[54 STAT.

ance
concerned with
the work
work of
the Wage
Wage and
and Hour
Hour
of the
with the
ance at
at meetings
meetings concerned
Division when
incurred on
written authority
authority of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
Division
when incurred
on the
the written
of
of Labor.
Labor.
This title
cited as
the "Department
"Department of
of Labor Appropriation
Appropriation
be cited
as the
This
title may
may be
Act,
1941".
Act, 1941".

SECURITY AGENCY
TITLE II-FEDERAL
TITLE
II—FEDERAL SECURITY
AGENCY
OFFICE
TH ADMINISTRATOR
ADMINISTRATOR
OfFICE OF THE

Salaries
of the
the Office
Office of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator in
in performperformSalaries::For
For salaries
salaries of
ing the
the provisions
provisions of
of Reorganization
Reorganization Plans
Plans
imposed by
by the
ing
the duties
duties imposed
5U. S. 0., Stipp. V,
Numbered
I
and
II,
under
authority
of
the
Reorganization
Act
of
Act
of
Reorganization
of
the
under
authority
and
II,
I
v,
Numbered
supp.
}5lAS.3°
§¢ I33-133t.
Proviso.
1939, in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
and elsewhere:
Provided, That
That of
of
Provided,
and
elsewhere:
Columbia
1939,
pseri
pTe
TomporarY services.
appropriated the
to
the Administrator
Administrator may expend not to
the sum
sum herein
herein appropriated
Tempoa . the
exceed
for temporary
temporary employment
by contract
contract or
or
persons, by
employment of
of persons,
$2,500 for
exceed $2,500
otherwise for
services determined
Adminisnecessary by the Adminisdetermined necessary
for special
special services
otherwise,
Salaries.

53 Stat.
tat 1424, 1434,

56
561.

41
41 U.
U. S. 0.
C. §5.

.

5.

trator,
section 3709
trator, without
without regard
regard to
to section
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes, and
and
Revised Statutes,

the civil-service
civil-service and
as follows:
laws, as
follows:
and classification
classification laws,
the
For the
the immediate
immediate office
office of
of the
Administrator, $113,940.
$113,940.
the Administrator,
For
For the
the Division
Division of
Personnel Supervision
and Management,
Management,
Supervision and
of Personnel
For
$427,520.
$427,520.
For the
the Chief
Division $248,200.
$248,200.
For
Chief Clerk's
Clerk's Division,
For the
the General
Division,
$539,940.
Counsel, $539,940.
of the
General
For
the Office
Office of
Total, personal
personal services,
services, Office
Office of
$1,329,600.
of the
the Administrator,
Administrator, $1,329,600.
Total,
Miscellaneous expenses:
contingent and
miscellaneous expenses
Miscellaneous
axFor contingent
and miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
expenses: For
Miscellaneous expe
of
Office of the
Administrator in
the District
Columbia and
of the
the Office
.
the Administrator
in the
District of
of Columbia
and
elsewhere;
travel expenses,
expenses, including
including not
not to
exceed $1,500
$1,500 for
for expenses
expenses
to exceed
elsewhere; travel
of attendance
meetings concerned
the work
work of
of the
the Agency
Agency
with the
at meetings
concerned with
of
attendance at
when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by
by the
the Administrator;
Administrator; not
not to
exceed
to exceed
when
$1,000 for
for the
the payment
transportation expenses
and not
not
expenses and
of actual
actual transportation
payment of
$1,000
to exceed
per diem
lieu of
of subsistence
subsistence and
and other
other expenses
expenses of
of
to
exceed $10
$10 per
diem in
in lieu
persons
serving while
while away
away from
without other
other comcomtheir homes,
homes, without
persons serving
from their
pensation,
capacity to
Federal Security
Security AdminisAdminispensation, in
in an
an advisory
advisory capacity
to the
the Federal
trator
exchange of
other books
books of
of reference,
reference,
trator; purchase
purchase and
and exchange
of lawbooks,
lawbooks, other
periodicals, and
periodicals,
or dues
dues in
in
and newspapers;
newspapers; library
library membership
membership fees or
organizations
which issue
to members
members only
or to
to members
organizations which
issue publications
publications to
only or
members
at
price than
to others,
others, payment
for which
which may
be made
made
at a
a lower
lower price
than to
payment for
may be
in
advance '
•rent
rent in
in the
the District
Columbia or
or elsewhere;
purin advance;
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere; and
and purchase (including
exchange), operation
maintenance, and
and repair
repair of
of
chase
(including exchange),
operation, .maintenance,
motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, $102,300.
$102,300.
passenger-carrying vehicles,
Transfer
Transfer of funds.
funds.
53 Stat. 1424, 551.
5U. S. C., Supp. V,
0 133-1336.

In
In order
order that
that the
the Administrator
Administrator may
may effectuate
effectuate part
part 2
of ReorganiReorgani2 of

5U.s.c., spp.v, zation Plan Numbered
Numbered I,
I, submitted
submitted and approved
approved pursuant to the
It 133-33t.
Reorganization Act of 1939, he may transfer
Reorganization
transfer to the foregoing
foregoing appropriations
priations under this title from
from funds available for administrative
expenses
constituent units
of the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency such
such
expenses of
of the constituent
units of
sums as represent aaconsolidation
consolidation in the Office
Office of the Administrator
Administrator
PrOVISO.
of
any of
of the
of said
units: ProProconstituent units:
functions of
said constituent
the administrative
administrative functions
of any
oniion".
Conditions.
sided, That no such transfer
vided,
transfer of funds shall
shall be
made unless
the conbe made
unless the
consolidation of administrative
administrative functions
functions will result in a
of
a reduction
reduction of
administrative
administrative salary
salary and other expenses and such reduction
reduction is
accomis accomappropriated to
panied by savings in funds appropriated
Feder al S
ecur ity
to the Federal
Security
Agency, which savings
savings shall not be expended
expended for any other
other purpose
but
impounded and
returned to
to the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
but shall be impounded
and returned
Printing
bindPrinting and
and bindPrinting and
and binding:
For printing
for the
Printing
binding: For
printing and
and binding
binding for
the Federal
Federal
ing.
'
l
Security Agency,
Security
Agency, $1,133,000.
$1,133,000.
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BLIND
AMERICAN PRINTING
PRINTING HOUSE FOR
FOR THE BLIND

To
the American
American Printing
Printing House
House for the
the Blind
Blind more adeTo enable
enable the
quately to
provide books
books and
apparatus for the
education of
the education
of the blind
and apparatus
quately
to provide
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act approved
approved February
February 8,
8,
in
with the
1927
$115,000.
C. 101), $115,000.
1927 (20
(20 U. S. C.

Expenses.
Expenses.
44
44 Stat. 1060.
U. S. C. §101;
§101;
20 U.
101.
Supp. V, I§101.

CIVILIAN CONSERVATION
CORPS
CIVILIAN
CONSERVATION CORPS

For
all authorized
and necessary
necessary expenses
expenses to
carry into effect
effect the
to carry
authorized and
For all
provisions
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Civilian ConConAct to
to establish aa Civilian
of the
provisions of
servation
Corps, and
and for
28, 1937,
approved June 28,
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
servation Corps,
as amended,
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbia
District of
the District
personal services
including personal
as
amended, including
and
elsewhere the
the purchase
purchase and
exchange of lawbooks,
of
lawbooks, books of
and exchange
and elsewhere;
in the District of
reference,
rents in
newspapers; rents
and newspapers;
periodicals, and
reference, periodicals,
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; the
the purchase
purchase (including
exchange), operaopera(including exchange),
Columbia
tion,
and repair
motor-propelled and
and horse-drawn
horse-drawn
of motor-propelled
repair of
tion, maintenance
maintenance and
purposes; hire,
passenger-carrying vehicles
official purposes;
used only
only for official
to be used
vehicles to
passenger-carrying
with or
without personal
personal services,
of work
work animals,
animals, animal-drawn
animal-drawn and
and
services, of
with
or without
motor-propelled vehicles,
vehicles, and
watercraft; printing
printing and
and binding;
binding;
and watercraft;
motor-propelled
travel expenses,
expenses, including
$2,000 for expenses of attendattendexceed $2,000
to exceed
including not to
travel
ance at
with the
the work
corps when
when speof the
the corps
work of
concerned with
at meetings
meetings concerned
ance
improvement,
cifically authorized
authorized by the Director; construction,
construction, improvement,
cifically
any building
repair,
buildings, but
but the
building
of any
the cost of
of buildings,
maintenance of
and maintenance
repair, and
erected hereunder
exceed $25,000;
necessary
other necessary
$25,000; and all other
not exceed
shall not
hereunder shall
erected
available only for pay, subexpenses;
$176,880,000 shall be available
which $176,880,000
of which
expenses; of
sistence, clothing
(and repair
transportation, and hospitalithereof) transportation,
repair thereof),
clothing (and
sistence,
zation
of enrollees;
and $325,000
$325,000 may
may be
be expended
District of
of
in the
the District
expended in
enrollees; and
zation of
Director;
of the Director;
Columbia for
for salaries
office of
of the office
and expenses
expenses of
salaries and
Columbia
$280,000,000: Provided,
That an
an enrollee
enrollee in
the Civilian Conservation
Conservation
in the
Provided,That
$280,000,000:
Corps,
or member,
former member
Military Establishment,
Establishment,
the Military
of the
member of
or former
member, or
Corps, or
for transfusion
who
shall furnish
blood from
from his
or her
veins for
transfusion to
to
her veins
his or
furnish blood
who shall
the veins
veins of
of an
enrollee or
or discharged
discharged enrollee
of the
the Civilian
Civilian Conenrollee of
an enrollee
the
servation
undergoing treatment
treatment in a
Government or civilian
civilian
a Government
Corps undergoing
servation Corps
hospital
to treat
treat such
patient, shall
shall be
to be
be paid
paid
be entitled
entitled to
such patient,
authorized to
hospital authorized
therefor
reasonable sum
sum not
not to
to exceed
$50 for
for each
each of
such transtransof such
exceed $50
therefor aareasonable
fusions undergone:
undergone: Provided
further, That
That the
Director may authorthe Director
Provided further,
fusions
ize the
exchange of
horse-drawn vehicles,
vehicles,
and horse-drawn
motor-propelled and
of motor-propelled
the exchange
ize
tractors,
road equipment,
boats, and
parts, accessories,
accessories, tires,
tires, or
and parts,
and boats,
equipment, and
tractors, road
equipment thereof,
thereof, in
part payment
payment for
for vehicles,
tractors,
vehicles, tractors,
or in
in part
whole or
in whole
equipment
road
equipment, or
accessories, tires,
tires, or
or equipment
equipment
parts, accessories,
or parts,
boats, or
or boats,
road equipment,
boats which the corps
of such
vehicles, tractors,
tractors, road
corps
or boats
equipment, or
road equipment,
such vehicles,
of
has acquired:
acquired: Provided
Provided further,
expenditures under
under the
several
the several
That expenditures
further, That
has
classes
of objects
objects of
of expenditure
which this
this appropriation
appropriation is
for which
expenditure for
classes of
available
exceed by
by more
centum the amounts
per centum
than 10 per
more than
not exceed
shall not
available shall
estimated for
such objects
of expenditure
classes, in
the schedule
schedule
in the
by classes,
expenditure by
objects of
for such
estimated
fiscal year
for
the fiscal
1941 appearing
appearing in
Budget for such
such fiscal
year
in the
the Budget
year 1941
fiscal year
for the
under this
head, such
such amounts
be amended
amended to
proporany proporto reflect
reflect any
to be
amounts to
this head,
under
tionate change
change which
each should
should bear
bear in connection
with the total
total
connection with
which each
tionate
amount
herein, and
such excess
up to
to 10
10 per
per centum
centum
excess up
any such
and any
appropriated herein,
amount appropriated
must be
be approved
writing by
by the
Administrator
Security Administrator
Federal Security
the Federal
in writing
approved in
must
in
such amounts
amounts as
shall designate:
designate: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the
further, That
he shall
as he
in such
foregoing
proviso shall
shall not
not apply,
to whatever
extent the President
President
whatever extent
apply, to
foregoing proviso
shall direct,
direct, in
of an
an emergency
by the
the President,
President,
declared, by
emergency declared,
event of
the event
in the
shall
to
to exist.
OFFICE

OF

Expenses.
Expenses.
Post,
Post, p.
P. 625.
625.
50 Stat. 319.
60
U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
16 U.
V. §§ 684-54q.
584-584g.
V,

Construction, etc.,
Construction,
etc.,
of
of buildings.

Pay, etc.,
ete., of enrollees.
rollees.
Post,
Post, p.
p. 1033.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Payment for blood
transfusion.

vehiExchange of vehicles, etc.

Limitation on exexLimitation
petal itures.
penditureas.
Post, p. 1033.
1033.
Post,

Emergencies exEmergencies
cepted.
cepted.

EDUCATION
EDUCATION

Salaries: For
Education and
and other
personal
other personal
of Education
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
For the
Salaries:
services in
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, $282,100.
$282,100.
District of
in the
services

Salaries.
saar.-

582

1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
IAWS- CH.428-JUNE
26, 1940
428-JUNE 26,
PUBLIC

582

STAT.
[54
[54 S
TAT.

General expenses:
For general
general expenses
Office of Education,
Education,
the Office
expenses of the
expenses: For
General
including
lawbooks,
books
of
reference
and
periodicals;
streetcar
streetcar
periodicals;
and
reference
of
books
including lawbooks,
fares;
expenses including
educa at meetings of educaattendance at
including attendance
traveling expenses,
fares; traveling
tional associations,
associations societies,
other organizations,
organizations, and
and not
not to
to
and other
societies, and
tional
exceed
$3,000 for
persons attending
attending conferences
called
conferences called
of persons
expenses of
the expense-s
for the
exceed $3,000
to
meet in
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; for
for compensation,
compensation,
District of
the District
in the
to meet
disnot to
$500, of
of employees
field service; for purchase,
purchase , d
is
in field
employees in
exceed $500,
to exceed
not
tribution,
and
exchange
of
educational
documents,
motion-picture
motion-picture
documents,
educational
of
exchange
and
tribution,
films, and
and lantern
slides; collection,
collection, exchange,
exchange, and
and cataloging
cataloging of edulantern slides;
films,
cational
apparatus
and
appliances,
articles
of
school
furniture and
furniture
school
of
articles
appliances,
and
apparatus
cational
models of
of school
buildings illustrative
of foreign
and domestic
sysdomestic sysforeign and
illustrative of
school buildings
models
tems
education, and
and repairing
the same;
exchange
same; exchange
repairing the
of education,
methods of
and methods
tems and
herein
as
part payment
payment for
for office
equipment and
expenses not herein
other expenses
and other
office equipment
as part
provided for,
$26`,500.
provided
for, $26,500.
Library
For making
studies, investigations,
investigations, and
surveys studies,
Library
service.
making surveys,
service: For
Library service:
Libraryservice.
other
reports regarding
regarding public,
public, school,
school, college,
college, university,
university, and other
reports
service;
libraries ;fostering
of public
public and
and school
school library
library service;
coordination of
fostering coordination
libraries;
coordinating
the national
level with
with other forms
national level
on the
service on
library service
coordinating library
of
library participation
participation in Federal projprojdeveloping library
education; developing
adult education;
of adult
ects;
coordination of
of research
research materials among
Nation-wide coordination
fostering Nation-wide
ects; fostering
the
and the
the
libraries, inter-State
inter-State library
cooperation, and
library cooperation,
scholarly libraries,
more scholarly
the more
development of
of public,
school, and
and other
other library
service throughout
throughout
library service
public, school,
development
the
for the
the administrative
incident to performexpenses incident
administrative expenses
and for
country, and
the country,
ing these
these duties,
duties including
including salaries
salaries of
of such
such assistants, experts, clerks,
ing
and
employees in
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere, as
in the
other employees
and other
deem necessary,
the
of Education
may deem
necessary, necessary
necessary travEducation may
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
eling
expenses, including
educational assoassoattendance at meetings of educational
including attendance
eling expenses,
miscellaneous
ciations, societies,
organizations, purchase
purchase of miscellaneous
other organizations,
and other
societies, and
ciations,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, stationery,
typewriters, and
exchange thereof,
and exchange
stationery, typewriters,
supplies,
postage on
foreign mail,
purchase of
of reference,
reference, lawbooks,
lawbooks,
books of
of books
mail, purchase
on foreign
postage
and
and binding,
binding, and
and all
other necessary
necessary
all other
printing and
periodicals,0 printing
and periodicals,
expenses, $24,50
$24,500..
expenses,
Study of higher eduStudy
of higher
Negroes: For all expenses, includfor Negroes:
education for
higher education
Study of
studyothighereducation for Negroes.
ing personal
personal services
services in
the District
of Columbia
elsewhere, purand elsewhere,
Columbia and
District of
in the
ing
cation or Negroes.
chase and
of equipment,
equipment, purchase
purchase of supplies,
supplies, traveling
rental of
and rental
chase
expenses, including
attendance at
meetings of
of educational
educational associations,
associations,
at meetings
including attendance
expenses,
societies,
other organizations,
organizations, printing
other
and binding, and all other
printing and
and other
societies, and
incidental expenses
not included
included in
in the
the foregoing,
enable the Office
Office
foregoing, to enable
expenses not
incidental
of
Education, at
at a
total cost
make aa
$40,000, to make
exceed $40,000,
to exceed
of not
not to
cost of
a total
of Education,
study of
higher education
education for Negroes
Negroes to determine
determine first, the higher
higher
of higher
study
second, the areas of educational
education needs
of Negroes,
educational conNegroes, and second,
needs of
education
centration or specialization
which the various
various colleges should
should
specialization upon which
centration
Proviso.
temfor
experts
and
embark,
$15,000:
Provided,
That
specialists
experts
specialists
That
Provided,
$15,000:
embark,
Pmmentofs.
Employment of
of spespeEmployment
poraryservice
study may be employed
employed at rates to be fixed
fixed
cialists,
porary service in this study
ialists, etc.
Security,Agency to correspond
by the
the Administrator
Administrator of
the Federal
correspond
Federal Security
of the
by
42
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
to
established by the Classification
amended, and
to those established
1488.
42 Stat.
Star.1488.
5U. S. C. §¢ 681-674,
without
to the
the Civil
Service Act of January
January 16,
16, 1883.
Civil Service
831-652;
Supp.
V,
reference to
without reference
v,
Supp.
631-652;
¢§ 673,073c.
mechanic
the mechanic
and
Further
endowment
of
colleges
of
agriculture
and
agriculture
of
colleges
of
endowment
Further
22
22 Stat7.43.
Stat. 403.
Further endowment
entitled
Act
arts:
For
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
section
the
of
22
section
of
provisions
the
out
carrying
For
arts:
ofstherBendomeg
of designated colleges.
relatprinciples relatlaws and
"An Act to provide for research
research into basic laws
and principles
development
further
the
for
provide
ing to agriculture
agriculture and to provide
development of
cooperative
extension work and
and the more
more complete
agricultural extension
cooperative agricultural
June 29,
49 Stat. 439.
approved June
land-grant colleges",
colleges", approved
29,
endowment and support of land-grant
439.Supp. V, endowment
49U.Sutat.
7
S. C.,
343d. .,S3d p.
1935 (49 Stat.
$2,480,000.
Stat. 436), $2,480,000.
1935
General
expenses.
eneral expenses.

EDUCATION
EDUCATION-VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
OFFICE OF EDUCATION—VOCATIONAL
Salaries and exsalaries and
Pauses.

ex-

section
out the
carrying out
Salaries and
and expenses: For carrying
the provisions
provisions of
of section
77of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the promotion
promotion of voca-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

583
583

428-JUNE 26, 1940
CONG ., 3D SESS
.-CH. 428-JUNE
1940
SESS.-CH.
76TH CONG.,

tional education,
education, and so forth", approved
February 23, 1917,
1917' as
approved February
tional
(20 U. S. C. 15), and of secamended by the Act of October 6, 1917 (20
tion 4
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
further developprovide for the further
4 of
tion
ment of
vocational education
Territories",,
the several States and Territories
in the
education in
of vocational
ment

approved June
June 8,
8, 1936
1936 (49
1488), $421,900.
Stat. 1488),
(49 Stat.
approved
education: For carrying
Further .development
development of vocational
carrying out
vocational education:
Further
the
provisions of
of sections
sections 1,
1, 2, and 33of the Act entitled "An Act to
the provisions
development of vocational
provide
for the further development
vocational education
education in the
provide for
several
and Territories",
June 8, 1936 (49 Stat.
approved June
Territories", approved
States and
several States
1488-1490), $12,750,000:
apportionment to the
Provided, That the apportionment
$12,750,000: Provided,
1488-1490),
States shall
shall be
exceed $14,483,000
$14,483,000
computed on the basis of not to exceed
be computed
States
June 8,
authorized by the Act approved June
for the fiscal year 1941, as authorized
1936.
benefits of the Act
For extending
extending to
to the
Hawaii the benefits
Territory of Hawaii
the Territory
For
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide for
for the
the promotion
vocational educaeducaof vocational
promotion of
to provide
entitled
approved February
(20 U. S. C. 11-18),
11-18),
February 23, 1917 (20
so forth", approved
and so
tion, and
in
accordance with
with the
provisions of
entitled "An
Act to
to
"An Act
Act entitled
the Act
of the
the provisions
in accordance
extend the
the provisions
provisions of
of certain
laws to
to the
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii",
of Hawaii",
certain laws
extend
approved
$30,000.
29), $30,000.
(20 U. S. C. 29),
1924 (20
approved March 10, 1924
For
extending to
Puerto Rico
the benefits
benefits of
Act entitled "An
of the Act
Rico the
to Puerto
For extending
Act to
the promotion
vocational education,
so
and so
education, and
of vocational
promotion of
for the
provide for
to provide
Act
in
forth",
approved
February
23,
1917
(20
U.
S.
C.
11-18),
accord11-18),
C.
S.
U.
(20
1917
23,
February
approved
forth",
ance with
with the
Act entitled
"An Act to extend the
entitled "An
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
ance
provisions
of
certain
laws
relating
to
vocational
education
and
education and
vocational
to
relating
laws
certain
provisions of
civilian
to Puerto
approved March
(20
1931 (20
3, 1931
March 3,
Rico", approved
Puerto Rico",
rehabilitation to
civilian rehabilitation
U.
S.
C.
11-18;
29
U.
S.
C.
31-35;
20
U.
S.
C.
30),
$105,000.
$105,000..
30),
S.C.
U.
20
C.
31-35;
S.
29
U.
11-18;
U. S. C.
Cooperative vocational
of persons
persons disabled
disabled in
in indusrehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
Cooperative
try:
For
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
Act to
"An
entitled
Act
the
of
provisions
the
out
carrying
try: For
provide
promotion of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
rehabilitation of persons
persons
provide for the promotion
disabled in
in industry
industry or
otherwise and
return to civil employand their return
or otherwise
disabled
ment", approved
June 2,
1920 (29
(29 U.
C. 35)
35) as
as amended
amended by
the
by the
S. C.
U. S.
2, 1920
approved June
ment",
Act of
of June
June 5,
5, 1924
1924 (29
(29 U.
C. 31),
31), and
and the
the Acts
9, 1930,
1930,
June 9,
of June
Acts of
S. C.
U. S.
Act
31-40), section 531 (a)
and
(a) of the Act
and June 30, 1932 (29 U. S. C. 31-40),
of
August
14,
1935
(49
and
section
(a)
of the Act
Act
(a)
508
and
620)
Stat.
(49
1935
14,
of August
approved
August 10,
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1381),
approved August
10, 1939
1381), $2,000,000:
$2,000,000: Provided,
Provided,
That
computed in accordshall be computed
States shall
the States
to the
apportionment to
the apportionment
That the
ance with
the Acts
Acts approved
approved June
June 2,
June 5, 1924, June 9,
1920, June
2, 1920,
with the
ance
1930, June
June 30,
August 14,
14, 1935,
1935, and August 10, 1939, on the
1932, August
30, 1932,
1930,
basis
of not
not to
$3,000,000 for
1941.
year 1941.
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
exceed $3,000,000
to exceed
basis of
Salaries
and
expenses,
vocational
rehabilitation:
For carrying out
rehabilitation:
vocational
expenses,
and
Salaries
the provisions
of section
section 6
6 of
of the
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide
Act entitled
the Act
provisions of
the
for the
the promotion
of vocational
of persons
persons disabled
disabled in
rehabilitation of
vocational rehabilitation
promotion of
for
industry, and
and so
June 2, 1920 (29
(29 U. S. C. 35), and
approved June
forth", approved
so forth",
industry,
the Acts
Acts of
of June
June 5,
1924 (29
(29 U.
31), June
9, 1930,
June 30,
1930, and June
June 9,
C. 31),
S. C.
U. S.
5, 1924
the
1932
C. 31,40),
31, 40), August
14, 1935
1935 (49
August
and August
620), and
Stat. 620),
(49 Stat.
August 14,
S. C.
U. S.
(29 U.
1932 (29
10,
1939
(53
Stat.
1381),
and
for
carrying
out
the
provisions
of
the
of the
provisions
the
out
10, 1939 (53 Stat. 1381), and for carrying
Act entitled
Act to
to authorize
authorize the
the operation
operation of stands
stands in Federal
Federal
"An Act
entitled "An
Act
buildings by
by blind
blind persons,
the economic
opportunities of
economic opportunities
enlarge the
to enlarge
persons, to
buildings
Stat.
the blind,
blind, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
(49 Stat.
approved June 20, 1936 (49
purposes", approved
the
1559, 1560),
including not
to exceed
for expenses
persons
of persons
expenses of
$2,000 for
exceed $2,000
not to
1560), including
1559,
attending conferences
called to
to meet i
n the District of Columbia and
in
conferences called
attending
elsewhere,
$113,000.
elsewhere, $113,000.
Cooperative vocational
residents .of the
rehabilitation of disabled residents
vocational rehabilitation
Cooperative
printing
District
of
Columbia:
For
personal
services,
services,
printing
and binding,
District of Columbia: For personal
travel
payment of expenses
training, placeof training,
expenses of
and payment
subsistence, and
and subsistence,
travel and
ment,
and other
phases of
rehabilitating disabled residents of the
of rehabilitating
other phases
ment, and
District of
of Columbia
Columbia under
the provisions
provisions of
ik.
.ct entitled
entitled "An
An
the Act
of the
under the
District
Act
to
provide
for
the
vocational
rehabilitation
of
disabled
residents
residents
of
disabled
Act to provide for the vocational rehabilitation

39 Stat.
Stat. 933;
40 Stat.
Stat.
933; 40
39
345.

20U.
S. C., Supp. V,
20U.S..,Supp.V
§15k.
developFurther development
vocational
of vocational
ment of

education.
education.
Post,
1035.
Post, pp. 1035.

220 U. S. C., Supp.
1sh
V, §§ 15h-15j.
Proviso.
Apportionment.

.upp5

v,

Poviso.

Apportionment.

bene-

Extension of beneExtenslon
fits to Hawaii.

tstoawaii.

39 Stat.
Stat. 929;
929; 43
43 Stat.
Stat.
s39

18.
20 U.. s.
S. C.,
c., Supp.
V, §§ 15d-17.
§§ d-17.
v,

Extension
of benebeneExtension of
fits to Puerto Rico.

fitsPuertoRico.
39 Stat. 929.
929.
39Stat.

46 Stat. 1489.
4 U. S. 14s
20
C. §30; 29
U. S. C. §45a.

otat. 29

S

S.s.

§ 45a.
Persons disabled in
Persons disabled in
industry.
Post,
p. 1035.
1035.
dost, p.

41 Stat. 735; 43 Stat.
tat.
735;43
41 stat.
430;
46 Stat.
524; 47
Stat.
tat.448.
29 U. S. C., Supp. V,
§45b.

I'

4S

5; 4

.s.c.,supp. ,

Proviso.
Basis of apportionment.

ment.

oPr .pporti

Vocational rehabilitation.
Salaries
and ex
exSalaries and
penses.
l

Vocational rohabili-

onses.

Vending stands for
Vending
blind.

stands for

20 U. S. C., Supp. V,
§§2107.
107-107f.C., Supp. V.

Disabled
of D. C.

Dab

residents

residents

PUBLIC LAWSCR.428-JUNE
20, 1940
1940
428-JUNE 26,
PUBLIC
LAWS-CH.

584
7
C. Code
Code,§I
II 2012/317 D.
D.C.
206.
207; Supp. V, § 206.

Extension
of beneExtension of
benefits to
to Hawaii.
Hawaii.
fits

41 Stat.
Stat. 735.
43 Stat.
Slat. 18.
Attendance at meetmeetAttendanceat
ings.
ings.

Exclusive
of desdesExclusive use
use of
ignated
funds.
ignated funds.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

of
the District
District of
of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved February
(45 Stat.
Stat.
February 23,
23, 1929
1929 (45
of the
1260), as
by the
Act approved
approved April
April 17,
17, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
69),
1260),
as amended
amended by
the Act
Stat. 69),
$25,000.
$25,000.
Promotion
of vocational
vocational rehabilitation
persons disabled
disabled in
in indusindusPromotion of
rehabilitation of
of persons
try
Hawaii: For
of Hawaii
Hawaii the
the benefits
try in
in Hawaii:
For extending
extending to
to the
the Territory
Territory of
benefits
of the
the Act
to provide
provide for
for the
the promotion
promotion of
of vocavocaof
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
tional
rehabilitation of
in industry",
approved June
June
tional rehabilitation
of persons
persons disabled
disabled in
industry", approved
2, 1920,
1920, as
amended (29
C. 31-44),
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the propro2,
as amended
(29 U.
U. S.
S. C.
31-44), in
visions of
"An Act
extend the
the provisions
provisions of
of certain
Act to
to extend
certain
visions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
laws to
the Territory
Territory of
Hawaii", approved
approved March
March 10,
10, 1924
1924 (29
(29
laws
to the
of Hawaii",
U. S.
C. 45),
$5,000.
S. C.
45), $5,000.
U.
Not
to exceed
aggregate of
of $4,000
$4,000 of
of appropriations
appropriations available
available
Not to
exceed an
an aggregate
to the
of Education
Education for
salaries and
and expenses
for vocational
vocational
expenses for
for salaries
to
the Office
Office of
education may
be used
used for
of attendance
at meetings
meetings of
of
education
may be
for expenses
expenses of
attendance at
educational
associations and
and other
concerned with
with vocavocaeducational associations
other organizations
organizations concerned
tional
education.
tional education.
All appropriations
appropriations for
vocational education
education under
under the
the Office
of
Office of
All
for vocational
Education in
in this
Act shall
shall be
for vocational
vocational educaused exclusively
exclusively for
educaEducation
this Act
be used
tion
purposes.
tion purposes.
PUBLICI HEALTH
SERVICE
SERVICE
PUBLICO
HEAIT

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 314.
314.

Salaries, Office of Surgeon General:
General: For personal services in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, $285,400.
$285 2400.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous and contingent expenses: For miscellaneous
miscellaneous and
contingent expenses.
Post, p. 1033.
Pop.1033.
contingent expenses
expenses necessary
necessary for the
the work of the Public Health
Service,
exchange of motortrucks;
Service, including
including exchange
motortrucks; operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance,
passenger-carrying automobiles;
automobiles; exchange
exchange of
of typetypeand repair of
of passenger-carrying
writers and
and other
labor-saving office
office equipment;
equipment; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic
other labor-saving
writers
Exhibits.
Exhibits
reporting
not to exceed
reporting services;
services; not
preparation of
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for the preparation
of Public
Health
Health exhibits,
exhibits, including
including personal
personal services
services and
and the
of acquiring,
acquiring,
the cost
cost of
transporting,
displaying exhibit
exhibit materials;
materials; packing,
packing, crating,
crating,
transporting, and
and displaying
drayage, and
transportation of personal
drayage,
and transportation
personal effects of commissioned
commissioned offioffipersonnel on transfer
cers and other personnel
transfer from one official station to
to
another
the public
public interest
interest when
when authorized
authorized by
by the
the Surgeon
Surgeon GenGenanother in
in the
order directing
directing such
such transfer;
not to
to exceed.
$500 for
for
eral in
in the
the order
transfer; not
exceed $500
and periodicals
lawbooks, books of reference,
reference, and
periodicals for the Office of the
Surgeon
Surgeon General; newspaper
newspaper clippings;
clippings; streetcar fares; transportation and traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including payment
payment of
actual transportatransportaof actual
tion expenses
expenses and not to exceed $10
$10 per day in lieu of subsistence
subsistence to
any person
person invited
Surgeon General
General to
to the
the city
Washington
invited by the Surgeon
city of
of Washington
or elsewhere
elsewhere for
for conference
advisory purposes,
purposes, and
arid expenses,
expenses,
conference and advisory
except
except membership
membership fees, of officers when officially detailed
detailed to attend
attend
quarters.
Living quarters.
meetings
for
meetings for the promotion
promotion of public health; and allowances
allowances for
person) including
living quarters (not
(not exceeding
exceeding $1,700
$1,700 for any one person)
including
46 stat.
Stat. 818.
818.
heat, fuel, and light, as authorized
authorized by the Act approved
approved June 26,
Proviso.
Proaio.
U. S. C. 118a)
118a);;$56,000:
$56,000: Provided,
1930 (5
(5 U.
Provided, That
That funds
funds of the
the Public
Public
Transportation
of
Treansorttion
ofe
expendable for transportation
Health Service expendable
transportation and traveling
traveling expenses
expenses
remains
cf officers.
transportation
may also be used for preparation
preparation for shipment and transportation
to their former homes of remains
remains of officers
officers who die in line of duty.
Commissioned offiCommissioned officers,
pay, and
and so
forth: For
and
allowance, and
pay, allowance,
For pay,
so forth:
officers, pay,
Commissioned
oifficommssioned
cers, pay, etc.; limitacommutation
of quarters
for not
not to
457 regular
regular ac
ti ve commiscomm i
scommutation of
quarters for
to exceed
exceed 457
tion on number.
active
Ante, p.
p. 205;
206; post,
post,
pA.
sioned officers (including the Surgeon
Surgeon General, Assistant to the Surp. 1033.
geon General
General and assistant
assistant surgeons
surgeons general)
general) and for pay of regular
regular
Proviso.
Provi
o.
commissioned
officers
orders,
commissioned
officers
on
waiting
orders, $2,035,300:
$2,035,300 : Provided,
Provided, That
Th at
Exceeding of numExceeding
ber, limttion.
limitation.
the above limitation on the number of regular
regular active
active commissioned
commissioned
officers may
exceeded by
by the
number (not
n excess
excess of
ofthirty)
thirty ) o
officers
may be
be exceeded
the number
(not i
in
off
regular active
active commissioned officers assigned
regular
assigned to Federal penal and
correctional
correctional institutions.
institutions.
Salaries, Office

Salaries, Office
Surgeon General.

of

on eneral.
Miscellaneous
ntiscellaneos and
and
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Acting
surgeons, pay
of acting
acting assistant
assistant sursurFor pay
pay of
assistant surgeons,
pay: For
Acting assistant
geons (noncommissioned
(noncommissioned medical
officers), $323,300.
medical officers),
$323,300.
geons
Pay of other
Pay
other employees: For pay of all other
other employees
employees (attendants,
so forth),
forth), $1,021,500.
ants, and
and so
$1,021,500.
National Institute
maintenance: For maintaining
maintaining the
the
National
Institute of Health, maintenance:
National
Institute of
Health, $141,000.
National Institute
of Health,
$141,000.
1
3?,y of
of personnel
personnel and
maintenance of
medical examexamof hospitals:
hospitals: For
For medical
and maintenance
Pay
inations,
includmg the
amount necessary
medical inspecinspecfor the
the medical
necessary for
the amount
inations, including
tion of
of aliens,
aliens, as
as required
by section
section 16
of the
Act of
of February
5,
February 5,
16 of
the Act
required by
tion
1917
U. S.
C. 152),
surgical, and
and hospital
hospital services
and
services and
medical, surgical,
152), medical,
(8 U.
S. C.
1917 (8
supplies, including
including prosthetic
orthopedic supplies
supplies to be
be furnished
furnished
and orthopedic
prosthetic and
supplies,
under. regulations
regulations approved
by the
of the
the Federal
Federal
the Administrator
Administrator of
approved by
under
Security .Agency
for beneficiaries
beneficiaries (other
patients of the Veter(other than patients
Agency for
Security
ans'
of the
Health Service
Service and
and persons
persons
Public Health
the Public
ans' .Administration)
Administration) of
cletained
hospitals of
Health Service
Service under the quaranquaranPublic Health
of the
the Public
in hospitals
detained.in
tine
and regulations,
regulations, including
necessary perincluding necessary
laws and
or immigration
immigration laws
tine or
sonnel
and reserve
officers of
of the
the Public
Health Service,
Service,
Public Health
commissioned officers
reserve commissioned
sonnel and
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, includincludDistrict of
personal
ing
the furnishing
and laundering
laundering of
of white
white duck
coats, trousers,
trousers,
duck coats,
furnishing and
ing the
smocks,
aprons, and
and caps
caps to
to employees
employees whose
whose duties
duties make
necessary
make necessary
smocks, aprons,
each
the
wearing of
fees (not
to exceed
exceed $50
$50 for each
(not to
reasonable fees
of same,
same, reasonable
the wearing
blood donation)
to Government
Government employees
employees and
and others
others for
for services
services
donation) to
blood
as
donors of
blood to
be used
transfusions, maintenance,
maintenance, minor
minor
used in. transfusions,
to be
of blood
as donors
repairs, equipment
fuel, lights,
lights, water,
water, freight,
freight, transportation
transportation
leases, fuel,
equipment.2 leases,
repairs,
and
travel, the
the maintenance,
maintenance, exchange,
exchange, and
and operation
operation of
motortrucks
of motortrucks
and travel,
and
vehicles for
use in
in field
work (including
(including
field work
official use
for official
motor vehicles
passenger motor
and passenger
not
for the
the purchase
passengerof motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpurchase of
$3,000 for
exceed $3,000
not to
to exceed
carrying vehicles)
vehicles) and
and one
for use
use in
in connection
with the
administhe adminisconnection with
one for
carrying
trative
of the
in the
District of Columthe District
Service in
Health Service
Public Health
the Public
work of
trative work
bia,
purchase of
of ambulances,
ambulances, transportation,
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
and
transportation, care,
bia, purchase
treatment of
their homes
homes in the
to their
transportation to
including transportation
of lepers,
lepers, including
treatment
continental United
United States
States of
indigent leper
leper patients,
patients, court
court
of recovered
recovered indigent
continental
costs, and
other expenses
expenses incident
proceedings heretofore
heretofore or
hereor hereto proceedings
incident to
and other
costs,
after
taken
for
commitment
of
mentally
incompetent
persons
to
hoshosto
persons
incompetent
mentally
of
commitment
for
taken
after
pitals
for the
treatment of
of the
the insane,
and reasonable
burial
reasonable burial
insane, and
and treatment
care and
the care
pitals for
expenses
(not exceeding
patient dying
hospital),
in hospital),
dying in
any patient
for any
$100 for
exceeding $100
expenses (not
$7,362,000: Provided,
That the
the Immigration
Immigration Service
Service shall
the
permit the
shall permit
Provided, That
$7,362,000:
Public
to use
use the
the hospitals
hospitals at
Ellis Island
Island ImmigraImmigraat Ellis
Service to
Health Service
Public Health
tion
Station for
for the
Health Service
Service patients
patients free
free of
of
Public Health
of Public
care of
the care
tion Station
expense
for
physical
upkeep,
but
with
a
charge
of
actual
cost
of
of
cost
actual
of
a
charge
with
but
upkeep,
expense for physical
fuel, light,
light, water,
telephone, and
and similar
services, to
be
to be
and services,
supplies and
similar supplies
water, telephone,
fuel,
covered into
into the
the proper
proper Immigration
Service appropriations;
appropriations; and
and
Immigration Service
covered
money collected
Service on
on account
account of
of hospital
hospital
Immigration Service
the Immigration
by the
collected by
money
expenses
of persons
persons detained
detained in
in hospitals
hospitals of
the Public
Health ServServPublic Health
of the
expenses of
ice under
the immigration
laws and
and regulations
shall be
covered
be covered
regulations shall
immigration laws
under the
ice
into the
the Treasury
Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts:
further, That
That
Provided further,
receipts: Provided
as miscellaneous
into
no part
part of
this sum
shall be
used for
(except
service (except
quarantine service
for the
the quarantine
be used
sum shall
of this
no
for
persons detained
detained in
in hospitals
of the
Public Health
Health Service
Service at
at
the Public
hospitals of
for persons
points
where no
quarantine hospital facilities
facilities are available),
available), the
no quarantine
points where
prevention
scientific work
the character
character provided
provided
of the
work of
or scientific
of epidemics,
epidemics, or
prevention of
for
the appropriations
appropriations which
which follow.
follow.
under the
for under
Quarantine service:
maintenance and
and ordinary
ordinary expenses,
expenses,
For maintenance
service: For
Quarantine
exclusive
pay of
of officers
of United
States quaranquaranUnited States
employees of
and employees
officers and
of pay
exclusive of
tine
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and operthe exchange,
including the
stations, including
tine stations,
ation of
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
use
for official
official use
vehicles for
passenger-carrying vehicles
of motor-propelled
ation
in field
work and
not to
to exceed
exceed $5,000
the purchase
of motormotorpurchase of
for the
$5,000 for
and not
field work
in
$280,000.
vehicles,
passenger-carrying
propelled
propelled
Prevention
passenger-carrying
of epidemics: To
vehicles,
enable
$280,000.
the President, rn
. case. only
Prevention of epidemics: To enable the President, in case only
of threatened
threatened or
or actual
actual epidemic
epidemic of
infectious or
or contagious
contagious disease,
disease,
of infectious
of

Acting assistant surgeons, pay.
geons,
Pay of
other employofother
ees.
ees.
National Institute
Institute of
of
National
Health,
maintenance.
Health, maintenance.
Pay of personnel and
Payofpersonneland
maintenance
maintenance of hospitals.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 1033.
39
Stat. 885.
881.
39 Stat.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Lepers,
insane, etc.
etc.
Lepers, insane,

Parovio.
Provisos.
Use of Ellis Island
Island
hospitals.
hospitals.

Restriction on
Restriction
on use of
funds.

Quarantine
service.
Quarantine service.

Prevention of
epiof epiPrevention
demics.
demics.
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Interstate
tine service.
service.

quaranquaran-

Biologic
products.
Biologic products.

Division of
of Venereal
Venereal
Diseases.
40 Stat. 886.
U. S. C., Supp.
42 U.
V, §25.
U. S. C., Supp.
42 U.
25a-25e.
V, §¢§ 25a-26e.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Transfer
Transfer of funds.
funds.

Division of Mental
Mental
Division
nygiene.
Hygiene.
46 Stat. 586.
Lexington Ky.,and
Lexington,
1Cy.. and
Fort Worth,
Worth,
Tex.,
Tex.,
hospitals.
hospitals.

45 Stat. 1085.
Personal
Personal services.
services.

Vehicles.
Vehicles.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

to
State and
and local
or otherwise
otherwise in
in his
his discretion,
in preprediscretion, in
local boards
boards or
to aid
aid State
venting
suppressing the
the spread
spread of
of the
the same,
same, and
and in
in such
such emeremerand suppressing
venting and
gency in
the execution
of any
any quarantine
quarantine laws
laws which may be then
execution of
gency
in the
in
force, $380,700,
including the
the purchase
purchase of
newspapers and
and clipclipof newspapers
$380,700, including
in force,
the
pings from
newspapers containing
relating to the
information relating
containing information
from newspapers
pings
public health.
prevalence
disease and
health.
and the public
of disease
prevalence of
Interstate quarantine
quarantine service:
service: For
For cooperation
and
with State
State and
cooperation with
Interstate
municipal health
in the
the prevention
of the
the spread
spread of
of conconprevention of
authorities in
health authorities
municipal
tagious and
and infectious
diseases in
interstate traffic,
traffic, including
including the
in interstate
infectious diseases
tagious
purchase and
and exchange,
not to
$1,300, and
and maintenance,
repair,
maintenance, repair,
to exceed
exceed $1,300,
exchange, not
purchase
and operation
passenger-carrying automobiles,
$35,800.
automobiles, $35,800.
of passenger-carrying
operation of
and
Biologic
the propagation
propagation and
sale of
of viruses,
and sale
To regulate
regulate the
products: To
Biologic products:
serums,
toxins, and
and analogous
including arsphenamine,
arsphenami.
ne, for
for
products, including
analogous products,
serums, toxins,
diagnostic biologic products, includthe
preparation of
curative and
and diagnostic
of curative
the preparation
ing
services of
officers and
other perperand other
commissioned officers
of Reserve
Reserve commissioned
personal services
ing personal
sonnel,
$52,500.
sonnel, $52,500.
Division
Venereal Diseases:
For the
the maintenance
and expenses
expenses
maintenance and
Diseases: For
of Venereal
Division of
of the
Division of
established by
by sections
sections 3
and 4,
4,
3 and
Diseases, established
of Veneral
Veneral Diseases,
of
the Division
chapter XV, of the Act approved July 9, 1918 (42 U. S. C. 24, 25),
25),
and
for the
purpose of
of carrying
out the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act of
May
provisions of
of May
carrying out
and for
the purpose
24,
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 439-110),
rent and
other
and personnel
personnel and other
including rent
439-440), including
24, 1938
services
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere; items otherwise
otherwise
and elsewhere;
the District
District of
services in
in the
properly
chargeable to
appropriations for printing
printing and binding,
to the appropriations
properly chargeable
stationery, and
and miscellaneous
contingent expenses
expenses for
for the
the Federal
Federal
and contingent
miscellaneous and
stationery,
Security
Agency and
and Public Health
Service; purchase
purchase of reports,
Health Service;
Security Agency
documents,
and of
of reprints
from
for publication
publication and
reprints from
documents, and
and other
other material
material for
State, city,
private publications;
publications; purchase,
purchase, including
including exchange
exchange
city, and
and private
State,
(not
repair7 and
and operation
operation of
of paspas(not to
to exceed
exceed $1,500),
$1,500), maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
senger-carrying automobiles
automobilesifor official
official use
transporsenger-carrying
use in field work; transportation; traveling
including attendance
attendance at
public meetings
meetings
tation;
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
at public
when
directed by the
Surgeon General;
General; and
the packing,
packing, crating,
when directed
the Surgeon
and the
crating,
drayage,
transportation of
of personal
effects of
of commissioned
commissioned
drayage, and transportation
personal effects
officers
and other
personnel of
of the
the Public
Health Service
Service upon
permaofficers and
other personnel
Public Health
upon perma$6,200,000, of
of which
not to
to exceed
exceed $98,000
$98,000 may
nent change
change of
of station,
station, $6,200,000,
which not
may
be transferred,
transferred, with the approval
approval of
of the
the Director
Director of the Bureau of the
Budget, to the
"Pay, and so forth,
commissioned
the appropriation
appropriation "Pay,
forth, commissioned
officers,
officers, Public
Public Health Service".
Service".
Mental Hygiene:
Division of Mental
Hygiene: For
carrying out the
the provisions
provisions of
of
For carrying
section 44 of the Act of June
June 14,
S. C.
C. 196,
196, 225);
225) ;for
for
14, 1930
1930 (21
(21 U.
U. S.
maintenance
,and operation
operation of
of the
the United States Public Health
maintenance end
Service Hospital,
Hospital , Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky,
th e United
Un itedStates
St at
es Public
Publi c
Service
Kentucky, and
and the
Health
Hospital of Fort Worth,
Health Service Hospital
Worth, Texas, in
accordance with
in accordance
with the
provisions
provisions of
of the Act
January 19,
221-237),
Act of
of January
19, 1929 (21 U. S. C. 221-237)
including personal
personal services
services in
in the
of Columbia
Columbi a (not
(
no tto
t
o exceed
exceed
including
the District
District of
$34,820)
$34,820) and elsewhere;
elsewhere; traveling
expenses; firearms
firearms and
and ammuniammunitraveling expenses;
tion; necessary
and equipment;
to the
the workworknecessary supplies and
equipment; reimbursement
reimbursement to
ing.capital
furnished by the
capital fund for articles
articles or services
services furnished
the industrial
industrial
activities;
subsistence and care of inmates; expenses incurred in
activities; subsistence
in
pursuing
escaped inmates, including rewards for their
their
pursuing and identifying
identifying escaped
capture
interment or
or transporting
re m ain s of
ofdeceased
decease d
capture;;expenses
expenses of
of interment
transporting remains
inmates including the
inmates
of persons
persons voluntarily
the remains
remains of
voluntarily admitted;
admitted; purpurchase
exchange of farm
chase and exchange
product s and
livestock ; .law books,
books
farm products
and livestock;'law
books, books
of reference, newspapers, and periodicals;
periodicals; furnishing
furnishing and
and laundering
laundering
of uniforms
uniforms and other distinctive wearing
wearing apparel
apparel necessary
necessary for
for
performance of their
employees in the performance
their official
official duties; transportation
transportation
and subsistence allowance when necessary,
necessary, within continental
continental United
States and under regulations
regulations approved
approved by
by the Administrator
Administrator of the
Federal Security Agency, of persons voluntarily
voluntarily admitted
admitted and discharged
charged as cured; tobacco
tobacco for inmates;
inmates; purchase
purchase and exchange
exchange (not
(not
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to
exceed $2,100),
maintenance, operation,
operation, and repair
repair of motor$2,100), and maintenance,
to exceed
Surgeon
propelled passenger-carrying
vehicles, $1,438,500,
$1,438 3500, and the Surgeon
propelled
passenger-carrying vehicles,
Government-owned automotive
General
authorized to utilize Government-owned
automotive equipGeneral is authorized
ment
school, children
children of Public Health
ment in transporting
transporting to and from school,
Health Service hospitals at
Service personnel
personnel on
Public Health
the Public
on duty
duty at the
Service
Fort Worth,
Kentucky, who
who have
have quarters
quarters for
for
and Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky,
Worth, Texas,
Texas, and
Fort
reservations.
themselves
their families
the station
station reservations.
families on the
and their
themselves and
assistGrants to
States for
For the purpose
purpose of assistwork: For
for public-health
public-health work:
to States
Grants
ing
counties, health
health districts,
political subdivisions
subdivisions
districts, and
and other political
ing States,
States, counties,
of
States in
in establishing
adequate public-health
public-health
maintaining adequate
and maintaining
establishing and
of the
the States
services,
the training
and local health
of personnel
personnel for State and
training of
including the
services, including
602, title VI, of the Social
work, as
as authorized
601 and
and 602,
sections 601
authorized in sections
work,
Security
approved August
1935, as
(49 Stat. 634),
634),
as amended
amended (49
14, 1935,
August 14,
Act, approved
Security Act,
$11,000,000.
$11,000,000.
For carrying
Disease and
sanitation investigations:
investigations: For
carrying out the proand sanitation
Disease
visions of
section 603
Social Security Act, approved
approved August
603 of the Social
of section
visions
14, 1935,
1935, and section 1
including rent
1 of the Act of August 14, 1912, including
14,
and personnel
other services
services in
District of Columbia and
and
the District
in the
and other
personnel and
and
elsewhere
and items
items otherwise
otherwise properly
properly chargeable
chargeable to the appropriaelsewhere and
tions for
binding, stationery,
miscellaneous and
and
stationery, and miscellaneous
and binding,
printing and
for printing
tions
contingent
expenses for
for the
Federal Security
Security Agency and Public
the Federal
contingent expenses
Health
Service, the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 6,
6, Act
Act of
23, 1912
1912
of August 23,
Health Service,
(31 U.
C. 669),
669), to
to the
contrary notwithstanding,
notwithstanding, the packing,
the contrary
U. S.
S. C.
(31
crating,
drayage, and
transportation of the personal
personal effects
effects of comcomand transportation
crating, drayage,
missioned officers,
officers, and other personnel of the Public Health
Health Service
missioned
upon
permanent change
and including
including the purchase
(not
purchase (not
of station,
station, and
change of
upon permanent
to exceed
exceed $2,500),
$2,500), exchange,
exchange, maintenance,
maintenance, repair,
repair, and
and operation of
to
passenger-carrying
official use in field work,
for official
automobiles for
passenger-carrying automobiles
may,be transferred,
$215,790 may
$1,625,000, of which not
not to exceed $215,790
transferred, with
$1,625,000,
the
approval of
of the
Bureau of the Budget, to the
the Bureau
of the
Director of
the Director
the approval
appropriation
forth, commissioned
officers, Public
Public
commissioned officers,
so forth,
and so
"Pay, and
appropriation "Pay,
Health Service".
Service".
Health
National
For carrying
provisions
the provisions
effect the
into effect
carrying into
Institute: For
Cancer Institute:
National Cancer
of
section 7
(b) of
National Cancer
Cancer Institute Act,
Act, approved
the National
of the
7 (b)
of section
August
5, 1937,
1937, $570,000.
$570,000.
August 5,

Public-health work.
Public-health

42 U. S.. C., Supp.
V,
§§ 801,
801, 802.
V, 5§
Disease and sanitasanita investigations.
tion investigations.
49 Stat. 635.
C. Supp.
42 U. S.
S. C.,
V,
803.
V, §803.
37 Stat. 309.
42 U.
S. C.
C. §1.
§1.
U. S.

37 Stat. 414.

Transfer
Transfer of funds.

National Cancer
Cancer Institute.
50 Stat.
Stat. 562.
60
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
42 U.
1371 (b).
(b).
§ 137f
V, §

SOCIAL SECURITY
BOARD
SECURITY BOARD
SOCIAL

n d
Salaries
a la r iesaand
sSalaries
authorized and necessary adminis- expenses.
For all authorized
expenses: For
and expenses:
Salaries and
trative expenses
expenses of
the Social
Social Security
Security Board
Board in
performing the exenses.
in performing
of the
trative
members, an
duties imposed upon it by law, including three Board members,
personal
executive director at
a year, and other personal
$9,500 a
at aa salary of $9,500
executive
Travel expenses.
services in
in the
District of
Columbia and
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses,
expenses,
Travelexpenses.
and elsewhere;
of Columbia
the District
services
including not to exceed $10,000
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
$10,000 for expenses
including
concerned with
with the
when specifically
authorized
specifically authorized
of the Board when
work of
the work
concerned
by
the chairman
not to
to exceed
for travel
counin foreign countravel in
$5,000 for
exceed $5,000
and not
chairman and
by the
tries; not
not to
to exceed
exceed $10,000
actual transportation
transportation
$10,000 for payment of actual
tries;
expenses and
to exceed $10
$10 per
subsistence and
per diem in lieu of subsistence
not to
and not
expenses
other expenses
expenses of persons serving while away from their home,
other
without other
compensation, in an advisory
Social
capacity to the Social
advisory capacity
other compensation,
without
Security
Board; expenses
of packing,
crating, drayage,
drayage, and
Transportationetc
trans- of Transportation,etc.,
and transpacking, crating,
expenses of
Security Board;
household goods.
portation
household goods
goods and
other personal
personal effects
exceed of hoehol good
effects (not to exceed
and other
of household
portation of
in
any
case
five
thousand
pounds)
of
officers
and
employees
when
employees
and
officers
of
pounds)
in any case five thousand
transferred
permanent duty
station to another for permanent
official station
transferred from one official
(including employees
employees transferred
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland,
at Baltimore,
from duty at
transferred from
(including
to
duty at
at Washington,
Columbia) when specifically
specifically
District of Columbia)
Washington, District
to duty
etc.
authorized
Supplies, etc.
photographing, and Supplies,
reproducing, photographing,
supplies; reproducing,
Board; supplies;
the Board;
by the
authorized by
all other
labor-saving devices; servand labor-saving
appliances, and
office appliances,
equipment, office
other equipment,
all
ices;
advertising, postage,
postage, telephone,
telegraph; newspapers
newspapers and press
telephone, telegraph;
ices; advertising,
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Vehicles.
Vehicles.

Provisos.
Information relating
Info^aionrelatin
to
death of beneto death
c
s
ficiaries.

of beon

iare

53 Stat. 1362.

S. C.,
cs.,;
Utl.
42 U.
V,
401-4la.
v,
§ lc 401-410a.

pp.

Supp.

Salary limitation.
tati.
Sal4tSt"
42 Stat. 1488.

5 U. a.
S.
673c.

-

0. §§661674; Stipp. V, ft 673,

7eonppo
6730.

v. if

Exceptions.
Excptions.

travel in
Official
Official travel
privately
owned autoowndelu
prid
mobiles.

fiw"lea-

Restriction on ex-

petrit
penditures.

on

ox

Old-age assistance.

Oldgoe aB9anco.
sat62.620.
49 Stat.
42 U. .B.,
8. O., Sapp.
Supp.
V. IC 301-406.
VI I 301O6
Provs.
Proviso.
Payments
Payments with respect
State plans.
totae
spect to
plans.

Unemployment
Unemplorment
eompensation
admaiu.
Compensation
administration.
istration.
49 Stat. 626.
42 U.
8. 0.,
u42..
C., Supp.
upp.
V.
501-503.
501-L.

V. ft
II
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clippings
to exceed
and special
special
manuscripts and
periodicals, manuscripts
$1,500), periodicals,
exceed $1,500),
(not to
clippings (not
reports,
purchase and
exchange of
of lawbooks
lawbooks and
other books
books of
referof referand other
and exchange
reports, purchase
ence;
library membership
fees or
in organizations
which issue
issue
organizations which
dues in
or dues
membership fees
ence; library
publications to
only or
to members
at a
alower
lower price
price than
members at
or to
to members
members only
publications
to
others, payment
for which
which may
may be
alterations
advance; alterations
in advance;
made in
be made
payment for
to others,
and
in the
of Columbia
Columbia
the District
District of
garages, in
including garages,
rentals, including
repairs; rentals,
and repairs;
or
elsewhere; expenses
incident to
moving offices
offices of
of the
Board from
from
the Board
to moving
expenses incident
or elsewhere;
one
building to
and from
Baltimore to
to WashWashfrom Baltimore
in Washington
Washington and
to another
another in
one building
ington;
and exchange,
exchange, not
not to
operation, mainmainto exceed
exceed $5,000,
$5,000, operation,
ington; purchase
purchase and
tenance, and
repair of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passenger
-carrying vehicles
to
vehicles to
passenger-carrying
and repair
tenance,
be
used only
official purposes
purposes in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia and
and in
in
District of
for official
only for
be used
the
field; and
and miscellaneous
including those
public instrucinstrucfor public
those for
items, including
miscellaneous items,
the field;
tion
and information
information deemed
deemed necessary
by the
the Board,
$27,219,500:
Board, $27,219,500:
necessary by
tion and
Provided, That
That the
the Board
Board may
expend, of
the sum
herein approapprosum herein
of the
may expend,
Provided,
priated, not to exceed
exceed $100,000
procurement of information
$100,000 for the procurement
information
relating to the death of individuals
individuals entitled to benefits, receiving
receiving
relating
benefits, or
or upon
upon whose
whose death
some other
may become
become
other individual
individual may
death some
benefits,
entitled to
of the
the Social
Social Security
Security Act,
Act, as
as
II of
title II
under title
benefits, under
to benefits,
entitled
State and
from proper
proper State
amended, from
amended,
and local officials,
officials, including
including officials
officials
of the
the District
Alaska, and Hawaii
Hawaii and for personal
personal
of Columbia, Alaska,
District of
of
services
in connection
connection with
with the
the procurement
of such
such information,
information,
procurement of
services in
without
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U. S.
S. C.
section 3709
to sertion
regard to
without regard
5), and
and the
the provisions
provisions of
other laws
laws applicable
to the
employment
the employment
applicable to
of other
5),
and compensation
officers and
and employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States:
States:
of officers
compensation of
and
Provided
further, That
That no
no salary
for personal
personal services
paid for
be paid
shall be
salary shall
Provided further,
herein appropriated
from the money lterein
appropriated under the heading
heading "Social
"Social Secuexcess of the
the rates allowed
rity
allowed by the Classification
Classification Act
Act
rity Board"
Board" in excess
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended
amended for
for similar
similar services:
services: Provided
Providedfurther,
of
further, That
That this
this
members:
latter
shall not apply to the salaries
salaries of
of the Board members:
latter proviso shall
membhrTa
Provided
further,
employees of
of the
the Bureau
of ard
Old-Age
and
Old-Age and
Bureau of
That employees
furthe That
Proied
Survivors'
when engaged
Survivors' Insurance
Insurance when
engaged in the investigation
investigation of claims
claims or
or
the
furnishing or securing
securing of information
information concerning
claims or wage
wage
concerning claims
the furnishing
records
II of
the Social
Security Act,
amended, may
may be
be
under title
title II
of the
Social Security
Act, as
as amended,
records under
reimbursed
for official
official travel
travel performed
performed by
by them
in privately
privately owned
owned
them in
reimbursed for
automobiles within
within the
corporate limits
limits of
their official
official stations
at aa
stations at
automobiles
the corporate
of their
rate not
not to
exceed 3
cents per
per mile:
Provided further,
further That
That expendiexpendi3 cents
mile: Provided
to exceed
rate
tures under
under the
of objects
expenditure for which
which
objects of expenditure
tures
the several
several classes
classes of
this
appropriation is
is available
shall not
not exceed
exceed by
more than
than 10
10 per
per
this appropriation
available shall
by more
centum
amounts estimated
estimated for
for such
such objects
objects of
of expenditure
expenditure by
centum the
the amounts
by
classes,
1941 appearing in
classes, in
in the schedule
schedule for the fiscal year
year 1941
in the
the
Budget for such fiscal year
year under
under this head, and any such excess
excess
must
approved in
the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator
Administrator
must be
be approved
in writing
writing by
by the
in
amounts as
as he
he shall
shall designate.
designate.
in such
such amounts
Grants
assistance: For grants
grants to States
States for
for
old-age assistance:
Grants to States for old-age
assistance
aged needy
needy individuals,
individuals, as
authorized in
in title
title II of
of the
the
as authorized
to aged
assistance to
Social Security Act, approved
approved August
August 14, 1935,
1935, as
amended,
as amended,
$245,000,000,
$245,000,000, of which sum such amount
amount as may be necessary
necessary shall
be available
available for
grants under
such title
title IIfor
for any
period in
in the
the fiscal
fiscal
any period
under such
be
for grants
year
1940 subsequent
subsequent to
to March
1940: Provided,
Provided, That
That payments
payments
year 1940
March 31,
31, 1940:
to States
States for the fourth quarter
quarter of the fiscal
fiscal year 1940 and for any
any
I may
quarter in the fiscal year 1941 under such title I
may,be made with
approved under such title IIby the Social
respect to any State plan approved
Social
Security
period, but
but no
no such
Security Board
Board prior
prior to
to or during
during such
such period,
such payment
payment
with respect
shall be made with
respect to any plan for any period prior
prior to the
quarter
plan was
was submitted
to the
the Board
for approval.
approval.
quarter in
in which
which such plan
submitted to
Board for
Grants to States for unemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation administration:
administration:
For
States for unemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation administration,
administration,
For grants to States
as
title III
III of
the Social
Social Security
as authorized
authorized in
in title
of the
Security Act,
Act approved
approved
August 14, 1935, as amended,
of
amended, including
i
n clu ding rentals in the District of
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$61,000,000: Provided,
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $61,000,000:
Provided, That the Social
Social
Security Board is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to certify to the Secretary
Secretary of
the
payment to
to the Postmaster
General for
Postmaster General
for postage, out
the Treasury
Treasury for
for payment
of
appropriated, such
such amounts as may be necesnecesof the
the amount
amount herein
herein appropriated,
under
sary and at such intervals as shall be determined by the Board, under
procedure to be prescribed
agreed upon by and between
between the
aa procedure
prescribed and agreed
transmission of official
official
Board and the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General, for the
the transmission
mail matter heretofore
heretofore transmitted
transmitted free pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
provisions
of section 13 of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide for the establishment
a national employment
lishment of a
employment system and for cooperation
cooperation with
with
the States
in the
the promotion
promotion of
of such
other purposes",
purposes",
the
States in
such system,
system, and
and for
for other
approved June
June 6, 1933 (29 U.
the transmission
transmission of
approved
U. S. C. 491)
491) and for the
of
official
matter in
in connection
connection with
with the
the unemployment
official mail
mail matter
unemployment compensacompensaadministration of States
receiving grants
tion administration
States receiving
grants out of the
the funds
funds herein
herein
appropriated; the
Postmaster General
General is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
the Postmaster
appropriated;
directed
to extend
extend to
to the
States receiving
the privilege
directed to
the States
receiving such
such grants
grants the
privilege
of transmission
of postage
the
of
transmission without prepayment
prepayment of
postage of official mail of the
class
upon which
which the
the Board
is hereinabove
hereinabove authorized
to certify
certify
Board is
authorized to
class upon
amounts
amounts for
for payment
payment of
of postage.
postage.
grants to States
For grants
children: For
dependent children:
to States for
Grants
for aid
aid to
to dependent
Grants to
for
furnish financial
financial assistance
for the
the purpose
purpose of enabling
enabling each
each State
State to
to furnish
to
dependent children,
as authorized
authorized in
in title
IV of
the Social
of the
Social
children, as
title IV
to needy
needy dependent
$75,000,000, of
August 14,
14, 1935,
as amended,
Security
1935, as
amended, $75,000,000,
of
Act, approved
approved August
Security Act,
available for
which
sum such
necessary shall be available
be necessary
amount as may be
such amount
which sum
grants
such title
year 1940
1940
for any period
period in
in the fiscal year
under such
title IV
IV for
grants under
subsequent
to March
payments to
subsequent to
March 31,
31, 1940:
1940: Provided,
Provided, That
That payments
to States
States
for
fourth quarter
quarter of
year 1940
for any
any quarter
quarter in
in
1940 and
and for
fiscal year
of the
the fiscal
for the
the fourth
the
1941 under
title IV
IV may
be made
made with
with respect
respect
may be
under such
such title
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
to
any State
State plan
plan approved
IV by
by the
the Social
Social
such title
title IV
approved under
under such
to any
Security Board
prior to
such period,
period, but
no such
such payment
payment
but no
to or
or during
during such
Security
Board prior
shall be
respect to
to any
plan for
for any
any period
period prior
prior to
to the
the
any plan
with respect
shall
be made
made with
quarter in
such plan
plan was
for approval.
to the
the Board
Board for
was submitted
submitted to
which such
quarter
in which
Grants
States for
For grants
grants to
to States
for the
the
States for
aid to
to the
the blind:
blind: For
to States
for aid
Grants to
purpose of
of enabling
enabling each
State to
to furnish
furnish financial
assistance to
to needy
needy
financial assistance
each State
purpose
individuals who
blind, as
as authorized
in title
title X
of the
the Social
X of
Social
authorized in
who are
are blind,
individuals
Security Act,
Act, approved
approved August
as amended,
amended, $10,000,000,
of
Security
August 14,
14, 1935,
1935, as
$10,000,000, of
which sum
necessary shall
available for
for
be available
shall be
be necessary
as may
may be
such amount
amount as
sum such
which
grants
such title
title X
for any
any period
fiscal year
1940
year 1940
in the
the fiscal
period in
X for
under such
grants under
subsequent
to March
March 31,
31, 1940:
1940: Provided,
Provided, That
to States
States
That payments
payments to
subsequent to
for the
fourth quarter
quarter of
of the
fiscal year
and for
for any
any quarter
quarter in
in
year 1940
1940 and
the fiscal
the fourth
for
the
fiscal year
such title
X may
may be
be made
with respect
respect to
to
made with
title X
year 1941
1941 under
under such
the fiscal
any State
State plan
plan approved
approved under
title X
)( by
Security
by the
the Social
Social Security
such title
under such
any
Board prior
to or
but no
shall be
be
payment shall
no such
such payment
such period,
period, but
or during
during such
prior to
Board
made
with respect
respect to
plan for
for any
any period
prior to
to the quarter
quarter
period prior
to any
any plan
made with
in which
such plan
plan was
the Board
Board for
for approval.
approval.
to the
submitted to
was submitted
which such
in
Grants
to States
States for
employment offices:
offices: For
payment to
to
For payment
public employment
for public
Grants to
the
several States
accordance with
with the
of the
the Act
of
Act of
provisions of
the provisions
in accordance
States in
the several
June
6, 1933
S. C.
C. 49-491),
Provided,
$3,000,000: Provided,
as amended,
amended, $3,000,000:
49-491), as
(29 U.
U. S.
June 6,
1933 (29
That
for the
fiscal year
year 1941
shall be
on the
the basis
basis of
of
That apportionments
apportionments for
the fiscal
1941 shall
be on
a
total apportionment
all States
$3,000,000: Provided
Provided further,
further,
of $3,000,000:
States of
to all
apportionment to
a total
That
the unused
balances of
the several
several
to the
apportioned to
of amounts
amounts apportioned
unused balances
That the
States for
for the
year 1939
for establishing
establishing and
and maintaining
maintaining
States
the fiscal
fiscal year
1939 for
public
reapportioned among
among all
all the
the
be reapportioned
shall be
offices shall
public employment
employment offices
States, in
in accordance
accordance with
with such
June 6,
1933, as
as amended,
amended,
6, 1933,
of June
such Act
Act of
States,
without
regard to
of the
fund established
established
the fund
therefor of
to the
the sufficiency
sufficiency-therefor
without regard
under
to States
States by
by the
the Department
of Labor
Labor
Department of
payment to
this head
for payment
head for
under this
Appropriation
1939.
Act, 1939.
Appropriation Act,
The appropriations
appropriations herein
States for
for old-age
old-age
to States
"Grants to
for "Grants
made for
herein made
The
assistance",
to States
States for
dependent children",
children", and
and
to dependent
for aid
aid to
"Grants to
assistance", "Grants

Proviso.
Protio.

o It-

Payment
Payment
t
y
age.
age.

for poi
post-

48 Stat. 117.
7
29U. t S. C. §491.

2

c.

Aid to
to
Aide
children.

dependent
nt
depende

49 Stat. 627.
49
42 U. B. C., Supp.
*P.
V. §§ 601-606.

stat.

v.

sp.

ci601-Wo.

Proviso.

P
nt withi rePayments
respect to State
State plans.
plans.
spectto

Aid to the blind.

Aid to the blind-

49 Stat. 645.
49 SUtS..
Sup*p.
42
U. S. C., Supp.
§§§1201-1206.
1201-1206.

V,
v,

Proviso.
Payments with rerespect to State
Plans.
state plans.

tnt
spet to

Public employment
ant
Public employme
offices.
48 Stat. 113.
48astat.113.
29 U. S. C., Supp.
op.
C. Sur
V, §49d.
Provisos.
Apportionments.
Reapportionmenttof
of
Reapportionment
unused balances.

v".s.i

Apportionment.
used

ances

52 Stat. 289.

52 Sat. 289.

Funds iinterchangefuads nteraniMO
able.
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"Grants
to the
interchangeavailable interchangebe available
shall be
blind", shall
the blind",
aid to
for aid
States for
to States
"Grants to
ably
for
transfer
of
appropriations,
but
no
such
transfer
shall be
be
shall
transfer
such
no
but
appropriations,
of
transfer
ably for
made
except upon
approval of
of the
the Director
the Bureau
Bureau of
the
of the
of the
Director of
upon approval
made except
Budget.
Budget.
Independent Offices AppropriaThe
appropriations made
made in the Independent
AvailabilityofdesigThe appropriations
Avalabilityofdesignated appropriations.
tion Act, 1939, for "Grants
appropriations.
"Grants to States for
for old-age
old-age assistance
assistance", "Grants
"Grants
^natt
52 Stat.
426.
to
States
for
aid
to
dependent
children",
and
"Grants
to States
States for
to
"Grants
to States for aid to dependent children", and
aid
to the
blind" shall
shall be
considered to
to have
been available
available for such
such
have been
be considered
the blind"
aid to
grants
made to
to States
States during
the fiscal
1939 with
with respect
respect to the
year 1939
fiscal year
during the
grants made
first
quarter of
the fiscal
fiscal year
1940.
year 1940.
of the
first quarter
National YouthAd
Youth AdNational
ministration
ministration Appropriation1 Act, 1941.
1941.
Extension to June

ADMINISTRATION
YOUTH
NATIONAL YOU
NATIONAL
11.1 ADMINISTRATION

PAR.
1. Part-time
Part-time youth work and student
student aid: To enable the
PAR. 1.
National Youth
Youth Administration,
Administration, which
which is
hereby extended
extended to
to and
and
is hereby
National
of
direction
and
including
June
30,
1941,
under
the
supervision
direction
of
supervision
the
under
1941,
30,
June
including
Types of programs.
Security Agency,
of
Agency, to engage in the following types of
Federal Security
the Federal
of pogra m s. the
Types
namely:
programs
for
assistance
to
needy
young
persons,
$95,984,000,
namely:
$95,984,000,
persons,
young
needy
to
assistance
for
programs
Schools,
colleges,
(a)
part-time employment
employment for
for needy
needy young
young persons
persons in
part-time
provide
To provide
(a) To
e employetchools,ime
ets.,Part time
schools,
colleges, and
and universities
universities to
to enable
enable such
persons to
to continue
such persons
schools, colleges,
ment
of students.
mentofstudents.
their
their education.
Employment,
etc.,
(b) To
employment and training for unemployed
unemployed young
provide employment
To provide
(b)
etc.,
Employment,
on designated types of
following types:
persons on public
public projects
projects of the following
types:
persons
public projects.
ponbiedstpesf
Post, p.P1035.
improvement, and repair
(I) The construction,
103.p.
(I)
construction, improvement,
repair of non-Federal
non-Federal
public
buildings and
grounds, parks,
and other
other recreational
recreational faciliparks, and
and grounds,
public buildings
ties; bridges,
roads, streets,
and alleys;
alleys; airports
airports and airstreets, and
highways, roads,
bridges, highways,
ties;
way facilities;
facilities; water
and. sanitation
sanitation facilities;
facilities for
for conservaconservafacilities; facilities
water and
way
tion; irrigation
irrigation and
and flood
flood control;
pest eradication;
eradication; and work on all
control; pest
tion;
other
public facilities
cooperative associations
associations
including cooperative
facilities including
non-Federal public
other non-Federal
receiving financial
from the
Electrification AdminisRural Electrification
the Rural
assistance from
financial assistance
receiving
tration or
public agencies;
agencies;
other public
or other
tration
(II)
improvement, and
and repair
repair of buildings or
or
construction, improvement,
The construction,
(II) The
agencies;
other facilities
of Federal
Federal agencies;
facilities of
other
(III)
The production,
production, repair,
and renovation
renovation of
of goods,
goods, articles,
repair, and
(III) The
and
foodstuffs for
individuals and
and for
public institutions
institutions profor public
needy individuals
for needy
and foodstuffs
produced do not replace
viding that
replace normal purchases
purchases
products so produced
that products
viding
of such
such individuals
or institutions;
institutions;
individuals or
of
(IV) Professional,
Professional, clerical,
and other
other nonconstruction
nonconstruction services in
in
clerical, and
(IV)
the
of education
education, recreation,
research, professional, cultural,
cultural, and
recreation, research,
fields of
the fields
organizations;
clerical activities
activities for
benefit of public and
and nonprofit
nonprofit organizations;
for the benefit
clerical
(V)
prosecution of
of work
types enumerated
enumerated above
of the types
work of
The prosecution
(V) The
young persons in camps,
which
maintenance of
camps, instituof young
the maintenance
involve the
which involve
tions,
and other resident facilities.
tions, and
Salaries and
PAR.
PAR. 2. Salaries and
and other administrative
administrative expenses:
expenses: For personal
personal
and other
salaries
administrative exmiscellaneous expenses
services and necessary miscellaneous
expenses in the District of
of
e
admnistrative
PW1SOS.
Post, p.
1035.
Columbia and elsewhere
p. i03.
Pot.
elsewhere for carrying
carrying out the administration
administration of the
programs set
set forth
paragraph 1,
1, including
including supplies and equipment;
equipment;
in paragraph
forth in
programs
reference, directories,
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of books of reference,
directories, and peripurchase
odicals, newspapers,
newspapers, and
clippings; travel expenses, including
including
and press clippings;
odicals,
expenses of
of attendance
attendance at
officials and employees
employees on
on
meetings of officials
at meetings
expenses
government and elsewhere;
official
business; rental
rental at
at the
elsewhere;
seat of government
the seat
official business;
purchase,
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengerpurchase, operation,
expenses as may be necessary
carrying
vehicles and
and such other expenses
necessary for the
carrying vehicles
accomplishment
of the
objectives set
set forth
forth in
paragraph 1,
1, $6,100,000:
$6,100,000:
in paragraph
the objectives
accomplishment of
Provisos.
Provided,
Youth Administration
Administration may
may transfer
transfer
National Youth
the National
That the
Provided, That
'Transfer of funds.
Transer
1 such amounts
appropriation in paragraph 1
from the above
above sum
sum to the appropriation
Reimbursement to
required for the purposes
will not be required
purposes of this paragraph:
paragraph: Provided
Provided
certelSappropriacertain appropria- as will
sum of
tions.
further,
Uons.
further, That there may
may be
be transferred
transferred from the
the above
above sum
of

r xtenion to une

30, 1941.
Post, p. 1035.
Posp.

-
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Department
$6,100,000 to
to appropriations
appropriations of
of the
the Treasury
artment such
such
Treasury De
$6,100,000
amounts, not
exceed in the aggregate
aggregate the sum of $783,000,
783,000, as the
to exceed
not to
amounts,
Budget may determine
the Budget
Director of
determine to be proper,
proper,
Bureau of the
the Bureau
of the
Director
expenditures thereto reimburse
appropriations on account
account of expenditures
such appropriations
reimburse such
to
accomplishments of the purposes
from in
in connection
with the accomplishments
purposes of the
connection with
from
Youth
appropriations
herein
for
the
National
Youth
Administration.
National
the
for
herein
appropriations
PAR.
Printing and
and binding:
binding: For
For printing and binding
binding for the
3. Printing
PAR. 3.
Administration, $75,000.
National Youth Administration,
National
PAR.
The Administrator
National Youth Administration
Administration
the National
Administrator of the
4. The
PAR. 4.
Administrator,
shall,
subject to
to the
the approval
of the
Security Administrator,
Federal Security
the Federal
approval of
shall, subject
work for youth workers
fix
the monthly
monthly earnings
workers
and hours of work
earnings and
fix the
engaged
projects financed
in whole
whole or
in part from the
or in
financed in
work projects
on work
engaged on
appropriation
in paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, but
but such
shall not have
determination shall
such determination
appropriation in
average labor
the
effect of
of establishing
labor cost
cost per youth
national average
a national
establishing a
the effect
worker on
projects during the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941 substantially
substantially
such projects
on such
worker
different
from the
the national
national average
worker on
average labor cost per such worker
different from
such projects
prevailing at
at the
the close
of the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940:
Provided,
1940: Provided,
close of
projects prevailing
such
That the
the National
shall so
distribute funds
so distribute
Administrator shall
Youth Administrator
National Youth
That
specified
among
the several
States for
the operation
the projects specified
operation of the
for the
several States
among the
in paragraph
of this
title that
amount made
made available
available durthat the amount
this title
(b) of
paragraph 11 (b)
in
ing the
the fiscal
fiscal year
of such
such projects
benefit
for the benefit
projects for
operation of
the operation
for the
year for
ing
of the
young people
people of
individual State
State shall
shall bear
the same
same ratio
bear the
each individual
of each
the young
of
to the
the total
total funds
funds made
made available
available for
purpose in
in all
all States
States as
this purpose
for this
to
the youth
youth population
population of
of that
bears to
the total
total youth population
population
to the
States bears
that States
the
of the
the United
United States.
States.
of
PAR. 5.
5. Funds
Funds appropriated
appropriated under
paragraph 11shall
be so
so apporshall be
under paragraph
PAR.
tioned and
over the
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, and
and
ending June
period ending
the period
distributed over
and distributed
tioned
shall be
so administered
administered during
as to
to constitute
constitute the
the total
total
period as
such period
during such
be so
shall
amount
furnished during
period for
for the
purposes
the purposes
such period
during such
be furnished
will be
that will
amount that
set
forth in
paragraph 1.
1.
in paragraph
set forth
PAR. 6.
6. No
No non-Federal
construction project
project costing
costing in excess
excess of
non-Federal construction
PAR.
1 unless
paragraph 1
$5,000
be undertaken
undertaken or
under paragraph
prosecuted under
or prosecuted
shall be
$5,000 shall
and
the cosponsor
cosponsor has
written agreement
finance
to finance
agreement to
a written
made a
has made
until the
and until
Security Adminsuch part
entire cost
cost thereof
thereof as
as the
AdminFederal Security
the Federal
the entire
of the
part of
such
istrator determines,
determines, under
under the
the circumstances,
circumstances, is
is an
adequate contribucontribuan adequate
istrator
tion taking
taking into
into consideration
consideration the
financial ability
ability of the cosponsor.
the financial
tion
The National
National Youth
Administrator, subject
subject to
the approval
approval of the
to the
Youth Administrator,
The
Federal Security
Security Administrator,
Administrator, shall
shall prescribe
prescribe rules
rules and regulations
regulations
Federal
of
relating
valuation of
of contributions
contributions in kind b
by
the valuation
to the
relating to
y cosponsors of
projects
through furnishing
the use
of their
own facilities
facilities and equipequiptheir own
use of
furnishing the
projects through
ment and
of their
their own
which shall
allow
shall also allow
employees, which
own employees,
services of
the services
and the
ment
credit
only to
extent that
furnishing of
contributions
such contributions
of such
the furnishing
that the
the extent
to the
credit only
represents
burden which
which is
undertaken by the cosponsors
cosponsors
is undertaken
financial burden
represents aa financial
on account
account of
of National
Youth Administration
Administration projects.
National Youth
on
PAR.
7. The
The National
authorized to
is authorized
Administration is
Youth Administration
National Youth
PAR. 7.
receive
cosponsors of
of non-Federal
contributions in
servin servprojects contributions
non-Federal projects
from cosponsors
receive from
to be deposited
ices,
materials, or
or money,
any money
deposited with
received to
so received
money so
money, any
ices, materials,
the
Treasurer of
of the
the United
States. Such
contributions shall
be
shall be
Such contributions
United States.
the Treasurer
expended
utilized as
upon between
between the
cosponsor and
and the
the
the cosponsor
agreed upon
as agreed
or utilized
expended or
National
Youth Administrator.
Administrator.
National Youth
PAR. 8.
All receipts
receipts and
by reason
reason of
of operations
operations authorcollections by
and collections
8. All
PAR.
ized
in paragraph
contributions of
of cosponsors
projcosponsors of projcash contributions
1, except
except cash
paragraph 1,
ized in
ects,
covered into
into the
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
the Treasury
be covered
shall be
ects, shall
PAR.
9. In
In considering
work projects
projects
upon work
persons upon
of persons
employment of
considering employment
P A R. 9.
prosecuted under
the appropriation
in paragraph
the National
National
1, the
paragraph 1,
appropriation in
under the
prosecuted
Youth Administration
Administration shall
determine whether
are able
able
persons are
such persons
whether such
shall determine
Youth
to perform
perform the
the work
on work
can be
be assigned
assigned
they can
which they
to which
projects to
work projects
work on
to
and no
shall be
be employed
employed or
retained for
on any
any
employment on
for employment
or retained
person shall
no person
and

Printing and bindPrinting

ing.
ing.

Post, p. 1035.
1035.
Post,
Monthly earnings
earnings
Monthly
and hours
hours of work.
and

Proviso.
Proviso.
Distribution of
of
Distribution
funds; ratio.
ratio.

Apportionment,
Apportionment
etc., of designated
designated
etc.,
funds.

Non-Federal
conNon-Federal
struction projects.
projects.
struction
Cosponsor contributions.

Valuation of conValuation
tributions In
in kind.
tributions

Credits.
Credits.

Cosponsor contribuCosponsor
tions; deposit;
deposit; utilizations;
tion.

Receipts, etc.,
etc., to be
Receipts,
covered
covered into Treasury; exception.
exception.

Qualifications
Qualifications
employment.
employment.

for
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such
project whose
habits are
are such
or work
work record
record shows
shows that
that
such or
work habits
whose work
such project
he
incapable of
of performing
work to
to which
which he
he
the work
satisfactorily the
performing satisfactorily
is incapable
he is
may
assigned on
the project.
project.
on the
be assigned
may be
Restriction
in
employment or continued
10. No alien shall be given employment
PAR. 10.
on emPAR.
continued .
in
Restriction on
ployment of aliens.
on any
employment on
employment
any work
work project
project prosecuted
prosecuted under the appropriation
appropriation
ployment of aliens
in paragraph
paragraph 1
and no
of the
the money
money appropriated
appropriated in
in paragraph
paragraph
part of
1 and
no part
in
or paragraph
shall be
available to
to pay
person who
who hasnot
has not
any person
pay any
be available
2 shall
11or
paragraph 2
made or
or who
make affidavit
affidavit as to
States citizencitizento United
United .States
does not
not make
who does
made
ship, such
to be
considered prima
facie evidence
evidence of
such
of such
prima facie
be considered
such affidavit
affidavit to
ship,
citizenship.
citizenship.
Refusal of private
private
who refuses
refuses abona
a bona fide offer
Refusal
PAR.
person in
PAR. 11.
11. No
No person
in need
need who
offer of
of private
private
employment offer.
reasonable working conditions
under reasonable
employment
employment oer
employment under
conditions which pays the preprevailing wage
wage for
work in
in the
the community
community where
where he
he resides
resides .and
and
for such
such work
vailing
who is
is capable
capable of
performing such
work shall
be employed
employed or
or retained
retained
shall be
such work
of performing
who
in employment
on out-of-school
out-of-school work
work projects
under the funds
funds approapproprojects under
in
employment on
priated m
in paragraph
the period
such private
private employment
employment
period such
for the
paragraph 11 for
priated
continues available.
available.
continues
Oath of office erePAR.
PAR. 12. No
No person shall be employed
employed or retained
retained in employment
employment
of office r
Oath
quired.
in any
in any
any
position on any
any .supervisory
supervisory position
or in
position, or
any administrative
administrative position,
in
project, and
assistance in the form of pay-payshall receive
receive assistance
and no
no person
person shall
project,
rendered
United States for services
services rendered
otherwise from
from the United
ments or otherwise
under the
National Youth
appropriation
Youth Administration,
Administration, under the appropriation
the National
under
in paragraph
or paragraph
unless such
such person
person before
before engaging
engaging
2 unless
paragraph 2
in
paragraph 11or
in
such employment
or receiving
assistance subscribes
subscribes to the
such assistance
receiving such
in such
employment or
following
following oath:
oath:
"I,
B, do
do solemnly
affirm) that
support and
and
(or affirm)
that II will
will support
"I, A
A B,
solemnly swear
swear (or
defend the
States against
against all
defend
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
United States
all enemies,
enemies,
foreign
and domestic;
will bear
true faith
faith and
to the
the
foreign and
domestic; that
that IIwill
bear true
and allegiance
allegiance to
same; that
that IItake
take this
this obligation
without any mental
mental reservareservaobligation freely,
freely, without
tion
evasion; and
faithfully disdistion or purpose of
of evasion;
and that I
I will well
well and faithfully
the duties
duties of
of the
the office
charge the
office (or
employment) on
about
(or employment)
on which IIam about
to
which I
now occupy).
occupy). So
So help
me God."
God."
to enter
enter (or
(or which
I now
help me
Administration
of
The
National Youth
designate administrative
administrative
oamintratih
n o
The National
Youth Admimstrator
Administrator shall
shall designate
oath.
to administer
such oath,
no fee
fee shall
shall
and supervisory
supervisory employees
employees to
administer such
oath, but
but no
be charged
charged therefor.
be
therefor.
Persons advocating
PAR. 13.
13. No
portion of
of the
in paragraph
paragraph 1
1 or
paraoverthrow
of U. S.
or paraPAR.
PS.
No portion
the appropriation
appropriation in
overthrosw ofyt.
Government.
Government.
graph 22 shall
shall be used to pay any compensation to any person who
advocates,
or who
who is
of an
an organization
organization that
that advocates,
advocates,
advocates, or
is aa member
member of
the overthrow
overthrow of the Government
Government of the United
United States through
through force
force
or
violence.
or violence.
Inapplicability
of
Executive Order
PAR.
14. The
The provisions
provisions of
of Executive
Order Numbered
Numbered 7916,
7916,
PAR. 14.
Execu
Executive tiaOder
Order No.
No.
7916.
dated
apply to
positions the
the compensation
dated June
June 24, 1938, shall not apply
7916.
to positions
compensation
of which is
is payable
payable. from
the appropriations
in paragraphs
and
from the
appropriations in
paragraphs 1
1 and
2 and such appropriations
appropriations shall not be
2
be available
available for the
compensathe compensaplaced in
tion of the incumbent
incumbent of any
any position
position placed
competitive classiin the competitive
classified
civil
service of
the United
United States
after
January 10,
1939.
fied
civil
service
of
the
States
after
January
10,
1939.
Acceptance of uninn
PAR. 15. In
In carrying
compensa!serice
carrying out the purposes of the appropriation
app ropri
ati on i
compensated services..
paragraph 2, the National
Administrator, subject
subject to
to the
the
National Youth
Youth Administrator,
approval
approval of
Federal Security
Security Administrator,
Administrator, is
is authorized
authorized to
of the Federal
to
Appointments.
Appointments.
accept and utilize voluntary
uncompensated services,
voluntary and uncompensated
services, to appoint
appoint
and compensate,
compensate, without
without regard to civil-service
civil-service laws
laws or the Classifi42 Stat. 1488.
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
officers
and
employees,
and
utilize,
Stat.
cation
188.
61
Act
of
1923,
as
amended,
officers
and
employees,
and to
to utilize,
5
U.
S.
C.
§
I
6615 U.
C. U Ot1674;
the head
head of
of th
ed
era lagency
by w
hi ch they
they
674; Supp. V.
V,§§o673,
673, with
with the
the consent
consent of
of the
thee F
Federal
agency by
which
673c.
employees, and with the consent
Federal officers
Utilization of
of Fedare employed,
employed, Federal
officers and employees,
consent of
of
eral,
era, State,
State and
and local
local the
State or
State and
the State
or local
local government,
government, State
and local
local officers
officers and
and employees
employees
employees.
at such compensation
compensation (without
(without regard
regard to the Classification Act of
of
1923, as amended)
amended) as shall be determined
determined by the National
1923,.
National Youth
Youth
Administrator .to be necessary, and to prescribe
Administrator
prescribe their
their authorities,
authorities,
duties,
responsibilities, and
tenure.
duties, responsibilities,
and tenure.
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Appointments
to
PAR.
16. Appointments
Appointments in
any State
State to
to Federal
an FedeA
intments to
of an
positions of
Federal positions
in any
PAR. 16.
Federal
administrain
tive positions in
parain
appropriation
administrative
or
advisory
capacity
under
the
appropriation
in
parathe
under
capacity
advisory
or
administrative
es
States.
tat .
graph
shall be
made from
among the bona fide citizens of that
from among
be made
2 shall
graph 2
State
inconsistent with
efficient administration.
with efficient
not inconsistent
as not
far as
so far
State so
Separations.
separations.
service, or furFederal service,
PAR.
17. In
separations from
from the
the Federal
making separations
In making
PAR. 17.
of
three
loughs
without
pay
to
last
as
long
as
months,
persons
long
as
last
to
pay
loughs without
employed
within the
the District
under the provisions
provisions of
Columbia, under
of Columbia,
District of
employed within
paragraph 2
2 the
power shall
shall give
give preference,
preference, as nearly
appointing power
the appointing
22
paragraph
as
warrant, in
in retention
appointees from
to appointees
retention to
will warrant,
administration will
good administration
as good
States that
that have
not received
their share
of appointments
according
appointments accordin
share of
received their
have not
States
Proviso.
rooiso.
sailors, and
to population:
population: Provided,
an
soldiers and sailors,
That soldiers
however, That
Provided, however,
to
t at u
S
status
sodetntetc.
of Preferential
marines,
the widows
of such,
such, or
the wives
wives of
injured soldiers,
sailors, of
soldiers, sailors,
of injured
or the
soldiers,
widows of
marines, the
qualified, but whose wives are
and marines,
marines, who
who themselves
themselves are not qualified,
and
qualified
to hold
hold a
position in
service shall be given
given
Government service,
the Government
in the
a position
qualified to
preference in
in retention,
and classes, where
their several grades and
in their
retention, in
preference
their ratings
ratings are good
good or better.
their
Disability or
death
eath
Disability oretc.
PAR.
18. The
Act of
February 15,
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. compensation,
15, 1934
of February
the Act
of the
provisions of
The provisions
PAR. 18.
U.S.
0.
§
706.
7o.
C.
1
U.S.
5
and
351),
as
amended,
relating
to
disability
or
death
compensation
compensation
death
351), as amended, relating to disability or
benefits,
shall apply
apply to
receiving compensation
compensation from the
persons receiving
to persons
benefits, shall
appropriation
in paragraph
paragraph 11 for
services rendered
rendered as
as employees
employees of
for services
appropriation in
Provisos.
the United
States: Provided,
That this
shall not
not apply
apply in
in
Ppti
section shall
this section
Provided, That
the
United States:
Exceptions.
any
case
coming
within
the
purview
of
the
workmen's
compensation
compensation
workmen's
the
of
any case coming within the purview
law of
any State,
possession, or
or in
in which
the claimant
claimant
which the
or possession,
Territory, or
State, Territory,
of any
law
has
received or
or is
is entitled
to receive
benefits for injury or
or
similar benefits
receive similar
entitled to
has received
Funds available.
Fundsavailable.
of
death:
Provided
further,
That
for
carrying
out
the
purposes
of
purposes
the
out
carrying
for
Post,
p. 1035.
That
further,
Provided
death:
this
paragraph
there
shall
be
made
available
to
the
United
States
United
this paragraph there shall be made available to the
Employees
Commission from
from the
appropriation in
the appropriation
Compensation Commission
Employees' Compensation
such
such
paragraph 1
the sum
or so
so much
thereof as such
much thereof
$90,000, or
of $90,000,
sum of
1 the
such paragraph
Commission,
with
the
approval
of
the
Bureau
of
the
Budget,
the
of
Bureau
the
of
approval
the
with
Commission,
of the Treasury
estimates
Secretary of
Treasury will be
the Secretary
to the
certifies to
and certifies
estimates and
necessary for
for such
necessary
such purposes.
purposes.
Settlement of priof priPAR.
subject to
the approval
approval vate
Settlement
to the
Administrator, subject
Youth Administrator,
National Youth
The National
19. The
PAR. 19.
damage claims.
vatedamageclaims.
of
the
Federal
Security
Administrator,
is
authorized
to
consider,
consider,
to
authorized
is
Administrator,
Security
of the Federal
ascertain, adjust,
determine, and
and pay
from the
the appropriation
appropriation in parapay from
adjust, determine,
ascertain,
graph
1
any
claim
arising
out
of
operations
thereunder
accruing
thereunder accruing
operations
of
out
arising
graph 1 any claim
after June
June 30,
on account
account of
of damage
to, or
loss of,
of, privately
privately
or loss
damage to,
1940, on
30, 1940,
after
owned property
property caused
by the
the negligence
any employee
employee of the
of any
negligence of
caused by
owned
National Youth
while acting
within the
the scope
scope of
acting within
Administration, while
Youth Administration,
National
Limitation.
Limitation.
his
employment.
No
claim
shall
be
considered
hereunder
which is
is
which
hereunder
considered
be
shall
claim
No
his employment.
in
excess
of
$500
or
which
is
not
presented
in
writing
within
one
one
in excess of $500 or which is not presented in writing within
Acceptance.
year
date of
of accrual
accrual thereof.
Acceptance by
by aa claimant
claimant
Acceptance.
thereof. Acceptance
the date
from the
year from
of
the
amount
allowed
on
account
of
his
claim
shall
be
deemed
to
be
of the amount allowed on account of his claim shall be deemed to be
in full
full settlement
and the
the action
action upon
upon such
claim so
so accepted
accepted
such claim
thereof, and
settlement thereof,
in
by the
claimant shall
conclusive.
be conclusive.
shall be
the claimant
by
False statements
PAR. 20.
who knowingly
and with
with intent
defraud with
statements
Falseintent
to defraud
intent to
to deknowingly and
person who
Any person
20. Any
PAR.
fraud,
etc.
the
United
States
makes
any
false
statement
in
connection
with
any
etc.
fraud,
any
the United States makes any false statement in connection with
application
in paragraph
paragraph 1,
1, or
diverts,
or diverts,
authorized in
project authorized
any project
for any
application for
or attempts
diverting, for
benefit of
of any
any
the benefit
for the
in diverting,
assists in
or assists
divert, or
to divert,
attempts to
or
person
or
persons
not
entitled
thereto,
any
portion
of
the
appropriaappropriathe
of
portion
any
thereto,
entitled
not
person or persons
tion in
in paragraph
paragraph 1,
or any
services or
or personal
personal property
property
real or
or real
any services
1, or
tion
acquired
thereunder,
or
who
knowingly,
by
means
of
any fraud,
fraud, force,
force,
any
of
means
by
knowingly,
who
or
acquired thereunder,
threat, intimidation
or discrimination
discrimination on
on account
account of
of race,
race,
boycott, or
or boycott,
intimidation, or
threat,
religion,
in aa labor
organization,
labor organization,
membership in
or membership
affiliations, or
political affiliations,
religion, political
deprives,
attempts to
deprive, or
assists in
in depriving
depriving any
any person
person
or assists
to deprive,
or attempts
deprives, or
of
any
of
the
benefits
to
which
he
may
be
entitled
under
such
approappro- Penalty.
such
under
of any of the benefits to which he may be entitled
priation, shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
fined not
not more
than
Penalty
more than
and fined
felony and
of aa felony
guilty of
priation,
$2,000 or
imprisoned
not
more
than
two
years
or
both.
The
proviproviThe
both.
or
years,
two
than
$2,000 or imprisoned not more
sions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
in addition
to, and
and not
not in
in substitusubstituaddition to,
be in
shall be
sions
tion for,
law.
existing law.
of existing
provisions of
other provisions
any other
for, any
tion
193470°-41—PT. 1-38
38
-193470°-41-PT.
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Citation of para-

Citation

graphs.
graphs.

Minor
purchases.
Minorpuchases.
Post, p. 1109.

Pot, P 1109

Citation

title.

Citation of title.

Employees'
Employees' Compensation
pensation CommisCommission
Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1941.
Salaries
Salaries and expenses.
Ante, p. 310.
310.

Printing and bindPrinting
ing.
Ante,
310.
Ante, p. 310.
Employees'
comEmployees' compensation
pensation fund.

39 Stat. 742.
C. §§751-796;
55U. S.
S.C.
§751-796;
Supp.
V, §§
Bupp. V,
1 756-797.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

PAR.
paragraphs herein under
P
AR. 21. The paragraphs
under the National
National Youth AdminAdministration
may be
as the
the "National Youth
istration may
be cited
cited as
Youth Administration
Administration

Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1911".
1941".
Section
Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes (41
(41 U.
U. S.
5) shall
not be
be
S. C.
C. 5)
shall not
construed to apply to any purchase
appropriated under
under
construed
purchase with funds appropriated
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved
involved in
in such
such purchase
purchase does
does
this title when
when the
not
exceed the
of $100.
not exceed
the sum
sum of
$100.
This title may be cited
cited as the
the "Federal
"Federal Security
Security Agency
AppropriaAgency Appropria1941".
tion Act,
Act, 1941".

TITLE III—EMPLOYEES'
III-EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For
three Commissioners
Commissioners and
other perperFor three
and other
sonal services in the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
not to
to exceed
District of
including not
exceed
$1,000 for temporary
temporary experts
assistants in
the District
District of
of Columexperts and
and assistants
in the
Columbia and elsewhere, to
to be paid
at a
rate not
exceeding $8
$8 per
per day,
day, and
and
paid at
a rate
not exceeding
personal services in the field; for furniture
for personal
furniture and
and other
other equipment
equipment
and repairs thereto;
thereto; lawbooks, books
of reference,
reference, periodicals;
periodicals;
books of
stationery
stationery and supplies; traveling expenses;
expenses; fees
fees and
and mileage
mileage of
of
witnesses;
witnesses; contract
stenographic reporting
rent at
at the
the seat
seat
contract stenographic
reporting services;
services; rent
of government
of
government and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; and
$495,000.
and miscellaneous
miscellaneous items;
items; $495,000.
For all printing and binding for the
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
the Employees'
Commission, $8,000.
Commission,
$8,000.
Employees' compensation
Employees'
compensation fund:
fund: For
the payment
payment of
For the
of compensation
compensation
provided
provided by
"An Act
Act to
to provide
for employees
employees of
the
by "An
provide compensation
compensation for
of the
United
United States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while in
in the
the performance
performance of
their
while
of their
duties, and for other purposes",
approved September
7, 1916
purposes", approved
September 7,
1916
(5
C. 785),
(5 U. S. C.
785), including
including medical
medical examinations,
examinations, traveling
traveling and
other
and other
expenses,
expenses, and loss
wages payable
under sections
loss of
of wages
payable to
to employees
employees under
sections 21
21
and 22; all services, appliances,
appliances, and
supplies provided
provided by
by section
and supplies
section 99
as amended
amended,2 including
including payments
payments to Army,
Navy, and
and Veterans'
Veterans'
Army, Navy,
Administration hospitals;
Administration
hospitals; the transportation
transportation and
and burial
burial expenses
expenses
provided by sections
advancement of
sections 99 and 11; and advancement
costs for
the
of costs
for the
enforcement of
enforcement
sections 26
26 and
and 27
27 where
w here
of recoveries
recoveries provided
provided in
in sections
necessary, accruing
during the fiscal
accruing during
fiscal year
year 1941
or in
in prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years,
1941 or
$4,600,000.
$4,600,000.
EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION FUND,
EMPLO kale COMPENSATION
FUND, CIVIL
CIVIL WORKS
WORKS

Administrative
exAdministrative expenses and compensacompensation
tion payments.
payments.

5T.Y. S. C.

5 U. S. C.

796.

79.

For administrative
administrative expenses
(not to
to exceed
expenses (not
exceed $6,800)
and payment
payment
$6,800) and
of compensation
compensation in connection
connection with the
the administration
administration of
of the
the benefits
benefits
for employees
employees of the Civil Works
Works Administration
Administration in
in accordance
accordance with
with
the provisions of the Act entitled
"An Act
an additional
entitled "An
Act making
making an
additional
appropriation
the purposes
appropriation to carry out the
purposes of
the Federal
Federal Emergency
Emergency
of the
Relief Act of 1933, for continuation
continuation of the
Works program,
program, and
the Civil
Civil Works
and
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
352), and
for other
approved February
February 15, 1934 (48 Stat. 352),
and
in
in connection
connection with the administration
administration of the benefits
benefits authorized
authorized by
title V
V of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to liberalize
liberalize the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Public Law Numbered 484, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, to
effect uniform
uniform
to effect
provisions
in laws administered
Veterans' Administration,
provisions in
administered by the Veterans'
Administration, to
to
extend the Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act with
with limitations
limitations to
to certain
certain
World War veterans and other persons
World
persons, and for other
other purposes"
purposes",
approved
approved June 29, 1936 (49 Stat. 2035),
2035), $193,200
$193,200 of
of the
the special
special fund
fund
set
up on
on the
of the
set up
the books
books of
the Treasury
Treasury pursuant to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
said Act
Act of
of February
said
February 15,
15, 1934, shall be available for expenditure
expenditure
during the fiscal
1941.
fiscal year
year 1941.

EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
EMERGENCY CONSERVATION
WORK
EMPLOYEtS7
COMPENSATION FUND,
FIIND, EMERGENCY
CONSERVATION WORK
Administrative
ox.
pedmintrative
exFor
administrative
expenses
(not
to
exceed
$33,000)
and payment
pauses
and compensaFor
expenses (not to exceed $33,000) and
payment
on
payments
compens
of
a administrative
tion in
in connection
uon
connection with
payments.
Of compensation
tion
with the
the administration
administration ofhe
of the benefits

of compensation in connection with the administration of the benefits

STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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Conservation Corps in accordance
Civilian Conservation
for enrollees
enrollees of the
accordance with
the Civilian
for
the
Act entitled
entitled "Emergency
"Emergency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
the Act
of the
provisions of
the provisions
fiscal year
June 19, 1934
1934 (48 Stat.,
Stat., p. 1057),
1057), $675,600
$675,600
approved June
1935", approved
year 1935",
fiscal
of
the special
fund set
set up
on the books
books of the Treasury
Treasury pursuant
pursuant to
up on
special fund
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said Act
expenditure during
during
Act shall be available for expenditure
the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
the
EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION

FUND, EMERGENCo
EMERGENCY RELIEF
=SKr
FUND,

$680,250, of which not
exceed $680,250,
For administrative
administrative expenses
expenses (not to exceed
not
For
appropriation in this Act for
to
exceed $75,000
may be
added to
for
the appropriation
to the
be added
$75,000 may
to exceed
the
salaries and
expenses of
of the
the Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation CommisCommisand expenses
the salaries
sion
available for
for the
the purposes
payment
thereof) and for the payment
purposes thereof)
be available
and be
sion and
of
including payments
Federal agencies for medical
medical
payments to Federal
compensation, including
of compensation,
and
hospital services,
services, in
with the
the administration
administration of the
connection with
in connection
and hospital
Appropriation Acts of
benefits authorized
Relief Appropriation
Emergency Relief
the Emergency
by the
authorized by
benefits
1935, 1936,
$5,425,000 of the
the special
special funds set
set
1939, $5,425,000
and 1939,
1938, and
1937, 1938,
1936, 1937,
1935,
up
books of
the Treasury
pursuant to the provisions
provisions of the
Treasury pursuant
of the
the books
on the
up on
said
shall be
be available
available for
year
during the fiscal year
expenditure during
for expenditure
Acts shall
said Acts
1941.
1941.
Compensation CommisThis
title may
be cited
as the
the "Employees'
"Employees' Compensation
cited as
may be
This title
sion Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1941".
Act, 1941".
sion

Administrative exAdministrative
penses and compensapayments.
tion payments.

TITLE
LABOR RELATIONS
BOARD
RELATIONS BOARD
IV-NATIONAL LABOR
TITLE IV—NATIONAL

National
Labor ReNational Labor
Approlations Board Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941.
1941.
priation
Salaries.
p. 1037.
Post, p.

49 Stat.
Stat. 116,
115, 1608;
1608; 50
Stat. 352; 52 Stat. 809;
Stat. 927.
53 Stat.

Citation
of title.
Citation of

Salaries:
Labor Relations
Relations
National Labor
the National
of the
members of
Board members
three Board
For three
Salaries: For
the
in
Board
and
other
personnel
services
of
the
Board
the District of
Board
the
of
services
personnel
Board and other
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere necessary
necessary in
in performing
performing the duties
duties imposed
imposed
Columbia
by law
of law
law, $2,072,000.
$2,072,000.
pursuance of
in pursuance
or in
law or
by
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses.
Miscellaneous
For all authorized
authorized penses.
salaries)::For
than salaries)
(other than
expenses (other
Miscellaneous expenses
National Labor
and
necessary expenditures,
expenditures, other
than salaries,
salaries, of the National
Labor
other than
and necessary
Relations
in performing
imposed by law or in pursuance
duties imposed
performing duties
Board in
Relations Board
of
including rent
rent in
in the
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere;
Columbia and elsewhere;
the District
law, including
of law,
repairs
and alterations;
communication services;
services; contract stenoalterations; communication
repairs and
graphic
of reference;
reference; newspapers;
newspapers;
books of
lawbooks; books
services; lawbooks;
reporting services;
graphic reporting
automo-- Proviso.
of
repair
maintenance,
periodicals
•
and
operation,
maintenance,
and
repair
one
automo
operation,
and
periodicals;
Minor purchases.
purchases.
Minor
bile, $621,000:
$621,000: Provided,
That the
Board may
may procure
procure supplies
supplies and
the Board
Provided, That
bile,
(41
services
without
regard
to
section
3709
of
the
Revised
Statutes
Statutes
Revised
the
of
3709
section
to
regard
without
services
U.
C. 5)
the aggregate
aggregate amount
involved does
does not exceed
exceed
amount involved
when the
5) when
S. C.
U. S.
$100.
$100.
Printing and bindPrinting
Printing
and binding:
binding for the ing.
and binding
printing and
all printing
For all
binding: For
Printing and
Post, p. 1037.
Post,
National Labor
Labor Relations
Relations Board
in Washington
Washington and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
Board in
National
$125,000.
$125,000.
All expenditures
under this
this title
title shall
shall be
made in
in strict
compliance
strict compliance
be made
expenditures under
All
41 Stat. 68.
68.
41
with the
the provisions
the Act
Act of
11, 1919
1919 (18
(18 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 201).
July 11,
of July
of the
provisions of
with
Citation of title.
This
may be
cited as
the "National
"National Labor
Labor Relations
Relations Board
Board
as the
be cited
title may
This title
Appropriation Act,
1941".
Act, 1941".
Appropriation
TITLE
BOARD
MEDIATION BOARD
V-NATIONAL MEDIATION
TITLE V—NATIONAL
Salaries
and expenses:
expenses: For
members of
the Board,
Board, and
and for
for
of the
three members
For three
Salaries and
other
authorized
expenditures
of
the
National
Mediation
Board
in
in
Board
Mediation
National
the
of
other authorized expenditures
performing the
the duties
by law,
including contract
contract stenolaw, including
imposed by
duties imposed
performing
graphic
reporting services;
equipment; not
not to
to exceed
exceed
and equipment;
supplies and
services; supplies
graphic reporting
$200
for newspapers,
of reference,
reference, and
periodicals, $148,700,
$148,700,
and periodicals,
books of
newspapers, books
$200 for
of
which amount
not to
exceed $115,000
$115,000 may
be expended
expended for
for personal
personal
may be
to exceed
amount not
of which
services
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
in the
services in
Arbitration boards:
To enable
the National
National Mediation
Mediation Board
to
Board to
enable the
boards: To
Arbitration
compensation
pay necessary
expenses of
of arbitration
boards, including
including compensation
arbitration boards,
necessary expenses
pay

National MediaMediaNational
tion Board
Board Approprition
ation Act,
Act, 1941.
ation
Salaries and exSalaries
penseS.
penses.

Arbitration boards.
Arbitration
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1940
PUBLIC
26, 1940

STAT.
[54 STAT.

of
members and
of such
with their
their necesnecesof members
and employees
employees of
such boards,
boards, together
together with
sary
traveling expenses
expenses actually
subsistence
sary-traveling
expenses and
and expenses
actually incurred
incurred for
for subsistence
while so
printing of
of awards,
together with
with proceedings
proceedings
while
so employed,
employed, and
and printing
awards, together
44 Stat. 577.
and
testimony
relating
thereto,
as
authorized
by
the
Railway
Labor
Stat
4
.
si5and
testimony
relating
thereto,
as
authorized
by
the
Railway
Labor
45 U. S.4 C. p 151164;
181- Act,
including also
also contract
stenographic reporting
reporting service,
service, and
and rent
rent
1C
i4; Supp.
s8Upp V.
V,; I1 iiAct, including
contract stenographic
188.
8
of
quarters cannot
cannot be
supplied in
any Federal
.
of quarters
quarters when
when suitable
suitable quarters
be supplied
in any
Federal
building,
the unexpended
unexpended balance
previous appropriations
for this
this
building, the
balance of
of previous
appropriations for
purpose shall
available.
purpose
shall be
be available.
Emergency boards.
boards.
Emergency
Emergency
Emergency boards:
boards: For expenses
expenses of emergency boards
boards appointed
appointed
by the
report respecting
respecting disputes
between
by
the President
President to
to investigate
investigate and
and report
disputes between
carriers
their employees,
employees, as
as authorized
authorized by
section 10,
Railway
carriers and
and their
by section
10, Railway
44 Stat. 586.
Labor Act,
approved May
(45 IJ.
S. C.
160), the
the unexpended
t .S. C.
45
6 §160.
Labor
Act, approved
May 20,
20, 1926
1926 (45
U. S.
C. 160),
unexpended
45 IL
160.
balance of previous
previous appropriations
appropriations for
this_purpose
shall be
available.
balance
for this
purpose shall
be available.
Printing and
and bindbindPrinting
For all printing and binding
binding for the National
National Mediation
Mediation Board,
Board,
ing.
fi
$2,300.
$2,300.
NATIONAL RAILROAD
NATIONAL
RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT
BOARD
ADJUSTMENT BOARD
Expenses.
Expenses.

For authorized expenditures
expenditures of the National
Adjustment
National Railroad Adjustment
the duties
imposed by
including contract
Board, in
in performing
performing the
duties imposed
by law,
law, including
contract
stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services
supplies and
and equipment,
equipment, $188,900,
services and
and supplies
$188,900,
available only
only for
of referees
referees at
at aa
of which
which $35,000
$35,000 shall
shall be
be available
for services
services of
compensation not
excess of
per day
day and
and not
more than
than
rate of
of compensation
not in
in excess
of $50
$50 per
not more
$108,500
other personal
services.
$108,500 may be
be expended
expended for
for other
personal services.
Printing
and bindbindrinting and
For all printing and
and binding for the National
National Railroad
Railroad Adjusting.
ment
$28,000.
ment Board,
Board, $28,000.
Citation
of title.
itation of
title.
This
This title may be cited as the "National Mediation
Mediation Board Appro1911".
priation Act,
Act, 1941".
Railroad
RetireRailroad
Retirement Board ApproAppropriation
1941.
priation Act, 1941.
Salaries.
Salaries.

TITLE
TITLE VI-RAILROAD
VI—RAILROAD RETIREMENT
BOARD
RETIREMENT BOARD

Salaries: For three members of
of the
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board
the Railroad
Board
services of the
and other personnel
personnel services
Board in
in the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia
the Board
District of
and elsewhere necessary in performing
duties imposed
imposed by
by law
law
performing the
the duties
or in pursuance
or
pursuance of
of law,
law, $1,930,000.
$1,930,000.
Miscellaneons exMiscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses (other
salaries): For
For all
all authorized
authorized
(other than
than salaries):
penses.
penses.
and necessary
necessary expenditures,
expenditures, other
salaries, of
the Railroad
other than .salaries,
of the
Railroad
Retirement
Retirement Board in performing
performing the duties
imposed by
by law
law or
or in
in
duties imposed
pursuance of law, including
pursuance
including rent in the District
District of Columbia
Columbia and
and
elsewhere; traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including not
not to
to exceed
exceed $1,000
$1,000 for
for
elsewhere;
expenses
expenses of attendance
attendance at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with
work of
of the
with the
the work
the
Board when specifically
specifically authorized
authorized by the Board;
not to
to exceed
exceed
Board; not
$2,500
payment of actual
$2,500 for payment
actual transportation
transportation expenses,
expenses, and
and per
diem
per diem
expenses, of
(not to exceed $10)
$10) in lieu of subsistence
subsistence and other expenses,
of
persons serving while
while away
their homes
without other
other compenaway from
from their
homes without
compensation in an advisory
Railroad Retirement
advisory capacity
capacity to the Railroad
Retirement Board;
Board;
repairs
repairs and alterations; contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting services;
services;
office appliances
appliances and labor-saving
labor-saving devices;
devices; supplies and equipment
equipment
(including protographic
equipment);;not to exceed
(including
protographic equipment)
exceed $5,000
for lawlaw$5,000 for
books, books of reference,
reference, newspapers,
newspapers, press clippings,
periodicals,
clippings, periodicals,
and for payment
payment in advance
authorized by the Board for
advance when authorized
for
library membership
organizations which issue publications
membership in organizations
publications to members only or to members at aaprice lower than
than to the
the general
public;
general public;
operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengercarrying vehicles
vehicles to be used only for official
official purposes
purposes in
in the
the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere;
of
elsewhere; and expenses incident
incident to moving the
Proviso.
PMnoro.
office of the Board
another; $558,000:
$558,000: Provided,
Board from one building to another;
Provided,
Minor purchase.
purchases.
That the
the Board may
That
may procure
procure supplies and services without regard
to section 3709 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
U. S. C. 5)
Statutes (41 U.
5) when the
aggregate amount
amount does
does not exceed $50.
$50.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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sufficient as an annual
Railroad retirement
retirement account:
account: For an amount sufficient
annual
Railroad
Retirement
premium
required under the Railroad Retirement
premium for the payments required
Retirement Act,
Act,
approved August
Railroad Retirement
August 29, 1935, and the Railroad
Act, approved
appropriated to the
approved June
authorized to be appropriated
June 24, 1937, and authorized
approved
railroad retirement
account established
established under section 15 (a)
(a) of the
retirement account
railroad
latter Act,
Act, $122,600,000:
$122,600,000: Provided,
Provided, That such amount shall be availlatter
able
expended for
required under said retirepayments required
for making payments
until expended
able until
ment Acts,
Acts, and
payments shall
shall
and the amount not required for current payments
ment
the
accordance with the
be
invested by
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury in accordance
by the Secretary
be invested
Retirement Act of June 24, 1937.
provisions
Railroad Retirement
1937.
provisions of said Railroad
For
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board,
printing and binding for the Railroad
For printing
$48,000.
$48,000.
Retirement Board ApproThis
"Railroad Retirement
This title may be cited as the "Railroad
priation Act, 1941".
1941".

Railroad retirement
retirement
Railroad
account.
account.
Post,
Post, p. 1090.
967; 50
50 Stat.
Stat.
49 Stat. 967;
316.
V.
45 U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
§§ 215-228r.
215-228r.
§§
Proviso.
Proviso.
Availability.
Availability.

Printing and
and binding.

Citation of title.

PROVISIONS
VII—GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE VII-GENERAL
appropriaSEC. 701.
In expending
expending appropriations
appropriations or portions
portions of appropria701. In
SEC.
tions
contained in
in this
Act, for
the payment
payment of personal services in
for the
this Act,
tions, contained
the
District of
with the Classification Act
Act
accordance with
in accordance
Columbia in
of Columbia
the District
Secretary
of
1923, as
as amended,
with the
exception of the Assistant Secretary
the exception
amended, with
of 1923,
and the
the Second
Second Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor,
Labor, the average
average of the
and
salaries
total number
persons under
under any
any grade
grade in any bureau,
of persons
number of
the total
of the
salaries of
office, or
other appropriation
not at
at any
any time exceed
exceed the
shall not
unit shall
appropriation unit
or other
office,
average of
of the
the compensation
rates specified
for the
such Act,
grade by such
the grade
specified for
compensation rates
average
the
allocated
position
as
amended,
and
in
grades
in
which
only
position
is
allocated
one
only
which
in
grades
in
and
as amended,
salary
such position
position shall
shall not
exceed the average of the compensacompensanot exceed
of such
salary of
tion
rates for
for the
the grade,
except that
meritorious cases
cases
that in unusually meritorious
grade, except
tion rates
higher
of
one position
position in
advances may be made
made to rates
rates higher
grade advances
in aa grade
of one
than
the average
the compensation
compensation rates
rates of the grade
grade but not
of the
average of
than the
more often
often than
than once
fiscal year
year and
then only to the next
and then
any fiscal
in any
once in
more
to
higher rate:
rate: Provided,
That this
apply (1)
(1) to
shall not apply
restriction shall
this restriction
Provided, That
higher
grades
2, 3,
3, and
(2) to
clerical-mechanical service, or (2)
the clerical-mechanical
of the
4 of
and 4
1, 2,
grades 1,
require the
reduction in
person whose
whose compensation
compensation
salary of any person
in salary
the reduction
require
was
of July
1, 1924,
1924, in
accordance with
section
with the rules of section
in accordance
July 1,
as of
fixed as
was fixed
person
6
of such
such Act,
require the
the reduction
reduction in salary of any person
to require
(3) to
or (3)
Act, or
6 of
who is
one position
position to
position in the same
another position
to another
from one
transferred from
is transferred
who
or different
grade in
same or
or a
office, or other
other
different bureau, office,
a different
the same
in the
different grade
or
appropriation
to prevent
prevent the
salary under
under
of aasalary
payment of
the payment
(4) to
or (4)
unit, or
appropriation unit,
any
grade at
at a
rate higher
higher than
the maximum rate of the grade when
than the
a rate
any grade
such
higher rate
rate is
permitted by
by the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of 1923, as
is permitted
such higher
(5) to
law,
amended,
and
is
specifically
authorized
by
other
law, or (5)
other
by
authorized
specifically
is
and
amended,
reduce the
person in
in a
in which
which only
grade in
a grade
any person
of any
compensation of
the compensation
reduce
one
position is
is allocated.
allocated.
one position
SEC. 702.
702. None
None of
the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated in this Act shall be used
of the
SEC.
non-civil-service posito
pay
the
salary
of
any
person
appointed to
to aanon-civil-service
appointed
person
any
of
salary
the
to pay
tion
in the
if
respective titles in this Act, if
the respective
appropriations in
the appropriations
under the
tion, under
the effect
effect of
appointment is
increase the
the number
number of non-civilto increase
is to
such appointment
of such
the
service
the State
State of
of residence
of any
any such
such non-civilnon-civilresidence of
from the
employees from
service employees
service
appointee
beyond
the
number
of
non-civil-service
employees
employees
non-civil-service
of
number
the
beyond
service appointee
appropriations in the respecto which
such State
under the appropriations
respecentitled, under
is entitled,
State is
which such
to
Provided,
population:
tive
titles
of
this
Act,
on
a
a
basis
basis
of
population:
Provided, That this
on
Act,
this
of
tive titles
appointment of which is
section
shall not
apply to
any position
position, the appointment
to any
not apply
section shall
this section shall not
That
further,
made
by
the
President:
Provided
further,
not
Provided
President:
the
made by
apply to
to positions
in the
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps outside
outside the
the
the Civilian
positions in
apply
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
SEC. 703.
of any
in this
used
this Act shall be used
appropriation in
any appropriation
part of
No part
703. No
SEC.
three steps
to
pay
the
salary
of
any
person
who
received
as
many as three
many
as
received
who
person
any
of
to pay the salary
of administrative
administrative withm-grade
promotion in
positions occupied
occupied
in all positions
within-grade promotion
of

Salary restriction.
restriction.
Salary

42 Stat. 1488.
55 U.S.
IT- S. 0.
C.S§§ 661-674;
V, §§
§§ 673, 673c.
673e.
Supp. V,

Proeiso.
Proviso.
Restriction
Restriction not apdesignated
plicable in designated
cases.
C11303.

6517.8.0.6666.
U. . C. 666.

Non-civil-service poNon-civil-service
sitions.
Restriction
Restriction on
on use of
funds.

Proisos.
Prev:isos.
Presidential appointappointPresidential

ments.
ments.

Civilian ConservaConservation Corps.
Post,
p. 1033.
1033.
Post, p.

Administrative proAdministrative
motions, restriction
restriction on
use
of funds.
funds.
use of
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Nominees
Nominees not
not apapproved by Senate.

Citizenship requireCitizenship
ment.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Interpreters in ImInterpreters
migration and NatuNaturalization Service.
Service.

Limitation on funds
for administrative
administrativepropromotions.

Short title.

PUBLIC
CHS.428,
428, 429-JUNE
429—JUNE 26,
26, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS-CHS.
1940

by
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1939,
1939, at
at a
rate of
of pay
excess
by such
such person
person during
a rate
pay in
in excess
of
the salary
from the
first two
steps of
of such
promotion;
of the
salary resulting
resulting from
the first
two steps
such promotion;
but this
shall not
not preclude
the payment
the minimum
but
this section
section shall
preclude the
payment of
of the
minimum
salary
of the
standard
salary of
the grade
grade to
to any
any person
person transferred,
transferred, under
under standard
regulations,
such grade.
grade.
regulations, to
to such
Suo. 704.
704. No
of any
contained in
this Act
Act shall
shall
SEC.
No part
part of
any appropriation
appropriation contained
in this
be paid
paid to
to any
for the
the filling
filling of
of any
any position
position for
for which
which he
or
be
any person
person for
he or
she has
has been
after the
the Senate
has voted
not to
to approve
approve
she
been nominated
nominated after
Senate has
voted not
of
the nomination
nomination of
of the
of said
said person.
person.
S
EC. 705.
705. No
any appropriation
contained in
in this
Act or
or
SEC.
No part
part of
of any
appropriation contained
this Act
authorized
expended shall
used to
to pay
pay the
the compensacompensaauthorized hereby
hereby to
to be
be expended
shall be
be used
tion
of any
officer or
employee of
of the
the Government
Government of
United
tion of
any officer
or employee
of the
the United
States, or
or of
of any
the majority
majority of
of the
stock of
owned
States,
any agency
agency the
the stock
of which
which is
is owned
by
the Government
the United
States, whose
whose post
of duty
is in
in
by the
Government of
of the
United States,
post of
duty is
continental
United States
such officer
officer or
or employee
employee is
citizen
continental United
States unless
unless such
is aacitizen
of the
the United
States or
or a
the service
service of
of the
States
of
United States
a person
person in
in the
the United
United States
on the
of the
this Act
who being
being eligible
eligible for
for citizencitizenon
the date
date of
the approval
approval of
of this
Act who
ship
declaration of
intention to
to become
become a
a citizen
citizen or
or who
who
ship has filed aadeclaration
of intention
owes allegiance
United States:
States: Provided,
section
owes
allegiance to
to the
the United
Provided, That
That this
this section
shall not apply to
the employment
employment of
interpreters in
in the
the Immigration
Immigration
to the
of interpreters
and
exceed ten
ten permanent
employees
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service
Service (not
(not to
to exceed
permanent employees
and such
such temporary
as are
are required
required from
from time
time to
time)
and
temporary employees
employees as
to time)
citizen interpreters
interpreters are
not available.
available.
where competent
competent citizen
are not
SE.
SEC. 706. The
amount used
annual basis
basis for
for adminisadminisThe total
total amount
used on
on an
an annual
trative within-grade
within-grade promotions for
employees under
under any
any
for officers
officers and employees
appropriation or
appropriation
other fund
made available
available in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
or other
fund made
not
determined by the
exceed the amount determined
of the
the Budget
to be
be
the Bureau
Bureau of
Budget to
available for such purpose on the basis
basis of the Budget estimate
estimate for
for
such appropriation
appropriation or fund exclusive
of new
new money
in any
any such
such
exclusive of
money in
Budget
estimate for
for such
promotions.
Budget estimate
such administrative
administrative promotions.
SEC.
S
EC. 707. This Act
as the
"Labor-Federal Security
Security
Act may
may be cited
cited as
the "Labor-Federal
Appropriation
1911".
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941".
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1940.
Approved, June
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 429]
429]

June 26, 1940
[H. R. 9296]
[H. R. 9296]
[Public,
6661
IPublic, No.
No. 660]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

attendance of the
To authorize
authorize the attendance
Marine Band
Band at
at the
the convention
convention of
of the
the Grand
Grand
the Marine
held at
Army of the Republic
Republic to
to be held
at Springfield,
Springfield, Illinois,
Illinois, September
September 8
8 to
to 13,
13,
inclusive,
inclusive, 1940.
1940.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled
a8sembled, That the President
President
is authorized
authorized to permit the band
the United
States Marine
Marine Corps
band of the
United States
Corps
at the convention
to attend and give concerts at
convention of
of the
the Grand
Grand Army
Army
Springfield, Illinois, from September
of the Republic
Republic to be held at Springfield,
September
13, inclusive,
inclusive, 1940.
1940.
88to
to 13,
Appropriation auan.
SEC.
SEC. 2. For the purpose
purpose of defraying
defraying the expenses of such band
band
thorized.
Post, p.
648.
Post,
p. 648.
attending and giving
concerts at such
in attending
giving concerts
such convention,
convention, there
there is
authoris authorof $7,655.25,
ized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum of
$7,655.25, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
Proviso.
Proviso.
as may be necessary,
necessary, to carry
carry out the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act: ProProExpenses.
vided, That in addition
transportation and Pullman accommodaaddition to transportation
accommodations the leaders and members of the Marine Band
Band be allowed not
not
to exceed
exceed $5
$5 per day each for additional
additional living expenses while on
on
duty,
that the
of such expenses
expenses shall be in addition
addition
duty, and
and that
the payment
payment of
to the pay and allowances
allowances to which they would be entitled while
to
serving at their permanent
permanent station.
station.
Approved, June 26,
26, 1940.
1940.

Marine Band.
Marine
Attendance at
Attendance
at
G. A.
convention.
0.
A. R. convention.
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[
CHAPTER 430]
[CHAPTER
430]
AN ACT
AN
Making
for the national
national defense
defense for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for
Making supplemental
ending
and for other
other purposes.
30, 1941,
1941, and
ending June 30,

June
26, 1940
1940
June 26,

[H.
IR. R. 100551
[Public, No. 6671
6671
[Public,

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representaties
Senate and
Be
enacted by the Senate
United
of America
Congress assembled, That the
the following
following
Supplemental
in Congress
First Supplemental
America in
States of
United States
National Defense
Defense Apsums are
are appropriated,
money in the Treasury not otherother- National
out of
of any
any money
appropriated, out
sums
propriation Act, 1941.
propriationAct,
defense for the fiscal year ending
wise appropriated,
appropriated, for the national
national defense
ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, namely:
June

ACTIVITIES
NATIONAL DEFENSE
TITLE
DEFENSE ACTIVITIES
I-CIVIL NATIONAL
TITLE I—CIVIL

Activities NaCivil Activities
tional Defense Approtional
priation Act.
Act, 1941.
1941.

AGENCIES
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES
INDEPENDENT
CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AUTHORITY
AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY

Civilian pilot
Pilot train-

amount, fiscal year 1941,
Civilian
training: For
For an
1941, ing.
additional amount,
an additional
pilot training:
Civilian pilot
including the objects specified under this Ante, p. 115.
for civilian
training, including
pilot training
for
civilian pilot
Ante,
$32,000,000,
head in
in the
the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, $32,000,000,
Offices Appropriation
head
to
be immediately
immediately available;
and the
the limitation
limitation on the amount
amount availavailable; and
to be
able for
for the
exchange of
of automobiles
automobiles being hereby
and exchange
purchase and
the purchase
able
116.
115, 116.
Ante, pp. 115,
increased
from $5,000
to $25,000
$25,000 and
amount
and the limitation on the amount
$5,000 to
increased from
Civil
available
to the
"Safety Regulation,
Regulation,
appropriation "Safety
the appropriation
transfer to
for transfer
available for
$117,800 to
Aeronautics Authority",
Authority", being
to
from $117,800
increased from
hereby increased
being hereby
Aeronautics
$700,000.
$700,000.
COUNCIL OF NATIONAL
DEFENSE
NATIONAL DEFENSE
COUONCIL

Council of National
National
Council
For
expenses of
of experimental
experimental work,
work, investigations,
investigations, and coordinacoordina- Defense.
For expenses
Defense.
Post, p. 1032.
Post,
tion
through the
the Council
Council of
of National
Defense, by the
the
National Defense,
undertaken through
tion undertaken
General expenses.
exPensesemployment of General
Advisory Commission
Commission or
subordinate bodies,
bodies, including
including employment
or subordinate
Advisory
experts,
advisers, and
and other
personal services
District
services in the District
other personal
special advisers,
experts, special
of
elsewhere, actual
actual and
transportation, subnecessary transportation,
and necessary
and elsewhere,
Columbia and
of Columbia
of the Council, of the
sistence, and
and other
other expenses
expenses of
of members
members of
sistence,
Advisory Commission,
Commission, or
or subordinate
subordinate bodies
going to
to and
and attending
attending
bodies going
Advisory
meetings of
of the
Commission or
or subordinate
lawbooks, books of
of
bodies, lawbooks,
subordinate bodies,
the Commission
meetings
reference,
and periodicals,
periodicals, and
and rent
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the District
in the
rent in
reference, and
$1,000,000, to
to be
and to
expended in accordaccordto be expended
available and
be immediately
immediately available
$1,000,000,
50 U. S.C.§§
S. C. 111 1-5.
50U.
ance
the provisions
Act of
of August
1916
29, 1916
August 29,
the Act
of the
2 of
of section
section 2
provisions of
with the
ance with
Proviso.
Proviso.
(39
Stat.
649)
:
Provided,
That
until
such
time
as
the
President
shall
President
the
as
time
such
until
That
Provided,
649):
(39 Stat.
Employment of lprperEmployment
sons at
at $
51 I per
declare
the present
present emergency
end the
the head
of any department
department sons
'r annum.
annunl.
head of
an end
at an
emergency at
declare the
or
independent establishment
establishment of
of the
notwithstanding the
the
the Government,
Government, notwithstanding
or independent
provisions of
existing law,
may employ,
with the approval
approval of the
employ, with
law, may
of existing
provisions
President, any
outstanding experience
experience and ability at aa
of outstanding
person of
any person
President,
compensation
of $1
annum.
per annum.
$1 per
compensation of
FEDERAL WORKS
WORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC

Navy
Department and
Munitions Buildings,
Buildings, Washington,
District
Washington, District
and Munitions
Navy Department
of
Columbia:
For
the
construction
of
an
additional
story
on
each
of
each of
on
story
additional
an
of
construction
the
For
of Columbia:
six
wings of
of the
Department Building
Building and
and on
on each
each of
of seven
seven
Navy Department
the Navy
six wings
wings of
of the
Building, under
under the
the provisions
of the
the Public
provisions of
Munitions Building,
the Munitions
wings
Buildings
Act approved
approved May
May 25,
25, 1926,
1926, as
amended, including
including
as amended,
Buildings Act
administrative
expenses
in
connection
therewith,
$1,605,000.
$1,605,000.
therewith,
in
connection
expenses
administrative

Additions to
to Navy
Navy
Additions
Department and
and MumuDepartment
nitions
Buildings.
nitions Buildings.
Post, p.
p. 1036.
1036.
Post,

44
Stat. 630.
630.
44 Stat.
40 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
I 34134140U.
347;
§§ 341341V, §I
347; Stipp.
Supp. V,
346.

NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMIITEE
COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS
FOR AERONAUTICS
NATIONAL ADVISORY

Airplane
research laboratory:
For construction
construction and
and equipequiplaboratory: For
engine research
Airplane engine
ment, on
selected by
Advisory Committee
Committee for Aerothe Advisory
by the
be selected
to be
a site
site to
on a
ment,

Airplane engine
engine reAirplane
search
laboratory.
search laboratory.
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author-

Langley Field, Va.
Langley
Va.
Generating
power
Generating power
plant.
plant.
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nautics, of an
airplane engine
including acquisiacquisian airplane
engine research
research laboratory,
laboratory, including
tion of land, rights-of-way,
connections to
to public
public utilities,
utilities,
rights-of-way, and
and connections
installation
installation of power
power lines,
expenses in
in the
the District
and
lines, expenses
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
elsewhere for
elsewhere
preparation of
plans and
and specifications
fiscal year
year
for the preparation
of plans
specifications, 2 fiscal
1941,
1941, $2,000,000,
to be
be immediately
immediately available
and to
to remain
remain available
available
$2,000,000, to
available and
until expended;
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for AeroAeroexpended; and
and the
the National
National Advisory
nautics is authorized
authorized to enter into a
or contracts
contracts for
for the
the
a contract
contract or
construction and
and equipment
equipment of
of such
buildings and
and facilities,
facilities, including
including
such buildings
the purchase
purchase of land
land and
at a
a total
total cost
of not
not to
to
and rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, at
cost of
exceed $8,400,000.
exceed
$8,400,000.
For construction
construction and
and equipment
equipment at
at Langley
Field, Virginia,
Virginia, of
of aa
Langley Field,
generating
generating power
power plant, including
including installation
installation of
of power
power and
and fuel
fuel
pipe lines, and
expenses in
in the
the District
of Columbia
and elsewhere
elsewhere
and expenses
District of
Columbia and
for the preparation
preparation of plans and
and specifications,
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941,
specifications, fiscal
$1,200,000,
$1,200,000, to be
immediately available.
be immediately
available.
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF
FEIERAL
FEDERAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
INVESTIGATION

Detection and proseDetection
cution of crimes.
cution

Ant, p.
Auto,
P. 201.
201 .
Post,
p. 644.
Poet, P.
844 .

Salaries and expenses, detection and prosecution
of crimes
(emerprosecution of
crimes (emergency)::For an additional
gency)
additional amount for
salaries and
expenses, during
during
for salaries
and expenses,
the limited national
national emergency,
emergency, in
the detection
detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of
in the
of
crimes against
against the United
United. States, and
so forth,
fiscal year
1941.,
and so
forth, fiscal
year 1941
including the objects and for
the purposes
specified under
under this
this head
for the
purposes specified
head
in the Department
Department of Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, $3,358,800,
$3,358,800
immediately, of
to be available immediately,
of which
which amount
amount not
not to
to exceed
exceed
$382,000
expended for
$382,000 may be expended
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of
for personal
District of
$150,000 for the purchase
Columbia and $150,000
purchase and
and exchange
exchange of
of motormotorpropelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles.
propelled
vehicles.
TREASURY
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
COAST GUARD
GUARD

Salaries, Office
Commandant.
Commandant.
Ante, p.
Ante,
83.
p. 63.

of
of

Pay and allowances.
allowances.

Ante,
Ante. p. 64.
Poet,
1045.
Post, p. 1045.

General expenses.
expenses.

Ante, p. 64.

Salaries, Office of
Coast Guard:
Guard: For
For an
an additional
additional
of Commandant,
Commandant, Coast
amount for personal
personal services in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, fiscal
fiscal year
year
1941, $50,000.
1941,
$50,000.
Pay and allowances,
allowances, Coast
Coast Guard:
Guard: For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for
allowances, fiscal
pay and allowances,
fiscal year 1941,
1941, including
objects specified
specified
including the
the objects
under
head in
in the
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941,
under this
this head
the Treasury
Treasury Department
$2,356,000, to be immediately available;
$2,356,000,
available; and
the limitation
limitation of
of $32,000
$32,000
and the
under this head in such appropriation
appropriation Act
Act on
on the
amount which
which may
may
the amount
be expended
recreatction, education,
expended for recreation,
education, and
and so
forth, of
of enlisted
men
so forth,
enlisted men
is hereby increased
increased to
to $39,375.
$39,375.
General
For an
General expenses,
expenses, Coast Guard: For
an additional
additional amount
for
amount for
general
general expenses, fiscal year 1941,
1941, including
including the
the objects
objects specified
specified under
under
this head in the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1941,
Act, 1941,
$8,361,040, to
$8,361,040,
immediately available.
to be immediately
available.
PROCUREMENT DIVISION
PROCUREIVIENT
DIVISION

Strategic and critical materials.
53 Stat. 811.
50 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
V,
98-98f.
V, ¢§i 98-98f.

Ante, p. 70.
Proviso.
Pfrovo.
Pnrehaes.
Purchases.

Strategic and critical
critical materials:
Strategic
materials: For an additional amount
amount for
for all
all
necessary
expenses for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of strategic
necessary expenses
strategic and
and critical
critical matematerials
accordance with
with the
of June
June 7, 1939,
1941,
rials in
in accordance
the Act
Act of
1939, fiscal year 1941,
including
objects and
including the
the objects
and limitations
limitations specified under this head
head in the
Treasury
Department Appropriation
$47,500,000, to be
Treasury Department
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, $47,500,000,
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Provided,That any purchase
immediately
purchase from
from this
this approappropration and
appropriation for this purpose
priation
and the
the appropriation
purpose in the Treasury
Treasury
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Department
Appropriation Act, 1941, may be made, with the approval
Department Appropriation
Treasury, without reference
reference to section
section 3709
Secretary of the Treasury,
of the Secretary
Revised Statutes (41 U. S. C. 5).
of the Revised

FUNCTIONS
WAR DEPARTMENT-CIVIL
DEPARTMENT—CIVIL FUNCTIONS
WAR
QTTARTERMAS
LEH CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER
Cemeterial
ex.
Cemeterial exCemeterial expenses: For an additional amount for cemeterial
cemeterial penses.
Cemeterial
expenses,
immediately available, and to be
fiscal year 1941, to be immediately
expenses, fiscal
contained under
supplemental
appropriation contained
under
supplemental and in addition to the appropriation
Ante, p. 505; post, p.
this
Department Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, 971.
in the War Department
this head in
971.
conditions
and
limitations
including
the
objects
and
subject
to
the
limitations
conditions
including the objects
specified therein, $71,090.
Citation of title.
SEC. 101.
This title
be cited
cited as the
National
"Civil Activities National
the "Civil
may be
title may
101. This
SEC.
Defense Appropriation
1941".
Appropriation Act, 1941".
Defense

TITLE II-WAR
II—WAR DEPARTMENT-MILITARY
DEPARTMENT—MILITARY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
TITLE
For additional
additional amounts
amounts for
for appropriations
appropriations for
for the Military EstabFor
lishment, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
to be
immediately available
available and to be
be immediately
1941, to
lishment,
supplemental
and
in
addition
to
appropriations
under the same
appropriations
the
addition
in
and
supplemental
heads
in the
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, including the objects
the Military
heads in
and
to the
and conditions
specified therein,
except
therein, except
conditions specified
limitations and
the limitations
subject to
and subject
as otherwise
provided herein,
follows:
herein, as follows:
otherwise provided
as
GENERAL STAFF
STAFF CORPS
CORPS
GENERAL

Title II,
II, Military
Military
Title
Appropriation
Act,
Act,
Appropriation
1941.
1941.

352.
350, 352.
Ante, pp.
pp. 350,
Ante,

Additional
Additional
priations.

appro-

Ante, p. 350.

353.
Ante, p. 353.

Special
field exercises,
exercises, $5,700,000.
$5,700,000.
Special field
ADJUTANT
DEPARTMENT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
ADJUTrANT GENERAL'S

Ante, p.
p. 354.
354.
Ante,

Welfare
$128,250.
enlisted men, $128,250.
of enlisted
Welfare of
DEPARTMENT
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
FINANCE

Pay of
the Army,
irrespective of any limitations as to the enlisted
enlisted
Army, irrespective
of the
Pay
strength of
of the
the Regular
number of retired
and as to the number
Army and
Regular Army
strength
officers who
who may
may be
be called
called to
$53,224,276: Provided,
Provided, That
duty, $53,224,276:
active duty,
to active
officers
2
the number
of enlisted
men of
section 2
Regular Army as fixed by section
the Regular
of the
enlisted men
number of
the
of
the National
Defense Act,
Act, approved
June 4,
1920, shall
shall not be
4, 1920,
approved June
National Defense
of the
increased
appropriations and
authority in this Act by more
and authority
the appropriations
under the
increased under
than
ninety-five thousand.
than ninety-five
Travel of
$3,149,432.
the Army, $3,149,432.
of the
Travel
Expenses of
courts martial, $16,000.
of courts
Expenses
Apprehension of
and so
so forth,
$5,000.
forth, $5,000.
deserters, and
of deserters,
Apprehension
Finance Service,
Army, $420,240.
Service, Army,
Finance
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
QUARTERMASTER

Subsistence of
of the
Army, $18,869,520.
$18,869,520.
the Army,
Subsistence
Regular
supplies of
of the
the Army,
Army, $3,878,576.
$3,878,576.
Regular supplies
Clothing
and equipage,
$27,599,715.
equipage, $27,599,715.
Clothing and
Incidental expenses of the Army,
Army, $3,648,500.
$3,648,500.
Incidental
Army transportation,
transportation, $25,997,167,
$25,997,167, without
without limitation as to the
Army
amount of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation which may be expended
expended for purchase
amount
or exchange
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
purchase or construcvehicles; or purchase
exchange of
or
tion, alteration,
repair of
boats.
of boats.
and repair
operation, and
alteration, operation,
tion,
Horses,
draft and
pack animals,
$247,180.
animals, $247,180.
and pack
Horses, draft

Ante,
354.
Ante, p.
p. 354.
Fay of
of the
Army.
the Army.
Pay
Proviso.
Proviso.
Enlisted strength
strength of
of
Enlisted
Regular Army,
Army,limitalimitaRegular
Lion.
tion.
41 Stat.
Stat. 759.
759.
41
10
S. C.. §602.
502.
10 U.
U.S.

Ante, p.
p. 357.
357.
Ante,

602

40 Stat.
Stat. 241.
40
241.
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 610.
610.
10 LT.
C., Supp.
V,
10
U. 8.
. C.,
Supp. V,
14 1343a-1343d.
§§
1343a-1343d.

Ante, p. 363.
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Military posts: For construction
of buildings,
buildings,
construction and
and installation
installation of
flying fields, and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto,
thereto, $74,321,546.
$74,321,546.
Acquisition
Acquisition of land:
land: For the acquisition
acquisition of
land as
as authorized
authorized by
by
of land
the Act of July
July 2,
2, 1917, as amended
amended (50
(50 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 171),
171), and
the
and by
by the
Act of August
August 12, 1935 (10 U. S. C. 1343a),
1343a), including
including land
land for
for radio
radio
facilities for military purposes,
$654,000.
purposes, $654,000.
Barracks and
Barracks
$7,101,168.
and quarters,
quarters, $7,101,168.
Construction
Construction and
repair of
of hospitals,
hospitals, $382,620.
$382,620.
and repair
SIGNAL
SIGNAL CORPS
CORPS

Signal Service
Service of the Army,
$20,749,023; and,
and, in
addition, the
the
Army, $20,749,023;
in addition,
Chief Signal Officer,
authorized by
Officer, when authorized
by the
Secretary of
of War,
War, may
may
the Secretary
enter into contracts prior
prior to July 1,
1, 1941,
1941, to
to an
an amount
amount not
not in
in excess
excess
of $1,831,644,
$1,831,644, for the procurement
procurement of Signal Corps
Corps equipment.
equipment.
Ante, p. 364.

AIR CORPS
AIR
CORPS

Air Corps, Army, $293,330,282;
$293,330,282; and,
addition, the
Chief of
the
and, in
in addition,
the Chief
of the
authorized by the Secretary
Air Corps, when authorized
of War,
War, may
may enter
enter into
into
Secretary of
contracts prior to July
contracts
July 1, 1941,
1941, to
to an
an amount
not in
in excess
excess of
of
amount not
$109,259,59, for the procurement
procurement of
$109,259,597,
airplanes, equipment,
equipment, spare
spare
of new
new airplanes,
parts,
accessories.
parts, and
and accessories.
Ante, p. 366.
366.

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT

Medical
Hospital Department,
Army, $7,599,609.
Medical and Hospital
Department, Army,
$7,599,609.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 367.
367.

CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

Engineer
Engineer Service, Army,
Army, $3,931,500;
$3,931,500; and, in addition,
the Chief
Chief
addition, the
of
Engineers, when authorized
authorized by the Secretary
of Engineers,
of War,
War, may
enter
Secretary of
may enter
into contracts
into
contracts prior to July
July 1,
1, 1941,
1941, to an amount
amount not
in excess
excess of
of
not in
$3,000,000, for the procurement
procurement of
of Engineer
Engineer equipment.
equipment.
Ante, p. 367.

ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE
DEPARTMENT

Ordnance service
Ordnance
service and supplies, Army,
Army, $103,829,565;
$103,829,565; and,
and, in
in addiaddition, the
the Chief of Ordnance,
tion,
Ordnance, when
when authorized
authorized by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War,
may enter
contracts prior to July 1,
War, may
enter into contracts
1, 1941,
1941, to
amount
to an
an amount
not
$90,085,520, for the procurement
not in
in excess of $90,085,520,
procurement or
or production
production of
of
ordnance
mat6riel, machinery,
ordnance mat6riel,
machinery, and
and supplies.
supplies.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 388.
308

CHEMICAL WARFARE
CHEMICAL
WARFARE SERVICE
SERVICE

Chemical Warfare
Chemical
Warfare Service,
Service, Army,
$948,384.
Army, $948,384.
Ante, p. 369.

SEACOAST
SEACOAST DEFENSES
DEFENSES

Seacoast defenses,
Seacoast
defenses, $3,040,000,
$3,040,000, of which
which sum $1,354,750
$1,354,750 shall
shall remain
remain
available until
available
expended.
until expended.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 373.
373.

ORGANIZED RESERVES
ORGANIZED
RESERVES

Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, $11,063,626.
$11,063,626.
Post, pp.
pp. 874,
Post,
874, 970.
970.

Equipment, etc., for
Equipment,
for
Army for emergency
emergency
Any
national defense.

EXPEDITING
EXPEDITING PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION

To
enable the
the Secretary
recommendation of
To enable
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation
of the
the
Council
National Defense
and the Advisory
Council of
of National
Defense and
Advisory Commission
Commission thereof,
thereof,
and
with the approval
approval of
the President,
President, and without
and with the
of the
without reference
reference to
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section
Revised Statutes,
expedite the
production of equipsection 3709,
3709, Revised
Statutes, to
to expedite
the production
ment
Army for
emergency national
national defense
defense
for emergency
supplies for
for the Army
ment and
and supplies
purposes, including
including all
the objects
objects and
under
purposes specified
specified under
and purposes
all of
of the
purposes,
each
of the
the appropriations
Department during
during
War Department
available to the War
appropriations available
each of
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941, for procurement
equipment or
production of equipment
procurement or
or production
year 1941,
the
or for
for acquisition
supplies, for
for erection
acctuisition of land;
land; the
of structures,
structures, or
erection of
supplies,
plants;
furnishing of
of Government-owned
Government-owned facilities
facilities at privately owned plants;
furnishing
the procurement
procurement and
and training
civilian personnel
personnel in connection
connection
training of civilian
the
with the
the production
of equipment
material and the
the use and
and material
equipment and
production of
with
purposes which in the discreoperation thereof; and for
for any other purposes
operation
tion
desirable in expediting
expediting production
production
of War are desirable
Secretary of
of the Secretary
tion of
for military
and are recommended
recommended by the
the Council of
purposes and
for
military purposes
National Defense
Commission thereof, and approved
approved
the Advisory
Advisory Commission
Defense and
and the
National
available, of which
by the
the President,
which
be immediately
immediately available,
to be
$150,000,000, to
by
President, $150,000,000,
Bureau of Mines, Depart$2,000,000 may
made available
the Bureau
available to the
be made
may be
$2,000,000
ment of
the Interior,
erection, equipment,
operation of aa
equipment, and operation
the erection,
for the
Interior, for
of the
ment
pilot plant
plant or
or plants
plants for the
the beneficiation
manganese ores
ores and the
beneficiation of manganese
pilot
production
of metallic
metallic manganese
manganese therefrom
electrolytic or
the electrolytic
by the
therefrom by
production of
other process,
other expenses in the
and other
services and
personal services
including personal
process, including
other
elsewhere for the preparation
District of
preparation of plans and
and
of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere
District
specifications, advertising,
construction; and
and for
for
of construction;
supervision of
and supervision
advertising, and
specifications,
all
requisite for
for and
incident to the exploration
exploration of
and incident
expenditures requisite
all expenditures
accordance with Public Act
manganiferous deposits
Act Numbered
Numbered
deposits in accordance
manganiferous
117,
approved June
7, 1939;
and, in
addition, the
the Secretary of War,
in addition,
1939; and,
June 7,
117, approved
upon the
recommendation of the Council
Council of National Defense and
and
the recommendation
upon
the Advisory
Advisory Commission
Commission thereof, and
and with the approval
approval of the
the
President,
to enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts prior
1941,
1, 1941,
July 1,
to July
prior to
is authorized
authorized to
President, is
amount not exceeding
for
an amount
exceeding $50,000,000:
$50,000,000:
to an
purposes to
same purposes
the same
for the
expenditures made or
Provided, That
That an
shall be
or
kept of all expenditures
be kept
account shall
an account
Provided,
authorized hereunder
thereon shall
shall be submitted to
report thereon
and aa report
hereunder and
authorized
before July 1, 1941.
Congress on or before
Congress
SALARIES ,WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,

41U.S.C.§5.
41U. S.C.§6.

Erection, etc.,
etc., of
Erection,
manganese plants.
plants.
manganese

811.
53 Stat. 811.
U. S. C., Supp.
50 U.
§ 98-98f.
V, §§98-98f.
Contracts authorized.

Proviso.
Accounting; report
report
Accounting;
to Congress.

p. 350.
350.
Ante, p.

Office of
of Secretary
of War,
War, $23,120.
Secretary of
Office
Office of
Chief of
Staff, $14,400.
of Staff,
of Chief
Office
Adjutant General's
$280,520.
Office, $280,520.
General's Office,
Adjutant
Office
of the
the Judge
Judge Advocate
$13,920.
General, $13,920.
Advocate General,
Office of
Office
$155,040.
Finance, $155,040.
of Finance,
Chief of
the Chief
of the
Office of
Office of
$82,740.
General, $82,740.
Quartermaster General,
of the
the Quartermaster
Office
Office of
of the
Chief Signal
Signal Officer,
$52,340.
Officer, $52,340.
the Chief
Office
Office
Chief of
Air Corps, $126,000.
of the Air
the Chief
of the
Office of
Office
of the
the Surgeon
Surgeon General,
$91,620.
General, $91,620.
Office of
In
all, salaries,
$839,700.
Department, $839,700.
War Department,
salaries, War
In all,
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Contingent Expenses,
Expenses, War
$98,300.
Department, $98,300.
War Department,
Contingent
Printing and
War Department,
$228,868.
Department, $228,868.
Binding, War
and Binding,
Printing
the
S
EC. 201.
From the
appropriations for
for "Regular
"Regular Supplies
Supplies of the
the appropriations
201. From
SEC.
Army", "Clothing
and Equipage",
Equipage", "Army
"Signal
Transportation", "Signal
"Army Transportation",
"Clothing and
Army",
Service
of the
the Army",
Army", "Air
"Air Corps,
Army", "Medical
and Hospital
Hospital
"Medical and
Corps, Army",
Service of
Department",
"Engineer Service,
"Ordnance Service
Service and
and
Army", "Ordnance
Service, Army",
Department", "Engineer
Supplies",
"Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service",
"Seacoast Defenses",
Defenses", for
for
and "Seacoast
Service", and
Supplies", "Chemical
the fiscal
1941, not
exceed a
total of
may be
applied
be applied
$2,658,967 may
of $2,658,967
a total
to exceed
not to
year 1941,
fiscal year
the
to the
employment of
of persons
and the
procurement of
of supplies
and
supplies and
the procurement
persons and
the employment
to
services and
printing and
and binding
binding at
the seat
of Government,
Government, and
to
and to
seat of
at the
and printing
services
pay of
employees of
of the
the Finance
Finance Department
under the
the field, under
in the
Department in
of employees
pay
following
heads and
within the
respective limitations
limitations specified,
as
specified, as
the respective
and within
following heads
follows:
follows:

Ante, p.
p. 352.

from
Use of funds from
designated appropriaappropriadesignated
tions.
Ante, pp. 358,
358, 359,
Ante,
367, 368,
363, 364, 366, 367,
369.

604
Ante, p. 350.
Ante,

LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC LAWSCH.430-JUNE
26, 1940
1940
430-JUNE 26,

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SALARIES, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
SALARIES,

For temporary personal services:
services:
Office of the Secretary
Secretary of
War, $617,110;
$617,110;
of War,
Office
Office of Chief of Staff,
Staff, $96,980;
$96,980;
Adjutant
General's Office,
Adjutant General's
Office, $158,700;
$158,700;
Office
Office of the Judge Advocate
General, $13,920;
Advocate General,
$13,920;
Office of the Chief of
$60,120;
of Finance,
Finance, $60,120;
Office of the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, $78,960;
$78,960;
Office of the Chief Signal Officer,
$67,490;
Officer, $67,490;
Office of the Chief of Air Corps, $40,760;
$40,760;
Office of Chief of Engineers,
Engineers, $130,260;
$130,260;
Office of Chief of Ordnance, $719,740;
$719,740;
Office of Chief of Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service, $46,380;
$46,380;
Office of Chief of Infantry, $2,880;
$2,880;
Office of Chief of Cavalry,
Cavalry, $2,880;
$2,880;
Office of Chief of Field Artillery,
Artillery, $4,320;
$4,320;
Office of Chief of Coast Artillery,
Artillery, $5,760;
$5,760;
Office of Chief of Chaplains, $1,440;
$1,440;
National Guard Bureau, War Department, $10,000;
$10,000;
In all, salaries,
salaries, War Department, $2,057,700.
$2,057,700.
Ante, P.
Ant,
p. 352
352..

OFFICE OF T.H.t.
OFFICE
SECRETARY
THIE SECRETARY

Contingent expenses,
expenses, War
$216,772.
War Department,
Department, $216,772.
Printing and binding, War Department, $177,995.
$177,995.
pp. 352,
362, 37.
Ante, PI).
357.

citation oftitle.
Citation
of title.

Title III of the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the Fiscal Year
1941.
1941.
Additional
appro.
appropriations.

Ante,
Ante. 1).
265.
p. 265.

MILITARY
MILITARY ACTIvrrIIE
ACTIVITIES

Finance Service,
Service t$206,500.

S. 202. This title may be
Sim.
cited as
"Title II,
Military AppropriaAppropriabe cited
as "Title
II, Military
tion Act, 1941".
1941".
TITLE III-NAVY
III—NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

For additional amounts
For
amounts for appropriations
appropriations for the
the Navy
Navy DepartDepartment
and the
the Naval Service, fiscal year
ment and
year 1941,
1941, to be
be immediately
immediately availavailable and to be supplemental
able
supplemental and m
in addition
addition to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations
in
the Naval
in the
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30,
June 30,
1941,
subject to the limitations
1941, including
including the objects and subject
limitations and
and conconditions
theren, except
ditions specified
specified therein,
except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided herein,
as
herein, as
follows:
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT

Ante, p. 265.

OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
Or THE
SECRETARY

Miscellaneous expenses,
Miscellaneous
expenses, $100,000,
$100,000, for the pay of employees
employees assigned
assigned
to group IV (b) and those performing
performing similar services
to
services carried
carried under
under
native and
and alien
native
alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages
Wages for
for Civil
Civil
Employees in the Field Service
Service of the Navy Department.
Department.
An,
Ante, p. 267.
267*

Naval Reserve.

Proviso.
Provieo.
Provisions repealed.
Provisions
repealed.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 270.
270.

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION

Fleet training, $50,000.
Instruments
Instruments and supplies,
supplies, $689,000.
$689,000.
Naval
Reserve, including additional
Naval Reserve,
additional training
training for
for Naval
Naval Reserves,
Reserves,
without regard
regard to limitations, specified
specified under
without
under this head in
the
Naval
in
the
Naval
Appropriation
Act for
for the fiscal
Appropriation Act
fiscal year 1941,
1941, and
and for training
training exercises
exercises
of the Naval
Reserve during
of the
Naval Reserve
during the fiscal year 1941 and for each and
and
every
object
connected
every object connected therewith at the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Navy,
the
Navy, including
including rental of civilian
civilian craft
craft and hire of personal and
and
other
Provided, That the first two
other services,
services, $7,500,000:
$7,500,000: Provided,
two provisos
provisos of
of the
the
paragraph under
paragraph
under the
the heading "Naval Reserve"
Reserve" contained
title I
contained in title
I
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3D SESS.-CH.
76TH
SESS.-CH.430-JUNE
430-JUNE 26,
1940
26, 1940

of the Act making appropriations
appropriations for the Navy
Department and the
Navy Department
Naval Service,
Service, fiscal year 1941, are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
BUREAU
OF ENGINEERING
ENGINEERING
BUREAU OF

Ante,
p. 272.
Ante, P.
272.

Engineering,
Engineering, including the necessary tools,
tools, equipment,
equipment, and faciliestablishments or private plants for expediting
expediting constructies in naval establishments
$25,200,000, of which not
tion and delivery
delivery of engineering
engineering material, $25,200,000,
not
7 per centum
available for the pay of employees
to exceed
exceed 7
centum shall be available
employees
assigned to group IV (b) and those performing
performing similar services
services
carried
carried under native and alien schedules in the Schedule
Schedule of Wages
for Civil Employees
Employees in the Field Service
Service of the Navy Department.
Department.
BUREAU OF
BUREAU

CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION AND
AND REPAIR
REPAIR

Construction
necessary tools, equipment,
Construction and repair, including the necessary
equipment,
establishments or private
and facilities in naval establishments
private plants
plants for expediting
expediting
the construction and delivery of hull and other material,
material, $21,400,000,
$21,400,000,
of which not to exceed 7
7 per centum shall be available
available for the pay
pay
(b) and those performing
similar
of employees assigned to group IV (b)
performing similar
services
services carried under native and alien schedules
Schedule of
of
schedules in the Schedule
Wages
Wages for Civil Employees in the Field Service of the Navy
Navy
Department.
BUREAU OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE

Ordnance and ordnance stores, Navy, including
increased facilifaciliincluding increased
Maryland, for the manufacture
ties at Indianhead,
Indianhead, Maryland,
manufacture and storage of
powder, additional equipment, tools, and facilities
facilities at ordnance
ordnance staproduction, handling, and storage
storage of
tions or private plants for production,
ordnance material and ammunition, acquisition or construction
of
ordnance
construction of
one ferry boat for the Naval Torpedo Station, Newport, Rhode
Island, and not to exceed
exceed $25,000 for the acquisition
acquisition of land,
$72,528,370; and in addition, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy may, prior
$72,528,370;
prior
ordnance
to July 1,
1, 1941, enter into contracts
contracts for ordnance and ordnance
including ammunition, to an amount not in excess of
materials, including
$28,560,000: Provided,
$28,560,000:
Provided, That the sum to be paid out of this approthose perpriation for employees assigned
assigned to group IV
IV (b)
(b) and those
forming similar services carried under
under native
native and alien schedules in
in
of
the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in
in the Field
Field Service
Service of
the Navy Department
Department shall not exceed 7
7 per centum.
BUREAU OF SUPPLIES AND ACCOUNTS
BUREAU
ACCOUNTS

Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $3,831,600,
$3,831,600, of
Maintenance,
of
which
not to
exceed $1,000,000
available for
for the
the pay
pay of
of
which not
to exceed
$1,000,000 shall
shall be
be available
employees assigned to group IV (b)
(b) and those performing
similar
employees
performing similar
Schedule of
of
services carried
carried under native and
and alien schedules
schedules in the Schedule
Wages for Civil Employees
Employees in
in the
the Field
Field Service
Service of the
the Navy
Navy
Department.
Department.
Clothing
$6,000,000.
Clothing and small stores
stores fund,
fund, $6,000,000.
Naval supply account
account fund, $6,000,000;
$6,000,000; and the
capital of the
the capital
the
further increased by $9,265,160
naval supply account fund is hereby further
$9,265,160
by transfer, hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to be made,
made, of unoblibalances aggregating
aggregating such sum
appropriations for
for
gated balances
sum of
of naval
naval appropriations
the fiscal
fiscal year
years remaining
to the
the credit
of
the
year 1939
1939 and
and prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years
remaining to
credit of
appropriations on the
such appropriations
the date
date of the approval
approval of this Act.
Fuel
transportation, $5,000,000.
Fuel and
and transportation,
$5,000,000.
Reserve
material, Navy, for
specified under
under this
Reserve material,
for .the same
same objects
objects specified
this
head in the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal year 1940, and
and
including
available until
including storage
storage facilities,
facilities, $10,000,000,
$10,000,000, to
to remain
remain available
expended.
expended.

Ante, p.
272.
1
3-

Ante, p. 273.

Ferry boat for Naval
Naval
Ferry
Torpedo Station,
Station,
Torpedo
Newport, R. I.
Newport,

Contracts
Contracts
ized.

authorauthor-

Protd80.
Proviso.
(b), etc.,
Group IV (b),
employees.
employees.

274.
Ante, p. 274.

Post, p.972.
Pot,

53 Stat. 770.

PUBLIC LAWSCH.430-JUNE
26, 1940
1940
430-JUNE 26,
LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC

606
278.
Ante, p. 278.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

BUREAU
MEDICINE AND
BUREAU OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY
SURGERY

Medical Department,
$2,000,000, of
not to
to exceed
5 per
per
exceed 5
of which
which not
Department, $2,000,000,
Medical
centum shall
shall be
for the
the pay
of employees
employees assigned
assigned to
group
to group
pay of
be available
available for
centum
IV (b)
(b) and
and those
similar services
carried under
under native
native
services carried
performing similar
those performing
IV
and
alien
schedules
in
the
Schedule
of
Wages
for
Civil
Employees
and alien schedules in the Schedule of Wages for Civil Employees
in
the Field
Service of
of the
Navy Department.
Department.
in the
Field Service
the Navy
Ante, p. 279.

BUREAU OF YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS

Maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of
Yards and
Funds appropriated
appropriated
and Docks:
Docks: Funds
of Yards
Maintenance,
under the
of "Maintenance,
"Maintenance, Bureau
Bureau of
of Yards
Yards and
and Docks",
Docks",
the heading
heading of
under
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 shall
shall be
be available
for the
the purchase
addiof addipurchase of
available for
for the
tional motor-propelled,
as follows:
One
follows: One
vehicles as
passenger-carrying vehicles
tional
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
to cost
cost not
to exceed
twenty-five to
to cost
to exceed
exceed
not to
cost not
and twenty-five
$1,600 and
not to
exceed $1,600
to
$600 each.
each.
$600
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 280.

Public works, etc.

Boston, Mass.
Boston

Charleston, S. C.

Charleston, S.C.

Mare Island,
Island, Calif.

New
New York,
York, N. Y.
Y.

N.

Norfolk, Va.
Nofol,
va.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,

AND DOCKS
PUBLIC WORKS,
BUREAU OF
YABDS AND
PUBLIC
WORKS, BUREAU
OF YARDS
DOCKS

following public works and public utilities projects,
Toward the following
Toward
projects,
including
the purchase
a necessary
land, at
at a
cost not
not to
to exceed
exceed
a cost
necessary land,
purchase of
including the
the
stated for
for each
$102,200,000, which
which
project, respectively,
respectively, $102,200,000,
each project,
the amount
amount stated
amount,
together with
of appropriations
app roprlations herein
herein
balances of
unexpended balances
with unexpended
amount, together
and heretofore
heretofore made
made under
under this
be disbursed
disbursed and
and
shall be
this head,
head, shall
and
accounted for
law and
and shall
shall constitute
constitute
existing law
with existing
for in
in accordance
accordance with
accounted
one fund:
fund:
one
Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts:
improvement of
Massachusetts: Additional
Additional improvement
power plant
plant and
and distributing
of steel
steel
$385,000; extension
extension of
distributing .systems,,$385,000;
power
storage, $50,000;
materials storage buildings
buildings and
and accessories,
accessories,
heavy materials
storage,
$50,000; heavy
$90,000; additional
toilets and
and washrooms
washrooms for
for building
$30,000;
building ways,
ways, $30,000;
$90,000;
additional toilets
additional
weight-handling equipment,
equipment, $95,000;
$95,000; fitting-out
crane,
fitting-out crane,
additional weight-handling
$50,000;
$50,000;
Navy Yard, Charleston, South Carolina:
Carolina: Extension
Extension of pipe
pipe shop,
shop,
$175,000;
$175,000;
Mare Island,
Navy Yard, Mare
Island, California:
California: Weight-handling
Weight-handling and
and transportation
equipment, $65,000;
$65,000; extension
extension of
facilities,
portation equipment,
of subassembly
subassembly facilities,
building numbered
numbered 382,
$200,000; additional
additional improvements
improvements and
extenbuilding
382, $200,000;
and extension
administration building,
building, $250,000;
shop, $400,000;
S400,000;
sion of
of administration
$250,000; electric
electric shop,
submarine
service building,
building, $80,000;
extension of
quay
submarine storage
storage and
and service
$80,000; extension
of quay
wall,
$850,000;
wall, $850,000;
Navy Yard, New York, New York: Extension
Extension of storehouse
storehou se and
an d
accessories,
additional improvement
of cranes,
cranes, $65,000;
$65,000 ;
accessories $2,000,000;
$2,000,000; additional
improvement of
subassembly shop and facilities,
$820,000; additional improvements
improvements
facilities, $820,000;
buildings, $800,000;
of shop buildings,
for fabrication
fabrication of
of
$800,000; additional
additional facilities
facilities for
armored decks,
$125,000; additional
additional improvement
of power
power plant,
plant,
armored
decks, $125,000;
improvement of
$250,000; extension
extension and
improvement of steel storage
storage runways,
runways,
and improvement
$200,000;
$200,000;
Navy
Navy Yard
Yard, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia: Additional extension
extension of machinemachinebuilding2 $300,000; additions
shop building,
repairs to
shop cranes,
cranes,
additions and repairs
to shop
$25,000; additional
additional weight-handling
weight-handling and transportation
transportation equipment,
equipment,
improvements to power distribution
distribution and lighting
$100,000; improvements
lighting in
in shops,
shops,
$35,000; mold
mold loft
loft over
over building
numbered 51,
51, $15,000;
$15,000; shipbuilding
shipbuilding
$35,000;
building numbered
dock and accessories
building and services,
accessories building
services, $8,500,000;
$8,500,000; improvement
improvement
of water
supply, $150,000;
of
water supply,
$150,000;
Navy Yard, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, I'ennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Additional
Additional improvements
improvements
of
power plant
and distributing
systems, $450,000;
$450,000 ; additional
addi ti
onal extenof power
plant and
distributing systems,
extension to
to yard
dispensary, $50,000;
of a
dditi ona l p
i
er,
pier,
extension of
additional
$50,000; extension
sion
yard dispensary,
$150,000;
additional weight-handling
weight-handling and
an d t
ransportat i
on equipment,
equipment,
transportation
$150,000 additional
$115,000;
improvement of shipbuilding ways numbered
$115,000; improvement
numbered 1,
1, $125,000;
$125 000;
addition to shipfitters'
shop, 300,000;
00,000; electric
electric shop,
shop, $255,000;
$255,000; shipshipfitters' shop,
building dock,
dock, $10,000,000;
building
$10,000,000;
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Hampshire: Additional
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
Additional extension
extension
of industrial office building, $90,000;
$90,000; conversion
conversion of building
building numconstruction office,
office, $28,000; conversion
bered .81 .to mock up and ship construction
conversion
of buildings numbered 89 and 115 to storage for submarine
submarine engines
engines
overhaul shop cranes, $36,000; extenand new ship material, $50,000;
$50,000; overhaul
sion of field office building, $55,000; new shipway, $295,000;
$295,000;
Puget Sound,
Washingt
on: Equipment
Equ ip mentstorage
storage b
u ild Navy Yard,
Yard, Puget
Sound, Washington:
buildings, $30,000; structural assembly and welding
welding shop building
building and
and
accessories, $500,000;
accessories,
$500,000; transportation
$150,000;
transportation building, $150,000;
Naval Proving Ground, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Virginia: Hangar,
$140,000;
Hangar, $140,000;
extend runways, $60,000;
$60,000;
Navy Yard,
Washington, District
m bi a:
Additi onal
Yard, Washington,
District of
of Colu
Columbia:
Additional
improvement
improvement of pneumatic
pneumatic system, $50,000;
$50,000; additional
additional improvement
improvement
of steam distribution system, $50,000;
$50,000; additional
additional extension
extension of buffing
bufling
shop,
shop, $50,000; extension
extension of general
general utility shop, $50,000; extend oil
oil
house, $50,000;
$50,000;
Navy Yard, Washington
Washington (Bellevue),
(Bellevue), District of Columbia:
Columbia: Extension of storage buildings and accessories,
accessories, $50,000_;
$50,000;
Naval Torpedo Station, Newport,
Newport, Rhod
Rhodee Island:
Island: Addition to
explosive
manufacturing building
explosive manufacturing
building and accessories,
accessories, $50,000;
$50,000; extension
extension
storehouse and accessories,
of storehouse
accessories, $335,000;
$335,000;
Naval Ammunition
Iona Island, New
New York: Improvement
Improvement
Ammunition Depot, Iona
$210,000; replace filling house
house numbered
numbered 307, $30,000;
of power plant, $210,000;
$30,000;
replace tank repair house
house numbered
numbered 405,
replace
405, $32,000;
$32,000;
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot, Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Replace
Replace
projectile loading plant, $45,000;
$45,000;
Naval Torpedo Station, Keyport,
Keyport, Washington:
Washington: Building for
for overhaul and storage of exploders, $45,000;
$45,000; igmter
igniter building
building and
and accesaccessories, $45,000; extension of overhaul
overhaul shop, $85,000;
$85,000;
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot, Hingham, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: New
New boiler,
Naval
boiler,
$20,000;
$20,000;
Miscellaneous ship-building
facilities, $669,000;
Miscellaneous
ship-building facilities,
$669,000;
Virginia: Additional
aviation shore
Naval Air Station, Norfolk, Virginia:
Additional aviation
facilities, including
including buildings and accessories
accessories and
and acquisition
of land,
acquisition of
land,
$12,000,000;
$12,000,000;
Naval Air Station, San Juan, Puerto
Puerto Rico: Additional
aviation
Additional aviation
shore facilities, including
including buildings and accessories
accessories and acquisition
of land, $2,300,000;
$2,300,000;
Naval Air Station,
Additional aviation
aviation
Station, Coco
Coco Solo,
Solo, Canal
Canal Zone: Additional
facilities, including
buildings and
accessories, $8,000,000;
shore facilities,
including buildings
and accessories,
$8,000,000;
Additional aviation shore
Naval Air Station, Seattle, Washington:
Washington: Additional
facilities, including
buildings and accessories
accessories and
land,
facilities,
including buildings
and acquisition
acquisition of land,
$4,000,000;
$4,000,000;
Additional aviation
aviation shore
Naval Air Station, Kodiak, Alaska: Additional
shore
facilities, including
and accessories
accessories and
acquisition of
land,
facilities,
including buildings
buildings and
and acquisition
of land,
$2,000,000;
$2,000,000;
Aviation activities,
Hawaiian Islands:
Additional aviation
aviation shore
shore
Aviation
activities, Hawaiian
Islands: Additional
including buildings
acquisition of
facilities, including
buildings and accessories
accessories and
and acquisition
of land,
$6,500,000;
$6,500,000;

Additional aviation
aviation shore
Naval Air
Air Station, Midway
Midway Island: Additional
facilities, including buildings and accessories,
accessories, $1,900,000;
facilities,
$1,900,000;
Naval Air
Station, Wake
Island: Aviation
Aviation shore
shore facilities,
facilities, includincludNaval
Air Station,
Wake Island:
inz buildings
and accessories
defense facilities,
facilities, $7,600,000;
$7,600,000;
ing
buildings and
accessories and
and defense
aval Air Station,
Johnston Island:
Island: Additional
Additional aviation
aviation shore
shore
Naval
Station, Johnston
facilities, including
including buildings
$500,000;
facilities,
buildings and
and accessories,
accessories, $500,000;
Naval
Island: Additional
Additional
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, Quonset
Quonset Point,
Point, Rhode
Rhode Island:
aviation
facilities, including
including buildings
buildings and
and accessories
accessories and
and
aviation shore
shore facilities,
acquisition
$24,204,000;
acquisition of land, $24,204,000;
Marine Corps Flying
Quantico, Virginia:
Virginia: Additional
Additional aviaMarine
Flying Field,
Field, Quantico,
aviation
facilities, including
including buildings
buildings and
$1,000,000;
tion shore
shore facilities,
and accessories,
accessories, $1,000,000;
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Portsmouth, N. H.
Portsmouth,

Sound, Wash.
Wash.
Puget Sound,

Dahlgren, Va.
D.C.
Washington, D.
C.

Washington, D. C.
C.
Washington,
Newport, R. I.
Newport,

Island, N.Y.
N. Y.
Iona Island,

Fort
Mifflin, Pa.
Fort Mifflin,
Keyport,
Keyport, Wash.
Wash.

Hingham, Mass.
Miscellaneous.
Miscellaneous.
Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk,
Va.

R.
San Juan, P.
P. R.

Coco Solo,
Solo, C.
C. Z.
Seattle, Wash.

Kodiak, Alaska.
Kodlak,

Hawaiian Islands.
Islands.
Hawaiian

Midway Island.
Midway
Wake Island.
Wake
Johnston Island.
Johnston
Quonset Point, R.
R. I.
I.
Quonset

Quantico, Va.
Va.
Quantico,
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26, 1940
1940
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Guantanamo, Cuba.
Cuba.
ouantanamo,
Charlotte
Amalie,
Charlotte Amalie,
V. I,
I.

V.

San Diego,C
Diego, Calif.
San

Alameda,
Calif.
Alameda, Cali.

Unalaska, Alaska.
Unalaska,
Alaska.

Tongue Point,
Point, Oreg.
Oreg.
Tongue

Naval Reserve bases.
NavalReservebases.
Auxiliary
aviation
Auxiliary aviation
s
bases.

base .
Naval training stastattions.
ion s
.
San
Pedro area,
Ban
i
Calif.

Pedro area.

cal t.

Fuel-storage facilifacili-

ties.
ties.

Key West,
Fla.
Key
West, Fla.

Naval
StaNaval Radio
Radio stations, Mare Island and
Pearl
Pearl Harbor.

harbor.

Aviation-storage faAviation-storage
facilities.

cilties.

Housing and recrea-

iono'usinndlreeation
facilities.
tonace

Annapolis, Md.
Annapolis,
Md.
Ammunition-storage

facltitie
facilities.

on-st
ora

Bellevue,
D. C.
Bellevue, D..
New London, Conn.

New London

onn.

Floating drydock,
Foang
d
type
D.
Balboa,
C. Z.
Balboa, C.
Z.

c

Contracts
on a
Contracts on
a costcostplus-a-fixed-fee basis.
Provisos.
Priisos.
Fixed-fee limitation.

Fixed- t
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STAT.

Naval
Air Station,
Station, Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba:
aviation shore
shore
Cuba: Additional
Additional aviation
Naval Air
facilities,
including
buildings
and
accessories,
$2,900,000;
.
$2,900,000;
buildings
and
accessories,
facilities, including
Marine
facilities Charlotte
Charlotte Amalie,
Amalie . Virgin
Virgin Islands:
Islands:
aviation facilities,
Marine aviation
Additional aviation shore
shore facilities, including
including buildings
buildings and accessories,
sories, $1,500,000;
$1,500,000;
Naval
San Diego,
Diego, California:
California: Additional
aviation
Additional aviation
Air Station,
Station, San
ava Air
Navalif.
shore facilities,
including buildings
buildings and
and accessories
accessories and
and acquisition
acquisition
shore
facilities, including
of land
land, $5,600,000;
$5,600,000;
of
Naval Air
Alameda, California:
California: Additional
aviation
Naval
Air Station
Station,. Alameda,
Additional aviation
shore facilities,
facilities including
accessories and
and acquisition
acquisition
and accessories
including buildings
buildings and
shore
of
land, $6,900,000;
of land,
$6,900,000;
Naval
Station, Unalaska,
Aviation shore
shore facilities,
facilities,
Naval Air
Air Station,
Unalaska, Alaska:
Alaska: Aviation
including buildings
accessories and
and acquisition
acquisition of
of land,
land,
buildings and
and accessories
including
$2,900,000;
$2,900,000;
Naval Air
Air Station,
Tongue Point,
Additional aviation
aviation
Point, Oregon:
Oregon: Additional
Naval
Station, Tongue
shore
facilities including
accessories, and
and acquisition
of
acquisition of
buildings, accessories,
including buildings,
shore facilities,
land, $2,000,000;
$2,000,006;
land,
Naval
Reserve bases: Aviation
facilities, including acquisiAviation shore facilities,
Naval Reserve
tion of
of existing
and land,
land, $10,000,000;
tion
existing facilities
facilities and
$10,000,000;
Auxiliary aviation
bases: Development
Development of
of additional
additional auxiliary
auxiliary
Auxiliary
aviation bases:
land, $10,000,000;
$10,000,000;
aviation bases
bases,.including acquisition
acquisition of land,.
Naval training stations:
stations: Additional
Additional housing for four thousand
thousand
Naval
men, $3,000,000;
$3,000,000;
Fleet
Operating Base
San Pedro
Pedro area,
area, California:
California: Development
Development
Fleet Operatng
Base,. San
of fleet operating facilities,
facilities including
including docking, buildings and accesaccessories,
and breakwater
dredging, including
including acquisition
acquisition of
of land,
land,
and dredging,
sories, and
breakwater and
$19,750,000;
$19,750,000;
Fuel-storage facilities:
facilities: Fuel
gasoline storage
Fuel-storage
Fuel oil, Diesel oil,
oil, and gasoline
at various locations,
locations including acquisition
acquisition of land,
$10,500,000;
land, $10,500,000;
Naval Station,
Station, Key
Key West,
West, Florida:
Florida: Development
Development of
of water
water supply,
supply,
Naval
including pipe
pipe line
line and
of land,
land .$2,000,000:
$2,000,000: Provided,
and acquisition
acquisition of
Provided,
including
That said
said pipe
line may
in cooperation
cooperation with
an agency
agency of
of
That
pipe line
may be
be built
built in
with an
the State
of Florida;
the
State of
Florida;
Stations,
Mare Island and Pearl Harbor: Radio
f1 Naval Radio Stations
i*
facilities,
accessories and acquisition of land,
facilities, including buildings
buildings and
and accessories
$2,000,0041;
$2,000,000;
Aviation-storage
Aviation-storage facilities: Aviation storehouses
storehouses and accessories
accessories at
various locations, including
including acquisition of land, $6,000,000;
$6,000,000;
Housing
recreation facilities:
Development of
of housing
housing and
and
facilities: Development
and recreation
Housing and
recreation
recreation facilities at various
various locations,
locations, including
including acquisition of
of
land, $6,000,000;
$6,000,000;
land,
Naval Academy, Annapolis,
Maryland: Additional buildings and
Annapolis, Maryland:
and
accessories
$2,000,000;
accessories,2 $2,000,000;
Ammunition-storage
ammunition storage
storage
Additional ammunition
facilities: Additional
Ammunition-storage facilities:
facilities at
various locations,
acquisition of
$5,000,000;
facilities
at various
locations, including
including acquisition
of land,
land, $5,000,000;
Naval Research
Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, Bellevue, District
District of Columbia:
Columbia: BarBarracks
building and
and accessories,
accessories, $250,000;
$250,000;
racks building
Submarine
Submarine Base, New London, Connecticut:
Connecticut: Additional facilities,
facilities,
$1,000,000;
including buildings and
and marine
marine railway,
railway, $1,000,000;
Floating drydock,
type D,
D, including
including accessories,
accessories, $1,750,000;
$1,750,000;
Floating
drydock, type
Fifteenth Naval
Naval District,
Balboa Canal
Canal Zone:
Zone: Admi
ni
st
ra ti on
District, Balboa,
Administration
building
and storage
building and
storage facilities,
facilities, $750,000.
$750,000.
The provisions
Act approved
(53
provisions of section 4
4 of the Act
The
approved April 25,
25 1939 (53
Stat. 590-592),
590-592), shall be applicable to all
all public works and
and public
provided in this title, regardless
utilities projects provided
regardless of location: ProProvided, That the fixed fee to be paid the contractor
contractor as a
a result of any
any
contract
hereafter entered into under the authority
authority of the abovecontract hereafter
abovementioned
mentioned Act shall not exceed 6
6 per centum of the estimated cost
exclusive of the fee, as determined
determined by the Secretary
of the contract, exclusive
of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.

54 S
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STAT.]
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To enable
the Secretary
Navy to expedite
expedite the construction
construction
Secretary of the Navy
enable the
To
or provision
of the
public works
public utilities projects menand public
works and
the public
provision of
or
tioned
Act and
and in the
Appropriation Act for the
the fiscal
fiscal
the Naval Appropriation
this Act
in this
tioned in
indicated for each of such projects may,
year 1941,
1941, the
limit of cost indicated
the limit
year
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the Navy, be varied upward or
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
in
downward
exceed 10 per centum, but the aggreamount not to exceed
an amount
by an
downward by
not be exceeded.
gate of
all such
limits of
cost shall
exceeded.
shall not
of cost
such limits
of all
gate
No
part of
of the
the appropriation
under this heading
heading nor any other
other
appropriation under
No part
available for
amount
in this
this title
for temporary
housing shall be available
temporary housing
title for
amount in
erecting,
including utilities,
upon any
however acquired
acquired subsesite however
any site
utilities, upon
erecting, including
quent
1938, married
quarters at a
a unit
unit
officers' quarters
married officers'
year 1938,
calendar year
the calendar
to the
quent to
cost
of more
officers' quarters at aaunit cost
bachelor officers'
nor bachelor
$8,500, nor
than $8,500,
more than
cost of
of more
more than
than $1,750,
student flyers'
flyers' quarters
quarters at aaunit cost of more
nor student
$1,750, nor
of
than
$550;
nor
barracks
for
enlisted
men
at aaunit
unit cost of more than
at
men
enlisted
for
barracks
nor
than $550;
$350: Provided
That no
part of
appropriation under this
the appropriation
of the
no part
further, That
Providedfurther,
$350:
heading,
nor of
of any
any other
amount in
in this
title for
temporary housing,
housing,
for temporary
this title
other amount
heading, nor
shall
be available
for erecting
acquired subbuildings upon any site acquired
erecting buildings
available for
shall be
temporary
a distinctly
except of a
sequent
to the
the calendar
1938, except
in
temporary
year 1938,
calendar year
sequent to
character,
hospitals, hangars, and storage
(such as hospitals,
structures (such
unless structures
character, unless
facilities for
inflammable or
or explosive
materials) of aamore
more substanexplosive materials)
for inflammable
facilities
tial
essential to
the purpose.
purpose.
to the
are essential
type are
tial type
BUREAU
BUREAU

AERONAUTICS
OF AERONAUTICS

Aviation,
repair, and operation
operation of airmaintenance, repair,
For maintenance,
Navy: For
Aviation, Navy:
craft factory,
factory, air
air stations,
and so
and for new con$1,170,400; and
forth, $1,170,400;
so forth,
stations, and
craft
struction
and
procurement
of
aircraft
and
equipment,
spare parts
parts
spare
equipment,
and
aircraft
of
procurement
and
struction
the
and
$22,885,000: Provided,
Provided, That the
all, $22,885,000:
in all,
$21,714,600; in
accessories, $21,714,600;
and accessories,
to
assigned
sum
to
be
paid
out
of
this
appropriation
for
employees
assigned
to
employees
for
appropriation
this
of
out
paid
be
to
sum
group
(b) and
and those
performing similar
similar services
carried under
services carried
those performing
IV (b)
group IV
native
schedules in
in the
the Schedule
Wages for Civil
Civil
Schedule of Wages
alien schedules
and alien
native and
Employees in
in the
Field Service
Service of
of the
Navy Department
not
Department shall not
the Navy
the Field
Employees
exceed $120,000.
$120,000.
exceed
MARINE
CORPS
MARINE CORPS

Limitation on
on variLimitation
ation of limit of cost.
cost.
ation

Ante, p. 265.

Construction ofoffiof offiConstruction
cers', etc., quarters,
limitation.

Restriction on use
Restriction
of funds.

Ante, p. 282.

283.
Ante, p. 283.

General
expenses, Marine
Marine Corps,
$2,000,000.
Corps, $2,000,000.
General expenses,
ALTERATIONS TO
VESSELS
NAVAL VESSELS
TO NAVAL
ALTERATIONS

Ante, p. 286.
Ante,

Alterations
to naval
vessels, including
the provision
provision of antiaircraft
antiaircraft
including the
naval vessels,
Alterations to
defense
and
the
construction
or
acquisition
and
conversion
of
vessels
of vessels
conversion
and
acquisition
or
construction
the
defense and
for
naval auxiliaries
kinds, $24,360,000,
available
remain available
to remain
$24,360,000, to
all kinds,
of all
auxiliaries of
for naval
until expended:
Provided, That
That the
the sum
sum to
paid out of this
be paid
to be
expended: Provided,
until
appropriation
of classified
classified personal
personal services
in
services in
employment of
the employment
for the
appropriation for
the
Navy
Department
and
in
the
field
service
to
be
engaged
upon
engaged
be
to
service
field
the
in
and
the Navy Department
such work
shall not
per centum.
centum.
exceed 77 per
not exceed
work shall
such
REPLACEMENT
NAVAL VESSELS
VESSELS
REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL

Ante,
Ante, p. 286.

Construction
and
and
Construction
Construction
and machinery:
machinery: On
hulls and
and outfits
outfits of
of machinery.
of hulls
account of
On account
machinery.
Construction and
vessels
and machinery
authorized (and approheretofore authorized
vessels heretofore
of vessels
machinery of
vessels and
and auxiliaries,
priated for
for in
part) and
additional small
small craft
craft and
for additional
and for
in part)
priated
including
boom
tenders,
including
the
necessary
machine
tools and
and
tools
machine
necessary
the
including
including boom tenders,
other equipment
in naval
and Government
Government equipment
equipment
establishments and
naval establishments
equipment in
other
in private
private plants
required for
for prosecuting
shipbuilding, and
and for
for the
the
prosecuting shipbuilding,
plants required
in
commencement of
of six
destroyers, and
and eight
eight subsubtwenty-two destroyers,
cruisers, twenty-two
six cruisers,
commencement
503.
48 Stat. 503.
§§ 49449434 U. S. C. §§
marines,
authorized by
Act approved
approved March
March 27,
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
27, 1934
the Act
by the
marines, authorized
497; Supp.
Supp. V, §
§496.
497;
501)
the commencement
destroyers
eight destroyers
and eight
cruisers and
two cruisers
of two
commencement of
for the
and for
501) ;and
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
34 U. S.
authorized by
by the
the Act
Act of
of May
May 17,
Stat. 401-403);
401-403) ;and for V, §§ 498-498k.
(52 Stat.
1938 (52
17, 1938
authorized
the
commencement of
three aircraft
carriers, five
five cruisers,
cruisers, and
and fourfouraircraft carriers,
of three
the commencement
Ante, p.
p. 394.
394.
Ante,
teen
submarines,
authorized
by
H.
R.
8026
(Public,
Numbered
629,
629,
Numbered
(Public,
8026
R.
H.
by
authorized
teen submarines,
0
193470°-41—PP.
I-39
193470 -- 1-PT. 1-39
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Seventy-sixth
Congress), $144,000,000,
$144,000,000, to
remain available
available until
until
to remain
Seventy-sixth Congress),
expended:
Provided, That
sum to
paid out
out of
of this
this appropriaappropriato be
be paid
That the
the sum
expended: Provided,
tion for
in the
assigned to
to group
group, IV
IV (b)
(b) and
and
field service
service assigned
the field
tion
for employees
employees in
those
performing similar
carried under
under native
alien
native and
and alien
similar services
services carried
those performing
schedules
the Schedule
Schedule of
for Civil
Civil Employees
Employees in
in the
Field
the Field
of Wages
Wages for
in the
schedules in
Service
of the
shall not
exceed 77 per
per centum.
centum.
not exceed
the Navy
Navy Department
Department shall
Service of
Armor, armament,
armament, and
and ammunition:
Toward the
armor , armaarmaArmor, armament,
the armor,
ammunition: Toward
Armor,
and ammunition.
ammunition.
ment,
an ammunition
hereinbefore described
described under
under the
the
for vessels
vessels hereinbefore
ammunition for
ment, and
head
"Construction and
and Machinery",
Machinery", and
and including
including the
the necessary
necessary
of "Construction
head of
tools,
facilities at
at naval
naval establishments
establishments or
or private
private
and facilities
equipment, and
tools, equipment,
plants required
expediting shipbuilding,
shipbuilding, $78,400,000,
remain
to remain
$78,400,000, to
for expediting
required for
plants
available until
expended: Provided,
That the
the sum
to be
be paid
paid out
out of
of
Proviso.
Proviso.
sum to
Provided, That
expended:
until
available
Group IV (b),
(b), etc..
etc.,
Group
this appropriation
in the
service assigned
assigned to
to group
group
the field
field service
appropriation for
for employees
employees in
this
employees.
employees.
IV (b)
(b) and
those performing
performing similar
services carried
under native
native
carried under
similar services
IV
and those
and
in the
of Wages
for Civil
in
Employees in
Wages for
Civil Employees
schedules in
the Schedule
Schedule of
and alien
alien schedules
the Field
Service of
of the
Navy Department
shall not
exceed 7
per
not exceed
7 per
the Navy
Department shall
the
Field Service
centum.
centum.
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
Proviso.
Proviso.
Group
(b), etc.,
etc.,
Group IV
IV (b),
employees.
employees.

Ante,
288, 289.
Ante, pp.
pp. 288,

SALARIES AND
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES
AND CONTINGENT
SALARIES
For
compensation for
for personal
in the
the District
of ColumColumDistrict of
personal services
services in
For compensation
bia,
as follows:
follows:
bia, as
Office of
of the
the Secretary
the Navy,
Navy, including
including salary
of the
the
Office
Secretary of
of the
salary of
Under
$10,000 per
annum, $10,000.
$10,000.
per annum,
Under Secretary
Secretary at
at $10,000
Office of
of the
Operations, $20,000.
$20,000.
Office
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Naval Operations,
Bureau of
of Navigation,
Navigation, $35,000.
$35,000.
Bureau
Ilydrographic
$25,000.
Hydrographic Office,
Office, $25,000.
Naval
Observatory, $3,000.
Naval Observatory,
$3,000.
Bureau of
Supplies and
Accounts, $16,200.
$16,200.
Bureau
of Supplies
and Accounts,
Contingent expenses,
expenses, $20,000.
$20,000.
Contingent
EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FUND
FUND

To enable
enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy, with
with the approval
approval of the
the
President,
without reference
to section
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes,
President, without
reference to
POt, p.
1109.
to rent and convert, or construct
construct or acquire
Post,
p.1109.
acquire and
convert vessels
vessels to
to
and convert
naval auxiliaries
auxiliaries and patrol
patrol craft
craft of all kinds, $25,000,000.
$25,000,000.
Repirs, etc., to
to
SEC.
Repairs,
SEC.301. The Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is
authorized, where
necessary ,
is authorized,
where necessary,
vessels,
to exceed the statutory
statutory limit on repairs and alterations
alterations to
vessels
to vessels
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
during
1941.
Ante,
p.298.
29.
SEC.
Ante, p.
SEC. 302. The second proviso under
under the heading
heading "Naval
"Naval Personnel"
Personnel"
contained
II of the Act making appropriations
contained in title II
appropriations for the
the Navy
Navy
Department and the
Department
Service for
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941 is
is hereby
hereby
the Naval Service
for the
year 1941
Reediting of en
en-- amended
Provided further,
Recruiting
amended to read as follows: ":
": Provided
further, That
That to the extent
extent
listed men,
that naval
naval reservists
reservists are not available
available the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy may
recruit regular
regular enlisted
enlisted men
men in
in the
the Navy".
Navy".
recruit
ofenlsted
SEC.
Detailing of
enlisted
SEC. 303. Enlisted men of the Navy may
det
ail edto the
th
e Office
Oi
ff ce of
may b
bee detailed
men.
men.
Intelligence during the fiscal year 1941.
Naval Intelligence
Citation of title.
SEc.
304. This title may be cited as "Titl
S
EC. 301.
ofthe
th
e Naval
Naval ApproAppro"Titlee III
III of
priation
for the
the Fiscal
Fiscal Year
1941".
priation Act
Act for
Year 1941".
Naval
Naval
auxiliaries
and patrol craft.
d41 tr crat.

sl

TITLE IV-GENERAL
W—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
Short title.

SEC.
SEc. 401. This Act may be cited
cited as the "First
"First Supplemental
Supplemental National
National
Defense
1941".
Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941".
Approved, June
Approved,
June 26,
26, 1940.
1940.
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26, 1940
76TH CONG.,
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 431, 432-JUNE
CONG ., 3o
432—JUNE 26,

[CHAPTER
431]
[CHAPTER 431]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Numbered 54, approved
approved November
November 4,
Resolution Numbered
To amend section 44 of Public Resolution
neutrality and the
1939, entitled
entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution to preserve the neutrality
the peace of the
the
interests."
United States and to secure
secure the
the safety
safety of its citizens
citizens and their interests."

Representatives of the United
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives
section 44 of Public
Congress assembled, That section
Public
America in
in Congress
States of America
approved November
November 4, 1939, entitled "Joint
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 54, approved
"Joint
resolution to preserve the neutrality
neutrality and the peace
peace of the United
United
interests" be,
citizens and their interests"
the safety
safety of
of its citizens
States and to secure the
and
hereby, amended
amended to
to read as follows:
follows:
and is hereby,
(a) shall not prohibit
"SEc. 4. The provisions of section 2
2 (a)
prohibit the
"SEC.
transportation by
unarmed and not under
convoy, under
under
under convoy,
by vessels,
vessels, unarmed
transportation
charter or
direction and control
control of
of the American
American Red Cross
charter
or other direction
officers and
medical personnel, and
American Red Cross personnel, medical
of officers
and American
medical
clothing, for the
sufferand clothing,
the relief
relief of human suffermedical supplies,
supplies, food,
food, and
ing:
That where
been given
given by
by the
the
has not
not been
ing: Provided,
Provided, That
where permission
permission has
blockading power,
American Red Cross vessel shall enter
enter a
a port
no American
blockading
power, no
where
blockade by
by aircraft,
aircraft, surface
surface vessel,
vessel, or
or submarine
being
submarine is being
where a
a blockade
a port
attempted through the destruction
destruction of vessels, or into a
port of any
country where
such blockade
whole country
the whole
country is being so
blockade of the
where such
country
attempted: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
such American
American Red Cross vessel
vessel
That such
attempted:
shall be
be on
on a
mercy only
only and
and carrying
carrying only Red Cross
a mission
mission of mercy
shall
materials and
personnel."
and personnel."
materials
Approved,
June 26, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
432]
[CHAPTER 432]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Making appropriations
work relief
and relief,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
30,
relief and
relief, for
for work
Making
appropriations for
1941.
1941.

June 26, 1940
1940
IS. J. Res.
Res. 279]
2791
[S.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 87]

Neutrality Act of
of
Neutrality
1939, amendment.
amendment.
1939,
Ante, p. 7; post, p.
866.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
22 U. S.
V, §
§245j-3.
V,
American Red
Red Cross
vessels.
vessels.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Blockaded ports.
Blockaded

Mission; materials
materials
Mission;
personnel.
and personnel.

June 26,
26, 1940
1940
June
fli.
J
.
.Res. 544]
[H. J.
[Pub. Res., No. 88]

and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
Resolved by the Senate
Emergency
Relief
Emergency Relief
joint Appropriation
United
States of
assembled, That this joint
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
Appropriation
Act,
1941.
resolution may
be cited as
"Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation fiscal year 1941.
as the
the "Emergency
may be
resolution
Act, fiscal year 1941".
WORK PROJECTS
PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

SEarioN 1.
continue to
provide work for needy
to provide
to continue
In order
order to
(a) In
1. (a)
SECTION
persons
on useful
useful public
projects in
in the
the United
United States
States and its Terripublic projects
persons on
tories and
and possessions,
possessions, there
there is
hereby appropriated
to the
the Work
Work
appropriated to
is hereby
tories
Projects
Administration, out
out of
Treasury not
not
in the
the Treasury
money in
any money
of any
Projects Administration,
otherwise
appropriated, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
1941,
June 30, 1941,
ending June
otherwise appropriated,
$975,650,000,
all balances
of appropriations
appropriations under
under
balances of
with all
together with
$975,650,000, together
section 1
of the
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
1939,
Act of 1939,
Appropriation Act
the Emergency
1 (a)
(a) of
section
which remain
unobligated on
1940, including
including such unobliunobli30, 1940,
June 30,
on June
remain unobligated
which
gated
funds transferred
to other
Federal agencies
agencies for
for
other Federal
transferred to
of funds
balances of
gated balances
nonconstruction projects
under the
of section
section 11
11 (a)
(a) of
of
the provisions
provisions of
projects under
nonconstruction
such Act
Act of
for specific
specific purposes
accordance
in accordance
purposes in
aside for
or set
set aside
1939, or
of 1939,
such
with
law: Provided,
Provided, That
other provision
provision
any other
notwithstanding any
That notwithstanding
other law:
with other
of law,
funds heretofore
heretofore irrevocably
set aside
for the
completion of
of
the completion
aside for
irrevocably set
law, funds
of
Federal construction
projects under
under authority
authority of
the Emergency
Emergency
of the
construction projects
Federal
Relief
Appropriation Acts
Acts of
of 1938
1939 shall
shall remain
remain available
available
and 1939
1938 and
Relief Appropriation
until June
30, 1941,
for such
and any
any such
funds which
which
such funds
such completion,
completion, and
1941, for
June 30,
until
remain unobligated
unobligated by
by reason
or abandonment
of
abandonment of
completion or
of the
the completion
reason of
remain
any such
such Federal
construction project
be returned
returned to
to this
this
shall be
project shall
Federal construction
any
appropriation:
further, That
the funds
appropriated by
by
funds appropriated
That the
Provided further,
appropriation: Provided
this section
than the
the twelve
twelve
period than
lesser period
for aa lesser
apportioned for
may be
be apportioned
section may
this
months of
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
not for
for less
than eight
months,
eight months,
less than
but not
1941, but
of the
months
as
determined by
by the
the President,
in his
his judgment
judgment such
action is
is
such action
if in
President, if
as determined

Continuation of
Continuation
work relief.

53 Stat.
Stat. 927.
927.
53
15
S. 0.,
C., Supp.
16 U. S.
V. ch. 16 (note).
(note).
V,

Provisos.
Provisos.

Completion of
of Federal construction
construction projeral
ects, funds available.
available.
ects,
52 Stat. 809; 53 Stat.
52
927.
927.
C., Supp.
Supp.
15 U. S. C.,
V
cll. 16 (note).
(note).
V,.,ch.

Apportionment
durApportionmentduring 1941.
1941.

612
612

PUBLIC LAWSCU.432-JUNE
26, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CH.
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Funds
available for
Funds available
for
administration
and
administration
designated
projects.
designatd
projects.
Post,
Post,p.p. 634.

634.

60
Stat. 352; 52 Stat.
50Stat.352;52Stat.
809; 63
53 Stat. 927.
927.
15 U. S.. C., Supp.
V. ch.
ch. 16
v,
16 (note).

[54 STAT.
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STAT.

required to
to meet
meet unemployment
conditions during
such lesser
lesser period,
period,
required
unemployment conditions
during such
but the
funds so
shall be
be so
so administered
such
during such
administered during
so appropriated
appropriated shall
but
the funds
period as
as to
constitute the
the total
will be
be furnished
furnished to
to
period
to constitute
total amount
amount that
that will
such Administration
Administration during
during such
such period.
period.
such
(b) The funds provided
provided in this section shall be available
available for (1)
(1)
administration; (2)
(2) the
prosecution of
of projects
projects approved
by the
the
administration;
the prosecution
approved by
President
President under the provisions
provisions of the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation Acts
1938, and
and 1939;
and (3)
(3) the
the prosecution
prosecution
priation
Acts of
of 1937,
1937, 1938
1939; and

of the
following types
types of
of public
projects, Federal
Federal and
non-Federal,
and non-Federal,
public projects,
the following
.,supp. of
subject to the approval
approval of the President, namely:
roads,
namely: Highways, roads,
and
streets; public
public buildings;
buildings; parks,
parks, and
and other
recreational facilities,
facilities,
and streets;
other recreational
including
public utilities;
utilities; electric
electric transmission
transmission and
and
including buildings
buildings therein;
therein; public
distribution
lines or
or systems
persons in
in rural
rural areas,
areas, includincluddistribution lines
systems to
to serve
serve persons
ing projects
sponsored by
by and
and for
the benefit
benefit of
of nonprofit
nonprofit and
ing
projects sponsored
for the
and
cooperative associations;
associations; sewer
sewer systems,
systems, water
water supply,
supply, and
and purificooperative
purification systems;
systems; airports
airport; and
transportation facilities;
facilities; flood
flood
cation
and other
other transportation
control; drainage;
including projects
projects sponsored
control;
drainage; irrigation,
irrigation, including
sponsored by
by
community
organizations; water
water conservation;
conservation; soil
consercommunity ditch
ditch organizations;
soil consersponsored by
by soil
conservation districts
districts
vation, including
including projects
projects sponsored
soil conservation
and other
other bodies
bodies duly
duly organized
organized under
under State
law for
for soil
soil erosion
erosion
and
State law
control
and soil
soil conservation,
preference being
being given
given to
to projects
projects
control and
conservation, preference
which will contribute
contribute to the
rehabilitation of
of individuals
individuals and
an
the rehabilitation
and an
increase in
in the
the national
national income;
income; forestation,
reforestation, and
and
increase
forestation, reforestation,
other
areas, including
the establishment
establishment of
of
other improvements
improvements of
of forest
forest areas,
including the
fire lanes;
game, and
other wildlife
conservation; eradication
eradic ati on
fire
lanes; fish,
fish, game,
and other
wildlife conservation;
insect, plant, and
of insect,
and fungus
fungus pests; the
of lime
lime and
and
the production
production of
soil for
for distribution
distribution to
farmers under
under such
marl for fertilizing
fertilizing soil
to farmers
such
conditions
the sponsors
of such
projects
conditions as
as may
may be
be determined
determined by
by the
sponsors of
such projects
law; educational,
professional, clerical,
under the provisions
provisions of
of State
State law;
educational, professional,
clerical,
cultural,
recreational, production,
production, and
service projects,
pro j
ec t
s,including
including
cultural, recreational,
and service
Post,
34.
p. 634.
Pot,p.
training for nursing and
and for
mil to
to self-help
an
for domestic
domestic service;
service; aid
self-help and
cooperative
for the
benefit of
of needy
needy persons;
persons; and
miscelcooperative associations
associations
for
the
benefit
and
miscelProviso.
persons employed
employed on
on work
work
Provided, That
That all
all persons
msployment on laneous
laneous projects:
projects: Provided,
Employment

s15 s

nearest project.
project.
nearest

Limitation on use of

funds for other
other than
than
fundfor
labor oats.
costs.
labor

Increases allowed.

llowed

Provisos.
Restriction on purRestriction
purchase of construction
hasp of contruction
equipment,
etc.

Use of funds for
of funds
rse
projects of military or
naval
importance.
navaimportance.

for

projects shall,
far as
as practicable,
projects
shall, so
so far
practicable, be
be employed
on projects
projects nearest
employed on
nearest
their
respective homes.
their respective
homes.
(c)
The funds
funds appropriated
section, exclusive
those used
used
of those
exclusive of
in this
this section,
appropriated in
(c) The
for administrative
expenses, shall be so administered
administrative expenses,
administered that expenditure
expenditure
authorizations
other than labor
authorizations for other
for all
all the
work projects
projects
labor costs for
the work
financed
financed from
from such funds in any State, Territory, possession,
possession, or
or the
the
Columbia shall not exceed an average for
District of Columbia
year
for the fiscal year
ending June
$6 per
month per
per worker,
worker, except
except that
the
June 30, 1941,
1941, of
of $6
per month
that the
Commissioner of Work Projects
Projects (hereinafter
referred to as the
Commissioner
(hereinafter referred
"Commissioner")
"Commissioner") may authorize
authorize an increase
increase in the average
average in cases
increased cost of materials would
where the increased
have the
the effect
effect of
of raising
would have
raising
such average above $6 but in no event
event shall
shall the increase
increase in such average
exceed
necessary to
to meet
meet such
exceed the amount necessary
in material
material costs
such increase
increase in
costs
and in no event
event shall such average
average exceed
$7: Provided,
That the
exceed $7:
Provided, That
the
funds appropriated
appropriated in this section
section shall not be used for the purchase
of any
construction equipment
of
any construction
equipment or machinery in any case in which such
such
equipment
equipment or machinery
machinery can be rented at prices determined
determined by the
the
Commissioner
Commissioner to be reasonable,
reasonable, and his determinations, made
in conconmade in
formity with rules and regulations
regulations prescribed by him, shall be final
further, That not to exceed
and conclusive:
conclusive: Provided
Provided further
excee d $25,000,000
$25 ,000 ,000 of
of
funds herein
herein appropriated
appropriated to
funds
t
o the
the Work
Work Projects
Projects Administration
may
Administration may
be
used by
Commissioner to supplement
be used
by the Commissioner
supplement the amounts so authorin any
ized
for
other
than
labor costs
costs in
ized for other than labor
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, possession,
possession, or
or
in connection
connection with
of Columbia
the District
District of
the
Columbia in
with the
the prosecution
prosecution of
of projects
projects
which have been certified
Secretary of War and the Secretary
Secretary
certified by the Secretary
of the Navy, respectively,
or naval
respectively, as being important
important for military or
naval
purposes.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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(d)
appropriated in this section, not
the funds appropriated
administering the
In administering
(d) In
non-Federal projects
to exceed
exceed three-fourths
three-fourths of
of the
cost of all non-Federal
the total cost
to
approved
January 1,
to be undertaken
undertaken within any
any State,
1940, to
1, 1940,
after January
approved after
Territory,
or the
District of Columbia,
Columbia, with respect to
the District
possession, or
Territory, possession
shall be borne
which
funds are
borne by the United States,
used, shall
are used,
such funds
any such
which any
and not
less than
than one-fourth
one-fourth of
borne by the
of such total cost shall be borne
not less
and
State
political subdivisions,
or
by the Territory, possession, or
or by
subdivisions, or
its political
and its
State and
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
the case
be: Provided,
the proThat the
Provided,That
may be:
case may
as the
the
(1) which
visions of
projects (1)
which have
shall not apply, to projects
subsection shall
this subsection
of this
visions
War and the Secretary
been certified
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of War
Secretary of the Navy,
Navy,
certified by
been
respectively, as
as being
being important
military or naval purposes, or
or
important for military
respectively,
(2)
which authorize
authorize necessary
necessary, temporary
temporary measures
measures to avert danger
danger
(2) which
to life,
or health
disaster or grave emergency
emergency
in the event of disaster
health in
property, or
life, property,
to
caused by
flood, storm,
fire, earthquake,
earthquake, drought, or similar
similar cause.
storm, fire,
by flood,
caused
The facts
constituting compliance
requirements of this subwith the requirements
compliance with
facts constituting
The
Commissioner, and his determinathe Commissioner,
section shall
be determined
determinaby the
determined by
shall be
section
prescribed by
rules and regulations
tions, made
made in
regulations prescribed
with rules
conformity with
in conformity
tions,
him, shall
final and conclusive.
conclusive.
be final
shall be
him,
(e) The
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in section
section 11 (a)
(a) hereof shall be availThe funds
(e)
prescribed by the Commisable
under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
provide, under
to provide,
able to
sioner,
medical and
hospital facilities
facilities for work camp project
project
and hospital
for medical
sioner, for
employees
burial expenses
expenses of deceased
deceased work
work camp project
project
and burial
employees and
employees,
including the
transportation of remains to place of burial:
burial:
the transportation
employees, including
Provided,
shall be made
made from the earnings
earnings of all
all
deductions shall
That deductions
Provided, That
project
employees quartered
sufficient
quartered in such camps in an amount sufficient
project employees
to
cost to
furnishing the
the United States for furnishing
to the
estimated cost
the estimated
offset the
to offset
foregoing.
foregoing.
fraud, or
(f)
it is
found that
that as
or
a result of bad faith, fraud,.
as a
is found
When it
(f) When
building,
any
misrepresentation
on
the
part
of
the
sponsor,
land,
sponsor,
the
of
part
the
on
misrepresentation
structure, facility,
facility, or
part thereof, upon which
which
any part
or any
project, or
other project,
or other
structure,
expended, is
funds
appropriated in
in this
this joint
resolution have
have been expended,
joint resolution
funds appropriated
used,
transferred, or
or disposed
disposed of
retention and
for
and control for
without retention
of without
used, transferred,
or organization
the
public
use,
the
sponsor
of
the
project
and
person
and
project
the
of
sponsor
the
public use,
structure, facility, or project
to
the land,
project has been
building, structure,
land, building,
which the
to which
sold,
leased,
or
given,
shall
be
liable
jointly
and
severally,
severally, upon
and
jointly
liable,
be
shall
given,
sold, leased, or
representative,
demand of
the Commissioner
or his
his duly
duly authorized
authorized representative,
Commissioner or
of the
demand
to pay
over to
to the
States an
amount equal
equal to the amount
amount
an amount
United States
the United
pay over
to
structure, facility,
of Federal
Federal funds
funds expended
on such
land, building,
building, structure,
such land,
expended on
of
or project.
or
project.
(g) The
may be
be obligated
administrative
for administrative
obligated for
which may
amount which
The amount
(g)
expenses
of
the
Work
Projects
Administration
in the
the District
District of
of
in
Administration
Projects
Work
the
of
expenses
Columbia
and in
the aggregate
aggregate the sum
in the
exceed in
not exceed
shall not
field shall
the field
in the
Columbia and
amounts
of
the fiscal
year 1941,
1941, of
of which
which sum
sum the amounts
fiscal year
during the
$41,534,000 during
of $41,534,000
so
to be
be obligated
obligated for
for the
the following
following respective
respective purposes
purposes shall not
not
so to
communication service,
exceed these
sums: Salaries,
$34,105,000; communication
Salaries, $34,105,000;
these sums:
exceed
$612,750;
and binding,
binding, $437,000:
$437,000:
printing and
and printing
$3,610,000; and
travel, $3,610,000;
$612,750; travel,
(a)
1 (a)
under
Provided,
That
if
the
President
shall
determine
under
section
1
determine
shall
President
the
if
Provided, That
that
the appropriation
made by
by such
section shall
be apportioned
apportioned for
for
shall be
such section
appropriation made
that the
than the
the entire
the Director
Director of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau
year, the
fiscal year,
entire fiscal
less than
period less
aa period
of the
the Budget
Budget shall
apportion the
the amounts
which may
obligated
may be obligated
amounts which
shall apportion
of
for
administrative
expenses
for
such
period,
but
if
the period deterthe
if
but
period,
such
for
for administrative expenses
mined
may be
obligated for
for adminisbe obligated
there may
period there
months' period
eight months'
an eight
is an
mined is
trative expenses
expenses not
to exceed
exceed $30,875,000,
$30,875,000, of
which sum
sum not
exceed
not to exceed
of which
not to
trative
$25,626,250 shall
available for
for salaries;
$418,000 for
for communicacommunicasalaries; $418,000
be available
shall be
$25,626,250
tion service;
service; $2,536,500
for travel;
$323,000 for printing and
and
and $323,000
travel; and
$2,536,500 for
tion
binding.
binding.
(h) The
shall transmit
to Congress,
Congress, on
on the
the first
first day
day
transmit to
Commissioner shall
The Commissioner
(h)
of each
each regular
regular session
statement showing
showing for
each State
for each
a statement
thereof, a
session thereof,
of
the names,
positions, and
of all
all employees
employees
compensation of
and compensation
addresses, positions,
names, addresses,
the
of the
the Work
whose compensation
compensation is
is at the
Administration whose
Projects Administration
Work Projects
of

Non-Federal projNon-Federal
ects.
ects.
Allocation of
of cost.
cost.
Allocation

Proviso.
Proviso.
excepted.
Projects excepted.
Projects

Medical, etc.,
etc., facilifaciliMedical,
expenses.
ties; burial expenses.

Proviso.

PrOVi80.

Costs borne by
by projCosts
ect employees.
employees.

Fraud, etc.,
etc., on part
part
Fraud,
of sponsor.

Liability of persons
concerned.
concerned.

Administrative
x-•
Administrative aI
penses, maximum.
penses,

Designated purDesignated
poses.
poses.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Apportionment durApportionment
ing 1941.
1941.
ing

Statements of perStatements
sonnel, etc.,
etc., to Consonnel,
gress.

PUBLIC
CH.432-JUNE
432-JUNE 26,
1940
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rate
annum or
or more.
For the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
subrate of
of $1,200
$1,200 per
per annum
more. For
this subsection,
the term
term "State"
include the
Territories, possessions,
possessions,
section, the
"State" shall
shall include
the Territories,
and the
and
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Work Projects
(i)
The functions
functions heretofore
vested in
the Works
Progress AdminAdminWork
Projects AdAd(i) The
heretofore vested
in the
Works Progress
ministration.
n
the Work
authorized to
to be
Extension to June istration
istration and
and the
Work Projects
Projects Administration
Administration are
are authorized
be
iExteion
30, 1941.
31
carried out
out until
by the
Administration
. 1941.
carried
until June
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, by
the Work
Work Projects
Projects Administration
subject to
to the
joint resolution
resolution and
such latter
latter
subject
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this joint
and such
Administration
is hereby
extended until
until such
such date
carry out
out the
the
Administration is
hereby extended
date to
to carry
purposes
of this
this section.
section.
purposes of
Detail o
of Army
(j) The
President may
detail aacommissioned
officer on
on the
the active
active
Detail
Army offioffl(j)
The President
may detail
commissioned officer
0cer as Commissioner
list
of the
United States
States Army
Army to
to perform
the functions
functions of
of the
office
Work
0ofW
Work Projects.
list of
the United
perform the
the office
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
Projects, without
without loss
loss of
of or
or prejudice
prejudice to
to
of
of Work
Work Projects,
Compensation.
his
such officer.
officer so
so detailed
detailed shall
Compensation.
his status
status as
as such
officer. Any
Any commissioned
commissioned officer
shall
receive, in
to his
pay and
and allowances
as such
such officer,
an
receive,
in addition
addition to
his pay
allowances as
officer, an
amount
to make
compensation $10,000
$10,000 per
per annum
annum
amount sufficient
sufficient to
make his
his total
total compensation
while
while he is
is so
so detailed.
detailed.
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICIULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF
rehabilitation
Rural rehabilitation
and relief.

53 Stat.
63
Stat. 929.
15 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Bnpp.
V, oh.
ch. 16 (note).
(note).
Availability of
funds.
funds.

52 Stat. 809; 53 Stat.
927.
Supp.
15 U. S. C., Supp.
V, ch. 16 (note).

Advances from
from
Advances
R. F. C., maximum.
maximum.
R.

Conditions.
Conditions.

Payments
Payments
R. F. O..

to

Increase of R. F. C.
notes, etc, authorized.
notes,etc.,authorked.

S
EC. 2.
to continue
through rural
SEC.
2. (a)
(a) In
In order
order to
continue to
to provide
provide assistance
assistance through
rural
rehabilitation
and relief
relief to
to needy
needy farmers
farmers and relief
relief to other needy
needy
rehabilitation and
persons
in the
Territories and
and possessions,
there is
possessions, there
is
United States,
States its
its Territories
persons in
the United
hereby
to the
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, out
out of
any
hereby appropriated
appropriated to
the Department
of any
money
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, for
year ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, $59,000,000,
$59,000,000, together
the balance
balance of
year
ending June
together with
with the
of
the appropriation
under section
section 3
the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief AppropriApproprithe
appropriation under
3 of
of the
ation Act
Act of
of 1939
which remains
unobhgated on
on June
June 30,
30, 1940.
1940.
ation
1939 which
remains unobligated
(b)
The funds
funds appropriated
appropriated by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
this section
section shall
(b) The
of this
shall
(1) administration
administration (not
(not to
exceed $7,500,000);
$7,500,000) ;(2)
be available
available for
for (1)
to exceed
(2)
farm debt
debt adjustment
adjustment service
and making
servicing of
loans and
and
farm
service and
making and
and servicing
of loans
relief under
under this
this section
prior law;
law; (3)
(3) loans;
(4) relief;
relief; (5)
(5) the
relief
section and
and prior
loans; (4)
the
prosecution of
approved by
President for
the Farm
Farm
prosecution
of projects
projects approved
by the
the President
for the
Security Administration
under the
the Emergency
Relief Appropriation
Security
Administration under
Emergency Relief
Appropriation
Acts of
1938 and
and 1939;
and (6)
the following
following types
types of
of useful
useful public
public
Acts
of 1938
1939; and
(6) the
projects,
Federal and non-Federal,
projects, Federal
to the
the approval
of the
the
non-Federal, subject
subject to
approval of
President: (a)
(a) Projects
President:
Projects involving
of additional
additional water
involving provision
provision of
water
facilities,
(b) projects
and operation
operation of
migrafacilities, (b)
projects involving
involving construction
construction and
of migratory
camps, and
involving land
development (to
(to
tory labor
labor camps,
and (c)
(c) projects
projects involving
land development
provide work relief for
on rural
rural rehabilitation
rehabilitation
or homesteaders)
homesteaders) on
projects.
projects.
(c) In
to furnish
the Secretary
with addiaddi(c)
In order
order to
furnish the
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture with
tional funds for the purpose
purpose of making
making rural rehabilitation
rehabilitation loans to
to
needy farmers, the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation is authorized and
directed, until
until June
30, 1941,
to make
make advances
advances to
to the
the
and directed,
June 30,
1941, to
Secretary
upon his
request in
aggregate amount
amount of
of
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture upon
his request
in an
an aggregate
not to exceed $125,000,000.
$125,000,000. Such
shall be
be made:
made: (1)
(1) With
With
Such advances
advances shall
interest
3 per
per centum
centum per annum
interest at the rate of 3
annum payable
payable semiannually;
semiannually;
(2) upon
upon the
of obligations
acceptable to
to the
the Corporation
Corporation
(2)
the security
security of
obligations acceptable
heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter acquired
by the
the Secretary
Secretary pursuant
pursuant to
to law;
acquired by
law;
(3) in amounts which shall not exceed
(3)
exceed 75 per centum
centum of the
the then
then
unpaid principal amount of the obligations securing such advances;
advances;
and (4) upon such other terms
terms and conditions, and with
with such
such maturimaturiAgriculties, as the Corporation
Corporation may determine.
determine. The Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture shall pay to the Corporation,
Corporation, currently
currently as received by him,
him, all
moneys collected as payments of principal
principal and interest
interest on the loans
loans
made from
from the
the amounts
amounts. so
coll ec t
edupon
upon any
any obligations
ob
li
gati
ons
made
so advanced,
advanced, or
or collected
advances, until such
held by the Corporation
Corporation as security
security for such advances,
such
amounts are fully.repaid. The amount
amount of notes,
notes, debentures,
debentures, bonds,
bonds,
or other such obligations
obligations
i
which the Corporation
Corp orati on is
i
s aut
hori
zed and
authorized
empowered to
outstanding at any one time
empowered
t41 issue and to have outstanding
time under
under
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subsection takes effect
the provisions
of law
effect
force on the date this subsection
in force
law in
provisions of
the
is hereby
amount sufficient
carry out the provisions
provisions
sufficient to carry
an amount
by an
increased by
hereby increased
is
of this
subsection.
this subsection.
of
(d)
any relief
relief payments
under this section,
the SecreSecresection, the
payments under
making any
In making
(d) In
tary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture is
is authorized
to require
require of
employable recipients
recipients
of employable
authorized to
tary
of
such payments
payments the
performance of work on useful public projects,
the performance
of such
Federal
and non-Federal,
non-Federal, including
work on private or public land
land
including work
Federal and
in
furtherance of
of the
conservation of natural
natural resources,
resources, and the prothe conservation
in furtherance
joint resolution, relating to disability
visions
disability or
or
this joint
of this
23 of
section 23
of section
visions of
death
compensation and
apply to such recipients
recipients while
and benefits, shall apply
death compensation
performing such work.
performing
(e)
The proceeds
loan made
under this section
section shall be
made under
each loan
of each
proceeds of
(e) The
impressed
with a
atrust
trust for
for the
the purposes
purposes for which such loan is made,
impressed with
and such
used only for such purposes,
purposes, and shall
be used
may be
proceeds may
such proceeds
and
continue subject
to such
such trust
trust and
free from garnishment
garnishment
be free
shall be
and shall
subject to
continue
legal or equitable
attachment,
levy, or
by or
equitable process
process
any legal
under any
or under
seizure by
or seizure
attachment, levy,
whatever
by the
such purposes.
It shall
shall be
purposes. It
for such
borrower for
the borrower
used by
until used
whatever until
unlawful
use the
the proceeds
made to
of any loan made
proceeds of
to use
borrower to
any borrower
for any
unlawful for
him
purpose other
than those
those stated
loan application,
application,
stated in his loan
other than
any purpose
for any
him for
except with
with the
permission of
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture or
or
the Secretary
of the
written permission
the written
except
his
duly authorized
person who
viowillfully viowho willfully
Any person
representative. Any
authorized representative.
his duly
conviction
lates any
any of
of the
the provisions
section shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction
this section
of this
provisions of
lates
thereof, be
punished by
more than
$1,000, or by imprisonthan $1,000,
of not
not more
fine of
by aafine
be punished
thereof,
ment
not more
more than
than six
six months,
months, or
or both.
both.
for not
ment for
No loan
shall be
be made
under this
this section
to any
person to enable
any person
section to
made under
loan shall
No
him
or pay
pay for
membership in any cooperative
or membership
stock or
for stock
subscribe or
to subscribe
him to
association or
branch thereof
organized or
existence on the
in existence
or in
not organized
thereof not
or branch
association
date of
enactment of this
this joint resolution.
of enactment
date
(f) The
Security Administration
Administration within
within the Department
Department of
of
Farm Security
The Farm
(f)
Agriculture
is hereby
hereby extended
1941, to carry out the
30, 1941,
June 30,
until June
extended until
Agriculture is
purposes
section.
this section.
of this
purposes of

death
Disability
Disability or death
and
compensation and
compensation
benefits.
benefits.

Proceeds of loan
loan Imimpressed with a
a trust.
pressed

Unlawful use
use of proproUnlawful
ceeds.
ceeds.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Cooperative
Cooperative associations.
ations.

Security AdFarm Security
ministration,
extenministration, extension.

RICO RECONSTRUCTION
ADMINISTRATION
RECONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
PUERTO RICO

P ut.HTO

SEC. 3.
(a) In
order to
needy
rehabilitation for needy
rural rehabilitation
continue rural
to continue
In order
3. (a)
SEC.
persons
Puerto Rico
Rico and
and for
other projects
projects described
in this section,
described in
for other
in Puerto
persons in
there is
to the
the Puerto
Puerto Rico
Reconstruction
Rico Reconstruction
appropriated to
hereby appropriated
is hereby
there
Administration, Department
Department of
of the
Interior, out
money in
in
out of any money
the Interior,
Administration,
ending
year
the
Treasury
not
otherwise
appropriated,
for
the
fiscal
year
ending
fiscal
the
for
appropriated,
otherwise
the Treasury not
June
1941, $4,000,000,
together with
balance of the
the approapprowith the balance
$4,000,000, together
30, 1941,
June 30,
Appropriation
Relief Appropriation
priation under
of the
Emergency Relief
the Emergency
section 44 of
under section
priation
Act
the balance
balance in
in the
the special
fund created
created under
under the
special fund
and the
1939, and
of 1939,
Act of
Act of
Stat. 1135),
remain unobligated
unobligated
which remain
1135), which
(49 Stat.
1936 (49
11, 1936
February 11,
of February
Act
on June
June 30,
1940.
on
30, 1940.
for
(b)
The funds
provided in
in this
this section
section shall
shall be
be available
available for
funds provided
(b) The
(1)
administration; (2)
(3) the
the prosecution
of projects
projects
prosecution of
loans; (3)
(2) loans;
(1) administration;
Reconstruction
Puerto Rico
approved by
by the
Rico Reconstruction
the Puerto
for the
President for
the President
approved
Administration
under the
of the
the Emergency
Relief ApproEmergency Relief
provisions of
the provisions
Administration under
priation
1935 and
and 1938;
(4) subject
subject to
to the
the approval
approval of
of
and (4)
1938; and
of 1935
Acts of
priation Acts
needy
the President,
President, for
for projects
rehabilitation of needy
rural rehabilitation
involving rural
projects involving
the
persons: Provided,
Provided, That
the cost
cost (including
overhead expenses)
expenses)
(including all overhead
That the
persons:
of
any dwelling
dwelling or
or any
the construction
of which is
construction of
building the
other building
any other
of any
hereafter undertaken
connection with
with such
such rural
rehabilitation
rural rehabilitation
in connection
undertaken in
hereafter
shall not
not exceed
$750 and
$400, respectively.
respectively.
and $400,
exceed $750
shall
(c) That
That section
Labor Standards
Standards Act of 1938 is
Fair Labor
the Fair
of the
5 of
section 5
(c)
following:
thereof the following:
end thereof
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the end
amended
"(e)
No industry
industry committee
committee appointed
appointed under
of
under subsection (a) of
"(e) No
this section
have any
power to
to recommend
recommend the
minimum rate
rate
the minimum
any power
shall have
section shall
this
or
wages to
be paid
paid under
under section
to any
any employees
employees in
6 to
section 6
to be
of wages
rates of
or rates
other
Puerto
Rico or
in the
Islands. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other
Virgin Islands.
the Virgin
or in
Puerto Rico

Continuation
Continuation of rurehabilitation, etc.
ral rehabilitation,

63
Stat. 930.
3 Stat.
U. S.. C., Supp.
15 U.
(note).
V, ch. 16 (note).

Availability of
Availability
of
funds.
49 Stat. 115; 52 Stat.
809.
U. S.
B. C., Supp.
15 U.
V. ch. 16
16 (note).
(note).
V,

Proriso.
Proriso.
Limitation on cost
cost
Limitation
buildings.
of buildings.

Fair Labor StandFair
ards
Act
of
1938,
Act
amendment.
amendment.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1062.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
29 U.
V, §205.
§205.
Minimum rates of
of
Minimum
employees in
wages
wages of employees
Puerto Rico
Rico and
and the
Puerto
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
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provision
of this
this Act,
Act, the
the Administrator
may appoint
appoint aa special
special
Administrator may
provision of
industry committee
committee to
to recommend
recommend the
minimum rate
or rates
of
rates of
rate or
the minimum
industry
wages
to
be
paid
under
section
6
to
all
employees
in
Puerto
Rico
or
or
Rico
in
Puerto
to
all
employees
6
under
section
paid
to
be
wages
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, or
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico and
and the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands,
or in
the
engaged
in commerce
of goods
goods for
for commerce,
commerce, or
or
the production
production of
or in
in the
commerce or
engaged in
the
may appoint
separate industry
industry committees
to
committees to
appoint separate
the Administrator
Administrator may
recommend
the
minimum
rate
or
rates
of
wages
to
be
paid
under
paid
under
to
be
wages
rates
of
rate
or
the
minimum
recommend
section 6
6 to
therein engaged
engaged in
in commerce
commerce or
or in
in the
the proproemployees therein
to employees
section
duction of
goods for
in particular
particular industries.
industries. An
An industry
industry
commerce in
for commerce
of goods
duction
committee appointed
appointed under
subsection shall
be composed
composed of
resiof resishall be
under this
this subsection
committee
dents
of such
such island
island or
where the
the employees
employees with
to
with respect
respect to
or islands
islands where
dents of
whom such
such committee
committee was
was appointed
are employed
employed and
and residents
residents of
of
appointed are
whom
the
of Puerto
Rico and
and the
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
the Virgin
Puerto Rico
outside of
States outside
the United
United States
In
the minimum
minimum rate
rate or
or rates
of wages
be paid,
and
paid, and
to be
wages to
rates of
determining the
In determining
in
classifications ' such
and the
the
committees and
industry committees
such industry
in determining
determining classifications,
Administrator
be subject
subject to
provisions of
section 8
8 and
and no
no
of section
the provisions
to the
shall be
Administrator shall
such committee
committee shall
nor shall
shall the
Administrator
the Administrator
recommend, nor
shall recommend,
such
approve, a
wage rate
rate which
which will
industry in
in
any industry
will give
give any
a minimum
minimum wage
approve,
Puerto Rico
or in
in the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
competitive advantage
advantage over
over
Islands aacompetitive
Rico or
Puerto
any
in the
the United
outside of
of Puerto
Puerto Rico
the
and the
Rico and
States outside
United States
industry in
any industry
Virgin Islands.".
Virgin
Islands.".
Nonapplication
(d) No
No wage
orders issued
pursuant to the
Nonapplication of
the Administrator
Administrator pursuant
issued by
by the
wage orders
of
(d)
prior wage orders.
recommendations of
of an
committee made
made prior
prior to
to the
enactthe enactindustry committee
an industry
recommendations
ment
joint resolution
to section
section 88of
Fair Labor
Labor
of the
the Fair
pursuant to
resolution pursuant
of this
this joint
ment of
Standards
of 1938
shall after
applicable with
with
be applicable
such enactment
enactment be
after such
1938 shall
Act of
Standards Act
respect
to any
employees engaged
in commerce
or in
in the
the production
production
commerce or
engaged in
any employees
respect to
of goods
for commerce
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
or the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands.
Islands.
Rico or
commerce in
of
goods for
1062.
52 Stat. 1062.
(e) Section
of the
Standards Act
1938 is
is amended
amended
of 1938
Act of
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
the Fair
Section 66 of
(e)
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Su]
29 U.
at the
thereof the
the following:
following:
V, §
206.
V,
§206.
the end
end thereof
adding at
PP' by
by adding
(gerSuperseding of cer‘(c) The
provisions of
(1), (2),
(2), and
and (3)
(3) of
of subsecsubsecof paragraphs
paragraphs (1),
"(c)
The provisions
tain minimum ws
wage
conditi o. tion
provisions; condition.
tion (a)
(a) of
shall be
superseded in the case of
employee
of any employee
section shall
be superseded
of this
this section
in Puerto
Rico or
or the
the Virgin
engaged in
commerce or in
in the
the
in commerce
Virgin Islands
Islands engaged
in
Puerto Rico
production
for commerce
commerce only
only for
as and
and insofar
insofar
long as
for so
so long
of goods
goods for
production of
as such
employee is
is covered
covered by
wage order
order issued
issued by
by the
the AdminisAdminisby a
a wage
such employee
as
trator pursuant
pursuant to
to the
recommendations of
special industry
industry
of a
a special
the recommendations
trator
committee appointed
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
to section
section 55 (e).".
(e).".
committee
52
Stat. 1062.
52Stat.
(f)
Section 6
of the
Fair Labor
Labor Standards
Standards Act
Act of
1938 is
is
of 1938
the Fair
6 (a)
(a) of
(f) Section
pp
29
C., Su
supp.
S..C.,
29 tr.. S.
V,
2ti (a).
V, J 2o6
amended
the end
thereof the following:
following:
at the
end thereof
by adding
adding at
amended by
Minimum pi(
piece
"(5) if
if such
such employee
employee is
is a
a home
home worker
worker in
Puerto Rico
Rico or
or the
the
in Puerto
. "(5)
rates for home workrtes
wo r-O
ers.
prescribed by
Virgin Islands, not less than
than the minimum piece rate prescribed
Virgin
regulation or
such minimum
piece rate is in effect,
effect,
regulation
or order;
order; or, if
if no
no such
minimum piece
adopted by such employer
employer which shall yield,
yield, to
to the
the proany
any piece
piece rate
rate adopted
portion or
class of
of employees
prescribed by
by regulation
or order, not
not
portion
or class
employees prescribed
regulation or
less than the applicable minimum hourly wage rate. Such minimum
minimum
piece rates or employer piece
piece rates
rates shall be commensurate
commensurate with, and
shall be paid in lieu of, the minimum
minimum hourly wage
wage rate applicable
applicable
Regulations or
Regulations
or
Administrator,
under the provisions of this section. The Admini
str at
his
or ,or his
orders.
orders.
authorized
authorized representative, shall have power to make
make such regulations
regulations
or orders as are necessary
necessary or appropriate to carry out any of the
provisions of this paragraph,
paragraph, including
provisions
including the power without
without limiting
limiting
the generality
occupation
generality of the foregoing, to define any operation
operation or occupation
performed by such home work employees
which is performed
employees in Puerto Rico
or the Virgin Islands;
Islands '
•to establish minimum
minimum piece
pi ece rates
ra t
es for
for any operaoperation or occupation
occupation so defined;
defined; to prescribe
prescribe the method and procedure
procedure
for ascertaining
ascertaining and promulgating minimum piece rates;
prescribe
rates; to prescribe
standards
rates, including
the proportion
pr
standards for
for employer
employer piece
piece rates,
including the
class
proportion or class
c
la
shall
receive
nottl
less
of employees who s
hall rece
i
ve no
ess than
th
an the minimum
minimum hourly
hourly
the term 'home
wage rate; to define .the
'home worker';
worker'; and to prescribe
prescribe the
conditions
contractors,s,and
conditions under which
which employers,
employers agents, contractor
an d subconsub
con tractors shall
shall cause
be produced
produced by home
tractors
cause goods to be
home workers.".
workers.".
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INDIAN
INDIAN SERVICE
SERVICE

SEC.
SEC. 4. (a)
(a) In
In order to continue to provide relief and rural
rural rehabilihereby approtation for needy Indians in the United States, there is hereby
to the
the Bureau of Indian
priated to
Affairs, Department
Department of
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
Indian Affairs,
out
Treasury not otherwise
for
out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
$1,700,000.
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941,
1941, $1,700,000.
(b) The funds provided
in this section
section shall
shall be available
available for
(b)
provided in
loans; (3)
(3) relief;
relief;
(1) administration,
administration, not to
to exceed $80,000;
$80,000; (2)
(2) loans;
(4) the
the prosecution
prosecution of
projects approved
approved by the
President for the
the President
of projects
(4)
Farm
Security Administration
Administration for
for the benefit
benefit of Indians under
under the
Farm Security
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act of 1938;
provisions of the Emergency
Emergency Relief
1938;
(5) subject
President for projects
projects involvsubject to
to the
the approval
approval of
of the President
and (5)
ing
rural rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
Indians.
of needy Indians.
ing rural

Continuation of reContinuation
lief and rural rehabilitation.
tation.

Availability
Availability of
funds.
funds.

52 Stat. 809.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
15 U.
V, ch. 16 (note).
(note).

ADMINISTRATIVE
AGENCIES
ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES
SEo.
(a) In
expenses incifor administrative
administrative expenses
order to
to provide
provide for
5. (a)
In order
SEC. 5.
dental to
to carrying
out the
the purposes
this joint
resolution, there is
is
joint resolution,
of this
purposes of
carrying out
dental
hereby
appropriated to
to the
the following
money in
agencies, out of any money
following agencies,
hereby appropriated
the Treasury
appropriated, for
year ending
ending
fiscal year
for the fiscal
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
Treasury not
(2) TreasJune
(1) General
General Accounting
Accounting Office,
$5,600,000; (2)
Office $5,600,000;
30, 1941:
1941: (1)
June 30,
$3,400,000; (b) Division
ury
Department: (a)
(a) Procurement
Division
Procurement Division, $3,400,000;
ury Department:
of
Disbursement, $1,954,516;
(c) Office
Office of
$490,000;
Treasurer, $490,000;
of the Treasurer,
$1,954,516; (c)
of Disbursement,
(d) Secret
Service Division,
(e) Office
Office of
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
$163,000; (e)
Division, $163,000;
Secret Service
(d)
Accounts
and Deposits
Deposits and
and Division
Division of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
and Warrants,
Warrants,
Accounts and
Depart$4,628,841,
for administrative
total, Treasury
Treasury Departaccounting; total,
administrative accounting;
$4,628,841, for
ment,
$10,636,357: Provided,
no part
part of
of the
the sum
herein approsum herein
That no
Provided, That
ment, $10,636,357:
priated
shall be
expenses of transferring
transferring or
or
to defray
defray the expenses
be used
used to
priated shall
maintaining
any of
of the
the functions
appropriated
functions appropriated
of any
performance of
the performance
maintaining the
subsection at
for
(b), and
(2) of this subsection
at
of subdivision
subdivision (2)
(e) of
and (e)
in (a),
(a), (b),
for in
points other
than in
where any
functions are now
of such
such functions
any of
States where
in the
the States
other than
points
performed; (3)
(3) Public
Health Service
Service of
of the
the Federal
Security
Federal Security
Public Health
performed;
Agency, $200,000;
$200,000; and
(4) Civil
$175,000:
Authority, $175,000:
Aeronautics Authority,
Civil Aeronautics
and (4)
Agency,
Provided, That
the President
under section
(a)
1 (a)
section 1
determine under
shall determine
President shall
if the
That if
Provided,
that the
the appropriation
appropriation made
made by
section shall
apportioned for
shall be apportioned
by such
such section
that
a
fiscal year,
year, the
the appropriations
made by
appropriations made
the entire
entire fiscal
than the
less than
a period
period less
this section
section shall
be apportioned
apportioned by
by the
of the
the Bureau
of
Bureau of
Director of
the Director
shall be
this
the
for a
a lesser
lesser period
period than
the fiscal
fiscal year
year but
for less
less
but not
not for
than the
Budget for
the Budget
than
months.
than eight months.
(b)
appropriations in
subdivisions (2),
(2), (3),
(3), and
and (4)
(4) of
of subsubin subdivisions
(b) The
The appropriations
section (a)
(a) of
of this
not be
used to
compensation
the compensation
to pay
pay the
be used
shall not
section shall
this section
section
of persons
employed entirely
entirely upon
upon the
the regular
regular work
work (as
(as distinguished
distinguished
persons employed
of
from emergency
emergency work
work under
appropriations in
this section)
section) of
of any
any
in this
under appropriations
from
department
to pay
pay the
the compensation
compensation of
of employees
employees
nor to
or agency,
agency, nor
department or
engaged
upon such
regular work
unless, in
the determinadeterminain the
work unless,
such regular
partially upon
engaged partially
tion
of the
the head
of such
department or
agency (which
determination
(which determination
or agency
such department
head of
tion of
shall
conclusive), offsetting
offsetting employment
such emergency
emergency
upon such
employment upon
be conclusive),
shall be
work
of such
such department
or agency
agency is
is performed
performed by
by employees
paid
employees paid
department or
work of
from the
the regular
regular funds
funds thereof.
thereof.
from

Administrative exAdministrative
penses of
of designated
designated
penses
agencies.
agencies.

Provisos.
Proisos.
Restriction on
on use
use of
of
Restriction
funds.
funds.

Apportionment.
Apportionment.

Persons employed
employed
Persons
regular work.
upon regular

UNITED
STATES EMPLOYEES'
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
UNITED STATES
SEC. 6.
(a) In
In order
to carry
carry out
the provisions
of section
section 23
23
provisions of
out the
order to
SEC.
6. (a)
hereof,
there is
available to
to the
United States
States EmployEmploythe United
made available
is hereby
hereby made
hereof, there
ees' Compensation
Commission for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
30,
year ending
Compensation Commission
ees'
1941, $3,100,000
special funds
funds set
set up
up on
on the
the books
books of the
the special
of the
$3,100,000 of
1941,
Treasury pursuant
to the
of the
the Emergency
Emergency Relief ApproApprothe provisions
provisions of
pursuant to
Treasury
priation Acts
Acts of
1938, and
and 1939:
Provided, That
That the
the
1939: Provided,
1937, 1938,
1936, 1937,
1935, 1936,
of 1935,
priation
amount in
in this
be available
available for
for payment
of such
such comcoinpayment of
shall be
section shall
this section
amount

available.
Funds available.

U. S. C., Supp.
15 U.
V, ch.
ch. 16 (note).
(note).
Provisos.
Provsos.
Payments.
Payments.
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pensation
for administrative
expenses: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
pensation and
and for
administrative expenses:
if the
the President
shall determine
determine under
section 11 (a)
(a) that
that the
approif
President shall
under section
the appropriation made
such section
be apportioned
less
priation
made by
by such
section shall
shall be
apportioned for
for aa period
period less
than
the entire
entire fiscal
year, the
amount made
made available
available by
by this
this section
than the
fiscal year,
the amount
section
shall be
apportioned by
by the
Director of
of the
the Bureau
of the
the Budget
Budget
shall
be apportioned
the Director
Bureau of
for
lesser period
the fiscal
year but
not for
for less
than eight
eight
for aalesser
period than
than the
fiscal year
but not
less than
months.
Medical and hospiMedical
(b) The
The funds
funds made
available in
in this
this section,
section, together
with the
the
(b)
made available
together with
tal services.
balance
heretofore appropriated
or allocated
to such
such ComCombalance of
of funds
funds heretofore
appropriated or
allocated to
mission
under prior
prior emergency
emergency relief
relief appropriation
appropriation Acts,
Acts, shall
shall be
be
mission under
available
to Federal
agencies for
for medical
medical and
hospital
available for
for payments
payments to
Federal agencies
and hospital
services
such departments
departments and
and establishments
in accordaccordservices supplied
supplied by
by such
establishments in
ance with
the Commission
Commission for
for injured
injured persons
persons entitled
entitled
ance
with regulations
regulations of
of the
to
benefits under section
section 23
to benefits
23 hereof.
hereof.
Apportionment.
Apportionment.

EXECUTIVE
OFFICE OF
nit. PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE
PRESIDENT
Office of Government Reports.
Reports.
ment
Administrative
Administrative expenses.
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S
EC. 7.
appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
SEC.
7. There
There is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
any money
in the
the
Treasury
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, for
for the
June 30,
necessary administrative
expenses to
to enable
June
30, 1941,
1941, for
for all
all necessary
administrative expenses
enable
the Office
Office of
Government Reports,
Reports, Executive
of the
the President,
President,
the
of Government
Executive Office
Office of
to perform
the functions
functions of
Emergency Council,
Council, transto
perform the
of the
the National
National Emergency
transferred
and consolidated
Executive Office
Office of
of the
President
ferred to
to and
consolidated in
in the
the Executive
the President
on July
1, 1939,
1939, by
by Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Plan Numbered
Numbered II,
$750,000.
on
July 1,
II, $750,000.
GENERAL
GENERAL AND
AND SPECIAL
SPECIAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Apportionment and
distribution of funds.
distribution

Restriction on use of
funds.
funds.

Allocation
Allocation of funds
Federal
to other Federal
agencies.
agencies.

Provisos.
Proviso..
Limitation
Limitation on adadministrative expenses.
expenses.
ministrative
Employment
ofnonEmploymentofnonrelief persons
persons rerestricted.

Allocations
Allocations suffisufficient for completion
completion of
of
projects;
exception.
projects; exception.

Non-Federal
Non-Federal projects, requirement.
requirement.

SEC.
appropriated in this joint
S
EC. 8. Funds
Funds appropriated
resolution to
the various
joint resolution
to the
various
Federal
shall be
be so
and distributed
distributed over
over the
the
Federal agencies
agencies shall
so apportioned
apportioned and
period ending
ending June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, except
except where
different apportionapportionwhere aa different
ment is specifically
specifically permitted
permitted by
resolution, and
and shall
shall
by this
this joint
joint resolution,
be so administered
administered during
such period
period as
as to
to constitute
the total
total
during such
constitute the
amount
will be
to such
such agencies
agencies during
during such
such period
period
amount that
that will
be furnished
furnished to
for
set forth.
forth.
for the purposes
purposes herein
herein set
SEC.
SEC. 9. The funds made
made available by this
joint resolution
resolution shall
shall
this joint
be used only for
relief for
persons in
in need
need except
except
for work
work relief
relief or
or relief
for persons
as otherwise
as
provided herein.
herein.
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
SEC.
Commissioner is authorized
S
EC. 10. (a)
(a) The Commissioner
authorized to
to allocate
allocate not
not to
to
exceed
exceed $40,000,000 to other
other Federal
Federal agencies
for the
the operation,
operation, under
under
agencies for
such
such rules
and regulations
regulations as
as the
Commi ssioner ma
y prescribe,
prescribe, of
rules and
the Commissioner
may
of
projects of the type specified
specified in subsection (b)
section 11 which
which
(b) of section
are within the scope of the
functions usually
usually carried
carried out
out by
such
the functions
by such
agencies, including administrative expenses of such agencies
agencies inciinciProvided, That not to exceed
dent to such operation:
operation: Provided,
exceed 4
per centum
centum
4 per
amount so allocated
allocated to any such agency
of the total amount
be used
agency shall
shall be
used
for such administrative
Provided furter,
administrative expenses:
expenses: Provided
further, That no project
project
shall be prosecuted under any allocation
allocation under
this subsection
upon
under this
subsection upon
percentage of nonrelief
which the percentage
nonrelief persons
persons employed
employed exceeds
exceeds 10
10
per centum of
total number
number of
of persons
persons employed.
employed.
of the
the total
construction project, except
(b) No Federal
Federal construction
except flood control and
and
water conservation
conservation projects authorized under
under other
other law, shall be
undertaken
undertaken or prosecuted
prosecuted under
under the appropriations
appropriations in this joint
joint
resolution unless and until there shall have
resolution
have been allocated
allocated and
and
irrevocably
set aside Federal funds
irrevocably set
funds sufficient
sufficient for its completion.
(c) No
No non-Federal
non-Federal project shall be undertaken
(c)
undertaken or prosecuted
prosecuted
under appropriations
appropriations under this joint resolution (except
(except under
under secsection 3)
unless and
and until
until the
tion
3) unless
the sponsor
sponsor has made a
a written agreement
agreement
to finance
part of
of the
entire cost
cost thereof
to
finance such
such part
the entire
thereof as the head of the
agency, if the agency
agency administers
administers sponsored projects,
projects, determines
determines
under
circumstances is an adequate contribution taking into
under the
the circumstances
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Ru
consideration the financial ability of the sponsor. The head
Rules
les and regulaconsideration
head of the
tions.
relating to the valuation tons.
agency shall .prescribe rules and regulations
regulations relating
of contributions
contributions in
m kind by sponsors of projects
projects through
rn i
shi ng
through fu
furnishing
the .use of their own facilities
facilities and equipment
equipment and the services
services of
of
their own employees, which shall represent an actual cash value, and
such rules and
and regulations shall also allow credit only to the extent
extent
that the furnishing of such contributions
contributions represents aafinancial
financial burden which is undertaken
undertaken by the
the sponsors
sponsors on account
account of Work
Work Projects
Administration projects, or
Administration
other sponsored
or other
sponsored projects.
projects.
SEC.
11. None of the funds made
Construction
SEC. 11.
made available by this joint
joint resolution
resolution
Construction of
of
buildings.
construction of any building
shall be expended
expended on the construction
building (1)
(1) the total bu"
gictonouseof
Restriction
on use of
funds.
estimated cost of which, in the case of a
a Federal building, exceeds fundsthe total estimated
$100,000, or (2)
(2) the portion of the
which
estimated cost of which
payable
funds, in
the case
of a
non-Federal building,
building
payable from
from Federal
Federal funds,
in the
case of
a non-Federal
$100,000, unless the building
exceeds $100,000,
building is
is one
one (a)
for which
project
(a) for
which the
the project
has been approved
approved by the President
President on
prior to
or
on or prior
to May
May 15,
15, 1940, or
for
of bonds
has been
been approved
at an
an election
election held
held
for which
which an issue of
bonds has
approved at
on or prior to such date, or for which a
aState legislature
legislature has made
made an
an
appropriation
(b) for
completion
appropriation on
on or prior to such
such date,
date, or
or (b)
for the completion
of which
funds have
have been
allocated and
and irrevocably
set aside
aside under
under
of
which funds
been allocated
irrevocably set
Proviso.
Provbo.
appropriation Acts: Provided,
prior relief appropriation
Provided, That the
the provisions
provisions of
Projects of military
this section shall not apply to
projects which
which have
have been
been certified
certified ornravalsmportance
to any projects
or naval importance.
by
the Secretary
of War
the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
Navy, respectively,
respectively,
by the
Secretary of
War and
and the
Secretary of
as
as being
being important
important for military or
or naval
naval purposes.
purposes.
Contributions from
from
SEC.
appropriations are
S
EC. 12. (a)
(a) The various agencies
agencies for which appropriations
are sContributions
sponsors of non-Eedmade in this joint resolution
resolution .are authorized
authorized to
receive from
projects.
to receive
from sponsors eral projects.
services, materials,
materials, or
or money,
money,
of non-Federal
non-Federal projects
projects contributions
contributions in services,
such
Treasurer of the
such money
money to be
be deposited
deposited with the
the Treasurer
the United
United States.
expended or
utilized as agreed
upon
Such contributions
contributions shall
shall be
be expended
or utilized
agreed upon
between the sponsor
sponsor and
and such agencies.
agencies.
between
Disposition of re(b)
and collections
of Federal
agencies by
by reason
reason of
of etsDtPsion
(b) All
All receipts
receipts and
collections of
Federal agencies
t ofe
ceipts and collections.
operations in consequence
appropriations made
made in this joint
joint resooctios.
of appropriations
operations
consequence of
lution, except
except cash
cash contributions
contributions of
of sponsors
projects and
and amounts
amounts
of projects
lution,
sponsors of
credited
to revolving
revolving funds
funds authorized
authorized by
this joint
resolution, shall
credited to
by this
joint resolution,
shall
be
the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
be covered
covered into
into the
Restriction on alloRestrictonon
(c) Except as authorized
allo.
(c)
authorized in this joint resolution,
resolution, no allocation of cation
of funds.
funds
shall
be
made
to
any
other
Federal
agency
from
the
approfunds shall be made to any other Federal agency from the appropriation
agency. No such
such
priation in this
this joint resolution
resolution for
for any
any Federal agency.
allocation
exercise of
functions of the Radio
allocation shall
shall be made for
for the
the exercise
of the
the functions
Radio
Division or
United States
Service transferred
transferred to
to the
the Office
Office
Division
or the
the United
States Film
Film Service
of
of the
the Federal
Federal Security
Agency.
Security Agency.
of Education
Education of
l
Rules and regulaSEc.
under this joint resolu- toR''l
and reguhappropriations under
SEC. 13. Agencies
Agencies receiving appropriations
tions.
may
regulations
as
tion
are
authorized
to
prescribe
such
rules
and
regulations
may
such
rules
and
to
prescribe
tion are authorized
be
necessary to
to carry
the purposes
purposes for
for which
appropriations
such appropriations
out the
which such
be necessary
carry out
are
are made.
made.
Monthly earning
Monthl
earning
SEC.
SEC. 14. (a) The Commissioner
Commissioner shall fix aa monthly earning
earning schedule.
schedule
for
persons
engaged
upon
work
projects
financed
in
whole
or
or
in
whole
projects
financed
upon
work
schedule for persons engaged
in
part from
from funds
funds appropriated
appropriated by
section 11 which
which shall
shall not
not subsubby section
in part
stantially
affect the
current national
national average
average labor
person
labor cost per person
the current
stantially affect
Differentiais,restrioof the
the Work Projects
Projects Administration.
Administration. Such monthly
monthly earning schedDifferentials,restrisched- Hon.
ule shall
not be
varied for
for workers
workers of
the same
same type
in different
type in
different t
of the
be varied
ule
shall not
geographical
justified by
by
than may be justified
greater extent
extent than
areas to
to any
any greater
geographical areas
Hours of work.
differences
the cost
cost of
of living.
The Commissioner
Commissioner shall
shall require
require
wor
Hoursof
differences in
in the
living. The
that the
hours of
of work
for all
all persons
persons engaged
engaged upon
upon work
projects
work projects
work for
that
the hours
financed in
in whole
funds appropriated
section 1
1shall
by section
shall
by funds
appropriated by
whole or
or in
in part
part by
financed
(1)
and thirty
per month
except that
that the
the Commonth except
thirty hours
hours per
be one
one hundred
hundred and
(1) be
missioner, in
in his
discretion, may
may require
of hours
of
number of
hours of
require a
a lesser
lesser number
his discretion,
missioner,
work per
per month
the case
of relief
relief workers
dependents
workers with no dependents
case of
month in
in the
work
and
the earnings
such workers
correspondingly reduced,
reduced,
be correspondingly
shall be
of such
workers shall
earnings of
and the
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and (2)
in any
any day
day and
and (3)
(3) not
exceed forty
forty
not exceed
hours in
eight hours
exceed eight
not exceed
and (2) not
hours
in
any
week.
hours in any week.
(b) The
Commissioner may
may authorize
authorize exemptions
exemptions from
from the
the above
above
Exemptions.
(b)
The Commissioner
Exemptions.
limitations
of
monthly
earnings
and
hours
of
wo
rk
on
projects
certified
certified
projects
on
of
work
hours
and
earnings
limitations of monthly
as hereinbefore
provided as
for military
military or
or naval
naval
important for
being important
as being
as
hereinbefore provided
purposes;
to
protect
work
already
done
on
a
project;
to
permit
making
making
permit
to
a
project;
done
on
already
purposes; to protect work
up lost
in the
the case
of an
an emergency
emergency involving
the public
public welfare;
welfare;
involving the
case of
time; in
lost time;
up
and in
in the
case of
of supervisory
supervisory personn
el. employed
employed on
on work
work projects.
projects.
personnel
the case
and
Preference
in emWork
In employing
employing or retaining
(a) In
SEC.
SEC. 15. (a)
retaining in employment
employment on Work
Preference in
ployment.
Projects Administration work projects, preference
loyment.
preference shall be deterneeds i
and shall,
mined, as
as far
far as
as practicable,
on the
of relative
relative needs
n
shall,
and
basis of
the basis
practicable, on
mined,
where the
the relative
relative needs
be the
same, be
be given
given in
n the
folthe folthe same,
to be
are found
found to
needs are
where
lowing
(1) Veterans
of the
the World
War and
and .
the Spanishthe
SpanishWorld War
Veterans of
order: (1)
lowing order:
American War
War and
veterans of
any campaign
campaign or
in which
which
or.expedition
expedition in
of any
and veterans
American
the United
United States
States has
been engaged
engaged (as
(as determined
determined .
o
n the
the basis
basis of
of
on
has been
the
the
laws administered
administered by
by the
Veterans' Admini
.stration.except
except that
that
Administration
the Veterans'
the laws
discharged draft
enrollees other
other than
than those
those with
with service-connected
service-connected
draft enrollees
discharged
disability shall
for the
the purposes
purposes of
this
of this
veterans for
as veterans
considered as
be considered
not be
shall not
disability
subsection) and
and unmarried
widows of
of such
such veterans
veterans and
and the
the wives
wives of
of
unmarried widows
subsection)
such veterans
are unemployable
unemployable who
who are
in need
need and
and are
are American
American
are in
as are
veterans as
such
citizens; and
and (2)
Indians, and
and other
other persons
persons
citizens, Indians,
American citizens,
other American
(2) other
citizens;
owing allegiance
allegiance to
the United
United States
States who
are in
in need.
need.
who are
to the
owing
Removal
after 18
(b)
There shall be removed
employment on Work
Work Projects
removed from employment
(b) There
18
Removal after
months; exceptions.
Administration
relief workers,
unmarworkers, excepting
excepting veterans,
veterans, unmarAdministration projects
projects all
all relief
months;
exceptions
ried
such veterans
-wives of
such veterans
as are
unemare unemveterans as
of such
and wives
veterans and
of such
widows of
ried widows
ployable,
have been
for
projects for
such projects
on such
employed on
continuously employed
been continuously
who have
ployable, who
more than
eighteen months,
and any
relief worker
worker so
so removed
shall be
removed shall
months, and
any relief
than eighteen
more
Restoration.
ineligible to
restored to
to employment
employment on
until after
after
projects until
on such
such projects
be restored
to be
ineligible
(a)
the expiration
of thirty
thirty days
days after
after the
date of
his removal,
removal, and
and
of his
the date
expiration of
(a) the
(b) recertification
recertification of
his eligibility
for restoration
restoration to employment
employment on
on
eligibility for
of his
(b)
such projects.
projects.
such
Qualifications
Qualifications for
considering employment
(C) In considering
for
(c)
employment of persons upon work projects
projects
employment.
employmen.
prosecuted under the appropriations
appropriations contained
contained in this joint resoresolution, the
the agency
the employment
employment shall
shall determine
determine whether
whether
agency providing
providing the
lution,
such persons
persons are
able to
to perform
the work
work on
on work
projects to
to which
which
work projects
perform the
are able
such
they
be assigned
and no
no person
person shall
be employed
for
shall be
employed or
or retained
retained for
they can
can be
assigned and
employment
on any
such project
project whose
work habits
habits are
or work
work
are such
such or
any such
whose work
employment on
record
is incapable
incapable of
of performing
performing satisfactorily
the
record shows
shows that
that he
he is
satisfactorily the
work to
to which
he may
may be
assigned on
the project.
p roject.
on the
be assigned
which he
work
Removal or
(d) There
employment on
on Work
Work Projects
Removal
or nonemnonem(d)
There shall
shall be
be removed
removed from
from employment
Projects
ployment of uncertiAdministration projects
projects all
all relief
relief workers
whose needs
needs for
employfied
relief
nei
relief workers.
Administration
workers whose
for employment have
not been
been certified
by, and,
as provided
provided in
section
ment
have not
certified by,
and, except
except as
in section
16
worker shall
shall be
be employed
on such
such projects
until
16 (b)
(b),7 no
no relief
relief worker
employed on
projects until
after his
employment has
by (a)
(a) aalocal
local public
public
has been
been certified
certified by
after
his need
need for
for employment
certifying
agency or
or (b)
the Work
where no
certifying agency
(b) the
Work Projects
Projects Administration
Administration where
no
such agency
agency exists
exists or
where the
Projects Administrati
on cercer Work Projects
Administration
or where
the Work
such
tifies by
of its
refusal to
public
tifies
by reason
reason of
its refusal
to accept
accept certification
certification by
by local
local public
agencies.
agencies.
Employment
of
(e) No blind person receiving
Employment of
(e)
receiving aid under the Social Security Act,
blind persons.
as
shall be
from temporarily
relinquishing such
temporarily relinquishing
be prohibited
prohibited from
amended, shall
as amended,
aid to
to accept
accept employment
on a
Projects Administration
project.
aid
employment on
a Work
Work Projects
Administration project.
Restriction on em(f)
No
alien,
no
Communist,
and
no
member
of
any
Nazi
Bund
Bund
Nazi
of
any
member
no
and
Communist,
no
alien,
No
(f)
of
aiens;
ployRment
ployment
aliens,
Communists,
or Nazi
Nazi
employment or continued in employment
Organization shall be given employment
Communists, or
Organization
Bund
Organization
appropriations contained in
members.
ato
on any work project prosecuted
prosecuted under
under the appropriations
of the money appropriated
this
resolution and
appropriated in this
this joint resolution
and no
no part of
joint resolution
resolution shall
shall be
available to
person who
who has
has not
not
any person
be available
to pay
pay any
joint
made
make affidavit
affidavit as
made or
or who does not
not make
as to
to United States
States citizencitizenship and
and to
to the
that he
he is
is not
not aaCommunist
Communist and not a
ship
the effect
effect that
a member
member
considered
Organization, such affidavit to be considered
of any Nazi
Nazi Bund
Bund Organization,
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prima facie evidence of such citizenship,
citizenship, and that he is not aa
prima
Communist, and not a
a member
member of any
Nazi Bund
Bund Organization.
Organization.
any Nazi
Commissioner: shall
(g) The Commissioner
shall cause
cause a
a periodic
periodic investigation
investigation to be
be
made of the rolls of relief employees on
on work projects, and shall
shall
eliminate from the rolls those
those not
not in
in actual
actual need,
need, such
such investigation
investigation
to be made so that each case is investigated
investigated at least once
once in every
every
twelve
twelve months.
months.
S
EC. 16.
(a) No
fide offer
offer of
of
SEC.
16. (a)
No person
person in
in need
need who
who refuses
refuses a
a bona
bona fide
private
private or
or other
other public employment
employment under
under reasonable
condireasonable working
working condiin the
the community
tions which
which pays the prevailing
prevailing wage
wage for such work in
community
where he resides and who is capable of performing
performing such
such work shall
shall
be employed
employed or retained
retained in employment
employment on
work projects
projects under
under the
the
on work
this joint
joint resolution
resolution for
for the
the period
period such
private
funds appropriated
appropriated in
in this
such private
or other public employment
employment would be available.
(b) Any person who takes such employment
employment shall at the expiration
expiration
thereof be entitled
entitled to
immediate resumption
of his
his previous
previous employemployto immediate
resumption of
ment status
status with the
is still
still in
in
the Work Projects
Projects Administration
Administration if he is
need and if
if he has lost such
employment through
through no fault of his own,
such employment
and if
has first
all the
the benefits
unemployment compensacompensaand
if he
he has
first drawn
drawn all
benefits of
of unemployment
tion that shall
shall have
have accrued
accrued to
to him
him during
during his
his term
in private
private
term in
employment and which
which are
available to
employment
are available
to him.
him.
S
EC. 17.
No person
person shall
shall be
be employed
retained in
SEC.
17. (a)
(a) No
employed or
or retained
in employemployany administrative
position, or
position
ment in any
administrative position,
or in any supervisory
supervisory position
on
in this
this joint
joint resolution
resolution
on any
any project,
project, under
under the
the appropriations
appropriations in
unless such person has previously
previously subscribed
subscribed or before
before engaging
engaging in
in
employment subscribes
subscribes to
oath:
such employment
to the following
following oath:
"I,
A B,
do solemnly
solemnly swear
swear (or
(or affirm)
will support
and
"I, A
B, do
affirm) that
that I
I will
support and
defend the Constitution
defend
Constitution of the United
enemies,
United States
States against
against all enemies,
foreign and domestic; that II will bear
bear true faith and allegiance
allegiance to
the same; that II take this
this obligation
the
obligation freely,
freely, without
without any mental
reservation or
faithfully
reservation
or purpose of
of evasion; and that
that I
I will well and faithfully
discharge
employment) on which II am
discharge the duties of the office
office (or employment)
am
God."
about to
to enter (or which
which IInow
now occupy).
occupy). So help me God."
(b)
No portion
made under
under this joint reso(b) No
portion of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation made
compensation to any person
be used
used to pay any
any compensation
person who
lution shall be
advocates, or who
advocates,
who is a
a member of
of an
an organization
organization that advocates, the
overthrow of
Government of the United
overthrow
of the
the Government
United States.
(c)
the head
of any
agency receiving
receiving
head of
any other
other agency
(c) The
The Commissioner
Commissioner and
and the
an appropriation
authorized to
designate employees,
employees,
hereunder is
is authorized
to designate
an
appropriation hereunder
administrative and
and supervisory,
supervisory, as
as he
he may
necessary to
to adminmay deem necessary
administrative
ister such
by this
this joint
joint resolution
resolution and
and such
such
as are
are required
required by
ister
such oaths
oaths as
other oaths
as may
be required
necessary in
the operation
the
in the
operation of
of the
or necessary
oaths as
may be
required or
other
Work Projects
or other
agency, which
which oaths
oaths shall
shall be
be
other agency,
Administration or
Work
Projects Administration
administered without
fee; such
such oaths
oaths shall
shall have
the same
same
have the
charge or
or fee;
administered
without charge
force and
effect as
by notaries,
notaries, justices
justices of
of the
the
as oaths
oaths administered
administered by
force
and effect
peace, and
and other
Federal and
officers qualified
qualified to
to
and non-Federal
non-Federal officers
other Federal
peace,
administer
administer oaths.
S
EC. 18.
18. In
In carrying
carrying out
out the
the purpose
appropriations in
this
purpose of
of the
the appropriations
in this
SEC.
joint resolution,
the secretary
Treasury with
approval of
of
the approval
with the
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
joint
resolution, the
the Director
Director of
the Bureau
of the
the Budget,
to prescribe
prescribe
authorized to
Budget, i
issauthorized
of the
Bureau of
the
rules and
and regulations
regulations for
for the
establishment .
of
for any
any
funds for
of special
special funds
the establishment
rules
agency
receiving an
appropriation under
resolution, in
in the
the
this joint
joint resolution,
an appropriation
under this
agency receiving
nature of
revolving funds for use,
30, 1941,
1941, in the purchase,
purchase,
use, until June 30,
nature
of revolving
of materials,
materials, supplies, equipment,
repair,
rental of
or rental
repair, distribution, or
and tools.
SEC. 19.
the Revised
Statutes (41
(41
section 3709
3709 of
of the
Revised Statutes
SEC.
19. The
The provision
provision of
of section
U. S.
C. 5)
apply to
service procured
procured
made or
or service
to any
any purchase
purchase made
S. C.
5) shall
shall not
not apply
U.
in connection
with the
appropriations in
this joint
resolution when
when
in this
joint resolution
the appropriations
connection with
in
the aggregate
amount involved
than $300.
$300.
less than
is less
involved is
aggregate amount
the

Periodic investigaPeriodic
tions of relief rolls;
tions
eliminations.
eliminations.

Refusal
Refusal of
of private,
etc., employment
etc,
employment offer.

Restoration of emRestoration
with
ployment status with
W. P. A.
W.P.A.

Oath of office.
office.
Oath

Persons
advocating
Persons advocating
overthrow
S.
overthrow of U.
IL S.
Government.

Designation of
of emem.
Designation
ployees to administer
administer
oaths.

Establishment
of
Establishment
special funds for purspecial
chase
chase of supplies,
supplies, eta.
etc.

Minor purchases.
purchases.
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joint resolution
in this
this joint
SEC. 20.
The appropriations
appropriations in
resolution for
for adminis20. The
SEC.
trative
expenses
and
such
portions
of
other
appropriations
in this
this
in
appropriations
other
of
portions
such
and
trative expenses
.
s
joint resolution
resolution as
as are
administrative expenses
may be
be
expenses may
for administrative
are available
available for
joint
obligated
the amounts
agency, with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
the
the agency,
which the
amounts which
in the
obligated in
Director
of the
Bureau of
the Budget,
shall have
have certified
certified to
the
to the
Budget, shall
of the
the Bureau
Director of
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
as
necessary
for
personal
services,
in
the
the
in
services,
personal
for
necessary
as
Treasury
the
Secretary of
District
Columbia and
contract stenographic
stenographic
for contract
and for
elsewhere, and
and elsewhere,
of Columbia
District of
reporting
services supplies
supplies and
and equipment;
equipment; purchase
purchase and
and exchange
exchange
reporting services,
of lawbooks,
lawbooks, books
books of
of reference,
reference, directories,
directories, and
and periodicals,
periodicals, newsnewsof
papers and
press clippings;
clippings; travel
expenses including
expenses of
of
including expenses
travel expenses,
and press
papers
on
attendance
of officials
officials and
and employees
employees of the agency on
meetings of
at meetings
attendance at
official
at the
the seat
of government
government and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere;
seat of
rental at
business; rental
official business;
purchase,
maintenance of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled passengerpassengerand maintenance
operation, and
purchase, operation,
carrying
binding and
and such
such other
other expenses
expenses as
as
and binding
printing and
vehicles; printing
carrying vehicles;
may
necessary for
the objectives
objectives of
of this
this
of the
accomplishment of
the accomplishment
for the
be necessary
may be
joint resolution.
Nonapplieation of
of Executive
Executive Order Numbered
SEC.
21. (a)
Nonapplication
S
EC. 21.
(a) The
The provisions
provisions of
Numbered 7916,
Executive Order No.
positions the
dated June
June 24,
1938, shall
apply to positions
the compensation
compensation
shall not apply
24, 1938,
No. dated
.
7916.
of which
is payable
payable from
from appropriations
contained in
in this
this joint
joint
appropriations contained
which is
of
resolution, and
such appropriations
appropriations shall not be
be available for the
and such
resolution,
compensation of
of the
the incumbent
of any
any position
placed in
the comcomin the
position placed
incumbent of
compensation
petitive classified
service of
the United
States after
January
after January
United States
of the
civil service
classified civil
petitive
10,
1939.
10, 1939.
Acceptance of
carrying out the purposes of this joint resolution
of un(b)
Acceptance
. In
In carrying
resolution the
compensated
services.
compensated services.
agencies
or allocations
allocations under such
such
herein or
appropriations herein
receiving appropriations
agencies receiving
appropriations are
are authorized
and utilize
utilize such
such voluntary
voluntary
accept and
to accept
authorized to
appropriations
and uncompensated
uncompensated services,
services, appoint,
regard to
to civil-service
civil-service
without regard
appoint, without
and
Appointments.
Appointments.
laws, such
and utilize,
utilize, with
with the
the consent
consent of
of
and employees,
employees, and
such officers
officers and
Utilization
Utilization of Fed- laws,
eral, State, and local
the head
Federal agency
agency by
by which
which they
they are
are employed,
employed, such
such
the Federal
of the
head of
the
loyees nd
emp
employees.
officers and
Federal
Federal officers
and employees,
employees, and
and with the
the consent of the State
compensation
such State
and local
local officers
and employees
such compensation
employees at such
officers and
State and
such
as
shall be
determined by
by the
the head
agency involved,
involved, as may
the agency
head of the
be determined
as shall
be necessary,
necessary, and
their authorities,
duties, responsibilities,
responsibilities,
authorities, duties,
prescribe their
and prescribe
be
42 Stat. 1488.
and tenure,
without regard
to the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of 1923,
1923,
regard to
and, without
tenure, and,
6M- and
52i
ta'ao.
5 U.
S. 0. §§ 661.employees
673,
amended,
fix
the
compensation
any
officers
and
employees
of
any
officers
to
fix
the
compensation
674; Supp. V,§i§§ 673,
as
amended,
73
673c.
673o.
so appointed.
(c)
Appointments to
to Federal
Federal positions
positions of
an administrative
administrative
of an
(c) Appointments
toAppointments
Federal inis
to Federal administrative, etc.,ositions
etc., positions
or advisory
advisory capacity
capacity under
under the
the appropriations
appropriations in
in this
this joint
joint resoluresoluor
trative
in States.
ttes.tion
tion in any
any State
State shall be made from among
among the bona fide citizens
citizens
of that
that State
State so
far as
inconsistent with
with efficient
efficient administration.
administration.
so far
as not
not inconsistent
of
Separations and furFederal service,
separations from
Sac. 22.
from the
the Federal
service, or
or furfurmaking separations
In making
SEC.
22. In
and fur
loratons
'
loughs.
last as
as long
long as three months, of persons
persons emwithout pay
pay to last
loughs without
ployed
Columbia, under the provisions of
of
ployed within the District of Columbia,
preference,
the appointing
resolution, the
appointing power
power shall give preference,
this joint
joint resolution,
as
nearly as
as good
to
in retention
retention to
administration will
will warrant,
warrant, in
as nearly
good administration
appointees
States that
not received
received their
their share
share of appoint.
appoint..
have not
from States
that have
appointees from
Proviso.
ments
to population:
however, That
That soldiers
s
oldie rs,
Provided, however,
population: Provided,
ments according
according to
^reeentiaI status
Preferential
status
of
soldiers, etc.
etc.
osoldiers,
sailors, and marines,
marines, the widows of such, or the wives of injured
i
nj
ure d
qualified, but
soldiers, sailors, and marines, who themselves are not qualified,
but
qualified to hold aa position in the Government
whose wives are qualified
Government
grades
service, shall
shall be
preference in retention,
retention, in their several
seve ra lgra
des
given preference
service,
be given
and classes
where their
ratings are
are good
good or
or better.
better.
and
classes, where
their ratings
Disability or death
February 15, 1934 (48 Stat.
SEC.
or death
Disabiity
Sao. 23. The provisions
provisions of the Act of February
compensation, etc.
796.
55U.S.
C.796.
.s. C.§
351), as amended,
to disability
or death
death compensation
compensation and
351),
amended, relating
relating to
disability or
and
Employees exbenefits
temd.oyees exbenefits shall
shall apply
apply to
to persons (except
(except administrative
administrative employees
employees
cepted.
employees of the
qualifying
qualifying as civil employees
the United States) receiving
receiving compensation
appropriations in this joint resolution
pensation from the appropriations
resolution for services
Proviso.
of the
United States:
Provided That
this
That this
States: Provided,
the United
as employees
employees of
rendered as
Nonapplication
Nonappication of rendered
section in
in designated
section
section shall
designated section
not
apply
in
any case
coming
within the
purview of
the
shall
not
apply
in
any
case
coming
within
the
purview
of
the
*WS.
workmen's
compensation
law
of
any
State,
Territory,
or
possession,
workmen's
Administrative

ppenses.
e es

exx-
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or in which the claimant has received
received or is entitled
entitled to receive similar
similar
benefits
or death.
death.
for injury or
benefits for
SEc. 24.
24. None
None of
of the
resolution
available by this joint resolution
made available
the funds
funds made
SEC.
operation of any theater
shall
(a) for the operation
theater project, (b)
(b) for
for
shall be used (a)
the
project sponsored
sponsored solely by the Work Projects
the operation
operation of any, project
Administration,
broadcasting in an amount
amount exceedexceedAdministration, or (c) for radio broadcasting
ing $100,000
$100,000 or for the acquisition,
distribution of motionacquisition, rental, or distribution
ing
picture
films.
picture films.
SEc. 25.
is authorized
authorized to
consider, ascertain,
ascertain,
to consider,
Commissioner is
SEC.
25. The
The Commissioner
hereof
appropriation in section
adjust, determine,
section 1
1hereof
from the appropriation
and pay from
determine, and
adjust,
any claim
on account
damage to or loss of privately
privately owned
owned
of damage
account of
claim on
any
property caused
negligence of any employee
employee of the Works
caused by the negligence
property
Progress Administration
Administration or
Projects Administration
Administration while
or the Work Projects
Progress
acting within
conemployment. No claim shall be conthe scope
scope of his employment.
within the
acting
sidered hereunder
hereunder which
which is
is in
which is not presented
presented
or which
$500, or
of $500,
excess of
in excess
sidered
accrual thereof.
in writing
writing within
one year
from the
the date of accrual
year from
within one
in
Acceptance by
of the
the amount
amount allowed
allowed on account of his
claimant of
by a
a claimant
Acceptance
and the action
claim shall
shall be
deemed to
to be
full settlement
settlement thereof,
thereof, and
action
be in
in full
be deemed
claim
claimant shall be conclusive.
upon such
such claim
accepted by the claimant
so accepted
claim so
upon
authorized to call to the attention
Commissioner is authorized
SEc.
attention
SEC. 26. The Commissioner
of the
the city,
city, county,
county, and
and State
unemployment situathe unemployment
governments the
State governments
of
tion of
of that
that city,
city, county,
or State,
and to seek
cooperation of
of
the cooperation
seek the
State, and
county, or
tion
the State
any subdivision
thereof in
in meeting
meeting the
unemployment
the unemployment
subdivision thereof
or any
State or
the
problem.
problem.
SEc. 27.
27. Any
person who
defraud the
with intent to defraud
knowingly and with
who knowingly
Any person
SEC.
United
statement in connection
connection with any
any
false statement
any false
makes any
States makes
United States
under
application
any work
work project,
employment, or relief
relief aid under
project, employment,
for any
application for
to
the appropriations
i
n this
this joint
joint resolution,
resolution or diverts, or attempts
attempts to
appropriations in
the
divert or
in diverting,
diverting, for
for the
the benefit
of any
person or
persons
or persons
any person
benefit of
assists in
or assists
divert
of such appropriations,
not entitled
entitled thereto,
appropriations, or any
any
portion of
any portion
thereto, any
not
services or
real or
or personal
thereunder, or who
acquired thereunder,
property acquired
personal property
or real
services
knowingly, by
means of
of any
any fraud,
fraud, force,
threat, intimidation,
intimidation, or
or
force, threat,
by means
knowingly,
boycott,
on account
religion, political
political
race, religion,
of race,
account of
discrimination on
or discrimination
boycott, or
affiliations (except
(except as
section 15
15 (f)),
or membership
in
membership in
(f)), or
in section
provided in
as provided
affiliations
a
labor organization,
any of
of the
benefits to
to
the benefits
of any
person of
any person
deprives any
organization, deprives
a labor
which
entitled under
under any
any such
appropriations, or attempts
such appropriations,
be entitled
may be
he may
which he
disposes of, or assists in disso to
do or
or assists
assists in
so doing,
doing, or
or who
who disposes
in so
to do,
so
posing
except for
for the
the account
of the
United States,
property
States, any property
the United
account of
of, except
posing of,
upon
lien securing
securing a
a loan
under the
the propromade under
loan made
a lien
exists a
there exists
which there
upon which
visions of
of this
joint resolution
or the
AppropriaRelief AppropriaEmergency Relief
the Emergency
resolution or
this joint
visions
tion Acts
of 1935,
1936, 1937,
1937, 1938,
1938, and
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty
be deemed
1939, shall
and 1939,
1935, 1936,
Acts of
tion
of
and fined
fined not
not more
more than
than $2,000
or imprisoned
imprisoned not
not more
more
$2,000 or
felony and
of aa felony
be in
than two
two years,
or both.
both. The
in
section shall be
this section
of this
provisions of
The provisions
years, or
than
addition
not in
in substitution
any other
other provisions
provisions of
of
for, any
substitution for,
and not
to, and
addition to,
existing
or of
joint resolution.
resolution.
this joint
of this
law, or
existing law,
SEC. 28.
28. (a)
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any person
person knowingly
to
knowingly to
for any
It shall
(a) It
SEC.
solicit,
or knowingly
be in
any manner
any
in soliciting,
soliciting, any
concerned in
manner concerned
in any
knowingly be
solicit, or
assessment,
subscription, or
contribution for
campaign expenses
expenses
the campaign
for the
or contribution
assessment, subscription,
of
individual or
person receiving
comreceiving comany person
from any
party from
or political
political party
any individual
of any
pensation
or employment
provided for
by this
this joint
joint resolution.
resolution.
for by
employment provided
pensation or
(b)
violates any
of this
this
provision of
any provision
who knowingly
knowingly violates
person who
Any person
(b) Any
section shall
be guilty
and, upon
upon conviction,
conviction, shall
shall be
felony and,
of aa felony
guilty of
shall be
section
fined
not more
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
imprisoned for
more than
than one
for not more
or imprisoned
fined not
year, or
The provisions
provisions of
this section
section shall
shall be
addition to,
in addition
be in
of this
both. The
or both.
year,
and
in substitution
provisions of
of existing
existing law,
law, or
other provisions
any other
for, any
substitution for,
not in
and not
of this
joint resolution.
resolution.
this joint
of
Site.
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any person,
directly or
indior indiperson, directly
shall be
(a) It
29. (a)
SEC. 29.
rectly, to
any employment,
work, compensation,
compensation, or
or
position, work,
employment, position,
to promise
promise any
rectly,
other benefit,
benefit, provided
for or
possible by
this joint
resolution,
joint resolution,
by this
made possible
or made
provided for
other
person as consideration,
or
any other
other Act
Congress, to any person
consideration,
the Congress,
of the
Act of
or any
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623

Restriction on
on use of
of
Restriction
funds.

Settlement of priSettlement
vate damage claims.
claims
vate

Limitation.
Limitation.

Acceptance.
Acceptance.

State,
State. etc., cooperacooperameeting unemunemtion in meeting
ployment problem.
problem.
ployment

statements
False statements
False
with intent to defraud,
defraud,
with
etc.

Race, etc., discrimidiscrimiRace,
nation.

15 U..S.S. C.,
15
r. Supp.
V,
V. ch.
ch. ia
Ill (note).
(note)•
Penalty.
1ounaly.

Solicitation of conSolicitation
tributions
tributions for camcampaign expenses.

Penalty.

Promise of
of benefit
benefit
as reward for political
political
activity, etc.

624
624

Depriving persons
Depriving
employment on
on acof employment
count of race,
race, etc.
count

Penalty.

Use of administrative authority to interfere with an election,
etc.

Active participation
Active
participation
in political
campaigns,
in
political campaigns,
etc.

Penalty.

Candidate for State,
office; campaign
etc., office;
campaign
manager.

Reports of operaopera-

tions to
tions
to Congress.
Congress.

53
927.
53 Stat.
Stat. 927.
15 U.
U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
V.
V, ch. 15.
16.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Reports to
to be
be in
in
Reports
lieu, etc.
lieu,
etc.
Competition with
Competition
existing industries, restriction.
striction.

Restriction on use
of funds for naval or
military
military purposes.
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favor,
for any
any political
political activity
the support
of or
or
support of
activity or
or for
for the
or reward
reward for
favor, or
opposition
to any
candidate in
election or
or any
any political
political party.
party.
any election
in any
any candidate
opposition to
(b) Except
Except as
be required
required by
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 15
15 (f)
(f)
by the
as may
may be
(b)
and section
30 hereof,
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any person
person to
deprive,
to deprive,
it shall
shall be
hereof, it
and
section 30
attempt
or threaten
deprive, by
by any
any means,
means, any
any perperto deprive,
threaten to
to deprive,
deprive, or
attempt to
son
of any
compensation, or
or other
other
work, compensation,
position, work,
any employment,
employment, position,
son of
benefit, provided
or made
made possible
this joint
resolution, on
on
by this
joint resolution,
possible by
for or
benefit,
provided for
account
of race,
any political
political activity,
activity, support
support of,
or
of, or
color, or
or any
race, creed,
creed, color,
account of
opposition
to any
any candidate
candidate or
or any
party in
in any
any election.
election.
any political
political party
opposition to
(c)
Any person
person who
who knowingly
any provision
of this
this secsecprovision of
violates any
knowingly violates
(c) Any
tion
shall
be
guilty
of
a
felony
and,
upon
conviction,
shall
be
fined
fined
shall
be
tion shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction,
not more
more than
than $1,000
$1,000 or
for not
than one
or
one year,
year, or
not more
more than
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
not
both. The
The provisions
provisions of
this section
section shall
shall be
be in
in addition
to, and
and
addition to,
of this
both.
not
substitution for,
for, any
provisions of
of law,
or of
of this
this joint
joint
law, or
any other
other provisions
not in
in substitution
resolution.
resolution.
SEc. 30.
30. (a)
(a) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any person
employed in
any
in any
person employed
unlawful for
SEC.
administrative or
capacity by
by any
any agency
agency of
of the
the Federal
Federal
supervisory capacity
or supervisory
administrative
Government, whose
thereof is
is paid
paid from
from
or any
any part
part thereof
compensation or
whose compensation
Government,
funds authorized
or appropriated
appropriated by
resolution, to
his
to use
use his
this joint
joint resolution,
by this
funds
authorized or
official authority
authority or
or influence
the purpose
purpose of
of interfering
an
with an
interfering with
for the
influence for
official
election
or affecting
affecting the
the results
results thereof.
thereof. While
persons shall
such persons
shall
While such
election or
retain the
the right
right to
to vote
vote as
they please
please and
express privately
privately their
their
and to
to express
as they
retain
opinions
they shall
take no
no active
active part,
part,
shall take
subjects, they
on all
all political
political subjects,
opinions on
directly
indirectly, in
political management
management or
or in
in political
political camcamin political
or indirectly,
directly or
paigns
political conventions.
conventions.
or in
in political
paigns or
(la) Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
section shall
shall be
be
this section
provisions of
violating the
(b)
immediately
from the
or office
office held
held by
by him,
him and
and
the position
position or
removed from
immediatey removed
thereafter no
no part
funds appropriated
by this
this joint
resolution
joint resolution
the funds
appropriated by
part of
of the
thereafter
shall be
used to
to pay
of such
The provisions
provisions
pay the
the compensation
compensation of
such person.
person. The
shall
be used
of this
this section
section shall
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to,
to, and
not in
in substitution
substitution for, any
and not
of
other provisions
of existing
or of
this joint
resolution.
law, or
of this
joint resolution.
other
provisions of
existing law,
SEC. 31.
part of
appropriation in
SEC.
31. No
No part
of any
any appropriation
in this
this joint resolution
resolution shall
be used
to pay
salary or
any person
in aasupervisory
supervisory
be
used to
pay the
the salary
or expenses
expenses of
of any
person in
or administrative
position who
who is
is aacandidate
any State,
State, district,
or
administrative position
candidate for
for any
district,
county, or municipal
county,
office requiring
full time
time of
of such
such
municipal office (such
(such office
requiring full
person
and to
to which
salary or
or per
per diem
in any
any
person and
which office
office aa. salary
diem attaches),
attaches), in
primary, general
general or
is serving
serving as
as aacampaign
campaign
or special
special election,
election, or
or who
who is
manager
or assistant
thereto for
such candidate.
candidate.
manager or
assistant thereto
for any
any such
SEc. 32.
Reports of the operations
operations under
appropriations in
this
32. Reports
under the appropriations
in this
joint resolution
resolution and the
in the
the Emergency
Emergency Relief
Relief
the appropriations
appropriations in
Appropriation
including a
statement of
of the
the expenditures
Appropriation Act
Act of
of 1939,
1939, including
a statement
expenditures
made and obligations
obligations incurred by classes of projects
projects and
and amounts,
amounts,
shall be submitted
to Congress
Congress by
by the President
submitted to
before the
31st
President on
on or
or before
the 31st
January in
in each
of the
next two
two regular
sessions of
of Congress:
of January
each of
the next
regular sessions
Congress:
Provided,
reports shall
shall be
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the reports
reports required
required
Provided, That
That such
such reports
be in
by
33 of
of such
such Act.
by section
section 33
Act.
SEC. 33. No funds
whether
SEc.
funds appropriated
appropriated in this joint resolution,
resolution, whether
administered
local
administered by the Federal
Federal Government
Government or by the States or local
governmental agencies from funds contributed
governmental
contributed in whole or in part
orr
by the Federal Government, shall
shall be used by any Federal,
Federal, State, o
other
establish, relocate,
relocate, or
or.expand
mills, facfacother agency
agency to purchase
purchase, establish,
expand mills,
tories, stores,
which would
manufacture, handle,
handle, process,
process,
stores, or plants
plants which
would manufacture,
or produce for sale articles
articles, commodities,
commodities, or products
products (other
(other than
than
those derived from the first processing
sweetpotatoes and naval
processing of sweetpotatoes
stores products)
products) in competition
competition with existing industries.
SEC.
S
Ec. 34. None of the funds
funds appropriated
appropriated by this joint resolution
shall be used for the manufacture,
manufacture, purchase,
Purchase, or construction
construction of any
any
munitions, or implement of war, for
naval vessel, any armament,
armament, munitions,
for
military or naval forces,
appropriated or authorforces, and no funds herein
herein appropriated
author-
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bureau
ized shall
shall be
diverted or
allocated to any other
other department
department or bureau
or allocated
be diverted
ized
for
such purpose.
purpose.
for such
i
Restriction
on conconcton on
Rest
S
EC. 35.
35. No
part of
of the
the funds
funds made available in this joint resolu- struction,
No part
SEC.
penal
etc., of penal
struction, etc.,
institutions.
obligation
an
to
institutions.
pursuant
except
tion
shall
be
loaned
granted,
except
pursuant
obligation
granted,
or
loaned
tion shall be
incurred
prior to
to the
date of the
the enactment
enactment of this joint resolution,
the date
incurred prior
to
any
State,
or
any
of
its
political
subdivisions or agencies,
agencies, for the
subdivisions
political
its
of
any
to any State, or
purpose of
assisting in carrying
carrying out any
any program
program
or assisting
out or
carrying out
of carrying
purpose
or
project of
rebuilding, repairing,
repairing, or replanning its
constructing, rebuilding,
of constructing,
or project
Exception.
Exception.
penal or
or reformatory
President shall find that
institutions, unless the President
reformatory institutions,
penal
or
the
projects
to
be
financed
with
such
loan
or
grant
grant
will
not
cause
or
or
loan
such
with
financed
be
to
the projects
promote competition
of the
products of convict
convict labor with the prodthe products
competition of
promote
ucts
of free
free labor.
labor.
ucts of

appropriations,
S
EC. 36.
appfopriations or
of appropriations,
portions of
or portions
expending appropriations
In expending
36. In
SEC.
contained
in
this
joint
resolution,
for
the
payment
for
personal servpayment
the
for
resolution,
joint
this
in
contained
ices in
Columbia in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the Classification
Classification
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
ices
Act of
of 1923,
1923, as
as amended,
the average
average of
of the
the salaries
of the
the total
total numsalaries of
amended, the
Act
ber of
of persons
any grade
in any
any appropriation
appropriation unit herein
grade in
under any
persons under
ber
compensation rates
shall
at any
any time
time exceed
exceed the
average of the compensation
the average
not at
shall not
specified for
such Act,
in
amended, and in grades in
as amended,
Act, as
by such
grade by
the grade
for the
specified
the salary of such
which only
position is
is allocated,
such position shall
shall
allocated, the
one position
only one
which
compensation rates
not exceed
the average
of the
rates for
for the grade:
grade: ProProthe compensation
average of
exceed the
not
1,
grades
to
(1)
vided,
That
this
restriction
shall
not
apply
(1)
to
grades
1, 2, 3,
apply
not
shall
restriction
this
vided, That
and
4 of
of the
the clerical-mechanical
clerical-mechanical service,
or (2)
to require
the reducreducrequire the
(2) to
service, or
and 4
of
as of
tion
in
salary
of
any
person
whose
compensation
was
fixed
was
compensation
whose
person
any
tion in salary of
July 1,
1, 1924,
with the rules of section 66of such Act, or
accordance with
in accordance
1924, in
July
(3) to
to require
require the
reduction in
in salary
salary of
of any
person who is transferred
transferred
any person
the reduction
(3)
from
another position
in the
same or different
different grade
the same
position in
to another
position to
one position
from one
appropriation unit,
in
the same
bureau, office,
office, or other
other appropriation
different bureau,
a different
or a
same or
in the
a rate
or
(4) to
the payment
salary under any grade at a
payment of aa salary
prevent the
to prevent
or (4)
rate
such
when
higher
than
the
maximum
rate
of
the
grade
when
higher
grade
the
of
rate
higher than the maximum
is permitted
permitted by
Act of 1923,
1923, as amended,
amended, and is
is
Classification Act
the Classification
by the
is
specifically authorized
authorized by
by other
other law,
law, or
or (5)
(5) to
reduce the compensacompensato reduce
specifically
tion of
any person
in a
grade in
which only
one position
position is
is allocated.
allocated.
only one
in which
a grade
person in
of any
tion
general
S
EC.
37.
Any
Administrator
or
other
officer
named
to
have
general
have
to
named
officer
other
or
SEC. 37. Any Administrator
supervision
the seat
seat of
of government
over the program
program and work
work
government over
at the
supervision at
contemplated
the appropriations
joint resoresocontained in this joint
appropriations contained
under the
contemplated under
lution and
and receiving
of $5,000
$5,000 or more per annum from such
such
salary of
receiving aasalary
lution
receiving aa
appropriations,
and any
State or
regional administrator
administrator.receiving
or regional
any State
appropriations, and
(except
salary
of $5,000
$5,000 or
or more
more per
per annum
from such
appropriations (except
such appropriations
annum from
salary of
by
appointed
shall
law)
persons
now
serving
as
such
under
other
law)
shall
be
appointed
under
such
as
persons now serving
the
by and
and with
with the
advice and
and consent
consent of the Senate:
Senate:
the advice
President, by
the President,
Provided,
of section
section 1761
of the
Revised Statultes
Statutes
the Revised
1761 of
provisions of
the provisions
That the
Provided, That
salary of any person
the salary
shall
such appointee
appointee and
and the
any such
to any
apply to
not apply
shall not
so
appointed shall
shall not
not be
be increased
of six
six months
months after
after
period of
for aa period
increased for
so appointed
confirmation.
confirmation.
SEC. 38.
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of
of any
any other
other law,
law, the
38. Notwithstanding
SEC.
President is
discretion, and
and under
regulations
such regulations
under such
his discretion,
in his
authorized, in
is authorized,
President
Conservation
as he
prescribe, to
within the Civilian Conservation
provide within
to provide
may prescribe,
lie may
as
Corps
training of
therein in
noncombatant subjects
in noncombatant
enrollees therein
of enrollees
such training
Corps such
essential
to the
the operations
operations of
the military and naval establishments
of the
essential to
interests .of the
as he
he considers
considers may
may contribute
to the interests
materially to
contribute materially
as
restricted
national
defense.
Such
subjects
may
include,
but
are
not
restricted to,
not
are
but
include,
may
subjects
national defense. Such
cooking, baking,
aid to
injured, operation
maintenance
and maintenance
operation and
the injured,
to the
first aid
baking, first
cooking,
maintenance,
of
motor
vehicles,
road
and
bridge
construction
and
maintenance,
and
construction
bridge
and
of motor vehicles, road
photography,
signal communications,
matters incident
incident to
to
communications, and other matters
photography, signal
Provided
activities:
and
military
the
successful
conduct
of
and
naval
activities:
Provided,
of
conduct
successful
the
"Civilian Conservation
That
the appropriations
under the
Conservation
heading "Civilian
the heading
appropriations under
That the
Corps" contained
contained in
the
Federal
Security
Agency
Appropriation
Appropriation
Agency
Security
in the Federal
Corps"
Act, 1941,
shall be
be available
carrying out
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
out the
for carrying
available for
1941, shall

Act,

40
19347W-41—FT. I —40
193470--41-PT.

Salary restriction.

Salary restriction.

42
14S. 1468.
42 Stat.
5 U. S. C. §§ 661V, §§ 673,
671; Supp. V,
673c.

Stat.

67

67t;

Proviso.
not
o
Pris
Restriction not
applicable
desigin desigapplicable in
nated cases.

tdcases

42 Stat. 1490.
42
Stat.146
5U.S.C.
§666.

Appointment

of

designtedadminisdesignated
administrators; requirements.
requirements.
trators;

Proriso.
i
Prio.
Remo; appointees;
salary status.
statlu.
salnry
5U. S. C. §56.
U. . C. I
Civilian ConservaCCorps. orps.ea
tiol
tion
Training of enrollees
in noncombatant subjects.

Traininofenrolle

s

lability oof

PTOVi.108.

Availability

funds.
funds.

Ante, p. 581.

Anp.58
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PUBLIC LA.
WS- CH.432-JUNE
432---JUNE 26,
1940
LAWS-CH.
26, 1940

No exclusion because of race, etc.
cause
Tennessee
Valley
Tennessee
Valley
Authority
Authority Act of 1933,
amendment.
amendment.
48 Stat. 66.
16 U.S.
U. S. c.
C.. §8311.
16
8311.
Payments
Payments to certain
certain
States
States and counties
therein.

"Gross
"Gross
defined.
defined.

proceeds"
proceeds"

Payments in lieu of
of
taxation.
taxation.

Apportionment of
Apportionment
of
payment
among
among
States.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Minimum annual
annual
payments
each
Eayments to each
State.
State.

Minimum to be not
less than
than $10,000.
$10,000.
Payments to councounties; deduction from
from
otherwise
payment otherwise
due State.

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

section, and the limitations and conditions
conditions on
on the
of such
the expenditure
expenditure of
such
funds are hereby
funds
to the
necessary to
to accomplish
the
hereby waived
waived to
the extent
extent necessary
accomplish the
purposes
purposes of this section:
section: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
person shall
shall be
be
That no
no person
excluded from the training
this section
section on
on
training program
program authorized
authorized by
by this
account of race,
race, color, or
or creed.
creed.
SEO.
Tennessee Valley
S
EC. 39. Section
Section 13 of the Tennessee
Valley Authority
Authority Act
Act of
is
of 1933
1933 is
amended to
as follows:
hereby amended
to read
read as
follows:
"SEo. 13.
render financial
assistance to
to those
those States
States
"Smo.
13. In
In order
order to
to render
financial assistance
and local governments
governments in
of the
the CorCorin which
which the
the power
power operations
operations of
poration are
and in
in which
which the
the Corporation
Corporation has
acquired
are carried
carried on
on and
has acquired
properties previously subject
subject to
and local
taxation, the
board
to State
State and
local taxation
the board
is authorized
authorized and
to said
States, and
and the
counties
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay to
said States,
the counties
therein,' for each
therein
each fiscal year,
beginning July
1, 1940,
1940, the
year, beginning
July 1,
the following
following
percentages of the gross proceeds
percentages
proceeds derived
sale of
of power
power by
by
derived from
from the
the sale
Corporation for the
the Corporation
year as
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided,
the preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal year
additional amounts
together with such additional
amounts as
as may
may be
be payable
payable pursuant
pursuant
to the provisions
provisions hereinafter
forth, said
payments to
to constitute
constitute
hereinafter set
set forth,
said payments
a charge
a
charge against the power
power operations
operations of
of the
Corporation: For
For the
the Corporation:
the
fiscal
fiscal year
(beginning July
July 1)
percentum; 1941,
1941, 9
9 per
per
year (beginning
1) 1940,
1940, 10
10 percentum;
1943, 7y
centum; 1942, 88 per
per centumn;
centum; 1943,
• 1944,
1944, 7
per
7/22 per
per centum
centum;'
7 per
centum; 1945,
centum;
1945, 6/2
61/
2 per
n; 1946,
1946, 6
per centum;
51/
2 per
per
per centm
centum;
6 per
centum; 1947,
1947, 51/2
fiscal year
centum; 1948 and each fiscal
year thereafter,
thereafter , 55 per
centum. 'Gross
'Gross
per centum.
proceeds', as used in this section,
section, is
as the
the total
total gross
gross proceeds
is defined
defined as
proceeds
derived
Corporation from
derived by the Corporation
power for
for the
the preceding
preceding
from the
the sale
sale of
of power
fiscal year
excluding power
power used
by the
the Corporation
Corporation or
or sold
sold or
or
fiscal
year,, excluding
used by
to any other department
delivered io
department or
or agency
agency of
Government of
of
of the
the Government
the United States
States for any purpose other than the resale
thereof.
resale thereof.
payments herein authorized
The payments
authorized are
are in
in lieu
of taxation,
taxation, and
and the
lieu of
the
'property, franchises
and income,
income, are
Corporation, its
its property,
franchises and
are hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly exempted
exempted from taxation
in any
any manner
manner or
or form
form by
any
taxation in
by any
State, county, municipality, or any
any subdivision
subdivision or
or district
district thereof.
thereof.
"The
payment for each
"The payment
year shall
apportioned among
among said
said
each fiscal
fiscal year
shall be
be apportioned
States in
manner: One-half
i
n the following manner:
One-half of
said payment
shall be
be
of said
payment shall
apportioned by paying to each State the percentage
apportioned
which
percentage thereof
thereof which
the gross proceeds
proceeds of
of the
the power
sales by
by the
within
power sales
the Corporation
Corporation within
said State during the preceding fiscal
fiscal year bears to the
gross
the total gross
proceeds
proceeds from
sales by
by the
Corporation during
during the
the precedprecedfrom all
all power
power sales
the Corporation
ing fiscal year; the remaining
remaining one-half
one-half of said
payment shall
shall be
be
said payment
apportioned
apportioned by paying
paying to
each State
the percentage
to each
State the
percentage thereof
thereof which
which
the book value
value of the power property held
by the
the Corporation
held by
Corporation within
within
said State at the end of the preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal year bears
bears to
to the
total
the total
book value of all such property
property held
by the
the Corporation
the
held by
Corporation on
on the
same date. The book
book value of
of power property
property shall include
include that
that
portion of
of the
the investment
investment allocated
portion
allocated or estimated
estimated to be allocable
allocable to
to
power: Provided,
Provided, That the minimum annual
annual payment
payment to
to each
each State
State
(including
(including payments
payments to counties
therein) shall
shall not
not be
be less
less than
than an
an
counties therein)
amount equal to the two-year
State and
two-year average of the State
local ad
and local
ad
valorem
valorem property-taxes
taxes levied
levied against power
flower property
property purchased
and
purchased and
operated
State and against
operated by the Corporation in said state
against that
that portion
portion
of
of reservoir
reservoir lands
lands related
related to dams constructed
constructed by or on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
United States Government
Corporation
United
Government and held or operated
operated by the Corporation
and allocated
or estimated
estimated to be allocable
allocable to power. The said
and
allocated or
said twotwoyear average
average shall be calculated
year
calculated for the last two
two tax years durin
during
which said
which
said property
property was
was privately
privately owned and operated or said land
was
owned: Provided
Provided further,
was privately
privately owned:
further, That
That the minimum
minimum annual
annual
payment
payment to each State in which the Corporation owns
owns and
and operates
power
(including payments
power property
property (including
payments to counties
counties therein)
therein) shall not
be
less than
than $10,000
further, That the corporabe less
$10,000 in any
any case: Provided
Provided further,
corporation
shall pay
tion shall
pay directly
directly to
to the
the respective
respective counties the two-year
two-year avera
average
of
county ad
valorem property
property taxes
taxes (including
(including taxes levied
by
of county
ad valorem
levied .by
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counties) upon
respective counties)
taxing districts within the respective
upon power property
allocable to power,
reservoir lands allocable
power, determined
determined as above provided,
and reservoir
a State shall be deducted
and
payments to
any such
county within
within a
deducted
such county
to any
all payments
and all
provisions
under the provisions
from the
payment otherwise
such State
State under
otherwise due to such
from
the payment
of
section. The
The determination
amounts due
due
the board of the amounts
determination of the
of this
this section.
hereunder to
to the
the respective
counties shall be final.
final.
States and counties
respective States
hereunder
"The payments
payments above
above provided
provided shall
shall in
case be
made to the
each case
be made
in each
"The
not later
State
monthly installments
installments beginning
later
beginning not
in equal
equal monthly
county in
or county
State or
than
July 31, 1940.
than July
"Nothing
herein shall be
authority of the
be construed
construed to limit the authority
"Nothing herein
municipalities,
Corporation
contracts for
power to municipalities,
the sale of power
for the
in its
its contracts
Corporation in
to permit
permit or
provide for
resale of power
power at rates which
which may
the resale
for the
or provide
to
include an
cover tax-equivalent
payments to the municitax-equivalent payments
to cover
an amount
amount to
include
pality in
State, county,
county, and
and municipal
taxes upon
upon any dismunicipal taxes
lieu of
of State,
in lieu
pality
tribution system
system or
or property
property owned
owned by
the municipality,
municipality, or any
by the
tribution
agency
conditioned upon
proper distribution
distribution by the
upon aa proper
thereof, conditioned
agency thereof,
municipality
amounts collected
by it
it m
State or county
county
lieu of State
in lieu
collected by
of any
any amounts
municipality of
taxes
upon any
any such
such distribution
system or property;
property; it
it being the
distribution system
taxes upon
intention
of Congress
that either
municipality or the State in
the municipality
either the
Congress that
intention of
which
is situated
provide for
the proper
proper disfor the
shall provide
situated shall
municipality is
the municipality
which the
tribution
to the
the State
State and
and county
of any
any portion
equivalent
portion of tax equivalent
county of
tribution to
so
the municipality
municipality in lieu
county taxes upon
upon
lieu of State or county
by the
collected by
so collected
any
property.
or property.
system or
distribution system
such distribution
any such
to
"The Corporation
not later
than January
January 1,
1, 1945,
1945, submit to
later than
shall, not
Corporation shall,
"The

operation of the provisions of this
on theof operation
a report
the Congress
section,including
the
Congress a report
astatement
on the
the distribution
of thetoprovisions
the variousofStates
this
section, including a statement of the distribution to the various States
provisions
the
of
operation
the
and counties
counties hereunder;
hereunder; the
operation
provisions
effect of
the effect
and
of
and local
appraisal of the
an appraisal
finances; an
local finances;
State and
on State
section on
this section
of this
benefits of
the program
of the
the Corporation
States and counties
the States
Corporation to the
program of
of the
benefits
receiving payments
payments hereunder,
and the effect of such benefits in
hereunder, and
receiving
counties;•and such
increasing
taxable values
such States
States and
and counties
such
within such
values within
increasing taxable
other
recommendations as may be
be pertinent
pertinent
and recommendations
information, and
data, information,
other data,
to future
legislation.".
to
future legislation.".
SEc.
40. (a)
President is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized through
through such
The President
(a) The
SEC. 40.
agency
or agencies
designate to
purchase exclusively
exclusively in the
to purchase
may designate
he may
as he
agencies as
agency or
United
hereinafter proand to distribute as hereinafter
transport, and
to transport,
and to
States and
United States
vided,
agricultural, medical,
medical, and
of
supplies for the relief of
other supplies
and other
vided, agricultural,
refugee
men, women,
and children,
children, who
driven from
their
from their
been driven
have been
who have
women, and
refugee men,
homes or
or otherwise
rendered destitute
destitute by
by hostilities
hostilities or invasion.
otherwise rendered
homes
When so
so purchased,
purchased, such
materials and
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
supplies are
and supplies
such materials
When
to be
President through
Cross
American Red Cross
through the American
the President
by the
distributed by
be distributed
to
or such
governmental or
as he
may designate.
designate.
he may
agencies as
other agencies
or other
such governmental
or
(b) There
There is
is hereby
appropriated, out
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
money in
any money
of any
out of
hereby appropriated,
(b)
not
sum of
$50,000,000, to
to be
available
be available
of $50,000,000,
the sum
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
section.
until
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, for
carrying out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
of this section,
for carrying
until June
including
cost of
of such
the transportation
transportation to
to point
point of
of
purchases, the
such purchases,
the cost
including the
distribution,
distribution, administrative
and other
other costs,
costs, but
but
administrative and
and distribution,
distribution, and
not
any administrative
administrative expense
expense incurred
incurred by any non-govincluding any
not including
ernmental
ernmental agency.
agency.
(c) Any
governmental agency
agency so
to aid
aid in
in the
the purchase,
purchase,
designated to
so designated
Any governmental
(c)
transportation or
or distribution
distribution of
of any
materials and
and supplies
supplies
such materials
any such
transportation
may
expend any
any sums
sums allocated
to it
purposes
designated purposes
such designated
for such
it for
allocated to
may expend
without regard
to the
the provisions
any other
Act.
other Act.
of any
provisions of
regard to
without
(d) On
On or
or before
1941, the
the President
shall submit
submit to
the
to the
President shall
30, 1941,
June 30,
before June
(d)
Congress
detailed report
expenditures and
and
the expenditures
of the
report of
and detailed
itemized and
an itemized
Congress an
activities
made and
under the
the authority
in this
this
contained in
authority contained
conducted under
and conducted
activities made
section.
section.
SEC, 41.
41. There
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
money in
in the
the
any money
of any
out of
There is
SE.
Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941, the
the
year 1941,
appropriated, for
not otherwise
Treasury not
sum
$50,000,000, to
be used
the Secretary
Agriculture for
for
of Agriculture
Secretary of
by the
used by
to be
of $50,000,000,
sum of
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Payments
Payments in equal
equal
monthly installments.
installments.
monthly
Contracts with muContracts
nicipalities for sale of
of
nicipalities
power.
power.
Resale of power;
power;
Resale
rates.
rates.

Intention of Congress.

Report to
to Congress.
Report

Purchase
Purchase of agricultural, etc., supplies
for relief of refugees.

Distribution.
Distribution.

Appropriation.
Approprlation.

Expenditures.
Expenditures.

Report to
to Congress.

Additional approAdditional
priation to encourage
encourage
priation
exportation
exportation and domestic consumption of
of
mestic
agricultural products.
agricultural

628
628
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26, 27,
27, 1940
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1940

[54
TAT.
[54 S
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the
of effectuating
effectuating the
section 32
32 of
of the
the Act
Act
the purpose
purpose of
the provisions
provisions of
of section
entitled
"An Act
to amend
amend the
Agricultural Adjustment
and
entitled "An
Act to
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act,
Act, and
49 Stat. 774.
for
other purposes",
purposes", approved
August
24,
1935,
as amended,
such
for
other
approved
August
24,
1935,
as
amended,
such
7
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
7 U.
U.S.
sum to
to be
addition to
to any
appropriated by
by such
section 32
32
§§612c.
612c.
sum
be in
in addition
any funds
funds appropriated
such section
and
to be
be subject
all the
relating to
to the
the expendiexpendiand to
subject to
to all
the provisions
provisions of
of law
law relating
ture of
of such funds.
ture
Approved, June
June 26,
1940.
Approved,
26, 1940.
[CHAPTER 437]
4371
[CHAPTER
June 27, 1940
1940
June
[H. R.
R. 101041
10104]
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No. 6681
668]

Deficiency
Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Appropriation
1940.
1940.

AN ACT

Making
deficiencies in
certain appropriations
appropriations for
Making appropriations
appropriations to
to supply
supply deficiencies
in certain
for the
the
fiscal
year ending
30, 1940,
and prior
years, to
to provide
provide supplemental
supplemental
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1940, and
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
appropriations
for
the
fiscal
years
ending
June
30,
1940,
and
June
30,
1941,
and
appropriations for the fiscal years ending June 30, 1940, and June 30, 1941, and
for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
Senate and
the
United
assembled, That
That the
the following
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
following
sums are
appropriated, out
out of
any money
in the
not otherothersums
are appropriated,
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
wise appropriated,
supply deficiencies
deficiencies in
in certain
certain appropriations
appropriations
wise
appropriated, to
to supply
for the
year ending
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, and
and for
for prior
prior fiscal
fiscal years,
years, to
to
for
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
provide supplemental
appropriations for
for the
fiscal years
years ending
provide
supplemental appropriations
the fiscal
ending June
June
30,
and June
June 30,
1941, and
for other
other purposes,
namely:
30, 1940,
1940, and
30, 1941,
and for
purposes, namely:
TITLE
I—GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
TITLE I-GENERAL
APPROPRIATIONS
LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
SENATE
SENATE

For payment to Doris Gibson, daughter
daughter of
Ernest W.
Gibson,
of Ernest
W. Gibson,
late
State of
of Vermont,
$10,000.
late a
a Senator
Senator from
from the
the State
Vermont, $10,000.
payment of twenty-one
For the payment
twenty-one pages
pages for the
the Senate
Senate at
at $4
$4 per
day
per day
each,
each, for
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, and
and ending
ending with
for the period
period commencing
commencing July
with the
the
last
of the
in which
Seventy-sixth Congress
Congress adjourns
adjourns
last day
day of
the month
month in
which the
the Seventy-sixth
sine
third session
session thereof,
thereof, so
so much
as may
may be
necessary.
sine die
die at the
the third
much as
be necessary.
Inquiries and inunobligated balance of the
appropriation for expenses
of
The unobligated
appropriation
expenses
of
*
r
vestigations.
Anve,
Ante, p.
p. 465.
45.
inquiries and investigations
ordered by the Senate,
inquiries
investigations ordered
Senate, contingent
contingent fund
fund
of the
1940, is
is reappropriated
reappropriated and
and made
made
the Senate,
Senate, for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
available
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
available for
for the
1941.
Folding
Folding pamphlets,
pamphlets,
The unobligated
unobligated balance
balance of the appropriation
appropriation for folding speeches
etc.
pamphlets at aa rate not exceeding $1 per thousand,
contingent
and pamphlets
thousand, contingent
fund of the Senate, for the fiscal year 1939,
1939, is reappropriated
reappropriated and
and
made
year 1940.
made available
available for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1940.
Ernest
Ernest W.
w. Gibson.
Gibson.
Payment to daughto daughter.
Pages.

payent

HOUSE
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
REPRESENTATIVES
Clyde H. Smith.
Smith.
Payment
widow.
Payment to widow.

For payment
payment to the widow of Clyde H. Smith,
Smith, late a
a RepresentaRepresentative from the State of Maine,
Maine, $10,000,
$10,000, to
the Sergeant
Sergeant
to be
be disbursed by
by the
at
at Arms of the
the House.
House.
Pages.
RepresentaFor the payment
payment of forty-seven
forty-seven pages for the House of Representatives, at $4
$1 per day each,
each, for the period
period commencing
commencing July 1, 1940,
and ending with the last day of the month in which the Seventysixth Congress adjourns sine die at the third session thereof, so much
much
as
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
as may
Contingent exContingent
Contingent
Contingent expenses: For telegraph
telegraph and telephone
telephone service, excluexclupenses.
53 Stat. 830.
sive of personal services,
services,. fiscal year 1940, $40,000.
Expenses
Expenses of special
For expenses of special
special and select
committees authorized
select committees
authorized by the
and select committees.
Ante, p. 470.
Anse,
available for the fiscal
House, fiscal year
year 1940, $75,000, to remain available
fiscal
year 1941.
1941.
year
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appropriation "Contingent
amount under the appropriation
For an
an additional
additional amount
"Contingent
For
1941"
Expenses,
of Representatives,
Attending Physician,
Physician, 1941",
Representatives, Attending
House of
Expenses, House
$1,500,
paid to
to the
the Attending
Attending Physician in equal monthly
monthly
be paid
to be
$1,500, to
installments and
installment rate
rate shall be payable
payable so long as
such installment
and such
installments
the present
present incumbent
incumbent serves on such detail.
the
Contested election
expenses: For
payment to Vincent
Vincent F.
F. HarringFor payment
election expenses:
Contested
contested election
ton,
conte,stee, for
for expenses
election case of
incurred in the contested
expenses incurred
ton, contestee,
recommended by the
Swanson
audited and
and recommended
as audited
Harrington, as
versus Harrington,
Swanson versus
Committee
on Elections
Elections Numbered
Numbered 3,
3, $2,000, to be disbursed by the
Committee on
Clerk of
of the
of Representatives.
Representatives.
House of
the House
Clerk
Committee
of the
Laws: For
preparing and editing aa
For preparing
the Laws:
Revision of
on Revision
Committee on
new edition
edition of
of the
the Code
Code of
of Laws
Laws of
the United
United States
States of
America,
of America,
of the
new
I, ch. 3), to be
C., title I,
as
and directed
(U. S. C.,
law (U.
by law
directed by
authorized and
as authorized
expended
direction of
the Committee
Committee on Revision of the
of the
the direction
under the
expended under
Laws,
1940, $40,000,
$40,000, to
available until June 30, 1941.
remain available
to remain
year 1940,
fiscal year
Laws, fiscal

Attending Physician.
Ante, p. 470.
Ante,

Contested election
election
Contested
expenses.
expenses.
Payment to Vincent
Vincent
Payment
F. Harrington.
Harrington.

Preparation,
etc., of
Preparation, etc.,
new edition of U. S.
Code.
45 Stat. 1541.
1541.

1U. S. C.
C. §§52(d).
52 (d).
1U.S.

CEREMONIES OF
JOINT COM3IITIME
ON INAUGURAL
INAUGURAL CEREMONIES
OF 1941
1941
COMMITTEE ON
JOINT
Expenses of inauinauExpenses
To
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Senate
and the Clerk
Clerk of the House gural
Senate and
To enable
gural ceremonies.
ceremonies.
of
Representatives
to
pay
the
necessary
expenses
of
the
inaugural
inaugural
the
of
expenses
necessary
of Representatives to pay the
1941,
ceremonies of
President of
of the
States, January
January 20, 1941,
United States,
the United
the President
of the
ceremonies
in accordance
such program
adopted by the joint
joint
program as may be adopted
with such
accordance with
in
appointed
committee of
of the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives,
Representatives, appointed
and House
Senate and
committee
Pod, p. 1402.
1402.
Pot,
under a
concurrent resolution
including the pay
two Houses, including
the two
of the
resolution of
a concurrent
under
for extra
police, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, $35,000.
extra police,
for

CAPITOL
OFFICE
or CAPITOL
ARCHITECT OF
OF ARGH.11ECT
OFFICE OF
Capitol Building.

Capitol Building:
the reconstruction
reconstruction of
roofs and skylights
of the roofs
For the
Ante, p. 472.
Building: For
Capitol
over
Senate and
and House
House wings
wings of
Capitol,
States Capitol,
United States
the United
of the
the Senate
over the
including repairs,
improvements in the sections of the
and improvements
alterations, and
repairs, alterations,
including
building
affected,
$585,000,
to
remain
available
until June
June 30, 1942,
available until
remain
to
building affected, $585,000,
and
to be
of the Capitol
Capitol without
without compliArchitect of
the Architect
by the
expended by
be expended
and to
41
U. S.
S. C.
f4 5,
5, 16.
16.
C. §5
41 U.
ance
sections 3709
3709 and
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the
of the
3744 of
and 3741
with sections
ance with
etc.
Contracts,
United States;
and the
the Architect
Architect of
of the
Capitol is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
the Capitol
States; and
United
to
enter into
in the
the open
open market,
make expenditures
expenditures for
for
to make
market, to
contracts in
into contracts
to enter
materials,
equipment, accessories,
advertising, traveling
traveling
accessories, advertising,
supplies, equipment,
materials, supplies,
699.
36 Stat. 699.
expenses, and
and personal
and other
other services
without regard
regard to
to section
section
services without
personal and
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
265;
I 265;
expenses,
40 U.
Supp. V, §
§265.
265.
Supp.
35
of
the
Public
Buildings
Act
approved
June
25,
1910,
as
amended,
35 of the Public Buildings Act approved June 25, 1910, as amended,
Stat, I11511.
0S1.
42 Stat.
U. S. C.
C. 1§
661-674;
i§ 6d11-74;
or the
Classification Act
of 1923
1923 as
55U.S.
amended.
as amended.
Act of
the Classification
or

V, §S
§§ 673, 1173e.
1173C.
Supp. V,

CAPITOL POLICE
POLICE BOARD
BOARD
CAPITOL
Additional
Additional

protee

To enable
protec- tion
Capitol Buildtiioufor Capitll
additional protecprovide additional
to provide
Board to
Police Board
Capitol Police
the Capitol
enable the
To
ings, etc.
tion
during the
the present
emergency for
for the
the Capitol
Buildings and
and ings,
Capitol Buildings
present emergency
tion during
Grounds, including
Senate and
House Office
Office Buildings
Buildings and the
and House
the Senate
including the
Grounds,
Capitol Power
Power Plant,
year 1941,
1941, $60,000,
disbursed, oneonebe disbursed,
to be
$60,000, to
fiscal year
Plant, fiscal
Capitol
half by
by the
the Secretary
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and one-half
by the
Clerk of
of the
the Clerk
one-half by
Secretary of
half
.L,
Details from F.B.
F.B.I.,
House of
Representatives. Such
Such sum
sum shall
shall only
only be
expended for
for paypay- etc.Detailsfrom
be expended
of Representatives.
House
ment
for salaries
and other
other expenses
of personnel
personnel detailed
detailed from
from the
the
expenses of
salaries and
ment for
Federal
Secret Service
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
Service of
the Secret
Investigation, the
of Investigation,
Bureau of
Federal Bureau
Department,
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police of
of the
of Columbia,
Columbia,
District of
the District
and the
Department, and
and the
the heads
heads of
of such
agencies and
and the
Commissioners of the Disthe Commissioners
such agencies
and
trict of
Columbia are
and directed
make such details
to make
directed to
authorized and
are authorized
of Columbia
trict
Duties, etc., of
of deupon the
the request
the Board.
Board. Personnel
detailed shall, during tailed personnel.
so detailed
personnel.
Personnel so
of the
request of
upon
the period
period of
of such
such detail,
detail, serve
serve under
under the
direction and
and instructions
instructions
the direction
the
of
Board and
is authorized
to exercise
the same
same authority
authority as
as
exercise the
authorized to
and is
the Board
of the
members
of
such
Metropolitan
Police
and
members
of
the
Capitol
Capitol
the
of
members
and
Police
Metropolitan
members of such
Police
to perform
such other
other duties
duties as
as may
may be
be assigned
assigned by the
perform such
and to
Police and
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Board.
Reimbursement for
and other
other expenses
of such
such
for salaries
salaries and
expenses of
Board. Reimbursement
detailed
made to
to the
the Federal
the governgoverndetailed personnel
personnel shall
shall be
be made
Federal agency
agency or
or the
ment
the District
of Columbia,
respectively, and
and any
any sums
sums so
so
ment of
of the
District of
Columbia, respectively,
reimbursed
shall be
appropriation or
appropriations
reimbursed shall
be credited
credited to
to the
the appropriation
or appropriations
from which
which such
such salaries
salaries and
expenses are
payable and
and be
be available
available
from
and expenses
are payable
for all
all the
thereof.
for
the purposes
purposes thereof.

Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS
Books for adult
adult
blind.
Ante, p. 476.
46
46 Stat.
Stat. 1487.
22 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
135a.
V, §§135a.

Books for
for the
blind: For
For an
additional sum
the adult
adult blind:
an additional
sum required
required to
to enable
enable
Books
the
of Congress
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act
the Librarian
Librarian of
Congress to
to carry
out the
entitled
"An Act
to provide
provide books
adult blind,"
approved
entitled "An
Act to
books for
for the
the adult
blind," approved
March
(2 U.
U. S.
S. C.
fiscal year
year 1941,
$25,000.
March 3,
3, 1931
1931 (2
C. 135a),
135a), as
as amended,
amended, fiscal
1941, $25,000.
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
OFFCE

Printing and binding.
53 Stat. 836.

Messengers
Messengers on night
duty,
duty, payment.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 478.

Federal
Code of Federal
Regulations.
Regulations.

Public
and binding:
binding: For
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for public
Public printing
printing and
For an
public
printing and
Government Printing
Office, including
including the
printing
and binding,
binding, Government
Printing Office,
the
same objects
under this
this head
in the
the Legislative
Legislative Branch
Branch
same
objects specified
specified under
head in
Appropriation
Act, 1940,
1910, fiscal
year 1940,
1940, $415,000.
$415,000.
fiscal year
Appropriation Act,
For
payment to
to Preston
George, William
William S.
Houston, John
John G.
G.
For payment
Preston L.
L. George,
S. Houston,
Nalley
Wannall, messengers
on night
night duty
during
Nalley,7 and
and William
William IT.
H. Wannall,
messengers on
duty during
the third
third session
of the
the Seventy-sixth
Congress, $450
in all,
the
session of
Seventy-sixth Congress,
$450 each;
each; in
all,
be paid
paid from
from the
appropriation for
printing and
and binding
binding
$1,800, to
to be
the appropriation
for printing
fiscal year
year 1941.
for Congress
Congress for
for the
the fiscal
1941.
Code of
Regulations: The
balance (except
(except
Code
of Federal
Federal Regulations:
The unexpended
unexpended balance
$100,000 thereof)
of the
the appropriation
for printing
printing of
the Code
Code of
$100,000
thereof) of
appropriation for
of the
of
Federal Regulations,
Regulations, contained
contained in
in the
Act approved
approved June
June 25,
25, 1938
1938
Federal
the Act
1115) ,is
hereby continued
continued available
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
(52 Stat.
Stat. 1115),
is hereby
available for
1941
for
the printing,
printing, binding,
and distribution
distribution of
of supplements
supplements to
to the
the Code
Code
for the
binding, and
of Federal
Federal Regulations.
of
Regulations.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
OF THE
BUREAU OF
OF THE
BUREAU
THE BUDGET
BUDGET

additional amount for salaries and
Salaries and expenses:
expenses: For an additional
and
expenses, Bureau of the Budget,
Budget, fiscal year 1941,
1941, including the objects
specified under
under this head in the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation
Proviso.
Act,
1941,
$50,000:
Provided,
That
the limitation
limitation on
the amount
amount
on the
That
the
$50,000:
Provided,
Act,
1941,
emprary services.
services
Temporary
Ante, p. 112.
which may be expended
expended under this head
head for temporary
temporary employment
employment
organizations by contract
of persons or organizations
contract or otherwise without
without regard
41 U.
U. S.
41
S. C.
C. s§5.
5.
section 3709
to section
3709 of
the Revised
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes or the civil service or classification laws is hereby increased
increased to $100,000.
$100,000.
Printing and
and bindPrinting
bindPrinting and binding: Not to exceed
exceed $4,500 of
of the
the appropriation
appropriation
ing.
53 Stat. 660.
660.
53
"Salaries and Expenses,
"Salaries
Expenses, Bureau of the Budget, 1940',
1940", may be
be
transferred
transferred to the appropriation
appropriation "Printing and Binding,
Bureau of
of
Bididng, Bureau
the Budget,
1940".
the
Budget, 1940".

Salaries
Salaries and
and
penses.
penses.
Ante,
p. 112.
112.
Ante, p.

exex-

EXECUTIVE
MANSION AND
EXECUITVE MANSION
AND GROUNDS
GROUNDS
Maintenance, etc.

Ante, p. 112.
Ante,
112.

Maintenance,
Mansion and
Maintenance, Executive
Executive Mansion
and Grounds: For an additional
additional
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and so forth, Executive
amount for the care,
Executive Mansion
Mansion
and Grounds, fiscal year 1941,
1941, including the objects specified
specified under
under
this head in the "Independent
"Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1941", and
Offices Appropriation
and
expendable
expendable as therein
therein specified, $50,000.
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AMERICAN
AMERICAN NEGRO EXPOSITION
EXPOSITION
American Negro ExAmerican
For carrying out the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to
position.
position.
authorize an appropriation
appropriation to assist in defraying the expenses of
the American Negro Exposition to be held in Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, durAnte, p. 220.
ing 1940", approved
approved May 24, 1940, $75,000, to remain
remain available
available until
December
December 31, 1940.

FEDERAL
FEDERAL LOAN
LOAN AGENCY
AGENCY
FEDERAL
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL HOUSING
Funds for
for p
payment
ay7ment
Renovation and
modernization loans
loans and
and insurance,
Federal HousHous- ofuds
Renovation
and modernization
insurance, Federal
of insurance losses,
increase.
Reconstruction Finance Cor- increase.
Administration (allocation from Reconstruction
ing Administration
poration)
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance
poration)::The
The amount
amount of the funds
funds of
of the
Ante,
p. 121.
121.
Anep.
Offices AppropriaCorporation made available
available by the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation
Act, 1941,
Federal Housing
Administration for
for the
the paypaytion Act,
1941, to
to the
the Federal
Housing Administration
49 Stat.
1233; 53 Stat.
05.9Stat
1233;
ment
insurance granted
granted under sections 2
2 and 6, title 805.
ment of losses under insurance
U. S.
1703;
c. §§1703;
12 U.
s. C.
I,
Housing Act (48 Stat. 1246)
1246) is hereby increased
increased
I, of the National
National Housing
Supp. V. §§i 1703,
1703,
by
$2,000,000.
7u06a.
by $2,000,000.
1706a.

FEDERAL HOUSING
HOUSING ADMINISTRATION,
HOME OWNERS'
LOAN CORPORATION,
OWNERS' LOAN
CORPORATION,
FEDERAL
ADMINISTRATION, HOME
UNITED STATES
HOUSING AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY
AND UNITED
STATES HOUSING

Transfer to
to National
Bureau of
of Standards:
Standards: Not to
$50,000
to exceed $50,000
National Bureau
Transfer
of the
expenses, Federal
Federal
available for
for administrative
administrative expenses,
of
the amount
amount made
made available
$50,000 of the amount made available
Housing
Administration, $50,000
available for
for
Housing Administration,
administrative
expenses, Home
Loan Corporation,
Corporation, and
Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
administrative expenses,
$50,000 of
made available
administrative expenses,
expenses,
for administrative
available for
$50,000
of the
the amount
amount made
United States
Housing Authority,
Authority, in
Offices ApproApproin the
the Independent
Independent Offices
States Housing
United
priation
1941, may
may be
be transferred,
transferred, upon
respecupon request
request of
of the
the respecpriation Act,
Act, 1941,
tive
National Bureau
Standards to
Bureau of Standards
agency, to the
the National
tive head of such agency,
carry
out specific
transferring agency
studies of
of
for studies
agency for
of the
the transferring
specific projects
projects of
carry out
the
materials, with
particular
with particular
of building
building materials,
suitability of
properties and
and suitability
the properties
reference
their use
in low-cost
low-cost and
including
low-rent housing,
housing, including
and low-rent
use in
to their
reference to
experimental structures as may be necessary
of such
such experimental
the
necessary
the construction
construction of
therefor,
printing, binding,
binding, and
and disseminating
disseminating the
the results
results
for printing,
and for
therefor, and
of such studies.

Transfer of
of funds to
Transfer
National
National Bureau
Bureau of
of
Standards.
Standards.
120, 122,
Ante, pp. 120,
130.

AGENCY
FEDERAL
SECURITY AGENCY
FEDERAL SECURITY
SOCIAL SECURITY
SECURITY BOARD
BOARD
SOCIAL

Selecting,
testing, and
and placement
of defense
workers, Social
Social
defense workers,
placement of
Selecting, testing,
Security Board:
For all
expenses of
the Social
Security
Social Security
of the
necessary expenses
all necessary
Board: For
Security
Board incurred
the supervision
supervision and
and direction
direction of
of the
the Federal
Federal
under the
incurred under
Board
Security
special Federal
assistance to
to
Federal assistance
in providing
providing special
Administrator in
Security Administrator
and supervision
supervision of
of State
employment services
services for
and
selection and
for the
the selection
State employment
and
testing for,
for, and
placement of
of workers
workers in,
occupations essential
to the
the
essential to
in, occupations
and placement
testing
national defense,
including personal
services and
and rent
in the
the District
District
rent in
personal services
defense, including
national
of Columbia
Columbia and
and travel
travel expenses,
expenses, fiscal
fiscal
equipment and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, equipment
of
year
1941, $2,000,000,
$2,000,000, of
which not
not exceeding
exceeding $15,000
$15,000 may
be transtransmay be
of which
year 1941,
ferred
by the
the Administrator
to his
his office
in carrying
carrying out
out the
the
for use
use in
office for
Administrator to
ferred by
purposes
of this
this appropriation:
appropriation: Provided,
That in
case any
any State
State
in case
Provided, That
purposes of
employment
service is
unable to
service in
in
adequate service
to render
render adequate
is found
found unable
employment service
connection
of this
appropriation
this appropriation
program, this
this program,
fulfillment of
with the
the fulfillment
connection with
shall be
available subject
subject to
for
such Administrator,
Administrator, for
of such
the approval
approval of
to the
be available
shall
the maintenance
special employment
and services.
services.
facilities and
employment facilities
of special
maintenance of
the

Selecting, testing,
testing,
Selecting,
and
and placement
placement of detense
fense workers.

Proviso.
Prodso.

Maintenance
Maintenance of special
employment fafacial employment
cilities, etc.
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OFFICE OF
OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION
OFFICE
Vocational
educaVocational education
defense workworkof dfense
tion of
ers.
Post, p. 1033.
Post,

Courses included.
Coursesincluded.

Administration
Administration

ppenses.
e n s es

exex-

.

Duties of
CommisDuties
of Commissioner.

Vocational
of defense
defense workers,
workers, Office
Office of
For
Education: For
of Education:
education of
Vocational education
or other
other public
payment to
to States,
public authorities,
authorities,
subdivisions thereof, or
States, subdivisions
payment
time to
certification from
through certification
from time
to time
time made by the United States
through
Commissioner
of
Education
to
the
Secretary
of the
Treasury of
of the
the
the Treasury
Commissioner of Education to the Secretary of
name
and the
to be
be paid,
paid, such
such payment
payment to
to
amount to
the amount
agency and
such agency
of such
name of
be
made
prior
to
audit
and
settlement
by
the
General
_Accounting
Accounting
General
the
by
be made prior to audit and settlement
Office, for
the cost
cost of
of less
grade, provided
provided by
by
college grade,
than college
less than
courses of
of courses
for the
Office,
such
agencies
in
vocational
schools
pursuant
to
plans
submitted
by
by
submitted
to
plans
pursuant
schools
such agencies in vocational
such agencies
approved by
by the
United States
States Commissioner
of
Commissioner of
the United
and approved
agencies and
such
Education, which
shall include
include courses
to
courses supplementary
supplementary to
which plans
plans shall
Education,
employment
occupations essential
the national
national defense
defense and
and
to the
essential to
in occupations
employment in
pre-employment
refresher courses
workers preparing
preparing for
such
for such
for workers
courses .for
pre-employment refresher
employment office registers;
the public employment
occupations
selected from the
registers; and
occupations selected
(not
exceeding 2
per centum
of this
this appropriation)
appropriation) for adminiscentum of
2 per
(not exceeding
tration
in carrying
out the
the purposes
including
hereof, including
purposes hereof,
carrying out
expenses in
tration expenses
printing
and bindmg
and personal
personal services
in the
the District
of
District of
services in
binding and
printing and
Columbia and
$15,000,000. The
of such
such CommisCommisduties of
The duties
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $15,000,000.
Columbia
sioner, in
in carrying
of this
appropriation, shall
shall be
this appropriation,
purposes of
the purposes
out the
carrying out
sioner,
performed under
the supervision
and direction
direction of
of the
the Federal
Federal
supervision and
under the
performed
Security
is hereby
hereby authorauthorAdministrator is
such Administrator
and such
Administrator, and
Security Administrator,
ized
to
transfer
not
more
than
$10,000
of
the
sum
herein
approapproherein
sum
the
of
$10,000
than
more
not
ized to transfer
priated, to
to the
of the
the Administrator
Administrator for
for use
use in
in carrying
carrying out
out
Office of
the Office
priated,
the
hereof.
purposes hereof.
the purposes
FOOD
AND DRUG
DRUG ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FOD AND

Enforcement
of Tea
Tea
Enforcement of
Importation
Act.
I

oraion c.
29
Stat. 604.
29Stat.

Proviso.
Prooiso.
Examination
for importation.
Iportation.

Deposit
of fee.
Depositoffee.

Importation Act: For enabling
Enforcement
Enforcement of Tea
Tea Importation
enabling the Federal
Federal
the provisions
to carry
carry into
Administrator to
Security Administrator
Security
into effect
effect the
provisions of
of the
the
entitled "An Act
1897 (21
Act approved
Act
approved March
March 2,
2, 1897
(21 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 41-50),
41-50), entitled
Act
to
Prevent the
the Importation
of Impure
Unwholesome Tea", as
Impure and Unwholesome
Importation of
to Prevent
amended,
compensation and
and expenses
expenses of
the
of the
of compensation
payment of
including payment
amended, including
members
the Board
section 2
2 of the Act and
and all
appointed under section
Board appointed
of the
members of
of the
officers and
and employees,
employees, both
in Washington
Washington and in
both in
necessary officers
the necessary
of
after July
That on
Provided, That
$30,094: Provided,
the field,
year 1941,
1941, $30,094:
on and
and. after
July
fiscal year
the
field, fiscal
1,
tea, or
described as
as tea,
tea, shall be
examined
be examined
merchandise described
or merchandise
no tea,
1, 1940,
1940, no
for
importation into
the United
released by the Collector,
Collector,
United States, or released
into the
for importation
under
said Act
Act unless the
consignee of such tea or merimporter or consignee
the importer
under said
chandise, prior to such
examination, has paid for
for deposit
deposit into
the
such examination,
into the
Treasury of
of the
the United
States. as
miscellaneous receipts,
receipts, aa fee of
of
as miscellaneous
United States
Treasury
3.5 cents
each hundred
hundred weight
weight or
or fraction
fraction thereof of such tea
for each
3.5
cents for
and
merchandise.
and merchandise.
FEDERAL
AGENCY
WORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL WORKS
PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Buildings
Public Buildings
Grounds, D. C.
and Grounds,
Salaries and exexSalaries
penses.

DisSalaries
expenses, Public
Grounds in the DisPublic Buildings
Buildings and Grounds
and expenses,
Salaries and
trict
administration,
Columbia: For an additional amount for administration,
trict of Columbia:
protection,
maintenance, and
of public
buildings and
public buildings
improvement of
and improvement
protection, maintenance,
grounds
in the
the District
District of Columbia,
Columbia, maintained
operated by
maintained and operated
grounds in
Federal Works
the
Public Buildings
Administration, Federal
Works Agency,
Agency, fiscal
Buildings Administration,
the Public
63 Stat. 730.
including the same objects
year
objects specified under this head in the
year 1940, including
Interior
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940, $375,000.
$375,000.
Interior Department
Construction of
of
Construction
buildings outside the District of Columbia:
Construction of
of public buildings
Columbia:
Construction
public buildings outside D. C.
The limits of cost of the following
following projects
projects for the construction
construction of
public buildings outside of the District of Columbia heretofore
heretofore authorAppropriation Act, fiscal
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
fiscal year 1936,
ized under
under the First
Appro
approved June
June 22, 1936 (49
(19 Stat. 1638),
1638), the Third Deficiency Approapproved
approved August
priation Act, fiscal
fiscal year 1937, approved
August 25, 1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Appropriation Act of 1938,
773),
773), and the Federal Public
Public Buildings Appropriation

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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818), are
hereby increased
approved
approved June 21, 1938 (52 Stat. 818),
are hereby
increased by the
Francisco, California,
amounts
amounts indicated after each project:
project: San
San Francisco
appraisers stores
$575,000; Denver,
Denver, Coloimmigration station, $575,000;
stores and
and immigration
appraisers
rado, parcel-post
building and garage,
garage, $500,000;
$500,000; Stonington,
ConStonington, Conparcel-post building
rado,
Georgia, post office
necticut,
office and court$12,000;•' Athens, Georgia,
necticut, post office, $12,000
house, $190,000;
Winnetka Illinois,
post office,
$27,000; Burlington,
Burlington,
office, $27,000;
Illinois, post
house,
$190,000; Winnetka,
Iowa, post
post office,
office, $50,000;
City, Kansas
Kansas, post
post office
office and
and courtcourtKansas City,
$50,000; Kansas
Iowa,
courthouse, $20,000;
house, $200,000;
$200,000; Pikeville, Kentucky, courthouse,
$20,000; New
New
Massachusetts
Orleans, Louisiana,
appraisers stores,
stores, $350,000;
$350,000; Boston, Massachusetts
Orleans,
Louisiana, appraisers
Massachusetts
$50,000; Boston,
(Roslindale
station), post office,
office, $50,000;
Boston, Massachusetts
(Roslindale station),
(Weymouth
branch), post office,
$20,000; Stoneham,
Stoneham, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
office, $20,000;
(Weymouth branch),
post
office, $20,000;
$20,000; Moberly,
Moberly, Missouri,
office and
$45,000;
post office,
and so
so forth, $45,000;
Missouri, post
post office,
Teaneck, New Jersey, post office, $40,000;
$40,000; Brooklyn,
York (StaBrooklyn, New York
Teaneck,
(Station "S"),
$35,000; Brooklyn, New York (Station
"S"),
tion "E"),
"E"), post office, $35,000;
station),
(Manhattanville station),
$30,000; New
York (Manhattanville
New York,
York, New York
post office,
office, $30,000;
office, $400,000;
(Tompkins Square staYork (Tompkins
$400,000; New York, New York
post office,
tion), post
Cleveland, Ohio
Coast Guard
Guard headquarters,
Ohio, Coast
$40,000; Cleveland,
post office,
office, $40,000;
tion),
$200,000; Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio, garage,
garage, $95,000;
$95,000; Gresham
post
Gresham, Oregon, post
$200,000;
$15,000; Philaoffice, '45,000;
office, $20,000;
Perkasie, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania ' post office,
office,
$20,000; Perkasie,
Westerly, Rhode Island, post
delphia, Pennsylvania,
$90,000; Westerly,
post
garage, $90,000;
Pennsylvania, garage,
delphia,
office, $30,000;
$30,000; Charleston,
Charleston, South
Carolina, post office, $60,000; MemSouth Carolina,
office,
phis,
Tennessee, garage,
$45,000; Austin,
Texas, post
post office
office (new),
(new),
Austin, Texas,
garage, $45,000;
phis, Tennessee,
$100,000; Gladewater,
Gladewater, Texas,
Norfolk, Virginia,
$25,000; Norfolk
office, $25,000;
Texas, post office
$100,000;
garage, $50,000;
$50,000; Radford,
Radford, Virginia,
office, and so forth,
forth, $30,000;
$30,000;
post office,
Virginia, post'
garage,
Spokane,
Washington, post office, courthouse,
courthouse ' and customhouse,
customhouse,
Spokane, Washington,
$100,000; Bluefield,
courthouse, $50,000;
$50,000;
Virginia, post office and courthouse,
Bluefield, West Virginia,
$100,000;
$90,000;
and
Martinsburg, West
West Virginia,
courthouse, $90,000;
post office and courthouse,
Virginia, post
and Martinsburg,
and the
total of
authorized by
by the Federal Public
Public Build$130,000,000 authorized
of $130,000,000
the total
and
1938, to be approings Appropriation
Act of
approved June
June 21, 1938,
approof 1938, approved
Appropriation Act
ings
projects outside of the Dispriated for public-building.
construction projects
public-building construction
priated
$133,500,000.
trict
Columbia, is
increased to $133,500,000.
is hereby increased
trict of
of Columbia,
Marine Hospital,
Savannah, Georgia:
Georgia: Not to exceed
exceed $42,500 of
of
Hospital, Savannah,
Marine
the
$15,000,000 for
for construction
of the Disconstruction outside of
of $15,000,000
the appropriation
appropriation of
trict of
of Columbia,
the Independent
AppropriaIndependent Offices Appropriain the
contained in
Columbia, contained
trict
tion Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, is
made available
purchase of the
available for the purchase
hereby made
is hereby
tion
property now
now leased
nurses' home
at the
Marine Hospital,
Hospital,
the Marine
home at
a nurses'
for a
leased for
property
Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia.
Appraisers
Stores Building,
Building, Houston,
Texas: The
The limit of cost of
of
Houston, Texas:
Appraisers Stores
the
Appraisers Stores
at Houston,
Houston, Texas, is hereby
hereby
Project at
Building Project
Stores Building
the Appraisers
increased
by $75,000.
increased by
Social Security
Security Board
Board and
Retirement Board
Buildings:
Board Buildings:
Railroad Retirement
and Railroad
Social
The
limit of
of cost
cost of
of $14,250,000
$14,250,C100 for
acquisition of
of land
land and
conand confor the
the acquisition
The limit
struction
of buildings
for the
Social Security
Security Board
Board and the Railthe Social
buildings for
struction of
oad Retirement
established in
Second Deficiency
ApproDeficiency Approthe Second
in the
Board, established
Retirement Board,
road
riation Act,
fiscal year
1938 (52
increased to
to
hereby increased
is hereby
1153), is
Stat. 1153),
(52 Stat.
year 1938
Act, fiscal
priation
14,750,000, and
Works Administrator,
Administrator, through
through the Comthe Federal
Federal Works
and the
$14,750,000,
missioner
of Public
Buildings, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
with
to negotiate
negotiate with
authorized to
Public Buildings,
missioner of
the
contractor for
the construction
construction of said
said buildings for an addition
for the
the contractor
to his
his contract,
contract, not
not to
exceed $500,000,
the necessary
necessary
all the
provide all
to provide
$500,000, to
to exceed
to
facilities and
means to
to expedite
the completion
of the
the said buildings
completion of
expedite the
and means
facilities
prior to
to the
the date
date of
completion established
established in
said contract,
contract, and
and the
in said
of completion
prior
amount of
of $500,000
$500,000 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated
appropriated for
for the
purpose.
the foregoing
foregoing purpose.
amount

15 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
15
U. S.
S. C.,

V, ch.
ch. 16
16 (note).
(note).
V,
Projects.
Projects.

818.
52 Stat. 818.
Supp.
15 U. S. C., Snpp.
V, ch. 16 (note).
(note).
V,
Marine Hospital,
Hospital,
Marine
Savannah, Ga.
Savannah,

p. 127.
127.
Ante, p.

Appraisers Stores
Appraisers

Building,
Building,

Houston,
Houston,

Tex.
Tcx.
127.
Ante, p. 127.

Social Security
Security
Social
Board
Railroad
1(U<mland itailroad
Retirement loard
Board
Itlrtirementt
Buildings.
Hllltilhlgs.
A
rue, p.
p. 127.
127.
Inte,

Addition to conAddition
tract.

PUBLIC WORKS
WORKS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLC

Title
IL cited
as the
Works Administration
Appropriation
Administration Appropriation
"Public Works
the "Public
cited as
Title II,
Act of
and Public
Public Works
Works
Relief and
"Work Relief
entitled "Work
Act entitled
an Act
of an
1938", of
of 1938",
Act
Appropriation Act
Act of
1938", approved
1938, is
is hereby
hereby
21, 1938,
June 21,
approved June
of 1938",
Appropriation
amended
(a) is
is amended
"June
by changing
changing "June
amended by
201 (a)
Section 201
as follows:
follows: Section
amended as
30, 1940"
therein to
to "June
"June 30,
section 201
(b) is
is amended
amended by
by
201 (b)
1941"; section
30, 1941";
30,
1940" therein

AdPublic Works Administration Approministration
priation Act
of 1938,
1938,
priation
Act of
amendment.
amendment.
52 Stat. 816.
15 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
15
U. S.
V, ch.
ch. 16
16 (note).
V,

634
634

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH.437-JUNE
27, 1940
1940
437--JUNE 27,
PUBLIC

154 STAT.
STAT.
[54

changing "June
"June 30,
30, 1910"
changing
1940" therein
therein to
to "June
"June 30,
30, 1941";
1941";
is amended
by changing
"July 1,
therein to
to
is
amended by
changing "July
1, 1940"
1940" therein

and section
section 202
and
202
"July
1, 1941".
1941".
"July 1,

WORK PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
WORK
Emergency
Relief
Emergency
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Appropriation
fiscal year 1941,
1941,
amendment.
amendment.
Ante, p. 612.

Subdivision (3)
of section
section 1
of the
the Emergency
Emergency
Subdivision
(3) of
of subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
1 of
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
year 1941,
hereby amended
amended by
Relief
Act, fiscal
fiscal year
1941, is
is hereby
by
inserting the
following after
after the
the word
word "training":
"training": "for
manual occuoccuinserting
the following
"for manual
pations in
in industries
engaged in
in production
for national
national defense
defense
pations
industries engaged
production for
purposes,".
purposes,".
GENERAL ANTHONY
GENERAL
ANTHONY WAYNE
WAYNE MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
53
63 Stat. 1305.

The
June 30,
30, 1940,
1940, of
of the
for
The unexpended
unexpended balance
balance on
on June
the appropriation
appropriation for
the General
General Anthony
contained in
in the
the
the
Anthony Wayne
Wayne Memorial
Memorial Commission
Commission contained
Third Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
fiscal year
1939, is
hereby
Third
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
year 1939,
is hereby
made available
available for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941.
made
the same
same purposes
purposes during
during the
year 1941.
NATIONAL
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
ARCHIVES

Transfer of funds.
Ante, pp.
pp. 139,
139, 134.
134.
Ante,

There
is hereby
from the
appropriation, "Salaries
"Salaries
There is
hereby transferred
transferred from
the appropriation,
and
Expenses, Veterans'
Administration, 1941",
the sum
sum of
of $13,560,
$13,560, to
to
and Expenses,
Veterans' Administration,
1941", the
the
"Salaries and
National Archives,
Archives, 1941".
1941".
the appropriation,
appropriation, "Salaries
and Expenses,
Expenses, National
UNITED
GATE INTERNATIONAL
UNITED STATES GOLDEN GATE
INTERNATIONAL
EXPOSITION
EXPOSITION COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Golden Gate Inter.
International Exposition.
national
Exposition.

4::.
50 Stat. 488.
Ante, p. 215.
215.
Ante,
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

For an additional
additional amount
effect the
the provisions
amount for
for carrying
carrying into
into effect
provisions
United
of the joint resolution
resolution providing for
for the
the participation
participation of the United
held by the San Francisco
Bay ExpoExpoStates in the world's fair to be held
Francisco Bay
during the year
year
sition, Incorporated,
Incorporated, in the city of San Francisco during
1939, approved
approved July
resolution, approved
approved
July 9, 1937,
1937, as
as amended by joint
joint resolution,
May 14, 1940 (Public
(Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
71), $200,000; and the
Numbered 71),
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriation
unexpended
appropriation heretofore
heretofore made for carrying out such public resolution of July 9, 1937,
1937, is hereby reapproprireappropriated
ated and consolidated
consolidated with this appropriation
appropriation and such consolidated
consolidated
obligations under
under both
sum shall be available for the payment of obligations
public resolutions referred to in this paragraph
paragraph and shall remain
remain
available until the termination
termination of the Commission.
UNITED STATES
STATES MARITIME
MARITIME COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Contracts.
Contracts.
50
Stat. 759.
759.
50 Stat.
53 Stat. 543.

49 Stat. 1985.
46 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V, ch. 27.

In addition to the contract
$115,000,000 contained
contract authorizations
authorizations of $115,000,000
contained
in the Third
Third Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1937, and
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, the
$230,000,000 in the Independent
Commission is authorized
contract for further carrying
authorized to enter into contract
carrying
out the provisions of the Merchant
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended,
amended,
in an amount not to exceed $50,000,000.
$50,000,000.
UNITED
ITNITED STATES
STATES NEW
NEW YORK
FAIR
YORK WORLD'S FAIR
COMMISSION
COMMISSION

New York
York World's
Pair.
Fair.
60 Stat. 493.
50
493,
Ante, p. 216.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

For an additional amount for carrying into effect
effect the provisions
provisions
of the joint resolution authorizing
authorizing Federal participation
participation in the New
York World's
World's Fair, 1939, approved
York
approved July
July 9, 1937, as amended
amended by joint
resolution,
resolution, approved May 14, 1940 (Public
(Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 72),
72),
$275,000;
unexpended balance
$275,000; and the unexpended
balance of the appropriation
appropriation heretofore made for carrying
fore
carrying out such public
public resolution of July 9, 1937,
is
is hereby
hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and consolidated
consolidated with this appropriation
appropriation

54 STAT.]
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and such consolidated
consolidated sum shall be
available for the payment
of
be available
payment of
obligations
obligations under both public resolutions referred
referred to in this paragraph
paragraph
and shall remain available until the termination
of the
termination of
the Commission.
Commission.
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
Hospital and domiciliary
domiciliary facilities:
amount
facilities: For an
an additional
additional amount
for hospital and domiciliary
objects and
and
domiciliary facilities, including
including the
the objects
subject
to the
the limitations
subject to
limitations specified
specified under
Independent
under this head
head in the Independent
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
Offices Appropriation
$1,000,000,
1941, approved
approved April
April 18,
18, 1940, $1,000,000,
to remain available
expended.
available until expended.
The
under the
the heading
AdministraThe last
last paragraph
paragraph under
heading "Veterans'
"Veterans' AdministraOffices Appropriation
tion" in the Independent
Independent Offices
Appropriation Act, 1941, is
hereby
is hereby
following: "That
amended by striking out the following:
"That no part
part of this
appropriation can be used for hospitalization
appropriation
hospitalization or examination
examination of
persons other
other than veterans
persons
veterans unless
schedule of pay
unless aa reciprocal
reciprocal schedule
pay is
in
effect with
the agency
agency or
or department
involved" and
and inserting
inserting
in effect
with the
department involved"
in
thereof the
"That no
part of this
no part
this appropriation
appropriation
in lieu
lieu thereof
the following:
following: "That
shall
for hospitalization
hospitalization or examination
examination of any persons
persons
shall be
be available
available for
except beneficiaries
bestowing such benefits
the laws bestowing
under the
except
beneficiaries entitled under
the appropriato
veterans unless
unless reimbursement
of cost
cost is
is made
made to the
reimbursement of
to veterans
tion
rates as
as may
may be
be fixed
fixed by
by the
the Administrator
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans'
tion at
at such
such rates
Affairs".
Affairs".
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA

Hospital and
Hospital
and domdomiciliary
facilities.
iciliary facilities.

Ante, p.
p. 140.
Ante,
140.
Hospitalization,
Hospitalization,
etc.,
restrictions.
etc., restrictions.
Ante, p.
p. 141.
141.
Ante,

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF INSPECTIONS
INSPECTIONS

For
the inspection
buildings, machinery,
machinery, and
and
of buildings,
inspection of
For completing
completing the
equipment, including
personal services
services without
without reference
reference
temporary personal
including temporary
equipment,
to the
the civil
classification laws,
supplies, furniture,
equipfurniture, equiplaws, supplies,
or classification
civil service
service or
to
ment,
and other
necessary expenses,
expenses, fiscal
fiscal year
$15,000.
year 1941,
1941, $15,000.
other necessary
ment, and

Department of Inspections.
spections.
Ante, p. 307.

CORONER'S OFFICE
CORONER'S

For an
additional amount
amount for
for the
the
an additional
For
coroner's office,
objects
the objects
office, including
including the
coroner's
for this
this purpose
in the
the District
of
District of
purpose in
for
fiscal
year 1940,
1940, $180.
$180.
fiscal year

fiscal
for expenses,
expenses,
1940 for
fiscal year
year 1940
specified in
the appropriation
in the
appropriation
specified
Columbia
Act,
Appropriation Act,
Columbia Appropriation

Coroner's office.
Coroner's
office.

63
53 Stat. 1006.

SURVEYOR'S
OFFICE
SURVEYOR'S OFFICE

For an
an additional
amount for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1938
1938 for
completing
for completing
for the
additional amount
For
the rebinding
repairing of
of record
record books
in the
office of
of the
the
the office
books in
and repairing
the
rebinding and
surveyor
of the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, showing
properties in
in the
showing properties
the District
surveyor of
District of
$100.
of Columbia,
Columbia, $100.
District

Surveyor's office.
Surveyor's

COMMISSION
ON MENTAL
MENTAL HEALTH
COMMISSION ON
HEAJTH
Commission on
on
Commission

For
an additional
amount for
for compensation
compensation of
of members
of the
the Mental
members of
additional amount
For an
Mental Health.
Commission
Health of
of Columbia,
other
Columbia, and other
the District
District of
of the
Mental Health
on Mental
Commission on
personal services,
services, including
including witness
witness fees
fees and
and mileage,
mileage, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1939,
1939,
personal
3.59.
$3.59.
For
for the
the payment
attorneys
of fees of attorneys
payment of
amount for
an additional
additional amount
For an
appointed
by the
to represent
represent alleged
insane persons
who are
are
persons who
alleged insane
the court
court to
appointed by
indigent, fiscal
fiscal year
$100.
year 1939,
1939, $100.
indigent,
CONTINGENT
MISCELLANEOUS
CONTINGENT AND
AND MISCELLANEOUS

Printing and
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
the fiscal
year
fiscal year
for the
binding: For
and binding:
Printing
1939 for
and binding,
binding, subject
condition specified
specified under
under
the condition
to the
subject to
for printing
printing and
1939
this
in the
the District
Columbia Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
of Columbia
District of
appropriation in
this appropriation
1939,
$243.65.
1939, $243.65.

Printing and
and binding.
ng.
52 Stat. 161.
52
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Reunion of United
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans:
$12,500
Veterans: Not to exceed $12,500
funds appropriated
appropriated in
the District
District of
Columbia AppropriaAppropriaAnte, p.a07; op. of
of the
the funds
in the
of Columbia
38.
tion
Act2 1941,
made available
expenditure by
by the
tion Act,
1941, is
is hereby
hereby made
available for
for expenditure
the
Commissioners in
in connection
with the
the reunion
of United
United Confederate
Confederate
Commissioners
connection with
reunion of
Veterans to
to be
held in
Washington during
during the
the calendar
calendar year
1940.
Veterans
be held
in Washington
year 1940.
Judicial
expenses, District
For an
additional amount
amount
Judicial expenses.
Judicial
Judicial expenses,
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
an additional
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940
1940 for
judicial expenses,
expenses, including
including the
the objects
for
for judicial
objects
and
under the
the conditions
conditions and
and limitations
limitations applicable
to the
the appropriaand under
applicable to
appropriation for
this purpose
purpose in
District of
of Columbia
Appropriation Act,
Act,
53
53 Stat.
stat. 1008.
1008.
tion
for this
in the
the District
Columbia Appropriation
fiscal
year 1940,
.
5.
fiscal year
1940, $977.3
$977.35.

Reunion of
Reunion
of United
Confederate
c Confederate Veterans.
Ante, p. 307; post, p.
1038.
I0

REFUND OF ERRONEOUS
cor.i.rcTioNs
REFUND
ERRONEOUS COLLECTIONS

Refund of
oferroneous
erroneous
collections.
c
3.
Afct, p. 313.
Ante,

amount for the fiscal
fiscal year 1940 for refund
of
For an additional amount
refund of
erroneous collections,
collections, including
including the
the objects
objects and
and under
the conditions
conditions
under the
erroneous
and limitations
applicable to
for this
purpose in
in the
and
limitations applicable
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
this purpose
the

53 Stat. 1010.
53
1010.

Appropriation Act, 1940,
1940, $25,000, to
to remain
District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
remain

Ante, p.
313.
Ant,
p.313.

the District of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, $170,000.
$170,000.

available until
June 30,
available
until June
30, 1941.
1941.
For an additional
additional amount
for the
fiscal year
year 1941
1941 for
refund of
of
amount for
the fiscal
for refund
erroneous collections,
collections, including
including the objects and
and under
under the
the conditions
conditions
applicable to the
and limitations
limitations applicable
the appropriation
for this
purpose in
appropriation for
this purpose
in

PUBLIC SCHOOLS
SCHOOLS

Salaries:
additional amount
Salaries: For an additional
amount for personal
personal services
adminservices of
of administrative and
and supervisory
supervisory officers
officers in
accordance with
with the
the Act
Act fixing
fixing
in accordance
regulating the salaries
salaries of
and regulating
teachers, school
school officers,
officers, and
other
of teachers,
and other
employees of the
employees
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia,
the Board
Board of
of Education
Education of
District of
1924 (43
(43 Stat.
367-375), including
including salaries
salaries of
of
Stat. 367-375),
7
C. Code §§
§§ 317 D. C.
31- approved June 4, 1924
47; Supp.
Supp. V, §§
§§ 31-46.
presidents of teachers
teachers colleges
presidents
colleges in
in the
schedule for
for first
assistant
the salary
salary schedule
first assistant
superintendents,
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $1,160.
superintendents, fiscal
$1,160.
Clerks, etc.
Clerks,
an
amount
personal
services of clerks and other
For
an.
addition
for
personal
other
53
53 Stat.
Stat. 1013.
1013.
employees, fiscal year
employees,
year 1940,
1940, $1,170.
$1,170.
Teachers and librarTeachers
For an additional amount
amount for the fiscal year
year 1940 for personal
personal
ians.
services of teachers
teachers and
including the
the objects
objects and
and under
under
and librarians,
librarians, including
the limitations
conditions applicable
applicable to the appropriation
limitations and conditions
appropriation for
for
53 Stat. 1013.
1013.
this purpose in the District
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940,
District of Columbia
$17,320.
$17,320.
Equipment for
Miscellaneous: For the purchase
purchase and installation
Miscellaneous:
installation of equipment
at
equipment at
M. M. Washington
Washington
Vocational School.
School.
the M. M. Washington
Washington Vocational
Vocational School,
School, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $19,776,
$19,776,
to
until June
to continue
continue available
available until
June 30,
30, 1941.
1941.
Administrative
and
Administrative and
supervisory officers.
53 Stat.
Stat. 1013.
1013.
53

METROPOLITAN
METROPOLITAN POLICE
POLICE
Expenses incident
incident to
inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies,
inaugural
1641.
1941.
161.
Ante, p. 161.

Miscellaneous: For all expenses necessary
necessary to
Miscellaneous:
to enable
enable the
the CommisCommissioners of the District
District of Columbia to maintain
maintain public
public order
order and
and
protect life and property
property in said District
District from January 15
15 to January 26, 1941,
1941, in accordance
accordance with Public
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 64,
64
Seventy-sixth
approved April 22,
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, approved
22, 1940,
1940, including
including all
all the
the
objects specified
specified therein,
therein, fiscal
year 1941,
1941, $25,000.
fiscal year
$25,000.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

charities: For an additional
Medical charities:
additional amount
amount for care
treatcare and treatment of indigent
indigent patients
patients under contracts made
made by the health officer
officer
of the
the District
and approved
of
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
approved by the Commissioners with
the following institutions, respectively:
respectively:
Children's Hospital.
Children's Hospital,
Hospital, fiscal year 1939, $2,187.70;
$2,187.70;
Eastern
Eastern Dispensary
Dispensary
Eastern
Dispensary and Casualty Hospital,
Eastern Dispensary
Hospital, fiscal year 1939,
1939,
and Casualty
Casualty Hos$16,948.30.
pital.
$16,948.30.
Medical
Medical charities.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

CONG.,., 313
3D SESS.-CH.
76TH CONG
SESS.-CH.437-JUNE
437-JUNE 27, 1940
1940

Municipal Hospital:
Gallinger Municipal
Hospital: For the purchase
purchase of equipment
equipment for
Ward Buildings Two and Three, fiscal year 1940,
to continue
continue
1940, $1,500, to
available until June 30, 1941.
1941.

637
637
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal
Gallinger
Hospital.
pte, p. 323.
Ante,

323.

COURTS
COURTS
MUnNICIPAL COURT
COURT
MUNICIPAL
Jurors.
Jurors.
Jurors: For an
additional amount
for the
the fiscal
1940 for
for
an additional
amount for
fiscal year
year 1940
compensation
under the
and limitations
limitations appliapplicompensation of
of jurors, under
the conditions
conditions and
53 Stat. 1023.
1023.
cable
cable to the appropriation
appropriation for
purpose in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
for this purpose
Appropriation
Appropriation .Act,
Act, 1940, $400.
$400.
Contingent exexContingent
Expenses: For an additional
the fiscal
Expenses:
additional amount
amount for the
fiscal year 1940 for
for
penses.
contingent
contingent expenses, including
including the
the appropriaappropriathe objects
objects specified
specified in the
1024.
53 Stat. 1024.
tion for
for this
purpose in
Appropriation
tion
this purpose
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Act, 1940,
1940, $350.
$350.
Act,

DISTRICT
COURT OF
OF THE
STATES
DISTRICT COURT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

Fees of jurors and witnesses:
witnesses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
the
fiscal year
year 1938
1938 for
for fees
jurors and
and witnesses,
objects
fiscal
fees of
of jurors
witnesses, including
including the
the objects
specified under
head in
the District
District of
specified
under this
this head
in the
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1938,
Act,
1938, $18.90.
$18.90.
PUBLIC W
WELFARE
Punnio
ELFARE

Fees
of jurors
jurors and
and
Fees of
witnesses.
witnesses.

50
378.
50 Stat.
Stat. 378.

DIVISION
OF CHILD
CHILD WELFARE
WELFARE
DIVISION OF
Board and care
care of
of
Board
Board and
children: For an additional
additional amount
amount for the
the children.
Board
and care
care of
of children:
children.
fiscal
year
1940
for
board
and
care
of
all
children
committed
to
the
committed
to
the
fiscal year 1940 for board and care of all children
guardianship of
Welfare by
by the courts of the
of the
the Board
Board of
of Public
Public Welfare
guardianship
District of
Columbia, including
the objects
objects and
the limitations
and under
under the
limitations
including the
District
of Columbia,
and
conditions applicable
to the
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
this purpose
in
purpose in
applicable to
and conditions
1024.
53 Stat. 1024.
the District
District of
Columbia Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
1940, $7,700.
$7,700.
of Columbia
the

SUPPORT OF
OF CONVICTS
CONVICTS
SUPPORT
For additional
additional amounts
amounts for
maintenance, and
and transportatransportafor support,
support, maintenance,
For
tion
of convicts
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
including the
District of
from District
convicts transferred
transferred from
tion of
objects
under this
this head
in the
ApproColumbia ApproDistrict of
of Columbia
head in
the District
specified under
objects specified
priation
Acts for
the following
following respective
respective fiscal
years:
fiscal years:
for the
priation Acts
For
$701.80;
1938, $701.80;
For 1938,
For
$50,997.37.
For 1939,
1939, $50,997.37.

Support,
Support,

convicts.
convicts.

etc.,
etc.,

of

50
379.
50 Stat.
Stat. 379.

52 Stat.
176.
52
Stat. 170.

NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR BOYS
BOYS
NATIONAL TRAINING
SCHOOL FOR
For additional
additional amounts
for care
care and
maintenance of
boys comcomof boys
and maintenance
amounts for
For
mitted to
National Training
School for
by the
the courts
of the
the
courts of
for Boys
Boys by
Training School
mitted
to the
the National
District
Columbia under
under a
acontract
the Board
Public
by the
Board of
of Public
contract made
made by
District of
of Columbia
Welfare
with the
authorities of
of said
National Training
Training School
School for
for
the authorities
said National
Welfare with
Boys
the following
following fiscal years:
years:
Boys for
for the
For
$3,688.85.
1939, $3,688.85.
For 1939,
For 1940, $8,500.
$8,500.

National Training
Training
National
School
Boys.
School for
for Boys.

52 Stat. 179.
E3 Stat. 1026.

NATIONAL
FOR GIRLS
SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS
NATIONAL TRAINING
TRAINING SCHOOL
For
an additional
additional amount
the fiscal
year 1940
for the
National
the National
1940 for
for the
fiscal year
amount for
For an
Training School
for Girls,
objects and
and under
under the
limitathe limitathe objects
Girls, including
including the
Training
School for
tions and
(except as
to average
average per
per capita
cost of
of mainmaincapita cost
as to
conditions (except
tions
and conditions
tenance) applicable
the appropriation
appropriation under
head in
in the
the
this head
under this
to the
tenance)
applicable to
District
Columbia Appropriation
$870, to
to continue
1940, $870,
continue
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
District of
of Columbia
available until
until June
June 30,
1941.
30, 1941.
available

National Training
Training
National
for Girls.
Girls.
School for

53 Stat.
Stat. 1026.
53

638
638

PUBLIC
LAWS- CH.437-JUNE
437-JUNE 27,
27, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

SAINT
FLIZABETHS HOSPITAL
SAINT ELIZABETHS
HOSPITAL

Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
Hospital.
Hospital.
1029.
63 Stat. 1029.

For
amount for
for support
support of
of indigent
indigent insane
insane of
of the
the
For an
an additional
additional amount
District
Columbia in Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, as provided
provided by
District of
of Columbia
law, fiscal
year 1940,
law,
fiscal year
1940, $90,000.
$90,000.
REFUND
REFUND OF ASSESSMENTS
ASSESSMENTS

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
50
60 Stat. 218.

1124.
52 Stat. 1124.

Not
unexpended balance
balance of
$4,629.65 of
Not to
to exceed
exceed $553.60
$553.60 of
of the
the unexpended
of $4,629.65
of
the
of assessments,
1937 and
and
the appropriation
appropriation for
for refund
refund of
assessments, fiscal
fiscal years
years 1937
1938, contained
contained in
in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal
year 1937, is hereby
made available
available for the same purposes
purposes during the
hereby made
fiscal year 1941.
Not to
to exceed
exceed $79.08
$79.08 of the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
balance of the appropriacontained
tion for refund of assessments, fiscal years 1938 and 1939,
1939, contained
Deficiency Appropriation
in the Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1938, is
hereby made
for the
the same
same purposes
fiscal year
year
hereby
made available
available for
purposes during
during the
the fiscal
1941.
SETTLEMENT
CLAIMS AND
SUITS
SETTLEMENT OF
OF CLAIMS
AND SUITS

For payment
of Frances
approved by
the ComFor
payment of
of the
the claim
claim of
Frances Smith,
Smith, approved
by the
Comunder and in accordance
accordance with
missioners of the District of Columbia
Columbia under
the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the
the CommisColumbia to settle claims and suits against
against
sioners of the District of Columbia
20 D. C. Code
Code
February 11, 1929, as amended
amended
approved February
I
103-106; Stipp.
1t§103-106;
Snpp. V,
V, the District of Columbia", approved
§i103.
103.
approved June 5, 1930
500), $400.
by the Act approved
1930 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1160; 46 Stat. 500),
Frances Smith.
Frances
Smith.
Payment to.

JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS
Payment of judgPayment
ments.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Virginia Machinery
Machinery
and Well Co.,
Co., Inc.

D. C.
C. Code,
Code,
20 D.
Supp.
Supp. V,
V, §§
§§ 1587-1690.
1587-1690.

For the payment
including costs, rendered
payment of final judgments, including
Senate Document
Document
against the District of Columbia, as set forth in Senate
Numbered 232 and House Document
SeventyNumbered
Document Numbered
Numbered 791 of the Seventysixth Congress,
Congress, $12,665.01,
$12,665.01, together
together with the further sum to pay the
interest at not exceeding
exceeding 4
4per centum per annum on such judgments,
judgments,
as provided by law, from the date the same became
became due until the date
of payment: Provided,
Provided, That the judgment
judgment in favor of the Virginia
Virginia
Machinery and Well Company, Incorporated,
Incorporated, in the amount
amount of
of
$2,620.67,
$2,620.67, without
without interest
interest or costs, shall be paid from the appropriaLoans by Federal
Federal Emergency Admintion 99-9948, Public Works, Loans
istration of Public Works, District of Columbia,
Columbia, and
70 per
per centum
centum
and 70
of such amount shall be reimbursed
reimbursed to the Federal Works
Works Agency,
Public Works Administration,
Administration, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of
the Act of June
(48 Stat. 1215).
June 25, 1934 (48
1215).
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
AUDITED

Payment of claims.
claims.
Payment

110.
18 Stat. 110.

For the payment
payment of the following claims, certified to be due by
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, under
under appropriaappropriations the balances
exhausted or carried to the
balances of which have been
been exhausted
surplus fund under the provisions of section
section 5
surplus
5 of the Act of June
20, 1874 (31 U.
713), being for the service of the fiscal year
year
U. S. C. 713),
1937 and prior fiscal
fiscal years:
years:
Health
Health Department,
Department, District of Columbia,
Columbia, 1937, services,
services, $39;
$39;
Sewers, District of Columbia,
repairing, $3.30;
Columbia, 1936, cleaning
cleaning and repairing,
$3.30;
Sewers, District
Columbia, 1936, main and pipe, $17.50;
District of Columbia,
$17.50;
Workhouse and Reformatory,
Workhouse
Reformatory, District of Columbia, 1936, maintenance, $948.78;
$948.78;
nance,
Extension, and so forth, of streets and avenues,
avenues, gas-tax
gas-tax fund,
District of Columbia, 1936, $43.50;
$43.50;
Extension, and so forth, of streets and avenues,
avenues, gas-tax fund,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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District of Columbia,
1935, $69.60;
$69.60;
Columbia, 1935,
Extension. and so
so forth, of
Extension,
of streets
street
s and
an d avenues,
gas tax fund,
avenues, gas-tax
fund,
District of Columbia, 1934,
$6.24;
1934, $6.24;
Police court, District of Columbia, 1935,
witness fees,
1935, witness
fees, $1.50;
$1.50;
Refunding taxes, District of Columbia,
Refunding
1937, $142.86;
$142.86;
Columbia, 1937,
Refunding taxes, District
Refunding
District of Columbia,
Columbia, 1936,
1936, $2,009.58;
$2,009.58;
assessments, District
Refund of assessments,
District of Columbia, 1936-1937,
1936-1937, $330.97;
$330.97;
Contingent and miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, 1936, judicial
expenses,
judicial expenses,
$130.80;
$130.80;
Washington
Washington Aqueduct,
Aqueduct, District of
1937, $508.46;
$508.46;
of Columbia,
Columbia, 1937,
Fees of jurors and witnesses, Supreme Court, District of Columbia,
Columbia,
1935, $735.20;
1935,
$735.20;
Columbia, 1937:
Public schools, District
District of Columbia,
1937: Repairs
and improveimproveRepairs and
ments to school buildings and grounds, $1,100;
$1,100;
In all,
$6,087.29.
In
all, audited
audited claims
claims $6,087.29.
DIVISION
EXPENSES
DIVISION OF
OF EXPENSES

The
sums for
the District
The foregoing
foregoing sums
for the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise

therein specifically
specifically provided, shall be paid out of the revenues
revenues of the
District of Columbia and the
of the
the United
United States
the Treasury
Treasury of
States in
in the
the
manner prescribed by
manner
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Appropriation
Acts
by the
Appropriation Acts
for the respective
respective fiscal
for which
which such
such sums
sums are
provided.
fiscal years
years for
are provided.

D
Division
ision
penses.

of
of

exe-

DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE
OF AGRICULTURE
BUREAU
BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY
INDUSTRY
agriculIrrigation agriculadditional amount
amount for the
Irrigation agriculture:
agriculture: For an additional
the fiscal ture.
year ending June 30, 1941, $7,000,
the same
$7,000, including
including the
same objects
objects specified
specified
Ante, p. 544.
544.
under this
in the
Department of
of Agriculture
Appropriation
this head
head in
the Department
Agriculture Appropriation
Act,
1941,
for continuation
Act,
continuation of
of the
Station
the United
United States
States Yuma
Yuma Field
Field Station
at
Bard, California.
at Bard,
California.
Rubber investigaRubber
Rubber investigations: To enable
Secretary of
of Agriculture
Agriculture to
to tions.
enable the
the Secretary
conduct investigations
the development
of rubber
rubber
investigations directed
directed toward
toward the
development of
production in
production
in the
the Western
Hemisphere, including
including production,
Western Hemisphere,
production, breedbreeding and disease research;
research; surveys of potential rubber-producing
rubber-producing
areas; establishment
and operation
demonstraestablishment and
operation of
of experiment
experiment and
and demonstration stations in suitable locations;
locations; acquisition
such puracquisition of
of land
land for
for such
purposes; construction
construction and
necessary buildings;
buildings; traveltravel,and equipment
equipment of
of necessary
purchase, maintenance,
purchase,
maintenance, operation,
operation, and
motor-propelled and
and repair
repair of
of motor-propelled
and
horse-drawn passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles;
of guides,
guides,
horse-drawn
vehicles; employment
employment of
translators, and
translators,
assistants by
or otherwise;
and other assistants
by contract
contract or
otherwise; medical
medical
services; books,
and newspapers;
newspapers; rent;
rent; printing;
and
services;
books, periodicals,
periodicals, and
printing; and
for
necessary expenses,
including personal
personal services
and means
means
for all
all other
other necessary
expenses, including
services and
in the
District of
of Columbia
elsewhere, fiscal
fiscal year
1941, $500,000,
$500,000,
in
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
year 1941,
available and
remain available
available until
until expended:
expended:
to be
be immediately
immediately available
and to
to remain
Proriso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture
to transtransProvided,
That the
Agriculture is
is authorized
authorized to
Transfer of funds to
fer such
sums as
as he
he may
deem necessary
to other
other Government
Government agencies
fer
such sums
may deem
necessary to
agencies.
agencies cooperating agencies.
cooperating or
assisting in
investigations.
cooperating
or assisting
in such
such investigations.
FOREST SERVICE
SERVICE
roads. etc.,
of roads,
Reconstruction and
of roads
and other
improvements, inRepair
Reconstruction
and repair
repair of
roads and
other improvements,
national forests in
in
national
California.
California.
national
forests
in
California:
For
the
reconstruction
of
roads,
trails,
national forests in California: For the reconstruction of roads, trails,
bridges,
other improvements
improvements in
in the
the national
in CaliCalibridges, and
and other
national forests
forests in
fornia,
damaged or
destroyed by
1940,
fornia, damaged
or destroyed
by floods
floods in
in February
February and
and March
March 1940,
fiscal
$200,000, to
31, 1940.
1940.
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $200,000,
to remain
remain available
available until
until December
December 31,

PUBLIC
LA.
WS--CH.437-JUNE
437-JUNE 27,
27, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
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BUREAU
OF ENTOMOLOGY
ENTOMOLOGY AND
AND PLANT
PLANT QUARANTINE
QUARANTINE
BUREAU OF

Japanese beetle
beetle control:
For an
amount for
for the
the control
control
additional amount
an additional
control: For
Japanese
and
prevention of
of spread
spread of
of the
the Japanese
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941,
beetle, fiscal
Japanese beetle,
and prevention
$30,000.
Control of insect
Control of
of incipient
incipient and
and emergency
emergency outbreaks
of insect
insect pests
pests and
and
outbreaks of
Control
pests and plant displant
diseases: For
an
additional
amount to
to enable
enable the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
eases.
amount
an
additional
For
diseases:
plant
53 Stat. 962.
Agriculture
to
carry
out
the
provisions
of
and
for
expenditures
for
expenditures
and
of
provisions
out
the
carry
to
Agriculture
Ante, p. 86.
77U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V, authorized
authorized by
by the
joint resolution
approved May
May 9,
9, 1938
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat.
resolution approved
the joint
§§
148-148e.
§§148-148e.
344),
$800,000, to
remain available
available until
June 30,
30, 1941:
1941:
until June
to remain
1940, $800,000,
year 1940,
344), fiscal
fiscal year
Provided,
no part
of this
this sum
sum allocated
allocated for
for expenditure
in conconProviso.
Proviso.
expenditure in
part of
That no
Provided, That
White-fringed
White-fringed
nection with
with the
the control
and prevention
prevention of spread
spread of the whitecontrol and
nection
beetle.
fringed beetle
beetle shall
shall be
in any
the request
request of
of the
the
without the
State without
any State
be used
used in
fringed
Governor
State.
of such State.
Governor of

Japanese
Japanese beetle control.
trol.
Ante, p. 551.

rEDERAL
INSURANCE
FEDERAL CROP INSURANCE
Subscriptions
Subscriptions
capital
stock.
capital stock.

to

52 Stat. 72.
72
U. S.s.c.supp.
C., Stipp. V,
§1504.

t.

51504.

v

Proviso.
Payment
stock.
for stock.
Payment for

Subscriptions to capital
Subscriptions
capital stock: For an additional
additional amount
amount for use
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
amounts
by
Treasury at such times and in such amounts
as
the
Federal
Crop
Insurance
Corporation
may
request,
for the
the
as the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation may request, for
purpose of
subscribing to
to and
and paying
for the
the capital
capital stock
stock of
of said
said
paying for
of subscribing
purpose
Corporation, as
for in
section 504
of the
Federal Crop
Crop
the Federal
504 of
in section
provided for
as provided
Corporation,
Insurance Act,
Act, approved
February 16,
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941,
16, 1938,
1938, fiscal
approved February
Insurance
$20,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the payment
for said
stock shall
shall be
be
said stock
payment for
$20,000,000:
effected
by transfer
transfer of
of funds
funds on
books of
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
of the
on the
the books
effected by
to the
credit of
of the
Corporation.
the Corporation.
the credit
to
MERAL FARM
FARM MORTGAGE CORPORATION
CORPORATION
FEDERAL

Administrative exAdministrative
expenses.

Ante, p. 569.

Salaries and
expenses, Federal
Federal Farm
Corporation: The
Mortgage Corporation:
Farm Mortgage
and expenses,
Salaries
amount of the funds of the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation
available for administrative
year 1941
administrative expenses for the fiscal year
made available
Agriculture Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1941,
by the Department
Department of Agriculture
increased by $1,700,000.
$1,700,000.
is hereby increased
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
BUREAU
BUREAU

Departmental
Departmental salaries and expenses.

Ante, p. 193.

or
DOMESTIC COMMERCE
COMMERCE
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

Departmental
expenses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for
Departmental salaries and expenses:
other necessary
necessary expenditures
of
the fiscal year 1941 for salaries and other
expenditures of
Bureau of Foreign
Foreign and
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce at the seat of govthe Bureau
ernment,
ernment, including the objects specified under this head in the DepartDepartment of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, $50,000, and the limitaspecified under
under this head in said Act for personal
personal services
services in the
tion specified
$1,375,000.
District of Columbia is hereby
hereby increased
increased to $1,375,000.
BUREAU or
AND NAVIGATION
BUREAU
OF MARINE
MABINE INSPECTION
INSPECTION AND
NAVIGATION

Crandall.
Albert C. Crandall.
Payment to.
to.

Departmental
aries.
Ante, p. 195.

sal-

Steamboat Inspection
Inspection Service:
Service: For an additional amount
amount
Salaries, Steamboat
for the fiscal year 1896 for payment
payment of additional salary due Albert
Albert
C. Crandall, 109 Saint Botolph Street, Boston,
Massachusetts, for
Boston, Massachusetts,
for
services
services rendered
rendered as an employee
employee of the Treasury Department,
Department, Steamboat Inspection
Service, during the period July 1, 1895, to June 30,
Inspection Service,
Comptroller Gen1896, inclusive, certified for payment
payment by the Acting
Acting Comptroller
eral of the United
settlement numbered
numbered
United States in certificate
certificate of settlement
83 3558-Commerce),
0575801
0575801 (claim number 0
0833558—Commerce),
dated January
January 18,
1940, $250.
$250.
Departmental salaries: For an additional
Departmental
additional amount for
for personal
persona l
services
services in the Bureau of Marine
Marine Inspection
Inspection and
and Navigation
Navigation in the
District of Columbia, fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, $40,640.

54 STAT.]
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Salaries and genSalaries and general expenses:
expenses: For an additional
additional amount for pay- eral
expenses.
expenses.
53 Stat. 911.
911.
53
ment of extra compensation
overtime services of local inspectors
compensation for overtime
of steam vessels and their assistants,
assistants, United
United States shipping
shipping commissioners and their deputies and assistants, and customs
customs officers
officers and
and
reimbursements in
employees,
United States receives reimbursements
in
employees, for which the United
52 Stat. 345.
345.
accordance with the provisions of the Act of May 11, 1938 (46
(46 U. S. C.
accordance
C., Snpp.
Supp. V,
V.
46 U.S. C.,
§ 382b.
382b.
382b), fiscal year 1940, $12,000.
$12,000.
382b),
Salaries
Salaries and
and general
Salaries and general
general expenses:
expenses: For an additional amount for sal- expenses.
aries and general expenses
Bureau of
service of the Bureau
expenses in the field service
Marine
Inspection and Navigation, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, including the
Marine Inspection
Ante, p.
p.195,
195,
objects specified
specified under this head
head in the Department
Department of Commerce
Commerce
Appropriation
$218,720.
1941, $218,720.
Appropriation Act, 1941,
NATIONAL BUREAU
STANDARDS
BUREAU OF STANDARDS
NATIONAL

Optical glass plant: For enlarging
optical glass plant building
building
enlarging the optical
Optical
necessary additional
additional
at the National Bureau of Standards and for necessary
equipment therefor, fiscal year 1941,
1941, $100,000, to remain available
equipment
until expended.
purchase of
Additional land: For an additional
amount for the purchase
additional amount
Additional
specified under
under this head in the Department
Department of Commerce
land as specified
Appropriation Act,
remain available until June 30,
$25,000, to remain
1940, $25,000,
Act, 1940,
Appropriation
appropriated under this head in
$100,000 appropriated
amount of $100,000
1941; and the amount
Appropriation Act, 1940,
1940, is hereby
hereby
Commerce Appropriation
Department of Commerce
the Department
continued available
available until June 30, 1941.
continued

Optical glass plant.
Optical

Additional land.
Additional
912.
53 Stat. 912.
Reappropriation.
ReaPProPriation.

SURVEY
COAST AND
AND GEODETIC SURVEY

Salaries, office
office force:
an additional
personal servamount for personal
additional amount
For an
force: For
Salaries,
ices, fiscal year 1941, $22,000.
Office expenses:
fiscal year 1941,
1941,
amount for the fiscal
For an additional amount
expenses: For
Office
including
the objects
objects specified under
under this head
head in the Department
Department of
of
including the
Commerce
Appropriation Act, 1941, $18,000.
Commerce Appropriation
Aeronautical
for compilation
compilation
amount for
an additional
additional amount
For an
charts: For
Aeronautical charts:
and
aeronautical charts,
including the
charts, fiscal year 1941, including
of aeronautical
printing of
and printing
objects
Department of Commerce
under this head in the Department
specified under
objects specified
Appropriation
1941, $95,000,
$95,000, of
$43,420
which not to exceed $43,420
of which
Act, 1941,
Appropriation Act,
may
personal services
services in
the District of Columbia.
in the
for personal
expended for
be expended
may be
Construction
of vessels:
vessels: For
construction of one main surveying
surveying
For construction
Construction of
ship
and one
one auxiliary
auxiliary surveying
vessel for
for the
the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic
surveying vessel
ship and
Survey,
authorized by
803),
by the Act of June 2, 1939 (53 Stat. 803),
as authorized
Survey, as
including travel
and other
expenses incident
thereto and necessary
necessary
incident thereto
other expenses
travel and
including
$1,425,000.
therefor, $1,425,000.

Salaries, office
office force.
Salaries,
Ante, p. 198.

Office
Office expenses.
expenses.
p. 198.
Ante, p.
Aeronautical charts.
Aeronautical

Ante, p. 199.
199.
Ante,

Construction of vesvesConstruction
sels.
sals.

WEATHER
BUREAU
WEATHER BUREAU
Transportation
of
or
The
Bureau for
for the
the fiscal
year
Transportation
fiscal year
Weather Bureau
the Weather
for the
appropriations for
The appropriations
employees'
personal
personal
1941
available (1)
for packing,
transportation, emees'
and transportation,
crating, and
packing, crating,
(1) for
effects.
be available
shall be
1941 shall
Ante, p. 538.
including drayage,
(not exceeding
exceeding
Antc,p.538.
employees (not
of employees
effects of
personal effects
of personal
drayage, of
including
five thousand
thousand pounds
one case)
case) upon
upon permanent
change of
of
permanent change
any one
in any
pounds in
five
station, under
under regulations
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of Comthe Secretary
by the
station,
Attendance
at meetmerce, and
(2) for
for necessary
necessary expenses
expenses (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed $7,000)
$7,000) of
of
Attendanceatmeetand (2)
merce,
ings.
attendance
at
meetings
concerned
with
the
work
of
said
Bureau
when
ng.
attendance at meetings concerned with the work of said Bureau when
authorized
by the
the Secretary
Commerce.
of Commerce.
Secretary of
authorized by
Establishment
of
Observations, warnings,
warnings, and
service: For
an addiaddi- forecast
of
Establishment
For an
weather service:
general weather
and general
Observations,
district for
New Engand
England.
for
tional amount
establishing and
district New
forecast district
maintaining aa forecast
and maintaining
for establishing
amount for
tional
for New
New England,
fiscal year
1941, including
specified
objects specified
same objects
the same
including the
year 1941,
England, fiscal
for
53 Stat. M.
under the
the head
head "General
weather service
in the
the Depart53 Stat. 947.
research" in
and research"
service and
"General weather
under
ment
of
Agriculture
Appropriation
Act,
1940,
$50,000.
ment of Agriculture Appropriation Act, 1940, $50,000.

41
19347O-41-5'T.
I —41
193470°-41-PT. i
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1940

[54
STA.T.
[54 STAT.

DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
DEPARTMENT
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
OFFICE
OF THE
T.LLE SECRETARY
OFFICE OF
SECRETARY

and bind.

Printing and binding
ing.
.

Printing and binding, Department
Department of the Interior:
Interior: For an
an addi-

tional
amount for
and binding for the Department
tional amount
for printing and
Department of the
Interior, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1937,
1937, $110.
$110.
GENERAL
0.N.t ICE
GENERAL LAND
LAND OFFICE

Registers:
Registers: For an additional
amount for
salaries and
commissions
additional amount
for salaries
and commissions
of
registers of district
district land
fiscal year
1938, $57.85.
of registers
land offices,
offices, fiscal
year 1938,
$57.85.

Registers.

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
Purchase, etc.,
Purchase,
Indian supplies.

of

dian suppies.

Wind
^Purchaseo

Wind River Reservation, Wyo.
land.
Purchase of
land.
25 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §573.

v25s.

c., supp.

U. S.
s. C., Supp.
25 U.
6
V, §576.
V,
576.
Construction andreConstructionandrepair, Alaska.
par,
Alska.
53 Stat. 711.
711.
Quinaielt

Reserva-

tQin
elt
tion,
tion, Wash.,
Wash.,Rh.setraattorneys.
neys.

Anis, p.48.
p. 48.
Ane,
Osage Indians,
attorneyd.ns
Okla., attorneys.

Oka.,

Menominee Indians
in Wisconsin.
Per capita
capita payPer
ments.

MenomineeIndians
payments.

Provisos.
Ie
tmbe
In lieu o.
of timber

payments.
payments.

Reimbursement.

aimbnaent.

Purchase and transportation
transportation of Indian supplies: For additional
Purchase
additional
amounts for expenses
purchase and transportation
expenses of purchase
transportation of
of goods
goods and
and

supplies
Service for
fiscal years:
years:
supplies for
for the
the Indian Service
for the
the following
following fiscal
or 1936,
1936, $1,500;
For
$1,500;
For 1937, $600;
$600;
For 1938, $30,000;
$30,000;
For 1939, $160,000.
Purchase
Reservation, Wyoming
Purchase of land, Wind
Wind River Reservation,
Wyoming (tribal
(tribal
funds) :Not to exceed
exceed $150,000
authorized by section
section
of the amount
amount authorized
$150,000 of
funds):
33of the Act of July 27,1939
27, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 1130),
1130), to be
he expended from
from the
tribal funds of the Shoshone Indians,
Indians, Wyoming, is hereby made
available for the purchase within Hot Springs
Springs County, Wyoming,
Wyoming,
of lands or interests
interests therein,
therein, together
together with improvements
improvements thereon,
thereon,
including water rights or surface
surface rights to lands, located outside the
River Reservation
Reservation but adjacent
adjacent thereto,
thereto,
ceded portion of the Wind River
and owned by holders
holders of grazing
grazing permits covering undisposed
of
undisposed of
surplus or ceded
ceded lands within said portion of the reservation,
such
reservation, such
purchases to be made subject to the provisions of section
section 6
6 of the
Act of July 27, 1939,
1939, supra.
Construction and repair: For an additional
Construction
additional amount for
for construcconstruction and repair, Alaska, hospital
hospital and quarters, fiscal year 1940,
including the same
same objects
objects specified
specified under
this head
head in
in the
the Interior
under this
Interior
Department
1940, $20,000.
$20,000.
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
Compensation
Compensation of attorneys, Quinaielt
Reservation, Washington:
Quinaielt Reservation,
Washington:
For payment to the
the attorneys of record for certain
certain Quinaielt
Quinaielt Indians,
Indians,
in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the Act of March
March 9,
9, 1940
1940
(Public,
Numbered 430,
Congress), fiscal year
(Public, Numbered
430, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
year 1940,
$20,107.16,
remain available
available until
until June
30, 1941.
$20,107.16, to
to remain
June 30,
1941.
Compensation of
attorneys, Osage
Indians, Oklahoma
Oklahoma (tribal
(tribal
Compensation
of attorneys,
Osage Indians,
funds):
compensation oof an attorney or attorneys
attorneys for the Osage
funds) :For compensation
Indians employed
employed under aacontract approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior on February 18, 1938, $25,000,
$25,000, payable from
from funds on
on deposit
deposit
to the credit of
Osage Indians.
of the
the Osage
Indians.
Menominee Indians
Wisconsin: The
The Secretary
Menominee
Indians in
in Wisconsin:
Secretary of
the Interior
of the
Interior
is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to withdraw
withdraw from
from the
the Treasury
Treasury
of
the United
United States
States during
during the
fiscal year
of the
the fiscal
year ending
ending, June
June 30, 1941,
1941,
the sum of $105,000
$105,000 of any funds on deposit
deposit to
t
o the
credit of
of the
the
the credit
Menominee
i
Menominee Indians
Indians in
n Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and to expend such sum, or as
as
much thereof
thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, for making aaper capita
capita payment
payment
of $50
Menominee Tribe, such per
$50 to each enrolled member of the Menominee
per
capita payments to be made in two equal monthly
monthly installments
installments during
during
July and
ed, That
Thatsuch
such per
cap i
ta payment
payment
July
and September
September 1940:
1940: Provid
Provided,
per capita
h
shall be in lieu of the
e Act of June 15,
the payments
payments authorized
authorized by tthe
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
964), for the fair market
1934
Stat. 964),
market stumpage
stumpage value of timber
timber
Menominee Reservation
cut on the Menommee
Reservation during the fiscal years 1940 and
and
1941: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
That the amounts
1941:
amounts expended
expended for making
making such
such
per
capita payment
shall be reimbursed to the tribal
per capita
payment shall
tribal funds
funds utilized
utilized

54 STAT.]

54 STAT.]
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such Indians
otherwise be paid Such
therefor from sums that would otherwise
pursuant to the
supra.
pursuant
the Act
Act of June 15,
15, 1934,
1934, supra.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF FISHERIES

• Inquiry
respecting food fishes:
fishes: For
additional amount
amount for
for
For an additional
Inquiry respecting
inquiry into
cause of
the waters
fishes in the
waters
decrease in food
food fishes
into the
the cause
of the decrease
inquiry
of
United States,
States, and
and experiments
experiments in
and for
for investigations,
investigations, and
the United
of the
respect
animals, fiscal
fiscal year
including the
the objects
objects
year 1941,
1941, including
respect to
to the
the aquatic
aquatic animals,
specified under
in the
the Interior
Interior Department
Appropriation
Department Appropriation
this head
head in
specified
under this
Act,
1941, $7,500,
amount not to
to exceed
exceed $3,200
$3,200 may be
which amount
$7,500, of which
Act, 1941,
expended for
services.
expended
for personal
personal services.
Alaska
crab investigation:
For salaries
other necessary
necessary
salaries and all other
Alaska crab
investigation: For
expenses
the Bureau
Bureau of
of Fisheries
in conducting
conducting for
for one
one year
year aa
of the
Fisheries in
expenses of
technical, economic,
and biological
investigation of
of the
the king-crab
king-crab
biological investigation
technical,
economic, and
fishery off
off the
coast of
of Alaska,
locating the
the areas
areas of
abundance, and
and
fishery
the coast
Alaska, locating
of abundance,
carrying on
experiments to
to develop
develop improved
taking and
and
improved methods
methods of taking
carrying
on experiments
canning
king crabs,
crabs, including
the charter
charter of
of fishing
fishing and
and cannery
cannery
including the
canning king
vessels
with or
or without
officers and
crews and
to
without regard to
and without
and crews
without officers
vessels with
section
3709 of
Revised Statutes
U. S.
S. C.
C. 5);
5) ;purchase
purchase of
of
(41 U.
Statutes (41
of the
the Revised
section 3709
fuel,
rubber boots,
boots, oilskins,
oilskins, rubber
rubber and
canvas gloves,
gloves, nets, fishing
fishing
and canvas
oil, rubber
fuel, oil,
gear, tin
liners, packing
cases, chemicals,
chemicals, and first-aid
first-aid outpacking cases,
tin cans
cans and
and liners,
gear,
fits; rental
rental of
of canning
canning machinery;
machinery; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; provisions
and
provisions and
fts;
rations
or commutation
commutation thereof
thereof (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed $1
day)
$1 per man per day)
rations or
for
officers and
and crews, and
money accruing
accruing from commutation
commutation
and money
vessel officers
for vessel
of
and provisions
may be
be paid
paid on
to the
vouchers to
on proper vouchers
provisions may
of rations
rations and
persons
charge of
of the
the mess
mess of
of such
such vessels,
vessels, fiscal year
year 1941,
1941,
having charge
persons having
$100,000, to
be immediately
immediately available:
available: Provided,
Secretary
Provided, That the Secretary
to be
$100,000,
of
hereby authorized
dispose, by
by public
public sale,
sale, of
the
of the
to dispose,
authorized to
is hereby
Interior is
of the
the Interior
manufactured
from this
this investigation,
and moneys
moneys
investigation, and
resulting from
products resulting
manufactured products
derived from
such sales
shall be
be covered
covered into
the Treasury
of the
the
Treasury of
into the
sales shall
from such
derived
United States
Provided further,
That
further, That
receipts: Provided
miscellaneous receipts:
as miscellaneous
States as
United
without
employees
in this
this investigation
investigation may
be appointed
appointed without
may be
engaged in
employees engaged
regard to
the civil-service
civil-service laws
laws and
or the
Classification
the Classification
regulations or
and regulations
to the
regard
Act of
1923, as
as amended.
amended.
of 1923,
Act
Propagation of
of food
fishes: The
The limitation
$468,890 for
for pay
pay of
of
of $468,890
limitation of
food fishes:
Propagation
permanent employees,
employees, contained
under the
the heading
heading "Bureau
"Bureau of
of
contained under
permanent
Fisheries, propagation
food fishes",
fishes", in
the Interior
Interior Department
Department
in the
of food
propagation of
Fisheries,
Appropriation Act,
is hereby
increased to
to $474,130.
$474,130.
hereby increased
1941, is
Act, 1941,
Appropriation

Inquiry respecting
respecting
food fishes.

Ante, p. 456.
Alaska crab investigation.
exSalaries
and
expenses.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Sale of manufactured products.

Appointments.
Appointments.
42 Stat. 1488
1488.
C. §§
661IC 66155 U.
U. S.. C.
673,
674; Supp. V, §1
i§ 673,
673c.
Propagation of food
food
Propagation
fishes.

Ante, p. 455.
Ante,

DIVISION OF TERRITORIES
rossirssioNs
TERRITORIES AND ISLAND POSSESSIONS
DIVISION
Survey etc., of Ant-

Survey etc., of AntFor
of the
Division of
Territories and
and Island
Possessions arctic
Island Possessions
of Territories
regions.
the Division
expenses of
For expenses
Expenses.
Expenses.
in the
the investigation
investigation and
and survey
survey of
of natural
natural resources
resources of
of the
the land
land and
and
in
sea areas
of the
including personal
personal services
in the
the
services in
regions, including
Antarctic regions,
the Antarctic
areas of
sea
District
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere without
without regard
to the
the civilcivil- 42 Stat.
regard to
of Columbia
District of
Stat. 1488.
1488.
service laws
the Classification
Act of
or by
C. ¢§
g 661-674;
661-674;
by 5U. S.S. C.
amended, or
as amended,
1923, as
of 1923,
Classification Act
or the
laws or
service
Supp. V, §§
Supp.
fi 673, 673c.
contract, if
if deemed
without regard
regard to
the provisions
provisions of
of
to the
necessary without
deemed necessary,
contract,
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
rent, traveling
expenses, purpurtraveling expenses,
Statutes, rent,
Revised Statutes,
section
chase
of necessary
necessary books,
documents, newspapers
newspapers and
and periodicals,
staperiodicals, stabooks, documents,
chase of
tionery,
hire of
of equipment,
equipment, supplies
supplies and
and
purchase of
of automobiles,
automobiles, purchase
tionery, hire
provisions,
all other
other necessary
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, $171,000:
$171,000:
expenses, fiscal
necessary expenses,
and all
provisions, and
Proviso.
Provided,
repairs, and
enc._ emergency
emergency supplies
paid for
for Contracts
be paid
to be
Contracts for fuel,
fuel,
supplies to
fuel, repairs,
That fuel,
Provided, That
in foreign ports.
ports.
etc.,
in
out of
of this
this appropriation
appropriation may
contracted for
for in
in foreign
ports.
foreign ports.
be contracted
may be
out
NATIONAL
PARE SERVICE
SERVICE
NATIONAL PARK

Investigation and
purchase of
The unexpended
unexpended balbalrights: The
of water
water rights:
and purchase
Investigation
ance of
of the
the appropriation
the investigation
investigation and
of
and establishment
establishment of
for the
appropriation for
ance
water rights
rights contained
contained in
the Interior
Appropriation
Department Appropriation
Interior Department
in the
water
Act
for the
fiscal year
1940 is
is continued
for the
same purpurthe same
available for
continued available
year 1940
the fiscal
Act for
poses until
until June
30, 1941.
1941.
June 30,
poses

Investigation
and
and
Investigation
purchase
of
water
of water
purchase
rights.
Ante, p.
p. 451.
451.

53 Stat. 730.
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HOWARD
HOWARD
General expenses.
General

53 Stat. 737.

[54
L54 STAT.
STAT.

UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY

General
For an
additional amount
amount for
general expenses,
expenses,
General expenses:
expenses: For
an additional
for general
Howard University,
University, fiscal
year 1940,
same objects
objects specispeciHoward
fiscal year
1940, including
including the
the same
fied under
head in
Department Appropriation
Act,
in the
the Interior
Interior Department
Appropriation Act,
fied
under this
this head
1940, $7,000.
1940,
$7,000.
DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE
OFFICE
OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL
GENERAL
OFFICE OF
THE ATTORNEY

personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, as
as follows:
follows:
For personal
District of
For an
additional amount
for salaries,
salaries, Administrative
Administrative Division,
Division,
For
an additional
amount for
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, $75,000;
fiscal
$75,000;
For
an additional
additional amount
for salaries,
salaries, Criminal
Criminal Division,
Division, fiscal
For an
amount for
fiscal
year
1941, $25,000.
year 1941,
$25,000.
Contingent exexContingent
an additional
amount for
for contingent
Contingent
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For
For an
additional amount
contingent
penses.
penses'
expenses, Department
Department of
of Justice,
Justice, 1941,
the objects
objects and
and
expenses,
1941, including
including the
subject
to the
the limitations
specified under
this head
in the
DepartAnte, p. 200.
under this
head in
the DepartAnt,
subject to
limitations specified
ment of
Justice Appropriation
Act, 1941,
$20,000.
ment
of Justice
Appropriation Act,
1941, $20,000.
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling expenses:
Traveling
expenses: For an
additional amount
an additional
amount for traveling
traveling
expenses, Department
Department of
including the
the same
objects specispeciexpenses,
of Justice,
Justice, including
same objects
fied
this head
Department of
of Justice
Appropriation
fied under
under this
head in
in the
the Department
Justice Appropriation
Acts,
the fiscal
fiscal years
years that
that follow:
follow:
Acts, for
for the
53 Stat.
897.
s3
Stat. 87.
1940, $10,000;
$10,000;
For
Ante,
87.
p.
Ante,
For 1941,
1941, $15,000.
Ant, p. 200..
Ante,
For
$15,000.
Printing and bindPrinting
Printing and binding:
binding: For an additional
additional amount
amount for printing
ing.
ing.
and binding, Department
Department of Justice,
Justice, for the
the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
Personal services.
Ante, p.200.

personlservces.
A,

897.
53 Stat. 87.
Ante, p. 200.
20.

For 1940, $21,500;
$21,500;
For 1941, $12,500.
$12,500.

k.a./ERAL BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF INVESTIGATION
FEDERAL
INVESTIGATION

Salaries and
and expenses,
prosecution of
of crimes
crimes (emer(emerSalaries
expenses, detection
detection and
and prosecution
gency)
For an
an additional
additional amount
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses in
the
gency)::For
amount for
in the
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, during
during the
the national
national emergency,
emergency,
District of
of Columbia
Columbia and
in the
the detection
detection and
of crimes
crimes against
the United
United States,
States,
in
and prosecution
prosecution of
against the
and so
so forth,
fiscal year
1941, including
objects and
for the
the
and
forth, fiscal
year 1941,
including the
the objects
and for
Ante, p. 201.
Ante,
201.
purposes specified under
under this head in the
Department of
of Justice
Justice
the Department
Proviso.
Proviso.
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
Act, 1941,
1941, $500,000:
$500,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this appropriaappropriaAvallabllity.
vailablllty.
Poet,
670.
Post, p. 670.
tion shall
not become
become available
available unless
and until
until H.
H. R.
5138, SeventySeventytion
shall not
unless and
R. 5138,
sixth Congress,
is enacted
into law.
sixth
Congress, is
enacted into
law.
Claims for
damages.
or damages.
Claims for damages:
damages: For the payment of claims for damages to
to
Ante, p.
Ante,
D. 88.
M.
any person or damages
damages to or
privately owned
owned property
property caused
caused
or loss of
of privately
by employees
employees of
the Federal
Federal Bureau
of Investigation,
acting within
within
by
of the
Bureau of
Investigation, acting
the
their employment,
employment, considered,
and determined
determined
the scope
scope of
of their
considered, adjusted,
adjusted, and
the Attorney
General, under
under the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
by the
Attorney General,
provisions of
"An Act to provide
provide for the
the adjustment
adjustment and settlement
settlement of certain
certain
claims arising out of the activities
activities of
of the
the Federal
Federal Bureau of InvestiInvesti49 Stat. 1184.
8. C.,
55U.
U.S.
0., Supp. V, gation", approved March
March 20,
(5 U.
S. C.
C. 300b),
300b), as
as fully
fully set
set
20, 1936
1936 (5
U. S.
300b.
forth in House
Document Numbered
House Document
Numbered 756, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress,
$657.39.

Salaries
and
expenses, detection,
detection, etc.,
penses,
of
crimes (emergency).
of crimes
(emergency).

MIISCELLANEOUS
ICISCELLANEOUS
Taxes and Penalties
Penalties
Unit.
Unit.
49 Stat. 1323.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous salaries and expenses,
field.
Ante, p. 209.
Ante,

OBJECTS, DEPARTMENT
OBJECTS,
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE

Taxes
Taxes and Penalties Unit: For an additional
additional amount
amount for salaries
salaries
and expenses of the Taxes
Taxes and
and Penalties
Unit, Department
of Justice,
Justice,
Penalties Unit,
Department of
including the same
same objects
specified under
this head
in the
the DepartDepartobjects specified
under this
head in
Appropriation Act,
ment of Justice Appropriation
Act, 1937,
1937, $124.23.
$124.23.
Miscellaneous
salaries and
and expenses,
iss
Miscellaneous salaries
expenses, field: The
The sum of $57,350 i
hereby
appropriation "Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Salaries,
hereby transferred
transferred from the appropriation
contained in the Judiciary
Judiciary AppropriaUnited States Courts, 1941", contained
Appropria-

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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1940
437-JUNE 27, 1940

"Miscellaneous Salaries and
appropriation "Miscellaneous
tion Act, 1941, to the appropriation
and
Ante, p. 203.
Ante,
Expenses, Field, Department
Department of Justice,
amount
Justice, 1941", and the amount
which may be expended
expended from the latter appropriation
appropriation for salaries
not otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided for is increased from $110,000
$110,000
$170,000.
to $170,000.
Lands Division.
Lands
Lands Division: For an additional amount, fiscal year 1941,
1941, for
for
personal services in the District of Columbia
elsewhere, including
Columbia and elsewhere,
personal
203.
specified under
Department of Ante, p. 203.
the same objects specified
under this head in the Department
Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, $500,000.
Justice
attorneys,
Salaries and expenses of district attorneys,
attorneys, and so forth: For an
an etc.District attorneys,
additional amount for salaries
salaries and
and expenses
expenses of United
United States
States district
district
1941, including
attorneys, and so forth, fiscal year 1941,
including the objects speci203.
Appropriation Ante, p. 203.
fied under
under this head
head in the Department
Department of Justice
Justice Appropriation
Act, 1941, $72,500.
Marshals, etc.
Marshals,
Salaries and expenses
expenses of marshals,
marshals, and so forth:
forth: For an additional
additional
amount
marshals, and so forth, Departamount for salaries and expenses of marshals,
ment of Justice, 1941, including
including the objects and under the conditions
conditions
specified
Department of Justice Appropriation
Appropriation
specified under this head in the Department
204.
Ante, p. 204.
Act, 1941, $250,000.
PENAL AND CORRECTIONAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS
INbIll kJ LIONS
Penitentiaries
and
Penitentiaries and
Penitentiaries and reformatories:
additional amount for
for reformatories.
reformatories: For an additional
Penitentiaries
reformatories.
maintenance
and
operation
of
States
penitentiaries
and
penitentiaries
United
operation
maintenance and
reformatories, fiscal year 1940, including
including the same objects
objects specified
specified
reformatories,
901.
under
this head
head in the Department
Department of Justice
Appropriation Act, 53 Stat. 901.
Justice Appropriation
under this
1940,
$75,000.
1940, $75,000.
Tails and correctionJails
Jails
correctional institutions: For an additional amount for
for al institutions.
Jails and correctional
Ante,
p. 88.
maintenance and operation of Federal
correctional instiFederal jails and correctional
maintenance
tutions,
fiscal
year
1940,
including
the
same
objects
under
specified
same
1940, including
tutions, fiscal
901.
this
Appropriation Act, 1940, 53 Stat. 901.
Department of Justice Appropriation
in the
the Department
this head in
$85,000.
$85,000.
S.
Support of U. S.
Support
prisoners: For an additional amount
amount for
for prisoners.
United States prisoners:
of United
Support of
prisoners.
support
of
United
States
prisoners
in
non-Federal
institutions
and
institutions
support of United States prisoners in non-Federal
including the same objects
Alaska, fiscal year 1940, including
Territory of Alaska,
in the
the Territory
specified under
the Department
Appropriation
Justice Appropriation
Department of Justice
in the
head in
this head
under this
specified
53 Stat. 902.
$340,000.
1940, $340,000.
Act, 1940,
IMMIGRATION
IMMIGRATION

AND
AND

NATURALIZATION SERVICE
SERVICE
NATURALIZATION
Salaries,

()Mee
offie

of

Salaries,
Departmental salaries:
salaries: For an Commissioner;
Commissioner: Departmental
office of Commissioner:
Salaries, office
Commissioner; l)eDepartmental.
additional
the Commissioner
Commissioner and
services partmental.
personal services
other personal
and other
for the
amount for
additional amount
Ante, p.
p. 576.
876.
Ante,
in the
the District
of Columbia,
year 1941, $100,000.
$100,000.
Columbia, fiscal year
District of
in
and exSalaries
Salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Immigration
Immigration and
Naturalization Service penses.
and Naturalization
Salaries and
penses.
Allen
Registration.
Alien
Registration.
(Alien
Registration)
:
.
salaries
and
expenses
conducting
and
and
conducting
in
expenses
and
salaries
For
(Alien Registration):
maintaining
including such
such investiof aliens,
aliens, including
registration of
a national
national registration
maintaining a
gation
of matters
relating to
to alien
be directed by
as may be
registration as
alien registration
matters relating
gation of
Poet, p. 670.
Pet,
the
General, pursuant
pursuant to
II. R.
5138,
R. 5138,
provisions of H.
to the provisions
Attorney General,
the Attorney
Seventy-sixth
Congress,
as
finally
enacted,
including
personal
services
services
personal
including
Seventy-sixth Congress, as finally enacted,
and
rentals in
the District
Columbia and
and elsewhere;
elsewhere; stationery,
stationery,
of Columbia
District of
in the
and rentals
furniture
coverings, file
file holders
and cases;
purchase,
cases; purchase,
holders and
floor coverings,
repairs, floor
and repairs,
furniture and
exchange, or
or rental
rental of
of punching,
punching, tabulating,
sorting, and
and other labortabulating, sorting,
exchange,
saving
machines, including
including technical,
mechanical, and
and other services
services
technical, mechanical,
saving machines,
in connection
connection therewith;
therewith; traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, including
including the
attendance
the attendance
in
at
concerned with
with the
of this
this appropriation;
appropriation;
purposes of
the purposes
at meetings
meetings concerned
miscellaneous
telephones,
telegraphing and telephones,
including telegraphing
expenditures, including
miscellaneous expenditures,
postage,
of typewriters
adding
typewriters and adding
rental of
and rental
purchase and
labor, purchase
postage, labor,
machines
and the
thereof and
and repairs
repairs thereto, street car
car
the exchange
exchange thereof
machines and
fares, and
clippings; purchase,
including exchange,
exchange, and
and hire,
hire,
purchase, including
press clippings;
and press
fares,
maintenance
operation of
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
of motor-propelled
and operation
maintenance and

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
437-JUNE 27,
27, 1940
1940
LAWS-OH. 437-JUNE
PUBLIC

646
646

42
Stat. 1488.
42 Stat.
1488.7
5C. S. C. §§ 661-674;

Stipp. V.
11673, 673c.
673c.
Bu6pp
V,'5,

Provisos.
Reimbursement
Reibrsement to
cooperating
cooperating agencies,
ate.

agencies,

Availability.
Availability.
Post, p.
p. 670.
670.
Post,
Salaries,
servsalaries, field servce
ice.
.
Ante,
p. 576.
76.
Ante, p.
General
expenses.
Geralex

Ante,
7.
Ate, p.
p. 577.
Maintenance, etc.,
Maintenane,.

of aircraft.
ofalraft.

Oontingent

Contingent
penses.

exex-

pensea

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 574.
74.
Traveling expenses.
expenses.
Traveling

Ante, p.
p.
Ante,

575.

575.

Printing
and bindbindPrinting and
ing.

Ing

Ante,
575.
Ant, p.
p.G57.

rCI_

[54 STAT.
STAT.
L[4

vehicles •.printing
and binding
binding and
expenses in
contingent expenses
and all other contingent
printing and
vehicles;
the District
of Columbia
fiscal year
year 1941,
$3,000,000,
1941, $3,000,000,
in the
the field,
field, fiscal
Columbia and
and in
the
District of
of which
exceed $60,000
$60,000 may
expended for
for personal
personal services
services
may be
be expended
which not
not to
to exceed
of

without
regard to
the Civil
Service Laws
Laws or
or the
the Classification
Classification Act
Act of
of
without regard
to the
Civil Service
1923, as
amended: Provided,
Provided, That
Attorney General
General may
transfer
may transfer
the Attorney
That the
1923,
as amended:
to, or
any other
or office
of the
Fedoffice of
the Fedagency, or
other department,
department, agency,
to,
or reimburse,
reimburse, any
Governments, funds in such amounts as may be
ral, State, or local Governments,
eral,
them in rendering
necessary for salaries and expenses incurred
incurred by them
rendering
authorized
Department of
of Justice
Justice in
connection with
with
in connection
assistance to
to the
the Department
authorized assistance
conducting and
maintaining the
the registration
registration of
of aliens:
aliens: Provided
Provided
and maintaining
conducting
further,
appropriation shall
not become
available unless
unless
shall not
become available
further, That
That this
this appropriation
and
Seventy-sixth Congress, is enacted
enacted into law.
until H. R.
R. 5138,
5138, Seventy-sixth
and until
Salaries, field
field service:
service: For
For an
amount for
salaries of
of
for salaries
additional amount
an additional
Salaries,
Naturalization Service, fiscal
Immigration and Naturalization
field personnel of the Immigration
year 1941,
the objects,
objects conditions,
conditions, and
and limitations
specified
limitations specified
year
1941, including
including the
Labor Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
in the Department
Department of Labor
under this head
head in
1941, $1,718,050.
$1,718,050.
1941,
General
expenses (other
salaries) :For
an additional
additional amount
amount
than salaries):
For an
Generalexes.
ene expenses
(other than
for expenses
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service,
Service, 1941,
1941,
the Immigration
Immigration and
expenses of
of the
for
including the
the objects
objects and
specified under
under this
this
the conditions
conditions specified
and under
under the
including
head in the Department
Department of Labor Appropriation
1941, and
Appropriation Act, 1941,
including
maintenance and
and. operating
of aircraft,
aircraft, $446,800,
$446,800,
including maintenance
operating expenses
expenses of
of
of which amount not to exceed $114,600
$114,600 may be expended
expended for the
purchase, including
exchae, of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
motor-propelled passenger-carrying
including exchange,
purchase,
vehicles,
to exceed
exceed. $45,000
$45,000 for
including
procurement, including
for the procurement,
and not
not to
vehicles, and
exchange, of aircraft.
aircraft.
exchange,
Contingent
Contingent expenses:
expenses: For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Immigration
Immigration and
Naturalization Service,
Naturalization
fiscal year 1941,
1941, in addition to
to the
the sum
sum of
Service, fiscal
of
$69,850 included
"Contingent
appropriation "Contingent
purpose in
in the
the appropriation
for this
this purpose
$69,850
included for
Expenses,
Expenses, Department
Department of Labor", in the Department
Department of Labor
Labor
Appropriation
$5,150.
Appropriation Act, 1941, $5,150.
Traveling expenses:
traveling expenses, Immigration
expenses: For traveling
Immigration and
Naturalization Service,
Service, fiscal year
in addition
addition to the sum of
Naturalization
year .1941,
'1941, in
$164.200 included
included for this purpose
purpose in the appropriation
"Traveling
appropriation "Traveling
$164,200
Expenses, Department of Labor",
Labor", in the Department
Department of Labor ApproAppropriation Act, 1941
$20,000.
1941,1$20,000.
priation
Printing
Printing and binding: For printing and
and binding, Immigration
Immigration
1941, in addition to the sum
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service, fiscal year 1941,
of $51,000
$51,000 included for this purpose in the appropriation
appropriation "Printing
"Printing
Labor", in the Department
Department of Labor
Labor
and Binding, Department
Department of Labor",
Appropriation
$10,000.
Appropriation Act, 1941, $10,000.
JUDICIARY
THE JUDICIARY
UNITED
STATES SUPREME
SUPREME
UNITED STATES

Miscellaneous
Misellaneous
penses.
53 Stat. 903.

ex-

ex-

s3tat.o3.

couwr
COURT

Miscellaneous expenses:
Miscellaneous
expenses: For an additional
additional amount
amount for miscelmiscel-

laneous
laneous expenses of the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United
United States, to be
expended as the Chief Justice
expended
Justice may approve, fiscal year 1940, $1,000.
UNITED STATES COURTS
COURTS
UNrTED

Fees of commissioners.
Antep..
Ante, P.2.209 .

Fees of
commis.sioners: For
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for the
the fiscal
Fees
of commissioners:
fiscal
year 1941 for fees of United States Commissioners
Commissioners and other
other committing magistrates
magistrates acting
acting under section 1014, Revised Statutes
(18 U. S. C. 591),
591), including
including fees and expenses of conciliation commissioners,
missioners, United States courts, including
including the objects and subject
subject
specified for such fees and expenses of conciliation
conciliation
to the conditions specified
49 8191. 1327.
49""* Scommissioners
commissioners in the Department
Department of Justice Appropriation
Appropriation Act,

sFns oef Cmmis-

54
TAT.]
STAT.]
54 S
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76TH
CONG ., 3D
3n SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.437-JUNE
437—JUNE 27, 1940
1940
76TH CONG.,

Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.
1937, $50,000,
together with
with the
unexpended balance
balance of the approthe unexpended
$50,000, together
1937,
commissioners, United
priation
conciliation commissioners,
United States
States courts, for
for conciliation
priation for
the
year ending
ending June 30, 1940.
fiscal year
the fiscal
Fees ofjuror.
of jurors.
Fee
Fees of
of jurors:
The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury, upon
upon request of
jurors: The
Fees
the
of the
Administrative Office
Office of the United States Courts
the Administrative
Director of
the Director
and with
the consent
consent of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General, is hereby authorized
authorized
with the
and
unexpended
to
transfer an
amount not
$55,000 from the unexpended
exceed $55,000
to exceed
not to
an amount
to transfer
52 Stat. 268.
2Stat. 28.
balance
the appropriation
"Fees of Jurors and
and Witnesses, United
United
appropriation "Fees
of the
balance of
53 Stat.905.
Stat. 905.
53
Jurors, United
of Jurors,
States Courts,
the appropriation
"Fees of
appropriation "Fees
to the
1939", to
Courts, 1939",
States
States
1940".
Courts, 1940".
States Courts,
Miscellaneous
exe
salaries)::For an additional
Miscellaneous expenses
additional peM11eane"us
(other than salaries)
expenses (other
pens'.
Miscellaneous
of
miscellaneous
such
amount
for
the
fiscal
year
1940,
such
miscellaneous
expenses
for
amount for the fiscal year 1940,
the United
United States
authorized or approved
approved by the
be authorized
may be
as may
courts as
States courts
the
Director of
the Administrative
Office of
of the
the United
States Courts,
United States
Administrative Office
of the
Director
.9
53
including
same objects
to the
the same
same conditions per- 53
subject to
and subject
objects and,
the same
including the
Stat. 906.
taining
to said
head in the Department
Department of
this head
under this
specified under
courts specified
said courts
taining to
Justice
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
$64,180.
1940, $64,180.
Justice Appropriation
Traveling
expenses.
Traveling expenses.
Traveling expenses:
For an
an additional
amount for the
the fiscal year
additional amount
expenses: For
Traveling
53 Stat. 897.
1940 for
traveling expenses,
provided for, incurred
incurred by
otherwise provided
not otherwise
expenses, not
for traveling
1940
the
$38,300.
Judiciary, $38,300.
the Judiciary,
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
1.11E
ADMINISTRATIVE

rUNITED STATES COURTS
UNITED

exMiscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
expenses:
The
appropriation
"Miscellaneous
"Miscellaneous penses.
The appropriation
expenses:
penses.
Miscellaneous
conExpenses,
Administrative
Office
of
the
United
States
Courts",
Expenses, Administrative Office of the United States Courts",
Ante, p. 211.
211.
Ante,
tained in
Act, 1941,
1941, is hereby
hereby made
Appropriation Act,
Judiciary Appropriation
the Judiciary
in the
tained
may
available
in such
such amounts
amounts (not
to exceed
exceed a
a total
$8,700) as
of $8,700)
total of
(not to
available in
Administrative
be necessary
necessary and
approved by
by the
the Director
Director of
of the Administrative
and approved
be
Office
the United
United States
Courts, for
for transfer
appropriation
to the appropriation
transfer to
0
States Courts,
of the
Office of
Ante, p. 2
207.
7.
Ante,
"Care
Supreme Court
and Grounds,
and expendi1941" and
Grounds, 1941"
Alterations, etc.,
etc., SuSuBuilding and
Alterations,
Court Building
of Supreme
"Care of
preme
Court BuildCourt
preme
alterachanges,
ture
by the
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, for
structural
for structural
Architect of
the Architect
ture by
ing.
mg.
tions,
and installations
installations of
fixtures in
in the
the Supreme
Supreme Court Building,
of fixtures
tions, and
necessary for
the accommodation
accommodation of
Office of the
Administrative Office
the Administrative
of the
for the
necessary
United
States
Courts
in
such
building.
such
in
Courts
States
United

DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF
DIVISION
OF LABOR
STANDARDS
LABOR STANDARDS
DIVISION OF
Salaries
Salaries

and

exex-

exceed penses.
Not to exceed
Salaries
and expenses,
Division of
Standards: Not
Labor Standards:
of Labor
penses.
expenses, Division
Salaries and
Handbook
Fed1nandhook on Fed$1,472
unexpended balance
of the
the appropriation
"Salaries and eral
appropriation "Salaries
balance of
the unexpended
of the
$1,472 of
oral labor
labor laws.
52
Stat.
Zi5.
285.
expenses,
Division
of
Labor
Standards,
Department
of
Labor,
1939",
Stat.
52
1939",
Labor,
of
Department
Standards,
expenses, Division of Labor
may
be used
used for
for personal
personal services
services by
by contract
without regard to seccontract without
may be
41 U. S.C.
S. C. §5.
IS.
tion
3709 of
of the
the Revised
the preparation
preparation
with the
connection with
in connection
Statutes in
Revised Statutes
tion 3709
of
handbook on
on Federal
Federal labor laws.
a handbook
of a
Apprenticeship proApprenticeship
Salaries
Expenses, Division
of Labor
Standards: For an addi- gram.
gram.
Labor Standards:
Division of
and Expenses,
Salaries and
tional
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
1941, for
and expenses,
expenses, Division
salaries and
for salaries
year 1941,
tional amount,
of Labor
to be
be used
used exclusively
promotion of an
the promotion
for the
exclusively for
Standards, to
Labor Standards,
of
apprenticeship program,
program, in
in addition
sums as
as may
expended
be expended
may be
such sums
to such
addition to
apprenticeship
from
the regular
regular annual
annual appropriation
for this
purpose,
this purpose,
1941 for
for 1941
appropriation for
from the
Ante,
575.
Ante, p. 575.
including the
the objects
objects specified
under this
this head
head in
the Department
Department of
in the
specified under
including
Transfer of funds.
funds.
Transfer
Labor
Appropriation
Act,
1941,
$120,000,
from
which
amount
transtransamount
which
from
$120,000,
Labor Appropriation Act, 1941,
fers may
be made
made to
appropriations for
Department of
the Department
for the
other appropriations
to other
may be
fers
Ante,
Ante, pp. 574, 575.
Labor, i941,
1941, as
to Contingent
$15,875 to
to
Expenses, $15,875
Contingent Expenses,
$1,750 to
follows: $1,750
as follows:
Labor,
Traveling Expenses,
Printing and
and the
the limitaBinding; and
and Binding;
to Printing
$500 to
Expenses, $500
Traveling
tion on
on the
amount which
which may
under this
this head
head for
for
expended under
be expended
may be
the amount
tion
personal services
in the
the District
of Columbia
hereby increased
increased to
to
is hereby
Columbia is
District of
services in
personal
$184,200.
$184,200.

648
648

PUBLIC LAWS-CH.
LAWS- CH.437-JUNE
437-JUNE 27,
27, 1940
1944)
PUBLIC

[54 STAT.
STA.T.
[54

BUREAU OF
OF LABOR
STATISTICS
BUREAU
LABOR STATISTICS
Salaries
and
Salaries
and expenses.
Occupational
Occupational out.
outlook
look surveys.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 576.
576.
Transfer of funds.
Transfer
574, 575.
676.
pp. 674,
Ante, pp.

Salaries
and Expenses:
Expenses: For
For an
an additional
amount, fiscal
year 1941,
1941,
Salaries and
additional amount,
fiscal year
for salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
of Labor
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, to
to be
be used
used
for
Bureau of
exclusively for
for occupational
occupational outlook
outlook surveys
in addition
addition to
to such
such sums
sums
exclusively
surveys in
as may
may be
be expended
expended from
from the
the regular
regular annual
annual appropriations
appropriations for
for this
this
as
purpose, including
including the
the objects
under this
head in
the DepartDepartpurpose,
objects specified
specified under
this head
in the
ment of
Labor Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
$75,000, from
from which
which transtransment
of Labor
Act, 1941,
1941, $75,000,
fers
be made
made to
other appropriations
for the
the Department
Department of
of
fers may
may be
to other
appropriations for
Labor,
1941, as
as follows:
Contingent Expenses;
Expenses; $6,000
$6,000 to
to
Labor, 1941,
follows: $9,500
$9,500 to
to Contingent
Travel
Binding; and
the limitalimitaTravel Expenses;
Expenses; $1,000
$1,000 to
to Printing
Printing and
and Binding;
and the
tion on
amount which
which may
may be
be expended
this head
head for
tion
on the
the amount
expended under
under this
for perpersonal services
District of
of Columbia
hereby increased
increased by
the
sonal
services in
in the
the District
Columbia is
is hereby
by the
sum of $58,500.
$58,500.
NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
III/. SECREHTARY
f3ECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE

conservation of
naval petroleum
petroleum reserves:
reserves: For
an
Operation and
and conservation
of naval
For an
additional amount to enable the Secretary of the Navy to carry
out
carry out
the provisions
provisions contained
contained in the
approved June
(31
the Act approved
June 4, 1920 (34
U. S. C. 524),
requiring him to conserve, develop,
develop, use,
usei and operate
524), requiring
petroleum reserves,
reserves, including
including the same objects specified
specified.
the naval petroleum
53
750.
63 Stat.
8tat. 759.
under this head
head in the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
$15,000, and to remain
remain available
available until June 30, 1941.
Collision damage
damage
Collision
Claims for damages by collision with naval vessels: To pay claims
claims.
Ante, p. 89.
for damages adjusted and determined
Secretary of the Navy
Navy
determined by the Secretary
under the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to amend the Act
Act
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to settle claims for damages
to
authorizing
damages to
arising from collisions with naval vessels", _approved
private property
property arising
approved
10W.
42 Stat. 1066.
December 28, 1922,
1922, as fully set forth in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
0. I599.
34 U. S. C.
I599.
758, Seventy-sixth
Congress, $170.
Seventy-sixth Congress,

Naval petroleum
petroleum reNaval
serves.
Ante, p.
p. 267.
267.
Ante,
41 Stat. 813.
34 U.
G. 13.
0. 1524;
1524;
S. a.
Supp. V.
V, §1524.
52

BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF AERONAU'TICS
AERONAUTICS
Aviation, Navy,
Navy,
Aviation,
1938.
1938.
50
Stat. 11.
60 Stat.
III.

Navy,1938:
appropriaAviation, Navy,
1938: Not to exceed $8,158,768
$8,158,768 of the appropriation "Aviation,
"Aviation, Navy, 1938", contained
contained in the
the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year 1938
1938, shall continue available until June
June 30,
1941
1941, for the payment
payment of obligations incurred under contracts
contracts executed prior to September
September 30, 1938.
MARINE CORPS
MARINE

Oeneral
General expenses.
expenses.
Ante, p. 285.
Purchase
Purchase of rifles.

53 Stat. 776.
Ante, p. 32.
Marine Band, exexpenses.

Ante, p. 598.

General expenses,
expenses, Marine Corps: Not
Not to exceed
exceed aatotal of $693,960
$693,960
unobligated balances
of the unobligated
balances on June
June 30,
30, 1940, of the
the total amounts
amounts
appropriated
appropriated under
under this head
head in the Act entitled "An Act making
making
appropriations
appropriations for the Navy Department
Department and naval service
service for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1940, and
and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
May 25, 1939, and in the Emergency
Emergency Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation
Act,
Act, 1940, approved
approved February
February 12, 1940, shall continue available for
for
obligation
obligation until June
June 30, 1941, for the
purchase of
of rifles.
rifles.
the purchase
For expenses of the United States Marine Band
attending
Band in attending
the Convention of the Grand
Grand Army
Army of the Republic
Republic to be held at
at
Springfield,
September 8
8 to 13,
13 1940, as authorized
authorized by
Springfield, Illinois, September
by
H. R. 9296, Seventy-sixth
Congress, Public, Numbered -,
H.
Seventy-sixth Congress,
—, approved
approved
-, 1940, fiscal year
June —,
year 1941, $6,900.
$6,900.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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437-JUNE 27,
76Ta CONG.,
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CH.
SESS .-CH.437-JUNE
27, 1940
1940
76TH

POST
DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
OUT OF
OF THE
THE POSTAL
POSTAL REVENUES
REVENUES
OUT
OFFICE OF
OF' THE
THE FIRST
FIRST ASSISTANT
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
OFFICE
Clerks,
second-class post offices: For an additional
first- and second-class
Clerks, firstamount
employees at first- and seccompensation to clerks and employees
for compensation
amount for
ond-class
offices, and so forth, including the same objects specispeciond-class post offices,
fied
Office Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
fied under this head in the Post Office
addition,2 the sum of
Act,
fiscal year
1940, $6,000,000 and, m addition
year 1940,
1940, fiscal
Act, 1940,
appropriation from the
$500,000
transferred to this
tins appropriation
hereby transferred
is hereby
which is
$500,000 which
appropriation
1940".
appropriation "Star Route Service, 1940".
additional amount for pay of
City delivery
carriers: For an additional
delivery carriers:
City
letter carriers,.
Delivery Service,
$5,500,000.
Service, fiscal year 1940, $5,500,000.
City Delivery
carriers, City
letter
Domestic air-mail
additional amount
amount for the
air-mail service: For an additional
Domestic
including
inland transportation
of mail
mail by
by aircraft, and so forth, including
transportation of
inland
specified under
the
same objects and
conditions specified
under
subject to the same conditions
and subject
the same
1941,
Appropriation Act, 1941,
this head
the Post
Post Office
Department Appropriation
Office Department
in the
head in
this
$625,000.
$625,000.
Foreign air-mail
transportation: For an additional
additional amount for
air-mail transportation:
Foreign
authorized by law,
transportation
foreign mails
by aircraft,
aircraft, as authorized
mails by
of foreign
transportation of
$173,000.
fiscal year 1941, $173,000.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is hereby
hereby authorized
obligations
authorized to incur obligations
The
for
mail by
aircraft during
during the fiscal year
year 1941
1941
by aircraft
of mail
transportation of
the transportation
for the
between Seattle,
Setchikan,
Washington,2 and Juneau, Alaska, via Ketchikan,
Seattle, Washington
between
Alaska, and
and the appropriation
transportation,
appropriation "Foreign air-mail transportation,
Alaska,
of such obligations.
1941",
is hereby
available for
payment of
for payment
made available
hereby made
1941", is

Clerks,
first-:- and
and
lerks, ir
second-class post
post
omffes.
offices.
53 Stat.
877.
stat. 677.
53 Stat.
878.
tat. 678.
53
City deliver
delivery
car7y carCity
riers.
53 stat.
Stat. 677.
677.
6
Domestic air-mail
dr-mall
Domestic
service.
Ante, p. 73.
Ant,p.73.

Forei gn
air-mail
,r-mail
Irat
Foreign
transportation.
Ante,
p.
73.
Ante,p.73.
rice beAir-mail service
betwAee-ml
tween Seattle, Wash.,
Wash.,

and Juneau,
Juneau, A
Alaska.
Iaska.
and
Ante, p.

73.
Ante.p.3.

GENERAL
POSTMASTE
OFFICE OF
THE SECOND
SECOND ASSISTANT
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
GENERAL
OF THE
OFFICE

Railroad
transportaRailroad transportaRailroad
service: For inland tion,
mail-messenger service:
transportation and mail-messenger
Railroad transportation
tion, etc.,
etc., service.
service.
transportation
by railroad
railroad routes, and so forth, including
including the same
transportation by
head
objects and
and subject
specified under this head
the same conditions specified
to the
subject to
objects
53 Stat.
Stat. 678.
678.
in the
the Post
Office Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, $7,000,000. 53
Post Office
in
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
Transfer
funds.
of funds.
Transfer of
The
Comptroller General
General of
of the
the United
authorized
hereby authorized
United States is hereby
The Comptroller
and
directed
to
transfer
from
such
appropriations
contained
in
the
and directed to transfer from such appropriations contained
875.
Stat. 875.
53 Stat.
Post
Department Appropriation
having unobligated
unobligated 53
Act, 1940, having
Appropriation Act,
Office Department
Post Office
balances,
such
amounts
as
the
Postmaster
General
shall
recommend
recommend
shall
balances, such amounts as the Postmaster General
to
certain other
other appropriations
aggreamounts not to exceed in the aggrein amounts
appropriations in
to certain
gate the
the amounts
specified as
as follows:
To "Salaries,
"Salaries, Office
Office of First
follows: To
amounts specified
gate
Assistant
Postmaster General,
General, 1940",
"Payment of
of
$13,000; to "Payment
1940", $13,000;
Assistant Postmaster
$22,000;
Rewards,
1939 ", $
22 ,
000 ;
"Special-Delivery Fees, 1939",
Rewards, 1939" 2 $6,800; to "Special-Delivery
to
"Special-Delivery Fees,
Mail
$675,000; to "Contract Air Mail
Fees, 1940", $675,000;
to "Special-Delivery
Service, 1936",
to
Air Mail
$81,000;
Service, 1937", $81,000;
Mail Service,
"Contract Air
to "Contract
$175,000;
193", $75,000;
Service,
to "Contract
"Contract Air
Air Mail
Service, 1938",
1938", $84,000;
Mail
"Domestic Air Mail
to "Domestic
$84,000; to
Mail Service,
to
1940",
Service
1940", $525,000;
"Foreign Air Mail Transportation,
Transportation, 1940",
$525,000; to "Foreign
Service, 1940",
$130,000; to
to "Power-Boat
"Power-Boat Service,
Service, 1940",
1940", $
50 ,000; to "Railway
"Railway Mail
$50,000;
$130,000;
Service,
1940" '$600,000;
$600,000; to "Railway
"Railway Postal Clerks, TravelSalaries, 1940",
Service, Salaries,
ing Allowances,
Allowances, 1940",
1940", $100,000;
"Manufacture and Distribuand to "Manufacture
$100,000; and
ing
Provisos.
Provided,
$250,000:
Domestic Air
Mail
Air Mail
Domestic
tion
25
0,
000 :
Provided, That
That
and Stamped Paper, 1940", $
of Stamps and
tion of
Service.
Service.
the
limitations
contained
in
the
appropriation
"Domestic
Mail
Air
"Domestic
appropriation
the
in
contained
limitations
the
supervisory
Service, 1940",
1940" on
on the
expended for supervisory
the amounts that may be expended
Service,
officials and
and clerks
air-mail transfer
personal servservand for personal
transfer points, and
at air-mail
clerks at
officials
ices
in the
of Columbia,
are hereby
hereby increased
increased to $39,500 and Expenses
Columbia, are
District of
the District
ices in
Expenses of
of deledele$54,500,
respectively: Provided
further, That $7,500
$7,500 of the appropriaappropria- gates
gates to
designated
to designated
Providedfurther,
$54,500, respectively:
Congress.
Congress.
tion
Mail Transportation,
Transportation, 1941"
hereby made available, Ant,
is hereby
1941" is
Ante, p.
p.74.
"Foreign Mail
tion "Foreign
74.
and
available until
30, 1942,
1942, for
of deleexpenses of
for expenses
June 30,
until June
remain available
shall remain
and shall
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437-JUNE 27,
27, 1940
1940
PUBLIC

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

gates designated
designated from the Post Office
Office Department
Department by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster
General to the Fifth Congress
Congress of
of the
Union of
of the
the Americas
Americas
the Postal
Postal Union
and Spain, to be expended
expended in
discretion of the
Postmaster GenGenin the
the discretion
the Postmaster
eral and accounted
accounted for on
on his certificate
certificate notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the proviprovisions of any other
other law.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
Orricn O
F ITU,
ECRETARY OF
OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE
OF
THE S
SECRETARY
Salaries.

Ante, p. 181.
181.

Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries, Department
Department of
of
State, 1941", including the same objects and under the same
same limitalimitations specified
Department of
of State
State ApproApprospecified under this head
head in
in the Department
$50,000.
priation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, $50,000.
FOREIGN INTERCOURSE
FOREIGN
INTERCOURSE

Contingent exexContingent
penses, Foreign Service.
ice.

53 Stat. 889.
Ante, p.188.
Ante,
p. 185.
Emergencies, DiOlnEmergencies,
Diplomatio
matic and Consular
Consular
Service.
Service.
Ante, p.
p. 186.
186.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 12.
12.
22 U..
U. S. C., 8pp.V,
Stipp. V.
22
§§ 245j-245j-19.
2451-245J-9.

Contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign
Foreign Service:
Contingent
Service: The limitation of
of $35,000
on the amount
amount which may be expended
expended during
during each
each of
of the
fiscal
the fiscal
years 1940 and 1941, for reimbursement
reimbursement of
of appropriations
appropriations for
for the
the
Navy Department
specified in the
last proviso
proviso conconDepartment for the purposes specified
the last
tained under this head in the Department
Department of State
State Appropriation
Appropriation
Acts for 1940 and 1941, is
is increased
increased to $40,000.
$40,000.
Emergencies
Emergencies arising in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service:
Service:
For an additional
additional amount to enable the President
President to meet
unforeseen
meet unforeseen
emergencies arising in the Diplomatic
Diplomatic and Consular Service,
and to
to
Service, and
extend the commercial
commercial and other interests of the
United States
States and
the United
and
to meet the necessary
attendant upon
upon the
the execution
execution of
of the
the
necessary expenses
expenses attendant
Neutrality-Act, to be expended
expended pursuant
pursuant to the requirement
secrequirement of section 291 of the Revised Statutes (31
(31 U. S. C. 107),
107), fiscal
year 1941,
1941,
fiscal year
$1,000,000;
$1,000,000; of which $50,000
$50,000 shall, in the discretion
discretion of the
the President,
be available
available for personal
personal services in the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY
BOUNDARY COMMISSION,
UNITED STATES
STATES AND
AND MEXICO
COMMISSION, UNrIED
MEXICO

Grande canalicanaliRio Grande
zation project.
project.

Ante,
Ante, p.151.
p. 151.

Rio Grande
Grande canalization
additional amount
amount for
for
canalization project:
project: For
For an
an additional
Rio Grande
Grande canalization,
canalization, Department
Department of State, including
the reconreconincluding the
struction or replacement of certain bridges over the
Grande
the Rio
Rio Grande
within the Rio Grande
canalization project, as authorized
Grande canalization
authorized by
and
by and
subject to the provisions
provisions of the
the Act approved
approved April 22, 1940 (Public,
(Public,
Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Numbered 472, Seventy-sixth
Congress), fiscal year 1941,
1941, to
remain
to remain
available
available until expended,
expended, $310,000.
INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION, UNITED
UNITED STATES
INTERNATIONAL JOINT
JOINT COMMISSION,
STATES AND
AND GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN
BRITAIN

Salaries
Salaries
penses.

and ex.
exand

p. 190.
190.
Ante, p.
Commissioner.
Commissioner.

Salaries and
and expenses:
expenses: For
For an
additional amount for salaries
Salaries
an additional
salaries and
and
expenses, International
International Joint Commission,
expenses,
Commission, United
United States and Great
Great
Britain, fiscal year 1941, including the objects specified
specified under
under the
the
appropriation for
such purpose
purpose in
in the State Department
Appropriaappropriation
for such
Department Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, and
includg also
also the
the salary
Commissioner
tion Act,
and including
salary of one Commissioner
on the part of the United States, notwithstanding
provision to
to
notwithstanding the provision
the contrary
contrary contained in such Act, who shall serve at the pleasure
of the President,
President, $7,500.
MISCELLANEOUS INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCES, AND
MISCELLANEOUS
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESSES,
CONGRESSES, CONFERENCES,
AND
COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS

Mixed Claims
Claims ComCommission, U. S.
S. and
and
Germany.
49 Stat. 1631.
1631.

Mixed Claims
Claims Commission,
Commission, United States and Germany:
Mixed
Germany: For the
the
Mixed Claims Commission, United States
States and
Germany,
fiscal
year
and
Germany,
fiscal
ear
1941,
1941, including
including the objects specified under this head in the First
Deficiency Appropriation
Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal year 1936, $15,500.

54
STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

76TH
3D SESS
SESS.-CH.
76m CONG., 3D
.-CH.437-JUNE
437-JUNE 27, 1940
1940

Arbitration of smelter fumes controversy,
controversy, United
United States
States and
and

Canada: For
For an
Canada:
an additional
additional amount
amount for completing
completing the arbitration
arbitration
of smelter fumes controversy,
controversy, U
n ited States
Stat
es an
d Canada,
Canada, fiscal
iscal year
f
year
United
and
1940, including the
objects specified
1940,including
the same
same objects
specified under this head
head in the
Department of State Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1937, $10,000,
$10,000, to
to remain
remain
available until June 30, 1941.
Meeting of Treasury
Treasury Representatives,
Representatives, Quito, Ecuador:
Ecuador: For
For the
the
expenses of
of participation
participation by the Government
Government of the United
expenses
United States in
in
the Meeting
Meeting of Treasury
Treasury Representatives,
Representatives, to
at Quito,
Quito, EcuaEcuato be
be held
held at
dor, fiscal year 1941,
including personal services
1941, including
services in the
District of
of
the District
Columbia
expenses; communication
Columbia or elsewhere;
elsewhere; travel
travel expenses;
services;
communication services;
stenographic
services by
stenographic reporting, translating, and other services
if
by contract
contract if
equipment; transportation
deemed necessary;
necessary; local transportation;
transportation; equipment;
transportation of
of
things; rent; printing and binding;
binding; entertainment;
things;
entertainment; official
cards; purpurofficial cards;
periodicals, books,
chase of newspapers,
newspapers, periodicals,
books, and
stationery;
and documents;
documents; stationery;
and such other expenses
authorized by the
expenses as may be
be authorized
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
State, including the reimbursement
reimbursement of
of other
appropriations from
from
other appropriations
which payments may have been made for any of the purposes herein
which
herein
specified, $3,000.
International Seed Testing
Ninth International
Testing Congress: The
balThe unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation "Ninth
"Ninth International
International Seed Testing
Testing Congress contained in the Department
Department of State
Appropriation Act,
State Appropriation
1940,
Act, 1940,
is continued
continued available
available for the same
purposes until
June 30,
30, 1941.
1941.
same purposes
until June
Eighth Pan American Child Congress,
Congress, San Jose, Costa
Costa Rica: The
unexpended balance
appropriation "Eighth
unexpended
balance of the appropriation
Pan American
"Eighth Pan
American
Child Congress,
Congress, San Jose, Costa Rica",
Rica", contained
in the
Urgent
contained in
the Urgent
Deficiency
Deficiency and Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal
fiscal years 1939
1939
and 1940,
1940, is continued
same purposes
continued available
available for the same
June
purposes until
until June
30, 1941.
1941.
30,
International Committee on Political
Political Refugees:
Refugees: The unexpended
unexpended
balance of the appropriation
appropriation "International
balance
"International Committee
Committee on
Political
on Political
Refugees" contained
Deficiency and
Refugees"
contained in the Urgent
Urgent Deficiency
and Supplemental
Supplemental
Appropriation Act, fiscal years
Appropriation
years 1939
1940, is
continued available
1939 and
and 1940,
is continued
available
for
June 30,
1941.
for the
the same
same purposes
purposes until
until June
30, 1941.
International
International Monetary and Economic
Conference, 1933-1940,
1933-1940, and
and
Economic Conference,
General Disarmament Conference,
Conference, Geneva.
Geneva, Switzerland,
Switzerland, 1933-1940:
1933-1940:
unexpended balances of
The unexpended
appropriations "International
"International MoneMoneof the appropriations
tary and Economic Conference"
Conference" and
and "General
"General Disarmament
Disarmament ConConference, Geneva,
Switzerland", contained
contained in
the Urgent
Urgent Deficiency
Geneva, Switzerland",
in the
Deficiency
and Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
fiscal years
are
Act, fiscal
years 1939
1939 and
and 1940,
1940, are
continued available
available for the
the same
same purposes
until June
1941.
purposes until
June 30,
30, 1941.
Agrarian Claims Commission, United States
States and Mexico:
For an
an
Mexico: For
additional amount, fiscal
1941, for
for the
expenses of
of participation
participation
fiscal year
year 1941,
the expenses
by the United States in the settlement
settlement of claims
claims of
of citizens
citizens of
of the
the
United States
States against
against the Government
Government of
of Mexico
on account
account of
of
Mexico on
expropriations
expropriations of agrarian
30, 1927,
authagrarian properties
properties since
since August
August 30,
1927, as
as authorized by and in accordance
accordance with the Act
April 10,
100939,
Act of
of April
1939, $15,000,
$15,000,
together with
balance of
the appropriation
appropriation for
for this
this
together
with the
the unexpended
unexpended balance
of the
purpose for
fiscal years
the Third
Third Deficiency
Deficiency
purpose
for the
the fiscal
years 1939
1939 and
and 1940
1940 in
in the
Appropriation Act,
Act, fiscal
Appropriation
fiscal year
year 1939.
1939.

651
651
Arbitrationo
Arbitration offsmeltsmelt-

er fumes controversy.
erfums
contr oversy.

49 Stat. 1319.
49Stat.1319.
Meeting of
of Treas
TreasMeeting
ury Representatives,
atives,

Quito,
Quito, EPcuad
Ecuador.
r.

Reimbursements.
Reimbnreme
cnts.

Ninth
Ninth International
Internaitional
Seed T
Testing ConCongress.
g
gress.
53
Stat.
896.
63stat. s.
Eighth Pan
Pan A
AmeriLmeriEighth
ca~
can Child
Child Cot
Congress,
ngress,
sanJose,Costa
San Jose, Costa Rica.
53
Stat. M.
3stat.g7.

International Com.
Comitternationai
mittee on political
litical
Refugees.
Refugees.
53 Stat. 988.

3sstat

8.

International conconferences.

rnternational

53 Stat. 988.
53stat.§8
Agrarian Claims
l aims
Commission, U. 8.
and Mexico.

Agra'rlin
aCnd micao.'

53 Stat. 573.
63Stat.873

53 Stat. 1324.

3 Stat.132.

COOPERATION WITH THE AMERICAN
COOPERATION
AMERICAN REPUBLICS
REPUBLICS
Salaries and exSalaries
exSalaries and expenses: For
additional amount
amount for
salaries and
For an
an additional
for salaries
and penses.
penses.
1044.
expenses, cooperation
Post, p. 1044.
expenses,
cooperation with
with the American
American republics,
republics, fiscal
fiscal year
1941,
year 1941,
including the objects specified
including
head in
Department
specified under this
this head
in the
the Department
of
1941, and
including also
the recording
of State
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
and including
also the
recording Ante, p. 192.
Traveling expenses.
and sound-tracking
sound-tracking of motion
motion pictures;
pictures; traveling
traveling expenses,
accordexpenses, in
in accordance with the
the
the Standardized
Standardized Government
Government Travel
Travel Regulations
Regulations and
and the
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

Act
3, 1926,
as amended,
amended, of
citizens of
of the
the United
States
United States
of citizens
1926, as
Act of
of June
June 3,
and
the other
other American
selected as
as professors
professors and
and students;
students;
republics selected
American republics
and the
traveling
expenses of
advisory committees
committees in
in accordance
accordance
of advisory
members of
of members
traveling expenses
22
8. c.,
C., Stipp.
V,
22 U.
U.S.
upp. V,
with
section
2,
of
the
Act of
of August
August 9,
9, 1939
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
1290) ;and
not
and not
1290);
Stat.
Act
of
the
2,
with
section
1 249a.
249a.
exceeding $10,000
$10,000 additional
additional for
for printing
binding, $250,000;
$250,000;
and binding,
printing and
exceeding
Transfer
of funds
funds to
to
Transfer of
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
hereby authorized,
authorized, subject
subject to
the
to the
State is
is hereby
of State
and
designated agencies,
agencies,
designated
approval of
President, to
to transfer
transfer to
other departments,
agencies,
departments, agencies,
to other
the President,
of the
approval
etc.
and independent
of the
Government for
for expenditure
expenditure
the Government
establishments of
independent establishments
and
in the
the United
United States
American republics
republics not
not exceedexceedother American
and in
in the
the other
States and
in
ing
the following
following amounts,
Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency
respectively: Federal
amounts, respectively:
ing the
for
the Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Department of
Labor, for
for
of Labor,
$20,000; Department
Service, $20,000;
for the
the Children's
Children's Bureau,
Bureau, $7,500,
Women's Bureau,
Bureau, $5,000;
$5,000;
and the
the Women's
$7,500, and
the
Civil
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution,
$20,000; Smithsonian
Authority, $20,000;
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority,
$28,500; Department
Department of
of the
Interior, for
for the
Travel Bureau,
Bureau, $12,500,
$12,500,
the Travel
the Interior,
$28,500;
for
the Bureau
Fisheries, $5,000,
$5,000, and
for the
the Geological
Geological Survey,
Survey,
and for
of Fisheries,
Bureau of
for the
$25,000; Department
Department of
of Commerce,
for the
the Coast
Coast and
Geodetic
and Geodetic
Commerce, for
$25,000;
Survey,
$9,000; Library
Library of
of Congress,
Congress, $18,500;
$18,500; Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission,
Survey, $9,000;
$5,000.
$5,000.
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
44 Stat.
Stat. 688.
88.
5
0. §§821-833.
44 821-533.
6 U.
U. 8.. C.

OFFICE OF
SECEETARY
OF THE
THE SECRETARY
OFFICE

Administrative
Adjusted Compensation
Payment Act,
Act,
Compensation Payment
expenses, Adjusted
Administrative expenses,
1936,
Treasury Department:
transfer to
the Post
Post Office
DepartOfice Departto the
For transfer
Department: For
1936, Treasury
ment
registry fees
fees and
and postage
postage on
on mailings
issued
bonds, issued
of bonds,
mailings of
to cover
cover registry
ment to
49 Stat.
Stat. 1099.
1099.
49
Act
Payment
under
the
provisions
of
Adjusted
Compensation
Payment
Act
Compensation
the
Adjusted
of
provisions
the
under
38
U.
8.
C.,
Sapp.
V.
38 U.S.. C.,s pp.V.
c¢ 686-6881).
of 1936,
fiscal year
year 1940,
1940, $15,000.
It686-8b.
$15,000.
of
1936, fiscal
Salaries and exSalaries
Salaries
expenses, foreign
foreign owned
owned property
expencontrol: For
For expenproperty control:
and expenses,
Salaries and
penses, foreign owned
property
control.
diture
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
for any
any
property control.
Treasury for
of the
the direction
direction of
under the
diture under
purpose
in connection
with the
carrying out
out of
of the
provisions of
of
the provisions
the carrying
connection with
purpose in
12 U.S.
U. 8. 0.. I95a.
96a.
12
section 55 (b)
(b) of
of the
the Act
Act of October
415), as
(40 Stat.
Stat. 411, 415),
October 6, 1917 (40
section
amended, and
and any
any proclamations,
proclamations, .orders,
or regulations
regulations that
that have
have
orders, or
amended,
been
thereunder, including personal
services (with(withpersonal services
be issued
issued thereunder,
been or
or may
may be
out regard
regard to
to classification
classification and
civil-service laws)
laws) and
rent in
in the
the
and civil-service
and rent
out
District of
of Columbia
and all
all other
other necessary
necessary
District
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, printing,
printing, and
expenses
incurred in carrying
expenses incurred
carrying out instructions
instructions issued by the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury pursuant
pursuant to section
(b) of
of the
the Act
Act of
of October
of the Treasury
section 55 (b)
October 6,
6,
1917, as
or proclamations,
proclamations, orders,
orders, or
or regulations
regulations issued
issued
1917,
as amended
amended, or
Reimbursements.
Reimbursements.
thereunder , including
reimbursement of
of any
any other
other appropriation
appropriation or
thereunder,
including reimbursement
or
other funds
of the
United States
States or
or any
any agency,
agency, instrumentality,
instrumentality,
other
funds of
the United
territory, or
including the
the Philippine
Philippine Isl
an d
s,
territory,
or possession
possession thereof,
thereof, including
Islands,
and reimbursement
reimbursement of any Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank for printing
printing and
and
other
expenditures, fiscal
fiscal year
year 1940,
$700,000, to
to remain
remain available
available
other expenditures,
1940, $700,000,
until
June 30, 1941.
1941.
until June

Adjusted CompenCompenAdjusted
sation
Act,
Payment Act,
sation Payment
1936, expensea
expenses.
1936

OFFICE OF GENERAL
COUNSEL
OFFICE
GENERAL COUNSEL
Salaries.
Ante,
55.
Ante, p. 56.

Salaries:
additional amount,
year 1941,
1941, for
for the
the
Salaries: For
For an
an additional
amount, fiscal
fiscal year
general
other personal
personal services
services m
in the
the District
general counsel
counsel and other
District of
of
Columbia, $10,600.
$10,600.
Columbia,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF

Salaries.
Salaries.
Ante, p. 56.

CLERK
CLERK

Salaries: For an additional amount, fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, for the chief
chief
services in the District of Columbia,
clerk and other personal
personal services
Columbia,
$26,580.
$26,580.
CUSTODY OF TREASURY
TrEASUIRY BUILDINGS
toUSIUDY
BUILDINGS

Salaries
of operating
alaries of
force.

Salaries of operating
operating force,
force, Treasury
Treasury Department
Department buildings: For
an additional
additional amount, fiscal
fiscal year 1941, for the Superintendent
Superintendent of
of
Treasury
Treasury Buildings and other
personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
other personal
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Columbia,
Columbia, including the same objects specified
specified under this head in the
Treasury Department Appropriation
Treasury
Appropriation Act, 1941, $45,984.

653
653
Ante, p. 66.
56.
AnIe,

DIVISION
DIVISION OF
OF PRINTING

Stationery: For an additional amount for stationery
stationery for the
1936, including the objects specified
Treasury Department,
Department, fiscal year 1936,
specified
under this head in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1936, $217.02.
additional amount
For an additional
amount for stationery
stationery for the Treasury
Treasury Department, fiscal year 1941, including the objects specified under this head
in the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
1941, $39,000.
$39,000.
Appropriation Act, 1941,

Stationery.

Stat. 220.
49 Stat.

Ante, p. 57.
67.

OFFICE
COMMISSIONER OF ACCOUNTS
OFFICE OF COMMISSIONER
ACCOUNTS AND
AND DEPOSITS

Salaries: For an additional
additional amount,
amount, fiscal year 1941, for the Commissioner of Accounts and Deposits and other personal services in the
District of Columbia, including
including the Division of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Warrants,
$35,420.
Warrants, $35,420.
Contingent expenses, public moneys: For additional
additional amounts for
expenses, public moneys,
moneys, including
including the
the objects
objects specified
specified
contingent expenses,
under this head in the Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Acts for
for
the fiscal years that follow:
follow:
For 1934, $16.44;
$16.44;
For 1936,
1936, $296.65.
$296.65.
Payment of unclaimed
unclaimed moneys:
amount for
for
Payment
moneys: For an additional
additional amount
payment of unclaimed
unclaimed moneys, fiscal
fiscal year 1940,
the same
same
payment
1940, including
including the
specified under this head
head in the
Treasury Department
Department Approobjects specified
the Treasury
Appro$16,874.49, payable from the funds held
held by
priation Act, 1940, $16,874.49,
by the
United States in the trust fund receipt
receipt account "Unclaimed
Moneys
United
"Unclaimed Moneys
of Individuals Whose Whereabouts
Whereabouts are Unknown".

Salaries.
Salaries.
p. 57.
Ante, p.

Contingent exexContingent
penses, public
penses,
moneys.
moneys.

47 Stat.
Stat. 1492.
47
1492.
49 Stat. 220.
Payment
of unPayment
claimed
claimed moneys.
Ante, p. 91.
91.

53 Stat. 658.
68.

PUBLIC DEBT
DEBT SERVICE
SERVICE
Expenses of loans.
loans.
Expenses
amount that may
may be
Expenses of loans: The limitation on the amount
obligated
the indefinite
appropriobligated during the fiscal year 1940
1940 under the
indefinite appropri292.
40 Stat. 292.
ation "Expenses
Amended
"Expenses of Loans, Act of September
September 24, 1917, as Amended
31 U.
U. S. C.
C. §81 760
760,
Supp. V, 11 760,
and Extended", contained
Treasury Department
Department Appropricontained in
in the Treasury
Appropri- 761;
761.
761.
ation
increased from
$3,595,000 to $3,784,000.
$3,784,000.
ation Act, 1940, is
is hereby increased
53
63 Stat. 659,
from $3,595,000
659.
BUREAU
CUSTOMS
BUREAU OF CUSTOMS

Refunds and drawbacks:
drawbacks: For an additional
additional amount for the
refund
payment of
of customs
customs collections
collections or
and for
for the
refund or
or payment
or receipts,
receipts, and
the
payment of debentures
debentures or
drawbacks, bounties,
allowances as
payment
or drawbacks,
bounties, and allowances
authorized by
by law,
law, fiscal
fiscal year
$2,000,000.
authorized
year 1940,
1940, $2,000,000.

Refunds
and drawRefunds and

backs.
backs.

63
3 Stat. 660.

BUREAU
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE
BUREAU OF INTERNAL

Salaries
expenses: For
For an
an additional
amount for
for expenses
expenses
Salaries and
and expenses:
additional amount
of
collecting the
internal-revenue taxes,
taxes, fiscal
fiscal year
year
of assessing
assessing and
and collecting
the internal-revenue
1941,
objects specified
specified under
this head
the TreasTreas1941, including
including the
the objects
under this
head in
in the
ury
Department Appropriation
$5,000,000, of
of which
which
ury Department
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, $5,000,000,
$164,850 shall be available
available for printing
printing and binding and $187,120
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
for
District of

Salaries
expenses.rie

seals

and

and

peAnte, p. 60.

Antep.60.

Printing and bindPrinting and binding.

COAST GUARD
GUARD
COAST
Rebuilding and reRebuilding
Rebuilding
unexpended balance
balance of the pairing
Rebuilding and repairing stations: The unexpended
pairing stations.
stations.
appropriation
"Rebuilding
and
repairing
stations,
and
so
forth",
appropriation "Rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth",
contained in
year
contained
in the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, fiscal year
53
3 Stat.
stat. 640.
1939,
hereby continued
continued available
the same
until June
June
1939, is
is hereby
available for
for the
same purposes
purposes until
30, 1941.
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Special
etc.
projects, etc.
Special projects,

Special
vessels, and
aids to
to navigation:
For an
additional
an additional
navigation: For
and aids
projects, vessels,
Special projects,
amount for
for special
special projects,
to navigation,
navigation, Lighthouse
Lighthouse Service,
Service,
aids to
projects, aids
amount
Coast
including the
the same
specified under
under the
the heading
heading
objects specified
same objects
Guard, including
Coast Guard,
53
"Special projects,
projects, vessels,
vessels, and
and aids
aids to
in the
Stat. 914.
914.
53 Stat.
Department
the Department
to navigation",
navigation", in
"Special
Transfer
funds.
of Commerce
Act, 1940,
1940, $550,000,
$550,000, and
and in
in addition
addition
of funds.
Transfer of
Appropriation Act,
of
Commerce Appropriation
thereto, not
not to
to exceed
exceed $160,000
$160,000 may
be transferred
transferred to
to said
said approappromay be
thereto,
priation for
special projects,
aids to
navigation, from
from the
the appropriaappropriato navigation,
projects, aids
for special
priation
tion "Fuel
and Water,
Coast Guard,
1940", to
to continue
continue available
available
Guard, 1940",
Water, Coast
"Fuel and
tion
until
expended.
until expended.
Claims
for damages,
damages,
Claims for
Claims for
operation of
vessels: To
pay claims
claims for
for damdamTo pay
of vessels:
damages, operation
for damages,
Claims
operation
vessels.
of vessels.
operation of
ages adjusted
adjusted and
and determined
determined by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury under
Ante, p.
p. 91.
the Secretary
91.
Ane,
ages
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act entitled
to provide
for the
the adjustadjustprovide for
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
of the
the
ment and
and settlement
settlement of
of certain
for damages
resulting from
from
damages resulting
claims for
certain claims
ment
the operation
operation of
of the
the Coast
Guard and
and the
the Public
Public Health
Health
Coast Guard
vessels of
of vessels
the
Service,
exceeding $3,000
$3,000 in
in any
one case",
approved
case", approved
any one
not exceeding
sums not
in sums
Service, in
49 Stat.
1514.
49
Stat. 1514.
June 15,
1936, as
set forth
forth in
Document Numbered
Numbered 757,
757,
House Document
in House
as fully
fully set
15, 1936,
14
S. C.,
Supp. June
C., Supp.
14 U.
U. S.
V, 171.
171.
V,
Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $406.85.
SECRET
SERVICE DIVISION
DIVISION
SECET SERVICE
Suppressing
Suppressig
terfeiting, etc.
etc.
terfeiting,

councoun-

Suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
additional
an additional
crimes: For an
other crimes:
and other
Suppressing
amount,
1911, for
for suppressing
suppressing counterfeiting
counterfeiting and
and other
other
year 1941,
fiscal year
amount, figelti
crimes,
including the
and subject
subject to
specified
limitations specified
to the
the limitations
objects and
the objects
crimes, including
Ante,
87.
Ante, 13.
p. 67.
under this
in the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
this head
head in
under
1941,
$27,000.
1941, $27,000.
White
House Police.
Pollee.
WhiteHoe
White House
salaries at the
an additional amount for salaries
Police: For an
House Police:
White
Ante,
pp. 68,
68, 16.
156.
Ante, pp.
year 1941,
rates of
of pay
pay provided
provided by
by law,
fiscal year
1941, $49,000.
$49,000.
law, fiscal
rates
For
additional amount
for uniforming and equipping
equipping the White
amount for
an additional
For an
House Police,
Police, including
specified under this head in
the same
same objects specified
including the
House
Ante, p.
p. 68.
68.
Ant,
the Treasury
1941, $3,500.
Appropriation Act, 1941,
Department Appropriation
Treasury Department
the
BUREAU OF
MINT
OF THE MIINT
BUREAU

Transportation
Transportation
bullion and
coin.
bullion
and coin.
Ante,
68.
p. 68.
Ant, P.

of
of

Transportation of bullion
bullion and coin: For an additional
additional amount
amount
Transportation
for
transportation of bullion and coin, between
between mints,
mints, assay offices,
for transportation
depositories, including compensation
compensation of temporary
temporary
and bullion depositories,
employees,
available until
employees, fiscal year 1940, $1,608,000, to remain available
June
June 30, 1941.
Medal
Medal for
for Howard
Howard
Medal for Howard Hughes:
Hughes: For carrying out the provisions of
Hu
ghes.
Hughes.
a medal
the
presentation of a
medal
the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the presentation
advancing
achievement in advancing
to Howard Hughes in recognition
recognition of his achievement
53
Stat. 1525.
1528.
53 Stat.
the
(Private Act Numthe science
science of aviation", approved August 7, 1939 (Private
bered
bered 214),
214), fiscal year 1941, $250.
Rev.
Medal
for Rev.
Medal for
Medal for Reverend
Reverend Francis
Francis X. Quinn: For carrying out the proX. Quinn.
Quinn.
Francis
Francis X.
presentation
visions of the Act entitled "An Act to provide for the presentation
Reverend Francis X. Quinn in recognition
recognition of his valor
of aamedal to Reverend
approved August
August
in saving the lives of two of his fellow citizens", approved
53
1533.
53 Stat.
Stat. 1533.
Numbered 235), fiscal year
10, 1939 (Private Act Numbered
year 1941,
1941, $250.

WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
MIrrTARY
MILITARY AcTIvrisI
ACTIVITIES
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF WAR
OFFICE OF
OF THE
WAR
Claims for
msges
for damages
Claims

C

Claims for damages
Claims
damages to and loss of private
private property:
property: To pay claims
private
l of
to and
to
and loss
of private
property.
for damages
and determined
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War under
under
by the
determined by
adjusted and
damages adjusted
for
s53 Stat. 599.
,3P
.t:.
Ante,
p. 9292.
A-,up.
the provisions of an Act entitled
entitled "An Act making appropriations
appropriations
for the support of the Army for the fiscal year
37tt
year ending June 30, 1913,
37 Stat.
586.
5
17. s.O.
8. O. I28.
208.
6U.
and for other purposes", approved
approved August 24, 1912, as fully set forth
in House
House Document
in
Document Numbered
Numbered 759, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $1,449.92.
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GENERAL STAFF
STAFF CORPS
GENERAL
CORPS

Miscellaneous
intelligence activities:
Miscellaneous
exMiscellaneous expenses, military
military intelligence
activities: For an
Miscellaneous
ex
penses, military inadditional amount for miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, military
military intelligence
intelligence telligeneativities.
telligence activities.

activities,
under
activities, fiscal year 1941,
1941, including the same objects specified
specified under
this head in the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, to be immediimmediately available,
$135,000.
available, $135,000.

Ante,,p.i53.
p. 353.
A-

QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS

Acquisition
Acquisition of land for radiobeacons,
radiobeacons, Army: Not to exceed
exceed $1,500

of the unexpended
unexpended balance of the appropriation
appropriation for the acquisition
of land for sites for radiobeacons
radiobeacons contained
Military Approcontained in the Military

land

Acquisition of land
Acquisition
for radiobeacons.

orradiobeacons.

priation Act, 1939, is hereby
hereby made available
available until expended
expended for the

52
Stat. 852.
652.
2Stat.

acquisition of land for sites for radiobeacons
radiobeacons in the vicinity of
of

Amarillo Texas,
Texas, and
Mexico, as
as authorized
autho ri
ze dby
by the
th e 49 Stat.
610.
stat 610.
New Mexico,
Amarillo,
and Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New
10 U. S. C., Supp.
y
Act of
12, 1935.
Act
of August
August 12,
1935.
v,V,A¢§ 1343a,
1343a, 1343d.
1343d.

Acquisition of land, Choctawhatchee
Acquisition
Choctawhatchee National Forest, Florida:
For the acquisition
acquisition of title to all privately
privately owned land within the
established boundaries of the Choctawhatchee
Florestablished
Choctawhatchee National
National Forest,
Forest, Flor.
ida, including expenditures
necessary to terminate
terminate and liquidate
expenditures necessary
existing forest-products
forest-products contracts, and reimbursement
reimbursement to special-use
special-use
permittees for the present
present value of their improvements, $76,750,
$76,750, fiscal
year 1940, to remain available
available until expended:
Provided, That
That all
expended: Provided,
Government-owned land in the
Government-owned
the Choctawhatchee
Choctawhatchee National
National Forest,
control and
of
Florida, is hereby transferred from the control
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, to the control
control and
and
jurisdiction
military purposes:
jurisdiction of the War Department
Department for use for military
purposes:
Provided further,
further, That in the event
event the
the area
area hereby
hereby transferred,
Provided
transferred,
together with any land hereafter acquired
Department
together
acquired by the War Department
cease to be
within or adjacent to said national forest, shall cease
be needed
needed
proclamation or order of the Presifor military purposes it may, by proclamation
dent, be restored to aanational-forest
Provided further,
national-forest status: Provided
further, That
Secretary of War is hereby authorized,
the Secretary
authorized, under
under such terms and
conditions
conditions as he may prescribe, to discontinue
discontinue all forest activities
within the area .hereby
hereby transferred,
transferred, and which may hereafter
hereafter be
acquired, to terminate
terminate all existing special-use
special-use permits, and to renew
such thereof as to which
which there may be no military objection.
Military
appropriated under the title "Military
"Military
Military posts: Of the funds appropriated
Posts"
in the
Supplemental Military
1940, not
Posts" in
the Supplemental
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940,
not
to exceed $13,000
$13,000 may be applied to the satisfaction
satisfaction of claims in conprivate licenses
nection with
with the extinguishment
extinguishment of
of private
licenses on military
military lands
Panama Canal
Canal Zone: Provided,
Provided, That
amounts
in the
the Panama
That the
the respective
respective amounts
to be
be awarded
claimants shall
shall be
restricted to
the reasonable
reasonable value
value
to
awarded to
to claimants
be restricted
to the
lands as determined
determined by a
a
of improvements placed by them on such lands,
board of officers
officers appointed by the commanding
commanding general, Panama
Canal Department, and approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
Not to exceed $25,000 of any funds available
available to
the War
Departto the
War Department
during the
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941 for
for the
of buildings,
buildings,
ment during
year 1941
the construction
construction of
utilities, and appurtenances
appurtenances at military posts may be used for the
payment to the owner of the transmission
transmission lines on Moffett Field Military
Reservation, California,
California, of
of excess
excess cost
of removing
removing said
said lines
lines to
to
cost of
tary Reservation,
a
accordance with
conditions
determined by and in accordance
with conditions
a new location, as determined
approved
approved by the Secretary of War.
All moneys available
available on July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, under
under the
the appropriation
appropriation
"Construction of Buildings, Utilities, and
and Appurtenances
Appurtenances at Military
Posts" may
connection with the purposes
purposes of such approPosts"
may be used in connection
priation for the employment
employment of personnel at the seat.
seat of Government
Government
priation
or elsewhere
regard to civil-service
civil-service requirements
requirements and restricrestricelsewhere without
without regard
or
relating thereto.
tions of law relating

Choctawhatchee
National Forest, Fla.
Acquisitionorfland
Acquisition of land.

Choetawhatchee

Proviso,.
Provso.

Transfer of Government-oedOn
ment-owned land.e
land.

Restoration to na•
Restoration
na.
itional-forest
onalf o t sstatus.

t

res tatus.

Discontinuance,
Discontinuance,
etc., of forest activie
activities.

of forest

Military land's
lands,
Miltar
Canal Zone.
4.
53 Stat.
Stat. 04.

Proviso.
Awards
Awards
ants.

to claimclaim-

ants

Moffett Field,Callf.
Moffett
PaymentField,Calf.
to owner

lines.
of transmission
transmission lin.

Personal
services:
services;
use of designated
funds.

Person
funds.
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Medical Library
The design
design for
for the
the Army
LiArmy Medical
Library and
and Museum:
Museum: The
and Museu
Medical Library
and Museum,
Museum, the appropriation
appropriation on account
Medical
Library and
account of which
which
Ante,
383.
is
contained in the Military
Military Appropriation
1941, shall be preAnte, p.
is contained
P 33.
Appropriation Act, 1941,

Army
Medical LiArmy Medical
brary
blrary and Museum.

41 U.

. c.

S.C.

pared under
the direction
and supervision
of the
Secretary of
of War
War
pared
under the
direction and
supervision of
the Secretary
and Surgeon
of the
Army, who
who shall
shall select
select and
and employ
the
and
Surgeon General
General of
the Army,
employ the
architect, by
by contract
without reference
section 3709
3709
architect,
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise, without
reference to
to section

5.

Transfer of funds,
funds
limitation.
limitation.
Ant,p.
Ante, p.360.

350.

of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or the
the civil
or classification
classification laws;
and
of
the Revised
civil service
service or
laws; and

such appropriation
be available
available for
for payment
payment for
for such
design.
such
appropriation shall
shall be
such design.
Not
exceed 55 per
of the
the
Not to
to exceed
per centum
centum of any of
the appropriations
appropriations for
for the
Military Establishment
Establishment for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
may be
transferred
1941 may
be transferred
for the
Military

with the
the approval
approval of
the Director
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget to
to
with
of the
Director of
of the
any other
of such
no appropriation
appropriation shall
shall be
be
any
other of
such appropriations,
appropriations, but
but no
increased more
more than
than 5
5per
per centum
increased
centum thereby.
thereby.
Civii FUNCTIONS
FuNcrioNs
CIVIL
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS

Claims for damages,
riveranordam"agS
rivers
and harbors.

41 Stat. 1015.

41

.
tat.

Claims
damages, rivers
rivers and
and harbors:
To pay
claims for
for damages
damages
pay claims
harbors: To
for damages,
Claims for
under
determined by
by the
the War
under river and
and harbor
harbor work
work adjusted and determined
War
Department
the provision
provision of
the River
River and
and Harbor
Harbor
Department under
under the
of section
section 99of
of the
561), as set forth in Senate
Act, approved June 5,
5, 1920 (33 U. S. C. 564),
Document Numbered
Numbered 227
Document Numbered
Numbered 760,
760,
Document
227 and
and House
House Document
Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, $14,767.25.
$14,767.25.
PANAMA. CANAL
CANAL
PANAMA

Trans-Isthmian
TransIsthmian
Highway.
Highway.

53 Stat. 1870.

Construction of a
ns-Isthmian Highway:
expendiConstruction
a Tra
Trans-Isthmian
Highway: For every expenditure requisite for, and incident
incident to, the construction
construction of that portion of
of
a
Trans-Isthmian Highway
Highway between
boundary near
near
a Trans-Isthmian
between the Canal Zone boundary
Cativa and a
a junction with the Fort Randolph
Randolph Road near France
Field in accordance
accordance with article
article II
II of the convention
convention between
between the
Panama with regard to the
United States and the Republic
Republic of Panama
construction of a
Trans-Isthmian Highway
between the cities of
construction
a Trans-Isthmian
Highway between
March 2, 1936, and to
ratification of
of
Panama and Col6n, signed March
to the ratification
which the United
United States
States Senate gave
advice and
and consent
consent July
July
gave its
its advice
25, 1939, fiscal year 1940, $325,000,
$325,000, to remain available until expended
expended
and to be expended
expended under the direction
direction of the Governor
Governor of the
Panama Cana.
Canal.

TITLE II—JUDGMENTS
II--JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
PBOPERTr
CLAIMS
PROPERTY DAMAGE
DAMAGE CLAIMS

SEO.
S
EC. 201. (a) For the payment
payment of claims for damages
damages to or losses
of privately
privately owned property
property adjusted and determined
determined by the followfollowing respective
respective departments
departments and independent
independent offices, under the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide a
a method
method for the
settlement
settlement of claims arising against the Government
Government of the United
States in the sums not exceeding $1,000 in any one case",
case", approved
approved
42 Stat. 1066.
December 28, 1922 (31
31 U. S. C.
C. 1*
I 215215- December
(31 U. S. C. 215),
215), as fully set forth in the House
217.
Document Numbered
Numbered 755 of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, as follows:
follows:
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority,
Authority, $992.48;
$992.48;
Federal Works Agency:
Agency:
Public Works Administration,
Administration, $10.01;
$10.01;
Public Buildings Administration,
Administration, $51.15;
$51.15;
Works Progress Administration,
Administration, $494.66;
$494.66;
Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, $37.50;
$37.50;
Department of Agriculture, $7,090.09;
$7,090.09;
Department
Department of the Interior, $1,181.47;
$1,181.17;
Payment.
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Department
$52.33;
Department of Justice, $52.33;
Department of Labor, $8.65;
$8.65;
Department
Department, $953.99;
$953.99;
Navy Department,
$22;
Department, $22;
Treasury Department,
War Department, $4,242.01;
$4,242.01;
War
$1,103.15;
Post Office
Office Department
Department (payable
revenues), $1,103.15;
(payable from postal revenues),
Post
In all,
all, $16,239.49.
$16,239.49.
In
Payment.
(b)
(b) For the payment of claims for damages to or losses of Payment.
following
privately
owned
property
adjusted
and
determined
by
the
following
determined
property
privately owned
respective
departments and independent
independent offices, under the provisions
respective departments
settlement
of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act to provide aa method for the settlement
entitled "An
of the
of
claims arising against
Government of the United States in
against the Government
of claims
1068.
06+3.
42 Stat. 1
C
sums
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in any one case", approved December 28, 31
21531 U. S. C.. I§
I 215not exceeding
sums not
217.
217.
1922
(31 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 215), as
fully set forth in Senate Document Numas fully
1922 (31
follows:
bered
225 of
of the
the Seventy-sixth
Congress, as follows:
Seventy-sixth Congress,
bered 225
Federal
Works Agency:
Federal Works
Works
$130.35;
Administration, $130.35;
Progress Administration,
Works Progress
Department
$3,398.44;
Agriculture, $3,398.44;
Department of Agriculture,
Department of the Interior, $178.00;
$178.00;
Department
$668.72;
Navy Department, $668.72;
Treasury Department,
Department, $76.25;
$76.25;
Treasury
War
$2,780.37;
War Department, $2,780.37;
In
all, $7,232.13.
In all,
COURTS
JUDGMENTS,
STATES COURTS
UNITED STATES
JUDGMENTS, UNITED

SEC. 202.
202 : (a)
payment of
judgments, including
including
of the final judgments,
the payment
For the
(a) For
SzO.
provisions of the
costs of
which have been rendered
rendered under the provisions
suits, which
of suits,
costs
Act of
of March
3, 1887
1887_2 entitled "An
"An Act to provide for the bringing
March 3,
Act
of
against the Government
Government of the United States", as amended
amended
suits against
of suits
by
297 of
March 3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761)
761), cerof the Act of March
Section 297
by Section
tified
Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document Numbered
Numbered
tified to the Seventy-sixth
761,
under the
the following departments:
departments:
761, under
Department
$6,736.94;
Department of Agriculture, $6,736.94;
Navy Department,
Department, $1,708.11;
$1,708.11;
Navy
In all,
all, $8,445.05,
together with
additional sum as may be
such additional
with such
$8,445.05, together
In
necessary to
pay costs
and interest as specified in such judgments
costs and
to pay
necessary
or as provided
provided by law.
suits ren(b)
For the
the payment
of judgments,
including cost of suits,
judgments, including
payment of
(b) For
dered against
Government of the United States by United States
the Government
against the
dered
district
under the
the provisions
provisions of an Act entitled "An Act
Act
courts under
district courts
authorizing suits
suits against
against the
admiralty for damages
damages
United States in admiralty
the United
authorizing
caused
services rendered
belonging
rendered to public vessels belonging
salvage services
and salvage
by and
caused by
to
the United
for other purposes", approved March 3,
and for
States, and
United States,
to the
1925 (46
(46 U.
U. S.
S. C.
781-789), certified
to the
the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress
Congress
certified to
C. 781-789),
1925

Of
final
fnal
aret ort

Payment

judgments. etc.

jud

nts

Stat. 505
Stat.
5a;;366 stat.
224 stt.
168.

U68.

Costa and laterest.
nd loterest
costs

Payment of
Juda
or Juditinante, etc.

Payment

ln,

et'

43 Stat. 111 2.
46 U. 8. 11
C. §§ 781790.

8
43 tatU.
Numbered 70.
in
Senate Document
House Document Numbered
and House
Numbered 222 and
Document Numbered
in Senate
761,
following department:
department:
the following
under the
761, under
Navy Department,
Department, $8,309.82;
$8,309.82;
Navy
Interest.
Interest
In all,
$8,309.82. together
additional sum as may be
such additional
with such
together with
all, $8,309.82.
In
necessary to
to pay
pay interest
interest as
and where
where specified
specified in
judgments
such judgments
in such
as and
necessary
or as
provided by law.
as provided
or
J. EdWit LaTSOn•
(c)
the payment
of final
judgment and
and decree
decree
Payment
costs
of
s of
d Ofofti
TPayes
final judgment
costs of
the costs
of the
payment of
For the
(c) For
final j
u dgment, etc.,
rendered against
J. Edwin
Collector of
of Internal
udgment, etc.,
Revenue, fDal
Internal Revenue,
Larson, Collector
Edwin Larson,
against.
rendered against J.
in
official capacity
only, certified
certified to
Seventy-sixth Congress Bg
the Seventy-sixth
to the
capacity only,
his official
in his
in
House
Document
Numbered
761,
under
the
Department,
Treasury Department,
in House Document Numbered 761, under the Treasury
i

$599.55.
$599.55.
(d) None

of the judgments contained under this caption shall be
(d) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall be

paid until
until the
shall have
have expired
expired except
except such
have
such as have
appeal shall
of appeal
right of
the right
paid
become final
and conclusive
States by
of the
failure of
by failure
United States
the United
against the
conclusive against
final and
become
parties to
appeal or otherwise.
otherwise.
to appeal
parties
42
19347(r-41—PT.
—42
193470°-41-PT. t---

To

nt.

Time of Payment.

Tieof Pent
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(e)
judgments concon(e) Payment of interest
interest wherever
wherever provided
provided for
for judgments
tained in this Act shall not in any case continue for
thirty
for more than
than thirty
days after the date of approval of this Act.

Interest.

JUDGMENTS, COURT
CLAIMS
JUDGMENTS,
COURT OF
OF CLAIMS
Payment
Payment
ments.

at
of Judg-

SEc.
S
EC. 203. (a)
rendered by the
(a) For payment of the judgments rendered
the
Court of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 226 and House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
763, under the following
following establishment
establishment and
departments, namely:
and departments,
namely:
Federal Works
Works Agency,
Agency, $109,707.43;
$109,707.43;
Veterans'
$277.75;
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, $277.75;
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, $7,109.15;
$7,109.15;
Department
Department of the Interior,
$796.62;
Department
Interior, $796.62;
Department, $8,147.93;
Navy Department,
$8,147.93;

Treasury Department, $19,565;
Treasury
$19,565;

Interest.
Interest.

Time of payment.
payment.

War
War Department,
Department, $202,890.22;
$202,890.22;
$348,494.10, together
In all, $348,494.10,
together with such additional
additional sum as
as may
may be
be
necessary
necessary to pay interest
interest as and where specified
specified in
in such
such judgments.
judgments.
(b) None of the judgments contained
contained under this caption shall
shall be
be
paid until the right of appeal shall have
except such
have expired,
expired, except
such as
as
have become final and conclusive
conclusive against the United States
States by failure
of
otherwise.
of the parties
parties to
to appeal
appeal or
or otherwise.
AIDILLM
AUDITED CLAMS
CLAIMS

SEC. 204. (a)
Sw.
(a) For the payment of the following claims,
claim, certified
certified
Accounting Office under appropriations the
to be due by the General
General Accounting
balances of which have been carried
surplus fund
fund under
under the
the
carried to the surplus
18 Stat. 110.
provisions of section 5
713),
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874
1874 (31
(31 U.
U. S. C.
C. 713),
and under
under appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated as
as permanent,
being for
for
permanent, being
the service of the fiscal year 1937 and prior years,
years, unless otherwise
otherwise
stated, and which have been certified to Congress under
under section 2
2
23 Stat. 254.
of the Act of July 7, 1884 (5 U. S. C. 266),
in
266), as
as fully
fully set
set forth in
House Document
Document Numbered 765, Seventy-sixth Congress, there is
appropriated
follows:
appropriated as follows:
Executive.
Executive.
Executive:
Executive: For National Industrial Recovery, National Resources
Resources
Board, $32.44.
Independent Ofces.
Offices.
Independent Offices:
Offices: For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Civil
Recovery, Civil
Works Administration,
Administration, $6.
For maintenance of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Authority, $1,151.48.
$1,151.48.
For salaries and expenses, National Archives,
Archives, 26 cents.
cents.
40 Stat. 1009.
For operations under
under Mineral
Mineral Act of October
October 5, 1918, $3,605.33.
$3,605.33.
For housing for war needs,
needs, $766.67.
administrative expenses,
expenses, Public Buildings
For general
general administrative
Branch,
Buildings Branch,
Procurement
Procurement Division, $260.59.
For general administrative
administrative expenses, Public Works Branch, Procurement
curement Division, $309.86.
For National
Emergency AdminisNational Industrial Recovery, Federal
Federal Emergency
tration of Public Works, $116.37.
For Quarantine
Quarantine Service, $7.22.
For National
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Labor,
For
National Industrial
Labor, United States
States Employment Service, 80 cents.
For wage records, Social Security
Security Board,
Board, $227.
$2.27.
For pay of other employees, Public Health Service,
Service $4.83.
$4.83.
For pay of personnel
hospitals, Public Health
personnel and maintenance
maintenance of hospitals'
Service,
$91.59.
Service, $91.59.
Payment.
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For diseases and sanitation investigations,
investigations, Social Security Act,
Stat. 635.
635.
49 Stat.
42 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Public Health Service, $1.57.
V. §
803.
V,
§ 803.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans' Administration, $2,624.54.
For medical and hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau,
Bureau, $32.20.
Department of Agriculture: For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery
Department of Agriculture.
Resettlement
bmargi
nal l
an ds (t
rans f
er to
to AgriAgri - culture.
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, su
submarginal
lands
(transfer
culture), $14,017.74.
culture),
For
consum pti on o
i
cu l
tura l com
For exportation
exportation and
and domesti
domesticc consumption
off agr
agricultural
com-modities, Department
$614.48.
modities,
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $614.48.
compensation, Department of Agriculture,
For increase of compensation,
Agriculture, $10.
For loans and relief in stricken agricultural
agricultural areas (transfer to
to
Farm Credit Administration),
Administration), $19.79.
$19.79.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Plant Industry, $30.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Chemistry
Chemistry and Soils, $6.25.
conservation and
For conservation
and use
use of
of agricultural
agricultural land
land resources,
resources, Department of Agriculture, $777.
protection of watersheds
For acquisition of lands for protection
watersheds of navigable
streams, $122.
expenses, Food and Drug Administration,
Administration, $403.92.
$403.92.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Forest Service, $248.57.
For salaries and expenses,
$248.57.
For soil-erosion
investigations, $9.99.
soil-erosion investigations,
For National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Administration, $63.03.
$63.03.
Administration,
For farmers'
farmers' crop production
production and
and harvesting
harvesting loans, Farm
Farm Credit
Credit
Administration, $52.81.
Administration,
For salaries and expenses, Weather Bureau, $6.44.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural Economics,
$2.91.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, Department
Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $54.24.
$54.24.
For loans and relief in stricken
stricken agricultural
(transfer to
agricultural areas (transfer
to
Agriculture, silviculture),
$17.95.
Agriculture,
silviculture), $17.95.
grasshopper control, $11.07.
For grasshopper
For National -Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Interior,
Interior, soil-erosion
soil-erosion prevention
prevention
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $7.24.
(transfer
conservation fund (transfer
For emergency
emergency conservation
(transfer from War to AgriAgriculture, Act June 19, 1934),
1934), $262.17.
For emergency
conservation fund
(transfer from
War to
For
emergency conservation
fund (transfer
from War
to AgriculAgriculture, Act March 31, 1933),
1933), $2.14.
expenses, Soil
Conservation Service,
$28,168.24.
For salaries
salaries and expenses,
Soil Conservation
Service, $28,168.24.
Departmental
Department of
equipment, Bureau of Standards,
Standards, Commerce.
Department of Commerce: For equipment,
Commerce.
$550.
District
fees of
of jurors
witnesses, Supreme
District of
of Columbia:
Columbia: For
For fees
jurors and
and witnesses,
Supreme bia.District of ColumCourt,
District of
of Columbia,
Court, District
Columbia, $1.50.
$1.50.
For
reformatory, District
of Columbia, $948.78.
workhouse and
and reformatory,
District of
For workhouse
Department of the
National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Interior.
Department of
of the Interior:
Interior: For
For National
Interior,
National Park Service,
demonstration projects,
projects,
Interior, National
Service, recreational
recreational demonstration
$592.75.
$592.75.
For
migratory bird
bird conservation
(receipt limitation),
limitation), 68
68
For migratory
conservation fund
fund (receipt
cents.
For testing
testing fuel,
Bureau of
$16.25.
of Mines,
Mines, $16.25.
fuel, Bureau
For
For
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries, $44.60.
$44.60.
For
school support,
$43.53.
For Indian
Indian school
support, $43.53.
For
emergency conservation
conservation work
work (transfer
(transfer to
to Interior,
Interior, Indians,
Indians,
For emergency
1936), $65.14.
Act June 22, 1936),
For
conservation fund
(transfer from
from War
to Interior,
Interior,
For emergency
emergency conservation
fund (transfer
War to
Indians, Act
March 31,
31, 1933),
1933), $12.03.
Indians,
Act March
For
expenses, sale
For expenses,
of timber
sale of
timber (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $30.70.
$30.70.
For
Indian Service
supply fund,
fund, $809.05.
For Indian
Service supply
$809.05.
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Department of
Jus
of JusDepartment
tice.

Department
of
Department of
Labor.

Navy Department.

Department of
Department
State.
Treasury
Treasury
ment.

DepartDepart-

War Department.
War
Department.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work
work (transfer
(transfer to
to Interior,
Indians,
Interior, Indians,
For
Act
February 9, 1937),
1937), $33.04.
Act February
For
agriculture and stock
$8.45.
stock raising among Indians, $8.45.
For agriculture
For conservation
conservation of
$11.65.
of health
health among Indians, $11.65.
For
For
of Indians
administration of
Indian property,
property,
of Indian
and administration
Indians and
For support
support of
$191.50.
Department
Justice: For
of commissioners,
commissioners, United States
States
For fees
fees of
of Justice:
Department of
courts, $301.58.
For
and expenses,
veterans' insurance litigation, Departexpenses, veterans'
For salaries
salaries and
ment
ment of Justice, $15.
For
United States
States Penitentiary,
Georgia, maintenance,
maintenance,
Atlanta, Georgia,
Penitentiary, Atlanta,
For United
$12.17.
For fees
of jurors
witnesses, United
courts, $65.20.
$65.20.
United States courts,
jurors and
and witnesses,
For
fees of
For
expenses, Bureau of
of Prohibition,
Prohibition, $5.72.
For salaries and expenses,
For
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, United
$45.85.
States courts,
courts, $45.85.
United States
For miscellaneous
For
expenses of
of marshals, United States courts,
and expenses
salaries, fees,
fees, and
For salaries,
$108.90.
prisoners, $2.95.
$2.95.
United States
States prisoners,
For support of United
For probation system, United States courts, $2.50.
Department
salaries and expenses, Immigration
Immigration
Labor: For salaries
Department of Labor:
$1.
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service, $1.
payment to officers and
and employees
employees of the United States in
For payment
countries due to appreciation
appreciation of foreign currencies
(Labor),
currencies (Labor),
foreign countries
$54.61.
$54.61.
expenses, Bureau
and expenses,
Bureau of
of Labor Statistics, $2.
For salaries and
Navy
$204.46.
Navy Department: For pay, Marine Corps, $204.46.
For payment to officers and employees of the United
United States in
foreign
to appreciation
appreciation of
foreign currencies
currencies (Navy),
foreign countries
countries due
due to
of foreign
(Navy),
$44.49.
$44.49.
For ordnance
Ordnance $43
345 •
38•
ordnance .and ordnance stores, Bureau of Ordnance,
$43,345.38.
transportation, Navy, $4,485.
For pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation,
Marine Corps, $258.69.
For general expenses, Marine
For aviation, Navy, $153,496.84.
$153,496.84.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $694.22.
Bureau of Engineering, $10,743.89.
For engineering, Bureau
For pay of the Navy, $59.83.
$59.83.
For organizing
Reserve, $25.92.
$25.92.
organizing the Naval Reserve,
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses, Navy, $51.13.
For Medical Department,
Department, Bureau of Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, $223.31.
$223.31.
Department of State: For transportation
Service offitransportation of Foreign
Foreign Service
cers, $657.75.
$657.75.
Treasury Department: For expenses,
Treasury
expenses, Emergency Banking, Gold
Reserve, and Silver Purchase
Purchase Acts,
Acts, $9.
$9.
For collecting the revenue
revenue from customs, $13.70.
$13.70.
For collecting the internal revenue
revenue, $95.50.
For communication
communication lines, Coast Guard, 64 cents.
For general
general expenses, Lighthouse Service, $112.76.
For salaries,
salaries, keepers of lighthouses, $82.29.
$82.29.
allowances, Coast Guard, $213.92.
For pay and allowances,
rebuilding and repairing stations, and so forth,
For rebuilding
forth Coast Guard,
$750.
$750.
War Department: For general appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
$15,064.79.
Corps, $15,064.79.
For pay, and so forth, of the Army, $4,304.52.
$4,304.52.
For pay of the Army, $7,022.19.
For Army transportation,
transportation, $230.98.
For travel, military and civil personnel,
Department, $62.55.
personnel, War Department,
For replacing medical
medical supplies,
supplies, $3,179.76.
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Guard for armory
For pay
of National
armory drills, $3.45.
National Guard
pay of
For
Quartermaster Corps,
For National Industrial Recovery, War,
War, Quartermaster
Corps,
$825.39..
For travel
travel of
$76.69.
of the Army, $76.69.
For
For
equipage, $26.22.
and equipage,
clothing and
For clothing
For
medical and hospital department, $216.14.
For medical
For
medical and
and hospital
hospital department,
department, Army, $1.13.
For medical
For
ordnance service
service and
and supplies,
supplies, Army, $323.39.
For ordnance
For
Service of the Army, $21.14.
Signal Service
For Signal
and quarters,
For
quarters, $550.84.
barracks and
For barracks
For barracks
barracks and
and quarters,
quarters, Army, $383.83.
For
For Air
Air Corps,
$5.49.
Corps, Army, $5.49.
For
For Organized
$18.80.
Reserves, $18.80.
Organized Reserves,
For
For citizens'
military training
$1.34.
camps, $1.34.
training camps,
citizens' military
For
For increase
of compensation,
Military Establishment, $72.66.
$72.66.
compensation, Military
increase of
For
For seacoast
defenses, $219.03.
$219.03.
seacoast defenses,
For
For subsistence
the Army,
Army, $40.84.
of the
subsistence of
For
For National
Guard, $166.42.
$166.42.
National Guard,
For
For replacing
Army transportation,
transportation, $20.55.
replacing Army
For
Quartermaster Corps, $92.
For supplies,
and transportation,
transportation, Quartermaster
services, and
supplies, services,
For
For
emergency conservation
conservation fund
fund (transfer
to War, Act March 31,
(transfer to
For emergency
1933),
$243.14.
1933), $243.14.
For
(transfer to War, Act June 19,
fund (transfer
conservation fund
emergency conservation
For emergency
1934),
$769.09.
1934), $769.09.
For
and relief
relief in
stricken agricultural
agricultural areas (transfer from
in stricken
loans and
For loans
1934), $17.92.
emergency
conservation
work
to
War,
Act
Act June 19, 1934),
War,
to
emergency conservation work
For emergency
emergency conservation
(transfer to War, Act June 22,
work (transfer
conservation work
For
1936),
$715.41.
1936), $715.41.
For emergency
(transfer to War, Act February
February
work (transfer
conservation work
emergency conservation
For

$825.39
For

9, 1937),
$632.18.
1937), $632.18.
9,
Emergency
For emergency
Agriculture, administraadministrarelief, Agriculture,
emergency relief,
relief: For
Emergency relief:
tive
expenses, $53.65.
$53.65.
tive expenses,
For emergency
emergency relief,
Biological Survey, $2,150.40.
Agriculture, Biological
relief, Agriculture,
For
For
emergency
relief,
Agriculture,
Biological
Survey,
Survey, flood control
Biological
Agriculture,
For emergency relief,
and other
other conservation,
$27.60.
conservation, $27.60.
and
For
Agriculture, Forest
Forest Service,
Service, forestation,
forestation,
relief, Agriculture,
emergency relief,
For emergency
and
forth, $120.
so forth,
and so
For
emergency relief,
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest
Forest Service,
and
Service, parks and
For emergency
recreational
$120.49.
facilities, $120.49.
recreational facilities,
For emergency
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest
control
Service, flood control
Forest Service,
emergency relief,
For
and other
$6.
conservation, $6.
other conservation,
and
Service,
For emergency
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
emergency relief,
For
$210.47.
$210.47.
For
relief, Agriculture,
Service,
Conservation Service,
Soil Conservation
Agriculture, Soil
emergency relief,
For emergency
flood control
and other
other conservation,
$11.
conservation, $11.
control and
flood
For emergency
emergency relief,
Resettlement Administration,
rehabilrural rehabilAdministration, rural
relief, Resettlement
For
itation, loans
loans and
to farmers,
and so
so forth
(transfer to
forth (transfer
farmers, and
relief to
and relief
itation,
Agriculture),
$253.
Agriculture), $253.
For
emergency relief,
Administration, administrative
administrative
Resettlement Administration,
relief, Resettlement
For emergency
expenses
(transfer
to
Agriculture),
$121.25
:
$121.25.
Agriculture),
expenses (transfer to
For
relief, Resettlement
rural rehabilirehabiliAdministration, rural
Resettlement Administration,
emergency relief,
For emergency
tation
(transfer
to
Agriculture),
$1,213.55.
$1213.55.
Agriculture),
to
tation (transfer
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Resettlement
Administration, sanitation,
sanitation,
Resettlement Administration,
For
prevention
of
soil
erosion,
and
so
forth
(transfer
to
Agriculture),
Agriculture),
to
(transfer
forth
so
and
erosion,
soil
prevention of
$6,808.63.
$6,808.63.
For
conservation work,
Interior,
work, Interior,
emergency conservation
relief, emergency
emergency relief,
For emergency
Indians, miscellaneous
miscellaneous projects,
Indian reservations,
$208.89.
reservations, $208.89.
projects, Indian
Indians,

Emergency relief.
Emergency
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For emergency
emergency relief
Interior, Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico Reconstruction
Reconstruction
For
relief,: Interior,
Administration, public
$8,250.
Administration,
public utilities, and
and so forth, $8,250.
emergency relief, Interior,
Interior 'Puerto
Reconstruction AdminFor emergency
Puerto Rico Reconstruction
Administration, public buildings, $815.90.
For
emergency relief,
relief, Justice,
administrative expenses,
$140.
For emergency
Justice, administrative
expenses, $140.
Eor emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Treasury,
administrative expenses,
For
Treasury, administrative
expenses, $12.51.
$12.51.
For emergency
emergency relief, Treasury,
Treasury, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard, $41.50.
$41.50.
For
control, and
and
For emergency relief,
relief, War, rivers and
and harbors,
harbors, flood
flood control,
so forth,
forth, $4,295.
$4,295.
For
emergency conservation
Civilian
For emergency relief, emergency
conservation work,
work, War,
War, Civilian
Conservation
Corps, $1,472.85.
Conservation Corps,
$1,472.85.
For
emergency relief,
adminisFor emergency
relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, administrative expenses, $154.25.
$154.25.
trative
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, women's
women's
projects, $6.58.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Works
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, work-relief
work-relief
projects, $3.04.
$3.01.
Administration, miscellamiscellaFor emergency- relief, Works Progress Administration,
neous work
work projects,
$26.76.
neous
projects, $26.76.
emergency relief,
For emergency
relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public
public
buildings, $9.52.
$9.52.
buildings,
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
For emergency
Administration, public
public
utilities, and so forth
forth,:$18.24.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Administration, highways,
relief, Works Progress Administration,
roads, and streets, $617.10.
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
For emergency
Administration, forestation,
forestation,
prevention of soil erosion,
erosion and so forth,
forth, $38.76.
$38.76.
For emergency
emergency relief
Progress Administration,
Administration, assistance
relief,: "Works
Works Progress
assistance
for educational,
educational, professional, and clerical persons,
$232.65.
persons, $232.65.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, grants
grants to
to
States, and so forth,
forth, $8,294.59.
$8,294.59.
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration
For emergency
Administration (nonprojects approved
approved prior
1936), $1,187.34.
Federal projects
prior to June
June 22, 1936),
$1,187.34.
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, parks and
For emergency
and
recreational facilities
$66.26.
recreational
facilities, $66.26.

For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, National
Youth Administration,
Administration, non-Federal
non-Federal projects, $33.05.
$33.05.
For emergency
emergency relief, National Resources
Resources Committee, administrative expenses,
expenses, $7,344.80.
Post Office
Office DepartDepartPost Office
Office Department-Postal
Service (out of
Department--Postal Service
of the Postal Revment.
ment.
enues)::For clerks, first- and second-class post offices, $710.72.
enues)
For contract air-mail service, $22,342.24.
For freight, express, and motor transportation
transportation of equipment
equipment, and
so forth, $1.09.
$1.09.
For indemnities, domestic mail, $36.06.
For rent, light, and fuel, $142.25.
$142.25.
For Rural Delivery Service, $78.55.
$78.55.
For
vehicle
vehicle service, $259.24.
additional
Total; additional
Total, audited claims, section 204 (a),
sum.
(a), $376,711.51,
$376,711.51, together with
such additional sum due to increases
increases in rates of exchange as may
may be
necessary
necessary to pay claims in the foreign
foreign currency
currency and interest as specified in certain
certain of the settlements of the General Accounting Office.
naPayment
lar
i lerm
t of desigdedg(b) For the payment of the following
following claims, certified to be due
nateaclaims.
by the General Accounting
Accounting Office under appropriations
appropriations the balances
of which have
have been carried
provisions
carried to the surplus fund under the provisions
18 Stat. 110.
of section 55of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713)
713), and under
under
appropriations
permanent,
being
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated as perm
anen t, b
ei
ng for the service
of
the fiscal
fiscal year
1937 and prior years, unless otherwise
otherwise stated, and
of the
year 1937
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which have been certified to Congress under section 22 of the Act of
July
7, 1884
(5 U.
266), as fully set forth in Senate Document
U. S. C. 266),
1884 (5
July 7,
appropriated as
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Numbered 224, Seventy-sixth
Congress, there is appropriated
Numbered
follows:
follows:
Independent Offices:
Offices: For maintenance of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
facilities,
Civil Aeronautics Authority, $759.20.
Commission, $23.95.
Interstate Commerce Commission,
For Interstate
Veterans' Administration,
For
Administration, $187.78.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
Emergency AdminisFor
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Federal Emergency
For National Industrial
tration of Public Works, $313.30.
For
repair, preservation,
preservation, and equipment,
equipment, Public Buildings, ProFor repair,
curement Division, $14.80.
$14.80.
curement
Department of
of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Soil ConDepartment
servation Service, $12.80.
servation
For
$51.89.
and expenses, Forest Service, $51.89.
salaries an
For salaries
For
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of Animal Industry, $11.66.
and expenses,
salaries and
For salaries
agricultural comconsumption of agricultural
For exportation
exportation and domestic consumption
$55.83.
modities,
Agriculture, $55.83.
Department of Agriculture,
modities, Department
For acquisition
watersheds of navigable
for protection of watersheds
lands for
acquisition of lands
For
streams, $502.80.
streams,
For
production and harvesting loans, Farm Credit
crop production
farmers' crop
For farmers'
Administration, $20.
Administration,
For
and use of agricultural land resources, Departconservation and
For conservation
ment of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $30.
ment
For
Iniustrial Recovery,
Resettlement Administration,
Recovery, Resettlement
National Industrial
For National
$1,607.54.
submarginal lands (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $1,607.54.
submarginal
Department of
of the
the Interior:
Interior: For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Division
Department
of
Department of the Interior, $43.94.
Investigation, Department
of Investigation,
For
boarding schools, $31.44.
$31.44.
Indian boarding
For Indian
For
support of
Indians and administration
administration of Indian property,
property,
of Indians
For support
$131.25.
$131.25.
Department
support of United States prisoners,
Department of Justice: For support
$61.55.
Immigration
Department of
For salaries and expenses, Immigration
Labor: For
of Labor:
Department
and
Service, $12.73.
$12.73.
Naturalization Service,
and Naturalization
For
salaries and
Bureau of Labor Statistics, $2.
expenses, Bureau
and expenses,
For salaries
transportation,
Navy
pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation,
For pay,
Department: For
Navy Department:
Navy, $441.10.
For pay,
$51.74.
Corps, $51.74.
Marine Corps,
pay, Marine
For
For
Navy, $8,130.
aviation, Navy,
For aviation,
For
and ordnance
stores, Bureau
$52,017.86.
of Ordnance, $52,017.86.
Bureau of
ordnance stores,
ordnance and
For ordnance
For payment
payment to
to officers
officers and
employees of
of the United States in
and employees
For
foreign
countries due
due to
of foreign
currencies (Navy),
(Navy),
foreign currencies
appreciation of
to appreciation
foreign countries

23 Stat. 25.
251.
23Stat.

Independent
Independent
ces.

OffiOffi-

Department ofAgriculture.

DtepartmentofAgri-

the

Department of
of the
Interior.

Department

Department of
of JusustDeparment
tice.
Department of
Laborl

Department of

Navy Department.
Department.
Navy

$8.31.

Post Office DepartPost
operating supplies
for public
build- mPet
ffoe Departpublic buildsupplies for
For operating
ment.
Department: For
Office Department:
Post Office
ings,
Post Office
Office Department,
Department, general
general fund,
$13.24.
fund, $13.24.
ings, Post
Department
of
Department of
Department
For contingent
contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign
Service, State.
Foreign Service,
State: For
of State:
Department of

$6.44.
Treasury
of compensation,
compensation, Treasury
Treasury
increase of
For increase
Department: For
Treasury Department:
Department,
al$10.
Department,
For
gener expenses,
Service, $42.
$42.
Lighthouse Service,
expenses, Lighthouse
For general
For
Coast Guard,
Guard, $57.95.
$57.95.
For Coast
For pay
and allowances,
$57.
Guard, $57.
Coast Guard,
allowances, Coast
pay and
For
For collecting
collecting the
the internal
internal revenue,
$5.25.
revenue, $5.25.
For
Quartermaster
War
Department: For
For general
general appropriations,
appropriations, Quartermaster
War Department:
Corps, $3,518.95.
$3,518.95.
Corps,
For pay,
pay, and
of the
the Army,
Army, $1,355.58.
$1,355.58.
forth, of
so forth,
and so
For
For pay
pay of
of the
the Army,
$139.52.
Army, $139.52.
For

Treasury
Tsury
ment.

Depart-

Depart-

War
Department.
War Department.
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For Army
$24.48.
transportation, $24.48.
Army transportation,
For
For
personnel, War
Department, $278.07.
$278.07.
War Department,
civil personnel,
and civil
military and
travel, military
For travel,
For
travel of
of the
the Army,
$22.50..
Army, $22.50.
For travel
For ordnance
supplies, Army,
Army, $3.37.
$3.37:
and supplies,
service and
ordnance service
For
For increase
increase of
of compensation,
Establishment, $2.90.
$2.90.
Military Establishment,
compensation, Military
For
For National
Guard, $132.26.
$132.26.
National Guard,
For
For Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps, $9.87.
$9.87.
Reserve Officers'
For
For working
working fund,
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service
(Navy, conconService (Navy,
War, Chemical
fund, War,
For
struction and
$5,135.82.
repair), $5,135.82.
and repair),
struction
For
to War,
Act June
June 19,
19,
War, Act
(transfer to
fund (transfer
conservation fund
emergency conservation
For emergency
1934),
1934), $22.57.
$22.57.
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work
work (transfer
(transfer to
to War,
War, Act
22,
Act June 22,
For
1936),
$201.85.
1936), $201.85.
For emergency
emergency conservation
work (transfer
(transfer to
War, Act
Act February
February
to War,
conservation work
For
9,
1937), $900.18.
9, 1937),
$900.18.
Emergency Relief:
Relief: For
emergency relief,
relief, Agriculture,
Emergency relief.
relief.
administraAgriculture, administraFor emergency
Emergency
tive
$1.88.
expenses, $1.88.
tive expenses,
For
relief, Agriculture,
highways, roads,
roads,
roads, highways,
public roads,
Agriculture, public
emergency relief,
For emergency
and streets,
streets, $151,585.83.
$151,585.83.
and
For emergency
emergency relief,
flood control
control
Administration, flood
Resettlement Administration,
relief, Resettlement
For
and
other conservation
conservation (transfer
to Agriculture),
$30.53.
Agriculture), $30.53.
(transfer to
and other
For
emergency relief,
relief ?Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, rural
rural rehabiliFor emergency
tation (transfer
to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $2,477.25.
(transfer to
tation
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Resettlement
Administration, sanitation,
sanitation,
Resettlement Administration,
For
prevention
of soil
erosion, and so
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture),
forth (transfer
so forth
soil erosion,
prevention of
$23.45.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, emergency
emergency conservation work, War, Civilian
Civilian
For
Conservation Corps, $530.35.
$530.35.
Conservation
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Interior,
Interior, National
Park Service,
parks and
and
Service, parks
National Park
For
recreational facilities,
facilities, $4.30.
$4.30.
recreational
For
emergency. relief,
National Park
and
parks and
Service, parks
Park Service,
Interior, National
relief, Interior,
For emergency
recreational
recreational facilities, non-Federal projects, 47 cents.
For
relief, Interior,
National Park
sanitation,
Park Service,
Service, sanitation,
Interior, National
For emergency
emergency relief,
prevention of
soil erosion,
erosion, and
and so forth, $6.94.
of soil
prevention
For
emergency relief,
Works Progress
Administration, adminisProgress Administration,
relief, Works
For emergency
$211.28.
trative expenses, $211.28.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Works
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, grants
grants to
to
For
States,
and so
so forth,
$163.92.
forth, $163.92.
States, and
For emergency
emergency relief,
Administration (non-Fedrelief, Works
Works Progress Administration
For
projects approved
approved prior to June 22, 1936),
1936), $962.50.
eral projects
Post Office
°Sloe DepartRevService (out of the Postal RevDepartment-Postal Service
Post Office
Office Department—Postal
ment.
enues)
contract Air Mail Service, $44.76.
$44.76.
enues)::For contract
Department,
For operating force for public buildings, Post Office
Office Department,
$71.97.
$71.97.
For compensation
compensation to postmasters, $133.74.
$133.74.
For
Total; additional
additional
Total,
audited
claims,
section
204
201
(b),
(b), $232,712.44,
$232,712.44, together with
with
sum.
of exchange
exchange as may be
be
sum due
due to increase
increase in
in rates of
such additional
additional sum
necessary
to pay claims in the foreign
specinecessary
i
foreign currency
currency and interest as sp
ec iAccounting Office.
fied in
n certain of the settlements
settlements of the General
General Accounting
Payment of desig(c) For the payment of the following claims, certified to be due
(e)
nated claims.
by the. General .Accounting
Accounting Office
Office under appropriations
appropriations the balances
balances
of which have been carried to the surplus fund under the provisions
18 Stat. 110.
of section 5
5 of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31
(31 U. S. C.
C. 713),
713), and
and under
under
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent, being for the service
appropriations
service
otherwise stated, and
of the fiscal year 1937 and prior years, unless otherwise
2 of the Act of
which have been certified to Congress
Congress under section 2
23 stat.
Stat. 254.
254.
U. S. C. 266),
266), as fully set forth in Senate
Document
July 7, 1884 (5 U.
Senate Document
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Numbered 223,
appropriated as
Seventy-sixth Congress, there is appropriated
223, Seventy-sixth
Numbered
follows:
follows:
Independent
i de p e n d e nt
air-navigation facilities, Offices.
.
Independent Offices:
For maintenance
maintenance of air-navigation
Offices: For
Independent
$11.ffes.
Civil
Aeronautics
Authority,
$11.
Authority,
Aeronautics
Civil
air-navigation facilities,
facilities, $6.
For air-navigation
For Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority fund, $2.90.
For
Stat. 1000.
1009.
40 stat.
For
operations under
Mineral Act of October
October 5, 1918, $90,815.15.
$90,815.15.
under Mineral
For operations
For
Interstate
Commerce
Commission,
$10.
Commerce
For Interstate
For
maintenance of hospitals, Public Health
and maintenance
personnel and
of personnel
pay of
For pay
Service, $18.
Service,
For
general administrative
expenses, Public Works Branch, Proadministrative expenses,
For general
$7.67.
curement Division, $7.67.
curement
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
Administration, $24.03.
Veterans' Administration,
expenses, Veterans'
For
For medical
medical and
hospital services,
services, Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau, $45.
and hospital
For
Department of
of AgAgriDeprtment
expenses, Soil Con- riculture.
Department of
of Agriculture:
salaries and expenses,
For salaries
Agriculture: For
Department
servation
Service,
$25.20.
servation Service,
For salaries
and expenses,
expenses, Forest Service, $148.
salaries and
For
For
and expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Agricultural Economics,
salaries and
For salaries
$167.87.
For
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
For National
$1,536.95.
submarginal lands
lands (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $1,536.95.
submarginal
Administration,
For
Resettlement Administration,
Recovery, Resettlement
Industrial Recovery,
National Industrial
For National
subsistence homesteads
$60.38.
Agriculture), ,$60.38.
(transfer to Agriculture)
homesteads (transfer
subsistence
For loans
loans and
and relief
relief in
in stricken
stricken agricultural
(transfer to Agriagricultural areas (transfer
For
culture)
$17.95.
(silviculture), $17.95.
culture) (silviculture),
agricultural comFor exportation
consumption of agricultural
domestic consumption
and domestic
exportation and
For
modities,
Department of Agriculture, $58.95.
modities, Department
investigations, $29.14.
For soil-erosion investigations,
harvesting loans, Farm Credit
For
production and harvesting
farmers' crop production
For farmers'
Administration,
Administration, $17.14.
Department of
of the
the
iDepartment
conservation Interior.
Department
of the
Interior: For migratory bird conservation
the Interior:
Department of
$4.08.
fund
(receipt
limitation),
fund (receipt limitation),
For purchase of
of Indian supplies, $9.01.
For
Department of
of JusJusDepartment
Department of
fees, and expenses of tice.
salaries, fees,
For salaries,
Justice: For
of Justice:
Department
tc
marshals, United
States courts,
$264.51.
courts, $264.51.
United States
marshals,
Navy Department.
Navy Department.
Navy Department:
Department: For
For aviation,
Navy, $6,883.95.
$6,883.95.
aviation, Navy,
Navy
For
pay, subsistence,
transportation, Navy, $6.41.
and transportation,
subsistence, and
For pay,
For engineering,
Bureau of
of Engineering,
Engineering, $22.40.
engineering, Bureau
For
$685.25.
For pay,
Marine Corps, $685.25.
pay, Marine
For
For
Bureau of
of Yards and Docks, $1.
maintenance, Bureau
For maintenance,
For
and ordnance
ordnance stores,
Bureau of Ordnance,
Ordnance, $766.92.
stores, Bureau
ordnance and
For ordnance
For
payment to
officers and employees of the United States in
to officers
For payment
foreign
due to
appreciation of
(Navy),
of foreign currencies (Navy),
to appreciation
countries due
foreign countries
$5.32.
Department
of
of
Department
Department
State: For
For transportation
transportation of Foreign Service
Service State.
of State:
Department of
officers, $201.30.
For
United States
States contributions
commissions,
international commissions,
to international
contributions to
For United
congresses, and bureaus, $17.73.
congresses,
For
payment to
to officers
and employees
employees of the United States in
officers and
For payment
foreign
countries
due
to
appreciation
foreign currencies, $69.58.
of foreign
foreign countries due to appreciation of
Treasury
DepartDepartTreasury
Treasury Department:
collecting the
internal revenue,
revenue, $10.60. ment.
the internal
For collecting
Department: For
Treasury
War Department.
Department.
ar
War
Department:
For
general
appropriations,
Quartermaster
Quartermaster
appropriations,
War Department: For general
Corps,
$3,174.08.
Corps, $3,174.08.
For pay
of the
the Army,
Army, $873.91.
$873.91.
pay of
For
For pay,
pay, and
so forth,
of the Army, $921.85.
forth, of
and so
For
For subsistence
subsistence of
$37.40.
Army, $37.40.
the Army,
of the
For
For
$324.35.
Guard, $324.35.
National Guard,
For National

666
666

relief.
Emergency relieL
Emergency

Post Office
Office DepartDepart
Post
ment.

Total; additional
Total; additional
sum.
sum.

Volunteers, War

volunteers.
with
Spain, extra War
pay.

Payment
of claims.
claims.
Payment of
30 Stat.
Stat 784;
784; 31
31
Stat.
205.
Stat. 205.
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ordnance service and
$14.52.
For ordnance
and supplies, Army,
Army, $14.52.
For emergency
emergency conservation fund (transfer
(transfer to War, Act
Act March
March 31,
31,
1933), $8.50.
1933),
For emergency
emergency conservation
(transfer to
Act June
June 19,
For
conservation fund
fund (transfer
to War,
War, Act
19,
1934Y, $152.04.
$152.04.
1934y,
conservation work (transfer
to War,
War, Act
February
For emergency
emergency conservation
(transfer to
Act February
9, 1937),
1937), $159.38.
$159.38.
(transfer to
Act June
22,
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation work
work (transfer
to War,
War, Act
June 22,
1936), $659.30.
$659.30.
1936),
Emergency
Relief: For
relief, Agriculture,
Emergency Relief:
For emergency
emergency relief,
Agriculture, Forest
Forest
Service,
and other
other conservation,
conservation $159.36.
Service, flood
flood control
control and
$159.36.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest Service,
and
Service, forestation,
forestation, and
so forth, $27.
For emergency
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
flood
emergency relief, Agriculture,
Conservation Service,
Service, flood
control and other conservation, $11.95.
Emergency Conservation work,
Civilian
For emergency relief, Emergency
work, War,
War, Civilian
Conservation Corps, $619.81.
$619.81.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National Park Service,
Service, parks
parks and
and
recreational facilities, non-Federal
non-Federal projects,
projects, $175.97.
$175.97.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National Park Service,
Service, parks and
and
recreational facilities
facilities, $1.18.
For emergency relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, rural rehabilitation, loans and relief to farmers,
farmers, and so forth (transfer to Agriculture),
ture), $2,112.38.
$2,112.38.
For emergency relief, Resettlement
Administration, rural
Resettlement Administration,
rural rehabilitation (transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $612.10.
For emergency relief,
Administration, sanitation,
relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
sanitation,
prevention of soil erosion, and so forth (transfer
prevention
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture),
$13,680.
$13,680.
For emergency relief, War, rivers and harbors, flood control, and so
so
forth, $4.16.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, grants to
to
States, and so forth, $26.10.
For emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, highways,
roads, and streets, $271.12.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, National
National
Youth Administration,
Administration, non-Federal projects, $9.15.
$9.15.
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration
For emergency
Administration (non-Federal
(non-Federal
approved prior to June 22
1936) '$1,009.51.
projects approved
22,b,1936),
$1,009.51.
For emergency relief,
relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, parks
parks and
and
recreational facilities
recreational
$115.95.
facilities, $115.95.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, public
buildings, $1,177.94.
For emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, public
public
(Federal projects),
buildings (Federal
projects), $3.38.
$3.38.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public
utilities, and so forth, $820.83.
Post Office
Department—Postal Service
Service (out
Postal RevOffice Department-Postal
(out of
of the
the Postal
Revenues):
compensation to postmasters,
enues): For compensation
postmasters, $21.75.
For Rural Delivery Service, $60.30.
$60.30.
Total, audited claims, section
(c), $129,194.66,
together with
section 204 (c),
$129,194.66, together
with
such additional
additional sum due to increases
increases in rates of exchange
exchange as may be
necessary to pay claims in the foreign currency
currency and interest as
specified in certain
Accounting
certain of the settlements
settlements of the General
General Accounting
Office.
SEC.
SEC. 205. For the payment of claims allowed
allowed by
by the
General
the General
Accounting Office pursuant
pursuant to the Acts of January 12, 1899,
1899, and
and May
May
26, 1900, which have been certified
certified to Congress under the Permanent
Permanent
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Appropriations
approved June 26, 1934 (31 U. S. C.
Appropriations Repeal Act, approved
Numbered 762, Seventy-sixth
725b), in House Document
Document Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress,
$135.20.
SEC. 206.
206. For
of claim allowed by the General
payment of
the payment
For the
SEC.
Accounting
to Private
Numbered 107 of the
Act Numbered
Private Act
pursuant to
Office pursuant
Accounting Office
Seventy-sixth Congress,
approved July 25, 1939, which has been
Congress, approved
Seventy-sixth
1884
certified
to Congress
under section 2
2 of the Act of July 7, 1881
Congress under
certified to
(5
U. S.
S. C.
266), in
Seventy-sixth
Senate Document Numbered 229, Seventy-sixth
in Senate
C. 266),
(5 U.
Congress, $165.
SEC. 207.
207. For
For the
allowed by the General
payment of aa claim allowed
the payment
SEC.
Accounting
pursuant to Public Act Numbered
Numbered 505 of the SevAccounting Office pursuant
enty-sixth
approved May
2, 1940,
which has
has been certified
certified to
1940 which
May 2,
Congress, approved
enty-sixth Congress,
Congress under
of the
the Act of July 77, 1884 (U. S. C. title 5,
2 of
section 2
under section
Congress
sec.
266), in
Numbered 228, Seventy-sixth Congress,
in Senate Document Numbered
sec. 266),
$6,219.22.
$6,219.22.
S
EC. 208. This Act may be cited as the "Second Deficiency ApproSEC.
priation Act, 1940".
priation
Approved, June 27, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 438]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

bankruptcy
To
an Act
Act entitled "An
"An Act to establish a
a uniform system of bankruptcy
amend an
To amend
United States", approved
amendatory
approved July 1, 1898, and Acts amendatory
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for the
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constructing, improving,
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and
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parish or
or any
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port
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however, That
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or other
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of this
this chapter,
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or the
the application
to any
any
if
any provision
provision of
application thereof
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such
taxing agency
agency or
thereof or
or to
any circumstance,
such taxing
or district
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or class
class thereof
to any
circumstance,
is held
held invalid,
the remainder
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or the
the application
application of
is
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of
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provision to
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such
to any
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to any
or different
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proval of petition.
provalof petition.
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a time
time and
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on the
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a hearing
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the
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(5) the
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may direct,
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of
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judge may
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by the
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may direct,
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in the
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That
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all the
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the
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or modified
modified shall
with all
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of
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writing by
by the
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may appeal
appeal from
from the
interlocutory decree
decree as
as in
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the interlocutory
in
equity
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said interlocutory
decree shall
shall prescribe
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equity cases.
cases. In
case said
interlocutory decree
prescribe aatime
within,
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taken, the
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within, which
which any
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is to
to be
the running
running of
of such
such time
shall
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case of
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until final
determination
shall be
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of an
appeal until
final determination
thereof.
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said decree
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affirmed, the
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case said
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of such
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S
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IX of
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chapter IX
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as amended,
amended
as follows:
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to read
read as
"SEC. 84. Jurisdiction
conferred on
"SEc.
Jurisdiction conferred
section 81
81 shall
not
on any
any court
court by
by section
shall not
be
exercised by
such court
June 30,
except in
respect of
be exercised
by such
court after
after June
30, 1942,
1942, except
in respect
of
any proceeding
proceeding initiated
by filing
filing a
apetition
under section
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83 (a)
(a) on
on
any
initiated by
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or
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AN ACT
ACT

To
prohibit certain
certain subversive
to amend
amend certain
certain provisions
of law
To prohibit
subversive activities;
activities; to
provisions of
law with
with
respect to the admission and deportation
deportation of
to require
require the
the fingerprinting
fingerprinting
of aliens;
aliens; to
other purposes.
purposes.
and registration of aliens; and for other

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Hose of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled,
TITLE II

SErIONo 1. (a) It
SEcirzorr
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any person, with intent .to
to
interfere with, impair, or influence the loyalty, morale, or discipline
of the military or naval forces of the United States-States(1) to advise, counsel,
(1)
counsel, urge, or in any manner cause insubordinainsubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal of duty by any member
member of the
military
military or naval forces of the United States; or
Distribution
of
(2)
(2) to distribute any written or printed matter which advises,
printed matter urging
disloyalty, etc.
etc.
insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or refusal
counsels, or urges insubordination,
refusal of
of
duty by any member of the military
military or naval forces of the United
States.
"Military or naval
"Military
naval
(b) For the purposes of this section,
section, the term "military or naval
naval
forms
forces of the United
States" defined.
States"
forces
the United
forces of
of the
United States"
States" includes the Army of the United States,
39 Stat. 166.
166.
as defined
in section
section 11of the National Defense Act of June 3, 1916,
1916
defined in
as amended
amended (48
(48 Stat. 153; U. S. C., title 10, sec. 2),
2), the Navy, Marine
Corps, Coast Guard, Naval Reserve, and Marine
the
Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve of the
United States; and, when any merchant vessel is commissioned
commissioned in
in the
the
Navy
m the
the service
of the
the Army
the Navy,
Navy, includes
includes the
master,
Navy or is
is in
service of
Army or
or the
the master,
officers, and crew of such vessel.

Interference
with
Interference
loyalty, etc., of U. S.
military or naval
forces.
forces.
Urging disloyalty,
disloyalty,
etc.
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person(a) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful for any person—
SEC. 2. (a)
Advocating
over(1)
ove
tAdvoat'ng
(1) to knowingly or willfully advocate, abet, advise, or teach the throw
of any governin
U.
S.. by
by
in
Un.
duty, necessity,
necessity, desirability,
desirability, or propriety of overthrowing
overthrowing or ment
ment
c e etc.
for etc.
government in the United States by force or vio- force,
destroying any government
Site.

government;
lence, or by the assassination of any officer of any such government;

(2) with
overthrow or destruction of any
(2)
with the intent to cause the overthrow
to print, publish, edit, issue, cirin the United
United States, to
government in

etc.,
Distribution, etc.,
oversuch
such over-

printed matter
matter adof printed

vocating

throw.
culate, sell, distribute,
distribute, or publicly display any written or printed throwculate,
advocating, advising, or teaching the duty, necessity, desirmatter advocating,
ability, or propriety of overthrowing
overthrowing or destroying
destroying any government
government
in the United States by force or violence;
violence;

(3)
organize any society, group, or assem(3) to organize or help to organize
bly
advocate, or encourage
encourage the overthrow
overthrow or
teach, advocate,
persons who teach,
bly of
of persons
destruction of
of any
government in the United States by force or
any government
destruction
violence; or to be or become a
a member of, or affiliate with, any
violence;
such society, group, or assembly
assembly of persons, knowing the purposes
thereof.
(b) For the purposes of this section, the term "government
"government
in the
(b)
g mUnited
United States"
States" means
Government of the United
United States, the
the Government
means the
United
government of any State, Territory, or possession of the United
United
government
States,
government of the District of Columbia, or the governthe government
States, the
ment of any political subdivision of any of them.
SEC. 3. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any person to attempt to commit,
SEC.
or to
to conspire
conspire to
to commit,
commit, any
the provisions
by the
provisions
the acts
acts prohibited
prohibited by
any of
of the
or
of this title.
Site.
written or
or printed
printed matter
matter of
of the
the character
described in
in
character described
SEC. 4.
4. Any
Any written
section
or section
is intended for use in violaAct, which is
this Act,
2 of this
section 2
section 11or
tion
of this
this Act,
taken from
or other
place in which
other place
house or
any house
from any
be taken
Act, may
may be
tion of
m whose possession it may be,
it may
may be found, or from any person m
under a
a search warrant
warrant issued pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of title XI
XI
interference with the
of the Act entitled "An Act to punish acts of interference
foreign relations,
relations, the neutrality
neutrality and the foreign commerce
commerce of the
foreign
United States, to punish espionage,
enforce the criminal
criminal
espionage, and better to enforce
laws
the United
approved June 15,
United States, and for other purposes", approved
of the
laws of
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 228;
228; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title 18,
18, ch. 18).
Site.
provisions of this
Any person who violates any of the provisions
5. (a)
(a) Any
SEC. 5.
title
thereof, be fined not more than $10,000 or
conviction thereof,
shall, upon conviction
title shall,
imprisoned
for not
more than
than ten
ten years,
both.
imprisoned for
not more
years, or
or both.ct
(b)
any of
of the
the provisions of this
this
of violating
violating any
convicted of
No person
person convicted
(b) No
title shall,
shall, during
his conviction,
be
conviction, be
following his
next following
five years
years next
the five
during the
title
employment by the United
department
States, or by any department
United States,
eligible for employment
or agency
agency thereof
thereof (including
corporation the stock of which is
any corporation
(including any
or
wholly owned by the United States).

Organizing
or
affil.
or affim
Organizng
iating with
societies,
iating
with societies,
etc., advocating
advocating such
etc.,
overthrow.

overthrow.

"Government in the
States" deUnited States"
fined.
fined.

"Oovernmentinthe

Attempting, etc., to
commit any of prohibited acts.

Attempting, etc. to

hibited acts.

Removal of forbiddeprvited,
etorbid
den
printed,
etc.,
matter under search
search
matterd
warrant.
arrant.

Penalty.

Pnaty.
u

n U. S.
Restriction on
employment of cnconvicted person.

emrployment onf
victed person.

II
TITLE II
Szo.
Section 19
19 of
of the
the Immigration
Immigration Act
Act of
of February
February 5,
(39
5, 1917
1917 (39
20. Section
SEO. 20.
Stat.
889; U.
C., title
as amended,
is amended
amended by
by
amended, is
155) as
sec. 155),
8 sec.
title 8,
S. C.,
U. S.
Stat. 889;
inserting,
(a)", and
by adding
adding at
end
the end
at the
and by
"(a)",
letter "
the letter
19.", the
"SEC. 19.",
after "Sze.
inserting, after
of
the following
new subsections:
subsections:
following new
section the
such section
of such
"(b) Any
Any alien
alien of
any of
classes specified
this subsection,
subsection, in
in
in this
specified in
of the
the classes
of any
"(b)
addition
to aliens
are deportable
deportable under
of law,
law,
provisions of
other provisions
under other
who are
aliens who
addition to
shall,
of the
the Attorney
General, be
taken into
custody
into custody
be taken
Attorney General,
warrant of
upon warrant
shall, upon
and
deported:
and deported:
"
(1) Any
Any alien
alien who,
who, at
within five
years after
after entry,
entry,
five years
time within
any time
at any
"(1)
shall
have, knowingly
knowingly and
and for
for gain,
induced, assisted,
assisted,
encouraged, induced,
gain, encouraged,
shall have,
abetted, or
aided any
any other
alien to
the
enter the
to enter
to try
try to
or to
to enter
enter or
other alien
or aided
abetted,
United
law.
of law.
violation of
in violation
States in
United States

Immigration Act of
1917, amendment.
1917,
amendment.

Deportation of
addiDeportation
ofadditional classes of aliens.

Aliens assisting, etc.,
Aliens
in illegal entry
entry of
other aliens.
other
aliens.

672
672

Aliens convicted
convicted of
Aliens
possessing, etc.,
etc., designated
weapons.
nated weapons.

unAliens
convicted tinAliens convicted
der title I.

Deportation to
Deportation
termination of
of
await termination
imprisonment,
imprisonment, etc.

Aliens of proved
proved
good moral character.
character.

Departure in lieu of
of
deportation.
Suspension of
of deSuspension
portation;
condition.
portation; condition.

Suspensions
Suspensions of
of more
than 6
6months;
months; report
report
than
to Congress.

Deportation upon
upon
Deportation
adverse
passage of adverse
concurrent resolution.
resolution.
concurrent

Cancelation
Cancelation of
of deportation proceedings;
proceedings;
exception.
exception.

Recording
Recording
alien's
admission for permanent residence.
manent
residence.
If alien a
a quota
immigrant; action reimmigrant;
quired.

Stat. 160.
43 Stat.
Designated
Designated
provisions not applicable
sions
certain aliens.
to certain
40 Stat. 1012.
1012.
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"(2)
Any alien
who, at
any time
time after
entry, shall
shall have
on more
after entry,
have on
more
"(2) Any
alien who,
at any
than one
one occasion,
occasion, knowingly
knowingly and
and for
induced,
for gain,
gain, encouraged,
encouraged, induced,
than
assisted,
abetted, or
or aided
alien or
to try
try
assisted, abetted,
aided any
any other
other alien
or aliens
aliens to
to enter
enter or
or to
to
enter the
the United
States in
violation of
of law.
to enter
United States
in violation
law.
"(3) Any
Any alien
alien who,
any time
after entry,
shall have
been
"(3)
who, at
at any
time after
entry, shall
have been
convicted
in violation
convicted of
of possessing
possessing or
or carrying
carrying in
violation of
of.any
any law
law any
any
weapon
is designed
to shoot
automatically.or
or semisemior is
designed to
shoot automatically
weapon which
which shoots
shoots or
automatically
one shot
shot without
without manual
by a
automatically more
more than
than one
manual reloading,
reloading, by
a
single
function of
the trigger,
trigger, or
weapon commonly
called aa
single function
of the
or aa weapon
commonly called
sawed-off shotgun.
shotgun.
sawed-off
"(4)
who, at
any time
within five
five years
years after
entry,
"(4) Any
Any alien
alien who,
at any
time within
after entry,
shall have been convicted
violating the
I of
the
shall
convicted of violating
the provisions
provisions of
of title
title I
of the
Alien Registration
Registration Act,
Act, 1940.
1940.
Alien
"(5) Any
Any alien
alien who,
after entry,
entry,. shall
"(5)
who, at
at any
any time
time after
shall have
have been
been
convicted more
once of
of violating
violating the
the provisions
of
convicted
more than
than once
provisions of
of title
title II of
1940.
the Alien
Act, 1940.
the
Alien Registration
Registration Act,
No alien
who is
is deportable
under the
of paragraph
No
alien who
deportable under
the provisions
provisions of
paragraph (3),
(3),
(4), or
(5) of
subsection shall
shall be
termination
until the
the termination
(4),
or (5)
of this
this subsection
be deported
deported until
of his
his imprisonment
imprisonment or
the entry
entry of
an order
order releasing
of
or the
of an
releasing him
him on
on
probation or
or parole.
parole.
probation
"(c)
In the
the case
alien (other
than one
one to
subsection
"(c) In
case of
of any
any alien
(other than
to whom
whom subsection
(d)
is applicable)
who is
any law
law of
of the
the United
United
(d) is
applicable) who
is deportable
deportable under
under any
States
who has
has proved
States and
and who
proved good
moral character
character for
the preceding
good moral
for the
preceding
five years,
years, the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General may
(1) permit
permit such
such alien
five
may (1)
alien to
to depart
depart
the United
any country
of his
at his
his own
own expense,
expense,
the
United States
States to
to any
country of
his choice
choice at
in
lieu of
deportation, or
(2) suspend
suspend deportation
of such
if
in lieu
of deportation,
or (2)
deportation of
such alien
alien if
not
racially inadmissible
inadmissible or
or ineligible
in the
the United
not racially
ineligible to
to naturalization
naturalization in
United
States if
he finds
finds that
that such
such deportation
in serious
ecoStates
if he
deportation would
would result
result in
serious economic detriment to aa citizen
legally resident
citizen or
or legally
resident alien
alien who
who is
is the
the
spouse, parent,
minor child
such deportable
deportable alien.
If the
parent, or
or minor
child of
of such
alien. If
the
deportation
suspended under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
deportation of any alien is suspended
of this
this
subsection for
for more
more than
than six
six months,
months, all
pertinent
subsection
all of
of the
the facts
facts and
and pertinent
provisions of
of law
law in
reported to
the Congress
provisions
in the
the case
case shall
shall be
be reported
to the
Congress within
within
ten days after
the beginning
beginning of
its next
after the
of its
next regular
regular session,
session, with
with the
the
reasons
for such
such suspension.
suspension. The Clerk
of the
the House
reasons for
Clerk of
have
House shall
shall have
public document.
document. If
during that
that session
such report
report printed as a
a public
If during
session
two Houses
pass a
a concurrent
concurrent resolution
the two
Houses pass
resolution stating
substance
stating in
in substance
that the
the Congress
Congress does
does not favor
favor the
the suspension
suspension of
that
such deportation,
of such
deportation,
shall thereupon
thereupon deport
the Attorney
Attorney General
General shall
such alien
in the
the
deport such
alien in
manner provided by
manner
by law.
law. If
during that
the two
If during
that session
session the
two Houses
Houses
pass such
such aa resolution,
do not pass
resolution, the
the Attorney
Attorney General
shall cancel
General shall
cancel
deportation proceedings upon the termination
termination of such session, except
except
that such proceedings
in the
the case
proceedings shall not be canceled
canceled in
case of
of any
any alien
alien
who was not legally
legally admitted
residence at
at the
admitted for permanent
permanent residence
the time
time
of his last entry into the United States,
States unless such
such alien pays
pays
of Immigration
to the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Immigration and
Naturalization a
fee of
and Naturalization
a fee
of $18
$18
(which fee
fee shall be
(which
be deposited
in the
of the
the U
n ited States
St at
es
deposited in
the Treasury
Treasury of
United
as miscellaneous
receipts). Upon the cancelation
cancelation of
of such
miscellaneous receipts).
such proceedproceedings in any case in which such
such fee
fee has
has been
been paid,
paid, the
ssi oner
the Commi
Commissioner
shall record the alien's admission for permanent
permanent re
residence
as of
sid ence as
ofthe
the
date of
his last
date
of his
last entry
entry into the United
Secretary of
United States and the Secretary
State shall, if
if the alien was aaquota immigrant at the time of entry
was not charged to the appropriate
and .
appropriate quota, reduce
reduce by one the
of the
immigration quota of the country
country of
the alien's
alien's nationality
nationality as
as defined
defined
in section 12 of the Act of May 26, 1924 (U. S. C., title 8, sec. 212),
212),
for the fiscal year then current
current or
next following.
or next
following.
(d) The provisions of subsection
"(d)
subsection (c)
(c) shall not be applicable
applicable in
in
the case of any alien who is deportable under (1)
(1) the Act of October
October
'An Act
Act
16, 1918 (40 Stat. 1008; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 137),
137), entitled 'An
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to exclude
and expel
the United States aliens who are members
members
from the
expel from
exclude and
to
of
of the
the anarchist
anarchist and
and similar
amended; (2)
(2) the Act of
similar classes', as amended;
of
May 26,
to amend
entitled "An Act to
to
amend the Act entitled
Act to
'An Act
entitled 'An
1922,2entitled
26, 1922
May
prohibit the
the importation
and use of opium for other than medicinal
medicinal
importation and
prohibit
amended' (42
purposes",
February 9,
(42 Stat. 596;
596;
9, 1909, as amended'
approved February
purposes", approved
February
Act
U.
S.
C.
'
title
21,.
sec.
175)
;
(3)
the
of
February
18,
1931,
entitled
(3)
175);
sec.
21,
title
C.,
S.
U.
sen'An Act
provide for the deportation
deportation of aliens convicted and
and sento provide
Act to
'An
tenced for
for violation
law regulating
regulating traffic in narcotics',
narcotics', as
any law
of any
violation of
tenced
of the
156a); (4) any of
amended
U. S.
the
S. C., title 8, sec. 156a)
1171; U.
Stat. 1171;
(46 Stat.
amended (46
(a) of this section as relates
provisions of
of so
much of
of subsection
subsection (a)
relates to
to
so much
provisions
criminals, prostitutes,
prostitutes, procurers,
menprocurers, or other immoral persons, the mencriminals,
(5)
or (5)
tally and
and physically
deficient, anarchists, and similar classes; or
physically deficient,
tally
section."
subsection
(b) of this section."
subsection (b)
S
EC. 21.
21. The
The Act
entitled "An
provide for the deportation
deportation
"An Act to provide
Act entitled
SEC.
of aliens
convicted and
and sentenced
violation of any law regulating
regulating
for violation
sentenced for
aliens convicted
of
amendedtraffic in
in narcotics",
February 18,
18, 1931, is amended—
approved February
narcotics", approved
traffic
sentenced"(1)
By striking
out the
the words
words "and
"and sentenced";
striking out
(1) By
oi the United
(2)
after the
the words
words "any
"any statute
United States"
States"
statute a
inserting after
By inserting
(2) By
the
"or of
any State,
State, Territory,
Territory, possession,
possession, or of the Disof any
following: "or
the following:
trict
of Columbia,";
and
Columbia,"; and
trict of
(3)
the word
comma and the word
"heroin" aa comma
word "heroin"
after the
inserting after
By inserting
(3) By
"marihuana".
"marihuana".
SEc.
No alien
alien shall
be deportable
deportable by
amendments
reason of the amendments
by reason
shall be
22. No
SEC. 22.
to
made by
section 20
20 or
account of
of any
committed prior to
any act committed
on account
21 on
or 21
by section
made
Act.
this
the
date
of
enactment
of
this
of
the date of enactment
of the Act entitled
SEC. 23.
The first
of section
section 1
1 of
paragraph of
first paragraph
(a) The
23. (a)
SEC.
"An
Act
to
exclude
and
expel
from
the
United
States
aliens
who are
aliens who
States
United
the
from
expel
and
"An Act to exclude
members
of the
and similar
similar classes",
classes", approved October
anarchistic and
the anarchistic
members of
16,
1918, as
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
to read
read as follows:
amended to
16, 1918,
"That
any alien
alien who,
at any
time, shall
shall be or shall have been aa
any time,
who, at
'That any
excluded from
member
of
any
one
of
the
following
classes
shall be excluded
classes
following
the
of
one
any
member of
admission
the United
:".
States:".
United States
into the
admission into
(b)
Section 2
2 of
such Act
October 16,
as amended,
amended, is
1918, as
16, 1918,
of October
Act of
of such
(b) Section
amended
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
amended to
"SEc. 2.
alien who
who was
was at
the time
of entering
entering the
the United
United
time of
at the
Any alien
2. Any
"SEC.
States,
or has
been at
at any
thereafter, a
a member
of
member of any one of
time thereafter,
any time
has been
States, or
upon
the
classes
of
aliens
enumerated
in
section
1
of
this
Act,
shall,
Act,
this
of
1
section
in
enumerated
aliens
the classes of
the warrant
Attorney General,
General, be
be taken
taken into custody
custody and
the Attorney
of the
warrant of
the
deported
in
the
manner
provided
in
the
Immigration
Act
of February
February
of
Act
Immigration
the
in
provided
deported in the manner
5, 1917.
The provisions
of this
this section
applicable to the
be applicable
shall be
section shall
provisions of
5, 1917. The
classes
of aliens
aliens mentioned
mentioned in
in this
this Act,
irrespective of
the time
time of
their
of their
of the
Act, irrespective
classes of
entry
States."
United States."
the United
into the
entry into

Act of Feb. 18,1931,
18, 1931,
Act
amendments.
amendments.
46 Stat. 1171.
1171.
8
S. C.
156a.
. §§15fsa.
U.S.
8 U.

committed
Acts committed
prior to enactment.
enactment.
Act of Oct. 16, 1918,
amendments.
amendments.
1012.
40 Stat. 1012.
U. S. C.
C. §
§ 137.
88U.

Exclusion, if memExclusion,
ber of any one of
ber
designated classes of
designated
aliens.
1012.
40 Stat. 1012.
S. C. §
137.
§ 137.
88 U.
U. S.
Deportation.
Deportation.

W89.
39 Stat. 880.
30
15.
§ 155.
8
U. 8. C. §
8 U.S.C.

TITLE
III
TITLE III
SEC. 30. No
visa shall
hereafter be
issued to
to any
alien seeking
seeking to
to
any alien
be issued
shall hereafter
30. No visa
SEC.
and
registered
enter
the
United
States
unless
said
alien
has
been
registered
and
been
has
alien
said
unless
States
enter the United
fingerprinted in
in duplicate.
duplicate. One
One copy
copy of
the registration
registration and fingerof the
fingerprinted
print
record
shall
be
retained
by
the
consul.
The second
second copy shall
The
consul.
the
by
retained
be
shall
print record
be attached
the alien's
alien's visa
visa and
and shall
be taken
the examining
examining
by the
up by
taken up
shall be
to the
attached to
be
alien
immigrant
inspector
at
the
port
of
arrival
of
the
in
the
United
the
of
arrival
of
port
the
at
immigrant inspector
States
and forwarded
forwarded to
to the
the Department
Justice, at
at Washington,
Washington,
of Justice,
Department of
States and
District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
Any alien seeking
enter the
the United
United States
States who
does not
not present
present
who does
to enter
Any alien seeking to
avisa (except in emergency cases
defined
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State),
State),
by
defined
cases
a visa (except in emergency
a
permit, or
or aa border-crossing
border-crossing identification
identification card
card shall be
reentry permit,
a reentry
excluded from
from admission
to the
United States.
States.
the United
admission to
excluded
SEC. 31.
31. (a)
(a) It
It shall
shall be
be the
duty of
of every
alien now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter
every alien
the duty
SEC.
in the United States, who
who (1)
is
fourteen
years
of
age
or
older,
(2)
(2)
older,
or
age
of
years
fourteen
is
(1)
in the United States,
193470*-41---PT.
i—43
43
-193470°-41-PT.4

and
Registration
and
of
fingerprinting
fingerprinting of
aliens.
aliens.
Issuance of visas.

Exclusion
Exclusion of aliens
not presenting visas,
etc.; exception.
exception.

14
Duty of aliens 14
years of age or older.

674
674

Duty of parent,
parent, etc.,
Duty
14
of alien less than 14
years of age.
years

Application in perApplication
son on 14th birthday.

Application for regApplication
istration,
etc., time
istration, etc.,
limitation.

government
Foreign government
officials,
etc., exofficials, etc.,
empted.
empted.
Special
regulations
Special regulations
designated aliens,
for designated
etc.

Places
making
Places for making
application.
application.

Duties of postmasDuties
ters.
ters.

Disposition of registration, etc.,
etc., records.

Designation of other
places for registration,
registration,
etc.

Forms for registration and SngerprintfingerprintMg.
ing.
Contents.

Availability of records.

Submission of Inforinformation
mation under oath.
oath.
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has
not been
been registered
and fingerprinted
fingerprinted under
section 30,
(3)
has not
registered and
under section
30, and
and (3)
remains in
in the
United States
States for
thirty days
or longer,
apply for
longer, to
to apply
for
the United
for thirty
days or
remains
registration and
and to
fingerprinted before
before the
expiration of
of such
such
the expiration
registration
to be
be fingerprinted
thirty days.
thirty
days.
(b)
It shall
be the
the duty
every parent
parent or
guardian of
of any
any
or legal
legal guardian
(b) It
shall be
duty of
of every
alien
in the
the United
United States,
States, who
(1) is
less than
who (1)
is less
than
alien now
now or
or hereafter
hereafter in
fourteen years
years of
of age,
(2) has
has not
registered under
under section
section 30,
30,
age, (2)
not been
been registered
fourteen
and
in the
for thirty
days or
or longer,
longer, to
to
and (3)
(3) remains
remains in
the United
United States
States for
thirty days
apply for
the registration
before the
the expiration
expiration of
of such
such
such alien
alien before
of such
registration of
apply
for the
thirty days.
any alien
fourteenth birthday
alien attains
attains his
his fourteenth
birthday in
in
thirty
days. Whenever
Whenever any
the
thirty days
apply in
the United
United States
States he
he shall,
shall, within
within thirty
days thereafter,
thereafter, apply
in
person for
for registration
registration and
and to
to be
fingerprinted.
be fingerprinted.
person
S
EC. 32.
provisions of
sections 30
SEC.
32. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
of sections
30 and
and 31—
31(a)
The application
application for
registration and
or for
(a) The
for the
the registration
and fingerprinting,
fingerprinting, or
for
the registration,
registration, of
of any
alien who
who is
the United
United States
States on
efany alien
is in
in the
on the
the efthe
fective date
date of
sections may
may be
any time
time within
fective
of such
such sections
be made
made at
at any
within four
four
months
after such
date.
such date.
months after
(b)
No foreign
official, or
or member
member of
his family,
shall
of his
family, shall
(b) No
foreign government
government official,
be
fingerprinted under
title.
under this
this title.
to be
be registered
registered or
or fingerprinted
be required
required to
(c) The
Commissioner is
ap(c)
The Commissioner
is authorized
authorized to
to prescribe,
prescribe, with
with the
the approval
of the
Attorney General,
the regisregisGeneral, special
special regulations
regulations for
for the
proval of
the Attorney
tration
fingerprinting of
of (1)
(1) alien
alien seamen
(2) holders
holders of
bordertration and
and fingerprinting
seamen, (2)
of bordercrossing identification
(3) aliens
confined in
in institutions
within
cards, (3)
aliens confined
institutions within
crossing
identification cards,
the
United States,
(4) aliens
aliens under
of deportation
and (5)
the United
States, (4)
under order
order of
deportation, and
(5)
aliens
of any
States
aliens of
any other
other class
class not
not lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted to
to the
the United
United States
for permanent
residence.
permanent residence.
for
SEo. 33.
(a) All
for registration
registration and
and fingerprinting
SEC.
33. (a)
All applications
applications for
fingerprinting
under section
shall be
at post
post offices
places as
under
section 31
31 shall
be made
made at
offices or
or such
such other
other places
as
may
be designated
by the
Commissioner.
the Commissioner.
may be
designated by
(b)
It shall
the duty
of every
such assistance
assistance
(b) It
shall be
be the
duty of
every postmaster,
postmaster, with
with such
as shall
shall be
provided by
by the
the Commissioner,
to register
register and
and fingerprint
fingerprint
as
be provided
Commissioner, to
any applicant
and fingerprinting
any
applicant for
for registration
registration and
fingerprinting under
under such
such section,
section,
and
such purposes
to designate
designate appropriate
space in
local post
post
and for
for such
purposes to
appropriate space
in the
the local
office
for such
such registration
registration and
and fingerprinting.
fingerprinting. Every
postmaster
office for
Every postmaster
shall
forward promptly
promptly to
to the
of Justice,
at Washington,
Washington,
shall forward
the Department
Department of
Justice, at
District
of Columbia,
Columbia 'the
and fingerprint
fingerprint record
ery
District of
the registration
registration and
record of
of ev
every
alien
him. The
Commissioner may
alien registered
registered and
and fingerprinted
fingerprinted by
by him.
The Commissioner
may
designate
such other
other places
for registration
registration and
and fingerprinting
fingerprinting as
designate such
places for
as
may
carrying out
out the
provisions of
may .be necessary
necessary for
for carrying
the provisions
of this
this Act,
Act, and
and
provide
registration and
fingerprinting of
of aliens
aliens at
such places
places by
by
provide for
for registration
and fingerprinting
at such
officers
or employees
the Immigration
and Naturalization
Service
officers or
employees of
of the
Immigration and
Naturalization Service
designated
The duties
duties imposed
imposed upon
postdesignated by the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner. The
upon any
any postby any employees
master under
under this Act shall also be performed
performed by
employees at
at
the
post office
office of
such postmaster
who are
by the
the postpostthe post
of such
postmaster who
are designated
designated by
master
purpose.
master for
for such
such purpose.
SEC.
S
EC. 34. (a)
(a) The Commissioner
Commissioner is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to prepare forms
and fingerprinting
fingerprinting of
this
forms for the
the registration
registration and
of aliens
aliens under
under this
title.
Such forms
forms shall
contain inquiries
inquiries with
with respect
respect to
to (1)
(1) the
the date
title. Such
shall contain
date
and
of the
the alien
alien into
the United
States; (2)
activities
and place
place of
of entry
entry of
into the
United States;
(2) activities
in which he has been and intends
the length
length of
intends to
to be
be engaged;
engaged; (3)
(3) the
of
time he expects to
the criminal
to remain in
in the
the United
United States;
States; (4)
(4) the
criminal
record, if any, of such alien; and (5)
(5) such additional
additional matters
may
matters as
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner, with
the approval
approval of
the Attorney
Attorney
with the
of the
General.
(b) All registration
registration and fingerprint records made under the
confidential, and
and shall
shall be
be
provisions of this title shall be secret and confidential,
made
only to
or agencies
agencies as
as may
may be
be designated
designated
made available
available only
to such
such persons
persons or
by the Commissioner, with the approval of the Attorney General.
(c) Every person required
(c)
required to apply
apply for the registration of himself
himself
or another under this title shall submit under
under oath the information
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Administering
of
Administering
of
required for such registration. Any person authorized
authorized to register
register oaths.
authorized to administer oaths for such
aliens under this title shall be authorized
purpose.
Notification of
Notification
of
SEC. 35. Any alien required
required to be registered under this title who is changes
SEC.
changes of residence,
resietc., by alien resiaa resident of the United States shall notify the Commissioner
Commissioner in etc.,
dents of
of U.
U. S.
S.
writing of each change of residence and new address within five days dents
Other
aliens.
from the date
date of such
such change. Any other
other alien required to be regisCommissioner in writing of his
tered under this title shall notify the Commissioner
address at the expiration of each three months' period of residence in
parent or legal
legal
case of an
an alien
alien for whom aaparent
In the case
the United States. In
guardian
registration, the
required by
the notices
notices required
by
to apply
apply for registration,
guardian is required
required to
by such
such parent
parent or legal guardian.
this section shall be given by
Failure to apply for
bor
SEC. 36.
(a) Any alien
and to
to registration,
apply for
for registration
registration and
36. (a)
alien required
required to apply
SEC.
etc.
registration, eto.
be
be fingerprinted
fingerprinted who willfully fails or refuses to make such applicalegal guardian required
required
parent or legal
tion or to be fingerprinted,
fingerprinted, and any parent
to apply for the registration of any alien who willfully fails or
refuses to
file application
shall, Penalty.
of such alien shall,
the registration
registration of
to file
application for the
refuses
upon
be fined not to
$1,000 or be
imprisoned
be imprisoned
exceed $1,000
to exceed
thereof be
upon conviction
conviction thereof
not more than six months, or both.
to give writwrit(b)
alien, or
parent or legal
any alien,
alien, who tenFailure
guardian of
of any
legal guardian
or any
any parent
Any alien,
(b) Any
notice
notice of change
of
address.
fails
fails to give written notice to the Commissioner of change of address Penalty.
as
upon conviction
conviction thereof, Penalty.
this Act shall, upon
section 35
35 of this
as required by section
be fined
fined not
not to
$100, or be
imprisoned not
not more than thirty
be imprisoned
to exceed
exceed $100,
be
days, or both.
days
Filing application
(c) Any alien or any
parent or
guardian of any alien, who containing
or legal guardian
any parent
(c)
fain statefalse
files
application for registration
containing statements known by ments; fraud.
registration containing
an application
files an
him to
to be
be false,
procure registration
registration
to procure
or attempts
attempts to
procures or
false, or who procures
him
Penalty.
of
or another
another person
through fraud,
fraud, shall,
shall, upon
upon conviction
conviction
person through
of himself
himself or
thereof,
$1,000, or be imprisoned
imprisoned not more
exceed $1,000,
be fined
fined not
not to exceed
thereof, be
Deportation of desdesthan
both; and
so convicted
years ignated
five years
within five
convicted within
alien so
and any
any alien
or both;
six months,
months, or
than six
ignated aliens.
after
entry
into
the
United
States
shall,
upon
the
warrant
of
the
after entry into the United States shall, upon the warrant of the
Attorney General, be taken into custody and be deported in the
399
Stat. 880,
890.
Stat.
889 890
manner provided
n sections
19 and
20 of
of the
Act of
of
the Immigration
Immigration Act
and 20
in
sections 19
manner
provided i
U. S.
S. C.
0185,
88U.
C. §i
ii, 150.
16.
as amended.
1917, as
February 5, 1917,
Rules and
and regulaS
EC. 37.
Commissioner, with
with the
approval of
of the
the Attorney
Attorney tions.
the approval
(a) The
The Commissioner,
SEC.
37. (a)
General, is
to make
make and prescribe, and
empowered to
and empowered
authorized and
is authorized
General,
from
time to
time to
change and
and amend,
rules and
and regulations
regulations
such rules
amend, such
to change
to time
from time
not in
conflict with
necessary and proper in
may deem necessary
Act as he may
with this
this Act
in conflict
not
Identification
Identlfication of regaid
of the
and enforcement
this title
title (including
(including istered
of this
enforcement of
the administration
administration and
aid of
aliens.
provisions
for the
title) ;
this title);
registered under this
aliens registered
the identification
identification of aliens
provisions for
except
that
all
such
rules
and
regulations,
insofar
they
relate
to
to
they
relate
as
except that all such rules and regulations, insofar
the
performance of
of functions
consular officers
or employemployofficers or
officers or officers
by consular
functions by
the performance
ees in
of
be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary of
shall be
Service, shall
the Postal
Postal Service,
ees
in the
Postmaster General, respectively,
respectively, upon recommendation
recommendation
the Postmaster
State and the
Delegation
f
Delegation, •t
of the
Attorney General.
The powers
conferred upon the Attorney
Attorney powers.
powers conferred
General. The
of
the Attorney
General by
by this
and all
all other
powers of
General
of the
the Attorney
Attorney General
other powers
Act and
this Act
General
relating
to the
of the
the Immigration
Naturalization
and Naturalization
Immigration and
the administration
administration of
relating to
Service may
be exercised
Attorney General
through such offiGeneral through
by the Attorney
exercised by
may be
Service
cers of
of the
the Department
officers of the Immigraincluding officers
of Justice,
Justice, including
Department of
cers
tion and Naturalization
attorneys, and
attorneys, special attorneys,
Naturalization Service, attorneys,
tion
special assistants
assistants to
to the
he may
Attorney General,
General, as
as he
may designate
special
the Attorney
specifically for
for such purposes.
specifically
(b) The
Commissioner is
expenditures, to Authorization
make such expenditures,
Authorization for
is authorized
authorized to make
(b)
The Commissioner
expenditures,personal
expenditures,personal
employ
such additional
employees, and
to services,
and to
permanent employees,
and permanent
temporary and
additional temporary
employ such
ete.
etc.
rent
such quarters
quarters outside
the District of Columbia as
may be
be necesas may
outside the
rent such
carrying out the
of this
this title.
provisions of
the provisions
sary for
for carrying
SEc. 38.
For the
of this
this title—
titlethe purposes
purposes of
(a) For
SE.
38. (a)
"United
"United States" dede(1) the
the term
States", when
when used
used in
sense, fined.
a geographical
geographical sense,
in a
"United States",
term "United
(1)
means the
States, the
of Alaska
and Hawaii,
the DisHawaii, the
Alaska and
the Territories
Territories of
the States,
means
trict
of Columbia,
Rico, and
and the
the Virgin
Islands;
Virgin Islands;
Puerto Rico,
Columbia, Puerto
trict of
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(2)
"Commissioner" means
means the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of ImmiImmi(2) the
the term
term "Commissioner"
gration
Naturalization.
gration and
and Naturalization.
Effective dates.
The provisions
of this
this title
effect upon
upon the
the date
date of
(b) The
provisions of
title shall
shall take
take effect
of
enactment
that sections
30 and
31 shall
shall take
effect
enactment of
of this
this Act; except
except that
sections 30
and 31
take effect
sixty days after
after the
the date
date of
of its
enactment.
its enactment.
S
EC. 39.
The President
President is
authorized to
to provide,
provide, by
by Executive
Registration,
of
Registration, etc., of
SEC.
39.
The
is
authorized
Executive order,
order,
aliens in Canal
Zone.
Oanal Zone.
for
fingerprinting, in
in a
manner as
as nearly
nearly similar
similar
for the
the registration
registration and
and fingerprinting,
a manner
title as
he deems
practicable, of
of aliens
the
to that
that provided
provided in
in this title
as he
deems practicable,
aliens in
in the
Panama Canal
Canal Zone.
Panama
Zone.
TITLE IV
IV

"Commissioner"
"Commissioner"
defined.
defined.

Separability clause.
Separability

Short title.

SE°. 40. If
If any
the application
application thereof
to
SEo.
any provision of this Act,
Act, or the
thereof to
held invalid,
remainder of
of the
Act,
any person or
or circumstance,
circumstance, is
is held
invalid, the
the remainder
the Act,
and the
application of such
to other
other persons
the application
such provision to
persons or
or circumcircumaffected thereby.
thereby.
stances, shall not be affected
SEC. 41. This Act may be
Registration Act,
SEC.
be cited as the
the "Alien
"Alien Registration
Act,
1940".
1940".
Approved, June 28,
28, 1940.
[CHAPTER
440]
[CHAPTER 440]
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28, 1940
June 28,1940
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National defense.
National
defense.
Advance payments
Advance
to contractors
contractors{ limitation.

Security.
Partial paymentson
Partial
paymentson
balance; limitation.
balance;
limitation.

Lien.

Proviso.
Proisoe.
Report to Congress.
Congress.

Contracts
acquiContracts for acquisition, etc..
etc.. of naval
vessels or aircraft.
vessels
aircraft.

Machine
Machine tools, etc.
Priority
eries.
riesa

in

deliv-

Provisos.
Proisos.
Report to Congress.
Congress.

ACT
AN ACT

To expedite
expedite national defense, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be
the Senate
and Hose
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
whenever
United
America in
Congress assembled,
That whenever
in the opinion
opinion of the President
President of the United
such course
United States
States such
course
would be in the best interests of national
national defense
defense during
during the
the national
national
emergency declared
declared by the President
emergency
President on
8, 1939,
1939, to
exist,
on September
September 8,
to exist,
the
the Navy,
or the
the Treasury
Treasury in
in the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy, or
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
contracts, is authorized
authorized to
case of Coast Guard contracts,
to advance,
advance, from
from approappropriations available
available therefor, payments
payments to
contractors in
in amounts
amounts
to contractors
not exceeding
exceeding 30 per centum of
contract price,
upon such
of the
the contract
price, upon
such terms
terms
as such Secretary shall prescribe,
security for
for the
proprescribe, and
and adequate
adequate security
the proof the
the Government
Government for
for the
the payments
payments so
made shall
required.
tection of
so made
shall be
be required.
The Secretary
Secretary concerned is further
further authorized
authorized in
to
in his discretion
discretion to
make partial payments
on the
the balance
of the
price from
from
make
payments on
balance of
the contract
contract price
time to time during the progress of the work,
work, such
partial payments
payments
such partial
the work
not to exceed the value of the
but to
be subject
work already
already done,
done, but
to be
subject
to a
a lien as provided
provided by the Act
1911 (37
Stat. 32;
Act of
of August 22,
22, 1911
(37 Stat.
32;
U. S. C. title 34, sec. 582),
582), entitled "An
Secretary
"An Act
Act authorizing
authorizing the
the Secretary
of the Navy to
for work
work already
already done
under
to make
make partial payments
payments for
done under
public contracts": Provided,
Provided, That the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned shall
report every
every three months to the Congress the advance payments
payments
report
made
made under the authority of
section.
of this section.
SEC.
Sze. 2. (a)
(a) That whenever deemed by the President of
United
of the
the United
States to be in the best interests of the national
national defense
during the
the
defense during
national
September 8, 1939,
national emergency declared by the President on September
to exist, the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
to negotiate
negotiate
contracts for the acquisition,
acquisition, construction,
contracts
construction, repair,
repair, or
or alteration
alteration of
of
complete naval vessels or aircraft, or any portion thereof, including
includinoplans, spare
plans,
spare parts, and equipment
equipment therefor, that have been or may be
be
authorized,
and also
also for machine tools and other similar equipment,
authorized, and
equipment,
with
or without
without advertising
advertising or
or competitive
determinawith or
competitive bidding upon determination
that the
the price
price is
is fair
fair and
and reasonable,
tion that
reasonable, and deliveries of material
material
under
placed pursuant
pursuant to the authority
under all
all orders
orders placed
authority of this section and
all other
other naval
naval contracts
contracts or orders and all Army contracts
all
contracts and orders
shall, in the discretion of the President, take priority over all
shall,
all delivdeliveries for private
private account or for export: Provided,
That the
Provided, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
report every
of
the Navy
Navy shall report
every three months to the Congress
Congress the
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contracts entered
entered into
into under
authority of this section: Provided
Provided
under the authority
contracts
further, That
provisions of this
negotiated pursuant to the provisions
contracts negotiated
That contracts
further,
section
deemed to be contracts for the purchase of such
such
not be
be deemed
shall not
section shall
materials,
equipment as may usually be bought
or equipment
articles, or
supplies, articles,
materials, supplies,
m
the open
within the
the meaning
meaning of section
section 9
9of the Act entitled
market within
open market
in the
the purchase of supplies
"An
to provide
supplies and the
conditions for the
provide conditions
Act to
"An Act
making of
of contracts
United States,
States, and
purposes",
and for other purposes",
by the
the United
contracts by
making
C., Supp.
Supp. V, title 41,
approved June
(49 Stat.
Stat. 2036;
2036; U. S. C.,
1936 (49
30, 1936
June 30,
approved
contained shall
secs. 35-45):
35-45) :Provided
That nothing
nothing herein contained
further, That
Provided further,
sees.
relieve a
contractor of
bonds
to furnish the bonds
obligation to
the obligation
of the
or contractor
bidder or
a bidder
relieve
under the
requirements of
793;
Act of August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 793;
of the Act
the requirements
under
cost-plus-a40 U.
U. S.
to (d)
further, That the cost-plus-aProvided further,
(d)))::Provided
(a) to
270 (a)
C. 270
S. C.
40
percentage-of-cost system
contracting shall not be used under the
system of contracting
percentage-of-cost
authority
granted by
negotiate contracts; but this
subsection to negotiate
this subsection
by this
authority granted
proviso
shall not
use of
of the
cost-plus-athe cost-plus-athe use
prohibit the
to prohibit
be construed
construed to
not be
proviso shall
fixed-fee
form of
such use
use is
necessary by
by the
is deemed
deemed necessary
when such
of contract
contract when
fixed-fee form
to
Secretary
the Navy:
And provided
provided further,
further, That the fixed fee to
Navy: And
of the
Secretary of
be
the contractor
contractor as
contract entered
entered into under
a result
result of any contract
as a
be paid
paid the
Department contract
the
authority of
subsection, or any War Department
contract
this subsection,
of this
the authority
7
not exceed 7
entered
into in
in the
form of
of cost-plus-a-fixed-fee,
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee, shall not
the form
entered into
per
of the
the estimated
(exclusive of
of the fee
contract (exclusive
of the
the contract
cost of
estimated cost
centum of
per centum
as
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy or
or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War,
the Navy
determined by
as determined
as the
the case
case may
be).
may be).
as
be
(b) After
After the
the date
date of
of this
Act no
shall be
contract shall
no contract
this Act
approval of
of approval
(b)
made for
the construction
construction or
manufacture of
of any
complete naval
any complete
or manufacture
for the
made
vessel or
any Army
or Navy
Navy aircraft,
under
thereof, under
portion thereof,
any portion
or any
aircraft, or
Army or
or any
vessel
the
provisions of
otherwise, unless
unless the contractor
contractor
or otherwise,
section or
this section
of this
the provisions
agrees,
for the
of section
of the
March 27, 1934
of March
Act of
the Act
section 33 of
purposes of
the purposes
agrees, for
(48 Stat.
Stat. 505;
U. S.
S. C.
C. 496),
as amended—
amended496), as
34 U.
505; 34
(48
(1) to
to pay
pay into
into the Treasury
Treasury profit in excess of 88 per centum
(1)
(in
lieu of
the 10
10 per
12 per
per centum
centum specified
specified in such
and 12
centum and
per centum
of the
(in lieu
section 3)
of the
the total
total contract
prices of
the
within the
contracts within
such contracts
of such
contract prices
3) of
section
scope
of this
subsection as
completed by
particular conconthe particular
by the
are completed
as are
this subsection
scope of
tracting party
within the
the income
income taxable
taxable year;
year;
party within
tracting
(2)
that any
any profit
profit in
in excess
excess of
8.7 per
of the
cost of
the cost
centum of
per centum
of 8.7
(2) that
a costperforming such
such contracts
except prime
prime contracts
contracts made on a
contracts except
performing
plus-a-fixed-fee
as are
completed by
contracting party
party
by the
the contracting
are completed
basis as
plus-a-fixed-fee basis
within the
the income
income taxable
year shall
be considered
considered to
profit in
in
be profit
to be
shall be
taxable year
within
excess
per centum
centum of
of the
contract prices
prices of
contracts;
of such contracts;
total contract
the total
of 88per
excess of
and
and
(3) that
that he
will make
subcontract which
which is
within the
scope
the scope
is within
no subcontract
make no
he will
(3)
of
such section
the subcontractor
subcontractor agrees
to the
foregoing
the foregoing
agrees to
unless the
3, unless
section 3,
of such
conditions.
conditions.
SEC. 3.
provisions of
of section
section 3
March 27,
27, 1934
1934
of March
Act of
the Act
3 of
of the
The provisions
3. The
SEC.
(48
Stat.
505),
as
amended
by
the
Acts
of
June
25,
1936
(49
Stat.
Stat.
(49
1936
25,
June
of
Acts
the
by
amended
as
505),
Stat.
(48
1926),
April 3,
3, 1939
1939 (53
Stat. 560;
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, title
34,
title 34,
Supp. V
560; U.
(53'Stat.
and April
1926), and
sec. 496)
496), and
as made
made applicable
applicable to
for aircraft
any
aircraft or any
contracts for
to contracts
and as
sec.
portion
for the
the Army
by such
such Act
April 3,
shall, in
in
1939, shall,
3, 1939,
of April
Act of
Army by
thereof for
portion thereof
the case
contracts or
the date of
into after the
entered into
subcontracts entered
or subcontracts
of contracts
case of
the
approval of
of this
this Act
the period
of the
the national
national emergency
period of
during the
and during
Act and
approval
declared
by the
September 8,
8, 1939,
1939, to exist, be limited
limited
on September
President on
the President
declared by
to
or subcontracts
where the
the award
award exceeds
$25,000.
exceeds $25,000.
subcontracts where
contracts or
to contracts
S
EC. 4.
4. In
In the
of every
contract or subcontract
subcontract for the conevery contract
case of
the case
SEC.
struction or
manufacture of
of any
complete naval
naval vessel
or Army
or
Army or
vessel or
any complete
or manufacture
struction
Navy
aircraft or
any portion
thereof which
is entered
(whether
into (whether
entered into
which is
portion thereof
or any
Navy aircraft
before
after the
the date
of approval
this Act),
Act), the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of this
approval of
date of
or after
before or
War or
or the
Secretary of
of the
Navy, as
the case
case may
may be,
be, after
after agreeagreeas the
the Navy,
the Secretary
War
ment with
with the
or subcontractor,
subcontractor, shall
certify to
Cornthe Comto the
shall certify
contractor or
the contractor
ment

Contracts, restriction on meaning.

Bonds.
S. C., Supp.
40 U. S.
V,, §§
270a-270d.
§§ 270a-270d.
Cost-plus contracts
contracts.
Cost-plus

Limitation on fixed
Limitation
fee.
fee.
Ante, pp. 395,
395, 401;
past, p. 973.
973.
post,

Contract
Contract agreement.
883,1003.
Post,
1003.
Post, pp. 883,

34 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
§ 496.
V, §

Profit in excess of
88per centum, disposition.

Profit
excess of
or
Profit in excess
centum of cost
cost
8.7 per centum
of performing contracts.

Assent toconditions
to conditions
Asent
by subcontractor.
subcontractor.

Designated
proviDesignated provilimited to consions limited
etc., in excess
excess
tracts, etc.,
of $25,000.

Certification to
to
Certification
Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

678
Necessity and cost,
Necessity
etc., to facilitate
facilitate cometc.,
pletion in private
plants.

Percentage
cost
Percentage of cost
chargeable
chargeable against
against
contracts.
contracts.
Certification ssub
Certification
u bject to regulations,
regulations, etc.

34U.
34 U. S. C., Supp.
Sum. V,
§496.
j496.

Reduction of contract price.

Reduction of cost of
equipment,
special equipment,
etc.

Proviso.
Provso.
Report to Congress.

Regular working
Regular
hours of Navy De=
l
ent and Coast
Coast
prtment
Guard.

Provisos.
Extension of hours.
hours.

Overtime compenOvertime
compenmonthly,
sation for monthly,
per diem, etc., employees.
ployees.

34 U. .S. C. §
§ 505.

I
§661-674;
55U.
U. S. C. j§
o661-74;
Supp. V,
V, §§
§¢ 673.
673c.
673, 673c.
Overtime compenOvertime
annum
sation of per annum
Government
emGovernment employees.
ployees.
Authorization for
Authorization
suspension of
of provisuspension
sions of designated
designated
sions
Act, etc.

Regulations.
Regulations.
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missioner
Revenue as
as to
to (a)
(a) the
the necessity
of
missioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
necessity and
and cost
cost of
spacial additional
equipment and
facilities acquired
to facilitate,
facilitate,
special
additional equipment
and facilities
acquired . to
during the
national emergency
emergency declared
Sepduring
the national
declared by
by the
the President
President on
on September 8,
to exist,
exist, the
of such
naval vessel
or Army
tember
8, 1939,
1939, to
the completion
completion of
such naval
vessel or
Army
or
thereof in
private plants;
and (b)
(b) the
the
or Navy
Navy aircraft
aircraft or
or portion
portion thereof
in private
plants; and
percentage
cost of
such special
special additional
additional equipment
percentage of
of cost
of such
equipment and
and facilifacilities
against such
such contract
contract or
or subcontract.
For all
all
ties to
to be
be charged
charged against
subcontract. For
purposes
of section
section 3
3 of
of the
Act of
March 27,
27, 1934
1931 (48
Stat. 505;
505;
purposes of
the Act
of March
(48 Stat.
34 U.
U. S. C. 496),
496), as
such certification
shall be
be subject
subject.to
as amended,
amended, such
certification shall
to
such
the President
may prescribe,
prescribe, but
binding
such regulations
regulations as
as the
President may
but shall
shall be
be binding
upon
Commissioner of
within five
five days
days
upon the
the Commissioner
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, unless,
unless, within
after
such certification,
certification, he
he make
after receipt of
of such
make formal
formal objection
objection thereto
thereto
to
the Navy
Navy or
or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War as
as the
the case
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
of War
case
may
be. The
The part
such cost
chargeable against
against the
the contract
may be.
part of
of such
cost chargeable
contract or
or
subcontract in pursuance
subcontract
pursuance of
of such
such certification,
certification, shall,
shall, for
for the
the purposes
purposes
of
3, be
be a
of such
such section
section 3,
be considered
considered to
to be
a reduction
reduction of
of the
the contract
contract
the contract
subcontract. The
The amount
price of the
contract or
or subcontract.
amount charged
charged against
against
the contract
contract or
or subcontract
subcontract in
in pursuance
pursuance of
of such
such certification
certification shall,
shall,
such section
section 3,
be applied
applied against
reduce the
the
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of such
3, be
against and
and reduce
cost or
or other basis
such special
additional equipment
facilibasis of such
special additional
equipment and
and facilidate of
of installation
installation thereof:
the Secties as of the
the date
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
Secretary
retary of War or the
Secretary of the Navy, as
as the
case may
be, shall
shall
the Secretary
the case
may be,
report
Congress, every
report to the Congress,
the cost
cost of
special
every three months,
months, the
of such
such special
additional equipment
additional
equipment and facilities
facilities to be borne by the Government
Government
under each contract.
Sxo. 5.
Notwithstanding the provisions of any other
Sea.
5. (a) Notwithstanding
other law,
law, the
the
regular working
working hours of the Navy Department
Department and the Coast Guard
Guard
and their field services
services shall be eight hours a
a day
d'ay or forty hours per
per
week during the period of the national emergency
emergency declared
declared by
by the
the
President on September
September 8, 1939,
1939, to exist: Provided,
Provided, That under such
such
regulations as the head of the Department
Department concerned
concerned may prescribe,
prescribe,
and where additional employees cannot be obtained
obtained to meet the
the
exigencies of the situation, these hours may be exceeded:
Provided
exceeded: Provided
further,
compensation for employment
further, That compensation
employment in excess of forty hours
in any administrative
administrative workweek computed at a
a rate not less than
one and one-half times the regular rate shall be paid only to monthly,
monthly,
per diem, hourly, and piece-work
piece-work employees, whose
whose wages
wages are
are set
set by
by
the Act of July 16, 1862 (12
(12 Stat. 587), as amended or modified;
modified;
and also to professional
professional and subprofessional
subprofessional employees
employees and to blueprinters, photostat and rotaprint
rotaprint operators, inspectors, supervisory
supervisory
planners and estimators,
estimators, and supervisory
supervisory progressmen, and
and assistants
assi stants
superintendents of the CAF service, as defined by
by
to shop and plant superintendents
the
Classification Act
of March
March 4,
1923 (42
Stat. 1488;
U. S.
C. 5,
the Classification
Act of
4, 1923
(42 Stat.
1488; U.
S. C.
5,
13), as amended: Provided
ch. 13),
Provided further,
further, That
That in
in determining
determining the
the
overtime compensation of per annum Government
employees the
Government employees
pay
the pay
for one day shall be considered
considered to be
three-hundred-and-sixtieth
be one three-hundred-and-sixtieth
per annum salaries: Provided
of their respective
respective per
Provided further,
That the
the
further, That
President is authorized
or in part,
authorized to suspend, in whole or
the War
War
part, for
for the
and .
Navy Departments
Departments and for the
the Coast
ar d an
d th
ei
r field
fi eld
Coast Gu
Guard
and
their
services, during the period of the national
national emergency
by
emergency declared
declared by
him on September 8, 1939, to exist, the provisions of the Act of
of
March
March 3, 1931 (46
(46 Stat. 1482; U. S. C. 5, 26 (a)),
(a) ), if
if in his judgment
judgment
is necessary in the interest of national defense,
such course is
and any
any
defense, and
regulations issued pursuant to the Act
March 14,
14, 1936
(49 Stat.
Stat.
Act of March
1936 (49
1161;
Supp.V, title 5, sec.
!161; U. S. C. Supp.
sec. 29
29 (a)
), may
may be
(a)),
be modified)
modified accordaccordAnd provided
provided further,
further, That notwithstanding
ingly: And
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions
of any other law, the President
President is hereby authorized,
authorized, in his discretion,
to prescribe
prescribe regulations to establish such uniformity
uniformity among the
the War
War
and Navy Departments and the Coast Guard
and.
Guard and their field services
services
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compensation for overtime
in
to hours
work and compensation
overtime of their
of work
hours of
regard to
in regard
civilian employees
he may
deem necessary
interest of
the interest
in the
necessary in
may deem
as he
employees as
civilian
national
defense.
national defense.
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Suspension of 8(b)
the national
emergency declared
declared by
the President
President on
on hour-day
Suspension
by the
During the
national emergency
(b) During
labor of
pro8-visions.
visions.
prohibiting
law
September
8,
1939,
to
exist,
the
provisions
of
the
the
of
provisions
the
September 8, 1939, to exist,
more than
than eight
eight hours'
labor in
in any
any one
engaged upon
upon
day of persons engaged
one day
hours' labor
more
work covered
by Army,
Army, Navy,
and Coast
contracts shall be
Guard contracts
Coast Guard
Navy, and
covered by
work
of
suspended.
suspended.
Reemployment
of
SEc. 6.
6. Notwithstanding
provisions of
of the
Act retired
retireedemployees.
employees.
the Act
section 22 of
of section
the provisions
Notwithstanding the
SEC.
46 Stat. 469.
of
May 29,
29, 1930
(46 Stat.
and section
section 204
204 of
of the
June
15
of June
Act of
the Act
56
U.Stat.
S. 46
C.. §§ 715,
468), and
Stat. 468),
1930 (46
of May
715a.
retired 715a.
30,
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 404),
any person
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter retired
person heretofore
404), any
30, 1932
under
the Civil
Civil Service
Retirement Act
Act of
1930, as
as amended,
amended,
29, 1930
May 29,
of May
Service Retirement
under the
DepartNavy
and
may
be
reemployed
in
the
service
of
War
the
of
service
the
in
may be reemployed
Provisos.
ments: Provided,
there shall
deducted and
withheld from
for reDedctins for
from
Deductions
and withheld
be deducted
shall be
That there
Provided, That
ments:
tirement
fund.
the
or compensation
of such
person and
and credited
credited tirementfund.
such person
compensation of
pay, or
salary, pay,
basic salary,
the basic
46 Stat. 476.
5U. S. C.
§724 (a).
to
his account
as provided
the Act
29,
(a).
c47724
5s.U.ta.
May 29,
of May
Act of
of the
(a) of
12 (a)
section 12
in section
provided in
account as
to his
1930,
as
amended,
the
regular
deductions
prescribed
by
the
said
n
Se
the
said
1930, as amended, the regular deductions prescribed by
Separation from
dispsition of
of
for service; disposition
service for
from the
Act:
upon separation
the service
separation from
That upon
further, That
Provided further,
Act: Provided
deductions.
deductions.
total
any
cause
such
person
may
elect
to
receive
a
refund
of
the
total
the
of
refund
a
receive
to
elect
may
person
such
any cause
deductions so
so withheld
withheld together
with interest
interest at
centum per
per centum
4 per
at 4
together with
deductions
annum
compounded
on
June
30
of
each
or
receive
credit
for
credit for
receive
or
year,
each
of
30
June
on
annum compounded
the additional
additional service
service in
computation of
any annuity
annuity awarded
awarded
of any
the computation
in the
the
Suspension of annuthereafter: Provided
of the
the annuity
annuity of
such itysuspension
of such
payments.ofannupayment of
That payment
further, That
Provided further,
thereafter:
person
shall
be
suspended
during
the
period
of
such
employment:
employment:
such
person shall be suspended during the period of
Nonapplication
of
p o
Provided further,
further, That
That during
during the
the national
emergency declared
pov
tion.oprovisions.
desNinate
by designated
declared by
national emergency
Provided
the President
President on
on September
8, 1939,
the provisions
of section
section
provisions of
exist, the
to exist,
1939, to
September 8,
the
6
of
the
Act
of
August
24,
1912
(37
Stat.
555;
U.
S.
C.,
title
5,
sec.
5, sec.
title
C.,
S.
U.
555;
Stat.
(37
1912
24,
August
of
Act
6 of the
652), shall
not apply
apply to
of the
the War
or
War or
employee of
civil-service employee
any civil-service
to any
652), shall not
Navy
Departments
or
of
the
Coast
Guard,
or
their
field
services,
services,
field
their
or
Guard,
Coast
the
of
or
Departments
Navy
whose immediate
immediate removal
removal is,
is, in
in the
Secretary conthe Secretary
of the
opinion of
the opinion
whose
Exception.
cerned warranted
the demands
demands of
national security,
security, but
but nothing
nothing Exception.
of national
by the
warranted by
cerned
herein
shall be
to repeal,
repeal, modify,
modify, or
or suspend
suspend the proviso
proviso
construed to
be construed
herein shall
Reinstatement
of
in
that section.
section. Those
Those persons
empoyeesn
reved employees.
author- removed
the authorunder the
removed under
summarily removed
persons summarily
in that
ity of this
in the
the opinion
of the
the Secretary
concerned,
Secretary concerned,
opinion of
if in
may, if
section may,
ity of this section
subsequent
so warrants,
be reinstated,
and if
reinso reinif so
reinstated, and
warrants, be
investigation so
subsequent investigation
stated
shall
be
allowed
compensation
for
the
period
of
such
removal
R
removal
such
of
period
Rights of removed
stated shall be allowed compensation for the
moved
employees
at
the rate
the date
of removal:
pro- employees.
And proremoval: And
date of
on the
receiving on
were receiving
they were
rate they
at the
vided
further,
That
within
thirty
days
after
such
removal
any
such
such
any
removal
such
after
vided fuather, That within thirty days
person
appear before
before the
to appear
personally to
opportunity personally
an opportunity
have an
shall have
person shall
official
designated
by
the
Secretary
concerned
and
be
fully
informed
informed
fully
be
and
concerned
Secretary
the
official designated by
of the
and to
within thirty
thirty days
days
submit, within
to submit,
removal, and
such removal,
for such
reasons for
the reasons
of
thereafter, such
such statement
statement or
or both,
he may
may desire
desire
as he
both, as
affidavits, or
or affidavits,
thereafter,
to
show why
why he
he should
should be
be retained
and not
not removed.
removed.
retained and
to show
Snc.
7.
The
Act
of
March
14,
1936,
entitled
to provide
provide
Act to
"An Act
entitled "An
1936,
14,
March
of
Act
SEC. 7. he
for
to Government
Government employees
purposes" (49
(49
other purposes"
for other
and for
employees and
vacations to
for vacations
5U. S. C., Supp.
u V.
Stat.
1161)
is
hereby
amended
by
adding,
after
section
7,
a
new
V
e.
§§ .s.J
298-30e.
new
a
7,
section
after
adding,
by
amended
hereby
is
Stat. 1161)
section to
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
section
Payments to ern"SEc. 8.
Navy Department
Department and
Naval EstabEstab- ployees
to eTgn
Paymens
foregoing
vathe Naval
and the
of the
the Navy
Employees of
8. Employees
"SEC.
lishment and
of the
Coast Guard
Guard may,
may, during
cations.
the cations.
of the
period of
the period
during the
the Coast
and of
lishment
national emergency
emergency declared
declared by
the President
President on
on September
September 8,
8, 1939,
1939,
by the
national
to
exist, be
during the
the time
time they
would otherwise
on
be on
otherwise be
they would
employed during
be employed
to exist,
vacation
without deprivation
deprivation of
vacation pay
for the
the time so
pay for
their vacation
of their
vacation without
worked.
their vacations
vacations in
in accordance
accordance with
with
forego their
who forego
Employees who
worked. Employees
the
provisions of
of this
may be
in addition
to their
their regular
regular
addition to
paid, in
be paid,
section may
this section
the provisions
pay,
equivalent of
of the
pay they
have drawn
the
during the
drawn during
would have
they would
the pay
the equivalent
pay, the
period
of such
vacation. The
The provisions
this section
section shall
shall be
be
of this
provisions of
such vacation.
period of
applicable
only
to
employees
whose
services
at
the
time
cannot,
in
in
cannot,
time
the
at
services
whose
applicable only to employees
the
Navy or
or the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of the
judgment of
the judgment
Treasury,
as the
may be,
be, be
be spared
without detriment
detriment to the
spared without
case may
the case
Treasury, as
national
defense."
national defense."
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SEC.
the Act
SEc. 8. (a)
(a) The limit of cost of the vessels authorized
authorized by the
Act
of July
July 30,
1937 (50
and any
any statutory
statutory limitation
limitation with
with
(50 Stat.
Stat. 544),
544), and
of
30, 1937
respect
of any
any other
individual naval
of construcrespect to
to the
the cost
cost of
other individual
naval project
project of
construction
are hereby
may be
be necessary
to
expedite national
tion are
hereby increased
increased as
as
may
necessary
to
expedite
national
Provisos.
otherwise effectuate
effectuate the
of this
this Act:
Provided,
Act: Provided,
the purposes
purposes of
and otherwise
defense and
lii- defense
uspension of limiSuspension
tations
on payments
tations on
payments That the monetary limitations
limitations on payments
payments out of appropriations
appropriations
to
designated
emavailable to
Navy Department
in the
the Navy
ployees.
for employees
employees in
Navy DepartDepartavailable
to the
the Navy
Department for
ployees.
ment
for employees
employees in
the field
field service
service assigned
assigned to
to group
IV (b)
ment and
and for
in the
group IV
(b)
performing similar
similar services
services carried
carried under
under the
the Native
Native and
and those
those performing
and
Alien
Wages of
of civil
civil employees
in the
field services
services of
of
Alien Schedules
Schedules of
of Wages
employees in
the field
the
shall be
suspended during
the Navy
Navy Department
Department shall
be suspended
during the
the limited
limited national
national
emergency declared
emergency
the President
President on
September 8,
8, 1939,
1939, to
to exist:
exist:
declared by the
on September
Additional
the Secretary
the Navy
authorized to
person- Provided
Additional personProvided further,
further, That
That the
Secretary of
of the
Navy is authorized
to
nel, etc., authorized.

Limitation on
Limitation
on cost
of authorized vessels,

etc., increased.sed.
etc.,inrea

Providing of Gov-

Go
ov
erin
enitdilitie
ernment
facilities vr
for

production of defense
defense
production
items.
items.

Provisos.
Tatkng
Taking over and
operating
operating of
of private
private
facilities.
Post, p. 893.
Pot,p.

Compensation to
to
Compensation
owner.
Post,
p.
893.
Post, p. 893.
Report to
Congress.
Report
to Congress.

Modification oft
existing contracts. o

Moexinc

ontat

Approval of Secretary of the Navy;
effect.
effect.

typprovaho eav;

Restrictions on alens employed
iens
lens
employed by
by concontractor; exception.

tractor; exception.

enalthe

Penalty.

Alien obtaining employment by ftai
ployment
fraud.

and elseemploy such
such additional
additional personnel
at the
the seat
of government
government and
employ
personnel at
seat of
elsewhere,
and to
provide out
out of
of any
any appropriations
available to
to the
Navy
where, and
to provide
appropriations available
the Navy
Departxnent7 for
for their
their salaries
salaries and
printing and
Department,
and for
for such
such printing
and binding,
binding,
communication service, supplies, and travel expenses,
communication
as he
deem
expenses, as
he may
may deem
necessary
to carry
of this
necessary to
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
this Act.
Act.
(b) Whenever
Whenever the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy finds
finds it
it impossible
to
impossible to
the Navy
(b)
effectuate the purposes
make contracts or obtain facilities to effectuate
purposes of this
Act in the procurement
procurement or construction
construction of
authorized in
in conconof items
items authorized
nection with national defense
defense he is
authorized to
out
is hereby
hereby authorized
to provide,
provide, out
the Navy
Navy Department
Department for
purof appropriations
appropriations available
available to
to the
for such
such purposes, the necessary
necessary buildings,
buildings, facilities,
utilities, and
appurtenances
facilities, utilities,
and appurtenances
thereto on
Government owned
land or
elsewhere, and
and to
operate them,
them,
on Government
owned land
or elsewhere,
to operate
either
by means
means of
of Government
Government personnel
or otherwise:
Provided,
either by
personnel or
otherwise: Provided,
That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is further authorized,
authorized, under the
general direction
general
direction of
of the
the President,
whenever he
any existing
existing
President, whenever
he deems
deems any
manufacturing
for the national defense,
manufacturing plant or facility
facility necessary
necessary for
defense,
and whenever
whenever he is unable to arrive at an agreement
agreement with
owner
with the owner
of any such plant or facility for its use or
or operation,
operation, to
and
to take
take over
over and
operate
operate such plant or facility either by Government personnel
personnel or by
contract
with private
private firms:
firms: Provided
Provided further,
That the
contract with
further, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Navy is authorized
of
authorized to fix the compensation
compensation to the owner of
such
plant or
or facility:
And provided
That the
the Secretary
of
such plant
facility: And
provided further,
further, That
Secretary of
the Navy
Navy shall report to the Congress, every three
three months, the
the contracts entered
entered into under the provisions
provisions of this subsection.
subsection.
S
EC. 9.
The Secretary
of the
the Navy
Navy and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
SEa.
9. The
Secretary of
Treasury
Treasury are hereby authorized
authorized to modify existing contracts, includmay deem
ing Coast Guard contracts,
contracts, as the Secretary
Secretary concerned
concerned may
deem
necessary
necessary to expedite military and naval defense, and to otherwise
effectuate the purposes
effectuate
purposes of this Act.
S
EC. 10. Hereafter
Hereafter the approval of the Secretary of the Navy,
SEC.
President,
shall
constitute
acting by direction
direction of the Presid
en t, s
hall cons
titut
e approval
y
approval b
by
the president
President as required by section 4
4 of the Act approved
approved April
April
25, 1939 (53 Stat. 590, 592),
592), necessary to the validity
validity of
of any
any contract
contract
entered into
authority contained
contained in
in said
said section.
entered
into under
under authority
section.
in the
SEC.
SEC.. 11. (a)
(a) No aliens employed
employed by aa contractor
contractor in
the performperformance of secret,
or restricted
restricted Government
Government contracts
secret, confidential, or
contracts shall
shall
be permitted
permitted to have access to the plans or specifications, or
work
or the
the work
under such contracts
contracts, or to participate
participat e in
i
n th
con t
ract trials,
tri
al
s, un
l
ess
thee contract
unless
written
consent
the written consent of the head of the Government
Government department concerned has
violates
cerned
has first
first been
been obtained,
obtained, and any person
person who willfully
willfully violates
or through
negligence permits
permits the
the violation
violation of
of the provisions of
or
through negligence
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
more than
$10,000 or
or imprisoned
this
not more
than $10,000
imprisoned
both.
not more than five years, or both.
(b)
alien who obtains employment
or
(b) Any
Any alien
employment on secret, confidential,
confidential, or
restricted
contracts by
willful misrepresentation
restricted Government
Government contracts
by willful
misrepresentation of his
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makes such willful misrepresentation
alien
misrepresentation while seekalien status, or
or who makes
ing such
such employment,
employment, shall be fined not more than $10,000
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.
"person" shall be
the term
term "person"
(c) For
section, the
of this
this section,
purpose of
(c)
For the purpose
construed
an individual,
individual, partnership,
partnership, association, corporaconstrued to
to include
include an
tion, or
other business enterprise.
tion,
or other
of this Act shall
SEc. 12.
12. The
of all
all preceding
preceding sections
sections of
The provisions
provisions of
SEC.
June 30, 1942, unless the Congress shall otherwise provide.
terminate
terminate June
1936 (49 Stat.
Stat.
SEC.
Section 6
6 of
of the
the Act approved
approved June
June 30,
30, 1936
13. Section
SEC. 13.
2036; U.
U. S.
S. C.
Supp. V,
V, title
title 41,
41, secs.
by
amended by
35-45), is hereby amended
secs. 35-45),
C., Supp.
2036;
adding "Provided,
judgment such course
course is in
in his
his judgment
whenever in
That whenever
adding
"Provided, That
the President
President is authorized
authorized to suspend any or all
public interest, the
the public
of the
the representations
representations and
contained in section
1 of
of this
section 1
stipulations contained
and stipulations
of
Act".
Act".
no
provision of
of any other law, no
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provision
SEC. 14.
14. (a)
military or
or naval
aircraft, munitions
munitions, supplies, or
boat, aircraft,
ship, boat,
naval weapon
weapon, ship,
military
equipment, to
weapon,
the
part,
whole or in
in part,
title, in
in whole
States has
has title,
the United States
to which
which
equipment,
or
been contracted
for, shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
be transferred,
transferred,
contracted for,
or which
which have
have been
exchanged, sold,
otherwise disposed
whatsoever
disposed of in any manner whatsoever
or otherwise
sold, or
exchanged,
unless the
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Operations in
case of naval material,
in the case
Naval Operations
unless
and the
the Chief
of the
the Army
Army in
in the
case of
of military material,
the case
Chief of
of Staff
Staff of
and
of
shall first
first certify
that such material is not essential to the defense of
certify that
shall
the
States.
the United
United States.
(b)
Secretary of
as the
the
of the Navy
Navy as
the Secretary
of War
War and
and the
The Secretary
Secretary of
(b) The
case may
directed to furnish or cause to
and directed
requested and
be are
are hereby
hereby requested
case
may be
be furnished
respective chairmen
chairmen of the Committees on Milithe respective
furnished to the
be
tary Affairs
and the
Committees on
Senate and
of the Senate
Affairs of
on Naval
Naval Affairs
the Committees
Affairs and
tary
or agreeagreeHouse of
of Representatives
of each
order, or
contract, order,
each- contract,
copy of
a copy
Representatives a
House
ment covering
covering exchange
of deteriorated,
obsolescent,
unserviceable, obsolescent,
deteriorated, unserviceable,
exchange of
ment
or surplus
naval equipment,
or supplies
supplies
munitions, or
equipment, munitions,
or naval
military or
or
surplus military
exchanged for
equipment, munitions or
or naval
naval equipment,
military or
other military
for other
exchanged
supplies, and
copy of
of each
each contract,
contract, order,
order, or agreement
agreement shall be
and aa copy
supplies,
naval equipfurnished
disposition of
or naval
military or
of military
other disposition
any other
regarding any
furnished regarding
ment, munitions
munitions and
and supplies
supplies by
the title
either de
title passes, either
by which
which the
ment,
by which delivery of
jure
or de
de facto,
United States, or by:
facto, from the United
jure or
such
material thereunder
where the
the original
original cost
cost of
of such
is deferred,
deferred, where
thereunder is
material
military
or naval
naval equipment,
equipment, munitions
or
exceeded or
supplies exceeded
or supplies
munitions or
military or
exceeds $2.000.
The copies
of each
each contract,
agreement
or agreement
contract, order or
copies of
$2.000. The
exceeds
herein
to shall
be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the respective
respective chairmen
of
chairmen of
shall be
referred to
herein referred
the
not later
later than
twenty-four hours
after such
contract,
such contract,
hours after
than twenty-four
committees not
the committees
order
or agreement
made, and
and the
the chairman
each committee
committee
of each
chairman of
is made,
agreement is
order or
shall consider
agreements confidential
confidential unless
unless
or agreements
orders or
contracts, orders
such contracts,
consider such
shall
a
majority of
of the
the members
members of
of his
direct the
particular
the particular
shall direct
committee shall
his committee
a majority
transaction
transaction to be made public.
(c) Nothing
shall be
be construed
construed to
repeal or
or modify
sections
modify sections
to repeal
herein shall
(c)
Nothing herein
and 6,
V of
of the
Act approved
June 15,
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
222;
Stat. 222;
15, 1917
approved June
the Act
title V
6, title
33 and
U. S.
18, sees.
secs. 33
36).
and 36).
33 and
title 18,
S. C.,
C., title
U.

Penalty.
"Person" defined.
defined.
"Person"

Date of termination; exception.
Government
Government contracts.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Suspension of designated stipulations,
ignated
etc.

Prohibition on
on
transfer, etc., of miltransfer,
itary or naval weapons, ships, etc.
Past, p. 1091.
1091.
Post,

Exception.
Exception.

Disposition of surplus, etc., military or
naval equipment.
equipment.
Copies of contracts
contracts,
etc.,
etc., to be furnished
chairmen of designated committees.

requirement.
Time requirement.

Contracts,
etc.. conContracts, etc.,
sidered confidential;
confldential;
sidered
exception.

Designated
proviDesignated
sions not repealed,
repealed,
sions
etc.

TITLE
II
TITLE II
SEC. 201.
201. In
connection with
defense program, the
the national defense
with the
In connection
SEC.
Navy
and War
War Departments
Departments and
and the
the United
United States
Housing AuthorAuthorStates Housing
Navy and
ity are
hereby authorized
to cooperate
in making
making necessary
necessary housing
housing
cooperate in
authorized to
are hereby
ity
available for
for persons
engaged in
national defense
defense activities,
activities, as
hereas herein national
persons engaged
available
inafter
provided.
"Persons
engaged
in
national
defense
activities"
activities"
defense
in
national
engaged
inafter provided. "Persons
(as that
is used
in this
title) shall
shall include
(i) enlisted
with
men with
enlisted men
include (i)
this title)
used in
term is
that term
(as
families, who
in the
and military
military service
service (excluding
(excluding
naval and
the naval
are in
who are
families,
officers) and
and employees
employees of
the Navy
Navy and
who are
are
Departments who
War Departments
and War
of the
officers)

Housing for "perHousing
engaged in nasons engaged
defense activiactivitional defense
ties."
ties."
Post,
pp. 883,
883, 1115,
1115,
Post, pp.
1125.
1125.

Term defined.
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Approval of projects
eets by President.

desigProjects for designated dwellings.

Development.
Development.

Technical
assistTechnical
ance,
etc., fromassistAuthonty.
thority.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

reservations, posts,
bases,
assigned to duty at naval or
or military
military reservations,
posts, or
or bases,
and (
II ) workers with families,
engaged or
(ii)
families, who
who are
are engaged
or to
to be
be engaged
engaged in
in
national defense
defense proindustries connected
connected with and
and essential
essential to
to the
the national
program. No project shall be developed
developed or assisted for the purposes of
this title except with the approval of the President
President and upon
upon. a
a
determination by him that
acute shortage
shortage of
in
determination
that there is
is an acute
of housing
housing in
the locality
locality involved
which impedes
impedes the
the national
program.
the
involved which
national defense
defense program.
SEC.
SEC. 202. (a) Projects may be initiated hereunder
hereunder by the Navy or
or
War Department to provide dwellings on or near naval
naval or military
reservations, posts or bases for rental to the enlisted
enlisted men
employmen and
and employDepartments described
ees of the Navy and War Departments
described in section
section 201. Such
Such
projects shall be developed
projects
or by
the
developed by the Navy or War
War Department
Department or
by the
Authority, whichever
whichever the President
President determines
suited to
to the
the
determines is
is better
better suited
fulfillment of the purposes of this title with respect
respect to
to any particular
particular
development of such project is to be undertaken
undertaken by
project. IfIf the development
the Navy or War Department, the Authority is authorized to aid the
the
development
development of the project by furnishing
furnishing technical
and by
technical assistance
assistance and
by
transferring
transferring to such Department
Department the funds necessary
necessary for
for the
the develdevel-

opment of the project. Any project developed for the purpose
purpose of this

Leasing
project.
Leasing of
of project.

50 Stat. 888.
Stats.
42 U.
S. C., Supp.

section shall be leased to the Navy or War Department
Department by
by the
the
Authority
Authority (which
(which shall have title to such project until repayment
repayment of
the cost thereof to the Authority
Authority as prescribed
prescribed in
lease) upon
upon
in such
such lease)
such terms as shall be prescribed
same
prescribed in the lease, which
which may be
be the
the same

are authorized
authorized by
the United
States Housing
, Bpp. terms
terms as
as are
by the
United States
Housing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937,
as amended,
amended, with respect to leases to public housing agencies.
All the
agencies. All
the

V, I*
1401-1430.
v,
s 1401-1430.

Jurisdiction over

preidiction
over
project.

Acquisition of real,
etcqipritio
etc.,
property. of real,

Iy

provisions of said Act which apply to the development of projects
projects by
the Authority
applicable and not inconsistent hereAuthority shall (insofar as applicable
herewith)
development of
projects by
the Navy
Navy or
or War
with) apply
apply to
to the
the development
of projects
by the
War
Notwithstanding other
or any
any other
other
Department. Notwithstanding
other provisions
provisions of
of this
this or
law, the Department leasing a
a project shall have the same jurisdiction
jurisdiction
over such project as it has over the reservation,
reservation, post or base in
connection
connection with which the project is
developed.
is developed.
(b) The Navy or War Department, in
project
in connection
connection with
with any
any project
developed
developed or leased by it,
connection with
any
it, and the Authority, in connection
with any
project developed
developed or assisted by it, for the purposes of this title, may
may

acquire real
personal property
property or
or any
any interest
interest therein
therein by
by purchase,
purchase,
acquire
real or
or personal
of eminent
eminent domain, gift
gift, lease
otherwise. The
The provisions
lease or
or otherwise.
provisions of
of section
section

of

Inapplicability of
li:a5
351,
etc. lit
M
40 U. S. C. I 255.
40Tr.
Post, p. 1083.

RIsnaf
R. S.

355 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes shall not apply to the acquisition
acquisition of
any real property
property by the Navy or War Department
Department or by the
Authority for the purposes of this title or to the
the project
project developed
developed
47 Stat. 412.
47tt.12. thereon,
thereon, and the provisions
of section
321 of
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 30,
30,
provisions of
section 321
1932 (U. S. C. 1934 edition, title 40, sec. 303b),
303b), shall not apply
apply to
any lease of any
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title
any project
project developed
developed for
for the
title or
or
Condemnation proof
any dwelling
dwelling therein.
therein.
Condemnation
proceedings instituted
ceedings.
of any
Condemnation
proceedings
instituted by
by
the Authority shall
Shall be in its own name and the practice
practice and procedure governing such proceedings by the United States shall be
followed,
followed, and the Authority
entitled to
to proceed
proceed in
in
Authority shall likewise be entitled
accordance
with
provisions
of
the
Act
of
Congress
approved
accordance
the
provisions
of
the
Act
of
Congress
approved
40 U. S. C. §§ 258a258e,
361-386.
o28e.
S.. §1 258a- February
1421) and an Act of Congress approved
approved
February 26, 1931 (46 Stat. 1421),
Land conveyances
March
1929 (45
1415). If
Authority acquiresland
acquires land in
Authority.
Mac 1,1, 1929
onveyances March
ifif the
byLand
Authority.
acquires
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1415).
the Authority
in
connection
a project to be assisted for the purposes of this
connection with a
title, it may convey such land to the public housing agency involved
involved
for a
a consideration
consideration equal to the cost of the land to the Authority.
Fees of architects,
eees
of architects, The
etc.
The Navy
Navy and
and War
the Authority
Authority may negotiate,
War Departments
Departments and the
contract and fix such fees as they determine are reasonable for the
the
services
surveyors, appraisers,
appraisers, title
title examiners
services of
of architects,
architects, engineers
engineers, surveyors,
examiners
and real
real estate negotiators
m connection with
negotiators in
with specific
specific projects
projects
Leased land; when
available to
to AuthorAthor. developed
developed by
available
them under
under
this
title.
Secretaries
by
them
The
Secretaries
of Navy and
ity.
ity.
War
to make
make available
War are
are hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
available to
to the
the Authority
Authority any
S.c.
.
P,,03. .

ityan
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land
that is needed
land that
needed for a
a project
project to be developed by
by the
Authority
the Authority
and
Department and
and leased
leased to the Navy or War Department
execute such
such
and to
to execute
leases,
leases, agreements
agreements and other instruments
instruments with
with the
the Authority
Authority as
as may
may
be necessary
the purposes
necessary to carry out the
purposes of
of this
this title.
title.
SEC.
In any localities where the President
SEC. 203. In
President determines
Development, etc.,
determines that
etc.
that of Development,
projects to relieve
projects
there is an acute shortage of housing
housing which
impedes the
which impedes
the national
national acute housing shortshortdefense program
defense
program and that the necessary
necessary housing
would not
not otherwise
housing would
otherwise age.
be provided
provided when needed for persons
persons engaged
engaged in
national defense
defense
in national
activities, the Authority
Authority may undertake
undertake the
activities,
the development
development and
and adminadministration of projects to assure the availability
availability of
dwellings in
in such
of dwellings
such
localities
localities for such persons
persons and their families,
or the
Authority may
families, or
the Authority
may
extend financial assistance
assistance to public housing
for the
the develophousing agencies
agencies for
development and administration
administration of such projects. Such
Such financial
financial assistance
assistance Extension of finanfinanassistance.
to public housing agencies
agencies shall
extended (except
(except as
as otherwise
otherwise proshall be
be extended
pro- cial assistance.
vided herein and not inconsistent
inconsistent herewith) under
vided
provisions of,
under the
the provisions
of,
and in the same manner and forms as provided
in, title
of the
the United
provided in,
title I
I of
United 50 Stat. 888.
U. S. C., Supp.
U.
Supp.
States Housing
Housing Act of 1937, as
respect to
to other
other V,42§§
as amended,
amended, with
with respect
1401-1430.
§§ 1401-1430.
housing projects.
projects.
housing
SEC.
S
EC. 204. Any contract
contract made for
assistance under
under the
the
for financial
financial assistance
of financial
Revision
oncoofnfinanclal
ts
ass
assistance contracts.
United States
States Housing Act
of 1937,
1937, as
as amended,
amended, may
may be
be revised
Act of
revised so
so 50 Stat. 888.
U.S.
U. S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
as to provide that the project involved
involved will
assisted for
any of
of §§421401-1430.
will be
be assisted
for any
§,§
10.
the purposes of this title. The Navy or
or War
War Department
Department or
or the
rentals.
the Fixing of rentals.
Authority, in the administration of
any project
project developed
the
of any
developed for
for the
purposes
fix rentals for
purposes of this title, shall fix
for persons
engaged in
national
persons engaged
in national
defense
defense activities and their families which
will be
which will
be within
within their
their
financial reach, and the Authority, in
in any
financial
any contract
contract for
for financial
assistance or any lease of such a
a project, shall
fixing of
shall require
require the
the fixing
of
such rentals. Projects developed
developed by the
or War
War Department,
Department, or
the Navy
Navy or
or
developed or assisted by the Authority, for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
title shall not be subject to the elimination
elimination requirements
sections
requirements of
of sections
10 (a) and 11 (a)
(a) of
of said
said Act,
Act, or
or to
section 99 of
of
to any
Stat. 891,
891, 893.
any provisions
50 Stat.
provisions of
of section
said .Act
Act which would require
require any
any part
part of
of the
the development
development cost
cost
thereof to be met in any manner
manner other
other than
funds loaned
or furfurthan from
from funds
loaned or
nished by the Authority. Funds expended
for the
the purposes
of this
this
Exclusion of funds.
expended for
Exclusion
purposes of
50
Stat. 898.
title shall be excluded in determining, for
the purposes
purposes of
of section
section
for the
SO Stt
Provisions
appli.
appli21 (d)
(d) of said Act, the amounts
amounts expended
expended within each
State. Except
Except cable.
each State.
as otherwise provided
provided herein
or as
may be
inconsistent herewith,
herein or
as may
be inconsistent
herewith, all
all
the provisions of title IIof said Act
Provisions
revisiens inappli.
inappli.
apply to
title. During
Act shall
shall apply
to this
this title.
During cable.
the period when the President determines
determines that
that in
in any
locality there
any locality
there
is an acute need for housing
housing to assure
assure the
the availability
of dwellings
availability of
dwellings
for persons engaged
engaged in national defense
dwellings in
in a
defense activities,
activities, dwellings
a
project
project developed or assisted in
in said
said locality
are devoted
devoted to
locality which
which are
to
the purposes of providing housing for persons
engaged in
national
persons engaged
in national
defense
BO
t5 Stat. 888.
888.
defense activities
activities shall not be subject
subject to sections
(2)
sections 22 (1)
(1) and
and 2
2 (2)
of the United States Housing Act of 1937,
as amended,
amended, and
and during
1937, as
during
such period such projects
be deemed
deemed projects
projects of
of a
low-rent
projects shall
shall be
a low-rent
character for the purposes
purposes of any
character
title
any of
of the
the applicable
applicable provisions
provisions in
in title
I
Act.
I of said
said Act.
available.
SEC.
SEC. 205. The Authority
Authority may use
for the
the purposes
purposes of
use for
of this
this title
title Funds available.
authorizations heretofore
any of the funds or authorizations
or hereafter
made availheretofore or
hereafter made
available to it. The provisions of
of title
title II of
not apply
Provisions inappliof this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
apply to
to cable.
cable.
this title.
this
title.
Approved,
Approved, June
28, 1940.
1940.
June 28,

,
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LAWS-CHS.
441, 442-JUNE
[
CHAPTER 441]
441]
[CHAPTER

June
Jlune 29, 1940
[H. R. 8450]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 672]

[H. R. s450]

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To extend for two additional
additional years the reduced rates of
land
of interest
interest on
on Federal
Federal land
bank and
Land Bank
Bank Commissioner
bank
and Land
Commissioner loans.
loans.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That (a)
United
in Congress
(a) the first
sentence of
of section
section 12
12 of
of the
Federal Farm
Farm
sentence
of paragraph
paragraph "Twelfth"
"Twelfth" of
the Federal
Loan Act, as amended (relating
(relating to the 3
2 per centum
/
1
rate
31/2
centum interest
interest rate
on Federal land bank loans),
loans), is amended
amended by striking
striking out
out "occurring
"occurring
within a
of five
commencing July
July 1,
within
a period
period of
five years,
years, commencing
1, 1935"
1935" and
and inserting
inserting
in
lieu thereof
thereof "occurring
"occurring within
within a
period of
in lieu
a period
of 7
7 years
years commencing
commencing
Interest
on "purInterest on
The provisions
provisions of
paragraph "Twelfth"
of
July 1,
1, 1935".
1935". The
of such
such paragraph
"Twelfth" of
chase money
money mot
mort - July
gages."
gages."
section 12
of such
shall be
interest on
so-called
section
12 of
such Act
Act shall
be applicable
applicable to
to interest
on so-called
"purchase
money mortgages"
the case
interest payable
on
"purchase money
mortgages" in
in the
case of
of interest
payable on
installment
after the
of this
installment dates
dates occurring
occurring after
the date
date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
this
Act.
Act.
Time limit for
final
foIrfinal
(b)
The fourth
fourth sentence
sentence of
such paragraph
"Twelfth" (relating
(b) The
of such
paragraph "Twelfth"
(relating
payments.
to the
1940 time
time limit
on payments
payments made
made by
by the
the United
States to
to
the 1940
limit on
United States
to
land banks
banks on
account of
such interest
is amended
land
on account
of such
interest reduction)
reduction) is
amended to
to
read
follows: "No
payments shall
made to
to a
abank
bank with
with respect
read as
as follows:
"No payments
shall be
be made
respect
to
any period
1942."
to any
period after
after June
June 30,
30, 1942."
Emergency
Farm
Emergency ,Fn
Sac.
The last
last paragraph
paragraph of
Emergency Farm
Farm
SEO. 2.
2. The
of section
section 32
32 of
of the
the Emergency
Mortgage Act, a
amendMortgage
ment.
Mortgage
as amended
Mortgage Act, as
(relating to reduction
interest rate
rate
amended (relating
reduction in
in the interest
521.
60 Stat. 521.
on loans
Land Bank
is amended
to read
as
12 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
supp. on
loans by
by the
the Land
Bank Commissioner),
Commissioner), is
amended
to
read
as
V. 1016 (i).
(
H.
V,
follows:
follows:
Limitation
rates
Limitation on
or rates
"Notwithstanding the foregoing
"Notwithstanding
provisions of
this section,
the rate
foregoing provisions
of this
section, the
rate
of interest.
interest on
on loans
under this
section shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed 4
4 per
per
of interest
loans made
made under
this section
centum per
centum
annum for
interest payable
payable on
dates
per annum
for all
all interest
on installment
installment dates
occurring on
after July
and prior
prior to
and
occurring
on or
or after
July 22,
22, 1937,
1937, and
to July
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, and
shall not
exceed 3
/ per
2
1
per annum
annum for
interest payable
shall
not exceed
3/2
per centum
centum per
for all
all interest
payable
on installment
installment dates
dates occurring
or after
after July
1940, and
on
occurring on
on or
July 1,
1, 1940,
and prior
prior
to July
1942."
to
July 1,
1, 1942."
Approved,
June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June
Federal Farm Loan
Loan
Act. amendment.
Act,
amendmen
48 Stat. 43,
43.
771;
8. C.
12 U. S.
Supp. V, § 771. 771;
Reduced rate of inReduced
terest, time extension.
exte

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 442]
June 29, 1040
June

Res. 2601
260j
_ 18..1.
[. J. les.
lies., No.
[Pub. lies.,
No. 891

Vessels affected
affected by
Neutrality Act of 1939.
NeutralityAct
"Essential
"Essential

defined.
defined.

vessel"
vessel"

49 Stat. 1985.
46 U. .8. C., Supp.
V, ch. 27.
27.

Restricted
Restricted operation
operation

of essential
essential vessels.
of
vessels.
Ante, p.
p. 4.
4.
Ante,

V,
22 U. S. C.,
., Supp.
Supp.V,
II
245j-245j-19.
II 245j-245j-19.

Adjustments of obliAdjustments
gations; maintenance.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To make emergency
emergency provision for the maintenance
essential vessels
by
maintenance of essential
vessels affected
affected by
the Neutrality Act of 1939, and for adjustment
adjustment of obligations
obligations with respect
respect to
vessels.
such vessels.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
That (a)
(a) when
used in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
when used
in
this joint resolution
term "essential
"essential vessel"
resolution the term
vessel" means
means any
vessel
any vessel
(1)
(1) which is (A)
(A) security for any mortgage indebtedness to the
the
United States
States or
(B) constructed
constructed under
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Act,
or (B)
under the
Marine Act,
1936, or
or required
required by
under such
such Act
be
by the
the terms
terms of
of aa contract
contract under
Act to
to be
a certain essential foreign trade route, and (2)
operated on a
(2) which it
is necessary
necessary in the interests
interests of commerce and national defense to
maintain
maintain in condition for prompt
prompt use.
use.
of preserving
(b) For the purposes
purposes of
preserving in
the national
national interest
in the
interest the
the full
full
availability and usefulness of essential
essential vessels,
vessels, which, under
under the proproclamation issued
visions of the Neutrality Act of 1939 (or any proclamation
issued
thereunder), or compatibly
compatibly with the
thereunder),
interest, cannot
cannot be
be
the national interest,
operated in the service,
operated
service, route, or line to which such vessels
vessels are
are
assigned
assigned pursuant to the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
or in
which
Act, 1936,
1936, or
in which
they would
would otherwise
otherwise be operated, the United States Maritime
Maritime ComCommission is authorized
respect
authorized to make adjustments
adjustments of obligations
obligations in respect
of such vessels
such
vessels and to make arrangements
arrangements for the maintenance of such
vessels,
vessels, subject to the provisions
provisions of this joint resolution and to such
such
rules
and regulations
regulations as the Commission shall prescribe as necessary
rules and
necessary
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or appropriate
for carrying
provisions of this
out the
the purposes
purposes and provisions
this
appropriate for
carrying out
joint
resolution. If
the Commission,
written application
application in
in
If the
Commission, upon
upon written
joint resolution.
respect
vessel, determines
determines after
after such
such examination,
examination,
respect of
of any
any essential
essential vessel,
investigation, and
and proceedings
desirable, that
investigation,
proceedings as
as it
it deems
deems desirable,
that (1)
(1) the
the
operation
of such
the service,
route, or
or line
such
such vessel
vessel in
in the
service, route,
line to
to which
which such
operation of
vessel
is assigned
assigned pursuant
the Merchant
Act, 1936,
1936, or
or in
in
pursuant to
to the
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
vessel is
which
otherwise be
which it
it would otherwise
be operated,
operated, is
is either
either (A)
(A) not
not lawful
lawful under
under
the
Neutrality Act
thereunder),
the Neutrality
Act of
of 1939
1939 (or
(or any
any proclamation
proclamation issued
issued thereunder),
or
not compatible
compatible with
with the
of such
or (B)
(B) not
the maintenance
maintenance of
of availability
availability of
such
vessel
for purposes
national defense
defense and
and commerce,
commerce, (2)
of national
(2) it
it is
is not
not
vessel for
purposes of
feasible under
under existing
existing law
law to
employ such
such vessel in
in any other
other service
service
feasible
to employ
or operation
operation in
or domestic
domestic trades
or
in either
either the
the foreign
foreign or
trades (except
(except temtemporary
emergency operation
operation under
under subsection
subsection (c)
(c) (5)
(5) hereof),
hereof), and
porary or
or emergency
and
(3)
applicant, by
reason of
the restrictions
of the
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act
by reason
of the
restrictions of
Act
(3) the
the applicant,
of 1939,
1939, or
or the
withdrawal of
of vessels
vessels for
purposes
for national-defense
national-defense purposes
the withdrawal
of
(1) hereof,
earning or
hereof, is
is not earning
or will not
not earn
earn a
a fair and
under clause
clause (1)
reasonable return
on the
the capital
capital necessarily
in its
its business,
necessarily employed
employed in
return on
reasonable
the Commission
Commission may
and arrangements
arrangements with
with the
the
adjustments and
may make
make adjustments
the
applicant as
as provided
provided in
in subsection
(c) hereof,
hereof, which
which shall
shall continue
continue
subsection (c)
applicant
in effect
only during
the circumstances
above described.
described.
circumstances above
effect only
during the
in
(c)
Such adjustments
include suspension
suspension
shall include
and arrangements
arrangements shall
adjustments and
(c) Such
of
requirement to
to operate
such vessel
vessel in
in foreign
under the
the
trade under
foreign trade
operate such
the requirement
of the
applicable operating-differential
operating-differential or
or construction-differential
construction-differential subsidy
subsidy
applicable
contract
or mortgage
mortgage or
other agreement,
agreement, and
of the
the right
operatright to
to operatand of
or other
contract or
ing-differential
of such vessel,
vessel, and may include any
respect of
subsidy in respect
ing-differential subsidy
one
more of
of the
the following
provisions, in
in whole
as, and
part, as,
and
or in
in part,
whole or
following provisions,
one or
or more
to
the extent
extent that,
that, the
Commission may
may deem
to be
or
be necessary
necessary or
deem to
the Commission
to the
appropriate to
purposes oi
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act,
the Merchant
of the
the purposes
out the
to carry
carry out
appropriate
1936,
or the
purposes and
resolution:
of this
this joint
joint resolution:
and provisions
provisions of
the purposes
1936, or
(1)
Lay-up of
the vessel
owner or,
or, at
at the
the
option of
of the
the option
by the
the owner
of the
vessel by
(1) Lay-up
Commission,
in the
with payment
or reimreimpayment or
the Commission,
Commission, with
of the
custody of
the custody
Commission, in
bursement
by the
Commission of
of necessary
necessary and
and proper
proper expenses
expenses
the Commission
bursement by
thereof (including
(including reasonable
overhead and
and insurance),
insurance), or
or in
lieu
in lieu
reasonable overhead
thereof
of
or reimbursement,
allowance
fixed periodic
periodic allowance
a fixed
reimbursement, a
payment or
of such
such payment
therefor;
therefor;
(2)
Postponement, for
period not
excess of
of the
or
the period
period or
not in
in excess
for a
a period
(2) Postponement,
periods of
of lay-up,
of the
maturity date
of each
each installment
installment on
on account
account
date of
the maturity
lay-up, of
periods
of
obligations to
to the
the United
United States
States in
in respect
respect of
the
of the
of obligations
the principal
principal of
of the
vessel
or not
date shall
such
within such
fall within
shall fall
such maturity
maturity date
not such
(whether or
vessel (whether
period
or periods),
periods), or
of such
maturities;
such maturities;
or rearrangement
rearrangement of
period or
(3)
or cancelation
of interest
interest accruing
accruing on
on such
such
cancelation of
Postponement or
(3) Postponement
obligations
periods of
lay-up;
of lay-up;
or periods
period or
such period
during such
obligations during
(4) Extension
Extension for
the period
period or
or periods
periods
of the
in excess
excess of
not in
period not
for aa period
(4)
of
life limitation
in respect
respect of
of the
vossel,
the vessel,
limitation in
twenty-year life
of the
the twenty-year
of lay-up,
lay-up, of
and of
the period
period or
of other
limitations and
and provisions
of
provisions of
other limitations
periods of
or periods
of the
and
the
Merchant Marine
Act, 1936,
as they
they are
upon aa
based upon
are based
insofar as
1936, insofar
Marine Act,
the Merchant
twenty-year
life;
twenty-year life;
(5)
temporary or
employment of
of
or emergency
emergency employment
such temporary
for such
(5) Provisions
Provisions for
the
vessel in
in lieu
of lay-up
as may
practicable, with
such arrangearrangewith such
be practicable,
may be
lay-up as
lieu of
the vessel
ments
for management
management of
of the
the vessel,
of expenses,
expenses, .and
appliand applipayment of
vessel, payment
ments for
cation
the proceeds
of such
such employment,
the Commission
may
Commission may
as the
employment, as
proceeds of
cation of
of the
approve,
period or
periods of
of such
being included
as
included as
such operation
operation being
or periods
the period
approve, the
part of
of the
period or
or periods
of lay-up;
lay-up;
the period
periods of
part
(6)
payment to
Commission, upon
of the
the
termination of
upon termination
to the
the Commission,
The payment
(6) The
arrangements
with the
the applicant
applicant hereunder,
of the
net
applicant's net
the applicant's
out of
hereunder, out
arrangements with
profits,
earned while
in effect,
10
of 10
in excess
excess of
effect, in
were in
arrangements were
such arrangements
while such
profits, earned
per
per annum
on the
capital necessarily
employed in
the
in the
necessarily employed
the capital
annum on
centum per
per centum
applicant's business,
business, in
reimbursement, to
to the
the extent
that the
the CommisCommisextent that
in reimbursement,
applicant's
sion
shall deem
it necessary
to carry
carry out
the purposes
of this
this joint
joint
purposes of
out the
necessary to
deem it
sion shall
resolution, on
of obligations
or canceled
canceled and
and
postponed or
obligations postponed
account of
on account
resolution,

Examination by
Commission.
Factors considered.

49 Stat. 1985.
C., Supp. V,
46U. S. C.,
ch. 27.
27.
p. 4.
Ante, p.

Making of adjustments, etc.

Suspension of operation requirement,
requirement, etc.

Provisions includible in adjustments,
etc.

lay-up
Payment for lay-up
vessel.
of vessel.

Postponement of
Postponement
principal payments on
principal
obligations to U.
U. S.
obligations

Postponement,
etc.,
I'Potpmnement, etc.,
inlntrest.
of
of interest.
Extension of twenty-year
limitation,
ty-year life limitation,
etc.

49 Stat. 1985.
C.. Supp.
46 U.
U. S. C..
Supp. V,
eh. 27.
27.
Temporary,
etc.,
Temporary,
employment in lieu of
employment
lay-up.
lay-up.

Reimbursement to
Commission out of
profits.
excess net profits.
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Modification
of adadModifation of

justments, etc.
etc.
lustments,

Availability
Availability
funds.

of
of

expenses incurred
incurred or
the Commission
Commission under
this subsection.
expenses
or paid
paid by
by the
under this
subsection.
For the
purposes of
paragraph capital
applicant repreFor
the purposes
of this
this paragraph
capital of
of the
the applicant
represented by
vessels of
of the
applicant laid
up or
operated under
sented
by vessels
the applicant
laid up
or operated
under this
this joint
joint
resolution
necessarily employed
resolution shall
shall not
not be
be excluded
excluded from
from capital
capital necessarily
employed in
in
require that
the
the applicant's business. The Commission
Commission may
may require
that the
vessels
so laid
laid up
up or
operated be
be security
security for
reimbursement
vessels so
or operated
for reimbursement
hereunder.
hereunder.
(d) The adjustments
adjustments and arrangements
arrangements made under subsection
subsection (c)
(c)
in respect of any vessel shall be subject to such readjustment
readjustment or modification
time as
as may
deemed necessary
the Comfication from
from time
time to
to time
may be
be deemed
necessary by
by the
Commission to carry out the purposes and provisions of this joint
resolution.
(e) Moneys
Moneys in the construction
construction fund of the Commission shall be
available for
incurred in adjustments
adjustments or
or
available
for expenses
expenses of
of the
the Commission
Commission incurred
arrangements made under
arrangements
under this joint
joint resolution.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 443]

June
29, 1940
1940
June 29,
(8. 2047]
(Public,
[Public No. 673]

18. 2o471

Prise-fight films.
Prizefight
Interstate shipInterstate
to
ments subject to
State,
etc., laws.
Stater etc-.

Repeal.
Repeal.

37 Stat. 240.

I8.

Washington NaNational Airport.
Post,
Pot p. 1039.
039.
Definitions.
Adfinis tator."
"Administrator."

uWashigton
P.
"Airport."
"Airpot."

Description.
Description.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

prize-fight films
character as
or foreign.
To divest prize-fight
films of
of their
their character
as subjects
subjects of
of interstate
interstate or
foreign

commerce, and for other purposes.
commerce,
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and 1101486
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
or
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That every film or
other pictorial
representation of
prize fight
of
other
pictorial representation
of any
any prize
fight or
or encounter
encounter of
pugilists, under whatever name, transported
transported into any State, Territory, or possession,
possession, for use, sale, storage, exhibition,
exhibition, or other
other disposition therein is hereby divested of its character
character as aasubject of interstate
or foreign
foreign commerce
extent that it shall upon crossing the
commerce to the extent
boundary
boundary of such State, Territory, or possession, be subject
subject to the
operation and effect
effect of the laws of such State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or possession
operation
possession
enacted in the exercise of
of its
its police
police power.
power.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Act entitled "An Act to prohibit the importation and

the
interstate
transportation
of
films
or
other pictorial
pictorial representations
the
of prize
interstate
fights,
transportation
and for other
of films
purposes",
or otherapproved
representations
July 31, 1912
of
prize
fights,
and
for other
purposes", approved July 31, 1912
405-407), is hereby
(U. S. C., title 18, secs. 405-407),
hereby repealed.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 444]
(CHAPTER

June
June 29,
29 1940
18. 397]
39271
(Public,
[Public, No. 6741

[54 STAT.

AN ACT

To provide for the administration
administration of the Washington
Washington National Airport, and for
for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and Howe
House of Representatives
United States
States of America
That for the
United
America in Congress
Congress aseem,bled,
assembled, That

purposes
of this
Actpurposes of
this Act—
(a) "Administrator"
Administrator of the Civil Aero(a)
"A nististrator" means the Administrator
nautics Authority.
(b) "Airport" means the Washington
Washington National
National Airport, which
which
shall consist of, and include,
include, the tract of land, together with all
structures, improvements,
lying
improvements, and other facilities located
located thereon, lying
partly in the District of Columbia and partly in the State of
of
Virginia, particularly
particularly described
described as follows:
follows:
Commencing
point of
of beginning,
Commencing at
at aa point
beginning, said point being the intersection of the property line of property owned
owned by the Richmond,
Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company,
Company, and dredging
dredging base
line at station 0+18.99 referenced
6,808.21, west 9,078.02, runreferenced south 6,808.21,
a bearing of south 22°51'18"
22°51'18"
ning in aa southeasterly
southeasterly direction on a
east aa distance of 6,270.91 feet, more or less, to station 62+89.90
62+ 89.90

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG., 3n
SESS .-CH.444-JUNE
444-JUNE 29,
1940
3D SESS.-CH.
29, 1940

of
13°30' right on
of said
said dredging
dredging base
base line.
line. Thence
Thence 13°30'
on a
a bearing of
south 9°21'18"
1,332.29 feet, more
9°21'18" east aadistance
distance of 1,332.29
more or
or less,
less, to
to station
a bearing
76+22.19 of said base line. Thence 11°04'19"
11°04'19" right on a
76+22.19
of south 1°43'01"
1°43'01" west a
a distance
distance of 1,231.20
1,231.20 feet, more or less, to
12°40'41" right on aa
station 88+53.39
88+53.39 of said base line. Thence
Thence 12°40'41"
bearing
14°23'42" west a
adistance
2,409.32 feet, more
or
of 2,409.32
more or
distance of
bearing of
of south
south 14023'42"
less_,
base line.
line. Thence
Thence 1°15'44.3"
1°15'44.3"
less, to
to station
station 112+62.71
112+62.71 on
on said
said base
right on aa bearing of south 15°39'26.3"
15°39'26.3" west aa distance
distance of 4,938.38
4,938.38
feet, more or less, to United States Coast and Geodetic Survey Station
referenced south
22,220.86, west
8,395.54. Thence
tion WATER,
WATER, referenced
south 22,220.86,
west 8,395.54.
Thence
17°09'25.6" left on
17009'25.6"
on aa bearing
bearing of
of south
south 1°29'59.3"
east aa distance
distance of
of
1°29'59.3" east
the
a corner
corner of
of the property
property line between
between the
85.58 feet, more or less, to a
United States of
America and Smoot Sand and Gravel
Gravel Corporation.
of America
United
Thence 85°59'59.3"
85°59'59.3" right on
84°30'00" west aa
on aa bearing of south 84°30'00"
Thence
distance of
1,516.41 feet,
feet, more
to a
a monument
monument located
at aa
more or
or less,
less, to
located at
distance
of 1,516.41
corner on
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and
and
the Richmond,
of the
on the
the property
property line of
corner
referenced south
Potomac Railroad Company, said monument being referenced
22,451.75, west
bearing
85°50'06.7" right on aa bearing
west 9,902.73. Thence 85°50'06.7"
22,451.75,
of north
north 8°09'54"
distance of 442.68 feet, more
or less. Thence
Thence
more or
west aadistance
8°09'54" west
of
13°10'06" west a
a distance
5°00'12" left on a
5°00'12"
a bearing
bearing of north 13°10'06"
distance of
of
4°57'25" left on a
a bearing
bearing of
Thence 4°57'25"
feet, more
more or less. Thence
578.64 feet,
north 18°07'31"
west a
distance of 462.94 feet, more or
Thence
or less.
less. Thence
a distance
north
18°07'31" west
1°34'50"
north 19°42'21"
19°42'21" west
west aa distance of
of north
bearing of
left on
on aa bearing
1°34'50" left
943.56 feet,
feet, more
more or
less, to
to the point of
curve having
having an angle of
of aa curve
or less,
943.56
27°52'45"
right radius
1,241.15 feet,
feet, long
feet, on aa
597.98 feet,
chord 597.98
long chord
radius 1,241.15
27°52'45" right
bearing of
north 5°45'58"
5°45'58' west.
curve
the arc of said curve
along the
Thence along
west. Thence
of north
bearing
a
distance of
of 603.92
feet, more
more or
or less
tangency of
of
less, to the point of tangency
603.92 feet,
a distance
said curve.
Thence along
along a
curve on a
a bearing of
said curve
tangent to said
a tangent
curve. Thence
said
the
north
8°10'24" east
east a
a distance
distance of 232.33 feet, more or less, to the
north 8010'24"
point
of a
36°59'09" left, radius 1,046 feet,
an angle
angle of 36059'09"
having an
a curve
curve having
point of
10°19'10.5" west. Thence
long
chord 663.56
on aabearing of north 10°1910.5"
663.56 feet on
long chord
along
arc of
of said
distance of 675.22 feet, more or less, to
curve aadistance
said curve
the arc
along the
a tangent
the
tangent to said
tangency of said curve. Thence along a
of tangency
the point
point of
curve
bearing of
of north
north 28°48'45"
of 256.75
feet,
256.75 feet,
a distance
distance of
west a
28°48'45" west
on a
a bearing
curve on
0
590 21'55'
more
30°33'10"
33'10" left on aabearing of north 59°21'55"
Thence 30
less. Thence
or less.
more or
west
distance of
more or
or less.
40°45'20" right
right
Thence 40°45'20"
less. Thence
feet, more
287.84 feet,
of 287.84
a distance
west a
feet. more
on
of north
north 18°36'35"
18°36'35" west
1,142.08 feet
west aadistance of 1,142.08
bearing of
on aabearing
or
Thence 5°43'29"
right on
west
12°53'06" west
north 12°53'06"
of north
a bearing
bearing of
on a
5°43'29" right
less. Thence
or less.
118.02 feet,
feet, more
more or
the point
point of
having
of aacurve having
to the
less, to
or less,
of 118.02
distance of
aa distance
an angle
angle of
26°20'50" right,
radius 3,665.71
feet, long
chord 1,670.85
1,670.85
long chord
3,665.71 feet,
right, radius
of 26°20'50"
an
feet on
on a
bearing of
of north
0°17'19" east. Thence along the arc of
north 0°17'19"
a bearing
feet
said curve
curve a
a distance
distance of
1,685.66 feet,
more or
less, to
of
point of
to the
the point
or less,
feet, more
of 1,685.66
said
tangency of
of said
said curve.
Thence along
said curve
curve on
on a
a
to said
tangent to
along aa tangent
curve. Thence
tangency
bearing
north 13027'44"
13°27'44" east
east a
distance of
of 2,002.11
more or
feet, more
2,002.11 feet,
a distance
of north
bearing of
less,
the point
point of
having an
an angle
angle of
of 10°36'25"
10°36'25" left, radius
curve having
of aacurve
to the
less, to
2,864.79
.
59 feet on
a
a bearing of north
of 529
529.59
chord of
long chord
feet, long
2,864.79 feet,
8°09'31.5"
distance of
arc of said curve aa distance
the arc
along the
Thence along
east. Thence
8°09'31.5" east.
530.25 feet,
feet, more
less, to
tangency of said curve.
of tangency
point of
the point
to the
or less,
more or
530.25
Thence
tangent to
on a
north 2°51'19"
2°51'19"
of north
a bearing
bearing of
said curve
curve on
to said
along aatangent
Thence along
east
or less.
less. Thence
Thence 6°57'52"
left on
on
6°57'52" left
more or
feet, more
124.53 feet,
of 124.53
distance of
east a
a distance
4°06'33" west a
or
of 571.33 feet, more or
distance of
a distance
of north
north 4°06'33"
aa bearing
bearing of
less. Thence
7°22'39" left
left on
on a
bearing of
11°29'12" west a
a
north 11°29'12"
of north
a bearing
Thence 7°22'39"
less.
distance of
of 811.63
more or
or less.
8°16'52" right
right on
a
on a
Thence 8°16'52"
less. Thence
feet, more
811.63 feet,
distance
bearing
north 3°12'20"
3°12'20" east
feet, more
or less,
less,
more or
70.41 feet,
of 70.41
distance of
east aa distance
of north
bearing of
to the
the point
of 7°43'12"
right, radius
7°43'12" right,
angle of
an angle
having an
curve having
of aa curve
point of
to
5,479.58 feet,
chord 737.75
737.75 feet
on a
of north
north 7°03'56"
7°03'56"
a bearing
bearing of
feet on
long chord
feet, long
5,479.58
east.
along the
arc of
said curve
distance of
of 738.31
738.31 feet,
feet,
a distance
curve a
of said
the arc
Thence along
east. Thence
more or
or less,
to the
point of
of tangency
of said
point being
being
said point
curve, said
said curve,
tangency of
the point
less, to
more
on
line between
Mary E.
E. Cullinane
Milton
and Milton
Cullinane and
between Mary
property line
old property
on the
the old
Hopfenmaier property.
bearon a
a bearline on
property line
said property
along said
Thence along
property. Thence
Hopfenmaier
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

ing of
of north
of 204.72
204.72 feet,
or less,
less,
ing
north 75°11'50"
75'11'50" east
east aa distance
distance of
feet, more
more or
to a
monument marked
U. S.
S. D.
D. 1-N.
1—N. P.
south 18,419.16,
18,419.16,
to
a monument
marked U.
P. S.,
S., reference
reference south
west 10,829.26.
Thence along
bearing of
of north
north 75°11'50"
west
10,829.26. Thence
along the
the same
same bearing
75°11'50"
east
a
distance
of
215
feet,
more
or
less.
Thence
34°36'06"
left on
on
east a distance of 215 feet, more or less. Thence 34°36'06" left
a
bearing of
40°35'44" east
east a
distance of
of 1,509
feet, more
or
a bearing
of north
north 40°35'44"
a distance
1,509 feet,
more or
less,
curve having
having an
5°45' left,
radius
less, to
to the
the point
point of
of aa curve
an angle
angle of
of 5045'
left, radius
7,239.41
chord of
of 723.20
on a
a bearing
bearing of
of north
7,239.41 feet,
feet, long
long chord
723.20 feet,
feet, on
north
37°53'14"
east. Thence
of said
distance of
of
37°53'14" east.
Thence along
along the
the arc
arc of
said curve
curve a
a distance
726.51
feet, more
more or
or less,
the point
point of
of a
having
726.51 feet,
less, to
to the
a compound
compound curve
curve having
an
angle of
6°00' left,
left, radius
radius 2,217.01
2,217.01 feet,
long chord
chord of
232.06 feet
an angle
of 6o00'
feet, long
of 232.06
feet
on
along the
the arc
arc of
of said
said
Thence along
of north
north 32°10'44"
32°10'44" east.
east. Thence
on aabearing
bearing of
curve
distance of
232.15 feet,
more or
point of
curve aa distance
of 232.15
feet, more
or less,
less, to
to the
the point
of a
a comcompound
curve having
having an
angle of
long
pound curve
an angle
of 57°01'20"
57°01'20" left,
left, radius
radius 1,303.74,
1,303.74, long
chord
north 0°40'04"
along
chord 1,244.62,
1,244.62, on
on a
a bearing
bearing of
of north
0°40'04" east.
east. Thence
Thence along
the
of said
distance of
feet, more
or less,
the arc
arc of
said curve
curve a
a distance
of 1,297.22
1,297.22 feet,
more or
less, to
to the
the
point
having an
an angle
of 7°59'54.3"
left, radius
point of
of a
a compound
compound curve
curve having
angle of
7°59'54.3" left,
radius
2,217.01 feet,
long chord
feet on
bearing of
of north
2,217.01
feet, long
chord 309.23
309.23 feet
on a
a bearing
north 31°49'33"
31°49'33"
west. Thence
along the
curve a
distance of
of 310
feet,
west.
Thence along
the arc
arc of
of said
said curve
a distance
310 feet,
more or
the intersection
intersection of
said curve
curve with
the property
property line
more
or less,
less, to
to the
of said
with the
line
of the
Fredericksburg and
Potomac Railroad
Railroad Company
of
the Richmond,
Richmond, Fredericksburg
and Potomac
Company
and
United States
States of
America. Thence
Thence in
direcand the
the United
of America.
in aa northeasterly
northeasterly direction
of north
34°30'00" east
east a
distance of
of 340
340 feet,
tion along
along a
a bearing
bearing of
north 34°30'00"
a distance
feet,
more or
the point
of beginning;
more
or less_,
less, to
to the
point of
beginning;

excepting,
portion thereof
thereof as
the President
President may,
excepting, however,
however, such
such portion
as the
may, by
by
Executive order
order or
or orders,
orders prescribe,
be added
added
Executive
prescribe, which
which portion
portion shall
shall be
to, and administered
part of, the Mount Vernon Memorial
Memorial HighHighadministered as paid
way, authorized
the Act
May 23,
1928 (45
721),
way,
authorized by
by the
Act approved
approved May
23, 1928
(45 Stat.
Stat. 721),
as
as amended.
Powers
and duties
duties
Powers and
SEC.
Administrator shall
SEC. 2. The Administrator
shall have control over, and responsiof
of Administrator.
Administrator.
.I
bility for,
for, the
care, operation,
maintenance, and
and protection
protection of
bility
the care,
operation, maintenance,
of the
the
airport, together with the power to make and amend
amend such
such rules and
and
regulations as he
necessary to
to the
the proper
proper exercise
regulations
he may deem
deem necessary
exercise thereof.
thereof.
Authority to
to lease
SEC.
Authority
Administrator is empowered
S
EC. 3. The Administrator
empowered to lease, upon such terms
property.
property.
as
as he
he may deem proper, space
space or property within or upon the airport
airport
for purposes essential or appropriate
appropriate to the operation of
of the airport.
airport.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.

Exception.
Exception
Portion
added to
to
Portion added
Mount
Vernon MeMount Vernon
morial
Highway.
morial Highway.

[
CHAPTER 445]
[CHAPTER

June
29, 1.940
Jin 29,
40
[H. It.
45871
[Hi.
it. 45871
'Public,
GS)
[Public, No. 675]

U.
s. Supreme
Su p r me
t. s.
Court.
Court.
Rules
procedure
lules of procedure
in criminal cases.

criminal cases.

Effective date;
date;- reEffective
port to Congress.

AN ACT
ACT
AN ACT
To give the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of the United
United States authority
authority to prescribe rules of
pleading, practice, and procedure with respect
respect to proceedings in criminal cases
including verdict, or finding or plea of guilty.
prior to and including

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
the Supreme
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Court of the United States shall have the power
power to prescribe,
prescribe, from
from
procedure with
respect
time to time, rules of pleading, practice, and procedure
with respect
to any or all proceedings
proceedings prior to and including verdict, or finding
finding
of
jury h
as been
waived, or
of guilty or not guilty
guilty by
by the
the court if
if aa jury
has
been waived,
or
plea of guilty, in criminal cases in district courts of the United States,
including the district
including
district courts of Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Canal
Zone, and the Virgin Islands, in the Supreme Courts of Hawaii and
Puerto Rico, in the United States Court for China, and in proceedproceedings before United States commissioners. Such rules shall not take
eefect
they shall
been reported
the Attorney
effect until
until they
shall have
have been
reported to
to Congress
Congress by
by the
Attorney
General
General at the beginning of a
aregular session thereof and until after
after
the close of such session,
thereafter all laws in conflict therewith
session, and thereafter
therewith
shall be of no further
further force and effect.
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 446]
446]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
leave of absence, with pay, for any employee of the United States
for leave
To provide
provide for
or
the District of Columbia who may be called upon for jury service in
or of the
any State court or court of the United States.

689
June
June 29,
29, 1940
1940
[H. R.
R. 6507]
[Public,
[Public, No. 676]

the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
the Senate
Be
U. S. or D. C. emThat the compensa- ployees.
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
United States
ployees.
Absence for jury
Absence
tion of
of any
any employee
employee of
of the
United States
States or
or of
of the
the District
District of
of
the United
tion
service; pay.
service;
Columbia
who may
be called
upon for
service in any State court
court
jury service
for jury
called upon
may be
Columbia who
or court
of the
the United
diminished during the
be diminished
not be
shall not
States shall
United States
court of
or
term of
of such
service by
by reason
reason of
except as proabsence, except
such absence,
of such
jury service
such jury
term
deducted from
service be deducted
vided
period of service
shall such period
3, nor shall
in section
section 3,
vided in
the
time allowed
allowed for
absence authorized
authorized by law.
of absence
leave of
any leave
for any
the time
Service in U.
U. S.
S.
S
EC. 2.
2. Any
Any employee
employee specified in section 11 who may be called courts.
SEC.
not
shall
upon
for jury
jury service
service in
in any court of the United States
upon for
receive
any compensation
service.
for such service.
compensation for
receive any
in State
Service
S
EC. 3.
There shall
be credited
credited against the amount of compensacompensa- courts.
shall be
3. There
SEC.
courts.
tion payable
payable by
by the
United States
any employee
specified in section
section
employee specified
to any
States to
the United
tion
absent on account of jury
1
period as
employee may
be absent
may be
as such
such employee
such period
1 for
for such
service in
the court
court of
any amounts
amounts which
which such employee
State any
of any
any State
in the
service
may receive
from such
State on
on account
account of
of such
jury service.
such jury
such State
receive from
may
Approved, June
June 29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 447]
447]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

for marine
To
the Merchant
Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended, to provide for
marine
amend the
To amend
reinsurance, and for
war-risk insurance
insurance and
and reinsurance
reinsurance and
and for marine risk reinsurance,
for
war-risk
other purposes.
other
purposes.

June 29, 1940
June
[H. R. 6572]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 677]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the Merchant
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
Be
Marine
Merchant Marine
II of Act,
United
Congress assembled,
That title II
1936,
assembled, That
amendin Congress
Act, 1936,
America in
of America
States of
United States
ment.
is amended by adding 49 Stat. 1985.
the
Merchant Marine
Act, 1936,
1936, as
as amended,
amended, is
Marine Act,
the Merchant
1985.
46 U.S.
U. S. C.,
V,
., Supp. V,
as follows:
at the
the end
to read
follows:
read as
a subtitle
subtitle to
thereof a
end thereof
at
1111-1126.
§§§ 1111-1126.
44
81H3TITLEr--INSURANCE
"SUBTITLE--INSURANCE

"SEc.
(a) For
For the
protecting the
water-borne comthe water-borne
of protecting
purpose of
the purpose
221. (a)
"SEC. 221.
merce of
of the
from the
impediments and burdens arising
arising
the impediments
States from
United States
the United
merce
from the
lack of
adequate facilities
for the
the insurance
insurance of
of such comfacilities for
of adequate
the lack
from
merce, due
to extraordinary
risks arising
existing war
war condicondiunder existing
arising under
extraordinary risks
due to
merce,
insurance and
tions, the
authorized to
to provide
provide marine
marine insurance
is authorized
Commission is
the Commission
tions,
reinsurance against
loss or
damage by
risks of
and reinsurance
reinsurance
war and
of war
the risks
by the
or damage
against loss
reinsurance
against loss
damage by
risks, as
as prescribed
prescribed in
in this subtitle,
marine risks,
by marine
or damage
loss or
against
whenever
appears to
Commission that
that such
such insurance
insurance adequate
adequate
the Commission
to the
it appears
whenever it
for the
the needs
water-borne commerce
the United
United States
States
of the
commerce of
the water-borne
of the
needs of
for
cannot be
be obtained
obtained on
reasonable terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions from
comfrom comon reasonable
cannot
panies
an insurance
business in aa State of the
insurance business
do an
to do
authorized to
panies authorized
United States.
United
a revolv"(b)
There shall
be in
the Treasury
Treasury of
the United States a
of the
in the
shall be
"(b) There
i
ng fund
to be
be known
and war-risk
war-risk insurance
fund
insurance fund
marine and
the marine
as the
known as
fund to
ing
(hereinafter referred
fund), to
for carrying
carrying out
used for
be used
to be
the fund),
as the
to as
referred to
(hereinafter
of such sums
the
of this
subtitle, and
and to
be constituted
constituted of
to be
this subtitle,
provisions of
the provisions
is
be appropriated
appropriated to
to such
fund and
receipts
and receipts
moneys and
of moneys
and of
such fund
Ilay be
;as may
credited
thereto
as
herein
provided.
There
are
hereby
authorized
authorized
hereby
are
There
provided.
credited thereto as herein
to be
be appropriated
to such
such fund
such sums
sums as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
as may
fund such
appropriated to
to
carry out
out the
subtitle. All
All moneys
from
received from
moneys received
this subtitle.
of this
provisions of
the provisions
carry
premiums and
and from
from salvage
other recoveries,
in
receipts in
all receipts
and all
recoveries, and
or other
salvage or
premiums
connection
with this
this subtitle
subtitle shall
shall be
be deposited
deposited to
to the
credit of
such
of such
the credit
connection with
193470°-41—PT. r--44
i-44
1934700-41-PT.

U. S. Maritime
Commission.
war-risk inMarine war-risk
surance and reinsursurance
ance; marine-risk
marine-risk reInsurance.
insurance.

Marine and war.
risk insurance
insurance fund.

Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post,
Post, p. 766.
Deposit of receipts,
receipts,
etc.
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PUBLIC
29, 1940
1940

Payments
Payments from
from
fund.
fund.

property.
Insurable property.
American
American
cargoes, etc.

vessels;
vessels;

Proviso.
Proviso.
Contraband.

U.
t. S.-owned commercial
mercial vessels; cargoes, etc.

Reinsurance of comReinsurance
panies.

War risks.

Procurement of inProcurement
agencies,
surance by agencies,
etc.
V. S.
S. C., Sum).
55I.
Supp. V,
41
134-134h.
II 134-134h.

War-risk insurance
for nisters,
masters, etc., of
American
Atniertmn vessels.
vessels.

Suits against
against U. S.
S.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

fund. Payments
Payments of return premiums,
losses, settlements,
judgments,
premiums, losses,
settlements, judgments,
and all liabilities incurred
incurred by the United
subtitle
United States
States under
under this
this subtitle
shall be made from such fund.
"SEc.
"Sac. 222. The Commission may
against loss
or damage
damage by
may insure against
loss or
by
the risks of war,
property, as
follows:
war, property,
as follows:
"(a)
American vessels
(including vessels
vessels under
construction),
"(a) (1) American
vessels (including
under construction),
(2)
(2) cargoes
cargoes shipped or to be shipped
shipped therein:
therein: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in
the event of the suspension
suspension of the present
law no
no vessel
vessel
present neutrality
neutrality law
or its officers and crew, carrying contraband
contraband and no
no cargo
cargo of
contraof contraband shall be insured under any provision
provision of
of this
this Act,
Act, (3)
(3) their
their
disbursements, and freight and passage moneys,
and (4)
(4) personal
personal
moneys, and
such vessels.
vessels.
effects of the masters, officers,
officers, and
and crews
crews of
of such
"(b)
construc"(b) (1) Commercial
Commercial vessels
vessels (including
(including vessels
vessels under
under construction) owned or controlled by the United States or any department
department
or agency thereof, (2)
(2) cargoes
cargoes owned by
by the
the Government
or i
Government or
inn
which the Government has an insurable interest, to the extent
which
extent of
of
such interest, (3)
m ents, a
nd freight
freight and
and passage
passage
(3) their disburse
disbursements,
and
(4) personal
personal effects
moneys, and (4)
effects of the masters, officers,
officers, and crews
crews
thereof.
"SEc.
"Sea 223. (a) The Commission
Commission may reinsure
reinsure any
company authorany company
authorized to do an insurance
insurance business in any State
United States
States
State of
of the United
on account
account of marine and marine war risks, including
protection and
and
including protection
indemnity risks, assumed by any such company, on (1)
(1) property
property or
or
interests as set forth in section 222 (a)
of this
this subtitle,
and
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
subtitle, and
(2) masters, officers, and crews of American
(2)
(including any
American vessels
vessels (including
any
such vessel owned or controlled by or chartered
chartered to
Commission)
to the
the Commission)
against loss of life, personal
personal injury, or detention
detention by any government
government
except that of the United States following capture.
"(b) ) The Commission may reinsure, in
in whole
in part,
part, with
with
whole or
or in
companies authorized
authorized to do an insurance
insurance business
in a
a State
State of
of the
the
business in
United States, war risks assumed by the Commission under
this
under this
subtitle.
"(c)
department or
the United
is hereby
hereby
"(c) Any department
or agency of
of the
United States
States is
authorized
authorized to procure
procure insurance
Commission as
as provided
provided
insurance from the Commission
for in section 222 (b)
(b) of this subtitle, except as provided in
the
in the
Government
Government Losses in Shipment Act,
8, 1937
(50
Act, approved
approved July
July 8,
1937 (50
Stat. 479).
479).
"SEc. 224. Whenever
"Sec.
Whenever the Commission
Commission determines that
that insurance
insurance
for
officers, and crews of American vessels against loss of
for masters, officers,
of
life, personal injury, or detention
detention by any government
government except,
except that
that
of the United States following capture, arising from risks
of war,
risks of
war,
cannot, with the aid of reinsurance
reinsurance provided
provided for under this subtitle,
subtitle,
be obtained on reasonable
reasonable terms and conditions from companies
companies
authorized to do an insurance business in aa State of
authorized
of th
n it ed
thee U
United
States,
a
States, the Commission is authorized to provide such insurance
insurance on a
basis corresponding
corresponding to the war risk insu
rance p
rot
ec ti on supplied,
supp li ed,
insurance
protection
prior to such determination,
determination, for such personnel
personnel by companies authorauthorized to do business in aaState
States.
State of
of the
the United
United States.
"SEC. 225.
225. In the event of disagreement as to aa claim for losses
"Sec.
or
the amount
or the
amount thereof, on account of insurance under this subtitle,
an .aaction
ction on the claim
claim may.be brought and
the
and maintained
maintained against the
United States in the district court of the United States sitting
in
sitting in
admiralty in the district in which the claimant or his agent may
may
reside,
or
in
case the
the claimant
States,
reside,
.
o
.rm
. case
claimant has no residence in the United States
.,
in a
a district court in which the Attorney General of the United
States shall agree to accept service. Said suits shall proceed and
and
shall be heard and determined
determined according to the provisions of an Act
Act
entitled 'An Act authorizing
authorizing suit
i
ns t the
the United
Un i
ted States
States in
suitss aga
against
in
admiralty, suits for salvage services, and providing for the release
of merchant
of
merchant vessels belonging to the United States from arrest and

54 STAT.]
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SESS .--CHS .447,
447, 448—JUNE
3D SESS.-CHS.
448-JUNE 29,
29, 1940
1940

attachment
approved
attachment in foreign jurisdictions,
jurisdictions, and for other purposes', approved
amended (known
Act),
March 9, 1920, as amended
(known as the Suits in Admiralty Act),
insofar as such provisions are not inapplicable
inapplicable and are
are not
not concontrary to or
or inconsistent
inconsistent with the provisions of this subtitle."
subtitle."
"SEc.
administration of this sub"
SEC. 226. (a) The Commission
Commission in the administration
compromise and
title is
is authorized
authorized to adjust
adjust and
and pay
pay losses,
losses, compromise
and settle
settle
claims whether
whether in favor of or against the Government, and
and to pay
rendered in respect
the amount of any judgment
judgment rendered
respect of any suit or settlement agreed
agreed upon in respect of any claim. The determinations
determinations of
the Commission with respect
respect to adjustments,
adjustments, compromises,
compromises, settlesettleby
ments, and payments
payments hereunder
hereunder shall not be subject to review by
executive or
officer of
the Government.
Government.
any other
other executive
or accounting
accounting officer
of the
"(b)
Commission is
authorized to
and
"(b) The
The Commission
is authorized
to prescribe
prescribe such
such forms
forms and
to change
change or
or modify
policies, to
modify such forms and
and policies
policies as may
may be
be
necessary
under the
the circumstances,
circumstances, and
and to
fix and
and
necessary or appropriate
appropriate under
to fix
adjust,
be required
required by
by circumstances,
the rates
rates and
and changes
changes
adjust, as may be
circumstances, the
of rates of insurance
insurance provided for in
in this
this subtitle.
"(c)
The Commission
is authorized
prescribe such
such
"(c) The
Commission is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to prescribe
rules
may be
necessary or
appropriate to
to carry
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as may
be necessary
or appropriate
carry
out
provisions of
this subtitle.
subtitle. The
The Commission
Commission is
in
out the
the provisions
of this
is authorized,
authorized, in
administering
provisions of this
subtitle, to
exercise its
its powers,
powers,
the provisions
this subtitle,
to exercise
administering the
perform its
functions, and
and make
expenditures, in
perform
its duties
duties and
and functions,
make its
its expenditures,
in
accordance
commercial practice
insurance
practice in
in the marine insurance
accordance with commercial
business.
"(d)
"(d) The Commission,
Commission, without regard
regard to the laws, rules, or regulations relating
relating to
the employment
employment of
of employees
employees of
States,
of the
the United
United States,
to the
lations
may appoint
prescribe the
duties of
such number
of experts
experts in
in
number of
the duties
of such
and prescribe
may
appoint and
marine insurance
carry
the Commission may deem necessary in carrymarine
insurance as the
ing
the provisions
provisions of
this subtitle.
The Commission,
Commission, with
with the
the
of this
subtitle. The
ing out
out the
consent
of any
any executive
independent establishment,
or
establishment, or
executive department,
department, independent
consent of
agency of
including any field service thereof,
of the
the Government,
Government, including
other agency
may avail
avail itself
itself of
the use
use of
of information,
services, facilities,
officers,
facilities, officers,
information, services,
of the
may
and employees
employees thereof
thereof in
carrying out
out the
the provisions
subtitle.
provisions of this subtitle.
in carrying
and
"(e) The
The Commission
Commission shall
annual report
to ConConreport to
include in
in the
the annual
shall include
"(e)
gress a
detailed statement
statement of
all activities
of all
all expenditures
expenditures and
and
and of
of all
activities and
a detailed
gress
receipts
this subtitle
for the
the period
period covered
covered by such
report.
such report.
subtitle for
receipts under
under this
"(f) When
When used
in this
this subtitle
subtitle the
term 'American
means
vessels' means
'American vessels'
the term
used in
"(f)
vessels registered,
registered, enrolled,
or licensed
under the
the laws
the United
United
laws of
of the
licensed under
enrolled, or
vessels
States.
States.
"SEc.
this subtitle
subtitle shall
be deemed
to affect the
the
deemed to
shall be
Nothing in
in this
"SEC. 227.
227. Nothing
rights of
of seamen
seamen under
under any
any provision
of existing
existing law.
law.
provision of
rights
"
SEC. 228.
228. All
the provisions
of this
this subtitle
expire by
by limitalimitasubtitle shall
shall expire
All the
provisions of
"SEC.
tion March
March 10,
10, 1942,
proclamation by
the President
President
by the
sooner upon
upon aaproclamation
1942, or
or sooner
tion
that the
condition upon
is
predicated is
it is
is predicated
upon which
which it
extraordinary condition
that
the extraordinary
passed."
passed."
Approved,
June 29,
1940.
29, 1940.
Approved, June

691
691
41 Stat. 526.
525.
46 U.
C. §§
741U. S.. C.
§§ 741-

752; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, ¢§
745752;
§§ 745-

752.

Authority to comcompromise and settle
settle
claims, etc.
etc.

Determinations not
Determinations
subject to designated
designated
review.
review.

Policies and
of insurance.
insurance.

rates

Rules and regulations.

Personnel.

Report to Congress.
Congress.

"American
vessels"
"American vessels"
defined.
defned.
Rights
Rights of
o seamen.
Expiration date.
Explratlon
date.

[
CHAPTER 448]
448]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Authorizing the
the temporary
temporary detail
detail of
John L.
Savage, an
employee of
of the
United
the United
an employee
of John
L. Savage,
Authorizing
States
service under
the Government
Government of
of the
South Wales,
Wales,
of New
New South
the State
State of
under the
to service
States, to
Australia, and
the Government
Government of
of the
Punjab, India.
the Punjab,
and the
Australia,

June 29, 1940
190
[H.
[H. R.
R. 7254
72541
[Public, No.
No. 678]
6761

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
and House
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be
J. L. Savage.
United
of America
assembled, That
the President
President
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
United States
States of
Detail of, for service
in
Australia
and
Australia
of
the
United
States
is
authorized.,
if
he
finds
that
the
public
interest
public
interest
finds
that
the
of the United States is authorized, if he
India.
renders such
such a
course advisable,
advisable, to
detail J.
J. L.
Savage, chief
chief designing
designing
L. Savage,
to detail
a course
renders
engineer of
the Bureau
Bureau of
Reclamation, Department
the Interior,
Interior,
of the
Department of
of Reclamation,
of the
engineer
for
service under
under the
Government of
of the
the State
of New
New
State of
the Government
for temporary
temporary service
South
Australia, and
and the
of the
India.
the Punjab,
Punjab, India.
the Government
Government of
Wales, Australia.
South Wales,
Such detail,
detail, if
if authorized
authorized by
the President,
President, shall
shall be
be made
made in
accordin accordby the
Such

692
692

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.448,
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
448, 449—JUNE
449-JUNE 29,
29, 1940
1940

53 Stat.
53
tat. 652.
652.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
55U.
U. S.
Supp. V,
§118e.
u1e.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ance with
the provisions
of the
the Act
of May
1938
ance
with and
and subject
subject to
to the
provisions of
Act of
May 25,
25, 1938
(52 Stat. 442),
(52
442), as amended May 3, 1939 (Public, Numbered 63,
Seventy-sixth
Congress).
Seventy-sixth Congress).
Approved,
June 29,
Approved, June
29, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 449]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
governing Federal
Federal prisoners,
for other
To amend
amend certain laws
laws governing
prisoners, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

29,1940
June 29,1940
[H. R.
It. 7343]
73431
[H.
[Public, No.
679]
[Public,
No. 679]
Parole
Parole

prisoners.

of
of

U.

S.
S.

prisoners,

Warrants to
Warrants
to retake
retake
prisoner violating
v
paole
olatng
parole.

Original
sentence
Original sentence
not disminished.
not diinishd.

Officers authorized
officers
authorized
to execute warrant.
execute
warrant.

Payment
Payment
penses.
p e n se s

of
of

exex-

.

Opportunity
to
Opportunity to
appear
appear before
before Board
Board
of
of Parole, etc.

Revocation of parole
Revocationofparole
order.

Inability
Inability
fine,
etc.

to
to

pay
pay

Application
for hearApplicationforhear-

ing.

Administration
administration
oath.

of
of

Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 33 of
of
United States of
of America in
the Act of May
723c),
May 13, 1930 (46 Stat. 272; U. S. C., title 18, sec. 723c),
is amended
amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
shall.hereafter
hereafter
"SEc. 3. The said Board, or any member
member thereof, shall
have
the exclusive
authority to
for the
the retaking
of any
retaking of
any
to issue
issue warrants
warrants for
have the
exclusive authority
United
prisoner who
has violated
violated his
unexpired
United States
States prisoner
who has
his parole.
parole. .The
The unexpired
term
of imprisonment
such prisoner
prisoner shall
shall begin
term of
imprisonment of
of any
any such
begin to
to run
run from
from
the
returned to
the custody
of the
Attorney General
General under
the date
date he
he is
is returned
to the
custody of
the Attorney
under
the time the prisoner
prisoner was
was on
on parole
parole shall
shall not
said warrant, and the
not
diminish the time he was originally sentenced
sentenced to serve."
serve."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Section 5
25, 1910 (36 Stat. 820; U. S. C.,
5 of the Act of June 25,1910
title
amended to
title 18,
18, sec.
sec. 718),
718), is
is amended
to read
read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 5. That any officer of any Federal, penal, or correctional
correctional institution or any Federal
Federal officer
officer authorized
authorized to
to serve
criminal process
serve criminal
process
within the United States,
within
to whom
be delivered,
States, to
whom such
such warrant
warrant shall
shall be
delivered,
authorized and
is authorized
and required
required to execute
warrant by
execute such warrant
by taking
taking such
such
prisoner and returning
to the
the custody
custody of
the Attorney
General.
returning him to
of the
Attorney General.
All
administration of this Act
All necessary expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in the administration
Act
appropriation for
shall be paid out of the appropriation
in connecfor the
the institution in
connection with which
which such
expense was
such expense
was incurred,
incurred, and
and such
such appropriation
appropriation
is hereby
hereby made
made available
available therefor."
SEC. 3. Section 6
6 of the Act of June
SEc.
June 25,
(36 Stat.
25, 1910 (36
Stat. 820;
820;
U. S. C., title 18, sec. 719),
719), is amended
amended to read
follows:
read as
as follows:
"SEC.
a warrant issued
"SEc. 6. When aaprisoner
prisoner has been retaken upon a
issued
by the
the Board
by
Board of
Parole, he
shall be
be given
given an
to appear
appear
of Parole,
he shall
an opportunity
opportunity to
before said Board of Parole,
before
thereof, or
examiner desigParole, a
a member
member thereof,
or an
an examiner
desigsaid Board
may then,
any time
time in
nated by
by the Board.
Board. The
The said
Board may
then, or
or at
at any
in its
its
discretion, revoke
the order
and terminate
terminate such
paro l
e or
or mo
dify the
the
discretion,
revoke the
order and
such parole
modify
terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions thereof. If
If such order of parole shall be
revoked
terminated the said prisoner shall
shall serve
revoked and the parole so terminated,
the remainder
originally imposed; and
remainder of the sentence
sentence originally
and the
the time the
the
prisoner was out on parole shall not be taken into account
account to diminish
the time for
sentenced."
for which
which he
he was
was sentenced."
SEC. 4. Section 5296 of the Revised Statutes
SEc.
Statutes (U.
S. C.,
C., title
title 18,
18,
(U. S.
sec. 641)
641) is
amended to read
as follows:
follows:
is amended
read as
any
courtto
offth
the
"SEC.
"SEc. 5296. When a
a poor convict, sentenced
sentenced by an
y cour
e
United States
States to
to be
and pay
fine, or
or fine
United
be imprisoned
imprisoned and
pay a
a fine,
fine and costs,
or to pay a
a fine, or fine and costs, has been confined in prison
thirty
prison thirty
days,
solely for
for the
such fine,
or fine
and costs,
costs, such
such
days, solely
the nonpayment
nonpayment of
of such
fine, or
fine and
convict
make application
application in
to any
any commissioner
convict.may
may make
in writing
writing to
commissioner of
of
the United .States court in the district where he is imprisoned setting
setting
forth
his inability
inability to pay such fine, or fine and costs, and after
after
forth his
notice to the district attorney
attorney of the United States, who may appear,
appear,
offer
commissioner shall proceed
offer evidence,
evidence, and be heard,
heard, the commissioner
proceed to hear
hear
and
and determine
determine the
matter. If
examin ation it
hall appear
him
the i
matter.
If on
on examination
it s
shall
appear to
to him
that
unable to
to pay such fine, or fine and costs, and
that such
such convict issunable
and
he has
any property
exceedi ng $20
$20 i
n value,
va l
ue, except
except such
that he
has not
not any
property exceeding
in
such
as i
iss by law exempt from being taken on ex
execution
debt, the
ecu ti on for
for debt
commissioner shall
commissioner
to him
oll owi
ng oath:
oath: 'I
shall administer
administer to
him th
thee f
following
'I do
do
solemnly
that II have not any property, real or personal,
solemnly swear
swear that
personal to
to

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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the
amount of
of $20,
$20, except
except such
law exempt
exempt from
from being
being
by law
as is
is by
such as
the amount
taken
process for
debt by
laws of
of (naming
the State
State
(naming the
by the
the laws
for debt
on civil
civil process
taken on
where oath
oath is
is administered)
that I
have no
property in any
any
no property
I have
and that
administered);;and
where
way conveyed
or concealed,
concealed, or
or in
disposed of, for
for my
my future
way disposed
in any
any way
conveyed or
way
use or
benefit. So
So help
me God.'
God.' Upon
oath such consuch oath
taking such
Upon taking
help me
or benefit.
use
vict shall
shall be
discharged; and
and the
commissioner shall give to the
the commissioner
be discharged;
vict
keeper of
of the
certificate setting
setting forth
facts. In
case the
the
In case
the facts.
forth the
jail a
a certificate
the jail
keeper
convict is
found by
commissioner to
to possess
valued at
property valued
possess property
the commissioner
by the
is found
convict
an
amount in
of said
said exemption,
exemption, nevertheless,
nevertheless, if
if the
the Attorney
Attorney
excess of
in excess
an amount
General
finds that
retention by
by such
convict of
all of
such proppropof such
of all
such convict
the retention
that the
General finds
erty
is reasonably
that of
of his
his family,
family,
or that
support or
his support
for his
necessary for
reasonably necessary
erty is
such
convict shall
released without
without further
further imprisonment
imprisonment solely
solely
be released
shall be
such convict
for the
of such
such fine,
fine, or
or fine
fine and
and costs;
costs; or
or if
that
finds that
he finds
if he
nonpayment of
the nonpayment
for
the retention
retention by
by such
such convict
convict of
of any
of such
such property
property is
is reasonreasonpart of
any part
the
ably
for his
his support
support or
or that
of his
such convict
convict
family, such
his family,
that of
necessary for
ably necessary
shall be
be released
nonpayfor nonpaysolely for
imprisonment solely
further imprisonment
without further
released without
shall
ment of
fine or
and costs
upon payment
account of his
on account
payment on
costs upon
fine and
or fine
such fine
of such
ment
fine
and costs,
of that
his property
property in
in excess
of the
the amount
amount
excess of
of his
portion of
that portion
costs, of
fine and
found
reasonably necessary
for his
his support
his
of his
or that
that of
support or
necessary for
be reasonably
to be
found to
family."
family."
SEC. 5.
The Act
May 14,
14, 1930
Stat. 325;
325; U.
U. S.
title 18,
18,
C., title
S. C.,
(46 Stat.
1930 (46
of May
Act of
5. The
SEC.
sec.
753 to
to 753j),
as amended,
amended by
by inserting
section
after section
inserting after
is amended
amended, is
753j), as
sec. 753
11
the following
following section:
section:
11 the
"SEc.
12. Officers
and employees
employees of
of the
Bureau of
of Prisons
the
Prisons of the
the Bureau
Officers and
"SEC. 12.
Department
warwithout wararrests without
make arrests
to make
empowered to
are empowered
Justice are
of Justice
Department of
rant
violations of
of any
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
11,
10, and
and 11,
9, 10,
sections 9,
any of
for violations
rant for
of
Act, if
if the
person making
the arrest
grounds
reasonable grounds
has reasonable
arrest has
making the
the person
this Act,
of this
to believe
believe that
that the
so arrested
of such
offense, and
and
such offense,
is guilty
guilty of
arrested is
person so
the person
to
if there
there is
is likelihood
likelihood of
the person
person escaping
before a
a warrant
can be
be
warrant can
escaping before
of the
if
obtained for
for his
his arrest.
If the
the person
so arrested
from
fugitive from
a fugitive
is a
arrested is
person so
arrest. If
obtained
custody,
he shall
shall be
and all
all other
persons so
so
other persons
custody, and
to custody,
returned to
be returned
custody, he
arrested shall
shall immediately
committing officer.
a committing
before a
taken before
be taken
immediately be
arrested
Officers
of the
of Prisons
Prisons are
are authorized
authorized
Bureau of
said Bureau
the said
employees of
and employees
Officers and
and
empowered
to
carry
firearms
under
such
rules
and
regulations
regulations
and
rules
such
under
firearms
to
carry
and empowered
as the
the Attorney
Attorney General
General may
prescribe."
may prescribe."
as
Approved,
June
29,
1940.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER 450]
450]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
amend section
of the
Act entitled
for the
the retirement
of employees
employees
retirement of
Act for
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
section 11of
To amend
of
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, Territory
who are
are citizens
the -United
United
of the
citizens of
Alaska, who
of Alaska,
Territory of
the Alaska
of the
States",
June 29,
29, 1936.
1936.
approved June
States", approved

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
it enacted
Be
United States
assembled, That
That section
of
1 of
section 1
Congress assembled
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act for
retirement of employees of the
for the retirement
entitled "An
the
Alaska Railroad,
who are
citizens of
of the
the United
United
are citizens
Alaska, who
of Alaska,
Territory of
Railroad, Territory
Alaska
States", approved
June 29,
1936 (49
amended
hereby amended
is hereby
2017), is
Stat. 2017),
(49 Stat.
29, 1936
approved June
States",
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
to
"That
all employees
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, Territory
Territory of
Alaska,
of Alaska,
of the
the Alaska
employees of
"That all
who
citizens of
of the
States and
and whose
tenure of
of employemploywhose tenure
United States
the United
are citizens
who are
ment is
is not
intermittent nor
of uncertain
duration, shall
shall come
within
come within
uncertain duration,
nor of
not intermittent
ment
the provisions
this Act:
Act: Provided,
of the
employees of
That employees
however, That
Provided, however,
of this
provisions of
the
Alaska Railroad
who in
in the
the past
in the
may
future may
the future
or in
been, or
have been,
past have
Railroad who
Alaska
be, employed
of at
at least
least three
months per
per
three months
period of
the period
for the
thereon for
employed thereon
be,
year for
for at
least two
two years
years shall
come within
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
within the
shall come
at least
year
Act: Provided
clerical employees
employees of
RailAlaska Railthe Alaska
of the
That clerical
further, That
Provided further,
Act:
road who
were subject
to the
the Civil
Civil Service
Service Retirement
May
of May
Act of
Retirement Act
subject to
who were
road
22, 1920,
between July
July 1,
1, 1935,
1935, and
the
and the
time between
any time
at any
amended, at
as amended,
1920, as
22,
effective date
of this
this Act
in the
retireRailroad retireAlaska Railroad
the Alaska
deposit in
shall deposit
Act shall
date of
effective
ment and
disability fund
fund an
11/
2 per
basic
the basic
of the
centum of
per centum
additional 11/2
an additional
and disability
ment

Discharge.
Discharge.
Possession of property
in excess of
exemption.
exemption.

Bureau of Prisons.
without
Arrests without
warrant.

Authority to carry
carry
firearms.

June
1940
June 29.
29. 1940
111. R.
R. 80461
W04 _
1Public,
No.
(1501
MW[F—
-r'ibfic, No).

—

Alaska
Railroad.
Alaska Rnilrond.

rerRetirement of
of certain employees.
employes.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sup!).
v.
Supp. V,
55U.
745.
Employees eligible.
Employees

Prorisos.
Prooriso.
Service
Service
ment.
ment.

require-

Clerical employees.
41 Stat. 614.
5
U. S.C.
I
§691-736c;
691-736c;
.C. J§
5U..
Supp. V,
U, SJ 693-736b.
693-736b.
Supp.
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salary, pay, or compensation
them during
during such
such period,
compensation received
received by
by them
period,
together
together with interest
of 4
per centum
per
interest computed
computed at
at the
the rate
rate of
4 per
centum per
annum
compounded on
annum compounded
last day
day of
of each
fiscal year,
year, but
but such
such
on the
the last
each fiscal
interest shall not
included for
any period
period during
not be
be included
for any
during winch
which the
the
employee was
the service."
service."
was separated
separated from
from the
Transfer of credit
to
Transfer
creditto
SEC. 2. The United States Civil Service
Commission is
SEc.
Service Commission
is hereby
hereby
retirement
fund.
re
authorized and
and directed
directed to
including
authorized
to ascertain
ascertain the
the amount,
amount, if
if any,
any, including
accrued interest, due employees
accrued
employees of
Alaska Railroad
Railroad coming
of the
the Alaska
coming
within the purview of this Act
and
Act from
from the
the civil-service
civil-service retirement
retirement and
614.
41 Stat.
stat.614.
disability funds created by the
22, 1920,
1920, and
and to
to certify
certify
the Act
Act of
of May
May 22,
5U. S. C .
1-736
0;
same
to the
Secretary of
who is
hereby authorized
v, §§
ij§§169
63-736b
same to
the Secretary
of the
Supp.
693-736b.
the Treasury,
Treasury, who
£ Upf. V,
is hereby
authorized and
and
directed to
transfer such
amount on
on the
the books
of the
Treasury Departto transfer
such amount
books of
the Treasury
Department to the
fund.
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad
Railroad retirement
retirement and
and disability
disability fund.
Effective
Effective date.
SEC.
SEc. 3. This Act shall take effect on the first day of the
third month
the third
month
next following
following its
its approval.
approval.
Approved,
Approved, June
1940.
June 29,
29, 1940.
[CHAPTER 451]
[CHAPTER
June 29,1940
29, 1940
8076]
[H. R. 80761
[Public, No. 681]
6811

National Academy
Academy
National
of Sciences,
Sdences, D. C.
Furnishing of steam
authorized.
authorized.

Provisos.
Proiuos.
Payment for steam.
Payment

Payment
Payment for work
involved.
involved.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the furnishing
furnishing of steam from the Central Heating
Heating Plant
Plant, to
to the
the
National Academy
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
Academy of Sciences,
Sciences, and
and for
Be it
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
United
That the
the Federal
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Federal
Works Administrator
Administrator through
through the Public Buildings
Buildings Administration
Administration
be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized to furnish steam
steam from
the Central
Heatfrom the
Central Heating Plant for the use of the
on the
the
the National
National Academy
Academy of
of Sciences
Sciences on
property designated
designated as square
square 88
the District
District of
88 in
in the
of Columbia:
Columbia:
Provided, That the National
Provided,
National Academy
of Sciences
agrees to
to pay
pay for
for
Academy of
Sciences agrees
the steam furnished
furnished at
reasonable rates,
less than
cost, as
at reasonable
rates, not
not less
than cost,
as may
may
be determined by the Administrator
Administrator of
of the
the Federal
Federal Works
Works Agency:
Agency:
Provided further,
Provided
further, That the Federal Works
Works Administrator,
Administrator, through
through
the Public Buildings Administration,
Administration, is authorized
authorized to
plans
to prepare
prepare plans
and specifications .and to supervise
and contract
work necesnecessupervise and
contract for
for the
the work
sary to connect
connect with the Government mains and
and to
to receive
receive payment
payment
from the National Academy of Sciences
Sciences by
transfer of
in
by the
the transfer
of funds
funds in
advance to cover the cost of
work and
and services,
including adminadminof such work
services, including
istrative expenses.
istrative
expenses.
Approved, Julie
29, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
June 29,
[
CHAPTER 452]
[CHAPTER

June 29,
29, 1940
1040
[H. R. 82581
82181
[H.
li'ublic,
682]
[Public, No.
No. 682]

Cypress Hills
Cypress
Hills National Cemetery,
Cemetery,
tional
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Addition of Mount
plot.
of Victory plot.

Care, maintenance,
maintenance,
and marking.

ACT
AN ACT

For the marking, care, and maintenance
Mount of
Victory plot
in the
the
maintenance of
of the Mount
of Victory
plot in
Cypress
Cypress Hills Cemetery, in Brooklyn, New York.
York.

enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, The Secretary
Secretary of
of
War is authorized
authorized and directed to accept (on behalf of,
of, and
and without
without
cost
United States)
in the
cost to,
to, the
the United
States) title to that certain
certain burial plot in
Cypress
Cypress Hills Cemetery, in the Borough
Borough of
Brooklyn, in
in the
county
of Brooklyn,
the county
of Kings, in the State of New York, known as
as the
Mount of
the Mount
of Victory
Victory
plot and designated on a
a map of said
cemetery filed
according to
law
said cemetery
filed according
to law
as lots numbers 354 to 359, inclusive, in section 2,
as
2, comprising
comprising approxiapproximately two
two thousand four hundred square feet, in
mately
in which plot
plot are
are
interred
the remains
remains of the last survivor and of other veterans
interred the
veterans of the
War
of 1812,
War of
1812, and to make said plot part and parcel of the Cypress
Hills National
Hills
National Cemetery
Cemetery acquired
acquired in 1870 from and also
also located
located
wholly within
within said
said Cypress Hills Cemetery. The said Mount
Mount of
wholly
of
Victory
thereafter receive care, maintenance,
Victory plot shall thereafter
maintenance, and
and marking
marking
as provided by U. S. C., title 24, sections
278 and
sections 278
and 279.
279.
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER 453]
453]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Sanitary Bureau
Permitting official
American Sanitary
Bureau to be transmitted
of the
the Pan American
mail of
official mail
Permitting
in penalty
in
penalty envelopes.
envelopes.

and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
assembled, That the privilege
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
United States of America
United
extended to
of the
free transmission
transmission of
hereby extended
to
mail matter is hereby
of official mail
of
the free
manner and subject
the
American Sanitary
subject
the same manner
Sanitary Bureau
Bureau in the
the Pan
Pan American
to the
the same
as is
in the
the case
case of official
official mail matis provided
provided in
conditions as
same conditions
to
ter
of the
the Pan
Pan American
American Union.
ter of
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 454]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For
exchange of
lands adjacent
adjacent to the San Juan National
National Forest and the Rio
of lands
For the
the exchange
in Colorado.
Grande
National Forest in
Colorado.
Grande National

June
1940
JUne 29, 1940
8350]
[H. R. 83650
[Public, No. 683]

American SanPan American
itary Bureau.
Free transmission
transmission of
Free
official
official mail matter.

June 29, 1940
June
[H. R. 8356]
[Public, No. 084)
6814

Be
enacted by
Representatives of the San Juan and Rio
House of Representatives
by the
the Senate and House
it enacted
Be it
provisions Grande
United
assembled, That the provisions
Congress assembled,
Grande National
National ForStates of America in Congress
United States
of the
the Act
of March
20, 1922
L. 465; U. S. C., title 16, sec. ests.
1922 (42 Stat. L.
March 20,
Act of
of
Exchange of adja485), entitled "An Act to consolidate national forest lands", and the cent lands.
1090;
the Act of February 28, 1925 (43 Stat. L., p. 1090;
provisions of the
U. S.
C., title
title 16,
"An Act to amend an Act entitled
entitled "An
486), entitled
16, sec. 486),
S. C.,
U.
'An Act to consolidate national forest lands' ", and Acts amendatory
'An
thereto, are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended to
offered lands
any suitable offered
to include any
thereto,
within
Mexican grant
grant
boundaries of that portion of the former Mexican
within the boundaries
known as
as the
Amarilla Grant, lying within the State of ColoTierra Amarilla
the Tierra
known
rado,
adjacent to
to the
the Rio
Forests.
National Forests.
San Juan National
or San
Grande or
Rio Grande
rado, adjacent
Administration.
Lands
conveyed to
the United
United States
Act shall, upon Administration.
States under this Act
to the
Lands conveyed
acceptance
of
title,
become
parts
of
the
national
forest
nearest
to
acceptance of title, become parts of the national forest nearest to
thereafter be subject to the laws,
which they are situated, and shall thereafter
rules,
and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to said national forest.
rules, and
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 455]
455]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To prohibit
possession, or
of money
property feloniously
feloniously
or property
money or
or disposition
disposition of
receipt, possession,
the receipt,
prohibit the
To
the United
taken
from aa bank
bank organized
or operating
the laws
of the
United States
laws of
under the
operating under
organized or
taken from
or any
any member
member of
Reserve System.
Federal Reserve
the Federal
of the
or

the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
it enacted
Be
United
America in
Congress assembled,
of
2 of
section 2
That section
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
States of
United States
the Act
of May
18, 1934,
1934, entitled
"An Act
provide punishment
punishment for
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
May 18,
Act of
the
certain
committed against
operating
or operating
organized or
banks organized
against banks
offenses committed
certain offenses
under
laws
of
the
United
States
or
any
member
of
the
Federal
Federal
the
of
member
any
or
States
United
under laws of the
Reserve System"
System" (48
783; U.
U. S.
S. C.
588b), as
C. title 12, sec. 588b),
Stat. 783;
(48 Stat.
Reserve
amended,
be further
further amended
amended by
by adding
the following
subfollowing subthereto the
adding thereto
amended, be
section:
section:
"
(c) Whoever
Whoever shall
possess, conceal,
store, barter,
barter, sell, or
conceal, store,
receive, possess,
shall receive,
"(c)
dispose
of any
money or
thing of
of value
value knowing
or other
other thing
or money
property or
any property
dispose of
a bank in violation of subsection
the same
same to
to have
have been taken from a
the
(a) of
shall be
imprisoned
$5,000 or imprisoned
than $5,000
not more than
fined not
be fined
section shall
this section
of this
(a)
not
years, or
or both."
ten years,
than ten
more than
not more
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
111.
83991
[H. R.
R. 8399]
[Public,
No.
685]
65]
No.
tPublic,

robbery.
Bank robbery.
Bank

12 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
12
V, §588b.
V,
588b.

Receiving,
of
etc., of
Receiving. etc.,
loot; penalty.
penalty.
loot;
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457-JUNE 29,
1940
[CHAPTER 456]
[CHAPTER
456]

1940
June 29, 1940
[H. R. 8628]
[Public, No. 686]

Perishable AgriculCommodities
tural Commodities
Act, 1930, amendAct,
amendments.
46 Stat. 531.
531.
7
7 U.
U. S. C. §§
I§ 499a,
499b; Supp. V, §§
499b;
§§499a,
499b.

Definitions.
Definitions.
"Perishable
"Perishable agricultural commodity."
commodity."

"Dealer."
"Dealer."

conduct."
"Unfair conduct."

Weight, number,
Weight,
etc., of commodity.
commodity.
etc.,

Misrepresentation
Misrepresentation
of quantity, size, etc.

[Public, No. 6871
687]

District of Columbia.
Podiatry regularegulaPodiatry
tions.
W10.
40 Stat. 560.
20 D. C. Code §
§995.
Board of Podiatry
Examiners.

Terms of members.

Vacancies.

Eligibility for appointment.
pointment.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
the Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
Agricultural Commodities
Commodities Act,
Act, 1930,
as amended,
amended, to
to
To amend
amend the
1930, as
include
agricultural commodity
cherries in
in brine,
brine, and
for
include as
as aa perishable
perishable agricultural
commodity cherries
and for
other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That paragraph
paragraph (4)
United
America in
assembled, That
(4)
of section
section 1
the Perishable
Perishable Agricultural
Act, 1930,
1930, as
as
of
1 of
of the
Agricultural Commodities
Commodities Act,
amended
(relating to
to the
the definition
definition of
of "perishable
"perishable agricultural
agricultural comamended (relating
commodity"),
read as
as follows:
follows:
modity"), is
is amended
amended to
to read
"(4) The
The term
'perishable agricultural
commodity'—
"(4)
term 'perishable
agricultural commodity'"
(A) Means
Means any
the following,
whether or
not frozen
or
"(A)
any of
of the
following, whether
or not
frozen or
packed in
ice: Fresh
Fresh fruits
fresh vegetables
of every
kind and
and
packed
in ice:
fruits and
and fresh
vegetables of
every kind
character; and
and
character;
"(B)
in brine
as defined
by the
Secretary in
"(B) Includes
Includes cherries
cherries in
brine as
defined by
the Secretary
in
accordance with
;".
accordance
with trade
trade usages
usages;".
SEC, 2. Paragraph
(6) (C)
(C) of
Act, as
SEC.
Paragraph (6)
of section
section 11 of
of such
such Act,
as amended
amended
(relating
definition of
is amended
by inserting
inserting after
after
(relating to the definition
of "dealer"),
"dealer"), is
amended by
the word
word "ice"
comma and
the following:
following: "or
cherries
the
"ice" a
a comma
and the
"or consists
consists of
of cherries
in brine,".
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Paragraph
Paragraph (1)
(1) of
amended (relat(relatof section
section 2
2 of
of such Act,
Act, as
as amended
definition of
of "unfair
read as
ing to
to the
the definition
"unfair conduct"),
conduct"), is
is amended
amended to
to read
as
follows:
follows:
"(1)
"(1) For any commission merchant,
merchant, dealer,
broker to
to engage
dealer, or
or broker
engage in
in
or use any unfair, unreasonable,
unreasonable, discriminatory,
or deceptive
deceptive practice
discriminatory, or
practice
in connection with
weighing, counting,
or in
any way
way determining
with the
the weighing,
counting, or
in any
determining
the quantity of any perishable
perishable agricultural
commodity received,
agricultural commodity
received,
bought,
shipped, or
interstate or
commerce ;".
bought, sold,
sold, shipped,
or handled
handled in
in interstate
or foreign
foreign commerce
SEC.
Paragraph (5)
SEC. 4. Paragraph
of section
section 2
of such
such Act,
amended (relat(5) of
2 of
Act, as
as amended
(relating to the definition of
conduct"), is
is amended
by inserting
inserting
of "unfair
"unfair conduct"),
amended by
"quality," the following:
after "quality,"
"quantity, size,
pack, weight,".
weight,".
following: "quantity,
size, pack,
Approved, June
1940.
Approved,
June 29,
29, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 457]
457]

June 29.
29, 1940
[11. R. 8692]
[H.
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AN
AN ACT
ACT

practice of podiatry
To amend
amend the Act to regulate the practice
podiatry in
the District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
in the

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Act
Act to
assembled, That
That the
to
regulate the practice
podiatry in the
practice of podiatry
the District of
of Columbia,
Columbia,
approved May 23, 1918, and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof, are
are further
further
amended to read
read as
follows:
amended
as follows:
"There
"There is hereby established
established aa Board of Podiatry
Podiatry Examiners,
Examiners,
which shall consist of the health officer of the District of Columbia
Columbia
ex officio
officio and three members, to be appointed
appointed by the Board
Board of
Commissioners of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
of the District
District of
"Said members shall be appointed
appointed within
within thirty
thirty days
this
days after
after this
Act
Act has
has taken effect,
effect, and they shall be so classified by the Board
Commissioners that the term of one member shall expire in one
of Commissioners
year, one in two years, and one in three years from the
the date
date of
of
annually thereafter
thereafter the Board
appointment, and annually
Commissioners
Board of
of Commissioners
shall appoint
a period
appoint one member who shall serve for a
of three
period of
three
years, or until his successor is appointed and qualified. Vacancies
Vacancies
m said Board shall be filled by the Board of Commissioners
in
Commissioners for
for
the unexpired term.
the
term.
"No
upon the
"No person shall be eligible for appointment
appointment upon
the Board
who is not a
a citizen of the United States and who has not been for
for
five years next preceding
a resident
preceding his appointment a
resident of
of and
and in
in
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of eligibes.
eligibles.
List of
made from
be made
Columbia.
shall be
from aa list of three to
Appointments shall
Columbia. Appointments
five
eligibles submitted
submitted by
by the
Podiatry Society of the District of
the Podiatry
five eligibles
Columbia.
In case
failure of
said Podiatry
Podiatry Society to submit
of said
of failure
case of
Columbia. In
said
of Commissioners
appoint members
members in
shall appoint
Commissioners shall
Board of
the Board
list, the
said list,
Society without restriction, who
good
standing of
said Podiatry
Podiatry Society
of said
good standing
are
qualified as aforesaid.
are qualified
Election of officers.
officers.
Election of
by
organize by
"Sc.
The Board
of Podiatry
Podiatry Examiners
shall organize
Examiners shall
Board of
2. The
"SEC. 2.
electing
secretary-treasurer who
president, and aasecretary-treasurer
members aapresident,
its members
from its
electing from
shall give
to the
the United
States in the sum of $1,000.
$1,000. The
United States
bond to
give bond
shall
regulations not inconsistent hereBoard shall
adopt such
and regulations
rules and
such rules
shall adopt
Board
with
it deems
respecting the
eligibility of candidates,
the eligibility
necessary respecting
deems necessary
as it
with as
Seal, records, and
and
eist.records,
and
the scope
scope of
examinations. The
The Board shall adopt an official register.
of examinations.
and the
of
seal,
and
shall
keep
a
record
of
its
proceedings,
a
complete
record
complete
a
proceedings,
of
its
seal, and shall keep a record
the
each licensee,
register of persons licensed
licensed
licensee, and aa register
of each
credentials of
the credentials
as podiatrists
and of
of licenses
licenses revoked.
A. transcript
transcript of an entry in
revoked. A
podiatrists and
as
secretary-treasurer under seal of the
such records,
records, certified
certified by the secretary-treasurer
such
Quorum.
Quounm.
Board,
shall
be
evidence
of
the
facts
A quorum of
facts therein stated. A
the
of
evidence
be
Board, shall
Annual reports.
reports.
Annual
Board
The Board
the
shall consist
not less
less than
than two
two members.
members. The
of not
consist of
Board shall
the Board
containing
District
shall
make
annual
reports
Commissioners,
containing
the
to
reports
annual
shall make
a summary of its
statement of
of moneys
received and
and disbursed
disbursed and a
moneys received
aastatement
preceding year.
official acts
during the
the preceding
acts during
official
Attendance
wit.
Attendance of wit"SEc. 3.
3. The
said Board
power to
require the
the attendance
attendance nesses,
to require
have power
shall have
Board shall
The said
"SEC.
es s etc.
se
ete.
n
require
and
and
of
persons
and
the
production
of
books
papers
to
require
books
of
production
the
and
of persons
such
persons to
to testify
testify in
any and
and all matters within its jurisdiction.
in any
such persons
Subpenas
and oaths.
subpenasandoaths.
power to issue
The
secretary-treasurer shall
shall have
have power
and secretary-treasurer
president and
The president
Failure of witness to
subpenas and
and each
authority to
oaths. Upon
Upon testify,
Failureofwitnessto
to administer
administer oaths.
shall have
have authority
each shall
subpenas
etc.; punishment.
the
any person
to attend
as a
awitness, when duly subpenaed,
subpenaed, ment.
attend as
person to
of any
failure of
the failure
or to
to produce
produce books
books and
and papers
when duly
directed by
by the said
duly directed
papers when
or
Board,
the Board
Board shall
shall have
have power
power to
to refer
the said matter to any
refer the
Board, the
for the District of
justice
of the
the District
of
States for
United States
the United
of the
Court of
District Court
justice of
Columbia, who
who may
order the
attendance of such witness, or the
the attendance
may order
Columbia,
production
books and
papers, or require
require the said witness
and papers,
such books
of such
production of
to
testify, as
and upon
failure of the witness
witness to
upon the failure
be, and
may be,
case may
the case
as the
to testify,
attend, to
or to
produce such
papers, as the case
or papers,
books or
such books
to produce
testify, or
to testify,
attend,
may be,
such witness
witness may
punished for contempt
contempt of court as for
for
be punished
may be
be, such
may
a case pending
failure to
to obey
issued or
or to
testify in a
to testify
subpena issued
a subpena
obey a
failure
before
court.
said court.
before said
of law
law
Prosecution of
Prosecution
"SEc. 4.
shall be
the duty
secretary-treasurer of the Board violations.
the secretary-treasurer
of the
duty of
be the
It shall
4. It
"SEC.
to
the provisions
of all
laws relating
relating to the practice
practice of podiall laws
provisions of
enforce the
to enforce
atry in
the District
District of
of Columbia,
violations of said laws shall
all violations
and all
Columbia, and
in the
atry
be prosecuted
prosecuted in
in the
the police
court of
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by the
the District
police court
be
corporation counsel
or one
one of
of his
his assistants;
assistants; and
and the
the corporation
corporation councouncounsel or
corporation
sel and
and his
his assistants
shall render
such other
other legal
services as
may
as may
legal services
render such
assistants shall
sel
from time
time to
to time
time be
be required
the Board.
Board.
by the
required by
from
Police detail.
Police detail.
Depart"The
the Metropolitan
Police DepartMetropolitan Police
of the
superintendent of
and superintendent
major and
"The major
ment
shall
detail
such
members
of
his
force
as
may
be
necessary
to
to
necessary
be
may
as
force
his
of
ment shall detail such members
assist
in the
and prosecutions
incident to
the
to the
prosecutions incident
investigation and
the investigation
Board in
the Board
assist the
employ
enforcement
of
this
Act.
The
Board
is
authorized
to
employ
such
to
authorized
is
Board
The
Act.
this
enforcement of
other
as it
it deems
to assist
assist in
investigation and
the investigation
in the
necessary to
deems necessary
persons as
other persons
prosecutions incident
incident to
the enforcement
enforcement of
of this
this Act.
to the
prosecutions
e a t i n for
Application
for
"SEc.
5. Any
to begin
begin the
practice of
podiatry licAns.
of podiatry
the practice
desires to
who desires
person who
license.
Any person
"SEC. 5.
within
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
file
with
the
secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer
the
with
file
shall
Columbia
of
within the District
Qualifications.
of the
the Board
Board a
written application
license, and
satis- Qualifcations.
furnish satisand furnish
a license,
for a
application for
a written
of
factory proof
proof that
that he
of the
the United
United States
or has
has duly
duly
States or
citizen of
is aa citizen
he is
factory
declared his
his intention
intention to
to become
become aacitizen
citizen of
the United
United States,
States, .not
not
of the
declared
less
than
twenty-one
years
of
age,
of
good
moral
character,
and
is
aa
is
and
character,
moral
good
of
age,
of
years
less than twenty-one
graduate
of aapodiatry
podiatry college
recognized by
by the
the National
National Association
Association
college recognized
graduate of
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of Chiropodists
Chiropodists and approved
approved by the Board. Any license issued to a
a

person who is a
a citizen of
and who
duly declared
of aaforeign country
country and
who has
has duly
declared
his intention to become
of the
United States
become a
a citizen
citizen of
the United
States shall
shall automatiautomatically terminate
and the
the registration
registration of
the candidate
candidate be
be annulled
annulled in
terminate and
of the
in
event such
such candidate
fail to
to submit
the Board
satisfactory
the event
candidate shall
shall fail
submit to
to the
Board satisfactory
evidence within
six years
years from
the date
date of
of such
such license
that he
he has
within six
from the
license that
has
Application form,
form, become a
application
a citizen
citizen of the United
States. Such
Such application
application must
must be
United States.
be
etc.
upon the
by oath,
oath, and
and accomaccomthe form
form prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Board,
Board, verified
verified by
panied by the required
and a
recent unmounted
autographed photophotorequired fee
fee and
a recent
unmounted autographed
Semiannual examgraph of
of the
the applicant.
applicant. The
The Board
Board shall
shall hold
eminnual exam- graph
hold in
in January
January and
and July
July
inations.
year, in
such place
as it
may designate,
of each
each year,
in such
place as
it may
designate, examinations
examinations to
to
determine
determine the fitness of applicants
applicants for licenses under
this Act.
under this
Act.
Application for li-

"(a)
examination, the
"(a) If
If such
such application
application be for
for a
a license after examination,
the
applicant shall
the Board
Board at
first meeting
meeting after
after the
the
shall appear
appear before
before the
at its
its first
filing of his application,
application, and
satisfactory examination,
examination, consistconsistand pass a
a satisfactory
ing
ing of practical
practical demonstrations
and written
demonstrations and
written and
and oral
oral test,
test, in
in the
the
following
subjects as
the same
shall be
taught in
in the
recognized podipodifollowing subjects
as the
same shall
be taught
the recognized
atry colleges:
colleges: Anatomy, physiology,
physiology, pathology,
pathology, bacteriology,
bacteriology, chemchemistry, materia medica, surgery, therapeutics,
therapeutics, diagnosis
diagnosis and
and treatment,
treatment,
clinical and orthopedic
orthopedic podiatry, and any other
such subjects
subjects as
other of
of such
as
the
Board may
may determine.
the Board
determine.
Without examinaWithout
examin"(b) If
If such application be for a
"(b)
examination by
by
a license
license without
without examination
tion.
tio.
virtue of a
a license issued by a
a State, Territory, or other jurisdicvirtue
or by a
tion forming
forming a
a part of the United States, or
a foreign
foreign country,
country,
the applicant
applicant shall furnish proof satisfactory
satisfactory to the
the Board
he
Board that
that he
a valid license from aasimilar podiatry board, with
holds a
requirements
with requirements
equal to those of the District
District of
and that
has been
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
that he
he has
been in
in
the lawful and reputable
reputable practice
practice of podiatry in
in the
the State or
or TerriTerritory or foreign country
country from which he applies for five consecutive
Proviso.
Pro.
years next prior to filing his application:
application: Provided,
Provided, That
laws
That the
the laws
Reciprocity.
of such
State or Territory or foreign
of
such State
foreign country
country accord
accord equal rights
rights
to a
a podiatrist of the District of Columbia who desires to practice
his girofession
profession in such State or Territory or foreign country.
License
conclusive
tt EC. 6.
such applicant
examination, or
furnishes
License
conclusive
"SEC.
6. If
If such
applicant passes
passes the
the examination,
or furnishes
evidence of right to
evidece of right to the information required
practice.
required of applicants
applicants for license
license without examination, he shall receive
a license from the Board, attested by
receive a
seal,
by its
its seal,
signed by the members
members of the Board, which after being registered
registered
with the health officer shall be conclusive
conclusive evidence of his right to
to
Loss
license.
Loss of
of license.
practice podiatry in the District of Columbia. If
practice
If the loss of a
a
license is satisfactorily
a duplicate thereof
satisfactorily shown,
shown, a
thereof shall be issued by
the Board upon payment of the
required fee.
fee.
the required
Revocation, etc., of
Revocation,
"SEC. 'T.
7. The
The District Court of the United States for the District
"Sac.
license;
causes. etc., of
ense; cause
of
Columbia may
may revoke
suspend the
the license
license of any podiatrist
of Columbia
revoke or
or suspend
podiatrist
in the District a
of Columbia upon proof satisfactory to said court—
court"(a)
"(a) That said license
license or registration was procured through
fraud
through fraud
or misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
"(b) That the holder thereof has been convicted of a
"(b)
a felony.
"(c) That the holder thereof
thereof is guilty of chronic or persistent
"(c)
persistent
addiction to
drugs.
inebriety, or addiction
to drugs
"(d).) That the holder thereof is guilty of advertising
"(d
advertising professional
superiority,or the performance
performance of professional
professional services in a
asuperior
superior
manner;
professional service; advertising
manner; advertising
advertising prices for professional
advertising by
means of large display,
display,. glaring light signs, or containing
containing as a
a part
thereof the representation
representation of the human foot or leg
leg or any
any part
employingg or making us
usee of so
solicitors
thereof; employin
li citors or free publicity press
press
agents, directly or indirectly;
indirectly; or advertising any free podiatry
podiatry work,
work,
or
g t
podiatry service.
service.
or free examination
examination;'•or
or advertisin
advertising
too guarantee
guarantee podiatry
"(e
hiring, supervising, permitting,
permitting
"(e) That such holder is guilty of hirin,
unlicensed persons to practice
or aiding unlicensed
practice poiiatry.
podiatry.
Applation
for icense
after examinaexaminaafter
tion.
tion.
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unprofessional conduct.
"(f) That such holder
"(f)
holder is guilty of unprofessional
declared
"The
"The following acts on the part of aapodiatrist are hereby declared
to constitute
unprofessional conduct:
conduct:
to
constitute unprofessional
"(1) Practicing
Practicing while his license is suspended.
"(1)
suspended.
"(2)
deceiving or
attempting to deceive the Board
Board or
or attempting
Willfully deceiving
"(2) Willfully
with reference
reference to any matter under
agents with
under investigation
investigation by the
their agents
Board.
Board.
carrying
"(3) Advertising
medium other than the personal
personal carrying
by any
any medium
Advertising by
"(3)
a modest window or
of a
modest professional
professional card or the display of a
of
a modest
professional card or window
street
sign at
office, which professional
licensee's office,
at the licensee's
street sign
or
or street sign shall display only the name, address, profession, office
the case
hours,
telephone connections
of the
the licensee;
licensee; except in the
connections of
and telephone
hours, and
of
of change
address or
or the
starting of
of practice,
the starting
change of
of address
announcement of
of announcement
when the
the usual
size card
card of
of announcement
announcement may be used. The size
usual size
when
of said
be designated
designated by the Board.
shall be
or signs
signs shall
cards or
of
said cards
"(4) Practicing
podiatry under
or assumed
assumed name or corfalse or
under aa false
Practicing podiatry
"(4)
porate name
name other
a partnership
partnership name containing the names
other than
than a
porate
of the
the partners,
partners, or
except his
proper name which
which
his full proper
name except
any name
or any
of
used in his license
shall
license granted by the Board.
be the
the name used
shall be
"(5) Violating
Violating this
this Act
Act or
aiding any person
person to violate this Act
or aiding
"(5)
or
to knowingly
act of
of any
any State
State or Territory.
podiatry act
the podiatry
violate the
knowingly violate
or to
"(6) Practicing
Practicing in
in the
the employment
or in
in association
any
with, any
association with,
of, or
employment of,
"(6)
person
who is
is practicing
practicing in
in an
an unlawful
unprofessional manner.
or unprofessional
unlawful or
person who
"The
foregoing specifications
specifications of
acts constituting
constituting unprofessional
unprofessional
of acts
"The foregoing
conduct shall
construed as
complete definition
definition of unprofesas aacomplete
be construed
not be
shall not
conduct
performance of
the performance
sional
nor as
as authorizing
authorizing or
or permitting
permitting the
conduct nor
sional conduct
other or
or similar
not denounced,
denounced, or
limiting or
or restricting
restricting the
as limiting
or as
acts not
similar acts
other
said court
court from
that other
similar acts also constitute
or similar
other or
holding that
from holding
said
unprofessional
conduct.
unprofessional conduct.
‘SEc. 8.
8. The
The District
States for the District
District
District Court of the United States
"SEc.
any
of Columbia
Columbia may
may suspend
issued and any
license issued
any license
revoke any
or revoke
suspend or
of
registration upon
upon evidence
evidence showing
satisfaction of
the court
court
of the
to the
the satisfaction
showing to
registration
that
licentiate or
or registrant,
as the
the case
may be,
has been
been guilty
be, has
case may
registrant, as
the licentiate
that the
of misconduct
misconduct or
incapacitated.
is professionally
professionally incapacitated.
or is
of
a
revocation of a
suspension or revocation
"Proceedings
looking toward
toward the
the suspension
"Proceedings looking
by petition
license or
or registration
registration shall
petition filed in the District
begun by
be begun
shall be
license
Court of
the United
United States
of Columbia in the name
District of
the District
for the
States for
of the
Court
of the
Board of
Podiatry Examiners
Examiners and
and shall
shall be
be verified
verified by
by oath.
oath.
of Podiatry
the Board
of
Proceedings shall
ordinary rules of
to the
the ordinary
according to
be conducted
conducted according
shall be
Proceedings
equity practice
such supplementary
rules as
as said
court may
may deem
deem
said court
supplementary rules
and such
practice and
equity
expedient to
and intent
intent of
this Act;
Act; and
and
of this
purposes and
the purposes
effect the
into effect
carry into
to carry
expedient
said
court is
hereby authorized
authorized to
such supplementary
supplementary rules.
rules.
make such
to make
is hereby
said court
An appeal
from the
of the
Court of
of
District Court
the District
decision of
the decision
be taken
taken from
may be
appeal may
An
the United
United States
States for
for the
Columbia to
United States
States
the United
to the
of Columbia
District of
the District
the
Court
Appeals of
said District.
Any such
such appeal
appeal on
of
behalf of
on behalf
District. Any
of said
of Appeals
Court of
the Board
Board of
of Podiatry
Podiatry Examiners
may be
filed without
without bond. The
be filed
Examiners may
the
District
Court of
of the
States for
for the
Columbia
District of Columbia
the District
United States
the United
District Court
may
determine whether
or registration
be suspended
suspended
shall be
registration shall
license or
whether aa license
may determine
or
revoked, and
if such
such license
license is
is to
be suspended
court may
may
said court
suspended said
to be
and if
or revoked,
determine the
duration of
suspension and
and the
the conditions
conditions under
under
such suspension
of such
the duration
determine
which such
such suspension
terminate.
shall terminate.
suspension shall
which
"SEc. 9.
That in
addition to
fees fixed
fixed herein
each applicant
applicant
herein each
the fees
to the
in addition
9. That
"SEC.
a fee
for a
license as
as podiatrist
podiatrist shall
shall deposit
deposit with his application
application a
a license
for
of $25
if for
and $50
$50 if
a license by
for a
if for
examination, and
after examination,
a license
license after
for a
$25 if
of
fee of
reciprocity;
with each
each application
duplicate license
a fee
license a
for aa duplicate
application for
reciprocity; with
$5
be paid
paid to
Board and
for each
certificate issued by said
each certificate
and for
said Board
to said
shall be
$5 shall
Board
$1 shall
shall be
be paid.
out of
of the
paid to
said
to said
fees paid
the fees
That out
paid. That
of $1
fee of
a fee
Board a
expenses
all
Board,
as
provided
by
this
Act,
there
shall
be
defrayed
expenses
defrayed
be
shall
there
Act,
this
by
Board, as provided
incurred
n carrying
out the
provisions of
Act, including
including the
the
this Act,
of this
the provisions
carrying out
in
incurred i

Acts deemed unprofessional
professional conduct.

proMisconduct
Misconduct or
or professional
incapacity;
fessional incapacity;
penalty.
penalty.

Revocation.
etc.,
Revocation, etc.,
proceedings.
proceedings.

Rules
Rules applieabio.
applicabio.

Appeal.
Appeal.

Duration of
of suspnsuspenDuration
sion.
sion.

Fees.
Fees.

Expenses
Expenses
from
from fem.
fees.

payable
payable

700
700

Proviso.
rovison on exLimitation
penses.
penses.
Registration.
Registration.

Fee.
Fee.
Blank
form.
Blank form.

Failure
register.
Failure to
toregister.

Reinstatement.
Restatement.

Printed register.
Printedregister.

Person practicing
practicing
Person
podiatry;
definition.

"Podiatry"
and
"Podiatry" ande
"podiatry service" defined.
'ned.

Inapplicability of
Act
to podiatry
podiatry stustu
Act to
dents, etc.
etc.
dents,

Display
of ieansrd
license
of
Display
and
registration
card.
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detection and
and prosecution
prosecution of
together with
with a
detection
of violations
violations thereof,
thereof, together
a fee
fee
of $10
$10 per
for each
each member
member of
of said
Board, other
of
per diem
diem for
said Board,
other than
than the
the
health officer
officer of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, when
actually engaged
engaged upon
health
District of
when actually
upon
business pertaining
pertaining to
to his
official duties
duties as
as such
Board member:
member: ProPro.
business
his official
such Board
vided, That
That such
such expense
expense shall
shall in
the total
total of
receipts.
vided,
in no
no event
event exceed
exceed the
of receipts.
"SEC. 10. During
"SEc.
During the month of December
December of each year, every
licensed
shall register
the secretary-treasurer
the
licensed podiatrist
podiatrist shall
register with
with the
secretary-treasurer of
of the
Board his name and office
office address
address and such other
other information
information ass
deem necessary
necessary upon blanks
the Board may deem
blanks obtainable
obtainable from
from said
said
secretary-treasurer, and thereupon pay a
a registration
registration fee of $2.
secretary-treasurer,
$2.
On or before the 1st day of November
November of each
each year it shall be the
duty of the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of the
Board to
to mail
the Board
mail to
to each
each podiapodiatrist
District of
at his
last-known address,
address,
trist licensed
licensed in
in the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, at
his last-known

aa blank form for registration.
registration. In the event
event of failure to register
register
on or before the 31st day
day of
December a
of $5
the regisof December
a fine
fine of
$5 and
and the
registration
tration fee of
shall be
be imposed,
and should
should the
the practitioner
practitioner fail
fail
of $2
$2 shall
imposed, and
to register and pay
imposed and
and continues
continues to
his
pay the fine imposed
to practice
practice his
profession
profession in the District of
he shall
at the
end of
ten
of Columbia
Columbia he
shall at
the end
of ten
days from
as practicing
illegally and
and penalpenalfrom said date
date be considered
considered as
practicing illegally
ized as otherwise
otherwise provided for in this Act. If
suspends his
If he suspends
practice
practice he may, in the discretion
discretion of the
upon furnishing
the Board, upon
furnishing
character and professional
satisfactory evidence
evidence as to his moral character
professional
standing,
standing be reinstated
registering and
reinstated at any
any time
time upon
upon registering
and paying
paying
aa prescribed
the 1st day
prescribed fee of $25. On or before the
day of
February,
of February,
annually, said Board shall
printed register
the names
and
shall issue a
a printed
register of
of the
names and
addresses so received,
together with other information
information deemed
addresses
received, together
deemed interinterprofession, a
a copy of which
esting to the profession,
shall be
be mailed
or
which shall
mailed or
otherwise
otherwise sent to each registrant
registrant thereon.
thereon.
"SEc.
11. Any
practicing podiatry
"SEC.
11.
Any, person
shall be
be regarded
regarded as
person shall
as practicing
podiatry
who,
compensawho, gratuitously
gratuitously or for a
a salary, fee,
fee, money, or other compensato any
any other person,
tion paid either himself or to
or indiperson, directly
directly or
indirectly, furnishes or advertises
advertises to furnish, or performs or causes
causes
to be performed,
performed, by himself or by any other
other person,
agent, or
or
person, agent,
employee,
'podiatrist',
employee, podiatry service; or who uses the words 'podiatrist',
'chiropodist', or any
'chiropodist',
any letters or
in connection
his name
or title
title in
connection with
with his
name
which in any way represents
represents him as being engaged in the practice
practice
of podiatry; or who is a
a manager, proprietor,
proprietor, operator,
operator, or
or conconductor of aaplace where
where podiatry service is performed;
performed; or who shall
advertise, or permit to be advertised
state, advertise,
advertised by sign,
sign, card,
card, circular,
circular,
handbill, newspaper,
newspaper, radio,
or otherwise
otherwise that
that he
ill attempt
attempt
radio, or
he can
can,,or w
will
to, perform
perform podiatry
a diagnosis
diagnosis in connection
connection
podiatry service or render a
therewith;
'podiatry' and
therewith; 'podiatry'
'podi at
ry service',
serv i
ce ', w
i
thi n the
the meaning
meaning
and 'podiatry
within
of this section and this Act, are hereby defined
defined to be the surgical
surgical,
medical, or mechanical
mechanical treatment
treatment of
of any
ailment o
uman
any ailment
off th
thee h
human
foot, except the amputation
foot,
amputation of the foot or any of the toes; and,
and, also,
also,
except
use of
anesthetic other
other than
than a
one.
a local
local one.
an anesthetic
except the
the use
of an
12. Nothing
Nothing
in this
Act shall
shall apply
apply t
o a
a b
ona fid
student
"SEC..12.
in
this Act
to
bona
fidee student
"SEc
i
of
a reputable podiatry c
college;
of podiatry
podiatry in
n the clinic rooms of a
oll ege; to
t
o a
a
licensed and
legally qualified
rac titi oner o
he h
ea li ng arts;
to a
and legally
qualified p
practitioner
offt
the
healing
arts; to
a
podiatrist of the United States Army,
Public Health
Health Service,
Service,
Army, Navy,
Navy, Public
Veterans' Administration,
or Veterans'
Administration, in
i
n the
th e di
sc harge o
hi
s official
off
icial duties,
duties '
discharge
offhis
nor to aa lawful practitioner
offpodiatry in another St
practition er o
at
e or
err i-,
State
or T
Territory
a clinical demonstration
demonstration before a
a bona fide society,
society,
tory making a
convention, association
association of podiat
podiatrists,
college, or perri
st
s,or podiatry
podiatry college
performing
a s
specific
which he
forming his
his duties in connection
connection with a
pec ifi c case
case on 'Which
may have been called to the District of Columbia.
"SEC. 13. Whoever engages in the practice of podiatry and fails
"SEc.
13. Whoever engages in the practice of podiatry and fails
to
keep displayed in aa conspicuous
in the
to keep displayed in
conspicuous place
place in
the operating
operating room
room in
in
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which. he practices,
practices, and in such manner
m anner as t
be easily
seen and
and read,
too be
easily seen
read,
the license
license and annual
annual registration
registration card
pursuant to
to
card granted
granted him
him pursuant
the laws of the District of Columbia,
be fined
not more
than
Columbia, shall
shall be
fined not
more than

$50.
$50.

"SEc.
a diploma conferring
"
S
EC. 14. Whoever
Whoever sells or offers to sell a
conferring a
a
podiatry degree
degree or a
a certificate granted for
postgraduate work,
or a
for postgraduate
work, or
a
license granted
granted pursuant to this
whoever procures
procures such
this Act,
Act, or
or whoever
such
diploma, certificate,
certificate, or license
intent to
to use
the same
same as
license with intent
use the
as evievidence of the right to practice
practice podiatry
defined by
by law,
law, by
podiatry as
as defined
by a
a
person other than
diploma was
was conferred,
than the one upon whom
whom such
such diploma
conferred,
or to whom such license
granted, or any person
license was granted,
with
person who with
fraudulent intent alters such diploma, certificate,
or uses
certificate, or license,
license, or
uses
or attempts to use the same,
same, shall be
more than
be fined
fined not
not more
than $1,000.
$1,000.
"SEC. 15. Whoever
"SEc.
Whoever practices podiatry under
name, or
under a
a false name,
or
a title, or appends or prefixes
assumes a
which
prefixes to
to his
his name
name letters
letters which
falsely
as having
chartered podiatry
falsely represent
represent him as
having a
a degree
degree from
from a
a chartered
podiatry
college, or
or makes
of the
words 'podiatry
college' or
'school' or
college,
makes use
use of
the words
'podiatry college'
or 'school'
or
equivalent
equivalent words when not
authorized so
so to
to do,
do, or
not lawfully
lawfully authorized
or imperimpersonates another
another at
held by
the Board,
sonates
at an
an examination
examination held
by the
Board, or
or knowingly
knowingly
a false application
makes a
application or
representation in
or a
a false representation
in connection
connection
with such examination, shall
not more
than $1,000.
$1,000.
shall be
be fined not
more than
"SEc.
person or
persons, corporation,
corporation, or
educational insti"SEc. 16.
16. No
No person
or persons,
or educational
institution
shall conduct
conduct classes
classes or
or a
school for
postgraduate podiatry
tution shall
a school
for postgraduate
podiatry
in the District
in
unless with
with the
of the
Board,
District of Columbia unless
the approval
approval of
the Board,
and
whoever violates
violates this
provision shall,
upon conviction,
conviction, be
be fined
and whoever
this provision
shall, upon
fined
not more
not
more than
than $500.
$500.
"SEC.
"
SEC. 17.
Whoever engages
17. Whoever
engages in
in the
the practice
practice of
of podiatry
podiatry without
without a
a
license
any provision
of law
law relating
relating
license so to
to do,
do, or whoever
whoever violates
violates any
provision of
to
the practice
the application
and
to the
practice of
of podiatry,
podiatry, or
or the
application for
for examination
examination and
licensing
podiatrists for
for which
which no
no specific
specific penalty
penalty has
been prelicensing of
of podiatrists
has been
prescribed shall
be fined
not more
more than
scribed
shall be
fined not
than $1,000.
$1,000.
"SEc.
"SEC. 18.
18. When used
Act—
used in this Act"(1) Personal
Personal pronouns
"(1)
pronouns include
include all
all genders.
genders.
"(2) The
The term
'Board' means
means the
the Board
Board of
of Podiatry
Examiners.
"(2)
term 'Board'
Podiatry Examiners.
"(3) Advertising
shall be
deemed to
to include
include those
public print,
print,
"(3)
Advertising shall
be deemed
those in
in public
by
radio, or
or any
any other
other form
announcement.
of public
public announcement.
form of
by radio,
"SEC.
regulations adopted by the Board shall
"SEc. 19. Rules and regulations
become
after promulgation:
promulgation: Provided,
That
become effective
effective thirty
thirty days
days after
Provided, That
notice
rules and
and regulations
regulations is
notice of
of such
such rules
is published
published once
once a
a week
week for
for
three consecutive
consecutive weeks
during that
that period
newspaper of
genthree
weeks during
period in
in a
a newspaper
of general
that notice
notice be
be mailed
mailed
eral circulation
circulation in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and that
to each
each registered
podiatrist in
the District
to
registered podiatrist
in the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
"SEc. 20.
any section
section or
or provision
provision of
of this
"SEC.
20. Should
Should any
this Act
Act be
be decided
decided
by
courts to
to be
unconstitutional or
invalid, the
the
by the
the courts
be unconstitutional
or invalid,
the validity
validity of
of the
Act as
as a
or of
part thereof
other than
Act
a whole
whole or
of any
any part
thereof other
than the
the part
part decided
decided
to
be unconstitutional
unconstitutional shall
shall not
not be
affected. The
The right
to be
be affected.
right to
to alter,
alter,
amend, or
Act is
is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
amend,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
hereby expressly
"SEc.
21. All
All Acts
Acts or
thereof heretofore
heretofore enacted
enacted into
law
"SEC. 21.
or parts
parts thereof
into law
and inconsistent
inconsistent herewith
herewith are
are hereby
hereby repealed."
and
repealed."
Approved,
29, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June
June 29,

Fraudulent use
use of
Fraudulent
of
Ii
nses, etc.
licenses,
etc.

Practice under
under false
false
name,
etc.
name, etc.

Board
of
Board approval
approval of
podiatry classes,
etc.
podiatry
classes, etc.

Practicing without
without
license,
license, etc.
etc.

Terms construed.
construed.

regulaRules and regula-

tions.
tions.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Publication.
Publication.

Separability clause.
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Separability

Right reserved.
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[CHAPTER 458]
[CHAPTER
458]
June 29, 1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 8815]
8815]
[Public, No.
No. 6881
6881
[Public,

AN ACT
To grant
per diem
to the
members of
the Board
Board of
Steam
To
grant per
diem compensation
compensation to
the appointed
appointed members
of the
of Steam
and Other Operating
District of
other
Operating Engineers of the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and for
for other
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of the
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of 1?epresen,tatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled That section
United
Congress assembled,
2
section
2
bia.
of
steam and
and other
other operating
Licensing of steam,
blaicensing
the Act entitled
entitled "An
of the
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate steam
operating
etc., engineers.
engineering
of Columbia",
approved February
in the
the District
District of
Columbia", approved
February 28,
28,
24 Stat.
tat 427.
427. .
engineering in
24
20 D.
D. C.. Code
Code §
6 362.
362. 1887, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
Board
examiners.
Board of examiners.
"SEc.
"
SEc. 2. That all persons applying for such
such license
license shall
be examexamshall be
Membership.
Membership.
ined by aa board of examiners
examiners composed as follows:
follows: Two practical
practical
engineers,
of whom
whom shall
be in
the employ
engineers, neither
neither of
shall be
in the
employ of
of the
the United
United
States
District of
Columbia, to
to be
appointed by
the CommisCommisStates or
or the
the District
of Columbia,
be appointed
by the
sioners
the District
District of
of Columbia
inspector for
for the
the
sioners of
of the
Columbia,2 and
and the
the boiler
boiler inspector
Compensation.
compensation.
member shall receive
District of Columbia.
Columbia. Each appointed
appointed member
receive comcompensation
rate of
$10 per
day when
actually engaged
in the
the
pensation at
at the
the rate
of $10
per day
when actually
engaged in
work of
of the
the board,
board, such
such compensation
compensation not
to exceed
exceed $300
per annum.
annum.
work
not to
$300 per
Terms.
Terms.
One of the appointed
shall be appointed
appointed engineers
engineers shall
appointed for
term of
of one
one
for a
a term
year and
and the
the others
for a
term of
of two
two years.
years. On
On the
the expiration
of
year
others for
a term
expiration of
such appointments,
appointments, all
all appointments
shall be
made for
for the
term of
appointments shall
be made
the term
of
two years
years except
except such
such appointments
appointments as
as may
be made
the
two
may be
made for
for the
Vacancies.
vacances.
remainder of unexpired
unexpired terms. Vacancies caused by death,
resignadeath, resignation, or otherwise shall be filled by the
the
the Commissioners
Commissioners only
only for
for the
unexpired
unexpired terms. Members
eligible for
reappointment.
Members shall
shall be eligible
for reappointment.
Removal
from dace. The Commissioners of the District of Columbia may remove any
Removalfromoffice.
any
member
of the
the board
for misconduct,
misconduct, incompetency,
of
member of
board for
incompetency, neglect
neglect of
Examinations.
Examinations.
duty, or for any other sufficient
Said examination
sufficient cause. Said
examination shall
shall be
be
conducted
conducted in all respects
under such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the
respects under
such rules
Commissioners
Commissioners of the District of Columbia shall
time
shall from time
time to
to time
provide; and all engines and steam boilers shall be subjected
subjected to
to such
such
tests as
as the said
Commissioners may
prescribe."
said Commissioners
may prescribe."
Approved, June
1940.
Approved,
June 29,
29, 1940.
District of
of ColumColum-

[CHAPTER 459]
[CHAPTER
June 29,
29, 1940
1940
[t1. R.
R. 9274]
9274]
[IL
[Public, No.
689]
[Public,
No. sso]

('ape
Hatteras NaCape Hatteras
tional Seashore, N. C.
tional
Redesignation
Redesignation of
area.
16 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
469-459a-3.
V, §§
§645949a-3.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Hunting permitted
permitted
Hunting
in
areas.
In designated
designated areas.
16 U. S. C. §§
§§ 703703711; Supp. V, §§
703ii 703709a.

ACT
AN ACT
To amend the Act entitled "An
"An Act to
to provide
provide for the
the establishment
establishment of the
the Cape
Cape
Flatteras National
National Seashore
State of
of North
North Carolina,
Carolina, and
and for
purHatteras
Seashore in
in the
the State
for other
other purposes",
approved
August 17, 1937 (50 Stat. 669).
poses",
669).

Be it
House of Representatives
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
United States
America in
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the words
words
"national seashore recreational
recreational area"
area" are hereby
hereby substituted in lieu
"national seashore"
seashore" wherever
words occur in
of the words "national
wherever such words
in the
the
Act of August 17,
1937 (50
Stat. 669).
17, 1937
(50 Stat.
669).
SEO.
3 of the aforesaid
S
EC. 2. That section 3
aforesaid Act
is hereby
Act is
hereby amended
amended by
by
striking out the period at the end thereof and
addition of
of the
the
and the addition
following: ":
": And provided further,
further, That hunting shall
be pershall be
permitted,
mitted, under such rules and
as may
be prescribed
prescribed by
and regulations
regulations as
may be
by
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior in
in conformity
with the
the Migratory
Migratory
conformity with
Bird
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), as follows: (a) Upon
the waters of the sounds included
the
included within the national
national seashore
recreational
(b) in the area north of the
recreational area, (b)
County
the Currituck
Currituck County
(d) within
line, (c)
(c) on Ocracoke
Ocracoke Island, and (d)
within not
than two
two
not more than
thousand
said national
thousand acres
acres of land in the remaining
remaining portion of said
seashore
seashore recreational
recreational area, as shall be designated
designated by the Secretary
Secretary
of
of the
the Interior;
Interior; except
except on lands and .waters included
included in any existing
or
wildlife or
or migratory
migratory bird refuge and adjacent
or future
future wildlife
adjacent closed
waters."
waters."
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
460]
[CHAPTER 460]

ACPI
AN ACT
AN

For the acquisition of Indian lands for the Grand Coulee Dam and Reservoir, and
for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, in aid of the
construction of the
construction
the Grand Coulee
Coulee Dam project,
project, authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
of August 30, 1935 (49
(49 Stat. 1028),
1028), there is hereby granted
granted to
to the
United States, subject to the provisions
(a) all
all the
the right,
right,
provisions of this Act, (a)
title, and
and to
the tribal
and interest
interest of
of the Indians
Indians in
in and
to the
tribal and
and allotted
allotted lands
lands
within the Spokane
Reservations, including sites
Spokane and Colville Reservations,
sites of
of
agency
and school
school buildings
buildings and
structures and
and unsold
unsold lands
agency and
and related
related structures
lands
in Klaxta town site, as may be
therefor by
be designated
designated therefor
by the Secretary
of
Provided, That
no lands
lands shall
shall be
of the
the Interior
Interior from time
time to
to time:
time: Provided,
That no
be
purposes above
taken for reservoir
resorvoir purposes
thousand three
three
above the elevation of one
one thousand
hundred
above sea
as shown
shown by
General Land
Office
hundred and
and ten
ten feet
feet above
sea level
level as
by General
Land Office
Klaxta town
surveys, except
except in
in Klaxta
town site;
site; and
and (b)
(b) such
such other
other interests
interests in
in
or
property within
within these
these reservations
reservations as
or to
to any of
of such
such lands
lands and
and property
as may
may
be
required and
Interior
be required
and as
as may
may be designated
designated by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
the construction
construction of
from time
time to time for
for the
of pipe
pipe lines,
lines, highways,
highways, railrailroads,
electric-transmission lines
roads, telegraph,
telegraph, telephone,
telephone, and
and electric-transmission
lines in
in conconnection with the project,
project, or for the relocation or reconstruction
reconstruction of
of
such
the construction
the project.
project.
such facilities
facilities made
made necessary
necessary by
by the
construction of
of the
of hunthuntThe
reserving rights of
Secretary of the
the Interior, in
in lieu
lieu of reserving
The Secretary
ing,
and boating
boating to
in the
the areas
to the
the Indians
Indians in
areas granted
granted under
under
ing, fishing,
fishing, and
of the entire
this Act,
shall set
approximately one-quarter
one-quarter of
set aside
aside approximately
this
Act, shall
reservoir area
Indians of the Spokane
Spokane and
reservoir
area for the paramount
paramount use of
of the Indians
Colville
for. hunting,
and boating
boating purposes,
purposes,
fishing, and
hunting, fishing,
Reservations for
Colville Reservations
which rights
rights shall
shall be
be subject only to such reasonable
which
reasonable regulations as
the Secretary
may prescribe
prescribe for
protection and
conservation of
of
the protection
and conservation
Secretary may
for the
the
fish and
Provided, That
of the
Indians' rights
rights
exercise of
the Indians'
That the
the exercise
wildlife: Provided,
fish
and wildlife:
shall
not interfere
with project
operations. The
Secretary shall
shall also,
The Secretary
project operations.
interfere with
shall not
where
grant to
access to
Indians reasonable
reasonable rights
rights of access
where necessary,
necessary, grant
to the Indians
such
or areas across
across any project lands.
area or
such area
SEC. 2.
lands or
or interests
interests in
designated from time to
in lands are designated
SEC.
2. As
As lands
time under
this Act,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior shall determine
determine the
of the
Act, the
under this
time
amount
of money
to be
the Indians
just and
equitable
and equitable
as just
to the
Indians as
be paid
paid to
money to
amount of
compensation therefor.
As to
to the
the amounts
amounts so
lands, the
the tribal
tribal lands,
therefor. As
compensation
determined
be transferred
the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
United States
States
the United
in the
shall be
transferred in
determined shall
from
the funds
funds now
now or
hereafter made
available for
for the
the construction
made available
or hereafter
from the
of the Grand Coulee Dam project to the credit of the appropriate
appropriate
tribe
pursuant to
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
May 17,
17, 1926
(44 Stat.
Stat.
1926 (44
of May
to the
tribe pursuant
560).
amounts due
due individual
landowners or
or their
or
heirs or
their heirs
individual landowners
The amounts
560). The
devisees shall
shall be
paid from
from funds now or hereafter
hereafter made available for
be paid
devisees
the construction
construction of
of said
project to
to the
the superintendent
superintendent .of
of the
Colville
the Colville
said project
the
Indian Agency
or such
such other
officer as
shall be
be designated
designated by
the
by the
as shall
other officer
Agency or
Indian
Secretary
the Interior
for credit
credit on
on the
to
said agency
agency to
of said
the books
books of
of the
Interior for
Secretary of
the accounts
individuals concerned.
concerned.
the individuals
of the
accounts of
the
S
EC. 3.
Funds deposited
deposited to
their heirs or
or
to the
the credit of allottees, their
3. Funds
SEC.
the Interior,
Interior,
devisees may
may be
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of the
used in the discretion
devisees
be used
for
acquisition of
and improvements,
improvements, or
or the
the relocation
relocation
lands and
of other
other lands
for the
the acquisition
of existing
improvements or
construction of
of new
new improvements
on the
the
improvements on
or construction
of
existing improvements
lands so
so acquired
acquired for
for the allottees or
or heirs
heirs whose lands and improvelands
ments
under the provisions of
of this
this Act. Lands so
ments are acquired under
acquired shall
held in
in the
same status
status as those from
from which the
the same
shall be
be held
acquired
provided
funds
were derived,
and shall
shall be
be nontaxable
otherwise provided
until otherwise
nontaxable until
derived, and
funds were
by Congress.
Congress.
by
SEC. 4.
SEC.
4. As to any Indian cemetery lands required for the project,
the
the Interior
is authorized,
discretion, in lieu
lieu
his discretion,
in his
authorized, in
Interior is
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
of
requiring payment
payment therefor,
to establish
establish cemeteries
other lands
lands
on other
cemeteries on
therefor, to
of requiring

703
June 29,
June
29, 1940
1940
[II. R. 9449]
[Public,
No. 690]
[Public, No.

[H. R. 9445]

Grand Coulee Dam
project.
project.
Acquisition
Acquisition of Indian lands.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction; excepRestriction;
tion.
Construction
Construction of pipe
lines, etc.

Use of reservoirland
reservoirland
Use
etc., by
for hunting, etc.,
Indians.
Indians.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Noninterference
Noninterference
with
project operations.
Compensation to InCompensation
Indians.
dians.

Credit of funds to
Credit
appropriate
appropriate tribe.
tribe.

29
U. S.C.
S. C. 1155.
25U.
15.
Payments to indiIndividual landowners.
landowners.
vidual

Use of funds for acquisition
other
quisition of other
lands, etc.

Relocation ofIndian
of Indian
Relocation
cemeteries.
cemeteries.
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Payment
of costs.
Payment of
costs.

PUBLIC LAWS--CHS.
LAWS— CEIS .460,
460, 461—JUNE
29, 1940
1940
461-JUNE 29,
PUBLIC

[54 STAT.
STAT.

that he
may select
and acquire
acquire for
for the
purpose, and
and to
to remove
remove bodies,
bodies,
the purpose,
that
he may
select and
appurtenances to the new sites. All costs
markers, and other appurtenances
incurred
connection with
be paid
paid from
from
such relocation
relocation shall
shall be
with any
any such
incurred in
in connection
moneys appropriated
project. All
All right,
right, title,
interest of
of
title, and
and interest
for the
the project.
appropriated for
moneys
the Indians
Indians in
within any
relocated shall
shall termitermiso relocated
any cemetery
cemetery so
the lands
lands within
the
in the

nate
grant of
title under
Act take
as of
the
nate and
and the
the grant
of title
under this
this Act
take effect
effect as
of the
the date
date the
sites held in trust Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior authorizes
authorizes the relocation. Sites of the
by .
relocated
relocated cemeteries shall be held in trust by the United States for
the Spokane
or Colville
Colville Tribe,
as the
be
be, and
and shall
shall be
Tribe, as
the case
case may
may be,
Spokane or
the
nontaxable.
Regulations, etc.
etc.
Regulations,
SEC.
S
EC. 5. The Secretary
Secretary of the Interior is hereby
hereby authorized to perform any
and all
all acts
acts and
and to
prescribe such
regulations as
may
as he
he may
to prescribe
such regulations
any and
form
this Act.
Act.
to carry out the provisions
provisions of this
deem appropriate
appropriate to
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,

Sites held in trust
by U. S.

[
CHAPTER 461]
[CHAPTER
461]

June 29, 1940
[H. R. 9896]
[Public, No. 691]

Military posts.
Military
Appropriation
Appropriation for
construction
construction at,
at, authorized.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 360; post,
pot, p.
p.
958.
958.

AN ACT

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize appropriations
appropriations for construction
construction at military
and for
for other
other
military posts,
posts, and
purposes.

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
the
United States
of America
America in
That there
there is
hereby
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
is hereby
authorized to
appropriated not
not to
to be
be
authorized
to be
be appropriated
to exceed
exceed $15,000,000
$15,000,000 to
expended for
construction, rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, and
installation at
expended
for the
the construction,
and installation
at
military posts
such buildings
buildings and
utilities and
military
posts of
of such
and utilities
and appurtenances
appurtenances
thereto
as may
may be
necessary, as
as follows:
thereto as
be necessary,
follows:
Station

ALASKA
ALASKA

Anchorage
Anchorage -------------------

Amount
Amount

$6, 379,225
------------------------------ $6,379,225
HAWAII
HAWAII

Schofield Barracks
Schofield
Barracks----------------------_Shatter
Fort Shafter------------------

-------------------_
----------------------

PANAMA
PANAMA
Fort Clayton
Clayton._--.--------------------Corozal---------------------------------Corozal
Department
Panama Canal Department------------------__
-----------

PUERTO RICO
PUERTO
RICO
Borinquen
Field ---Borinquen Field-.
.------------------------------Puerto
Rican General
Depot --------------. ---------- ___Puerto Rican
General Depot

823,200
90000
90,000
512,075
512,075
1,
071, 300
1,071,300
365,500
365,500
571,700
571,700
45,000
45,000

CONTINENTAL
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
STATES
Aberdeen
Ground, Md
Aberdeen Proving
Proving Ground,
IMd------------------------ Atlanta General
General Depot, Ga
Atlanta
Ga------------------------------Fort Belvoir,
Va--------Fort
Belvoir, Va
-----------.------.......
Fort
Ga
---Fort Benning, Ga---------------------------Edgewood
Md
Edgewood Arsenal, Md---------------------------Fort
Fort Sam Houston, Tex
Tex----------------------------.
--Fort
Fort Knox,
Knox, Ky
Ky-------------------------------Fort
-------- ---------Fort Lewis,
Lewis, Wash
Wash--------------------McPherson, Fla
Fla--Fort McPherson,
----------------------------Va-Fort Myer, Va
Fort
Monroe, Va
Va
Fort Monroe,
Fort onroe, Va------------------Philadelphia
Depot--------------------------14,00
Philadelphia Quartermaster
Quartermaster Depot
Picatinny
Arsenal
---------------------------Picatinny Arsenal
Fort Pickens, Fla
Fla------..--...---------Fort Sill,
Okla
Fort
Sill, Okla
__
„
.--Story, Va-------------.---------------------------Fort Story,
West
Point
West Point-,
.--------------------------------------------Total
Total
Total
-------------------------------------

Approved, June
Approved,
June 29, 1940.

---------

210,000
210,000
1,300,000
1,
300, 000
0000
60,000
1,320500
1, 320, 500
432,476
432,476
277,2200
277,
15,24
153,
124
255,000
255,
000
000
25,
6
5
65,000
4,000
84,000
8-4.....
149,500
179,500
314,000
3000
23,
000
823000
48,200
.........
48,200
6
9
96,000
25, 000
2,
000
299,000
15,
000, 000
15,000,000

STAT.]
54 STAT.]

7(;TH CONG.,
76TH
CONG ., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS .462, 492-JUNE
492—JUNE 29,
29, 1940

[CHAPTER 462]
462]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To authorize the acquisition of additional
additional land for military purposes.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
Representaties of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of
the United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary of War is
Secretary
to acquire,
such order
order
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
acquire in
in such
of priority
of
priority as
he may
may determi
n e, title
title to
t
o additional
additi ona lland,
as he
determine,
land, or
or interest
interest
to the
the extent of
therein, or right pertaining
pertaining thereto, to
approximate
of the
the approximate
hereinafter set forth, for the establishment,
areas hereinafter
establishment, enlargement,
and
enlargement, and
essential
reservations, posts,
essential improvement of the following
following military reservations,
and facilities:
and
facilities:
Antiaircraft
Antiaircraft Training
Training and Firing Center, Savannah, Georgia,
five hundred and
twenty-five thousand
acres.
and twenty-five
thousand acres.
Big Bethel Water Development,
Development, Fort Monroe, Virginia, forty-one
acres.
acres.
one hundred
hundred and
and twentytwentyCamp Custer, Michigan,
Michigan, six
six thousand
thousand one
six
six acres.
Fort Dix, New
three hundred
hundred and
fortyNew Jersey,
Jersey, sixteen thousand
thousand three
and fortysix
acres.
six acres.
Fort Lewis,
Lewis, Washington,
Washington, five
five thousand sixty-one
sixty-one acres.
acres.
SEc.
In order to
S
EC. 2. In
accomplish the
purpose of
this Act
to accomplish
the purpose
of this
Act .there
there
out of
money in
in the
the
is hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
$3,500,000, to
be
the sum
sum of
of $3,500,000,
to be
expended
under the
the direction
direction of
War.
expended under
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
Approved, June
June 29,
Approved,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 492]
492]
[CHAPTER

ANT ACT
A (T
AN

Authorizing
the Secretary
to sell
certain land
to the
Conconully
Authorizing the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
sell certain
land to
the Conconully
Cemetery
Cemetery Association.
Association.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That subject to
United
States of America in Congress

Executive
Order Numbered
Numbered 1032
February 25,
25, 1909,
1909, withdrawing
Executive Order
1032 of
of February
withdrawing
lot
section 7,
township 35
25 east,
east, Willamette
lot 5,
5, section
7, township
35 north,
north, range
range 25
Willamette meridian,
meridian,
Okanogan County,
and other
other lands,
them
Okanogan
County, Washington,
Washington, and
lands, and
and setting
setting them
apart for
the use
the Department
Department of
Agriculture as
apart
for the
use of
of the
of Agriculture
as preserves
preserves and
and
breeding grounds
for native
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior, upon
breeding
grounds for
native birds,
birds, the
the Interior,
upon
payment therefor
therefor at
at the
the rate
of $1.25
per acre,
acre, may
payment
rate of
$1.25 per
may cause
cause a
a patent
patent
to
issue to
to the
Association, for
uses,
to issue
the Conconully
Conconully Cemetery
Cemetery Association,
for cemetery
cemetery uses,
for
5, section
section 7,
7, township
25 east,
Willamette
for all of
of lot
lot 5,
township 35
35 north,
north, range
range 25
east, Willamette
meridian,
Okanogan County,
County, Washington,
the three
three hundredhundredmeridian, Okanogan
Washington, except
except the
foot strip
strip along
along the
border of
such lot,
determined
foot
the westerly
westerly border
of such
lot, heretofore
heretofore determined
by
Reclamation to
to be
for reclamation
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Reclamation
be necessary
necessary for
reclamation
purposes,
such grant.
grant. Except
for the
purposes, which
which shall
shall be
be excepted
excepted from
from such
Except for
the
uses
herein authorized,
neither this
Act nor
may issue
issue
uses herein
authorized, neither
this Act
nor the
the patent
patent that
that may
thereunder
shall be
be construed
in any
any manner
thereunder shall
construed as
as abrogating
abrogating or
or in
manner affectaffecting the
of February
which order
order
ing
the aforesaid
aforesaid Executive
Executive order
order of
February 25,
25, 1909,
1909, which
shall otherwise
otherwise remain
remain in
revoked by
in full force unless and
and until
until revoked
by the
the
President or
Act of
of Congress.
President
or by
by Act
Congress.
Approved,
29, 1940.
Approved, June
June 29,
1940.

193470 °-4 1—PT.
r
193470°-41PT. r--

4
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Jun... 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
[H.
8897]
[H. R.
R. 9897]
[Public, No.
692]
[Public,
No. 692]
Acquisition of
addiAcquisition
of additional land for
for milimilitary
tary purposes.
purposes.
Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 360,
360, 361.
361.

Savannah,
Ga.
Savannah, Ga.
Fort
Va.
Fort Monroe,
Monroe, Va.
Camp
Camp Custer,
Custer, Mich.
Mich.
Fort
Dix, N.
J.
Fort Dix,
N. J.
Fort
Lewis, Wash.
Fort Lewis,
Wash.
Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
958.
Post,
p. 958.

au-

1940
June 29, 1940
[H. R. 8316]
[H. R. 8316]

[Public, No.
No. 693]
693]
[Public,

Conconully
Conconully CemeCemetery
Association.
tery Association.
Issue of
patent
Issue
of land
land patent
to.
to.

Payment.
Payment.

Description.
Descrlption.

Designated ExecuDesignated
Executive order
order not
not abrotive
abrogated.
gated.

706
706

PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.493,
493, 49
494
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
[CHAPTER 493]

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
[H. J.
J. Res. 517]
517]
Res., No. 90]
[Pub. Res.,

Branch County,
Mich.
Mich.
Clearing title to cerClearing
tain real estate.

Districtof Columbia.
Reduction of incertain pubterest on certain
lic-works loans, etc.

48 Stat.
Stat. 1215; 49
49
52 Stat.
Stat. 174; 62
1203.
1203.
20 D.
C. Code,
H 1587Supp. V, ii
1590.

Notification
terest rate.

of in-

[54
STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION
To
To clear title to certain
certain real estate.

Resolved by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Resolved
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Treasury
be, and
he is
authorized and
and directed
execute
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to execute
and
deliver to
the register
of deeds
of said
Branch County,
County, Michigan,
Michigan,
and deliver
to the
register of
deeds of
said Branch
a
a conveyance
conveyance in
in the following
following form,
form, to
to wit:
wit:
The
United States
no interest
the property
property known
known and
and
The United
States having
having no
interest in
in the
described
as the
the northwest
quarter of
of section
section
described as
northwest quarter
quarter of
of the
the southwest
southwest quarter
30,
township 66 south,
Michigan, and
and
30, township
south, range
range 88 west,
west, Branch
Branch County,
County, Michigan,
which
Helen L.
L. Kane
Kane attempted
which said property
property one Helen
attempted to
to convey,
convey, under
under
certain conditions, to
United
certain
to the
the United
United States
States Government,
Government, the
the United
States
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury (or any
States does hereby, through the Secretary
any
subordinate in his
office), he
he being,
being, by
by joint
joint resolution
Congress
subordinate
his office),
resolution of
of Congress
quitclaim and
and convey
convey to
the said
said Helen
Helen
so authorized
authorized and
and directed,
directed, quitclaim
to the
interest of
of "The
"The Government
the United
L. Kane
Kane all interest
Government of
of the
United States,
States,
Washington, D.
described.
Washington,
D. C.",
C.", in
in the
the premises
premises heretofore
heretofore described.
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
494]
[CHAPTER 4941

July 1, 1940
1940
Res. 559]
[H. J. Res.
59]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 91]

June 29
29, 1940
1940
June
July
1940
uly 1,, 1940

JOINT RESOLUTION
JOINT
RESOLUTION

Authorizing a
a reduction
reduction in the rate of interest to be paid on certain
certain loans and
and
advances made to the District of Columbia by the United States of America
America
through the Public Works Administration.
Administration.

Resolved by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
assemb led, That
the .
ComUnited States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
Comsupervision of
of
missioner of Public Works, under
under the
the direction
direction and
and supervision
Administrator, and the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the Federal Works Administrator,
the
District of Columbia, be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to amend
amend
existing contracts and agreements
loaned
agreements by which funds have
have been
been loaned
advanced or are obligated
or advanced
obligated to be loaned or advanced
advanced to said ComCommissioners, for the acquisition, purchase,
construction, establishment
purchase, construction,
establishment,
and development of public works, pursuant to
of
to the
the authority
authority of
Public Law Numbered 465, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress, approved
approved June
25, 1934,
1934, as amended by Public Law Numbered 51, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth
Congress,
1935 or Public Law Numbered
Congress, approved
approved May 6, 1935,
Numbered 746,
Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Congress, approved June
for
June 25, 1938, so
so as
as to
to provide
provide for
the payment
payment of interest on the amounts of such loans and advances
to be repaid to the Public Works Administration at
at such rate as
would, in the opinion of the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury,
Treasury, be
be the
the lowest
lowest
Columbia were said District
interest rate available
available to the District of Columbia
District
authorized by law to issue and sell obligations
obligations to the public at the
the
par value thereof, in aa sum equal to the repayable amounts
amounts of
of such
such
loans and advances,
a period of fifteen years
advances, maturing serially over a
in approximately
approximately equal annual installments, including both principal
principal
and interest, and secured by a
a first pledge of and lien
lien upon
upon all
all the
the
general-fund revenues
general-fund
revenues of said District.
SEC.
directed
SEC. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to advise the Commissioner of
Publi c W
or k
s an
he C
omm i
ss i
oners
of Public
Works
andd t
the
Commissioners
of the District of Columbia of su
such
ch interest rate which, in his
opinion
ces,wou
ld be available
to
opinion. and in
in the aforesaid
aforesaid circumstan
circumstances,
would
available to
the District of Columbia
joint
Columbia on the date of enactment of this joint
resolution.
Approved,
ution, July 1940.
Approved, July 1,
Approved,
1, 1940.

54 S
STAT.]
54
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS. 495-497—JULY
495-497-JULY 1, 1940
76TH
CONG., 3D
3n SESS.—OHS.
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[CHAPTER 495]
AN ACT
ACT
To amend
To
amend an Act entitled "An Act relating to the naturalization of certain women
2, 1932.
born in Hawaii", approved July 2,
1932.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
United
Act
naturalization of certain women
entitled "An Act relating to the naturalization
women
born in Hawaii"
2 1932, is amended to read as folHawaii", approved July 2,
lows: That for the purposes of subdivision (b) of section 33 of the
Act entitled "An Act relative
relative to the naturalization
naturalization and citizenship
citizenship
of married women", approved September 22, 1922, as amended,
amended, a
a
woman born in Hawaii
Hawaii prior to June 14, 1900, shall be considered
considered
to have been aacitizen of the United States at birth.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1940.
[CHAPTER 496]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

cost of
of providing
providing additional
To authorize the appropriation for payment
payment of the cost
additional
water for
for the
water
irrigation project,
Washington.
the Wapato
Wapato Indian
Indian irrigation
project, Washington.

Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That there is hereby
hereby
authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
not
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $800,000,
$800,000, and credited to the
reclamation fund, to defray the actual cost of furnishing an addireclamation
tional quantity
quantity of water annually
annually of one hundred thousand
thousand acre-feet
acre-feet
adequate irrigation for forty acres each
which is needed to provide
provide adequate
each
of the Indian allotments
allotments of the Yakima Reservation
Reservation as contemplated
contemplated
by the Act of August 1, 1914, and as set out in the terms of
of the
the agreement between
between the Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation and the Office of Indian
Indian
September 3, 1936,
Affairs, approved by the Secretary of the Interior September
available in amounts not to
the same to be made available
to exceed
exceed $20,000
$20,000
annually for forty years.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1940.

July 1, 1940
[H.R. 159
[H.
1591
[Public, No. 694)
694]

Citizenship
of womwomCitizenship of
en born
in Hawaii
Hawaii
en
born in
prior
to June
14, 1900.
1900.
prior to
June 14,
47 Stat.
571.
47
Stat. 571.
U. S. C.§
C. §368b.
368b.
88U.S.

46 Stat.
46
Stat. 1511.
1511.
C.. §369a.
369a.
88U.
U. S.. C.

July 1,
I, 1940
1940
July
IH. R. 3402]
3402]
[Public,
[Public, No. 695]

Wapato Indian
irriWapato
Indian irrigation
Wash.
gation project,
project, Wash.
Appropriation
for
Appropriation
for
additional water
additional
water auauthorized.
thorized.

38 Stat.
Stat. 582,
601.
38
582, 604.

[CHAPTER 497]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
funds for cooperation
cooperation with the public-school board, Cass
For expenditure
expenditure of funds
Casa
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, for the construction,
equipment, and
construction, extension,
extension, equipment,
and improveimprovement of public-school
public-school facilities to
to be available
available to
to Indian
Indian children
children in
in the district.
district.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
Be it
House of Representatives

July 1,
July
1, 1940
1940
[H.
6583]
[H. R.
R. 6S83]
[Public, No.
No. 696]
696]
[Public,

Cass County, Minn.

United States
States of
of America in
in Congress
That there
is hereby
United
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
there is
hereby AppropriantionauAppropriation aufor
authorized to be appropriated,
for construcconstruTreasury not thorized
thorized public-school
authorized
appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury
tion of public-school
otherwise
sum of
$65,000 for
for the
the purpose
of $65,000
purpose of
of coopercooper- facilities.
facilities.
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum

ating with the public-school
public-school board,
board, Cass County,
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, for
for the
the
construction,
extension, equipment,
equipment, and
of the
publicconstruction, extension,
and improvement
improvement of
the publicagreed upon by
Secretary of
of
school facilities
facilities at aa location
location to
to.be
be agreed
by the Secretary
Provisos.
the
County, Minnesota:
Prothe Interior
Interior and
and the
the school
school officials
officials of
of Cass
Cass County,
Minnesota: ProPui.ty
Availability tto Indian
vided,
That the
of any
so authorized
shall be
vided, That
the expenditure
expenditure of
any money
money so
authorized shall
be dian children.
children.
subject
maintained by the
subject to the express
express conditions
conditions that the school maintained
said
be available
chilsaid district
district in the said building shall
shall be
available to
to all
all Indian
Indian children
dren of
of the district,
district, on the same terms, except as
as to
to payment
payment of
of Plans and specificatuition, as
of said
tuition,
as other
other children
children of
said school
school district:
district: Provided
Provided further,
further, tions.
Plans and specidcaThat
specifications for
extension, or improveThat plans and
and specifications
for construction,
construction, extension,
ment
structures shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished by
by local or
or State authorities
ment of structures
without
upon approval
approval thereof
by the
the
without cost
cost to
to the
the United
United States,
States, and
and upon
thereof by
Commissioner
Indian Affairs
Affairs actual
actual work
work shall
shall proceed
proceed under
under the
the
Commissioner of
of Indian
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PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.497-499-JULY
497-499—JULY 1,
1, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
1940

[54 S
STAT.
[54
TAT.

direction
such local
or State
officials. Payment
Payment for
for work
work in
in place
place
local or
State officials.
direction of
of such
shall
be made
made monthly
monthly on
on vouchers
certified by
by local
local officials
officials
shall be
vouchers properly
properly certified
Sponsors'
of the
the Indian
Indian Service:
Service: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
appropriSponsors' contribu- of
That funds
funds thus
thus approprition.
construction, extenated may
may be used as sponsors'
sponsors' contribution
contribution for the construction,
sion, equipment,
equipment, and
improvement of
of the
the said
said public-school
public-school facilities
facilities
sion,
and improvement
approved
on under
funds of
of the
Work Projects
Projects AdminisAdminisapproved and
and carried
carried on
under funds
the Work
by tration:
Recoupment by
any amount
expended on
any
amount expended
on any
tration: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That any
U. S.
U.S.
project
shall be
by the
the United
United States
States within
project hereunder
hereunder shall
be recouped
recouped by
within aa
period
of thirty
years, commencing
date of
period of
thirty years,
commencing with
with the
the date
of occupancy
occupancy of
of the
the
project, through
through reducing
the annual
Federal payments
educafor the
the educaproject,
reducing the
annual Federal
payments for
tion
or high
high schools
the district
in public
public or
schools of
of the
district
tion of
of Indian
Indian pupils
pupils enrolled
enrolled in
involved,
acceptance of Indian
Indian pupils in
involved, or
or by
by the
the acceptance
in such schools withInterest on unreout
cost to
to the
the United
States, and
and in
in computing
the amount
computing the
amount of
of
out cost
United States,
couped balances.
recoupment
project interest
interest at
at 3
3per
per centum
per annum
annum shall
shall
for each
each project
centum per
recoupment for
be included
included on
unre,couped balances.
balances.
be
on unrecouped
Approved,
July
1,
1940.
Approved, July 1, 1940.
Payment for work.
work.

[CHAPTER 498]
498]
July 1, 1940
[H. R. 71161
71161
[Public, No. 697]

AN ACT
ACT

To
authorize defraying
defraying cost of
necessary work
project and
and
work between
between the
the Yuma project
To authorize
of necessary
Boulder Dam.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and H011,86
House of Representatives
Be it
United
assem,bled, That the provision
provision
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
construction, repair, and
of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing
authorizing the construction,
preservation
preservation of certain public works on rivers and harbors, and for
other purposes", approved
approved January 21, 1927, is amended
amended to read as
44 Stat. 1021.
1021.
follows:
follows:
Colorado River.
"There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any moneys
Annual appropriation for
for front
front work,
work, in the Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, for
etc.
annually thereafter, the sum
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1928, and annually
of $100,000,
$100,000, or so much thereof
thereof as may
necessary, to
may be
be necessary,
to be spent by
the Reclamation
Reclamation Bureau under
direction of
under the direction
of the Secretary
Secretary of the
the
Interior to defray the cost of operating
maintaining the Colooperating and maintaining
rado River front work and levee system adjacent to the
the Yuma FedFederal irrigation
irrigation project
project in
in Arizona
and California
California and
and to
to defray
the
Arizona and
defray the
cost of other necessary
necessary protection
protection works and systems along the
Colorado River between
bet ween said Yuma project and Boulder
Boulder Dam."
Dam."
Approved,
Approved, July 1,
1, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 499]
[CHAPTER
July 1,
1, 1940
[II.
[H. R. 9765]
[Public, No. 698]
698]

shingles.
Red cedar shingles.

Investigation by
by
Investigation
U. S. Tariff Commission.

Report of excess imPresident.
ports to President.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide for exercising the right with respect
respect to red cedar shingles reserved
reserved in
the trade agreement
agreement concluded
November 17, 1938, between
concluded November
between the United States
America and Canada, and
of America
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate
United
America in
in Congress
assembled, That (a)
(a) the
United States of America
Congress assembled,
United States Tariff Commission is hereby directed to conduct an
an
investigation as soon as practicable
practicable after the close of the calendar
calendar
calendar year thereafter,
year 1939 and each calendar
thereafter, for the purpose of
of
ascertaining
ascertaining the quantities
quantities of red cedar shingles shipped by producers in the United States and the quantities of imported red cedar
cedar
shingles entered for consumption,
consumption, or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse
warehouse for
for
consumption,
consumption, during each of the three calendar years immediately
immediately
preceding
preceding any such investigation.
investigation.
(b) If
If the .Commission finds, on the basis of an investigation
investigation
under
(a) of this section,
year
under subdivision (a)
section, that in any calendar
calendar year
after 1938 the quantity of imported red cedar shingles entered
entered for
consumption,
or withdrawn
consumption, or
withdrawn from warehouse
warehouse for consumption,
consumption, was

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
76TB
CONG., 3D
.—CHS .499,
1, 1940
1940
3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.
499, 500—JULY
500-JULY 1,

in excess
excess of 30 per centum of the combined total for such year of
ascertained in such investigation, it
the respective
respective quantities
quantities ascertained
it shall so
report to the President. If
If the
the President
President approves
approves the report of the
Commission, he
shall so
so proclaim,
proclaim, and
and on
and after
day following
following
Commission,
he shall
on and
after the
the day
the filing
the
proclamation with
Division of
the Federal
Federal
filing of such proclamation
with the
the Division
of the
entered into
the
Register and so
so long as
as any trade
trade agreement
agreement entered
into under
under the
authority of section 350 of
amended, shall
authority
of the Tariff Act of
of 1930, as amended,
shall
be in effect
effect with
with respect
respect to
to the importation
importation into the
the United States
States of
of
red cedar
cedar shingles,
there shall
be a
red cedar
red
shingles, there
shall be
a duty
duty upon
upon imported
imported red
cedar
consumption, or
withdrawn from
warehouse for
shingles entered
entered for consumption,
or withdrawn
from warehouse
for
consumption, in
year in
excess of
30 per
centum of
consumption,
in any
any calendar
calendar year
in excess
of 30
per centum
of the
the
annual
average for
for the
the preceding
three calendar
years of
annual average
preceding three
calendar years
of the
the comcombined total
total of
the quantity
quantity of
such shingles
shipped by
in
bined
of the
of such
shingles shipped
by producers
producers in
the United
United States
and of
quantity of
of such
the
States and
of the
the quantity
such imported
imported shingles
shingles
entered for
for consumption,
consumption, or
withdrawn from
from warehouse
warehouse for
entered
or withdrawn
for consumpconsumption. The
The rate
rate of
of such
shall be
25 cents
per square.
duty
tion.
such duty
duty shall
be 25
cents per
square. Any
Any duty
imposed under
under this
Act shall
shall be
be treated
for the
purposes of
of all
all
imposed
this Act
treated for
the purposes
provisions of
relating to
to customs
provisions
of law
law relating
customs revenue
revenue as
as aa duty
duty imposed
imposed by
by
the Tariff
Act of
1930, and
and shall
shall not
shingles entered
for
to shingles
entered for
the
Tariff Act
of 1930,
not apply
apply to
consumption before
before the
the duty
becomes applicable.
applicable.
duty becomes
consumption
(c) The
The quantity
of red
cedar shingles
entitled to
exemption from
(c)
quantity of
red cedar
shingles entitled
to exemption
from
any duty
imposed pursuant
to this
this Act
Act shall
be ascertained
each
pursuant to
shall be
ascertained for
for each
any
duty imposed
Secretary of the
quota period
period by
by the
the Commission
Commission and
and reported
reported to
to the Secretary
the
Treasury.
Treasury.
Approvad,
July 1,
1940.
1, 1940.
Approve.d, July
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Approval by procApproval
lamation.
lamation.

48 Stat. 943.
O. §
i 1351;
19 U. S. 0.
1361;
1351.
Supp. V, §
§ 1351.
Duty.

Exemption of
of prior
prior
importations.
importations.
exempt
Quantity exempt
from duty; report.

[CHAPTER 500]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Bankriptcy Act with respect to the basis of property.
Amending the Bankruptcy

Be
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United States
of America
That effective
effective as
as
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of
America in
of
22, 1938,
1938, section
of the
Act to
to establish
establish
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
section 270
270 of
the Act
of June
June 22,
a
uniform system
of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
the United
United States",
States",
throughout the
system of
a uniform
approved
1, 1898,
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
amended, is
is amended
amended to
July 1,
1898, as
as amended,
approved July
purposes
"SEc.
270. In
property for
for any purposes
the basis
basis of property
determining the
"SEC. 270.
In determining
of
any law
State imposing
imposing a
tax upon
upon
a tax
States or
or of
of a
a State
law of
of the
the United
United States
of any
income,
the basis
of the
debtor's property
(other than
than money)
of
or of
money) or
property (other
basis of
the debtor's
income, the
such property
property (other
(other than
than money)
as is
transferred to
any person
person
to any
is transferred
money) as
such
required
the debtor's
debtor's basis
whole or
in part
be decreased
decreased
shall be
in whole
or in
part shall
basis in
required to
to use
use the
of the
the
by an
an amount
amount equal
equal to
to the
the amount
amount by
indebtedness of
the indebtedness
by which the
by
debtor,
including accrued
interest unpaid
unpaid and
and not
in a
a
resulting in
not resulting
accrued interest
not including
debtor, not
tax benefit
benefit on
on any
income tax
return, has
or reduced
reduced
canceled or
has been
been canceled
tax return,
any income
tax
in a
proceeding under
this chapter,
chapter, but
but the
the basis
any particular
particular
basis of
of any
under this
in
a proceeding
property shall
to an
amount less
than the
the fair
fair market
market
an amount
less than
be decreased
decreased to
shall not
not be
property
value of
property as
of the
of entry
of the
order confirming
confirming
entry of
the order
the date
date of
as of
value
of such
such property
the
determination of
of value
value in
in a
a proceeding
under this
this
proceeding under
Any determination
the plan.
plan. Any
chapter
shall not
deemed a
value for
for
of fair
fair market
market value
a determination
determination of
not be
be deemed
chapter shall
the
of this
this section.
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue,
section. The
The Commissioner
the purposes
purposes of
with
the approval
shall prescribe
prescribe
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
with the
approval of
such regulations
as he
he may
necessary in
in order
reflect such
such
to reflect
order to
may deem
deem necessary
such
regulations as
decrease
for Federal
income-tax purposes
carry
purposes and
and otherwise
otherwise carry
in basis
basis for
Federal income-tax
decrease in
into effect
of this
this section."
section."
purposes of
effect the
the purposes
into
S
EC. 2.
2. Effective
Effective as
22, 1938,
396 of
of such
Act, as
such Act,
as
section 396
as of
of June
June 22,
1938, section
SEC.
amended, is
is amended
to read
follows:
amended to
read as follows:
amended,
"SEc. 396.
396. In
In determining
determining the
the basis
basis of
for any
purposes
property for
any purposes
of property
"SEC.
of
United States
States or
or of
of a
imposing a
a tax
upon
tax upon
a State
State imposing
of the
the United
any law
law of
of any
income,
basis of
of the
the debtor's
property (other than money)
money) or of
debtor's property
income, the
the basis
such property
property (other
money) as
to any
person
any person
as is
is transferred
transferred to
than money)
such
(other than

July 1, 1940
1940
[H. R. 9864]
[Public, No. 699]

Bankruptcy Act of
1898, amendments.
amendments.
1898,
52 Stat. 904.
904.
S. O.,
11 U. 8.
0., Supp.
V.
V, §
§ 670.
670.

Corporate reorganizations.
zations.
Determination
Determination
of
basis of property
for
property for
income-tax purposes.
income-tax
purposes.

Limitation on reduction of basis.
basis.
duction

Regulations.
Regulations.

2 Stat. 918.
g1S.
52
U. B. C.,
O., Supp.
11 U.S.
V, §
796.
V,
§796.
Arrangements.
Arrangements.
Determination
of
basis of property
property for
income-tax purposes.
purposes.
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1940
1, 1940
500, 501—JULY
501-JULY 1,
PUBLIC

[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

required
use the
debtor's basis
in whole
or in
part shall
shall be
be
in part
whole or
basis in
the debtor's
to use
required to
decreased
equal to
the amount
which the indebtedindebtedamount by which
to the
an amount
amount equal
by an
decreased by
ness
of the
and not
not
unpaid and
interest unpaid
accrued interest
including accrued
not including
the debtor,
debtor, not
ness of
resulting
in a
tax benefit
on any
canceled
been canceled
has been
return, has
income-tax return,
any income-tax
benefit on
a tax
resulting in
Limitation on reLimitation
or reduced
reduced in
in aaproceeding
proceeding under
under this
this chapter,
but the
basis of
any
of any
the basis
chapter, but
or
duction of basis.
particular property
property shall
amount less
than
less than
to an
an amount
decreased to
not be
be decreased
shall not
particular
the fair
fair market
market value
of such
such property
the date
of
entry of
date of
of entry
as of
of the
property as
value of
the
the order
order confirming
arrangement. Any
value
of value
Any determination
determination of
the arrangement.
confirming the
the
in
proceeding under
this chapter
chapter shall
be deemed
determinaa determinadeemed a
not be
shall not
under this
in aaproceeding
Regulations.
Regulations.
tion of
of fair
fair market
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this section.
The ComComsection. The
value for
market value
tion
missioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with
approval of
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the approval
with the
missioner
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
shall prescribe
prescribe such
such regulations
as he may deem
deem
regulations as
of
necessary in
reflect such
in basis
basis for
incomeFederal incomefor Federal
decrease in
such decrease
to reflect
in order
order to
necessary
tax purposes
purposes and
and otherwise
into effect
the purposes of this
this
effect the
carry into
otherwise carry
tax
section."
section.'
52
82 Stat. 929.
Szo. 3.
of June
June 22,
1938, section
of such
as
Act, as
such Act,
522 of
section 522
22, 1938,
as of
3. Effective
Effective as
SEo.
C., Supp.
s. c.,
11 U. S.
amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
922.
V, 922.
amended,
property arReal property
"Szo. 522.
522. In
In determining
of property
property for
any purposes
purposes
for any
basis of
the basis
determining the
"SEc.
rangements
rangements by perany law
of
the
United States
States or
of a
State imposing
imposing aa tax
upon
tax upon
sons other than cor- of
a State
or of
United
of
the
law
any
of
porations.
porations.
money) or of
property (other than money)
debtor's property
of the debtor's
basis of
the basis
income, the
Determination
Determination
of income,
basis of property
property for such
property (other
to any
person
any person
is transferred
transferred to
as is
money) as
than money)
(other than
such property
income-tax purposes.
purposes.
income-tax
required
use the
the debtor's
dkbtor's basis
whole or
part shall
be
shall be
in part
or in
in whole
basis in
to use
required to
decreased
an amount
equal to
the amount
by which
indebtedthe indebtedwhich the
amount by
to the
amount equal
by an
decreased by
ness
of the
not including
including accrued
interest unpaid
unpaid and not
accrued interest
debtor, not
the debtor,
ness of
resulting
income-tax return, has been
on any income-tax
benefit on
a tax benefit
in a
resulting in
Limitation on re- canceled
Limitation
canceled or
or reduced
reduced in
proceeding under
under this chapter, but the basis
in a
a proceeding
duction of basis.
basis.
duction
of
particular property
not be
an amount
amount less
be decreased
decreased to an
shall not
property shall
of any
any particular
than
such property
property as
date of
of entry
entry
as of
of the
the date
of such
value of
market value
the fair
fair market
than the
of the
order confirming
determination of
the arrangement. Any determination
confirming the
of
the order
value in
proceeding under
chapter shall
deemed a
a
shall not be deemed
this chapter
under this
in aa proceeding
value
determination
for the
section.
this section.
of this
purposes of
the purposes
value for
market value
of fair
fair market
determination of
Regulations.
Regulations.
The Commissioner
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, with the approval of the
the
of Internal
The
Commissioner of
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, shall
prescribe such
such regulations
regulations as
as he
he
shall prescribe
of the
Secretary
may deem
deem necessary
necessary in
order to
to reflect
reflect such
for
in basis for
such decrease
decrease in
in order
may
Federal income-tax
purposes and
into effect
effect the
carry into
otherwise carry
and otherwise
income-tax purposes
Federal
purposes of
section."
of this
this section.'
purposes
Approved,
1, 1940.
1940.
July 1,
Approved, July
[CHAPTER 5011
501]
[CHAPTER
July 1, 1940
Julyl,
[IL R. 10058]
o l
IH
R. l 005
(Public), No.
No. 700]
700]
(Publlc,

Withholding of patWithholding
Interents in
In national
national interest.

Proviso.
Provis.
Deemed abandoned
abandoned
If published,
published, etc.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To amend
amend the Act relating
relating to preventing the publication of inventions
inventions in the
national
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
national interest,
interest, and

the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act of
United States of America in Congress
approved October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 394, ch. 95, U. S. C.,
Congress approved
title 35, sec. 42), be amended to read as follows:
follows:
invention by the
"Whenever
"Whenever the publication or disclosure
disclosure of an invention
granting of aa patent might, in the opinion of the Commissioner
granting
Commissioner of
detrimental to the public safety or defense he may order
order
Patents, be detrimental
a patent
that the invention
invention be kept secret and withhold
withhold the grant of a
patent
for such period
period or periods as in his opinion the national interest
Provided, That the invention disclosed in the application
requires: Provided,
application
for said patent may be held abandoned
abandoned upon it being established
established
before
or by
by the
Commissioner that
th ati
i
ol
ati on o
id order
order said
sa i
d
before or
the Commissioner
inn vviolation
offsa
said
invention has been published or disclosed or that an application
for
application
aapatent therefor has been fil
filed
inventor
ed in a
aforeign country by the inventor
or his assigns or legal representatives, without the consent or approval
of the Commissioner of Patents.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
SESS.-CHS.
501, 502-JULY
76m
3n SESS
.—CHS .501,
502—JULY 1,
1, 1940
1940

"When an applicant
applicant whose patent is withheld
provided
withheld as herein provided
faithfully obeys the order of the Commissioner
and who faithfullyCommissioner of Patents
above referred
referred to shall tender his invention
invention to the Government of the
United States for its use, he shall, if and when he ultimately
ultimately receives
aa patent, have the right to sue for compensation
compensation in the Court of
compensation to begin from the date of the use
Claims, such right to compensation
Provided, That the Secretary
of the invention
invention by the Government:
Government: Provided,
of War or the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy or the chief officer of any established defense
defense agency of the United States, as the case may be
be, is
authorized to enter into an agreement with the said applicant in full
settlement and compromise for the damage accruing
accruing to him by reason
reason
of the order of secrecy, and for the use of the
the invention by
by the
the
Government."
Government."
SEc. 2. This Act shall take effect on approval and shall remain
remain in
SEC.
force for aaperiod of two years from such date.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1940.
[CHAPTER 502]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
amend the
the Immigration
Act of
1924 to
to require
admitted into
into the
To amend
Immigration Act
of 1924
require aliens
aliens admitted
the United
United
States as
as officials
officials of
to maintain
status or
or to
States
of foreign
foreign governments
governments either
either to
maintain their
their status
to
depart
the United
United States,
with the
the approval
of State.
State.
depart from
from the
States, with
approval of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of

Be
by the
House of
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the first
United
States of
of America
America in
first subsubdivision
of section
section 3
the Immigration
Immigration Act
May 26,
1924
division of
3 of
of the
Act approved
approved May
26, 1924
(43
153; U.
Annotated, title
hereby amended
title 8,
8, sec.
sec. 203)
203) is
is hereby
amended
(43 Stat
Stat. 153;
U. S.
S. C.
C. Annotated,
to
follows: "(1)
"(1) an accredited
official of
governto read
read as follows:
accredited official
of aa foreign
foreign government recognized
recognized by
by the
the Government
Government of
States, his
his family,
of the
the United
United States,
family,
ment
attendants, servants,
servants, and
and employees."
employees."
attendants,
SEc. 2.
first parenthetical
clause in
15 of
the
SEC.
2. That
That the
the first
parenthetical clause
in section
section 15
of the
Immigration
Act approved
May 26,
26, 1924
1924 (U.
C. Annotated,
Immigration Act
approved May
(U. S.
S. C.
Annotated, title
title 8,
8,
sec. 215),
215), which
which reads
reads "(except
"(except aa Government
official and
his
Government official
and his
sec.
family)", is
hereby repealed,
repealed, and
amended to
to
family)"
is hereby
and section 15
15 is hereby
hereby amended
read
as follows:
follows: 'The
"The admission
States of an alien
alien
to the United
United States
admission to
read as
excepted
from the
the class
class of
of immigrants
immigrants by
by clause
(3), (4),
excepted from
clause (1),
(1), (2),
(2), (3),
(4),
(5),
or (6)
(6) of
of section
section 3,
3, or
or declared
to be
by
immigrant by
be aa nonquota
nonquota immigrant
declared to
(5), or
subdivision (e)
section 4,
4, shall
be for
such time
under such
shall be
for such
time and
and under
such
subdivision
(e) of
of section
conditions
as may
may be
be by
by regulations
(including, when
when
regulations prescribed
prescribed (including,
conditions as
deemed necessary
for the
the classes
classes mentioned
deemed
necessary for
mentioned in
in clause
clause (2),
(2), (3),
(3), (4),
(4),
or (6)
(6) of
of section
subdivision (e)
(e) of
4, the giving of
of section 4,
section 3
3 and
and subdivision
or
bond with
sufficient surety,
surety, in
in such
such sum
containing such
such condicondiand containing
sum and
with sufficient
bond
tions as
may be
by regulations
to insure
insure that,
that, at
at the
the
tions
as may
be by
regulations prescribed)
prescribed) to
expiration of
such time
time or
failure to
to maintain
the status
status under
under
maintain the
or upon
upon failure
expiration
of such
which admitted,
admitted, he
will depart
depart from
States: Provided,
Provided,
the United
United States:
which
he will
from the
That no
who has
has been,
or who
who may
may hereafter
hereafter be,
be, admitted
admitted
been, or
That
no alien
alien who
into the
States under
under clause
of section
3, as
an official
section 3,
as an
official of
of
clause (1)
(1) of
into
the United
United States
a
government, or
or as
member of
family of
official,
a foreign
foreign government,
as aamember
of the
the family
of such
such official,
shall
to depart
depart from
the United
United States
States without
the
from the
without the
shall be
be required
required to
approval
Secretary of
State."
of State."
of the
the Secretary
approval of
Approved,
July 1,
1940.
1, 1940.
Approved, July
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Right of patentee
patentee to
Right
compensation.
sue for compensation.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Settlement with
with
Settlement
applicant
applicant for damage,
damage,
etc.
etc.

Effective date; peEffective
force.
riod in force.

Yuly
1940
July 1, 140
[H. R. 10112]
10112]
[H.
[Public, No. 701]
701]

Immigration
of
Immigration Act of
1924,
1924, amendments.
amendments.
Persons not deemed
Immigrants.
immigrants.
Officials of recogOfficials
foreign governgovern.
nized foreign
mems.
ments.
Departure from
Departure
U. S. of aliens losing
exempt status.
43 Stat. 162.

155. 20
43 Stat. 155.
U. S. C. I
(e).
88U.S.C.
12044 (e).

Proviso.
Proviso.
SecreApproval of Secretary of State.
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1, 2,
2, 1940
LAWS-CHS.
507, 508-JULY
1940
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 507]

July 1,
July
1, 1940

[H.
9453]
[H. R.
R. 9453]
[Public, No. 702]

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT

To provide a
a license
license to the Atlantic Refining
for other
Refining Company,
Company, and
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
Be
it enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America
in
Congress
assembled,
United
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
That
the
Secretary
Company.
Granting
Granting of license
of War be, and he is hereby, authorized and empowered,
empowered, under such
such
to.
terms and
conditions as are deemed
terms
and conditions
deemed advisable
advisable by him, to grant to the
Atlantic Refining Company,
Company, its
successors and/or
and/or assigns,
assigns, a
a license
its successors
license
to construct and maintain
maintain a
dolphin and
a pile dolphin
and walkway
walkway thereto
thereto in
in
the Delaware River at the Fort Mifflin
Military Reservation,
in the
the
Mifflin Military
Reservation, in
Provisos.
Proisos.
State of Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Provided,
Provided, That such
shall be
granted
such license
license shall
be granted
Finding by
SecretFinding
only upon
upon aaafinding
by
Secretary
War that
tary
of War.
War.by Secre- only
finding by
the Secretary
finding
by the
the
tary
of
Secretary of
of War
that the
the same
same will
will be
be
in the public interest
and will
interest and
will not
not substantially
substantially injure
injure the
the interest
interest of
of
the United
United States in the property affected
affected thereby:
Provided further,
thereby: Provided
further,
Annulment, etc.
Annulment,
That all or any part of such license
license may
may be
be annulled
forfeited
annulled and
and forfeited
by the Secretary
Secretary of War
if the
the property
property is
is needed
for governmental
governmental
War if
needed for
purposes or
to comply
comply with
with the
the terms
terms or
any
or for
for failure to
or conditions
conditions of
of any
grant hereunder,
hereunder, or for nonuse
nonuse or
abandonment of
granted
or for
for abandonment
of rights
rights granted
under authority
authority hereof.
under
hereof.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
Atlantic
Atlantic

Refining
Refining

[CHAPTER 508]
[CHAPTER
508]
2, 1940
July 2,
[H. R. 9850]
98501
[Public, No. 703]
[Public,

AN ACT

To expedite the strengthening
strengthening of
of the
national defense.
the national
defense.

and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
in order
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That (a)
(a) in
order
to expedite
expedite the building up of the national defense,
defense, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War is authorized,
authorized, out of the moneys appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the War
War
Department
Department for national-defense
for the
national-defense purposes
purposes for
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending
Construction
Construction
of
f!
1941, with or
to
provide
for
the
June 30, 1941,
or without
without advertising,
plants for manuf
manufacadvertising, (1)
(1)
to
provide
for
the
ture, etc., of military
milita ry necessary
construction, rehabilitation,
necessary construction,
rehabilitation, conversion,
conversion, and
and installation
at
installation at
supplies.
supplies.
military posts, depots, stations,
stations, or other localities, of
buildof plants,
plants, buildings, facilities, utilities,
utilities, and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto
Govthereto (including
(including Government-owned
ernment-owned facilities
facilities at privately
and the
the expansion
expansion
privately owned plants
plants and
of such plants, and the acquisition
acquisition of such land,
the purchase
or
land, and the
purchase or
lease of such structures, as may be necessary),
necessary), for
for the
the development,
development,
manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, and storage of military equipment, muniPurchase,
Purchase, etc., of
tions ' and supplies, and for s
helt er; (2)
(2) to
to provide
provide for
developshelter;
military supplies.
supplies. o' tions,
for the
the development, purchase,
purchase, manufacture,
manufactu re ,shipment,
maintenance, and
and storage
of
shipment, maintenance,
storage of
military
equipment,
munitions,
military
equipment,
munitions,
and
and
for
shelter,
at
such
supplies,
and
for
shelter,
at
such
Authority to enter
en
places and under such conditions as he may deem necessary;
and (3)
into contracts,
contracts, etc. ter
necessary; and
(3)
to enter into such contracts (including
(including contracts for
for educational
educational
orders, and for the exchange of deteriorated,
deteriorated, unserviceable,
unserviceable, obsolesobsolescent, or surplus military equipment, munitions,
munitions, and supplies
other
supplies for
for other
military equipment, munitions, and supplies of
which there
there is
is a
of which
a
shortage), and to amend or supplement
supplement such existing contracts,
shortage),
contracts, as
as
he may deem necessary
he
necessary to carry out the purposes
purposes specified
secspecified in this
this secProvisos.
Provisos.
tion: Provided,
Provided, That the
the limitation
con t
aine d i
sect i
ons 1136 and
limitationss contained
inn sections
1136 and
Suspension of concc
struction limitation
limitations.
:. 3734 of the Revised Statutes
Statutes, as amended, and any
an ystatutory
st
at
ut
ory limitation
li m i
tat i
on
10IU..
U. S. C. § 1339;
1339; with respect
the cost
cost of
40 U.
S.
C.
267.
U.S. § 267.
with respect to
to the
of any individual project of construction
construction,
shall
shall be
be suspended
suspended until and including June 30, 1942, with respect
respect
Contracts, pro
Contracts,
provivi. to
to any
any construction
construction authorized by this Act: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
sions applicable.
no
contract entered into pursuant to the provisions of this section
no contract
section
which would otherwise
otherwise be subject to the provisions of the
the Act
entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
conditions for
for the
purchase of supplies
supplies
entitled "An
provide conditions
the purchase
and the making of contracts by
by the
the United
and for other
other
and the making of contracts
United States,
States, and
purposes", approved
30, 1936
(49 Stat.
Stat. 2036;
2036; U. S. C., Supp. V,
purposes",
approved June
June 30,
1936 (49
National defense.
defense.
National

54 STAT.]
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2, 1940
1940

exempt from the provisions
provisions of such
such
title 41, secs. 35-45),
35-45), shall be exempt
Act solely
solely because
because of
being entered
into without
pursuant
Act
of being
entered into
without advertising
advertising pursuant
to the
the provisions
of this
this section:
section: Provided
Provided further,
the costcostfurther, That the
to
provisions of
plus-a-percentage-of-cost
of contracting
contracting shall
shall not
not be used
plus-a-percentage-of-cost system of
under
under this section; but this proviso shall not be construed to prohibit
hibit the
the use of
of the cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee form of contract when such
use is deemed
deemed necessary by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
authorized, with or without
(b)
(b) .The Secretary of War is further authorized,
operation and maintenance
advertising, to provide for the operation
maintenance of any
plants,
facilities, utilities,
utilities, and
appurtenances thereto
thereto conconand appurtenances
plants, buildings,
buildings, facilities,
structed pursuant
pursuant to
the authorizations
authorizations contained
contained in
and
in this
this section
section and
structed
to the
section
personnel or
the
section 5, either
either by means
means of
of Government
Government personnel
or through the
agency
commercial manufacturers
conmanufacturers under
under conof selected
selected qualified
qualified commercial
agency of
tracts entered
deems it
necessary in
in
he deems
it necessary
with them,
them, and,
and, when
when he
tracts
entered into
into with
the
national defense,
defense, to
lease, sell,
sell, or
dispose
to lease,
or otherwise
otherwise dispose
the interest
interest of
of the
the national
of, any
any such
such plants,
buildings, facilities,
utilities, appurtenances
of,
plants, buildings,
facilities, utilities,
appurtenances
thereto,
and land,
under such
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
he may
may deem
deem
thereto, and
land, under
such terms
as he
advisable,
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
section 321
321 of
of the
the
regard to
advisable, and
and without
without regard
Act
30, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 412).
412).
Act of
of June
June 30,
(c) Whenever,
Whenever, prior
1, 1942,
the Secretary
Secretary of
deems
of War
War deems
(c)
prior to
to July
July 1,
1942, the
it
national defense, he is authorized,
authorized,
the national
interest of the
in the interest
necessary in
it necessary
from appropriations
therefor, to
advance payments
payments to
to conto advance
appropriations available
available therefor,
from
tractors
for supplies
supplies or
construction for
for the
the War Department
Department in
or construction
tractors for
amounts not
of the
the contract
contract price
such
price of such
exceeding 30
30 per
per centum
centum of
amounts
not exceeding

such
supplies
or construction.
construction. Such
made upon
upon such
be made
shall be
advances shall
Such advances
supplies or
terms
conditions and
with such
such adequate
adequate security
as the
the SecreSecresecurity as
and with
terms and
and conditions
tary
War shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
of War
tary of
SEC. 2
2 (a)
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941, all
all existing
limitations with
SEC.
(a) During
During the
year 1941,
existing limitations
with
respect to
to the
the number
number of
of flying
flying cadets
cadets in
Army Air
Corps, and
and
Air Corps,
the Army
in the
respect
with respect
respect to
Reserve Air
Corps officers
Air Corps
officers
of Reserve
and rank
rank of
to the
the number
number and
with
who
be ordered
to extended
duty with
the Air
Corps,
Air Corps,
with the
extended active
active duty
ordered to
who may
may be
shall be
be suspended.
suspended.
shall
(b)
may, during
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, assign
assign officers
officers
during the
The President
President may,
(b) The
and
men to
the various
various branches
of the
the Army
in such
such numnumArmy in
to the
branches of
and enlisted
enlisted men
bers as
as he
he considers
considers necessary,
irrespective of
of the
the limitations
the
on the
limitations on
necessary, irrespective
bers
strength
particular branch
the Army
Army set
in the
the
set forth in
of the
branch of
any particular
of any
strength of
National
Defense Act
Act of
of June
3, 1916,
1916, as
as amended:
That no
no
National Defense
June 3,
amended: Provided,
Provided,That
Negro, because
because of
of race,
shall be
be excluded
from enlistment
in the
Army
the Army
enlistment in
excluded from
race, shall
Negro,
for service
service with
with colored
military units
now organized
organized or
or to
to be
be organorganunits now
colored military
for
ized for
for such
such service.
service.
ized
SEC. 3.
3. All
with respect
respect to
to the
the number
number of
SEC.
All existing
existing limitations
limitations with
of
serviceable
airplanes, airships,
airships, and
and free
and captive
balloons that
that
captive balloons
free and
serviceable airplanes,
may
be equipped
equipped and
and maintained
be suspended
fiscal
the fiscal
during the
shall be
suspended during
maintained shall
may be
year 1941.
1941.
year
SEC. 4.
(a) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
War is
further authorized
to employ
employ
authorized to
is further
of War
4. (a)
SEc.
such
additional personnel
the seat
seat of
of government
government and
elsewhere,
and elsewhere,
at the
personnel at
such additional
and
to provide
provide for
for such
communication service,
service,
and binding,
binding, communication
such printing
printing and
and to
supplies,
travel expenses,
expenses, as
he may
deem necessary
carry out
out
to carry
necessary to
as he
may deem
and travel
supplies, and
the
this Act:
Act: Provided,
That until
until December
December 31,
31,1941,
1941,
of this
Provided, That
the purposes
purposes of
the
Secretary of
may, if
it to
be necessary
necessary .for
nationalfor nationalfinds it
to be
if he
he finds
of War
War may,
the Secretary
defense
authorize the
employment of
of supervising
or conconsupervising or
the employment
purposes, authorize
defense purposes,
struction engineers
engineers without
requirements of
of civil-service
civil-service
the requirements
regard to
to the
without regard
struction
laws, rules,
rules, or
or regulations:
Provided further,
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding
laws,
regulations: Provided
further, That
the
provisions of
of section
Act of
of August
August 24,
1912 (37
(37 Stat.
Stat.
24, 1912
section 66 of
of the
the Act
the provisions
555; U.
S. C.
sec. 652),
of War
War may
may remove
the Secretary
Secretary of
652), the
5, sec.
C. title
title 5,
555;
U. S.
from the
civil service
of the
the United
States any
of
any employee
employee of
United States
service of
classified civil
from
the classified
the
Establishment forthwith
forthwith upon
upon aafinding
that such
person
such person
finding that
the Military
Military Establishment
has been
been guilty
guilty of
to the
the public
public interest
in the
the
interest in
inimical to
of conduct
conduct inimical
has
defense
program of
and upon
giving of
of notice
notice
the giving
upon the
United States
States and
of the
the United
defense program
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Pot,p.
p.876.
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Number of flying
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Assignment of offi
offiAssitgnment
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etc., to branches
ranches
of Army.

of Army.

39 Stat. 166.
3Proiso.
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Number of serviceserviceable airplanes,
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nel, etc.
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service employees.
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714
Employee's
Employee's answer.

Regular
Regular
working
and
hours of laborers and
mechanics.
mechanics.

Proviso.
Overtime employOvertime
ment; pay.

Emergencies affectaffectEmergencies
ing national security.

Government-owned
Government-owned
facilities.
Personnel for protection of critical,
critical, etc.,
etc.,
materials.
materials.
Procurement
Procurement of critical, etc.,
materials.
etc., materials.
ical,
53 Stat.
Stat. 811.
811.
501J. S. C.,
50U..
0., Supp.V,
§§98-98f.
§S98-98f.
Limitation.
Limitation.
Contracts.

Report to Congress.

Proviso.
Proviso,
Contracts, provisions applicable.
applicable.

Curtailment of exCurtailment
ports of munitions,
etc.
Post, p.
Post,
p. 1090.
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lators.
lators.

Termination of auTermination
thority.
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STAT.
TAT.

to
charges: And
turth,er, That
That within
within
And provided
provided further,
to such
such person
person of
of such
such charges:
thirty days
days after
after such
have an
an opportunity
thirty
such removal
removal such
such person
person shall
shall have
opportunity
personally
such charges
charges in
in writing
and to
affidavits
writing and
to submit
submit affidavits
personally to
to answer
answer such
in
answer.
such answer.
m support
support of
of such
(b) Notwithstanding
regular
of any
any other law,
law the regular
the provisions
provisions of
(b)
Notwithstanding the
working hours of
War
of laborers
laborers and
and mechanics employed by the "War
working
manufacture or
or production
production of
Department, who are engaged in the manufacture
military
equipment, munitions,
or supplies
supplies shall
shall be
be eight
eight hours
hours per
per
military equipment,
munitions, or
day or
or forty
forty hours
per week
during the
period of
of any
any national
national
day
hours per
week during
the period
emergency
bythe
President to
to exist:
exist: Provided,
emergency declared
declared by
the President
Provided, That
That under
under
such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of War may prescribe, such
such hours
may
be exceeded,
but compensation
compensation for
employment in
excess of
forty
in excess
of forty
may be
exceeded, but
for employment
hours
workweek, computed at
at a
a rate
rate not less than one and
hours in any workweek
one-half
regular rate,
to such
such laborers
laborers and
and
one-half times
times the regular
rate, shall
shall be paid to
mechanics.
Site.
5. The
authorized, with
with or
without advertising,
advertising,
The President
President is
is authorized,
or without
SEC. 5.
through
the appropriate
appropriate agencies
the Government
(1) to
provide
through the
agencies of
of the
Government (1)
to provide
emergencies affecting
affecting the national security and defense
for
for emergencies
defense and for
each
and every
every purpose
connected therewith,
therewith, including
including all
of the
all of
the
purpose connected
each and
objects
appropriation available or
or
objects and
and purposes
purposes specified
specified under
under any
any appropriation
to be
made available
available to
the War
War Department
Department for
fiscal years
to
be made
to the
for the
the fiscal
years 1940
1940
and
provide for
furnishing of Government-owned
and 1941;
1941; (2)
(2) to
to provide
for the furnishing
Government-owned
facilities
privately owned
owned plants;
plants; (3)
(3) to
for the
the procureprocureto provide
provide for
facilities at
at privately
ment
personnel necessary
connection with
ment and
and training
training of
of civilian
civilian personnel
necessary in connection
with
the
protection of
of critical
critical and
essential items
items of
equipment and
and matethe protection
and essential
of equipment
material and the use or operation
operation thereof; and (4) to provide
provide for the
procurement of
of strategic
and critical
critical materials
in accordance
accordance with
with the
procurement
strategic and
materials in
the
Act of June 7, 1939, but the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount to be used by the
the
President
The
President for all
all such
such purposes
purposes shall
shall not exceed $66,000,000.
$66,000,000. The
authorized, through
through such agencies,
President is further authorized,
agencies, to enter into
aggregate amount
amount not
contracts for such purposes in
in an aggregate
not exceeding
exceeding
$66,000,000. An account
account shall
expenditures made or
shall be kept
kept of all expenditures
authorized under
under this section, and a
authorized
a report thereon
thereon shall be
be submitted
at the
beginning of
session subsequent
to the
the Congress
Congress at
the beginning
of each
each session
subsequent to
to the
the
Provided, That no
third session of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress:
Congress: Provided,
no conwhich
tract entered
entered into
into pursuant
pursuant to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section which
"An
would otherwise be subject to the provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to provide conditions for the purchase of supplies and the making
making
of
contracts by the United States, and for
purposes", approved
approved
of contracts
for other
other purposes",
June 30,
30, 1936
1936 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 2036; U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V, title 41,
41, secs.
sees. 35-45),
35-45),
shall
from the
the provisions
provisions of
such Act
Act solely
because of
of
shall be
be exempt
exempt from
of such
solely because
being entered
entered into without advertising pursuant to the provisions of
this section.

SEC. 6. Whenever the President determines that it is necessary
in the interest of national defense to prohibit or curtail the exportation of any military equipment or munitions, or component
component parts
thereof, or machinery,
machinery, tools, or material,
material, or supplies necessary
necessary for
for
the
servicing, or
operation thereof,
he may
by proclaproc l
athe manufacture,
manufacture, servicing,
or operation
thereof, he
may by
exportation, e
xcept under
un d
er such
suc h rules
ru l
es
mation prohibit or
or curtail such
such exportation,
except
and
regulations as
as he
shall prescribe.
prescribe. Any
l
ama ti on s
hall
and regulations
he shall
Any suc
suchh proc
proclamation
shall
ro hibiti on or
describe the articles or materials included in the p
prohibition
or curcurtailment contained
contained therein. In case of the violation of any provision
ati on issued
issued here
und er ,
of any
any .proclamation,
proclamation, or of
of any
any rule or
or regul
regulation,
hereunder,
such violator or violators, upon conviction,
be punished
by aa
convicti on ,shall 'be
punished by
than
fine of not more than $10,000,
$10,000, or by imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than
two years, or by both such fine and imprisonment
imprisonment. The authority
granted in this section shall terminat
terminatee June 30,
1942, unless the
30;1942
Congress shall otherwise provide.
Approved, July 2, 1940, 10:55 am
a. m., EST
E. S. T.

in SEc.
the interest
6. Whenever
of national
the President
defense to
detprohibit
erm i
nes or
th a
curtail
t it i
sthe
necessary
expor-
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[
CHAPTER 509]
509]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

repatriate native-born women
To repatriate
women residents of the United States who have heretofore
their citizenship
citizenship by
by marriage
alien.
tofore lost
lost their
marriage to
to an
an alien.

715
715
July 2,
1940
2, 1940

4185]
[H. R. 4186]
[Public, No. 704]
[Public,

Be it
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Repatriation
cerRepatriation of cerUnited States of
of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
Act
tain native-born
tain
native-born
entitled "An Act to repatriate
native-born women
repatriate native-born
women who have heretohereto- women.
women.
fore lost their citizenship
citizenship by marriage to an alien,
alien, and
and for
for other
other
49 Stat. 1917.
purposes", approved
approved June 25, 1936 (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp.
8
C., Stipp.
8 U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
IV,
9a), is amended
inserting after
"terminated" the
IV, title 8,
8, sec. 9a),
amended by
by inserting
after "terminated"
the §9a.
9a.
States
following: "or who has resided
resided continuously
continuously in the United
United States
since
the date
of such
marriage,".
since the
date of
such marriage,".
Approved, July
Approved,
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 510]
510]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend section
section 2810
(a), Internal
Code, to
petroleum stills
To amend
2810 (a),
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
to exclude
exclude petroleum
stills
from
the requirement
of registration.
from the
requirement of
registration.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
of the
it enacted
Representatives of
United States
Congress assembled,
That section
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
section
amended by adding
adding an
2810 (a),
(a), Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code, is amended
an addiadditional paragraph
paragraph at the end thereof to read as follows:
follows:
"Stills and
and distilling
apparatus set
set up
up at
at refineries
"Stills
distilling apparatus
refineries for
for the
the refining
refining
of
petroleum or the production
production of
of petroleum
petroleum products
not
of crude petroleum
products and
and not
used in
in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
distilled spirits
spirits are
used
of distilled
are not
not required
required to
to be
be
registered
this section."
registered under
under this
section."
Approved, July
1940.
Approved,
July 2, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 511]
[CHAPTER
511]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend
extend the
the times
commencing and
and completing
completing the
construction of
dam
To
times for
for commencing
the construction
of a
a dam
and dike
for preventing
flow of
of tidal
tidal waters
waters into
into North
North Slough
Slough in
in Coos
Coos
the flow
and
dike for
preventing the
County, Oregon.
County,
Oregon.

July 2,1940
[H. R. 8207]
6207]
[H.
[Public, No. 7051
Internal Revenue
Internal
Revenue

amendment.
Code, amendment.

53
63 Stat. 308.
26 U.
tT. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
V, §I2810 (a).
Exclusion of petropetroleum stills from registry requirement.
requirement.

2, 1940
July 2,1940
RT.
R. 6408]
[H. R.
[Public,
706]
[Public, No. 7061

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of the
the North Slough, Oreg.
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
by the
Senate and
Be
North Slough,
United
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the times
times for
for
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
Time extended for
dam
construction,
dam
construction, etc.
commencing and
and completing
completing the
the construction
of aadam
dam and
and dike
dike for
for
construction of
commencing
preventing
the
flow
of
tidal
waters
into
North
Slough
in
Coos
County,
preventing the flow of tidal waters into North Slough in Coos County,
Oregon, in
24 south,
south, range
range 13
west, Willamette
meridian,
Oregon,
in township
township 24
13 west
Willamette meridian,
authorized to
be constructed
by the
of Oregon,
Oregon, acting
through
acting through
the State
State of
to be
constructed by
authorized
its highway
department, the
the North
Slough Drainage District,
and
District, and
North Slough
its
highway department,
the
North Slough
by an
an Act
Congress approved
approved
Diking District
District by
Act of
of Congress
the North
Slough Diking
866; 52 Stat.
August
extended one
one and
from 807.50 Stat. 856;
years, respectively,
respectively, from
and three
three years,
26, 1937,
1937, is
is extended
August 26,
August
26,
1940.
August 26, 1940.
reserved.
S
EC. 2.
2. The
or repeal
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby Right reserved.
repeal this
alter, amend,
amend, or
The right
right to
to alter,
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 512]
512]
[CHAPTER

ANM. ACT
A'T
AN
-H- ~
To permit
certain aliens
spent in
United States,
States, if
if eligible
eligible
in the
the United
childhood was
was spent
permit certain
aliens whose
whose childhood
To
to citizenship,
citizenship, to
to become
become naturalized
naturalized without
without filing
declaration of
intention.
of intention.
filing declaration
to

1940
July 2, 1940
[H. R. 6443]
[H. R. 64431
[Public, No. 707]

[Public, No. 7071

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
and House
Be it
Naturalization
of
Naturalization
of
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
alien who
who aliens.
assembled, That
That any
any alien
United States
States of
America in
at
the
time
of
entering
the
United
States
is
less
than
sixteen
years
of
Post,
p.
1140.
at the time of entering the United States is less than sixteen years of Post,
Persons entering
entering
age may
the age
age of
to U.Persons
eligible to
twenty-one years,
years, if eligible
of twenty-one
age
may upon
upon attaining
attaining the
S. when
when under
under 16
16
years
of
age.
citizenship,
be
naturalized
upon
fall
and
complete
compliance
with
citizenship, be naturalized upon full and complete compliance with
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subject to the
the followall the
the requirements
naturalization laws, subject
Exceptions to re- all
requirements of the naturalization
ing exceptions:
exceptions:
Declaration of inDeclaration
(a)
(a) No declaration of intention shall be required;
required; and
and
tention.
(b) The
The petition
for naturalization
within one
one year
Time for filing petitime
(b)
petition for
naturalization shall
shall be
be filed
filed within
year
tion.
twenty-one years.
alien attains the age of twenty-one
after
such alien
after such
tion.
Entry
Entry prior to enSite. 2.
2. Nothing
Nothing in
in this
this Act
shall be
be construed
construed as
its
SEC.
Act shall
as preventing
preventing its
actment of Act.
application to aliens who entered
actmentofAct.
prior to its
entered the United
United States prior
enactment.
enactment.
Approved, July
2, 1940.
Approved,
July 2,
1940.

Exceptions
quirements.

quirements.

[CHAPTER 513]
513]
[CHAPTER
July 2, 1940
1940
[H. R.7868
[Public, No.
No. 7081

[H. R. 78851
-public.
7081

AN ACT

To amend the Act for the regulation of the practice of dentistry in the i
District of
Columbia, and for the protection
protection of the people from empiricism
empiricism in
n relation
Columbia,
1892, and Acts amendatory
amendatory thereof.
approved June 6, 1892,
thereto, approved

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
United States
States of America in
Act for
for
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
T.hat the Act
bPractice
the regulation
regulation of
of the
the practice
practice of
of dentistry
District of
dentistry in the District
i
of Columtistry.
bia, and for the protection of the people from empiricism
empiricism in
n
42
27 Stat. 42..
relation thereto,
thereto, approved
June 6,
approved June
6, 1892,
1892, and
amendatory
and Acts amendatory
20 D. C. Code
§§
thereof, are
are further
amended to
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
211-238;
further amended
v, § thereof,
.ppC. dV.
20 D. Supp.
223.
"SEA 1.
1. Members
of the
the Board
Board of
2oa
of Dental
"SEC.
Members of
of Dental
Dental Examiners,
Examiners, five
five in
in
Board of
Dental
Examiners.
number,
by the
the Board
Board of
of Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
number, shall
shall be
be appointed
appointed by
the
District
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Eligibility
apfor ap
Eligibility for
"No
of
"No person
n shall be eligible for appointment to the Board of
pointment.
pointlment.
Dental Examiners
Dental/
:
Iminers who is not a
a citizen of the United States and
and
not been for
for five
five years next
preceding his
who has not
next preceding
his appointment
appointment
of and
reputable practice
practice of
of dentistry
dentistry
aa resident
resident of
and in
in the
the active
active and
and reputable
Term.
in the District of
Columbia. Appointments
in
of Columbia.
be for
for a
term of
of
Appointments shall
shall be
a term
five years
qualified, and
and
five
years or
or until
until their
their successors
successors are
are appointed
appointed and
and qualified,

District
ColumDistrict of columbia.
Practice
of dentistry.

of

List of eligibles.
Listofeligibles.

shall be from a
a list of three to seven eligibles submitted
submitted by the

Officers of
of dental
dental dental societies
Officers
Columbia; and
societies of the District
District of Columbia;
and no
no officer
officer or
or memmem-

schools, etc.
schools,etc.

be eligible
ber of the faculty of any dental school or college
college shall be
eligible
for
said Board.
Board.
upon said
for appointment
appointment upon
Election of
officers.
ofofficers.
Election
"SEC.
"Site. 2. The Board of Dental Examiners shall organize
organize by electing from
ing
members a
president, and
secretary-treasurer who
from its
its members
a president,
and aa secretary-treasurer
who
Rules and
and regula- shall give bond to the United States in the sum of $5,000. The
tions.
Board
make and
and adopt
such rules
and regulations
tion
Board shall
shall make
adopt such
rules and
regulations not
not inconinconit deems
sistent herewith as it
deems necessary to effect the purposes
purposes of this
Act, including
including (but
thereto) rules
rul es an
d regu
l
ati ons
Act,
(but not
not limited
limited thereto)
and
regulations
respecting
the eligibility
respecting the
of candidates,
candidates, the
the scope
eligibility of
scope of
of examinations,
examinations,
the conducting
conducting of
of examinations,
examinations, and
and the
the said
sa id B
oar d hereby
the
Board
hereby is
is spespecifically
such rules as
as it may
may deem
deem
cifically authorized to make and enforce such
proper
the purpose
purpose of
of regulating
professional announcements
proper for
for the
regulating professional
announcements
Use
InUse of
of dental
dental inand the number of offices of aa licensed dentist. The Board, in its
and
terms.
ternes.
discretion,
prescribe,
discretion, and under such rules and regulations
regulations as it may prescribe,
is hereby authorized
authorized to permit
permit in hospitals the
the use
use of
of dental
dental internes
internes
Examinations.
Examinations.
who are
graduates of
of approved
approved dental schools.
schools. The Board shall
who
are graduates
hold
January and
and June
n such
such place
pl ace as
i
t may
hold in
in January
June of
of each
each year,
year, i
in
as it
may
examinations to determine
designate, exammations
determine the fitness of applicants for
for
licenses
licenses as dentists under this Act.
Seal, records, and
eal records, and
"SEc.
seal,
"Site. 3. The Board of Dental Examiners shall have an official seal,
register.
a complete
record of the
and
and shall
shay keep
keep a
arecord
record of its proceedings,
proceedi ngs ,a
comp l
ete record
credentials of
each licensee,
and aaregister
ersons li
cense d as
encredentials
of each
licensee and
register of
of p
persons
licensed
as d
dentists and
licenses revoked. A
tists
and of
of licenses
A transcript of an entry in such records,
records
certified
secreta ry-treasurer un
der seal
Board shall
shall be
be
certified by
by the
the secretary-treasurer
under
seal of
of the
the Board,
evidence of
of the facts therein stated.
stated.
Attendance of wit"Site.
t
o requ
i
re the
th e attendance
atten d
ance
require
Board shall
shall have powe
powerr to
"SE. 4.
4. The said Board
Attnanet
of wit
nesses,
etc.
of persons
persons and the production of books and papers and to require such
such
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persons to testify in any and all matters within its jurisdiction. The

Subpenas
and oaths.
Subpenasandoaths.

Upon the failure of any
any person to attend as a
a witness, when duly
subpenaed,
or to produce
subpenaed, or
produce documents when duly directed by said

Failure
u of witness
witness
to testify, etc.; punism
' etc. Pnishment.

pena issued or to testify
testify in a
pending before said
a case pending
said court.
court. WitWitnesses who have been subpenaed by the Board,
Board, and who testify if

Payment
es s
nesses.

Board to enforce
practice of
enforce the provisions of all laws relating
relating to the practice
of

vioatio

president and secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of the Board shall have power to
issue subpenas and each shall have authority to administer oaths.
Board,
the Board shall have power to refer th
thee s
said
Board,
.
aid matter
matter to
t
o an
anyy
justice of the District Court of the United States for the District of
of
Columbia,
attendance of such witness, or the proColumbia, who may order the attendance
duction of such documents,
documents, or require the said witness to testify, as
the .case may be, and upon the failure
failure of the witness to attend, to
documents, as the case may be, such witness
testify, or to produce
produce such documents,
may be punished for contempt
contempt of court as for failure
failure to obey a
asubcalled upon, shall be paid the same fees that are paid witnesses
witnesses in
in the
District Court of the United
United States for the District
District of Columbia.
"SEc. 5. (1)
It shall be the duty of the secretary-treasurer
"Sac.
(1) It
secretary-treasurer of the
dentistry
dentistry in the District
District of Columbia, and all violations of said laws
shall be prosecuted
prosecuted in the police court of the District of Columbia
Columbia by
the corporation
corporation counsel
counsel or one
one of his assistants; and the corporation
corporation
counsel and his assistants shall render such other legal services
services as
as
may from time to time be required
required by the Board of Dental Examiners.
Examiners.
The major
major and superintendent
Police
"(2)
"(2) The
superintendent of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Department
Department shall detail such members of his force as may be necessary
necessary
to assist
assist the Board in the investigations
investigations and prosecutions incident
incident to
the enforcement of this Act. The Board is authorized
authorized to employ
employ
such other persons as it deems necessary to assist in the investigation
and prosecutions
incident to the enforcement
Act.
prosecutions incident
enforcement of
of this
this Act.

F ai l re

;

Payment of wit.

Prosecution
Prosecution of law
violations.

of law

Pollee detail.
Polie
detail.

Report to Commis"Sac.
"SEC. 6. The
The Board
Board of Dental
Dental Examiners
Examiners shall make annual reports
reports seport
sioners. to Commi

statement of moneys
to the District Commissioners,
Commissioners, containing a
a statement
received
received and disbursed and a
a summary of its official
official acts during the
the
preceding year.
year.
preceding
Application for li"SEC. 7. Any person
ceAplictio
for i"i
"Sac.
person who desires to practice
practice dentistry within
within the cense.
secretary-treasurer of the
District of Columbia shall file with the secretary-treasurer
the
Board a
a written application
application for a
a license,
license, and furnish satisfactory
proof that he is aacitizen of the United
United States or has duly declared
declared
United States, and is a
a
his intention to become a
a citizen of the United
Form, etc.

graduate
a dental college
graduate of a
college approved
approved by the Board. Such applica-

Form etc.

tion must be upon the form prescribed
prescribed by the Board, verified by oath,
and accompanied
accompanied by the required fee and aa recent unmounted auto-

Citizenship re'rotoitirographed
graphed photograph
photograph of the applicant. Any license
license issued to aaperson nenitizenslip
niont.

who is aacitizen of aaforeign country
country and who has duly declared
declared his
citizen of the United States shall automatically
intention to become aacitizen
automatically
terminate
candidate be annulled in the
terminate and the registration of the candidate
candidate shall fail to submit to the Board satisfactory
event such candidate
evidence within six years from the date of such license that he has
become a
become
a citizen of the United States.
"SEO.
a license
"Sac. 8. An applicant
applicant for a
license to practice dentistry shall

appear before
before the Board at its first meeting after the filing of his
application,
application, and pass a
asatisfactory
satisfactory examination, consisting of pracdemonstrations and written or oral test, or both, in the following
following
tical demonstrations
subjects: Anatomy,
chemistry, histology,
histology,
subjects:
Anatomy, anesthetics,
anesthetics, bacteriology,
bacteriology, chemistry,
operative dentistry,
surgery, orthodontia, pathology,
physiology,
operative
dentistry, oral surgery,
pathology,physiology,
prosthetic dentistry, materia medica,
medico., metallurgy,
therapeutics,
metallurgy, and therapeutics,
prosthetic
and such other subjects
from time
time to time direct:
subjects as the Board may from
direct:

Examination
before
xamination
before
Board.

SubjectsSublect

Provisos.
Provided, That
Board may waive
theoretical examination
examination Poiws.
waive the theoretical
Provided,
That the Board
Waiver of examinaapplicant who furnishes
in the case of an applicant
furnishes proof satisfactory
satisfactory to
to said
said tioni
tionvectaSntS
for certain
State,
'
etc., practitioners.
Board that
that he
he is
is a
graduate from
from a
a reputable
reputable dental
dental college
Board
a graduate
college of
of a
a etc..practitionr

State or
Territory of
of the
the United
United States,
States, approved by the Board,
State
or Territory
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and
holds a
license from
similar dental
dental board,
board, with
with requirements
requirements
a similar
from a
a license
and holds
equal
to those
those of
for five
consecufive consecuwho, for
and who,
of Columbia
Columbia,land
District of
the District
of the
equal to
tive
years next
next prior
to filing
application, has
has been
the lawful
lawful
in the
been in
his application,
filing his
prior to
tive years
and reputable
reputable practice
of dentistry
the State
State or
Territory of the
or Territory
in the
dentistry in
practice of
and
Reciprocity.
United States
from which
which he
applies: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
laws of
of
he applies:
the laws
United
States from
Reiiprcpity.
such State
State or
or Territory
Territory accord
equal rights to a
adentist of the District
District
accord equal
such
of Columbia
Columbia holding
license from
from the
the Board
Board of
of the
the District
District of
of
a license
holding a
of
Columbia,
desires to
practice his
such State
State or
or
in such
his profession
profession in
to practice
who desires
Columbia, who
register
applicant desiring
Evidence
State, Territory
United States.
An applicant
desiring to register
States. An
of the
the United
Territory of
of state
Eviaece of
etc., practice.
under this
this section
section must furnish the
the District of
of Columbia under
et
in prain
Board
with a
from the
secretary of the
of dental
dental examboard of
the board
the secretary
a letter
letter from
Board with
iners
under seal
of the
State or
or
the State
examiners of the
dental examiners
of dental
board of
the board
seal of
iners under
Territory
the United
States from
from which
which he applies, which
shall
which shall
United States
of the
Territory of
state that
that he
has been
in the
and reputable
reputable practice
of
practice of
lawful and
the lawful
been in
he has
state
dentistry
in the
the State
State or
from which
which he applies
for the
applies for
or Territory
Territory from
dentistry in
five years
years next
next prior
to filing
filing his
his application,
application, and
and shall
attest
also attest
shall also
prior to
five
to his
character and
and professional
professional qualifications.
qualifications.
to
his moral
moral character
License oright
conclusive
"SEc. 9.
such applicant
applicant passes
passes the
examination and
and is,
is, in
the
in the
the examination
9. IfIf such
"SEc.
to
evidenc
evidence of right to
a
he shall receive
receive a
good moral
moral character,
character, he
practice,
opinion
of the
the Board,
Board, of
of good
opinion of
practice.
license
from the
the Board,
Board, attested
by its seal, signed by the members
members
attested by
license from
of the
with the
health officer,
officer, which,
which, after
after
the health
registered with
and registered
Board, and
of
the Board,
being
registered with
with the
the health
health officer,
officer, shall
conclusive evidence
evidence
shall be
be conclusive
being registered
LOSS
of his
to practice
District of
Columbia. If
If
of Columbia.
dentistry in
in the
the District
right to
practice dentistry
license.
of
his right
osoof license,
the
loss of
satisfactorily shown,
duplicate thereof shall
shall
a duplicate
shown, a
is satisfactorily
of a
a license
license is
the loss
be
Board upon
upon payment
required fee.
fee.
of the
the required
payment of
be issued
issued by
by the
the Board
Declaration of
is
the District of Columbia
of dentistry
dentistry in
policy.
"
SEC. 10.
in the
Columbia is
The practice
practice of
of
"SEC.
10. The
poelaration
hereby declared
to affect
affect the
the public
public health
and safety
to be
be
and to
safety and
health and
declared to
hereby
subject to
to regulation
in the
It is further
further
interest. It
the public
public interest.
and control
control in
regulation and
subject
declared
to be
matter of
of public
public interest
interest and concern that
dental
that the dental
be aamatter
declared to
profession merit
merit and
and receive
receive the
confidence of
of the
the public
that
and that
public and
the confidence
profession
only
dentistry in the
practice dentistry
dentists be permitted to practice
qualified dentists
only qualified
District of Columbia. All provisions of this Act relating
relating to the practice
accordance with this declaradeclaraof dentistry
dentistry shall be construed in accordance
tice of
tion of
policy.
o
tion
of
policy.
oato.
et.,
Revocation, etc., of
64
license,
SEC. 11.
11. The
The District
of the
States for
for the
the District
District
the United
United States
District Court
Court of
"SEo.
licion etc.
of Columbia
the
suspend the license of any dentist in the
Columbia may revoke or suspend
satisfactory to said court—
courtDistrict of Columbia upon proof satisfactory
"(a) That said
said license or registration
registration was procured
through fraud
fraud
"(a)
procured through
or misrepresentation.
misrepresentation.
holder thereof has been convicted
convicted of an offense
offense
"(b) That the holder
involvilmoral
involving
moral turpitude.
“(c)
hat the holder
holder thereof is guilty of chronic or persistent
"(c) That
persistent
inebriety, or addiction to habit-forming
habit-forming drugs.
inebriety
drugs.
"(d)
That the holder thereof
thereof is guilty of advertising
professional
advertising professional
"(d) That
superiority or the
professional services
superiority
the performance
performance of
of professional
services in
in aa superior
superior
manner; advertising
manner;
professional service; advertising by
advertising prices for professional
means of large display, glaringlight
glaring light signs, or containing as a
a part
thereof
thereof the representation
representation of aa tooth, teeth, bridgewor,
bridgework, or any
any
portion of the human head; employing
employing or making use of solicitors
solicitors
or free publicity press agents directly
indirectly; or advertising
advertising
directly or indirectly;
or advertising
to guarantee
guarantee
any free dental
dental work, or free
free examination;
examination; or
advertising to
any dental service or to perform
perform any
any dental operation
operation painlessly.
painlessly.
'(e) That such holder is guilty of conduct which disqualifies him
"(e)
to practice
practice with safety to the public.
public.
"(f) That such holder
"(f)
holder is guilty of hiring, supervising,
supervising, permitting,
or aiding unlicensed persons to practice dentistry.
operator or
a manager,
"(g)
"(g) That such holder,
holder, being a
manager, proprietor,
proprietor, operator,
or
conductor of a
a place where dental operations
operations are performed,
performed, employs
employs
a person who is not a
a licensed
dentistry as defined
defined
a
licensed dentist to practice
practice dentistry
in this Act, or permits such persons to practice dentistry in his office.
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"(h) That
holder is
of unprofessional
unprofessional conduct.
is guilty
guilty of
such holder
That such
"(h)
Acts deemed
deemed unpro"The following
following acts
acts on
the part
part of
dentist are
are hereby
Acts
unprohereby fessional
a licensed
licensed dentist
of a
on the
"The
conduct.
declared to
fessional conduct.
conduct:
unprofessional conduct:
to constitute
constitute unprofessional
declared
"(1) Practicing
while his
license is
suspended.
is suspended.
his license
Practicing while
"(1)
‘‘2)
Willfully deceiving
deceiving or
or attempting
to deceive
the Board or
deceive the
attempting to
"(2) Willfully
their
agents with
with reference
reference to
to any
under investigation
investigation by the
any matter under
their agents
Board.
Board.
"(3) Advertising
by any
other than the carrying or pubmedium other
any medium
Advertising by
"(3)
bshing of
modest professional
professional card
card or
or the
the display
a modest
modest
display of a
of aa modest
lishing
window or
or street
street sign
sign at
at the
licensee's office,
which professional
professional card
office, which
the licensee's
window
or
window or
sign shall
shall display
the name,
address, proname, address,
only the
display only
street sign
or street
or window
fession,
office hours,
if his
his practice
practice is
is so
so
and, if
connections, and,
telephone connections,
hours, telephone
fession, office
Preovso.
limited,
his specialty:
specialty: Provided,
Provided, That
case of
announcement of
of
Proviso.
of announcement
in case
That in
Announcement
of
limited, his
of
etc.
of address,
address, etc.
change
change
of
address
or
the
starting
of
practice,
the
usual
size
card
of
of
change of address or the starting of practice, the usual size card of
signs shall be
announcement may
used. The
The size
size of
of said
cards or signs
said cards
be used.
may be
announcement
designated by
by the
the Board.
Board.
designated
"(4)
Practicing dentistry
dentistry under
under a
assumed name or corfalse or assumed
a false
"(4) Practicing
porate
partnership name
containing the
the names
names
name containing
a partnership
than a
other than
name other
porate name
of
the partners,
partners, or
any name
name except
except his
full proper
which
name which
proper name
his full
or any
of the
shall be
be the
the name
used in
license granted
granted by the Board.
his license
in his
name used
shall
"(5) Violating
this Act
or aiding
aiding any
any person
person to
violate this
or
Act or
this Act
to violate
Act or
Violating this
"(5)
violating or
aiding any
knowingly violate
violate the
dental pracpracthe dental
to knowingly
person to
any person
or aiding
violating
tice
State or Territory.
act of any State
tice act
"(6)
of, or
association with,
any
with, any
in association
or in
employment of,
the employment
in the
Practicing in
"(6) Practicing
person who
who is
practicing in
an unlawful
unlawful or
or unprofessional
manner.
unprofessional manner.
in an
is practicing
person
"The
unprofessional
constituting unprofessional
acts constituting
of acts
specifications of
foregoing specifications
"The foregoing
conduct
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
unproof unprodefinition of
complete definition
as aa complete
conduct shall
fessional
nor as
as authorizing
authorizing or
the performance
performance
permitting the
or permitting
conduct nor
fessional conduct
of
similar acts
acts not
denounced, or
limiting or
or restricting
restricting
as limiting
or as
not denounced,
or similar
other or
of other
the said
said court
from holding
holding that
that other
other or
or similar
acts also
constitute
also constitute
similar acts
court from
the
unprofessional
conduct.
unprofessional conduct.
or proMisconduct
"Sic.
12. The
of the
the United
United States
States for
for the
the District
Misconduct
or proDistrict fessional
Court of
District Court
incapacity;
The District
"SEC. 12.
incapacity;
penalty.
of Columbia
Columbia may
revoke any license issued and any regis- penalty.
or revoke
suspend or
may suspend
of
tration
upon evidence
to the
satisfaction of
that
court that
the court
of the
the satisfaction
showing to
evidence showing
tration upon
the
licentiate or
or registrant,
case may
may be,
has been
guilty of
of
been guilty
be, has
the case
as the
registrant, as
the licentiate
misconduct
or
is
professionally
incapacitated.
incapacitated.
is
professionally
or
misconduct
Revocation, etc.,
"Proceedings
revocation of
Revocation,
etc..
a proceedings.
of a
or revocation
suspension or
ceedi
the suspension
toward the
looking toward
"Proceedings looking
license
or
registration
shall
be
begun
by
petition
filed
in
the
District
ngs.
pro
District
the
in
filed
petition
by
begun
be
shall
registration
or
license
Court of
United States
States for
of Columbia
in the
name
the name
Columbia in
District of
the District
for the
the United
of the
Court
of the
of Dental
Dental Examiners
and shall
shall be
be verified
verified by
by oath.
Examiners and
Board of
the Board
of
applicable.
Rules
Proceedings shall
be conducted
conducted according
according to
ordinary rules
rules of
of
Rules applicable.
the ordinary
to the
shall be
Proceedings
equity
supplementary rules
said court
court may
deem
may deem
as said
riles as
such supplementary
and such
practice and
equity practice
expedient to
into effect
effect the
the purposes
and intent
intent of
this Act;
Act;
of this
purposes and
carry into
to carry
expedient
and said
said court
is hereby
authorized to
such supplementary
supplementary rules.
rules.
make such
to make
hereby authorized
court is
and
Appeal.
An appeal
taken from
the District
District Court
of
Appeal.
Court of
of the
decision of
the decision
from the
be taken
may be
appeal may
An
the United
the District
District of
Columbia to
the United
United States
States
to the
of Columbia
for the
States for
United States
the
Court
of Appeals
Appeals of
of said
District. Any
Any such
such appeal
appeal on
of
behalf of
on behalf
said District.
Court of
the Board
Board of
of Dental
Dental Examiners
be filed
filed without
without bond.
Determination.
The Determination.
bond. The
may be
Examiners may
the
District Court
Court of
the District
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
for the
States for
United States
the United
of the
District
may determine
or registration
registration shall
suspended
be suspended
shall be
license or
whether aa license
determine whether
may
Duration of suspenor revoked,
and if
such license
is to
suspended said
may sion.
Duration of suspencourt may
said court
be suspended
to be
license is
if such
revoked, and
or
determine the
the duration
duration of
of such
the conditions
under
conditions under
and the
suspension and
such suspension
determine
which such
which
such suspension
suspension shall
shall terminate.
terminate.
Fees.
"Sm.
13. That
addition to
the fees
fees heretofore
heretofore fixed
herein each
each
Fees.
fixed herein
to the
in addition
That in
"SEa. 13.
applicant
for
a
license
as
dentist
shall
deposit
with
his
application
application
his
with
applicant for a license as dentist shall deposit
fee of
of $20;
duplicate license
license a
fee of
$5
of $5
a fee
a duplicate
for a
application for
each application
with each
$20; with
aafee
shall
be
paid
to
said
Board,
and
for
each
certificate
issued
by
said
said Expenses payable
by
issued
certificate
shall be paid to said Board, and for each
Board a fee of
$1 shall
shall be
That out
out of
to from
Expenses
payable
paid to
fees paid
the fees
of the
f
fees.
paid. That
be paid.
a fee of $1
Board
said Board,
Board, as
provided
by
this
Act,
there
shall
be
defrayed
all
from ees.
all
be
defrayed
shall
as provided by this Act, there
said
expenses incurred
incurred in
out the
the provisions
contained,
herein contained,
provisions herein
carrying out
in carrying
expenses
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including the
the detection
detection and
and prosecution
of violations
this Act,
Act,
including
prosecution of
violations of
of this
together with
with a
of $10
$10 per
per diem
diem for
member of
Board
together
a fee
fee of
for each
each member
of said
said Board
for each
each day
day he
he may
may be
upon business
business pertaining
for
be actually
actually engaged
engaged upon
pertaining
Proviso.
to
his official
official duties
duties as
as such
such Board
Board member:
member: Provided,
That such
Limitation
on
xto
his
Provided,
That
such
Limitation on expenses.
expense
shall in
in no
no event
event exceed
the total
of receipts.
receipts.
penses.
expense shall
exceed the
total of
Registration.
Registration.
"SEC. 14. During the month of December of each year,
year, every
every
“SEc.
licensed dentist
register with
secretary-treasurer of
the
licensed
dentist shall
shall register
with the
the secretary-treasurer
of the
Board
his name
address and
and such
other information
as the
the
Board his
name and
and office
office address
such other
information as
Board
deem necessary
blanks obtainable
obtainable from
from said
said secsecBoard may
may deem
necessary upon
upon blanks
Fe
Fee.
e.
retary-treasurer, and thereupon pay a
a registration
registration fee
retary-treasurer,
fee of
$5. On
of $5.
On or
or
Mailing of blank
the 1st
1st day
November of
year i
be the
the duty
duty
orMaing
of blan before
before the
day of
of November
of each
each year
ittshall
shall be
forms.
of
the secretary-treasurer
secretary-treasurer of
Board to
to mail
mail to
to each
dentist
of the
of the
the Board
each dentist
licensed
in the
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, at
his
last-known address,
address, a
licensed in
the District
at
his
last-known
a
Failure to register.
Failure toregister
blank form
form for registration.
registration. In
the event
of failure
failure to
to register
register on
In the
event of
on
or before
the 31st
31st day
December a
and the
registration
or
before the
day of
of December
a fine
fine of
of $5
$5 and
the registration
fee
$5 will
will be
and should
practitioner fail
to regisregisfee of
of $5
be imposed,
imposed, and
should the
the practitioner
fail to
ter and
pay the
the fine
fine imposed
imposed and
to practice
ter
and pay
and continue
continue to
practice his
his profesprofession
of Columbia,
shall at
at the
end of
ten days
days
sion in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia, he
he shall
the end
of ten
from said
considered as
practicing illegally
and penalized
from
said date
date be
be considered
as practicing
illegally and
penalized
Reinstatement.
Reinstatement.
as otherwise
provided for
as
otherwise provided
for in
in this
If he
this Act.
Act. If
he suspends
suspends his
his :pracpractice
may, in
in the
discretion of
furnishing satisfacsatisfactice he
he may,
the discretion
of the
the Board,
Board, upon
upon furnishing
tory
his moral
moral character
character and
standing,
tory evidence
evidence as
as to
to his
and professional
professional standing,
be
reinstated at
at any
time upon
and paying
a
prescribed
be reinstated
any time
upon registering
registering and
paying
a
prescribed
Printing
of annual
Printe g of
annually,
feef of $25.
5. On or before the 1st day
fee
day o
of February, annually, said
register.
Board
shall issue
issue aa printed
printed register
addresses so
so
Board shall
register of
of the
the names
names and
and addresses
received, together
together with
with other
other information
deemed interesting
interesting to
the
received,
information deemed
to the
profession,
a copy of
which shall
profession, a
of which
shall be
mailed or
or otherwise
each
be mailed
otherwise sent
sent to
to each
registrant
thereon.
Persons
deemed
registrant
thereon.
Persons
deemed
practicing dentistry.
dentistry.

"SEo. 15.
15. Any
person shall
be deemed
deemed to
be practicing
practicing dentistry
B"SEa.
Any person
shall be
to be
dentistry
who performs, or
who
or attempts
attempts or
or advertises
advertises to
perform, any
any dental
dental operto perform,
operation or
dental service
any kind
gratuitously or
ation
or oral
oral surgery
surgery or
or dental
service of
of any
kind gratuitously
or for
for
a salary, fee,
fee, money,
money, or
a
or other
or to
to be
paid,
other remunerations
remunerations paid,
paid, or
be paid,
directly or indirectly, to
to himself
himself or
or to
to any
other person
person or
or agency;
agency;
any other
or who is a
a manager,
manager, proprietor, operator,
or conductor
conductor of
of a
a place
place
operator, or
where dental
dental operations,
operations, oral
oral surgery,
surgery, or
services are
are perperor dental
dental services
formed;
indirectly, by
formed; or who directly or
orindirectly,
by any
method,
any means
means or
or method,
furnishes,
supplies, constructs,
constructs, reproduces,
re p
ai
rs any
any prosthetic
prosth eti c
furnishes supplies,
reproduces, or
or repairs
or any
denture, bridge, appliance, or
to be
in the
the
any other
other structure
structure to
be worn
worn in
human mouth, except on the written prescription
prescription of
duly licensed
licensed
of a
a duly
or who places
and practicing dentist; or
such appliance
appliance or
or structure
places such
structure in
in
the human mouth or attempts to adjust the same, or delivers the
same
the same
to any person other than the dentist upon whose
whose prescription
prescription the
the
work
performed; or
advertises to
th e p
ubli c,
b
y any
meth od,
work was
was performed;
or who
who advertises
to the
public,
by
any method,
to furnis.h,
supply:construct,
construct, rep
ro d
uce ,
pai
r any
prosth et i
c d
ento
furnish, supply,
reproduce,
or re
repair
any prosthetic
denbridge, appliance,
ture, bridge,
appliance, or
structure to
in the
human
or other
other structure
to be
be worn
worn in
the human
who diagnoses
mouth; or who
diagnoses or
to diagnose,
prescribes for
for or
or
or professes
professes to
diagnose, prescribes
professes
to prescribe
prescribe for,
treats or
professes to
to treat
di sease ,pain,
pai
n,
professes to
for, treats
or professes
treat disease,

deformity, deficiency, injury, or physical condition of human teeth

orjaws,
deformity,
or adjacent
deficiency,
structures;
injury, or
or
who extracts
conditio
or attempts
n of h
uman
to extract
teeth
or
jaws, or
adjacent
structures;
or physical
who
extracts
or
attempts
to extract
human
human teeth,
teeth, or
or attempt
pro f
esses to
correct malposior corrects
corrects or
attemptss or professes
to correct
malpositions of teeth or of the jaws; or who
!ions
wh
o gives,
gi
ves, or
pro f
esses to
give
or professes
to give
interpretations
en t
alroentgenograms;
roen t
genograms; or
or who
admininterpretations or
or readings
readings o
offd
dental
who administers an anesthetic
anesthetic of any
any nature in
with a
adental
dental operain connection
connection with
operasurgeon' 'oral surgeon',
tion; or who uses the words 'dentist', 'dental
'dental surgeon',
surgeon',
the
letters 'D.
'D. M.
oth er words,
words lletters,
title, or
or,
the letters
'D. D.
D. S.',
S.', 'D.
M. D.',
D.', or any other
etters, title,
descriptive matter
in
as being able to
descriptive
matter which
which i
n any
an y way represent him 'as
treat, prescribe,
prescribe, or operate
any
disease, pain, deformity,
diagnose, treat,
operate for an
i disease,
deformity,
injury,
deficiency, i
nj
ury, or physical
physi
ca lcondition
con diti
on of
o human
jaws, or
or
human teeth
teeth or
or jaws,
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adjacent structures;
or who
who states,
states, or
or permits to be
advertises or
or advertises
structures; or
adjacent
stated or
advertised, by
card, circular,
circular, handbill,
newspaper,
handbill, newspaper,
sign, card,
by sign,
or advertised,
stated
radio, or
otherwise, that
perform or
will attempt to perform
or will
can perform
he can
that he
or otherwise,
radio,
dental operations
operations or
or render
connection therewith
therewith or
in connection
diagnosis in
render aa diagnosis
dental
curricula
the
in
who
engages
in
any
of
the
practices
included
curricula
of recogincluded
practices
the
of
any
in
engages
who
Operator of radionized
dental colleges.
colleges. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
this section,
section, gOprator
of radioof this
the provisions
graphic laboratory
exnized dental
cepted.
cepted.
date
the
no
person
shall
be
deemed
to
be
practicing
dentistry
who
on
dentistry
practicing
be
to
deemed
be
no person shall
of
enactment of
this Act
Act is
is operating
operating aa radiographic
laboratory
radiographic laboratory
of this
the enactment
of the
for the
of making
radiographs, or
or giving
giving written
written clinical
clinical
making radiographs,
purpose of
the purpose
for
interpretations or
or readings
of dental
radiographs, to be used solely
dental radiographs,
readings of
interpretations
by dentists
diagnoses.
making diagnoses.
in making
physicians in
and physicians
dentists and
by
a wful use
Unlawful
of
use of
naS
`SEc. 16.
On and
and after
of this
Act it
it shall
shall be unlawful names.
this Act
passage of
the passage
after the
16. On
"SEC.
for
any person
to practice
practice or
to practice
dentistry or
practice dentistry
offer to
or offer
persons to
or persons
person or
for any
which shall
dental surgery
surgery under
except his
proper name,
name, which
his proper
name except
any name
under any
dental
be
the
name
used
in
his
license
granted
to
him
as
a
dentist,
as
as prodentist,
a
as
him
to
granted
license
his
in
be the name used
vided for
in this
Act; and
and unlawful
use the
name of
of any company,
the name
to use
unlawful to
this Act;
for in
vided
business name in connection
association,
name, or
connection
or business
trade name,
corporation, trade
association, corporation,
Penalty.
Penalty.
with
of dentistry
dentistry as
as defined
defined in
in this
law. Any person
this law.
practice of
the practice
with the
convicted
of a
violation of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section shall be
a violation
convicted of
fined
for the
the first
offense not
than $200, and upon aa second or
more than
not more
first offense
fined for
any
conviction thereof,
thereof, by
by a
not to
to exceed
exceed $500, and
fine not
a fine
subsequent conviction
any subsequent
upon
conviction his
his license
license may
revoked.
or revoked.
suspended or
be suspended
may be
upon conviction
Inapplicability of

of
a bona fide student of ActInappicability
perin this Act shall apply to a
17. Nothing
Nothing in
"SEc.
`SEc. 17.
designated perto designated
sons.
sons.
a
to
college;
dentistry
in
the
clinic
rooms
of
a
reputable
dental
college;
a
dental
dentistry in the clinic rooms of a reputable
legally
qualified physician
or surgeon
unless he
dentistry
practices dentistry
he practices
surgeon unless
physician or
legally qualified
as
specialty; to
to a
registered
physician, or registered
anesthetist, physician,
qualified anesthetist,
a qualified
a specialty;
as a
under
nurse
give an
an anesthetic
anesthetic for
for a
operation under
dental operation
a dental
to give
employed to
nurse employed
the
the direct
supervision of
to a
adental
surgeon of
of the
dental surgeon
dentist; to
licensed dentist;
a licensed
of a
direct supervision
the
Veterans'
United
States
Army,
Navy,
Public
Health
Service,
or
Veterans'
Service,
Health
Public
Navy,
Army,
States
United
Administration, in
in the
of his
his official
duties 2 nor
a lawto a
nor to
official duties,
discharge of
the discharge
Administration,
ful
practitioner of
Territory making
making a
a
or Territory
State or
another State
in another
dentistry in
of dentistry
ful practitioner
clinical
convention, associaassociasociety, convention,
dental society,
before aa dental
demonstration before
clinical demonstration
contion
dentists, or
or dental
duties in
in conhis duties
performing his
or performing
college, or
dental college,
of dentists,
tion of
nection
with a
aspecific
specific case
case on
on which
which he
he may
called to
to the
the
been called
have been
may have
nection with
of license
license
District
of
Columbia.
Display of
Display
District of Columbia.
card.
anDregitraotion
practice of dentistry
the practice
in the
cord.
"SEc. 18.
18. Whoever
in
dentistry and fails and
engages
n registration card.
Whoever engages
"SEC.
rengagestration
to
keep
displayed
in
a
conspicuous
place
in
the
operating
room
in
in
room
operating
the
in
place
conspicuous
a
in
displayed
to keep
which
in such
such manner
to be
and read,
read,
seen and
easily seen
be easily
as to
manner as
and in
practices, and
he practices,
which he
the license
license and
and annual
registration card
granted him
pursuant to
to
him pursuant
card granted
annual registration
the
the
laws
of
the
District
of
Columbia,
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$50.
of
ite
Fulet
Fraudulent
use of
the laws of the District of Columbia, shall be fined not more than $50.
limuscs, etc. t,,r.
"SEC. 19.
or offers
offers to
to sell
sell a
diploma conferring
conferring aa liilses
a diploma
sells or
Whoever sells
19. Whoever
"SEC.
dental
degree or
or a
a certificate
certificate granted
granted for
or aa
work, or
postgraduate work,
for postgraduate
dental degree
license
granted
pursuant
to
this
Act,
or
whoever,
not
being
the
the
being
not
whoever,
or
Act,
this
to
pursuant
granted
license
person
to whom
diploma, certificate,
or license
was granted,
progranted, prolicense was
certificate, or
a diploma,
whom a
person to
cures such diploma,
or license
license with
with intent
intent to
to use
same
the same
use the
certificate, or
cures such diploma, certificate,
as
evidence
of
his
right
to
practice
dentistry,
or
whoever,
with
whoever,
or
as evidence of his right to practice dentistry,
fraudulent intent,
intent, alters
any diploma,
diploma, certificate,
certificate, or
uses
or uses
license, or
or license,
alters any
fraudulent
or
attempts
to
use
the
same,
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$1,000.
$1,000.
than
more
not
fined
be
shall
or attempts to use the same,
Practice under false
"SEc.
dentistry under
false name,
or name,
etc. under fal
Practice
name, or
under aa false
practices dentistry
Whoever practices
20. Whoever
"SEC. 20.
assumes a
a title,
or prefixes
prefixes to
his name
letters which
which
name letters
to his
appends or
or appends
title, or
assumes
falsely represent
represent him
him as
chartered dental
dental
a chartered
from a
degree from
having aa degree
as having
falsely
college,
or
makes
use
of
the
words
'dental
college'
or
'school'
or
or
'school'
or
college'
'dental
words
the
of
college, or makes use
equivalent words
when not
lawfully authorized
so to
to do,
do, or
or imperimperauthorized so
not lawfully
equivalent words when
sonates another
an examination
by the
Board, or
or knowingly
knowingly
the Board,
held by
examination held
at an
another at
sonates
makes a false
application or
or a
a false
false representation
connection
in connection
representation in
a false application
makes
with such examination,
examination, shall
shall be
fined
not more
than $1,000.
$1,000.
than
more
not
fined
be
Board approval of
such
with
"SEc.
person or
rsons, corporation,
etc, of
approsal
deoa classes,
insti- dental
educational instior educational
corporation, or
persons,
or _pe
No person
21. No
"SEc. 21.
tution, except those
those now
duly
chartered,
shall
conduct
classes
or
a
a
or
classes
conduct
shall
chartered,
now duly

tution, except
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school for postgraduate
postgraduate dentistry in
in the
the District
unless
District of
of Columbia
Columbia unless
with
violates this
with the approval
approval of
of the
the Board,
Board, and
and whoever
whoever violates
this proviprovision
fined not
not more
more than
$500.
sion shall, upon
upon conviction, be
be fined
than $500.
Dental
hygienist.
Dental hygienist.
"SEC.
"SEc. 22. It
unlawful for any
person to
to follow
follow the
the occuoccuIt shall be unlawful
any person
pation
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia without
having
pation of dental
dental hygienist
hygienist in
without having
first
complied with the
this Act
been regfirst complied
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act and
and having
having been
registered as hereinafter
hereinafter provided.
provided.
Application
Application for
for li11"SEC. 23. Any person of good moral character
character and aa citizen of
"SEc.
cense.
the United States being not less than eighteen
eighteen years of age, who
desires to register as a
of Columbia
Columbia
a dental
dental hygienist
hygienist in
in the
the District
District of
secretary-treasurer of
written applicaand files with the secretary-treasurer
of the
the Board
Board a
a written
application for a
a license, and furnishes satisfactory
he is
is a
a
satisfactory proof
proof that
that he
graduate
graduate of a
a training school for dental hygienists
hygienists requiring
requiring aa
year, and
approved by
by: the
the
course of not less
less than
than one
one academic
academic year,
and approved
Form,
etc.
Form, fee,
fee, etc.
Board, may make application
application to be licensed as a
a dental hygienist
hygienist
in the District of Columbia
Columbia upon the form prescribed by the
the Board,
Board,
verified by oath, and accompanied
required fee ($10)
accompanied by the required
($10) and
and aa
recent unmounted
unmounted autographed
autographed photograph of applicant.
Examination before
BExminatio
n before
S.
24. An applicant
"SEc.
applicant for a
dental hygienist shall
shall
a license as dental
Board.
examination after the filing of
appear before the Board at its first examination
of
satisfactory examination
consisting of
of
his application and
and pass aa satisfactory
examination consisting
practical demonstrations
demonstrations and written
or
oral tests
tests on
on such
subjects
written
or
oral
such
subjects
License conclusive
applicant passes
passes the
examination
eviden
t to
Vtoas the
the Board may
may direct.
direct. If
If such
such applicant
the examination
evidence of right
practice.
practice.
and is of good moral character, he shall receive a
a license from the
Board, attested by its seal, signed by the members
members of
of the Board,
Board,
which after being registered
registered with the health officer shall be
be concluconclusive evidence
evidence of his right to practice as aa dental hygienist in
in the
District of Columbia
Columbia according
according to the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
of
this
Act.
Employment of den"SEc.
25. No
may employ
more than
than two
two such
tal
taElhygienists;
hygnstmis limitat
"SEC. 25.
No licensed
licensed dentist
dentist may
employ more
such
tion.
tion.
licensed dental hygienists without written permission of
of the Board.
Public institutions and the Health Department
Department of
of the
the District of
of
Columbia
Columbia may employ such licensed dental hygienists
hygienists and
and shall
shall
not be
as to
to the
the number
of licensed
not
be limited
limited as
number of
licensed dental
dental hygienists
hygienists that
that
Scope of employeo
o employ- may
be employed. A licensed dental hygienist may remove calcic
ment.
may be
deposits, accretions, and stains from the surfaces
surfaces of
of the
the teeth,
teeth, but
but
shall not perform any other operation, or diagnose or treat any
pathological conditions
of the
or tissues
tissues of
of the
mouth. A
A
pathological
conditions of
the teeth
teeth or
the mouth.
Supervision, etc.
Sc
registered dental hygienist may operate
the general
operate only
only under
under the
general direcdirection or supervision
supervision of a
in any
any public
a licensed dentist, in his
his office
office or
or in
public
school or other institution rendering dental services, not in violation
Unauthorized oper- school or other institution rendering dental services, not in violation
ations;
attons penalty.
pehalty.
opf the provisions of this Act.
of
of the
Act. The District
District Court of
the United
United
States for the District of Columbia may suspend,
or revoke,
revoke, the
the
suspend, or
license of any dentist who shall permit any dental hygienist, operating
operating
under his supervision,
supervision, to perform any operation
operation other
other than
that
than that
permitted
permitted under the provisions of this section, and
may sussusand it
it also
also may
pend or revoke, the license of any dental hygienist violating the propend
visions of this Act; the procedure to be followed in the case of
such
of such
revocation, shall be the same as that prescribed by
suspension or revocation,.
by
law in
in the case of suspension or revocation of the license of aadentist.
Licensing
of
certain
Licensing of certain
"SEC. 26.
Any dental
dental hygienist
hygienist of
moral character
character duly
duly
state, etc.,
etc., practition.
State,
practition"SEc.
26. Any
of good
good moral
ers.
e.
licensed to practice as such in any State or Territory of the United
States, having and maintaining
maintaining an equal standard of laws regulating
regulating
the practice
practice of dental hygiene
hygiene with the laws of the District of
of
Columbia, who has been in the lawful practice of dental
dental hygiene
for aa period of not
notless than two years in such State
Stat e or Territory
secretary-treasurer of the Board of the
and who files with the secretary-treasurer
District of Columbia a
a certificate from the board of the State or
Territory in which he is
is licensed, certifying to his professional
professional qualia satisfactory practical
fications and length of service, and who passes a
practical
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conducted by the Board, may at the discretion
examination
discretion of the
examination conducted
Board be licensed without
without further examination
examination upon the payment
payment of
certificate fee of $1: Provided,
Provided, That
$10 and the certificate
the required
required fee of $10
a dental
the laws of such State or Territory accord equal rights to a
a license
hygienist of the District of Columbia holding a
license from the
Columbia who desires to practice dental
Board of the District of Columbia
hygiene in such State or Territory
Territory of the United States.
"SEc. 27. The duties and powers of the Board respecting the prac"SEC.
tice of dentistry as set forth in this Act shall apply, unless otherwise
otherwise
specified, equally and in all respects whatsoever
practice of
whatsoever to the practice
declared
hygiene;•and the practice of dental hygiene is hereby declared
dental hygiene
to affect the public health and safety and to be subject to regulation
and control in the public interest to the same extent as herein set
forth with respect to the practice of dentistry. The annual registration fee for licensed
licensed dental hygienists shall be $3.
"SEc.
practice of dentistry without a
a
Whoever engages in the practice
"SEc. 28. Whoever
whoever violates any provision of law relating
do, or whoever
license so to do
to
practice
do,of dentistry or dental hygiene
hygiene or the application for
to the
the practice
examination
licensing of dentists and dental hygienists, for which
examination and licensing
no specific penalty has been prescribed
prescribed shall be fined not more than
$1,000.
$1,000.
19,1 20,
"SEc. 29. A second or
conviction under sections 19
subsequent conviction
or subsequent
"SEC.
prescribed
21,
shall be punished by the maximum penalties prescribed
28 shall
and 28
21, and
imprisonment in jail or workhouse
therein, or imprisonment
workhouse not less than six months
nor more than one year, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
"SEc. 30. When used i
n this ActAct—
in
"SEC.
"(1) Personal
Personal pronouns include all genders.
"(1)
"(2) The
The term
term 'Board'
'Board' means
the Board
Dental Examiners.
Examiners.
Board of Dental
means the
"(2)
"(3)
be deemed to include those in public print,
Advertising shall be
"(3) Advertising
announcement.
by radio, or any other form of public announcement.
`SEc. 31.
Rules and
and regulations
adopted by the Board shall become
regulations adopted
31. Rules
"SEC.
effective
thirty days
days after
after promulgation:
Provided, That notice of
promulgation: Provided,
effective thirty
such
and regulations
consecua week for three consecuis published
published once a
regulations is
rules and
such rules
tive
that period
period in
in a
a newspaper
newspaper of
circulation
general circulation
of general
during that
weeks during
tive weeks
in the
the District
of Columbia,
and that
that notice be mailed to each regisColumbia, and
District of
in
tered dentist
and dental
dental hygienist
hygienist in
Columbia.
District of Columbia.
in the
the District
dentist and
tered
decided
"SEc.
section or provision of this Act be decided
Should any section
32. Should
"SEC. 32.
by the
courts to
to be
unconstitutional or
invalid, the validity of the
or invalid,
be unconstitutional
the courts
by
Act
as a
whole or
of any
any part
part thereof
thereof other
than the
the part decided
decided
other than
or of
a whole
Act as
to
unconstitutional shall
amend,
alter, amend,
to alter,
affected. The right to
be affected.
not be
shall not
be unconstitutional
to be
or
repeal this
Act is
hereby expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
is hereby
this Act
or repeal
"SEc. 33.
or parts
parts thereof
enacted into law and
heretofore enacted
thereof heretofore
Acts or
All Acts
33. All
"SEC.
inconsistent
herewith are
repealed."
hereby repealed."
are hereby
inconsistent herewith
Approved,
Approved, July 2, 1940.
[CHAPTER 514]
514]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

the
approved June 26, 1906,
To
amend section
section 5
5 of
1906, relative
re lati ve to
tothe
of Congress
Congress approved
the Act of
of the
To amend
Alaska
Salmon fishery.
fishery.
Alaska Salmon

Be
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
section 55
America in
States of
United

of
the Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
26, 1906
"An Act
Act
entitled "An
190622 entitled
June 26,
approved June
of the
for
the protection
and regulation
of Alaska",
as
Alaska", as
fisheries of
the fisheries
of the
regulation of
protection and
for the
amended
further amended
amended by
inserting after
the word
"barter"
word "barter"
after the
by inserting
is further
amended is
in
comma and
"and
following: "and
the following:
and the
a comma
section a
of said
said section
sentence of
first sentence
the first
in the
except
by hook
line for
either personal
commercial use,".
use,".
or commercial
personal or
for either
and line
hook and
except by
Approved,
Approved, July 2, 1940.

Reciprocity.
Reciprocity.

of Board
Board
Authority of
Authority
applicable to
to practice
practice
applicable
hygiene.
of
of dental
dental hygiene.
Declaration
of polpolDeclaration of
icy.
icy.

Registration fee.
fee.
Registration

Practicing without
without
license, etc.; penalty.

Penalty for
for subse.
subse.
Penalty
quent convictions.
convictions.
quent

Terms construed.
construed.
Terms

Rules
and regularegulaRules and
tions;
when effective.
effective.
tions; when
Proviso.
Prwoiso.
Notice.
Notice.

Separability clause.
clause.
Separability

Right reserved.
reserved.
Right
Repeal.
Repeal.

July 2,
2, 1940
1940
July
[H. R. 8172]

[H. R. 8172]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 709]
709]

Alaska.
Weekly closed
closed seaseaWeekly
son
taking salmon.
salmon.
son for
for taking
34
479; 43
Stat.
34 Stat.
Stat. 479;
43 Stat.

466.
466.
48
C.§§ 234.
234.
S..
C.
48 H.
U. S

724
724
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PUBLIC
2, 1940

[54 SrAT.
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[54

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 515]
515]
July 2, 1940
[H. R.
It. 8285]
(H.
[Public, No. 710]
[Public,
710]

Imports made, etc.,
under process covered
covered
by U. S. patent.

46 Stat. 703.
19 U. S. C. §§1337.

ACT
AN ACT
the importation
products made,
mined under
To limit
limit the
importation of
of products
made, produced,
produced, processed,
processed, or
or mined
under
process covered by unexpired
unexpired valid
valid United States patents,
patents, and for other
other
purposes.
Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of the
United States
of America
in Congress
the importaimportaUnited
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
hereafter for
made, produced,
tion hereafter
for use, sale,
sale, or exchange
exchange of
of aaproduct
product made,
produced,
processed,
under or
of a
a process
by the
the
processed, or
or mined
mined under
or by
by means
means of
process covered
covered by
claims of
of any
any unexpired
unexpired valid
valid United
States letters
letters patent,
patent, whether
claims
United States
whether
heretofore or hereafter, shall
the
issued heretofore
shall have
have the same status
status for
for the
purposes of
337 of
of the
of 1930
1930 as
importation
purposes
of section
section 337
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
as the
the importation
of any
any product
product or
or article
article covered
covered by
by the
the claims
claims of
of any
any unexpired
unexpired
valid United States letters
letters patent.
Approved, July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.

[CHAPTER 516]
[CHAPTER
1940
July 2, 1940
[H. R. 8919]
[H.
[Public, No. 711]
711]
[Public,

Berm
Colorado IsBarro Colorado
Island, C.
C. Z.
Setting aside for
for
scientific
scientific study, etc.

Preservation of natPreservation
ural features.

Board of Directors
of the Canal Zone
Zone
Biological Area.
Biological

Officers.
Officers.
Terms of biologist
members.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Initial appointments.
Vacancies.
Vacancies.

Service without
without
compensation; travel,
compensation;
expenses.
etc., expenses.

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the setting aside
aside of an
to preserve
preserve and
and
an area
area within the Canal Zone
Zone to
conserve its natural features for scientific study, for providing and maintaining
conserve
maintaining
other purposes.
purposes.
facilities for such study, and for other

Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
the

United States
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
President
of America
America in
assembled, That
the President

is authorized
authorized and directed to set aside within the Canal Zone an area
in Gatun Lake known as Barro Colorado Island in which the natural
features shall, except
except in event of declared
declared national emergency,
emergency ?be left
left
in their natural
natural state for scientific
investigation.
scientific observation
observation and investigation.
SEC. 2. The purpose of setting aside
preserve and
SEC.
aside such an area
area is
is to preserve
and
conserve its natural features, including
including existing flora and fauna, in
in
as nearly a
a natural condition as
as possible, thus
thus providing
providing aaplace
place where
where
duly qualified
qualified students can make observations
observations and scientific investiincrease of
gations for increase
of knowledge,
knowledge, under
under such
such conditions
conditions and
and regularegulations as may be prescribed
Canal
prescribed by the Board of Directors
Directors of
of the Canal
Biological Area.
Zone Biological
Area.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The Secretary of War, the Secretary
Secretary. of Agriculture,
Agriculture, the
the
Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Secretary
Smithsonian InstituInstituAcademy of Sciences
tion, the President of the National
National Academy
Sciences and three
distinguished biologists
biologists of the United States of America,
America, appointed
appointed
Academy of Sciences with the
by the President
President of the National Academy
approval of the Secretaries of War, Agriculture,
the
Agriculture, Interior, and
and the
Snlithsonian
Institution,7 shall constitute the Board of
Smithsonian Institution
of Directors
Directors of
of
Biologcal Area. The President of the National
the Canal Zone Biological
National
Academy
Academy of Sciences shall be the chairman of the
the
the Board and
and the
Secretary
Secretary of the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution
Institution the vice chairman. The
The
biologists of distinction appointed by the President
President of the National
National
Academy
a term of three years:
years:
Academy of Sciences shall each serve for a
Provided, That of the three first appointed, one shall be designated
Provided,
designated
to serve for one year, one for two years,
year s,and
an d one for
for three
three years.
years.
Vacancies
membership occurring
Vacancies in appointed membership
occurri ng f
rom any cause shall
from
be filled in
i
n the same manner as the appointment and for the same
period.i The members of th
thee Board of Directors
Canal
Directors of the
th e C
ana lZone
Zone
Biological
shall serve without compens
ati on b
utsu
bsi
stence and
and
compensation
but
subsistence
Biologcal Area
Areaincident
trave
travel expenses incident to attendance
attendance of called meetings of the Board

may, on appropriate
appropriate action of the Board, be paid from funds

Meetings.

Policy
determinations, etc.

available to it.
available
SEC. 4.
The Board
Board of
Directors of the Canal Zone Biological
SEc.
4. The
of Directors
Biological
Area shall (a)
Columbia, at least
(a) meet in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia,
in
too consider
once i
n each calendar year
year t
cons id er policies and procedures
procedures for
carrying
purpose of
of this
(b) determine
determine the policy,
carrying out
out the
the purpose
this Act;
Act; (b)
prescribe
prescribe conditions
conditions under
under which
which studies
studies may
may be
be pursued
pursued within
within

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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the
regulations for carrying out the purposes
promulgate regulations
and promulgate
area, and
the area,
construction and mainthe construction
of
be responsible
responsible for
for the
(c) be
Act; (c)
of this
this Act;
tenance
of laboratory
laboratory and
facilities on the area
area provided
provided for
other facilities
and other
tenance of
authorized to carry on studies within the conthe
use of
of students
students authorized
the use
the Treasury of the United States
fines
of the
the area;
(d) deposit into
into the
area; (d)
fines of
sums
donated or
subscribed or
carrying
or collected
collected to be expended for carrying
or subscribed
sums donated
(e) in its discretion,
out
the purposes
discretion, fixed charges
this Act; (e)
of this
purposes of
out the
that
made for
for use of laboratory
provided
laboratory or other facilities provided
be made
may be
that may
investigations within
students
authorized to
to make
within
observations and investigations
make observations
students authorized
the
area and
provide for
for the collection
collection of such sums
and provide
prescribed area
the prescribed
for deposit
deposit into
the Treasury
of the
the United
States; (f) make such
United States;
Treasury of
into the
for
disposal of
moneys donated,
donated, subscribed,
subscribed, collected, or otherwise
any moneys
of any
disposal
to the best interest
provided as
as in
interest in carrying out
judgment is to
their judgment
in their
provided
sums contributed
the purpose
of this
Provided, That sums
contributed or approAct: Provided,
this Act:
purpose of
the
priated for
shall be
for such
only;
purpose only;
such purpose
be used
used for
purposes shall
specific purposes
for specific
priated
and
to the
the Congress
of the
the United
United
Congress of
submit to
chairman submit
its chairman
through its
(g) through
and (g)
States not
not later
later than
than the
the 15th
day of
each January aa report of
of each
15th day
States
activities
operations during
during the
the preceding
preceding year.
and operations
activities and
SEC. 5.
At each
annual meeting,
meeting, or
or at
meetings should
special meetings
at special
each annual
5. At
SEC.
occasion so
demand, the
of Directors
Directors of the Canal Zone
Board of
the Board
so demand,
occasion
Biological
Area shall
shall appoint
appoint an
officer whom they may
executive officer
an executive
Biological Area
carry out
functions of
With the
approval
the approval
Board. With
the Board.
of the
out functions
to carry
authorize to
a resident
of
Board the
select and
and designate
resident
designate a
may select
officer may
executive officer
the executive
the Board
of the
manager
assist in
carrying out
the policy,
policy, conditions,
conditions, and reguout the
in carrying
to assist
manager to
lations
by the
the Board
of Directors
Directors of
Canal Zone
Zone Biologthe Canal
of the
Board of
approved by
lations approved
ical
compliance with
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Act. The
The executive
this Act.
with the
in compliance
Area in
ical Area
officer and
and the
the resident
resident manager
shall receive
receive such
compensation
such compensation
manager shall
officer
for their
their services
be allowed
allowed by
the Board
Directors of
Board of Directors
by the
may be
as may
services as
for
the Canal
Biological Area.
Zone Biological
Canal Zone
the
SEc. 6.
6. All
received by
by donation, subscription, fees, or
moneys received
All moneys
SEC.
otherwise z except
except the
moneys appropriated
pursuant to section 7,
appropriated pursuant
the moneys
otherwise,
be deposited into
for carrying
purposes of
of this
this Act
shall be
Act shall
the purposes
out the
carrying out
for
the
Treasury as
as trust
funds and
and are
are hereby
appropriated for such
such
hereby appropriated
trust funds
the Treasury
the Secpurposes.
of such
shall be
be made
made by
by the
funds shall
such funds
Disbursements of
purposes. Disbursements
retary
of the
Treasury through
Division of
of Disbursement
Disbursement on
the Division
through the
the Treasury
retary of
requisitions or
or vouchers
signed by
or on
on authority
authority of
executive
the executive
of the
by or
vouchers signed
requisitions
officer
Board of
of Directors
Directors of
the Canal
Zone Biological
Biological Area.
Canal Zone
of the
the Board
of the
officer of
S
E°. 7.
is authorized
authorized to
appropriated annually,
annually, from
be appropriated
to be
There is
7. There
SEc.
money
in
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
not
otherwise
approapprootherwise
not
States
United
the
of
Treasury
the
in
money
p-riated, not
exceed $10,000
$10,000 for
for expenses
expenses necessary
necessary in
administhe adminisin the
to exceed
not to
priated,
tration of
this Act
and for
of laboratory
or other
other
laboratory or
maintenance of
the maintenance
for the
Act and
of this
tration
this Act.
facilities
carrying out
purposes of
.Act.
of this
the purposes
out the
for carrying
provided for
facilities provided
2, 1940.
Approved, July
July 2,
Approved,
[CHAPTER 517]
517]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

AN ACT

Authorizing the
Administrator of
Federal Works
Agency to transfer certain
certain
Works Agency
the Federal
of the
the Administrator
Authorizing
property in
San Francisco,
California, to the city and county of San Francisco
Francisco
Francisco, California,
in San
property
for street purposes.
Be
and House
of the
the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the AdminisAdminisassembled, That
Congress assembled,
United
trator
the Federal
Works Agency
authorized and
and directed
to
directed to
is authorized
Agency is
Federal Works
of the
trator of
transfer to
the city
and county
county of
of San
San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
the
by the
California, by
city and
to the
transfer
usual
quitclaim deed,
deed, all
all the
the right,
right, title,
title, and
interest of
of the
the United
United
and interest
usual quitclaim
States
in and
and to
to that
that portion
portion of
of the
the Mint
Mint property
city of
of
the city
in the
property in
States in
San
Francisco
which
is
now
used
for
street
purposes,
particularly
particularly
purposes,
street
for
used
now
is
which
Francisco
San
described as
as follows:
follows:
described
Commencing
northwesterly line
of Mission
Street,
Mission Street,
line of
the northwesterly
on the
point on
at aapoint
Commencing at
distant
thereon
two
hundred
and
seventy-five
feet
southwesterly
southwesterly
distant thereon two hundred and seventy-five feet
from the
the southwesterly
southwesterly line
line of
of Fifth
Street, and
and running
at
thence at
running thence
Fifth Street,
from

Construction of labConstruction
oratory, etc.

Deposit of funds.
Fixing of charges,
etc.

Disposal of moneys
Disposal
donated, etc.

Proviao.
Proviso.
Use of
funds.
offunds.
Report to Congress.

Executive
Executive

officer.
officer.

Resident
Resident manager.

Compensation.
Compensation.

Deposit of donaetc., as trust
trust
tions, etc.,
funds.

Disbursements.
Disbursements.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.

auau-

July 2, 1940
[II. R. 90631
9063)
[H.
[Public,
[Public, No. 712]

Calif.
San Francisco,
Francisco, Calif.
Transfer
certain
Transfer of certain
property to city and
county.

Description.
Description.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
1[54

right angles northwesterly
northwesterly two hundred and
feet; thence
and seventy-five
seventy-five feet;
thence
at right angles northeasterly
northeasterly two hundred
hundred and seventy-five
to a
seventy-five feet
feet to
a
point on the southwesterly
Street, distant
distant thereon
southwesterly line of
of Fifth
Fifth Street,
thereon two
two
hundred and seventy-five
seventy-five feet northwesterly
northwesterly from
the northwesterly
from the
northwesterly
line of Mission Street; thence at
angles southeasterly,
southeasterly, along
at right
right angles
along
said southwesterly
southwesterly line of Fifth Street, fifty-four
feet; thence
fifty-four feet;
thence at
at
right angles southwesterly two hundred
hundred and
and fifteen
thence at
fifteen feet;
feet; thence
at
right angles southeasterly
southeasterly two hundred and twenty-one feet
to the
the
feet to
northwesterly
northwesterly line of Mission Street
at right
southStreet;.;thence at
right angles
angles southwesterly,
westerly, along said northwesterly
northwesterly line,
of
line, sixty feet
feet to
to the
the point
point of
commencement; being aaportion
commencement;
portion of 100 Vara
Vara Lot
Lot 198,
198, Block
Block 380.
380.
Approved,
Approved, July 2, 1940.
[CHAPTER 518]
[CHAPTER
518]
July 2,
2, 1940
1940
[H. R.
9299]
[H.
R. 9299]
[Public,
No.
713]
[Public, No. 713]
District of
of ColumColumDistrict
bia.
Life
Act,
Life Insurance
Insurance Act,
amendments.
48 Stat.
Stat. 1164.
6 D. C. Code, BIWA.
5
SupP.

V. 220L
2201.
V,

Creditor's
Creditor's
policies.

group
group

1166.
48 Stat.
Stat. 1166.
5D.
D. C.
SIM).
C. Code,
Code, Supp.
V, § 2201,
220J, par. 4.
Nonappllcation of
Nonapplication
of
designated
provisions.
designated provisions.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend section 10 of
of Public
Act Numbered
Numbered 436,
436, Seventy-third
Seventy-third
of chapter
chapter 5
5 of
Public Act
Congress,
Congress, approved June
1934.
June 19,
19, 1934.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 10
United
10
of chapter 55 of Public Act Numbered
Numbered 436, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress,
known as the "Life Insurance
the 19th
Insurance Act", approved
approved the
19th day
day of
of June
June
1934, be amended
changing the last period to a
amended by changing
and
a semicolon
semicolon and
inserting
parentheses the letter (e)
inserting in parentheses
the lan(e) and following
following with
with the
language: "life
life insurance covering
covering only the lives
members of
group
lives of
of members
of aagroup
of persons for not more than $2,000 on any one life numbering
numbering not
not
less than one hundred
hundred new entrants
entrants to the group
yearly who
become
group yearly
who become
borrowers from one lending
borrowers
lending institution,
institution, including
subsidiary or
including subsidiary
or
affiliated companies,
agreement to repay the sum borrowed
affiliated
companies, under agreement
in
borrowed in
installments
installments or who become purchasers
purchasers of securities, merchandise,
merchandise, or
or
other property from one vendor under agreement
agreement to repay the sum
borrowed or to pay the balance of the price
securities, merprice of
of the
the securities,
merchandise, or other property purchased
purchased in installments
installments in
in either
event
either event
to the extent of their indebtedness to said lending institution
or
institution or
vendor but not to exceed $2,000 on any
any one life written
under a
written under
a
policy which may be issued upon the application
and made
application of
of and
made paypayable to the lending institution or vendor
vendor or other creditor to whom
whom
such vendor may have transferred
transferred title to the indebtedness
indebtedness as
beneas beneficiary
ficiary the premium on such policy to be payable by the borrower
borrower lendlending institution
institution vendor or other creditor.;
creditor."; and that paragraph
paragraph 4
4 of
of
section 11, of the same Life Insurance
Insurance Act be amended by
section
the
by adding
adding the
following sentence
following
sentence at the end: "The provisions of this paragraph
paragraph shall
not apply to insurance
insurance described
described in item (e)
section (10)."
(10)."
(e) of section
Approved, July 2, 1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 519]
1940
July 2,
2,1940
[H. R.
R. 9391]
9391]
[H.
[Public,
No.
714]
[Public, No. 714]

National
Defense
National
Defense
Act, amendment.
amendment.
39
191; 41
Stat.
39 Stat.
Stat. 191;
41 Stat.
776.
10U.
C. [ 381.
10
I. S.
S. C.
381.

Proiso.
Proviso.
R.
infantry
R. O. T. C. infantrY
unit at University
University of
Alaska.
Alaska.

AN ACT
ACT
To
amend section 40, National
National Defense
To amend
Defense Act, as amended, relating
relating to the organizaorganization
the Reserve
Officers' Training
Training Corps,
Corps, so as to provide for an exception
exception
tion of
of the
Reserve Officers'
with respect to the University
Alaska.
University of
of Alaska.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
United
in Congress
assembled, That section 40
United States
States of
of America
America in,
Congress assembled,
of the
the National
National Defense
of
Defense Act of June 3, 1916, as amended, be, and

the same ishereby,
is hereby, amen
ded by
by add
i
ng thereto
the follow
following addi
addiamended
adding
thereto the

tional proviso:
Provided further,
tional
proviso: "Provided
further, That an infantry
infantry unit may be
established
at the
the University
University of Alaska
established and
and maintained
maintained at
Alaska upon the
condition
that this
this institution
institution shall maintain
condition that
maintain under military instruction
at least
least fifty
physically fit
fit male
male studentsa"
tion at
fifty physically
students."
Approved,
July
2, 1940.
Approved,

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 5201
520]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
completing the construction of aabridge
commencing and completing
To extend the times for commencing
or near
near Shawneetown,
River at
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
at or
Shawneetown, Illinois.
across

Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
assembled, That the times for
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of America
United
the
a bridge across the
commencing
commencing and completing
completing the construction
construction of a
Ohio
River at
near Shawneetown,
built
Illinois, authorized to be built
Shawneetown, Illinois,
or near
at or
Ohio River
of Illinois, by an Act of Congress
State
of18,Gallatin,
by
the County
by
approved
the County
July of
Gallatin,
1939, i
sState
hereby
of extended
Illinois, by
one
an and
Act three
of Congress
years,
approved July 18, 1939, is hereby extended one and three years,
respectively, from July 18, 1940.
respectively,
or repeal
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The right
amend, or
repeal this Act is hereby
right to alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
July 2, 1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER 521]
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[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
Conservation and Domestic Allotment
Allotment Act, as amended,
amended, the
Soil Conservation
the Soil
To amend
amend the
Agricultural
amended, and for other purposes.
Adjustment Act of 1938, as amended,
Agricultural Adjustment

Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
Be
it enacted
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
section 12 (b)
assembled, That section
Congress assembled,
United States
of the
Conservation and
and Domestic
Allotment Act, as amended,
Domestic Allotment
Soil Conservation
of
the Soil
be amended
by adding
adding the
sentence at the end thereof:
thereof:
following sentence
the following
amended by
be
"In carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of
this subsection,
Secretary
subsection, the Secretary
of this
the provisions
"In
may transfer
transfer to
Insurance Corporation, prior to
Federal Crop Insurance
the Federal
to the
may
the execution
execution of
for insurance
insurance or
advances
requests for advances
or requests
applications for
of applications
the
by producers,
producers, the
funds estimated
as necessary
to cover
cover the
advances
the advances
necessary to
estimated as
the funds
by
a cropwhich
will be
payment of premiums
premiums under a
the payment
for the
requested for
be requested
which will
insurance
any portion
funds not used for
such funds
of such
portion of
and any
program, and
insurance program,
advances
producers under
under such
such program
program shall
shall be
returned to
the
to the
be returned
to producers
advances to
Secretary
by the
the Federal
Corporation."
Insurance Corporation."
Crop Insurance
Federal Crop
Secretary by
SEC. 2.
(5) of
of subsection
subsection (c)
(c) of
section 88 of
the
of the
of section
paragraph (5)
That paragraph
2. That
SEC.
Soil Conservation
and Domestic
Allotment Act, as amended,
amended, is
Domestic Allotment
Conservation and
Soil
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
thereof the
the following
"Such
sentence: "Such
following sentence:
end thereof
the end
amended
normal
per acre
acre for
county need
need be
only
redetermined only
be redetermined
any county
for any
yield per
normal yield
when the
average yield
the ten
calendar years
immediately
years immediately
ten calendar
for the
yield for
actual average
the actual
when
preceding the
calendar year
which such
such yield
yield is
is being
reconsidered
being reconsidered
in which
year in
the calendar
preceding
differs
by
at
least
5
per
centum
from
the
actual
average
yield
for
yield for
average
actual
the
from
centum
5
per
least
at
by
differs
the
years upon
upon which
which the
existing normal
normal yield
acre for
for the
the
per acre
yield per
the existing
ten years
the ten
county
based.".
county was
was based.".
SEC. 3.
3. That
(6) of
of
301 of
section 301
of section
(b) of
subsection (b)
of subsection
paragraph (6)
That paragraph
SEC.
amended
the Agricultural
Adjustment Act
Act of
amended, is amended
as amended,
1938, as
of 1938,
Agricultural Adjustment
the
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
to
"(6)
in the
of corn,
rice, tobacco,
tobacco, and
cotton, rice,
corn, cotton,
case of
the case
'Market', in
(A) 'Market',
"(6) (A)
wheat, means
in raw
processed form
. ,by
voluntary
by voluntary
form,
or processed
raw or
of, in
dispose of,
to dispose
means to
wheat,
or involuntary
sale, -barter,
or exchange,
exchange, or
by gift
and,
vivos, and,
inter vivos,
gift inter
or by
barter, or
involuntary sale,
or
in the
case of
corn and
by feeding
(in any
any form)
form) to
to poultry
poultry
feeding (in
wheat, by
and wheat,
of corn
in
the case
or livestock
the products
products of
of which,
sold, bartered,
bartered, or
or
are sold,
which, are
or the
which, or
livestock which,
or
exchanged,
or to
to be
be so
so disposed
disposed of,
but does
include disposing
disposing of
of
not include
does not
of, but
exchanged, or
any
of such
commodities as
premium to
to the
the Federal
Crop Insurance
Insurance
Federal Crop
as premium
such commodities
any of
Corporation under
under title
title V.
V.
Corporation
"(B) 'Marketed',
'Marketed', 'marketing',
'marketing', and
have correcorreshall have
market' shall
'for market'
and 'for
"(B)
sponding meanings
to the
the term
term 'market'
in the
in which
which
connection in
the connection
'market' in
meanings to
sponding
they
used.".
are used.".
thev are
SEc.
(A) of
paragraph (13)
subsection
of subsection
(13) of
of paragraph
subparagraph (A)
That subparagraph
4. That
EC. 4.
(b) of
of section
section 301
the Agricultural
of 1938,
as
1938, as
Act of
Adjustment Act
Agricultural Adjustment
of the
301 of
(b)
amended,
is amended
amended to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
amended, is

2, 1940
July 2,
July
1940
H R.9509]
[H.
9509]
715]
[Public, No. 715]
[Public,
Ohio River.
Time extended
extended for
for
bridging, at ShawneeIIl.
town, Ill.
53
63 Stat. 1058.

reserved.
Right reserved.

2, 1940
July 2,1940
[u. R. 9590
[11.
959
[Public,
[Public, No. 716]

Soil
Conservation
Conservation
and Domestic
Domestic Allotment Act, amendments.
50.
53
Stat. WO.
63 Stat.
16
U.S. O,
C., snpp.
Supp. V.
V,
16U.S.
§5901.
Transfer of designated funds to Federal Crop
Insurance
Insurance
Corporation.
Corporation.

52 Stat. 83.
S. C., Supp.
16 U. 8.
V, §
§ 590h (c)
(c) (5).
(5).
Wheat or corn,
Wheat
corn, normal
yield
redeterredetermination.
mination.

Agricultural
Agriculttral Adjustment Act of 1938,
amendments.
amendments.
52 Stat. 40.
7
U. S. C.,
O., Supp. V,
7 U.S.
§1301 (b) (6).
(6).
"Market,"
"Market," in the
case of corn,
corn, cotton
cotton,
rice, tobacco, and
wheat.

"Marketed,"
"mar"Marketed," "marketing,"
etc., conketing," etc.,
strued.
52 Stat. 41.
7
C., Snpp.
Snpp. V,
V,
U. S.
7 U.
S. C.,

(A).
(13) (A).
(b) (13)
§§1301 (3)
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Corn or wheat, normal yield determination and redeterminaredetermination.

52 Stat. 41.
41.
7U.8.
7
U. S. C., Supp. V,
(13) (B).
1§1301 (b) (13)
(B).

Cotton, normal
normal
yield determination.
determination.

52 Stat. 204.
7
U. S. C., Supp. V,
7 U.
§
1 1372 (c).
(c).
Refund of penalties
penalties
erroneously
erroneously collected.
collected.

Identification
Identification of
of
farms.
farms.
Scheduling
of
Scheduling of
receipts,
receipts, etc.

52 Stat. 68.
68.
77U. S.
S. C., Supp. V,
§1385.
1385.
Payments
Payments in case of
of
payee's death, etc.

52 Stat. 69.
7 U. 8.
Supp. V,
7
S. C., Stipp.
I
1391.
11391.
by ComLoans
modity Credit
Credit Corporation.
poration.

49 Stat. 1149,
1149, 1151.
1151.
16U.S.C.,Supp.V,
16
U.S. C., Stipp. V,
§§ 500h,
590b, 5901.
5901.
!i

Repayment.
Repayment.
49 Stat. 1148-1151.
1148-1151.
16 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.

V. §§f 590g-590q.
V,
So90g-59oq.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

yield' for any county
"(13) (A) 'Normal yield'
county, in the
the case
case of
of corn
corn or
or
wheat, shall be the average
average yield per acre
acre of
a corn or wheat
wheat for
for the
the
county during the ten calendar
calendar years immediately
immediately preceding
the year
year
preceding the
in which such normal
normal yield is determined,
determined, adjusted
abnormal
adjusted for abnormal
weather
weather conditions
conditions and trends in yields. Such normal yield per acre
for any county need be redetermined
redetermined only when the actual
actual average
yield for the ten calendar
years immediately
calendar years
the calendar
calendar
immediately preceding the
year in which such yield is being reconsidered
reconsidered differs
differs by at least
least 5
5
per centum from the actual average yield for the ten years upon
upon which
which
the existing normal yield per acre for the county was based.".
based.".
SEC.
5. That subparagraph
subparagraph (B)
(B) of paragraph
SEC. 5.
(13) of
subsection
paragraph (13)
of subsection
(b)
Agricultural Adjustment Act of
(b) of section 301 of the Agricultural
of 1938, as
amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
amended,
follows:
"(B) 'Normal
"(B)
'Normal yield'
yield' for
for any county, in the case
case of cotton, shall
shall be
be
average yield per acre
the average
acre of cotton for the county, adjusted
adjusted for
for
abnormal weather
weather conditions,
abnormal
conditions, during the five calendar
calendar years
years immediimmediately preceding the year in which such normal yield is determined.".
determined.".
SEC.
S
EC. 6. That subsection (c)
(e) of section 372 of the Agricultural
Agricultural
1938, as amended,
Adjustment Act of 1938,
amended, is amended
amended by
out the
the
by striking
striking out
words "within
"within one year"
year" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof the words
"within two years"; by adding after the words "wrongfully
"wrongfully colcollected"
lected" and before the comma
comma the words "and
"and the claimant
claimant bore the
burden
burden of the payment
payment of such penalty";
penalty"; and by adding after
after the
first paragraph
paragraph the following
following new paragraph:
paragraph:
"Notwithstanding
other provision
"Notwithstanding any
any other
provision of law, the Secretary
Secretary is
is
prescribe by regulations for the identification
authorized to prescribe
identification of farms
and it shall be sufficient
sufficient to schedule
schedule receipts
receipts into special
special deposit
deposit
accounts or to schedule such receipts
receipts for transfer
or
transfer therefrom, or
directly, into the separate fund provided for in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) hereof
hereof
by means of such identification
identification without
without reference
reference to the names of the
producers on such farms.".
producers
SEC.
SEC. 7. That
That section 385 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
of
1938, as amended,
amended, is amended
amended by adding at the end thereof
thereof the
the following new sentence: "In
person who
who is
is entitled
entitled to
to any
any
In case
case any person
such payment
payment dies, becomes incompetent, or disappears
disappears before
before receivreceivrenders or
or comcoming such payment, or is succeeded
succeeded by
by another
another who
who renders
pletes the required
performance, the payment
payment shall, without
re g
ar d
required performance,
without regard
to any other provisions
Secretary of
of AgriculAgriculprovisions of law, be made
made as
as the Secretary
ture may determine
determine to be fair and reasonable
reasonable in all the circumstances
circumstances
and provide by regulations.".
SEC.
That section 391 of the Agricultural
SEc. 8. That
Adjustment Act
Act of
of
Agricultural Adjustment
1938,
amended, is amended by adding thereto
1938, as amended,
thereto the following new
new
subsection:
subsection:
"(c)
"(c) During each fiscal year
the fiscal
fisc aly
ear ending
en di ng
year,, beginning
beginning with the
year
June 30, 1941, the Commodity 'Credit
is authorized
and
Credit Corporation
Corporation is
authorized and
directed to loan to the Secretary such sums, not to exceed $50,000,000,
during such fiscal year, to make crop
as he estimates will be required
required during
crop
insurance premium
premium advances and
and to make advances pursuant to the
applicable
applicable provisions of sections 88 and 12 of the Soil Conservation
Conservation
and Domestic
amended, in connection
connection with proDomestic Allotment Act, as amended,
applicable to crops harvested
calendar year in which
grams applicable
harvested in the calendar
which
such fiscal year ends, and to pay the administrative
administrative expenses of
of
county
agricultural conservation
associations for the calendar
county agricultural
conservation associations
calendar year
y
,ear
in which
in
which such
such fiscal year ends. The sums so loaned during
during any fiscal
fiscal
year shall be
be transferred
transferred to the current appropriation available for
for
carrying out sections
7 to 17 of such Act and
sections 7
and shall be repaid,
repaid, with
with
interest at a
a rate
determined by the Secretary
interest
rate to be determined
Secretary but not less than
the cost of money
money to the Commodity
Commodity Credit Corporation
Corporation for a
coma comparable
during the
the succeeding
succeeding fiscal
fiscal year
parable period,
period, during
year from the appropriaappropriawheat,
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tion
tion available
available for
unobligated balance
for that year
year or from
from any unobligated
balance of
of the
the
appropriation
for any
any other
other year.".
year.".
appropriation for
SEC. 9. That where
SEc.
where an agricultural
agricultural adjustment or conservation paya part of such payment
ment has been made to a
a person,
person, and all or a
was
earned by
was earned
by a
a second person by virtue of
of his
his having, in good
good faith,
contributed
rendering of
of performance
which the
contributed to
to the
the rendering
performance for
for which
the payment
payment
was made, but who did not enter into or apply for an adjustment
adjustment
contract prior
prior to
to January
1936, or with
with respect
respect to any
any agricultural
agricultural
contract
January 6, 1936,
conservation
conservation payment did not apply for payment
payment prior
prior to the
the expiration
applicable appropriation
prior
tion of the
the obligating
obligating period
period of the
the applicable
appropriation or prior
to
any earlier
closing date
authorized by
to any
earlier administrative
administrative closing
date authorized
by the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Agriculture, and
second person,
person,
and the
the first person turned
turned over
over to
to the
the second
as substantiated
acceptable to
to the
all or
or a
part
as
substantiated by
by evidence
evidence acceptable
the Secretary,
Secretary, all
a part
of the share of such payment
payment so earned
earned by the second person or
refunds all
United States, such second
second
refunds
all or
or a
a part
part of
of such
such share to the
the United
person
deemed to
to have
have been
entitled to
receive such
person shall
shall be
be deemed
been entitled
to receive
such sum
sum from
from
the
first person,
where such
such amount
the United
the first
person, or
or where
amount is
is refunded
refunded to
to the
United
States shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to receive
receive from the United States the amount
amount
refunded, as
discharge, to the extent of the amount turned over
so refunded,
as a
a discharge,
to,
or received
by, such
such second
second person,
of an
an obligation
obligation or
or commitment
commitment
person, of
to, or
received by,
which
hereby deemed
virtue of
contribution
arisen by
by virtue
of his
his contribution
is hereby
deemed to
to have
have arisen
which is
to
the performance
rendered.
performance rendered.
to the
An
payment under
under this section shall be
An agricultural
agricultural adjustment
adjustment payment
considered
to be
be a
apayment
section 8
Agricultural
8 of
of the Agricultural
under section
payment made
made under
considered to
Adjustment
of 1933
1933 or
the item
item entitled
for agriculagricul"Payments for
entitled "Payments
or the
Act of
Adjustment Act
tural
adjustment", contained
contained in
in the
Act,
Appropriation Act,
the Supplemental
Supplemental Appropriation
tural adjustment",
fiscal year
1936, as
amended by
the Act
Act of
of June
June 25,
an
1936; and an
25, 1936;
by the
as amended
year 1936,
fiscal
agricultural
payment under
shall be
be consection shall
under this section
conservation payment
agricultural conservation
sidered to
to be
made under
under section
Soil Conservation
Conservation
8 of
of the Soil
section 8
payment made
be aapayment
sidered
and Domestic
Domestic Allotment
Allotment Act,
as amended,
under any
any program
formuprogram formuamended, under
Act, as
and
lated for
for any
to 1939,
1939, inclusive.
inclusive.
from 1936
1936 to
year from
any year
lated
Approved, July
July 2,
1940.
2, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
522]
[CHAPTER 522]

AN ACT
ACT

To extend
extend the
times for
for commencing
commencing and
and completing
completing the
construction of
bridge
of aa bridge
the construction
the times
To
across the
the Susquehanna
Susquehanna River
River at
at or
city of
of Harrisburg,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
or near
near the
the city
across

Be
by the
the Senate
House of
the
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
That the
the times
times for
for
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
commencing
construction of
of aa bridge
across the
the
bridge across
the construction
completing the
and completing
commencing and
Susquehanna
River, at
or near
near the
Pennsylvania,
of Harrisburg,
Harrisburg Pennsylvania,
city of
the city
at or
Susquehanna River
authorized
be built
built by
(Pennsylvania)
County (Pennsylvania)
Dauphin County
by the
the Dauphin
to be
authorized to
Authority
by an
Congress approved
7, 1939,
are
1939, are
August 7,
approved August
Act of
of Congress
an Act
Authority by
hereby
one and
and three
years, respectively,
1940.
1, 1940.
May 1,
from May
respectively, from
three years,
extended one
hereby extended
SEc. 2.
2. The
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
amend, or
to alter,
alter, amend,
right to
The right
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
July 2,
1940.
2, 1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER
523]
[CHAPTER 523]

ANT ACT
Ar"P
AN

To
and extend
power and
jurisdiction of
of the
the Board
of Education
Education over
over
Board of
and jurisdiction
the power
extend the
To enlarge
enlarge and
degree-conferring
institutions operating
operating within
the District
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
within the
degree-conferring institutions

Correction of certain
certain
inequities in agricultural adjustment
adjustment or
conservation p
pa
a yy -conservation
ments.

Payments
Payments
strued.
strued.

con-

48 Stat. 34.
34.
7
0. §
7 U. S. 0.
§ 608;
Supp. V, §
§608.
608.
49 Stat. 1116,
1928.
1116,1925.
49 Stat. 1149.
1149.
16 U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
V, S
§59011.
690h.

July 2, 1940
July
1940

9618]
[H. R. 9618]
[Public, No. 717]
717]
Susquehanna River.
Susquehanna
for
Time extended
extended for
hedging. at Harris.
Harrisbridging,
burg, Pa.
I'a.

Stat. 1263.
53 Stat.

Right
Right reserved.
reserved.

July 2,
1940
July
2,1940
[H. R. 9633]
[e. . 9s33
[Public, No. 718]

[Pblic, No. 718]

Be
Senate and
Representatives of
the District of Columof the
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
ColumUnited
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
Board
of
of bia.
Board
That
the
assembled,
in
Congress
of
America
United States
Accrediting
Accrediting of jtur
junEducation
shall
be,
and
is
hereby,
authorized
and
empowered
to
Education shall be, and is hereby, authorized and empowered to ior colleges.
colleges.
accredit
junior
colleges
operating
within
the
District
of
Columbia:
of
Columbia:
District
the
within
operating
accredit junior colleges
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Proviso.
Proiso.
Entrance
Entrance
ments, etc.
etc.

PUBLIC
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1940
require-

Force and effect of
of
accreditation.
accreditation.

Provided, That the entrance
such junior
Provided,
entrance requirements
requirements of
of such
junior colleges
colleges
graduation, and
semesterbe not less than
than high-school
high-school graduation,
and the
the number
number of
of semesterhours required
or associate
science
required for the
the title
title associate in
in arts
arts or
associate in
in science
be not less than sixty, and the
character of
of the
courses
the number
number and
and character
the courses
offered
qualifications of
the faculty
faculty be
offered and
and the number
number and qualifications
of the
be reasonreasonsuitable classroom,
classroom, laboratory,
laboratory,
able, and the institution be
be possessed of
of suitable
and
and library equipment.
equipment.
That accreditation
of Education
of the
the District
District of
of
accreditation by the
the Board of
Education of
Columbia shall have the
and effect
as is
is usual
usual in
in the
Columbia
the same
same force
force and
effect as
the case
case
accrediting agencies
agencies of
the several
of accreditation
accreditation by the
the various accrediting
of the
several
States of
of the Union.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 2,
2, 1940.
[CHAPTER
524]
[CHAPTER 524]

July 2, 1940
[H. R.
R. 9791]
[Public,
[public, No. 7191
719]
District of ColumColumUnemployment
bia Unemployment
Compensation Act,
Act,
amendments.
49 Stat.
Stat. 946.
Ante,
Ante, p. 149.
8
Code, Supp.
Stipp.
8 D. C. Code,
V,
§I 311-335.
311-335.
V, if
Code, Supp.
Stipp.
8 D.C. Code,
V, I
311.
V,
1311.
Ante, p.
p. 149.
"Employment."
"Employment."
Service
Service excepted.

Proviso.
Proviso.
"Wages."
"Wages."

"Benefit year"
"Benefit
year" defined.

Claims deemed valid.
id.
8
D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
Stipp.
8D.C.
322 (a).
V,. 5322

"Unemployed"
"Unemployed"
construed.
construed.

'Earangs"defined.
PEarnings"

[54 S
SrAT.
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the District of Columbia Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation
Compensation Act.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the District
District
of Columbia
Columbia Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation
approved August
August
Compensation Act,
Act, approved
amended to
as follows:
28, 1935, is
is further amended
to read
read as
follows:
TITLE II
Add aa new paragraph
paragraph to section 1
1 (b)
of Columbia
Columbia
(b) of
of District of
Unemployment
Unemployment Compensation Act, approved
approved August
1935, as
August 28,
28, 1935,
as
follows:
follows:
"(10) Service performed
performed by an individual
"(10)
individual for a
a person
person as
as an insurinsurance agent or as an insurance solicitor, if all such service
performed
service performed
by such individual for such person is performed
for remuneration
remuneration
performed for
solely by way of commission."
commission."
At the end of section 11 (c)
(c) change the period to a
a colon
colon and
and add
add
the following: "Provided,
"Provided, That such term 'wages'
'wages' shall not
not include
include
that part of the remuneration
remuneration which,
remuneration equal
which, after
after remuneration
equal to
to
$3,000 has been paid to any individual
individual by
an employer
with respect
resp ec t
by an
employer with
to employment during any calendar
calendar year,
yea r,is paid to such individual
individual
by such employer with respect to employment
employment during
during such
such calendar
calendar
year and after December 31, 1939."
1939."
Substitute the following subsection
subsection (d)
(d) for section
(d) :
section 1
1 (d):
"(d) 'Benefit
'Benefit year' with respect to any
the fiftyany individual
individual means
means the
fiftytwo-consecutive-week
two-consecutive-week period beginning with the
day of
the
the first day
of the
first week with respect to which the individual first files a
claim
a valid claim
for benefits,
thereafter the fifty-two-consecutive-week
benefits, and thereafter
fifty-two-consecutive-week period
period bebeginning
'lining with the first day of the first week
week with
with respect
respect to
to which
which
the individual next files a
[he
for benefits
after the
terminaa valid claim
claim for
benefits after
the termination of
benefit year.
cl
ai
m f
or b
ene fi ts made
made
of his last preceding
preceding benefit
year. Any
Any claim
for
benefits
in accordance
accordance with section 12 (a)
(a) of this Act shall be
be deemed to
to be
be
a 'valid claim'
a
claim' for the
thi s su
bsec ti on if
if the
th
e individual
individual
the purposes o
offthis
subsection
has during his base period been
paid wages
wages for
emp l
oyment b
been paid
for employment
byy
employers
employers equal to not less than whichever
whichever is the lesser a
twentyof (1)
(1) twentyfive times his weekly benefit
$250."
benefit amount, and (2)
(2) $250."
Substitute the following subsection (e)
1 (e):
(e) for section 1
(e) :
(e) An individual shall be deemed unemployed in any week
"(e)
week
during
during which no earnings are payable to him, or
n any
ofless
or i
in
any wee
weekk of
less
than full-tune
full-time work if
i
fthe earnings payable to him with respect to
to
such week are less than his weekly benefit amount."
such
amount."
Substitute the following subsection (f) for section 11 (f)
(f)::
.(f)
"(f) 'Earnings'
'Earnings' means all
payable
for personal
all remuneration
remuneration
payable
for
personal servservices, including
wages, commissions, and bonuses and the cash value
ices,
including wages,
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remuneration payable
of all remuneration
payable in any medium
medium other than cash whether
whether
received from
from .employment,
any other
work.
received
employment, self-employment,
self-employment, or
or any
other work.
Gratuities received by an individual
individual in the course of his work shall
shall
be
treated as
earnings. The
The reasonable
reasonable cash
cash value
any remuneraremunerabe treated
as earnings.
value of
of any
a reasonable
reasonable amount
amount
tion
tion payable
payable in
in any medium other than cash, and a
of gratuities shall be estimated and determined
determined in accordance
accordance with
the
regulations prescribed
by the
the Board."
the regulations
prescribed by.
Board."
In section
section 1
words "sixteen
In
1 (g),
(g), immediately
immediately following
following the
the words
"sixteen years
years of
of
age", insert the words ",
", or a
achild who is unable to work because
because of
physical disability".
disability".
physical
In
2, after
after the
the word
"District", insert
insert the
In section
section 11 (n),
(n), line
line 2,
word "District",
the words
words
elsewhere", and strike
remainder of
"or elsewhere",
strike out the
the remainder
of the sentence.
sentence.
Immediately following section 1
1 (n) add the following new section
Immediately
11 (o)
(o): :
"(o) 'Base
'Base period'
means the
the first
four out
the last
last five
five comcomout of
of the
first four
"(o)
period' means
preceding the first day of the
pleted calendar
calendar quarters
quarters immediately
immediately preceding
individual's benefit year."
In paragraph
paragraph 3
section 3
3 (a)
(a) strike
strike out
the following
words:
out the
following words:
3 of
of section
In
", and 1940,".
1940,".
",
Immediately following
following section
following section
section
section 33 (a)
(a) add
add the following
Immediately
3 (b):
"(b)
individuals in any
or more
more individuals
employs one or
who employs
employer who
"(b) Every
Every employer
employment
shall, beginning
beginning with
the month
month of
of January
January 1940,
1940, pay
pay
with the
employment shall,
2.7 per
per centum
centum of
of the
paid with
respect to such
with respect
total wages
wages paid
the total
2.7
employment."
employment."
Strike out
out paragraph
paragraph 4
of section
3 (a).
(a).
section 3
4 of
Strike
In section
the letter
letter "(b)"
"(b)" and insert
insert in lieu
out the
strike out
3 (b)
(b) strike
In
section 3
thereof
"(c ".
the letter
letter "(c)".
thereof the
1941"
In section
line 2,
2, strike
strike out
out the
words "calendar
"calendar year 1941"
the words
(b), line
3 (b),
In
section 3
"second six months of the calendar
in lieu
lieu thereof
and substitute
thereof "second
calendar year
substitute in
and
1942".
1942".
word "paid"
In section
section 3
line 14,
14, substitute
"paid" for the word
substitute the word
(b), line
3 (b),
In
"payable".
"payable".
In section
section 33 (b),
(b), lines
lines 88and
and 13,
13, change
change the
the figure
figure "3"
"2.7".
"3" to "2.7".
In
Substitute
(b) the
following section
(b) :
4 (b):
section 4
the following
4 (b)
section 4
for section
Substitute for
"(b)
Contributions shall
become due
and be
payable at
at such
such time
time
be payable
due and
shall become
"(b) Contributions
and
in accordance
such regulations
regulations as
may prescribe.
prescribe.
Board may
as the
the Board
with such
accordance with
and in
No
extension of
the time
time for
for filing
any return
payment of
return or for the payment
filing any
of the
No extension
the
contributions shall
shall be
any employer.
moneys
All moneys
employer. All
to any
allowed to
be allowed
the contributions
so
required to
be paid
and collected
by the
Board shall
shall be
be subject
subject
the Board
collected by
to and
paid to
to be
so required
to
audit by
Auditor."
District Auditor."
the District
by the
to audit
Immediately
section 4
(e) insert
insert the
the following
new
following new
4 (e)
following section
Immediately following
section
(f): :
section 44 (f)
which
"(f) REFUNDS.-If
REFuNns.—If not
later than
than one
one year
year after
after the
on which
date on
the date
not later
"(f)
any contributions
contributions or
or interest
thereon became
became due
an employer
who
employer who
due an
interest thereon
any
has
paid such
contributions or
thereon shall
shall make
make application
application
interest thereon
or interest
such contributions
has paid
for an
adjustment thereof
thereof in
connection with
contribution
subsequent contribution
with subsequent
in connection
an adjustment
for
payments,
for a
because such
cannot
adjustment cannot
such adjustment
thereof because
refund thereof
a refund
or for
payments, or
be
made, and
and the
determine that
that such
contributions or
or
such contributions
shall determine
Board shall
the Board
be made,
interest or
or any
thereof was
collected, the
Board
the Board
erroneously collected,
was erroneously
portion thereof
any portion
interest
shall
allow such
such employer
employer to
make an
an adjustment
adjustment thereof,
thereof, without
without
to make
shall allow
interest,
in connection
with subsequent
by
payments by
contribution payments
subsequent contribution
connection with
interest, in
him, or
if such
adjustment cannot
be made,
the Board
Board shall
shall refund
refund
made, the
cannot be
such adjustment
or if
him,
said amount,
amount, without
the clearing
account or
or benefit
benefit
clearing account
from the
interest, from
without interest,
said
account upon
issued by
the Board
or its
its duly
authorized
duly authorized
Board or
by the
checks issued
upon checks
account
agent. For
and within
within the
the same
period, adjustment
adjustment or
or
same period,
cause and
like cause
For like
agent.
refund
may be
be so
on the
the Board's
Board's own
initiative. Should
Should
own initiative.
made on
so made
refund may
benefits
have been
been paid
paid based
work records
records filed
by the
the employer,
employer,
filed by
upon work
based upon
benefits have
claiming
adjustment or
should be
be disregarded
disregarded
benefit should
such benefit
or refund,
refund, such
an adjustment
claiming an
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"Dependent
rela"Dependent
relative"; definition extive";
tended.
tended.
"Employment
"Employment
fice" defined.
defined.
fice"

ofof-

"Base period" dedofined.

Employer contributions.
V 8
8D.C.
D. C. Code, Snpp.
Supp.
V,,§§313.

Percentage.

8
C. Code,
8 D.
D.C.
Code, Supp.
V, §314.
Payment of contriPayment
butions.

Audit.

Adjustments
Adjustments and refunds.
Application
Application by employer.

Initiative
Initiative of Board.

Benefits not deemed
deemed
erroneously paid.

732
732

Proviso.
Adjustments, etc.,
for
designated years.
for designated
Audit.

8D. C. Code,
Code, Supp.
8D.C.
Supp.
V,
318.
V, §§318.
Benefits
payable
Benefits
payable
from District unemfrom
ployment fund.
fund.
ployment

Weekly benefit
benefit
Weekly
amount.
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or refund,
refund, and
any such
for purposes
purposes of figuring
figuring such
such adjustment
adjustment or
and any
such
benefit
payments already
been made
at the
time of
the refund,
benefit payments
already having been
made at
the time
of the
refund,
based upon records filed with this Board by such
such employer, shall
to
and shall
shall not
be deemed
been paid
to that extent
extent be
be allowed
allowed and
not be
deemed to
to have
have been
paid
erroneously:
respect to
adjustments
erroneously: Provided,
Provided,That applications
applications with respect
to adjustments
refunds for the years 1936, 1937,
or refunds
1937, 1938, and
and 1939
1939 may
may be
be made
refunds
within one year from
from the effective date
date of this
this title.
title. All refunds
audit
paid pursuant to this subsection shall be subject to
to aa prior audit
by the District Auditor."
Substitute for section 8
8 the following new
new section
section 8:
"SEC. 8.
8. (a)
(a) On and after
shall become
become
"SEC.
after January
January 1,
1, 1938,
1938, benefits
benefits shall
payable from the benefit account of the District unemployment
unemployment
employment offices,
offices, in
in
fund. All benefits shall be paid through
through employment
accordance
accordance with such regulations as the Board may prescribe.
prescribe.
"(b)
shall be
the amount
amount
"(b) .An .individual's
individual's weekly
weekly benefit amount shall
be the
appearing
appearing in column B in the table set forth in this subsection on
the line on which in Column A of such table appears the total wages
wages
for employment
employment paid to such individual by employers during that
that
quarter of his base period
period in which such wages were
were the
quarter
the highest.
highest.
"UNEMPLOYMENT
"UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFIT
BENEFIT TABLE
"COLUMN
A
"Coiumx A
Wages paid in highest
Wages
quarter of base period

Earnings
Earnincs excluded
from seckly
eekly benefit.
benefit.

"Earnings"
defined.
"Earnings" defined.

Limitation on total
Limitation
amount
amount of benefits for
for
year.
year.

Dependent's allowDependent's
allow.
ance; limitation.
limitation.

COLUMN
B
COLUMN B

COLUMN
COLUMN 0C

Qualifying
Weekly bene- Qualifying
amount
fit amount
amount

$37.50
$138.00-----------------------------------_
$37.50 to $138.00
$6
$150
$6
$150
$138.01
175
$138.01 to $161.00
$161.00----------------- -------------- 7
7
175
$161.01 to $184.00---------------------------------$161.01
$184.00
8
200
8
200
$184.01 to $207.00 ----9
225
$184.01
_----------------------9
225
$207.01 to $230.00 ---10
250
$207.01
__----------------------__ 10
250
$230.01 to $253.00
11
250
_-----------------------------_
11
250
$253.01 to $276.00 .
12
250
_-----------------------------__ 12
250
$276.01
$276.01 to $299.00 --------- ___._
250
_____---------_ 13
13
250
$299.01 to $322.00
250
___----------------------------- 14
14
250
$322.01
$322.01 to $345.00
$345.00 _250
__________________------------15
15
250
$345.01 to $368.00 16
250
$345.01
-----------------_____.___
16
250
$368.01 to $391.00
$391.00- -_----------17
250
-_ _- ------- 17
250
$391.01 and over
over-------------------------------------1818
$391.01
250
250
"(c)
"(c) Each
Each eligible individual who is unemployed in any week shall
be paid with respect to such week aa benefit in an amount equal to
his weekly
weekly benefit amount less the earnings
earnings (if any) payable to
to him
with respect to such week. For the purpose of
of this
this subsection,
subsection, the
the
term 'earnings'
'earnings' shall include only thatipart of the remuneratio
payremunerationn payable to him for such week whi
which
ch is
i
s in
n excess of 40 per centum of
his weekly benefit amount for any week. Such benefit, if not a
a
multiple of
$1, shall
be computed
computed to
highe r mu
lti p l
e o
$1 .
multiple
of $1,
shall be
to the
the next
next higher
multiple
off$1
"(d) Any otherwise
"(d)
otherwise eligible individual shall be entitled during any
benefit
year to
a total
benefit year
to a
total amount of benefits equal to nineteen
nineteen times his
weekly
amount or one-half of the wages
employment
weekly benefit amount
wages for employment
paid to such individual by employers
employers during his base period, whichever is the lesser.
"(e)
ALLOWANCE.-In addition to the benefits payable
"(e) DEPENDENT'S
DEPENDENT'S Ar-LowANcE.—In
under subsections
subsections (b) and (c) of this section,
section each individual who
w ho
is unemployed in any
any wee
shall be
be paid
pa i
d with respect to such
week
weekk shall
such week
$1
paid
$1 for each dependent relative, but not more than $3
$3 shall be paid
to an individual as dependent's
dependent's allowance
allowance with respect to any one
week of unemployment,
unemployment, nor shall any weekly benefit which includes
a dependent's allowance
a
allowance be paid in the amount of more than $18."
$18."
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(2) for paragraph
paragraph (2)
paragraph (2)
(2) of
the following paragraph
Substitute the
section
10 (a):
(a) :
section 10
has during his base period
period been paid wages for
"(2) that
that he has
employment
employment by employers equal to not less than the amount
appearing in column 'C'
(b), on the
the table
table in section 88 (b),
C' of the
appearing
line on which in column 'B' his weekly benefit amount
amount appears;".
appears ;".
(5) for paragraph
paragraph (5)
Substitute
following paragraph
paragraph (5)
(5) of secthe following
Substitute the
tion 10
(a) :
tion
10 (a):
a waiting
"(5) that he has been unemployed
"(5)
unemployed for a
waiting period of not
a week of
more
two weeks.
weeks. No
counted as a
week shall be counted
No week
than two
more than
subsectionunemployment
purposes of this subsection—
for the purposes
unemployment for
"
(A) unless
unless it
it occurs
occurs within
which includes
year which
the benefit
benefit year
within the
" (A)
the week
to which
which he
he claims payment
payment of
benefits:
of benefits:
respect to
with respect
the
week with
the payProvided, That
this requirement
requirement shall not interrupt
interrupt the
That this
Provided,
ment
of benefits
unemployment:
weeks of unemployment:
for consecutive
consecutive weeks
benefits for
ment of
the two consecutive
And
provided further,
further, That
consecutive
That the week or the
And provided
weeks
immediately preceding
preceding aabenefit year, if part of one
weeks immediately
uninterrupted
of unemployment
unemployment which continues into
period of
uninterrupted period
such benefit
be deemed
purposes of this
(for the purposes
deemed (for
shall be
year, shall
such
benefit year,
such benefit year as well as
subsection only)
be within
within such
only) to be
subsection
year;
within the
preceding benefit year;
the preceding
within
"(B) if
benefits have
have been
been paid
with respect
respect thereto;
and
thereto; and
paid with
if benefits
"(B)
"(C) unless
unless the
individual was
benefits with
for benefits
was eligible
eligible for
the individual
"(C)
11 of the
respect
provided in
sections 10 and
and 11
in sections
as provided
thereto as
respect thereto
District
Unemployment Compensation
Act,
Compensation Act,
of Columbia
Columbia Unemployment
District of
except
approved
1935, as
by this
this title, except
amended by
as amended
28, 1935
August 28,
approved August
" for
of this paragraph;
paragraph; and".
requirements of
the requirements
for the
Substitute the
following subsection
(a) for
(a) :
section 14 (a):
for section
subsection (a)
the following
Substitute
"SEc. 14.
14. (a)
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
The Board is hereby
(a) The
"SEC.
administer the
the provisions
this Act.
Act. Subject to the Civil Service
of this
provisions of
administer
Act, the
Board is
further authorized
to employ
employ such officers, examinauthorized to
is further
the Board
Act,
ers,
accountants, attorneys,
attorneys, experts,
experts, agents,
and other
other persons,
persons, and
agents, and
ers, accountants,
to make
make such
expenditures, as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to administer
administer this
such expenditures,
to
Act,
and to
to authorize
any such
such person
person to
to do
act or
or acts
acts which
which
any act
do any
authorize any
Act, and
could
done by
by the
the Board.
The Civil
Commission
Service Commission
Civil Service
Board. The
be done
lawfully be
could lawfully
classified
is hereby
directed to confer aa competitive
competitive classified
and
andirected
authorized and
is
hereby authorized
civil-service status
status upon
upon those
those employees
performing services
the
for the
services for
employees performing
civil-service
Board
date of
of this
this title:
title: Provided,
Provided, That (1) such
effective date
the effective
upon the
Board upon
employees
are certified
the Board
Board as
as having
rendered satisfactory
satisfactory
having rendered
by the
certified by
employees are
service
not less
less than
qualify in such
that they qualify
(2) that
months; (2)
six months..
than six
for not
service for
appropriate
examination as may be prescribed
prescribed by the
noncompetitive examination
appropriate noncompetitive
Civil
Service Commission:
Commission: Provided,
That all
employees
all employees
however, That
Provided, however,
Civil Service
certified
the Board
in accordance
with condition
condition (1)
(1) hereof
shall
hereof shall
accordance with
Board in
by the
certified by
automatically be
be eligible
to take
such noncompetitive
noncompetitive examination;
examination;
take such
eligible to
automatically
(3) that
they are
are citizens
citizens of
the United
United States;
and (4)
(4) that
they
that they
States; and
of the
that they
(3)
are
any provision
provision of
of civil-service
rule
civil-service rule
3 of
section 3
of section
by any
disqualified by
not disqualified
are not
V.
The Board
in its
its discretion,
bond from
from any
of its
its
any of
require bond
discretion, require
may, in
Board may,
V. The
employees engaged
engaged in
in carrying
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act."
Act."
carrying out
employees

C. Code, Supp.
88D. C.

V, §320.
5320.
V,

Eligibility for bene.
benefits.
Requirements.
Requirements.

8
C. Code, Supp.
8 D. C.
V, §324
§ 324 (a).
Administration
of
ot
Act.
Employment of perperEmployment
sonneL
sonneL

Civil-service status
Civil-service

conferred upon
conferred
upon Board
Board

employees.
employees.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Certific ation by
by
Certification
Board.
Noncompetitive exNoncompetitive
amination.
amination.
Eligibility,
Eligibility, etc.

Bonding of employemploy-

ees.
ees.

TRANSITION PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
TRANSITION

SEc.
2. (a)
(a) As
this section
context clearly
the context
section unless the
in this
used in
As used
SEC. 2.
requires otherwise—
otherwiserequires
(1) "old
law" means
means the
law
unemployment-compensation law
the unemployment-compensation
"old law"
(1)
prior
to
its
amendment
by
this
title;
title;
this
by
amendment
its
to
prior
(2) "new
unemployment-compensation law
law as
as
the unemployment-compensation
means the
law" means
"new law"
(2)
amended
by
this
title;
title;
by
this
amended
(3)
means the
upon which
which the new law
date upon
the date
date" means
"effective date"
(3) "effective
becomes
effective;;and
becomes effective

Definitions.

Definitios.

734
734

8
Supp.
8 D. C. Code, Supp.
V,
(2).
V, §§320
320 (a) (2).

8 D. C. Code, Sun!).
8
Supp.
V, §
§ 318 (b).
Applicability, etc,
Applicability,
etc.,
of new law.
of

Applicability of old
Applicability
old
provisions.
law provisions.
8
Code, Supp.
8 D. C. Code,
318, 320.
V, §§
§5311, 318,

Determination
Determination
of
of
employer's excess
conemployer's
excess contributions.
tributions.

Adjustment.
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(4) "continuous
period of
of compensable
compensable unemployment"
means
(4)
"continuous period
unemployment" means
and continuing
aa period of
of unemployment
unemployment beginning
beginning prior
prior to
to and
continuing
effective date
an individual
individual
up to and
and after
after the
the effective
date in
in the
the case
case of
of an
to the
effective date,
date, has
has filed
benefits for
who, prior
prior to
the effective
filed a
a claim
claim for
for benefits
for
of unemployment
in such
aa week
week or
or weeks
weeks of
unemployment in
such period:
period: Provided,
Provided,
satisfied the
of paragraph
paragraph
That the individual has
has satisfied
the requirements
requirements of
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 10
10 of
old law
22 of subsection
of the
the old
law and
and has
has not
not
exhausted his
to subsection
of
exhausted
his rights
rights to
to benefits
benefits pursuant
pursuant to
subsection (b)
(b) of
section 8
8 of the old
law prior
prior to
date.
.
section
old law
to the
the effective
effective date.
subsection (c)
(c) of
of
(b) Except as otherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided in
in subsection
this section,
section, the new law shall
with respect
respect
shall be
be exclusively
exclusively applicable
applicable with
to any individual on and after the effective
of
effective date.
date. No provision
provision of
the old law shall be construed to
limit or
or extend
extend the
the rights
any
to limit
rights of
of any
individual as fixed by the new law, after the new
becomes excluexclunew law
law becomes
sively applicable
applicable with respect to such individual
individual as
as provided
in this
this
provided in
section.
(c)
(c) With respect
respect to any individual who is
during a
a
is unemployed
unemployed during
continuous period of compensable unemployment
unemployment (as
defined in
(as defined
in parparagraph 4
4 of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
section) sections
sections 1
of this
this section)
1 (d),
(d), 8
8 (a)
(a)
(insofar as it relates to the determination
determination of the weekly
benefit
weekly benefit
rate for total unemployment),
unemployment), 8
and 10
10 (a)
(a) (2)
(2)
8 (b),
(b), 8
8 (c),
(c), 8
8 (d),
(d), and
of the old law shall
shall be exclusively applicable
applicable until
until the
the expiration
expiration
of such continuous period of compensable
compensable unemployment.
unemployment.
(d)
(d) Upon application
application by an employer, filed pursuant
suitable
pursuant to
to suitable
regulations by the Board, the Board shall determine
the extent
extent to
determine the
to
which the employer's contributions paid
six months
months
paid for the
the first
first six
calendar year 1940 were in excess of his
of the calendar
his contributions
due for
for
contributions due
and shall
shall make
make a
dj ust
men t for
for
said period under the
the new
new law
law and
ann aadjustment
that amount, without
without interest,
in connection
connection with
with subsequent
interest, solely in
subsequent
contributions by him.
contributions
EFFECTIVE DATE

Effective date.
Effective

SEC. 3. This title shall take effect as of 12:01
SEC.
12: 01 antemeridian,
antemeridian, July
July
1, 1940.
TITLE
TITLE II
II
AMENDMENT-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
A3fENDMENT--DISTRICT
COLUMBIA REVENUE
REVENUE ACT OF
OF

District of
of ColumRevenue Act of
bia Revenue
1939, amendment.
amendment.
53 Stat. 1088.
1088.
20 D. C. Code,
Supp. V, §980a (d).
Supp.V,
Exemptions
from
from
income tax.
Income

1939
1939

Section 22 (d)
(d) of the Act entitled "An Act to provide revenue for
for
the District of Columbia, and for other purposes", approved July
July
26, 1939, is amended to read as follows:
follows:
EXEMPrIONS FROM
"(d) ExEmrrioxs
FROM TAX.-There
TAX.—There shall be exempt
exempt from
taxafrom taxation under this title the following organizations:
organizations: Corporations,
Corporations,
including
cemetery assoincluding any community
community chest, fund, foundation,
foundation, cemetery
ciation, teachers'
teachers' retirement fund association,
association, church,
club, organchurch, or
or club,
organized and operated exclusively
exclusively for religious, charitable,
charitable, scientific,
literary, educational,
educational, or social purposes, or for the prevention
of
prevention of
cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which
which
inures
inures to the benefit of any private shareholder
shareholder or individual and
no
substantial part
part of the activities of which is carrying on propano substantial
propaganda,
ganda, or otherwise
otherwise attempting
attempting to influence
influence legislation;
legislation; and labor
labor
organizations,
chambers of comorganizations, trade associations,
associations, boards of trade, chambers
merce, citizens' associations,
associations, or organizations,
organizations, not organized
organized for
for
and no part of the net earnings
profit
earnings of which inures to the benefit
benefit
Farmers'
Farmers'
associaof
tions.
farmers' associations
associations organof any
any private shareholder or individual,
individual, farmers'
ized
operated on
on aa cooperative basis exempt from income tax
ized and
and operated
53 Stat. 33,
33, 34.
34.
under section
section 101
(12) and
(13) of
26 U. S.
of the Internal
C., Spp.
S. C.
Sum.
under
101 (12)
and (13)
Internal Revenue Code;
Code;
V, I11 101 (12) and (13).
(13). banks, insurance companies,
associations, and combanks, insurance companies, building
building and loan associations,
panies,
incorporated or otherwise,
guarantee the fidelity of any
panies, incorporated
otherwise, which guarantee
individual or individuals, such as bonding companies, all of which
individual
which
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pay taxes upon gross premiums or earnings under
under existing
existing laws of
of
the District of Columbia;
Columbia; voluntary employees'
employees' beneficiary associations providing for the payment
or other
payment of life, sick, accident, or
other
benefits to the members
benefits
members of such association
association or their dependents,
dependents, if
if
of their
their net
(1) no part of
earnings inures
inures (other than
than such
net earnings
such payments)
payments)
of any
private shareholder
shareholder or
or individual,
and (2)
to the benefit of
any private
individual, and
(2)
collected
85 per centum or more of the income consists of amounts collected
from
of making
such payments
from members
members for the sole
sole purpose
purpose of
making such
payments and
and
meeting
expenses; and
organized under
of ConConmeeting expenses;
and corporations
corporations organized
under Act
Act of
gress, if
if such corporations
instrumentalities of
of the
corporations are instrumentalities
the United.
United
States."
States."
Approved,
2, 1940.
Approved, July
July 2,
1940.

Federal instrumenFederal

talities.

[CHAPTER 525]
525]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
clarify section
June 1,
1, 1938,
1938,
To amend
amend and clarify
section 6,
6, subsection
subsection 2, of the Act approved
approved June
known as "Juvenile
Court Act of
of the District of Columbia",
Columbia", and for other
"Juvenile Court
other
purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
That for
for the
the purof America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
purUnited
States of
pose
heretofore conferred
conferred
continuing and
and confirming
confirming jurisdiction
jurisdiction heretofore
pose of
of continuing
upon
court of
of the
of Columbia,
section 6,
subupon the
the juvenile
juvenile court
the District
District of
Columbia, section
6, subsection 2,
the Act
approved June
(Public, Numbered
section
2, of
of the
Act approved
June 1,
1, 1938
1938 (Public,
Numbered 571,
571,
Seventy-fifth
309; D.
C.
D. C.
Congress, third
third session;
session; 52 Stat.
Stat. 596,
596, ch.
ch. 309;
Seventy-fifth Congress,
Code,
edition, Supp.
title 18,
18, sec.
sec. 256),
256), entitled the "Juvenile
Code, 1929
1929 edition,
Supp. V, title
Court
of the
District of
same is hereby,
hereby,
the District
of Columbia",
Columbia", be, and the same
Court Act
Act of
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
amended
follows:
"'2.
"2. ADuLTs.-The
Autrurs.—The court shall
shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction
determine cases of
charged with
of adults charged
with willfully contribdiction to
to determine
uting
to, encouraging,
encouraging, or
or tending
tending to
to cause
cause by
act or
or omission
omission
uting to,
by any
any act
any condition
condition which
which would
would bring
bring a
a child
provisions of
child within
within the
the provisions
of
any
this
shall have
have concurrent
with the
the
concurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction with
Act. The
The court
court shall
this Act.
District
Court of
States for
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia
of the
the United
United States
District Court
in all
all cases
cases arising
arising under
under the
the Act
entitled "An
making it
it aa
Act making
Act entitled
"An Act
in
misdemeanor
the District
Columbia to
to abandon
willfully
abandon or
or willfully
District of
of Columbia
in the
misdemeanor in
neglect to
provide for
support and
and maintenance
by any
any person
person
maintenance by
the support
to provide
for the
neglect
of his
of his
her minor
minor children
destitute or necessitous
necessitous
children in
in destitute
his or
or her
of
his wife
wife or
or of
circumstances", approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906 (D.
secs.
(D. C. Code, title 6,
6, sees.
circumstances",
270-273). Nothing
herein shall
construed as
as having
effect
having the
the effect
be construed
shall be
Nothing herein
270-273).
of
limiting the
the jurisdiction
said court
in matters
arising under
under
of said
court in
matters arising
jurisdiction of
of limiting
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
for compulsory
compulsory school
school attendattendAct to
provide for
Act entitled
the
ance",
February 4,
Stat. 806,
140) ;or
ch. 140);
or under
under
(43 Stat.
806, ch.
4, 1925
1925 (43
ance", approved
approved February
the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to regulate
regulate the
the employment
of minors",
minors",
employment of
Act to
the
approved
1928 (45
Stat. 998,
998, ch.
ch. 908).'"
908).'"
(45 Stat.
May 29,
29, 1928
approved May
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 526]
526]

AN ACT

Extending the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
Civil Aeronautics
over certain
certain airairAuthority over
Aeronautics Authority
the Civil
Extending
mail
for other
other purposes.
and for
mail services,
services, and

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
House of
by the
Be
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That subsection
subsection (1)
(1)
America in
United States
of
of the
Aeronautics Act
of 1938
1938 is
is amended
to
amended to
Act of
405 of
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
of section
section 405
read as follows:
follows:
read
"(1)
Nothing contained
contained in
in this
be construed
construed to
to repeal
repeal in
in
Act shall
shall be
this Act
"(1) Nothing
whole
or in
in part
the provisions
of section
'An
entitled 'An
of the Act
Act entitled
section 66of
provisions of
part the
whole or
Act
further develop
develop
to further
service, to
air-mail service,
experimental air-mail
for experimental
to provide
provide for
Act to
safety,
and for
for other
approved April
April
purposes', approved
other purposes',
economy, and
safety, efficiency,
efficiency, economy,

July 2,
1940
2,1940
[H. R. 9804]
[Public, No. 720]

Juvenile Court Act
Act
of the District of Columbia, amendment.
amendment.

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.
Adults.
Adults.
Contributing to deContributing
delinquency,
etc.,
linquency, etc.,
of
children.
children.
Concurrent jurisdicConcurrent
tion in abandonment,
abandonment,
etc., cases.

34 Stat. 86.
Jurisdiction
not
Jurisdiction not
deemed
deemed limited
limited In
in
certain matters.
matters.
certain
C. Code, 1
U919177D.
D.C.

141-143.
100, 141-143.

7D. C. Code, H
1i ill111135, 143,
143, 136, 137.
13,

July 2, 1940
[H. R.
R. 98991
9899]

l[.

[Public, No. 721]
[Public,
7211

Aeronautics
Civil Aeronautics
1938, amendamendAct of 1938,
ment.
52 Stat. 997.
39 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Snupp.

V, 471.
471.
V,8
Fxperimental
Experimental
airmail service.
52 Stat. 219.
219.
39 U.
8. C., Supp.
U. S.
V.
V, I470.

736
Transportation
Transportation of
mail; when not
not
deemed "air transportransportation."
tation."
52 Stat. 990,
90, 1005.
49 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
Supp.
V, §§ 481 0),
(), 496 (b).

Repeal.
52
62 Stat. 218.
39 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §§ 471,
472.
471,472.

PUBLIC
2, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS'—CHS
LAWS-CHS..526,
526, 527—JULY
527-JULY 2,
1940

15, 1938.
1938. The
The transportation
of mail
mail under
under contracts
contracts entered
into
15,
transportation of
entered into
under
under such
shall not,
not, except
for sections
sections 401
and 416
416 (b),
(b),
such section
section shall
except for
401 (1)
(1) and
be deemed
be 'air
as used
in this
Act, and
the rates
rates
be
deemed to
to be
'air transportation'
transportation' as
used in
this Act,
and the
of compensation
compensation for
such transportation
transportation of
of mail
mail shall
fixed
of
for such
shall not
not be
be fixed
under this
Act."
under
this Act."
SEc.
Sections 11and
and 2
of the
entitled "An
provide for
for
SEC. 2.
2. Sections
2 of
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
experimental air-mail
air-mail service,
service, to
to further
develop safety,
experimental
further develop
safety, efficiency,
efficiency,
economy, and
and for
for other
purposes", approved
April 15,
are
economy,
other purposes",
approved April
15, 1938,
1938, are
hereby repealed.
hereby
repealed.
Approved,
July 2,
Approved, July
2, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 527]
527]

July 2, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 9907]
997]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 722]
722]
District of Columbia.
Liens against motor
vehicles
vehicles and trailers.
Definitions.
Definitions.

Unentered liens not
Unentered
not
exceptions.
valid; exceptions.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Existing liens not
not
affected.
affected.

Stat. 1275.
31 Stat.
25 D. C. Code,
Code,
§ 177-179.
177-179.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
provide for the recording
recording and releasing
of liens
certificates of
releasing of
liens by
by entries
entries on
on certificates
of
title for motor vehicles
vehicles and trailers, and for other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
by the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That as
as used
used
herein—
herein"Person"
"Person" shall include one or more
firms or
or unincormore individuals, firms
unincorporated associations,
corporations.
porated
associations, or
or corporations.
"Director" shall mean the director
"Director"
vehicles and
and traffic
traffic of
the
director of
of vehicles
of the
District of Columbia, including
assistants or
or agents
agents duly
including assistants
duly designated
designated
by
Commissioners.
by the
the Commissioners.
"Recorder" shall mean the recorder of deeds of
"Recorder"
the District
District of
of
of the
Columbia, including
including assistants
assistants or
or agents
designated by
agents duly
duly designated
by the
the
recorder.
recorder.
"Certificate"
a certificate of
"Certificate" shall mean a
title for
motor vehicle
vehicle or
or
of title
for a
a motor
trailer issued by the
director.
the director.
"Owner" shall mean the person to whom
"Owner"
certificate is
issued
whom such
such certificate
is issued
by the
by
the director.
director.
"Lien" shall mean any right or
"Lien"
in or
or to,
to, or
or lien
lien or
encumor interest
interest in
or encumbrance
or trailer, or
brance upon
on any motor vehicle or
or the
the equipment
equipment or
or accesaccessories affixed
or sold
to be
be affixed
affixed thereto,
in favor
person other
affixed or
sold to
thereto, in
favor of
of aaperson
other
than the owner, except
except (1)
(1) a
of such
or trailer
a sale
sale of
such motor
motor vehicle
vehicle or
trailer
accompanied
accompanied by delivery
of possession
on execution
assigndelivery of
possession and
and on
execution of
of the
the assignment on the back of the certificate
it, or
certificate covering it,
(2) any
or (2)
any possessory
possessory
lien now or hereafter provided by law or any
any
any lien
lien acquired
acquired in
in any
judicial
proceeding.
judicial proceeding.
"Instrument" shall mean any written instrument
"Instrument"
instrument signed and
acknowledged by an owner
acknowledged
creating such
lien.
owner creating
such lien.
"Lien information"
information" shall mean the amount,
date of
of lien,
lien,
amount, kind,
kind, date
name
name and address of holder, and recorder's record
record number, if
if any.
any.
SEC.
SEC. 2. During the
is outstanding
for any
any motor
motor
the time
time aacertificate
certificate is
outstanding for
vehicle or trailer, no lien against such motor
motor vehicle
or trailer
or
vehicle or
trailer or
any equipment
any
equipment or accessories
accessories affixed
affixed or sold to be affixed thereto
thereto shall
shall
be valid except as between
as to other
between the parties and as
other persons
persons having
having
actual notice,
unless and until entered on such certificate
actual
notice, unless
certificate as
as hereinhereinafter set forth: Provided,
Provided, That the foregoin
foregoingg shall not
not apply
apply to
t
o a
en
a li
lien
or liens in existence at the
th e effective date
dare of this Act against
against a
a motor
motor
vehicle or trailer
trailer for which aacertificate
vehicle
certificate is outstanding at the effective
effective
date of this Act,
equipment or accessories
Act, or any equipment
accessories affixed
The
affixed thereto.
thereto. The
provisions of
of sections 546 and 547, subchapter
provisions
subchapter 3, chapter XVI, of
of
the
of the
the Code
Code of
of Laws
Laws of
the District of Columbia shall not apply to liens
recorded
as herein
herein provided
recorded as
provided and aalien shall have no greater validity
validity
or
effect during
time a
a certificate
outstanding for the motor
or effect
during the
the time
certificate is
is outstanding
motor
vehicle
lien
vehicle or
or trailer
trailer covered thereby
thereby by reason of the fact that the lien
has
been filed
filed in accordance
accordance with said sections
in the
has been
sections or, in
the case
case of
of a
a
conditional
contract, that the purchase price of the property
conditional sales contract,
does
not exceed
exceed $100.
does not
$100.

54 S
STAT.
TAT.]]

76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS.-CH.
SESS .—CH.527-JULY
527—JULY 2,
76TH
2, 1940
1940
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Priority of liens.
liens.
Priority
the absence
SEC.
SEC. 3. In
In the
absence of agreement
agreement of all parties
partiesaffected
aff ect
ed and
an d in
i
n
the absence of circumstances estopping aa lien
insi sting
lien holder from
from insisting
upon such rights, lien shall be entered
entered on the certificate
certificate by the
recorder and shall have priority among themselves in the following
following
order:
order:
(a) If
If the
previously titled or
(a)
the motor vehicle
vehicle or trailer
trailer has
has been
been previously
registered in this or some
some other jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, unsatisfied liens shown
by
by the previous
previous certificate,
certificate, title,
title, registry, or proof of ownership
ownership shall
shall
be
in the
which they
appear on
be entered
entered in
the .order
order in
in which
they appear
on such
such previous
previous
certificate,
proof of
certificate, title, registry, or
or proof
of ownership.
ownership.
(b)
for which
which instruments
are presented
with the
(b) Liens
Liens for
instruments are
presented with
the applicaapplication
tion for the
the certificate.
certificate.
(c)
instruments are
are presented
recording,
(c) Liens,
Liens, where
where the
the instruments
presented for
for recording,
together
the certificate,
of the
the fact
fact that
that one
together with the
certificate, irrespective
irrespective of
one or
or more
more
instruments not
not entered
entered on the
certificate may
previously
the certificate
may have
have been
been previously
presented
without such
certificate.
presented for
for recording
recording without
such certificate.
(d) As between
between two or
or more
more instruments presented
presented for recording
recording
(d)
without
the certificate,
one first
presented for
recording shall
shall
without the
certificate, the
the one
first presented
for recording
have priority.
priority.
have
and contents
SEC. 4.
An instrument
instrument shall
writing; shall
show the
SEC.
4. An
shall be
be in
in writing;
shall show
the name
name of Form
instrument.
instrument.
and
the trade
trade name
name and
engine number
number of
of the
and address
address of
of the
the holder,
holder, the
and engine
the
motor
trade name
name and
any, of
motor vehicle
vehicle or
or the
the trade
and serial
serial number,
number, if
if any,
of the
the
trailer; shall
owner
trailer;
shall be signed
signed by
by the parties and acknowledged
acknowledged by
by the owner
Entering of liens.
Entering
in
the manner
by law
law for
for deeds
of real
real estate.
shall
deeds of
estate. A
A lien
lien shall
in the
manner provided
provided by
not be
entered upon
(1) the
vehicle or
not
be entered
upon a
a certificate
certificate unless
unless (1)
the motor
motor vehicle
or trailer
trailer
has been
been previously
previously titled
or registered
registered in
or some
some other
jurisother juristitled or
in this
this or
has

title,
such
previous
certificate,i
the lien
shown
upon
diction and
and
registry,
diction
or proof
the
lien
of is
is
ownership;
shown upon
or (2)
suchsuch
previous
an instrument
certificate,
stitle,
preregistry, or proof of ownership; or (2) such an instrument is pre-

sented
pursuant to
provisions of
of this
this Act;
Act; or
(3)
or (3)
sented for
for recording
recording pursuant
to the
the provisions
the lien
is shown
application for
created
was created
for aacertificate,
certificate, and
and was
the
lien is
shown on
on the
the application
prior
effective date
date of
of this
this Act
or was
created while
motor
to the
the effective
Act or
was created
while the
the motor
prior to
vehicle
trailer was
in some
some other
jurisdiction.
registered in
other jurisdiction.
or trailer
was titled
titled or
or registered
vehicle or
S
Ec. 5.
5. The
of the
District of
assign
shall assign
of Columbia
Columbia shall
the District
The Commissioners
Commissioners of
SEC.
to
the recorder
recorder space
space in
in the
director, and
the recorder
and the
recorder
of the
the director,
the office
office of
to the
shall furnish
furnish and
maintain the
the necessary
necessary furniture,
furniture, equipment,
cards
equipment, cards
and maintain
shall
hereinafter
mentioned, and
and other
the required
required personnel
personnel
supplies and
and the
other supplies
hereinafter mentioned,
for
of carrying
carrying out
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act.
of this
out the
for the
the purpose
purpose of
S
EC. 6.
6. Applications
for certificates,
certificates, in
addition to
to all
other matters
matters
in addition
all other
Applications for
SEC.
which
may be
be required
required by
show under
oath whether
whether or not
under oath
by law,
law, shall
shall show
which may
there
any liens
liens against
against the
trailer or
or any
equipany equipvehicle or
or trailer
the motor
motor vehicle
there are
are any
ment
or accessories
if so,
so, the
lien information
information in
in
and if
the lien
affixed thereto
thereto and
ment or
accessories affixed
the
its priority,
be accompanied
accompanied by
by instruments
instruments or
or
and shall
shall be
priority, and
order of
of its
the order
any
other papers
entitle liens
liens to
entered on
on the
the cercerto be
be entered
to entitle
necessary to
papers necessary
any other
tificate.
Upon receipt
by the
the recorder
director of
an appliappliof an
from the
the director
recorder from
receipt by
tificate. Upon
cation
for a
certificate and
and accompanying
accompanying documents,
if any,
any, or
on
or on
documents, if
a certificate
cation for
the application
duplicate.,the
recorder shall
compare the
statethe stateshall compare
the recorder
for a
a duplicate,
the
application for
ments in
in the
the application
liens with
with his
the documents
documents
his records
records and
and the
as to
to liens
ments
application as
and
accompanying the
application and
and if
such statements
statements
if such
the application
instruments accompanying
and instruments
are
or incomplete
incomplete or
or i
of the
the liens
shown by
the appliappliby the
liens shown
any of
iffany
are incorrect
incorrect or
cation are
not entitled
to be
on the
certificate in
in the
the same
same
the certificate
be entered
entered on
entitled to
are not
cation
order as
on the
the application
application the
shall return
return all
all
the recorder
recorder shall
appear on
order
as they
they appear
of said
to the
advise him
of the
the reasons
reasons therefor.
therefor.
him of
and advise
the director
director and
papers to
of
said papers
If
statements as
as to
are full,
true, and
and complete
complete and
all liens
liens
and all
full, true,
to liens
liens are
If the
the statements
shown by
the application
are entitled
entitled to
be entered
the certificate
certificate
on the
to be
entered on
by the
application are
shown
in the
as they
appear on
application, the
the recorder
recorder
on the
the application,
they appear
in
the same
same order
order as
shall
corder
shall stamp
on the
application the
"Statements as to
to liens inn
the words, "Statements
the application
shall
stamp on
accordance
with
records,"
a
facsimile
of
his
signature,
and
the
date,
accordance with records," a facsimile of his signature, and the date,
shall accept
accept all
the application
recordfor recordapplication for
accompanying the
all instruments
instruments accompanying
shall
ing
stamp his
statement of
of each
each
the statement
opposite the
number opposite
his record
record number
ing and
and shall
shall stamp
193470°-41—PT.
-47
193470°-41-PT. 1-47

Office space,
space, etc.,
etc., for
for
recorder.

Applications for certificates to contain lien
Information.
Information.

Verification
Verification of statements concerning
ments
liens.

Incorrect, etc.,
etc., stateIncorrect,
ments.
ments.

Correct, etc.,
etc.. stateCorrect,
ments.
ments.
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Retention
of instruinstruRetention of
ments.

Collection of fees,
etc.

etc.

Lien
information
Lien information
cards.

Notations.
Notations,

Delivery of
of certiflcertifi-

Delivery
cate.
cate.

Entry of liens on

Entry
of liens
issued
certificates.
certificates.

on

Delivery.
Delivery.

Assignment of
lien.
Assignment
of lien.

Entry on certificate.
Entry on certificate,

Numbering of asNumbering
signment,
aignment,
etc.
etc. of as-

L:5-1STAT.
[5ii.
STAT.

lien
application for
for certificate.
recorder shall
shall retain
retain the
the
lien on
on the
the application
certificate. The
The recorder
instruments for his permanent
collect the
fees and
and charges
charges
permanent file
file and
and collect
the fees
thereon and return the application and
and all
other papers
papers to
to the
the direcdirecall other
tor, who shall thereupon deliver same
of the
same to aarepresentative
representative of
the colleccollector of taxes of the District of Columbia,
Columbia, stationed
stationed in
in the
the office
office of
the
of the
representative shall
director. Said representative
collect from
from the
applicant
shall then collect
the applicant
representative all fees and charges
or his representative
charges in
connection with
with the
issuin connection
the issuance of the certificate
certificate and shall
said application
application and
shall return said
and papers
papers
to the director. The
director shall
and
The director
shall thereupon
thereupon issue
issue the
the certificate
certificate and
where liens are shown on such an application
application shall stamp upon each
each
of two cards, the size of which shall be
director, the
the
be fixed by
by the
the director,
information
information stamped by the director on the
of such
such certificate
the face
face of
certificate
and shall deliver such certificate,
certificate, its application, cards, if
any, and
if any,
and
identification-tag application
application to
to the
the identification-tag
the recorder.
recorder. If
If the
the application
application
for title shows no liens, the recorder shall stamp on
on the
the certificate
certificate
and on the reverse side of that portion of the application
for identifiidentifiapplication for
cation tags known as "Collector's
"Collector's Coupon"
Liens
Coupon" the
the words "No
"No Liens
Shown By Records"
Records" and the date. If
If the application
shows liens,
liens, the
the
application shows
recorder shall stamp aforesaid "Collector's
"Collector's Coupon"
Coupon" with
the words
words
with the
Recorded" and shall enter the lien information
"Lien Recorded"
on certificate
information on
certificate
and on each of the said cards. The aforesaid
aforesaid stamping
and entering
entering
stamping and
shall be made
made on the face of the certificate in
the space
space provided
provided for
for
in the
the use of the
The recorder
recorder shall
shall then
then deliver
applithe recorder.
recorder. The
deliver both
both applications and the papers attached and the certificate
director,
certificate to
to the
the director,
who shall retain the application
application and the papers
and shall
shall
papers attached
attached and
certificate to the record
deliver or mail the certificate
record holder of
first lien
lien
of the first
shown thereon or his representative;
representative; or if there
are no
no liens,
liens, then
there are
then
to the owner or
or his
his representative.
representative.
SEC.
SEC. 7. When
When it
to have
lien entered
it is desired to
have aa lien
entered on
on a
a certificate
certificate
theretofore
theretofore issued, the instrument and the certificate
certificate shall
shall be
be prepresented to the recorder
recorder in the office of the director
the
director and
and upon
upon the
payment of the necessary
necessary fees to the
representative of
recorder
the representative
of the
the recorder
of deeds of the District of Columbia in the office of the director the
the
recorder shall accept
accept the instruments
instruments for
for recording
recording and
unless he
he
and unless
has cards covering said motor vehicle or trailer
shall
trailer the
the director
director shall
stamp cards in the manner set forth
section 6.
6. The
recorder shall
forth in
in section
The recorder
shall
enter the lien information
information on the certificate in the space hereinbef
ore
hereinbefore
mentioned and on each of said cards and shall deliver or
or mail
mail the
the
certificato to the record holder of the first unsatisfied lien shown
certificate
thereon or his representative.
SEC.
8. The rights of the holder of an unsatisfied
S
EC. 8.
unsatisfied lien
on a
a
lien shown
shown on
certificate
certificate may be assigned by an assignment in writing,
which shall
shall
writing, which
show the name and address of the assignee, the trade name
me
name and
and en
engine
number of the motor vehicle,
vehicle, or the trade name and
number,
and serial
serial number,
if
any, of the trailer, and the recorder's
recorder's record number of the
if any,
the instruinstrument, or, if none, aa brief description
description sufficient to
to identify
identify the
the lien
lien
shall be signed by the holder of the lien and acknowledged
acknowledged by
him in
by him
in
the manner provided
real estate.
estate. Upon
presenprovided by
by law
law for
for deeds
deeds of
of real
Upon presentation of an assignment and aa certificate and the payment
payment of
the
of the
prescribed
prescribed fee to the representative
representative of the recorder
recorder of
deeds of
of the
the
of deeds
District of
District
of Columbia
Columbia in the office of the director, the recorder
recorder shall
shall
enter upon
upon the face of the certificate and upon each of the cards
enter
cards
hereinbefore described
described the
the recorder's record
hereinbefore
record number of the lien which
which
is being
being assigned,
assigned, or, if no such instrument is on file, aabrief descripdescription sufficient to identify the lien, the date
the assignment
assignment and
and the
date of
of the
the
words "AsOgned
to", and
and the
the name
an daddress
the assignee, and
words,
"Assigned to",
name and
address of
of the
assignee, and
the date.
da,te. The
assignment shall
attached t
o th e i
nstrument if the
the
IThe
assignment
shall be
be attached
to
the instrument
if the
instrument has been filed with the recorder, and, if not, the assignment shall be given a
a recorder's
recorder's record number
number and filed by the
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recorder
and such
number shall be entered on the certificate
recorder and
such number
certificate and on
each of
the cards
cards opposite
information relative to
each
of the
opposite the entry of the information
the assignment.
be delivered
the
assignment. The certificate
certificate shall be
delivered to
to the
the record
record Delivery.
holder of
of the
first unsatisfied lien shown thereon, or his representative.
holder
the first
representative.
SEC.
9. Whenever
it is
desired to
to enter a
a lien or an assignment
Surrender of certificertifiSEC. 9.
Whenever it
is desired
assignment
Surrender
for lien,
lien, etc., notanotaupon
a certificate
certificate is not available, upon
upon a
certificate and such certificate
delivery cate
upon delivery
tions.
to
the recorder
of the instrument or assignment
assignment the recorder
to the
recorder of
recorder shall
shall
demand
certificate surrender
demand that the person possessing the certificate
it for
the
surrender it
for the
purpose
purpose of
of entering
entering thereon the
the lien or the assignment
assignment and upon
upon
surrender
surrender of
of the
the certificate
certificate the recorder shall perform the same acts
as
the certificate
certificate was presented
presented with the instrument.
as in
in cases
cases where
where the
This
section shall not be deemed to affect
affect the i
priority given under
This section
under
3 (c)
(c) to aa lien where
section 3
where the
the instrument
i
ns t
rumen t is
spresented
presented together
together
with the
the certificate.
certificate.
SEC.
The record holder of the first unsatisfied lien shown
shown upon Possession of certifiS
EC. 10. The
certifibyfirst lienbolder.
catebyfirstlienholder.
the certificate
possession of the certificate cate
the
certificate shall be entitled to the _,t000ssession
and upon satisfactio
satisfaction
n of his lien
lien h
within seventy-two
hee shall,
shall, within
seventy-two hours,
Satisfaction of lien.
lien.
hours, Satisfaction
place upon the face of the certificate
certific at
e the
the recorder's
recor d
er '
s record
recor d num
ber o
number
off
the
or, if
the lien,
lien, or,
if no such instrument is on file, aa brief description
description
sufficient
sufficient to identify the lien, and in either
case the
the word
"satisfied",
either case
word "satisfied",
or its equivalent,
equivalent, and his signature, swear to it
it before aanotary
notary public,
public,
and forward
certificate to the holder
lien next in
forward or deliver the certificate
holder of the lien
in
priority, or, if
if none, to the owner
owner or to the person designated
designated in writwriting
by the
the owner. Upon the satisfaction of any lien other than the Entries.
Entries.
ing by
first unsatisfied
unsatisfied lien shown on the certificate,
certificate, the
holder of
the
the record
record holder
of the
lien so
so satisfied
lien
satisfied shall, within
within seventy-two hours, make similar
similar entries
entries
upon the face of the certificate,
it shall be the duty of
certificate, and it
person
of the
the person
in possession of the certificate,
certificate, upon demand,
demand, to
to permit
permit such
such holder
holder
Surrender of certificertiflto make said entries. Any
person in
in possession
of a
acertificate
Any person
possession of
certificate shall,
shall, cate.
cate.
upon demand
surrender it
demand of the recorder,
recorder, surrender
it to the
the recorder
recorder within
within
seventy-two
seventy-two hours for the purpose
purpose of entering the
the lien
lien or
or assignment
assignment
thereon.
Recorder's notation
notation
SEC.
SEC. 11. The recorder, upon receipt of aa certificate whereon
whereon a
a lien
lien of Recorder's
satisfied lien.
satisfied
is marked "Satisfied"
"Satisfied" as set forth in
in section
section 10,
shall enter
enter on
the face
10, shall
on the
face
of the certificate
certificate and on each of the cards
described in
in section
cards described
section 6,
6,
and on the instrument, if
filed in
in the
the recorder's
office as
as hereinhereinif any,
any, filed
recorder's office
after provided, his said record number, or, if
if no
no such
such instrument
instrument is
is
identify the lien,
on file, a
abrief description
description sufficient to identify
either
lien, and
and in
in either
a facsimile of his signature
case the word "released",
"released", a
signature and
and the
the date.
date.
Where for any reason a
a lien holder upon
of his
lien has
has
upon satisfaction
satisfaction of
his lien
failed to mark
mark the certificate as herein provided
provided and
and the
lien holder
the lien
holder
cannot be located,
located, or where the
after being
being so
has
the certificate
certificate after
so marked
marked has
been lost or destroyed
destroyed and a
a duplicate
duplicate certificate
certificate issued, the
the recorder
recorder
upon
evidence satisfactory
upon receipt of evidence
satisfactory to
him that
been
to him
that the
the lien
lien has
has been
satisfied shall release
release it upon the
certificate or
or duplicate
the certificate
duplicate certificate,
certificate, the
the
any, as above set
aforesaid cards and instrument, if
if any,
set forth.
forth.
Fees.
Fees.
SEC.
S
EC. 12. The fee for recording
recording liens or
assignments of
liens upon
or assignments
of liens
upon
a certificate
certificate shall not exceed the sum of
a
cents for
for each
on each
of 50
50 cents
each lien
lien on
each
contained in the instrument. There shall
automobile contained
no fee
fee for
for
shall be
be no
releasing.
releasing.
Maintenance of
of
SEC.
Maintenance
S
EC. 13. The recorder
recorder shall maintain, in the space
space assigned
assigned to
to him
him office
office files.
in the office of the director, files wherein
wherein he
he shall
shall file
file one
one set
set of
of the
the
cards
hereinbefore described
cards hereinbefore
described alphabetically
alphabetically under
the name
name of
of owner
under the
owner
and the other under the trade name and
number if
it covers
and engine number
if it
covers
a motor vehicle,
a
vehicle, or the trade name and serial number,
if any,
if it
number, if
any, if
it
covers a
a trailer. The recorder shall file
instruments at
at his
his main
main
file the
the instruments
office.
office.
False statements,
statements,
False
SEC.
intentionally making
SEc. 14. Any person intentionally
making a
a false
false statement
statement with
with etc.
etc.
respect
respect to liens in
i
n an application
application for
certificate, or
or willfully
for a
a certificate,
willfully violatviolat-
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ing any of the provisions of this Act, shall upon conviction
be punpunconviction be
ished by
by a
fine of
of not
more than
than $500
or be
imprisoned for
more
a fine
not more
$500 or
be imprisoned
for not
not more
Prosecutions by
by cor- than
than one year, or both. Prosecutions for violations of this Act shall
poration counsel.
poration counse.
corporation counsel of
be by the corporation
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
any of
of his
his
Columbia or
or any
of the
District
of
Columbia.
assistants, in
in the
the name
name of
the
District
of Columbia.
Appropriation
Appropriation au
au.
SEC.
SEC. 15. Appropriation
Appropriation is hereby authorized
authorized to be made
made to
to carry
carry
thorized.
out the provisions
provisions of this
Commissioners of
this Act,
Act, and
and the Commissioners
of the
the District
District
authorized to
to include
include in
in their
their annual
annual estimates
proof Columbia are
are authorized
estimates prooffice of
the
director
and
recorder
vision for all the
the expenses
expenses of
of the
the office
of
the
director
and
recorder
42 Stat. 1488.
42
sta.t C1;-674 incident to
to such
such purposes,
the limitations
purposes, and
and for
for personnel
personnel subject
subject to
to the
limitations
5U. S. C'. §§661-674;
Stipp. V, §I
§§ 673,
673e.
Supp.
67, 673c.
of the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended.
Effective date.
Effective
SEC.
S
EC. 16.
16. The provisions of this Act shall become effective
effective January
Existing liens not
Existing
1, 1941. Nothing herein contained shall affect existing liens on motor
1,
motor
affected.
ffected
vehicles
vehicles and trailers,
trailers, or any equipment
equipment or
or accessories
thereto
accessories affixed
affixed thereto
recorded
recorded prior to the effective
effective date
Act.
date of this
this Act.
Approved, July 2,
Approved,
2, 1940.
Punishment.
Punishment.

[CHAPTER 528]
[CHAPTER
528]
July 2,
1940
July
2, 1940

AN ACT
ACT

[H. R.
9920]
R. 9920]
[Public, No. 723]
[Public,

Authorizing the county of Lawrence,
Authorizing
Lawrence, Ohio,
Ohio, to
to acquire
acquire and
and operate
operate as
as a
a unit
unit
certain privately owned
owned toll
certain
bridges across
adjoining such
such
toll bridges
across the
the Ohio
Ohio River
River adjoining
county,
county.

liver.
Ohio River.
tll
Acquisition of
of toll
Acquisition
Lawrence
bridges by L
awrenc
County, Ohio.
Ohio

United
United States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the county
county of
of America
assembled, That
of

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and Howse
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

Lawrence,
organized bridge commission
Lawrence, Ohio, or any duly organized
commission of
of such
such
county, is authorized
authorized to acquire
acquire all right, title, and interest
any
interest in
in any
privately, owned highway toll bridge across the
Ohio River
at any
any
the Ohio
River at
point within or adjoining
adjoining such county, including
approaches
including the
the approaches
thereto, and all interest
interest in real property
property necessary
necessary therefor,
by purpurtherefor, by
chase, or by condemnation
condemnation in
in accordance
the law
l
aw of
ofthe
the State
accordance with
with the
State
of Ohio governing the acquisition of privately
privately owned
bridges by
owned bridges
by
public authority,
authority, and to maintain and operate
operate said
bridges in
accordsaid bridges
in accordance with the provisions of the Act entitled "An
the
"An Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate the
34 Stat. 84.
construction of bridges
over navigable
approved March
March 23,
bridges over
33 U. 8„ C. §§S491-498.
491-498. construction
navigable waters",
waters", approved
33U.S.C.§
23,
1906, and subject to the conditions and limitations
limitations contained
contained in
that
in that
Act.

Jurisdiction of conprofcn:
demnation
demnation
proceedings.
lngs.

of

of
Filing of copies
(
pe
decrees, etc.
decrees,

Operation
Operation
bridge, etc.

as

toll

sto

Applicatior
Application of tolls
to operation, sinking
fund, etc.

f tlls

Maintenance
Maintenan l as free
bridge after
bridge
atter amortizing
etc.
ig costs.
costs, etc.

'

s

S Ea . 2. Jurisdiction
Sac.
condemnation proceedings
proceedings under
under this
Jurisdiction of
of all
all condemnation
this

Act is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United States
Court for
States District
District Court
for
the Southern District of Ohio, and for such purpose
purpose the
the process
of
process of
such court may be served
served outside of the State
State or district
district in
in which
which
such court is located. Such proceedings
shall follow,
follow, as
as near
proceedings shall
near as
as
may be, the law of the State of
procedure in
such
of Ohio
Ohio governing
governing procedure
in such
condemnation cases. Copies of any final judgment or
condemnation
or decree
decree of
such
of such
court in any such condemnation
condemnation proceeding
proceeding relating
to land
land located
relating to
located
outside the district in which such court is located
filed with
with
located shall
shall be
be filed
the clerk of the court of the district in which such land is
is located.
located.
SEC.
pursuant to this Act shall
Sec. 3. Any bridge acquired pursuant
operated
shall be
be operated
as
toll bridge and shall be grouped with any other bridge so
as a
a toll
so
for financing
acquired for
financing purposes.
of toll
any such
bridge
purposes. The
The rate
rate of
toll of
of any
such bridge
shall
be so
so adjusted
adjusted as to provide, together with the tolls from all
shall be
other
a sinking fund
other bridges
bridges acquired pursuant to this Act, (a)
(a) a
fund
sufficient
amortize as soon as possible under reasonable
sufficient to amortize
reasonable charges
charges but
but
within aaperiod not exceeding twenty-five
twenty-five years from the date
date of
of the
the
issuance of
bridge revenue
issuance
of bridge
revenue bonds to finance
finance the acquisition of bridges
bridges
under
this Act,
the principal,
interest, financing cost, and redemption
under this
Act, the
principal, interest,
redemption
premium,
if any,
a fund sufficient
pa
premium, if
any, of all such bonds, and (b)
(b) a
sufficient to pay
the reasonable
reasonable cost of maintaining,
maintaining, operating, and repairing
repairing such
bridges
management during such period. After
bridges under economical
economical management
After
the
clause (a) shall have been so provided, such
the fund
fund provided
provided in clause
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bridge shall thereafter
maintained and operated
thereafter be maintained
operated free of toll.
An accurate record of the amount of bonds issued in the acquisition
of such bridge, the financing
financing costs thereof,
thereof, the interest and redemption premiums payable
expenditures for mainpayable thereon,
thereon, the actual expenditures
taining, repairing,
repairing, and operating
operating such bridges,
of the
the daily
daily tolls
bridges, and
and of
tolls
collected
information of
collected shall be kept and shall be available
available for the information
of
all persons interested.
SEC.
S
EC. 4. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
Act is
is hereby
repeal this
this Act
hereby
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved, July 2, 1940.
Approved,
1940.

741
741
Record of
of expendiexpenditures and receipts.
receipts.

reserved.
Right reserved.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 529]
529]

AN ACT
ACT
Declaring a
a forfeiture
forfeiture of certain
certain land heretofore granted by the United States
to the board
board of commissioners of the Orleans Levee District, in the city of
New Orleans, State of Louisiana, for levee
levee and street purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
United States of
of America in
Congress assembled, That
there is
is hereby
hereby
in Congress
That there
forfeited
in the
to
forfeited to
to and
and revested
revested in
the United
United States
States of
of America
America title
title to
that certain strip of land situated in the city of New Orleans,
Orleans, parish
parish
and
of Orleans, State of Louisiana, measuring
measuring two hundred
hundred and ten and
two one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet
feet in length
length and seven and
oneand thirty-seven
thirty-seven onehundredths feet
feet in
in width,
more particularly
particularly described
in the
hundredths
width, more
described in
the resoluresolution adopted February
February 23, 1940, by the
the board
board of commissioners
commissioners of
of the
the
Orleans
Levee District,
the land
by the
the
Orleans Levee
District, and
and being
being part
part of
of the
land granted
granted by
Act of Congress
Congress approved
Stat. 133,
approved April
April 22,
22, 1932 (47
(47 Stat.
133, ch.
ch. 12'7),
127), to
to
the
hoard of commissioners
commissioners of
of the
the Orleans
Levee District
of New
New
the board
Orleans Levee
District of
Orleans, Louisiana.
Louisiana. The
The control
of the
the land
hereby forforOrleans,
control and
and custody
custody of
land hereby
is revested
in the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
feited is
revested in
General.
SEc. 2. The
aforesaid Act
Act of
Congress approved
approved April
SEC.
The grant by the
the aforesaid
of Congress
April
restrictions and conditions
22, 1932, and the restrictions
conditions imposed
shall
imposed therein
therein shall
remain in full
full force
force and effect
of the
the land
land the
title
effect as to that
that portion
portion of
the title
to
declared forfeited
forfeited by
by this
this Act
and the
to which
which is
is not
not declared
Act and
the Attorney
Attorney GenGeneral
hereby authorized to execute
to the
eral is hereby
execute and
and deliver
deliver to
the Board
Board of
of
Commissioners
Levee District
District a
proper quitclaim
Commissioners of
of the
the Orleans
Orleans Levee
a proper
quitclaim deed
deed
of
of the
land not
of that
that portion
portion of
the land
not forfeited.
forfeited.
Approved,
July
2,
1940.
Approved, July 2, 1940.

2, 1940
July 2,
1940
[H. R. 9927]
9927]
[Public, No. 724]

New Orleans,
Orleans, La.
La.
New
Forfeiture te
Forfeiture
to U. S. of
certain land.
land.
certain

Control, etc.

Restrictions in force
Restrictions
as to unforfeited
unforfeited land.

[CHAPTER
530]
[CHAPTER 530]

AN ACT
ACT
To amend
amend section
13 (d)
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Act.
To
section 13
(d) of
of the
the Railroad
Insurance Act.

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
subsection
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
That subsection
(d) of
section 13
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance Act,
(d)
of section
13 of
of the
the Railroad
Act, as
as
amended,
is hereby
hereby amended
striking the
period at
the end
end of
the
amended, is
amended by
by striking
the period
at the
of the
last
sentence of
of said
said subsection,
colon, and
adding the
the
last sentence
subsection, inserting
inserting a
a colon,
and adding
following:
"Provided, however,
if the
the Social
following: "Provided,
however, That
That if
Social Security
Security Board
Board
finds
with respect
respect to
any State
that such
(1) is
is unable
unable to
to avail
finds with
to any
State that
such State
State (1)
avail
itself of
of such
by reason
reason of
of prohibitions
itself
such conditions
conditions solely
solely by
prohibitions contained
contained
in the
constitution of
State, as
determined by
of the
the
as determined
by aa decision
decision of
in
the constitution
of such
such State,
highest
State declaring
invalid in
whole or
in part
highest court
court of
of such
such State
declaring invalid
in whole
or in
part the
the
action of
the legislature
legislature of
State purporting
purporting to
for
action
of the
of the
the State
to provide
provide for
transfers
from the
the State's
in the
the Unemployment
Trust Fund
Fund
transfers from
State's account
account in
Unemployment Trust
to
and (2)
(2) for
for similar
similar
to the
the railroad
railroad unemployment
unemployment insurance
insurance account,
account, and
reasons
is unable
to use
use amounts
withdrawn from
from its
its account
account in
in the
the
amounts withdrawn
reasons is
unable to
Unemployment Trust
Trust Fund
Fund for
for the
the payment
payment of
of expenses
incurred
Unemployment
expenses incurred
in the
the administration
administration of
of its
unemployment compensation
law,
compensation law,
its State
State unemployment
in

July 2,
July
2, 1040
140
[II. R.
IIl.
R. 10009]
tl(K9]
[Public, No. 72,5]
72,5
Railroad
Unern•
Railroad UTnemployrnent
Insurance
ploynlent Insurance
Act,
amendment.
Act, amendment.
62
Stat. 1111.
62 Stat.
1111.
45
S. C.,
V,
45 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
§363
363 (c).
(c).
Protho.
Prori*o.
Findings
by Social
Social
Findingp by
Security
Board.
Security Board.
State
unable to
efState unable
to effect designated
transfect
designated transfers
of funds.
funds.
fers of

State unable
unable to
use
State
to use
certain funds
adcertain
funds for
for administrative expenses.
ministrative
expenses.
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[54

the
Security Board
Board shall
shall not
not begin
begin to
to withhold
certificafrom certificawithhold from
Social Security
the Social
tion
to the
Secretary of
payment to
to such
such State
State the
the
for payment
the Treasury
Treasury for
of the
the Secretary
tion to
amounts
it pursuant
section 302
302 of
the Social
Social
of the
to section
pursuant to
by it
determined by
amounts determined
Security Act
to certify
certify to
Secretary of
Treasury for
for paypaythe Treasury
of the
to the
the Secretary
and to
Act and
Security
ment
into the
the railroad
unemployment insurance
the amount
amount
account the
insurance account
railroad unemployment
ment into
so withheld
withheld from
from such
such State
July 1
1, 1942,
1942, and
then only
if the
Condition.
the
only if
and then
State until
until July
so
Social
had not
not prior
prior thereto
thereto
State had
such State
that such
Board finds
finds that
Security Board
Social Security
effectively
directed the
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
to
Treasury to
the Secretary
and directed
authorized and
effectively authorized
transfer
such State's
State's account
account in
in the
Unemployment Trust
Trust Fund
Fund
the Unemployment
from such
transfer from
to
insurance account
amounts equal
equal to
to
account amounts
unemployment insurance
railroad unemployment
to the
the railroad
such
'preliminary amount'
amount' and
and 'liquidating
amount' less
less such
such
'liquidating amount'
State's 'preliminary
such State's
parts
if any,
any, as
State may
may have,
have, within
within the
periods set
set
the periods
as the
the State
thereof, if
parts thereof,
forth
provisos contained
the first
first two
two paragraphs
of this
this
paragraphs of
in the
contained in
in the
the provisos
forth in
subsection,
effectively authorized
and directed
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
directed the
authorized and
subsection, effectively
Treasury so
transfer, plus
interest on
on such
such difference,
difference, if
if any,
any, with
with
plus interest
to transfer,
so to
Treasury
respect to
each amount
at 2
1
/
2 per
per centum
centum per
annum from
from the date
per annum
21/2
amount at
to each
respect
the
State's 'preliminary
amount' or
or 'liquidating
case
as the
the case
amount', as
'liquidating amount',
'preliminary amount'
the State's
Determination of may
Determination
respect
may be,
is
determined by
by the
Social Security
Security Board;
Board; and
with
respect
and
with
Social
the
is
determined
be,
amount withheld.
to any
such State
State the
withheld shall equal the State's 'preamount withheld
the amount
to
any such
liminary amount'
amount' and
amount' less
less such
parts thereof,
thereof,
such parts
and 'liquidating
'liquidating amount'
liminary
if
any, as
as the
the State
within the
the periods
in the
the
forth in
set forth
periods set
have, within
may have,
State may
if any,
provisos
contained in
the first
first two
two paragraphs
paragraphs of
this subsection
subsection
of this
in the
provisos contained
effectively
authorized and
the Secretary
of the
to
the Treasury
Treasury to
Secretary of
directed the
and directed
effectively authorized
transfer, plus
plus interest
interest from
from July
July 1,
1, 1939,
at 2
1
/
2 per
centum per
annum
per annum
per centum
21/2
1939, at
transfer,
on so
so much
and 'liquidating
'liquidating amount',
amount', as
amount' and
'preliminary amount'
the 'preliminary
of the
much of
on
the case
as has
so transferred or has not been used as
has not been so
be, as
case may
may be,
the
the measure
measure for
withholding."
for withholding."
the
Approved,
July
1940.
2, 1940.
Approved, July 2,

Withholding certification
cation of
of amounts for
payment
to State,
State, etc.;
etc.;
payment to
date.
49 Stat. 626.
42 U. S.. C. §
502.
§ 602.

[CHAPTER
548]
[CHAPTER 548]
July 8, 1940
[S. 29151
29151]
[S.
[Public,
No. 726]
7261
[Public, No.

Waiver of rentals In

certain
cert:ri
leades.
leases.

oil
oil

and gas

49 Stat. 676.
676.
30 U. S.
S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
30T.
§226.
1226.

Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
of America
America in
of
in the
the case
case of
of lands
lands not
within any
any known
known geologic
geologic
Interior, in
not within
of the
the Interior,
structure
productive oil
field, shall
waive the
the rentals
rentals
structure of
of aa productive
oil or
or gas
gas field,
shall waive
stipulated
and gas
gas leases
leases issued
to section
17 of
of the
the
pursuant to
section 17
issued pursuant
stipulated in
in oil
oil and
Act of February 25, 1920, as amended by the Act of August 21,
1935 (49
(49 Stat. 674),
for the second and third lease years, unless aa
674), for
valuable deposit
deposit of
or gas
be sooner
sooner discovered.
valuable
of oil
oil or
gas be
discovered.
Approved, July
8, 1940.
1940.
July 8,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
549]
[CHAPTER 549]

July 8, 1940
[S. 37801
[S.
3780]
(Public,
7271
[Public, No. 727]

Construction
Construction of
bridge between
between Dauphin Island and Cedar
Cedar
Point, Ala.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

Relating to rentals
rentals in certain oil and gas leases issued under authority
authority of the Act
Act
of February
February 25, 1920,
1920, as amended, and for other purposes.

AN ACT
ACT

agency of the State of Alabama)
Authorizing
Authorizing Alabama
Alabama Bridge
Bridge Commission (an agency
to
construct, maintain,
and causeway
Dauphin
toll bridge
bridge and
causeway between
between Dauphin
to construct,
maintain, and
and operate
operate aatoll
Island
the mainland
mainland at or
or near
Island and the
near Cedar Point, within the State of Alabama.
Alabama.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
assembled, That Alabama
Alabama
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Bridge Commission
Commission (an agency
agency of the State of Alabama),
Alabama), its successors and assigns, be, and they are hereby, authorized
authorized to construct,
construct,
maintain, and operate
a toll bridge and causeway and approaches
maintain,
operate a
approaches
thereto at a
a point suitable to the interests of navigation,
navigation, between
between
Dauphin Island and the mainland at or near Cedar Point, within
the State of Alabama,
Alabama, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

549-551-JULY 8, 1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
76ru
CONG ., 3n
SESS .—CHS .549-551—JULY
76rT CONG.,

743
743

entitled "An Act to regulate the construction of bridges over navi34 Stat. 84.
March 23, 1906, subject to the exemptions
exemptions
gable waters", approved March
33 U. S.
S. C. II
491§§ 4911 of the Act of August 21, 1935 (49 Stat. 670):
section 1
provided in
670) : 498.
in section
provided
U. S. C., Supp. V,
33 U.S.
Bridge
Alabama
the
which
during
period
Provided,
Provided, That when the
during
§503.
Proviso.
P
2rOviso.
to operate and maintain such bridge for 5Operation
Commission is
authorized to
is authorized
Commission
Operation free of
toll,
Numbered 580, General
General and Local Laws of toll.
to Act
Act Numbered
pursuant to
toll, pursuant
completed
Alabama,
approved September
September 22, 1939, has been completed
Alabama, 1939, approved
the
bridge shall
shall be operated
operated free
free of toll.
the bridge
Repeal.
Repeal.
Public Law Numbered
SEc.
Numbered 232.
232, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
2. Public
SEC. 2.
1124.
53 Stat. 1124.
repealed.
is
hereby
26,
1939,
July
approved July
Right reserved.
reserved.
SEc.
repeal this Act is hereby
hereby
to alter, amend, or repeal
The right
right to
3. The
SF.. 3.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, July 8,
8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 550]

ACT
AN ACT

To
the times
commencing and
completing the
bridge
the construction
construction of aabridge
and completing
for commencing
times for
To extend
extend the
across the
the Missouri
River at or near Arrow Rock, Missouri.
Missouri River
across

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate and House
enacted by
Be it
United
in Congress
for
assembled, That the times for
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
States of
United States
construction of aa bridge across
commencing
across the
completing the construction
and completing
commencing and
Missouri
at or
authorized to be
Missouri, authorized
Rock, Missouri,
Arrow Rock,
near Arrow
or near
River, at
Missouri River,
built
by the
the Saint
Louis-Kansas City Short Line Railroad
Railroad Company
Company
Saint Louis-Kansas
built by
extended
heretofore extended
by
of Congress
Congress approved
approved March 2, 1929, heretofore
Act of
by the
the Act
by
Acts of
of Congress
Congress approved
April 15,
15, 1932,
1932, August
30, 1935,
1935, and
August 30,
approved April
by Acts
M
ay 24,
are hereby
extended one and three years,
further extended
hereby further
1937, are
24, 1937,
May
thereof.
respectively, from
date of
approval thereof.
of approval
the date
from the
respectively,
hereby
this Act is hereby
SEC. 2.
2. The
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
alter, amend,
to alter,
right to
The right
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1940.
July 8, 1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 551]

AN ACT
ACT

To
families, and
returning to the United States the remains, families,
of returning
the cost of
defray the
To defray
effects of
officers and
and employees
dying abroad, and for other purposes.
purposes.
employees dying
of officers
effects

July 8,1940
8, 1940
[S.
3807]
s. 3807]
[Public, No. 728]

Missouri River.
River.
Missouri
Time
for
extended for
Time extended
bridging,
at Arrow
Arrow
bridging, at
Rock, Mo.
Mo.
Rock,

45
Stat. 1511;47Stat.
1511; 47 Stat.
45Stat.
82;
Stat. 1070;
1070; 50
50
49 Stat.
82; 49
Stat. 1207.
Stat. 201; 53 Stat.
1207.
Stat.201;

Right reserved.
reserved.
Right

July
July 8, 1940
[S.
38991
[s. 3899]
[Public, No. 7291
729]

the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
House of
and House
by the
enacted by
Be
or
Civilian officers or
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
case any employees
in case
That in
employees of U.
U. S.
S.
in Congress
United States
dying abroad, etc.
dying
in aa
civilian
or employee
of the
United States
States dies
dies (1)
(1) while in
the United
employee of
officer or
civilian officer
travel
away from
official station
United States
States or
the United
in the
station in
his official
from his
status away
travel status
(2) while
duties in
Territory or
possession
or possession
a Territory
in a
official duties
performing official
while performing
(2)
thereto
of the
United States
foreign country
transit thereto
in transit
or in
country or
in aa foreign
or in
States or
the United
of
or
head of
of the
the department,
department, independent
independent establishment,
establishment,
the head
or therefrom,
therefrom, the
agency,
or federally
owned or
hereinafter
corporation, hereinafter
controlled corporation,
or controlled
federally owned
agency, or
called
department, in
the service
of which
officer or
employee
or employee
such officer
which such
service of
in the
called department,
was
hereby authorized,
regulations to
to be
prebe preunder regulations
authorized, under
is hereby
engaged, is
was engaged,
scribed by
by the
except as
provided by
law,
by law,
otherwise provided
as otherwise
and except
President and
the President
scribed
to
from the
in which
which
activity in
the activity
for the
available for
appropriation available
the appropriation
pay from
to pay
he
engaged—
he was
was engagedTransportation
of
Transportation of
(a)
In case
of the
the death
of the
officer or
employee in
etc.
travel remains to home, etc.
in such
such travel
or employee
the officer
death of
case of
(a) In
status in
the United
the case
case of
death of
of the
the officer
officer
the death
of the
in the
or in
States, or
United States,
in the
status
or
performing official
official duties
duties in
posor posTerritory or
in aa Territory
while performing
employee while
or employee
session of
the United
United States
States or
in a
country or
in transit
transit
or in
a foreign
foreign country
or in
of the
session
thereto
or therefrom,
the expenses
expenses of
preparing and
transporting
and transporting
of preparing
therefrom, the
thereto or
the remains
of such
or employee
employee to
to his
his home
home or
or official
station
official station
officer or
such officer
remains of
the
or
as the
the head
department concerned
concerned shall
shall
the department
of the
head of
place as
other place
such other
or such
determine
to be
be the
appropriate place
of interment.
interment.
place of
the appropriate
determine to

744
744

PUBLIC
552—JULY 8,
PUBLIC LAWS--CEIS.
LAWS-CHS. 551,
551, 552-JULY
8, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.
STAT.

of the
the death
death of
the officer
perform(b) In
In case of
of the
officer or
or employee
employee while
while performing
duties in
in a
Territory or
ing official
official duties
a Territory
or possession
possession of
of the
the United
United States
States
or
in a
a foreign
foreign country
transit thereto
thereto or
or therefrom,
therefrom, the
the transor in
country or
or in
in transit
transportation
expenses of
of his
dependents, including
including expenses
portation expenses
his dependents,
expenses incurred
incurred
in
crating, drayage,
of household
effects
in packing,
packing, crating,
drayage, and
and transportation
transportation of
household effects
and other
personal property
to his
his former
former home
home or
or such
such other
place
and
other personal
property to
other place
as
the head
of the
department shall
determine.
as the
head of
the department
shall determine.
Temporary
Temporary absence
absence
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The benefits of section 11 of this Act shall not be
be denied
denied
from
duty.
fr m duty.
in any case on the ground
ground that the deceased was temporarily
temporarily absent
absent
from duty
from
when death
death occurred.
duty when
occurred.
Effectivedate.
Effective
date.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. This Act shall
become effective
sixty days
after its
its
shall become
effective sixty
days after
enactment.
enactment.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 8,
8, 1940.
1940.

Transportation of

Transportation
of
ependents and efddependents
fects
home,
etc.
f<cts to
to home,. et.

[CHAPTER 552]
552]
[CHAPTER
July 8,
1940
8, 1940
IS.
3931]
[S. 3931]
[Public, No. 730]

Parker
project.
Parker Dam
Damproject.
Acquisition of InAcquisition
Indian lands for.
49 Stat. 1039.

stat.

for.

Determination of
aDonetlT
iatopad
t paid too
amount to be
Indians.
Payment by Metropolitan Water District
of
Southern C
alifornia.
ofSouthern
California.

poaitayn

terDtrit-

Deposit of amounts
ueposit
of amounts
due tribes.

25
S. C.
25 U.
I. S.
C. §155.

§155.

Deposit of amounts
am u n ts

duDepoSiteeof
due allottees.

o

T

seofallotteefunds.

Use of all° ttee funds.

Regulations, etc.
etc.
Regulations,

AN ACT

acquisition of
of Indian
For the acquisition
Indian lands
lands for
for the
the Parker
Parker Dam
and Reservoir
Reservoir project,
Dam and
project,
for other
and for
other purposes.
purposes.

Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, i
United
n aid
in
aid of
of
the construction
the
construction of
of the
the Parker
Parker Dam
Dam project,
the Act
project, authorized
authorized by
by the
Act of
of
August
August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1028),
1028), there is hereby granted
granted to
to the
the United
United
States, its successors
successors and assigns, subject to
this Act,
to the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act,
all the right, title,
in and
the tribal
tribal
title, and
and interest of
of the
the Indians
Indians in
and to
to the
lands of
of the
the Fort
n Arizona
Arizona
and allotted lands
Fort Mohave
Mohave Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation i
in
and the Chemehuevi
Chemehuevi Reservation
Reservation in
as may
be designated
designated
in California
California as
may be
by the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
by
the Secretary
S
EC. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
SEC.
Interior shall
shall determine
determine the
the amount
amount
of money to be paid to the Indians
as just
just and
equitable compensation
compensation
Indians as
and equitable
for the rights granted
under section
section 11hereof.
granted under
hereof. Such
Such amount
of money
amount of
money
shall be
be paid to the Secretary
the Interior
Interior by
by the
shall
Secretary of the
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan
District of
Water District
public corporation
of the
the
of Southern
Southern California,
California, aa public
corporation of
State of California, in accordance with the terms
terms of
of the
made
the contract
contract made
and entered
and
entered into
into on
the United
United States
on February
February 10,
10, 1933,
1933, between
between the
States of
of
America,
America, acting through
of the
the Metrothrough the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior,
Interior, and
and the
Metropolitan Water District
District of
of Southern
California. In
Southern California.
In the
tribal
the case
case of
of tribal
lands, the amount due to the appropriate
appropriate tribe shall be
deposited by
by
be deposited
the said Secretary
Secretary in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States, pursuant
to
pursuant to
the
provisions of the Act of May 17, 1926
the provisions
1926 (44
(44 Stat.
amended.
Stat. 560),
560), as
as amended.
The amounts
due individual
amounts due
individual allottees,
allottees, their
heirs, or
devisees shall
shall be
be
their heirs,
or devisees
deposited
Superintendent
deposited by the said Secretary to the credit of the Superintendent
of the Colorado River Indian Agency,
or such other
Agency, or
other officer
officer as
as shall
shall
be designated
designated by the Secretary, for the credit
on the
the books
books of
the said
said
credit on
of the
agency
agency to the accounts
accounts of the individual
individual Indians
Indians concerned.
concerned.
SEC.
3. Funds
Funds deposited
to the
the credit
credit of
SEC. 3.
deposited to
of the
the allottees,
allottees, their heirs,
or devisees may be used, in the discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the InteInterior
rior, for the acquisition
acquisition of other lands and improvements
improvements now
now in
in
Indian ownership,
ownership, or the construction of improvements
improvements for
for the
the
allottees, their heirs, or devisees whose lands and
and improvements
improvements are
are
acquired under the provisions of this Act. Lands so acquired
shall
acquired shall
be
held in
the same
same status
from which
which the funds were derived.
be held
m the
status as
as those
those from
SEC.
The Secretary
of the
hereby authorized
authorized to perS
EC. 4.
4. The
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior is
is hereby
form any
any and
and all acts and to prescribe such regulations
regulations as may
form
may be
deemed appropriate
appropriate to carry out the provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, July 8, 1940.
1940.
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[
CHAPTER 553]
553]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
To authorize
authorize the
Interior to lease certain
certain of the public lands
lands to
to
the
Water District
extraction of
the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Water
District of Southern
Southern California for the extraction
sodium chloride for water-conditioning
water-conditioning purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
pursuant to the provisions of
of the Interior is hereby authorized, pursuant
phosphate,
the Act entitled "An Act to promote the mining
mining of coal,
coal, phosphate,
oil, oil shale, gas, and sodium on the public domain", approved
approved
437), as amended,
February 25, 1920 (41 Stat. 437),
amended, and
and notwithstanding
notwithstanding
any limitations contained therein with respect
respect to the leasing of public
mineral
mineral lands to municipalities, to lease to the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Water
Water
District of Southern
Southern California
California public
public lands
lands containing
containing deposits
deposits
of sodium solely for the extraction
sodium chloride
extraction therefrom
therefrom of sodium
for water-conditioning
water-conditioning purposes:
purposes: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing in
in this
this Act
Act
shall be construed
construed to empower the said
sodium
said district to produce
produce sodium
any other
other valuable
deposit in
in said
for commercial
commercial
chloride or
or any
valuable deposit
said lands
lands for
purposes.
of such
such lands
may be
acquired by
the said
purposes. The
The use
use of
lands may
be acquired
by the
said district
district
either through the filing
permits or
filing and
and issuance
issuance of
of prospecting
prospecting permits
or
leases or through the assignment
assignment to it by
qualified holders
such
by qualified
holders of
of such
permits
or leases.
permits or
leases.
S
EC. 2.
authorized by
by section
section 1
shall be
granted upon
upon
SEC.
2. The leases
leases authorized
1 shall
be granted
the condition that if
if such lands or deposits
used for
purposes
deposits are
are used
for purposes
other than
than as
as authorized
authorized by
upon the
of
other
by this
this Act,
Act, or
or upon
the exhaustion
exhaustion of
sodium chloride
chloride in
lands, the
the permits
permits or
or leases
the deposits
deposits of
of sodium
in such
such lands,
leases
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
may be
be canceled
canceled by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 8,
8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 554]
[CHAPTER
554]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To provide
the leasing
leasing of
of restricted
of deceased
Indians in
certain
in certain
To
provide for
for the
restricted allotments
allotments of
deceased Indians
circumstances,
circumstances, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
by the
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
Congress assembled,
restricted
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assemnbled, That
That restricted
allotments
of deceased
Indians may
except for
for oil
oil and
allotments of
deceased Indians
may be
be leased,
leased, except
and gas
gas
mining
by the
the superintendents
superintendents of
of the
the reservation
mining purposes,
purposes, by
reservation within
within
which
the lands
are located
located (1)
(1) when
the heirs
or devisees
such
which the
lands are
when the
heirs or
devisees of
of such
decedents
not been
been determined
determined and
when the
heirs or
or
decedents have
have not
and (2)
(2) when
the heirs
devisees
of the
the decedents
been determined,
determined, and
and such
lands are
are
decedents have
have been
such lands
devisees of
not
use by
any of
of the
heirs and
and the
have not
not been
been able
able during
not in
in use
by any
the heirs
the heirs
heirs have
during
a
three-months' period
period to
to agree
agree upon
upon a
lease by
by reason
of the
the number
number
a three-months'
a lease
reason of
of the
their absence
from the
the reservation,
reservation, or
of
the heirs,
heirs, their
absence from
or for
for other
other cause,
cause,
under
such rules
rules and
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior may
may
under such
and regulations
of the
the Interior
prescribe. The
proceeds derived
derived from
such leases
shall be
credited to
prescribe.
The proceeds
from such
leases shall
be credited
to
the
accounts of
entitled thereto
thereto in
in
the estates
estates or
or other
other accounts
of the
the individuals
individuals entitled
accordance with
with their
their respective
respective interests.
interests.
accordance
Approved, July
1940.
Approved,
July 8,
8, 1940.

July 8,
8, 1940
1940
July
[H.
[H. R.
R. 6831]
6831]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 731]
7311

Metropolitan
Metropolitan Water
Water
District of
Southern
of Southern
California.
California.
Leasing
Leasing of
of public
public
lands to.
lands
to.
2

30 U.
30
U. S.. C.
C. §§22,
2 , etc.;
etc.;
Supp. V.
Supp.
V.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Restriction
on comcomRestriction on
mercial production
production of
mercial
of
sodium chloride,
sodium
chloride, etc.

Cancelationof
leases,
Cancelationofleases,
etc.
etc.

July
1940
July 8, 1940

[II.
8024]
[H. It.
R. 8024]
[Public, No. 7321

[Public, No. 732]

Leasing
Leasing of restricted
restricted
allotments of
allotments
of deceased
deceased
Indians; exception.
exception.
Indians;
Conditions.
Conditions.

Crediting
Crediting
needs.
reeds.

of
of

propro-
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[CHAPTER 555]
555]
[CHAPTER

July 8, 1940
[H. R. 8499]
[Public, No. 733]

L54
TAT,
L54 S
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Relating
to adoption
minors by
by Indians.
Indians.
adoption of
of minors
Relating to

Be it
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
the Senate
House of
of the
United States
of America
in Congress
That, in
in probate
United
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That,
probate
matters
the exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
of the
the Secretary
the
matters under
under the
jurisdiction of
Secretary of
of the
Interior,
no person
be recognized
recognized as
heir of
of a
adeceased
deceased Indian
Indian
Interior, no
person shall
shall be
as an
an heir
Conditions.
Conditions.
by
an adoptionadoption—
by virtue
virtue of
of an
(1) Unless
Unless such
such adoption
been—
(1)
adoption shall
shall have
have been(a)
or decree
court;
(a) by
by aajudgment
judgment or
decree of
of a
a State
State court;
(b)
an Indian
Indian court;
(b) by
by aajudgment
judgment or
or decree
decree of
of an
court;
(c)
by a
written adoption
adoption approved
approved by
by the
superintendent of
of
(cby
a written
the superintendent
the
agency having
over the
the tribe
which either
either
the agency
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
tribe of
of which
the
adoptive parent
parent is
member, and
and duly
duly
the adopted
adopted child
child or
or the
the adoptive
is a
a member,
recorded
in a
abook
by the
that purpose;
recorded in
book kept
kept by
the superintendent
superintendent for
for that
purpose;
or
or
(d)
an adoption
adoption in
in accordance
accordance with
with a
aprocedure
established
procedure established
(d) by
by an
by
the tribal
tribal authority,
authority, recognized
recognized by
Department of
of the
by the
by the
the Department
the
Interior,
of the
the tribe
tribe either
either of
of the
the adopted
child or
or the
the adoptive
adoptive
Interior, of
adopted child
parent, and
and duly
recorded in
the tribe
that
parent,
duly recorded
in aa book
book kept
kept by
by the
tribe for
for that
purpose; or
or
purpose;
(2)
Unless such
have been
been recognized
by the
(2) Unless
such adoption
adoption shall
shall have
recognized by
the
Department of
Interior prior
date of
of this
or
Department
of the
the Interior
prior to
to the
the effective
effective date
this Act
Act or
in
distribution of
Indian who
who has
has died
died prior
prior to
to
in the
the distribution
of the
the estate
estate of
of an
an Indian
Proviso.
that date: Provided, That an adoption by Indian custom made prior
doption byIndian
Adoption
by Indian that date: Provided,That an adoption by Indian custom made prior
custom.
coIstom.
to the effective
effective date of
of this
this Act may be
valid by
by recordation
recordation
be made
made valid
the adopted
adopted child
child and
the adoptive
with the superintendent
superintendent if
if both
both the
and the
adoptive
parent are still living,
parent
if the
parent requests
that the
living, if
the adoptive
adoptive parent
requests that
the adopadoption
the adopted
child is
is an
an adult
adult and
makes
tion be recorded,
recorded, and
and if
if the
adopted child
and makes
such aa request
or the
the superintendent
superintendent on
on behalf
of a
such
request or
behalf of
a minor
minor child
child
approves of
of the
recordation.
approves
the recordation.
Nonapplieation of
Nonapplication
of
SEC.
2. This Act shall not apply with respect to the distribution
SEC. 2.
Act.
A
of the
the estates
estates of
of Indians
Indians of
of the
Five Civilized
Civilized Tribes
Tribes or
or the
the Osage
Osage
of
the Five
Tribe in the State of Oklahoma, or with respect to
to the distribution
distribution
of
estates of
of Indians
Indians who
who have
have died
to the
the effective
of this
this
of estates
died prior
prior to
effective date
date of
Act.
Act.
Effective
date.
Effective date.
SEC.
effective six
S
EC. 3. This Act shall become
become effective
after the
the date
date
six months
months after
of
its approval.
of its
approval.
Approved, July 8,
Approved,
8, 1940.

Adoption of minors
Adoption
by Indians.
Recognition
Recognition in probate matters.
bate

[CHAPTER 565]
[CHAPTER
565]
July
10, 1940
1940
July 10,
IS.
3972]
s. 3972]
[Public,
No.
734]
[Public, No. 734]

Navajo Indian Reservation, Ariz.
Ariz.
Exchange
Exchange of lands
lands
within.

Issuance of patent.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Sufficiency
Sufficiency of

title.
title,

AN ACT
A('T'
AN

To authorize
authorize exchanges
exchanges of lands within the Navajo Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Arizona.
Arizona.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and Howe
HowRe of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Interior be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized,
authorized, in his discretion, to
exchange tribal lands within the Navajo
Navajo Indian Reservation
Reservation in
in
approximately equal
Arizona for privately owned mineral lands of approximately
equal
value within the boundary
conveyance
boundary of such reservation.
reservation. Upon conveyance
to
the United
United States
in trust for
for the Navajo
Navajo Indians
Indians of the lands
to the
States in
being acquired
acquired by the United States, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior
is authorized
authorized to issue a
a patent
patent in fee covering the lands granted
granted in
exchange:
exchange: Provided,
Provided, That the sufficiency of title to all such lands
acquired by the
the United States
by the
Secretary
the Secretary
approved by
be approved
shall be
States shall
by
aquired
of Approv
the Interior.
Interior. United
the
Approved,
July 10,
10, 1940.
Approved, July
1940.
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54
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 566]
566]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Act entitled "An
To
"An Act granting additional quarantine
quarantine powers and
imposing additional duties upon the Marine
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service",
Service", approved
February
15, 1893,
February 15,
1893, as
as amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
House of
Representatives of
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the fourth
paragraph
2 of the Act entitled
paragraph of section
section 2
entitled "An Act granting additional quarantine
tional
quarantine powers
imposing additional
duties upon
the
powers and
and imposing
additional duties
upon the
Marine
Marine Hospital
Hospital Service", approved February
February 15,
15, 1893,
as amended
1893, as
amended
C., 1934
1934 edition,
sec. 82),
is amended
amended by
by striking
out
(U. S.
S. C.,
edition, title
title 42,
42, sec.
82), is
striking out
the words "adjacent
"adjacent thereto".
thereto".
Approved, July 10,
10, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 567]
567]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To amend the law limiting the operation
certain cases.
cases.
operation of statutes of limitations in certain

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
House of
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
United States
States of America
section 1
1 of
of
the Act
Act entitled "An
the operation
operation of
"An Act to
to limit
limit the
of statutes
statutes of
of limilimitations
May 10,
(48 Stat.
tations in certain
certain cases", approved
approved May
10, 1934
1934 (48
Stat. 772;
772;
U. S. C., title 18, sec. 587),
587), be, and it
it is hereby, amended
amended to
as
to read as
follows:
follows:
"That whenever an indictment
indictment is
is found
found defective
defective or
or insufficient
insufficient
for
the applicable
applicable statute
for any
any cause,
cause, after the period
period prescribed
prescribed by
by the
statute
of
limitations has
indictment may
may be
not
of limitations
has expired,
expired, a
a new
new indictment
be returned
returned not
later
next succeeding
succeeding regular
court,
later than the end
end of the
the next
regular term
term of
of such
such court,
following
the term
which such
such indictment
was found
following the
term at
at which
indictment was
found defective
defective
or
insufficient, during which a
agrand
grand jury
thereof shall
shall be
in session."
session."
or insufficient,
jury thereof
be in
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 10,
10, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 568]
568]

AN ACT
ACT

To
amend the
Revenue Act
To amend
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Revenue
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as
as amended.
amended.

Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Article III
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That Article
III
of
District of
of Columbia
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, as
as
of the
the District
Columbia Revenue
of title
title V
V of
amended
title V
Act of
1939,
amended by
by title
V of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia Revenue
Revenue Act
of 1939,
is
by adding
after section
section 14
14 thereof
is amended
amended by
adding after
thereof the
the following
following new
new
section:
section:
"
SEC. 15.
Credits, securities,
other intangible
intangible personal
personal prop"SEc.
15. Credits,
securities, and
and other
property within
within the
the District
not employed
carrying on
business
erty
District not
employed in
in carrying
on any
any business
therein by
by the
the owner
be deemed
to be
be located
located at
at the
shall be
deemed to
the domicile
domicile
therein
owner shall
of
purposes of
of taxation
taxation under
under this
and, if
held
of the
the owner
owner for
for purposes
this title,
title, and,
if held
in
shall not
be deemed
to be
located in
the District
for purpurnot be
deemed .to
be located
in the
District for
in trust,
trust, shall
poses
because of
of the
poses of
of taxation
taxation under
under this
this title
title solely
solely because
the trustee
trustee being
being
domiciled
District: Provided
Provided further,
That this
shall
this section
section shall
further, That
domiciled in
in the
the District:
not apply
owned by
by alien
alien decedents
and that
nothing
not
apply to
to property
property owned
decedents,; and
that nothing
herein contained
contained shall
the District
of any
any proppropherein
shall affect
affect the
the taxation
taxation by
by the
District of
erty owned
owned by
decedents which,
which, at
at the
the time
of the
the death
death of
such
time of
of such
erty
by alien
alien decedents
decedents, shall
shall be
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
the District
District or
or over
over
decedents,
be under
the jurisdiction
which
the District
control."
has control."
District has
which the
Approved,
10, 1940.
1940.
Approved, July
July 10,

Jnloy
Tuly10,10140
1940
IS.
2111]
1 . 21111
[Public, No. 735]

Consular

bills

of
of

health
required
health not required
vessels.
for certain vessels.
27 Stat. 450.

July 10. 1940
July
[11. R.
R. 4828]
4828]
[H.
[Public, No. 736]
Statutes of limitations.
tions.

Defective
Defective indictment.
ment.
New indictment,
indictment,
New
time limitation.
time

1940
July 10, 1840

[H.
I[. R. 101061
101061
[Public, No. 737]
District of ColumDistrict
Revenue Act of
bia Revenue
1937, amendment.
amendment.
1937,
53
1116.
M sit.
Stlat. 1116.
20 D.
Code,
20
1). C.
(.
Codle.

55 9690-969ao.
Supp. V,§§
96Bo-9aa.

Location
Location of certain
personal
personal

intangible
intangible

property.
property.

If held in trust.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Property owned by
alien decedents.
decedents.
alien
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[CHAPTER .5771
577]
July 11,
11, 1940
1940
July
IS.
J. Res. 283]
283]
[S. J..Res.
[Pub.
lies.,
No. 92]
92]
[Pub. Res., No.

Administrator of
Administrator
Civil
Civil Aeronautics.
Aeronautics.
Col.
Col. Donald
Donald H.
Connolly authorized
authorized
to
to hold office of.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

Authorizing
H. Connolly
to hold
the office
office of
of Administrator
Administrator of
Authorizing Colonel
Colonel Donald
Donald H.
Connolly to
hold the
of
Civil
Department of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics in
in the
the Department

Resolved
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of the
the United
States of
of Amnerica
America in
That notwithstanding
the
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
notwithstanding the

provisions
of section
of the
the Revised
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
10,
provisions of
section 1222
1222 of
Revised Statutes
title 10,
sec.
II. Connolly,
Connolly, being
commissioned officer
sec. 576),
576), Colonel
Colonel Donald
Donald H.
being a
a commissioned
officer
on the
active list,
list, Corps
Corps of
Engineers, United
United States
States Army,
Army, is
is authoron
the active
of Engineers,
authorized to
office of
of Administrator
Administrator of
of Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics in
in the
the
ized
to hold
hold the
the office
Department of
Commerce without
or prejudice
prejudice to
his status
Department
of Commerce
without loss
loss of
of or
to his
status
as
active list
list of
of the
the United
United States
States Army
Army
as aacommissioned
commissioned officer
officer on
on the
the active
and
such civil
office he
he shall
receive in
addition to
his
and if
if appointed
appointed to
to such
civil office
shall receive
in addition
to his
pay
and allowances
allowances as
commissioned officer
officer an
amount equal
equal to
pay and
as such
such commissioned
an amount
to
the
difference between
pay and
allowances as
as such
such commissioned
the difference
between such
such pay
and allowances
commissioned
officer and
prescribed by
by law
law for
such civil
office.
officer
and the
the salary
salary prescribed
for such
civil office.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 579]
579]

July 11,
II, 1940
14140
[S.
J. Res. 222]
S. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 931
93]
[Pub.

Preamble.

60 Stat. 884.
884.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Granting the consent of Congress to the States of Maryland
Granting
Maryland and West
West Virginia
Virginia
Virginia and
and Pennsylvania
District of
and the Commonwealths
Commonwealths of
of Virginia
Pennsylvania and the District
of
signatory bodies, to enter into a
Columbia as signatory
a compact
compact for the creation
creation of aa
Potomac Valley Conservancy
establishment of the Interstate
Potomac
Conservancy District and the establishment
Commission on the Potomac River basin.

Whereas
the State
of Maryland,
chapter 320
320 of
of its
acts of
1939,
Whereas the
State of
Maryland, by
by chapter
its acts
of 1939,
approved
approved May 3,
1939, and
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of Virginia,
by
3, 1939,
and the
Virginia, by
chapter 324 of
its laws
laws of
1940, approved
approved March
29, 1940,
1940, and
chapter
of its
of 1940,
March 29,
and the
the
Board of Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District
of Columbia
Columbia acting
acting purpurDistrict of
suant
suant to Public Resolution
Numbered 74
74 of
of the
Seventy-fifth ConResolution Numbered
the Seventy-fifth
Congress, chapter 891,
891, of the first session, approved August 31,
31, 1937,
by resolution adopted
adopted April
have approved
approved and
and desire
desire to
to
April 16,
16, 1940,
1940, have
enter into aacompact to create
create a
Potomac Valley
Valley Conservancy
Conservancy Disa Potomac
District and to establish an Interstate
Interstate Commission
Commission on the Potomac
Potomac
River Basin, to which
which compact
compact by its terms
terms the State of West
West VirVirCommonwealth of Pennsylvania
to
ginia and the Commonwealth
Pennsylvania are empowered
empowered to
enter, and which compact
terms becomes
becomes effective
effective when
when ratiraticompact by its
its terms
fied by aamajority
majority of the five signatory
signatory bodies thereto, and approved
approved
by tie
the Congress
Congress of the United
and which
compact is
as
United States, and
which compact
is as
follows:
follows:
COMPA CT
COMPACT

Compact for creation of Potomac
Potomac Valley Conservancy District and Interstate
Interstate
Commission on Potomac
River Basin.
Rain.
tonmec liver

Whereas
abatement of existing pollution
Whereas it is recognized
recognized that
that abatement
and the
the control
control of future pollution
pollution of interstate
interstate streams
streams can best
best
be promoted
promoted through aa joint agency
agency representing
representing the several states
located wholly or in part within the area drained by any such
interstate
interstate stream; and
and
Whereas
the Congress
Congress of the United States has given its consent
consent
Whereas the
Maryland and West Virginia,
to the States of Maryland
the Commonwealths
Commonwealths
Virginia, the
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and Virginia,
Virginia, and
and the District of Columbia to
to enter
enter
into aacompact providing
providing for the creation
a conservancy
creation of a
conservancy district
district
to consist of the drainage
drainage basin
basin of the Potomac River
River and the main
and tributary
tributary streams
streams therein, for "the purpose
purpose of regulating, concontrolling,
or otherwise
trolling, preventing,
preventing, or
otherwise rendering
rendering unobjectionable
unobjectionable and
harmless
the pollution
pollution of
waters of
harmless the
of the
the waters
of said Potomac
Potomac drainage
drainage area
by sewage and industrial and other
other wastes";
wastes";
Now therefore the States of Maryland
Maryland and
and West Virginia,
Virginia, the
the
Commonwealths of
of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania and
and Virginia, and the District
District
Commonwealths

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CONG.,
SESS.-CH.
76TH CON
G., 3D SE
SS.-CH .579-JULY
579-JU LY 11,
11, 1940
1940

of Columbia,
designated signatory bodies, do hereby
Columbia, hereinafter
hereinafter designated
hereby
create the Potomac Valley Conservancy
Conservancy District, hereinafter
hereinafter designated the Conservancy
Conservancy District, comprising
comprising all of the area
area drained
drained
by the Potomac River and its tributaries;
tributaries; and
and also,
also, do
hereby
do hereby
create the Interstate Commission on
River Basin,
on the
the Potomac
Potomac River
Basin, herehereinafter
organiinafter designated
designated the Commission,
Commission, under
under the articles
articles of organization as set forth
forth below.
below.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE

The Interstate Commission on the Potomac River
River Basin shall
shall
consist of three members from each
signatory body
and three
three
each signatory
body and
members appointed
appointed by
the Presid
en tof
of th
n ited States.
St at
es . Said
Said
by the
President
thee U
United
Commissioners, other than those
the President,
President, shall
shall
those appointed
appointed by
by the
a manner
be chosen in a
manner and for the terms provided
provided by
by law
of the
the
law of
signatory body from which they
they are appointed
appointed and
and shall
shall serve
serve
without compensation
compensation from the
Commission but
be paid
paid by
the Commission
but shall
shall be
by
the Commission their actual
actual expenses
and incident
to the
the
expenses incurred
incurred and
incident to
performance
of their
performance of
their duties.
duties.
(A) The Commission
(A)
Commission shall
shall meet
meet and
and organize
organize within
thirty
within thirty
days after the effective
effective date of
of this
this compact,
shall elect
elect from
compact, shall
from its
its
number
vice-chairman, shall adopt
number a
a chairman and vice-chairman,
adopt suitable
suitable
by-laws, shall niake,
rules and
and regumake, adopt,
adopt, and
and promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
regulations as are
its management
management and
and control,
control, and
and shall
shall
are necessary
necessary for
for its
adopt a
a seal.
seal.
(B)
(B) The Commission shall appoint
and, at
pleasure, remove
remove
appoint and,
at its
its pleasure,
or
discharge such
and legal,
legal, engineering,
expert
or discharge
such officers
officers and
engineering, clerical,
clerical, expert
and other assistants as may be
the provisions
be required
required to
to early
carry the
provisions
of
into effect,
effect, and
shall determine
determine their
qualifications
of this compact
compact into
and shall
their qualifications
and fix their duties and
compensation. Such
Such personnel
personnel as
and compensation.
as may
may
be employed shall be employed without regard
regard to any
service
any civil
civil service
requirements for employees
or other similar requirements
of any
of the
the signasignaemployees of
any of
tory bodies. The Commission may maintain
one or
more offices
maintain one
or more
offices for
for
transaction of its business and may
the transaction
at any
any time
or place
place
may meet at
time or
within the
the Conservancy
Conservancy District.
District.
the area of the
(C) The Commission shall
shall keep accurate
of all
all receipts
receipts
accurate accounts
accounts of
and disbursements
disbursements and shall make an
annual report
report thereof
an annual
thereof and
and
shall in such report
report set forth
and transforth in
in detail
detail the
the operations
operations and
transactions
conducted by it
actions conducted
it pursuant
pursuant to
compact. The
The Commisto this
this compact.
Commishowever, shall
sion, however,
any obligations
for administrative
shall not
not incur
incur any
obligations for
administrative
or other expenses prior
to the
making of
appropriations adequate
adequate
prior to
the making
of appropriations
to
the same
same nor
nor shall
shall it
in any
any way
pledge the
the credit
any
to meet the
it in
way pledge
credit of
of any
of
signatory bodies.
Each of
the signatory
bodies reserves
reserves
of the signatory
bodies. Each
of the
signatory bodies
the
right to
at any
time an
an examination
examination and
the
the right
to make
make at
any time
and audit
audit of
of the
accounts
accounts of
of the
the Commission.
Commission.
(D) A
(D)
A quorum of the Commission
Commission shall, for the
the transaction
transaction
exercise of
powers, or
or the
performance of
of any
any
of business,
business, the
the exercise
of any
any powers,
the performance
duties,
consist of
at least
least a
a majority
of the
the members
of the
the ComComduties, consist
of at
majority of
members of
mission; provided, however,
however, that
no action
of the
Commission
that no
action of
the Commission
relating
relating to policy shall be binding
one of
of the
the signatory
signatory
binding on any
any one
two of the
bodies unless at least two
Commissioners from
such signasignathe Commissioners
from such
tory
body shall
shall vote
in favor
favor thereof.
thereof.
tory body
vote in
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
II

The
Commission shall
shall have
have the
power and
shall be:
be:
The Commission
the power
and its
its duties
duties shall
(A)
To coordinate,
tabulate, and
technical and
and other
other
(A) To
coordinate, tabulate,
and summarize
summarize technical
data now
now available,
available, or
as shall
become available
in the
future from
from
data
or as
shall become
available in
the future
any source, on the
any
of the
the streams
of the
the Conservancy
Conservancy
the pollution
pollution of
streams of
District
and on
on the
character and
such streams,
streams, and
and
District and
the character
and conditions
conditions of
of such
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749
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1 STAT.

to prepare reports thereon annually and at such
other times
as
times as
prepare reports thereon annually and at such other
to
may
be
deemed
advisable
by
the
Commission.
Commission.
the
by
may be deemed advisable
(B) To
existing information
and data,
data, and
and to
to secure
secure
information and
supplement existing
To supplement
(B)
new
data
by
such
investigations,
analyses,
or
other
means
as
may
may
as
means
other
or
new data by such investigations, analyses,
be
necessary to
on the
the character
character and
and
information on
adequate information
secure adequate
to secure
be necessary
condition of
the streams
of the
Conservancy District
District as
as they
they now
now
the Conservancy
streams of
of the
condition
exist
may be
be affected
affected by
by the
future discharge
discharge of
and
sewage and
of sewage
the future
or may
exist or
industrial
and
other
wastes
into
the
said
stream.
stream.
said
the
into
industrial and other wastes
(C)
To cooperate
with the
and administrative
administrative agenagenlegislative and
the legislative
cooperate with
(C) To
cies
of
the
signatory
bodies,
or
the
equivalent
thereof,
and
with
with
and
thereof,
equivalent
the
or
cies of the signatory bodies,
other interested
interested commissions
the
organizations for the
similar organizations
and similar
commissions and
other
purpose
laws, rules
or regulations
the
for the
regulations for
rules or
uniform laws,
promoting uniform
of promoting
purpose of
abatement
pollution of
streams in
in the
the said
said ConConof streams
of pollution
control of
and control
abatement and
servancy
District.
servancy District.
(D) To
To disseminate
to the
the public
information on
on the
the aims and
public information
disseminate to
(D)
uneconomical
and uneconomical
purposes
and on
on the
harmful and
the harmful
Commission and
the Commission
of the
purposes of
results of
stream pollution,
through the
the issuance
of bulletins,
bulletins,
issuance of
pollution, through
of stream
results
circulars,
correspondence, literature
literature and reports.
reports.
circulars, correspondence,
(E)
To cooperate
cooperate with
organizations engaged
engaged in
in factother organizations
with other
(E) To
finding
activities on the treatment
treatment of sewage
sewage and
and
research activities
and research
finding and
industrial
if deemed advisable, to
and if
wastes, and
other wastes,
or other
wastes or
industrial wastes
institute
research and
fact-finding activities.
and fact-finding
such research
conduct such
and conduct
institute and
(F) To
and, if
from time
time to
time, revise
and to
revise and
to time,
needful from
if needful
make and,
To make
(F)
recommend
to the
signatory bodies,
bodies, reasonable,
minimum standards
standards
reasonable, minimum
the signatory
recommend to
for the
treatment of
sewage and
and industrial
industrial or other wastes now
of sewage
the treatment
for
discharged
or to
the
discharged in the future to the streams of the
to be discharged
discharged or
Conservancy
District, and
and also,
cleanliness of the
the various
various
also, for cleanliness
Conservancy District,
streams in
in the
Conservancy District.
the Conservancy
streams

ARTICLE
ARTICLE
Post,
1037.
p. 1037.
Pot,p.

III
III

finance the Commission in the adminThe moneys
moneys necessary
necessary to finance
The
istration
of
its
business
in
the
Conservancy District shall be
the Conservancy
in
business
its
of
istration
provided through
through appropriations
appropriations from the signatory
signatory bodies and
provided
by the laws of the
the
United
States,
in
the
manner
prescribed
prescribed
manner
the
in
the United States,
several signatory
signatory bodies
United States, and in amounts
of the United
and of
bodies and
several
as follows:
follows:
The
pro rata
rata contribution
contribution shall
shall be based
based on such factors as
The pro
population,
the amount
amount of
industrial and domestic
domestic pollution; and aa
of industrial
population, the
determined from time to time by the
flat
service charge,
shall be determined
charge, as shall
flat service
Commission,
however, to the approval,
approval, ratification
ratification and
subject, however,
Commission, subject,
appropriation of
of such
such contribution
contribution by the several
several signatory bodies.
appropriation
And, further
further provided,
that the total of such sums
sums from signatory
signatory
provided, that
And.
bodies shall
$30,000 per annum.
a total
total of $30,000
exceed a
not exceed
shall not
bodies
ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE

compact, the signatory
Pursuant to
purposes of this compact,
signatory
the aims and purposes
to the
Pursuant
bodies
agree:
mutually agree:
bodies mutually
1. Faithful
Faithful cooperation
cooperation in the abatement
abatement of existing
existing pollution
pollution
1.
and
pollution in the streams
streams of the
prevention of future pollution
and the prevention
Conservancy
District.
Conservancy District.
adequate and, in so far as is practicable,
2. The
enactment of
practicable,
of adequate
The enactment
2.
uniform
abatement and control of such
such
legislation for the abatement
uniform legislation
pollution.
appropriation of biennial sums on the proportionate
3. The appropriation
basis as set forth in Article
Article III.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE V

This compact shall become
become effective
effective immediately
immediately after it
it shall
have been ratified by the majority
majority of the legislatures of the States
States
of Maryland
Maryland and West Virginia,
Virginia, the
Commonwealths of
Pennsylthe Commonwealths
of Pennsylvania and Virginia, and by the Commissioners
District of
Commissioners of the
the District
United States;
Columbia, and approved
approved by the Congress of the
the United
States;
provided,
however, that this compact shall not
provided, however,
not be effective
effective as to
any signatory
any
ratified thereby.
signatory body until ratified
thereby.
ARTICLE VI
VI

signatory body
year's
Any signatory
body may by legislative
legislative act, after one year's
notice to
to the
the Commission,
Commission, withdraw
withdraw from
from this
compact. Now,
this compact.
therefore, be
therefore,
be it
it
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the consent of Conand West
West Virginia
Virginia
gress is
is hereby
hereby given
given to the
the States
States of
of Maryland
Maryland and
and
the Commonwealths
of Virginia
and Pennsylvania
the
and the
Commonwealths of
Virginia and
Pennsylvania and
and the
compact hereinbefore
hereinbefore recited,
recited,
District of
of Columbia to enter into the
the compact
and
article thereof:
thereof: Provided,
Provided, That nothand to
to each and every
every part
part and
and article
ing
compact shall be construed
construed as impairing
ing contained
contained in
in such compact
impairing or in
in
any
manner affecting
right or
jurisdiction of
of the United
United States
States
any manner
affecting any
any right
or jurisdiction
in and
and over
the region
region which
which forms
forms the
the subject
subject of
of this
this compact.
compact.
in
over the
S
RC. 2. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this joint resolution
resolution is
SEC.
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
hereby
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
Approved,

Consent of Congress.
Congress.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Right orjurisdiction
Rightorjurisdiction
of U.
U. S.

Right reserved.
reserved.
Right

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 580]
580]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
authorize the
the payment
of compensation
to recess
appointees in
in certain
cases.
certain cases.
recess appointees
compensation to
payment of
To

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
and House
House of Representatives
the Senate and
enacted by
Be
assembled, That section 1761
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
States of
United
of the
the Revised
Statutes be,
be, and
and it
it is
hereby, amended
amended to read as
is hereby,
Revised Statutes
of
follows:
"SEc. 1761.
1761. No
No money
paid from
the Treasury,
Treasury, as
as salary,
salary,
from the
shall be
be paid
money shall
"SEC.
to fill a
the
Senate,
recess
of
the
during
appointed
person
to
any
to
vacancy
any person
i
n any existing
appointed
office,
during
if the
the
vacancy
recess existed
of the while
Senate,
thetoSenate
fill a
vacancy in any existing office, if the vacancy existed while the Senate
was
in
session
and
was
by
law
required
to
be
filled
by
and
with
the
the
by
and
with
to
be
filled
was in session and was by law required
advice
consent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, until
until such
appointee has
been conconhas been
such appointee
advice and
and consent
firmed by
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
shall not
not apply
apply
section shall
Senate. The
by the
the Senate.
firmed
(a)
within thirty
prior to
the termination
termination
to the
thirty days
days prior
arose within
vacancy arose
(a) if
if the
the vacancy
of the
session of
the Senate;
(b) if,
if, at
at the
time of
of the
the termination
termination
the time
or (b)
Senate; or
of the
of
the session
of
the session
session of
nomination for
for such
such office,
other than
than
office, other
the Senate,
Senate, aanomination
of the
of the
the nomination
of a
aperson
person appointed
the preceding
preceding recess
recess of
of
during the
appointed during
nomination of
the
the Senate,
pending before
before the
the Senate
advice and
and consent;
consent;
its advice
Senate for
for its
was pending
the
Senate, was
or
(c) if
nomination for
for such
such office
office was
was rejected
by the
the Senate
Senate within
within
rejected by
if a
a nomination
or (c)
thirty
prior to
the termination
termination of
of the
the session
session and
and aaperson
person other
other
to the
days prior
thirty days
than
the one
was rejected
rejected thereafter
thereafter receives
recess
a recess
receives a
nomination was
whose nomination
one whose
than the
commission: Provided,
Provided, That
fill such
vacancy under
under
such vacancy
to fill
nomination to
a nomination
That a
commission:
(a), (b),
(b), or
(c) hereof,
be submitted
to the
not later
later
Senate not
the Senate
submitted to
shall be
hereof, shall
or (c)
(a),
than
days after
after the
of the
the next
next succeeding
succeeding
the commencement
commencement of
forty days
than forty
session of
of the
the Senate."
Senate."
Approved, July
11, 1940.
1940.
July 11,
Approved,

11, 1940
July 11,
27731
[S. 2773]
[Public, No. 738]
7381
[Public,
R. 8.
S. §
§ 1761,
1761, amendment.
ment.
C. §
§56.
U. S. C.

Compensation
for
for
Compensation
recess appointees,
appointees, restriction.
striction.

restrlction
When restriction
not applicable.
applicable.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Submittal of nomination to Senate.
Senate.
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[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

[CHAPTER 5811
[CHAPTER
581]
July
July 11, 1940
[S. 3617]

[S. 3617]
[Public, No. 739]
7391
Ohio River Valley
Valley
Ohio
Water Sanitation
Compact.
Compnct.
Consent of
Consent
of Congress
Congress
given to.

49
1490.
46 Stat. 1490.

ACT
AN ACT
Granting
Granting the consent
consent and
approval of
an interstate
relating
and approval
of Congress
Congress to
to an
interstate compact
compact relating
of pollution
the Ohio
drainage basin.
basin.
to control and
and reduction
reduction of
pollution in
in the
Ohio River
River drainage

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
the consent
consent
United States
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
and approval
Congress is
hereby given
an interstate
compact
and
approval of
of Congress
is hereby
given to
to an
interstate compact
relating to
and reduction
of the
streams
relating
to the
the control
control and
reduction of
the pollution
pollution of
of the
the streams
of the
the Ohio
River drainage
drainage basin
negotiated and
into or
or to
to be
be
of
Ohio River
basin negotiated
and entered
entered into
entered into under
of Public
Public Resolution
104,
under authority
authority of
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 104,
Seventy-fourth Congress,
Congress, approved
8, 1936,
1936, and
and now
now ratified
ratified by
by
Seventy-fourth
approved June
June 8,
the
States of
New York,
Kentucky, and
and Indiana,
by the
the
the States
of New
York, Illinois,
Illinois, Kentucky,
Indiana, and
and by
State
Ohio (whose
ratification is
to go
go into
into effect
effect at
at the
the time
at
State of
of Ohio
(whose ratification
is to
time at
which
of New
West Virginia
which the
the States
States of
New York,
York, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
and West
Virginia
enter into
compact as
as parties
parties and
and signatory
signatory States),
also by
by the
the
into said
said compact
States), also
Virginia (whose
to go
go into
effect at
at the
the
State of
of West Virginia
(whose ratification
ratification is
is to
into effect
time
time at
States of
of New
New York,
Virginia, and
and PennsylPennsylat which the
the States
York, Ohio,
Ohio, Virginia,
vania enter into said
compact as
as parties
and signatory
signatory States),
States), which
said compact
parties and
which
compact
reads as
as follows:
compact reads
follows:
ECTION 1.1.—
"SECTION

"OHIO
"OHIO RIVER
RIVER VALLEY
VALLEY WATER
SANITATION COMPACT
COMPACT
WATER SANITATION
"13Erwmx THE
THE STATES
STATES OF
LISNOIS, INDIANA,
INDIANA, KENTUCKY,
KENTUCKY, NEW
NEW YORK,
"BETWEEN
OF I
ILINOI,
YORK,

OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA,
OM°,
AND W
EST VIRGINIA
PENNSYLVANIA, TENNESSEE,
TENNESSEE, AND
WEST
VIRGINIA
authority granted
an Act
"Pursuant to authority
granted by an
the 74th
Congress of
of the
the
Act of
of the
74th Congress
United
Public Resolution
Resolution 104,
104, approved
approved June
June 8,
8, 1936,
1936, conconUnited States
States, Public
ferences
ferences of delegates
delegates appointed
appointed to draft
draft the compact
compact were
were held
held at
at
Cincinnati,
on Nov.
Cincinnati, Ohio, on
Jan. 17,
1938;
Nov. 20,
20, 1936;
1936; Jan.
17, 1938;
1938; May 24,
24, 1938;
June 13, 1938;
June
October 11,
11, 1938.
1938; October
1938.
"Whereas,
"'Whereas,i aasubstantial
of the
territory of
of each
each of
ofthe
th e signasi
gna substantial part
part of
the territory
the drainage
tory states isssituated
situated within the
drainage basin
the Ohio
Ohio River;
River;
basin of
of the
and
and
"Whereas, the rapid increase
"Whereas,
increase in the
the population
population of
metroof the
the various
various metropolitan areas situated
situated within the
Ohio drainage
drainage basin,
basin, and
the growth
the Ohio
and the
growth
in industrial
industrial activity
activity within
area, have
in recent
recent y
ears
within that
that area,
have resulted
resulted in
years
in an increasingly
increasingly serious
pollutionn o
offthe waters
serious pollutio
waters and streams
streams within
within
the said drainage basin,
basin constituting
to the
the he
alth,
constituting a
a grave
grave menace
menace to
health,
welfare,
recreational
welfare, and recreat
ional facilities
facilities of the people living
living in
in such
such basin,
basin,
Occasioning great
and occasioning
economic loss;
loss;iand
and
great economic
"Whereas,
the control
of future
polluti on and
an d th
ab
atement of
"Whereas the
control of
future pollution
thee abatement
of
existing pollution
pollution in the waters of said basin
existing
basin are of prime importance
importance
to the people thereof,
thereof, and
and can
can best
be accomplished
accomplished through
the coopcoopbest be
through the
eration of the States situated therein, by and through
through a
a joint or
or
agency;
common agency;
"Now,
"Now, Therefore,
Therefore, The States of Illinois, Indiana,
Indiana, Kentucky,
Kentucky, New
New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Tennessee, and West
Virginia do
do hereby
hereby
West Virginia
covenant and agree
agree as
follows:
as follows:

'"A4TICLE
I
"ARTICLE I

"Each of the signatory States pledges
"Each
pledges to each of the
the other
other signasignatory States faithful cooperation
cooperation in the
the control of future
future pollution
pollution
in and abatement of existing pollution
in
pollution from
from the rivers, streams, and
and
waters in the Ohio River basin which flow through,
waters
through, into or border
border
upon
upon any of such signatory
signatory States,
States, and in order
order to effect such
such object,
agrees to
any necessary
necessary legislation to enable
agrees
to enact
enact any
enable each
each such State
to place and maintain the
waters of
of said
said basin
bas i
n in
i
n a
a sa
tisfactory
the waters
satisfactory
sanitary condition,
sanitary
condition, available
available for safe
safe and satisfactory
satisfactory use as public
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and industrial water supplies after
after reasonable
reasonable treatment, suitable
for recreational
usage capable
recreational usage,
capable of maintaining
maintaining fish and
and other aquatic
life, free from unsightly or malodorous
malodorous nuisances
nuisances due to floating
floating
solids or sludge deposits, and adaptable
adaptable to such other uses as may
be
legitimate.
be legitimate.
"Attricnn
ARTICLE II
II

"The signatory States hereby create
create aa district
district to be known
known as the
'Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation District,'
District,' hereinafter
hereinafter called
called
the District, which shall embrace all territory
territory within
within the
the signatory
States,
States, the
the water
water in which flows ultimately into the Ohio River, or
its tributaries.
its
tributaries.
"ARTICLE m
"ARTICLE
m
"The signatory
hereby create
create the 'Ohio
'Ohio River Valley Water
Water
States hereby
signatory States
"The
Commission, which
which
Sanitation Commission,'
hereinafter called the
the Commission,
Sanitation
Commission,' hereinafter
a body corporate, with the powers
powers and duties set forth
shall be a
herein,
powers as may be conferred
conferred upon
upon it
it by
additional powers
herein, and such additional
subsequent action,
the respective
respective legislatures
of the
the signatory
signatory
legislatures of
of the
action of
subsequent
of the United
States
act or
or acts
Congress of
United States.
of the
the Congress
acts of
by act
or by
States or
"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE IV
Iv

each
"The
shall consist
three commissioners
commissioners from each
of three
consist of
Commission shall
"The Commission
State,
citizen of the State from
from which he is
be aacitizen
shall be
whom shall
each of
of whom
State, each
appointed,
and three
representing the
United States
the United
commissioners representing
three commissioners
appointed, and
Government. The
The commissioners
commissioners from
from each
each State
shall be chosen
chosen
State shall
Government.
for the terms provided
in the
manner and
provided by the laws of the States
and for
in
the manner
from
shall be
appointed, and
be
commissioner may be
any commissioner
and any
be appointed,
they shall
which they
from which
as provided
removed or
office as
provided by the law
law of the State
from office
suspended from
or suspended
removed
from
he shall
shall be
appointed. The
commissioners representing
representing
The commissioners
be appointed.
which he
from which
the United
United States
by the
President of
of the
the United
United
the President
appointed by
be appointed
shall be
States shall
the
States, or
or in
in such
such other
may be
be provided
Congress.
provided by Congress.
as may
manner as
other manner
States,
The
shall serve
serve without
shall be
be
but shall
compensation, but
without compensation,
commissioners shall
The commissioners
paid their
their actual
expenses incurred
in and
and incident
to the
the performance
performance
incident to
incurred in
actual expenses
paid
of their
their duties;
duties; but
but nothing
the appointment
appointment
prevent the
shall prevent
herein shall
nothing herein
of
of an
an officer
of any
of the
the United
United States
States
or of
State or
any State
employee of
or employee
officer or
of
Government.
Government.
"ARTICLE
"ARTICTE V
V

"The Commission
from its
its number
and vicevicechairman and
number aachairman
elect from
shall elect
Commission shall
"The
chairman, and
and shall
and at
at its
its pleasure
discharge,
remove or discharge,
pleasure remove
appoint, and
shall appoint,
chairman,
such
and legal,
legal, clerical,
clerical, expert
expert and
other assistants
may be
assistants as may
and other
officers and
such officers
required to
of this
this compact
effect, and shall
into effect,
compact into
provisions of
the provisions
carry the
to carry
required
fix and
determine their
their duties,
qualifications and
and compensation.
compensation. It
It
duties, qualifications
and determine
fix
shall adopt
shall adopt
adopt and
and promulpromuland shall
by-laws, and
suitable by-laws,
and suitable
seal and
adopt aaseal
shall
gate rules
regulations for
management and
control. It
It may
may
and control.
its management
for its
and regulations
rules and
gate
establish and
maintain one
more offices
offices within
within the
for the
District for
the District
or more
one or
and maintain
establish
transaction of
its business,
and may
meet at
any time
time or
or place.
place. One
One
at any
may meet
business, and
of its
transaction
or
commissioners from
majority of
member States
shall
States shall
the member
of the
from aamajority
or more
more commissioners
constitute aaquorum
the transaction
of business.
business.
transaction of
for the
quorum for
constitute
"The Commission
submit to
to the
Governor of
of each
each State,
State, at
at
the Governor
shall submit
Commission shall
"The
such time
may request,
request, a
estimated expenditures
expenditures
of its
its estimated
a budget
budget of
he may
as he
time as
such
for
period as
laws of
of such
such State
State for
for
the laws
by the
required by
be required
may be
as may
such period
for such
presentation to
to the
the legislature
thereof.
legislature thereof.
presentation
"The
Commission shall
shall keep
keep accurate
accurate books
of account,
in
showin in
account, showing
books of
"The Commission
full its
its receipts
disbursements, and
said books
books of
of account
account shall
shall be
be
and said
and disbursements,
receipts and
full
open
at any
reasonable time
time to
to the
of such
representatives
such representatives
inspection of
the inspection
any reasonable
open at
of
respective signatory
signatory States
States as
constituted for
for
be duly
duly constituted
as may
may be
the respective
of the
that
purpose.
that purpose.
193470 °
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"On or before
before the first
of each
each year,
year, the
the ComCom"On
first day
day of
of December
December of
respective governors
of the
signatory
mission shall submit to
to the
the respective
governors of
the signatory
States a
report of its activities
the preceding
preceding
a full and complete report
activities for
for the
year.
"The Commission shall
shall not incur any obligations of any
kind prior
prior
any kind
making of
appropriations adequate
to meet
meet the
the same;
nor shall
shall
to the making
of appropriations
adequate to
same; nor
Commission pledge
of the
signatory States,
States,
the Commission
pledge the
the credit
credit of
of any
any of
the signatory
except by and with the
authority of the
the legislature
thereof.
except
the authority
legislature thereof.
"ARTICLE
VI
"4ARTICLE VI

"It is recognized
recognized by the signatory States that no
"It
standard
no single standard
for the treatment of sewage or
wastes is
is applicable
in all
or industrial
industrial wastes
applicable in
all
parts of the District due to such variable
factors as size, flow, locavariable factors
tion, character,
self-purification, and usage of waters
character, self-purification,
waters within the DisDisguiding principle
trict. The guiding
principle of this compact
compact shall be that pollution
pollution
by sewage or industrial
industrial wastes originating within aa signatory
State
signatory State
shall not injuriously
injuriously affect the various uses of the interstate
interstate waters
waters
as hereinbefore
defined.
hereinbefore defined.
"All sewage
municipalities or other
sewage from municipalities
other political subdivisions,
subdivisions,
public or private institutions, or corporations
or percorporations, 1 discharged
discharged or
permitted to flow into these portions of the Ohio River and its tributary
waters which
which form boundaries
two or
or
boundaries between,
between, or are contiguous to,
to, two
more signatory States, or which flow
flow from one signatory State
into
State into
another signatory
time reasonable
signatory State, shall be
be so treated, within
within aatime
reasonable
for the construction
construction of the necessary
necessary works,
works, as to provide for substantially complete removal of settleable
settleable solids,
the removal
removal of
of
solids, and
and the
not less than forty-five per cent
cent (45%)
suspended solids;
solids;
(45%) of the total suspended
provided that, in order to protect
protect the public health or to
preserve
to preserve
the waters for other legitimate purposes,
purposes, including
specified in
including those specified
in
Article I, in specific instances
higher degree
degree of
of treatment
treatment shall
shall
instances such higher
be used as may be determined
determined to be necessary
necessary by the Commission
Commission
after investigation,
investigation, due notice and hearing.
hearing.
"All industrial wastes discharged or
permitted to
to flow
flow into
the
or permitted
into the
aforesaid
aforesaid waters
waters shall be modified or treated,
treated, within aatime reasonable
reasonable
for the construction
necessary works, in
construction of the necessary
order to protect
the
in order
protect the
public health or to preserve
preserve the waters
waters for
legitimate purposes,
purposes,
for other legitimate
Including
including those specified in Article
Article I, to such degree as may be
be
determined
necessary by the Commission
determined to be necessary
Commission after investigation,
investigation, due
due
notice and hearing.
hearing?
"All
sewage or
wastes discharged
discharged or
permitted to
to flow
flow
"All sewage
or industrial
industrial wastes
or permitted
into
into tributaries
tributaries of the aforesaid
aforesaid waters
waters situated
situated wholly
wholly within
within one
one
State shall be treated
treated to that extent, if any,
State
any., which may be necessary
necessary
to maintain such waters
sanitary and satisfactory
waters in aa sanitary
satisfactory condition
condition at
at
least equal to the condition of the waters
least
waters of the interstate
interstate stream
stream
immediately
immediately above the confluence.
confluence.
"The Commission is hereby authorized
"The
authorized to adopt, prescribe
prescribe and
and
promulgate
regulations and
promulgate rules, regulations
and standards
standards for administering
administering and
and
enforcing the provisions of this article.
enforcing
;"ARTICLE VII
"ARTICLE
VII

"Nothing in this compact
compact shall be construed
construed to limit the
powers
the powers
of any signatory State, or to repeal
repeal or prevent the enactment
enactment of
of
any legislation
enforcement of any requirement
legislation or the enforcement
requirement by any
any signatory
tory State,
State, imposing
imposing additional
additional conditions and restrictions
restrictions to further
further
lessen
lessen or
or prevent
prevent the pollution
pollution of waters
waters within its jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
"ARTICLE
" ARTICLEVIII
vmI

"The
a survey of the territory
"The Commission
Commission shall conduct
conduct a
territory included
included
within
the District,
within the
District, shall study the
the pollution problems
problems of the
the District,
District,
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and shall make aa comprehensive
prevention or reduccomprehensive report for the prevention
tion of stream pollution therein. In
In preparing such report,
report, the
Commission shall confer with any national
national or regional
regional planning
planning
established, and
body which may be established,
department of
of the
the Federal
and any
any department
Federal
Government authorized to deal with matters
matters relating
relating to the pollution
Government
The Commission
problems of the District. The
Commission shall
shall draft and recommend to the governors
signatory States
governors of the various signatory
States uniform
uniform legislegisrivers, streams
lation dealing with the pollution of rivers,
streams and waters and
other
pollution problems
problems within
The Commission
Commission shall
shall
other pollution
within the
the District.
District. The
consult with and advise the various States, communities,
communities, municipalities, corporations,
corporations, persons, or other
other entities with
regard to particular
with regard
particular
problems connected
connected with
the pollution
pollution of
of waters,
with
problems
with the
waters, particularly
particularly with
regard
construction of
the disposal
disposal of
of sewage,
sewage, indusindusregard to
to the construction
of plants
plants for
for the
trial
shall, more
more than
than one
one month
month
trial and other
other waste.
waste. The
The Commission
Commission shall,
prior
legislature of
State which
which is
prior to any
any regular meeting of the
the legislature
of any State
is
present to
the governor
governor of
State its
its recommendarecommendaaaparty
party thereto,
thereto, present
to the
of the
the State
tions
legislature in furtherfurthertions relating
relating to enactments
enactments to be made
made by
by any
any legislature
ing
intents and
and purposes
purposes of
compact.
ing the
the intents
of this
this compact.
""ARTICLE
ARTICLE IX
IX

"The Commission
Commission may
may from
from time
time to
to time,
time, after
investigation and
and
after investigation
"The
after
issue an
orders upon
upon any
municipality, corcoran order
order or
or orders
any municipality,
after aahearing,
hearing, issue
poration, person,
sewage or industrial
industrial
other entity
entity discharging
discharging sewage
poration,
person, or other
waste into
into the
or any
any other
other river,
river, stream
stream or
or water, any
River or
waste
the Ohio
Ohio River
part of
of which
which constitutes
constitutes any
any part
boundary line between
between any
any
part of
of the boundary
part
two or
signatory States,
into any
any stream
any part
part of
of
States, or
or into
stream any
two
or more
more of
of the
the signatory
which flows
from any
portion of
of one
signatory State
State through any
any portion
one signatory
which
flows from
another signatory
signatory State. Any such order or orders may
portion of another
prescribe the
the date
on or
before which
discharge shall
shall be wholly
or before
which such discharge
date on
prescribe
or partially
partially discontinued,
discontinued, modified
or treated
treated or otherwise
otherwise disposed
disposed
modified or
or
notice of the time and
of. The
Commission shall give
reasonable notice
give reasonable
The Commission
of.
entity
place
of the
hearing to
municipality,corporation
corporation or other entity
the hearing
to the
the municipality
place of
against
which such
such order
is proposed.
proposed. No
No such
order shall
shall go
go into
into
such order
order is
against which
of
effect
and until
until it
it receives
assent of at least a
majority of
a majority
the assent
receives the
unless and
effect unless
the commissioners
commissioners from
from each
each of
of not
majority of
of the
signathe signaa majority
not less
less than
than a
the
tory States;
municipality, corporation,
corporation,
no such
such order upon aa municipality,
States; and
and no
tory
person
or entity
any State
State shall
go into
unless and
and until
until it
it
into effect
effect unless
shall go
entity in
in any
person or
receives
the assent
assent of
of not
of the commissioners
commissioners
majority of
not less
less than
than aa majority
receives the
from
from such
such state.
state.
"It shall
shall be
of the
or
person or
corporation, person
municipality, corporation,
duty of
the municipality,
be the
the duty
"It
other entity
with any
order issued
against it
it or him
issued against
any such order
to comply
comply with
other
entity to
by the
the Commission,
and any
any court
court of
of general
jurisdiction or
or any
any
general jurisdiction
Commission, and
by
United States
States district
district court
States shall
shall have
have
the signatory
signatory States
in any
any of
of the
court in
United
the jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, by
by mandamus,
injunction, specific
performance or
or
specific performance
mandamus, injunction,
the
other form
form of
of remedy,
remedy, to
to enforce
enforce any
any such
such order
municiany municiagainst any
order against
other
pality, corporation
corporation or
entity domiciled
or located
within such
located within
domiciled or
other entity
or other
pality,
State
or whose
whose discharge
of the
the waste
place within
adjoining
within or adjoining
takes place
waste takes
discharge of
State or
such State,
State, or
or against
department or subdivision of
any employe,
employe, department
against any
such
such
person or
or other
other entity;
entity; provided,
provided,
corporation, person
such municipality,
municipality, corporation,
however,
such court
court may
review the
order and
affirm, reverse
reverse or
or
and affirm,
the order
may review
however, such
modify
of the
customarily applicable
applicable in
grounds customarily
the grounds
upon any
any of
the same
same upon
modify the
proceedings
review of
administrative decisions.
decisions. The Comof administrative
court review
for court
proceedings for
mission
or, at
at its
request, the
other law
enforcing
law enforcing
or other
General or
the Attorney:
Attorney General
its request,
mission or,
official,
shall have
to institute
in such
such court
court any
any action
action for
for the
the
institute in
power to
have power
official, shall
enforcement
such order.
order.
of such
enforcement of
"ARTICLE X
"ARTICLE

"The signatory
signatory States
appropriate for
the salaries,
office
salaries, office
for the
to appropriate
agree to
States agree
"The
and
other administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, their
proper proportion
the
of the
proportion of
their proper
and other
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[54 STAT.
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[54

annual budget
budget as determined
Commission and
and approved
approved by
determined by the Commission
by
the
Governors of
States, one-half
of such
to be
the Governors
of the
the signatory
signatory States,
one-half of
such amount
amount to
be
prorated among the several
States in
in proportion
proportion of
their population
population
prorated
several States
of their
District at the
federal census,
census, the
other
within the
the District
the last
last preceding
preceding federal
the other
prorated in
proportion to their
their land
area within
half to be prorated
in proportion
land area
within the
the
District.
"ARTICLE
"ARTICLE XI
XI

Consent of Congress
ginentoVfr'Cong'
et
given to Virginia, etc.

Appointment
of
Appointmentof
commissioners.

U.
et.
etc.

S. jurisdiction,

.

jurisdiction,

Right
Right reserved.
reserved.

become effective
by the
the legislegis"This compact
compact shall become
effective upon ratification
ratification by
and
latures of aa majority of the States located
located within the District and
approval by the Congress
Congress of the
shall
upon approval
the United
United States;
States; and shall
become effective
effective as to any additional
thereafter at the
additional States signing thereafter
time of such signing.".

SEC.
Without further
S
EC. 2.
2. Without
further submission
submission of
of said
consent
said compact,
compact, the
the consent

ooff Congress is hereby
hereby given
given to the State of Virginia or any other
State with waters
waters in the Ohio River drainage
drainage basin, entering into
compact as aasignatory State and party in addition to the States
said compact
States
therein named
named or any of them.

SEC.
commissioners to represent
States, as
SEC. 3. The commissioners
represent the United States,
as
provided in article IV of said
shall be
appointed by
by the
the
said compact,
compact, shall
be appointed
President.
SEC.
SEC. 4. Nothing contained
contained in this
this Act
Act or
or in
in the
the compact
compact herein
herein
approved
approved shall be construed as
us impairing or affecting the sovereignty
sovereignty
of the United States or any of its rights or jurisdiction
jurisdiction in and over
the area or waters which are the subject
subject of such
such compact.
SEC.
SEC. 5.
5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal the provisions of
of
section 1
1is hereby
hereby expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
11, 1940.
Approved, July 11,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 582]
582]

July 11,
11, 1940
[H. R.
I[.
R. 64241
[Publia,
No. 7401
1401
[Pulblij, No.
Postal Service.
Postal
Contracts for desigC'ontracts

nated motor-vehicle
service.

Prori.sos.
Prorisos.
Design,
Design, etc., of vehicles.
hicles.
Use
of GovernmentUse of
Oovernmentowned vehicles.
vehicles.

Star Route Service
Service
laws,
laws, etc.,
etc., applicaapplicability.
Period of contracts;
payment for service.
payment
service.

Distribution of mail
on motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle
routes.
routes.

Prorisos.
Provisos.

Supervision; personpersonSupervision;
nel.
nel.

AN ACT
A
To provide
provide for the
the transportation
distribution of mails on motor-vehicle
To
transportation and distribution
motor-vehicle routes
routes

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives
of the
it enacted
of Representat
4ves of
United
of America
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That N )lerever
)1CreVer it
It
Ameriea in
is found that adequate
adequate railroad
facilities are
railroad facilities
are not
not available,
available, the
the PostPostmaster
General is
master General
to contract
contract for
carrying the
mails and
and
is authorized
authorized to
for carrying
the mails
railway postal clerks on routes between
between points where, in
in his
his judgment,
judgment,
the conditions
conditions justify the operation
operation of
of such
service in
in motor
motor vehicles
vehicles
such service
especially
especially designed
designed and equipped
equipped for
the distribution
of mail
mail en
en
for the
distribution of
Provided, That such vehicles
route: Provided,
vehicles shall be
fitted up,
up,
be constructed,
constructed, fitted
maintained,
operated in accordance
maintained, and operated
accordance with
with such
specifications, rules,
rules,
such specifications,
regulations as he may prescribe:
and regulations
prescribe: Provided
further, That
That the
the
Provided further,
Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is authorized,
authorized, within his discretion,
discretion, to
to transport
transport
and provide
provide for the distribution
of mails
mails in
in Government-owned
Government-owned
distribution of
motor vehicles
vehicles on such routes
points where
where in
in his
his judgment
routes between
between points
judgment
the conditions justify
justify the operation of such service:
Provided further,
further,
service: Provided
That all laws and
and regulations
regulations governing
governing Star Route Service,
not in
in
Service, not
conflict with this Act, shall be applicable
applicable to contracts
contracts made under
under
the
provided further.
contract
the authority
authority of this Act: And provided
further, That no contract
shall
for a
a period
period of
of less than two years nor in excess of
shall be
be awarded
awarded for
of
four
years, and that
that payment
payment for such service shall be from the
four years,
the
appropriations
transportation by star
appropriations for inland
inland transportation
star routes.
SEC.
2. The
SEC. 2.
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General may, in his discretion,
discretion, and in the
interest of the Postal Service, and under
under such rules and
and regulations
regulations
as
he may
prescribe, provide
as he
may prescribe,
provide for the distribution
distribution of mail on motormotorvehicle routes in motor
motor vehicles
vehicles specially
desi
gne d and
an d equipped
equ i
pped for
for
specially designed
that purpose and
1 of this Act:
and provided
provided for in section 1
Provided,
Act: Provided
That the supervision
That
supervision and distribution
distribution of mails in motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle
service, as herein
service,
herein provided, shall be under
under the jurisdiction
of the
the
jurisdiction of
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Second
General, and the personnel
personnel therein shall
Second Assistant Postmaster General,
working
same working
Railway Mail Service under the same
part of the Railway
a part
be a
allowance, and other benefits
conditions, rates of pay, travel
travel allowance,
benefits applicconditions,
further, That
able to
railway postal clerks: And
provided further,
That payment
payment
And provided
to railway
able
Railway Mail
for such
appropriations for Railway
Mail
service shall be from the appropriations
such service
for
Service
salaries and railway
railway postal clerks'
clerks' travel allowance.
allowance.
Service salaries
SEc.
3. Every
Every individual
individual or company
company carrying the mails shall carry
SEC. 3.
on
therefor the
on any vehicle it operates and without extra charge therefor
to
traveling to
persons
charge of the mails and when on duty and traveling
in charge
persons in
and
accredited agents and officers
officers of the
and from duty, and all duly accredited
Post
Office Department
post-office inspectors while traveling
traveling on
on
and post-office
Department and
Post Office
official
business, upon the exhibition of their credentials.
official business,
promulgate such
authorized to promulgate
SEC. 4. The
Postmaster General is authorized
such
The Postmaster
SEC.
specifications,
regulations as may be necessary to carry out
out
specifications, rules, and regulations
the provisions of this Act.
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Payment
for servPayment for
ice.

Carriage
of persons
persons
Carriage of
of mails,
mails, etc.
in charge of

Regulations, etc.
Regulations,

Approved,
11, 1940.
Approved, July 11,
[
CHAPTE R 583]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

Administration of
Authorizing advancements
from the
Federal Emergency
Emergency Administration
of Public
Public
the Federal
advancements from
Authorizing
Works for
for the
construction of
of a
a recorder
recorder of
of deeds
building in the District
District of
of
deeds building
the construction
Works
Columbia,
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and for
Columbia, and

July
1940
11, 1940
July 11,
[Ff. R.
R. 9114]
9114]
[HI.
[Public, No.
No. 7411
741]
[Public,

Be
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
and. House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
it enacted
Be it
District of
of ColumDistrict
assembled,
Congress
in
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That the Commis- bia.
America
United States of
of deeds
Recorder
deeds
Recorder
accept
to
sioners of
of the
the District
District of Columbia
Columbia are hereby
authorized
accept building,
hereby authorized
sioners
construcbuilding,
construcFederal
tion.
tion.
the
from
Columbia
advancements
the
District
of
Columbia
from
Federal
Emerfor
advancements
Advancement of
of
Advancement
gency
Public Works, or its successor,
successor, and said
said funds.
funds.
Administration of Public
gency. Administration
President
approval of the President
Administration,
successor, with the approval
its successor,
or its
Administration, or
is authorized
authorized to
to advance
advance to
to said
said Commissioners
Commissioners the sum of $450,000,
is
or any
thereof, in
addition to any sums heretofore
heretofore advanced to
in addition
part thereof,
any part
or
the District
District of
of Columbia
Columbia by
by said
said Administration,
Administration, or its successor,
the
out of
authorized by
Administration, or its sucby law for said Administration,
funds authorized
of funds
out
cessor, for
building for
for the
the office
of the recorder
recorder of deeds to be
office of
a building
for a
cessor,
Northwest, formerly
located
on
premises
now
known
D
Street
Northwest,
Street
515
at
known
now
premises
on
located
appointed
used as
as the
the police
committee appointed
a committee
recommended by a
as recommended
court, as
police court,
used
by the
the Commissioners
Commissioners under
under order
order of January 12, 1940, and the
by
making
of such
is hereby
among the purposes
purposes for
for
included among
hereby included
advances is
such advances
making of
Adminsaid
for
which
funds
.
heretofore
appropriated
authorized
authorized
or
appropriated
heretofore
funds
which
istration, or
or its
its successor,
including funds appropriated
appropriated by the Public
successor, including
istration,
12 Stat.
Stet, 816.
816.
52
Works
Administration
Appropriation
Act
15
U. S.. ('..
C.. Supp.
Supp.
I5 U.
1938, may be used, in V,
of 1938,
Act
Appropriation
Administration
Works
ell. 16
16 (note).
(nott.
V. eli.
addition to
the other
purposes specified
respective Acts
Acts approin the respective
specified in
other purposes
to the
addition
priating
said funds.
funds.
authorizing said
or authorizing
priating or
use of funds.
S
EC. 2.
sum authorized
by section
section 1
1 hereof,
hereof, or any part Tqe
authorized by
The sum
2. The
SEC.
thereof shall,
of
Commissioners of
the Commissioners
to the
available to
be available
advanced, be
when advanced,
shall, when
thereof
the District
District of
of Columbia
for the
preparation of
plans, designs, estiof plans,
the preparation
Columbia for
the
architectural and other
mates, models,
models, and
and specifications;
specifications; and for architectural
other
mates,
necessary professional
services required
required for
carrying out the profor carrying
professional services
necessary
visions
of this
this Act;
Act; for
for the
the construction
recorder of deeds
deeds builda recorder
construction of a
visions of
ing, including
and labor,
heating, lighting,
lighting, elevators,
elevators,
labor, heating,
materials and
including materials
ing,
other
plumbing, landscaping,
landscaping, transportation
transportation or
or rental
rental thereof,
thereof, and
and all other
plumbing,
appurtenances,
and
the
purchase
and
installation
of
machinery,
furnifurnimachinery,
of
installation
and
appurtenances, and the purchase
ture, equipment,
any and
all other
other expenditures
expenditures necesnecesand all
and any
apparatus, and
equipment, apparatus,
ture,
for
sary
for
or
incident
to
the
complete
construction
and
equipment
for
equipment
and
construction
sary for or incident to the complete
use
of
the
aforesaid
building
and
plant.
plant.
and
building
aforesaid
the
of
Repayment.
Repayment.
use
SEC. 3.
That the
the Federal
Emergency Administration
Administration of
of Public
Public
Federal Emergency
3. That
SEC.
Works,
or its
be repaid
repaid 55
55 per
centum of
any moneys
moneys
of any
per centum
shall be
successor, shall
its successor,
Works, or
advanced
under section
section 1
of this
Act in
in annual
installments over a
a
annual installments
this Act
1 of
advanced under
at
thereon
period
of
not
to
exceed
twenty-five
years
with
thereon
at
interest
with
years
twenty-five
exceed
to
not
of
period
and
such
rate as
as is
by the
Commissioners of the District and
the Commissioners
upon by
agreed upon
is agreed
such rate
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Provisos.
Provisos.
Inclusion of sums in
annual D. C. estimates.

Minimum reimMinimum
bursement under designated Act.
Act,
46 Stat. 485.
485.

Report
Report to Congress.
Congress.

STAT.
L54 STAT.

the Federal Emergency
of Public
Public Works,
or its
its
Emergency Administration
Administration of
Works, or
successor,
successor, for the period of amortization:
Provided, That
That such
such sums
sums
amortization: Provided,
as may be necessary
necessary for the reimbursement
herein required
reimbursement herein
required of
of the
the
District of Columbia,
of interest,
interest, shall
Columbia, and for the payment
payment of
shall be
be
included
included in the annual estimates
estimates of the Commissioners
of the
District
Commissioners of
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, the first reimbursement
reimbursement with
interest to
be made
not
with interest
to be
made not
later than June
June 30,
30: 1944:
1944: Provided
further, That
That whenever
whenever the
the DisDisProvided further,
trict of Columbia is under
under obligation
provisions of
of
obligation by
by virtue of
of the provisions
4 of Public Act Numbered
section 4
Numbered 284, Seventy-first Congress,
Congress, reimreimbursement under that Act shall not be less than $300,000
in any
one
$300,000 in
any one
fiscal year.
year.
SEC.
S
EC, 4. That
That the Commissioners
of Columbia
Columbia shall
shall
Commissioners of the District
District of
submit with their annual estimates to the
Congress a
a report
report of
of their
the Congress
their
activities
expenditures under section 1
activities and expenditures
1 of this Act.
Approved, July 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6181
6181

AM ACT
AtCT
AN

July 12, 1940
[S. 4097]
[Public, No. 7421
[Public,
742]

IS.4097]

To provide
provide for the disposition
disposition of estates
estates of American
American citizens who die abroad.
abroad.

Disposition
of cls
esDisposition of
tates
tates of American
American citicitizens who die abroad.
abroad.

United
America in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That sections 1709,
1710, and 1711 of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes as amended
amended (U.
(U. S.
C., title
title 22,
22,
S. C.,

22 U. S. C. §§ 75-77.

.

Duties of consular,
consular,
etc., officers.

etc., ofers.

off

Settlement
of
Settlement of
tates, exception.

es-

es-

Provisos.
Treaty etc.,
etc.,authorTreaty,
authorization.
ization.

No legal representativeg
repreetac
tive, etc.

Provisional
-% ator.

eonser-

,*,nriional

Administrator.
Administrator.

Guardiog,
Guardffig,
property.

sees.
secs. 75 and 77),
77), are
are hereby
hereby amended to read as follows:
follows:
"1709. It
It shall be the duty of a
a consular officer,
officer, or, if no consular
consular
icer is present,
officer, under
officer
present, a
a diplomatio
diplomatic, officer,
under such procedural regulations as the Secretary
Secretary of State may prescribe—
prescribe"First. To take possession
possession and to dispose
of the
the personal
personal estate
estate left
left
dispose of
by any citizen of the United
United States, except a
a seaman who is aamember
member
of the crew of an American
American vessel, who shall die
die within
within or
or is
is domidomiiled at time of death
ciled
death within his jurisdiction:
Provided, That
That such
jurisdiction: Provided,
such
procedure is authorized
authorized by treaty
provisions or permitted by
procedure
treaty provisions
by the
the
laws or authorities
wherein the death occurs,
authorities of the country
country wherein
the
occurs, or
or the
decedent
decedent is domiciled,
domiciled, or that such
such privilege
privilege is
by estabestabis accorded
accorded by
Provided further, That the decedent
lished usage: Provided
decedent shall leave
leave in the
the
country where
occurred or where he was domiciled,
where the death occurred
domiciled, no
no legal
legal
representative,
representative, partner
partner in
trade or
or trustee
trustee by
by him
him appointed
app oi
nt
ed to
t
o t
ak
e
in trade,
take
personal estate.
estate. A:consular
care of his personal
officer or,
or, in
in his
absence, aa
A consular officer
his absence,
diplormatic officer shall act as the provisional
provisional conservator
diplomatic
the perperconservator of the
sonal property
property within his jurisdiction
jurisdiction of aa deceased citizen
citizen of
of the
the
United States
but, unless
unless authorized
authorized by
by treaty
treaty provisions,
United States but,
provisions local law,

etc., o
of
etce.,

Inventory and
and
praisal.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the

or usage,
usage 'lie
he shall not act as administrator
administ rat or of
ofsuch
suc h personal
personal property.
property.
He
shall render assistance in guarding,
He shall render assistance in
guarding, collecting,
collecting, and
and transmitting
transmitting

the property to the United States
States to
be disposed
of according
according to
to the
the
to be
disposed of
law of the decedent's
decedent's domicile.
apap
"Second.
having taken
"Second. After
After having
taken possession
possession of the personal
personal property,
property,

as
as provisional
provisional conservator
conservator2: to inventory and carefully
carefully appraise the
effects, article
effects
article by article, with the
assistanc e of
oftwo
two competent
competent persons
the assistance
persons
who,
effects,
who, together with
with such
such officer,
shall
sign
the
inventory
officer, shall sign
inventory and annex
annex
thereto
certificate as to the accuracy
accuracy of the appraised
thereto an appropriate
appropriate certificate
appraised
value of each article.
article.
C'ollectSon
Collection of debts,
"Third. To collect the debts due
to the
in his
etc.
"Third. To collect the debts
due to
the decedent
decedent in
his jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Paeand
obligations owed
and pay from the estate the obligations
owed there by the decedent.
Sale of property to
Sale
of property
to
"Fourth.
To sell at
at auction,
pay
after reasonable
debts,
etc.
etc.
"Fourth. To
auction, after
reasonable public
public notice, unless
unless
the
the amount
amount involved
involved does
does not
not justify
justify such
such expenditure,
expenditure, such
such part
part of
of
the estate
estate as
as shall
shall be of a
a perishable
perishable nature, and
the
and after reasonable
reasonable
public notice
and notice
notice to
to next of kin if they can be ascertained
public
notice and
ascertained by
reasonable
diligence such further part, if any, as shal
reasonable diligence
shall be necessary
necessary
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for the payment of the decedent's
decedent's debts incurred
incurred in such country, and
and
funeral expenses, and expenses
expenses incident to the disposition
disposition of the
estate. If,
If, at the expiration of one year from the date of death (or
(or
for such additional
additional period as may be required
required for final settlement of
of
the
estate)
no
claimant
shall
appear,
the
residue
of
the
estate,
with
the estate),
exception
no of
claimant
investments
shall appear,
of bonds,
the shares
residueof
stocks,
the estate,
notes
with
of
ofof stocks,
notes
of
of
bonds,
shares
of
investments
the exception
indebtedness,
jewelry
or
heirlooms,
or
other
articles
having
a
sentiindebtedness,
heirlooms,
a sentimental value, shall be sold.
"Fifth. To transmit to the General Accounting Office the proceeds
of the sale (and any unsold effects, such as investments
investments of bonds,
shares
other
heirlooms, or other
indebtedness, jewelry
jewelry or heirlooms,
shares of
of stocks, notes of indebtedness,
sentimental value),
value), there to be held in trust for the
articles having aasentimental
legal claimant.
If, however, at any time prior to such transmission,
transmission,
claimant. If,
the decedent's
decedent's legal representative
demand the
appear and demand
representative should appear
proceeds and effects in the officer's hands, he shall deliver them
them to
to
such representative
collected the prescribed
therefor.
prescribed fee therefor.
representative after having collected
"The Comptroller General
General of the United States, or such member of
"The
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
empower to act as his
Office as he may duly empower
representative
conservator of such parts
representative for the purpose, shall act as conservator
of these estates as may be received
received by the General Accounting
Accounting Office
or are in its possession,
possession, and may, when deemed
deemed to be in the interest
interest
of the estate, sell such effects, including bonds, shares of stock, notes
of
indebtedness, jewelry, or other articles, which have heretofore
heretofore or
or
of indebtedness,
may
expenses of such sale out of
received, and
and pay the expenses
may hereafter be so received,
Provided, That application for such effects shall not
the proceeds: Provided,
claimant within six years
years after their
have been made by the legal claimant
receipt.
Comptroller General
General is authorized,
behalf
authorized, for and in behalf
receipt. The Comptroller
of the estate of the deceased, to receive
balances due
due to such
receive any balances
estates, to draw therefor
therefor on banks, safe deposits, trust or loan cominstitutions, to endorse
endorse all checks,
checks, bills of
panies, or other like institutions,
exchange, promissory
promissory notes, and other evidences
evidences of indebtedness
indebtedness due
to
estates, and take such other action as may
may be deemed
deemed necesto such estates,
sary
proceeds of such
such
estates. The net proceeds
of such
such estates.
the conservation
conservation of
sary for the
sales,
together with
collected by him,
moneys as may be collected
other moneys
such other
with such
sales, together
shall
Treasury to aa fund in trust for the legal
into the Treasury
be deposited
deposited into
shall be
claimant
reported to the
Secretary of State.
the Secretary
and reported
claimant and
"If
proceeds of which have
have been so
"If no claim to the effects the proceeds
deposited shall have been received
received from aa legal
legal claimant of the
deposited
deceased
receipt of the effects
within six years from the date of the receipt
deceased within
by the
General Accounting
deposited, with any
any
Office, the funds so deposited,
Accounting Office,
by
the General
remaining
effects, less
less transmittal
transmittal charges,
transbe transshall be
charges, shall
unsold effects,
remaining unsold
mitted by
proper officer of
Territory
of the State or Territory
the proper
office to the
by that
that office
mitted
of
citizen, if
deceased citizen,
of the
the deceased
States of
the United
United States
in the
domicile in
last domicile
of the
the last
known,
covered into the general fund
shall be covered
funds shall
if not,
not, such funds
or, if
known, or,
of
the Treasury
Treasury as
receipts on account
account of
proceeds of
of proceeds
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts
of the
deceased citizens,
citizens, and
and any
any such
remaining unsold
unsold effects
effects shall
shall be
such remaining
deceased
Office in such manner
manner as, in
Accounting Office
General Accounting
disposed of by the General
the
judgment of
the Comptroller
is deemed
deemed appropriate,
appropriate, or
General, is
Comptroller General,
of the
the judgment
they may
be destroyed
destroyed if
longer possessed
possessed of
of any
any
no longer
if considered
considered no
may be
they
value: Provided,
That when
when the
estate shall
valued in
in excess
of
excess of
be valued
shall be
the estate
Provided, That
value:
$500,
presented to the General
General
no claim therefor has been presented
$500, and no
Accounting Office
Office by a
claimant within the
specified in
the period specified
a legal
legal claimant
Accounting
this
the legal
disposition
issunknown,
unknown, before disposition
claimant i
legal claimant
or the
paragraph or
this paragraph
of the
estate as
publishing
shall be given by publishing
notice shall
herein, notice
as provided herein,
the estate
of
once aa week
in a
newspaper published
published in
in
a newspaper
weeks in
four consecutive
consecutive weeks
for four
week for
once
the
county of
of the
domicile of
deceased, in
the United
in the
the deceased,
of the
known domicile
last known
the last
the county
States, the
expense thereof
be deducted
from the proceeds
proceeds of
such
of such
to be
deducted from
thereof to
the expense
States,
estate,
and any lawful claim
received as the result of such advertiseclaim received
estate, and
ment
settled as
as provided
provided for herein.
adjusted and settled
be adjusted
shall be
ment shall

Sale
of
Sale of residue of
estate;
estate; bonds, etc.,
etc.,
excepted.
excepted.

of proTransmission of
ceeds, etc.,
etc., to
to General
General
Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.

CompPowers of Comp-

troller General.
troller
General.

Sale of
of effects,
effects, etc.
etc.

Prowiso.
Proviso.
When effects
claimed;
claimed; time.

unun-

balances
Receipt
Receipt of balances
due estates,
estates, etc.
etc.

Deposit of funds; reof
port to Secretary
Secretary of
State.

Disposition of unclaimed proceeds,
proceeds, etc.
etc.

PrEoiso.
Proviso.
Notice
by publicas
publicaNotice by
tion.
tion.

760
760
Notification of death.

Transmission of inTransmission

ventory.
ventory.

Observance of testaObservance
testamentary
mentary directions.
directions.

Aiding in proceedings, etc.

Safeguarding propSafeguarding
erty.

PUBLIC
LAWS— CHS.618,
618, 626-JULY
626—JULY 12,
15, 194
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
12,15,

"1710. For the information
information of the representative
of the
the deceased,
deceased,
representative of
the consular
consular officer,
officer, or, if no consular
officer is present,
diploma4c
consular officer
present, aa diplomatic
officer,
officer, in the settlement
settlement of his estate shall immediately
immediately notify
notify his
his
death in one of the gazettes published in the consular district, and
and
also to the Secretary
that the
the same
same may
may be
in the
the
Secretary of State, that
be notified
notified in
State to which the deceased belonged;
he shall,
shall, as
soon as
as may
may
belonged; and
and he
as soon
be, transmit to the Secretary
Secretary of State an inventory
inventory of
effects of
of
of the
the effects
the deceased taken as before
before directed.
"1711. When aa citizen
citizen of the United
United States dies in a
foreign
a foreign
country and leaves, by any lawful testamentary
testamentary disposition, special
special
directions for the custody and management,
consular officer,
officer,
management, by the consular
or in his absence
a diplomatic
absence a
diplomatic officer, within whose jurisdiction
the
jurisdiction the
death occurred,
occurred, of the personal property in the foreign
country
foreign country
which he possessed at the time of death, such officer
officer shall,
as
shall, so far as
the laws of the foreign country
country permit, strictly observe such direcdireccontrary to the laws of the United States.
tions if not contrary
If such
such
States. If
citizen has named, by any lawful
other
lawful testamentary,disposition, any other
a consular
consular officer or diplomatic
person than a
diplomatic officer to take charge of
of
and manage such property,
property, it shall be the duty of the officer,
officer, whenever
whenever
required
required by the person
person so named,
named, to give his official
official aid in whatever
whatever
way may be practicable
facilitate the
practicable to facilitate
the proceedings
proceedings of such person
in the lawful
lawful execution
execution of his trust, and, so far as the laws of
of the
the
provisions permit, to protect the property
country or treaty provisions
property of the
deceased from any interference
interference by the authorities
deceased
authorities of the country
country
where such citizen
citizen died. To this end it shall be the duty
duty of
the
of the
consular officer,
officer, or if no consular
consular officer
officer is present
present a
a diplomatic
officer, to safeguard
safeguard the decedent's property
property by placing thereon his
his
official seal and to break and remove
remove such seal only upon the
the request
request
of the person
person designated
designated by the deceased
deceased to take charge of and
manage
manage his property."
property."
Approved,
Approved, July 12, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 6261
[CHAPTER
626]

July 15, 1940
July
[S.
[S. 134]
1341
(Public, No. 743]
7431
[Public,

Retired emergency
emergency
officers.
Continuance
Continuance of pay.

45 Stat. 735.
735.
38 U.
U. S. C.
C. It 581,
581,
582.
582.

Disability requirement.
ment.

Provisos.
Pro/isos.
Active commis.
commisActive
sioned
sioned service.
service.
Determination
Determination
of disability.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT

Providing
for continuing
continuing retirement
retirement pay,
certain conditions,
Providing for
pay, under certain
conditions, of officers
officers
and
Army, Navy,
and former
former officers
officers of the Army,
Navy, and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
other than officers of the Regular
Regular Army,
Navy, or
or Marine
Marine Corps,
who incurred
i
nc
urre d
Army, Navy
Corps, who
Ihysical
service
physical disability
disability while
while in the
the serv
i
ce of
o fthe
the United
United States
States during
the World
World
during the
War,
War, and
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
enacted by
Senate and Home
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That, notwithnotwithstanding the provisions
standing
provisions of any law of the United States, any person
person
who served
served as an officer
officer of the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps of the
during the World
United States during
World War, other than
than as an officer of the
Regular
Regular Army, Navy,
Navy, or Marine
Marine Corps during the World War,
War, who
who
made valid
provisions of Public
made
valid application
application for retirement
retirement under the provisions
Law Numbered
Numbered 506, Seventieth
Seventieth Congress, enacted May 24, 1928 (U. S.
Law
C.,
Supp.
582), and who prior to the
C., Supp. VII, title 38, secs. 581 and 582),
passage of
this Act
granted retirement
passage
of this
Act has
has been
been granted
retirement with pay and is
shown to
to have
have been heretofore
shown
heretofore correctly rated, shall be entitled to
continue
to receive
receive retirement
retirement pay at the monthly rate paid him on
continue to
on
March
March 19, 1933, if the disability for which he has been retired resulted
resulted
from disease
injury or aggravation
disease or _injury
aggravation of a
a preexisting
preexisting disease
disease or
or
injury
injury incurred
incurred in such service in fact in line of duty
duty and directly
directly
resulting from
performance of duty: Provided,
resulting
from the performance
Provided, That such person
person
rendered
service as
as a
a commissioned officer
rendered active
active service
officer within the period
between April
April 6,
between
6, 1917,
1917, and
and November
November 11,
11, 1918: Provided
Provided further,
further,
That
where the
That where
the disability
disability is now or hereafter
hereafter determined
determined to be

54 S
STAT.]
54
TAT.]
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evidence to have been incurred
incurred in or
clearly shown by all of the evidence
or
aggravated by active service, in fact in
aggravated
of duty
benefit
in line
line of
duty without
without benefit
of any statutory or regulatory
regulatory presumption
presumption of any kind, it
it will
will be
considered to have directly resulted from performance
duty:
considered
performance of duty:
Adjudication
Adjudication of
of
Provided further,
Provided
further, That the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs is
is
of Veterans'
claims.
emergency
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to adjudicate
adjudicate claims for emergency
officers' retirement in accordance
officers'
accordance with the provisions of the
the Act of
506, Seventieth
May 24, 1928 (Public Law Numbered
Numbered 506,
Seventieth Congress),
Congress),
48 Stat. 10.
10.
contained in section 10 of the Act
subject to limitations contained
Act of March 20,
S. C.
C. 6
§710.
38 U. S.
1933 (Public Law Numbered
Numbered 2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress),
Congress), as modified
modified
by the provisions of this Act, in any case where
where the
the disability
disability resulted
resulted
from injury or disease
disease incurred
incurred in
enemy of the
the
in combat
combat with
with an enemy
with
Retirement with
United States, and where entitlement
entitlement is established based upon
upon such
such pay.
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
injury or disease the Administrator
Affairs is hereby
hereby
authorized
with pay
the said
said Act
authorized to
to grant
grant retirement
retirement with
pay as
as provided
provided in
in the
Act
of May 24, 1928, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the failure
failure of the person
person to file
file
claim within the period required
required by said Act of May 24, 1928.
No prior
benefits.
No
prior benefits.
SEC. 2.
beneficiary under
Act shall
shall receive
any retirement
SEC.
2. No beneficiary
under this Act
receive any
retirement
pay
prior to
the date
of this
this Act.
Act.
pay for
for any
any period
period prior
to the
date of
47 Stat. 406.
S
EC. 3. That subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
section 212
212 of
Public Law
Law Numbered
Numbered
SEC.
of Public
5
U. S. C.
50a (b).
6 U.s.
C. §59a
(b).
212, Seventy-second
Seventy-second Congress,
Congress, shall
shall be
be amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
212,
amended to
Combined
Combined pay.
"(b)
This section
apply to
any person
pay,
" (b) This
section shall
shall not
not apply
to any
person whose
whose retired
retired pay,
Prorbo.
Proviso.
plus civilian
civilian pay,
amounts to
than $3,000:
$3,000: Provided,
That this
this
plus
pay, amounts
to less
less than
Provided, That
Combat, etc.,
etc., disabilities.
apply to
or emergency
emergency commissioned
officers
section shall
shall not
not apply
to regular
regular or
commissioned officers
disability incurred
in combat
with an
an enemy
enemy of
of the
the United
United
retired for disability
incurred in
combat with
States
or for
for disabilities
disabilities resulting
from an
an explosion
explosion of
instruStates or
resulting from
of an
an instruenlistment or
mentality of
of war
war in line
line of
of duty
duty during
during an
an enlistment
or employment
employment
as
in Veterans
Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
Numbered 11 (a),
(a), part
part I,
I,
as provided
provided in
paragraph
I."
paragraph I."
Approved,
15, 1940.
1940.
Approved, July
July 15,
[CHAPTER
629]
[CHAPTER 629]

AN ACT

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the
the use
use of
facilities of
of Indian
Indian reservations,
national parks,
parks,
certain facilities
reservations, national
To
of certain
and
national monuments
monuments for
school purposes.
for elementary
elementary school
and national

July 16,1940
16, 1840
Ts.
IS. 29]
261
[Public, No. 7441
744]

Be
House of
of Representatives
the
Representaotves of
of the
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Uso of certain
certain faciliUso
faciliUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
order to
ties of Indian
Indian reservaUnited States
States of
assembled, That
That in
in order
to tics
etc., for eletions,
etc.,
facilitate the
providing of
of educational
children of
of mentary
facilitate
the providing
educational opportunities
opportunities for
for children
purmentary school
school purposes.
Government
and other
in Indian
Indian reservations,
reservations, poses.
employees and
other residents
residents in
Government employees
the
national parks
parks and
and national
Secretary of
of the
the
monuments the
the Secretary
national monuments
the national
Interior
hereby authorized
authorized in
in his
his discretion
discretion to
make available
available for
Interior is
is hereby
to make
for
elementary school
school purposes
therein, without
without charge,
in GovGovelementary
purposes therein,
charge, space
space in
ernment-owned
when such
space may
be available
available for
ernment-owned buildings,
buildings, when
such space
may be
for
such
business of
of such
official business
such
such purposes
purposes without
without detriment
detriment to
to the
the official
Indian reservations,
national parks
and national
parks and
national monuments.
monuments.
Indian
reservations, national
Approved,
July
16,
1940.
Approved, July 16, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 630]
630]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To withdraw
withdraw certain
portions of
of land
within the
the Hawaii
Park and
to
land within
Hawaii National
National Park
and to
To
certain portions
transfer
the same
to the
the jurisdiction
and control
control of
of the
the Secretary
of War
Wax for
for
transfer the
same to
jurisdiction and
Secretary of
military purposes.
purposes.
military

Be
it enacted
and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
within aa
That within
America in
in Congress
United
States of
tract
land containing
six thousand
four hundred
more
containing six
thousand four
hundred fifty
fifty acres,
acres, more
tract of
of land
or
on the
the island
island of
in the
of Hawaii
Hawaii in
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, located
located
or less,
less, on

July 16, 1940
1640
[S.
IS. 36761
3676]
[Public, No. 745]

Hawaii National
National
Hawaii
Park.
for
Transfer of land for
military purposes.
military
purposes.

PUBLIC
630, 632,
633—JULY 16,
16, 18,
18, 1940
1940
632, 633-JULY
PUBLIC LAWS—CHS.
LAWS--CS. 630,
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16
S. C. §§
391iC39116 U. S..
§391b.
394; Supp. V,
V. §
Description.
Description.

Transfer provision.
provision.
Transfer

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

in the
the Hawaii
Hawaii National
National Park,
Park, created
the Act
Act of
of August
August 1,
1, 1916
1916
in
created by
by the
(39
as amended,
described as
as follows,
follows, to
to wit:
wit:
(39 Stat.
Stat. 432),,
432), as
amended, and
and described
Beginning at
at a
Na Puu
na Elemakule
located at
at
Beginning
a place
place called
called Na
Puu 0
O na
Elemakule located
the
corner of
Hawaii National
Park, said
point
the southeastern
southeastern corner
of the
the Hawaii
National Park,
said point
being
marked by
triangle on
by azimuth
azimuth
being marked
by aatriangle
on aa large
large flat
flat stone,
stone, thence
thence by
(measured
from true
true south)
distances as
as follows:
follows:
(measured clockwise
clockwise from
south) and
and distances
Eighty-nine degrees
degrees twenty-seven
thirty seconds,
seconds, three
three thouthoutwenty-seven minutes
minutes thirty
Eighty-nine
sand
hundred feet
along the
southern boundary
boundary of
of Hawaii
Hawaii
sand three
three hundred
feet along
the southern
National Park;
seventy-nine degrees
degrees twenty-seven
twenty-seven
National
Park; one
one hundred
hundred and
and seventy-nine
minutes thirty
thirty seconds,
fourteen thousand
five hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty
minutes
seconds, fourteen
thousand five
feet over
and across
to aa point
on Kau
two
feet
over and
across Pali
Pali to
point on
Kau Desert
Desert Plateau;
Plateau; two
hundred and
and forty-three
forty-three degrees
minutes no
no seconds,
seconds,
hundred
degrees fifty-seven
fifty-seven minutes
eighteen thousand
thousand four
and fifty
located above
above
eighteen
four hundred
hundred and
fifty feet
feet to
to aapoint
point located
Hilima
Pali; three
three hundred
and fifty-nine
twenty-seven minminHilima Pali;
hundred and
fifty-nine degrees
degrees twenty-seven
utes
thirty seconds,
twelve thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
ninety
seconds, twelve
nine hundred
and ninety
utes thirty
feet
more or
less to
high-water line;
thence in
in southwesterly
southwesterly direction
direction
feet more
or less
to high-water
line; thence
along
the high-water
high-water line
line to
to the
the point
of beginning;
an
along the
point of
beginning; containing
containing an
area
of six
six thousand
thousand four
four hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty acres,
acres, more
more or
or less;
less; there
there
area of
shall be
withdrawn from
the control
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
shall
be withdrawn
from the
control and
of the
the Interior
to the
jurisdiction and
and control
control of
of
Interior and
and transferred
transferred to
the jurisdiction
of
the Secretary
of War
War so
so much
much thereof
may be
be agreed
agreed upon
upon
the
Secretary of
thereof as
as may
between
for use
an Air
Air
between the
the . Secretaries
Secretaries of
of War
War and
and Interior
Interior for
use as
as an
Corps bombing
bombing target
target range,
and for
for such
such other
other military
military purposes
purposes
Corps
range, and
and uses
as may
may be
be prescribed
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War.
and
uses as
prescribed by
War.
Approved, July
16, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
July 16,
[CHAPTER 632]
6321
[CHAPTER

July 18, 1940

[. 458]
[Public, No. 746]

Provisional, etc.,
Provisional,
officers of World
World War.
officers
Disability
retirement.
ment.
45 Stat. 735.
38 U. S.. C.. §.
§§ 581,
.8
581,
582.
Stat. 10.
48 Stat.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§710.
38 U.

Filing
Filing of application.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Benefits,
Benefits, date effeceffective.

ACT
AN ACT
Extending the benefits of
of the Emergency Officers'
Retirement Act of May 24,
Extending
Officers' Retirement
1928, to provisional,
provisional, probationary,
probationary, or temporary
temporary officers of the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast
Coast Guard who served during
during the World
World War.
Marine

it enacted
the Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the benefits
benefits
United
America in
of the Act of May 24,
24, 1928, (Public, Numbered 506, Seventieth Congress), subject
gress),
subject to the
the limitations contained
contained in
section 10 of the
Act
in section
the Act
of March 20, 1933 (Public,
(Public Numbered
Numbered 2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress)
Congress)
as now or hereafter
hereafter amended
amended are hereby
hereby extended
extended to
provisional,
to provisional,
probationary, or temporary
temporary officers
officers of the military
military or naval forces or
or
Coast Guard, who served
served subsequent
subsequent to April 6,
6, 1917, and who are
now in a
a status of honorable
honorable separation
separation from the military, naval,
naval, or
or
Coast Guard
Guard Service,
Service, if application
application for such benefits
benefits is filed with the
Administrator
Administrator of Veterans
within twelve
months after
after the
the
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs within
twelve months
passage of this Act:
Provided, That
Act: Provided,
benefits under
this Act
Act shall
shall
That the benefits
under this
take
effect from the
approved.
take effect
the date
date of
of application,
application, if
if approved.
Approved, July
18, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
July 18,
[CHAPTER 633]
6331

July 18, 1940
[S. 3131]
3131]
[S.
[Public,
[Public, No. 747]

Extension
Extension of certain
benefits to members
of Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve
Corps, etc.
39 Stat. 742.
742.
6
C., ch. 15;
6 U. B.
S. C.,

Supp. V.
V, ch. 15.

ACT
AN ACT
To extend
extend the benefits of
of the United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Act to
to
members
of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
members of
Reserve Corps and
and of the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve Corps of
of
the Army who were
were physically
physically injured
injured in line of duty while performing
performing active
active
authorized training
training between dates of February
duty or engaged
engaged in authorized
February 28,
1925,
28, 1925,
and July 15, 1939, both inclusive,
inclusive, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That where in time
United
of peace
peace any member
member of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps or of the Enlisted
Enlisted
Reserve Corps of the
the Army was physically
physically injured in line of duty

54 STAT.]
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(1)
active duty,
duty, or
while engaged
engaged in
travel
authorized travel
in authorized
(2) while
or (2)
on active
while on
(1) while
authorized training
to and
or (3)
engaged in authorized
training
while engaged
(3) while
duty, or
such duty,
from such
and from
to
without pay,
pay, or
or dies
dies or
or has
physical injury,
has died as the result of such physical
without
where
or death occurred
occurred between the dates of February
February
injury or
such injury
where such
28,
1925, and
and July
July 15,
15, 1939,
inclusive .when such injury or death
1939, both inclusive,
28, 1925,
results from
an accident
flying
involving a military hazard such as flying
accident involvinga
from an
results
in
participation i
n military
military drills, target practice
practice
in
aircraft, participation
military aircraft,
in military
and tactical
exercises, and
and in injury
cases where
where such injury
injury has
has
injury cases
tactical exercises,
and
disability, he or his
resulted in
in permanent
partial or
permanent total
total disability,
or permanent
permanent partial
resulted
beneficiary
entitled to
benefits prescribed
prescribed by law for
the benefits
all the
to all
be entitled
shall be
beneficiary shall
physically injured in
civil employees
of the
the United
United States
in
States who are physically
employees of
civil
line of
of duty
duty or
or who
thereof, and the United
United States
as aa result thereof,
who die as
line
Employees Compensation
Compensation Commission
jurisdiction in such
such
Commission shall have jurisdiction
Employees'
reference thereto
cases and
and shall
the same
same duties
duties with
thereto as in
with reference
perform the
shall perform
cases
the cases
of civil
the United
United States so injured: ProProof the
employees of
civil employees
cases of
the
member,, or his
vided, That
That the
benefits shall accrue
accrue to any such member
the benefits
vided,
beneficiary,
disability or death is the result of sickness or
the disability
whether the
beneficiary, whether
disease contracted
contracted in
line of
of duty
duty while
when such
while on active duty when
in line
disease
duty:
active
sickness
or
disease
is
proximately
caused
by
service
on
active
duty:
service
by
caused
proximately
is
disease
or
sickness
Provided further,
further, That
under this Act shall
shall
compensation under
employees' compensation
That employees
Provided
not be
based upon
pension based
or pension
pay or
active-duty pay
with active-duty
concurrently with
paid concurrently
be paid
not
event aa person
military
service and
in the
person becomes eligible for the
the event
and in
military service,
benefits of
the United
United States
States Employees'
Compensation Act and is
Employees' Compensation
of the
benefits
also
eligible for,
for, or
or is
is in
in receipt
receipt of,
of, a
a pension
pension based
based upon military
also eligible
further,
service, he
elect which
receive: Provided
Provided further,
to receive:
benefit to
which benefit
shall elect
he shall
service,
That authorized
training without
without pay is defined
defined as inactive-status
inactive-status
authorized training
That
training under
under written
written authorization
authorization by
competent military
authority
military authority
by competent
training
covering a
specific training
prescribing a
atime limit:
limit:
and prescribing
assignment and
training assignment
a specific
covering
Provided
That for
purpose of determining
determining benefits
benefits to
to
the purpose
for the
further, That
Provided further,
which
entitled under
under the
the provisions
this Act members of the
of this
provisions of
which entitled
Officers' Reserve
of the
the Enlisted
Reserve Corps of the Army
Enlisted Reserve
or of
Corps or
Reserve Corps
Officers'
physically injured
engaged in
in authorized
training without pay
authorized training
when engaged
injured when
physically
will be
be held
held and
considered as
as receiving
receiving the
the pay
pay and
allowances they
and allowances
and considered
will
would have
have received
if in
pay status:
provided further,
That
further, That
And provided
status: And
a pay
in a
received if
would
nothing herein
be construed
to authorize
compensation benefits
benefits
authorize compensation
construed to
shall be
herein shall
nothing
which
may have
have accrued
accrued for
for any
any period
period prior
the approval
of this
this
approval of
to the
prior to
which may
Act, but
eligibility for
for compensation
benefits shall
shall be
determined as
be determined
compensation benefits
but eligibility
Act,
of the
approval of
Act and
and any
any benefits
benefits payable
payable shall
this Act
of this
of approval
date of
the date
of
date
from such
such approval
:year period
of limitation
limitation
period of
eight-year
the eight
and the
approval and
only from
date only
of Sepin
section
10—G
of
the
Federal
Employees'
Compensation
Act
Act
Compensation
Employees'
Federal
the
of
10-G
in section
tember 7,
be computed
computed for
of this
from the
Act, from
this Act,
purposes of
for purposes
shall be
1916, shall
7, 1916,
tember
date
approval thereof.
thereof.
of approval
date of
Where injury
injury or
or death
death has
been sustained
any member
member of the
by any
sustained by
has been
Where
Officers'
Reserve
Corps
or
Enlisted
Reserve
Corps
while
performing
performing
while
Corps
Reserve
Enlisted
or
Corps
Officers' Reserve
pre-authorized training
training without
inactive status
status it shall be pre
upon inactive
pay upon
without pay
authorized
sumed
that
such
training
was
being
performed
under
written
authorauthorwritten
under
performed
being
was
training
sumed that such
ization of
military authority
authority covering
covering a
specific training
training
a specific
competent military
of competent
ization
assignment
and
prescribing
a
time
limit
and
thus
subject
to
the
prothe
to
subject
thus
and
limit
time
a
prescribing
and
assignment
vision
of this
this Act
.Act unless
duly appointed
Board,
Examining Board,
appointed Examining
a duly
unless a
vision of
appointed
at the
the time
time of
said accident,
and reported
reported to the
found and
has found
accident, has
of said
appointed at
contrary.
contrary.
All claims
claims for
disability or
death benefits
benefits allowed
prothe prounder the
allowed under
or death
for disability
All
visions
this Act
Act shall
made within
year from
from its
its approval
approval
one year
within one
be made
shall be
of this
visions of
by the
the President.
President.
by
Approved, July
18, 1940.
July 18,
Approved,

Designated period.
Designated

Jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Accrual
of benefits.
Accrual of

Person eligible for
military
military pension, etc.;
election of
of benefit.
benefit.
election

Authorized training
Authorized
without pay, definiwithout
tion.
tion.

Determination of
Determination
benefits when
when under
under
benefits
nonpay status.
nonpay

No prior benefits.
benefits.

39 Stat. 745.
745
U.S.. ('.
I'. § 7110
((0).
70 OP.
5 U.

of
Presumption of
Presumption
authority to
to
written authority
train; exception.
exception.
train:

Filing of claims.
claims,
Filing
limitation.
time limitation.
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[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

[
CHAPTE R 634]
6341
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
and 3713
of the
Revised Statutes
which relate
To repeal sections 3711,
3711, 3712,
3712, and
3713 of
the Revised
Statutes which
relate to
to
the purchase
purchase in the
Columbia of
coal and
and wood
for public
public use,
use, and
and
the District
District of Columbia
of coal
wood for
for other purposes.
purposes.

July
July 18,
18, 1940
1940
[H.
27511
RI. R. 2751]

[Public,
No. 748]
[Public, No.
748]

District
of ColumDistrict of
Columbia.
bia.
Repeal of certain
Repeal
certain
provisions
provisions relating
relating to
coal and
purchase of coal
wood.
wood.

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of Representatives
the
United States
United
assembled, That
3711,
States of
of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That sections
sections 3711,
and 3713
3713 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
title 40,
sec. 109)
109)
3712, and
Revised Statutes
C., title
40, sec.
are hereby
repealed.
are
hereby repealed.
S
EC. 2.
2. Those
Those parts
making appropriations
for the
the
SEC.
parts of
of the
the Acts
Acts making
appropriations for
Treasury
Treasury and
Post Office
Departments approved
approved March
March 15,
15, 1934
(48
and Post
Office Departments
1934 (48
425), May
Stat. 425),
May 14, 1935
(49 Stat.
Stat. 218),
218), June
June 23,
(49 Stat.
1827) ,
1935 (49
23, 1936
1936 (49
Stat. 1827),
May 14, 1937 (50 Stat.
Stat. 137),
137), and
March 28,
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 139),
and March
28, 1938
139),
which provide
which
requirements of
of sections
sections 3711
3711 and
3713 of
of
provide "That
"That the
the requirements
and 3713
Revised Statutes
Statutes (U.
(U. S.
title 40,
relative to
to the
the
the Revised
S. C.,
C., title
40, sec.
sec. 109)
109) relative
weighing
weighing of
and the
the separate
separate certificate
to the
of coal
coal and wood
wood and
certificate as
as to
the
weight,
weight, measurement,
measurement, or
of coal
and wood
wood purchased
purchased shall
shall
or quantity
quantity of
coal and
not apply to purchases
purchases by the
at free-on-board
free-on-board
the Procurement
Procurement Division
Division at
destination outside
outside of
of Columbia"
Columbia" (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
title 40,
40,
of the
the District
District of
C., title
sec. 109a),
are hereby
sec.
109a), are
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Approved,
July 18,
Approved, July
18, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 6351
[CHAPTER
635]

July 18,
1940
July
18, 1940
[IL R.
R. 7233]
[H.
7233]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 749]
749]

Surplus Federal real
property.
property.

40 0.
1. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
Supp.
v,40§
tia4a.
V,
§ 304a.

I"roriso.
Prot iso.
Stile by negot
iation.
Sule
negotiation.

49 pat.
Snat. SS&
SS5.
49

40 1. S. C.,
Supp.
r., Supp.

V,11
304a -3ule.
30lc.
§§ 304aV,
Appropriation
Appropriation
40 I'. S.

au-

anthorized to cover costs.

thorin.r1 to cover costs.

Proriso.
Proriso.

Responsibility
Responsibility

maintenance, etc.
maintenance,

for
for

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
amend the Act entitled
entitled "An
the disposition,
disposition, control, and
"An Act to provide
provide for the
and
use of surplus real property acquired
Federal agencies,
agencies, and
and for
for other
other purpuracquired by
by Federal
approved August 27, 1935
poses", approved
1935 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 351,
351, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth
Congress), and
and for
Congress),
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
enacted by the
of Representatives
the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the first
first secsecin Congress
assembled, That
tion of the Act
Act to
provide for
fo r the
th e disposition,
disposition,
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
control, and use of surplus
surplus real property
property acquired
acquired by
by Federal
Federal agenagencies,
purposes", approved
cies, and for other purposes",
August 27,
27, 1935
1935 (Public,
(Public,
approved August
Numbered
Numbered 351, Seventy-fourth
Congress; 49
49 Stat.
Stat. 885;
885; U.
U. S.
C.,
Seventy-fourth Congress;
S. C.,
Supp. II,
II, title 40, sec.
304 (a)
(a) to
(e)), be,
be, and
the same
same is
hereby,
sec. 304
to (e)),
and the
is hereby,
amended
amended by inserting, before
before the
the period
at the
the end
thereof, a
colon
period at
end thereof,
a colon
and the following:
"Provided, That if no
no bids
following: "Provided,
satisfactory
bids which are
are satisfactory
as to price,
price and responsibility
responsibility of bidder
bidder are
received as
as a
of
are received
a result
result of
such public advertisement,
advertisement, the Commissioner
Commissioner of Public
Public Buildings,
Buildings,
with the approval
approval of the Federal
Federal Works
Administrator, is
is authorized
authorized
Works Administrator,
to sell such property by negotiation,
negotiation, upon such terms
terms as
as may
may be
be
deemed to be to the best
Government, but
deemed
best interest of the Government,
price
but at
at a
a price
not
that bid
high est responsible
bidder".
not less than
than that
bid by
by the
the highest
responsible bidder".
SEC.
SEC. 2. Such Act of August
August 27, 1935,
further amended
amended by
by add1935, is further
addin at
at the
thereof the
the following
sections:
ing
the end
end thereof
following sections:
'SEC.
'
SEc. 6. There
There are
are hereby authorized
authorized to be
appropriated such
such
be appropriated
amounts as may
necessary to
to cover
costs incident
to the
the sale
sale
may be
be necessary
cover the
the costs
incident to
or lease
lease of real property, or demolition of buildings thereon
or
thereon as
as
hereinafter
hereinafter authorized,
authorized, which have been or may hereafter
hereafter be declared
declared
surplus to the needs of any Federal
Federal agency
agency in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions
provisions of this Act, and the care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
protection
and protection
thereof,
employees, travel
thereof, including,
including, but not limited to pay of employees,
travel of
of
Government employees,
Government
brokers' f
ees no
i
n excess
excess of
of rates
rates paid
paid for
for
employees, brokers'
fees
nottin
similar
the community
community where the
situated
similar services
services in
in the
the property
property is situated,
appraisals,
appraisals, photographs,
photographs, surveys, evidence of title
title and
and perfecting
perfecting
of defective titles, advertising, and telephone and
and telegraph
telegraph charges:
charges:
Provided, however,
Provided,
genc y s
hall remain
rema i
n responsible
responsible
however, That
That aa Federal
Federal a
agency
shall
for
maintenance and protection
for the
the proper care, maintenance,
protecti on o
aforesaid
off the
the aforesaid
property,
notwithstanding
any declaration
property, notwithstanding any
declaration that the same is in excess
excess

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

765
765

76TH
SESS.-CHS. 635-637—JULY
635-637-JULY 18,
76Tu CONG., 3D
3n SESS.—CRS.
1940
18, 1940

of its needs until such time
time as custody is assumed
assumed by the Federal
Federal
Works
Works Agency
Agency or other disposition
disposition is made thereof.
"SEC. 7. The Commissioner
Commissioner of Public Buildings,
Buildings, with the approval
"SEc.
approval
of the.Federal Works Administrator,
Administrator, is
is authorized,
authorized, upon
upon their
their deterdetermination
that such action will
mination that
the best interest of
of the
the GovernGovernwill be to
to the
ment, to demolish any building
declared surplus
building declared
surplus to the needs of the
Government in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of this Act:
Government
the provisions
Act: Provided,
Provided,
That before proceeding
proceeding with the demolition of any building,
building, the Commissioner of
Buildings shall
the Secretary
of Public Buildings
shall inform
inform the
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
in writing
writing of
it, and
and shall
shall not
proInterior in
of his
his intention
intention to
to demolish
demolish it,
not prohave received
ceed with the demolition
demolition until he shall have
received written notice
from the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior that said building
building is
is not an
an historic
building of
building
significance within the meaning
the Act
Act
of national significance
meaning of
of the
entitled
for the
preservation of
American
entitled 'An
'An Act
Act to
to provide
provide for
the preservation
of historic
historic American
of national
national significance,
sites, buildings, objects, and antiquities
antiquities of
significance, and
for other purposes', approved
Numbered
approved August
August 21, 1935 (Public, Numbered
292,
Congress; 49
Stat. 666)
Provided, however,
292, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress;
49 Stat.
666)::Provided,
however, That
That
if
Interior shall
shall fail
fail to
notify the
if the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
to notify
the Commissioner
Commissioner
of
whether such
such buildbuildof Public Buildings
Buildings of
of his
his determination
determination as
as to
to whether
ing is an historic building of national
significance within
ninety days
national significance
within ninety
of
receipt of
the notice
of intention
intention to
to demolish
the Commissioner
Commissioner
of the
the receipt
of the
notice of
demolish the
of
Buildings may proceed
proceed to
demolish said
building."
of Public
Public Buildings
to demolish
said building."
SEC. 3.
Sections 1
to 4,
Act of
of August
August 27,
27, 1935,
1935,
SEC.
3. Sections
1 to
4, inclusive,
inclusive, of
of such
such Act
are amended
(a) by
striking out
the words
"Secretary of
of the
Treasare
amended (a)
by striking
out the
words "Secretary
the Treasury"
wherever they
they appear
inserting in
thereof the words
appear and
and inserting
in hell
lieu thereof
ury" wherever
"Federal
Works Administrator";
(b) by
out the
the words
words
"Federal Works
Administrator"; (b)
by striking
striking out
"Director of Procurement"
they appear
inserting in
"Director
Procurement" wherever
wherever they
appear and inserting
lieu
the words
(c) by
by
lieu thereof
thereof the
words "Commissioner
"Commissioner of
of Public
Public Buildings";
Buildings"; (c)
"Procurement Division"
Division".wherever
appear
they appear
wherever they
striking out the
the words
words "Procurement
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
"Public Buildings
Buildings AdminisAdministhereof the
the words
words "Public
and
inserting in
tration".
tration".
Approved,
July 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER 636]
636]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ArT
AN

To amend
amend the
United States
Grain Standards
provide for
grading of
of
for the
the grading
Act, to
to provide
States Grain
Standards Act,
the United
To
soybeans,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
soybeans, and

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the
of the
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
Be it
United States
States of
in Congress
That the United
United
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
of America
America in
United
States
Grain Standards
as follows:
follows:
Act is
is amended
amended as
Standards Act
States Grain
By
inserting after
in the
the first
first sentence
sentence of
of section
section 2
2
"flaxseed," in
after "flaxseed,"
By inserting
thereof,
the following:
"soybeans,".
following: "soybeans,".
thereof, the
Approved,
July 18, 1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER
637]
[CHAPTER 637]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
extend the
times for
for commencing
the construction
construction of
of aa bridge
bridge
completing the
and completing
commencing and
the times
To extend
across
Mississippi River
River at
at or
or near
near Chester,
Chester, Illinois.
Illinois.
the Mississippi
across the

Demolition of surplus buildings.

Provsos.
Proviaa
s.
intention
Notice of intention
to demolish.
demolish.
Historic
Historic buildings,
restriction.

16 U. S. C., Supp.
§§ 461-467.
461-467.
V, J§
Failure to give notiFailure
fication, effect.
effect.
fication,

Amendments.
Amendments.
Stat. 885,
885, 886.
49 Stat.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
40 U. 8.
304a-304d.
V,§ §¢ 304a-304d.

July 18,
18,1940
1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 7696]
76e19
[Public, No.
750]
No. 71)]
[Public,
United States (irain
Grain
United

Standards
Standards
amendnient.
anlll
Illellnn
t.
39 Stat.
Stat. 4.2.
482.
39

Act,
Act.

S. C. §
§74.
77U.
U.S.

July 18,
18,1940
1940

[H. R. 8372
[Public, No. 751]
[Public,

Be it
by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Mississippi River.
United
of America
America in.
Congress assembled,
the times
times for
for
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Mississppi
River.for
Time extended
bridging, at
at Chester,
commencing and
completing the
the construction
across bridging,
of the
the bridge across
Chester.
commencing
and completing
construction of
the
River, at
at or
or near
near Chester,
authorized to
to be
be Ill
Illinois, authorized
Chester, Illinois,
the Mississippi
Mississippi River,
built
city of
Chester, Illinois,
an Act
approved
by an
Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
of Chester,
Illinois, by
built by
by the
the city
July 18,
18, 1939,
are hereby
hereby extended
one and
three years,
Si
Stat. loTs.
1058.
53 Stt.
respectively,
years, respectively,
and three
extended one
1939, are
July
from
July
18,
1940.
from July 18, 1940.
Right reserved.
S
EC. 2.
The right
to alter,
or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
Right reserved.
alter, amend,
amend, or
2. The
right to
SEC.
expressly
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1940.
July 18, 1940.
Approved, July

766
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[CHAPTER 638]
638]
[CHAPTER

July 18, 1940
July
[H. R.9576]
[Public, No. 752]
[Public,

Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths
Hospital, D. C.
Hospital,
C.
Admission to, of
of
Admission
certain insane persons
resident, etc.,
resident,
etc., in
in Virgin Islands.
Islands.
Post, p. 1236.
Post,

Expense
Expense
ment.

of treat-

Transfer
residence.
residence.

to

legal

Expenses
transfer.
Expenses of
o transer.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT

Relating to
the admission
admission to
to Saint
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital of
of persons
persons resident
or
Relating
to the
Saint Elizabeths
resident or
domiciled in
Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
States.
domiciled
in the
the Virgin
of the
United States.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
of the
th,e
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That,
That, upon
upon the
the
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
application
the Governor
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
application of
of the
Governor of
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, the
of
the Interior
is authorized
transfer to
to Saint
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
Hospital in
in
the
Interior is
authorized to
to transfer
the District
District of
for treatment
persons who
who are
are permapermathe
of Columbia
Columbia for
treatment (1)
(1) persons
nent residents
of the
Virgin Islands
of the
the United
who are
are
nent
residents of
the Virgin
Islands of
United States,
States, who
citizens or
or nationals
of the
the United
States, and
and who
have been
legally
citizens
nationals of
United States,
who have
been legally
adjudged to
the Virgin
Virgin Islands
Islands or
temporarily in
in
adjudged
to be
be insane
insane in
in the
or while
while temporarily
another
or a
of the
States or
or in
in
another insular
insular possession
possession or
a Territory
Territory of
the United
United States
the
and (2)
persons who
who have
have been
been legally
the continental
continental United
United States;
States; and
(2) persons
legally
adjudged
be insane
in the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
who are
are not
not permanent
permanent
adjudged to
to be
insane in
Islands, who
residents of
and who
who are
are American
citizens whose
whose
residents
of the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
Islands, and
American citizens
legal residence
residence in
of the
Territories or
or the
the District
District of
of
legal
in one
one of
the States
States or
or Territories
Columbia it
it has
has been
been impossible
impossible to
establish. The
The expense
expense of
of treattreatColumbia
to establish.
ment and
from the
for the
the support
support
ment
and care
care may
may be
be paid
paid from
the appropriation
appropriation for
of the
the hospital.
of
hospital.
Upon
ascertainment of
the legal
residence of
American citizens
citizens
Upon the
the ascertainment
of the
legal residence
of American
who have
been transferred
transferred to
hospital and
who
have been
to the
the hospital
and who
who are
are not
not permanent
permanent
residents
of the
Virgin Islands,
of the
the hospital
hospital
residents of
the Virgin
Islands, the
the superintendent
superintendent of
shall
such persons
places of
of residence,
residence, and
and
shall transfer
transfer such
persons to
to their
their respective
respective places
the
expenses of
of transfer
be paid
paid from
the appropriation
appropriation for
for the
the expenses
transfer shall
shall be
from the
the
support
hospital.
support of
of the
the hospital.
Approved, July
July 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 639]
[CHAPTER
639]

July
18, 1940
July 18,1940
[H.
J. Res.
Res. 682]
[H. J.
682]
[Pub. Res.,
Res.. No.
[Pub.
No. 941
941

U.
Maritime
U. S.
S. Maritime
Commission.
Commission.
Appropriation for
for
Appropriation
marine
marine and
and war-risk
war-risk
insurance
fund.
insurance fund.
49 Stat. 1985.
1985.
46 U.
Stipp.
46
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §§§ 1111-1126.
1111-1126.
V,

Ante, p. 689.
Personal services,
services.
Personal
etc.
etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Temporary
Temporary employemployment of
ment
of experts.
experts.

Certification.
Certification.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Making
Making an appropriation
appropriation to enable
enable the
the United
United States
Maritime Commission
States Maritime
Commission to
to
establish
insurance fund.
establish the marine
marine and war-risk insurance

the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
Resolved by
by the
House of
Representatives of
States of America in
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
the United
assembled, That
That to
to enable
enable the
United
States Maritime
Commission to establish
Maritime Commission
establish the marine
marine and
and war-risk
war-risk
insurance
authorized by and in accordance
insurance fund as authorized
accordance with title
title II
II of
of
the Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1936, as amended by the Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
the Merchant
Act, 1936,
1936, as
as amended,
amended, to
to provide
provide
Act to amend
allend the
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
for marine
war-risk insurance
insurance and
and reinsurance
marine war-risk
and for
for marine-risk
marine-risk
reinsurance and
insurance,
purposes", approved
insurance, and
and for other
other purposes",
approved June
June 29,
29, 1940,
1940, there
there is
is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
in the
not otherwise
appropriated,
the sum
of which
not to
to exceed
$150,000
appropriated, the
sum of
of $40,000,000
$40,000,000,.,of
which not
exceed $150,000
may be
be expended by
for personal
personal services
services in
in the
the
by the
the Commission
Commission for
District of
traveling expenses,
expenses, printing
printing and
and
of Columbia and
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, traveling

binding, and other necessary administrative expenses: Provided, That
binding,
expenses and
otheri
necessary
n the temporary
administrative
employment
ex penses:
of experts
Prov id
ined
marine
,That
expenses incurred
incurred
in
the temporary
employment
of experts in marine
insurance, including attorneys, in connection
connection with the investigation
investigation
and settlement
settlement of claims shall not be considered
considered as administrative
administrative
expenses hereunder,
hereunder, and all such expenses
expenses shall be certified by the
Chairman
Chairman of the Commission
Commission in each case as necessary
necessary and reasonable.
reasonable.
Approved, July
1940.
July 18,
18, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CONG.,., 3D SESS.-CH.
640-JULY
76TH
76TH CONG
SESS.—CH.640
JULY 19, 1940
1940
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767

[CHAPTER 640]
640]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To extend
several States and the District
District
extend to certain officers and
and employees
employees in the several
of Columbia the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act to prevent
prevent pernicious
pernicious
August 2,
2, 1939.
political activities",
activities", approved
1939.
political
approved August

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Howe
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 22 of
United States of America in
United
pernicious political
political activities",
the Act entitled "An Act to prevent pernicious
activities",
approved August
1939, is amended
amended to read as
follows:
approved
August 2,
2, 1939,
as follows:
"S.E. 2.
unlawful for
(1) any person
person employed
employed in
in any
shall be
be unlawful
for (1)
"SEC.
2. It
It shall
administrative
United States,
States, or
departthe United
or by
by any
any departadministrative position
position by
by the
ment, independent
independent agency, or other agency of the United States
(including
corporation controlled
controlled by
the United
United States
any
(including any
any corporation
by the
States or
or any
agency
and any
corporation all
stock of
of
agency .thereof,
thereof, and
any corporation
all of
of the
the capital
capital stock
which
owned by the United
States or any
agency thereof),
or
any agency
thereof), or
United States
which is owned
(2)
employed in any
(2) any
any person
person employed
any administrative
administrative position
position by any
State,
political subdivision
or municipality
municipality of any State, or
subdivision or
State, by any
any political
by
subdivisions or
any State or
or any
any of its political subdivisions
by any agency
agency of
of any
municipalities
(including any
any State or
controlled by any
any corporation
corporation controlled
municipalities (including
by
political subdivision,
and any
agency, and
municipality, or agency,
subdivision, municipality,
by any
any such
such political
corporation
of which
which is owned by any State
stock of
of the capital
capital stock
all of
corporation all
or by
by any
agency), in
or agency),
municipality, or
such political
political subdivision,
subdivision, municipality,
or
any such
connection
with any
any activity
activity which
or in part
whole or
is financed
financed in whole
which is
connection with
by
grants made by the United
United States, or by any such departor grants
by loans or
ment,
independent agency,
agency, or other agency
agency of the United States,
States, to
ment, independent
official authority for the purpose of interfering
interfering with, or
use his official
affecting, the
the nomination
any candidate
candidate for the
of any
nomination of
or the
election or
the election
affecting,
office
Vice President,
Presidential elector,
elector, Member
Member
President, Presidential
of President,
President, Vice
office of
of the
Senate, Member
Member of
of the
House of
or Delegate
Delegate
of Representatives,
Representatives, or
the House
of
the Senate,
or Resident
Resident Commissioner
Commissioner from
from any
any Territory
Territory or
possession."
or insular
insular possession."
or
sentence of section 9
9 (a) of such Act of August
August
2. The
The third sentence
SEC. 2.
2, 1939,
to read
read as
"All such
persons shall
shall retain
such persons
as follows:
follows: "All
is amended
amended to
1939, is
2,
the right
right to
and to express
express their opinions
opinions
choose and
may choose
they may
to vote as they
the
on all
political subjects
subjects and
candidates."
and candidates."
on
all political
SEC. 3.
10 of
of such
such Act
Act of
August 2,
2, 1939,
is amended
amended to
1939, is
of August
3. Section
Section 10
SEC.
read as
as follows:
read
follows:
"
SEc. 10.
of this
shall be
be in
addition to
and
to and
in addition
this Act
Act shall
provisions of
The provisions
10. The
"SEC.
not in
in substitution
substitution for
for any
any other
other provision
provision of
of law."
law."
not
SEC. 4.
4. Such
of August
2, 1939,
is further
further amended
amended by
adding
by adding
1939, is
August 2,
Act of
Such Act
SEC.
at the
the end
end thereof
the following
new sections:
sections:
following new
thereof the
at
"Six.
(a) No
No officer
or employee
employee of
of any
any State
agency
local agency
State or local
officer or
12. (a)
"SEC. 12.
whose principal
employment is
connection with
which
activity which
any activity
with any
is in
in connection
principal employment
whose
is financed
or in
in part
part by
by loans
or grants
by the
United
the United
made by
grants made
loans or
whole or
in whole
is
financed in
States or
by any
any Federal
Federal agency
agency shall (1)
authority
(1) use his official authority
or by
States
or influence
for the
the purpose
purpose of
or a
anominomielection or
an election
with an
interfering with
of interfering
or
influence for
nation
for office,
office, or
or affecting
the result
result thereof,
thereof, or
or (2)
directly or
or
(2) directly
affecting the
nation for
indirectly coerce,
command, or advise
advise any other
other
coerce, command,
to coerce,
attempt to
coerce, attempt
indirectly
such officer
officer or
or employee
to pay,
lend, or
or contribute
contribute any
any part of his
pay, lend,
employee to
such
salary
or compensation
compensation or
else of
any party, comcomvalue to
to any
of value
or anything
anything else
salary or
mittee,
organization, agency,
agency, or
person for
for political
political purposes.
purposes. No
or person
mittee, organization,
such officer
take any
part in
in political
political manactive part
any active
shall take
or employee
employee shall
officer or
such
agement or
or in
campaigns. All
All such
such persons
shall retain
the
retain the
persons shall
in political
political campaigns.
agement
right to
choose and to express their
their opinions on all
all
may choose
as they may
to vote
vote as
right
political
subjects and
For the
of the
the second
second
purposes of
the purposes
candidates. For
and candidates.
political subjects
sentence
of this
or employee'
employee' shall
shall not
not be
be
'officer or
the term
term 'officer
subsection, the
this subsection,
sentence of
construed
include (1)
(1) the
or the
Governor
Lieutenant Governor
the Lieutenant
Governor or
the Governor
to include
construed to
of
person who
authorized by
by law
law to
to act
act as
Govas Govis authorized
who is
or any
any person
State or
of any
any State
ernor, or
or the
the mayor
of any
city; (2)
of executive
executive
heads of
elected heads
(2) duly
duly elected
any city;
mayor of
ernor,
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Extension
Extension of Act
Act to
to
prevent pernicious
pernicious
prevent
political activities.
53 Stat. 1147.
63
18
18 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §61a.
61a.
V,

Interference
Interference with
with
certain elections,
elections, etc.,
certain
by designated
designated persons.
Past,
p. 1032.
1032.
Post, p.

Right to vote, etc.
Right
53
53 Stat. 1148.
18 U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.

V. §
(a).
I 61h
61h (a).
V,

53 Stat. 1149.
53
18
S. C.,
C., Supp.
18 U. S.
V,
§61j.
V, §61J.
Provisions deemed
supplementary.
supplementary.

53
53 Stat. 1147.
1147.
18 U.
C., Supp.
U. S. C.,
V,
61-61k.
§§61-61k.
V, §§
Interference with an
Interfenrnce
election, etc., by clrcerelection,
taln State offiers
tain
officers or
or
employees.
employees.

political parActive political
ticipation.
ticipation.
Right to vote, etc.
etc.
Right

or
em"Officer
or
"Officer
ployee" construed;
construed; reployee"
striction.
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Report of violations
U. 8.
S. Civil
to U.
Civil Service
Commission.
Commission.

Hearings by ComHearings
mission;
mission; notification.
notification.

Findings.

Employee not removed from
office
office
within stated period;
withholding
withholding of Federal
eral funds.
funds.

Amount.
Exception.

Proviso.
Proviso.
When funds not to
to
be withheld.
withheld.

Notice to State, etc.,
etc.,
agency.
agency.

Petition
review.
Petition for
for review.

Stay of determination or order.
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departments of any State
or municipality
who are
are not
not classified
classified under
departments
State or
municipality who
under
civil-service system;
(3) officers
officers holding
holding
aaState or
or municipal
municipal merit or
or civil-service
system; (3)
elective offices.
"(b) If
Federal agency
agency charged
charged with
of making
If any Federal
with the
the duty of
making any
any
loan or grant of funds of the United States for use in
by
in any activity
activity by
any officer or employee
employee to
of subsection
subsection (a)
are
to whom the provisions
provisions of
(a) are
applicable has reason to believe
believe that any
employee has
has
applicable
any such officer or
or employee
violated the provisions of such subsection,
subsection, it shall make
make aareport with
violated
respect thereto to the United States
States Civil
Commission (here(hererespect
Civil Service Commission
receipt of
of any
any
inafter referred
referred to
to as the
the `Commission').
'Commission'). Upon
Upon the
the receipt
such report, or upon the receipt
receipt of any other information
information which seems
seems
investigation, the Commission
shall
to the Commission
Commission to warrant
warrant an investigation,
Commission shall
and shall
by registered
fix aatime and place for aahearing, and
shall by
registered mail
mail send
send
to the
State
to the officer or employee charged with
with the
the violation and to
the State
officer or employee
employee a
a notice setting
or local agency employing
employing such officer
setting
alleged violation
violation and the time and
of
forth a
a summary
summary of the alleged
and place of
such hearing. At such hearing (which
earlier than
ten
(which shall
shall be not
not earlier
than ten
days after the mailing of such notice)
notice) either the officer or employee or
the State or local agency, or both, may appear with counsel
counsel and be
heard. After such hearing, the Commission
Commission shall determine
determine whether
whether
any violation
violation of such subsection
subsection has occurred
whether such violaoccurred and whether
tion, if any, warrants
warrants the removal
removal of the officer or employee by whom it
it
was committed from his office or employment,
employment, and shall by registered
registered
mail notify
notify such officer or employee
employee and the appropriate
or local
local
appropriate State
State or
determination. If
agency of such determination.
If in any case the Commission finds
finds
that such officer or employee
employee has not been removed
removed from his office
office or
or
employment within thirty days after
employment
after notice of aa determination
determination by
the Commission
Commission that such violation warrants
his removal,
removal, or
or that
that he
he
warrants his
has been so removed
removed and has subsequently
subsequently (within
(within a
a period of eighteen months) been appointed
appointed to any office or employment
employment in any State
or local agency
agency in such State, the Commission
certify
Commission shall make
make and
and certify
to the appropriate
appropriate Federal agency
agency an order requiring
requiring it
it to
to withhold
withhold
from its loans or grants
grants to the State
agency to
to which
which such
such
State or local
local agency
notification was given an
equal to
to two
two years'
an amount
amount equal
years' compensation
compensation
at the rate such officer or employee
employee was receiving
receiving at the time
such
time of such
violation; except that in any case
case of such
such a
appointment to
a subsequent
subsequent appointment
to
a position in
in another State or local agency which receives
a
receives loans or
or
grants from any
agency, such
such order
order shall
shall require
require the
any Federal
Federal agency,
the withwithholding of such amount from such other State or local agency:
Provided,
shall the
Commission require
require any
any amount
Provided, That in
in no
no event shall
the Commission
amount
to be withheld from any loan or grant pledged by a
a State or local
local
agency as security for its bonds or notes if the withholding of such
such
jeopardize the payment of the principal
amount would jeopardize
principal or
on
or interest on
such bonds or notes. Notice of any such
such order
order shall be sent by
regby registered mail to the State or local agency from which
which such amount is
ordered to be withheld. The Federal
Federal a
gency to which
which such
der is
i
s
agency
such or
order
certified shall, after such order becomes final, withhold such
amount
such amount
in accordance
accordance with the terms of such order. Except
Except as provided
provided in
subsection (c), any determination
determination or order of the Commission
subsection
Commission shall
become final upon the expiration
days after
after the
mailing
expiration of thirty days
the mailing
of notice of such determination
determination or order.
"(c) Any party aggrieved
aggrieved by any determination
"(c)
determination or order of the
Commission under
under subsection
subsection (b) may, within thirty days after the
mailing of notice of such determination
determination or order, institute
institute proa written petition in the
ceedings for the review thereof
thereof by filing a
district court of the United States for the district m which
which such
officer or employee resides; but the commencement
commencement of such proceedproceedings shall not operate
a stay of such determination
operate as a
determination or order
order
unless (1) it is specifically
specifically so ordered
ordered by the court, and (2)
(2) such
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officer or
or employee
employee is suspended
during.
office or
or employment
employment during
suspended from his office
officer
the pendency
such proceedings.
opy of
suc h p
etition shall
shall
of such
petition
A c
copy
of such
proceedings. A
the
pendency of
Commission, and thereupon
forthwith
forthwith be served
served upon the Commission,
thereupon the Commission
certify and
file in
in the
the court
of the
the record
record
court a
a transcript
transcript of
and file
mission shall
shall certify
complained of was made.
the determination
determination or the order
which the
order complained
upon which
The review
by the
the court
court shall
shall be
be on
on the
record entire,
including
entire, including
the record
The
review by
all of
the evidence
evidence taken
on the
hearing, and
shall extend
extend to
to quesquesand shall
the hearing,
taken on
all
of the
tions of
fact and
application is
is made to the
If application
of law.
law. If
and questions
questions of
of fact
tions
court for
for leave
and it
it is
is shown
shown to
to the
the
additional evidence,
evidence, and
court
leave to
to adduce
adduce additional
satisfaction of
that such
such additional
additional evidence may
may materially
materially
the court
court that
of the
satisfaction
affect
the result
result of
of the
proceedings and that
that there
there were
were reasonable
reasonable
the proceedings
affect the
evidence in the hearing
grounds for
for .failure
such evidence
hearing before
before
adduce such
failure to adduce
grounds
the Commission,
direct such
additional evidence
evidence to be
may direct
such additional
the court
court may
Commission, the
the
taken
before the
such manner
upon such terms
manner and upon
the Commission
Commission in such
taken before
and
conditions as
as to
to the
court may
may seem
The Commission
Commission
proper. The
seem proper.
the court
and conditions
may
its findings
of fact
or its
its determination
determination or
or order
order by
by
fact or
findings of
may modify
modify its
reason
of the
the additional
additional evidence
evidence so
so taken
taken and
and shall
shall file with the
reason of
and any such
court
such modified
order, and
or order,
determination, or
findings, determination,
modified findings,
court such
substantial evidence, shall
modified
findings of
fact, if
if supported
supported by substantial
of fact,
modified findings
be conclusive.
The court
shall affirm
affirm the
determinaCommission's determinathe Commission's
court shall
conclusive. The
be
tion
order, or
determination or
the court
if the
court
or order,
order, if
modified determination
or its
its modified
tion or
or order,
determines
that the
the same
same is
is in
accordance with
with law.
If the
court
the court
law. If
in accordance
determines that
determines
any such
such determination
or order,
order, or
or modified deterdetermination or
that any
determines that
mination
not in
in accordance
accordance with
with law,
law, the
shall
the court shall
is not
or order,
order, is
mination or
remand the
the proceeding
proceeding to
the Commission
Commission with
directions either
either to
to
with directions
to the
remand
make such
determination or
or order
order as
the court
shall determine
determine to be
court shall
as the
such determination
make
in accordance
accordance with
with law
or to
to take
take such
such further
further proceedings
proceedings as, in the
law or
in
opinion of
of the
the court,
the law
requires. The
and decree
decree of
of
judgment and
The judgment
law requires.
court, the
opinion
the court
be final,
final, subject
subject to
to review
by the
the appropriate
appropriate circuit
circuit
review by
shall be
court shall
the
court of
of appeals
and the
the judgment
and decree
decree of
of
judgment and
cases, and
other cases,
as in
in other
appeals as
court
such circuit
circuit court
court of
of appeals
be final,
by the
the
review by
to review
subject to
final, subject
shall be
appeals shall
such
Supreme
United States
as
certification as
or certification
certiorari or
on certiorari
States on
of the
the United
Court of
Supreme Court
provided in
in sections
sections 239
239 and
and 240
of the
amended
Code, as amended
Judicial Code,
the Judicial
240 of
provided
(U.
S. C.,
C., 1934
edition, title
title 28,
28, secs.
secs. 346
any proviproviIf any
347). If
346 and
and 347).
1934 edition,
(U. S.
sion
of this
this subsection
subsection is
is held
be invalid
as applied
to any
any party
party
applied to
invalid as
to be
held to
sion of
with respect
respect to
to any
or order
order of
the Commission,
such
Commission, such
of the
determination or
any determination
with
determination or
or order
order shall
shall thereupon
become final
effective as
as
and effective
final and
thereupon become
determination
to
such party
party in
in the
same manner
manner as
provision had
not been
been
had not
if such
such provision
as if
the same
to such
enacted.
enacted.
"(d) The
Commission is
to adopt
such reasonable
proreasonable proadopt such
is authorized
authorized to
The Commission
"(d)
cedure
and regulations
as it
it deems
its
execute its
to execute
necessary to
deems necessary
regulations as
and rules
rules and
cedure and
functions under
this section.
section. The
Civil Service
Commission shall
Service Commission
The Civil
under this
functions
have
to require
require by
by subpenit
the attendance
of
testimony of
and testimony
attendance and
subpena the
power to
have power
witnesses
the production
production of
of all
all documentary
evidence relating
relating to
to
documentary evidence
and the
witnesses and
any
as a
a result
before the
the Commission.
Commission.
this Act,
Act, before
of this
result of
pending, as
any matter
matter pending,
Any
the Commission
Commission may
subpenas, and
and members
of
members of
sign subpenas,
may sign
of the
member of
Any member
the
and its
authorized by
the CommisCommisby the
when authorized
examiners when
its examiners
Commission and
the Commission
sion
may administer
examine witnesses,
witnesses, and
and
affirmations, examine
and affirmations,
oaths and
administer oaths
sion may
receive
evidence. Such
attendance of
the production
production
and the
witnesses and
of witnesses
Such attendance
receive evidence.
of
such documentary
required from
from any
any place
in the
the
place in
be required
may be
evidence may
documentary evidence
of such
United
States at
any designated
designated place
of hearing.
hearing. In
case of
of disdisIn case
place of
at any
United States
obedience
the Commission
Commission may
invoke the
aid of
of any
any
the aid
may invoke
snbpena, the
a subpena,
to a
obedience to
court
of the
attendance and
and testimony
testimony
the attendance
in requiring
requiring the
States in
United States
the United
court of
of
and the
of documentary
evidence. Any
of
Any of
documentary evidence.
the production
production of
of witnesses
witnesses and
the district
district courts
courts of
the United
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
within the
States within
United States
of the
the
which
such inquiry
inquiry is
is carried
case of
of contumacy
or refusal
refusal
contumacy or
in case
on may,
may, in
carried on
which such
to obey
obey aasubpena
subpena issued
issued to
person, issue
an order
requiring such
such
order requiring
issue an
any person,
to any
to
person
to
appear
before
the
Commission,
or
to
produce
documentary
documentary
produce
person to appear before the Commission, or to
evidence
if so
ordered, or
or to
give evidence
evidence touching
touching the
the matter
in
matter in
to give
so ordered,
evidence if
19347W-41—PT. 1-49
49
-193470--41-PT.

Transcript of record.
record.
Transcriptof

Review
Review upon entire
record.
record.
Additional evidence.
evidence.

Modification of
of
Modification
Commission's order.
Commission's

Affirmation by
by
Affirmation
court.
Remanding of proRemanding
ceeding to Commis-

sion.
sion.

Finality of judgJudgment and decree;
ment
decree; review.

36 Stat. 1157.
When
designated
When
designated
provision held invalid;
provision
effect.
effect.

Rules
tules and regulations.
Attendance
of witwitAttendance of
nesses, etc.
etc.
nIesses,

Oaths, examination
examination
Oaths,
of witnesses, etc.

Enforcement of subEnforcement

penes.
penas.
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Depositions.
Depositions.

Incriminating
Incriminating
dence.
dence.

evievi-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Perjury.
Provisions Inappliinapplicable.
cable.

"State
or
"State
local
agency" defined.
agency"

"Federal
"Federal
defined.

agency"
agency"

Limitation on campaign contributions.

State or local comState
committees, etc.,
etc., excepted.
excepted.

"Person"
"Person" defined.
defined.

"Contribution" dede"Contribution"
fined.
fined.

Certain purchases
purchases
of goods, advertising, etc.,
etc., declared
declared tmunlawful.
lawful.
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question; and
and any
any failure
failure to
such order
order of
of the
the court
court may
may.be
be punpunquestion;
to obey
obey such
ished by
such court
court as
contempt thereof.
The Commission
Commission may
may
ished
by such
as aa contempt
thereof. The
order testimony
to be
be taken
taken by
by deposition
deposition in
in any
any proceeding
proceeding or
or invesinvesorder
testimony to
tigation, which
which as
as a
result of
this Act,
Act, is
pending before
before the
the Commistigation,
a result
of this
is pending
Commission
any stage
such proceeding
Such deposision at
at any
stage of
of such
proceeding or
or investigation.
investigation. Such
depositions may
taken before
by the
Commission
tions
may be
be taken
before any
any person
person designated
designated by
the Commission
and
having power
to administer
oaths. Such
testimony shall
and having
power to
administer oaths.
Such testimony
shall be
be
reduced
under his
reduced to
to writing
writing by
by the person
person taking
taking the deposition,
deposition, or
or under
his
direction,
and shall
shall then
then be
be subscribed
by the
Any person
direction, and
subscribed by
the deponent.
deponent. Any
person
compelled to
and depose
and to
to produce
produce documentary
documentary
may be
be compelled
to appear
appear and
depose and
evidence before
before the
the Commission
ore provided.
provided. No
No person
person
evidence
Commission as
as hereinbef
hereinbefore
shall be
be excused
from attending
attending and
testifying or
or from
from producing
producing
shall
excused from
and testifying
documentary
evidence or in
to a
a subpena
subpena on
on the
the ground
ground
documentary evidence
in obedience
obedience to
that
testimony or evidence,
evidence documentary
documentary or otherwise, required
required
that the
the testimony
of
tend to incriminate
him or
subject him
him to
to a
penalty or
or
of him
him may
may tend
incriminate him
or subject
a penalty
forfeiture
transaction, matter,
or thing
thing
forfeiture for or
or on account
account of any transaction,
matter, or
concerning which
which he is
produce evidence,
evidence,
concerning
is compelled
compelled to testify,
testify, or produce
documentary or
before the Commission
Commission in
documentary
or otherwise,
otherwise, before
in obedience
obedience to aa
subpena issued by
person so
testifying shall be
subpena
by it:
it: Provided,
Provided,That no person
so testifying
exempt
prosecution and punishment
for perjury
perjury committed
committed in
in so
so
exempt from prosecution
punishment for
testifying.
"(e)
subsection (a)
(a) of
of
"(e) The provisions
provisions of
of the
the first
first two sentences
sentences of subsection
apply to any
employee who
who exercises
this section
section shall
shall not apply
any officer or employee
exercises
no
any activity
activity of
State or
or local
local
no functions in connection
connection with any
of aa State
financed in whole or in part
part by loans or
agency which is financed
or grants
States or
made by
by the
the United
United States
or by
by any
any Federal
Federal agency.
"(f)
For the
the purposes
purposes of
sectionof this
this section—
"(f) For
"(1)
'State or
agency' means
means the
the executive
executive branch
branch
"(1) The term
term 'State
or local agency'
of any State, or of any municipality
or other
other political
political subdivision
subdivision
municipality or
of such State, or any agency
agency or department
department thereof.
"(2)
'Federal agency'
any executive
executive department,
department,
"(2) The term 'Federal
agency' includes
includes any
independent establishment, or other
other agency of the
the United
United States
States
independent
(except
member bank
of the
Reserve System).
(except aamember
bank of
the Federal
Federal Reserve
System).
"SEo.
(a) It
It is
hereby declared
declared to
pernicious political
political
"SEO. 13. (a)
is hereby
to be aa pernicious
hereafter be
be unlawful,
unlawful, for
for any
person, directly
activity, and it shall hereafter
any person,
directly
indirectly , to make contributions
aggregate amount
in
or indirectly,
contributions in
in an
an aggregate
amount in
excess of $5,000,
$5,000, during any calendar
calendar year, or
or in
in connection
connection with
election, to or on behalf of any
any campaign for nomination
nomination or election,
candidate for an elective Federal office (including
(including the offices
offices of
of
President
President of the United
United States and Presidential
Presidential and Vice Presidential electors),
electors), or to or on behalf
behalf of any
any committee
committee or other
other
organization engaged in
advocating the
the
organization
in furthering, advancing, or advocating
nomination
nomination or election of any candidate for any
any such office or
or the
success of any national
national political party. This subsection shall not
apply to contributions made to or by aa State or local committee or
or
other State or
or local
local organization.
organization.
"(b)
section—.
"(b) For the purposes of
of this
this section"(1) The term 'person'
"(1)
partnership, com'person' includes an individual, partnership,
comcorporation, and any other organization
organization or group
mittee, association,
association, corporation,
group
of persons.
persons.
"(2)
a gift, subscription,
(2) The term 'contribution'
'contribution' includes a
subscription, loan,
advance, or deposit of money, or anything of value,
value, and
and includes
includes
aacontract, promise, or agreement,
whether or not legally
enforceable,
agreement, whether
legally enforceable,
to
to make aacontribution.
contribution.
"(c)
"(c) It
It is further declared
cletlared to be aa pernicious
pernicious political
political activity,
and it shall hereafter
hereafter be unlawful for any person, individual, partnership, committee, association,
association, corporation,
corporation, and any other organization or group of persons
persons to purchase
purchase or buy any
any goods, comcorn-
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modities, advertising, or articles of any kind or description
description where
the proceeds
proceeds of such a
apurchase, or any portion thereof, shall directly
directly
benefit of or for any candidate
candidate for an
or indirectly inure to the benefit
elective
Federal office (including the offices a
of President
President of the
elective Federal
United
Presidential electors)
or
electors) or
States, and
and Presidential
Presidential and Vice Presidential
United States,
any political committee or other political
political organization
organization engaged in
furthering,
nomination or election of
furthering, advancing,
advancing, or advocating the nomination
any
for any
office or the success of any
any national
candidate for
any such office
any candidate
political
sentence shall be
Provided, That nothing in this sentence
political party:
party: Provided,
construed to interfere
interfere with the usual and known business, trade,
or profession
profession of any candidate.
(d) Any
activity
pernicious political activity
who engages
engages in aa pernicious
"(d)
Any person
person who
in
provision of
conviction
of this section, shall upon conviction
any provision
in violation
violation of any
thereof
be fined
fined not
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
for not
not more than
than
$5,000 or
more than
than $5,000
not more
thereof be
five
section by aapartnership,
violations of this section
five years.
years. In all cases of violations
committee,
association, corporation,
corporation, or
or other
or group
group
organization or
other organization
committee, association,
managing heads thereof who
directors, or managing
officers, directors,
the officers
of persons,
persons, the
knowingly
and willfully
in such violation, shall be subparticipate in
willfully participate
knowingly and
ject
provided.
to punishment
punishment as herein provided.
ject to
"(e) Nothing
shall be
construed to
to permit
permit the
the
be construed
section shall
in this
this section
Nothing in
"(e)
making
any contribution
contribution which
which is
provision
any provision
by any
prohibited by
is prohibited
of any
making of
of
law in
section takes effect. Nothing in
in force on the date this section
of law
this
Act shall be
provisions of
of the
or amend any provisions
be construed to alter or
this Act
Federal
Corrupt Practices
Practices Act
Act of
of 1925,
or any
any amendments
amendments thereto.
thereto.
1925, or
Federal Corrupt
"SEo. 14.
For the
purposes of
this Act,
persons employed
the
in the
employed in
Act, persons
of this
the purposes
14. For
"SEC.
government
of
the
District
of
Columbia
shall
be
deemed
be
be
to
deemed
be
shall
Columbia
of
government of the District
employed
in the
executive branch
branch of
the Government
Government of
of the
United
the United
of the
the executive
employed in
States, except
that for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
the second
sentence of section
section
second sentence
of the
except that
States,
(a) the
Commissioners and
and the
the Recorder
of Deeds of
District
of the District
Recorder of
the Commissioners
99 (a)
of Columbia
shall not
deemed to
to be
or employees.
employees.
officers or
be officers
be deemed
not be
Columbia shall
of
"
SEC. 15.
15. The
of this Act which prohibit persons
persons to
provisions of
The provisions
"SEC.
whom such
apply from
from taking
any active
active part
part in political
taking any
provisions apply
such provisions
whom
management
in political
campaigns shall
shall be
to prohibit
prohibit
deemed to
be deemed
political campaigns
or in
management or
the
same activities
on the
of such
such persons
persons as
as the
United States
States
the United
the part
part of
activities on
the same
Civil
Service Commission
heretofore determined
determined are
are at
at the
the time
time
has heretofore
Commission has
Civil Service
this
section
takes
effect
prohibited
on
the
part
of
employees
in
the
the
in
of
employees
part
the
on
prohibited
effect
takes
section
this
classified
civil service
United States
by the
provisions of
of the
the
the provisions
States by
the United
of the
service of
classified civil
civil-service rules
rules prohibiting
prohibiting such
such employees
employees from
any active
taking any
from taking
civil-service
part in
political management
management or
or in
in political
political campaigns.
campaigns.
in political
part
"Svc. 16.
'Whenever the
States Civil Service Commission
Commission
United States
the United
16. Whenever
"SEC.
determines
that, by
by reason
or unusual
circumstances which
which
unusual circumstances
special or
of special
reason of
determines that,
exist in
in any
any municipality
other political
the immeimmein the
subdivision, in
political subdivision
or other
municipality or
exist
diate
of the
Capital in
in the
of Maryland
and
Maryland and
States of
the States
National Capital
the National
vicinity of
diate vicinity
Virginia,
or in
municipalities the
of whose
whose voters are emmajority of
the majority
in municipalities
Virginia or
ployed
by the
the Government
Government of
the United
United States
is in
the domestic
domestic
it is
in the
States:zit
of the
ployed by
interest
persons to
to whom
the provisions
Act are
are applicable,
applicable,
of this
this Act
provisions of
whom the
of persons
interest of
and who
who reside
reside in
in such
municipality or
or political
political subdivision,
to
subdivision, to
such municipality
and
permit such
such persons
persons to
active part
part in
in political
political management
management
an active
to take
take an
permit
or in
political campaigns
involving such
such municipality
or political
political
municipality or
campaigns involving
in political
or
subdivision,
the Commission
Commission is
promulgate regulato promulgate
is authorized
authorized to
subdivision, the
tions permitting
permitting such
such persons
persons to
take an
an active
part in
such political
political
in such
active part
to take
tions
management and
political campaigns
campaigns to
extent the
Commission
the Commission
to the
the extent
and political
management
deems
to be
of such
persons.
such persons.
interest of
domestic interest
the domestic
be in
in the
deems to
"
SEC. 17.
the second
second sentence
sentence of
(a) of
of this
this
12 (a)
of section
section 12
in the
Nothing in
17. Nothing
"SEC.
Act
shall
be
construed
to
prevent
or
prohibit
any
officer
or
employee
employee
or
officer
any
or
prohibit
Act shall be construed to prevent
of a
aState
or local
agency (as
(as defined
defined in
section 12
(f)) from
continufrom continu12 (f))
in section
local agency
State or
of
ing,
until
the
election
in
connection
with
which
he
was
nominated,
to
to
nominated,
was
ing, until the election in connection with which he
be a
bona fide
election to
to any
any public
public office
office and
and from
from
for election
candidate for
fide candidate
a bona
be

Proviso.
Noninterference
Noninterference
with candidate's
candidate's business,
etc.
ness, etc.
Penalty.

Violations
by partpartViolations by
nerships,
etc.
nerships, etc.

Contributions proContributions
prohibited by prior laws.
laws.

Corrupt practices.
43 Stat. 1070.
43
1070.
2
U. S.
S. C.
§§ 2412 U.
C. §i
241256.
District of ColumColumbia employees.
employees.

Exception.
Exception.

Taking active part
part
managein political management, etc., activities
prohibited.

of
residents of
Certain residents
in ImImmunicipalities In
of
mediate vicinity of
D. C., etc.
etc.
activities.
Political activities.

Regulations.

Certain State,
Certain
State, etc.,
etc.,
nominees for public
office, political activi.
activioffice,
ties permitted.
permitted.
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engaging in
in any
political activity
of his
his candidacy
candidacy for
for
engaging
any political
activity in
in furtherance
furtherance of
if (1)
such public office, if
(1) he was nominated
nominated before
the date
date of
of the
before the
the
enactment of
this Act,
Act, and
and (2)
election to
to such
such public
public office
office
enactment
of this
(2) upon
upon his
his election
he resigns
resigns from
or employment
which he
he was
he
from the
the office
office or
employment in
in which
was employed
employed
prior to
prior
agency (as
defined in
in section
section
to his
his election,
election, in
in a
a State
State or
or local
local agency
(as defined

Conditions.
conditions.

Political
activities
political activities
in connection
connection with
with
designated elections,
etc., not prohibited.
prohibited.
53 Stat.
1148.
Statr.1148.e
18 U. S. C., Supp.
U. (a).C. upp.
V, §61h
Ante, p. 767.

et3
v18 s.
Aitp.

"state" defned.

"State" defined.

Prohibition on
byer
contributions by
persons
sons or firms having
U. S. contracts.

cotributions
or rms having
U.S.contract

renalty.

Penalty.

Prohibited actions;
Prohibited actions;
construing of section.

53
53 Stat.
Stat. 1147.
147.
18 U. S. C., Supp.
v1U.
V.
§§ 61-61k.C., Spk
Limitation on
Limitation
on rere
ceipts and expendieiptofofpolitical
p
tures
committees.

.

Limi61-t.

eiticni-

mitees.

Violations.
violations.

Meaning of terms
Meaning
of terms
used; penalties.
43 Stat. 1070.
43tat.
1070.
2U. S. C. §241.

U.S. C.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

.

12 (f)).
(f)).
12

"SEC. 18. Nothing in the second
"SEc.
second sentence
sentence of section
section 99 (a)
(a) or
or in
in the
the
second
of section
section 12
12 (a)
(a) of
of this
this Act
be construed
construed to
to
second sentence
sentence of
Act shall
shall be
prevent
or prohibit
prohibit any
any person
person subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
subject to
prevent or
from
engaging in
any political
in connection
with any
any
from engaging
in any
political activity
activity (1)
(1) in
connection with
election and the
if none
none of
of the
the candidates
to
the preceding
preceding campaign
campaign if
candidates is
is to
nominated or
such election
any
be nominated
or elected
elected at
at such
election as
as representing
representing aa party
party any
of whose
whose candidates
candidates for presidential
in the
the last
last
presidential elector
elector received
received votes
votes in
preceding election
preceding
presidential electors
electors were
were selected,
or (2)
(2)
election at which
which presidential
selected, or
in
any question
not specifically
identified
in connection
connection with
with any
question which
which is
is not
specifically identified
with
National or
or state
For the
the purposes
of this
this
with any National
State political
political party.
party. For
purposes of
section,
section, questions
questions relating to constitutional
amendments, referendums,
referendums,
constitutional amendments,
approval of
municipal ordinances
and others
others of
of a
similar character,
character,
of municipal
ordinances, and
a similar
shall not be
be deemed
to be
be specifically
specifically identified
with any
any National
deemed to
identified with
National
or State
political party.
party.
or
State political
"SEC. 19. As used in this Act, the term
"Sac.
any State,
term 'State'
'State' means
means any
State,
Territory,
or possession
possession of
States."
Territory, or
of the
the United
United States."
S
EC. 5.
(a) No
person or
or firm
firm entering
any contract
contract with
with the
the
into any
entering into
No person
5. (a)
SpEC.
United States or any
or agency
agency thereof,
thereof, either
either for
for the
the
any department
department or
rendition of personal
personal services or furnishing
furnishing any material,
material, supplies,
or equipment
States or
any department
department or
or agency
agency
equipment to
to the
the United
United States
or any
thereof, or selling
any land
land or
or building
building to
to the
the United
United States
States or
or any
any
selling any
department
department or agency
agency thereof,
thereof, if
the performance
performance of
if payment
payment for
for the
of
such contract
contract or
payment for
such material,
supplies, equipment,
equipment, land,
land,
such
or payment
for such
material, supplies,
or building is to be made
made in whole or in part from
from funds
funds appropriated
appropriated
by the Congress, shall, during the
period of
the period
negotiation for,
for, or
of negotiation
or perperformance under such contract or
furnishing of
material, supplies,
supplies,
or furnishing
of material,
equipment, land, or buildings,
directly, or
or indirectly,
any conconbuildings, directly,
indirectly, make
make any
tribution
tribution of money or any other
other thing of value,
value, or
promise expressly
expressly
or promise
make any
such contribution,
to any
any political
political party,
or impliedly
impliedly to
to make
any such
contribution, to
party,
committee,
candidate for
committee, or candidate
or to
to any
any person
person for
for any
any
for public
public office
office or
political purpose or use; nor
shall any
any person
person knowingly
solicit any
any
nor shall
knowingly solicit
such contribution from any such person
person or firm, for any such purpurpose during any such period. Any person
person who violates the provisions
provisions
of this section shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined
not more
more than
fined not
than
imprisoned not more than five
$5,000 or imprisoned
five years.
years.
(b)
(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed
construed to permit any action
which is prohibited
prohibited by any provision
which
provision of law in force on the date
date this
section takes effect.
SEC.
1939, is further amended by adding
Sac. 6. Such Act of August 2, 1939,
adding
following new section:
at
the end thereof
thereof the following
section:
atith
"SEC.
"SEc. 20. No political
political committee
committee shall receive contributions
contributions aggregating more than $3,000,000,
$3,000,000, or make expenditures
expenditures aggregating
aggregating more
than $3,000,000, during
during any
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this
any calendar
calendar year.
year. For
For the
section, any contributions
contributions received
received and any
any expenditures
made on
on
expenditures made
behalf of any political committee
committee with the knowledge
knowledge and
and consent
consent of
of
the chairman
the
chairman or treasurer
treasurer of such committee shall be deemed to be
received or
by such
such committee.
committee. Any violation
received
or made
made by
violation of this section
section
by any political committee shall be deemed
by
deemed also to be a
a violation
violation of
of
this section by the chairman
chairman and the treasurer
treasurer of such
such committee
committee
and by any other person
person responsible
responsible for such violation. Terms used
used
section
in this section shall have the
the meaning
meaning assigned to them in section
302 of the Federal Corrupt Practices Act, 1925, and the
the penalties
provided in
such Act
shall apply
apply to
of this section."
provided
in such
Act shall
to violations
violations of
section."
Approved, July 19,
19, 1940.
1940.
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CHAPTER 641]
[CHAPTER

ANT ACT
A' rT
AN

National Forest to the
To provide for the transfer of certain land in the De Soto National
Secretary of
of War
War for use
use for military purposes.
purposes.
Secretary

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That upon request
United States
Congress assembled,
request
of the
Secretary of
of War,
Secretary of
Agriculture is
authorized
of
the Secretary
War, the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
is authorized
and
to transfer
transfer to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
military purpurand directed
directed to
to the
War, for
for military
poses,
land, not
in excess
excess of
of sixty-five
thousand acres,
acres,
poses, such tracts
tracts of
of land,
not in
sixty-five thousand
contiguous
Reservation, Missiscontiguous to the Camp Shelby State Military
Military Reservation,
sippi, and
and now
the limits
limits of
of the
National
Soto National
the Be
De Soto
within the
now included
included within
sippi,
Forest, Mississippi,
Mississippi, as
as the
of War
War may
select: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of
may select:
Provided,
Forest,
That
transferred pursuant
provisions of
That in the event
event the
the area transferred
pursuant to
to the provisions
this Act
used for
mihtary purposes,
it shall revert
revert
for military
purposes, it
cease to
to be
be used
this
Act shall
shall cease
to its
its former
national forest
forest status.
status.
to
former national
Approved, July 19,
19, 1940.
Approved,

July
19, 1940
11113r 19,
1940

[S.
8. 4119]
4119]
[Public, No. 754]
754]
[Public,

De Soto National
National
Forest, Miss.
Miss.
Transfer
land.
Transfer of land.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Reversionary
Reversionary
vision.

pro-

[C
HAPTER 642]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
encourage travel in the United
United States, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.
To encourage

Be
Representatives of the
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Secretary
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
America in
United
of
Interior is
through the
the National
National Park
Park
and directed,
directed, through
is authorized
authorized and
the Interior
of the
Service,
and develop
develop travel
travel within
the United
United
within the
promote, and
to encourage,
encourage, promote,
Service, to
not
such activities
States,
Territories and
and possessions,
possessions, providing
providing such
activities do
do not
its Territories
States, its
to administer
and to
private agencies;
agencies; and
compete with
with the
the activities
activities of
of private
administer
compete
of the
the Department
Department of
all existing
functions of
of the
the
promotion functions
travel promotion
existing travel
all
Interior
through such
Service.
such Service.
Interior through
Act, the
SEC. 2.
-carrying out
this Act,
the Secretary
Secretary is
is
of this
the purposes
purposes of
out the
2. In
In-carrying
SEC.
authorized
to cooperate
cooperate with
public and
and private
private tourist,
tourist, travel,
and
travel, and
with public
authorized to
other
agencies in
the display
of exhibits,
and in
in the
collection, publipublithe collection,
exhibits, and
display of
in the
other agencies
cation,
information with
respect to
to places
places of
of
with respect
of information
and dissemination
dissemination of
cation, and
interest,
transportation facilities,
facilities, accommodations,
accommodations, and
and such
such
routes, transportation
interest, routes,
other
as he
he deems
deems advisable
advisable and
for the
the purpose
purpose
and advantageous
advantageous for
matters as
other matters
of
or developing
Nothing in
in
such travel.
travel. Nothing
developing such
promoting, or
of encouraging,
encouraging, promoting,
this
prohibit the
the preparation
preparation of
graphic materials
materials in
foreign
in foreign
of graphic
shall prohibit
this Act
Act shall
languages,
designed to
call attention
to the
the attractions
attractions and
and places
places of
of
attention to
to call
languages, designed
interest
and to
the use
use of
of American
American
to encourage
encourage the
States and
in the
the United
United States
interest in
registered
ships and
and planes.
existing facilities
of the
United
the United
facilities of
The existing
planes. The
registered ships
States
Government in
countries are
are hereby
authorized to
to
hereby authorized
in foreign
foreign countries
States Government
enter
assist
in the
the distribution
material. The
The Secretary
may enter
Secretary may
of this
this material.
distribution of
assist in
into
with private
private publishers
publishers for
such printing
binding
and binding
printing and
for such
contracts with
into contracts
as
he may
deem advisable
advisable in
out the
purposes of
of this
this Act.
Act.
the purposes
in carrying
carrying out
may deem
as he
The
Secretary is
to make
make charges
charges for
for any
any publications
publications
authorized to
is also
also authorized
The Secretary
made
public pursuant
pursuant to
Act; and
and any
any proceeds
proceeds
to this
this Act;
the public
to the
made available
available to
from
sale of
produced by
by the
the expenditure
expenditure of
of conconof publications
publications produced
from the
the sale
tributed
funds shall
to be
be available
for printing
and binding
binding
printing and
available for
continue to
shall continue
tributed funds
as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
SFc. 3.
3. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
is authorized
to create
create an
an
authorized to
Interior is
of the
SFC.
advisory
to consist
consist of
representative from
from each
of the
the
each of
of aa representative
committee to
advisory committee
Departments
State, Agriculture,
Agriculture, and
and Commerce,
Commerce, the
the Interstate
Interstate
of State,
Departments of
Commerce
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority,
and the
the
Authority, and
Commission, the
Commerce Commission,
United States
States Maritime
Commission, as
as may
may be
be designated
designated by
by such
such
Maritime Commission,
United
Departments or
or agencies,
agencies, respectively,
additional members,
members,
such additional
and such
respectively, and
Departments
representatives of
the various
sections of
of the
Nation, including
including transtransthe Nation,
various sections
of the
representatives
portation and
and accommodations
accommodations agencies,
to exceed
members,
six members,
exceed six
not to
agencies, not
portation
to be
be appointed
appointed by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
at his
his pleaspleasto serve
serve at
Interior to
of the
the Interior
to

July 19,
19, 1940
July
[H.
[H. R. 6884]
6984]
[Public,
No. 755]
[Public, No.
755]
Encouragement of
of
Encouragement
travel within U.
U. S.
travel

Cooperation with
Cooperation
tourist, etc.,
etc., agencies.

Graphic
materials
Graphic materials
languages;
in foreign languages;
distribution.
distribution.

Printing and bindbindPrinting
ing.

Advisory
Advisory committee.
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Meetings.
Meetings.

Rules; ctntribucontribuNous.
tions.

Personnel.
42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
55u.
U. S. C.. If 66166 1674; Supp.
SuPP. V, §§
l673,
673,
673c.
Appropriation auauAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.
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PUBLIC
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19, 1940

ure.
Meetings of
committee shall
shall be
be held
held at
at the
the request
of the
ure. Meetings
of the
the committee
request of
the
Secretary
purpose of
making recommendations
recommendations concerning
Secretary for
for the
the purpose
of making
concerning the
the
promotion
travel under
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Act. The
The
promotion of tourist
tourist travel
under the
of this
members
of the
the committee
receive no
no compensation
for their
their
members of
committee shall
shall receive
compensation for
services
to reimbursement
reimbursement for
for such
such
services as
as members,
members, but
but shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
necessary
and other
other expenses
expenses in
in connection
connection with
with their
their attendattendnecessary travel
travel and
as may
may be
be authorized
authorized or
or approved
approved by
by
ance at
at committee
committee meetings
meetings as
the Secretary.
SEc. 4.
and duties
under the
the
SEC.
4. In
In the performance
performance of his functions
functions and
duties under
provisions of this Act, the Secretary
is authorizedauthorized—
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior is
(a) To
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as
(a)
To prescribe, amend,
amend, and
and repeal
repeal such
he may deem necessary, and to
for carrying
carrying out
out
to accept contributions
contributions for
Act; and
and
the purposes of
of this Act;
(b)
employ without
regard to the
civil-service laws,
laws, but
but subject
subject
(b) To
To employ
without regard
the civil-service
to the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, one
one special
and
special assistant and
not to exceed five artists and
and illustrators.
illustrators.
authorized to be appropriated
annually not
not to
SEC. 5. There is authorized
appropriated annually
to
exceed the sum of $100,000
of this
Act.
$100,000 to
to carry
carry out the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
Approved, July 19, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 643]
[CHAPTER

July 19,
1940
19,1940
[EL R.
R. 98771
9877]
[H.
[Public, No. 7561
[Public,
7561

Boulder Canyon
Canyon
Adjustment
Project Adjustment
Act.
Act.
Promulgation of
of
Promulgation
charges for
for electrical
electrical
energy.
energy.

Purposes.

1057.
45 Stat. 1057.
43
IT. S. C. §617a (b).
43U.S.C.§617a(b).

Revisions, etc.,
etc., of
of
Revisions,
charges.

Disposition of receipts; availability.
availability.
Annual appropriation.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
to promulgate
promulgate and
to put
put into
effect
of the
Interior to
and to
into effect
for electrical
charges for
electrical energy
energy generated
Dam, providing
providing for
for the
the
generated at
at Boulder
Boulder Dam,
application of
application
from said
operation of
the
of revenues
revenues from
said project,
project, authorizing
authorizing the
the operation
of the
Power Plant
Boulder Power
Plant by
by the
the United
States directly
or through
through agents,
agents, and
for
United States
directly or
and for
other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Interior
hereby authorized
Interior is hereby
authorized and directed
directed to, and he
he shall,
shall,
promulgate charges,
computation thereof, for
for eleceleccharges, or the basis of computation
trical energy generated
generated at Boulder
Boulder Dam during
period beginning
beginning
during the period
June 1, 1937, and ending May 31,
31, 1987, computed
computed to be sufficient,
sufficient,
together with other net revenues
together
revenues from
accomplish
from the
the project, to
to accomplish
the following
purposes:
following purposes:
(a)
(a) To meet
meet the cost of operation
operation and maintenance,
maintenance, and to provide for replacements,
replacements, of the
the period
period beginning
beginning
the project
project during the
June 1,
1, 1937, and ending
ending May 31, 1987;
1987;
(b) To repay
repay to the Treasury, with interest, the
the advances
advances to
the
to the
Colorado River Dam Fund for the project
Colorado
project made prior to June 1
1.,
1937, within fifty years
(
exc l
u di ng a
dvances allocated
all ocate d
years from that
that date
date (excluding
advances
to flood control by .section
section 2
(b) of
which shall
shall be
2 (b)
of the Project
Project Act,
Act, which
be
repayable
repayable as provided in section
section 7
7 hereof),
hereof), and
and such
such portion
of
portion of
such advances made on and after
after June 1,
1, 1937, as (on the basis of
of
repayment
fifty-year period
repayment thereof
thereof within such fifty-year
period or periods as the
the
Secretary
repayable prior to June 1,
1, 1987;
Secretary may determine)
determine) will be repayable
1987;
(c)
(c) To provide $600,000
$600,000 for each of the years
years and for the purposes
2 (c)
specified in section
section 2
(c) hereof; and
(d)
$500,000 for each of the
(d) To provide
provide $500,000
the years
years and
and for
for the
the purposes
purposes
2 (d)
(d) hereof.
specified in section 2
Such charges may be made subject to revisions and adjustments
adjustments at
such times, to such extent, and in such manner, as by the terms of
of
their promulgation the Secretary
Secretary shall prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC.
All receipts
receipts from
S
EC. 2.
2. All
from the project shall be paid into the Colorado
River Dam Fund and shall
shall be available for:
for:
(a)
appropriation for the op
operation,
maintenance,
(a) Annual appropriation
era ti on ,ma
i
nt
enance, an
andd
replacements
replacements .of the project, including
including emergency
emergency replacements
replacements
necessary
operations;
necessary to insure continuous operations;
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Treasury, with interest
the Treasury,
(b) Repayment
interest (after
(after making
to the
Repayment to
(b)
provision for the payments and transfers
transfers provided
provided in subdivisions
subdivisions
provision
(c) and
and (d)
hereof), of
the Colorado River Dam Fund
advances to the
of advances
(d) hereof),
(c)
for the
construction of
(excluding the amount
amount allocated
allocated
project (excluding
the project
of the
the construction
for
Project Act),
to flood
by section
Act), and
and any
any
section 22 (b) of the Project
control by
flood control
to
and
hereof;
5
section
fund
said
readvances
made
under
section
5
hereof;
and
to
made
readvances
3 hereof, in com(c)
Payment subject
section 3
subject to the provisions of section
(c) Payment
of Arizona
for
mutation
of
the
payments
now
provided
the
States
Arizona
now
payments
the
of
mutation
of the Project
and
section 4
Project Act,
Act, to each of said
said
(b) a
4 (b)
in section
Nevada in
and Nevada
beginning
operation, beginning
States
each year
year of operation,
$300,000 for each
of $300,000
sum of
the sum
of the
States of
with
the year
of operation
operation ending
ending May
May 31, 1938, and
and continuing
continuing
year of
with the
annually
thereafter until and
and including
including the year of operation
operation ending
ending
annually thereafter
year of operation
May
31, 1987,
1987, and
payments for any year
operation which
which
such payments
and such
May 31,
subdivision (c)
shall
have expired
at the time
(c) shall become
become
time when this subdivision
expired at
shall have
effective
due immediately,
paid, without interest,
interest, as
immediately, and be paid,
be due
shall be
effective shall
expeditiously
as administration
permit, and each
each
administration of this Act will permit,
expeditiously as
such
payment for
subsequent years
years of
of operation
or
operation shall be made on or
for subsequent
such payment
before
31, following
following the
the close
year of operation
operation for
of the year
close of
July 31,
before July
which it
it is
is made.
made. All
All such
made from revenues
revenues
payments shall be made
such payments
which
hereafter
received in
Colorado River
Dam Fund.
River Dam
in the
the Colorado
hereafter received
Notwithstanding
provisions of this subsection,
subsection, in the
foregoing provisions
the foregoing
Notwithstanding the
event that
levied and
and collected
collected by or under authority of
of
are levied
there are
that there
event
taxing political
Arizona or
lawful taxing
political subdivision
subdivision
Nevada or by any lawful
or Nevada
Arizona
thereof, taxes
upon—
taxes uponthereof,
defined;
(i) the
project as herein defined;
the project
(i)
(ii) the
the electrical
electrical energy
Boulder Dam
Dam by means
means
generated at Boulder
energy generated
(ii)
of
machinery, or
or equipment
both owned
owned and operated
operated
equipment both
facilities, machinery,
of facilities,
by the
the United
United States,
owned by
United States
States and operated
operated
by the United
or owned
States, or
by
under contract
States;
the United States;
with the
contract with
under
(iii)
privilege of
generating or
or transforming
transforming such elecelecof generating
the privilege
(iii) the
trical
energy
or
of
use
of
such
facilities,
machinery,
equipmachinery, or equipfacilities,
such
of
use
of
or
energy
trical
or
ment
of falling
water for
transforming; or
generation or transforming;
such generation
for such
falling water
or of
ment or
so
energy
(iv)
the
transmission
or
control
of
such
electrical
electrical
such
of
control
or
transmission
the
(iv)
generated or
or transformed
transmisthe transmisfrom the
distinguished from
(as distinguished
transformed (as
generated
sion lines
properties used
such transmistransmisfor such
used for
physical properties
other physical
and other
lines and
sion
sion or
or the
use of
of such
transmission lines or other
other
such transmission
the use
control) or
or control)
sion
physical
properties
for
such
transmission
or
control,
control,
or
transmission
such
for
properties
physical
of
payments made
hereunder to
State by
by or
or under
under the
the authority
authority of
the State
to the
made hereunder
payments
equivaamount
by
which
such
taxes
are
collected
shall
be
reduced
an
amount
equivareduced
be
shall
collected
are
taxes
such
which
lent
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall in
impair the
anywise impair
in anywise
taxes. Nothing
such taxes.
to such
lent to
or any
right
of
either
the
State
of
Arizona
or
the
State
of
Nevada
any
Nevada,
of
State
the
or
Arizona
of
State
the
either
of
right
lawful
taxing political
political subdivision
of either
collect noneither of them, to collect
subdivision of
lawful taxing
discriminatory
taxes upon
portion of
of the transmission
transmission lines and
and
that portion
upon that
discriminatory taxes
all
other physical
State and such
such
such State
within such
situated within
properties, situated
physical properties,
all other
lessees
political
belon g ing to any of the lessees
and belonging
respectively, and
subdivision, respectively,
political subdivision,
and/or allottees
under the
Act and/or
and/or under
under this Act,
Act, and
and
Project Act
the Project
allottees under
and/or
any
nothing herein
or be
construed so
so as
as to
to exempt
exempt any
be construed
exempt or
shall exempt
herein shall
nothing
such property
in the
the manner
manner
all in
taxation, all
nondiscriminatory taxation,
from nondiscriminatory
property from
such
provided by
constitution and
laws of
of such
such State.
if any,
any,
Sums, if
State. Sums
and laws
the constitution
by the
provided
shall
shall
Act
Project
the
of
provisions
received
by
each
State
under
the
provisio
n
s
of
the
Sums,
the
received by each State under
he deducted
from the
to said
State authorauthorsaid State
payments to
or payments
payment or
first payment
the first
deducted from
he
deemed
be
ized
by
this
Act.
Payments
under
this
section
2
(c)
shall
deemed
shall
(c)
2
section
this
under
ized by this Act. Payments
contractual
United States,
to the
the provisions
provisions
subject to
States, subject
the United
of the
obligations of
contractual obligations
of section
of this
Act.
this Act.
3 of
section 3
of
3 hereof, from
(d) Transfer,
Transfer , subject
subject to
the provisions of section 3
to the
(d)
the Colorado
River
Dam
Fund
to
a
special
fund
in
the Treasury,
Treasury,
the
in
fund
special
a
to
the Colorado River Dam Fund
hereby
established and
the "Colorado
Development
River Development
"Colorado River
designated the
and designated
hereby established
Fund", of
the sum
of $500,000
the year
of operation
operation ending
ending May
May
year of
for the
$500,000 for
sum of
of the
Fund",
31,
and the
the like
each year
operation
year of operation
for each
$500,000 for
of $500,000
sum of
like sum
1938, and
31, 1938,

775
775
Repayment of adRepayment
vances,
vances, etc.

45 Stat. 1057.
45
43 U.S. C. §617a(b).
§617a (b).
43U.S.

Payments to AriNevada.
zona and Nevada.
1050.
45 Stat. 1059.
C. 617c (b).
43U. S. C.§617c

Deductions
from
Deductions from
payments for taxes
collected.
collected.

Right
collect non.
non.
Right to collect
discriminatory taxes.
tales.
discriminatory

45 Stat.
Stat. 1057.
43 U. S. C.
C. §§
fi 6176176171.
617t.

Payments deemed
deemed
Payments
contractual obligaobligacontractual
IT. S.
S.
tions of U.

Transfer to Colorado River
River DevelopFund.
ment Fund.
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thereafter,
including the
the year
of operation
operation ending
ending May
31,
thereafter, until
until and
and including
year of
May 31,
1987.
transfer of the said sum
for each
each year
year of
of
1987. The transfer
sum of $500,000 for
operation
on or
or before
before July
July 31
31 next
following the
the close
close
operation shall
shall be
be made
made on
next following
Proviso.
of operation
operation for
for which
is made:
Provided, That
any
That any
made: Provided,
which it
it is
the year
year of
transfero of
of the
pedious transfer
Expeditious
in certain cases.
incertaincases.
such
any year
operation which
shall have
have ended
ended at
at
such transfer
transfer for
for any
year of
of operation
which shall
the
shall become
become effective,
be made,
made,
the time
time this
this section
section 22 (d)
(d) shall
effective, shall
shall be
without
Colorado River
Dam
without interest,
interest, from
from revenues
revenues received
received in
in the
the Colorado
River Dam
Fund,
as expeditiously
administration of
of this
this Act
will permit,
permit, and
and
Fund, as
expeditiously as
as administration
Act will
Appropriation of rewithout
readvances from
from the
the general
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury. Receipts
Receipts
general funds
funds of
without readvances
Appropriatioignoftre
ceipts
for designated
purposes
purposes authorized.
authorized. of
River Development
Development Fund
Fund for
the years
of operation
of the Colorado River
for the
years of
operation
ending in 1938, 1939,
1939, and 1940
reduced receipts
1940 (or
(or in the
the event of reduced
during any
under section
during
any of said years,
years, due
due to adjustments
adjustments under
section 33 hereof,
hereof,
then the
the first
first receipts
receipts of
said fund
to $1,500,000),
$1,500,000), are
are authorized
authorized
then
of said
fund up
up to
to
and extension,
extension, under
to be appropriated
appropriated only
only for
for the continuation
continuation and
under
the
investigations by
by the
the
the direction of
of the Secretary,
Secretary, of studies
studies and investigations
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation for the formulation
formulation of aacomprehensive
comprehensive plan
for the utilization
utilization of
Colorado River
irrigaof waters
waters of
of the
the Colorado
River system for irrigation,
electrical power,
power , and
upper
tion, electrical
and other
other purposes, in
in the States of
of the upper
division and the States of the lower division,
division, including studies of
of
quantity and
other relevant
relevant factors. The
quantity
and quality of
of water and all other
next such receipts
receipts up to and including
including the receipts
receipts for the year of
operation ending in 1955 are authorized
appropriated only for
for
authorized to be appropriated
the investigation
investigation and
and construction
construction of
of projects
projects for such utilization
utilization in
distributed among
among the
States of
and equitably distributed
the four States
of the upper division.
Such receipts for the years of
of operation ending in 1956 to 1987,
1987
inclusive, are authorized to be appropriated
investigation and
and
appropriated for the investigation
construction
construction of projects for such utilization
utilization in and equitably
equitably distributed among the States
States of the upper division
division and the States
States of the
Terms
defined.
Terms defined.
lower division. The terms "Colorado
"Colorado River system", "States
"States of
of the
the
upper division", and "States
"States of the lower division"
shall
division" as
as so used
used shall
have the respective meanings
meanings defined
defined in the Colorado River
compact
River compact
45 Stat. 1057.
mentioned in
in the
Such projects
projects shall
shall be
be only
only such
such as
as
Act. Such
the Project
Project Act.
mentioned
45 Statl.
43
U. S.1O§
C. 4§ 66717617t.
617t.
physically feasible,
are found by the Secretary
Secretary to be physically
feasible, economically
economically
consistent with such formulation
comprehensive
justified, and consistent
formulation of aa comprehensive
plan. Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed so as to prevent the
authorization and construction
authorization
construction of any such projects
projects prior to
to the
the
completion of said plan of comprehensive
comprehensive development;
development; nor
nor shall
shall
this Act be construed as affecting the right of any State to proceed
proceed
independently of
this Act
Act or
or its
provisions
with the
the investigation
investigation or
independently
of
this
its
provisions
with
or
Transfers
deemed
any project
or projects.
under this
this section
section
coTractae,lomgobliga- construction
construction of
of any
project or
projects. Transfers
Transfers under
contractual
tions
of U. S.
tionsofU.
S.
2 (d)
(d) shall be deemed
contractual obligations of the United States,
2
deemed contractual
subject
to
the
provisions
section 3
this Act.
Act.
subject to the provisions of
of section
3 of
of this
Reduction of paySuo.
3. If,
If, by
by reason
act of
of the
the public
public enemy,
enemy,
ments and transfers.
SEC. 3.
reason of
of any
any act
of God,
God, or
or of
ments
transfers.
or any major catastrophe,
unforeseen and unavoidable
catastrophe, or any other unforeseen
unavoidable
cause,
cause, the revenues, for any year of operation,
operation, after making
making provision for costs of operation,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and the amount to be set
set
insufficient to make
aside for said year for replacements,
replacements, should be insufficient
the payments to the States of Arizona and Nevada
Nevada and the transfers to the Colorado River Development Fund herein
herein provided for,
such payments and transfers shall be proportionately
proportionately reduced, as the
Secretary
find to
be necessary
thereof.
by reason
reason thereof.
necessary by
to be
may find
Secretary may
Effective date of
S
EC. 4. (a)
Upon the
the taking
effect of
this Act, pursuant
pursuant to
to section
charges; adjustment
SEC.
(a) Upon
taking effect
of this
section
adjustment
of
accounts.
ofaccounts.
10
computation thereof, promul10 hereof, the charges, or the basis of computation
gated hereunder, shall be applicable
applicable as from June 1, 1937, and adjustments of accounts
accounts by reason thereof, including
including charges
charges by and
against the United
United States, shall be made so that the United States
contracted for energy, or for the privilege
and all parties that have contracted
of generating
generating energy, at the project, shall be placed
placed in the same
same position, as nearly
nearly as may be, as determined by the Secretary, that they
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occupied had
had such charges,
would
charges, or the basis of computation
computation
would have occupied
thereof,
thereof, and the method
method of operation which
which may be provided
provided for
Provided,
section .99 hereof, been effective
under section
effective on June 1, 1937: Provided,
under
That
such adjustments
with contractors
contractors shall not be made in cash,
adjustments with
That such
but shall be made by means
means of credits
credits extended
extended over such
such period as
the Secretary
determine.
the
Secretary may determine.
to the States of Arizona
(b) In
Arizona and Nevada,
Nevada,
payments to
In the event payments
(b)
reduced by
2 (c)
or
either of
of them,
(c) hereof, shall be reduced
section 2
them, under section
or either
adjustreason
of the
collection of
of taxes
mentioned in said section,
section, adjusttaxes mentioned
the collection
reason of
ments
shall be
be made,
to time,
with each
each allottee
allottee which
which
time, with
made, from
from time
time to
ments shall
shall
have paid
paid any such taxes, by
by credits or otherwise, for that
that
shall have
proportion
reductions which the
the amount of
of such reductions
amount of
of the amount
proportion of
the
bears to the total amount
allottee bears
taxes by such allottee
of such
such taxes
the payments
payments of
of
such taxes
collected.
of such
taxes collected.
there shall be insufficient
SEC. 5.
If at
insufficient sums in the Colotime there
at any
any time
SEC.
5. If
rado
River Dam
to meet
however
of replacements,
replacements, however
the cost
cost of
meet the
Fund to
Dam Fund
rado River
necessitated,
addition to
meeting the other requirements
requirements of this
to meeting
in addition
necessitated, in
Act,
of regulations
authorized hereby
and promulgated
promulgated by the
hereby and
regulations authorized
Act, or
or of
Secretary, the
Secretary of
the Treasury,
Treasury, upon
request of the Secreupon request
of the
the Secretary
Secretary,
readvance to the said fund, in amounts
tary
amounts
of the Interior, shall readvance
tary of
not
the aggregate,
moneys repaid
Treasury purto the Treasury
repaid to
aggregate, moneys
in the
exceeding, in
not exceeding,
replacements,
for replacements,
suant
to Section
required for
the amount
amount required
2 (b)
(b) hereof,
hereof, the
Section 2
suant to
however necessitated,
necessitated, in
in excess
excess of
amount currently
currently available
of the
the amount
however
therefor
in said
There is hereby authorRiver Dam Fund. There
Colorado River
said Colorado
therefor in
ized
be appropriated,
out of
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not otherthe Treasury
any money
to be
appropriated, out
ized to
aggregate amount,
wise appropriated,
such sums,
sums, not
not exceeding
exceeding said aggregate
appropriated, such
wise
as may
be necessary
to permit
Secretary of
Treasury to make
of the Treasury
the Secretary
permit the
necessary to
as
may be
such readvances.
.All such
such readvances
shall bear
bear interest.
readvances shall
readvances. All
such
S
EC. 6.
terms of
payAct payor this Act
Act or
Project Act
of the
the Project
the terms
by the
6. 'Whenever
Whenever by
SEC.
ment
of interest
is provided
for, and
whenever interest
shall enter
enter
interest shall
and whenever
provided for,
interest is
ment of
computed at
interest shall be computed
into any
computation thereunder,
thereunder, such interest
any computation
into
the rate
rate of
of 3
per centum
compounded annually.
annually.
annum, compounded
per annum,
centum per
3 per
the
S
EC. 7.
7. The
of advances
advances made
to the
the Colorado
Colorado
made to
$25,000,000 of
first $25,000,000
The first
SEC.
River Dam
Fund for
for the
project shall
shall be
to be
be the
the sum
sum alloallodeemed to
be deemed
the project
Dam Fund
River
cated to
to flood
control by
by section
section 2
the Project
Project Act
repayand repayAct and
of the
2 (b)
(b) of
flood control
cated
ment
thereof shall
shall be
without interest
June 1,
1987,
1, 1987,
until June
interest until
deferred without
be deferred
ment thereof
after which
which time
time such
such advances
advances so
so allocated
allocated to
to flood
control shall
shall be
flood control
after
determine.
repayable to
the Treasury
as the
the Congress
shall determine.
Congress shall
Treasury as
to the
repayable
to time to
S
EC. 8.
The Secretary
Secretary is
is hereby
authorized from
from time to
hereby authorized
8. The
SEC.
promulgate
enter into
into such
such contracts
as he
he may
may
contracts as
and enter
regulations and
such regulations
promulgate such
carrying out the purposes of this
find necessary
necessary or
appropriate for carrying
or appropriate
find
Act
the Project
Act, as
modified hereby,
and zby
consent,
mutual consent,
by mutual
hereby and,
as modified
Project Act,
and the
Act and
to
terminate or
or modify
modify any
any such
however, That
That
Provided, however,
contract: Provided,
such contract:
to terminate
no
of energy
any rule
rule or
or regulation
regulation
by any
made by
allottee made
any allottee
to any
energy to
allotment of
no allotment
heretofore
be modified
modified or
changed without
without the
the
or changed
shall be
promulgated shall
heretofore promulgated
consent of
of such
such allottee.
allottee.
consent
Site.
9. The
The Secretary
Secretary is
hereby authorized
and
for and
negotiate for
to negotiate
authorized to
is hereby
SEC. 9.
enter
contract for
the termination
of the
existing lease
lease of
of the
the
the existing
termination of
for the
into aacontract
enter into
Boulder Power
Power Plant
Plant made
pursuant to
to the
the Project
and in
in the
the
Act, and
Project Act,
made pursuant
Boulder
event
such termination
termination the
the operation
operation and
and maintenance,
maintenance, and
and the
the
of such
event of
makin
g of
necessitated, of the Boulder Power
Power
replacements, however necessitated,
of replacements,
making
Plant
through such
agents
or agents
agent or
such agent
or through
directly or
States, directly
United States,
by the
the United
Plant by
as the
the Secretary
secretary may
designate, is
is hereby
hereby authorized.
The powers,
authorized. The
may designate,
as
duties, and
and rights
agent or
be provided
provided by
by conconshall be
agents shall
or agents
such agent
of such
rights of
duties,
tract,
which
may
include
provision
that
questions
rreellaating
to
the
the
to
relating
questions
that
provision
include
may
which
tract,
interpretation
may be
determined, to
to the
the
be determined,
thereof may
performance thereof
or performance
interpretation or
extent provided
provided therein,
therein, by
by arbitration
proceedings. The
The
court proceedings.
or .court
arbitration or
extent
Secretary in
in consideration
consideration of
of such
such existing
existing lease
lease
termination of
such termination
of such
Secretary
is
that the
the lessees
therein named
named shall
shall be
be
lessees therein
(a) that
agree (a)
to agree
authorized to
is authorized

Proviso.
Proviso.

Adjustments
Adjustments with
with
contractors
contractors by means
means
credits.
of credits.
Adjustments
Adjustments with
with
for taxes
taxes paid.
allottees for

Treasury read.
readTreasury
vances for replace.
replacevances
ment costs,
costs, etc., limitation.
itation.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.

au-

Interest
Interest rate.

Deferment
Deferment of
of repayment of advances
advances for
ment
flood control.
control.
flood
1057.
45 Stat. 1057.
S. C.
C. f617a(b).
617a(b).
43 U.S.

Regulations and
and
Regulations
contracts.
contracts.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Consent of allottee
al.
modification of alto modification
lotment of energy.
energy.

Boulder Power
Power
Boulder
Plant.
Negotiations
Negotiations for
for termination of existing
lease.
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designated as the agents of the United
for the
the operation
operation of
of said
said
United States
States for
power plant; (b) that (except
by mutual
consent or
or in
in accordance
accordance
(except by
mutual consent
with
such provisions
termination for
default as
as may
may be
be specified
specified
with such
provisions for
for termination
for default
therein) such agency contract
contract shall
not be
revocable or
or terminable;
terminable;
shall not
be revocable
to restrain
restrain the
the termination
termination of
any
and (c) that
that suits or
or proceeding's
proceedings to
of any
such agency
agency contract, otherwise than
provided, or
or for
for other
other
than as
as therein
therein provided,
appropriate equitable
equitable relief
or remedies,
remedies, may
may be
against
appropriate
relief or
be maintained
maintained against
Court jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
the Secretary. Suits or other court proceedings
pursuant to
to the
the foreforeproceedings pursuant
going provisions may be
maintained in,
in, and
and jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to hear
and
be maintained
hear and
determine such suits or proceedings
such relief
relief or
or remeremeproceedings and to
to grant such
dies is hereby conferred
conferred upon, the District
the United
United States
States
District Court of
of the
for the District of Columbia,
Columbia, with the like right of
of appeal
appeal or
or review
review
as in other like suits or proceedings
proceedings in said court.
is
court. The
The Secretary is
hereby authorized
authorized to act for the United States in
such arbitration
in such
arbitration
proceedings.
proceedings.
Effective date Of
AEfective date of
Site.
be effective
immediately for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
SEC. 10. This Act shall
shall be
effective immediately
Act.
of
the promulgation of charges, or the basis of
computation thereof,
and
of computation
thereof, and
the execution
authorized by the terms of
execution of contracts
contracts authorized
of this
this Act,
Act, but
but
neither
neither such charges,
charges' nor the basis of
computation thereof,
the reof, nor
no r any
an y
of computation
such contract, shall be effective
effective unless and until this Act shall be
effective
effective for all purposes. This Act shall take effect
for all
all purposes
purposes
effect for
when, but not before
before,'the Secretary
Secretary shall
when,
shall have
have found
found that
that provision
provision
has been made for the termination of the existing
existing lease of
the
of the
Boulder Power Plant and for the
the operation
operation thereof
thereo f as
as authorized
authorized
by section 9
9 hereof, and that allottees
allottees obligated under
contracts in
under contracts
in
force on the date of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act to
to pay
for at
90 per
per
pay for
at least
least 90
centum of the firm energy shall have
contracts (1)
(1)
have entered
entered into
into contracts
operation, and (2)
consenting to such operation,
containing such
other provi(2) containing
such other
provisions as the Secretary
Secretary may
deem necessary
necessaryor
or proper
proper for
for carrying
out
may deem
carrying out
the purposes of this Act. For
For purposes of
section such
90 per
of this
this section
such 90
per
centum shall be computed
computed as of the
absorption periods
periods proprothe end
end of the
the absorption
vided for in regulations
regulations heretofore
heretofore promulgated
Secretary
promulgated by
by the
the Secretary
and in effect at the time of
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
of the enactment
Act
to become inopeAct to
beomenopIf
accordance with the requirements
If contracts in accordance
requirements of
section
of this
this section
ifspecified
conerative if
specified contracts
entered
shall
not
have
been
entered
into prior
to June
June 1,
1, 1941,
Act shall
shall
tracts not
not entered
shall
not
have
been
entered into
prior to
1941, this
this Act
into.
into.
cease to be operative
operative and shall
shall be of no further
further force or effect.
Refusal, etc., of conRefusal toetc.,execute
SEC.
for energy
energy, from
the project
project failing
failing or
ofconSEC. 11. Any contractor
contractor for
from the
or
tractor
molifying contract,
modifying
contract, refusing to execute a
a contract
contract modifying its existing contract to coneffect.
eect
form to this Act shall continue to pay the rates and charges
charges provided
for in its existing contract, subject to such periodic readjustments
as
readjustments as
are therein provided, in all respects as if this Act had not been passed,
passed,
and so
so far
far as
as necessary
necessary to
to support
such existing
existing contract
contract all
all of
the
at 10
and
support such
of the
45 Stat. 1057,
the Project
Project Act
in effect,
effect, anything
in this
this
43 U. S.T.C. ft
i 617provisions of
of the
Act shall
shall remain
617— provisions
remain in
anything in
ern.
617t.
inconsistent therewith
Act inconsistent
therewith notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Definitions.
Definitions.
SEC.
The following
following terms wherever
wherever used in this Act
SER. 12.
12. The
Act shall have
have
the following respective
respective meanings:
meanings:
"Project Act."
"Project
Act."
"Project Act"
mean the
the Boulder
"Project
Act" shall
shall mean
Boulder Canyon Project Act;
Act;
"Project..
"Project."
"Project"
shall mean
mean the works
"Project" shall
works authorized by the Project Act to
constructed and owned
be constructed
owned by the United States, exclusive
exclusive of
of the
the main
main
canal and appurtenances
mentioned therein, now known as
appurtenances mentioned
as the AllAllAmerican
American Canal;
Canal;
"Secretary,"
"Secretary."
Secretary" shall mean the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior of the United
"Secretary"
States;
States;
"Firm energy," "al.
Firmenergy," "a
lottees."
"Firm energy"
energy" and "allottees"
shall have
have the
"allottees" shall
meaning assigned
assigned to
to
the meaning
such
promulgated by the Secretary
such terms
terms in
in regulations
regulations heretofore
heretofore promulgated
Secretary
and in effect
effect at the time
time of the enactment of this Act;
Act;
"Replacements."
"Replacements" shall mean
replacements as may be necessary
necessarv
"Replacements"
mean such replacements
to keep the project in good
good o
perating condition
the period
period
operating
condition during
during the
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from June 1,
1, 1937,
1937, to May
May 31, 1987,
1987, inclusive,
inclusive, but shall not include
"emergency" or
(except where used in conjunction
conjunction with the word "emergency"
"however necessitated")
the words "however
necessitated") replacements
replacements made
made necessary
necessary by
any act
act of
of God,
God, or
or of
major catastrophe;
catastrophe;
of the
the public
public enemy,
enemy, or
or by
by any
any major
and
"Year
"Year of operation"
operation" shall mean the period
period from and including
including
June 1
1 of any calendar
calendar year to
including May 31 of the following
to and including
following
calendar year.
year.
calendar
S
SEC.
EC. 13. The
The Secretary
Secretary of the
the Interior
Interior shall,
shall, in
in January
January of each
each
financial statement
statement and
and a
year, submit
submit to the Congress a
a financial
a complete
complete
report of operations under
under this Act during the
the preceding
preceding year of
of
operation as
as herein
operation
herein defined.
defined.
SEC. 14.
SEC.
14. Nothing
Nothing herein
herein shall
shall be construed
construed as interfering
interfering with
such
now have
have either
waters within
within their
such rights
rights as
as the
the States
States now
either to
to the
the waters
their
borders
enact such
borders or
or to
to adopt
adopt such
such policies
policies and
and enact
such laws
laws as they
they may
deem
necessary with
with respect
respect to
to the
the appropriation,
appropriation, control,
and use
use
deem necessary
control, and
of
except as modified
modified by the
of waters
waters within
within their
their borders,
borders, except
the Colorado
River
compact or
interstate agreement.
Neither the promulgapromulgaor other interstate
agreement. Neither
River compact
tion
charges, nor anything contained in
of charges,
tion of
of charges, or the basis of
prejuthis
or done
anywise affect, limit,
limit, or prejushall in
in anywise
done thereunder,
thereunder, shall
this Act,
Act, or
dice any
any right
right of
any State
in or
or to
to the
the Colorado
Colorado
the waters
waters of
of the
dice
of any
State in
River
under the
Colorado River
River compact.
Sections 13
13 (b),
(b),
compact. Sections
the Colorado
River system
system under
Project Act and
13 (c),
and 13 (d)
and all other provisions
provisions of
of
(d) of the Project
(c), and
13
said Project
Act not
the terms of this
this Act
Act shall
with the
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
said
Project Act
remain
in full
and effect.
effect.
full force
force and
remain in
construction
SEC. 15. All
laborers and
employed in the construction
mechanics employed
and mechanics
All laborers
SEC.
of
any part
the project,
project, or
or in
in the
operation, maintenance,
or
maintenance, or
the operation,
of the
part of
of any
replacement
paid not less
shall be paid
the Boulder
Boulder Dam, shall
part of
of the
of any
any part
replacement of
than
the prevailing
of wages
wages or
compensation for
for work
work of
of aa
or compensation
rate of
prevailing rate
than the
similar nature
prevailing in
in the
locality of
the project.
In the
the
project. In
of the
the locality
nature prevailing
similar
event any
dispute arises
to what
the prevailing
prevailing rates, the
are the
as to
what are
arises as
any dispute
event
determination thereof
thereof shall
be made
made by
the Secretary
of the
the Interior,
Interior,
Secretary of
by the
shall be
determination
and
subject to
to the
concurrence of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the concurrence
decision, subject
his decision,
and his
Labor,
be final.
final.
shall be
Labor, shall
SEc. 16.
16. This
This Act
Act may
may be
Project
Canyon Project
as "Boulder
"Boulder Canyon
be cited
cited as
SEC.
Adjustment Act".
Act".
Adjustment
Approved,
July 19,
1940.
19, 1940.
Approved, July
[C HAPTER 6441
644]
[CHAPTER

A N ACT
ACT
AN
,1 -" .

To
the composition
composition of
of the
United States
to authorize
authorize the
the conconNavy, to
States Navy,
the United
To establish
establish the

struction of
certain naval
vessels, and
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.
naval vessels,
of certain
struction

"Year
operation."
"Year of operation."

Report, etc.,
etc., to ConReport,
gress.

Noninterference
Noninterference
State
with designated State
rights, etc.
etc.

45 Stat. 1064.
1064.
43 U. S.. C.
C.
(b),
(h), (c),
(0), (d).
(d).

§ 6171

Wage rates for laborwage
ers, etc.

Short title.

July 19.
19, 1940
1940
Jtly
III. R. 10100)
I I.t.i 1011o
[Public, No. 7671

[Iublic, No. 7571

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
the Senate
Senate and
enacted by
Be
Navy.
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
authorthe authorUnder-age
That the
assembled, That
Under-age vessels.
America in
United States
ized composition
composition of
the United
Navy in
in under-age
vessels as
as
under-age vessels
States Navy
United States
of the
ized
34 U. S. C., Supp.
Stipp. V,
established by
the Acts
Acts of
of May
(52 Stat.
and June
June g§
401), and
Stat. 401),
1938 (52
17, 1938
11 49S-498k.
May 17,
by the
498-498k.
established
Ante, p. 394.
Ante,
14,
Numbered 629,
629, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, is
is
Law Numbered
Public Law
14, 1940,
1940, Public
hereby further
by one
one million
million three
three hundred
and twentytwentyhundred and
increased by
further increased
hereby
five thousand
thousand tons,
tons, as
follows:
as follows:
five
(a) Capital
three hundred
hundred and
and eighty-five
thousand tons;
tons;
eighty-five thousand
ships, three
(a)
Capital ships,
(b) Aircraft
hundred thousand
tons;
thousand tons;
two hundred
carriers, two
(b)
Aircraft carriers,
(c) Cruisers,
Cruisers, four
and twenty
twenty thousand
thousand tons;
tons;
hundred and
four hundred
(c)
(d)
Destroyers,
two
hundred
and
fifty
thousand
tons
,
tons;
thousand
and
fifty
hundred
two
Destroyers,
d)
Precise.
Praoiso.
(e)
seventy thousand
thousand tons:
tons: Provided,
of
That each of
Provided, That
Variance
tonnage.
Variance of tonnage.
(e) Submarines,
Submarines, seventy
the
foregoing
increases
in
tonnages
for
capital
ships,
aircraft
carcaraircraft
ships,
capital
for
the foregoing increases in tonnages
riers,
cruisers, destroyers,
may be
upward
be varied
varied upward
and submarines
submarines may
destroyers, and
riers, cruisers,
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or downward
downward in the amount
increased
amount of 30 per
per centum
centum of the total increased
tonnage authorized
authorized herein so long as the
increases
the sum of the total increases
in tonnages of these classes as authorized
authorized herein
exceeded:
herein is not exceeded.
Construction.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The President
President of the
States is
is hereby
hereby ,authorized
authorized
the United
United States
§§49434 U. S.. C. §§494497; Supp. V.
V, §
§ 496.
496.
construct such vessels, including
to construct
including replacements
replacements authorized by
by the
the
Act of March 27, 1931
(48 Stat. 503),
may be
be necessary
necessary to
provide
1934 (48
503), as may
to provide
the total under-age
under-age composition
section 1
1of
composition authorized
authorized in
in section
of this
this Act.
Act.
Appropriations auauAppropriations
SEC.
SEC. 3. There is hereby authorized
be appropriated,
out of
of any
any
authorized to be
appropriated, out
thorized.
thorized.
money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States not otherwise appropriated, such sums as may be necessary
necessary to effectuate
effectuate the purposes of
this Act, including not to exceed $150,000,000
essential equipment
$150,000,000 for essential
equipment
and facilities at either private or naval establishments
establishments for
for building
building
or equipping
naval vessel or portion thereof herein or
equipping any complete
complete naval
or

heretofore authorized, $65,000,000 for essential equipment and faciliof ordnance material or munitions at either
private or naval establishments,
establishments, and $35,000,000
expansion
$35,000,000 for the expansion
production of armor at either private or naval
of facilities for the production
naval
establishments.
establishments. The authority herein granted
granted for essential
essential .equipequipment and facilities, and
and for the expansion
expansion of
facilities, shall
shall include
of facilities,
include
the authority to acquire
acquire lands
lands at such locations
locations as the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
the Navy with the approval
suited
approval of the President
President may deem best suited
to the purpose, erect buildings, and acquire
machinery
acquire the necessary machinery
and equipment.
SE.
S
EC. 4. The allocation
allocation and contracts
contracts for construction
construction of the vessels
vessels
herein authorized
authorized shall be in accordance
accordance with the terms and condiconditions provided
1934 (48
provided by the Act of March 27, 1931
(48 Stat. 503),
503), as
as
amended.
SEc.
S
E0. 5. The President
President of the United
United States is hereby
hereby further
further
authorized
acquire and convert
convert or to undertake
authorized to acquire
undertake the construction
construction
of—
ofmiscellaneous craft
(a) Patrol, escort,
escort, and miscellaneous
craft at aa total cost
cost not
to
not to

ties
heretofore
for the
manufacture
$65,000,000
of ordnance
for material
essential or
equipment
munitionsand
at fa
either
.
ties
for
theauthorized,
manufacture

Authority to acquire lands.

34 U. S.
§§494. C.
C. §.
494497; Supp. V, §
407;
§ 496.
Acquisition of paAcquisition
trol and auxiliary
auxiliary vesetc.. authorized.
authorized.
sels, etc.,

Aircraft production.
34 U. S.. C.
C. 1495.
495.

Disposal of vessels,
vessels,
etc.. of Navy.
etc.,

Acquisition, etc.,
etc., of
naval
naval airplanes
airplanes and
equipment.
equipment.
Ante, pp. 394, 400.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Procurement of
Procurement
additional airplanes.
airplanes.

exceed $50,000,000;
and
$50,000,000; and
hundred thousand
(b) One hundred
thousand tons of auxiliary
auxiliary vessels
vessels of
of such size,
size,
type, and design
design as he may consider
suited for
the purposes
purposes of
of
consider best
best suited
for the
national
national defense.
SEC.
S
EC. 6. The provisions
provisions of the Act of March
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat.
March 27, 1934
504), requiring not less than 10 per centum of the aircraft, including
including
the engines therefor,
therefor, procured
procured subsequent
subsequent to that Act to
to be
be conconstructed
structed or manufactured
manufactured in Government
Government aircraft
aircraft factories or
or other
other
plants or factories
operated by the United
factories owned and operated
United States
States GovGovernment,
ernment, shall not operate to
curtail procurement
so long
as proproto curtail
procurement so
long as
Government plants
duction at the said Government
plants and factories
factories is maintained
maintained
at the limit of their capacity
capacity as determined
determined by the Secretary
of the
Secretary of
the
Navy.
SEC.
(except ships'
S
EC. 7. No vessel, ship, or boat (except
ships' boats)
boats) now in the
United States Navy or being built or hereafter
hereafter built therefor
therefor shall be
be
disposed of by sale or otherwise,
otherwise, or he
or scrapped,
except
be chartered
chartered or
scrapped, except
as now provided by law.
SEC.
8. The President
S
EC. !3.
President of the United States is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to acquire or construct
airplanes, and spare parts and equipconstruct naval airplanes,
equipment, as may .be necessary
necessary to provide
provide and maintain
maintain the
number of
of
the number
useful naval airplanes at aatotal of fifteen thousand: Provided.
That
Provided. That
if, in the judgment .of the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy, the total number
number
of airplanes
airplanes authorized
authorized herein is not sufficient
sufficient to meet
meet the needs of
of
the national
defense, he may, with the approval
national defense,
approval of the President,
President,
make such plans for procurement
procurement as the situation may demand.
Approved, July 19,
Approved,
19, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER 647]
647]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To provide
provide for the rank and title of lieutenant general
general of
of the Regular
Regular Army
Army in
the military departments
departments of
of Panama
Hawaii.
Panama and
and Hawaii.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Act
Act
the rank
rank and title
entitled "An Act to provide for the
lieutenant
title of lieutenant
general of the Regular
general
Regular Army",
approved August
5, 1939,
is hereby
hereby
Army", approved
August 5,
1939, is
amended
Regular Army
Army specifiamended to include the major generals
generals of the Regular
specifically
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War to
to command
command the
the Panama
Panama
cally assigned
assigned by
by the
Canal and
and Hawaiian
Hawaiian Departments.
Departments.
Approved, July
31, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
July 31,
[CHAPTER
648]
[CHAPTER 648]

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

appropriation for the Tennessee
Making an additional appropriation
Authority for the
Tennessee Valley Authority
national defense.
fiscal year 1941 to provide facilities
facilities to expedite
expedite the national
Resolved
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
the United
United
Resolved by
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of $25,000,000
$25,000,000
States of America
America in
assembled, That the
the sum of
is
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherotheris hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
Treasury not
wise appropriated,
wise
appropriated, as
additional amount to carry
provias an
an additional
carry out the provisions of the
sions
Tennessee Valley Authority
approved May
the Tennessee
Authority Act of 1933,
1933, approved
May
18, 1933,
1933, as
approved August
31, 1935,
and
18,
as amended
amended by
by the
the Acts
Acts approved
August 31,
1935, and
including the
necessary to begin construction
construction
July 26,
26, 1939, including
the funds
funds necessary
of
the Holston
River near
Jefferson City,
Tennessee; to
City, Tennessee;
to
dam on
on the
Holston River
near Jefferson
of a
a dam
begin installation
installation of
of two
additional electric
at Wilson
Wilson
begin
two additional
electric generating
generating units
units at
Dam,
generating unit
Dam, Alabama,
Alabama, and
and one additional
additional electric
electric generating
unit at Pickwick
Landing Dam,
of steam
steam
begin construction
construction of
wick Landing
Dam, Tennessee;
Tennessee; and
and to
to begin
electric generating
facilities with
with a
a rated
of approximately
approximately
rated capacity
capacity of
electric
generating facilities
one
and twenty
thousand kilowatts
kilowatts in the
the area served by
one hundred
hundred and
twenty thousand
the
the acquisition
acquisition of necessary
necessary land, the clearing
clearing
and the
the Authority;
Authority; and
of
of highways,
and the construction
construction or purchase
purchase
of such
such land,
land, relocation
relocation of
highways, and
of transmission
transmission lines
lines and
and other
facilities, and
and all
other necessary
necessary
all other
other facilities,
of
works authorized
such Acts,
and binding,
binding, lawlawand for
for printing
printing and
by such
Acts, and
works
authorized by
books, books
periodicals, purchase,
mainpurchase, mainnewspapers, periodicals,
books of
of reference,
reference, newspapers,
books,
tenance, and
operation of
of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles,
rents in
in the
the
vehicles, rents
and operation
tenance,
District of
elsewhere, and
all necessary
and
necessary salaries
salaries and
and elsewhere,
and all
of Columbia
Columbia and
District
expenses
connected with
with the
the organization,
organization, operation,
operation, and
and investigainvestigaexpenses connected
tions
the Tennessee
for examination
examination of
of
Authority, and
and for
Valley Authority,
Tennessee Valley
tions of
of the
estimates of
and activities
in the
the field:
Provided,
field: Provided,
activities in
appropriations and
estimates
of appropriations
That
shall be
be in
in addition
addition to
to and
and shall
shall
appropriation shall
That the
the foregoing
foregoing appropriation
be
into and
and accounted
part of
the "Tennessee
"Tennessee Valley
Valley
as aapart
of the
accounted for
for as
be covered
covered into
Authority
Fund, 1941",
1941", as
as established
by the
Offices
the Independent
Independent Offices
established by
Authority Fund,
Appropriation
Act, 1941:
Provided further,
further, That
may be
be
purchases may
That purchases
1941: Provided
Appropriation Act,
made by
year 1941
1941 without
regard to
to
without regard
the fiscal
fiscal year
during the
by the
the Authority
Authority during
made
the provisions
of the
Revised Statutes
Statutes and
and section
section
3709 of
the Revised
of section
section 3709
provisions of
the
9
(b) of
Valley Authority
amended, when in
Act, as amended,
Authority Act,
Tennessee Valley
the Tennessee
of the
9 (b)
the judgment
of the
the Board
of Directors
of the
the Authority
Authority such
such aa
Directors of
Board of
the
judgment of
procedure
expedite the
completion of
projects determined
determined to
to be
be
of projects
the completion
will expedite
procedure will
essential for
defense purposes
by the
the Advisory
Commission
Advisory Commission
purposes by
for national
national defense
essential
of the
Council of
of National
National Defense:
Provided further,
That the
the
further, That
Defense: Provided
of
the Council
extent and
location of
the transmission
transmission lines
provided for
for herein
herein
lines provided
of the
and location
extent
shall
of such
such Commission.
Commission.
the approval
approval of
shall receive
receive the
Approved,
July
31,
1940.
Approved, July 31, 1940.

July 31, 1940

July
1940
[S. 31,
3200]
[Public, No. 758]
758]

Regular Army.
Army.
Regular
Lt.
gen., Panama
Panama
Lt. gen.,
and
and Hawaii.
Hawaii.
53 Stat.
Stat. 1214.
1214.
53
10 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§482b.
482b.
V,

July 31,
31, 1940
1940
July
[H.
J. Res.
Res. 583]
[H. J.
583]
[Pub.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 951
95]

Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley
Authority.
Authority.
Additional
Additional approappropriation.
priation.

48 Stat. 58;
58; 49
49 Stat.
Stat.
1075; 53 Stat. 1083.
16U.
C. §§83116
U. S.. C.
§5831831cc; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, §§
831831cc;
§ 831831dd.
831dd.

Proviso.,.
Provisos.
Accounting.
Accounting.
Ante, p.
p. 138.
Ante,
138.

National defense
defense
National
projects.
projects.
Purchases.
Purchases.
41
U. S.C.
S. C. §5.
§5.
41 U.
49
1080.
49 Stat.
Stat. 1080.
16 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
18
V, §831h
(b).
v,
831h (b).

Transmission
lines.
Transmission lines.
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CHAPTER 649]
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August 9, 1940
Is. 3998]
940
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[Public, No.
No. 759]
759]

CoNodity
Ct

Commodity Credit

edit
Corporation.
Cr
Corpmod
Obligations, aggreaggreObligations,

gate amount.
15
U. S. C., Supp.
supp.
15 U.
V. 713a-4.

s...,

, 5713a-4.

u
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AN
AN ACT
ACT

Commodity Credit Corporation.
To increase the credit resources
resources of Commodity
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Senate and
it enacted
Be
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Act
That the Act
in Congress
of America
United
approved
approved March
March 8,
8, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 107)
107), as amended
amended by the Act
Act of
of

March
510), be amended
follows: In
In section
section 4
4
amended as follows:
March 4, 1939 (53 Stat. 510),
thereof the figure
delete the
the figure
figure "$900,000,000"
1900,000,000" and insert in lieu thereof
figure
delete
11,400,000,000".
"$1,400,000,000".
Approved,
August 9, 1940.
Approved, August
[
CHAPTER 650]
[CHAPTER

August 9, 1910
[R. R.
R. 9571]
9571]
[.
[Public, No.
No. 760]
760]

ACT
AN ACT
purchase and
incorporated town
To authorize
authorize the incorporated
town of Sitka, Alaska, to purchase
and enlarge
certain
certain public utilities and for such purpose to issue bonds in the sum of
of
$200,000 in excess of present statutory
statutory debt limit.
$200,00

Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives of the
by the Senate and
enacted by
Be it
United
of America
Congress assembled,
That the incorassembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
porated town
town of
Sitka, in
hereby authorTerritory of Alaska, is hereby
in the
the Territory
of Sitka,
porated
ized
and empowered
empowered to
to purchase
from Sitka
Sitka Wharf
Wharf and
and
acquire from
and acquire
purchase and
ized and
existing
Power Company,
Company, Incorporated,
corporation organized
organized and existing
a corporation
Incorporated, a
Power
under laws
laws of
Territory of
Alaska, all or any part of the public
of Alaska,
the Territory
of the
under
utilities
owned by said corporation
including electric current,
current,
corporation and including
utilities owned
light,
power, and
and all or any
plants and systems, and
utilities, plants
and water utilities,
light, power,
part of
of the
property, both
and personal, rights, claims, interests,
real and
both real
the property,
part
and
equities connected
connected therewith,
therewith, and to reconstruct,
extend, and
reconstruct, extend,
and equities
improve
the same;
same; and for
for such purposes to issue bonds in any
improve the
amount not
$200,000, the same to be in excess of the presexceeding $200,000,
not exceeding
amount
ent statutory
debt limit
limit of
as provided
entitled
provided by the Act entitled
town as
said town
of said
ent
statutory debt
of
municipal corporations
corporations in the Territory
Territory of
authorize municipal
"An Act to authorize
Alaska
incur bonded
bonded indebtedness
indebtedness, and for other purposes",
to incur
Alaska to
48
U. S. 0.., Supp.
1388);;and nothing
supp. approved May 28, 1936 (49 Stat. 1388)
nothing herein conIJ8.
V48
V. if 44a-44e.
tained
preclude the said
said town
tained shall
shall be so construed
construed as
as to
to prevent
prevent or preclude
* 6
from
incurring other
other indebtedness
indebtedness up
up to
beyond the limits
to but not beyond
from incurring
prescribed by
by the
May 28, 1936,
1936, without regard
regard to the
of May
Act of
the said
said Act
prescribed
indebtedness herein
herein authorized.
authorized.
bonded indebtedness
Special
election.
Special electon.
SEO.
SEC. 2. Before said bonds shall be issued aa special election
election shall
shall
be
by the
the common council of the said town of Sitka, Alaska,
ordered by
be ordered
at which election the question of whether
whether such bonds shall be issued in
any
exceeding $200,000 for the purposes hereinbefore
any amount not exceeding
set forth shall be submitted
submitted to the qualified electors
electors of said town of
Alaska, whose names
names appear on the last assessment roll of
of
Sitka, Alaska,
Form of
of ballot.
ballot.
said town for purposes
purposes of municipal
municipal taxation.
taxation. The form
form of the
that the electors
electors may
may vote for or against
against the
ballot shall be such that
issuance of bonds
amount not exceeding
exc,eedin g $200,000
$200,000 for the
bonds in any amount
issuance
Notice of election.
days' notice of such
specified. Not less than
purposes
herein specified.
than twenty
twenty clays'
such
election.
purposes herein
Noticeof
election
by posting
posting notices
notices of same in
in
public by
to the
the public
shall be
be given
given to
election shall
corporate limits of the town of
three conspicuous
conspicuous places within the corporate
of
Sitka, Alaska, one of which shall be at the front door of the United
election notice shall state
States post office at Sitka, Alaska. The election
that bonds in any amount not exceeding $200,000 are proposed
proposed to be
Registration.
such
issued for the purposes
purposes herein specified.
specified. The registration
registration for such
election, the manner of conducting
and the canvass of the
conducting the same, and
election,
returns of said election
election shall be, as nearly as practicable,
practicable, in accordreturns
requirements of law in general or special elections
elections in
ance with the requirements

Sakti, Alaska.
Auasa.pr
otka,
Bond issue
for purchase
designated
chase of
of designated
aupublic utilities,
publio
utilities, authorized.
tPhorlid"ed."'
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1940

Issuance of
bonds,
Issuance
of bonds,
said .municipality;
municipality; and such bonds shall be issued for the purposes condition.
condition.
condition that not less than 55 per
herein authorized
authorized only upon condition
per
municipality shall
centum of the votes cast
cast at such election in said municipality
shall
be
issuance of
said bonds
purpose.
be in
in favor
favor of
of the issuance
of said
bonds for
for such
such purpose.

SEC. 3. The bonds herein authorized shall be coupon
shall mature in not to exceed thirty years from the date thereof.
date or
denomination
Such bonds may
may bear such date
or dates,
dates, may be in such
such denomination
or
mature in
in such
and at
at such
such time
time or
or
or denominations,
denominations, may
may mature
such amounts
amounts and
not exceeding
exceeding thirty
years from
may be
be paypaytimes, not
thirty years
from the
the date
date thereof,
thereof, may
able at such place or places, may be
be sold at
at either
either public
public or
or private
private
sale, may be nonredeemable
nonredeemable or redeemable
redeemable (either with
with or without
without
premium), and
may carry
carry such
registration privileges
as to
either
premium),
and may
such registration
privileges as
to either
principal
principal and interest,
interest; or principal
principal only, as shall be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
common council of said town of
of Sitka.
bear the
the sigcommon
Sitka. The
The bonds
bonds shall
shall bear
sigof the
the clerk
clerk of
town of
shall
natures of the mayor
mayor and
and of
of the
the town
of Sitka,
Sitka, and
and shall
the official
of said
said municipality.
have impressed
impressed thereon
thereon the
official seal
seal of
municipality. The
The
coupons to be annexed
coupons
annexed to such
such bonds shall bear
bear the
the facsimile
facsimile signamunicipality. In
In case
and of the
the clerk of said
said municipality.
tures of
of the mayor and
any
the officers
officers whose
signatures or
or countersignatures
countersignatures appear
appear on
on
any of
of the
whose signatures
delivery of such bonds,
officers before
before delivery
the bonds
bonds shall
shall cease
cease to be such officers
said signatures
signatures or countersignatures, whether
whether manual
manual or facsimile,
shall
valid and
the same as
as
purposes, the
sufficient for
for all
all purposes,
be valid
and sufficient
shall nevertheless
nevertheless be
Said bonds
if
remained in
office until
until such
such delivery.
in office
delivery. Said
if said
said officers
officers had
had remained
shall
bear interest
interest at
at aarate
rate to
be fixed
fixed by the common council
council of the
to be
shall bear
town
of Sitka,
to exceed,
exceed, however,
per centum
per annum,
annum,
5 per
centum per
however, 5
Sitka, not
not to
town of
payable
semiannually, and
and said bonds
shall be sold
sold at not less than
bonds shall
payable semiannually,
the principal
principal amount plus accrued
the
accrued interest.
interest.
SEc. 4.
herein authorized
general
authorized to be issued shall be general
4. The
The bonds herein
SEC.
obligations of
the said
said town
town of
of Sitka,
and
interest and
to both
both interest
payable as to
Sitka, payable
of the
obligations
all of the
principal from
from ad
ad valorem
valorem taxes
levied upon all
be levied
which shall be
taxes which
principal
taxable property
property within
of such
such municipality
municipality in
limits of
the corporate
corporate limits
within the
taxable
an
amount sufficient
the interest
the principal
principal of such
such
on and
and the
interest on
pay the
to pay
sufficient to
an amount
and payable.
bonds as
and when
become due
payable.
due and
the same
same become
when the
as and
bonds
of said bonds
SEC.
5. No
No part
of the
the funds
funds arising
the sale of
from the
arising from
part of
SEC. 5.
other than those specified
shall be
used for
for any
any purpose
specified
purposes other
or purposes
purpose or
be used
shall
in this
amounts
Said bonds
bonds shall be sold only when and in such amounts
Act. Said
in
this Act.
as the
common council
of the
Sitka shall
direct; and
and the
the
shall direct;
of Sitka
town of
the town
council of
the common
as
proceeds thereof
be distributed
purposes, or any
any
for the purposes,
only for
distributed only
shall be
thereof shall
proceeds
of
them, hereinbefore
hereinbef ore mentioned
under the orders and direction
direction
mentioned and under
of them,
of
from time
time to
time as
as such
such proceeds
may be
be
proceeds may
to time
council from
common council
said common
of said
required for
said purposes.
purposes.
for said
required
SEC.
6. The
said town
hereby authorized
authorized to enter into
is hereby
of Sitka
Sitka is
town of
The said
SEC. 6.
contracts with
with the
the United
United States
States of
or any
any agency
agency or
or instruAmerica or
of America
contracts
mentality thereof
thereof under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Industrial
National Industrial
the National
mentality
Recovery Act,
Act, and
and Acts
amendatory thereof,
thereof, and
and Acts
supplemental
Acts supplemental
Acts amendatory
Recovery
pursuance
thereto, and
and revisions
thereof, and
the regulations
regulations made in pursuance
and the
revisions thereof,
thereto,
thereof,
and under
under any
Acts of
of the
the Congress
Congress of the United
United
further Acts
any further
thereof, and
or
or
unemployment,
States
to encourage
i
encourage public works, for the relief of unemployment,
States to
for any
any other
of bonds
bonds issued
issued in
n accordaccordsale of
the sale
for the
purpose for
public purpose
other public
for
ance
with the
provisions of
of this
Act, or
or for
grant
the acceptance
acceptance of aagrant
for the
this Act,
the provisions
ance with
of
money to
to aid
said municipality
municipality in
any public
public works;
works;
financing any
in financing
aid said
of money
or
with any
any persons
public
or corporations,
corporations, public
persons or
contracts with
into contracts
to enter
enter into
or to
or
private, for
for the
the sale
and such
such contracts
contracts may contain
bonds; and
such bonds;
sale of
of such
or private,

Form and
and maturity,

in
form
and
of bonds.
shall
SEC.mature
3. The i
bonds
n not herein
to exceed
authorized
thirty years
shall b
from
e co uthe
pon date
i
n f
orm
thereof.
and of

such
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as may
be agreed
upon by and between
between the
agreed upon
may be
such terms
common
council of
of said town of
of
and the United States of
Sitka and
of Sitka
common council
America
any agency
thereof, or any
such
any such
or instrumentality
instrumentality thereof,
agency or
or any
America or
purchaser.
Approved,
Approved, August 9, 1940.

Town council to
prescribe
prescribe denominations, etc.

Coupons.
Coupons.

Validity
Validity'
tures, etc.

of signa-

Interest rate.
Interest

Sale price.
price.
Sale
Bonds to be
be general
general
Bonds
obligations of town.
town.
obligations

Limitation
use of
Limitation on use
proceeds
from sale of
roceeds from
of
bonds.
bonds.

Contracts with U.S.
U.S.
agencies
agencies for sale of
bonds, etc.,
etc., authorised.
lied.
48 Stat. 195.
U. S.
S. C., ch.
15 U.
ch. 15;
Supp. V, ch.
ch. 15.
Supp.

perContracts
with per.
Contracts with
sonsorcorporations.
sons or corporations.
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To extend
extend the times for commencing
commencing and completing the
the construction
construction of
of bridges
bridges
Allegheny County, Pennsylvania.
across the Monongahela
Monongahela River in Allegheny
Pennsylvania.

Be
enacted by
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the

Monongahela
Monongahela
River.
Time extended for
for
RTme
bridging, in Allegheny
County, Pa.

United States
in, Congress
for
of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times for
United
States of
commencing and
completing the
the construction
construction of
of aabridge
bridge in
in Allegheny
Allegheny
and completing
commencing

Monongahela River
PnAgheny County, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, across
across the Monongahela
River at aapoint suitbordging',
o .
able
able to
to navigation
navigation from
from the Borough of Dravosburg,
Dravosburg, in Allegheny
.Allegheny
County,
Pennsylvania, to
or adjacent
adjacent to
the dividing
dividing line
County, Pennsylvania,
to a
a point
point at
at or
to the
line
between the
the city
city of
and the
between
of McKeesport,
McKeesport, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, and
the Borough
Borough of
of
Glassport, Pennsylvania,
bridge across
the Monongahela
Monongahela River
River
Glassport,
Pennsylvania, and
and aabridge
across the
at
navigation from
from the
the Borough
of Rankin,
Rankin PennPennBorough of
at a
a point
point suitable
suitable to
to navigation
sylvania,.to
Whitaker, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, construction
construction of
of
sylvania,
to the
the Borough
Borough of
of Whitaker,
53 Stat.
1078.
Stat.1078.
which bridges was authorized by.an Act of Congress approved
approved July
25, 1939, be,
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
one and
three years,
years, respectively,
respectively,
25,1939,
hereby, extended
extended one
and three
from
from July
July 25,
25, 1940.
1940.
Right reserved.
reserved.
SEC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
hereby
Sm.
amend, or repeal this Act is hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, August
August 9,
1940.
Approved,
9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 662]
13, 1940
August 13,
[S. 1114]
[S.
1114]
[Public,
762]
[Public, No.
No. 762]

AN AUT
ACT
AN

To
jurisdiction of
the United
States District
District Court,
Territory of
Hawaii,
Court, Territory
of Hawaii,
To extend
extend the
the jurisdiction
of the
United States
over
the Midway
Midway Islands,
Islands, Wake
Johnston Island,
Island, Sand
Sand Island,
Island, KingKingover the
Wake Island,
Island, Johnston
man Reef,
Reef, Kure
Howland Island,
and Jarvis
Island, and
and
man
Kure Island,
Island, Baker
Baker Island,
Island, Howland
Island, and
Jarvis Island,
for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the jurisdicjurisdicCourt, Territory of
tion
of the
tion of
the United
United States
States District
District Court,
Court, TerritoryTerritory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, be,
be,
Hawaii.
ar
Territry
Civil and criminal
hereby, extended
to all
all civil
civil and
and criminal
criminal cases
arising
extended to
cases arising
andextended.
civil
criminl and
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
jurisdiction
§§ 641.- on or within the Midway
48 U. S.. C.
C §641Midway Islands,
Wake Island, Johnston Island
Islands, Wake
Island,
645; Supp. V, §646.
645; Supp.V, 646.
Sand Island, Kingman
Reef, Kure
Kure Island,
Island, Baker
Kingman Reef,
Baker Island,
Island, Howland
Howland
Island, and
Island,
All civil
civil acts
and deeds
deeds consummated
consummated and
and
and Jarvis Island.
Island. All
acts and
taking place
taking
islands or in the
waters adjacent
adjacent thereto,
place on
on any of
of these
these islands
the waters
thereto,
and all offenses
offenses and crimes committed
committed thereon,
thereon, or on or in
in the
the waters
waters
adjacent
adjacent thereto, shall be deemed to
to have
have been
consummated or combeen consummated
committed on the high seas on board aa merchant
merchant vessel or other vessel
vessel
belonging
belonging to the United States and shall
shall be adjudicated
adjudicated and deteror adjudged
to the
the laws
of the
the United
United
mined or
adjudged and
and punished
punished according
according to
laws of
vessels
States relating to such civil acts or offenses
offenses on such ships or vessels
on the high seas, which laws for the purpose aforesaid
aforesaid are extended
extended
over such islands,
islands, rocks,
rocks, and
and keys.
keys.
Situs for trial.
The situs
situs for the trial of such civil
The
civil and
and criminal
criminal cases
cases shall
shall be
be
the situs of the United States
States District Court, Territory of Hawaii.
Appeals.
Appeals.
Appeals in such cases from
Appeals
from said district
district court shall be had and
allowed to the Circuit
Circuit Court of Appeals
Appeals for the Ninth Judicial
Judicial Cirappeals are allowed
cuit in the same manner
manner as appeals
allowed from district courts
courts
to courts of appeal of the United States as provided
provided by law; and
the laws of the United
United States relating
relating to juries
juries and jury trials shall
applicable to the trial of such
be applicable
such cases before
before said district court.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
U. S..
v.

District
D
i s t r i ct
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[CHAPTER 663]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
recreational facilities within the
operation of the recreational
the ChopawamChopawamTo provide for the operation
sic recreational
recreational demonstration
demonstration project
project, near Dumfries, Virginia, by the Secretary
Secretary
sic
and
Park
of
the
Interior
through
the
National
Service,
for
other
purposes.
of the Interior

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Pepresentatives of the
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
Be
That hereafter
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
hereafter the
assembled,
in
Congress
America
of
States
United
project
recreational demonstration
lands
comprising the
the Chopawamsic
demonstration project
Chopawamsic recreational
lands comprising
transferred
the Secretary
Executive Order NumInterior by Executive
of the Interior
Secretary of
to the
transferred to
shall be administered by the
bered
7496, dated
dated November
November 14,
14, 1936, shall
bered 7496,
National Park Service as part of
Secretary of
through the
the National
Interior through
the Interior
of the
Secretary
National Capital and its environs.
the
system of
of the National
park system
the park
S
EC. 2.
2. The
under the direcNational Park Service, under
the National
Director of the
The Director
SEC.
authorizedtion
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
is authorized—
Interior, is
the Secretary
of the
tion of
for such recreational
(a
and collect
and charges
recreational
charges for
fees and
collect fees
prescribe and
To prescribe
(a))To
and other
facilities, conveniences,
services as may be furnished
conveniences, and services
other facilities,
and
accommodation of the public
by the
the National
National Park Service
Service for the accommodation
by
area.
within the
the said area.
within
reliable person,
(b) To
enter into
into a
contract or contracts
contracts with any reliable
a contract
To enter
(b)
organization,
or corporation,
advertising and
and without securwithout advertising
corporation, without
organization, or
ing
the operation
operation or performance
performance of any
any such
such
for the
bids for
competitive bids
ing competitive
recreational
conveniences, and services
services within the
facilities, conveniences,
other facilities,
or other
recreational or
said
area.
said area.
Service, pursuant
All revenues
revenues collected
collected by
by- the National
National Park Service
pursuant to the
All
of the
authority of
this section,
section, shall
shall be
in
the Treasury of
in the
deposited Service,
be deposited
of this
authority
United States
States to
to the
credit of
of miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
the credit
United
SEc.
3. The
The director
director of
the National
under the direcService, under
Park Service,
National Park
of the
SEO. 3.
tion of
the Secretary
of the
is authorized
exercise and
to exercise
authorized to
Interior, is
the Interior,
Secretary of
of the
tion
perform with
with respect
respect to
to the
the said
area all
the powers
powers and duties
duties that
all the
said area
perform
are conferred
and imposed
him by
relation to the conby law in relation
upon him
imposed upon
conferred and
are
struction,
maintenance, care,
and repair
repair of
of
upkeep, and
custody, policing, upkeep,
care, custody,'Rolicing,
struction, maintenance,
Columbia.
of
the
public
buildings
and
parks
in
the
District
Columbia.
District
the
in
parks
and
the public buildings
Approved, August
August 13,
13, 1940.
Approved,
664]
[CHAPTER 664]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To
provide for
more uniform
uniform coverage
coverage of
of certain
employed in coal-mining
coal-mining
persons employed
certain persons
for more
To provide
operations
with respect
to insurance
insurance benefits
benefits provided
provided for
for by
by certain
certain Federal
Federal
respect to
operations with
Acts,
and for
other purposes.
purposes.
for other
Acts, and

Be
Senate and
and House
of the
Representatives,of
of Representatives
House of
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
That section
section 1
1 (a)
(a)
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
Carof the
the Railroad
of 1937,
(a) of
of the Car1 (a)
section 1
1937, section
Act of
Retirement Act
Railroad Retirement
of
riers
Taxing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, section
section 1532
1532 (a)
Revenue
Internal Revenue
the Internal
of the
(a) of
riers Taxing
Code, and
section 1
(a) of
Insurance
Unemployment Insurance
Railroad Unemployment
the Railroad
of the
1 (a)
and section
Code,
Act are
are amended,
case of
of each
each such
as of
of the
the
Act as
such Act
the case
in the
effective in
amended, effective
Act
date
of
its
enactment,
by
adding
at
the
end
of
each
such
section
the
the
section
such
each
of
end
the
at
adding
by
date of its enactment,
following new
sentence: "The
"The term
not include
include any
any
shall not
'employer' shall
term 'employer'
new sentence:
following
company
by
reason
of
its
being
engaged
in
the
mining
of
coal,
the
coal,
of
mining
the
in
engaged
being
its
of
reason
by
company
supplying
of coal
to an
an employer
employer where
beyond the
not beyond
is not
delivery is
where delivery
coal to
supplying of
mine tipple,
of equipment
or facilities
facilities therefor,
therefor,
equipment or
operation of
the operation
and the
tipple, and
mine
or in
in any
such activities."
activities."
of such
any of
or
SEC. 2.
of the
Railroad Retirement
Act of
of 1935
1935 and
and
Retirement Act
the Railroad
(a) of
1 (a)
Section 1
2. Section
SEC.
paragraph First
section 1
the Railway
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
Labor Act,
Railway Labor
of the
1 of
of section
First of
paragraph
are
amended, effective
effective in
in the
the case
each such
such Act
as of
of the
the date
date
Act as
of each
case of
are amended,
of
its enactment,
enactment, by
end of
of each
each such
and
section and
such section
the end
at the
adding at
by adding
of its
paragraph
new sentence:
"The term
term 'carrier'
'carrier' shall
shall
sentence: "The
following new
the following
paragraph the
not include
include any
company by
by reason
of its
engaged in
the minmullin the
being engaged
its being
reason of
any company
not
ing
coal, the
the supplying
to a
a carrier
carrier where
where delivery
13
delivery is
coal to
of coal
supplying of
of coal,
ing of
193470°-41—PT. 1-50
--- 50
193470°-41-PT.

13,1940
August
August 13,
1910
[8. 24931
IS.
2493]
[Public, No. 763]
[Public,

Chopawamsic recChopawamsic
reational demonstrademonstrareational
tion project.
project.
Administration
Administration
through National
National
Service.
Park Service.

Fees.

Contracts for operaContracts
tion of
of facilities,
facilities, etc.
etc.
tion

Revenues.
Revenues.

Powers and duties
duties
Powers
of director,
National
director, National
of
Park Service.
Service.

1940
August 13,
13, 1940
August
[8.
4070]
[I. 4070]

[Public, No.
No. 704]
764]
[Public,

Coal-mining
etnCoal-mining em-

ployoas.
P1 0Yces.

Exemption from cerExemption
laws.
tain laws.
60
307, 435: 53
50 Stat. 307,
Stat. 181; 52 Stat.
Stat. 1094.
1094.
Stat.
45 U.S.
V,
Supp.V,
U. . C., Supp.
§§ 228a (a),
(a), 261 (a); 26
26
E. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
U.
§
1532 (a); 45 U. S. C.,
§ 1532
Supp. V, §351
351 (a).
(a).
Supp.
Limitation on term
Limitation
"employer."
"employer."

Stat. 967; 50 Stat.
49 Stat.
307.
307.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
45 U.
V, §
§22a
228a (m).
(m).
V,
577.
44 Stat. 577.
45 U. S.C.
S. C. 151.
1151.
45U.

Limitation on term
"carrier."
"carrier."
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not
the mine
tipple, and
and the
the operation
operation of
or
of equipment
equipment or
mine tipple,
not beyond
beyond the
facilities
facilities therefor, or in any of such activities."
50
436; 53
53
Retirement Act of 1937, secRailroad Retirement
Section 11 (b) of the
SEC.
50 Stat.
Stat. 308,
308, 436;
S
EC. 3. Section
the Railroad
Stat. 182;
52 Stat.
1094;
Stst.
182; 52
Sta. 1094;
of the
Act of
1937, section
of
section 1532 (b) of
49
of 1937,
Taxing Act
the Carriers
Carriers Taxing
(b) of
44 Stat. tion
tion 11 (b)
968; 44
49 Stat.
Stat.
577.
the
Revenue Code,
Code, the
the first
first paragraph
of section
(d) of
of
section 11 (d)
paragraph of
Internal Revenue
the Internal
C., Supp.
545 U.
U. S.. C.,
V, §§
228a
(b), 261
(b);
the Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance Act,
section 1
(b) of
of the
the
1
(b)
Act,
section
(b);
v,
s8c(b),
261
the
§
26 U. S. C., Supp. V,
§
1532 (b); 45
1J. S. C.,
Railroad Retirement
Act of 1935,
1935, and paragraph
paragraph Fifth of section
section 1
1
Retirement Act
Railroad
5U.tc.
61S32(b);
Supp. V, §§ 351 (d),
of
the
Railway
Labor
Act,
as
amended,
are
amended,
in
the
case of
of
case
in
the
amended,
are
amended,
as
Act,
Labor
Railway
the
of
45
U.5.(d)
Pv
s28.
228a (b); 45 U. S. C.
§151.
151.
each such Act as of the date of its enactment,
enactment, by adding at the end
end
of each
such
section and
and paragraph
paragraph the
the following
new paragraph:
paragraph:
new
following
each
such
section
of
Limitationoon
n term
"The term
term 'employee'
shall not
not include
include any
any individual
individual while
while
'employee' shall
"The
term
eLimplitat
"employee."
such individual
individual is
is engaged
engaged in
in the
physical operations
operations consisting
consisting
the physical
such
of the
the mining
mining of
of coal,
preparation of
of coal,
coal, the
the handling
handling
coal, the
the preparation
of
(other
than movement
by rail
rail with
with standard
railroad locomostandard railroad
movement by
(other than
tives)
of coal
coal not
mine tipple,
tipple, or
or the
loading of
coal
of coal
the loading
the mine
not beyond
beyond the
tives) of
at
the
tipple."
at
the
tipple."
Amendments
mendments retroretroSEc. 4. (a)
Snc.
(a) The laws hereby
hereby expressly
expressly amended,
amended, the Social
Social Secuactive.
49
Stat. 620.
620.
rity
Act, approved
August 14,
14, 1935,
1935, and
and all
all amendments
amendments thereto,
thereto,
49Stat.
rity
Act,
approved
August
42 U. S. C., Supp.
shall
each amendment
amendment herein
herein contained
contained had
had been
been enacted
enacted
as if
if each
V, ch.
7.
operate as
shall operate
n
ch. 7.'
V,
as a
part of
of the
the law
it amends,
at the
time of
enactment
the original
original enactment
of the
the time
amends, at
law it
a part
as
of
of such
such law.
Application of taxes
(b)
No person
person (as
(as defined
defined in
the Carriers
Carriers Taxing
Taxing Act
Act of 1937)
1937)
in the
(b) No
paid by deignated
designated
carriers
shall be entitled,
provisions of this Act, to aarefund
carriers and
and employ- shall
entitled, by reason of the
the provisions
refund
ees.
of,
or relief
relief from
from liability
liability for,
for, any
any income
income or
or excise
taxes paid
paid or
or
excise taxes
60oStat. 435.
435.
of, or
U. 8
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
45 U.S.
Supp.
pursuant to
to the
of the
the Carriers
Carriers Taxing
Taxing Act
.Act of
of
provisions of
the provisions
V, §§ 261-273.
accrued, pursuant
m s pp. accrued,
v0us53
Stat. 179.
538tat.1.
1937
or
subchapter
B
of
chapter
9
of
the
Internal
Revenue
Code,
subchapter
B
chapter
9
Revenue
28 U. B. C., Supp.
prior to
to the
the date
enactment of
of this
this Act
by reason
reason of
V. §§
of employemployAct by
date of
of the
the enactment
prior
v,
iJ 1500-1537.
15oc-1537.
ment in
the
service
of
any carrier
by railroad
railroad subject
to part
part II of
of
to
subject
any
carrier
by
in
the
service
of
ment
24 Stat. 379.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, but
but any
has been
been
who has
individual who
any individual
49
the Interstate
h. 1; the
U. S.. C., ch.
49 U.
Supp. V,
1.
Supp.
V, ch.
ch. 1.
employed in such service
service of any carrier
carrier by railroad
railroad subject to part
I
the Interstate
Act as
as is
by the
the amendments
amendments
is excluded
excluded by
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act
I of
of the
made
by this
this Act
Act from
the Carriers
Taxing Act
Act
Carriers Taxing
under the
from coverage
coverage under
made by
of
1937 and
B of
chapter 9
of the
the Internal
Revenue Code,
Code,
9 of
Internal Revenue
of chapter
and subchapter
subchapter B
of 1937
and who
who has
has paid
paid income
income taxes
under the
or
the provisions
provisions of such Act or
taxes under
and
subchapter,
and any
any carrier
carrier by
subject to part II of the
railroad subject
by railroad
subchapter, and
Interstate
Commerce Act which has paid
paid excise taxes
taxes under the proInterstate Commerce
visions of
of the
the Carriers
Taxing Act
Act of
of 1937
or subchapter
subchapter B
B of
of
1937 or
Carriers Taxing
visions
chapter 9
the Internal
Code, may,
may, upon
upon making
making proper
proper
Revenue Code,
9 of
of the
Internal Revenue
chapter
application
therefor to
to.the
Bureau of
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, have the
of Internal
the Bureau
application therefor
amount
of taxes
in reduction
of such
such tax liability
taxes so
so paid
paid applied
applied in
reduction of
amount of
respect to employment,
amendments
with respect
employment, as may,
may, by
by reason
reason of
of the amendments
made by
by this
this Act,
Act, accrue
against them
the provisions
of title
title
under the
provisions of
accrue against
them under
made
636; 53
49 Stat.
Stat. VIII
Stat. 636;
53 Stat.
of the
the Social
the Federal
Federal Insurance
VIII of
Social Security
Security Act or the
Insurance ContribuContribu175.
175.
tions
(subchapter A
of chapter
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code).
Code).
42 U.
U. s.
S. C., supp.
Supp.
tions Act
Act (subchapter
A of
chapter 99of
of the
V, §§ 1001-1011;
26
(c) Nothing
Nothing contained
Act shall
shall operate
(1) to
affect any
any
to affect
operate (1)
this Act
in this
contained in
(c)
V,
Supp. V,
C.,1 Supp.
U
U. S. C.,
§§
1400-1432.
S 1400-1432.
annuity, pension, or death benefit granted
granted under the Railroad
Railroad Retireetc.,
Priorannuities,
annuities, etc.,
Act of
1935 or
Act of
prior to
to
of 1937,
1937, prior
Retirement Act
granted
under Rail- ment
or the
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
of 1935
ment Act
gra nnditieset
road Retirement Acts.
the date
Act, or
or (2)
(2) to
to include
include any
of the
servof this
this Act,
any of
the servActs. the
road
RetCiement
date of
of enactment
enactment of
45 U.
S. C., Supp.
V. §§ 22a-22sr.
228a-228r.
v,
ices on the
the basis
basis of
of which any such
such annuity
annuity or pension was granted,
49 Stat.
49
tat. 625;
625; 53
53 Stat.
Stat. as employment within the meaning
210 (b)
meaning of section 210
(b) of
of the
the Social
Social
1373.
U. s.
S. c.,
C., Supp.
42 v.
supp. Security Act or section 209 (b)
(b) of such Act, as amended. In any
V. §§ 409 (b), 410.
case in
in which
which a
death benefit
granted, the
the amount
amount of
, 409 (b), 410.
case
a death
benefit alone
alone has
has been
been granted,
of
services, coverage
coverage of
such death
death benefit attributable
attributable to services,
of which is
affected by this Act, shall be deemed to have been paid to the
deceased
affected
the deceased
49 Stat. 624.
49Stat.624.
under section
section 204 of the .Social Security Act in effect
effect prior to Jan42 U. S. C., Supp.
1, 1940,
1940, and
and deductions
deductions shall
from any
any insurance
insurance benebeneshall be
be made
made from
C.,
pp. uary
uary 1,
.
v, I404.
V,
404.
42 U. S. 0., Supp.
payable under
under the
the Social
Social Security
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
Security Act,
or benefits
V42
o., supp. fit
fit or
benefits payable
V. ch.u.s.
7.
respect to wages
for such
services until
until
with respect
wages paid
paid to an
an individual for
such services
amount of such
such death benefit attributable
such deductions
deductions total
total the amount
to such services.
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(d) Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
affect the
in this
this Act shall operate to affect
(d)
Railroad Unemployment
rights of any individual
individual under
under the Railroad
Unemployment
benefit rights
unemployment (as defined in section
Insurance Act for
section
for any day of unemployment
Insurance
1
of such
Act) occurring
enactment of this
occurring prior to the date of enactment
such Act)
1 (k)
(k) of
Act.
Railroad
*. 5.
Any application
application for
filed with the Railroad
payment filed
for payment
5. Any
SEC.
Retirement
or within
enactment
sixty days after, the enactment
within sixty
to, or
prior to,
Board prior
Retirement Board
of
shall, under
under such
such regulations
regulations as the Social Security
Act shall,
this Act
of this
application filed with the
Board
be deemed
deemed to be an application
prescribe, be
may prescribe,
Board may
Social
Board by
such individual
individual or by any person
person claiming
claiming
by such
Security Board
Social Security
any
with respect
wages of such individual,
individual, under
under
to the wages
respect to
payment with
any payment
Security Act, as amended.
any
provision of
of section
section 202
202 of the
the Social Security
any provision
SEC. 6.
6.. Nothing
Nothing contained
in this
Act, nor the action of Congress
this Act,
contained in
SEC.
affecting the question
in
adopting it,
it, shall
shall be
taken or
considered as affecting
question
or considered
be taken
in adopting
of what
carriers, companies,
companies, or individuals,
individuals, other than those in this
of
what carriers,
Act
specifically provided
for, are
included in or excluded
excluded from
from the
are included
provided for,
Act specifically
this Act is an amendment.
provisions
of the
laws to
to which
amendment.
which this
various laws
the various
provisions of
S
EC. 7.
7. (a)
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
section 1605 (b)
provisions of section
the provisions
SEC.
of
Internal Revenue
Code, no
no interest
period
shall, during the period
interest shall,
Revenue Code,
the Internal
of the
February 1,
1, 1940,
1940, to
to the
the eighty-ninth
day after
after the
the date
enactdate of enacteighty-ninth day
February
delinquency in the
ment of
of this
this Act,
Act, inclusive,
by reason of delinquency
accrue by
inclusive, accrue
ment
payment of
tax imposed
imposed by
by section
1600 with
respect to services
with respect
section 1600
the tax
of the
payment
affected
this Act
during the period
period July 1, 1939, to
to
performed during
Act performed
by this
affected by
December 31,
1939, inclusive,
respect to
to which
which services
services amounts
with respect
inclusive, with
31, 1939,
December
Unemployment
Railroad Unemployment
have been
been paid
as contributions
under the Railroad
contributions under
paid as
have
Insurance
prior to
to the
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment of this Act.
Act prior
Insurance Act
(b)
section 1601
(a) (3)
(3) of
of
1601 (a)
of section
provisions of
the provisions
Notwithstanding the
(b) Notwithstanding
the
Revenue Code,
under section 1601
allowable under
credit allowable
the credit
Code, the
Internal Revenue
the Internal
(a)
the tax
section 1600
1600 for the calendar year
year
by section
imposed by
tax imposed
against the
(a) against
1939 shall
shall not
disallowed or
reduced by
by reason
of the
the payment
payment
reason of
or reduced
be disallowed
not be
1939
into aa State
fund after
after January
1940, of contri31, 1940,
January 31,
unemployment fund
State unemployment
into
performed during
butions with
with respect
to services
durmg
by this Act performed
affected by
services affected
respect to
butions
the period
July 1,
1, 1939,
1939, inclusive,
inclusive, with
respect
with respect
31, 1939,
December 31,
to December
1939, to
period July
the
to which
which services
have been
been paid
paid as
contributions under
under
as contributions
amounts have
services amounts
to
the Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Insurance Act
prior to
to the
the date
date of
of
Act prior
the
enactment
of
this
Act:
Provided,
That
this
subsection
shall
be
be
shall
subsection
this
That
enactment of this Act: Provided,
applicable only
only if
if the
the contributions
contributions with
with respect
respect to
are
services are
such services
to such
applicable
after
day
ninetieth
paid
into
the
State
unemployment
fund
before
the
ninetieth
after
before
fund
unemployment
State
the
paid into
the date
date of
of enactment
Act.
this Act.
of this
enactment of
the
Approved,
August
13,
1940.
Approved, August 13,
[CHAPTER 665]
665]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the
the construction
of certain
certain facilities
Marjorie Park, Davis Island,
facilities in Marjorie
construction of
To
Tampa,
other purposes.
for other
and for
Florida, and
Tampa, Florida,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
it enacted
Be it
United States
States of
America in
That the
the Federal
Federal
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
United
Works
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
to accept
accept on
on
authorized to
is hereby,
be, and
Administrator be,
Works Administrator
behalf
the United
United States
States of
title to
to a
tract
a tract
cost, title
without cost,
America, without
of America,
of the
behalf of
of
land in
Park, Davis
Davis Island,
Island, Tampa,
Tampa, Florida,
suitable for
Florida, suitable
Marjorie Park,
in Marjorie
of land
use
United States
quarantine station.
station.
States quarantine
of aaUnited
site of
the site
for the
use for
SEC. 2.
is hereby
authorized to
appropriated the
the sum
sum of
of
be appropriated
to be
hereby authorized
There is
2. There
SEC.
the
$76,000
to
be
expended
by
the
Federal
Works
Administrator
for
Administrator
Works
Federal
the
$76,000 to be expended by
construction
installation of
such buildings,
buildings, utilities,
and appurteappurteutilities, and
of such
and installation
construction and
nances
thereto
on
the
tract
of
land
herein
authorized
to
be
acquired
to
acquired
be
to
authorized
herein
land
of
tract
the
on
nances thereto
replace
existing United
Macadjoining Macstation adjoining
quarantine station
States quarantine
United States
the existing
replace the
Dill
Florida.
Field Florida.
Dill Field,
SEC. 3.
3. Upion
completion of
of the
authorized, the
the
above authorized,
construction above
the construction
UTpbn completion
SEC.
Federal
Works
Administrator
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
to
directed
and
authorized
hereby
is
Federal Works Administrator

Preservation of
of
Preservation
benefit rights.
benefit
1094.
62 Stat. 1094.
45 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
351-367.
V, §§ 351-367.
1095.
52 Stat. 1095.
Application for
for payApplication
ment.
ment.
When
When deemed
deemed filed
filed
with
With Social Security
Security
Board.
Board.

53 Stat. 1363.
1363.
53
42 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
402.
V, §
§ 402.
Inapplicability
Inapplicability of
Act.
Act.

Nonaccrual
of inNonaccrual of
designated
terest on designated
tax.
tax.

53 Stat. 186.
C., Supp.
Supp
26 U. S. C.,
§ 1605 (b).
V, §
53 Stat. 1387.
1387.
63
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §
§ 1600.
1600.

62 Stat. 1094.
1094.
52
45 U.
U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
V, §§
§§ 351-367.
V
Designated tax credcredDesignated
it not to be disallowed,
disallowed,
it
etc.
1387.
53 Stat. 1387.
U. S. C., Supp.
26 U.
(a),
§§1600, 1601 (a),
V, §¢
1601(a) (3).
1601(a)
(3).

1094.
52 Stat. 1094.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
45 U.
V. §§
§§351-367.
V,
Proviso.
Condition.
Condition.

August 13,
13. 1940
1940
[S. 41061
4106]
[S.
(Public,
No.
[Public, No. 765]

Marjorie
Park,
Marjorie
Davis Island,
Island, Tampa.
Fla.
S. quarSite for U. S.
antine station.

Appropriation
for
for
Appropriation
construction of buildconstruction
etc., authorized.
authorized.
ings, etc.,

Transfer of desigland, etc.,
etc., to
nated land,
Secretary of War.
Secretary
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PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.665,
666, 684
AUG.13,
13, 16,
1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
665, 666,
684-AUG.
16, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

transfer
jurisdiction of the
Secretary of
War as an
an
transfer to the control
control and
and jurisdiction
the Secretary
of War
addition to
to MacDill
MacDill Field,
or for
for use
use for
for other
other military
military purpuraddition
Field, Florida,
Florida, or
improvements now comprising
comprising the United States
poses, the
the land
land and
and improvements
States
quarantine station
adjoining MacDill
MacDill Field,
Field, Florida.
quarantine
station adjoining
Florida.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 666]
[CHAPTER
666]
August 13, 1940
In. R.
R. 10014]
IH.
10014]
[Public, No. 766]
Transportation Act
Act
of 1920, amendment.
amendment.
457, 1145.
41 Stat. 457,1145.
C.G.§l
72-79.
49 U.
U .S. C.
§72-79.

Sale, extension of
maturity, etc., of designated securities
securities acignated
quired by U.
U. S.
S.
quired

enacted by
Be it enacted
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
II of
of
Congress assembled, That title II
United
Transportation Act, 1920 (41
(41 Stat. 457),
amended, is
the Transportation
457), as amended,
is hereby
hereby
further amended
new
further
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end of
of that
that title the following new
section:
section:
"SEc.
securities
"SEC. 213. With respect to any bonds, notes, or other securities
acquired on
States under the
provisions of this
acquired
on behalf of
of the
the United
United States
the provisions
foregoing, any securities
Act, including,
including, without limitation
limitation of the foregoing,
securities
acquired as
an incident
incident to
receivership, or
or reorganizareorganizaacquired
as an
to aabankruptcy,
bankruptcy, receivership,
tion proceeding,
assignment, transfer, substitution,
substitution, or issuance,
issuance,
proceeding, or by assignment,
or by
by purchase,
default, or
or other
other acquisition
(whether at
at aa foreforeor
purchase, default,
acquisition (whether
closure sale or
otherwise) of
collateral given for the
or otherwise)
of collateral
the payment of obligations to the United States,
States, the President, or any
any officer,
officer, agent,
gations
agent, or
or
agency
designate, is authorized
authorized to
exchange, or otherotheragency he may designate,
to sell, exchange,
wise
securities, or to
wise dispose of,
of, any
any such
such bonds,
bonds, notes,
notes, or
or other securities,
to enter
enter
arrangements for
the maturity
thereof, in
into arrangements
for the extension
extension of
of the
maturity thereof,
in such
such
securities or other
manner, in such amounts, at such
such prices, for cash, securities
other
combination thereof,
property, or
or any
any combination
thereof, and upon
upon such terms and
conditions
agency so desigconditions as the President
President or any
any officer,
officer, agent, or agency
desigadvisable and in
public interest."
interest."
nated may deem advisable
in the
the public
Approved, August 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
684]
[CHAPTER 684]

August
Augist 16, 1940
Il.
H. R.
R 9158]
[Public,
IPublic, No.
No. 767]
767]

Protection ofcertain
Protection
of certain
enlisted men
of the
the
enlisted
men of
Army.
Army.

Reenlistment
of
Reenlistment
of
aliens.
aliens.
Extension
of
time
Extension of time
for perfecting
citizenfor
perfecting citizenship; conditions.
ship;
conditions.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
amend the
the Transportation
Transportation Act,
1920, as
as amended.
amended.
To amend
Act, 1920,

AN
AN AGT'
ACT

AN AU'

To amend the Act entitled
Act for the protection
entitled "An Act
certain enlisted
enlisted men
men of
protection of
of certain
of
approved August
the Army",
Army", approved
August 19, 1937, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That the body
body of
of
assembled, That
the Act entitled "An Act for the protection
certain enlisted
enlisted men
protection of certain
approved August 19,
19, 1937 (50
(50 Stat.
696), be,
be, and
and the
the
of the Army", approved
Stat. 696),
amended to read as follows:
same is hereby, amended
follows:
"That, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the language contained
contained in the second proviso under the subheading
subheading 'Pay, and so forth, of the Army'
Army' of the
Act of July 1,
446), and similar
of other
other Acts
Acts
1, 1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 446),
similar provisos of
heretofore
hereafter enacted,
heretofore or hereafter
enacted, any alien otherwise
otherwise eligible for
for
enlistment
enlistment in the Regular
an enlisted man
man
Regular Army, who shall have been an
subsequent to June
therein for any period subsequent
June 30, 1937, who shall have
a valid and still effective
declaration of intention
made a
effective declaration
intention to become
become a
a
citizen of the United States,
States, or shall have furnished
pri ma facie
fac i
e eviev ifurnished prima
dence of his eligibility for admission
admission to such citizenship
citizenship without
without
prior formal declaration
declaration of intention, and shall have agreed in writing to complete his naturalization
naturalization without
unnecessary delay,
without unnecessary
delay, shall
shall
up to and including
including June
June 30, 1943, be deemed eligible (1)
(1) if in the
service, for continuance
continuance therein
therein until expiration of current enlistment, for reenlistment,
continuance in the service under such
reenlistment, and for continuance
such
reenlistment
reenlistment not later than June 30, 1943; (2) if not in the service,
service,
continuance in the service
for reenlistment
reenlistment and for continuance
service under such reenreenlistment not later than June 30, 1943; and (3)
(3) in either
either case for
for
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grade and length
receipt while so serving of the pay of his grade
length of prior
prior
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That Filipinos who
service: Provided,
who were
were serving
serving in the Army
Army on
on
Reenlistment
of
Reenlistment
of
July 1,
maybe
retained in
in the
the service
serviceunder
un d
er curren
enli st
ment
s Filipinos.
July
1, 1937,
1937, may
be retained
currenttenlistments
citizenship status,
and may be reenlisted without regard
regard to their citizenship
and
status, and
may receive
receive their proper pay and allowances
allowances under
under such enlistments
enlistments
and
and reenlistments.
reenlistments.
Army service as
"SEO.
as
Regular Army
"SEC. 2. Hereafter,
Hereafter, service in the Regular
honorably termitermiArmy honorably
legal residence
residence under
under
legal
nated shall
credited for
for purposes
of legal
legal residence
residence under
the naturalization
shall be credited
purposes of
under the
naturalization laws.
naturalization
naturalization laws
States, regardless
regardless of
of the
the legality
legality
laws of the United
United States,
or illegality of the original entry
entry into the United States
States of
alien,
of the
the alien,
the certificate
honorable termination
termination of such service or aaduly
certificate of the honorable
duly
authenticated
naturalization examiner
authenticated copy thereof made by a
anaturalization
examiner of
of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service being
accepted in
in lieu
lieu of
of
Immigration
Naturalization Service
being accepted
the certificate
certificate from the Department
Department of Labor of the alien's arrival
arrival in
the United States
States required
required by the naturalization
naturalization laws;
laws; and service so
so
credited in each case
case shall
shall be considered
credited
performed
considered as having
having been
been performed
immediately preceding
for naturalization."
naturalization."
immediately
preceding the
the filing
filing of
of the
the petition
petition for
Approved,
August 16,
Approved, August
16, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 686]
6861
[CHAPTER

AV ACT
ArTr
AN
.i
I-.

To provide
registration and
and regulation
of investment
investment companies
and
regulation of
companies and
To
provide for
for the
the registration
investment
advisers, and
and for
other purposes.
for other
purposes.
investment advisers,

August 22,
22, 1940
1040
in..R.10065]
R.10065]
[Public, No. 768]
[Public, No. 768]

Be it
of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
United States
States of Amerka
America in Congress
TITLE I—INVESTMENT
COMPANIES
TITLE
I-INVESTMENT COMPANIES

Investment
Investment
Company Act of 1040.
1940.

FINDINGS
AND DECLARATION
DECLARATION OF
OF POLICY
POLICY
FINDINGS AND
SEC. 1.
1. (a)
the record and
and
facts disclosed
disclosed by the
(a) Upon
Upon the
the basis
basis of facts
SEC.
reports
of the
the Securities
Exchange Commission
to
made pursuant
pursuant to
Commission made
Securities and
and Exchange
reports of
section
30 of
of the
the Public
of 1935,
1935, and
and
Act of
Holding Company
Company Act
Utility Holding
Public Utility
section 30
facts
disclosed and
is hereby
hereby found
found that
that
it is
ascertained, it
and ascertained,
facts otherwise
otherwise disclosed
investment
companies are
are affected
affected with
with a
anational
national public
interest in
in
public interest
investment companies
that, among
among other
other things—
thingsthat,
(1) the
securities issued
issued by
companies, which
which constitute
constitute
by such
such companies,
(1)
the securities
substantial part
all securities
securities publicly
offered, are
are distributed,
distributed,
part of
of all
publicly offered,
aasubstantial
purchased,
paid for,
for, exchanged,
exchanged, transferred,
transferred, redeemed,
redeemed, and
repurand repurpurchased, paid
chased by
the mails
mails and
and instrumentalities
of
and means
means and
instrumentalities of
chased
by use
use of
of the
interstate commerce,
commerce, and
the numerous
numerous companies
companies
case of
of the
and in
in the
the case
interstate
which
issue redeemable
redeemable securities
securities this
this process
and
of distribution
distribution and
process of
which issue
redemption
is continuous;
continuous;
redemption is
(2) the
the principal
activities of
companies—investing, reinreinof such
such companies-investing,
principal activities
(2)
vesting,
and trading
of the
by use
use of
the
conducted by
trading in
in securities—are
securities-are conducted
vesting, and
mails
and means
and instrumentalities
instrumentalities of
of interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce,
means and
mails and
including
facilities of
national securities
securities exchanges,
exchanges, and
and conconof national
the facilities
including the
stitute a
all transactions
transactions effected
effected in
the secusecuin the
part of
of all
substantial part
stitute
a substantial
rities markets
of the
the Nation;
Nation;
markets of
rities
(3)
customarily invest
and trade
trade in
in securities
securities
invest and
such companies
companies customarily
(3) such
issued
by, and
control or
otherwise affect
affect the
the
and control
or otherwise
and may
may dominate
dominate and
issued by,
policies
in business
business in
in
engaged in
of, companies
companies engaged
policies and
and management
management of,
interstate
commerce;
interstate commerce;
(4) such
companies are
for the
the national
national
in the
media for
the investment
investment in
such companies
are media
(4)
economy of
of a
a substantial
of the
the national
national savings
savings and
and may
may
part of
economy
substantial part
have a
vital effect
effect upon
the flow
flow of
of such
the capital
capital
savings into
into the
such savings
have
a vital
upon the
markets;
and
markets; and
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(5)
activities of
of such
such companies,
companies, extending
extending over
over many
(5) the
the activities
many
States, their
their use
use of
commerce
States,
of the
the instrumentalities
instrumentalities of
of interstate
interstate commerce
and the
wide geographic
geographic distribution
distribution of
of their
their security
security ho
.lders,
holders
and
the wide
make difficult,
if not
State regulation
regulation of
of
difficult, if
not impossible,
impossible, effective
effective State
make
such
companies in
in the
interest of
of investors.
such companies
the interest
investors.
(b)
basis of
of facts
facts disclosed
by the
record and
and reports
reports
the record
disclosed by
the basis
Upon the
(b) Upon
of the
Securities and
and Exchange
Commission made
made pursuant
pursuant to
to secsecof
the Securities
Exchange Commission
tion 30
the Public
Utility Holding
Company Act
Act of
of 1935,
1935, and
and
tion
30 of
of the
Public Utility
Holding Company
facts
and ascertained,
it is
hereby declared
declared that
that
is hereby
facts otherwise
otherwise disclosed
disclosed and
ascertained, it
the national
and the
the interest
of investors
are adversely
the
national public
public interest
interest and
interest of
investors are
adversely
affected—
affected(1) when
when investors
investors purchase,
pay for,
for, exchange,
exchange, receive
divireceive divi(1)
purchase, pay
dends
refrain from
from voting,
or surrender
surrender securidends upon,
upon, vote,
vote, refrain
voting, sell,
sell, or
securities issued
investment companies
companies without
without adequate,
ties
issued by
by investment
adequate, accurate,
accurate,
and explicit
information, fairly
presented, concerning
concerning the
the charcharand
explicit information,
fairly presented,
acter of
policies, and
and
securities and the
the circumstances,
circumstances, policies,
acter
of such
such securities
financial
responsibility of
their management;
management;
of such
such companies
companies and
and their
financial responsibility
(2)
when investment
investment companies
companies are
organized, operated,
(2) when
are organized,
operated,
managed,
or their
their portfolio
securities are
are selected,.
in the
the interest
interest
managed, or
portfolio securities
selected, in
of directors,
officers, investment
investment advisers,
advisers, depositors,
depositors, or
other
of
directors, officers,
or other
affiliated persons
persons thereof,
thereof, in
the interest
underwriters,
affiliated
in the
interest of
of underwriters,
brokers, or
or dealers,
the interest
of special
classes of
of their
their
brokers,
dealers, in
in the
interest of
special classes
security
or in
of other
other investment
investment comcomsecurity holders,
holders, or
in the
the interest
interest of
panies
persons engaged
other lines
of business,
business, rather
rather than
than
panies or
or persons
engaged in
in other
lines of
of all
classes of
of such
companies' security
security holders;
holders;
in the
the interest
interest of
all classes
such companies'
(3) when investment
companies issue
securities containing
containing
(3)
investment companies
issue securities
inequitable
protect the
the
inequitable or discriminatory
discriminatory provisions,
provisions, or fail
fail to
to protect
preferences
privileges of
holders of their outstanding
outstanding
preferences and privileges
of the
the holders
securities;
securities;
(4) when
(4)
when the control
companies is
unduly conconcontrol of investment
investment companies
is unduly
centrated through
methods of
of conconcentrated
through pyramiding
pyramiding or
or inequitable
inequitable methods
inequitably distributed,
or when
investment companies
trol, or
or is inequitably
distributed, or
when investment
companies
irresponsible persons;
persons;
are managed
managed :by
by irresponsible
(5) when
their accounts
(5)
when investment
investment companies,
companies, in
in keeping
keeping their
accounts
i
n maintaining
in computing
computing their
their earnin
gs a
nd,
in
maintaining reserves,
reserves, and
and in
earnings
and
the asset
the
outstanding securities,
asset value of
of their outstanding
securities, employ
employ unsound
unsound
or misleading
methods, or
misleading methods,
to adequate
adequate
or are not subjected
subjected to
independent
scrutiny;
independent scrutiny;
(6)
when investment
reo rga ni ze d, become
become inaci
nac (6) when
investment companies
companies are
are reorganized,
change the
tive, or change
the character
character of
the conof their
their business,
business, or
or when
when the
conthereof is transferred,
trol or management
management thereof
transferred, without
without the consent
consent
of
holders;
of their security holders;
(7) when
when investment
by excessive
excessive borrowing
borrowing and
(7)
investment companies
companies by
and
the issuance
of excessive
amounts of
of senior
senior securities
securitie s increase
i
ncrease
the
issuance of
excessive amounts
unduly the speculative
character of their junior securities;
or
speculative character
securities; or
(8)
operate without
without adequate
adequate
(8) when
when investment
investment companies
companies operate
assets
assets or
or reserves.
It
It is hereby declared that
policy and purposes
of this
this title,
title, in
in
that the policy
purposes of
accordance
which the
the provisions
provisions of
this title
shall be
be interinteraccordance with
with .which
of this
title shall
prete
.
d2 are
mitigate and,
and, so
so far
as is
eliminate the
the
preted,
are to
to mitigate
far as
is feasible,
feasible, to
to eliminate
conditions enumerated
enumerated in this section which adversely affect the
interest and
of investors.
national public
public interest
and the
the interest
interest of
investors.
GENERAL DEFINITIONS
GENERAL
DEEL"N.TITIONS

General
General definitions.
definitions.
"Advisory board."

"Advisory board."

SEC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) When
this title,
title, unless
the context
context otherwise
SEC.
When used
used in
in this
unless the
otherwise
requires—
requires(1)
"Advisory board"
board" means
means a
a board, whether elected or
or
(1) "Advisory
appointed,
appointed, which
which is distinct from the board of directors or board of
trustees,
investment company,
trustees, of an investment
company, and
and which is composed
composed solely
solely
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in any other capacity,
of
persons who
do not
such company
capacity,
company in
not serve
serve such
who do
of persons
whether
or not
functions of
oard are suc
h as to
t
o render
der its
such
board
of such
such b
the functions
not the
whether or
members "directors"
"directors" within
within the
ofth
atterm,
t
e
,which
board
which board
that
definition of
the definition
members
has no power to deterhas advisory
functions as
to investments
investments but has
as to
advisory functions
has
purchased or
investment shall be purchased
or other investment
mine that
that any security or
mine
sold by
such company.
company.
by such
sold
"Af f
com"Affiliated
(2) "Affiliated
company" means
means a
a company
company which
is an
affiliated pany."
an affiliated
which is
"Affiliated company"
(2)
PanY."iliated cornperson.
per(s3o)n
person" of
of another
another person
means (A)
any person
person
(A) any
person means
"Affiliated person"
(3) ."Affiliated
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly owning,
with power
to
power to
or holding
holding with
controlling, or
owning, controlling,
directly
securities of
vote
per centum
or more
the outstanding
outstanding voting securities
of the
more of
centum or
vote,' 55 per
such
other person;
centum or more of whose
per centum
5 per
person 5
any person
(B) any
person; (B)
such other
outstanding
voting securities
securities are
indirectly owned, condirectly or indirectly
are directly
outstanding voting
trolled, or
or held
with power
power to
by such
such other
(C) any
any
person; (C)
other person;
to vote
vote by
held with
trolled,
person directly
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly controlling,
by, or
or under
under comcontrolled by,
controlling, controlled
person
mon control
control with,
such other
other person;
director
officer, director,
any officer,
(D) any
person; (D)
with, such
mon
partner, copartner,
or employee
of such
such other
person; (E)
(E) if
if such
such
other person;
employee of
copartner, or
partner,
other person
'person is
is an
an investment
adviser
company, any investment adviser
investment company,
other
thereof or
of an
an advisory
thereof; and (F)
(F) if
board thereof;
advisory board
member of
any member
or any
thereof
such other
other person
an unincorporated
investment company
not
company not
unincorporated investment
is an
person is
such
having
of directors
depositor thereof.
thereof.
the depositor
directors, the
board of
having aaboard
(4) "Assignment"
"Assignment" includes
includes any
or indirect
indirect transfer
transfer or
or
direct or
any direct
(4)
hypothecation of
contract or
chose in
action by
by the
the assignor,
assignor, or
or of
of
in action
or chose
of aacontract
hypothecation
of the
the assignor's
assignor's outstanding
voting securities by
outstanding voting
block of
controlling block
aa controlling
the assignor;
assignor •' but
but does
include an
an assignment
assignment
not include
does not
of the
holder of
security holder
aa security
of partnership
incidental to
the death
death or
or withdrawal
withdrawal of aa
to the
interests incidental
partnership interests
of
minority
the members
members of
the partnership
having only
only a
minority
a minority
partnership having
of the
of the
minority of
interest
the partnership
admission to
to the
the partthe admission
to the
or to
business or
partnership business
in the
interest in
nership
of one
more members
after such
such admission,
admission, shall be
who, after
members who,
or more
one or
nership of
only
minority of
the members
members and
and shall
only a
minority
a minority
have only
shall have
of the
only aa minority
interest in
in the
the business.
business.
interest
(5) "Bank"
means (A)
organized under
under the
institution organized
banking institution
a banking
(A) a
"Bank" means
(5)
Federal
of
laws
of
the
United
States,
(B)
a
member
bank
the
Federal
bank
member
a
(B)
States,
United
the
of
laws
Reserve System,
institution or
or trust
trust comcombanking institution
other banking
any other
(C) any
System, (C)
Reserve
pany,
whether
incorporated
or
not,
doing
business
under
the
laws
of
of
laws
the
under
business
doing
not,
or
incorporated
pany, whether
any
the United
United States,
substantial portion
portion of
the busibusiof the
a substantial
States, a
of the
or of
State or
any State
ness
or exercising
exercising fiduciary
fiduciary
deposits or
receiving deposits
of receiving
consists of
which consists
of which
ness of
powers similar
those permitted
permitted to
national banks
banks under
under section
section 11
11
to national
to those
similar to
powers
which is
and which
Act, as amended,
(k) of
the Federal
Reserve Act,
amen ded, and
is supersu perFederal Reserve
of the
(k)
vised
and examined
State or
Federal authority
authority having
supervihaving supervior Federal
by State
examined by
vised and
sion over banks, and
which is
purpose of
evading
of evading
the purpose
for the
operated for
not operated
is not
banks, and which
over
sion
the provisions of this title, and
and (D)
(D) a
receiver,
conservator,
or
other
other
or
conservator,
a receiver,
the provisions of this title,
liquidating agent
firm included
in clauses
clauses (A),
(A),
included in
or firm
institution or
any institution
of any
liquidating agent of
(B), or
or (C)
(C) of
this paragraph.
paragraph.
of this
(B),
in the business
(6)
any person
gaged in
business of
of effecteffectengaged
person en
means any
"Broker" means
(6) "Broker"
jug transactions in
securities for
for the
the account
account of
others, but
does not
not
but does
of others,
transactions in securities
ing
include a
bank or
fact that
such
that such
the fact
of the
reason of
by reason
solely by
person solely
any person
or any
a bank
include
person
is an
underwriter for
for one
more investment
companies.
investment companies.
or more
one or
an underwriter
is
person
(7)
"Commission" means
means the
Securities and
and Exchange
Exchange Commission.
Commission.
the Securities
7 "Commission"
(8)
corporation a
a partnership,
an associaassociapartnership, an
a corporation,
means a
"Company" means
8) "Company"
tion,
a
joint-stock
company,
a
trust,
a
fund,
or
any
organized
group
group
organized
any
or
fund,
a
trust,
a
tion, a joint-stock company,
in
receiver, trustee
any
of
ersons whether
whether incorporated
y receiver,
trustee m
incorporated or not; or an
persons
of p
bankruptcy or similar
similar official
or
any
liquidating
agent
for
any
of
of
any
for
agent
liquidating
official or any
bankruptcy or
such.
as such.
capacity
the
ty as
foregoing, in his capaci
the foregoing,
(9)
power to
xercise a
a controlling
influence
controlling influence
to e
exercise
the power
means the
"Control" means
(9) "Control"
over the
management or
policies of
company, unless
unless such
such power
power
a company,
of a
or policies
over the management
is solely the result
of an
an official
position with
with such
such company.
company.
official position
of
the result
solelyperson
is Any
who owns beneficially, either directly or through one
Any person who owns beneficially, either directly or through one
or more controlled
controlled companies,
more than
than 25
25 per
voting
the voting
of the
centum of
per centum
companies, more
or more
securities of
company shall
be presumed
presumed to
to control
cornsuch comcontrol such
shall be
of aa company
securities

"Affiliated
"Affiliated person."
person."

"Assignment."

"Assignment."

"Bank."

"Bank."

38 Stat. 262.

38
12u.s.c
Stat.
262.1248(k);
12U.
S.C.
§248(k);
Supp. V,
V, §
(
k).
§ 248
248 (k).

"Broker."
"Broker."

"Commission."
"Commission."
"Company."
"Company."

"Control."

"Control."
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pany. Any
Any person
person who
who does
own more
more than
25 per
per centum
centum
than 25
so own
does not
not so
pany.
of the
the voting
voting securities
any company
be presumed
presumed not
not to
to
shall be
company shall
of any
securities of
of
control
company. A
A natural
shall be
be presumed
presumed not
not to
to
person shall
natural person
such company.
control such
be a
controlled person
within the
of this
this title.
such
Any such
title. Any
meaning of
the meaning
person within
be
a controlled
presumption
may be
rebutted by
but except
as hereinafter
hereinafter
except as
evidence, but
by evidence,
be rebutted
presumption may
provided,
shall continue
continue until
determination to
to the
the contrary
made
contrary made
until a
a determination
provided, shall
by
on its
its own motion or on applicaorder either
either on
by order
the Commission
Commission by
by the
tion
interested person.
iss
an application
application filed hereunder i
If an
person. If
by an
an interested
tion by
not
granted or
or denied
denied by
within sixty
days after
after
sixty days
by the
the Commission
Commission within
not granted
filing
thereof, the
the determination
by the
the application
be
shall be
application shall
sought by
determination sought
filing thereof,
deemed
to have
granted pending
pending final
final determinadeterminatemporarily granted
have been temporarily
deemed to
tion of
of the
Commission thereon.
Commission, upon
upon its
its own
own
The Commission,
thereon. The
the Commission
tion
motion or
or upon
upon application,
may by
by order
order revoke
revoke or
or modify
modify any
any
application, may
motion
order
this paragraph
paragraph whenever
whenever it
shall find
that the
the
find that
it shall
issued under
under this
order issued
determination embraced
embraced in
longer consistent
consistent
order is
is no longer
original order
in such original
determination
with
the facts.
with the
(10) "Convicted"
"Convicted" includes
or plea
plea of
of guilty,
guilty,
includes a
a verdict,
verdict, judgment,
judgment, or
(10)
or a
finding of
of guilt
on a
plea of
nobocontendere,
contenders, if
if such
such verdict,
verdict,
of nolo
a plea
guilt on
or
a finding
judgment,
or finding
has not
not been
set aside,
aside, or withwithbeen reversed,
reversed, set
finding has
plea, or
judgment, plea,

"Convicted."

"onvicted."

drawn, whether
or not
sentence has
drawn,
whether or
not sentence
has been
been imposed.
imposed.

"Dealer."
"Deer."

"Ditor.

"Director."

"Employees' securities company."
company"s
ties

"Exchange."
"Exchange."

"Face-amount

Mate."
tFaemon"nt

cer-

cer-

(11)
any person
engaged in
in the
the business
business
(11) "Dealer"
"Dealer" means
means any
person regularly
regularly engaged
of buying
for his
through aa
own account,
account, through
his own
securities for
and selling
selling securities
buying and
of
broker
include a
insurance coma bank,
bank, insurance
does not
not include
or otherwise,
otherwise, but
but does
broker or
pany,
or investment
or any
any person
insofar as
as he is engaged
engaged
person insofar
company, or
investment company,
pany, or
in
securities, or in owning
owning or
or
in securities,
or trading in
reinvesting, or
in investing,
investing, reinvesting,
holding
securities, for his own
own account, either individually or in
holding securities,
some fiduciary
not as
of a
regular business.
business.
some
fiduciary capacity,
capacity, but
but not
as a
a part
part of
a regular
(12) "Director"
"Director" means any director of a
acorporation
corporation or any person
person
performing similar functions
organization,
performing
functions with respect to any organization,
whether
incorporated or unincorporated,
unincorporated, including any natural perwhether incorporated
son who is a
trustees of aa management
management coma member
member of aaboard of trustees
pany created
common-law trust.
pany
created as
as aacommon-law
trust.

(13)
investment comany investment
company" means any
securities company"
"Employees' securities
(13) "Employees'
issuer all of the outstanding
outstanding securities
securities of which
which
pany or similar issuer
(other than short-term
beneficially owned
(A) by
short-term paper)
paper) are
are beneficially
owned (A)
by the
employees or persons on retainer
retainer of aasingle employer or of two or
or
employees
more
each of
affiliated company
company of
of the
the other,
other,
more employers
employers each
of which is an affiliated
(B) by former
employees
of such
such employer
or employers,
(C)
by
members
(B) by former
of the employees
immediateoffamily
of such employees,
or employers,
persons
(C) by
on
members
of
the immediate
family employer
of
such employees,
persons
on
foreor
former
employees,
(D)
by
any
two
or
more
of
the
retainer,
former
(D)
more
the f
ore going classes of persons,
persons, or (E)
(E) by such employer
employers
employer or employers
together with
foregoing classes
classes of
of persons.
persons.
together
with any
any one or more
more of
of the
the foregoing
(14) "Exchange"
"Exchange" means
any organization,
organization, association,
association, or
or group
group of
of
(14)
means any
persons, whether incorporated
i
ncorporated or unincorporated,
constitutes,
unincorporated, which constitutes,
maintains, or provides a
place or facilities for bringing
bringing
a market place
together purchasers
purchasers and sellers of securities or for otherwise
otherwise perrespect to securities
forming with respect
securities the functions commonly performed
performed
by a
a stock exchange
generally understood, and includes
exchange as that term is generally
the market place and the market facilities
facilities maintained
maintained by such
such

exchange.
exchange.
certificate,
(15)
"Face-amount certificate"
(15) "Face-amount
certificate" means
means any certific
at
e,investment
i
nvest
men t
contract, or other security which
resen t
s an o
bli ga ti on on
contract,
which rep
represents
obligation
on the part
part
of its issuer to pay aastated or determinable
determinable sum or sums at aafixed
fi xed
or determinable
determinable date or dates more than twenty-four
twenty-four months
months after
after
the date of issuance,
issuance, in consideration
consideration of the payment
pay m e
nt of
of periodic
periodic
installments of a
a stated or determinable
installments
determinable amount (which
(which security
security shall
be known as a
a face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate of the "installment
"installment type")
type");;
or any security
security which represents
represents a
a similar obligation on
on the part of
of
a face-amount
face-amount certificate
a
certificate company, the consideration
consideration for which
which is the
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payment of a
a single lump sum (which security
security shall
shall be known
known as
as aa
"fully paid"
paid" face-amount
face-amount certificate).
certificate).
(16)
"Government security"
security" means any security
"Government
se
(16) "Government
security issued or guarar"Government
security."
States, or byy a
anteed as to principal or interest
interest by the United States
a curity."
person controlled
controlled or
or supervised
supervised by
and ac
ting as
as an
instrumentality
person
by and
acting
an instrumentality
of the
the United
United States
pursuant to
to authority
authority
of
the Government
Government of
of the
States pursuant
granted by the Congress
Congress of
United States;
of the United
States; or
or any
any certificate
certificate of
of
deposit for 'any
'any of
of the foregoing.
foregoing.
"Insurance comcom"Insurance
(17)
(17) "Insurance
"Insurance company"
company" means
means a
company which
which is
organized
a company
is organized
pany."
pany."
as an insurance
insurance company, whose primary and predominant
predominant business
activity
the writing
or the
of risks
risks underunderactivity is
is the
writing of
of insurance
insurance or
the reinsuring
reinsuring of
written
is subject
to supervision
supervision
written by
by insurance
insurance companies,
companies, and
and which
which is
subject to
commissioner or
by the insurance
insurance commissioner
or a
a similar
similar official or agency
agency of a
a
State; or any receiver
receiver or similar official or any liquidating
liquidating agent
agent for
for
such aa company,
in his
capacity as
such.
such
company, in
his capacity
as such.
"Interstate
com(18) "Interstate
commerce" means
means trade,
transporta(18)
"Interstate commerce"
"Interstate comtrade, commerce,
commerce transportamerce."
tion,
among the
tion, or communication
communication among
several States,
between any
the several
States, or between
any merce."
foreign
any State,
State, or
or between
any State
any place
place
foreign country
country and any
between any
State and
and any
or ship
or
ship outside
outside thereof.
thereof.
"Investment adad"Investment
(19)
investment company
means (A) viser."
(19) "Investment
"Investment adviser"
adviser" of an investment
company means
viser."
any
person (other
(other than
than aabona
bona fide
member of
of
any person
fide officer,
officer, director,
director, trustee,
trustee, member
an
board, or
employee of
such company,
such) who
who purpuran advisory
advisory board,
or employee
of such
company, as
as such)
suant
to contract
contract with
with such
such company
company regularly
advice to
to
suant to
regularly furnishes
furnishes advice
such
investing in,
in purchaspurchassuch company
company with respect
respect to
to the
the desirability
desirability of
of investing
ing
securities or
other property,
property, or
or is
to deterdetering or
or selling
selling securities
or other
is empowered'
empowered to
mine what
securities or
or other
other property
property shall
purchased or
or sold
sold by
mine
what securities
shall be
be purchased
by
such company,
company, and
(B) any
any other
to contract
who pursuant
pursuant to
contract
such
and (B)
other person
person who
with aaperson
(A) regularly
regularly performs
performs substantially
substantially
with
person described
described in
in clause
clause (A)
all
of the
undertaken by
person described
in clause
clause (A);
(A) ;
all of
the duties
duties undertaken
by such
such person
described in
solely
whose advice
advice is furnished
furnished solely
but does
does not
not include (i)
(i) aa person whose
through uniform
uniform publications
distributed to
to subscribers
subscribers thereto,
(ii)
through
publications distributed
thereto, (ii)
a
who furnishes
only statistical
information,
statistical and
and other
other factual
factual information,
a person
person who
furnishes only
advice
regarding economic
economic factors
and trends,
or advice
to occaadvice as
as to
occatrends, or
factors and
advice regarding
sional transactions
transactions in
without generally
generally furfursecurities, but
but without
in specific
specific securities,
sional
nishing advice
making recommendations
recommendations regarding
the purchase
purchase or
or
regarding the
nishing
advice or
or making
sale of
of securities,
(iii) a
acompany
furnishing such
such services
cost to
to
services at
at cost
company furnishing
sale
securities, (iii)
one or
investment companies,
companies, insurance
companies, or
other
or other
insurance companies,
or more
more investment
one
character and amount of
financial institutions,
institutions ' (iv) any person the character
financial
whose
compensation for
must be
approved by
by aa court,
court,
be approved
services must
for such
such services
whose compensation
or
(v) such
such other
other persons
persons as
Commission may
may by
by rules
and regularegularules and
as the
the Commission
or (v)
tions
order determine
determine not
not to
to be
be within
the intent
this definition.
defimtion.
intent of
of this
within the
tions or
or order
"Investment bank"Investment
(20)
banker" means
person engaged
in the
the busibusi- er."
engaged in
any person
means any
(20) "Investment
"Investment banker"
er."
ness
of
underwriting
securities
issued
by
other
persons,
but
does
not
ness of underwriting securities issued by other persons, but does not
include
investment company,
any person
who acts
an underwriter
underwriter
as an
acts as
company, any
person who
an investment
include an
in
isolated transactions
part of
of aaregular
regular business,
business, or
or any
any
as aapart
but not
not as
transactions but
in isolated
person
solely by
by reason
reason of
of the
the fact
fact that
such person
person is
is an
an underwriter
underwriter
that such
person solely
for one
one or
or more
more investment
investment companies.
companies.
for
"Issuer."
(21)
"Issuer" means
means every
person who
issues or
proposes to
to issue
issue "Issuer."
or proposes
who issues
every person
(21) "Issuer"
any
security,
or
has
outstanding
any
security
which
it
has
issued.
any security, or has outstanding any security which it has issued.
"Lend."
"Lend."
(22)
"Lend" includes
includes a
apurchase
purchase coupled
by the
the
with an
an agreement
agreement by
coupled with
(22) "Lend"
vendor
to
repurchase;
"borrow"
includes
a
sale
coupled
with
a
similar
vendor to repurchase; "borrow" includes a sale coupled with a similar
agreement.
agreement.
i/ da
i
ao
j
ry
rii-owned
"Majority-owned
(23)
"Majority-owned subsidiary"
subsidiary" of
of a
a person
means a
a company
company subsidiary."
person means
subs"
(23) "Majority-owned
50 per
more of
outstanding voting
securities of
of which
which
voting securities
of the
the outstanding
or more
50
per centum
centum or
are owned
or by
company which,
which, within
the meaning
meaning
within the
by a
a company
by such
such person,
person, or
are
owned by
of
this paragraph,
is aamajority-owned
majority-owned subsidiary
subsidiary of
of such
such person.
person.
paragraph, is
of this
"Means or instru"Means
(24) "Means
"Means or
or instrumentality
instrumentality of
interstate commerce"
includes mentality
of interstate
mentalityofinterstate
commerce" includes
of interstate
(24)
commerce."
commerce."
any
facility of
exchange.
securities exchange.
of a
a national
national securities
any facility
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(25) "National
exchange" means
means an exchange
exchange registered
registered
securities exchange"
(25)
"National securities
under section
Securities Exchange
of 1934.
1934.
Act of
of the
the Securities
Exchange Act
under
section 66of
(26) "Periodic
plan certificate"
means (A)
(A) any
any certificertificertificate" means
payment plan
"Periodic payment
(26)
cate,
investment contract,
contract, or
other security
providing for
series of
of
for aaseries
security providing
or other
cate, investment
periodic
payments by
the holder,
holder, and
representing an
undivided
an undivided
and representing
by the
periodic payments
interest
in certain
certain specified
securities or
or in
in aaunit
of securities
securities
fund of
unit or
or fund
specified securities
interest in
purchased
wholly or
of such
payments, and
and
such payments,
proceeds of
with the
the proceeds
partly with
or partly
purchased wholly
(B) any
any security
security the
which is
is also
issuing securities
securities of
the
of the
also issuing
of which
the issuer
issuer of
(B)
character described
described in
(A) and
and the
the holder
holder of
of which
which has
has subclause (A)
in clause
character
stantially the
same rights
as those
those which
which holders
of
holders of
privileges as
and privileges
rights and
the same
stantially
securities of
of the
the character
described in
in clause
(A) have
upon comcomhave upon
clause (A)
character described
securities
pleting
the periodic
payments for
for which
securities provide.
such securities
which such
periodic payments
pleting the
"Person."
"Person."
(27) "Person"
"Person" means
person or
company.
or aacompany.
a natural
natural person
means a
(27)
"Principal
28)
underwriter" of or for any investment company
"Principal undercompany
(28) "Principal
"Principal underwriter"
writer."
writer."
other
closed-end conmpany,
conipany, or
issued by
by such
such
any security
security issued
or of
of any
than aaclosed-end
other than
company, means
means any
any underwriter
underwriter who
who as
as principal
purchases from
from
principal purchases
aacompany,
absosuch company,
company, or
pursuant to
contract has
the right
right (whether
(whether absohas the
to contract
or pursuant
such
lute or
from time
to time
purchase from
from such
comsuch comto purchase
time to
time to
or conditional)
conditional) from
lute
for such
pany, any
any such
who as
as agent
such
agent for
or who
distribution, or
for distribution,
security for
such security
pany,
company sells
or has
has the
right to
to sell
sell any
any such
such security
to a
adealer
dealer
security to
the right
sells or
company
dealer who
or to
to the
public or
or both,
both, but
but does
does not
who purchases
include aadealer
not include
the public
or
from
such company
company through
principal underwriter
underwriter acting
acting as
as agent
agent
through aaprincipal
from such
for
such company.
of or
or for
closed-end
for aa closed-end
underwriter" of
"Principar underwriter"
company. "Principal
for such
of
issuer which
company
which is
is not an
an. investment
investment company,
company, or of
company or
or any
any issuer
company or issuer, means any underby such
a company
any security
security issued
such a
issued by
any
with aa primary
primary distribution
in connection
connection with
writer
writer who, in
distribution of securities,
securities,
affiliated person
person
contract with
with the issuer
issuer or an affiliated
(A)
in privity of
of contract
(A) is in
one or more
more other
(B) acting
acting alone
or in
concert with
with one
of the
alone or
in concert
other
of
the issuer;
issuer; (B)
the formation
persons, initiates
persons,
initiates or directs
directs the
formation of an underwriting
underwriting syndispread, or other
allowed a
a rate
rate of gross
gross commission,
cate; or
or (C)
cate;
(C) is allowed
commission, spread,
other
profit greater
greater than
rate allowed
allowed another underwriter
profit
than the rate
underwriter participating in the
the distribution.
ing
"Promoter.'!
"Promoter.'
(29) "Promoter"
"Promoter" of aa company
company means
(29)
company or aa proposed
proposed company
means aa
person who,
who, acting
acting alone
alone or
concert with
other persons,
persons, is
is initiatinitiatperson
or in
in concert
with other
ing or directing, or
or has
has within
within one year
year initiated
initiated or directed,
directed, the
the
organization of
of such
company.
such company.
organization
"Prospectus
"Prospectus."
(30)
22, means aawritten
(30) "Prospectus", as used in section 22,
written prospecprospec48 Stat. 77.
15U.8.C.
tus intended
15 U. S. C. §§77o
77e (b);
intended to meet
meet the requirements
requirements of section
section 55 (b)
(b) of the
Supp. V, §§77e
77e.
Securities Act of 1933 and
currently in use. As used
Securities
and currently
used elsewhere,
elsewhere,
15 U. S. C.
C * §777b
"prospectus" means a
7 h "prospectus"
a prospectus as
as defined
defined in the Securities Act of
of
(10).
(10).
1933.
1933.
"Redeemablle secu"Redeemable
secu(31)
security" means any
any security,
(31) "Redeemable
"Redeemable security"
security, other than shortshortrity."
rity."
term paper, under
the terms
under the
terms of which
which the
holder, upon
upon its
its presentapresentathe holder,
tion to the issuer or to aaperson designated by the issuer, is entitled
(whether absolutely
absolutely or
of surplus)
surplus) to
to receive
approximately
(whether
or only
only out
out of
receive approximately
his proportionate
proportionate share
share of
of the
the issuer's
issuer's current
current net
net assets,
assets, or
or the
the cash
cash
thereof.
equivalent
equivalent
(32)
thereof.
"Reorganize
"Reorganization."
(32) "Reorganization"
tlion."
"Reorganization" means (A)
reorganization under
thee
(A) aa reorganization
under th
supervision of a
a court
court of competent
supervision
competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; (B)
merger or
(B) aa merger
or
value of the
consolidation;
(C) a
a sale
consolidation; (C)
sale of
of 75
75 per
per centum
centum or more
more in value
a .restatement
restatement of the capital
assets of a
a company; (D)
(D) a
capital of
of aa comcomby a
a company
for any
pany, or
an exchange
of securities
company for
any of
of its
exchange of
securities issued
issued by
pany,
or an
own outstanding securities; (E) a
a voluntary
liquidavoluntary dissolution or liquidation of .a
a company;
(F) .aa recapitalization
company; (F)
recapitalization or other procedure
procedure or
or
transaction
modification, or
transaction which has for its.purpose the alteration, modification,
or
elimination
preferences, or privileges
elimination of any of the
the rights, preferences,
privileges of any
any
class of securities
provided in its charter
securities issued by aacompany, as provided
charter or
or
other instrument
preferences, and
instrument creating
creating or defining
defining such rights, preferences
and
privileges; (G)
(G) an
exchange of
of securities
se
curiti es issued
i
ssue d by
by aa company
company' for
for
privileges;
an exchange

"National seC
securities
curities
exchange."
exchange."
48 Stat. 885.
15 U. S.
C.§ §788.
15U.
S.C.
"Periodic
payment
ayment
"Periodic pi
plan certificate."
certificate
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outstanding
outstanding securities issued by another company or companies,
companies, preconsummating any of
liminary to and for the purpose of effecting
effecting or consummating
of
the foregoing; or (H) any exchange
exchange of securities
securities by a
acompany
company which
which
investment company
company for securities
securities issued by a
registered
a registered
is not an investment
investment company.
"S a1e," "sell,"
"s e11,"
(33) "Sale",
sell" ."offer to sell", or "offer
"offer for sale"
sale" includes every
"Sale,"
"Sale", "sell",
(33)
"offer to
to sell,"
"offer
sell," "offer
disposition of, attempt or offer to dispose of, or "offer
contract of sale or disposition
for sale."
sale."
a security
solicitation
solicitation of an offer to buy, a
security or interest in aasecurity, for
delivered with, or as aabonus on account
value. Any security given or delivered
account
of, any purchase
purchase of securities
thing., shall be conclusively
conclusively
securities or any other thing,
presumed to constitute a
apart of the subject of
of such purchase
purchase and to
presumed
have been sold for value.
"Sales load."
load."
a "Sales
difference between
(34)
(34) "Sales load" means the difference
between the price of a
security to the public and that portion of the proceeds from
from its sale
received and invested or held for investment
investment by the issuer
which is received
trustee),
(or in the case of a
a unit investment trust, by the depositor or trustee),
difference deducted for trustee's
trustee's or custocustoless any portion of such difference
administrative
insurance premiums, issue taxes,
taxes, or administrative
dian's fees, insurance
expenses or fees which are not properly
properly chargeable
chargeable to sales or promoexpenses
tional
periodic payment
payment plan certificate,
certificate,
tional activities. In the case of aaperiodic
company securisecuriinvestment company
"sales load" includes the sales load on any investment
certificate are invested, as
ties in which the payments made on such certificate
well as the sales load on the certificate
certificate itself.
"Security."
(35) "Security"
"Security" means any note, stock, treasury stock, bond, "Seeuritsr."
(35)
debenture, evidence
evidence of indebtedness,
indebtedness, certificate
certificate of interest or particidebenture,
pation
profit-sharing agreement, collateral-trust
collateral-trust certificate,
certificate,
pation in any profit-sharing
preorganization certificate
certificate or subscription,
subscription, transferable
transferable share, investpreorganization
contract l voting-trust
voting-trust certificate,
certificate, certificate
certificate of deposit
deposit for a
a
ment contract,
security, fractional
fractional undivided interest in oil, gas,
gas, or other
other mineral
mineral
rights, or, in general,
general, any interest
interest or instrument
instrument commonly
commonly known as
as
"security", or any certificate
interest or participation
participation in, temcertificate of interest
aa "security",
porary
guarantee of, or warrant
warrant
porary or interim certificate for, receipt for, guarantee
or right
right to subscribe
subscribe to or purchase,
purchase, any of the foregoing.
foregoing.
or
"Shortterm paper."
"Short-term
(36) "Short-term
note, draft, bill of exchange,
exchange,
paper" means any note,
"Short-term paper"
(36)
at
or
banker's
acceptance
payable
on
demand
having
a
at
maturity
a
having
or
demand
on
payable
acceptance
banker's
or
the
exceeding nine months, exclusive
exclusive of days
issuance of not exceeding
the time of issuance
of grace,
grace, or
or any
any renewal
thereof payable on demand or having a
a
renewal thereof
of
maturity
and such other classes of securities,
securities, of a
a
limited; and
likewise limited;
maturity likewise
Commission
commercial
investment character,
character, as the Commission
rather than an investment
commercial rather
may
designate by
by rules and regulations.
may designate
"State."
"State."
(37)
State of the United
United States, the District
District
means any State
"State" means
(37) "State"
of
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
Hawaii, Puerto
Alaska,' Hawaii,
Columbia, Alaska
of Columbia,
the
Canal Zone,
Virgin Islands,
Islands, or any other possession of the
the Virgin
Zone, the
the Canal
United States.
"Underwriter."
"Underwriter."
(38) "Underwriter"
"Underwriter" means
means any
any person
who has purchased
purchased from
person who
(38)
an
issuer with
with a
view to,
to, or
sells for
with,7the
connection with
issuer in connection
for an issuer
or sells
a view
an issuer
distribution of
of any
any security, or
indirect
participates or has aadirect or indirect
or participates
distribution
participation in
any such
such undertaking,
undertaking, or
or has
has a
a parparor participates
participates or
in any
participation
ticipation in
or indirect
underof any
any such underunderwriting of
indirect underwriting
direct or
the direct
in the
ticipation
taking; but
but such
term shall
shall not
not include
whose interest is
a person
person whose
include a
such term
taking;
limited to a
commission from an underwriter
underwriter or dealer not in excess
a commission
limited
"Issuer."
"Issuer."
of the
the usual
usual and
or seller's
seller's commission.
commission. As
distributor's or
customary distributor's
and customary
of
used
this paragraph
"issuer" shall include, in addition to
the term
term "issuer"
paragraph the
in this
used in
an issuer,
issuer, any
any person
directly or
or controlled
controlled
controlling or
or indirectly
indirectly controlling
person directly
an
by the
issuer, or
person under
common conindirect common
or indirect
direct or
under direct
any person
or any
the issuer,
by
trol
with the
the issuer.
the distribution
of the
the securities
securities in
in
distribution of
When the
issuer. When
trol with
respect
which any
is an
an underwriter
underwriter is
is completed
such
completed such
person is
any person
of which
respect of
person
cease to
to be
underwriter in
in respect
of such
securities
such securities
respect of
an underwriter
be an
shall cease
person shall
or the issuer thereof.
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(39)
with respect
respect to
assets of
of registered
investment com(39) "Value",
"Value", with
to assets
registered investment
companies, except
provided in
subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
section 28
28 of
this title,
title,
panies,
except as
as provided
in subsection
of this

"Value."
"Value."

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation.

"Voting
"Voting

STAT.
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security."

means—
means(A)
as used
in sections
5, and
of this
this title,
title, (i)
(i) with
with
(A) as
used in
sections 3,
3, 5,
and 12
12 of
respect
securities owned
the end
of the
the last
last preceding
preceding fiscal
fiscal
respect to securities
owned at
at the
end of
quarter for
quotations are
are readily
readily available,
quarter
for which
which market
market quotations
available, the
the
such quarter;
quarter •, (ii)
with respect
to
market value
value at
at the end of
of such
(ii) with
respect to
other
securities and assets owned at
of the
the last
last preceding
preceding
other securities
at the en
endel of
quarter , fair
value at
at the
end of
such quarter,
quarter, as
as deterfiscal quarter,
fair value
the end
of such
deterfaith by the
board of directors;
directors; and
and (iii)
mined in good faith
the board
(iii) with
with
respect to securities
acquired after the end
respect
securities and other
other assets acquired
end of
preceding fiscal quarter,
the cost
thereof; and
and
the last
last preceding
quarter, the
cost thereof;
(B)
used elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
with respect
to secusecu(B) as
as used
this title,
title, (i)
(i) with
respect to
which market
quotations are readily available,
available, the
the
rities for which
market quotations
market
securities; and (ii)
(ii) with
with respect
respect to
market value
value of
of such securities;
to other
other
securities and assets, fair value as determined
determined in good faith
faith by
the board
of directors;
the
board of
directors;
in each case as of such time or times as determined
determined pursuant
pursuant to this
title, and the rules and regulations
regulations issued by the Commission hereunder.
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the fact that market quotations
quotations for securities issued
issued
by controlled companies
companies are available,
directors may in
available, the board of directors
determine the value of such securities:
good faith determine
securities: Provided,
Provided,That the
value so determined
determined is not in excess of the higher
higher of market
market value or
or
asset value of such securities
securities in the case of majority-owned
majority-owned subsidiaries, and is not in excess of market
market value in the
the case of other
other controlled
controlled
companies.
companies.
For purposes of the valuation
valuation of those assets
assets of a
registered divera registered
sified company
company which are not subject
subject to the limitations
limitations provided
provided for
for
in section 5
5 (b)
(b) (1),
(1), the Commission may, by rules and regulations
regulations or
sePurity to be
at cost,
if it
shall determine
determine
orders, permit any
any security
be carried
carried at
cost, if
it shall
that such procedure
procedure is consistent with the
purposes
the general intent and purposes
and 12,
12, in
in lieu
lieu of
values deterdeterof this title. For purposes of sections 55and
of values
mined as provided in clause (A)
(A) above, the Commission shall by rules
and regulations
regulations permit
permit valuation of securities
securities at cost or other basis
in cases where
where it may be more
more convenient
convenient for such
such company
company to make
its computations
computations on such basis by reason of the necessity
necessity or desirability
desirability
of complying with the provisions of
laws or
or
of any United States
States revenue
revenue laws
rules and regulations
regulations issued thereunder, or the laws or the rules and
regulations
regulations issued thereunder of any State
securities of
of
State in which
which the securities
such company may be qualified
qualified for
for sale.
sale.
definition shall not derogate
The foregoing definition
derogate from
from the authority of
the Commission with respect to the reports, information, and
and documents to be filed with the Commission
Commission by any registered
registered company,
company, or
or
with respect to the accounting
accounting policies and principles
principles to be followed
followed by
any such company, as provided
provided in
31.
in sections 8, 30, and
and 31.
(40)
security" means any security presently
(40) "Voting security"
presently entitling the
owner or holder thereof
thereof to vote for the election
election of directors
directors of aacompany. A
A specified
specified percentage
percentage of the outstanding
outstanding voting securities of a
a
company means such amount of its outstanding voting securities
securities as
entitles the holder or holders thereof to cast said specifiec_
specified percentage
percentafre of
the aggregate
aggregate votes which the holders of all the outstanding vain
voting
a majority
securities of such company are entitled to cast. The vote of a
of the outstanding voting securities
a company means the vote, at
securities of a
the annual or a
aspecial
special meeting
meeting of the security
security holders of such company
company
duly
67 per
per ce
nt
um or
or more
more of
ofthe
th
e vot
i
ng securities
securities
duly called, (A)
(A) of
of 67
centum
voting
present
of
present at such meeting, if the holders of more
more than 50 per centum
centum of
the outstanding
securities of such company
outstanding voting securities
company are present or represented
(B) of more than 50 per centum of the outresented by proxy; or (B)
standing voting securities of such company, whichever
whichever is the less.
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"Wholly-owned
"Wholly-owned
(41)
"Wholly-owned subsidiary"
subsidiary" of
(41) "Wholly-owned
of aa person
person means
means aa company
company subsidiary."
subsidiary."
95
centum or
or more of
of the outstanding
outstanding voting
voting securities
securities of which
which
95 per centum
are owned by such person, or by a
acompany
company which, within the meaning of
of this
this paragraph,
paragraph, is
is a
a wholly-owned
wholly-owned subsidiary
subsidiary of such person.
48 Stat. 74, 881; 49
49
"Securities Exchange
Exchange Act of 1934",
1934", Stat.
(42) "Securities
(42)
"Securities Act of 1933", "Securities
Stat.803;
1149.
803; 53 Stat. 1149.
"Public Utility
Utility Holding
Holding Company
Company Act of 1935", and "Trust
"Public
"Trust Indenture Act
those Acts,
respectively, as
or
ture
Act of
of 1939"
1939" mean
mean those
Acts, respectively,
as heretofore
heretofore or
hereafter
amended.
hereafter amended.
Exemptions.
(b) No provision in this title shall apply to, or be deemed
deemed to
include,
the United
political subdivision
a State,
State, or
or any
any political
subdivision of a
a
include, the
United States, a
State, or
any one
one or
or more
more
State,
or any
any agency,
agency, authority,
authority, or
or instrumentality
instrumentality of
of any
of
the foregoing,
corporation which
which is wholly
directly
foregoing, or
or any corporation
wholly owned
owned directly
of the
or
indirectly by
by any
any one
of the
the.foregoing,
officer,
or indirectly
one or
or more
more of
foregoing, or
or any officer,
agent, or employee
foregoing acting
employee of any of the foregoing
acting as such in the
course of
of his
official duty,
provision makes
specific
makes specific
duty, unless such provision
course
his official
thereto.
reference thereto.
reference

DEFINITION
COMPANY
DEFINITION OF
OF INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT COMPANY
"Investment
"Investment comcornSEC. 3.
(a) When used
company" means
means
used in this
this title, "investment
"investment company"
3. (a)
SEC.
pany" defined.
pally"
whichany
any issuer which—
or propro(1)
being engaged
as being
engaged primarily:,
primarily, or
(1) is
is or holds itself out as
poses
engage primarily, in the
the business of investing,
poses to engage
reinvesting,
securities;
reinvesting, or trading in securities;
is engaged
(2) is
engaged or proposes to engage in the business of issuing
issuing
(2)
certificates of the installment
face-amount
installment type, or has been
face-amount certificates
engaged in
business and
such certificate
certificate outstandand has any such
in such
such business
engaged
ing; or
(3)
or proposes
to engage
in the
business of investinvestthe business
engage in
proposes to
(3) is
is engaged
engaged or
ing,
reinvesting, owning, holding, or trading
securities, and
and
trading in securities,
ing, reinvesting,
owns
or proposes
investment securities
securities having aavalue
to acquire
acquire investment
proposes to
owns or
exceeding
per centum
centum of
value of
such issuer's
assets
issuer's total assets
of such
of the
the value
40 per
exceeding 40
(exclusive of
of Government
and cash
items) on an
an
cash items)
securities and
Government securities
(exclusive
unconsolidated
basis.
unconsolidated basis.
"Investment secu"Investment
seen.
As
in this
this section,
section, "investment
securities" includes
includes all securities
securities cities."
"investment securities"
As used
used in
rities."
except (A)
(B) securities
securities issued
employees'
by employees'
issued by
securities, (B)
Government securities,
(A) Government
except
securities
companies, and (C) securities
securities issued by majority-owned
majority-owned
securities companies,
subsidiaries
owner which
which are
investment companies.
companies.
not investment
are not
of the
the owner
subsidiaries of
Persons not an in.
in.
(b)
Notwithstanding paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) of
none of vestment
(a), none
of subsection
subsection (a),
(b) Notwithstanding
vestment company.
company.
the following
following persons
persons is
an investment
investment company
within the
the meaning
meaning
company within
is an
the
of this title:
of
(1) Any
Any issuer
issuer primarily
primarily engaged,
directly or
whollythrough aa whollyor through
engaged, directly
(1)
owned
subsidiary or
or subsidiaries,
or businesses
businesses other
other
a business
business or
in a
subsidiaries, in
owned subsidiary
than
of investing,
reinvesting, owning,
or trading
in
trading in
holding, or
owning, holding,
investing, reinvesting,
than that
that of
securit ies.
securities.
(2) Any
Any issuer
upon application
by such
application by
Commission, upon
the Commission,
which the
issuer which
(2)
issuer, finds
finds and
by order
order declares
engaged in aa
be primarily
primarily engaged
to be
declares to
and by
issuer,
business or
or businesses
that of
investing, reinvesting,
reinvesting, ownownof investing,
than that
other than
businesses other
business
ing, holding,
holding, or
or trading
trading in
in securities
(A) through
through
directly or (A)
either directly
securities either
ing
majority-owned
subsidiaries or
controlled companies
companies
through controlled
(B) through
or (B)
majority-owned subsidiaries
conducting similar
types of
of businesses.
The filing
filing of
of an
application
an application
businesses. The
similar types
conducting
under
this paragraph
an issuer
registered investinvestthan aa registered
other than
issuer other
by an
paragraph by
under this
ment
company
shall
exempt
the
applicant
for
a
period
of
sixty
days
days
of
sixty
period
for
a
the
applicant
ment company shall exempt
comfrom
all provisions
title applicable
applicable to investment
investment comof this
this title
provisions of
from all
panies
as such.
such. For
shown, the
by order
order may
Commission by
the Commission
cause shown,
For cause
panies as
extend
such period
period of
of exemption
exemption for
an additional
period or
periods.
or periods.
additional period
for an
extend such
Whenever
the Commission,
Commission, upon
upon its
application,
upon application,
or upon
own motion
motion or
its own
Whenever the
finds
circumstances which
issuance of
an
of an
to the
the issuance
rise to
gave rise
which gave
the circumstances
that the
finds that
order
granting
an
application
under
this
paragraph
no
longer
exist,
exist,
longer
no
paragraph
this
under
order granting an application
the Commission
Commission shall
order revoke
revoke such
order.
such order.
shall by
by order
the
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49 Stat. 1648.

48 Stat.
Stat. 163.
163.
12 U. S. C. §221a
9221a (c);
(0);
§221a
(c).
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221 a (C).
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(3)
Any issuer
issuer all
all the
outstanding securities
than
which (other than
securities of which
the outstanding
(3) Any
short-term paper
paper and
and directors'
qualifying shares)
shares) are directly or
or
short-term
directors' qualifying
indirectly owned by a
company excepted from
from the
of
definition of
the definition
indirectly
a company
investment company
(1) or (2)
(2) of this subsection.
company by paragraph
paragraph (1)
(c)
Notwithstanding subsections
and (b),
(a) and
(b), none
none of .the followsubsections (a)
(c) Notwithstanding
ing
persons is
an investment
investment company
meaning of this
this
within the meaning
company within
ing persons
is an
title:
(1)
Any issuer
whose outstanding
outstanding securities
than shortsecurities (other than
(1) Any
issuer whose
term paper)
paper) are
beneficially owned by not more than
hundred
than one hundred
are beneficially
term
persons and
and which
is not
not making
making and
presently propose
propose to
and does
does not
not presently
which is
persons
make aa public
public offering
its securities.
securities. For the purposes
purposes of this
offering of
of its
make
paragraph, beneficial
ownership by a
a company shall
shall be deemed
deemed to
beneficial ownership
paragraph,
be
company
by one
one person; except that, if such company
be beneficial
beneficial ownership
ownership by
owns 10 per centum
centum or more of the outstanding voting securities of
the
beneficial ownership
ownership shall be deemed
deemed to be that of the
the issuer,
issuer, the beneficial
holders
company's outstanding
outstanding securities
securities (other than shortholders of such
such company's
term
paper).
term paper).
(2) Any person
person primarily
primarily engaged
business of underwritunderwrit(2)
engaged in the business
ing and distributing
distributing securities
securities issued by other persons, selling securities to customers, and acting as broker, or any
any one or more
more of such
such
whose gross
derived principally
principally from
activities, whose
gross income
income normally
normally is derived
such business and related activities.
(3) Any bank or insurance company;
company; any savings
savings and loan asso(3)
ciation,
cooperative bank, homestead
ciation, building and loan association,
association, cooperative
homestead
association
receiver, conservator,
association,.,or similar institution,
institution, or any receiver,
conservator, liquithereof or theredator, liquidating agent, or similar official or person thereof
for; any common trust fund or similar fund maintained
for,•
maintained by a
a bank
exclusively for the collective
collective investment
investment and reinvestment
reinvestment of moneys
exclusively
contributed thereto by the bank in its capacity
contributed
capacity as a
atrustee, executor,
administrator, or guardian;
guardian; or any common
common trust fund
fund or similar
similar
administrator,
fund, established
before the effective
effective date of the Revenue Act of
established before
1936 by aa corporation
supervised or examined by State
corporation .which is supervised
State or
or
Federal authority having
having supervision
supervision over
over banks,
banks, if
if a
of
Federal
a majority
majority of
owned
the units of beneficial
beneficial interest in such
such fund,
fund, other than units
units owned
by charitable
educational institutions,
institutions, are held under instruments
charitable or educational
instruments
providing for payment
payment of income to one or more
more persons
persons and of
of
principal to another or others.
(4) Any holding company
affiliate, as defined
Banking Act
Act
(4)
company affiliate,
defined in the
the Banking
of 1933, which is under the supervision
supervision of the Board of Governors
reason of the fact that such holdof the Federal Reserve System by reason
affiliate holds aa general
it by
by
ing company
company affiliate
general voting permit issued to
to it
such Board prior to January
January 1, 1940; and any holding company
company
supervision by
affiliate which is under such supervision
by reason
reason of the fact that it
holds a
a general voting permit thereafter
thereafter issued to it by the Board
Governors and which
determined by such Board to be primarily
of Governors
which is determined
primarily
engaged, directly
directly or indirectly, in the business
business of holding
holding the
stock
the stock
of, and managing
managing or controlling,
controlling, banks, banking associations,
associations, savings banks,
banks, or trust companies.
companies. The
The Commission shall be given
given
appropriate
determination and shall be
appropriate notice prior to any such determination
entitled to be heard. The definition of the term "control"
"control" in section
section
2
(a) shall
this paragraph.
paragraph.
to this
apply to
shall not apply
2 (a)
(5) Any person
person substantially
substantially
.
whose business
business i
confine d to
t
o
all of whose
iss confined
making small loans, industrial
industrial banking, or similar businesses.
businesses.
(6) Any person who is not engaged
engaged in the business
face(6)
business of issuing faceamount certificates of the installment
periodic payment plan
installment type or periodic
certificates, and who
primarily engaged
engaged in
who is primarily
in one or more
more of
of the
Purchasing or otherwise acquiring notes,
following businesses:
businesses: (A)
(A) Purchasing
drafts, acceptances,
acceptances, open accounts receivable,
receivable, and other obligations
obligations
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representing
merchandise, insurance
insurance,
part or all of the sales price of merchandise,
representing part
wholesalers, and
and
services; (B) making loans to manufacturers,
manufacturers wholesalers,
and services;
retailers
and to
prospective purchasers
purchasers of, specified
specified merchandise,
merchandise,
to prospective
of, and
retailers of,
purchasing or otherwise acquiring
insurance, and
services; and (C)
(C) purchasing
acquiring
and services;
insurance,
in
n real estate.
mortgages and other liens on and interests i
directly or through major(7) Any
Any company
engaged, directly
primarily engaged,
company primarily
(7)
ity-owned
subsidiaries, in one or more of the businesses
businesses described
described
ity-owned subsidiaries,
businesses
m
paragraphs (3),
(6), or in one or more of such businesses
and (6),
(5), and
(3), (5),
in paragraphs
(from which
which not
not less than
than 25 per
per centum
centum of such company's
company's gross
(from
year was derived)
income
derived) together with an
last fiscal year
its last
during its
income during
additional business
business or
reinvesting,
businesses other than investing, reinvesting,
or businesses
additional
securities.
owning,
trading in wurities.
holding, or trading
owning, holding,
(8)
Any company
per centum
more of the value of whose
centum or more
90 per
company 90
(8) Any
represented by securities
investment
securities of a
asingle
single issuer
issuer
securities are represented
investment securities
included within
within a
class of
persons enumerated
enumerated in paragraph (5),
(5), (6),
(6),
of persons
a class
included
or
(7).
or (7).
(9)
Any company
company subject
to regulation
regulation under
under the
Interstate Comthe Interstate
subject to
(9) Any
24 Stat. 379.
379.
24
outstanding capital
entire outstanding
merce
Act, or
company whose
capital stock
stock
whose entire
any company
or any
merce Act,
49 U. S. C.,
O., ch.
ch. 1;
1;
49
Supp.
V,
ch.
1.
1.
ch.
V,
Supp.
assets
the
Provided,
is
owned
or
controlled
by
such
a
company:
Provided,
That
asets
company:
a
such
is owned or controlled by
of the
the controlled
substantially of securities
securities issued by
consist substantially
company consist
controlled company
of
companies which
which are
are subject
subject to regulation
regulation under the Interstate
Interstate Comcompanies
merce Act.
merce
effect as aa holding
(10)
company with
holding
registration in effect
with aa registration
Any company
(10) Any
Stat. 803.
803.
49 Stat.
uapP.
company under
under the
Public Utility
S. 0.,
O., Supp.
U.S.
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935. 15 U.
the Public
company
§79-79z-6.
§§79-79z-43.
V,
(11)
Any person
person substantially
substantially all of whose business consists of
(11) Any
owning
gas, or
less, or
royalties or leases,
mineral royalties
other mineral
or other
oil, gas,
holding oil,
or holding
owning or
fractional
interests therein,
therein, or
certificates of interest
interest or participation
participation
or certificates
fractional interests
in
relative to
to such
such royalties,
royalties, leases,
leases, or fraccontracts relative
investment contracts
or investment
in or
tional
interests.
tional interests.
(12) Any
Any company
exclusively for relioperated exclusively
and operated
organized and
company organized
(12)
gious,
educational, benevolent,
charitable, or reformatory
reformatory
fraternal, charitable,
benevolent, fraternal,
gious, educational,
purposes,
no
part
of
the
net
earnings
of
which
inures
to
the benefit
benefit
inures
which
of
earnings
net
the
of
part
no
purposes,
of
individual.
or individual.
shareholder or
private shareholder
any private
of any
(13)
stock bonus,
profit-sharing trust
trust
pension, or profit-sharing
bonus, pension,
employees' stock
Any employees'
(13) .Any
53 Stat. 67.
67.
which
meets the
conditions of
of section
the Internal
Revenue
Internal Revenue
of the
26 U. S. C., Supp.
165 of
26
section 165
the conditions
which meets
V,
§165.
V, §165.
Code.
(14)
Any voting
voting trust
the assets
of which
which consist
exclusively of
consist exclusively
assets of
trust the
(14) Any
securities of
of a
single issuer
not an
an investment
investment company.
company.
is not
which is
issuer which
a single
securities
(15) Any
Any security
holders' protective
committee or
similar issuer
issuer
or similar
protective committee
security holders'
(15)
having outstanding
outstanding and
issuing no
securities other
than certificates
certificates
other than
no securities
and issuing
having
of deposit
deposit and
and short-term
paper.
short-term paper.
of
CLASSIFICATION
INVESTMENT COMPANIES
COMPANIES
OF INVESTMENT
CLASSIFICATION OF
S
EC. 4.
4. For
the purposes
purposes of
of this
this title,
title, investment
investment companies
companies are
are
For the
SEC.
divided
into
three
principal
classes,
defined
as
follows:
follows:
as
defined
classes,
divided into three principal
"Face-amount cer"Face-amount
(1)
certificate company"
company" means
means an investment com- tificate
company."
tificate company."
"Face-amount certificate
(1) "Face-amount
pany which
is engaged
engaged or
proposes to
to engage
the business
business of
of issuissuin the
engage in
or proposes
which is
pany
ing face-amount
face-amount certificates
certificates of
of the
the installment
type, or
has
which has
or which
installment type,
ing
certificate
such
any
has
and
been
engaged
in
such
a
nd
has
an
y
such
certificate
outbusiness
such
in
been engaged
standing.
investment
"Unit investment
(2) "Unit
trust" means
an investment
investment company
company which
which trust."
trust."
means an
investment trust"
"Unit investment
(2)
(A) is
organized under
under a
a trust
indenture, contract
contract of
of custodianship
custodianship
trust indenture,
is organized
(A)
or
agency,
or
similar
instrument,
(B)
does
not
have
a
board
of
direcof direcboard
a
have
not
does
(B)
instrument,
similar
or
or agency,
tors,
and (C)
(C) issues
only redeemable
redeemable securities,
which reprerepreof which
each of
securities, each
issues only
tors, and
sents an undivided interest
of specified
specified securities;
securities; but
but does
does
a unit
unit of
in a
an undivided interest in
sents
not
include
a
voting
trust.
not include a voting trust.
"Management company."corn
"Management
(3) "Management
company" means
means any
any investment
investment company
company other
other pany."
"Management company"
(3)
than
certificate company
company or
investment trust.
trust.
unit investment
or aa unit
face-amount certificate
a face-amount
than a
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COMPANIES
SUBCLASSIFICATION
OF MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT COMPANIES
SUBCLASSIFICATION OF

"Open-end
"Open-end
pany."

comcorn-

"Closed-end
"Closed-end
pany."

comcor-

"Diversified
"Diversifed
pany."

comco(1)

pany."

pay.

pans.

"Non-diversified
"Non-diversified
company."
company."e
Maintenance of status as
asdiversified
diversified co
company.
pany.

SEC. 5.
5. (a)
purposes of
this title,
title, management
companies
SEc.
(a) For
For the
the purposes
of this
management companies
are divided
divided into
open-end and
and closed-end
companies, defined
defined as
are
into open-end
closed-end companies,
as
follows:
follows:
(1) "Open-end
company" means
means a
management company
company
(1)
"Open-end company"
a management
which is offering
offering for sale or has outstanding
outstanding any redeemable
redeemable
security of which it
security
it is the issuer.
(2)
company" means any management
(2) "Close-end
"Close-end company"
management company
company
other
other than an open-end
open-end company.
(b)
companies are
(b) Management
Management companies
are further
further divided
divided into
into diversified
diversified
companies
non-diversified companies,
companies, defined as follows:
follows:
companies and
and non-diversified

(1) "Diversified
company" means
management company
company
"Diversified company"
means aa management
which meets the following
following requirements: At least 75 per centum
centum
cash
of its total
total assets
assets is
is represented
represented by cash and cash
of the
the value of
items
(including receivables),
receivables), Government
securities, securities
securities
items (including
Government securities,
companies, and other securities
securities for the purof other investment companies,
calculation limited
issuer to
poses of
of this calculation
limited in respect of any one issuer
greater in value
value than 55per centum
an amount
amount not greater
centum of
of the value
of the total
total assets
assets of such management
management company
company and to not more
than
centurn of the
outstanding voting
securities of such
such
than 10 per centum
the outstanding
voting securities
issuer.
(2)
"Non-diversified company"
management comcomany management
means any
company" means
(2) "Non-diversified
pany
than a
pany other
other than
a diversified
diversified company.
company.
(c) A
registered diversified
company which at the time of
A registered
diversified company
(c)
of its
qualification as such meets
paragraph (1) of
meets the requirements
requirements of paragraph
of
subsection
company
subsection (b) shall not lose its status as aa diversified
diversified company
because
subsequent discrepancy
between the
value of
of its
because of any
any subsequent
discrepancy between
the value
its
investments and the requirements
various investments
requirements of said
said paragraph,
paragraph, so
so long
long
as any such discrepancy
existing immediately
acquisition
discrepancy existing
immediately after
after its acquisition
security or other
other property
property is
neither wholly
wholly nor
partly the
the
of any
any security
is neither
nor partly
acquisition.
result of such acquisition.
EXEMPTIONS
EXEMPTIONS

Companies
under
Companies
under
laws of
osof U. un.
S.. pos;
se
sessions.
sions.
Termination of e
exemption.
emption.

Companies

in

ceoiversipset
ceiverships, etc.

Reorganized
panies.

irgalzed

re-

r

com-

cor-

SEC.
following investment
S
EC. 6. (a)
(a) The following
investment companies are exempt
exempt from
title:
the provisions
provisions of this title:
(1) Any
otherwise created
created under
under the
the laws
(1)
Any company
company organized
organized or
or otherwise
laws
of and having its principal
principal office and place of business in Alaska,

Hawaii,
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
Philippine Islands,
Islands, the
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone, the
THawaii. Puerto
the Philippine
the
Virgin
any other
of the
the United
United States;
States; but
but
Virgin Islands,
Islands, or
or any
other possession
possession of
such exemption shall terminate
terminate if
if any
any security of which such
such company
is the
issuer is
is offered
offered for
for sale
sale or
the effective
effective date
pany is
the issuer
or sold
sold after
after the
date
of this title, by such company or
underwriter therefor,
resior an
an underwriter
therefor, to
to aaresident of any State other than the
State in
in which
company is
the State
which such
such company
is
organized.
organized.
(2)
Any company
for which,
in aaproceeding
in any
any court
court of
of the
the
(2) Any
company for
which, in
proceeding in
United States or of a
a State, a
bankruptcy, or
or
a receiver, trustee in bankruptcy,
appointed or elected
similar officer had been
been appointed
elected prior to the
the effective
effective date
of this title, and every such officer so appointed
appointed or elected prior to
the effective
exemption shall continue only
effective date of this title; but such exemption
so long as (A)
(A) the conduct
conduct of such
such company's
company's business remains
remains subsupervision of
or officer
officer thereof,
such
ject to the
the supervision
of such
such court
court or
thereof, and
and (B)
(B) such
company
sell exclusively
for cash
cash any
any security
of which
which it
company does
does not sell
exclusively for
security of
it
is
issuer, except
paper and
receiver's or
or trustrusis the
the issuer,
except short-term
short-term paper
and ordinary
ordinary receiver's
tee's certificates.
(3)
date of this title
(3) Any company
company which
which since
since the effective
effective date
title or
or
withinfive
prior to
such date
date has
has been
been reorganized
reorgan i
ze d under
un d
er the
the
within five years
years prior
to such
supervision
competent ju
ri
sdi cti on, if
if (A)
(A) such comsupervision of
of a
a court of competent
jurisdiction,
pany was not an investment company
company at the commencement
commencement of such
such
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reorganization
proceedings, (B)
(B) at the conclusion
conclusion of such proceedings
proceedings
reorganization proceedings,
of such company were
all
outstanding securities
securities of
were owned by creditors
creditors
all outstanding
of
company or
by persons to whom such
such securities were issued
issued
or by
such company
of such
on
account of
creditors' claims, and (C)
(C) more than 50 per centum
centum
of creditors'
on account
representing
of
company, and securities
securities representing
such company,
of such
securities of
voting securities
the voting
of the
of the
the net asset value of such company, are
more
than 50
per centum
centum of
50 per
more than
currently owned
owned beneficially
beneficially by
more than twenty-five
twenty-five persons;
persons,by not more
currently
Termination of
of exexTermination
security of which such
any security
if any
terminate if
but
exemption shall
shall terminate
such emption.
such exemption
but such
after
public
the
company is
the issuer
issuer is
after
offered for sale or sold to
is offered
is the
company
the conclusion
of such
such proceedings
proceedings by
issuer or by or through
through
by the issuer
conclusion of
the
New company orNew
any underwriter.
underwriter. For
purposes of this paragraph,
paragraph, any new comcomFor the purposes
any
ganized as part
part of reganized
t
shall be deemed the organization;
reorganization shall
the reorganization
pany
organized as
part of
of the
organization; status.
status.
as part
pany organized
be
shall
ownership
same
shall
beneficial
and beneficial
predecessor; and
its predecessor;
as its
company as
same company
(c) (1).
determined
the manner
provided in
section 3
(1).
3 (c)
in section
manner provided
in the
determined in
Issuers holding asIssuersfinsguedco
(4) Any
Any issuer
issuer as
is outstanding
writing filed sets
outstanding aa writing
there is
to which
which there
as to
(4)
of insured companies,
etc.
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance
with the
the Commission
Commission by the Federal
Insurance panies, etc.
with
Corporation
stating that
exemption of
of such issuer from the proviprovithat exemption
Corporation stating
sions of
title is
consistent with the public interest and the
is consistent
this title
of this
sions
of
protection of
appropriate by reason
reason of
is necessary or appropriate
and is
investors and
of investors
protection
the fact
that such
such issuer
holds or
or proposes
to acquire
or
acquire any assets or
proposes to
issuer holds
fact that
the
segregated (A) from
any product
product of
of any
any assets
have been segregated
which have
assets which
any
an
assets of
the filing
filing of such
such writing is an
at the
which at
company which
any company
of any
assets
48 Stat. 1255.
(a) of the
insured institution
institution within the meaning
meaning of section
section 401 (a)
the 48S
insured
12 U. S. C. §1724 (b).
(B)
amended, or (B)
National
heretofore or
hereafter amended,
or hereafter
as heretofore
Act, as
Housing Act,
National Housing
as
of or
or in
in connection
any plan for or condition to the
with any
connection with
a part
part of
as a
corporation or the
insurance
of accounts
accounts of
company by said corporation
any company
of any
insurance of
conversion of
of any
any company
company into
and loan associaassociasavings and
Federal savings
into aa Federal
conversion
Expiration of
of writwritExpiration
canceled by aa writin
tion.
Any such
expire when
writing ing.
when canceled
shall expire
writing shall
such writing
tion. Any
years after
similarly
expiration of
after the date
date of
of mg.
of two years
the expiration
at the
or at
filed or
similarly filed
may, neverits filing,
filing, whichever
occurs; but
said corporation
corporation may,.
but said
first occurs;
whichever first
its
theless, before,
'before, at,
or after
after the expiration
writing file
expiration of any such writing
at, or
theless,
another
writing or
or writings
respect to such
such issuer.
with respect
writings with
another writing
Subsidiaries oface
of faceSubsdiaies
was and
1940, was
15, 1940,
(5) Any
company which
prior to
and now amount
March 15,
to March
which prior
Any company
(5)
certificate
companies operating
is
a
wholly-owned
subsidiary
of
a
registered
face-amount
certificate
operating
companies
certificate
face-amount
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of a registered
under State insurance
laws.
company
and was
prior to
now is
organized and oper- lstate.nunc
is organized
and now
date and
said date
to said
was prior
company and
ating
the insurance
laws of
any State
subject to superand subject
State and
of any
insurance laws
under the
ating under
commissioner thereof, and
vision
and examination
the insurance
insurance commissioner
by the
examination by
vision and
engaged, subject to
which prior
prior to
to March
March 15,
1940, was
was and
and now is engaged,
15 1940,
which
issuing
such laws,
laws, in
in business
of which
which consists of issuing
all of
substantially all
business substantially
such
investing the proand
selling only
to residents
residents of
such State and investing
of such
only to
and selling
ceeds from,
from, securities
securities providing
providing for
or representing
or
participations or
representing participations
for or
ceeds
interests
in intangible
intangible assets
assets consisting
consisting of
of mortgages
other liens
liens
or other
mortgages or
interests in
or
on
thereby or
fund or
a fund
in a
or in
secured thereby
bonds secured
or bonds
notes or
or notes
estate or
real estate
on real
deposit
of mortgages
mortgages or
or other
on real
real estate
estate or notes
notes or bonds
liens on
other liens
deposit of
secured
outstanding such
such securities
securities so issued
issued and
having outstanding
or having
thereby or
secured thereby
sold.
sold.
Employees'security
cmployes'security
company, the
(b) Upon
Upon application
application by
employees' security
security company,
the companies.
any employees'
by any
(b)
Commission
shall by
by order
order exempt
such company
company from
provisions
the provisions
from the
exempt such
Commission shall
of this
this title
title and
and of
of the
and regulations
regulations hereunder,
if and to
hereunder, if
rules and
the rules
of
of
the
extent that
that such
is consistent
the protection
protection of
with the
consistent with
exemption is
such exemption
the extent
Provisions for proinvestors. In
determining the
the provisions
provisions to
such an
an order
order of
of teting
tecting ionvesto
investors. pr
which such
to which
In determining
investors.
exemption
shall apply,
give due
weight, among
among
due weight,
shall give
Commission shall
the Commission
apply, the
exemption shall
other things,
things, to
to the
form of
of organization
the capital
capital structure
structure
and the
organization and
the form
other
of
company, the
persons by
securities, evievivoting securities,
its voting
whom its
by whom
the persons
such company,
of such
dences of
of indebtedness
other securities are owned
owned and conconand other
indebtedness,' and
dences
trolled, the
prices at
which securities
securities issued
by such
such company
company are
issued by
at which
the prices
trolled,
sold
and
the
sales
load
thereon,
the
disposition
i
of
the
proceeds
of
proceeds of
the
of
disposition
the
thereon,
load
sales
the
and
sold
such
sales, the
character of
the securities
securities in
n which
such proceeds
proceeds are
which such
of the
the character
such sales,
invested, and
such company
company and
and the
issuer
the issuer
between such
relationship between
any relationship
and any
invested,
of
security.
such security.
any such
of any
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802
802
Other
exemptions.
Other exemptions.

Closed-end
Closed-end companies,
exemption.
panies, exemption.

Applicability
of proproApplicability of
visions
visions of this title to
exempt
companies.
exempt companies.
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(c)
rules and regulations
own
regulations upon its own
(c) The
The Commission,
Commission, by
by rules
conditionally or uncondimotion, or
or by order upon application,
application, may conditionally
tionally exempt
exempt any
any person,
person, security,
security, or
or transaction,
transaction, or
or any
class
any class
tionally
or
classes of
of persons,
securities, or
from any
any provision
provision
persons, securities,
or transactions,
transactions, from
or classes
or
of this
or of
of any
rule or
or regulation
regulation thereunder,
thereunder,
or provisions
provisions of
this title
title or
any rule
if
to the
extent that
that such
such exemption
exemption is
is necessary
or appropriate
appropriate
necessary or
if and
and to
the extent
consistent with the
investors
the protection
protection of
of investors
and consistent
the public
public interest and
in the
and
the purposes
fairly intended
intended by
by the
the policy
policy and
of
purposes fairly
and provisions
provisions of
and the
this title.
(d)
The Commission,
rules and
and regulations
regulations or
or order,
order, shall
shall
(d) The
Commission, by
by rules
exempt
closed-end investment
company from
any or
or all
all provisions
provisions
exempt a
a closed-end
investment company
from any
conditions as may
be
terms and
and conditions
may be
of this
this title, but
but. subject
subject to
to such terms
necessary
or appropriate
interest or
or for
for the
necessary or
appropriate in
in the
the public
public interest
the protection
protection
of investors, ifif—
(1) the
the aggregate
such company
company from
the
from the
sums received
received by
by such
(1)
aggregate sums
sale of
of all
all its
outstanding securities,
securities, plus
the aggregate
offering
sale
its outstanding
plus the
aggregate offering
price of
securities of
of which
is the
the issuer
and
which such
such company
company is
issuer and
price
of all
all securities
which it proposes
proposes to offer for sale, do not exceed
exceed $100,000;
$100,000;
(2)
company is
is the
the issuer
issuer has
has been
been
(2) no
no security
security of
of which
which such
such company
underwriter
or is
is proposed
proposed to
to be sold
sold by
by such company or any
any underwriter
therefor,
offering, to
to any
any person
therefor, in
in connection
connection with
with a
a public
public offering,
person
who
resident of the State under
under the laws of which such
such
who is
is not aaresident
company
organized or
or otherwise
otherwise created;
created; and
and
company is
is organized
(3) such exemption
exemption is not contrary to the public
public interest or
or
(3)
inconsistent with the protection
inconsistent
protection of investors.
(e) If,
regulation, or
order under
(e)
If, in
in connection
connection with
any rule, regulation,
or order
under
this section
section exempting
exempting any
investment company
company from
from any
any provision
provision
this
any investment
of section 7, the Commission
Commission deems it necessary or appropriate
appropriate in
in
the public
public interest or for the protection
investors that certain
certain
protection of investors
registered investment
investment
specified provisions
provisions of this
this title pertaining
pertaining to
to registered
companies shall be applicable
respect of
of such
company, the
the proprocompanies
applicable m
in respect
such company,
such company,
company, and to other persons
persons
visions so specified shall apply to such
transactions and
relations with
company, as
as though
in their
their transactions
and relations
with such
such company,
though
registered investment
such company
company were a,a registered
investment company.
company.
TRANSACTIONS BY
BY UNREGISTERED
UNREGISTERED INVESTMENT
COMPANIES
TRANSACTIONS
INVESTMENT COMPANIES

Unregistered InvestInvestUnregistered
ment companies.
companies.
Activities
forbidActivities
den.
den.

S
EC. 7. (a) No investment
otherwise crecreSEC.
investment company organized
organized or otherwise
ated under
under the laws of the United States or of aaState
State and having
having a
a
board of
directors, unless registered
registered under
section 8, shall
of directors,
under section
shall directly
directly
or indirectly—
indirectly(1) offer for sale, sell, or deliver after sale, by the use of the
(1)
mails or any means or instrumentality
interstate commerce
commerce,
instrumentality of interstate
any security
security or any interest
interest in a
whether the issuer
a security, whether
issuer of
such security
security is such investment company or another
another person; or
offer for sale, sell, or deliver
deliver after
after sale any such security or interest, having reason to believe that such security
security or interest
interest will be
be
made the subject
a public offering by use of the mails or any
subject of a
commerce;
means or instrumentality
instrumentality of interstate
interstate commerce;
(2) purchase,
redeem, retire,
retire, or otherwise
otherwise acquire or attempt
attempt to
purchase, redeem,
acquire, by use of the mails or any means
instrumentality of
of
means or instrumentality
interstate commerce,
commerce, any
any interest
interest in
any security
security or
or any
in a
a security,
security,
whether the issuer of such security
security is such investment company
company
or another person;
person;
(3) control any investment
investment company
(3)
company which does any of the acts
enumerated
paragraphs (1)
(1) and (2);
(2) ;
enumerated in paragraphs
(4)
in any business
or
(4) engage m
business in interstate
interstate commerce;
commerce; or
(5)
(5) control any company
company which is engaged
engaged in any business
business in
in
interstate commerce.
interstate
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The provisions of this subsection (a)
(a) shall not apply
apply to transactions
transactions of
of
investment company
company which are merely
merely incidental
incidental to its dissolution.
an investment
underwriter for any investment
of or
or underwriter
(b) No
No depositor
investment
trustee of
depositor or trustee
(b)
company,
company, organized or otherwise
otherwise created under the laws of the United
a board
States
having a
board of directors, unless such
such
of aa State
State and not having
States or of
or exempt
exempt under
company is
is registered
registered under
under section
under section 6, shall
section 88or
company
directly or
or indirectly—
indirectlydirectly
by use of the mails
(1) offer
deliver after
after sale, by
sell, or
or deliver
for sale,
sale, sell,
(1)
offer for
or any
means or
or instrumentality
interstate commerce,
commerce, any
instrumentality of interstate
or
any means
security or
or any
interest in
in a
asecurity
which such
such company
company is the
of which
security of
any interest
security
issuer; or offer for sale, sell, or deliver
issuer;
deliver after
after sale any such security
believe that such security
security or interest
having reason to believe
or interest, having
offering by use of the mails
will
be made
public offering
of aapublic
the subject
subject of
made the
will be
commerce;
or
means or instrumentality
instrumentality of interstate commerce;
or any
any means
(2) purchase,
acquire or
attempt to acquire,
or attempt
or otherwise
otherwise acquire
redeem, or
(2)
purchase, redeem,
by
instrumentality of interstate
or instrumentality
or any means or
of the
the mails
mails or
by use
use of
commerce,
security of which such
interest in aasecurity
any interest
any security or any
commerce, any
company
is the
issuer; or
or
the issuer;
company is
(3)
for the account
such company, by use
account of such
or purchase
purchase for
(3) sell
sell or
interstate comof the
or any
any means
or instrumentality
instrumentality of interstate
means or
of
the mails
mails or
whomever issued.
merce,
interest in a
asecurity, by whomever
merce, any security or interest
The
this subsection
subsection (b)
(b) shall
shall not apply
transactions
apply to transactions
of this
provisions of
The provisions
which
incidental to
to the
dissolution of
investment
of an investment
the dissolution
are merely
merely incidental
which are
company.
company.
(c)
promoter of
of a
investment company,
company, and no undera proposed
proposed investment
No promoter
(c) No
writer for
for such
make use
use of
mails or any
means
any means
the mails
of the
shall make
promoter, shall
such aapromoter,
writer
or
instrumentality of
of interstate
interstate commerce,
commerce, directly
directly or indirectly
indirectly, to
or instrumentality
connection with aa public
after sale, in connection
offer
for sale,
sale, sell,
sell, or
or deliver
deliver after
offer for
a
subscription for such a
offering, any
any preorganization
preorganization certificate
certificate or subscription
offering,
company.
company.
created
(d) No
investment company,
otherwise created
or otherwise
organized or
unless organized
company, unless
No investment
(d)
under the
the laws
of the
United States
or of
of a
State, and
depositor
no depositor
and no
a State,
States or
the United
laws of
under
or
trustee of
or underwriter
company not
not so
so organizedor
organized or
such aacompany
for such
underwriter for
of or
or trustee
of the mails or any
created, shall
shall make use
any means or instrumentality
instrumentality
use of
created,
of interstate
indirectly, to
sale, sell,
sell,
for sale,
to offer
offer for
or indirectly,
directly or
commerce, directly
interstate commerce,
of
or
deliver after
after sale,
sale, in
connection with
with a
securany securoffering, any
public.offering-,
a public
in connection
or deliver
ity
such company
company is
issuer. IsTotwithstandLng
the proproNotwithstanding the
the issuer.
is the
which such
of which
ity of
visions
of this
this subsection
section 88 (a),
(a), the
the Commission
Commission is
is
of section
and of
subsection and
visions of
authorized,
upon application
.
company
organized
company organized
investment
an investment
by an
application by
authorized, upon
or
the laws
laws of
country, to issue aa
foreign country,
of aa foreign
under the
created under
otherwise created
or otherwise
conditional
or unconditional
unconditional order
order permitting
such company
to regregcompany to
permitting such
conditional or
ister
and to
to make
public offering
offering of
of its
its securities
securities
make aa public
title and
this title
under this
ister under
by
of the
the mails
mails and
and means
or instrumentalities
interstate
of interstate
instrumentalities of
means or
use of
by use
commerce,
finds that,
that, by
by reason
reason of special
special cirCommission finds
if the
the Commission
commerce, if
cumstances
arrangements, it
it is
is both
practically feasible
feasible
and practically
legally and
both legally
or arrangements,
cumstances or
effectively
to enforce
enforce the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
against such comcomtitle against
this title
effectively to
the issuance
issuance of
of such
such order
consistent with
with
otherwise consistent
is otherwise
order is
that the
pany and that
the
the protection
of investors.
investors.
protection of
and the
interest and
public interest
the public
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Depositors,
trustees, or underwriters.
underwriters.
Activities for
bidActivities
forbidden.

Promoters of proPromoters
posed investment
investment
companies.
companies.
Activities forbidfor bidActivities
den.
den.

Investment
comcomInvestment
not organized,
organized,
panies not
etc.,
under U.
IJ. S.
or
8. or
etc., under
State laws.
Activities
forbidActivities forbidden.

Registration, etc..
Registration,
etc.,
permissible in certain
certain
cases.

REGISTRATION OF
OF INVESTMENT
COMPANIES
INVESTMENT COMPANIES
REGISTRATION
SEC. 8.
(a) Any
investment company
organized or
or otherwise
otherwise
company organized
Any investment
8. (a)
SEC.
created under
under the
States or
or of
regismay regisState may
of aaState
United States
of the
the United
laws of
the laws
created
ter
for the
the purposes
of this
title by
filing with
Commission a
a
the Commission
with the
by filing
this title
purposes of
ter for
notification of
of registration,
in such
as the
by
shall by
Commission shall
the Commission
form as
such form
registration, in
notification
rules and
and regulations
prescribe as
as necessary
necessary or
in the
the
appropriate in
or appropriate
regulations prescribe
rules
public interest
or for
for the
protection of
of investors.
investment
An investment
investors. An
the protection
interest or
public
company shall
to be
be registered
upon receipt
by the
the ComComreceipt by
registered upon
deemed to
be deemed
shall be
company
mission
of such
of registration.
registration.
notification of
such notification
mission of

Filing of notification
Filingofnotification
of registration.
registration.

804
804
Filing ofregistration
Filingofregistration
statement.
statement.
Contents.
Contents.

48 Stat. 74, 881.
15
S. C. 14
77a16 U.
U.S.0.
I577a77aa, 78a-78j1;
77aa,
78a-78j]; Stipp.
Bupp.
V,
77a-77x, 78c-78jj.
78c-78Ji.
V, ¢§
§577a-77x,
Statements,
In
etc., in
Statements, etc.,
information
lieu of information
required.
required.

48
78, 892.
48 Stat. 78,
U. S.
15 U.
41 77g,
8. C.
C. 6i
781.
78/.

48 Stat. 894, 895; 49
1379.
Stat. 1379.
I§78m78m15 U. 8.. C. 41
78o;
780; Supp. V, I 780.

Inappropriate duInappropriate
plication of informaInformation.
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(b)
Every registered
company shall
shall file
with the
the ComComfile with
investment company
registered investment
(b) Every
mission, within
within such
reasonable time
time after
registration as
as the
the
after registration
such reasonable
mission,
Commission shall
fix by
rules and
and regulations,
regulations, an
an original
original and
and such
such
by rules
shall fix
Commission
copies of
registration statement,
statement, in
in such
such form
form and
and containing
such
containing such
of a
a registration
copies
of the
the following
following information
information and
and documents
documents as
as the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall
of
by rules
and regulations
prescribe as
necessary or
in the
the
or appropriate
appropriate in
as necessary
by
rules and
regulations prescribe
public interest
protection of
of investors:
investors:
for the
the protection
or for
interest or
public
(1) a
arecital
recital of
of the
registrant in
respect of
of each
each
in respect
the registrant
policy of
the policy
of the
(1)
of
the following
of activities,
such recital
recital consisting
consisting in
in
activities, such
types of
following types
of the
each
of a
astatement
whether the
reserves freedom
freedom
registrant reserves
the registrant
statement whether
case of
each case
of
action to
to engage
in activities
of such
such type,
type, and
and if
such freefreeif such
activities of
engage in
of action
dom
of action
briefly indicating,
indicating, insofar
insofar
statement briefly
reserved, aa statement
action is
is reserved,
dom of
as is
is practicable,
practicable, the
registrant intends
intends to
to
the registrant
to which
which the
extent to
the extent
as
engage therein:
(A) the
classification and
and subclassifications,
subclassifications, as
as
the classification
therein: (A)
engage
defined
sections 4
4 and
the registrant
proposes
registrant proposes
which the
5, within
within which
and 5,
in sections
defined in
to operate;
(B) borrowing
(C) the
the issuance
issuance of
senior
of senior
money; (C)
borrowing money;
operate; (B)
to
securities; (D)
(D) engaging
in the
the business
business of
underwriting securisecuriof underwriting
engaging in
securities;
ties
investments in
in aa
(E) concentrating
concentrating investments
persons; (E)
by other
other persons;
ties issued
issued by
particular
or group
of industries;
the purchase
purchase
(F) the
industries; (F)
group of
industry or
particular industry
and sale
sale of
of real
estate and
and commodities,
or either
of them;
them; (G)
(G)
and
real estate
commodities, or
either of
making
loans to
(II) portfolio
portfolio turn-over
turn-over
and (H)
to other
other persons;
persons; and
making loans
(including a
the aggregate
dollar amount
amount
aggregate dollar
showing the
a statement
statement showing
(including
of purchases
purchases and
and sales
sales of
of portfolio
portfolio securities,
other than
than GovernGovernsecurities, other
of
ment
each of
of the
the last
full fiscal
fiscal years
years preprelast three
three full
in each
ment securities,
securities, in
ceding the
the filing
filing of
of such
statement) ;
such registration
registration statement);
ceding
(2) a
of the
the policy
policy of
of the
in respect
respect of
of
registrant in
the registrant
a recital
recital of
(2)
matters, not
enumerated in
in paragraph
(1), which
which the
the registrant
registrant
paragraph (1),
not enumerated
matters,
deems
policy and
and elects
elects to
to treat
as such;
such;
treat as
deems matters
matters of
of fundamental
fundamental policy
(3)
address of
each affiliated
of the
person of
the regof each
affiliated person
(3) the
the name
name and
and address
istrant;
principal address
every company, other
other
address of every
istrant; the name
name and principal
than
the registrant,
which each
is an
an officer,
officer,
each such
such person
person is
of which
than the
registrant, of
director, or
the business
business experience
experience
statement of
of the
or partner;
partner; aabrief
brief statement
director,
for the
preceding five
officer and
and director
director of
of the
the
years of
of each
each officer
for
the preceding
five years
registrant;
registrant; and
and
(4)
the information
information and
and documents
which would
would be
required
documents which
be required
(4) the
to
in order
to register
register under
under the
the Securities
of 1933
1933
Securities Act
Act of
order to
to be
be filed
filed in
and the
the Securities
Act of
of 1934
securities (other
(other
Securities Exchange
Exchange Act
1934 all
all securities
and
than
or
than short-term
short-term paper) which
which the
the registrant
registrant has
has outstanding
outstanding or
proposes to
to issue.
issue.
proposes
Commission shall make
provision, by permissive rules
rules and
and
(c) The
The Commission
make provision,
regulations
much of
regulations or order,
order, for the filing
filing of the following, or so much
of
the following
may designate,
designate, in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
the inforthe
following as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
information and documents
pursuant to subsection
(b): :
mation
documents required
required pursuant
subsection (b)
(1) copies
most recent
recent registration
registration statement
statement filed
by
(1)
copies of
of the
the most
filed by
the
registrant under
the Securities
Securities Act
Act of
of 1933
1933 and
currently
the registrant
under the
and currently
effective
such Act,
if the
the registrant
has not
such
effective under
under such
Act, or
or if
registrant has
not filed
filed such
a
statement, copies
copies of
registration statement
statement filed
by the
the
a statement,
of aa registration
filed by
registrant
Securities Exchange
Act of
of 1934
1934 and
and
registrant under
under the
the Securities
Exchange Act
currently
effective under
currently effective
under such
such Act;
Act;
to
(2) copies of any
pursuant to
(2)
any reports filed
filed by the registrant
registrant pursuant
section
Exchange Act
1934; and
and
section 13
13 or 15 (d)
(d) of the Securities
Securities Exchange
Act of
of 1934;
(3)
a report containing
(3) a
containing reasonably
reasonably current information
information
regarding the matters
regarding
matters included
included in copies
copies filed pursuant
pursuant to paragraphs (1)
(1) and
and such
further information
info rm ati on regarding
re ga rding
graphs
and (2)
(2),2 and
such further
matters
matters not included
included in such
such copies as the Commission is authorrequire under subsection
ized to require
subsection (b).
(b).
(d) If
If the registrant
registrant is a
aunit investment
investment trust
trust substantially
substantially all of
of
the
issued by
by another
another registered
registered investthe assets
assets of
of which
which are
are securities
securities issued
investauthorized to prescribe
ment company, the Commission is authorized
prescribe for the
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a registration
registrant, by rules and regulations
regulations or order, a
registration statement
statement
information contained
which eliminates inappropriate
inappropriate duplication
duplication of information
contained
in the registration statement
statement filed under this section
section by such other
investment company.
Failure to file stateregistered investment
(e) If
If it appears to the Commission
(e)
Commission that a
a registered
investment ment,
etc.
ment, etc.
registration statement
company has failed to file the registration
statement required by this
company
(b), or has
a report required
section or a
required pursuant
pursuant to section 30 (a)
(a) or (b),
filed such aa registration
registration statement or report but omitted therefrom
therefrom
material facts required to be stated therein, or has filed such aaregisNotification.
Notification.
tration statement
statement or report in violation
violation of section 34 (b),
(b), the Comregistered mail of the failure to
company by registered
to
mission shall notify such company
registration statement
which
statement or report, or of the respects in which
file such registration
such
statement or report appears to be materially
materially incomregistration statement
such registration
case may be, and shall fix aadate (in no
plete or misleading, as the case
notice) prior
mailing of such notice)
prior
event earlier than thirty days after the mailing
statement or report
to which such company may file such registration
registration statement
report
Suspension.
Suspension.
or
correct the same. If
statement or report
report is not
registration statement
If such registration
or correct
or
any
filed
or
corrected
within
the
time
so
fixed
by
the
Commission
any
Commission
filed or corrected
appropriate notice
extension thereof, the Commission, after appropriate
notice and
and
opportunity for hearing, and upon such conditions
conditions and with such
opportunity
exemptions as it deems appropriate
protection of investors,
appropriate for the protection
exemptions
company until such
such
suspend the registration of such company
order suspend
by order
may by
Revocation.
Revocation.
statement or
or report
corrected, or may
may by order revoke such
such
filed or corrected,
report is filed
statement
registration, if the evidence establishesestablishes—
(1)
company has failed
failed to file a
aregistration
registration state(1) that such company
required pursuant to
a report
ment required by this section or a
report required
section 30 (a)
(a) or (b),
registration statement
statement)
(b), or has filed such aaregistration
or
material facts required
required to be
therefrom material
omitted therefrom
but omitted
report but
or report
stated therein,
therein, or
such a
a registration
registration statement
statement or
filed such
has filed
or has
stated
report
(b) ;and
section 34 (b);
violation of section
report in violation
(2)
that such suspension or revocation
revocation is in the public
(2) that
interest.
Company ceasing to
Company
(f) Whenever
Whenever the
motion or upon appli- bean
its own motion
on its
Commission, on
the Commission,
(f)
bean investment
investment company.
pany.
registered investment
investment company
company has ceased to be
that aa registered
finds that
cation, finds
an investment
it shall
shall so
by order
order and
upon the
and upon
declare by
so declare
company, it
investment company,
an
taking effect
of such
such order
order the
of such
company shall
shall
such company
the registration
registration of
effect of
taking
cease to
If necessary
for the
the protection
protection of investors,
investors, an
necessary for
effect. If
in effect.
to be
be in
cease
order
subsection may
be made
made upon
upon appropriate
appropriate condicondimay be
this subsection
under this
order under
tions.
The Commission's
Commission's denial
denial of
of any
this
under this
application under
any application
tions. The
subsection
shall be
by order.
be by
subsection shall
INELIGIBILITY
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN AFFILIATED
AND UNDERWRITERS
UNDERWRITERS
PERSONS AND
AFFILIATED PERSONS
INELIGIBILITY OF
SEC. 9.
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any of
of the
the following
persons
following persons
unlawful for
It shall
9. (a)
(a) It
SEC.
to
serve or
or act
act in
in the
of officer,
director, member
an
of an
member of
officer, director,
capacity .of
the capacity
to serve

advisory
board, investment
adviser, or
registered
or depositor
depositor of any registered
investment adviser,
advisory board,
investment
or principal
principal underwriter
underwriter for
registered
any registered
for any
company, or
investment company,
open-end company,
registered unit
unit investment
investment trust,
or registered
registered
trust, or
company, registered
open-end
face-amount certificate
company:
certificate company:
face-amount
(1)
any person
who within
has been
of
convicted of
been convicted
years has
ten years
within ten
person who
(1) any
any
involving the
the purchase
or sale
sale of
of
purchase or
misdemeanor involving
or misdemeanor
felony or
any felony
any
or arising
arising out
as an
an underunderconduct as
person's conduct
such person's
of such
out of
security or
any security
writer,
or investment
adviser, or
or as
as an
an affiliated
affiliated
investment adviser,
dealer, or
broker, dealer,
writer, broker,
person, salesman,
or employee
employee of
of any
company, bank,
bank,
investment company,
any investment
salesman, or
person,
company;
or insurance company;
(2) any
who, by
of any
any misconduct,
misconduct, is
is permapermareason of
by reason
person who,
any person
(2)
nently
or temporarily
by order,
order, judgment,
decree of
of
or decree
judgment, or
enjoined by
temporarily enjoined
nently or
any court
court of
from acting
an underunderas an
acting as
jurisdiction from
of competent
competent jurisdiction
any
writer,
or investment
affiliated
an affiliated
as an
or as
adviser, or
investment adviser,
dealer, or
broker, dealer,
writer, broker,
person,
salesman, or
of any
any investment
investment company,
company, bank,
bank,
or employee
employee of
person, salesman,

inPersons
Persons deemed
deemed ineligible for service
service
eligible
with investment
investment comwith
etc.
panies, etc.
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"Investment
"Investment
viser."
viser."

ad-

Application

Application of
of inineligible person for
exemption.
exemption.
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or
from engaging
engaging in
in or
or continuing
continuing any
any
or from
company, or
insurance company,
or insurance
conduct
practice in
connection with
such activity
activity or
or in
in
any such
with any
in connection
or practice
conduct or
connection
with the
or sale
sale of
security; or
or
of any
any security;
purchase or
the purchase
connection with
(3) a
any affiliated
affiliated person
of which
which is
is ineligible,
by
ineligible, by
person of
company any
a company
(3)
reason of
paragraph (1)
(1) or
or (2),
to serve
serve or
or act
in the
the foregoing
foregoing
act in
(2), to
of paragraph
reason
capacities.
capacities.
(1), (2),
For the
purposes of
of paragraphs
paragraphs (1),
(2), and (3)
(3) of this subsection,
subsection,
the purposes
For
the term "investment
"investment adviser" shall include an investment
investment adviser
adviser as
defined in
in title
title II
this Act.
Act.
II of
of this
defined
(b) Any person who is ineligible,
(b)
ineligible, by reason of subsection (a),
(a),
capacities enumerated
subsection, may
enumerated in that subsection,
to serve or act in the capacities
file
the Commission
for an
exemption from
from the
the
an exemption
application for
an application
Commission an
with the
file with
provisions
subsection. The
shall by
order grant
grant
by order
Commission shall
The Commission
that subsection.
of that
provisions of
such
application, either
or on
on an
appropriate temteman appropriate
unconditionally or
either unconditionally
such application,
the prohiporary
conditional basis,
established that
that the
if it
it is
is established
basis, if
or other
other conditional
porary or
bitions of
of subsection
(a), as
applied to
to such
person, are
are unduly
or
unduly or
such person,
as applied
subsection (a),
bitions
disproportionately
or that
conduct of
such person
person has
has
of such
the conduct
that the
severe or
disproportionately severe
been such
to make
make it
the public
interest or
protection
or protection
public interest
it against
against the
as not
not to
such as
been
of
to grant
such application.
application.
grant such
of investors
investors to
AFFILIATIONS
OF DIRECTORS
DIRECTORS
AFIUIATIONS OF

Board
of directors.
Board of
Restriction upon affiliations of members.
members.
Investment advisers.

Regular brokers.

Principal
writers.

Investment
ers.

under-

bankbank-

Bank officials.
officials.

Proio.

PrOti80.

Exception.
Exception.

SEO. 10.
effective date of this title,
from the effective
one year
year from
(a) After
After one
10. (a)
SEc.
no
company shall have
have aa board of directors
investment company
no registered
registered investment
members of which are persons who
of the members
per centum
centum of
60 per
more than
than 60
are
affiliated persons
persons of an investment
investment adviser
adviser
of, affiliated
advisers of,
are investment
investment advisers
of,
employees of, such registered
registered company.
company.
or employees
or officers or
of, or
(b)
year from
the effective
effective date of this title, no regisfrom the
one year
After one
(b) After
company shallshall—
tered investment
investment company
(1)
officer, or employee
employee
broker any director, officer,
employ as regular broker
(1) employ
of
such registered
registered company,
which any such
or any person of which
company, or
of such
director,
employee is an
an affiliated
person, unless
unless a
a
affiliated person,
or employee
officer, or
director, officer,
majority
registered company
company
directors of such registered
of the board
board of directors
majority of
shall
persons
affiliated persons
brokers or affiliated
not such brokers
who are not
shall be persons who
of
brokers;
of any of such brokers;
(2) use
principal underwriter
underwriter of securities issued by it
use as
as aa principal
(2)
officer, or
employee of such registered
registered company
company
or employee
director, officer,
any director,
or any
person of which any such director, officer,
officer, or employee
employee
or
any person
directors
unless a
a majority of the board of directors
person, unless
affiliated person,
is an
an affiliated
of such
such registered
registered company
shall be
such
be persons
persons who are not such
company shall
of
principal
underwriters or affiliated
affiliated persons
persons of any of such prinprinprincipal underwriters
cipal
or
underwriters; or
cipal underwriters;
(3) have
director, officer, or employee
employee any investment
investment
(3)
have as director,
banker,
affiliated person of
investment banker,
banker, unless
of an investment
or any
any affiliated
banker, or
board of
of directors
company
registered company
such registered
directors of such
the board
of the
aamajority
majority of
shall be persons
bankers or affiliated
affiliated
investment bankers
who are not investment
persons who
shall
persons of any investment
investment banker.
banker. For the purposes of this
persons
paragraph,
deemed an affiliated
affiliated person of
of
not be
be deemed
a person shall not
paragraph, a
an investment
investment banker
fact that he is an
by reason of
of the fact
banker solely
solely by
an
affiliated
person of aa company
company of the character
described in
character described
affiliated person
section 12
(3) (A)
(A) and (B).
(B).
12 (d)
(d) (3)
section
(c) After the effective
effective date of this title, no registered
registered investment
investment
company
majority of its board of directors
directors consisting
consisting
company shall have aa majority
of persons who are officers or directors of any one bank: Provided,
Provide,
That, if on March 15,
15, 1940, any registered
registered investment
investment company shall
a majority
have had a
majority of its directors
directors consisting
consisting of persons who are
directors,
directors, officers, or employees
employees of any one bank, such registered company may continue to have the same percentage
of
percentage of its board of
directors, officers,
officers, or employees
directors consisting of persons who are directors,
of such bank.
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(d)
Notwithstanding subsection
subsection (b)
(b) (2),
(2), aa
(a) and subsection
subsection (a)
(d) Notwithstanding
registered
investment company
board of
directors all the
may have
have a
a board
of directors
company may
registered investment
affiliated persons
members of which,
which, except one, are affiliated
members
persons of the investment
investment
adviser
company, or are
employees of such
such comare officers
officers or
or employees
of such
such company,
adviser of
pany,
ifpany, if—
(1)
investment company
company;
company is an
an open-end
open-end company;
(1) such
such investment
2) such investment adviser is registered
II of
.
(2)
registered under
under title II
this
Act and
and such
such investment
is engaged
principally in
in
investment adviser
adviser is
engaged principally
this Act
rendering investment
investment supervisory
supervisory services
services as
the business of
of rendering
in title
title II;
II;
defined in
(3) no
sales load
on securities
such investinvestload is
is charged
charged on
securities issued
issued by
by such
(3)
no sales
ment
company;
ment company;
(4)
any premium
over net
net asset
asset value
value charged
comcharged by
by such
such compremium over
(4) any
pany
the issuance
discount
security, plus any discount
pany upon
upon the
issuance of
of any
any such security,
redemption thereof, shall not
from net asset value charged on redemption
m the
in
the aggregate
aggregate exceed 2
2 per centum;
centum;
. (5)
(5) no
sales or
or promotion
promotion expenses
expenses are
are incurred
incurred by
by such
such regregno sales
istered .
company; but
expenses incurred
in complying
complying with
laws
with laws
istered
company;
but expenses
incurred in
regulating
deemed
regulating the issue
issue or sale of
of securities
securities shall
shall not be deemed
sales
or promotion
promotion expenses;
expenses;
sales or
(6) such
such investment
adviser is
the only
only investment
investment adviser
adviser
is the
(6)
investment adviser
to such
company, and
and such
such investment
investment adviser
adviser does
does
investment company,
to
such .investment
not receive
management fee
fee exceeding
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum
not
receive a
a management
exceeding 11per
of the
the value
value of
such company's
assets averaged
averaged over
over the
year
of such
company's net
net assets
the year
of
or taken
definite date
dates within
within the
year;
the year;
date or
or dates
or
taken as
as of
of aadefinite
(7)
and executive
executive expenses
expenses and
office
and office
salaries and
(7) all
all executive
executive salaries
rent of
paid by
by such
investment
such investment
are paid
investment company
company are
rent
of such
such investment
adviser; and
adviser;
and
(8) such
company has
has only
one class
of stock
stock outonly one
class of
(8)
such investment
investment company
standing,
each share
of which
equal voting
rights with
with every
every
voting rights
has equal
which has
share of
standing, each
other share.
share.
other
(e) If
If by
by reason
the death,
death, disqualification,
disqualification, or
or bona
bona fide
fide resignaresignaof the
reason of
(e)
tion of
any director
director or
the requirements
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
requirements of
directors, the
or directors,
tion
of any
provisions of
of this
this section
in respect
shall not
not be
be met
by
met by
directors shall
of directors
respect of
section in
provisions
investment company,
the operation
of such
such provisions
provisions
operation of
company, the
registered investment
aa registered
shall be
suspended as
to such
company for
for a
period of
of
a period
registered company
such registered
as to
be suspended
shall
thirty days
vacancy- or
vacancies may
may be
filled by
by action
action of
of
be filled
or vacancies
the vacancy
if the
days if
thirty
the board
of directors,
directors, and
period of
of sixty
sixty days
days if
if aa vote
vote of
of
for a
a period
and for
the
board of
stockholders is
to fill
the vacancy
or vacancies,
or for
for such
such
vacancies, or
vacancy or
fill the
required to
is required
stockholders
longer period
period as
Commission may
may prescribe,
rules and
regulaand regulaby rules
prescribe, by
as the
the Commission
longer
or by
order upon
upon application,
application, as
tions upon
upon its
own motion
not
as not
by order
motion or
its own
tions
inconsistent with
the protection
investors.
of investors.
protection of
with the
inconsistent
(f) No
No registered
purchase
shall knowingly
knowingly purchase
company shall
investment company
registered investment
(f)
or otherwise
acquire, during
the existence
of any
or
underwriting or
any underwriting
existence of
during the
otherwise acquire,
or
selling syndicate,
syndicate, any
any security
security (except
(except a
of which
which such
such comcoma security
security of
selling
pany
underwriter of which
which is an officer,
principal underwriter
issuer) aa principal
is the
the issuer)
pany is
director, member
member of
advisory board,
board/ investment
investment adviser,
adviser, or
an advisory
of an
director,
employee of
such registered
company, or
(other than
than aa
a person
person (other
or is
is a
registered company,
of such
employee
company of
character described
described in
in section
(d) (3)
(3) (A)
(A) and
and
12 (d)
section 12
the character
of the
company
(B))
which any
such officer,
officer, director,
director, member
member of
an advisory
advisory
of an
any such
of which
(B)) of
board,
adviser, or
or employee
employee is
an affiliated
affiliated person,
person, unless
unless
is an
investment adviser,
board, investment
in acquiring
company is
is itself
itself acting
acting
registered company
such registered
security such
such security
in
acquiring such
as aaprincipal
for the
The Commission,
Commission, by
by rules
rules
issuer. The
the issuer.
underwriter for
as
principal underwriter
and regulations
regulations upon
upon its
own motion
or by
by order
upon application,
application,
order upon
motion or
its own
and
may
or unconditionally
unconditionally exempt
any transaction
or
transaction or
exempt any
conditionally or
may conditionally

Exemption of
Exemption
of affilaffiliates of investment
investment
iates
advisers.
advisers.
Specific conditions.
Specific
conditions,

Filling of vacancies.
vacancies.
Filling

Securities underunder•
Securities
written by affiliates.
affliates.
written
acquisition restricted.
restricted.
acquisition

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

of
ofexemption
the
any of
transactions
classes
if
classes
and of
of
to transactions
the subsection,
extent from
from
that such
any
the provisions
provisions
is consistent
of this
this subsection,
with the
if and to the extent that such exemption is consistent with the

protection
protection of
of investors.
investors.
(g) In
case of
of a
a registered
investment company
which has
has
.
an
an
company which
registered investment
the case
(g)
In the
advisory
board,
such
board,
as
a
distinct
entity,
shall
be
subject
to
advisory board, such board, as a distinct entity, shall be subject to

Advisory boards.
Advisory
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Unincorporated
Unincorporated
management comcommanagement
panies.
panies.
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the
same restrictions
restrictions as
as to
to its
its membership
as are
are imposed
imposed upon
the same
membership as
upon aa
board
directors by this section.
board of directors
(h)
In the
the case
of aaregistered
registered management
which is
an
(h) In
case of
management company
company which
is an
unincorporated
company not
not having
directors, the
proviunincorporated company
having aaboard
board of
of directors,
the provisection shall apply as follows:
follows:
sions of this section
(1) the
the provisions
subsection (a),
(a), as
as modified
modified by
by subsection
subsection
(1)
provisions of
of subsection
(e),
apply to
to the
the board
board of
of the
the depositor
depositor of
of such
such
of directors
directors of
(e), shall
shall apply
company;
company;
(2)
(b) and
and (c),
(c), as
as modified
modified by
by
(2) the
the provisions
provisions of
of subsections
subsections (b)
subsection
(e), shall
apply to
board of
of directors
directors of
of the
deposisubsection (e),
shall apply
to the
the board
the depositor
investment adviser
company; and
and
tor and of every
every investment
adviser of such
such company;
(3)
shall apply
apply to
purchases
(3) the
the provisions
provisions of
of subsection
subsection (f)
(f) shall
to purchases
company of securiand other
other acquisitions
acquisitions for
for the
the account of such
such company
ties a
underwriter of
of which
which is
is the
the depositor
depositor or
ties
a principal
principal underwriter
or an
an
investment adviser of such
affiliated person
person of
investment
such company,
company, or an affiliated
of
such depositor
depositor or investment
investment adviser.
Orp'ESS OF
OF EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE
OFFERS

Exchange offers o
of
Exchange

open-end companies.
open-end
companies.

Terms defined.
Terms
defined.

SEC.
It shall
SEC. 11. (a)
(a) It
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any registered
registered open-end
open-end com-

company to make or
underwriter for such aa company
pany or any principal underwriter
or
company
cause to be made an offer to the holder of aasecurity of such company
or of
any other
open-end investment
investment company
company to
to exchange
exchange his
his security
security
or
of any
other open-end
for a
asecurity in the same or another such company
company on any basis other
other
than the relative
relative net asset values
values of the respective securities to be
exchanged, unless the terms of the offer have first been submitted to
and approved by the Commission
Commission or are in accordance
rules
accordance with such rules
Commission may have prescribed
prescribed in respect
respect
and regulations
regulations as the Commission

of
are in
at the
the time
time such
offer is
is made.
made. For
For
Of such offers
offers which
which are
in effect
effect at
such offer
the purposes
purposes of this section,
(A) an offer by a
principal underwriter
underwriter
section, (A)
a principal
means an offer communicated
communicated to holders of securities
securities.of a
a class or
or
include an offer made by such principal
principal underseries but does not include
writer to an individual
individual investor in the course
course of a
a retail business
business
principal underwriter,
underwriter, and (B)
(B) the net asset value
conducted by such principal
means the net asset value which is in effect for the purpose
purpose of determining the price at which the securities, or class or series of securities
securities
involved, are offered
offered for sale to the
the public
public either (1) at the
the time
time of
of the
the
receipt by the offeror of the acceptance
acceptance of the offer or (2)
(2) at such
such
receipt
later times as is specified
specified in the offer.
Plan of reorganiza(b)
The
provisions
of this
not apply
apply to
to any
any offer
offer made
made
shall not
section shall
this section
(b) Tle provislons of
rht of coation
conttonandofright
version.
version.
pursuant to (1)
(1) any plan of reorganization,
reorganization, which is submitted to
and requires the approval
approval of the holders of at least aamajority of the
outstanding shares
shares of the class or series to which the security
security owned
owned
by the offeree belongs;
belongs; or (2)
(2) the right of conversion,
conversion, at the option
option
of the holder, from one class or series
series into another
another class or series of
of
securities issued by the same
same company
company upon such terms as are specified
specified
in the charter, certificate
certificate of incorporation,
incorporation, articles
articles of association
association,
securities to be conby-laws, or trust indenture
indenture subject to which
which the securities
verted were issued
issued or are to be issued.
Application of
of proproApplcation
()
provisions
of subsection
(c)
The
subsection (a)
(a) shall be applicable,
applicable, irrespecvisions.
tive of the basis of exchange,
exchange, (1) to any offer
offer of exchange
exchange of any security of a
a registered
registered open-end
a registered
registered
open-end company for aasecurity
security of a
unit investment
investment trust or registered
registered face-amount
cerfificate company;
company;
face-amount certificate
(2) to
exchange of
th e securities
secur iti es of
ofregistered
registered
and (2)
to any
any type of offer
offer of
of exchange
of the
unit investment trusts or registered
face-amount certificate
registered face-amount
certificate companies
companies
for the securities of any other investment
investment company.
FUNCTIONS AND
AND ACTIVITIES
INVESTMENT COMPANIES
FUNCTIONS
ACIIVITIES OF INVESTMENT
COMPANIES
Unlawful activities.
Unlawfal

SEC.
(a) It
registered investment
SEC. 12. (a)
It shall be unlawful for any registered
investment
company, in
company,
in contravention
contravention of such rules and regulations
regulations or orders
orders as
as
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appropriate in the
the
may prescribe
prescribe as
as necessary
necessary or appropriate
Commission may
the commission
investorspublic
interest or
protection of investors—
the protection
for the
or for
public interest
(1) to
to purchase
purchase any
security on margin, except such short-term
any security
(1)
transactions;
credits as
clearance of transactions;
the clearance
necessary for the
as are
are necessary
credits
(2) to
participate on
joint and
and several
several basis in any
or a
a joint
joint or
a joint
on a
to participate
(2)
trading account
account in
in securities,
except in
in connection
connection with an undersecurities, except
trading
writing
such registered
registered company
participant; or
is aaparticipant;
company is
which such
in which
writing in
.(3)
to effect
short sale
sale of
of any
security, except
connection
except in connection
any security,
a short
effect a
(3) to
a
with an
underwriting in
such registered
registered company
company is a
which such
in which
an underwriting
with
participant.
participant.
company
(b) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any registered
registered open-end
company
Oesend
company asOpen-end
open-end company
unlawful for
distributor
of own
(b)
securities.
securities.
10
section
of
(other
than aacompany
company complying
complying with the provisions
other than
is the issuer, except
(d)
to act
act as
as a
adistributor
of securities
except
it is
which it
of which
securities of
distributor of
d)))to
through an
an underwriter,
contravention of such
such rules and
and regulain contravention
underwriter, in
through
tions as
as the
Commission may
may prescribe
as necessary
necessary or appropriate
appropriate in
prescribe as
the Commission
tions
the public
interest or
or for
the protection
protection of
investors.
of investors.
for the
public interest
the
Diversified comco-un(c)
It shall
company to
Diversified
to pany
diversified company
registered diversified
any registered
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
(c) It
engaged in
derwritings.
derwritings.
the
thereafter
make
any
commitment
as
underwriter,
if
immediately
thereafter
the
immediately
if
make any commitment as underwriter,
amount of
of its
outstanding underwriting
underwriting commitments,
commitments, plus
plus the value
its outstanding
amount
investment comof
its investments
in securities
securities of
issuers (other
(other than
comthan investment
of issuers
investments in
of its
panies) of
owns more
more than
of the
the outstanding
outstanding
centum of
per centum
10 per
than 10
it owns
which it
of which
panies)
voting securities,
securities, exceeds
exceeds 25
centum of
of the
the value
value of its total assets.
per centum
25 per
voting
Restrictions on puron purand chestricions
(d) It
shall be
unlawful for
any registered
investment company
company and
registered investment
for any
chase of securities.
be unlawful
It shall
(d)
investment
any
company
or
companies
controlled
by
such
registered
investment
registered
such
by
controlled
any company or companies
company to
to purchase
purchase or
or otherwise
enactment of
of this
the enactment
after the
acquire after
otherwise acquire
company
title
any
security
issued
by
or
any
other
interest
in
the
business
of—
ofbusiness
the
in
interest
other
any
or
by
title any security issued
Investment comcornInvestment
such registered
(1)
any other
company of
registered panies.
which such
of which
investment company
other investment
(1) any
investment
company
and
any
company
or
companies
controlled
controlled
companies
or
company
any
and
company
investment
by such
registered company
company shall
shall not
at the
of such
such purpurtime of
the time
not at
such registered
by
chase
or
acquisition
own
in
the
aggregate
at
least
25
per
centum
centum
per
25
least
at
aggregate
the
in
own
acquisition
chase or
of the
total outstanding
outstanding voting
stock, if
if such
registered investinvestsuch registered
voting stock,
the total
of
ment
company
and
any
company
or
companies
controlled
by it
it
by
controlled
companies
or
company
any
and
company
ment
own
the aggregate
or as
of such
acquisior acquisipurchase or
such purchase
result of
as aaresult
aggregate or
in the
own in
tion
own in
aggregate more
centum of
of the
per centum
5 per
than 5
more than
the aggregate
in the
will own
tion will
total
outstanding voting
stock of
such other
cominvestment comother investment
of such
voting stock
total outstanding
pany
of such
other investment
company is
is the
the
investment company
such other
policy of
the policy
if the
pany if
group
concentration
of
investments
in
a
particular
industry
or
industry
particular
a
in
concentration of investments
of industries,
centum of
of the
the total
total outstandoutstandper centum
3 per
than 3
more than
or more
industries, or
of
ing
voting
stock
of
such
other
investment
company
if
the
policy
policy
the
if
company
investment
ing voting stock of such other
of such
such other
is not
of
concentration of
the concentration
not the
company is
investment company
other investment
of
investments
in
a
particular
industry
or
group
of
industries,
industries
of
group
or
industry
particular
a
in
investments
except (A)
(A) aa security
security received
as a
a dividend
dividend or
or as
as a
result of
of
a result
received as
except
an
offer
of
exchange
approved
pursuant
to
section
11
or
of
a
a
of
or
11
section
to
pursuant
approved
an offer of exchange
plan of reorganization
any company
company (other
(other than
than a
a plan
plan
of any
of reorganization of
plan
devised for the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions),
provisions),
evading the
of evading
purpose of
devised for the purpose
or
(B)
a
security
purchased
with
the
proceeds
payments on
on
of payments
or (B) a security purchased with the proceeds of
periodic
payment
plan
certificates,
pursuant
to
the
terms
of
the
the
of
terms
the
to
pursuant
certificates,
plan
payment
periodic
trust
indenture under
under which
which such
are issued;
issued; or
or
certificates are
such certificates
Insurance comtrust indenture
(2)
any insurance
of which
such registered
registered investinvest- pIsurance
com panies.
which such
company of
insurance company
(2) any
ment
company and
and any
company or
or companies
companies controlled
controlled by
any company
ment company
such registered
company shall
time of
of such
such purchase
purchase
the time
at the
not at
shall not
registered company
such
or acquisition
in the
the aggregate
25 per
of
centum of
per centum
least 25
at least
aggregate at
own in
acquisition own
or
the total
total outstanding
stock, if
if such
such registered
registered company
company
voting stock,
outstanding voting
the
and
any company
or companies
controlled by
by it
it own in the
the
companies controlled
company or
and any
will own
aggreg
ate
or
as
a
result
of
such
purchase
or
acquisition
aggregate or as a result of such purchase or acquisition will own
in
more than
than 10
10 per
of the
the total
total outstandoutstandcentum of
per centum
aggregate more
the aggregate
in the
ing
voting
stock of
of such
insurance company,
security
except aa security
company, except
such insurance
stock
voting
ing
received as a dividend or as a
result
of a
plan
of reorganizareorganizaof
plan
a
of
result
a
as
or
received as a dividend(other than aplan devised for the purpose
tion of any company (other
than a plan devised for the purpose
tion of any company
of
evading the
provisions) ;or
or
foregoing provisions);
the foregoing
of evading

810
810
Brokers,
Brokers, etc.
etc.

Acquisition of cerAcquisition
tain securities
securities permitted.

Conditions.

Acquisition
Acquisition of facefaceamount certificate
certificate
company stock.
company
stock.

Provisos.
Aggregate cost, limiAggregate
tation.
tation.

Sale.

Acquisition of insurance company
company stock.
stock.
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(3) any person who
a broker, aa dealer,
(3)
who is a
dealer, is engaged
engaged in
in the
business of underwriting,
underwriting, or is either an investment
investment adviser
adviser of
of
an investment
investment company
company or an investment
investment adviser
adviser registered
registered
under title II
II of this Act, unless (A)
(A) such person is aa corporacorporaoutstanding securities of which (other
tion all the outstanding
(other than shortshortterm paper
paper,, securities representing
representing bank
loans and directors'
bank loans
directors'
shares) are, or after
qualifying shares)
after such acquisition will be, owned
owned
by one or more registered
registered investment
investment companies
(B) such
such
companies;•and (B)
person is primarily
primarily engaged
engaged in the business of underwriting
underwriting and
and
distributing securities
securities issued by other
other persons, selling securisecurities to customers, or any one or more of such or
activior related activities, and the gross income
income of such person
person normally is derived
derived
principally from such business or related activities.
principally
(e) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any provisions of this title,
title any
any registered
registered
investment company
investment
company may hereafter
hereafter purchase
otherwise acquire
purchase or
or otherwise
acquire
any security issued by any one corporation
corporation engaged
engaged or proposing
proposing to
to
underwriting, furnishing
engage in the business
business of underwriting,
furnishing capital
capital to indusindustry, financing promotional
promotional enterprises,
enterprises, purchasing
purchasing securities
securities of
of issuers
issuers
for which no ready market
market is
i
n existence,
reorganizing comis in
existence, and
and reorganizing
companies or similar activities;
activities; provided—
provided(1) That the securities
(1)
securities issued by such corporation
corporation (other
(other than
than
short-term
short-term paper and securities
securities representing
representing bank loans)
loans) shall
shall
consist
consist solely of one class
class of common stock
stock and shall have been
been
originally issued or sold for investment to registered
investment
registered investment
companies
companies only;
only;
(2) That the aggregate
aggregate cost of the securities
securities of such
such corporacorporation purchased
purchased by such
such registered
registered investment
company does
does not
not
investment company
exceed 55 per centum of the value of the total assets
assets of such
such
registered
registered company
company at the time of any purchase
purchase or acquisition
acquisition
of such securities;
securities; and
and
(3)
(3) That the aggregate
aggregate paid-in capital and
and surplus of such
such
corporation
corporation does not exceed
exceed $100,000,000.
$100,000,000.
For the purpose of paragraph
(b) any investment
paragraph (1) of section
section 55 (b)
investment
in any such corporation shall be deemed to be an investment in
in an
an
investment company.
company.
(f) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
registered
Act, any
any registered
face-amount
company may organize not more
face-amount certificate
certificate company
more than two
two
face-amount
companies and acquire
face-amount certificate
certificate companies
acquire and own all or any
any
thereof if such
part of the capital stock only thereof
such stock
stock is
acquired and
and
is acquired
held for investment: Provided,
Provided, That the aggregate
aggregate cost to such regsuch
istered company
company of all s
uch stock
st
ock so
acquired shall not
not exceed
exceed six
six
so acquired
times the amount
requirement proamount of the minimum
minimum capital stock requirement
vided in
in subdivision
subdivision (1) of subsection
subsection (a)
vided
(a) of section
section 28
28 for aa faceamount company-organized
organized on or after March 15, 1940: And provided further,
further, That the aggregate
aggregate cost to such registered
registered company
company
of all such capital stock issued by face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate companies
companies
organized
or otherwise
organized or
otherwise created
created under laws other than the laws of the
United States or any State thereof
thereof shall not exceed
exceed twice the amount
amount
requirement provided in subdivision
of the minimum capital stock requirement
subdivision
(1) of subsection (a) of section 28 for a
a company organized
organized on or
(1)
or
after March
contained in this subsection shall be
after
March 15, 1940. Nothing contained
deemed to
deemed
to prevent
prevent the sale of any such stock to any other person if
if
the original
original purchase
purchase was made by such registered
the
registered face-amount
face-amount
certificate
certificate company
company in good faith for investment
investment and not for resale.
(g) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
provisions of
of this
this section
section any
any registered
registered
the
provisions
investment
and any
investment company
company and
any company or companies
companies controlled by
such registered
registered company
purchase or otherwise acquire
company may
may purchase
acquire from
another
another investment
m.vestment company or any company or companies
companies controlled
such registered
registered company
10 per centum
trolled by
by such
company more
more than
than 10
centum of the
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insurance company
total outstanding
outstanding voting
company owned by
of any insurance
stock of
voting stock
total
any such
company or
acquire the securities of any
or companies, or may acquire
such company
any
determines that such
insurance company
company if the Commission by order determines
insurance
interest because
acquisition
because the financial
financial condition
condition
the public interest
is in the
acquisition is
improved as aaresult
of such
such insurance
result of such
such acquicompany will be improved
insurance company
of
sition or
any plan
contemplated as aa result thereof. This section
plan contemplated
or any
sition
a new insurance
shall not
not be
be deemed
deemed to
prohibit the promotion of a
to prohibit
shall
company or
or the
the acquisition
acquisition of the securities of any newly created
created
company
company, alone
investment company,
insurance
company by
registered investment
alone or
by aa registered
insurance company
with
other persons.
section shall in any
Nothing contained in this section
persons. Nothing
with other
insurance commisway
affect or
powers of any insurance
from the powers
derogate from
or derogate
way affect
sioner
or similar
or agency
the United
United States
States or any State,
agency of the
official or
similar official
sioner or
or
to affect
right under
insurance company
company to
any insurance
law of any
State law
under State
the right
affect the
or to
acquire
any other
insurance company
company or insurance
insurance
other insurance
of any
securities of
acquire securities
companies.
companies.

Promotion of
of new
new
Promotion
companies, etc.
companies,

Powers of insurance
insurance
Powers
commissioners not
commissioners
hereby
hereby affected.
affected.

CHANGES IN
INVESTMENT POLICY
POLICY
IN INVESTMENT
CHANGES

Restriction
on
Restriction on
S
EC. 13.
(a) No
investment company
company shall, unless author- changes
registered investment
No registered
13. (a)
SEC.
in investment
investment
policy.
policy.
securitiesvoting
ized by
the vote
majority of
securities—
outstanding
its outstanding
of its
a majority
of a
vote of
by the
ized
(1)
its subclassification
subclassification as
as defined
defined in
in section 55 (a)
(a) (1)
(1)
change its
(1) change
a diversified
and (2)
this title
title or
or its
its subclassification
subclassification from a
diversified
of this
(2) of
and
to
non-diversified company;
company;
to aa non-diversified
underwrite securities
(2)
borrow money,
issue senior
securities, underwrite
senior securities,
money, issue
(2) borrow
issued by
persons, purchase
purchase or
commodireal estate or commodisell real
or sell
other persons,
by other
issued
ties
or make
make loans
to .other
other persons,
persons, except
except in
each case
case in
in each
loans to
ties or
accordance
with the
of policy
policy contained
registraits registrain its
contained in
recitals of
the recitals
accordance with
tion
in respect
thereto;
respect thereto;
statement in
tion statement
(3)
from its
policy in
respect of
of
concentration of
of concentration
in respect
its policy
deviate from
(3) deviate
investments
industry or
or group of industries as
particular industry
any particular
in any
investments in
recited
deviate from
from any
any fundaor deviate
statement, or
registration statement,
its registration
in its
recited in
mental
its registration
registration statement
pursuant to
statement pursuant
in its
recited in
policy recited
mental policy
section 8
(b) (2)
or
(2);;or
8 (b)
section
(4) change
the nature
business so
to cease
cease to be an
as to
so as
its business
of its
nature of
change the
(4)
investment company.
company.
investment
Common-law trust.
trust.
Common-law
(b)
case of
common-law trust
described
Majority vote.
vote.
Majority
character described
the character
of the
trust of
of aa common-law
the case
In the
(b) In
in
approval by
holders of
of
by holders
written approval
either written
16, either
section 16,
of section
(b) of
subsection (b)
in subsection
of the
the outstanding
or the
the vote
interest or
beneficial interest
of beneficial
shares of
outstanding shares
majority of
aamajority
of
such outstanding
outstanding shares
in person
or by
proxy
by proxy
person or
cast in
shares cast
of such
majority of
of aamajority
at aa meeting
meeting called
for the
the purpose
purpose shall
the purposes
purposes of
of subsecsubsecfor the
shall for
called for
at
tion (a)
(a) be
be deemed
deemed the
equivalent
.
of the
the vote
vote of
of a
majority of
of the
the
a majority
of
the equivalent
tion
outstanding voting securities,
the provisions
of paragraph
paragraph (40)
(40)
provisions of
and the
outstanding voting securities, and
of
(a) as
majority shall
shall be
be applicable
to the
the vote
vote cast
cast
applicable to
to aa majority
as to
2 (a)
section 2
of section
at such
such a
ameeting.
meeting.
at

SIZE OF
OF INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT COMPANIES
COMPANIES
SIZE
SEC. 14.
No registered
investment company
company organized
organized after
after
registered investment
(a) No
14. (a)
SEC.
the date
of enactment
this title,
title, and
and no
no principal
underwriter for
principal underwriter
of this
enactment of
date of
the
such aa company,
company, shall
shall make
make a
public offering
offering of
of which
which
securities of
of securities
a public
such
such company
company is
issuer, unless-unless—
is the
the issuer,
such
(1
such company
least $100,000;
$100,000 ;
a net worth of at least
has a
company has
(1) such
(2 such
company has
previously made
public offering
offering of
of
made aa public
has previously
such company
(2)
its
and at
at the
the time
of such
offering had
had a
net worth
worth
a net
such offering
time of
securities, and
its securities,
of
$100,000; or
or
least $100,000;
of at
at least
(3)
in connection
connection with
with and
and as
condition
as aa condition
made in
is made
provision is
(3) provision
of
the
registration
of
such
securities
under
the
Securities
Act
Act
Securities
the
under
securities
such
of
of the registration
of
1933 which
which in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
Commission adequately
adequately
the Commission
of the
of 1933
insures
(A) that
after the
the effective
date of
of such
registration
such registration
effective date
that after
insures (A)
statement such
company will
will not
not issue
issue any
security or
any
receive any
or receive
any security
statement such company
proceeds of
of any
subscription for
for any
security until
until firm
firm agreeagreesecurity
any
subscription
any
proceeds

Restrictions.
Restrictions.

74.
48 Stat. 74.
15 U.
U. 6.
S. C. §1
I§ 77a77a16
77aa; Supp. V, §§§ 77a77a77aa;
775.
77x.
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Investigation
Investigation
report.
report.
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with such
such company
company by
by not
not more
more than
than
ments have been
been made
made with
twenty-five responsible
responsible persons
to purchase
purchase from
it securities
twenty-five
persons to
from it
securities to
to
aggregate net amount
amount which
plus the
the then
be issued by it for
for an
an aggregate
which plus
then
net
equal at
at least
$100,000;
net worth of the company,
company, if any,
any, will
will equal
least $100,000;
(B)
amount will
be paid
paid in
in to
such comcom(B) that
that said
said aggregate
aggregate net
net amount
will be
to such
pany
will be
be accepted
accepted
pany before
before any
any subscriptions
subscriptions for
for such
such securities
securities will
persons in
twenty-five; (C)
(C) that arrangearrangefrom any persons
in excess
excess of
of twenty-five;
ments will be made
made whereby
whereby any
any proceeds
proceeds so paid
paid in, as
as well
well
as any sales load, will be refunded
refunded to any subscriber
subscriber on demand
demand
without any deduction,
proceeds so
deduction, in
in the
the event
event that the net proceeds
so
received by the
company do not result
company having
having a
received
the company
result in the company
a
net worth of at least
$100,000 within ninety
ninety days
days after
least $100,000
after such
such
registration statement
becomes effective.
effective.
registration
statement becomes
At any time
time after the occurrence
occurrence of the event specified
clause (C)
(C)
specified in
in clause
of paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) of this subsection the Commission
Commission may
may issue
issue a
a
suspending the effectiveness
effectiveness of the registration
stop order suspending
registration statement
statement
under the Securities
suspend
of such securities under
Securities Act of 1933 and may suspend
revoke the registration
company under
under this title.
or revoke
registration of such company
(b) The Commission
authorized, at
such times
it deems
deems that
that
(b)
Commission is authorized,
at such
times as it
any substantial
substantial further
further increase
investment companies
increase in size of investment
companies
involving the protection of investors
creates any problem involving
investors or
or the public
interest, to make aa study and investigation
investigation of the effects of size on
on
the investment
investment policy of investment
investment companies and on
on security
security marmarcontrol of wealth
kets, on concentration
concentration of control
wealth and
and industry, and on companies in which investment
companies are interested,
investment companies
interested, and from time
to time to report the results of
and its
its
of its studies
studies and
and investigations
investigations and
recommendations
recommendations to the Congress.
INVESTMENT ADVISORY
ADVISORY AND
UNDERWRITING CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS
INVESTMENT
AND UNDERWRITING

Investment adviser.
Investment
adviser.
requireContract requiretnents.
ments.

SEC.
S
EC. 15. (a)
(a) After one year from the effective date
date of this title it
it
unlawful for any person to serve or act as investment
shall be unlawful
investment adviser
adviser
of a
a registered
registered investment
company, except
pursuant to a
a written
written
investment company,
except pursuant
contract, which contract, whether
whether with
company or
or
with such
such registered
registered company
with an investment
investment adviser
adviser of such registered
registered company,
company, unless
unless in
effect prior
prior to March
March 15, 1940,
1940, has been
been approved
approved by the vote of aa
majority
majority of the outstanding
outstanding voting securities
such registered
registered
securities of such
company andand—
(1)
(1) precisely describes all compensation
compensation to be paid
paid thereunder;
thereunder;
(2) shall continue in effect for aaperiod more than two years
(2)
date of its execution,
so long
long as
as such
from the date
execution, only so
such continuance
continuance
is specifically
specifically approved
approved at least annually
annually by the
the board of
of directors or by vote
vote of aamajority of the outstanding
outstanding voting securities
of such company;
company.;
(3) provides, in substance,
that it may
terminated at
at any
any
(3)
substance that
may be
be terminated
time, without the payment
payment of any penalty,
penalty, by the board
board of directors of such registered
registered company
company or by vote of a
majority of the
a majority
outstanding voting securities
outstanding
securities of such company on not more
more than
sixty days'
days written notice to the investment
investment adviser; and
and
(4) provides, in substance,
substance, for its automatic
automatic termination
termination in the
event of its assignment
assignment by the investment
investment adviser.
Principal under(b)
(b) After one year from the effective
effective date of this title,
titl e,it shall
shall be
be
writer.
Contract requireContract
require- unlawful for any principal underwriter
underwriter for aa registered
registered open-end
open-end
ments.
ments.
company
company to offer for .sale,
sale, sell, or deliver after
after sale any security
security of
of
which such company
a written concompany is the issuer,
issu er,except pursuant to a
tract with such company,
company, which contract, unless in effect
effect prior to
1940—
March 15, 1940-(1) shall continue
effect for aa period
(1)
continue in effect
period more than two years
years
from the date of its execution,
from
execution, only so long as such continuance
continuance
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is specifically approved
approved at least
least annually
annually by
of direcdirecby the board
board of
a majority
majority of the outstanding,
outstanding voting securities
tors or by vote of a
securities
of such company; and
and
(2)
(2) provides, in substance,
substance, for its automatic
automatic termination
termination in
the event of its assignment by such
underwriter.
such underwriter.
Additional
(c) In
In addition
Additional require
require(c)
addition to the requirements
requirements of subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and (b)
ments.
it shall be unlawful
unlawful for any registered
registered investment
investment company
it
company having
having
a board of directors to enter
a
perform any
any contract
enter into, renew
renew,: or
or perform
contract
agreement, written or oral, except
or agreement,
except a
awritten
written agreement
which was
was
agreement which
in effect prior to March 15, 1940, whereby
whereby aaperson
person undertakes
reguundertakes reguinvestment adviser
principal underlarly to serve or act as investment
adviser of or principal
writer for such company,
agreecompany, unless the terms of such
such contract or agreement
have been
been approved
approved (1)
(1) by
ment and any
any renewal
renewal thereof have
by aamajority
majority
of the directors who are not parties to
to such contract
contract or agreement
agreement
or affiliated persons
or (2)
(2) by
by the
vote of
of a
persons of
of any
any such
such party,
party, or
the vote
a
majority
majority of the outstanding
outstanding voting securities
of such
such company.
company.
securities of
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
(d) It
It shall
any person—
personContracts
In effect
Bflect
Contracts in
(1)
act as
adviser of
of a
aregistered
registered invest(1) to
to serve or act
as investment
investment adviser
invest- prior
Maur
prior to March
it,
15,
ment
contract which
which was
was in
in 1940.
ment company,
company, pursuant
pursuant to
to a
a written
written contract
1940.
Investment adviser.
adviser.
effect prior
to March
15, 1940
the date
effect
prior to
March 15,
1940,: after
after March
March 15,
15, 1945,
1945 or
or the
date Investment
of
termination provided
provided for
in such
such contract,
is the
the
of termination
for m
contract, whichever
whichever is
prior date, or after assignment
assignment thereof subsequent
subsequent to March
15,
March 15,
1940, by the person
person acting as
adviser thereunder;
thereunder; or
or
as investment
investment adviser
Principal
Principal under(2) as principal
(2)
principal underwriter
open-end investinvestunderwriter for aaregistered
registered open-end
writer.
writer.
ment company
company to
offer for
or deliver
deliver after
sale any
any
ment
to offer
for sale,
sale, sell,
sell, or
after sale
security of which such company
security
company is
pursuant to
to a
a
is the
the issuer,
issuer, pursuant
written contract
was in
to March
1940,
written
contract which
which was
in effect
effect prior
prior to
March 15,
15, 1940,
after March
15, 1945,
the date
date of
of termination
provided for
in
after
March 15,
1945, or
or the
termination provided
for in
such contract, whichever
such
prior date,
or after
after assignment
assignment
whichever is
is the
the prior
date, or
thereof
1940, by
person acting
acting as
as
thereof subsequent
subsequent to
to March
March 15,
15, 1940,
by the
the person
principal underwriter
underwriter thereunder:
principal
thereunder:
Prodao.
Pr"o.
Provided, however,
That the
the limitation
March 15,
15, 1945,
shall not
Provided,
however, That
limitation to
to March
1945, shall
not Exception.
Exception.
apply in
case if
if prior
prior to
to that
that date
contract is
renewed
apply
in either
either case
date such
such contract
is renewed
in such
that it
with the
of subsection
subsection
in
such form
form that
it complies
complies with
the requirements
requirements of
(a)
(b) of
of this
this section,
section, as
the case
be, and
and is
(a) or
or (b)
as the
case may
may be,
is approved
approved in
in
the
required by
by this
section in
in respect
the
the manner
manner required
this section
respect of
of aa contract
contract of
of the
same
character made
made after
after March
15, 1940.
same character
March 15,
1940.
Common-law
Common-law trust.
(e) In
In the
the case
of a
common-law trust
of the
the character
character described
described
(e)
case of
a common-law
trust of
Majority vote conMajority
construe.pt
in subsection
of section
either written
written approval
by holders
holders of
of strued.
in
subsection (b)
(b) of
section 16,
16, either
approval by
a
majority of
the outstanding
shares of
interest or
or the
the vote
vote
a majority
of the
outstanding shares
of beneficial
beneficial interest
of a
of such
such outstanding
outstanding shares
in person
person or
by proxy
proxy at
at
of
a majority
majority of
shares cast
cast in
or by
for the
of this
this section
section
aameeting
meeting called
called for
the purpose
purpose shall
shall for
for the
the purposes
purposes of
be
deemed the
equivalent of
of the
of a
amajority
majority of
of the
outstanding
be deemed
the equivalent
the vote
vote of
the outstanding
voting
provisions of
of section
section 2
2 (a)
(a)
voting securities,
securities, and
and the
the provisions
of paragraph
paragraph (40)
(40) of
shall be
applicable to
the vote
at such
such a
as to
to a
a majority
majority shall
be applicable
to the
vote cast
cast at
a meeting.
meeting.
Exemption.
Exemption.
(f)
contained in
this section
section shall
shall be
deemed to
or
be deemed
to require
require or
(f) Nothing
Nothing contained
in this
contemplate
action by
by an
board of
of any
comcontemplate any
any action
an advisory
advisory board
any registered
registered company
any of
of the
members of
of such
pany or
or 1337
by any
the members
such a
a board.
board.
CHANGES IN
IN BOARD
BOARD OF
DIRECTORS; PROVISIONS
RELATIVE TO
STRICT TRUSTS
TRUSTS
CHANGES
OF DIRECTORS;
PROVISIONS RELATIVE
TO STRICT

SEC. 16.
person shall
serve as
as a
director of
of a
a registered
registered
SEC.
16. (a)
(a) No
No person
shall serve
a director
investment company
that office
office by
by the
the holders
holders of
of the
the
investment
company unless
unless elected
elected to
to that
outstanding voting
such company,
company, at
annual or
or aa
outstanding
voting securities
securities of
of such
at an
an annual
special
called for
purpose; except
except that
that vacancies
vacancies
special meeting
meeting duly
duly called
for that
that purpose;
occurring between
such meetings
filled in
any otherwise
otherwise legal
legal
occurring
between such
meetings may
may be
be filled
in any
manner if
if immediately
after filling
filling any
any such
at least
twomanner
immediately after
such vacancy
vacancy at
least twothirds of
of the
directors then
holding office
office shall
have been
been elected
elected to
to
thirds
the directors
then holding
shall have
such office
office by
the holders
holders of
of the
outstanding voting
of the
the
such
by the
the outstanding
voting securities
securities of

Election,
Election, etc.,
etc., requirements.
quirements.

Vacancies.
Vacancies.
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company at such an annual or special meeting.
event that
that at
at
company
meeting. In the event
directors of such company holding
holding
majority of the directors
any time less than aamajority
office at that time were so elected by the holders of the outstanding
outstanding
office
board of directors
directors or proper officer of such comvoting securities,
securities, the board
i
forthwith cause
cause to be held as promptly
pany shall forthwith
promptly as possible and inn
sixty days a
such holders
holders for the purpose
purpose
any event within sixty
a meeting
meeting of such
of electing
electing directors
any existing
direcexisting vacancies
vacancies in the board
board of direcdirectors to fill any

order extend
torsunless
unlessthe
theCommiionon
Commission shall
shall by order
extend such
such period.

Exceptions.
Excep.
tors

Division
Disvision
classes.

into
into

The

subsection shall not apply
foregoing provisions
apply to members
members of
of
foregoing
provisions of this subsection
an advisory
advisory board.

registered investment
however, preclude
Nothing herein shall, however,
preclude a
a registered
investment.

company from dividing its directors
directors into classes if its charter, certificompany
cate of incorporation,
by-laws, trust indenture,
incorporation, articles of association,
association, by-laws,
or
instrument
or
under
other instrument
the law under
which it is organized,
organized, so proProviso.
vides and
and prescribes
prescribes the
the tenure of office of the several classes:
classes: ProProvides
Tenare.
Tenure.
vided, That no class shall be elected for aa shorter
vided,
shorter period
period than
than one
a longer period
term of office of
year or for a
period than five years
years and the term
of
at least one class shall expire each year.
Common-law
trust,
Common-law trust,
(b) The
The provisions
(b)
provisions of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
this section
section shall
shall not
not apply
apply
trustees.
trustees.
a common-law
to a
common-law trust existing on the date of enactment
enactment of this
title under an indenture
indenture of trust which does not provide for the
Disqualification.
Disqualification.
election of trustees
shareholders. No natural person
trustees by the shareholders.
person shall
serve as trustee of such a
investment
a trust, which is registered as an investment
record of not less than two-thirds
two-thirds of
of
company, after the holders of record
outstanding shares
shares of beneficial
the outstanding
beneficial interest
interest in such trust have
declared that he be removed
removed from that office
office either by declaration
declaration
declared
in writing filed
filed. with the custodian
custodian of the securities of the trust or
or
by votes cast in person or by proxy at a
a meeting called for the
the
purpose. Solicitation
deemed aasoliciSolicitation of such a
a declaration
declaration shall be deemed
tation of a
aproxy within the meaning of
of section
section 20
20 (a).
(a).
tation
Removal.
Removal.
The trustees of such aa trust shall promptly
promptly call a
a meeting of
of
shareholders
shareholders for the purpose of voting upon the question of removal
removal
of any such trustee
requested in writing
trustee or trustees
trustees when requested
writing so to do
by the record
holders of not less than 10 per centum
record holders
centum of the
outstanding shares.
outstanding
shares.
Call of
Call
of meeting.
meeting.

Mailing of material
to shareholders.

toMaig of mae

Whenever
Whenever ten or more
more shareholders
shareholders of record
record who have been
been such
such

application, and who
who
for at least six months preceding
preceding the date of application,
hold in the aggregate
aggregate either
either shares
shares having a
value of at
at
a net asset value
least
least $25,000 or at least 1
shares,
1 per centum
centurn of the outstanding
outstanding shares,
whichever
whichever is less, shall apply
apply to the trustees
trustees in writing, stating that
that
communicate with other shareholders
they wish to communicate
shareholders with a
a view
view to
obtaining
a request for aameeting
obtaining signatures to a
meeting pursuant to this subsection
accompanied by a
a form of communication
communication and
section (b) and accompanied
and
request
request which
which they wish to transmit, the
the trustees shall within five
application either—.
business days after receipt
receipt of such application
either1) afford to such applicants
applicants access to aalist of the names
names and
(1)
addresses of all shareholders
shareholders as
recorded on the
addresses
as recorded
the books
books of
of the
trust; or
or
(2) inform
(2)
inform such applicants
applicants as to the approximate
approximate number of
of
shareholders
shareholders of record,
record, and
and the approximate
approximate cost of mailing
mailing to
to
them the proposed communication
communication and form of request.
in paragraph
If
If the trustees elect to follow
follow the course specified in
paragraph (2)
(2)
of this subsection (b) the trustees, upon the written request
of such
such
request of
applicants, accompanied
accompanied by aatender
tender of the material to be mailed
and
mailed and
reasonable expenses of mailing, shall, with
of the reasonable
reasonable promptpromptwith reasonable
ness, mail such material
material to all shareholders
shareholders of record
their
record at their
addresses
addresses as recorded
recorded on the books, unless within five business days
after such tender the trustees
trustees shall mail to such applicants
applicants and file
together with a
a copy
copy of the material
material to be
with the Commission,
Commission, together
be
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mailed,
mailed, aa written
written statement signed by at least aa majority
majority of the
trustees
to the
the effect
that in their
their opinion
opinion either
either such material
trustees to
effect that
material contains untrue statements
statements of fact
fact or omits to state
state facts necessary
necessary to
to
make the
the statements
statements contained
make
contained therein not misleading,
misleading, or would be in
in
violation of applicable law, and specifying
specifying the basis of such opinion.
opinion.
After
opportunity for hearing upon the objections specified
After opportunity
specified in the
the
written
written statement so filed, the Commission may,
if demanded
by
may, and
and if
demanded by
the trustees or by such applicants
applicants shall, enter an order either
either sussustaining one or more of such objections or refusing
refusing to sustain any of
of
If the Commission shall enter
them. If
enter an order refusing to sustain
sustain
any of such objections, or if,
if, after the
the entry of an order
order sustaining
sustaining
one or more of such objections, the
find, after
the Commission
Commission shall
shall find,
after
notice and opportunity
opportunity for hearing, that all objections
objections so sustained
sustained
have been met, and shall enter
enter an order so declaring, the
the trustees
shall mail copies of such material to all shareholders
shareholders with reasonable
reasonable
promptness
promptness after the entry of such order and the
renewal of
such
the renewal
of such
tender.
tender.

815
815

Entry of order by
by
Commission.

TRANSACTIONS OF
OF CERTAIN
AFFILIATED PERSONS
PERSONS AND
TRANSACTIONS
CERTAIN AFFILIATED
UNDERWRITERS
AND UNDERWRITERS

SEC.
It shall be unlawful for any affiliated
SEC. 17. (a) .It
affiliated person or promoter of or principal underwriter
underwriter for a
registered investment
investment coma registered
pany (other than aa company
company of the
the character
character described
described in
in section
section
12 (d)
(d) (3)
(3) (A) and (B)), or any affiliated
affiliated person of such
such aaperson,
promoter, or principal underwriter,
underwriter, acting as principal—
principal(1)
security or other
(1) knowingly to sell any security
other property
property to such
such
registered company
registered
company controlled
by such
such regisregiscompany or to any company
controlled by
tered company, unless such sale involves
involves solely
solely (A) securities
securities of
which the buyer is the issuer, (B)
(B) securities
securities of which the seller
seller
is the issuer and which are part of aa general
general offering
offering to the
holders of a
securities deposited
a class of its securities, or (C)
(C) securities
deposited
with the trustee of a
aunit investment
investment trust or periodic
periodic payment
payment
plan by the depositor thereof;
thereof;
(2)
knowingly to purchase
purchase from such registered
registered company, or
or
(2) knowingly
from any company
company controlled
registered company,
any
controlled by such
such registered
company, any
security or other property
property (except securities of which the seller
seller
issuer) ;or
is the issuer);
(3) to borrow money or other property from such registered
registered
(3)
company or from any company
company controlled
controlled by such registered
company
registered
company (unless the
borrower is
lender) except
except
company
the borrower
is controlled
controlled by the
the lender)
(b).
as permitted
permitted in
in section
section 21
21 (b).
(b)
(a), any
file witl
with
(b) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding subsection
subsection (a),
any person
person may
may file
the
application for
for an
an order
order exempting
proposed
the Commission
Commission an application
exempting aa proposed
transaction of
of the
from one
one or
more provisions
provisions of
transaction
the applicant
applicant from
or more
of that
that
subsection. The
Commission shall grant such application
application and issue
subsection.
The Commission
exemption if evidence establishes
such order of exemption
establishes that—
that(1) the
including the
the concon(1)
the terms of
of the
the proposed transaction,
transaction, including
sideration
received, are
and fair
fair and
and
sideration to
to be
be paid or
or received,
are reasonable
reasonable and
overreaching on
the part
part of
of any
any person
person
do not involve overreaching
on the
concerned;
concerned;
(2) the proposed
proposed transaction
transaction is consistent
consistent with
policy of
(2)
with the
the policy
of
each registered investment
investment company
recited in
in
company concerned,
concerned, as
as recited
its
statement and
and reports
reports filed
title; and
its registration statement
filed under
under this
this title;
and
(3) the
proposed transaction
is consistent
consistent with
with the
the general
general
(3)
the proposed
transaction is
purposes of this title.
purposes
(c) Notwithstanding
(a), a
person may,
may, in
in the
ordinary
(c)
Notwithstanding subsection
subsection (a),
a person
the ordinary
course
sell to
or purchase
any company
company merchanmerchancourse of
of business,
business, sell
to or
purchase from
from any
dise
any person
dise or may enter
enter into aa lessor-lessee
lessor-lessee relationship
relationship with
with any
person
and furnish the services incident
incident thereto.

Unlawful
Unlawful
tions.

transactransac-

Exemption, if tran.
trans.
Exemption,
action fair, etc.
action

Transactions alTransactions
lowed.
lowed.
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Joint transaction
transaction
contravening rules,
rules,
contravening
etc.

Agent.
Compensation
striction.

re-

Broker.
Commission,
restriction.

etc.
etc..$

Custody of securities, etc.
etc.
ties,

48 Stat. 882.
15
U. S. C.. 78c
15 U.S.
78c (1).
(1).

Earmarking, etc.,
etc., of
securities.
securities.
Inspections.
Inspections.

Custodian, restricrestricCustodian,
tion.

Bonding of certain
personnel.
personnel.
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(d)
unlawful for
for any
any affiliated
affiliated person
person of
of or
or principal
principal
(d) It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
underwriter
for a
registered investment
investment company
company (other
(other than
than a
acomcomunderwriter for
a registered
pany
the character
described in
in section
(3) (A)
and (B)
),
pany of
of the
character described
section 12
12 (d)
(d) (3)
(A) and
(B)),
or
person of
such a
a person
person or
or principal
underwriter,
or any
any affiliated
affiliated person
of such
principal underwriter,
acting as
as principal
principal to
to effect
effect any
any transaction
transaction in
which such
such registered
registered
acting
in which
company,
company controlled
by such
such registered
registered company,
company, is
is a
company, or
or aacompany
controlled by
a
participant with
with such
person, principal
principal
joint or
or a
a joint and
and several
several participant
such person,
underwriter, or
of such
such rules
rules and
underwriter,
or affiliated
affiliated person,
person, in
in contravention
contravention of
and
regulations
prescribe for
purpose of
of limitlimitregulations as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe
for the
the purpose
ing
or preventing
participation by
by such
such registered
controlled comcoming or
preventing participation
registered or
or controlled
pany
advantageous than that of such
such
pany on a
a basis
basis different from
from or
or less
less advantageous
other participant.
participant. Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
in this
subsection shall
shall be
other
this subsection
be
deemed
preclude any affiliated
affiliated person from acting
acting as
as manager
manager of
of
deemed to
to preclude
any
other group
group in
in which
which such
registered
any underwriting
underwriting syndicate
syndicate or
or other
such registered
company is a
and receiving
receiving compensation
compensation
or controlled
controlled company
a participant
participant and
therefor.
(e)
It shall be unlawful
affiliated person of a
registered
(e) It
unlawful for any affiliated
a registered
investment company, or any affiliated
affiliated person of such person—
investment
person(1)
compensation
(1) acting as agent, to accept from any
any source any compensation
(other than a
registered coma regular salary or wages from such registered
pany) for
the purchase
purchase or
property to
such
sale of
of any property
to or for such
pany)
for the
or sale
registered company
company or any controlled
controlled company
company thereof, except in
in
registered
course of such person's business as an underwriter
broker;
the course
underwriter or broker;
or
or
(2)
securities
(2) acting as broker, in
in connection
connection with the sale of securities
to or by such
such registered
registered company or any controlled company
company
receive from any
source a
a commission, fee,
fee, or
thereof, to receive
any source
or other
other
remuneration
remuneration for effecting
effecting such transaction
(A)
transaction which exceeds (A)
customary broker's
broker's commission
commission if the sale is effected
effected
the usual and customary
on a
a securities exchange,
exchange, or (B)
(B) 2
2per centum
centum of the sales price
price if
if
the sale is effected
effected in connection
secondary distribution of
connection with aasecondary
of
securities, or (C)
(C) 1
centum of the purchase
purch ase or
sale price
such securities,
1 per centum
or sale
of such securities
effected unless the Comsecurities if the sale is otherwise effected
mission shall, by rules
rules and regulations
regulations or order in the public
interest and consistent
consistent with the protection
protection of investors, permit
permit aa
larger commission.
commission.
(f) Every
registered management
Every registered
management company shall place
place and maintain its securities and similar investments
investments in the custody
custody of (1) a
a
bank having
having the qualifications
qualifications prescribed
paragraph (1) of
of secsecprescribed in paragraph
tion 26 (a)
(a) for the trustees of unit
investment trusts; or
comunit investment
or (2)
(2) aa company which is a
amember
member of a
securities exchange
exchange as
as defined
a national securities
defined
in the Securities Exchange
Exchange Act of 1934, subject to such rules and
and
Commission may
regulations as the Commission
may from time to time prescribe
for
prescribe for
investors, or (3)
the protection
protection of investors'
(3) such registered
registered c
om pany, b
ut
company,
but
only m
in accordance
accordance with such rules and regulations or orders as the
the
Commission
Commission may from time to time prescribe
of
prescribe for the protection of
regulations, and orders of the Commission under
investors. Rules, regulations,
under
this subsection,
subsection, among other things, may make appropriate
appropriate provision
provision
with respect to such matters as the earmarking, segregation,
segregation, and
and
hypothecation
investments, and
an d ma
prov id e
hypothecation of such securities
securities and
and investments,
mayy provide
other insp
ec ti ons by
by any
any or
or a
ll of
of the
the
for or
or require
require periodic
periodic or
or other
inspections
all
following: Independent
public accountants,
es and
an d agents
agen t
s of
of
following:
Independent public
accountants, employe
employees
the Commission, and such oth
other
er persons
persons as the Commission
Commi ss ion may
ma y
member which trades in securities for its own
designate. No such member
own
account may act as custodian
accordance with rules and
custodian except in accordance
and
prescribed by the Commission
regulations prescribed
Commission for the protection
protection of
of
investors.
(g)
Commission is authorized
authorized to require
require by rules and
(g) The Commission
and regulations or orders for the protection
protection of investors that any
any officer
officer and
and
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investment company who may
management investment
employee of
registered management
of aa registered
employee
securities or funds
jointly with
with others,
funds of
of
have access to securities
others, have
or jointly
singly, or
any
either directly
directly or
through authority
authority to draw
or through
company, either
registered company,
any registered
upon such
or to
direct generally
disposition of such securigenerally the disposition
to direct
funds or
such funds
upon
ties, be
company against
against
insurance company
fidelity insurance
reputable fidelity
by aa reputable
bonded by
be bonded
ties,
larceny and
in such reasonable
reasonable minimum amounts as
embezzlement in
and embezzlement
larceny
the Commission
Commission may prescribe.
the
(h) After
from the
effective date of this title, neither
neither
the effective
year from
one year
After one
(h)
the charter,
charter, certificate
certificate of
articles of association,
association, indenof incorporation,
incorporation, articles
the
ture
of trust,
company,
investment company,
registered investment
of any
any registered
by-laws of
the by-laws
nor the
trust, nor
ture of
a company
nor
other instrument
instrument pursuant
pursuant to which
which such a
company is
any other
nor any
organized or
or administered,
administered, shall contain
contain any provision
provision which proproorganized
company
tects
or purports
to protect
protect any director
director or officer
officer of such company
purports to
tects or
against any
any liability
liability to
the company
company or to its security holders to
to
to the
against
which
would otherwise
subject by reason
reason of willful misfeasance,
misfeasance,
be subject
otherwise be
he would
which he
involved
bad
negligence or
disregard of the duties involved
or reckless
reckless disregard
gross negligence
faith, gross
bad faith,
conduct of his office.
in the conduct
effective date
In the
any such
such instrument
instrument does not at the effective
that any
event that
the event
In
of
comply with
requirements of this subsection
subsection (h) and
and
the requirements
with the
Act comply
this Act
of this
is not
not amended
amended to
to comply
expiration of said
the expiration
to the
prior to
therewith prior
comply therewith
is
one year,
such company
company may
registered
continue to be aaregistered
nevertheless continue
may nevertheless
year, such
one
deemed to violate this subsecinvestment
subseccompany and shall not be deemed
investment company
tion
if prior
director or officer
officer shall
shall
such director
each such
date each
expiration date
said expiration
to said
prior to
tion if
have
writing of any protective
protective
in writing
a waiver
waiver in
Commission a
the Commission
with the
filed with
have filed
comply
provision of
the instrument
instrument to the extent
extent that
that it
it does
does not comply
of the
provision
with
this subsection,
subsection, and
and each such
such person
person subsequently
subsequently elected
elected or
or
with this
waiver.
office file aa similar
appointed shall before assuming
assuming office
similar waiver.
appointed
(i) After
After one
the effective
date of
contract
this title no contract
of this
effective date
from the
year from
one year
(i)
or
person undertakes
investment
undertakes to act as investment
any person
which any
under which
agreement under
or agreement
investment coma registered
adviser
registered investment
underwriter for, a
principal underwriter
or principal
of, or
adviser of,
to
pany
protects or purports its
to
which protects
provision which
any provision
contain any
shall contain
pany shall
company or
liability to
any liability
protect
security such person against any
to such
such company
or its
security holders
holders to
to which
which he
would otherwise
otherwise be
be subject
reason
subject by reason
he would
security
negligence, in the perof willful
faith, or
or gross negligence,
bad faith,
misfeasance, bad
willful misfeasance,
of
formance of
his duties,
duties, or
or by
by reason
disregard of
of his
reckless disregard
his reckless
of his
reason of
of his
formance
agreement.
obligations and
duties under
under such contract or agreement.
and duties
obligations
In
event that
that any
any such
does not
the
not at the
agreement does
or agreement
contract or
such contract
the event
In the
subthis
of
requirements
the
with
comply
Act
this
effective date
date of
requirements of this subof
effective
section
(i) and
is not
comply therewith
prior to the
therewith prior
to comply
amended to
not amended
and is
section (i)
expiration
of
said
one
year,
this
subsection
shall
not
be
to
deemed to
be
not
shall
subsection
this
year,
one
said
of
expiration
have been
been violated
violated if
to said
said expiration
expiration date
date each
each such
such investinvestprior to
if prior
have
ment
adviser or
principal underwriter
underwriter shall
the ColmComhave filed with the
shall have
or principal
ment adviser
mission
waiver in
provision of the
protective provision
of any protective
writing of
in writing
a waiver
mission a
it does not comply
contract
or agreement
agreement to
the extent
comply with this
extent that it
to the
contract or
subsection.
subsection.
CAPITAL

Exemption.
Exemption.

of investLiability of
etc., for
ment advisers, etc.,
willful
willful misfeasance.
misfeasance.

Exemption.
Exemption.

STRUC1 ULM
STRUCTURE

SEo.
18. (a)
It shall
closed-end
registered closed-end
any registered
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
shall be
(a) It
SEC. 18.
company
to
issue
any
class
of
senior
security,
or
such
or to sell any such
security,
senior
of
class
any
company to issue
security
which it
the issuer,
issuer, unless—
unlessis the
it is
of which
security of
represents an indebted(1) if
class of
of senior
senior security
security represents
such class
if such
(1)
ness—
ness-(A) immediately
immediately after
such issuance
issuance or
it will
will have
sale, it
or sale,
after such
(A)
an
asset
coverage
of
at
least
300
per
centum;
centum;
per
300
least
an asset coverage of at
(B)
the declaration
declaration of
any
of any
prohibit the
to prohibit
made to
is made
provision is
(B) provision
dividend
(except
a
dividend
payable
in
stock
of
the
issuer),
issuer),
the
of
stock
in
payable
dividend (except a dividend
or
of any
any other
other distribution,
distribution, upon
class
upon any class
declaration of
the declaration
or the
of
stock of
of such
investment company,
company, or
or the
such investment
capital stock
the capital
of the
purchase
of any
any such
capital stock,
stock, unless,
such
every such
in every
unless, in
such capital
purchase of
193470 0-41 — PT.
I--521-52
193470o-41-PT.

Liability of
of directors, etc.,
etc., for willful
willful
misfeasance.
misfeasance.

Closed-end
c
om companies.
Restriction
Restriction on issuance, etc.,
etc., of senior
senior
securit ies.
securities.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
If security
security reprerepresents an indebtedness.
indebtedness.
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the time
of the
case, such
such class
class of
of senior
senior securities
securities has
has at
at the
time of
the
declaration of any
or distribution
or at
at the
the
declaration
any such
such dividend
dividend or
distribution or
time of any
purchase an
coverage of
least 300
300
any such purchase
an asset
asset coverage
of at
at least
deducting the
amount of
of such
dividend,
per centum after deducting
the amount
such dividend,
distribution, or
purchase price,
price, as
as the
the case
case may
may be,
be, except
except
distribution,
or purchase
declared upon
any preferred
preferred stock
stock
that dividends may
may be declared
upon any
senior security representing
an
if such senior
representing indebtedness
indebtedness has
has an
asset coverage of at least
centum at
of
least 200 per centum
at the
the tune
time of
declaration
the amount
of such
declaration thereof
thereof after deducting
deducting the
amount of
such
dividend; and
dividend;
and
(C) provision
provision is
is made
made either—
either(i) that, if
business day
day of
of each
each of
twelve
(i)
if on
on the
the last
last business
of twelve
consecutive calendar months such
consecutive
such class
class of
of senior
senior securisecuricoverage of
less .than
than 100
100 per
ties shall have an
an asset
asset coverage
of less
per
centum, the holders of such securities
securities voting
voting as
as aa class
class
shall be entitled
entitled to elect at least
least a
a majority
majority of
of the
the memmembers of the board of directors
such registered
comdirectors of
of such
registered company, such voting right to continue
such class
of
continue until
until such
class of
senior security shall have an
an asset
asset coverage
coverage of
of 110
110 per
per
centum or more on the last
last business
business day
day of
of each
of
each of
calendar months,
or
three consecutive calendar
months, or
(ii)
(ii) that, if on the last business day of each of twentytwentyfour consecutive
consecutive calendar months such class
senior
class of senior
securities
securities shall have an asset coverage
less than
than 100
100
coverage of
of less
per centum, an event of default
default shall be deemed to have
have
occurred;
occurred;
(2)
(2) if such class of
of senior
senior security
security is
is aastock—
stock(A) immediately after such issuance or sale
(A)
sale it
it will
have
will have
coverage of at least
200 per
centum;
an asset coverage
least 200
per centum;
(B) provision is made to prohibit
prohibit the
the declaration
any
declaration of
of any
dividend
dividend (except aa dividend payable in common stock
stock of
of
the issuer),
issuer), or the declaration
declaration of any other
other distribution,
distribution,
upon the common
common stock of such investment
investment company, or
the purchase of any such
stock, unless
unless in
in every
such common
common stock,
every
such case such class of senior security has at the
the time
time of
of
the declaration
declaration of any
at
any such
such dividend
dividend or
or distribution
distribution or
or at
the time of any such purchase
purchase an asset coverage
coverage of
of at
least
at least
200 per centum after deducting
deducting the amount
of such
diviamount of
such divipurchase price, as
dend, distribution or purchase
be;
as the
the case may be;
(C)
to entitle
entitle the
the holders
hold ers o
suc h
(C) provision is made
made to
off such
senior securities, voting as
at least
direcas aaclass,
class, to
to elect
elect at
least two
two directors at all times, and, subject to the prior rights,
any, of
rights, if any,
of
the holders
holders of any other class of senior
senior securities outstandoutstanding, to elect a
a majority of the directors
directors if at any time
time dividividends on such class of securities shall be unpaid in an
an
amount equal to two full years' dividends on such securities,
and to continue to be so represented
represented until all dividends in
in
arrears
arrears shall have been paid or otherwise provided
for;
provided for;
(D) provision is made requiring approval by the vote of
of
aa majority of such securities,
securities, voting
cl
ass ,o
any plan
pl
an
voting as aa class,
offany
of reorganization
adversely affe
cti ng suc
secur i
ti
es or
of
reorganization adversely
affecting
suchh securities
or of
any action requiring aavote of security holders as in
in section
section
13 (a)
(a) provided; and
and
(E) such
over
(E)
such class
class of
of stock
stock shall have complete
complete priority over
any
. other class as to distribution
distribution o
t
s an
d payment
of
offasse
assets
and
payment of
dividends, which dividends shall be cumulative.
cumulative.
(b) The asset coverage
coverage in
security provided
in respect
respect of
of aa senior
senior security
provided
for m
in subsection (a)
(a) may be determined
determined on the
the basis of
of values
values calcalculated as
as of
forty-eight hours (not including
culated
of a
atime within forty-eight
including Sundays
Sundays
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or holidays) next preceding
preceding the time of such determination.
determination. The
time of issue or sale shall, in the case of an offering
offering of such securities
securities
to existing
existing stockholders
stockholders of the
the issuer, be deemed to be the first
first date
such offering
.
is
made, and
and in
other cases
cases s
hall b
on which
which such
is made,
in all
all other
shall
bee
deemed
a firm commitment
commitment to issue or sell
deemed to be the time as of which a
and to take or purchase
purchase such securities
securities shall be made.
(a) it
(c) Notwithstanding
(c)
Notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of subsection
subsection (a)
it shall be

819
819

Limitation on
on
Limitation

issuance of designated
ated
unlawful
unlawful for any registered
registered closed-end
closed-end investment
investment company
company to issue securities.
securities.
or sell any senior security representing
representing indebtedness
indebtedness if
if immediately
immediately
outstanding more than one class of
thereafter such company will have outstanding
of
senior security
representing indebtedness,
security representing
indebtedness, or to issue or sell any
if immediately
immediately thereafter
senior security
security which is a
a stock
stock if
thereafter such company will
will have
have outstanding
more than
one class
of senior
senior security
security
pany
outstanding more
than one
class of
which is aa stock,
stock, except
except that
that (1)
(1) any such class
class of indebtedness
indebtedness or
or
Proviso.
,oferent
stock may be issued in one or more series:
series: Provided
Provided, That
That no such
No preferential
ial
series.
seies.
any
other
series
priority
preference
shall
have
a
series
.
have
a
preference
or
priority
over
any
series
upon
series
the distribution
assets of such
registered closed-end
closed-end company
distribution of the assets
such registered
company
respect of
payment of
interest or
dividends, and
and (2)
(2) promispromisor in respect
of the
the payment
of interest
or dividends,
other evidences
evidences of
indebtedness issued in consideration
sory notes
notes or other
of indebtedness
consideration
of any
any loan,
or renewal
thereof, made
made by
by a
or other
of
loan, extension,
extension, or
renewal thereof,
a bank
bank or
other
person and
arranged, and
to be
be publicly
publicly disdisperson
and privately
privately arranged,
and not
not intended
intended to
shall not
not be
be deemed
to be
be aaseparate
separate class
tributed,
deemed to
class of senior
senior securities
securities
tributed, shall
of this subsection
(c).
representing indebtedness
indebtedness within the meaning
meaning of
subsection (c).
representing
Issuance of
of was
warrant
ant
Issuance
company
management company
for any
any registered
It shall
shall be
(d)
(d) It
be unlawful
unlawful for
registered management
to purchase, etc., sewarrant or right to subscribe
to
subscribe to or purchase
purchase aa security
security curity.
to issue any warrant
curity.
warrants
such company
company is the issuer, except in the form of warrants
of which
which such
and
expiring not later than one hundred
hundred and
or rights to subscribe expiring
twenty days
days after
and issued
issued exclusively
exclusively and
and ratably
ratably
their issuance
issuance and
after their
twenty
company's security
security holders; except that
that
or classes of such company's
to a
a class or
any
issued in
in exchange
outstanding warrants
warrants
for outstanding
be issued
exchange for
warrant may
may be
any warrant
reorganization.
plan of
of reorganization.
connection with a
aplan
in connection
Nonapplication of
of
Nonapplication
(e) The
section 18
18 shall not apply to any senior provisions.
of this section
The provisions of
(e)
p ro v
s
securities
issued or
or sold by
closed-end companycompany—
registered closed-end
by any
any registered
securities issued
Contracts prior to
(1)
pursuant to any
contract to purchase
purchase or
or sell
sell entered M:achts
(1) pursuant
any firm
firm contract
March 15,p94ri0r
1940.
into
March 15,
15, 1940;
1940;
to March
prior to
into prior
Refunding.
(2) for
the purpose
refunding through
payment, purchase,
purchase,
Re'unding.
through payment,
of refunding
purpose of
for the
(2)
redemption, retirement,
exchange, any
such
security of such
senior security
any senior
or exchange,
retirement, or
redemption,
security
registered
investment company
no senior
senior security
that no
except that
company except
registered investment
representing indebtedness
indebtedness shall
be so
so issued
issued or sold for the purshall be
representing
pose of
senior security
security which
is a
astock;
or
stock; or
which is
any senior
of refunding
refunding any
pose
Reorganization.
W
(3) pursuant
pursuant to
to any
plan of
of reorganization
(other than
than for teorganiz"
reorganization (other
any plan
(3)
refunding
as
referred
to
in
subsection
(e)
(2)
),
provided—
provided(2))
(e)
in
subsection
to
referred
as
refunding
(A)
that such
such senior
securities are
are issued
sold for
for the
the
or sold
issued or
senior securities
(A) that
purpose
substituting or
or exchanging
such senior securities
exchanging such
of substituting
purpose of
for
outstanding senior
securities, and
and if
if such
such senior
securisenior securisenior securities,
for outstanding
ties represent
represent indebtedness
are issued
issued or
or sold
sold for
for the
the
they are
indebtedness they
ties
purpose of
of substituting
such senior
securities
senior securities
exchanging such
substituting or exchanging
purpose
for outstanding
outstanding senior
representing indebtedness,
indebtedness,
securities representing
senior securities
for
of any
investment company
is aa party
party to
to
which is
company which
any registered
registered investment
of
such plan
or
reorganization; or
of reorganization;
plan of
such
(B)
the total
total amount
of such
such senior
senior securities
securities so
so
amount of
(B) that
that the
issued or
or sold
sold pursuant
pursuant to
to such
plan does
does not
not exceed
exceed the
the
such plan
issued
total
amount of
securities of
of all
all the
which
the companies
companies which
senior securities
of senior
total amount
are parties
to such
and the
total amount
amount of
of senior
senior
the total
plan, and
such plan,
parties to
are
securities representing
representing indebtedness
indebtedness so
sold pursupursuor sold
so issued
issued or
securities
ant to
such plan
does not
exceed the
the total
total amount
amount of
of senior
senior
not exceed
plan does
ant
to such
securities
representing indebtedness
indebtedness of
all such
companies,
such companies,
of all
securities representing
or,
alternatively, the
the total
amount of
of such
such senior
securities
senior securities
total amount
or, alternatively,
so
issued or
sold pursuant
pursuant to
to such
does not
not have
have the
the
such plan
plan does
or sold
so issued
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sale of
of
Issuance or sale
senior securities by
open-end companies.
open-end
companies.
Provisos.
Asset coverage
coverage
borrowings.
borrowings.

of

Exclusion of certain
certain
preferred, etc., stock.
stock.

Proviso.
Pro/iso.
Outstanding classes
Outstanding
of stock.
stock.

"Senior security"
security"
"Senior
and
"senior security
security
and "senior
representing
representing indebtedness"
edness" defined
defined

Exclusions.
Exclusions.

Temporary loans.

"Asset
"Asset coverage."
coverage."
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increasing the
ratio of
securities representing
effect of
of increasing
the ratio
of senior
senior securities
representing
indebtedness to
securities representing
representing stock
indebtedness
to the
the securities
stock or the
the.ratio
ratio
of
representing stock
stock to
to securities
securities Junior
of senior
senior securities
securities representing
junior
existed
thereto when
when compared
compared with
with such
such ratios as they existed
before such reorganization.
reorganization.
(f)
(1) It
be unlawful
unlawful for
any registered
registered open-end
open-end comcomfor any
(f) (1)
It shall
shall be
pany to issue any class of senior security or to sell any senior
senior
security of which it is the issuer, except that any
registered comsecurity
any such
such registered
company
shall be
to borrow
borrow from
from any
any bank:
bank: Provided,
Provided, That
pany shall
be permitted
permitted to
That
i
immediately
borrowing there
san
an asset
immediately after
after any
any such borrowing
there is
asset coverage
coverage of
of
registered comat least
least 300 per centum
centum for all
all borrowings
borrowings of such registered
company: And
And provided
further, That
the event
event that
such asset
asset
pany:
provided further,
That in
in the
that such
coverage
registered
coverage shall at any time fall below
below 300
300 per centum such registered
company shall,
within three
days thereafter
company
shall, within
three days
thereafter (not
(not including
including Sundays
Sundays
and
Commission may
and holidays)
holidays) or such longer
longer period as the Commission
may prepreborrowings
scribe by
by rules
rules and
and regulations,
regulations, reduce the amount
amount of its
its borrowings
coverage of such borrowings
borrowings shall
to an extent
extent that the asset coverage
shall be
least 300
300 per
per centum.
at least
(2)
"Senior security"
security" shall not, in the case of a
a registered open(2) "Senior
end
company include
end company
include a
a class
class or classes
classes or
or aa number of series
series of
preferred or
preferred over
other
preferred
or special stock each of
of which
which is
is preferred
over all
all other
classes or series in
respect of
specifically allocated
classes
in respect
of assets specifically
allocated to
to that
that class
class
or
company has
outstanding no
or series: Provided,
Provided, (A)
(A) That such
such company
has outstanding
no
class
preferred over all other
classes
class or series
series of
of stock
stock which is
is not
not so preferred
other classes
issuer's
or series; or (B) that the only other outstanding class of the issuer's
stock consists of a
a common stock upon
upon which
which no dividend
dividend (other
(other than
than
a
a liquidating dividend) is permitted to be paid and which in the
aggregate
represents not more than
1 per
per centum of the
than one-half of 1
aggregate represents
issuer'ss outstanding voting securities.
issuer
otherwise provided:
provided: "Senior security"
(g) Unless
Unless otherwise
security" means
means any
any
bond, debenture,
debenture, note, or similar obligation or instrument
instrument constituting a
a security and evidencing
evidencing indebtedness, and any stock of a
a class
having priority over any other class as to distribution of assets or
or
payment
dividends; and
indebtedpayment of
of dividends;
and "senior
"senior security
security representing
representing indebtedness" means any senior security
security other
other than stock.
The term "senior
"senior security", when used
subparagraphs (B)
(B) and
used in
in subparagraphs
(C) of
of subsection
not include
any
(C)
of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
subsection (a),
(a), shall
shall not
include any
promissory note or other evidence
evidence of indebtedness issued
issued in
in conconsideration of any loan, extension
extension, or renewal thereof,
made by
by a
thereof, made
a
bank or other person and privately arranged, and not intended to
be publicly . distributed; nor shall such term,
term, when used
used in this
this
section 18, include any such promissory note or other evidence of
of
indebtedness
indebtedness in any case where such aa loan is for temporary purposes only and in an amount not exceeding
exceeding 55 per centum of the
value of the total assets of the issuer at the time when the loan is
is
be presumed
presumed to
be for
ar y p
ur poses if
if
made. A Joan
loan shall
shall be
to be
for tempor
temporary
purposes
it
it is repaid within sixty days and is not extended or renewed;
renewed;
otherwise it
it shall be
be presumed
presumed not
not to be for temporary
temporary purposes.
purposes.
Any such presumption may be rebutted by evidence.
evidence.
"Asset coverage"
coverage" of a
representing an
an
(h) "Asset
a class of senior security representing
indebtedness of an issuer means the ratio
rati o which
whi ch the
the va
l
ue of
ofthe total
indebtedness
value
assets of such issuer, less all liabilities and indebtedness not represented .by senior securities, bears to the aggregate
aggregate amount of senior
securities representing
representing indebtedness
indebtedness of such issuer. "Asset
"Asset coverage"
coverage"
of 1,a class of senior security of an issuer which is a
a stock means the ratio
of
w
. Inch the value of
which
of the total assets of such
such issuer,
issuer, less
less all liabilities and
and
indebtedness
indebtedness not represented
to the
the aggrerepresented by
by senior securities, bears
bears to
aggregate amount of senior securities
such
securities representing
representing indebtedness
indebtedness of such
issuer plus the aggregate
of
aggregate of the involuntary liquidation preference
preference of
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such class of senior security
security which
The involuntary
liquiwhich is aastock.
stock. The
involuntary liquidation preference
preference of aaclass of senior
senior security
security which is aastock shall be
deemed to mean the amount
amount to which such class of senior security
would be entitled
entitled on involuntary
involuntary liquidation
liquidation of the
the issuer
issuer in
in
preference
security junior
to it.
it.
preference to
to a
a security
junior to
(i) Except
Except as provided in subsection (a) of this section,
section, or as otherwise required
hereafter issued by a
required by law, every share of stock hereafter
a regismanagement company
common-law trust
trust of
of the
chartered management
company (except
(except a
a common-law
the character
described in
in section
(b)) shall
be a
voting stock
stock and
have
acter described
section 16
16 (b))
shall be
a voting
and have
other outstanding
equal voting rights
rights with every other
outstanding voting
voting stock:
stock: ProProvided, That this subsection
subsection shall not apply to shares issued pursuant
pursuant to
any warrant
outstanding on
on March
March
the terms of
of any
warrant or
or subscription
subscription right
right outstanding
15,
before March
to
15, 1940,
1940, or
or any
any firm
firm contract
contract entered
entered into
into before
March 15,
15, 1940,
1940, to
purchase such
from such
such company
company nor
purchase
such securities
securities from
nor to
to shares
shares issued
issued in
in
accordance with any
accordance
any rules,
rules, regulations, or
or orders which the
the CommisCommission may
permitting such
such issue.
issue.
may make
make permitting
sion
(j) Notwithstanding
provision of
shall be
unlawful,
be unlawful,
of this
this title,
title, it
it shall
any provision
(j)
Notwithstanding any
after
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this title,
title, for
any registered
registered face-amount
face-amount
for any
after the
the date
date of
certificate companycompany—
certificate
(1)
to issue,
in accordance
rules, regulations
or
(1) to
issue, except
except in
accordance with
with such
such rules,
regulations,'or
orders
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe in the public interest or
orders as
as the Commission
as necessary
appropriate for
for the
the protection
any
of investors,
investors, any
protection of
or appropriate
as
necessary or
security
other than
(A) a
face-amount certificate;
certificate; (B)
common
(B) a
a common
than (A)
a face-amount
security other
stock
having a
par value
value and
without preference
divias to
to divipreference as
and being
being without
a par
stock having
dends or
distributions and
having at
least equal
equal voting
voting rights
rights with
with
at least
and having
or distributions
dends
any
security of
of such
company; or
(C) short-term
short-term
or (C)
such company;
outstanding security
any outstanding
payment
or promissory
promissory notes
or other
indebtedness issued
in conconissued in
other indebtedness
notes or
payment or
sideration
of any
loan, extension,
extension, or
by aa
made by
thereof, made
or renewal
renewal thereof,
any loan,
sideration of
bank
other person
and not
not intended
intended
arranged and
privately arranged
person and
and privately
bank or
or other
to
offered;
be publicly.
publicly offered;
to be
(2)
if such
such company
has outstanding
other than
than
security, other
any security,
outstanding any
company has
(2) if
such
certificates, common
common stock,
promissory notes,
notes,
stock, promissory
face-amount certificates,
such face-amount
or
to make
make any
or
any distribution
distribution or
indebtedness, to
of indebtedness,
evidence of
or other
other evidence
declare or
or pay
any dividend
on any
security in
in contracontraany capital
capital security
dividend on
pay any
declare
vention
such rules
regulations or
as the
the CommisCommisorders as
or orders
and regulations
rules and
of such
vention of
sion
may prescribe
public interest
interest or
necessary or approapproor as
as necessary
in the
the public
prescribe in
sion may
priate for
for the
protection of
of investors
investors or
to insure
financial
the financial
insure the
or to
the protection
priate
integrity of
of such
company, to
prevent the
impairment of
of the
the
the impairment
to prevent
such company,
integrity
company's ability
meet its
upon its
its face-amount
face-amount
obligations upon
its obligations
to meet
ability to
company's
certificates;
or
certificates; or
(3)
to issue
securities
any of its securities except for cash or securities
issue any
(3) to
including securities
such company
is the
issuer.
the issuer.
company is
of which
which such
securities of
including

Involuntary
Involuntary liquidation
dation preference.

Each share aavoting
stock, etc.

Proviso.
Inapplicable
Inapplicable to designated shares.

Registered facefaceamount certificate
company.
Unlawful acts.
Issuance of certain
securities.
securities.

Distribution, etc.
Distribution,

Payment.
Payment.

DIVIDENDS
DIVIDENDS
Restriction on payS
EC. 19.
19. It
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
any registered
com- ment ofdividends,
investment comregistered investment
for any
of dividends, etc.
SEC.
pany
to
pay
any
dividend,
or
to
make
any
(distribution
in
the
nature
nature
in
the
pany to pay any dividend, or to make any distribution
of aa dividend
payment, wholly
wholly or
or partly
other
source other
any source
from any
partly from
of
dividend payment,
thanthan—
(1) such
undistributed net
income,
net income,
accumulated undistributed
company's accumulated
(1)
such company's
determined in
accounting practice
practice and
and not
not
good accounting
with good
accordance with
in accordance
determined
including
profits or
losses realized
realized upon
the sale
sale of
securities or
or
of securities
upon the
or losses
including profits
other properties;
or
properties; or
other
(2)
such company's
so determined
for the
the current
current
determined for
income so
net income
company's net
(2) such
or
preceding fiscal
year;
fiscal year;
or preceding
Exception.
Exception.
unless
such payment
is accompanied
by a
written statement
which
statement which
a written
accompanied by
payment is
unless such
adequately
the source
or sources
payment. The
The
such payment.
of such
sources of
source or
discloses the
adequately discloses
Commission may
of such
by rules
and
rules and
statement by
such statement
the form
form of
may prescribe
prescribe the
Commission
regulations in
in the
the public
for the
of investors.
investors.
protection of
the protection
and for
interest and
public interest
regulations
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PROXIES; VOTING
OWNERSHIP
CIRCULAR OWNERSHIP
TRUSTS; CIRCULAR
VOTING TRUSTS;
PROXIES;
Solicitation of
proxies,
ofproxies,
Solicitation
etc.

Voting-trust certifiVoting-trust
cate.

Cross or circular
Cross
circular
ownership of voting
security.

Eliminations.
Eliminations.

SEC. 20.
It shall
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
person, by
by use
the
use of the
any person,
shall be
(a) It
SEC.
20. (a)
mails or
or any
means or
instrumentality of
interstate commerce
commerce or
or
of interstate
or instrumentality
any means
mails
otherwise, to
to solicit
the use
use of
of his
his name to solicit
any
solicit any
to permit
permit the
or to
solicit or
otherwise,
proxy or
or authorization
in respect
any security
security of .which
which
of any
respect of
authorization in
consent or
or consent
proxy
a
registered investment
company is
issuer in
contravention of
of
in contravention
the issuer
is the
investment company
a registered
such
rules and
regulations as
as the
Commission may
prescribe as .necesmay prescribe
the Commission
and regulations
such rules
sary
or appropriate
appropriate in
of
the protection
protection of
for the
or for
interest or
public interest
in the
the public
sary or
investors.
(b)
shall be
unlawful for
for any
registered investment
company
investment company
any registered
be unlawful
It shall
(b) It
or affiliated
affiliated person
of aa voting-trust
certificate
voting-trust certificate
issuer of
any issuer
thereof, any
person thereof,
or
relating to
registered investment
investment company,
company, or any
of a
a registered
security of
to any
any security
relating
underwriter of
such aa certificate,
by use
use of
of the
the mails or
means
or any means
certificate, by
of such
underwriter
or instrumentality
interstate commerce,
otherwise, to offer for
commerce, or otherwise,
instrumentality of interstate
or
sale, sell,
or deliver
deliver after
in connection
connection with a
offering,
a public offering,
sale, in
after sale,
sale,
sell, or
any such
such voting-trust
of this
subsecthis subsecprohibitions of
The prohibitions
certificate. The
voting-trust certificate.
any
tion shall
to a
class of
voting-trust certificates,
certificates, if any
of voting-trust
a class
apply to
not apply
shall not
tion
a public offering by
of such class was made the subject of a
certificate of
the
issuer or
or by
by or
through an
March 15, 1940.
underwriter prior to March
an underwriter
or through
the issuer
(c)
No registered
registered investment
purchase any voting
company shall purchase
investment company
(c) No
security if,
if, to
the knowledge
knowledge of
registered company,
company, crossof such
such registered
to the
security
ownership or
or after
acquisition will
will
such acquisition
after such
exists, or
ownership exists,
or circular
circular ownership
ownership
exist,
between such
such registered
registered company and the issuer of such
exist, between
security. Cross-ownership
be deemed to exist between two
Cross-ownership shall be
security.
companies when
beneficially owns more than
companies beneficially
when each of such companies
companies
3
per centum
centum of
of the outstanding
outstanding voting securities
securities of the other com3 per
pany.
Circular ownership
ownership shall
be deemed
deemed to exist between two
shall be
pany. Circular
companies
companies are
included within a
a group of three
are included
if such companies
companies if
or
whichor more companies, each of which—
(1) beneficially
beneficially owns more than 33 per centum
centum of the out(1)
standing
securities of one or more other companies of
standing voting securities
the group; and
(2)
outstanding voting
3 per centum of its own outstanding
(2) has
has more
more than 3
each
securities beneficially owned
owned by another company, or by each
of
companies, of the group.
of two or more other
other companies,
(d)
If on
cross-ownership or cir(d) If
on the effective
effective date of this title cross-ownership
cular
a registered investment company and
between a
cular ownership
ownership exists between
companies, it shall be the duty of such regisother company or companies,
any other
tered
eliminate
company, within
within five years after such effective date, to eliminate
tered company,
such cross-ownership
cross-ownership or
or circular
If at
after
at any time after
circular ownership. If
such
cross-ownership or circular
circular ownership
ownership
the effective
effective date
date of this title
title cross-ownership)
between
registeredinvestment
or
between a
a registered
investment company
company and
and any
any other
other company
company or
companies
purchase by
companies comes
comes into existence
existence upon
upon the purchase
by aa registered
registered
investment company of the securities
securities of another company,
company, it shall
be
registered company,
company, within
be the duty
duty of such
such registered
within one year
year after it first
first
knows of the existence
existence of such cross-ownership
circular ownership
cross-ownership or circular
ownership,/
the same.
to eliminate the
LOANS
LOANS

Unlawful loans.

SEC. 21. It
management comSEC.
It shall be unlawful for any registered management
pany to lend money
or indirectly,
money or
or property to
to any
any person, directly
directly or
indirectly,
if—
if(a)
(a) the investment
investment policies of such registered
registered company,
company, as
recited in its registration
registration statement
statement and reports filed under this
a loan; or
title, do not permit such a
(b) such
such person controls
controls or is
is under
under common
common control with such
registered company;
registered
company; except that the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to the extension or renewal of any such
loan made prior to March 15, 1940, or to any loan from a
a reg-
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istered
a company which owns all of the outstandistered company to a
ing securities
company, except directors'
securities of such registered
registered company,
directors'
qualifying
qualifying shares.
DISTRIBUTION, REDEMPTION,
AND REPURCHASE
REPURCHASE OF
DISTRIBUTION,
REDEMPTION, AND
OF REDEEMABLE
REDEEMABLE
SECURITIES
SECURITIES

SEC.
registered under section
SEC. 22. (a)
(a) A securities
securities association
association registered
section 15A
15A
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 may prescribe, by rules
adopted and in effect in
in accordance
accordance with said
and subject
subject to
to
said section
section and
all provisions
provisions of said section applicable to the
the rules
rules of such
such an
an
association—
association(1)
or method
co
m p
u tin g the
the m
i
ni
mum pr
i
ce at
at
(1) aamethod
method or
methodss fo
forr computing
minimum
price
which a
a member thereof may purchase
purchase from
from any
any investment
investment
company
company any redeemable
security issued
such company
redeemable security
issued by
by such
company and
and
the maximum price
price at which a
a member may sell to such comcompany any redeemable
redeemable security
security issued by it
it or
or which
which he
he may
may
receive
receive for such security upon redemption,
redemption, so that the price
price in
in
will bear
bear such
such relation
to the
the current
current net
net asset
asset value
of
each case
case will
relation to
value of
such security
security computed
computed as of such time
time as the rules
rules may
may preprescribe;
scribe; and
and
(2)
(2) a
a minimum period of time which must elapse after
the
after the
sale or issue of such
resale to
comsuch security
security before
before any
any resale
to such
such company
or its
redemption upon
upon surrender
surrender by
by a
pany by a
a member or
its redemption
a
member;
member;
in each case for the purpose of eliminating
eliminating or
reducing so
as
or reducing
so far as
reasonably
reasonably practicable
practicable any dilution
of the
the value
value of
dilution of
of other
other outstanding
outstanding
securities of such company
company or any
of such
any other
other result of
such purchase,
purchase,
redemption,
redemption, or sale which is unfair to holders
holders of such other outoutstanding securities;
standing
rules may
prohibit the
the members
members of
of the
securities; and said
said rules
may prohibit
the
association
association from purchasing,
purchasing, selling,
selling, or
surrendering for
for redemption
redemption
or surrendering
any such redeemable
redeemable securities
contravention of
of said
securities in
in contravention
said rules.
rules.
(b) Such
Such aa securities
(b)
securities association may
may also,
rules adopted
also, by
by rules
adopted and
and
in effect
accordance with
and subject
to all
effect in
in accordance
with said
said section
section 15A,
15A, and
subject to
all
provisions
applicable to
provisions of said section applicable
to the
the rules of such
such an
an associaassociapurchasing, in
connection with
with aa
tion, prohibit,
prohibit its members from
from purchasing,
in connection
primary distribution
of which
which any
regisprimary
distribution of
of redeemable.
redeemable securities
securities of
any registered
tered investment
investment company
company is
is the
the issuer,
issuer, any
any such
such security
security from
from the
the
issuer
or from
any principal
principal underwriter
underwriter except
except at
at aa price
to
issuer or
from any
price equal
equal to
the price
security is
is then
offered to
to the
the public
less a
price at which
which such
such security
then offered
public less
a
commission,
spread which
is computed
computed in
in conformity
conformity
commission, discount,
discount, or
or spread
which is
with a
a method
or methods,
and within
within such
such limitations
limitations as
as to
the
with
method or
methods and
to the
relation thereof
offering price
price as
as such
may prerelation
thereof to
to said
said public
public offering
such rules
rules may
prescribe,
price at
at which
offered or
or
scribe, in
in order that
that the price
which such
such security
security is
is offered
sold
shall not
not include
include an
an unconscionable
grossly
sold to
to the
the public
public shall
unconscionable or
or grossly
excessive
excessive sales load.
(c)
year from
from the
the effective
effective date
of this
this Act,
the Com(c) After
After one
one year
date of
Act, the
Commission may
may make
make rules
rules and
regulations applicable
to principal
principal
mission
and regulations
applicable to
underwriters of,
of, and
dealers i
n, the
the redeemable
securities of
any
underwriters
and dealers
in,
redeemable securities
of any
registered investment
whether or
or not
not members
members of
of any
any
registered
investment company,
company, whether
registered securities
association, to
to the
the same
registered
securities association,
same extent,
extent, covering
covering the
the
same subject
matter and
for the
the accomplishment
accomplishment of
of the
same
subject matter
and for
the same
same ends
ends
as are
are prescribed
this section
as
prescribed in
in subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
of this
section in
in
respect of
of the
the rules
may be
be made
made by
securities
respect
rules which
which may
by aa registered
registered securities
association
governing its
its members;
members; and
and any
any rules
and regulations
association governing
rules and
regulations so
so
made by
by the
the Commission,
Commission, to
extent that
may be
be inconsistent
made
to the
the extent
that they
they may
inconsistent
with the
rules of
association, sh.all
long as
they remain
remain
with
the rules
of any
any such
such association,
shall so
so long
as .
they
in force
force supersede
association and
be binding
binding upon
in
supersede the
the rules
rules of
of the
the association
and be
upon
its
as well
well as
as all
other underwriters
underwriters and
and dealers
whom
its members
members as
all other
dealers to
to whom
they may
be applicable.
they
may be
applicable.

Securities association.
Rules for purchase,
etc., of securities.
etc.,
securities.
Stat. 1070.
1070.
52 Stat.
U. S.
Supp.
15 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §
780-3.
V,
§ 780-3.

Minimum and
Minimum
and
maximum price.

Resale, etc.
Resale,

Protection
Protection against
against
dilution,
dilution, etc.

Purchase of certain

memsecurities by
by memrestriction.
bers, restriction.

Commission
Commission to
to
make applicable
applicable
rules.
rules.

824
Sales restriction.
restriction.

Proviso.
Exception.

Suspension
Suspension of right
of
redemption, etc.
of redemption,

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Rules
Rules for determination of restricted
restricted
trading
trading and emergency.
gency.
Exemption.
Exemption.

Transferability,
Transferability,
etc., of
of certain
certain secuetc.,
securities.

Issuance
Issuance of securities for services,
services, etc.
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(d)
registered investment
redeemable
investment company shall sell any redeemable
No registered
(d) No
security
issued by
to any
any person
to or through aa
either to
except either
person except
it to
by it
security issued
principal
underwriter for
distribution or i
at a
offering
a current public offering
for distribution
principal underwriter
price
described in
prospectus, and, iff such class of security- is
in the
the prospectus,
price described
being
currently offered
the public
public by
by or
underwriter,
through an underwriter,
or through
to the
offered to
being currently
no principal
underwriter of such security and no dealer shall sell any
principal underwriter
no
such
to any
any person
except aa dealer,
dealer, a
a principal
underwriter
principal underwriter
person except
security to
such security
or
described in
except at aa current public offering price described
issuer, except
or the issuer,
subsection
the prospectus:
Provided, however, That nothing in this subsection
prospectus: Provided,
the
shall
made (1)
pursuant to
exchange perto an offer of exchange
(i) pursuant
sale made
prevent aa sale
shall prevent
mitted by
by section
11 hereof
to
offer made pursuant to
including any offer
hereof including
section 11
mitted
clause
(1) or
or (2)
of section
section 11
11 (b);
(b) ;(ii)
(ii) pursuant
offer made
to an offer
pursuant to
(2) of
clause (1)
solely
to all
all registered
registered holders
securities, or
a particular
particular
or of a
of the
the securities,
holders of
solely to
class or
or series
series of
securities issued by the company
proportionate to
to
company proportionate
of securities
class
their holdings
or proportionate
to
cash distribution made to
proportionate to any cash
holdings or
their
them by
company (subject
(subject to
appropriate qualifications
designed
qualifications designed
to appropriate
by the
the company
them
solely to
of fractional
fractional securities);
securities) ;or (iii) in accordissuance of
to avoid
avoid issuance
solely
ance with
rules and regulations
pursuant
the Commission made pursuant
regulations of the
with rules
ance
section 12.
to subsection (b) of section
registered investment
investment company shall suspend the right of
No registered
(e) No
redemption
payment or satisfaction upon
date of payment
or postpone
postpone the date
redemption or
accordance with its terms
redemption of any redeemable security in accordance
redemption
for more
tender of such security to the
more than seven days after the tender
for
company
its agent designated
designated for that purpose for redemption
redemption
or its
company or
except—
except(A) during which
which the New York Stock
(1) for any period (A)
Exchange is closed other than customary week-end
week-end and holiday
Exchange
Stock
closings
(B) during which trading on the New York Stock
closings or (B)
Exchange
is restricted;
restricted;
Exchange is
a result
(2) for any
which an emergency
emergency exists as a
result
any period
period during which
(2)
securities owned by it
of which (A) disposal by the company of securities
reasonably practiis
practicable or (B) it is not reasonably
is not
not reasonably practicable
cable for such company
determine the value of its net
company fairly to determine
assets; or
(3) for such
such other periods as the Commission may by order
(3)
permit for the protection
protection of security holders of the company.
The Commission shall by rules and regulations determine the condi(i) trading
trading shall be deemed to be restricted
restricted and
tions under which (i)
emergency shall be deemed to exist within the meaning of this
(ii) an emergency
subsection. Any company which, as of March 15, 1940, was required
required
subsection.
by provision
incorporation, articles of
certificate of incorporation,
its charter,
charter, certificate
provision of its
by
association,
or trust
trust indenture,
indenture, or
regulation duly
of aa bylaw or regulation
or of
association, or
adopted thereunder,
thereunder, to postpone
postpone the date of payment or satisfaction
satisfaction
adopted
upon
redemption of redeemable
redeemable securities issued by it, shall be
upon redemption
exempt
exemption
requirements of this subsection; but such exemption
the requirements
from the
exempt from
shall
terminate upon the expiration of one year from the effective
effective
shall terminate
amendment of such provision,
of this title,
title, or upon the repeal or amendment
date of
or upon the sale by such company after March 15, 1940, of any
security (other than short-term paper)
paper) of which it is the issuer,
whichever first occurs.
(f)
transferability
(f) No registered
registered open-end company shall restrict the transferability
of which it is the issuer except in conor negotiability of any security of
formity .
with the statements
statements with respect thereto contained in its
registration statement
statement nor in contravention
contravention of such rules and regularegistration
Commission may prescribe
prescribe in the interests of the holders
the Commission
tions as the
of all of the outstanding
outstanding securities of such investment company.
(g) No registered open-end company shall issue any of its securities
(1) for services;
services; or (2)
(2) for property
property other than cash or securities
(1)
(including
registered company is the issuer),
issuer),
securities of which such registered
(including securities
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except as aadividend
dividend or distribution
distribution to its security holders
holders or in connection
nection with
with a
a reorganization.
reorganization.
DISTRIBUTION AND
CLOSED-END COMPANIES
DISTRIBUTION
AND REPURCHASE
REPURCHASE OF
OF SECURITIES:
SECURITIES: CLOSED-END
COMPANIES

S
EC. 23.
(a) No
registered cl
ose d- en d com
pany shall
shall issue
i
ssue any
any o
SEC.
23. (a)
No registered
closed-end
company
off Restriction
Restriction on issue.
issue.
its securities
securities (1)
services; or
or (2)
(2) for
for p
ropert
y other
oth er t
han cas
h
(1) for
for services;
property
than
cash
or securities (including
(including securities
securities of which such
registered company
company
such registered
is the issuer),
a dividend or distribution
distribution to its security
issuer), except as a
holders or in connection
connection with a
a reorganization.
reorganization.
registered closed-end company
Sale below
current
(b) No registered
company shall sell any common stock
stock neLale
Irvloarti:.urrent
it is the i
issuer
a p
price
of which it
ss u
er at
ata
ri
ce below the current
current net asset value
value net asset value.
of such stock, exclusive
exclusive of any distributing commission
commission or discount
discount
(which
determined as of
(which net asset value shall be determined
time within
within fortyfortyof a
a time
eight hours, excluding
excluding Sundays
and holidays,
next preceding
the
Sundays and
holidays, next
preceding the
Exceptions.
time of such determination),
determination), except (1)
(1) in
connection with
in connection
with an
an offeroffer- Exceptions.
ing to the holders
its capital
capital stock;
holders of one or more classes of its
stock; (2)
(2)
with
consent of
of a
amajority
majority of
(3) upon
with the
the consent
of its
its common
common stockholders;
stockholders; (3)
upon
conversion of a
aconvertible security in accordance
accordance with
with its
its terms;
terms; (4)
(4)
outstanding on
on the
upon the exercise of any warrant
warrant outstanding
enactthe date
date of enactment of
in accordance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
of this Act or
or issued
issued in
accordance with
section 18 (d);
(d) ;or
such other
circumstances as
the Comor (5)
(5) under
under such
other circumstances
as the
Commission may permit by
regulations or
or orders
by rules and regulations
orders for
for the
the
protection of
of investors.
Purchase, etc., of
of its
its
(c) No registered
(c)
registered closed-end company
company shall purchase
purchase any
any securities
securities own
securities.
securities.
of
any class
of which
it is
issuer except—
of any
class of
which it
is the
the issuer
except(1) on a
(1)
exchange or
market as
as
a securities
securities exchange
or such
such other
other open
open market
the Commission
Commission may
may designate
rules and
and regulations
the
designate by
by rules
regulations or
or
Prviso.
Proviao.
orders: Provided,
That if
such securities
are stock,
regisorders:
Provided, That
if such
securities are
stock, such
such regisWhere securities
securities are
are
stock.
tered company
stock.
tered
within the
the preceding
preceding six
six months,
months, have
company shall, within
have
informed stockholders
of its
its intention
intention to
stock of
of such
such
informed
stockholders of
to purchase
purchase stock
class by letter or
or report addressed
addressed to
stockholders of
such class;
class;
to stockholders
of such
or
(2)
to tenders,
tenders, after
opportunity to
to sub(2) pursuant
pursuant to
after reasonable
reasonable opportunity
submit tenders
given to
holders of
of securities
of the
class to
mit
tenders given
to all
all holders
securities of
the class
to be
be
purchased;
purchased; or
or
(3)
as the
may
(3) under
under such
such other
other circumstances
circumstances as
the Commission
Commission may
permit
by rules
rules and
or orders
protection of
of
permit by
and regulations
regulations or
orders for
for the
the protection
investors
that such
are made
in aa
investors in order to
to insure
insure that
such purchases
purchases are
made in
manner
on a
basis which
which does
does not
discriminate
manner or
or on
a basis
not unfairly
unfairly discriminate
against
any holders
holders of
of the
class or
or classes
classes of
of securities
to be
be
against any
the class
securities to
purchased.
purchased.
REGISTRATION
SECURITIES ACT
1933
REGISTRATION OF
OF SECURITIES
SECURITIES UNDER
UNDER SECURITIES
ACT OF
OF 1938
S
EC. 24.
(a) In
under the
Act of
of 1933
SEC.
24. (a)
In registering
registering under
the Securities
Securities Act
1933 any
any
security of
of which
it is
issuer, aa registered
investment company,
company,
security
which it
is the
the issuer,
registered investment
in lieu
registration statement
statement containing
informain
lieu of
of furnishing
furnishing aaregistration
containing the
the information and
of said
file a
tion
and documents
documents specified
specified in
in schedule
schedule A
A of
said Act,
Act, may
may file
a
registration
following information
registration statement
statement containing
containing the
the following
information and
and
documents:
documents:
(1)
such copies
of the
statement filed
filed by
by such
such
(1) such
copies of
the registration
registration statement
company
this title,
title, and
and of
of such
reports filed
comcompany under
under this
such reports
filed by
by such
such company
pursuant to
section 30
30 or
such copies
copies of
of portions
pany pursuant
to section
or such
portions of
of such
such
registration statement
statement and
reports, as
as the
the Commission
shall
registration
and reports,
Commission shall
designate
rules and
and regulations;
and
designate by
by rules
regulations; and
(2)
additional information
and documents
documents (including
(2) such
such additional
information and
(including aa
prospectus) as
as the
Commission shall
shall prescribe
prescribe by
by rules
and reguprospectus)
the Commission
rules and
regulations
as necessary
appropriate in
interest or
for
lations as
necessary or
or appropriate
in the
the public
public interest
or for
the protection
investors.
the
protection of
of investors.

stateRegistration statement.
ment.

48 Stat. 74.
15 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§§ 77a77aif 77a77aa; Supp. V,
V, ft
77a77x.

826
Sales literature.
literature.

Prospectuses.
Prospectuses.
48 Stat. 81.
77j;
15 U. S. C. §
§77j;
Supp. V, §
§77j.

Form and order of
items.

Exemption provisions.
48 Stat. 76.
77c
§ 77c
15 U. S. C. §
(a)
(8).
(a) (8).
48 Stat. 906.
77e
577c
15 U. S. C. §
(a) (11).
(a)
(11).
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(b) It
shall be
any of
the following companies,
or
companies, or
of the
for any
be unlawful
unlawful for
(b)
It shall
for
any underwriter
such aacompany,
with aapublic
public
company, in
in connection
connection with
for such
for any
underwriter for
offering of
of any
which such
such company
is the
make
to make
the issuer,
issuer, to
company is
of which
any security
security of
offering
use
mails or
any means
means or
or instrumentalities
instrumentalities of
interstate comcomof interstate
or any
use of
of the
the mails
merce, to
to transmit
any advertisement,
pamphlet, circular, form letter,
advertisement, pamphlet,
transmit any
merce,
or
to or
intended for
for distribution
or intended
distribution to
to
or other
other sales
sales literature
literature addressed
addressed to
prospective
three copies
the full text
thereof.have
have
text thereof
of the
copies of
unless three
investors unless
prospective investors
been filed
filed with
with the
Commission or
filed with
with the
Commission
the Commission
are filed
or are
the Commission
been
within ten days thereafter:
thereafter:
(1) any registered
registered open-end
open-end company;
company;
(2)
investment trust;
trust; or
unit investment
registered unit
(2) any registered
(3)
face-amount certificate
company.
certificate company.
registered face-amount
(3) any
any registered
(c) In
addition to the powers
granted the
prospectuses granted
relative to prospectuses
powers relative
(c)
In addition
Commission by
of the
the Securities
the ComAct of
of 1933,
1933, the
ComCommission
by section
section 10
10 of
Securities Act
mission
authorized to require, by rules and regulations or order,
mission is authorized
that
the information
in any
any
prospectus relating to any
contained in
any prospectus
information contained
that the
periodic payment
payment plan
plan certificate
face-amount certificate
registered
certificate registered
or face-amount
certificate or
periodic
under the Securities
Securities Act of 1933 on or after the effective
effective date of this
prospectus
title be presented in such form and order of items, and such prospectus
contain
summaries of
any portion
portion of
such information,
information, as
as are
are
of such
of any
such summaries
contain such
necessary
appropriate in the
protection
interest or for the protection
the public
public interest
necessary or appropriate
of investors.
(d) The exemption provided by paragraph (8)
of
3 (a) of
(8) of section 3
(d)
the Securities
Securities Act of 1933 shall not apply to any security
security of which
which
the
company is the issuer. The exemption
exemption provided by
an investment company
paragraph
(11) of
of said
said section
(a) shall
3 (a)
shall not
not apply
apply to any security
section 3
paragraph (11)
registered investment company is the issuer, except a
a
of which aa registered
security sold or disposed
disposed of by the issuer or bona fide offered to the
security
public prior to the effective date of this title, and with respect to aa
security
disposed of, or offered, shall not apply to any new
security so sold, disposed
offering
effective date of this title.
offering thereof on or after the effective
PLANS
PLANS OF
OF REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION

Filing of plans with
Commission.

SEC. 25. (a)
(a) Any person who, by use of the mails or any means or
SEC.
instrumentality
interstate commerce
commerce or otherwise, solicits or perinstrumentality of interstate
mits the use of his name to solicit any proxy, consent, authorization,
authorization,
power of attorney, ratification,
ratification, deposit, or dissent in respect of any
reorganization of any registered investment company shall
plan of reorganization
file with, or mail to, the Commission for its information, within
twenty-four
after the commencement
such solicitation,
twenty-four hours after
commencement of any such
aacopy of such plan and any deposit agreement
agreement relating thereto and
of any proxy, consent, authorization,
authorization, power of attorney, ratification.,
instrument
instrument of deposit, or instrument
instrument of dissent in respect thereto, ii
if
or to the extent that such documents
documents shall
shall not already
already have been
filed with the Commission.
Advisory reports.
Advisory
reports.
requested, prior to any
(b) The Commission is authorized, if so requested,
solicitation
solicitation of security
security holders with respect
respect to any plan of reorganization, by any registered
registered investment company which
which is,
is, or
any
or any
securities of which are, the subject
a participant in
of the securities
subject of or is a
any such plan,
plan,. or if so requested
requested by the holders
holders of 25 per centum
centum
of any class of its outstanding
outstanding securities,
securities, to render an advisory report
in respect of the fairness of any such plan and its effect upon any
any
Copies to
Copies
to security
security class or classes of security holders.
In such event any registered
registered
holders.
investment company, in respect of which the Commission shall have
rendered
report,
report, shall mail promptly a
py of
a co
copy
rendered any such advisoryits
advisory report to all its security holders affected
affected by any such
such
advisory
Proviso.
Provided, That such advisory
Ti°me;mitation.
plan: Provided,
advisory report shall have been received
received
Time limitation.
by it at least forty-eight
forty-eight hours (not including Sundays and holi-
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days) before final action is taken in relation to such plan at any
meeting
security holders called to act in relation thereto, or any
meeting of security
if no meeting be called, then
adjournment
meeting, or if
such meeting,
of any such
adjournment of
acceptance of such plan by security holders.
the final date of acceptance
prior to the
ownership, in lieu of
In .respect
respect of
securities not registered
registered as to ownership,
of securities
In
company
registered company
copy of
of such advisory
advisory report, such registered
a copy
mailing a
of the existence
shall publish
publish promptly
existence of such advisory
advisory
a statement
statement of
promptly a
shall
report in
general circulation
circulation in its principal place of
of general
newspaper of
in aanewspaper
report
report
available copies of such advisory report
business
and shall make
make available
business and
upon
request. Notwithstanding
provision of this section the
Notwithstanding the provision
upon request.
Commission
shall not
not render
advisory report
report although
although so
such advisory
render such
Commission shall
-such security holders
company or -such
investment company
requested
by any such investment
requested by
is in issue in any proceedif the
the fairness
fairness or
or feasibility
of said
said plan is
feasibility of
if
ing pending
pending in
in any
any court
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction unless such plan
plan
court of
ing
is submitted
submitted to
Commission for that purpose by such court.
to the
the Commission
is
(c) Any
Any district
district court
the United
United States
the State of incorin the
States in
of the
court of
(c)
poration of
of a
registered investment
investment company
company or any such court for
a registered
poration
maintains its principal place of
the district
district in
which such
company maintains
such company
in which
the
business is
consummation of any plan of
enjoin the consummation
to enjoin
authorized to
is authorized
business
proceedreorganization
of such
registered investment
company upon proceedinvestment company
such registered
reorganization of
ings
Commission (which
(which is authorized
authorized so to prothe Commission
by the
instituted by
ings instituted
ceed upon
upon behalf
behalf of
of security
of such
such registered
registered company,
holders of
security holders
ceed
or
any class
class thereof),
thereof), if
if such
such court
plan
court shall determine any such plan
or any
to be
unfair or
misconduct or
or gross abuse
gross misconduct
constitute gross
to constitute
or to
be grossly
grossly unfair
to
of
on the
the part
officers, directors,
investment advisers
advisers
directors, or investment
the officers,
of the
part of
of trust
trust on
of
such registered
registered company
company or other sponsors of such plan.
of such
(d)
Nothing contained
this section
section shall
any way
or
affect or
way affect
in any
shall in
in this
contained in
(d) Nothing
derogate from
from the
the powers
of the
United States and
the courts of the United
powers of
derogate
the Commission
Commission with
with reference
reference to
contained in the
reorganizations contained
to reorganizations
the
Bankruptcy
Act of
of 1898,
1898, as
amended.
as amended.
Bankruptcy Act
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Securities not reg
reg
istered as to ownerownership.
shkblication
in
Publication in
newspapers.
newspapers.

When advisory rerendered.
port not rendered.

Enjoinment of conEnjoinment
summation
summation of reorganization
ganization plan.

Functions and duties not affected.
affected.
30 Stat. 544.
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UNIT INVESTMENT
INVESTMENT TRUSTS
UNIT
trust
Sale of certain trust

a regis- securities.
SEc.
underwriter for
for or
or depositor
depositor of a
securities.
principal underwriter
No principal
(a) No
26. (a)
SEC. 26.
tered unit
trust shall
shall sell,
the
to the
surrender to
by surrender
except by
sell, except
investment trust
unit investment
tered
trustee for
redemption, any
of which
which such
trust is
issuer
the issuer
is the
such trust
security of
any security
for redemption,
trustee
(other
than
short-term
paper),
unless
the
trust
indenture,
agreement
agreement
indenture,
trust
the
unless
paper),
short-term
(other than
of custodianship,
custodianship, or
or other
other instrument
pursuant to
which such
such security
security
to which
instrument pursuant
of
is issuedissued—
is
Designation
1)osignation of bank
(1) designates
one or
more trustees
trustees or
custodians, each
of as trustle.
each of
or custodians,
trustee.
or more
designates one
(1)
which is
is a
and provides
provides that
each such
custodian
or custodian
trustee or
such trustee
that each
a bank,
bank, and
which
undishall have
have at
at all
an aggregate
capital, surplus,
and undisurplus, and
aggregate capital,
times an
all times
shall
vided
profits of
of a
a specified
specified minimum
amount: which shall not
minimum amount,
vided profits
be
less than
(but may
if such
such trustee
trustee or
or
provide, if
also provide,
may also
$500,000 (but
than $500,000
be less
custodian
publishes reports
reports of
of condition
least annually,
annually, purpurat least
condition at
custodian publishes
suant to
or to
to the
of its
its supervising
or examexamsupervising or
requirements of
the requirements
law or
to law
suant
ining
purposes of
the
paragraph the
this paragraph
of this
the purposes
for the
that for
authority, that
ining authority,
aggregate
capital, surplus,
undivided profits
of such
trustee
such trustee
profits of
and undivided
surplus, and
aggregate capital,
or custodian
to be
aggregate capital,
surplus,
capital, surplus,
its aggregate
be its
deemed to
be deemed
shall be
custodian shall
or
and undivided
profits as
as set
set forth
forth in
in its
its most
most recent
recent report
report of
of
undivided profits
and
condition
so published);
published) ;
condition so
services.
Fees for services.
(2)
the life
the etc.
of the
life of
during the
that during
(A) that
substance, (A)
in substance,
provides, in
(2) provides,
trust
the
trustee
or
custodian,
if
not
otherwise
remunerated,
may
trust the trustee or custodian, if not otherwise remunerated, may
charge
and collect
collect from
from the
the income
the trust,
trust, and
and
of the
income of
against and
charge against
from
corpus thereof
thereof if
if no
no income
income is
available, such
such fees
fees for
for
is available,
the corpus
from the
its services
and such
such reimbursement
reimbursement for
its expenses
as are
proare proexpenses as
for its
services and
its
vided for
for in
that no
no such
charge or
or colleccollecsuch charge
(B) that
instrument; (B)
such instrument;
in such
vided
tion
shall
be
made
except
for
services
theretofore
performed
performed
theretofore
services
for
except
made
tion shall be
or
theretofore incurred;
that no
the
to the
payment to
no payment
(C) that
incurred; (C)
expenses theretofore
or expenses
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Liquidation
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depositor of or aa principal underwriter
to
underwriter for such
such trust, or
or to
any affiliated
affiliated person or agent of such depositor or
or underwriter,
underwriter,
shall be allowed
allowed the trustee or custodian
custodian as an expense
expense (except
(except
that provision may be made for the payment to any such
such person
person
of aafee,
fee, not exceeding such reasonable
amount .as the
Commisreasonable amount
the Commission may prescribe as compensation
bookkeeping
compensation for performmg
performing bookkeeping
and other administrative
administrative services, of aa character
character normally
normally perperformed by the trustee or custodian itself);
itself) ;and
and (D)
(D) :that
that the
the
trustee or custodian
custodian shall have possession of all securities and
and
property in which the funds of the
other property
the trust
trust .are
are invested,
invested,. all
all
funds held for such investment, all equalization,
equalization, redemption,
redemption,
and other special funds of the trust, and all income
income upon, accretions to, and proceeds
proceeds of such property
funds, and shall
shall
property and funds,
segregate and hold the same in trust (subject only to the charges
charges
and collections allowed under clauses (A),
(A), (B),
(B), and (C))
(C)) until
until
distribution thereof to the security holders of the trust;
trust;
(3) provides, in substance, that the trustee or custodian
custodian shall
not resign until either (A) the trust has been completely
completely liquidated and the proceeds of the liquidation distributed to the
security
security holders of the trust, or (B)
(B) a
a successor trustee or custodian, having
having the qualifications
(1),
qualifications prescribed in paragraph
paragraph (1),
has been designated and has accepted
accepted such trusteeship
trusteeship or
or
custodianship;
custodianship; and
(4)
(4) provides,
provides, in substance,
substance, (A) that a
by
a record will be kept by
the depositor
depositor or an agent of the depositor
depositor of the name and
and
address of, and the shares issued by the trust
and held
trust and
held by,
by,
every
every holder
holder of any security issued pursuant
pursuant to such instrument,
information is known to the depositor or agent;
insofar as such information
agent;
and (B)
(B) that whenever a
a security is deposited with
with the trustee
trustee
in substitution
substitution for any security in which such security holder
holder
has an undivided
undivided interest, the depositor or the agent
agent of the
depositor will, within five days after such substitution, either
either
deliver
deliver or mail to such security
security holder
holder a
a notice of substitution,
substitution,
identification of the securities eliminated
including an identification
eliminated and the
securities substituted, and a
specification of the shares of such
such
a specification
security holder affected by the substitution.
(b) In the event that aa trust indenture, agreement of custodianship, or other
other instrument
instrument pursuant to which securities of a
registered
a registered
unit investment
investment trust are issued does not at the effective
effective date of this
title comply with the requirements
requirements of subsection
subsection (a),
instrument
(a), such instrument
will be deemed to meet such requirements if a
or
a written contract
contract or
agreement
binding on the parties
embodying such requirements
agreement binding
parties and embodying
requirements
has been executed
executed by the depositor
depositor on the one part and
and the trustee
or custodian on the other part, and three
three copies of such contract
contract or
or
agreement
agreement have been filed with the Commission.
(c) Whenever
(c)
Whenever the Commission has reason to believe that a
a unit
investment
investment trust is inactive and that its liquidation
liquidation is in the interest
interest
of the security holders .of such trust,
trust, the Commission may file a
a
complaint seeking
seeking the liquidation of such trust in the district court
court
of the United States in any district wherein any trustee of such
such
principal place of business. A copy of such
trust resides or has its principal
such
complaint shall
shall be served on every trustee of such trust, and notice
of the proceeding shall be given such other interested
interested persons in
such manner and at such times as
cour t may
di rect. If
as the
the court
may direct.
If the
the
court determines that such liquidation is in the interest of the security holders
holders of such trust,
trust, the court
court shall order such liquidation
and,
liquidation and,
after payment
necessary expenses, the distribution of
payment of neressary
of the
the proproceeds
ceeds to the security
security holders of the trust in such manner and
and on
on
such terms
terms as may to the court appear
appear equitable.
equitable.
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PERIODIC
PERIODIC PAYMENT
PAYMENT PLANS
PLANS

investment
It shall be unlawful for any registered investment
SEC.
SEC. 27. (a)
(a) It
payment plan certificates, or for any
company issuing periodic
periodic payment
depositor of or underwriter for such company, to sell any such
such
certificate,
ifcertificate, if—
9 per centum
(1)
(1) the sales load on such certificate
certificate exceeds 9
centum of
of
payments to
thereon '
•
the total payments
to be
be made
made thereon;
(2) more than
monthly
than one-half
one-half of any of the first twelve monthly
(2)
payments thereon, or their equivalent,
equivalent, is deducted for sales load;
load;
(3) the
the amount
amount of
sales load
load deducted
any one
one of such
from any
deducted from
of sales
(3)
first payments exceeds
exceeds proportionately
proportionately the amount deducted
deducted
from any other such payment, or the amount deducted
deducted from any
subsequent payment
proportionately the
amount deducted
deducted
the amount
exceeds proportionately
payment exceeds
subsequent
payment;
from any
any other
other subsequent payment;
from
such certificate is less than $20, or
(4) the
the first payment
payment on such
(4)
any subsequent
payment is
is less
subsequent payment
less than
than $10;
$10;
any
(5)
if such
company is
is aa management
company,
management company,
such registered
registered company
(5) if
the
proceeds of
such certificate
securities in
such
in which
which such
or the securities
certificate or
of such
the proceeds
proceeds
are subject
to management
(other
management fees (other
subject to
are invested
invested are
proceeds are
administrative services of the character described
described
than fees for administrative
of section 26 (a))
in clause
clause (C),
paragraph (2),
(2), of
(a)) exceeding
exceeding such
(C), paragraph
in
reasonable amount
amount as
as the
the Commission
Commission may prescribe,
prescribe, whether
whether
reasonable
such fees
fees are
investment advisers
or to
to investment
company or
such company
to such
are payable
payable to
such
thereof;
thereof; or
or
the
(6) if
if such
registered company
company is
unit investment
trust the
investment trust
is aaunit
such registered
(6)
assets of
are securities
securities issued
management company,
company,
by aamanagement
issued by
which are
of which
assets
the
of or
or principal
underwriter for
trust, or any
any
such trust,
for such
principal underwriter
depositor of
the depositor
affiliated person
person of
of such
such depositor
receive
to receive
is to
or underwriter,
underwriter, is
depositor or
affiliated
from such
management company
or any
affiliated person
thereof
person thereof
any affiliated
company or
such management
from
any
fee or
or payment
certificate
account of payments on such certificate
on account
payment on
any fee
may
exceeding such
such reasonable
reasonable amount
amount as
as the
Commission may
the Commission
exceeding
prescribe.
prescribe.
(b) If
appears to
to the
the Commission,
application or
or otherotherupon application
Commission, upon
it appears
If it
(b)
wise, that
smaller companies
subjected to
relatively higher
higher operoperto relatively
are subjected
companies are
that smaller
wise,
ating costs
and that
order to
to make
due allowance
allowance therefor
is
it is
therefor it
make due
in order
that in
costs and
ating
necessary
the public
public interest
and consistent
consistent with
with
interest and
in the
or appropriate
appropriate in
necessary or
the protection
of investors
provision or
provisions of paraor provisions
that aa provision
investors that
protection of
the
graph
or (3)
(3) of
of subsection
relative to
sales load
be
load be
to sales
(a) relative
subsection (a)
(2), or
(1), (2),
graph (1),
relaxed in
in the
certain registered
issuing
companies issuing
investment companies
registered investment
of certain
case of
the case
relaxed
periodic
payment plan
certain specified
specified classes
classes of
of such
such
or certain
certificates, or
plan certificates,
periodic payment
companies,
Commission is
is authorized
rules and
regulations or
or
and regulations
by rules
authorized by
the Commission
companies, the
order
or class
appropriate
of companies
companies appropriate
class of
company or
such company
any such
to grant
grant any
order to
qualified exemptions
the provisions
said paragraphs.
paragraphs.
of said
provisions of
from the
exemptions from
qualified
(c)
shall be
registered investment
company
investment company
any registered
for any
unlawful for
be unlawful
It shall
(c) It
issuing
payment plan
certificates, or
any depositor
depositor of
of
for any
or for
plan certificates,
periodic payment
issuing periodic
or underwriter
company, to
sell any
any such
such certificate,
certificate, unless—
unlessto sell
such company,
for such
underwriter for
or
(1)
certificate is
is a
redeemable security;
security; and
and
a redeemable
such certificate
1) such
(2) the
payments on
on such
such certificate
(except
certificate (except
of all
all payments
proceeds of
the proceeds
(2
such amounts
as are
are deducted
deducted for
for sales
load) are
with
deposited with
are deposited
sales load)
amounts as
such
having the
the qualifications
qualifications prescribed
in
prescribed in
custodian having
or custodian
aa trustee
trustee or
paragraph (1)
26 (a)
(a) for
for the
trustees of
investunit investof unit
the trustees
section 26
of section
(1) of
paragraph
ment
trusts, and
are held
held by
custodian under
an
under an
or custodian
trustee or
such trustee
by such
and are
ment trusts,
indenture
agreement containing,
substance, the
the provisions
provisions
in substance,
containing, in
or agreement
indenture or
required
by paragraphs
paragraphs (2)
(2) and
and (3)
(3) of
of section
(a) for
the
for the
26 (a)
section 26
required by
trust
of unit
trusts.
investment trusts.
unit investment
indentures of
trust indentures

periodic paySale of periodic
payment
certificates,
ment plan
plan certificates,
restrictions.
restrictions.

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Sale
of periodic
Sale of
periodlic payment
ificates,
certificates,
ment plan cert
requirements.
requirements.

FACE-AMOUNT CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE COMPANIES
COMPANIES
FACE-AMOUNT
SEC. 28.
28. (a)
It shall
any registered
registered face-amount
face-amount
for any
be unlawful
unlawful for
shall be
(a) It
SEC.
certificate company
or sell
certificate, or
or to
to
face-amount certificate,
any face-amount
sell any
issue or
to issue
company to
certificate

Issuance or sale of
of
Issuance
face-amount
certificertiflface-amount
cates
cates.
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Minimum
Minimum capitalicapitalization.

Maintenance
Maintenance of
minimum certificate
certificate
reserves.
reserves.
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collect or
or accept
any payment
any such
certificate issued
issued by
such
by such
on any
such certificate
accept any
payment on
collect
company on
after the
the effective
effective date
of this
this title,
title, unlessunless—
or after
date of
company
on or
(1) such
such company,
before March
15, 1940,
1940, was
was
March 15,
(1)
company, if
if organized
organized before
actively and
and continuously
cerselling face-amount
face-amount cercontinuously engaged
engaged in
in selling
actively
tificates
on and
before that
that date,
date, and
and has
has outstanding
outstanding capital
capital
tificates on
and before
stock worth
worth upon
valuation of
assets not
less than
than $50,000;
$50,000;
not less
upon a
a fair
fair valuation
of assets
stock
or if
if organized
organized on
on or
or after
after March
stock
March 15, 1940, has capital stock
or
in an
an amount
amount not
less than
which has been bona fide
fide
than $250,000
$250,000 which
not less
in
subscribed and
and paid
paid for
and
subscribed
for in
in cash;
cash; and
(2) such
company maintains
at all
certificate
maintains at
all times
times minimum
minimum certificate
(2)
such company
reserves on
outstanding face-amount
face-amount certificates
certificates in
in an
an
its outstanding
reserves
on all
all its
aggregate amount
amount calculated
calculated and
and adjusted
follows:
as follows:
adjusted as
aggregate
(A)
the reserves
each certificate
certificate of the
installment type
type
the installment
reserves for
for each
(A) the
shall be
be based
based on
quarterly, or
or
shall
on assumed
assumed annual,
annual, semi-annual,
semi-annual, quarterly,
payments according
according to
which
monthly reserve payments
to the manner
manner in
in which
gross
certificate year are made by the
gross payments for any certificate
reserve payments shall be
be sufficient
sufficient in amount,
holder, which reserve
ans]. when accumulated
accumulated at
rate not
not to
to exceed
2
/
1
per
as and
at aa rate
exceed 3
31/2
per
centum
compounded annually, to provide the
centum per annum
annum compounded
minimum maturity or face amount of the certificate when due.
Such
may be
be graduated
graduated according
to cerSuch reserve
reserve payments
payments may
according to
certificate
years so
the reserve
payment or
the
for the
so that
that the
reserve payment
or payments
payments for
tificate years
centum
first certificate
certificate year shall amount to at least 50 per centum
of
annual payment for such year and the
of the
the required
required gross
gross annual
reserve
fifth
reserve payment
payment or payments for each of the second to fifth
certificate
per
certificate years inclusive shall amount to at least 93 per
centum
payment
centum of each
each such
such year's
year's required
required gross
gross annual payment
and
certificate year the
and for the sixth
sixth and each subsequent
subsequent certificate
reserve payment
payment or payments
payments shall amount to at least 96 per
centum
payment:
centum of each such
such year's required
required gross
gross annual
annual payment:
Provided, That such aggregate
Provided,
aggregate reserve
reserve payments
payments shall
shall amount
amount
to at least 93 per centum of the aggregate
aggregate gross annual payments required to be made by the holder to obtain the maturity of the certificate. The company may at its option take as
loading from the gross payment or payments for aacertificate
certificate
or
year, as and when made by the certificate
certificate holder, an amount or
amounts equal in the aggregate
aggregate for such year to not more than
the excess, if any, of the gross payment or payments
payments required
required
to be made by
by the holder
holder for such
such year,
year, over
over and
and above the
the perpersuch
centage of the gross annual payment required herein for such
year for reserve
reserve purposes.
purposes. Such
Such loading may be
be taken
taken by the
the
company
or after
the setting
setting up
of the
company prior
prior to
to or
after the
up of
the reserve
reserve paypaypayments for such year and the reserve payment
ment or payments
payment or
or
payments
payments for such year may
graduated and adjusted to
may,be graduated
to
correspond with the amount of the gross payment or payments
payments
correspond
made by the certificate
certificate holder for
for such year
year less the
the loading
loading so
so
taken
taken;•
03 if the foregoing
foregoing minimum
minimum percentages
percentages of
ro ss
(B)
of the g
gross
annual payments required
required under the provisions
provisions of such certificate should produce reserve
reserve payments
payments larger than are
necessary at 31/2
31
2 per centum per annum compounded
/
annucompounded annually to provide
provide the minimum maturity or face amount of
certificate when due, the reserve shall be based upon
the certificate
upon
reserve
reserve payments
payments accumulated
accumulated as provided under preceding
preceding
subparagraph
subparagraph (A) of this subsection except that in
in lieu of
of
the 31/2
31/
2 per centum
centum rate specified therein, such rate shall be
lowered to the minimum rate, expressed in multiples of oneeighth of 1
1 per centum, which will accumulate
accumulate such reserve
payments to the maturity value when due;
due;
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(C)
(C) if
if the actual annual
annual gross payment
payment to
to be made
made by
by the
certificate
certificate holder on
certificate issued
prior to
or after
on any certificate
issued prior
to or
after
date of this
this Act is
the effective
effective date
of any
is less
less than the amount of
any
assumed reserve payment or payments
payments for aacertificate
certificate year,
year,
such company shall maintain
maintain as a
a part
part of
of such minimum
minimum
certificate
certificate reserves aa deficiency
total
deficiency reserve
reserve equal
equal to the total
present
deficiencies in the
present value of future deficiencies
the gross payments,
calculated at
rate not
exceed 3
1
/
2 per
calculated
at a
a rate
not to
to exceed
31/2
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum
compounded
annually;
compounded annually;
(D)
(D) for each certificate
certificate of the installment type the amount
amount
of
at any
time be
be at
to (1)
(1) the
the
of the
the reserve
reserve shall
shall at
any time
at least
least equal
equal to
then amount
the reserve
payments set
set up
up under
under section
then
amount of
of the
reserve payments
section
28 (a)
28
(a) (2)
(A) or
accumulations on
on such
(2) (A)
or (B)
(B);; (2)
(2) the
the accumulations
such
reserve
payments as
as computed
computed under
(A) or
reserve payments
under subparagraphs
subparagraphs (A)
or
(B)
of this
this paragraph
paragraph (2);
(2) ;(3)
(3) the
the amount
amount of
deficiency
(B) of
of any
any deficiency
reserve
required under
under subparagraph
hereof; and
(4)
reserve required
subparagraph (C)
(C) hereof;
and (4)
such amount
amount as shall have been credited
credited to the
account of
the account
of
each
any credit,
credit, or
any
each certificate
certificate holder
holder in the form
form of
of any
or any
dividend,
minimum maturdividend, or
or any
any interest
interest in
in addition
addition to
to the
the minimum
maturspecified in such certificate,
plus any accumulaity amount specified
certificate, plus
accumulations on
amount or
amounts so
credited, at
at a
tions
on any
any amount
or amounts
so credited,
a rate
rate not
not
exceeding
centum per
per annum
annum compounded
compounded annually;
annually;
exceeding 3%
31/2 per
per centum
(E)
each certificate
which is
(E) for
for each
certificate which
is fully
fully paid,
paid, including
including any
any
fully paid
effected upon
fully
paid obligations
obligations resulting
resulting from
from or
or effected
upon the
the
maturity
the previously
previously issued
issued certificate,
each
maturity of
of the
certificate, and
and for
for each
paid-up
issued as
subsection (f)
paid-up certificate
certificate issued
as provided
provided in
in subsection
(f) of
of
this
section prior
maturity, the
the amount
amount of
reserve
this section
prior to
to maturity,
of the
the reserve
shall at
at any
any time
be at
at least
least equal
equal to
(1) such
amount as
shall
time be
to (1)
such amount
as
and
when accumulated
at a
not to
to exceed
exceed 3%
and when
accumulated at
a rate
rate not
31/2 per
per centum
centum
per annum
compounded annually,
annually, will
will provide
amount
per
annum compounded
provide the
the amount
or amounts
amounts payable
payable when
when due
and (2)
amount as
as shall
shall
or
due and
(2) such
such amount
credited to
account of
each such
certificate
have been
been credited
to the
the account
of each
such certificate
holder in
the form
form of
any credit,
any dividend,
or any
any
holder
in the
of any
credit, or
or any
dividend, or
interest in
the minimum
maturity amount
amount speciinterest
in addition
addition to
to the
minimum maturity
specified
fied in
in the
the certificate,
certificate, plus
plus any
any accumulations
accumulations on
on any
any amount
amount
or
31/
2 per
or amounts so credited,
credited, at aa rate not
not exceeding
exceeding 31/2
per
centum
per annum
annum compounded
annually;
centum per
compounded annually;
(F)
each certificate
certificate of
the installment
of the
installment type
type under
under
(F) for
for each
which
payments have
have been
by or
or credited
credited to
to the
which gross
gross payments
been made
made by
the
holder
thereof covering
or periods
or any
any
holder thereof
covering a
a payment
payment period
period or
periods or
part thereof
the then
payment period
period as
then current
current payment
part
thereof beyond
beyond the
defined
of such
and for
which period
defined by
by the
the terms
terms of
such certificate,
certificate, and
for which
period
or
periods no
reserve has
been set
set up
up under
subparagraph
under subparagraph
or periods
no reserve
has been
(A) or
or (B)
hereof, an
advance payment
payment reserve
shall be
be
(A)
(B) hereof,
an advance
reserve shall
set
and maintained
the amount
amount of
of the
present value
the present
value
set up
up and
maintained in
in the
of any
any such
unapplied advance
advance gross
gross payments,
computed
payments, computed
such unapplied
of
at
not to
to exceed
exceed 31/2
31
2
/
per
centum per
per annum
annum comcomat aa rate
rate not
per centum
pounded annually;
pounded
annually;
(G) such
contingency reserves
reserves for
for death
death and
and
(G)
such appropriate
appropriate contingency
disability
and for
for reinstatement
reinstatement rights
rights on
on any
such
benefits and
any such
disability benefits
certificate providing
for such
such benefits
benefits or
or rights
rights as
as the
Comcertificate
providing for
the Commission shall
shall prescribe
prescribe by
rule, regulation,
order based
based
or order
by rule,
regulation, or
mission
upon
of face-amount
face-amount companies
in relation
relation
upon the
the experience
experience of
companies in
to
such contingencies.
contingencies.
to such
At no
time shall
aggregate certificate
certificate reserves
reserves herein
herein required
required
At
no time
shall the
the aggregate
by
be less
the aggregate
aggregate
less than
than .
the
(A) to
to (F),
(F), inclusive,
inclusive, be
by subparagraphs
subparagraphs (A)
surrender
values and
to which
holders
all certificate
certificate holders
which all
amounts to
and other
other amounts
surrender values
may be
then entitled.
entitled.
may
be then
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For
purpose of
of this
this subsection
the installno certificate
certificate of the
(a), no
subsection (a),
the purpose
For the
ment
shall be
be outstanding
outstanding if
if before
before a
a surrender
surrender
.
to be
deemed to
be deemed
type shall
ment type
value
been attained
attained the holder thereof has been in continuous
continuous
has been
value has
default in
in making
making his
period of one year.
for aa period
thereon for
his payments
payments thereon
default
Minimum assets.
registered face-amount
(b) It
face -amount certificate
unlawful for any registered
It shall be unlawful
Minimum
assets.
company to
sell any
any face-amount
certificate, or to collect
collect or
or
face-amount certificate,
or sell
issue or
to issue
company
accept
any payment
certificate issued
issued by
by such company
company
such certificate
any such
on any
payment on.
accept any
on
or after
date of
of this
company has,
such company
this title, unless such
effective date
the effective
after the
on or
in
cash or
having aavalue
value not less than
assets having
investments, assets
qualified investments,
or qualified
in cash
the
aggregate amount
amount of
capital stock requirement
requirement and .certificertifiof the capital
the aggregate
cate
under the provisions
provisions of subsection (a)
(a)
computed under
as computed
reserves as
cate reserves
"Qualified
invest- hereof. As used in this subsection,
subsection, "qualified
"qualified investments"
investments" means
means
ments"
defined.
ments" deined.
a kind which life-insurance
companies are permitted
investments of a
life-insurance companies
permitted
to
hold under
under the
District
the Code of the District
the provisions
provisions of the
in or
or hold
to invest
invest in
of
or hereafter
amended, and
other
and such other
hereafter amended,
as heretofore
heretofore or
Columbia as
of Columbia
order
investments
regulation, or order
Commission shall by rule, regulation,
the Commission
investments as the
authorize
valued
investments shall be valued
Such investments
investments. Such
as qualified
qualified investments.
authorize as
accordance with the provisions
provisions of said Code where
where such proviin accordance
not
sions
Investments to which
which such provisions
provisions do not
applicable. Investments
are applicable.
sions are
regulations, or
apply
valued in
or
accordance with such rules, regulations,
in accordance
be valued
apply shall be
orders
Commission shall prescribe
prescribe for the protection
protection of
of
as the Commission
orders as
investors.
investors.
Deposit and
and main
mainDeposit
(c) The Commission
(c)
Commission shall
shall by rule, regulation,
regulation, or order, in the
tenance of designated
interest or for the protection
protection of investors, require aaregistered
registered
Investments.
public interest
investments.
face-amount certificate
company to
deposit and maintain, upon such
such
to deposit
certificate company
face-amount
terms
conditions as the Commission
Commission shall prescribe
prescribe and as are
and conditions
terms and
appropriate for
for the
the protection
protection of investors,
investors, with
more instiwith one or more
appropriate
required by paragraph
paragraph (1) of secsecqualifications required
tutions having the qualifications
investment trust, all or any part
tion 26 (a)
(a) for aa trustee of a
a unit investment
investments maintained by such company as certificate
certificate reserve
of the investments
Proviso.
requirements under
the
provisions
of subsection
subsection (b)
(b) hereof: ProProof
provisions
under
the
requirements
proviso.
Deductions.
Deductions.
vided, hozever,
on
however, That where
where qualified investments are maintained
maintained on
respect of its liabilities under certificates
certificates
company in respect
deposit by such company
residents of any State as required by the statute
issued to or held by residents
such
order, regulation,
regulation, or requirement
requirement of such
of such State or by any order
thereof, the amount so on deposit, but
but
agency thereof,
State or any official or agency
reserves required
required by subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
not to exceed the amount of reserves
deducted from
certificates so issued or held, shall be deducted
hereof for the certificates
the amount of qualified
qualified investments that may be required to be
deposited hereunder.
hereunder.
deposited
and
investments under subsection
subsection (b)
(b) and
Assets which are qualified investments
permitted by this subsection
(c),
subsection (c)
which are deposited under or as permitted
considered as a
a part of the assets required
required
may be used and shall be considered
to be
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
said subsection
subsection (b).
(b).
to
be maintained
maintained under
Issuance of certifi(d)
It shall
unlawful for
for any
registered face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate
any registered
be unlawful
(d) It
shall be
of
csant; collection
collecti'n of
cates;
certificate, or to collect
payments.
face-amount certificate,
company to issue or sell any face-amount
collect or
or
accept any
payment on
on any
such certificate
certificate issued
by such
such company
company
issued by
any such
accept
any payment
on or after the effective
effective date
certificate condate of this title,
title, unless such
such certificate
effect—
a provision
provision or
or provisions
provisions to
to the effecttains a
Surrender
value
(1
that,i
respect of
of any
certificate of
installment type,
type,
the installment
of the
any certificate
inn respect
1)) that,
during first certificate
duringfirstcertificatle
year.
the holder
during the first certificate
certificate year
year the
holder of
of the
the certificate,
certificate, upon
upon
surrender thereof,
entitled to aa value
value payable
cash
payable in cash
surrender
thereof, shall be entitled
reserve payments
not less than the reserve
payments as specified in subparagraph
subparagraph
(A)
(B) of paragraph
paragraph (2)
(a) and at
atthe
the end
end
or (B)
(2) of subsection
subsection (a)
(A) or
certificate year, aavalue payable
of such certificate
payable in cash at least equal
equal to
50 per
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
the g
ross annual
annua l p
ay
men t
50
per centurn
centum of
gross
payment
required
thereby for
for such
such year;
year;
thereby
required
After expiration of
(2) that,
in respect
anycertificate
the installment
installment type,
type,
of the
certificate of
of any
respect of
that, in
(2)
ear.
first certificate year.
at any time after the expiration
expiration of the first
first certificate
certificate year and
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prior to
of the
upon surrender
surrender
the certificate,
certificate, upon
to maturity,
maturity, the
the holder
holder of
prior
thereof, shall
shall be
entitled to
value payable
in cash
cash not less
less than
to a
a value
payable in
thereof,
be entitled
the then
the reserve
certificate required
required by
reserve for such
such certificate
amount of
of the
the
then amount
numbered items
items (1)
of paragraph
paragraph
(2) of
of subparagraph
subparagraph (D)
(D) of
numbered
(1) and
and (2)
(2) subsection
hereof, less
surrender charge
that shall
shall not
not
less a
a surrender
charge that
(2)
subsection (a)
(a) hereof,
exceed 2
centumof
face or
amount of
the cercerof the
of the
the face
or maturity
maturity amount
exceed
2 per
per centum
tificate,
amount of
of such
such reserve,
reserve, whichwhichper centum
centum of
of the
the amount
tificate, or
or 15
15 per
ever is
lesser, but
but in
in no
be less
less than
than
shall such
such value
value be
ever
is the
the lesser,
no event
event shall
50
per centum
centum of
of the
the amount
of such
such reserve.
reserve. The
The amount
of
amount of
amount of
50 per
the
end of
of each
each certificate
certificate year
year shall be
value for
for the
the end
the surrender
surrender value
set
in the
the certificate;
certificate;
set out
out in
(3)
that, in
in respect
certificate of
the installment
type,
of the
installment type,
(3) that,
respect of
of any
any certificate
the holder
holder of
of the
the certificate,
certificate, upon
for cash
cash or
or
thereof for
surrender thereof
upon surrender
the
upon
provided in
in subsection
subsection
as provided
of a
a paid-up
paid-up certificate
certificate as
upon receipt
receipt of
(f)
be entitled
to
equal to
a value
value payable
payable in cash equal
entitled to
to a
(f) hereof,
hereof, shall
shall be
the
advance payment
payment reserve
such
reserve under
under such
any advance
amount of
of any
the .then
then amount
certificate required
required by
by subparagraph
(2) of
of
paragraph (2)
(F) of
of paragraph
subparagraph (F)
certificate
subsection (a)
in addition
addition to
any other
other amounts
amounts due the
to any
hereof in
(a) hereof
subsection
holder
holder hereunder;
hereunder;
(4)
that at
at any
any time
time prior
maturity, in
in respect of any
to maturity,
prior to
(4) that
certificate which
is fully
fully paid,
of the
the certificate,
certificate,
the holder
holder of
paid, the
which is
certificate
upon
thereof, shall
shall be
be entitled
value payable
payable in
to a
a value
entitled to
surrender thereof,
upon surrender
cash
less than
than the
the then
then amount
amount of
reserve for such
such
of the reserve
not less
cash not
certificate required
137 item
(1) of
(E) of
of paraparaof subparagraph
subparagraph (E)
item (1)
required by
certificate
a surrender
(a) hereof,
hereof, less a
graph
subsection (a)
surrender charge
charge that
of subsection
graph (2)
(2) of
shall
not exceed
amount
or maturity
maturity amount
face or
of the
the face
centum of
2 per
per centum
exceed 2
shall not
of the
the certificate,
certificate, or
centum of
of such
such
amount of
of the
the amount
15 per
per centum
or 15
of
reserve,
whichever is
lesser: Provided,
however, That
That such
such
Provided, however,
is the
the lesser:
reserve, whichever
surrender
charge shall
shall not
not apply
apply as
as to
any obligations
obligations of
of a
fully
a fully
to any
surrender charge
paid
the maturity
maturity of
of a
previously issued
issued
a previously
from the
type resulting
resulting from
paid type
certificate. The
The amount
amount of
the surrender
for the end of
surrender value for
of the
certificate.
each
year shall
shall be
be set
set out
out in
the certificate;
certificate;
in the
each certificate
certificate year
(5)
in respect
of any
any certificate,
certificate, the
cerof the
the cerholder of
the holder
respect of
that in
(5) that
tificate,
upon maturity,
upon surrender
surrender thereof
thereof for
cash or upon
for cash
maturity, upon
tificate, upon
receipt
of a
a paid-up
paid-up certificate
in subsection
subsection (f)
(f)
provided in
as provided
certificate as
receipt of
hereof,
shall be
entitled to
in cash
cash equal
equal to
to the
the
payable in
value payable
to aa value
be entitled
hereof, shall
then
reserve, if
if any,
required
certificate required
for such
such certificate
any, for
the reserve,
of the
amount of
then amount
by
item (4)
subparagraph (D)
(D) of
of paragraph
(2) of
of subsecsubsecparagraph (2)
(4) of
of subparagraph
by item
tion (a)
hereof or
or item
subparagraph (E)
(E) of
of paragraph
paragraph
of subparagraph
(2) of
item (2)
(a) hereof
tion
(2) of
of subsection
in addition
addition to
any other
other amounts
amounts
to any
hereof in
(a) hereof
subsection (a)
(2)
due the
the holder
holder hereunder.
hereunder.
due
The
term "certificate
"certificate year"
year" as
this section
section in
in respect
respect of
of
in this
as used
used in
The term
any
certificate of
period or
periods
or periods
a period
means a
type means
installment type
the installment
of the
any certificate
for
as provided
by the
the cercerprovided by
or payments
payments as
payment or
one year's
year's payment
for which
which one
tificate have
been made
holder and
the certificate
certificate
and the
the holder
by the
thereon by
made thereon
have been
tificate
maintained in
force by
by such
such payments
the
for which
which the
time for
the time
for the
payments for
in force
maintained
same have
been made,
in respect
respect of
of any
any certificate
which is
is fully
fully
certificate which
and in
made, and
have been
same
paid or
or paid-up
ending on
on the
the anniversary
anniversary of
the
of the
any year
year ending
means any
paid-up means
paid
date of
of issuance
issuance of the
certificate.
the certificate.
date
Any certificate
certificate may
provide for
loans or
or advances
company
by the
the company
advances by
for loans
may provide
Any
to
certificate holder
holder on
on the
the security
security of
of such
certificate upon
terms
upon terms
such certificate
the certificate
to the
prescribed therein
at an
rate not
exceeding 66per
centum
per centum
not exceeding
interest rate
an interest
but at
therein but
prescribed
per
annum. The
deposits, and
and the
the
reserves, deposits,
the required
required reserves,
of the
The amount
amount of
per annum.
surrender values
values thereof
the holder
be adjusted
to
adjusted to
may be
holder may
to the
available to
thereof available
surrender
take
into account
any unpaid
balance on
such loans
loans or
advances and
and
or advances
on such
unpaid balance
account any
take into
interest
the purposes
this subsection
subsection and
subsections
and subsections
of this
purposes of
for the
thereon, for
interest thereon,
(b)
and
(c)
hereof.
(b) and (c) hereof.
Any
certificate may
may provide
provide that
its option
may,
option may,
at its
the company
company at
that the
Any certificate
prior to
to the
the maturity
defer any
or payments
payments to
to the
the
any payment
payment or
thereof, defer
maturity thereof,
prior
19347W-41—PT.
53
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Surrender for cash
cash
Surrender
receipt of
or upon receipt
paid-up certiicate.
certificate.
paid-up

Fully paid certificates.

Surrender
charge.
Surrender charge.

Proviso.
Prmvo.
When not applicaWhen
ble.

"Certificate year"
year"
"Certificate
as applied
applied to certificate of the installment
installment
type; definition.
definition.

Loans
Loans
cates.

on
on

certifi-

Optional deferment
deferment
Optional
of payment.
payment.
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certificate
holder to
to which
he may
entitled under
under this
this subsection
subsection
be entitled
may be
which he
certificate holder
(d), for
for a
period of
of not
not more
more than
than thirty
days: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in.
thirty days:
a period
(d),
the
the company,
interest shall
shall
company, interest
by the
is exercised
exercised by
option is
such option
event such
the event
accrue on
on any
or payments
payments due
to the
period
the holder,
holder, for the period
due to
any payment
payment or
accrue
of
deferment at
at a
rate equal
equal to
used in
in accumulating
the
accumulating the
to that
that used
a rate
of such
such deferment
Provisions for other
other
reserves for
for such
certificate: And
provided further,
That
the
the
ComThat
further,
provided
And
such
certificate:
reserves
deferment.
deferment.
mission may,
and regulations
or orders
orders in
in the
interest
public interest
the public
regulations or
rules and
by rules
may, by
mission
or for
for the
of investors,
make provision
provision for
for any
any other
other deferdeferinvestors, make
the protection
protection of
or
ment
such terms
terms and
and conditions
as it
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
it shall
conditions as
upon such
ment upon
Liability of holder
holder
Liability
(e)
It shall
unlawful for
for any
any registered
registered face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate
be unlawful
shall be
(e) It
for unpaid balance.
company
to issue
issue or
certificate, or
or to
to collect
or
collect or
face-amount certificate,
any face-amount
or sell
sell any
company to
accept
on any
such certificate
company
issued by such company
certificate issued
any such
payment on
any payment
accept any
on or
or after
after the
certificate makes
the
makes the
title, which certificate
of this
this title
date of
the effective
effective date
on
holder
legal action
any unpaid
amount
unpaid amount
for any
or proceeding
proceeding for
action or
any legal
liable to
to any
holder liable
on such certificate.
Paid-up certificate.
Paid-up
(f)
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
registered face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate
for any
any registered
be unlawful
(f) It
Issuance under certain contingencies.
contingencies.
company to
to issue
any face-amount
certificate, or
or
or to collect or
face-amount certificate,
or sell
sell any
issue or
company
accept any
any payment
certificate issued by
company
by such
such company
such certificate
on any
any such
payment on
accept
on or
after the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this title, (1) unless such faceon
or after
amount certificate
certificate contains
contains a
a provision
or provisions
provisions to
to the
the effect
effect
provision or
amount
that
holder shall
have an
an optional
right to receive
paid-up
receive a
a paid-up
optional right
shall have
that the
the holder
certificate in
in lieu
of the
the then
provided
surrender value provided
attained cash surrender
then attained
lieu of
certificate
therein
and in
in the
the amount
amount of
value plus accumulations
accumulations thereon
thereon
such value
of such
therein and
at
paid-up certificate
certificate equal to that used
in the paid-up
specified in
at a
a rate
rate to be specified
in
the reserve
reserve on
certificate under subparasubparaoriginal certificate
on the original
in computing
computing the
graph
(B) of
of paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) of
subsection (a)
(a) of this section,
section,
of subsection
or (B)
graph (A)
(A) or
a
such
paid-up certificate
certificate to become
become due and payable at the end of a
such paid-up
period
certificate
balance of the term of such original certificate
to the
the balance
period equal to
before
prior to
to maturity
maturity such
such
period prior
the period
and during
during the
maturity; and
before maturity;
paid-up
certificate shall have
surrender thereof
thereof
have a
a cash value upon surrender
paid-up certificate
equal to
then amount
amount of
reserve therefor;
therefor; and
(2) unless
and (2)
of the
the reserve
the then
to the
equal
such
face-amount certificate
certificate contains a
further provision
provision or proa further
such face-amount
visions
continuous default
default in his
visions to the effect that if the holder be in continuous
payments
certificate for
without
for aa period of six months without
such certificate
on such
payments on
having
receive aapaid-up
paid-up certificate,
certificate, as herein
herein
his option to receive
exercised his
having exercised
provided,
company at the expiration
pay
expiration of such six months shall pay
provided, the company
$100 or if
if
value in cash if such value is less than $100
surrender value
the surrender
such value is $100
$100 or more shall issue such paid-up
paid-up certificate
certificate to
such
the payment
all
paymlent of all
or issuance,
issuance, plus tile
such holder
holder and
and such payment or
amounts to which he may be then entitled
entitled under the original
other amounts
Proviso.
certificate, shall operate to cancel
cancel his original
original certificate:
certificate: Provided,
Provided,
Conversion of origThat in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
issuance of
paid-up certificate
certificate the original
a new paid-up
the issuance
of a
That
inal certificate.
certificate.
certificate
certificate with the same
converted into
into a
a paid-up certificate
certificate may be
be converted
effect;
certificate provides, in the event
event
and (3)
(3) unless,
unless, where
where such certificate
effect; and
of
or
the deferment
deferment of payments
payments thereon by the holder or
of default, for the
of the
due dates
dates of
of such
or of
the maturity
maturity date
of the
the
of
the due
such payments
payments or
of the
date of
certificate,
provide in
reinstatement
certificate, it shall
shall also
also provide
in effect for the right of reinstatement
by the holder of the certificate
certificate after
after default
default and
for an
an option
option in
in
and for
the holder, at the time of reinstatement,
payment
reinstatement, to make up the payment
or payments
default period
period next
preceding such
such reinstatement
reinstatement
or
payments for
for the
the default
next preceding
centum per annum
with
exceeding 6
6 per centum
annum,' with
with interest
interest thereon not exceeding
the same effect as if no such
such default
making such payments
payments had
default in making
occurred.
occurred.
"Default" defined.
"Default"
The term "default"
"default" as used in this subsection (f) shall, without
without
restricting
include aafailure
payment or
restricting its
its usual meaning,
meaning, include
failure to make
make aapayment
or
payments as and when provided by the certificate.
certificate.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.
foregoing provisions
section shall not apply to a
a
(g) The foregoing
provisions of this section
face-amount certificate
certificate company
effective date
face-amount
company which
which on or before
before the effective
of
of this Act has discontinued
discontinued the offering
offering of face-amount
face-amount certificates
certificates
Provisos.
Provisos.
holder.
Interest due holder.
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to the public and issues face-amount
face-amount certificates
certificates only to the holders
holders of
certificates previously
previously issued pursuant
pursuant to an obligation
obligation expressed
expressed or
or
implied in such certificates.
Declaration of
of dividiviDeclaration
(h) It
It shall be unlawful for any
face-amount certificate dends.
any registered
registered face-amount
dends.
company which does not maintain the minimum certificate reserve
reserve on
all its outstanding face-amount
face-amount certificates
effective
certificates issued prior
prior to
to the
the effective
date of this Act, in an aggregate
aggregate amount calculated
calculated and adjusted as
provided
shares
provided in
in section
section 28,
28, to declare
declare or pay any
any dividends on the shares
of such company
company for or during any calendar year
year which shall exceed
exceed
one-third of the net earnings for the next preceding
preceding calendar
calendar year or
or
which shall exceed
which
exceed 10 per centum of
net earnings
earnings for
for the
the
of the
the aggregate
aggregate net
next preceding
preceding five
calendar years,
years whichever
lesser amount,
amount, or
five calendar
whichever is
is the
the lesser
or
any
which shall
have been
been forbidden
forbidden by
by the
the Commission
Commission
any dividend
dividend which
shall have
notice to ComPrior notice
pursuant to the
pursuant
provision of the
sentence of
of this
paragraph. At
At mission.
the provision
the next sentence
this paragraph.
least
such company
company shall
shall declare,
or distribute
distribute
least thirty
thirty days before such
declare, pay,
pay, or
any dividend,
dividend, it
shall give
the Commission
written notice
notice of
of its
its intenintenany
it shall
give the
Commission written
tion to declare,
declare, pay, or distribute the same;
same; and
it shall
and if
if at
at any
any time it
appear
to the
the Commission
Commission that
the declaration,
or distribudistribuappear to
that the
declaration, payment
payment or
tion
any calendar
calendar year
might impair
impair
tion of any dividend for or during
during any
year might
the
such company
company or
its ability
to meet
meet its
its lialiathe financial
financial integrity
integrity of
of such
or its
ability to
bilities
its outstanding
it may
may by
by order
order
bilities under
under its
outstanding face-amount
face-amount certificates,
certificates, it
forbid
declaration, distribution,
payment of any
any such dividend.
dividend.
forbid the
the declaration,
distribution, or payment
BANKRUPTCY OF FACE-AMOUNT
FACE-AMOUNT CIitT1JiCATE
COMPANIES
BANKRUPTCY
CERTIFICATE COMPANIES

S
EC. 29.
(a) Section
67 of
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act
Act to establish aa
of an
Section 67
SEc.
29. (a)
uniform system
of bankruptcy
bankruptcy throughout
throughout the
United States",
States",
the United
uniform
system of
approved July
1898, as
amended, is
at the end
end
by adding
adding at
is amended
amended by
July 1,
1, 1898,
as amended,
approved
thereof
the following:
following:
thereof the
"f. (1)
the purposes
purposes of,
of, and
and exclusively
applicable to, this
exclusively applicable
(1) For
For the
"f.
subdivision
'debtor' shall
shall mean
mean a
aface-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate comcomf (a)
(a) 'debtor'
subdivision f
pany
as defined
defined in
in section
of the
the Investment
Investment Company
Company Act
1940;
of 1940;
Act of
4 of
section 4
pany as
(b) 'face-amount
'face-amount certificate'
certificate' shall
mean a
face-amount certificate
certificate as
as
a face-amount
shall mean
(b)
defined in
in section
of the
the Investment
Investment Company
Act of
1940; (c)
(c)
of 1940;
Company Act
section 22 of
defined
'depositary'
is a
or State
State agency
agency with
whom securities
securities or
or other
other
with whom
a person
person or
'depositary' is
property
debtor is
or to
to whom
whom property
property of
of aa debtor
debtor
is deposited
deposited or
of a
a debtor
property of
is
transferred, in
in trust.
or otherwise,
requirements of
to the requirements
pursuant to
otherwise, pursuant
trust or
is transferred,
a
State law
law or
the debtor
providing for
for the
distributhe distribudebtor providing
by the
agreement by
or an
an agreement
a State
tion
of such
property or
proceeds to
to creditors
or security
security holders
creditors or
or its
its proceeds
such property
tion of
of
in the
of the
the insolvency
insolvency of
of the
the debtor
debtor or
or under
under
event of
the event
of the
the debtor
debtor in
other
'deposit creditor'
creditor who,
who,
is aacreditor
creditor' is
(d) 'deposit
circumstances; (d)
other specified
specified circumstances;
under
provisions of
law or
for aa
providing for
agreement providing
or agreement
of aa State
State law
the provisions
under the
deposit
or transfer
transfer to
to a
a depositary,
as to
to the
the securisecurihas rights
rights as
depositary, has
with or
deposit with
ties or
or property
so deposited
transferred which
exceed the
the rights
rights
which exceed
or transferred
deposited or
property so
ties
of
general creditor;
creditor; and
(e) 'State
official or
or agency
agency
is an
an official
agency' is
'State .agency'
and (e)
of a
a general
of
State designated
to act
as depositary
distribute property,
property,
or to
to distribute
depositary or
act as
designated to
of aa State
or the
proceeds of
property held
held by
by a
adepositary.
depositary.
of property
or
the proceeds
"(2) Every
deposit or
securities or
or other
property made
made
other property
of securities
or transfer
transfer of
Every deposit
"(2)
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf of
any depositary
depositary for
for the
the benefit
benefit
or to
to any
with or
debtor with
of aadebtor
by
or protection
of or
or to
holder of
or
sold by
by or
security sold
of any
any security
the holder
to secure
secure the
or
protection of
on behalf
debtor on
be voidable
voidable
1941, shall
shall be
1, 1941,
after January
January 1,
on or
or after
the debtor
behalf of
of the
on
as against
the trustee
of such
property of
of the
the estate
estate is
is
if the
the property
such debtor
debtor if
trustee of
as
against the
insufficient for
full payment
discharge of
of all
all claims
on
claims on
and discharge
payment and
for the
the full
insufficient
account of
by or
or on
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
sold by
certificates sold
of all
all face-amount
face-amount certificates
account
debtor, and
and such
or transfer
transfer and
and every
created thereby
thereby
lien created
every lien
deposit or
such deposit
debtor,
shall
be avoided
avoided by
trustee subject
provisions
to the
the provisions
subject to
by the
the trustee
thereupon be
shall thereupon
of
paragraph 3
this subdivision
subdivision f.
f.
3 of
of this
of paragraph
"
(3) In
In the
the event
event any
deposit or
or transfer
described in
in paragraph
paragraph
transfer described
any deposit
't(3)
2
subdivision f
shall be
avoided the
the trustee
trustee shall
segregate
shall segregate
be avoided
f shall
of this
this subdivision
2 of

frauduLiens and fraudulent transfers.
transfers.
30 Stat. 564.
11 U.. S. C.
C. § 107;
11
Supp. V,
V, i§107.
107.
Supp.
Definitions.
Definitions.
"Debtor."
"Debtor."
Ante, p. 799.
"Face-amount cer"Face-amount
tificate."
tificate."
Ante, p. 792.

"Depositary."
"Depositary."

creditor."
"Deposit creditor."

"State agency."
-state
agency."

Deposits,
etc., for
Deposits, etc.,
benefit of security
security
benefit
holders, voidability.
holders,
voidability.

Segregation of propSegregation
erty.
ertY.
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the property
property received
received by
trustee from
the depositary
and charge
the
by the
the trustee
from the
depositary and
charge
the same
same with
with the
of maintenance
liquidation
the
the costs
costs and
and expenses
expenses of
maintenance and
and liquidation
Distributions to
Distributions

creditors.
cr
itors.
ed

and
distribute the
the net
net proceeds
proceeds thereof
to the
the creditors
creditors who
who would
would
and distribute
thereof to

have been entitled thereto under the provisions of the law or agree-

ment
deposit or
transfer of
the property,
and each
each
ment providing
providing for
for the
the deposit
or transfer
of the
property, and
thereafter be entitled
such creditor
creditor shall thereafter
entitled to dividends
dividends from the
the estate
only after all creditors
same rank shall
shall have received
received the
creditors of the same
the
same percentage.
percentage.
Summary jurisdic"(4)
The court
court shall
of any
proceedany proceedjurisdiction of
summary jurisdiction
have summary
shall have
"(4) The
ti.oma
tion of court. jurisdicings
to hear
determine the
rights of
of any
any parties
ings to
hear and
and determine
the rights
parties under
under this
this
subdivision ffand to hear
hear and
and determine
sufficiency of the proppropsubdivision
determine the sufficiency
erty
estate for
for the
and discharge
discharge of
claims
of all
all claims
erty of
of the
the estate
the full
full payment
payment and
on
account of
face-amount certificates
on account
of all face-amount
certificates sold by or on
on behalf
behalf of the
Notice
hearing.
Notice of
of heing
debtor. Due notice of any hearing
hearing in such
such proceedings
proceedings shall be
depositary and State agency
agency which is aa party in
in
given to every depositary
interest.
Inapplicability
Inapplicability
of
"(5)
(c) of section 28 are not
"(5) Where the
the provisions
provisions of subsection (c)
not
provisions.
Antp.'32.
Ante,
p. 832.
applicable, the
section will
will not
apply."
applicable,
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
not apply."
30 stat.
30
Stat. 5.57.
7.
44 of
Act of
of July
1898, as
as amended,
amended, is amended
amended
(b)(b) Section
3 11 U.atS.S.7 0.
Section 44
of said
said Act
July 1,
1,1898
72;
Supp. V,
V, I
72.
Supp.
172.
by adding at the end of subdivision
thereof the
following
subdivision (a)
(a) thereof
the following
sentence:
sentence:
Appointment of
of
bankrupt is aaface-amount
"If
Appointment
"If the bankrupt
face-amount certificate
certificate company, as defined
defined
trustee's.
Ante, p. 79.
799.
Antc,p.
in section
4 of the
Investment Company
in
section 4
the Investment
Company Act of 1940,
1940, the
the court
court
alone shall make the appointment;
appointment; but the court shall
shall not
not make
make
such appointment
without .first notifying the
appointment without
the Securities
Securities and
and
Exchange Commission and giving
giving it
Exchange
it an opportunity
opportunity to be heard."
heard."

Dividends,
Dividends,
tion.

restric-

tion.

PERIODIC
REPORTS; REPORTS
PERIODIC AND OTHER
OTHER REPORTS;
REPORTS OF AFFILIATED
AFFILIATED PERSONS

reports. etc.

Annual
Annual reports, etc.

SEC.
30. (a)
investment company
file annuS
EC. 30.
(a) Every
Every registered
registered investment
company shall
shall file

ally with the Commission
Commission such information,
information, documents,
documents, and
and reports
companies having
having securities
as investment
investment companies
securities registered
registered on aa national
national
9
48 Stat.8 894.
securities
pursuant to section
section
exchange are
are required
required to file annually pursuant
securities exchange
4ts
15 SU. S. 4 C.8 I7m
78m
(a); Supp. V. I
78m.
(a);8upp.V,
78m.
13 (a) of the Securities
the rules and
Securities Exchange Act of 1934
1931 and the
and
regulations issued thereunder.
regulations
thereunder.
Data required.
Data
required.
investment company
(b) Every registered
registered investment
company shall file with the
CommissionCommission—
(1) such information
information and documents
documents (other
(other than
than financial
financial
statements)
Commission may
may require, on aa semi-annual
statements) as the Commission
semi-annual
reasonably current
current the information
or quarterly basis, to keep reasonably
information
and documents contained in the registration
registration statement of such
such
company filed under this title; and
company
(2)
report or
or similar
similar comcom(2) copies of every
every periodic
periodic or interim
interim report
munication containing financial statements
statements and transmitted
transmitted to
any class of such
company's security
such company's
security holders,
holders, such copies
copies to be
filed not later than ten days after
after such
such transmission.
transmission.
Any information or documents contained
contained in a
a report
report or
other comcomor other
munication to security
security holders filed pursuant
pursuant to paragraph
paragraph (2)
may
(2) may
be incorporated
incorporated by reference
reference in any report
report subsequently
subsequently or concurrently
currently filed pursuant
(1).
pursuant to paragraph
paragraph (1).
Matter in lieu of
report

pMateibedreports.
prescribed

0

(c)
Commission shall
rules and
and regulations
(c) The
The Commission
shall issue
issue rules
regulations permitting
permitting

the filing with the Commission, and with any national securities
securities
concerned, of popes
exchange concerned,
periodic reports,
report
s,
ofextracts
ex t
ract
s thereth
ere copies of periodic
or of
from, filed by any registered
registered investment
investment company pursuant
pu rs
uan tt
subtoo subsections (a) and (b),
(b), n lieu of any reports and documents
documents required
required
48 Stat. 894; 49 Stat.
of such
under section
or 15
(d) of
of the
the Securities
Securities
;9tat. of
1379t.
such company
company under
1379.
section 13
13 or
15 (d)
15 U. S. C. I
§78m, Exchange
Exchange Act of 1934.
7s8,
s.C.
75'U.
78o;
Supp.
V. 9 78m,
780
(d).
8(d).I
Every registered
investment
company shall
(d) Every
registered investment
.
shall transmit
t
ransm it to its
i
ts
Semiannual reports
if

to stooldersp.

to stockholders.

the
stockholders, at least semi-annually,
semi-annually, reports
reports containing
containing such of the
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following
following information
information and financial
financial statements
statements or their equivalent,
equivalent,
as of aareasonably
reasonably current date, as the Commission
Commission may prescribe by
rules and regulations
regulations for the protection
protection of investors,
investors which
which reports
reports
shall not be.misleading
misleading in any material
material respect in the light
light of
a the
reports required
Contents.
oantent
required to be filed pursuant to subsections
subsections (a)
(a) and (b):
(b) :
(1) a
a balance
(1)
balance sheet accompanied
statement of the aggreaccompanied by
by aastatement
aggregate value of investments on the date of such balance
balance sheet;
sheet;
(2)
(2) a
alist showing the amounts and values of securities owned
owned
on the
the date
balance sheet;
on
date of
of such
such balance
sheet;
(3) a
statement
.
of
the period
period covered
covere d by
by the
the
(3)
a statement
of income,
income, for
for the
report, which shall be itemized at least with
with respect to each
each
category
representing more
category of income
income and expense
expense representing
more than 55 per
per
centum
income or
centum of total
total income
or expense;
expense;
.(4)
surplus, winch
shall be
itemized at
at least
(4) a
a statement
statement of
of surplus,
which shall
be itemized
least
with respect
respect to each charge
charge or credit
credit to the surplus account
account
centum of the total charges
charges
which represents more than 55 per centum
or
the period
covered by
report;
or credits
credits during the
period covered
by the
the report;
(5) a
statement of
of the
aggregate remuneration
remuneration paid
paid by
by the
the
(5)
a statement
the aggregate
company
period covered
by the
report (A)
(A) to
to all
all
company during
during the
the period
covered by
the report
directors and to all
board for
for regular
regular
all members
members of any
any advisory
advisory board
compensation; (B) to each
compensation;
each director
director and to each
each member
member of an
advisory
special compensation;
advisory board for special
compensation; (C)
officers;
(C) to all officers;
(D) to each person of whom
whom any
and (D)
officer or director
director of
any officer
of the
company is an affiliated
affiliated person;
person; and
company
and
(6) a
astatement
statement of
the aggregate
aggregate dollar
(6)
of the
dollar amounts
amounts of
of purchases
purchases
and
sales of
securiand sales
of investment
investment securities,
securities, other
other than
than Government
Government securities,
during the
covered by the report:
report:
ties, made
made during
the period
period covered
Proviso.
im.
Provided,
That if
judgment of the Commission
Commission any item
if in
in the
the judgment
Provided, That
required
inapplicable or
or inappropriate
inappropriate to
required under
under this
this subsection
subsection is
is inapplicable
to
any specified
or types
types of
of investment
investment company,
company, the
any
specified type or
the Commission
Commission
may by
rules and
and regulations
regulations permit
permit in
in lieu
lieu thereof
inclusion of
of
may
by rules
thereof the
the inclusion
such item
of a
a comparable
comparable character
character .as
as it
it may
deem applicable
or
such
item of
may deem
applicable or
appropriate to
to such
or types
of investment
company.
investment company.
types of
type or
such type
appropriate
Financial state.
state(e) Financial
Financial statements
statements contained
contained in
reports required
required ments.
Financial
annual reports
in annual
(e)
Certificate of indeindepursuant
to subsections
and (d),
(d), if
by the
the rules
and
Certificate
rules and
required by
if required
subsections (a)
(a) and
pursuant to
pendent public
r acregulations of the Commission, shall be accompanied
accompanied by aa certificate
certificate oundst.
regulations
countant. Publc
of
independent public
public accountants.
certificate of such indeaccountants. The
The certificate
of independent
pendent
shall be
audit not
not less
less in
in
be based
based upon
upon an
an audit
pendent public
public accountants
accountants shall
scope or
or procedures
procedures followed
that which
which independent
independent public
followed than
than that
scope
accountants would
would ordinarily
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of presenting
presenting
ordinarily make
make for
accountants
comprehensive
dependable financial
statements, and shall conconfinancial statements,
and dependable
comprehensive and
tain such
information as
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe,
by rules
rules
prescribe, by
as the
tain
such information
protection of
and regulations
regulations in
public interest
the protection
of
interest or for the
the public
in the
and
investors, as
as to
nature and
scope of
and the
the findings
the audit and
of the
and scope
to the
the nature
investors,
that
and opinion
the accountants.
accountants. Each such report shall state that
of the
opinion of
and
such
have verified
securities owned,
owned,
verified securities
public accountants
accountants have
independent public
such independent
either
by actual
actual examination,
examination, or
or by
receipt of
from the
certificate from
of aa certificate
by receipt
either by
custodian,
as the
prescribe by
by rules
regulations.
may prescribe
rules and
and regulations.
custodian, as
the Commission
Commission may
Transactions of
(f) Every
who is
is directly
directly or
the .
beneficial oTranscflotion
person who
(f)
Every person
or indirectly
indirectly the
beneficial
ofileers, eta.
owner of
more than
10 per
centum of
of any
any class
securiof outstanding
outstanding securiclass of
per centum
than 10
owner
of more
ties (other
(other than
than short-term
short-term paper)
registered closed-end
closed-end
of which
which aa registered
paper) of
ties
company is
the issuer
issuer or
is an
an officer,
officer, director,
member .of
of an
an
director, member
or who
who is
is the
company
advisory
affiliated person of an investboard, investment
investment adviser, or affiliated
advisory board,
ment
adviser of
of such
such a
company shall
shall in
respect of his
his transactions
transactions
in respect
a company
ment adviser
in
any securities
securities of
company (other
than short--tteermrmpaper)be
short-term paper) be
(other than
such company
of such
in any
subject
to the
the same
and liabilities
imposed by section
those imposed
as those
liabilities as
duties and
same duties
subject to
48 Stat. 898.
16
of
the
Securities
Exchange
Act
of
1934
upon
certain
beneficial
48
ta.8. sC. 178p.
15 iT.
owners,
16 of thedirectors,
Securities
and
Exchange
officers Act
in respect
of 1934ofupon
theircertain
transactions
beneficial
in
i.
owners, directors, and officers in respect of their transactions in 15..
certain
equity securities.
certain equity
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ACCOUNTS
RECORDS
AND RECORDS
ACCOUNTS AND

registered investment
S
EO. 31.
31. (a)
(a) Every registered
investment company,
company, and every
every
SEO.
which is aamajoradviser
underwriter,
broker,
dealer,
or
investment
adviser
investment
or
dealer,
broker,
underwriter,
preservation
ity-owned
subsidiary of
company, shall maintain and preserve
such aacompany,
of such
ity-owned subsidiary
for such
such period
period or
as the
the Commission
prescribe by rules
Commission may prescribe
periods as
or periods
for
and regulations,
regulations, such
accounts, books, and other
documents as conconother documents
such accounts,
and
stitute the
the record
forming the
financial statements
statements required
required
the basis for financial
record forming
stitute
to
be filed
section 30
of this
this title,
title, and of the auditor's
30 of
to section
pursuant to
filed pursuant
to be
a majorinvestment adviser
adviser not a
Every investment
thereto. Every
Investment
relating thereto.
certificates relating
Investment advis- certificates
ers, etc.
subsidiary of, and every depositor of any
ers, etc.
ity-owned subsidiary
any registered
registered
investment
company, and
and every
principal underwriter
underwriter for any regisevery principal
investment company,
tered investment
investment company
closed-end company,
company, shall
shall
than aa closed-end
other than
company other
tered
maintain
and preserve
such period
periods as the Commission
Commission
or periods
period or
for such
preserve for
maintain and
shall
prescribe by
by rules
regulations, such accounts, books, and
and regulations,
rules and
shall prescribe
other
documents as
are necessary
record such perappropriate to record
necessary or appropriate
as are
other documents
son's
with such
company.
registered company.
such registered
transactions with
son's transactions
Examinations.
(b) All
books, and other records, required
required to be mainaccounts, books,
All accounts,
(b)
Eainations.
tained
any person
person pursuant
subsection (a), shall
shall
pursuant to subsection
by any
preserved by
and preserved
tained and
be
any time
and from
from time to time to such reasonable
reasonable
time and
at any
subject at
be subject
periodic,
examinations by the
Commission, or any
the Commission,
other examinations
and other
special, and
periodic, special,
member
thereof, as
as the
Commission may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Commission
representative thereof,
or representative
member or
Any such
such person
shall furnish
furnish to
Commission, within such reathe Commission,
to the
person shall
Any
sonable
time as
Commission may
prescribe, copies of or extracts
extracts
may prescribe,
the Commission
as the
sonable time
from such
such records
which may
may .be
prepared without
without undue
undue effort,
effort,
be prepared
records which
from
expense,
the Commission
Commission may by order require.
as the
delay, as
or delay,
expense, or
Uniformity
in acac(C) The Commission
Uniformity in
(c)
Commission may, in the public interest
interest or for the procounting policies, etc.
providing
regulations
tection
of
investors,
issue
rules
regulations
providing for aa
and
rules
issue
investors,
of
g poe etc. tection
reasonable
of uniformity
uniformity in the accounting
accounting policies and prindegree of
reasonable degree
ciples
investment companies in mainregistered investment
ciples to be followed .by registered
taining
financial statestatepreparing financial
records and in preparing
accounting records
their accounting
taining their
ments
required pursuant
this title.
title.
to this
pursuant to
ments required
Exemptions.
(d)
application made
made by any registered
registered
Commission, upon application
(d) The Commission,
Exemnptions.
investment company,
company, may
by order
transaction or
a specific transaction
exempt a
order exempt
may by
investment
transactions from
regulation made purprovisions of any rule or regulation
from the provisions
transactions
suant to
subsection (c),
the Commission
Commission finds that such rule or
if the
(c), if
to subsection
suant
regulation
reasonably be applied to such transaction.
not reasonably
should not
regulation should

Maintenance
preservation.

Maintenance

and
and

ACCOUNTANTS AND
AND AUDITORS
AUDITORS
ACCOUNTANTS

SEC. 32.
(a) After
one year
year from
the effective
effective date of this title, it
from the
After one
32. (a)
SEC.
shall
registered management
management company
company or regisunlawful for any registered
be unlawful
shall be
with
to
file
tered
face-amount
certificate
company
the
Commission any
company
certificate
tered face-amount
financial statement
statement signed or certified
certified by an independent
independent public
financial
accountant, unlessunless—
accountant,
Selection
Selection.
(1) such
such accountant
shall have
been selected
selected at
at a
meeting held
held
a meeting
have been
accountant shall
(1)
withm
thirty days
days before
before or
the beginning
beginning of the fiscal year
year
after the
or after
within thirty
or before
stockholders in that year by a
a
the annual meeting of stockholders
before the
or
majority of
of those
those members
members of the board of directors who are not
majority
investment
investment
of, or
or affiliated
affiliated persons of an investment
advisers of,
investment advisers
company;
adviser
employees of, such registered
registered company;
or employees
officers or
or officers
of, or
adviser of,
Ratification or reor
(2) such
selection shall
shall have
have been
for ratification
ratification or
submitted for
been submitted
such selection
(2)
jection.
Jection.
stockholders
rejection at
succeeding annual
annual meeting
meeting of stockholders
next succeeding
the next
at the
rejection
if such
except that any vacancy
vacancy occurring
occurring between
between
held, except
be held,
meeting be
such meeting
if
annual
meetings, due
due to
resignation of the accountaccountto the death or resignation
anuual meetings,
directors;
ant,
board of directors;
filled by the board
may be filled
ant, may
terminate
Right to terminate
(3) the
the employment
accountant shall
shall have been
been conof such
such accountant
employment of
(3)
employment.
a majority
ditioned upon
the right
company by vote of a
majority of
of the
the company
right of
upon the
ditioned
the
outstanding voting
any meeting
meeting called for the
securities at any
voting securities
the outstanding
forthwith without
purpose
terminate such
without any
employment forthwith
such employment
to terminate
purpose to
penalty;
and
penalty; and

Independent
Independent public
accountants,
accountants, etc.
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(4)
accountant shall be
(4) such certificate or report
report of such accountant
addressed both to the board of directors
directors of such registered company and to the security holders
holders thereof:
thereof:
Provided, That if
if the selection
accountant has been rejected
rejected
Provided,
selection of an accountant
pursuant to paragraph (2)
employment terminated
terminated pursuant
pursuant
(2) or his employment
(3) the vacancy so occurring
occurring may
to paragraph
paragraph (3)
may be
vote of
of
be filled
filled by
by aavote
a majority of the outstanding
securities, either
a
outstanding voting securities,
either at the meeting
meeting
occurred or if
if not so filled then
at which the rejection
rejection or termination
termination occurred
then
a subsequent
subsequent meeting which
at a
which shall be called for the purpose. In
In
the case of a
a common-law
common-law trust of the character
character described in section
section
(b) no ratification of the employment
accountant shall
16 (b)
employment of such accountant
shall
be required but such employment
terminated and such
employment may be terminated
such.
accountant removed
holders of
of record
record of
majority
accountant
removed by
by action
action of
of the
the holders
of aamajority
of the outstanding shares of beneficial
beneficial interest
interest in such trust in the
same manner
manner as is provided in said section
section 16 (b)
(b) in
in respect of the
the
removal of a
a trustee, and all the provisions
therein contained
provisions therein
contained as
as to
to
the
of a
the event
event of
such
the calling
calling of
a meeting
meeting shall
shall be
be applicable.
applicable. In
In the
of such
the vacancy
termination and removal the
vacancy so
may be
filled by
by
so occurring
occurring may
be filled
action
action of the
record of
of a
amajority
of the
shares of
of benebenethe holders of
of record
majority of
the shares
ficial
either at
at the
meeting, if
which such
such terminaterminaficial interest
interest either
the meeting,
if any,
any, at
at which
tion and removal occurs, or by instruments in writing
writing filed with the
custodian, or
if not
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time
then at
at aa
or if
not so
so filled within
time then
subsequent
subsequent meeting
meeting which shall be
trustees for
the
be called
called by the trustees
for the
purpose. The provisions
of paragraph
(40) of
of section
section 2
2 .(a)
(a) as
as to
to
provisions of
paragraph (40)
a
shall be
the vote
vote cast
of the
the
a majority
majority shall
be applicable
applicable to
to the
cast at
at any
any meeting
meeting of
shareholders
shareholders of such
pursuant to
to this
such a
a trust
trust held pursuant
this subsection.
subsection.
(b) No
management company
(b)
No registered
registered management
company or
or registered
registered facefaceamount certificate
certificate company
company shall
shall file
file with
finanamount
with the
the Commission
Commission any
any financial statement
in the
the preparation
the controller
controller or
or other
other
cial
statement in
preparation of
of which
which the
principal accounting
officer or
or employee
employee of
company particiaccounting officer
of such
such company
participated, unless
unless such
such controller,
officer or
employee was
was .
selected,
either
pated,
controller, officer
or employee
selected, either
y vote
holders of
of such
securities at
the last
by
vote of
of the
the holders
such company's
company's voting
voting securities
at the
last
of such
security holders,
the board
of directors
annual meeting
meeting of
such security
holders, or
or by
by the
board of
directors
of such
company.
of
such company.
(c) The
by rules
(c)
The Commission
Commission is
is authorized,
authorized, by
rules and
and regulations
regulations or
or
order
in the
the public
public interest
for the
of investors,
investors, to
to
order in
interest or
or for
the protection
protection of
require
to keep
reports, work
work sheets,
sheets, and
and
require accountants
accountants and auditors
auditors to
keep reports,
other
documents and
papers relating
relating to
to registered
registered investment
investment comcomother documents
and papers
panies
for such
period or
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe,
prescribe,
panies for
such period
or periods
periods as
as the
and
to make
for inspection
inspection by
by the
the Commission
Commission or
and to
make the
the same
same available
available for
or
any member
member or
or representative
thereof.
any
representative thereof.

839
839
Addressing of
of report.

Proviso.
Filling of
of vacancy.
Filling

Common-law
Common-law trust
employment
cases, employment
status.

Controller, etc.

Reports,
Reports, work
work
sheets, etc.

SETTLEMENT
CIVIL ACTIONS
ACTIONS
SETTLEMENT OF
OF CIVIL
Transmittal
Transmittal of specS
EC. 33.
33. (a)
Every registered
company which
which is
is a
SEC.
(a) Every
registered investment
investment company
a ified
documents to
to
documents
party
and every
every affiliated
of such
such company
company who
is aa party
party and
affiliated person
person of
who is
party Commission.
defendant to
any action
action or
claim by
comdefendant
to any
or claim
by aa registered
registered investment
investment company or
or a
security holder
thereof in
derivative capacity
against
pany
a security
holder thereof
in aa derivative
capacity against
an officer,
adviser, trustee,
trustee, or
or depositor
of such
an
officer, director,
director, investment
investment adviser,
depositor of
such
company for
for an
of official
official duty,
which such
such action
action or
or
company
an alleged
alleged breach
breach of
duty, which
claim
or asserted
asserted after
the effective
effective date
date of
this title,
title,
claim is
is commenced
commenced or
after the
of this
shall transmit,
transmit, unless
transmitted to
to the
Commission, the
the
shall
unless already
already transmitted
the Commission,
documents
in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) hereof
if—
documents specified
specified in
hereof if(1)
such action
action has
has been
been compromised
settled and
and such
such
(1) such
compromised or
or settled
settlement or
compromise has
has had
had the
of aacourt
court havhavsettlement
or compromise
the approval
approval of
ing
to approve
approve such
such settlement
compromise; or
ing jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
settlement or
or compromise;
or
(2) aa verdict
been rendered
rendered or
final judgment
judgment entered
entered on
on
(2)
verdict has
has been
or final
the
the merits
merits in
in such
such action.
action.
Time limitation.
Time
limitation.
(b)
thirty days
such settlement
settlement or
or compromise,
ver(b) Within
Within thirty
days after
after such
compromise, verdict
or
final
judgment,
copies
of
all
pleadings
and
any
written
dict or final judgment, copies of all pleadings and any written
record made
in such
action, together
the terms
terms
record
made in
such action,
together with
with a
a statement
statement of
of the
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of information.
information.
Use of

Proviso.
Proviso.
Names of persons
involved.

[54 STAT.
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of
settlement or
or compromise,
not included
included in
the
in the
be not
terms be
if such
such terms
compromise, if
of settlement
record, shall
shall be
be transmitted
transmitted to
to the
Commission; and
and any
any information
information
the Commission;
record,
contained in
such documents
may be
be used
by the
the Commission
Commission in
in
used by
documents may
in any
any such
contained
connection with
with any
any report
report or
study which
be made
made by
by the
the
may be
which may
or study
connection
Commission of
of lawsuits
lawsuits whether
of investment
investment companies
or comcomcompanies or
whether of
Commission
panies generally:
generally: Provided,
Provided, That
the names
names of
persons involved
involved
of persons
That the
panies
shall
be disclosed.
shall not be
DESTRUCTION
FALSIFICATION OF
RECORDS
AND RECORDS
REPORTS AND
OF REPORTS
AND FALSIFICATION
DESTRUCTION AND

Unlawful
tion, etc.

destruc-

Untrue statements.

Omission of facts.

S
EC. 34.
34. (a)
It shall
unlawful for
any person,
as perperexcept as
person, except
for any
be unlawful
shall be
(a) It
SEC.
mitted
by rule,
regulation, or
Commission, willfully
willfully to
the Commission,
of the
or order
order of
rule, regulation,
mitted by
destroy,
mutilate, or
any account,
account, book,
or other
other document
document the
book, or
or alter
alter any
destroy, mutilate,
preservation
of which
which has
pursuant to section 31 (a)
(a)
required pursuant
has been required
preservation of
or
32 (c).
(c).
or 32
(b) It
It shall
for any person to make any untrue stateunlawful for
shall be unlawful
(b)
ment of
of aa material
registration statement,
statement, application,
application,
in any
any registration
fact in
material fact
ment
report,
document filed or transmitted
transmitted purother document
account, record, or other
report, account,
suant
this title
keeping of
of which
which is
required pursuant
pursuant to
to
is required
or the
the keeping
title or
to this
suant to
section
31 (a).
any person so filing,
filing, transfor any
be unlawful for
It shall
shall be
(a). It
section 31
mitting,
such document
state therein any
any
to omit to state
document to
any such
or keeping
keeping any
mitting, or
fact necessary
necessary in
statements made
made therein, in
to prevent
prevent the statements
order to
in order
fact
circumstances under which they were made, from
of the circumstances
light of
the light
materially misleading. For the purposes of this subsection,
subsection,
being materially
any part
part of
which is signed or certified by an
document which
such document
of any
any such
any
accountant or
or auditor
auditor in
capacity as
as such shall be deemed to be
in his
his capacity
accountant
transmitted, or kept by such accountant
accountant or auditor, as
filed, transmitted,
made, filed,
well
keeping the complete
complete
transmitting, or keeping
well as
as by the person filing, transmitting,
document.
UNLAWFUL
UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS
REPRESENTATIONS AND
AND NAMES
NAMES

Unlawful represenUnlawful

tations.

ai o ns

SEC.
It shall be unlawful
S
EC. 35. (a) It
unlawful for any person, in issuing or

selling any security of which aaregistered
registered investment company is the
issuer, to represent
represent or imply in any manner
manner whatsoever
whatsoever that such
such
recommended,
security
company has been guaranteed,
sponsored, recommended,
guaranteed, sponsored,
or company
security or
or approved by the United States or any agency or officer thereof.
(b) It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any person
person registered
registered under
under any section of this title to represent
represent or imply in any manner whatsoever
whatsoever
that
recommended, or approved, or
sponsored, recommended,
such person
person has been sponsored,
that such
have in any respect been
been passed
qualifications have
his abilities or qualifications
that his
agency or officer
officer thereof.
upon by the United States or any agency
Statement
Statement of fact.
(c)
construed to
(c) No provision of subsection
subsection (a) or (b)
(b) shall
shall be construed
prohibit a
a statement that a
a person or security
security is registered
registered under
under
48
48 Stat. 74, 881.
1933,2 or the
this Act, the Securities Act of 1933
the Securities
Securities Exchange
Exchange Act
15 U. S. C.
77aof 1934,
1934, if
statement is
and if
if the
the effect
effect of
of such
such
true in
m fact
fact and
is true
if such
such statement
of
n7aa,
U78jj;supp.
77aa,
78a-'78jj; Supp.
V.. if 77a-77x,
78c-78jj.
77e-77x, 778J).
registration is not misrepresented.
misrepresented.
Use of misleading
(d)
unlawful for
for any
any registered
registered investment
investment company
company
be unlawful
shall be
(d) It
It shall
nae of misleading
name.
ft

Court
court action.

hereafter
to
adopt
as a
a part
partitof
the
name
or
title
of such
such
company,
hereafter
or of any to
security
adoptof
is the
the issuer,
name or
anytitle
word
of or
words
company,
which
which
any
word
or words
which
itof
is the
issuer,
ofaswhich
or of any security
declares to be deceptive
deceptive or misthe Commission finds and by order declares
leading.
Commission is authorized
leading. The Commission
authorized to bring an action
action in the
proper district
district court
court of the United
United States or United States court
of any Territory
Territory or
17 other place
place subject
subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
United States alleging
alleging that the name
name or title of any registered
registered investUnited
security which it has issued,
issued, is
i
s materially
ma t
eri
ally
company, or of
of any
any security
ment company,
deceptive or misleading. If
If the court finds that the Commission's
Commission's
allegations in this respect, taking into consideration
consideration the history
history of
the investment
investment company and the length of time which
which it may have
used any such name
name or title, are established,
established, the court shall enjoin
enjoin
investment company
continuing to use any such name
such investment
company from continuing
name or
or
title.
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ABUSE
GROSS ABUSE
INJUNCTIONS AGAINST
AGAINST GROSS
INJUNCTIONS
Injunctions
against
Injunctions against
authorized to bring an action in the gross
SEC. 36.
36. The
Commission is authorized
The Commission
SEC.
abuse.
abuse.
proper
district court of the United States or United
United States court of
of
proper district
any Territory
other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United
Territory or other
any
States, alleging
that a
person serving
serving or acting in one or more of the
a person
alleging that
States,
following capacities
enactment of this title
guilty, after the enactment
been guilty,
has been
capacities has
following
and within
within five
of the
the commencement
action, of gross
commencement of the action,
years of
five years
and
registered investmisconduct or
or gross
respect of any registered
abuse of trust in respect
gross abuse
misconduct
ment company
for which
person so serves or acts:
acts:
which such person
company for
ment
(1)
as officer,
officer, director,
member of an advisory board,
board, investdirector, member
(1) as
ment
adviser, or
or depositor;
depositor; or
ment adviser,
(2)
as principal
if such
company is
registered company
such registered
underwriter, if
principal underwriter,
(2) as
or face-amount
an
company, unit
face-amount
investment trust, or
unit investment
open-end company,
an open-end
certificate
certificate company.
If the
the Commission's
Commission's allegations
allegations of such gross misconduct
misconduct or gross
If
such person from
shall
abuse
of
trust
are
established,
court
enjoin
from
court
the
established,
are
trust
of
abuse
acting
in such
such capacity
capacity or
capacities either
either permanently
such
permanently or for such
or capacities
acting in
appropriate.
period
in its
shall deem
deem appropriate.
discretion shall
its discretion
it in
as it
time as
of time
period of

LARCENY
EMBEZZLEMENT
AND EMBEZZLEMENT
LARCENY AND

unlawfully and willabstracts, unlawfully
unlawfully abstracts,
SEC. 37.
37. Whoever
steals, unlawfully
Whoever steals,
SEC.
fully
converts to
own use
use or to the use of another, or embezzles
his own
to his
fully converts
any
of the
moneys, funds,
credits, property,
of
property, or assets of
securities, credits,
funds, securities,
the moneys,
any of
deemed guilty of aa
any registered
shall be deemed
company shall
investment company
registered investment
any
crime, and
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be subject to the penalties
penalties
upon conviction
and upon
crime,
provided in
in section
judgment of
conviction or acquittal on
on
of conviction
A judgment
49. A.
section 49.
provided
prosecuany
a
the
merits
under
the
laws
of
any
State
shall
be
a
bar
to
shall
State
any
of
laws
the
under
merits
the
tion under
under this
this section
act or acts.
the same act
section for the
tion

Larceny
Laroeny and embezzlement.
bezzlement.

RULES, REGULATIONS,
REGULATIONS, AND
AND ORDERS;
GENERAL POWERS
POWERS OF
OF COMMISSION
COMMISSION
ORDERS; GENERAL
RULES,
SEC. 38.
38. (a)
(a) The
The Commission
have authority
authority from
from time to
shall have
Commission shall
SEC.
time
to
make,
issue,
amend,
and
rescind
such
rules
and
regulations
and
regulations
and
rules
such
rescind
and
amend,
time to make, issue,
such
orders as
necessary or
or appropriate
appropriate to
to the
the exercise
exercise of the
are necessary
as are
such orders
powers conferred
Commission elsewhere
elsewhere in
in this
this title,
title, includincludthe Commission
upon the
conferred upon
powers
ing
and regulations
regulations defining
defining accounting,
accounting, technical,
and trade
trade
technical, and
rules and
ing rules
in
forms
terms
used
in
this
title,
and
prescribing
the
form
or
forms
which
or
form
the
prescribing
and
title,
this
in
terms used
information
in registration
applications, and
statements, applications,
registration statements,
required in
information required
the purposes
For
reports
to
the
Commission
shall
be
set
forth.
purposes of
forth.
set
be
shall
Commission
the
to
reports
its
rules or
or regulations
classify persons,
persons, securisecurimay classify
Commission may
the Commission
regulations the
its rules
different
ties,
and
other
matters
within
its
jurisdiction
and
prescribe
different
prescribe
and
jurisdiction
its
within
matters
other
ties, and
requirements
for different
different classes
classes of
of persons,
persons, securities,
securities, or matters.
matters.
requirements for
(b)
Commission, by
such rules
and regulations
regulations or
or order
it
order as it
rules and
by such
The Commission,
(b) The
deems
necessary or
the public
public interest
interest or
for the
prothe proor for
in the
appropriate in
or appropriate
deems necessary
tection
may authorize
authorize the
the filing
information or
any information
of any
filing of
investors, may
of investors,
tection of
documents
with the
the Commission
this title,
under this
Commission under
filed with
be filed
to be
required to
documents required
title
Securities Act
Act of
of 1933,
1933, the
Exchange
Securities Exchange
the Securities
the Securities
Act, the
this Act,
of this
II of
title II
Act of
Act of
of 1935,
or
1935, or
Company Act
Holding Company
Utility Holding
Public Utility
the Public
1934, the
of 1934,
Act
the Trust Indenture
Act of
of 1939,
by incorporating
by reference
reference any
any
incorporating by
1939, by
the Trust Indenture Act
information
theretofore or
or concurrently
concurrently filed with the
documents theretofore
or documents
information or
Commission
under this
title or
or any
Acts.
such Acts.
of such
any of
this title
Commission under
(c)
No
provision
of
this
title
imposing
any
apply
shall apply
liability shall
any liability
imposing
title
this
of
(c) No provision
to any act
done or
in good
faith in
with any
any
conformity with
in conformity
good faith
omitted in
or omitted
any act done
to
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
or order
of the
the Commission,
Commission, notwithstanding
that
that
notwithstanding
of
order
rule,
y, after
such act
omission, be
be
or omission,
act or
such rule,
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
order may,
after such
may,
or order
such
amended
determined by
judicial or other authority
by judicial
be determined
or be
rescinded or
or rescinded
amended or
to
be invalid
invalid for
any reason.
reason.
for any
to be

Rules, regulations,
regulations,
and
and orders.
orders.

Classification of perClnssificatlon
sons, etc.

informaFiling of Information.

48 Stat. 74, 881;
881; 49
49
583; 53 Stat.
Stat. 1149.
1149.
Stat. 83n;

Act or omission in
in
Act
good faith.
faith.
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RULES AND
FOR ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE
PROCEDURE FOR
RULES
AND REGUIATIONS;
REGULATIONS; PROCEDURE
Publication.
Publication.
49
500.
Stat. 500.
49 Stat.
44
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
44 U.
Supp.
V, §§
301-314.
§§ 301-314.
V,

SEC. 39.
39. Subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Federal
Federal Register
Act and
SEC.
Subject to
Register Act
and
regulations prescribed
under the
the authority
the rules
rules and
and
authority thereof,
thereof, the
regulations
prescribed under
regulations of
of the
the Commission
under this
this title,
title, and
and amendments
amendments
Commission under
regulations
thereof, shall
be effective
effective upon
publication in
in the
manner which
the
thereof,
shall be
upon publication
the manner
which the
Commission
prescribe, or
upon such
such later
later date
date as
as may
may be
be
Commission shall
shall prescribe,
or upon
provided
rules and
regulations.
provided in
in such
such rules
and regulations.
ORDERS; PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE FOR ISSUANCE
ISSUANCE
ORDERS;

Issuance
orders,
Issuance of orders,
requirements.
requirements.
Notice.
Notice.

Admissibility
apAdmissibility of application in evidence.

Admission
Admission of interested State, etc.,
etc., as
party
party to proceeding.

S
EC. 40.
40. (a)
(a) Orders
Commission under
title shall
shall be
be
this title
the Commission
under this
Orders of
of the
SEC.
issued only
after appropriate
notice and
opportunity for
and opportunity
for .hearing.
issued
only after
appropriate notice
Notice to
parties to
to a
before the
the Commission
Commission shall
Notice
to the
the parties
a proceeding
proceeding before
shall
be given
given by
by personal
personal service
party or
or by
by registered
registered mail
mail
be
service upon
upon each
each party
or
telegraphic notice
the party's
business
or confirmed
confirmed telegraphic
notice to
to the
party's last
last known
known business
address.
may
address. Notice to
to interested
interested persons,
persons, if
if any,
any, other than parties may
be
given in
in the
the same
same manner
or by
publication in
in the
the Federal
be given
manner or
by publication
Federal
Register.
(b) The
Commission may
by appropriate
appropriate rules
rules or
or reguregu(b)
The Commission
may provide,
provide, by
lations,
admissible in
in
lations, that
that an
an application
application verified
verified under
under oath may be admissible
evidence
proceeding before
before the
Commission and
that the
the record
record
and that
evidence in
in a
a proceeding
the Commission
proceeding may
whole or
such
in such
such .a
a proceeding
may consist, in whole
or in
in part, of
of such
application.
(c) In
proceeding before
before the
the Commission,
the Commission, the
(c)
In any proceeding
in accordance
accordance with such rules and regulations
regulations as it may prescribe,
State agency, and may
shall admit as aaparty any interested State or State
admit as aa party any representative
representative of interested
interested security holders,
holders,
whose participation
or any
any other person
person whose
participation in the proceeding
proceeding may be
be
in the public interest or for the protection
protection of investors.
HEARINGS
BY COMMISSION
HEARINGS BY
COMMISSION

fearings.
Hearings,

SEC.
SEC. 41. Hearings
Hearings may be public and may be held before
before the Commission, any member or members
thereof, or
officer or officers
members thereof,
or any officer
of the Commission
Commission designated
records thereof
designated by it, and appropriate
appropriate records
thereof
shall be kept.
ENFORCEMENT OF TITLE
ENFORCEMENT
TITLE

Investigations.
Investigations.

Powers
Powers of members
of Commission.

Attendance
witAttendance of wit-

DBMS.
nesses.

Contumacy.
Contumacy.

SEC.
SEC. 42. (a)
investigations as it
(a) The Commission
Commission may make such investigations
necessary to determine
determine whether any person has violated or is
deems necessary
is
rule,.,regulation,
regulation,
about to violate any provision of this title or of any rule
determine whether
or order hereunder,
hereunder, or to determine
whether any action in any court
court
or any proceeding
proceeding before
before the Commission shall be instituted under
under
a particular person or persons, or with respect to
this title against a
aa particular
particular transaction
transaction or transactions. The Commission
Commission shall
shall
permit any person to file with it a
a statement in writing, under oath
oath
or otherwise as the Commission
Commission shall determine,
determine, as to all the facts
facts
and circumstances
circumstances concerning
concerning the matter to be investigated.
investigated.
(b) For the purpose
investigation or any other proceeding
proceeding
purpose of any investigation
under this title, any member of the Commission, or any officer
officer thereor
thereof
designated
empowered to administer
designated by it, is empowered
administer oaths and affirmations,
subpena witnesses, compel their attendance,
attendance, take evidence,
evidence, and require
require
the production
production of any books, papers, correspondence,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, contracts, agreements, or other
other records
records which
whi chare
are relevant
rel
evant or
or material
mater i
al to
to
attendance of witnesses and the production
the inquiry. Such attendance
production of
of
any such records
in
records may be required
required from any place in any State or in
jurisdiction of the United
United
any Territory
Territory or other place subject
subject to the jurisdiction
States at any designated
designated place of hearing.
(c)
refusal to obey
(c) In case of contumacy
contumacy by, or refusal
obey aasubpena
subpena issued to,
any person, the Commission
Commission may invoke
invoke the aid of any
any court of the
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jurisdiction of which such investigation or
United States within the jurisdiction
proceeding is carried on, or where such person resides or carries
proceeding
carries on
business, in requiring
attendance and testimony of witnesses and
requiring the attendance
the production of books, papers, correspondence,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, concontracts, agreements, and other records. And such court may issue an
order requiring
requiring such person
person to
to appear
appear before
before the Commission or memmember or officer designated
designated by the Commission,
Commission, there to produce
produce records, if
if
ordered, or to give testimony touching the matter
so ordered,
matter under
under investiga
investigationor
failure to obey
tion or in question;
question; any
any failure
obey such
such order of the court may
may be
be
punished by such court as a
acontempt thereof. All process in any such
such
case may be served in the judicial district
district whereof
whereof such
such person is an
inhabitant or wherever he may be found. Any person who
who without
without
just
refuse to attend
just cause
cause shall
shall fail
fail or refuse
attend and testify
testify or to
to answer any
any
lawful inquiry or to produce books, papers, correspondence,
correspondence, memoranda,
power
randa, contracts, agreements, or
or other
other records,
records, if in
in his
his or
or its
its power
so to do, in obedience
obedience to the subpena of the Commission, shall be
guilty of a
conviction shall be subject to a
afine
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
of not more
$1,000 or to imprisonment
more than
than $1,000
imprisonment for aa term
term of not more
more
than
than one year,
year, or both.
both.
(d) No person shall be excused
excused from attending and testifying or
from producing
producing books,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, conbooks, papers,
papers, correspondence,
confrom
and documents
documents before
before the
the Comtracts, agreements,
agreements, or
or other
other records and
mission, or in
in obedience
obedience to the subpena of the Commission or any
designated by it, or in any cause or
thereof or
or any officer
officer designated
member thereof
proceeding instituted by the Commission,
proceeding
Commission, on the ground that the
testimony or
evidence, documentary
documentary or
of him
or otherwise,
otherwise, required
required of
him
testimony
or evidence,
incriminate him or subject him to a
a penalty or formay tend
tend to incriminate
feiture; but
no individual shall be prosecuted
prosecuted or subject to any penfeiture;
but no
alty or
or forfeiture
forfeiture for
or on
any transaction,
transaction, matter,
or
of any
matter, or
for or
on account
account of
alty
thing concerning
compelled to
testify or
produce evidence,
evidence,
or produce
is compelled
to testify
which he
he is
thing
concerning which
documentary or
privilege against
against
having claimed his privilege
or otherwise,
otherwise, after
after having
documentary
self-incrimination, except
that such
so testifying
testifying shall
such individual
individual so
except that
self-incrimination,
not be
be exempt
prosecution and
perjury comcompunishment for
for perjury
and punishment
not
exempt from
from prosecution
testifying.
mitted in
in so testifying.
(e) Whenever
appear to the
the Commission that any person
it shall
shall appear
Whenever it
(e)
has engaged
engaged or
about to
to engage
engage in
any act
or practice
practice constituting
constituting
in any
act or
or is
is about
has
a
violation of
any provision
of this
title, or
of any
rule, regulation,
regulation,
or of
any rule,
provision of
this title,
a violation
of any
or
in its discretion
discretion bring an action in .the
or order
order hereunder,
hereunder, it may in
proper
United
court of
of the United
United States, or the proper United
proper district
district court
States court
court of
of any
Territory or
place subject
subject to
to the
jurisdicthe junsdicor other
other place
any Territory
States
tion
of the
the United
to
or practices
practices and to
such acts or
to enjoin such
States, to
United States,
tion of
enforce
with this
this title
title or
or any
any rule,
or order
orclT.
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
compliance with
enforce compliance
hereunder. -Upon
Upon a
a showing
such person
person has
has engaged
is
engaged or
or is
showing that
that such
hereunder.
about
engage in
in any
such act
act or
or practice,
or temtempractice, aa permanent
permanent or
any such
about to
to engage
injunction or decree or restraining order shall be granted
porary injunction
without
proceeding under this
subsection to
to enforce
this subsection
any proceeding
without bond. In any
compliance
7, the
as a
acourt
court of
may, to
to the
the
of equity
equity may,
section 7,
the court
court as
compliance with
with section
extent
deems necessary
necessary or
appropriate, take exclusive
exclusive jurisdiction
or appropriate,
extent it
it deems
and
company or
or companies
involved and
and
companies involved
investment company
possession of
of the
the investment
and possession
the
books, records,
assets thereof,
located; and
and the
the books
records, and
and assets
thereof, wherever
wherever located;
the
court
shall have
jurisdiction to
to appoint
appoint a
trustee, who
who with
with the
the
a trustee,
court shall
have jurisdiction
approval
court shall
shall have
have power
dispose of
of any or
or all
all of
of
power to dispose
of the
the court
approval of
such
assets, subject
subject to
such terms
and conditions
may
court may
as the
the court
terms and
conditions as
to such
such assets,
prescribe.
The Commission
Commission may
may transmit
transmit such
such evidence
as may be
be
evidence as
prescribe. The
available
concerning any
of this title, or
of the
the provisions of
any violation of
available concerning
of any
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
or order
order there
under, to
the Attorney
Attorney genGento the
thereunder,
of
any rule,
eral, who,
his discretion,
may institute
institute the
the appropriate
criminal
appropriate criminal
discretion, may
who, in
in his
eral,
proceedings under
under this
title.
this title.
proceedings

Court order to compel appearance.

Service of process.
process.

Penalty.

Self-incriminating
Self-incriminating
testimony.

Exemption from
prowcution.
prosecution.

Perjury.

Injunctions.7.Injunctions, straining ordels,
orders, etc.

Jurisdiction of court.
court.
Jurisdiction

Transmittal of eviTransmittal
dence to Attorney
Attorney
General.
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COURT
REVIEW OF
OF ORDERS
ORDERS
COURT REVIEW
Petition for
for review.
review.
Petition

Service
of copy upon
erviceofcopyupon
Commission.

Commision.

Any person
(a) Any
SEO. 43.
43. (a)
person or party
party aggrieved
aggrieved by an order
order issued
issued by
by
SEC.

the Commission
Commission under
under this
obtain a
order
review of such order
a review
may obtain
title may
this title
the
in the
of appeals
United States within any cirof the United
appeals of
court of
circuit court
the circuit
in
cuit
wherein such
such person
resides or has his
principal place.of .busihis principal
person resides
cuit wherein
ness,
or in
in the
the United
United States
States Court
Court of
of
of Appeals for the District of
ness, or
Columbia, by
by filing
court, within sixty days after the entry
such court,
in such
filing in
Columbia,
of such
praying that the order of the Competition praying
written petition
order, aawritten
such order,
of
such
mission be modified
modified or set aside
aside in whole or in part. A copy of such
Competition shall be forthwith served
served upon any member of the Cornmission, or
or upon
any officer
designated by
by the
Commission
the Commission
thereof designated
officer thereof
upon any
mission,
for that
purpose, and
the Commission
Commission shall certify and file
thereupon the
and thereupon
that purpose,
for
in the
the court
court a
the record
record upon
which the order comupon which
of the
a transcript
transcript of
in

such
of was entered. Upon the filing of such transcript
plained of
plained
transcript such
aside
set
or
court
shall
have
exclusive
jurisdiction
affirm,
modify,
affirm,
to
jurisdiction
exclusive
have
shall
court
such order,
or in
objection to the order
order of the
part. No objection
in part.
whole or
in whole
order, in
such
Commission shall
be considered
considered by
by the
the court
court unless such objection
shall be
Commission
shall
been urged
urged before
unles. there
there were
Commission or unless
before the Commission
have been
shall have
Findings.
reasonable grounds for fOlure
findings of the Comfailure so to do. The findings
reasonable
Findings.
mission as
as to
to the
the facts,
facts, iffsupported
supported by
evidence, shall
substantial evidence,
by substantial
mission
be conclusive.
If application
to
made to the court for leave to
application is made
conclusive. If
be
adduce
additional evidence,
and it
is shown
shown to
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of the
it is
evidence, and
adduce additional
Additional eviadditional evidence
evidence is material and that there were
evi- court that such additional
Additional
reasonable grounds
grounds for failure
failure to adduce such evidence
evidence in the proreasonable
de,
ceeding
the Commission,
Commission, the
the court
court may
additional
such additional
may order such
before the
ceeding before
evidence
before the
adduced upon
upon
Commission and to be adduced
the Commission
taken before
be taken
to be
evidence to
the hearing
hearing in
in such
and upon
upon such
as
conditions as
and conditions
such terms and
manner and
such manner
the
Modification.
may seem
seem proper.
Commission may modify its
Modification
to the court may
proper. The Commission
findings as
to the
facts by
by reason
reason of the
additional evidence
evidence so taken,
the additional
the facts
as to
findings
and
shall file
modified or
or new
findings, which,
which,
new findings,
such modified
court such
the court
file with
with the
it shall
and it
if
evidence, shall be conclusive,
conclusive, and its
substantial evidence,
supported .by substantial
if supported
recommendation,
modification or setting
setting aside of the
recommendation, if any, for the modification
Finality
court's original
of court's
Finality of
original order. The judgment
judgment and decree
decree of the court affirming
affirming,
decision.
decvision.
modifying, or setting aside, in whole
whole or in part,
part, any such
such order of
of
Review by Supreme
the
Commission
shall
be
final,
subject
to
review
by
the
Supreme
Supreme
by
the
review
to
subject
be
final,
shall
Commission
the
upeme
Court.
36
Stat. 1157.
1157.
certification as proCourt of the United
3tat.
United States
States upon certiorari
certiorari or certification
28 U. S. C. ¢1 346,
vided in
sections 239
and 240
240 of the Judicial Code, as amended.
239 and
in sections
'vided
§34
C. )
S. V.
347;
Supp.
347.
47i;sUpp
Stay of CommisThe commencement
proceedings under
under subsection
(a) to
to
subsection (a)
of proceedings
commencement of
(b) The
Stayoforders. Commis.O (b)
sion's
review an
an order
order of
Commission issued
under section
section 88 (e)
(e) shall
shall
issued under
of the Commission
review
operate as aastay of the Commission's
order unless the court otherwise
otherwise
Commission's order
operate
orders. The
commencement of proceedings
subsection (a)
(a) to
proceedings under subsection
The commencement
orders.
of
review
under any provision of
Commission issued under
order of the Commission
review an order
a stay of the
8 (e)
this
section 8
(e) shall not operate
operate as a
title other than section
this title
Commission's
specifically so orders.
order unless the court specifically
Commission's order
jurisdiction
of court.
Jurisdictionofcourt.

4

AND SrrTS
OFFENSES AND
JU.JIDIClION OF
.71:TRISDICTION
OF OFFENSES
SU PS
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction
courts.

Venue.
Venus.

of
of

Sfa. 44. The district
Six.
district courts of the United
United States
States and the United
United
Territory or other place subject to the jurisdicjurisdicStates courts of any Territory
tion of the United States shall
shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of violations
violations of
of
thereunder, and, conthis title or the
the rules, regulations,
regulations,. or orders
orders thereunder,
currently with State and
and: Territorial
Territorial courts, of all suits
suits in equity
equity
brought to enforce any liability or duty created by,
and actions at law brought
or to enjoin any violation
violation of, this title or the rules, regulations, or
or
orders thereunder. Any criminal proceeding
proceeding may be
be brought in the
wherein any act or transaction
transaction constituting the violation
violation
district wherein
occurred.
occurred. A criminal
criminal proceeding
proceeding based
based upon aa violation
violation of section
section
required to
document required
a report or other document
34, or upon aa failure to file a
be filed under this title, may be brought in the district wherein
wherein the
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defendant
inhabitant or maintains
defendant is an inhabitant
maintains his principal
principal office
office or
or place
of business. Any suit or action
action to enforce
enforce any
duty crecreany liability
liability or
or duty
ated by, or to enjoin any violation
regulations,
violation of, this title or rules, regulations,
or orders thereunder,
thereunder, may be brought
brought in any such district
district or in the
district wherein the defendant
defendant is
is an
an inhabitant
or transacts
business,
inhabitant or
transacts business,
and process in such cases may be served
served in
of which
which the
the
in any
any district
district of
defendant
defendant is an inhabitant
inhabitant or transacts
transacts business or wherever
wherever the
defendant may
and decrees
decrees so
so rendered
rendered shall
defendant
may be
be found. Judgments
Judgments and
shall
provided in sections
be subject to review as provided
sections 128 and 240 of the Judicial Code,
Code, as amended,
amended, and
section 7,
7, as
as amended,
amended, of
of the
Act entitled
entitled
and section
the Act
"An Act to
establish a
court of
appeals for
Colum"An
to establish
a court
of appeals
for the
the District
District of
of Columbia",
9, 1893.
1893. No
costs shall
be assessed
assessed for
for or
or
bia", approved
approved February
February 9,
No costs
shall be
Commission in
in any
any proceeding
proceeding under
title brought
brought
against the
the Commission
under this
this title
by
against the
any court.
in any
court.
or against
the Commission
Commission in
by or

845
Action to enforce
enforce
Action
liability, etc.
etc.
any liability,

Judgments,
Judgments, etc.,
subject to review.
review.
Stat. 1133,1157.
1133, 1157.
36 8tat.

28
U. 8.
if 225,
28 U.
8. C.
0. 1i
225,

347; Supp. V, ft
s 225,
347.
27 Stat. 435.
436.
18
18 D.
D. C.
C. Code ft1 26.

INFORMATION FILED
FILED WITH
WITH COMdMISSION
COMMISSION
INFORMATION
Availability to pubSEC. 45.
45. (a)
(a) The
contained in
any registration
in any
registration statestate- lic.Availability
information contained
SEC.
The information
m
ent, application,
application, report,
report, or
?r other
other document
with the
the CommisCommisment,
document filed
filed with
sion pursuant
this title
or of
or reguregusion
pursuant to
to any
any provision
provision of
of this
title or
of any
any rule
rule or
distinguished from any information
lation thereunder
thereunder (as distinguished
information or docudocutransmitted to
available to
shall be made available
to the
ment transmitted
to the Commission)
Commission) shall
public, unless
except insofar
as the
the Commission,
by rules
rules and
and
insofar as
Commission, by
public,
unless and
and except
regulations upon
application, finds
finds
order upon
upon application,
regulations
upon its
its own
own motion,
motion, or
or by
by order
that public
public disclosure
is neither
necessary nor
nor appropriate
appropriate in
the
in the
neither necessary
disclosure is
that
Use for
for personal
Use
public interest
or for
for the
of investors.
unlawful benefit,
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
protection of
investors. It
the protection
public
interest or
etc.
for any
member, officer,
or employee
Commission to
to use
use for
for
of the
the Commission
officer, or
employee of
for
any member,
personal benefit,
disclose to
official or
or
to any
any person
person other than an official
to disclose
benefit, or to
personal
employee of
States or
of aa State,
State, for
official use,
use, or
or for
for
for official
or of
of the
the United
United States
employee
any such
or employee
use for
benefit, any
any, inforinforpersonal benefit,
for personal
to use
employee to
such official
official or
any
mation contained
document so
transmitted, if
if such
such
or transmitted,
so .filed
filed or
any document
in any
mation
contained in
information is
is not
not available
public.
the public.
to the
available to
information
Sale of photostatic,
photestatic
(b) Photostatic
or other
copies of
of information
contained in
in docudocu- etc.,
information contained
other copies
Photostatic or
(b)
etc., copies.
ments
filed
with
the
Commission
under
this
title
and
made
available
available
and
made
this
title
under
the
Commission
ments filed with
to the
furnished any
person at
such reasonable
reasonable charge
charge
at such
any person
be furnished
public shall
shall be
to
the public
and
such reasonable
limitations as
as the
Commission shall
shall
the Commission
reasonable limitations
and under
under such
prescribe.
prescribe.

ANNUAL
COMMISSION
OF THE
THE COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES OF
COMMISSION; EMPLOYEES
OF COMMISSION;
REPORTS OF
ANNUAL REPORTS
Annual
Annual reports.
S
EC. 46.
(a) The
Commission shall
report to
to
annually aa report
submit annually
shall submit
The Commission
SEC.
46. (a)
the
Congress
covering
the
work
of
the
Commission
for
the
preceding
the Congress covering the work of the Commission for the preceding
year
including such
recommendations
data, and
and recommendations
information, data,
such information,
and including
year and
for further
further legislation
legislation in
matters covered
covered by
by this
this
with the
the matters
in connection
connection with
for
title
it may
advisable.
find advisable.
as it
may find
title as
Employment of
of exEmployment
(b)
purposes of
this title,
title, the
the Commission
Commission may
may select,
select, perts.
of this
For the
the purposes
(b) For
employ, and
of such
such attorneys,
examiners, and
and
attorneys, examiners,
the compensation
compensation of
and fix
fix the
employ,
other everts
as shall
be necessary
necessary for
for the
transaction of
the business
business
of the
the transaction
shall be
experts as
other
of
the Commission
of this
this title
title without
without regard
to the
the proproregard to
in respect
respect of
Commission in
of the
visions of
of other
other laws
laws applicable
applicable to
to the
employment and
and compencompenthe .employment
visions
sation
employees of
of the
United States;
and the
theComComStates; and
the United
or employees
officers or
of officers
sation of
mission
may, subject
to the
laws, appoint
such other
other
appoint such
the civil-service
civil-service laws,
subject to
mission may,
officers
and employees
as are
are necessary
necessary in
of the
functhe funcexecution of
in the
the execution
employees as
officers and
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
tions
Commission and
their salaries
in accordance
accordance with
with
salaries in
fix their
and fix
5U. 8.
661-674;
the Commission
of the
5U.
S. C.. if
i. s661-474;
tions of
I3upp. V,
V, 9i
if 673,
673, 673e.
673e.
Supp.
the
Classification
Act
of
1923,
as
amended.
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended.

VALIDITY OF
OF CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS
VALIDITY
Sxc.
47. (a)
Any condition,
condition, stipulation,
stipulation, or
or provision
provision binding
binding any
any
(a) Any
SEC. 47.
person
compliance with
of this
this title
or with
with
title or
provision of
any provision
with any
to waive
waive compliance
person to
any rule,
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
or order
order thereunder
thereunder shall
shall be
be void.
void.
any

conditions, etc.
etc..
Void eonditions,

846
Contracts
in violaviolaContracts in
designated
tion of
of designated
provisions.
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(b)
Every contract
in violation
violation of
any provision
provision of
of this
title
this title
of any
contract made
made in
(b) Every
or of
of any
any rule,
rule regulation,
or order
and every
every contract
contract
order thereunder
thereunder,, and
or
regulation, or
heretofore
or hereafter
made, the
Of which
which involves
involves the
the
the performance
performance of
hereafter made,
heretofore or
violation of,
of, or
or the
the continuance
relationship or
or practice
practice in
in viovioof any
any relationship
continuance of
violation
lation of,
of, any
title, or
or any
any rule, regulation,
order
or order
regulation, or
of this
this title,
any provision
provision of
lation
thereunder,
be void
void (1)
as regards
regards the
the rights
of any
any person
who,
person who,
rights of
(1) as
thereunder, shall
shall be
in violation
of any
such provision,
provision, rule,
regulation, or
or order,
order, shall
shall
rule, regulation,
in
violation of
any such
have made
made or
or engaged
engaged in
performance of
of any
such contract,
and
any such
contract, and
in the
the performance
have
(2)
as regards
rights of
of any
any person
to
who, not being aa party to
person who,
regards the
the rights
(2) as
such contract,
acquired any
thereunder with
with actual
actual
any right
right thereunder
have acquired
contract, shall
shall have
such
knowledge of
the facts
reason of
of which
performwhich the making or performof the
facts by
by reason
knowledge
ance of
such contract
contract was
was in
any such
such provision,
rule,
provision, rule,
in violation
violation of
of any
ance
of such
regulation,
order.
or order.
regulation, or
LIABILITY
OF CONTROLLING
PERSONS; PREVENTING
PREVENTING COMPLIANCE
COMPLIANCE WITH
WITH
LIABILITY OF
CONTROLLING PERSONS;
TITLE
TITLE

Liability
provisions.
Liability provisions.

Preventing
compliPreventing compliance
ance with
with title.
title.

Wllllul violations.
Willful

Untrue statements,
statements,
etc.

Penalty.
Penalty.
Restriction.
Restriction.

S
EC. 48.
shall be
be unlawful
for any
any person,
person, directly
directly or
or
unlawful for
SEC.
48. (a)
(a) It
It shall
indirectly,
to cause
to be
or thing
thing through
or by
by means
through or
means
act or
be done
done any
any act
indirectly, to
cause to
of
person which
which it
would be
be unlawful
unlawful for
such person
person to
do
to do
for such
it would
of any
any other
other person
under
the provisions
of this
title or
any rule, regulation,
regulation, or
order
or order
this title
or any
provisions of
under the
thereunder.
thereunder.
(b) It
person without just
just cause to
for any
any person
shall be
be unlawful for
(b)
It shall
hinder, delay,
delay, or
making, filing,
filing, or
or keeping
keeping of any inforthe making,
hinder,
or obstruct
obstruct the
mation,
report, record,
record, or
or account
account required to be made,
mation, document,
document, report,
filed, or
kept under
provision of this
any provision
this title
title or any rule, regulation,
regulation,
filed,
or kept
under any
or order thereunder.
PENALTIES
PENALTIES
SEC. 49.
49. Any
Any person
provision of this
this
willfully violates
violates any provision
person who
who willfully
SEC.
title
or of
rule, regulation,
person
or order
order hereunder,
hereunder, or any person
of any
any rule,
regulation, or
title or
willfully in any registration
registration statement,
statement, application,
application, report,
who willfully
other document
transmitted pursuant
pursuant to
filed or transmitted
account, record,
record, or other
document filed
this
title or
or the
the keeping
keeping of
section
of which
which is required
required pursuant to section
this title
31
(a) makes
makes any
statement of a
a material fact
to
fact or omits to
any untrue
untrue statement
31 (a)
material fact
state any material
fact necessary
necessary in order
order to prevent
prevent the
the statements
statements
made
therein from being
materially misleading in the
made therein
being materially
the light of
of the
circumstances under
conviction be
circumstances
iunder which
which they
they were made,
made, shall
shall upon conviction
fined not more than $10,000
imprisoned not more
more than two years, or
$10,000 or imprisoned
both; but no person shall be convicted under this section for the
violation of any rule, regulation,
regulation, or order if he proves that he had
had
no actual knowledge of such rule,
rule, regulation,
regulation, or order.
EFFECT
EXISTING LAW
LAW
EFFECT ON
ON EXISTING

Effect on existing
law.
law.
48 Stat. 74, 881; 49
Stat.
Stat. 803; 53 Stat. 1149.
1149.

Separability of proSeparability
visions.
isions.

Except where
specific provision
made to the contrary,
SEC. 50.
50. Except
where specific
provision is
is made
nothing in this title shall affect (1)
(1) the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Commission
Commission
Securities Act of
Exchange Act
under the Securities
of 1933, the
the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934,
1934,
the Public Utility.Holding
Holding Company Act of 1935, the Trust Indenture
II of this Act,
person, security, or transAct of 1939, or title II
Act, over
over any person,
action, or (2)
(2) the rights, obligations, duties, or
person
or liabilities of any
any person
under such Acts; nor shall anything in this title affect
affect the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of any other commission,
commission, board,
board, agency, or officer
officer of the United
United States
or of any State or political subdivision
subdivision of any State, over any person,
conflict
security, or transaction,
transaction, insofar as such jurisdiction does not conflict
with any provision of this title or of any rule, regulation,
regulation, or order
order
hereunder.
hereunder.
SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY OF
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 51. If
If any provision of this title or any provision
provision incorporated
incorporated
in this title by reference, or the application
application of any such provision
provision to
to
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any person or circumstances, shall be held invalid, the remainder
remainder of
of
this title and the application
application of any such provision
provision to person
person or circumstances other than those as to which it
it is held invalid
cumstances
invalid shall not
not
be
be affected
affected thereby.
thereby.
SHORT TITLE
TITLE
SHORT

SEC.
SEC. 52. This title may be cited
cited as the "Investment
"Investment Company Act
of
1940".
of 1940".
EFFECTIVE DATE
DATE
EFFECTIVE

Short title.
title.
Short

SEC.
S
EC. 53. The effective
effective date of the provisions of this title, so far as
the same relate
face-amount certificates
relate to face-amount
certificates or to face-amount
face-amount certificate
certificate
companies, is January
Provided,however, That any such faceJanuary 1, 1941: Provided,
amount
amount certificate
certificate company
company may
may register
register prior
prior to said date, as
as provided by
of this
and such
registration shall
shall not
operate
vided
by section
section 88of
this title,
title, and
such registration
not operate
effective date
such company
or any
any
to change
change or affect
affect said effective
date as
as to
to any
any such
company or
face-amount certificates
certificates issued by
by it. The
face-amount
provisions
The effective
effective date of provisions
hereof,
the same
same do
do not
not apply
apply to
face-amount certificates
certificates or
hereof, insofar
insofar as
as the
to face-amount
or
face-amount certificate
certificate companies
November 1,
1,.1940.
as
face-amount
companies is
is November
1940. Except
Except as
herein
otherwise provided,
provided, every
every provision
this title
herein otherwise
provision of
of this
title shall
shall take
take
effect
November 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
effect on
on November

Effective dates.
Effective

TITLE
TITLE II—INVESTMENT
II-INVESTMENT ADVISERS
ADVISERS

Proviso.
Proviso.
Registration provi.
Registration
provi81011S, etc.
etc.
sions,

Investment AdInvestment
of 1940.
visers Act of

FINDINGS
FINDINGS
SEC. 201.
the basis
of facts
facts disclosed
by the
the record
and
SEC.
201. Upon
Upon the
basis of
disclosed by
record and
report
of the
the Securities
Securities and
and Exchange
Exchange Commission
Commission made
made pursuant
pursuant
report of
to
the Public
Public Utility
Company Act
Act of
1935,
to section
section 30
30 of
of the
Utility Holding
Holding Company
of 1935,
and
otherwise disclosed
and ascertained,
hereby found
found
and facts
facts otherwise
disclosed and
ascertained, it
it is
is hereby
that investment
advisers are
are of
of national
national concern,
concern, in
among
in that,
that, among
investment advisers
that
other thingsthings—
other
(1)
their advice,
publications, writings,
and
writings, analyses,
analyses, and
(1) their
advice, counsel,
counsel, publications,
reports
furnished and
and distributed,
and their
their contracts,
contracts, subsubare furnished
distributed, and
reports are
scription
agreements, and
and other
other arrangements
arrangements with
with clients
clients are
are
scription agreements,
negotiated
and performed,
performed, by
by the
use of
of the
the mails
mails and
and means
means
the use
negotiated and
and
interstate commerce;
commerce .;
of interstate
instrumentalities of
and instrumentalities
(2) their
their advice,
advice, counsel,
counsel, publications,
publications, writings,
analyses, and
and
writings, analyses,
(2)
reports
relate to
purchase and
and sale
sale of
of securities
securities
to the
the purchase
reports customarily
customarily relate
traded
national securities
securities exchanges
exchanges and
and in
in interstate
interstate overovertraded on
on national
the-counter markets,
markets, securities
engaged in
in
issued by
by companies
companies engaged
securities issued
the-counter
business in
commerce, and
and securities
issued by
by national
national
securities issued
in interstate
interstate commerce,
business
banks and
and member
member banks
of the
Federal Reserve
and
System; and
the Federal
Reserve System;
banks
banks of
(3) the
foregoing transactions
transactions occur
occur in
in such
volume as
as subsubsuch volume
(3)
the foregoing
stantially to
commerce, national
national securities
securities
affect interstate
interstate commerce,
stantially
to affect
exchanges, and
other securities
markets, the
banking
the national
national banking
securities markets,
and other
exchanges,
system and
the national
economy.
national economy.
and the
system

Findings.
Fin
dings.
49 Stat. 837.
S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
Supp.17,
15 U.
U.S.
§
§ 79z-4.

DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS
S
EC. 202.
(a) When
When used
this title,
context otherwise
otherwise
the context
title, unless
unless the
used in
in this
SEC.
202. (a)
requiresany direct
direct or
transfer or
or
or indirect
indirect transfer
includes any
((1)) "Assignment"
"Assignment" includes
hypothecation of
an investment
the assignor
assignor
by the
contract by
advisory contract
of an
investment advisory
hypothecation
or of
the assignor's
assignor's outstanding
outstanding voting
voting securisecuriblock of
of the
or
of aa controlling
controlling block
ties by
holder of
assignor; but
if the
the investment
investment
but if
of the
the assignor;
security holder
ties
by aa security
adviser is
partnership, no
assignment of
of an
advisory
investment advisory
an investment
no assignment
is aa partnership,
adviser
contract
shall be
be deemed
to result
death or
or withdrawal
withdrawal of
of
from the
the death
result from
deemed to
contract shall
a
minority of
of the
the members
of the
investment adviser
having only
only
adviser having
members of
the investment
a minority
a
in the
the business
business of
of the
adviser, or
or
the investment
investment adviser,
a minority
minority interest
interest in
from
admission to
to the
the investment
investment adviser
one or
or more
more memmemadviser of
of one
the admission
from the

Definitions.
Definitions.
"Assignment."
"Assignment."
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"Bank."
"Bank."
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hers
after such
minority of the
shall be only aa minority
such admission, shall
who, after
bers who,
members and
and shall
shall have
have only
interest in the business.
business.
a minority
minority interest
only a
members
under
(2)
(2) "Bank" means (A) a
a banking
banking institution
institution organized
organized under
the
laws of the United
United States, (B)
(B) a
member bank of the Federal
a member
the laws
ResPrve
(C) any
banking institution
trust cominstitution or trust
other banking
any other
System, (C)
Reserve System,

pany,
incorporated or
or not,
not, doing
under the
the laws of
business under
doing business
whether incorporated
pany, whether
any State
State or
or of
the United
United States,
States, aasubstantial
portion of
of the
the busibusisubstantial portion
of the
any
ness
of which
which consists
of receiving
receiving deposits
deposits or
fiduciary
or exercising
exercising fiduciary
consists of
ness of
powers
those permitted
permitted to
to national
national banks
banks under
under section
section
to those
similar to
powers similar
38 Stat. 262.
11
Reserve Act,
amended, and
and which
which is
is supersuperas amended,
Act, as
Federal Reserve
(k) of
of the
the Federal
11 (k)
38
Stat. 2624
12 TJ. S. C. §248 (k);
vised and
State or
or Federal
authority having
supervihaving superviSupp.
248 (k).
Federal authority
by State
and examined
examined by
vised
(k).
V, §248
Supp. V.
sion
banks, and
which is not operated
operated for the purpose
purpose of
of
and which
over banks,
sion over
evading
the provisions
provisions of
(D) a
areceiver, conservator,
conservator,
of this
this title, and (D)
evading the
or other
liquidating agent
of any
any institution
institution or
firm included
included in
or firm
agent of
or
other liquidating
clauses (A),
paragraph.
of this
this paragraph.
(C) of
(B), or (C)
(A), (B),
clauses
"Broker."
"Broker."
(3)
"Broker" means any person engaged
engaged in the business of effect(3) "Broker"
effecttransactions in securities
account of others, but does not
not
securities for the account
ing transactions
include a
a bank.
"Commission."
(4)
"Commission" means the Securities
Securities and Exchange Commission.
Commission.
"Commission."
(4) "Commission"
"Company."
partnership, an associa"Company" means a
a corporation,
corporation, a
(5) "Company"
"Company."
(5)
a partnership,
association, a
a joint-stock
trust, or
or any organized
organized group
of
group of
company, aa trust,
joint-stock company,
tion,
persons, whether
receiver, trustee
trustee in
or any
any receiver,
or not;
not; or
incorporated or
whether incorporated
persons,
bankruptcy, or
or similar
liquidating agent
agent for any of
or any liquidating
official, or
similar official,
bankruptcy,
the
capacity as such.
foregoing, in his capacity
the foregoing,
"Convicted."
"Convictd.
"Convicted"
(6) "Convicted" includes
includes a
a verdict,
verdict, judgment, or plea of guilty,
guilty,
or a
a finding
contendere, if such verdict,
verdict,
noloo contendere,
plea of
of nob
of guilt
guilt on aa plea
finding of
or
judgment, plea,
reversed, set aside, or withbeen reversed,
has not been
finding has
plea, or finding
judgment,
drawn, whether or not sentence
sentence has been imposed.
"Dealer."
regularly engaged
(7) "Dealer"
(7)
"Dealer" means any person regularly
engaged in the business
business
"Dealer."
of
and selling securities
securities for his own
own account, through aa.
of buying
buying and
broker
otherwise, but does not include a
a bank, insurance
insurance combroker or otherwise,
engaged
pany,
investment company,
company, or any person
person insofar as he is engaged
pany, or investment
m
investing, reinvesting
securities, or in owning or
or
in securities,
or trading
trading in
reinvesting or
n investing,
holding
individually or in
own account, either individually
for his own
securities, for
holding securities,
some
fiduciary capacity,
regular business.
a regular
but not as aapart of a
capacity, but
some fiduciary
"Director."
"Director."
(8)
means any director
(8) "Director"
"Director" means
director of aacorporation
corporation or any person
person
performing similar
functions with respect to any organization,
organization,
similar functions
performing
unincorporated.
incorporated or unincorporated.
whether incorporated
"Exchange."
(9) "Exchange"
any organization,
association, or
or group of
of
means any
organization, association
(9)
"Exchange" means
"Exchange."
constitutes,
or unincorporated,
unincorporated, which constitutes,
incorporated or
persons, whether incorporated
maintains, or provides a
market place or facilities for bringing
bringing
a market
maintains,
together
otherwise persellers of
of securities
securities or for otherwise
purchasers and sellers
together purchasers
forming with respect to securities
commonly performed
performed
securities the functions commonly
by
exchange as that term is generally understood,
understood, and
stock exchange
by a
a stock
place and
facilities maintained
maintained by
and the market facilities
the market
market place
includes the
such
exchange.
such exchange.
"Interstate comcom
(10) "Interstate
means trade,
commerce, transportatransportatrade, commerce,
commerce" means
"Interstate commerce"
(10)
merce."
mere."
tion, or communication
communication among the several States, or between
between any
foreign country and any State, or between
between any State
State and any place
place
or ship outside thereof.
"Investment
advestmen
t ad
1"Investment
(11)
"Investment adviser"
adviser" means any person
person who, for compensacompensaviser."
tion, engages
engages in the business
business of advising others,
others either
either directly or
or
through publications
to the
value
others,
through
publications or
or writings,
writings, as
as to
the value
of securities or as to
the advisability of investing
investing in, purchasing,
purchasing, or selling securities,
securities, or
or
who,
compensation and
and as
part of
regular business,
business, issues
issues or
or
as part
of a
a regular
who, for
for compensation
promulgates
analyses
or reports
reports concerning
securities •but
does not
not
does
but
securities;
concerning
or
analyses
promulgates
163
tat 162
48 Stat.
162, 163.
include (A) a bank, or any holding company affiliate, as defined
12 IL S. C. § 221a
22
(a), (e); Sapp.1V, 1221a
in the
the Banking
Act of
not an
investment company;
company;
is not
an investment
1933, which
which is
of 1933,
Banking Act
la in
(a). (c)
(a),
(e). spp.v,
accountant, engineer, or teacher whose performance
performance
(B) any lawyer, accountant,
incidental to the practice
of such services is solely incidental
practice of his profession;
profession;
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(C)
any
.
broker or
dealer whose
whose pe
rf
ormance of
of suc
h serv
i
ces is
i
s
services
such
performance
or dealer
broker
(C) any
dealer
solely incidental to the conduct
conduct of his business
business as a
abroker
broker or dealer
therefor; (D) the pubcompensation therefor;
receives no special compensation
puband who receives
lisher
of any
newspaper, news
magazine or
or business
busi
ness or
news magazine
fide newspaper,
bona fide
any bona
lisher of
and regular
regular circulation;
financial
of general
circulation; (E) any
general and
publication of
financial publication
person
advice, analyses,
analyses, or
reports relate
relate to
to no
securities o
ther
other
no securities
or reports
whose advice,
person whose
than
which are
are direct
obligations of
or obligation
guaran t
ee d
obligationssguaranteed
of or
direct obligations
securities which
than securities
issued
principal or interest by the United
United States, or securities issued
as to principal
a
corporations in
in which
which the
United States has
ha s a
the United
by corporations
or guaranteed by
direct or
interest which shall have been designated
designated by the
or indirect interest
direct
Secretary
.
of the
the Treasury,
pursuant to section
section 33 (a)
(a) (12) of the
Treasury pursuant
of
Secretary
Securities Exchange
Act of
of 1934,
1934, as
exempted securities
securities for the puras exempted
Exchange Act
Securities
poses
of that
that Act;
Act; or
such other
persons not within
within the intent
intent
other persons
or (F)
(F) such
poses of
of
paragraph, as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may designate
designate by rules
rules and
of this
this paragraph,
regulations
or order.
order.
regulations or
"control", and
person", "control",
(12)
"affiliated person",
company", "affiliated
"Investment company",
(12) "Investment
"insurance company"
company" have
Investment
meanings as in the Investment
same meanings
the same
have the
"insurance
Company Act
of 1940.
1940.
Act of
Company
(13) "Investment
services" means the giving of consupervisory services"
"Investment supervisory
(13)
of funds on the basis of the
tinuous
to the
investment of
the investment
as to
advice as
tinuous advice
individual
needs of
of each
each client.
individual needs
(14)
"Means or
commerce" includes
includes
of interstate
interstate commerce"
instrumentality of
or instrumentality
(14) "Means
any
facility of
securities exchange.
exchange.
a national
national securities
of a
any facility
registered
(15)
securities exchange"
exchange registered
an exchange
means an
exchange" means
"National securities
(15) "National
1934.
under
of the
Act of 1934.
Exchange Act
Securities Exchange
the Securities
6 of
section 6
under section
a company.
(16) "Person"
natural person
person or a
means aanatural
"Person" means
(16)
(17)
any note,
note, stock,
stock, treasury
treasury stock,
stock, bond,
means any
"Security" means
(17) "Security"
debenture, evidence
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, certificate
certificate of interest or parevidence of
debenture,
ticipation
in any
any profit-sharing
agreement, collateral-trust
certificate,
collateral-trust certificate,
profit-sharing agreement,
ticipation in
preorganization
certificate or
or subscription,
transferable share,
share, investsubscription, transferable
preorganization certificate
ment
contract voting-trust
certificate, certificate
of deposit
deposit for
for aa
certificate of
voting-trust certificate,
ment contract,
mineral
security, fractional
in oil,
gas, or other mineral
oil, gas,
interest in
undivided interest
fractional undivided
security,
rights, or,
or, in
general, any
interest or
commonly .known
instrument commonly
or instrument
any interest
in general,
rights,
as a
a "security",
or any
of interest
participation in,
m, teminterest or participation
certificate of
any certificate
"security", or
as
porary
or interim
receipt for,
for, guaranty
warrant
or warrant
of, or
guaranty of,
for, receipt
certificate for,
interim certificate
porary or
or right
or purchase
of the
foregoing.
the foregoing.
any of
purchase any
to or
subscribe to
to subscribe
right to
or
(18) "State"
State of
of the
the District
District
States, the
United States,
the United
any State
means any
"State" means
(18)
of
Columbia, Alaska,
Puerto Rico,
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
Rico, the
Hawai, Puerto
Alaska, Hawai,
of Columbia,
the
Zone, the
the Virgin
Virgin Islands,
or any
any other
the
of the
possession of
other possession
Islands, or
Canal Zone,
the Canal
United
States.
United States.
purchased from an
(19)
"Underwriter" means
person who
who has
has purchased
an
any person
means any
(19) "Underwriter"
issuer
with a
view to,
to, or
or sells
sells for
for an
issuer in
connection with,
with,. the
the
in connection
an issuer
a view
issuer with
or indirect
indirect
distribution of
any security,
security, or
participates or
or has
has aadirect
direct or
or participates
of any
distribution
has aa
or
participation
in
any
such
undertaking,
or
participates
participates
or
undertaking,
such
any
in
participation
such
participation in
in the
the direct
indirect underwriting
underwriting of any such
or indirect
direct or
participation
undertaking;
but
such
term
shall
not
include
a
person
whose
interest
interest
whose
person
a
include
not
shall
term
such
but
undertaking;
is limited
to a
a commission
commission from
an underwriter
not in
in
dealer not
or dealer
underwriter or
from an
limited to
is
excess
usual and
and customary
customary distributor's
or seller's
commisseller's commisdistributor's or
the usual
of the
excess of
sion.
As used
used in
this paragraph
paragraph the
term "issuer"
"issuer" shall
shall include
include in
in
the term
in this
sion. As
addition to
issuer, any
or indirectly
indirectly controlling
controlling or
or
directly or
person directly
any person
an issuer,
to an
addition
controlled by
the issuer,
issuer, or
or any
person under
under direct
direct or
or indirect
indirect
any person
by the
controlled
common
with the
the issuer.
issuer.
control with
common control
1934",
(20)
"Securities Act
Act of
of 1933",
Exchange Act
Act of
of 1934",
"Securities Exchange
1933", "Securities
(20) "Securities
"Public
Holding Company
Company. Act
of 1935",
and "Trust
"Trust IndenInden1935", and
Act of
Utility Holding
"Public Utility
ture
1939", mean
those Acts,
Acts, respectively,
respectively, as
as heretofore
heretofore or
or
mean those
of 1939",
Act of
ture Act
hereafter amended.
amended.
hereafter
(b) No
No provision
provision in
in this
this title
apply .to,
to
deemed to
be .deemmeedd
or be
to, or
shall apply
title shall
(b)
a
include, the
States, aa State
y political
subdivision of a
political subdivision
any
orr an
State,, o
United States,
the United
include,
State,
agency, authority,
instrumentality of
any one
one or
or
of any
or instrumentality
authority, or
any agency,
or any
State, or
more of
foregoing, or
any corporation
is wholly
wholly owned
owned
which is
corporation which
or any
the foregoing,
of the
more
19347(r-41—PT. I---5
193470°-41-PT.
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48
Stat. 884.
884.
48 Stat.
15 U.S.
U. S. c.
C.. §78c
784 (a)
(a)
15
(12).
(12).

"Investment
"Investment company," etc.
pany,"

"Investment
"Investment super-

visory services."
services."
visory

"Means or
or instruinstru"Means

mentality of
of interstate
interstate
mentality
commerce."
commerce."
"National securities
securities
"National
exchange."
exchange."
48 Stat.
Stat. 885.
885.
48
U.s..
S. C.. §
78f.
15 U.
78f.
"Person."
"Person."
"Security."
"Security."

"State."
"State."

"Underwriter."
"Underwriter."

"Issuer."
"Issuer."

48 Stat.
Stat. 74,
74, 881;
881; 49
49
48
Stat. 803;
53 Stat.
Stat. 1149.
1149.
803; 53
Stat.

Nonapplicability of
of
Nonapplicability
provisions to U. S.,
8.,
provisions
etc.; exception.
exception.

850
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directly or
indirectly by
by any
any one
or more
of the
the foregoing,
or any
any
foregoing, or
more of
one or
or indirectly
directly
officer,
or employee
employee of
of any
foregoing acting
acting as
in
such in
as such
the foregoing
any of
of the
agent, or
officer, agent,
the course
course of
provision makes specific
specific
duty, unless
unless such provision
official duty,
of his official
the
reference thereto.
reference
REGISTRATION
INVESTMENT
OF INVESTMENT
REGISTRATION OF
Use of
mails, etc.,
of mails,
etc.,
Use
registration
requirerequireregistration
ment.

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

Application for
for regregApplication
istration.
istration.

Information
Information required.

ADVISERS
ADVISERS

SEC. 203.
203. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
as provided
in subsection
subsection (b),
(b), it
it shall
be
shall be
provided in
SEC.
unlawful
registered under
under this
this
unless registered
adviser, unless
investment adviser,
any investment
for any
unlawful for
section,
use of
of the
or any
any means
or instrumentality
instrumentality of
of
means or
the mails
mails or
make use
to make
section, to
interstate
commerce in
with his
his or
or its
business as
as an
an investinvestits business
connection with
in connection
interstate commerce
ment adviser.
(b) The
The provisions
provisions of
of subsection
shall not
not apply to—
to(a) shall
subsection (a)
(b)
(1) any
adviser all
of whose
whose clients
clients are
residents
are residents
all of
any investment
investment adviser
(1)
of the
the State
such investment
investment adviser
adviser maintains
maintains his
which such
within which
State within
of
or its
office and
of business,
who does
does not
not
and who
business, and
place of
and place
its principal
principal office
or
furnish advice
issue analyses
analyses or
or reports
with respect
respect to
to securisecurireports with
or issue
advice or
furnish
ties listed
listed or
privileges on
on any
trading privileges
to unlisted
unlisted trading
admitted to
or admitted
ties
national
securities exchange;
exchange;
national securities
(2) any
investment adviser
only clients
investment
clients are investment
whose only
adviser whose
any investment
(2)
companies
insurance companies;
companies; or
companies and insurance
(3)
any investment
who during
during the
course of
preof the
the prethe course
adviser who
investment adviser
(3) any
ceding twelve
has had
fewer than
fifteen clients
clients and
who
and who
than fifteen
had fewer
months has
twelve months
ceding
does
public as an investgenerally to the public
out generally
hold himself out
does not
not hold
ment
ment adviser.
(c)
Any investment
or any
any person
presently conwho presently
person who
adviser, or
investment adviser,
(c) Any
templates
becoming an
an investment
register under this
investment adviser, may register
templates becoming
section by
by filing
with the
the Commission
application for
for registration.
registration.
an application
Commission an
filing with
section
Such application
contain such
such of
of the
information, in
in
the following information,
shall contain
application shall
Such
such
form and
and detail, as the Commission may by rules and regulasuch form
tions
appropriate in the public interest
interest or
necessary or appropriate
prescribe as necessary
tions prescribe
for the protection
investors:
protection of investors:
(1) information
information in respect
respect of—
of(1)
(A) the
form of organization
organization under which
which the
and form
the name
name and
(A)
investment
engages or intends to engage in busiinvestment adviser engages
ness
sovereign power under
ness;•the name of the State or other sovereign
adviser is organized;
organized; the location
location
which such investment adviser
of his
his or
or its
its principal
business office
office and branch
branch offices,
offices, if
of
principal business
any; the names and addresses
officers
addresses of his or its partners, officers,
directors,
persons performing
i
performing similar functions or, if
and persons
directors, and
i
of such
such an investment
investment adviser
adviser be an individual,
such indi-f
vidual; and the number
number of his or its employees;
employees;
affiliations for the past
(B) the education, the business affiliations
ten
affiliations of such investand the
the present
present business affiliations
ten years, and
ment
partners, officers,
officers directors,
ment adviser and of his or its partners,
and persons performing
similar functions and of any
performing similar
controlling person thereof;
thereof;
controlling
(C) the
nature of
business of
of such
such investment
adviser,
(C)
the nature
of the
the business
investment adviser,
including the manner of giving advice and rendering
rendering
analyses or reports;
analyses
reports;
(D) the nature
nature and scope of the authority
authority of such investment adviser with respect
respect to clients'
clients' funds and accounts;
accounts;
investment
(E) the basis or bases upon which
which such investment
compensated; and
and
adviser is compensated;
(F) whether such an investment
investment adviser or any partner,
officer, director,
director, person performing
performing similar function
function or concontrolling person thereof (i)
filing
(i) within
within ten years of the fill
ng
of sucn
such application has been convicted
convicted of any felony or
or
misdemeanor
misdemeanor of the character
character described
described in paragraph
paragraph (1)
of subsection
subsection (d),
permanently or temporarily
temporarily
(d), or (ii) is permanently
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enjoined
character
by an
an order, judgment or decree of the character
enjoined by
described in
in paragraph
(2) of
of subsection
each
and in
in each
(d) and
subsection (d)
paragraph (2)
described
case
the facts
facts relating
relating to
conviction or
injunction;
or injunction;
such conviction
to such
case the
and
and
(2) a
as to
whether such
such investment
investment adviser
is engaged
engaged
adviser is
to whether
(2)
a statement
statement as
or is
is to
of rendering
investment
primarily in
in the
the business
business of
rendering investment
or
to engage
engage primarily
supervisory services.
supervisory
services.
Except
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, such
such registration
become effective
effective
shall become
registration shall
Except as
thirty
days after
after receipt
application by the Commission, or
or
such application
receipt of such
thirty days
within
period of time as the Commission may determine.
such shorter period
within such
Any amendment
an application
filed not more
fifteen days
more than fifteen
application filed
of an
amendment of
Any
after the
the filing
filing of
such application
to have been filed
be deemed to
application shall be
of such
after
with and as a
amendment of an appliapplication. Any amendment
of such application.
a part of
with
cation
filed more
more than
than fifteen
fifteen days
application
such application
filing of such
after the
the filing
days after
cation filed
and
such application
application becomes
becomes effective
effective shall be deemed aa new
before such
and before
application
incorporating by
reference the
unamended items of the
the unamended
by reference
application incorporating
earlier application.
amendment filed after the application has
Any amendment
application. Any
earlier
become effective
effective thirty days after the filing
become effective
shall become
effective shall
become
thereof, or
or at
such earlier
Commission may order.
the Commission
earlier date as the
at such
thereof,
(d)
after hearing
hearing may
registration
deny registration
by order deny
may by
Commission after
(d) The
The Commission
to or
or revoke
revoke or
suspend the
registration of an
applicant under this
an applicant
the registration
or suspend
to
section, if
Commission finds
that such
denial, revocation,
or susrevocation, or
such denial,
finds that
if the
the Commission
section,
pension is
is in
in the
public interest
and that
investment adviser or
that such investment
interest and
the public
pension
any
partner, officer,
officer , director,
director, person
performing similar function, or
person performing
any partner,
controlling
thereofperson thereof—
controlling person
(1)
within ten years
the issuance of such order, has been conyears of the
(1) within
victed of
of any
misdemeanor involving the purchase or
or misdemeanor
felony or
any felony
victed
sale
any security
security or
or arising
out of any
conduct or
or practice
practice of
any conduct
arising out
of any
sale of
such
investment adviser or
affiliated person as an investment
investment
or affiliated
such investment
adviser , underwriter,
broker, or dealer, or as an affiliated person
underwriter, broker,
adviser,
or
of any
investment company, bank, or insurance
any investment
employee of
or employee
company;
company;
(2) at
at the
order, is
is permanently
or
permanently or
such order,
of such
issuance of
the issuance
of the
time of
the time
(2)
temporarily
enjoined by
order, judgment,
judgment, or
or decree
decree of
court
any court
of any
by order,
temporarily enjoined
of
competent jurisdiction
as an
an investment
adviser,
investment adviser,
acting as
from acting
jurisdiction from
of competent
underwriter
broker, or
person or
affiliated person
as an affiliated
or as
dealer, or
or dealer,
underwriter,, broker,
employee
of any
any investment
company, bank,
bank, or
insurance comcomor insurance
investment company,
employee of
pany,
or
from
engaging
in
or
continuing
any
conduct
or practice
in
practice in
or
conduct
any
pany, or from engaging in or continuing
connection
any such
activity or
or in
in connection
connection with the pursuch activity
with any
connection with
chase
or sale
sale of
security 5or
of any
any security
chase or
(3)
violated the
provisions of
of section
section 207
title.
of this title.
207 of
the provisions
has violated
(3) has
(e) The
The commencement
proceeding to
under
registration under
deny registration
to deny
of a
a proceeding
commencement of
(e)
this
section
shall
not
operate
to
postpone
the
effective
date
of
regisof
regisdate
effective
the
postpone
to
operate
not
this section shall
tration unless
unless the
Commission shall
is
postponement is
such postponement
that such
find that
shall find
the Commission
tration
necessary in
in the
the public
public interest
but no
no such
order
such order
order, but
so order,
shall so
and shall
interest and
necessary
shall operate
to postpone
postpone such
such effective
date for
than three
three
more than
for more
effective date
operate to
shall
months.
(f)
successor to
to the
of an
adviser regisinvestment adviser
an investment
business of
the business
Any successor
(f) Any
tered
this section
section shall
hereregistered herelikewise registered
deemed likewise
be deemed
shall be
under this
tered under
under,
thirty days
days from
succession to
to such
business it
such business
its succession
from its
within thirty
if within
under, if
shall
unless
section, unless
this section,
under this
registration under
for registration
application for
an application
file an
shall file
and
the Commission,
section,
subsection (d) of this section,
to subsection
pursuant to
Commission, pursuant
until the
and until
shall
to or
or revoke
revoke or
the registration
registration of
of
or suspend
suspend the
registration to
deny registration
shall deny
such
successor.
such successor.
(g) Any
person registered
registered under
section may,
may, upon
upon such
such
this section
under this
Any person
(g)
terms and
as the
the Commission
Commission finds
in the
public
the public
necessary in
finds necessary
conditions as
and conditions
terms
interest
or for
for the
protection of
investors, withdraw
withdraw from
from registraregistraof investors,
the protection
interest or
tion by
of withdrawal
withdrawal with
with the
Commission.
the Commission.
notice of
a written
written notice
filing a
by filing
tion
If the
the Commission
Commission finds
finds that
any person
person registered
registered under
under this
secthis secthat any
If

Statement
Statement as
primary
primary business.
business.

to
to

Effective
date
Effective date
registration.
registration.

of
of

Amendments.
Amendments.

Denial, revocation,
revocation,
Denial,
etc., for cause.
etc.,

of
Postponement of
effective date of regis.
regiseffective
tration.
tration.

Successor
Successor
ness.

to busi-

Withdrawal
from
Withdrawal from
registration.
registration.

Cancelation.
Cancelation.
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tion, or who has pending an application
for registration
registration filed
filed under
under
application for
this section, is no longer
longer in business or is not engaged
engaged in business
business
as an investment adviser, the Commission
Commission shall
cancel the
the
shall by order cancel
registration of such person.
person.
ANNUAL
ANNUAL AND
AND OTHER REPORTS
reports.
Filing of reports.

SEC. 204. Every investment
investment adviser registered
SEC.
registered under
of this title shall file with the Commission
Commission such annual
reports, in such form as the Commission by
and
by rules and
may prescribe for the purpose
keeping reasonably
purpose of
of keeping
reasonably
information
information contained
contained in the registration
application.
registration application.

section 203
section
203
and special
special
regulations
regulations
current
the
current the

INVESTMENT
ADVISORY CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS
INVESTMENT ADVISORY
Restriction on use
Restriction
of mails,
mails, etc., by
by ininvestment
vestment advisers.
advisers.

SEC. 205. No investment
investment adviser registered
SEC.
registered under section
section 203 shall
shall
make use of the mails or any means or instrumentality
instrumentality of interstate
commerce,
directly or indirectly,
indirectly, to enter
commerce, directly
enter into, extend, or
or renew
renew any
any
investment
investment advisory contract, or in any way to
to perform
any investinvestperform any
ment advisory contract
contract entered into, extended,
extended, or
renewed on
on or
or
or renewed
after the effective
if such
such contract—
effective date
date of this
this title,
title, if
contract(1) provides for compensation
compensation to the investment adviser
adviser on
on
the basis of a
ashare of capital
capital gains upon or capital
capital appreciation
appreciation
of the funds or any portion
portion of the funds of the client;
client;
substance, that no assignment
(2) fails to provide,
provide, in substance,
assignment of
of such
such
contract
contract shall be made by the investment
investment adviser
without the
the
adviser without
consent
consent of the other party to the
the contract;
contract; or
or
(3) fails to provide, in substance,
(3)
substance, that
that the
the investment
investment adviser,
adviser,
a partnership,
partnership, will notify the other party to the contract
if a
contract of
of
any change
membership of such partnership
change in the membership
partnership within a
a

"Investment
"Investment adviadvisory contract"
contract" defined.

As used in this section, "investment advisory contract"
contract" means any
any
contract or agreement
agreement whereby
whereby a
aperson agrees to act as investment
investment
adviser or to manage
manage any investment
investment or trading account
account for a
person
a person
other than an investment
investment company. Paragraph
Paragraph (1) of this
this section
section
shall not be construed
investment advisory
construed to prohibit an investment
advisory contract
contract
which provides
provides for compensation
compensation based upon the
of a
the total value
value of
a
fund averaged
a definite period, or as
averaged over a
definite dates,
or
as of
of definite
dates, or
taken as of a
a definite date.

reasonable time after
reasonable
after such
such change.
change.

TRANSACTIONS BY
PROHIBITED TRANSACTIONS
BY REGISTERED
INVESTMENT ADVISERS
ADVISERS
REGISTERED INVESTMENT
Prohibited transactransactions.

Fraud, etc.

Acting as principal
principal
or broker for client
client
without consent.

SEC. 206. It
SEC.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any investment
investment adviser registered
registered
under section 203, by use of the mails
mails or any means or
or instrumentality
instrumentality
of interstate commerce,
commerce, directly
directly or indirectlyindirectly—.
(1) to employ any device, scheme,
scheme, or artifice to
to defraud
defraud any
any
client or prospective
prospective client;
client;
(2) to engage
(2)
engage in any transaction,
transaction, practice, or course
course of business which operates
a fraud or deceit upon any client or
operates as a
or prosprospective client;
client;
(3)
(3) acting as principal
principal for his own account,
account, knowingly
sell
knowingly to
to sell
purchase any security
any security to or purchase
security from aaclient, or
acting
or acting
as broker
broker for aaperson other than such client, knowingly
knowingly to effect
effect
any sale or purchase
purchase of any security
security for the account of such
such
client, without disclosing to such client in writing before the
completion of
of such transaction
capacity in which he is acting
completion
transaction the capacity
and obtaining the consent
consent of
client to
t
o such
suc h transaction.
t
ransac ti on.
Th
of the
the client
Thee
prohibitions of this paragraph
paragraph (3) shall not apply to any transaction
a customer
broker or dealer if such broker or
action with a
customer of .aa broker
dealer is not acting as an investment
investment adviser
adviser in relation
relation to such
such
transaction.
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MATERIAL
MISSTATEMENTS
MATERIAL MISSTATEMENTS
SEC. 207. It
any person willfully to make any
unlawful for
for any
It shall
shall be unlawful
SEC.
untrue
statement of
application or
or
in any registration
registration application
fact in
of aamaterial fact
untrue statement
report filed
with the Commission
Commission under section
203 or 204, or willfully
section 203
report
filed with
to
application or
or report any material fact
in any such
such application
to omit to state in
which
required to
to be stated therein.
is required
which is

Material
Material
ments.
ments.

misstatemisstate-

UNLAWFUL
REPRESENTATIONS
UNLAWFUL REPRESENTATIONS
S
EC. 208.
(a) It
registered under
It shall be unlawful for any person registered
208. (a)
SEC.
section 203
203 of
of this
this title
title to
to represent
represent or
or imply
manner whatsoimply in any manner
section
ever
person has
sponsored, recommended,
recommended, or approved,
has been
been sponsored,
such person
that such
ever that
or
any respect
passed
have in
in any
respect been passed
abilities or
or qualifications
qualifications have
or that
that his
his abilities
agency or any officer thereof.
United States or any agency
the United
upon by the
(b) No
No provision
provision of
shall be
to prohibit
prohibit aa
be construed
construed to
(a) shall
of subsection
subsection (a)
(b)
statement that
under this
or under
under the
this title or
registered under
is registered
person is
that aa person
statement
Securities
of 1934,
statement is true in fact
if such
such statement
1934, if
Act of
Exchange Act
Securities Exchange
and
if the
of such
such registration
not misrepresented.
misrepresented.
is not
registration is
effect of
the effect
and if
(c)
shall be
under section
section
registered under
person registered
for any
any person
be unlawful
unlawful for
It shall
(c) It
203 of
of this
investment counsel or to
an investment
that he is an
to represent
represent that
title to
this title
203
use
descriptive of his business unless
investment counsel as descriptive
the name
name investment
use the
such
is primarily
in the
the business
business of
of rendering
rendering investengaged in
primarily engaged
person is
such person
ment
supervisory services
services or
unless his
his registration
application as
registration application
or unless
ment supervisory
amended or
supplemented by
the most
report on file with
recent report
most recent
by the
as supplemented
or as
amended
the Commission
person is
is engaged
or is
is about to
to
engaged or
such person
that such
states that
Commission states
the
engage primarily
business of
of rendering
supervisory
investment supervisory
rendering investment
in the
the business
primarily in
engage
services.

Unlawful
represenUnlawful representations.
tations.

Statement
fact.
Statement of
of fact.

48 Stat.
Stat. 881.
881.
78a15 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
§§ 78a7Sij;
V, §§
§§ 78c7878jj; Supp.
Supp. V,
ntations.
78Misrepr
Misrepresentations.
Misrepresentations.

ENFORCEMENT
TITLE
OF TITLE
ENFORCEMENT OF

SEC. 209.
Whenever .it shall
either
shall appear to the Commission, either
209. (a) Whenever
SEC.
upon complaint
or otherwise,
otherwise, that
that the provisions
provisions of this title or of
complaint or
upon
any rule
rule or
or regulation
regulation prescribed
under the authority thereof, have
prescribed under
any
have
been or
to
violated by any person, it may in its discreto be
be violated
about i
or are
are about
been
tion
require,
and
n
any
event
shall
permit,
such
with
to
file
person
such
tion require, and in any event shall permit,
it
otherwise, as
the facts
as to all the
or otherwise,
oath or
under oath
in writing,
writing, under
it aa statement
statement in
and circumstances
circumstances relevant
relevant to
violation, and
and may
otherwise
may otherwise
such violation,
to. such
and
investi
g ate all such facts and circumstances.
investigate
(b)
For the
the purposes
of any
investigation or
proceeding
any proceeding
or any
any investigation
purposes of
(b) For
under
this title
any member
of the
Commission or
thereof
or any officer thereof
the Commission
member of
title2:any
under this
designated
by it
it is
empowered to
affirmations,
oaths and affirmations
administer oaths
to administer
is empowered
designated by
subpena
their attendance,
attendance, take
and
evidence, and
take evidence,
compel their
witnesses, compel
subpena witnesses,
require
production of
of any
papers, correspondence,
correspondence, memobooks, papers
any books,
the production
require the
randa,
or other
are relevant
relevant or
or
which are
records which
other records
agreements, or
contracts,: agreements,
randa, contracts
material
to the
the inquiry.
inquiry. Such
Such attendance
attendance of witnesses
witnesses and
the proand the
material to
duction
any such
be required
from any
place in
in any
any
any place
required from
may be
records may
such records
of any
duction of
State
or
in
any
Territory
or
other
place
subject
to
the
jurisdiction
jurisdiction
to
the
subject
place
other
or
Territory
any
State or in
of the
States at
of hearing.
hearing.
designated place of
at any
any designated
United States
of
the United
(c) In
In case
contumacy by,
by, or
or refusal
issued
a subpena
subpena issued
obey a
to obey
refusal to
case of
of contumacy
(c)
to, any
of
court of
may invoke the aid of any court
Commission may
the Commission
any person, the
to,
jurisdiction of which such investigainvestigathe United States within the jurisdiction
tion .or
or proceeding
proceeding is
is carried
carried .on,
such person resides or
where such
on, or where
tion
carries
on business,
the attendance
testimony of
and testimony
attendance and
requiring the
in requiring
business, in
carries on
witnesses and
and the
correspondence,
papers, correspondence,
books, papers,
production of books,
the production
witnesses
memoranda, contracts,
and other
such
And such
records. And
other records.
agreements, and
contracts, agreements,
memoranda,
court may
may issue
requiring such person to appear before the
order requiring
issue an order
court
Commission or
or member
member or
designated by the Commission,
or officer designated
Commission
there to
to produce
records, if
touching
testimony touching
give testimony
or to give
ordered, or
if so
so ordered,
produce records,
there
the
matter under
under investigation
or in
in question;
and any
any failure to obey
question; and
investigation or
the matter
such order
order of
of the
be punished
punished by
such court
conas aa concourt as
by such
may be
the court
court may
such
tempt
any such case may be served in the
the
in any
process in
All process
thereof. All
tempt thereof.

Investigations.
Investigations.

Powers of
of members
members
Powers
of
of Commission.
Commission.

Attendance
of witwitAttendance of
nesses, etc.
etc.
nesses,

Contumacy.
Contumacy.

order to comCourt order
pel
appearance.
pel appearance.

Service of process.
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Penalty.

Self-incriminating
Self-incriminating
testimony.
testimony.

Exemption from
from
prosecution.
prosecution.

Perjury.

Injunctions,
Injunctions, restraining
straining orders, etc.

Transmittal
Transmittal of evidence to
Attorney
Attorney
General.
General.
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whereof such
wherever
inhabitant or wherever
such person
person is an inhabitant
judicial district
district whereof
he
found. Any
without just
just cause
cause shall
shall fail
or
fail or
Any person
person who
who without
he may
may be
be found.
refuse to
to attend
or to
answer any
any lawful
lawful inquiry
inquiry or
to
or to
attend and
and testify
testify or
to answer
refuse
produce books,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, contracts,
contracts, agreeagreepapers, correspondence,
produce
books, papers,
ments, or
or other
records, if
if in
in his
or its
its power
power so
so to
to do,
do, in
in obeobehis or
other records,
ments,
dience to
to the
the Commission,
shall be
guilty of
of a
a mismisdience
the subpena
subpena of
of the
Commission, shall
be guilty
demeanor,
and upon
conviction shall
shall be
subject to
to aa fine
fine of
of not
not
be subject
demeanor, and
upon conviction
more
$1,000 or
for a
a term
term of
of not
not more
more than
than
or to
to imprisonment
imprisonment for
more than
than $1,000
one year, or both.
(d) No
No person
shall be
excused from
attending and testifying or
or
from attending
be excused
person shall
(d)
from
producing books, papers,
correspondence, memoranda,
memoranda, contracts,
papers, correspondence,
from producing
agreements,
or
Commission, or
before the Commission,
documents before
records and documents
agreements, or other records
in obedience
to the
subpena of
thereof
of the Commission
Commission or any member thereof
the subpena
in
obedience to
or any
designated by
it, or
in any
any cause
cause or
or proceeding
proceeding instituted
instituted
or in
by it,
or
any officer
officer designated
docuground that
that the
the testimony or evidence, docuby the
the Commission,
Commission, on the ground
mentary
required of
incriminate him or
or
of him
him may tend to incriminate
or otherwise,
otherwise, required
mentary or
subject
him to
to aapenalty
or forfeiture;
individual shall be
be prosebut no
no individual
penalty or
forfeiture; but
subject him
cuted or
or subject
penalty or
for or on account
account of any
any
or forfeiture
forfeiture for
to any
any penalty
cuted
subject to
transaction,
compelled to testify
thing concerning
concerning which he is compelled
matter, or
or thing
transaction, matter,
or produce
produce evidence,
documentary or otherwise, after
claimed
after having
having claimed
evidence, documentary
or
his privilege
against self-incrimination,
individual
except that such individual
self-incrimination, except
his
privilege against
prosecution and punishment
punishment
so testifying shall not be exempt from prosecution
perjury committed
committed
.
for perjury
in so testifying.
(e) Whenever
Whenever it
the Commission that any person has
shall appear
appear to the
it shall
(e)
en
gaged or is
engage in any act
practice constituting
constituting a
a
act or practice
is about to engage
engaged
regulation, or
violation of any provision of this title, or of any rule, regulation,
or
hereunder, it may in its discretion
discretion bring an action in the proper
proper
order hereunder,
court
district court of the United States, or the proper United States court
jurisdiction of the
of any Territory or other place
place subject to the jurisdiction
practices and to enforce
enforce comenjoin such acts or practices
United States,
States, to enjoin
regulation, or order hereunder.
hereunder.
title or any
any rule,
rule, regulation,
pliance with
with this title
showing that
engage
is about to engage
that such person has engaged or is
Upon a
a showing
temporary injunction or
practice, a
a permanent
permanent or temporary
or
in any such act or practice,
restraining order shall be granted
granted without bond. The Comdecree or restraining
evidence as may be available
such evidence
available concerning
concerning
mission may transmit such
provisions of this title, or of any rule, regulation,
regulation,
any violation of the provisions
thereunder, to the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, who, in his discretion,
or order thereunder,
discretion,
appropriate criminal
criminal proceedings
may institute the appropriate
proceedings under this title.
PUBLICITY
PUBLICITY

Availability of information
fo rmationb in applications,
t! ons, etc.
etc.

apoplic

Sale of photostatic

opies,

efphotostatic
copies. etc.
ce

Invest iEtit ions.

investipations.

SEC. 210.
210. (a)
(a) The
The information
contained in
in any registration
registration appliinformation contained
SEC.
cation or report or amendment
amendment thereto
thereto filed with the C
.
ommission purCommission
suant to any provision
provision of this title shall be made available
available to the public, unless and
insofar as the Commission,
Commission, by.rules
rules and
and regularegulaand except insofar
tions upon its own motion,
motion, or by order upon application, finds that
that

public disclosure
disclosure is
is neither
neither necessary
nor appropriate
in the
the public
public
public
necessary nor
appropriate in
interest or
protection of
of investors.
other copies
copies
interest
or for
for the
the protection
investors. Photostatic
Photostatic or
or other

information contained
documents filed
filed with
with the
of information
contained in documents
the Commission
Commission
under this title and made available
available to the public shall be furnished
furnished to
to
any person
person at such reasonable
reasonable charge
under such reasonable
charge and under
reasonable limiCommission shall prescribe.
tations as the Commission
prescribe.

(b) Subject to the
subsections (c)
(b)
the provisions
provisions of subsections
(c) and (e),
(e), of sec-

tion 209, the Commission shall not make
make public the fact that any
investigation under this title is being conducted,
investigation
conducted, nor shall it make
public the results of any such investigation,
investigation, or any facts
facts ascertained
ascertained
during
investigation, except
during any such investigation,
except that the provisions
provisions of this
subsection shall not apply—
subsection
apply(1) in the case of any hearing
hearing which is
is public
under the
the
(1)
public under
or
provisions of section
section 212;
212; or
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(2) in the case of aa resolution
(2)
resolution or request from either House
of
of Congress.
Congress.
(c) No provision
provision of this title shall
shall be construed
construed to require, or to
investment adviser
authorize the Commission
authorize
Commission to require
require any investment
adviser engaged
engaged
services to disclose the identity,
rendering investment supervisory
in rendering
supervisory services
investments, or affairs of any client
investments,
client of such investment
investment adviser,
adviser,
except
insofar as
as such
necessary or appropriate
appropriate
may be necessary
such disclosure
disclosure may
except insofar
in
particular proceeding
investigation having
havi
ng as its
or investigation
its object
object the
in aa particular
proceeding or
provisions of this title.
enforcement of aa provision or provisions
enforcement

Disclosure
of idenidenDisclosure of
tity or affairs ofclients.
of clients.
tityoraffairs

RULES, REGULATIONS,
ORDERS
RULES,
REGULATIONS, AND ORDERS
Rules, regulations,
regulations,
Rules,
Commission shall
SEC. 211. (a)
(a) The Commission
shall have authority from time to and
and orders.
orders.
regulations
time
to
make
ssue,
amend,
and
rescind
such
rules
regulations
and
time to make, issue, amend, and rescind such rules
and
orders
i as are
appropriate to the exercise
exercise of
necessary or appropriate
are necessary
and such
such orders
elsewhere in this title.
Commission elsewhere
the
conferred upon
upon the
the Commission
powers conferred
the powers
For
the purposes
purposes of
of its
regulations the Commission
Commission may
or regulations
its rules or
For the
classify persons
persons and matters
jurisdiction and prescribe
matters within its jurisdiction
classify
different classes of persons or matters.
different
requirements for different
different requirements
Publication.
Publication.
(b) Subject
provisions of the Federal Register
Register Act and
and
49 Stat.
Stat. 500.
500.
(b)
Subject to the provisions
49
44
U.S.
regulations
prescribed under
the authority
authority thereof, the rules and
U. S. C., Supp. V,
V.
under the
regulations prescribed
i§ 301-314.
regulations of
of the
under this
title, and
amendments301-314.
and amendments
this title,
the Commission
Commission under
regulations
thereof,
shall be
be effective
manner which
which the
in the manner
publication in
upon publication
effective upon
thereof, shall
Commission
shall prescribe,
upon such
such later
later date
as may
may be prodate as
or upon
prescribe, or
Commission shall
vided in
such rules
regulations.
and regulations.
rules and
in such
vided
orders,
Issuance of
(c) Orders
title shall
be issued
issued only
only notice.
notilance
of orders,
shall be
this title
under this
Commission under
the Commission
of the
Orders of
(c)
after
appropriate
notice
and
opportunity
for
hearing.
Notice
to
to
Notice
hearing.
after appropriate notice and opportunity for
the parties
to a
before the
the Commission
shall be
be given
given by
by
Commission shall
a proceeding
proceeding before
parties to
the
personal
party or
or by
by registered
or confirmed
confirmed
mail or
registered mail
each party
upon each
service upon
personal service
business address.
telegraphic
to the
the party's
last known business
address. Notice
Notice
party's last
notice to
telegraphic notice
to
if any,
other than
than parties may be given in the
any, other
persons, if
to interested
interested persons,
same
or by
by publication
publication in
in the
the Federal
Federal Register.
Register.
manner or
same manner
omission in
in
Act or omission
(d)
No provision
provision of
any liability shall apply good
good faith.
faith.
imposing any
title imposing
of this
this title
(d) No
to
any act
done or
in conformity
conformity with any
faith in
good faith
in good
omitted in
or omitted
act done
to any
notwithstanding that
rule, regulation,
regulation or
order of
the Commission,
Commission, notwithstanding
that
of the
or order
rule,
such rule,
regulation, or
or order
omission, be
be
or omission,
act or
such act
after such
may, after
order may,
rule, regulation,
such
amended
or be
be determined
by judicial or other authordetermined by
or rescinded
rescinded or
amended or
ity to
to be
be invalid
any reason.
reason.
for any
invalid for
ity
HEARINGS
HEARINGS
SEC. 212.
may be
held before
before the
the ComCombe held
and may
public and
be public
may be
Hearings may
212. Hearings
SEC.
mission,
any member
or members
members thereof,
thereof, or
or any
any officer
officer or
officers
or officers
member or
mission, any
of the
the Commission
by it,
it, and
appropriate records
records thereof
thereof
and appropriate
designated by
Commission designated
of
shall be
be kept.
kept.
shall
COURT
REVIEW OF
ORDERS
OF ORDERS
COURT REVIEW

SEC. 213.
213. (a)
Any person
or party
party aggrieved
aggrieved by
by an
order issued
issued
an order
person or
(a) Any
SEC.
by the
title may
obtain a
of such
such
review of
a review
may obtain
this title
under this
Commission under
the Commission
by
order
in the
circuit court
court of
United States
States within
within
the United
of the
appeals of
of appeals
the circuit
order .in
any
circuit wherein
wherein such
such person
resides or
of
place of
principal place
his principal
has his
or has
person resides
any circuit
business,
or in
the United
States Court
Court of
for the
the District
District
Appeals for
of Appeals
United States
in the
business, or
of
by filing
filing in
such court,
within sixty
sixty days
days after the
court, within
in such
Columbia, by
of Columbia,
entry of
of such
order, a
awritten
written petition
petition praying
praying that
that the
the order
order of
of the
the
such order,
entry
Commission
be modified
or set
in whole
part. A
A copy
of
copy of
or in
in part.
whole or
aside in
set aside
modified or
Commission be
such
shall be
be forthwith
served upon
any member
member of
of the
the
upon any
forthwith served
petition shall
such petition
Commission, or
thereof designated
by the
the CommisCommisdesignated by
officer thereof
any officer
upon any
or upon
Commission,
sion
and thereupon
shall certify
certify
Commission shall
the Commission
thereupon the
purpose, and
that purpose,
for that
sion for
and file
transcript of
of the
which the
order
the order
upon which
the record
record upon
court aatranscript
the court
in the
file in
and
complained of
was entered.
entered. Upon
such transcript
such
transcript such
of such
filing of
the filing
Upon the
of was
complained
court shall
shall have
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to affirm,
affirm, modify,
modify, or
or set
set aside
aside
have exclusive
court

hearings.
hearlngs.

review.
Petition for review.

Service of copy
copy upon
upon
Service
Commission.
Commission.

of
Jurisdiction of
court.
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Findings.
Additional
Additional evievidence.

Modification
Modification of findings.

Finality of court's
Finality
court's
decision.
decision.
Review by Supreme
Review
Court.
36 Stat. 1157.
28 U.S.
U. S. C.
C.
. §§ 346.
346,
V, § 347.
347; Supp. V,
of CommisCommisStay of
sion's order.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

or in
to the
the order
order of
of the
the
such order,
order, in whole
whole or
in part.
part. No
No objection
objection to
unless such
such objection
objection shall
shall
Commission shall
shall be considered
considered by the court
court unless
have
urged before
or unless
there were
were reasonhave been urged
before the Commission
Commission or
unless there
reasondo. The
findings of
the Commission
Commission
able grounds
grounds for
for failure
failure so
so to
to do.
The findings
of the
substantial evidence,
evidence, shall
conas to the
the facts, if
if supported
supported by substantial
shall be
be conclusive.
is made
made to
the court
court for
leave to
to adduce
clusive. If
If application
application is
to the
for leave
adduce
additional evidence,
is shown
to the
the satisfaction
of the
additional
evidence, and
and it
it is
shown to
satisfaction of
the court
court
that
that there
there were
were reasonthat such additional
additional evidence
evidence is
is material
material and
and that
reasonadduce such
such evidence
evidence in
proceeding
able grounds
grounds for
for failure
failure to
to adduce
in the
the proceeding
before the Commission,
Commission, the
additional evidence
evidence
the court may
may order such
such additional
to
before the
Commission and
be adduced
adduced upon
upon the
the hearto be taken before
the Commission
and to
to be
hearing
manner and
terms and
conditions as
as to
the
ing in such manner
and upon
upon such terms
and conditions
to the
court may seem proper. The Commission
Commission may
may modify its findings
findings
as
reason of
evidence so
so taken,
taken, and
and it
it
as to the facts by
by reason
of the additional
additional evidence
court such modified
modified or new
findings, which,
if
shall file with the court
new findings,
which, if
supported by substantial evidence, shall
shall .be conclusive,
conclusive, and
and its recommendation, if any, for the
modification or setting aside
aside of
of the
the
the modification
decree of the court affirming,
original order. The judgment and decree
modifying, or setting aside, in whole or in
m part, any such
modifying,
such order of the
Commission shall
final, subject
subject to
review by
by the
of
Commission
shall be final,
to review
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court of
the United States upon certiorari
certiorari or certification
certification as provided
provided in
240 of
the Judicial
as amended.
amended.
sections 239 and
and 240
of the
Judicial Code,
Code, as
proceedings under subsection
(b) The commencement
commencement of
of proceedings
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall
not,
specifically ordered
ordered by
by the
operate as
as a
astay
stay of
of the
the
not, unless
unless specifically
the court,
court, operate
Commission's
Commission's order.
order.
JTURISDICTION OF
OF OFFENSES
JURISDICTION
SUITS
OFFENSES AND
AND SUITS

Jurisdiction of
Jurisdiction
courts.

Venue.

Judgments, etc.,
etc.,
subject
subject to review.
review.
36 Stat. 1133,
1133, 1157.
117.
28 U.
1j. S.
. C.
C
c. ft 225,
225
347; Supp. V,
V. ti
ft 225,
225,
347.
27 Stat. 435.
18 D.C.
D. C. Code

126.

SEc.
Sic. 214. The district courts of the United States and the United
United
States courts of any Territory or other place subject to the jurisdiction of the United
United States shall have jurisdiction
jurisdiction of violations of this
title or the rules, regulations,
regulations, or orders thereunder,
concurrently
thereunder, and, concurrently
Territorial courts, of all suits in
with State and Territorial
enjoin any
in equity
equity to
to enjoin
any
violation of this title or the rules, regulations,
regulations, or orders thereunder.
thereunder.
Any criminal proceeding
proceeding may be brought in the district
wherein any
any
district wherein
act or transaction
transaction constituting
constituting the violation occurred. Any
Any suit
suit or
or
action to enjoin any violation
violation of this title or rules, regulations,
regulations, or
or
orders thereunder,
thereunder, may be brought
brought in any such district
district or in
in the
district wherein
wherein the defendant
defendant is an inhabitant
inhabitant or transacts
transacts business,
business,
and process in such cases may be served in
which the
the
in any district
district of
of which
defendant is an inhabitant
inhabitant or transacts
transacts business
business or wherever
wherever the
defendant
Judgments and decrees
defendant may be found. Judgments
rendered shall
shall
decrees so rendered
provided in sections
be subject to review as provided
sections 128 and 240 of
Judicial
of the Judicial
Code, as amended,
amended, and section 7, as amended,
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An
amended, of
the Act
appeals for the District of Columbia"
Act to establish a
a court
court of appeals
Columbia",
approved
approved February
February 9, 1893. No costs shall be assessed
assessed for
or against
against
for or
the Commission in any
proceeding
any .
proceeding under
under this title brought
brought by
by or
or
against the Commission in
m any court.
VALIDITY OF
VALIDITY
OF CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS

Void conditions, etc.
etc.

Contracts in
in violaviolation of designated
designated
provisions.

SEC.
condition, stipulation,
SEC. 215. (a) Any condition,
stipulation, or provision
provisi on binding
binding any
any
person to waive compliance
compliance with any provision
provision of this title or with
with
any rule, regulation,
regulation, or order thereunder
thereunder shall be void.
(b) Every contract
contract made
made in violation
violation of any provision of
this title
title
of this
and every contract
contract heretofore
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter made,
made, the performance
of
performance of
which involves
involves the
the violation
violation of, or the continuance
which
continuance of any relationship
relationship
or practice in violation of any provision of this title, or any
any rule,
(1) as regards
regulation, or order
order thereunder,
thereunder, shall be void (1)
regards the
rights of any person
person who
who, in violation of a
ny such provision, rule,
any
regulation, or order, shall have made or engaged in the performance
performance
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of any such contract,
contract, and (2)
(2) as regards
regards the rights of any person
who, not being aaparty to such contract,
contract, shall have
have acquired
acquired any right
right
thereunder with actual knowledge
knowledge of the facts by reason of which the
thereunder
performance of such contract
making or performance
contract was in violation
violation of any such
such
provision.
provision.
ANNUAL REPORTS
REPORTS OF
ANNUAL
OF COMMISSION
COMMISSION

SEC.
216. The
The Commission shall submit
S
EC. 216.
submit annually
annually aa report to the
work of the Commission
Congress covering
covering the work
Commission for the preceding
preceding
and recommendations
recommendations for
including such
such information,
information, data, and
year and including
matters covered
further legislation in connection
connection with
with the matters
covered by this
it may find advisable.
as it
advisable.
title as

Annual
Annual reports.

PENALTIES
PENALTIES
S
EC. 217.
violates any
any provision
provision of this
who willfully
willfully violates
SEC.
217. Any
Any person
person who
$10,000,
conviction, be
fined not more
more than
than $10,000,
be fined
title shall, upon conviction,
imprisoned for
for not
not more
two years,
or both.
than two
years, or
both.
imprisoned
more than

Penalties.
Penalties.

EMPLOYEES OF
OF THE
THE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
EMIPLOYEES

may select,
SEC. 218.
218. For
purposes of
of this
this title, the
the Commission may
the purposes
SEC.
For the
examiners, and
compensation of such attorneys,
attorneys, examiners,
employ, and
and fix the
the compensation
other experts
as shall
shall be
be necessary
of the
the business
business
for the transaction
transaction of
necessary for
experts as
other
of the
Commission in
of this
title without
regard to
to the
without regard
this title
in respect
respect of
of
the Commission
the employment
provisions of
applicable to
employment and comto the
of other
other laws
laws applicable
provisions
pensation of
officers or
employees of the
and the
the United
United States; and
or employees
of officers
pensation
Commission may,
subject to
to the
civil-service laws,
other
appoint such other
laws, appoint
the civil-service
may, subject
Commission
officers
and employees
employees as
necessary in the
the execution
the funcexecution of the
as are
are necessary
officers and
tions of
of the
Commission and
accordance with
their salaries in accordance
and fix
fix their
the Commission
tions
the Classification
of 1923,
1923, as amended.
Act of
the
Classification Act

Employment of exEmployment
perts.
perts.

1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
§§ 66165 U. S.
S.C.
.C. §661§§ 673,
674; Supp.
Stipp. V,
V, §1
673,
673c.
673c.

SEPARABILITY
OF PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SEPARABILITY OF
SEC. 219.
219. If
If any
any provision
provision of
of this
or the
the application
such
of such
application of
title or
this title
SEC.
provision
person or
circumstances shall be held invalid, the
or circumstances
to any
any person
provision to
remainder
of the
and the
application of
of such
persons
provision to persons
such provision
the application
the title
title and
remainder of
or
other than
those as
as to
which it
it is held
invalid shall
shall
held invalid
to which
than those
or circumstances
circumstances other
not
be affected
affected thereby.
not be

Separability of proproSeparability
visions.
visions.

SHORT
TITLE
SHORT TITLE
SEC. 220.
This title
title may
may be
as the
the "Investment
"Investment Advisers
Advisers Act
Act
cited as
be cited
220. This
SEC.
of
of 1940".
1940".
DATE
EFFECTIVE DATE
EFFECTIVE
S
EC. 221.
This title
title shall
on November
November 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
effective on
become effective
shall become
221. This
SEC.

Short title.

Effective
Effective date.

TITLE
OF SECURITIES
SECURITIES ACT
ACT OF
OF 1933
1933
III-AMENDMENT OF
TITLE III—AMENDMENT
SEC. 301.
301. Section
Section 88 (a)
of the
the Securities
Act of
as amended,
amended,
of 1933,
1933, as
Securities Act
(a) of
SEC.
is amended
to read
is
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEc. 8.
8. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
hereinafter provided,
the effective
effective date
date of
of a
a
provided, the
as hereinafter
"SEC.
registration
statement shall
shall be
be the
after the
filing
the filing
day after
twentieth day
the twentieth
registration statement
thereof or
or such
earlier date
date as
as the
the Commission
may determine,
determine, having
having
Commission may
such earlier
thereof
due regard
information respecting
respecting the
the issuer
issuer
the information
of the
adequacy of
the adequacy
to the
regard to
due
theretofore available
available to
to the
the public,
the facility
facility with
the
which the
with which
to the
public, to
theretofore
nature of
securities to
registered, their
their relationship
to the
capital
the capital
relationship to
to be
be registered,
the securities
of the
nature
structure
the issuer
rights of
thereof can
be underundercan be
of holders
holders thereof
the rights
and the
issuer and
of the
structure of
stood, and
and to
to the
the public
public interest
interest and
and the
protection of
of investors.
investors. If
If
the protection
stood,
any amendment
any such
is filed
to the
effective
the effective
prior to
filed prior
such statement
statement is
to any
amendment to
any
date
of such
the registration
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to
statement shall
registration statement
statement, the
such statement,
date of

48 Stat. 79.
79.
15 U.
S. C.
C.
15
U.S.

77h (a).
(a).
77h

Effective
date of
Effective date
registration stateregistration
ment.

Amendments.
Amendments.
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[34 STAT.
STAT.
[54

have been filed when such amendment
amendment was
filed; except
that an
an amendamendwas filed;
except that
consent of
the Commission,
prior to
to the
the effective
effective
ment filed with the consent
of the
Commission, prior
registration statement,
statement, or
or filed
pursuant to
to an
an order
of the
date of the registration
filed pursuant
order of
the
as a
part of
of the
the registration
registration statement."
statement."
Commission, shall be
be treated
treated as
a part
Approved,
August 22,
1940.
Approved, August
22, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 687]
[CHAPTER
687]
22, 1940
August
[S. 3954]
3954]
[S.
[Public, No. 769]
769]

Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Issuance of patent
patent
Issuance
to, for tract
tract of land.
Description.
Description.

Condition.

AT ACT
AC¶T
AN

-

Relating to the issuance by
by the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
of a
apatent
patent to
to the
the State
State
of the
Interior of
Minnesota for certain
certain lands in that
of Minnesota
that State.
State.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior may
cancel the
the patent
issued on
on August
August 24,
1886, to
to
may cancel
patent issued
24, 1886,
Joe Blair, as allottee numbered 4
4 of
the Fond
Fond du
du Lac
Lac Indian
Reserof the
Indian ReserMinnesota, for the
vation, Minnesota,
the north
of the
the northeast
northeast quarter
quarter of
of
north half
half of
section 30, township 49 north,
range 17
west, of
the fourth
north, range
17 west,
of the
fourth principal
principal
and may issue
meridian in Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
to the
State of
of Minnesota
Minnesota
issue to
the State
fee-simple patent
as a
a fee-simple
patent for the tract
of land
If issued,
issued,
tract of
land described.
described. If
the fee-simple patent
patent shall
shall operate
complete conveyconveyoperate as aa full and complete
ance of any and all right, title, or interest
interest that the
the heirs
heirs of
of Joe
Joe
Blair, deceased
deceased allottee
allottee numbered
numbered 4
Indian
4 of the Fond
Fond du Lac Indian
Reservation,
Reservation, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and that the
the United
States of
America may
may
United States
of America
have in and to said described
described lands. Prior
issuance of
such
Prior to
to the issuance
of such
patent, the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior may require
require the State of Minnesota, at its expense, to furnish
furnish satisfactory
satisfactory evidence
that there
there are
evidence that
are
no outstanding
outstanding liens, encumbrances,
encumbrances, or other conveyances
conveyances of record
record
against said lands other than the original patent
patent issued
under
issued under
date of August 24, 1886, to the said Joe
Joe Blair
covering the
the lands
lands
Blair covering
hereinabove described.
hereinabove
Approved,
Approved, August 22,
22, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 688]
688]
[CHAPTER

August 22, 1940
1940
[H.
5403]
[H. R. 54031
[Public, No. 770]

Immigration ServImmigration
ice.
ice.
Deposit of
of collections for overovertime services.
U. .S. C.
C.0.§§ 109s,
109a,
88 U.
109b.
109b.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
certain collections
provide for the deposit of certain
collections for overtime
overtime immigration
immigration services
services
to the credit of the appropriation
chargeable with the
appropriation chargeable
the payment for such
such servservices, and for other
other purposes.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of the
United States
States of
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That moneys
moneys colcollected on or after July 1,
1, 1941, as extra compensation
compensation for overtime
service
service of inspectors and employees
employees of the Immigration
Immigration Service
Service purpursuant to the Act of March 2, 1931 (46
(46 Stat. 1467),
1467), shall
in
shall he
be deposited
deposited in
the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States to the credit of
appropriation for
for
of the appropriation
the payment
payment of salaries,
field personnel
personnel of
the Immigration
Natusalaries, field
of the
Immigration and
and Naturalization Service, and the appropriation
ralization
appropriation so credited
credited shall be available
available
for the payment
payment of such compensation.
compensation.
Approved,
Approved, August 22,
22, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 689]

August 27,
27, 1940
[S. J. Res. 286]

[Pub.
[Pub. Res., No. 96]

National
National defense.
Ordering of Army
Ordering
reserve components,
components,
etc., into active milietc.,
tary service.
service.
Pot,
p. 988.
e96.
Post, P.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To
strengthen
the
common
To strengthen
common defense and to authorize
authorize the President to order
order
members and
and units
units of
of reserve
members
reserve components
components and
and retired
retired personnel
personnel of the Regular
Regular
Army into active military service.
service.

Resolved
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by
States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That during
States of
of America
in Congress
during the period
period
ending
June 30, 1942, the President
President be, and
ending June
and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
from time to time to order into the active military service of the
the
United States for a
a period
United
period of twelve
twelve consecutive
consecutive months each, any
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the
components of the
or all members and units of any or all reserve
reserve components
Army of the United States (except
(except that any person in the National
of 18 years so ordered
Guard of
of the
the United
un der th
ordered into
thee age
age o
United States under
Guard
immediately issued an honorable
the active
active military service shall be immediately
discharge
States), and retired
from the National Guard of the United States),
discharge from
Regular Army, with or without their consent, to such
personnel
such
personnel of the Regular
necessary for the strengthsuch manner
manner as he may deem necessary
extent and in such
extent
defense: Provided,
Provided, That the
the members and units
of the national defense:
ening of
ordered
of the
United States ordered
components of the Army of the United
the reserve
reserve components
of
into active
active Federal
Federal service
under this
employed
shall not be employed
authority shall
this authority
service under
into
beyond
Western Hemisphere
Hemisphere except
except in the
the territhe limits of the Western
beyond the
Philippine
tories and
and possessions
possessions of
of the
the United
United States,
including the Philippine
States, including
tories
Islands.
Islands.
SEC. 2.
All National
Reserve, and retired
retired personnel
personnel ordered
ordered
National Guard, Reserve,
SEC.
2. All
United States under the foreinto the
active military service
service of the United
the active
into
going
special authority,
authority, shall
from the
dates on which
which they
they are
are respecshall from
the dates
going special
tively required
such order
order to
report for
for duty in such
be
such service, be
to report
by such
required by
tively
subject to
to the
respective laws
laws and
and regulations
relating to
to enlistments,
enlistments,
regulations relating
the respective
subject
employment, conduct, rights,
reenlistments,
rights, and privileges,
privileges, and disreenlistments, employment,
charge of
of such
such personnel
same extent
extent in all
all parto the
the same
service to
in such
such service
personnel in
charge
ticulars as
into such
such service
service under
under existing
existing
been ordered
ordered into
had been
they had
as if
if they
ticulars
general statutory
authorizations.
statutory authorizations.
general
S
EC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) Any
member of
of the land or
component of
any reserve
reserve component
of any
Any member
SEC.
naval
forces who
on active
active duty
or who
may be
be assigned
assigned to active
who may
duty or
is on
who is
naval forces
duty and
who, in
the judgment
judgment of
athose
those in
in authority
authority over
over him,
him, satisin the
and who,
duty
factorily
such active
active duty,
and any
ordered into
person so ordered
any person
duty, and
completes such
factorily completes
the active
active military
service of
of the
the United
who, in
the judgment
judgment
in the
States who,
United States
military service
the
of
those in
in authority
completes the
the period
period
satisfactorily completes
him, satisfactorily
over him,
authority over
of those
be entitled to aa
of
under this
this joint
joint resolution,
resolution, shall
shall be
required under
service required
of service
certificate to
that effect
effect upon
completion of
of such
such active
active duty
duty or
or
the completion
upon the
to that
certificate
such
of service,
service, which
which shall
shall include
include a
of any
any special
special proproa record
record of
period of
such period
ficiency or
or merit
In addition,
addition, each
person who
who is
is
such person
each such
attained. In
merit attained.
ficiency
assigned to
to such
duty or
into such
such active
active military
ordered into
or ordered
active duty
such active
assigned
service shall
be given
examination at
beginning of
of
the beginning
at the
physical examination
given aa physical
shall be
service
such active
active duty
and a
a medical
showing any
any
statement showing
medical statement
service and
or service
duty or
such
physical defects
and upon
upon the
the complecompleexamination; and
such examination;
upon such
noted upon
defects noted
physical
tion of
of the
such active
duty or
or service,
such person
person shall
shall
each such
service, each
active duty
of such
the period
period of
tion
be given
physical examination
examination and
and shall
given a
medical
a medical
be given
shall be
another physical
be
given another
statement showing
illnesses or
suffered by
by
disabilities suffered
or disabilities
injuries, illnesses
any injuries,
showing any
statement
him during
such period
period of
of active
active duty
duty or
service.
or service.
during such
him
(b)
In the
the case
case of
of any
any such
person who,
order to
to perform
perform such
such
in order
who, in
such person
(b) In
active
or such
such service,
has left
than
other than
position, other
a position,
leaves a
or leaves
left or
service, has
duty or
active duty
temporary position,
position, in
employ of
who (1)
(1)
and who
employer and
any employer
of any
the employ
in the
aa temporary
qualified to perform
receives such
such certificate,
certificate, (
2 ) is
is still .qualified
perform the duties
(2)
receives
of such
such position,
and (3)
makes application
for reemployment
reemployment within
within
application for
(3) makes
position, and
of
forty days
he is
from such
such active
active duty
serviceor service—
duty or
relieved from
is relieved
after he
days after
forty
(A) if
if such
such position
in the
the employ
United States
States
the United
of the
employ of
was in
position was
(A)
Government,
or possessions,
or the
the District
District of
of
possessions, or
Territories or
its Territories
Government, its
Columbia,
such person
shall be
be restored
restored t
uch position
position or to aa
such
too s
person shall
Columbia, such
position of
like seniority,
seniority, status
and pay;
pay;
status and
of like
position
(B) if
if such
such position
position was
was in
in the
private employer,
employer,
of a
a private
employ of
the employ
(B)
such
employer shall
restore such
such person
person to
position or
or to
to aa
such position
to such
shall restore
such employer
position of
of like
and pay
pay unless
unless the
the employer's
employer's
status and
seniority, status
like seniority,
position
circumstances
have so
changed as
to make
make i
impossible or
or unreaunreaittimpossible
as to
so changed
circumstances have
sonable
so;
sonable to
to do
do so;
(C) if
if such
position was
was in
the employ
employ of
State or
or political
political
any State
of any
in the
such position
(C)
subdivision thereof
is hereby
hereby declared
declared to
to be
sense of
the
of the
be the
the sense
it is
thereof it
subdivision
Congress that
that such
such person
person should
restored to such position
position or
be restored
should be
Congress
to a
position of
like seniority,
status and
pay.
and pay.
seniority, status
of like
a position
to
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Persons in National
National
Guard under 18 years
of age.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Service limited to
Western Hemisphere;
Hemisphere;
exception.
exception.

Applicability of enApplicability
listment laws. etc.
listment

Certificate showing
showing
Certificate
service
record, etc.
service record,

Physical
Physical examinamedical statetions; medical
ments.

Reemployment
Reemployment
discharge.
upon discharge.

GovernBy U.. S..overnment, etc.
ment,

By private employer.

By State,
State. etc.
etc.
By
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Reemployment
Reemployment
without loss of seniority, etc.
Post, p. 891.
Post,
891.
Discharge restricre stricDischarge
tion.
Proceedings against
against
Proceedings
noncomplying
noncomplying employers.
ployers.
Past, p. 891.
Post,
891.

Hearing.
Hearing.
U. S. district attorneys to represent
represent
claimants.
claimants.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Fees, etc.,
etc., not to be
Fees,
taxed against
against claimclaimtaxed
ant.
Resignation, etc.,
etc., of
of
Resignation,
certain reserve
reserve members having dependents.

Benefits
Benefits of designated Act extended
extended to
personnel on active
duty.
40 Stat. 440.
Post, p.
p. 1191.

1191.

Inoperative
Inoperative provisions.
sions.
444,
40 Stat. 440, 441,
441, 444,
447, 449.
447,

"Persons in military
"Persons
service."
service."

"Period
"Period of military
service."
service."

Suspension
Suspension of conflicting
flicting laws.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

(c) Any
to aa position
position in
in accordance
accordance with
with
(c)
Any person who
who is restored
restored to
the provisions
provisions of
paragraphs (A)
(A) or
(B) of
of subsection
shall be
be so
so
of paragraphs
or (B)
subsection (b)
(b) shall
restored without loss
participation or
or benefits,
benefits,
loss of
of seniority,
seniority, insurance
insurance participation
discharged from
from such
such
or other benefits, and
and such person shall
shall not be
be discharged
within one
after such restoration.
position without cause
cause within
one year
year after
restoration.
employer fails
fails or
or refuses
refuses to
to comply
comply with
with
(d) In case
case any
any private
private employer
(b) or
subsection (c),
(c) 7the district
of
the provisions of subsection
subsection (b)
or subsection
district court
court of
private employer
employer mainmainthe United States for
for the district
district in
in which
which such
such private
have power,
of aamotion,
motion,
tains a
a place of business shall have
power, upon the
the filing of
petition, or other appropriate
appropriate pleading
pleading by the
person entitled
entitled to the
the person
the
such employer
employer to
benefits of such
such provisions, to
to specifically
specifically require
require such
to
comply with such provisions. The
hearing
The court shall
shall order
order aaspeedy
speedy hearing
in any such case and
and shall advance
advance it on the
the calendar. Upon
Upon application to the United
United States district attorney
attorney for
which
for the
the district
district in which
employer maintains
business, by
by any
any person
such private employer
maintains a
a place
place of
of business,
person
claiming to be entitled to the
United
claiming
the benefits
benefits of
of such
such provisions,
provisions, such
such United
States district attorney, if reasonably
reasonably satisfied that the person
person so
so
applying is entitled to such benefits,
appear and
and act
act as
as attorney
attorney
benefits, shall appear
for such person in the amicable
amicable adjustment
adjustment of the
claim or
or in
the
the claim
in the
filing of any motion
appropriate pleading
pleading and
and the
the
motion,'petition
petition or
or other appropriate
prosecution
thereof to specifically
employer to
to comply
comply
prosecution thereof
specifically require
require such
such employer
with such provisions: Provided,
Provided,' That
or court
court costs
costs shall
That no
no fees
fees or
shall
be taxed against
applying for
such benefits.
benefits.
against the person so applying
for such
(e)
component of
of the
the Army
Army of
of the
the
(e) Any member of any
any reserve component
United States below
who is
is ordered
ordered into
the active
active
below the rank of captain who
into the
military service
service of the United States pursuant
pursuant to this joint resolution,
who has any person or persons dependent
dependent solely upon
upon him
him for
support,
for support,
and who has no other means
means of support except the
salary or
or
the wages, salary
compensation for personal
that he
earns, may
may resign
resign
other compensation
personal services
services that
he earns,
or shall be discharged
discharged upon his own request
request made
made within
twenty days
days
within twenty
of the date of his entry into such active military service.
service.
S
EC. 4. (a)
Soldiers and
and Sailors
Sailors Civil
Civil Relief
SEC.
(a) The benefits of the
the Soldiers
Relief
Act, approved
March 8,
approved March
8, 1918,
1918, are hereby extended to all National
National
personnel ordered
Guard, Reserve, and retired personnel
ordered into the active military
service under authority of this joint resolution,
resolution, so long as
as such
such
personnel are in such service and for
thereafter, and
for sixty
sixty days
days thereafter,
and
except as hereinafter
provided, the provisions
hereinafter provided,
provisions of such Act
Act shall be
be
effective for
effective
for such purposes.
purposes.
(b) For the purposes
section—
purposes of
of this
this section(1) the following
following provisions of such Act of March
March 8,
8, 1918,
1918,
(1)
inoperative: Section
shall be inoperative:
Section 100; and paragraphs
(1), (2),
and
paragraphs (1),
(2), and
(5) of section 101; article 4; article
(5)
article 5; paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) of section
section
601; and section 603.
(2) the term "persons
(2)
when used
used in
in such
such
"persons in military service",
service", when
Act.
,shall be
ordered into
i
nt
o th
act i
ve
Act,
be deemed
deemed to
to mean persons ordered
thee active
military
military service under
under the authority of this joint resolution.
(3)
service", when
(3) the term "period
"period of military service",
when used in such
such
Act, when applicable with respect
respect to any
any person,
person, shall be deemed
deemed
to mean the period beginning
beginning with the date on which such perper-.
son is ordered
ordered into such active military
military service and ending with
with
the date on which
which he is relieved from such service.
SEC.
Sue. 5. All laws and parts of laws in conflict
conflict herewith
herewith are hereby
hereby
suspended to the extent that they may be in conflict
suspended
conflict with any provision hereof.
Approved, August 27, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 690]
690]
[CHAPTER
AN
AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior to
to furnish
furnish mats
reproduction in
Authorizing
of the
mats for the
the reproduction
magazines
photographs of national
national park scenery.
magazines and newspapers
newspapers of photographs
scenery.

August 27, 1940
27,1940
[S.t 769]
[Public,
[Public, No. 771
771]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in
Photographs
naCongress assembled,
Photographs of naUnited
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
tional park scenery.
scenery.
of the Interior is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to have prepared
prepared mats
Preparation of mats
magazines, etc.
etc.
which may be used for the reproduction
magazines and news- for magazines,
reproduction in magazines
papers of photographs
photographs of such of the scenery
scenery in the national
national parks
as, in the opinion of the Secretary, would be of interest to the people
foreign nations. Any
Any such
of the United
United States and foreign
such mats
mats may
may be No
No charge for mats.
mats.
furnished, without charge
Secretary
charge and under
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
may prescribe.
prescribe, to the publishers
publishers of magazines, newspapers,
newspapers, and any
other publications
publications which may carry photographic
photographic reproductions.
reproductions.
Appropriation
Appropriation
SEC. 2. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated
Six).
appropriated for the fiscal
fiscal authorized.
June 30,1941,
30, 1941, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
purpose of
of carrycarryyear ending June
Post,
p. 1042.
1042.
1Pot, p.
$3,000 for
for the
the purpose
this Act.
ing out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act.
Approved, August
27, 1940.
Approved,
August 27,
1940.
[CHAPTER 691]
691]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Granting to certain
the preference
certain claimants
claimants the
preference right
to purchase
purchase certain
public
right to
certain public
lands in the State
of Florida.
Florida.
State of

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress assembled,
Secretary
United
States of America in
assembled, That the
the Secretary

August 27,1940
August
[S. 3975]
3976]
[I.

[Public, No. 772]
[Public,
772]

Florida.
Sale of designated
designated

public lands authorof
the Interior,
in his
discretion, is
is hereby
hereby authorized
to sell,
sell, in
in the
the public
of the
Interior, in
his discretion,
authorized to
ized.
manner hereinafter
hereinafter provided,
provided, lots
3, 4,
4, and
and 5,
5, section
section 10,
10, lots
lots 3,
3, 4,
4, 5,
manner
lots 3,
5,
and
11, lots
section 14,
14, township
south, range
17
and 6,
6, section
section 11,
lots 11and
and 2,
2, section
township 3
3 south,
range 17
west, Tallahassee
Tallahassee meridian,
meridian, Florida,
which lands
lands were
omitted from
from
west,
Florida, which
were omitted
the
original survey
due to
to the
the erroneous
erroneous meanders
of the
the Gulf
Gulf of
of
the original
survey due
meanders of
Mexico and
and shown
shown upon
upon the
the official
plat of
of the
original survey
survey as
as a
Mexico
official plat
the original
a
water-covered area.
water-covered
Preferred rights
rights to
Preferred
SEC. 2.
2. Any
Any owner
land in
in sections
10, 11,
and purchase.
SEC.
owner in
in good
good faith
faith of
of land
sections 10,
11, and
purchase.
14,
township
3
south,
range
17
west,
shown
by
the
official
plat
of
14, township 3 south, range 17 west, shown by the official plat of
the
original survey
survey approved
to be
be bounded
bounded by
by the
the
the original
approved May
May 22,
22, 1849,
1849, to
Gulf
of Mexico,
but which
which in
is bounded
by the
area
Gulf of
Mexico, but
in fact
fact is
bounded by
the omitted
omitted area
as
shown by
by plat
of survey
survey accepted
accepted March
as shown
plat of
March 6,
6, 1939,
1939, and
and who
who acquired
acquired
title to
to such
prior to
this enactment,
enactment, or
or any
any citizen
of the
the
such land
land prior
to this
citizen of
title
United
who in
good faith
faith under
color of
of title
title or
or claiming
claiming as
as
United States
States who
in good
under color
owner has,
has, prior
prior to
to this
this Act,
valuable improveimproveaa riparian
riparian owner
Act, placed
placed valuable
ments
to cultivation
lands subject
subject to
the
ments upon
upon or
or reduced
reduced to
cultivation any
any of
of the
the lands
to the
operation of
this Act,
shall have
have a
preferred right
to purchase
purchase the
the
operation
of this
Act, shall
a preferred
right to
erroneously omitted
land lying
adjacent to
his privately
land,
erroneously
omitted land
lying adjacent
to his
privately owned
owned land,
or
by him,
him, respectively,
respectively, at
at any
any
the land
land thus
thus improved
improved by
or to
to purchase
purchase the
time
within ninety
ninety days
days from
the date
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act.
Act.
time within
from the
date of
of the
Application to purpurApplication
Every
purchase must
in the
the General
Land chase.
General Land
Every application
application to
to purchase
must be
be filed
filed in
chase.
Office
and
must
be
accompanied
with
satisfactory
proof
that
the
Office and must be accompanied with satisfactory proof that the
applicant is
preference right
right and
and that
the lands
to such
such preference
that the
lands
applicant
is entitled
entitled to
which he
applies to
to purchase
purchase are
not in
possession of
of an
an
he applies
are not
in the
the legal
legal possession
which
"Citizen"
con"Citizen" conadverse
claimant under
under the
The term
term "citizen"
"citizen" as
as strued.
laws. The
land laws.
public land
the public
adverse claimant
herein
used
shall
include
any
association
of
citizens,
and
a
corpoherein used shall include any association of citizens, and a corporation
organized under
under the
of any
and authorized
authorized to
to
the laws
laws of
any State
State and
ration organized
Contract to convey,
engage in
business in
Florida. In
In event
event that
that any
any such
such etc.,
the State
State of
of Florida.
engage
in business
in the
etc., lands with covecovenants
warranty.
nants
of warranty.
applicant shall
shall have
have contracted
convey or
to convey
or attempted
attempted to
convey
contracted to
to convey
applicant
title to
with covenants
covenants of
of warranty,
warranty,
above-described lands
lands with
title
to any
any of
of the
the above-described
express
or implied,
implied, he
he may
may be
be allowed
allowed to
to make
make such
purchase and
and to
to
such purchase
express or
obtain patent
in trust
for the
persons holding
contract
the persons
holding under
under such
such contract
obtain
patent in
trust for
or conveyance,
conveyance, as
as their
interests may
may appear.
appear.
their interests
or
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

Sao.
3. Upon
filing of
of an
an application
application to
to purchase
purchase .any
any lands
lands
SEc. 3.
Upon the
the filing
subject
to the
operation of
Act, together
together with
with the
recered proof,
subject to
the operation
of this
this Act,
the required
proof,
the
of the
Interior shall
the lands
lands described
described in
said
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
shall cause
cause the
in said
application to
to be
said appraisal
appraisal to
to be
be on
on the
basis of
of the
application
be appraised,
appraised, said
the basis
the
value of
of such
such lands
at the
date of
of appraisal
appraisal exclusive
exclusive of
of any
any increased
increased
value
lands at
the date
value resulting
development or
by the
value
resulting from
from the
the development
or improvement
improvement thereof
thereof by
the
applicant or
in interest.
interest.
applicant
or his
his predecessor
predecessor in
Issuance of patent
SEc.
An applicant
applicant to
to purchase
purchase under
the provisions
provisions of
of this
SEC. 4.
4. An
under the
this Act,
Act,
upon payment
payment of apin
order to
to be
entitled to
patent, must,
within three
months from
from
in order
be entitled
to aapatent,
must, within
three months
praised value.
receipt
of notice
notice of
of appraisal,
appraisal, pay
Commissioner of
of the
the GenGenreceipt of
pay to
to the
the Commissioner
eral
Office the
the appraised
thereupon aa
eral Land
Land Office
appraised value
value of
of the
the lands,
lands, and
and thereupon
patent
to said
applicant for
lands as
the Secretary
patent shall
shall issue
issue to
said applicant
for such
such lands
as the
Secretary of
of
the
Interior shall
shall determine
is entitled
entitled to
to purpurthe Interior
determine that
that such
such applicant
applicant is
Proceeds covered into
Proceeds
chase under
this Act.
shall be
covered
chase
under this
Act. The
The proceeds
proceeds from
from such
such sales
sales shall
be covered
Treasury.
Treasury.
into the
United States
States Treasury
applied as
as provided
provided by
by law
law for
for
into
the United
Treasury and
and applied
the disposal
disposal of
the proceeds
proceeds from
the sale
of public
public lands.
lands.
the
of the
from the
sale of
regulaRules and regulaSEC.
5. The Secretary
SEc. 5.
Secretary of
Interior is
hereby authorized
authorized to
to
of the
the Interior
is hereby
tions.
prescribe
all necessary
necessary rules
regulations for
for administering
administering the
the
prescribe all
rules and
and regulations
provisions
of this
determining conflicting
conflicting claims
claims arising
arising
provisions of
this Act
Act and
and determining
hereunder.
hereunder.
Mineral rights reSEC.
purchases made and
SEc. 6. All purchases
the proviproviand patents
patents issued under
under the
served.
shall be
to and
contain a
areservation
reservation to
to the
the
sions of this Act
Act shall
be subject
subject to
and contain
United
States of all
United States
oil, gas,
and other
other minerals
minerals in
in the
lands
all the coal, oil,
gas, and
the lands
so
patented, together
the right
to prospect
prospect for,
for,
so.purchased
purchased and
and patented,
together with
with the
right to
mme, and
mine,
and remove
remove the
the same.
same.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, August
August 27,
27, 1940.
Appraisal
Appraisal of lands.

[CHAPTER 692]
6921
[CHAPTER
August 27, 1940
1940
August
[S.
4011]
[S. 4011]
[Public, No. 773]
[Public,

Strawberry Water
Water
Users'
Association,
Users' Association,
Payson, Utall.
Utah.
Payson,
PayTnent
by, of
of
Payment by,
annual overhead
overhead
charge.
charge.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to accept
accept payment
of an
annual equitable
payment of
an annual
equitable
overhead
repayment contract
overhead charge in connection
connection with
with the repayment
contract between
between the
United States
States and
the
Strawberry
Water
Users'
Association
and
Stray, berry Water Users' Association of
Payson, Utah,
Utah,
of Payson,
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of delinquent
delinquent billings upon the
the basis
basis of an annual
fixed
annual fixed
overhead
charge, and
overhead charge,
for other
purposes.
and for
other purposes.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
assembled, That in
in connection
United States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
connection
with any amendment
amendment heretofore
hereafter made
repayment
heretofore or hereafter
made to the repayment
contract
Strawberry Water
contract between
between the
the Strawberry
Water Users'
Users' Association
PayAssociation of
of Payson, Utah, and the United
United States, dated September 28, 1926,
1926, as
as
amended, to pay construction
amended,
construction charges
charges under
under the provisions
the
provisions of
of the
reclamation laws providing
Federal reclamation
providing for
payment annually
of an
an
for payment
annually of
amount as is determined
determined by the Secretary
Secretary each
each year
sufficient
year to
to be
be sufficient
to cover the Strawberry
equitable portion
portion of
of the
the
Strawberry "iTalley
Valley project's
project's equitable
expense of the Chief
Chief Engineer's
Engineer's office,
the field
field legal
legal office,
and the
the
office, the
office, and
other detached
detached offices of the Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation,
Reclamation, the Secretary
Secretary
subsequent to the effective date
of the Interior is authorized,
authorized, subsequent
date of such
such
an amendment,
amendment, to accept in full satisfaction
satisfaction for all
flat overhead
overhead
all flat
charges
allocable to the period up to the effective
charges owing
owing or allocable
effective date
date of
of
the amendment
amendment under
contract provisions
provisions in effect prior to such
under the
the contract
such
amendment
amendment a
asum determined at the rate of $400 for each year.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 27,
27, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
693]
[CHAPTER 693]

August 27, 1840
1940
[S. 4137]
[Public, No. 774]

AN ACT
ACT
Relating
Relating to transportation
transportation of foreign
by aircraft.
aircraft.
foreign mail by

Postal Service.
Transportation
Transportation of
foreign mail by aircraft.

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of the
it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That in all cases
cases
where,
where, pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of subsection
subsection (i)
(i) (2)
(2) of section 405
of
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Act of
approved June
(52
of the
Aeronautics Act
of 1938,
1938, approved
June 23, 1938 (52

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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863
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1940

Stat. 973; U. S. C., 1934 edition,
edition, Supp. V, title 49, sec. 401, and the
following),
following), the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall have heretofore
heretofore fixed and
put into effect,
effect, or shall hereafter fix and put into effect, the rates of
compensation to be charged foreign
foreign countries for the transportation
transportation
of their mail by air carriers
carriers and where the collections
collections from such
foreign countries of the amounts owing
owing by them for such transportatransportation are required by such subsection
subsection to be made by the United
United States
carriers,' the Postmaster
for the account of such air carriers
Postmaster General
General may
may
settlement
simplify and expedite the
th e settl
emen t of accounts for such carriage
by offsetting against any balance
balance due a
resulting from
a foreign
foreign country
country resulting
from
the transaction
transaction of international
international money order business
business or otherwise,
be then
then due
due from such country
such amounts as may be
country to the
the United
United
States and to the United States for the account of such carriers; and
the Postmaster General and the General Accounting
shall
Accounting Office shall
thereupon give
foreign country
country involved
involved the
the appropriate
appropriate credit
thereupon
give the
the foreign
credit
for such payment
payment by offset, paying to the carrier that portion of the
amount so charged as may be owing to
carrier for its
to the carrier
its services
services in
transporting
country and
as
transporting the
the mail
mail of
of such
such foreign
foreign country
and depositing
depositing as
"miscellaneous postal receipts"
"miscellaneous
receipts" that portion
charged
portion of the
the amount so
so charged
account: Provided,
That
as may
may be
be due
due the United States on
on its own account:
Provided, That
no
adjustment of
by this
Act shall
apply to
no adjustment
of accounts
accounts authorized
authorized by
this Act
shall apply
to
appropriations
for fiscal
years prior
prior to
the fiscal year
Provided
year 1940: Provided
to the
fiscal years
appropriations for
further,
That any
made under
under the
the authority
of this
this
further, That
any adjustments
adjustments made
authority of
section
United States to deduct
deduct
section shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to the right
right of the
the United
from
sums due
due or
or thereafter
thereafter becoming
carrier such
such
becoming clue
due to
to a
a carrier
from any
any sums
amounts
as may
have been
been paid
it on
on account
account of
foreign countries
countries
of foreign
may have
paid it
amounts as
which amounts,
amounts, for
shall have
States shall
have been
been
any reason,
reason, the
the United
United States
which
for any
unable to
to collect,
collect, either
by offset
offset or
otherwise, from
from the
debtor
the debtor
or otherwise,
either by
unable
country.
country.
SEC. 2.
any case
where collections
by the United
United
to be made
made by
collections are to
2. In
In any
case where
SEC.
States from
country for
for the
of such
such
of mails
mails of
the transportation
transportation of
foreign country
States
from aaforeign
countries for
of an
carrier pursuant
to section
section 405
405
an air
air carrier
pursuant to
for the
the account
account of
countries
(i)
(2) of
of the
Aeronautics Act,
such transportation
transportation
whether such
Act, whether
Civil Aeronautics
the Civil
(i) (2)
occurred before
after the
passage of
the Postmaster
GenAct, the
Postmaster Genof this
this Act,
before or
or after
the passage
occurred
eral, taking
into consideration
consideration the
state of
the balance
carried in
the
in the
balance carried
the state
of the
eral,
taking into
appropriation, in
discretion is
hereby authorized
authorized to
make
to make
is hereby
in his
his discretion,
appropriation,
advances to
such air
out of
sums appropriated
appropriated for
"balances
for "balances
of sums
air carrier
carrier out
advances
to such
due
foreign countries",
by the
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
upon determination
determination by
countries", upon
due foreign
from time
time to
time of
the amounts
amounts due
due from
from any
any such foreign counof the
to time
from
tries
thereafter such
be collected
collected
shall be
such amounts
amounts shall
and thereafter
tries for
for transportation,
transportation, and
by
the United
States from
from foreign
foreign countries
countries by
by set-off,
otherwise,
set-off, or
or otherwise,
United States
by the
in
manner hereinbefore
appropriation for
for paypayprovided, and
and the
the appropriation
hereinbefore provided,
in the
the manner
ment
of "balances
"balances due
due foreign
foreign countries"
countries" shall
shall be
be reimbursed
reimbursed by
by
ment of
collections
made by
States: Provided,
however, That
That if
if
Provided, however,
the United
United States:
so made
by the
collections so
the
United States
States shall
shall fail
collect any
such amount
any part
part
amount or
or any
any such
fail to
to collect
the United
of
amount from
from such
such foreign
owing same
same within
twelve
within twelve
country owing
foreign country
of such
such amount
months
after the
such amount
to the
carrier,
the carrier,
amount to
has paid
paid such
United States
States has
the United
months after
the
United States
States may
uncollected amounts
amounts from
from any
any
deduct such
such uncollected
may deduct
the United
sums
by it
it to
to the
carrier.
the carrier.
owing by
sums owing
SEc. 3.
3. The
The General
shall make
necessary
make the
the necessary
Office shall
Accounting Office
General Accounting
SEC.
credits
and debits
the respective
appropriations and
accounts
and accounts
in the
respective appropriations
credits and
debits in
involved
and
adopt
such
procedure
as
may
be
necessary
to
conform
to
conform
involved and adopt such procedure as may be necessary
to and
the purposes
of this
this Act.
Act.
purposes of
to
and effect
effect the
Approved,
August 27,
27, 1940.
1940.
Approved, August
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Active service
service
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and
and

Be
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
this
Act
may
United States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may
be
cited as
Act of
of 1940".
1940".
be cited
as the
the "Naval
"Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
Personnel Act
SEC. 2.
2. The
President of
of the
United States
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint
States is
the United
The President
SEC.
Navy and Marine
Marine Corps, by and with the
to the line of the Regular
Regular Navy
advice
and consent of the Senate, as many naval
advice and
naval aviators of the Naval
Naval
and Marine
Marine Corps
as he
he may
authorized
the authorized
may deem
deem necessary
necessary and
and the
Corps Reserve
Reserve as
and
number
of commissioned
the line
the Navy
Navy and
and the
the Marine
Marine
number of
commissioned officers
officers of
of the
line of
of the
increased accordingly. These officers
be appointed
Corps is increased
officers shall be
appointed to
to
the same
them in
in the
Naval or
Corps Reserve,
the
same grade
grade occupied
occupied by
by them
the Naval
or Marine
Marine Corps
Reserve,
as the
the case
may be,
at the
the time
appointment and
and shall
shall take
take
time of
of such
such appointment
as
case may
be, at
precedence
in such
the provisions
provisions of
of section
precedence in
such grade
grade in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
section
(e) of
of this
Provided, That
That they
they shall
shall first
their moral,
moral,
establish their
first establish
Act: Provided,
88(e)
this Act:
physical, mental,
mental, and professional
professional qualifications
accordance with
physical,
qualifications in accordance
with
such
and regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy may
may prescribe:
prescribe:
such rules
rules and
the Navy
Provided further,
further, That officers so appointed
Provided
appointed shall, on June 30 of the
calendar year in
calendar
in which
which they
they are
have completed
less
are appointed,
appointed, have
completed not
not less
than eighteen
months of
continuous active
active service
next following
following the
the
of continuous
service next
than
eighteen months
completion
their duty
as aviation
undergoing training
training and
and
aviation cadets
cadets undergoing
completion of
of their
duty as
shall,
of the
calendar year
which appointed,
appointed, be
be less
less than
than
30 of
the calendar
year in
in which
shall, on
on June
June 30
twenty-six years of age: Provided
Providedfurther
further, That during a
a period of six
twenty-six
months
of approval
of the
the Navy
months from
from the
the date
date of
approval of
of this
this .gct
Act the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Navy
is
to waive
foregoing age
continuous
the foregoing
age requirement
requirement and
and continuous
is authorized
authorized to
waive the
six
during aaperiod
service requirements:
requirements: Provided
Provided further,
That during
period of six
further, That
service
months from
from the
date of
those naval
aviators who
who
months
the date
of approval
approval of
of this
this Act
Act those
naval aviators
have not
not undergone
undergone training
training as
who have
as aviation
aviation cadets
cadets but
but who
have comcomhave
pleted not
not less
less than
one year
year of
of active
service other
other than
duty
pleted
than one
active service
than training
training duty
in
the Naval
Naval or
Corps Reserve
may also
also be
be so
so appointed
Reserve may
appointed
in the
or Marine
Marine Corps
regardless
of their
Officers appointed
appointed under
of this
this
regardless of
their age.
age. Officers
under the
the authority
authority of
proviso shall,
shall, upon
numbers in the grade
proviso
upon appointment, be additional numbers
to
which appointed
appointed and
and in
in any
grade to
which they
be
to which
any grade
to which
they may
may thereafter
thereafter be
promoted: And provided
providedfurther,
further,That in computing the pay of officers
promoted:
appointed
under the
authority of
Act, credit
credit for
for longevity
longevity shall
appointed under
the authority
of this
this Act,
shall
be given
for all
all service,
service as
as aviation
aviation cadets,
cadets, with
with
be
given them
them for
service, including
including service
which they
they have
which
have heretofore
heretofore been
been credited.
credited.
SEC.
3. Each officer appointed pursuant
SEC. 3.
pursuant to this Act to the grade of
ensign or
each officer
officer so
to a
grade
ensign
or second
second lieutenant
lieutenant and
and each
so appointed
appointed to
a grade
above that
that of
of ensign
ensign or
lieutenant shall,
become
above
or second
second lieutenant
shall, respectively,
respectively, become
eligible for
or for
by a
selection board
eligible
for promotion,
promotion, or
for consideration
consideration by
a line
line selection
board
as
the date
date the
junior to
the date
of appointappointas of
of the
the line
line officer
officer next
next junior
to him
him at
at the
date of
of sea
ment becomes so eligible. The qualification
qualification of
sea service
service prescribed
prescribed in
in
section
11 (c)
(c) of
the Act
Act of
of June
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
shall not
section 11
of the
June 23,
23, 1938
Stat. 948),
948), shall
not apply
apply
to
to such
such officers
officers while
while in
in the
to which
which originally
originally appointed.
the grade
grade to
appointed.
SEC.
officers, and enlisted men of
Sra. 4. All officers, nurses, warrant officers,
or United States
Marine Corps
the United States Naval Reserve
Reserve or
States Marine
Corps
Reserve,
if called
called or
or ordered
ordered into
active naval
naval or
Reserve, who,
who, if
into active
or military
military service
service
by
the Federal
Federal Government
Government for
extended naval
naval or
military service
by the
for extended
or military
service
in
of thirty
thirty .days,
days, suffer
disability or
in line
duty
in excess
excess of
suffer disability
or death
death in
line of
of duty
from
from disease
disease or
so employed
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
or injury
injury while
while so
employed shall
to have
have
been in the active naval service during such period, and they or their
beneficiaries shall
shall be
all respects
entitled to
same penbeneficiaries
be in
in all
respects entitled
to receive
receive the
the same
pensions, compensation,
compensation, retirement pay, and hospital benefits as are now
or may hereafter be provided by law or regulation for
for officers,
officers, warrant officers, nurses, and enlisted
of corresponding
grades and
enlisted men of
corresponding grades
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length of service of the Regular Navy or Marine Corps: Provided,
Provided,
a person who is eligible for the benefits .prescribed
That if a
prescribed by this
Act be also eligible for pension under the provisions of the Act of
compensation from the United States
(50 Stat. 305),
June 23, 1937 (50
305), compensation
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission under the provisions of section 304 of the Naval Reserve Act of 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 1181) or retired
pay under the provision
provision of section 310 of the Naval Reserve Act
1183), he shall elect which benefit he shall receive.
of 1938 (52 Stat. 1183),
8 of the Naval Aviation Reserve Act of
6 and 8
5. Sections 6
S
EC. 5.
SEC.
1939 (53 Stat. 820; U. S. C., Supp. V, title 34, secs. 849d and 849f)
are hereby repealed.
commissioned in the Naval or Marine Corps
Sze. 6. When officers
officers commissioned
SEC.
are
Reserve pursuant to the Naval Aviation
Aviation Reserve
Reserve Act of 1939 are
Reserve
released from active duty that has been continuous
continuous for one or more
released
year
a lump sum of $500
$500 for each complete
complete year
years, they shall be paid a
of
undergoing
service other than duty as aviation cadets undergoing
active service
of active
training and if released from active duty otherwise than upon their
their
training
own request or as a
a result of disciplinary action, this lump-sum payfractional parts of each year of such
ment shall be prorated for fractional
service. The lump-sum payments authorized herein shall be in
addition
allowances, compensation,
compensation, or benefits which
to any pay, allowances,
addition to
they may otherwise
otherwise be entitled
entitled to receive.
discretion,
Site.
authorized, in his discretion,
SEC. 7. The Secretary of the Navy is authorized,
to distribute
distribute the
the enlisted
enlisted personnel
Marine Corps among the
personnel of the Marine
to
various grades
numbers as he deems to be to the best interin such
such numbers
grades in
various
ests of the naval service.
SEC. 8.
8. The
of 1938,
approved June
June 25, 1938
1938, approved
Act of
Reserve Act
Naval Reserve
The Naval
SEr.

(52 Stat.
Stat. 1175),
as amended,
is hereby
amended as follows:
follows:
hereby amended
amended, is
1175), as
(52
(a.) Section
"commissioned
inserting after the words "commissioned
I, by inserting
title I,
Section 7, title
(a)
officers"
in line
se.ction the words "exclusive
"exclusive of chief warsaid section
of said
line 11 of
officers" in
rant
inserting after
after the
"midshipmen", in lines
word "midshipmen",
the word
by inserting
officers", by
rant officers",
8
and 13,
warrant officers,",
and by
officers,", and
"chief warrant
words "chief
the words
1177, the
page 1177,
13, page
8 and
inserting
the word
"days" in
line 28,
28, page
page 1177,
following
the following
1177, the
in line
word "days"
after the
inserting after
provisos: "Provided
no chief
chief warrant
warrant officer promoted
promoted
That no
further, That
"Provided further,
provisos:
to other
other commissioned
commissioned grade
or warrant
officer promoted
promoted to
chief warto chief
warrant officer
grade or
to
rant officer
officer or
or other
commissioned grade
reduction of
suffer any reduction
shall suffer
grade shall
other commissioned
rant
pay by
reason of
promotion: Provided
Provided further,
That all
all periods
periods
further, That
such promotion:
of such
by reason
pay
during which
warrant officers
commissions in the
have held commissions
officers have
chief warrant
which chief
during
Naval
shall be
be included
included in
provided
as provided
pay as
their pay
computing their
in computing
Reserve shall
Naval Reserve
in the
the Act
of February
16, 1929
1929 (45
1186)";";
(45 Stat. 1186)
February 16,
Act of
in
(b)
Section 309,
309, title
III, by
the word
word "thirty",
"thirty", in
in line
deleting the
by deleting
title III,
(b) Section
5
said section,
section, and
lieu thereof
thereof the
"twenty";
word "twenty";
the word
in lieu
inserting in
and inserting
of said
5 of
(c)
Section 312,
312, title
title III,
proviso beginning
on
beginning on
second proviso
the second
delete the
III, delete
(c) Section
line 8,
1184, and
insert in
following: "Provided
"Provided
the following:
thereof the
lieu thereof
in lieu
and insert
page 1184,
8, page
line
further
hereafter all
all officers
of the
and the
the
Reserve and
Naval Reserve
the Naval
officers of
That hereafter
further, That
Marine Corps
Reserve who
may be
be advanced
advanced to
to a
higher grade
or
grade or
a higher
who may
Corps Reserve
Marine
rank
time of
of peace
of war
emergency under
national emergency
war or national
time of
in time
or in
peace or
in time
rank in
the provisions
Act, shall
shall be
allowed the
the pay
allowances of
pay and allowances
be allowed
this Act,
of this
provisions of
the
the higher grade
rank from
from the
of rank
rank as
as stated
their
stated in their
dates of
the dates
or rank
grade or
higher
the
commissions, as
distinguished from
the dates
dates of
commission, or
or dates
dates
of commission,
from the
as distinguished
commissions,
of
commission, and
and the
the dates
as stated
in
stated in
rank as
of rank
dates of
of commission,
acceptance of
of acceptance
their commissions
shall be
conclusive for
purposes".
all purposes".
for all
be conclusive
commissions shall
their
(d) Section
title III,
III, by
inserting after
after the
word "Navy",
"Navy", in
in
the word
by inserting
313, title
Section 313,
(d)
line
of said
said section,
and the
the words
drills perper"including drills
words "including
comma and
a comma
section, a
5 of
line 5
formed
on Sunday,".
Sunday,".
formed on
(e)
"Sze. 311.
In time
time of
of peace,
peace officers
shall
Reserve shall
Naval Reserve
the Naval
of the
officers of
311. In
(e) "SEC.
take precedence
precedence according
according to
such regulations
regulations as
the
Secretary
of
of
Secretary
the
as
such
to
take
the Navy may prescribe:
Provided, That
when mobilized
the
with the
mobilized with
That when
Navy may prescribe: Provided,
the
Regular Navy
war or
each officer
the
of the
officer of
emergency, each
national emergency,
or aa national
for war
Regular Navy for
Naval Reserve
Reserve shall
take precedence
next after
that officer
officer of
the
of the
after that
precedence next
shall take

Naval
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C., Supp.
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34
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§
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§
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736.
34 U. S. C. § 735.

Regular
Navy of
of the
or grade
service in
in
of service
length of
whose length
grade whose
rank or
the same
same rank
Regular Navy
such
or grade
date of
of such
national
such national
declaration of
of the
the declaration
the date
on the
grade on
such rank
rank or
emergency
one-half or
or the
nearest one-half
one-half of
of the
of that of
the nearest
is one-half
or war
war is
emergency or
Reserve
officer: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That a
Naval Reserve
officer
Reserve officer
a Naval
Reserve officer:
appointed
declaration of
of the
the war
emergency
national emergency
war or
or national
the declaration
after the
appointed after
shall
take precedence,
upon reporting
duty, next
next after
the
after the
for active
active duty,
reporting for
precedence, upon
shall take
officer of
Regular Navy
Navy of
the same
rank or
length
grade whose
whose length
or grade
same rank
of the
of the
the Regular
officer
of
service in
in such
such rank
rank or
or grade
the date
Reserve officer
officer
the Reserve
date the
on the
grade on
of service
reports
active duty,
duty, is
one-half or the nearest one-half
one-half of that of
is one-half
for active
reports for
officer."
the Reserve
Reserve officer."
Site.
9. The
The Act
Act of
"An Act
to authorize
authorize
Act to
entitled "An
24, 1926,
1926, entitled
June 24,
of June
SEC. 9.
the
and procurement
procurement of
of aircraft
equipment
aircraft equipment
and aircraft
aircraft and
construction and
the construction
in the
and Marine
Corps, and
to adjust
define the
the status
status
and define
adjust and
and to
Marine Corps,
Navy and
in
the Navy
of
operating personnel
personnel in
in connection
therewith" (44
766) is
(44 Stat.
Stat. 766)
connection therewith"
of operating
hereby amended
amended by
by deleting
word "rigid"
10 of
of paragraph
paragraph
line 10
"rigid" in line
the word
deleting the
hereby
3.
section 3.
11of
of section
Approved, August
August 27, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 695]
695]
[CHAPTER

August
27 1940
1940
August 27,
[H.
10213]
[H. R... 1213]
[Public, No. 776]
776]

Neutrality Act of
1939,
amendment.
1939, amendment.
Ante, pp. 7, 611.
611.
Ante,
2211. S.. C.,Supp.
C., Supp. V,
22U.
§
246 j-3.
-3.
§ 245
Evacuation of refuEvacuation
gee
gee children
children by American vessels.
ican
Ante, pp. 4, 7.
Ante,pp.
22 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
22U.S.
Supp.V,
§¢
245 J-2.
§§245 j-1, 245j-2.

Safe conduct.
Safe
Ante, p.
p. 4.
Markings
sels.

on ves-

Proviso.
Proviso.
American sponsors.
American

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

ANT ACT
A(CT
AN

To permit American
American vessels to assist in the evacuation
evacuation from
from the war zones of
certain refugee
refugee children.
children.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
Senate and
by the
Be it
United
That section
as
4, as
section 4,
assembled That
Congress assembled,
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
amended,
of the
the Neutrality
of 1939
is amended
inserting "(a)"
"(a)"
by inserting
1939 is
amended by
Act of
Neutrality Act
amended, of
after
"Sze. 4."
and by
by adding
at the
the end
thereof the
the following
new
following new
end thereof
adding at
4." and
after "SIE.
subsection:
subsection:
prohibit aa
"(b) The
2 (a)
and 33 shall
shall not
not prohibit
(a) and
of sections
sections 2
The provisions
provisions of
"(b)
vessel,
in ballast,
unarmed, and
and not
not under
under convoy,
convoy, and
and transporting
transporting
ballast, unarmed,
vessel, in
refugee
under sixteen
years of
from war
war zones,
zones, or
or comcomage, from
of age,
sixteen years
children, under
refugee children,
bat
areas, and
shall not
prohibit such
vessel entering
entering into
such war
war
into such
such vessel
not prohibit
and shall
bat areas,
such necessary
necessary
zones
or combat
this purpose,
purpose, together
together with
with such
for this
combat areas
areas for
zones or
American
in charge
charge as
may be
approved by
by
be approved
as may
personnel in
citizen adult
adult personnel
American citizen
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State,
to the
provisions of
immigration
the immigration
of the
the provisions
State, subject
subject to
the
laws, if
if such
such vessel
proceeding under
safe conduct
conduct granted
granted by
'by all
all
vessel is
is proceeding
under safe
laws,
of the
the States
named in
in the
issued under
the authority
under the
authority
proclamations issued
States named
the proclamations
of
of
and if
has painted
painted on
promiof section
section 11 (a),
(a) and
if such
such vessel
vessel has
on a
a large
large scale
scale prominently, distinctly,
distinctly, and
and unmistakably
each side
and upon
nently,
unmistakably on
on each
side thereof
thereof and
upon
the
superstructure thereof
the superstructure
visible from
from the
the air
air an
American
thereof plainly
plainly visible
an American
flag and
the effect
effect that
such vessel
vessel is
is a
flag
and aa statement
statement to
to the
that such
a refugee-child
refugee-child
rescue ship
ship of
of the
United States
States or
or under
United States
rescue
the United
under United
States registry:
registry:
every such
such child
brought into
United States
Provided,
That every
child so
so brought
into the
the United
States
Provided, That
shall,
previous to
to departure
departure from
have been
shall, previous
from the
the port
port of
of embarkation,
embarkation, have
been
so
by some
responsible American
American ,person,
or corso sponsored
sponsored by
some responsible
person, natural
natural or
corporate,
a public charge."
porate, that he will not become a
charge."
Approved, August
August 27,
27, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
704]
[CHAPTER 7041

August 27, 1940
1940
[s. 2997]
[8.
[Public, No. 777]
Greenlee
County
Greenlee County
Board of Supervisors,
Supervisors,
Clifton, Ariz.
Payment to.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the Greenlee
Greenlee County Board of Supervisors.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
United States of
of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
of
the Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
be, and
hereby, authorized
pay,
any money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
out of any
Treasury not
appropriated, to
the Greenlee
County Board
Board of
the
Greenlee County
of Supervisors
Supervisors at
at Clifton,
Clifton, Arizona,
Arizona, the
the
sum
sum of
of $1,700
$1,700 in
in full
claim of
of said
board of
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the claim
said board
of
supervisors
supervisors against the
out of
to the
the
the United
United States
States arising
arising out
of damage
damage to

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH
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SESS.—CRS .70470
6, 715
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76TH CONG.,
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704-706,

A
se
u
p
g
t
..24
7, 3
50, 1
1
94
940
0
Aug.27
30,
1940
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Sept. 4, 5, 1040

Greenlee
Grounds at Duncan
Duncan,,Arizona,
Greenlee County Fair Grounds
Arizona, caused by
by
employees of the Soil Conservation
Conservation Service between
between July 23,
23, 1934,
March 25, 1939: Provided,
Provided, That no part
and March
part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of
services
rendered in connection with this claim, and the same shall
services rendered
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed in
guilty
of a
n conv
i
cti on thereof
thereo fshall
shal
l be
be fined
in any
any
of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upo
upon
conviction
fined in
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
1940.
Approved, August
August 27,
27, 1940.

Proviso.
Proso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 705]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
To provide for the transfer of the duplicates
duplicates of certain books in the Library of
Congress to the Beaufort
Beaufort Library of
of Beaufort, South
South Carolina.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
Howse of Representatives
United
of America in
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
order to
in order
to
replace
in 1862 by
by the
the order of an officer
replace the books taken in
United
officer of the
the United
States from
Beaufort Library
Library Society
States
from the library of
of the
the Beaufort
Society of
of Beaufort,
Beaufort,
South Carolina, which books
subsequently destroyed
fire in
in
books were
were subsequently
destroyed by
by aafire
the
Smithsonian Institution
Institution where
where they
they had
stored for
the Smithsonian
had been
been stored
for safekeepsafekeeping
termination of
the War
War between
between the
ing pending
pending the
the termination
of the
the States,
States, the
the
Librarian of
of the
the Library
Library of
of Congress
Congress is
is authorized
and directed
Librarian
authorized and
directed to
to
transfer
Beaufort Library
South Carolina,
Carolina, books
books
transfer to
to the
the Beaufort
Library of
of Beaufort,
Beaufort, South
of
same value
value as
and destroyed.
The
of the
the same
as those
those which
which were
were so
so taken
taken and
destroyed. The
books
transferred under
Act shall
be from
books transferred
under the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
from dupliduplicates
owned by
Library of
and shall
not exceed
cates owned
by the
the Library
of Congress
Congress and
shall not
exceed in
in value,
value,
in
aggregate, the
the value
the books
books so
so taken
and destroyed,
destroyed, such
in the
the aggregate,
value of
of the
taken and
such
values
to be
fixed by
of the
Library of
of Congress.
Congress.
values to
be fixed
by the
the Librarian
Librarian of
the Library
Approved,
30, 1940.
Approved, August
August 30,
1940.
[CHAPTER
706]
[CHAPTER 706]

AN ACT

To
number of
of midshipmen
midshipmen at
the United
United States
Naval Academy
To increase
increase the
the number
at the
States Naval
Academy.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
by the
House of
the
United States
States of
assembled, That
That until
until SepSepUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
tember 14,
14, 1940,
the President
President is
as additional
additional
tember
1940, the
is authorized
authorized to
to appoint
appoint as
midshipmen at
at large
large at
the Naval
Naval Academy
those competitive
and
midshipmen
at the
Academy those
competitive and
alternate candidates
candidates designated
designated for
for admission
admission in
in the
calendar years
years
alternate
the calendar
1939
and 1940
1940 who
were found
found mentally
mentally qualified
therefor prior
qualified therefor
prior to
to
1939 and
who were
the
date of
this Act
but were
were not
accepted for
for reasons
reasons other
than
not accepted
other than
the date
of this
Act but
physical disqualification:
no such
such candidate
physical
disqualification: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
candidate shall
shall be
be
eligible for
for admission
twenty years
years of
of age
on
eligible
admission who
who was
was more
more than
than twenty
age on
April 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
April
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

August 30, 1940
[H. B.
R. 10004]
10004]
[Public, No.
No. 778]
[Public,

Beaufort Library,
Library,
Beaufort
Beaufort, S.
Beaufort,
8. C.
C.
Transfer of books to.

Limitation on value.
value.
Limitation

September 4,
4, 1940
1940
[S.
4271]
[S. 4271
[Public, No. 779]
U. S. Naval Acad-

emy.
emy.

Appointment
Appointment of additional midshipmen.
midshipmen.

Proviso.
Proviso.

limitations
Age limitation

[CHAPTER
715]
[CHAPTER 715]

AN A T
AN
ACT
^
" -_
To
amend
the
Federal
Aid
Act,
approved
July 11,
11, 1916,
as amended
amended and
and supplesupple1916, as
To amend the Federal Aid Act, approved July
mented, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
mented,

September 5, 1940
September
1940
[H.
R. 9575]
9575j
[H. B.
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 780]
780]

Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
Federal Highway
Highway
Federal
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
1940.
That for
for the
the purpose
purpose Act of 1940.
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
carrying out
out the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
to provide
provide
of carrying
the provisions
entitled "An
that
United States
aid the
the States
States in
in the
the construction
construction of
of rural
rural
that the
the United
States shall
shall aid
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PUBLIC
CH.715-SEPT.
PUBLIC LAWS
LAWS-CH.
715-SEPT. 5,
5, 1940
1940

S.C.,
ohs. 1,
1, 2;
23 U. S.
C., chs.
chs. 1,
Supp. V, chs.
1, 2.
Federal-aid
Federal-aid highway system.
Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.
thorized.

Secondary or feeder
Secondary
feeder
roads.
roads.
Appropriations auAppropriations
thorized.
thorized.

Use of
of Federal funds
without matching
State funds
funds in certain
certain
cases.
cases.

23 U. S. C.

55.

23 U. S. O.
0.0 ¢§ 1-25;
Supp. V, §I
2a-24a.
I§ 2a-24a.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Expenditures from
from
standpoint of
of national
defense.
defense.

Hawaii.
Use of unexpended
Use
unexpended
road funds.

Federal participation in project work.
work.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

post
11, 1916
1916 (39
post roads, and for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved July
July 11,
(39 Stat.
Stat.
355),
amendatory thereof
thereof and supplementary
supplementary thereto,
thereto,
355), and all Acts amendatory
there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
any money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the following sums, to be
be
expended according
provisions of such Act as amended
amended and supexpended
according to the provisions
plemented: The sum
$100,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30,
plemented:
sum of $100,000,000
$100,000,000 for
the fiscal
June 30,
30,
1942, and the sum
sum of
of $100,000,000
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1943.
1943.
SEC. 2. For the purpose
purpose of continuing
continuing the provisions
provisions of section 7
SEC.
of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49 Stat. 1521),
1521), there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to be appropriated
appropriated the sum of $17,500,000 for the fiscal
ending
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30,1942,
1942, and the sum of $17,500,000
$17,500,000 for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
30, 1943 ;said sums to be expended
feeder roads, includ30,1943;
expended on secondary or feeder
ing farm-to-market
farm-to-market roads, rural-free-delivery
rural-free-delivery mail roads, and publicschool bus routes.
SEC.
SEC. 3. If
If within the fiscal years 1942 and 1943 the Federal Works
Works
Administrator
Administrator shall find with respect to any State (1) that the proceeds
proceeds
motor-vehicle transportation,
transportation, as
referred to
to in
of all special taxes on motor-vehicle
as referred
in
section 12 of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 995),
995), as amended,
amended, are
applied to highway purposes as defined in
m said section; (2)
(2) that at least
least
90 per centum
centum of such proceeds are applied to the administrative
administrative and
and
operating
expenses of the State highway
operating expenses
highway department,
department, the maintenance
maintenance
of the State and Federal-aid
of
Federal-aid highway systems, and the payment
payment of
interest on, and the amortization
amortization of, bond obligations of
of the
the State
for the payment
revenues have heretofore
been pledged;
payment of
of which
which such revenues
heretofore been
pledged;
(3) that the portion of the proceeds
and (3)
proceeds of all such special taxes then
then
available for
with funds
funds
available
for construction
construction and reconstruction,
reconstruction, together
together with
available to the State from any other sources for highway purposes,
purposes, will
be insufficient
insufficient to match all, or any part, of the regular
regular and secondary
secondary
Federal-aid road funds apportioned to such State for such fiscal years
in accordance
Highway Act
accordance with the provisions of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
Act (42
(42
Stat. 212),
Stat.
212), as amended
amended and supplemented, then such portion of
such
of such
apportionment as the Federal Works Administrator
Administrator shall find the
the
State is unable to match shall be made available
available for expenditure
expenditure in
in
such State in accordance
accordance with said Federal Highway Act without being
being
Provided,That any such funds made available
available
matched by the State: Provided,
to any State without
expended by
without being matched by the State shall
shall be expended
the State on the system of Federal-aid
Federal-aid highways
highways and on secondary
secondary
roads
construction of projects desirable from the
roads in the construction
the standpoint
standpoint of
of
national defense.
defense.
national
SEO.
SEO. 4. Any balances of the regular
secondary Federal-aid
road
regular and secondary
Federal-aid road
funds apportioned for the fiscal years 1939 and 1940 to the Territory
Territory
unexpended at the close of the period
of Hawaii
Hawaii which may remain unexpended
of their availability shall be available
thereafter for expenditure
expenditure in
available thereafter
such Territory by the Public Roads Administraton
Administraton in the construeconstructon of projects desirable from the standpoint of the national defense,
defense,
and the Commissioner of Public Roads is hereby empowered
empowered to enter
enter
into any agreements
eem necessary
wit h t
he T
err i
tory
agreements which he may d
deem
necessary with
the
Territor
of Hawaii setting forth the method by which such construction
construction work
work
shall be performed
conditions which shall apply thereto, and
performed and the conditions
he is further authorized, at his discretion, to pay all or any part of
the costs incurred after approval of any such project, including the
the
specifications and es
cost of surveys, the preparation
preparation of plans, specifications
tima t
es ,
estimates,
and of necessary new or additional
additional rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, and to make advances
advances
appropriate safeguards to enable it to make
to such Territory under appropriate
prompt payments to contractors on projects that may be agreed shall
be constructed under contracts
contracts to be let and supervised
supervised by the Territory.
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SEC.
5.
For
the
elimination
of
hazards
to
life
at
railroad
grade
crossElimination
of
SEG.
hazards
grade crossElimination of railrailroad-grade-crossing
including the separation
ings including
separation or protection
protection of grades
grades at crossings, the hads.
hazards.

Appropriations au
aureconstruction
structures, and
reconstruction of existing railroad-grade-crossing
railroad-grade-crossing structures,
and the
the thAoriP'd.fat
thorized.
relocation of highways
eliminate grade crossings,
crossings, there is hereby
relocation
highways to eliminate
hereby
authorized to be appropriated,
Apportionment.
appropriated, to be apportioned
apportioned on or before the 1st
Apportionment.
preceding the fiscal
it is
day of January
January of each
each year preceding
fiscal year for which
which it
authorized among the several States in accordance
accordance with
with the
provisions
the provisions
23 U. s.
S. c.
C.
the Federal
of the
Federal Highway
(42 Stat.
Stat. 212),
212), as
as amended
and supplesuppleHighway Act (42
amended and
23U.
i §§1-25;
-2;
Supp. V, §§ 2a-24a.
mented,
apportionment shall be
mented, except that such apportionment
be one-half
one-half on populapopula- uppv, 2tion as shown by the latest decennial
decennial census, one-fourth
one-fourth on the mileage
mileage
of the Federal-aid
Federal-aid highway
system as
as determined
by the
the Federal
Works
highway system
determined by
Federal Works
Administrator, and one-fourth
as determined
one-fourth on the railroad mileage as
determined
by the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
and to
be expended
expended in
in accordaccordCommission, and
to be
as amended
amended and
supplemented,
ance with
with said
said Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act,
Act, as
and supplemented,
Matching by
MIatching
by State
except that no part of such funds apportioned
apportioned to any State need
need be
not necessary.
ry
matched
fiscal year
matched by the State: The sum of $20,000,000
$20,000,000 for the fiscal
year
ending June 30, 1942,
1942, and the sum
sum of $20,000,000
$20,000,000 for the fiscal
fiscal year
year
ending June
June 30,
ending
30, 1943.
1943.
Appropriations
auSEc. 6.
For the
the purpose
the provisions
of section
SEC.
6. For
purpose of
of carrying
carrying out
out the
provisions of
Appro
section 23
23 thorized.
p riations auof the Federal Highway
Highway Act (42 Stat. 218),
218), as amended
amended and supplesupple23 U. .C.23.
S. C. 123.
23U.
Forest highways.
mented, there
there is hereby
mented,
hereby authorized
authorized to
(1) for forest
forest
to be
be appropriated
appropriated (1)
Foret
highways
highways the sum of $7,000,000
$7,000,000 for the
year ending June
the fiscal year
June 30,
1942, and the sum of $7,000,000 for the fiscal year
year ending
ending June 30,
Provisos.
1943: Provided,
appropriations for forest highways Admitratio
Provided, That hereafter
hereafter appropriations
Administration.
shall be administered
administered in
with regulations
jointly approved
in conformity
conformity with
regulations jointly
approved
Secretary of
of Agriculture
the Federal
Federal Works
Works AdminisAdminisby the
the Secretary
Agriculture and
and the
Forest roads
roads and
and
trator; and
and (2)
(2) for forest
forest development
sum of
of
development roads
roads and
and trails the
the sum
Forest
trails.
$3,000,000
$3,000,000 for the fiscal
fiscal year ending June
June 30,
30, 1942,
1942, and the sum of '
$3,000,000 for
year ending
June 30,
30, 1943:
provided
$3,000,000
for the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
1943: And
And provided
Apportionments.
further, That
That the
highways in Alaska
shall Apportoents
further,
the apportionment
apportionment for
for forest
forest highways
Alaska shall
be for each of the fiscal years $500,000
$500,000 and
and that
that such additional
additional
amount
otherwise would
would have
have been
to Alaska
for
amount as
as otherwise
been apportioned
apportioned to
Alaska for
each of said fiscal years shall
those States,
States,
shall be apportioned
apportioned among
among those
including Puerto
highway apportionment
for
including
Puerto Rico,
Rico, whose
whose forest
forest highway
apportionment for
such fiscal year otherwise
otherwise would be less than
centum of the
than 1
1 per
per centum
entire apportionment
for forest
highways for
for that
that fiscal
year: And
And
entire
apportionment for
forest highways
fiscal year:
Restriction on approvided further,
further, That apportionments
apportionments among
among those States,
States, includ- portionments.
porttiono
n° aP
ing
Puerto Rico,
Rico, whose
apportionments for
for such
such
ing Puerto
whose forest
forest highway
highway apportionments
fiscal
year otherwise
otherwise would
less than
than 1
per centum
of the
entire
fiscal year
would be
be less
1 per
centum of
the entire
apportionment
fiscal year
be made
made
apportionment for
for forest
forest highways
highways for
for that
that fiscal
year may
may be
without regard
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of said
23 relating
without
regard to
said section
section 23
relating to
to
apportionments, but in no case shall the apportionment
apportionment to any State
apportionments,
under
this provision
be in
in excess
excess of
20 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the total
total of
of
under this
provision be
of 20
funds affected
affected thereby,
thereby, and
the total
of the
to each
each
and the
total of
the apportionments
apportionments to
funds
State during
during the
with the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1942
1942
beginning with
State
the six-year
six-year period
period beginning
shall equal
equal the
total of
of the
would have
been
shall
the total
the apportionments
apportionments that
that would
have been
made
to each
each State
period if
if the
the discretionary
made to
State during
during such
such period
discretionary power
power
conferred by
this proviso
proviso had
been exercised.
exercised.
had not
not been
conferred
by this
n
Roadss through
SEC.
For the
the purpose
carrying out
out the
the provisions
S
EC. 7.
7. For
purpose of
of carrying
provisions of
of section
section reserved
Road
thro uha unpublic lands,
the Federal
Highway Act
amended by
by the
the etc.
33 of
of the
Federal Highway
Act (42
(42 Stat.
Stat. 212),
212) as
eto.
p
as amended
Appropriations auAct of June 24, 1930 (46 Stat. 805),
805), there
authorized to thpvosretS
authere is hereby
hereby authorized
thorised.
23 U. 8. C. 3.
be
appropriated
for
the
survey,
construction,
reconstruction,
and
23 U.S.C. 3.
be appropriated for the survey, construction, reconstruction, and
maintenance of
of main
main roads
unappropriated or
or unreserved
unreserved
roads through
through unappropriated
maintenance
reservations
public
public lands, nontaxable
nontaxable Indian lands, or other
other Federal
Federal reservations
other than
forest reservations
reservations the
the sum
sum of
$1,500,000 for
for the
the
of $1,500,000
the forest
other
than the
fiscal year
ending June
June 30,
1942, and
the sum
the
for the
and the
sum of
of $1,500,000
$1,500,000 for
30, 1942,
fiscal
year ending
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
1943, to
to remain
available until
until expended:
remain available
expended:
June 30,
30, 1943,
fiscal

PUBLIC LAWS—
CH.715—SEPT.
5, 1940
1940
715-SEPT. 5,
LAWS-CH.
PUBLIC

870
Proviso.
Baisforapportion-

Basis for apportion-

ments.
monts.

Roads and trails in
national
etc.tris
national parks, etc.
Appropriations auauAppropriations
thorized.
thorized.

S.

16
§§ 8a-8c.
8a-8c.
16 U.
U.. S. C. §§

Proviso.
Promtio.
Administration.

Parkways.

Appropriations au-

thorized.
thorized.P'ao

Provisos.
Location

ways.

of

park-

Administration.
Administration.

Indian reservation
reservation
roads.
Appropriations aurAppropriations
thorized.
38a.
th2i.ds.c.
25 C. S. C. §318a.
Proviso.

Location,
Location, etc.
etc.,

roads.
roals.

of

of

23
S. c.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
23 U.
U.-.
§10b.

b

Roadside and landand landRsadside
scape development.

Purchased adjacent
strips of land.

sturihasofadjacent

Proviso.
Limitationon
Limitation on funds
available.
available.
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apportionments of funds made
Provided, That apportionments
made under the
the second
second
Provided,
paragraph
Federal Highway
amended
as amended
Act, as
Highway Act,
section 33 of the Federal
paragraph of section
by
Act of
June 24,
24, 1930
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 805),
805), shall
shall be made
made on the
of June
the Act
by the
basis of
of the
area of
each State
State as
shown by
by ceras shown
in each
lands in
of such
such lands
the area
basis
tificate
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior which
he is
is directed
directed to make
which he
of the
Secretary of
of the
tificate of
as of June 30 each year.
of
SEC.
S
EC. 8. For the construction,
construction, reconstruction,
reconstruction, and improvement
improvement of
b
roads
trails, inclusive
inclusive of
bridges, in the national parks,
necessary bridges,
of necessary
and trails,
roads and
administered by the
monuments, and other areas administered
the National Park Service
Service,
established as national
including areas authorized
national parks
parks and
and
authorized to be established
monuments,
national park
and monument
roads authorapproach roads
monument approach
park and
and national
monuments, and
ized by the Act of January 31, 1931 (46 Stat. 1053),
1053) ,as amended,
amended, there
there
is
sum of $4,000,000 for the
appropriated the sum
to be appropriated
authorized to
is hereby
hereby authorized
1942, and the sum of $4,000,000 for the fiscal
June 30,
30, 1942,
ending June
fiscal year
year ending
year ending June
June 30, 1943:
Provided, That
hereafter appropriations
appropriations
1943: Provided,
That hereafter
for the construction,
reconstruction, and improvement
improvement of such park
park and
and
construction, reconstruction,
roads shall
shall be administered
administered in conformity
conformity with regulations
regulations
monument roads
jointly approved
approved by the Secretary of the Interior
Interior and the Federal
Federal
Administrator.
Works Administrator.
Site. 9. For the construction
maintenance of parkways, to give
SEO.
construction and maintenance
access
to national
national parks
parks and
national monuments, or to become
become connectconnectand national
access to
ing sections
parkway plan,
over lands to which title has
plan, over
national parkway
of aanational
sections of
ing
been transferred
to the
private indiindithe States or by private
by the
the United
United States by
transferred to
been
viduals,
there is
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated the sum of
of
viduals, there
$7,500,000
the fiscal
fiscal year
June 30,
1942, and the
the sum of
of
30, 1942,
year ending
ending June
for the
$7,500,000 for
$7,500,000 for
for the
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
30, 1943:
Provided, That
That
1943: Provided,
June 30,
the fiscal
$7,500,000
hereafter
location of such parkways
hereafter the location
park-ways upon public lands, national
national
determined by agreeFederal reservations
reservations shall be determined
agreeforests, or other Federal
having jurisdiction
and
jurisdiction over such lands and
department having
betwen the department
ment betwen
the National
National Park Service: Provided
Provided further, That hereafter approappropriations for the construction
construction and maintenance
maintenance of parkways
parkways shall be
administered in conformity
conformity with regulations jointly approved by the
administered
Secretary of the Interior and
and the Federal Works
Works Administrator.
Administrator.
Secretary
SEE.
S
EC. 10. For construction
construction and improvement
improvement of Indian reservation
reservation
approved May 26, 1928 (45 Stat.
roads under the provisions of the Act approved
750), there
hereby authorized
appropriated the sum of
of
authorized to be appropriated
is hereby
there is
750),
$3,000,000 for the fiscal year ending
ending June 30, 1942,
of
1942, and the sum of
$3,000,000
$3,000,000 for
June 30,
30, 1943:
1943 :
Provided, That hereProvided,
ending June
year ending
fiscal year
the fiscal
for the
$3,000,000
after the location, type, and design of all roads
roads constructed
constructed under the
provisions of said Act of May 26, 1928,
1928, shall be approved
approved by the Public
Public
provisions
Administration before any expenditures
expenditures are made thereon, and
Roads Administration
construction done by contract
contract shall be under
under the general
general superall such construction
Administration.
vision of the Public Roads Administration.
1 of the Federal Aid Highway
(c) of section 1
SEO.
SEC. 11. Subsection (c)
Highway Act
Act
amended to read as follows:
hereby amended
633) is hereby
of 1938 (52 Stat. 633)
follows:
construction of highways
"Hereafter
"Hereafter the construction
highways by the States with
with the
roadside and landscape
landscape develaid of Federal funds may include such roadside
develdeemed
opment, including such sanitary
sanitary and
and other facilities as may be deemed
reasonably
necessary to provide
provide for the suitable
accommodation of
of
reasonably necessary
suitable accommodation
the public, all within the highway
highway right-of-way
right-of-way and
publicly
and adjacent
adjacent publicly
owned or controlled
controlled recreational
recreational areas
areas of limited
limited size and with propedestrian and
vision for convenient
convenient and safe access thereto
thereto by pedestrian
and
vehicular traffic, as may be approved
approved by the Public Roads Adminispurchase of
the purchase
tration. Such construction
tration..
construction likewise
likewise may include
include the
of
such adjacent
adjacent strips of land of limited
limited width and primary importance
natural beauty
beauty through which highways
for the preservation
preservation of the natural
highways
are constructed
. ,as may
may be approved
Public R
oa d
s AminisAdminisconstructed,
approved by
by th
thee Public
Roads
tr
.
ation: Provided,
centum of the Federal3 per centum
Provided, That not to exceed 3
tration:
aid
funds apportioned
to and
matched by
any State under this Act
aid funds
apportioned to
and matched
by any
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1940
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871
871
may
be
used
for
the
purchase
of
such
adjacent
strips
of
land
may be
purchase
adjacent strips
land without
without
being matched by the States."
SEC.
(a) The Reconstruction
SEC. 12. (a)
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation, pursuant to
Financing of rightFwayinais
existing
its authority under exi
sting law and subject to all
all the
the terms
t
erms and o
of wyacquiitio
way acquisitions.
conditions thereof, is authorized
authorized to cooperate
cooperate with St
at
es t
fi nance ,
States
too finance,
acquisition of
or interests in
or to aid in financing, the acquisition
of real
real property
property or
in
property (any such acquisition being
being herein
herein called
called aa"right-of-way")
right-of-way")
necessary or desirable for road projects eligible for Federal
Federal aid
aid under
under
25
the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway Act (42
as amended
amended and
23 U. S. C. 11 1-23;
(42 Stat. 212),
212), as
and su23uPpVI-I
SuPp. V, 11 2a-24a.
supplemented.
supplemented.
Reconstruction Finance
Approval
(b) Every loan or purchase
purchase of securities by Reconstruction
Finance
Approval of project.
Corporation to finance
finance or to aid in financing
financing the acquisition
acquisition of aarightof-way,
of-way, as defined in this section, shall hereafter be made
only after
made only
after
approval of the project (including
(including the
approval
the plans,
plans, administration,
and
administration, and
financing
State and
financing thereof)
thereof) by the highway
highway department
department of the State
by
and by
the Public Roads
Administration of the
Roads Administration
Federal Works
Works Agency.
Agency.
the Federal
SEO.
Commissioner of Public
S
EC. 13. The Commissioner
Public Roads, in cooperation
cooperation with
with Aircrat
Aircraft lantdiung
landing
strips adjacent to pubthe State Highway
Highway Departments
Departments of the respective
respective States, is hereby
hereby liHo highays,
highways, etc.
authorized,
investigate the location
authorized, upon the request of any State,
State to investigate
location
and development
of flight
State,to public highways
and
development of
flight strips
strips adjacent
adjacent
highways or roadroadside development
for the
and take-off
of aircraft.
aircraft.
development areas,
areas, for
the landing
landing and
take-off of
SEO.
Commissioner of Public
SE°. 14. The Commissioner
Public Roads,
in cooperation
cooperation with
with
Traffic surveys.
Roads, in
Trafmcsurveys.
departments of the respective
the State highway departments
respective States, is
is hereby
hereby
service afforded
directed to investigate
investigate the service
afforded to traffic,
traffic population, and
and
lands
determined by
by State-wide
State-wide
lands by all
all highways
highways of
of each
each State,
State, as
as determined
surveys adequate
for the
the purpose.
be made
made to
to Report
Report to
surveys
adequate for
purpose. Annually
Annually a
a report
report will
will be
to Congress.
Congrs
the Congress covering
covering the progress
progress made in
classifying the
the highways
in classifying
highways
into groups composed
composed of roads of similar service
service importance.
importance.
S
EC. 15.
Roads Administration
is authorized
authorized to
to pay
pay onuse
Engineeringservices
SEO.
15. The
The Public
Public Roads
Administration is
cV'ngS
outside U.e8.
transportation
transportation and subsistence
expenses of
its employees,
employees, and
and of
of
subsistence expenses
of its
persons appointed under schedule A
of
A,l subdivision
subdivision I,
I, paragraph
paragraph 7,
7, of
assigned to
Civil Service Rules, hereafter assigned
engineering
to perform
perform engineering
services beyond continental
continental United
States for
agency or
or governUnited States
for any
any agency
governmental
mental corporation
States, including
including transportation
transportation
corporation of
of the
the United
United States,
and subsistence
subsistence expenses
members of
immediate family
of any
any
expenses of members
of the
the immediate
family of
such employee or
or person
person in
traveling from
headquarters or
in traveling
from their
their headquarters
or
homes to
the post
post of
of duty
outside continental
United States
States and
and
homes
to the
duty outside
continental United
Increase in compenreturn; and, with the approval
approval of the Federal
Federal Works
Works Administrator,
Administrator, saIoni;elBiSmtnaton
action; limitation.
the compensation
compensation of
employee so
may be
be increased
of any
any such
such employee
so assigned
assigned may
increased
such assignment
centum of
of his
his base
pay.
during such
assignment by not to
to exceed
exceed 25
25 per
per centum
base pay.

SEC.
16. Any
sums heretofore
heretofore or
or hereafter
hereafter withheld
FederalS
EC. 16.
Any sums
withheld from
from the Federa
lapportioned to
any State
State as aapenalty
penalty for
aid road funds
funds apportioned
to any
for diversion
diversion of
of
road-user taxes
taxes under
under the
of section
the Act
Act approved
approved
road-user
the provisions
provisions of
section 12
12 of
of the
June 18,
18, 1934
June
(48 Stat.
995), shall
shall be
be reapportioned
in the
the same
same manner
1934 (48
Stat. 995),
reapportioned in
manner
unexpended balance
as any other
other unexpended
balance at
the period
during which
which
at the end
end of the
period during
it otherwise
it
otherwise would be
available for
in accordance
accordance with
with the
be available
for expenditure,
expenditure, in
the
provisions
of section
of the
Federal Highway
Highway Act
Act (42
(42 Stat.
217).0.21.
provisions of
section 21
21 of
the Federal
Stat. 217).
S
EC. 17. Any
apportioned to
under the
SEC.
Any amounts
amounts heretofore
heretofore apportioned
to any
any State
State under
the
provisions of section 77of the Act of June 16, 1936 (49
(49 Stat. 1521),
1521), for
for
secondary
secondary or feeder roads
roads, for
for which the period
period of
of availability
availability expired
expired
on June 30, 1940, and which
remained unexpended
on said
date, shall
shall
which remained
unexpended on
said date,
not be reapportioned
reapportioned to all the States as
required by section
21 of
of the
the
as required
section 21
Federal
Act, but shall remain available
Federal Highway Act,
to such
State until
until
available to
such State
June 30,
1941, and
balance of such
amounts then
unexJune
30, 1941,
and any
any balance
such amounts
then remaining
remaining unexpended
shall be
reapportioned to
all of
of the
the States
States in
the manner
pended shall
be reapportioned
to all
in the
manner now
now
by law.
provided by
provided
SEC.
Funds authorized
authorized and
and made
S
EC. 18.
18. Funds
made available
available under
under section 21
21 of
of
the
Highway Act,
Act, as
amended, may
may be
be used
used to
to pay
pay the
the entire
entire
the Federal
Federal Highway
as amended,
engineering
costs of
surveys, plans,
plans, specifications,
specifications, estimates,
estimates, and
and
engineering costs
of the
the surveys,
construction of projects for
supervision of construction
for such urgent
urgent improvements
improvements of
of

deni^'pornt
Reapportionment
of
designated
funds. o
23 U.
U. S.
8.O.
C.155.
55.
23

23 U
II..O.
S.
23
21
Availability of
unAvailability
of unexpended
secondary
or
feeder road funds.

feederroadfunds.

onE
rngin
oads t
er
:n po
ing cotslo
Engineepring
otso s
defense.
national defense.

872

Priority of approval
to projects
projects important
important
to
defense.
to national defense.

Short title.
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highways
strategically important
from the
standpoint of
national
the national
of the
the standpoint
important from
highways strategically
defense as
as may
may be
on the
the order
order of
of the
Works AdminAdminFederal Works
the Federal
be undertaken
undertaken on
defense
istrator
as the
result of
of request
of the
the Secretary
War, the
Secrethe Secreof War,
Secretary of
request of
the result
and as
istrator and
tary of
of the
Navy, or
other authorized
defense agency.
agency.
national defense
authorized national
or other
tary
the Navy,
Sac.
approving Federal-aid
to be
be carried
carried out
out
projects to
highway projects
Federal-aid highway
In approving
SEC. 19.
19. In
with any
unobligated funds
apportioned to
State, the
Commissioner
to any
any State,
the Commissioner
funds apportioned
with
any unobligated
of
Roads may
may give
to, and
and expedite
expedite and
and conconof approval
approval to,
give priority
priority of
of Public
Public Roads
recommended by the appropriate
appropriate Federal
Federal
are recommended
of, projects that are
struction of,
defense agency
as important
important to
national defense.
the national
to the
agency as
defense
Sac.
20. This
"Federal Highway Act of 1940."
the "Federal
be cited
cited as
as the
This Act
Act may
may be
SEC. 20.
September 5, 1940.
Approved, September
[CHAPTER 717]

September
9, 1940
September 9,
RI.
102631
[H. R.
R. 10263]
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Second Supplemental National Defense
Defense
Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1941.
1941.

III, Military
Military
Title IIT,
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1941.
1941.
Additional approappropriations.
priations.
pp. 350, 352.
Ante, pp.

Ante,
Ante, p. 357.
Regular supplies
supplies of
of
Regular
the Army.

Clothing and equipage, Army.

Army transportation.

Horses, etc.
Hores,

AN ACT
ACT
AN
the national
defense for the fiscal year
national defense
appropriations for the
Making supplemental
supplemental appropriations
for other purposes.
ending June
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, and for

Be it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
United
following
assembled, That
That the following
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of America
America in
United States
not otherwise
in the Treasury not
any money
money in
are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
sums are
appropriated,
appropriated, for the national defense for the fiscal year ending June
1941, namely:
30, 1941,
TITLE I-WAR
I—WAR DEPARTMENT—MILITARY
ACTIVITIES
DEPARTMENT-MILITARY ACTIVITIES
For
amounts for
for appropriations
appropriations for
the Military
Military
for the
additional amounts
For additional
Establishment
year 1941, to be
be supplemental,
supplemental, and in addition,
fiscal year
Establishment,t fiscal
to the appropriations
appropriations under the same heads in the Military Appropriation
fiscal year
ending June 30, 1941,
including the
year ending
1941, including
the objects
objects
tion Act, for the
the fiscal
limitations and conditions
conditions specified
and subject to the limitations
specified therein, except as
otherwise provided
provided herein,
herein, and including under
under each appropriation
appropriation the
otherwise
employment of
procurement of supplies
supplies and
services,
employment
of persons and
and the
the procurement
and services,
printing and binding,
binding, and communication
communication service, at the seat of government and elsewhere
amount for personal
personal services
services at the seat of
elsewhere (the amount
government,
employees, shall not exceed onegovernment, other than for field service employees,
fourth of
of 1
1per
centum of
of the
the total
total amount
fourth
per centum
amount of
of cash
cash appropriated
appropriated for
for the
the
Army by this Act), as follows:
QUARTERMASTER
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS

Regular
Regular supplies of the Army: For regular
regular supplies of the Army,
$4,68,122, and, in addition, the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General,
General, when author$4,685,122,
ized by the Secretary
Secretary of War, may enter into contracts
contracts prior to July 1,
1,
1941, to an amount not in excess
excess of $3,280,000,
$3,280,000, for
pu rposes for
for
1941
for the purposes
which this appropriation
available.
appropriation is available.
Clothing and equipage,
equipage, Army:
Army: For clothing and equipage,
equipage, Army,
$150,064,813, and, in addition, the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General, when
when
$150,064,813,
authorized by the Secretary
authorized
enter into contracts
contracts prior
Secretary of War, may enter
$50,700,000, for the
to July 1, 1941, to an amount
amount not in excess of $50,700,000,
purposes for which his appropriation
appropriation is available.
Army transportation:
transportation: For Army transportation,
transportation, $87,500,610,
$87,500,610, withamount of this appropriation
appropriation which may be
out limitation as to the amount
expended
exchange of passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles; or
expended for purchase
purchase or exchange
or
purchase
operation, and repair
repair of boats;
boats;
purchase or construction,
construction, alteration,
alteration, operation,
and, in addition,
addition, the Quartermaster
Quartermaster General, when authorized
authorized by
the Secretary of War, may enter into contracts
contracts prior to July 1, 1941,
1941,
to an amount not in excess of $7,150,000,
$7,150,000, for the purposes
purposes for which
available.
this appropriation
appropriation is available.
Horses,
Horses, draft and pack animals, $241,000.
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873
873
360.
Ante, p. 360.

Construction.
appurtenances at military Construction.
Construction of buildings, utilities, and appurtenances
posts: For construction and installation
buildings, flying fields,
installation of buildings,
and appurtenances
appurtenances thereto, $201,109,030,
$128,107,115 shall
$201,109,030, of which $128,107,115
emergency construction,
construction, and, in addition,
be for emergency
addition, the Quartermaster
Quartermaster
General, when authorized
enter
General,
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War, may
may enter
into contracts
contracts prior to July 1, 1941, to an amount
amount not in
in excess of
of
$14,000,000,
which this
avail$14,000,000, for the
the purposes
purposes for which
this appropriation
appropriation is availProvisos.
Provmo.
Provided,That of the foregoing cash
able: Provided,
cash appropriation
appropriation and contract
contract
Storage fo
forr aaviation
v ia ti
authorization $3,000,000
$3,000,000 in
in cash
cash and
contract authorizaauthoriza- gas
on
and $2,000,000
$2,000,000 in contract
authorization
gasoline.
tion
available for storage for aviation gasoline
gasoline at various
various
tion shall
shall be available
prior
Military to Construction
construction for the Military
further, That all construction
Provided further,
locations: Provided
approval of title.
Establishment
authorized, or may be authorized
authorized prior
prior
Establishment which has been authorized,
to July
1942, may
may be
be prosecuted
to the
the approval
prosecuted prior
prior to
approval by
by the
the AttorAttorto
July 1,
1, 1942,
ney
of title
to the
the lands
upon which
construction is
is to
to
ney General
General of
title to
lands upon
which such
such construction
be placed,
necessary or advantageous
placed, to such extent as may
may be deemed necessary
advantageous
r of performWaiver
by
the Secretary
War: Provided
Provided further,
That the
the Secretary
waive
of perormSecretary of
further, That
Secretary of
of War:
by the
ofance,
ance, ete.,
etc., bonds in
in
designated contracts.
contracts.
War
may, with
respect to
to contracts
works for
for the
Military desigated
public works
the Military
with respect
contracts for
for public
War may,
Post, p. 967.
out of
of Potp.967.
Establishment entered
basis out
upon aa cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee basis
Establishment
entered into upon
funds appropriated
for the
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941 1or
or authorized
authorized to be entered
entered
the fiscal
funds
appropriated for
into
to July 1,
the requirements
performance
1, 1941,
1941, waive
waive the
requirements as to performance
into prior
prior to
40 Us..
U. S. C.,
V,
and
payment bonds
bonds of
.Act approved
(49 Stat.
793; I270a.
4o
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
1935 (49
Stat. 793;
August 24, 1935
of the
the Act
approved August
and payment
Limitation on fixed
fixed
Limitation
fee to
to be paid
40
further, That
paid the
That the
the fixed
fixed fee
270a)::Provided
Providedfurther,
40 U.
J. S.
S. C.
C. 270a)

contractor
as a
of any
public works
works contract
contract hereafter
hereafter
contractor as
a result
result of
any such
such public
entered
per centum
centum of
estimated cost of the
exceed 66per
of the estimated
entered into
into shall
shall not
not exceed
contract, exclusive
the fee,
fee, as
SecretaiT of War.
as determined
determined by
by the
the Secretary
exclusive of
of the
contract,
Acquisition of
For the
the acquisition
acquisition of
for military
military purpurof land
land for
of land:
land: For
Acquisition
poses,
$7,600,885.
poses, $7,600,885.
SIGNAL
S
IGNAL CORPS
CORPS

fees.
e
Post, p.97.
967.

'Post,
p.

Acquisition
of land.
Acquisition ofland.
Ante, p. 381.
Ant, p.361.
Ante, p. 363.
33.
Ant,

Signal Service
the Army:
Army: For
For Signal
of the
the Army,
Army,
Signal
Service of
of the
Signal Service
Service of
$60,646,752,
and, in
in addition,
addition, the
Chief Signal
Officer, when
when authorauthorSignal Officer,
the Chief
$60,646,752, and,
ized
by the
the Secretary
may enter
contracts prior
to July 1,
prior to
enter into
into contracts
War, may
of War,
Secretary of
ized by
1941,
to an
of $45,600,000,
$45,600,000, for
for the
purposes for
for
the purposes
excess of
not in
in excess
an amount
amount not
1941, to
which
this appropriation
appropriation is
is available.
available.
which this
Aim
CORPS
Am CORPS

Ante, p.
p. 364.
384.
Ante

Air
Army: For
For Air
Corps, Army,
and, in
in
$520,802,304, and,
Army, $520,802,304,
Air Corps,
Air Corps,
Corps, Army:
authorized by
the Air Corps, when authorized
addition,
by the SecreChief of the
addition, the Chief
tary of
of War,
enter into
into contracts
contracts prior
to July
1, 1941,
1941, to
to an
an
July 1,
prior to
may enter
War, may
tary
amount
not in
excess of
of $1,002,600,000,
for the
the purposes
which this
this
for which
purposes for
$1,002,600,000, for
in excess
amount not
appropriation is
available.
is available.
appropriation
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

Ante,
p. 3W6.
386.
Ante, p.

Medical and
and Hospital
Hospital Department,
Department, Army:
Army: For
For Medical
and HosHosMedical and
Medical
Surgeon
pital Department,
Army, $11,701,039,
$11,701,039, and,
and, in addition, the Surgeon
Department, Army,
pital
General, when
authorized by
Secretary of
enter into
into
War, may
may enter
of War,
the Secretary
by the
when authorized
General,
contracts prior
to July
1941, .to
an amount
not in
in excess
excess of
of
amount .not
to an
July 1,
1, 1941,
prior to
contracts
$3,900,000,
this appropriation
is available.
available.
appropriation is
which this
for which
purposes for
for the
the purposes
$3,900,000, for
CORPS OF
OF ENGINEERS
ENGIN taatS
CORPS
Engineer Service,
For Engineer
Service, Army,
$17,796,200,
Army, $17,796,200,
Engineer Service,
Army: For
Service, Army:
Engineer
and, in
addition, the
authorized by
by the
the
when authorized
of Engineers,
Engineers, when
Chief of
the Chief
n addition,
and,
Secretary of
War, may
may enter
into contracts
contracts prior
July 1,
1, 1941,
1941, to
to an
an
to July
prior to
enter into
of War,
Secretary
amount not
of $24,500,000,
$24,500,000, for
the purposes
for which
which this
this
purposes for
for the
excess of
not in
in excess
amount
appropriation is
available.
is available.
appropriation

Ante, p.
p. 367.
367.
Ante,
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ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE

Ordnance service
Ordnance
service and supplies,
For ordnance
and
supplies, Army:
Army: For
ordnance service
service and
supplies, Army, $540,162,645,
$540,162,645, and, in addition,
Chief of
of Ordnance,
addition, the
the Chief
Ordnance,
when authorized
authorized by the Secretary
may enter
enter into
into contracts
contracts
Secretary of War, may
prior to July 1,
amount not
not in
in excess
$902,000,000, for
for
1, 1941, to
to an
an amount
excess of
of $902,000,000,
the purposes for which this appropriation
available.
appropriation is
is available.
Ante, p. 368.
368.

CHEMICAL W
CHEMICAL
ARFARE SERVICE
SERVICE
WARFARE

Chemical Warfare Service, Army:
Army: For Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service,
Service,
Army, $12,028,641,
$12,028,641, and, in addition,
addition, the
the Chief
Chief of
Warfare
of Chemical
Chemical Warfare
Service, when authorized
authorized by the
Secretary of
War, may
may enter
enter into
into
the Secretary
of War,
contracts prior to July 1,
an amount
amount not
not in
in excess
excess of
1, 1941,
1941, to
to an
of
$15,400,000,
$15,400,000, for the purposes for which this appropriation
appropriation is
is available.
available.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 369.
369.

SEACOAST
SEACOAST DEFENSES
DEFENSES

Seacoast defenses, general,
general, $16,533,491,
$8,312,154 shall
shall
$16,533,491, of
of which $8,312,154
remain available
available until expended;
addition, when
when authorized
authorized by
by
expended; and in addition,
the Secretary of War, contracts
contracts may be entered
entered into
July 1,
into prior to July
1,
1941, for the purposes authorized by this appropriation
to an
an amount
amount
appropriation to
not in excess of
of $20,100,000.
p. 374.

Ante,
Ante, p. 374.

RESERVE
RESERVE OFFICERS'
0 ICERs' TRAINING
CORPS
TRAINING CORPS

Funds appropriated
appropriated for Organized
Organized Reserves
Reserves for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
1941
shall be available
available for the pay and allowances
allowances of members
members of
Offiof the
the Officers' Reserve Corps who may have been or may hereafter
hereafter be
be detailed
detailed
for duty in connection
Reserve Officers'
connection with the Reserve
Officers' Training
Eraining Corps.
Ante,
A nte, p. 602; post, p.

970.
970.

Equipment,
Equipment, etc.,
etc., for
for
Army
for emergency
emergency
Army for
national
national defense.
41 U.
U. S.C.
S. C. §
i 5.

EXPEDITING
EXPEDITING PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION

To enable the Secretary
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation
recommendation of
of the
the
Advisory
Advisory Commission of the Council of
National Defense,
Defense, and
with
of National
and with
the approval of the President, and without reference
reference to
to section
section 3709,
3709,
Revised Statutes, to expedite
expedite the production
production of
of equipment
and supplies
equipment and
supplies
for the Army for emergency
defense purposes,
emergency national
national defense
purposes, including
including all
all
of the objects and purposes specified
specified under each
appropriations
each of
of the
the appropriations
available to the War Department
Department during the fiscal year 1941,
1941, for
for propro-.
curement or production
production of equipment
equipment or supplies, for erection
erection of
of strucstructures,
tures or for acquisition
acquisition of
land; th
f
urn i
shing of
ofGovernment-owned
Governmentowned
of land;
thee furnishing
facilities at privately owned plants;
plants; the procurement
procurement and training
training of
of
civilian personnel in connection
connection with the
of equipment
equipment and
and
the production of
material and the use and
thereof, and for any
and operation thereof;
other purposes
purposes
any other
which in
in the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of War are desirable in expeexpediting production
production for military purposes and are recommended
recommended by the
the
Advisory
Advisory Commission of the Council of National Defense,
Defense and
approved by the President,
President, to be imm
edi at
el
y available,
ava il abl e, $162,500,000
$162,500,000,
immediately
Contracts
Contracts authorauthor- and, in addition, the Secretary
and,
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation
recommendation of
ized.
oj
ized.
the Advisory Commission
Commission of the Council
Council of National Defense, and
and
with the approval
approval of the President, is authorized
authorized to enter into
into contracts
contracts
prior to July 1, 1941, for the same purposes
an
amount
purposes
to
exceeding
not
exceeding
Proisos.
Provisos.
$162,500,000: Provided,
account shall be kept of all expendiAccounting;
Accounting; report
$162,500,000:
Provided, That an account
expendito Con
Congress.
gress.
tures
made
or authorized
hereunder
and
a
report
thereon
shall
tures
made
authorized
hereunder
a
thereon
be subRestriction
Restriction reremitted to
Congress on or before July 1, 1941: Provided
moved.
moved.
Provided further,
mitted
to Congress
further, That
That
expenditures
appropriated under
under this head for the fiscal
expenditures from
from funds appropriated
fiscal
year 1941
not be
subject to the provisions of section 1136, Revised
10U. S.
1941 shall
shall not
be subject
S.C.,
JOU.
C., Supp.
Stipp. V,
V, year
S1339.
1339.
Statutes. as amended
amended (10
1339).
Statutes,
(10 U. S. C. 1339).
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CONTINGENT EXPENSES,
CONTINGENT
EXPENSES,

WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR

procurement
Section 3709,
3709, Revised Statutes, shall not apply to any procurement
"Contingent expenses,
expenses, War Department,
under the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
1941", which does not exceed $100 in amount
amount.
SEC.
paragraph of section 127a,
SEC. 101. The first sentence of the seventh paragraph
National Defense
Defense Act, as amended
amended by section 20 of the Act of June 15,
1933 (48
(48 Stat. 161),
161) ,
is hereby amended
amended to read
read as follows:
follows:
"In time of war or national emergency
emergency determined
determined by the President
President
any officer of the Regular
Regular Army may be appointed
appointed to higher
temporary
higher temporary
grade without vacatmg
vacating his permanent
permanent appointment."
appointment."
S
EC. 102. The Secretary of War may, until June 30, 1942, allocate
allocate to
SEC.
the Corps of Engineers any of the construction works required to cam
carry
out the national-defense
agency the
national-defense program and may transfer to that agency
funds necessary for the execution of the works so allocated.
allocated.
SEC.
(c) of the Act of July 2,1940
S
EC. 103. Section 1
1(c)
2, 1940 (Public, Numbered
Numbered
703, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), is amended by deletmg
deleting therefrom the
construction for", inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the
words "for supplies or construction
word "with",
"with", and deleting the words
words "of such supplies
supplies or construction".
construction".
S
EC. 104. This title may be cited as "Title III,
III, Military
AppropriaSEC.
Military Appropriation Act, 1941".
1941".
DEPARTMENT
TITLE II-NAVY
II—NAVY DEPARTMENT
Department
amounts for appropriations
appropriations for the Navy Department
For additional amounts
and the naval service, fiscal year 1941,
1941, to be supplemental,
supplemental, and, in addiAppropriation Act for the fiscal
in the Naval Appropriation
tion, to the appropriations in.
objects and
the objects
and subject to the
including the
ending June
June 30,
30, 1941, including
year ending
limitations and
therein, except
except the limitations
limitations susspecified therein
and conditions
conditions specified
limitations
pended by Act approved
approved June 28,1940
28, 1940 (Public,
Numbered 671, Seventy(Public, Numbered
sixth
Congress), and
otherwise provided
follows:
provided herein, as follows:
as otherwise
and except as
sixth Congress),

875
Ante, p. 352.
Minor purchases.
8. C.. i 5.
5.
41 U. S.
pp. 352, 603,
Ante, pp.
603,

604.

National Defense
National
Act, amendment.
amendment.
10 U.s.
IL S. C.
C. § 513.
Officer
Officer of Regular
Regular
Army.
Temporary grade
grade in
Temporary
in
time of war.
time
Works allocation
allocation to
to
Works
Corps of Engineers.
Engineers.
Corps
367.
Ante, p. 367.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 713.
713.

Citation
of title.
title.
Citation of

Title IV
IV of the
Naval
Naval Appropriation
Appropriation
Act for the fiscal year
1941.
1941.
Additional
Additional appropriations.
Ante, p.
p. 265.
285.

Ante,
Ante, p. 876.
676.

NAVAL ESTABLISHMEI'NT
NAVAL
ESTABLISHMENT
OFFICE
OFFICE OF THE

SECRETARY
SECRETARY

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, $136,000,
$136,000, including not to exceed $11,700
$11,700 for
allowances for
including heat,
heat, fuel,
light, as
as authorauthorand light,
fuel, and
quarters, including
for living
living quarters,
allowances
ized by
the Act
Act approved
approved June
(5 IT.
U. S.
C. 118a),
and not
not to
to
118a), and
S. C.
26, 1930
1930 (5
June 26,
by the
ized
exceed
telegraph, and
and teletype
teletype rentals
tolls,
rentals and
and tolls,
for telephone,
telephone, telegraph,
$2,167 for
exceed $2,167
telegrams,
cablegrams: Provided,
Provided, That
first proprothe first
That the
and cablegrams:
radiograms, and
telegrams, radiograms,
viso
under the
"Miscellaneous expenses,
Office of
of the
the
expenses, Office
the appropriation
appropriation "Miscellaneous
viso under
Secretary",
contained in
in title
of the
the Act
Act making
making appropriations
appropriations for
for
title IIof
Secretary", contained
the
Navy Department
and the
the naval
service for
for the
year 1941,
1941, is
is
the fiscal
fiscal year
naval service
Department and
the Navy
hereby repealed.
repealed.
hereby
BUREAU
NAVIGATION
OF NAVIGATION
BUREAU OF

Training,
and Welfare,
Navy Naval
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Naval Reserve
Welfare, Navy
Education, and
Training, Education,
Training Corps,
$210,000.
Corps, $210,000.
Training
Naval
Reserve, including
including training
training for
for Reserve
midshipmen, to
to be
be
Reserve midshipmen,
Naval Reserve,
expended without
without regard
regard to
the limitations
limitations specified
this head
head in
in
under this
specified under
to the
expended
the Naval
for the
the fiscal
1941, $3,689,780.
$3,689,780.
year 1941,
fiscal year
Act for
Appropriation Act
the
Naval Appropriation

The
paragraph under
under the
the subheading
subheading "NAVAL
RESERVE" of
of title
title I
of
I of
"NAVAL RESERVE"
The paragraph

the Naval
Naval Appropriation
for the
1941 is
is amended
by
amended by
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941
Act for
Appropriation Act
the
inserting before
the period
period at
at the
colon and
and the
the following:
following:
thereof aacolon
the end
end thereof
before the
inserting
"Provided
further, That
proviso
preceding proviso
the immediately
immediately preceding
nothing in
in the
That nothing
"Providedfurther,
shall
the use
appropriation for
for the
the
such appropriation
of any
any such
use of
prevent the
to prevent
be deemed
deemed to
shall be
purpose
paying the
travel, or
or other
other expenses
expenses of
of any
any
allowances, travel,
the pay,
pay, allowances,
of paying
purpose of
such
enlisted man
man of
of the
Naval or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
Reserve who
who
the Naval
officer or
or enlisted
such officer

Ante, p. 265.
Miscellaneous exMiscellaneous

penses.
penses.

46
46 Stat.
Stat. 818.
818.
Prorlio.
Prof.'s°.
Repeal of
of restrlctlve
restricti, e
Reloal

prov is0.
proviso.

Ante,
266.
Ante, p.
p. 266.

Ante, p.
p. 267.
267.
Ante,

Naval
Naval Reserve.
Reserve.
Ante, p. 270.
Proviso.
Proriso.
etc., on active
Pay, etc.,
duty.
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surrender such
compensadisability allowance, disability-compensamay surrender
such pension, disability
tion, or
or retired
the period
period of
of his
duty in
tion,
retired pay
pay for
for the
his active
active duty
in the
the Navy
Navy or
or
Marine Corps".
post, p.
Ante, p. 272;
279; Pod,
P.
972.
972.

Ante, p. 493.

Ante,

p. 493

Ante,
273.
Ante, p.
p. 273.

BUREAU
OF SHIPS
SHIPS
BUREAU OF

Maintenance,
under
the same objects specified
specified under
Maintenance2 Bureau of Ships: For the
the
or portions
appropriations transferred
transferred to
to and
the appropriations
appropriations or
portions of
of appropriations
and
consolidated under this head in accordance
accordance with section 1
1 (h) of the
consolidated
Act approved June 20,
1940 (Public, Numbered
Numbered 644, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Con20,1940
gress), $35,000,000,
Secretary of the Navy may
gress),
$35,000,000, and, in addition, the Secretary
1, 1941, to an amount not in excess of
enter into contracts
contracts prior to July 1,
$26,230,000,
appropriation is available.
$26,230,000, for the purposes for which this appropriation
BUREATI OF
OF ORDNANCE
BUREAU
ORDNANCE

Ordnance and
Ordnance
and ordnance stores,
stores, Navy, $67,293,000,
$67,293,000, and, in addition,
addition,
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is
is authorized,
prior to
to July
July 1,
authorized, prior
1, 1941,
1941, to
to enter
enter
the
into contracts
contracts to an amount not in excess of $15,000,000
$15,000,000 for the purposes
purposes
for which
which this appropriation
appropriation is available.
Ante, p. 274.

BUREAU
ACCOUNTS
BUREAU OF
OF SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES AND
AND ACCOUNTS

Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies
Supplies and Accounts,
Accounts, $500,000.
Maintenance,
Ante, p. 278.

BUREAU OF
MEDICINE AND
SURGERY
BUREAU
OF MEDICINE
AND SURGERY

Medical Department,
$1,350,000.
Department, $1,350,000.
Ante,
Ante, p. 279.
Maintenance.
Maintenance.
Proeiso.
proiso.
Increase
ticrease
tion.

of limita-

o im-

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 280.
280.

Ante, p. 279.

MAINTENANCE,
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
MAINTENANCE, BUREAU
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS

For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Yards and Docks, including the purpurchase of twelve
twelve motor busses at a
a cost not to exceed $4,500 each,
Provided, That the limitation fixed in the Naval Appro$2,000,000: Provided,
priation Act for the fiscal year 1941,
1941, approved
approved June
June 11,
1940, for expendpriation
11,1940,
maintenance, operation, and repair of motor-propelled
itures for the maintenance,
motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
increased during the fiscal
passenger-carrying vehicles, and so forth, is increased
year 1941 from $100,000
$100,000 to $110,000.
BUREAU
YARDS AND
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
AND DOCKS

PUBLIC WORKS,
WORKS, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
PUBLIC
Public
etc.
Public works,
wors,etc.

Boston,
Boston, Mass.
Mass.

Charleston,
C.
Charleston, S.
s. c.

Mare
Island, Calif.
Calif.
Mare Island,
New York, N. Y.

Toward
Toward the following public works and public utilities
utilities projects,
projects,

necessary land, at a
acost not to exceed the
including the purchase of necessary
the
amount stated for each project, respectively,
respectively, $48,315,000,
$48,315,000, which
which amount,
balances of appropriations
appropriations herein and heretogether with unexpended
unexpended balances
tofore made under this head, shall be disbursed and accounted for in
accordance
fund:
accordance with existing law and shall constitute
constitute one
one fund:

Navy Yard, Boston, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Light shop activities
activities building
building
and accessories, $750,000;
$750,000; improvement
improvement of power plant, $174,000;
$174,000;

improvement
improvement of distributing
distributing systems, $565,000.
Navy Yard, Charleston, South Carolina:
Carolina: Outside power connection
connection
$50,000; services to fitting-out
$35,000;
to public utility company, $50,000;
fitting-out pier,
pier, $35,000;
miscellaneous sipbuilding
miscellaneous
shipbuilding facilities, $465,000.

Navy Yard, Mare Island, California: Galvanizing
Galvanizing shop building and
accessories,
additional fitting-out crane on quaywall,
accessories, $150,000;
$150,000; additional
quaywall, $150,000.

Ne YorkNY Navy Yard, New York, New York: Weight-handling
Weight-handling and transportation equipment,
equipment, $200,000; improvement of power plant, $190,000;
$190,000;
area, $450,000; boiler and comimprovement of services
services to shipbuilding
shipbuilding area,
pressor building
building and accessories,
accessories, $100,000.
$100,000.
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Navy Yard, Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Improvement
Improvement of power
power plant
plant,
$430,000;
improvement of distributing
$430,000; improvement
distributing systems,
systems $515,000.
Territory of Hawaii: Completion
Navy Yard, Pearl Harbor, Territory
Completion of
twenty-five
improvement and
twenty-five ton floating derrick, YD69, $150,000;
$150,000; improvement
rearrangement
rearrangement of shop buildings, $200,000; extension of
of administraadministration
accessories, $270,000;
$270,000 ; fifteenfifteen- and
twenty-five-ton
tion building and accessories,
and twenty-five-ton
traveling cranes for repair basin, $200,000;
$200,000; automatic telephone
system
telephone system,
$50,000;
engine, $10,000;
$50,000; fire
fire engine,
$10,000; fleet
fleet landings
landings and
and accessories,
accessories, $55,000.
$55,000.
Navy Yard, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Pennsylvania: Extension
Extension of structural
structural
assembly
.
accessories, $385,000;
$385,000; outside power
power connec
tion to
t
o
connection
shop and
and accessories,
assembly
boundary fence,
fence, $60,000.
public utility
utility company,
company, $50,000; lighting boundary
Hampshire: Extension
fitting-out
Extension of
of fitting-out
Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire:
berth, $275,000;
connection to public-utility company,
$275,000; outside power connection
$50,000.
$50,000.
Washington: Extension
Extension of shipfitters'
Navy Yard, Puget Sound, Washington:
assembly bay, and
accessories, $450,000;
$450,000; connecting
connecting tunnel,
tunnel, dryand accessories,
shop, assembly
1 pumphouse, $100,000;
dock numbered ;3
3to drydock
numbered 1
$100,000; outside
drydock numbered
power
to public-utility
$35,000; completion
completion of
of
connection to
public-utility company,
company, $35,000;
power connection
electric system
numbered 6,
6, $150,000;
improvement of
of electric
electric
on pier
pier numbered
$150,000; improvement
electric
system on
system
improvement of
power
of central
central power
pier numbered
numbered 4,
4, $90,000; improvement
system on pier
plant, $300,000.
$300,000.
plant,
Navy
Yard, Washington,
Washington, District
District of
Weight-handling
of Columbia: Weight-handling
Navy Yard,
and
transportation equipment,
replacement of
fire-alarm sysand transportation
equipment, $75,000;
$75,000; replacement
of fire-alarm
system, $40,000;
assembly shop
shop building,
building, $700,000; extenextentem,
$40,000; extension
extension of
of gun
gun assembly
sion of
of optical
optical shop
shop building,
building, $300,000;
$300,000; improvement
improvement of
of electric
system,
electric system,
sion
$200,000;
improvement of
electric generating
generating facilities,
$250,000;
facilities, $250,000;
of electric
$200,000; improvement
extension of
of proof
building, $300,000.
$300,000.
shop building,
proof shop
extension
Navy
Yard, Washington
Washing-ton (Alexandria,
(Alexandria, Virginia)
Virginia),,District of ColumNavy Yard,

877
877
Norfolk, Va.

PearlHarbor, T.H.

Pearl Harbor, T. H.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelph,Pa.

Portsmouth,
H.
Portamouth, N. H.

N.

Puget Bound, Wash.
Pugets8ud,Wash.

Washington,
D. C.
Washngton, D.

c.

Washington (AlexWashingon
andria,
Va.), D. C.

(A^e-

V
..
and,
bia:
Extension of
of torpedo-shop
building, $145,1900.
$145 000.
torpedo-shop building,
bia: Extension
Annapolis, Md.
Annapis Md
Naval
facilities,
Additional facilities,
Maryland: Additional
Annapolis, Maryland:
Academy, Annapolis,
Naval Academy,
$1,985,000.
$1,985,000.
Guam.
Naval
station, Guam:
Guam: Quarters
Quarters and
accessories and
and services
services for
for
Guam.
and accessories
Naval station,
officers,
officers, $277,000.
$277,000.
w e Fla.
Key West,
Naval
Florida: Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation of
submarine-base
st, Fa.
Key
of submarine-base
Key West,
West, Florida:
station, Key
Naval station,
facilities and
and construction
railway, $1,250,000.
$1,250,000.
marine railway,
of marine
construction of
facilities
Guantanamo,
Naval
station, Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba:
Cuba: Extension
medical storehouse
storehouse Cuba.
a a m o
of medical
Extension of
Naval station,
and
$15,000.
dispensary, $15,000.
and dispensary,
Tutuila, Samoa.
Naval station,
station, Tutuila,
Samoa: Dispensary
TutuiI., Samoa.
accessories,
and accessories,
building and
Dispensary building
Tutuila, Samoa:
Naval
$180,000.
$180,000.
Guantanamo,
Fleet-operating base,
base, Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba:
moorings, (,Cal
. t a mo.
and moorings,
Dredging and
Cuba: Dredging
Cuba.
Fleet-operating
$2,000,000;
shore facilities,
facilities, including
including berthing,
fleet landings, recreaberthing, fleet
$2,000,000; shore
tion facilities,
power and
and service
service lines,
lines, $3
7
000,000.
$3,000,000.
facilities, power
tion
Norfolk, Va.
Naval
base, Norfolk,
Virginia: Storage
Storage for
NorfolkVa.
experimenfor experimenNorfolk, Virginia:
operating base,
Naval operating
tal-type
boats
and
landing
gear,
$400,000;
medical-supply
storehouse
tal-type boats and landing gear, $400,000; medical-supply storehouse
and accessories,
accessories, $275,000.
$275,000.
and
Charlotte Amalie.
Arb se
V I. o,
Submarine
Islands: Diesel-oil
Diesel-oil stor- V.
Amalie, Virgin Islands:
Charlotte Amalie,
base, Charlotte
Submarine base,
age, $30,000;
administration building
building and
and accessories,
$60,090; bachebacheaccessories, $60,000;
$30,000; administration
age,
lor
officers' quarters
quarters and
accessories, $75,000;
building and
and
dispensary building
$75,000; dispensary
and accessories,
lor officers'
accessories, $50,000;
$50,000; storehouse
storehouse and
accessories , $125,000;
$125,000; extension
extension
and accessories,
accessories,
of tender
pier, $60,000;
$60,000 ;bulkhead
and piers.
piers, $
200 ,
000 ;miscellaneous
miscellaneous
$200,000;
bulkhead and
of
tender pier,
small buildings
buildings and
and accessories,
accessories, $71
200
.0.
$71,000.
small
Norfolk, Va.
Submarine
of finger
piers,
Norolk, a.
finger piers,
Replacement of
Virginia: Replacement
Norfolk, Virginia:
base, Norfolk,
Submarine base,
$300,000; rehabilitation
rehabilitation of
of north
breakwater 2 $135,000;
dredging,
$135,000; dredging,
north breakwater,
$300,000;
$150,000; battery
battery charging
charging and
electric service,
service, $100,000;
$100,000; storage
storage
and electric
$150,000;
buildings
accessories, $65,000.
buildings and
and accessories,
T. H_
$65,000.
H
Pearl Harbor, T.
Submarine
Territory of
.
ion. to
to
Addition
Hawaii: Addit
of Hawaii:
Harbor, Territory
base, Pearl
Pearl Harbor,
Submarine base,
battery overhaul
0 ;addition
addition to
to utility-shop
utility-shop building,
$45,000;
building, $45,00
overhaul building,
battery
$55,000;
$560 ,000; individual
individual storehouse
storehouse and
and
quaywall, $560,000;
of quaywall,
extension of
$55,000; extension
accessories, $30,000;
improvement of
battery charging
charging and
and electric
electric
of battery
$30,000; improvement
accessories,
distribution, $278,000.
$278,000.
distribution,
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Destroyer
Destroyer base, San Diego, California:
California: Brig and marine
marine guard
guard
building
and accessories,
barracks and
building and
and
hall building
and mess
mess hall
$80,000; barracks
accessories, $80,000;
building and
accessories,
$450,000; shop
$220,000; cruiser
drygraving drycruiser graving
shop buildings, $220,000;
accessories, $450,000;
dock
and accessories,
$3,000,000; improvement
improvement of
power plant and disof power
accessories, $3,000,000;
dock and
tributing systems,
systems, $130,000;
temporary storehouses,
storehouses, $500,000.
$130,000; temporary
tributing
Washington, D. C.
Naval Observatory,
Observatory, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia: Instrument
C.
Washington,
Instrument
repair
and storage
repair and
storage building
building and
and accessories,
accessories, $250,000.
$250,000.
Great reat
Lakes, Ill.
training station,
station, Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Illinois:
Illinois: Outside
Outside power
power conconLakes, Naval
Naval training
nection
to
public-utility
company,
$25,000;
improvement
of power
public-utility
company,
$25,000;
improvement
of
power
nection to
Post, ot,
p.
973.
plant, $450,000;
$450,000; improvement
of sewage-disposal
sewage-disposal system,
system, $125,000;
$125,000;
improvement of
p.3.
plant,
and temporary
temporary construction
enlisted peradditional enlisted
for additional
and facilities for
construction and
and
sonnel,
$1,750,000.
sonnel, $1,750,000.
Newport, R.
It.I I.
Naval Training
Training Station, Newport,
Newport, Rhode
Rhode Island:
Newport,
Naval
Island: Temporary
Temporary construction
additional enlisted
enlisted personnel,
$800,000.
personnel, $800,000.
struction and facilities for additional
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
Naval
Station, Norfolk,
construcNaval Training
Training Station,
Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Temporary
Temporary construcNorfolk,
$1,950,000.
personnel, $1,950,000.
tion and facilities for additional enlisted personnel,
San
Calif.
Naval Training
Station, San
Temporary conconan Diego,
Diego, Calif.
Naval
Training Station,
San Diego,
Diego, California:
California: Temporary
struction and facilities for additional
additional enlisted
$1,250,000.
enlisted personnel,
personnel, $1,250,000.
struction
Balboa,
ammunition depot, Balboa,
Balboa, Canal Zone:
Zone: Road to ammunition
ammunition
Naval ammunition
Balboa, C.
Z.
c. Z.
depot, $85,000; quarters and accessories
accessories for married enlisted men,
$190,000;
officer, $14,500.
for officer,
quarters and
and accessories
accessories for
$190,000; quarters
Charleston,
Naval
ammunition depot,
South Carolina:
Ammunition
Charleston, S.. C.
C.
Naval ammunition
depot, Charleston,
Charleston, South
Carolina: Ammunition
storage facilities, $1,500,000.
$1,500,000.
N.Y.
Naval ordnance
Baldwin, N.
Y.
ordnance plant, Baldwin, New York: Ammunition
Ammunition loading
$53,000.
building, $53,000.
Dahlgren,
Va.
Naval
proving ground,
ground, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Virginia:
Extension of
garage,
Dahlgren va.
Naval proving
Virginia: Extension
of garage,
$20,000; extension of powerhouse,
powerhouse, $75,000;
$75,000; locomotive
locomotive crane shed,
carpenter-shop buildharbor, Piney Point, $25,000; carpenter-shop
$20,000; small-boat
small-boat harbor,
$25,000; transfer
transfer tide bridge, $6,000;
$6,000; extension of service lines to
ing, $25,000;
barracks building for marine guard, $25,000; quarters
hangar, $35,000; barracks
and accessories
accessories for officers,
officers, $75,000; quarters and accessories
accessories for marpurchase of land for spotting ranges,
ried enlisted men, $90,000; purchase
$12,000.
Naval
ammunition depot, Fort Mifflin
Fort Mifflin,
Mifflin, Pa.
Naval ammunition
Pennsylvania: Improvement
Mifflin,'Pennsylvania:
Improvement
projectile loading plant building, $45,000;
$45,000;
of fire protection, $36,000; projectileloading
system, $40,000.
extension of electric system,
Hawthorne,Nev.
Naval
depot, Hawthorne,
Hawthorne, Nevada:
Hawthorne,Nev.
Naval ammunition
ammunition depot,
Nevada: Mine
Mine filling
filling plant
plant
buildings, $400,000;
$400,000; loading platform
platform and siding, $150,000;
$150,000; torpedo
storehouse
storehouse and accessories, $90,000;
$90,000; quarters and accessories
accessories for officers,
officers,
$20,000; quarters
quarters and accessories
accessories for married enlisted men and civilians,
$150,000;
$150,000; alterations to quarters buildings,
buildings, $22,000.
$22,000.
Indlanhead,
Naval powder
Indianhead, Md.
Md.
powder factory
factory, Indianhead,
Indianhead, Maryland:
Maryland: Marine barracks
barracks and
and
accessories,
$125,000; additional power-plant facilities, $300,000;
accessories, $125,000;
$300,000; D
loading plant building and equipment, $300,000; quarters and accesloading
sories for officers, $30,000.
Iona Island,
N. Y.
Y.
York: Extension
Iona
Island, N.
Naval ammunition
ammunition depot, Iona Island, New York:
Extension of
of main
main
wharf, $70,000; storage building, $150,000;
sewage-disposal system,
$150,000; sewage-disposal
$34,000; extension of D loading plant, $60,000; outside power connection to public-utilities company, $30,000.
Keyport,
Wash.
Naval torpedo station, Keyport,
Keyport, Washington:
Keyport, Wash.
Washington: Auxiliary electricpower facilities, $35,000; maintenance
maintenance buildin
g
an d accessories,
building
and
torpedo storehouse,
$100,000; extension
extension of torpedo
storehouse, $95,000;
$95,000; extension
extension of garage,
garage,
$25,000;
accessories, $275,000; paving and
$25,000; torpedo-shop
torpedo-shop building and accessories,
and
street
street lighting, $100,000.
Nake
Denmark,
Naval ammunition depot, Lake Denmark,
N.
Lake
J
Denmark,
Denma rk,New Jersey:
Jersey: Equipmentstorage building, $15,000;
$15,000; improvement
.
improvement of power plant, $62,000;
$62,000;
improvement of steam-distribution
improvement
steam-distribution system
system,'$15,000.
Mare Island,
Calif.
Naval ammunition depot, Mare Isla
Island,
Mine-handling
Mare
Island, Calif.
n d, California:
California: Mine-handling
facilities,
facilities, including asgmbly
$695,000; guardhouse
assembly .plant, $695,000;
guardhouse and
and barracks
barracks,
$80,000.
$100,000;
$525,000; fencin
g,
7
fencing,
pier, $525,000;
$100,000; pier,
san
Calit.
Diego, Calif.
San Diego,
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Naval
torpedo
station,
Newport,
Rhode
Island:
Extension
of
fuze Newport,
R.I.I.
Naval torpedo station,
Extension
Newport, It.
and
building, $100,000;
administration building, $280,000;
and primer
primer building,
$100,000; administration
$280,000;
extension of dispensary
building, $20,000; extension of sea wall,
extension
dispensary, building
wall,
$55,000; magazine
$5,000; coal-handling
$55,000;
magazine buildings, $5,000;
coal-handling equipment
equipment for
power plant,
plant, $50,000; r
econst
ructi on o
yardcraft building
and improvereconstruction
offyardcraft
building and
improvement
water front,
front, $105,000;
storehouse, $20,000;
ment of
of water
$105,000; alcohol
alcohol and paint storehouse,
$20,000;
torpedo assembly
assembly plant
plant and
accessories, $750,000;
torpedo
and accessories,
$750,000; extension
extension of administration building,
$200,000; extension
for
building, $200,000;
extension of barracks for school for
torpedo men,
men, $150,000.
$150,000.
Naval ammunition
ammunition depot, Oahu, Territory
Storehouse Oahu,
Oahu, T.
H.
T.H.
Territory of Hawaii: Storehouse
for inert materials, $25,000.
$25,000.
Naval ammunition
ammunition depot,
filling PugetSound,Wash.
Puget Sound,Wash.
depot, Puget Sound, Washington:
Washington: Bag filling
extension of railroad
railroad tracks,
tracks, $50,000; marine
house, $100,000;
$100,000; extension
marine barracks building and accessories,
accessories, $120,000; emergency power plant,
$50,000; replacement
replacement of pier, $200,000;
$200,000; quarters
$50,000;
quarters and
and accessories
for
accessories for
officer,
officer, $14,500.
Naval ammunition
Saint Juliens Creek,
ammunition depot,
depot, Saint Juliens
Juliens Creek, Virginia: FireFire- vaintJuliensareek,
proof ceilings for magazine
magazine building, $70,000; powder
filling
powder bag filling
house,
$100,000; tracer
loading building, $100,000;
house, $100,000;
tracer loading
and
$100,000; projectile
projectile and
case loading facilities, $250,000; explosive-loading
explosive-loading plant, $200,000;
$200,000;
storage building,
$125,000.
building, $125,000.
Naval mine depot, Yorktown,
Yorktown, Va.
Yorktown, Virginia: Roads and railroad barYorktown,
va.
ricades, $125,000; TNT reclamation plant,
mine-assembly
plant, $100,000;
$100,000; mine-assembly
building, $150,000; quarters
quarters and accessories
accessories for officers,
officers, $29,000.
$29,000.
Naval air stations.
Additional ordnance
Additional
facilities at
naval air
$1,697,000.
ordnance facilities
at naval
air stations,
stations, $1,697,000.
Navalairstations.
Naval air
Naval
air station,
station, Alameda,
California: Seaplane
Seaplane ramp,
ramp, $60,000;
$60,000;
Alameda, California:

improvement
improvement of, and services for, outlying
outlying fields
fields, $150,000.
$150,000.

Naval air
station, Anacostia,
Anacostia, District
Naval
air station,
of Columbia:
Columbia: Paint
and oil
District of
Paint and
oil
outside power
power connection to public-utility
public-utility

storehouse,
storehouse, $6,000;
company,
company, $10,000.

Alameda, Calif.
Aaneda
calif.

Anacostia, D. C.

Anacostia'

D-C

Cape May, N. JJ.
Naval
May, New
Jersey: Improvement
Naval air station, Cape May,
New Jersey:
Improvement of
of water
water
CapeMay,
N.front,
$350,000.
front, $350,000.
Coco Solo, C. Z.
Naval
Naval air
station, Coco
Canal Zone:
Zone: Relocation
VJ
air station,
Coco Solo,
Solo, Canal
Relocation of
of VJ
CcoSoloC.Z.
Hangar, building numbered 123, $15,000;
$15,000; additional
sea
wall,
filling,
additional sea wall, filling,
and grading, $225,000; seaplane hangar, $450,000;
$450,000; additional
additional paving
paving
and services around
around hangar,
hangar, $160,040;
additional gasoline
gasoline storage,
storage,
$160,000; additional
$260,000;
$260,000; aircraft
aircraft storehouse,
storehouse, $285,000;
$285,000; extension
extension of
of railroad
railroad tracks,
tracks,
$75,000; barracks and messhall
messhall building, $900,000;
$75,000;
$900,000; aircraft
operaaircraft operations building, $125,000;
$125,000; garage, $60,000; additional gasoline storage,
storage,
$620,000.
$620,000.
1
Charlotte
Ata
lo.
Marine aviation
aviation facilities,
facilities, Charlotte
Marine
Virgin Islands:
Charlotte Amalie,
Amalie, Virgin
Islands: V('lhr'
Amaiio.
V. I.'"'l,
Gasoline
pump house,
house, and
supply
lines,
$60,000;
recreation
Gasoline storage,
storage, pump
and supply lines, $60,000; recreation
facilities, including
facilities
including buildings, $15,000; filling lagoon,
lagoon, $120,000;
$120,000; addiaddinaval personnel,
personnel, $92,000;
$92,000; seaplane
seaplane hangar,
tional housing
housing for naval
hangar,
$250,000; bomb
bomb sight
sight storehouse
storehouse and
and shop
sho p building,
$5,000.
$250,000;
building, $5,000.
Guantanamo,
Naval
Cuba: Torpedo
Naval air station,
station, Guantanamo,
Guantanamo, Cuba:
Torpedo and
and bomb
sight cuba.a
bomb sight
na am o.
Cuba.
storehouse
of barracks
barracks building
building,
storehouse and
and shop, $25,000;
$25,000; extension
extension of
$150,000;
$150,000; landplane
landplane hangars
McCalla Hill,
$325,000; extension
extension of
of
hangars, McCalla
Hill, $325,000;
runways,
Hill, $75,000.
$75,0150.
runways, MeCalla
McCalla Hill,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Naval air
air station,
Additional gasoline
Naval
station, Jacksonville,
Jacksonville, Florida:
Florida: Additional
gasoline
Jacksonville,Fla.
storage
$260,000.
storage, $260,000.
Kaneohe Bay, T. H.
Nava).
station, Kaneohe
Kaneohe Bay,
Territory of
Grading KaneheBayT.H.
Naval air
air station,
Bay, Territory
of Hawaii:
Hawaii: Grading
and
additional gasoline
gasoline storage,
storage,
and surfacing
surfacing landing mat,
mat, $563,000;
$563,000; additional
$1,400,000;
of land,
$500,000.
$1,400,000; purchase
purchase of
land, $500,000.
Kodiak, Alaska.
Naval air
Kodiak, Alaska:
Alaska: Seaplane
ramp and
and taxiway,
Naval
air station,
station, Kodiak,
Seaplane ramp
taxiway,
odiak, Alaska.
Saint
Paul
Harbor,
$250,000;
additional
gasoline
storage,
$255,000.
Saint Paul Harbor, $250,000; additional gasoline storage, $255,000.
Midway Island.
Naval
station, Midway
Midway Island:
storage,
Naval air
air station,
Island: Additional
Additional gasoline
gasoline storage,
Miday island.
$100,000;
clearing,
grading,
and
surfacing
landing
field,
$300,000.
$100,000; clearing, grading, and surfacing landing field, $300,000.
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Pearl Harbor, T.H.
T. H.

Harbor,

Key West, Fla.

Aneyw,
pF.
Ante, p.
230..
Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk,
a.

Pensacola, Fla.
Fla.
Pensacola,

Quantico, Va.
Quantico,Va.
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Naval air station, Pearl Harbor, Territory of Hawaii: Improve-

ment of
landing field,
field, $250,000;
$250,000; connecting
connecting pier
pier to
to mooring
mooring F-6,
F-6,
ment
of landing
$130,000;
and improvement
improvement of roads, $75,000; aircraft
aircraft storeextension and
$130,000; extension
house, $250,000;
$250,000; laundry
building and
and equipment,
equipment, $75,000;
$75,000; practicehouse,
laundry building
bomb storage, $10,000;
$10,000; first-aid
first-aid and decontamination
decontamination station,$15,000
station, $15,000; ;
landplane
warming-up platform
platform and parking
parking area,
area,
$500,000; warming-up
landplane hangars,
hangars, $500,000;
$340,000; seaplane
parking area, $1,054,000;
$1,054,000; recreation
recreation
ramps and
and parking
$340,000;
seaplane ramps
facilities,
buildings, $175,000;
$175,000; fleet-squadrons
storehouse,
facilities, including
including buildings,
fleet-squadrons storehouse,
$60,000.
$60,000.
Naval
Key West,
West, Florida:
Purchase of
of land,
land, $125,000.
Florida: Purchase
air station,
station, Key
Naval air
Naval
Naval
$75,000;
$75,000;
Naval

air
Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Fleet-squadrons
Fleet-squadrons storehouse,
storehouse,
air station,
station, Norfolk,
extension and
improvement of
of engine-test
engine-test building,
building, $135,500.
$135,500.
extension
and improvement
air station, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida: Extension of aircraft
aircraft store-

house, $150,000; outside power connections
connections to public utility company,
company,
$55,000.
$55,000.
Marine
Quantico, Virginia:
Extension of
of
Marine Corps
Corps Flying
Flying Field,
Field, Quantico,
Virginia: Extension

motor-test building, $70,000; extension
extension of flying field northward,
northward,
motor-test
accessories, $9,000;
$110,000; guardhouse
$9,000; extension
extension of aircraft
aircraft
$110,000;
guardhouse and accessories,
San Juan, P. R.

an uan,
. .

Seattle, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Sitka,
Sitka, Alaska.

Alaska.

Squantum, Mass.

squantum Mass.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia,
a.
Parris Island, S. 0.

Parris

S..

Island,

Brooklyn,
Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Great Lakes,
Great
Lakes, Ill.
n.
Guam.u a m

.

Mare Island,
Island, Calif.
Norfolk, Va.
Va.
Norfolk,
Pearl Harbor
Harbor, T.
Pearl
T. H.
H.
Pensacola,Fa.
Fla.
Pensacola,

Annapolis, Md.
Annapolis,
Md.
Bainbridge Island,
asbridge
Wash.

sland

Balboa, C.
C. Z.
Z.
Balboa,
Dut ch Harbor,
ADk
t ch Harbor,
Alaska.
Eureka, Calif.
Eureka,
Calif.
Folly Island, S. C.
Folly
ind, s. C.

storehouse,
$175,000; barracks
barracks and mess
Field, $325,000.
$325,000.
Brown Field,
mess hall, Brown
storehouse, $175,000;
Naval air station,
station, San Juan, Puerto Rico:
Rico: Additional
.Additional gasoline storage,
$264,000; replacement
quarantine facilities,
facilities, $375,000.
$375,000.
of quarantine
replacement of
age, $264,000;
Naval air station, Seattle, Washington:
Washington: Grading and
and improvement
improvement
of
fields, $150,000;
gasoline storage,
storage, $100,000.
of outlying
outlying fields,
$150,000; additional
additional gasoline
$100,000.
Sitka, Alaska:
Alaska: Extension
Naval air station,
station, Sitka,
Extension of seaplane
seaplane hangar,
hangar,
$500,000.
$500,000.
Reserve aviation base, Squantum, Massachusetts:
Dredging for seaMassachusetts: Dredging
plane approaches,
approaches, $117,000; dredging
dredging ship channel
channel to present
present eighteenfoot channel,
$94,000.
foot
channel, $94,000.
Naval Aircraft
Aircraft Factory, Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Improvement
Pennsylvania: Improvement
of
water front
front and
extension of
of flying
field, $190,000.
$190,000.
of water
and extension
flying field,
Air activities, marine barracks,
barracks, Parris
Parris Island, South Carolina:
Carolina:
Landplane
Landplane hangar, $250,000;
$250,000; road from
from marine barracks
barracks to Page Field,
$35,000.
Medical
Brooklyn, New York: Extension of medicalMedical supply depot, Brooklyn,
medicalsupply storehouse, including
including purchase
purchase of land, $351,000.
$351,000.
Naval hospital, Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes, Illinois: Additional
Additional ward buildings,
buildings,
$340,000.
$340,000.
Naval hospital, Guam: Isolation
Isolation and tuberculosis
tuberculosis wards, $75,000.
Naval hospital,
California: Administration
Administration and subNaval
hospital, Mare
Mare Island,
Island, California:
sistence
sistence building,
building $475,000.
$475,000.
Naval hospital,
Additional wards and hospital
hospital, Norfolk, Virginia: Additional
hospital
facilities,
facilities, $669,000.
Naval
Naval hospital, Pearl Harbor, Territory of Hawaii: Medical-supply
Medical-supply
storehouse, $275,000.
storehouse,
$275,000.
Naval
Additional ward
Naval hospital, Pensacola,
Pensacola, Florida: Additional
ward buildings,
buildings,
$350,000;
accessories for corpsmen,
$350,000; barracks and accessories
corpsmen, $75,000;
$75,000; quarters and
and
accessories for nurses, $75,000.
$75,000.
accessories
Naval radio station,
station, Annapolis,
Annapolis, Maryland:
Maryland: Additional facilities,
facilities,
including
quarters, and
and services,
services, $140,000.
including buildings,
buildings, quarters,
$140,000.
Bainbridge Island, Washington
Naval radio station, Bainbridge
Radio facilities,
Washington::Radio
including buildings and purchase
purchase of land, $75,000.
Naval
Na
.
iTl radio station, Balboa, Canal
Canal Zone: Radio-receiving
Radio-receiving station,
station,
including buildings
buildings and
accessories, $650,000.
and accessories,
$650,000.
Naval radio station, Dutch Harbor, Alaska: Additional radio facilities,
buildings and
and accessories,
$30,500.
ties, mcludmg
including buildings
accessories, $30,500.
Naval radio station, Eureka,
Eureka, California:
accessories,
California: Quarters and accessories,
$15,000.
Naval
Naval radio-direction-finder
radio-direction-finder station, Folly Island,
Island South Carolina:
Carolina:
Reconstruction
Reconstruction of station at new location,
$75,000.
location, $75,000.
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Gatun, C.
C. Z.
Z.
Gatun,
Naval radio
Zone: Quarters
accessories
Quarters and accessories,
Canal Zone:
Gatun, Canal
station, Gatun,
radio station,
Naval
$40,000.
$40,000.
Jupiter,
Fla.
Jupiter, Fla.
Naval radio
radio station,
station, Jupiter,
Jupiter, Florida:
compass house, and
Florida: Barracks, compass
Naval
quarters
$65,000.
building, $65,000.
quarters building,
Point Arguello,
Arguello,
Point
Quarters and
Naval radio
radio station,
Arguello, California:
California :Quarters
and acces- Calif.
Point Arguello
station, Point
Naval
C
$27,000.
building,
dormitory
sories,
powerhouse, garage,
garage and
$6,000; powerhouse,
sories, $6,000;
Poyners
C.
Hil, N. C.
Poyners Hill,
Carolina: Barracks, cornHill, North Carolina:
Naval
station, Poyners
comPoyners Hill,
radio station,
Naval radio
$72,000.
services,
and
pass
and quarters
quarters building
building
services,
house, and
pass house,
J
Sandy Hook,
Hook, N
N. J.
Sandy
Naval
direction-finder station,
station, Sandy
New Jersey:
Jersey: Radio
Sandy Hook, New
Naval direction-finder
buildings
facilities and services, $70,000.
and facilities
buildings and
Summit, C. Z.
mmt,
Naval radio
radio station,
station, Summit,
Summit, Canal
Canal Zone:
Quarters and
and accessories
accessories
Zone: Quarters
Naval
for
operators,
$72,000;
extension
of
radio
facilities
$196,000.
facilities,
radio
of
for operators, $72,000; extension
Bellevue, D. C.
Columbia: Exten- Bellevue D- C
Naval Research
Laboratory, Bellevue,
Bellevue, District
District of
of Columbia:
Research Laboratory,
Naval
improvement
sion
of
chemical
laboratory
$90,000;
improvement
of water
water
building,
laboratory
chemical
sion of
front,
$160,000.
front, $160,000.
Parris Island, S. C.
Paeis Isand, S. C.
Marine barracks,
barracks, Parris
Carolina: Power
and ice-plant
ice-plant
Power and
South Carolina:
Island, Smith
Parris Island,
Marine
conpower
outside
building
and
accessories
and
equipment,
$500,000;
building and accessories and equipment, $500,000;
magazines, $10,000;
nection to
to public-utility
$10,000;
company, $10,000; magazines,
public-utility company,
nection
repairs and
make good
good storm
damage of August
August 12,
storm damage
to make
replacements to
and replacements
repairs
1940, $1,750,000;
additional construction
Marine Corps
in Marine
increase in
for increase
construction for
$1,750,000; additional
1940,
personnel, $2,000,000.
$2,000,000.
personnel,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pennsylvania: Stor- Phadelphia, Pa.
Marine Corps
depot of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
supplies, Philadelphia,
of supplies,
Corps depot
Marine
$1,300,000.
age
accessories, $1,300,000.
and accessories,
buildings and
age buildings
Qutuitico, Va.
Qua"ti'" v.
Marine
barracks, Quantico,
Quantico, Virginia:
Virginia: Barracks
for school
school detachBarracks for
Marine barracks,
ment,
to public-utility
public-utility company,
connection to
power connection
outside power
$100,000;ioutside
ment, $100,000
Corps.
Marie
$35,000;
$10,000.
magazines, $10,000.
$35,000; magazines,
Marine Corps.
Marine
Corps
:
Extension
of
training
areas,
$2,000,000.
Mariorps.
$2,000,000.
areas,
of
training
Marine Corps: Extension
Norfolk, Va.
Norfolk .
Naval supply
depot, Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia:
Replacement of
of pier
pier and
Virginia: Replacement
supply depot,
Naval
accessories, $3,200,000.
$3,200,000.
San
accessories,
San Diego
Diego, Cal.
Calif.
D
Naval supply
depot, San
San Diego,
California: Extension
Extension of
of pier
and
pier and
Diego, California:
supply depot,
Naval
$1,700,000.
transit shed,
shed, $1,700,000.
transit
Oakland, Calif.
Naval
depot, Oakland,
California: Medical
Medical supply
supply storestore- Oaland
Oakland, California:
supply depot,
Naval supply
H.
house, $300,000.
T. IL
PearHarbo
Pearl
Harbor, T.
$300,000.
house,
Naval fuel
fuel depot,
depot, Pearl
Hawaii: Additional
Additional P
arbo
of Hawaii:
Territory of
Harbor, Territory
Pearl Harbor,
Naval
development
of underground
underground fuel
storage, $2,500,000.
$2,500,000.
fuel storage,
development of
Facilities for reserve
Facilities
reserve midshipmen
at such
the Secretary
midshipmen.
Secretary midshipmen.
as the
locations as
such locations
midshipmen at
for reserve
Facilities for
of
with the
the approval
of the
President, may
select, $250,000.
$250,000.
may select,
the President,
approval of
Navy, with
the Navy,
of the
Tenth naval (Ifs.
trict.
naval disTenth
facilities, including
administra- tenth
including administraHeadquarters facilities,
district: Headquarters
naval district:
Tenth naval
tion
building, quarters
for officers
officers and
and married
married enlisted
enlisted men,
and barbarmen, and
quarters for
tion building,
naval
racks
$450,000.
Frteenth
Fourteenth naval
accessories, $450,000.
and accessories,
building and
racks building
district.
Fourteenth naval
naval district:
Dredging of
of channels
channels and
harbors, district.
and harbors,
district: Dredging
Fourteenth
$1,500,000;
fleet moorings,
moorings, $250,000.
$250,000.
naval tlIsFlftenth naval
Fifteenth
Ms$1,500,000; fleet
trict.
Fifteenth naval
naval district:
district: Additional
Additional storage
storage facilities,
facilities, including
including trict.
Fifteenth
buildings
$1,000,000; housing
for naval
naval personnel,
personnel,
housing for
accessories, $1,000,000;
and accessories,
buildings and
including
accessories, $1,527,000.
$1,527,000.
aracks.
Receiving
Receiving barracks.
and accessories,
buildings and
including buildings
Receiving barracks
barracks for
for crews
crews of
ships going
at
commission at
into commission
going into
of ships
Receiving
aviation
Storage
Storage for aviation
various
$2,200,000.
locations,?$2,200,000.
various locations
gasoline.
Storage
for aviation
gasoline at
various locations,
$2,500,000.
dgasolinue.
locations, $2,500,000.
at various
aviation gasoline
Storage for
Cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
e
The
provisions of
of section
section 4
4of
of the
Act approved
April 25,
25, 1939
1939 (53
(53 costrplus-a-f
contracts.
approved April
the Act
The provisions
Stat.
shall be
be applicable
to all
all public
works and
and public
public utilities Pronto.
public works
applicable to
590-592),,shall
Stat. 590-592)
Limitation on fxed
fixed
projects
provided in
this title,
location: Provided,
That °m1itOion
Provided, That
of location:
regardless of
title, regardless
in this
projects provided
fee.
the
fixed fee
fee to
the contractor
as a
aresult
any contract
here-ree.
contract hereof any
result of
contractor as
paid the
be paid
to be
the fixed
after
into under
under the
of the
above-mentioned Act
Act shall
shall
the above-mentioned
authority of
the authority
entered into
after entered
not exceed 6
per centum
centum of
the estimated
estimated cost
the contract,
exclusive
contract, exclusive
of the
cost of
of the
not exceed 6 per
of the
determined by
by the
Secretary of the Navy.
the Secretary
Variance of cost
as determined
fee, as
the fee,
of
To
enable the
the Secretary
of the
Navy to
expedite the
the construction
construction limitations.
cost
itatio . of
to expedite
the Navy
Secretary of
To enable
or provision of
of the
the public
public works
and public
utilities projects
menmenprojects
utilities
public
and
works
or provision
tioned
in this
this Act,
Act, the
the limit
limit of
cost indicated
indicated for
for each
of such
such projects
projects
each of
of cost
tioned in
may, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy, be
upward
varied upward
be varied
the Navy,
of the

may,
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Continued employContinued

ment of personnel.

Ante, p. 282.
282.
Plant
Plant
etc.

expansion,
expansion,

etc.

Provisos.
Contracts for new
Contracts
aircraft,
etc.
aircraft,etc.

Nonrigid lighterlighterthan-air craft.

tNonrigid

Transferoffunds.

Transfer of funds.

Ante, p. 283.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

or downward
downward by
not to
to exceed
exceed 10
10 per
per centum,
centum, but
but the
by an
an amount
amount not
the
aggregate of
of all
all such
limits of
shall not
be exceeded.
exceeded.
aggregate
such limits
of cost
cost shall
not be
hereby authorized
continue the
the
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy is hereby
authorized to continue
employment, in the District of Columbia
elsewhere, of such
Columbia and
and elsewhere,
such
employees
carried on
as will
required for
for the
prepaemployees now carried
on the
the rolls as
will be
be required
the preparation of plans and
specifications and administrative
administrative work in conand specifications
connection with
with the public-works
projects mentioned
public-works and public-utilities
public-utilities projects
mentioned
in this Act.
Act.
BUREAU
OP AERONAU'ICS
BUREAU OF
AERONAUTICS

Aviation, Navy, including plant expansions
expansions and facilities in private
plants and outfits for messes of aviation cadets and bachelor officers
officers
at
stations, $180,000,000:
That in
addition to
to the
amount
in addition
the amount
at air
air stations,
$180,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated, the Secretary
herein appropriated,
Secretary of the Navy may prior
July 1,
prior to July
1,
1941, enter into contracts for
production and
and purchase
new aircraft
for production
purchase of
of new
aircraft
spare parts, and accessories
accessories in
exceed
and equipment, spare
in an amount
amount not
not to exceed
$375,000,000:
Provided further,
$375,000,000: Provided
further, That not to exceed
exceed $1,000,000
$1,000,000 of the

total
amount herein
appropriated and
and available
available for
contractual oblioblitotal amount
herein appropriated
for contractual
gation may be used for the procurement
procurement of nonrigid
nonrigid lighter-than-air
lighter-than-air
Providedfurther,
Secretary of
the Treasury
craft: Provided
further, That the Secretary
of the
is authorauthorTreasury is
ized and directed, upon the request
Secretary of
the Navy,
to
request of the Secretary
of the
Navy, to
transfer
aggregate $300,000
transfer not to exceed
exceed in the aggregate
$300,000 from this appropriation to the appropriations
appropriations "Pay, subsistence,
transportation,
subsistence, and transportation,
Navy", and "Pay, Marine
Marine Corps", to
to cover
traveling
cover authorized
authorized traveling
expenses
expenses of officers and enlisted men in connection
connection with flying
new
flying new
airplanes from contractor's
assigned station
station or
or ship,
includcontractor's works to assigned
ship, including travel to contractor's works
works and return of personnel
personnel to stations
stations of
of
amount so transferred
addition to any limiduty, and the amount
transferred shall be in addition
tations contained
contained in the appropriations
subsistence, and
and transappropriations "Pay, subsistence,
portation, Navy", and "Pay, Marine
Marine Corps".
MARINE
MARINE CORPS
CORPS

General expenses, Marine
Marine Corps, $7,000,000.
Ante,
Ante, p.
P. 286.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Authority
exceed
Authority to exceed
statutory
statutory limit.

p. 286.
Ante, P.
Construction and
Construction
and
machinery.
machinery.

48 Stat. 503.
34 U.
S. C. §§
U. 8.
§§ 494-494497; Supp. V,
V, §
8496.
34 U. 8.
Supp.
S. C.,
C., SuPP.
498-498k.
V, 18
§ 498-498k.
394.
Ante, p. 394.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 779.

ALTERATIONS TO
ALTERATIONS
TO NAVAL
NAVAL VESSELS

Alterations
Alterations to naval vessels, including the acquisition
acquisition and conversion
conversion
of vessels for naval
naval auxiliaries of all kinds, $75,000,000,
$75,000,000, to remain availavailable until expended: Provided,
Secretary of
of the
Navy is
is
Provided, That
That the Secretary
the Navy
authorized
statutory limit in conversion
authorized to exceed
exceed the statutory
conversion of vessels
vessels conconverted with these funds.
REPLACEMENT OF NAVAL
REPLACEMENT
NAVAL VESSELS
VESSELS

Construction
Construction and machinery:
machinery: On account of hulls and
of
and outfits
outfits of
vessels
vessels and machinery of vessels heretofore
authorized (and
heretofore authorized
(and appropriated
part),,for the necessary
necessary tools, equipment,
priated for in part)
equipment, and facilities
facilities
in naval establishments
establishments or private
shipbuilding and for the
private plants for shipbuilding
commencement
commencement of one hundred
hundred and nine thousand
thousand three hundred
hundred tons
authorized by the Act of March
March 27, 1934 (48 Stat.
of combatant vessels authorized
501),
501), eight auxiliary vessels
vessels authorized
authorized by the Act approved
approved May 17,
1938 (52 Stat. 401-403),
401-403), seventy-five
seventy-five thousand tons of auxiliary vessels
authorized
approved June 14, 1940 (Public, Numbered 629,
authorized by the Act approved
Seventy-sixth Congress
(H. R. 8026)),
Seventy-sixth
Congress (11.
8026) ), and one million three hundred
hundred
and twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
thousand tons of combatant
combatant vessels, one hundred thousand
tons of auxiliary vessels, and
sand tons
and patrol craft, authorized
authorized by the Act
Act
approved July
July 19, 1940 (Public,
approved
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 757, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Con$93,000,000, to remain available
gress), $93,000,000,
available until expended.
expended.
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Armor, armament,
armament, and
ammunition Toward
Toward the
the armor,
armor, armament,
armament,
and ammunition:
Armor,
and
vessels hereinbefore
hereinbefore described
described under the head
head of
for vessels
and ammunition
ammunition for
"Construction and
and machinery",
machinery", to remain
expended,
available until expended,
remain available
"Construction
$90
1
000,000, including
$68,000,000 for
the necessary
tools,
machine tools,
necessary machine
for the
including $68,000,000
$90,000,000,
equipment,
or additional
estabnaval estabadditional naval
for existing
existing or
facilities for
land, and
and facilities
equipment, land,
lishments
for the
the production
production of armor,
armor 'armament,
armament, and
plants for
or private
private plants
lishments or
ammunition, and,
Secretary of
the Navy
1"avy may
enter
may enter
of the
the Secretary
in addition,
addition, the
and, in
ammunition,
into
to exceed
exceed $47,000,000
same purposes.
purposes.
$47,000,000 for the same
not to
contracts not
into contracts
The first
section 2
2 (b)
(b) and
and subdivision (1)
(1) of
such
of such
of section
first paragraph
paragraph of
The
section 2
the Act
Act approved
28, 1940
Numbered
(Public, Numbered
1940 (Public,
June 28,
approved June
of the
2 (b)
(b) of
section
671,
Seventy-sixth Congress),
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
are hereby
hereby amended
Congress), are
671, Seventy-sixth
"(b)
the date
date of
of approval
approval of
of the
the Second
Supplemental
Second Supplemental
After the
"(b) After
National
Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
contract shall be made
made
no contract
1941, no
Act, 1941,
National Defense
for
construction or
of any
any complete
complete naval
naval vessel
or
vessel or
or manufacture
manufacture of
for the
the construction
any portion
thereof, under
the provisions
otherwise,
or otherwise,
section or
of this
this section
provisions of
under the
any
portion thereof,
of the Act
unless the
the contractor
contractor agrees,
agrees ' for
purposes of section
section 33of
Act
the purposes
for the
unless
as amendedof March
(48 Stat.
Stat. 505;
34 U. S.
amended—
496), as
S. C. 496),
505; 34
1934 (48
27, 1934
of
March 27,
"(1) to
to pay
into the
profit in
in excess
excess of 88per centum
Treasury profit
the Treasury
pay into
"(1)
(in
lieu of
per centum
ceRttun specified
specified in
such section 3) of the
in such
10 per
of the
the 10
(in lieu
total contract
contract prices
of such
contracts within
within the
of this
the scope of
such contracts
prices of
total
subsection as
as are
completed by
the particular
party
contracting party
particular contracting
by the
are completed
subsection
within
taxable year;
year;".
the income
income taxable
within the
There
may be
detailed to
to the
Bureau of
of Navigation
not to
at
exceed at
to exceed
Navigation not
the Bureau
be detailed
There may
lieu of the seven
any
one time
twenty-five enlisted
enlisted men
Navy in
seven
in lieu
of the
the Navy
men of
time twenty-five
any one
enlisted men
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal
Naval Appropriation
by the
the Naval
authorized by
as authorized
men as
enlisted
year 1941,
1941, and
and to
of Operations
not to
to exceed
exceed at
at any
any one
one time
time
Operations not
Bureau of
to the
the Bureau
year
twelve enlisted
the Navy
Navy in
addition to
to those detailed
detailed to Naval
Naval
in addition
of the
men of
enlisted men
twelve
Communications
and the
Office of
of Naval
Naval Intelligence.
Intelligence.
the Office
Communications and

Armor, armament,
armament,
Armor,
and ammunition.
ammunition.
and

Ante. p.
p. 677; post, p.
p.
1003.
1003.
Contract agreeagree.
Contract
ment.
ment.

34U.
34
U. S.. C., Supp. V,
§
496.
1496.
1003.
Post, p. 1003.
Profit in excess
excess of
of
Profit
per centum, disposidisposi•
88per
tion.
tion.

Details to desigdesignated Bureaus.
nated
287.
Ante, p. 287.

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Salaries:
personal services
services in
the District
of
District of
in the
for personal
compensation for
For compensation
Salaries: For
Columbia, as
as follows:
follows:
Columbia,
Office
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy,
$20,000.
Navy, $20,000.
Office of
Office
the Chief
of Naval
$20,000.
Operations, $20,000.
Naval Operations,
Chief of
of the
Office of
Office
of the
the Director
Communications, $10,080.
$10,080.
of Naval
Naval Communications,
Director of
Office of
Contingent expenses,
$50,000.
expenses, $50,000.
Contingent
binding, $50,000.
Printing
and binding,
Printing and
SEc.
To the
the President
the War
Department
War Department
to the
allocation to
for allocation
President for
201. To
SEC. 201.
and
the Navy
Navy Department
of necessary
necessary land
land and
and
acquisition of
the acquisition
for the
Department for
and the
the construction
construction of
housing units,
necessary utilities,
utilities, roads,
roads,
including necessary
units, including
of housing
the
walks, and
accessories, at
or near
near Military
Military or
Estabor Naval
Naval Estabon or
at locations
locations on
and accessories,
walks,
lishments,
now in
or to
to be
built, or
privately owned
owned
near privately
or near
be built,
existence or
in existence
lishments, now
industrial
military or
or naval
naval activities,
which for
the
for the
activities, which
in military
engaged in
plants engaged
industrial plants
purposes
this Act
Act shall
to include
include activities
activities of
of the
the
construed to
be construed
shall be
of this
purposes of
Maritime Commission,
where the
of War,
War, the
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Secretary
Commission, where
Maritime
the Navy,
Chairman of
of the
Maritime Commission
Commission shall
shall cercerthe Maritime
or the
the Chairman
Navy, or
the
tify that
is important
for purposes
purposes under
under their
their respecrespecimportant for
housing is
such housing
that such
tify
tive jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and necessary
to the
the national
national defense
defense program,
program,
necessary to
tive
$100,000,000: Provided,
That the
housing
average unit cost of such housing
the average
Provided, That
$100,000,000:

Ante, p.
p. 288.
288.
Ante,

Ante, p. 289.
289.
Ante, p. 290.
290.
Allocations
Allocations to War
and Navy DepartDepart•
and

ments for
for construction
construction
ments

of housing units, etc.

Ante, p.
post,
p. 881;
881; post.
Ante,
pp,
1125.
pp. 1115, 1125.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Limitation on averaverLimitation

neces- age unit cost.
installation of
projects,
including acquisitions
of land
land and
and the
of necesthe installation
acquisitions of
projects, including
sary
roads, walks,
walks, accessories
accessories and
expenses shall
shall
collateral expenses
and collateral
utilities, roads,
sary utilities,
Utilization of
of other
other
Utilization
not
excess of
$3,500: Provided
That in
carrying out
out the
the U.
U. S.
S. agencies.
agencies.
in carrying
further, That
Provided further,
of $3,500:
in excess
be in
not be
purposes
of this
section the
the Secretary
of War
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
and the
War and
Secretary of
this section
purposes of
the
Navy may
other agencies
the United
United States
States as
as they
they Rentals
of the
agencies of
such other
utilize such
may utilize
the Navy
enlisted
Rentals to enlisted
may determine
determine upon:
That the
Secretary of
of War
War men, etc.
the Secretary
further, That
Provided further,
upon: Provided
may
and
Navy, at
at their
their discretion,
discretion, are
are hereby
authorhereby authorthe Navy,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
ized to
rent such
housing units,
units, upon
upon completion,
to enlisted
enlisted men
of
men of
completion, to
such housing
to rent
ized
the
Army,
Navy,
Marine
Corps
with
families,
to
field
employees
of
of
employees
to
field
the Army, Navy, Marine Corps with families,
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the
Military and
and Naval
Naval Establishments
Establishments with
with families,
and to
to workers
workers
the Military
families, and
with
are engaged,
engaged, or
engaged, in
industries essential
essential
with families
families who
who are
or to
to be
be engaged,
in industries
naval national defense
programs, including
including work
to the military and naval
defense programs,
Use
rental on ships under
of rental
lTse of
Maritime Commission.
Commission. The Secreunder the control of the Maritime
Secrereceipts.
re
tary of War and the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy are further authorized
cel p ts
authorized to
use
such rentals
rentals as
be collected
from each
each housing
housing project
project for
for the
the
use such
as may
may be
collected from
management
of the
the housing
units therein,
therein, including
including
management and
and maintenance
maintenance of
housing units
utilities,
special reserve
and accessories,
accessories, and
and to
to set up special
utilities, roads,
roads, walks,
walks, and
accounts for
the amortization
of the
cost of
of the
project: Provided
accounts
for the
amortization of
the cost
the project:
Provided
Cost-plus-a-f ixedfurther,
That the
the authority
of existing
existing law
law for
for the
costof costthe negotiation
negotiation of
authority of
further That
CostltrPu-afixedfee
contracts.
fr
plus-a-fixed-fee
shall be
be applicable
to housing
housing projects
projects for
plus-a-fxed-fee contracts
contracts shall
applicable to
for
which
Departments
which funds
funds may
may be made
made available
available to
to the
the War and Navy Departments
Commission.
or the Maritime Commission.
Citation
of title.
Citation of
title.
SEC.
IV of the Naval
SEC. 202. This title may be cited as "Title
"Title IV
Naval AppropriaAppropriafiscal year
1941".
tion Act
Act for
for the fiscal
year 1941".
Ante, p. 287.
Inapplicability to
Inapplicability
War and Navy Departments
partments of
of certain
certain
postal requirements.
requirements.
39 U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Snpp. V,
V,

321b.
1321b.

Government conGovernment
con-

tracts.
tracts.
Applicability of proApplicability
visions of designated
designated
Acts.
Acts.
4011
40 U. S. C,
C., Supp. V,
275a.
276a.
41
V,
41 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
I
§35-45.
1i
35-45.

Wages
Wages of
of laborers,
laborers,
etc.;
etc.; computation.
computation.

Short
Short title.

TITLE
PROVISIONS
III-GENERAL PROVISIONS
TITLE III-GENERAL
SEC. 301. That during the period
period of the national
national emergency
declared
emergency declared
SEC.
President on September
of section 66
September 8, 1939,
1939, to exist, so much of
by the President
of
the Act
Act approved
6, 1939
(53 Stat.
683) ,as
as amended
amended by
by section
section
approved May
May 6,
1939 (53
Stat. 683),
of the
2
June 30,1939
30,1939 (53
989), as requires
2 of
of the
the Act approved
approved June
(53 Stat.
Stat. 989),
requires the head
of each
each executive
executive department
the Post
Post Office
Office Department)
Department)
department (other
(other than
than the
of
Postmaster General
quarterly reports
to the
the Postmaster
General quarterly
reports relating to mail
to submit to
matter which
which has been transmitted
free of postage,
postage, is hereby
hereby suspended,
suspended,
matter
transmitted free
insofar as the War and Navy Departments
Departments are concerned.
concerned.
S
EC. 302. Nothing
Nothing in Titles
Titles IIand
and II
II hereof shall be
be deemed
deemed to render
render
SEC.
inapplicable the provisions
provisions of the Act of March 3,
1931,as
amended by
inapplicable
3,1931,
as amended
by
C., title 40, sec. 276
the Act of August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1011; U. S. C.,
(a))
(49 Stat. 2036;
2036;
1936 (49
provisions of
of the
the Act of June 30, 1936
(a)), or the provisions
U. S. C., title 41,
11, secs.
contracts to which
which the
U.S.
sees. 35-15),
35-45), to any contract
contract or contracts
provisions of either or both of such Acts would
would otherwise apply.
S
EC. 303. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision
provision of law, the wages
wages of
of
SEC.
every laborer and mechanic
employed by any contractor
contractor or subcontracsubcontracmechanic employed
tor engaged
engaged in the performance
contract of the character
speciperformance of any contract
character speciJune 19,
19, 1912 (37
(37 Stat. 138; U. S. C.,
C. 'title 40, sees.
secs.
fied in the Act of June
computed on a
324, 325),
325), shall be
be computed
a basic day rate
rate of eight hours per day
and work in excess of eight
eight hours per day shall be permitted upon comhours worked in excess
excess of eight hours per day at not
not
pensation for all hours
one-half times
times the basic
basic rate of
of pay.
less than one and one-half
SEC. 304. This Act may
may be cited as the "Second
"Second Supplemental
Supplemental National
National
SEC.
Appropriation Act, 1941".
Defense Appropriation
1941".
Approved, September
September 9,
9, 1940, 9
m., E. S. T.
Approved,
9 a. m.,
[CHAPTER 718]
[CHAPTER
718]

September 11,
11, 1940
[S.
[S. 4272]
[Public, No. 782]

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
approved March 4, 1925,
"An Act
amend the Act approved
1925, entitled
entitled "An
Act providing for sundry
sundry
affecting the naval
service, and for other
matters affecting
naval service,
other purposes",
purposes", as amended.
amended.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section
section 22 of
the Act approved March 4, 1925, entitled "An Act providing for sunaffecting the naval
dry matters affecting
naval service, and for other purposes" (43
Stat. 1276; U. S. C., title 34, sec. 821),
821), as amended
amended by the Act approved
approved
6,
1937
(50
Stat.
563;
C.,
supp.
V, title 34, sec. 821),
August
(50
U.
S.
C.,
821), is
Increase of total perhereby further amended
sonnel.
amended by deleting the words "twenty-four
"twenty-four hundred"
hundred"
sonnel.
in the last line
section, and
and by
by inserting
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
line of the
the section,
inserting in
in lieu
words
"seventy-two
"seventy-two hundred".
hundred".
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

Approved, September 11, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
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[CHAPTER 719]
[CHAPTER
719]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

H. Jones,
Jones, Federal
Administrator, to be appointed
to,
To authorize Jesse
Jesse H.
Federal Loan
Loan Administrator,
appointed to,
perform the duties
Secretary of Commerce.
and to perform
duties of, the Office
Office of Secretary

Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Resolved by the Senate
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstanding any
Jones, FedFedstanding
any provision of law
law to
to the
the contrary,
contrary, Jesse
Jesse H.
H. Jones,
eral Loan Administrator,
Administrator, may continue
appointed
continue in such office
office and be appointed
to, in the manner
manner now provided
provided by law, and may exercise
exercise the duties
Commerce: Provided,
Provided, That the
of the Office of Secretary
Secretary of Commerce:
the total
compensation to be paid
paid him as Secretary
compensation
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce and
and as
as
Federal Loan Administrator
Administrator shall
shall be that provided
provided by law for the
Secretary
Secretary of Commerce.
Approved, September
Approved,
September 13,
13, 1040,
1940, 1
1 p.m.,
p.m., E.
E. S.
S. T.
T.
[CHAPTER 7201
720]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
for the
by increasing
increasing the
personnel of
the armed
armed forces
forces
To
provide for
the common
common defense
defense by
the personnel
of the
of the
the United
States and
and providing
providing for
training.
of
United States
for its
its training.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That (a)
(a) the
the ConUnited States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
Congress
declares that
it is imperative
imperative to
to increase
increase and train the
the
gress hereby
hereby declares
that it
personnel
United States.
States.
the United
the armed
armed forces
forces of
of the
personnel of
of the
(b)
declares that
the oblioblisociety the
that in
in aafree
free society
further declares
The Congress
Congress further
(b) The
gations
and privileges
training and
and service
service should
be
should be
gations and
privileges of
of military
military training
shared
in accordance
and just
just system
system of
of selective
selective
a fair
fair and
accordance with
with a
generally in
shared generally
compulsory
training and
and service.
military training
compulsory military
(c)
The Congress
Congress further
declares, in
in accordance
with our
our traditradiaccordance with
further declares,
(c) The
tional
in the
the National
Act of
of
Defense Act
National Defense
as expressed
expressed in
military policy
policy as
tional military
1916, as
as amended,
that it
is essential
strength and
and organizaorganizathat the
the strength
essential that
it is
amended, that
1916,
tion
of the
as an
part of
of the
the first-line
first-line
an integral
integral part
Guard, as
the National
National Guard,
tion of
defenses
Nation, be
all times
times maintained
maintained and assured.
assured. To
at all
be at
of this
this Nation,
defenses of
this
end, it
is the
the intent
intent of
of the
the Congress
Congress
that whenever
whenever the
the Congress
Congress that
it is
this end,
shall
that troops
are needed
needed for
for the
national security
security in
in
the national
troops are
determine that
shall determine
excess
of the
Regular Army
those in
active training
training and
and
in active
and those
Army and
the Regular
of those
those of
excess of
service
under section
section 3
3 (b),
(b), the
the National
National Guard
the United
United States,
States,
of the
Guard of
service under
or
such part
part thereof
as may
be necessary,
ordered to
to active
active
be ordered
shall be
necessary, shall
may be
thereof as
or such
Federal
continued therein
therein so
so long
long as
as such
such necessity
necessity exists.
exists.
and continued
service and
Federal service
SEc. 2.
2. Except
Except as
otherwise provided
provided in
in this
it shall
be the
duty
the duty
shall be
this Act,
Act, it
as otherwise
SEC.
of
male citizen
citizen of
United States,
States, and
of every
male alien
alien residresidevery male
and of
of the
the United
of every
every male
ing
in the
the United
States, who,
who, on
on the
days fixed
fixed for
for the
first or
or
the first
or days
the day
day or
United States,
ing in
any
of twenty-one
and
twenty-one and
ages of
the ages
is between
between the
registration, is
any subsequent
subsequent registration,
thirty-six, to
present himself
himself for
and submit
submit to
to registration
registration at
at such
time
such time
for and
to present
thirty-six,
or
times and
and place
place or
or places,
places, and
and in
manner and
and in
in such
group
age group
such age
such manner
in such
or times
or groups,
as shall
be determined
by rules
rules and
regulations prescribed
prescribed
and regulations
determined by
shall be
groups, as
or
hereunder.
hereunder.
SEc.
3. (a)
(a) Except
Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
in this
this Act,
every male
male
Act, every
provided in
SEC. 3.
citizen
every male
alien residing
in the
the United
United
residing in
male alien
and every
States, and
United States,
of the
the United
citizen of
States who
become such
such aacitizen,
citizen, between
between
to become
intention to
his intention
declared his
has declared
who has
States
the ages
thirty-six at
the time
time fixed
for his
his registraregistrafixed for
at the
and thirty-six
of twenty-one
twenty-one and
ages of
the
tion, shall
be liable
liable for
training and
and service
service in
in the
the land
or naval
naval forces
forces
land or
for training
shall be
tion,
of
United States.
The President
President is
authorized from
time to time
time,
from time
is authorized
States. The
of the
the United
whether or
or not
state of
war exists,
exists, to
to select
select and
and induct
induct into
into the
the land
land
of war
not aastate
whether
and naval
naval forces
of the
the United
States for
and service,
service, in
in the
the
for training
training and
United States
forces of
and
manner provided
provided in
in this
such number
of men
his judgment
judgment
in his
as in
men as
number of
Act,i such
this Act,
manner
is
required for
for such
such forces
n the
the national
national interest:
That
Provided That
interest: Provided,
forces in
is required
within
the limits
of the
the quota
determined under
section 4
for the
the
(b) for
4 (b)
under section
quota determined
limits of
within the
subdivision
any person,
regardless of
of race
race or
or color,
color,
person, regardless
he resides,
resides, any
which he
in which
subdivision in
between
ages of
and thirty-six,
be afforded
an opporopporafforded an
shall be
thirty-six, shall
eighteen and
of eighteen
the ages
between the

3 13,
September
13, 1940
1940
September
62]
s[H.
i. J.. Res.
Res. 602]
[Pub.
Res., No.
[Pub. Res.,
No. 97]
97]

Appointment of
Appointment
Jesse H.
H. Jones, FedJesse
eral
eral Loan AdministraAdministrator,
tor, to Office
Office of Secretary
tary of Commerce.
Commerce.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Total compensacompensaTotal
tion.
tion.

September 16,
1940
September
16, 1940
[S.
[S. 4164]
[Public, No. 7831
783]
[Public,

Selective
Training
Selective Training
Service Act of
and Service
1940.
1940.
Declarations
Declarations of Congress.

Stat. 166.
39 Stat.

Registration.
Registration.

Age
Age limits.
limits.

Liability for trainservice.
ing and service.

Number of
of men to
to
Number
be selected
selected and inducted.
ducted.

Provisos.
Proisos.
Volunteering for inVolunteering
duction.
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Fitness required.
Fitness
required.

Adequate
shelter,
Adequate shelter,
etc., for men inducted.

etcrmennducted

Peacetime land
Peacetime land
forces, maximum.

ors
maximum

Camp, etc.,
assignCamp,
etc., assignments.

nts.

Period of service.
Period
service.

Transfer to reserve
Transfer
reserve
component. to
Period
memberPeriod of
of membership.

Proviso.
Proriso.
Relief of certain
Relief
certain
persons from liability

to serve in time of

to
serve in time of
peace.

Call to
active duty.
Call
to active
duty.

Pay, allowances,
Pay, allowances,
pensions,
etc.

pensions, etc.

Benefits
Benefits extended.
extended.

Promotions.
Promotions.

Use of land forces
beyond fWentore
Western
Hemisphere,
Hemisphere, restricrestriction.

bevond

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

tunity to volunteer
volunteer for induction
induction into
or naval
of the
the
into the
the land
land or
naval forces
forces of
United States for the training
training and
prescribed in
in subsection
(b),
and service
service prescribed
subsection (b),
person who so volunteers
but no person
volunteers shall
shall be
be inducted
inducted for
such training
for such
training
and service
service so long as he is deferred after classification:
furclassification: Provided
Providedfurther,
ther, That no man shall be inducted
service under
under this
this
inducted for
for training and service
Act unless and until he is acceptable
acceptable to the land or naval
naval forces
forces for
such
for such
training and service and his physical
mental fitness
fitness for
for such
such traintrainphysical and mental
ing and service has been satisfactorily
satisfactorily determined:
determined: Provided
Provided further,
further,
That no men shall be
be inducted
inducted for such
such training
training and
and service
service until
until adeadequate provision
provision shall have been made for such shelter,
facilishelter, sanitary
sanitary facilities,
ties water supplies, heating
heating and lighting arrangements,
arrangements, medical
medical care,
care,
and
accommodations, for such men, as may be
and hospital accommodations,
determined by
by
be determined
the Secretary of War or the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
the case
be,
Navy, as
as the
case may
may be,
to
essential to
to public
public and
personal health:
health: Provided
further, That
That
to be
be essential
and personal
Providedfurther,

except
except in time of war there shall not be in active training or
service in
or service
in
the land forces of the United States at any
any one time
time under
under subsection
subsection
(b) more
more than nine
nine hundred
hundred thousand
men inducted
thousand men
inducted under
under the
the proviprovisions of this Act. The
inducted into the land
or naval
naval forces
forces for
for
The men
men inducted
land or
training
training and service
service under this Act shall be assigned
assigned to camps or units
of such forces.
(b) Each man inducted under
under the provisions of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall

serve for a
a training and service period of twelve
consecutive months,
months,
twelve consecutive
unless sooner discharged,
that whenever
whenever the
the Congress
Congress has
discharged, except
except that
has
declared
declared that the national
national interest
interest is
such twelve-month
is imperiled,
imperiled, such
twelve-month
period may be extended by the President to
time as
as may
may be
be
to such
such time
necessary
in the
the interests
of national
nse .
necessary in
interests of
national defe
defense.
(c)
Each such man, after the completion
(c) Each
completion of his period of training
training
subsection (b),
(b), shall be transferred
a reserve comand service under subsection
transferred to a
component of the land or naval
naval forces
forces of
United States;
States; and
until he
he
of the
the United
and until
attains the age of forty-five, or until the expiration
expiration of a
of ten
a period of
ten
years after such transfer, or
or until
he is
is discharged
such reserve
reserve
until he
discharged from
from such
component, whichever
whichever occurs first, he shall
component,
shall be
deemed to
to be
be aamember
member
be deemed
of such reserve component
component and shall be
to such
additional traintrainbe subject
subject to
such additional
ing and service as may now or hereafter
hereafter be prescribed
prescribed by
by law:
law :
Provided,
Provided,
That any man who completes
completes at
at least
least twelve
training and
and
twelve months'
months' training
service in the land forces
forces under subsection (b),
(b), and who thereafter
thereafter
serves satisfactorily
satisfactorily in the Regular
Regular Army or in
m the
the active
National
active National
a period
Guard for a
period of at least two years, shall, in time
time of
of peace,
be
peace, be
relieved from any liability
liability to serve
serve in any
reserve component
component of
the
any reserve
of the
land or Naval forces
forces of the United States and from further liability
for the
training and service under subsection (b),
for
the training
(b), but nothing in this
construed to prevent any such man,
subsection shall be construed
man, while in
in a
a
reserve component
component of such forces, from being
being ordered
ordered or
or called
to
called to
active duty in such forces.
forces.
(d)
respect to
to the
men inducted
inducted for
for training
service under
under
(d) With respect
the men
training and
and service
allowed and extended the
same pay, allowthis Act there shall be paid, allowed,
th e same
all owances, pensions, disability
disability and death compensation,
and other
other benefits
benefits
compensation, and
by law in
m the case of other enlisted
as are provided bylaw
enlisted men
men of
of like
grades
like grades
and length of service of that component
component of the land or
forces to
to
or naval forces
which they are assigned,
transfer to aareserve component of
assigned, and after
after transfer
the land
naval forces
as provided
provided in subsection
subsection (c)
the
land or
or naval
forces as
(c) there shall be
paid, allowed
allowed, and extended with respect
respect to them the same
as
same benefits
benefits as
are provided by law
law in like cases
cases with respect
respect to
to other
of such
other members
members of
such
reserve component.
reserve
component. Men in such training
training and service and men who
have been so transferred to reserve components
components shall
have an
an opporopporshall have
tunity to
for promotion.
promotion.
tunity
to qualify
qualify for
(e) Persons inducted into
of the
the United States
(e)
into the land forces of
States under
under

this
Act shall
not be employed beyond
this Act
shall not
beyond the limits of the Western
Western HemiHemisphere except in the Territories
Territories and possessions of the United States,
including the Philippine Islands.
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(f) Nothing contained
contained in this or any other Act shall be construed as
forbidding the payment of compensation
compensation by any person, firm, or corporation to persons inducted into the land or naval forces of the United
States for training and service under this Act, or to members
members of the
reserve components of such forces now or hereafter
hereafter on any type of
active duty, who, prior to their induction or commencement
commencement of active
duty, were receiving compensation
compensation from such person, firm, or
corporation.
corporation.
S
EC. 4. (a)
selection of men for training and service under sec(a) The selection
SEC.
tion 3
(other than those who are voluntarily
voluntarily inducted pursuant to this
3 (other
tion
Act)
shall be made in an impartial manner, under such rules and
Act) shall
regulations
prescribe, from the men who are liable
regulations as the President may prescribe,
for such training and service and who at the time of selection are regisProvided, That in
deferred or exempted: Provided,
classified but not deferred
tered and classified
selection and training
training of men under this Act, and in the interpretainterpretathe selection
execution of the provisions of this Act, there shall be no
tion and execution
discrimination against any person on account of race or color.
discrimination
(b) Quotas
under
inducted for training and service under
to be inducted
men to
Quotas of men
(b)
this
for each State, Territory, and the District
District
determined for
be determined
shall be
Act shall
this Act
of
Columbia, and
and for
for subdivisions
actual
thereof, on the basis of the actual
subdivisions thereof,
of Columbia,
number
number of men in the several States, Territories, and the District of
Columbia, and
the subdivisions thereof, who are liable for such trainand the
Columbia,
classification, except
deferred after classification,
ing and service but who are not deferred
except
ing
that
shall be
be given
given in fixing such quotas for residents of such
credits shall
that credits
subdivisions
subdivisions who are in the land and naval forces of the United States
on
determining such quotas. After such quotas are
on the date fixed for determining
fixed,
credits shall
shall be given
such
such quotas for residents of such
in filling such
given in
fixed, credits
subdivisions
subsequently become members of such forces. Until
who subsequently
subdivisions who
the
actual numbers
necessary for
determining the quotas are known,
for determining
numbers necessary
the actual
the quotas
quotas may
may be
based on estimates, and subsequent
adjustments
subsequent adjustments
be based
the
therein shall
when such actual numbers are known. All
made when
shall be made
therein
computations under
accordance with
be made
made in accordance
shall be
subsection shall
this subsection
under this
computations
such rules
rules and
as the
the President
prescribe.
may prescribe.
President may
regulations as
and regulations
such
S
EC. 5.
5. (a)
(a) Commissioned
Commissioned officers,
officers ' warrant
officers, pay clerks, and
warrant officers
SEC.
enlisted
of the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Navy, the
Marine Corps, the
the Marine
the Navy,
Army, the
men of
enlisted men
Coast Guard,
Guard, the
the Coast
Geodetic Survey,
the Public
Public Health ServSurvey, the
and Geodetic
Coast and
Coast
ice, the
recognized active
active National
Officers'
National Guard, the Officers'
federally recognized
the federally
ice,
Reserve Corps,
Corps, the
Regular Army
Enlisted Reserve Corps
Corps,
the Enlisted
Reserve, the
Army Reserve,
the Regular
Reserve
cadets, United
Reserve, and the Marine Corps Reserve; cadets,
Naval Reserve,
the Naval
States Military
United States
States Naval
AcadNaval Acadmidshipmen, United
Academy; midshipmen,
Military Academy;
States
emy; cadets
United States
States Coast Guard Academy; men who have
cadets, United
emy;
been
accepted for
for admittance
year
academic year
with the academic
(commencing with
admittance (commencing
been accepted
next
succeeding such
the United
States Military
Military
United States
to the
acceptance) to
such acceptance)
next succeeding
midship Academy as cadets, to the United States Naval Academy as midshipmen or to
Academy as cadets, but
to the United States Coast Guard Academy
men,
only
during the
such acceptance;
cadets of
the advanced
advanced
of the
acceptance; cadets
of such
continuance of
the continuance
only during
course, senior
Training Corps
Corps or Naval
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
division, Reserve
senior division,
course,
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps;
diplomatic representatives,
and diplomatic
Corps; and
Officers' Training
Reserve
technical attaches
embassies and
general,
consuls general,
legations, consuls
and legations,
foreign embassies
of foreign
attaches of
technical
consuls vice
consuls, and consular agents of foreign countries, residing
vice consuls,
consuls,
in the
the United
United States,
who are not
citizens of
of the United States, and
not citizens
States, who
in
who have
have not
not declared
declared their
their intention
intention to become citizens of the United
who
States,
not be
be required
required to
to be
be registered
registered under
under section
section 2
2 and shall
shall not
States, shall
be
relieved from
from liability
for training and
3 (b).
service under section 3
and service
liability for
be relieved
(b) In
In time
time of
of peace,
the following
following persons
persons shall
relieved from
shall be relieved
peace, the
(b)
liability to
to serve
in any
component of
forces
naval forces
or naval
land or
the land
of the
reserve component
any reserve
serve in
liability
of the
the United
United States
and from
for training
service
and service
training and
liability for
from liability
States and
of
under section
section 3
3 (b)(b)—
under
(1)
Any man
man who
shall have
have satisfactorily
served for at least
least
satisfactorily served
who shall
(1) Any
three
years in
in the
the Regular
or after
after or
or
before or
Army before
Regular Army
consecutive years
three consecutive

Compensation from
from
Compensation
private parties.

Impartiality
Impartiality
selection.
of selection.

Proviso.
ProvWio.
race discriminaNo race
tion.

for determinBasis for
determining quotas.

Credits.

Computations.
Computations.

Persons exempt
Persons
exempt
from registration.
registration.

Persons exempt
ex empt
from liability to serve
in time of peace.

Service in Regular
Regular
Army.
Army.
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Service
active
in active
Service in
National
National Guard and
Regular
Regular Army.

Service in
In active
National Guard.

Service in
Officers'
Service
in Officers'
Reserve Corps.
Corps.
Reserve

Proviso.
Proviso.
active duty.
Call to active
duty.

Deferment
Deferment of desigdesignated public officers.
officers.

Officers necessary
to
necessary to
health, safety,
public health,
or interest.

Deferment of minisDeferment
ters of
of religion,
religion, etc.

Deferment of peremployed in
sons employed
in essential industry, etc.
sential

Persons with
with
pendents.
pendents.

de-

Deficient or defecDeficient
tive persons.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

partially
after the
time fixed
fixed for
for registration
registration
the time
before and
and partially
partially after
partially before
under section 2.
(2)
who as
as aamember
the active
National Guard
Guard shall
shall
of the
active National
member of
(2) Any
Any man
man who
have satisfactorily
satisfactorily served
served for
at least
least one
one year
year in
active Federal
in active
Federal
for at
have
service
the Army
Army of
of the
the United
States, and
and subsequent
subsequent thereto
thereto
United States,
service in
in the
for at
least two
two consecutive
consecutive years
years in
in the
Army or
m the
the
or in
the Regular
Regular Army
for
at least
active National
National Guard,
Guard, before
before or
or after
or partially
before and
and parparafter or
partially before
active
tially after
time fixed
registration under
under section
section 2.
2.
fixed for
for registration
tially
after the
the time
(3) Any
man who
National Guard
Guard at the
the .time
(3)
Any man
who is
is in
in the
the active
active National
fixed for
under section
section 2, and who shall have
satisfachave satisfacfixed
for registration
registration under
torily served
at least
least six
six consecutive
consecutive years,
years, before
before or
or after
after
therein for
for at
torily
served therein
or
partially before
before and
and partially
after the
the time fixed
fixed for such
such
partially after
or partially
registration.
registration.
(4) Any man
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps on
on the eligible
(4)
man who is in the Officers'
list
at the
time fixed
for registration
registration under
under section
section 2, and
shall
and who shall
fixed for
list at
the time
have
satisfactorily served
served therein
therein on
on the
the eligible
eligible list
for at
least six
six
list for
at least
have satisfactorily
consecutive
or partially
partially before
before and
and partially
partially
after or
years, before
before or
or after
consecutive years,
after
time fixed
for such
Provided, That nothing
nothing
registration: Provided,
fixed for
such registration:
after the
the time
in
subsection shall
persons enumerenumerthe persons
shall be construed
construed to prevent the
in this
this subsection
ated
this subsection,
subsection, while
reserve components
components of
of the
the land
land or
or
while in
in reserve
ated in
in this
naval
United States, from being ordered
ordered or called to
forces of
of the United
naval forces
duty in such forces.
active duty
(c)
of the
the United
Governors of
of
the Governors
States, the
United States,
Vice President
President of
The Vice
(1) The
(c) (1)
Territories, members
members of the legislative
legislative bodies
bodies
States and Territories,
the several States
of the
the United States and of the several States and Territories, judges
of the courts of record of the United States and of the several States
and
Territories and the
holding such
such
the District
District of Columbia, shall,
shall, while holding
and Territories
offices, be deferred
deferred from training
training and service under this Act in the land
and naval
naval forces
forces of the United States.
(2) The President is authorized,
authorized, under such rules and regulations
regulations
prescribe, to provide
provide for the deferment
deferment from training
training and
and
as he may prescribe,
service under this Act
forces of the United
Act in the land
land and
and naval
naval forces
United States,
States,
office (other
of any person holding an
an office
(other than an office
office described
described in paraparaStates or any
graph (1) of this
this subsection)
subsection) under
under the United
United States
any State,
Territory, or the District of Columbia,
Columbia, whose continued service in such
such
section 10
10 (a)
(a) (2)
(2) to
to be
be necessary
necessary to
to
office is found
found in
in accordance
accordance with section
health,2safety, or interest.
the maintenance
maintenance of the public health
(d)
and stud
en t
s
(d) Regular
Regular or duly
duly ordained
ordained ministers
ministers of
of religion,
religion, and
students
who are preparing
preparing for the ministry in theological
theological or divinity schools
schools
recognized
year prior
to the
the date
date of
of enactrecognized as
as such for more
more than
than one
one year
prior to
enactment of this Act, shall be exempt
exempt from training
training and
not
and service (but not
from registration)
registration) under
under this Act.
(e) The President
President is authorized,
authorized, under such rules and regulations
regulations
(e)
as
he may
may prescribe,
prescribe to
for the
the deferment
deferment from
from training
training and
as he
to provide
provide for
and
service under this Act in the land and naval forces of the United
States of those men whose
whose employment
employment in
or
in industry, agriculture,
agriculture, or
other occupations
occupations or employment,
employment, or whose activity in other endeavors,
endeavors,
accordance with section 10 (a)
(a) (2)
is found in
i
n accordance
(2) to be necessary
necessary to
the maintenance
maintenance of the national health, safety, or interest. The Presiauthorized, under such
such rules and regulations as
dent is also authorized,
as he may
for the
deferment from
n g and
an d service
serv i
ce
prescribe, to
to provide
provide for
the deferment
from traini
training
under
land and
and naval
forces of
the United
United States
St at
es (1)
under this Act
Act in the land
naval forces
of the
(1)
of those men in a
a status with respect to persons dependent upon them
for
deferment advisable,
advisable, and
and (2)
(2) of
of those
those
for support
support which renders
renders their deferment
men found to be physically, mentally,
mentally, or morally deficient
deficient or defective. No deferment
deferment from such training and service shall be made in
the case of any individual
individual except upon the basis of the status of such
individual, and no such deferment
deferment shall be made
made of individuals by
occupational groups or of groups of individuals in any plant or
occupational
institution.
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Deferment of cer(f) Any person who, during the year 1940, entered
entered upon attendance
attendance Deferment
tain
tain college
college or univeruniverfor the
the academic
academic year
year 1940-19411940-1941—
sity students.
sity
students.
(1)
(1) at any college
college or university
which grants
university which
grants aadegree
degree in
in arts
arts
or science, to pursue aacourse
course of instruction satisfactory
satisfactory complecompleprescribed by such college or university as aa
tion of which is prescribed
prerequisite to
of such
such degrees;
prerequisite
to either
either of
degrees; or
or
(2) at
any university
in paragraph
(1), to
to pursue
(2)
at any
university described
described in
paragraph (1),
pursue aa
instruction to the pursuit of which a
a degree
course of instruction
degree in arts or
science is prescribed
prescribed by
prerequisite;
science
by such
such university
university as
as a
a prerequisite;
and who, while pursuing such
of instruction at such college
such course
course of
college or
university, is selected
selected for
for training
and service
training and
under this
Act prior
to
service under
this Act
prior to
the end of such academic
academic year, or prior to July 1, 1941, whichever
whichever
occurs
first, shall,
upon his
request, be
induction into
occurs first,
shall, upon
his request,
be deferred
deferred from
from induction
into
the land
land or naval forces
the
training and
service until the end
forces for
for such
such training
and service
end
of
event later
1941.
of such
such academic
academic year,
year, but in no event
later than
than July
July 1,
1, 1941.
Conscientious objecConscientious
(g)
Nothing contained
Act shall
to require
require tors.
in this
this Act
shall be
be construed
construed to
(g) Nothing
contained in
training and
and service
service in
the
any person to be subject
subject to combatant
combatant training
in the
land or
or naval
of the
the United
United States
States who,
who by
by reason
reason of
of religious
religious
land
naval forces
forces of
training and
and belief,
is conscientiously
conscientiously opposed
opposed to
to participation
participation in
in
training
belief, is
person claiming
exemption from
war in
in any
any form. Any such person
claiming such exemption
from Assignment.
combatant training
of such
objecsuch conscientious
conscientious objecand service
service because
because of
combatant
training and
tions whose
whose claim
claim is
by the
the local
local board
if he
he is
is
is sustained
sustained by
board shall,
shall, if
tions
inducted into
into the
the land
land or
or naval
naval forces
forces under
under this
this Act,
assigned
Act, be
be assigned
inducted
to
noncombatant service
as defined
defined by
the President,
to noncombatant
service as
by the
President, or
or shall,
shall if
if he
he
participation in
to be conscientiously
conscientiously opposed
opposed to
to participation
in such nonis found
found to
combatant
service, in
in lieu
lieu of
induction, be assigned
work of
of such
such induction,
assigned to work
combatant service,
Appeal.
national
importance under
under civilian
Any such
such person
person Appeal.
civilian direction.
direction. Any
national importance
claiming
such exemption
exemption from
training and service because
combatant training
from combatant
claiming such
of such
conscientious objections
objections shall,
shall, if
is not
sustained
such claim
claim is
not sustained
if such
of
such conscientious
by the
board, be
entitled to
appeal to
to the
the appropriate
appropriate appeal
appeal
be entitled
to an
an appeal
by
the local
local board,
board
section 10
(a) (2).
the filing
of such
such
(2). Upon
Upon the
filing of
in section
10 (a)
board provided
provided for
for in
appeal with
appeal board,
board, the
appeal board
shall forthwith
forthwith
board shall
the appeal
with the
the appeal
appeal
refer the
matter to
to the
Justice for
for inquiry
inquiry and
and hearing
hearing
of Justice
the Department
Department of
the matter
refer
Hearing.
by the
or the
the proper
proper agency
agency thereof.
After appropriate
appropriate Hearing.
thereof. After
by
the Department
Department or
inquiry by
by such
be held
held by
Department
by the Department
shall be
a hearing
hearing shall
such agency,
agency, a
inquiry
of Justice
respect to
to the
the character
and good
good faith
faith of the objeccharacter and
with respect
of
Justice with
tions
such person
shall be
notified of
of
be notified
person shall
and such
concerned, and
person concerned,
of the
the person
tions of
Recommendations.
Recommendations.
the
time and
of such
The Department
shall, after
after
Department shall,
hearing. The
such hearing.
place of
and place
the time
If objections
objections sussusIf
tained.
tained.
such
hearing, if
the objections
objections are
are found
be sustained,
sustained, recommend
recommend
to be
found to
if the
such hearing,
to
the appeal
appeal board
(1) that
if the
the objector
inducted into
into the
land
the land
is inducted
objector is
that if
board (1)
to the
or naval
naval forces
forces under
this Act,
Act, he
he shall
shall be
be assigned
assigned to
to noncombatant
noncombatant
under this
or
service
as defined
the President,
or (2)
that if
the objector
is
if the
objector is
(2) that
President, or
by the
defined by
service as
found
to be
be conscientiously
opposed to
to participation
such nonnonin such
participation in
conscientiously opposed
found to
combatant service,
service, he
lieu of
of such
such induction
be assigned
to
assigned to
induction be
in lieu
he shall
shall in
combatant
If not sustained.
sustained.
If
work of
of national
importance under
civilian direction.
after such
such
If after
direction. If
under civilian
national importance
work
hearing the
finds that
his objections
objections are
sustained,
are not
not sustained,
that his
the Department
Department finds
hearing
it shall
shall recommend
that such
such objections
not
objections be not
board that
appeal board
to the
the appeal
recommend to
it
sustained. The
The appeal
shall give
give consideration
but shall
shall
to but
consideration to
board shall
appeal board
sustained.
not be
be bound
bound to
to follow
follow the
the Department
of
Department of
of the
recommendation of
the recommendation
not
Justice
the record
on appeal
the local
in
board in
local board
from the
appeal from
record on
with the
together with
Justice together
Register of conscienconscienmaking
Each person
whose claim
claim for
for exemption
exemption from
from tious
person whose
objectors.
decision. Each
objectors.
its decision.
making its
combatant
training and
of conscientious
conscientious objections
objections is
because of
service because
and service
combatant training
sustained shall
shall belisted
be listed by
board on
register of
conscienof conscienon a
a register
the local
local board
by the
sustained
tious
tious objectors.
objectors.
No exception,
exception, etc.,
etc.,
(h) No
registration, or
or exemption
exemption or
deferment after cause
cause therefor
therefor
or deferment
from registration,
No exception
exception from
(h)
CeaSeS.
ceases.
from
training
and
service,
under
this
Act,
shall
continue
after
the
cause
from training and service, under this Act, shall continue after the cause
therefor ceases
to exist.
exist.
therefor
ceases to
Number inducted
restricted to appropriappropriS
EC. 6.
The President
President shall
have authority
to induct
into the
land restricted
the land
induct into
authority to
shall have
6. The
SEC.
ation therefor.
and
the United
United States
under this
this Act
Act no
no greater
greater number
number
States under
forces of
of the
naval forces
and naval
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of men
men than
the Congress
make specific appropriation
appropriation
shall hereafter
hereafter make
Congress shall
of
than the
for from time to time.
Bounty and substiSno. 7.
No bounty
person to
to enlist
enlist in or
or
to induce
induce any
any person
shall be
be paid
paid to
7. No
bounty shall
SEO.
tute prohibitions.
be
forces of the United States: ProProProviso.
or naval forces
be inducted
inducted into the land or
Allowances not revided,
clothing or
enlistment allowances
allowances authorized by law
or enlistment
vided, That
That the clothing
garded as bounties.
garded
shall not
not be
bounties within
within the
the meaning
meaning of
this section.
section.
of this
regarded as
as bounties
shall
be regarded
No person
person liable
liable for
service in
such forces
forces shall
be permitted
permitted or
allowed
or allowed
shall be
in such
for service
No
to
firnish a
for such
such service;
substitute as such shall be
service; no substitute
a substitute
substitute for
to furnish
received, enlisted,
enrolled, or
naval forces
the land or naval
or inducted
inducted into the
received,
enlisted, enrolled,
United States
•and
person liable
liable for training and service
service in
States;'
and no person
of the United
shall be
escape such
such training
training
permitted to escape
3 shall
be permitted
under section
section 3
such forces
forces under
and service
or be
be discharged
discharged therefrom
therefrom prior to the
the expiration
expiration of his
and
service or
period
service by
payment of money
money or any
by the
the payment
such training
training and
and service
period of such
other
whatsoever as
consideration for his release
release from
as consideration
other valuable
valuable thing whatsoever
training and service
service or liability
liability therefor.
such training
Certificate upon
Snc. 8. (a)
inducted into the land or naval
naval forces under
under
SEC.
(a) Any person inducted
completion of traincompletion
ing, etc.
service, who
in
who, in the judgment of those in
this Act for training
training and service,
authority
satisfactorily completes
completes his period
period of training
training and
and
authority over
over him,
him, satisfactorily
service under section 3
3 (b) shall be entitled to a
acertificate
certificate to that effect
effect
upon
completion of
which shall
shall
service, which
period of
of training
training and service,
upon the
the completion
of such period
Physical examinaPhysical
include
proficiency or merit attained. In addiinclude aarecord
record of
of any special proficiency
tions.
tion, each such person who is inducted
inducted into the land or naval
naval forces
training and service
service shall be given aaphysical examunder this
this Act for training
ination at the beginning
beginning of such training
training and service and a
a medical
statement showing any physical
physical defects
defects noted
noted upon such examination;
examination;
and
completion of
period of
trainnjg and
service under
of his period
of training
and service
under
and upon the
the completion
section 3
3 (b),
(b), each
each such person
another physical
physical examperson shall be given another
section
ination
and shall
shall be
be given
given a
medical statement
statement showing
showing any injuries,
ination and
a medical
illnesses
suffered by
during such period of training
training
illnesses or disabilities
disabilities suffered
by him
him during
and service.
Restoration
Restoration to posi(b)
(b) In the case of any such person who, in order to perform
perform such
such
tions.
tions.
training
than a
training and service, has left or leaves
leaves aaposition, other than
a temporary
temporary
employ of any employer
receives such
such
position, in the employ
employer and who (1) receives
certificate,
certificate, (2)
(2) is still qualified
qualified to perform
perform the duties of such position,
and (3)
(3) makes
makes application
application for reemployment
reemployment within
within forty days after
after
service—
he is relieved from such training and serviceor
Government or
Government
(A)
(
A) if such position was in the employ of the United
United States
C. employees.
employees.
D. C.
Government, its Territories
Government,
Territories or possessions, or the District of
of
Columbia, such person
person shall be
restored to
position or
or to
to a
a
be restored
to such
such position
position of like seniority,
seniority, status
status,'and pay;
pay;
Private
Private employees.
employees.
was in the employ
of a
private employer,
employer,
(B) if such
such position
position was
employ of
a private
such
such employer
employer shall restore
restore such person to such position
position or to a
a
position of like seniority,
seniority, status, and pay unless
unless the employer's
employer's
circumstances
circumstances have so changed
or unreaunreachanged as
as to make it impossible or
sonable to do so;
so;
sonable
State, etc.,
etc., employState,
employ(C)
(C) if such position was in the employ of any State or political
ees.
ees.
subdivision thereof, it is hereby
hereby declared
declared to be the sense
sense of
of the
Congress that such person
person should be restored to such position or to
a position of like seniority, status, and pay.
a
Status upon resto(c) Any
Any person who is restored
restored to aaposition
position in accordance
accordance with
with the
ration.
ration.
(A) or (B)
subsection (b)
provisions of paragraph
paragraph (A)
(B) of subsection
(b) shall be conabsence during his period
sidered as having been on furlough or leave
leave of absence
of training and service
restored
service in the land
land or naval forces, shall be so restored
without loss of seniority, shall be entitled
entitled to participate
participate in insurance
insurance
or other benefits offered by the employer
employer pursuant to established rules
and practices
practices relating
relating to employees
employees on furlough
furlough or leave of absence in
such
effect with the employer
employer at the time such person was inducted into such
forces, and shall not be discharged
discharged from such position without cause
cause
within one year after such
such restoration.
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Ante, p. 860.
(d) Section
Section 3
3(c)
(c) of the joint resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint Resolution
Resolution to
(d)
order
authorize the President
strengthen
President to order
common defense and to authorize
the common
strengthen the
personnel of the
members
units of
of reserve
components and retired personnel
reserve components
and units
members and
approved August 27, 1940,
service", approved
military service",
Regular
into active
active military
Army into
Regular Army
is
amended to
to read
as follows:
follows:
•
read as
is amended
Restoration without
without
Restoration
accordance with the loss
a position in accordance
"(c) Any
restored to a
is restored
who is
person who
Any person
"(c)
loss of
of seniority,
seniority, etc.
or (B)
provisions of
paragraph (A)
(B) of subsection (b) shall be con(A) or
of .paragraph
provisions
or leave
sidered as
leave of absence
absence during his period
period
furlough or
on furlough
been on
having been
as haying
sidered
restored without
of active
military service,
service, shall
be so
without loss of seniority,
seniority,
so restored
shall be
active military
of
shall be
to participate
participate in insurance
insurance or other benefits offered by
by
entitled to
be entitled
shall
to
the employer
pursuant to
established rules
rules and practices
practices relating
relating to
to established
employer pursuant
the
employees on
or leave
leave of
absence in effect
effect with the employer
employer
of absence
furlough or
on furlough
employees
at the
the time
ordered into such service, and shall not be
person was ordered
such person
time such
at
discharged from
position without
after such
such
within one year after
cause within
without cause
such position
from such
discharged
restoration."
restoration."
Remedial action up(e)
any private
private employer fails or refuses to comply with the onRemedial
case any
In case
(e) In
failure to comply.
comply.
subsection (c), the district court of
provisions
subsection (b) or subsection
of the
the
of subsection
provisions of
United States
district in
in which
which such
employer maintains
maintains
private employer
such private
the district
for the
States for
United
a
of business
have power,
power, upon
motion, petithe filing of aamotion,
upon the
shall have
business shall
place of
a place
tion, or
or other
other.appropriate
appropriate pleading
by the
the person
entitled to the benefits
benefits
person entitled
pleading by
tion,
of such
provisions, to
to specifically
specifically require
such employer
employer to
comply with
to comply
require such
such provisions,
of
person
such provisions,
provisions, and,
and, as
as an
an incident
to compensate
compensate such person
thereto, to
incident thereto,
such
for
of wages
benefits suffered
suffered by
by reason
such employer's
employer's
reason of such
or benefits
wages or
loss of
any loss
for any
unlawful action.
action. The
order aaspeedy
such
hearing in any such
speedy hearing
shall order
court shall
The court
unlawful
Representation
Representation by
case
shall advance
advance it
it on
on the
the calendar. Upon application
application to the II.
district attorney.
attorney.
S. district
U. S.
and shall
case and
United
district attorney
attorney or
official for
for the
the district
district in
comparable official
or comparable
States district
United States
which such
such private
employer maintains
a place of business, by any
maintains a
private employer
which
provisions, such
benefits of such provisions,
person claiming
to be
be entitled
entitled to
to the benefits
claiming to
person
United
States district
district attorney
official, if
if reasonably
the
that the
satisfied that
reasonably satisfied
or official,
attorney or
United States
person
so applying
applying is
is entitled
to such
such benefits,
appear and act as
benefits, shall appear
entitled to
person so
attorney for
person in
in the
the amicable
amicable adjustment
adjustment of the claim or in
such person
for such
attorney
the
filing of
of any
motion, petition,
petition, or
or other
appropriate pleading
pleading and
other appropriate
any motion,
the filing
employer to comply
the prosecution
prosecution thereof
thereof to
specifically require
require such employer
comply
to specifically
the
Proviso.
Proviso.
with such
Provided l That
fees or
or court
shall be
court costs shall
fees, etc.
Court fees,
no fees
That no
provisions: Provided:
such provisions:
with
taxed
against the
such benefits.
for such
applying for
so applying
person so
the person
taxed against
Ante,
p. 860.
860.
Ante, p.
Resolution
(f)
Section 3
of the
the joint
joint resolution
entitled "Joint
"Joint Resolution
resolution entitled
(d) of
3 (d)
(f) Section
to
to strengthen
strengthen the
the common
common defense
and to
authorize the
the President
President
to authorize
defense and
to
order
members and
units of
of reserve
reserve .
components and
and retired
retired personcomponents
and units
order members
nel
of the
Regular Army
military service",
service", approved
approved
active military
into active
Army into
the Regular
nel of
at the Recovery
August
27,
1940,
is
amended
by
inserting
before
the
period
period
the
before
inserting
by
amended
August 27, 1940, is
Recovery of wages
wages
end
first sentence
the following:
following: ",
and, as
as an
incident thereto,
thereto, or benefot.
benefits.
an incident
", and,
sentence the
the first
of the
end of
to compensate
such person
person for
for any
any loss
loss of
suffered
benefits suffered
or benefits
wages or
of wages
compensate such
to
by reason
of such
unlawful action'.
action".
employer's unlawful
such employer's
reason of
by
Personnel Division.
Division.
Personnel
Establishment,
ment,
Establish
(g) The
The Director
of Selective
Selective Service
Service herein
herein provided
'Provided for shall
shall
Director of
(a)
functions, etc.
functions,
establish
adequate facilities
to render
render aid
aid
facilities to
with adequate
Division with
Personnel Division
a Personnel
establish a
posiin the
the replacement
former positions
of, or
or in
securing posiin securing
positions of,
their former
in their
replacement in
in
tions for,
for, members
of the
reserve components
of the
naval
and naval
land and
the land
components of
the reserve
members of
tions
forces of
States who
satisfactorily completed
completed any
any
have satisfactorily
who have
United States
the United
forces of the
period
of
active
duty,
and
persons
who
have
satisfactorily
completed
completed
satisfactorily
have
who
persons
period of active duty, and
any
their training
and service
service under
this Act.
Act.
under this
training and
of their
period of
any period
Right to vote, etc.
(h)
Any
person
inducted
into
the
land
or
naval
forces
for traintrainfor
forces
naval
or
land
the
into
inducted
(h) Any person
ing
service under
under this
this Act
Act shall,
sha ll, during
during the
the period
such trainof such
period of
and service
ing and
ing and
and service,
service, be
be permitted
permitted to
to vote
vote in
in person
person or
by
absentee ballot
ballot
absentee
by
or
ing
in
any general,
general, special,
primary election
eletion occurring
in the
the State
State
occurring in
or primary
special, or
in any
of which he is
a resident,
resident, whether
he
is within
within or
or outside
outside of
such
such
of
is
he
whether
a
is
he
of which
State at the time of such
such election,
election, if
under
the
laws
.
of
such
State
State
if under the laws of such
State at the time of
he is
in such
election; but
this subsecsubsecin this
nothing in
but nothing
such election;
vote in
to vote
so to
entitled so
he is entitled
tion
shall be
granting to
to any
any such
person a
a
such person
require granting
to require
construed to
be construed
tion shall
leave
of
absence
for
longer
than
one
day
in
order
to
permit
him
to
to
him
permit
to
order
in
day
one
than
longer
for
absence
of
leave
vote
such election.
election.
any such
in any
person in
in person
vote in
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(1)
policy of
of the
Congress that
that whenever
whenever aa
(i) It
It is
is the
the expressed
expressed policy
the Congress
vacancy is caused in the employment
employment rolls of any business or
or industry
industry
by reason of induction
induction into the service of the United
United States
States of
of an
an.
employee
employee pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of this Act
such vacancy
vacancy shall
shall
Act such
not be filled by any person who is aa member
member of
the Communist
Communist
of the
Party or the German-American
German-American Bund.
Placing of orders for
Placing
ofordersfor
SEa.
empowered, through
SEC. 9. The President
President is empowered,
through the
the head
head of
of the
the
material, etc.
War Department
Department of the Government, in
War
Department or the Navy Department
in
addition to the present
present authorized
authorized methods
methods of purchase
purchase or
or procureprocurement, to place an order
order with any individual,
individual, firm,
association, comfirm, association,
company, corporation, or organized
organized manufacturing
industry for
for such
such
manufacturing industry
material as may be required,
required, and which is
product or material
is of
nature
of the
the nature
and kind usually produced
produced or capable
capable of
of being
being produced
produced by
such
by such
individual, firm,
firm, company, association,
association, corporation,
or organized
corporation, or
organized
manufacturing industry.
manufacturing
industry.
Compliance obligaCompliance
obliga.
Compliance
orders for products or material shall
Compliance with all such eiders
tory.
shall be
be
obligatory on
on any
individual, firm, association,
association, company,
obligatory
any individual,
company, corporation,
corporation,
manufacturing industry
or organized manufacturing
industry or the responsible
responsible head
or heads
heads
head or
Precedence over
over all
Precedence
all thereof and shall take
precedence over
take precedence
all other
and contracts
contracts
over all
other orders
orders and
other orders.
theretofore
theretofore placed
placed with such individual,
individual, firm, company,
company, association,
association,
Taking possession of
Tcaking
possesion
o
corporation,
corporation, or organized
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry,
any indiindustry, and
and any
certain
certain manufacturing
manufacturing
plants.
vidual, firm, association,
company, corporation,
association, company,
corporation, or
or organized
organized manumanufacturing
industry or the responsible
facturing industry
responsible head or heads
heads thereof
thereof owning
owning
or operating any plant equipped
equipped for the
manufacture of
of arms
or
the manufacture
arms or
ammunition or parts of ammunition,
ammunition, or any necessary
necessary supplies
supplies or
or
equipment for the Army or Navy, and any individual,
individual, firm,
firm, associaassociation2 company
company,1 corporation,
corporation, or organized manufacturing
tion,
manufacturing industry
industry
or the responsible head or heads
heads thereof
thereof owning or
or operating
operating any
any
manufacturing plant, which, in the opinion
opinion of
of the
Secretary of
of War
War
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy shall
or the Secretary
shall be
capable of
of being
being readily
readily
be capable
transformed
a plant
transformed into a
plant for the manufacture
manufacture of
of arms
arms or
or ammuniammunition, or parts thereof, or other necessary
necessary supplies or
or equipment,
equipment, who
who
shall refuse to give to the United States such
such preference
preference in
in the
the
matter of the execution
execution of orders, or who shall refuse
to manurefuse to
manufacture the kind, quantity, or quality of arms or ammunition,
ammunition, or
or
the parts thereof, or any necessary
necessary supplies or
or equipment,
equipment, as
as ordered
ordered
by the Secretary of War
War or the Secretary
of the
the Navy,
who shall
shall
Secretary of
Navy, or
or who
refuse
refuse to furnish such arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or parts of ammunition,
ammunition,
or other supplies or equipment, at a
reasonable price
price as
a reasonable
as determined
determined
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy,
Secretary of War or the Secretary
as the
the case
case
Navy, as
may be, then, and
and in either
either such case,
case, the President,
President, through
through the
the
head of the War or Navy Departments
Departments of the Government,
Government, in
addiin addition
to the
the present
present authorized
methods of purchase
tion to
authorized methods
purchase or procurement,
Authorization.
Authorization.
is hereby authorized to take immediate
immediate possession
possession of any such plant
plant
or plants, and through the appropriate
appropriate branch, bureau,
or departdepartbureau, or
ment of the Army or Navy to
manufacture therein
therein such
such product
product
to manufacture
Failure
comply.
Failure to
tocomply.
or
as may
be required,
or material
material as
may be
required, and any individual,
individual, firm,
firm, company,
company,
association,
corporation, or organized
association, or corporation,
manufacturing industry,
industry,
organized manufacturing
or
the responsible
responsible head or heads thereof, failing
to comply
comply with
with the
the
failing to
Penalty.
provisions
of this section
provisions of
section shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aa felony,
felony, and
upon conviction shall be punished by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for not
not more
more
than three years and a
a fine not exceeding
$50,000.
exceeding
$50,000.
Compensation
for
Compensation
for
The
compensation to
to be paid
paid to
to any
any individual,
use of plants, etc.
The compensation
individual, firm, company,
association, corporation,
corporation, or
organized manufacturing
manufacturing industry
association,
or organized
industry for
for
its products or material,
material, or as rental for use of
of any manufacturing
manufacturing
plant
pant while used by the United
be fair
fair and
and just:
just:
United States,
States, shall
shall be
Proviso.
Emplomentstand.
Employment
standProtided,
Provided,
That nothing
nothing herein
shall
be deemed
deemed to
to render
render inappliinappliThat
herein
shall
be
ards.
ards.
cable
existing State
State or
or Federal
cable existing
Federal laws concerning
concerning the health, safety,
security,
and
employment
security,
employment standards of the employees
such plant.
plant.
employees in such

0
membPl
members

me

munist Party,
Party, etc.
etc.
munist
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8 (b) of the Act entitled
The first and second provisos in section 8
entitled
"An Act to expedite national
national defense,
defense, and for other purposes",
purposes",
approved June 28, 1940 (Public Act Numbered
approved
Numbered 671,
671, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
Congress), are hereby repealed.
Congress),
repealed.
SEC. 10. (a)
(a) The
President is authorized—
SEc.
The President
authorized(1) to
necessary rules
(1)
to prescribe
prescribe the
the necessary
rules and
and regulations
regulations to carry
out the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act;
Act;
out
of this
(2)
to create
create and
and establish
Selective Service
Service Syste
m ,and
an d
System,
(2) to
establish aa Selective
shall provide
provide for
for the classification
classification of registrants and of persons
under this Act
Act on the basis
availwho
volunteer for induction
induction under
basis of availwho volunteer
ability
in and
within the
the
and service, and shall
shall establish within
ability for
for training
training
civilian local
local boards and such other
Selective
System civilian
Selective Service System
civilian
boards and
agencies of appeal,
appeal,
civilian agencies,
agencies, including appeal
appeal boards
and agencies
as may
necessary to carry
carry out
provisions of this Act. There
There
out the provisions
as
may be necessary
shall be
be created
created one
more local
local boards
each county or politior more
boards in
in each
shall
one or
cal subdivision
subdivision corresponding
of each
each State
State, Territory,
Territory,
thereto of
corresponding thereto
cal
and the
the District
of
board shall consist of
Each local
local board
of Columbia.
Columbia. Each
and
District of
three
or more
members to be
President, from
be appointed
appointed by the
the President,
three or
more members
recommendations
by the
the respective
or comparable
comparable
respective Governors
Governors or
made by
recommendations made
executive officials.
No member
of any
any such
board shall be
member of
such local
local board
officials. No
executive
a
member of
of the
land or
or naval
naval forces
States, but
of the
the United
United States,
forces of
the land
a member
is
each member
of any
any such
such local
civilian who is
shall be
be aacivilian
local board
board shall
each
member of
a
citizen of
of the
United States
residing in
in the
county or
political
or political
the county
States residing
the United
a citizen
subdivision corresponding
thereto in
such local
local board
board has
which such
in which
corresponding thereto
subdivision
jurisdiction under
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Presiand regulations
rules and
under rules
jurisdiction
dent. Such
Such local
local boards,
rules and
and regulations
prescribed
regulations prescribed
under rules
boards, under
dent.
by the
shall have
have power
power within
their respective
respective jurisjuriswithin their
the President,
President, shall
by
dictions
to hear
hear and
the right
right of
of appeal
appeal to
to
to the
subject to
and determine,
determine, subject
dictions to
the appeal
boards herein
all questions
questions or
or claims
with
claims with
authorized, all
herein authorized,
the
appeal boards
respect to
or deferment
deferment from,
from, training
training
or exemption
exemption or
for, or
to inclusion
inclusion for,
respect
and
service under
this Act
of all
individuals within
within the
jurisdicthe jurisdicall individuals
Act of
under this
and service
tion of
of such
boards. The
of such
such local
local boards
boards shall
shall
decisions of
The decisions
local boards.
such local
tion
be final
except where
an appeal
appeal is
is authorized
accordance with
with
in accordance
authorized in
where an
final except
be
such rules
rules and
and regulations
the President
may -prescribe.
prescribe.
President may
as the
regulations as
such
Appeal boards
boards and
appeal within
within the
Selective Service
Service
the Selective
of appeal
agencies of
and agencies
Appeal
System
shall be
of civilians
civilians who
who are
citizens of
the
of the
are citizens
be composed
composed of
System shall
United States.
States. No
person who
is an
an officer,
agent, or
or
member, agent,
officer, member,
who is
No person
United
employee
of the
the Selective
Service System,
or of
of any
any such
such local
local
System, or
Selective Service
employee of
or
other agency,
excepted from
registrafrom registrabe excepted
shall be
agency, shall
or other
board or
appeal board
or appeal
tion,
or deferred
deferred from
from training
training and
and service,
as provided
for in
in
provided for
service, as
tion, or
this
by reason
reason of
of his
as such
member, agent,
agent, or
or
officer, member,
such officer,
his status
status as
Act, by
this Act,
employee;
employee;
(3) to
appoint by
and with
with the
and consent
consent of
of the
Senate,
the Senate,
advice and
the advice
by and
to appoint
(3)
and
fix the
compensation at
at a
in excess
of $10,000
$10,000 per
per
excess of
not in
a rate
rate not
the compensation
and fix
annum,
of aa Director
of Selective
Selective Service
shall be
be directly
directly
who shall
Service who
Director of
annum, of
responsible to
to appoint
the compensation
compensation of
such
of such
fix the
and fix
appoint and
and to
to him
him and
responsible
other officers,
agents, and
and employees
as he
he may
necessary to
to
deem necessary
may deem
employees as
officers, agents,
other
carry
provisions of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
any officer
on
officer on
That any
of this
out the
the provisions
carry out
the
active or
retired list
list of
Marine Corps,
Corps, or
or
Navy, Marine
Army, Navy,
of the
the Army,
or retired
the active
Coast
of any
reserve component
component thereof
or
any officer
officer or
or any
thereof or
any reserve
or of
Guard, or
Coast Guard,
employee of
any department
department or
or agency
agency of
of the
the United
United States
States who
who
of any
employee
may be
assigned or
detailed to
to any
or position
to carry
carry out
out the
the
position to
office or
any office
or detailed
be assigned
may
provisions
of this
Act (except
(except to
or positions
positions on
local boards,
boards,
on local
to offices
offices or
this Act
provisions of
appeal
boards, or
agencies of
appeal established
established or
created pursuant
pursuant
or created
of appeal
or agencies
appeal boards,
to
section 10
(a) (2)
may serve
in and
and perforz
.
nthe
the functions
functions of
of
perform
serve in
(2)))may
10 (a)
to section
such
office or
or position
position without
without loss
loss of
of or
to his
as
status as
his status
prejudice to
or prejudice
such office
such
Navy, Marine
or Coast
Guard or
or
Coast Guard
Corps, or
Marine Corps,
the Army,
Army, Navy,
in the
officer in
such officer
reserve
component thereof,
or employee
employee in
in any
any
officer or
as such
such officer
or as
thereof, or
reserve component

Provisos repealed.
repealed.
Provisos

Ante, p. 680.
680.

etc.
Rules, etc.
Selective Servi
ce
Service
System.
Classification
Classification of regregistrants.
istrants.

Civilian
Civilian local
local boards.
boards.

Membership.
Membership.

Requirements.
Requirements.

Powers.

Finality of
of board's
board's
decisions; exception.
exception.
boards, etc.
Appeal boards,
Selective Service
System personnel
personnel
not exempt by reason
reason
of such status.

Director of Selective Service.
Appointment;
Appointment;
salary.
Other officers, etc.

Preview.
Provisos.
Assignments not to
Assignments
prejudice status, etc.
prejudice
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department
department or agency
agency of the United States: Provided
provided further,
further,
That any person so appointed,
appointed, assigned
assigned or detailed to a
a position
the
compensation in
respect of
rate in
in excess
of $5,000
$5,000
the compensation
in respect
of which
which is
is at
at aarate
excess of
per annum shall be appointed, assigned or detailed
detailed by and with the
the
Other employees.
Other employees.
advice and
and consent
consent of
the Senate:
Senate: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
the
of the
President may appoint necessary
necessary clerical and stenographic
stenographic employemployt a t 1488.
42 Stat.
ees for
for local
boards and
and fix
their compensation
compensation without
without regard
regard
42
. 1488.
ees
local boards
fix their
5U. S. C. §§ 661-674;
Supp. V, §§
§§673,
Supp.
673, 673e.
to the Classification
amended, and
and without
without regard
regard
673c'
Classification Act
E
Act of 1923,
1923, as amended,
to the provisions of
civil-service laws.
of civil-service
laws.
Utilization
Utilization of
of GovGov(4) to utilize the services
services of any or all departments
departments and any and
ernment,
etc., agenemment, etc.,
e
ines.
officers or agents
agents of the
services
ecies.
all officers
the United
United States
States and to accept
accept the
the services
of all officers and agents of the several
several States, Territories,
Territories, and
and the
District of Columbia and subdivisions
subdivisions thereof in the execution of
of
this Act; and
and
Printing, binding,
Printing,
binding,
(5) to purchase
purchase such printing,
printing, binding, and blankbook
(5)
blankbook work
work
e
etc.
VC
from public, commercial,
commercial, or private
private printing establishments
establishments or
or
binderies upon
placed by
by the
the Public
Printer or
upon
binderies
upon orders
orders placed
Public Printer
or upon
e
waivers issued in accordance
section 12
accordance with section
12 of
of the Printing
Printing
Act approved January
January 12, 1895, as amended by the Act of July
44
Supp.
4 U.
U. S.. C.,
c., supp.
8, 1935 (49 Stat. 475),
475), and to obtain by purchase,
purchase, loan, or
or gift
gift
V, §14.
such equipment
equipment and supplies
supplies for the Selective Service System
as he may deem necessary
necessary to carry out the
this
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act, with or without
without advertising
and
advertising or formal
formal contract;
contract; and
Parole.
Parole.
(6) to prescribe eligibility,
governing
(6)
eligibility, rules,
rules, and regulations
regulations governing
the parole for service in the land or naval forces, or for
for any
any
other special service established pursuant
Act, of
of any
pursuant to this
this Act,
any
person convicted
convicted of a
a violation of
this
of any of the provisions of this
.Act.
Act.
Delegation of
of auDelegation
au(b)
authorized, under such rules and reg(b) The President
President is further authorized,
thority.
ti
ort.
ulations as he may prescribe, to delegate and provide for the
the delegadelegation of any authority
authority vested
vested in him under this Act to
to such
such officers,
officers,
agents, or persons as he may designate
designate or
or appoint
for such
such purpose
appoint for
purpose
or as may be designated
for such
such purpose
purpose pursuant
pursuant to
to
designated or appointed
appointed for
such rules and regulations
regulations as he
he may prescribe.
Voluntary services.
Voluntary
services.
(c)
(c) In
In the administration
administration of this Act voluntary
voluntary services
services may be
Penalty envelopes.
Penalty envelopes
accepted. Correspondence
Correspondence necessary
necessary in the execution
execution of this Act
Act
may be carried in official
official penalty
penalty envelopes.
Fiscal, disbursing,
Fiscal,
dislursing,
(d) The Chief of Finance,
United States Army
(d)
Finance, United
Army, is hereby desigand
accounting
agent.
a:
empowered, and directed
directed to act as the
nated, empowered,
th e fiscal, disbursing, and
accounting agent of
accounting
Director of
of Selective
Selective Service
Service in
in carrying
carrying out
of the
the Director
out
the
provisions
of this
this Act.
Act.
the
provisions
of
Penal provisions.
enalprovisions.
SEC.
SEC. 11. Any person charged as herein provided
provided with
with the
the duty
duty of
of
carrying
carrying out any of the provisions
the rules
or regularegulaprovisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
or the
rules or
tions made or directions
who shall
shall knowingly
knowingly fail
fail or
or
directions given thereunder,
thereunder, who
neglect to perform
duty, and
person charged
with such
such duty,
duty,
neglect
perform such
such duty,
and any
any person
charged with
authority under
under said
said. Act,
Act, rules,
rules, regularegulaor having and exercising
exercising any
any authority
tions, or directions who shal
shall knowingly make,
or be
be a
aparty
party to
to the
the
make, or
making
making, of any
any false, improper,
improper, or incorrect
incorrect registration,
cl
ass ifi ca ti on,
registration, classification,
physical or mental
mental examination,
examination, deferment, induction,
enrollment, or
or
induction, enrollment,
muster, and any person who shall knowingly make,
or be
party to
to
make, or
be aaparty
the making of
of, any false statement
statement or certificate as
to the
the fitness
as to
fitness or
or
unfitness
unfitness or liability or nonliability
nonhability of himself or any other person
person for
for
service under the provisions of this Act, or
rules, regulations,
or direcor rules,
regulations, or
directions made pursuant thereto, or
otherwi
se evades
registration or
or who
who otherwise
evades registration
or
service in the land or naval
requirements of this
naval forces
forces or any of the requirements
Act,
or who
knowingly counsels,
aids, or
or abets
ab
et
s anot
her to
to evade
evade regisAct, or
who knowingly
counsels, aids,
another
registration or service in the land or naval
naval forces or any of the requirements
requirements
of this Act, or of said rules, regulations, or directions,
directions, or
or who
who in
in any
any
manner shall knowingly
knowingly fail or neglect
any duty
required
neglect to
to perform any
duty required
Senate approval
approval of
of
Senate
lesignated appointddesignated
appointIments.te
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under or in the execution of this Act, or rules
rules or regulations
of him under
made pursuant
pursuant to
this Act,.
persons who shall
shill knowAct, or any person or persons
to this
made
ingly hinder
or interfere
m any way by force or violence
violence with the
interfere in
hinder. or
ingly
pursuant
admmistration of this Act or the rules
rules or regulations
regulations made pursuant
administration
conviction in the district court
thereto, or
or conspire
do so, shall, upon conviction
to do
conspire to
thereto,
of
States having
jurisdiction thereof, be punished
punished by imprishaving jurisdiction
United States
the United
of the
onment for
not more
years or a
afine of not more than
than $10,000
$10,000,
more than five years
for not
onment
if subject to military or naval
or
fine and
naval
imprisonment, or if
and imprisonment,
such fine
both such
by both
or by
law may
be tried
tried by
court martial,
martial, and, on conviction, shall suffer such
such
by court
may be
law
punishment as
martial may direct. No person shall be tried
tried
a court martial
as a
punishment
by any
any military
naval court martial
arising under this
martial in any case arising
or naval
military or
by
Act unless
unless such
such person
been actually
inducted for the training
training and
actually inducted
has been
person has
Act
service prescribed
this Act or unless he is subject to trial by
under this
prescribed under
service
court martial
under laws
laws in
in force
force prior
prior to the
the enactment
enactment of this Act.
martial under
court
the trial of cases arising
Precedence
shall be
be given
arising under
under
to the
by courts
courts to
given by
Precedence shall
this Act.
Act.
this
SEC. 12.
The monthly
monthly base
of enlisted
enlisted men of the Army
base pay of
(a) The
12. (a)
SEc.
and
first
follows: Enlisted men of the first
be as
as follows:
shall be
Corps shall
Marine Corps
the Marine
and the
grade,
$126; enlisted
enlisted men
the second
$84; enlisted
enlisted men of
grade, $84;
second grade,
of the
men of
grade, $126;
the
enlisted men of the
the fourth
fourth grade, $60; enlisted
enlisted
$72; enlisted
grade $72;
third grade,
the third
men
fifth grade,
grade, $54;
$54; enlisted
$36;
enlisted men of the sixth grade, $36;
the fifth
of the
men of
enlisted men
of the
the seventh
seventh grade,
$30; except
except that
that the
monthly base
base
the monthly
grade, $30;
men of
enlisted
during their
pay
enlisted men
with less
than four
months' service
their
service during
four months'
less than
men with
of enlisted
pay of
the seventh grade
first enlistment
and of
of enlisted
enlisted men
men of the
period and
enlistment period
first
whose inefficiency
inefficiency or
or other
other unfitness
determined under
under regubeen determined
unfitness has been
whose
lations prescribed
prescribed by
by the
the Secretary
of War,
War, and
the Secretary
Secretary of the
and the
Secretary of
lations
Navy, respectively,
shall be
be $21.
pay for
for specialists'
specialists' ratings,
The pay
$21. The
respectively, shall
Navy,
follows:
which shall
be in
in addition
monthly base
pay, shall
shall be as follows:
base pay,
to monthly
addition to
shall be
which
First class,
class, $30;
$30; second
class, $20;
$20; fourth
class, $15;
$15;
fourth class,
third class,
$25; third
class, $25;
second class,
First
fifth class,
class, $6;
class, $3.
$3. Enlisted
men of
of the
and the
the
Army and
the Army
Enlisted men
sixth class,
$6; sixth
fifth
Marine Corps
Corps shall
receive, as
as a
apermanent
addition to
to their
pay 7an
their pay,
permanent addition
shall receive,
Marine
specialists'
pay for specialists'
increase
of 10
of their
their base
base pay
pay and pay
centum of
per centum
10 per
increase of
ratings upon
completion of
the first
first four
years of
of service,
and an
an
service, and
four years
of the
upon completion
ratings
additional increase
increase of
for
such base pay and pay for
centum of such
per centum
of 55 per
additional
specialists' ratings
of service
service thereafter,
thereafter, but
but the
the
years of
four years
each four
for each
ratings for
specialists'
total
of
such
increases
shall
not
exceed
25
per
centum.
Enlisted
men
Enlisted
centum.
per
25
exceed
not
shall
total of such increases
of the
Navy shall
to receive
receive at
least the
pay and
and
same pay
the same
at least
entitled to
be entitled
shall be
the Navy
of
allowances
as
are
provided
for
enlisted
men
in
similar
grades
in
the
the
m
grades
similar
in
men
enlisted
for
provided
are
allowances as
Army
Corps.
Marine Corps.
and Marine
Army and
(b)
The pay
pay for
for specialists'
specialists' rating
rating received
enlisted man
man of
of
an enlisted
by an
received by
(b) The
the
Army or
or the
the Marine
Marine Corps
of his
his retirement
retirement shall be
time of
the time
at the
Corps at
the Army
included
in the
of his
pay.
retired pay.
his retired
computation of
the computation
included in
(c) The
pay of
the sixth
sixth grade
of the
National
the National
grade of
of the
men of
enlisted men
of enlisted
The pay
(c)
Guard
each armory
armory drill
period, and
and for
each day
dig of
of participation
participation
for each
drill period,
for each
Guard for
in exercises
exercises under
under sections
sections 94,
94, 97,
97, and
Defense Act,
Act,
National Defense
the National
of the
99 of
and 99
in
shall
be $1.20.
$1.20.
shall be
(d) No
accrue by
by reason
reason of
of this
Act
this Act
shall accrue
allowances shall
or allowances
pay or
back pay
No back
(d)
for any
October 1,1940.
1, 1940.
to October
prior to
period prior
any period
for
(e) nothing
in this
this Act
reduce the
pay now
now being
being
the pay
to reduce
operate to
shall operate
Act shall
Nothing in
(e)
received
retired enlisted
man.
enlisted map.
any retired
by any
received by
(f)
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
be effective
effective on
on and
and after
after
shall be
section shall
(f) The
October 1,
1, 1940.
Thereafter all
all laws
parts of
of laws
insofar as
as
laws insofar
and parts
laws and
1940. Thereafter
October
i
the
same are
are inconsistent
herewith or
n conflict
conflict with
with the
provisions
the provisions
or in
inconsistent herewith
the same
hereof
are hereby
repealed.
hereby repealed.
hereof are
SEC. 13. (a) The
the Soldiers
and Sailors
Civil Relief
Relief
Sailors Civil
Soldiers and
of the
benefits of
SEC. 13. (a) The benefits
Act approved
approved March
March 8,
1918,
are
hereby
extended
to
all persons
persons
all
to
extended
hereby
8, 1918, are
Act,
indUcted into
land or
or naval
this Act,
Act, and
and to
to all
all memmemunder this
forces under
naval forces
the land
into the
inducted
bers of any reserve
component
of
such
forces
now
or
hereafter
on
on
hereafter
or
now
forces
bers of any reserve component of such
active
duty for
for a
a period
period of
of more
than one
one month;
and, except
except as
as
month; and,
more than
active duty

Enlisted men of
Enlisted
Army and Marine
Marine
Corps.
Corps.
Monthly base pay.
Monthly

Specialists'
Specialists' ratings.

Increase upon comIncrease
pleting
pleting certain
certain periods
of
service.
of service.

enlisted men.
men.
Navy, enlisted

Specialists' rating
rating
Specialists'
on retirement.
retirement.

National
Guard,
National Guard,
pay.
39 Stat.
Stat. 206,
206, 207.
32 U. S.
S. C.
C. II
1¢ 63-65,
63-6,
144-146.
144-146.
Back pay, etc.

Pay of retired
retired enlisted men.
Effective date.
Effective
Repeal.

Soldiers and Sailors
Sailors
Soldiers
Civil Relief Act,
Act, 1918.
1918.
Civil
Benefits extended.
extended.
Benefits
40 Stat. 440.
Post, p. 1191.
1191.
Pest,
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Inoperative proviInoperative
sions.
si
40 Stat. 440, 441,
40'stat.
441,
4 44 9
441 148,
41
L4-4 , 449..
Terms defined.
"Persons in military
srvic."
service."

nmilitary

it r
"Period ooff m
military
rvie
service."

"Date of aapproval
ppr
ct'.
of this Act."

't'his

40 Stat.
40
Stat. 443.
443.
Installment conconinstallment
ot
tracts.
tn
Termination agreeTermination
agreements,
mients, etc.
etc.

Notice
Notice
n
ments.

of
of

requirerequire-

Separability of proSeparabilty
proV
visions.

Voluntary enlistenlistU
ments
or reenlista
U ents.
ments.

etun"tary

Terms defined.

Btseentfi
"Between theages
ages
f twenty-one
twenty-one and

0of

I.
thirty-six."
hirty-sx."

"United States."
"united
States."

"Dependent."
"Dependent."

"Land
or
naval
"landand "land and
fiforces"
B
naval
forces."

avalto."

or nanda
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hereinafter provided,
provided, the
such Act
hereinafter
the provisions
provisions of
of such
Act of
of March
March 8,
8, 1918,
1918,
effective for such purposes.
shall be effective
(b)
section—
purposes of this section(b) For the purposes
(1) the following
following provisions of such Act of March 8, 1918,
(1)

shall be
inoperative: Section
Section 100;
paragraphs (1),
(2), and
and (5)
shall
be inoperative:
100; paragraphs
(1), (2),
(5)
of
article 4;
4; article
article 5;
paragraph (2)
(2) of
of section
601;
of section
section 101;
101; article
5; paragraph
section 601;
and section
603;
and
section 603;
(2) the
when used
used in
such
in such
service", when
in military
military service",
"persons in
term "persons
(2)
the term
deemed to mean persons
Act of March
March 8, 1918, shall be deemed
persons inducted

into
or naval
forces under
this Act
Act and
and all
of
into the
the land
land or
naval forces
under this
all members
members of
any reserve component
component of such forces now or hereafter
hereafter on active
duty
for a
period of
than one
one month;
month i
duty for
a period
of more
more than
(3) the term "period of military
military service",
service", when
such
(3)
when used in such
Act
of March
applicable with
with respect
respect to
any such
such
Act of
March 8,
8, 1918,
1918, when
when applicable
to any
person, shall be deemed to mean the
beginning with the
the period
period beginning
date of enactment
enactment of this Act, or the date on which such person
person
inducted into such forces under this Act for any period
is inducted
period of
of
training and service or is ordered
ordered to such active
whichever
training
active duty,
duty, whichever
ending sixty days after the date on which such
is the later, and ending
period
period oftraining
training and service or active duty terminates;
terminates;
(4) the
the term
of approval
approval of
Act", when
used in
such
in such
when used
this Act",
of this
date of
term "date
(4)
Act
March 8, 1918,
1918, shall
be deemed
the date
date of
Act of March
shall be
deemed to mean the
of
enactment of the Selective
enactment
Selective Training
Training and Service Act of 1940.
(c) Article III of such Act of March 8, 1918, is amended by adding
(c)
section:
at the end thereof the following new section:
"SEC.
Nothing contained
termina"Sigc. 303. Nothing
contained in section 301
301 shall
shall prevent
prevent the termination or cancellation
cancellation of a
referred to in such section,
a contract
contract referred
section, nor the
repossession or retention
retention of property
purchased or received
repossession
property purchased
received under such
contract, pursuant to a
amutual agreement
parties thereto, or their
their
agreement of the parties
assignees if such agreement
agreement is executed
executed in writing subsequent
assignees,
subsequent to the
making of such contract
contract and during the period
period of
of military
military service
service of
of
the person concerned."
concerned."
(a) Every person shall be deemed
SEC.
SEC. 14. (a)
deemed to have notice of the
requirements of this Act upon publication by the President of a
requirements
a proclamation or other public notice fixing a
registration under
under
a time for any registration
section 2.
section
(b) IfIf any provision of this Act, or the application
(b)
application thereof to any
person or circumstance
the remainder
remainde r of
of the
th e A
ct, an
circumstance, is
is held
held invalid,
invalid, the
Act,
andd
the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances,
shall not be affected thereby.
(c)
contained in this
this Act
be construed
construed to
to repeal,
repeal,
Act shall
shall be
Nothing contained
(c) Nothing
amend,
voluntary enlistamend, or suspend
suspend the laws now in force authorizing
authorizing voluntary
reenlistment in the land and naval forces of the United States,
ment or reenlistment
including the reserve components
components thereof.
including
SEc.
Sul 15. When used in this ActAct—
thirty-six" shall
(a) The term "between
"between the ages of twenty-one
twenty-one and thirty-six"
refer to men who have attained the twenty-first
twenty-first anniversary of the day
dayof
their birth
birth and
and who
have not attained the thirty-sixth
thirty-sixth anniversary
of
of their
who have
anniversary of
the day of their birth;
designating different
different age groups
birth; and other terms designating
shall be construed
construed in a
asimilar manner.
(b)
(b) The term "United States", when used in a
ageographical
geographical sense,
shall be deemed to mean the several States, the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto
Alaska,
Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico.
Rico.
(C)
term "dependent"
regis(c) The
The term
"dependent" when used with respect
respect to aaperson registered under the provisions of this Act includes only an individual (1)
(1)
who is dependent
dependent in fact on such person for support in a
a reasonable
manner, and (2)
(2) whose support in such a
depends on income
a manner depends
earned
earned bysuch
such person
in a
abusiness,
occupation, or
or employment.
employment.
person in
business, occupation,
(d) The
The terms
terms "land
naval forces
and "land
and naval
naval forces"
forces"
forces" and
"land and
"land or
or naval
(d)
shall be
be deemed
deemed to include
shall
include aviation units of such forces.
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(e)
The term
term "district
court of
be deemed
deemed to
(e) The
"district court
of the
the United
United States"
States" shall
shall be
to
include the courts of the United
Territories and the
United States for the Territories
the
possessions
possessions of the
United States.
the United
States.
SEC.
SEC. 16. (a) Except as provided in this Act, all
laws and
parts of
of
all laws
and parts
laws in conflict with the provisions
provisions of this Act are hereby
laws
to
hereby suspended
suspended to
the extent of such conflict
conflict for the period in which
which this
this Act
shall be
be in
in
Act shall
force.
force.
(b) All the provisions
provisions of
except the
the provisions
provisions of
of sections
sections
of this
this Act,
Act, except
3 (c)
(c),,3
3 (d), 88(g), and 12, shall
inoperative and cease
3
shall become
become inoperative
cease to
apply
to apply
on and after May 15, 1945, except as to offenses
offenses committed
prior to
to such
such
committed prior
date, unless this Act is continued
continued in effect
effect by
by the
the Congress.
Congress.
(c) There are hereby authorized
(c)
authorized to be
out of
any
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
money in the Treasury
appropriated, such sums
be
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sums as may be
necessary to carry
carry out
of this
Act.
out the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act.
SEC.
take effect
Sw. 17. This Act shall take
effect immediately.
immediately.
SEc. 18. This Act may be cited as
as the
the "Selective
and Service
Service
"Selective Training
Training and
Act of
of 1940".
1940".
Act
Approved, September
Approved,
September 16, 1940, 3:08
p. m.,
m., E. S. T.
3:08 p.

897
897
"District
"District court
court of
of
the
the United
United States."
States."

Suspension
conSuspension of conflicting laws.
laws.
flicting

Period
of operation,
operation,
Period of
etc.
etc.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
Post, p.
970.
Post,
p. 970.

auau-

When effective.
When
effective.
Short title.
title.
Short

[CHAPTER
721]
[CHAPTER 721]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation to make
for the
the
make loans
loans for
development
development of deposits of
strategic and
and critical
critical minerals
which in
in the
the opinion
of strategic
minerals which
opinion
of the Corporation
Corporation would be of value to the
States in
in time
time of
of war,
war, and
the United
United States
and
to authorize the Reconstruction
Corporation to
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
more adequate
adequate
to make
make more
loans
developmental purposes.
loans for mineral
mineral developmental
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America
United
Congress assembled,
That section
section 14
14
America in,
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Act entitled "An Act
Act relatig
relating to direct
direct loans
for industrial
loans for
industrial
purposes by Federal Reserve banks, and
other purposes,"
purposes,"
and for
for other
approved June
approved
19, 1934,
1934, as
as amended,
amended, is
amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
June 19,
is amended
to read
"SEc. 14. The Reconstruction
"Sw.
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is
is authorized
authorized
Finance Corporation
and
empowered to
to make
loans upon
security to
recogni
ze d
and empowered
make loans
upon sufficient
sufficient security
to recognized
and established
established corporations,
corporations, individuals, and
engaged
and partnerships
partnerships engaged
in the business of mining, milling,
or smelting
smelting ores.
ores. The
The ReconReconmilling, or
struction Finance
Finance Corporation is
is authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered also
also
to
loans to
individuals, and
engaged
to make
make loans
to corporations,
corporations, individuals,
and partnerships
partnerships engaged
in
development of
quartz ledge,
vein, or
or other
other ore
body,
in the
the development
of aa.quartz
ledge, or
or vein,
ore body,
or placer
placer deposit,
containing gold,
silver, or
or gold
and silver,
silver,
or
deposit, containing
gold, silver,
or tin,
tin, or
gold and
or any strategic or
mineral which
which in
the opinion
opinion of
of the
the
or critical
critical mineral
in the
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
Corporation would
of value
to the
the United
would be
be of
value to
United
States
in time
war, when,
the Reconstruction
States in
time of
of war,
when, in
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of the
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation,
Corporation, there is sufficient
reason to
believe that,
that, through
through
sufficient reason
to believe
the
use of
of such
such loan
loan in
the development
development of
or vein,
the use
in the
of aa lode,
lode, ledge,
ledge, or
vein, or
or
mineral deposit,
deposit, or
or placer
will be
developed aa
mineral
placer gravel
gravel deposit,
deposit, there
there will
be developed
sufficient quantity
ore, or
placer deposits
deposits of
sufficient va
l
ue to
t
o
sufficient
quantity of
of ore,
or placer
of a
a sufficient
value
pay a
profit upon
upon mining
mining operations:
to exceed
exceed
pay
a profit
operations: .Provicled
Provided:2 That
That not
not to
$20,000
be loaned
or partnership
partnership
$20,000 shall be
loaned to
to any
any corporation,
corporation, individual,
individual, or
for such development
development purposes;
purposes; except
not in
in excess
excess of
of $40,000
$40,000
except that
that not
in the
the aggregate
may be
to any
any corporation,
individual, or
or
in
aggregate may
be loaned
loaned .
to
corporation, individual,
partnership
partnership for such purposes,
purposes, if
such corporation,
corporation, individual,
individual, or
if such
or
partnership has
has expended
expended funds
previously obtained
obtained from
the ReconReconpartnership
funds previously
from the
struction
struction Finance
Finance Corporation
Corporation for
such purposes
purposes in
in such
such manner
for such
manner
as to
justify an
an additional
loan for
for such
further,
as
to justify
additional loan
such purposes:
purposes: Provided
Provided further,
That there
there shall
or made
made available
available for
for such
such developdevelopThat
shall not
not be
be allocated
allocated or
ment
loans a
sum in
of $10,000,000."
ment loans
a sum
in excess
excess of
$10,000,000."
Approved,
September
16,
Approved, September 16, 1940.
1940.
193470°-41-PT.
193470°-41— PT. I--57
5-57

September
16, 1940
1940
September 16,
[S. 4008]
4008]
[i.
[Public, No.
No. 784]
[Public,

Reconstruction FiFiReconstruction
nance Corporation.
nance
48
1112.
48 Stat.
Stat. 1112.
15 U.
U.S.
S. C.
C. §§606d;
606c1;
Supp. V,
606c1.
Supp.
V, §
§ 606d.

Loans for
for mineral
mineral
development
purposes.
development purposes.

Strategic
Strategic or
or critical
critical
minerals.
minerals.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Maximum loan.
loan.
Maximum

Aggregate
amount.
Aggregate amount.
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1940
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898
898
[CHAPTER 722]
722]
[CHAPTER
September 18, 19
1940
[S. 2i009]
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AN ACT

AN ACT

To
approved February
February 4,
1887, as
as amended,
amended,
To amend
amend the
the Act
Act to
to regulate
regulate commerce,
commerce, approved
4, 1887,
so
to provide
provide for
for unified
unified regulation
of carriers
carriers by railroad,
railroad, motor vehicle,
vehicle,
regulation of
so as
as to
and water,
for other
purposes.
other purposes.
and for
water, and
and

Be
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That this
this Act,
Act,
United
States of
of America
America in
divided
titles and
the following
following table
table of
of
to the
and sections
sections according
according to
divided into
into titles
contents, may
be cited
1940:
Act of
of 1940:
as the
the Transportation
Transportation Act
contents,
may be
cited as
TABLE
CONTENTS
TABLE OF CONTENTS
TITLE
- AMENDMENTS TO
LAW
EXISTING LAW
TO EXISTING
TITLE I
I-AMENDMENTS
Sec. 1.
1. Short
Short title
for act
to regulate
regulate commerce;
declaration of national
national transcommerce; declaration
act to
title for
Sec.
portation
portation policy.
policy.
Sec. 2.
to section
section 1
(4), and (6).
(5).
1 (3),
(3), (4),
Sec.
2. Amendments
Amendments to
See. 3.
reduced rates.
free or
or at reduced
3. Transportation
Transportation free
Sec.
section 1
(14), (17),
and (18).
(18).
(17), and
1 (14),
Amendments to
to section
Sec. 4.
4. Amendments
Sec. 5. Amendments
Amendments to section 3.
Long-and-short-haul provision.
Sec. 6. Long-and-short-haul
Sec. 7.
acquisitions of
of control.
control.
mergers, and
and acquisitions
7. Pooling;
Pooling; unifications,
unifications, mergers,
Sec.
8 Amendments
Sec. 8.
Amendments to section 6.
Amendments to sections 12 and 13.
Sec. 9.
9. Amendments
See.
Amendments to sections
sections 15 and 15a.
15a.
Sec. 10. Amendments
Sec. 11. Amendments
Amendments to section 16.
procedure; delegation
delegation of duties; rehearings.
rehearings.
Commission procedure;
Sec. 12. Commission
See. 13. Amendments
section 20.
Amendments to section
Sec.
Sec.
Sec. 14.
14. Amendments
Amendments to sections 25, 26, and 27.
Sec.
II.
Sec. 15. Short title for part IL
II.
Sec. 16.
16. References
References to policy declared in part II.
section 202.
Sec. 17.
17. Amendments
Amendments to section
Amendments to section
section 203.
Sec. 18. Amendments
See.
Exemption of certain
certain interstate
foreign commerce operations
operations of
interstate and
and foreign
Sec. 19.
19. Exemption
motor
motor carriers.
Sec. 20.
Amendments to sections
sections 204, 205, and 206.
20. Amendments
Sec.
repeal of section 213.
Sec. 21.
21. Amendments
Amendments to sections 210, 210a, and 212; repeal
Sec. 22. Amendments
Amendments to sections 214, 216, and 217.
Sec. 23.
23. Amendments
Amendments to section 218.
Sec. 24.
24. Accounts,
reports of motor
motor carriers.
Sec.
Accounts, records, and reports
Sec. 25. Amendments
Amendments to sections 221 and 222.
Sec. 26. New section relating
allowances to shippers.
relating to allowances
Sec. 27. Investigation
Investigation of need
need for
for regulating
and weight of motor
motor vehicles.
regulating sizes and
TITLE
II- REGULATION OF
or WATEI
W ATER CARBIEBS
CARRIERS IIN INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE AND
FOREIGN COMMEROE
COMMEROE
TIE
II-REGULATION
AND FOREIGN

Sec. 201. Part III of Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act.
"PART Im
ni
"PART
"Sec. 301. Short title.
"Sec. 302.
"Sec.
302. Definitions.
"Sec. 803.
303. Application
exemptions.
"Sec.
Application of provisions;
provisions; exemptions.
"Sec. 304. General powers
powers and duties of the
the Commission.
Commission.
"Sec.
through routes.
"Sec. 305. Rates, fares,
fares, charges, and practices; through
"Sec. 80S
306. Tariffs
Tariffs and schedules.
"Sec.
"Sec. 307.
"Sec.
307. Commission's authority over rates, and so forth.
"Sec. 308. Reparation
Reparation awards;
awards; limitation of actions.
"Sec.
Certificates of
"Sec. 309. Certificates
of public
public convenience
convenience and necessity and
and permits.
"Sec. 310. Dual operations
operations under certificates
certificates and permits.
"Sec. 311. Temporary
Temporary operations.
"Sec. 312
312. Transfer
Transfer of certificates
"Sec.
certificates and permits.
"Sec. 313. Accounts,
Accounts, records,
records, and reports.
"Sec.
"Sec. 314. Allowances to shippers
shippers for transportation
transportation services.
"Sec. 315. Notices,
Notices, orders, and service of process.
process.
"Sec. 316. Enforcement
Enforcement and
and procedure.
procedure.
"Sec.
"Sec. 317. Unlawful
Unlawful acts and penalties.
"Sec. 318. Collection
Collection of rates
rates and charges.
"Sec.
319.
Employees.
"Sec
Employees
"Sec. 320. Repeals.
Repeals.
"Sec
321 Transfer of employees,
"Sec. m
employees, records, property, and appropriations.
"Sec. 322. Existing
"Sec.
Existing orders, rules, tariffs,
tariffs, and
and so forth; pending
pending matters.
Separability of provisions."
"Sec. 323. Separabifity
provisions."
Sec.
effective.
Se. 202. Time effective.
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TITLE
MISCET.LANEOUS
TTLE III—
III-MISCELLANEOUS

MODES OF
OF TRANSPOBTATION
OF VARIOUS
VAIOUBS MODES
PART I-INVESTIGATION
PART
I—INVESTIGATION OF
TRANSPORTATION

Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

301.
302.
302.
303.
304.
304.
305.
305.
306.

GOV]UNMENT TRAFFIC
II-ATES ON
ON GOVERNMENT
PART
TRAFFIC
PABT 1/—RATES

Sec.
Government to pay full rates.
Sec. 321.
321. Government
Sec.
Deduction of overpayments.
Sec. 322. Deduction

ACT
PART In--AMENDMENTS
In—AMENDMENTS TO
FINANCE CORPORATION
CORPORATION ACT
TO RECONSTRUCTION
RECONSTRUCTION FINANCE
PART
Sec.
Sec. 331.
331.

TITLE
EXISTING LAW
I-AMENDMENTS TO EXISTING
TITLE I—AMENDMENTS
SHORT TITLE
TITLE FOR
FOR ACT
ACT TO
TO REGULATE
REGULATE COMMERCE; DECLARATION
NATIONAL
DECLARATION OF NATIONAL
SHORT
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION POLICY
POLICY

commerce",
SEcriox 1.
regulate commerce",
Act to regulate
"An Act
entitled "An
Act entitled
1. The
The Act
SECTION
approved
February 4,
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition, title
(U. S.
as amended
amended (II.
1887,2 as
4, 1887
approved February
49, sees.
secs. 1-27;
1-27; Supp.
title 49,
secs. 3,
6, 11,
21, 22, 25,
25, 26,
3, 6,
11, 15, 18, 21,
49, sees.
IV, title
Supp. IV,
49,
301-327), is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
before part
following:
part IIthe following:
inserting before
301-327),

24 Stat.
Stat. 379.
379.
24

"SHORT
TITLE
"SHORT T
ITLE
"This Act
may be
cited as
Commerce Act.
Interstate Commerce
as the
the Interstate
be cited
Act may
"This

Interstate ComComInterstate
merce Act.
merce

"NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION POLICY
"NATIONAL
National transportransporNational
"It is
declared to
to be
transportation policy of the tation
the national
national transportation
be the
"It
is hereby
hereby declared
policy.
of
modes
all
of
Congress
to
provide
for
fair
and
impartial
regulation
modes
regulation
impartial
Congress to provide for fair and
administered
this Act, so administered
transportation
subject to
the provisions
provisions of this
to the
transportation subject
as to
to recognize
recognize and
preserve the
the inherent
of each;
each; to
to proproadvantages of
inherent advantages
and preserve
as
mote
and foster
foster sound
sound
service and
efficient service
and efficient
economical, and
adequate, economical,
safe, adequate,
mote safe,
economic
conditions in
in transportation
transportation and
among the
several carriers;
carriers;
the several
and among
economic conditions
to
the establishment
establishment and
maintenance of
reasonable charges
charges
of reasonable
and maintenance
encourage the
to encourage
for
services, without
without unjust
unjust discriminations,
discriminations, undue
transportation services,
for transportation
preferences or
or advantages,
or unfair
destructive competitive
competitive pracpracor destructive
unfair or
advantages, or
preferences
tices;
to cooperate
cooperate with
with the
the several
several States
States and
and the
the duly
authorized
duly authorized
tices; to
officials
thereof; and
encourage fair
equitable working
working
and equitable
wages and
fair wages
to encourage
and to
officials thereof;
conditions ;—all to
to the
the end
end of
developing, coordinating,
preserving
and preserving
coordinating, and
of developing,
conditions;-all
a
national transportation
transportation system
by water,
water, highway,
and rail,
rail, as
as well
well
highway, and
system by
a national
as other
other means,
to meet
the needs
commerce of
the
of the
of the
the commerce
needs of
meet the
adequate to
means, adequate
as
United States,
States, of
of the
the Postal
of the
the national
national defense. All
and of
Service, and
Postal Service,
United
of the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be administered
administered and
and enforced
enforced with
with
the provisions
of
view to
declaration of
policy."
of policy."
the above
above declaration
out the
carrying out
to carrying
aaview

AMENDMENTS TO
SECTION 1
1 (3),
(3) (
4), AND
AND (5)
(5)
(4),
TO SECTION
AMENDMENTS

Part II of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act.
Act.
Post,
919.
Post, p. 919.
"Person"
defined.
"Person" defined.
Stat. 474.
41 Stat.
49U. S.
C. §I1
(3).
S.C.
1 (3).
49U.

S
RC. 2.
(3) of
of section
section 11of
of the
the Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commerce
Paragraph (3)
(a) Paragraph
2. (a)
SEC.
Act, as
amended by
by inserting
"(3)" the
the letter "(a)"
"(a)"
after "(3)"
inserting after
is amended
as amended,
amended, is
Act,
and by
adding at
the end
end thereof
follows: "The
sentence as follows:
thereof aa new sentence
at the
by adding
and
term
'person' as
as used
in this
firm, copartcopartindividual firm,
an individual,
includes an
part includes
this part
used in
term 'person'
nership,
corporation, company,
association, or
or joint-stock
joint-stock association;
association;
company, association,
nership, corporation,
and
includes a
a trustee,
receiver, assignee,
assignee, or
personal representative
representative
or personal
trustee, receiver,
and includes
thereof."
thereof."
(b) Such
Such paragraph
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof aa
by adding
adding at
is amended
amended by
(3) is
paragraph (3)
(b)
new subparagraph
(b) as
as follows:
follows:
subparagraph (b)
new
"C ontro I" con"Control"
"(b)
For the
purposes of
of sections
(1), 20,
20, 204
(a) (7),
(7), 210,
210, strued.
204 (a)
12 (1),
5, 12
sections 5,
the purposes
"(b) For
Post, pp.
pp. 905191
966,910, 916,
916,
Post,
220,304
(b), 310,
reference is
control
to control
made to
is made
where reference
Act, where
this Act,
313 of
of this
and 313
310, and
220,304 (b),
922,
926, 933, 943,
943,
92, 923,
923, 926,
(in
referrmg
to
a
relationship
between
any
person
or
persons
and
943.
944.
(in referring to a relationship between any person or persons and

900

41 Stat.
41
Stat. 475.
475.

U. S. C. 11(4).
49 U.
899.
Ante, p. 899.
Through routes,
Through
rates, etc.

Post,
Post,p. 929.
Operating facilities.
facilities.
Operating

Divisions of joint
Joint
rates.

41 Stat. 475.
8. C. 11
1(5).
(5).
49 U. S.C.

Contracts
Contracts with telephone, etc., compacompanlie.
nies.
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another
or persons),
reference shall
construed to
to
persons), such
such reference
shall be
be construed
another person
person or
include actual
actual as
legal control,
maintained or
exercised
or exercised
control, whether
whether maintained
as well
well as
as legal
include
through or
reason of
of the
the method
method of
or circumstances
circumstances surrounding
surrounding
of or
through
or by
by reason
organization or
or operation,
common directors,
directors, officers,
officers,
operation, through
through or
or by
by common
organization
or stockholders,
stockholders, a
trust or
holding or
or investment
investment comcoma voting
voting trust
or trusts,
trusts, aaholding
or
pany or
companies, or
by .any
any other
direct or
or indirect
indirect
or through
through or
or by
other direct
pany
or companies,
means; and
and to
to include
include the
the power
power to
exercise control."
control."
to exercise
means;
(c) Paragraph
Paragraph (4)
(4) of
section 1
1 (which
(which relates
relates to
to the
the duty
of
(c)
of such
such section
duty of
common
carriers subject
subject to
to part
part II to
establish through
through routes
common carriers
to establish
routes and
and
thereto), is
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
rates applicable
applicable thereto),
is amended
"(4) It
be the
duty of
every common
common carrier
carrier subject
subject to
to this
this
"(4)
It shall
shall be
the duty
of every
part
transportation upon
upon reasonable request
request
and furnish transportation
part to
to provide and
therefor, and to establish
establish reasonable
reasonable through
through routes with other such
such
therefor,
carriers, and just and
reasonable rates, fares,
fares, charges, and classificacarriers,
and reasonable
tions applicable
thereto; and
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
carriers
common carriers
and it
be the
of common
tions
applicable thereto;
by
railroad subject
through routes
routes
by railroad
subject to this part to establish reasonable
reasonable through
with common
carriers by
subject to
to part
III, and
just and
part III,
and just
and
by water
water subject
with
common carriers
reasonable rates,
fares, charges,
classifications applicable
applicable thereto.
charges, and
and classifications
reasonable
rates, fares,
It shall be
carrier establishing
establishing
common carrier
It
be the
the duty of
of every such common
through
operating such
such
to provide
provide reasonable
reasonable facilities
facilities for operating
through routes to
routes
to make
make reasonable
regulations with
to
with respect to
reasonable rules and regulations
routes and
and to
operation, and providing
providing for
reasonable compensation
compensation to
to those
for reasonable
their operation,
entitled
charges, to estabentitled thereto;
thereto; and in case of joint rates, fares, or charges,
lish
reasonable, and equitable
equitable divisions
which shall not
not
divisions thereof, which
lish just, reasonable,
prefer or prejudice
prejudice any of such participating
participating carriers."
carriers."
unduly prefer
Paragraph (5)
section 1
1is amended
after
(d) Paragraph
(5) of
of such
such section
amended by inserting after
"(5)"
"(a)" and by striking
striking out the following:
": And pro"(5)" the
the letter
letter "(a)"
following: ":
provided
construed to
prevent
vided furrther,
further,That nothing in
in this part shall
shall be
be construed
to prevent
telephone,
telegraph and cable companies
companies from entering
entering into
telephone, telegraph
into contracts
carriers for
exchange of services",
by
tracts with
with common
common carriers
for the
the exchange
services", and by
(a) aanew paragraph
paragraph as follows:
follows:
adding after .such paragraph
paragraph (5) (a)
"(b) Nothing
construed to
to prevent
any comcom"(b)
Nothing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
prevent any
under
mon carrier subject to this Act from entering into or operating
operating under
any contract
contract with any telephone,
telephone, telegraph, or cable company, for
for
exchange of their services."
the exchange
services."
TRANSPORTATION
REDUCED RATES
TRANSPORTATION FREE OR AT REWIND
RATES

41 Stat. 475.
II. 8. O.
11 (7).
(7).
49 U.S.
0.11

44 Stat.
Btat. 577.
45
U. 8.
0., ch.
eh. 8;
45 U.
S. 0.,
8;
Sapp. V,
V, oh.
ob. 8.
Supp.

852.
25 Stat. 862.
49
8. O.. 1 22;
U. S.
49 U.
22;
Sapp.
V,
1
sapp. v, as.
a.

Site. 3. (a)
Paragraph (7)
(7) of section 1
1of the Interstate
SEC.
(a) Paragraph
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
"and their families,
as amended, is amended
amended by striking out
out "and
families, its
officers, agents, surgeons,
surgeons, physicians
at law;"
law ;" and
and
physicians, and
and attorneys
attorneys at
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof a
comma and the following: "its officers,
officers, sura comma
geons, physicians, and attorneys
attorneys at law, and the families of any of
of
the foregoing; to the executive
counsel
executive officers, general chairmen,
chairmen, and counsel
of
employees' organizations
of employees'
organizations when such
such organizations
organizations are
are authorized
authorized
and designated
designated to represent employees
employees in accordance
accordance with
with the provisions of the Railway
Railway Labor Act;".
(b) Such paragraph
paragraph (7)
(7) is further amended
amended by striking out "to
Railway Mail
post-office inspectors,"
Railway
Mail Service employees
employeesopost-office
inspectors," and inserting
inserting
in lieu thereof "to railway
railway mail-service
mail-service employees
employees and 'Persons
persons in
charge of the mails when
when on duty and traveling to and from duty,
and all duly accredited
accredited agents and officers
officers of the Post Office Department and the Railway Mail Service
Service and post-offic
inspectors while
post-officee inspectors
traveling
traveling on official business, upon the exhibition of their credentials;
credentials;
te .
to".
(c)
(c) The first sentence of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of
section 22
22 of
Interof section
of the
the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended,
amended, is amended—
amended(1) by
inserting after
"the necessary
necessary agents
(1)
by inserting
after "the
agents employed
employed in
in such
such
transportation," the following: "or the transportation
transportation of persons
transportation"
persons
United States Government
Government free or at reduced
for the United
reduced rates,"; and
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(2) by
inserting after
"free carriage
their own officers and
and
carriage to their
after "free
by inserting
(2)
prevent the free
employees," the
the following:
"or to prevent
free carriage,
carriage, storfollowing: "or
employees,"
age,
or handling
by a
the household
household goods and other
of the
carrier of
a carrier
handling by
age, or
personal
effects of
of its
officers or employees
employees when such goods
own officers
its own
personal effects
and
effects must
necessarily be
place to another
another
be moved
moved from one place
must necessarily
and effects
as
result of
change in
the place
place of employment
of such officers
employment of
in the
of aachange
as aaresult
or
employees while
in the
carrier,".
of the carrier,".
service of
the service
while in
or employees
(which
(d) The
The last
last sentence
sentence of
of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of such section 22 (which
(d)
relates
to reduced
reduced rates
rates to
improve housing
conditions, and so forth)
forth) is
housing conditions,
to improve
relates to
hereby
hereby repealed.
(e)
section 22
22 is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by striking
striking
such section
of such
(1) of
Paragraph (1)
(e) Paragraph
out
(which relate
of such
such section 22 (which
(3) of
and (3)
(2) and
paragraphs (2)
and paragraphs
out "(1)";
"(1)"; and
to
the issuance
of interchangeable
tickets), are hereby
mileage tickets),
interchangeable mileage
issuance of
to the
repealed.
repealed.

1264.
48 Stat. 1264.
S. C.
C. §§22 (1);
49 U. S.
Supp. V,
V.§§22 (1).
(I).

42 Stat. 827; 25 Stat.
Stat.
862.
862.
49 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. § 22;
49
Supp.
22.
Bupp. V, §§22.

AND (18)
(17),
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 1
14 ) (
17 ) AND
(
18)
(14),
1 (
TO SECTION
AMENDMENTS TO
41 Stat. 476.
476.

Commerce 49 U.
1 of the Interstate
S
EC. 4.
(a) Paragraph
Interstate Commerce
of section
section 1
(14) of
Paragraph (14)
4. (a)
U. S.
S. C. §
§1(14).
1(14).
SEC.
follows:
is amended
Act,
amended to read as follows:
amended, is
as amended,
Act, as
Car
Car service.
service.
or
"(14)
Commission may,
may, after
after hearing,
hearing, on
on aacomplaint
complaint or
The Commission
(a) The
"(14) (a)
Establishment of
Establishment
of
etc.
rules,
rules,
upon
its
own
initiative
without
complaint,
establish
reasonable
reasonable
establish
complaint,
without
upon its own initiative
regulations, and
and practices
practices with
to car
car service
service by common
common
respect to
with respect
regulations,
carriers by
railroad subject
subject to this part, including
including the compensation
compensation
by railroad
carriers
arrangement
to be
be paid
and other
any contract,
agreement, or arrangement
contract, agreement,
of any
terms of
other terms
paid and
to
for
the use
use of
locomotive, car,
car, or
or other
other vehicle
not owned
owned by the
vehicle not
any locomotive,
of any
for the
carrier using
using it
(and whether
whether or
not owned
owned by
by another
carrier), and
and
another carrier),
or not
it (and
carrier
the penalties
for nonobservance
nonobservance of such
such rules,
rules, regularegulasanctions for
other sanctions
or other
penalties or
the
tions, or
or practices.
tions,
practices.
Contracts for pro"(b)
unlawful for
for any
common carrier
carrier by railroad
railroad or
or tective
any common
be unlawful
shall be
It shall
"(b) It
tective service
service againt
against
heat or cold.
cold.
heat
coninto
enter
make
express
company,
subject
to
this
part,
to
make
or
any
to
express company, subject to this part
tract,
agreement, or
or arrangement
any person
person for
the furnishing
for the
with any
arrangement with
tract, agreement,
protective servcompany of protective
to
or on
on behalf
of such
express company
or express
carrier or
such carrier
behalf of
to or
ice
against heat
heat or
or cold
to property
property transported
transported or
to be
be transported
transported
or to
cold to
ice against
in
interstate or
foreign commerce,
or for
for any
such carrier
express
carrier or express
any such
commerce, or
or foreign
in interstate
such
company
as a
a party
party to
to any such
1941, as
1, 1941,
April 1,
after April
continue after
to continue
company to
contract,
contract,
agreement,
or
arrangement
unless
and
until
such
until
and
unless
arrangement
or
agreement,
contract,
agreement, or
approved by the
and approved
to and
submitted to
been submitted
has been
arrangement has
or arrangement
agreement,
Commission
as
just,
reasonable,
and
consistent
with
the
public interest:
interest:
public
the
with
consistent
and
reasonable,
just,
as
Commission
Proviso.
Provided,
if the
the Commission
Commission is
unable to
to make
make its
determination
its determination
is unable
on.
Time exto
extension.
That if
Provided, That
prior
with respect
contract, agreement,
arrangement prior
or arrangement
agreement, or
such contract,
any such
to any
respect to
with
to
said date,
date, it
may extend
extend it
to not
not later
than October
October 1, 1941."
1941."
later than
it to
it may
to said
41 Stat. 477.
477.
(b)
(17) of
of such
such section
section 1
relates to the duty 49
(which relates
1 (which
U. 8. 0.
(17).
U.S.C.
1 §11(17).
Paragraph (17)
(b) Paragraph
Comof
carriers
by
railroad,
and
their
agents,
to
obey
orders
the
of
orders
obey
to
agents
of carriers by railroad, and their
mission
relating to
service) is
is amended
amended by
by inserting
inserting after
after "(17)"
"(17)"
car service)
to car
mission relating
the
letter "(a)";
and by
by adding
adding after
after such
(17) (a)
(a) the
paragraph (17)
such paragraph
"(a) ; and
the letter
following new
subparagraph:
new subparagraph:
following
Bribery.
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
for any
any person
offer or
or give
give or
or cause
or
cause or
to offer
person to
be unlawful
(b) It
""(b)
money,
any
procure
directly or
indirectly,
or indirectly,
given, directly
or given,
offered or
be offered
to be
procure to
or bribe in any other form whatsoever,
property, or
or thing
thing of
of value,
whatsoever, to
to
value, or
property,
subject
any person
acting for
for or
or employed
railroad subject
employed by any carrier by railroad
person acting
any
to this
intent to
his decision
decision or
or action,
action or
or because
because
influence his
to influence
with intent
part with
this part
to
or
of his
his decision
or action,
action, with
respect to the
the supply, distribution,
distribution, or
with respect
decision or
of
movement of
of cars
or other
or vessels,
in the
transporthe transporused in
vessels, used
vehicles, or
other vehicles,
cars or
movement
tation
of property.
property. It
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
acting for
for
for any person acting
It shall
tation of
or
to this
solicit,
to solicit,
part to
this part
subject to
railroad subject
by railroad
carrier by
any carrier
by any
employed by
or employed
accept, or
or receive,
directly or
indirectly, any
property, or
or
money, property,
any money,
or indirectly,
receive, directly
accept,
thing of
value, or
in any
any other
whatsoever, with
intent
with intent
form whatsoever,
other form
bribe in
or bribe
of value,
thing
to be
thereby in
in his
his decision
decision or
action, or
because of his
his
or because
or action,
influenced thereby
be influenced
to
decision or
or action,
respect to
the supply,
supply, distribution,
distribution, or moveto the
with respect
action, with
decision
ment
of cars
other vehicles,
vehicles, or
vessels, used
used in
in the
the transportation
transportation
or vessels,
or other
cars or
ment of
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41 Stat. 477.
477.
49
U. S. C.I
C. §1
§1(18).
(18).
49 U.S.
Spur, etc., tracks.
Post,
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905.
Post, 905.
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of property. Any person
violates the
the provisions
of this
this subperson who violates
provisions of
subparagraph
paragraph shall be deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
and be
be subject
subject
than $1,000,
$1,000, or
or imprisonment
for each offense to
to aa fine
fine of not more
more than
imprisonment
in the penitentiary
penitentiary for a
years, or
or both
both
a term of
of not
not more
more than two years,
such fine and imprisonment."
imprisonment."
(c)
by adding
adding at
at the
the
(c) Paragraph (18)
(18) of such section
section 11is
is amended
amended by
"Nothing in
paragraph or
or
end thereof a
a new sentence
sentence as follows:
follows: "Nothing
in this
this paragraph
in section 55shall be considered
considered to
contracts
to prohibit
prohibit the
the making
making of contracts
carriers by railroad subject
between carriers
subject to this part, without
without the approval
approval
of the Commission, for the joint ownership
ownership or
use of
of spur,
spur,
or joint use
side tracks."
tracks."
industrial, team, switching,
switching, or
or side
AMENDMENTS TO
AMENDMENTS
TO SECTION
SECTION 33

41 Stat. 479.
49 U.
U. S.. C.
c. §
§ 33 (I);
(1);
Supp. V, §
§3.
Ante, p.
p. 899.
Undue preference.
preference.

Undue disadvantage.

Praise.
Proviso.

Construction of
of paragraph, restriction.
agraph,
restriction.

Export rates
rates on farm
farm
commodities.
commodities.

Rate Investigations.
Investigations.

Ante,
Ante, p. 899.

Prooiso.
Proviso.
Scope
investigaScope of investigation.

41 Stat. 479.
S. C.
49 U.
U. S.
0. 133(2).
(2).
Reconsignments,
Reconsignments,
etc.;
etc.; liability of
of benebeneficial owner.
owner.

SEC.
S
EC. 5.
(a) Paragraph
Paragraph (1) of section
of the
the Interstate
Com5. (a)
section 3
3 of
Interstate Commerce Act, as amended
amended (which
(which prohibits the giving of
of undue
or
undue or
unreasonable
unreasonable preferences
carriers subject to part
part I),
I),
preferences or advantages
advantages by carriers
is amended to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
"(1)
It shall be unlawful
"(1) It
unlawful for any common carrier
carrier subject
subject to the
the
provisions of this part to make, give, or cause any undue or unreasonpreference or advantage
able preference
advantage to any particular
company, firm,
firm,
particular person, company,
corporation, association,
association, locality,
locality, port, port
transit
port district,
district, gateway,
gateway, transit
point, region, district, territory,
description of
of
territory, or
or any
any particular
particular description
traffic, in any
any respect
respect whatsoever;
any particular
person,
whatsoever; or to
to subject any
particular person,
company, firm, corporation
association, locality,
port district,
district,
corporation,z association,
locality, port, port
gateway, transit point,
territory, or
or any
any particular
particular
gateway,
point, region, district,
district, territory,
description of traffic
traffic to any undue
or disdisundue or unreasonable
unreasonable prejudice
prejudice or
advantage in any respect whatsoever:
Provided, however,
That this
this
whatsoever: Provided,
however, That
paragraph shall not be construed
paragraph
construed to apply to discrimination,
discrimination,
prejudice, or disadvantage
disadvantage to the traffic
traffic of any other
carrier of
of
other carrier
whatever description.
whatever
"(la)
It is hereby declared
declared to be the policy of Congress
"(la) It
Congress that shipshippers of wheat, cotton
for export
export
cotton, and all
all other farm
farm commodities
commodities for
shall be granted export rates on
principles as
as are
are applicable
on the same principles
applicable
in the case of rates on industrial
products for
for export.
export. The
The ComComindustrial products
mission is hereby
hereby directed, on its own initiative
initiative or an application by
by
interested persons, to make such investigations
investigations and
and conduct
such
conduct such
hearings,
appropriate proceedings,
hearings, and, after appropriate
proceedings, to issue such orders,
orders,
as may be necessary
necessary to carry out such policy."
policy."
Commerce Commission
Commission is
is authorized
and
(b) The Interstate
Interstate Commerce
authorized and
directed to institute an investigation
investigation into the rates on manufactured
manufactured
products, agricultural
commodities and raw
materials, between
point
s
agricultural commodities,
raw materials,
between points
in one classification territory and
and points in another such
such territory,
territory,
and into like rates within any of such territories, maintained
maintained by
common carriers by rail or water subject to part
Interstate
part I
I of the
the Interstate
Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
determining whether
amended, for
for the purpose
purpose of
of determining
whether
said rates are unjust and unreasonable
unreasonable or unlawful
other
unlawful in any other
respect in and of themselves or in their relation to
other, and
to each other
and
to enter such orders as may be appropriate
a any
any
appropriate for the removal
removal of
unlawfulness
unlawfulness which
which may be found
That the
the
found to exist: Provided,
Provided, That
Commission
Commission in its discretion
discretion may confine its investigation
investigation to such
such
manufactured products, agricultural commodities,
manufactured
commodities, and raw materials,
materials
and the rates thereon
thereon as
thereofmay
request be
be
as shippers
shippers thereof
may specifically
specifically request
included in such investigation.
investigation.
(c)
(c) Paragraph
Paragraph (2) of
section 33 (which
(which requires
requires payment
of
of such
such section
payment of
charges
delivery of freight, and prescribes
charges prior to delivery
prescribes certain rules
rules of
of
liability for payment
payment of charges),
charges), is amended by adding at the end
liability
the following
following sentences:
sentences: "On
"On shipments reconsigned
reconsigned or diverted
diverted by
by
an agent
agent who has furnished
carrier in the reconsignment
an
furnished the carrier
reconsignment or
or
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diversion order with a
a notice of agency and the proper name
name and
address of the beneficial owner, and where
where such shipments
shipments are refused
or abandoned
abandoned at ultimate destination, the said beneficial owner shall
shall
be liable for all legally applicable
applicable charges
charges in connection
connection therewith.
therewith.
If
reconsignor or diverter
If the reconsignor
diverter has given
given to the carrier
carrier erroneous
erroneous
information
reconsignor or
information as to who the beneficial
beneficial owner is, such reconsignor
or
diverter
diverter shall himself be liable for all such charges,
charges, and an action for
for
the enforcement of his liability may be begun within the same period
period
provided in the case of an action against
provided
given
against a
a consignee
consignee who has given
erroneous information as to the
beneficial owner.
owner."
the beneficial
(d) Such section 33 is amended
amended by adding
(d)
adding after paragraph
paragraph (2)
Stat. 479.
479.
(2) 4141 Stat.
49 U. S. C.
c. § 3
3 (2).
thereof
thereof the following new paragraph:
paragraph:
"(3) If
a shipment
"(3)
If a
a shipper or consignor
consignor of a
shipment of property
property (other
Liability of shipper
shipper
(other when
consignee.
than a
a prepaid
prepaid shipment) is also the consignee named in the
bill of
of when consignee.
the bill
lading .and, prior to the time of delivery, notifies, in writing,
writing, a
a
delivering
delivering carrier
carrier by railroad or a
adelivering
company subject
subject
delivering express company
to the provisions of this part, (a)
property at destina(a) to deliver such property
beneficial owner of
tion to another party, (b) that such party is the beneficial
of
such property, and (c) that delivery is to be made
made to such
such party
party only
only
transportation charges
upon payment of all transportation
charges in respect of the transportation of such property, and delivery
delivery is made by the carrier to
such party without such payment, such shipper or consignor shall
shall
not be liable (as shipper, consignor
such
consignor,, consignee
consignee,'or
or otherwise)
otherwise) for
for such
Liability otreceiver.
of receiver.
transportation
delivery is so made
transportation charges but the party to
to whom
whom delivery
made Liability
shall in any event be liable for transportation
against
transportation charges billed against
the property at the time of such delivery, and also for any additional charges which
which may be found to be due after
after delivery of the
Exception.
Exception.
property, except
except that if such party prior to such delivery
delivery has
has notified
notified
property,
delivering carrier
carrier that he is not the beneficial
owner of
in writing the delivering
beneficial owner
of
property, and has given in writing to such delivering
carrier the
the
the property,
delivering carrier
beneficial owner, such
such party
name and address of such beneficial
party shall not
not be
liable for any additional charges which may be found to be due after
after
delivery of the property;
property; but
but if
if the party
party to whom delivery
delivery is made
made
carrier erroneous
information as
has given to the carrier
erroneous information
as to the beneficial
beneficial
nevertheless be liable for such additional
additional
owner, such party shall nevertheless
Liability of shipper.
charges. If
consignor has given to the delivering
delivering
charges.
If the shipper or consignor
carrier
erroneous
information
as
to
who
the
beneficial
owner
is
such
carrier erroneous information as to who the beneficial owner is, such
shipper or consignor
consignor shall himself
liable for such
himself be
be liable
such transportation
transportation
charges,
notwithstanding the foregoing
charges, notwithstanding
foregoing provisions
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph
irrespective of
provisions to
to the
the contrary
contrary in
bill of
of lading
lading
and irrespective
of any
any provisions
in the
the bill
transportation under
was
or in
in the
the contract
contract of
of transportation
under which
which the shipment was
made.
enforcement of
such liability
either against
against
made. An
An action
action for the
the enforcement
of such
liability either
the party to
to whom delivery is
is made
made or
or the
the shipper
shipper or consignor may
may
be
paragraph (8)
section 16,
be begun
begun within
within the period
period provided
provided in paragraph
(8) of section
Time limitations.
limitations.
or
expiration of
judgment against
or before
before the
the expiration
of six months after
after final judgment
against 41Time
Stat. 492.
U.
S.
C. §16 (3).
49
U.
S.
C.
the
carrier
in
an
action
against
either
of
such
parties
begun
within
the carrier in an action against either of such parties begun within
the limitation
period provided
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) of
of section
section 16.
16. The
The
the
limitation period
provided in
"Delivering carrier"
"Deliveringcarrier"
term 'delivering
the line-haul
making ultimate
ultimate defined.
term
'delivering carrier'
carrier' means
means the
line-haul carrier
carrier making
defined.
delivery."
delivery."
479.
41 Stat. 479.
(e)
(3) of such
section 3
the affording
affording
(e) Paragraph
Paragraph (3)
such section
3 (which
(which relates
relates to the
S. C.
C. §33(3).
(3).
49 U. s.
interchange of
of traffic),
traffic), is
by striking
striking out
of facilities for
for interchange
is amended
amended by
out
"(3)" and substituting in
thereof "(4)"
(4)" and
and is
is further
further amended
amended
"(3)"
in lieu
lieu thereof
to
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
Facilities for interinterFacilities
"(4) All
carriers subject
provisions of this part
shall, change
"(4)
All carriers
subject to the
the provisions
part shall,
change of traffic.
traffic.
according
to their
all reasonable,
proper,
according to
their respective
respective powers,
powers, afford
afford all
reasonable, proper,
and equal
facilities for
for the
the interchange
interchange of
of traffic
traffic between
between their
their
and
equal facilities
respective lines
connecting lines,
receiving, forrespective
lines and
and connecting
lines, and
and for
for the
the receiving,
forwarding, and
delivering of
passengers or
or .property
property to
to and
and from
from
warding,
and delivering
of passengers
Rates.
connecting lines;
lines; and
discriminate in
rates, fares,
and
connecting
and shall
shall not
not discriminate
in their
their rates,
fares, and
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"Connecting
"Connecting
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defined.
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line"
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Post,

41 Stat. 479.
C. §3
3(4).
(4).
U. S. C.
49 U.
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charges between
between connecting
connecting lines,
unduly prejudice
any connecting
connecting
charges
lines, or
or unduly
prejudice any
line in
the distribution
distribution of
is not
specifically routed
routed by
by the
the
traffic that
that is
not specifically
line
m the
of traffic
shipper.
paragraph the
the term
term 'connecting
line' means
used in
in this
this paragraph
'connecting line'
means
shipper. As
As used
the connecting
of any
carrier subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
any carrier
line of
the
connecting line
part
or any
any common
common carrier
carrier by
water subject
to part
part III."
part or
by water
subject to
III."
(f)
relates to
to the
Commis(f) Paragraph
Paragraph (4)
(4) of
of such
such section
section 33 (which
(which relates
the Commission's power
power to
to require
common use
terminals), is
amended—
sion's
require common
use of
of terminals),
is amended(1)
by striking
"(4)" and
substituting in
lieu thereof
thereof "(5)";
"(5) ";
in lieu
(1) by
striking out
out "(4)"
and substituting
(2)
by striking
striking out
out in
first sentence
sentence the
words "a
"a carrier"
carrier"
the words
the first
in the
(2) by
and substituting
the words
words "a
"a common
common carrier
carrier by
by
and
substituting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
railroad";
railroad";
(3)
striking out
out in
in the
the first
sentence the
the words
words "any
"any carrier,
carrier,
first sentence
by striking
(3) by
other carriers"
carriers" and substituting
substituting in
by another
another carrier
carrier or other
in lieu
thereof
words "any
carrier by
by another
another
thereof the
the words
"any common
common carrier
by railroad,
railroad, by
such
and
such carriers";
carriers"; and
such carrier
carrier or other such
(4) by
power" in the first
first
after the
the words "shall have power"
(4)
by adding
adding after
sentence the words
order".
sentence
words "by order".
LONG AND
AND SHORT
LONG
SHORT HAUL
HAUL PROVISION
PROVISION

41
41 Stat.
Stat. 480.
480.
49 U. S. C. §4(1).
49U. S. C 4 1.
Long
and short
Long and
short
hauls, through routes,
etc.
o
thc
route
e
Unlawful charges.
Postu,
Post, p. 929.

P.ar.

Provisos.

Specials
Special cases.

Tariff proposals.
Tariff
proposals.

When effective.
effective.
Temporary continuexistingr.
ance of
of existing
rates.

ncer

SSO.
Paragraph (1)
4 of the Interstate
S
EC. 6. (a) Paragraph
(1) of section
section 4
Interstate Commerce

Act, as amended, is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
.
It shall be unlawful
"(1) It
unlawful for any common carrier
carrier subject to. this
routes,

part or
to charge
charge or
or receive
receive any
greater compensation
part
or part
part III
MI to
any greater
compensation in
in the
the
aggregate
the transportation
transportation of
of passengers,
passengers, or
or of
of like
like kind
kind of
of
for the
aggregate for
property, for a
ashorter
shorter than
than for a
longer distance
distance over the same
same line
property,
a longer
or
being included
included within
within the
the
or route
route in the same
same direction,
direction, the
the shorter
shorter being
longer
greater compensation
compensation as a
athrough
longer distance, or to charge
charge any greater
aggregate of the intermediate
rate than
than the
the aggregate
intermediate rates
rates subject to the proIII, but
this shall
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
as
visions of this part or part
part III,
but this
authorizing
common carrier
carrier within
or
authorizing any common
within the terms
terms of
of this part or
part mI
III to
to charge
charge or
receive as
as great
for a
shorter as
part
or receive
great compensation
compensation for
a shorter
as
for
a
longer
distance:
Provided,
That
upon
application
to
Comthe Comfor a longer distance: Provided, That upon application to the
mission such common
common carrier may in special cases, after investigation,
investigation,
be authorized
authorized by the Commission to charge
charge less for longer than for
for
shorter distances
distances for the transportation
property;
transportation of passengers
passengers or property;
Commission may
prescribe the
to
and the Commission
may from
from time
time to time prescribe
the extent to
which such designated common carrier
carrier may be relieved
relieved from the operoperation of this section, but in exercising
exercising the authority
authority conferred
upon
conferred upon
it
Commission shall not permit
it in this proviso the
the Commission
permit the establishment
establishment
of any charge to or from the more distant point that is not reasonably
reasonably
compensatory
performed; and no such authorization
authorization
compensatory for the service
service performed;
shall be granted on account of merely
merely potential
potential water
water competition
competition
provided further,
not actually
actually in existence:
existence: And provided
urater, That tariffs
tariffs propossubject to the provisions
provisions of this paragraph
paragraph may be filed
ing rates
rates subject
filed
provisions
when application
application is made to the Commission
Commission under
under the provisions
hereof, and in the event such application
application is approved,
approved, the Commission
Commission
shall permit such tariffs to become effective upon one day's notice."
notice."
(b)
the case
case of
of .a
carrier heretofore
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
subject to
a carrier
heretofore subject
In the
(b) In
paragraph (1)
(1) of section 44of the Interstate
paragraph
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended,
no rate, fare, or charge
charge lawfully
effect at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the enactment
lawfully in
in effect
enactment
of this Act shall be required
required to be changed
changed by reason of the amendments made to such paragraph
(a) of this section.
paragraph by subsection
subsection (a)
section. In
a carrier
carrier not heretofore
the case of a
heretofore subject to the
the provisions of such
paragraph,
paragraph, no rate, fare, or charge lawfully in effect
effect at the time of
the enactment of this Act shall be required to be changed, by reason
reason
of the provisions of such paragraph,
paragraph, as amended
amended by subsection (a)
(a)
of this section, prior to six months after the enactment
enactment of this Act,
in case application for the continuance
or m
continuance of any such
such existing
existing rate,
rate,
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Commerce Commission
fare,
or charge
Interstate Commerce
with the Interstate
filed with
is filed
charge is
fare, or
Commission has acted
within such
such six
six months
months period,
period, until
acted upon
upon
the Commission
until the
within
such application.
application.
such
ACQUISITIONS OF
AND ACQUISITIONS
FOOLING;
UNIFICATIONS, MERGERS,
OF CONTROL
CONTROL
MERGERS, AND
POOLING; UNIFICATIONS,

Commerce Act, as amended,
SEC. 7.
Section 5
5 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended, is
7. Section
SEC.
follows:
amended
amended to read as follows:
approval by order
specific approval
upon specific
"SE°. 5.
5. (1)
order of the ComExcept upon
(1) Except
"SEC.
mission
as in
in this
this section
provided, and except as provided
provided in parasection provided,
mission as
it shall
graph
of section
section 11of
part, it
shall be unlawful
unlawful for any
any comof this part,
(16) of
graph (16)
II, or
mon
carrier subject
to this
this part,
part, part
part II,
or part III to enter
enter into any
subject to
mon carrier
contract, agreement,
combination with any other such common caragreement, or combination
contract,
rier
carriers for
division of traffic, or of service,
or division
pooling or
the pooling
for the
or carriers
rier or
or
gross or
net earnings,
any portion thereof;
thereof; and
and in any case
case
of any
or of
earnings, or
or net
of gross
or of
of
an unlawful
unlawful agreement
agreement for
the pooling
pooling or
traffic, service,
division of traffic,
or division
for the
of an
or
continuance shall be a
asepaits continuance
of its
day of
each day
aforesaid each
as aforesaid
earnings as
or earnings
Commission is of opinion,
rate offense:
Provided, That
That whenever
whenever the Commission
opinion,
offense: Provided,
rate

41 Stat.8480. ().
49 U. S. C. I5(1).

4Sa.s

Unlawful agreeagreeeUnlawful
ments.
Poolng,
Pooling, etc.
41 Stat. 477.
1 (16)
49 U. S. C. §1
(16)
Post, pp. 919,
919, 929
929.

49 us. S.
Po, pp.

Provisos. when
Approval when in

roi

n

interest ofbetter
of better serrservafter hearing
upon application
application of
of any
such carrier
or carriers
carriers or
or upon
upon interest
carrier or
any such
hearing upon
after
.e
indicated cice.
its own
pooling or division,
division, to the
the extent indicated
initiative, that the pooling
own initiative,
its
traffic, service,
by
the Commission,
of their
service, or gross or net earnings,
earnings,
their traffic
Commission, of
by the
or of
of any
thereof, will
interest of better service
service
will be in the interest
portion thereof,
any portion
or
not unduly restrain
to the
the public
or of
in operation,
operation, and
restrain
will not
and will
economy in
of economy:
public or
to
approve and authorize,
competition the
the Commission
authorize,
shall by order approve
Commission shall
competition,
if assented
by all
involved, such
pooling or division,
division,
such pooling
carriers involved,
the carriers
all the
to by
assented lo
if
under such
rules and
and regulations,
and for
consideration as
for such consideration
regulations, and
such rules
under
between such
such carriers
and upon such terms and conditions,
conditions, as shall
shall
carriers and
between
be found
found by
Commission to
to be
be just
and reasonable
reasonable in
the premises:
premises:
in the
just and
the Commission
by the
be
Contract, etc., in
,i
er water
to wontract,
Provided further,
further, That
That any
any contract,
contract, agreement,
combination to
or combination
agreement, or
Provided
which earrierby
Is
aparty.
which
III is
is aa party,
arty.
party, isaPose,
part III
to part
subject to
water subject
by water
carrier by
common carrier
any common
which any
P.929.
relating
to the
the pooling
pooling or
of traffic,
traffic, service,
service, or earnings, or Pdp.99.
division of
or division
relating to
as
any
portion
thereof,
lawfully
existing
on
the
date
this
paragraph
any portion thereof, lawfully existing on the date this paragraph
amended takes
effect, if
if filed
filed with
with the Commission
Commission within six months
months
takes effect,
amended
after such
such date,
shall continue
continue to
be lawful
lawful except
except to
to the
the extent
that
extent that
to be
date, shall
after
application or upon its own
the Commission
after hearing
hearing upon
upon application
own
Commission, after
the
initiative, may
may find
find and
order declare
declare that
that such
such contract, agreeby order
and by
initiative,
ment, or
is not
not in
interest of better service to the
the interest
in the
combination is
or combination
ment,
restrain
public or
of economy
operation, or
it will
will unduly restrain
that it
or that
in operation,
economy in
or of
public
competition.
competition.
Mergers.
authorization Merrs.
"(2) (a)
It shall
be lawful,
with the
approval and authorization
the approval
lawful, with
shall be
(a) It
"(2)
of
the
Commission,
as
provided
in
subdivision
(b)—
of the Commission, as provided in subdivision (b)"(i)
for two
two or
or more
merge their
their
or merge
consolidate or
to consolidate
carriers to
more carriers
"(i) for
properties
or franchises,
thereof, into
into one corporacorporapart thereof,
any part
or any
franchises, or
properties or
tion for
for the
management, and
operation of
of the
the
and operation
ownership, management,
the ownership,
tion
properties theretofore
theretofore in
or for
any carrier,
carrier,
for any
ownership; or
separate ownership;
in separate
properties
to
or two
or more
more carriers
carriers jointly,
to purchase,
purchase, lease,
contract to
lease, or contract
jointly, to
two or
or
operate
properties, or
or any
any part
part thereof,
thereof, of another;
another; or for any
any
the properties,
operate the
carrier, or
jointly, to
to acquire
control of
of
acquire control
carriers jointly,
more carriers
or more
two or
or two
carrier,
another
ownership of
of its
or otherwise;
otherwise; or for aa
stock or
its stock
through ownership
another through
person
which is
is not
not a
acarrier
carrier to
to acquire
acquire control
control of
of two or more
person which
otherwise; or for aa
carriers
through ownership
of their
their stock
stock or otherwise;
ownership of
carriers through
person which
which is
not aa carrier
and which
has control
control of one or
or
which has
carrier and
is not
person
more
carriers to
acquire control
of another
another carrier
carrier through
through
control of
to acquire
more carriers
or
ownership
otherwise; or
its stock or otherwise;
of its
ownership of
trackage rights over,
"(ii) for
carrier by
by railroad
railroad to
acquire trackage
over,
to acquire
a carrier
for a
"(ii)
or
ownership in
in or
use of,
any railroad
line or
or lines
lines
railroad line
of, any
joint use
or joint
joint ownership
or joint
owned or
or operated
by any
other such
such carrier, and terminals
any other
operated by
owned
incidental thereto.
thereto.
incidental
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"(b) Whenever
Whenever a
atransaction
transaction is
proposed under
under subparagraph
is proposed
subparagraph (a),
(a),
the carrier
carrier or carriers
carriers or
seeking authority
authority therefor
therefor shall
shall
or person seeking
Notice to Governor. present an application
NoticetoGovernor.
application to the Commission, and thereupon
thereupon the
the Commission shall notify the Governor
Governor of each
in which
which any
part
each State in
any part
of the properties
properties of
athe carriers
involved in
in the
the proposed
proposed transaction
transaction
carriers involved
is situated, and also such carriers
carriers and the applicant
applicant or
applicants
or applicants
Hearing.
Hearing
carriers by motor
(and, in case carriers
motor vehicle are involved,
involved, the
the persons
persons
49 Stat. 550,
49 U.
1.T, s.
S. C.,
C., Supp. specified in section 205 (e)),
(e) ), and shall afford
afford reasonable
reasonable opportunity
V, §305 (1).
v'Post,
§ 5 p.(f22.
for interested parties to be heard. If
Commission shall
shall consider
consider
If the Commission
922.
it necessary in order to determine
determine whether
whether the findings
findings specified
specified
below may properly be made, it shall set said application
application for
public
for public
hearing, and aapublic
public hearing shall
shall be held in all cases where
where carriers
Approval.
Approval.
by railroad
railroad are involved. If
If the Commission
Commission finds that, subject to
such terms and conditions
conditions and
and such modifications
modifications as it
to be
be
it shall
shall find
find to
just and reasonable, the proposed transaction
within the
the scope
scope of
of
transaction is within
subparagraph (a)
(a) and will be consistent
subparagraph
consistent with the public
interest, it
public interest,
it
shall enter an order approving and authorizing
authorizing such
such transaction,
transaction,
upon the terms and conditions, and with the modifications,
modifications, so
so found
found
Proviso.
carrier by
railroad
Provided, That if a
a carrier
by railroad
When motorcarrier
motor carrier to be just and reasonable: Provided,
involved.
involved.
subject to this part, or any
which is
is controlled
by such
any person which
controlled by
such a
a
carrier, or affiliated
affiliated therewith within
the meaning
meaning of
of paragraph
paragraph (6),
within the
(6),
is an applicant in the case of any such proposed
proposed transaction
transaction involving
involving
aamotor carrier, the Commission shall not enter such
unless
such an
an order
order unless
it finds that the
transaction proposed
tie transaction
be consistent
consistent with
with the
the
proposed will be
public interest and.
and will enable
to use
use service
service by
by motor
enable such carrier to
motor
vehicle to public advantage
advantage in its operations
operations and
and will
unduly
will not
not unduly
restrain competition.
Considerations.
considerations.
"(c) In
passing upon any
any proposed transaction
"(c)
In passing
transaction under
under the proviparagraph (2),
sions of this paragraph
(2), the Commission shall
give weight
weight to
to
shall give
the following
following considerations,
considerations, among
(1) The
The effect
effect of
the
among others:
others: (1)
of the
proposed transaction
transaction upon adequate
adequate transportation
service to
to the
the
transportation service
(2) the effect upon the public
public; (2)
interest of
of the
the inclusion,
inclusion, or
public interest
or
failure
failure to include, other railroads in the territory involved
involved in
in the
the
proposed
(3) the total fixed charges resulting from
proposed transaction; (3)
the
from the
proposed
proposed transaction;
transaction; and (4)
(4) the interest of
of the
the carrier
carrier employees
employees
affected.
Application.
Application.

Conditions prerequisite to approval.

"(d) The Commission
"(d)
Commission shall
shall have
have authority
authority in
in the
the case
of a
case of
a proproposed transaction under
(2) involving a
posed
under this paragraph
paragraph (2)
railroad or
or
a railroad
railroads, as a
a .prerequisite
prerequisite to its approval
approval of the proposed transtransaction, to require, upon equitable
equitable terms, the
the inclusion
another
inclusion of
of another
railroad or other railroads in the territory involved, upon petition
petition by
by
such railroad or railroads requesting
such
requesting such inclusion,
inclusion, and upon
upon aa
finding
consistent with
with the
the public
interest.
finding that
that such
such inclusion
inclusion is
is consistent
public interest.
of divide Payment
lent of
divi.
"(e) NO
transaction which contemplates
dends.
contemplates aaguaranty
"(e)
No transaction
guaranty or
or assumption
assumption
of payment
payment of dividends or of
of fi
xe d charges,
charges, shall
shall be
fixed
be approved
approved by
by
the Commission
Commission under this paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) except
except upon
upon aaspecific
specific findfinding by the Commission that such guaranty or
ing
or assumption
assumption is
is not
not
inconsistent with
with the public interest. No transaction
transaction shall
shall be
be approved
approved
under this paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) which will
an increase
increase of
of total
total
will result
result in
in an
fixed charges, except
a specific finding
except upon a
by the
Commission that
that
finding by
the Commission
proteo
of e such increase would
would not be contrary
contrary to public interest.
mterest.
Protection of empoye
ployees.
o em(f) As aacondition
"(f)
condition of its
its approval,
under this
this paragraph
paragraph (2),
of
approval, under
(2), of
any transaction
transaction involving a
acarrier
carrier or carriers by
railroad subject
subject to
to
by railroad
the provisions of this part, the Commission shall require a
a fair
and
fair and
equitable arrangement
arrangement to protect
the railroad
railroad
protect the interests
interests of
of the
employees affected.
employees
affected. In its order
order of
of approval
approval the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall
include terms and conditions providing
that during
during the
the period
of
providing that
period of
our years from the effective
four
effective date of
transaction will
of such order
order such transaction
will
.
of
or carriers
by railroad
affected
not result in employees
employees
of the
the carrier
carrier or
carriers by
railroad affected
by such order being in a
a worse position with respect
to their
their employemployrespect to
uionitionpprolreq-
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ment, except
protection afforded
afforded to any
except that the protection
any employee
employee pursuant
pursuant
a longer
to this sentence shall not be required
required to continue for a
longer period,
following the effective data
following
than the
the period
period during
during
date of such order,
order, than
carrier or carriers
which such employee
employee was in the employ
employ of such
such carrier
carriers
prior to the effective
effective date of such order.
Notwithstanding any
any other
other
order. Notwithstanding
provisions
provisions of this Act, an agreement
agreement pertaining
pertaining to the protection of
of
the interests
interests of said employees may
may hereafter
hereafter be entered into by any
any
carrier or carriers by railroad
railroad and the duly authorized
authorized representative
representative
or representatives
representatives of its
or
their employees.
employees.
its or
or their
"(3)
Whenever a
person which
which is
not a
carrier is
is authorized,
"(3) Whenever
a person
is not
a carrier
authorized, by
by
an order entered
entered under paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2), to acquire
acquire control
control of any
thereafter shall, to
carrier or of two or more carriers, such person thereafter
to
the extent provided by the Commission in such order, be considered
considered
as aa carrier subject to such of the following provisions as are
are appliapplicable
to any
any carrier
in such
such acquisition
acquisition of
control: Section
Section
cable to
carrier involved
involved in
of control:
(1) to
of this
(1) and
and (2)
(2)
20 (1)
to (10),
(10), inclusive,
inclusive, of
this part,
part, sections
sections 204
204 (a)
(a) (1)
and
of part
II, and
part III,
III, (which
(which relate
relate to
and 220
220 of
part II,
and section
section 313
313 of
of part
to
reports,
carriers), and
and section
20a (2)
(2) to
reports, accounts,
accounts, and
and so
so forth, of carriers),
section 20a
to
(11), inclusive,
of this
this part,
part, and
and section
section 214
of part
part II,
IT, (which
(which
(11),
inclusive, of
214 of
relate
issues of
of liability
liability of
of carriers),
carriers),
relate to
to issues
of securities
securities and
and assumptions
assumptions of
including
each case
case the
penalties applicable
the case
case of
of violaviolaincluding in
in each
the penalties
applicable in
in the
tions
application of
provisions of
of
tions of
of such provisions.
provisions. In
In the application
of such
such provisions
section
of this
this part
part and
of section
of part
the case
section 20a
20a of
and of
section 214
214 of
part II,
II, in
in the
case
of any
any such
authorize the
the issue
issue or
or
of
such person,
person, the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall authorize
assumption
only if
finds that
that such
issue or
assumption
assumption applied
applied for
for only
if it
it finds
such issue
or assumption
is consistent
proper performance
to the
the public
is
consistent with
with the
the proper
performance of
of its
its service
service to
public
by each
carrier which
of such
such person,
it
by
each carrier
which is
is under
under the
the control
control of
person, that
that it
will not
not impair
impair the
to perform
will
the ability
ability of
of any
any such
such carrier
carrier to
perform such
such
service, and
that it
otherwise consistent
consistent with
with the
the public
interest.
service,
and that
it is
is otherwise
public interest.
"(4) It
be unlawful
for any
as provided
provided in
in
"(4)
It shall
shall be
unlawful for
any person,
person, except
except as
paragraph (2),
to enter
enter into
any transaction
within the
the scope
scope of
of subsubparagraph
(2), to
into any
transaction within
paragraph
(a) thereof,
or to
to participarticiparagraph (a)
thereof, or
or to
to accomplish
accomplish or
or effectuate,
effectuate, or
pate
accomplishing or
effectuating, the
or management
pate in
in accomplishing
or effectuating,
the control
control or
management
in a
common interest
of any
any two
two or
or more
carriers, however
however such
such
more carriers,
in
a common
interest of
result
is attained,
attained, whether
whether directly
directly or
or indirectly,
indirectly, by
by use
use of
of common
common
result is
directors,
holding or
company
a holding
or investment
investment company
directors, officers,
officers, or
or stockholders,
stockholders, a
or
companies, a
trust or
or trusts,
trusts, or
other manner
whator in
in any
any other
manner whator companies,
a voting
voting trust
soever.
It shall
be unlawful
maintain control
control or
or
unlawful to
to continue
continue to
to maintain
soever. It
shall be
management accomplished
accomplished or
or effectuated
of this
this
management
effectuated after
after the
the enactment
enactment of
amendatory
paragraph and
and in
in violation
of its
its provisions.
used
violation of
provisions. As
As used
amendatory paragraph
in this
(5), the words
'control or managemanagewords 'control
paragraph and paragraph
paragraph (5),
in
this paragraph
ment' shall
be construed
construed to
the power
to exercise
exercise control
control or
or
include the
power to
ment'
shall be
to include
management.
management.
"(5) For
For the
the purposes
purposes of
section, but
but not
in anywise
anywise limiting
limiting
not in
of this
this section,
"(5)
the
the provisions
provisions thereof,
any transaction
transaction shall
shall be
be
thereof, any
of the
the application
application of
deemed
to accomplish
or effectuate
effectuate the
the control
control or
or management
management in
in aa
accomplish or
deemedto
common
interest of
of two
two carrierscarriers—
common interest
"(a) if
if such
by a
acarrier,
and if
the effect
effect of
of such
such
if the
carrier, and
is by
such transaction
transaction is
"(a)
transaction is
is to
place such
such carrier
affiliated with
to place
carrier and
and persons
persons affiliated
with it,
it,
transaction
taken together,
of another
another carriercarrier •,
control of
in control
taken
together, in
"(b)
such transaction
transaction is
is by
by a
affiliated with
with aacarrier,
carrier
a person
person affiliated
"(b) if
if such
and if
if the
such carrier
carrier and
and
is to place such
the effect of
of such transaction
transaction is
and
persons
taken together,
in control
control of
of another
another
with it,
it, taken
together, in
persons affiliated
affiliated with
carrier;
carrier;
"(c)
i
f such
such transaction
transaction is
or more
two or
more persons
persons acting
acting
"(c) if
is by
by two
together,
one
of
whom
is
a
carrier
or
is
affiliated
with
carrier,
or
is
affiliated
with aacarrier,
together, one of whom is a carrier
and
of such
such transaction
to place
place such
such persons
persons and
and
is to
effect of
transaction is
and if
if the
the effect
carriers
persons affiliated
with any
them and
and persons
any one
one of
of them
persons
carriers and
and persons
affiliated with
affiliated with
any such
such affiliated
affiliated carrier,
taken together,
together, in
in control
control
with any
carrier, taken
affiliated
of
carrier.
of another
another carrier.

907
907

by person
Control by
person
not aacarrier.

Post, p. 916.
918.
Post,
49 Stat. 546.
548.
Post, pp. 926,
928, 944.
Post,
Stat. 494.
494.
41 Stat.
924.
Post, p. 924.

Control in common
common
interest.
Interest.
•,

"Control or
or manage"Control
ment"
ment" construed.
construed.

diceTransactions effeccontrol in
in
tuating control
common interest.
interest.
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When person
person held
When
held
to be affiliated with

tcurrier. fer. dih

Investigation of
Investigation
of viovio13tions.

lations.

Order to prevent
Order
continuance
.
continuance.

Provisions deemed
additional.

additiona.

Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of disdi
trict courts.

'ts.

Supplemental
Supplemental
orders. d e r

r

s.

Motor carriers,
carriers,
merger,
control, etc.
merger control,

pe,

919.

Post, p. 919.
Ante, p.
Ante,

s89.

899.

Authority

Authority conferred
deemed exclusive and
plenary.
nd
dpeeey.

When
Whn carriers relieved from antitrust

orriiostr

laws, etc.
etc.
laws

[54 STAT.

"(6) For
purposes of
this section
section aa person
shall be
be held
be
"(6)
For the
the purposes
of this
person shall
held to
to be
affiliated with
carrier if,
if, by
by reason
reason of
of the
the relationship
of such
such person
person
affiliated
with a
a carrier
relationship of
to
of the
the method
method of,
of, or
or circumstances
circumstances
(whether by
by reason
reason of
to such
such carrier
carrier (whether
surrounding
organization or
or operation,
operation, or
or whether
established through
through
whether established
surrounding organization
common
or stockholders,
stockholders, a
avoting
trust or
trusts, a
a
voting trust
or trusts,
directors, officers,
officers, or
common directors,
holding or
investment company
any other
other direct
direct
or any
or companies,
companies, or
company, or
holding
or investment
or indirect
indirect means),
to believe
believe that
that the
the affairs
any
of any
affairs of
reasonable to
means), it
it is
is reasonable
or
carrier of
which control
control may
may be
be acquired
acquired by
such person
person will
will be
be
by such
carrier
of which
managed in
the interest
interest of
of such
such other
other carrier.
carrier.
in the
managed
"(7) The Commission
authorized, upon complaint
or upon
"(7)
Commission is hereby
hereby authorized,
complaint or
its own initiative
complaint, but after
initiative without complaint,
after notice
notice and hearing, to
to
investigate and
and determine
any person
is violating
violating the
the proproperson is
whether any
determine whether
investigate

visions
of paragraph
paragraph (4).
after such
visions of
(I). If
If the
the Commission
Commission finds
finds after
such investiinvesti.
gation
such person
is violating
the provisions
provisions of
of such
such paragraph,
gation that
that such
person is
violating the
paragraph,
it shall
by order
order require
require such
to take
action as
as may
be
may be
take such
such action
such person
person to
it
shall by
necessary,
of the
Commission, to
prevent continuance
to prevent
continuance
the Commission,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
necessary, in
violation. The
of such
The provisions
provisions of
paragraph shall
in addiaddiof
such violation.
of this
this paragraph
shall be
be in
ion to,
and not
tion
to, and
any other
other enforcement
provisions
not in
in substitution
substitution for,
for, any
enforcement provisions
contained
this part;
part; and
with respect
respect to
to any
any violation
paraviolation of
of parain this
and with
contained in
graphs (2)
to (12),
(12), inclusive,
of this
any penalty
penalty provision
provision
this section,
section, any
inclusive, of
(2) to
graphs
applying
to such
such a
aviolation
violation by
by a
acommon
common carrier
carrier subject
subject to
to this
this part
part
applying to
shall
to such
such a
aviolation
any other
person.
shall apply
apply to
violation by
by any
other person.
"(8) The district
of the United
shall have jurisdiction
"(8)
district courts of
United States shall
jurisdiction
any
upon the
of the
alleging a
a violation
violation of
of any
Commission, alleging
the Commission,
complaint of
upon
the complaint
of
provisions of
section or
or disobedience
disobedience of
order issued
issued
of any
any order
of this
this section
of the
the provisions
by
the Commission
any person,
person, to
to issue
issue such
writs of
of
such writs
thereunder by
by any
Commission thereunder
by,the
injunction or
or other
other proper
proper process,
process, mandatory
may
as may
or otherwise,
otherwise, as
mandatory or
injunction
be necessary
restrain such
such person
from violation
violation of
of such
such provision
provision
person from
to restrain
be
necessary to
or
compel obedience
order.
obedience to
to such
such order.
or to
to compel
"(9) The Commission may from time to time, for good
"(9)
good cause
shown, make
make such orders, supplemental
supplemental to any order made
made under
paragraph
(1), (2),
(2), or
or (7),
(7), as
it may
deem necessary
necessary or
appropriate.
or appropriate.
as it
may deem
paragraph (1),
"(10) Nothing in this section
shall be construed
to require
"(10)
section
construed
require the
v
b
y . .
.
.
approval or
or authorization
authorization of
the Commission
in the
the case
case of
transof aatransCommission in
of the
approval
action
within the
scope of
paragraph (2)
where the
the only
only parties
parties to
to
(2) where
of paragraph
the scope
action within
the transaction are motor
includmotor carriers
carriers subject to part II
II (but not including aamotor
motor carrier
carrier controlled
or affiliated
affiliated with
with a
acarrier
carrier as
as defined
defined
ing
controlled by
by or
in section 11 (3)), and where
aggregate
where the aggre
gate number of motor vehicles
vehicles
owned, leased,
leased, controlled,
operated by
by such
such parties,
parties, for
purposes
owned,
controlled, or
or operated
for purposes
of transportation
transportation subject
subject to
part II,
II, does
does not
not exceed
twenty.
of
to part
exceed twenty.
"(11) The authority conferred
"(11)
conferred by this section
section shall be exclusive
exclusive
and plenary,
plenary, and
or corporation
corporation participating
in or
or
participating in
any carrier
carrier or
and
and any
resulting from
by the
Commission therethereresulting
from any
any transaction
transaction approved
approved by
the Commission
under, shall
shall have
power (with
the assent,
assent, in
of a
purunder,
have full
full power
(with the
in the
the case
case of
a purchase and
lease, a
a corporate
consolidation, or
or aa corporate
chase
and sale,
sale, a
a lease,
corporate consolidation,
corporate
merger,
different vote
vote is
required und
er
merger, of
of aa majority,
majority, unless
unless a
a different
is required
under
applicable State
State law,
which case
the number
number so
so required
required shall
applicable
law, in
in which
case the
shall
assent, of the votes of the
the holders
holders of the shares
shares entitled to
to vote
vote of
of
the capital
capital stock
stock of
such corporation
corporation at
at a
regular meeting
meeti ng of
of such
s
uc h
the
of such
a regular
stockholders,
the notice
notice of
to include
include such
such purpose,
purpos
e,or
stockholders, the
of such
such meeting
meeting to
at a
a special
such purpose)
to carry
such
at
special meeting
meeting thereof
thereof called
called for
for such
purpose) to
carry such
transaction into
effect and
and to
own and
and operate
operate any
any properties
properti es and
an d
transaction
into effect
to own
exercise
exercise any
or franchises
acquired through
through said
said transaction
any control
control or
franchises acquired
transaction
without invoking
and
mvokmg any approval
approval under State
State authority;
auth ority ; an
d any
an y
carriers or
or other
corporations, and
their officers
carriers
other corporations,
and their
officers and
and employees
employees and
and
any other persons, participating
in aa transaction
participating in
transaction approved
approved or
or
authorized under the provisions of this section shall be
and they
they
be and
are hereby
from
the operation
hereby relieved
relieved from
.
the
operation of the
the antitrust
antitrustl
laws
aws and
an d of
of
all other restraints,
and prohibitions
restraints, limitations, and
prohibitions of law, Federal,
State, or
or municipal,
insofar as
as may
municipal, insofar
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable them
to
them to
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transaction so approved
approved or provided
carry into
into effect
effect the transaction
provided for in
the terms and conditions,
conditions, if
if any,
any, imposed
accordance with the
imposed by the
accordance
maintain, and operate
and to hold, maintain,
operate any properties
properties and
and
Commission, and
exercise
any control
or franchises
through such
transaction.
such transaction.
acquired through
control or
franchises acquired
exercise any
Nothing
construed to create or provide for the
Nothing in this section shall be construed
corporation, but any
creation, directly or indirectly, of a
a Federal
Federal corporation,
any
granted by
corporation
to any carrier
carrier or other corporation
by this
this section
section to
power granted
shall
powers
in addition
addition to and in modification of its powers
be deemed to be in
shall be
under
its corporate
corporate charter
the laws
of any
State.
any State.
or under
under the
laws of
charter or
under its
"(12)
If any
any provision
provision of
the foregoing
paragraphs of
of this
"(12) If
of the
foregoing paragraphs
this section,
section,
or the
the application
application thereof
any person
person or
is held
held
or circumstances,
circumstances, is
thereof to
to any
or
paragraphs, and the application
application
invalid, the other
other provisions of such
such paragraphs,
of such
such provision
other person
person or
circumstances, shall
shall not
not be
of
provision to
to any
any other
or circumstances,
be
affected thereby.
affected
"(13) As used in
paragraphs (2)
(2) to (12),
inclusive, the term
(12), inclusive,
"(13)
in .paragraphs
'carrier' means
carrier by
railroad and
company, subject
subject
and an
an express
express company,
'carrier'
means aacarrier
by railroad
to this
this part;
part; a
amotor
motor carrier
carrier subject
water carrier
carrier
to part
part II;
II; and
and aawater
subject to
to
subject to
part III.
III.
to part
subject
"(14) Notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
(2), from
of paragraph
paragraph (2),
from and
Notwithstanding the
"(14)
after the
the 1st
carrier,
shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any carrier,
day of
of July 1914,
1914, it
it shall
after
1st day
as
(3), or
enactment of this
of the
the enactment
(after the date
date of
or (after
defined in
in section
section 11 (3),
as defined
by, or under
amendatory
any person
under
controlled by,
person controlling,
controlling, controlled
section) any
amendatory section)
such aa carrier
carrier to own,
common
own, lease, operate, control,
control with, such
common control
or
have any
any interest
ownership or otherwise,
stock ownership
whatsoever (by
(by stock
interest whatsoever
or have
either directly,
indirectly, through
through any holding
holding company, or by
directly, indirectly,
either
stockholders
or directors
common, or
or in
in any
manner) in
in
any other
other manner)
m common,
directors m
stockholders or
any common
common carrier
Canal
Panama Canal
through the Panama
operated through
water operated
by water
carrier by
any
or elsewhere
elsewhere with
with which
which such
aforesaid does or may comcarrier aforesaid
such carrier
or
pete for
for traffic
any vessel
vessel carrying
carrying freight
upon
passengers upon
or passengers
freight or
or any
traffic or
pete
other
said water
elsewhere with
with which
which said railroad or other
or elsewhere
route or
water route
said
carrier aforesaid
may compete
compete for
traffic; and
and in
the
of the
in case
case of
for traffic;
or may
does or
aforesaid does
carrier
violation of
of this
this provision
provision each
violation continues
continues
in which
which such violation
each day in
violation
shall be
be deemed
offense.
separate offense.
deemed aa separate
shall
"(15)
hereby conferred
Commission to
on the
the Commission
conferred on
is hereby
Jurisdiction is
"(15) Jurisdiction
determine
questions of
fact, arising
arising under
the
(14), as to the
paragraph (14),
under paragraph
of fact,
determine questions
competition
or possibility
possibility of
of competition,
competition, after full
full hearing,
hearing, on the
competition or
application of
of any
or other
other carrier.
carrier. Such
Such applicompany or
railroad company
any railroad
application
cation may
may be filed for the purpose of determining
determining whether
whether any
cation
existing service
service is
in violation
such paragraph
paragraph and
may pray
pray for
for
and may
of such
violation of
is in
existing
an order
permitting the
the continuance
any vessel
or vessels
already
vessels already
vessel or
of any
continuance of
order permitting
an
of
in
pray for
an order
under the provisions
provisions of
order under
for .an
may pray
or may
in operation,
operation, or
paragraph (16).
(16). The
The Commission
Commission may
may on
on its
its own
own motion or the
paragraph
application
shipper institute
to inquire
inquire into the
proceedings to
institute proceedings
any shipper
of any
application of
operation of
any vessel
vessel in
in use
use by
any railroad
or other
other carrier
carrier which
which
railroad or
by any
of any
operation
has not
not applied
to the
Commission and had the question of compethe Commission
applied to
has
tition or
or the
possibility of
determined as
as herein
herein provided.
provided.
of competition
competition determined
the possibility
tition
In
such cases
cases the
the order
said Commission
final.
be final.
shall be
Commission shall
of said
order of
all such
In all
"(16)
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
of paragraph
paragraph (14),
(14), the
provisions of
"(16) Notwithstanding
Commission
shall have
have authority,
authority, upon
of any carrier,
carrier,
application of
upon application
Commission shall
as
defined in
section 1
and after
by order
authorize
to authorize
order to
hearing, by
after hearing,
(3), and
1 (3),
in section
as defined
such
own or
or acquire
acquire ownership
ownership of,
to lease
lease or
or operate,
to
operate, to
of, to
to own
carrier to
such carrier
have
or acquire
acquire control
control of,
of, or
or to
have or
or acquire
an interest
interest in,
in, aa
acquire an
to have
have or
common
water or
or vessel,
vessel, not
through the
Panama
the Panama
operated through
not operated
by water
carrier by
common carrier
Canal,
which the
applicant does
does or
may compete
compete for
for traffic,
traffic, if
if
or may
the applicant
with which
Canal, with
the
the continuance
or acquisition
such
of such
acquisition of
continuance or
that the
find that
shall find
Commission shall
the Commission
ownership,
lease, operation,
operation, control,
control, or
interest will
such
prevent such
not prevent
will not
or interest
ownership, lease,
common carrier
vessel from
from being
operated in
the
in the
being operated
or vessel
water or
by water
carrier by
common
interest
the public
public and
and with
with advantage
advantage to
to the
the convenience
and
convenience and
of the
interest of
commerce of
of the
and that
it will
exclude, prevent,
prevent, or
or
not exclude,
will not
that it
people, and
the people,
commerce
reduce
competition
on
the
route
by
water
under
consideration:
consideration:
under
water
by
reduce competition on the route

Federal corporatn
corporation..

Saving clause.
clause.

"Carrier" defined.
defined.
"Carrler"
Pod, pp.
pp. 919,929.
Pod,
919, 929.
Interest in eom.
coin.
Interest
peting water
water earrier.
carrier.
peting
Ante, p.
p. 899.

of
Determination of
question of competiquestion
tion.
tion.

Authority to
to authorauthorAuthority
ise Interest
interestinIn comoomIze
peting water
water carrier.
carrier.
peting

Avte,
Ante, p. 899.
899.
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Provisos.
Application of addiApplication
tional provisions.
Authorization unAuthorization
necessary
necessary if extension
extension
order in effect.
effect.
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37 Stat. 567.
49 U.
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S. C. §§5
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(21).
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Provided, That
sought to be entered
entered
Provided,
That if
if the
the transaction
transaction or interest
interest sought
into, continued,
or acquired
within the
the scope
scope of
of paragraph
into,
continued, or
acquired is
is within
paragraph (2)
(2)
(a),
the provisions
of paragraph
paragraph (2)
applicable thereto
thereto in
in
(a), the
provisions of
(2) shall
shall be
be applicable
addition to
to the
of this
And provided
addition
the provisions
provisions of
this paragraph:
paragraph: And
provided further,
further,
authorization shall
be necessary
necessary if
the carrier
carrier having
having
That no
no such authorization
shall be
if the
interest has, prior to
the ownership, lease, operation, control,
control, or interest
to the
section as
effective, obtained
order of
date this section
as amended
amended becomes
becomes effective,
obtained an
an order
of
as
extension under
under the provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph (21)
(21) of this section, as
in effect prior to such date, and such order
order is still in effect."
effect."
AMENDMENTS
TO SECTION
SECTION 66
AMENDMENTS TO

41 Stat. 483.
49 U.
S. C. §
U.S.
§ 66(6).
(6).
Schedules.
Schedules.
Ante, p. 899.
manner
Form and manner
of filing.
filing.

Repeal.
Repeal.
41 Stat. 483.
49 U.S.
U. S. C.
C. §6
6 (11)(11)—
(12).
(12).

Through routes.
Jurisdiction
of ComJurisdictionof
mission.
41 Stat. 483.
(13).
49 U. S. C. §
§6
6 (13).

Arrangements
Arrangements with
water carriers in foreign,
eign, etc., trade.

S
EC. 8. (a)
Paragraph (6)
SEC.
(a) Paragraph
(6) of section
section 66of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended (which
relates to the Commission's
Commission's authority
authority with
with
Act, as
as amended
(which relates
respect to schedules of carriers
carriers subject to part I),
I), is amended
respect
amended to read
read
as follows:
"(6) The schedules
schedules required
pubrequired by this section
section to be filed shall be published, filed, and posted in such form and manner
manner as
as the
the Commission
Commission
by
authorized to
to
by regulation
regulation shall
shall prescribe;
prescribe; and
and the Commission is authorized
reject any schedule filed
accordance with
filed with it
it which is not in accordance
with this
section and with such regulations.
regulations. Any schedule
schedule so
so rejected
rejected by the
Commission shall
shall be void and its use shall be unlawful."
unlawful."
Commission
(11) and
(12) of such
(which require
(b) Paragraphs
Paragraphs (11)
and (12)
such section 6
6 (which
require any
common earner
written request,
carrier subject to part
part I
I to furnish, on written
request, aa
written statement of the rate applicable
described shipment, and
applicable to aadescribed
which require
common carrier
carrier by railroad
require a
a common
railroad to keep
keep posted in
in every
every
freight station the name
name of a
aresident agent),
hereby repealed.
repealed.
agent), are hereby
(c)
(c) Paragraph
(which relates
relates to the
Paragraph (13)
(13) of such section (which
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
through
. routes, joint
rates and
and other
other matters
matters
of the Commission
Commission as to through
joint rates,
certain combination
corn omation rail
transportation) ,
in connection
connection with
with certain
rail and water transportation),
is further amendedamended—
"(11)";
inserting in
in lieu thereof "(11)";
(1) by striking
striking out
out "(13)"
"(13)" and inserting
(2)
(2) by repealing
repealing subparagraph
thereof;
subparagraph (b) thereof;
(3)
subparagraph (c)
(3) by striking out "(c)"
"(c)" in
in subparagraph
(c) thereof
thereof and
and
inserting in lieu
thereof "(b)";
"(b)" •and
lieu thereof
and
(4)
subparagraph
h (d)
(d) thereof.
(4) by
by repealing
repealing subparagraph
(d) Such section 6
further amended
amended by inserting
inserting at the end
6 is further
end thereof
thereof
a
paragraph as
a new paragraph
as follows:
follows:
"(12)
carrier subject
"(12) If
If any common carrier
subject to this Act enters
enters into arrangearrangements with any water carrier
carrier operating
operating from a
a port in the United
United
States to a
a foreign country, through the Panama
Panama Canal or otherwise,
otherwise,
for
handling of
point s of
of the
the
for the handling
of through
through business
business between
between interior
interior points
United States and such foreign country,
country, the Commission may by
order
by order
require such common carrier
arrangements with
carrier to enter into similar arrangements
with
operating from
from said port to the
any or all other lines of steamships
steamships operating
foreign country."
country."
same foreign
AMENDMENTS TO
AMENDMENTS
TO SECTIONS
12 AND
SECTIONS 12
AND 13
13

41 Stat.484.
Stat. 484.
49 U.S.
U. S. C.
C.§§12(1).
12 (1).

Inquiries and reInquiries
ports on management.
portson
management.

SEw. 9. (a)
12 of the
Szo.
(a) The provisions
provisions of paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) of section 12
Interstate Commerce
and including
the
Commerce Act, as
as amended,
amended, down
down to
to and
including the
second semicolon
to read
read as
follows :•
second
semicolon therein,
therein, are
are amended
amended to
as follows:
"(1) The Commission
"(1)
Commission shall have
in order
order to
to perform
the
have authority,
authority, in
perform the
duties and carry out the objects for which it was created,
created, to inquire into
and report on the management
management of the business of all common
common carriers
carriers
subject to the provisions
provisions of this part, and to inquire into and report
report
on the management
management of the business of persons controlling,
controlling, controlled
controlled
by, or under aacommon
common control
control with, such carriers, to the extent that
that
the business of such persons
management of the busipersons is related to the management
ness of one or more such carriers,
carriers, and the Commission
Commission shall keep
keep
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itself
informed as
as to the
method in which the
the same are
manner and method
the manner
itself informed
conducted. The
carriers and
and
The Commission may obtain from such carriers
conducted.
persons such
such information
Commission deems necessary
necessary to carry
carry
the Commission
as the
information as
persons
out the
the provisions
of this part; and may transmit to Congress from
provisions of
out
time to
(including recommendations
recommendations as
recommendations (including
such recommendations
time such
to time
time
to additional
additional legislation)
legislation) as
as the
the Commission
Commission may deem
necessary. The
deem necessary.
to
Commission
is hereby
required to execute
execute and enforce
and required
authorized and
hereby authorized
Commission is
the provisions
provisions of
this part;".
part;".
of this
the
(which
(b) Paragraph
Paragraph (2)
of section
section 13
13 of
of such
such Act, as amended
amended (which
(2) of
(b)
relates
by the
the Commission
Commission upon complaint or upon
investigations by
to investigations
relates to
its
by adding
followadding at the end thereof the followamended by
is amended
motion), is
own motion),
its own
ing
"Representatives of
of State
commissions sitting with the
State commissions
sentence: "Representatives
ing sentence:
pending before
Commission, under
under the
of this
this section,
section, in cases
cases pending
provisions of
the provisions
Commission,
the Commission,
Commission, shall
shall receive
receive such
such allowances
allowances for travel and subsistthe
ence
provide."
Commission shall provide."
the Commission
as the
expense as
ence expense
(3) of such
(c) The
The last
two sentences
sentences of
of paragraph
such section
section 13
paragraph (3)
last two
(c)
(which relates
relates to
the authority
authority of
of the
the commission
confer and
and
Commission to confer
to the
(which
cooperate with
with State
authorities in certain
certain cases) are amended
amended by
State authorities
cooperate
appear therein
where they appear
striking
the words
"this part" where
therem and
and
words "this
out the
striking out
inserting
"this part or part III".
thereof "this
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in

Recommendations
Recommendations
to Congress.
Congress.
to
Enforcement.
Enforcement.

41 Stat.
484.
41
Stat. 484.
49
U. S.
S. C.
C. §
§13
(2).
49 U.
13 (2).
Investigations.
Investigations.
Representatives of
of
Representatives
State commissions,
commissions, exState
penses.
penses.

49 Stat.
Stat.
41 Stat. 484; 49
543.
643.
49 U.
U. .S. C.
C. 113;
§13;
49
Su
.
pp. V,
V. ch.
Ch. 1
1(note).
(note).
Supp.
Cooperation with
with
Cooperation
certain cases.
cases.
States in certain

AMENDMENTS TO szerroNs
AND 15a
15a
SECTIONS 15 AND
AMENDMENTS
SEC.
10. (a)
(1) of
of section
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
15 of the Interstate
section 15
Paragraph (1)
(a) Paragraph
SEC. 10.
Act,
as amended
relates to
to the
Commission's power
power to prethe Commission's
(which relates
amended (which
Act, as
scribe
just and
rates for carriers
subject to part
iooart I),
I), is
carriers subject
reasonable rates
and reasonable
scribe just
the case ofa
amended by
the following:
of athrough
through
in the
"(or, in
following: "(or,
out the
striking out
by striking
amended
route where
where one
the carriers
line, the
the maximum
rates,
maximum rates,
a water
water line,
is a
carriers is
of the
one of
route
fares, and
and charges
charges applicable
thereto) ".
applicable thereto)".
fares,
(b)
Paragraphs (3)
(3) and
and (4)
section 15
to
15 (which relate to
such section
of such
(4) of
(b) Paragraphs
the Commission's
Commission's authority
authority to
through.routes and joint
establish through
to establish
the
rates,
and charges,
charges, and
and divisions
divisions of such rates, fares, and
and
fares, and
rates, fares,
charges;
which impose
impose certain
certain limitations
Commission's
on the Commission's
limitations on
and which
charges; and
follows:
power
to prescribe
prescribe through
through routes)
routes) are
are amended
amended to
read as follows:
to read
power to
"
(3) The
The Commission
Commission may,
may, and
it shall
shall whenever
whenever deemed
deemed by
by it
it to
and it
"(3)
hearing
be
desirable in
public interest,
interest, after
after full hearing
the public
in the
or desirable
necessary or
be necessary
upon
or upon
its own
initiative without
complaint, estabestabwithout complaint,
own initiative
upon its
complaint or
upon complaint
lish
through routes,
routes, joint
joint classifications,
classifications, and
joint rates,
rates, fares, or
and joint
lish through
charges, applicable
applicable to
to the
the transportation
of passengers
passengers or property
property
transportation of
charges,
by
subject to
this part,
part, or
or by
by carriers
carriers by
by railroad
railroad subject
subject to
to this
carriers subject
by carriers
this
and common
common carriers
carriers by
subject to
part III,
III, or
or the
to part
water subject
by water
part and
this part
maxima
or maxima
and minima,
minima, to
to be
charged, and
and the
the
be charged,
maxima and
minima, or
or minima,
maxima or
divisions
of
such
rates,
fares,
or
charges
as
hereinafter
provided,
provided,
hereinafter
as
charges
or
fares,
rates,
such
divisions of
and the
the terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions under
under which
which such
through routes
routes shall
shall
such through
and
be operated.
operated. The
The Commission
establish any
however, establish
not, however,
shall not,
Commission shall
be
through route,
classification, or
or practice,
practice, or
or any
fare, or
or charge,
charge,
rate, fare,
any rate,
route, classification,
through
between
street
electric
pasenger
.railways
not
engaged
in
the
gengenthe
in
engaged
not
railways
passenger
electric
street
between
eral business
of transporting
addition to
to their
passenger
their passenger
in addition
freight in
transporting freight
business of
eral
and
express business,
business, and
and railroads
railroads of
of a
If any
any
character. If
different character.
a different
and express
tariff
or
schedule
canceling
any
through
route
or
joint
rate,
fare,
fare,
rate,
joint
or
route
through
tariff or schedule canceling any
charge, or
or classification,
classification, without
consent of
of all
all carriers
parties
carriers parties
the consent
without the
charge,
thereto
or
authorization
by
the
Commission,
is
suspended
by
the
the
by
suspended
is
Commission,
the
by
authorization
or
thereto
Commission
burden of
of proof
proof shall
shall be
upon the
the
be upon
the burden
investigation, the
for investigation,
Commission for
carrier
or
carriers
proposing
such
cancelation
to
show
that
it
is
conconis
it
that
show
to
cancelation
such
proposing
carriers
carrier or
sistent
with the
public interest,
regard to
provisions of
of
the provisions
to the
without regard
interest, without
the public
sistent with
paragraph
of this
this section.
section.
(4) of
paragraph (4)
"(4) In
establishing any
any such
such through
through route
route the
Commission shall
the Commission
In establishing
"(4)
not
(except
as
provided
in
section
3,
and
except
where
one of
the carcarof the
one
where
except
and
3,
section
in
provided
as
(except
not
riers
any carrier
without its
railroad, without
by railroad,
carrier by
require any
line) require
water line)
is aa water
riers is

41
484.
Stat. 484.
41 Stat.

49 U.
8. C.
C. §
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U.S.
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41 Stat. 485.
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49 U. S. C.
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§15 (3)
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of
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through
joint
routes, joint
through routes,
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etc.
rates,
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Burden
cancelations.
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Through routes to
Through
embrace entire
length;
entire length;
embrace

exception.
exception.

912

Proviso.
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Preference to carrier
carrier
originating traffic.
traffic.

Financial consideraconsideraFinancial
tions.

Temporary through
through
Temporary
routes in emergencies.
emergencies.

487.
41 Stat. 487.
49 U.
U. S.
S. C. §
§ 15 (7).
(7).

Burden
Burden of proof on
on
rates, rules,
change of rates,
etc.

41 Stat. 488.
S. C.
(13).
49 U.
U.S.
C. §15
15(13).
Allowances for
for servservices rendered.
rendered.

41 Stat. 488.
U. S. C.
C. §15a (2).
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899.
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Rate-making policy.
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policy.
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consent, to
embrace in
route substantially
substantially less
less than
than the
the entire
entire
to embrace
in such
such route
length of its railroad
railroad and of any intermediate
railroad operated
intermediate railroad
operated in
in
conjunction
under aa common
or control
control therewith,
therewith,
conjunction and under
common management
management or
which lies between
such proposed
route, (a)
(a)
between the termini of such
proposed through
through route,
unless such inclusion of lines would make the
through route
unreathe through
route unreasonably long as compared
practicable through
through route
compared with another
another practicable
route
which could otherwise
otherwise be
established, or
(b) unless
unless the
the Commission
be established,
or (b)
Commission
finds that the through
through route proposed
to be
be established
established is
is needed
needed
proposed to
in order to provide adequate,
adequate, and more efficient or
more economic,
economic,
or more
transportation: Provided,
transportation:
in prescribing
prescribing through
through
Provided, however,
however, That in
routes the Commission shall, so far as is
with the
the public
public
is consistent
consistent with
interest, and subject to the foregoing
in clauses
(a) and
and
foregoing limitations
limitations in
clauses (a)
(b),
(b), give reasonable
reasonable preference
the carrier
carrier by
by railroad
railroad which
which
preference to the
originates the traffic. No through route and joint rates applicable
applicable
thereto shall be established
established by the Commission for the purpose
purpose of
of
assisting any carrier that would participate
participate therein
therein to
finanto meet its
its financial needs. In time of shortage of equipment, congestion
congestion of traffic,
traffic,
or other emergency
emergency declared
declared by the Commission,
Commission, it
(either upon
it may
may (either
upon
complaint or upon its own initiative
complaint
complaint, at
at once,
once, if
if
initiative without
without complaint,
it so orders, without answer
answer or other formal
formal pleadings by the
the interintercarriers, and with or without notice, hearing,
ested carrier
carrier or carriers,
or the
the
hearing, or
making or filing of a
report, according
according as
the Commission
may detera report,
as the
Commission may
determine) establish temporarily
temporarily such through
as in
through routes
routes as
in its
its opinion
opinion
are necessary
necessary or desirable
desirable in the public
interest."
public interest."
(c)
(c) The last sentence
sentence of paragraph
(7) of
of such
such section
section 15
15 is
is amended
amended
paragraph (7)
to read as follows:
follows:
"At any hearing involving a
fare, charge,
charge, or
a change in
in aarate,
rate, fare,
or classificlassification, or in a
regulation, or
.
practice, after
after the
date this
this amendaa rule, regulation,
or practice,
the date
amendatory provision takes effect, the burden of proof shall be
upon the
the
be upon
carrier to show that the proposed changed rate,
fare, charge,
charge, classifirate, fare,
classification, rule, regulation,
regulation, or practice
practice is just and reasonable, and
and the
the
Commission shall give to the hearing and decision
decision of
of such
such questions
questions
preference
preference over all other questions pending
pending before
before it
and decide
decide the
the
it and
same as speedily as possible."
possible."
(d)
(13) of such section
(d) Paragraph
Paragraph (13)
(which relates
relates to
to allowances
allowances
section 15 (which
to owners of property for services rendered
rend ered t
carriers in
connection
too carriers
in connection
with transportation)
transportation) is amended
amended by inserting after "the
"the charge
charge and
and
allowance therefor shall be", the following:
following: "published
in tariffs
'published in
tariffs or
or
provided in this part and shall
schedules filed in the manner provided
shall be".
(e) Paragraph (2)
(2) of section 15a of
(e)
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
of the
Act,
as amended
amended (which
(which contains the rule of rate making for part
part I),
I), is
is
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"(2) In the exercise of its power to prescribe
prescribe just
just and
and reasonable
reasonable
rates the Commission shall give due consideration,
consideration, among
among other
other
movement of traffic by the
factors, to the effect of rates on the movement
the carrier
carrier
or carriers for which
which the rates are prescribed;
prescribed; to the
the need,
need, in
in the
the
public interest,
railway transportation
interest, of adequate
adequate and efficient
efficient railway
servtransportation service at
at the lowest cost consistent
furnishing of such service;
ice
consistent with the furnishing
service;
and to the need of revenues
revenues sufficient
sufficient to enable the
under
the carriers,
carriers, under
honest, economical,
economical, and efficient
efficient management
management to
to provide
provide such
such service."
service."
AMENDMENTS TO
TO SECTION
AMENDMENTS
SECITON 1
166

41 Stat. 491.
491.
S. C.
16;
49 U.
U.S.
C. §§16;
Supp. V, §16 (note).
(note).
Orders of Commis
Commis
sion.
sion.

SEC.
SEC. 11. (a)
(a) Section 16 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as amended
amended
(which relates
relates to orders of the Commission
(which
Commission and
and enforcement
enforcement thereof),
thereof),
is amendedamended—
(1)
by striking
striking out
in pa
ragraph (2) th
ereof the word "
circuit "
(1) by
out in
paragraph
(2) thereof
the word "circuit"
before '"court"
court" wherever
wherever it appears
appears and substituting
substituting in lieu thereof
thereof
the word "district";
district"; by striking out the word
word "petition"
"petition" in
in the
the
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first sentence
sentence and substituting in lieu thereof the word "com"complaint"; by striking out the word
"petitioner" in
in the
the second
and
word "petitioner"
second and
third sentences
sentences and substituting in lieu thereof
thereof the word
word
"plaintiff";
"plaintiff";
(2) by
by striking
striking out
out in
(3) (a)
(a) thereof
the words
words
(2)
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
thereof the
"three years"
years" and
and substituting
"three
thereof the
the words
"two
substituting in lieu thereof
words "two
years";
years";
(3) by
by striking
striking out
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) (c)
(c) thereof
the words
words
(3)
out in
thereof the
"three
the words
words "two
"three years"
years" and
and substituting
substituting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
"two
out the
word "three-year"
and substitutsubstitutyears", and
and by striking
striking out
the word
"three-year" and
ing in
"two-year";
ing
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the word
word "two-year";
(4) by
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
(3) (d)
(d) thereof
word
(4)
by striking
striking out
out in
thereof the
the word
"three-year" and substituting
word "two-year";
"three-year"
substituting in lieu thereof the word
"two-year";
(5)
out in
(3) (f)
thereof the
the word
word "peti"peti(f) thereof
in paragraph
paragraph (3)
by striking
striking out
(5) by
tion" and substituting in lieu thereof
thereof the
"complaint"; and
and
the word "complaint";
(6)
paragraph (12)
the words
words "the
"the
(6) by
by striking
striking out
out in
in paragraph
(12) thereof
thereof the
Commerce Court"
in lieu
lieu thereof
the words
Commerce
Court" and
and substituting
substituting in
thereof the
words "any
"any
district court
court of
the United
of competent
jurisdiction" and
and
district
of the
United States
States of
competent jurisdiction"
words "that
"that Court"
the words
"the Court"
Court"
by striking
striking out the words
Court" and
and the
words "the
and substituting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
words
in the
the second
second sentence
sentence and
substituting in
"such
"such court".
court".
(b) Paragraph
(5) of
section 16
16 is
is amended
amended by
by adding
at the
the
(b)
Paragraph (5)
of such
such section
adding at
end
as follows:
follows; "In
before the
the
end thereof
thereof a
a new
new sentence
sentence as
"In proceedings
proceedings before
Commission
the lawfulness
lawfulness of
rates, fares,
fares, charges,
charges, clacsifiCommission involving
involving the
of rates,
classifications, or
practices, service
service of
of notice
notice upon
upon an
in fact
of aa
cations,
or practices,
an attorney
attorney in
fact of
carrier who
tariff or
schedule in
carrier
who has filed
filed a
a tariff
or schedule
in behalf
behalf of
of such carrier
carrier shall
be deemed
deemed to
to be
be due
due and
and sufficient
carrier, except
except
be
sufficient service
service upon
upon the
the carrier,
where the
carrier has
an agent
in the
the city
city of
of Washington,
where
the carrier
has designated
designated an
agent in
Washington,
District
Columbia, upon
upon whom
service of
of notices
notices and
and processes
whom service
processes
District of
of Columbia,
may be
be made,
as provided
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 18,
18, 1910
1910
may
made, as
provided in
in section
section 66 of
(U.
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
50)."
title 49,
49, sec.
sec. 50)."
S. C.,
(U. S.
(c)
The amendments
made by
by subsection
(a) of
this section
section to
to
subsection (a)
of this
amendments made
(c) The
paragraph (3)
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
(a) and (c) of section
section 16
16 of the Interstate
paragraph
(3) (a)
Act, as
as amended,
shall apply
of causes
causes of
of action
action
case of
only in
in the
the case
apply only
Act,
amended, shall
accruing after
the date
section takes
takes effect.
effect.
after the
date this
this section
accruing

913
913

41 Stat.
492.
41
Stat. 492.
49
S. C.
16 (5).
(5).
49 U.
U. S.
C. §16
Service of
of notice.
notice.

38 Stat. 544.
36
Application of
of
Application
amendments.
amendments.
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Commerce Act, as amended, is
S
EC. 12. Section
Section 16a
16a of the
the Interstate Commerce
SEC.
hereby repealed,
section 17
of such
such Act,
as amended,
amended, is
amended to
to
is amended
17 of
Act, as
and section
hereby
repealed, and
read as
read
as follows:
follows:
"SEc. 17.
17. (1)
Commission is
is hereby
hereby authorized
by its
its order
to
order to
authorized by
The Commission
(1) The
"SEC.
divide the
members thereof
thereof into
into as
as many
many divisions
(each to
to consist
of
consist of
divisions (each
divide
the members
not less
less than
than three
three members)
members) as
it may
deem necessary,
necessary, which
may be
be
which may
may deem
as it
not
changed from
from time
time to
designated, respecrespecshall be
be designated,
divisions shall
time. Such
Such divisions
to time.
changed
tively,
division one,
one, division
division two,
and so
so forth,
forth, or
or by
by aaterm
term descriptive
descriptive
two, and
tively, division
of the
the principal
assigned or
or function
function assigned
business, or
work, business,.
subject, work,
of
principal subject,
referred to
to such
such divisions.
Commission may
or
designate one
one or
may designate
divisions. The
The Commission
referred
more of
appellate .divisions.
divisions. Any
Commissioner may
may
Any Commissioner
divisions as
as appellate
of its
its divisions
more
be
to such
such division
divisions as
as the
Commission may
may direct,
direct,
the Commission
or divisions
division or
be assigned
assigned to
and the
senior in
in service
service of
of the
Commissioners constituting
division
constituting aadivision
the Commissioners
and
the senior
shall
act as
thereof unless
unless otherwise
otherwise directed
directed by
by the
Comthe Comas chairman
chairman thereof
shall act
mission.
When a
avacancy
vacancy occurs
any division
or when
when a
Commisa Commisdivision or
occurs m
in any
mission. When
sioner
because of
of absence,
absence, or
or other
cause, is
is unable
unable to
to serve
serve thereon,
thereon,
other cause,
sioner because
the
of the
or any
any Commissioner
by
designated by
Commissioner designated
the Commission
Commission or
the Chairman
Chairman of
him
for that
serve temporarily
temporarily on
such division
until
on such
division until
may serve
purpose may
him for
that purpose
the Commission
Commission otherwise
orders.
otherwise orders.
the
"(2)
The Commission
order direct
that any
any of
work,
of its
its work,
by order
direct that
Commission may
may by
"(2) The
business, or
matters
(except matters
of law
law (except
any provision
provision of
functions under
under any
business,
or functions
193470°-41—PT. 1-58
193470°-41-PT.
I
58

34 Stat. 592.
592.
49
If. S.
S. C.
C. § Ida.
16a.
49U.
41
492.
41 Stet.
Stat. 492.
49
C. §17.
17.
49 U. S. C.
Division of ComDivision
mission,
designations.
mission, designations.

Assignment of ComComAssignment
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Temporary service.
service.
Temporary
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49 Stat.

548.

548.
49 U. S. C. Supp. V,

§305.
305.

Post,
922.
Post, p.
p. 922.

P

Boards.
Boards.

Employees eligible
eligible
Employees
for designation.
designation.
for

Basis
assignBasis of
of assignments.
ments.

Conduct
proceedConduct of proceed.
ings.
gs

in .

Official
seal.
Officialseal.

Quorum.
Quorum.

Hearings.

Herings.

Powers of division,
CommisCommis-

Individual
individual

sioner,orboard.
sioner, or board.
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required to be
referred to joint
joint boards
by section
section 205,
205, and
except
required
be referred
boards by
and except
functions
under this section),
section), or
matter
.
functions vested
vested in
in the Commission
Commission under
or any matter
which shall have been or may be referred
referred to it by Congress or.by either
either
branch thereof,
be assigned
assigned or
any division,
division, to
to an
an individual
branch
thereof, be
or referred
referred to
to any
individual
eligible
Commissioner, or to aaboard
board to be composed
composed of three or more
more
.
employees
of the
(hereinafter in
in this
section called
called aa
this section
the Commission
Commission (hereinafter
employees of
'board') to
be designated
designated by
by such
such order,
order, for
action thereon,
thereon, and
the
for action
and the
'board')
to be
Commission may
may by
order at
at any
amend, modify,
modify, supplement,
or
Commission
by order
any time
time amend,
supplement, or
rescind any such assignment
assignment or reference. The following classes
classes of
of
employees shall be eligible
Commission to serve
eligible for designation
designation by the Commission
on such
such boards:
boards: examiners,
examiners, directors
or assistant
assistant directors
bureaus,
of bureaus,
directors of
directors or
on
chiefs of sections,
sections, and attorneys.
assignment or reference,
chiefs
attorneys. The assignment
reference, to
divisions, of work, business,
business, or functions
functions relating to the lawfulness
lawfulness
of rates,
fares, or
or charges
charges shall
according to
character of
of
to the
the character
made according
shall be made
of
rates, fares,
regulation to be exercised
exercised and not according
class of the
according to the kind or class
regulation
carriers
or to
form or
or mode
mode of
in which
which
of transportation
transportation in
carriers involved
involved or
to the
the form
such carriers
be engaged.
When an
an individual
Commissioner,
individual Commissioner,
may be
engaged. When
such
carriers may
or
any employee,
employee, is
act upon
upon any
any matter
or
so assigned
assigned or
matter so
to act
is unable
unable to
or any
referred
because of
absence or
or other
other cause,
cause, the
the Chairman of the Comof absence
referred because
mission
may designate
designate another
or employee,
employee, as the case
another Commissioner
Commissioner or
mission may
may be,
to serve
until the
Commission otherwise
otherwise orders.
the Commission
temporarily until
may
be, to
serve temporarily
" (3) The Commission
"(3)
Commission shall conduct
conduct its proceedings
proceedings under any provision of law in such manner as will best conduce
proper
conduce to the proper
dispatch of business and to the ends of justice. The Commission
Commission
shall
have an
official seal, which
judicially noticed. Any
Any
be judicially
which shall be
an official
shall have
member
Commission, the Secretary
Commission, or any
member of
of the
the Commission,
Secretary of the Commission,
affirmations and any
any
a board
board may administer
administer oaths and affirmations
member of a
member of
Commission or the Secretary
Secretary of the Commission (or
(or
of the
the Commission
member
any member
board in
in connection
the performance
performance of
any
any
member of
of a
a board
connection with
with the
of any
work,
business, or
or functions
section to aa board
under this section
work, business,
functions referred under
upon which he serves)
serves) may sign subpenas. A
A. majority
majority of the
Commission,
Commission, of a
board shall constitute
constitute a
a division, or of a
a board
a quorum
for
Commission may,
for the
the transaction
transaction of
of business. The
The Commission
may, from time to
amend such general
time, make or amend
general rules or
or orders as
as may be requisite
for the order and regulation
regulation of proceedings
before it, or before any
proceedings before
individual Commissioner,
Commissioner, or board,
forms of
of
division, individual
board, including
including forms
notices and the service
thereof, which
service thereof,
which shall conform,
conform, as nearly as may
the United
States. Any
be, to
to those
those in use in
in the
the courts
courts of
of the
United States.
Any party
party
may appear before the Commission or any division,
division, individual ComCommissioner, or board and be heard in
person or by attorney.
Every
in person
attorney. Every
vote and official act of the Commission,
or of
of any
any division,
individual
Commission, or
division, individual
board, shall
be entered
entered of
record, and
such record
record
Commissioner, or board,
shall be
of record,
and such
shall be made public upon the request of any party
party interested. All
All
hearings before the Commission, aadivision,
hearings
division, individual
individual Commissioner,
Commissioner,
or board shall
shay be public upon the request
request of any party interested.
interested.
No Commissioner
Commissioner or employee
any hearing
hearing or
or
employee shall
shall participate
participate in any
proceeding in
in which
which he
he shall
shall have
have any
any pecuniary
interest.
proceeding
pecuniary interest.
"(4)
individual Commissioner,
or aaboard
board shall
have
shall have
Commissioner, or
an individual
"(4) A
A division,
division, an
authority to hear and determine, order, certify, report, or otherwise
act as to any work, business, or functions
assigned or
functions assigned
or referred
referred thereto
under the provisions
provisions of this section, and with respect
respect thereto shall
shall
have all the jurisdiction and powers
powers conferred
conferred by law
l
aw upon
up
on th
Comthee Commission, and be subject to the same duties and obligations.
obligati ons. The
The
secretary
secretary and seal of the. Commission shall be the secretary
secretary and seal
individual Commissioner,
Commissioner, or
or b
oard.
Except as
of each division, individual
board.
Except
as
otherwise provided
provided in this section,
section, any order,
order, decision, or requirerequirement of a
a division, an individual
individual Commissioner, or aa board,
board, with
respect to any matter so assigned or referred,
referred, shall have the same
force
manner
force and effect, and may be made and evidenced
evidenced in the same manner
as if made or taken by the Commission.
Commission.
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"(5) Any finding, report,
requirement of an individual Commisreport, or requirement
Commissioner or board,
board, with respect to any
any matter
matter so assigned
assigned or referred
referred
involving the taking of testimony
testimony at a
be accomaccoma public
public hearing, shall
shall be
panied by a
a statement in writing
writing of the reasons
reasons therefor,
therefor, together
together with
with
recommended order,
be filed
the Commission.
Commission.
aa recommended
order, which
which shall
shall be
filed with
with the
Copies thereof
thereof shall
in
shall be served
served upon interested
interested parties (including,
(including, in
proceedings under
in section
section 205
205 (e)),
(e) ), who
proceedings
under part
part II,
II, persons
persons specified
specified in
who
may file
may
if within
service
file exceptions
exceptions thereto, but if
within twenty
twenty days
days after
after service
upon such persons,
persons, or
within such
period as
the Commission
Commission or
or within
such further
further period
as the
or
a duly designated
designated division thereof may authorize, no exceptions
a
exceptions shall
shall
have
order shall
shall become
become the
the
have been
been filed,
filed, such
such recommended
recommended order
the order
order of
of the
Commission
unless within
within such
such period
period the
Commission and
and become
become effective
effective unless
the order
order
postponed by
shall have been stayed or postponed
Commission or by aaduly
duly
by the Commission
designated
thereof. The
or aa duly
designated
designated division
division thereof.
The Commission,
Commission, or
duly designated
division
may, and
and where
exceptions are
are
division thereof,
thereof, upon
upon its
its own
own motion
motion may,
where exceptions
filed it
it shall,
shall, reconsider
the matter
same record
record or
or after
after
filed
reconsider the
matter either
either upon
upon the
the same
further hearing,
hearing, and
and such
recommended order
order shall
shall thereupon
thereupon be
be
further
such recommended
stayed or
final determination
stayed
or postponed
postponed pending
pending final
determination thereof.
thereof.
"(6) After
After a
adecision,
or requirement
requirement shall
have been
been made
by
"(6)
decision, order,
order, or
shall have
made by
the Commission,
Commission, a
adivision,
division, an
individual Commissicner,
Cominissiener, or
or aaboard,
board, or
or
the
an individual
after
an individual
board
after an
an order
order recommended
recommended by
by an
individual Commissioner
Commissioner or
or a
a board
have become
the order
provided in
in parashall have
become the
order of
of the
the Commission
Commission as
as provided
paragraph (5),
any party
party thereto
thereto may
may at
any .time,
subject to
to such
such limitalimita(5), any
at any
time, subject
graph
tions as
as may
be established
by the
Commission as
as hereinafter
hereinafter authorauthortions
may be
established by
the Commission
ized,
make application
or reconsideration
reconsideration of
of
application for
for rehearing,
rehearing, reargument,
reargument, or
ized, make
the same,
determined therein.
Such applications
applications shall
shall
therein. Such
or of
of any
any matter
matter determined
the
same, or
be governed
by such
such general
general rules
the Commission
Commission may
may establish.
establish.
rules as
as the
be
governed by
Any such
such application,
order, or
was made
decision, order,
or requirement
requirement was
made
Any
application, if
if the
the decision,
by the
the Commission,
Commission, shall
be considered
considered and
acted upon
by the
the Commisupon by
Commisand acted
shall be
by
sion. If
If the
decision, order,
or requirement
requirement was made
made by
division,
by a
a division,
the decision,
order, or
sion.
an
such application
application shall be concona board, such
Commissioner, or a
an individual
individual Commissioner,
sidered
acted upon
by the
the Commission
or referred
referred to
to an
an appropriate
appropriate
Commission or
and acted
upon by
sidered and
appellate
for consideration
and action.
action. Rehearing,
rearguRehearing, reargudivision for
consideration and
appellate division
ment, or
or reconsideration
may be
be granted
if sufficient
reason therefor
therefor be
be
sufficient reason
granted if
reconsideration may
ment,
made to
to appear;
appear; but
but the
the Commission
Commission may,
may, from
make or
to time,
time, make
from time
time to
made
amend
rules or
orders establishing
limitations upon
the right
right to
upon the
establishing limitations
or orders
amend general
general rules
apply for
or reconsideration
of a
order,
decision, order,
a decision,
reconsideration of
reargument, or
rehearing, reargument,
for rehearing,
apply
or requirement
of the
or of
of a
such
so as to confine such
a division
division so
the Commission
Commission or
or
requirement of
right to
proceedings, or
or classes
classes of
of proceedings,
involving issues
of
issues of
proceedings, involving
right
to proceedings,
general
transportation importance.
the foregoing
foregoing
Notwithstanding the
importance. Notwithstanding
general transportation
provisions
this paragraph,
for rehearing,
rehearing, reargurearguapplication for
any application
paragraph, any
of this
provisions of
ment,
of a
a matter
or referred
referred to an
assigned or
matter assigned
reconsideration of
ment, or
or reconsideration
individual
Commissioner or
or a
under the
the provisions
of paraparaprovisions of
a board,
board, under
individual Commissioner
graph
if such
shall have
been filed
within twenty
twenty days
days
filed within
have been
such application
application shall
graph (2),
(2), if
after
recommended order
order in
the proceeding
proceeding shall
have become
become the
the
shall have
in the
the recommended
after the
order of
of the
the Commission
as provided
and if
if such
such
(5), and
paragraph (5),
in paragraph
provided in
Commission as
order
matter
shall not
not have
have been
or reheard
provided in
in such
such
as provided
reheard as
reconsidered or
been reconsidered
matter shall
paragraph,
an appropriate
appropriate appellate
appellate division
division of
of
to an
be referred
referred to
shall be
paragraph, shall
the Commission
Commission and
shall reconsider
the matter
matter either
either
reconsider the
division shall
and such
such division
the
upon
same record
or after
after a
afurther
hearing.
further hearing.
record or
the same
upon the
(7) If
rehearing, reargument,
reargument, or
reconsideration of
deciof aadecior reconsideration
after rehearing,
If after
"(7)
sion, order,
requirement of
of aadivision,
division, an
Commissioner,
individual Commissioner,
an individual
or requirement
order, or
sion,
or board
that the
the original
decision, order,
order, or
or requirerequireoriginal decision,
appear that
it shall
shall appear
or
board it
ment is
is in
unjust or
or unwarranted,
unwarranted, the
the Commission
Commission or
or
respect unjust
in any
any respect
ment
appellate
reverse, change,
modify the
the same
accordsame accordor modify
change, or
may reverse,
division may
appellate division
ingly. Any
Any decision,
decision, order,
order, or
requirement made
after rehearing,
rehearing,
made after
or requirement
ingly.
rearg ument, or
reconsideration, reversing,
or modifying
modifying
changing, or
reversing, changing,
or reconsideration,
reargument,
the
original determination
shall be
to the
provisions with
with
the same
same provisions
be subject
subject to
determination shall
the original
respect
to rehearing,
reargument, or
or reconsideration
as an
an original
original
reconsideration as
rehearing, reargument,
respect to
order.
order.

Taking of testimony.
mony.

Service of order.
order.
Pod,
Post, pp. 919, 922.
When order
order effective.

Reconsideration
Reconsideration
whereexceptions
Med.
whereexceptionsfiled.

Application
for reApplication for
hearing.
hearing.

Rules.

Appeal.
Appeal.

Reversal ofdecision.
Reversalofdecision.
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Postponement of
Postponement
order
pending decideciorder pending
sion.
sion.

Suits to
etc., orders.

enforce,
enforce,

Hearings on matters
matters
respecting motor carcarrespecting
riers.
riers.
Poet,
919.
Post, p. 919.

Intervention
Intervention
allowed.
allowed.

Admission
Admission to practice.
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"(8)
Where application
application for
rehearing, reargument,
reargument, or
or reconsiderareconsiderafor rehearing,
"(8) Where
tion of
of a
adecision,
decision, order,
or requirement
requirement of
of aa division,
individual
an individual
division, an
order, or
tion
Commissioner, or
or board
board is
is made
made in
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
of
in accordance
Commissioner,
this section
section and
and the
the rules
of the
the Commission,
Commission, and
and the
the
and regulations
regulations of
rules and
this
decision, order,
requirement has
has not
yet become
become effective,
effective, the decinot yet
or requirement
order, or
decision,
sion,
requirement shall
stayed or
or postponed
postponed pending
pending
be stayed
shall be
or requirement
sion, order,
order, or
disposition
the matter
Commission or appellate
division;
appellate division;
by the
the Commission
matter by
of the
disposition of
but otherwise
making of
an application
not excuse
excuse any
any
shall not
application shall
of such
such an
the making
but
otherwise the
person
or obeying
obeying the
decision, order, or requirerequirethe decision,
with or
from complying
complying with
person from
ment,
to stay
stay or postpone
postpone the enforcement
without
enforcement thereof, without
or operate
operate to
ment, or
Commission.
of the Commission.
the special
special order of
"(9) When
an application
application for
for rehearing,
rehearing, reargument,
reargument, or
or reconsidreconsid"(9)
When an
eration of
decision, order, or requirement
requirement of aadivision,
division, an indiof any
any decision,
eration
vidual
Commissioner, or
or a
board with
to any
any matter
matter assigned
assigned
with respect
respect to
a board
vidual Commissioner,
or
referred to
made and shall have been
been
have been
been made
to him or it shall have
or referred
denied,
or after
rehearing, reargument,
reargument, or
or reconsideration
otherwise
reconsideration otherwise
after rehearing,
denied, or
disposed
of, by
Commission or
an appellate
division, a
a suit to
appellate division,
or an
by the
the Commission
disposed of,
enforce,
decision, order, or
requireor requireset aside
aside such decision,
suspend, or set
enforce, enjoin,
enjoin, suspend,
ment,
United
a court of the United
brought in a
may be
be brought
or in
in part,
part, may
in whole
whole or
ment, in
States
applicable in the case of suits
of law applicable
those provisions
provisions of
States under
under those
to
suspend, or set aside orders
Commission, but
but
orders of the Commission,
enjoin, suspend,
to enforce,
enforce, enjoin,
not otherwise.
"(10)
matter arising in the administration
administration of part II
II of this
this
"(10) Any matter
which a
ahearing
heari' ng is to be held may be referred
referred to an examas to
to which
Act as
Commission, for action thereon,
thereon, subject to the conditions
conditions
iner of the Commission,
and
limitations provided
provided in this section
case of reference
reference of
of work,
section in the case
and limitations
business
functions, as
which aahearing
hearing is to be held, to an indito which
as to
business or
or functions,
vidual
vidual Commissioner
Commissioner or board.
"(11) Representatives
employees of a
acarrier, duly designated
designated as
Representatives of employees
"(11)
heard in
proceeding arising under this
in any
any proceeding
and be heard
such, may intervene
intervene and
Act affecting
affecting such employees.
employees.
Act
"(12) The Commission is
reasonable rules
promulgate reasonable
"(12)
is authorized
authorized to promulgate
and
regulations relating
relating to admission
admission to practice before
before it, and is
and regulations
authorized
impose a
a reasonable
admission, and
such
authorized to
to impose
reasonable fee for
for such admission,
and such
fees
into the
Treasury of
of the
the United
as miscelmiscelfees shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
the Treasury
United States
States as
laneous receipts."
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 20
TO SECTION
20
AMENDMENTS TO

SEa.
13. (a)
to (8),
inclusive, of
S
EC. 13.
(a) Paragraphs
Paragraphs (1)
(1) to
(8), inclusive,
of section
section 20
20 of
of the
the

M
41
41 Stat.
Stat:c 493.
49 U. S. C. §20.
Ante,
p. 899.
Ante,p.

20.

s.

Reports
from
Repors from
riers and lessors.

Information
Information
quired.

qr

ar

Interstate
Commerce Act, as amended
amended (which
Interstate Commerce
(which relate to accounts,
accounts,
records, reports, etc., of carriers subject
part I),
I), are amended
amended to
subject to
to part
read
follows:
read as follows:

"SEC. 20. (1)
"Sac.
(1) The Commission
Commission is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to require
require annual,
annual,
periodical,
or special
reports from
from carriers
carriers (as
(as defined
in this
this section)
periodical, or
special reports
defined in
section)
and from lessors (as defined
section), to prescribe
prescribe the manner
defined in this section),
manner
and form in which
which such reports shall be made,
made, and to require
require from
such carriers and lessors
lessors specific and full, true, and correct
correct answers
answers
upon which
which the
Commission may
may deem
deem information
information
to all questions upon
the Commission
classifying such carriers
may deem
to be necessary, classifying
carriers and
and lessors as it may
proper for any of these purposes. Such annual reports
reports shall give an
account of the affairs
affairs of the carrier
carrier or lessor
lessor in such
such form and detail
as may be
the Commission.
be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
Commission.
re"(2)
"(2) Said annual reports shall contain all the
the required
required information
information
for the period of twelve months ending on the 31st day of December
December
in each year, unless the Commission shall specify
specify a
a different date,
date,
and shall
hal Ibe made out under
under oath and filed with the Commission at
its office
Washington within three months after the close of the
office in Washington
year for which the report is made, unless additional time be
granted
be granted
m any case by the Commission.
in
Commission. Such
Such periodical
periodical or special reports

ccar-.
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as may be required by the Commission under
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1) hereof,
hereof,
shall
whenever the
Commission so
so requires.
shall also
also be
be under
under oath
oath whenever
the Commission
requires.
Uniform
Uniform system of
"(3)
its discretion
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
"(3) The Commission
Commission may,
may, in
in its
discretion, for
of
accounts.
enabling
it the
better to
to carry
carry out
the purposes
discretion,
enabling it
the better
out the
purposes
of this part, prescribe
prescribe accounts.
a uniform system of accounts applicable
a
applicable to any class of carriers subject
subject
thereto, and a
aperiod of time within
within which
which such class shall have such
uniform system of accounts, and
accounts
and the
the manner
manner in
in which
which such
such accounts
shall be
be kept.
kept.
shall
Depreciation
Depreciation
"(4)
The Commission
Commission shall,
shall, as
soon as
as practicable,
practicable, prescribe
prescribe for
"(4) The
as soon
for charges;
rates.
carriers
carriers the classes
depreciation charges
charges may
may
classes of property
property for
for which
which depreciation
properly be included under operating
operating expenses,
expenses, and
and the rate
rate or rates of
of
depreciation which shall be charged
charged with respect
depreciation
respect to each
each of such
such
of property,
the carriers
carriers as
proper
classes of
property, classifying
classifying the
as it
it may
may deem
deem proper
for this purpose. The Commission may, when it
Modifications.
it deems necessary,
necessary, Modifications.
modify the classes and rates so prescribed.
Commission
prescribed. When the
the Commission
shall have exercised
shall
exercised its authority
authority under
under the
of
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of
this
to operating
expenses any
any
this paragraph,
paragraph, carriers
carriers shall
shall not
not charge
charge to
operating expenses
depreciation
property other
depreciation charges
charges on classes of
of property
other than
than those
those prescribed
prescribed
by the Commission,
Commission, or charge
charge with respect
respect to
property aa
to any class of property
rate
of depreciation
depreciation other
that prescribed
prescribed therefor
therefor by
by the
the ComComrate of
other than
than that
mission,
and no
no such
carrier shall
shall include
operating expenses
expenses
mission, and
such carrier
include under
under operating
any
depreciation charge
charge in
whatsoever other tan
than as
any depreciation
in any
any form
form whatsoever
as prescribed by the Commission.
scribed
Commission.
Forms of accounts,
Forms
discretion, prescribe
prescribe the forms of records,
"(5) The Commission may, in its discretion,
records, and memoany
records, and
memoranda to be kept
kept by carriers
carriers randa.
and memoranda
any and
and all accounts,
accounts, records,
and
their lessors,
lessors, including
including the
accounts, records,
records, and
and memoranda
memoranda of
of
the accounts,
and their
the movement
movement of
of traffic
as well
the receipts
receipts and
and expenditures
expenditures
traffic, as
well as
as of
of the
the
of
moneys, and
and it
it shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
earners or lessors
keep
lessors to keep
for such
such carriers
of moneys,
any
records and
memoranda contrary
to any
any rules
rules, regularegulacontrary to
and memoranda
any accounts,
accounts, records,
Inspection and
and extions,
or orders
orders of
the Commission
respect thereto.
TheComCom- amination
thereto. The
with respect
of the
Commission with
tions, or
of accounts,
amination ofaccounts,
equipment, etc.
etc.
mission or
duly authorized
agent.,accountant,
accountant, or
or examiner
examiner lands, equipment,
authorized special
special agent,
or any
any duly
mission
thereof
shall at
at all
authority to
to inspect
inspect and
and
and copy any and
all times
times have
have authority
thereof shall
all accounts,
accounts, books,
books, records,
records, memoranda,
other
and other
correspondence, and
memoranda, correspondence,
all
documents, of
of such
such carriers
and such
such accounts,
accounts, books,
lessors, and
carriers and
and lessors
documents,
records, memoranda,
memoranda, correspondence,
correspondence, and
and other
other documents,
of any
any
documents, of
records,
control with any
person
controlling, controlled
controlled by,
under common
common control
by, or under
person controlling,
such
carrier, as
as the
the Commission
deems relevant
such person's
person's relarelato such
relevant to
Commission deems
such carrier,
tion
to or
transactions with
with such
Commission or
or its
its duly
duly
The Commission
such carrier.
carrier. The
or transactions
tion to
authorized special
agents, accountants.
accountants, or
or examiners
examiners shall
at all
all times
times
shall at
special agents
authorized
have access
to all
such carriers
carriers or
or
of such
equipment of
or equipment
lands, buildings,
buildings, or
all lands,
have
access to
examlessors,
have authority
authority under
order to
inspect and
and examto inspect
its order
under its
and shall
shall have
lessors, and
carriers,
ine
any and
and all
such lands
equipment. Such carriers,
buildings, and equipment.
lands, buildings,
all such
ine any
lessors, and
persons ;hall
accounts, books,
book, records,
records,
their accounts,
shall submit
submit their
and other
other persons
lessors,
memoranda, correspondence,
correspondence, and
the inspection
inspection
for the
documents for
and other
other documents
memoranda,
and copying
by this
this paragraph,
paragraph, and
and such
such carriers
and
carriers and
authorized by
and
copying authorized
lessors shall
shall submit
their lands,
lands, buildings,
equipment to
to inspection
inspection
and equipment
buildings, and
submit their
lessors
and examination,
to any
authorized special
special agent,
or
accountant, or
agent, accountant,
any duly
duly authorized
examination, to
and
examiner
of the
the Commission,
demand and
proper
the display of proper
and the
upon demanand
Commission, upon
examiner of
credentials.
credentials.
of acInspection of
"(6) The
Commission or
any duly
accountagent, accountspecial agent,
authorized special
duly authorized
or any
"(6)
The Commission
on heat and
counts on
ant, or
or examiner
times have
to inspect
inspect cold service.
service.
authority to
have authority
at all
all times
thereof shall
shall at
examiner thereof
ant,
and
copy any
any and
accounts, books,
books, records,
records'memoranda,
correspondmemoranda, correspondand all
all accounts,
and copy
ence
documents, of
of persons
which furnish
or protective
cars or
protective
furnish cars
persons which
and other
other documents,
ence 2, and
service against
against heat
heat or
or cold
cold to
or on
behalf of
any carrier
carrier by
by railroad
railroad
of any
on behalf
to or
service
Proviso.
Proviso.
or
company subject
to this
this part
such Authority
That such
however, That
part::Provided,
Provided,however,
subject to
or express
express company
Authority limited.
limited.
authority shall
limited to
accounts, books,
memoranda,
books, records,
records, memoranda,
to accounts,
be limited
shall be
authority
correspondence,
other documents
or relate
relate to
the cars
cars
to the
which pertain
pertain or
documents which
or other
correspondence, or
Forms.
or
so furnished.
furnished. The
The Commission
shall further
further have
have
Commission shall
service so
or protective
protective service
authority,
in
its
discretion,
to
prescribe
the
forms
of
any
or
all
authority, in its discretion, to prescribe the forms of any or al
accounts,
records, and
authorized by
by this
this
it is
is authorized
which it
memoranda which
and memoranda
accounts, records,
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paragraph to
inspect and
copy, and
to require
require the
the persons furnishing
furnishing
and to
and copy,
to inspect
paragraph
such cars
cars or
or protective
service, as
aforesaid, to
submit such
such reports
reports
to submit
as aforesaid,
protective service,
such
and
full, true,
true, and
correct answers
answers to
questions,
to such
such questions,
and correct
and full,
specific and
and specific
relative to
to such
such cars
service, as
the Commission
Commission may
may deem
deem necessary.
necessary.
as the
cars or
or service,
relative
Persons furnishing
such cars
cars or
protective service
service shall submit their
their
or protective
furnishing such
Persons
accounts, books,
books, records,
correspondence, or
or other
other docudocumemoranda, correspondence,
records, memoranda,
accounts,
ments, to
to the
above provided,
provided, for
for inspection
inspection or
or copying
copying to
to any
any
ments,
the extent
extent above
special agent,
agent, accountant,
accountant, or examiner
examiner of the Commisauthorized special
duly authorized

Failure to keep or
or
submit proper
proper accounts,
counts, etc.
etc.

Penalty.
Penalty.

False entries, dedestruction
struction of records,
records,
etc.

Penalty.
Penalty.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Preservat ion of recPreservation
ords;
ords; destruction.
destruction.

Failure to report on
on
cars
or protective
servcarsor
protectiveservice.
ice.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Failure
permit
Failure to permit
examination
examination of equipment.
ment.

Penalty.
Penalty.

sion upon
upon demand
and the
the display
display of
proper credentials.
credentials.
of proper
demand and
sion
"(7) (a)
of failure
refusal on
on the
the part
part of
of any
carrier,
any carrier,
or refusal
failure or
In case
case of
"(7)
(a) In
lessor, or
or other
other person
person to
keep any
records, and
memoranda
and memoranda
any accounts,
accounts, records,
to keep
lessor,
in
under authority
authority of
this section,
by
section, by
of this
prescribed, under
and manner
manner prescribed,
the form
form and
in the
the
Commission, or
submit any
any accounts,
accounts, books,
records, memoranda,
memoranda,
books, records,
to submit
or to
the Commission,
correspondence, or other
Commission or any of its
other documents
documents to the Commission
correspondence,
authorized
accountants, or
or examiners
inspection or
or copying,
copying,
examiners for
for inspection
authorized agents,
agents, accountants,
as required
required under
under this
this section,
section, such
such carrier,
lessor, or person
person shall forforcarrier, lessor,
as
United States
States not
not to exceed
exceed $500 for each such offense and
and
the United
feit to the
failure or refusal
refusal continues.
such failure
during which
which such
day during
for each day
"(b)
who shall
shall knowingly
and willfully
willfully make,
make, cause
cause to
to
"(b) Any
Any person
person who
knowingly and
be
participate in the making
making of, any false entry in any anor participate
be made,
made, or
under this section to be filed,
filed, or in the
required under
nual or other report required
accounts or
memoranda kept
kept
in any records
records or
or memoranda
any book
book of accounts
or in
accounts of any
required under
section to be kept by a
alessor
lessor or
or
by a
a carrier,
carrier, or required
under this
this section
person, or
knowingly and willfully
willfully destroy,
destroy, mutilate,
mutilate,
other person,
or who shall knowingly
such
alter, or by any other means
means or device falsify the record of any such
accounts,
and willaccounts, records, or
or memoranda
memoranda, or who
who shall knowingly and
fully neglect or fail to make full, true, and correct entries in such
such
accounts,
accounts, records, or memoranda
memoranda of all facts and transactions
transactions apperappershall
taining to
to the business
business of
of the
the carrier,
carrier, lessor, or
or person,
person, or shall
knowingly and willfully keep any accounts, records,
records, or memoranda
memoranda
contrary to
regulations, or orders
contrary
to the
the rules, regulations,
orders of
of the
the Commission
Commission with
respect thereto,
thereto, or
shall knowingly
or willfully
the CommisCommisrespect
or shall
knowingly or
willfully file
file with
with the
deemed guilty of a
a
sion any false report
report or other
other document,
document, shall
shall be deemed
misdemeanor and shall be subject, upon conviction
conviction in any court of the
misdemeanor
United
United States of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction to aafine of not more than five
thousand
thousand dollars or imprisonment
or
imprisonment for not more than two years, or
both such fine and imprisonment:
imprisonment Provided,
Provided, That the Commission
Commission may
in its discretion issue orders specifying
specifying such
such operating, accounting, or
or
financial
records, books, blanks, tickets, stubs,
stubs, correspondence,
correspondence,
financial papers, records,
documents of such carriers,
carriers lessors,
or documents
lessors, or other persons as may, after
a reasonable time, be destroyed,
destroyed, and prescribing
a
prescribing the length of time
time the
same shall be preserved.
preserved.
"(c)
furnishing cars or protective
"(c) Any carrier
carrier or lessor, or person furnishing
service, or any officer, agent, employee, or representative
representative thereof, who
shall fail to make and fde
annual or other report with the Comfile an annual
mission within the time fixed by the Commission, or to make specific
and full, true, and correct
correct answer
answer to any question within thirty days
it is lawfully required
required by the Commission
from the time it
Commission so to do,
do,
shall forfeit to the United States the sum of one hundred
hundred dollars for
for
each and every day it
it shall continue to be in default with respect
respect
thereto.
"(d)
case of failure
"(d) In caw
failure or refusal
refusal on the part of any carrier
carrier or lessor
lessor
to accord to the Commission or its duly authorized special
special agents,
agents,
accountants, or examiners,
accountants,
examiners, access to, and opportunity
opportunity for the inspecmspection and examination
examination of, any
any lands,
lands buildings, or equipment
equipment of said
said
carrier
carrier or lessor, as provided
provided in this section, such carrier or lessor
lessor
shall forfeit
forfeit to the United States the sum of one hundred dollars
dollars for
for
each day during which
which such failure or refusal continues.
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Recovery of forfeiforte!.
Recovery
"(e)
"(e) All forfeitures
forfeitures authorized in this paragraph
paragraph (7) shall be tures.
tures.
recovered in the manner provided
recovered
provided for the
the recovery
recovery of forfeitures
under the provisions
provisions of this part.
Examiner, etc.,
etc., didi"(f) .Any
special agent,
agent, accountant,
who knowingly
knowingly
"(f)
Any special
accountant, or
or examiner
examiner who
information.
divulges any
or information
information which
which may
come to
and willfully
willfully divulges
any fact
fact or
may come
to vulging information.
knowledge during the
course of any
examination or
his knowledge
the course
any examination
or inspection
inspection
made under authority of this section, except insofar as he may be
a court or judge thereof, shall be
directed
directed by the Commission or by a
Penalty.
a misdemeanor
Penalty.
guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be subject, upon conviction
conviction in
any court of the United States of competent jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, to a
afine of
of
not more than $500
$500 or imprisonment for not exceeding six months,
or both.
and "kept."
"KeeP"and"kept."
'keep' and 'kept' shall be "Keep"
"(8) As used in this section the words 'keep'
construed to mean
mean made, prepared, or compiled, as well as retainedretained;
the
"Carrier."
"Carrier."
'carrier' means a
carrier subject to this part, and
the term 'carrier'
a common carrier
"Lessor."
"Lessor."
'lessor'
includes aa receiver or trustee of such carrier; and the term 'lessor'
leased
a pipe lino,
line, leased
a railroad, a
a water line, or a
means a
a person owning a
to and operated by a
common carrier subject to this part, and includes
a common
a
a receiver or trustee of such lessor."
41 Stat. 494.
494.
(b)
(11) of such section 20 (which relates to liability
Paragraph (11)
(b) Paragraph
49 U. S. C. §20 (11).
49U.
(11).
property), is amended by striking out the first
of carriers for loss of property),
following:
contained therein and inserting in lieu
.j thereof the following::
proviso contained
Responsibility
Responsibility for
"Provided,
That if the loss, damage, or injury occurs while the losses.
"Provided, That
property
is in
the liability of such
by water
water the
carrier by
of aacamelthe custody
custody of
in the
property is
carrier shall
shall be
lading of the carrier by
bill of hiding
determined by the bill
be determined
carrier
water and
by and
and under
under the
the laws
and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to translaws and
and by
water
portation
the liability
liability of
of the
initial or delivering
delivering carrier
carrier
the initial
and the
by water,
water, and
portation by
shall
be the
the same
same as
that of
of such
such carrier
:".
water:".
by water
carrier by
as that
shall be

AMENDMENTS
SECTIONS 25,
25, 26,
AND 27
27
26, AND
TO SECTIONS
AMENDMENTS TO
S
EO. 14.
(a) Section
25 of
Commerce Act,
as
Act, as
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Section 25
SEC.
14. (a)
amended, is
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
amended,
(b) Section
of the
Commerce Act,
is
amended, is
Act, as
as amended,
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
26 of
Section 26
(b)
amended by
by striking
striking out
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof "25".
"25".
in lieu
inserting in
out "26"
"26" and
amended

41 Stat.
Stat. 497.
49 U. S. C.
0. §§ 25;
V, §
Supp. V,
1 25.
41 Stat.
41
Stat. 498.
498.

49 U. S. C. 1 26;
26;
Supp. V, §is.
26.
41 Stat. 499.
49 U.
27.
U. S. C. §27.

(c) Section
Section 27
of the
the Interstate
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
is
Interstate Commerce
27 of
(c)
amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
I of the InterPart I
"Sno.
Interstate Com- state
I of the Interstate
"SEC. 26. This part may be cited as part I
Commerce Act.
merce
Act."
merce Act."
SHORT TITLE
TITLE FOR
FOR PART
PART II
II
SHORT

49 Stat. 543.
SEC. 15.
Section 201
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
is
SEC.
15. Section
201 of
Act, as
as amended,
amended, is
49 Stat.
upp.
U. S. C., Supp.
V, 1301.
301.
amended
V,
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
amended to
"SHORT TITLE
"SHORT
InterPart II
II of the Inter.
"Szo.
as part
part II
Corn- state
Interstate Comof the
the Interstate
II of
be cited
cited as
may be
part may
This part
201. This
"SEc. 201.
Act.
state Commerce
Commerce Act.
merce Act."
merce

REFERENCES
TO POLICY
PART II
El
IN PART
DECLARED IN
POLICY DECLARED
REFERENCES TO
49 Stat. 543.
S
PA. 16.
16. Part
Part II
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Act, as
is
as amended,
amended, is
Commerce Act,
II of
49 U.
U. S.C., Stipp.
SEC.
Supp. V,
ch.
8.
ch.8.
amended by
striking out
out the
following wherever
therein:
appearing therein:
wherever appearing
the following
by striking
amended
"the policy
policy declared
declared m
in section
(a) of
part", and
policy of
of
"the policy
and "the
of this
this part",
202 (a)
section 202
"the
Post,
920.
Post, p.
p. 920.
Congress enunciated
thereof
lieu thereof
in lieu
inserting in
and by
by inserting
202", and
in section
section 202",
enunciated in
Congress
the
following:
"the
national
transportation
policy
declared
in
this
the following: "the national transportation policy declared in this
Act".

920
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AIWENDMENTS TO SECTION
AMENDMENTS
SECTION 202
202
49 Stat.
49
Stat. 543.
543.

49 U. S.
S. C., Supp.V,
Stipp. V,
302.
§302.
Amendments.
Amendments.

Site.
Section 202
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, as
SEC. 17.
17. (a)
(a) Section
202 of
of the
as
amended (which
(which relates
to the
the scope
of the
the application
amended
relates to
scope of
application of
of part
part II),
II), is
is
amended—
amended-

(1) by
by striking
striking out
out the
the heading
heading thereof,
"DECLARATION OF
or Policy
(1)
thereof, "DECLARATION
POLIOY
and inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
AND DELEGATION OF JURISDICTION , and
a
new heading
"APPLICATION OF
raonsioNs"; and
and
a new
heading as
as follows:
follows: "APPLICATION
OF PROVISIONS";

AND DELEGAIION or JmusracTioN",

Inapplicable proviInapplicable
sions.
sions.

Ante, p. 899; post, p.
13.
929.
929.

(2) by
repealing subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of such
such section,
section 'by
striking out
out
(2)
by repeaTing
by striking
"(b)" and
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "(a)", and by striking
"(b)"
and inserting
striking out
out
"(c)"
and inserting
inserting in
i
n lieu
thereof "
(b)".
"(c)" and
lieu thereof
"(b)
".
(b) Such section
section 202 is amended
amended by adding at the end thereof
thereof a
anew
new
(b)
subsection as follows:
"(c) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any provision
provision of
this section
section or
or of
section
of this
of section
203, the provisions of this part shall
shall not
not apply—
apply"(1)
"(1) to transportation
transportation by motor vehicle
vehicle by a
carrier by railroad
railroad
a carrier
subject
to part
part IIor
by aawater
subject to
to part
III, incidental
incidental
subject to
or by
water carrier
carrier subject
part III,
parts, in
the performance
performance within
within
to transportation
transportation subject to
to such
such parts,
in the
terminal areas
terminal
areas of transfer, collection
delivery services;
services; but
collection, or delivery
but
such transportation
considered to be and shall
be reguregutransportation shall fie
be considered
shall be
lated as transportation
transportation subject
performed by
by such
such
subject to part
part IIwhen
when performed
carrier by railroad,
railroad, and transportation
when
transportation subject
subject to
to part III
III when
performed
performed by such water
water carrier.
carrier.
"(2) to transportation
person (whether
(whether
"(2)
transportation by motor vehicle by any person
as agent or under a
a contractual
contractual arrangement)
arrangement) for a
a common
common
carrier ly
express company
company subject
subject
carrier
by railroad subject to part I,
I, an
an express
I, aamotor carrier
to part 1,
carrier subject to this part, or aawater carrier
carrier
subject to part III,
performance within
within terminal
terminal areas
areas of
of
Im, in
in the
the performance
transfer, collection,
collection or delivery services; but such transportation
transportation
shall be considered
carrier or
or express
express
considered to be performed
performed by such carrier
company as part of, and shall
manner
company
shall be
be regulated
regulated in
in the same
same manner
as, the transportation
vehicle, or
transportation 15
by railroad, express, motor vehicle,
water to which such
such services are incidental."
incidental."
AMENDMENTS
203
AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 203

544.
49 Stat. 544.
U. S. C., Supp.
49 U.8.
Supp.V,
303 (a)
(a) (14).
(14). (15).
(15).
Definitions.
Definitions.
"Common carrier
vehicle."
by motor
motor vehicle."

Ante,
Ante, p. 899.

"Contract carrier
carrier by
motor
motor vehicle."
vehicle."

49 Stat.
tat. 544.
49 II. 8..O.,Supp.V,
C., Stipp. V,
49U.
1303
(33).
s (a)
(a) (13).

SEC.
(a) Paragraphs
S
EC. 18. (a)
Paragraphs (14)
(14) and (15)
(15) of subsection (a)
(a) of section
section
Commerce Act, as amended, are amended
203 of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended to read
read
follows:
as follows:
"(14)
"(14) The term 'common carrier by motor vehicle'
person
vehicle' means any person
which holds itself out to the general public to engage
engage in the transportatransportation by motor vehicle in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce of passengers
passengers or
property or any class or classes thereof for compensation,
compensation, whether
whether over
over
transportation by motor vehicle by
regular or irregular routes, except transportation
an express company
company to the extent that such transportation
heretotransportation has heretofore been subject to part I, to which extent such transportation
transportation shall
continue
continue to be considered
considered to be and shall be regulated
regulated as transportation
subject to part I.
"(15)
"(15) The term 'contract carrier
carrier by motor vehicle'
vehicle' means any person
which, under individual contracts
agreemen t
s,
engages
i
n the
the transcontracts o
orr agreements,
engages in
transportation
transportation referred to in paragraph
portation (other than transportation
paragraph (14)
and
(14) and
vehicle of passengers
passengers or property
the exception therein)
therein) by motor vehicle
property in
in
interstate or foreign commerce
commerce for compensation."
compensation."
(b) Section 203 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended, is
further amendedamended—
(1) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph
(1)
paragraph 13 of subsection (a) and substituting
a comma and the
substituting in lieu thereof
thereof a
following: "or a
a trolley bus operated
operated by electric
electric power
power derived
derived
from
fixed overhead
overhead wire, furnishing
transportafrom a
afixed
furnishing local
local passenger transportasimilar to street-railway
tion (amilar
street-railway service."
service."
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(2)
(b) of said
said section.
(2) by striking out clause (5)
(5) of subsection (b)
section.
(3)
amending clause (4a)
(b) to read as
(3) by amending
(4a) of such
such subsection (b)
follows: "(4a) motor vehicles
controlled and operated
vehicles controlled
operated by any
farmer
farmer when used in the transportation
transportation of
agricultural comof his agricultural
commodities and products thereof, or in the transportation
transportation of
of supplies
to his farm;
farm; or".
(4)
(4b) of such
(4) by amending
amending clause
clause (4b)
such subsection (b)
(b) to
to read as
follows:
"(5) motor vehicles controlled
ftkllows: "(5)
controlled and
operated b
by a
acooperacooperaand operated
tive association as defined
defined in the
the Agricultural
Act,
Agricultural Marketing
Marketing Act,
approved
15, 1929,
1929, as
approved June 15,
amended, or
by a
a federation
of such
such
as amended,
or by
federation of
cooperative associations,
associations, if
if such federation
cooperative
possesses no
greater
federation possesses
no greater
powers or
purposes than cooperative
associations so
or".
or purposes
cooperative associations
so defined;
defined; or".
(5)
clause (6)
such subsection
subsection (b)
word
(5) by
by inserting
inserting in
in clause
(6) of
of such
(b) the
the word
"ordinary" before the word "livestock".
"livestock".
"ordinary"
(6)
read as follows:
(6) by amending
amending clause (9)
(9) of
of subsection
subsection (b)
(b) to read
follows:
occasional, or
reciprocal transportation
""(9)
(9) the casual,
casual, occasional,
or reciprocal
transportation of passengers or property
interstate or foreign comproperty by motor vehicle
vehicle in interstate
commerce for
for compensation
compensation by
by any
not engaged
in transportatransportamerce
any person
person not
engaged in
tion
vehicle as
regular occupation
occupation or
unless, in
in
tion by motor
motor vehicle
as a
a regular
or business,
business, unless,
transportation of passengers,
passengers, such transportation
transportation is
the case of transportation
offered for sale,
or provided
provided or
sold or
or offered
sale, or
or procured
procured or
or furnished
furnished or
or
arranged
by a
a broker,
broker, or
nily other
other person
person who
who sells
sells or
arranged for,
for, by
or bi
byura
any
or
for sale
sale transportation
transportation furnished
shed by
lawfully
offers for
by aa person
person lawfully
engaged
engaged in the transportation
transportation of
under
of passengers
passengers by
by motor
motor vehicle
vehicle under
certificate or
or permit
under this
or under
under a
apending
pending
aacertificate
permit issued
issued under
this part
part or
application for
for such
such a
certificate or
or permit."
permit."
application
a certificate

921
921
49 U. 8. C., 811131). V.
49 U.(b)S. (5).
C., Spp. V,
§303
49 U. 8. C., Stipp. V,
303 (b) (4a).
(4a),

1303(b)

49 U.
U.8.
S. C., Supp. v,
V,
§303 (b) (4b).
(4h).
1303
18.
46 Stat. 18.
U. S. C
C. I1141j.
1141j.
12 U.S.
C.

U. S. C., Supp. V,
49 U.S.
§303 (b)
(h) (6).
(6).
49 U. S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
49U.S.C.,
303 (b)
(h) (9).
(0).

EXEMPTION
OF CERTAIN
INTERSTATE AND
AND FOREIGN
COMMERCE OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
EXEMPTION OF
CERTAIN INTERSTATE
FOREIGN COMMERCE
OF
MOTOR CARRIERS
CARRIERS
OF MOTOR
49 Stat. 546.
S
EO. 19.
Subsection (a)
section 204
204 of
Commerce
SEC.
19. Subsection
(a) of
of section
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
49
Stat
up v6.
49 U. S. C., Sump. V,
(a). .
pp.
Act, as
amended, is
is amended
by adding
subparagraph (4)
(4) s§3304 (a).
adding after subparagraph
amended by
as amended,
Act,
thereof
the following
following new
new subparagraph:
subparagraph:
thereof the
Certain
operations
operations
a solely
Certain
determine, upon
upon its own
own motion,
motion, or upon application
application by a
""(4a)
(4a) To
To determine,
within a single
te within a single
interest, whether State.
motor
any other
other party in interest,
board, or any
State board,
carrier, aa State
motor carrier,
the
transportation in
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
commerce performed
performed by
by
the transportation
foreign commerce
any
or class
of motor
motor carriers
lawfully engaged
engaged in
in
carrier or
class of
carriers lawfully
any motor
motor carrier
operation
solely within
within a
a single
single State
State is
of such
nature, charcharsuch nature,
is in
in fact
fact of
operation solely
acter,
quantity as
affect or
or impair
to affect
impair uniform
uniform
acter, or
or quantity
as not
not substantially
substantially to
regulation by
by the
the Commission
by motor
motor carriers
carriers
of transportation
transportation by
regulation
Commission of
engaged in
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce in
in effectuating
effectuating the
national
the national
engaged
in interstate
Certificate of exemptransportation policy
policy declared
in this
this Act.
Act. Upon
Upon so finding,
CrofltO'exewmpfinding, the tion.
declared in
transportation
Commission shall
certificate of
exemption to
to such
such motor
motor
issue a
a certificate
of exemption
Commission
shall issue
carrier
or class
motor carriers
certhe period
period such
such cerwhich, during
during the
class of
of motor
carriers which,
carrier or
tificate
shall remain
remain effective
effective and
exempt such
carsuch carand unrevoked,
unrevoked, shall
shall exempt
tificate shall
rier
or class
class of
carriers from
from compliance
with the
the provisions
provisions
compliance with
of motor
motor carriers
rier or
of
part, and
to such
such certificate
such reasonable
reasonable terms
terms
shall attach
attach to
certificate such
of this
this part,
and shall
Revocation
PrOv1and
as the
public interest
may require.
any time
time after
after &Ion.
proviRevocatio
require. At
At any
the public
interest may
and conditions
conditions as
the issuance
issuance of
of any
any such
such certificate
of exemption,
the Commission
Commission ion
exemption, the
the
certificate of
may by
by order
order revoke
all or
any part
thereof, if
if it
it shall
that the
the
shall find
find that
or any
part thereof,
revoke all
may
transportation in
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
commerce performed
the
foreign commerce
performed by
by the
transportation
carrier or
or class
of carriers
carriers designated
such certificate
shall be,
be, or
or
certificate shall
designated in
in such
class of
carrier
shall
reasonably likely
likely to
become, of
of such
nature,
to become,
such nature,
or is
is reasonably
shall have
have become,
become, or
character, or
or quantity
quantity as
as in
in fact
fact substantially
substantially to
affect or
or impair
impair
to affect
character,
uniform
the Commission
Commission of
transinterstate or
or foreign
foreign transof interstate
regulation by
by the
uniform regulation
portation by
carriers in
effectuating the
the national
national transportatransportain effectuating
portation
by motor
motor carriers
Restoration of aution policy
policy declared
declared in
this Act.
Act. Upon
revocation of
of any
any such
such certion
in this
Upon revocation
oei anin
cer- thority
,thoron
to operate
tificate, the
Commission shall
shall restore
restore to
or carriers
carriers affected
interstate, etc-.
interstate,
etc., corn'
to the
the carrier
carrier or
affected Melte.
tificate,
the Commission
thereby, without
further proceedings,
proceedings, the
the authority,
authority, if
if any,
any, to
to operate
operate
without further
thereby,
in interstate
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce
commerce held
by such
carrier or
or carriers
at
carrers at
such carrier
held by
in
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Hearings.
Hearings.

Application
Application accompanied
certificate
panied by certificate
of State
State board, etc.,
effect.

Exempted motor
Exempted
motor
carriers.
Effect
Effect of State regulation.

Applications
under.

here-

49 Stat.
Stat. 547.
4917.
S. C.,Supp.V,
C., Supp.V,
49U.S.

§304
(a) (7).
304 (a)
(7).

Inquiry into business management.
management.
ness

compeCodes of fair competition.
tition.
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 547.
547.
49 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
8. C.,
304 (b).
Rehearing.
Rehearing.
Relettering of subsubsections.
Textual changes.
Textual
changes.

49 Stat. 548.
49 U. S.. C., Snpp.
Supp. V,
49U.
V,

30.5.
6305.

[54 STAT.
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the
the certificate
exemption pertaining
such carrier
or
carrier .or
to such
pertaining to
of exemption
certificate of
time the
the time
carriers
became effective.
No certificate
exemption shall
be denied,
denied,
shall be
of exemption
certificate of
effective. No
carriers became
and no
no order
order of
of revocation
this subparagraph,
subparagraph,
issued, under
under this
shall be
be issued,
revocation shall
and
except
after reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing
hearing to
to interested
interested parties.
parties.
except after
Where an
an application
is made
in good
a
for the
the exemption of a
good faith
faith for
made in
application is
Where
motor
under this
by a
a certificate
certificate
accompanied by
this subparagraph,
subparagraph, accompanied
carrier under
motor carrier
of a
State board
board of
in which
the operations
operations of
of such
such carrier
carrier
which the
the State
State in
of the
of
a State
are
carried on
on stating
in the
the opinion
opinion of
of such
such board
board such
such carrier
carrier
that in
stating that
are carried
is entitled
entitled to
to aa certificate
certificate of
of exemption
this subparagraph,
under this
subparagraph,
exemption under
is
such carrier
be exempt
exempt from
from the
this part
beginpart beginof this
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
carrier shall
such
ning with
with the
sixtieth day
day following
following the
of such
such application
application
the making
making of
the sixtieth
ning
to
Commission unless
to such
Commission shall
shall
time the
the Commission
prior to
such time
unless prior
to the
the Commission
have
order denied
denied such
such application,
and such
exemption shall
shall be
be
such exemption
application, and
have by
by order
effective
until such
sixtieth day,
day,
such sixtieth
after such
Commission, after
as the
the Commission,
such time
time as
effective until
may
by order
such application
may by
by, order
revoke all
all or
or
order revoke
or may
application or
deny such
order deny
may by
any
as hereinbefore
hereinbefore authorized.
In any
where a
a
case where
any case
authorized. In
part thereof
thereof as
any part
motor carrier
the provisions
part
of this
this part
provisions of
exempt from
from the
has become
become exempt
carrier has
motor
as
subparagraph, it shall
a
considered to
to be a
shall not
not be considered
in this subparagraph,
as provided
provided in
burden on
interstate or
or foreign
for a
a State to regulate
foreign commerce
commerce for
on interstate
burden
such
carrier with
respect to
to the
the operations
covered by
such exempexempby such
operations covered
with respect
such carrier
tion. Applications
Applications under
under this
this subparagraph
be made in writshall be
subparagraph shall
tion.
ing
under oath, and shall be in such form
Commission, verified under
ing to the
the Commission,
information as the Commission shall by regulations
and contain such information
require."
AMENDMENTS
SECTIONS 204,
205 AND
206
AND 206
AMENDMENTS TO
TO SECTIONS
204, 205,
SRO. 20.
20. (a)
(a) Paragraph
Paragraph (7)
(7) of
of section
section 204
of the
the
204 of
(a) of
of subsection
subsection (a)
SEC.
amended, is
read as
as follows:
follows:
is amended
amended to read
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
administration of the provisions of this
"(7) For purposes of the administration
"(7)
part, to
the management
of the
the business
business of
of motor
motor carriers
carriers
into the
management of
part,
to inquire
inquire into
and
brokers, and
management of the business
conthe management
business of persons conand brokers,
and into
into the
trolling, controlled
or under
common control
control with,
with, motor
motor carriers
under common
controlled by,
by, or
trolling,
business of
of such persons
persons is related to the manto the extent
extent that
that the business
agement
one or
and the
motor carriers,
carriers, and
the
agement of
of the
the business
business of
of one
or more
more motor
Commission
method
Commission shall
shall keep itself informed as to the manner and method
in
the same
may obtain
in which
which the
same are
are conducted,
conducted, and
and may
obtain from
from such
such carriers
carriers
information as the Commission deems
and persons such information
deems necessary
necessary
to carry out the provisions of this part; and may transmit to
Congress from
recommendations (including
(including recomCongress
from time to
to time,
time, such
such recommendations
recomdeem
mendations as
as to additional
additional legislation)
legislation) as
as the Commission
Commission may
may deem
necessary."
necessary."
(b)
amended—
(b) Such
Such section
section 204 is further amended(1) by
repealing subsection
subsection (b) thereof
thereof (which
(which relates to
to codes
codes
(1)
by repealing
of
competition under
of fair competition
under the National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act)
Act);;
(2) by
(e) thereof (which relates to
(2)
by repealing subsection (e)
rehearing
II) ;
rehearing by the Commission on matters arising under part II);
(3)
relettering subsections
and (f)
(f) as
as (b),
(b), (c),
(c),
subsections (c),
(c), (d),
(d), and
(3) by
by relettering
and (d),
(d), respectively;
respectively; and
(4) by
by striking
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) (3)
"204 (d)
(d) and
and
(3) thereof "204
striking out
out in
(4)
(e)" and inserting in lieu thereof "204 (c)".
(c)".
(c) Section
of such
such Act,
as amended,
amended, is
amended—
(c)
Section 205
205 of
Act, as
is amended(1) by
repealing subsection
subsection (a)
proby repealing
(a) thereof
thereof (which relates to !pro(1)
II); •
cedure in connection with recommended
recommended orders under
under part II)
(2)
(2) by striking out in the remaining
remaining subsections thereof the
letters

(h) 77 ' CC (c

) /7,

"(d)

77 , C4 (e) )7 , t4 (

77,

"

(g)

77 ' "( h) 77, 44 (i) 77 ,

"(])", and "(k)",
"(k)", and inserting in lieu thereof "(a)",
"(a)" "(b)",
"(b)",
cc (c) , (d)s ,,,(e )77 Ch (1) 77 CC
77
(h)
CC (i) 77
and
"(c)'c
(d)", "(;e)", "(f);
)
,
)", and "()";
respeCtively;
respectively;
,

,

g)

,

,
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(3) by striking out in the new subsection
(a) thereof the words
(3)
subsection (a)
paragraph (a) of this section"
"paragraph
section" in the first proviso and substituting in lieu thereof the following: "section 17";
17";
(4) by
out in
in the
new subsection
(a) thereof
the words
(4)
by striking
striking out
the new
subsection (a)
thereof the
words
"this section"
section" in the third proviso, and substituting
substituting in
lieu
in lieu
thereof
following: "section
thereof the following:
17";
"section 17";
(5) by striking out in the new subsection (b) thereof the words
(5)
words
"paragraph
(a) of this section"
"paragraph (a)
section" in
the second
second sentence
subin the
sentence and
and substituting in lieu therof the following: "section 17".
(d)
(d) The new subsection (b) of such section 205 (which
to
(which relates
relates to
the creation,
creation, procedure,
procedure, and powers
powers of joint
by
joint boards),
boards), is amended
amended by
inserting after the eighth sentence thereof a
anew sentence as follows:
follows:
"The failure of a
aduly appointed
appointed member of aajoint board to
to participate in any hearing
hearing on a
amatter referred
referred to such joint board, after
after
notice thereof, shall be considered
considered to
as to
to constitute,
constitute, as
to the
the matter
matter
a waiver of action on
on the part
referred, a
which such
part of the
the State from
from which
such
member was
appointed."
member
was appointed.
(e) Subsection
Subsection (a)
section 206
of such
as amended
amended (which
(which
(e)
(a) of
of section
206 of
such Act,
Act, as
relates
relates to the issuance of certificates
certificates to common
common carriers
carriers by
by motor
motor
vehicle),
is amended
vehicle), is
inserting after
the words
words "during
the season
season
amended by inserting
after the
"during the
ordinarily
ordinarily covered
operation", which
which appear
in the
covered by
by its
its operation",
appear in
the first
first sentence
sentence
of such subsection,
the following:
subsection, the
following: "and
has so
so operated
that
"and has
operated since
since that
time".

Ante, p. 922.

Ante, p. 922.

Joint boards.

Issuance
certifiIssuance of certificommon
cates to common
carriers by motor vevehicle.
49 Stat. 551.
551.
49 U. S.
8. C., Supp.V,
§ 306 (a).

AMENDMENTS TO
210, 210a,
AMENDMENTS
TO SECTIONS
SECTIONS 210,
2ioa, AND
212; REPEAL
REPEAL OF
OF SECTION
213
AND 212;
SECTION 213

SF.c. 21.
21. (a)
of the
Commerce Act,
Act, as
as
SEO.
(a) Section
210 of
Section 210
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended, is
to read
read as
follows:
amended,
is amended
amended to
as follows:

49 Stat. 554.
49Stat.
54.
49 U. S. C., Supp. V.
§
3U.S.C., upp.V,
4310.

"num, OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
"DUAL
"
SEC. 210. Unless, for good cause shown, the Commission shall find,
"SEC.
certificate and a
a permit may be
or shall have found, that both a
a certificate
be so
so
held consistently with the public interest and with the national transportation policy declared in this ActAct—
"(1) no
any person
person controlling,
controlling, controlled
or
"(1)
no person, or
or any
controlled by,
by, or
under common control with such person, shall hold a
a certificate
certificate
authorizing operation
operation for the transportation
transportation
as a
a common carrier authorizing
of property by motor vehicle over a
a route or within aa territory,
territory,
if such person, or any such controlling
controlling person,
person, controlled person,
or person under common control, holds a
contract
a permit
permit as
as a
a contract
carrier authorizing
authorizing operation for the transportation
transportation of
of property
property
by
motor vehicle
route or
or within
within the
same territernby motor
vehicle over
over the
the same
same route
the same
tory; and
and
"(2)
controlling, controlled
controlled by, or
"(2) no person, or any person controlling,
under common control with such person, shall hold a
a permit as
under
a
authorizing operation
operation for
for the
a contract carrier
carrier authorizing
the transportation
transportation
of property by motor vehicle over a
a route or within a
a territory,
territory,
controlling person, controlled
person,
if such person, or any such controlling
controlled person,
or person
person under common
common control, holds aacertificate
certificate as a
a common
common
carrier
carrier authorizing
authorizing operation
operation for
for the transportation
transportation of propproperty by motor vehicle
vehicle over the same route or
or within the same
same
territory."
(b) Subsection (b) of section 210a of such Act,
Act, as amended
amended (which
(which
(b)
properties pending
relates to
to temporary
temporary operation of
of motor
motor carrier
carrier properties
pending
action on
for consolidation,
merger, and
is
action
on application
application for
consolidation, merger,
and so
so forth),
forth), is
amended by striking
contemplated in
striking out
out "as contemplated
in section
section 213 (a)
(a) of this
this
part,".
part,".

Operations under
under
Operations
certificate
permit.
certificate and
and permit.

Temporaryoperation
Temporaryoperation
authority.
authority.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1238.
1238.
52
49 U.
S. C.,
Supp.V,
49
U.S.
C., Supp.V,
310 (a).
(a).
§ 310

924
924
Textual
changes.
Textual changes.
49 Stat. 555.
49
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
49 U.S.
C., Supp.V,
§312.
312.

49 Stat. 555.
55.5.
49
S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
49 U.
U.S.
312 (b).
(b).
§§312
Repeal.
Repeal.
49 Stat. 555.
49
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
§313.
§313.
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(c)
of section
section 212
such Act,
Act, as
amended (which
(c) Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of
212 of
of such
as amended
(which
relates to
relates
to suspension,
suspension, change,
change, revocation,
revocation, and
and transfer
transfer of
of certificates,
certificates,
permits, and
licenses), is
by striking
in the
the first
proviso
permits,
and licenses),
is amended
amended by
striking out
out in
first proviso
"section 204
204 (d)"
(d)" and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
"section 204
(c)".
204 (c)".
"section
inserting in
thereof "section
(d) Subsection
of section
212 of
of such
amended, is
is
(d)
Subsection (b)
(b) of
section 212
such Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended
by striking
striking out
out "section
"section 213"
213" and
inserting in
in lieu
amended by
and inserting
lieu thereof
thereof
"section 5".
5".
"section
(e) Section
(e)
Section 213
213 of
of such
such Act, as
as amended (which
(which relates
relates to
to consolidations, mergers,
acquisitions of
of control
of motor
solidations,
mergers, and
and acquisitions
control in
in case
case of
motor
carriers), is
hereby repealed.
repealed.
carriers),
is hereby
AMENDMENTS TO
TO SECTIONS
SECTIONS 2
14, 216,
AMENDMENTS
214,
216, AND
AND 217
217

Issuance of securities.
49 Stat. 557.
49
S. C., Supp.V.
49 U.
U.S.C.,
Supp.V.

§
314.
§314.
Discriminations.
Discriminations.
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 558.
49 U. S.
S. C., Supp.V,
§
§ 316 (d).
(d).

Proviso.
Proviso.
Construction
Construction ofsubof subsection, restriction.
restriction.

Investigation of new
new
Investigation
rates; suspension.
suspension.
49 Stat. 559.
49
49 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
§§316 (g).
(g).

52 Stat. 1240.
49
U. S. C.,
49U.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
§
316 (g).
(g).
§316

49 Stat. 560.
660.
49 U.
C., Supp.V,
U.. S..C.,
Snpp.V,
§316 (i).
(i).
1316
Rate-making
Bate-making policy.
policy.

S
EC. 22.
22. (a)
(a) Section
Section 214
214 of
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
as
SEC.
the Interstate
Act, as
amended, is
striking out
under section
section 213
amended,
is amended
amended by
by striking
out "entered
"entered under
213 (a)
(a)
(1)" and inserting
(1)"
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof "of
"of the
the Commission".
Commission".
(b)
section 216
as amended
amended (which
(which
(b) Subsection
Subsection (d)
(d) of
of section
216 of
of such
such Act,
Act, as
prohibits
the giving
of undue
advantages by
by common
prohibits the
giving of
undue preferences
preferences or
or advantages
common
carriers
by motor
vehicle), is
is amended
amended to
read as
follows:
carriers by
motor vehicle),
to read
as follows:
"(d)
All charges
made for
any service
service rendered
rendered or
or to
rendered
"(d) All
charges made
for any
to be
be rendered
by any
any common
carrier by
motor vehicle
vehicle engaged
engaged in
or
by
common carrier
by motor
in interstate
interstate or
foreign
commerce in
transportation of
passengers or
or property
foreign commerce
in the
the transportation
of passengers
property as
as
aforesaid
or in
connection therewith
therewith shall
shall be
be just
and reasonable,
reasonable, and
aforesaid or
in connection
just and
and
every
and unreasonable
for such
any part
part
such service
service or
or any
every unjust
unjust and
unreasonable charge
charge for
thereof, is
is prohibited
prohibited and
and declared
to be
shall be
thereof,
declared to
be unlawful.
unlawful. It
It shall
be
nnla
wful for
carrier by
unlawful
for any common carrier
by motor vehicle engaged
engaged in interinterstate or
or foreign
commerce to
to make,
make, give,
give, or
undue or
or
state
foreign commerce
or cause
cause any
any undue
unreasonable
preference or
or advantage
any particular
unreasonable preference
advantage to
to any
particular person,
person, port,
port,
gateway, locality,
locality, region,
district, territory,
description of
gateway,
region, district,
territory, or
or description
of traffic,
traffic,
whatsoever; or to
particular person,
person port,
port,
in any
any respect whatsoever;
to subject
subject any
any particular
gateway, locality, region, district, territory,
description of
gateway,
territory, or
or description
of traffic
to
unreasonable prejudice
to any
any unjust discrimination
discrimination or any
any undue or
or unreasonable
or
in any
any respect
respect whatsoever:
Provided, however,
or disadvantage
disadvantage in
whatsoever: Provided,
however, That
That
this subsection shall not be construed to apply to discriminations,
discriminations,
prejudice,
to the
any other
other carrier
of wh
atprejudice, or
or disadvantage
disadvantage to
the traffic
traffic of
of any
carrier of
whatever
ever description."
description."
(c)
Subsection (g)
(g) of
such section
relates to
(c) Subsection
of such
section 216
216 (which
(which relates
to investiinvestigations by the Commission
Commission as to lawfulness
lawfulness of proposed new rates
involving common carriers by motor vehicle, and the suspension of
of
such
rates), is
such rates)
is amended—
amended(1) by inserting before the
"suspend the operation
operation of
the words "suspend
of
sentence thereof,
such schedule", in
in the
the first sentence
thereof, the
the words
words "from
"from
time".
time to time".
(2) by
by striking
striking out
out in
in the
sentence ther
eo fth
ds "f
or
(2)
the first
first sentence
thereof
thee wor
words
"for
proceeding has
has not
not been
been
aa period
period of ninety days and if the
the proceeding
concluded and
and aafinal
final order
order made
made within such period the
the ComCommission
suspension
mission may, from time to time, extend the period of suspension
aggregate than one
by order, but not for aalonger period in the aggregate
hundred and eighty days"
days" and substituting in lieu thereof the
a longer period than seven months".
words "but
"but not for a
(3)
sentence in the proviso therein to
(3) by amending the second sentence
i involving
read as follows: "At any hearing
involving aa change in a
a rate,
fare, charge,
na
regulation, or practice,
charge, or classification,
classification, or in
a rule,
rule, regulation,
practice,
show that the
the burden of proof shall be upon the carrier
carrier to skow
proposed changed rate, fare, charge,
proposed
charge classification,
classification, rule, regulation, or practice
practice is just and reasonable."
reasonable."
section 216
the rule
rule of
(d) Subsection (i) of
of such
such section
216 (which
(which contains
contains the
of
rate making for part II), is amended to read as follows:
follows:
(i) In the exercise
"(i)
exercise of its power to prescribe just and reasonable
rates,
fares, and charges for the transportation
rates fares
transport
ati on of
of passengers
passengers or
or
property by,common carriers
carriers by motor vehicle,
vehicle, and classifications,
classifications,

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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regulations,
and practices
practices relating
relating thereto,
the Commission
shall give
give
Commission shall
thereto, the
regulations, and
due
other factors,
factors, to
the inherent
inherent advantages
advantages
to the
among other
due consideration,
consideration, among
of
such carriers;
carriers; to
of transportation
transportation by
by such
to the
the effect
effect of
of rates
rates upon
upon the
the
movement
of traffic
by the
the carrier
or carriers
for which
the rates
are
rates are
which the
carrier or
carriers for
traffic by
movement of
prescribed;
to the
the public
interest, of
adequate and
public interest,
of adequate
and
prescribed; to
the need,
need, in
in the
efficient transportation
service by
by such
such carriers
the lowest
lowest cost
cost
at the
carriers at
efficient
transportation service
consistent with
the furnishing
such service;
to the
of
and to
the need
need of
service; and
furnishing of
of such
with the
consistent
revenues
to enable
economical,
revenues sufficient
sufficient to
enable such
such carriers,
carriers, under
under honest,
honest, economical,
and efficient
to provide
provide such
service."
such service."
management, to
and
efficient management,
(e)
The proviso
(b) of
section 217
217 of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate
of section
proviso in
in subsection
subsection (b)
(e) The
Commerce Act,
as amended,
amended, is
is amended
by striking
striking out
out "22
"22 (1)"
and
(1)" and
amended by
Act, as
Commerce
inserting
"22".
thereof "22".
in lieu
lieu thereof
inserting in

49
49 Stat.
Stat. 561.
561.
49
S. C.,
49 U.
U.S.
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,

5317
317 (b).
(b).

AMENDMENTS TO
218
TO SECTION
SECTION 218
AMENDMENTS
SEC. 23.
(a) Subsection
(a) of
of section
section 218
the Interstate
Interstate ComComSEC.
23. (a)
Subsection (a)
218 of
of the
merce Act,
Act, as
is amended—
amendedas amended,
amended, is
merce
(1)
first sentence
sentence thereof
thereof (which
(which relates
relates to
to
out the
the first
by striking
striking out
(1) by
the duty
of contract
contract carriers
vehicle to
file schedules
schedules
to file
by motor
motor vehicle
carriers by
the
duty of
and
rates, etc.)
etc.) and
in
and substituting
substituting in
including minimum
minimum rates,
and contracts
contracts including
lieu thereof
new sentences
sentences as
as follows: "It
duty of
of
shall be
be the duty
"It shall
two new
lieu
thereof two
every contract
contract carrier
by motor
vehicle to
establish and
and observe
observe
to establish
motor vehicle
carrier by
every
reasonable
rates and
for any
any service
service rendered
or
rendered or
and charges
charges for
minimum rates
reasonable minimum
to be
rendered in
in the
transportation of
of passengers
passengers or
property or
or
or property
the transportation
to
be rendered
in
connection therewith,
therewith, and
and to
to establish
establish and
and observe
observe reasonable
reasonable
in connection
regulations
and practices
practices to
be applied
in connection
said
with said
connection with
applied in
to be
regulations and
reasonable
rates, fares,
It shall
the
be the
shall be
charges. It
fares, and
and charges.
minimum rates,
reasonable minimum
duty
carrier by
by motor
vehicle to
to file
file with
the
with the
motor vehicle
contract carrier
every contract
of every
duty of
Commission,
and keep
keep open
open for
for public
public inspection,
in the
inspection, in•the
publish, and
Commission, publish,
form and
and manner
prescribed by
Commission, schedules
schedules conconby the
the Commission,
manner prescribed
form
taining
minimum rates
of such
carrier actually
actually
such carrier
charges of
or charges
rates or
the minimum
taining the
maintained
charged for
the transportation
transportation of
passengers or
or
of passengers
for the
and charged
maintained and
property
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, and
any rule,
rule, regularegulaand any
in interstate
property in
tion, or
or practice
affecting such
such rates
rates or
charges and
and the
value
the value
or charges
practice affecting
tion,
of
service thereunder."
of the
the service
(2)
striking out,
out, in
third sentence
thereof, the
the words
words "or
"or
sentence thereof,
the third
in the
by striking
(2) by
copies
contracts".
of contracts".
copies of
(b)
(b) of
of such
such section
218 (which
(which relates
to the
the CommisCommisrelates to
section 218
Subsection (b)
(b) Subsection
sion's authority
authority to
to prescribe
minimum charges
contract carriers
by
carriers by
of contract
charges of
prescribe minimum
sion's
motor vehicle),
amended to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
is amended
vehicle), is
motor
"(b)
after hearing,
complaint or
upon its
its own
initiaown initiaor upon
upon complaint
hearing, upon
Whenever,7after
" (b) Whenever
tive,
Commission finds
finds that
that any
minimum rate
rate or
conany conof any
or charge
charge of
any minimum
the Commission
tive, the
tract
motor vehicle,
any rule
regulation, or
practice of
any
of any
or practice
rule, regulation,
or any
vehicle, or
by motor
carrier by
tract carrier
such
affecting. such
such minimum
minimum rate
the value
value of
of the
the
or the
or charge,
charge, or
rate or
carrier affecting
such carrier
service thereunder,
thereunder, for
passengers or
property or
or
or property
of passengers
transportation of
for the
the transportation
service
in connection
national transportation
policy
transportation policy
the national
contravenes the
therewith, contravenes
connection therewith,
in
declared in
in this
this Act,
of this part,
provision of
any provision
of any
in contravention
contravention of
or is
is in
Act, or
declared
the
Commission may
prescribe such
just and
minimum rate
rate
and reasonable
reasonable minimum
such just
may prescribe
the Commission
or
rule, regulation,
as in
in its
may
judgment may
its judgment
or practice
practice as
regulation, or
such rue,
or such
or charge,
charge, or
be
necessary or
or desirable
the public
public interest
and to
to promote such
interest and
m the
desirable in
be necessary
policy
not be
be in
in contravention
any provision
of this
this part.
part.
provision of
of any
contravention of
will not
and will
policy and
Such minimum
minimum rate
rate or
or charge,
such rule,
rule, regulation,
so
or practice,
practice, so
regulation, or
or such
charge, or
Such
prescribed by
Commission, shall
shall give
preference
or preference
advantage or
no advantage
give no
the Commission,
by the
prescribed
to
any such
such carrier
carrier in
with any
common carrier
carrier by
motor
by motor
any common
in competition
competition with
to any
vehicle
to this
the Commission
may find
find to
to be
undue
be undue
Commission may
which the
part, which
this part,
subject to
vehicle subject
or
inconsistent with
with the
the public
interest and
and the
national transportatransportathe national
public interest
or inconsistent
tion policy
declared in
in this
this Act,
the Commission
give due
due
shall give
Commission shall
and the
Act, and
policy declared
tion
consideration
the cost
cost of
the services
rendered by
by such
carriers, and
and
such carriers,
services rendered
of the
to the
consideration to
to
the effect
minimum rate
or such
regulation,
rule, regulation,
such rule,
charge, or
or charge,
rate or
of such
such minimum
effect of
to the
or
of traffic
traffic by
by such
carriers. All
All corncomsuch carriers.
movement of
the movement
upon the
practice, upon
or practice,

49 Stat.
Stat. 561.
561.
49

49
S. C., Supp.V,
49 U.
U.S.

§§318
318 (a).
(a).
Schedules
conSchedules and
and contracts.
tracts.

49
Stat. 562.
49 Stat.
62.
49
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
49 U.
U. 8.. C.,

318 (b).
(b).
1 318

Revision of
of
Revision
mum
rates.
mum rates.

minimini-

Undue preference
preference.
Undue

Complaints.

926
49 Stat. 562.
49 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.V,
49
S. C.,
Supp.V,
§318 (c).

Modifications
Modifications of
schedules.

Hearing.

Temporary suspenTemporary
suspension.
sion.

Freels°.
Proso.
Exception.
Exception.

49 Stat. 559.
49 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
§316 (g).
Ante, p. 924.
924.
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plaints shall state fully the facts complained of and
the reasons
for
and the
reasons for
such complaint
complaint and shall
shall be
oath."
be made
made under
under oath."
(c) Subsection
Subsection (c)
(c) of such section
section 218
(c)
218 (which
(which relates
relates to
to inquiries
inquiries
as to the lawfulness of reductions
charges of
carriers by
by
reductions in
in charges
of contract
contract carriers
motor vehicle, and suspension of
to read
read as
as
of such
such charges)
charges) is
is amended
amended to
follows:
follows:
"(c) Whenever
"(c)
Whenever there shall
with the
the Commission
Commission by
by any
shall be
be filed
filed with
any
such contract carrier
any schedule
charge for
service
carrier any
schedule stating
stating aacharge
for a
a new
new service
or a
a reduced charge directly, or by
regulation, or
by means
means of
of any
any rule,
rule, regulation,
or
practice, for the transportation
transportation of
property in
interof passengers or property
in interstate or foreign commerce, the Commission is
and
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
empowered upon complaint of interested
empowered
interested parties
its own
own
parties or upon its
initiative at once and, if it so
or other
so orders, without
without answer
answer or
other formal
formal
but upon
notice, to
to enter
pleading by the interested
interested party,
party, but
upon reasonable
reasonable notice,
enter
upon a
a hearing
hearing concerning
concerning the lawfulness
lawfulness of
rule,
of such
such charge.
charge. or
or such
such rule,
regulation, or practice, and pending such hearing and the decision
regulation
decision
thereon the Commission,
Commission, by filing
schedule and
delivering
filing with
with such
such schedule
and delivering
to the carrier
carrier affected
in writing
its reasons
reasons
affected thereby a
a statement
statement in
writing of
of its
for such suspension,
suspension, may from
time to
to time
suspend the
the operation
operation of
of
from time
time suspend
such schedule and defer the use
or such
such rule,
rule, regulause of
of such charge,
charge, or
regulation, or practice, but not for a
a longer period than
than seven
months
seven months
beyond the time when it would otherwise
otherwise go into effect;
after
effect; and
and after
hearing, whether
before or
the charge,
ul
e,
whether completed
completed before
or after
after the
charge, or
or r
rule,
regulation, or practice
practice goes
Commission may
may make
goes into effect,
effect, the
the Commission
make
such order with reference
reference thereto as would be proper in
in aaproceeding
proceeding
instituted after it had become effective. If
If the proceeding
proceeding has not
not
been concluded and an order made within the period
period of suspension,
suspension,
the proposed
proposed change
change in any charge
charge or
rule , regulation,
regulation, or
or practice
or rule,
practice
shall
shel go into effect at
end of
Provided, That
That this
this
at the end
of such
such period:
period: Provided,
paragraph
paragraph shall not apply to any initial
schedule or
or schedules
schedules filed
initial schedule
filed
on or before July 31, 1938, by any
any such
such carrier
carrier in
bona fide
fide operation
operation
in bona
when this section takes effect. The rule
to burden
proof
rule as
as to
burden of
of proof
specified
specified in section 216 (g) shall apply to this paragraph."
paragraph."
ACCOUNTS, RECORDS,
ACCOUNTS,
RECORDS, AND
AND REPORTS
OF MOTOR
CARRIERS
REPORTS OF
MOTOR CARRIERS

49 Stat. 563.
663.
49 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
§§320.

Authority of Corn.
Commission.

Filing of contracts,
contracts,
etc.

Confidential treatment accorded.
accorded.

Proviso.
Failure
conform
Failure to conform
to published shedule.
schedule.
Ante,
Ante, p. 926.
925.

SEC.
S
EC. 24. Section 220 of the Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended,
is amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEC. 220. (a) The Commission is hereby authorized
authorized to
require
to require
annual,
periodical, or special reports from
annual, periodical,
brokers,
from all
all motor
motor carriers,
carriers, brokers,
and lessors (as defined
defined in this section)
prescribe the
the manner
manner and
and
section), to
to prescribe
form in which such reports shall be ma
,de and
to require
from such
such
made,
and to
require from
carriers, brokers, and lessors specific
and full,
full, true,
and correct
correct
specific and
true, and
answers to all questions
questi
upons which the Commission
upon
Commission may
may deem
deem
information to be necessary. Such annual
annual reports shall give
give an
n
account of the affairs of the carrier, broker, or lessor
such form
form
lessor in
in such
and detail as may be prescribed
prescribed by
by the
The Commisthe Commission.
Commission.
oCommisThe
sion may also require any motor carrier or broker
file with
broker to
to file
with it
it a
a
true copy of any contract, agreement,
agreement, or
or arrangem
ent between
bet
ween suc
arrangement
suchh
carrier and any other carrier or person
person in relation to
traffic
to any
any traffic
affected
affected by the provisions
provisions of this part. The Commission shall
shall not,
not,
however, make public any contract, agreement,
agreement, or
arrangement
or arrangement
a contract
between a
contract carrier
carrier by
by motor
vehicle and
and a
ashipper,
shipper, or
or any
of
motor vehicle
any of
conditions thereof, except as aa part
the terms or conditions
part of
of the
the record
record m
in aa
formal proceeding
where it considers such action consistent with
proceedingwhere
with the
Provided,That if it appears
public interest: Provided,
appears from an examination of
of
any such contract
contract that it fails to conform
conform to the published schedule
schedule
of
the contract
contract carrier
(a),
of the
carrier by motor vehicle as required by section 218 (a),
the
Commission may, in its discretion, make public such of the prothe Commission
visions of the contract
contract as the Commission
Commission considers necessary
necessary to
disclose such failure and the extent thereof.
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Annual,
etc.,
reetc., re.
Apnua,
"(b) Said
reports shall
contain all
all the
required information
information ports.
the required
shall contain
annual reports
Said annual
"(b)
for
period of twelve months ending on the thirty-first day of p
the period
for the
December in
unless the Commission
Commission shall specify a
adifferent
different
year, unless
each year,
in each
December
Commission
date, and
and shall be made
made out under oath and filed with the Commission
date,
at
its office
office in
Washington within three months after the close of the
in Washington
at its
year for
for which the report is made, unless additional time be granted in
year
any
the Commission. Such
Such periodical or special reports as may
by the
case by
any case
be
the Commission under subsection (a) hereof shall also
by the
be required by
be
under oath,
whenever the Commission so requires.
oath, whenever
be under
Depreciation
Depreciation
"(c)
The Commission
motor carriers
carriers the classes of charges;
prescribe for motor
may prescribe
Commission may
"(c) The
rates.
property for
for.which
included
charges may properly be included
depreciation charges
which depreciation
property
under operating
operating expenses,
and the
the rate
rate or rates of depreciation
depreciation which
expenses, and
under
of property,
shall be
with respect to each
property, classieach of such classes of
charged with
be charged
shall
Modification
of
of
Mcondation
Com- classes
fying the
as it
it may
proper for this purpose. The Comdeem proper
may deem
carriers as
the carriers
and rates.
fying
mission may,
deems necessary, modify the classes and rates so
may, when it deems
mission
prescribed. When
the Commission
Commission shall have exercised its authority
When the
prescribed.
under
foregoing provisions
this subsection,
subsection, motor carriers shall
of this
provisions of
the foregoing
under the
not charge
depreciation charges on classes
operating expenses any depreciation
to operating
charge to
not
of
other than
than those
those prescribed
prescribed by
the Commission,
Commission, or charge
by the
property other
of property
with
respect to
any class
of property
property a
depreciation other than
than
of depreciation
rate of
a rate
class of
to any
with respect
that prescribed
by the
Commission, and no such carrier shall
the Commission,
therefor by
prescribed therefor
that
include under
under operating
operating expenses
expenses any depreciation
depreciation charge in any form
include
whatsoever other
than as prescribed
prescribed by the Commission.
other than
whatsoever
Forms of accounts,
"(d) The
The Commission
in its
its discretion,
prescribe the
the forms
forms of
of records8
records, andc
and memo
memodiscretion, prescribe
may, in
Commission may,
"(d)
randa.
randa.
motor
to
any
and
all
accounts,
and
memoranda
be
kept
by
memoranda
and
records,
any and all accounts,
carriers, brokers,
and lessors,
and
including the accounts, records, and
lessors, including
brokers, and
carriers,
memoranda
of
the
movement
of
traffic,
traffic, as well as of the receipts and
of
movement
the
of
memoranda
expenditures
be unlawful for such carriers,
shall be
it shall
and it
moneys; and
of moneys;
expenditures of
brokers, and
and lessors
lessors to
keep any
any accounts,
accounts, records, and
memoranda conand memoranda
to keep
brokers,
trary to
to any
regulations, or
or orders
the Commission
with respect
respect
Commission with
of the
orders of
rules, regulations,
any rules,
trary
thereto. The
may issue orders specifying such operating,
Commission may
The Commission
thereto.
accounting,
financial papers,
records, books,
books, blanks,
blanks, tickets, stubs,
papers, records,
or financial
accounting, or
correspondence,
motor carriers,
carriers, brokers, or lessors as
of motor
documents of
or documents
correspondence, or
may
reasonable time
destroyed, and
and prescribing
prescribing the
length of
of Inspection and exthe length
be destroyed,
time be
a reasonable
after a
may after
time
The Commission
or its
author- amination
exInspetionond
duly authorits duly
of lands,
Commission or
preserved. The
be preserved.
shall be
same shall
the same
time the
equipment, accounts,
accounts,
ized
special agents,
agents, accountants,
accountants, or
or examiners
examiners shall
shall at
times have equipment,
all times
at all
ized special
etc.
access to
to and
under its
and examine
examine any
any and etc.
inspect and
to inspect
order, to
its order,
authority, under
and authority,
access
all
or equipment
equipment of
motor carriers, brokers, and
of motor
buildings, or
lands, buildings,
all lands,
lessors; and
and shall
shall have
inspect and
all
and copy any and all
to inspect
authority to
have authority
lessors;
accounts, books,
memoranda, correspondence,
and other
other docucorrespondence, and
records, memoranda
books, records,
accounts,
ments
of such
brokers, and
such accounts, books,
and such
lessors, and
and lessors,
carriers, brokers,
such carriers,
ments of
records, memoranda,
memoranda, correspondence,
correspondence, and
documents of
any
of any
other documents
and other
records,
person
common control with any
under common
or under
by, or
controlled by,
controlling, controlled
person controlling,
such carrier,
as the
Commission deems
relevant to
to such
such person's
person's relation
relation
deems relevant
the Commission
carrier, as
such
to
or
transactions
with
such
carrier.
M
otor
brokers,
lessors,
carriers,
Motor
carrier.
such
with
or transactions submit their accounts, books, records, memoranda,
to
and persons shall
persons shall submit their accounts, books, records, memoranda,
and
correspondence, and
and other
documents for
for the.
inspection and
and copying
copying
the inspection
other documents
correspondence,
authorized
by
this
paragraph,
and
motor
carriers,
brokers,
and
lessors
lessors
and
brokers,
carriers,
authorized by this paragraph, and motor
shall
lands, buildings,
examination and
and
for examination
equipment for
and equipment
buildings and
their lands,
submit their
shall submit
inspection,
to
any
duly
authorized
special
agent,
accountant,
examexamor
accountant,
agent,
special
authorized
duly
any
to
inspection,
iner of
of the
the Commission
demand and
the display
display of
proper
of proper
and the
upon demand
Commission upon
iner
credentials.
credentials.
"keep" and "kept."
eepandkept.
'kept' shall be
"(e)
used in
the words
'keep' and 'kept'
words 'keep'
section, the
this section,
in this
As used
"(e) As
retained;
construed
to
mean
made,
prepared,
or
com
.
piled,
as
retained
;
as
well
construed to mean made, prepared, or compiled,
'Les.or.rcarrier,"
a motor "Lessor."
the
of any
to operate as a
right to
any right
essor of
a lessor
means a
"Motor
'lessor' means
term 'lessor'
the term
carrier,"
"Motor
esso
or "lessor."
carrier; and the term 'motor carrier', 'broker', or
'lessor'
includes
"broker," or"lessor."
a "broker,"
carrier; and the term 'motor carrier', 'broker' or lessor' includes a
receiver or
trustee of
of any
such motor
broker, or
lessor.
or lessor.
carrier, broker,
motor carrier,
any such
or trustee
receiver
Accident reports.
"(f)
report by
motor carrier
carrier of
of any
accident arising
the Accident reports.
in the
arising in
any accident
any motor
by any
No report
"(f) No
course
of the
of such
carrier, made
made pursuant
any
pursuant . to any
such carrer,
operations of
the operations
course of
requirement of
the Commission,
of
report by the Commission of
no report
and no
Commission, and
of the
requirement
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any
of any
accident, shall
shall be
be admitted
any investigation
investigation of
any such
such accident,
admitted as
as evidence,
evidence,
or used
used for
any other
other purpose,
for damages
or
for any
purpose, in
in any
any suit
suit or
or action
action for
damages
matter mentioned
mentioned in
such report
or investigation."
investigation."
growing out
out of
of any
any matter
in such
report or
AMENDMENTS TO
AND 222
AMENDMENTS
TO SECTIONS
SECTIONS 221
221 AND
222

SEO.
S
EC. 25.
25. (a)
(a) Subsection
Interstate ComSubsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 221
221 of
of the
the Interstate
Com49 Stat. 563.
merce
merce Act,
amended (which
(which relates
relates to
designation of
agent
Act, as
as amended
to the
the designation
of an
an agent
to receive
and the
the making
making of
of service),
by adding
s(.a).,suppv, to
receive service,
service, and
service), is
is amended
amended by
adding

Service
of notice,
notice,
Service of
etc.
49 Stat. 563.
49 U. S. C., Supp.V,
21 (a).
§321

at the end thereof aanew sentence as
follows: "In
"In proceedings
proceedings before
as follows:
before
the Commission involving the
the lawfulness
of rates,
fares, charges,
lawfulness of
rates, fares,
charges,
classifications, or practices, service
upon an
an attorney
attorney in
fact
service of notice upon
in fact
a carrier who has filed aatariff or schedule
of a
schedule in
in behalf
of such
behalf of
such carrier
carrier
shall be deemed to be due and sufficient
service upon
upon the
the carrier."
sufficient service
carrier."
Effective
date and
Effective
date
and
(b)
(b)
Subsection
(b)
of
section
221
(which
relates
to the
time of
such
section
221
(which
relates
to
the time
of
duration of orders.
orders.
49 Stat. 564.
s4.
taking effect
taking
effect of
orders
of
the
Commission
under
part II)
II) is
is amended
by
of
orders
of
the
Commission
under
part
amended
by
49 U. S. C., Supp.V,
inserting
such reasonable
and
§
§321 (b). c upp
inserting after
after the
the words
words "within
"within such
reasonable time"
time" a
a comma
comma and
the
following: "not
"not less
thirty days,".
the following:
less than
than thirty
days,".
49 Stat. 565.
(c) Subsection
Subsection (d)
(d) of
of section
as amended
49 U.
StaS. C,, Supp.V,
sup.v . (c)
section 222
222 of
of such
such Act,
Act, as
amended (which
(which
49
§
§322
322 (d).
(d).
imposes penalties for
unlawful disclosure
for unlawful
disclosure of
of information
special
information by
by aaspecial
agent or examiner),
examiner), is
amended to
as follows:
follows:
agent
is amended
to read
read as
Unlawful discloUnlawful disclo"(d) Any special
or examiner
examiner who
"(d)
special agent, accountant, or
who knowingly
knowingly and
and
sures.
willfully divulges
divulges any fact or information which
which may
may come
come to
to his
his
knowledge
knowledge during the course of any examination
or inspection
inspection made
made
examination or
under authority.
authority of section 220, except as he
under
he may be
be directed
directed by
by the
the
Commission or "by
or judge
shall be
guilty of
by a
a court or
judge thereof,
thereof, shall
be guilty
of a
a mismisdemeanor and shall be subject,
in any
of the
the
subject, upon
upon conviction
conviction in
any court
court of
Penalty.
Penalty.
jurisdiction, to a
United States of competent
competent jurisdiction,
than $500
$500
a fine of not
not more than
or imprisonment
imprisonment for
exceeding six
six months,
or both."
both."
for not exceeding
months, or
49 Stat. 565.
(d) Subsection
of such
section 222
penalties
st8:S. C., Supp.V,
49U.
pp.v
(d)
Subsection (g)
(g) of
such section
49
222 (which
(which imposes
imposes penalties
§
322 (g).
§322
(g).
to make
reports, keep
for failure or refusal to
make reports,
and so
keep accounts,
accounts, and
so forth)
forth)
amended to read
as follows:
follows:
is amended
read as
Failure to make repore
"(g)
(g) Any
motor carrier,
broker, or
or other
other person,
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent,
Any motor
carrier, broker,
person, or
or any
ports,
etc. to make re
employee,
employee, or representative
representative thereof, who shall willfully fail
or refuse
fail or
refuse
to make aa report to
as required
required by
by thi
part, or
or to
t
o
to the
the Commission
Commission as
thiss part,
make specific and full, true, and correct
any question
correct answer
answer to
to any
question within
within
thirty days from the time it is lawfully required
required by
by,the
the Commission
Commission so
so
to do, or to keep accounts, records, and memoranda
memoranda in
the form
and
in the
form and
prescribed by the Commission, or
manner prescribed
or shall
shall knowingly
and willwillknowingly and
fully falsify, destroy, mutilate, or alter any
any such
account,
such report,
report, account,
False
False reports.
reports.
record,
or memorandum,
memorandum, or shall knowingly and willfully file with the
record, or
Commission any false report, account, record, or
or memorandum,
memorandum, or
or
shall knowingly and willfully neglect or fail to make full, true,
true, and
and
correct entries in such accounts,
records, or
or memoranda
all facts
facts
accounts, records,
memoranda of
of all
and transactions
transactions appertaining
to the
business of
of the
the carrier,
or person
appertaining to
the business
carrier, or
person
required under this part to keep the same,
knowingly and
same, or
or shall
shall knowingly
and willwillfully keep
any accounts,
records, or
or memoranda
the rules,
rules,
Pnatfully
keep any
accounts, records,
memoranda contrary
contrary to
to the
Penalty.
Penalty.
regulations, or orders of the Commission with respect thereto, shall be
be
deemed
guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof be
subdeemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
be
sub"Keep" and "kept."
"Keep"and"kept."
ject for
to aafine of not more than $5,000. As
ject
for each
each offense
offense to
As used in this
subsection, the words 'keep'
'keep' and 'kept'
be construed
construed to
'kept' shall be
to mean
mean made,
made,
prepared, or compiled,
as well
as retained."
retained."
compiled, as
well as
NEW SECTION
SECTION RELATING
NEW
RELATING TO
TO ALLOWANCES
ALLOWANCES TO
TO SHIPPERS
SHPPERs
49
49 Stat.
Stat. 566.
566.

SEc.
Part II
Commerce Act, as amended, is
S
EC. 26.
26. (a)
(a) Part
II of
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
amended by adding after section 224 the following new
section:
new section:
"ALOWANIC(S TO
"ALLOWANCES
TO SHPPEBS
SHIPPERS FOR
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
FOR TRANSPORTATION
SEBVICES

Allowances to
t shipto ip
W S.

"SrC. 225. If the owner of property
property transported
transported under this
"Sao.
part
this part
directly or indirectly renders any
service connected
connected with
with such
such transany service
trans-
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instrumentality used therein,
portation, or furnishes
furnishes any instrumentality
therein, the charge
m
and allowance
allowance therefor shall be published in tariffs or schedules filed in
the manner
manner provided in this part and shall be no more than is just
a comand
reasonable; and the Commission
Commission may, after hearing
hearing on a
and reasonable;
a reasonable
plaint or on its own initiative, determine
determine what is a
reasonable charge
as
maximum to
be paid
carrier or
or carriers
carriers for
for the
the services
services
paid by
by the
the carrier
to be
as the
the maximum
so
rendered or
for the
the use
of the
and fix
instrumentality so
so furnished,
furnished, and
use of
the instrumentality
so rendered
or for
the same
same by
by appropriate
appropriate order."
order."
the
(b) Sections
Sections 225,
225, 226,
226, and
and 227 of such Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, are
are
amended
renumbering such
as 226,
226, 227, and 228, respecsuch sections
sections as
by renumbering
amended by
tively,
and such
such section
section renumbered
renumbered as
amended by
228 is
is further
further amended
as 228
tively, and
striking out
striking
out "(a)".
"(a)".

Renumbering, etc.,
etc.,
Renumbering,
of sections.
49
Stat. 566.
49 Stat.
66.
49
C., Supp.
49 U. S.
S. C.,
Bupp.
V, 11
325-327.
§! 325-327.
V,

OF MOTOR
MOTOR
SIZES AND
INVESTIGATION
NEED FOR
FOR REGULATING
REGULATING SIZES
AND WEIGHT
WEIGHT OF
OF NEED
INVESTIGATION OF
VEHICLES
VEHICLES

S
EC. 27. The
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
authorized and
and
Commission is authorized
The Interstate
SEC.
directed
expedite the
the investigation
investigation of
need for
for Federal regulaof the
the need
directed to
to expedite
tion
the sizes
sizes and weight
vehicles, authorized by section
of motor
motor vehicles,
weight of
of the
tion of
226
of the
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended, and to report
report to
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
226 of
Congress
thereon at
at the
earliest practicable
practicable date.
the earliest
Congress thereon

Regulation
Regulation of sizes
sizes
and weight
weight of
of motor
motor
vehicles.
vehicles.
49 Stat. 566.
66.
49
S. C.,
49 U.
U.S.
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
1
325.
§325.

TITLE
II-REGULATION OF
IN
CARRIERS IN
OF WATER
WATER CARRIERS
TITLE II-REGULATION
INTERSTATE
AND FOREIGN
FOREIGN COMMERCE
COMMERCE
INTERSTATE AND
PART m
III OF
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
ACT
COMMERCE ACT
OF INTERSTATE
PART

amended, is further
SEC. 201.
201. The
Interstate Commerce
further
as amended,
Commerce Act, as
The Interstate
SEC.
amended
part II
thereof the
part III:
following part
the following
II thereof
after part
adding after
by adding
amended by
"PART
III
"PART III
"'SHORT
TITLE
"mom. TITLE

"SEC. 301.
the folfolto the
according to
into sections
sections according
divided into
This part,
part, divided
301. This
"SEC.

the Interstate
as part
part III
lowing table
of contents,
may be
be cited
III of
of the
Interstate
cited as
contents, may
table of
lowing
Commerce
Act:
Commerce Act:
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.
Sec.

301.
302.
302.
303.
304.
304.
305.
305.
306.
307.
307.
308.
308.
309.
309.
310.
310.
311.
311.
312.
312.
313.
313.
314.
314.
315.
315.
316.
316.
317.
317.
318.
318.
319.
320.
320.
321.
321.
322.
322.
323.
323.

Part III of the InterPartmoftheInter.
state Commerce Act.
state ommrce Act.

"TABLE OF CONTENTS
CONTENTS
"TABLE
Short title.
Definitions.
Definitions.
Application
exemptions.
provisions; exemptions.
Application of provisions;
General
Commission.
and duties of the Commission.
General powers and
Rates,
through routes.
and practices; through
charges, and
fares, charges,
Rates, fares,
and schedules.
schedules.
Tariffs and
Commission's authority
so forth.
forth.
and so
rates, and
over rates,
authority over
Commission's
Reparation
awards; limitation
limitation of
actions.
of actions.
Reparation awards;
Certificates
necessity and permits.
and necessity
convenience and
of public
public convenience
Certificates of
Dual
operations under
under certificates
and permits.
permits.
certificates and
Dual operations
Temporary operations.
operations.
Temporary
Transfer of
of certificates
and permits.
permits.
certificates and
Transfer
Accounts,
records, and reports.
Accounts, records,
Allowances
to shippers
transportation services.
for transportation
shippers for
Allowances to
Notices, orders,
of process.
process.
and service
service of
orders, and
Notices,
Enforcement and procedure.
procedure.
Enforcement
Unlawful acts
acts and
and penalties.
penalties.
Unlawful
Collection of
of rates
rates and
and charges.
charges.
Collection
Employees.
Employees.
Repeals.
Repeals.
Transfer of
of employees,
employees, records,
property, and
appropriations.
and appropriations.
records, property,
Transfer
Existing
orders, rules,
rules, tariffs,
forth; pending
pending matters
matters.
and so
so forth;
tariffs, and
Existing orders,
Separability
of
provisions.
Separability of provisions.

"ma-zicrrioics
"DEFINIrIONS
"SEc. 302.
the purposes
of this
partthis partpurposes of
For the
302. For
"SEC.
"(a)
The term
term 'person'
includes any
firm, copartnercopartnerindividual, firm,
any individual,
'person' includes
"(a) The
ship,
corporation, company,
association, and
and
stock association,
joint stock
association, joint
company, association,
ship, corporation,
any trustee,
trustee, receiver,
assignee, or
personal representative
thereof.
representative thereof.
or personal
receiver, assignee,
any
19347W-41-PT. I -59
-59
193470°-41--P.

"Person."
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"(b)
term 'Commission'
'Commission' means the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
"(b) The term
Commerce ComCommission.
mission.
"Water carrier."
carrier."
"Water
"(c) The term 'water
common carrier
carrier by
"(c)
'water carrier' means
means aacommon
by water
water or
or a
a
contract
carrier by
contract carrier
by water.
water.
"Common carrier
"(d)
term 'common
by water'
means any
any person
which
person which
water' means
carrier by
'common carrier
The term
"(d) The
"Commoncarrier
by water."
holds itself
out to
to the
general public
public to
to engage
engage in
transportation by
by
holds
itself out
the general
in the
the transportation
water
interstate or
or foreign
commerce of
passengers or
property or
or
water in
in interstate
foreign commerce
of passengers
or property
Exception.
Exception.
any
class
or
classes
thereof
for
compensation,
transportation
compensation,
except
transportation
by
Ante, p. 899.
p 8
Ante,
water by
an express
water
by an
express company
company subject to part IIin the conduct of its
its
express business,
shall be
considered to
be and
and shall
shall be
express
business, which
which shall
be considered
to be
be regulated
regulated
as
transportation subject
as transportation
subject to part
part I.
I.
"Contract carrier by
"Contractcarrierby
"(e)
carrier
64 (e) The term 'contract
'contract
carrier
by water'
water' means any person which,
water."
water."
under individual contracts or agreements,
agreements, engages in the transportaparagraph (d)
(d) and
and the
tion (other
(other than
than transportation
transportation referred
referred to
to in
in paragraph
the
exception therein) by
interstate or
or
by water of passengers
passengers or
or property
property in interstate
foreign
compensation.
foreign commerce
commerce for
for compensation.
Chartered,
etc., vesChartered, etc.,
es- The furnishing
a charter, lease, or
or other
furnishing for compensation
compensation (under a
other
sels.
BeOs.
agreement) of a
a vessel, to aaperson other than aacarrier
carrier subject to this
Act, to
used by
by the
the person
to whom
is furnished
furnished in
in the
the
Act,
to be
be used
person to
whom such
such vessel
vessel is
transportation of its own property, shall be
transportation
be considered
considered to
to constitute,
as to the vessel so furnished, engaging in
in transportation
transportation for
for compensacompensavessel, within
meaning of
of the
the
tion by
by the
the person furnishing
furnishing such vessel,
within the
the meaning
Exemption.
Exemption.
foregoing
foregoing definition
definition of
of 'contract
by water'.
Whenever the
'contract carrier
carrier by
water'. Whenever
the
Commission, upon its
application of
its own motion or upon
upon application
of any
any interested
interested
application of the preceding
preceding sentence
to any
any
sentence to
party, determines
determines that the application
person or class
effectuate the
class of
of persons
persons is not
not necessary
necessary in order
order to
to effectuate
national transportation
transportation policy declared in
order
in this
this Act, it
it shall
shall by order
provisions of
of this
this
exempt such person
person or
or class of persons
persons from
from the
the provisions
part for such
such period
period of time
time as
as may
may be specified
specified in
in such
such order.
order. The
Commission may
by order
order revoke
any such
whenever it
it
Commission
may by
revoke any
such exemption
exemption whenever
shall find that the application
application of
sentence to
of such
such sentence
to the
the exempted person
person
persons is necessary in order to effectuate
or class of persons
effectuate such national
transportation
revoked
transportation policy. No such exemption shall
shall be denied
denied or revoked
except after
hearing.
except
after reasonable
reasonable opportunity
opportunity for
for hearing.
"Vessel" defined.
defined.
"vessel"
"(f) The term 'vessel'
"(f)
'vessel' means any watercraft
watercraft or other artificial contrivance of whatever description which is
capable of
trivance
is used, or
or is
is capable
of being,
being,
or is intended
transportation by
by water.
water.
intended to be, used as
as a
a means
means of
of transportation
"Transportation
"(g)
The term
'transportation facility'
any vessel,
warefacilitynsportaton
"(g) The
term 'transportation
facility' includes
includes any
vessel, warefacility."
house,.wharf,
pier, dock,
dock, yard,
or any
any other
house, wharf, pier,
yard, grounds,
grounds, or
other instrumentality
instrumentality
used in or in connection
or equipment
equipment of any kind, used
connection with transportation
by
water
subject
to
this
part.
by
water
subject
to
this
part.
"Transportation."
"Transportation"
"(h)
'(h) The term 'transportation'
'transportation' includes the
the use
of any
use of
any transportatransportation facility
facility (irrespective
of ownership
or of
any contract,
contract, express
express or
or
(irrespective of
ownership or
of any
implied, for such use),
use) 'and
on and includes
includes any and
and all
all services in or
or in
in c
connection with transportation,
transportation, including
elevation,
including the receipt,
receipt, delivery, elevation,
transfer
transfer in transit, refrigeration
refrigeration or icing, ventilation
ventilation, storage, and
handling of property
property transported
transported or
or the
interchange thereof
thereof with
any
handling
the interchange
with any
other agency
agency of
transportation.
of transportation.
"Interstate or foreigntr'tatportftior
"(i) The
The term 'interstate
transportation' or
"(i)
'interstate or foreign
foreign transportation'
or 'transporta'transportaeign
transportation"
or
"transportation in
or "transportation
tion in interstate
interstate or foreign commerce',
commerce', as used in this part, means
means
interstate or foreign
propertytransportation of persons or property—
cnmterstae^. foreign transportation
commerce."
"(1)
"(1) wholly by water from aaplace in aaState to a
a place in
in any
other State, whether or not such transportation
transportation takes place wholly
wholly
States;
in the United States;
"(2)
"(2) partly by water and partly by railroad or motor vehicle,
vehicle,
from a
a place in aaState to aaplace in any other State; except that
with respect to such transportation
transportation taking place partly in the
United States and partly outside thereof, such terms shall
*United
include transportation
insofar
transportation by railroad or motor vehicle only insofar
"Commission."
"Commission."
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as it
it takes place within the United States, and shall include
transportation by
it takes place from a
a
only insofar as it
by water
water only
transportation
place in the
another place in the United States;
States to
to another
the United
United States
place
"(3)
or partly
partly by
by water and partly by railby water, or
"(3) wholly
wholly by
to
vehicle, from or to aaplace in the United States to
road or motor vehicle,
or from
from a
a place
(A) insofar
insofar
United States, but only (A)
outside the United
place outside
or
transportation by rail or by motor vehicle takes place
as such transportation
within
and (B)
(B) in
a movement
movement to
to a
a
in the
the case
case of a
States, and
within the
the United
United States,
place outside
United States,
insofar as such transportaStates, only insofar
outside the
the United
place
tion by
water takes
takes place
place from any
in the United States to
any place
place in
by water
tion
any
other place
place therein
transshipment at a
aplace within
therein prior to transshipment
any other
a place outside thereof
the
thereof, and,
movement to a
States for movement
United States
the United
in
of a
a place outside the United States,
from a
a movement
movement from
case of
in the
the case
only insofar
insofar as
as such
transportation by water takes place from
such transportation
only
any
in the
the United
after
any other place therein after
United States to any
any place
place in
transshipment
at a
within the United States
States in aa movea place
place within
transshipment at
ment from
place outside
outside thereof.
thereof.
from aaplace
ment
"(j)
term 'United
means the
States of the United
United
the States
States' means
'United States'
The term
"(j) The
States
and the
District of Columbia.
Columbia.
the District
States and
"(k)
'State' means
United States
the
States or the
the United
of the
State of
a State
means a
term 'State'
The term
"(k) The
District
Columbia.
of Columbia.
District of
a common
"(1)
term 'common
carrier by
common
railroad' means a
by railroad'
'common carrier
The term
"(1) The
carrier
by railroad
subject to
to the
provisions of
part I.
I.
of part
the provisions
railroad subject
carrier by
a com"(m)
The term
carrier by
motor vehicle'
means a
vehicle' means
by motor
'common carrier
term 'common
"(m) The
mon
carrier by
by motor
to the
provisions of part II.
II.
the provisions
subject to
vehicle subject
motor vehicle
mon carrier

"United States."
States."
"State."
"State."
"Common
carrier
carrier
by railroad."
railroad."
Ante, p. 899.
"Common
carrier
"Common carrier
vehicle."
by motor vehicle."
919.
Ante, p. 919.

EXEMTIONS
APPLICATION OF
or PROVISIONS;
PROVISIONS ; Exmmizmorrs
"APPLICATION

"SEo.
of transportation
transportation which is subject both
case of
In the
the case
(a) In
303. (a)
"SEC. 303.
to
this part
part and
and part
I, the
the provisions of part II shall apply only to
part I,
to this
the
extent that
part I
with respect
respect to
transportation,
to such transportation,
I imposes,
imposes, with
that part
the extent
requirements
imposed by
provisions of this
this part.
the provisions
by the
not imposed
requirements not
"(b)
Nothing in
in this
this part
the transportation
transportation by
a
by a
to the
apply to
shall apply
part shall
"(b) Nothing
water
carrier of
of commodities
bulk when
when the
cargo space
the
space of the
the cargo
in bulk
commodities in
water carrier
vessel in
in which
commodities are
is being
being used for the
the
transported is
are transported
such commodities
which such
vessel
carrying of
of not
not more
more than
three such
such commodities.
commodities. This
subsection
This subsection
than three
carrying
shall apply
the case
case of
of commodities
commodities in
in bulk
bulk which
are (in
(in
which are
in the
only in
apply only
shall
accordance
with the
the existing
of the
the trade
in the
the handling
and
handling and
trade in
custom of
existing custom
accordance with
transportation of
of such
such commodities
of June
June 1,
and
loaded and
1, 1939)
1939) loaded
as of
commodities as
transportation
carried
wrappers or
or containers
containers and
and received
delivered
and delivered
received and
without wrappers
carried without
by the
carrier without
without transportation
mark or
For the
the purpurcount. For
or count.
transportation mark
the carrier
by
poses of
this subsection
more vessels
navigated as
as aa
while navigated
vessels while
or more
two or
subsection two
of this
poses
unit shall
shall be
be considered
to be
vessel. This
subsection shall
shall
This subsection
single vessel.
a single
be a
considered to
unit
not apply
to transportation
transportation subject,
at the
the time
part takes
takes effect,
this part
time this
subject, at
apply to
not
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Intercoastal Shipping
19332as
as amended.
amended.
Act, 1933,
Shipping Act,
the Intercoastal
to
"(c) Nothing
in this
shall .apply
to transportation
transportation by
conby aaconapply to
part shall
this part
Nothing in
"(c)
tract carrier
carrier by
by water
water of
of commodities
commodities in
in bulk
bulk m
non-ocean-going
a non-ocean-going
in a
tract
vessel on
normal voyage
during which
which (1)
(1) the
space of
of such
such
cargo space
the cargo
voyage during
on aanormal
vessel
vessel is
is used
used for
the carrying
of not
such commodicommodithree such
than three
more than
not more
carrying of
for the
vessel
ties, and
such vessel
passes within
within or
through waters
waters which
are
which are
or through
vessel passes
(2) such
and (2)
ties,
made international
international for
navigation purposes
purposes by
by any
any treaty
to which
which
treaty to
for navigation
made
the United
United States
States is
party.
is aaparty.
the
Nothing in
in this
this part
shall apply
apply to
to the
water
transportation by water
the transportation
part shall
(d) Nothing
""(d)
of
cargoes in
in bulk
vessels designed
for use
exclusively
use exclusively
designed for
tank vessels
in tank
bulk in
of liquid
liquid cargoes
in such
such service
under regulations
approved by
by the
the
regulations approved
certified under
and certified
service and
in
Secretary of
of Commerce
pursuant to
the provisions
section 4417a
4417a
of section
provisions of
to the
Commerce pursuant
Secretary
of the
Revised Statutes
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., 1934
IV, title
46, sec.
sec.
title 46,
Supp. IV,
edition, Supp.
1934 edition,
Statutes (U.
the Revised
of
391a).
391a).

Application of provisions.
visions.
Ante, p.
p. 899.

Commodities
Commodities in
in
bulk.
bulk.

Vessels while naliIO%%I.
gated as
no a
a unit.
nnit.
gatdl
17 Stat. 1425.
142.4.
47

48 U.
C. §§
i 84384:46
IT. .S. C.

848; Supp. V,
848.

§§ 844844-

Non. ocean-going
Non-ocean-going
vessel,
vessel.

International
International
waters.

Tank vessels.
vessels.
Tank

49 Stat. 1889.
46 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
§391a.
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Exclusion
Exclusion of certain
noncompetitive
noncompetitive transportation.
portation.

Ante, pp. 899, 919.

47 Stat. 1425.
1425.
46 U. S. C. §§
843I 843844848; Supp. V, H
8I 844848.
848

Nonapplicability
Nonapplicabilty of
designated provisions.
provisions.
Ante, p
Ante,
p. 929.
919.
Ante, pp.
pp. 899,
899,919.

Transportation
Transportation
single harbor.
harbor.
within aasingle

Contiguous harbors.
Contiguos
harbors

Transportation
Transportaton
small
craft.
smaln
craft

by
by
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"(e)
declared to
to be
be the
the policy
Congress to
"(e) It
It is
is hereby
hereby declared
policy of
of Congress
to exclude
exclude
from
provisions of
this part,
part, in
in addition
the transportation
from the
the provisions
of this
addition to
to the
transportation
otherwise excluded
excluded under this section, transportation
otherwise
transportation by
by contract
contract
carriers
which, by
by reason
of the
carriers by
by water
water which,
reason of
of the
the inherent
inherent nature
nature of
the
commodities transported,
transported, their requirement
requirement of
special equipment,
equipment, or
commodities
of special
or
their
their shipment
shipment in
in bulk,
bulk, is not
not actually and
and substantially
substantially competitive
competitive
with
transportation by
by any
any common
carrier subject
this part
part or
with transportation
common carrier
subject to
to this
or
part IIor
or part
part II.
II. Upon
Upon application
application of
of a
carrier, made
made in
mansuch mana carrier,
in such
part
ner
form as
Commission may
by regulations
the
ner and
and form
as the
the Commission
may by
regulations prescribe,
prescribe, the
reasonable conditions
Commission shall,
shall, subject
subject to
to such reasonable
conditions and
and limitalimitathe
tions as
as the
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe,
prescribe, by
by order exempt
exempt from
from the
transportation engaged
provisions of
of this part
part such of the
the transportation
engaged in
in by
carrier as
it finds
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out the
policy above
above
such carrier
as it
finds necessary
the policy
declared. A
A carrier (other than
than aa carrier subject, at
at the
the time this
part
Intercoastal Shipping
Act,
part takes effect, to
to the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Intercoastal
Shipping Act,
1933,
application prior
1941,
933, as amended)
amended) making such application
prior to
to January
January 1,
1, 1941,
shall be exempt from the provisions
provisions of this
this part
part until
until a
a final
final determination has been made upon such application if
if such carrier or aa
predecessor
interest was in bona fide operation as a
predecessor in interest
a contract carrier
carrier
by water on January 1, 1940, over the
the route
route or routes
routes or
or between the
the
ports with respect to
application is made
operated
to which
which application
made and
and has
has so
so operated
since that time (or, if engaged in furnishing seasonal
seasonal service
service only,
only,
was
operation during the
or
was in bona
bona fide operation
the seasonal period,
period, prior
prior to
to or
including such
date, for
for operations
operations of
of the
in question)
including
such date,
the character
character in
question)
except, in either
either event,
event, for interruptions
interruptions of service over
over which
which such
carrier or its predecessor
earner
predecessor in interest had no control.
"(f) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any provision
section
"(f)
provision of this section
section or
or of section
302, the
of this
shall not
not apply—
302,
the provisions
provisions of
this part
part shall
apply"
(1) to transportation
"(1)
transportation by water
water by
by a
a carrier
carrier by railroad subsubject
motor carrier
subject to
to part
II, incidental
ject to part
part I
I or
or by
by aamotor
carrier subject
part II,
incidental
transportation subject
performance within
within
to transportation
subject to such
such parts,
parts, in
in the performance
terminal areas
areas of transfer, collection,
services, or in
collection, or delivery services,
the
performance of floatage,
floatage car ferry,
or towage;
towage; but
the performance
ferry, lighterage,
lighterage, or
but
transportation shall be considered to be transportation
transportation subsuch transportation
subject to part I
carrier by
and
I when performed
performed by
by such
such carrier
by railroad,
railroad, and
transportation
subject to part II
performed by such
transportation subject
II when performed
such motor
motor
carrier.
"(2) to
(whether as
"(2)
to transportation
transportation by water
water by
by any
any person (whether
agent or under a
arrangement) for
a contractual arrangement)
for aacommon
common carrier
carrier
I, an express
company subject to part
by railroad
railroad subject to
to part
part I,
express company
I,
subject to
to part
I, a
a motor
motor carrier
carrier subject
part II,
II, or
or aa water
water carrier
carrier subject
subject
performance within terminal areas of transfer,
to this part, in the performance
collection, or delivery
delivery services,
services, or in the performance
performance of floatage,
floatage,
car ferry, lighterage,
towage; but
transportation shall
be
lighterage, or towage;
but such transportation
shall be
considered
performed by
company
considered to be performed
by such
such carrier or
or express
express company
as part of, and shall be regulated in the same manner as, the
transportation by railroad,
railroad, express, motor vehicle,
transportation
vehicle, or water
water to
which such services are incidental.
"(g) Except to the extent that the Commission shall from time to
"(g)
to
time find,
fmd, and by order declare, that such application
application is necessary
necessary
to carry out the national transportation
transportation policy declared
declared in this Act,
the provisions of this part shall not apply (1) to transportation in
interstate commerce by water solely within the limits of aa single
interstate
harbor
between places in contiguous
harbor or between
contiguous harbors, when such transportation is not
througit movement
not a
a part of a
a continuous
continuous through
movement under
under aa
common control, management,
management, or arrangement
arrangement to or from a
a place
(2) to transporwithout the limits of any such harbor or harbors, or (2)
tation by small craft of not more than one hundred tons carrying
carrying
indicated horsepower,
horsepower, or to
capacity or not more than one hundred
hundred indicated
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vessels carrying passengers
passengers only and equipped to carry
carry no more than
sixteen passengers,
passengers, or to ferries, or to the movement
movement by water carriers
of contractors'
contractors' equipment
equipment employed or to be employed in construction
construction
or repair for such water carrier,
carrier, or to the operation of salvors.
"(h)
"
(h) The Commission
Commission shall have the power to determine,
determine upon its
Transportation of
Transportation
owner's, etc.,
etc., propown motion
motion or upon application
application of an
yparty
party i
whether any
any erty.
any
inn interest,
interest, whether
erty.
engaged solely in transporting
water carrier is engaged
transporting the property
property of a
a
substantially all of the voting stock of such
person which owns all or substantially
Certificate of
of exexcarrier. Upon so finding the Commission shall issue aa certificate of
of Certificate
exemption to such carrier, and such carrier shall not be subject to the emption.
provisions of this part during
during the period such
remain
such certificate shall remain
in effect. At any time after the issuance of such certificate
Revocation.
certificate the Com- Revocation.
mission may by order revoke such certificate if it finds that such
carrier is no longer
longer entitled
the foregoing
entitled to
to the
the exemption under the
foregoing
provisions
provisions of this subsection. Upon revocation
revocation of any such certificate
certificate
further proceedthe Commission shall restore to
to such
such carrier, without further
proceedings, the authority, if any, to engage in transportation
transportation subject to the
provisions of this part held by such carrier
carrier at the
provisions
the time the certificate
certificate
of exemption
pertaining to
to such
carrier became
No certifiexemption pertaining
such carrier
became effective.
effective. No
certificate of exemption
exemption shall be denied and no order of revocation
revocation shall be
subsection, except
reasonable opportunity
opportunity
issued, under this subsection,
except after
after reasonable
for hearing.
"(i) In the application
Carrier under V.
8.
U. S.
"(i)
application of the provisions of this
this part to
to any Carrier
carrier owned or controlled by the United States, no different
carrier
different policy, control.
rule of rate making, system of accounting,
accounting, or method of
of determining
determining
applied
costs of service, value of property, or rate
rate of return
return shall
shall be applied
nthe case of carriers not so owned or controlled.
controlled.
than is applied i
in
State regulatory
construed to interfere
with the
the
"(j) Nothing in this part shall be construed
interfere with
exclusive exercise by each State of the power to regulate intrastate powers.
commerce
commerce by water carriers within the jurisdiction
urisdiction of such State.
Intrastate
Intrastate transpor"(k) Nothing in this part shall authorize
authorize the Commission
Commission to pre"(k)
pre- tation.
scribe or regulate any rate, fare, or charge for intrastate transpor- tation.
connected therewith, for the
of
tation, or for any service connected
the purpose of
removing discrimination
discrimination against interstate
commerce or
other
removing
interstate commerce
or for
for any
any other
purpose.
Authorization of
Authorization
of
"(1) Whenever
Whenever transportation
exempted under
the provisions
provisions of
of
"(1)
transportation exempted
under the
transportation previtransportation
subsection
(g), or
by order
order of
the Commission
Commission under
(e), ously exempted.
subsection (g),
or by
of the
under subsection
subsection (e),
becomes
subject to
the provisions
of this
this part,
part, the
the carrier
carrier may
conbecomes subject
to the
provisions of
may continue
engage in such
hundred
tinue to engage
such transportation
transportation for
for a
a period of
of one hundred
certificate or
and twenty
twenty days
days without
without aacertificate
or permit covering
covering such transtransportation,
and, if
application for
permit covering
covering such
portation, and,
if application
for a
a certificate
certificate or
or permit
transportation
period, the
transportation is made
made to the Commission
Commission within such
such period,
Commission
further proceedings,
carrier a
a
Commission shall,
shall, without
without further
proceedings, issue
issue to the
the carrier
certificate or
or permit,
whichever is
authorizing such
certificate
permit, whichever
is appropriate,
appropriate, authorizing
such
transportation previously
previously exempted.
exempted.
transportation
"GENERAL POWERS
POWERS AND
COMMISSION
"GENERAL
AND DUTIES
DUTIES OF
OF IMt.
THE COMMISSION

"SEc.
It shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
of the
the Commission
to administer
"SEc. 304.
304. (a)
(a) It
be the
Commission to
administer
the provisions
of this
part, and
to that
the Commission
Commission shall
have
the
provisions of
this part,
and to
that end
end the
shall have
authority to
to make
amend such
such general
or special
rules and
regulaauthority
make and
and amend
general or
special rules
and regulations and
to issue
such orders
orders as
as may
be necessary
necessary to
to carry
carry out
out such
such
tions
and to
issue such
may be
provisions.
provisions.
"(b) The
The Commission
have authority,
for purposes
of the
"(b)
Commission shall
shall have
authority, for
purposes of
the
administration
provisions of
part, to
to inquire
inquire into
and report
report
into and
of this
this part,
administration of
of the
the provisions
on
management of
of water
carriers, and
and to
inquire into
into
on the
the management
of the
the business
business of
water carriers,
to inquire
and
the management
management of
controlling,
and report
report on
on the
of the
the business
business of
of persons
persons controlling,
controlled by,
or under
control with
with water
the
controlled
by, or
under a
a common
common control
water carriers,
carriers, to
to the
extent that
business of
of such
such persons
persons is
related to
the management
management of
is related
to the
of
extent
that the
the business

General powers and
duties
Oommisduties of the Commission.

Inquiries and
Inquiries
and reports on management.
management.
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Recommendations
Recommendations
to Congress.

to congress.

[54 STAT.
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the Commission shall
carriers, and the
the business of
of one
one or more such carriers,
keep itself
as to
manner and
and method
in which
which the
are
the same
same are
method in
to the
the manner
keep
itself informed
informed as
conducted. The
The Commission
may obtain
from such carriers and
persons
and persons
obtain from
Commission may
conducted.
such information
the Commission
Commission deems
deems necessary
necessary to
to carry
out the
the
carry out
as the
such
information as
provisions of this part; and may transmit to Congress from time to
provisions
time, such
such recommendations
recommendations (including
as to
to addiaddi(including recommendations
recommendations as
time,
legislation) as
necessary.
as the Commission may deem necessary.
tional legislation)

"(c) The Commission
"(c)
Commission may establish from time to time such just and
reasonable classifications
classifications of groups of carriers included in the terms
'common
carrier by
contract carrier
carrier by water',
water', as
as the
the special
special
or 'contract
by water',
water', or
'common carrier
Rules,
regulations, nature
Rules, regulations,
performed by such carriers
nature of the services performed
carriers shall require; and such
such
and
requirements.
and requirements.
ust and reasonable
and requiremens.just
reasonable rules,
rules regulations,
regulations, and requirements consistent with
the provisions
carriers so classified or
the
provisions of this part to be observed by the carriers
grouped, as the Commission, after hearing,
hearing, finds necessary or desirable
desirable
grouped,
interest.
in the public interest.
Undue
Undue disadvan""(d)
(d) Whenever it shall appear
disadvanappear from complaint
complaint made to the Commistage.
sion or
otherwise that
that the
the rates
fares, regulations,
regulations, or
of
or practices
practices of
rates,' fares,
or otherwise
sion
transportation by water to or from aaport or ports of
persons engaged in transportation
any foreign country in competition with common carriers by water or
water, cause
disadvantage to
to such
such carriers
cause undue disadvantage
contract carriers
carriers by water,
by reason
reason of
of such
competition, the
relieve such
such
may relieve
the Commission
Commission may
such competition,
by
carriers from
from the
such
extent, and for such
of this
this part to such
such extent,
the provisions
provisions of
carriers
time,
and in
in such
such manner
manner as
as in
its judgment
be necessary
to avoid
necessary to
avoid
judgment may
may be
in its
time, and
undue disadvantage,
disadvantage, consistently
consistently with the public interest
or lessen such undue
and
national transportation
declared in
in this
this Act.
Act.
policy declared
the national
transportation policy
and the
Noncompliance
Noncompliance
" (e) Upon complaint
complaint in writing to the Commission
or
"(e)
Commission by any person,
person, or
with requirements.
upon
upon its own
own initiative without complaint, the Commission may investigate
whether any
any water
water carrier
carrier has
provision
to comply with
with any provision
has failed
failed to
gate whether
of
requirement established
established pursuant thereto, and
any requirement
or with any
of this part or
if, after notice of and hearing
hearing upon any such investigation, the Comcarrier has
such
to comply with
with any such
has failed to
mission finds that any such carrier
provision or
or requirement,
it shall
shall issue
to compel
compel
order to
issue an
an appropriate
appropriate order
requirement, it
provision
carrier to comply therewith.
Whenever the Commission is of
therewith. Whenever
such carrier
opinion
that any
does not
not state
state reasonable
action
reasonable grounds
grounds for
for action
any complaint
complaint does
opinion that
on
such complaint.
complaint.
on its part, it
it may dismiss such

Classification
Classification
groups of carriers.

of

groups of arriers

it RATES, FARES,
"RATES,
FARES, CHARGES,
CIARGES, AND
AND PRACTICES;
PRACTICES; THROUGH
THROUGHI ROUTES
ROUTES

Prescribed requirerequirePrescribed

ments.

men.

Rates, tickets,
tickets, bills
Rates,
bills
of
lading, etc.
etc.
olading,

Charges.
Charges.

Through routes.

Through route.

"SE.
It shall be the duty of every
(a) It
"SE0. 305. (a)
every common carrier by
water, with respect
respect to transportation subject to this part which it
it
undertakes or holds itself out to perform, or which it is required
required
undertakes
perform, to provide and furnish
by or under authority of this part to perform,
transportation upon reasonable
such transportation
reasonable request therefor, and to establish, observe,
observe, and enforce just and reasonable
reasonable rates, fares, charges,
charges,
and classifications,
classifications, and just
just and reasonable
reasonable regulations
regulations and practices,
practices,
relating thereto and to the issuance,
issuance, form,
form, and
substance of
relating
and substance
of tickets,
receipts, bills of lading, and manifests, the manner
manner and method of
presenting, maringng,
marking, packing, and
delivering property
property for
transporpresenting,
and delivering
for transportation, the carrying of personal,
baggage, the
personal, sample,
sample, and excess baggage,
the
facilities for transportation,
transportation, and all other matters
matters relating to or connected with such transportation
or foreign
foreign commerce.
nected
transportation in interstate or
commerce.
All charges made for any service
service rendered
rendered or to be rendered in the
transportation
transportation of passengers or property as aforesaid,
aforesaid, or in connection therewith,
therewith, shall be just and reasonable,
reasonable, and every unjust and
and
unreasonable
unreasonable charge for such service
service or any part thereof is prohibited and
and declared
ited
declared to
to be
be unlawful.
unlawful.
(b) It
It shall be the duty of common carriers
carriers by
by water
"(b)
water to
to establish
establish
reasonable
reasonable through routes with other such carriers and with common
carriers
carriers by railroad, for the transportation
transportation of persons or property,
and just and reasonable
classifications applireasonable rates, fares, charges, and classifications
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cable thereto, and to provide reasonable
reasonable facilities for operating
operating such
such
through
reasonable rules and regulations
regulations with
through routes, and to make reasonable
respect
respect to their operation and
abl e com
pensa and providing
providing for
for reason
reasonable
compensation to those entitled thereto.
thereto. Common
Common carriers
carriers by water
estabwater may
may establish reasonable
reasonable through routes and rates, fares, charges, and
and classificlassifications applicable
applicable thereto with common carriers
carriers by motor vehicle.
In
In the case of joint rates,
it shall
shall be
the duty
duty of
rates, fares, or
or charges
charges it
be the
of Joint rates.
the carriers parties
parties thereto to establish just, reasonable, and equitable
thereof, which
unduly prefer
divisions thereof,
which shall
shall not unduly
prefer or prejudice
prejudice any
any of
of
such
such carriers.
carriers.
"(c) It
It shall be unlawful for any common
common carrier
carrier by
preference.
by water
water to make,
make, Undue preference.
give, or cause any undue
undue or
or advantage
or unreasonable
unreasonable preference
preference or
advantage to
to
port, port
district, gateway,
gateway, transit
point,
any particular
particular person,
person, port,
port district,
transit point,
locality,
region, district,
territory, or
or description
in any
any
locality, region,
district, territory,
description of
of traffic
traffic in
Unjust discriminawhatsoever; or
respect whatsoever;
particular person,
person, port,
or to
to subject
subject any particular
port, port
port tion.
district, gateway, transit point,
region, district,
point, locality,
locality, region,
district, territory,
territory, or
or
description of traffic to any unjust
or
unjust discrimination or
or any undue
undue or
unreasonable
disadvantage in any respect
unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage
respect whatsoever:
whatsoever:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
this subsection
not be
be construed
construed to
to apply
Provided,
That this
subsection shall
shall not
apply to
to Application
Application of subdiscriminations,
discriminations, prejudice,
disadvantage to
to the
traffic of
other section.
prejudice, or
or disadvantage
the traffic
of any
any other
rates.
Rail
and water rates.
carrier of whatever
description. Differences
Differences in
the classifications,
carrier
whatever description.
in the
classifications,
charges, rules,
regulations, and
and practices
practices of
of a
awater
carrier
rates, fares,
fares, charges,
rules, regulations,
water carrier
in respect
of water
water transportation
in effect
by a
rail carrier
carrier
in
respect of
transportation from
from those
those in
effect by
a rail
respect to
transportation shall
be deemed
deemed to
to constitute
constitute
with respect
to rail transportation
shall not
not be
unjust discrimination,
discrimination, prejudice,
or disadvantage,
or an
unfair or
or
unjust
prejudice, or
disadvantage, or
an unfair
destructive competitive
competitive practice,
within the
meaning of
any provision
of any
provision
destructive
practice, within
the meaning
of this
this Act.
of
Facilities for inter"(d)
carriers by
by water
water shall,
their respecrespec- change
to their
shall, according
according to
common carriers
"(d) All
All common
of traffic.
of
tive powers,
powers, afford
afford all
all reasonable,
and equal
equal facilities
facilities for
for the
the
reasonable, proper,
proper, and
tive
interchange of
traffic between
their respective
respective lines
and connecting
lines and
connecting
between their
interchange
of traffic
lines, and
and for
for the
receiving, forwarding,
and delivering
delivering of
of .passengers
passengers
forwarding, and
lines,
the receiving,
Rates.
or
to and
from connecting
lines; and
and shall
shall not
discriminate
not discriminate
and from
connecting lines;
or property
property to
in
their rates,
fares, and
connecting lines,
lines, or
unduly
or unduly
between connecting
and charges
charges between
in their
rates, fares,
prejudice
connecting line
line in
the distribution
that is not
distribution of traffic that
in the
any connecting
prejudice any
"Connecting line"
"Connecting
specifically routed
the shipper.
As used
the defined.
in this
this subsection
subsection the
shipper. As
used in
by the
specifically
routed by
defined.
term 'connecting
'connecting line'
connecting line
line of
of any
any common
common
the connecting
line' means
means the
term
Ante,
Ante, p. 899.
carrier by
by water
water or
any common
carrier subject
to part
part I.
I.
subject to
or any
common carrier
carrier
"TARIFF'S
AND SCHEDULES
SCHEDULES
"TARIFFS AND
"SEO. 306.
306. (a)
(a) Every
Every common
common carrier
carrier by
water shall
file with
the
shall file
with the
by water
"SEC.
Commission, and
print, and
and keep
public inspection
inspection tariffs
tariffs
to public
keep open
open to
and print,
Commission,
showing
rates, fares,
charges, classifications,
classifications, rules,
regulations, and
and
rules, regulations,
fares, charges,
showing all
all rates,
practices
the transportation
transportation in
in interstate
interstate or
of
commerce of
or foreign
foreign commerce
for the
practices for
passengers
property between
its own
own route,
route, and
between
and between
on its
places on
between places
and property
passengers and
such places
places and
the route
any other
such carrier
on the
the
carrier or
or on
other such
of any
on the
route of
and places
places on
such
route of
any common
common carrier
by railroad
by motor
when a
a
vehicle,' when
or by
motor vehicle
railroad or
carrier by
of any
route
through
route and
rate shall
shall have
have been
been established.
established. Such
Such tariffs
tariffs
joint rate
and joint
through route
shall plainly
state the
places between
or passengers
passengers
property or
between which
which property
the places
plainly state
shall
will
be carried,
the classification
property or
or passengers
passengers and,
and, sepasepaof property
classification of
carried, the
will be
rately, all
all terminal
terminal charges,
or other
charges which
which the
Commission
the Commission
other charges
charges, or
rately,
shall require
require to
to be
be so
so stated,
stated, all
privileges or
facilities granted
granted or
or
all privileges
or facilities
shall
allowed, and
and any
or regulations
which in
change, affect,
affect,
anywise change,
in anywise
regulations which
any rules
rules or
allowed,
or determine
determine any
aggregate of
or
such rates,
rates, fares,
fares, or
of such
part or
or the
the aggregate
any part
or
charges,
or the
the value
value of
passenger, shipper,
shipper,
to the
the passenger,
of the
the service
service rendered
rendered to
charges, or
or
consignee.
or consignee.
"(b)
common carriers
carriers by
be stated
stated in
in
by water
water shall
shall be
All charges
charges of
of common
"(b) All
lawful money
money of
of the
States. The
shall by
by
The Commission
Commission shall
United States.
the United
lawful
regulations
prescribe the
manner in
tariffs
the tariffs
in which
which the
and manner
form and
the form
regulations prescribe

Tariffs and
Thrill's
and schedsched•

ules.
ules.

Rejection
Rejection
ized.

author-
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Unauthorized
Unauthorized
charges, etc.,
etc., forbidcharges,
den.
den.

Proviso.
Prociso.
Application
Application of cerprovisions.
tain provisions.
Ante, 13.
p. 900.

Filing and publication
rates, etc.
tion of
of rates,
etc.

Notice required
required for
for
change.

Establishment of
Establishment
of
minimum rates.

Schedules
Schedules open for
Inspection,
Inspection.

Publication, etc.,
etc., rerequired.

Changes.

Discretionary time
reduction permitted.
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required by
by this
this section
shall be
be published,
and posted;
posted; and
and
filed, and
published, filed,
section shall
required
the Commission
authorized to
any tariff
tariff filed
filed with
with it
it which
which
to reject
reject any
the
Commission is
is authorized
regulations. Any
is not in accordance
accordance with this section and with such regulations.
tariff
so rejected
be void
void and
shall
tariff so
rejected by
by the
the Commission
Commission shall
shall be
and its
its use
use shall
be unlawful.
unlawful.
"(c) No
carrier by
by water
water shall
demand or
or collect
collect
charge or demand
shall charge
common carrier
No common
"(c)
or
receive aagreater
greater or
less or
compensation for
for transportatransportaor different
different compensation
or less
or receive
tion
service in
tion subject to this part
part or
or for any service
in connection
connection therewith
than
the rates,
specified for
such transportation
or
than the
rates, fares,
fares, or
or charges
charges specified
for such
transportation or
such
lawfully in effect;
carrier shall
such service
service in
in the tariffs
tariffs lawfully
effect; and no
no such
such carrier
refund
or remit
manner or
or by
any device
device any
any manner
by any
any portion
portion of
of the
the
refund or
remit in
in any
rates,
so specified,
specified, or
or extend
any person
or charges
charges so
extend to
to any
person any
any
rates, fares,
fares, or
facilities for transportation
affecting the
privileges or facilities
transportation affecting
the value
value thereof
thereof
except
except such
such as
as are specified in its
its tariff:
tariff: Provided,
Provided,That
That the provisions
provisions
of sections
and 22
22 of
of part
part I
(which relate
relate to
to transportation
transportation
of
sections 1
1 (7)
(7) and
I (which
rates), together
together with
free and
and at reduced
reduced rates),
with such
such other
other provisions
provisions of
of
such
part (including
(including penalties)
be necessary
necessary for
enforcemay be
for the
the enforcesuch part
penalties) as
as may
ment
provisions, shall
shall apply
apply to
to common carriers by water.
ment of such
such provisions,
"(d) No common
common carrier by water, unless
unless otherwise
otherwise provided by
transportation subject
this part, shall
shall engage
engage in transportation
subject to
to this part unless the
the
fares, and charges
charges upon
upon which the same are
rates, fares,
are transported
transported by
said carrier
carrier have
published in accordance
have been
been filed
filed and published
accordance with
with the
provisions of this part. No
No change shall
shall be made
made in any rate, fare,
fare,
charge,
regulation, or
specified in
charge, classification,
classification, regulation,
or practice
practice specified
in any effective
effective
tariff of aa common carrier by water except after thirty days' notice
of the proposed change filed and posted in accordance
accordance with
with this
this
section. Such notice
notice shall plainly state the change
change proposed to be
made and the
change will
The Commisthe time
time when
when such
such change
will take
take effect.
effect. The
Commission may, in its discretion
discretion and for good cause shown, allow changes
upon notice less than that herein specified, or modify the requirements
requirements
of this section,
section, either in particular
particular instances or by general
general order
applicable to
circumstances or conditions.
applicable
to special
special circumstances
conditions.
"(e)
It shall be
of every
contract carrier
water to
to estab"(e) It
be the
the duty
duty of
every contract
carrier by
by water
establish and observe reasonable
reasonable minimum rates and charges for any servrendered in the transportation
transportation of
of passengers
ice rendered
rendered or
or to
to be rendered
passengers or
or
property or in connection
connection therewith
property
therewith and
and to
to establish
establish and
and observe
observe
reasonable
reasonable regulations,
regulations, and practices to be applied in connection
connection with
with
said reasonable minimum rates and charges. It
It shall be the duty of
every contract carrier by water to file with the Commission, post, and
and
keep open for public inspection, in accordance
and
accordance with such rules and
regulations as
as the
the Commission
shall prescribe,
regulations
Commission shall
prescribe, schedules
schedules of
of minimum
minimum
rates or charges actually maintained and charged
charged for interstate and
and
foreign transportation
transportation to which it is a
aparty, and any rule, regulation,
regulation,
or practice affecting
affecting such charges and the value of the service thereunder. No contract carrier
carrier by water, unless otherwise
otherwise provided
provided by
this part, shall engage in transportation
transportation subject to this part unless the
maintained and
and charged
have been
been
minimum rates or charges actually maintained
charged have
published,
published, filed, and posted in accordance
accordance with the provisions of this
part. No new rate or charge shall be established
established and no reduction
shall be made in any rate or charge, either directly or by means of
of any
any
change
change in any rule, regulation, or practice affecting such rate or charge,
charge,
or the value of service thereunder, except after thirty days' notice
of the proposed new rate or charge, or of the proposed change, filed
in accordance
accordance with this section. The Commission may, in its discretion and for good cause shown, allow the establishment
establishment of any such
such
new rate or charge, or any such change,
change upon notice less than herein
herein
specified, or modify the requirement
requirement of this section
section with respect to
to
posting and filing of such schedules, either in particular
particular instances or
by general order applicable
by
applicable to special
special or peculiar circumstances
circumstances or
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conditions.
Such notice
charge,
notice shall plainly state the new rate or charge,
conditions. Such
or the
change proposed
proposed to be made, and the time when it
it will take
tale
the change
or
Rates,
below
Rates, etc., below
effect. It
It shall
be unlawful
for any
transport passengers schedule.
such carrier to transport
any such
unlawful for
shall be
effect.
therewith schedule.
or
property or
or to
to furnish
facilities or services in connection therewith
furnish facilities
or property
a change in the
for a
compensation, either
either directly
directly or by means of a
less compensation,
a less
for
terms and
and conditions
agreement, or undercontract, charter, agreement,
any contract,
of any
conditions of
terms
Protaking, than
than the
rates or
or charges so filed with the Commission: Prothe rates
taking,
Proviso.
Provso.
vided, That
That the
discretion and for good cause shown,
in its discretion
the Commission,
Commission, in
vided,
Exemption
good
Exemption for good
cause
shown.
shown.
cause
carriers,
either
upon
application
of
any
such
carrier
or
carriers,
or
any
class
carrier
such
any
of
application
either upon
or group
thereof, or
or upon
upon its
its own
initiative may,
may, after
after hearing,
hearing, grant
grant
own initiative
group thereof,
or
relief
provisions of
of this
this subsection
subsection to such extent, and for
the provisions
from the
relief from
such
and in
manner as,
consistent with
as, in its judgment, is consistent
such manner
in such
time, and
such time,
the public
and the
the national
national transportation policy declared in
m
interest and
public interest
the
this Act.
Act.
this
60 FORTH
"COMMISSION'S
RATES, AND SO
FORTH
OVER RATES,
ATHORITr OVER
"COMMISSION'S AuTuonrry

"SEc?. 307.
Any person
person may
may make
make complaint
complaint in writing to the
(a) Any
307. (a)
"SEO.
rate, fare, charge, classificaCommission
that any
or joint
joint rate,
individual or
any individual
Commission that
tion,
of any
any common
common carrier
carrier by water or any
practice of
or practice
regulation, or
tion, regulation,
contract
carrier by
by water
or will
violation of this part. Every
in violation
be in
will be
is or
water is
contract carrier
of and the reasons for
complaint
shall state
fully the
facts complained
complained of
the facts
state fully
complaint shall
such
complaint and
and shall
shall be
made under
under oath.
be made
such complaint
"(b) :Whenever,
after hearing,
hearing, upon complaint or in an investigaWhenever, after
"(b)
opinion that any
tion
on its
its own
the Commission
be of opinion
shall be
Commission shall
initiative, the
own initiative,
tion on
collected
individual or
fare, or
or charge
charge demanded,
demanded, charged,
charged, or collected
rate, fare,
joint rate,
or joint
individual
by
common carrier
for transportation
transportation subject
subject
water for
by water
carriers by
or carriers
carrier or
any common
by any
carrier
to
this
part,
or
any
regulation,
practice,
or
classification
carrier
such
of
classification
or
practice,
regulation,
any
to this part, or
or carriers
relating to
to such
transportation, is or will be unjust or
or
such transportation,
carriers relating
or
unreasonable, or
discriminatory, or
or unduly
preferential or
or
unduly preferential
unjustly discriminatory,
or unjustly:
unreasonable,
it
prejudicial, or
or otherwise
otherwise in
violation of
of any
any provision
provision of this part, it
in violation
prejudicial,
the
may
and prescribe
prescribe the
lawful rate,
rate, fare,
fare, or charge or the
the lawful
determine and
may determine
maximum
maximum and minimum rate, fare, or
or
or maximum
minimum, or
or minimum,
maximum or
charge thereafter
to be
observed, or
or the
the lawful
regulation, practice,
practice,
lawful regulation,
be observed,
thereafter to
charge
or classification
classification thereafter
thereafter to
to be
made effective.
be made
or
(c) In
any proceeding
proceeding to
or reasonableness
reasonableness
justness or
the justness
determine the
to determine
In any
"(c)
of
fare, or
charge of
of any
any common
there
water there
by water
carrier by
common carrier
or charge
rate, fare,
any rate,
of any
shall
not be
taken into
into consideration
or allowed
allowed as
as evidence
or
evidence or
consideration or
be taken
shall not
elements
of value
of the
of such
such carrier
goodwill,
either goodwill,
carrier either
property of
the property
value of
elements of
earning
power, or
or the
under which
which such
carrier is operatsuch carrier
certificate under
the certificate
earning power,
ing; and
and in
applying for
and receiving
receiving a
acertificate
certificate under
part
this part
under this
for and
in applying
ing;
any such
carrier shall
deemed to
to the
of
provisions of
the provisions
agreed to
have agreed
to have
be deemed
shall be
such carrer
any
this
subsection
on
its
own
behalf
and
on
behalf
of
all
transferees
of
of
transferees
all
of
behalf
on
and
behalf
own
its
this subsection on
such
certificate.
such certificate.
it to
"(d) The
Commission may,
may, and
and it
shall whenever
deemed by it
whenever deemed
it shall
The Commission
"(d)
be
necessary or
or desirable
desirable in
the public
public interest,
interest, after
after full
full hearing
hearing
in the
be necessary
upon
complaint or
or upon
upon its
own initiative
estabcomplaint, estaba complaint,
without a
initiative without
its own
upon complaint
lish through
through routes,
joint classifications,
classifications , and
joint rates, fares, or
and joint
routes, joint
lish
charges,
to the
property
or property
passengers or
of passengers
transportation of
the transportation
applicable to
charges, applicable
by
common
carriers
by
water,
or
by
such
carriers
and
carriers
by railrailby
carriers
and
by common carriers by water, or by such carriers
road,
or the
maxima or
or minima,
maxima and
and minima,
be
to be
minima, to
or maxima
minima, or
the maxima
road, or
charged, and
and the
divisions of
of such
such rates,
rates, fares,
fares, or
hereinas hereincharges as
or charges
the divisions
charged,
after
provided, and
terms and
which such
such
under which
conditions under
and conditions
the terms
and the
after provided,
through
routes
shall
be
operated.
In
the
case
of
a
through
route,
route,
through
a
of
case
the
In
operated.
be
shall
through routes
where
carriers is
is aacommon
carrier by
by water,
water, the
the CommisCommiscommon carrier
the carriers
of the
one of
where one
sion
shall
prescribe
such
reasonable
differentials
as
it
may
find
to be
be
to
find
may
it
as
differentials
reasonable
such
sion shall prescribe
justified
between all-rail
all-rail rates
and the
rates in
with
connection with
in connection
joint rates
the joint
rates and
justified between
such
carrier by
by water.
water. The
Commission shall
however,
not, however,
shall not,
The Commission
common carrier
such common
establish
any through
through route,
route, classification,
classification, or
or practice,
practice, or
any rate,
rate,
or any
establish any
fare, or
between street
street electric
not
railways not
passenger railways
electric passenger
charge, between
or charge,
fare,

Complaints.
Complaints.

Adjustment authorAdjustment
ized.
ized.

Inadmissible
dence, etc.

evi-

Establishment of
Establishment
through routes, joint
joint
through
rates, etc.

Differentials.
Differentials.

Street railways excluded.
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engaged in the general business of
transporting freight
freight in
addition
of transporting
in addition
passenger and
business, and
and common
common carriers
by
to their passenger
and express
express business,
carriers by
Burden of
of proof
proof in
in water.
IfIf any tariff or schedule
schedule canceling any through route or
or
cancelations.
anelatons. joint rate, fare, charge,
charge, or classification,
classification, without the consent of all
carriers parties
carriers
parties thereto
thereto or authorization
authorization by
by the
the Commission,
Commission, is
is sussuspended by the Commission for investigation,
burden of
of proof
proof
investigation, the burden
shall be upon the carrier
carrier or
carriers proposing
proposing such
to
or carriers
such cancellation
cancellation to
show that it is consistent with
without regard
regard to
to
with the public
public interest,
interest, without
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 911.
911.
the provisions of paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4) of section 15.
Divisions
of joint
Joint
Divisions of
"(e)
"(e) Whenever, after
after hearing
hearing upon complaint
complaint or upon its own
own
rates.
ratesinitiative,
initiative, the Commission is of opinion that the divisions of joint
joint
rates, fares, or charges, applicable
applicable to the transportation
transportation of
of passengers
passengers
or property by common carriers by water,
and
water, or by such carriers
carriers and
common
common carriers by railroad
railroad or by motor vehicle, are
are or
or will
will be
be
unjust, unreasonable, inequitable, or
prejudior unduly
unduly preferential
preferential or
or prejudicial as between
between the carriers
carriers parties
parties thereto, the Commission
by
Commission shall
shall by
prescribe the just, reasonable,
order prescribe
equitable divisions thereof
reasonable, and equitable
thereof
to be received
received by the several carriers. In cases
cases where
where the
the joint
joint rate,
rate,
fare, or charge, was established
established pursuant
pursuant to a
afinding or order of the
Commission and the divisions thereof
found by
by it
it to
to have
have been
been
thereof are
are found
unreasonable, or inequitable,
unjust, unreasonable,
inequitable, or unduly
unduly preferential
prejupreferential or
or prejudicial, the Commission may also by order determine
determine what (for the
period
subsequent to the filing of the complaint
period subsequent
or the
the
complaint or petition or
making of the order of investigation)
investigation) would have been the just,
just, reasonable, and equitable
thereof to be
received by
by the
the several
several
equitable divisions thereof
be received
carriers, and require adjustment
adjustment to be made in accordance
accordance therewith.
In so prescribing
In
prescribing and determining the divisions of joint rates, fares
shall give
consideration, among
among
and charges,
charges, the
the Commission shall
give due
due consideration,
other things, to the efficiency with which the carriers
concerned are
are
carriers concerned
operated, the amount of revenue
operated,
revenue required
required to pay their respective
operating
operating expenses,
expenses, taxes, and a
a fair return on
property held
held
on their
their property
for and used in the service of transportation,
transportation, and
importance
and the
the importance
to the public of the transportation
transportation services of such carriers and also
whether
participating carrier is an originating, interwhether any particular
particular participating
line,'and any other
mediate, or delivering line
other fact or circumstance
w hi ch
circumstance which
would ordinarily, without
without regard
regard to the mileage haul, entitle
entitle one
one
carrier
carrier to a
a greater or less proportion
proportion than another
another carrier
carrier of the
joint
fare, or
or charge.
joint rate, fare,
charge.
Rate-making policy.
policy.
Rate-maing
"(f) In the exercise of its power to prescribe
"(f)
prescribe just and reasonable
reasonable
rates, fares, and charges
charges of common
common carriers by water, and classificaclassifications, regulations, and practices
practices relating thereto, the Commission
Commission
shall give due consideration,
consideration, among
among other factors, to the effect
effect of
of
rates upon the movement
movement of traffic by the carrier
carrier or carriers for
for which
which
the rates are prescribed;
prescribed; to
the public
public interest,
interest, of
of
to the
the need,
need 2 in
in the
adequate
efficient water transportation
transportation s
erv i
ce a
the l
owes tcost
adequate and efficient
service
attthe
lowest
cost
consistent with the furnishing
furnishing of such service;
service •and to the need of
of
revenues sufficient to enable water carriers, under honest, economical,
economical,
and efficient
efficient management, to
such service.
service.
to provide
provide such
Suspension of new
"(g) Whenever
Whenever there
there shall
shall be
filed
with the
the Commission
Commission any
rat,
oew
"(g)
rate, etc,pension
pending
debe
filed
with
any
cision.
cision.
schedule
(except aaschedule
schedule (except
schedule referred
in section
322) stating
referred to
to in
section 322)
stating aanew
new
Post, p.
Pod,
951.
p. 951.
rate, fare,
fare, charge, classification,
classification, regulation, or practice for the interstate or foreign transportation
a
transportation of passengers
passengers or property by a
common earner
carrier or carriers
water,' the Commission
Commission may upon
upon
carriers by water
protest of interested parti
parties
es or
or upon
up
on its own initiative at
once and,
at once,
if it so orders, without
without answer or other formal pleading
pleading by
by' such
such
carrier
reasonable notice,
carrier or carriers, but upon reasonable
notice, enter
enter upon
upon an
an investiivestilawfulness of such rate, fare, charge,
gation concerning
concerning the lawfulness
charge classificaclassification, regulation, or practice, and
an d pen
ding such
hearing' and
pending
such hearing
and the
the
decision
filing with
such schedule
schedule and
and
decision thereon,
thereon, the
the Commission,
Commission, by
by filing
with such
delivering to the carrier
arrier or carriers
carriers affected
delivering
affected thereby a
a statement
statement in
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suspension, may from time
writing of its reasons
reasons for such suspension,
time to time
suspend
schedule and defer the use of such
suspend the operation
operation of such schedule
such
rate, fare,
charge, classification,
atio n ,
or
prac tice,but
butnot
no tfor
f
or a
a
rate,
fare, charge,
classification, regul
regulation,
or practice,
period than
than seven
seven months
months beyond
th e ti
me when
w hen it
it would
wou ld
longer period
longer
beyond the
time
otherwise go into effect; and after hearing, whether
whether completed
completed before
or after
after the
the rate, fare,
charge, classification,
regulation, or
or practice
practice
fare, charge,
classification, regulation,
goes into effect,
make such order
with reference
reference
effect, the Commission
Commission may
may make
order with
instituted after
after such
s
uc h rate,
ra te,
thereto, as
as would
would be
be proper in aaproceeding
proceeding instituted
fare,
charge, classification,
classification, regulation,
or practice
practice had
had become
become
fare, .charge,
regulation, or
effective.
If the
shall not
have been
and an
an
effective. If
the proceeding
proceeding shall
not have
been concluded
concluded and
order
made within
the period
period of
rate, fare,
fare,
order made
within the
of suspension,
suspension, the
the proposed
proposed rate,
charge,
charge, classification, regulation,
practice shall
shall go
go into
at
regulation, or
or practice
into effect
effect at
Provided,however, That this subsection
subsection shall
the end of such period: Provided,
October 1,
1, 1941,
1941, by
by any
any
not apply .to any initial schedule
schedule filed prior
prior to October
such carrier (other than a
a carrier subject,
the time
time this part
part takes
takes
subject, at
at the
effect,
Intercoastal Shipping
1933, as
as
effect, to the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Intercoastal
Shipping Act,
Act, 1933,
amended,
such
amended, or
or the
the Shipping Act,
Act, 1916,
1916, as
as amended)
amended) insofar
insofar as such
schedule names
names rates
rates on
traffic, or
for services
connected therewith,
therewith,
schedule
on traffic,
or for
services connected
such carrier
carrier was
was.in
in bona
fide operation
operation on
on January
January 1,
as to
to which such
bona fide
1,
1940.
At any
hearing involving
change in
in a
arate,
rate, fare,
charge, or
or
1940. At
any hearing
involving aachange
fare, charge,
classification,
regulation, or
or practice,
proof
classification, or
or in
in aarule,
rule, regulation,
practice, the
the burden
burden of
of proof
shall
the carrier
to show
the proposed
proposed changed
changed rate,
rate,
shall be
be upon
upon the
carrier to
show that
that the
fare, charge,
classification, rule,
rule, regulation,
practice is
just and
and
fare,
charge, classification,
regulation, or
or practice
is just
reasonable.
reasonable.
"(h)
Whenever, after
after hearing,
complaint or
its own
own initiative,
initiative,
"(h) Whenever,
hearing, upon
upon complaint
or its
the Commission
minimum rate
rate or
or charge
of any
any confinds that
that any
any minimum
charge of
conthe
Commission finds
tract
carrier by
water, or
or practice
of any
any
tract carrier
by water,
or any
any rule,
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
practice of
such
carrier affecting
affecting such
minimum rate
rate or
charge, or
the value
value of
of
such minimum
or charge,
or the
such carrier
the service
service thereunder,
thereunder, contravenes
contravenes the
transportation policy
policy
the national
national transportation
the
declared
in this
Act, or
or is
provision of
of this
this
in contravention
contravention of
of any
any provision
declared in
this Act,
is in
part,
the Commission
Commission may
may prescribe
prescribe such
such just
just and
minireasonable minipart, the
and reasonable
mum
or charge,
such rule,
i
or practice
practice as
its
as in
in its
rule, regulation,
regulation,
or
charge, or
or such
mum rate
rate or
judgment
or desirable
desirable in
n the
public interest
interest and
and to
to
the public
necessary or
judgment may
may be
be necessary
promote
policy and
will not
contravention of any
any pronot be in contravention
and will
promote such
such policy
vision
this part.
minimum rate
rate or
or charge,
charge, or
or such
such rule,
rule,
part. Such
Such minimum
vision of
of this
Commission,
shall
give
regulation, or
practice, so
the Commission,
i
shall give
prescribed by
by the
so prescribed
or practice,
regulation,
no
advantage or
or preference
preference to
to any
any such
n competition
competition with
with
carrier in
such carrier
no advantage
any
common carrier
water subject
to this
this part,
part, which
which the Comsubject to
carrier by
by water
any common
mission may
may find
find to
to be
undue or
or inconsistent
inconsistent with
public interest
interest
with the
the public
be undue
mission
and
national transportation
declared in
in this
this Act,
Act, and
and the
tho
policy declared
transportation policy
and the
the national
Commission shall
shall give
due consideration
to the
the cost
of the
the services
services
cost of
give due
consideration to
Commission
rendered by
such carriers,
and to
to the
effect of
minimum rate
rate or
or
of such
such minimum
the effect
carriers, and
by such
rendered
charge,
or such
such rule,
regulation, or
or practice,
upon the
movement of
of
the movement
practice, upon
rule, regulation,
charge, or
traffic
such carriers.
All complaints
complaints shall
state fully
facts
fully the facts
shall state
carriers. All
by such
traffic by
complained
of and
and the
the reasons
such complaint
complaint and
and shall
shall be
be made
made
reasons for
for such
complained of
under oath.
under
oath.
"(i) Whenever
Whenever there
there shall
shall be
filed with
with the
the Commission
Commission by
any such
by any
such
be filed
"(i)
contract
any schedule
schedule referred
to in
in section
section
referred to
(except a schedule
schedule (excepta
carrier any
contract carrier
322) stating
service or
reduced charge,
directly
charge, directly
or a
a reduced
new service
for aanew
a charge
charge for
322)
stating a
or
by means
rule, regulation,
or practice,
practice, for
for transportation
transportation in
in
regulation, or
of any
any rule,
or by
means of
interstate or
or foreign
foreign commerce
the Commission
i .
.
may upon
complaint
may
upon complaint
Commission
commerce,,the
interstate
of
upon its
its own
own initiative
initiative at
at once
once and,
if it
it so
so
and, if
or upon
parties or
of interested
interested parties
orders,
answer or
or other
other formal
formal pleading
by the
the interested
interested
pleading by
without answer
orders, without
party,
upon reasonable
reasonable notice,
enter upon
hearing concerning
concerning
a hearing
upon a
notice, enter
but upon
party, but
the lawfulness
lawfulness of
charge, or
regulation, or
or practice,
practice,
rule, regulation,
or such
such rule,
of such
such charge,
the
and pending
hearing and
and the
the decision
decision thereon
thereon the
Commission,
the Commission,
such hearing
and
pending such
by filing
delivering to
carrier affected
affected
the carrier
to the
schedule and
and delivering
with such
such schedule
by
filing with
thereby a
in writing
writing of
of its
reasons for
may
suspension, may
for such
such suspension,
its reasons
statement in
thereby
a statement
from time
time to
to time
of such
schedule and
and defer
defer
such schedule
operation of
the operation
time suspend
suspend the
from
the
use of
or such
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
or practice,
practice, but
but not
not
such rule,
charge, or
of such
such charge,
the use

Suspension period.
period.
Suspension

Proviso.
Proviso.
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

47 Stat.
Stat. 1425.
1425.
47
46 U. S.
84346
S. C.
C. §I§§ 843848; Supp. V, §
844848;
if 844848.
848.
39 Stat. 728.
39
46 U.
U. S. C., ch.
ch. 23;
23;
Supp.
23.
Supp. V, ch. 23.
Burden of proof.

Revision of
of miniRevision
minimum rates.
rates.
mum

preference.
Undue preference.

Complaints.
Complaints.

Modification
of
i
Iifi cation of
schedules.
schedules.
Poe,
961.
Post, p.
p.961.

Hearing.
Hearing.

Temporary suspen
suspenTemporary
sion.
sion.

940
940

Proviso.
Proino.
Exception.
Exception.
1428.
47 Stat. 1425.

46 U.
U. S
S. C.
843. I 843844848; Supp. V,
848.
848
39 Stat.
Stat. 728.
39
728.

U. S.
23;
46 U.
8S.C., ch. 23;
Supp. V.
V, eh.
ch. 23.
Burden of proof.
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for a
than seven
seven months
beyond the time when
it would
a longer
longer period
period than
months beyond
when it
would
otherwise go
effect; and
and after
whether completed
otherwise
go into
into effect;
after hearing,
hearing, whether
completed before
before
or after
the charge,
rule, regulation,
regulation, or
or practice
into effect,
effect,
or
after the
charge, or
or rule,
practice goes
goes into
make such order
order with reference
reference thereto
thereto as would
the Commission
Commission may
may make
would
proceeding instituted
instituted after
it had
had become
become effective.
be proper
proper in a
a proceeding
after it
effective.
If the
been concluded and an
If
the proceeding
proceeding has
has not
not been
an order made
made within
the period
period of
of suspension,
the proposed
proposed change
change in
in any
any charge
or rule,
rule,
the
suspension, the
charge or
regulation, or practice
practice shall go into effect at the end of such period:
period:
Provided,
That this
this subsection
subsection shall
shall not
apply to
initial schedule
schedule
Provided, That
not apply
to any
any initial
filed prior to October
October 1, 1941,
1941, by
(other than a
by any such
such carrier
carrier (other
a carrier
carrier
provisions of
subject, at
at the time this
this part takes effect,
effect, to the provisions
of the InterInteramended, or the Shipping
coastal Shipping Act, 1933, as amended,
Shipping Act, 1916,
1916,
as
amended) insofar
insofar as such schedule
names charges
charges on traffic,
traffic, or for
as amended)
schedule names
for
services
carrier was
was in
in bona
bona fide
services connected
connected therewith,
therewith, as
as to
to which
which such
such carrier
fide
1 1940.
burden of proof
operation on January 1,
1940. The rule
rule as to burden
proof specified
specified
apply to this subsection.
in subsection (g) of this section shall apply
2

" REPARATION AWARDS;
"REPPARATION
AWARDS;

"Carrier"
"Carrier" defined.

damLiability for darn-

ages.

Right of person
person
damaged; remedies.
remedies*

Award.
Award.

Suit
Suit for
for recovery.
recovery.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

LIMITATION
or ACTIONS
N OF
ACTIONS

LITATrIO

"Sao. 308.
308. (a)
(a) For
For the
of this
sertion the
the term
term 'carrier'
'carrier'
"SEa.
the purposes
purposes of
this section
means
transportation subject
to this
this part
part
means a
a water carrier
carrier engaged
engaged in transportation
subject to
(1) by
way of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal, or
(2) as a
acommon carrier
water
or (2)
carrier by water
by way
(1)
regular routes from
on the
the high
high seas
seas or
or the
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes on
on regular
from port
to port.
"
(b) In
carrier shall
cause to
or permit to
to be
"(b)
In case
case any carrier
shall do, cause
to be done, or
done any act, matter
thing in
in this
prohibited or
or declared
declared to
to
matter,'or
or thing
this part
part prohibited
be unlawful, or shallomit
shall omit to do any
any act, matter, or thing
thing in this part
part
required to be done, such
such carrier
the person
or
required
carrier shall
shall be
be liable
liable to
to the
person or
persons injured
full amount
amount of
of damages
damages sustained
sustained
persons
injured thereby
thereby for
for the
the full
violation, together
together with
with a
a reasonable
reasonable
in consequence
consequence of
of any such violation,
counsel or attorney's fee,
every case of
counsel
fee, to be fixed by
by the court
court in every
of
recovery,
recovery, which attorney's fee shall be taxed
taxed and collected
collected as part
part
of the costs in the case.
"(c) Any
claiming to
be damaged
damaged by
by any
"(c)
Any person
person or
or persons
persons claiming
to be
any carrier
carrier
may either make
make complaint to the Commission or may bring suit
suit in
in
his or their own behalf for the recovery
recovery of the damages for
which
for which
be liable
the provisions
provisions of
of subsection
subsection (b)
(b), in
in
such carrier
carrier may
may be
liable under
under the
any district court of the United States
States of competent
competent jurisdiction;
jurisdiction; but
such person or persons shall not have
have the right to pursue
pursue both of said
said
remedies.
Commission shall
deter"(d) If,
If, after
after hearing
hearing on
on aacomplaint,
complaint, the
the Commission
shall determine that any party complainant
complainant is entitled
entitled to an award of damages
damages
under
violation thereof
thereof by
by any
carunder the
the provisions
provisions of this
this part
part for
for aaviolation
any carrier, the Commission
Commission shall make an order directing
directing the carrier to pay
a
to the complainant the sum to which
which he is entitled on or before a
day
day named.
named.
(e) If
If such
comply with an
order for the
payment
(e)
such carrier does not comply
an order
the payment
of money within the time limit in such order, the complainant, or any
any
person for whose benefit
benefit such order was made
made, may file with the district court of the United States for the district
it
district in which he or
or it
resides or in which is located
located the principal
principal operating
operating office of such
such
carrier
carrier or in which is located any port of call on aaroute operated
operated by
by
such carrier, or in any
any State court of general jurisdiction
jurisdiction having
having
jurisdiction of the parties, a
a complaint
jurisdiction
complaint setting forth
forth briefly the causes
for which he claims damages, and the order of the Commission in
the premises. Such suit in the district court
court of the United States
shall proceed in all respects like
except
like other civil suits for damages,
damages, except
that on the trial of such suit the findings and
of the
the Commission
C'ommission
and order
order of
shall be prima facie evidence
evidence of the facts therein stated, and except
except
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that the plaintiff shall not be liable for costs in the district
district court nor
proceedings unless they
they accrue
accrue
for costs at any
any subsequent
subsequent stage of the proceedings
upon
appeal. If
If the
the plaintiff
finally prevail
shall finally
prevail he shall be
plaintiff shall
upon his
his appeal.
allowed
reasonable attorney's
allowed aareasonable
attorney's fee, to be taxed
taxed and
and collected
collected as a
apart
of the
the suit.
suit.
the costs
costs of the
of
"(f) (1)
carriers for
for the
of damdamrecovery of
the recovery
against carriers
complaints against
(1) All
All complaints
"(f)
ages or overcharges
overcharges shall be filed with the Commission
Commission within
within three
years
time the
accrues, and
not after.
after.
years from
from the
the time
the cause
cause of
of action
action accrues,
and not
in respect
respect of
of aashipment of property
shall,
property shall,
"(2) The
The cause
cause of
of action in
accrue upon delivery or
be deemed
for the
the purposes
deemed to accrue
of this
this section,
section, be
for
purposes of
tender
carrier and
tender of
of delivery
delivery thereof
thereof by the
the carrier
and not
not after.
"(3) A
of an
an order of
of the
the Commisthe enforcement
enforcement of
"(3)
A complaint
complaint for the
sion for
of money
the ddistrict
district court or
filed in the
money shall
shall be filed
for the
the payment
payment of
sion
the date of the order, and not
the State
State court within one
one year from
from the
the
after.
after.
"(4)
section means
means charges
charges
as used in this section
term 'overcharges'
'overcharges' as
The term
"(4) The
for transportation
in excess
excess of
of those
under
applicable thereto under
those applicable
services in
for
transportation services
the tariffs
the Commission.
Commission.
file with
with the
on file
lawfully on
tariffs lawfully
the
subsection (f)
"(5) The
The provisions
(f) shall take effect six
this subsection
provisions of this
"(5)
embrace
months after
after this
this section
becomes effective
effective and
and extend
extend to and embrace
section becomes
months
cases in
in which
cause of
of action
action has
has heretofore
accrued.
heretofore accrued.
the cause
which the
cases
"(g)
In such
such suits
all parties
parties in
favor the
the Commission
Commission may
whose favor
in whose
suits all
"(g) In
have
of damages
damages by
order may be joined as
by aasingle order
award of
an award
made an
have made
plaintiffs, and
and all
carriers parties
to such
order awarding
such
awarding such
such order
parties to
the carriers
all of
of the
plaintiffs,
damages may
may be
joined as
defendants, and
and such
such suit
suit may
may be
maintained
be maintained
as defendants,
be joined
damages
defendants in any district
by
district
plaintiffs and against such joint defendants
joint plaintiffs
such joint
by such
where any
of such
such joint
joint plaintiffs
maintain such suit
could maintain
plaintiffs could
one of
any one
where
against any
joint defendants;
process
service of process
and service
defendants; and
such joint
one of
of such
any one
against
against
defendants as
as may
may not
not be
be found
in the
the district
district
found in
of such
such defendants
one of
any one
against any
where the
suit is
brought may:
be
made in
such
where such
district where
in any
any district
a brot
e made
may
is brought
the suit
where
defendant has
has his
principal operating
operating office.
office. In
In case
case of such
such
or its
its principal
his or
defendant
joint suit
suit the
the recovery,
recovery, if
by judgment
judgment in favor
favor of any
any, may
may be by
if any,
joint
one of
of such
such plaintiffs,
plaintiffs, against
against the
the defendant
defendant found
found to
be liable
liable to
such
to such
to be
one
plaintiff.
plaintiff.
"CEIrrIFICATE8
OF
"CERTIFICATES OF

Attorney's fee.
fee.

Time limitations.
limitationsTime

"Overcharges" de4."Overcharge"

fined.

Effective
Effective date;
scope.
scope.

Joinder of parties.

proens.
Serviee of process.
Service

Judgment.
Judgment.

prrnmc
AND NECESSITY
AND PERMITS
NECESSITY AND
CONVENIENCE AND
PUBLIC CONVENIENCE

"SEc. 309.
309. (a)
otherwise provided
provided in this section
section and secas otherwise
Except as
(a) Except
"SEC.
tion
311, no
no common
water shall
transportation
engage in transportation
shall engage
by water
carrier by
common carrier
tion 311,
subject
unless it
it holds
holds aacertificate
of public
convenience and
public convenience
certificate of
part unless
to this
this part
subject to
subject
necessity
Commission: Provided,
That, subject
Provided, however, That,
the Commission:
by the
issued by
necessity issued
to
310, if
if any
such carrier
or a
in interest
interest was in bona
bona
predecessor in
a predecessor
carrier or
any such
section 310,
to section
fide
as a
common carrier
by water
water on
over
1940, over
January 1, 1940,
on January
carrier by
a common
fide operation
operation as
the
route or
or routes
or between
the ports
with respect
respect to
to which
applicawhich applicaports with
between the
routes or
the route
tion
is made
made and
and has
that time
(or, if
engaged in
in
if engaged
time (or,
since that
so operated
operated since
has so
tion is
furnishing
seasonal service
in bona
during the
the
operation during
fide operation
bona fide
was in
only, was
service only,
furnishing seasonal
seasonal
period, prior
prior to
or including
including such
date, for
operations of
of the
for operations
such date,
to or
seasonal period,
character
question) except,
event, as
interruptions of
of
to interruptions
as to
either event,
in either
except, in
in question)
character in
service
which the
its predecessor
predecessor in
interest had
had no
no
in interest
or its
the applicant
applicant or
over which
service over
control,
Commission shall
shall issue
issue such
such certificate
certificate without
without requiring
requiring
the Commission
control, the
further
that public
necessity will be served by
convenience and necessity
public convenience
proof that
further proof
such
without further
proceedings, if
if application
for such
such
application for
further proceedings,
and without
operation, and
such operation,
certificate
made to
to the
the Commission
Commission as
in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
of
as provided
provided in
is made
certificate is
this
section and
and prior
prior to
expiration of
hundred and
and twenty
days
twenty days
one hundred
of one
the expiration
to the
this section
after
this section
section takes
of any
any such
such
determination of
the determination
Pending the
effect. Pending
takes effect.
after this
application, the
of such
operation shall
shall be
be lawful.
lawful. If
If the
the
such operation
continuance of
the continuance
application,
application
for
such
certificate
is
not
made
within
one
hundred
and
and
one
hundred
within
made
is
not
certificate
such
for
application
twenty days
days after
takes effect,
effect, it
decided in accordaccordshall be decided
it shall
section takes
this section
after this
twenty
ance
standards and
procedure provided
(c),
in subsection
subsection (c),
for in
provided for
and procedure
the standards
with the
ance with

Certificates
Certificates of pub.
pubconvenience and
lic convenience
necessity.
neceslty.
Proviso.
Waiver
sions.
siona.

of

provi-

Time ltmitation.
limitation.

Provisional continuontinuProvisional
ance of
of operation.
operation.
ance
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and such
such certificate
shall be
issued or
or denied
accordingly. Any person,
person,
be issued
denied accordingly.
and
certificate shall
not
included within
within the
provisions of
the foregoing
foregoing proviso,
proviso, who
is
who is
of the
the provisions
not included
engaged in
as aa common
common carrier
carrier by water when
when this
this
in transportation
transportation as
engaged
section takes
continue such
operation for
for aa period
period of
of one
one
effect may
may continue
such operation
section
takes effect
hundred and
certificate, and,
and, if
if appliapplithereafter without
without aacertificate,
and twenty
twenty days
days thereafter
hundred
cation
for such
is made
to the
the Commission
within such
such
Commission within
made to
such certificate
certificate is
cation for
period, the
continuance of
of such
such operation
operation shall
shall be
lawful pending
pending
be lawful
period,
the continuance
determination
application.
determination of
of such application.
Application for cere
"(b) Application
Application for
for a
shall be
be made
made in
in writing
writing to
to the
the
a certificate
certificate shall
"(b)
for rtAppication
tificate.
Commission
under oath, and shall be in such form and
and
Commission,' be verified under
contain
information and
be accompanied
accompanied by
by proof
proof of
service upon
upon
of service
such information
and be
contain such
such
interested parties
as the
shall, by regulations,
regulations, require.
require.
Commission shall,
parties as
the Commission
such interested
Qualifications for is"(c)
section 310,
as provided
in this
this
provided in
application as
upon application
310, upon
to section
Subject to
"(c) Subject
Qualificationsforissuance.
Post,
p. 943.
943.
POt, p.
section the Commission
Commission shall issue a
qualified applicant
applicant
a certificate
certificate to any qualified
therefor, authorizing
authorizing the
the whole
or any
any part
part of
of the
the operations
by
covered by
whole or
operations covered
therefor,
the application,
application if
if the
Commission finds
finds that
that the
the applicant
fit, willing,
willing,
the
the Commission
applicant is
is fit,
and
properly to perform
able properly
perform the service
service proposed
proposed and to conform to the
and able
provisions
requirements, rules,
provisions of
of this
this part
part and
and the
the requirements,
rules, and regulations
regulations of
the Commission
Commission thereunder,
thereunder, and
and that
that the
to the
the extent
extent
the proposed
proposed service,
service, to
the
authorized
certificate, is
required by
authorized by
by the certificate,
is or will be
be required
by the present or
or
future
convenience and necessity;
necessity; otherwise such
application
such application
future public convenience
be denied.
shall be
Routes; ports.
"(d) Such
Such certificate
certificate shall
specify the
the route
or routes
routes over
over which,
which, or
or
Routes; ports.
"(d)
shall specify
route or
the
and from
which, such
carrier is
authorized to
to operate,
operate, and,
such carrier
is authorized
and,
the ports
ports to
to and
from which,
at the
the time
time of
of issuance
issuance and
and from
from time
to time
time thereafter,
there shall
be
thereafter, there
shall be
time to
at
attached
privileges granted
certificate such
granted by
by such certificate
such
attached to the exercise
exercise of the privileges
Terms, conditions,
and limitations
limitations as the public
public convenience
t
reasonable terms,
Tnrms,
conditions, reasonable
terms, conditions,
conditions, and
convenience
and limitations.
and
including terms,
and necessity
necessity may from time to time require, including
terms, condiconditions,
and limitations
of the
the route
route or
routes of
of the
the
as to
to the
the extension
extension of
or routes
tions, and
limitations as
carrier,
such other
limitations as
as are
other terms,
terms, and
and conditions,
conditions, and
and limitations
are
carrier, and
and such
necessary
to carry
carry out,
out, with
with respect
to the
operations of
of the
the carrier,
carrier, the
the
necessary to
respect to
the operations
requirements of
the Commission
purrequirements
of this
this part
part or
or those established
established by
by the
Commission purProviso.
PrTo io.
suant thereto:
Provided,however, That no terms, conditions, or limitathereto: Provided,
Right to add equiptions
restrict the right of
equipment,
of the carrier to
to add
add to
to its
its equipment,
tions shall
shall restrict
ment.
ment.
facilities
service within
the scope
scope. of
of such
such certificate,
certificate, as
as the
the developfacilities, or
or service
within the
development
and the
of the
the public
public shall
shall require,
or the
the
ment of
of the
the business
business and
the demands
demands of
require, or
Extension of
Extension
of servserv- right of the carrier
to
extend
its
services
over
uncomnleted
portions
of
carrier
services
uncompleted
ices.
fees.
waterway projects now or hereafter
authorized by Congress,
Congress, over
over the
waterway
hereafter authorized
completed portions
portions of
it already
as soon
as such
such uncomcompleted
of which
which it
already operates,
operates, as
soon as
uncompleted portions
are open
open for navigation.
navigation.
portions are
pleted
Use
public waterUse of
of public
water"(e)
"(e) No certificate
certificate issued under this part shall confer any proprieay
'WOW
w
s;
tary or exclusive right or rights in the use of public
public waterways.
waterways.
Permit
prerequisite
(f)
otherwise
provided
in
and
311,
permito
prerequisit
"(f)
Except
as
otherwise
provided
in
this
section
and section
section 311,
to operation.
operation.
to
engage in
contract carrier
water
no person
person shall engage
in the business
business of aacontract
carrier by
by water
unless
Commission
unless he or
or it
it holds an
an effective
effective permit, issued by
by the
the Commission
Proviso.
such operation:
Provided, That,
subject to
to section
section 310,
310, if
That, subject
operation: Provided,
provi- authorizing
authorizing such
of proviWvvr
Waiver of
sions.
any
predecessor in
was in
in bona
bona fide
operation
sions.
any such carrier or a
a predecessor
in interest
interest was
fide operation
as
on January
1940, over
over the
the route
or
as a
a contract
contract carrier by
by water
water on
January 1
1, 1940,
route or
routes or between
between the ports with respect
respect to which
which application
application is made,
made,
operated since
that time
time (or,
(or, if
furnishing seaseaand has
has so operated
since that
if engaged
engaged in
in furnishing
seasonal
sonal service
service only,
only, was in bona
bona fide
fide operation during
during the seasonal
period, prior to or including
including such
such date, for
for operations
operations of the character
character
period,
in question) except, in either event, as to interruptions
interruptions of service over
applicant or its predecessor
which the applicant
predecessor in interest had no control, the
the
Commission shall
further proceedings,
if
Commission
shall issue
issue such
such permit,
permit, without further
proceedings, if
application for such permit is made
made to the Commission as
provided
application
as provided
in subsection (g) of this section
section and prior to the expiration
expiration of one
Provisional continutu. hundred
,Provision
and twenty
twenty days
days after this
this section
takes effect.
effect. Pendin
hundred and
section takes
Pending
awe of operation.
the determination
determination of
of any
the continuance
continuance of
of such
such
any such
such application,
application, the
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operation
If the application
operation shall be lawful. If
application for such permit is not
made within
within one hundred
hundred and twenty
twenty days
this section
section takes
takes
days after
after this
it shall be decided
effect, it
decided in accordance
accordance with the standards and procedure
for in
in subsection
cedure provided for
subsection (g),
(g), and
permit shall
shall be
be issued
and such
such permit
issued
accordingly. Any
included within
within the
the proproor .denied accordingly.
Any person,
person, not
not included
vision of the foregoing
foregoing proviso,
is engaged
in transportation
transportation as
as
proviso, who
who is
engaged in
aacontract
contract carrier
carrier by water
water when this section takes effect may continue
such operation
operation for aa period
hundred and
thereperiod of one
one hundred
and twenty days
days thereif application
application for
is made
made
after without aa permit,
permit, and,
and, if
for such
such permit
permit is
Commission within
to the. Commission
period, the
the continuance
continuance of
of such
such
within such period,
operation shall
pending the
determination of
such
shall be lawful pending
the determination
of such
application.
application.
"(g)
for such
such permit
shall be
t
o the
the Commission
"(g) Application
Application for
permit shall
be made
made to
Commission
in
writing, be
be verified
oath, and
shall be
such form
form and
and
in writing,
verified under
under oath,
and shall
be in
in such
contain
such information
information and
and be
accompanied by
by proof
proof of
of service
service
contain such
be accompanied
upon
the Commission
Commission shall,
upon such interested
interested parties
parties as
as the
shall, by
by regulations,
regulations,
require.
to section
section 310,
310, upon
upon application
Commission
require. Subject
Subject to
application the
the Commission
shall
issue such
permit if
if it
applicant is
fit, willing,
shall issue
such permit
it finds
finds that
that the
the applicant
is fit,
willing,
and
to perform
the service
service proposed
conform
and able
able properly
properly to
perform the
proposed and
and to
to conform
to the
part and
the requirements,
rules, and
and regulato
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this part
and the
requirements, rules,
regulations of
of the
thereunder, and
that such
operation will
will be
be
tions
the Commission
Commission thereunder,
and that
such operation
consistent with
public interest
and the
the national
national transportation
transportation
consistent
with the
the public
interest and
policy
in this
this Act.
The business
business of
the carrier
and the
scope
policy declared
declared in
Act. The
of the
carrier and
the scope
thereof shall
be specified
permit and
and there
there shall
shall be
thereof
shall be
specified in
in such
such permit
be attached
attached
thereto at
of issuance
issuance and
thereafter such
such
thereto
at time
time of
and from
from time
time to
to time
time thereafter
reasonable terms,
terms, conditions,
consistent with
the
reasonable
conditions, and
and limitations,
limitations, consistent
with the
character of
of the
holder as
as a
acontract
contract carrier
by water,
water, as
as are
are necessary
necessary
character
the holder
carrier by
to
carry out
out the
of this
this part
lawfully established
established
to carry
the requirements
requirements of
part or
or those
those lawfully
by the
Commission pursuant
pursuant thereto:
thereto: Provided,
That no
no
by
the Commission
Provided, however,
however, That
terms, conditions,
or limitations
shall restrict
the right
right of
of the
the carrier
terms,
conditions, or
limitations shall
restrict the
carrier
to substitute
substitute or
or add
contracts within
within the
the scope
scope of
of the
to add
to
add contracts
the permit,
permit or
or to
add
to his
his equipment,
equipment, facilities,
within the
the scope
of the
the permit,
permit,
scope of
to
facilities, or
or service,
service, within
as the
the development
development of
of the
the demands
of the
the carrier's
carrier's
business and
and the
demands of
as
the business
patrons shall
patrons
shall require.
require.
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Application for permit.
mit.

Issuance.
Issuance.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Certain rights not
Certain
restricted.
restricted.

"DUAL OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS UNDER
UNDER (4X:tit
ICATES AND
PERMITS
AND PERMITr
CERTIFICATES
"DUAL
Operation undereer•
under cer.
"
SEC. 310.
Unless, for
for good
good cause
shown, the
Commission shall
shall find,
find, tiflcate
the Commission
cause shown,
"SEC.
310. Unless,
permit.
Mc:ate and
and 'permit.
or
that both
certificate and
and aa permit
be so
so
both a
a certificate
permit may
may be
or shall
shall have
have found,
found, that
held
the public
public interest
interest and
and with
with the
national
the national
with the
held consistently
consistently with
transportation policy
in this
this ActAct—
policy declared
declared in
transportation
"(1)
no person,
or any
any person
person controlling,
controlled by, or
or
controlling, controlled
"(1) no
person, or
under common
common control
control with
with such
such person,
person, shall
shall hold
hold a
a certificate
certificate
under
as
common carrier
water if
person, or
or any
any such
such conconif such
such person,
carrier by
by water
as a
a common
trolling
controlled person,
or person
common
person under
under common
trolling person,
person, controlled
person, or
control, holds
holds a
permit as
as aacontract
contract carrier
carrier by
water; and
and
by water;
a permit
control,
"(2)
person, or
or any
any person
controlling, controlled
controlled by,
by, or
or
"(2) no
no person,
person controlling,
under common
common control
such person,
person, shall
shall hold
permit as
as a
hold aapermit
a
under
control with
with such
contract carrier
carrier by
by water
water if
if such
person, or
such controlling
controlling
such person,
or any
any such
contract
person, controlled
person under
under common
common control,
control, holds
holds
person, or
or person
person,
controlled person,
certificate as
as a
a common
common carrier
by water.
water.
carrier by
aacertificate

"TEMPORARY
"TEMPORARY OPERATIONS
OPERATIONS
Temporary
Temporary opera"SEo.
To enable
enable the
the provision
service for
which there
there is
is tion
for which
provision of
of service
"SEC. 311.
311. (a)
(a) To
authority.
an
immediate
and
urgent
need
to
a
point
or
points
or
within
a
an immediate and urgent need to a point or points or within a
territory
having no
no carrier
carrier service
such need,
the
need, the
meeting such
capable of
of meeting
service capable
territory having
Commission
may, in
in its
and without
without hearings
hearings or
other
or other
its discretion
discretion .and
Commission may,
proceedings,
grant temporary
temporary authority
authority for
for such
such service
common
service by
by aacommon
proceedings, grant
carrier by
by water
carrier by
water, as
as the
the case
case may
may be.
be.
by water,
or aa contract
contract carrier
carrier
water or
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Such
temporary authority
authority shall
such time
time as
as the
the ComSuch temporary
shall be
be valid
valid for
for such
Comof one
one
mission shall specify
specify but
but not for more
more than an
an aggregate
aggregate of
hundred and eighty
days, and
and shall
no presumption
presumption that
hundred
eighty days,
shall create
create no
that
corresponding permanent
permanent authority
will be
be granted
granted thereafter.
corresponding
authority will
thereafter.
"(b) Pending
Pending the
the determination
of an
an application
application filed
filed with
with the
the
"(b)
determination of
Commission
under this
this Act
Act for
approval of
of aaconsolidation
or merger
Commission under
for approval
consolidation or
merger
of the
purchase,
the properties
properties of two
two or more
more water
water carriers, or
or of aa purchase,
lease,
contract to
operate the
the properties
of one
or more
water
lease, or
or contract
to operate
properties of
one or
more water
carriers,
Commission may,
cause shown,
shown, and
and without
without
carriers, the Commission
may, for
for good cause
hearings
or other
other proceedings,
approval, for
for a
a
hearings or
proceedings, grant
grant temporary
temporary approval,
exceeding one
operation of
period not
not exceeding
one hundred
hundred and
and eighty days,
days, of operation
of
the
properties of
person proposing
to
the properties
of such
such carriers
carriers by
by water by the person
proposing to
acquire
aforesaid.
acquire them, as aforesaid.
"TRANSFER
PERMITS
"rRANSFER OF
OF CERTIFICATES
CERTIFICATES AND
AND PERMITS

Transfer of certifiTransfer
cates and permits.

"SEC. 312. Except
Except as provided
provided in
certificate or
or
"SEO.
in this part,
part, any such
such certificate
transferred in
in accordance
with such
regulations as
the
permit may
may be
be transferred
accordance with
such regulations
as the
protection of
the public
public interest
interest
Commission shall
shall prescribe
prescribe for
for the
the protection
of the
and to insure
compliance with
of this
this part.
insure compliance
with the
the provisions
provisions of
part.
"ACCOUNTS,
REPORTS
"ACCOUNTS, RECORDS,
REOORDS, AND
AND REPORTS

"
SEC. 313. (a)
(a) The Commission
hereby authorized
authorized to
"SEC.
Commission is hereby
to require
require
annual, periodical,
periodical, or special
special reports
reports from water carriers
carriers and
and
lessors (as defined i
n this section),
and to prescribe
and
in
section), and
prescribe the manner
manner and
form in which
which such reports shall be made,
made, and to require
from such
require from
such
carriers
carriers and lessors specific
specific and full, true, and correct
answers to all
all
correct answers
questions
questions upon which the Commission
Commission may deem
deem information
information to
to be
be
necessary.
necessary. Such annual reports shall give
account of the
affairs
give an
an account
the affairs
of the carrier or lessor in such form and detail as may be prescribed
prescribed
Information reby
the
Commission.
Said
annual
reports
contain
all
annual
reports
shall
contain
all the
the
quired.
required information
months ending
ending on
the
information for the
the period
period of twelve
twelve months
on the
thirty-first day of December in each year,
thirty-first
year, unless the Commission shall
shall
specify
different date,
date, and
be made
made out
out under
under oath
oath and
and filed
fil ed
specify aadifferent
and shall
shall be
with the Commission
Commission at its office in Washington
Washington within
months
within three
three months
after the close of the year for which the
the report
report is
is made,
made, unless
unless addiadditional time be granted in any case by the Commission.
Commission. Such periodical or special reports as may be required
required by the Commission under
under
this paragraph
paragraph shall also be under oath whenever
whenever the Commission
Commission
so requires.
FilingofcopyofconFiling of coPY of con"(13) The Commission
Commission may also
any such
such carrier
carrier to
to file
file with
with
"(b)
also require
require any
tract, charter, or agreeagreement.
it
it a
atrue copy of any contract,
contract, charter, or agreement between
between such
such
person in relation to transportation
carrier and any other
other carrier
carrier or person
transportation
facilities, service, or traffic
traffic affected
affected by the provisions
provisions of this
this part.
Confidential treatThe Commission shall
shall not, however, make public any contract, charment accorded.
accorded.
ter, or agreement
agreement between aacontract carrier by water and aashipper,
or any of the terms or conditions
conditions thereof, except
as aa part
part of
of the
the
except as
a formal
record in a
formal proceeding
proceeding where
where it considers such action
action conconProveso.
Proviso.
Provided,That if it appears
sistent with the public interest: Provided,
appears from
from an
an
Failure to conform
conform
to published schedule.
schedule. examination of any such contract
contract that it fails to conform
conform to the
published schedule of the contract carrier by water as required
required by
by
Artie, p.
Ante,
p. 936.
936.
section 306 (e),
(e), the Commission
Commission may, in its discretion, make public
such of the provisions of the contract as the Commission considers
considers
necessary
necessary to disclose such failure
failure and the extent thereof.
thereof.
Uniform
Uniform system of
"(c)
"(c) The Commission may, in its discretion,
discretion, for the purpose of
of
accounts.
accounts
enabling it
it the better to carry
carry out the purposes of this part, prescribe
any class
class of
of water
water carriers,
carriers,
aauniform system of
of accounts
accounts applicable
applicable to
to any
and a
a period of time within which such class
class shall have
such uniform
have such
uniform
system of accounts,
accounts, and the manner in which such accounts
accounts shall
shall be
be
kept.

Authority
Authority of Commission.
mission.
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"(d) The Commission
Commission shall, as soon as practicable,
practicable, prescribe
prescribe for
for
property for which depreciation
water carriers the classes of property
depreciation charges
operating expenses, and the rate or
or
may properly
properly be
be included under operating
rates of depreciation
depreciation which shall be charged
charged with respect
respect to each of
it may deem
such
such classes
classes of property,
property, classifying the carriers as it
deem
proper for
for this
Commission may,
may, when
when it deems necesThe Commission
this purpose.
purpose. The
proper
prescribed. When the Commismodify the classes and rates so prescribed.
sary, modify
sion
shall have
have exercised
exercised its
authority under
provisions
foregoing provisions
under the
the foregoing
its authority
sion shall
of this
charge to operating
operating
carriers shall not charge
subsection, water carriers
of
this subsection,
expenses
charges on classes
classes of property
property other than
depreciation charges
expenses any depreciation
those prescribed
prescribed by
by the
or charge
charge with
respect to any
with respect
the Commission,
Commission, or
those
prescribed
other than that prescribed
class
property a
a rate
rate of depreciation
depreciation other
class of property
therefor
therefor by the Commission, and no such carrier shall in any
any case
include under
operating expenses
expenses any
any depreciation
depreciation charge
charge in any form
under operating
include
Commission.
prescribed by the Commission.
than as prescribed
whatsoever other than
whatsoever
prescribe the forms of
"(e)
may, in
in its
its discretion,
discretion, prescribe
Commission may,
The Commission
"(e) The
any
all accounts,
memoranda to be kept
kept by water
water
and memoranda
records, and
and all
accounts, records,
any and
carriers and
including the
the accounts, records, and memoranda
memoranda
and lessors,
lessors, including
carriers
of the
movement of
traffic, as
of the
the receipts
receipts and expenditures
expenditures
as of
well as
as well
of traffic,
the movement
of
of money,
money, and
and it
it shall
shall be
unlawful for
such carriers or lessors
for such
be unlawful
of
memoranda contrary
to keep
records, and memoranda
contrary to any rules,
accounts, records,
any accounts,
to
keep any
with respect thereto.
regulations, or
or orders
orders of
of the
the Commission
Commission with
regulations,
"(
f) The
Commission or
or its
its duly
duly authorized
special agents, accountauthorized special
The Commission
"(f)
ants, or
or examiners
shall have
have authority
authority to
to inspect
inspect and
and copy
and
copy any and
examiners shall
ants,
other
correspondence, and
all
records, memoranda,
memoranda, correspondence,
and other
books, records,
all accounts,
accounts, books,
documents,
such water
and lessors, and such accounts
accounts,
water carriers and
of such
documents, of
books, records,
memoranda, correspondence,
correspondence and other
other documents of
records, memoranda,
books,
any
person controlling,
controlled by,
or under
under common
common control with
by, or
controlling, controlled
any person
any
such carrier
carrier as
Commission deems
relevant to
to such
person's
such person's
deems relevant
the Commission
as the
any such
relation to
to or
transactions with
Commission or
or its
its
The Commission
carrier. The
such carrier.
with such
or transactions
relation
duly authorized
authorized special
special agents,
examiners shall at all
agents, accountants, or examiners
duly
times
all lands,
lands, buildings,
buildings, or
equipment of
such carriers
carriers
of such
or equipment
to all
access to
have access
times have
or
and shall
shall have
have authority
authority under
under its order
order to inspect
inspect and
and
lessors, and
or lessors,
examine
any and
and all
such lands,
such
All such
equipment. All
and equipment.
buildings, and
lands, buildings,
all such
examine any
carriers, lessors,
lessors, and
persons shall
shall submit
their accounts,
accounts, books,
books,
submit their
and persons
carriers,
records,
and other
other documents
documents for
for the
the
correspondence, and
memoranda, correspondence,
records, memoranda,
inspection
and for
for copying
authorized by
by this
this paragraph,
and such
such
paragraph, and
copying authorized
inspection and
carriers and
lessors shall
submit their
their lands,
and equipment
equipment
buildings, and
lands, buildings,
shall submit
and lessors
carriers
for
inspection and
any duly
duly authorized
agent,
special agent,
authorized special
to any
examination, to
and examination,
for inspection
accountant,
of the
demand and
and the
the
upon demand
Commission, upon
the Commission,
examiner of
or examiner
accountant, or
display of
of proper
credentials.
proper credentials.
display
"(g)
(g) The
The Commission
Commission may
issue orders
such operating,
operating,
specifying such
orders specifying
may issue
accounting,
or financial
financial papers,
papers, records,
records, books,
stubs,
tickets, stubs,
blanks, tickets,
books, blanks,
accounting, or
correspondence, or
or documents
of water
water carriers
carriers or
as may,
after
may, after
lessors as
or lessors
documents of
correspondence,
time, be
destroyed, and
and prescribing
prescribing the
length of
time the
the
of time
the length
be destroyed,
aareasonable
reasonable time,
same shall
shall be
be preserved.
preserved.
same
"(h)
used in
in this
the words
words 'keep'
'keep' and
'kept' shall
be
shall be
and 'kept'
section, the
this section,
As used
"(h) As
construed to
to mean
well as
retained;
as retained;
as well
compiled, as
or compiled,
prepared, or
made, prepared,
mean made,
construed
the
term 'lessor'
'lessor' means
means aa lessor
lessor of
right to
to operate
operate as
water
as aawater
any right
of any
the term
carrier;
and
the
term
'water
carrier'
or
'lessor'
includes
a
receiver
or
or
a
receiver
includes
'lessor'
or
carrier'
'water
term
carrier; and the
trustee of
of such
such water
or lessor.
lessor.
carrier or
water carrier
trustee

945
945
Depreciation
Depreciation
charges; rates.

Modifications.
Modifications.

Forms of
of accounts,
accounts,
records, and memorecords,

randa.
randa.

Inspection and exInspection
amination of accounts,
accounts,
amination
equipment, etc.
lands, equipment,
etc.

Preservation
Preservation of recdestruction.
ords; destruction.

"Keep"and
"Keep" and "kept."
"kept."
"Lessor."
"Lessor."
"Water carrier"
or
"Water
carrier" or
"lessor."
"lessor."

"ALLOWANCES
TO SHIPPERS
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES
SERVICES
FOR TRANSPORTATION
SHIPPERS FOR
"ALLOWANCES TO
"
SEC. 314.
the owner
owner of
transported under
under this
part
this part
property transported
of property
If the
314. If
"SEC.
directly or
or indirectly
indirectly renders
service connected
connected with
such transtranswith such
any service
renders any
directly
portation, or
or furnishes
furnishes any
any instrumentality
the charge
charge
therein, the
used therein,
instrumentality used
portation,
and allowance
allowance therefor
therefor shall
published in
tariffs or
filed
schedules filed
or schedules
m tariffs
be published
shall be
and
in the
the manner
provided in
this part
and shall
shall be
no more
than is
is just
just
more than
be no
part and
in this
manner provided
in
and
the Commission
may, after
after hearing
comon aa comhearing on
Commission may,
and the
reasonable; and
and reasonable;
193470°-41—PT.1-60
193470°-41-PT. -60

Allowances.
Allowances.
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plaint or on its own initiative, determine what
what is
charge
is aareasonable
reasonable charge
as the maximum
maximum to be paid by the carrier
carriers for
the services
carrier or carriers
for the
services
so rendered or for the use of the instrumentality
instrumentality so
so furnished,
and
furnished, and
fix the same by appropriate
appropriate order.
order.
"
NOTICES, ORDERS,
ORDERS,
"NOTICES,

Designation
of agent
Designationofagent
upon
whom service
may be
be made.
made.

Hearing or investigatioprortets
gation
prerequisite.

,

AND SERVICE
SERVICE OF
OF PROCESS
AND
PROCESS

"Snc.
(a) It
carrier to
"SEC. 315. (a)
It shall be the duty of every
every water carrier
to file with
the Commission aadesignation
designation in writing of the name and
and post-office
post-office
address
address of an agent
agent upon whom or which service of notices or
or orders
orders
may be made under
under this part. Such designation
may from time
time to
designation may
to
changed by like writing similarly
time be changed
similarly filed. Service
Service of
of notices
notices or
or
proceedings under this part may be made upon such carrier
orders in proceedings
carrier
by personal
personal service
service upon it or upon an agent so designated
designated by it,
it, or
or
by registered
it or to such agent at the address
registered mail addressed to it
filed.
address filed.
In default
default of such designation, service of any notice or order
order may be
be
made by posting in the office of the secretary
the Commission.
secretary of the
Commission.
Whenever notice or order is served by mail, as provided herein,
herein, the
the
date of mailing shall be considered
considered as the
of service.
In proprothe time of
service. In
ceedings before
before the Commission
Commission involving
involving the
lawfulness of
of rates,
rates,
the lawfulness
fares, charges, classifications,
classifications, or
notice upon
an
or practices,
practices, service of
of notice
upon an
a carrier who has filed a
attorney in fact of a
schedule in behalf
a tariff or schedule
behalf
of
carrier shall
be deemed
to be
be due
due and
and sufficient
service upon
upon
of such carrier
shall be
deemed to
sufficient service
the carrier.
carrier.
"(b)
No order,
order, based
afinding
any water
water carrier
carrier has
has viovio(b) No
based upon
upon a
finding that
that any
late any provision
lated
provision of this part, sha
shall be
by the
the Commission
Commission
be made
made by
except after hearing upon complaint
or after
owninitiative.
compl ai
n tor
aft er an investigation
investigation upon its

own initiative.
"(c)
"(c) The Commission
Commission may suspend, modify, or set aside
orders
aside its orders
under this part upon such notice and m
manner as
as it
shall deem
deem
in such manner
it shall
proper.
proper.
"(d) Except as otherwise
"(d)
otherwise provided in this part, all orders of the

Effective dates.
Effective
dates.

Commission, other than orders
orders for
money, shall
shall take
take
for the
the payment
payment of
of money,
effect within such reasonable
reasonable time,
not less
less than
than thirty
as the
the
time, not
thirty days,
days, as
Commission may prescribe and
shall continu
i
n f
orce un
til its
it s further
and shall
continuee in
force
until
further

Observance of orObservance of orders.

order, or for a
a specified period of
time, according
according as
as shall
shall be
be preof time
prescribed in the order, unless the same shall be suspended,
modified, or
or
suspended, modified,
set aside by the Commission, or
suspended or
aside by
by aa court
or be suspended
or set
set aside
court
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
"(e)
be the duty
"(e) It
It shall be
duty of
of every
water carrier,
its agents
agents and
and
every water
carrier, its
employees,' to observe
employees
observe and
w ith suc
or d
ers so
so l
ong as
as the
the
and comply
comply with
suchh orders
long
same shall remain
remain in effect.
effect.
"ENFORCEMENT
"ENFORCEMENT AND
AND PROCEDURE
PROCEDURE

Enforcement and
Enforcement and
procedure.
Ante, pp. 910, 913.
Ante,
pp.C. 91013.
49 U. S.
§46.
15 u.
U. S.
S.cC. §§ 32,
3 33.

s

3.

Failure to comply
Failure
to comply
with
designated
provisions,
visions, etc.
etc.

"SEC.
"
SEC. 316. (a) The provisions of section
section 12 and section 17 of part I,
and the
the Compulsory
Compulsory Testimony
and
and the
Immunity
Testimony Act
Act (27
(27 Stat.
Stat. 443),
443), and
the Immunity
(34 Stat. 798; 32
of Witnesses Act (34
ch. 755,
1), shall
shall apply
apply
32 Stat.
Stat. 904,
904, ch.
755, see.
sec. 1),
with full
full force and
administration and
with
and effect in the administration
enforcement of
of
and enforcement
this
this part.
part.
ny water
ater carrier
"(b)) IIf any
carrier fails to comply with or operates
operates in violaviolation of any provision
(except provisions
tion
provision of this part (except
provisions as
as to
to the
the reasonreasonableness
of rates,
rates, fares,
fares, or
charges, and
and the
the discriminatory
discriminatory character
ableness of
or charges,
character
thereof),
or any
any rule,
thereof), or
requirement, or
or order
order thereunder
thereunder
rule, regulation,
regulation, requirement,
(except
(except an order
order for the payment
payment of
of money),
of any
any term
term or
or condicondimoney), or
or of
tion of any certificate
certificate or permit, the
the Commission
Commission or
or the
the Attorney
Attorney
General of the United States (or, in
in case
case of
such an
any party
of such
an order,
order, any
party
to comply
injured by the failure
failure to
comply therewith
therewith or
or by
the violation
thereof)
by the
violation thereof)
may apply to any district court of
of the
the United
States having
jurisdicUnited States
having jurisdic-
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tion
enforcement of
provision of this part
tion of the parties
parties for
for the enforcement
of such
such provision
condition;•
term, or condition
or of such rule, regulation, requirement,
requirement, order, term
Enforcement of
and such
enforce
rce obedience
obedience thereto; Enforcement
have jurisdiction
jurisdiction to enfo
court shall
shall have
and
such court
obedience.
mandatory or other- obedience.
other process,
process, mandatory
or writs of
of injunction
injunction or other
by a
a writ
writ or
wise, restraining
restraining such
carrier and
and any
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent, employee,
employee, or
or reprepsuch carrier
wise,
resentative thereof from further violation
violation of such provision of this
resentative
part
rule.
,regulation,
requirement, order,
order, term,
condition
part or of
of such
such rule,
regulation, requirement,
term, or condition
and
thereto.
enjoining obedience
obedience thereto.
and enjoining
Written report
report of
Written
"(c) The
shall enter
enter of
of record
record a
hear- hearings.
report of
of heara written
written report
"(c)
The Commission
Commission shall
hearings.
without
ings
conducted upon
complaint, or
upon its own
initiative without
own initiative
or upon
upon complaint,
ings conducted
complaint, stating
conclusions decision, and
and order
if repara.
repara.
order and, if
complaint,
stating its conclusions,
tion is
is awarded,
awarded, the
the findings
findings of
fact upon
upon which
the award
award is
made;
is made;
which the
of fact
tion
Publication.
Publication.
copy of
of such
such report to all parties
and
parties of record.
record. The
shall furnish aacopy
and shall
Commission may provide
for the publication of such reports in the
provide for
Commission
form
best adapted
adapted for
information and
authorized
and such
such authorized
and use, and
for public information
form best
received
publications shall,
without further
proof or authentication,
authentication, be received
further proof
shall, without
publications
as competent
competent evidence
such reports
any court of competent
competent
in any
reports in
of such
evidence of
as
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
944.
313, the copies
"(d)
the provisions
provisions of section
copies of schedules,
schedules, Ante, p. 944.
section 313,
to the
Subject to
"(d) Subject
fares, and charges,
and
charges, and
and of all
and classifications
classifications and tariffs of rates, fares,
carriers filed with
contracts,
agreements, and
water carriers
and arrangements
arrangements of water
contracts, agreements,
the
Commission as
herein provided,
provided, and
tables, and
and
and the statistics, tables,
as herein
the Commission
figures
contained in
the annual
annual or
made to the
carriers made
reports of carriers
or other
other reports
in the
figures contained
Public records.
records.
Commission as
provisions of this
reshall be prethis part shall
the provisions
under the
as required,
required, under
Commission
Comof
the
served
as
public
records
in
the
custody
of
the
secretary
theComsecretary
served as public records in the custody of the
mission, and
and shall
shall be
be received
received as
facie evidence
what they
they
of what
evidence of
prima facie
as prima
mission,
purport to
be for
the purpose
purpose of
Commission
the Commission
by the
of investigations
investigations by
for the
to be
purport
Certified copies as
and
all judicial
judicial proceedings;
proceedings; and
copies of
of and
and extracts
extracts from
from any
of evidence.
any of
and copies
and in
in all
evidence.
said
schedules,
classifications,
tariffs,
contracts,
agreements
arrangearrangeagreements,
contracts,
tariffs,
classifications
said schedules,
ments, or
or reports,
made public
public records
records as
as aforesaid,
certified by the
aforesaid, certified
reports, made
ments,
secretary, under
the Commission's
shall be
received in evidence
evidence
be received
seal, shall
Commission's seal,
under the
secretary,
with like
as the originals.
effect as
like effect
with
PENALTIES
"UNLAWFUL
I"UNLAWFUL ACTS AND PENALTIES
Unlim iul acts
acts aad
and
Unlaalul
"SEc.
(a) Any
and willfully
violates penalties.
willfully violates
knowingly and
who knowingly
person who
Any person
317. (a)
"SEC. 317.
penalties.
regulation, requirement,
any
provision of
this part,
or any
requirement, or
rule, regulation,
any rule,
part, or
of this
any provision
permit,
order thereunder,
or any
or condition
of any
any certificate
certificate or permit,
condition of
term or
any term
thereunder, or
order
for
no penalty
otherwise provided,
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a
guilty of
provided, shall
is otherwise
penalty is
which no
for which
misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
any court
United
court of the United
in any
thereof in
misdemeanor and
States
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in the
the district
district in
which such
offense
such offense
in which
of competent
States of
was
whole or
or in
part committed
be subject
for each
each offense
offense
subject for
shall be
committed shall
in part
in whole
was in
to
fine not
not exceeding
exceeding $500.
Each day
day of
of such
such violation
violation shall
shall consti$500. Each
to aafine
tute
offense.
separate offense.
tute aaseparate
Offering of rebates.
rebates.
"
water carrier
any officer,
employee, or
representa- etc.Offering
or representaagent, employee,
officer, agent,
or any
carrier or
Any water
(b) Any
" (b)
tive
and willfully
willfully offer,
or give,
give,
grant, or
offer, grant,
knowingly and
shall knowingly
who shall
thereof, who
tive thereof,
or
to be
or given,
any rebate,
deferred rebate,
rebate, deferred
given, any
granted, or
offered, granted,
be offered,
cause to
or cause
or
in violation
of the
the provisions
provisions of
this part,
part, or
who,
or who,
of this
violation of
concession, in
or other
other concession,
by any
any device
device or
or means,
assist, or
shall
or shall
willfully assist,
and willfully
knowingly and
shall knowingly
means, shall
by
willingly suffer
any person
obtain transportation
transportation subject
subject
to obtain
person to
permit, any
or permit,
suffer or
willingly
to this
less than
than the
the rates,
rates, fares,
fares, or
or charges
in effect,
effect,
lawfully in
charges lawfully
at less
part at
to
this part
shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof
conviction thereof
of a
a misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
shall
in any
any court
court of
of the
of competent
jurisdiction within
within the
the Penalty.
competent jurisdiction
States of
the United
United States
in
Penalty.
district in
which such
was wholly
wholly or
shall
committed shall
in part
part committed
or in
offense was
such offense
in which
district
be subject
subject for
each offense
to a
fine of
of not
not more
more than
than $5,000.
$5,000.
a fine
offense to
for each
be
Soliciting or receiv"(c) Any
willfully solicit,
ing rebates.
rebates.
accept, ing
solicit, accept,
and willfully
knowingly and
shall knowingly
who shall
person who
Any person
"(c)
or receive
receive any
in violation
violation
concession in
or other
other concession
rebate, or
deferred rebate,
rebate, deferred
any rebate,
or
of the
the provisions
provisions of
or who
who shall
shall by
by any
or means,
means,
device or
any device
part, or
this part,
of this
of
whether with
or without
consent or
or connivance
of any
carrier
water carrier
any water
connivance of
the consent
without the
with or
whether

948
False
False claims,
claims, etc.
etc.

Penalty.
Penalty.
Failure to make reqFalure
tormake
quired
report.

False
False reports.
reports,

Penalty.

Penalty.

"Keep" construed.

"ieep"construed,

Unlawful disclosures by Commission
Commission
employee.
employee.
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employee, or
and
or his or
or its officer, agent, employee,
or representative,
representative, knowingly
knowingly and
willfully obtain transportation
to this
at less
less than
than the
the
transportation subject
subject to
this part
part at
rates, fares
fares, or charges lawfully in effect,
knowingly and
willeffect, or shall knowingly
and willfully, directly
directly or
indirectly, by
false billing,
billing, false
false reprefully,
or indirectly,
by false
false claim,
claim, false
representation, or other device
device or means,
attempt to
to obtain
obtain any
any
sentation,
means, obtain or
or attempt
allowance, refund, or repayment
repayment in
connection with
with or
growing out
out of
allowance,
in connection
or growing
of
transportation, whether
with or
the consent
consent or
or connivance
connivance,
such transportation,
whether with
or without
without the
of such carrier or
or his
his or
or its
its officer,
officer, agent,
agent, employee,
employee, or
or representative,
representative,
compensation of
carrier for such
such transportation
or
whereby the compensation
of such carrier
transportation or
service, either before or
after payment,
payment, shall
be less
less than
the rates,
service,
or after
shall be
than the
rates,
effect, shall
fares, or charges lawfully in effect,
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of aa misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof in
court of
United
conviction thereof
in any court
of the
the United
States of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction within
district in
which such
within the district
in which
such
offense was in whole or in part
part committed, be subject for each
each offense
offense
to aafine of not more
$5,000.
more than
than $5,000.
"(d) Any
carrier or
other person,
person, or
or any
any officer,
officer, agent,
agent,
or other
water carrier
"(d)
Any water
employee, or representative
representative thereof, who shall willfully fail
fail or refuse
refuse
to make a
Commission as required
to
a report to the Commission
required by this part,
part, or to
make specific and full, true, and
and correct answer
answer to
to any
any question
question
within thirty days from
from the time it is lawfully required
required by the Commission so to do, or to keep accounts, record.s,
memoranda in
in
records, and memoranda
the form and manner
manner prescribed
Commission, or
or shall
shall willfull
willfully
prescribed by
by the
the Commission,
falsify, destroy, mutilate, or alter
alter any report, account,
account, record,
record.,
memorandum,
memorandum book, correspondence,
correspondence or other
other document,
document, required
required
under this part to be
willfully neglect
neglect or
or fail
fail to
to
be kept, or
or who
who shall willfully
such accounts,
accounts, records,
or
make full, true
true, and
and correct
correct entries
entries in
in such
records, or
memoranda of all facts and transactions
memoranda
transactions as required
required under
under this
part,
this part,
or shall willfully
willfully keep any accounts, records,
records, or memoranda
memoranda contrary
contrary
to the rules, regulations,
regulations, or orders of the Commission
Commission with
with respect
respect
knowingly and
file with
with the
the Commission
Commission
thereto, or shall
shall knowingly
and willfully
willfully file
any false report, account, record, or memorandum,
be deemed
deemed
memorandum, shall be
guilty of aamisdemeanor, and upon conviction
conviction thereof in any court
court of
of
the United States
States of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction within the
district in
in
the district
which such offense
offense was in whole or in part committed, be subject
subject for
for
each offense
offense to aafine of not
$5,000. As
As used
used in
in this
this subnot more
more than $5,000.
subsection,
'keep' shall be construed
section, the word 'keep'
construed to mean
mean made,
prepared,
made, prepared,
or compiled,
as well
as retained.
retained.
or
compiled, as
well as

Any special
or examiner
examiner of
of the
the Commission
Commission
""(e)
(e) Any
special agent,
agent, accountant,
accountant, or
who knowingly
knowingly and willfully divulges
divulges any fact or information
information which
which
may come
come to
to his
knowledge during
during the
course of
of any
any examination
examination or
or
may
his
knowledge
the
course
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 944.
inspection
made under
inspection made
under authority of section
section 313,
313, except as he may be
directed by the Commission
Commission or by a
acourt or judge thereof, shall
shah be
be
guilty of a
upon conviction
conviction in
in any
any
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall be subject, upon
Penalty.
Penalty.
court of the United States of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction, to a
a fine of not
imprisonment for aaterm not exceeding
more than $500
$500 or imprisonment
exceeding six months,
months,
or both.
disclol
sulnUnlawful
byrcader
l carrier,
"(1) It
for any
any common
carrier by
by water,
water, or
or any
any
eetc.
to
"(f)
It shall
shall be
be unlawful
unlawful for
common carrier
sures
by
officer, receiver, trustee, lessee,
lessee agent, or employee
employee of
ch carr
i
er ,or
of su
such
carrier,
or
for any other person authorized
authorized by such carrier
carrier or
receive
or person
person to
to receive
information,
information, knowingly
knowingly and willfully to disclose to or permit
permit to be
acquired
acquired by any person other than
than the shipper or consignee,
consignee, without
without
the consent of such shipper or consignee, any information
information concerning
concerning
the nature, kind, quantity, destination,
destination, consignee, or routing of
of any
any
property tendered or delivered to such
such carrier for transportation
subject to this part, which information
information may be used to the detriment
detriment
prejudice of such shipper
shipper or consignee, or which may
or prejudice
or does
does
may or
improperly disclose his business transactions
transactions to a
a competitor;
competitor; and
it
it shall also be unlawful
unlawful for any person to solicit or knowingly
knowingly and
and

sun
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information which may
willfully receive any such information
may be or is so used.
Any person violating any provisions of this subsection shall be guilty
guilty
of
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof in any
any court
court of the
and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
of a
United States
States of
of competent
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction within
which
within the district in which
United
such offense
offense was
in whole
subject to aa
in part committed shall be subject
whole or in
was in
such
Nothing in this part shall be construed
fine of
than $2,000. Nothing
not more
more than
of not
legal
to prevent
giving of
information in response
response to any legal
of such
such information
the giving
to
prevent the
process issued
issued under
any court, or to any officer
officer or
authority of any
under the authority
process
agent of
of the
the Government
United States or of any State,
of the United
Government of
agent
Territory,
exercise of his powers, or to any
in the exercise
thereof, in
or District
District thereof,
Territory, or
officer
other duly
duly authorized
authorized person
such information
information for
seeking such
person seeking
or other
officer or
the prosecution
prosecution of
of persons
persons charged
charged with
to
or suspected
suspected of crimes, or to
with or
the
for the purpose of
another carrier,
authorized agent,
agent, for
duly authorized
or its
its duly
carrier, or
another
adjusting
ordinary course
course of business
the ordinary
accounts in the
traffic accounts
mutual traffic
adjusting mutual
of such
such carriers.
of

Penalty.
Penalty.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

CHARGES
RATES AND
OF RATES
"COLLECTION
AND CHARGES
"COLLECTION OF
Collection of
of rates
rates
Collection
"SE0 : 318. No
common carrier
carrier by
deliver or relinquish and
shall deliver
by water
water shall
No common
"SwE.
charges.
possession at
destination of
of any
any freight
freight transported
transported by it until all d
at destination
possession
tariff
rates and
charges thereon
paid, except under
under such
been paid,
thereon have been
and charges
tariff rates
rules and
and regulations
as the
the Commission
Commission may
from time to time premay from
regulations as
rules
scribe to
to govern
govern the
of all
all such
rates and
and charges,
charges, includsuch rates
settlement of
the settlement
scribe
mg rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations for
to prevent
prevent
and to
settlement, and
periodical settlement,
for periodical
ing
Proviso.
unjust discrimination
or undue
or prejudice:
unjust
discrimination or
undue preference
preference or
prejudice: Provided,
Provided, Governmental
Governmental
freight.
freight.
That
the
provisions
of
this
paragraph
shall
not
be
construed
to
proto
construed
be
not
shall
paragraph
this
of
That the provisions
hibit any
such carrier
carrier from
credit in
connection with rates
in connection
extending credit
from extending
any such
hibit
and charges
for the
United States,
States, for
for any
any
the United
transported for
freight transported
on freight
charges on
and
department,
bureau, or
or agency
agency thereof,
or for
any State
State or
or Territory
Territory
for any
thereof, or
department, bureau,
or
political subdivision
of Columbia.
Columbia.
District of
the District
or for
for the
thereof, or
subdivision thereof,
or political
Nonliability of conWhere
such carrier
instructed by
or consignor
to deliver
deliver signee.
of coniniabity
consignor to
shipper or
by a
a shipper
is instructed
carrier is
Where such
property transported
transported by
by such
other than
the shipthan the
consignee other
to a
a consignee
carrier to
such carrier
property
per
such consignee
shall not
not be
be legally
legally liable
for transtransliable for
consignee shall
or consignor,
consignor, such
per or
property
portation charges
charges in
in respect
of the
the transportation
transportation of such property
respect of
portation
(beyond those
those billed against
against him
him at
at the
of delivery
delivery for
for which
which
time of
the time
billed
(beyond
he
otherwise liable)
be due
after the
propthe propdue after
to be
be found
found to
may be
which may
liable) which
he is
is otherwise
erty
consignee (1)
(1) is
is an agent
agent only
only
the consignee
if the
to him,
him, if
delivered to
been delivered
has been
erty has
and
beneficial title
title in
in the
the property,
prior to
to delivery
delivery
(2) prior
and (2)
property, and
no beneficial
and had
had no
of
property has
has notified
notified the
delivering carrier
in writing
writing of
of the
the
carrier in
the delivering
the property
of the
fact
of such
such agency
absence of
and, in
in the
case of
of
the case
title, and,
of beneficial
beneficial title,
and absence
agency and
fact of
shipment reconsigned
reconsigned or
diverted to
to aapoint
point other
other than
than that
that specispecior diverted
aashipment
fied in
the original
of lading,
notified the
the delivering
delivering carrier
carrier
has notified
lading, has
bill of
original bill
in the
fied
in writing
writing of
of the
and address
address of
the beneficial
of the
the
owner of
beneficial owner
of the
name and
the name
in
Liability of shipper,
Lilbn'tyofrshipner
property.
such cases
cases the
the shipper
or consignor,
consignor, or
in the
the case of consignor,
or in
shipper or
In such
property. In
or beneficial
owner.
reconsigned or
or diverted,
beneficial owner
owner shall
shall be
be cal owner.
the beneficial
diverted, the
so reconsigned
shipment so
aa shipment
liable for
for such
any provisions
provisions to
to
of any
irrespective of
charges irrespective
additional charges
such additional
liable
the
in the
lading or
contract under
under which
which the
the
the contract
or in
in the
of lading
bill of
the bill
contrary in
the contrary
Time limitations.
shipment was
was made
or handled.
handled. An
action for
for the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of Timelimitations.
An action
made or
shipment
such
liability
may
be
begun
within
two
years
from
the
time
the
cause
such liability may be begun within two years from the time the cause
of action
action accrues,
accrues, or
the expiration
expiration of
after final
final
months after
of six
six months
or before
before the
of
judgment against
against the
the carrier
carrier in
in an
action against
the consignee
consignee bebeagainst the
an action
judgment
Liability of conLitabty of congun within
within said
said period.
If the
the consignee
consignee has
has given
given to the carrier
carrier signee.
period. If
gun
erroneous
information
as
to
who
is
the
beneficial
owner,
such
conerroneous information as to who is the beneficial owner, such consignee shall
shall himself
himself be
for such
additional charges,
notwithcharges, notwithsuch additional
liable .for
be liable
signee
Time limitations.
standing
foregoing provisions
of this
this paragraph.
An action
action for
for
Tme limitations.
paragraph. An
provisions of
the foregoing
standing the
the
of such
such liability
liability may
begun within
two years
years
within two
be begun
may be
enforcement of
the enforcement
from the
the time
the cause
cause of
action accrues,
the expiration
expiration of
of
or before
before the
accrues, or
of action
time the
from
six months
after final
judgment against
against the
the carrier
carrier in
in an
action
an action
final judgment
months after
six
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against the
the beneficial
named by
by the
consignee begun
within
against
beneficial owner
owner named
the consignee
begun within
shipments reconsigned
reconsigned or
or diverted
diverted by
by an
an agent
agent who
who
said period.
period. On
On shipments
has furnished the carrier with a
agency and
and the
the proper
proper
a notice of agency
name and
and where
where such
such shipments
shipments
and address
address of the
the beneficial
beneficial owner,
owner, and
are refused
refused or
ultimate destination,
destination, the
the said
beneficial
are
or abandoned
abandoned at
at ultimate
said beneficial
charges in
in connection
connection
owner shall be liable for all legally applicable
applicable charges
therewith.
therewith.
"EMPLOYEES
;'EMPLOYEES

Employees.
Employees.

Power to administer
administer
oaths, etc.

"SEC. 319. The
Commission is
authorized to
"SEC.
The Commission
is authorized
to employ
employ such
such experts,
experts,
assistants, special
attorneys, and other employees
employees
special agents, examiners, attorneys,
as
may be
be necessary
for the
convenience
as in its
its judgment
judgment may
necessary or
or advisable
advisable for
the convenience
of the public
public and for the
efficient administration
of this
this part.
Such
the efficient
administration of
part. Such
examiners shall have power to administer oaths,
oaths, examine witnesses,
witnesses,
and receive
receive evidence.
evidence.
"
REPEALS
"REPEALS

Stat. 728.
39 Stat.
47 Stat. 1425.
S. C. §§
80146 U. S.C.
1§801843-848; Supp.
Supp. V,
V.
842, 843-848;
5
1§804-848.

49 Stat.
Stat. 1987.
1987.
46
U. S.
46U.
S. C.,
a., Supp. V,

1115.
§§1115.

47 Stat. 1425,
1427.
1425,1427.
46 U.
U. S.. C.
844,
C. §§ 844,
847; Supp. V, §§ 844,
847.

39 Stat. 728.
U.S.C.
46 U.
S. C. §801.
801.

41 Stat. 999.
46
U. S.C.§§883,884;
48 U.S.C.
§883,884;
Supp. V,
5 883,
884.
Supp.
V, §§
883,884.
39 Stat. 733.
S. C. §
814.
46 U.
U.S.
1814.

Repeal.
45 Stat. 980.
49U.S.C.,Supp.V,
49 U. S. C., Supp.V,
§153 (e).
Proviso.
Proviso.
Continuance of
Continuance
of cercertificates of public convenience, etc.
venience,
Ante, p.
13. 941.
941.

"SEc.
(a) The Shipping
Shipping Act, 1916,
the InterInter"SEC. 320. (a)
1916, as
as amended,
amended, and the
coastal Shipping Act, 1933, as amended,
amended, are hereby repealed
repealed insofar
insofar as
as
they are inconsistent
inconsistent with any
part and
as they
any provision
provision of this part
and insofar
insofar as
they
provide for the regulation
regulation of, or the
the making
making of
agreements relating
relating to,
to,
provide
of agreements
transportation
transportation of persons or property
property by water in commerce
commerce which
which is
within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the Commission
Commission under
under the provisions
provisions of
this
of this
part; and any other provisions of law are hereby repealed insofar as
as
inconsistent with any
any provision
provision of this part.
part.
they are inconsistent
"(b) Nothing in subsection
"(b)
(a) shall be construed to
repeal—
subsection (a)
to repeal"
(1) section
section 205
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act, 1936,
as amended,
"(1)
205 of
of the
1936, as
amended,
or any provision of law providing
providing penalties for violations
violations of such
such
section
205;
section 205;
"(2) the third sentence
sentence of section
"(2)
Shipping
section 22of the Intercoastal
Intercoastal Shipping
amended, as extended
Act, 1933, as amended,
extended by section
any
section 55of such Act, or any
violations of
of such
such
provision of
of law
law providing
providing penalties
penalties for
for violations
section 2;
2;
"(3) the provisions
provisions of the Shipping
Shipping Act, 1916,
in1916, as
as amended,
amended, insofar as such Act provides for the regulation
regulation of persons included
included
within the term 'other person
person subject to this Act', as defined
defined in such
Act;
Act;
"(4) sections 27 and 28 of the Merchant
"(4)
Merchant Marine
Marine Act, 1920,
as
1920, as
amended.
"(c) Nothing in subsection (a)
(a) shall be construed
construed to affect the provisions of section 15 of the Shipping
Shipping Act, 1916, so as to
to prevent
any
prevent any
water carrier subject to the provisions
provisions of this part from
from entering
entering into
into
any agreement
agreement under the provisions of such section
section 15
respect to
to
15 with
with respect
transportation
transportation not subject to the provisions
provisions of this part in which
which
such carrier
carrier may be engaged.
construed to affect any law of
"(d) Nothing
Nothing in this part shall be construed
of
navigation, the admiralty
jurisdiction of the courts of the
navigation,
admiralty jurisdiction
the United
States, liabilities of vessels and their owners
owners for loss or damage, or
laws respecting
seamen, or any other maritime
respecting seamen,
maritime law,
law , regulation,
regulation, or
or
custom not in conflict with the provisions
provisions of this part.
"(e) Subsecti(e)
e) of section
Waterways Corpora"(e)
Subsection (e)
section 33of the Inland Waterways
tion Act of June
June 7, 1924,
1924, as amended (U. S. C., title 49, sec. 153 (e)
(e)),),
is hereby repealed as of October
October 1, 1940: Provided,
however, That
That
Provided, however,
(1)
certificate of public convenience
(1) any certificate
convenience and necessity granted
granted to
any
to any
carrier pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of such subsection
subsection (e)
continuo
(e) shall continue
in effect as though issued under the provisions of section
section 309 of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act, as amended;
amended •and (2)
(2) through
through routes
routes and
and
joint rates, and rules, regulati
regulations,
and 'practices
practices relating thereto, put
ons ,
put
into effect pursuant to the provisions of such
after
such subsection
subsection (e)
(e) shall, after
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the repeal of such subsection
(e), be held and considered
subsection (e),
considered to have been
been
put into effect pursuant to the provisions
provisions of the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce
Act,
Act, as
as amended.
amended.
"TRANSFER
EMPLOYEES, RECORDS,
PROPERTY,
AND APPROPRIATIONS
"TRANSFER OF
OF EMPLOYEES,
RECORDS, PROPuttl
X, AND
APPROPRIATIONS

"S.E9. 321.
officers and
n it ed States
St ates
Transfer
"SEC.
321. (a)
Transfer
(a) Such
Such officers
of perand employee
peremployeess o
off th
thee U
United
sonnel.
Maritime Commission
President shall determine
Maritime
Commission .as the President
determine to have
have been
been
employed in the administration of the
the provisions
provisions of law repealed
repealed
by section 320, and whose retention
Ante, p.
950.
p. 960.
Maritime Ante,
retention by the United
United States Maritime
Commission
Commission is not necessary, in the opinion of
the President,
for the
the
of the
President, for
performance of other duties, are transferred
transferred to
performance
the Interstate
Interstate ComComto the
merce Commission upon such date or
or dates
dates as the President
President shall
shall
specify by Executive order. Such transfer of such personnel
personnel shall
shall
be without reduction in classification
classification or compensation,
compensation, except that
that
requirement shall not operate after the end of the
this.requirement
year
the fiscal year
during which such transfer is made
made to
prevent the
adjustment of
of
to prevent
the adjustment
classification or
compensation to
conform to
the duties
duties to
to which
which such
such
or compensation
to conform
to the
transferred personnel
personnel may
may be
be assigned.
assigned.
transferred
Records, property,
Records,
"(b)
"
(b) All files,
files, reports,
reports, records,
schedules, property
records, tariff
tariff schedules,
property (including
(including etc.
etc.
furniture and
agreements, documents,
documents, or
or
office furniture
and equipment),
equipment), contracts,
contracts, agreements,
papers kept or used by, made
made to, or filed
with the
the United
United States
filed with
States
Maritime
Maritime Commission under or
the administration
administration of
of any
or in
in the
any provision
provision
of law repealed
hereby transferred
transferred to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
repealed by
by this
this part,
part, are
are hereby
to the
and control
the Interstate
Commission, and
and may
may be
be used
used
and
control of
of the
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
for
for such
such purposes
purposes as
Commerce Commission
Commission may
may deem
as the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
deem
necessary in
in the
the administration
administration of
of this
except that
in the
the case
case
necessary
this part;
part; except
that in
of files,
files, reports,
reports, records,
tariff schedules,
agreements, docudocuof
records, tariff
schedules, contracts,
contracts, agreements,
ments, or
or papers,
papers, the
retention of
which is
necessary for
for purposes
purposes
ments,
the retention
of which
is necessary
of the
by the
States Maritime
Maritime Commission
of
the administration
administration by
the United
United States
Commission
of matters
matters within
furnishing to
to the
the Interstate
Interstate
of
within its
its jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, the
the furnishing
Commerce
copies thereof
constitute sufficient
sufficient
Commerce Commission of copies
thereof shall
shall constitute
compliance
the provisions
of this
subsection.
compliance with
with the
provisions of
this subsection.
Funds available.
available.
"(c)
appropriations and unexpended
balances of
of appropriaappropria"(c) All
All appropriations
unexpended balances
tions available
available for
expenditure by
by the
States Maritime
Maritime Comtions
for expenditure
the United
United States
Commission in
in the
the administration
of any
any provision
provision of
of law
by
mission
administration of
law repealed
repealed by
this
part shall
shall be
be available
by the
Comthis part
available for
for expenditure
expenditure by
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce Commission
for any
objects of
of expenditure
by this
merce
Commission for
any objects
expenditure authorized
authorized by
this
part, in
in the
discretion of
Commission, withwithpart,
the discretion
of the
the Interstate
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission,
34 Stat. 48.
out regard
of apportionment
apportionment under
under the
the AntiAntiout
regard to
to the
the requirement
requirement of
31 U.
U. S.
('. 655.
31
S. (.
6.
Deficiency Act
Act of
1906.
Deficiency
of February
February 27,
27, 1906.
"EXISTING
RULES, TARIFFS,
TARIFFS, AND
SO FORTH;
FORTH; PENDING
MATTERS
"EXISTING ORDERS,
ORDERS, RULES,
AND SO
PENDING MATTERS
Continuance of cer"
SEc. 322.
Notwithstanding the
of section
section 320,
or tain
"SEC.
322. (a)
(a) Notwithstanding
the provisions
provisions of
320, or
orders, etc.
any
other
provision
of
this
part,
all
orders,
rules,
regulations,
permits,
p. 950.
Ante,
p.
any other provision of this part, all orders, rules, regulations, permits,
tariffs (including
rates, fares,
rules, and
and
tariffs
(including rates,
fares, charges,
charges, classifications,
classifications, rules,
regulations relating
or agreements,
agreements, to
to the
extent
regulations
relating thereto),
thereto), contracts,
contracts, or
the extent
that they
were issued,
entered into,
into, or
or filed
filed
that
they were
issued, authorized,
authorized, approved,
approved, entered
under any
provision of
of law
law repealed
repealed by
are still
still in
in
under
any provision
by this
this part,
part, and
and are
effect,
in force
force and
and effect
the terms
terms thereof
thereof
effect, shall
shall continue
continue in
effect according
according to
to the
Exception.
Exception.
as though
this part
part had
had not
enacted, except
except that
that the
the CommisCommisas
though this
not been
been enacted,
sion may
may modify,
aside, or
rescind any
any such
such order,
order, rule,
sion
modify, set
set aside,
or rescind
rule, regulation,
regulation,
permit, tariff,
contract, or
agreement to
to the
the extent
that it
it finds
finds the
permit,
tariff, contract,
or agreement
extent that
the
same
to be
in violation
violation of
of any
any provision
provision of
of this
this part
part or
or inconsistent
same to
be in
inconsistent
with
declared in
in this
this Act.
Act.
with the
the national
national transportation
transportation policy
policy declared
Proceedings,
Proceedings, hear"(b)
Any proceeding,
commenced or
"(b) Any
proceeding, hearing,
hearing, or
or investigation
investigation commenced
or ings,
or investigations.
investigations.
or
pending before
before the
the United
Commission at
at the
time
pending
United States
States Maritime
Maritime Commission
the time
this section
section takes
takes effect,
extent that
that it
relates to
to the
the administraadministrathis
effect, to
to the
the extent
it relates
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tion
any provision
provision of
of law
repealed by
by this
this part,
part, shall
shall be
tion of
of any
law repealed
be continued
continued
or
otherwise acted
by the
as though
such proceedproceedor otherwise
acted upon
upon by
the Commission
Commission as
though such
ing,
or investigation
investigation had
had been
been instituted
under the
the provisions
provisions
ing, hearing,
hearing, or
instituted under
of
of this
this part.
part.
"(c)
pending judicial
judicial proceeding
arising under
under any
"(c) .Any
Any pending
proceeding arising
any provision
provision
of
repealed by
by the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
part shall
be continued,
of law
law repealed
this part
shall be
continued,
heard, and
and determined
determined in
in the
same manner
and with
with the
the same
same effect
effect
heard,
the same
manner and
as if
if this
this part
not been
except that
in the
the case
case of
of any
any
as
part had
had not
been enacted;
enacted; except
that in
such
Maritime Commission
such proceeding
proceeding to
to which
which the United
United States
States Maritime
Commission
is a
party, the
the court,
court, upon
upon motion
or supplemental
may
is
a party,
motion or
supplemental petition
petition,, may
Commission be substituted
substituted for
the United
United States
States MariIaridirect that the
the Commission
for the
time
the proceeding
proceeding or
made an
an additional
additional
time Commission
Commission as aaparty
party to
to the
or made
party thereto.
t
'SEPARA13ILPI'Y OF
OF PROVISIONS
"SEPARABILITY
PROVISIONS
"Sze.
If any provision of this part or the application
application thereof to
"SEc. 323. If
any person,
person, or commerce,
circumstance is held invalid, the remaincommerce, or circumstance
der of the part and the application
application of such provision to other
other persons,
commerce, or
not be
affected thereby."
or commerce,
or circumstances
circumstances shall
shall not
be affected
thereby."
E.r.e
TIME
MtTEUTIV

Time
effective.
Time effective.

Proviso.
.Provto.
Postponement
Postponement Perpermitted.
mitted.

Sze.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act shall
shall take
effect
SEC. 202. Part III of the
the Interstate
take effect
on the date of the enactment
enactment of this Act, except that sections 304 (c),
(c),
305 to 308, inclusive, 309 (a)
(a) and
to 318,
inclusive, 320,
320, 321,
321,
and (f),
(f), 313 to
318, inclusive,
on the
the 1st
1st day
of January
January 1941:
1941: Provided,
Provided,
and 322 shall take effect on
day of
however, That the Interstate
however,
if found
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission shall,
shall, if
found
by it necessary
necessary or desirable
general or special
special
desirable in the public interest, by general
order postpone
postpone the taking effect of any of the provisions
provisions above
enumerated
beyond the
of April
1942,
enumerated to such time, but not beyond
the 1st
1st day
day of
April 1942,
as the Commission shall prescribe.

III-MISCELLANEOUS
TITLE III—MISCELLANEOUS
PART I—INVESITGATION
I-INVESTIGATION OF VARIOUS
VARIOUS MODES
PART
M ODES OP
OF TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
Board of
investigaBoard
of investigation and
and research.
tion
research.
Composition.
Composition.

Compensation of
Compensation
of
members.
members.

F ree transportaTree
transportation, etc.
etc.
24 Stat. 379.
79.
49
S. C.,
C., ch.
ch. 1;
1;
49 IL
U. S.
Supp. V,
V. ch.
oh. 1.
I.

SEC.
S
EC. 301. There is hereby established
investigation and
and
established a
a board of investigation
research (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to as the "Board")
"Board") to be composed of
of
three members who shall be
and with
with
be appointed
appointed by the President,
President, by
by and
the advice and consent
consent of the
period of
of the
existence
the Senate,
Senate, for the period
the existence
of the Board as hereinafter
two members
hereinafter provided. Not more than two
members
of said Board shall be members
members of the same
same political party. The
President shall designate
designate the member to act as Chairman of the Board
and the Board may elect another
another of
as Vice
Vice Chairman,
Chairman,
of its
its members as
who shall act as Chairman
Chairman in the case
case of absence or incapacity
incapacity of
of
the Chairman. A majority
majority of the Board shall constitute
constitute aa quorum
quorum
and the powers
conferred upon the Board by this section may be
powers conferred
exercised by a
majority vote
vacancy on
on the
the Board
a majority
vote of
of its
its members.
members. A
A vacancy
Board
shall not affect
affect the powers of the remaining
remaining members
members to
to execute
the
execute the
functions
functions of the Board,
Board, and shall be filled in the same
same manner
manner as the
original
original selection. The members of the Board shall receive
compenreceive compensation at the rate of $10,000 per annum, and in addition shall be
reimbursed for travel, subsistence, and other
other necessary
necessary expenses
incurred
incurred by them in the exercise
exercise of the functions
functions vested in the Board.
Carriers by railroad, motor carriers, and water carriers shall be
permitted to provide
provide free
transportation and
and other
other carrier
carrier service
service to
to
free transportation
the Board and its employees
while traveling
traveling on
on official
official business,
business,
employees while
regardless of any provisions
Interstate Commerce Act, as
regardless
provisions in the Interstate
as
amended, restricting
restricting such
amended,
such carriers
carriers from furnishing free transportation
transportation
or service.
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investigateSEC.
SEc. 302. (a) It
It shall be the duty of the Board
Board to investigate—
economy and fitness
relative economy
(1)
(1 )the relative
fitness of carriers
carriers by railroad,
railroad,
transportation service,
carriers for transportation
motor carriers, and water carriers
service, or
any particular classes or descriptions
descriptions thereof, with the view of
determining
which each
type of
of carrier
carrier is
is especially
especially
determining the
the service for which
each type
fitted or unfitted; the methods by which each
fitted
each type can
can and should
should
be developed
developed so that there may be provided aanational transportransportation system adequate
adequate to meet the needs of the commerce
commerce of
national
the United States, of the Postal Service and of the national
defense;
defense;
(2) the
extent to which right-of-way
transportation
right-of-way or other transportation
(2)
the extent
facilities
and special
special services
been or are provided from
services have been
facilities and
territorial limits of the contipublic funds
within the territorial
the use,
use, within
funds for
for the
public
nental United
United States,
carriers without
without
three types of carriers
of each of the three
States, of
nental
extent
adequate
compensation, direct
direct or
indirect, therefor,
therefor, and the extent
or indirect,
adequate compensation,
to
carriers have
been or
or are aided by donations of
have been
such carriers
to which
which such
public
public funds in excess of adefrom public
property, payments from
public property,
quate
rendered in return therefor, or
for services
services rendered
quate compensation
compensation for
extensions
of Government
and
credit; and
Government credit;
extensions of
(3) the
the extent to which taxes are imposed upon such carriers
(3)
by the
States, and
the several
States, and
by other
other agenagenand by
several States,
and the
by
the United
United States,
cies
including county, municipal,
municipal, district, and
of government,
government, including
cies of
local agencies.
agencies.
local
discretion, to
(b)
The Board
authorized, in
its discretion,
to investigate
investigate
in its
is further
further authorized,
Board is
(b) The
or consider
consider any
any other
other matter
relating to
rail carriers, motor carrers,
carriers,
to rail
matter relating
or
or
water carriers,
carriers which
may deem
to investigate
investigate for
for the
the
important to
deem important
it may
which it
or water
improvement
transportation
i
conditions
and to
to effectuate
effectuate the
the
conditions and
of transportation
improvement of
national
transportation policy
policy declared
the Interstate
Commerce
Interstate Commerce
in the
declared in
national transportation
Act,
as amended.
amended.
Act, as
SEc.
Board is
authorized to
to employ,
to the
regard to
without regard
employ, without
is authorized
The Board
SEC. 303.
303. The
civil
service laws
laws or
or the
the Classification
Classification Act,
Act, 1923,
as amended,
secreamended, aasecre1923, as
civil service
tary
compensation at
the rate
rate of
per annum
annum
of $7,500
$7,500 per
at the
shall receive
receive compensation
tary who
who shall
rate of
and a
ageneral
general counsel
who shall
shall receive
at the rate
compensation at
receive compensation
counsel who
and
$9,000
annum; and
to employ,
civil service
service
to the civil
regard to
without regard
employ, without
and to
per annum;
$9,000 per
The Board
of the
the Board.
laws,
clerk to
to each
member of
Board. The
Board is also authoreach member
laws, aaclerk
ized
to employ
such experts,
special agents,
agents, examiners,
examiners,
assistants, special
experts, assistants,
employ such
ized to
attorneys,
and other
other employees
as in
in its
judgment may
may be
be necessary
necessary
its judgment
employees as
attorneys, and
for
the performance
duties, and
is authorized
authorized to
to utilize
utilize the
the
and is
of its
its duties,
performance of
for the
services,
and personnel
of the
the various
departvarious departpersonnel of
facilities, and
information, facilities,
services, information,
ments and
and agencies
agencies of
to the
services,
that such services,
the extent
extent that
Government to
of the
the Government
ments
information,
facilities, and
and personnel,
of such
departsuch departopinion of
in the
the opinion
personnel, in
information, facilities,
ments
agencies, can
furnished without
without undue
undue interference
interference with
with
can be
be furnished
and agencies,
ments and
the
performance of
of such
and
departments and
such departments
duties of
and duties
the work
work and
of the
the performance
agencies.
agencies.
SEC.
Board and
its agents
agents shall
shall at
all times
times have
have access
access
at all
and its
The Board
(a) The
304. (a)
SEc. 304.
to all
accounts, records,
and memoranda
of the
carriers and
to their
their
and to
the carriers
memoranda of
records, and
to
all accounts,
properties, and
and it
it shall be the
carriers to furnish the Board
the duty of the carriers
properties,
or its
its agents
agents such
such information
as it
may desire
desire in
in
it may
reports as
and reports
information and
or
investigating any
matter within
the scope
duties.
its duties.
of its
scope of
within the
any matter
investigating
the provisions of this part the
(b)
For the
the purpose
carrying out the
purpose of carrying
(b) For
Board may
may seek
information from
and conduct
conduct its
its invesinvessources and
such sources
from such
seek information
Board
tigations
in such
such manner
it deems
interest of
a
of a
in the
the interest
advisable in
deems advisable
as it
manner as
tigations in
correct ascertainment
ascertainment of
of the
the facts,
and the
and its
its examiners
examiners
Board and
the Board
facts, and
correct
shall be
entitled to
to exercise
powers with
with respect
respect to
conducting
to conducting
same powers
the same
exercise the
be entitled
shall
hearings and
requiring the
the attendance
attendance of
witnesses and
the production
production
and the
of witnesses
and requiring
hearings
of books,
papers, correspondence,
memoranda contracts,
contracts, agreements,
agreements,
correspondence, memoranda,
books, papers,
of
or other
records and
and documents
as are
are conferred
upon the
Interstate
the Interstate
documents as
conferred upon
or
other records
Commerce Commission
and its
its examiners
examiners by
by sections
sections 17
17 and
and 12
12 of
of
Commission and
Commerce
the
Act, as
as amended,
amended, and
the provisions
provisions of
of paraparaand the
Commerce Act,
Interstate Commerce
the Interstate
graphs
(3), (4),
and (7)
(7) of
of section
shall be applicable
Act shall
such Act
12 of such
section 12
(4), and
graphs (3),

Investigations.
Investigations.

Economy and fit-

nessoocariers.
ness of carriers.

Right-of-way, etc.,
etc.,
aRightof-way,
facilities.

Extent taxes are
are
Imposed.

Etednt taxes

Improvement of
of
trSproveent
transportation.

24 Stat. 379.
U. S. C.,
., ch.
49 U.
ch. 1;
1;
Supp. V, ch. 1.

supp. , ch.i.

Secretary, general
general
cSecetary,
counsel, etc.
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488
1488.
42

5U. S. C. ¢¢ 661-674;

supp
V
. Cfs
i,§§ 673,673c.
76736
Supp. V.

Experts and other
and other
Exprts
employees.

Utilization of Govetient agencies.
ernment

agencies'-

Accessibility of acd
and

countsreords,
counts, records,
memoranda.

memoranda.

Information from
from
otherTa°to
other
sources.

Ante, pp. 910, 913.

AU, pp. 910, 913
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Preliminary reports,
etc., to the President
and to Congress.

preliminary report
to Congress.

Annual report, etc.

Termination.

Termination.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

summoned by subpena,
otherwise to attend and testify
or otherwise
subpena or
to all
all persons summoned
or to
to produce
papers, correspondence,
memoranda, contracts,
contracts,
correspondence, memoranda,
books, papers,
or
produce books,
agreements, or
other records
records and
and documents
before the
the Board.
Board.
agreements,
or other
documents before

SEG. 305.
On or
or before
1, 1941
2 the
the Board
shall transmit
to
SEm.
305. On
before May
May 1,
1941?
Board shall
transmit to

President and to the Congress
preliminary reports of the studies
the President
Congress preliminary
and
investigations carried
on by
by it,
together with
such findings
and
findings and
it, together
with such
carried on
and investigations
recommendations as it is by that time prepared
recommendations
prepared to make. In addition
to such
the Board
shall submit
submit to
to the
President
the President
Board shall
preliminary reports
reports the
to
such preliminary
and
to the
the Congress
report, a
report, and
other
and such other
an annual
annual report,
a final
final report,
and to
Congress an
reports
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, of
of the
studies and
investigations
and investigations
the studies
reports as
as it
it may
carried
provisions of
together
of this
this section, together
it pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
carried out
out by it
recommendations based
based thereon.
with its findings
findings and
and recommendations
thereon.

SEC. 306.
306. This part
cease to have
the end
end of two
two
SEc.
part shall cease
have effect
effect at the
years
after its
by a
aproclamation
proclamation of
of the
the
unless extended
extended by
its enactment
enactment unless
years after
President
shall not
exceed two
years.
two years.
an additional
additional period
period which
which shall
not exceed
President for
for an
PART II-RATES
II— RATES ON
GOVERNMENT TRBAmo
TRArEW
PART
ON GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT TO PAY
PAY FULL
FULL RATES
GOVERNMENT

SEc.
S
E°. 321. (a)
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, but
subject to the provisions of sections
sections 1
1 (7)
(7) and 22 of the Interstate
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended, the full applicable
applicable commercial
commercial rates,
fares, or charges
charges shall be paid for transportation
transportation by any common
common
subject to such Act of any persons
United
persons or property
property for the United
carrier subject
Exception.
Exception.
States, or on its behalf, except
except that the foregoing provision
provision shall not
transportation of
property of
of the
the
naval property
of military or naval
apply to
to the transportation
military or naval and not for civil use or
or
United States moving for military
members of the military or naval forces
forces of
of
to the transportation
transportation of members
the United States
States (or of property
property of such members)
members) when such memTransportation of bers are traveling on official duty; and the rate determined
duty; and the rate determined by the
of bers are traveling on official
Transportation
U.
S. mail.
.a S m
Interstate
reasonable therefor shall be paid
Interstate Commerce Commission as reasonable
paid
Provisos.
Provitos.
the
transportation
by
railroad
of
for
transportation
railroad
the United States mail: ProProMail contracts.
vided, however, That any carrier
contrc
carrier by railroad
railroad and the United States
may enter into contracts
contracts for the transportation
transportation of the United States
Advertising for
bids.
Advertising
forbids.
mail for less than
Provided further,
than such
such rate:
rate: Provided
further, That section
section 3709,
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 41,
41, sec. 5),
5) shall not
construed as requiring
requiring advertising for bids in connecconnechereafter be construed
tion with the procurement
procurement of transportation
transportation services when the services
services
required can be procured from any common carrier
carrier lawfully
lawfully operatoperatrequired
ing in the territory where
where such services
services are to be performed.
performed.
If carrier a grantee
(b)
If any
carrier by
railroad furnishing
furnishing such
transportation, or
or
such transportation,
by railroad
(b) If
any carrer
oflands
cadrrier
gratee
of
from
U. S.
predecessor in interest, shall
have received
received a
agrant of
any predecessor
shall have
of lands from
the United States to aid in the construction
construction of any part of the railroad
provisions of law with respect
respect to
compensation for
operated by it, the provisions
to compensation
for
transportation as
such transportation
transportation shall continue
continue to apply to such transportation
though subsection
(a) of this section
subsection (a)
section had not been
been enacted
enacted until such
carrier shall file with the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, in the form and
Release of claim
any claim
it may
may have
against
claim manner
ageleaseof
manner prescribed
prescribed by
by him,
him, aarelease
release of
of any
claim it
have against
against
U. S.
the United States to lands, interests
interests in lands, compensation,
compensation, or reimreimbursement on account
account of lands or interests
interests in lands which
which have
havo been
granted, claimed
claimed to have been granted,
granted, or which it is claimed
claimed should
should
have been granted to such carrier
carrier or any such predecessor
predecessor in interest
interest
under any grant
grant to such carrier
carrier or such predecessor
predecessor in
in interest
interest as
as
aforesaid. Such release
release must be filed within one year from the date of
of
Issuance of patents
the enactment
toland
Nothing in this
this section
section shall
the
enactment of this Act. Nothing
shall be construed
construed
to lands. o patnt
as requiring
carrier to reconvey
requiring any such
such carrier
States lands
lands
reconvey to the United
United States
which have been heretofore
heretofore patented
patented or certified to it, or to prevent
prevent the
issuance
patents confirming the title to such lands
issuance of patents
lands as the Secretary
Secretary

Government to
Government
to pay
pay
full rates.
An, p. 900.
Ante,

p.O .
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heretofore sold by any such carrier
of
the Interior shall find have been
been heretofore
carrier
of the
of
to an innocent purchaser for value or as preventing
preventing the issuance
issuance of
patents to lands
selected by such carrier, which
which listing or
lands listed or selected
patents
approved by the Secreselection has
heretofore been fully and finally approved
has heretofore
selection
tary
of the
the Interior
Interior to
issuance of such patents
to the extent that the issuance
tary of
may be
be authorized
authorized by
by law.
may
DEDUCTION
DEDUCTION

OF OVERPAYMENTS
OVERPAYMENTS
OF

S
EC. 322.
Payment for
for transportation
transportation of the United States mail and
322. Payment
SEC.
of persons
persons or
or property for or on behalf of the United
United States by any
any
of
Interstate Commerce
to the Interstate
common carrier
subject to
Commerce Act, as amended,
amended,
carrier subject
common
or
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Act of 1938,
1938, shall be made upon
upon presentation
presentation
Aeronautics Act
or the
settlement by the General
of bills
bills therefor,
therefor, prior
prior to audit
audit or settlement
General Accounting
Accounting
of
is hereby
Office,
hereby reserved
reserved to the
the United States Governright is
the right
but the
Office, but
ment
to deduct
amount of
overpayment to any such carrier
carrier
any overpayment
of any
the amount
deduct the
ment to
found to be due such
from
any amount
amount subsequently
subsequently found
such carrier.
from any

Deduction
of overoverDeduction of
payments.
payments.
24
379.
24 Stat.
Stat. 379.
49
U. S.
S. C.,
ch. 1;
1;
C., ch.
49 U.
Supp. V,
V, ch.
ch. 1.
Supp.
52 Stat.
Stat. 973.
973.
52
49 U.
U. S,
S, C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
49
V, ch.
ch. 9.
9.
V,

PART
III—AMENDMENTS TO RECONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION
FINANCE CORPORATION
RECONSTRUCrTIN FINANCE
PART III-AMENDMENTS
Aar
ACT
S
EC. 331.
331. (a)
(a) Section
Reconstruction Finance
Corporation
Finance Corporation
the Reconstruction
of the
Section 55of
SEC.
Act,
amended, is
amended by amending
amending that portion
portion of the third
is amended
as amended,
Act, as
sentence,
the third
the last proviso in
precedes the
which precedes
paragraph, which
third paragraph,
of the
sentence, of
such
to read
as follows:
the foregoing
foregoing limitations
"Within the
follows: "Within
read as
sentence to
such sentence
of
this section,
Corporation, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any limitation
limitation of
the Corporation,
section, the
of this
Commerce
Interstate
of
law
as
to
maturity,
with
the
approval
of
the
Interstate
Commerce
approval
the
with
maturity,
law as to
Commission,
including approval
approval-of
of the
the price
paid, may,
may, to aid
to be paid,
price to
Commission, including
in the
reorganization, consolidation,
maintenance, or conconsolidation, maintenance,
financing reorganization,
the financing,
in
struction
thereof, purchase
purchase for
railroad oblioblior for account of aarailroad
itself, or
for itself,
struction thereof,
gated
the obligations
obligations of
of railroads
railroads engaged
engaged in interstate
interstate
thereon, the
gated thereon,
commerce, or
receivers or
or trustees
trustees thereof,
equipment
including equipment
thereof, including
of receivers
or of
commerce,
trust
or guarantee
of the
the principal
principal of,
of, and/or
and/or
payment of
the payment
guarantee the
certificates, or
trust certificates,
interest
on, such
such obligations,
obligations, including
including equipment
certificates, or,
trust certificates,
equipment trust
interest on,
when,
the opinion
opinion of
the Corporation,
not available
available on
on
are not
funds are
Corporation, funds
of the
in the
when, in
reasonable
terms
through
private
channels,
make
loans,
upon
full
and
and
full
upon
loans,
make
channels,
private
through
reasonable terms
adequate security,
to such
railroads or
or to
to receivers
or trustees
thereof
trustees thereof
receivers or
such railroads
security, to
adequate
for
the
purposes
aforesaid:
Provided,
That
in
the
case
of
loans
to
or
to or
loans
of
case
the
in
That
Provided,
aforesaid:
purposes
the
for
the
purchase or
including equipment
equipment trust
trust
obligations, including
of obligations,
guarantee of
or guarantee
the purchase
certificates,
of railroads
railroads not
receivership or
trusteeship, the
the Interor trusteeslip,
in receivership
not in
certificates, of
state Commerce
Commerce Commission
in connection
connection with
its approval
approval
with its
shall, in
Commission shall,
state
thereof,
also certify
certify that
such railroad,
on the
basis of
present and
and
of present
the basis
railroad, on
that such
thereof, also
prospective
may reasonably
be expected
to meet
fixed
its fixed
meet its
expected to
reasonably be
earnings, may
prospective earnings,
reorganization,
judicial reorganization,
charges,
without a
a reduction
reduction thereof through judicial
charges, without
except
that such
such certificate
certificate shall
shall not
in case
such loans,
of such
case of
required in
be required
not be
except that
purchases,
or guaranties
the maintenance
maintenance of,
purchase of
of
or purchase
of, or
for the
made for
guaranties made
purchases, or
equipment
for,
such
railroads:
Provided
further,
That
for
the
purpose
the
for
That
further,
Provided
railroads:
such
for,
equipment
of determining
the general
general funds
Corporation available
for
available for
the Corporation
of the
funds of
determining the
of
further
loans or
commitments, such
guaranties shall,
shall, to
to the
the extent
extent of
such guaranties
or commitments,
further loans
the
amount of
the obligations
obligations guaranteed,
be interpreted
as
interpreted as
guaranteed, be
of the
principal amount
the principal
loans
or commitments
commitments for
loans: And
And provided
provided further,
further, That
That the
for loans:
loans or
total
and commitments
to railroads,
receivers, and
and
railroads, receivers,
commitments to
loans and
of loans
amount of
total amount
trustees,
and purchases
purchases and
of obligations
of railroads,
railroads,
obligations of
guaranties of
and guaranties
trustees, and
under
as amended,
amended, shall
at any
any one time
time
exceed at
not exceed
shall not
paragraph, as
this paragraph,
under this
$500,000,000,
in addition
to loans
loans and
and commitments
commitments made
made prior to
to
addition to
$500,000,000, in
January
31,
1935,
and
renewals
of
loans
and
commitments
so
made
:".
made:".
so
commitments
and
loans
of
renewals
and
1935,
31,
January
(b)
section 5,
5, as
is further
amended by
by adding
adding at
at
further amended
amended, is
as amended,
Such section
(b) Such
the
of the
the third
thereof the
the following
following sentence:
sentence: "The
"The
paragraph thereof
third paragraph
end of
the end
title
of any
any owner,
whether as
or otherwise,
to any
any property
property
otherwise, to
trustee or
as trustee
owner, whether
title of
leased
receiver or trustee
or aa receiver
railroad, or
to aa railroad,
sold to
conditionally sold
or conditionally
leased or

Purchase of
of railroad
railroad
Purchase
obligations.
obligations.
47 Stat.
6.
47
Stat. 6.
15 U.
C. S.
S. C.
C. §
605;
§ 605;
15
Supp. V,
V, §§605.
605.
Supp.

Loam.
Loans.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Purchase or
or gularanguaranPurchase
tee
obligations.
of obligatlons.
tee of

Guaranties to
to be inGuaranties
terpreted as
etc.
loans, etc.
as loans,
terpreted

Maximum
Maximum amount.
amount.

Title to property
property
to railroad
leased,
etc., to
railroad
leased, etc.,
financed
financed by
by R.
R. F.
F. C.
C.
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1474.
47 Stat. 1474.
U.S.
11 U.
S. C.
C..

Supp. V,
Supp.
V, §§205.
205.

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS--CHS.722-724—SEPT.
18, 21,
1940
722-724-SEPT. 18,
21, 1940

§ 205;
205;

30 Stat. 544.
I1 U. S.
11
S. C.; Supp. V.

49 Stat. 2.
15 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.V,

§60,5m.
§605m.

thereof, which the Corporation has financed,
financed, or
or in
financing of
of
in the
the financing
which the Corporation
Corporation has aided,
aided, any
any right
of such
such owner
owner to
take
right of
to take
possession of such property
with the
provisions of
of any
any
property in
in compliance
compliance with
the provisions
conditional sales contract,
such lease or conditional
contract, and the
owner
the title
title of
of any
any owner
collateral note evidencing
of aa collateral
evidencing a
a loan
from the
Corporation to
to aa
loan from
the Corporation
railroad
receivership or involved
railroad not now in receivership
involved in
proceedings under
in proceedings
under
section 77 of the Bankruptcy
Bankruptcy Act, or
receiver or
or trustee
trustee thereof,
thereof,
or aa receiver
and the right of any such owner to acquire
acquire title
to the
collateral
title to
the collateral
securing such note, free
free and clear
clear of any
redemption, in
in
any equity of
of redemption,
compliance
contract of pledge, and thereafter
compliance with the contract
thereafter to
to deal
with
deal with
the same as the absolute
absolute owner
owner thereof, shall not
be affected,
affected,
not be
restricted, or restrained
restrained by
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
of the
the Act
Act
by or pursuant
provisions of
of July 1, 1898, entitled 'An
'An Act to
establish aa uniform
uniform system
of
to establish
system of
bankruptcy
throughout the United
bankruptcy throughout
United States',
States', as
amended, or
or by
by or
or
as amended,
pursuant to any other provision of law applicable
any proceedings
proceedings
applicable to
to any
thereunder."
thereunder."
(c)
sentence of section 3
(c) The first sentence
January
3 of
of the Act
Act approved
approved January
31, 1935 (49 Stat., ch. 2, pp. 1-2), is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
striking out
out
by striking
"January
"January 31, 1945" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof
thereof "January
"January 31,
31, 1955".
1955".
Approved,
September 18, 1940.
Approved, September
1940.
[CHAPTER 7231
7231

September 18,
1940
18,1940
[S.
4165]
[8. 4165]
[Public, No.
No. 786]
786]
Navy.
Navy.
Public work projects.

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
Port, p. 972.
Post,

au-

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize
authorize the Secretary
Secretary of
of the Navy
Navy to
proceed with
with the
the construction
construction of
of
to proceed
certain
certain public works, and
and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Navy is hereby authorized
proceed with
with the
the construction
construction
authorized to
to proceed
of the following public work projects
projects at
at a
a cost
to exceed
exceed the
the
cost not
not to
amount stated after each item enumerated:
enumerated:
Third naval
naval district: Graving drydock
drydock and accessory
construction
accessory construction
in
in New York Harbor, including acquisition
acquisition of site, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
Caribbean area: Graving
Graving drydock
and accessory
accessory construction,
construction,
drydock and
including
acquisition of site,
including acquisition
site, $7,500,000.
$7,500,000.
First naval district:
district: Improvements
to South
South Boston
drydock,
Improvements to
Boston drydock,
$6,180,000.
$6,180,000.
SEC. 2. There is hereby
authorized to
Sac.
hereby authorized
to be appropriated,
of any
any
appropriated, out
out of
money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
such sums
sums as
as
may be necessary
necessary to carry out the
this Act.
Act.
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Approved,
September 18,
Approved, September
18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 724]
7241
[CHAPTER

September
September 21,
21, 1940
1940
[S.
IS. 2991]
[Public, No. 787]
787]

National
National City,
City,

Calif.
Calif.

Acceptance
Acceptance of certain lands by U. S.
8.

Description.
Description-

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To
authorize the Secretary
To authorize
Secretary of
of the Navy to accept on
on behalf
behalf of
the United
United States
of the
States
certain lands in the city of National
City, California.
California.
National City,

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
States of
of
of the
the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized on behalf
of the
the United
United
behalf of
States to accept from the city of National
City, California,
California, without
without
National City,
cost to the United States
States, all right,
title, and
and interest
i
nt
erestof
ofthe
th
e said
sa id ci
ty
right, title,
city
in and
in
and to the following-described
following-described area of tide and submerged
submerged lands:
lands:
All lands
lands situated
situated on
National City side of the San
Bay
All
on the
the National
San Diego
Diego Bay,
lying
between the
the line
line o
mean hi gh tide line and the pierhead
lying between
offth
thee mean
high tide line and the pierhead
line
line in said bay, as the same has been or may hereafter
hereafter be
be estabestablished
by the
the Federal
Government, and between
between the prolongation
lished by
Federal Government,
into
San Diego,
into the
the Bay
Bay of
of San
Diego, to the pierhead line of the boundary
line
the city
of National
National City and the city of San Diego
line between
between the
city of
Diego
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TAT.]
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and aa prolongation
prolongation into the Bay of San Diego to the pierhead
pierhead line
commonly known as Seventh
of the southerly
southerly line of the street
street commonly
Seventh
Street, containing approximately
approximately ninety-six and forty-two
oneforty-two onehundredths
hundredths acres
acres of tidelands,
tidelands, and
and more particularly
particularly described as
all or any portion or portions of those
tidelands, situated
situated in the city
those tidelands,
city
of National City, San Diego County, State
State of
California, commenccommencof California,
monument on
on the
erly line
of National
City,
ing at
at a
a concrete
concrete monument
the north
northerly
line of
National City,
designated
designated as U. S. C. & G. S. point numbered
numbered 49; thence
thence south
south
seventy-one
seventy-one degrees forty-three
forty-three minutes fifteen seconds
seconds west
west along
along
said northerly
a distance of seventy-two and one-tenth
northerly line a
one-tenth feet
feet to a
a
line of
San Diego
Diego Bay,
Bay,
concrete monument
monument on the mean
mean high
high tide
tide line
of San
point of
beginning; thence
thence south
south forty-eight
forty-eight degrees
the true
true point
of beginning;
degrees sixsixminutes east two hundred
teen minutes
fifty-eight oneonehundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven and
and fifty-eight
hundredths feet; thence south
seventy-three degrees fifty-four
south seventy-three
fifty-four
minutes east one hundred and seventy-nine
and four-tenths
four-tenths feet;
feet;
seventy-nine and
thence south forty-nine
thence
forty-nine degrees
thirty-four secsecdegrees fifty-three
fifty-three minutes
minutes thirty-four
onds east two hundred
hundred and sixty-one
ninety-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths
sixty-one and
and ninety-five
feet; thence
south sixty-four
sixty-four degrees
minutes forty-four
seconds
feet;
thence south
degrees five
five minutes
forty-four seconds
hundred and
and ninety-five
ninety-five one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
east four
four hundred
and four
four and
thence
forty-nine degrees
fourteen seconds east
east
thence south
south forty-nine
degrees two
two minutes fourteen
hundred and
forty-nine and
feet;
one hundred
and forty-nine
and sixty-four
sixty-four one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
thence south
forty-one minutes
fifty-three seconds
seconds
thence
south sixty-two
sixty-two degrees
degrees forty-one
minutes fifty-three
east two
two hundred
and fifty-one
fifty-one and
and eighty-one
eighty-one one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
east
hundred and
thence south
eight seconds
thence
south thirty-six
thirty-six degrees
degrees thirty-nine
thirty-nine minutes
minutes eight
seconds
east two
two hundred
twenty-nine one-hundredths
one-hundredths feet;
feet;
east
hundred and
and six
six and
and twenty-nine
thence south
thirty-seven degrees
degrees forty-eight
minutes forty-one
forty-one secsecforty-eight minutes
thence
south thirty-seven
onds east
east one
thousand and
ninety-five and
and six-tenths
thence
onds
one thousand
and ninety-five
six-tenths feet;
feet; thence
sixty-three degrees three minutes
west two
fifty-nine seconds
seconds west
two
south sixty-three
minutes fifty-nine
thousand and
and ninety-four
ninety-four and
feet to
to the
the bulkhead
bulkhead line
line
thousand
and two-tenths
two-tenths feet
of
Bay; thence
minutes
of San
San Diego
Diego Bay;
thence north
north twenty-six
twenty-six degrees
degrees fifty-six
fifty-six minutes
one second
along said
said bulkhead
bulkhead line
seven hundred
hundred
west along
line two
two thousand
thousand seven
one
second west
and
twenty-two and two-tenths
the westwith the
two-tenths feet
feet to an
an intersection
intersection with
and twenty-two
erly prolongation
line of
of National
City; thence
thence
of the
the northerly
northerly line
National City;
erly
prolongation of
north
degrees forty-three
fifteen seconds
seconds east
east
forty-three minutes
minutes fifteen
north seventy-one
seventy-one degrees
along said
northerly line
line one
one thousand
thousand and
and eighty-six
and sixty-seven
sixty-seven
eighty-six and
said northerly
along
one-hundredths feet
feet to
the point
point of
excepting and
and reservreservof beginning,
beginning, excepting
to the
one-hundredths
ing
therefrom a
a roadway
roadway approximately
hundred feet
in width
width
one hundred
feet in
approximately one
ing therefrom
along the
the easterly
side.
along
easterly side.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary is
is authorized
to accept
accept title
title to
the aboveto the
aboveauthorized to
SEC.

described tract
from the
California, upon the
City,? California
city of
of National
National City
tract from
the city
described
California,
in the city of National City, California,
following
conditions recited in
following conditions
Resolution Numbered
2024:
Numbered 2024:
Resolution
That the
conveyance shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
any and
all existing
existing leases
leases
and all
to any
That
the conveyance

on the
property or
tidelands.
or tidelands.
the aforesaid
aforesaid property
on
That the
of National
City may
reserve perpetual
easements
perpetual easements
ational City
may reserve
That
the city
city of
for
and maintaining
maintaining sewers
across any
any and
and all
all of
of
drains across
sewers and
and drains
for laying
laying and
the above-described
land wherever
wherever necessary
necessary and
and convenient.
convenient.
above-described land
the

That the
the above-described
above-described tract
tract shall
shall be
used for
military purposes
purposes
be used
for military
That
of
States and
and particularly
for the
the purpose
establishing
purpose of
of establishing
particularly for
United States
of the
the United
and maintaining
piers landings,
and structures
structures to
to
buildings, and
landings, buildings,
thereon piers,
and
maintaining thereon
be used
by the
the United
United States
vy.
Navy.
States 14a
used by
be
Sze.
3. The
Navy of
of the
the transtransthe Navy
Secretary of
of the
by the
the Secretary
The acceptance
acceptance by
SEC. 3.
fer or
by the
the city
City of
the lands
lands
of any
any of
of the
city of
of National
National City
or quitclaim
quitclaim by
fer
herein
mentioned shall
not be
be construed
construed as
as a
by the
the
a relinquishment
relinquishment by
shall not
herein mentioned
United
States of
claim of
of title
interest in
in any
any
in said
said land
land in
title or
or interest
of its
its claim
United States
manner
arising.
manner arising.
SEC. 4.
4. The
The right
right to
to alter,
is hereby
hereby
this Act
Act is
or repeal
repeal this
amend, or
alter, amend,
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, September
September 21,
21, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

957
957

Conditions
Conditions
ceptance.

of acof

eptana-

Existing leases.
leases.
Existing
Easements.
Easements.

Military and
and naval
Military
naval
use.
s

.

U. B. claim
claim of
of title.
title.

u. .

Bight reserved.
Bightserved.
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PUBLIC
LAWS—CI{S. 725-727—SEPT.
24, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
725-727-SEPT. 24,
[CHAPTER 725]
[CHAPTER
725]

September 24, 1940
[H. J. Res. 596]
[Pub. Res., No. 98]

[H. J. Res. 596]

Sr
[54 STAT.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

To authorize
authorize Commander
Commander Howard
Howard L. Vickery
Vickery to
hold the office
office of
of a
a member
member of
to hold
of
the United
United States
States Maritime
the
Maritime Commission.
Commission.

Resolved by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of the
the United
United
Resolved
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
States of
in Congress
assembled, That
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
any
States
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
L.
L.
of law contrary
contrary hereto
herewith,
provision
hereto or inconsistent
inconsistent
herewith, Commander
Commander
Vickery authorized
authorized to
Vickery
to
....
..
holdoffceas
hold office as member.
Howard
Howard L. Vickery, being
officer on
active list,
list,
bemg aa commissioned
commissioned officer
on the active
U.

S.

Maritime

Commission.
coUmmission.'"'e
Comdr.
Howard
Comdr. Howard

United States Navy, is
to hold
the office
of a
of the
is authorized
authorized to
hold the
office of
a member
member of
the
United States Maritime
loss of
of or
prejudice to
to his
Maritime Commission without
without loss
or prejudice
his
status as a
a commissioned
commissioned officer
officer on the active list
United States
States
list of the United
appointed to such civil office he shall receive, in addition
Navy, and if appointed
to his pay and allowances
allowances as such commissioned
commissioned officer, an amount equal
to the difference
difference between
between such
such pay and allowances
commissioned
allowances as such commissioned
officer and the salary prescribed
prescribed by law for such civil office.
office.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 24, 1940.

Compensation.
Compensation.

[CHAPTER 726]
[CHAPTER
726]
September 24, 1940
September
[H. J. Res. 607]
607]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 99]
99]

Military Establishment.
ment.
Additional appropriations.

Military
Military posts.
posts.

Ante, pp. 360, 704;
post,
067.
post, p. 967.

Acquisition of
of land.
Ante, pp. 361,
361, 705.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
Making
Making additional appropriations
Military Establishment
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
appropriations for the
the Military
Establishment for
year
June 30,
30, 1941.
year ending
ending June
1941.

Senate and House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
States of America in
States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the following
sums are
are
in Congress
following sums
appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, for the Military
Military Establishment
Establishment for the fiscal
year ending
June
fiscal year
ending June
30, 1941, namely:
30
namely:
Military Posts: For
construction and
and installation
buildings, flying
flying
For construction
installation of
of buildings,
appurtenances thereto, including
fields, and appurtenances
including the acquisition
of land,
land,
acquisition of
rights appertaining
appertaining thereto, leasehold
leasehold and other interests
interests therein,
therein, and
and
temporary use thereof, without
temporary
without regard
regard to the provisions of
of Sections
355,
Sections 355,
1136,
1136, and 3648, Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended (10
(10 U. S.
1339; 40
40
S. C.
C. 1339;
U. S. C.255;
C. 255; 31 U. S. C. 529),
529), $329,519,902.
$329,519,902.
Acquisition of Land:
Land: For acquisition
acquisition of land,
land, including
including rights
perrights pertaining
taining thereto, leasehold and other interests
therein, and
temporary
interests therein,
and temporary
use thereof, without
without regard
Sections 355,
1136, and
regard to the provisions
provisions of Sections
355, 1136,
and
3648, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as amended,
amended, (10
(10 U. S. C. 1339; 40
U. S.
C. 255;
40 U.
S. C.
255;
S. C.
C. 529),
529), $8,744,000.
$8,744,000.
31 U. S.
Approved,
September 24,
24, 1940.
Approved, September
1940.
[CHAPTER 727]
[CHAPTER
727]

September 24,
24, 1940
September
1940

[H. R. o100o]

[H. R. 10026]
[Public, No. 788]

Disposition
Disposition of photographed, etc.,
etc., U. S.
tographed,
records.
records.

Preservation,
Preservation,
of photographs.
photographs.

etc.,

ACT
AN ACT
To provide for the disposition
of certain
photographed records
records of
of the
the United
United States
disposition of
certain photographed
States
Government,
Government, and
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in Congress
whenever any
any
Congress assembled, That
That whenever
agency
agency of the United States Government
Government shall have photographed
or
photographed or
microphotographed
microphotographed all or any part of the records kept
kept by
by or
or in
in the
the
a manner and on film that complies with the minimum
agency in a
standards of quality
quality approved for permanent
permanent photographic
photographic records
records
by the
the National Bureau of Standards,
by
Standards, and whenever
whenever such photographs
photographs
or microphotographs
microphotographs shall be placed
placed in conveniently
conveniently accessible
accessible files and
provision made
made for preserving, examining,
examining, and using the same,
same, the
head of such agency may, with the approval
approval of the Archivist
Archivist of the
United States, cause
cause the original records
records from which the photographs
photographs
or microphotographs
microphotographs have been made or any part thereof
thereof to be disdis-

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

3D SESS.—CHS
SESS.-CHS..727-729—SEPT.
727-729--SEPT. 24, 1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3n

959
959

posed of according
according to methods
methods prescribed
prescribed by law, provided
provided records
records
of the same specific
particular agency
specific kind in the particular
agency have
have been previously
previously
authorized for
authorized
for disposition
disposition by
by Congress.
Congress.
Force and effect of
of
SEC. 2. Photographs or microphotographs
microphotographs of any record photoForce
SEc.
photophotographs, etc.
graphed or microphotographed
microphotographed as herein
herein provided
provided shall
shall have
have the
the same
same photographs, etc*
force and effect as the originals thereof would
would have had, and shall be
of their
their admissibility in evidence.
treated as originals for the purpose of
evidence.
Admissibility
Admissibility in evDuly certified or authenticated
Duly
authenticated copies
such photographs
or micromicrocopies of
of such
photographs or
idence of certified,
certified,
idence
shall be
be admitted
photographs shall
admitted in
evidence equally with
with the
the original
original etc.,
in evidence
etc., copies.
copies.
microphotographs.
photographs or microphotographs.
Approved, September
Approved,
24, 1940.
1940.
September 24,
[CHAPTER 728]
728]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Secretary of the Interior
to issue
issue patents
Authorizing the Secretary
Interior to
patents for lands
held under
lands held
color of title.
title.

24, 1940
1940
September 24,
[H. R.
R.10176]
[H.
10176]
[Public,
789]
[Public, No.
No. 789]

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
Michigan.
United States
States of America
United
Congress assembled,
America in
in Congress
assembled, That if within five Michigan.
Issuance of patents
years
it shall
be shown
shown to
certain lands held
held
years after
after passage
passage of
of this
this Act
Act it
shall be
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of for certain
title.
the Secretary
Secretary of the
Interior that a
or tracts
of public
public land
land in
in under color of title.
the Interior
a tract
tract or
tracts of
Monroe County
County in
the State
State of
not exceeding
exceeding in
aggreMonroe
in the
of Michigan,
Michigan, not
in the
the aggregate one
hundred and
has or
have been
been held
held in
faith
gate
one hundred
and sixty
sixty acres,
acres, has
or have
in good
good faith
and
in peaceable,
adverse possession
possession by
by a
citizen of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
and in
peaceable, adverse
a citizen
his
ancestors or
or grantors,
for more
twenty years
prior to
to the
the
his ancestors
grantors, for
more than
than twenty
years prior
approval
and that
that improveimproveapproval of
of this
this Act
Act under
under claim
claim or
or color
color of
of title
title,'and
ments
such land
land or
or some
some part
thereof has
has been
been
ments have
have been
been placed
placed on
on such
part thereof
Price per
per acre.
acre.
Price
reduced
cultivation, the
Secretary shall,
the payment
payment of
of $1.25
$1.25
reduced to cultivation,
the Secretary
shall, upon
upon the
per
acre
'
cause
a
patent
or
patents
to
issue
for
such
land
to
any
such
per acre, cause a patent or patents to issue for such land to any such
Provisos.
Provisos.
citizen: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the term
"citizen", as
as used
used herein,
herein shall
shall be
be held
held
citizen:
term "citizen"
"Citizen"
"Citizen" defined.
defined.
to
under the
the laws
to include
include a
a corporation
corporation organized
organized under
laws of
of the
the -United
United States
States
Mineral rights reMineral
or
any State
State or
or Territory
Territory thereof:
thereof: Provided
Provided further,
That coal
coal and
and served.
further, That
or any
served.
all
are hereby
hereby reserved
reserved to
to the
United
all other
other minerals
minerals contained
contained therein
therein are
the United
States; that
that said
said coal
and other
other minerals
subject to
to sale
sale or
or
States;
coal and
minerals shall
shall be
be subject
disposal by
by the
the United
applicable leasing
leasing and
mineral
disposal
United States
States under
under applicable
and mineral
land laws,
permittees, lessees,
or grantees
grantees of
of the
the United
United States
States
land
laws, and
and permittees,
lessees, or
shall have
have the
the right
enter upon
upon said
said lands
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of
shall
right to
to enter
lands for
prospecting
for and
deposits.
mining such
such deposits,
prospecting for
and mining
Approved,
1940.
Approved, September
September 24,
24, 1940.
[CHAPTER 729]
729]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To
age limits
limits for
midshipmen at
at the
the
as midshipmen
To extend
extend the
the age
for applicants
applicants for
for appointment
appointment as
United States
Naval Academy.
Academy.
United
States Naval

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
by the
Be

United States
America in
in Congress
That hereafter
all
hereafter all
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
United

candidates for
be not
not less
than
less than
candidates
for admission
admission to
to the
the Naval
Naval Academy
Academy must
must be

September 24,
1940
September
24, 1940
[II. R. 10438]
. R. 10438]
[Public,
No. 790]
790]
[Public, No.

U. S
Acad..-S. Naval Academy.
Age
limits
for
canAge limits for candidates for admission.

- Naval

seventeen years
of age
more than
twenty-one years
of age
age on
on April
April didates for admission.
seventeen
years of
age nor
nor more
than twenty-one
years of
calendar year
which they
enter the
11 of
of the
the calendar
year in
in which
they enter
the academy:
academy: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
inimum age
Minimum
age for
for
entrance in
in 1%41.
That
entrance in
in the
year 1941,
the mitumum
shall be
be not
not less
less entrance
1941.
the year
1941, the
minimum age
age shall
That for
for entrance
than
years.
than sixteen
sixteen years.
Repeal.
SEc.
All laws
of laws
laws inconsistent
inconsistent with
with this
this Act
Act are
are
2. All
or parts
Repeal.
SEC. 2.
laws or
parts of
hereby
repealed
to
the
extent
of
such
inconsistency.
hereby repealed to the extent of such inconsistency.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, September
September 24,
24, 1940.
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PUBLIC
LAWS— CH.730-SEPT.
730—SEPT.24,
24, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

[CHAPTER 730]
[CHAPTER
730]
September 24,
September
24, 1940
1940

[H. J. Res. 445]
[Pub. Res., No. 100]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
To establish
establish a
Commission for
for the
the Celebration
of the
the Two
Two Hundredth
Hundredth Anniversary
To
a Commission
Celebration of
Anniversary
of the
Birth of
of Thomas
Jefferson.
of
the Birth
Thomas Jefferson.

House of
of Representatves
Representatives of
of the
the
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and House

Hundredth
Two Hundredth
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That there
is hereby
hereby
there is
Anniversary
Anniversary of the
Birth of Thomas
to be
known as
as the
the United
United States
States ComComThomas Jef- established
established aa Commission
Commission to
be known
ferson.
the Celebration
the Two
Two Hundredth
Hundredth Anniversary
Anniversary of
of
Commission
mission for
for the
Celebration of
of the
eonmission estab- mission

lished.
Ulshed.

Composition.
Composition.

the Birth of Thomas Jefferson
Jefferson (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred to as the Commission),
nineteen commissioners,
commissioners, as
as follows:
follows:
mission), and to
to be
be composed
composed of
of nineteen
The President
presiding officer of the Senate;
President of the United
United States;
States •presiding
Senate;
and the
of the
the House
HouseStates;
of Representatives,
presiding
officio; eight
and
the Speaker
Speaker of
of
ex officio;
eight

persons to be appointed by
the United
United States;
States; four
four
by the President
President of the
Senators by the
tempore of the Senate;
four
the President
President pro tempore
Senate; and four
Representatives by
the Speaker
Speaker of
of the
the House
Representatives.
Representatives
by the
House of
of Representatives.
compensation and
select
The Commissioners
Commissioners shall
shall serve without
without compensation
and shall select
chairman from among their
their number.
aachairman
number.
Appropriation
Appropriation auSEC.
S
EC. 2. That there is hereby authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out
thorized.
thorized.
of
any money
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
Pthored.
Post, p. 1037.
o1.
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
sum
of $5,000 to be expended
expended by the Commission
Commission in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of this joint resolution.
Duty
COMMNDuty of CommisSEC.
S
EC. 3. That it
it shall be the duty of the Commissioners, after prosioners.
oners.
mulgating
to the
American people
mulgating to
the American
people an address
address relative to the reason
reason
of
plan or
plans and
and aa
of its
its creation and
and of its purpose,
purpose, to
to prepare
prepare aaplan
or plans
program
to commemorate
program for
for the signalizing
signalizing of the
the event, to
commemorate which
which
they are brought into being:
being" and to give due and proper consideraconsideration to any
plans which
to them;
them; and
and to
to
any plan
plan or
or plans
which may
may be submitted
submitted to
take such steps as may be necessary
necessary in the coordination
coordination and correlation of plans prepared
prepared. by State commissioners,
commissioners, or by bodies
bodies created
created
under appointment
respective States
and by
by
appointment by the Governors
Governors of the respective
States and
representative civic bodies; and if the participation
representative
other nations
participation of other
in the commemoration
commemoration be deemed
deemed advisable,
advisable, to
to communicate
communicate with
with
governments of such nations.
nations.
governments
Plan of celebration.
celebration.
SEC.
a plan
SEC. 4. That when the Commission shall have
have approved
approved of a
plan
celebration, then it shall submit
for their
their consideration
consideration and
of celebration,
submit for
and
approval such plan or plans, insofar as it or they
they may relate to
to the
fine arts, to the Commission
Commission of Fine Arts
Washington, for their
their
Arts in Washington,
approval, and in accordance
accordance with statutory
approval,
statutory requirements.
Employment
of perEmiloymentofperSEC.
chairman and aa
SEC. 5. That the Commission, after selecting aa chairman
sonnel.
vice chairman
chairman from among
among their
their members, may employ aa secretary
secretary
and such other assistants as may be needed for clerical
clerical work
work conconnected with the duties of the Commission
Commission and may also engage
engage the
services of expert
expert advisors; and may fix their
respective compensatheir respective
compensations within the amount appropriated
appropriated for such purposes.
o
Traveling, etc.,
etc., exexSEEC.
. 6. The Commissioners
compensation for their
S
Commissioners shall receive no compensation
their
penses.
enses.
services, but shall be paid their actual and necessary
necessary traveling, hotel,
hotel,
and other expenses
expenses incurred in the discharge
discharge of their duties, out of
of
appropriated.
the amount
amount appropriated.
Report to CongreS.
Congress.
Reportt
SEC.
of January
SEc. 7.
7. The Commission
Commission shall, on or before the 1st of
January
Post, p. 1227.
1941, make a
a report
report to the Congress
Congress in order that enabling legislation
legislation
may be enacted.
Expiration
of
ComEpirtion
of
CornSEC.
Sze. 8. That the Commission hereby
hereby created
created shall expire
expire upon
upon
mission.
the
completion
of
its
but
completion
duties
not
later
April
13,
than
April
1945.
When
resoluWen joint
oint resolSEC. 9. This joint
joint resolution
take effect immediately.
resolution shall
tion effective.
tApproved, SEC. 9. This
September
24, 1940.shall take effect immediately.
Approved, September
Approved,
September 24,
24, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

[
CHAPTER 733]
733]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Granting the consent
consent of Congress
Granting
Congress to the State of Michigan
Michigan to construct, mainmaintain, and operate aa toll bridge or series
causeways, and approaches
series of bridges,
bridges, causeways,
approaches
thereto, across the Straits of Mackinac
Mackinac at or near
between Saint Ignace,
near a
apoint between
Ignace,
Michigan, and the Lower Peninsula of Michigan.
Michigan.
Michigan,

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United States
America in
consent
United
States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the consent
of Congress is hereby granted
granted to the
the State
State of Michigan
Michigan to construct,
construct,
maintain, and operate
a bridge,
bridge, or series of bridges,
maintain,
operate a
bridges, causeways,
causeways, and
approaches
across the Straits of Mackinac,
Mackinac, at aapoint
approaches thereto, across
point suitable
to the interests of navigation, at or near
near a
apoint between
between Saint Ignace,
Michigan, and the Lower Peninsula
Michigan in
accordance with
Peninsula of Michigan,
in accordance
the provisions
provisions of the Act entitled
entitled "A
n Act
Actt
o regulate
"An
to
regulate the
the construcconstruction of bridges over navigable
navigable waters"
waters", approved
approved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
1908,
and subject to the conditions and
limitations contained
and limitations
contained in this Act.
SEC. 2. If
If tolls are charged for
the use of
bridge or series
SEC.
for the
of such bridge
series
of
causeways, and
and approaches
thereto, the
the rates
of toll
shall
of bridges,
bridges, causeways,
approaches thereto,
rates of
toll shall
a fund sufficient
be so adjusted as to provide
provide a
sufficient to pay the reasonable
reasonable
cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating the
the bridge
bridge or series
of
bridges, causeways,
causeways, and
and approaches
thereto, under
economical
of bridges,
approaches thereto,
under economical
management
provide a
a sinking
sufficient to
to amortize
management and
and to
to provide
sinking fund sufficient
amortize
the cost of the bridge or series
and approaches
approaches
series of
of bridges,
bridges, causeways,
causeways, and
thereto,
including at
exceed 5
centum per
per annum
annum
thereto, including
at aa rate not
not to
to exceed
5 per centum
interest and reasonable
reasonable financing
financing cost, as soon as possible under reasonperiod of
exceed thirty
years from
able charges,
charges, but
but within a
a period
of not
not to
to exceed
thirty years
from the
completion thereof.
sufficient for
such amorticompletion
thereof. After
After a
a sinking
sinking fund
fund sufficient
for such
amortization
provided, such
bridge or
or series
series of
of bridges,
bridges,
zation shall
shall have been
been so
so provided,
such bridge
causeways and approaches
thereto, shall
thereafter be
maintained
causeways,
approaches thereto,
shall thereafter
be maintained
and
record of
and operated
operated free of
of tolls. An accurate
accurate record
of the
the costs of the
bridge
of bridges,
bridges, causeways,
approaches thereto,
thereto, the
the
bridge or
or series
series of
causeways, and
and approaches
expenditures for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
repairing, and
expenditures
and operating
operating the
the same,
and
of the
daily tolls
shall be
be available
available
and of
the daily
tolls collected
collected shall
be kept
kept and
and shall
shall be
for the
information of
all persons
persons interested.
interested.
of all
for
the information
S
EC. 3. The right to
hereby
Act is hereby
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this Act
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, September
September 25,
25, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 734]
[CHAPTER
734]

AN ACT
ACT

To
for increasing
increasing the
the lending
lending authority
authority of
of the
the Export-Import
Export-Import Bank
Bank of
of
provide for
To provide
Washington,
purposes.
and for
for other
other purposes.
Washington, and

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Be
it enacted
by the
United States
America in,
assembled, That
That the
the fourth
fourth
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
paragraph
of section
Corporation
5d of
of the
the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
paragraph of
section 5d
Act,
as amended,
is hereby
amended by
subsections
renumbering subsections
hereby amended
by renumbering
Act, as
amended, is
"
(1)" and
and "(3)",
respectively, and
inserting
"(1)"
and "(2)"
"(2)" thereof
thereof "(2)"
"(2)" and
"(3)", respectively,
and inserting
therein
following new
new subsection:
subsection:
the following
therein the
"(1)
To assist
in the
the stabilizastabiliza"(1) To
assist in
the development
development of
of the
the resources,
resources, the
tion
economies, and
the orderly
orderly marketing
marketing of
products of
of
of the
the products
of the
the economies,
and the
tion of
the
of the
the Western
by supplying
funds, not
to
not to
supplying funds,
Western Hemisphere
Hemisphere by
the countries
countries of
exceed
$500,000,000 outstanding
one time,
time, to
to the
the ExportExportoutstanding at
at any
any one
exceed $500,000,000
Import
Bank of
through loans
to, or
by subscriptions
subscriptions
Import Bank
of Washington,
Washington, through
loans to,
or by
to
stock of,
of, such
such bank,
bank, to
to enable
enable such
such bank,
make loans
loans
to make
bank, to
to preferred
preferred stock
to any
any governments,
governments, their
banks, or
other acceptable
acceptable
or any
any other
central banks,
their central
to
banking
institutions and,
guaranteed by
by any
any such
such government,
government,
when guaranteed
and, when
banking institutions
a
central bank,
or any
any other
acceptable banking
banking institution,
to aa
institution, to
other acceptable
a central
bank, or
political subdivision,
of any
any such
political
subdivision, agency,
agency, or
or national
national of
such government,
government,
0
193470
*-41—xrr. I-19347 °-41-rT.

961
September 25,1940
25, 1910
September
[S.
[8. 1379]
[Public, No.
No. 791]
[Public,
791]

Michigan.
Michigan.
Bridges authorized
authorized
across Straits
Straits of Mackinac.
kinac.

34 Stat. 84.
34
33 U. S. C.
C. I§
§§ 49149133
498.
Application of tolls
tolls
Application
to operation,
operation, sinking
sinking
fund, etc.
fund,etc.

Maintenance
Maintenance as free
free
after amortizbridge after
etc.
ing costs,
costs, etc.
Record
expendiRecord of expendicosts, and
and retures, costs,
ceipts.

Right reserved.
reserved.

September 26,
211, 1940
1940
September
[11.
10381)
[11. R.
it. 103SH

[Public, No. 792
792]
[l'ulic,

Reconstruction FiReconstruction
nance
nance Corporation
Corporation
Act, amendments.
amendments.
Act,
Ante, p. 573.
673.

Lending authority
authority
Lending
of Export-Import
Export -Import
of
Bank.

Loans to governLoans
governments, etc., of
ments,
of WestWestern Hemisphere.
ern

962

Proviso.
Proviso.
Loans not to be in
violation of
interna.
of international law.
law.
31 U.
S. C. §
§804a.
804a.
U.S.C.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 4.
4.
22
22 U
U S. 0.,., Supp.
Supp.
v, §§ 245J-245J-19.
V,
245j-2451-19.

Terms,
etc., of loans.
Terms,etc.,ofloans.

Ante, p. 573.

Increase of
of outoutstanding obligations
obligations
authorized.
authorized.

Ante,
Ante, p. 38.
15 U.
U. S. C.,
Stipp.
C., Supp.
V, §
713b.
§ 713b.
V,

26, 27,
PUBLIC LAWS--CHS.
LAWS— CHS.734-736— Sept.
27, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
734-736--Sept.
Oct.26,
4,1940
Oct.
4,
1940

notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other provisions
provisions of law
may
law insofar
insofar as they
they may
restrict
prohibit loans
restrict or prohibit
loans or other
other extensions
to, or
or other
extensions of credit
credit to,
other
transactions with, the governments
transactions
governments of the countries of the Western
Western
Hemisphere
Hemisphere or their agencies
agencies or nationals: Provided,
That no
no such
such
Provided, That
loans shall be made in violation
violation of international
international law as
interpreted
as interpreted
by the Department
Department of State, or of the Act of April
April 13,
13, 1934
1934 (48
(48
Stat. 574),
574), or of the Neutrality
written
Neutrality Act of 1939. Upon
Upon the
the written
Federal Loan Administrator,
request of the Federal
the approval
Administrator, with
with the
approval of
of the
the
President,
President, the bank is authorized,
authorized, subject
subject to such
such conditions
conditions and
and
limitations as may be set forth in such request or
or approval,
approval, to
to
perform the functions
exercise the powers and
and perform
functions herein
herein set forth.
Such loans may be made and administered
administered in such manner
manner and
and upon
upon
such terms and conditions
determine."
conditions as the bank may determine."
SEC.
Section 5d of the Reconstruction
SEC. 2. Section
Finance Corporation
Corporation Act,
Act,
Reconstruction Finance
as amended,
amended, is hereby
hereby amended
the
amended by adding at the
the end thereof the
following new
new paragraph:
paragraph:
"The amount of notes, bonds, debentures,
debentures, and other
other such obligaobligations which the Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation
authorized to
Corporation is authorized
issue and have outstanding
outstanding at any
any one time under existing law
law is
is
hereby increased
increased by $1,500,000,000."
$1,500,000,000."
SEC.
SEC. 3. That section
section 9
9 of the Act approved
approved January
January 31,
31, 1935
(49
1935 (49
Stat. 4),
4), as amended, is hereby amended
(a) striking out "June
amended by (a)
"June
30 1941"
1941" and inserting
30,
inserting in lieu thereof "January
1947"; (b)
(b)
"January 22,
22, 1947";
deleting from the first proviso thereof the figure
figure "$200,000,000"
"$200,000,000" and
and
inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof the figure "$700,000,000";
"$700,000,000"; and (c)
(c) striking
striking
out the second proviso thereof.
thereof.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 26, 1940.
[CHAPTER
7351
[CHAPTER 735]

September
September 27,
27, 1940
1940
[S. 3929]
[Public, No. 793]
[Public,
793]

Mississippi River.
Tiisippi
Rivdder
Time extended
for
bridging,
at Membridging, at
Memphis, Tenn.

phisTnn.

Stat.

53 Stat. 1338.
Right reserved.

ightreser

[54 STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT

To extend the times for commencing
completing the
construction of
of aabridge
bridge
commencing and completing
the construction
across the Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at or near Memphis,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Tennessee.
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the times
times for
for
commencing and completing
completing the construction
commencing
construction of a
a bridge across the
Misissippi
Mississippi River
River, at or near
near Memphis,
Memphis, authorized
authorized to
t
o b
bu ilt by
by th
bee built
thee
Memphis and
Arkansas Bridge
Commission by
by an
of Congress
Congress
Memphis
and Arkansas
Bridge Commission
an Act
Act of
approved
approved August 10, 1939, are
are hereby extended
extended one and three years,
years,
respectively,
respectively, from August 10, 1940.
SEc.
S
EC. 2. The right to alter, amend,
amend, or repeal
repeal this
this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly reserved.
reserved..

Approved, September
September 27, 1940.
[CHAPTER 736]
736]
October 4, 1940
October
[H. R.
R. 96881
9688]
[H.
[Public, No. 794]

Navy or Marine
officers.
Corps officers.
Retired
Retired pay.
34 U. S. C., Supp.
V. §§398a,
687.
V,
f 398a,687.

ACT
AN ACT
To provide
advancement on the
provide for the advancement
the retired list of any
any officer
officer of the Navy
Navy or
or
Marine Corps retired pursuant
Marine
pursuant to the provisions
provisions of section
section 13 or 15 (e) of the
Act of June
June 23, 1938.
1938.

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That any officer of
United States
States of
of
the Navy or Marine
Marine Corps who has heretofore been placed
placed on the
pursuant to the provisions of section 13 or 15 (e)
retired list pursuant
(e) of the
Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 944),
944), or both of such sections, shall
shall
receive the
the retired
retired pay of aa rear
receive
rear admiral
admiral of the upper
upper half.
Approved, October
October 4, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

963
963

76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3D
SESS.-CHS. 742, 743-OCT.
3n SESS.--CHS.
743—OCT. 4, 5, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 742]
742]
AN ACT
ACT
AN
1

3a of the National
National Defense
Defense Act so as to authorize
authorize
To further amend
amend section 13a
detailed for training
rated, and
officers detailed
training and duty as aircraft
aircraft observers
observers to be so rated,
for other purposes.
purposes.

it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
United States of America in
Congressassembled,
assembled,
in Congress
SEC. 1.
and fifth
provisos of
of section
section 13a
13a of
of the
National
the National
fifth provisos
The fourth
fourth and
1. The
SEC.

Defense
by section
section 22of
of the
Act of
July 2,1926
Defense Act
Act as
as amended
amended by
the Act
of July
2, 1926 (44
(44 Stat.
Stat.

October 4, 1940
1940
October
[H.
R. 98981
9898]
[H. R.

[Public, No. 795]
[Public,

National Defense
Defense
Act, amendment.
ment.
Army
Ah*Corps.
Army Air
Corps.
10 U. S. C.
291b,
c. 1 291b,
2910; 8upp. V,
V, 1I291c.
291c.

Nation'a

781),
781) ,and the sixth proviso of said Act as amended
amended by section
section 22of the 2s1 c; s-pp.
Act of July 2, 1926 (44
(44 Stat. 781),
and section 3
3of the Act of June 16,
16,
781), and
1936 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1524),
1524), including
including the
two provisos
added by
by the
the Act
Act
1936
the two
provisos added
Provisos.
Provided Proti.
last-mentioned, are further
amended to read
read as follows:
follows: "Provided
further amended
last-mentioned,
Detail of officers
officers for

further, That
That in
in order
insure that
officers of
further,
order to
to insure
that the
the commissioned
commissioned officers
of the
the
Air Corps shall
officers and,
purpose
shall be properly
properly qualified flying
flying officers
and, for
for the
the purpose
of giving
giving officers of the Army an opportunity
opportunity so to qualify, the SecreSecretary of War is hereby authorized
authorized to detail officers
officers to the Air Corps
Corps
for training as flying officers, and such officers
officers shall
shall start flying training
detailed: Provided
further, That nothProvidedfurther,
being so
so detailed:
immediately upon
upon being
ing immediately
ing
ing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to limit the number
number of officers who
who
detailed to the
training as
flying officers: ProProas flying
the Air
Air Corps for training
may be
be detailed
vided
further, That
on the
the number
of officers
of the
the sevsevofficers of
number of
the limitation
limitation on
That the
vided further,
authority
by competent
eral branches
who may
may be
be required
required by
competent authority
Army who
of the
the Army
branches of
eral
to participate
and frequently
frequently in
aerial flights
flights imposed
imposed by
by
regularly and
in aerial
to
participate regularly
section 20
20 of
of the
June 10,
amended by
Stat. 632),
632), as amended
10, 1922 (42
(42 Stat.
Act of June
the Act
section
section 6
of the
the Act
Act of
of July
July 2,
2, 1926
(44 Stat.
782), shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
section
6 of
1926 (44
Stat. 782),
to
officers of
of the
the several
branches of
of the Army
Army detailed
detailed to the Air Corps
several branches
officers
for training
training and
and duty
as aircraft
other members
as other
members of
observers or as
duty as
aircraft observers
for
further, That flying units shall in all cases
Provided further,
combat crews: Provided
be commanded
officers who
who have
ratings
aeronautical ratings
have received
received aeronautical
by flying
flying officers
be
commanded by
as
types of
of aircraft
aircraft and
and who
who are
are commissioned
in the
the
commissioned in
of service
service types
as pilots
pilots of
Air Corps,
Corps, or
general officers
officers of
of the line
line who have
permanent general
or qualified
qualified permanent
Air
received
of service
aircraft:
of aircraft:
service types of
pilots of
as pilots
ratings as
aeronautical ratings
received aeronautical
Provided
as one
one who
who has
has received
received
defined as
officer is
is defined
That a
a flying
flying officer
further,That
Providedfurther,
an
aeronautical rating
as a
apilot
types of
who
or one
one who
aircraft or
of aircraft
of service
service types
pilot of
rating as
an aeronautical
has received
an aeronautical
as an
an aircraft
observer or as any
aircraft observer
rating as
aeronautical rating
has
received an
other member
member of
of a
crew under
under such
such regulations
regulations as
Secreas the Secrea combat
combat crew
other
tary of
prescribe."
War may prescribe."
of War
tary
SEC. 2.
2. Such
Such laws
laws and
and parts
of laws
laws as
as may
with the
the
be inconsistent
inconsistent with
may be
parts of
SEC.
foregoing are
are hereby repealed.
repealed.
foregoing
Approved,
October 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved, October

[CHAPTER 743]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
for the
the burial
and funeral
expenses of
of deceased
deceased veterans
of the
the Regular
Regular
veterans of
funeral expenses
burial and
To
provide for
Establishment who
who were
disability incurred
incurred in
line
in the service
service in line
discharged for disability
were discharged
Establishment
of
duty,
or
in
receipt
of
pension
for
service
connected
disability.
of duty, or in receipt of pension for service connected disability.

Be
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
by the
the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United States
of America
That the
first sensenthe first
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
tence of
II of
Regulations Numbered
(a), as
as
9 (a),
Numbered 9
Veterans Regulations
of Veterans
of paragraph
paragraph II
tence
amended, is
is hereby
read as
as follows:
follows:
to read
amended to
hereby amended
amended,
"II. Where
Where an
discharged veteran
war, a
aveteran
veteran
any war,
of any
veteran of
honorably discharged
an honorably
"II.
of
of pension
or compensation,
veteran discharged
discharged
compensation, aaveteran
pension or
receipt of
war in
in receipt
of any
any war
from
the Army,
Corps, or
Guard for
for disability
disability
Coast Guard
or Coast
Marine Corps,
Navy, Marine
Army, Navy,
from the
incurred
veteran of
Navy, Marine
Marine
Army, Navy,
of the
the Army,
or a
a veteran
of duty,
duty, or
in line
line of
incurred in
Corps,
or Coast
in receipt
receipt of
of pension
for service
connected
service connected
pension for
Guard in
Coast Guard
Corps, or

flying
flying train
training.
ing.

Number.
Number.
Participation
ation in
aeIatiip
aerial flights.

Nonapplicability
cability of
of
designated limitation.
limitation.

Nonappli,

desgnated

10U. S. C.. it 292.

lOU.

.C

CommandI of
of flying
flying
Comman(
units.
units.

finF
el
c
ring

fficer
Flying oofficer
e

de.
de-

Repeal.
Repeal.

October 5,
5, 1940
1940
October
[H.
R. 7731]
7731]
[H. R.

[Public, No. 796]

Deceased veterans.
veterans.
Deceased
Burial and
and funeral
funeral
Burial

expenses.
ex Post,p.
penses. 1193,
Post, p. 1193.

964

PUBLIC
CHS.743,
743, 744-OCT.
744—OCT.5,
5, 1940
1940
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

disability dies after discharge, the Administrator,
Administrator, in his
his discretion
discretion
and with due regard to the circumstances
circumstances in each
each case,
case, shall
shall pay,
pay, for
for
burial and funeral
expenses and
and transportation
transportation of
of the
the body
body (includfuneral expenses
(including preparation
burial, a
sum not
not exceedpreparation of the body)
body) to the
the place
place of
of burial,
a sum
exceeding $100 to cover such items and to be
such person
person or
persons
be paid
paid to
to such
or persons
as may be prescribed
Administrator."
prescribed by the Administrator."
Approved, October
October 5, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 744]
744]
October 6,
5, 1940
[H. R. 9989]
99891
[Public, No. 797]
797]
[Public,

Memphis,
Memphis, TenTen1100.
nessee.
Easement forstreetfor streetEasement
088
widening purposes,
widening
purposes.

Description.
Description.

Conditions.
Conditions.

Reservation,

Reservation.

AN ACT
AN
ACT=

Authorizing the
Authorizing
of Veterans'
Affairs to
grant an
an easement
easement in
in certain
certain
the Administrator
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs
to grant
city of Memphis,
land to the city
purposes.
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, for
for street-widening
street-widening purposes.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
That the
the AdminisCongress assembled,
assembled, That
Administrator
trat,or of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
grant an
an
to grant
easement
Tennessee, for
street-widening purpureasement to
to the city of
of Memphis
Memphis, Tennessee,
for street-widening
poses, in aastrip of land along the western boundary
boundary of the Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration facility
Administration
facility in such city, described
described as follows:
follows:
Part of the homestead
and the north part
part of
of lot
lot 50
50 of
of the
Barnett
homestead lot and
the Barnett
Graham subdivision,
subdivision, beginning
beginning at the
south property
property line
line
the point in the south
of Lamar Avenue,
Avenue ten feet east of the east
property line
line of
of Dudley
Dudley
east property
Street, running thence south and parallel
parallel to the proposed
proposed new center
center
line of Dudley Street, as widened,
widened, a
a distance of
of six
hundred and
six hundred
and
twenty-two and one-tenth feet; thence
thence continuing
continuing southwardly
southwardly a
a disdistance of one hundred
hundred and fifty-one
fifty-one and one-tenth
one-tenth feet to
which
to a
a point, which
said point is seven
seven and two-tenths
of the
old east
property
two-tenths feet
feet east of
the old
east property
line of Dudley Street; thence
thence west aadistance of seven
seven and
two-tenths
and two-tenths
a point in the old east property
feet to a
property line of Dudley
Dudley Street; thence
thence
north with the old east property line
Dudley Street,
Street, aadistance
distance of
of
line of
of Dudley
seven hundred and seventy-three
seventy-three and one-tenth
one-tenth feet to a
apoint
in the
the
point in
south property
property line of Lamar Avenue;
thence east
the south
south proppropAvenue; thence
east with the
erty line of Lamar Avenue
Avenue aa distance of ten feet to the point
point of
of
beginning, containing an area of approximately
approximately eight
eight thousand
thousand three
three
fifty-three square feet, and being all of that property
hundred and fifty-three
lying within the described
described limits twenty-eight
twenty-eight and five-tenths
five-tenths feet
feet east
east
of the new center line of Dudley Street.
Street.
SEC. 2. Such grant
grant shall
be conditi
one d upon
up
on the
th e approval
approva lby
by the
th
e
SEC.
shall be
conditioned
proper authorities of the city of Memphis of an agreement
agreement to
(a)
to (a)
construct a
a concrete wall with
with stone
stone coping along the lacility
facility limits
limits on
Dudley Street in
accordance with
with sp
ecifi ca ti ons to
t
o be
be f
urn i
shed by
by the
in accordance
specifications
furnished
the
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs so as to provide
provide a
identical
a wall identical
with the one now existing along the Lamar Boulevard,
Boulevard, (b)
(b) move
move the
the
existing chain link fence and gates,
gates and place
the fence
on top
t
op of
ofth
place the
fence on
thee
wall, (c)
(c) move and
and replant such trees and shrubs as have
have to be
removed from their present
present locations,
locations, replace
replace such trees as will
removed
not
will not
stand moving
moving and replace
replace any such trees
trees and shrubs that do not
not
survive, and (d) restore
restore all areas within
within the reservation
reservation affected
affected by
by
this work as nearly
as possible
original
this
nearly as
possible to
t
o their
thei
r or
i
gi
nal condition
condition including
including
any necessary
sodding; all without
necessary soddmg;
without expense to the United
United States.
States. The
The
easement authorized
easement
authorized by this Act shall contain
contain the express
express reservation
reservation
that should
should the land cease to be used for street-widening
street-widening purposes
that
purposes
then all right, title, and interest
interest therein shall
shall immediately
immediately revert to
and revest in the United States.
States.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 5, 1940.

54 STAT.]

76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3D SESS.—MS.
SESS.-CHS. 745, 746, 756—OCT.
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1940

[CHAPTER 745]
[CHAPTER
745]

ACT
AN ACT

To amend section 4021 of the Revised
Revised Statutes and to repeal section 4023 of the
establishment of postal
Revised Statutes relating to establishment
postal agencies.
agencies.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section 4021
4021
assembled, That
of the Revised
Revised Statutes (39 U.
C., sec. 672) is
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
U. S.
S. C.,
as
follows:
follows:
"SEC. 4021. The Postmaster
General may establish postal agencies
agencies
"SEC.
Postmaster General
at such foreign seaports or airports
airports at which United
United States mail
mail
steamers
steamers or airships touch to land and
and receive mails, as may in his
judgment
judgment promote the efficiency
efficiency of the foreign mail service; and he
may pay the postal agents employed
employed thereat a
a reasonable
compensareasonable compensation for their services,
services, in addition
office
addition to
to the necessary
necessary expenses
expenses for office
clerk hire,
incidental expenses."
rent, office furniture, clerk
hire, and
and incidental
expenses."
SEC.
Revised Statutes (39
S
EC. 2. Section
Section 4023 of the Revised
(39 U.
U.S
C., sec. 674)
674)
S..C.,
is hereby repealed.
Approved, October
October 5, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 746]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To
authorize the
Administrator of
Veterans' Affairs
easement in
in a
To authorize
the Administrator
of Veterans'
Affairs to
to grant
grant an
an easement
a
Los Angeles,
Calismall strip of
of land
land at Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration Facility,
Facility, Los
Angeles, California,
the county
county of
Angeles, California,
sidewalk purposes.
purposes.
fornia, to
to the
of Los
Los Angeles,
California, for
for sidewalk

Be
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
Administhe AdminisUnited
States of
of America
America in
trator of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
authorized and
and
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
trator
Affairs be, and
directed
to grant
an easement
for sidewalk
purposes to
the county
of
to the
county of
directed to
grant an
easement for
sidewalk purposes
Los
State of
of California,
California, in
following-described proppropin the
the following-described
Los Angeles,
Angeles, State
erty
Facility, Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
Administration Facility,
erty located
located at
at Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
California:
California:
The
southerly ten
ten feet
block 23,
23, of the
subdivision of
the subdivision
lot 1,
1, block
feet of
of lot
The southerly
Rancho
San Jose
Jose de
de Buenos
Buenos Ayres,
on map
recorded in
in book
book
map recorded
as shown
shown on
Ayres, as
Rancho San
26, pages
pages 19
19 and
Records of the County
County
of Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Records
following, of
and the
the following,
26,
of
Los Angeles,
Angeles, this
being a
strip of
ten feet
width
in width
land ten
feet in
a strip
of land
this property
property being
of Los
abutting the
the north
north line
between
extending between
and extending
of Wilshire
Wilshire Boulevard
Boulevard and
line of
abutting
the
east street
street line
line of
and the
the west
west street
street line
line of
of
Avenue and
of Veteran
Veteran Avenue
the east
Gayley Avenue.
Avenue.
Gayley
The
easement authorized
authorized by
by this
Act shall
contain the
express reserreserthe express
this Act
shall contain
The easement
vation that
should the
land cease
for sidewalk
sidewalk purposes
purposes
to be
be used
used for
the land
cease to
that should
vation
then
right, title,
and interest
therein shall
immediately revert
to
revert to
shall immediately
interest therein
all right,
title, and
then all
and
in the
States.
United States.
the United
revest in
and revest
Approved,
October 5,
1940.
5, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER
756]
[CHAPTER 756]N

ACT
AN ACT
AN
ACT

Making supplemental
for the
the national
fiscal year
year
for the
the fiscal
defense for
national defense
appropriations for
supplemental appropriations
Making
ending
June 30,
ending June
30, 1941,
1941, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

965
65
1940
October 5, 1940
[H. R. 9991]
[H...
[Public, No. 798]
799]
[Public,

Postal Service.
Service.
Postal
R. 8.
}4021,
R.
S. iI
4021, amendamendment.
Establishment
Establishment of
of
postal agencies
agencies at forforpostal
eign seaports,
seaports, etc.

Compensation
of
Compensation of
postal agents.
agents.
postal

Repeal.

October 5, 1940
1940
October
[H. R.
R. 10267]
[H.
10267]
[Public, No.
No. 799
799]
[Public,

Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, CaliCalifornia.
fornia.
Easement for sideEasement
walk purposes.
purposes.
walk

Description.
Description.

Reservation.
Reservatlon.

October 8,
9, 140
1940
[H. R. 106721
10572]
[H.
[Public, No. 800]
8001

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
Third SuppleSuppleUnited
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the following
following mental
America in
of America
United States
mental National
National DeAppropriation
fense
Appropriation
sums
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any
othernot otherin the
the Treasury
Treasury not
out of
any money
money in
sums are
141.
Act, 1941.
wise appropriated,
defense for
for the
fiscal year
year
the fiscal
the national
national defense
for the
wise
appropriated, for
ending June
1941, namely:
namely:
30, 1941,
June 30,
ending
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Title IV,
IV, Military
Militant
Appropriation
Act,
Appropriation Act,
1941.
1941.
Ante, pp.
pp. 350,
350, 352.
352.
Additional
Additional
priations.
priations.

approappro-

Ante,
Ante, p. 350.

Ante,
p. 858.
858.
Ante, p.

Ante, p. 886.
Ante, p. 352.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

TITLE I-WAR
I—WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TITLE
MILITARY Aerrvrrms
MILITARY
ACTrVITIES
For
amounts for
for appropriations
the Military
Military EstabEstabFor additional
additional amounts
appropriations for
for the
lishment,
fiscal year
year 1941,
be supplemental
supplemental to,
to, and
and merged
merged with,
with, the
lishment, fiscal
1941, to
to be
the
appropriations under
the same
same heads
in the
the Military
Military- Appropriation
Appropriation
heads in
under the
appropriations
Act, 1941,
1941, including
and subject
subject to
to the
the limitations
limitations and
Act,
including the
the objects
objects and
and
conditions
therein except
as otherwise
provided herein,
herein, and
and
conditions specified
specified therein
except as
otherwise provided
for
purposes necessary
into effect
effect the
the provisions
provisions of
for all
all purposes
necessary to
to carry
carry into
of the
the
Act of August
_August 27,
Seventy27, 1940
1940 (Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 96, Seventysixth
Congress), authorizing
authorizing the
members and
sixth Congress),
the President
President to
to order
order members
and
units
military service,
of the
the
units of
of reserve
reserve components
components into
into active
active military
service, and
and of
Selective
Training and
of 1940
(Public, Numbered
783,
Selective Training
and Service
Service Act
Act of
1940 (Public,
Numbered 783,
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), as
as follows:
follows:
Seventy-sixth
CONTINGENCIES
OF THE
THE ARMY
ARMY
CONTINGENCIES OF
contingencies of
For contingencies
of the Army, $10,000.
$10,000.

GENERAL
STAFF
GENERAL S
TAFF CORPS
CORPS
Ante, p. 353.
Ante,

MILITARY
INTELIGENCE ACTIVITIEB
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE
Acrivrrizs

For military intelligence
intelligence activities, $100,000.
$100,000.
Ante, p. 353.
Ante,

FIELD
EXERCISES
FIELD EXERCISES

For special field exercises, $22,313,909.
$22,313,909.
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S
ADJUTANT
GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT
DEPARTXENT
Ante,
Ante, p. 354.

WELFARE OF
OF ENLISTED
MEN
WELFARE
ENLISTED MEN

For welfare of enlisted
enlisted men, $2,572,594.
$2,572,594.
FINANCE
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Ante, p. 354.

PAY
OF THE
TITE ARMY
ARMY
PAY OF

For pay of the Army, including
including not more
more than eight hundred
thousand
selective
trainees
under
the
provisions
of the
the Selective
Selective
of
provisions
the
under
thousand selective trainees
8
Ante, p. 886.
anc
.
Training and Service
Service Act of 1940, and including not to exceed
exceed
$345,000 for the employment
employment of civilian
civilian clerks at .military headheadProviso's.ation
$280,174,562:
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall
not
not quarters,
quarters,
$280,174562:
Provided,
That
this
appropriation
shall
not
Appropriation
Appropriation not
81ubJect to designated
subject
designated be
be subject to any limitation on the enlisted strength of the Army, on
on
I Imitations.
limitations.
the
officers who
to active
active duty,
the number
number of
of retired
retired officers
who may
may be
be called
called to
duty, on
on
the number of medical officers entitled to aviation increase,
increase, nor on
on
the number of assistant superintendents
superintendents of the Army Nurse Corps:
Corps:
Participation in
Participation
in aeani Provided
further, That, exclusive
exclusive of officers
Provided further,
officers of the Army Air Corps,
rrial
flights, limitation.
including those
including
those assigned thereto for training, the number of officers
officers
of the Army who may be required
required to participate
participate regularly
regularly and frequently in aerial flights
flights during the fiscal year 1941 shall not exceed
exceed
5 per centum of the total authorized commissioned
commissioned strength of the
5
42 Stat. 632.
Stat.
Army, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of section
section 20, Act of June
June 10,
10o42
U.
S. 62.
C. §292.
1922, as amended.
p. 356.
Ante, p.
TRAVEL OF
THE ARMY
TRAVEL
OF THE
ARMY
of the Army.
Pay of
Army.

For travel of the Army,
Army, including travel of dependents
dependents of retired
and
warrant officers, retired enlisted men of the first three grades, and
enlisted men of the first three grades of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve,
Reserve,
when such warrant
officers or enlisted men are ordered
warrant officers
ordered to active
active duty
and upon relief therefrom,
therefrom, $21,138,331.
$21,138,331.
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MARTIAL
COURTS MARTIAL
EXPENSES
OF COURTS
EXPENSES OF

Ante, p.
p. 357.
357.

For
$60,000.
For expenses of courts martial, $60,000.
SERVICE
FINANCE
FINANCE SERVICE

Ante, p.
p. 357.
357.
Ante,

$1,220,890.
For
service, Army, $1,220,890.
finance service,
For finance

QUARTERDIASTM CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER
THE ARMY
SUBSISTENCE OF
OF THE
ARMY
SUBSISTENCE

Ante,
p. 357.
Ante, p.

For subsistence
$82,858,520.
Army, $82,858,520.
of the Army,
subsistence of
For
OF THE
REGULAR SUPPLIES
.111.t., ARMY
ARMY
SUPPLIES OF
REGULAR

Ante,
Ante, p. 358.

$10,565,985.
For
regular supplies
supplies of the Army, $10,565,985.
For regular
EQUIPAGE
CLOTHING
AND EQUIPAGE
CLOTHING AND

Ante, p. 358.
358.
Ante,

For
clothing and
and equipage,
$165,262,093.
equipage, $165,262,093.
For clothing

INCIDENTAL
EXPENSES
INCIDENTAL EXPENSES

Ante, p.
p. 3.
359.
Ante,

For incidental
incidental expenses
the Army,
including not to exceed
exceed
Army, including
of the
expenses of
For
$40,000 for
for activities
of chaplains
ritual garments
garments and
(excluding ritual
chaplains (excluding
activities of
$40,000
personal
services), $8,843,752.
$8,843,752.
personal services),

ARMY
TRANSPORTATION
ARMY TRANSPORTATION

Ante, p.
p. 359.
359.
Ante,

For Army
Army transportation,
including packing
crating and
and
packing and crating
transportation, including
For
officers,
warrant
transportation
of
authorized
baggage
of
retired
warrant
officers,
baggage
authorized
of
transportation
retired enlisted
enlisted men
men of
of the Regular
Regular Army Reserve
Reserve
and enlisted
men, and
enlisted men,
retired
when ordered
to active
duty and
and upon
therefrom, without
without
upon relief therefrom,
active duty
ordered to
when
limitation as
as to
to the
of this
which may be
appropriation which
this appropriation
amount of
the amount
limitation
vehicles.
expended for
purchase or
exchange of
of .passenger-carrying
passenger-.carrying vehicles,
or exchange
for purchase
expended
or for
for purchase
construction, alteration,
repair of
operation, and repair
alteration, operation,
or construction,
purchase or
or
boats, and
and including
including not
not to
$800,000 for
for cost of converting
converting
exceed $800,000
to exceed
boats,
into
transports and
construction by the
under construction
vessels under
two vessels
equipping two
and equipping
into transports
United
$174,549,843.
Commission, $174,549,843.
Maritime Commission,
States Maritime
United States
HORSES,
DRAFT, AND
PACK ANIMALS
ANIMASI
AND PACK
HORSES, DRAFT,

Ante. p.
p. 360.
380.
Ante.

For
horses, draft,
draft, and
pack animals,
animals, $3,366,340.
and pack
For horses,

MILITARY
POSTS
MILITARY POSTS
For military
military posts,
$29,500,000, which
which sum
shall be restored
restored to the
sum shall
posts, $29,500,000,
For
Emergency
fund
for
the
President,
created
by
the
Military
ApproApproMilitary
the
by
created
President,
the
Emergency fund for
priation Act,
1941, in
amount advanced
advanced theretherelike amount
of aalike
reimbursement of
in reimbursement
Act, 1941,
priation
from:
Provided,
That
the
appropriation
under
this
contained
contained
title
this
under
appropriation
the
That
from: Provided,
in Public
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
1940,
September 24, 1940,
approved September
99, approved
Numbered 99,
in
shall
be
available
for
all
the
objects
and
subject
to
the
limitations
limitations
the
to
subject
and
objects
the
all
for
available
be
shall
and
same head
head in
the Military
Military ApproApproin the
the same
under the
specified under
conditions specified
and conditions
priation Act,
Act, 1941,
except
as
otherwise provided
therein:
Provided
Provided
therein:
provided
otherwise
as
except
1941,
priation
further,
the last
this heading
heading in title II of
under this
provisos under
two provisos
last two
That the
further, That
the Second Supplemental National
National Defense
Defense Appropriation
1941
Act, 1941
Appropriation Act,
the Second Supplemental
(Public, Numbered
781,
Seventy-sixth
Congress),
are
amended
to
to
amended
are
Congress),
(Public, Numbered 781, Seventy-sixth
read as
follows: "Provided
"Provided further,
further, That
the Secretary
War may,
of War
Secretary of
That the
as follows:
read
with respect
for public
public works
works for
the Military
EstablishMilitary Establishfor the
contracts for
to contracts
respect to
with
ment, whether
whether or
or not
not for
posts, entered
entered into
military posts,
at military
construction at
for construction
ment,
upon a
acost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee basis
out of
appropriated for the
funds appropriated
of funds
basis out
upon

Ante, p.
p. 360.
360.
Ante,
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.
Ante, p.
p. 377.
377.
Ante,
Provisos.
Provisos.

Availability of
Availability
funds.
funds.
Ante, p. 958.
958.
Ante,

Ante, p.
p. 360.
Ante,
Amendments.
Amendments.
Ante, p.
p. 873.
Ante,
pubric
Contracts
Contracts for public
works.
works.
Waiver of certain
certain
Waiver
bond
requirements.
bond requirements.
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40 U. S.
S. C., Supp.

V, §§270a.
270a.
Limitation on fixed
Limitation
fee.

Monthly reports to
Monthly
chairmen of
desigchairmen
nated Congressional
Congressional
Committees.

[54 STAT.

fiscal year 1941 or authorized
authorized to be entered into prior to July
1941,
July 1, 1941,
waive the requirements
requirements as to performance
performance and
and payment
of the
the
payment bonds
bonds of
Act approved
August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 793;
approved August
793; 40 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 270a)
270a): :
Provided further,
Provided
further, That the fixed fee
fee to be paid the contractor
contractor as aa
result of any contract
contract for public
public works entered into on
after
on or after
September 9, 1940, for the construction
construction and installation of
of buildings,
buildings,
utilities, and appurtenances
appurtenances at military posts shall not exceed
exceed 66 per
per
centum of the estimated
of the
the fee,
fee 'as
as
estimated cost of the contract, exclusive
exclusive of
determined by the Secretary
Secretary of War.":
further, That
That the
the
War.": Provided
Provided further,
Secretary of War and Secretary
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy shall submit monthly,
following the last day of
commencing
within ten days following
of each month,
month, commencing
1940, to the respective
chairmen of the
on or before
before November
November 10, 1940,
respective chairmen
Committees on Military
Military and Naval Affairs
Affairs and Appropriations
Appropriations of
of
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives a
a report
Secrereport where
where such Secretaries
taries are respectively
respectively concerned
concerned of (1)
(1) all cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts concluded
concluded within the period embraced
embraced by each
each report,
report, and (2)
(2)
of all land acquisitions
acquisitions accomplished
reports
accomplished within such periods, such reports
to show (1) as to cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts
contracts the object
object or objects
objects
thereof, the name
name and place of business of the contractor, the
the esticontract exclusive
fee, the
the amount
amount of
of the
the fee,
fee,
mated cost of the contract
exclusive of the fee,
and the date of the contract,
contract, and (2)
(2) as to land acquisitions
acquisitions the locaintended use
purchase price,
amount appropriated
appropriated
tion, area, intended
use, the purchase
price, the amount
therefor,
therefor, and the assessed
assessed value
value (first reports
reports shall cover the
the period
period
31, 1940).
1940).
July 11to October 31,
BARRACKS
AND QUARTERS
AND UTILITIES
ITITLITIES
BARRACKS AND
QUARTERS AND
AND OTHER
OTHER BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS AND

Ante, p. 362.
382.
Ante,

For barracks
barracks and quarters
quarters and other buildings and utilities,
utilities,
$33,717,489.
$33,717,489.
CONSTRUCTION
AND REPAIR
OF HOSPITALS
HOSPITALS
CONSTRUCTION AND
REPAIR OF

Ante,
383.
Ante, p. 363.

$1,729,357.
For construction
construction and repair of hospitals, $1,729,357.

SIGNAL
CoRPS
SIGNAL CORPS
SIGNAL
SIGNAL SERVICE
or THE
ARMY
SERVICE OF
THE ARMY

Ante, p. 383.
363.

For signal service
service of the Army, $11,242,208.
$11,242,208.
AIR Coin's
CoRPS
Ant
AIR
AIR CORPS,
CORPS, ARMY
ARMY

364.
Ante, p. 304.

For Air Corps, Army, $109,995,957,
$109,995,957, which
which sum
snip may
may be
used for
for
be used
the travel of officers and enlisted
of the
Air Corps
Corps by
by air
in
enlisted men
men of
the Air
air in
of connection with the administration
of
including
administration of this appropriation,
appropriation, including
travel by air or rail required in connection
connection with the transportation
transportation of
of
factory to first destination;
destination; and, in addition,
new aircraft from factory
addition, the
Chief of Air Corps, when
when authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary of War, may
1, 1941,
enter into contracts prior to July 1,
1941, in an amount
amount not in excess
excess
of $60,000,000
which this appropriation
$60,000,000 for the purposes for which
appropriation is
available.
available.
The paragraph
paragraph under
under the heading
heading "Air Corps, Army",
Army", appearing
appearing
in the Military
Military Appropriation
Act, 1941,
is hereby
hereby amended
by strikAppropriation Act,
1941, is
amended by
striktherefrom the words and figures "$76,205,988
ing therefrom
"$76,205,988 shall be
be available
available
under the appropriation
appropriation 'Air Corps, Army, 1940,"'
1940," and inserting
inserting in
'$32,205,988 shall be available under
lieu thereof the words and figures 132,205,988
under
the appropriation
1939-1940' and $44,000,000
$44,000,000 under
the
appropriation 'Air Corps, Army, 1939-1940'
under
appropriation 'Air
'Air Corps, Army, 1940' ".
the appropriation

Travel
Travel of
of offleers,
officers,
etc.,
etc., by air.
Transportation
Transportation
aircraft.
new
Contracts.
Contracts,

Ante,
p. 364.
364.
Ante, p.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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969
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1940
3D SESS.-CH.
CONG.,., 3D
76TH

ARMY
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT,
DEPARTMENT, ARMY
MEDICAL
DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL AND
AND HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
MEDICAL

Ait,
Ante, p. 386
366.

For Medical
Medical and
and Hospital
Hospital Department,
$46,766,288.
Department, Army, $46,766,288.
For
CORPS
ENGINEERS
OF ENGINEERS
CORPS OF
ARMY
ENGINEER SERVICE,
SERVICE, ARMY
ENGINEE

Ante, P.
p. 367.
Ate

$4,008,992.
For
Army, $1,008,992.
Service, Army,
Engineer Service,
For Engineer
DEPARTMENT
ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT

ORDNANCE SERVICE
SUFFIXES, ARMY
ARMY
AND SUPPLIES,
SERVICE AND
ORDNANCE

367.
p. 367.
Ante,
Ante, p.

For
ordnance service
and supplies,
including not to exceed
exceed
supplies, Army, including
service and
For ordnance
$150,000
for the
services of
of such
such consultants
consultants as the
the Secretary
Secretary of War
War
the services
$150,000 for
exceed
to
not
him,
fixed
may
deem
necessary
at
rates
of
pay
be
fixed
by
exceed
to
pay
of
rates
at
necessary
deem
may
$50
per day,
necessary traveling
traveling expenses, $36,441,426.
their necessary
for their
and for
day, and
$50 per
SERVICE
CHEMICAL
WARFARE SERVICE
CHEMICAL WARFARE

t

3

Ante,, p.
8.
p. 368.
An

$1,879,454.
For Chemical
Warfare Service,
Service, Army, $1,879,454.
Chemical Warfare
For
CHIEF
INFANTRY
OF INFANTRY
CHIEF OF
INFANTRY
SCHOOL, FORT
GEORGIA
BENNING, GEORGIA
FORT BENNING,
INFANTRY SCHOOL,

Ante, p.
p. 369.
Ast

For Infantry
Infantry School,
School, Fort
Fort Benning,
Georgia, $14,320.
Benning, Georgia,
For
CHIEF
OF CAVALRY
CAVALRY
CHIEF OF
INSTRUCTION
CAVALRY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES
IN CAVALRY
INSTRUCTION IN

Ante, p. 369.
Ade, p. 369.

For instruction
$26,245.
Activities, $26,245.
Cavalry Activities,
in Cavalry
instruction in
For
ARMORED
FORCE
ARMORED FORCE
INSTRUCTION IN
IN ARMORED
ACTIVITIES
FORCE ACTIVITIES
ARMORED FORCE
INSTRUCTION
For
and other
other expenses
expenses essential
essential in
in conducting
conducting
services, and
supplies, services,
For supplies,
$296,121.
instruction
of
the
Army
in
armored
force
activities,
$296,121.
activities,
force
armored
in
Army
the
instruction of
Cninr or
ARTILLERY
FIELD ARTILLERY
OF FIELD
CHIEF
INSTRUCTION IN
IN FIELD
FIELD ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIE
INSTRUCTION

Ante, p. 360.
p. 360.
Adc.

For instruction
instruction in
Field Artillery
$45,750.
Activities, $45,750.
Artillery Activities,
in Field
For
CHIEF
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY
OF COAST
CHIEF OF
COAST ARTILLERY
ARTILLERY SCHOOL,
MONROE, VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
FORT MONROE,
SCHOOL, FORT
COAST
For Coast
School, Fort
Monroe, Virginia,
$16,940.
Virginia, $16,940.
Fort Monroe,
Artillery School,
For Coast Artillery
S
EACOAST DEFENSES
DEFENSES
SEACOAST
For
defenses, general, $309,000.
seacoast defenses,
For seacoast

Ante, p.

369.

AUe p.39.

Ante,
t p. 369.

An , . 369.
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NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD
NATIONAL
Ante, p. 371.
Reduction in approappropriation for National
priation
Guard.
Guard.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

Ante, p. 354.
Ante, p. 356.
Ante, p. 358.
Ante, p. 359.
Ante, p. 359.
Ante, p. 364.
364.
Ante, p. 367.
367.
Ante, p. 367.
Ante,
Ante, p. 373.
373.

The appropriation
appropriation for the National
Guard contained
contained in the
the Mil
Mil itary
itary
National Guard
Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941 is reduced
reduced by the following
folio wing
amounts, which are reappropriated
reappropriated and transferred
transferred for use under the
the
following heads, subject
subject to the same authority,
authority, limitations,
limitations, and
and condiappropriations except
except as modified in
this Act:
Act:
tions applicable
applicable to said appropriations
in this
Pay of the Army, $12,188,343;
$12,188,343;
Travel of the Army, $38,000;
$38,000;
Clothing and equipage,
equipage, $45,000;
$45,000;
Incidental expenses,
expenses, $2,521,337;
$2,521,337;
Army transportation,
transportation, $127,612;
$127,612;
Air Corps, Army, $840,000;
$840,000;
Engineer Service,
Engineer
Service, Army, $30,000;
$30,000;
Ordnance service and supplies,
Ordnance
supplies, $2,000,000;
$2,000,000;
In all, $17,790,292.
$17,790,292.
ORGANIZED
RESERVES
ORGANIZED RESERVES

Provisos.
litt°t'anmg.
Flight
training.

Ante, p. 374.

AnteP, p. 74.
Availability of
Availability

funds.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 374.
374.

For Organized
Provided, That
For
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, $86,161,608:
$86,161,608: Provided,
That this
this appropriaappropriation shall be available
flight training of
available for flight
of officers
officers of
of the
the Officers'
Officers'

Reserve Corps without
without regard
regard to any limitation
as to
to such
in
limitation as
such training
training in
Military Appropriation
the Military
Appropriation Act, 1941:
Provided further,
That regardregard1941: Provided
further,That
less of the limitation heretofore
heretofore imposed,
imposed, funds appropriated
appropriated for
for
Organized
Organized Reserves for the fiscal
fiscal year
shall be
be available
available for
for the
the
year 1941
1941 shall
pay and allowances
allowances of members of the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps
Corps who
who may
may
have been or may hereafter
hereafter be given flight
flight training and detailed as
as
officer
officer navigators,
navigators, officer bombardiers,
bombardiers, officer
officer bombardier-observers
and
bombardier-observers and
officer
officer balloon observers with
with combat
combat units of the Air Corps.
Corps.
RESERVE OFFICERS'
RESERVE
OrFIERS' TRAINING
TRAINING CORPS
CORPS

Motor-transport
Motor-transport
and tank units.
Ante, p.
375.
Ante,
p. 375.

Ante, p.
602.
Ante,
p. 602.

Funds appropriated
appropriated under this title may be used for the establishestablishment and maintenance
maintenance of additional
additional motor-transport
motor-transport and
and tank
units
tank units
in the Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps, notwithstanding
limitaOfficers' Training
notwithstanding any
any limitation in the Military
Appropriation Act,
1941.
Military Appropriation
Act, 1941.
EXPEDITING
EXPEDITING PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION

For an additional
additional amount for expediting
expediting production,
production, including
including
the same objects and subject
subject to the same conditions
conditions and limitations
limitations
specified under this head in the Second Supplemental
Supplemental National
National
Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, $88,000,000;
$88,000,000; and, in addition,
addition, the
the
Secretary
recommendation of the Advisory
Secretary of War, upon the recommendation
Advisory ComCommission of the Council of National
National Defense,
Defense, and with the
approval
the approval
of the President,
President, is authorized
authorized to enter
prior to
July
enter into contracts
contracts prior
to July
1, 1941, for the same purposes to an amount
amount not exceeding
exceeding
$90,000,000.
$90,000,000.

Ante,
p. 874.
Ante, p.
874.

Contracts.
Contracts.

SELECTIVE
SELECTIVE SERVICE
SERVICE SYSTEMlI
SYSTEM
Operation
Operation
maintenance.
maintenance.

and
and

Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 885,
885, 897.
897.

For the operation
maintenance of the Selective Service
operation and maintenance
Service System
as authorized
authorized by the Selective
Selective Training and Service
Service Act of 1940
1940
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 783, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
(Public,
Congress), including
including personal
personal
services in the District of Columbia
Columbia and elsewhere,
elsewhere, lawbooks,
lawbooks, periodicals,
reference, payment
payment of actual
icals, and books of reference,
actual transportation
transportation
expenses and not to exceed $10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence and
and
other expenses of persons serving
other
serving while away
away from their homes,
homes,
without
compensation from the United States, in an advisory
without other compensation
capacity
to the
capacity to
the Director of Selective
Selective Service;
Service; and purchase and
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exchange, and hire, operation,
exchange,
operation, maintenance,
maintenance, and repair
repair of motor-propelled passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vehicles, including
including one automobile (at
(at
aa cost not exceeding
exceeding $1,500)
$1,500) for the Director
Director of Selective
Selective Service,
Service,
$24,825,108, to remain available
$24,825,108,
available until June 30, 1942: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the travel of persons engaged
engaged in the administration
administration of the Selective
commissioned, warrant,
Service System, including commissioned,
warrant, or
or enlisted
enlisted perperreserve composonnel of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, or their reserve
compopersons as he may
nents, may be ordered
ordered by the Director or by such persons
authorize, and persons so traveling
authorize,
traveling shall be entitled
entitled to transportation and subsistence
subsistence or per diem in lieu of subsistence,
subsistence, at rates
authorized
authorized by law.

Proviso.
Prvelo.
Travel.
Travel.

MILITARY
CIVIL ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
M
ILITARY AND
AND CIVIL
EXPENSES
The
authorized to employ such additional
The Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War is authorized
additional
personnel at the seat of government
government and elsewhere,
elsewhere, and to provide
personnel
provide
out
appropriations available
available for the Military
Establishment
out of any appropriations
Military Establishment
for their salaries
salaries and for such
such printing
printing and
and binding,
binding, communication
communication
service, and supplies as he
the
he may
may deem
deem necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the
purposes
amount for
personal services
at the
the seat
purposes of this Act
Act (the
(the amount
for personal
services at
seat
of
government, other
than for
for field-service
employees, shall
not
of government,
other than
field-service employees,
shall not
exceed
of the
total amount
amount of
approexceed one-half
one-half of
of 11 per
per centum
centum of
the total
of cash
cash appropriated
by this
the amount
amount authorauthorpriated for
for the Army
Armyby
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
ized in
in the
Act, 1941,
1941, for
for expenses
expenses or
or comized
the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
compensation
in an
to the
the Secrepensation of
of persons
persons who
who serve
serve in
an advisory
advisory capacity
capacity to
Secretary
War is
is increased
from $50,000
$50,000 to
$150,000.
increased from
to $150,000.
tary of
of War
SEC. 101.
may be
Military ApproApproSEC.
101. This
This title
title may
be cited
cited as
as "Title
"Title IV,
IV, Military
priation Act,
1941".
Act, 1941".
priation

TITLE
TITLE II-CIVIL
II—CIVIL FUNCTIONS,
FUNCTIONS, WAR
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
For
amounts for
appropriations for
functions
for civil functions
For additional
additional amounts
for appropriations
administered
the War
War Department,
Department, fiscal
year 1941,
1941, to
be supsupto be
fiscal year
by the
administered by
plemental
to, and
merged with,
with, the
the appropriations
appropriations under
under the
the same
same
plemental to,
and merged
heads in
in the
War Department
Department Civil
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, includincludCivil Appropriation
heads
the War
ing
and subject
conditions specified
specified
the limitations
limitations and conditions
ing the
the objects
objects and
subject to the
therein except
except as
provided herein,
herein, as
follows:
as follows:
as otherwise
otherwise provided
therein

Additional personpersonAdditional
nel,
nel, etc.
etc.

Limitation.
Limitation.

Proviso.
Proiso.
of
Expenses, etc.,
etc., of
Expenses,
persons serving
serving in
in adadpersons
visory capacity.
capacity.
visory
Ante,
p. 350.
3.50.
Ante, p.
Citation of title.
Citation

Title
II, War
DeTitle II,
War Department
ApCivil Appartment Civil
propriation
Act, 1941.
1941.
propriation Act,

Ante, pp.
pp. 505,
505, 601.
601.
Ante,

QUARTERMASTER
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CEMETERIAL EXPENSES
EXPENSES
CEMETERIAL
For
expenses, $779,554.
For cemeterial
cemeterial expenses,
$779,554.
SEC. 201.
201. This
be cited
cited as
"Title II,
II, War
War Department
Department
as "Title
may be
This title
title may
SEC.
Civil
Act, 1941".
1941".
Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
TITLE III-NAVY
III—NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
TITLE

Ante, ip.
p. 505.i5.
Ante,

Citation of
title.
Citation
of title.

Title
V of the Naval
Title V
Appropriation Act for
for
Appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941.
1941.
the
Ante, p.
p. 265.
26.5.
Ante,

For
additional amounts
appropriations for
for the
the Navy
Navy DepartDepartfipprOAdditional
approamounts for
for appropriations
For additional
ment
and the
naval service,
service.,fiscal
fiscal year
year 1941,
1941, to
be supplemental,
and, priations.
to be
supplemental, and,
the naval
ment and
in
addition, to
to the
the appropriations
appropriations in
Appropriation Act
Act for
for
the Naval
Naval Appropriation
in the
in addition,
Ante, p.
p. 265.
265.
Ante,
the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
1941, including
including the
the objects
objects and
and subject
subject
30, 1941,
ending June
the fiscal
to
the
limitations
and
conditions
specified
therein,
except
the
limitato the limitations and conditions specified therein, except the limitations
by Act
June 28,
28, 1940
1940 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered
Act approved
approved June
suspended by
tions suspended
Ante,
Ante. p.
13. 676.
676.
671, Seventy-sixth
and except
otherwise provided
herein,
provided herein,
except as
as otherwise
Congress), and
671
Seventy-sixth Congress),
as
follows:
as follows:

972
972
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1940
PUBLIC

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT
NAVAL
01 EICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY

Ante,
Ante, p. 265.
265.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.
penses.

ex-

Services of
of experts.
experts

Ante,
Ante, pp.
pp. 272,
272, 876.
878.

Ante,
493.
Ante, p. 493.

Ante, p. 273
273.

Miscellaneous expenses:
expenses: For an additional
amount for
of
Miscellaneous
additional amount
for the
the pay
pay of
employees assigned to group
and those performing
similar
employees
group IV
IV (b)
(b) and
performing similar
services carried under
under native and alien schedules
Schedule of
schedules in the Schedule
Wages for Civil Employees
DepartEmployees in the
the Field
Field Service
Service of the Navy Depart$165,000.
ment for the fiscal year 1941,
1941, $165,000.
Not to exceed $6,000
"Miscellaneous expenses,
expenses,
$5,000 of the appropriation
appropriation "Miscellaneous
1941", shall be available
discretion of the Secretary
Secretary of
available in the discretion
of the
services of experts now engaged
engaged on a
Navy, for the payment
payment of the services
a
survey and study of the methods of transacting
business of
transacting the business
of the
Navy Department.
BUREAU
SHIPS
BUREAU OF
OF SHIPS

Maintenance,
Bureau of Ships: For the
objects specified
specified under
under
Maintenance, Bureau
the same objects
the appropriations
appropriations or
or portions of appropriations
appropriations transferred
transferred to
to and
and
consolidated under
head in accordance
accordance with section 1
1 (h) of the
under this head
approved June 20, 1940
1940 (Public, Numbered
Act approved
Numbered 644,
644, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
Congress), $11,000,000.
Congress),
$11,000,000.
BUREAU
OF ORDNANCE
ORDNANCE
BUREAU OF

Ordnance
Ordnance and ordnance
stores: For the manufacture
ordnance stores:
manufacture and procureantiaircraft batteries
batteries for auxiliary
acquired
ment of antiaircraft
auxiliary vessels
vessels now being
being acquired
and those to be acquired
acquired for naval use including
including labor, material, and
and
personal
personal services for the manufacture
manufacture and procurement
procurement of ordnance
ordnance
material including ammunition
connection therewith
and including
including
material
ammunition in
in connection
therewith and
additional
additional equipment, tools, and facilities at ordnance
ordnance stations
stations or
or
private
private plants for the production,
production, handling,
handling, and
and storage of like
like ordauxiliary
nance material and ammunition
ammunition for both combatant
combatant and auxiliary
vessels, $36,000,000.
Ante, p. 274.
Ante

53 Stat. 757.
Ante, p.
605.
Ante,
p. 065.

Ante, p. 279.

Ante, p. 280.
20.
Public
works and
and
Public works
public utilities
utilties projects.

Third naval district.
district.
Thir
Ante, p. O9.
PM.
Naval Supply DeNaval
Depot, Bayonne,
Bayonne, N.
I.
pot.
N. J.

BUREAU
OF S
SUPPLIES
BUREAU OF
UPPLIES AND
AND
A ACCOUNTS
cCOUNTs
Maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $400,000.
Reserve material, Navy: For an additional
additional amount
amount for reserve
material,
material, Navy, including the same objects
objects specified under this head
head
in the Naval Appropriation
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1940 and in title
III of the Naval .Appropriation
$700,000,
Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 1941,
1941, $700,000,
to remain available
expended.
available until expended.
BUREAU or
OF YARDS
YARDS AND
BUREAU
AND DOCKS
Docxs
PUBLIC WORKS,
AND DOCKS
DOCKS
PUBLaC
WORKS, BUREAU
BUREAU OF
OF YARDS
YARDS AND

Toward the following
following public works and
and public utilities projects,
including
purchase of necessary
including the purchase
necessary land, at a
a cost not to exceed the
amount stated
stated for each project, respectively, $9,500,000,
$9,500,000, which
which
amount, together with unexpended balances
balances of appropriations
appropriations herein
herein
heretofore made under
and heretofore
under this head, shall
shall be disbursed and
and
accordance with existing law and shall constitute
accounted for in
in. accordance
constitute
one fund:
fund:
Third naval district: Graving drydock and accessory
accessory construction,
construction,
York Harbor
Harbor,, $10,000,000.
New "York
$10,000,000.
Naval Supply Depot,
&pot, Bayonne,
Bayonne , New Jersey, area: Fleet supply
supplyfacilities, including
including buildings
buildings and accessories,
accessories, and acquisition
acquisition of
of
land, $5,000,000.
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• Naval
Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi, Texas: Additional facilities,
mcludmg
acquisition of land, $3,000,000.
$3,000,000.
including the acquisition
Naval
Training Station,
under
Great Lakes, Illinois: The project under
Station, Great
Naval Training
the
head of
"Public Works,
Works, Bureau
Bureau of Yards and Docks"
Docks" for
for
of "Public
the head
improvement
sewage disposal system at the Naval Training
Training
of sewage
improvement of
Station, Great
Second Supplecontained in the Second
Illinois, contained
Lakes, Illinois,
Great Lakes,
Station,
amended to
mental
National Defense
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, is amended
to
Defense Appropriation
mental National
read as
Improvement of sewage disposal
disposal system and extenfollows: Improvement
as follows:
read
sion
services.
walks, and services.
sion of roads, walks,
The provisions
provisions of
approved April 25, 1939
4 of the Act approved
section 4
of section
The
(53
Stat. 590-592),
590-592), shall
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
to all
works and public
public works
all public
(53 Stat.
location: Proregardless of location:
utilities projects
Proin this title, regardless
provided in
projects provided
utilities
vided, That
That the
the fixed
contractor as a
aresult of any
fee to be paid the contractor
fixed fee
vided,
contract
hereafter entered
authority of the above
above menunder the authority
into under
entered into
contract hereafter
tioned Act
estimated cost
cost of
centum of the estimated
per centum
exceed 66 per
not exceed
shall not
Act shall
tioned
the contract,
contract, exclusive
the Secretary
Secretary of
exclusive of the fee, as determined by the
the
the Navy.
the
To enable
the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to expedite
expedite the construction
construction
enable the
To
or provision
provision of
the public
works and
public utilities projects menand public
public works
of the
or
tioned in
cost indicated
indicated for
each of such
such projects
projects
for each
of cost
limit of
the limit
Act, the
this Act,
in this
tioned
may, in
discretion of
the Secretary
of the
varied upward
upward
the Navy, be varied
Secretary of
of the
the discretion
in the
may,
or downward
downward by
by an
not to
to exceed
exceed 10
10 per
per centum,
centum, but the
amount not
an amount
or
aggregate
such limits
limits of
of cost
exceeded.
shall not be exceeded.
cost shall
all such
of all
aggregate of
BUREAU OF
Olr AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
BUREA
Aviation, Navy,
including plant
plant expansions
and facilities
facilities in
in private
expansions and
Navy, including
Aviation,
plants, $15,000,000.
$15,000,000.
plants,
COBPS
M
ARINE CORPS
MARNE

Air Station,
Station,
Naval Air
Corpus Christi,
Christi, Tex.
Corpus
Training StaNaval Training
tion, Great Lakes,
Lakes, Ill.
131.

878.
Ante, p. 878

Cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
Cost-plus-a-fxed-ee
contracts.
contracts.
Proviso.
Provso.
Limitation on fixed
fixed
Limitation
fee.
fee.
Ante, p.
p. (77.
877.
Ante,

Variance of
of limits of
Varianee
cost.
met.

Ante, p.
p. 282
282.
Ante,

Ante,
Ante, p. 283.
288.

CORPS
PAY, MARINE
MARINE CORPS
PAY,

For
an additional
for pay
pay of
of enlisted
enlisted men,
men, active
active list,
list,
amount for
additional amount
For an
and
for pay
pay and
and allowances
allowances of
of the
the Marine
Marine Corps
Corps Reserve,
comprising
Reserve, comprising
and for
the
same objects
specified under
under this
this head
head in
in title
Naval
I of the Naval
title I
objects specified
the same
Appropriation
the fiscal
fiscal year
1941, to
out the
the proviprovicarry out
to carry
year 1941,
for the
Act for
Appropriation Act
sions
the Selective
Selective Training
Training and
and Service
Service Act
Act of
of 1940
1940 (Public,
of the
sions of
Numbered
783, Seventy-sixth
Congress), $2,401,000.
$2,401,000.
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Numbered 783,

Amt
Ants, p. 283.
283.
Ante, p. 885.
Ante,

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
NAVY
Ante, p. 288.
288.
Ante,

Salaries,
Office of
the Chief
Chief of
of Naval
Operations, $35,000.
Naval Operations,
of the
Salaries, Office
Ante, p. 289.
Ante,
Contingent
expenses, $50,000.
Contingent expenses,
Ante, p. 290.
290.
Ante,
Printing
and binding,
binding, $50,000.
$50,000.
Printing and
Ante, p. 290.
290.
Ante,
Contingent and
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, Hydrographic
Office,
Hydrographic Office,
and miscellaneous
Contingent
including
purchase
of
five
additional
offset
press,
$100,000.
$100,000.
including purchase of five additional offset presses,
Retired officers
officers and
S
EC. 301.
During the
the fiscal
fiscal year
ending June
June 30, enlisted
year ending
of the
enlisted men.
men.
remainder of
the remainder
301. During
SEC.
Pay,
when on
on
Pay, etc., when
1941,
all
retired
officers
of
the
Navy
and
Marine
Corps,
and
retired
retired
and
Corps,
1941, all retired officers of the Navy and Marine
active duty.
active
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted men
of those
when on
on active
active duty,
duty,
shall, when
services, shall,
those services,
men of
officers
receive full
full pay
allowances.
and allowances.
pay and
receive
Citation of title.
SEc.
302. This
may be
cited as
of the
the Naval
ApproNaval ApproV of
"Title V
as "Title
be cited
title may
This title
SEC. 302.
priation
fiscal year
1941".
year 1941".
the fiscal
for the
Act for
priation Act
TITLE
IV—GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
TITLE IV-GENERAL
S
EC. 401.
may be
be cited
cited as
"Third Supplemental
Supplemental
the "Third
as the
Act may
This Act
401. This
SEC.
National Defense
Defense Appropriation
1941".
Act, 1941".
Appropriation Act,
National
Approved, October
1940.
8, 1940.
October 8,
Approved,

Short title.
e

shorttit.
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[CHAPTER 757]
[CHAPTER

October
October 8,1940
8, 1940
[H.
R. 10413]
[H. R.104131
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 801]
801]
Second Revenue
Act
Second
Revenue Act
of
1940.
of 1940.

[54 SrAlr.
ST1T.

AN ACT
ACT
To provide revenue,
purposes.
revenue, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
by the
Senate and
the
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
this Act
Act may
may
United
States of
America in
in Congress
That this
Revenue Act of 1940".
1940".
be
"Second Revenue
be cited as the "Second

TITLE
TAX
I-CORPORATION INCOME TAX
TITLE I-CORPORATION
INCOME TAX.
TAX.
SEC. 101. CORPORATION
CORPORATION INCOME

Corpomtions
in gengenCorporationsin
eral.
eral.
53 Stat.
7, 863.
863.
53
Stat. 7,
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26
U. S.
Supp.

V, §
(b).
J 13
13 (b).
V,
Ante,
p. 517.
517.
Ante, p.

53
78,71,98.
53 Stat.
Stat. 8,
8, 78,71,
98.
26 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
26
S. C.,
Supp.
V,
14, 231
201V, §§
§I 14,
231 (a),
(a), 201208, 361-362.
361-362.
208,

Forei
gn corporaForeign
corporations.
tions.
53
Stat. 8,
63 Stat.
8, 864.
864.
26
U. S.
C., Supp.
26 U.
S. C.,
Supp.
v, 14(e),
(
e
),§§ 14
(note).
14 (note).
V,
518.
Ante, p.
p. 518.

Mutual
Mutual investment
investment
companies.
companies.
53 Stat.
99,866.
53
Stat. 99,
866.
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26
U. S.
V, 1382(b).
§362 (h).
V,
Ante, p.
p. 518.
518.

Defense
tax.
Defense tax.
53 Stat.
9.
63
Stat. 9.
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
26
U. S.
V,
15.
15.
V, §§
Ante,
p. 520.
520.
Ante. p.

Supra.
Supra.

Taxable years
to
Taxable
yews to
which applicable.
which
applicable.

(a) TAX
IN GENERAL.-Section
GENERAL.—Section 13
13 (b)
(b) of
of the
the
(a)
ON CORPORATIONS
TAX ON
CORPORATIONS IN
Revenue Code,
as amended
amended by
by section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Internal Revenue
Code, as
section 33of
Act
of
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
of 1940,
1940, is
is amended
amended to
"(b)
shall be
be levied
collected, and
and
"(b) ImposrrioN
IMPOSITION OF TAx.—There
TAx.-There shall
levied,2 collected,
paid for
for each
each taxable
taxable year
normal-tax net
net income
income of
every
paid
year upon
upon the
the normal-tax
of every
corporation
corporation the
income of
of which
is more
more than
the normal-tax
normal-tax net
net income
which is
than $25,000
$25,000
(except a
(except
corporation subject
subject to
the tax
tax imposed
by section
14, secseca corporation
to the
imposed by
section 14,
(a), Supplement
or Supplement
Q) whichever
whichever of
of the
the
tion 231
231 (a),
Supplement G,
G, or
Supplement Q)
following
following taxes
taxes is
is the
the lesser:
lesser:
"(1)
GENERAL RULr--A
RULE.
—A tax
tax of
1
1
u per
per centum
of the
the normalnormal"(1) GENERAL
of 22221
centum of
tax
income; or
or
tax net income;

"(2)
ALTERNATIVkl TAX
TAX (CORPORATIONS
(CORPORATIONS WITH
WITH NORMAL-TAX
NORMAL-TAX NET
NET
"(2) ALTERNATIVE
INCOME SLIGHTLY
INCOME
SLIGHTLY MORE
MORE THAN
$2 6,0 0 ).—A tax
tax of
of $3,775,
$3,775, plus
plus
THAN $25,000).--A
35 per
centum of
of the
amount of
the normal-tax
normal-tax net
in
35
per centum
the amount
of the
net income
income in
excess
of $25,000."
$25,000."
excess of
(b)
FOREIGN CcausoaATioNs.—Section
(c) (1)
(1) of
of the
the
(b) TAX
TAX ON
ON FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS.-Section 14
14 (c)
Internal
Revenue Code,
as amended
by section
of the
the Revenue
Act
Internal Revenue
Code, as
amended by
section 33of
Revenue Act
of
is amended
as follows:
follows:
of 1940, is
amended to
to read
read as
"(c)
CORPORATIONS.—
"(c) FOREIGN
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.-"(1)
"
(1) In
In the
the case
case of a
a foreign corporation engaged
engaged in trade
trade or
or
business within
within the
United States
or having
an office
place of
of
business
the United
States or
having an
office or
or place
business therein, the tax shall be an amount
amount equal to 22A
22 /16 per
per
centum of the normal-tax
normal-tax net income,
of the
the amount
amount
income, regardless
regardless of
thereof."
thereof."
(c)
MUTUAL INVESTMENT
(
C) TAX
TAX ON
ON MUTUAL
362 (b)
(b) of
of
INVESTMENT COMPANIES.—Section
COMPANIES.-Section 362
Internal Revenue
as amended
amended by
by section
section 33of
of the
the Revenue
Revenue
the Internal
Revenue Code,
Code, as
Act of
amended to
Act
of 1940,
1940, is
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"(b)
ImrosmoN OF
OF TAX.—There
be levied,
and paid
"(b) IMPOsrrITION
TAX.-There shall
shall be
levied, collected,
collected, and
paid
for each taxable
taxable year
the Supplement
Q net
net income
income of
of every
every
year upon
upon the
Supplement Q
company a
a tax
tax equal
22-2-0.per
centum of
of the
mutual investment
investment company
equal to
to 2216
per centum
the
amount thereof."
thereof."
amount
(d)
DEFENSE TAX FOR
(d) Dtal,NsE
of section
FOR FIVE
FIvE YEARS..—The
YEARS.-The first sentence
sentence of
section
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code,
such Code
Code by
by section
201 of
of
15 of the
the Internal
Code, added
added to
to such
section 201
the Revenue
the
amended to
follows: "In
the case
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1940,
1940, is
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
"In the
case
of any taxpayer, the amount
amount of tax under this chapter
chapter for any taxtaxable year beginning
beginning after
December 31,
31, 1939,
1939, and
and before
January 1,
1,
after December
before January
1945,
be the tax computed
1945, shall be
regard to
to this
section,
computed without regard
this section,
increased
increased by 10 per centum; except
case of
of aa corporation
except that in
in the
the case
corporation
shall be limited
the increase
increase shall
limited to
10 per
centum of
the tax
tax computed
to 10
per centum
of the
computed
without
to the
amendments made
made by
by section
section 101
101 (a),
(a), (b),
(b),
without regard
regard to
the amendments
and
(c) of
of the
Second Revenue
Act of
of 1940."
and (c)
the Second
Revenue Act
1940."
(e) TAXABLE
(e)
TAXABLE YEARS
YEARS TO
TO WHICH
W HICH APPLICABLE.-Amendments
APPLICABLE.—Amendments made
made by
by
this section
section shall be
only with
with respect
respect to
to taxable
be applicable
applicable only
taxable years
years
beginning
beginning after December
December 31,
31, 1939.
1939.
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TITLE II-EXCESS
II-EXCESS PROFITS TAX
TAX
TAX OF 1940.
SEC. 201. EXCESS PROFITS TAX
amended by inserting after section
The Internal
The
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code is amended

Excess
Tax
Excess Profits Tax

Act of 1940.
Stat.
'17117.
706 the following new subchapter
subchapter which may be cited
cited as the "Excess
"Excess '353 Stat.

of 1940";
1940":
Profits
Tax Act
Act of
Profits Tax

26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
V.
upp. V.
26
C., Supp.

E-EXCESS PROFITS TAX
TAX
"SUBCHAPTER
"SUBCHAPTER E—EXCESS
"Part
"Part II
"SEC. 710. IMPOSITION OF TAX.
TAX.
Adjusted excess prof"(a)
ImposmoN.—There shall
levied, collected,
for itsAdjustedexcess
collected, and paid, for
shall be levied,
"(a) IMPOsrrITN.-There
net income.
31,2 1939,
1939, on the adjusted
each
taxable year
adjusted
after December 31
year beginning
beginning after
each taxable
excess
profits net
net income,
defined in subsection
subsection (b), of every
every corincome, as defined
excess profits
Post, p.
p. 988.
988.
Post,
poration
(except a
corporation exempt under section
section 727)
727) a
a tax
tax as
a corporation
poration (except
follows:
follows:
"(1) Upon
Upon adjusted
adjusted excess
excess profits
net incomes of less than Rates.
profits net
"(1)
$20,000,
of the
profits net income.
excess profits
the adjusted excess
centum of
25 per
per centum
$20,000, 25
15,000 upon
profits net incomes
incomes of $20,000; and
adjusted excess profits
upon adjusted
"$5,000
upon
adjusted excess
excess profits
profits net incomes in excess of $20,000,
$20,000, and
upon adjusted
not in
in excess
excess.
centum in addition of such excess.
per centum
30 per
$50,000, 30
of $50,000,
excess of
not
114,000 upon
upon adjusted
adjusted excess
excess profits
$50,000;
profits net incomes of $50,000;
"$14,000
incomes in excess
and upon
upon adjusted
adjusted excess
profits net incomes
excess of $50,000,
$50,000,
excess profits
and
and
not in
in excess
excess of
of $100,000,
centum in addition of such
35 per centum
$100,000, 35
and not
excess.
excess.
131,500 upon
upon adjusted
adjusted excess
profits net
$100,000;
incomes of $100,000;
net incomes
excess profits
"$31,500
and
adjusted excess
excess profits
net incomes
incomes in
excess of $100,000,
$100,000,
in excess
profits net
upon adjusted
and upon
and
$250,000, 40 per centum
centum in addition of such
excess of $250,000,
in excess
not in
and not
excess.
191,500 upon
upon adjusted
profits net
$250,000;
net incomes of $250,000;
excess profits
adjusted excess
"$91,500
and
adjusted excess
excess profits
net incomes
excess of $250,000,
$250,000,
incomes in excess
profits net
upon adjusted
and upon
and
not in
in excess
excess of
$500,000, 45
45 per
centum in
in addition
such
of such
addition of
per centum
of $500,000,
and not
excess.
excess.
"$204,000 upon
profits net incomes
$500,000;
incomes of $500,000;
excess profits
adjusted excess
upon adjusted
"$204,000
and upon
adjusted excess
profits net
$500,000,
incomes in excess of $500,000,
net incomes
excess profits
upon adjusted
and
50
per centum
centum in
such excess.
of such
addition of
in addition
50 per
Application of rates
Application
APPLICATION
RATES IN
IN CASE
CASE OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN EXCHANGES.—
EXCHANGES.OF RATES
APPLICATION OF
""(2)
(2)
in case
ease of certain
certain exchanges.
If
highest bracket
amount for the
taxable year
year chanpgs.
the taxable
bracket amount
taxpayer's highest
the taxpayer's
If the
PIus,
rust, p.995.
p. 995.
computed under
under section
section 752
752 (relating
(relating to
is
exchanges) is
certain exchanges)
to certain
computed
less
$500,000, then
then in
in the
paragraph (1)
(1) of
application of paragraph
the application
than $500,000,
less than
this subsection
subsection to
such taxpayer,
lieu of
of each
each amount,
amount, other
in lieu
taxpayer, in
to such
this
than
specified in
in such
paragraph, there
shall be
be
there shall
such paragraph,
percentages, specified
the percentages,
than the
substituted an
an amount
which bears
bears the
the same
the amount
amount
to the
ratio to
same ratio
amount which
substituted
so specified
specified as
the highest
highest bracket
amount so
computed bears
bears to
so computed
bracket amount
as the
so
$500,000.
$500,000.
"Adjusted excess
excess
"Adjusted
"(b)
DEFINITION OF
ADJUSTED EXCESS
INCONEE.—As
NET INCOME.-As
PROFITS NET
EXCESS PROFITS
OF ADJUSTED
"(b) DEFINITION
profits net
net income"
income"
profits
defined.
used
in this
term 'adjusted
excess profits net income'
income' in defined.
'adjusted excess
the term
section, the
this section,
lsed in
the
case of
of any
any taxable
year means
excess profits
income (as
(as
profits net income
the excess
means the
taxable year
the case
Post, p. 976.
defined in
in section
minus the
of:
sum of:
the sum
711) minus
section 711)
defined
"(1)
SPF,CIFI0 ExEmrrrow.—A
specific exemption
exemption of
of $5,000;
$5,000;
EXEMPTION.-A specific
"(1) SPECIFIC
"(2) EXCESS
EXCESS PROFITS
amount of
of the
excess profits
profits
the excess
CREDIT.-The amount
PROFITS CREDIT.—The
"(2)
97a.
Post,
Post, p. 973.
credit allowed
allowed under
under section
section 712;
712; and
and
credit
taxpayer
"(3)
UNt
sED
EXCESS
PROFITS
CREDIT.—In
case
of
a
taxpayer
a
case
the
CREDIT.-In
TNr:SED EXCESS PROFITS
"(3)
the normal-tax
of which
which for
for the
taxable year
year is not
the taxable
net income
income of
normal-tax net
the
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$25,000, the
amount by
excess profits
profits credit
more than
than $25,000,
the amount
by which
which the
the excess
credit
for
the preceding
preceding taxable
taxable year
year (if
beginning after
after December
31,
for the
(if beginning
December 31,
1939) exceeds
exceeds the
profits net
net income
income for
such preceding
preceding
the exceRs
excess profits
for such
taxable year.

"SEC.
"
SEC.711.
711. EXCESS PROFITS
PROFITS NET INCOME.
INCOME.
Taxable
after
Taxable years
years after
Dec. 31,
31, 1939.
Dec.
1939.

"(a) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS
YEAns BEGINNING
BnorNraNn AFTER
31, 1939.—The
"(a)
AFTER DECEMBER
DECEMBER 31,
1939.-The

excess profits net incom.e
beginning after
Decemincome for
for any
any taxable
taxable year
year beginning
after December 31,
31, 1939, shall be
be the normal-tax
net income,
income, as
defined in
in section
normal-tax net
as
defined
section
53 Stat.
Stat. 7.
53
7.
(2), for such year
year except that the following
adjustments shall
shall
following adjustments
26
26 U.
U. S.
Supp. 13 (a) (2),
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §13
13 (note).
(note).
made:
be made:
Post, p.
p. 980.
980.
Post,

Income
Income taxes.
taxes.

53
M.
53 Stat.
Stat. 35.
26 U.
C., Supp.
26
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
47,r, §
102.
1 102.
Long-term gainsand
Long-term
gainsand
losses.
losses.

53 Stat.
Stat. 14.
53
26 U.
S. C.,
26
U. 8.
Stipp.
C., Snpp.
V, i23
V,
23 ().
(1).
Income from
Income
from retireretirement or
or discharge
of
ment
discharge of
bonds, etc.
bonds,
etc.

Refunds
Refunds and
and interinterest on
Agricultural
est
on A
gricultural
Adjustment
Act taxes.
Adjustment Act
taxes.
48
48 Stat.
Stat. 31,
31.
77U.
U. S.
S. C.,
ch. 26
C., ch.
26;;
Supp.
ch. 26.
Supp. V,
V, ch.
26.
Recoveries
Recoveries of
of bad
bad
debts.
debts.

Dividends received.
received.
Dividends

Post, p.
Post,
981.
p. 981.
Dividends received.
Dividends
received.

Interest.
Interest.

Pot, p.
p. 984.
984.
Post,

"(1)
"(1) EXCESS
EXCESS PROFITS
OTLI) UNDER
UNDER INCOME
INCOME CREDIT-CREDIT,—
PROFITS CREDIT
CREDIT COMP
COMPUTED
If the excess profits
If
profits credit
is computed
section 713,
713, the
the
credit is
computed under
under section
adjustments
follows:
adjustments shall be as follows:
"(A)
"(A) Income
Income Taxes.-The
Taxes.—The deduction
deduction for
taxes shall
shall be
for taxes
be
increased by an amount
amount equal to the
including the
the
the tax
tax (not including
tax under section 102) under Chapter
Chapter 1
1 for such
such taxable
taxable
year;
"(B) Long-term Gains
Gains and Losses.-There
Losses.—There shall be
be,
excluded
long-term capital
excluded long-term,
capital gains and losses. There
There shall be
excluded the excess
excluded
excess of gains from the
or exchange
of
the sale or
exchange of
property held for more than eighteen
eighteen months
months which
which is
is of
of a
a
character
character which
which is subject to the allowance
allowance for depreciation
depreciation
provided in section 23 (1) over the losses
sale or
losses from
from the
the sale
or
exchange of such
exchange
such property;
property;
"(C)
"(C) Income
Income From Retirement
Retirement or Discharge
Discharge of
of Bonds,
Forth.-There shall be excluded,
and So Forth.—There
any
excluded, in the case of
of any
taxpayer, income derived
derived from the retirement
discharge
retirement or discharge
by the taxpayer
taxpayer of any bond, debenture, note, or certificate
certificate
or other evidence
indebtedness, if the obligation
evidence of indebtedness,
obligation of
of the
the
taxpayer
taxpayer has been
been outstanding
outstanding for more than
than eighteen
eighteen
months, including, in case the issuance
was at
at a
a premium,
pr em i
um ,
issuance was
the amount includible in income
income for such year solely because
of such retirement
retirement or discharge;
discharge;
"(D) Refunds and Interest
Interest on Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment.
Act Taxes.-There
Taxes.—There shall be
be excluded
excluded income
income attributable
attributable to
to
refund of tax paid under the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act
of 1933,
1933, as amended,
amended, and interest upon any such refund;
refund;
"(E) Recoveries
Recoveries of Bad Debts.-There
Debts.—There shall be excluded
excluded
income attributable
attributable to the recovery of aabad debt if
if a
a deducdeduction with reference
reference to such debt was allowable
allowable from gross
gross
income for any taxable
taxable year beginning prior to January
January 1,
1,
1940;
"(F) Dividends
Dividends Received.—The
Received.-The credit
"(F)
credit for dividends
dividends
received shall
shall apply,
apply, without limitation,
limitation, to dividends on
on
stock of domestic
domestic corporations.
corporations.
"(2) ExcEss
CREDIT COMPUTED
UNDER INVESTED
INVESTED CAPITAL
"(2)
EXCESS PROFITS
PROFITS CREDIT
COMP tn. PO TINDER
CAPITAL
CRarET.-If the excess
caEnrr.—If
excess profits credit
credit is
is computed
computed under
under section
section
714, the adjustments
adjustments shall be as follows:
follows:
"(A) Dividends
Received.-The credit for dividends
"(A)
Dividends Received.—The
dividends
received shall apply, without limitation, to all dividends
dividends on
on
stock .of all corporations,
corporations, except dividends
dividends (actual or constructive)
structive) on stock of foreign
foreign personal-holding
personal-holding companies;
companies;
"(B) Interest.—The
Interest.-The deduction for interest shall be reduced
"(B)
reduced
by an amount equal to 50 per centum
centum of so much of such
such
represents interest
interest as represents
intereston the
th e indebtedness
i
nd
eb
tedness included
included
in
the daily
daily amounts
amounts of borrowed
(determined under
in the
borrowed capital
capital (determined
under
section 719 (a))
(a));;
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"(C) Income Taxes.—The
Taxes.-The deduction for taxes shall be
"(C)
increased by an
amount equal
to the
tax (not
(noti
nc l
uding the
the
increased
an amount
equal to
the tax
including
1 for such taxable
tax under section
seation 102)
102) under Chapter 1
year;
year;

Income taxes.
Incometaxes.
533 Stat.35.
Stat. 35.
II .S.
S.C., S
upp.
26 U.
Supp.
v, §102.

"(D)
Gains and
shall be
"(D) Long-term
Long-term Gains
and Losses.-There
Losses.—There shall
Long-termgainsand
be
Long-term
gainsand
losses.
excluded long-term
long-term capital gains and losses. There
There shall be losse
excluded
excluded the excess of gains from the sale or exchange
exchange of
property
property held for more than eighteen
is of
of a
eighteen months which
which is
a
character
character which is subject to the allowance
allowance for
for depreciation
depreciation
53
Stat. 14.
s3Stat.
14.
provided
(1) over the losses from the sale or 26
provided in section
section 23 (1)
U. S.
U.
S. C.,
cC., Supp.
sSupp.
exchange
Vg
upp .
exchange of
of such
such property;
property;
V,§23.23
(1).
Income
from
retire"(E)
Retirement or
or Discharge
"(E) Income From
From Retirement
Discharge of
of Bonds,
Bonds, men
discharge of
ment or discharge
bonds, etc.
etc.
and
So Forth.-There
Forth.—There shall
be excluded,
excluded, in
in the
the case
of any
and So
shall be
case of
any bonds,
taxpayer,
income derived
derived from
from the
the retirement
taxpayer, income
retirement or
or discharge
discharge
bond, debenture,
or certificate
by the taxpayer
taxpayer of any bond,
debenture, note,
note, or
certificate
or other
other evidence
or
evidence of
if the
the
of indebtedness,
indebtedness, if
the obligation
obligation of
of the
taxpayer has been
than eighteen
eighteen
taxpayer
been outstanding
outstanding for
for more
more than
a premium,
months, including?
includingl in case the issuance was at a
includible in
because
the amount
amount includible
in income for
for such
such year
year solely
solely because
of such
such retirement
retirement or
or discharge;
of
discharge;
Refunds and
and interInterReunds
Refunds and
Interest on
and Interest
on Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
"(F) Refunds
est on Agricultural
Act Taxes.-There
attributable to
to Adjstment
Act
Taxes.—There shall
shall be
be excluded
excluded income
income attributable
Adjustment Acttaxes.
Act taxes.
48 Stat. 31.
refund
tax paid
paid under
under the
Adjustment Act
refund of
of tax
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Act
7 US.
7
U.S.C.,
C., ch.
ch. 26;
26;
Supp. V,
ch. 26.
26.
Supp.
V,ch.
of 1933,
amended, and
and interest
interest upon
any such
such refund;
refund;
of
1933, as
as amended,
upon any
Interest
certain
on certain
Interest on
Obligations.-The Government
Certain Government
"(G) Interest on Certain
Government Obligations.—The
"(G)
Government obligabganormal-tax net
net income
normal-tax
income shall be increased
increased by an amount equal tions.
to
of the
interest on
obligations held
held during
the
to the
the amount
amount of
the interest
on obligations
during the
53
10.
taxable
year which
which are
in section
(b) (4)
tat 10
53 Stat.
taxable year
are described
described in
section 22
22 (b)
(4) any
any
28 U. S.0., Supp.
part
of the
the interest
interest from
which is
from gross
gross v,
V,122
(b) (4) . Sp
22(b)(4).'
from which
is excludible
excludible from
part of
income or
or allowable
as a
a credit
credit against
against net
net income,
income
allowable as
income, if the
Pod ,p.
85.
Po,
p. 985.
and
taxpayer
has so
so elected
elected under
under section
section 720
720 (d);
(d) ;and
taxpayer has
Recoveries of
of bad
bad
Recoveies
"(H) Recoveries
of Bad
Bad Debts.—There
shall be
be excluded
excluded debts.
Debts.-There shall
Recoveries of
"(H)
income attributable
attributable to the recovery
deduc- deb
income
recovery of aabad debt
debt if aadeduction with
with reference
reference to
such debt
from gross
gross
to such
debt was
was allowable
allowable from
tion
income
any taxable
taxable year
to January
January 1,
1,
for any
year beginning
beginning prior
prior to
income for
1940.
s
Taxable year le
less
thanle'ontya
the taxable
LESS THAN TWELVE
"(3)
"(3) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR
YEAR LRSS
TWELVE MONTHS.-If
MONTHS.—If the
taxable than
12 months.
year
is a
aperiod
period of
than twelve
excess profits
net
profits net
months the
the excess
less than
twelve months
of less
year is
an annual
annual basis
by multiplying
multiplying the
the
placed on
on an
basis by
income shall be by
amount thereof
thereof by
by the
number of days in
months
in the twelve
twelve months
the number
amount
ending
of the
taxable year
dividing by
by the
the
year and
and dividing
the taxable
the close
close of
ending with
with the
number
of days
in the
taxable year.
The tax
be such
such part
part
year. The
tax shall
shall be
days in
the taxable
number of
of
the tax
tax computed
on such
such annual
basis as
as the
number of
of days
days
annual basis
the number
of the
computed on
in the
year is
is of
the number
number of
of days
days in
in the
the twelve
months
twelve months
of the
the taxable
taxable year
in
ending
with the
the close
close of
the taxable
taxable year.
year.
of the
ending with
Taxable years in
"(b) TAXABLE
YEARS IN BASE PERIOD.—
bae period.a
base
period.
PERIOD.TAXABLE YEARS
"(b)
General rule and
" (1) GENERAL
GENERAL RULE
RIME AND ADJUSTMENTS.-The
ADJUSTMENTS.—The excess
excess profits
profits net
net adjustments.
cneral rule and
"(1)
49 Stat.
income for
any taxable
taxable year
subject to
to the
the Revenue
Act of
of 1936
1655.
tat. 1655.
1936 d49
Revenue Act
year subject
for any
income
26 U. S.C., Supp.
shall
normal-tax net
net income,
income, as
as defined
defined in
section 13
13 (a)
. c(., snpp.
(a) v26
in section
be the
the normal-tax
shall be
V,§13 (note).
of such
such Act;
and for
any other
year beginning
after
beginning after
of
Act; and
for any
other taxable
taxable year
December
and before
shall be
be the
the
January 1,
1, 1940,
1940, shall
before January
31, 1937,
1937, and
December 31,
53 Stat. 8.
special-class
net income,
defined in
in section
section 14
14 (a)
(a) of
the
special-class net
income, as
as defined
of the
3 SUat..
p.
26
IL S8.C., Stipp.
V,
14 (a).
(a).
applicable
revenue law.
the following
following adjustments
adjustments v, §14
In either
either case
case the
law. In
applicable revenue
shall
in case
of certain
case of
certain Post, p. 993.
shall be
be made
made (for
(for additional
additional adjustments
adjustments in
reorganizations, see
see section
section 742
(e) ):
Pot,p. 93.
742 (e)):
reorganizations,
Income taxes.
"(A) Income
Income Taxes.-The
Taxes.—The deduction
deduction for
taxes shall
shall be
be
Incometaxes.
for taxes
"(A)
increased by
an amount
amount equal
to the
the tax
tax (not
(not including
the
including the
by an
equal to
increased
53 Stat. 35.
tax under
under section
102) for
year under
under Title
tax
section 102)
for such
such taxable
taxable year
Title I
I or
or 26 S26
s5.
.Spp.
C.S.C.,
Supp.
V,
1102.
Chapter
1,
as
the
case
may
be,
of
the
revenue
law
applicable
v,
102.
applicable
Chapter 1, as the case may be, of the revenue law
to such
such year;
to
year;
19347W -41—P2. 1-62
I-62
193470°-41-PT.
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Long-term gains and
and
losses.
losses.

14.
53 Stat. 14.
U. S. C., Supp.
26 U.
23
(0.
V, §
§ 23 ().
Income from
from retireIncome
of
ment or discharge of
bonds, etc.

Deductions
Deductions on aac
retirement or
count of retirement
discharge of bonds,
etc.

53 Stat. 12.
26 2U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
Sapp.
V,
V. §233 (a).

Casualty, demolition, etc., losses.
53 Stat. 13.
26
Supp
26 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
V, §
§ 23 (f).

Repayment of processing tax to vendees.
53 Stat. 12.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §
§23 (a).
(a).

48 Stat. 31.
31.
7
Eh C. ch.
ch. 26;
7 U. 8.
V, ch. 26.
Supp. V,

Payment of
Judgof judgments,
ments, etc.
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"(B)
Long-Term Gains and
Losses.—There shall
shall be
"(B) Long-Term
and Losses.-There
be
excluded long-term
long-term capital
gains and
There shall
capital gains
and losses.
losses. There
shall
be excluded
the sale
sale or
excluded the excess of
of gains
gains from
from the
or exchange
exchange of
of
property held for more than eighteen
months which
which is
is of
of a
a
eighteen months
character
is subject
to the
the allowance
depreciation
character which
which is
subject to
allowance for
for depreciation
provided in section 23 (1)
(1) over the
the sale
sale or
the losses
losses from
from the
or
exchange
such property;
exchange of
of such
property;
"(C)
From Retirement
Retirement or
or Discharge
Discharge of
"(C) Income
Income From
of Bonds,
Bonds,
and So Forth.-There
Forth.—There shall
in the
case of
of any
any
shall be excluded,
excluded, in
the case
taxpayer,
taxpayer, income derived from the retirement
retirement or
or discharge
discharge by
by
the taxpayer
taxpayer of any
or certificate
certificate or
or
any bond,
bond, debenture,
debenture, note,
note, or
other evidence
evidence of indebtedness, if the
the obligation of
of the
the taxtaxpayer
payer has been outstanding for more than eighteen
eighteen months,
months,
including, in case the issuance
issuance was at
premium, the
the amount
amount
at a
a premium,
includible in income for such year solely because
because of such
such
discharge;
retirement or
or discharge;
"(D) Deductions on Account of Retirement
Retirement or Discharge
of Bonds,
Bonds 2and So Forth.-If
Forth.—If during the taxable year
year the
the taxtaxpayer retires or discharges
discharges any bond,
or cerbond, debenture,
debenture, note,
note, or
certificate or other evidence of indebtedness,
indebtedness, if the
of
the obligation
obligation of
the taxpayer has been outstanding
outstanding for more than eighteen
eighteen
months, the following deductions
deductions for such taxable year
shall
year shall
not be allowed:
allowed:
"(i)
"(i) The deduction allowable under
section 23
under section
23 (a)
(a) for
for
expenses paid or incurred
incurred in connection
connection with
such retirewith such
retirement or discharge;
discharge;
"(ii) The deduction for losses allowable by
reason of
of
by reason
retirement or discharge;
such retirement
discharge; and
and
"(iii)
"(iii) In case the issuance was at aa discount, the
the
amount deductible for such year solely because
because of such
such
retirement or discharge;
discharge;
retirement
"(E) Casualty
Casualty,? Demolition, and Similar Losses.—DeducLosses.-Deductions under section 23 (f) for losses arising from fires,
fires,
storms, shipwreck, or other casualty,
casualty, or
or f
ro
m th
eft, or
or arising
ar i
si
ng
from
theft,
from the demolition,
demolition, abandonment, or loss of useful value
value of
of
property, not compensated
compensated for by insurance or otherwise,
otherwise,
allowed;
shall not be
be allowed;
"(F) Repayment
Processing Tax to Vendees.—The
Repayment of Processing;
Vendees.-The
deduction under section 23 (a),
(a), for any taxable year, for
for
expenses shall be decreased
decreased by an amount which bears the
same ratio to the amount deductible
deductible on
any repayrepayon account
account of
of any
ment or credit by the corporation
corporation to its vendee of any amount
amount
attributable
attributable to any tax under the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Act of 1933,
1933, as amended,
amended, as the excess
excess of
the aggregate
of the
aggregate of
of the
the
amounts so deductible
deductible in the base period over the aggregate
attributable to taxes under such Act collected
of the amounts attributable
collected
from its vendees
vendees which were includible
includible in the corporation's
corporation's
gross income
income in
m the base period and which were
were not
not paid,
paid,
bears to the aggregate
aggregate of the amounts so
in the
the
so deductible
deductible in
base period;
"(G)
Judgments, and So Forth.-Deductions
"(G) Payment of Judgments,
Forth.—Deductions
attributable
attributable to any claim, award, judgment, or decree against
against
the taxpayer, or interest
interest on any of th
f
orego i
ng, shall
sh
all not
thee foregoing,
not
in
be allowed if i
n the light of the taxpayer's business it
it was
was
a liability of such charabnormal for the taxpayer
taxpayer to incur a
character or, if the taxpayer normally incurred such
such liability,
liability,
the amount of such liability i
axa bl e year
year was
was grossly
gross l
y
inn th
thee t
taxable
disproportionate to the amount of such liability in the four
disproportionate
four
previous taxable years;
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"(H)
drilling and
and developdevelopexpenditures for intangible drilling
"(H) All expenditures
ment costs paid or incurred
incurred in or for the drilling of wells
or the preparation of wells for the production
production of oil or gas,
or expenditures
expenditures for development
development costs in the case of mines,
taxpayer has deducted
deducted from gross income as an
an
which the taxpayer
allowed to the extent that in the light
not be allowed
expense, shall not
it was abnormal for the taxpayer
of the taxpayer's
taxpayer's business it
if the taxpayer
incurr aa liability
character or, if
liability of such character
to incurr
normally
incurred such
liability, to
to the extent that the
such liability,
normally incurred
amount
liability in
in the taxable year was grossly disamount of such liability
proportionate to
in the
the four
four
of such
such liability
liability in
to the
the amount
amount of
proportionate
previous taxable
taxable years; and
previous
"(I) Dividends
Received.—The credit
for dividends
credit for
"(I)
Dividends Received.-The
received shall apply, without
without limitation,
limitation, to dividends on stock
received
of
domestic corporations.
of domestic
this subsubthe purposes
"(2) CAPITAL
CAPITAL GAINS
GAINS AND
purposes of
of this
LOSSES.-For the
AND LossEs.—For
"(2)
section
the normal-tax
normal-tax net
income and
and the
special-class net income
the special-class
net income
section the
referred
paragraph (1)
(1) shall be computed
computed as if
if section 23
referred to in paragraph
(g) (2),
section 23
(k) (2),
(2), and
were part of the
117 were
and section 117
23 (k)
(2), section
(g)
revenue
applicable to the
the taxable year the excess profits net
law applicable
revenue law
of which
which is being computed, with the exception that the
income of
net short-term
short-term capital
carry-over provided
(e)
provided in subsection (e)
loss carry-over
capital loss
net
of section
117 shall
short-term capital losses
applicable to net short-term
shall be applicable
section 117
of
December 31, 1934. Such
for taxable
years beginning after December
taxable years
for
exception shall not apply
purposes of computing the tax
apply for the purposes
exception
under this
begmnmg before
subchapter for any taxable year beginning
this subchapter
under
January 1, 1941.
January
"SEC.712.
ALLOWANCE.
CREDIT-ALLOWANCE.
712. EXCESS
EXCESS PROFITS CREDIT—
"SEC.
a domestic
domestic corpoof a
"(a)
D OMESTIC CORPORATIONS.—In
case of
the case
CORPORATIONS.-In the
"(a) DOMESTIC

Oil
or gas
gas wells.
wells.
Oi or

etc.
etc.

Dividends
Dividends received.
received.

Capital
gains and
and
Capital gains
losses.
losses.
53 Stat.
Stat. 13,
13, 50.
50.
26 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
V,
23 (g)
(g) (2),
(2), (k)
V, §§§§23
(2), 117.
(2),

Stat. 52.
53 Stat.
26 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V.
117 (e).
(e).
V, §
§117

m es ti
Domestic
corporac corporao
tions.
o
the
1,
January
ration
which
was
in
existence
before
January
1940,
excess
in
existence
ration which was
profits
for any
any taxable
election of the taxyear shall, at the election
taxable year
credit for
profits credit
payer
in its
return for such
such taxable year, be an amount comits return
made in
payer made
Post, pp. 9
981.
Poet,pp.W980,,981
case of
puted
under section
(For election
election in
in case
714. (For
or section
section 714.
713 or
section 713
puted under
certain
of corporations
corporations not
not qualified
qualified under
under the
the preprereorganizations of
certain reorganizations
Post, p. 992.
Pot. . 992.
domestic
all other
ceding
see section
In the
the case
other domestic
of all
case of
741.) In
section 741.)
sentence, see
ceding sentence,
corporations the
the excess
excess profits
credit for
any taxable
taxable year shall
shall be
for any
profits credit
corporations
Failure to filo re•
to Ail re.
tFalure
an
In the
the case
domestic turn.
of aa domestic
case of
714. In
section 714.
under section
computed under
amount computed
an amount
corporation which
for any
year does
before urn
not file aa return befor
does not
taxable year
any taxable
which for
corporation
the expiration
time prescribed
by law
law for
for filing
return,
such return,
filing such
prescribed by
the time
of the
expiration of
the
the excess
profits credit
credit for
for such
year shall
be an
an amount
amount
shall be
taxable year
such taxable
excess profits
the
computed under
714.
section 714.
under section
computed
Foreign corpora"(b) FOREIGN
Foazicav CORPORATIONS.--In
CORPORATIONS.—In the
case of
foreign corporation
Foreign corpori,corporation tions.
of aaforeign
the case
"(b)
engaged
in
trade
or
business
within
States
or
having
an
United
the
within
business
or
engaged in trade
office or
of business
business therein,
the first
first taxable
year of
of which
which
taxable year
therein, the
place of
or place
office
under this
subchapter begins
on any
any date
date in
in 1940,
1940, which
was in
in
which was
begins on
this subchapter
under
existence on
on the
day forty-eight
forty-eight months
prior to
to such
and which
at
which at
date and
such date
months prior
the day
existence
any
during each
of the
the taxable
in such
such forty-eight
forty-eight months
months
years in
taxable years
each of
time during
any time
was
engaged in
in trade
or business
business within
within the
United States
States or
had an
an
or had
the United
trade or
was engaged
office
or place
of business
business therein,
the excess
credit for
any
for any
profits credit
excess profits
therein, the
place of
office or
taxable year
year shall,
election of
of the
the taxpayer
in its
for
return for
its return
taxpayer in
the election
at the
shall, at
taxable
Post. pp. 980. 981.
such
year, be
be an
amount computed
under section
section 713
or
P PPP. . 981.
713 or
computed under
an amount
taxable year,
such taxable
section
714.
In
the
case
of
all
other
such
foreign
corporations
the
corporations
foreign
such
other
all
section 714. In the case of
excess
for any
any taxable
shall be
be an
an amount
comamount comyear shall
taxable year
credit for
profits credit
excess profits
Failure to file reputed
under
section
714.
In
the
case
of
a
foreign
corporation
which
to ile r
Failure
which
corporation
foreign
a
of
case
In
the
turn.
puted under section 714.
for
any
taxable
year
does
not
file
.
a
return
before
the
expiration
of
for any taxable year does not file a return before the expiration of turn.
the time
time prescribed
prescribed by
law for
for filing
filing such
such return,
the excess
profits
excess profits
return, the
by law
the
credit for
taxable year
shall be
amount computed
computed under
under
an amount
be an
year shall
such taxable
for such
credit
714.
section 714.
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"
SEC.713.
713. EXCESS PROFITS
PROFITS CREDITBASED ON INCOME.
"SEC.
CREDIT-BASED
INCOME.

Amount
Amount of
of excess
excess
profits
credit.
profits credit,

"(a) AMOUNT
OF EXCESS
PROFITS CREDrr.-The
CnEnrr.—The excess
credit
"(a)
AMOUNT OF
ExcEss PROFITS
excess profits
profits credit
for
any taxable
taxable year,
computed under
this section,
section, shall
shall bebe—
for any
year, computed
under this
Domestic
corpora"(1)
DomEsTic conRPoRTIoNs.-In
conroRATioNs.—In the
domestic corDomestic corpora"(1) DoMrslIc
the case
case of
of aa domestic
cortions.
tions.
poration—
poration"(A) 95 per centum of the average base
"(A)
base period
period net
net income,
income,
as defined in
(b),
in subsection
subsection (b),
"(B) Plus 8
8 per centum of the net
"(B)
net capital addition
addition as
defined in subsection (c),
(c), or
or
"(C) Minus 6
net capital
reduction as
as
"(C)
6 per centum of
of the net
capital reduction
defined in subsection (c).
(c).
Forei
gn corpora"(2) FOREIGN
the case
case of
of a
foreign corporaForeign
corpora"(2)
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.—In
CORPORATIONS.-In the
a foreign
corporations.
tions.
tion, 95
per centum
centiim of
of the
the average
average base
period net
net income.
income.
tion,
95 per
base period
Average
base period
Averagebase
period
"(b) AVERAGE
PERIOD NET
NET INCOME.-For
INCOME.—For the
this
"(b)
AVERAoE BASE
BASE PERIOD
the purposes
purposes of
of this
net income.
net income.
section the average base period net income
shall be
income of
of the
the taxpayer
taxpayer shall
be
determined as follows:
follows:
determined
"(1) By computing
computing the aggregate
aggregate of the excess profits net
net
"(1)
income for each of the taxable years of the taxpayer beginning
beginning
after December 31, 1935, and before January 1,
in
1, 1940, reduced, in
deductions plus
the case of each such taxable year in which the deductions
plus
the credit for dividends received
received exceeded
exceeded the gross
gross income, by
by
attributable to
to such
such excess
(4) ;
the amount attributable
excess under
under paragraph
paragraph (4);
"(2) By dividing the amount ascertained
ascertained under
under paragraph
paragraph (1)
(1)
by the total number of months in all such taxable
taxable years;
years; and
and
"(3)
(3) By multiplying the amount ascertained
ascertained under paragraph
paragraph
(2)
twelve.
by twelve.
(2) by
"(4)
paragraph (1)—
(4) For the purposes of paragraph
(1)"(A) In determining
determining whether, for
for any
any taxable
taxable year,
"(A)
year, the
the
deductions
deductions plus the credit for dividends received exceeded
exceeded
the gross income, and in determining
such
determining the
the amount
amount of such
977.
Ante, p.
p. on.
adjustments provided in section 711 (b)
excess, the adjustments
(b) (1)
(1) shall
shall
be made; and
"(B) The amount attributable
attributable to any taxable year in which
"(B)
there is such an excess shall be the amount of such excess,
excess,
except
if there is only one such
except that such amount shall be zero if
year, or, if more than one,
one, shall be zero for the year
year in
in which
which
such excess is the greatest.
"(5)
"(5) For the purposes of paragraph
paragraph (1),
(1), if the taxpayer
taxpayer was
was
in existence
existence during only part of the 48 months preceding
preceding the
beginning of its first taxable year under this subchapter
subchapter (herein(hereinafter in this paragraph
paragraph called 'base period'),
profits net
period'), its
its excess
excess profits
net
income—
income"(A) for each taxable year of twelve months (beginning
(beginning
with the beginning of such base period) during which
which it was
not in existence,
existence, shall be an amount equal to 8
of
8 per centum of
of—
the excess of"(i)
"
(i) the daily invested capital for the first day of the
taxpayer's first taxable year beginning after December
taxpayer's
December
31, 1939,
1939, over
over
"(ii) an amount .equal to the same percentage
"(ii)
percentage of
of such
Post, p.
Post,
p. 985.
daily invested capital as is applicable
applicable under section
section 720
in reduction of the average
average invested
invested capital of the preceding taxable year;
year;
."(B)
"(13) for the taxable year of less than twelve
twelve months consisting of that part of the remainder of the base period during which
which it was not in existence, shall be
the amount
amount ascerascerbe the
tamed for a
a full year under subparagraph
tained
subparagraph (A),
(A), multiplied
by the number of days in such taxable year of less than
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twelve months and divided by the number
number of days
days in
in the
twelve months ending with the
taxable year.
the close
close of such taxable
year.
"(6) In
In no
period net income be less
less
"(6)
no case shall the
the average
average base
base period
than
than zero.
zero.
"(7)
average base
period net
in case
" (7) For computation
computation of average
base period
net income
income in
case
reorganizations, see section 742.
of certain
certain reorganizations,
"(c) ADJUSTMENTS
PROITrs CREDIT
ON ACCOUNT
"(C)
ADJUSTMENTS IN
IN EXCESS
EXCESS PROFITS
CREDIT ON
ACCOUNT OF
OF
the purposes
purposes of
of this
sectionCAPITAL CHANGES.—FOP
this section—
CAPITAL
CHANGES.-For the
"(1) The
capital addition
addition for the taxable year shall
"(1)
The net
net capital
shall be
be the
number of days
taxable year, of
the
excess, divided by
by the number
days in
in the taxable
of the
aggregate of
the taxcapital addition
addition for each
each day of the
aggregate
of the daily capital
aggregate of the daily
reduction for
able year over
over the
the aggregate
daily capital
capital reduction
for
each
taxable year.
each day
day of the taxable
"(2)
reduction for the taxable year shall be the
"(2) The net capital reduction
excess,
number of
excess, divided by the
the number
of days
days in
in the taxable
taxable year, of the
aggregate of
of the
daily capital
for each
each day of the
the taxcapital reduction
reduction for
the daily
aggregate
able
aggregate of the daily capital
addition for each
each
capital addition
over the aggregate
able year
year over
day
day of
of the taxable
taxable year.
year.
"(3)
daily capital
capital addition for
for any day of the taxable year
The daily
"(3) The
shall be
aggregate of the
of money
money and property
the amounts
amounts of
shall
be the
the aggregate
contribution to
for stock,
stock, or as paid-in surplus, or as aa contribution
paid in
in for
capital,
the beginning
of the
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's first
year
first taxable year
beginning of
capital, after
after the
under this
subchapter and
prior to
to such
such day.
determining the
day. In
In determining
and prior
this subchapter
under
amount
of any
paid in,
in, such property
property shall be
included
be included
any property
property paid
amount of
in
an amount
amount determined
determined in the manner
provided in section 718
manner provided
in an
(a) (2).
(2). A
by the
taxpayer to
to its
in
shareholders in
its shareholders
the taxpayer
distribution by
A distribution
(a)
its stock
stock or
to acquire
acquire its
stock shall
as
not be
be regarded
regarded as
shall not
its stock
or rights
rights to
its
money or property paid in for stock, or as paid-in surplus, or as
contribution to
to capital.
capital. The
The amount
under this
this
ascertained under
amount ascertained
aa contribution
paragraph shall
shall be
be reduced
by the
excess, if
if any,
any, of
of the
the excluded
excluded
the excess,
reduced by
paragraph
capital for
day over
over the
the excluded
excluded capital
capital for
for the
the first
of
first day
day of
such day
capital
for such
the taxpayer's
first taxable
taxable year
year under
under this
this subchapter.
subchapter. For the
the
the
taxpayer's first
purposes of
paragraph the
the excluded
capital for
for any
day
any day
excluded capitaf
of this
this paragraph
purposes
shall be
amount equal
following:
of the
the following:
the sum
sum of
equal to the
an amount
be an
shall
"(A)
the adjusted
adjusted basis
determin(for determinbasis (for
of the
aggregate of
"(A) The
The aggregate
ing loss
loss upon
or exchange)
beginning of
of such
the beginning
as of
of the
exchange) as
sale or
upon sale
ing
day,
the taxpayer
at the
the beginning
beginning of
taxpayer at
held by
by the
obligations held
day, of
of obligations
such
which are
are described
described in
in section
section 22
22 (b)
A,
(4) (A),
(b) (4)
such day,
day, which
(B), or (C)
(C) any part of
exclu ib e
of the
the interest from which is excludible
(B),
from gross
gross income
income or
as a
acredit
income;
credit against net income;
or allowable
allowable as
from
and
and
"(B)
The aggregate
aggregate of
(for determinbasis (for
the adjusted basis
of the
"(B) The
ing loss
loss upon
upon sale
exchange) as
beginning of
such
of such
of the
the beginning
as of
or exchange)
sale or
ing
day, of
of stock
stock of
of domestic
corporations held
taxpayer
by the taxpayer
held by
domestic corporations
day,
at the
the beginning
beginning of
such day.
day.
of such
at
The
addition shall
shall in
in no
case be
less than
than zero.
zero.
be less
no case
capital addition
daily capital
The daily(For daily
capital additions
and reductions
reductions in
in case
of certain
certain
case of
additions and
daily capital
(For
reorganizations,
section 743.)
743.)
see section
reorganizations, see
"(4)
daily capital
capital reduction
any day
day of
the taxable
taxable
of the
for any
reduction for
"(4) The
The daily
year
shall
be
the
aggregate
of
the
amounts
of
distributions
to
to
of
distributions
the
amounts
of
aggregate
be
the
year shall
shareholders,
and profits,
profits, after
the beginning
beginning
after the
of earnings
earnings and
not out
out of
shareholders, not
of the
taxpayer's first
first taxable
taxable year
under this
subchapter and
and
this subchapter
year under
of
the taxpayer's
prior
to such
such day.
day.
prior to

Post,
992.
Post, p.
p. 992.
Adjustments
Adjustments on
on acaccount
of
capital
changes.
changes.
Net capital addiaddition.
tion.

Net capital
capital

tion.
tion.

Daily
Daily capital
capital addiaddition.
tion.

Post, p.
p. 982.
Pot,
82.

53
10.
53 Stat.
Stat. 10.
26
U. S.
B. C.,
Supp.
26 U.
C., Sup.

V, i 22 (b) (4)
(4) (A),
(A),
(B), (C).
(p),
(C).

daily
Minimum
Minimum daily

capital
capital addition.

Fad,
994.
Post, p.
p. 994.
Daily
reducDaily capital
capital reduction.
tion.

"
SEC.714.
EXCESS PROFITS
PROFITS CREDITBASED ON
ON INVESTED
CAPITAL.
INVESTED CAPITAL.
CREDIT-BASED
714. EXCESS
"SEC.

"The excess
profits credit,
for any
under
computed under
year, computed
taxable year,
any taxable
credit, for
excess profits
"The
this
shall be
be an
an amount
to 88per
centum of
taxpayer's
of the
the taxpayer's
per centum
equal to
amount equal
section, shall
this section,
invested
capital for
for the
section 715.
715.
under section
determined under
year, determined
taxable year,
the taxable
invested capital

reducreduc-

Poet, p.
p. 982.
Poe,
982.

982
982

CH . 757-OCT.
757-OCT. 8,
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"SEC. 715.
DEFINITION OF
OF INVESTED
CAPITAL.
"SEC.
715. DEFINITION
INVESTED CAPITAL.

"For the
the purposes
purposes of
this subchapter
the invested
"For
of this
subchapter the
invested capital
capital for
for any
any
taxable
average invested capital
for such
such year,
taxable year
year shall be
be the
the average
capital for
year,
determined
section 716,
an amount
amount computed
computed under
determined under
under section
716, reduced
reduced by
by an
under
Post,
Post, p.
p. 985.
985.
section
inadmissible assets).
assets). If
If the
the Commissioner
section 720
720 (relating
(relating to
to inadmissible
Commissioner
finds that in any case
case the determination
determination of
of invested
invested capital, on aabasis
basis
other
other than
than aadaily basis, will produce an
an invested
invested capital
capital differing
differing by
not
not more than
than $1,000 from
from an
an invested
invested capital
capital determined
determined on
on a
a daily
basis,
basis, he
he may, under
under regulations
regulations prescribed by
by him with
with the
the approval
approval
of
determination on
on such
such other
other basis.
of the Secretary,
Secretary, provide
provide for
for such determination
basis.
computation of invested
corporations
(For computation
invested capital in
in case
case of foreign
foreign corporations
53
79 ;post,
past, p.
(
3. and
53 Stat.
Stat. 79;
benefits of
251, see
and corporations
corporations entitled
entitled to the
the benefits
of section 251,
see section
section
987.
987.
26
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. 724.)
26 U.
724.)
V,
V, §I251.
251.
"SEC.
716. AVERAGE
INVESTED CAPITAL.
CAPITAL.
"SEC. 716.
AVERAGE INVESTED
average invested capital
capital for any taxable year
shall be
"The average
year shall
be the
the
aggregate
aggregate of the
the daily invested
invested capital for each
each day of such taxable
taxable
year,
divided by the
days in
in such
such taxable
year.
year, divided
the number
number of
of days
taxable year.

"SEC. 717.
717. DAILY
DAILY INVESTED
INVESTED CAPITAL.
CAPITAL.

Post, p.
Post,
P. 984.
984 .

"The
for any
any day
day of
of the
shall
"The daily
daily invested
invested capital
capital for
the taxable
taxable year
year shall
be the sum of
of the
the equity invested capital
capital for such
such day
day plus
plus the borborrowed invested
invested capital
capital for
determined under
under section
for such
such day
day determined
section 719.
"SEC. 718. EQUITY INVESTED CAPITAL.

Definition.
Definition.

Money paid
paid in.
Money
in.
Property paid
paid in.
in.
Property

53
44.
63 Stat.
Stat. 44.
26
Supp.
26 U.
U. S.
8. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
113 (b)
(b) (2).
V, §
113
(2).
Distributions in
Distributions
in
stook.
stock.

Earnings
and profEarnin gsand
profits.
its.
Gain
Gain on
on tax-free
tax-free
liquidation.
liquidation.

53 Stat.
Stat. 43.
63
43.
26
U. S.
26 U.
S. C.,
., Supp.
Supp.
V, 1113
113 (a)
(16).
(a) (15).
53 Stat.
Stat. 38.
63
38.
26
Supp.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Stipp.
V,
§
112 (b) (6).
(6).
V, 112(b)

"(a) DEFINrrON.-The
DErmrriox.—The equity
equity invested
any day
any
invested capital
capital for
for any
day of
of any
taxable year shall be determined
determined as
as of
of the
the beginning
beginning of such
such day
day and
shall be the sum of the following
following amounts, reduced
as provided
in
reduced as
provided in
subsection (b)—
(b)-

"(1)
"(1) MONEY
MONEY PAID IN.—Money
paid in
in for
for stock,
IN.-Money previously
previously paid
stock, or
or

contribution to
capital;
as paid-in surplus, or
or as a
a contribution
to capital;

"(2) PROPERTY
1N.—Property (other
(other than
than money)
"(2)
PROPERTY PAID
PAID IN.-Property
money) previpreviously paid
in) for
or as
as
paid in
in (regardless
(regardless of the
the time
time paid
paid in)
for stock,
stock, or
paid-in surplus, or as a
a contribution
contribution to capital.
capital. Such property
included in an amount equal to its basis (unadjusted)
shall be included
(unadjusted)
property was
was
for determining
determining loss upon sale or exchange. If
If the property
disposed of before
before such taxable year, such basis shall be
be deterdetermined in the same manner as if the property were still held at
at
beginning of such taxable year. If
If such unadjusted
the beginning
unadjusted basis is aa
substituted basis it shall be adjusted,
adjusted, with respect to
to the
the period
before the property was paid in, in the manner provided in secsection 113 (b)
(b) (2);
(2) ;
"(3) DisraretrrioNs
grocx.—Distributions in
stock—
"(3)
DISTRIBUTIONs IN
IN STOCK.-Distributions
in stock"(A)
taxable year to the extent to
to
"(A) Made prior to such taxable
which they are considered distributions of earnings
earnings and
profits; and
"(B) Previously made during such taxable year to the
"(B)
extent to which they are considered
distributions of earnings
considered distributions
earnings
and profits other than earnings and profits of such taxable
year;
"(4)
EARNINGS AND
"(4) EARNINGS
AND PROFITS
PROFITS AT
AT BEGINNING
BEGINNING OF YEAR.--The
YEAR.—The accuaccumulated earnings and profits as of the beginning
beginning of such taxable
year; and
"(5) INCREASE
INCREASE ON
ACCOUNT OF
OF GAIN
GAIN ON
ON TAX-FREE
TAX-FREE LIQUIDATION.—
"(5)
ON ACCOUNT
LIQUIDATION.In the case of the previous receipt
receipt of property (other than property described
described in the last sentence
sentence of section 113 (a) (15))
(15)) by
the taxpayer in complete
complete liquidation
liquidation of
of another
another corporation
corporation under
under
(6), or the corresponding
section 112 (b) (6),
corresponding provision of
of a
a prior
prior
revenue law, an amount, with respect to
liquidation,
to each such liquidation,
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the
equal to the amount by which the aggregate
aggregate of the amount of the
money
the adjusted
time of
of receipt,
receipt,
money so received
received and
and of
of the
adjusted basis,
basis, at
at the
the time
of all property
property (other than
exceeds the
than money)
money) so received,
received, exceeds
the
sum of:
of:
sum
"(A) The aggregate
aggregate of the adjusted basis of each share
of
respect to
to which
was received;
received;
of stock with
with respect
which such
such property
property was
such
basis of
of each
immedisuch adjusted
adjusted basis
each share
share to
to be
be determined
determined immediately prior
prior to
receipt of
any property
in such
liquidation
ately
to the
the receipt
of any
property in
such liquidation
with respect
respect to
to such
with
such share,
share, and
and
"(B)
The aggregate
aggregate of
of the
such other
corpo"(B) The
the liabilities
liabilities of
of such
other corporation
assumed by
by the
taxpayer in
in connection
receipt
ration assumed
the taxpayer
connection with
with the
the receipt
of
such property,
property, of
the liabilities
(not assumed
by the
taxof such
of the
liabilities (not
assumed by
the taxpayer) to
was subject,
subject, and
payer)
to which
which such
such property
property so
so received
received was
and
of
any other
other consideration
the stock
stock with
with respect
respect
of any
consideration (other
(other than
than the
to which
which such
such property
property was
was received)
received) given
given by
the taxpayer
taxpayer
to
by the
for
such property
property so
received.
for such
so received.
"(b)
crcTioN rN
INvEsTEo CAPITAL.-The
CAprrAL.—The amount
amount by
"(b) RED
REDUCTION
IN EQUITY
EQUITY INVESTED
by
which the
equity invested
day shall
as proprowhich
the equity
invested capital
capital for
for any
any day
shall be
be reduced
reduced as
amounts—
vided in
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a) shall
shall be the
the sum of the
the following
following amounts"
(1) DIsTRIBUTIONs
DISTRIBUTIONS IN PREVIOUS
made
"(1)
PREVIOUS ymtas.—Distributions
YEARS.-Distributions made
prior
to such
year which
which were
were not
not out
out of
of accumulated
accumulated
prior to
such taxable
taxable year
earnings and
profits;
earnings
and profits;
"(2)
DisTmeurioNs DURING
DURING THE YEAR.-Distributions
YEAR.—Distributions previprevi"(2) DlTRIBUTIoNs
ously
made during
during such
such taxable
taxable year
year which
which are
are not
not out
out of
of the
the
ously made
earnings and
and profits
profits of
such taxable
year;
of such
taxable year;
earnings
"(3) EARNINGS
AND PRO/ITS
ANOTHER CORPORATION.-The
CORPORATION.—The
OF ANOTHER
PROFITS OP
"(3)
EARNINGS AND
earnings and
another corporation
corporation which
previously
which previously
and profits
profits of another
earnings
at
any time
included in
in accumulated
profits
earnings and profits
accumulated earnings
time were
were included
at any
by
transaction described
described in
in section
section 112
112 (b)
(b) to
to (e),
by reason
reason of
of a
a transaction
(e),
both inclusive,
in the
the corresponding
provision of
prior revereveof aaprior
or in
corresponding provision
both
inclusive, or
nue
law, or
by reason
reason of
of the
other corporation
corporation to
to
transfer by
by such
such other
or by
the transfer
nue law,
the taxpayer
basis of
of which
which in
hands of
of the
the
in the
the hands
property the
the basis
the
taxpayer of
of property
taxpayer
is or
basis in the
reference to its basis
was determined
determined with reference
or was
taxpayer is
hands
of such
such other
corporation, or
would have
been so
deterso deteror would
have been
other corporation,
hands of
mined if
if the
the property
been other
other than
than money;
and
money; and
had been
property had
mined
"(4)
"(4)

REDUCTION
REDUCTION

ON ACCOUNT
ON TAX-FREE
LIQUIDALOSS ON
TAX-FREE LIQUIDAON
ACCOUNT OF LOSS

the previous
receipt of
of property
property (other
(other than
than
previous receipt
case of
of the
the case
TION.-In the
property described
described in
in the
113 (a)
(a) (15))
property
the last
last sentence
sentence of
of section
section 113
(15))
by the
taxpayer in
complete liquidation
corporation
another corporation
liquidation of
of another
in complete
by
the taxpayer
under section
section 112
(b) (6),
(6), or
or the
corresponding provision
of a
a
provision of
the corresponding
112 (b)
under
prior
law, an
with respect
respect to
to each
liquidaeach such
such liquidaamount, with
an amount,
prior revenue
revenue law,
tion, equal
the amount
amount by
by which
ofwhich the sum
sum of—
to the
tion,
equal to
"(A ) The
The aggregate
aggregate of
adjusted basis of
of each share
of the adjusted
"(A)
of stock
stock with
with respect
to which
such property
was received;
received;
property was
which such
respect to
of
such
each share
share to
immedito be
be determined
determined immedibasis of
of each
such adjusted
adjusted basis
ately prior
of any
property in
in such
such liquidation
liquidation
any property
to the
the receipt
receipt of
ately
prior to
with
such share,
and
share, and
to such
respect to
with respect
"(B)
aggregate of
the liabilities
liabilities of
such other
other corcorof such
of the
The aggregate
"(B) The
poration
taxpayer in
in connection
connection with
with the
the
assumed by
by the
the taxpayer
poration assumed
receipt
of such
of the
the liabilities
(not assumed
assumed by
by
liabilities (not
property, of
such property,
receipt of
the
to which
which such
such property
property so
so received
was subject,
subject,
received was
the taxpayer)
taxpayer) to
and
of any
other consideration
than the
the stock
stock with
with
consideration (other
(other than
and of
any other
respect
which such
property was
was received)
received) given by the
such property
to which
respect to
taxpayer for
such property
so received,
received,
taxpayer
for such
property so
exceeds the
aggregate of
of the
amount of
the money
so received
received
money so
of the
the amount
the aggregate
exceeds
and
the adjusted
adjusted basis,
basis, at
the time
of receipt,
receipt, of
of all
all property
property
time of
at the
and of
of the
(other
than money)
money) so
amount of
the reduction
reduction
of the
The amount
so received.
received. The
(other than
under
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not exceed
the accumulated
accumulated earnings
earnings
exceed the
under this
and profits
the beginning
of such
year.
such taxable
taxable year.
beginning of
as of
of the
profits as
and
TION.—In
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Reduction
equity
Reduction in equity
invested capital.
capital.
invested

Distributions
in prepreDistributions in
vious
vious years.
years.

Distributions durDistributions
ing the year.
ing

Earnings and profEarnings
profits of another
another corporaits
tion.
tion.

53 Stat.
Stat. 37-3.
37-39.
53
26
S. C.,
26 U.
U. B.
C., Supp.
Snpp.
V. I112
112 (b)-(e).
V.
(b)-(e).

Loss on tax-free
tax-free liquidation.
uidation.

53 Stat.
43.
53
Stat. 43.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
26
C., Supp.
Supp.
V, 1113
113 (a) (15).
V,
(15).
53 Stat.
98,
53
Stat. 88.
2t
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,., 8upp.
V.
Supp. V,
112 (b)
(6).
112
(b) (6).

Limitation.
Limitation.
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PUBLIC

Rules
applicafor applicaRules for
tion of
subsections (a)
(a)
tion
of subsections
and (b).
(b).
and
Distributions
to
Distributions to
shareholders.
shareholders.

Distributions in
Distributions
first 60
60 days of
of taxable
taxable
year.
year.

Computation
of
Computation of
earnings,
earnings, etc.
Ante,
pp. 982,
Ante, pp.
982 983.
983.

Stock in case of
merger or consolidaconsolidation.

Computation
property.
property.

of

Post,
Pod, p. 995.
Equity
invested
Equity invested
capital.
capital.
Post,
988.
Pon, p. 986.

[54 STAT.

(c) RULES
APPLICATION or
(A) AND (B).—For
the
(B).-For the
OF SUBSECTIONS
SUBSECTIONS (A)
FOR APPLICATION
RULEs FOR
"(c)
purposes of
of subsections
(a) and
(b)—
and (b)subsections (a)
purposes
"(1) DISTRIBUTIONS
Dismal:mom To
siTARRHoLDERs.—The term
term 'distribution'
'distribution'
TO snAREHoLDERs.--The
"(1)
means a
by a
corporation to
to its
its shareholders,
shareholders, and
and
a corporation
distribution by
a distribution
means
the
term
'distribution
in
stock'
means
a
distribution
by
a
cora
corby
distribution
a
means
in
stock'
the term 'distribution
poration in
its stock
stock or
or rights
rights to
to acquire
acquire its
stock. To
To the
the
its stock.
in its
poration
extent that
that a
a distribution
in stock
stock is
is not
not considered
considered a
distribua distribudistribution in
extent
tion of
of earnings
and profits
profits it
shall not
be considered
considered a
adistribudistribunot be
it shall
earnings and
tion
tion. A
A distribution
distribution in
in stock
stock shall
shall not
not be
be regarded
regarded as
as money
money
tion.
or property
in for
or as
as a
a
or as
surplus, or
paid-in surplus,
as paid-in
stock, or
for stock,
paid in
property paid
or
contribution to
to capital.
capital.
contribution
"

"(2)
DISTRIBUTIONS IN
IN FIRST
DAYS OF
OF TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR.-In
YEAR.—In
SIXTY DAYS
FIRST SIXTY
"(2) DISTRIBUTIONS
the
application of
of such
such subsections
to any
beginning
year beginning
taxable year
any taxable
subsections to
the application
after
1910, so
so much
much of
(taken in
in
distributions (taken
the distributions
of the
31, 1940,
December 31,
after December
the order
of time)
made during
during the
first sixty
days thereof
thereof as
as
sixty days
the first
time) made
order of
the
does
exceed the
accumulated earnings
earnings and
and profits
profits as
as of
of the
the
the accumulated
not exceed
does not
beginning thereof
(computed without
regard to
this paragraph)
paragraph)
to this
without regard
thereof (computed
beginning
shall
be
considered
to
have
been
made
on
the
last
day of
of the
the
day
last
the
on
made
been
have
to
considered
be
shall
preceding taxable
taxable year.
year.
preceding
"(3)
(3 COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION OF
OF EARNINGS
EARNINGS AND
AND PROFITS
PROFITS OF TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR.YEAR.—
For
the purposes
(a) (3)
(B) and
(b) (2)
in
(2) in
and (b)
(3) (B)
subsections (a)
of subsections
purposes of
For the
determining
whether aa distribution
distribution is
earnings and
and
the earnings
of the
is out
out of
determining whether
profits
taxable year,
year, such
such earnings
and profits
profits shall
shall be
be
earnings and
of any
any taxable
profits of
computed
of the
of such
without diminution
diminution
year without
taxable year
such taxable
the close
close of
as of
computed as
by reason
reason of
any distribution
distribution made
such taxable
taxable year
year
during such
made during
of any
by
or by
of the
this subchapter
for such
such year
year and
and
subchapter for
tax under
under this
the tax
reason of
or
by reason
the determination
determination shall
made without
without regard
regard to
the amount
amount
to the
be made
shall be
the
made.
was made.
of
and profits
at the
distribution was
the distribution
time the
the time
profits at
earnings and
of earnings
"(4) STOCK
STocit IN CASE OF MERGER
MERGER OR
OR CONSOLIDATION.-If
CONSOLIDATION.—If a
acorpocorpo"(4)
ration
owns stock
stock in
in another
another corporation,
and—
corporation, andration owns
"(A) such
corporations are
or consolidated
consolidated in aa
merged or
are merged
such corporations
"(A)
statutory
merger or
consolidation, or
or
or consolidation,
statutory merger
"(B) such
such corporations
corporations are
to aatransaction
transaction which
which
are parties
parties to
"(B)
in aamanner similar
results
in the
the elimination
of such
such stock
stock in
elimination of
results in
to
that resulting
statutory merger
merger or
or consolidation,
consolidation,
from aastatutory
resulting from
to that
for
in for
then
such stock
stock shall
shall not
be considered
as property
property paid
paid in
considered as
not be
then such
stock
or as
as paid-in
paid-in surplus
contribution to
to capital
capital
as aacontribution
or as
of, or
surplus of,
of, or
stock of,
of,
the corporation
resulting from
from the transaction
transaction referred to in
in
corporation resulting
of, the
subparagraph (A)
(A) or
(B).
or (B).
subparagraph
"(d)
computation of property
property paid
paid in
affecting .computation
rules affecting
For special
special rules
"(d) For
for stock
certain exchanges
exchanges and liquidations, see
with certain
in connection
connection with
stock in
for
section 751
(a).
751 (a).
section
"(e) For
of equity
capital in
in special
special cases,
cases,
invested capital
equity invested
determination of
For determination
"(e)
see section
723.
section 723.
see
CAPITAL.
INVESTED CAPITAL.
BORROWED INVESTED
"SEC. 719. BORROWED

Borrowed
Borrowed capital.

OutstandingindebtOutstandingindebtedness.

PFo, p.
p. 995.
Post,

Contracts with foreign governments.
governments.
Ante.
p. 974; post,
po p.
site, p.
1018.
mal

"(a) BORROWED
CArrrAL.—The borrowed
borrowed capital for any day of
of
"(a)
BomRowED CArrTAL.-The
any taxable
taxable year
determined as
as of
beginning of such
of the
the beginning
shall be
be determined
year shall
any
of the
the following:
day
shall be
the sum
sum of
following:
be the
day and
and shall
"(1)
of the
indebtedness (not
(not includincludthe outstanding
outstanding indebtedness
"(1) The
The amount
amount of
ing interest,
and not
described in
section
in section
indebtedness described
including indebtedness
not including
ing
interest, and
751
exchanges) of
of the
the taxpayer
taxpayer which
which is
relating to
to certain
certain exchanges)
751 (b)
(b) relating
certificate
debenture, certificate
evidenced by
bill of
of exchange,
exchange, debenture,
bond, note,
note, bill
by aabond,
evidenced
of
indebtedness, mortgage,
mortgage, or
or deed
of trust,
trust, plus,
plus,
deed of
of indebtedness,
a contract
In the case of aataxpayer
"(2) In
"(2)
taxpayer having
having a
contract (made
(made before
days after
the
30 days
after the date
date of the enactment
enactment of
of
of 30
the expiration
expiration of
to
the Second
the
Second Revenue
Revenue Act of 1940) with a
a foreign government
government to
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supplies to such foreign governfurnish
materials, or supplies
furnish articles, materials,
for
ment,
if such
contract provides
payment and for
for advance
advance payment
provides for
such contract
ment, if
repayment by
vendor of
part of such
payment
such advance payment
any part
of any
the vendor
by the
repayment
government,
upon
cancellation of
contract by such foreign
foreign government,
of the contract
upon cancellation
the amount
amount which
which would
would be
be required
required to be so repaid
repaid if
if canthe
amount
cellation occurred
occurred at
beginning of such
such day, but no amount
at the
the beginning
cellation
paragraph
shall be
be considered
as borrowed
borrowed capital under this paragraph
considered as
shall
which has
in gross
gross income.
income.
includible in
been includible
has been
which
Borrowed invested
invested
Borrowed
borrowed invested
"(b) BORROWED
BORROWED INVESTED
invested capital
capital capital.
CAPITAL.-The borrowed
INVESTED CAPITAL.—The
"(b)
capital.
determined as of the beginfor
of any
year shall be determined
taxable year
any taxable
day of
for any
any day
ning of
of such
day and
equal to 50 per centum of
of
an amount
amount equal
be an
shall be
and shall
such day
ning
the
borrowed capital
capital for
such day.
day.
for such
the borrowed
"SEC.
ADMISSIBLE AND
ASSETS.
INADMISSIBLE ASSETS.
AND INADMISSIBLE
720. ADMISSIBLE
"SEC. 720.

"(a)
DEriNrrioxs.—For the
the purposes
this subchapter—
subchapterpurposes of this
"(a) DEFINITIONS.-For
"(1) The
The term
assets' means—
means'inadmissible assets'
term 'inadmissible
"(1)
"
(A) Stock
Stock in
in corporations
corporations except
foreign
a foreign
in a
stock in
except stock
"(A)
personal-holding company;
and
company; and
personal-holding
in subsection
subsection (d),
"(B) Except
as provided
(d), obligations
obligations
provided in
Except as
"(B)
described in
in section
section 22
(4) any
interest
any part of the interest
22 (b) (4)
described
from
is excludible
excludible from
from gross
allowable
income or allowable
gross income
which is
from which
as
credit against
net income.
income.
against net
a credit
as a
"(2)
The term
term 'admissible
means all
assets other than
all assets
assets' means
'admissible assets'
"(2) The
inadmissible assets.
assets.
inadmissible
ASSETS.-The amount
"(b)
or INADMISSIBLES
INADMISSIBLES TO
TO TcrrAL
amount by
by
TOTAL AssErs.—The
RATIO OF
"(b) RATIO
which
invested capital
capital for
any taxable
taxable year shall
shall be
for any
average invested
the average
which the
reduced
as provided in section 715 shall be an amount which is the
reduced as
same
of such
average invested
invested capital as the percentage
such average
percentage of
same percentage
which
the total
total of
inadmissible assets is of the total of admissible
the inadmissible
of the
which the
and
inadmissible assets.
purposes, the
the amount
attributable
amount attributable
such purposes,
For such
assets. For
and inadmissible
to
each asset
asset held
held at
time during
during such
such taxable year shall be deterany time
at any
to each
mined
by ascertaining
thereof (or, in the case of
basis thereof
adjusted basis
the adjusted
ascertaining the
mined by
money, the
the amount
amount thereof)
year so held
each day of such taxable year
for each
thereof) for
money,
and adding
such daily
daily amounts.
determination of
of such
such daily
daily
The determination
amounts. The
adding such
and
amounts shall
shall be
under regulations
prescribed by
by the
the CommisCommisregulations prescribed
made under
be made
amounts
sioner with
the approval
of the
the Secretary.
The adjusted
adjusted basis shall
shall
Secretary. The
approval of
with the
sioner
be
for determining
determining loss
upon sale
exchange as
as
or exchange
sale or
loss upon
basis for
adjusted basis
the adjusted
be the
determined
under section
section 113.
113.
determined under
"(c COMPUTATION
GAix.—If during
during the
the
CAPITAL GAIN.-If
SHORT-TERM CAPITAL
IF SHORT-TERM
COMPUTATION IF
"(c)
taxable year
short-term capital
capital gain
gain with
with respect
respect to
to
a short-term
been a
has been
there has
year there
taxable
an
asset, then
of the
the amount
attributable to
to such
such
amount attributable
much of
so much
then so
inadmissible asset,
an inadmissible
inadmissible asset
asset under
(b) as
as bears
the same
same ratio
thereto
ratio thereto
bears the
subsection (b)
under subsection
inadmissible
as such
such gain
bears to
to the
such gain
gain plus
dividends and
and
the dividends
plus the
of such
sum of
the sum
gain bears
as
interest on
such asset
asset for
for such
year, shall,
purpose of
of deterdeterthe purpose
for the
shall, for
such year,
on such
interest
mining the
the ratio
ratio of
of inadmissible
to the
total of
of admissible
admissible and
and
the total
assets to
inadmissible assets
mining
inadmissible assets,
assets, be
to the
of admissible
admissible assets
assets and
and
total of
the total
added to
be added
inadmissible
subtracted
assets.
inadmissible assets.
of inadmissible
total of
the total
from the
subtracted from
"(d) TREATMENT
OF GOVERNMENT
AS ADMSSIBLE
ADMISSIBLE
OBLIGATIONS AS
GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS
TREATMENT OF
"(d)
ASSETS.—If the
excess profits
credit for
for any
taxable year
year is
is computed
computed
any taxable
profits credit
the excess
ASSETS.-If
under section
714, the
the taxpayer
taxpayer may
in its
year elect
elect
such year
for such
return for
its return
may in
section 714,
under
to increase
its normal-tax
income for
such taxable
taxable year
year by
an
by an
for such
net income
normal-tax net
increase its
to
amount equal
equal to
to the
amount of
of the
on all
obligations held
held
all obligations
interest on
the interest
the amount
amount
during the
the taxable
taxable year
year which
which are
are described
described in
any
(b) (4) any
22 (b)
section 22
in section
during
part of
of the
from which
which is
is excludible
excludible from
gross income
or
income or
from gross
interest from
the interest
part
allowable
as
a
credit
against
net
income.
In
such
case,
for
the
purpurthe
for
case,
such
In
income.
net
against
allowable as a credit
poses
section, the
assets' includes
includes such
such obliobli'admissible assets'
term 'admissible
the term
this section,
of this
poses of
gations, and
and the
the term
'inadmissible assets'
assets' does
does not
not include
include such
such
term 'inadmissible
gations,
obligations.
obligations.

Definitions.
Definitions.
"Inadmissible asas"Inadmissible
sets."
sets."
mire.
Infra.
10.
53 Stat. 10.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp.
C., Spp.
26

V,, 22
22 (b)
(b) (4).
(4).

"Admissible assets."
assets."
"Admissible
Ratio of
of inadmisinadmisRatio
sibles to
assets.
total assets.
sibles
to total
Ante, p.
p. 92.
082.
Ante,

53 Stat.
Stat. 40.
53

26 U.
V,
C., Supp. V,
26
U. 8.
S. C.,
§
113.
11l3.
Computation
if
Computation if

short-term capital
short-term
gain.
galn.

Government obligaobligaGovernment
admissible
tions as admissible
assets.
Ante,
p. 981.
981.
Ante, p.

53 Stat. 10.
53
U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
26 U.S.
I22 (b) (4).
(4).
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

"
SEC.721.
721. ABNORMALITIES
INCOME IN
TAXABLE PERIOD.
PERIOD.
"SEC.
ABNORMALITIES IN
IN INCOME
IN TAXABLE
Abnormalities
in.
Abnormalities in income.

come.

"If
there is
in the
the gross
gross income
the taxpayer
taxpayer for
for any
any
"If there
is includible
includible in
income of
of the
taxable
item of
income of
of any
any one
or more
more of
of the
the following
following
taxable year
year an
an item
of income
one or
classes:
classes:
"(a) Arising
award, judgment,
judgment, or
or decree,
decree, or
or
"(a)
Arising out
out of
of a
a claim,
claim, award,
or
interest on any
any of the
the foregoing;
foregoing; or
"(b) Constituting
under aa contract
contract the
the
payable under
"(b)
Constituting an
an amount
amount payable
performance of which
or
performance
which required
required more
more than 12 months; or
"(c) Resulting
from exploration,
exploration, discovery,
discovery, prospecting,
prospecting,
"(c)
Resulting from
research,
or development
tangible property,
formulae,
research, or
development of
of tangible
property, patents,
patents, formulae,
combination of the foregoing,
extending
or processes,
processes, or
or any
any combination
foregoing, extending
or
over a
a period
period of more than
than 12
12 months; or
"(d) Includible
taxable year
year rather
rather
"(d)
Includible in gross income for the taxable
than for
for a
different taxable
reason of
of aa change
change in
in the
than
a different
taxable year
year by
by reason
the
taxpayer's accounting
accounting period
period or method of
accounting; or
of accounting;
"
(e) In
In the
the case
lessor of
of real
property, amounts
amounts included
"(e)
case of
of aalessor
real property,
included
termination
in gross income for the taxable year by reason of the termination
of the lease; or
"(f) Dividends
of foreign
corporations, except foreign
foreign
stock of
foreign corporations,
"(f)
Dividends on
on stock
personal
companies;
personal holding companies;
taxpayer's business, it is abnormal
abnormal for
and, in the light of the taxpayer's
for the
taxpayer
taxpayer normally
taxpayer to derive
derive income
income of such
such class,
class, or, if the taxpayer
normally
gross income
income
derives income of such class, the item includible
includible in the gross
taxable year
gross income
of
of the
the taxable
year is grossly
grossly disproportionate
disproportionate to the
the gross
income of
the same class in the four previous
years, then: (1)
(1) the
previous taxable
taxable years,
attributable to any previous taxable year or
or
amount of such item attributable
years shall be determined
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
determined under rules and regulations
approval of
(2) the amount of
Commissioner with the approval
of the
the Secretary;
Secretary; (2)
of
such item attributable
attributable to any
any future taxable
years shall be
taxable year
year or years
determined under rules and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the CommisCommisSecretary and
sioner with the approval of the Secretary
and shall, for the purposes
purposes
income for the future
future
of this subchapter, be included in the gross income
subyear or years to which attributable;
attributable; and (3)
(3) the tax under this subchapter for the taxable
taxable year
year (in which
whole of such item
item would,
would,
chapter
which the
the whole
without regard to
section, be includible)
includible) shall not exceed
to this section,
exceed the
of:
sum of:
"(A) The tax under
under this subchapter
taxable year
year
subchapter for such taxable
computed without the inclusion
of
inclusion in gross income of the portion of
such item which is attributable
taxable year, and
attributable to any other taxable
"(B)
aggregate of the
tax under
under this
sub"(B) The
The aggregate
the increase
increase in the
the tax
this subchapter which would have resulted for each previous
previous taxable
taxable
year to which any portion
portion of
item is
is attributable,
attributable, computed
of such
such item
computed
a
.sif an amount
had been
been included
included in
gross
as
amount equal
equal to such
such portion
portion had
in gross
income for such previous taxable
taxable year.

"SEC.
"SEC.722.
722. ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT OF ABNORMALITIES
ABNORMALITIES IN INCOME
CAPINCOME AND
AND CAPITAL BY THE
THE COMMISSIONER.
COMMISSIONER.
"For the purposes of this subchapter, the Commissioner
Commissioner shall also
have
to make
make such
such adjustments
adjustments as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to
have authority
authority to
adjust abnormalities
abnormalities affecting
affecting income or capital, and his decision shall
United States Board of Tax Appeals.
be subject to review
review by the -

"SEC.
"
SEC.723.
723. EQUITY
EQUITY INVESTED
INVESTED CAPITAL
CAPITAL IN SPECIAL
SPECIAL CASES.
CASES .
Determination of
Determination
equity invested
invested capital.

Ante, p.
Ant,
p. 982

Commissioner determines
"Where the Commissioner
determines that the equity invested
invested
beginning of
taxpayer's first taxable
taxable year
capital as of the beginning
of the taxpayer's
year under
under
this subchapter
determined in
in accordance
accordance with
with section
section 718,
subchapter cannot
cannot be
be determined
718,
the equity invested
invested capital
capital as of the beginning of such year shall

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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be an amount equal to the sum of (a)
(a) the money
money plus (b) the aggregate of the adjusted basis of the assets
taxpayer held by the
assets of the taxpayer
taxpayer
reduced by the
taxpayer at such time,
time .such sum being reduced
the indebtedness
ind ebtedness
outstanding at such time. The amount
amount of the money, assets,
assets, and
indebtedness at such time shall be determined
indebtedness
determined in accordance
accordance with
with
rules and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
Commissioner with the
approval
In such case,
approval of the Secretary.
Secretary. In
case the equity invested
invested capital
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's first
taxable year
year
for each day after
after the
the beginning
beginning of the
first taxable
under this subchapter
subchapter shall be
accordance with rules
be determined,
determined, in accordance
rules
and regulations
regulations prescribed
Commissioner with
with the
the approval
prescribed by the Commissioner
approval
of the Secretary,
Secretary-,using as the basic figure the equity
invested capital
capital
equity invested
as so
so determined.
determined.
"
SEC. 724. FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
CORPORATIONS A
N D CORPORATIONS
"SEC.
AND
CORPORATIONS ENTITLED

251-INVESTED
TO BENEFITS
BEN EFITS OF SECTION 251—INVES
TED CAPITAL.
CAPITAL.

"Notwithstanding
"Notwithstanding section 715,
7157 in the case
case of a
a foreign
corporation
foreign corporation
engaged in trade or business within the United
having an
United States
States or
or having
an
case of a
a corporation
corporation
office or
or place of business
business therein, and
and in the
the case
entitled to the benefits
benefits of section 251, the invested capital for any
taxable year shall be determined
determined in accordance
accordance with rules
and regurules and
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner
with the
approval of
of the
the
Commissioner with
the approval
Secretary, under
which—
under whichSecretary,
"(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RULE.—The
day of
of
invested capital for
for any day
"(a)
RuLE.-The daily
daily invested
the
taxable year shall be the aggregate
aggregate of the
each
the taxable
the adjusted
adjusted basis of each
United States asset held by the taxpayer
taxpayer on the beginning
beginning of such
such
application of
reduction of the average
average
of section
section 720
720 in reduction
day. In
In the
the application
invested
capital (determined
invested capital
(determined on the
the basis of such
such daily invested
invested
capital), the
assets' shall
'inadmissible assets'
shall
capital),
the terms
terms 'admissible
'admissible assets'
assets' and 'inadmissible
include only
or
include
only United
United States assets; or
"(b)ExcEP-noN.—If
Commissioner determines
the United
United
that the
determines that
the Commissioner
"(b)ExcmEProN.-If the
States
assets of
of the
the taxpayer
cannot satisfactorily
segregated
taxpayer cannot
satisfactorily be
be segregated
States assets
from
its other
capital for
for the
the taxable
taxable year
year shall
shall
the invested
invested capital
from its
other assets,
assets, the
aggregate of the
is the same
same percentage
percentage of the aggregate
be an
an amount which
which is
adjusted basis
basis of
all assets
assets held
held by
by the
the taxpayer
taxpayer as
as of
of the
the end
end of
of
of all
adjusted
the net income
income for the taxtaxyear which the
the taxable
taxable year
the last day of the
able year
year from
from sources
sources within
the United
States is
of the
the total
total net
net
is of
within the
United States
able
income of
taxpayer for
year.
for such
such year.
of the
the taxpayer
income

Determination ofinof inDetermination
capital.
vested capital.
Ante, p. 982.
79.
53 Stat. 79.
26 U.S.
U. 8. C.,
C., Supp.V,
Supp. V.
§251.
251.

General
rule.
General rule.

985.
Ante, p. 985.

Exception.
Exception.

States as"United States

"(c) DEFTwinox
OF UNITED STATES
used in
in this
this subsub- set"
STATES Assrr.—As
ASSET.-As used
"(c)
DEFINITION OF
set" defined.
defined.
section, the
term 'United
States asset'
asset' means
means an
asset held
held by
by the
the
an asset
'United States
the term
section,
taxpayer
United States,
accordance with
with rules
rules
in accordance
States, determined
determined in
in the
the United
taxpayer in
and regulations
the approval
approval
with the
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner with
prescribed by
and
regulations prescribed
of the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
of
"
SEC. 725.
725. PERSONA
CORPORATIONS..
SERVICE CORPORATIONS
PERSONALL SERVICE
"SEC.

"(a) DErns
rrfox.—As used
used in
in this
subchapter, the
term 'personal
'personal
the term
this subchapter,
"(a)
DEFINrmON.-As
service corporation'
corporation' means
means aa corporation
corporation whose
whose income
is to
to be
be
income is
service
ascribed primarily
primarily to
the activities
activities of
of shareholders
shareholders who
are regularly
regularly
who are
to the
ascribed
engaged
the active
active conduct
conduct of
of the
the affairs
of the
the corporation
corporation and
and
affairs of
engaged in
in the
are the
the owners
at all
year of
of at
at least
least 70
70
the taxable
taxable year
times during
during the
all times
are
owners at
per centum
in value
value of
of each
of stock
of the
the corporation,
and
corporation, and
stock of
class of
each class
per
centum in
in
income-producing factor;
but does
factor; but
does
material income-producing
is not
not aamaterial
in which
which capital
capital is
not
any foreign
foreign corporation,
50 per
per
corporation 50
nor any
any corporation
corporation, nor
include any
not include
centum
or more
more of
of whose
whose gross
income consists
consists of
gains, profits,
or
profits, or
of gains,
gross income
centum or
income
from trading
trading as
principal. For
For the
the purposes
of
purposes of
as aa principal.
income derived
derived from
this subsection,
individual shall
shall be
be considered
considered as
at any
any
as owning,
owning, at
an individual
this
subsection, an
time,
the stock
owned at
time by
by his
or minor
child or
or by
by
minor child
his spouse
spouse or
at such
such time
stock owned
time, the
any
guardian or
or trustee
representing them.
them.
trustee representing
any guardian

Definition.
Definition.
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Election as to taxability.
53 Stat. 4.
26 U.
U. S. C., Supp. V,
ch. 1.
1.
Post, p. 1005.
1005.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

"(b)
ELECTION AS TO
TO TAXABILITY.-If
TAXABILTTY.—If a
a personal
personal service
service corporacorpora"(b) ELECION
tion
in its
its return
under Chapter
Chapter 1
for any
any taxable
taxable year,
year, its
tion signifies,
signifies, in
return under
1 for
its
desire not to be subject to the tax imposed
imposed under
subchapter for
under this subchapter
for
such taxable year,
from such
such tax
tax for
for such
such year,
year, and
year, it shall be
be exempt
exempt from
and
the
provisions of
of Supplement
S of
of Chapter
Chapter 1
shall apply
apply to
to the
the sharesharethe provisions
Supplement S
1 shall
holders in
such corporation
corporation who
were such
such shareholders
shareholders on
on the
last
holders
in such
who were
the last
day of
such taxable
taxable year
year of
the corporation.
corporation.
day
of such
of the
"SEC. 726. CORPORATIONS
COMPLETING CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS UNDER MERCORPORATIONS COMPLETING
CHANT MARINE
1936.
CHANT
MARINE ACT, 1936.

Tax provisions.
provisions.

49 Stat. 1998.
46 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp. V,
§ 1155
1155 (b).
(b).
Ante, p. 975.
975.
Computation.
Computation.

"(a) If
If the United
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission certifies
certifies to
to the
the
"(a)
Commissioner that the taxpayer
taxpayer has
year
has completed
completed within
within the
the taxable
taxable year
subcontracts which are subject
any contracts or subcontracts
subject to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
section 505 (b) of the Merchant
Marine Act of
amended,
Merchant Marine
of 1936,
1936, as amended,
imposed by this subchapter
subchapter for such taxable year shall
then the tax imposed
be, in lieu of a
a tax computed
computed under
under section 710, a
atax computed
computed under
under
subsection
subsection (b) of this section, if, and only if, the tax computed
computed under
under
subsection
subsection (b)
(b) is less than the tax computed
computed under
under section 710.
710.
"(b) The tax computed
computed under
be the
excess
"(b)
under this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
the excess
of—
of"(1)
computed under section 710
"(1) A tentative tax computed
710 with
the
with the
normal-tax
normal-tax net income
income increased
increased by the
amount of any payments
payments
the amount
made, or to be made, to the United
United States
Commission
States Maritime
Maritime Commission
with respect
respect to such contracts
contracts or subcontracts;
subcontracts; over
"(2) The amount
amount of
of such
"(2)
such payments.
payments.

"SEC. 727.
"SEC.
727. EXEMPT CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.
Exempt
Exempt
tions.

corpora-

53 Stat. 33.
C., Supp. V,
26 U. S. C.,
§101.
101.
53 Stat. 92.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
331.
V, §§331.
53 Stat. 98.
26 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
V,
§361.
V, §361.
Ante, p. 789.

53 Stat. 104.
26 U. 8S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
V
501.
V,,1
I 501.

52 Stat. 987.
S. C., Snpp.
Supp.
49 U. 8.
V,
§ 481-96.
V. 0
481496'

"The following corporations shall be exempt from
from the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed
by this subchapter:
subchapter:
"(a)
(a) Corporations
Corporations exempt under section
section 101 from the tax imposed
imposed
by Chapter 1.
1.
"b)
Foreign personal-holding
(b) Foreign
companies, as
as defined
in section
section 331.
personal-holding companies,
defined in
331.
"(c) Mutual investment
"(c)
investment companies,
companies, as
defined in
section 361.
361.
as defined
in section
"(d) Investment
companies which
which under
Investment companies
under the
the Investment
Investment Company
Company
Act of 1940 are registered
registered as diversified
diversified companies
companies at
at all
all times
times during
during
the taxable year. For the purposes
purposes of this subsection,
subsection, if a
acompany
company is
so registered
1, 1941,
registered before July 1,
1941, it shall be considered
considered as so registered
registered
at all times prior to the date of such registration.
registration.
"(e) Personal-holding
Personal-holding companies,
companies, as defined in section 501.
"(f)
"(f) Foreign corporations
corporations not engaged
engaged in trade
trade or business within
the United States and not having an office or place
place of business therein.
therein.
corporations satisfying
following conditions:
"(g) Domestic
Domestic corporations
satisfying the following
conditions:
"(1) If
centum or more of the gross income of such
"(1)
If 95 per
per centum
such
domestic corporation
three-year period immediately
corporation for the three-year
immediately prepreceding the close of the taxable
taxable year (or for such part
part of such
such
period during which
which the
was in
in existence)
was
period
the corporation
corporation was
existence) was
derived from sources other than sources within
within the United
States;
United States;
and
"(2)
centum or more of its gross income for such
"(2) If
If 50 per centum
such
period or such
such part
part thereof
thereof was derived from the active
conduct
active conduct
of aatrade or business.
"(h)
corporation subject to the provisions
"(h) Any corporation
provisions of Title IV of the
the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938, in the gross income of which
which for any
any
December 31,
taxable year beginning
beginning after December
31, 1939, there is includible
compensation received from the United
compensation
United States
States for the transportation
transportation
aircraft if, after excluding
of mail by aircraft
excluding from its gross income such
such
compensation, its adjusted excess profits net income
compensation,
income for such year
year
is zero or less.
less.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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"SEC.
USED.
"SEC.728. MEANING
MEANING OF TERMS USED.

"The terms
terms used
used in
in this
have the
same meaning
as
"The
this subchapter
subchapter shall
shall have
the same
meaning as
53
Stat. 4.
4.
53 sat.
pp
C., Supp.
V 26ch.
hi.U.1. S. C.
when used in
in Chapter 1.
1.
V.
"SEC.729.
729. LAWS
LAWS APPLICABLE.
APPLICABLE.
"SEC.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.-All
"(a)
REEL—All provisions of law (including
penalties)
(including penalties)
applicable in respect of the taxes
taxes imposed
imposed by
Chapter 1, shall, insofar
by Chapter
insofar
as not inconsistent with this subchapter,
subchapter, be
applicable in respect of
be applicable
of
the tax imposed
imposed by this subchapter.
subchapter.
"(b)
"
(b) RETUmNS.-Notwithstanding
RETURNS.—Notwithstanding subsection
subsection (a),
under
(a), no
no return
return under
required to be filed by any taxpayer
section 52 (a) shall be required
taxpayer under this
subchapter for any taxable year for which
subchapter
which its excess
excess profits
profits net income,
income,
adjustments provided
computed with the adjustments
provided in
(a) (2)
(2) and
in section
section 711 (a)
and
placed on an annual basis as
(3), is not
not
as provided
provided in
in section
section 711 (a) (3),
greater than
greater
than $5,000.
$5,000.
"(c) FOREIGN
"(c)
FOREIGN TAxEs
PAm.—In the
the application
application of section
TAXES PAID.-In
section 131 for
the
purposes of
this subchapter
subchapter the
tax paid
or accrued
accrued to
the purposes
of this
the tax
paid or
to any
any country
country
amount of
such tax
tax reduced
by the
the amount
shall be deemed to be
be the amount
of such
reduced by
amount
of the credit allowed with respect to such tax against the tax imposed
imposed
1.
by Chapter 1.
LIMrrATIONS ON
"(d)
ON AMOUNT
TAX CREDIT.-The
‘(d) LIMITATIONS
AMOUNT OF
Or FOREIGN
FOREIGN TAX
CREDIT.—The
amount
each
amount of the credit taken
taken under
under this section shall
shall be subject
subject to each
of the following
following limitations:
limitations:
respect of
tax paid
paid or
"(1) The amount
amount of the
the credit
credit in
in respect
of the tax
or
accrued
exceed the same proportion
proportion of
shall not
not exceed
to any
any country
country shall
accrued to
the tax
against which
which such
such credit
credit is taken,
taken, which
taxpayer's
which the taxpayer's
the
tax against
excess
profits net
sources within
within such
such country bears
net income
income from
from sources
excess profits
to
its entire
excess profits net income
taxable year;
year;
the same taxable
income for the
to its
entire excess
and
and
the credit shall
exceed the
shall not exceed
the same
same
"(2) The
The total amount of the
which
against which such credit is taken, which
proportion of the tax against
the
profits net
sources without
without
net income
income from
from sources
taxpayer's excess profits
the taxpayer's
the
States bears
bears to
entire excess
profits net
net income
for
income for
to its
its entire
excess profits
United States
the United
the
year.
the same
same taxable
taxable year.

General rule.
General
rule.

Returns.
Returns.
53 Stat. 27.
53
26 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V. §52 (a).
(a).
V,
Ante, pp.
pp. 976,
976, 977.
977.

Foreign taxes paid.
Foreign
53 Stat. 56.
C., Supp.
26 U. S.. C.,
§131.
V, §131.
53 Stat. 4.
4.
26 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V.
V, ch. 1.
1.
Limitations
Limitations on
on
amount of
of foreign tax
tax
credit.
credit.

RETURNS.
"SEC.
"SEC.730. CONSOLIDATED
CONSOLIDATED RETURNS.
Affiliated
group of
of
Affiliated group
"(a) PRIVILEGE
FrLE CONSOLIDATED
affiliated corporations.
RErtRnN.-An affiliated
TO FILE
CONSOLIDATED 111.-rtnars.—An
PRIVILEGE TO
"(a)
corporations.
group
of corporations
shall, subject
the provisions
of this
this section,
section,
to the
provisions of
subject to
corporations shall,
group of
have
the privilege
making a
for the
the taxable
taxable
a consolidated
consolidated return
return for
privilege of
of making
have the
year in
lieu of
of separate
returns. The
The making
of a
return
a consolidated
consolidated return
making of
separate returns.
in lieu
year
shall be
the condition
which have
have been
been
corporations which
all the
the corporations
that all
condition that
be upon
upon the
shall
members of
of the
the affiliated
group at
at any
any time
time during
during the
the taxable
taxable year
year
affiliated group
members
for
which the
the return
return is
all the
subunder subregulations under
to all
the regulations
consent to
is made
made consent
for which
section (b)
(b) prescribed
prior to
to the
the last
day prescribed
law for
for the
the
by law
last day
prescribed by
section
prescribed prior
filing of
of such
such return,•
of a
consolidated return
return shall
a consolidated
the making
making of
and the
return- and
filing
be considered
as such
such consent.
consent. In
In the
of aa corporation
which
corporation which
case of
the case
be
considered as
is
affiliated group
group for
for aa fractional
of the
the year
year
part of
fractional part
the affiliated
member of
of the
is aa member
the consolidated
include the
the income
income of
of such
such corporation
corporation
return shall
shall include
the
consolidated return
for
such part
part of
is a
member of
the affiliated
group.
affiliated group.
of the
a member
as it
it is
of the
the year
year as
for such
Regulations
Regulations.
"(b)
REouLATIoNs.—The Commissioner,
the approval
of the
the
with the
approval of
Commissioner, with
"(b) REGULATIONS.-The
Secretary,
prescribe such
such regulations
regulations as
may deem
deem necesnecesas he
he may
shall prescribe
Secretary, shall
sary
in order
any affiliated
affiliated group
of corcorgroup of
of any
tax liability
liability of
that the
the tax
sary in
order that
porations
making a
a consolidated
consolidated return
return and
and of
in
of each
each corporation
corporation in
porations making
the group,
during and
and after
period of
affiliation, may
may be
be
of affiliation,
the period
after the
both during
group, both
the
returned, determined,
determined, computed,
assessed, collected,
in
adjusted, in
collected, and
and adjusted,
computed, assessed,
returned,
such
as clearly
to reflect
the excess
excess profits
liability and
and the
the
profits tax
tax liability
reflect the
manner as
clearly to
such manner
various factors
liability, and
and
of such
such liability,
determination of
necessary for
for the
the determination
various
factors necessary
in order
order to
avoidance of
such tax
tax liability.
liability.
of such
prevent avoidance
to prevent
in

990
990
Computation and
Computation
payment of
of tax.
payment

Ante, p. 975.
Definition of "affiliated group."
group."

"Stock."
"Stock."
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"(C)
AND PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF
OF TAx.-In
TAX.—In any
any case
case in
in which
"(c) COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION AND
which aa

consolidated return
return is
is made
made the
the tax
determined, computed,
computed,
tax shall be determined,
consolidated
assessed, collected,
in accordance
with the
the regulations
and adjusted
adjusted in
accordance with
regulations
assessed,
collected, and
under subsection
subsection (b)
prescribed prior
prior to
day prescribed
prescribed by
under
(b) prescribed
to the
the last
last day
by
of
law for
for the
the filing
filing of such
such return.
return. Only one specific
specific exemption of
i
n section
$5,000 provided
provided in
section 710 (b)
(b) (1) shall be
be allowed
allowed for the entire
entire
affiliated group of corporations.

"(d)
or 'AFFILIATED
used in
this section,
"(d) DEFuvrrioN
DEFINITION OF
'AFFILIATED GsouP'.—As
GROuP'.-As used
in this
section,

affiliated group'
corporaan 'affiliated
group' means
means one
one or more
more chains
chains of
of includible
includible corporations
with a
acommon
common parent
parent corcortions connected
connected through
through stock
stock ownership
ownership with
poration which is an mcludible
if—
includible corporation
corporation if"(1) At least
least 95 per centum of each class of the stock of each
each
"(1)
includible corporations
corporations (except
(except the common parent
of the includible
parent corporation)
other includiporation) is
is owned
owned directly
directly by
by one or more
more of the other
includicorporations; and
and
ble corporations;
"(2)
directly at least 95
95
"(2) The common parent corporation
corporation owns directly
each class
other
per centum
centum of
of each
class of the
the stock
stock of at
at least one of the other
includible
corporations.
includible corporations.
As used in this subsection,
subsection, the term
not include
nonvoting
term 'stock'
'stock' does
does not
include nonvoting
stock which is limited and preferred
preferred as to dividends.
dividends.

"(e) DEPINITION
OF '
INCLUDIBLE CORPORATION'.-As
CORPORATION'.—AS used
used in
in this
this
"(e)
DEFINITION OF
'INCLUDIBLE
section
'includible corporation'
corporation
section, the
the term 'includible
corporation' means any corporation
exceptL
except'(1) Corporations
"(1)
Corporations exempt
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
by this
this
exempt from
from the
subchapter.
"(2)
corporations.
"(2) Foreign corporations.
42 Stat.
Stat. 849.
"(3) Corporations
China Trade
Trade Act,
Act, 1922.
1922.
"(3)
Corporations organized
organized under
under the
the China
15 U.S.
U. S. C.
141a. I§141162
§f 142142162;;Supp. V, if
"(4)
Corporations entitled
251, by
by
"(4) Corporations
entitled to
to the benefits of section
section 251,
160.
160.
reason of receiving a
alarge percentage
reason
53 Stat.
79.
percentage of their
63
Stat. 79.
their income
income from pospos26 U. S. C., Supp.
sessions of the United
United States.
251.
§ 251.
V, §
"(5) Personal
Personal service
service corporations.
"(5)
corporations.
74.
53 Stat. 71, 72,
72,74.
"(6)
"(6) Insurance
Insurance companies
companies subject to taxation under section
section
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
204, 207.
201, 204,
§§201,
V,
201, 204,
201,
204,
or
207.
Includible insurance
Includibleinsurance
"(f)
INCLUDIBLE INSURANCE
INSURANCE CoMPANIES.-Despite
COMPANIES.—Despite the
the provisions
"(f) INCLUDIBLE
provisions of
of
companies.
companies.
paragraph
of subsection
(e), two
or more
paragraph (6)
(6) of
subsection (e),
two or
more domestic
domestic insurance
insurance
companies each of which is subject to
same section
to taxation under
under the
the same
63 Stat. 4.
of Chapter
Chapter 1
1 shall be considered
includible corporations
corporations for the
considered as includible
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V, ch. 1.
V,ch.1.
purpose of the
subsection (d)
(d) to such insurance
the application
application of
of subsection
insurance comcompanies
alone.
Subsidiary formed
formed
"(g)
FORMED TO COMPLY
ITH FOREIGN
FOREIGN LAw.-In
LAW.—In the
the
"(g) SUBSIDIARY
SUBSIDIARY FORMED
COMPLY W
WITH
to comply with foreign
foreign
law.
law.
case
owning or
or controlling,
directly or
or
case of a
a domestic
domestic corporation
corporation owning
controlling, directly
indirectly, 100 per centum
centum of the capitaFstock
capital stock (exclusive
(exclusive of directors'
directors'
qualifying shares)
shares) of a
a corporation
corporation organized under the laws of a
a
contiguous
country and
maintained solely for
purpose of
of
contiguous foreign country
and maintained
for the
the purpose
complying with
with the laws
laws of
country as
as to
to title
title and
and operation
of
of such
such country
operation of
property, such foreign
foreign corporation
corporation may,
domestic
may, at
at the option
option of the domestic
corporation,
corporation, be treated for the purpose
purpose of this subchapter
subchapter as aa
domestic corporation.
Suspension of run"(h) SUSPENSION
"(h)
SUSPENSION OF RUNNING
RUNNING OF
TATUTE OF
OF S
STATUTE
OF LIMITATIONS.—If
LIMrrATIONS.-If aa
ning
nlng of statute of limitations.
notice under
under section 272 (a)
respect of a
deficiency for any
taxable
(a) in respect
a deficiency
any taxable
53 Stat. 82.
year is mailed to a
corporation, the suspension
suspension of the
26 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
a corporation,
the
running
of the
the
V, §272
(a).
272(a).
statute
in section
apply in
i
n the
th e case
statute of
of limitations
limitations, provided
provided in
section 277,
277, shall
shall apply
case
53 Stat. 87.
26 U.S.
U. S. C., Supp.
of
of corporations
corporations with
with, which
which such
such corporation
corporation made
made aa consolidated
consolidated
V, §277.
return for such taxable
return
taxable year.
year.

Definition of "inDefinition
"includible corporation."
corporation."

"SEC. 731. CORPORATIONS
MINING OF STRATEGIC
CORPORATIONS ENGAGED
ENGAGED IN MINING
STRATEGIC
METALS.
METALS.
Tax
eemptions.
Tax exemptions.

"In the case of any domestic
domestic corporation
corporation engaged
of
engaged in the mining of
tungsten,
quicksilver, manganese,
manganese, platinum,
platinum, antimony, chromite,
tungsten, quicksilver,
chromite, or
or
tin, the portion of the adjusted
adjusted excess profits net income attributable
attributable
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to such mining in the United States
States shall be
the tax
tax
be exempt
exempt from
from the
imposed by this subchapter. The tax on the remaming
remaining portion of
such adjusted excess profits net income shall be an
an amount
amount which
which
bears the same ratio to the tax computed
computed without regard
regard to this secsection as such remaining
remaining portion
portion bears
entire adjusted
adjusted excess
bears to the entire
excess
profits
income.
profits net
net income.

"Part
II-Rules in Connection
Connection With Certain
Certain Exchanges
Exchanges
"Part II—Rules
"Supplement
A-Excess Profits Credit Based
Income
"Supplement A—Excess
Based on Income
"SEC.
740. DEFINITIONS.
"SEC. 740.
DEFINITIONS.

Supplement"For the purposes
purposes of this Supplement—
"Acquiring corpora"Acquiring
"(a)
"
(a) ACQUIRING
ACQUIRING CORPORATION.-The
CORPORATION.—The term
corporation' tion."
term 'acquiring
'acquiring corporation'
tion."
meansmeans—
"(1)
acquired—
"(1) A
A corporation
corporation which has acquired"(A)
substantially all
all the
properties of
of another
another corpora"(A) substantially
the properties
corporation and
the whole
whole or
part of
of the
the consideration
the
tion
and the
or aa part
consideration for
for the
transfer
such properties
properties is
is the
to such
such other
transfer of
of such
the transfer
transfer to
other
corporation of
all the
stock of
(except qualifying
qualifying
corporation
of all
the stock
of all
all classes
classes (except
shares) of
the corporation
has acquired
acquired such properpropershares)
of the
corporation which
which has
ties,
ties, or
or
"(B) substantially
substantially all
the properties
another corporacorporaall the
properties of
of another
"(B)
tion
and the
the sole
sole consideration
consideration for
propfor the
the transfer
transfer of
of such
such proption and
erties is
is the
the transfer
transfer to
such other
corporation of
of voting
voting
to such
other corporation
erties
stock
corporation which
has acquired
properties,
such properties,
which has
acquired such
stock of
of the
the corporation
or
or
"(C) before
before October
October 1,
1940, properties
another corpocorpoproperties of
of another
1, 1940,
"(C)
ration
solely, as
as paid-in
or a
contribution to capital
capital
surplus or
a contribution
paid-in surplus
ration solely
in
of voting
owned by
other corporation.
corporation.
such other
by such
voting stock
stock owned
in respect
respect of
For the
(B) and
and (C)
(C) in
in determindeterminof subparagraphs
subparagraphs (B)
For
the purposes
purposes of
ing whether
such voting
or such
paid-in surplus
surplus or
or conconing
whether such
voting stock
stock or
such paid-in
tribution to
to capital
is the
the sole
consideration, the
the assumption
assumption by
sole consideration,
capital is
tribution
the
acquiring corporation
corporation of
of a
liability of
the other,
other, or
the fact
fact
or the
of the
a liability
the acquiring
that
liability, shall
be disredisreshall be
to aa liability,
acquired is
is subject
subject to
that property
property acquired
garded. Subparagraph
Subparagraph (B)
(B) or
(C) shall
shall apply
apply only
if the
the
only if
or (C)
garded.
corporation transferring
transferring such
properties is
is forthwith
forthwith completely
completely
such properties
corporation
liquidated
in pursuance
the plan
plan under
under which
the acquisition
acquisition
which the
of the
pursuance of
liquidated in
is
made, and
transaction of
which the
the acquisition
acquisition is
is aa part
part
of which
the transaction
and the
is made,
has the
of a
statutory merger
merger or
or consolidation.
consolidation.
a statutory
the effect
effect of
has
"(2) A
A corporation
corporation which
has acquired
from another
another
property from
which has
acquired property
"(2)
corporation
transaction with
to which
which gain
gain or
or loss
loss was
was
respect to
with respect
a transaction
in a
corporation in
53 Stat. 38.
not
recognized under
under section
112 (b)
(b) (6)
(6) of
of Chapter
Chapter 1
or aacorcor1 or
section 112
not recognized
U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
26 U.
V,
112 (b)
(6).
(b) (6).
V, 112
responding provision
provision of
of aaprior
prior revenue
law;
revenue law;
responding
"(3)
A corporation
corporation the
the result
result of
statutory merger
merger of
of two
two or
or
of aastatutory
"(3) A
more
corporations; or
or
more corporations;
"(4) A
corporation the
of aastatutory
statutory consolidation
of
consolidation of
result of
the result
"(4)
A corporation
two
or more
corporations.
more corporations.
two or
"Component cor"Component
"(b)
COMPONENT CORPORATION.-The
CORPORATION.—The term
term 'component
corporation' poration."
'component corporation'
"(b) COMPONENT
poration."
meansmeans—
"(1) In
case of
of a
described in
in subsection
subsection
a transaction
transaction described
In the
the case
"(1)
(a)
(1), the
the corporation
assets;
the assets;
transferred the
which transferred
corporation which
(a) (1),
"(2)
described in
in subsection
subsection
transaction described
of a
a transaction
the case
case of
"(2) In
In the
(a)
(2), the
corporation the
property of
was acquired;
acquired;
which was
of which
the property
the corporation
(a) (2),
"(3)
case of
merger, all
corporations
all corporations
a statutory
statutory merger,
of a
In the
the case
"(3) In
or
merger;
from
resulting
corporation
the of
except
merged,
merged,
"(4) In
except
the case
the
corporation
a statutory
resulting
consolidation,
from the
the
all merger;
corporations
or

"(4) In the case of a statutory consolidation, all corporations
consolidated, except
except the
from the
consolithe consoliresulting from
corporation resulting
the corporation
consolidated,
dation.
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"Qualified
compo"Qualified component
corporation."
nent corporation."

"(C)
QUALIFIED COMPONENT
COMPONENT CORPORATION.-The
CORPORATION.—The term
'qualified
term `qualified
"(c) QUALIFIED
component
corporation' means
component corporation
which was
component corporation'
means a
a component
corporation which
was
in
existence on
on the
the date
date of
the beginning
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's base
base
in existence
of the
beginning of
of the
period.
period.
Base
period.
Base period.
"(d)
the case
of a
is an
acquiring
"(d) BASE
BASE Prition.—In
PERIOD.-In the
case of
a taxpayer
taxpayer which
which is
an acquiring
corporation
the base
shall be:
be:
corporation the
base period
period shall
"(1) If
If the
the tax
is being
being computed
computed for
for any
any taxable
taxable year
"(1)
tax is
year beginbeginning
in 1940,
the forty-eight
forty-eight months
months preceding
beginning of
of
ning in
1940, the
preceding the
the beginning
taxable year; or
or
such taxable
"(2)
If the
for any
any taxable
taxable year
year beginbegin"(2) If
the tax
tax is
is being computed
computed for
ning
December 31,
months preceding
ning after
after December
31, 1940,
1940, the
the forty-eight
forty-eight months
preceding
have been
been its
first taxable
taxable year
year beginning
1940
what would have
its first
beginning in
in 1940
if
had aa taxable
taxable year
year beginning
in 1940
the date
date on
on
if it
it had
had had
beginning in
1940 on
on the
which
computed
which the
the taxable
taxable year for
for which the tax
tax is
is being
being computed
began.
began.
Base
Base period
period years.
years.
"(e) BASE
YEARS.—In the
taxpayer which
which is
an
"(e)
BASE PERIOD YEARS.-In
the case
case of a
a taxpayer
is an
acquiring corporation
corporation its
base period
years shall
four sucsucacquiring
its base
period years
shall be
be the
the four
twelve-month periods beginning
beginning on
on the
the same
the
cessive twelve-month
same date
date as
as the
beginning of
of its
its base
base period.
beginning
period.
Existence
Existence of
of acquiracquir(f) EXISTENCE
ACQUIRING C
ORPORATION.—FOP the
purposes of
"(f)
EXISTENCE or
OF ACQUImING
CORPORATION.-For
the purposes
of
ing corporation.
ing
corporation.
subsection (c)
if any component
component corporation
in
(c) and section 741,
741, if
corporation was
was in
existence
the date
date of
of the
the beginning
of the
the taxpayer's
base period
existence on
on the
beginning of
taxpayer's base
period
(either actually
reason of
its acquiring
acquiring cor(either
actually or by
by reason
of this subsection),
subsection), its
corconsidered to
existence on
on such
such date.
date.
poration shall
shall be considered
to have been in
in existence
Component corcorComponent
"(g)
CORPORATIONS OF
(g) C1MPONENT
CoxeorTraw CORPORATIONS
or COMPONENT
COMPONENT CORPORATIONS.-If
CoRronwriows.—If
porations of
of compocompoporations
nent corporations.
corporations.
nent
a
corporation is a
a component
component corporation
corporaa corporation
corporation of an
an acquiring
acquiring corporation, under
under subsection (b) or under this
shill (except
(except
this subsection, it shall
Post, pp.
993, 994.
994.
Pot,
pp. 9e3,
section 742
(d) (1)
and (2)
(2) and
and section
section 743
743 (a))
(a) )
for the purposes of section
742 (d)
(1) and
component corporation
corporation of the
also be aa component
the corporation
corporation of which
which such
such
acquiring corporation
corporation is a
acomponent
corporation.
acquiring
component corporation.
"SEC. 741.
741. ELECTION
ELECTION OF INCOME CREDIT.

Ante,
pp. 979,
Ants, pp.
979, 980,

981.
981.

"In addition to the corporations
corporations which under section 712
712 (a)
(a) may
may
elect the excess profits credit computed
computed under section 713
713 or the
the excess
excess
profits credit computed under
is an
an
under section 714, aa taxpayer
taxpayer which
which is
acquiring
acquiring corporation
corporation which was in existence
existence on the date of the
beginning of its base period shall have
have such
such election.
election.
"SEC. 742. AVERAGE
AVERAGE BASE
BASE PERIOD NET INCOME.

Averagebase period
nvetg
net income.boe eriod
Ae, p. 980.
8

Ante, p.

Computation.

omptatn

"In the
taxpayer which
which is
an acquiring
"In
the case
case of
of aataxpayer
is an
acquiring corporation
corporation which
which
was actually in existence
base
existence on
on the date
date of
of the
the beginning
beginning of
of its
its base
period, or which is entitled under
profits
under section 741 to elect the excess income
credit
(for computed under section 713, its average base period net
netincome
purpose of the credit computed
713) shall
shall be
be
(for the purpose
computed under section 713)
computed
computed as follows, in lieu -f the method provided in
713:
in section 713:
"(a) By ascertaining
ascertaining with respect to each of its base period years"(a)
years—
"(1)
"(1) The amount of its excess profits net income for each of
of its
taxable years beginning
beginning after December
1935, and
and ending
December 31,
31,1935,
ending with
with
or within such base period year; or, in the case of each
each such
such
deductions plus the credit for dividends
taxable year in which the deductions
received
received exceeded
exceeded the gross income, the amount of such excess;
excess;
"(2)
qualified component corpora"(2) With respect to each of its qualified
tions, the amount of its excess profits net income for each of its
taxable years beginning
December 31, 1935, and ending
beginning after December
with or within such base period year of the taxpayer;
taxpayer; or, in
the esise
case of each such taxable year in which the deductions
deductions plus
the credit for dividends received exceeded the gross income,
income, the
amount of such
such excess;
excess;
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aggregate of the amounts of excess
"(3)
(A) The aggregate
excess profits net
"(3) (A)
income ascertained
ascertained under
paragraphs (1)
(2) • (B)
(B) the
under paragraphs
(1) and
and (2);
the
(1) and
aggregate
the excesses
excesses ascertained
ascertained under
paragraphs (1)
under paragraphs
aggregate of
of the
the difference
(2)
(C) the
difference between the aggregates
aggregates found under
(2);;and (C)
aggregate ascertained
ascertained under
clause (A) and clause (B). If
If the aggregate
under
clause (A)
(A) is greater than the aggregate
aggregate found under clause
(B), the
shall for
for the
purposes of
subsection (b)
(b)
of subsection
the purposes
difference shall
(B),
the difference
designated a
aggregate ascerascer"Plus amount."
amount."
be designated
a 'plus amount',
amount', and if
if the aggregate
aggregate found under
tained under clause (B)
(B) is greater than the aggregate
subsection
clause (A),
(A), the difference
difference shall for the purposes
purposes of subsection
"Minus
amount."
"Minus amount."
(b) be
be designated
'minus amount'.
amount'.
(b)
designated a
a 'minus
"(b)
the plus
plus amounts
amounts ascertained
ascertained under
under subsection
(a)
subsection (a)
"(b) By
By adding
adding the
(3)
for each
each year
year of
base period;
period; and
and by
from such
by subtracting
subtracting from
such
(3) for
of the
the base
sum,
if for
or more years
minus
years of the
the base period there was aaminus
sum, if
for two
two or
amount, the
the sum
amounts, excluding
excluding the
the greatest.
amount,
sum of
of such
such minus
minus amounts,
greatest.
"(c)
amount ascertained
under subsection (b)
(b) by
ascertained under
"(c) By dividing the amount
four.
four.
Minimum average
"(d)
no case
be less base
the average
average base
base period
period net
net income
income be
"(d) In
In no
case shall
shall the
period net inthan zero.
In the
of a
taxpayer which
which becomes
becomes an
an acquiring
acquiring come.
than
zero. In
the case
case of
a taxpayer
31, 1939,
1939,
corporation
any taxable
year beginning after
after December
December 31,
taxable year
corporation in
in any
11, 1940,
1940, and at all times until the taxpayer became
if,
if, on September
September 11,
an
acquiring corporation—
corporationan acquiring
"(1) the
the taxpayer
owned not
less than
per centum of each
each
than 75
75 per
not less
taxpayer owned
"(1)
class
of stock
stock of
of each
each of
of the
corporations
component corporations
the qualified
qualified component
class of
became an
involved
transaction in
in which
taxpayer became
which the taxpayer
in the
the transaction
involved in
acquiring corporation;
corporation; or
or
acquiring
"(2) one
one of
of the
the qualified
component corporations
corporations involved
involved in
qualified component
"(2)
the
transaction owned
owned not
not less
than 75 per
per centum of each class
less than
the transaction
of stock
the taxpayer, and of each of the other qualified comof
stock of the
ponent
corporations involved
involved in
transaction,
in the
the transaction,
ponent corporations
the
average base
base period
of the
taxpayer shall
shall not
be
not be
the taxpayer
income of
net income
period net
the average
less than
than (A)
average base period net income
income of that one of its
the average
(A) the
less
qualified
corporations involved
transaction the
involved in the transaction
component corporations
qualified component
average
net income
income of
of which
(B) the
the
or (B)
greatest, or
is greatest,
which is
period net
base period
average base
average base
of the
without
computed without
the taxpayer
taxpayer computed
income of
net income
period net
base period
average
regard to
base period
period net
of any
qualified comof its
its qualified
any of
income of
net income
to the
the base
regard
ponent
corporations involved
in the
transaction.
the transaction.
involved in
ponent corporations
Ante, p.
"(e) For
For the
the purposes
of subsection
and (2)
of this
this Ante, 992.
(2) of
(1) and
(a) (1)
subsection (a)
purposes of
"(e)
section—
sectionExclusion
Exclusion of certain
certain
"(1) There
There shall
in the
the various
computations, dividends.
various computations,
dividends.
excluded, in
be excluded,
shall be
"(1)
any
dividends paid
paid by
by the
the taxpayer
its qualified
comqualified comany of
of its
or any
taxpayer or
any dividends
years of the
ponent corporations
of the
the taxable any of
during any
corporations during
ponent
payor which
which are
are included
the computation
taxpayer's
of the
the taxpayer's
computation of
in the
included in
payor
average base
period net
net income.
income. If
payor corporation
corporation is a
a
the payor
If the
base period
average
corporation
described in
in subsection
(2) of
this
of this
or (2)
(1) or
(f) (1)
subsection (f)
corporation described
section, the
the dividends
dividends to
excluded under
paragraph shall
shall
this paragraph
under this
be excluded
to be
section,
be only
are paid
paid after
payor corporation
corporation first
first
such payor
after such
as are
such as
be
only such
became an
an acquiring
acquiring corporation;
and
corporation; and
became
"(2) In
In determining
whether, for
for any
taxable year,
year, the
deducthe deducany taxable
determining whether,
"(2)
tions plus
plus the
the credit
received exceeded
the gross
grass
exceeded the
for dividends
dividends received
credit for
tions
income,
the amount
amount of
such excess
the
excess, the
of such
in determining
determining the
and in
income, and
Ante,
977.
P. 977.
Ante, P.
adjustments
section 711
711 (b)
(b) (1)
(1) shall
shall be
made.
be made.
in section
provided in
adjustments provided
Income before beIncome
"(f)
(1)
In
the
case
of
a
taxpayer
which
is
an
acquiring
corporacorporaacquiring
is
an
which
a
taxpayer
an
acquiring
of
an
coming
case
the
In
(1)
"(f)
corporation.
tion
and which
not actually
actually in
in existence
the date
date of
of the
the corporation.
on the
existence on
was not
which was
tion and
beginning
base period,
shall be
be excluded
from the
the various
various
excluded from
there shall
period, there
of its
its base
beginning of
computations
under subsection
of this
the portion
portion of
of
section the
this section
(1) of
(a) (1)
subsection (a)
computations under
its
excess profits
net income,
income, or
or of
of the
income therein
therein
gross income
over gross
excess over
the excess
profits net
its excess
referred to,
to, which
is attributable
attributable to
to any
any period
it first
became
first became
before it
period before
which is
referred
an acquiring
corporation.
acquiring corporation.
an
19347W-41—PT. r-—63
63
193470'-41-PT.
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Exclusions in case
case
of certain component
component
corporations.
Ante, p. 992.

Qualified compoQualified
nent corporations.
corporations.

Acquisitions
Acquisitions during
taxable year.
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"(2) In
component corporation
"(2)
In the case of
of aa component
corporation which became
became a
a
qualified component
corporation only
only by
reason of
section 740
(f),
qualified
component corporation
by reason
of section
740 (f),
there
be excluded
computations under
under subthere shall
shall be
excluded from
from the
the various
various computations
subsection (a)
(a) (2)
of this
section the
portion of
of its
section
(2) of
this section
the portion
its excess
excess profits
profits net
net
which
income, or
or of
of the excess over
over gross
gross income therein
therein referred to,
to, which
is attributable
attributable to
any period
period before
before it
it first
became an
acquiring
is
to any
first became
an acquiring
corporation.
corporation.
‘(3) In the
corporation which was
was
"(3)
the case
case of
of a
a qualified component corporation
actually in
of the
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's
actually
in existence
existence on
on the
the date
date of
of the
the beginning
beginning of
base period,
there shall
shall be
from the
the various
various computations
computations
base
period, there
be excluded
excluded from
under subsection
(a) (2)
(2) of this
of its
under
subsection (a)
this section
section the portion of
its excess
excess
profits net
net income,
income, or
or of
of the
the excess over gross income therein
therein referred
referred
to, which is attributable
attributable to the period before such date.
taxable year for
computed under
under
"(4) If
If during the taxable
for which tax is computed
this
the taxpayer
taxpayer acquires
in aa transaction
which
this subchapter
subchapter the
acquires assets
assets in
transaction which
constitutes it
under
it an acquiring
acquiring corporation,
corporation, the amount includible
includible under
subsection (a)
attributable to
limited
subsection
(a) (2),
(2), attributable
to such
such transaction,
transaction, shall
shall be
be limited
computed
to an amount which bears the same ratio
ratio to
to the
the amount
amount computed
without regard
regard to
to this paragraph
paragraph as the
the number
number of days in
in the
transaction bears
taxable year
year after such
such transaction
bears to
to the
the total
total number
number of
of days
days
in such taxable year.
year.
"SEC. 743. NET CAPITAL CHANGES.
CHANGES.

Ante, p. 981.
981.

"(a) For the purposes of section 713 (c),
(c), upon the date of the
transaction
an acquiring
corporation,
transaction which
which constitutes a
a corporation
corporation an
acquiring corporation,
there shall be added to its daily capital
capital addition or reduction
reduction for
for
such day, the net capital addition or reduction, as the case may
may be,
be,
of each of the component corporations involved in
such transaction,
in such
transaction,
but no other capital addition
addition or reduction shall be considered as
as
having been made by reason of such transaction.
"(b)
purposes of
"(ba For the purposes
of this
this section—
section"(1)
In computing the net capital addition of each such com"
(1) In
ponent corporation there
in
there shall
shall be
be disregarded
disregarded property
property paid in
to such corporation
corporation by the taxpayer
component
taxpayer or
or by any of its
its component
corporations.
corporations.
"(2) In computing the net capital reduction of each such com"(2)
ponent corporation
corporation there shall be disregarded
distributions made
disregarded distributions
taxpayer or to any of such component
to the taxpayer
component corporations.
"SEC. 744. FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.
CORPORATIONS.

Use of
of term "corporation."

"The term 'corporation'
'corporation' as used in this Supplement
Supplement does not include
a
a foreign
foreign corporation.
"Supplement
B-Highest Bracket Amount and Invested
Invested Capital
"Supplement B—Highest
"SEC.
"SEC. 750.
750. DEFINITIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

"Exchange."
., Exchange."
53 Stat. 37.
C., Supp.
26 U. S. C.,
V, §
(b) (4),
V,
§ 112
112 (b)
(4), (5).
(6).
53 Stat. 39.
26 U. S. C
C. Stipp.
Supp.
V, §112
§112 (c),(dj,
(c), (d), (e).
(e).

53 Stat. 42.
26 U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
V, I
i 113 (a) (8) (B).
(B).

"As used in this Supplement—
Supplement"(a)
"
(a) EXCHANGE.-The
ExcHANGz.—The term 'exchange'
'exchange' means an exchange,
exchange, to which
which
section 112 (b) (4) or (5)
(5) or so much of section 112 (c),
(c), (d),
(d),
or (e)
(e) as refers
(4) or (5),
refers to section 112 (b) (4)
(5), or to which a
a corresponding
a prior revenue law, is or was applicable,
sponding provision of a
applicable, by
or
one corporation
corporation of its
its property
property wholly
wholly or
or in part
part for
for stock
stock or
securities
securities of another
another corporation,
corporation, or a
a transfer
transfer of
of property
property by
one
by one
corporation to another corporation after December
corporation
December 31, 1917, the basis
of which
corporation is or was determined
determined
which in the hands of such other corporation
under section 113 (a) (8)
determined had
(8) (B),
(B), or would have been so determined
such section been
been in
effect.
in effect.
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"(b)
EXCHANGE.-The term
term 'transferor
"(b) TRANSFEROR
TRANSFEROR UPON
UPON AN
AN EXCHANGE.—The
'transferor upon
upon
a corporation
an exchange'
exchange' means a
corporation which upon an exchange
exchange transfers
property to
another corporati
on in
i
n exc
hange,wholly
wh
oll y or
part, for
property
to another
corporation
exchange,
or m
m part,
for
stock or securities
securities of such other corporation, or transfers
transfers property
to another
corporation after December 31,
another corporation
31, 1917, the basis of which in
the hands of such other corporation
corporation is
is or
or was determined
determined under
under
section 113 (a)
(B), or would have been so
(a) (8)
(8) (B),
so determined
determined had
had such
such
section been
been in
effect.
section
in effect.
"(c)
term 'transferee
TRANSFEREE UPON
"(c) TRANSFEREE
UPON AN
AN EXCHANGE—The
EXCHANGE.-The term
'transferee upon
upon
an
upon an
acquires
an exchange'
exchange' means
means aa corporation
corporation which
which upon
an exchange
exchange acquires
property
another corporation
corporation in
exchange, wholly
or in
in part,
property from
from another
in exchange,
wholly or
part,
for
stock or
or securities
from another
for its
its stock
securities, or
or which
which acquires
acquires property
property from
another
corporation after
corporation
31, 1917,
after December
December 31,
1917, the basis of
of which in
in its
its hands
hands
(B), or would have
is or was determined under section 113 (a)
(a) (8)
(8) (B),
been so determined had such section been in effect.
"(d) CorPram.—The
term 'control'
'control' means
"(d)
CONTROL.-The term
means the
the ownership
ownership of
of stock
stock
possessing
at least
90 per
centum of
total combined
voting power
power
possessing at
least 90
per centum
of the
the total
combined voting
of all classes of stock entitled to
to vote and at least 90 per centum of
of
shares of all classes
classes of stock
corporation.
the total value
value of shares
stock of the
the corporation.
"(e) HIGHEST
HIGHEST BRACKET
BRACKET AMOUNT.—The
'highest bracket
"(e)
AMoUNT.-The term
term 'highest
bracket
bracket amount
amount computed
computed
amount' means
means $500,000
$500,000 or the highest bracket
under
section 752,
whichever is
is the
the smaller.
smaller.
752, whichever
under section

995
995
"Transferor
"Transeror
an exchange."
exchange."

upon

53
42.
53 Stat.
Stat. 42.

28
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
0., Supp.
Snpp.
V, 113
113 (a)
v,
(a) (8)
(8) (B).
(B).
"Transferee
upon
an
"Transferee upon an
exchange."
exchange."

53 Stat. 42.
42.
0., Supp.
Supp.
26 U. S. C.,
V,
113 (a)
V, 1113
(a) (8)
(8) (B).
(B).
"Control."
"Control."

"Highest
"Highest
amount."
amount."

bracket
bracket

"SEC. 751. DETERMINATION
DETERMINATION OF PROPERTY PAID IN FOR STOCK AND
AND
OF BORROWED
BORROWED CAPITAL IN CONNECTION
CONNECTION WITH CERTAIN EXCHANGES.
EXCHANGES.

"(a) PROPERTY
PROPERTY PAD
PAID IN
STocii.—In the
the application
application of
of section
section
IN FOR
FOR STOCK.-In
"(a)
718
transferee upon an exchange
exchange in determining
determining the amount
amount
718 (a)
(a) to aatransferee
paid
of the
the transferee,
as paid-in
paid-in surplus or as aaconor as
transferee, or
stock of
in for
for stock
paid in
with such exchange,
tribution to
to capital
capital of
connection with
exchange,
in connection
the transferee,
transferee, in
of the
tribution
only
amount shall
shall be
be deemed
to have
paid in
equal to
the
to the
in equal
been so
so paid
have been
deemed to
only an
an amount
excess
of the
transferee of
the property
property of
of
of the
the transferee
the hands
hands of
basis in
in the
of the
the basis
excess of
the
received by
transferee upon
upon the
the exchange
over
exchange over
the transferee
by the
transferor received
the transferor
of—
the sum
sum of"(1)
of the
the transferor
transferor assumed
such
upon such
assumed upon
liability of
Any liability
"(1) Any
exchange
and any
any liability
to which
was
the property
property was
which the
subject to
liability subject
exchange and
received upon
upon such
plus
such exchange,
exchange, plus
received
"(2)
The aggregate
aggregate of
of the
the amount
money and
fair
and the fair
of money
amount of
"(2) The
market value
of any
any other
property transferred
to the
transferor
the transferor
transferred to
other property
value of
market
not permitted
permitted to
be received
by such
transferor without
the recogrecogwithout the
such transferor
received by
to be
not
nition of
of gain.
gain.
nition
"(b) BORROWED
CAPITAL—In the
of section
section 719 (a)
(a)
application of
the application
"(b)
BORROWED CAPITAL.-In
to a
a transferee
transferee upon
exchange, the
term 'borrowed
capital' shall
shall
'borrowed capital'
the term
an exchange,
upon an
to
not
include indebtedness
originally evidenced
by securities
by
issued by
securities issued
evidenced by
indebtedness originally
not include
the
transferee upon
such exchange
exchange as
as consideration
consideration for
the property
property
for the
upon such
the transferee
of
the transferor
transferor received
received by
if
such exchange
exchange if
upon such
transferee upon
by the
the transferee
of the
(1)
such securities
property permitted
permitted to
to be
by the
the
be received
received by
were property
securities were
(1) such
person
to whom
whom such
the recognition
recognition
without the
issued without
were issued
securities were
such securities
person to
of
(2) the
indebtedness originally
originally evidenced
such securisecuriby such
evidenced by
the indebtedness
and (2)
of gain
gain and
ties
did not
not arise
arise out
out of
of indebtedness
transferor (other
than
(other than
of the
the transferor
indebtedness of
ties did
indebtedness
the transferor's
transferor's hands
hands was
subject to
to the
the limilimiwas subject
in the
which in
indebtedness which
tations
of this
the transferee
transferee in
in connection
connection
assumed by
by the
this subsection)
subsection) assumed
tations of
with
such exchange.
exchange.
with such

Property paid In for

stock.
stock.
Ante, p.
982.
Ante,
p. 982.

Borrowed

capital.
capital.

Ante, p.
p. 984.
984.
Ante,

"SEC.
752. COMPUTATION
COMPUTATION OF
OF HIGHEST
HIGHEST BRACKET
AMOUNT IN
IN CONCONBRACKET AMOUNT
"SEC. 752.
NECTION
WITH EXCHANGES.
EXCHANGES.
NECTION WITH
invested capi"(ft)
SPECIAL APPLICATION
OF DAILY
INVESTED CAPITAL
CAPITAL OF
TRANS- talDaily
OF TRANSDAILY INVESTED
APPLICATION OF
"(a) SPECIAL
of transferor.
transferor.
FEROR
UPON
EXCHANGE.—For
the
purposes
of
this
section,
the
daily
daily
the
section,
of
this
purposes
the
FEROR UPON EXCHANGE.-For
invested
capital of
an exchange
exchange for
for the
the day
day after
after
upon an
a transferor
transferor upon
of a
invested capital
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the
shall be
the daily
daily invested
invested capital
under
the exchange
exchange shall
be the
capital determined
determined under
the
section 717
717 reduced by an amount
amount equal to
to the
the amount
amount by
by which
which the
equity invested
invested capital
the transferee
transferee upon
upon such
exchange was
was
equity
capital of
of the
such exchange
increased by
of property
property from
such transferor
increased
by reason of the receipt
receipt of
from such
transferor
exchange.
upon such exchange.
Highest bracket
bracket
Highest
(b) HIGHEST
BRACKET AMOUNT
"(b)
HIGHEST BRACKET
AMOUNT OF
OF TRANSFEROR.—
TRANSFEROR.amount of transferor.
transferor.
Taxable
Taxable year of ex"
(1) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEAR
YEAR OF
EXCHANGE.—Ill the
case of
"(1)
OF
EXCHANGE.-In
the case
of a
a transferor
transferor
change.
first taxable
taxable year
year
upon an
an exchange
exchange after
after the
the beginning
beginning of
of its
its first
under this subchapter, its highest bracket
under
bracket amount for
for the
the taxable
taxable
takes place
year in
in which
which the exchange
exchange takes
place shall
shall be
be the
the sum
sum of—
of"(A) Its highest bracket
bracket amount
"(A)
amount immediately
immediately preceding
preceding
the exchange
exchange multiplied by
number of
n the
the taxby the number
of days
days i
in
taxable year up to and including the
the day
day of
of the exchange,
exchange, plus
plus
"(B) Its highest bracket amount
taxable year
after
"(B)
amount for
for the taxable
year after
the exchange,
days in
in the
the taxable
taxable
exchange, multiplied
multiplied by
by the number of
of days
year remaining after
after the day
exchange,
day of
of the
the exchange,
number of days in
divided by the number
in the taxable
taxable year.
Taxable years after
Taxable
"(2) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS
EXCHANGE INVOLVING
"(2)
YEARS AFTER
AFTER EXCHANGE
INVOLVING commor,.—In
CONTROL.--In
exchange
involving
control.
a transferor
the case of a
transferor upon an exchange after the
of
the beginning
beginning of
its first taxable year under this subchapter
subchapter,, if immediately after
after
the exchange
exchange the transferor
transferor or its shareholders,
are in
shareholders, or both, are
in
control of the transferee, the
the transferor's
transferor's highest
highest bracket
bracket amount
amount
for any taxable year after the taxable year in which the
the exchange
amount which
which is
is a
a percentage
percentage of
of its
takes place shall be an amount
its
highest
highest bracket
bracket amount immediately preceding the exchange
equal to the percentage
percentage which its daily invested capital
capital for
for the
day after the exchange
exchange is of
for the
of its daily
daily invested
invested capital for
the
day of
the exchange.
exchange.
day
of the
Not
conNot involving
involving con(3)
YEARS AFTER
NOT INVOLVING
CONTROL.(3) TAXABLE
TAXARTY YEARS
AFTER EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE NOT
INVOLVING CONTROL.—
trol.
trol.
In the case of aatransferor
transferor upon
exchange (other
upon an
an exchange
(other than
than aatranstransferor described
paragraph (4)
(4) of this
subsection) after the
the
described in paragraph
this subsection)
beginning of its first taxable year
immebeginning
year under
under this subchapter, if
if immediately
diately after the exchange
exchange no
no transferor
transferor or its
its shareholders,
shareholders, or
or
both, upon the exchange
exchange are in
and if
in control of the
the transferee,
transferee, and
if
shareholders of the
transferee immediately
immediately preceding
the
the shareholders
the transferee
preceding the
exchange are not in control of the transferee
transferee immediately after
after
the exchange,
exchange the transferor's
transferor's highest
bracket amount for
any
highest bracket
for any
taxable year a'after
fter the exchange shall be the excess, if
if any,
any, of
of the
transferor's highest bracket
sum of the transferor's
bracket amount immediately
immediately prepreceding the exchange and the transferee's
transferee's hi
ghest bracket
highest
bracket amount
amount
immediately preceding
preceding the
exchange, over
over $500,000.
immediately
the exchange,
$500,000.
Taxable years
years after
after
Taxable
"(4) TAxAyum
TAXABLE YEARS
"(4)
YEARS AFTER
AFTER CERTAIN
EXCHANGES UNDER
SECTION
CERTAIN EXCHANGES
UNDER SECTION
certain exchanges,
exchanges, etc.
etc.
certain
53 Stat.
Stat. 37.
53
37.
112 (b)
(b) (5
(5).-In
).—In the case of an exchange
exchange after the beginning of
of
26
26 U.
U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V. ! 112
(5).
V,
112 (b)
(b) (5).
the first taxable year under this subchapter
subchapter of any transferor
transferor or
transferee upon such exchange,
transferee
exchange, involving
involving two or more transferors
transferors,
or one or more transferors
if
transferors and
and one or more other persons,
persons, if
immediately
immediately after the exchange no one of
such transferors,
transferors, or
or its
of such
its
shareholders, or both, and no one or more of such other persons
shareholders,
persons
are in control of the transferee
transferee and if such
exchange is
such exchange
is an
an
exchange
(5) or so much of section
exchange described in section 112 (b) (5)
section
63
63 Stat.
Stat. 39.
39.
112 (c)
(c) or 112 (e)
(e) as refers to section
section 112 (b) (5),
(5), the highest
highest
26
U. S.. 0.,
Supp.
26 U.
0. Supp.
V, § 112
(e).
V,
112 (c),
(c), (e).
bracket
bracket amount of any such transferor for any taxable year after
after
the exchange shall be an amount equal to its highest bracket
bracket
amount immediately preceding
preceding the exchange—
exchange"(A)
"(A) Minus
Minus an amount which bears the same ratio to its
highest bracket
immediately preceding
bracket amount immediately
preceding the exchange
exchange
as the excess of its daily invested capital
capital for the day of the
exchange over its daily invested capital for the day after
exchange
after
the exchange
exchange bears to its daily invested capital
capital for the day
day
of the exchange, and
Ante,

p. 982.
p.
g82.
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"(B)
"(B) Plus an amount
amount which bears the same ratio to the
excess over
over $500,000 of the sum of the amounts computed
computed
subparagraph (A)
(A) with respect to each transferor,
under subparagraph
transferor, as
the amount computed
computed under subparagraph
respect
subparagraph (A) with respect
to such transferor bears to the sum of the amounts computed
computed
under such subparagraph
subparagraph with respect to each transferor.
cc/
TT
"(c)
HIGHEST BRACKET
kcj HIGHEST
AMOUNT OF
TRANSFEREE.—
BRACKET AMOUNT
OF TRANSFEREE.Highest
Hi ghest bracket
bracket
amount of
of transferee.
transferee.
"(1)
TAXABLE YEAR
OF EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE INVOLVING
"(1) TAXABLE
YEAR OF
INVOLVING CONTROL.-In
CONTROL.-1_11 the
the amount
Taxable year
of exexTaxable
year of
case of aatransferee
transferee upon an exchange
exchange after
after the
the beginning
the change
changeinvolving
involvingconconbeginning of
of the
trol.
trol.
first taxable year under this subchapter of a
a transferor
transferor upon
for the
such exchange
exchange the transferee's highest bracket
bracket amount for
exchange takes place shall be the
taxable year in which the exchange
of—
sum of"(A) Its highest
highest bracket
"(A)
bracket amount
amount immediately
preceding
immediately preceding
the number
number of
of days
the exchange
exchange multiplied by
by the
days in
in the
the taxable
taxable
year up to and
the day
the exchange,
exchange, plus
plus
and including
including the
day of
of the
"(B) Its highest bracket amount for
year after
for the taxable year
after
the exchange
exchange multiplied by
of days
taxable
by the
the number
number of
days in
in the
the taxable
remaining after
after the
the daythe exchange,
exchange,
year remaining
day of
of the
the number
in the
the taxable
taxable year.
year. For
For the
the
divided by
by the
number of
of days
days in
purposes
and subsection
purposes of this paragraph and
subsection (d)
of this
section
(d) of
this section
'exchange'
(5) of
'exchange' includes aa liquidation
liquidation described
described in
in paragraph
paragraph (5)
of
this
and such
such exchange
exchange shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have taken
taken
this subsection,
subsection, and
place
on the
the day
liquidation was
place on
day such
such liquidation
was completed.
completed.
Taxable
years after
after
Taxable years
"(2)
"(2) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS
CONTROL.—Ill exchan
YEARS AFTER
AFTER EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE INVOLVING
INVOLVING CONTROL.-In
exchange
ge involvin
g
involving
control.
case of a
transferee upon
exchange after
after the
the beginning
of control.
the case
a transferee
upon an
an exchange
beginning of
the
year under
under this
subchapter of
of a
atransferor
upon
the first
first taxable
taxable year
this subchapter
transferor upon
exchange, if
the exchange
such exchange,
if immediately
immediately after
after the
exchange any
any transferor
transferor
upon such
such exchange
exchange or
or its
in control
control
upon
its shareholders,
shareholders, or
or both,
both, are
are in
the transferee,
the transferee's
transferee's highest
highest bracket
for any
of the
transferee, the
bracket amount
amount for
any
taxable year
the exchange
be an
amount which
which is
is a
taxable
year after
after the
exchange shall
shall be
an amount
a
percentage of
highest bracket
percentage
of such
such transferor's
transferor's highest
bracket amount
amount immediimmediately preceding
preceding the
to the
percentage which
which the
ately
the exchange
exchange equal
equal to
the percentage
the
excess
the transferee's
invested capital
capital for
for the
excess of
of the
transferee's daily
daily invested
the day
day after
after
the
exchange over
its daily
daily invested
invested capital
the day
of the
the
the exchange
over its
capital for
for the
day of
exchange
of such
capital for
the
exchange is
is of
such transferor's
transferor's daily
daily invested
invested capital
for the
day
of the
the exchange.
exchange.
day of
Not
Not involving con"(3) TAXABLE
TAXABLE YEARS
YEARS AFTER
AFTER EXCIANGE
EXCHANGE NOT
"(3)
NOT INVOLVING
INVOLVING CONTROL.—
CONTROL.trol.
trol.
In
the case
case of
transferee upon
upon an
trans(other than
than aatransIn the
of aatransferee
an exchange
exchange (other
feree described
described in
in paragraph
subsection) after
after the
feree
paragraph (4)
(4) of
of this
this subsection)
the
beginning of
of the
first taxable
taxable year
this subchapter
beginning
the first
year under
under this
subchapter of
of a
a
transferor
such exchange,
exchange, if
if immediately
after the
the exchange
upon such
immediately after
exchange
transferor upon
no
transferor or
or its
its shareholders,
shareholders, or
are in
in control
control of
no transferor
or both,
both, are
of the
the
transferee,
the shareholders
the transferee
transferee immediately
immediately
of the
transferee, and
and if
if the
shareholders of
preceding
the exchange
exchange are
are not
not in
in control
control of
of the
the transferee
transferee
preceding the
immediately after
exchange, the
transferee's highest
highest bracket
bracket
immediately
after the
the exchange,
the transferee's
amount
any taxable
taxable year
after the
an
amount for
for any
year after
the exchange
exchange shall
shall be
be an
amount equal
to (A)
(A) the
sum of
highest bracket
bracket
amount
equal to
the sum
of the
the transferor's
transferor's highest
amount immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the
exchange and
and the
transferee's
the transferee's
amount
the exchange
highest
amount immediately
preceding the
the exchange,
exchange, or
or
highest bracket
bracket amount
immediately preceding
(B)
whichever is
the smaller.
smaller.
is the
$500,000, whichever
(B) $500,000,
Taxable
years after
after
Taxable years
"(4) TAXABLE
YEARS AFTER
AFTER CERTAIN
ges, etc.
etc.
"(4)
TAXABLE YEARS
CERTAIN EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES UNDER
UNDER SECTION
SECTION certain
certain exchan
exchanges,
63 Stat. 37.
112
(b)
(5)
.—In
the
case
of
an
exchange
described
in
subsection
T
6
se,
3
3
.
7
b.,
supp.
112 (b) (5).-In the case of an exchange described in subsection
26 U. 8. 0., Supp.
(b)
of this
this section,
the highest
bracket amount
amount of
of the
trans- V,
v, § 112
na (b)
03) (5).
(a).
the transhighest bracket
section, the
(b) (4)
(4) of
feree
upon
such
exchange
for
any
taxable
year
after
the
exchange
feree upon such exchange for any taxable year after the exchange
shall be
amount equal
to the
sum of
the amounts
amounts comcomshall
be an
an amount
equal (A)
(A) to
the sum
of the
puted
under subparagraph
of such
subsection with
puted under
subparagraph (A)
(A) of
such subsection
with respect
respect
to each
each transferor
or (B)
(B) $500,000,
is the
the smaller.
smaller.
transferor or
$500,000, whichever
whichever is
to
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IN CASE
OF CORPORATION
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PROPERTY UNDER
the receipt
receipt
(6).-Upon the
112 (b)
(b) (6).—Upon
SECTION 112
UNDER SECTION
RECEIVING

subchapter
by
during any taxable year under this subchapter
a corporation
corporation during
by a
of property
in complete
complete liquidation
liquidation of
another corporation,
corporation gain
of another
property in
of
or
which is not
recognized by reason of section 112 (b)
not recognized
loss upon
upon which
or loss
(6), the
bracket amount
amount of
of the
the corporation
receiving such
such
corporation receiving
the highest
highest bracket
(6),
property
for any
after the
the liquidation
is completed
completed
liquidation is
year after
taxable year
any taxable
property for
shall
bracket amount immehighest bracket
to its highest
equal to
amount equal
an amount
be an
shall be
diately
preceding the
of the liquidation increased,
completion of
the completion
diately preceding
but
$500,000, by an amount equal
amount above $500,000,
to an
an amount
case to
in no
no case
but in
to
the highest
highest bracket
of such other corporation
corporation immeamount of
bracket amount
to the
diately preceding
preceding the
the completion
of such liquidation,
if preliquidation, if
completion of
diately
viously
and after the
under
the beginning
beginning of the first taxable year under
viously and
this subchapter
subchapter of
of the
the corporation
receiving such
such
such property such
corporation receiving
this
corporation was
was a
a transferor
upon an
exchange with respect
respect to
an exchange
transferor upon
corporation
which such other corporation
corporation was a
atransferee.
exexTwo
or more
Two or
in
m ore taxchanges
"(d)
BRACKET AMOUNT
AMOUNT IN CASE OF
or Two OR MoRE
M ORE
"(d) HIGHEST BRACKET
same taxchanges in same
able year.
able
year.
EXCHANGES IN
IN S
AME TAXABIE
TAXABLE YEAR.YEAR.—
SAME
EXCHANGES
exchange is in the same taxable
"(1) If
transferor upon an exchange
a transferor
If a
"(1)
yearinvolved
transferor
exchange (either as transferor
more than one exchange
involved in more
year
year
or
transferee), its highest
highest bracket amount for such taxable year
or transferee),
p. 996.
Ante, p.
996.
shall
be the
the amount
determined under
under subsection
subsection (b)
(1) with
with
(b) (1)
amount determined
shall be
highest
respect
exchange in such taxable year. Its highest
respect to the last exchange
bracket amount immediately
immediately preceding
preceding any exchange in such
bracket
therein shall be the
taxable year
exchange therein
subsequent to the first exchange
year subsequent
taxable
amount computed
(1) with respect to the
under subsection (b) (1)
computed under
amount
immediately
exchange as if the taxable year closed
preceding exchange
immediately preceding
on the
the day
subsequent exchange.
day of such subsequent
on
"(2)
If aatransferee
exchange is in the same taxable
transferee upon an exchange
"(2) If
year
exchange (either as transferee
transferee
in more than one exchange
involved in
year involved
or
its highest
highest bracket amount for such taxable year
transferor), its
or transferor),
Ante, p.
p. 997.
Ante,
997.
shall
be the
(1) with
(c) (1)
subsection (c)
determined under subsection
amount determined
the amount
shall be
respect
exchange in such taxable year. Its highest
the last exchange
respect to the
bracket amount immediately preceding any exchange
exchange in such
such
taxable
therein shall be the
exchange therein
taxable year
year subsequent to the first exchange
(c) (1)
(1) with respect
respect to the
amount computed under subsection (c)
if the taxable year closed on
immediately
preceding exchange as if
immediately preceding
the day of such subsequent
subsequent exchange.
"(3)
If a
a transferor
or transferee
transferee upon an exchange is in the
transferor or
"(3) If
(either
same taxable year involved in more than one exchange (either
as
transferor or transferee),
transferee), its highest bracket amount for any
as transferor
taxable
exchanges took
year after
after the taxable year in which such exchanges
taxable year
(2),
place shall
shall be the amount computed under subsection (b) (2),
(3),
(2), (3),
(3), (4), or (5),
(5), as the case may be, with
(3), or (4), or (c) (2),
respect to the last such exchange."
exchange."
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amortization
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AMORTIZATION DEDUCTION.—The
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deduction for
for amortization
provided in section 124."
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999
999
Emergency
Emergency facilities.

"
.
(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RITLE.—Every
at its
its election,
election, shall
shall be
be
General
"(a)
General rule.
RTJLE.-Every corporation,
corporation, at
entitled
with respect
entitled to a
a deduction
deduction with
the amortization
amortization of
of the
respect to
to the
the
adjusted
of any emergency
adjusted basis of
emergency facility
defined in
in subsection
subsection
facility {as
(as defined
(p)),
period of
Such amortization
amortization deducdeduc(e)), based
based on
on a
a period
of sixty
sixty months.
months. Such
Post, p.
p. 1001.
1001.
Pos,
tion shall
shall be an amount, with
to each
each month
of such
period
with respect
respect to
month of
such period
within the taxable year, equal to the adjusted
adjusted basis of the facility
facility
at the end of such month divided
divided by the number
number of months (inlud(including
which the
the deduction
deduction i
puted) rema
i
ni
ng i
n
ing the
the month
month for
for which
iss com
computed)
remaining
in
the
period. Such
Such adjusted
basis at
at the
the end
th shall
sh
all b
the period.
adjusted basis
end of
of th
thee mon
month
bee
computed without regard
the amortization
amortization deduction
deduction for
for such
regard to
to the
such
month. The amortization
amortization deduction
deduction above
provided with
above provided
with respect to
to
any month
shall, except
the extent
in sub
sec ti on (g)
(
g)
any
month shall,
except to
to the
extent provided
provided in
subsection
be in
in lieu
lieu of
of the
with respect
to such
such
of this
this section, be
the deduction
deduction with
respect to
facility .for
month provided
by section
(1), relating
relating to
to
facility
for such month
provided by
section 23
23 (1),
53 Stat. 14.
14.
26 U.
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
26
and tear, and obsolescence.
exhaustion, wear and
obsolescence. The
The sixty-month
period V,
sixty-month period
(1).
V, 123 ().
shall begin
begin as to
to any emergency
emergency facility, at the election
election of
of the
the taxtaxpayer,
the month
month following
which the
the facility
facility was
was
payer, with
with the
following the
the month
month in
in which
completed or acquired, or with the succeeding
completed
succeeding taxable
taxable year.
Election of amortiElection
"(b) ELECTION
ELECTION OF
or AmoirrizATIoN.—The
election of
of the
the taxpayer
"(b)
AMORTIZATION.-The election
taxpayer zation.
zation.
to take
amortization deduction
begin the
sixty-month
to begin
the sixty-month
deduction and
and to
to
take the
the amortization
period
following the
the month in which
which the facility
facility
period with
with the
the month following
was
completed or
or acquired
acquired shall
(except as
provided in
in subsection
subsection
shall (except
as provided
was completed
Post, p. 1000.
1000.
(d)
(3) )be
made only
only by
to that
that effect
effect in
in its
its return for
for Pot,
statement to
by aastatement
be made
(d) (3))
the taxable
which the
facility was
acquired. Its
was completed
completed or
or acquired.
Its
the
taxable year
year in
in which
the facility
election to
deduction and
to begin
such period
period
and to
begin such
amortization deduction
election
to take
take the
the amortization
with
the taxable
year succeeding
shall be
be made
made only
only by
by aa
year shall
succeeding such
such year
with the
taxable year
statement to
effect in
taxable year.
year.
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such succeeding
succeeding taxable
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its return
return for
to that
that effect
statement
Termination of
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Termination
taxpayer amortization
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"(c)
A MORTIZATION DEnucTioN.—A
OF AMORTIZATION
"(c) TERMINATION
TERMINATION or
amortization deducwhich has
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to take
take the
amortization tion.
the amortization
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subsection (b)
has elected
which
deduction provided
provided in
subsection (a)
may, at
any time
time after
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in subsection
deduction
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such election,
the amortization
with respect
respect
amortization deductions
deductions with
election, discontinue
discontinue the
ing
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the amortization
amortization period,
such discontinuance
discontinuance to
period, such
to
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remainder of
begin as
the beginning
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the taxpayer
taxpayer
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beginning of
of any
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the Commissioner
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writing filed
a notice
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section 23
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26 U. S.. C., Supp.
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the first
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"
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the Secretary
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the Secretary
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the date
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in the
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the date
date of
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the date
date specified
specified in
in such
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sixty
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with
of the
the amortization
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from the
months from
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such emergency
emergency facility,
to such
respect to
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(in accordance
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of this
this subsection)
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with paragraph
(in
accordance with
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period with
respect to
emergency
to such
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with respect
the amortization
amortization period
nate the
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facility
the end
end of
in which
i
such proclamation
which such
of the
the month
month in
as of
of the
facility as
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the date
date specified
such
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or in
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with respect
respect to
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"(2) If
specified in
or the date specified
proclamation or
date of
of the
the proclamation
"(2)
If the
the date
referred to in paragraph
subsection
(1) of this subsection
paragraph (1)
the certificate
certificate referred
amortizamonths from the beginning of the amortizawithin sixty months
occurs within
tion period
period with
with respect
emergency facility
facility and
and after the
respect to such emergency
tion
beginning of the month which the taxpayer
taxpayer has previously
previously fixed
fixed
under
amortization
the taking, in lieu of the amortization
(c) for
for the
subsection (c)
under subsection
deduction
provided in
this section,
of the
the deduction
deduction allowed
by
allowed by
section, of
in this
deduction provided
section 23
23 (1),
may elect
elect (in accordance
accordance with parapara(1), the
the taxpayer
taxpayer may
section
graph
this subsection)
to terminate
terminate the
amortization
the amortization
subsection) to
(4) of
of this
graph (1)
period
respect to such emergency
emergency facility
facility as of the
the end of
of
period with respect
the month in which such proclamation
which
proclamation was issued or in which
occurred the date
whichever is the
certificate, whichever
date specified in such certificate,
occurred
earlier.
amortization period
period with respect to
In such
such case
case the amortization
earlier. In
such facilityfacility shall end with the end of such month in lieu of the
sixty-month period, and the termination
termination of the amorend of the sixty-month
deduction under
(c) shall be disregarded.
disregarded.
tization deduction
under subsection (c)
"(3) In the
case of aa taxpayer
either of its
taxpayer which has not in either
the case
"(3)
subsection (b)
amortization
(b) elected to take an amortization
returns specified
specified in subsection
deduction with respect to an emergency
emergency facility, if the date of
of
the proclamation
proclamation or the date specified
specified in
in the certificate,
certificate, referred
referred
(1) of this subsection,
subsection, whichever
whichever is earlier, is
is
to in paragraph
paragraph (1)
before the expiration
the
from the last day of the
expiration of
of sixty months from
before
month
facility was completed
completed or
or
emergency facility
month in which such emergency
acquired, then the taxpayer
taxpayer may elect
elect (in accordance
accordance with paraacquired,
subsection) the amortization
graph (4) of this subsection)
amortization deduction
deduction provided in subsection
subsection (a),
beginning
amortization period beginning
vided
(a), using an amortization
with
emergency
with the month following the month in which the emergency
facility was
was completed
or acquired
acquired and ending
ending as of the end of
of
facility
completed or
the
within
proclamation was issued or within
month within
within which
which such
such proclamation
the month
which occurred the date specified in such certificate,
certificate, whichever
whichever
is the earlier.
"(4)
provided in paragraph (1),
(3)
"(4) The election
election provided
(1), (2),
(2), or (3)
shall be made by filing
filing with the Commissioner,
Commissioner, in such manner,
in such form, and within such time, as the Commissioner
Commissioner with
with
approval of the Secretary
Secretary may by regulations
the approval
regulations prescribe, aa
statement of such election. When
When such election
election has been so made,
then, under regulations
regulations prescribed
by the Commissioner
Commissioner with
prescribed by
the approval
approval of the Secretary,
years,
Secretary, the taxes for all taxable years
beginning
which the amortization
period
beginning with the taxable year in which
amortization period
began, shall
shall be computed in
accordance with an amortization
amortization
in accordance
deduction computed
computed in accordance
accordance with the method
method provided
provided in
deduction
in
subsection
(a), but using
in lieu of the sixty-month
sixty-month period
subsection (a),
using (in
provided
provided in such subsection)
subsection the amortization
amortization period specified
specified
in paragraph
(1), (2),
paragraph (1),
(2), or (3,
(3), as the case may be.
44 (5)
ICECOMPUTATION OF TAX
IN CASE
CASE OF ELECTION
F.LFCTION UNDER
UNDER THIS
ilia
"(5)
RECOMPUTATION
TAX IN
SUBSECTION.-If the adjustment
sonsEcTioic—If
adjustment of the income
income or excess-profits
excess-profits
tax liability for any taxable year
year necessary
necessary to give effect
effect to para(4) of this subsection
graph (4)
subsection is prevented
prevented (A)
of
(A) on the date of
Secretary of
the certificate
certificate of the Secretary
a War or the Secretary
Secretary of the
the date
President's proclamation,
proclamation, whichever
Navy or on the
date of
of the President's
whichever
is the basis of the taxpayer's
taxpayer's election
election under this subsection,
subsection, or (B)
(B)
within one year from such date, by any provision
provision of law (other
(other
paragraph and
than this paragraph
and other than section 3761, relating
relating to
compromises),
adjustment of the
compromises), an adjustment
the tax liability shall
shall neverthenevertheless be made
respect of such taxable
made if in respect
taxable year a
a notice of
of
deficiency
deficiency is mailed
claim for refund is
mailed or a
a claim
is filed, as
as the
the case
may be, within
within one
one year
year after
after the
the date
date of
of such
such certificate
certificate or
or such
such
proclamation, whichever
whichever is
the taxpayer's
taxpayer's election
proclamation,
is the
the basis of
of the
election
under this
If at the time of the mailing
this subsection.
subsection. If
mailing of such
such
notice of deficiency or the filing of such claim
claim for refund, the
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adjustment
prevented, then the amount of the adjustment
adjustment is so prevented,
adjustment
authorized
authorized in this paragraph
paragraph shall be limited to the increase or
decrease
determined for such taxable
decrease in the tax previously
previously determined
taxable year
which results solely from the effect
effect of paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4) of this
subsection, and such amount shall be assessed and collected,
subsection,
collected, or
or
credited or refunded,
refunded, in the
deficiency
credited
the same manner as
as if
if it
it were aadeficiency
or an overpayment, as the case may be, for such taxable year
and as if
proclamation,
if on the date of such certificate
certificate or such proclamation,
whichever is
is the
the basis
xpayer's e
l
ec ti on under
un d
er this
this su
b..
whichever
basis of
of the
the ta
taxpayer's
election
subthe expiration
of the
the periods
periods
section, one year remained before the
expiration of
of limitation
or filing
claim for
for refund
refund for
for the
of
limitation upon
upon assessment
assessment or
filing claim
the
taxable year. The
The tax previously
be ascertained
ascertained
previously determined
determined shall
shall be
in accordance
accordance with section 3801
(d). The amount
amount to be
assessed
3801 (d).
be assessed
and collected under
under this paragraph
paragraph in the same manner as if
if it
deficiency, or
refunded or credited
were aa deficiency,
or to be
be refunded
credited in
in the
the same
manner
if it
overpaymentt shall not be
diminished
manner as
as if
it were an
an overpayment,
be diminished
by
or set-off
based upon
upon any
item, inclusion,
inclusion, deduction,
by any
any credit
credit or
set-off based
any item,
deduction,
exemption, gain,
credit, exemption,
gain, or loss, other than
than one
one resulting
resulting from
from
paragraph (4)
subsection. Such
the effect
effect of
of paragraph
(4) of this
this subsection.
Such amount,
amount, if
if
paid,
not be
by a
aclaim
refund or
or suit
suit
paid, shall
shall not
be recovered
recovered by
claim or
or suit
suit for
for refund
for erroneous
erroneous refund
refund based
upon any
deduction,
based upon
any item,
item, inclusion,
inclusion, deduction,
for
credit, exemption,
exemption, gain,
or loss,
than one resulting
resulting from
from
credit
gain, or
loss, other
other than
the
effect of
paragraph (4)
(4) of
of this
this subsection.
subsection.
of paragraph
the effect
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tax.
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53 Stat. 473.
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V, §
§3301
301 (d).
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"(e) DEFINITIONS.DEFINITIONS.—
"(e)

" (1) EMERGENCY
this section,
section, the
in this
the term
term
"(1)
EMERGENCY FAcrutrY.—As
FACILITY.-As used
used in

"Emergency
"Emergency facility."

"(2) EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY Exitiou.—As
used in
in this
this section,
term
the term
section, the
PERIOD.-As used
"(2)

"Emergency pe"Emergency
riod."

DETERMINATION OF
ADJUSTED BASIS
BASIS OF
FACILTY.OF EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY FACILITY.—
OF ADJUSTED
(f) DETERMINATION
""(f)

Determination of
Determination
asis of ameremeradjusted basis
gamy facility.
gency
Ante,
W9W;
post,
p.
A
ale, p.
p.999,
pest. P.
1002.
Amount
Included.
Amount included.

land, building, machin'emergency facility'
facility' means any facility, land,
'emergency
ery, or
or equipment,
equipment, or
thereof, the
construction, reconstrucreconstructhe construction,
or part
part thereof,
ery,
tion,
erection, or
installation of
June
after June
completed after
which was
was completed
of which
or installation
tion, erection,
10, 1940,
was acquired
such date,
date, and
and with
respect
with respect
acquired after
after such
1940, or
or which
which was
10,
to
been made.
made.
hag§been
(f) ha
under subsection
subsection (f)
certificate under
to which
which aa certificate
'emergency period'
means the
beginning June
10, 1940,
1940,
June 10,
the period
period beginning
period' means
'emergency
and ending
ending on
on the
date on
proclaims that
that
the President
President proclaims
which the
on which
the date
and
the
of a
the emergency
emergency facilities
facilities
of the
portion of
substantial portion
a substantial
utilization of
the utilization
with respect
respect to
to which
certifications under
subsection (f)
have
(f) have
under subsection
which certifications
with
been made,
is no
required in
in the
the interest
interest of
of national
national
longer required
no longer
made, is
been
defense.
defense.

In determining,
determining, for
for the
the purposes
or subsection
(h),
subsection (h),
(a) or
subsection (a)
of subsection
purposes of
In
the adjusted
of an
emergency facilityfacilityan emergency
basis of
adjusted basis
the
"(1) There
be included
only so
much of
the amount
amount
of the
so much
included only
shall be
There shall
"(1)
otherwise
constituting such
adjusted basis
basis as
as is
is properly
properly attributattributsuch adjusted
otherwise constituting
able
to such
such construction,
or
installation, or
erection, installation,
reconstruction,'erection,
construction, reconstruction
able to
acquisition after
June 10,
10, 1940,
as the
the Advisory
Commission to
to
Advisory Commission
1940, as
after June
acquisition
the
Council of
of National
National Defense
Defense and
either the
of War
War
the Secretary
Secretary of
and either
the Council
or the
Secretary of
of the
certified, within
the time
time
within the
have certified,
Navy have
the Navy
or
the Secretary
specified in
paragraph (3)
(3) of
of this
under such
such
and under
this subsection,
subsection, and
in paragraph
specified
regulations
the President
prescribe, as
necessary in
in the
the
as necessary
may prescribe,
President may
as the
regulations as
interest
of national
national defense
defense during
period;
emergency period;
during the emergency
interest of
"(2) After
or acquisition
of any
emergency
any emergency
acquisition of
the completion
completion or
After the
"(2)
facility
with respect
respect to
to which
certificate under
under paragraph
(1
paragraph (1)
which aacertificate
facility with
has
made, any
any expenditure
expenditure (attributable
(attributable to
such facility
facility
to such
been made,
has been
and
to the
completion or
does
which does
acquisition) which
or acquisition)
such completion
after such
the period
period after
and to
not
represent construction,
erection, installation,
installation,
reconstruction, erection,
construction, reconstruction,
not represent
or
acquisition included
included in
in such
such certificate,
certificate, but
but with
with respect
to
respect to
or acquisition
which a
a separate
certificate is
is made
made under
under paragraph
shall
(1), shall
paragraph (1),
separate certificate
which
not
be applied
applied in
in adjustment
adjustment of
the basis
of such
such facility
and
facility and
basis of
of the
not be
shall
as an
an expenditure
to a
new
a new
respect to
with respect
expenditure with
be considered
considered as
shall be
emergency facility;
and
facility; and
emergency

Expenditures.
Expenditures.
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Validity
Validity of
of certificertificate.
cate.

Ante,

p.
p. 1018.
1018.

p. 974
post,
p.
974;; post,

Depreciation
deducDepreciation deduction.
tion.
53
Stat. 14.
14.
53 Stat.
26
U. S.
S. C.,
C., SupP.
26 U.
Supp.
V,
23
9).
V, §§
23(l).
Payment
U. S.
Payment by
by U.
S.
of
unamortized cost
cost
of unamortized
of facility.
facility.
of

Amortization
Amortization dededuction.
duction.

Payments.
Payments.

If
not enenIf taxpayer
taxpayer not
titled
amortization
titled to
to amortization
deduction.
deduction.
53
Stat. 14.
53 Stat.
14.
26 U.
U. S.B. C.,
Supp.
26
C., Supp.
V, §23
V,
'323 ().
(I).

Protection of
of U.
U. S.
S.
Protection
If taxpayer
taxpayer reimIf
reimbursed.
bursed.
Directly.
Directly.
Indirectly.
Indirectly.

1940
1940

[54 STAT.
[54

"(3) The certificate
certificate provided
paragraph (1)
(1) shall
shall have
have
provided for
for in
in paragraph
no
unless made
before whichever
the following
following dates
no effect
effect unless
made before
whichever of
of the
dates is
is
the later: (A)
(A) The beginning
beginning of
construction, reconstrucof such construction,
reconstruction, erection, or installation,
installation, or
or
or the
the date of such acquisition,
acquisition, or
of the
the
(B) the one hundred
hundred and twentieth day
day after
after the date
date of
enactment of the Second
Second Revenue
Revenue Act of
of 1940.
1940.
.
"(g)
DEPRECIATION DEDUCTION.—If
emer"(g) DEPRECIATION
DEDUCTION.-If the
the adjusted
adjusted basis
basis of
of the
the emerregard to
to subsection
subsection (f)
(f) of
this
gency facility computed
computed without
without regard
of this
section is in excess of the adjusted basis computed
computed under
under such subsubsection, the deduction
deduction provided
provided by
by section
section 23
23 (1)
(1) shall,
shall, despite
the
despite the
provisions of subsection
(a) of this section,
provisions
subsection (a)
section, be
be allowed
allowed with respect
respect
to such emergency
emergency facility as if its adjusted basis were an
an amount
amount
equal to the
the amount of
of such excess.
excess.
"(h) PAYMENT
PAYMENT BY UNITED STATES
OF
"(h)
STATES OF
OF UNAMORTIZED
UNAMORTIZED COST
COST OF
FACILrY.-If
FACILITY.—If an amount is properly includible in
in the gross income of
of
the taxpayer
taxpayer on
account of
to an
an emergency
emergency
on account
of a
a payment
payment with
with respect
respect to
facility and such payment is certified
certified as provided
paragraph,
provided in this paragraph,
then, at the election of the taxpayer
taxpayer in its return for the taxable year
year
in
is so
includible—
in which
which such
such amount
amount is
so includible"(1)
"(1) The amortization
amortization deduction for the month in which
which such
such
amount
amount is so includible shall (in
(in lieu
lieu of
of the
the amount
amount of
of the
the deducdeduction for such month computed under subsection (a))
(a)) be the
amount so includible, but such deduction
deduction shall not
excess of
not be
be in
in excess
of
the adjusted basis of the emergency
emergency facility as of the end of
of
such month (computed without regard to any amortization
amortization
deduction for such month).
month). Payments referred to in
in this paragraph shall be payments the amounts of which are
are certified,
certified,
under such regulations
regulations as the President may prescribe,
either
prescribe, by either
the Secretary
Secretary of War or the
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy as
as compensathe Secretary
compensation to the taxpayer for the unamortized
unamortized cost of the emergency
emergency
facility made
because—
made because"(A)
"(A) A
A contract with the United States involving
involving the use
use
of the facility has been terminated by its terms or by
by
cancellation, or
cancellation,
"(B) the taxpayer
"(B)
taxpayer had
had reasonable
(either from
reasonable grounds
grounds (either
from
involving the
provisions of a
acontract with the United
United States involving
the
use of the facility, or
or from
from written
or oral
oral representations
representations
written or
made under authority of the United States)
States) for
for anticipating
anticipating
future contracts
contracts involving
involving the
the facility,
which
the use
use of
of the
facility, which
future contracts have not been made.
"(2)
"(2) .In case the taxpayer is not entitled to any
any amortization
amortization
deduction
emergency facility
deduction with respect
respect to the emergency
facility the
the deduction
deduction
allowable under
of the month in
allowable
under section 23 (1) on account
account of
in which
which
such amount
amount is
is so
so includible
includible shall
be increased
such amount,
amount,
shall be
increased by
by such
account of
but such deduction on account
such month
month shall
shall not
not be
of such
be in
in
excess of the adjusted basis of the emergency
as of
the
emergency facility as
of the
end of such month (computed
(computed without regard to any amount
amount
allowable, on account
account of such month, under section 23 (1) or
or this
paragraph).
paragraph).
"(i)
PROTECTION OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES.-If
"
(1) PitorEarrox
STATES.—If the
the taxpayer
taxpayer has
has been
been
or will be reimbursed by the United States for all or a
a part of the
cost of any emergency
emergency facility pursuant to any contract with the
United States, eithereither—
"(l)
"(1) directly, by a
a provision therein dealing expressly
expressly with
with
such
reimbursement, or
such reimbursement,
or
"(2) indirectly, because
because the price
paid by
the United
States
price paid
by the
United States
(sofar as return of cost of the facility is
(insofar
as a
afactor
is used
used as
factor in
in the
the
fixing of such price)
price) is
is recognized
recognized by
by the
the contract
contract as
as including
including
aa return of cost greater than
than the
the normal
normal exhaustion,
and
exhaustion, wear
wear and
tear,
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emergency facility
amortization deduction
no amortization
deduction with respect to such emergency
for any
any month after the end of the month in which
shall be
shall
be allowed
allowed for
such
made, unless,
before the
expiration of
of ninety
days
ninety days
the expiration
unless, before
is made,
such contract
contract .is
and twenty
twenty days
after the
the making
such contract
hundred and
days
or one
one hundred
contract or
of such
making of
after
after the
the date
date of
the enactment
of the
the Second
Revenue Act
of 1940,
1940,
Act of
Second Revenue
of the
enactment of
after
Commiswhichever
of such
expires the
the later,
later, the
Advisory Commisthe Advisory
such periods
periods expires
whichever of
sion
to the
Council of
of National
National Defense,
Defense, and
either the
the Secretary
of
Secretary of
and either
the Council
sion to
War or
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Navy certify
certify to
Commissioner that
that
the Commissioner
to the
the Navy
or the
War
such
adequately protects
the United
States with
with reference
reference
United States
protects the
contract adequately
such contract
cerfacility. A
emergency facility.
to
the future
and disposition
disposition of
of such
such emergency
A ceruse and
to the
future use
tificate
Advisory Commission
Commission to
to the
of National
National
Council of
the Council
the Advisory
by the
tificate by
the
Secretary of
War or
of War
Defense
the Secretary
Secretary of
or the
the Secretary
of the
and either
either the
Defense and
expiration of ninety
Navy,
made to
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner before
before the
the expiration
Navy, made
days after
after the
the making
contract or
or one
hundred and
and twenty
twenty days
days
one hundred
a contract
of a
making of
days
after the
date of
the enactment
enactment of
of the
Second Revenue
of 1940,
1940,
Act of
Revenue Act
the Second
of the
the date
after
under
whichever of
of such
such periods
periods expires
the effect
effect that,
that, under
to the
later, to
the later,
expires the
whichever
such contract,
for all
all or
or .a
a part
of the
any
of any
the cost
cost of
part of
reimbursement for
contract, reimbursement
such
emergency
facility is
is not
for within
within the
the meaning
of clause
clause
meaning of
not provided
provided for
emergency facility
purposes of this
(1)
or clause
(2), shall
shall be
be conclusive
for the
the purposes
conclusive for
clause (2),
(1) or
subsection.
subsection.
to reimbursereimburse"The terms
and conditions
of contracts
with reference
reference to
contracts with
conditions of
terms and
"The
ment of
cost of
of emergency
emergency facilities
of the
the
protecting of
the protecting
and the
facilities and
of the
the cost
ment
United States
States with
with reference
reference to
to the
future use
use and
of
disposition of
and disposition
the future
United
such emergency
shall be
be made
made available
available to
to the
the public."
public."
facilities shall
emergency facilities
such
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Nonallowance of
of
Nonallowance
amortization deducamortization
tion.
tion.
Exception.
Exception.
Ante, p. 974.
974.

Reimbursement not
not
Reimbursement
provided for under
provided
contract.
contract.

Availability to public of terms of contracts.

TITLE
IV-SUSPENSION OF
OF PROFIT-LIMITING
TITLE IV-SUSPENSION
PROVISIONS OF THE VINSON
VINSON ACT AND
AND
PROVISIONS
CERTAIN
MERCHANT
PROVISIONS OF THE MERCHANT
CERTAIN PROVISIONS
MARINE ACT, 1936
MARINE
PROVISIONS OF THE
SEC. 401. SUSPENSION
PROFIT-LIMITING PROVISIONS
SUSPENSION OF PROFIT-LIMITING
SEC.
VINSON ACT.
VINSON
The provisions
March 27, 1934 (48
(48 Stat.
of section 33of the Act of March
provisions of
The

first
the first
with the
505; 34
34 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., sec.
as amended,
beginning with
amended beginning
496), as
sec. 496),
505;
proviso
thereof, and
(b) of
of the
Act of
of June
1940
28, 1940
June 28,
the Act
2 (b)
section 2
and section
proviso thereof,
third session),
Congress, third
(Public,
Numbered 671,
671, Seventy-sixth
session), shall
Seventy-sixth Congress,
(Public, Numbered
not apply
or subcontracts
subcontracts for
for the
or manumanuconstruction or
the construction
contracts or
to contracts
apply to
not
facture of
of any
any complete
complete naval
naval vessel
vessel or
any Army
or Navy
Navy aircraft,
aircraft,
Army or
or any
facture
or any
any portion
portion thereof,
thereof, which
which are
entered into
into in
in any
any taxable
year
taxable year
are entered
or
to which
which the
the excess
excess profits
tax provided
provided in
Chapter
of Chapter
E of
in subchapter
subchapter E
profits tax
to
be applicable
applicable
of the
Revenue Code
is applicable
or would
would be
applicable or
Code is
the Internal
Internal Revenue
22 of
if the
the contractor
contractor or
subcontractor, as
as the
case may
corpowere aacorpobe, were
may be,
the case
or subcontractor,
if
ration, and
any agreement
agreement to
into the
the Treasury
Treasury profit
excess
in excess
profit in
pay into
to pay
and any
ration,
of
10 per
per centum,
12 per
per centum,
as the
the case
case may
may
centum, as
per centum,
or 8
8 per
centum, or
centum, 12
of 10
be, of
of the
the contract
contract prices
prices of
any such
subcontracts shall
shall
or subcontracts
contracts or
such contracts
of any
be,
be without
This section
apply to
such contracts
or
contracts or
to such
also apply
shall also
section shall
effect. This
without effect.
be
subcontracts
were entered
into before
the date
date of
the beginbeginof the
before the
entered into
which were
subcontracts which
ning
contractor's or
taxable year
year which
which
first taxable
subcontractor's first
or subcontractor's
of the
the contractor's
ning of
begins
1940 and
and which
not completed
completed before
such date.
date.
before such
are not
which are
in 1940
begins in

34
U. S.
34 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.

V, §
j 496.
496.
V,

Ante, pp.
677, 883.
883.
pp. 677,
Ante,

Ante, p.
975.
Ante,
p. 975.

SEC. 402.
402. SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OF
OF PROFIT-LIMITING
PROVISIONS OF
OF THE
THE
PROFIT-LIMITING PROVISIONS
SEC.
SUBMERCHANT MARINE
AS TO CERTAIN SUBACT, 1936, AS
MARINE ACT,
MERCHANT
CONTRACTS.
CONTRACTS.

(a)
The provisions
provisions of
(b) of
of the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
Act
Marine Act
505 (b)
section 505
of section
(a) The
of
as amended,
amended, shall
subcontract which
would
which would
any subcontract
to any
apply to
not apply
shall not
1936, as
of 1936,
otherwise
be within
within such
such provisions
provisions if
if such
such subcontract
subcontract is
entered
is entered
otherwise be
into
any taxable
of the
the subcontractor
subcontractor to
which Subchapter
E
Subchapter E
to which
year of
taxable year
in any
into in
of Chapter
Chapter 2
2 of
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
the
if the
and if
applicable and
is applicable
Code is
the Internal
of the
of

49 Stat.
Stat. 1998.
1998.
49
46 U.
C., Supp.
Supp.
46
U. S.. C.,
V,
(b).
V, j§1155
1155 (b).

Ante, p. 975.
975.
Ante,
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"Stock"
"Stock" construed.

STAT.
[54 STAT.

contractor and the subcontractor
principal contractor
between which
which such
subsubcontractor between
such subcontract is entered
entered into are
within the
the meaning
meaning of
of subare not
not affiliated
affiliated within
subsection (b) of this section at the time such
subcontract is
is entered
entered into
into
such subcontract
or at any time thereafter up to and including
date of
of its
compleincluding the
the date
its completion; and any agreement, pursuant to which
which the subcontractor
subcontractor is
is
required to pay to the United
United States Maritime
Maritime Commission
Commission profit
profit in
in
centum of the contract
excess of 10 per centaim
contract price
such subcontract
subcontract
price of any
any such
or pursuant to which
which such an agreement
agreement is required
required to
to be
be obtained
obtained
subcontractor relative
from such subcontractor
relative to such subcontract,
without
subcontract, shall be without
effect. This subsection
subsection shall
shall apply
apply only if
if both
both the
principal
the principal
contractor and the subcontractor
corporations.
subcontractor are corporations.
(b)
(b) For the purposes
purposes of this section,
section, two or more corporations
corporations shall
shall
be deemed
deemed to be affiliated
affiliated (1)
(1) if one corporation
corporation owns at least 95
95 per
per
centum
centum of the stock of the other or others, or (2)
if at
at least
95 per
(2) if
least 95
per
centum of the stock of two or more
more corporations
by the
the
corporations is owned
owned by
same interests. As used
subsection, the term
used in this subsection,
"stock" does
does not
term "stock"
not
include nonvoting stock which
which is limited and preferred
as to
preferred as
to dividends.
dividends.

TITLE V—AMENDMENTS
V-AMENDMENTS TO INTERNAL
INTERNAL
REVENUE CODE
REVENUE
CODE
SEC. 501.
EARNINGS AND
PROFITS OF CORPORATIONS.
SEC.
501. EARNINGS
AND PROMS
CORPORATIONS.
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code, amendments.
53 Stat. 48.
26 U. S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
1115
GO .
V, S
15 (k).
Effect of gain or loss
Effect
receipt of tarand of receipt
taxfree
free distributions.
distributions.

(a)
UNDrE IbrrERNAL
INTERNAL REVENUE
REVENUE ConE.—Section
(a) UNDER
CoDE.-Section 115 of the Internal
Internal
Revenue Code is amended
amended by inserting
inserting at the end thereof the
following
the following
subsections:
new subsections:
"(1)
EFFECT ON
ON EARNINGS
"(1) EFFECT
EARNINGS AND
AND PROFITS
PROFITS OF
OF GAIN
GAIN OR
LOSS AND
AND OF
OF
O Loss
RECEIPr OF TAX-FREE
RECEter
TAX-FREE DISTRIBrUIONs.-The
DismintrrioNs.—The gain
gain or
loss realized
realized from
or loss
from
February 28, 1913)
the sale or other disposition (after
(after February
property by
by
1913) of
of property
aacorporation—
corporation" (1) for the purpose
"
purpose of the computation
computation of earnings
earnings and
and profits
profits
of the corporation, shall be determined,
determined, except
except as provided
provided in
in
paragraph
paragraph (2),
(2), by using as the adjusted
adjusted basis the adjusted basis
(under the law applicable
applicable to the year in which the sale or other
other
determining gain,
disposition was made) for determining
gain, except
except that no regard
regard
shall be had to the value
value of the property as of March
March 1,
1913;
1, 1913;
but
"(2) for the purpose of the computation
"(2)
computation of earnings
earnings and profits
of the corporation
corporation for any period beginning
beginning after February 28,
1913,
determined by using as the adjusted basis the
1913, shall be determined
adjusted basis (under
(under the law applicable
applicable to the year in which
which
made) for determining
the sale or other disposition
disposition was made)
determining gain.
Gain or loss so realized
realized shall increase or decrease the earnings
earnings and
and
profits to, but not beyond,
beyond, the extent to which such a
arealized
or
realized gain or
loss was recognized
recognized in computing
computing net income under the law applicable
to the year in which such sale or disposition was made. Where in
in
determining the adjusted basis used in computing such
realized gain
gain
such realized
adjustment to the basis
or loss the adjustment
basis differs from the adjustment
adjustment proper
proper
for the purpose of determining earnings
earnings or profits, then
then the latter
latter
determining the increase
adjustment shall be used in determining
increase or decrease
decrease above
above
provided. Where aa corporation
corporation receives
receives (after February
February 28, 1913)
1913)
aa distribution
distribution from aa second corporation
corporation which
which (under
(under the law
applicable to the year in which the distribution
distribution was made)
made) was not a
a
shareholders of the second corporation,
taxable dividend to the shareholders
corporation, the
amount of such distribution
distribution shall not increase
increase the earnings
earnings and
and
profits of the first corporation
corporation in the following
following cases:
cases:
"(1)
"(1) No such .increase shall be made
made in respect of the part
part
of such distribution which (under such law)
law) is directly applied
in reduction of the basis of the stock in respect
respect of which
which the
the
distribution
distribution was made.
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"(2)
increase shall be made if
if (under
(under such law) the
"(2) No
No such
such increase
distribution causes the basis of the stock in respect of which
distribution
the distribution was made to be allocated
allocated between such stock
and
received.
the property
property received.
and the

Increase in
nl value
Increase
IN VALUE
VALUE ACCRUED
AaCRUED BEFORE
AND PROFITS-INCREASE
"(m)
PROFITS—INCREASE IN
BEFORE accrued
"(m) EARNINGS
EARNINGS AND
before March

MARCH 1,
MARCH
1, 1913.—
1913.If any increase or decrease in the earnings or profits
"(1)
"(1) If
profits for
period beginning
beginning after February 28, 1913, with respect to
any period
any matter would be different had the adjusted basis of the
property
determined without
without regard to its March
March
involved been determined
property involved
1, 1913,
value, then,
paragraph (2), an
provided in paragraph
except as provided
then, except
1913, value,
1,
increase
(properly reflecting
difference) shall
in
shall be made in
such difference)
reflecting such
increase (properly
that
of the
consisting of increase in
profits consisting
the earnings
earnings and profits
part of
that part
value of
property accrued
accrued before
1913.
before March 1, 1913.
of property
value
a sale or other
subsection (1). to a
"(2) If
If the application
application of subsection
"(2)
disposition
28, 1913, results in aa loss which is to
February 28,
after February
disposition after
be
decrease of
of earnings
profits for any period
and profits
earnings and
in decrease
applied in
be applied
beginning
28, 1913,
1913, then, notwithstanding
subsecnotwithstanding subsecFebruary 28
after February
beginning after
(1) of this
tion
of the
rule provided
paragraph (1)
provided in paragraph
the rule
in lieu
lieu of
and in
(1) and
tion (1)
subsection, the
such loss
loss so
so to
applied shall
shall be
to be applied
of such
amount of
the amount
subsection,
reduced
the amount,
amount, if
of
if any, by which the adjusted basis of
by the
reduced by
the
in determining
determining the loss, exceeds
exceeds the adjusted
used in
property used
the property
basis
computed without
without regard
to the
the property on
of the
the value of
regard to
basis computed
March 1,
1, 1913,
and if
if such
amount so
reduction of
in reduction
applied in
so applied
such amount
1913, and
March
the decrease
exceeds such
such loss, the excess over such loss shall
decrease exceeds
the
increase that
part of
of the
earnings and profits consisting of
the earnings
that part
increase
increase in
value of
property accrued
March 1, 1913.
1913."
before March
accrued before
of property
in value
increase

by
(b) EmerivE
DATE OF
OF AMENDMENT.-The
AMENDMENT.—The amendment
made by
amendment made
EFFECTIVE DATE
(b)

subsection
(a) shall
applicable to
to taxable
taxable years
beginning after
years beginning
be applicable
shall be
subsection (a)
December 31, 1938.
December
(C) UNDER
UNDER PRIOR
Aers.—For the
the purposes
Revenue Act of
of the Revenue
purposes of
PRIOR ACTs.-For
(c)
1938 or
or any
the amendments
amendments made
Internal
to the Internal
made to
Act the
Revenue Act
prior Revenue
any prior
1938
Revenue
Code by
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
shall be
be effective
as
effective as
section shall
this section
by subsection
Revenue Code
if they
they were
were a
part of
such Revenue
Revenue Act on the date of its
each such
of each
a part
if
enactment. Nothing
in this
this subsection
subsection shall
the tax
liability
tax liability
affect the
shall affect
Nothing in
enactment.
of
any taxpayer
any year
which, on
was
1940, was
20, 1940,
September 20,
on September
year which,
for any
taxpayer for
of any
pending
before,
or
was
theretofore
determined
by,
the
Board
of
Tax
Tax
of
Board
the
by,
determined
theretofore
was
or
before,
pending
Appeals,
any court
court of
United States.
States.
of the
the United
or any
Appeals, or

I, 1913.
1,

Effective
Effective date
amendment.
amendment.

of
of

Under prior
Acts.
prior Acts.
447.
52 Stat. 447.
1004.
Ante, p. 1004.

SEC.
502. TAX
SHAREHOLDERS OF PERSONAL
CORPOPERSONAL SERVICE CORPOOF SHAREHOLDERS'OF
TAX OF
SEC. 502.
RATIONS
RATIONS..

The
Internal Revenue
is amended
amended by inserting after section
Code is
Revenue Code
The Internal
373 the
following new
new Supplement:
Supplement:
the following
373

53 Stat.
102.
53
Stat. 102.
C., Supp.
26 U. 8. C.,
26
V,
373.
V, I 373.

"Supplement S-Tax
S—Tax of
of Shareholders
Shareholders of
of Personal
Personal Service
Service
"Supplement
Corporations
Corporations
"SEC.391.
SUPPLEMENT.
OF SUPPLEMENT.
APPLICABILITY OF
391. APPLICABILITY
"SEC.

Applicability
Applicability

"If
personal service
service corporation
(as defined
defined in
725) is Supplement.
section 725)
in section
Supplement.
corporation (as
"If aa personal
exempt
section for
for any
excess profits
profits Ante, p. 987.
the excess
from the
year from
taxable year
any taxable
such section
under such
exempt under
tax
imposed by
by such
such subchapter,
subchapter, the
the provisions
this Supplement
Supplement
of this
provisions of
tax imposed
shall be
be applicable
applicable with
respect to
each shareholder
shareholder of
such corporacorporaof such
to each
with respect
shall
tion
was aashareholder
such corporation
on the last day of such
corporation on
in such
shareholder in
who was
tion who
taxable
corporation.
the corporation.
of the
year of
taxable year

of
of

"SEC.392.
UNDISTRIBUTED SUPPLEMENT
INCOME.
S NET INCOME.
SUPPLEMENT S
392. UNDISTRIBUTED
"SEC.
"Undistributed
"Undistributed

"For
purposes of
chapter, the
term 'undistributed
Supple- Supplement
'undistributed Supplethe term
this chapter,
8 net inSupplement El
inof this
the purposes
"For the
come."
ment
S net
net income'
income' means
the Supplement
net income
defined come."
income (as defined
S net
Supplement S
means the
ment S
Poet, p.
1006.
p. 1006.
Post,
in
section 393)
393) minus
the dividends paid during the
of the
amount of
the amount
minus the
in section

1006
1006

PUBLIC
CH.757-OCT.
757-OCT.8,
8, 1940
1940
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53 Stat. 20.
Supp.
S3 Stat.
26
U. S. 0., Stipp.
V, §27 (d)-(i).
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

taxable
For the
the purposes
purposes of
this section
section the
amount of
dividends
taxable year.
year. For
of this
the amount
of dividends
paid shall
computedi in
in the
same manner
in subsections
subsections
as provided
provided in
manner as
the same
be computed
shall be
paid
(d),
(e) (f),
(g), (h),
(h), and (i)
(d), (e),
(f), (g),
(i) of section 27 for the purpose of the
basic
basic surtax
surtax credit provided in section 27.
"SEC. 393. SUPPLEMENT
S NET
NET INCOME.
INCOME.
"SEC.
SUPPLEMENT S

"Supplement sS net
"Supplement
income" defined; exception. defined; e-

caption

53 Stat. 15.
up p
226 U. S. C., Supp.
v, §23
V,
23 (q).

().,

"For
the purposes
purposes of
this chapter
chapter 'Supplement
'Supplement S
income' means
means
of this
S net
net income'
"For the
the
net income,
that there
there shall
shall be
be allowed
allowed as
as additional
additional
income, except
except that
the net
deductions—
deductions"(a) The
under this
this chapter
chapter for
for the
"(a)
The Federal
Federal income
income tax
tax payable
payable under
the
taxable year; and
taxable
"(b) In
allowed by
by section
section 23 (q),
(q), contribucontribu"(b)
In lieu of the deduction
deduction allowed
tions
gifts, payment
payment of
made within
the taxable
taxable year,
year, to
to
within the
of which
which is
is made
or gifts,
tions or
or
section 23
23 (q)
(q) for the
the purposes
or for
for the use
use of donees
donees described
described in section
therein specified, to an amount which does not exceed 15 per centum
computed without
benefit of this
without the
the benefit
of the
the corporation's
corporation's net
net income, computed
subsection and
section 23
23 (q).
and section
(q).
"
SEC. 394. CORPORATION INCOME TAXED
TAXED TO SHAREHOLDER
S.
"SEC.
SHAREHOLDERS.

General
rule.
eneral rule.

"(a)
undistributed Supplement
S net income
"(a) GENERAL
GENERAL RuLE.-The
Roix.—The undistributed
Supplement S
of aapersonal
personal service
service corporation
be included
included in
gross income
income
of
corporation shall
shall be
in the
the gross
shareholders in the manner
manner and to the extent set forth in this
of the shareholders

Amountincluded in
gross inome.ld
income.

grs

Credit

for

obliga-

ob. g.,
of S., etc.
tiotns
tions of U.
53 Stat.
s3
Stat. 5,
5, 7, 8, 71,
71,

72, 74, 99.
28 U. S. C., Supp.
V, 11, 13,
1 14,
4 201, 204,
207, or'33.
or 362.
53 Stat. 17.
Sa. Su17 pp
26 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §25 (a) (1)
(1)or (2).

26 . . C., Supp.
20, ,
v,
23
V, i 25 (a) or (2).

Effect on
on capital
Effect
capital acaccount of personal service
ice corporation.

Basis otok
of stock in
handsofshareholders.
hands of shareholders.

Period of limitation
iant
as
on o assessment
and

collection.
,lection.a

Supplement.
Supplement.
"(b)
IwoLump iN
IN GROSS
GROSS INCOME.—Each
who,
shareholder who,
INCOME.-Each shareholder
INCLuDED
AMoUNT INCLU
(b) Itistourrr
on the
the last
last day
day of the
the taxable
taxable year
year of the
the corporation,
corporation, was aashareinclude in his gross income, as a
a
holder in such corporation shall include
dividend, for
the taxable
taxable year in which or
or with which
which the taxable
dividend,
for the
received as a
a
year of the corporation
corporation ends, the amount he would have received
dividend if on such last day there had been distributed by the corporeceived by the shareholders,
shareholders an amount equal to the undisration, and received
S net income of the corporation
corporation for its taxable
tributed Supplement
Supplement S
year.
year.
"
(c) CREDIT
CREDIT FOR
FOR OBLIGATIONS
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES AND
ITS INSTRUINSTRUAND ITS
UNITED STATES
OBLIGATIONS OF
"(c)
MENTALrTIE.-Each
a credit against
MENTALITIES.—Each such shareholder
shareholder shall be allowed a
against
income, for the purposes
by section
section 11,
13, 14,
14,
net income,
purposes of
of the
the tax
tax imposed
imposed by
11, 13,
201, 204,
204, 207,
207, or
or 362,
proportionate share
specified
share of the interest specified
his proportionate
362, of his
201,
in section
section 25
25 (a)
(1) or
or (2)
(2) which
which is
is included
in the
the gross
gross income
income
included in
(a) (1)
in
of the
of
the corporation.
corporation.
"(d) El'FECT
EFFECT ON
ON CAPITAL
CAPITAL ACCOUNT
PERSONAL SERVICE
SERVICE CORPORA"(d)
ACCOUNT OF
OF PERSONAL
CORPORATION.—An
Supplement S
TION.-An amount equal to the undistributed Supplement
S net
net
corporation for its taxable year shall be
income of the personal service corporation
considered
taxable year as paid-in
paid-in
considered as paid in as of the close of such taxable
surplus
accumulated earnings
surplus or as
as aacontribution
contribution to
to capital, and the
the accumulated
earnings
taxable year shall be
correspondand profits as of the close of such taxable
be correspondingly
is required
ingly reduced,
reduced, if such
such amount or
or any portion thereof
thereof is
required to
to be
be
included
as a
in the
the gross
gross income
of the
shareholders.
included as
a dividend
dividend in
income of
the shareholders.
"(e) BASIS
OF S
HANDS OF
OF SHAREHOLDERS.—The
amount
BASIS OF
S TOCK IN
IN HA
H
SHAREHOLDERS.-The amount
"(e)
required to be included
included in the gross income of the shareholder
shareholder under
under
subsection (b) shall, for the purpose of adjusting
adjusting the basis of his
subsection
stock with respect to which the distribution would have been made
reinvested by
(if it had been made)
made),. be treated as having been reinvested
by the
the
shareholder as a
corporation; but
shareholder
a contribution
contribution to
to the capital of
of the
the corporation;
only to the extent to which such amount is included in his gross
gross income
in his return, increased or decreased
decreased by any adjustment
adjustment of such
such
amount in the last determination
shareholder's tax liability,
determination of the shareholder's
made before the expiration of seven years after the date
date prescribed
prescribed
by law for filing the return.
"S
o
ll PzRiOD
PERIOD OF
OF LIMITATION
LimtTATION ON
ON ASSESssMNT
ASSESSMENT AND
AND COLLECTION.-For
COLLECTION.—F or
".(f}
perso of
of limitation
pen
limitation on assessment
assessment and collection
collection without assessment,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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76TH
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757-OCT. 8,

53
Stat. 87.
7.
in
the case
of failure
include in
in gross
properly
53stat.
income the amount properly
gross income
to include
failure to
in the
case of
26 U. S. C.,
(d).
v,
includible
therein under
under subsection
subsection (b),
see section 275 (d).
(b), see
includible therein
V, i§25
275 (d).

Supp.

Infra.
Infra.

AND FOREIGN CORALIEN INDIVIDUALS
"SEC. 395. NONRESIDENT
INDIVIDUALS AND
NONRESIDENT ALIEN
PORATIONS.
PORATIONS.
"In
case of
of a
a shareholder
shareholder taxable
taxable under
section 211
211 (a)
(a) or
or
under section
"In the
the case
231 (a), his distributive share of the undistributed Supplement S
net income of the corporation required to be included in the gross
income shall
shall be
be considered
received by
by him
him from
sources
from sources
a dividend
dividend received
as a
considered as
income
within
States.
within the United States.

231
netincome
(a), hisofdistributive
the corporation
share required
of the undistributed
to be included
Supplement
in the gross
S

53 Stat.
Stat. 75
75, 78.
78.
53
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26
Supp.
V, §§
211 (a),231
(a),231 (a).
(a).
V,
§ 211

SHAREHOLDER'S TAX
BY CORPORATION.
TAX PAID BY
"SEC. 396. SHAREHOLDER'S

"If
service corporation
exempt for any taxable year
year
corporation is exempt
"If aa personal service
Ante, p.
987.
p. 987.
under section
section 725
725 from
from excess
profits tax,
shall, at
at the
the time
time of filing Ante,
tax, it
it shall
excess profits
under
its
return, pay
to the
the collector
amount equal
the amount that
equal to the
an amount
collector an
pay to
its return,
53 Stat.
Stat. 61
62.
53
61, 62.
would
required by
by section 143 (b) or section
section 144 to be deducted
deducted
be required
would be
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
26
Supp.
V,
§§143
(b),144.
and
withheld
by
the
corporation
if
any
amount
required
by
this
required
amount
if
any
143p (b), 144.
V,
and withheld by the corporation
Ante,
p. 519.
519.
Ante, p.
Supplement to
to be
be included
included in
in the
the gross
g_ross income
income of
shareholder
of the shareholder
Supplement
had
the last
last day
day of
taxable year
corporation, paid
paid
year of the corporation,
the taxable
of the
on the
had been,
been, on
to
cash as
dividend. Such
colSuch amount shall be colas aadividend.
in cash
the shareholder
shareholder in
to the
lected and
paid in
same manner
manner as the amount of tax due in
in the
the same
and paid
lected
excess
that shown
the taxpayer
upon aa return
return in
case of
in the case
taxpayer upon
by the
shown by
of that
excess of
mathematical error
error appearing
appearing on
on the
the return."
face of the
the face
aamathematical
SEC.
STATUTE OF
CONSTRUCTIVE
CASE OF CONSTRUCTIVE
OF LIMITATIONS
LIMITATIONS IN CASE
503. STATUTE
SEC. 503.
DIVIDENDS.
DIVIDENDS.

Section 275
275 (d)
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
to statute
(relating to
Code (relating
of the
(d) of
Section
of limitations)
limitations) is
is amended
follows:
as follows:
to read as
amended to
of
"(d) CONSTRUCTIVE
CONSTRUCTIVE DIVIDENDS.-If
Drvmpus.—If the
the taxpayer
taxpayer omits
omits from
from gross
"(d)
income
amount properly
thereinincludible therein—
properly mcludible
an amount
income an

53 Stat.
87.
53
Stat. 87.
26 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
(d).
V, §275
275 (d).
Constructive
diviConstructive dividends.
dends.

"(1) FOREIGN
compANTEs.—Under section
section
PERSONAL-HOLDING COMPANIES.-Under
FOREIGN PERSONAL-HOLDING
"(1)

Foreign personalForeign
holding companies.
bolding
companies.
53 Stat. 96.
53
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
26
U. S.
V,
337 (b).
V, §337(b).
53 Stat.
Stat. 92.
92.
53

section 394
"(2) PERSONAL
CORPORATIONS.—Under section
394 (b)
(b)
SERVICE CORPORATIONS.-Under
PERSONAL SERVICE
"'(2)
(relating
to the
the inclusion
inclusion in
the gross
gross income
shareholders
of shareholders
income of
in the
(relating to
of their
distributive shares
of undistributed
S net
net
Supplement S
undistributed Supplement
shares of
their distributive
of
income of
of aapersonal
personal service
service corporation);
corporation) ;
income
the tax
tax may
may be
be assessed,
in court
court for
for the
the collection
collection
a proceeding
proceeding in
or a
assessed, or
the
of
such
tax
may
be
begun
without
assessment,
at
any
time
within
within
time
at
any
assessment,
without
begun
be
may
tax
such
of
seven years
years after
the return
was filed."
filed."
return was
after the
seven

Personal
service corcorPersonal service
porations.
porations.
Ante. p.
p. 1006.
1006.
Ante,

337 (b)
(relating to
to the
inclusion in the gross
gross income
income of United
the inclusion
(b) (relating
337
States
shareholders of
of their
distributive shares of the undistheir distributive
States shareholders
personal-holding
tributed Supplement
Supplement P
income of
foreign personal-holding
of aa foreign
P net
net income
tributed
company) ;or
or
company);

SEC. 504.
504. CREDIT
ALIEN OF TAX
TAX AS SHARESHARENONRESIDENT ALIEN
CREDIT OF NONRESIDENT
SEC.
HOLDER
PERSONAL SERVICE CORPORATION.
CORPORATION.
IN PERSONAL
HOLDER IN
Section 216
216 of
of the
Revenue Code
(relating to
to credit
credit
Code (relating
Internal Revenue
the Internal
Section
against tax
of a
nonresident alien
is amended
amended by
adding
by adding
individual) is
alien individual)
a nonresident
tax of
against
at the
the end
end thereof
thereof a
new sentence
"A nonresident
nonresident
to read
read as follows: "A
sentence to
a new
at
alien individual
individual shall
be allowed
allowed as
as aa credit
credit against
against his
his tax
tax the
the
shall be
alien
amount required
required by
396 to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
service
personal service
the personal
section 396
by section
amount
corporation of
he is
is aa shareholder
shareholder with
with respect
to his
his tax
tax
respect to
of which
which he
corporation
liability under
under Supplement
Supplement S.".
S.".
liability

53
Stat. 77.
77.
53 Stat.
26 U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
26
U. S.
V, §216.
216.
V,

Supra.
Supra.
Ante, p.
p. 1005.
1005.
Ante,

SEC.
CREDIT OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN CORPORATION
CORPORATION OF
TAX AS SHARESHAREOF TAX
505. CREDIT
SEC. 505.
HOLDER IN
IN PERSONAL
SERVICE CORPORATION.
PERSONAL SERVICE
HOLDER

Section
the Internal
Code (relating
(relating to
credits
to credits
Revenue Code
Internal Revenue
of the
234 of
Section 234
against tax
corporations) is
is amended
by ading
adding at
at the
the
amended by
foreign corporations)
of foreign
tax of
against
end
thereof aa new
new sentence
sentence to
read as
as follows:
follows: "A
"A foreign
corporaforeign corporato read
end thereof

53 Stat.
Stat. 79.
79.
53
26 U.
U. S.
S. C., Snpp.
Supp.
V. 1234.
V,
§ 234.

1008
Ante, p.1007.
Antc,p.007.
Ante,
p. 1005.
1005.
Ante, p.
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tion
shall be
allowed as
as aacredit
against its
its tax
tax the
tion shall
be allowed
credit against
the amount
amount required
required
by section 396 to be paid by the personal service corporation
corporation of
of
which
is a
a shareholder
with respect
respect to
to its
tax liability
under
which it
it is
shareholder with
its tax
liability under

Supplement
Supplement S.".

SEC.
CHANGE OF NAME
NAME OF
EXISTING EXCESS-PROFITS
EXCESS PROFITS TAX.
SEC. 506.
506. CHANGE
OF EXISTING
TAX.
111.
53 Stat. 111.
C., SIMI).
26 U. S. C.,
Supp.
V,§§600-604.
V, §§600-604.

53 Stat. 12.
C., Supp.
Supp.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
V, g
23 (c) (1).
(I).
V,
§23(c)

53Stat.111.
53 Stat. 111.
26 U. 8.
S. C., Supp.
V,§§600-603.
V, S 600-603.

(a) Subchapter
Subchapter B
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
(a)
B of
of Chapter
Chapter 22 of
Code is
is
amended, effective
February 10,
by striking
in the
the headamended,
effective February
10, 1939,
1939, by
striking out,
out, in
heading
such subchapter,
subchapter, "EXCESS-PROFITS
"EXCESS-PROFITS TAX"
and inserting of
of such
TAX" and
inserting
VALUE EXCESS-PROFITS
EXCESS-PROFITS
ing in
in lieu thereof
thereof "DECLARED
"DECLARED VALUE
TAX", and
and by
by striking
the first
paragraph of
of section
section 600
600 of
TAX",
striking out,
out, in
in the
first paragraph
of
such subchapter,
subchapter, "excess-profits
tax" and
an,li inserting
inserting in
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof
such
"excess-profits tax"
"declared value
"declared
value excess-profits
excess-profits tax".
(b) Section
(1) of
of the
Internal Revenue
(relating to
to
(b)
Section 23
23 (c)
(c) (1)
the Internal
Revenue Code
Code (relating
taxes
not deductible
deductible in
computing net
net income)
amended, effective
effective
taxes not
in computing
income) is
is amended,
February 10, 1939,
follows:
February
1939, to
to read as
as follows:
"(1)
war-profits, and excess-profits
(other
"(1) Federal
Federal income,
income, war-profits,
excess-profits taxes
taxes (other
excess-profits tax imposed
Revenue
than the
the excess-profits
imposed by
by section 106
106 of
of the
the Revenue
Act of
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1019),
1019), or
or by
by section
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
Act
of 1935
1935 (49
section 602
602 of
Act of
of
1938
(52 Stat. 567),
567), and
1938 (52
and other
other than
than the
the declared value excess-profits
excess-profits
;".
tax imposed by
by section
section 600)
600) ;".
SEC. 507. PUBLICITY OF RETURNS
RETURNS
PROFITS TAX.

53Stat.28.
53
Stat. 29.
26 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stipp.
26
V, §
55 (a) (2).
§55
(2).

OF

SUBCHAPTER
SUBCHAPTER

E
EXCESS
E EXCESS

(a) (2)
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Section 55
55 (a)
(2) of the Internal
Code is
is amended
amended by
by
striking out "Subchapters
inserting
"Subchapters A, B,
B, and
and D
D of
of Chapter 2"
2" and
and inserting
in lieu thereof "Subchapters
E of Chapter
"Subchapters A, B,
B, D, and
and E
Chapter 2".
SEC. 508. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS.
AMENDMENTS.

Limitation
Limitation on assessment and collection.
53 Stat. 400.
U. S. C., Supp.
26 U.
V, §
g3312.

Abatement, credit,
credit,
Abatement,
and refund of taxes.
and
53 Stat. 464.
53
26 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V, §g3770 (a) (1).

(a)
(a) L
LIMrrATION
IMITATION NON
AND COLLECTION.-Section
Courcnon—Section 3312
O ASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT AND
3312 of
of
(relating to period
on assessthe Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
Code (relating
period of limitation
limitation on
assessment and collection of taxes) is amended by striking out "Except
"Except in
in
the case of income,
income, estate, and gift taxes" and inserting in
in lieu
lieu
thereof "Except
"Except in the case of income, war-profits, excess-profits,
excess-profits,
estate, and gift taxes".
(b) A
ABATEMENT,
REFUND
BATEMENT, CREDIT,
CREDIT, AND
AND R
EFUND OF
OF TAXEs.-Section
TAXES.—Section 3770
3770 (a)
(a)
(1) of the
Internal Revenue
authority to
abate,
the Internal
Revenue Code
Code (relating
(relating to
to authority
to abate,
credit, or refund tax) is amended by striking out "Except
"Except as otherothergift taxes"
wise provided by law in the
the case
case of income,
income, estate, and
and gift
taxes"
as otherwise
otherwise provided
la w
and inserting
inserting in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "Except
"Except as
provided by
by law
income, war-profits,
war-profits, excess-profits, estate,
taxes".
in the case of income,
estate, and gift
gift taxes".

TITLE VI-NATIONAL
LIFE INSURTITLE
VI— NATIONAL SERVICE
SERVICE LIFE
INSURANCE
AND PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS AFFECTING
ANCE AND
AFFECTING THE
RAILROAD
RAILROAD RETIREMENT BOARD
BOARD
National Service
National
Life Insurance
Insurance Act of
1040.
1940.

"Person" defined.
"Person"

Ante, p. 885.

"Administrator."
"Administrator."

Part
I—National Service
Service Life
Life Insurance
Part I-National

S
EC. 601. When used in this partpart—
SEC.
(a) The term "person"
(a)
"person" means (1)
commissioned officer;
officer; (2)
(2) a
a
(1) aa commissioned
warrant
warrant officer; (3) enlisted personnel
personnel (including
(including persons selected
selected
for training
training and service under the Selective Training and Service
Act of 1940);
1940) ; (4)
(4) aa member of the Army Nurse Corps (female);
(female) ;
and (5)
(5) a
amember of the Navy Nurse Corps (female);
(female) ;
"Administrator" means the Administrator
(b) The term "Administrator"
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs;
Affairs;

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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1940
76THI CONG

(c)
"active service"
service" means active service in the land or
(c) The term "active
(including the Coast Guard)
naval
forces (including
Guard) of the United States and
naval forces
service in the land or naval forces of the United States under the
Selective
and Service Act of 1940, but the service of any
Training and
Selective Training
a period of thirty
person ordered
ordered to
to active duty in any such force for a
person
active service in such force
or less, shall not be deemed to be active
days or
during
during such
such period;
period;
(d)
means National
National Service
Insurance;
Service Life Insurance;
"insurance" means
term "insurance"
(d) The
The term
(e)
"child" includes an adopted child.
term "child"
(e) The term
SEc.
(a) Every
person who is commissioned and hereafter
hereafter
Every person
602. (a)
SEC. 602.
ordered
examined, accepted,
accepted, and enrolled in,
hereafter examined,
or who
who is hereafter
into, or
ordered into,
the
and while
in such active service shall, upon appliwhile in
service and
active service
the active
cation
within one hundred
hundred and twenty days after
after
in writing
writing (made within
cation in
entrance
into such
such active
active service)
payment of premiums
premiums as herehereservice) and payment
entrance into
inafter provided
granted
provided and without further medical examination, be granted
inafter
United
insurance on
on the
the five-year
five-year level
level premium term plan by the United
insurance
insurance
States against
the death
of such
occurring while such insurance
person occurring
such person
death of
against the
States
is
in force.
is in
(b)
Any person
person who
released from active service within one
is released
who is
(b) Any
hundred and
and twenty
such
after such enrollment shall be granted such
days after
twenty days
hundred
insurance upon
(made within one
therefor in writing (made
application therefor
upon application
insurance
hundred and
enrollment or entrance
twenty days after aa subsequent enrollment
and twenty
hundred
into active
service and
before discharge
discharge or
therefrom),
or resignation therefrom),
and before
active service
into
and upon
upon payment
premiums and evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to the
of premiums
payment of
and
Administrator showing
showing such
such person
to be
good health at the time
in good
be in
person to
Administrator
of such
such application.
application.
of
(c) Any
upon reenlistment
reentrance into or reemployreenlistment or reentrance
person upon
Any person
(c)
ment in
in active
before discharge
discharge or resignation
therefrom
resignation therefrom
and before
service and
active service
ment
a comand any
person in
in the active service upon discharge to accept a
any person
and
mission and
resignation therefrom,
granted such
therefrom, shall be granted
before resignation
and before
mission
insurance upon
upon application
application therefor
(made within one
therefor in writing (made
insurance
hundred
and twenty
twenty days
days following
following such reenlistment, reentrance,
hundred and
reemployment, or
or discharge
accept a
acommission),
commission), and upon paydischarge to accept
reemployment,
ment of
and evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to
Administrator
the Administrator
to the
premiums and
of premiums
ment
such
showing such
such person
to be
in good health
health at the time of such
be in
person to
showing
application.
(d) Any
who has
examined, accepted,
accepted,
or examined,
commissioned, or
been commissioned,
has been
person who
Any person
(d)
and
active service
and is
such active service on the
is in such
service and
the active
in the
enrolled, in
and enrolled,
date
of enactment
enactment of
Act shall
shall be
granted such
such insurance
insurance upon
be granted
this Act
of this
date of
application
in writing
(made within one hundred and twenty
writing (made
therefor in
application therefor
days
the date
of enactment
Act and
and before
before discharge
discharge or
this Act
of this
enactment of
(late of
after the
days after
resignation
from such
such active
active service),
service), and
and upon
payment of premiumns
premiums
upon payment
resignation from
and
satisfactory to
Administrator showing such person
person
the Administrator
to the
evidence satisfactory
and evidence
to be
in good
good health
the time
of such
such application.
application.
time of
at the
health at
be in
to
(e) The
The premium
premium rates
such insurance
shall be
be the
the net
net rates
rates
insurance shall
for such
rates for
(e)
based upon
upon the
the American
American Experience
Experience Table
of Mortality
Mortality and
interest
and interest
Table of
based
at
centum per
per annum.
cash, loan,
paid up,
up, and
loan, paid
All cash,
annum. All
per centum
3 per
of 3
rate of
the rate
at the
extended
values, and
all other
other calculations
such
calculations in connection with such
and all
extended values,
insurance,
shall be
be based
based upon
upon said
said American
of
Table of
Experience Table
American Experience
insurance, shall
Mortality
interest at
at the
rate of
of 3
per centum
centum per
annum.
per annum.
3 per
the rate
and interest
Mortality and
(f)
insurance shall
upon the
five year
premium
level premium
year level
the five
issued upon
be issued
shall be
Such insurance
(f) Such
any
term
conversion as of the date when
when an
y
privilege of conversion
with the privilege
plan, with
term plan
premium becomes
becomes or
become due,
due, or
or exchange
the date
of
date of
of the
as of
exchange as
has become
or has
premium
the original
upon payment
payment of
of the
the difference
in reserve,
any
at any
reserve, at
difference in
policy upon
original policy,
the
time after
after such
such policy
has been
been in
in effect
year and
the
within the
and within
one year
for one
effect for
policy has
time
five year
to policies
of insurance
the fobo
following
upon the
insurance upon
policies of
period, to
term period,
year term
five
plans: Ordinary
Ordinary life,
twenty payment
life, thirty
thirty payment
payment life.
life. All
payment life,
life, twenty
plans:
five year
year level
premium term
and terminate
the
at the
terminate at
cease and
shall cease
policies shall
term policies
level premium
five
expiration of
of the
five year
year term
term period.
period. Provisions
Provisions for
for cash,
loan,
cash, loan,
the five
expiration
193470 °--41-- PT.1I ----64
64
193470°-41-PT.

1009
1009
"Active
service."
"Active service."

Ante, p. 886.
885.

"Insurance."
"Insurance."
"Child."
"Child."
for
Persons eligible
eligible for
Persons
such insurance.

Persons released
released
from active
active service.

Reenlistment,
Reenlistment, etc.

Persons in active
active
dute of enservice
service on date
actment ofthis
of this Act.

Premium rates.

Issuance upon term
Issuance
plan; conversion.
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Beneficiary.
Beneficiary.

Payments.
Payments.

Determination
Determination
of
beneficiary if none
designated, etc.

Restriction on installment
stallment payments.
payments.

Monthly payments
Monthly
less than S5.
$5.
less

Payments
Payments to designated
nated persons.
persons.
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paid
up, and
and extended
extended values,
dividends from
gains and
from gains
and savings,
savings,
values, dividends
paid up,
refund of
of unearned
unearned premiums,
premiums, and
and such
such other
other provisions
as may
may be
be
provisions as
refund
found to be reasonable
reasonable and practicable,
provided for i
n the
in
practicable, may be provided
policy
of insurance
insurance or
time to
regulations promulgated
promulgated
or from
from time
to time by regulations
policy of
by the
the Administrator.
Administrator.
by
(g)
The insurance
shall be
be payable
only to
to a:widow,
widower, child
child
a widow, widower,
payable only
insurance shall
(g) The
(including a
stepchild or
or an
an illegitimate
child if
.
if designated
designated as benefiillegitimate child
a stepchild
(including
ciary
insured), parent (including
person in loco
loco. parent's
if
parentis if
(including person
by the
the insured),
ciary by
designated as beneficiary
beneficiary by
sister of
of the
the
by the insured),
insured), brother
brother or sister
designated
insured.
The insured
the right
right to
to designate
the beneficiary
beneficiary
designate the
insured shall
shall have
have the
insured. The
or beneficiaries
beneficiaries of
insurance, but
only within
the classes
classes herein
herein
within the
the insurance,
but only
or
of the
provided,
regulations, at
right
the right
at all
all times
times have the
to regulations,
and shall,
shall, subject
subject to
provided, and
to
change the
the beneficiary
or beneficiaries
of such
such insurance
insurance without
without
beneficiaries of
to change
beneficiary or
the
beneficiary or
or beneficiaries
beneficiaries but only within the
the consent
consent of
of such beneficiary
classes herein provided.
(h)
Such insurance
following manner:
manner:
be payable in
in the following
insurance shall
shall be
(h) Such
(1)
payment is first made is under
under
(1) If
If the beneficiary
beneficiary to
to whom
whom payment
thirtY
years of
at the
the time
time of
of maturity,
maturity, in
in two
two hundred and
thirty years
of age
age at
forty equal monthly installments.
(2)
If the
beneficiary to
to whom
whom payment
payment is
is first
first made
made is
is thirty
thirty
(2) If
the beneficiary
or more years of age at the time of maturity, in equal monthly
installments for
for one
one hundred
hundred and
and twenty
twenty months certain, with
installments
such payments
lifetime of such
such
payments continuing during the remaining lifetime
beneficiary.
beneficiary.
(3)
remaining unpaid
(3) Any installments certain of insurance remaining
beneficiary shall be paid in equal monthly
at the death of any beneficiary
installments
installments in an amount equal to the monthly installments
installments paid
being
to the first beneficiary,
beneficiary, to the person or persons then in being
hereinafter specified and in the order named,
within the classes hereinafter
designated by the insured in a
order—
a different orderunless designated
(A) to the widow or widower of the insured,
insured, if living;
(A)
(B) if no widow
(B)
widow or widower,
widower, to the child or children
children of
the insured, if living, in equal shares;
(C)
(C) if no widow, widower, or child, to the parent or
parents
parents of the i
nsured, if living, in equal shares;
shares;
insured,
parent, to the brothers
(D) if no widow, widower, child, or parent,
and sisters of the insured,
insured, if living, in equal shares.
(i) If
beneficiary is designated by the insured or if the desig(i)
If no beneficiary
beneficiary does not survive the insured, the beneficiary
nated beneficiary
beneficiary shall
shall
accordance with the order specified in subsection
subsection
be determined in accordance
(h)
insurance shall be payable in equal
equal
(h) (3)
(3) of this section and the insurance
accordance with
subsection (h)
(h) (1)
monthly installments in accordance
with subsection
(1) or
or (2),
(2),
beneficiary to payment of any
as the case may be. The right of any beneficiary
any
installments shall be conditioned upon his or her being alive to
receive such payments. No person shall have a
a vested right to any
any
installment or installments of any such insurance
insurance and any
any installinstallbeneficiary during such beneficiary's
ments not paid to aa beneficiary
beneficiary's lifetime
lifetime
shall be paid to the beneficiary
beneficiaries within the permitted
beneficiary or beneficiaries
permitted
class next entitled to priority, as provided in subsection (h).
(h).
(j) No installments of such insurance
insurance shall be paid to the heirs
representatives as such of the insured or of any beneficiary,
or legal representatives
beneficiary,
person within
l
ass survives
surv i
ves
and in
in the
the event
event that
that no
no person
within the
the permitted
permitted cclass
to receive the insurance or any part thereof no payment
payment of the
unpaid installments shall be made.
(k) When
When the amount of .an individual
individual monthly payment is less
than $5, such amount may, in the discretion
discretion of the Administrator,
be allowed
allowed to accumulate
accumulate without interest and be disbursed annually.
annually.
(1) Any payments
payments of insurance
(1)
insurance made to aa person represented
represented by
by
the insured to be within the permitted class of beneficiaries shall be
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deemed to have been properly made and to satisfy fully the obligation
of the United States under such insurance policy to the extent of
such payments.
(m)
prescribe the time
Administrator shall, by regulations, prescribe
(m) The Administrator
and method of payment of the premiums on such insurance, but
payments of premiums
premiums in advance shall not be required
required for periods
periods
of
more than one month each, and may at the election of the insured
of more
be deducted
deducted from.his active service pay or be otherwise made.
be
application by the insured and under such regulations
(n) Upon application
as
Administrator may promulgate, payment of premiums on
as the Administrator
such
waived during continuous
continuous total disability of
insurance may be waived
such.insurance
the
commenced subsequent
subsequent to the effective date of such
insured which commenced
the insured
insurance and which has existed for six consecutive months or more
prior
attainment by the insured of the age of sixty years,
prior .to the attainment
effective as
date of the monthly premium
premium becoming payof the
the due date
as of
effective
able on or after the first day of the seventh consecutive
consecutive month of
such disability:
disability; Provided,
Provided, That application
application for waiver is made while
such
msurance is currently kept in force by the payment of premiums,
the insurance
and
the insured furnishes
satisfactory to the Administrator
Administrator
furnishes proof satisfactory
and the
showing
has been continuously totally disabled for
and has
is and
he is
that he
showing that
six or more months prior to attaining sixty years of age.
Any
subsection shall not
waiver
granted by
Administrator under this subsection
the Administrator
by the
waiver granted
become
therefor; except
except
to the date of application therefor;
prior to
effective prior
become effective
that, in
in the
the discretion
discretion of the Administrator, it may be made effecthat,
tive at
at any
of not more than six months prior
period of
a period
within a
time within
any time
tive
to such
date but
but in
in no
no event prior to the first day of the seventh
such date
to
to
such continuous disability. Any premiums tendered to
month of such
cover
period during
which such waiver is effective
effective shall be refunded.
during which
cover aaperiod
reexaminations
The Administrator
Administrator shall
shall provide by regulations for reexaminations
The
of
beneficiaries under
under this
this subsection and, in the event that it is
of beneficiaries
found
totally disabled,
disabled, the waiver
waiver of
that an insured is no longer totally
found that
premiums
cease as
date of such finding and the policy of
of the date
as of
shall cease
premiums shall
insurance
may be
payment of premiums
premiums as provided
continued by payment
be continued
insurance may
in
Premium rates
shall be
without charge
be calculated without
rates shall
policy. Premium
said policy.
in said
for
cost of
provided and no
waiver of premiums herein provided
the waiver
of the
the cost
for the
deduction
otherwise payable
account
be made on account
payable shall be
benefits otherwise
from benefits
deduction from
thereof.
(o) The
shall promptly
promptly determine
and publish
publish the
determine and
Administrator shall
The Administrator
(o)
terms
and
conditions
of
such
the
promulgation
promulgation
Pending
insurance.
such
terms and conditions of
of the
and conditions
five year level premium term
the five
of the
conditions of
terms and
the terms
of
policy
the printing
of such
such policy
policy, the
Administrator may issue
the Administrator
printing of
and the
policy and
a
in lieu
thereof as
insurance has been granted
that insurance
as evidence that
lieu thereof
certificate in
a certificate
and
rights and
and liabilities
liabilities of
United States
the United
and of the
applicant and
of the
the applicant
the rights
and the
shall
be those
the terms
terms and
and conditions of the policy when
by the
specified by
those specified
shall be
published.
published.
(p)
effective, as specified in the applimade effective,
be made
may be
insurance may
Such insurance
(p) Such
cation, not
not later
later than
first day
the calendar
following
month following
calendar month
of the
day of
the first
than the
cation,
the date
but the
shall not
not be
States shall
United States
the United
therefor, but
application therefor,
of application
date of
the
liable thereunder
thereunder for
death occurring
to such effective
effective date.
prior to
occurring prior
for death
liable
(q) Such
Such insurance
any multiple of $500 and the
m any
issued in
be issued
shall be
insurance shall
(q)
amount
of such
insurance with
with respect
respect to
to any
shall be
person shall
one person
any one
such insurance
amount of
$10,000.
than
more
or more
$1,000
than No
less 603.
notSEC.
not
less
than
$1,000
person
or
may
than
carry
$10,000.
a combined amount .of National
SEc. 603. No person may carry a combined amount of National
Service Life
Insurance and United States Government
Government life insurance
Life Insurance
Service
in excess
any one time.
$10,000 at any
of $10,000
excess of
in
S
EC. 604.
604. There
hereby authorized
to be
be appropriated,
of any
any
out of
appropriated, out
authorized to
is hereby
There is
SEO.
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
such sums as may
Treasury not
in the
money
be necessary
to carry
carry out
the provisions
provisions of
this part,
part, to
to be
known as
as
be known
of this
out the
necessary to
be
the National
National Service
Service Life
appropriation, for
payment of
the payment
for the
Insurance appropriation,
Life Insurance
the

Payment
miums.

Waiver
miums.

of

of

prepr-

pre-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Conditions.

Reexaminations of
of
Reexaminations
beneficiaries.
beneficiaries.

Promulgation of
of
Promulgation
terms, etc

Effective
Effective date.

Multiple and
and
Multiple
amount.
amount.

Combined amount,
maximum.
maximum.
National Service
Life Insuranee
Insuranoe appropriation.
priation.
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Payments.
Payments.

National Service
National
Service
Life
Life Insurance Fund.

Payments.
Payments.

Reserve amounts.
Reserve

Cost of administration.

Funds
Funds available.
available.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 139.

mortality
Excess mortality
cost, etc.

Benefits where
Benefits
traceable to
death traceable
extra hazard of service.

Transfer of sums.

Transfer of amounts
amounts
Transfer
to cover waiver of
premiums.
premiums.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 1011.
1011.

Authority
ministrator.

of

AdAd-

Veterans'
AdminisVeterans' Administration employees.
employees.
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liabilities under
National Service
Life Insurance.
Payments from
from
Insurance. Payments
Service Life
under National
liabilities
this appropriation
be made
upon and
accordance with
with awards
awards
made upon
and in
in accordance
this
appropriation shall
shall be
by
the Administrator.
Administrator.
by the
S
EC. 605.
(a) There
There is
is hereby
created in
in the
Treasury a
permanent
a permanent
the Treasury
hereby created
SEC.
605. (a)
trust
fund to
be known
known as
as the
Service Life
Fund.
Insurance Fund.
Life Insurance
the National
National Service
trust fund
to be
All
premiums paid
Service Life
Insurance
Life Insurance
of National
National Service
paid on
on account
account of
All premiums
shall
and covered
covered into
the Treasury
Treasury to
credit of
to the
the credit
of such
such
into the
be deposited
deposited and
shall be
fund, which,
together with
with interest
be available
available
earned thereon,
thereon, shall
shall be
interest earned
fund,
which, together
for the
the payment
including payment
payment
under such insurance, including
payment of liabilities
liabilities under
for
of dividends
dividends and
refunds of
unearned premiums. Payments from
of unearned
and refunds
of
this fund
fund shall
upon and
accordance with
awards by
by the
the
with awards
and in
in accordance
shall be
be made
made upon
this
Administrator.
(b) The
to set
set aside
aside out
out of
of such
such fund
fund
is authorized
authorized to
(b)
The Administrator
Administrator is
such reserve
amounts as
accepted actuarial
actuarial
as may
may be
be required
required under accepted
such
reserve amounts
principles
meet all liabilities under such insurance; and the Secreprinciples, to
to meet
tary
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized to
to invest
invest and
reinvest such
and reinvest
such
tary of
of the
is hereby
hereby authorized
fund,
or any
any part
thereof, in
obligations of the United
in interest-bearing
interest-bearing obligations
part thereof,
fund, or
obligations guaranteed
interest by
as to principal
principal and interest
guaranteed as
in obligations
States or
or in
the
purposes of
of
obligations for the purposes
the United
United States, and to sell such obligations
such fund.
SE°. 606.
States shall
cost of
administration in
the cost
of administration
shall bear
bear the
United States
SEC.
606. The
The United
connection
medical examinaincluding expenses
expenses for medical
with this part,
part, including
connection with
tions,
and binding,
binding, and
for such
expenditures as
as are
are
other expenditures
and for
such other
printing and
tions, printing
necessary
discretion of
Administrator. The
appropriations
The appropriations
of the
the Administrator.
necessary in
in the
the discretion
made for
Administration for
fiscal year
for
year 1911
1941 for
for the
the fiscal
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
made
for the
administrative
expenses shall
be available
such
available for
for the payment of such
shall be
administrative expenses
costs
administration under this part.
costs of
of administration
S
EC. 607.
(a) The
mortality cost
607. (a)
The United States shall bear the excess mortality
SEC.
and
premiums on account
account of
of total disability
disability
the cost of waiver of premiums
and the
traceable to
military or
or naval service, as such
to the extra
extra hazard
hazard of military
traceable
determined by the Administrator.
Administrator.
hazard may
may be
be determined
(b)
become payable
payable
insurance become
benefits under
under such
such insurance
(b) Whenever
Whenever benefits
insured as
of disease or
or injury
injury
death of the
the insured
as the
the result of
because of
of the death
such
traceable
traceable to the extra hazard of military or naval service, as such
hazard may be determined by the Administrator, the liability for
borne by the United States in an
payment of
of such benefits
benefits shall be borne
amount
amount which,
which, when
when added to the reserve of
of the policy at
at the time
time of
under
death of the insured, will equal the then value of such benefits under
authorized and directed to transsuch policy. The Administrator
Administrator is authorized
Insurance approfer from time to time from the National Service Life Insurance
priation to the National Service Life Insurance
Insurance Fund such sums as
may be necessary
necessary to carry
carry out the provisions of this section.
section.
(c) Whenever the
insurance are waived
(c)
the premiums
premiums under such insurance
waived as
provided in section
section 602 (n)
(n) because
because of the
the total
total disability of
of the
the
insured as the result of disease
hazard
disease or injury
injury traceable
traceable to the
the extra hazard
of military or naval service, as such hazard may be determined by the
Administrator, the premiums
premiums so
so waived shall
shall be paid by
by the United
United
authorized and directed
transfer
States and
and the
the Administrator
Administrator is authorized
directed to
to transfer
from time to time an amount equal to the amount of such premiums
from the National
appropriation to the
National Service Life Insurance appropriation
National Service
National
Service Life Insurance
Insurance Fund.
Fund.
SEC.
S
EC. 608. The Administrator, subject to the general direction of the
President, shall administer,
administer, execute
execute and enforce
enforce the provisions
provisions of this
part, shall have power to
re
gu l
ati ons ,
no
to make such rules
rules and
and regulations,
nottinconinconsistent with the provisions
provisions of this part, as are necessary
necessary or appropriate
to carry out its purposes, and shall decide
decide all questions arising hereAdministration
under. All officers and employees
employees of the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
shall perform such duties in connection
connection with the administration
administration of this
part
part as may be assigned to them by the Administrator.
official
Administrator. All official
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acts performed
employees designated therefor by
such officers or employees
by such
performed by
acts
though
the Administrator
Administrator shall have the same force and effect as though
the
performed by
by the Administrator
Except in the event of
Administrator in person. Except
performed
decisions rendered by the
suit as
section 617
617 hereof, all decisions
in section
provided in
as .provided
suit
regulations issued
Administrator under
under the
provisions of this
part, or regulations
this part,
the provisions
Administrator
pursuant thereto,
thereto, shall
shall be
conclusive on all questions of law
and conclusive
be final and
pursuant
and fact,.
official or court of the United States shall have
no other official
fact, and no
and
jurisdiction to review by
otherwise any such decision.
by motion or otherwise
jurisdiction
SEc. 609.
There shall
no recovery of payments made under
shall be no
(a) There
609. (a)
SEC.
this part
from any
person who,
judgment of the Administrator,
who, in the judgment
any person
part from
this
is
fault on
on his part
judgment of the said
where, in the judgment
part and where,
is without
without fault
Administrator,
defeat the purpose
purpose of benefits
benefits
such recovery would defeat
Administrator, such
otherwise authorized
would be against equity and good
g.ood
herein or would
authorized herein
otherwise
conscience. No
disbursing officer
officer or certifying
certifying officer shall be held
held
No disbursing
conscience.
such
recovery of such
liable
amount paid to any person where the recovery
any amount
for any
liable for
amount is waived under this section.
a
(b)
Where, under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section,
section, the recovery
recovery of a
(b) Where,
Insurance Fund is
payment made
National Service Life Insurance
made from the National
payment
waived, the
the National
Service Life Insurance
Insurance Fund shall be reimbursed
reimbursed
National Service
waived,
for the
the amount
of such
payment from
from the
the current
appropriation for
current appropriation
such payment
amount of
for
National
Service Life Insurance.
National Service
SEC. 610.
610. No
presumption of death shall be
State law providing for presumption
No State
SEC.
applicable
claims for
Life Insurance.
If evidence
Insurance. If
Service Life
National Service
for National
to claims
applicable to
satisfactory
Administrator is
produced establishing
establishing the fact of
is produced
the Administrator
to the
satisfactory to
the
continued and
and unexplained
unexplained absence
absence of any individual
individual from his
the continued
home
family for
period of
of seven
seven years,
period
years, during which period
a period
for a
and family
home and
no
of his
his existence
existence has
received, the
death of such indithe death
been received,
has been
evidence of
no evidence
vidual
as of
of the
date of
of the
the expiration
of such
may, for the
the
period may,
such period
expiration of
the date
vidual as
purposes
of this
this part,
part, be
considered as
as sufficiently
sufficiently proved.
be considered
purposes of
SEC. 611.
No United
States Government
life insurance
insurance shall be
Government life
United States
611. No
SEC.
granted hereafter
hereafter to
any person
under the provisions
provisions of section 300
person under
to any
granted
of the
Veterans' Act,
Act, 1924,
1924, as
as amended:
amended: Provided
Provided, That
That
War Veterans'
World War
the World
of
this
not be
to prohibit the issue of United
construed to
be construed
shall not
section shall
this section
acceptable
States Government
Government life
insurance policies
cases in which acceptable
in cases
policies in
life insurance
States
applications accompanied
proper and
remittances or
or authorauthorvalid remittances
and valid
by proper
accompanied by
applications
izations
the payment
of premiums
premiums have,
prior to
the date of
to the
have, prior
payment of
for the
izations for
enactment of
Act, been
by the
the Veterans'
Administration
Veterans' Administration
received by
been received
this Act,
of this
enactment
to said
date, been
been placed
in the
the mails
mails properly
properly
placed in
said date,
or which have,
saidprior to
directed to
said Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
or been
delivered to
an
to an
been delivered
Administration, or
to said
directed
authorized representative
representative of
War Department,
Navy DepartDepartthe Navy
Department, the
the War
of the
authorized
ment, or
Guard, and
which are
to the
Veterans'
the Veterans'
forwarded to
are forwarded
and which
Coast Guard,
the Coast
or the
ment,
Administration
not later
later than
one hundred
twenty days subseand twenty
hundred and
than one
Administration not
quent
said date.
date.
to said
quent to
SEc. 612.
Any person
person guilty
of mutiny,
mutiny, treason,
desertreason, spying, or deserguilty of
612. Any
SEC.
tion,
because of
of conscientious
conscientious objections,
perform
objections, refuses to perform
who, because
or who,
tion, or
service
in the
the land
land or
forces of
of the
the United
refuses
or refuses
States or
United States
naval forces
or naval
service in
to
uniform of
forfeit all
to insurrights to
all rights
shall forfeit
force, shall
such force,
of such
the uniform
wear the
to wear
ance
part. No
shall be
payable for death
be payable
insurance shall
No insurance
this part.
under this
ance under
inflicted
as a
a lawful
or for
for military
or naval
naval
military or
crime or
for crime
punishment for
lawful punishment
inflicted as
offense, except
by an
an enemy
of the
the United
United States;
but
States; but
enemy of
inflicted by
when inflicted
except when
offense,
the cash
if any,
any, of
of such
such insurance
on i
the
date of
the date
insurance on
value, if
surrender value,
cash surrender
the
such death
shall be
be paid
the designated
beneficiary; iffliving
living, or
designated beneficiary;
to the
paid to
death shall
such
otherwise to
the beneficiary
beneficiary or beneficiaries
beneficiaries within the permitted
permitted class
to the
otherwise
in accordance
order specified
in section
section 602 (h)
(3).
(h) (3).
specified in
the order
with the
accordance with
in
SEC. 613.
Whoever in
claim for
under the
the
issued under
insurance issued
for insurance
any claim
in any
613. Whoever
SEC.
provisions
of
this
part
makes
any
sworn
statement
of
a
material
fact
fact
a
material
of
statement
sworn
any
makes
part
this
of
provisions
knowing
be false,
false, shall
shall be
be guilty
guilty of
and shall,
shall, upon
upon
perjury and
of perjury
to be
it to
knowing it
conviction
thereof,
be
punished
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than
$5,000,
or
$5,000,
than
more
not
of
fine
a
by
be
punished
thereof,
conviction
by imprisonment
two years, or by both such fine
than two
more than
not more
for not
imprisonment for
by
and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
and
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payRecovery of payRecovery
ments.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement
recovery
where recovery
waived.

Inapplicability
of
Inapplicability of
providing
State law providing
of
for presumption of
death.
death.

Government
U. S. Government
life insurance.
43 Stat. 624.
624.
38 U. S. C.§511.
§511.
38U.S.C.
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Applications rereApplications
ceived prior to enact.
enactceived
ment.
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38 U. S. C., Supp.
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V, §4
450.
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2031, 2033.
49 Stat. 2031,
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U. S. C., Supp.
131-134.
§ 101-104,131-134.
V, §§101-104,
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Site.
SEC. 614. Whoever,
Whoever, with intent to
to defraud the
the United States or any
beneficiary
receive any money or
or
such insurance,
insurance, shall obtain
obtain or receive
beneficiary of
of such
check
Life Insurance
Insurance without
without being entitled to
check for
for National Service Life
the same, shall, upon conviction
conviction thereof, be punished by a
afine of not
not
more
imprisonment for not more than one year, or
more than $2,000,
$2,000, or by imprisonment
by both such fine and imprisonment.
SEC. 615. Any person who
who shall
shall knowingly
knowingly make or cause to be
SEC.
made, or
or conspire,
conspire, combine,
aid, or
in, agree
to, arrange
arrange for,
for,
or assist
assist in,
agree to,
made,
combine, aid,
or in any wise procure the making or presentation
presentation of aa false or
fraudulent affidavit, declaration,
certificate, statement, voucher, or
fraudulent
declaration, certificate,
concerning any application
application
paper, or writing purporting to be such, concerning
for insurance
or claim
claim
thereof, waiver
waiver of
of premiums
premiums or
for
insurance or
or reinstatement
reinstatement thereof,
for benefits under National Service Life Insurance for himself or any
person, shall, upon conviction
a fine of
conviction thereof, be punished by a
other person,
$1,000, or imprisonment
imprisonment for not more than one year,
not more than $1,000,
or by both such fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment.
Site. 616. The provisions of Public Law Numbered
Numbered 262, SeventySEC.
fourth Congress, approved August 12, 1935 (49
(49 Stat. 607),
607), and titles
II and III of Public Law Numbered 844, Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress,
approved June 29, 1936 (49
applicable,
(49 Stat. 2031), insofar as they are applicable,
provisions of this part.
shall apply to the provisions
SEO. 617. In the event of a
adisagreement
disagreement as to claim arising under
SEO.
to
this part, suit may be brought in the same manner and subject to
applicable to United States
the same conditions and limitations as are applicable
Government (converted)
Government
(converted) life insurance
insurance under the provisions of sections 19 and 500 of the World War Veterans'
Veterans' Act, 1924, as amended:
amended:
Provided,
decision of the Administrator
Administrator
Provided, That in any such suit the decision
waiver or non-waiver
as to waiver
non-waiver of premiums under section 602 (n) shall
be conclusive
conclusive and binding on the court.
SEC. 618. This part may be cited as the "National
SEC.
"National Service Life
Insurance Act of 1940".
Insurance

Part
Part II—Crediting
II-Crediting Military Service
Service for Annuity Purposes
Under the Railroad Retirement Acts
Acts
Railroad RetireRailroad
ment Act of 1937,
amendments.
45 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V.1
V,
§ 228e.
228c.

S
EC. 625. The Act entitled "An Act to amend an Act entitled 'An
SEO.
Act to establish a
a retirement system for employees of carriers subject
subject
to the Interstate Commerce Act, and for other purposes',
purposes', approved
approved
August 29, 1935,"
1935," approved
approved June
June 24, 1937 (50 Stat. 307),
307), is hereby
amended by inserting after section 3
3 the following new section:
section:
"MILITARY
"MILITARY SERVICE
SERVICE

of military
Inclusion of
military
service
service for annuity
annuity
purposes.
purposes.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Limitation.
50 Stat. 310.
45 U. S. C., Supp.
V, 1228c (b).
V,
Military
service
Military service
prior to war service
period.

"Military service."
service."
50 Stat. 318.
45 U. 8.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
8upp.
V, §§i 215-228
215-228 (note).

"SEC.
"SEC. 3A. (a) For the purposes
purposes of determining
determining eligibility for an
annuity and computing
computing an annuity, including a
a minimum annuity,
individual's years of service, within
there shall also be included
included in an individual's
the limitations
limitations hereinafter
hereinafter provided in this section, voluntary
voluntary or
involuntary military service of an individual
individual prior to January 1,
1, 1937,
within or without the United States during any war service period:
period:
Provided, however, That such military service shall be included
included only
Provided,
only
subject to and in accordance
accordance with the provisions of subsection
subsection (b) of
section 3,
3, in the same manner as though military service were service
rendered as an employee: Provided
Provided further,
further, That an individual who
who
war service
service period shall not be
entered military service prior to aa war
regarded as having been m
in military service in a
a war service period
period
with respect to any part of the period
period for which he entered such
such
military.service.
"(b)
"(b) For the purpose of this section and section 202, as amended,
amended,
an individual
individual shall be deemed to have been in 'military service'
service' when
when
commissioned
commissioned or enrolled in the active service of the land or naval
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resignation or discharge
forces of the United States
States and until resignation
discharge theretherereserve component
component of
from; and the service of any individual in any reserve
the land or naval forces of the United
United States who was ordered to
active duty in any such force for aa period
period of thirty days
days or less shall
force during such
be deemed
deemed to have been active
active service in such
such force
such
period.
period.
"(c) For the
amended,
the purpose of this section and section 202, as amended,
"(c)
service period'
shall mean
mean (1)
period, or
or (2)
(2) with
with
aa 'war
'war service
period' shall
(1) any
any war
war period,
respect to any particular
particular individual,
individual, any period
period during
during which
which such
military service at the end of aa war
individual (i) having been in military
period, was required
service or (ii) was
was
military service,
continue in military
required to continue
period,
promulgated, order
order
of Congress,
Congress, any regulaton
regulaton promulgated,
any Act
Act of
required by any
pursuance of such Act, to enter
issued,
enter and
proclamation made, in pursuance
issued, or proclamation
continue in military
military service.
continue
section and section 202, as amended,
"(d)
For the purpose
amended,
purpose of this section
"(d) For
whichever of the
begun on whichever
deemed to have begun
shall be deemed
period' shall
aa 'war
'war period'
following
date on
Congress of
is the earliest:
earliest: (1)
(1) the
the date
on which the Congress
following dates is
the
States declared
(2) the
war; or
or (2)
the date as of which the
the United
United States
declared war;
Congress of
of the
United States
declared that
that aa state of war has
States declared
the United
Congress
existed;
or (3)
which war
war was
was declared
one or more
by one
declared by
date on
on which
the date
(3) the
existed; or
foreign
against the
the United
United States;
States; or
(4) the
the date
on which
which
date on
or (4)
states against
foreign states
any
part of
the United
United States
States or
or any
any territory
territory under
under its jurisdiction
of the
any part
was
any armed
armed force
one or more foreign
foreign
force of one
by any
or attacked
attacked by
was invaded
invaded or
armed
states;
or (5)
on which
engaged in armed
States engaged
United States
the United
which the
date on
the date
(5) the
states; or
maintaining
hostilities
for the
Union or of maintaining
the Union
preserving the
of preserving
purpose of
the purpose
hostilities for
in
State of
the Union
republican form
form of government.
government.
Union aarepublican
of the
any State
in any
"(e)
purpose of this section
section and section 202, as amended,
amended, a
a
the purpose
"(e) For the
'war period'
period' shall
deemed to have
which
ended on the date on which
have ended
be deemed
shall be
'war
hostilities ceased.
ceased.
hostilities
"(f) Military
service shall
shall not be
the years of service of
be included
included in the
Military service
"(f)
an individual
individual unless,
unless, in
year in
which his
military service
service
his military
in which
calendar year
in the
the calendar
an
in aawar
period began,
began, or
the calendar
calendar year next
preceding
next preceding
in the
or in
service period
war service
in
such calendar
year, he
for compensation
compensation to an
service for
rendered service
he rendered
calendar year,
such
employer, or
service to
to which
which is
otherwise creditable
under
creditable under
is otherwise
person service
to a
a person
or to
employer,
this Act,
time as
as an
employee for
for which
which he
he received
received remuneraremuneraan employee
or lost
lost time
Act, or
this
tion,
was serving
as an
an employee
employee representative.
representative.
serving as
or was
tion or
"g) A
month in
individual was
was in
in military
servmilitary servan individual
in which
which an
A calendar
calendar month
"(g)
ice which
included in
in the
individual's years
years of
of service
service or service
service
the individual's
be included
may be
ice
which may
period, as
the case
may be,
be counted
as a
a month
month of service:
service:
counted as
shall be
be, shall
case may
as the
period,
Provided,
calendar month
month shall
shall be
counted as
as more
more
be counted
That no
no calendar
Provided, however,
however, That
than one
one month
of service.
service.
month of
than
"(h)
for computing
computing an
an
compensation for
the monthly
monthly compensation
In determining
determining the
"(h) In
annuity, military
and any
remuneration therefor
therefor shall
shall be
be
any remuneration
service and
military service
annuity,
disregarded.
disregarded.
"(i) In
In the
the event
military,service
service is
has been
used as
as the
the basis
basis or
or
been used
or has
is or
event military
"(i)
as a
apartial
partial basis
for a
apension,
or any
any other
other
compensation, or
disability compensation,
pension, disability
basis for
as
atuitous benefits
periodic basis
basis under
any other
other Act of
of
under any
on a
a periodic
payable on
benefits payable
gratuitous
Congress, any
this Act
the Railroad
Retirement Act
Act
Railroad Retirement
or the
Act or
under this
any annuity
annuity under
Congress,
of 1935,
1935, which
which is
based in
part on
military service
service and
and is
with
is with
such military
on such
in part
is based
of
respect to
calendar month
month for
for all
of which
which such
pension or
or
such pension
part of
or part
all or
to a
a calendar
respect
other benefit
benefit is
is also
to that
that
respect to
with respect
reduced with
be reduced
shall be
payable, shall
also payable,
other
month by
the number
number of years of service
service by
which the
proportion which
the proportion
by the
month
which such
such military
service increases
the years
of service,
service, or
or the
the service
service
years of
increases the
military service
which
period, as
as the
the case
bears to
total years
years of
of service,
service, or
by
or by
the total
to the
be, bears
may be,
case may
period,
the
aggregate amount
amount of
of such
pension or
benefit with
with respect
respect
other benefit
or other
such pension
the aggregate
to
that month,
month, whichever
whichever would
would result
in the
smaller reduction.
reduction.
the smaller
result in
to that
"(j)
department or
agency of
the United
United States
States maintaining
maintaining
of the
or agency
Any department
"(j) Any
records
service, at
the request
request of
of the
Board, shall
certify
shall certify
the Board,
at the
of military
military service,
records of
to
with respect
any individual,
number of months
the number
individual, the
to any
respect to
Board, with
the Boare,
to the
of
military service
which such
agency finds the indidepartment or agency
such department
service which
of military
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vidual
to have
had during
any period
or periods
with respect
respect to
to which
periods with
period or
during any
have had
vidual to
the
Board's
request
is
made,
the
date
and
manner
of
entry
such
such
into
entry
of
manner
and
date
the
made,
the Board's request is
military
service, and
and the
conditions under
under which such service was
the conditions
military service,
is
continued. Any
Any department
department or agency
agency of the United
United States which is
Certification
of continued.
Certification of
amounto of pension,
or
authorized to
make awards
of pensions,
pensions, disability
disability compensation,
compensation, or
of
awards
make
to
authorized
pension,
of
amouns
etc.
any
other gratuitous
benefits or
or allowances
allowances payable,
payable, on a
a periodic
gratuitous benefits
any other
of
basis or
otherwise, under
under any
other Act
Act of
of Congress
Congress on the basis of
any other
or otherwise,
basis
military
service, at
the request
request of
the Board, shall certify to the
of the
at the
military service,
Board,
calendar months for all or
or
the calendar
individual, the
any individual,
to any
respect to
with respect
Board, with
part
pension, compensation,
compensation, benefit,
benefit, or allowance
allowance
such pension,
any such
which any
of which
part of
is
or with
with respect
respect to,
to, the
the individual,
the amounts of any
individual, the
to, or
payable to,
is payable
such
compensation, benefit,
allowance, and
and the military
or allowance,
benefit, or
pension, compensation,
such pension,
service
on
which
such
pension,
compensation,
benefit,
or allowance
allowance is
or
benefit,
compensation,
pension,
such
which
on
service
based. Any
certification made
to the
the provisions
provisions of this subpursuant to
made pursuant
certification
Any
based.
Proviso.
section shall
be conclusive
conclusive on
on the
Board: Provided,
That if
if evidence
evidence
Provided, That
the Board:
shall be
Recertification.
section
Recertification.
inconsistent
with any
any such
certification is submitted, and the claim is
such certification
inconsistent with
evidence,
in the
the course
adjudication or
or is otherwise
otherwise open for such evidence,
of adjudication
course of
in
which
the Board
shall refer
such evidence
evidence to
department or agency which
the department
to the
refer such
Board shall
the
shall
agency
made
the
original
certification
and
department
or
agency
shall
department
such
and
certification
made the original
warrants.
make such
such recertification
evidence warrants.
judgment the evidence
as in its judgment
recertification as
make
Such
recertification, and
and any
recertification, shall be consubsequent recertification,
any subsequent
Such recertification,
clusive,
in the
and subject
to the
the same
same conditions
subject to
manner, and
same manner,
the same
made in
clusive, made
as
an
original
certification.
certification.
as an original
Annuities.
"(k) In
the event
that an
an individual
individual was, on or before
before the date
event that
In the
"(k)
Annuities.
Ante, p. 974; post, p.
of enactment
of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1940,
1940, denied
denied an annuity
annuity
Second Revenue
the Second
1018.
enactment of
of
o10,p. 74;potp.
but could
have been
been granted
granted an
an annuity
under the
the provisions
provisions of this
annuity under
have
could
but
49 Stat. 967.
Retirement Act
service been
of 1935 had military service
Act of
Railroad Retirement
the Railroad
or the
Act or
supp. Act
9.,C., Supp.
S.
45 U. 8.
service or service period, as the case may be,
of service
V, 44 215-228.
included
years of
his years
in his
included in
215-228.
i
v,
no
annuity shall
payable with respect
respect to such individual,
individual, or with
with
be payable
shall be
no annuity
respect
to his
reason of
of the
the provisions of this section,
section, unless
by reason
death, by
his death,
respect to
such
individual files
files a
with the
the Board.
Board. In deterapplication with
new application
a new
such individual
mining
earliest date upon which an annuity can begin to accrue
the earliest
mining the
for
such an
an individual
individual in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of secsecfor such
which
on
tion
2,
the
filing
date
of
the
application
the
date
which
the
be
shall
application
the
of
date
filing
tion 2, the
such new
new application
filed.
application is filed.
such
Increased annuity
enactment of the
or before
"(1)
An individual
before the date
date of enactment
on or
who, on
individual who,
"(1) An
annuity
Increased
based
on
military
Second Revenue
Act
of 1940,
was awarded
awarded an annuity
annuity under the
1940, was
service.
Act of
Revenue
Second
service.
p. 974.
Ante, p.
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act or
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
but
Retirement Act of 1935, but
or the
provisions
Stat.
a7.967.
49st.
had
45 U. S. C., Supp.
service
military
his
if
increased
been
whose
annuity
would
have
been
increased
if
service
had
have
would
annuity
whose
sup.
c
s
f2Us.
V4
V, 4¢ 215-228.
been
years of
of service
service or service
service period, as the case
his years
in his
included in
been included
may be,
annuity,
notwithstanding the previous award of an annuity,
may, notwithstanding
be, may,.
may
make application
application (in
such manner
prescribed by
and form as may be prescribed
manner and
(in such
make
the
for an increase
based on his military
increase in such annuity based
Board) for
the Board)
Board finds that
application, if the Board
service.
service. Upon the filing of such application,
the
.
military
service
thus
claimed
is
creditable
would result in
and
creditable
is
claimed
the military service thus
an increase
increase in
notwithstanding the previous
in the annuity, the Board, notwithstanding
an
annuity on an increased
award,
shall recertify
increased basis in the same
recertify-the annuity
award, shall
manner
section had been in effect at the time of the
though this section
manner as though
Provisos.
original certification:
certification: Provided,
Provided, however,
That if
if the
the annuity
annuity preprehowever, That
Jointn
Joint and suiv.
survivor original
a joint and survivor
annuity.
viously awarded
awarded is a
survivor annuity,
annuity, the
the increased
increased
survivor annuity
annuity of the same type
annuity shall be aa joint and survivor
except that
i
fon
begins to accrue
accrue the individual
individual
the increase begins
on the date the
that if
except
has no
spouse for
whom the election of the joint and survivor annuity
for whom
no spouse
has
was.made,
made, the increase
increase on a
sinFle life basis shall
shall be added to the
the
a single
was
in
increase
such
That
Effective
date of iin- individual's
And provided further,
annuity:
Efectivedateof
individual's
annuity:
further,
That
such
increase
in
crease.
before
days
sixty
than
more
accrue
to
the
annuity
begin
accrue
begin
not
shall
the annuity
the filing
filing date
date of
based
application for an increase in the annuity based
the application
of the
the
on military
military service,
and in the event the annuity
annuity is aa joint and
service, and
on
survivor annuity,
actuarial value of the increase
increase in annuity
annuity shall
annuity, the actuarial
survivor
be
effective date of the increase.
be computed as of the effective
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to the
the amount
"(m)
In addition
addition to
"(m) In
amount authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated in
subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of section 15 of this Act, there is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized

to
to the
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
for each
each
to be
be appropriated
appropriated to
Retirement Account
Account for
year, beginning
fiscal
fiscal year,
beginning with the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending June
June 30, 1941, an
expenditures necessary
amount sufficient to meet the additional expenditures
necessary to
to
be made during each such fiscal year by reason of crediting
crediting under
the Railroad
Retirement Acts
Acts military
to January
January 1,
the
Railroad Retirement
military service
service prior
prior to
1,
1937. The
The Railroad
as promptly
practicable
promptly as
as practicable
Board, as
Retirement Board,
Railroad Retirement
1937.
after the date of enactment
enactment of the Second
Revenue Act
Act of 1940, and
Second Revenue
thereafter
Bureau of the Budget estisubmit to the
the Bureau
thereafter annually,
annually, shall submit
mates
such military
military service
service appropriations
appropriations to
be made
made to
to the
the
to be
mates of
of such
account in
addition to the annual
annual estimates
estimates by the Board, in accordaccordaccount
in addition
subsection (a)
appropriance with subsection
(a) of section 15 of this Act, of the appropritions
account to provide
payment of
of
provide for the payment
the account
tions to
to be
be made to the
annuities, pensions
death benefits
benefits not based on military service.
annuities,
pensions and death
Each such
such estimate
estimate shall take into
account the
the deficiency,
deficiency,
the excess or the
into account
Each
preceding fiscal
if any,
any, in
such military
the preceding
service appropriation
appropriation for the
in such
military service
if
year."
year.
SEc.
such Act
Act of
of June
June 24,
1937, is
SEC. 626.
626. Section
Section 202
202 of
of such
24, 1937,
is hereby
hereby
amended by
by inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after
after the second proviso of such
amended
further, That
ection the
the following
proviso: "And
That for
for
"And provided
provided further,
new proviso:
following new
section
determining eligibility
eligibility for an annuity
annuity and computing
computing
purposes of determining
the purposes
individual's service
an annuity
annuity there
shall also
in an
service
an individual's
included in
also be
be included
there shall
an
period, subject
subject to
in accordance
accordance with
(a) to
to (1),
(1), incluincluwith subsections
subsections (a)
and in
to and
period,
voluntary or involuntary
involuntary military
military
sive, of section 3A of this Act, voluntary
service of
an individual
individual prior to
January 1, 1937, within or without
to January
of an
service
the United
United States
States during
calendar
period, if, in the calendar
service period,
any war
war service
during any
the
year in
military service
in a
began, or
service period been,
a war
war service
service in
which his
his military
year
in which
in the
the calendar
calendar year
year next
preceding such
such calendar
calendar year,
was in
in the
the
he was
year, he
next preceding
m
compensated service
service of a
a carrier,
carrier, or
or of aa person service to which is
compensated
otherwise
creditable, or
such
but such
as aa representative;
representative; but
serving as
or was
was serving
otherwise creditable,
military service
shall be
included only
only subject
subject to
to and
and in
accordance
in accordance
be included
service shall
military
with
the provisions
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act
Act of
of 1935,
the
with the
provisions of
of the
the Railroad
1935, in
in the
same
as though
service rendered
as an
an
rendered as
were service
service were
military service
though military
manner as
same manner
employee :".
:".
employee

Additional annual

Additional annual
appropriations authora
ized.
ized.
50 Stat. 316.
45 U.
U. S.C,
S. C., Supp.
V, §228 (o).

pp.

v, 228(o).

Submittal of
m"At, p.

Submittal of estimates.
Ante, p. 974.
974.

50 Stat. 318.
5 Stat.
. Supp.
45
U. S.31 C.,

V, §215.
§215.
v,

Proviso.
of
n
Determination
of
eligibility
eligibility for annuity;
computation.

e

inatio

computation.

Ante, pp. 1014-1016.
pp. 1014-101
Ante,

49 Stat.
6 967.
49
45 St
U.at.,S. C., Supp.
V, 1215-228.
§§215-228.

supp.

v,

TITLE
AGAINST FEDERAL
UNEMFEDERAL UNEMVII-CREDIT AGAINST
TITLE VII-CREDIT
PLOYMENT
TAXES
TAXES
PLOYMENT
SEC.
CREDIT AGAINST
AGAINST FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT
UNEMPLOYMENT TAXES.
TAXES.
701. CREDIT
SEC. 701.
Allowance
Allowance of credit.
credit.

(a)
CEEDFF. — Against the
the tax
tax imposed
by section
section
imposed by
or CREDIT.-Against
ALLOWANCE OF
(a) ALLOWANCE
49 Stat. 639.
42 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
901 of
the Social
Social Security
Security Act
calendar year
year 1936,
1937, or
or V.
1936, 1937,
for the
the calendar
Act for
of the
901
1101.
V, §1101.
Stat. 183
183, 1396.
1938, or
or against
the tax
tax imposed
the Federal
Unemployment Tax 53
Federal Unemployment
by the
imposed by
against the
1938,
28 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
26
Act
calendar year
any taxpayer
be allowed
allowed credit
credit V.
shall be
taxpayer shall
year 1939,
1939, any
1600-1611.
the calendar
for the
V,§IH1600-1611.
Act for
for
the amount
amount of
contributions paid
by him
him into
an unemployment
unemployment
into an
paid by
of contributions
for the
fund
under a
aState lawlaw—
fund under
(1) Before
Before the
the sixtieth
after the date
enactment of
the enactment
date of the
day after
sixtieth day
(1)
Act;
this Act;
(2) On
On or
such sixtieth
sixtieth day
(except in
in the
the case
case of
of the
the tax
tax
day (except
after such
or after
(2)
for the
the calendar
calendar year
1939) with
with respect
respect to
wages paid
after the
the
paid after
to wages
year 1939)
for
fortieth
enactment;
date of enactment;
such date
day after
after such
fortieth day
(3) Without
Without regard
regard to
the date
date of
payment, if
if the
the assets
assets of
of the
the
of payment,
to the
(3)
taxpayer are,
at any
any time
time during
fifty-nine-day period
followperiod followthe fifty-nine-day
during the
are, at
taxpayer
ing
such date
of enactment,
custody or
or control
control of
of aa
in the
the custody
enactment, in
date of
ing such
receiver, trustee,
or other
other fiduciary
fiduciary appointed
by, or
or under
the
under the
appointed by,
trustee, or
receiver,
control
of, a
jurisdiction.
of competent
competent jurisdiction.
a court
court of
control of,
The amount
of such
credit, in
case of
of contributions
with respect
respect
contributions with
the case
in the
such credit,
amount of
The
to the
calendar year
year 1939
paid after
last day
upon which
the taxtaxwhich the
day upon
the last
after the
1939 paid
to
the calendar

1018
1018
63 Stat. 186,
186,1396.
53
1396.
C., Supp.
26 U. S. C.,
Supp.
V. §
§1604.
1604.
V,

49 Stat. 620.
42 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V. ch.
ch. 7.
V,

53 Stat. 183, 1396.
26 U. S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.
V, §§§ 1600-1611.

49 Stat. 639.
42 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
V, §§
§§ 1101-1110.

49 Stat. 639.
42 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §
§1101.
1101.
53 Stat. 183
183, 1396.
26 U. S.
8. C.,
U., Supp.
V, 6
§1600.
1600.
Refund.
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payer was required under section
section 1604 of the
the Federal
Federal Unemployment
Unemployment
Tax Act to file aareturn for such
such year, shall not exceed 90 per centum
centum
of the amount which would have been allowable
credit on
on account
account
allowable as credit
of such contributions
contributions had they been paid
paid on or before
before such last
last day.
day.
The provisions of the Social
Social Security
Security Act in force prior
prior to February
11, 1939 (except the provision
provision limiting the credit to
paid
to amounts paid
before the date of filing returns) shall, with respect to the tax
tax for
for
the calendar
calendar year 1936, 1937, or 1938, apply
allowance of
of credit
credit
apply to allowance
under this section, and the provisions
provisions of the Federal
Federal Unemployment
Unemployment
(except section 1601
(3)) shall, with respect to the
Tax Act (except
1601 (a)
(a) (3))
the tax
tax
for the calendar
calendar year 1939,
1939, apply
apply to allowance
allowance of
under this
of credit under
this
section. The terms used in this subsection shall, with respect
respect to
to the
the
tax for the calendar year 1936, 1937, or 1938,
1938, have the same
meaning
same meaning
as when used in title IX of the Social
Social Security
Security Act prior to February
February
11, 1939, and shall, with respect
calendar year
year 1939,
1939,
respect to the tax for the
the calendar
have the same meaning as when
when used in the Federal Unemployment
Unemployment
Tax Act. The total credit allowable against
against the tax imposed by
by secsection 901 of the Social Security Act for the calendar
calendar year
1937,
year 1936,
1936, 1937,
or 1938, or against the tax imposed
imposed by section
section 1600
the Federal
Federal
1600 of
of the

Unemployment
calendar year 1939,
Unemployment Tax Act for the calendar
1939, shall not exceed
exceed

centum of
tax.
90 per centum
of such tax.
(b) REFm.m.—Refund
REEut n.-Refund of the tax (including
(b)
(including penalty
penalty and interest
interest
collected with respect thereto, if any),
any), based on
on any
any credit
credit allowable
allowable
under
under this section, may be made in accordance
provisions of
of
accordance with the
the provisions
law applicable in the case of erroneous
erroneous or
or illegal
illegal collection
collection of
of the
the tax.
tax.
No interest shall be allowed or paid
of any
any such
refund.
paid on
on the amount
amount of
such refund.
Approved, October
October 8,1940,11
8, 1940, 11 p.m.,
p.m., E.
E. S.
S. T.
T.

[CHAPTER 758]
[CHAPTER
October 8, 1940
1940
[H. J. Res. 603]
Res., No. 101]
101]
[Pub. Res.,

Pennsylvania State
Pennsylvania
Nautical
School.
Nautical School.
Furnishing
vessel
Furnishing
vessel
to.

Supply of vessel
by any Government
Government
agency.
agency.
Proviso.
Provio.

Vessel to remain
remain
U. S.
U.
S. property.
property.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

JOINT
RESOLUTION
JOINT RESOLUTION

To authorize the United States Maritime Commission
To
Commission to furnish to the
of
the State
State of
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania a
a vessel suitable
suitable for the use of the Pennsylvania
State nautical
Pennsylvania State
nautical
school, and for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America in,
in Congress
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the United
United States
States
Maritime Commission
Commission is authorized,
authorized, under
under such rules and
regulations
and regulations
prescribe, to furnish
as it may prescribe,
furnish to the State of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania for use
use
by the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State
State nautical
nautical school a
suitable for
for mera vessel
vessel suitable
merchant marine
together with all her apparel,
marine training, together
apparel, charts, books,
books,
and instruments of navigation.
navigation.
SEc. 2. Any department or independent agency
SEc.
agency of the Government
Government is
is
hereby authorized, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other provision of
of law,
law 2 to
supply
a suitable vessel
vessel for such
supply a
use by the
United States
States Maritime
such use
the United
Maritime
Commission: Provided,
Commission:
Provided, That
same can be
be spared
spared without
without
That the same
service to which
detriment to the service
which it
it is assigned.
assigned.
SEO.
3. Any
Any vessel
vessel furnished
furnished under the authority
Sze. 3.
authority of this joint resoluresolution shall be and remain
property of the United
remain the property
United States and
shall be maintained in good
good repair by the United States
States Maritime
Maritime
Commission.
Commission.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 8,
8, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 759]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To amend
amend the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933.
1933.
Adjustment Act

it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
United States of America in
the Act
entitled
Act entitled
"Agricultural
Adjustment Act", approved
"Agricultural Adjustment
approved May 12,
1933, as amended,
12, 1933,
is further amended
amended by striking out the whole of section
section 8f,
8f, title
part
title I,
I, part
substituting in lieu thereof
thereof the
the following:
following:
2, and substituting
"SEC.
operating aa public warehouse
"SEC. 8f. No person
person operating
warehouse for the storage
storage
of any basic
agricultural commodity
current of
of interstate
or
basic agricultural
commodity in the
the current
interstate or
foreign commerce
commerce shall deliver any such
such commodity
commodity upon which
which aawarehouse receipt has been issued and
outstanding without
prior sursurand is
is outstanding
without prior
render
cancelation of
any
render and cancelation
of such warehouse
warehouse receipt,
receipt, except
except that
that any
person
operating a
acountry
grain warehouse
or warehouses
warehouses may,
may,
person operating
country public
public grain
warehouse or
because
space to
accommodate all
all depositors,
depositors, move
because of
of lack of sufficient
sufficient space
to accommodate
move
storage grain out
to another
another wareout of such
such warehouse
warehouse or
or warehouses
warehouses to
warehouse
continuous storage,
storage, under
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
house for continuous
under such
such regulations
Secretary
of Agriculture may prescribe.
prescribe. A
non-negotiable warehouse
warehouse receipt
receipt
A non-negotiable
shall be issued by the warehouseman
warehouseman to whom the
grain was shipped,
shipped,
the grain
and
warehouseman shall
guaranty and
and shall
shall
and said
said receiving
receiving warehouseman
shall give
give such
such guaranty
store
such grain
under such
as the
the Secretary
Agriculture
store such
grain under
such regulations
regulations as
Secretary of
of Agriculture
may
prescribe to assure delivery
to the
owner of
of such
such grain
grain
may prescribe
delivery to
the rightful
rightful owner
and grade
grade called
called for
for by
by his
his
in the amount,
amount, and
and of the
the kind, quality, and
receipts. Any warehouseman
warehouseman who
intends to
who intends
to ship grain while his
original receipt is outstanding
outstanding must
recite in his receipt
receipt both the name
must recite
name
address of his warehouse
warehouse as
well as
as that
that of
of the
the warehouse
to which
which
and address
as well
warehouse to
the
for further
further storage.
storage. All
All grain
grain shipped
shipped under
under
the grain may be shipped
shipped for
shipped under
under a
a non-negotiable
this section must be shipped
non-negotiable bill
bill of lading.
Any person violating any of
of the provisions
provisions of this
this subsection
subsection shall,
punished by a
than $5,000,
$5,000, or
by
upon conviction,
conviction, be
be punished
a fine of
of not more than
or by
imprisonment for
years2 or both. This
Act shall
shall
for not more
more than two years,
This Act
not
in any
manner the
the United
United
not be
be construed as
as amending or
or changing
changing m
any manner
States
Warehouse Act
August 11,
as amended".
amended".
States Warehouse
Act of
of August
11, 1916,
1916, as
Approved, October
October 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
760]
[CHAPTER 760]

ACT
AN ACT

To re-form
re-:0m the lease for the Sellwood
Portland (Oregon)
office.
Sellwood station of
of the
the Portland
(Oregon) post
post office.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
paragraph
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That paragraph
on November
1935, by
by and
and between
between
into on
November 29,
29, 1935,
66 of
of the
the lease
lease entered
entered into
Flora Noble
Noble and
F. Noble,
Noble, her
and the
the United
United States
States
Flora
and W.
W. F.
her husband,
husband, and
of America
order to
correct a
to effectuate
of
America is,
is, in
in order
to correct
a mutual
mutual mistake
mistake and
and to
effectuate
the intention
the lease
lease at
the time
of its
its making
making,
of the
the parties
parties to
to the
at the
time of
the
intention of
re-formed, from
lease and
execution of the lease
hereby re-formed,
from the date of the execution
follows:
for its entire term of ten years, to read as follows:
"6.
The Lessor
Lessor shall
furnish to the Government,
Government, during
during the occuoccushall furnish
"6. The
pancy of
under the
the terms
terms of
of this
part of
of
this lease,
lease, as
as part
premises, under
pancy
of said
said premises,
the rental
consideration, the
fitted and
and supsupthe
rental consideration,
the following:
following: Said
Said room,
room, fitted
plied
by the
with the
the present
equipment consisting
consisting of
all
of all
present equipment
plied by
the Lessor
Lessor with
furniture requisite
requisite to make the
said room or rooms
rooms
the said
boxes, fixtures
fixtures and
and furniture
in
every way
way satisfactory
satisfactory for
as a
office, provided
provided that
that after
after
use as
a post
post office,
for use
in every
acceptance
such equipment
additional equipment
shall be
be
of such
equipment no
no additional
equipment shall
acceptance of
required except
except for
for replacements.
replacements. The
The Lessor
shall keep
keep the
said
Lessor shall
the said
required
boxes,
in good
good repair
condition, to
to the
repair and
and condition,
the
boxes, fixtures
fixtures and
and furniture
furniture in
satisfaction
Office Department.
Lessor shall pay
Department. The Lessor
satisfaction of the
the Post
Post Office
all taxes
taxes and
and water
water rates,
rates, and
and shall
shall have
have this
this lease
lease duly
duly recorded,
recorded, and
and
all

1019

October 8,
8, 1940
1940
[H. R. 6480]
6480]
[H.
[Public, No. 802]
[Public,
AgriculturalAdjustAgricultural AdjustAct, amendment Act,
ment.
48 Stat. 35; 49 Stat.
48

762.
762.
7
S. C. §608
608 (5);
(5);
7 U. S.
Supp. V, I§608f.
Removal
Removal of commodity from
from warehouse without
without cancancelation of receipt.
receipt.

Issuance of
of nonIssuance
negotiable warehouse
negotiable
warehouse
receipt.
receipt.

Recitation in origRecitation
receipt.
inal receipt.

Penalty.
Penalty.

39 Stat.
Stat. 486.
486.
S. C.
77U.
U. S.C.
§ 241-273.

October 8,
8, 1940
1940
October
[H.
R. 8089]
8069]
[H. R.
[Public,
803]
[Public, No.
No. 80:]i
Portland,
Oreg.,
Portland, Oreg.,
post
office.
post office.
Re-formation
of
Re-formation of
lease
lease for
for Sellwood
Sellwood
Station.
Station.

1020

Amendment of
recof records.
Liability for
janitor
for janitor
service.
service.

Ante,
Ante, p. 73.
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[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

shall properly protect all windows and
and doors
doors in
in the
the workroom
workroom by
by
iron bars or wire gratings according
to requirements.
The Lessor
according to
requirements. The
Lessor
shall furnish approved
approved heating and
fixtures, plumbing
plumbing and
and lighting
lighting fixtures,
and
installed, the necessary
toilet facilities
facilities as now installed,
electric
necessary water
water and
and electric
meters; satisfactory heat, light,
light, power,
power, water,
water, and
service, to
and janitor
janitor service,
to
the extent of caring for the
winthe heating
heating plant
plant and
and the
the cleaning
cleaning of
of windows when required, but all other work requiring
of a
requiring the
the services
services of
a
janitor to be assumed
assumed and provided
the Lessee.
Lessee. The
The Lessor
Lessor shall
provided by the
shall
keep the said heating and lighting fixtures,
fixtures, plumbing
plumbing and
toilet
and toilet
facilities, in satisfactory repair
repair and condition during
during the
the term
term of
of
this
this lease."
lease."
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Post Office
Office Department, the
Accounting
the General
General Accounting
Office,
concerned shall amend their
Office, and all concerned
distheir records
records accordingly,
accordingly, discharging the Lessor from any alleged liability
liability for
for janitor
janitor service
service
other than as undertaken
undertaken in the lease as herein
re-formed and
making
herein re-formed
and making
proper allowances
allowances to the postmaster
postmaster at
Oregon, for
for expenat Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
expenditures
ditures made by him in supplying those
those janitory
janitory services
services not
not imposed
imposed
by the re-formed
re-formed lease upon the Lessor. So
So much
much of
of the
the amount
hereamount heretofore expended
expended by the postmaster for
services not
not covered
for janitor
janitor services
covered
by the re-formed lease, as may not be
to the
appropriation
be charged
charged to
the appropriation
for the fiscal years affected,
affected, "because
because of lapse
for
lapse of
appropriation, or
of appropriation,
or
otherwise,
otherwise, may be charged to the current
current appropriation
appropriation "For
"For miscelmiscellaneous
necessary and incidental
laneous items necessary
incidental to the operation and
and protection
protection
of post offices of the first and second classes, and the
the business
business conconducted in connection
connection therewith, not
provided for
for in
not provided
in other
other appropriappropriations". Hereafter,
ations".
Hereafter, obligations
obligations arising against the
the United
United. States
States
for janitor services pursuant to the re-formed lease
shall be
charged
lease shall
be charged
to the aforesaid
aforesaid appropriation
appropriation for
appropriate fiscal
fiscal year.
year.
for the appropriate
Approved,
Approved, October 8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 761]
[CHAPTER
761]

October 8, 1940
i[. R.
[H.
It. 8124]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 804]
804]

Minnesota.
Minnesota.
Appropriation auauthorized for cooperatcooperating with designated
designated
school districts.
districts.

Proisos.
Prorisoe.

Availability of
Availability
of
schools
schools to Indian chilchildren.

Plans and specificaspecifications.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide funds for cooperation
cooperation with
public-school districts
districts (organized
(organized and
with public-school
and
unorganized) in Mahnomen,
unorganized)
Mahnoinen, Itasca, Pine, Saint Louis,
Clearwater, Koochiching,
Koochiching,
Louis, Clearwater,
and Becker
Becker Counties,
and
Counties, Minnesota,
Minnesota, in the construction,
improvement, and
and extenextenconstruction, improvement,
sion of school facilities to be available
sion
available to both Indian
Indian and
children.
and white
white children.

Be it
and House
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
there is
is
assembled, That
That there
hereby-authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of
any funds
in the
the Treasury
Treasury
of any
funds in
not otherwise appropriated:
appropriated, the sum of
for the
the purpose
of $120,500
$120,500 for
purpose of
of
cooperating with the followi
following
ng public-school
districts (both
(both organized
public-school districts
organized
and unorganized)
unorganized) in the State of Minnesota
to b
Minnesota, such
such appropriation
appropriation to
bee
apportioned
apportioned as follows:
follow s: Naytahwaush,
Independent School
School District
District
Naytahwaush, Independent
Numbered 29, Mahnomen County, $19,000; Inger,
Numbered
District Numbered
Inger, District
Numbered
6 (Deer River),
River), Itasca
6
Itasca County, $7,000; Lake
Lake Lena,
Lena, District
District Numbered
Numbered
2,, Pine
Pine County, $12,500; Vermillion Lake, Tower-Soudan
Tower-Soudan District,
District,
Saint
Louis County,
County, $7,000; Beaulieu,
unorganized district,
Saint Louis
Beaulieu, unorganized
district, MahMahnomen County, $12,500; Jack Pine, unorganized
unorganized district,
nomen
district, Clearwater
Clearwater
County, $7,000;
$7,000; Nett Lake, unorganized
County,
unorganized district, Saint
Louis-KoochiSaint Louis-Koochiching
ching Counties,
Counties, $37,500; Pine Point, unorganized
unorganized district,
district, Becker
Becker
County,
$3,000; Squaw Point, unorganized
unorganized district,
County, $3,000;
Cass County,
district, Cass
County,
$15,000;
$15,000; for the construction,
construction, extension, equipment, and
improvement
and improvement
of
of public-school
public-school facilities:
facilities: Provided,
Provided, That the expenditure
expenditure of
of any
any
money so authorized
money
authorized shall be subject to the express conditions
that
conditions that
the schools
the
schools maintained
maintained by these said districts in any buildings conconstructed or
with such money shall be available to all Indian
structed
or improved
improved with
Indian
children
children of the districts, on the same terms,
as to
to payment
payment of
terms, except
except as
of
tuition
as other children
tuition, as
children of said school districts: Provided
Provided further.,
further,
That
plans and specifications for construction,
That plans
construction, extension,
or improveextension, or
improve-
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ment of structures shall be furnished
furnished by local or State
State authorities
authorities
without cost to the United
United States Government,
Government, and,
approval
and, upon
upon approval
thereof
Indian Affairs,
thereof by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, actual
shall proproactual work
work shall
ceed
ceed under the direction of such
such local
local or
officials. Payment
Payment for
for
or State
State officials.
work in place shall be made monthly on vouchers
vouchers properly
certified
properly certified
by local officials of the Indian Service:
That funds
funds
Service: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
appropriated pursuant
appropriated
pursuant to
to this
be used
as sponsors'
contributhis Act
Act may
may be
used as
sponsors' contributions for the construction
construction,2extension,
extension, equipment,
equipment, and
and improvement
improvement of
of
the said public-school
public-school facilities approved and
and carried
under funds
funds
carried on
on under
of the Work Projects
Projects Administration:
Administration: Provided
That no
Provided further,
further, That
no
funds available
available under this Act shall
expended for
for improvements
improvements to
shall be
be expended
to
existing buildings
belong to
t
o a
a sc
hooldi
st
ri
ctan
dwhich
which are
existing
buildings which
which belong
school
district
and
are on
on
tribal land or for construction of
new buildings
buildings on
tribal land
land until
of new
on tribal
until the
the
issued to the school
tribe shall have issued
permit approved
by the
the
school district
district aapermit
approved by
Commissioner
Commissioner of Indian
Indian Affairs
Affairs authorizing
authorizing the
the use
of the
the tracts
tracts
use of
required as school sites for
for so
so long
shall be
be used
used for
for school
school
long as
as the
the land
land shall
purposes
agreeing that
purposes by the school district and agreeing
the improvements
improvements and
and
that the
buildings shall be and remain the property
property of
of the
the school
school district.
district. Title
Title
improvements and
to improvements
to new
buildings shall
in the
the United
United
and to
new buildings
shall remain
remain in
States
recoupment of expenditures
States until recoupment
expenditures by
by the
the United
as proproUnited States
States as
vided in this Act. Upon recoupment,
and new
new
recoupment, improvements
improvements made
made and
constructed shall become
the property of
buildings constructed
become the
school district:
district:
of the
the school
Provided
further, That any amount
Provided further,
amount expended
for improvements
improvements to
to
expended for
existing buildings belonging
belonging to the
the school district
or for
the construcdistrict or
for the
construction of new buildings
the United
buildings shall be recouped
recouped by the
States within
within a
a
United States
period
period of thirty years, commencing
commencing with the
date of
of occupancy
occupancy of
the
the date
of the
project, through reducing
the annual
reducing the
Federal payments
for the
the educaeducaannual Federal
payments for
tion of Indian
Indian pupils enrolled in public or high schools
of the
district
schools of
the district
acceptance of Indian
involved, or by the acceptance
Indian pupils
pupils in
such schools
without
in such
schools without
cost to the United
United States, and in
amount of
of recoupment
recoupment
in computing
computing the
the amount
for each project
project interest at
per centum
centum per
annum shall
included
at 3
3 per
per annum
shall be
be included
on unrecouped
unrecouped balances:
provided further,
further, That
to exceed
exceed 10
10
balances: And
And provided
That not
not to
per centum
centum of the
per
the amount
allocated to
to any
one of
of the
above-named
amount allocated
any one
the above-named
districts may be
transferred, in
discretion of
of the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
be transferred,
in the discretion
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
of
allocation for
any other
district, but
Affairs, to the
the allocation
for any
other district,
but no
no project
project
shall be
shall
centum by
by any
any such
transfer.
be increased
increased more than 10 per
per centum
such transfer.
Approved, October
October 8,
Approved,
8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 762]
[CHAPTER
762]

AN ACT
ACT

Relating
the status
of retired
retired officers
officers of
of the
Corps, and
and
Relating to
to the
status of
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,

Coast
of the
the United
United States,
section 113
of the
the Criminal
Coast Guard
Guard of
States, and
and to
to amend
amend section
113 of
Criminal
Code.

Be
it enacted
by the
Senate and
HOU80 of
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
United
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
awe
led, That
section 113
of
of America
America in
That section
113 of
hereby amended
by inserting
inserting at
at the
end thereof
thereof
the Criminal Code
Code is
is hereby
amended by
the end
the following:
the
following:
"Retired officers
"Retired
officers of
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, and
Coast Guard
of the
the Army,
Army, Navy,
and Coast
Guard
of
while not
active duty,
by reason
reason of
of the
the United
United States,
States, while
not on
on active
duty, shall
shall not
not by
of
their status
status as
subject to
this section:
section: Proas such be subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Provided, That nothing herein
herein shall be construed
vided,
construed to
to allow
retired
allow any
any retired
officer to
officer
the sale
to the
Government
to represent
represent any
any person
person in
in the
sale of
of anything
anything to
the Government
through the
through
department in
in whose
service he
the department
whose service
he holds
holds aa retired
retired status."
status"
Approved, October
1940.
Approved,
October 8,
8, 1940.

1021
1021

Use of funds as
Use
sponsors'
contribusponsors'
tions.
tions.

authorizing
Permits authorizing
tribal lands.
use of
of tribal
lands.

Title to
to improveimprovements,
ments, etc.
etc.

Reconpmentby
Recoupment
by U.S.

Transfer
of allocated
Transferof
allocated
funds,
limitation.
funds, limitation.

October R,., 1540
October
IO4
[II. It.
It. 90241
[11.
1)241
T'ubllc,
ri'uiii No.
N. taiq
tMI
T

Code,
Criminal Code,
amendment.
amendment.
35 Stat.
Stat. 1105.
35
1109.
IS U.S.
18S
. S. C.§ §201.
Exemption of retired officers.
tired
officers.
Proriso.
Prorio.

Representation in
Representation
to Government.
sales to
Government.
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[
CHAPTER 763]
763]
[CHAPTER

October 8,1940
October
8, 1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 9636]
9636]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 806]
806i

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
A
ACT

Authorizing the
conveyance to
Authorizing
the conveyance
to the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
Virginia of
portion of
of
of Virginia
of aa portion
the naval
naval reservation
the
reservation known as
as Naval
Naval Proving
Proving Ground,
Ground, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren, Virginia.
Virginia.

it enacted
enacted by
Be it
by the Senate and Hose
House of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Secretary
of the Navy be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered in
in the
the
name and on behalf of the United States of America
America to
convey to
to the
to convey
the
Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Virginia, upon such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions as
as he
he
may prescribe, all right, title, and
the United
United States
of
and interest
interest of
of the
States of
America in and to that portion
portion of
of the
Proving Ground,
Ground, DahlDahlthe Naval
Naval Proving
gren, King George
George County, Virginia, upon which
Commonwealth
which the
the Commonwealth
of Virginia has been granted
granted permission to
to construct,
construct, maintain,
and
maintain, and
operate a
a State highway
highway designated
designat ed as Route
Route Numbered
Numbered 207
207 by
by aa
Proviso.
Proviso.
Secretary of the Navy
permit issued by the Secretary
on April
April 18,
ProDeviations in
de- permit
Deviations
Navy on
in de18, 1940:
1940: Proscription.
scription.
vided, That the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy is
is authorized
authorized to
to make
make such
such
deviations in the description
description of the land involved
deviations
may be
necessary
involved as
as may
be necessary
to carry out the purposes and
and intent
intent of
this Act.
of this
Act.
Effective date.
date.
Effective
SEO.
Sm. 2. This Act shall be in force from
the date
date of
of its
its passage.
passage.
from the
Approved,
Approved, October 8, 1940.
Virginia.
Virginia.
Conveyance of
Conveyance
of cercertain
land to,
authortain land
to, authorized.
ized.

October 8,
1940
October
8,1940

[If. R.
10080]
[H.
R. 10(S0]
[Public, No. 807]
Internal
Revenue
Internal Revenue
Code,
amendment.
Code, amendment.
63 Stat.
Stat. 427.
63
427.
26
U. S.
26 U.
C., Stipp.
S. C.,
Supp.

V,
V, *3493.
3493.

Refund
tax paid.
Refund of
of tax
paid.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 764]
764]

To

AN ACT
AN
ACT

section 3493
To amend
amend section
3493 of
of the
the Internal
Internal Revenue Code, formerly section
section 404
404 of the
of 1937.
Sugar Act of
1937.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be
of the
the
ouse of Representatives
Representatives of
rnited States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
That section
section 3493
3493
Internal Revenue
of the Internal
Revenue Code
Code (53
(53 St
at.
1) be,
and it
it is
is hereby,
Stat.
,,part 1)
be, and
hereby,
amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC. 3493. EXPORTATION.
EXPORTATION.
"SEC.

"(a)
PAID.-Upon the exportation
"(a) REFUIND
REFUND op
OF TAX PAW.--Upon
exportation from the
United
the United
States to aa foreign country,
country or the shipment
States
shipment from
United States
St at
es
from the
the United
to
thee Vnited
to any possession
possession of th
United States except Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, of
of any
any
manufactured sugar, or any article manufactured
manufactured
manufactured wholly
wholly or
or partly
partly
from
manufactured sugar, with respect
from manufactured
respect to which tax under
under the
the proprovisions of section 3490 has been paid, the amount of such
visions
shall
such tax
tax shall
be paid by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal
Internal Revenue
be
Revenue to
the consignor
consignor
to the
named
named in the bill of lading under which the article
article was
was exported
exported or
or
shipped to aapossession,
possession, or to the shipper,
shipper, or to
to the
the manufacturer
of
manufacturer of
the manufactured sugar
sugar or of the articles exported,
exported, if
if the
the consignor
consignor
waives
any claim
claim thereto in favor
waives any
favor of such shipper or
or manufacturer:
manufacturer:
ProeVo.
Proviso.
Disallowance
Disallowance of
of cerpayment shall
Provided, That no such payment
allowed with
with respect
to any
any
cer- Provided,
shall be
be allowed
respect to
tain payments.
payments.
tain
manufactured
manufactured sugar, or article,
article' upon
upon which,
through substit
uti on or
which, through
substitution
or
otherwise, a
a drawback
drawback of any
an y tax paid under section
section 3500
3500 has
has been
been
or is to be claimed
claimed under any provisions
provisions of
of law
made applicable
applicable by
by
law made
section
3501.
Period for
Period
for filin
g
filing
"(b)
PERIOD FOR
refund
FOR FILING REFUND
refund claim.
claim.
REFOIND CLAIM.-NO
"(b) PERIOD
CLAI31.—No payment
payment shall
shall be
be
allowed
under this
this section unless within two years
allowed under
years after the right
right to
to
such payment
payment has accrued
such
accrued a
a claim therefor
therefor is filed by the
person
the person
entitled thereto."
thereto."
entitled
Approved,
Approved, October 8, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3,13
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 765, 777-OCT.
76TH CONG.,
777—OCT.8, 9, 1940
1940
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[CHAPTER 765]
[CHAPTER
765]
AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
nt
men tof
ofgraduates
graduates of
of
the N
aval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers '
Training
To
authorize the
the appoi
appointment
the
Naval
Training
Corps to the line of the Regular
Regular Navy, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.

Be it
Senate and
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
United
assembled, That
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
officers of
of the
the
That officers
Naval Reserve commissioned
commissioned therein upon graduation
graduation from
from the Naval
Naval
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps shall
for appointment
appointment
shall be eligible for
to commissioned rank in the line of the Regular
Regular Navy
Navy in
in such
such numnwnbers
hers as the President
President may deem necessary.
necessary. Officers
so appointed
Officers so
appointed
shall,
shall, upon appointment,
appointment, occupy the same grade, with the same
same
precedence,
precedence occupied
occupied by them in the Naval
Naval Reserve.
SEC.
authorized by section 1
1 of this Act shall,
SEC. 2. All appointees
appointees authorized
on June
June 30 of the calendar
calendar year in which
which appointed, be less
less than
twenty-six
twenty-six years
years of age, shall, on the
same date, have
completed at
the same
have completed
at
least one year of continuous
continuous active duty on board ships of the
the Navy,
and shall
shall, before appointment, establish
moral, physical,
mental,
establish their
their moral,
physical, mental,
and professional
professional qualifications
qualifications in
accordance with
with such
such rules
rules and
in accordance
and
regulations as
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy may
regulations
as the
the Secretary
may prescribe.
prescribe.
SEC.
officer appointed
SEC. 3.
3. Each
Each officer
appointed pursuant
pursuant to
the foregoing
foregoing sections
sections to
to
to the

October
8, 1940
1840
October
8,
[H. R. loos]

[H. R. 10406]

[Public,
8081
[Public, No.
No. 8008

Regular
Navy.c
A
l ttr
t=
to,
of
Appointment
to, of

commissioned
Naval
commissioned Naval

Reserve officers.

Reserve officers.

Requirements.
Requirements.

Promotion.
Promotion.

the grade of ensign and each officer
appointed to
grade above
officer so appointed
to aa grade
above
that of ensign shall, respectively,
respectively, become
become eligible for
or
for promotion
promotion, or

for
for consideration
consideration by
by a
board as
of the
the date
date th
line
a line
line selection
selection board
as of
thee line
officer next
officer
next junior
junior to
him becomes
That the
the
to him
becomes so
so eligible:
eligible: Provided,
Provided, That
qualification
prescribed in
in section
section 11
of the
qualification of sea service prescribed
11 (c)
(c) of
the Act
Act of
of
June
June 23, 1938
948), shall
shall not
apply to
to such
such officers
officers while
1938 (52 Stat.
Stat. 948)
not apply
while
in the grade to which
which originally
originally appointed..
appointed.
SEc.
Reserve and Marine
SEC. 4. Any officer of the Naval Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Reserve
may, with his own consent,
consent, be
active duty
other than
than
be employed
employed on
on active
duty other
training duty in time of peace
periods as
as the
of
peace for
for such
such periods
the Secretary
Secretary of
and allowances
allowances of
of
the Navy may determine:
determine: Provided,
Provided, That
That lity
pay and
officers employed
employed on active duty
duty pursuant
pursuant to
to this
this section
section shall
shall be
be paid
paid
from appropriations
appropriations for "Pay, Subsistence,
and Transportation
Transportation of
of
Subsistence, and
Naval
Personnel" and "Pay, Marine
Naval Personnel"
as the
may be.
be.
Marine Corps",
Corps", as
the case
case may
Approved,
October 8,
8, 1940.
Approved, October
1940.

Proviso.
Proniso.
Sea
service.
Sea service.
34 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V,
311.
V, f311.
Officers of
Officers
of Naval
Naval
and
and Marine
Marine Corps
Corps
Reserve.
Reserve.
Active duty
duty in
In time
time
Active
of peace.

Proviso.
aof
eae
wan
Pay and
and allowances.
allowances.
Pay

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 777]
777]

AN ACT
To amend
amend section 4472 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U. 8.
S. C.,
C., 1934 edition, title
title 46,
46,
sec. 465) to provide for the safe carriage
carriage of explosives or other dangerous or
or
semidangerous
semidangerous articles or substances on board
board vessels; to make more effective
the provisions of the International Convention
at Sea,
Sea, 1929,
1929,
Convention for
for Safety
Safety of
of Life
Life at
relating
relating to the carriage of dangerous
dangerous goods; and for
for other purposes.

October 9,
9, 1940
1940
October
[H.. B
R. 73671
Ip
R.
73,7
[Public,
No. 8091
PI'ublic, No.
809]

it enacted
House of
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
the
Carriage of
of dangerCarriage
United States of America
United
Congress assembled
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That section
section 4472
4472 ous
ous cargoes.
cargoes.
of the
the Revised
Statutes, as
as amended
amended (U.'
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition,
of title
title 52
52 of
Revised Statutes,
(U. S.
title
title 46, sec. 465),
465), is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"Vessel" defined.
"Vessel"
defined.
"SEc.
The word
used in
this section
shall
"SEC. 4472. (1)
(1) The
word 'vessel'
'vessel' as
as used
in this
section shall
include
domestic or
foreign, regardless
of character,
character,
include every vessel,
vessel, domestic
or foreign,
regardless of
tonnage, size, service,
tonnage,
service and whether
whether self-propelled
or not,
not, on
the navinaviself-propelled or
on the
gable waters
waters of the United
[hilted States,
including its Territories
Territories and
and posStates, including
possessions, but not including
including the Panama
Panama Canal
Philippine
Canal Zone
Zone and
and the
the Philippine
Islands,
whether arriving
arriving or
or under
under way,
way, moored,
moored,
Islands, whether
or departing,
departing, or
anchored,
or while
drydock; it
it shall
not include
include any
anchored, aground,
aground, or
while in
in drydock;
shall not
any
public vessel
engaged in
nor any
vessel which is not
not engaged
in commercial
commercial service,
service, nor
any
46
46 U.
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
vessel
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
section 4417a
4417a of
the Revised
Revised StatStat- V.
vessel subject
of section
of the
391a.
V. §39a.
utes, as
as amended,
which is
is constructed
constructed or
for the
the principal
utes,
amended, which
or converted
converted for
principal

1024
1024

PUBLIC LAWS--CH.
LAWS- CH.777-OCT.
777-OCT.9,
1940
PUBLIC
9, 1940

Proviso.
Proviso.
Applicability
of subApplicabilityof
section (3).
(3).

"Passenger-carrying
"Passenger-carrying
vessel"
defined.
vessel" defined.
50
1121.
50 Stat. 1121.
Transportation of
Transportation
dry fulminates
fulminates in
bulk, etc.

Transportation
Transportation
of
high explosives on
on
passenger -carrying
passenger-carrying
vessels.
vessels.

Transportation
Transportation
explosives
high explosives
other vessels.
vessels.

of
on

Transportation
Transportation
other explosives.
explosives.

of

Proviso.
Proviso.
Applicability
Applicability to
to
drums, etc.,
etc., of
of certain
combustible liquids.

Nonapplicability of
Nonapplicability
of
subsection (5)
subsection
(6) to certain vessels, etc.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

inflammable or
or combustible
in bulk
bulk
purpose of carrying
carrying inflammable
combustible liquid
liquid cargo
cargo in
in its
tanks: Provided,
subsection (3)
of
in
its own
own tanks:
Provided, That
That the
the provisions
provisions of
of subsection
(3) of
every such
such vessel
the provisions
provisions
this section shall apply to
to every
vessel subject
subject to the
Statutes, as
which is
is conconof section 4417a
4417a of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
as amended,
amended, which
converted for the principal
purpose of
of carrying
carrying inflaminflamstructed or
or converted
principal purpose
combustible liquid cargo
in bulk
bulk in
own tanks.
tanks..
mable or combustible
cargo in
in its
its own
"(2) The phrase 'passenger-carrying
'passenger-carrying vessel'
vessel' as
"(2)
as used in this
this section,
when applied to aavessel subject to any provision of
of the International
International
Convention for Safety
Safety of Life at Sea,
vessel which
which
Convention
Sea, 1929,
1929, means aa vessel
carries or is authorized
authorized to
to carry
carry more
more than twelve passengers.
passengers.
"(3) It
It shall be
unlawful knowingly
to transport,
transport, carry,
carry, convey,
convey,
"(3)
be unlawful
knowingly to
board any
vessel fulminates
or other
other detonating
detonating
store, stow, or
or use
use on board
any vessel
fulminates or
compounds in bulk in dry
that
dry condition, or explosive
explosive compositions
compositions that
ignite spontaneously
spontaneously or undergo
undergo marked decomposition
decomposition when subsubjected for forty-eight
temperature of
forty-eight consecutive
consecutive hours to a
a temperature
of one
hundred and sixty-seven
sixty-seven degrees Fahrenheit, or compositions
compositions conammonium salt and aa chlorate, or other like explosives.
taining an ammonium
"(4) It
"(4)
It shall be unlawful
unlawful knowingly
convey,
knowingly to
to transport,
transport, carry,
carry, convey,
store, stow, or use on board any passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying vessel
vessel any
any high
high
explosives
explosives such as, and including, liquid nitroglycerin,
nitroglycerin, dynamite,
dynamite,
trinitrotoluene,
trinitrotoluene, picrates,
picrates, detonating fuzes, fireworks
that can
exfireworks that
can be
be exexplosives susceptible
ploded en masse, or other explosives
susceptible to detonation
detonation by
by a
a
blasting cap or detonating fuze, except
except ships'
emergency
ships' signal and
and emergency
equipment, and samples of such explosives
equipment,
explosives (but not including
including liquid
liquid
nitroglycerin) for laboratory
laboratory or sales purposes
nitroglycerin)
purposes in restricted
restricted quanquantities as may be permitted
permitted by regulations
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce established
merce
established hereunder.
hereunder.
"(5) It
convey,
It shall be unlawful
unlawful knowingly
knowingly to transport,
transport, carry,
carry, convey,
store, stow, or use on board
board any vessel other
other than
passenger-carrying
than aapassenger-carrying
vessel, any high explosive
(4) hereof
hereof except
except
explosive referred
referred to in
in subsection
subsection (4)
as permitted
permitted by the regulations
regulations of the Secretary
Commerce estabSecretary of Commerce
hereunder.
lished hereunder.
It shall be unlawful
unlawful knowingly
"(6) (a)
(a) It
knowingly to transport, carry, convey,
convey,
store, stow, or use (except
(except as fuel for its own machinery)
machinery) on
on board
board
vessel, except one specifically
specifically exempted
exempted by
paragraph (b)
(b) of
of this
this
any vessel,
by paragraph
subsection,
subsection, any
any other explosives .or
other dangerous
or other
dangerous articles
articles or
or subsubincluding inflammable
stances, including
inflammable liquids, inflammable
inflammable solids, oxidizing
oxidizing
materials, corrosive
corrosive liquids, compressed gases, poisonous articles or
or
substances,
hazardous articles, and ships'
substances, hazardous
ships' stores
stores and
and supplies of aadanexcept as permitted by the regulations
regulations of the Secretary
gerous nature, except
Secretary
of Commerce
Commerce established hereunder:
Provided, That all of the proviprovihereunder: Provided,
sions of this subsection relating
g,
conrelating to the
the transportation,
transportation, carryin
carrying,
conveying, storing, stowing, or use of explosives or
or other
other dangerous
dangerous
articles or substances
substances shall apply to the transportation,
transportation, carrying,
conveying,
conveying, storing, stowing, or using
using on board
board any
any passenger
passenger vessel
vessel
of any barrels,
barrels, drums, or other
other packages
packages of any combustible liquid
which gives off inflammable
inflammable vapors
vapors (as determined
determined by
flash-point in
in
by flash-point
open cup tester as used for test of burning oil)
oil) at
temat or below aa temperature of one hundred and fifty degrees Fahrenheit
Fahrenheit and above
eighty degrees Fahrenheit.
(b) This
This subsection
subsection shall
shall not
not apply
apply toto—
"(b)
"(i)
"(i) vessels
vessels not exceeding
exceeding fifteen
engaged
fifteen gross tons when not engaged
in carrying
passengers for hire;
carrying passengers
"(ii)
"(ii) vessels used exclusively
pleasure;
exclusively for
for pleasure;
"(iii) vessels not exceeding
exceeding five hundred gross tons while
"(iii)
engaged in the fisheries;
fisheries;
"(iv)
“
(iv) tugs or towing vessels: Provided,
That any
such
Provided, however,
however, That
any such
vessel, when engaged in towing
towing any vessel that has explosives,
explosives
inflammable liquids,
compressed gases
board
inflammable
liquids, or inflammable
inflammable compressed
gases on board

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CONG.,

76TH
SESS.—CH. 777—OCT.
1940
76TH CONG., 3D SESS.-CH.
777-OCT. 9, 1940

on deck, shall be required
required to make
to guard
guard
make such provisions
provisions to
extinguish fire as shall be prescribed
the Board
against and extinguish
prescribed by the
Board
Supervising Inspectors
and approved
of Supervising
Inspectors and
approved by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Commerce;
Commerce;
"(v)
"(v) cable
cable vessels, dredges,
dredges, elevator vessels, fireboats,
fireboats, icebreakers, pile drivers, pilot
breakers,
pilot boats, welding vessels, salvage and
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wrecking vessels;
wrecking
"(vi)inflammable
vessels;
or
cargo in
in bulk:
bulk: ProPro"(vi)
inflammable
or combustible
combustible liquid
liquid cargo
vided, however
however, That the
vided,
handling and
stowage of any inflamthe handling
and stowage
mable or combustible
mable
combustible liquid
liquid cargo
cargo in bulk shall be
be subject
subject to
to
46
48 u.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Sapp.
the provisions of section 4417a
4417a of the Revised Statutes, as
as V.
V, §391s.
Ma.
amended.
amended.
"(7) In
In order
"(7)
secure effective
provisions against
against the
hazards of
order to
to secure
effective provisions
the hazards
of
or property
health, life, limb, or
property created
created by
other dangerdangerby explosives
explosives or other
ous
(3), (4),
(4), (5),
(5), or
or (6)
(6) of
ous articles
articles or
or substances
substances to
to which
which subsection
subsection (3),
of
this
this section
section apply—
applyRegulations
the
Regulations by the
regulations define,
"(a) The Secretary
"(a)
Secretary of Commerce shall by regulations
define .de- Secretary
of ComComSecretary of
scribe,
and classify
classify all
all explosives
dangerous articles
articles merce.
scribe, name,
name, and
explosives or
or other
other dangerous
merce.
or
shall establish
establish such
as may
may be
be necesnecessuch regulations
regulations as
or substances,
substances, and
and shall
sary to
to make
make effective
effective the
provisions of
section with
with respect
respect
of this
this section
the provisions
sary
to the
marking, labeling,
certificaand certificalabeling, and
packing, marking,
descriptive names,
names, packing,
to
the descriptive
tion
of such
such explosives
or other
other dangerous
substances;
articles or substances;
explosives or
dangerous articles
tion of
or
specifications of containers
containers for explosives
explosives or
with respect
respect to
to the specifications
other dangerous
articles or
or substances;
substances; with
respect to
to the
the marking
marking
with respect
other
dangerous articles
Definitions, descripdescripDefinitions,
and labeling
of said
said containers;
and shall
shall accept
and adopt
adopt for
the tions,
for the
accept and
containers; and
and
labeling of
tions, etc.,
etc., of
of exexplosives.
plosives.
purposes
above
mentioned
in
this
subsection
such
definitions,
descripdescrippurposes above mentioned in this subsection such definitions,
tions, descriptive
descriptive names,
classifications, specifications
specifications of
containers,
of containers,
names, classifications,
tions,
packing,
labeling, and
of explosives
explosives or
or other
other
certification of
and certification
marking, labeling,
packing, marking,
the extent
dangerous
extent as are or may be estabor substances to the
articles or
angerous articles
lished from
from, time
time to
to time
time by
by the
the Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission
Interstate Commerce
lished
insofar
as they
to shippers
carriers engaged in
common carriers
shippers by common
apply to
they apply
insofar as
Marking, handling,
handling,
Marking,
interstate or
commerce by
water. The
The Secretary
of Com- etc.
Secretary of
by water.
foreign commerce
or foreign
interstate
etc.
merce
shall
also
establish
regulations
with
respect
to
the
marking,
to
the
respect
with
regulations
establish
also
merce shall
handling, storage,
stowage, and
and use
use of
of explosives
explosives or
other dangerous
dangerous
or other
storage, stowage,
handling,
articles
substances on
such vessels;
vessels; with respect to the
on board
board such
or substances
articles or
disposition of
other dangerous
dangerous articles
or substances
substances
articles or
or other
explosives or
of any
any explosives
disposition
found
to be
in an
condition; with respect
necessary
respect to the necessary
an unsafe
unsafe condition;
be in
found to
shipping papers,
cargo-stowage plans,
plans, and
and the description
description
manifests, cargo-stowage
papers, manifests,
shipping
and descriptive
of explosives
or other
other dangerous
articles or
or
dangerous articles
explosives or
names of
descriptive names
and
substances to
be entered
also any other
other
documents; also
shipping documents;
such shipping
in such
entered in
to be
substances
regulations
safe transportation,
carriage, conveyance,
conveyance, storage,
storage,
transportation, carriage,
for the
the safe
regulations for
stowage, or
use of
of explosives
explosives or
other dangerous
subarticles or subdangerous articles
or other
or use
stowage,
stances
on board
vessels as
of Commerce
shall
Commerce shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
as the
such vessels
board such
stances on
deem necessary;
necessary; and
and with
respect to
of all the foreinspection of
the inspection
to the
with respect
deem
Utilization of
helpof helpgoing
mentioned in
in this
Commerce fulUtilization
of Commerce
Secretary of
The Secretary
paragraph. The
this paragraph.
going mentioned
services.
services.
may
utilize the
services of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau for
Safe Transportation
Transportation
the Safe
for the
the services
may utilize
of
Explosives and
Other Dangerous
Dangerous Articles,
of such
such other
other
and of
Articles, and
and Other
of Explosives
organizations
services he
helpful.
may deem to be helpful.
he may
whose services
organizations whose
Applicability of
of regregApplicability
"(b)
The transportation,
stowage, ulations.
storage, stowage,
conveyance, storage,
carriage, conveyance,
transportation, carriage,
(b) The
ulations.
or
use
of
such
explosives
or
other
dangerous
articles
or
substances
or use of such explosives or other dangerous articles or substances
shall
be in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
so established,
established, which
which
regulations so
the regulations
shall be
shall,
insofar as
as applicable
be binding
binding upon
upon
respectively, be
them, respectively,
to them,
applicable to
shall, insofar
shippers
and the
charterers, agents,
or persons
persons in
in
masters, or
agents, masters,
the owners,
owners, charterers,
shippers and
charge of
of such
vessels, and
all other
persons transporting,
transporting,
other persons
upon all
and upon
such vessels,
charge
carrying, conveying,
conveying, storing,
storing, stowing,
or using
using on board
board any such
such
stowing, or
carrying,
vessels any
dangerous articles
articles or substances:
substances:
or other
other dangerous
explosives or
any explosives
vessels
Proviso.
construed to prevent the Proviso.
Provided, That
That this
this section
be construed
section shall not be
Provided,
Military, eta.,
ete.,
Military,
forces.
transportation of
of military
military or
or naval
with their
their accompanyaccompany- forces.
forces with
naval forces
transportation
ing munitions
munitions of
of war
stores.
and stores.
war and
ing
193470*-41—PT.
193470°-41-PT.
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Nonexemption
of
Nonexremptionof
vessels from certain
requirements.
requirements.

regulations.

Local
Local regulations.

Refusal to transport

Refusal to transport
explosives, etc.

exposives,
ec.

Public hearings
Public
hearings on
on

proposed regulations,
proposed
regulations,

etc.

Effective date
date
Effective
amendments, etc.

of
of

amendments, etc.

False or deceptive
Fal or
decePtve
marking,
etc.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

"(c)
Nothing contained
contained in
this section
section shall
shall be
to relieve
relieve
"(c) Nothing
in this
be construed
construed to

subject to
section from any other
other
any vessel subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this section
of the
requirements of
title 52
52 (secs.
4399 to
to 4500,
4500, inclusive)
inclusive) of
of
of
the requirements
of title
(secs. 4399
amendatory or supplementary
supplementary
.
thereto
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes or
or Acts amendatory
thereto
and regulations
thereunder applicable
applicable to such vessel, which
which are not
not
regulations thereunder
inconsistent herewith.
herewith.
inconsistent
"(d) Nothing contained
contained in this section shall be construed
construed as preventing the
enforcement of reasonable
regulations
. now
in effect
effect
venting
the enforcement
reasonable local regulations
now in
adopted, which
which are
inconsistent or in
with
or hereafter
hereafter adopted,
are not
not inconsistent
in conflict with
this section
Commerce estabthis
section or
or the
the regulations
regulations of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
established hereunder.

"(8)
"(8) Any
Any master, owner, charterer,
charterer, or agent shall refuse
refuse to transport
any explosives
dangerous articles
port any
explosives or other dangerous
articles or substances
substances in

violation
of any
any provisions
of this
section and
the regulations
estabviolation of
provisions of
this section
and the
regulations estabrequire that any container
container or package
lished thereunder, and may require
which he
he has
has reason
to believe
contains explosives
explosives or
or other
dangerous
which
reason to
believe contains
other dangerous
articles or substances
substances be opened
opened to ascertain
ascertain the facts.
articles
"(9)
"(9) Before
Before any regulations
regulations or any additions, alterations, amendprovisions of this section
ments, or repeals thereof
thereof are made under
under the provisions
section,
except
except in an emergency,
published
emergency such proposed
proposed regulations
regulations shall be published
hearings with respect
respect thereto
thereto shall be held on such notice
notice
and public hearings
as the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce deems advisable under the circumalterations, amendments,
stances. Any additions,
additions, alterations,
amendments, or repeals of such
such
regulations
regulations shall, unless a
ashorter time is authorized
authorized by the Secretary
Secretary
of Commerce,
Commerce, take effect
effect ninety days after
after their promulgation.
promulgation.
"(10) ItIt shall
deliver or
or cause
to be
be
cause to
be unlawful
unlawful knowingly
knowingly to deliver
"(10)
shall be

for shipment
shipment to
to any
vessel subject
delivered, or tender for
any vessel
subject to
to this
section
this section
dan?;erous articles or substances
substances defined
any explosives
explosives or any other dangerous
defined
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce established
established hereunder
hereunder
in the regulations
under any false or deceptive
deceptive descriptive
invoice, shipdescriptive name, marking,
marking, invoice,
ping
or other
and without
without informing the agent
agent of
of
other declaration
declaration and
ping paper,
paper, or
such vessel in writing
thereof at or before the
the
writing of the true character
character thereof
Tender or
shipment time such delivery
Tender
or shipment
delivery or transportation
transportation is made.
made. It
It shall be unlawful for
for
of prohibited exploexploany
ship on any
any vessel to which
which
tender for
for shipment,
shipment, or ship
sives.
f
hibvte
explo
any person to tender
this section applies, any
any explosives
explosives or
or other
other dangerous
dangerous articles
or
articles or
substances the transportation,
carriage, conveyance,
storage, stowage,
transportation, carriage,
conveyance, storage,
or use of which on board vessels is
is prohibited
prohibited by this section.
Exemption of ves"(11) The
Commerce may
may exempt
exempt any
vessel or
or class
class
any vessel
"(11)
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
sel
upon ertainfnd
sels upon
certain findings.
of
section or any regulations
regulations
ings.
of vessels from any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of this section
established hereunder
or parts thereof established
hereunder upon a
afinding
finding by him that the
other
vessel, route, area of operations, conditions
conditions of the voyage, or other
circumstances are such as to render
render the application
circumstances
application of
of this section
section or
or
regulations established
hereunder unnecessary
unnecessary for the
any of the regulations
established hereunder
Proviso.
Atobicerig
purposes of safety:
emergency such
safety: Provided,
Provided, That except in an emergency
such
Public hearing.
exception shall be made
made for any vessel or class of vessels only after
after
a
a public
public hearing.
Enforcement
established
Enforcemen t
"(12) The
The provisions
provisions of this section
section and the regulations
regulations established
agencies.
. .hereunder
enforced primarily by the
hereunder shall.
shall, be enforced
the Bureau of Marine
Marine
Inspection
Navigation of
of the
the Department
Department of Commerce
Inspection and Navigation
Commerce and the
Coast Guard of the Department
Department of the Treasury;
Treasury; and
and the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Commerce, with the consent of the head of any executive
commerce,
executive department,
department,
independent establishment,
establishment, or
or other
agency of
ofthe
the Government,
Government
? may
may
independent
other agency
avail himself of the use of information,
information, advice, services
services, facilities,
officers, and employees
employees thereof (including
service) in
in carry(including the field service)
carryProviso.
ing
the provisions
provisions of
this section:
Provided, That
That no
no officer
officer or
or
iOUna.
mg out
out the
of this
section: Provided,
Additional compensation.
saton.
employee of the
any additional
additional compensaemployee
the United
United States shall receive
receive any
compensasuch services, except
law.
tion for such
except as
as permitted
permitted by
by law.
Detention of veasels
"(13) Any
collector of
of customs
customs may,
upon his
his own
own knowledge,
or
knowledge, or
"(13)
Any collector
may, upon
vitngm
violating provisions.
upon the sworn information of
of any reputable citizen
citizen of the United
United

54
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subject to this section
States, that any.vessel subject
section is violating
violating any of the
regulations established
provisions of this section or of the regulations
established hereunder,
hereunder,
by written order served on the master, person in charge
charge of such vessel,
or
or the owner or charterer
charterer thereof,
thereof, or the agent of the owner
owner or
charterer,
charterer, detain
detain such vessel until such
such time
time as the provisions
provisions of this
section and of the regulations
regulations established
established hereunder
hereunder have been complied
complied
Appeal, if
if detained.
detained.
Appeal,
ordered detained,
master, person
with.
vessel be
with. If
If the
the vessel
be ordered
detained, the
the master,
person in charge,
charge,
or owner
charterer, or
the agent
agent of
the owne
chart
erer th
ereo f
or
owner or
or charterer,
or the
of the
ownerr or charterer
thereof,
may
.
rthinfivedays
appeal to
Secretary of
Commerce,who
w ho may,
may,,
may within
within
five days appeal
to the
the Secretary
of Commerce,
investigation, affirm, set aside, or modify
modify the order of such colafter investigation,
F a ls
False
information
nformation
citizen of
of the
the United
lector.
If any
lector. If
any reputable
reputable citizen
United States furnishes sworn
sworn deemed
deemed perjury.
collector of customs
information •
customs that any vessel,
vessel, subject to this
to any collector
information
section,. is violating
provisions of this section or of the
section,
violating any of the provisions
information is knowingly
regulations
regulations established
established hereunder, and such information
knowingly
false, the person so falsely swearing
swearing shall
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
of
perjury.
Penalty.
Penalty.
"(14) Whoever shall knowingly
knowingly violate any of the provisions of
this
established under this section shall
or of any regulations
regulations established
this section or
a penalty of not more
be subject to a
more than
than $2,000
$2,000 for each violation.
Liability of
of vessel
vessel
Liability
In
of the
the owner,
owner, charterer
charterer, for
violation on the part of
any such
such violation
case of any
In the
the case
o penalty.
pty.
master, or person in
agent,
agent, master,
in charge
charge of the
the vessel,
vessel, such vessel shall be
liable for the penalty
proceeded against
against by
penalty and may be seized
seized and proceeded
way
libel in
district court of the United
United States in any district
district
in the
the district
way of libel
in
which such
.
in which
such vessel may be found.
Death, etc.,
etc., result"(15) When
the death
death or
or bodily
bodily injury
of any
any person
person results
from ingDeath,
reltinjury of
results from
"(15)
When the
from violations.
the
violation of
section or
any regulations
pursuance
regulations made in pursuance
or any
of this section
the violation
thereof,
violated or
or
shal have
have knowingly
knowingly violated
or persons who shall
thereof, the
the person or
Penalty.
Penalty.
regulations shall
caused to
shall be fined
provisions or regulations
such provisions
be violated
violated such
to be
caused
not
more than
or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than ten years, or both.
than $10,000
$10,000 or
not more
"(16) The
transportation by
Transportation
of
vessels of gasoline or any other
Transportation
of
etc., used by
"(16)
The transportation
by vessels
other gasoline,
gasoline, etc., used by
inflammable
combustible liquid or inflammable
inflammable gas when
carried motor vehicles.
vehicles.
when carried
inflammable or combustible
by
motor vehicles
the same
same as
as a
a source
of their
their own motive
motive
source of
using the
vehicles using
by motor
power, or
motive power
driving auxiliaries
auxiliaries forming
of
forming aa part of
for driving
power for
or motive
power,
the
under the conditions
conditions as set forth in the
shall be lawful under
the vehicle,
vehicle, shall
Secretary of Commerce under this
regulations established
established by the Secretary
regulations
Provisos.
, be
section: Provided,
Provided, however,
motor or motors
motors in any vehicle
the motor
That the
however, That
section:
Motors
to
be
stopped.
be stopped
stopped immediately
entering the
vessel, and that the stopped.
the said vessel,
after entering
immediately after
be
same be
be not
not restarted
restarted until
until immediately
before said
vehicle shall
shall
said vehicle
immediately before
same
leave the
said vessel
vessel has
has been
been made
fast to
the wharf
wharf or
or
to the
made fast
after said
the vessel
vessel after
leave
Other fire to be
ferry
bridge at
at which
lands. All
All other
other fire,
fire, if
if any, in such extinguished.
oeth,
re to,be
she lands.
which she
ferry bridge
vehicle shall
shall be
the said vessel
vessel and
and the
the
entering the
before entering
be extinguished
extinguished before
vehicle
same
not •be
relighted until
said vehicle
vehicle shall
the
leave the
shall leave
after said
until after
be relighted
shall not
same shall
Operation
of motor
motor
vessel: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That the
Secretary of
Commerce, may,
may,
operation of
of Commerce,
the Secretary
vessel:
vehicle auxiliaries.
uxlares.
by regulation,
regulation, permit
operation on
vessels of motive power
power
on board vessels
the operation
permit the
by
such
for
driving auxiliaries
auxiliaries forming
motor vehicles, under
under such
forming aapart of motor
for driving
Right
of refusal
to
refusal to
Right of
further, That
conditions as
as he
he may
Provided further,
That any
any
deem proper:
proper: Provided
may deem
conditions
transport vehicles.
owner, charterer,
agent, master,
other person
having charge
charge of
of aa transport vehile
person having
or other
master, or
charterer, agent,
owner,
vessel shall
shall have
have the
the right
refuse to
motor vehicles
vehicles the
transport motor
to transport
to refuse
right to
vessel
fuel tanks
tanks of
inflammable or comother inflammable
or other
gasoline or
contain gasoline
of which
which contain
fuel
bustible liquid
or inflammable
gas used
used as
the
for the
power for
of power
a source
source of
as a
inflammable gas
liquid or
bustible
Liability for
for violaviolavehicle or
or its
Provided further,
That the
the owner,
owner, motor
Liability
motor ttions.
further, That
its auxiliaries:
auxiliaries: Provided
vehicle
carrier, and
such vehicle in which all fires have not aons.
of any such
operator of
and operator
carrier,
been extinguished
motor or
or motors
stopped as
as required
by
required by
motors stopped
or the
the motor
extinguished or
been
this
subsection or regulations
regulations established
established thereunder, and the owner,
this subsection
charterer? agent,
agent, master,
person in
which
of the vessel on which
charge of
in charge
or person
master, or
charterer,
Penalty.
Penalty.
such vehicle
is transported,
transported, shall
liable to a
a penalty of not
be liable
each be
shall each
vehicle is
such
more
than
$500,
for
which
the
motor
vehicle
and
.
vessel,
respectively,
respectively,
vessel,
and
vehicle
the
motor
which
for
$500,
more than
Limitation of penshall
liable: And
provided further,
further, That
of this
this subsub- alty.
of penLimitation
violation .of
That aa violation
And provided
be liable:
shall be
section
not subject
subject any
person to
in subsubty.
provided in
penalty provided
to the
the penalty
any person
shall not
section shall
section
or (15)
hereof."
(15) hereof."
(14) or
section (14)
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SEC. 2. (a)
(a) Such provision to guard against
against and extinguish fire
SE.
shall
be made
made on
which is
is subject
of
the provisions of
to the
subject to
vessel which
every vessel
on every
shall be
subsection (4),
or (6)
(6) of
other
this Act, or of any other
of this
of Section 11of
(5), or
(4), (5),
subsection
section of
of title
52 of
the Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended (sections 4399
as amended
of the
title 52
section
to
4500,
inclusive),
or
Acts
amendatory
supplementary thereto,
supplementary
or
amendatory
Acts
or
inclusive),
to 4500,
as shall
be prescribed
Supervising Inspectors and
Board of Supervising
prescribed by the Board
as
shall be

Fire
prevention.
Fire prevention.

approved by the Secretary of Commerce.

etc.

Lifeboats, etc., usLifeboats,

ing combustible fuel.

ing combustible

Provisos.
for
of fuel
fuel for
crrying of
Carrying
lifeboats,
ifeboats, etc.

etc.

approved
(b) Nothing
by theherein
Secretary
contained
of Commerce.
shall prohibit
prohibit the
the use
by any
any .vessel
vessel
use by
shall
contained
herein
(b)
Nothing

of motorboats, launches, or lifeboats
lifeboats equipped with engines using an
an
inflammable or
combustible fuel,
anything herein contained
contained
shall anything
fuel, nor shall
or combustible
inflammable
prohibit such
launches, or
or lifeboats
from carrying
carrying such
such
lifeboats from
motorboats, launches,
such motorboats,
prohibit
inflammable
combustible fuel
fuel in
Provided, That no
their tanks: Provided,
in their
or combustible
inflammable or
such inflammable
or combustible
fuel for
engines of
motorof such motorthe engines
for the
combustible fuel
inflammable or
such

boats, launches,
launches, or lifeboats
lifeboats shall be carried except as may be preboats,
scribed by
Board of
Supervising Inspectors with
of Supervising
the Board
of the
regulations of
by regulations
scribed

That
further, That
the
approval of
of the
the Secretary
of Commerce:
Commerce: Provided
Provided further,
Secretary of
the approval

Use of
of lifeboats.
lifeboats,
Use

the use
of such
such lifeboats
lifeboats shall
shall be
regulations as shall be
under such regulations
be under
use of
the
prescribed by
Supervising Inspectors
Inspectors with the approval
by the Board of Supervising
prescribed
of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
Secretary of
of the
the Secretary
R. S. §4417a, amendSEc. 3. Section 4417a of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 ediSEC.
s.s 4417amendment.
49
391a) is hereby amended by deleting from
tion, title 46, Supp. V, sec. 391a)
1889.
49 Stat.
tat. 1889.
paragraph
thereof the
the following
"Provided, That the profollowing proviso: "Provided,
2 thereof
paragraph 2
visions of
this section
section shall
carriers engaged
engaged in
apply to common carriers
not apply
shall not
of this
visions
interstate or
commerce which
which transport
transport such liquid cargo by
foreign commerce
or foreign
interstate
water insofar
common carriers are subject to the regulaas such
such common
only as
insofar only
water
tions formulated
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission under the
formulated by the Interstate
tions
provisions of
of section 233 of
March 4, 1909 (ch.
(ch. 321,35
321, 35 Stat.
Act of March
of the Act
provisions
1135), as
C. 383)";
by amending
amending the
the second
second
and by
383)"; and
S. C.
U. S.
(18 U.
amended (18
as amended
1135),
Proviso.
Permits for prohibited materials..
materials.

Pe, o.
hibitd

U. S. C. 465.
. f 465.
446 U..
R.
8. §4424,
amendR.8.§
4424, amendment. m e n

t

e.R. B.
ment.

t.

I
4457, amendmend4457,

Criminal Code,
arimenal Codes
amendments.
35 Stat. 1134,
1135.
113 113.

358tat.

Repeals.

49 Stat. 868.

'8tt.8.

tii=riation

an1

'F

proviso in
in paragraph
follows: "And
"And provided
as follows:
to read
read as
thereof to
paragraph 44 thereof
proviso
further,
That no
permit shall
be issued
the provisions
provisions of this
this
under the
issued under
shall be
no permit
further, That
section authorizing
presence on board any vessel of any of the
the presence
authorizing the
section
materials
subsection (3)
(3)
being thereon by subsection
prohibited from being
expressly prohibited
materials expressly
of section 4472 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended".
amended".
SEC.
SRC. 4. Section 4424 of the Revised Statutes, as amended (U. S. C.,
"or
1934 edition, title 46, sec. 402),
amended by deleting
deleting the words "or
402), is amended
whenever
passenger steam vessel receives or carries any gunwhenever any passenger
placed
powder on
board, not
not having a
acertificate authorizing
authorizing the same, placed
on board,
powder
and kept as required, or shall carry any gunpowder
gunpowder at a
aplace or in a
a
manner
certificate".
manner not authorized by such certificate.
SEC.
Sze. 5. Section 4457 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C., 1934 edition,
edition,
title 46,
amended by deleting the words "certificates
"certificates
414) is amended
46, sec. 414)
title
authorizing gunpowder to be carried as freight by any steamer
steamer
carrying passengers,
passengers, and of".
carrying
Sze. 6. Sections 232, 233,
233a 234, and 235 of the Criminal Code, as
SEC.
amended (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
edition, title
18, secs.
to 385,
inclusive),
385, inclusive),
sees. 382
382 to
title 18,
C., 1934
1934 edition,
amended
are amended:
amended:
(a) By striking
appearing in
wherever appearing
"vessels" wherever
"vessel" and "vessels"
striking out "vessel"
(a)
235;
sections 232, 234, and 235;
(b)
appearing in section
section
striking out "or water" where first appearing
By striking
(b) By
233; and
(c)
"or water"
where last
in section 235.
appearing in
last appearing
water" where
out "or
striking out
By striking
(c) By
Sze.
SEC. 7.
7. Sections
Sections 4278,
4278, 4279, and 4280 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U.
(U. S.
S.
C., 1934 edition, title 46, secs. 172, 173, 174);
174) ;section 4288 of the
Revised Statutes,
edition, title
title 46, sec.
C., 1934
1934 edition,
(U. S. C.
Statutes, as amended (U.
Revised
175)
edition, title 46
46,
the Act
Act of August 26, 1935 (U. S. C., 1934 edition,
175);;the
amended, 4473, 4475,
4475, and
and
179);;sections 4422, as amended,
sees. 178, 179)
Supp. V, secs.
sees.
4476 of the Revised
Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
C., 1934 edition, title 46, secs.
469) are
hereby repealed.
hereby
repealed
arhre
401, 466, 468, and 469)
Sze.
8. There
hereby authorized
authorized to be
appropriated such sums
be appropriated
are hereby
There are
SBo. 8.

out the
the provisions of this Act.
carry out
necessary to carry
as may
may be
of
money as
of money
be necessary
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SEC.
S
EC. 9. This Act shall become effective six months
months after
after the date of
approval,
(7) of section 1
1 hereof, which subapproval, except
except as to subsection
subsection (7)
subsection shall become
become effective on the date of approval.
approval. Such initial
regulations
necessary to make the Act effective shall be
regulations as may be necessary
promulgated within ninety
promulgated
hereof:
ninety days from the
the date of
of approval
approval hereof:
Provided,however, That during any national emergency proclaimed
Provided,
proclaimed by
the President, he may, in his discretion, accelerate
accelerate any or all provisions
provisions
of this section.
section.
SEC. 10. If
If any
or the
the application
thereof to
SEC.
any provision
provision of
of this
this Act,
Act, or
application thereof
to
invalid, the
remainder of
any person
person or
or circumstance
circumstance is held
held invalid,
the remainder
of the
the Act,
Act,
affected
and the application of the provisions
provisions thereof, shall not be affected
thereby.
thereby.
Approved, October
October 9,
1940.
Approved,
9, 1940,

1029
1029
Effective dates.
dates.

Promulgation of initial regulations.

Proviso.
A°equation of proAceleration
visions
during
navisions
national emergency.
Separability of proSeparability

visions.

[
CHAPTER 778]
778]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Secretary of the Treasury
To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Treasury to
to order
order retired
retired commissioned
commissioned and
warrant officers
officers of
active duty during time of national
national
warrant
of the Coast Guard
Guard to active
emergency,
emergency, and
and for other
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
by the
Be
enacted by
United States
in Congress
assembled, That any commisCongress assembled,
of America
America in
United
States of
on the retired list may
sioned or
the Coast Guard on
warrant officer
officer of the
sioned
or warrant
of
at any
any time,
time, with
his consent
Secretary of
in the
the discretion
discretion of the Secretary
consent,1 in
with his
at
the Treasury,
Treasury, be
be ordered
ordered to
duty.
to active
active duty.
the
SEC. 2.
That all
authority or
or discretion
in the
the Secretary
Secretary
vested in
discretion vested
2. That
all authority
SEC.
of the
the Navy
Navy to
order commissioned
and warrant
warrant officers
of the
the
officers of
commissioned and
to order
of
Coast Guard
Guard on
the retired
active duty
the Coast
Guard
Coast Guard
duty while
while the
list to
to active
retired list
on the
Coast
is not
operating as
part of
of the
Navy, is
transferred to
to and
and
is hereby
hereby transferred
the Navy,
as aapart
is
not operating
vested
in the
the Secretary
Treasury,
Secretary of the Treasury.
vested in
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 779]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To assist
assist in
in the
national-defense program
program by
by amending
3477 and
and 3737
3737
sections 3477
amending sections
the national-defense
To
of
of claims
public
claims under public
the assignment
assignment of
permit the
to permit
Statutes to
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
contracts.

Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United
of America
Congress assembled,
That sections
3477
sections 3477
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
States of
United States
and
Revised Statutes
Statutes be
amended by
by adding
adding at
at the
the end
end
be amended
of the
the Revised
3737 of
and 3737
of
each such
section the
the following
new paragraph:
paragraph:
following new
such section
of each
"The
provisions of
the preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph shall
not apply
in
apply in
shall not
of the
"The provisions
any
case in
moneys due
or to
to become
from the
the United
United
due from
become due
due or
the moneys
which the
in which
any case
States
or from
from any
thereof, under
under aa contract
contract
department thereof,
or department
agency or
any agency
States or
providing
payments aggregating
more, are
are assigned
assigned to
to
or more,
$1,000 .or
aggregating $1,000
for payments
providing for
a
company, or
or other
other financing
any
including any
institution, including
financing mstitution,
trust company,
a bank,
bank, trust
Federal lending
Provided,
agency: Provided,
lending agency:
Federal
"1. That
in the
of any
any contract
entered into
to the
date
the date
prior to
into prior
contract entered
case of
the case
"1.
That in
of approval
of the
the Assignment
of Claims
Act of
1940, no
no claim
shall
claim shall
of 1940,
Claims Act
Assignment of
approval of
of
be assigned
consent of
the head
head of
of the
the department
department or
or
of the
the consent
without the
assigned without
be
agency concerned;
concerned;
agency
"2.
in the
the date
date of
of
after the
into after
entered into
contract entered
of any
any contract
case of
the case
That in
"2. That
approval
the Assignment
of Claims
Act of
of 1940,
shall
claim shall
no claim
1940, no
Claims Act
Assignment of
of the
approval of
be
assigned if
it arises
arises under
contract which
which forbids
forbids such
such
a contract
under a
if it
be assigned
assignment;
assignment;
"3. That
That unless
expressly permitted
by such
such contract
contract
permitted by
otherwise expressly
unless otherwise
"3.
any
assignment shall
cover all
amounts payable
payable under
under such
such
all amounts
shall cover
such assignment
any such
contract
and not
not already
already paid,
shall not
not be
be made
made to
more than
than one
one
to more
paid, shall
contract and
party,
shall not
be subject
further assignment,
assignment, except
except that
that
to further
subject to
not be
and shall
party, and

October 9, 1940
October
[H. R. 10337j
103371
[Public, No. 8191
8101

Coast Guard.
Guard.
Active duty of retired officers.

Transfer of authorTransfer
ity.

October
1940
October 9, 1940
[II.
104841
[H. R. 10464]

8111
[Public, No. 811)

Assignment of
Assignment
Clalina
Claims Act of 1940.
31
S. C.
C. $
203; 41
31 Ii.
. H.
41
5213;
5.
U. 8.. C.. q15.
Assignment
Assignment of
claims upon U. S.
8. to
banks,
banks, etc.

Proviso.
Protvo.
Prior
Prior contracts; consent to assignment.

Contracts forbidContracts
ding assignment.
assignment.

Limitations on as-

signment.
signment.

1030
1030

Filing
of written
written
Filing of
notice by assignee.

Validity
Validity of assignment.

Navy DeDeWar or Navy
partment
partment contracts.
Set-off, etc., of assignor's
indebtedness
signor's indebtedness
to U. S.

Short title.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.779,
780—OCT.9,
9, 1940
1940
PUBLIC
779, 780-OCT.

any
such assignment
may be
be made
made to
one party
party- as
trustee
to one
as agent
agent or trustee
any such
assignment may
for
participating in
in such financing;
financing;
for two or
or more parties
parties participating
"4.
assignment, the assignee
thereof
assignee thereof
the event of
of any
any such assignment,
"4. That
That in the
true copy
copy
the assignment
assignment together with
with aa true
shall file written
written notice of the
of
the instrument
instrument of assignment
with—
assignment withof the
"
(a) the
Accounting Office,
"(a)
the General
General Accounting
Office,
"(b)
department or
contracting officer or the head of his department
"(b) the contracting
agency,
agency,
"(c) the surety or sureties
"(c)
sureties upon the bond or bonds, if any,
connection with such contract, and
in connection
"(d)
disbursing officer,
officer, if
if any,
any, designated
in such
designated in
such contract
contract
"(d) the
the disbursing
to
payment.
to make
make payment.
Notwithstanding
contrary governing
governing the validity of
of
Notwithstanding any
any, law to the contrary
assignments,
pursuant to the Assignment
Assignment of Claims
assignments, any assignment pursuant
Act
purposes."
Act of 1940
1940 shall
shall constitute
constitute aa valid
valid assignment
assignment for all purposes."
Any contract entered
Navy
entered into by the War Department or the Navy
Department may provide that payments
Department
payments to an assignee of any claim
arising under
under such
such contract
contract shall
shall not
not be subject
subject to
to reduction
reduction or setsetoff, and if it is so provided in such contract,
contract, such payments shall not
not
assignor
be subject to reduction or set-off for any indebtedness
indebtedness of the assignor
independently of such contract.
contract.
to the United States arising independently
SEO. 2. This Act may be cited as the "Assignment
SEO.
"Assignment of Claims Act
Act
1940".
of 1940".
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 780]

October 9,
1940
9,1940
[H. R. 105391
[I.
R. 10539]
[Public,
Public, No.
No. 812]
812]

First Supplemental
First
Civil Functions
Functions Appropriation Act, 1941.
1941.
propriation

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

Making supplemental
supplemental appropriations
appropriations for the support of the Government
Government for the
fiscal year
June 30, 1941, and for other purposes.
fiscal
year ending
ending June

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the following
following
sums are appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherappropriated, for the support of the Government
wise appropriated,
Government for the fiscal
fiscal
June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes, namely:
year ending June
namely:
TITLE I—GENERAL
I-GENERAL APPROPRIATIONS
APPROPRIATIONS

LEGISLATIVE
LEGISLATIVE
SENATE
Ernest
Ernest Lundeen.
Lundeen.
Payment to widow.
widow.
assistance.
Clerical assistance.
Ante,
Ante, p. 464.

Compensation of
Compensation
Finance Comclerk of Finance
mittee.
Ante,
Ante, p. 463.
Assistant superinsuperintendents of press gallery.
lery.

Ante
p. 45.
Ante? P.
465.
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Items.

For
payment to Norma Ward Lundeen, widow of Ernest Lundeen,
Lundeen,
For payment
late a
a Senator
Minnesota, $10,000.
Senator from the State of Minnesota,
$10,000.
necessary of the
appropriation "Clerical
"Clerical AssistSo much as
as may be
be necessary
the appropriation
Assistance to Senators, 1941"
1941" is hereby made available to enable the Secretary of the Senate to pay two additional clerks at $1,500 per annum
each, one for each Senator from the State of Wisconsin, from the date
the Census Bureau officially
officially announces the population of said State to
exceed three million to June 30, 1941.
For an amount required to increase
increase the compensation of the clerk
Senate at the rate of $1,000
of the Finance Committee of the Senate
$1,000 per
per
annum so long as the position is held by the present incumbent,
incumbent, $750.
Beginning
Beginning with the first day of the month
month next following
following the
enactment
enactment of this Act, the compensation
compensation of the assistant superinrespective rates
tendents of the Senate press gallery
gallery shall
shall be
be at the
the respective
rates
$1,920 per
annum, and
and the
the Legislative
Branch Approof $3,000 and
and $1,920
per annum,
Legislative Branch
Appropriation Act
Act for the fiscal year 1941 hereby is amended accordingly.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, exclusive of labor, fiscal year 1940,
$40,000.
$40,000.
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For
For repairs,
repairs, improvements,
improvements, equipment, and supplies for the Senate
kitchens and
and restaurants,
restaurants, Capitol Building and Senate Office Buildkitchens
ing,
including personal and other services, to be expended from the
ing, including
contingent
fund of the
the Senate, under the supervision
contingent fund
supervision of the Committee on Rules, United States Senate,
Senate, $15,000.
$15,000.
No part of any appropriation
No
appropriation made for the contingent
contingent expenses
expenses
of the
the Senate shall be used to defray the expenses of
of
any person
person
of any
except the members of any congressional
congressional committee, the
the Sergeant
Sergeant
at Arms of the Senate or a
a representative
representative of his office,
at
and except
except
office, and
the widow or minor children or both of
of the
deceased, to
to attend
attend the
the
the deceased,
funeral rites and burial of any person who at the
or her
her
the time of
of his
his or
was a
of the
United States.
States.
death was
a Senator
Senator of
the United

1031
1031
Kitchens
Kitchens and restaurants.
Ante, p.
p. 466.
466.
Ante,

Funeral
Funeral expenses.

REPRESENTATIVES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

For payment to the widow of William B.
late a
B. Bankhead,
Bankhead, late
a RepreRepresentative from the State of
Alabama '$10,000.
of Alabama,
$10,000.
For payment
payment to the
widow o
the widow
off Willis
Willis Benjamin
Benjamin Gibbs,
Gibbs, late
late aa
Representative
Representative from
the State
State of
of Georgia,
Georgia, $10,000.
from the
$10,000.
For payment,
payment, in equal
equal increments to each,
to the
the sons
the
each, to
sons and
and the
daughter
dau
Yhter of George
George N.
Seger, late
late aa Representative
from the
the State
N. Seger,
Representative from
State
of
New Jersey,
Jersey, $10,000.
of New
$10,000.
disbursed by
The three foregoing sums to be disbursed
by the
the Sergeant
at Arms
Sergeant at
Arms
House of
of Representatives.
of the House
Representatives.
Contested-election expenses:
Contested-election
Estes Kefauver,
Kefauver , conconexpenses: For
For payment
payment to
to Estes
testee,
testee, for expenses incurred
incurred in
the contested-election
contested-election case
of Neal
Neal
in the
case of
versus Kefauver,
Kefauver, as audited and recommended
recommended by
the Committee
by the
Committee on
on
Elections Numbered
Numbered 1, $360.07.
$360.07.
For payment to Albert
Albert F.
F. Swanson,
for expenses
expenses
Swanson, contestant,
contestant, for
incurred in the contested-election
contested-election case of Swanson
Harrington,
Swanson versus
versus Harrington,
as audited and recommended
recommended by
by the
the Committee
on Elections
umCommittee on
Elections Numbered
bered Three,
Three, $2,000.
$2,000.
The foregoing sums for contested-election
contested-election expenses
expenses to
to be
be disbursed
disbursed
by the Clerk
House of
Clerk of
of the
the House
of Representatives.
Representatives.

William B. BankWilliam
head.
Payment to widow.
widow.
Willis
Willis Benjamin
Benjamin
Gibbs.
Payment to widow.
George N. Seger.
Payment to sons
and daughter.

Contested-election
Contested-election
expenses.

ARCHITECT OF THE CAPITOL
CAPITOL

Senate Office Building: For
painting the
Shop,
For painting
the Senate
Senate Cabinet
Cabinet Shop,
located in the
the Senate
under the
the Office
the Serlocated
Senate Office
Office Building,
Building, under
Office of
of the
Sergeant
Arms, $1,400.
$1,400.
geant at
at Arms,

Senate
Senate Cabinet
Cabinet
Shop.
Shop.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 473.
473.

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS

Books for the adult blind:
required to
enable
blind: For an
an additional
additional sum
sum required
to enable
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
Act entitled
entitled
the Librarian
Librarian of
of Congress
Congress to
provisions of
of the
the Act
"An Act to provide
provide books for
the adult
adult blind,"
approved March
for the
blind," approved
March 3,
3, 1931
1931
(2
amended, $25,000.
$25,000.
(2 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 135a),
135a), as
as amended,

Books for
Books
for adult
adult
blind.
blind.
Ante,
p. 478.
Ante, p.
476.
46
48 Stat.
Stat. 1487.
1487.
U. S.. C.
22 U.
C.
Ci. ft 135a.
13.,
135b:
135b: Supp.
Supp. V,
V, i 135a.
135a.

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE

The Superintendent
of Documents
is hereby
hereby authorized
The
Superintendent of
Documents is
authorized to
to deliver
deliver
to
of Congress,
Congress, from
the sales
in the
Government
to the
the Librarian
Librarian of
from the
sales stock
stock in
the Government
Printing
Office, two
two hundred
and fifty
sets of
of The
The Writings
Writings of
Printing Office,
hundred and
fifty sets
of George
George
Washington,
published by
by the
Washington, as
as published
the Bicentennial
Bicentennial Commission,
Commission, for
for distridistribution through
bution
international exchange
for such
through international
exchange and
and for
such other
other distribution
distribution
for
the use
use of
of foreign
may be
deemed appropriate.
appropriate.
for the
foreign governments
governments as
as may
be deemed

The
of
The Writings
Writings of
George Washington.
George
Washington.
Distribui
Distribu: :on.
ion.

INDEPENDENT ESTABLISHMENTS
INDEPENDENT
ESTABLISHMENTS

BENJAMIN
BENJAMIN HARRISON
MEMORIAL COMMISSION
COMMISSION
HARRISON MEMORIAL
The
of $2,500
$2,500 for
for the
Harrison Memorial
The appropriation
appropriation of
the Benjamin
Benjamin Harrison
Memorial
Commission,
contained in
in the
the First
First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Commission, contained
Act,
1940,
approved April
6, 1940 (Public
Numbered 447,
447, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
1940, approved
April 6,1940
(Public Act
Act Numbered

Reappropriation.
Eeapproprlation.
Ante,
Ante, p.83.
p. 83.
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[54 STAT.
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[54

Congress), is
hereby continued
continued available
available to
and including
31,
Congress),
is hereby
to and
including December
December 31,
1940,
the purposes
and under
under the
the conditions
1940, for the
purposes and
conditions specified
specified for
for such
such
appropriation
such Act.
Act.
in such
appropriation in
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Prevention of perPrevention
nicious
nicious political activities.

Ante, p. 767.

Prevention
all necessary
Prevention of pernicious
pernicious political activities:
activities: For
For all
necessary
expenditures
Commission in performing
performing the
expenditures of the Civil Service
Service Commission
the
duties
upon it
the Act
Act of
19, 1940
1940 (Public
(Public Act
Act
duties imposed upon
it by
by the
of July
July 19,
Numbered
753, 76th Congress),
personal services
services in
in the
Numbered 753,
Congress), including
including personal
the
District of
of Columbia and elsewhere; contract
contract stenographic
stenographic reporting
reporting
services; advertising;
advertising; streetcar
streetcar fares (not
exceed $100);
$100) ;purchase
purchase
(not to exceed
and exchange
exchange of
books of
and periodicals
periodicals (not
(not to
to exceed
exceed
of books
of reference
reference and
$500)
expenses; witness fees and
$500);;traveling
traveling expenses;
and mileage,
mileage, including
including fees
fees
to
deponents and
persons taking
taking deposition,
deposition, at rates
to deponents
and persons
rates paid in
in the courts
of the United States; and printing and
and binding, $100,000.
$100,000.

COUNCIL OF NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE
DEFENSE
Expenses.
Expenses.
Ante, p.
p. 599.
699.

Ante, pp. 377,297.
377, 297.

The
of the
the Council
of National
The appropriation
appropriation for the
the expenses
expenses of
Council of
National
Defense contained
Supplemental National
contained in the "First Supplemental
National Defense
Defense
Appropriation
1941", approved
1940, and
and allocations
allocations
Appropriation Act, 1941",
approved June
June 26
26,7 1940,
to the Council of National
National Defense, the Advisory
Advisory Commission,
and
Commission, and
subordinate bodies of the Council from the appropriations
other subordinate
appropriations
entitled "Emergency
"Emergency Fund For The President"
President" contained
contained in
in the Acts
making appropriations
appropriations for the Military Establishment
Establishment and
and the Navy
Navy
Department
1941, approved
Department for the fiscal year 1941,
approved June
June 13 and
and June
June 11,
11,
transportation
1940, shall be
be available
available for the
the payment
payment of actual
actual transportation
expenses
expenses and not to exceed $10
$10 per diem in lieu of subsistence
subsistence and
and
other expenses of members of the Commission, subordinate bodies of
of
the Council, persons serving at $1
$1 per annum, and
and persons
persons serving
serving
while away from their homes, without other compensation
compensation from the
the Advisory
Advisory
United States, in an
an advisory capacity
capacity to the Council,
Council, the
Commission or other subordinate
subordinate bodies of the
Council, or in attendthe Council,
ance at meetings
meetings concerned
concerned with
with the
the national
national defense.
defense.

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Salaries
penses.
penses.

and

exex-

Ante, p.
p. 118.
Proviso.
Provbio.
Personal services.
services.
Personal

Relocation
Relocation of monitoring stations.
toring

Salaries
Salaries and expenses: For an additional amount for
for salaries
salaries and
and
expenses, Federal Communications
Commission, including
Communications Commission,
including the objects
and subject to the limitations
limitations specified under this head in the Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, $125,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
the limitation
limitation in such Act of $1,246,340
expended under
$1,246,340 which may be
be expended
under
this head for personal
personal services in the District of Columbia is hereby
increased to $1,350,000.
Relocation of monitoring stations:
monRelocation
stations: For
For the
the relocation
relocation of
of radio
radio monCommunications
itoring stations at sites to be selected by the Federal Communications
Commission
Commission in the States of Oregon, California,
California, Michigan,
Michigan, Maryland,
Maryland,
Georgia,
Georgia, and Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, including
including the purchase of land, provided suitable sites now owned by the Government
Government cannot be made
construction of suitable buildings or modification or reconavailable, construction
struction of existing buildings, the providing for necessary
necessary apparatus and equipment,
equipment, erection of goniometric
goniometric apparatus,
apparatus, the construcconstrucinstallation of roadways, power,
tion and installation
power, water and
and sanitary facilifacilities, associated antenna
antenna systems, and other necessary expenses,
$175,000.
$175,000.
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FEDERAL
SECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
FEDERAL SECURITY
CIVILIAN
CIVILIAN CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION CORPS

The Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, is
amended by striking
striking out
"$176,880,000" under
under the
heading "Civilian
"Civilian
amended
out "$176,880,000"
the heading
Conservation
inserting in
"$166,880,000":
Conservation Corps"
Corps' and
and inserting
in lieu
lieu thereof
thereof "$166,880,000":
Provided, That
recommendation of
of the
the Federal
Provided,
That upon
upon the written
written recommendation
Federal
Security Administrator
and with
of the
the President,
Security
Administrator and
with the
the approval
approval of
President, the
the
limitations upon
under the
several
limitations
upon the
the amount of expenditures
expenditures under
the several
classes of objects
objects of
fixed by
by the
the third
under
classes
of expenditure
expenditure as
as fixed
third proviso
proviso under
such heading
such Act
heading in such
exceeded by more
Act may
may be
be exceeded
more than
than the
the 10
10 per
per
centum permitted
centum
permitted therein.
therein.
Such
amended by adding after
after the
the last
last sentence
sentence
Such Act is further
further amended
under
heading the
the following:
under such
such heading
following:
"Notwithstanding the
the limitation
limitation herein
"Notwithstanding
herein on expenditures
expenditures by
by the
the
Office
of the
the Director
Director within
within the
District of
Columbia, the
the Director,
Director,
of Columbia,
the District
Office of
Civilian
in administering
the funds
funds herein
herein
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
Corps, in
administering the
appropriated is
is authorized,
authorized, with
Federal Security
Security
approval of
of the
the Federal
with the
the approval
appropriated
Administrator,
to fix
fix the
the amount
and to
to transfer
transfer to
of
amount of
of and
to the
the Office
Office of
Administrator, to
the
Director the
the funds
funds necessary
to carry
carry out
transnecessary to
out the
the functions
functions transthe Director
ferred with
the approval
approval of
of the
Federal Security
Security Administrator
Administrator from
from
ferred
with the
the Federal
cooperating agencies
Office of
of the
the Director."
Director."
to the
the Office
agencies to
cooperating

Ante, p.
p. 581.
Ante,
581.

Civiian ConservaCivilian
tion Corps.
Proriso.
Limitation on ex-

penditures.
penditures.

Transfer of funds.

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
SERVICE

Miscellaneous and
contingent expenses:
Not to
of
Miscellaneous
and contingent
expenses: Not
to exceed
exceed $10,000
$10,000 of
of Personnel
the amount
appropriated for
Personnel and Maintenance
Maintenance
for "Pay
"Pay of
the
amount appropriated
Hospitals, Public Health
Health Service, 1941" in the Federal Security
of Hospitals,
Agency Appropriation
1941, may be transferred
transferred to the approAppropriation Act, 1941,

Health
priation
Contingent Expenses,
Public Health
Expenses, Public
and Contingent
"Miscellaneous and
priation "Miscellaneous
Service, 1941."
Service:
Pay,
so forth,
forth, commissioned
officers, Public Health
Health Service:
commissioned officers,
and so
Pay, and
For an
amount for
for pay,
allowance and
commutation of
and commutation
pay, allowance
an additional
additional amount
For
quarters for
active comcomadditional regular active
exceed twenty additional
quarters
for not to exceed
missioned officers, $47,340.
Section
of the
the Labor-Federal
Labor-Federal Security
Security Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
702 of
Section 702
1941, approved
June 26,
Numbered 665,
665, SeventySeventyAct Numbered
1940 (Public
(Public Act
26, 1940
approved June
1941,
sixth
Congress), is
inserting after the word
amended by inserting
hereby amended
is hereby
sixth Congress),
"Corps",
in the
the second proviso thereof, the words: "or the Public
"Corps", in
Health Service".
Service".

Miscellaneous
is and
cMisellaneot
contingent
expenses.
penses.
nte p. 585.
Ante,
A
, p.585.

Aide, p.
p. 584.
4.

Ante,

Commissioned
id offioffiComtmissone
cers, pay, etc.
Aide,
p.
584.
Ante, 584.

p.

Aide, p. 597.

Ate., p. 57.

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
OFFICE
EDUCATION

Education
and training
of defense
workers: For
For payment
payment to
States,
Education and
training of
defense workers:
to States,
subdivisions
thereof, or
public authorities
authorities operating
operating public edueduor other
other public
subdivisions thereof,
cational
facilities, and
where hereinafter
hereinafter authorized
authorized to
engineering
to engineering
and where
cational facilities,
schools
and universities,
to time
time made
certification from time to
through certification
universities, through
schools and
by
States Commissioner
Commissioner of
referred
(hereinafter referred
Education (hereinafter
of Education
United States
by the
the United
to
as the
"Commissioner") to
Treasury of the
Secretary of the Treasury
to the Secretary
the "Commissioner")
to as
name
or the
the name
name of
unischool or unisuch engineering
engineering school
of such
such agency
agency or
of such
name of
versity
officer thereof
thereof to
payment is to be made, and
to whom payment
the officer
and the
versity and
the
to be
payment to
to be
be made
and
prior to
to audit and
made prior
such payment
be paid,
paid, such
the amount
amount to
settlement by
by the
Office, for
of the
furtherance of
for the
the furtherance
Accounting Office,
the General
General Accounting
settlement
education and training of defense workers, as follows:
follows:
education
(1)
the cost
of vocational
courses of
of less
grade,
less than college grade,
vocational courses
cost of
For the
(1) For
provided
provided by such agencies in vocational schools pursuant to plans submitted
Commissioner, which
approved by the Commissioner,
agencies and approved
by such
such agencies
mitted by
plans
shall include
in occupaoccupato employment
employment in
supplementary to
courses supplementary
plans shall
include courses
tions essential
essential to
to the
national defense
and pre-employment
pre-employment refresher
refresher
the national
defense and
tions
courses for
for such
such occupations
occupations selected
the
from the
selected from
preparing for
for workers
workers preparing
courses
public
office registers,
$26,000,000.
registers, $26,000,000.
employment office
public employment

Defense workers.
ters.
Educationn and
training.
Ante, p. 632.

Defense wo'

training.
Ae

p.-32.

Vocational courses
of less than college
college
grade.

Vocational
rade than
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Equipment.
Equipment.

(2) For the purchase,
(2)
purchase, rental,
rental, or other acquisition
used
acquisition of
of new
new or
or used
equipment when needed by agencies
agencies in providing
pursuant to
to
providing courses
courses pursuant
a plan approved under (1) of this heading when such
a
such acquisitions
acquisitions
are in accord with detailed proposals submitted by such
and
such agencies
agencies and
Proviso.
Proviso.
approved by the Commissioner,
approved
Commissioner, $8,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the proproProvisions governgoi
ing title and use.
posals approved by the Commissioner
Commissioner shall include provisions
provisions governgovernmg the holding of title to and the use of the equipment
ing
acquired.
equipment to
to be
be acquired.
Engineering com
Engineering
courses
r
(3)
of college
college grade.
(3) For the cost of short engineering
of college
grade, proprograde.
engineering courses
courses of
college grade,
vided by engineering
engineering schools
sch ools or
universities of
of which
or by universities
which the
the engineerengineering school is a
a part, pursuant to plans submitted by
and approved
by them
them and
approved
by the Commissioner,
Commissioner which plans shall be for courses designed
by
designed to
to
meet the shortage of engineers
engineers with
in fields
with specialized
specialized training
training in
fields
Provisos.
Provisos.
essential to the national defense, $9,000,000:
$9,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That only
Eligibility for funds.
fu nds
only engiengineering schools which operate under
under charters
charters which exempt
exempt their
their edueducational
cational property from taxation
taxation shall be eligible to receive
receive these
these funds:
funds:
Limitation on
on exe- Provided
further That not to exceed 20 per centum of
penditure.
Provided further,
of the
amount
the amount
allotted to any school shall be allotted to it
expenditure for
for purit for
for expenditure
purequipment and
chase or rental of additional
additional equipment
leasing of
of additional
additional
and leasing
space found by the Commissioner
Commissioner necessary
necessary for carrying
out its
its
carrying out
approved plan.
plan.

Vocational
Vocational courses
cour
rss
for
designated n
rural
for designated
and nonrural you
youth.
Lth.

(4)
(4) For the cost, including
including the necessary
necessary equipment
equipment and
supplies )
and supplies,
of
of vocational
vocational courses and related or other necessary
necessary instruction
proinstruction provided by such agencies
agencies for out-of-school
out-of-school rural youth
youth who
who have
have attained
attained
the age of seventeen
seventeen and who file a
a registration
registration card
card with
with a
a public
public
employment
employment office and for nonrural
nonrural youth who otherwise
otherwise meet
meet the
the
above requirements whose training is not feasible under
subdivisions
under subdivisions
(1) and (3)
(3) hereof, such courses and instruction
instruction to
to be
be provided
provided purpursuant
suant to plans submitted
submitted by such agencies
agencies and approved
by the
the
approved by
Commissioner,
Commissioner, $10,000,000.
$10,000,000.
Vocational
Vocational coin
coursess
(5)
for young people
people emem
(5) For the cost of vocational
related or
necesvocational courses
courses and
and related
or other
other necesployed on N. Y. A.
A. sary instruction provided by such agencies for
for young
people employed
work projects.
projects.
young people
employed
on work projects ooffth
ati ona lYouth
Youth Administration,
thee N
National
Administration, such
such courses
courses
and
instruction
to
be
instruction
provided
to
plans
submitted
by such
pursuant
to
plans
submitted
by
such
Proviso.
agencies and approved
approved by the
agencies
Commissioner,
$7,500,000: Provided,
Provided,
Availability
of
the
Commissioner,
$7,500,000:
funds.
That the amount allotted to any agency
be available
available for
for expenexpenagency shall be
diture for purchase or rental of additional equipment
equipment and
and rental
rental of
of
additional space found by the Commissioner
Commissioner to be
for carrybe necessary
necessary for
carrying out the approved plan.
plan.
Regulations.
Regulations.
The
The Commissioner
Commissioner shall carry out the purposes of these approappropriations under regulations
priations
regulations promulgated by him and approved
approved by
Administrative
Administrative exby
e
penses.
penses.
the President, and there shall be available out of these appropriations
appropriations
an amount determined by the Federal Security
Administrator not
not
Security Administrator
exceeding
1 per centum of each such appropriation
appropriation for
exceeding 1
expenses of
for expenses
of
administration
Commissioner most efficiently
administration to enable the Commissioner
efficiently to
to carry
carry
out the purposes of the several appropriations,
appropriations, the
the total
total sum
to be
sum to
be
available for general administration
available
administration expenses,
expenses, including
and
including printing
printig and
binding, equipment
equipment and supplies (including
(including purchase of
of materials
and
aterials and
equipment
equipment necessary
necessary for visual education),
traveling expenses
education), traveling
expenses, includincluding not to eexceed
for
expenses of persons
xcee d $5,000
$5,000 f
or expenses
(other than
than 'Federal
persons (other
Federal
employees)
employees) requested to attend conferences
conferences held in the District
of
District of
Columbia
Columbia and
and elsewhere
elsewhere whose travel is approved
approved at the direction of
of
the
Commissioner, salaries for personal
Provisos.
Provisos.
the Commissioner,
personal services, and rents, in
the
in the
Transfer of funds.
District of Columbia
Colum bi a and
an d elsewhere:
el
sewhere: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the Federal
Federal
Security Administrator
Administrator may transfer out of the sum available
Security
available for
for
administration
expenses not exceeding
administration expenses
exceeding, $37,500
$37,500 to the office
office of the
Administrator
Administrator for use in carrying out the purposes of
Minor purchases.
Minor
of these
these appropriaappropriations: Provided
Provided further,
further, That section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (41
(41
U. S.
S. C.
(1 5)
5) shall not be construed to apply to any purchase
with these
these
purchase with
funds when
funds
when the aggregate
aggregate amount involved in such
such purchase does
does not
not

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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exceed the
Provided further,
further, That all functions of the
the sum of $100: Provided
exceed
Commissioner hereunder shall be performed under the direction
direction and
Commissioner
supervision
Security Administrator.
supervision of the Federal Security
No
foregoing appropriations
discrimiappropriations shall be discrimiunder the foregoing
trainee under
No trainee
nated against
because of
race, or color; and where separate
separate schools
of sex,
sex, race,
against because
nated
population groups, to the extent
extent
required by law for separate population
are required
needed for trainees
trainees of each such group, equitable
equitable provision shall be
needed
for facilities and training of like quality.
made for
education: For an additional
vocational education:
Further development
development of vocational
additional
3 of the
amount
carrying out the provisions of sections 1, 2, and 3
for carrying
amount for
Act
development of vocato provide for the further development
Act to
entitled "An Act
Act entitled
approved
Territories", approved
tional education
in the
the several States and Territories",
education in
tional
June 8, 1936, $400,000.
Cooperative
persons disabled in indusrehabilitation of persons
vocational rehabilitation
Cooperative vocational
try:
an additional
amount for
for carrying out the provisions of the
additional amount
For an
try: For
Act entitled
"An Act
provide for
the promotion
promotion of vocational
vocational
for the
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
Act
rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry", approved June 2, 1920,
rehabilitation
$319,500.
amended, $319,500.
as amended,

Supervision of funcSupervision
tions.
t:ons.

discrimination
No discrimination
because of sex, race,
because
or color.

developFurther
developFurther
ment
vocational
ment of vocational
education.
Ante, p.
583.
p. 583.
1488-1489.
49 Stat. 1488-1489.
T. S. C.,
Supp.
20 IL
C., SuPP.
V.
§§
15h-15j.
15h-15j.
§§
V,
Vocational rehabiliVocational
tation.
Ante, p. 583.

Stat. 735.
41 Stat.

a31-44.

29 U. S.. C.
c. §§ 31-44.

NATIONAL
YOUTH ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
NATIONAL YOUTH
Additional amounts.
Administration to Additionalamounts.
For
additional amounts
National Youth Administration
amounts for the National
For additional
Youth
be expended
expended in
accordance with
with the provisions
provisions of the National
in accordance
be
Administration
Appropriation Act, 1941, except that all training or Ante, p. 590.
Administration Appropriation
National Youth
educational programs
programs for
employed by the National
youth employed
for youth
educational
Control by State
Control
Administration on
on work
shall be under the control and super- boards.
work projects shall
Administration
vision of
of the
for vocational
vocational education
education of the several States
boards for
State boards
the State
vision
and shall
shall be
paid for
for out of appropriations
appropriations made to the Office of Edube paid
and
cation and
expended by the States pursuant to plans submitted by
and expended
cation
State boards
for vocational
vocational education
education and approved
approved by the Commisboards for
State
sioner of
of Education
heading,
as provided for in this Act under the heading,
Education as
sioner
hereinafter
"Office
Education", paragraph
paragraph (5),
(5), and except as hereinafter
of Education",
"Office of
purposes:
provided, for the following
following purposes:
provided,
Employment, etc.
etc.
Employment,
For the
the purposes
specified in paragraph
paragraph 1
1 (b) of such
objects specified
and objects
purposes and
For
Ante, pp. 590,
590, 583.
693.
Ante,
Act,
$30,535,375, of
available to the United
$50,000 shall be available
which $50,000
of which
Act, $30,535,375,
States
Commission for
the purposes
of
purposes of
for the
Compensation Commission
Employees' Compensation
States Employees'
paragraph
paragraph 18 of such Act.
Salaries,
etc.
Salaries, etc.
For salaries
salaries and
specified in paraadministrative expenses specified
Ante,
other administrative
and other
Ante, p. 590.
For
graph 2
2 of
Act, $1,941,063,
$250,000
of which sum not to exceed $250,000
$1,941,063, of
such Act,
of such
graph
may be
transferred to
appropriations of the Treasury
Department
Treasury Department
to appropriations
be transferred
may
in accordance
accordance with
the provisions
provisions of
of such paragraph.
with the
in
Printing and
and bindPrinting
For printing
and binding, $23,562.
printing and
ing.
For

591.
Ante, p. 591.

FEDERAL WORKS
WORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL
BUILDINGS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

t of Columis t
District
of ColmSalaries and
buildings and grounds in the biD
public buildings
expenses, public
general expenses,
and general
bia. ri
Salaries
Salaries
and general
general
and
salaries
District
of
Columbia:
For
an
additional
amount
for
administration,
for
amount
District of Columbia: For an additional
expenses.
protection,
and improvement
improvement of public buildings and epenses.
maintenance, and
protection, maintenance,

grounds
District of Columbia, maintained
maintained and operated by the
the District
in the
grounds in
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration,
Administration, Federal
including
Federal Works Agency, including
Public
Ante. p. 126.
Ante.p.l2.
the same
same objects
objects specified
heading in
the Independent
Independent
in the
this heading
under this
specified under
the
Offices Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
$200,000.
1941, $200,000.
Offices
Construction of
Construction
District of
Columbia: The
The Federal public
of'
pucbiuon
of Columbia:
buildings, District
of public
public buildings,
buildings.
Construction of
Works
Administrator
is
hereby
authorized,
pursuant
provisions
provisions
the
to
pursuant
authorized,
hereby
is
Works Administrator
40 U. S. C. §§ 34140 U. s c. ii 31of
Act of
of May
(44 Stat.
Stat. 630),
630), as
as amended,
to acquire
sites 347.
acquire sites
amended, to
1926 (44
25, 1926
May 25,
the Act
of the
or
additional
land
and
to
enter
into
contracts
for
construction
of
3
the
construction
for
contracts
into
enter
to
or additional land and
following
projects in
amounts not
followthe followexceeding the
not exceeding
in amounts
public-building projects
following public-building
Limits of cost.
Limts of ot.
salaries,
ing
respective
limits
of
cost,
which
of
cost
include
shall
of
limits
which
cost,
ing respective limits of
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41
U.fl.
5.
411.
. a.C.
o. IB.
Federal office buildbngs.
hats.

West central heatheating plant.

44 Stat. MO.
630.
49 U.
U.. S. 0.
40
0.
347.
47.

341I 341-

u

Proviso.
()entracte.
Oontracts.

Navy Department
Department
Building.
Building.
Ante, p. 599.
44 Stat. 630.
40 U.
U.S.. C. ¢§
§ 341341347.
Proviso.
Proiso.
Contracts.

General
General Accounting
Accounting

Office.
Office.

49 Stat. 600.
Provio.
Proviso.

Availability.
Availability.

Acquisition of
Acquisition
of property.
44 Stat. 630.
40 U. 8. 0.
0. ftI 341341347.

cost of supervision of construction, and inspection, furniture, equipequipment, moving expenses, extension of steam and water mains
mains and
and removal
removal
or diversion of such sewers and utilities as may be necessary,
necessary, and
all
and all
other expenses required solely for the purpose of carrying out
said
out .said
public-building
public-building projects; and such Administrator
authorized to
direct
Administrator is
is authorized
to direct
the preparation
preparation of all sketches,
sketches, estimates,
estimates, plans, drawings,
and specifidrawings, and
specifications, and to enter into all other contracts necessary for
for carrying out
out
the purposes hereof;
hereof- and he is further
further authorized,
authorized, when
by
when deemed
deemed by
him desirable
desirable and
and advantageous,
advantageous, to employ
employ by contract
contract or
or otherwise,
otherwise,
temporary
temporary professional,
professional, technical,
technical, or nontechnical
nontechnical employees,
or
employees, firms,
firms, or
corporations,
corporations, to such extent as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the purposes hereof, without regard to civil service or classification
laws, or
classification laws,
or
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes:
Statutes:
Sites and buildings, Federal office buildings (Numbered
and 3)
(Numbered 2
2 and
3)::
For the acquisition of sites and the construction
construction of two Federal office
office
buildings for general use, on land in or near the District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
$6,400,000.
Site and building, west central heating plant, Washington,
Washington, DisDistrict
trict of Columbia:
Columbia: For acquisition
acquisition of site
site and construction
construction of a
a
central
central heating
heating plant on a
asuitable site to be
the northwest
northwest
be selected
selected in
in the
section
Washington, District of Columbia, within or
section of the city of Washington,
or
outside the area prescribed by the Act of May 25, 1926, as
outside
amended,
as amended
authorizing the acquisition
acquisition of certain lands within the District
District of
of
Columbia, including facilities for fuel deliveries and storage,
Columbia,
storage, tunnel
tunnel
and steam lines and additional steam lines in existing tunnels,
tunnels,
a total limit of cost of
$1,500,000, within a
of $3,900,000:
Provided, That
$3,900,000: Provided,
That
the contract or contracts
contracts for such project may be entered into without
without
advertising.
Navy Department Building, Washington, District of
of Columbia:
Columbia:
For the construction of an additional wing on the Navy
Department
Navy Department
Building and an additional story on wing Number
Number 1
1 thereof,
thereof, under
under
the provisions of the Public Buildings Act approved May 25,
1926,
25, 1926,
as amended,
amended, including
including administrative expenses in connection
connection theretherewith, $590,000: Provided,
with,
Provided, That the contract or contracts
such
contracts for such
project may be entered
entered into without advertising.
Site and building, General
Office, Washington,
General Accounting Office,
District
Washington, District
Columbia: For acquisition
of Columbia:
acquisition of site and construction
of a
construction of
a building
building
for the
the General
General Accounting Office on land in square 518, in the
Disthe District of Columbia, within aatotal limit of cost of $9,850,000,
$9,850,000, in
of
in lieu
lieu of
the extension and remodeling
remodeling of the old Pension Office
Office Building
Building as
as
authorized in the Second Deficiency
Appropriation Act,
authorized
Deficiency Appropriation
Act fiscal year
year
1935, approved
approved August 12, 1935:
1935 : P
rov ided, Th
at the
the balance
balance of
of the
the
Provided,
That
appropriation
appropriation of $2,000,000
$2,000,000 appropriated
Act shall
shall remain
remain
appropriated by such
such Act
available
purposes of, and be chargeable
chargeable against, this
available for
for the
the purposes
authorization.
authorization.
Acquisition
property in the District of Columbia: For
Acquisition of property
For the
the acquiacquisition of property
property within
within the areas prescribed
prescribed by the Act
of May
25,
Act of
May 25,
1926, as amended,
amended, authorizing
authorizing the Federal Works
Works Administrator
Administrator to
to
acquire
acquire certain lands within the District of Columbia, $322,000.
$322,000.

GEORGE
GEORGE
KatheriMneH.Clagett,
Katherine
H. Clagett,
and estate of Dr.
and
Dr. John
John
0. Fitzpatrick.
0.
Fitzpatrick.
Payment
Payment to.
Previa,.
Proew.
I
acomnpemnsaton
oompensetion.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

BICENTENNIAL
BICENTENNIAL

COMMISSION
COMMISSION

For payment
ayment to Katherine
Katherine IL
II. Clagett
For
Clagett and to the estate of Doctor
Doctor
John
John C.
C. Fitzpatrick $2,700 and $6,666.66, respectively,
respectively, for services
services
rendered
Bicentennial Commission
rendered the George
George Washington
Washington Bicentennial
conCommission in
in connection with the compilation
definitive writings
compilation of the definitive
writings of George
George

Washington,
Washington, $9,366.66:
$9,366.66: Provided,
Provided, That the payment to the said Katherine TI.
H. Clagett
erine
Clagett shall be in full, complete,
complete, and final compensation
compensation
of any
rendered to the George
of
any and
and all
all claims
claims arising out of services
services rendered
George
Washington Bicentennial Commission
Commission prior to June 30, 1940.
Washington

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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NATIONAL
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS
RELATIONS BOARD
Printing
additional amount for all printing
Printing and binding: For an additional
Washington
and binding for the National Labor Relations Board in Washington
addition thereto the sum of $27,000
and elsewhere,
elsewhere, $83,000, and in addition
is hereby transferred from the appropriation
appropriation "Salaries, National
available for printing and
Relations Board, 1941" and made available
Labor Relations
binding for the fiscal year 1941.
After
enactment of this Act, none of the appropriaappropriathe date of
of the enactment
After the
tion
tion "Salaries
"Salaries,' National Labor Relations Board, 1941", shall be obligated
Research or for the Division of
gated for the Division of Economic Research
Technical
Service: Provided,
Provided, That not to exceed $3,200
$3,200 may be
Technical Service:
expended in performing
performing those functions necessary
necessary to keep records and
expended
required
to make aareport to Congress and to the President thereon as required
Provided fur(c) of the National Labor Relations Act: Provided
by section 33 (c)
National
ther,
prohibit the National
ther, That nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit
Relations Board from obligating any part of such appropriaappropriaLabor Relations
tion for carrying
specifically concarrying on any of the functions or duties specifically
ferred
upon it by the National Labor Relations Act or to repeal any
ferred upon
provision of
of such
such Act.
provision

bindPrinting and binding.

Ante, p. 695.
595.

Restriction.
595.
Ante, p. 696.

Provisos.

Records
ports.

and

re-

Stat. 451.
49 Stat.
461.
29 U. 8. 0., Supp.

VA 153 (c).
Vj

Use of funds.
Use

UNITED
COMMISSION FOR THE CELEBRATION
CELEBRATION
STATES COMMISSION
UNITED STATES
HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY
ANNIVERSARY OF THE
THE TWO HUNDREDTH
OF THE
BIRTH
THOMAS JEFFERSON
BIRTH OF THOMAS

Resolution
For expenses
provisions of Public Resolution
carrying out the provisions
expenses of carrying
For
Resolution
Numbered
Congress) entitled "A Joint Resolution
(Seventy-sixth Congress)
100 (Seventy-sixth
Numbered 100
to
establish a
for the
the Celebration
Celebration of
of the Two Hundredth
Hundredth
a Commission
Commission for
to establish
Anniversary of
September
Jefferson", approved September
Thomas Jefferson",
of the Birth of Thomas
Anniversary
24, 1940, $5,000.
$5,000.

Expenses.
Ante, p. 960.

UNITED STATES UNIVERSITY
PENNSYLVANIA
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
UNITED
COMMISSION
BICENTENNIAL
BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION
For expenses
carrying out
the provisions of Public Resolution
Resolution
out the
of carrying
expenses of
For
Numbered 86
present Congress entitled "Joint resolution
the present
86 of the
Numbered
authorizing the
the recognition
of the
the two
the
of the
anniversary of
hundredth anniversary
two hundredth
recognition of
authorizing
Pennsylvania by Benjamin
founding
Benjamin Franklin
founding of the University of Pennsylvania
and
the beginning
beginning of
university education
States and
United States,
education in the United
of university
and the
providing
the representation
representation of the Government
Government and people of
for the
providing for
the United
in the
of the
approved
anniversary" approved
the anniversary",
observance of
the observance
States in
United States
the
June 20,
personal services
Coumbia
District of Columbia
services in the District
including personal
20, 1940,
1940, including
June
or elsewhere
without reference
reference to
to the
the Classification
1923, as
as
Act of 1923,
Classification Act
or
elsewhere without
amended;
stenographic reporting
reportin g and
and other
other services
by contract
contract if
if
services by
amended; stenographic
deemed necessary
necessary without
section 3709 of the Revised Statto section
regard to
without regard
deemed
utes; traveling
traveling expenses;
expenses; rents;
printing and
cards;
binding; official cards;
and binding;
rents; printing
utes;
entertainment;
and such
by the
authorized by
may be authorized
as may
expenses as
other expenses
such other
entertainment; and
President,
$1,500, to
be available
available for
the payment of
of obligations
obligations herefor the
to be
President, $1,500,
tofore incurred
incurred in
in carrying
purposes of
such public
resolution.
public resolution.
of such
the purposes
out the
carrying out
tofore

Expenses.
-Epeme
Ante, p. 492.

42 Stat.
tat. 1488.
6
U. 8. c.
661-674;
661-674;
5 U.S.C.
Supp.
V, 1 673, 673e.
Supp. V
673e.
41
U. 8...C. fA.
41 U.

a.

I A.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
POTOMAC
POLLUTION CONTROL
CONTROL
RIVER POLLUTION
POTOMAC RIVER

For the
the pro
pro rata
contribution of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to the
the
District of
of the
the District
rata contribution
For
expenses of
the Interstate
Interstate Commission
Commission on
on the
the Potomac
Potomac River
Basin,
River Basin,
of the
expenses
in
Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 93,
93, approved
July
approved July
with Public
in accordance
accordance with
11,
such Commission
Commission authority
authority to
regulate control,
control,
to regulate,
granting such
1940, granting
11, 1940,
prevent, or
or otherwise
render unobjectionable
harmless the polluunobjectionable and harmless
otherwise render
prevent,
tion of
water of
the Potomac
Potomac drainage
area by
by sewage
indusand indussewage and
drainage area
of the
the water
of the
tion
trial and other wastes, $3,600.

Potomac
Potomae River pollution control.
Ante,
Ante, p. 750.

1038
1038

PUBLIC
CH.780—OCT.
9, 1040
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CH.
780-OCT. 9,
1940

[54 S
TA.T.
[54
STA.T.

CONTINGENT AND
CONTINGENT
AND MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
Reunion
'Reunion of United
United
Confederate Veterans.
Veterans.
Confederate
Ante, p. 636.

$12,500
Reunion of United Confederate
Confederate Veterans:
Veterans: The
The sum
sum of $12,500
provided by the Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1940, approved
approved
June 27, 1940 (Public Act Numbered 668,
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress),
668, Seventy-sixth
for expenses of the reunion of United Confederate
Confederate Veterans
Veterans to
to be
be
held in Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in 1940, is
is hereby
hereby made
made
available
available for expenditure
expenditure by the Commissioners
Commissioners of such
such District, notnotwithstanding the provisions of any other Act for the payment
withstanding
payment of such
such
expenses as they may deem necessary
necessary for and in connection
connection with
such
with such
reunion including the payment of obligations
obligations heretofore
heretofore incurred.
incurred.
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HEALTH
DEPARTMENT

Providence HospiProvidence
tal.

Providence
Providence Hospital: The unobligated
appropriaunobligated balance of the appropriation "Providence Hospital, Repairs
Repairs and Improvements, District of
of
Columbia, 1940",
1940", is hereby reappropriated
reappropriated and made
made available
available durduring the fiscal year 1941 for such further
further repairs,
repairs, alterations,
alterations, and
and
improvements to,
for the
purchase of
of necessary
furniture and
improvements
to, and
and for
the purchase
necessary furniture
and
equipment
equipment for, the building as may
approved by the Commismay be approved
CommisColumbia.
sioners of the
the District
District of
of Columbia.
MUNICIPAL COURT
MUNICIPAL
COURT

Salaries.
Ante,
Ante, p. 325.

Salaries:
Salaries: For an additional amount for personal services,
services, including compensation
reference to
the limitation
limitation
compensation of five
five judges without
without reference
to the
in the District of Columbia Appropriation
restricting
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, restricting
salaries
salaries within the grade, $945.
SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS

William Joseph
Joseph
Heurich.

20 D. C. Code
Code
¢§ 103-106; Supp. V,
V.
§5
§
103.
§ 103.

For the payment of the claim of William Joseph
Joseph Heurich,
approved
Heurich, approved
by the Commissioners under and in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions
of the Act entitled "An Act authorizing the Commissioners
Commissioners of
of the
the
District of Columbia
Columbia to settle claims and suits against the District
District
of Columbia", approved
approved February 11,
11, 1929
1929 (45 Stat.,
Stat., 1160),
1160), as
as
amended
approved June 5, 1930 (46 Stat. 500), $500.
amended by the Act approved
JUDGMENTS
JUDGMENTS

For the payment of final judgments, including costs, rendered
rendered against
against
the District of Columbia,
Columbia, as set forth in
Numbered
in House Document
Document Numbered
884 of the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, $4,275.99,
$4,275.99, together with the further
further
sum to pay the interest at not
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum on
on
not exceeding
exceeding 44per
such judgments,
judgments, as provided
provided by law, from the date the
the same became
due until the date of payment.
DIVISION OF
DIVISION
OF EXPENSES
EXPENSES

The foregoing
foregoing sums for the District of Columbia, unless otherwise
therein specifically provided, shall be paid out of the revenues of the
District of Columbia and the Treasury
Treasury of the United States in the
the
manner prescribed
prescribed by the District of Columbia
Appropriation Acts for
for
Columbia Appropriation
the respective fiscal years for which such sums are
are provided.
provided.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
FOBEST SERVICE
SERVICE
FOREST
Reconstruction
Reconstrction and
and
repair of roads, etc.
repair
etc.

Reconstruction and repair of roads and other improvements,
Reconstruction
improvements, national
forests in Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
Tennessee:
Carolina, and
and Tennessee:
reconstruction of roads, trails, bridges, and other improvements
For reconstruction
improvements
in the national forests in Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and
Tennessee damaged
Tennessee
damaged or destroyed
destroyed by floods in August, 1940, $125,000.
$125,000.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATOR OF CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
ADMINISTRATOR
Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington National
National Airport: For the construction,
construction, with or withtional Airport.
out advertising,
five hangars
the Washington
Washington N
ati ona lAi
rport, tional Airport
out
advertising, of
of five
hangars at
at the
National
Airport,

Na-

Arlington
a roadway service
service underpass
Arlington County, Virginia, including a
underpass
and other necessary appurtenances,
appurtenances, $2,700,000;
$2,700,000; to remain available
1942, of which $150,000
$150,000 shall be
adminisuntil June 30, 1942,
be available for administrative expenses, including personal
personal services in the District of Columbia
Columbia
and elsewhere, in connection
connection with the preparation
preparation of plans,
plans, specifispecifi-

Proviso.
for
construction::Provided,
cations,
cations, and estimates, and supervision of construction
Provided, That
Agreements for
in the operation
operation of such airport
hangars, etc.
airport no agreement shall be entered
entered into for of hangars,

use

use

the use of any hangar or space therein for a
a period exceeding
exceeding three
agreement be
years nor shall any agreement
be entered
entered into for
for the
the operation
operation of
of any
concession
a period exceeding
concession for a
exceeding five years except the restaurant.
restaurant.

For
all necessary
expenses incident
incident to
the care,
care, operation,
mainteFor all
necessary expenses
to the
operation, mainteprotection of
Washington National
National Airport in accordaccordnance, and
and protection
of the Washington
of June
June 29,
29, 1940, including personal
ance
personal services in the
ance with
with the
the Act
Act of

District of Columbia, purchase, operation, and maintenance
maintenance of one
motor-propelled ambulance, one fire-and-crash
motor-propelled
fire-and-crash truck,
truck, and one rescuerescuefire-and-crash motorboat; purchase
exchange),, operation,
fire-and-crash
purchase (including
(including exchange),
and maintenance
vehicles; purchase
maintenance of two passenger-carrying
passenger-carrying motor vehicles;
equipment, materials,
materials, and supplies, including
including $700 for the purof equipment,
$152,200, and,
chase, cleaning, and repair of uniforms for the guards, $152,200,
2
450 is transferred
in addition, the sum of $103
$103,450
transferred to this appropriation
appropriation
from the appropriation
appropriation "Maintenance
"Maintenance and Operation of Air Navigation Facilities,"
contained in the Independent
Independent Offices Appropriation
Appropriation
Facilities," contained
tion

$15,000 of this appropriation
appropriation shall be availAct, 1941: Provided,
Provided, That $15,000
Columbia, employed in
able for personal services in the District of Columbia,
connection with the completion
completion of the construction
connection
construction of said airport,
without regard to the Civil Service Act and regulation.
Development of
landing areas:
construction, improvement,
improvement,
Development
of landing
areas: For
For the
the construction,
and repair
repair of
of not
not to
exceed two
two hundred
hundred and
and fifty
fifty public
and
and
to exceed
public airports
airports and
and
other public landing areas in the United States and its territories and
determined by the Administrator, with the approval
approval of a
a
possessions, determined
Board composed
composed of
of War,
War, Secretary
Secretary of
of the
and
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
Navy, and
Secretary of Commerce, to be necessary
Secretary
necessary for national defense, including areas essential for
safe approaches
approaches and
for safe
and including
including the
the acquisition
acquisition
of
$40,000,000, of which $2,000
$2,000,000
general
000 shall be available for general
of land,
land, $40,000,000,
administrative expenses,
expenses, including
the objects
objects specified
specified in
201
administrative
including the
in section
section 204
of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act of 1938 and including
including engineering
engineering services and
and supervision
supervision of
construction: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriation
of construction:
That this appropriation
ices
shall
as precluding
use of
appropriations
shall not
not be
be construed
construed as
precluding the
the use
of other
other appropriations
available
available for any of the purposes for which this appropriation
appropriation is made.
Establishment
Establishment of
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities:
facilities: For
For an
an additional
additional
amount for
of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities,
amount
for the
the establishment
establishment of
facilities, including
including
the objects
objects specified
specified under
Independent Offices
under this
this head
head in
in the
the Independent
Offices
the
Appropriation
available until June 30,
$2,091,000, to
to remain
remain available
1941, $2,091,000,
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1942.

Expenses for maintenance, etc.

Expenses for mainne, etc.
nt p. 686.
Ante,
e.p. 686.
A

Ante, p.
p. 114.
114.
Ante,
Proviso.
Prvso.
Personal

services.

Development
Development
landing areas.

of
of

ain

52 Stat. 93.
983.
49 U. S. C., SuOrl•
V,144.
424.

62 Stat.

v,4i2i.

spp.

Proviso.
Proeiso.
Use of other

priations.

appro-

Establishment of
air-navigation
air-navigation facilifacillties.

Establishment of
ties.
Ante, p. 115.

Ate.

p.115

NATIONAL
NATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAI OF STANDARDS

Operation
and administration:
administration: For
For an
an additional
amount for the
the
additional amount
Operation and
general
operation .and
National Bureau
Bureau of
the National
of
and administration
administration of
of the
general operation
Standards, including
the objects
objects specified
under this
this head
Standards,
including the
specified under
head in
in the
the
Department
of Commerce
Appropriation Act,
$21,000.
Department of
Commerce Appropriation
Act, 1941,
1941, $21,000.

Operation
operation and administration.

and ad-

Ante,
nt p. 196.
A
e, p. 196.

PATENT OFFICE
PATENT
OFFICE

Salaries:
an additional
amount for
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of
Salaries: For
For an
additional amount
for the
Patents and
personal services
services in
the District
District of
Columbia,
of Columbia,
in the
Patents
and other
other personal
$19,320.
$19,320.

Salaries.
Salais.
Ante,
p. 199.

A

p.
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PhotolithographPhotolithographing.
Ante, p. 199.
Ante,
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
penses.
penses.

exex-

Ante,
Ante, p. 199.
199.

[54 STAT.

Photolithographing:
For an
an additional
prints of
of pendPhotolithographing: For
additional amount
amount for
for prints
pending
specified under
ing application
application drawings, including the
the objects specified
under this
this
Department of
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
head in the
the Department
of Commerce
Commerce Appropriation
1941,
$2,000.
Miscellaneous expenses: For an
additional amount for
Miscellaneous
an additional
for contingent
contingent
and
miscellaneous expenses
expenses of the
including the
objects
and miscellaneous
the Patent Office, including
the objects
specified
Commerce Approspecified under
under this head in
in the Department
Department of
of Commerce
priation Act, 1941, $2,000.
WEATHER BUREAU
WEATHER
BUREAU

Weather service.
Weather
service.

Ante, p. 539.

Ante.pa3.

Observations, warnings, and general weather service: For an addiObservations,
amount for necessary
necessary expenses
collecting and
tional amount
expenses incident
incident to collecting
disseminating
meteorological, aerological,
aerological, and
disseminating meteorological,
and marine
marine information
information
and
meteorology and aerology
District
and for investigations
investigations in
in meteorology
aerology in the
the District
elsewhere, including the objects
of Columbia and elsewhere,
objects specified
specified under
under this
this
Agriculture Appropriation
1941,
head in the Department of Agriculture
Appropriation Act, 1941,
$40,000 may be expended for personal
personal
$500,000, of which not to exceed $40,000
services in the District of Columbia.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
Tirth SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OFFICE OF THE

Grazing Service.
Grazing
ervice.

Leasing of
of grazing
grazing lands,
leasing State,
lands, Grazing
Grazing Service:
Service: For
For leasing
State,

accordance with the
provisions
county, or privately
privately owned
owned lands
lands in
in accordance
the provisions
43 U. S. C., Supp.
of
Act
23,
(52
1033),
fiscal
1940
1940 and
of
June
23,
1938
(52
Stat.
1033),
fiscal
years
U.
-C.,
Supp
of
the
Act
43
V,44 315m-1-315m-4.
1941,
That expenditures
shall not
exceed
v
1941, $50,000:
$50,000: Provided,
Provided,That
expenditures hereunder
hereunder shall
not exceed
aggregate receipts
receipts covered into the Treasury in
accordance with
the aggregate
in accordance
section 4
4 of said Act.

Appropriations available
the Department
of the
the Interior
for the
the
Interior for
Department of
to the
available to
Appropriations
soil and
and moisture conservation
fiscal year 1941 for soil
conservation operations
shall be
operations shall
be
available for packing,
packing, crating,
available
crating, and
and transportation,
transportation, including
including drayage,
drayage,
of personal
personal effects of employees upon
upon permanent
permanent change
change of
of station,
under
be prescribed
prescribed by
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior.
under regulations
regulations to
to be
by the
the Secretary
of the
Coal
Salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bituminous
For an
addiCoal
Salaries
Bituminous Coal
Coal Division:
Division: For
an additional amount for salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Bituminous
Division,
Bituminous Coal
Coal Division,
including the objects specified
specified under this head in the Interior Depart1941, $137,000.
$137,000.
ment Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,

Packing, etc., of peretc. of
of persoPalckin
sonal effects
employees.
ployees.

Bituminous

Ditminou
Division.

Ante, p. 408.
Ante,
p. 48.

BONNEVILLE
BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Power transmission
system.
Construction, etc.

Ante, p. 410.

Construction,
operation., and
trans-.
Construction, operation
and maintenance,
maintenance, Bonneville power
power transadditional amount
mission system: For
For an
an additional
amount for construction,
construction, operation,
operation,
and maintenance,
maintenance, including the objects and subject
subject to the limitations
specified under this head in the Interior
Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation
Act, 1941, $3,850,000, to remain
remain available
available until expended.
expended.
UNITED STATES
STATES HIGH COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER TO THE PHILIPPINE
ISLANDS
UNITED
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Maintenance of
Maintenance
of
office.
Ante, p. 410.
410.

United States High Commissioner
Commissioner to the Philippine Islands: For
For
an additional
additional amount for the maintenance
maintenance of the office of the United
United
States High Commissioner to the Philippine Islands, $18,250,
$18,250, which
amount shall be available
improvement of office and living
available for the improvement
living
quarters
quarters and grounds for the High Commissioner.
Commissioner,
BUREAU
BUREAU OF INDIAN
INDIAN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

Suppressing
Suppressing
fires.
fires.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 416.
416.

forest
forest

Suppressing forest fires on Indian reservations: For an additional
Suppressing
additional
amount for the suppression
suppression or emergency prevention
prevention of forest
forest fires
on or threatening
reservations, $30,000, together with $25,000
threatening Indian reservations,
$25,000
from funds held by the United States in trust for the respective
respective tribes
of Indians interested.
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Compensation and
expenses of an attorney or attorneys for the
and expenses
Compensation
Chippewa
Tribe of Indians, Minnesota (tribal funds):
funds) :For compenChippewa Tribe
the
sation
expenses of an attorney
attorney or attorneys
attorneys employed by the
and expenses
sation and
Chippewa
Tribe of Indians, Minnesota, under aacontract or contracts
Chippewa Tribe
approved
$23,400, or so much thereof
thereof
the Interior, $23,400,
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
by the
approved by
as may
may be
necessary, payable
payable from the principal
principal sum on deposit to
be necessary,
as
secthe
Chippewa Indians of Minnesota, arising under secthe Chippewa
of the
credit of
the credit
tion 7
of the
the Act
"An Act for the relief and civilization of the
entitled "An
Act entitled
7 of
tion
approved January
Chippewa Indians
Minnesota", approved
January 14,
of Minnesota",
State of
Indians in the State
Chippewa
1889
(25 Stat.
appropriated shall be
645), and the amount herein appropriated
Stat. 645),
1889 (25
available
for compensation
earned and expenses incurred during the
compensation earned
available for
contracts.
period covered
by said contract or contracts.
covered by
period
Construction and
additional amount for the conrepair: For an additional
and repair:
Construction
struction,
or rehabilitation
of school, agency, hospital, or
rehabilitation of
repair, or
struction, repair,
other buildings
buildings and
including the purchase of furniture,
furniture,
and utilities, including
other
furnishings, and
and equipment
equipment as follows:
furnishings,
Red
Lake, Minnesota:
School facilities, $107,000, to remain availMinnesota: School
Red Lake,
able until
unobligated balance
project when the unobligated
of the project
completion of
until completion
able
shall
the Treasury:
That no obligation shall be
Provided, That
Treasury: Provided,
to the
revert to
shall revert
incurred hereunder
hereunder unless
Beltrami
until the school district of Beltrami
unless and until
incurred
Treasury to the
County,
deposited into the Treasury
have deposited
shall have
Minnesota, shall
County, Minnesota,
credit of
of this
this appropriation
balance of the insurance
unobligated balance
the unobligated
appropriation the
credit
collected
on the
Red Lake
school plant.
Lake school
destroyed Red
the destroyed
collected on
Eastern Cherokees:
For the
of the Eastern Cherokees, as
relief of
the relief
Cherokees: For
Eastern
authorized by
the bill
(S. 4232) entitled "An Act for the relief of
bill (S.
by the
authorized
the
Cherokees", Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, fiscal year 1941,
1941,
Eastern Cherokees",
the Eastern
$1,997.84, without
without interest
interest and
to be
settlement of all claims
full settlement
in full
be in
and to
$1,997.84,
of such
against the
Government as found to be due
the Government
Indians against
tribof off Indians
such tribe
of
101).
by
Court of
1906 (202 U. S. 101).
in 1906
States in
United States
the United
of the
Supreme Court
the Supreme
by the

Chippewa Indians.
Chippewa
Expenses of attorExpenses
neys.

Construction
Construction
repair.

and

Red Lake,
MinneLake, MinneRed
sota.
facilities.
School facilities.
Proviso.
Porvso.
Condition.
Condition.

Eastern
Cherokees.
Eastern Cherokees.
Relief.
Relief.

BUREAU
RECLAMATION
BUJEAU OF RECLAMATION

General
completion of
of construction
construction of the
For completion
construction: For
fund, construction:
General fund,
following
not to
exceed the following amounts, respecto exceed
in not
projects, in
following projects,
tively, to
to be
expended from
from the
of the
Treasury in the
the Treasury
fund of
general fund
the general
be expended
tively,
same
the same
same conditions,
objects
conditions, and for the same objects
under the
manner, under
same manner,
of
specified for
in the
the Interior
I3opartInterior Departprojects in
these projects
for these
as specified
expenditure as
of expenditure
ment
Appropriation Act,
under the
caption "General Fund,
the caption
1941, under
Act, 1941,
ment Appropriation
Construction" under
the Bureau
Reclamation:
of Reclamation:
Bureau of
under the
Construction"
Pine River
River project
Colorado, $400,000;
$400,000;
project,% Colorado,
Pine
Colorado River
project, Texas,
Texas, $2,500,000;
$2,500,000;
River project,
Colorado
In
all, $2,900,000,
$2,900,000, to
to remain
expended.
until expended.
available until
remain available
In all,

General
General fund, construction.
struction.

Ante, p.
437.
p. 437.
Ante,

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
SURVEY
GEOLOGICAL

Strategic
and critical
minerals: For
For an
amount for
for scienadditional amount
an additional
critical minerals:
Strategic and
in
tific
and
economic
investigations
of
strategic
minerals
critical
and
strategic
of
investigations
tific and economic
the United
or its
its Territories
Territories or
or insular
possessions, $100,000;
$100,000;
insular possessions,
States or
United States
the
and
the limitation
of $25,000
amount which
which may be expended
expended
the amount
on the
$25,000 on
limitation of
and the
for
personal services
services in
Columbia under
this head in
under this
of Columbia
District of
the District
in the
for personal
the Interior
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, is
hereby increased
increased
is hereby
Department Appropriation
Interior Department
the
to $50,000.
$50,000.
to

Strategic
Strategic and critical
minerals.
cal minerals.

Ante,
439.
Ante, p. 439.

BUREAU
OF MINES
BUREAU OF

Economics
of mineral
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for
for
industries: For
mineral industries:
Economics of
economics
of
mineral
industries,
including
the
same
objects
specified
specified
objects
same
the
including
industries,
mineral
of
economics
under this
head in
in the
the Interior
Interior Department
1941,
Appropriation Act, 1941,
Department Appropriation
this head
under
$85,000;
and
the
limitation
therein
of
$234,000
which
expended
which may be expended
$234,000
of
therein
limitation
the
$85,000; and
for
personal services
in the
hereby increased
increased
is hereby
Columbia is
of Columbia
District of
the District
services in
for personal
to $265,000.
19347V-41—M
193470°--41-PT.

-66
II —66

Economics of mineralconnosis
industries.of min-

er

Ante, p. 443.

Ane, p.

.
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Expenses,
Expenses, mining
experiment
stations.
experiment stations.
Ante, p. 443.

mniing experiment
Expenses, mining
experiment stations: For an additional amount
amount
experiment stations, including the
for expenses
expenses of mining experiment
the objects and
and
purposes specified under this head in the Interior
Department
Interior Department
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941, $20,000.
Investigation of dodoInvestigation
Investigation of domestic sources of mineral supply: For an addiaddimestic sources
sources of
of mineral supply.
investigation of domestic sources
tional amount for investigation
sources of
mineral supply,
of mineral
supply,
including the same objects specified under this head in the Interior
Interior
Ante, p. 443.
443.
Department
Appropriation Act, 1941,
Department Appropriation
1941, $275,000;
limitations
$275,000; and the limitations
therein of $1,000 which
which may be expended
expended for printing and binding, of
of
$15,000 which may be expended
expended for the purchase of
motor-propelled
of motor-propelled
passenger-carrying
vehicles, and of $15,000 which may be expended
passenger-carrying vehicles,
expended
for personal services in the District of Columbia, are hereby increased
increased
to $1,500, $22,000, and $25,000, respectively.
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
NATIONAL
SERVICE

National historical parks and monuments: For an
an additional
additional amount
amount
for national historical parks and monuments, including
purchase
including the
the purchase
and installation of Virginia Indian artifacts known
known as
the Wirt
as the
Wirt
Robinson Indian
Indian collection, and the construction
construction of an additional wing
wing
to the Jamestown
Jamestown Museum, $10,000.
$10,000.
Photographic mat
Photographic
mat
Photographic
Photographic mat service: Not to exceed
aggregate of
$3,000
exceed an
an aggregate
of $3,000
service.
from any funds available to the National Park Service during the
the
fiscal year 1941 may be used for the preparation
repropreparation of mats
mats for
for reproduction in magazines
magazines and newspapers
newspapers of photographs of
of scenery
in
scenery in
Ante, p. 861.
Ante,
the national parks, in accordance
accordance with the Act of August
27, 1940
1940
August 27,
Numbered 771, Seventy-sixth Congress).
(Public Act Numbered
Congress).
Mount Rushmore
Rushmore
Mount Rushmore National Memorial Commission: For
For completion
completion
National
Memorial
Memorial
Commission.
of the work, except the inscription, authorized
authorized by the
the provisions
provisions of
of
Ante, p. 449.
Rushmore Memorial
52 Stat. 694.
the Mount Rushmore
Memorial Act of 1938, $86,000: Provided,
Provided, That
That
Provisos.
Provios.
no part of this appropriation
expended for
work on
on any
appropriation shall be
be expended
for work
any
Limitations.
figure, in addition
addition to the four figures authorized
authorized by law, upon
upon which
which
work had not commenced as of June 22, 1936:
That
1936: Provided
Providedfurther,
further, That
no part of this appropriation
appropriation shall be available for
on or
or
for any
any work on
toward the inscription provided for in section 33 of
of such
such Act.
Act.
National
National historical
historical
parks
and monuments.
Ante, p. 448.

FISH AND WILDLIFE
WILDLIFE SERVICE
SERVICE

Enforcement
Enforcement
of
Alaska game law.
43 Stat. 739.
48 U.S.
U. S. C§
C. §¢ 192192i 192211; Supp. V, §¢
207.
Ante, p. 453.

Enforcement
Enforcement of Alaska game law: For an
amount for
an additional
additional amount
for
the enforcement
enforcement of the Alaska game law, approved
approved January
1925,
January 13,
13, 1925,
as amended,
amended, to be used exclusively
exclusively for the
construction and
the construction
and equipequipment of hangars
hangars in Alaska
Alaska for airplanes
Game ComComairplanes of the
the Alaska
Alaska Game
mission, $8,500.
$8,500.
GOVERNMENT
IN THE
GOVERNMENT IN
TEM TERRITORIES

Territory of Alaska.
Legislative exLegislative
expenses.
52
62 Stat. 338.
53
63 Stat. 1318.

Alaska.
Care and custody
custody
of insane.
53 Stat. 734.

Legislative expenses, Territory
Territory of Alaska, 1939:
1939 : The
The limitations
limitations in
in
appropriations for
appropriations
for L
eg i
sl
ati ve E
xpenses ,Territory
Territory of
Alaska, a
Legislative
Expenses,
of Alaska,
ass
contained in the Interior Department
contained
Department Appropriation
Appropri
ati on Act
Act, 1939
1939, and
and
Deficiency Appropriation
the Third
Thu-d Deficiency
Appropriation Act, fiscal
cal year 1939, are hereby
amended to read as follows:
amended
follows:
"For salaries of membe
rs ,
$21,585 milea
members,
$21,585;
mileageeof members
members,2 $9,448.40;
$9,448.40;
salaries of employees,
employees, $5,160;
$5,160 ; printing,
pri
n ti ng, in
exmg, comparing
comparing proofs,
proo fs,
indexing,
and binding laws, printing, indexing
indexing and binding
binding journals,
journals, st
astationery, supplies, printing
printing of bills, reports,
report
s,and
and so
forth, $14,458.81;
$14,458.81;
tionery
so forth,
in all, $50,652.21".
50,652.21".
Care and custody-of
insane, Alaska:
dditionalamount
amount f
or
of insane,
Alaska: For
For an
an aadditional
for
the care and custody of persons legally
legally adjudged
adjudged in
sane in
i
n Al
aska,
insane
Alaska,
fiscal year 1940, including
including the same objects and for
for the
the same
same services
servi
ces
specified in the Interior Department
Dep art
ment Appropriation
Appropri
at i
on Act,
Act,
1940,
specified
1940,
$3,000.
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Government of the
Salaries and expenses, Government
Government of the Virgin Islands: For an Virgin
Islands.
Virgin Islands.
Salaries
and
exexadditional amount for salaries and expenses, Government
Government of the
penses.
penses.
Virgin Islands, including the objects and services
services specified
specified in the
458.
Ante, p. 458.
Interior Department
$8,255.
Department Appropriation Act, 1941, $8,255.
Interior

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL
ATTORNEY GENERAL
OFFICE

Salaries: For an additional
additional amount for salaries, for the Criminal
Salaries:
Division, $10,000.
$10,000.
Division,

Salaries.
Ante, p. 200.
Ante,

DEPARTMENT
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
SECRETARY'S OFFICE
SECRETARY'S
Division
Division of Labor
Salaries and expenses,
Standards: For an addi- Standards.
expenses, Division of Labor Standards:
Salaries
Salaries
exand extional amount for salaries and expenses, Division of Labor Standards,
Department penses.
including the same objects specified under
under this head in the Department
of
Appropriation Act, 1941, to be used exclusively
exclusively for the pro- Ante, p. 575.
of Labor Appropriation
motion of the apprenticeship
apprenticeship program, $225,000, from which amount
Department of
transfers may be made to other appropriations
appropriations for the Department
Labor, fiscal year 1941, as follows: $2,250 to contingent expenses and
Proviso.
Proviso.
$22,500
Provided, That the limitation on the
$22,500 to traveling expenses: Provided,
Personal services.
Personal
services.
expended under this head for personal services
amount which may be expended
in the District of Columbia is hereby increased
increased to $197,000.
$197,000.

STATISTICS
BUREAU
LABOR STATISTICS
BUREAU OF LABOR
Salaries

and

ex-

Salaries and exSalaries and expenses:
expenses: For an additional amount for salaries and penses.
Salaries
specified Ante, p. 576.
expenses,
expenses, Bureau of Labor Statistics, including the objects specified
under
this head
the Department
Appropriation Act, 1941,
Department of Labor Appropriation
in the
head in
under this
$70,000,
$50,000 shall be available
available only for making studies of
$70,000, of which $50,000
productivity
accordance with the provisions of the
productivity and labor costs in accordance
Ante, p. 249.
249.
joint
resolution approved
approved June 7, 1940 (Public Resolution Numbered
Numbered
joint resolution
77),
collection of informa$20,000 shall be available only for the collection
and $20,000
77), and
produced in State and Federal
tion regarding
amount of goods produced
Federal
regarding the amount
prisons
accordance with the provisions of the joint resolution
resolution
prisons in accordance
401.
p. 401.
approved
June 17,
17, 1940
1940 (Public
(Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Provided, Ante
85)::Provided,
Numbered 85)
Provisos.
approved June
Provisos.
Transfer
of funds.
Transfer
That
may be
made from
this additional
additional appropriation
appropriation to
from this
be made
transfers may
That transfers
other
appropriations
of
the
Department
of
Labor
in
not
to
exceed
the
other appropriations of the Department of Labor in not to exceed the Ante, pp. 574,
574, 575.
following
amounts: Contingent expenses, $4,500; traveling expenses, Ante, pp. 574
following amounts:
Personal services.
services.
Personal
$10,800;
printing
and
binding,
$5,000:
Provided
furth,er
2
That
the
$10,800; printing and binding, $5,000: Provided further,
576.
Ante, p. 576.
limitation
the amount
amount which
which may
expended under
for
this head for
under this
be expended
may be
on the
limitation on
personal
services in
the District
is increased
by the
the
increased by
Columbia is
of Columbia
District of
in the
personal services
amount
of
$50,000.
amount

NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE OF Int,
SECRETARY
TIE SECRETARY

Claims for
for damages
damages by
collision with
To pay claims
vessels: To
naval vessels:
with naval
by collision
Claims
for
adjusted and
and determined
Secretary of the Navy
the Secretary
determined by the
damages adjusted
for damages
under
the Act
entitled "An
Act to
to amend
Act
the Act
amend the
"An Act
Act entitled
of the
provisions of
the provisions
under the
authorizing
the Secretary
of the
Navy to
damages to
to settle claims for damages
the Navy
Secretary of
authorizing the
private property
property arising
arising from
with naval
naval vessels,"
approved
vessels," approved
collisions with
from collisions
private
December 28,
Numbered
Document Numbered
Senate Document
set forth in Senate
fully set
as fully
1922, as
28, 1922,
December
281,
and House
Numbered 907,
Seventy-sixth Congress,
907, Seventy-sixth
Document Numbered
House Document
281, and
$1,456.86.

Ante,
p. 265.
265.
Ante, p.
Damage
Damage claims.

42 Stat. 1066.
34
34 IJ.
U. S.
S. C.
C. 599.
599.
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DEPARTMENT
POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT
(OUT
THE POSTAL
(OUT OF
OF THE
POSTAL REVENUES)
REVENUES)
SALARIE.S IN
AND 0.NFICES
SALARIES
IN BUREAUS
BUREAUS AND
OFFICES
Office of the SoliciSolicitor.
tor.
Ante, p.
p. 71.
71.

For personal
personal services in the District of Columbia,
Office of
Columbia, Office
of the
the
Solicitor for the Post Office
$4,200.
Office Department,
Department, $4,200.
OFFICE OF
SECOND ASSISTANT
OF SECOND
ASSISTANT POSTMASTER
POSTMASTER GENERAL
GENERAL

Domestic Air
Air Mail
Service.
Service.
Ante, p. 73.
73.

Domestic
Domestic Air Mail Service: For an
for the
the
an additional amount
amount for
inland transportation
transportation of mail by aircraft, and so forth,
forth including
including the
same objects and subject to the same conditions
this
conditions specified
specified under
under this
head in the Post Office Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941, $485,199.
$485,199.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE
THE SECRETARY
OF STATE
STATE
OFFICE OF
OF THE
SECRETARY OF

Salaries.
Salaries.

Ante, p. 181.
181.

Salaries: For an additional amount for "Salaries, Department
Department of
of
State, 1941",
1941", including
including the objects and
subject to
limitations speciand subject
to the
the limitations
specified under this head in the Department
Appropriation Act,
Act,
Department of
of State
State Appropriation
1941, $290,000.
1941,
CONTINGENT
(DEPARTMiNTAL)
CONTINGENT EXPENSES
EXPENSES (DEPARTMENTAL)

Contingent exexpauses.
penses.
Ante, p.
p. 182.
182.

Contingent expenses: For an additional amount
"Contingent
amount for
for "Contingent
Expenses, Department
Department of State, 1941", including
including the
subthe objects
objects and
and subject to the limitations
limitations specified under this head
Department of
of
head in the
the Department
State Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
1941, $15,500.
Act, 1941,
$15,500.
ALASKA
ALASKA INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY COMMISSION
COMMISSION

Expenses.
Expenses.

For expenses
expenses of the Alaskan International
International Highway
Highway Commission,
Commission,
created by the Act of May 31, 1938 (52 Stat. 590),
created
by
590), and extended
extended by
Ante, p. 262.
Public Act Numbered
Numbered 585,
585, approved June 11,
11, 1940
1940,2including
including personal
personal
services
District of Columbia or elsewhere
services in
in the District
elsewhere without
without regard
regard to the
42 Stat.
Stat. 1488.
civil-service laws and the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as
55 U.
U. 8.
S. C. §§
661- civil-service
f 661as amended;
amended;
674; Supp. V, §¢
673,
§§ 673,
stenographic,
stenographic, translating, and other services
services by contract
contract if
if deemed
deemed
673c.
necessary, without regard to section 3709 of
Revised Statutes
Statutes
of the
the Revised
(41
(41 U. S. C. 5);
5) ;communication
communication service; rent;
rent; travel
local
travel expenses;
expenses; local
transportation; transportation
transportation of things; purchase
transportation;
purchase of necessary
necessary books,
books,
documents, newspapers, periodicals, and maps; stationery;
stationery; equipment;
equipment;
official cards;
reconnaissance
official
cards; entertainment;
entertainment; printing and binding; reconnaissance
survey; and such other expenses
expenses as the President shall deem
deem proper
proper
in the fulfillment of the duty of the
Commission, including
the United
United
the Commission,
including the
States share
share of necessary joint expenses of the two Governments,
Governments,
$12,000.
CONTRIBUTIONS, Q
covrarauTioxs,
UOTAS, AND
AND S
OF
ORTH
QUOTAS,
SO
FORTH
American republics.
republics.
Cooperation.
Cooperation.
Ante, p. 6,51.
651.

44 Stat. 088.
688.
55U.S.
it82183
U.S. C. §;
821-833.

Cooperation with the American
Cooperation
American republics: The
appropriation for
for
The appropriation
"Cooperation
"Cooperation with the American republics"
republics" contained in the
Second
the Second
Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act,21940, approved June
Deficiency
June 27, 1940, is
is hereby
hereby
made available for compensation
compensation to be fixed by the
Secretary of
of State
State
the Secretary
and for traveling expenses in the United States
States and abroad
in accordabroad mn
accordance with
with the
the Standardized
Standardized Government
ance
Government Travel Regulations and the
the
Act of June 3, 1926, as amended, of educational,
educational, professional, and
and
artistic leaders who are citizens of the United States and
artistic
the other
and the
other
American republics.
American
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TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
OFFICE
TM, SECRETARY
SECRETARY
OF THE
OFFICE OF

Payments
Payments to Federal land banks on account of reductions in
interest
on mortgages: To enable the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
rate on
interest rate
to pay
pay each
Federal land bank
bank such amount as the Land Bank Comeach Federal
to
missioner certifies to the Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the
missioner
amount by
payments on mortgages held by such land
which interest payments
by which
amount
bank
been reduced
reduced during the fiscal year 1941, and prior thereto,
have been
bank have
paragraph "Twelfth" of section
in
accordance with the
section
provisions of paragraph
the provisions
in accordance
amended,
771), as amended,
12 of
of the
(12 U. S. C. 771),
Act (12
Loan Act
Federal Farm Loan
the Federal
12
$28,167,000.
$28,167,000.
account
Payments
to the
Federal Farm
Corporation on account
Mortgage Corporation
Farm Mortgage
the Federal
Payments to
of reductions
reductions in
in interest
interest rate
rate on mortgages: To enable the Secreof
tary of
of the
Mortgage CorTreasury to pay to the Federal Farm Mortgage
the Treasury
tary
poration
such amount
amount as
Governor of the Farm Credit Administhe Governor
as the
poration such
tration certifies
to the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is equal to the
certifies to
tration
amount
by which
payments on mortgages held by such
interest payments
which interest
amount by
Corporation
have been
reduced during the fiscal year 1941, and prior
been reduced
Corporation have
thereto,
provisions of section 32 of the Emerthe provisions
accordance with the
in accordance
thereto, in
gency
Farm
Mortgage
Act
(12
1933, approved May 12, 1933 (12
of
Act
gency Farm Mortgage
U. S.
S. C.
1016), as
as amended,
to be
made quarterly,
quarterly,
be made
payments to
such payments
amended, such
C. 1016),
U.
beginning
soon as
practicable after
$10,000,000.
October 1, 1940, $10,000,000.
after October
as practicable
as soon
beginning as

Federal land banks.
banks.
Federal
Payments.
Payments.

48 Stat. 43.
43.
12 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
V, §771.
771.

Federal Farm
MortFarm MortFederal
gage
Corporation.
gage Corporation.

Payments.

48 Stat. 48.
12 U. S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Snpp.
V. §
§1016.
V,

OFFICE
CLERK
CHIEF CLERK
OF CHIEF
OFFICE OF

Contingent
additional amount
miscellaneous
amount for miscellaneous
an additional
For an
expenses: For
Contingent expenses:
and
expenses, Treasury
Department, including the objects
Treasury Department,
contingent expenses,
and contingent
Appropriation
specified
the Treasury Department Appropriation
in the
head in
this head
under this
specified under
Act, 1941, $7,500.
Act,

Contingent
Contingent ex-

penses.
penses.

Ante,
p. 56.
Ante, p.

DIVISION OF PRINTING
DIVISION

Printing and
binding: For
For an
an additional
additional amount for printing and
and binding:
Printing
binding,
Treasury Department,
Department, including
specified under
under
including the objects specified
binding, Treasury
this
head in
in the
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
the Treasury
this head
$6,000.
Stationery: For
For an
additional amount
for stationery,
stationery, Treasury
amount for
an additional
Stationery:
Department, including
objects specified
specified under this head in the
the objects
including the
Department,
Treasury
Act, 1941, $1,500.
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
Treasury Department

Printing
Printing and bind-

ing.
ing.

Ante,
57.
Ante, p. 57.

Stationery.
Ante, p. 57.

BUREAU OF INTERNAL
REVENUE
INTERNAL REVENUE

Salaries
For an
an additional
additional amount
amount for expenses
expenses of
expenses: For
and expenses:
Salaries and
assessing and
and collecting
collecting the
internal-revenue taxes, including
including the
the internal-revenue
assessing
objects and
and subject
subject to
the limitations
specified under this
this head in
limitations specified
to the
objects
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
$850,000.
1941, $850,000.
Act, 1941,
the

Salaries
pewee.
penses.

and

az.
u*

Ante,
Ante, p. 60.

COAST GUARD
GUARD
COAST

Salaries,
Office of
of Commandant:
Commandant: For
an additional amount for
For an
Salaries, Office
salaries,
Office of
Commandant, including
objects specified
specified under
under
the objects
including the
of Commandant,
salaries, Office
this
head
in
the
Treasury
Department
Appropriation
Act,
1941,
Act,
Appropriation
Department
Treasury
the
in
head
this
$66,000.
$66,000.
Pay
allowances: For
For an
an additional
for pay and allowallowamount for
additional amount
and allowances:
Pay and
ances, including
including the
objects specified
this head
head in
in the
the TreasTreasunder this
specified under
the objects
ances,
ury
the limilimiand the
$1,640,000; and
1941, $1,640,000;
Act, 1941,
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
ury Department
tation
$39,375 under
this head
in such
as modified by the
Act, as
such Act,
head in
under this
of $39,375
tation of
First
National Defense
Defense Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941, on
Supplemental National
First Supplemental
the
amount
which
may
be
expended
for
recreation,
education,
and
education,
recreation,
for
expended
be
may
which
the amount
so forth,
of enlisted
men is
is hereby
hereby increased
to $43,780.
$43,780.
increased to
enlisted men
forth, of
so

services.
Personal services.
Ante,
Ante, p. 63.
allowances.
and allowances.
Pay and

Ante, p. 64.
60.
Ante, p. 600.
Ante,
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Emergency
Emergency construction.
struction.

General expenses.
expenses.
General
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 64.
64.
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Emergency construction,
Emergency
construction, Coast Guard vessels
vessels and shore
shore facilities:
facilities:
For additional vessels and their equipment, and the construction,
construction,
rebuilding or extension of shore facilities, including the acquisition
acquisition
of sites therefor, and including the construction
construction of a
a floating drydock
drydock
and shipways at the Coast Guard Depot, Curtis Bay, Maryland,
Maryland, to
remain available until expended,
expended, $9,460,000,
$9,460,000, of which amount not
not to
to
exceed
exceed 4
4 per centum shall be available
available for administrative expenses
expenses
in connection
connection therewith,
therewith, including
including personal services
services in
in the
the District
District of
of
Columbia.
Columbia.
General Expenses:
Expenses: For an additional amount for General
Expenses,
Expenses, Coast Guard, including the objects specified
specified under this
this
head in the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, $880,000.
$880,000.
BUREAU
BUREAU OF THE
THE MINT
MINT

Personal
Personal services.
services.
Ante, p. 68.

Salaries, Office of Director of the Mint:
Mint: For an additional amount
amount
for personal services in the District of
Columbia,
$7,380.
of
Columbia,
$7,380.
Contingent
'exContingent 'exexamination of mints: For an
Contingent expenses and examination
penses,
penses, etc.
an additional
additional
amount
amount for contingent expenses
expenses and examination
mints,
including
examination
of
mints,
including
Ante, p. 68.
the objects
objects specified
specified under this
Treasury Department
this head
head in the
the Treasury
Department
Appropriations Act, 1941,
Appropriations
1941, $3,000.
Mints and assay
expenses, mints and assay offices:
offices.
Salaries and expenses,
offices: For an additional
additional
Salaries
and
examount for salaries and expenses, mints and assay offices, including
the
including the
penses.
penses.
objects and limitations specified under this head
in
the Treasury
head
in
the
Treasury
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 68.
68.
Department
Department Appropriation
$1,325,000.
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941, $1,325,000.
WAR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Ante, p.
p. 352.
352.
Ante,

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 3.57.
357.
Barracks and quarters, etc.
ters,

Ante, p. 362.
Arlington Farm, Va.
Removal
Removal and reestablishment.
establishment.
Post, p. 1210.
Post,
1219.

Provisos.
Provitos.
Transfer of
Transfer
of appropriation.
Transfer
of land.
Transfer of

MILITARY ACTIVITIES
MILITARY
ACTIVITIES
QUARTERMASTER CORPS
CORPS
QUARTERMASTER

Barracks and quarters
quarters and other buildings and utilities: For an
an
additional amount for barracks
barracks and quarters, including
the objects
objects
including the
and subject to the conditions specified
under this head
Military
specified under
head in the Military
Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
$200,000.
1941, $200,000.
Removal
Removal and reestablishment
reestablishment of Arlington Farm, Virginia:
Virginia: For
reestablishment of the functions and
the removal and reestablishment
and activities
activities at
at
Arlington Farm, including the acquisition of lands by purchase
purchase or
or
by condemnation,
condemnation, the construction and
installation of
buildings, equipand installation
of buildings,
equipappurtenances thereto,
ment, and utilities and appurtenances
thereto, including the employment of persons and means in
in the
of Washington
and elsewhere,
elsewhere,
the city
city of
Washington and
$3,200,000, to remain
$3,200,000,
remain available until expended: Provided,
Provided, That this
this
appropriation
appropriation shall be transferred to the credit of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Agriculture for expenditure by him: Provided
Agriculture
upon
Provided further,
further, That
That upon
the transfer of the activities
activities of the Department of Agriculture
from
Agriculture from
Arlington Farm, so much of the land thereof as may be required
Arlington
by
required by
Department shall be transferred
the War
War Department
transferred to the
jurisdicthe control
control and
and jurisdiction of the latter Department.
CIvnI
CIVIL FUNCTIONS
FUNcrroNS
ENOINEERS
CORPS OF ENGINEERS

Rivers and
and harbors.
harbors.

Ante, p.
506.
Ante,
p. 60
Flood control,
control, gcogea-

and.

Rivers and harbors: For an .additional amount for
for the preservapreservamaintenance of existing river and harbor
tion and maintenance
works, and
for
harbor works,
and for
the prosecution
prosecution of such projects heretofore
most
heretofore authorized
authorized as
as may
may,be
be most
desirable
desirable in the interest of commerce and navigation,
navigation, including the
the
objects and under the conditions
head i
n theWar
the W ar
conditions specified
specified under
under thi
thiss head
in
Department Civil Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
to remain
remain
1941, $8,127,000
$8,127,000 to
available until expended.
expended.
Flood control, general: For an additional amount for Flood
Flood ConControl, General, to be used for removing accumulated
accumulated snags
snags and
and other
other

TAT.]
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tributaries
navigable streams and tributaries
channels in navigable
debris, and clearing
clearing channels
thereof, in the State of Louisiana,
Louisiana, including
including the objects
objects and condiconditions specified
under this head in the War Department
Department Civil Approspecified under
authorized for this
priation Act, 1941, to be additional
additional to the amount authorized
type of work by section
section 1
1 of the Act of August 11, 1939 (53 Stat.
$55,000.
1414), $55,000.
Alteration
waters of the United States:
States:
Alteration of bridges over navigable waters
payment of the share of the United States of the cost of alteraFor payment
accordtion of bridges over navigable waters of the United States in accordance with the provisions of the Act of June 21, 1940 (Public, NumCongress), $1,100,000,
$1,100,000, to remain available
Seventy-sixth Congress),
647, Seventy-sixth
bered 647,
until expended.
Claims
Claims for damages, river and harbor work: To pay claims for
damages under river and harbor work adjusted and determined
determined by
River
9 of the River
Department under the provision of section 9
the War Department
and
Act, approved
approved June 5, 1920 (33
(33 U. S. C. 564),
564), as set
Harbor Act,
and Harbor
forth in
in House
House Document
Document Numbered
Congress,
Numbered 908, Seventy-sixth Congress,
forth
$1,148.67.
Power
Bonneville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon: For an
plant, Bonneville
Power plant,
additional amount for continuing
continuing the construction
construction of the hydroelectric
additional
power
Bonneville Dam, Columbia River, Oregon, as authorpower plant at Bonneville
ized
approved August 30, 1935 (49 Stat. 1038),
1038), August 20,
the Acts approved
by the
ized by
(54 Stat. 508),
508), $4,000,000.
1937 (50 Stat. 731), and June 24, 1940 (54

1047
1047

Ante, p. 507.
33 U.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
V, §
701g.
§ 701g.

of
Alteration
Alteration of
bridges.

Ante, p. 500.
500.
Ante,
Damage claims,
claims,
Damage
river and harbor work.

41 Stat. 1015.

Bonneville
Dam,
Bonneville Dam,
Oreg.
Oreg.
Ante, p. 508.
U. S.. C., Supp.
Supp.
16 U.
832-8321.
§§ 832-8321
V, §¢

II—JUDGMENTS AND AUTHORIZED
AUTHORIZED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
TITLE II--JUDGMENTS
PROPERTY
CLAIMS
DAMAGE CLAIMS
PROPERTY DAMAGE
Property damage

SEc.
'201. (a)
payment of claims for damages to or losses olaims.
the payment
(a) For the
SEC. 201.
of privately
owned property adjusted and determined
determined by the followprivately owned
of
respective departments
independent offices, under the providepartments and independent
ing respective
sions
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to provide a
amethod for the settlethe Act
of the
sions of
ment
against the
Government of the United States in
the Government
of claims
claims arising against
ment of
December 42 Stat. 1066.
the
sums not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000
$1,000 in any one case", approved December
the sums
28,
Document
215), as fully set forth in the House Document
S. C. 215),
(31 U. S.
1922 (31
28, 1922
Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress, as follows:
Numbered 898 of the Seventy-sixth
Department
Agriculture, $299.49;
$299.49;
of Agriculture,
Department of
Department
$556.15;
of Commerce, $556.15;
Department of
Department
Interior, $176.08;
$176.08;
Department of the Interior,
Navy Department, $484.08;
Post Office
Office Department
Department (payable
(payable from
revenues), $848.07;
$348.07;
from postal revenues),
Post
Department, $34;
Treasury Department,
$34;
War Department,
$2,189.82;
Department, $2,189.82;
War
In all, $4,087.69.
Settlement
claims
Settlement of claims
(b)
the payment
of claims
damages to or losses of pri- not
claims for damages
payment of
(b) For
For the
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
vately
and determined
determined by the following
following
adjusted and
property adjusted
owned property
vately owned
respective
under the
provisions of the Act entitled "An
"An
the provisions
departments, under
respective departments,
Act
method for
claims arising against
against
of claims
settlement of
the settlement
for the
provide aa method
to provide
Act to
the
Government of the United
$1,000
United States in the sums not exceeding $1,000
the Government
1066.
in
any one
one case",
28, 1922 (31 U. S. C. 215), as 42 Stat. 1066.
December 28,
approved December
case", approved
in any
fully set
set forth
forth in
Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 280 of the Seventyin Senate
fully
sixth
Congress as follows:
follows:
sixth Congress
Federal Works Agency:
Work Projects
Projects Administration,
Administration, $496.36;
Work
Department
$557.27;
Agriculture, $557.27;
of Agriculture,
Department of
Department
of the
$1,551.58;
Interior, $1,551.58;
the Interior,
Department of
Navy
$540.10;
Department, $540.10;
Navy Department,
War
Department, $2,859.29;
$2,859.29;
War Department,
Post
Office Department
(payable from
$1,637.68;
revenues), $1,637.68;
from postal revenues),
Department (payable
Post Office
In
$7,642.28.
In all, $7,642.28.
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JUDGMENTS, UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES COURTS
JUDGMENTS,
COURTS

SEa.
judgments, including
SEC. 202. (a) For the payment of the final judgments,
including
costs of suits which have been rendered
rendered under the provisions of the
Act of March 3, 1887
1887, entitled "An Act to provide for the bringing
bringing
of suits against the Government of the United States", as amended
amended
24 Stat. 506; 36 Stat.
by section 297 of the Act of March 3,
certified
3, 1911 (28 U. S. C. 761),
761), certified
1168.
1168.
to the Seventy-sixth Congress in House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 905,
under the following departments:
departments:
Department, $4,300;
$4,300;
Treasury Department,
War Department, $5,891.51;
$5,891.51;
Post Office Department,
Department, $3,117.30;
In all, $13,308.81,
additional sum as may be
$13,308.81, together with such additional
necessary to pay costs and interest as specified
specified in such judgments
judgments or
as provided by law.
Judgments
Judgments in spe(b) For the payment of final judgments in special cases rendered
(b)
cial cases.
cial
cases.
against the Government
Government of the United States pursuant
pursuant to authority
contained
contained in the Act, approved June 15, 1938 (Private Act Num1341.
52 Stat. 1341.
bered 588, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth Congress),
Numbered
Congress), and (Private Act Numbered
45 Stat. 1731.
1731.
Congress) certified to the Seventy-sixth
100, Seventieth Congress)
Seventy-sixth Congress in
Senate Document Numbered 278, and House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered
906, under the following
following Departments:
Departments:
Department, $26,904.21;
War Department,
$26,904.21;
Federal
Federal Works Agency,
Agency, $412.50,
$412.50, together
together with such additional
additional sum
as may be necessary to pay costs and interest as specified in such
judgment;
judgment;
In all, $27,316.71.
$27,316.71.
Time for payment.
(c) None of the judgments contained under this caption shall
(c)
be paid until the right of appeal shall have expired except such as
have become final and conclusive
conclusive against the United States by failure
of the parties to appeal or otherwise.
Interest.
(d) Payment of interest wherever provided for judgments contained in this Act shall not in any case continue for more than thirty
days after the date of approval of this Act.
Judgments,
Courts.

U. S.
U.

JUDGMENTS, COURT
COURT OF
JUDGMENTS,
OF CLAIMS
CLAIMS
Judgments,
Court
Judgments, Court
of Claims.
Claims.
of

SEC.
(a) For payment
S
EC. 203. (a)
payment of the judgments rendered
rendered by the
Court of Claims and reported to the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress in House
Document Numbered
Numbered 904, under the following
following establishments
establishments and
and
departments, namely:
namely:
departments,
Federal Home Loan Bank Board, $4,560.72;
$4,560.72;
Veterans'
Administration, $11,258.32;
Veterans' Administration,
$11,258.32;
Department of the Interior,
Interior, $92,202.06;
$92,202.06;
Department
Navy
$6,935.59;
Navy Department,
Department, $6,935.59;
Treasury
Department, $15,390.05;
$15,390.05;
Treasury Department,
War
War Department, $6,742.54;
$6,742.54;
In all, $137,089.28,
$137,089.28, together
together with such additional sum as may be
necessary to pay interest as and where specified
specified in such judgments.
Time for payment.
payment.
Time
(b) None of the judgments contained
contained under this caption shall
be paid until the right of appeal shall have expired, except
except such
such
as have become
become final and conclusive
the United
States by
conclusive against
against the
United States
by
failure of the parties to appeal
appeal or otherwise.
otherwise.
AUDITED
AUDITED CLAIMS
CLAIMS
Payment of
Payment
of claims.

18 Stat.
tat. 110.

SEC.
(a) For the payment of
Sac. 204. (a)
of the following
certified
following claims, certified
to be due by the General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office under appropriations the
balances
which have been carried to the surplus fund under
under the
balances of which
provisions of section
section 5
5of the Act of June 20, 1874 (31 U. S. C. 713),
713),

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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and under
under appropriations
permanent, being for
appropriations heretofore treated as permanent,
and
the service
otherwise
of the fiscal year 1938 and prior years, unless otherwise
service of
the
2
stated,
which have been certified to Congress under section 2
and which
stated, and
in
forth
fully
as
266),
C.
S.
U.
(5
of
the
Act
of
July
(5
set
1884
7,
of
Act
of the
House Document Numbered 897, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress, there is
House
appropriated
as
follows:
appropriated
Independent Offices:
Administration,
Federal Civil Works Administration,
Offices: For Federal
Independent

23 Stat. 264.
24.

Independent Offices.
Offices.
Independent

$390.69.
$390.69.
For National
Recovery, Civil Works Administration,
Industrial Recovery,
National Industrial
For
$45.70.
For
Interstate Commerce Commission, $2.
For Interstate
Commission, $49.87.
For Federal Trade Commission
40 Stat. 1009.
Act of October 5, 1918,
For
operations under
under Mineral
Mineral AA
1918, $3,150.25.
For operations
Federal
Agency:
Federal Works Agency:
For
general expenses
buildings, Procurement
Procurement Diviexpenses of public buildings,
For general
sion,
sion, $1.40.
Emergency AdminFor National Industrial
Federal Emergency
Industrial Recovery, Federal
For
istration
of Public Works, $557.37.
istration of
Agency:
Federal Security Agency:
For salaries
Administration, 28
expenses, Food and Drug Administration,
and expenses,
salaries and
For
cents.
For
Division of
of Mental
Mental Hygiene,
Hygiene, Public Health
expenses, Division
For expenses,
Service,
$12.
Service,
Veterans'
Administration:
Veterans' Administration:
For Army
and Navy pensions, $36.
Army and
For
For medical
and hospital
Veterans' Bureau, $8.71.
hospital services, Veterans'
medical and
For
For salaries
Administration, $1,576.75. Department
Veterans' Administration,
expenses, Veterans'
and expenses,
salaries and
For
Department of AgriDepartment
of Agriculture: For salaries and expenses,
expenses, library, culture.
Department of
Department
Department of Agriculture, $16.75.
For
salaries and
and expenses,
Farm Credit
Credit Administration, $202.76.
expenses, Farm
For salaries
emergency relief, $14.69. 48 Stat. 22.
For
credits and
rehabilitation, emergency
and rehabilitation,
agricultural credits
For agricultural
For
emergency conservation
fund (transfer
(transfer from War to Agriconservation fund
For emergency
culture,
Act March
March 31, 1933), $7.49.
culture, Act
For
Recovery, Agricultural
Adjustment
Agricultural Adjustment
Industrial Recovery,
National Industrial
For National
Administration, $184.20.
$184.20.
Administration,
For
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Interior, soil erosior
prevention
erosion prevention
Recovery, Interior,
For National
(transfer to
Agriculture), $26.40.
$26.40.
to Agriculture),
(transfer
Administration,s
For National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration
For
submarginal
to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $1,172.45.
$1,172.45.
(transfer to
lands (transfer
submarginal lands
For loans
and relief
relief in
in stricken
stricken agricultural
(Agriculture
agricultural areas (Agriculture
loans and
For
transfer for
seed corn),
corn), $638.91.
$638.91 .
for seed
transfer
For acquisition
acquisition of
of lands
for protection
protection of
of watersheds
watersheds of
of navigable
navigable
lands for
For

streams,
$120.
streams, $120.
For salaries
Forest Service, $96.92.
expenses, Forest
and expenses,
salaries and
For
For conservation
conservation and
and use
of agricultural
agricultural land
resources, DepartDepartland resources,
use of
For
ment
of
Agriculture,
$199.09.
ment of Agriculture,
For salaries
Animal Industry,
Industry, $40.65.
of Animal
Bureau of
expenses, Bureau
and expenses,
salaries and
For
Service,l$271.45.
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses,
expenses, Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
For
For exportation
exportation and
agricultural comconsumption of agricultural
domestic consumption
and domestic
For
modities,
Department of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $141.11.
$141.11.
modities, Department
For
exportation and
consumption of
of agricultural
com- 50
agricultural comdomestic consumption
and domestic
For exportation
60 Stat. 323.
modities,
Department
of
Agriculture
(transfer
to
Federal
Surplus 15
C., Supp.
Federal Surplus
U. S. C.,
to
modities, Department of Agriculture (transfer
V.
§§713c.
V,
Commodities
Corporation,
Act
June
$212.84.
1937),
28,
June
Act
Corporation,
Commodities
Plant
For
Bureau of
of Entomology
Entomology and Plant
expenses, Bureau
and expenses,
salaries and
For salaries
Quarantine, $3.79.
$3.79.
Quarantine,
Department
of
Department of
Department
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Weather
Weather Commerce.
Commerce: For
of Commerce:
Commerce.
Department of
Bureau, $6.02.
$6.02.
Bureau,
For air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, $1.
For
For
of air-navigation
facilities, Civil
Aeronautics
Civil Aeronautics
air-navigation facilities,
maintenance of
For maintenance
Authority, $1.
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For establishment of air-navigation
air-navigation facilities, Civil
Aeronautics
Civil Aeronautics
Authority, $80.60.
Emergency
relie f.
Emergency relief.
Emergency Relief: For emergency
Emergency
Emergency Conservation
emergency relief, Emergency
Conservation
Conservation Corps,
$1 1095.29.
Work, War, Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Corps, $1,095.29.
emergency relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
For emergency
Administration, rural
rural rehabilirehabilitation (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $198.46.
$198.46.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Administration, women's
Progress Administration,
women's
projects, $69.50.
$69.50.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, grants
grants to
to
States,
States, and so forth, $7,077.43.
$7,077.43.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration
Administration (non-Federal
(non-Federal
projects approved prior to June 22,
22, 1936),
1936), $17,256.73.
$17,256.73.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Treasury, administrative
relief, Treasury,
administrative expenses,
expenses, 69
69 cents.
cents.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, parks
parks and
and
recreational facilities, $4,221.49.
$4,221.49.
recreational
For emergency
Resettlement Administration,
emergency relief, Resettlement
Administration, sanitation,
sanitation 'prevention of soil erosion, and so forth
(transf
er t
Agri
cu lture), $668.
forth (transfer
too Agriculture),
$668.
emergency relief, Works Progress
For emergency
Progress Administration,
Administration, adminisadministrative expenses,
expenses, $3.
For emergency relief, Agriculture, public roads, highways, roads
roads
and streets, $22,654.81.
$22,654.81.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture, Forest Service, flood control and
other conservation,
conservation, $172.80.
For emergency
emergency relief, Resettlement
rehabiliResettlement Administration,
Administration, rural
rural rehabilitation, loans and relief to farmers,
(transfer to
to Agriculfarmers, and
and so forth
forth (transfer
Agriculture), $202.19.
ture),
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public
utilpublic utilities, and so forth, $156.45.
$156.45.
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, highways,
highways,
roads and streets, $1,005.95.
$1,005.95.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, National
National
Youth Administration,
Administration, non-Federal
non-Federal projects, 70 cents.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture, Forest Service, parks
parks and
recreand recreational facilities, $38.40.
$38.40.
For emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National
National Park Service,
sanitation,
Service, sanitation,
prevention
prevention of soil erosion,
erosion and
and so forth,
forth, $4.66.
$4.66.
For emergency relief, Works
"Works Progress Administration,
work relief
relief
Administration, work
projects, $351.50.
projects,
For emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, non-Federal
non-Federal
projects approved prior to June 30, 1937,
1937 $88.69.
$88.69.
For emergency
Administration, public buildemergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
ings, parks, utilities, flood control, and so forth, $29.01.
$29.01.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, National
Youth Administration
Administration (Federal
(Federal projects),
projects) ,
$6.25.
emergency relief,
For emergency
relief? Works
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, assistance
assistance
educational, professional, and clerical persons,
for educational,
$53.92.
persons, $53.92.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Treasury, office of
ec r
et
ar y, assistance
ass i
st
ance for
for
relief Treasury,off
office
o S
Secretary,
educational, professional,
educational,
professional, and clerical
clerical persons,
persons, $31.83.
$31.83.
emergency relief, Agriculture, Farm Security
For emergency
Security Administration,
Administration,
rural rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, $278.43.
Federal Emergency
Emergency Relief Administration,
For emergency
emergency relief
relief, Federal
Administration,
expenses of liquidation,
liquidation, $166.
emergency relief, Interior, Puerto Rico Reconstruction
For emergency
AdminReconstruction Administration, highways, roads, and streets (Federal
projects), 9
cents.
(Federal projects),
9 cents.
For emergency
emergency relief, Emergency
Conservation Work,
Emergency Conservation
Work, Interior,
Interior,
Indians,
miscellaneous projects,
projects, Indian reservations
Indians, miscellaneous
reservations, $29.19.
$29.19.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Works
Works Progress Administration,
public buildbuildAdministration, public
projects), $302.39.
ings (Federal
(Federal projects),
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Farm Security Administration, adminisadministrative expenses,
expenses, $92.10.
$92.10.
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Department
of the Interior:
Interior: For National Industrial
Industrial Recovery,
Recovery,
Department of
recreational demonstration
Interior, National Park Service,
Interior,
Service, recreational
demonstration projects,
projects,
$13.80.
$13.80.
For migratory
bird conservation
fund (receipt
(receipt limitation)
$4.06.
limitation),,$4.06.
conservation fund
For
migratory bird
For National
National Park
For
Park Service,
Service, $6.32.
$6.32.
For
of health
Indians, $5.18.
among Indians,
$5.18.
For conservation
conservation of
health among
For Indian
Indian school support,
support, $6.80.
$6.80.
For
maintenance, irrigation
systems, Flathead
MonReservation, Monirrigation systems,
Flathead Reservation,
For maintenance,
tana (receipt
limitation), $213.36.
$213.36.
tana
(receipt limitation),
For support
Indians and administration
administration of
Indian property,
property, $22.
$22.
of Indian
support of
of Indians
For
Department of
Justice: For
salaries, fees,
and expenses
expenses of
of marmarfees, and
For salaries,
of Justice:
Department
shals, United
courts, $8.67.
$8.67.
States courts,
shals,
United States
For United
United States
Industrial Reformatory,
Chillicothe, Ohio,
Ohio, mainmainReformatory, Chillicothe,
States Industrial
For
tenance, 60
cents.
60 cents.
tenance,
For
States prisoners,
$89.60.
prisoners, $89.60.
of United
United States
support of
For support
For fees
fees of
courts, $6.75.
$6.75.
States courts,
United States
of commissioners,
commissioners, United
For
For fees
fees of
jurors and
and witnesses,
witnesses, United
courts, $48.95.
United States
States courts,
of jurors
For
For miscellaneous
United States
$52.55.
States courts,
courts, $52.55.
expenses, United
miscellaneous expenses,
For
Department of
of Labor:
and expenses,
expenses, commissioners
commissioners
salaries and
For salaries
Labor: For
Department
of
conciliation, $15.15.
$15.15.
of conciliation,
Navy
For ordnance
and ordnance
stores, Bureau
of
Bureau of
ordnance stores,
ordnance and
Department: For
Navy Department:
Ordnance,
$2,200.
Ordnance, $2,200.
For
to officers
of the
the United
States in
in
United States
employees of
and employees
officers and
payment to
For payment
foreign countries
of foreign
foreign currencies,
currencies, Navy,
Navy,
due to
to appreciation
appreciation of
countries due
foreign
$103.64.
For pay
Navy, $59.83.
$59.83.
the Navy,
pay of
of the
For
For pay,
subsistence, and transportation,
transportation, Navy, $489.41.
pay, subsistence,
For
Marine Corps, $14.20.
pay.,Marine
For pay,
For
maintenance, Bureau
Accounts, $8.19.
$8.19.
Supplies and Accounts,
of Supplies
Bureau of
For maintenance,
For
Bureau of
of Engineering,
Engineering, $7,250.
$7,250.
engineering, Bureau
For engineering,
For
Navy„ $133,590.85.
$133,590.85.
aviation, Navy,
For aviation,
transportation of Foreign Service
of State:
State: For transportation
Department of
officers,
$55.42.
officers, $55.42.
For
contingent expenses,
expenses, Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service, $2.33.
$2.33.
For contingent
Treasury
Department: For
For pay
pay and
and allowances,
allowances, Coast
Coast Guard,
Guard,
Treasury Department:
$320.40.
$320.40.
For
internal revenue,
revenue, $1.35.
$1.35.
the internal
collecting the
For collecting
War Department:
Department: For
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster
general appropriations,
For general
War
Corps, $2,955.20.
$2,955.20.
Corps,
For pay,
pay, and
and so
so forth,
forth, of
of the
Army, $2,152.34.
$2,152.34.
the Army,
For
For
pay of
of the
Army, $10,879.85.
$10,879.85.
the Army,
For pay
For Organized
$8.03.
Reserves, $8.03.
Organized Reserves,
For
For barracks
$179.14.
Army, $179.14.
quarters, Army,
and quarters,
For
barracks and
For clothing
clothing and
Army, $17.54.
$17.54.
and equipage,
equipage, Army,
For
For clothing
and equipage,
equipage, $81.19.
$81.19.
clothing and
For
For
supplies, services,
and transportation,
Corps,
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation, Quartermaster
services, and
For supplies,
$50.89.
$50.89.
For Army
Army transportation,
transportation, $53.30.
$53.30.
For
For ordnance
service and
and supplies,
supplies, Army,
Army, $1.96.
$1.96.
ordnance service
For
For ammunition
ammunition storage
facilities,. Army, $13.83.
$13.83.
storage facilities,
For
For increase
of compensation,
$40.46.
Establishment, $40.46.
Military Establishment,
compensation, Military
For
increase of
For National
Guard, $7.32.
$7.32.
National Guard,
For
For national
$14.
defense, $14.
national defense,
For
For Civilian
Conservation Corps
(transfer to
War), $1.86.
$1.86.
to War),
Corps (transfer
Civilian Conservation
For
For emergency
conservation work
(transfer to
to War,
June 22,
Act June
War, Act
work (transfer
emergency conservation
For
1936)
$802.76.
1936),,$802.76'.
For emergency
emergency conservation
conservation fund
fund (transfer
War, Act
June 19,
19,
Act June
to War,
(transfer to
For
1934)
1934),,$91.55.
$91.55.
For
Act February
February
War, Act
to War,
(transfer to
work (transfer
conservation work
emergency conservation
For emergency
9, 1937),
$301.98.
9,
1937), $301.98.

Department
Department of
of the
Interior.
Interior.

Department of JusDepartment
tice.

Department of LaDepartment
bor.
Navy Department.
Navy
Department.

Department
Department
State.

Treasury
ment.

DepartDepart-

War Department.
Department.

1601.
49 Stat. 1601.
48 Stat. 1055.
1055.
50 Stat. 12.

of
of
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Post
Post Office
Office DepartDepartment.

Total.
Total.

Payment of claims.
Payment
claims.

18 Stat.
Stat. 110.
110.

23 Stat.
23
Stat. 254.
254.

Executive
Executive Office.
Office.
Independent Offices.
Offices.
40 Stat. 1009.
Federal
Agency.
Agency.

Works
Works

Veterans' AdminisVeterans'
tration.
Department of Agriculture.
culture.
50
S0 Stat. 323.
U. S. C., Supp.
15 U.
Supp.
V,
V. i 713c.

[54
STAT.
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Post Office
Department—Postal Service
(out of
of the
Office Department-Postal
Service (out
the postal
postal revrevenues): For clerks, first- and second-class
second-class post
post offices, $424.77.
$424.77.
For clerks, third-class post offices,
offices, $211.13.
$211.13.
For compensation
compensation to
to postmasters,
postmasters, $42.
$42.
For contract air-mail service,
service, $10,457.86.
$10,457.86.
carpets, and safes for public buildings,
For furniture, carpets,
Office
buildings, Post
Post Office
Department, $4.25.
$4.25.
Department,
For
$118.61.
For indemnities,
indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $118.61.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first- and second-class
second-class post offices,
$12.
offices, $12.
For operating
operating supplies for public buildings, Post Office Department,
Department,
$87.
For special-delivery
$41.31.
special-delivery fees,
fees, $41.31.
Total, audited claims, section 204
with
204 (a),
(a), $239,166.63,
$239,166.63, together
together with
such additional sum due to
as may
may be
be
to increases
increases in
in rates
rates of
of exchange
exchange as
necessary
necessary to pay claims in
interest as
as specispeciin the foreign
foreign currency
currency and
and interest
fied in certain of the settlements of the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
(b)
(b) For the payment of the following claims,
certified to
to be
due
claims, certified
be due
by the General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office under
under appropriations
appropriations the
the balances
balances
of which have been carried
fund under
the provisions
carried to
to the surplus fund
under the
provisions
of section 5
S. C.
713), and
under
5 of the Act of June 20,
20, 1874
1874 (31
(31 U.
U. S.
C. 713),
and under
appropriations
appropriations heretofore
heretofore treated
treated as
being for
the servservas permanent,
permanent, being
for the
ice of the fiscal year 1938 and prior years, unless otherwise
otherwise stated,
and which have been
section 2
2 of
of the
been certified
certified to
to Congress
Congress under
under section
the
Act of July 7, 1884 (5
(5 U. S. C. 266),
266), as
in Senate
as fully set
set forth in
Senate
Document Numbered 282,
282, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, there
there is
is approappropriated as
priated
as follows:
follows:
Executive
Executive Office: For National Resources
Board, $3.
$3.
Resources Planning
Planning Board,
Independent Offices:
Commission, $5.44.
Offices: For
For Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
$5.44.
expenses, National
For salaries and expenses,
National Labor
Relations Board,
$1.30.
Labor Relations
Board, $1.30.
For operations under Mineral Act of October
$30,109.69.
October 5,
5, 1918, $39,109.69.
Interstate Commerce Commission,
For Interstate
Commission, $1.
$1.
Federal
Federal Works Agency:
Agency: For
For general
general administrative
expenses,
administrative expenses,
Public Buildings Branch,
Branch, Procurement
Procurement Division, $2.65.
$2.65.
For repair,
repair, preservation, and equipment, public
public buildings, ProProcurement
curement Division, $16.95.
$16.95.
For salaries and expenses, public buildings outside the District of
of
Columbia, National Park Service, $4.67.
Veterans' Administration: For Army and
Navy pensions,
pensions,
and Navy
$187.16.
For salaries and expenses, Veterans'
Administration, $830.74.
$830.74.
Veterans' Administration,
Department of
of Agriculture: For exportation and domestic
domestic conconsumption of agricultural
agricultural commodities, Department
Department of Agriculture
(transfer
(transfer to Federal Surplus Commodities
Commodities Corporation,
Act June
Corporation, Act
June
28, 1937),
1937), $621.80.
$621.80.
For exportation
exportation and domestic
domestic consumption
consumption of agricultural
agricultural comcommodities_Department of
modities,
Agriculture, $92.39.
$92.39.
of Agriculture,
For National
National Industrial Recovery,
Recovery, Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
Administration,
$51.72.
Administration $51.72.
For National Industrial Recovery, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
Administration,
submarginal lands (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
Agriculture), $720.62.
For conservation and use of agricultural land resources, Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $281.25.
For acquisition of lands for protection
protection of watersheds of navigable
navigable
streams, $8,516.44.
$8,516.44.
For acquisition of lands, Uinta
Forests,
Uinta and
and Wasatch
Wasatch National
National Forests,
Utah (receipt limitation),
limitation), $1,920.
For salaries and expenses,
expenses, Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, $83.
For payment to oficers
officers and
and employees
of the
States in
in
employees of
the United
United States
foreign
appreciation of foreign currencies
foreign countries
countries due to appreciation
currencies (Agri(Agriculture), $13.60.
$13.60.
culture),
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submarginal land program, Farm Tenant Act, Department of
For submarginal
Agriculture ? $3,745.09.
$3,745.09.
Agriculture,
For salaries and expenses, Forest Service,
Service, $128.16.
For salaries
salaries and expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry, $83.41.
$83.41.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous expenses,
expenses Department of Agriculture,
Agriculture, $20.95.
For
special research
research
expenses,
fund,
Agriculture'$100.12.
fund, Department of Agriculture,
For special
For control
control of emergency
emergency outbreaks of insect pests and plant
diseases, $1.02.
diseases,
For chinch bug control, Department
Department of Agriculture, $21.50.
For farmers'
farmers' seed-grain loans, $7.
Department
Aeronautics Authority fund,
of Commerce:
Commerce: For Civil Aeronautics
Department of
$1,383.58.
$1,383.58.
For establishment
Aeronautics
air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics
of air-navigation
establishment of
For
Authority, $326.39.
$326.39.
Authority,
For maintenance
air-navigation facilities, Civil Aeronautics
maintenance of air-navigation
For
Authority, $52.85.
facilities, $5.30.
air-navigation facilities
For air-navigation
For salaries
salaries and
and expenses
facilities,
Weather Bureau, $38.27.
expenses,
For
For traveling
traveling expenses,
Commerce, $5.80.
Department of Commerce,
expenses, Department
For
Emergency
emergency relief, Interior, National
For emergency
Relief: For
Emergency Relief:
Park
Service, parks
non-Federal projects,
recreational facilities, non-Federal
and recreational
parks and
Park Service,
$82.92.
Administration, forestation,
For
relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
For emergency relief,
prevention
prevention of soil erosion, and so forth, $24.16.
Administration,
For
emergency relief,
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Farm Security Administration,
For emergency
rehabilitation, $162.24.
rural rehabilitation,
For
Administration, administraFarm Security Administration,
emergency relief, Farm
For emergency
tive expenses, $1.91.
$1.91.
For
Administration, public
relief, Works Progress Administration,
emergency relief,
For emergency
buildings, parks,
parks, utilities,
utilities, flood
flood control,
control, and so forth, $2,448.30.
$2,448.30.
buildings,
For emergency
emergency relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration, administrative
For
Agriculture), $175.83.
(transfer to Agriculture),
expenses (transfer
For emergency
relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, public utiliemergency relief,
For
ties,
ties, and so forth, $2.60.
For
emergency relief,
relief, Works
Progress Administration,
relief
Administration, work relief
Works Progress
For emergency
projects,
projects, $6.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Resettlement
Resettlement Administration,
rehabiliAdministration, rural rehabiliFor
tation (transfer
(transfer to Agriculture),
$352.30.
Agriculture), $352.30.
tation
For
relief, Federal
Federal Emergency
Administration,
Relief Administration,
Emergency Relief
emergency relief,
For emergency
expenses of
of liquidation, $87.01.
$87.01.
expenses
For emergency
Resettlement Administration,
Administration, sanitation,
sanitation,
relief, Resettlement
emergency relief,
For
prevention
of soil
erosion, and
and so
(transfer to
Agriculture),
to Agriculture),
forth (transfer
so forth
soil erosion,
prevention of
$10,289.11.
$10,289.11.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Administration, flood control
Resettlement Administration,
relief, Resettlement
For
and other
(transfer to
Agriculture), $17.57.
to Agriculture),
conservation (transfer
other conservation
and
For emergency
emergency relief,
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, grants to
relief, Works
For
States,
$1,583.49.
and so forth, $1,583.49.
States, and
For emergency
relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, public
public roads,
roads, highways,
highways, roads
emergency relief,
For
and streets, $47,457.07.
$47,457.07.
and
For emergency
relief, Works Progress
Administration, parks and
and
Progress Administration,
emergency relief,
For
recreational
facilities, $3.89.
recreational facilities,
For emergency
relief, Agriculture,
Service, flood control
Forest Service,
Agriculture, Forest
emergency relief,
For
and other
other conservation,
conservation, $105.60.
and
For
Agriculture, Forest
Service,' public buildForest Service
relief, Agriculture,
emergency relief,
For emergency
in, parks,
utilities, flood control, and so forth, $115.20.
$115.20.
parks, utilities,
ings,
or emergency
relief, Interior,
Interior , Puerto
Puerto Rico
Reconstruction AdminRico Reconstruction
emergency relief,
For
istration, public
public buildings,
park., utilities,
utilities, flood
flood control,
control, and so forth,
forth,
buildings, parks,
istration,
$440.46.
$440.46.
For
relief, Works
Administration, National
National
Works Progress Administration,
emergency relief,
For emergency
Youth Administration
$11.
projects), $11.
(Federal projects),
Administration (Federal
Youth
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For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration, adminisFor
administrative expenses,
expenses, project
project supervision,
supervision, $20.96.
$20.96.
For emergency
emergency: relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, miscelmiscellaneous work projects,
projects, $12.
$12.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress Administration,
Administration, National
National
Youth Administration,
Administration, non-Federal
projects, $4.
non-Federal projects,
$4.
For emergency
emergency relief, Agriculture, Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, flood
flood
control and other conservation,
conservation, $2.52.
$2.52.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, assistance
assistance
for educational,
educational, professional,
professional, and clerical
persons, $304.08.
clerical persons,
$304.08.
For emergency relief,
Justice,
relief, J
us tice, administrative
administrative expenses,
expenses, $68.54.
$68.54.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief, Interior, National
National Park
Park Service,
Service, public
public
buildings, parks, utilities,
utilities, flood control, and
so forth,
forth, $186.
$186.
and so
For emergency
emergency relief
relief, Works
'Works Progress Administration,
Administration, administraadministrative expenses, general,
general, $16.45.
For emergency relief, Agriculture,
Agriculture, Forest Service,
forestation, and
and
Service, forestation,
so forth, $12,309.63.
$12,309.63.
For emergency
For
emergency relief, Interior, Indians, loans and grants
Indians
grants to
to Indians
rehabilitation, 83 cents.
for rehabilitation,
cents.
For emergency
emergency relief, Labor
Labor,, United
'United States
en tService,
Service,
States Employm
Employment
administrative
administrative expenses
$217.46.
expenses, $217.40.
For emergency
emergency relief
relief,: Works Progress
Progress Administration
(non-FedAdministration (non-Federal projects approved prior to June 22, 1936),
1936), $5,072.02.
$5,072.02.
For emergency
emergency relief, Works Progress
Progress Administration,
non-FedAdministration, non-Federal projects
projects approved
approved prior to June 30,
30, 1937,
1937, $1,042.70.
$1,042.70.
For emergency
emergency relief,
relief , Works Progress
g hways,
Progress Administration,
Administration, hi
highways,
roads, and streets, $315:89.
$315.89.
For emergency
emergency relief,
Agriculture, agricultural
relief, Agriculture,
agricultural economics,
public
economics, public
buildings, parks, utilities, flood control, and
and so
forth, $116.30.
$116.30.
so forth,
For emergency
emergency relief, Emergency
Emergency Conservation
War, CivilCivilConservation Work,
Work, War,
ian Conservation Corps, $1,745.72.
For
relief, Emergency
Emergency Conservation
For emergency
emergency relief,
Conservation Work, Agriculture,
Agriculture,
miscellaneous projects, $7.70.
miscellaneous
Department of
Department
of the Interior:
Interior: For Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps
(transfer
(transfer to Interior, Indians)
Indians), $10.35.
$10.35.
For loans
loans and
and relief
relief in stricken
For
stricken agricultural
agricultural areas (transfer
from
(transfer from
Agriculture
Agriculture to Interior, Indians),
Indians), $122.82.
$122.82.
For general expenses, Indian
Indian Service,
Service, $54.45.
$54.45.
For Indian school support, $102.15.
$102.15.
conservation of health among
For conservation
$12.57.
among Indians,
Indians, $12.57.
For construction, and so forth, irrigation
For
irrigation systems, Indian
Indian reservareservations (reimbursable),
(reimbursable), $5.45.
improvement and maintenance,
For improvement
Crow reserresermaintenance, irrigation
irrigation systems,
systems, Crow
vations, Montana,
Montana, $14.08.
$14.08.
Department of Justice: For salaries and expenses
Department
expenses of
of marshals,
marshals,
etc., Department
Justice, $103.37.
Department of Justice
For
Northeastern Penitentiary,
For United
United States Northeastern
Penitentiary, maintenance,
maintenance, $9.36.
$9.36.
For
United States Penitentiary,
Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia,
For United
maintenance,
Georgia, maintenance,
$18.88.
$18.88.
For support of United States prisoners
$21.15.
prisoners, $21.15.
commissioners, United
For fees of commissioners,
courts, 50
United States
States courts,
50 cents.
cents.
For miscellaneous expenses,
expenses, United States
States courts,
$175.
courts, $175.
For fees
of jurors and witnesses, United States courts,
For
fees of
courts, $13.
$13.
For salaries and expenses, Bureau
For
Bureau of
of Prohibition
Prohibition, $9.26.
$9.26.
For salaries, fees,
fees, and expenses
expenses of
ofmarshals,
marshals, United
United States
States courts,
courts,
$8.77.

Department
Department of
of Labor: For salaries
salaries and expenses,
expenses, Bureau
Bureau of
of

Labor Statistics,
Statistics, $1.50.
$1.50.
For traveling
traveling expenses,
expenses, Department of Labor,
For
$1.25.
Labor, $1L25.
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Navy Department: For payment to officers and employees of the Navy
Navy Department.
United States in foreign countries due to appreciation
appreciation of foreign
foreign
currencies (Navy),
(Navy) ,$251.66.
For pay, Marine Corps, $42.05.
For general
general expenses, Marine Corps, $16,739.65.
For aviation, Navy, $1,934.23.
For maintenance,
maintenance, Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, $95.39.
$95.39.
For organizing the Naval Reserve,
Reserve, $176.92.
For engineering, Bureau of Engineering,
Engineering, $1,492.50.
$1,492.50.
For pay, subsistence,
subsistence, and transportation,
transportation, Navy, $1,014.60.
$1,014.60.
For pay of the Navy, $18.13.
Department
of
Department
Department
of
I:)partment of State: For salaries, Foreign Service officers while
State.
State.
receiving
instructions and in transit, $950.35.
receiving instructions
For payment to officers
officers and employees of the United States in
foreign countries due to appreciation
appreciation of foreign currencies
currencies (State),
(State),
$49.83.
$49.83.
For transportation
transportation of Foreign Service
Service officers,
officers, $28.01.
$28.01.
quarters, Foreign Service,
For office and living quarters,
Service, $244.84.
$244.84.
Service, $336.34.
For contingent expenses, Foreign Service,
Treasury
DepartTreasury Department: For pay and allowances, Coast Guard, ment.
$60.
counterfeiting and other crimes, $3.35.
For suppressing counterfeiting
For collecting
collecting the internal revenue, $6.30.
collecting the revenue
For collecting
revenue from customs, $142.55.
For public debt service, $13.51.
$13.51.
War Department.
War Department: For general appropriations,
appropriations, Quartermaster
Quartermaster War
Corps, $3,518.77.
For pay of the Army, $13,605.33.
$13,605.33.
etc., of the Army, $2,101.57.
For pay, etc.,
For Army transportation,
transportation, $146.22.
For National
National Guard, $113.96.
$113.96.
For regular supplies of the Army, $259.22.
For travel of
of the
the Army, $39.
$39.
For clothing and equipage,
equipage, $58.60.
$58.60.
$11.92.
For Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training Corps, $11.92.
medical supplies,
supplies, $108.46.
For replacing
replacing medical
ordnance stores, $4.20.
For replacing ordnance
ordnance and ordnance
For ordnance
ordnance service and
and supplies, Army,
Army, $59.56.
$59.56.
Organized Reserves,
$1.
For Organized
Reserves, $1.
For expenses,
expenses, camps
camps of
etc., National
of instruction,
instruction, etc.,
National Guard,
Guard, $49.28.
quarters, Army,
For barracks and quarters,
Army, $14.
For
Army transportation,
$2.
For replacing
replacing Army
transportation $2.
For payment to officers and employees
employees of the
the United States
States in
foreign countries
due to
of foreign
currencies (War),
foreign
countries due
to appreciation
appreciation of
foreign currencies
(War),
$1,130.31.
$1,130.31.
For
agricultural areas
areas (transfer
(transfer from
For loans
loans and
and relief
relief in
in stricken
stricken agricultural
from
48 Stat. 1055.
emergency conservation
conservation work
work to
to War,
Act June
19, 1934),
1934), $6.39.
emergency
War, Act
June 19,
$6.39.
For
emergency
conservation
fund
(transfer
to
War,
Act
March
31,
For emergency conservation fund (transfer to War, Act March 31, 48 Stat. 22.
1933)
$207.72.
1933),,$207.72.
1601.
emergency conservation
For emergency
conservation work (transfer
(transfer to War,
War, Act June 22,
22, 49 Stat. 1601.
1936)
$1,136.63.
1936),,$1,136.63.
50 Stat. 12.
For
emergency conservation
Act February
February
For emergency
conservation work
work (transfer
(transfer to
to War,
War, Act
9, 1937) ,$329.69.
9,1937),$329.69.
48 Stat. 1055.
For
emergency conservation
conservation fund
(transfer to
19,
For emergency
fund (transfer
to War,
War, Act
Act June
June 19,
1934),
$117.47.
$117.47.
1934),
For
Civilian Conservation
(transfer to
to War),
$1,163.21.
For Civilian
Conservation Corps
Corps (transfer
War), $1,163.21.
Post Office
Offce DepartPost
Department—Postal Service
Service (Out of
of the Postal
Postal ment.
Post Office
Office Department-Postal
Revenues): For
clerks, contract
contract stations,
$14.52.
For clerks,
stations $14.52.
Revenues):
For
clerks, first
and second
second class
class post
post offices,
$46.81.
offices, $46.81.
For clerks,
first and
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Payment
of claim.
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For compensation
to postmasters,
$119.
compensation to
postmasters, $119.
For contract
contract air
mail service,
service, $857.12.
$857.12.
air mail
For furniture, carpets, and safes for public
buildings, $2.44.
$2.44.
public buildings,
For furniture,
furniture, carpets,
carpets, and safes
public buildings,
buildings, Post
Office
safes for
for public
Post Office
Department, 44
44 cents.
Department,
cents.
For indemnities, domestic
domestic mail,
mail, $75.50.
$75.50.
For miscellaneous
miscellaneous items, first and second class post offices,
offices, $80.97.
$80.97.
buildings, Post
For operating
operating force for public buildings,
Post Office
Office Department,
$45.
Department, $45.
For rural delivery
service, $79.35.
delivery service,
$79.35.
$2.25.
For special
special delivery
delivery fees,
fees, $2.25.
For transportation
transportation of
equipment and
and supplies,
supplies, $18.85.
of equipment
$18.85.
For
vehicle service,
$2,239.20.
For vehicle
service, $2,239.20.
Total, audited
claims, section 204 (b),
Total,
audited claims,
(b), $195,242.34, together with
such additional sum due to increases
increases in rates
rates of
of exchange
exchange as
may be
be
as may
necessary
necessary to pay claims in the
currency and
and interest
as specified
specified
the foreign
foreign currency
interest as
in certain of the settlements
General Accounting
Office.
settlements of
of the
the General
Accounting Office.
SEC.
of claims
SEC. 205. For the payment of
allowed by
the General
General
claims allowed
by the
Accounting Office
Accounting
Office pursuant
pursuant to Public Act Numbered 505
505 of
of the
the
Seventy-sixth
approved May
May 2,
which have
been cerSeventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, approved
2, 1940,
1940, which
have been
certified to Congress under section 2
2 of the Act of July 7,
(U. S.
7, 1884 (U.
S. C.,
C.,
title 5, sec. 266),
266), in Senate Document Numbered
House
Numbered 279,
279, and
and House
Document Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress
Document
Numbered 903,
903, Seventy-sixth
Congress,' $582,494.01.
$582,494.01.
SEC.
S
EC. 206. Judgments against collector
of customs:
For the
the paypaycollectorss of
customs: For
ment of claims allowed
allowed by the
the General
General Accounting
Accounting Office
Office covering
covering
judgments rendered by the United States
Court, Western
Western
States District
District Court,
District of Washington, Northern
Northern Division,
Division and
and the
United States
the United
States
District Court for the Southern
Southern District
District of
of New
New York,
York, against
against colcollectors of customs, where aa certificate
certificate of
of probable
been
probable cause
cause has
has been
issued as provided
provides for under section
Revised Statutes
section 989,
989, Revised
Statutes (28
(28
U.
U. S. C. 842),
842), and certified to the Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress
Congress in
in Senate
Senate
Document Numbered
Numbered 276, and House
House Document Numbered
Numbered 909,
under
909, under
the following
departments:
the
following departments:
Department
Department of
of Labor,
Labor, $529.51;
$529.51;
Department of Justice, $1,165;
Department
$1,165;
In
$1,694.51.
In all,
all, $1,694.51.
SEC.
SEC. 207. For the payment of claim allowed
allowed by
the General
General AccountAccountby the
ing Office
ing
Office pursuant
pursuant to the Acts of January
January 12, 1899, and May
26,
May 26,
1900,
has been
certified to
1900, which
which has
been certified
to Congress
Congress under
under the
the Permanent
Permanent
Appropriations
Appropriations Repeal
app rove d June
June 26,
C.
Repeal Act,
Act, approved
26, 1934
1934 (31
(31 U
U.. S
S.. C.
725b),
725b), in
i
n Senate Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 277,
277, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress,
$26.
$26.

SEC.
208. (a)
(a) The Architect
Architect of the Capitol is hereby authorized
Sr.°. 208.
authorized
and directed to carry into effect for the
the House
House of
Representatives, and
and
of Representatives,
to exercise the authorities
authorities contained
contained in, the
of the
House
the Resolution
Resolution of
the House
of Representatives
Representatives numbered 590, adopted September
and
September 5,
5, 194.0,
1940, and
any other resolution
resolution of such House
amendatory thereof
thereof or
or suppleHouse amendatory
supplehereafter adopted.
mentary thereto hereafter
Such authority
authority and
and direction
adopted. Such
direction
shall continue
continue until the House of Representatives
by resolution
resolution
Representatives shall
shall by
otherwise
order.
otherwise order.
House Restaurant.
House
(b)
with the
(b) There
There is hereby established with
of the
United
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
the United
Special Restaurant.
Special
deposit account.
a special
special deposit account in the name
States a
name of
the Architect
of the
Architect of
of
the Capitol for the
the House of Representatives
Representatives Restaurant,
Restaurant, into
into which
which
shall be deposited all sums received
received pursuant
pursuant to
to such
such resolution
resolution or
or
resolutions and from the operations
operations thereunder
thereunder and
from which
shall
and from
which shall
sums necessary
necessary in
be disbursed the slims
connection with
the exercise
of
in connection
with the
exercise of
required under such resolution
the duties required
or resolutions
resolution or
resolutions and
and the
the
operations thereunder. Any appropriation
operations
hereafter made
made from
from the
the
appropriation hereafter
Treasury
Treasury of the United States for such restaurant
restaurant shall
shall be
be aa part
part
of the appropriation
appropriation "Contingent
"Contingent Expenses,
Expenses, House of
Representaof Representa-
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tives, Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Items", for the particular
particular fiscal year involved
and each such part shall be paid to the Architect
Architect of the Capitol by
the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives in such sum as such approappropriation or appropriations shall hereafter
hereafter specify and shall be
deposited by such Architect in full in such special deposit account.
(c) Deposits and disbursements
(c)
disbursements under such special deposit account
account
(1) shall be made by the Architect, or, when directed by him
(1)
him, by
of the
the Architect
he ma
y designate,
desi
gna t
e,and'
an d (2)
(2) shall
shall
such employees
employees of
Architect as
as he
may
Accounting Office at such times
be subject to audit by the General Accounting
and in such manner as the Comptroller
Comptroller General may direct: ProProvided, That payments
payments made by or under the direction
direction of the Architect of the Capitol from such special
special deposit account shall be
conclusive upon all officers
conclusive
officers of the government.
(d) The Architect, Assistant Architect,
Architect, and
employees of the
(d)
and any employees
Architect designated by the Architect under subsection
subsection (c)
hereof
(c) hereof
shall each
each give bond in the sum of $5,000
$5,000 with such surety as the
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury may approve for the handling of the
financial transactions
transactions under such special
special deposit account.
account.
S
EC. 209. This Act may be cited as the "First Supplemental
Civil
SEC.
Supplemental Civil
Functions Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941".
1941".
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.
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Deposits and die•
disbursements.
bursements.

Proviso.
Payments.
Payments.

Bond.
Bond.

Short title.
title.

[CHAPTER 781]
781]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To authorize
authorize the
the leasing
to the
the approval
approval of
the
To
leasing of
of certain
certain Indian
Indian lands
lands subject
subject to
of the
Secretary of
the Interior.
Interior.
Secretary
of the

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstand.ing any other provision
standing
provision of
of law, any Indian
Indian lands
lands on
on the Port
Madison
Madison and Snohomish or Tulalip Indian
Indian Reservations
Reservations in the State
State
approval of
of Washington, may be leased by
by the
the Indians with
with the
the approval
of
Secretary of the Interior, and upon such
the Secretary
such terms
terms and
and conditions
conditions
as
exceeding twenty-five
as he may prescribe,
prescribe, for
for aa term
term not exceeding
twenty-five years:
years:
Provided,
provide for renewal
for
Provided, however,
however, That
That such leases
leases may provide
renewal for
an
additional term
not exceeding
exceeding twenty-five
and the
Secrean additional
term not
twenty-five years,
years, and
the Secretary
the Interior
hereby authorized
authorized to
such rules
rules
tary of
of the
Interior is
is hereby
to prescribe
prescribe such
and regulations
may be
necessary to
to carry
the provisions
provisions of
and
regulations as
as may
be necessary
carry out
out the
of
this
this Act.
Approved,
1940.
9, 1940.
October 9,
Approved, October

October
9, 1940
October 9,1940
[S. 213
253]
[8.
[Public,
No.
[Public, No. 813]
813]

Washington.
Washington.
Lease of designated
Lease
Indian lands.
Indian

Proviso.
Prenewo.
Renewal;
rules. etae.
etc.
Renewal; rules

[CHAPTER 782]
[CHAPTER
782]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
certain former
disbursing officers
officers for
for the
Works AdminisAdministhe Civil
Civil Works
relief of
of certain
former disbursing
For
tration and
and the
Federal Emergency
Administration.
Emergency Relief
Relief Administration.
tration
the Federal

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
of the
Senate and
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the ComptrolComptrolassembled, That
That the
United States
ler General
of the
the United
States be,
be, and
and he
authorized and
and
United States
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
ler
General of
directed to
accounts of
disbursing officers
of disbursing
officers for
for paypaydirected
to allow
allow credit
credit in
in the
the accounts
ments
in good
account from
appropriations
ments made
made in
good faith
faith on
on public
public account
from appropriations
made
the Federal
Federal
Administration and the
Civil Works Administration
made available
available to the Civil
Emergency
Relief Admmistration
Emergency Relief
Administration for
for expenditure,
expenditure, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
the
comply with
with requirements
requirements of
existing law
or regulaof existing
law or
regulathe failure
failure to
to comply
tions: Provided,
That the
Projects or
his
or his
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Work
Work Projects
tions:
Provided, That
duly authorized
representative shall
shall certify
certify that
the payments
payments appear
that the
appear
duly
authorized representative
to be
fraud or
or collusion
collusion on
the part
of the
the disbursing
disbursing officer
officer
part of
on the
from fraud
to
be free
free from
making
payment.
the payment.
making the
193470°--41--PT.1----67
193470--41-PT. -- 67

October
1940
October 9, 1940
[S. 3868]
Is.
[Public. No. 814]
8141
[Public.

Civil Works and
Federal
Emergency
Federal
Emergency
Relief
Relief AdministraAdministrations.
Relief of former disbursing officers.
officers.

Proviso.
Freedom
Freedom from
fraud.
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LAWS CAS.782-785—OCT.
9, 1940
1940
782-785-OCT. 9,

Liability of
of certifycertifying officer.
officer.

SEo.
Szo. 2. No charge shall be made against
certifying officer
officer for
for
against the
the certifying
the amount of any payment for which credit shall be
be allowed
allowed under
under
the preceding section where the Commissioner of Work
Work Projects
or
Projects or
authorized representative
representative certifies that the
his duly authorized
the payment
payment appears
appears
to have been made without fraud or collusion
collusion on
on the
of the
the
the part
part of
officer.
certifying officer.
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 783]
[CHAPTER
783]

October91940
October
9,
58 1940
[S. 4258]
42 ]
[Public, No.
No. 815]

O[.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To remove the restriction
restriction placed upon the use of
certain lands
acquired in
of certain
lands acquired
in connecconnection with the expansion of
of Mitchel
Mitchel Field,
York.
Field, New
New York.

Mitchel Field, N.Y.
N.Y.
Mitchel
Removal
Removal of restriction on use of land.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Noninterference
Noninterference
with use of
of runways.
runways.

Be it
Senate and House
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the item
item
contained
contained in the Act of Congress
Congress approved
approved July
(50 Stat.
Stat.
July 1,
1, 1937
1937 (50
452), entitled "An Act making appropriations
452),
appropriations for
for the
the Military
Military
Establishment for the fiscal year ending June
Establishment
1938, and
and for
for
June 30,
30, 1938,
other purposes",
purposes", providing
providing for the acquisition of
land in
in the
the vicinof land
vicinity of Mitchel Field, New York, three
forty-two acres,
acres,
three hundred
hundred and
and forty-two
more or less, to be used exclusively
exclusively for runways,
$500,000, is
is hereby
hereby
runways, $500,000,
amended
amended so as to remove the restriction
restriction thereby
thereby placed
placed on
on the
the use
use
of the land so authorized
authorized to be acquired:
the use
use
acquired: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
of said land for any other purpose
purpose shall in no
way interfere
with
no way
interfere with
the effective
effective use of the
the runways
runways placed
placed thereon.
thereon.
Approved, October 9, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 784]
784]
[CHAPTER

October 9, 1940
1940
[S. 4316]
[Public, No. 816]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To repeal sections 4588 and
and 4591
4591 of
of the
of the
States.
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United States.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
sections 4588
assembled, That
That sections
4588
and 4591 of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United
(U. S.
S. C.,
United States
States (U.
C., title
title
46, sees.
secs. 686 and 687)
687) be, and they are
are hereby,
hereby, repealed.
repealed.
Seamen's certificertifiSEC.
SEC. 2. All certificates
certificates heretofore
heretofore issued to seamen under
the authorunder the
authorcates.
ity of section 4588 of the Revised
Revised Statutes of
the United
United States
States are
of the
are
hereby declared void.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
R. S. §§ 45&S,
4588, 4591,
4591,
repeal.
repeal.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 785]
October 9, 1940
[H.
IR. R. 1999]
[Public, No. 817]

October

1999

U.
U.

S.
B. commis-

sioners.
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction to try
try
offenses.
petty offenses.

Probation laws.
"Petty offense"
offense" defined.
fined.
46 Stat. 1029.
Right of defendant
defendant
to be tried in district
district
U. S.
court off U.
S.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To confer jurisdiction upon certain
certain United States
commissioners to
States commissioners
to try
try petty
petty
offenses committed
offenses
committed on
Federal reservations.
reservations.
on Federal

Be it enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That any
any United
United
States commissioner specially designated
designated for that
that purpose
by the
the
purpose by
court by
by which he was appointed shall have jurisdiction to
court
try and,
and,
to try
if
charged with petty offenses
if found
found guilty, to sentence
sentence persons charged
offenses
against the
the law, or rules and regulations made in pursuance
against
of law,
law,
pursuance of
committed
committed in any place over which the Congress
Congress has
has exclusive
exclusive power
power
to legislate
legislate or over which the United States has concurrent
concurrent jurisdicjurisdiction, and within the judicial district for which
such commissioner
which such
commissioner
was appointed. The probation laws shall be applicable
was
persons
applicable to
to persons
so tried
commissioners. For the
so
tried before United States commissioners.
purposes
the purposes
of this Act the term ',petty
sh all b
efine d as
i
n section
secti
on
'petty offense"
offense" shall
bee d
defined
as in
335 of the Criminal Code (U. S.
S. C., title 18
335
18, sec. 541).
541). If
If a
ny person
person
any
charged with such petty offense
chaiged
offense shall
shall so elect, however,
he shall
shall be
however, he
be
triedin
the district
court of the United States which has jurisdiction
triet
in the
district court
jurisdiction

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

7
76TH CONG., 3D SESS.—CHS
SESS.-CHS..785-787—OCT.
85-787-OCT. 9,
9, 1940
1940
76TH
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1059

over the
The commissioner
over
the offense.
offense. The
commissioner before
before whom the defendant
defendant is
arraigned shall
shall apprise the defendant of his right to
arraigned
such
to make
make such
election and
and shall
proceed to try the case unless
defendant
election
shall not proceed
unless the defendant
after
so apprised, signs a
a written consent
after being
being so
consent to be tried before
before
the commissioner.
commissioner.
SEC. 2. In
SEc.
In all cases of conviction by United
United States commissioners
Appeal.
commissioners
an
appeal shall
shall lie from the judgment of the commissioner
an appeal
commissioner to the
the
district court of the United States for the district in which
district
offense
which the
the offense
was committed. The Supreme Court shall prescribe
was
prescribe rules of
of proproRules
Rules of
of procedure,
procedure,
cedure
cedure and practice
practice for the trial of cases before commissioners
commissioners and
and etc.
for taking
and hearing
hearing of appeals to the said district
for
taking and
district courts of the
the
United States.
States.
Fees.
SEC.
SEc. 3. United States commissioners
commissioners specially
specially designated
designated under
under
authority
authority of section 11of this Act
for services
services rendered
Act shall
shall receive
receive for
rendered
under this Act the same fees, and none other, as
like or
or
as provided
provided for
for like
similar services
services in other cases under
under section 21 of the Act of May 28,
1896 (29 Stat. 184; U. S.
S. C.,
title 28,
597).
C., title
28, sec.
sec. 597).
SEC. 4. This Act shall not be construed
SEC.
construed as in any
way repealing
Existing
any way
Existing jurisdicrepealing or
or
etc.
limiting the existing
existing jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, power
or authority
authority of
of United
United tion, etc.
power,, or
commissioners, including
States commissioners,
including United
commissioners
United States
States commissioners
appointed for the several national
national parks
parks and
and the
the United
United States
States comcommissioners
Alaska.
missioners in
in Alaska.
Nonapplication to
Nonapplication
to
SEC.
to the District
SEc. 5. The provisions
provisions of this Act shall not apply to
District D.
C.
D.O.
of Columbia.
Columbia.
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 786]
[CHAPTER
786]

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Commodity
Commodity Exchange Act,
as amended,
amended, to
to extend
provisions
Act, as
extend its
its provisions
to fats and oils, cottonseed, cottonseed
cottonseed meal, and peanuts.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the third
third
sentence
sentence of section 2
2 of the Commodity
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
is amended to read as follows: "The word 'commodity'
mean
'commodity' shall
shall mean
wheat, cotton, rice, corn, oats, barley, rye, flaxseed, grain sorghums,
wheat,
sorghums,
mill feeds, butter, eggs,
eggs, Solanum tuberosum
tuberosum (Irish
(Irish potatoes),
potatoes), wool
wool
tops, fats and oils (including
cottonseed oil, peanut
(including lard, tallow, cottonseed
peanut oil,
oil,
soybean oil and all other fats and oils),
oils), cottonseed meal,
meal, cottonseed,
cottonseed,
peanuts, soybeans
soybeans and soybean meal."
meal."
SEC.
SEC. 2. This Act shall take effect sixty days after
after the date
date of
of its
enactment.
Approved, October 9, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 787]
[CHAPTER
787]

AN ACT
ACT

To permit the
the States
States to
to extend
extend their
their sales,
and income
sales, use,
use, and
income taxes
taxes to
to persons
persons
residing or
carrying on
business, or
or to
to transactions
occurring, in
areas,
residing
or carrying
on business,
transactions occurring,
in Federal
Federal areas,
and
other purposes.
and for
for other
purposes.

October 9, 1010
October
1940
11.4o88)
[H. R.
4088]
[Public, No. a181
aid]

Commodity
Commodity Exchange
change Act, amendment.
"Commodity"
"Commodity" dedefined.
52 Stat. 205.
62
77 U.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,12.
12.
V,
Post, p. 1116.
1115.

Effective date.
date.

October 9, 1940
[H. R. 66871
6687]
[Public, No.
No. 819]
819]

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
of the
the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Extension of State
Extension
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
(a) no
person sales
United States
That (a)
no person
or use tax to
shall
be relieved
liability for
for payment
of, collection
collection of,
of, or
or Federal areas.
shall be
relieved from
from liability
payment of,
accounting for
or use
by. any
by any
any
accounting
for any
any sales
sales or
use tax
tax levied
levied by
any State,
State, or
or by
duly
authority therein,
duly constituted
constituted taxing
taxing authority
therein, having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to levy
levy
such a
tax, on
on the
the ground
ground that
that the
sale or
respect to
which
such
a tax,
the sale
or use,
use, with
with respect
to which
such tax
levied, occurred
part within
such
tax is
is levied,
occurred in
in whole
whole or
or in
in part
within a
a Federal
Federal area;
area;
and such
State or
or taxing
taxing authority
have full
jurisdiction and
and
such State
authority shall
shall have
full jurisdiction
and
power
levy and
tax in
area within
within
power to
to levy
and collect
collect any
any such
such tax
in any
any Federal
Federal area
such
to the
the same
extent and
and with
effect as
though such
such State
State to
same extent
with the
the same
same effect
as though
such
area was
was not
not a
area.
area
a Federal
Federal area.
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CH. 787-OCT.
1940
787-OCT. 9,
9, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

(b) The provisions of subsection (a) shall be applicable only with
respect to sales or purchases
purchases made, receipts from sales received,
received, or
or
after December
31, 1940.
storage or use occurring,
occurring, after
December 31,
1940.

SEC. 2.
2. (a)
(a) No
No person
person shall
SEC.
shall be
be relieved
relieved from
from liability
liability for
for any
any
income tax levied by any State, or
constituted taxing
taxing
or by any
any duly constituted
authority therein, having jurisdiction
jurisdiction to levy such a
a tax,
tax, by reason
reason
of his residing within a
transa Federal area or receiving
receiving income
income from
from transactions occurring or services performed in
in such area; and
and such
such State
State
or taxing authority
authority shall have full
jurisdiction and
and power
power to
evy
full jurisdiction
to l
levy
and collect such tax i
in
n any Federal area within such State
State to
to the
the same
extent and with the same effect as
area was
was not
not a
Federal
as though
though such
such area
a Federal
area.
Applicability.
Applicability.
provisions of subsection (a)
(b) The .
(a) shall
shall be
ca bl e on
l
y w
ith
be appli
applicable
only
with
respect to income or receipts received after December
1940.
December 31,
31, 1940.
Tangible
personal
SEC.
of sections
Act shall
Tangible
SEC. 3.
3. (a)
(a) The
The provisions
provisions of
sections 11 and
and 22 of
of this
this Act
shall
property
sold personl
by U. S.
not be deemed
deemed to authorize the levy or collection
collection of any tax
tax on
on or
or
from the United States or any instrumentality
instrumentality thereof,
or the
the levy
levy
thereof, or
or collection of any tax with respect to sale, purchase, storage,
storage, or
or
use of tangible
tangible personal property sold by
United States
States or
or any
by the
the United
any
instrumentality thereof to any authorized
instrumentality
authorized purchaser.
purchaser.
Authorized purAuthorized pur(b) A person shall be deemed to be an authorized
under
authorized purchaser under
chaser.
this section only with respect to purchases which he
is permitted
to
he is
permitted to
make from commissaries,
commissaries, ship's stores, or voluntary umncorporated
unincorporated
organizations
organizations of Army or Navy personnel, under regulations
regulations propromulgated
mulgated by the Secretary
Secretary of
War or
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
or the
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
Jurisdiction
U. S.
S.
ridiction of
ofU.
SEC.
provisions of this Act
Act shall not
SEC. 4. The provisions
not for
of
for the
the purposes of
over Federal areas.
any other provision of law be deemed to deprive the United States
of exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction over any Federal
over which
it would
would
Federal area over
which it
otherwise
otherwise have exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction or to limit
of
limit the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United States over any Federal
Federal area.
Taxation
of Indians.
TaxationofIndians.
SEC.
1 and 2
2 of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
S
EC. 5. Nothing in sections 1
to authorize the levy or collection of any
tax on
Indian
any tax
on or
or from
from any
any Indian
not otherwise
otherwise taxed.
Definitions.
Definitions.
SEC. 6. As used in
in this
SEc.
this Act-Act"Person."
(
a)
The
term
"person"
shall have
the meaning
meaning assigned
assigned to
it in
in
"Peron"
su.
(a)
The
term
"person"
shall
have the
28 U. S. C., Supp.
to it
V,
section
of the
Revenue Code.
v, 13797.
i 3797.
section 3797
3797 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Code.
"Sales
or use tax."
tax."
"Salesoruse
(b)
(b) The term "sales
"sales or use tax" means any tax levied on, with
with
respect
respect to, or measured
measured by, sales, receipts from sales,
sales, purchases,
storage, or use of tangible personal
storage,
property, except
except a
a tax
with
personal property,
tax with
49 Stat. 1521.
respect
which the
provisions of
of section
of the
the Federal
Federal Highway
49
stt.
v521.
respect to
to which
the provisions
section 10
10 of
Highway
4U.
S. C., Stipp. V,
112.
approved June
1936, are
112.
Act, approved
June 16,
16, 1936,
are applicable.
applicable.
"Income tax."
tax."
(c)
(c) The term "income
"income tax" means any tax levied on, with respect
respect
to, or measured
measured by,
income, gross
income or
gross receipts.
by, net income,
gross income,
or
gross
receipts.
"State."
(d)
The term
term "State"
"State" includes
Territory or
or possession
possession of
"ate."
(d) The
includes any
any Territory
of the
the
United States.
"Federal
area."
"Federal area."
(e) The term "Federal
(e)
"Federal area" means any lands or premises
premises held
acquired by or for the use of the United States or any department,
or acquired
department,
establishment, or agency of the United States; and any
area,
any Federal
Federal area,
or any part thereof, which is located within the exterior
exterior boundaries
of any State shall be deemed
deemed to be a
aFederal area located within such
such
State.
Federal
Highway
Federal
Highway
SEC. 7. (a)
(a) Subsection
Subsection (a)
(a) of section 10 of the Federal
Federal Highway
Highway
Act, amendment.
amendment.
49
Stat. 1521.
40 stat.
1521.
16, 1936,
Act, approved June 16,
1936, is
amended—
is amended4 U. S. C., Supp.
(1)
striking out
out the
words "upon
"upon sales
of gasoline
and other
other
V,v4U.
§12. S. . S
(upp
(1) By
By striking
the words
sales of
gasoline and
motor vehicle fuels" and inserting
inserting in lieu thereof the words "upon,
"upon,
with respect
respect to, or measured
with
measured by,
by, sales, purchases,
or use
purchases, storage,
storage, or
use of
of
gasoline or
or other motor
motor vehicle
vehicle fuels";
fuels"; and
and
(2) By
By striking
the words
words "upon
and inserting
(2)
striking out
out the
"upon such
such fuels"
fuels" and
inserting in
in
"with respect
fuels".
lieu thereof
thereof the
the words
words "with
respect to
to such
such fuels".
iome
tooes
income tax to
Federal
WAS.
ar.eas

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54
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(b)
Subsection (b)
such section 10 is amended by striking out
(b) of such
(b) Subsection
the
"not sold
sold for the exclusive
exclusive use of the United States during"
words "not
the words
and
inserting
in
lieu
thereof
the words "with respect to which taxes
thereof
lieu
in
and inserting
are
(a) for".
payable under subsection (a)
are payable
Approved, October 9, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 788]
788]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Providing
for the
barring of claims against the United States.
the barring
Providing for

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
and House
Senate and
Be it
assembled, That every claim or
United
States of
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
United States
demand (except
possession
demand by any State, Territory, possession
or demand
claim or
a claim
(except a
demand
or the
Columbia) against
United States cognizable by
the United
against the
of Columbia)
District of
the District
or
the
Accounting Office
Office under
and
under section 305 of the Budget and
General Accounting
the General
Accounting
Act of
June 10,
10, 1921
1921 (42
24), and the Act of April
(42 Stat. 24),
of June
Accounting Act
10, 1928
(45 Stat.
shall be
be forever
forever barred
barred unless such claim,
413), shall
Stat. 413),
1928 (45
10,
authorized
bearing
the signature
signature and
and address
address of the claimant or of an authorized
bearing the
agent or
attorney, shall
in said office within ten full years
received in
be received
shall be
or attorney,
agent
after
date such
accrued: Provided,
Provided, That when aaclaim
first accrued:
claim first
such claim
the date
after the
of any
any person
person serving
military or naval forces of the United
the military
serving in the
of
States
accrues in
of war, or when war intervenes within five
time of
in time
States accrues
years after
after its
accrual, such
may be
presented within five years
be presented
claim may
such claim
its accrual,
years
after
peace
is
established.
after peace is established.
received
SEC. 2.
1 shall be received
section 1
by section
barred by
claim barred
any claim
Whenever any
2. Whenever
SEC.
in
Office, it
returned to the claimant,
it shall be returned
Accounting Office,
General Accounting
the General
in the
with
copy of
of this
and such
such action
action shall be a
complete response
a complete
Act, and
this Act,
with aacopy
without further
further communication.
without
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
Approved,

October
9, 1940
October 9,
8150]
R. 8150]
i[.H. R.
[Public, No. 820]
Barring
Barring of claims
against United
United States.
States.
against

71,236.
31 U. S.. C. §§
§§ 71,238.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Accrual in time
time of
Accrual
war, etc.

Return
Return

claims.
claims.

of barred

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 789]

ACT
AN ACT
October
9, 1940
October 9,1940
Granting the
the consent
Congress to
Highways
Department of Highways
Minnesota Department
the Minnesota
to the
(H. R. 9681]
9881)
of Congress
[H.
consent of
Granting
and
the
counties
of
Benton
and
Stearns
in
Minnesota,
construct,
maintain,
construct,
to
Minnesota,
in
[Public,
881]
821]
No.
Stearns
[Public,
and
Benton
of
counties
the
and
and operate
free highway
highway bridge
Sauk
the Mississippi River at or near Sauk
across the
bridge across
a free
operate a
and
Rapids,
Rapids, Minnesota.
the Mississippi River.
Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be
of Mississippi
consent
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
the
consent
Bridge authorized
That
authorized
Bridge
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
across, at Bauk
Sank
Congress is
granted to
to the
the Minnesota
Minnesota Department of High- across,
hereby granted
is hereby
Rapids, Minn.
Minn.
Congress
Rapid,
to
ways and
counties of
Benton and Stearns
Stearns in Minnesota,
Minnesota,
of Benton
the counties
and the
ways
construct, maintain,
operate aa free
highway bridge and
free highway
and operate
maintain, and
construct,
approaches thereto
River, at aa point suitable
Mississippi River,
the Mississippi
across the
thereto across
approaches
to the
the interests
of navigation,
at or
or near
near Sauk
Minnesota, in
Sauk Rapids, Minnesota
navigation, at
interests of
to
to regulate 34
"An
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
the
Act
entitled
'
An
Act
entitled
the
of
provisions
the
accordance with
84.
Stat. 84.
34 Stat.
March
the construction
construction of
approved March
|i 491waters", approved
33 U. S. C.
C. 9
491navigable waters",
over navigable
bridges over
of bridges
the
498.
in
contained
23,
1906,
and
subject
to
the
conditions
and
limitations
contained
limitations
and
conditions
the
to
subject
23, 1906, and
Act.
this Act.
Right reserved.
reseved.
Right
SEc.
right to
alter, amend,
repeal this
hereby
is hereby
Act is
this Act
or repeal
amend, or
to alter,
The right
2. The
SEc. 2.
expressly
reserved.
expressly reserved.
Approved,
9, 1940.
October 9,
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 790]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

National
To
authorize the
of donations
donations of
for the Vicksburg
Vicksburg National
property for
of property
acceptance of
the acceptance
To authorize
Military Park,
Park, in
in the
State of
Mississippi, and
and for other purposes.
of Mississippi,
the State
Military

Be
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
Senate and
it enacted
Be it
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
Secretary
Secretary
the
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
of
is hereby
in his
discretion, to
to accept,
m
accept, in
his discretion,
authorized, in
hereby authorized,
Interior is
the Interior
of the
behalf of
the
United
States,
donations
of
lands,
buildings,
structures,
structures,
buildings,
lands,
of
donations
States,
United
of the

behalf

October 9,
9, 1940
pl.
B 6.
H R. 98581
[Public,
8221
Public, No. 822]

Vicksburg
National
Vicksburg National
Military
M.
Military Park, Miss.
propAcceptance
Acceptance of property
donations.
erty domtio-s

1062
1062

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS—CHS. 790,
9, 1940
1940
790, 791—OCT.
791-OCT. 9,

Applicability
of
Applicability
specified laws
and
regulations.

and other property, or interests therein, within
distance of
mile
within aadistance
of one
one mile
of the present boundaries
boundaries of the Vicksburg
Vicksburg National
Park,
National Military
Military Park,
which he may determine
determine to be of historical
historical interest
interest in connection with
with
said park, the title to such property or
therein to
to be
satisor interests
interests therein
be satisfactory to the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
All such property
property or interests therein, upon
acceptance thereof,
upon acceptance
thereof, shall
shall
become aapart of the Vicksburg National
National Military Park and shall
shall be
subject to all laws and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable thereto.
thereto.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
791]
[CHAPTER 791]

October 9,
1940
9,1940
9670]
[H. R. 96701
[Public, No.
No. 823]

Postal
Postal Service.
Service.
43 Stat. 1061.
1061.
C. § 116;
116;
39 U. S.. C.
Supp.
Supp. V, §
§116.

Dispatchers, etc.
Dispatchers,
service.
Hours of service.

Computation
Computation
overtime pay.

of

39 Stat. 416.
U. S. C. §
119.
39 U.
§ 119.
Employment on
Employment
on
Sundays and holiholidays.

Proviso.
Provi0.
Overtime
Overtime pay in
lieu of
compensatory
of compensatory
time.
time.

[54
SrAT.
[54 SrAT.

AN ACT

AN ACT

To
an eight-hour
eight-hour workday and payment
for dispatchers
To provide
provide an
payment for overtime for
and
dispatchers and
mechanics-in-charge
motor-vehicle service of the Postal Service.
mechanics-in-charge in the motor-vehicle
Service.

enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the sixth
sixth paraparagraph of section 6
6 of the Act entitled "An Act reclassifying
reclassifying the
the
salaries of postmasters and employees
employees of
of the
al S
er vic e,readreadthe Post
Postal
Service,
justing their salaries and compensation
compensation on an equitable
equitable basis, increasincreasmg postal rates to provide for such readjustment
ing
readjustment and
for other
and for
other
purposes", approved
approved February
pu"
February 28,
is amended
amended to
to rea
da
follows:
28, 1925,
1925, is
read
assfollows:
"Dispatchers, mechanics-in-charge,
"Dispatchers,
special mechanics,
mechanics-in-charge, special
mechanics, general
general
mechanics,' mechanics'
mechanics' helpers,
mechanics
helpers, driver-mechanics,
driver-mechanics, and garagemendrivers in the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service, and
pneumaticand employees
employees of
of the
the pneumatictube system, shall be required
required to work not more
than eight
more than
eight hours
hours aa
day. The eight hours of service shall not extend
extend over
longer period
period
over a
a longer
consecutive hours, and the schedules of duties
than ten consecutive
of the
employduties of
the employees shall be regulated accordingly.
accordingly. In cases of
or if
the
of emergency,
emergency, or
if the
needs of the service require, special clerks, clerks, dispatchers,
mechandispatchers, mechanics-in-charge,
ics-in-charge, special mechani
cs, general
genera lmechanics,
mec h
an i
cs ,
mechanics' helpmechanics,
mechanics'
helpers, driver-mechanics,
driver-mechanics, and garagemen-drivers
garagemen-drivers in
in the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle
service, and employees of
system, can
required
of the pneumatic-tube
pneumatic-tube system,
can be
be required
to work in excess of eight hou
rs p
er d
ay, and
an df
or such
such overtime
overtime service
hours
per
day,
for
service
they shall be paid on the basis
annual pay
received by
by such
basis of the
the annual
pay received
such
employees. In computing
computing the compensation
compensation for such
overtime the
the
such overtime
compensation for such employees
annual salary or compensation
be divided
employees shall
shall be
divided
by three hundred and six, the number
of workin
days in
i
n th
ear
number of
workingg days
thee y
year
less all Sundays and legal holidays enumerated
enumerated in the
the Act
Act of
of July
July
28, 1916; the quotient thus obtained will
will be
be the
daily compensation
the daily
compensation
which
which divided by eight will give the hourly compensation
compensation for
for such
such
overtime service. Wen
When the needs of
require the
of the service
service require
the employemployment on Sundays and holidays of route supervisors, special
clerks,
special clerks,
clerks, dispatchers,.
dispatchers, mechanics-in-charge,
mechanics-in-charge, special mechanics,
al
mechanics, gener
general
mechanics,
mechanics, mechanics'
mechanics' helpers, driver-mechanics,
driver-mechanics, and garagemengaragemendrivers
drivers in the motor-vehicle
motor-vehicle service, and
the pneumaticand employees
employees of
of the
pneumatictube system, they shall be
ensa t
ory ti
me on
on one
one d
ay
be allowed
allowed comp
compensatory
time
day
within six
within
six days next succeeding
succeeding the Sunday, except the last three
three
Sundays in the calendar year, and on one day within
within thirty days
days next
next
succeeding .the holiday and the last three Sundays in
succeeding
in the
year on
on
the year
performed: Provided,
which service is performed:
Provided, however, That
the Postmaster
That the
Postmaster
General
General may, if the exigencies of the service require
require it, authorize
authorize the
the
payment of overtime in lieu of compensatory
payment
compensatory time for service on
Sundays and holidays."
holidays."
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
792]
[CHAPTER 792]

AN
ACT
ANACT

To
for the
the regulation
regulation of
business of fire, marine, and casualty insurance,
insurance,
the business
of the
provide for
To provide
and for
purposes.
other purposes.
for other
and

October 9, 1940
1940
[H. R. 9722]
[Public, No.
No. 824]
[Public,

the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and House
Representatives of the
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled,
States of America in Congress
United
CHAPTER
CHAPTER I-TITLE AND DEFINITIONS
t
Columbistic
be bia.
SEariow
1. SHORT
SHORT TITLE
TITLE AND
TABLE OF CONTENTS.-This
Act shall be
District of
of ColumCONTENTS.-This Act
AND TABLE
SECTION 1.
and
Fire and Casualty
known
as the
the "Fire
Casualty Act".
Fire
Casualty
Act".
and Casualty
"Fire and
known as
Act.

Act.

TABLE
OF CONTENTS
CONTENTS
TABLE OF
CHAPTER I
I
CHAPTER

'

Sec. 1.
Short title and table of contents.
1. Short
Sec.
Application.
Sec. 2.
2. Application.
Sec.
Sec.
Definitions.
3. Definitions.
Sec. 3.

CHAPTER II
II
CHAPTER

Sec.
Records of
of Insurance
Insurance Department;
Department; power to make rules.
1. Records
Sec. 1.
authority.
of
Sec. 2.
2. Certificate
Certificate
Sec.
certificate of authority.
of certificate
Sec. 3.
3. Revocation
Revocation and
suspension of
and suspension
Sec.
Sec. 4.
4. When
When company
company has ceased business.
Sec.
Sec. 5.
5. Receivership
Receivership proceedings.
proceedings.
Sec.
Sec. 6.
company to be deemed insolvent.
When company
6. When
Sec.
impaired.
Sec.
7. When
When capital
deemed impaired.
or surplus of company deemed
capital or
Sec. 7.
Sec.
Annual statement.
statement.
& Annual
Sec. &
Sec. 9.
false statement.
statement.
Penalty for false
9. Penalty
Sec.
Sec.
Examinations.
Sec. 10. Examinations.
Sec.
Classification of Insurance.
11. Classification
Sec. 11.
(1) Fire
Fire and
and marine.
marine.
(1)
(2) Casualty.
Casualty.
(2)
Sec.
12. Limitation
Limitation of risk.
Sec. 12.
Sec.
capital and
surplus requirement
requirement
and surplus
Minimum capital
13. Minimum
Sec. 13.
Sec. 14.
heretofore formed.
Corporations heretofore
14. Corporations
Sec.
Sec.
15. Domestic
companies.
Domestic companies.
Sec. 15.
Sec. 16.
16. Domestic
company real-estate
real-estate holdings.
holdings.
Domestic company
Sec.

Sec. 17.
Mutual company's
company's surplus
surplus fund-Power
fund-Power to borrow.
17. Mutual
Sec.
Sec. 18.
Investment of
of funds
of domestic
domestic companies.
companies.
funds of
18. Investment
Sec.
Sec. 19.
Exclusive agency
contracts.
agency contracts.
19. Exclusive
Sec.
See. 20.
Foreign or
or alien
alien companies.
companies.
20. Foreign
Sec.
Sec.
20A. Lloyd's
Lloyd's organizations.
organizations.
Sec. 20A.
Sec. 21.
Application for
of authority.
authority.
certificate of
for certificate
21. Application
Sec.
documents.
Sec. 22.
superintendent of
application and documents.
of application
to superintendent
Delivery to
22. Delivery
Sec.
Sec.
23. Service
Service of
of process.
process.
Sec. 23.
(a) Service
of process
upon unauthorized
company.
unauthorized company.
process upon
Service of
(a)
(b) Attorney
for services
services of
process.
of process.
Attorney for
(b)
Sec. 24.
Mutual and
and reciprocal
names.
reciprocal names.
24. Mutual
Sec.
Sec. 25.
and contingent
of mutual
companies.
mutual companies.
premiums of
contingent premiums
Maximum and
25. Maximum
Sec.
Sec.
26.
Sec. 26.
Sec.
27.
Sec. 27.
See.
28.
Sec. 28.

Sec.
29.
Sec. 29.
See. 30.
Sec. 30.
Sec. 31.

Sec. 31.

See.
32.
Sec. 32.
Sec.
33.
Sec. 33.
Sec.
34.
Sec. 34.

Reserves.
Reserves.
Policy
forms filed
filed with
with the
superintendent.
the superintendent.
Policy forms
provisions in
in accident
health policies.
policies.
and health
accident and
Provisions

Discriminations
prohibited.
Discriminations prohibited.
Agents and
and brokers-Requirements
brokers--Requirements for
for license,
license, and
and so
so forth.
forth.
Agents
Payment
of commissions
persons.
licensed persons.
to licensed
restricted to
commissions restricted
Payment of
Procedure
for obtaining
obtaining licenses.
licenses.
procedure for
Effective
licenses and
and proration
of fees.
fees.
proration of
of licenses
dates of
Effective dates
Temporary
transfer of
licenses.
of licenses.
Temporary transfer
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Sec. 35.
Sec. 36.
Sec. 37.
Sec. 38.
Sec. 39.
Sec. 40.
Sec. 41.
Sec. 42.
Sec. 43.
Sec. 44.
Sec. 45.
Sec. 46.
Sec. 47.
Sec. 48.

Application.
Application.

Proviso.
Designated business
afectedbusin.
not affected.

Provio.
not

Definitions.
Defnitions.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Renewal of licenses.
Renewal
Revocation and suspension
suspension of licenses.
licenses.
Revocation
Unauthorized solicitation
Unauthorized
solicitation or representation.
representation.
When license not required.
Unauthorized
Unauthorized insurance.
Licenses for lines in unauthorized
unauthorized companies.
License fees.
Testimony; production
production of books.
Penalties not otherwise
otherwise prescribed.
prescribed.
Appeal from superintendent
Appeal
superintendent to Commissioners.
Court proceedings.
Repeals.
Constitutionality.
Constitutionality.
Effective
Effective date of act.

SEC.
S
EC. 2. APPLICATION.-All
APPLICATION.—All fire, marine, and casualty insurance comincorporated or
in the
the District,
or
panies now
now or hereafter
hereafter incorporated
or formed
formed in
District, or
authorized to do business in the District,
brokers and all agents
agents and
authorized
District, all brokers
and
to the
other representatives
representatives of
of such companies,
companies, shall,
shall, to
the extent
extent hereinafter
hereinafter
provided
affect
provided, be subject to this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided,That this Act
Act shall
shall not
not affect
the
life and
title insurance,
insurance, and
and shall
shall not
not affect
the right
or
affect the
right or
the business
business of
of life
and title
authority of any
or
authority
any solvent
solvent company to make
make contracts
contracts of
of fidelity
fidelity or
affect aa plan
plan under
under which
which any
surety, and
and shall
shall not
not affect
any person
person provides
provides
to his
his employees.
employees.
pension benefits to
SEC.
DEFIirroNs.-In this
SRC. 3. DEFixrrioNs.—In
unless the
the context
context otherwise
this Act, unless
otherwise

requires—
requires"District" means District
District of Columbia.
"Commissioners."
"commissioner.
"Commissioners"
"Commissioners" means the Commissioners of the District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
"Superintendent."
"Superintendent."
"Superintendent"
"Superintendent" means the Superintendent of Insurance
Insurance of the District of Columbia.
"Department."
"Department."
"Department" means the Department of Insurance
"Department"
Insurance of the District of
Columbia.
Columbia.
"Company."
"ComCompany"
ompany" means an insurance, surety,
"Company"
company, and
and
surety, or
or indemnity
indemnity company,
shall
deemed to
include a
partnership, associashall be
be deemed
to include
a corporation,
corporation, company, partnership,
tion, individual, or aggregation
aggregation of
of individuals
engaging in
proposing
individuals engaging
in or
or proposing
insurance, surety, or indemnity
or attempting to
to engage
engage in
in any
any kind of
of insurance,
indemnity
including the exchanging of reciprocal
business, including
reciprocal or interinsurance
interinsurance contracts between
between individuals,
individuals, partnerships, and
and corporations.
corporations.
"Authorized
com"Authorized cor"Authorized company"
a company
"Authorized
company" means a
company which has authority from
pany."
the Superintendent
Superintendent to
to do
business in
the District
District as
as provided
P!;t,
Post, p.
p. 10a
1088..
the
do business
in the
provided under
under
section 2, chapter II,
II, of this Act.
"Unauthorized
"Unauthorized
"Unauthorized
company which
"Unauthorized company"
company" means a
a company
which does
not have
does not
have
company."
c o
s p.066.
Post,
p. 1088.
authority from the Superintendent
Superintendent to do business in the District as
provided under
chapter II,
provided
under section 2, chapter
II, of
of this
this Act.
"Domestic
comoes"Domestic
Domestic company"
company"
means
a
company
incorporated
organized
"Domestic
means
a
company
incorporated or organized
pany."
pany."
District.
under the laws of the District.
"Foreign
com"Foreign
corn"Foreign
organized
"Foreign company"
company" means a
a company incorporated
incorporated or organized
pany."
pany"
under the
the laws
laws of
of any
any State
State of
of the
United States.
States.
under
the United
"Mien
"Alien company."
company."
"Alien
a company
organized under
under
"Alien company"
company" means a
company incorporated
incorporated or organized
the
the
United States.
the laws of
of any country other than
than
the
United
States.
"Reciprocal."
"Reciprocal."
"Reciprocal" includes
includes interinsurance
interinsurance exchange.
"Reciprocal"
exchange.
"Person."
"Person."
"Person"
corporations, associations,
associations, exchanges,
"Person" includes
includes individuals,
individuals, corporations,
exchanges,
and partnerships.
partnerships.
Personal
Personal pronouns.
Personal pronouns
pronouns include
include all genders; the singular includes the
plural and the plural includes the
the singular.
,Policy.,
"Policy" means an insurance policy or contract, including contracts
contracts
of fidelity
includes any
any contract
wherein one
called
of
fidelity and
and surety,
surety, and
and includes
contract wherein
one party
party called
"company", for
consideration, undertakes
the "company",
for a
a consideration,
undertakes to pay
pay money
money or
or its
"District."
"District."

/411,11,y . "
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equivalent, or to do an act valuable to any other party upon the happenwhereby the party insured
ing of the hazard or peril insured against whereby
tolegal
suffers loss or injury or is subjected
subjected to
legal liability.
suffers
"Officer"
when used to
officer of the company, includes
includes an
to refer
refer to officer
"Officer", when
attorney-in fact.
attorney-in-fact.
salaried
"Policy
writing agent" means any person who is not aa salaried
"Policy writing
employee
company, and whose
principal place
place of
whose residence
residence or
or principal
of aa company,
employee of
business
authorized in writing
writing by
busmess is located in the District, and who is authorized
authorized to transact
transact business in the District to countercompany authorized
any company
sign policies
negotiate, or effect contracts
contracts of insurance,
solicit, negotiate,
to solicit,
and to
policies and
sign
surety,
or indemnity
indemnity for such
company in the District.
such company
surety, or
"Soliciting agent" means any person who is not a
asalaried
salaried employee
"Soliciting
of a
residence or principal place of business is
whose residence
and whose
company and
a company
of
a company having
located
in the
the District, and who is authorized by a
having
located in
a policy-writing
authority
policy-writing
authority to transact business in the District, or by a
agent,
solicit in
insurance, surety, or indemthe District contracts of insurance,
in the
to solicit
agent, to
nity in behalf
company or agent.
such company
of such
behalf of
nity
consideration acts or aids
a consideration
"Broker"
means any
any person
person who for a
"Broker" means
in
any manner
in the
the solicitation
negotiation on behalf of the assured
solicitation or negotiation
manner in
in any
of
of insurance,
insurance, surety,
surety, or
or indemnity.
of contracts
contracts of
employed
"Salaried
company employee"
employee" means any person regularly employed
"Salaried company
by
and who
regular wage
wage or salary
is paid aaregular
who is
company, and
authorized company,
an authorized
by an
to
authorized by such company.
and functions authorized
duties and
certain duties
perform certain
to perform
employee"
For
of this
this Act
"salaried company
company employee"
the term "salaried
Act the
purposes of
the purposes
For the
or in the
shall
not
include
employees
engaged
solely
in
office
duties
solely
engaged
employees
include
not
shall
inspection,
rating, or classifying
classifying of risks or in the supervision
supervision of agents,
inspection, rating,
or
employee not
not engaged
m the
policies,
solicitation or writing of policies
the solicitation
engaged in
any employee
or any
performance of
or
officers of
engaged in the performance
companies or associations engaged
of companies
or officers
their
usual and
customary executive duties.
and customary
their usual
"Surplus"
means the
the excess of
admitted assets over liabilities and
of admitted
"Surplus" means
capital in
in the
the case
company with capital stock, and the excess of
a company
of a
case of
capital
admitted assets
over liabilities
of aacompany without capital
case of
the case
in the
liabilities in
assets over
admitted
stock.
"Liabilities" means
means all
due contingent or
debts due or to become due,
all debts
"Liabilities"
otherwise,
of
which
the
company
has
knowledge,
and includes the
company
the
otherwise, of which
reserves required
required by this Act.
reserves
"Admitted
assets" includes
includes the
permitted
authorized or permitted
investments authorized
the investments
"Admitted assets"
by
and in
thereto only the
the following:
addition thereto
in addition
Act, and
this Act,
by this
(1)
Cash in
in a
company's principal
principal or
or in
possession
in possession
offices or
branch offices
or branch
a company's
(1) Cash
of
or in
deposited with
the officers of any
with the
cash deposited
and cash
transit, and
in transit,
company or
of aacompany
State
or subdivision
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
when such
Canada, when
of Canada,
Dominion of
the Dominion
or the
State or
deposit
is
necessitated
by
the
laws
of
such
State
or
subdivision
thereof,
subdivision
or
State
such
of
laws
the
by
necessitated
is
deposit
or by
by the
the Dominion of Canada.
of the
laws of
the laws
or
(2) Cash
Cash deposited
in sound
and trust companies.
sound banks and
deposited in
(2)
(3)
The amount
as recoverable
cash deposited
deposited
on cash
recoverable on
estimated as
fairly estimated
amount fairly
(3) The
in
closed
banks
and
trust
companies.
companies.
trust
and
in closed banks
(4)
collateralized by
by securities
securities of
the
of the
receivable collateralized
accounts receivable
and accounts
Bills and
(4) Bills
kind
in
which
the
company
is
authorized
to
invest.
invest.
to
authorized
is
kind in which the company
(5) Bills
Bills receivable
receivable not
not past
due for
companies
for risks taken by companies
past due
(5)
authorized
to transact
and marine
described in
section
in section
business described
marine business
fire and
transact fire
authorized to
10 of
chapter II
II of
of this
this Act
not in
the unearned
unearned
of the
excess of
in excess
are not
that are
Act that
of chapter
10
premiums thereon.
premiums
thereon.
(6) Gross
Gross premiums
premiums or
or premium
premium deposits
deposits in
in course
collection
of collection
course of
(6)
not
than ninety
past due,
less commissions
due thereon
thereon to
commissions due
due, less
days past
ninety days
more than
not more
agents.
(7) Amounts
Amounts fairly
fairly estimated
estimated as
from advances
advances made
recoverable from
as recoverable
(7)
on
contracts
under
surety
bonds.
on contracts under surety bonds.
(8) Amounts
due from
from solvent
solvent insurance
or
bureaus, or
companies, bureaus,
insurance companies,
Amounts due
(8)
company
associations,
and
amounts
fairly
estimated
as
recoverable
recoverable
as
estimated
company associations, and amounts fairly
from insolvent
insurance companies.
insolvent insurance
from
,

"Officer."
"Officer."

-

"Policy
agent."
agent."

writing

"Soliciting
agent."
"Soliciting agent."

"Broker."
"Broker."

"Salaried company
company
"Salaried
employee."
employee."

Exclusions.

"Surplus."
"Surplus."

"Liabilities."
"Liabilities."

"Admitted assets,"
assets,"
"Admitted
included.
investments included.

Post,
1069.
p. 1069.
Pot, p.
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(9) The interest accrued during the
(9)
the twelve
twelve months
months immediately
immediately
preceding
preceding on mortgage loans other than those upon
which the
upon which
the comcompany is proceeding
proceeding for the enforcement
of security.
security.
enforcement of
(10) The rents accrued on the company's property
(10)
property during
during the
the
twelve months immediately
immediately preceding.
preceding.
(11)
(11) Interest due and accrued on bonds
conforming to
to this
bonds conforming
this Act
Act
and not
not in
in default.
default.
accrued on dividends
(12) Amounts due and accrued
dividends declared
declared on
on shares
shares of
of
stock conforming to this Act.
(13)
(13) Interest due and accrued
accrued on collateral loans
which is
not in
in
loans which
is not
excess of the value of the collateral
collateral over the amount
loaned thereon.
amount loaned
thereon.
(14) Interest
(14)
Interest due and accrued
accrued on deposits in
in sound
sound banks
banks and
and trust
trust
companies.
(15)
accrued on tax-anticipation
(15) Interest accrued
warrants.
tax-anticipation warrants.
(16) Amounts due for tax refunds allowed
(16)
but unpaid
allowed but
unpaid from
from the
the
United States or any State.
State.
II-POWERS AND
CHAPTER II—POWERS
DUTIES OF
AND DUTIES
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVIIONS
PROVISIONS
Records of Insurance Department.
Department.
ance

Rules
tions.

regulaand regula-

Certificate
Certificate
thority.

of auau-

Requirements of doRequirements
mestic mutual
mutual commestic
panies.

Pos,
Post, p. 1070.
Revocation
Revocation and
and suspension of certificata
certificate
of authority.

SECTION
INSURANCE
S
ECTION 1. RECORDS
RECORDS OF I
NSURANCE DEPARTMENTr;
DEPARTXENT; POWER
POWER TO
TO M
ARE
MABE
RmuEs.-The office of the Superintendent
Rums.—The
Superintendent shall be a
apublic office,
office, and
and
the records, books, and papers thereof on
public
on file therein
therein shall
shall be
be public
records of the District, except as the Superintendent
Superintendent for
for good
good reason
reason
may decide otherwise, or except as it may be
otherwise
be provided
provided otherwise
herein.
The Superintendent
Superintendent shall have authority
authority to
to make
make and
such
and enforce
enforce such
reasonable
reasonable rules and regulations as may be necessary
necessary in
in making
effecmaking effective the provisions
provisions of this Act, but such rules and regulations
regulations shall
shall
not be contrary
contrary to nor inconsistent with the provisions of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHORITY.—It shall
be the
the duty
duty of
of the
OF AUTHORITrY.-It
shall be
the
Superintendent to issue a
a certificate
Superintendent
certificate of authority
authority to
company when
to a
a company
when
it shall have complied with the
requirements of
the laws
laws of
the District
District
the requirements
of the
of the
so as to be entitled to do business therein. The
The Superintendent
Superintendent may,
may,
however, satisfy himself by such investigation as
he may
may deem
deem proper
proper
as he
or necessary
necessary that such company is duly qualified
the laws
qualified under
under the
laws of
of
the District to transact business therein, and may refuse
the
to issue
issue or
refuse to
or
renew any such certificate
a company
certificate to a
company if the issuance
renewal of
of
issuance or
or renewal
such
certificate would adversely
such certificate
adversely affect
affect the public interest. In
In each
each
case the certificate shall be issued under
Superintendent
under the
the seal
seal of
of the
the Superintendent
authorizing and empowering
empowering the company
company to transact the
authorizing
or kinds
the kind
kind or
kinds
of
certificate, and each
of business
business specified
specified in the certificate,
each such certificate
certificate shall
shall
be made to expire
expire on the 30th day of April next succeeding
succeeding the
the date
date
of its issuance. No company shall transact any
or from
any business
business in
in or
from
the
the District
District until it shall have received a
a certificate
certificate of authority as
as
authorized by this section, and no company
authorized
company shall transact any
any busibusiness not specified in such certificate
certificate of authority. No
No domestic
mutual
domestic mutual
company
company .shall transact any business in the
it has
the District until
until it
has bona
bona
fide applications
applications for insurance
insurance covering
covering not less than two
two hundred
hundred
separate
separate risks in not less than twenty policies
policies to be issued to
not less
less
to not
than twenty members,
members, and has received
received the cash premium
premium therefor,
therefor,
and
a surplus
less than the amount provided
provided under sections
and has
has a
surplus of
of not less
sections
12 and 13 of chapter II
II of
of this
this Act.
Act.
SEC.
3. REVOCATION
REVOCATION AND
AND SUSPENSION
CERTIFICATE OF
SEC. 3.
SUSPENSION OF
OF CERTIFICATE
OF AUTHORAUTHORrITr-The
ITY.—The Superintendent shall have power to
the
to revoke
revoke or
or suspend
suspend the
certificate of authority
authority to transact business in
any
in the
the District
District of
of any
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provision
company which has failed or refused to comply with any provision
whichor requirement
requirement of this Act, or which—
or
surplus;
(
a) Is impaired in capital or surplus;
(a)
insolvent;
(b) Is insolvent;
(c) Is
such a
a condition that its further transaction of business in
Is in
in such
(c)
policyholders or creditors in
the
hazardous to its policyholders
would be hazardous
the District would
the
public;
District, or to the public;
the District,
against
(d) Has
neglected to pay a
avalid final judgment against
refused or neglected
Has refused
(d)
such
company within thirty days after such judgment shall have
such company
appeal within
become
expiration without appeal
within the time when
either by expiration
become final either
such
appeal
might
been
perfected,
or
affirmance on
by
final affirmance
perfected,
been
have
might
appeal
such
appeal;
appeal;
(e) Has
Has violated
District
any law of the District or has in the District
violated any
(e)
violated its charter
charter or exceeded
exceeded its corporate
corporate powers;
powers;
or
(f) Has refused to submit its books, papers, accounts, records, or
(f)
examination of the Superinaffairs to the reasonable
reasonable inspection
Superininspection or examination
affairs
examiners;
tendent,
deputies, or
appointed examiners;
or duly appointed
his deputies,
tendent, his
(g) Has
Has an
reasonable demand to be
an officer
officer who has refused upon reasonable
(g)
examined under
under oath
oath touching
touching its affairs;
affairs;
examined
(h) Fails
Fails to
with the
the Superintendent
amendment
a copy of an amendment
Superintendent a
file with
to file
(h)
to
its charter
or articles of
of association within thirty days after the
charter or
to its
effective
amendment;
date of such amendment;
effective date
of
(i)
corporate existence
existence dissolved
certificate of
dissolved or its certificate
its corporate
had its
Has had
(i) Has
organized; or
authority
in the State in which it was organized;
revoked in
authority revoked
(j) Has
another comreinsured in their entirety in another
risks reinsured
all its risks
had all
Has had
(j)
pany,
without prior approval
approval of the Superintendent.
Superintendent.
pany, without
revocaNotice of
of revocaNotice
of tion,
certificate of
The
Superintendent shall not
suspend the certificate
not revoke or suspend
The Superintendent
tion, etc.;
hearing.
etc.; hearing.
than
not
authority
of
any
company
until
he
given
company
less
company
the
given
has
he
until
company
any
authority of
thirty
notice of
of the
proposed revocation
revocation or suspension
suspension and of the
the proposed
days' notice
thirty days'
grounds alleged
alleged therefor
afforded the company
company an opportunity
thereforn and has afforded
grounds
Proviso.
Proviso.
Superintendent shall
Provded, however, That if the Superintendent
full hearing: Provaded,however,
for aafull
Suspension
without
Suspension without
notice.
notice.
the
by
business
of
find
upon
examination
that
the
further
transaction
transaction
that
find upon examination
company would be hazardous
hazardous to the public or to the policyholders or
or
company
creditors of
of the
the company
in the
District, he may suspend such authority
the District,
company,in
creditors
without
notice as herein required.
without giving notice
SEC. 4.
W HEN COMPANY
BUSINESS.
CEASED BUSINESS.
HAS CEASED
COMPANY HAS
4. WEIEN
SEC.

When company
has
company has
When
company shall ceased
If
If aacompany
business.
ceased business.

cease to
in the
thereupon make report to the
it shall
shall thereupon
District, it
the District,
business in
do business
to do
cease
Superintendent
taxable premiums
collected which
which have not been
premiums collected
the taxable
of the
Superintendent of
reported
prior
to
the
date
of
the
cessation
of
business,
and shall forthbusiness,
of
cessation
the
of
date
the
to
reported prior
with pay
pay to
to the
the collector
collector of taxes of the District, through the Superinwith
tendent, a
thereon computed
computed according
according to
company fails
a company
If a
law. If
to law.
a tax
tax thereon
tendent,
or refuses
or to
to pay
the tax
upon it as
tax imposed upon
pay the
report or
such aareport
make such
to make
refuses to
or
required
by law,
shall be
of
the District for the amount of
to the
liable to
be liable
it shall
law, it
required by
such taxes,
taxes, plus
plus a
centumper
or
per month for each month or
per centum
of 88per
penalty of
a penalty
such
part
part thereof during which such taxes remain unpaid.

Receivership
Receivership
S
EC. 5.
5. RECEIVERSHIP
PROCEEDINGS.—The Superintendent
Superintendent may, ceedings.
RECEIVERSHIP PROCEEDINGS.-The
SEC.
ceedings.
through
the
corporation
counsel
of
the
District,
district
district
the
to
apply
through the corporation counsel of the District,
court of
of the
United States
for the
the District
District for
for a
arule
directing any comcomrule directing
States for
the United
court
pany organized
organized under
the laws
of the
company in the
District or any company
the District
laws of
under the
pany
take
course of
of organization
to show
show why
Superintendent should not take
the Superintendent
why the
organization to
course
possession of
of its
and conduct
conduct its
its business
business as the nature of the
property and
its property
possession
or
case and
and the
the interests
interests of
of the
the policyholders,
policyholders, creditors,
creditors, stockholders, or
case
isthe public
public may
may require,
require, whenever
whenever any such company is.-the
(a)
or
(a) Insolvent;
Insolvent; or
(b) Has
neglected or
or refused
to observe
observe a
alawful
lawful order
Superorder of the Superrefused to
Has neglected
(b)
intendent
good any
any deficiency
capital or surplus; or
or
its capital
in its
deficiency in
make good
to make
intendent to
(c)
by contract
of reinsurance
otherwise transferred
transferred or
or
or otherwise
reinsurance or
contract of
Has by
(c) Has
attempted to
transfer substantially
or
property or business, or
entire property
its entire
substantially its
to transfer
attempted
has
into any
any transaction,
effect of which is to merge subtransaction, the effect
entered into
has entered

propro-
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stantially its entire property or business in
of
in the property or business of
any other company, without having first obtained
obtained the written approval
approval
of the Superintendent;
Superintendent; or
or
(d)
examination by the Superintendent
(d) Is found after an examination
Superintendent to be
be in
in
such condition that its further transaction
transaction of business would be
be hazardhazardous
ous to
to its
its policyholders;
policyholders; or
or
(e) Has violated its charter; or
(f)
carrying
on
activities
against
Upon
(e) Is
(f)
Is
Has
carrying
such
violated
application,
onits
activities
charter;
such
orcourtpublic
may, policy.
in its discretion, issue an
Upon such application, such court may, in its discretion, issue an
injunction
injunction restraining such company
transaction of
of its
busicompany from
from the
the transaction
its busi-

ness
or disposition
of its
its property
property pending
pending further
further order
order of
of the
the court.
court.
ess or
disposition of
On
rule to
cause, the
court shall
shall hear,
On the return
return of
of such
such rule
to show
show cause,
the court
hear, try,
try, and
and
determine
determine the issues forthwith, and shall either deny the application
application or
or
direct the Superintendent
Superintendent to take possession of the property
and conproperty and
conduct the business of such company
company and retain such possession
possession and conconduct such business until on the application
application either of the Superintendent,
Superintendent,
the corporation counsel
counsel representing
it shall,
representing him, or the
the company, it
shall,
after aalike hearing, appear to the court that the ground for the order
order
directing the Superintendent
Superintendent to take
has been
removed, and
and
take possession
possession has
been removed,
that the company can properly resume the possession of
its
property,
of
its
property,
Liquidation.
Lqunidaton.
and
the conduct
If on the like application
and the
conduct of its business. If
application and
and rule
rule
to show cause, and after a
a hearing, the court shall order
liquidation
order the
the liquidation
of the business of such company, such liquidation
liquidation shall be
and
be made by
by and
under the direction of the Superintendent, who
the
who may
may deal with
with the
property and business of such company in
as Superinin his
his own name as
Superintendent, or in the name of the company, as the court may
may direct,
direct, and
and
shall be vested by operation of law with title
title to
to all
all of
of the property, concontracts, and rights of action of such company
company as of the
of the
order
the date
date of
the order
Filing or recording
so
directing him
him to
to liquidate.
The filing
recording of
such order
SO directing
liquidate. The
filing or
or recording
of such
order
ofoFing
order. o reording
in the office of the recorder of deeds for the District shall impart the
same notice
that a
adeed,
deed, bill
of title
same
notice that
bill of
of sale,
sale, or
or other
other evidence
evidence of
title duly
duly filed
filed
Appointment of
or
recorded by
by such
have imparted.
imparted. For
For the
the purpose
purpose
would have
such company
company would
or recorded
sAppointtment
special
deputies, etc.o
of this section, the Superintendent shall
shall have
power to
to appoint
appoint under
have power
under
his hand and official seal one or more
more special
special deputy
deputy superintendents,
superintendents,
and to employ clerks and assistants as may by
necessary.
by him
him be
be deemed
deemed necessary.
Compensation.
compensation.
The fair
fair and
and reasonable
reasonable compensation
compensation of such special deputies, clerks,
The
clerks,
of and
and conand assistants, and
and all
all the expenses
expenses of
of taking
taking possession
possession of
conducting the business of any such
company
subject
to the
approval
such
company
shall,
subject
to
the
approval
Bond.
Bond.
of the court, be paid out of the funds or assets of such company. The
require a
acorporate
surety bond
bonds from
from the
the SuperinSuperincourt may
may require
corporate surety
bond or
or bonds
tendent
in
such amount
amount as
it may
may deem
deem necessary.
tendent
in
such
as
it
necessary.
When company to
SEC.
WHEN COMPAN
COMPANYr TO
INSOLVENT.—Ally insurance
insurance
deemed insolvent.
insolvent.
SEC. 6.
6. WHEN
TO BE
BE DEEMED
DEEMED INSOLVENT.-Any
be deemed
company whose assets are not sufficient to reinsure its outstanding risks
in a
a solvent insurance company
company shall be deemed insolvent, and
and may
may be
be
proceeded
as provided
in this
Act.
proceeded against
against as
provided in
this Act.
When capital or stirPaencpISemimsie
SEO.
SE°. 7.
CAPITAL OR
SURPLUS OF
or COMPANY
COMPANY DEEMED IMPAIRED.—
7. WHEN CAPITAL
OR SURPLUS
IMPAIRED.plus
deemed impaired.
Any company
capital has
company whose
whose capital
has been
reduced to
an amount
amount less
less than
than
been reduced
to an
that required
required by this i
Act,
surplus of
of ad
m itt ed asse
t
s in
i
n
Act, or whose surplus
admitted
assets
excess of all liabilities issless than the amount required
required by
by this
this Act,
Act,
shall be deemed to be impaired in capital or surplus,
surplus, and
and may
may be
be
proceeded
against as
as provided
in this
this Act.
Act.
proceeded
against
provided
in
Annual statement.
E
Ann statement
S
o. 8. ANNUAL
ANNUAL STATEntErer.—Every
STATEMENT.-Every company
SRC.
company doing
business in
the
doing business
in the
District shall file with the Superintendent
Superintendent before March 1
1 in each
each
year aa financial statement for the year ending
ending December
31 immediDecember 31
immediately preceding
preceding on forms furnished by the Superintendent. The
Superintendent shall have authority to extend
extend the
Superintendent
the time
time for
for filing
filing such
such
statement
by
any
company
for
reasons
which
he
shall
deem
good and
and
verifti
statement
by
any
company
for
reasons
which
he
shall
deem
good
Veri&sation.
sufficient. Such statement shall be verified by
by the
the oath
oath of
the presiof the
president and secretary
or, in
secretary of the company, or,
in their
their absence,
absence, by
two other
other
by two
Deterinationoof
Determination
e rm n
on o
s.s
iti
Issues.
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forms.
Bln forms.
Superintendent shall annually in the month Blank
principal
principal officers. The Superintendent
companies authorized
authorized to do busiof December furnish to each of the companies
ness
statement
ness in the .District blanks necessary for the filing of the statement
substantially to the form
herein required. Such blanks shall conform substantially
Association of Insurance ComNational Association
of.statement adopted by the National
missioners. The Superintendent
Superintendent shall have power to make such modistatement as he may
fications and additions in said blank forms of statement
deem desirable
desirable and necessary
necessary to ascertain the condition and affairs of
Publication
sumPubliation ofof smthe company.
company. The Superintendent
Superintendent shall also have power to require mary.
the
a summary
that at least once in the month of March in each year a
summary of "r'
a daily
such annual statement shall be published by the company in a
newspaper
published in the District.
newspaper published
Penalty
false
for la
Penalty for
STATEMENT.-Any director, officer, statement.
SEo. 9.
PENALTY FOR FALSE STATEMENT.—Any
9. PENALTY
SEC.
t.
conor
makes
to,
agent,
company who subscribes
agent, or employee of any company
required
curs in making or publishing any annual or other statement required
material statement which is
by law, knowing the same to contain any material
false,
$5,000 or imprisoned for not more
false, shall be fined not more than $5,000
than five years, or both.
Examinations.
SEC. 10.
EXAMINATIONS.—The Superintendent
Superintendent may examine the Ex-aons.
10. EXAMINATIONS.-The
SEC.
organized
books,
papers, property, and affairs of any agent or company organized
books, papers,
engaged in or
o any company engaged
or doing business in the District, and of
soliciting stock
professing
organizing, promoting, or soliciting
engaged in organizing,
be engaged
professing to be
company,
or capital
formation of any company,
contributions to or aiding in the formation
capital contributions
or
or
company which holds the capital stock of another company for
or any company
the purpose of controlling
controlling the management thereof as voting trustee or
otherwise. The Superintendent,
Superintendent, his deputy, or any examiner
examiner designated
examine under oath the officers
officers and
Superintendent, may examine
nated by the Superintendent,
agents of such company, and all persons deemed to have material inforBooks of
of original
mation regarding
the company's
business. Every
oal
Booksrecords,
such entry,
Every such
or business.
property or
company s property
regarding the
mation
etc.
company,
officers, and
and agents
agents shall produce at the home office of the etry, reords etc
its officers,
company, its
company
designated by the Superintendent
Superintendent its books of
company at the time designated
possession
original entry, and all records and papers in its or their possession
relating
business or affairs. The officers and agents of
or their business
its or
to its
relating to
their
such
company shall facilitate
facilitate such examination insofar as it is in their
such company
power
to do
do so.
The expense
expense of
such examination
examination shall be paid by the
of such
so. The
power to
Penalty for
false
for fas
Palty
company examined.
examined. Any
agent, or
or employee
employee of any entry,
director, agent,
officer, director,
Any officer,
company
etc.
e.
company
who
makes
or
causes
to
be
made
any
false
entry
in
book,
book
any
company who makes or causes to be made any false entry
defraud
report, or
such company
company with intent
intent to injure or defraud
of such
statement of
or statement
report,
such
any other
other company
company or
or person,
or to
deceive any
any officer
officer
to deceive
person, or
or any
company or
such company
of
such
company,
or
the
Superintendent,
and
any
person
who
with
like
like
with
who
person
any
and
Superintendent,
the
or
of such company,
intent
aids or
abets any
any officer,
agent, or
any
in any
employee in
or employee
director, agent,
officer, director,
or abets
intent aids
violation
of
this
Act
shall
be
fined
not
more
than
$1,000,
or
be
shall
or
$1,000,
than
more
not
fined
be
violation of this Act shall
Foreign or
or alien
imprisoned for
for not
not more
than five
five years,
years, or
The Superintendent
Superintendent company.
A"L
Fose
both. The
or both.
more than
imprisoned
may,
in
lieu
of
such
examination
of
a
foreign
or
alien
company,
accept
y.
accept
company,
alien
or
may, in lieu of such examination of a foreign
the report
on the
the examination
examination of
such company
made by
by the
the Insurance
Insurance
company made
of such
report on
the
Department or
other insurance
supervising official
any other
State or
or
other State
in any
official in
insurance supervising
or other
Department
any
government outside
the United States.
States.
outside the
any government
Classification of incas-lton od i
SEc.
CLASSIFICATION OF
or INsuaANcE.—Any
authorized to surance.
company authorized
INSURANCE.-Any company
11. CLASSIFICATION
SEC. 11.
do business
District may,
may, when
empowered by
by its
charter, make
make
its charter,
when empowered
the District
in the
business in
do
all or
any one
kinds of
and reinsurance
reinsurance comcominsurance and
of insurance
the kinds
of the
more of
or more
one or
or any
all
prised
in
either
or
both
of
the
following
classes,
subject
to
and
in
accordin
and
to
subject
classes,
following
the
of
both
or
either
in
prised
ance
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act:
Act:
with the
ance with
F
Fire and
(1) FIRE
FIR.E AND
AND MARINE.--On
mikaiNE.—On houses,
buildings, and
and all
all other
other kinds
kinds of
of
i- and marine.
houses, buildings,
(1)
property
against
loss,
damage,
or
damages
by
fire,
lightning,
or
storm;
property against loss, damage, or damages by fire, lightning, or storm;
to
insure against
or damage
damage by
by water
water to
to any
any goods
goods or
premises arisarisor premises
loss or
against loss
to insure
ing from
the breakage
breakage or
or leakage
leakage of
of sprinklers
sprinklers or
or water
water pipes;
pipes; and
and to
to
from the
ing
make all
kinds of
of insurance
against loss
loss of
or damage
damage to
to good,
mergoods, merof or
insurance against
all kinds
make
.chandise,
chandise, or
by fire,
fire, risks
or
transportation, or
of transportation,
risks of
caused by
property caused
other property
or other
navigation,
the
action
of
the
elements
or
adverse
manifestations
of
of
manifestations
adverse
or
navigation, the action of the elements
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Proviso.
Preoiso.
Fidelity or
or surety
surety
Fidelity
contracts.
contracts.

of risk.
risk.
Limitation of

to
Nonapplkability
Nonappllcability to
specified risks.
specified
Minimum
capital
capital
Mirdmum
and
surplus requirerequireand surplus
ment.

Corporations
tofore
formed.
tofore formed

here-
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nature,
well as
all and
and every
every risk
risk or
peril to
to which the subject
of
subject of
or peril
as all
as well
nature, as
insurance
exposed, against
against which
it is
to public
public
contrary to
is not
not contrary
which it
may be
be exposed,
insurance may
policy to
insure, including
every insurable
insurable interest
therein or
in the
or in
interest therein
including every
policy
to insure,
use
or income
therefrom, or
legal liability
therefor,
liability therefor,
or legal
income therefrom,
profit or
thereof, or
or profit
use thereof,
but not
include injury
injury to
to the
person nor
breach of
of
caused by
by breach
nor loss
loss caused
the person
to include
but
not to
trust.
(2) CASnALTY.-(a)
CASUALTY.—( a) Upon
health of persons,
or against injury,
persons, or
the health
Upon the
(2)
disablement,
of persons
persons resulting
from traveling
general
or general
traveling or
resulting from
death of
or death
disablement, or
accidents by
water, and
and against
against liability
liability of
the assured
for
assured for
of the
or water,
land or
by land
accidents
injuries
to employees
(b) against
the
of the
liability of
against liability
other persons;
persons; (b)
or other
employees or
injuries to
assured
for loss
loss or
or destruction
(c) upon
upon the
to property;
property; (c)
or damage
damage to
destruction of or
assured for
lives
of domestic
domestic animals;
animals; (d)
(d) against
against loss
loss of
damage to
to glass
glass and
of or
or damage
lives of
its
appurtenances; (e)
(e) against
loss of
of or
property resultany property
damage to
to any
or damage
against loss
its appurtenances;
ing from
from the
explosion of
injury to
any boiler,
boiler, heater,
presunfired presheater, unfired
to any
of or
or injury
the explosion
ing
sure vessel,
pipes or
or containers
containers connected
connected therewith,
therewith, any
turbine,
any engine,
engine, turbine,
sure
vessel, pipes
compressor,
pump or
or wheel
wheel or
or any
any apparatus
apparatus generating,
transmitting
generating, transmitting
compressor, pump
or using
using electricity,
any other
other machine
machine or
or apparatus
connected with
with
apparatus connected
electricity, or
or any
or
or operated
operated by
by any
previously named
or machines;
machines;
named boilers, vessels or
any of
of the
the previously
or
and including
including the
to make
make inspections
of and
and to
to issue
inspections of
power to
the incidental
incidental power
and
certificates of
inspection upon, any
apparatus and machinmachinany such boilers, apparatus
of inspection
certificates
ery, whether
whether insured
or otherwise;
otherwise; (f)
loss by
or theft,
theft,
burglary or
by burglary
(f) against
against loss
insured or
ery,
or both,
against loss
loss of
or damage
to moneys
and securities;
securities; (g)
or
both, and
and against
of or
damage to
moneys and
(g) to
to
guarantee
traders, and
and those
those engaged
engaged in
merchants, traders,
and indemnify
indemnify merchants,
guarantee and
business
and giving
credit, from
from loss
and damage
by reason
reason of giving
giving
damage by
loss and
giving credit,
business and
and extending
extending credit to
them;
to their customers and those dealing with them;
and
(h) against loss
damage by water or other fluid or substance to any
or damage
loss or
(h)
property
resulting from
water
from the breakage or leakage of sprinklers or water
property resulting
pipes;
casualty risk
risk which
which may lawfully
lawfully
any other
other casualty
against any
insure against
(i) to
to insure
pipes; (i)
be
the subject
subject of
of insurance,
insurance, and
it is
policy
to public
public policy
not contrary
contrary to
is not
and which
which it
be the
to
That this
having
construed as having
shall not be
be construed
this section
section shall
insure: Provided,
Provided,That
to insure:
any
whatever upon
company
or authority of any solvent company
upon the right or
effect whatever
any effect
to
make contracts
contracts of
or surety.
surety.
of fidelity
fidelity or
to make
S
EC. 12.
12. LiNirrierioN
RisK.—No company
company other
other than
than aa mutual
mutual
OF RISK.-No
LIMITATION OF
SEC.
or
reciprocal company
company doing
shall expose
the District
District shall
doing business in the
or reciprocal
itself to
any loss
loss on any
hazard in
in the District
District to an amount
risk or
or hazard
any one risk
itself
to any
exceeding 10
per centum
of the
the sum
sum of its
and surplus
surplus
its capital
capital stock and
10 per
centum of
exceeding
without
the written
written prior
consent of
mutual
the Superintendent. No mutual
of the
prior consent
without the
or reciprocal
reciprocal company shall expose
any one risk
any loss
loss on any
expose itself to any
or
or hazard
in the
District to
an amount
10 per
per centum
of its
centum of
its
exceeding 10
to an
amount exceeding
the District
or
hazard in
Superintendent. No porsurplus without
without written prior consent of the Superintendent.
tion of
any such
such risk
or hazard
shall have
have been
been reinsured
reinsured in a
a
which shall
hazard which
risk or
tion
of any
company
included
business in the District shall be included
do business
authorized to do
company authorized
in
of risk:
risk: Provided,
provisions of
Provided, That
That the provisions
limitation of
in determining
determining limitation
this
section shall not apply to the insurance
workmen's compensainsurance of workmen's
this section
tion, employers'
employers' liability,
or inland marine risks.
marine, or
liability, marine,
tion,
SEC. 13.
M INIMUM CAPITAL
SURPLUS REQUIREMENT.—Every
SEC.
13. MINIMUM
CAPITAL AND
AND SURPLUS
REQUREXMENT.-Every
stock
company authorized
the District
shall have
and
business in
in the
District shall
have and
authorized to
to do
do business
stock company
shall at
all times
paid-up capital
capital stock
less than
than
of not
not less
shall
at all
times maintain
maintain a
a paid-up
stock of
$150,000,
$150,000, and
and aa surplus of not less than $150,000.
$150,000. Every
Every domestic
mutual company
company and
every domestic
domestic reciprocal
company shall
shall have
mutual
and every
reciprocal company
have
and
at all
maintain a
not less
less than
than $150,000,
$150,000, and
and
and shall
shall at
all times
times maintain
a surplus
surplus of
of not
every
company mid
foreign or
alien
every foreign
foreign or alien
alien mutual
mutual company
arid every
every foreign
or alien
reciprocal company
a surplus
surplus
reciprocal
company shall
shall have and shall
shall at all
all times
times maintain
maintain a
$200,000.
of not
not less than $200,000.
SEc. 14.
14. CORPORATIONS
HERETOFORE FORMED.-No
FORMED.—No company
company shall
shall be
SEC.
CoRORORATIONS HETOFORE
be
exempt from
from the
provisions of
of this
this Act
by reason
reason of
of its
been
exempt
the provisions
Act by
its having.
having been
incorporated i
nthe
the District
District or
elsewhere prior
of
in
or elsewhere
prior to
to the
the effective
effective date
date of
incorporated
authorized in the Disthis Act, except that, in the case of companies authorized
continuously authorized
authorized
trict on the date of approval of this Act, and continuously
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thereafter without any increase
increase of authority,
authority, the minimum capital
capital and
thereafter
surplus required of a
a stock
stock company, and the minimum surplus
a Lloyd's
required of a
Lloyd's organreciprocal company, or of a
a mutual or reciprocal
ization by the laws of the District heretofore
heretofore applicable
applicable shall not be
increased by this Act, and provided also that m
in the case of such
such
increased
continuously authorized
companies the provisions
provisions of section 24 relatauthorized companies
continuously
companies, and the provisions
relating
provisions of section 25 relating
the names
names of companies,
ing to the
issuance of policies having
to the amount of surplus necessary to the issuance
contingent liability, shall not be applicable.
no provision for contingent
SEc. 15. DOMESTIC COMPANIES.-Any
ComploriEs.—Any domestic stock, mutual,
mutual, or
SEC.
reciprocal company
business in the District shall,
transact business
desiring to transact
company desiring
reciprocal
after
general laws of the District
District governing the
after complying with the general
formation
companies or corporations,
corporations, file with the Superintendent
Superintendent
of companies
formation of
incorporation, bylaws, charter,
charter, proposed
proposed forms
of its articles of incorporation,
copies of
information as may be necessary
necessary to manifest
of policies,
policies, and such other information
and
organization, objects, and purposes of the company, and
and
and explain the organization,
Superintendent that such company,has complied with
to satisfy the Superintendent
the
formation of companies. Thereregarding the formation
of the District regarding
the laws of
Superintendent upon
upon such forms
forms as
after, upon application made to the Superintendent
Superintendent, subject to the
Superintendent shall prescribe, the Superintendent,
the Superintendent
provisions
of chapter
chapter II,
section 2,
Act, shall issue to the com2, of this Act,
II, section
provisions of
pany
authority to transact business
business in the District.
certificate of authority
pany aacertificate

16. DOMESTIC
COMPANY REAL
ESTATE HOLDINGS.-A
HOLDINGS.—A domestic
domestic
REAL ESTATE
DOMESTIC COMPANY
SEC. 16.
company
may acquire,
acquire, hold, and
estate for the purpose and
and convey real estate
company may
following:
in the manner only following:
(1)
principal office
office and the land on
its principal
it has its
The building
building in which it
(1) The
which it
it stands.
stands.
which
(2)
Such as
as shall
shall be
accommodation in
convenient accommodation
requisite for its convenient
be requisite
(2) Such
the
of its
its business.
transaction of
the transaction
(3)
as shall
shall have
have been
been acquired
accommodation of its
the accommodation
acquired for the
Such as
(3) Such
business.
business.
(4)
Such as
as shall
shall have been mortgaged to it in good faith by way
(4) Such
of
for loans
contracted or
money due.
or for money
previously contracted
loans previously
of security
security for
(5)
as shall
shall have
satisfaction of debts,
in satisfaction
conveyed to it in
been conveyed
have been
Such as
(5) Such
previously contracted
contracted, in the course
course of its dealings.
dealings.
previously
(6)
have purchased
decrees,
on judgments, decrees,
purchased at sales on
it shall
shall have
as it
Such as
(6) Such
or mortgages
obtained or
debts.
such debts.
made for such
or made
mortgages obtained
or
(6)
All such
specified in paragraphs
(3), (4), (5),
(5) and (6)
paragraphs (3),
estate specified
real estate
such real
All
in
of
this section,
accommodation in
be necessary for its accommodation
not be
shall not
section, which shall
of this
the
convenient transaction
its business,
business, shall
be sold by the company
company
shall be
of its
transaction of
the convenient
and disposed
disposed of
of within
five years
after it
have acquired
acquired the
the title
title to
shall have
it shall
years after
within five
and
the same,
or within
within five
five years
years after
after the
same shall
shall have
have ceased
ceased to be
the same
same, or
the
necessary for
for the
the accommodation
accommodation of
of its
its business,
business, unless the
company
the company
necessary
procure the
of the
the Superintendent
that its
its interests
interests will
will
Superintendent that
certificate of
the certificate
procure
suffer materially
by aaforced
forced sale
sale thereof,
thereof, in
in which event the time for
materially by
suffer
the sale
sale may
be extended
extended to
to such
as the
the Superintendent
shall direct
direct
Superintendent shall
time as
such time
may be
the
in
certificate.
in such certificate.
S
EC. 17.
M UTUAL COMPANY'S
COMPANY'S SURPLUS
SURPLUS Fu.—PowEn
BORROW.—
FUND-PowER TO BORROW.17. MUTUAL
SEC.
A domestic
domestic mutual
mutual company
liability for the
assume liability
or assume
borrow or
may borrow
company may
A
repayment of
sum of
money sufficient
to defray
defray the
the reasonable
reasonable expenses
expenses
sufficient to
of money
a sum
of a
repayment
of its
its organization
organization or
or to
enable it
it to
to comply
requirement of
any requirement
with any
comply with
to enable
of
law or
agreement which
which shall first be submitted
upon agreement
fund upon
or as
as aasurplus fund
law
to and
Superintendent that
that such
such loan
loan or
or advance
advance with
the Superintendent
by the
approved by
to
and approved
interest
rate not
not exceeding
exceeding 6
centum per annum shall be repaid
6 per
per centum
at aarate
interest at
only
approval of
the Superintendent
whenever in his judgSuperintendent whenever
of the
the approval
with the
only with
ment the
be in
possession of
surplus in
in excess
of sufficient
sufficient surplus
in possession
shall be
company, shall
the company
ment
of aasurplus
the amount
required by
by this
this Act.
Act. Any
Any such
loan
such loan
amount required
to the
equal to
surplus equal
of
or advance
advance shall
part of
liabilities of
of the
company,
the company,
legal liabilities
of the
the legal
a part
form a
not form
shall not
or
but
such loan
advance has
has been
been repaid
repaid all
statements published
published
all statements
or advance
loan or
until such
but until
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by such company
company or filed with the Superintendent
show the
the amount
Superintendent shall
shall show
amount
thereof then remaining
remaining unpaid.
unpaid.
EO
Investment of funds
Investmentoffunds
S
DOmESTTO COMPANIES.-A
SEC.. 18. INVESrMENT
INVESTMENT OF FUNDS OF DalefESTICI
COMPANIES.—A domesof domestic companies.
nies.
tic company shall invest its funds
only inin—
funds only
Government, etc.,
etc.,
Government,
(1) Bonds
Bonds or other
other evidences of indebtedness
indebtedness of the United States,
(1)
bonds.
or of any State; or of the Dominion of Canada, or of any Province
Province
thereof.
County, etc.,
etc., bonds.
bonds.
County,
(2) Bonds or other evidences
indebtedness of any
(2)
evidences of indebtedness
any: county, city,
town, village, school district, or other municipal district
district within the
United States or the Dominion of Canada which shall be a
a direct
direct oblior district
the
same.
gation of the
the county,
county, city, town,
town, village,
village, or
district issuing
issuing
the
same.
Bonds,
secured
Bonds, etc.,
etc.,secured
(3)
(3) Bonds or notes secured by mortgages
mortgages or deeds of trust on unenby mortgageson unencumbered real estate.
estate. cumbered real estate or perpetual
perpetual leases thereon in the
the United
States
United States
or Dominion of Canada worth not less than 50
centum
more
than
50
per
centum
more
than
prInsurance
aens
e of
of imim- the amount
loaned thereon.
amount loaned
thereon. Where
Where improvements
improvements on
on the
land consticonstiprovements.
the land
a part of the value on which the loan is made, the improvements
tute a
improvements
shall be insured against fire for the benefit of the mortgage
in an
an
mortgage in
amount
not less than the difference
difference between
between two-thirds
of the
value
of
two-thirds
of
the
value
of
Proviso.
the
land and
and the
the amount
amount of
loan: Provided,
for the
the purposes
Unencumbered
the land
of the
the loan:
Unencumbered real
Provided,That
That for
purposes
estate
construed.
estateconstrued.
of this section real estate shall not be deemed to be encumbered
encumbered within
the meaning of this section by reason of the existence
existence of
of taxes or
or assessassessments that are not delinquent,
delinquent, instruments
creating or
or reserving
instruments creating
reserving minmineral, oil, or timber rights, rights-of-way,
rights-of-way, joint driveways, sewer
sewer rights,
rights in walls, nor by reason of building restrictions
or other
other restrictive
restrictions or
restrictive
covenants, nor when such real estate
estate is
is subject
to lease
lease in
or in
in
subject to
in whole
whole or
part whereby
whereby rents
or profits
are reserved
to the
the owner.
part
rents
or
profits
are
reserved
to
owner.
Bonds,
etc.,
inBsur
edby
t.
i
(4) Bonds or notes secured
(4)
secured by mortgages insured
insured by
by the
the Federal
Federal
sured
by ,FHA.
Housing Administrator and
and in
Federal Housin debentures
debentures issued
issued by
by the
the Federal
HousPrSition
ing Administrator:
Administrator: Provided,
Provided, That the
in subparagraph
1Ze
the restrictions
o
s
v
t
r
i
s
i
ction waived
o
waived.
restrictions in
subparagraph
(3)
(3) of this section in regard to the ratio of the
to the
of the
the
the loan to
the value
value of
property shall not apply
to
insured
mortgages.
apply
to
such
insured
mortgages.
Bonds of farm-loan
baonds
o farm-loan
(5)
Bonds or
or other
of the
farm-loan banks
(5) Bonds
other evidences
evidences of
of indebtedness
indebtedness of
banks,
etc.
the farm-loan
banks
39
Stat.
39
Stat. 360.
360.
authorized
under
authorized
Federal
Farm
Act
or
Acts
amendatory
the
Farm
Loan
Act
or
Acts
amendatory
12
U. 8.0.11
641-1012;
12U.S.O.
§§ 641-1012;
supp.
v, §*1 641-1001.
41-11oo'
Stapp. V,
thereof or
thereof
or supplementary
supplementary thereto,
thereto, and
or other
other evidences
and bonds
bonds or
evidences of
of
indebtedness
of
national
mortgage
associations.
toks,
etc.,
of
sindebtedness
of
national
mortgage
associations.
Stocks, etc., of solvent corporations.
vent
corporations.
(6) Stock or bonds and other evidences
(6)
indebtedness of
of any
solevidences of
of indebtedness
any solvent corporation
corporation of any State or Territory
of the
United States
States or
Territory of
the United
or
of the District or of any Province
Province of the Dominion
exceptDominion of Canada, exceptProviso.
Prion.
Provided,That
ing stock in its own corporation: Provided,
no such
such investment
That no
investment
Restriction.
Restriction
shall be made in or loan made upon the security of any such stocks
upon which dividends in cash during the
the period
five years
period of
of five
years next
next
preceding such purchase in each fiscal
said five
years shall
shall
fiscal year for
for said
five years
not have been paid, and upon which bonds any regular
regular interest paypayment shall have been defaulted any time within five years prior
prior to
to
such
purchase
purchase or loan.
loan.
Designated
loans.
Designated loan
pledge of any of the securities aforesaid.
aforesaid.
(7) Loans upon the 13ledge
Company doing
Company
doing
(8)
(8) A
A company doing business in a
a foreign country may invest
invest the
the
business
business abroad, investments.
vestments.
funds required to meet its obligations
obligations in such country
country and
conand in
in conformity to the laws thereof
thereof in the same kind of securities in such
foreign country that such company is allowed by law to invest
invest in
in
the United States.
Bonds
of
HO
LC.
BondsofHOLC.
(9) The
The bonds
of the
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation,
(9)
bonds of
the Home
Home Owners'
Corporation, aacorporacorpora48 Stat. 128.
128.
1211.8.C.
§§ 1461-1468; tion organized
1v.s.C.§i4i-14
organized under and pursuant to the authority of
the
Home
of
the
Home
Supp. V, ft 1462-1467.
Bupp.
v, fir'
Owners'
.
Loan Act of 1933, passed by the
the Congress
Owners'
Congress of
the United
United States
of the
States
and approved June 13,
13, 1933.
1933.
Restriction.
Restriction.
No loan
loan or
be made
No
or investment
investment shall
shall be
made by any such company,
company, unless
the same shall have been authorized by the board of directors
directors or by aa
committee
committee thereof charged with the duty of supervising
supervising loans or
in.vestments.
investments

H
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Underwritin
of
Underwriti ngg of
any underunder- purchases,
No
such company
company shall
to or
or participate
participate in any
subscribe to
shall subscribe
No such
etc.

writing of
sale of securities or property, or enter into
purchase or sale
of the
the purchase
writing
.
saction .for such purchase
purchase or sale on account of said comtransaction
any tran
enter
pany, jointly with any other corporation,
corporation, firm, or person, or enter
or
agreement to withhold
withhold from sale any of its securities or
into any agreement
property; but
disposition of its assets shall at all times be within
but the
the disposition
property;
the control of the company.

from accepting
Nothing
this Act
Act shall
shall prohibit
company from
accepting in
prohibit aa company
in this
Nothing in
good faith,
to protect
protect its
securities or
property,, other than
or property
its interest,
interest, securities
faith, to
good
herein
referred to, in
become
in payment
payment of or to secure debts due or to become
herein referred
due the company.
SEC.
ExcLursivE AGENCY
CONTRACTS.—NO domestic
domestic company
company
AGENCY CONTRACTS.-NO
19. EXCLusIVE
SEC. 19.
authorized to do an insurance
insurance business in the District shall have
authorized
or
make any
contract with any person
granted
such person is granted
whereby such
person whereby
any contract
or make
or
produce, or
the
privilege to
write, produce,
procure, write,
to solicit, procure,
or privilege
right or
exclusive right
the exclusive
collect
manage
entire insurance
insurance business of such company,
company, or to collect
the entire
manage the
approved in
premiums therefor, unless such
such contract is filed with and approved
premiums
Superintendent shall not
writing by
Superintendent.
The Superintendent
the Superintendent.
by the
writing
approve
which—
contract whichapprove any such contract
(a) Subjects
the company
expenses or
or
charges for expenses
to excessive charges
company to
Subjects the
(a)
or
commissions; or
of
(b) Gives
such person
affairs of
person the right to manage any of the affairs
to such
Gives to
(b)
such
company or
or the
the exclusive
solicit, procure, write, or produce
to solicit,
right to
exclusive right
such company
the
entire insurance
insurance business
business for
such company, or to collect the prefor such
the entire
miums therefor
period as
jeopardize the
as may jeopardize
unreasonable period
such unreasonable
for such
therefor for
miums
interests
company's policyholders.
or security of the company's
interests or
COMPANIES.-Upon complying with the
OR ALIEN UOMFANIES.—Upon
20. FOREIGN
FOREIGN OR
SEC. 20.
provisions
of this
alien company
company organized
organized as
a stock,
as a
or alien
foreign or
Act, aaforeign
this Act,
provisions of
mutual, or
Lloyd's organization,
organization, but not
as aaLloyd's
or as
company, or
reciprocal company,
or reciprocal
mutual,
otherwise,
may be
certificate of authority to transact in
by certificate
authorized by
be authorized
otherwise, may
company
the District
the kind
kind or
or kinds
a domestic company
which a
of business which
kinds of
District the
the
similarly
organized may
authorized to transact under this Act.
be authorized
may be
similarly organized
under section 2,
Such certificate
of authority
as provided
provided under
be issued
issued as
shall be
authority shall
certificate of
Such
chapter
II, of
Act. The
issuance of
of a
acertificate
certificate of authority
authority to a
a
The issuance
of this
this Act.
chapter II,
Lloyd's
the provisions of section 20A
subject to the
be subject
shall be
organization shall
Lloyd's organization
of this Act.
SEC.
20A. Individuals
and aggregations
aggregations of
individuals transacting
an
transacting an
of individuals
Individuals and
SEC. 20A.
insurance
upon the
known as
as Lloyd's
indithe indiwhereby the
Lloyd's whereby
plan known
the plan
business upon
insurance business
of
vidual
become liable
liable severally
proportions of
severally for specified proportions
underwriters become
vidual underwriters
the
amount insured
heretofore organized under the
a policy, heretofore
by a
insured by
whole amount
the whole
laws
United States, or
foreign government, may
a foreign
or of a
the United
of the
State of
of aaState
laws of
be authorized
to transact
transact business
following
upon the following
in the District, upon
business in
be
authorized to
conditions:
conditions:
1.
They shall
shall comply
comply with
with and
and be
be subject
subject to
the same
conditerms, condisame terms,
to the
1. They
tions,
provisions as
imposed by
by this
foreign stock
this Act upon foreign
are imposed
as are
and provisions
tions, and
insurance companies,
except as
provided in the next succeeding
succeeding paraas provided
companies, except
insurance
graph and
and except
except that
maximum amount
insurance to be assumed
assumed
amount of insurance
the maximum
that the
graph
kind of
by
an
individual
underwriter
upon
single
risk
each
for
single
any
upon
underwriter
individual
by an
insurance shall
shall not
not exceed
centum of the value of the cash and
per centum
10 per
exceed 10
insurance
securities
deposited in
in trust
trust by
by such
underwriter, plus the share of
such underwriter,
securities deposited
admitted
assets other
other than
Lloyd's
deposits of such Lloyd's
underwriter's deposits
than underwriter's
admitted assets
belonging to
such underwriter,
liabilities and reserves
the share of liabilities
less the
underwriter, less
to such
belonging
of
such Lloyd's
allocable to
to such
it
event shall it
in no event
but in
underwriter, but
such underwriter,
Lloyd's allocable
of such
exceed 10
10 per
of the
the value
value of
of cash
in
deposited in
securities deposited
or securities
cash or
centum of
per centum
exceed
trust by
underwriter;
such underwriter;
by such
trust
of not
2. They
They shall
shall have
have and
and shall
times maintain
maintain surpluses
surpluses of
all times
at all
shall at
2.
less
than $300,000
in the
and shall
shall at
at all
have on deposit
times have
all times
aggregate and
the aggregate
$300,000 in
less than
with
of a
State of
United States,
States, or
or with
with a
a
the United
of the
a State
department of
insurance department
an insurance
with an
bank
or
trust
company
designated
by
such
insurance
department,
for
for
department,
insurance
such
by
designated
company
trust
or
bank
193470°-41—Pr.
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Acceptance
other
AcetonceS ooftother
securities, etc.

Exclusive aa
g
ency
gency
Exclusive
contracts,
restriction.
iction.

Exception.
Exception.
Contracts
notttobe
to be
approned.
approved.

Foreign or
alien
or alien
Fopreg
companies.
Certificate ofif auancertmte
thority to transact
ansact
busr
business. ts.

l
Ante,
p.10 .
Antd, p.1066.

Lloyd's plan.
plan.
Lloyd's
Authorizationito
to do
do

business under.
businessunder.

dtns.

Conditions.
Compliance
Compliance
terms,
etc.

tems,

with
with

etc

Maintenance ofsnrof surMaintenance
pluses.
benefit
Deposit for
for 1benefit
Deost
of policyholders.i.

of polleYho1den

1074
1074

Proviso.
Proviso.

Substitution.
Substitution.

Filing of
of
of powers
powers of
Filing
attorney,
etc.
attorney, etc.
Notification
of
Notification of
amendments.
amendments.
Change in
in names,
names,
Change
c
eta.

et ,

Annual statement
Annual
statement
ofoAnnal
an alien statement
Lloyd's.

Filing of
verified
of veriied
Filing
statement.
Contents.
cntSents.

Application for cerfathortytiflcateio
tificate
of authority.

Delivery
SuperDelivery to
to Superintendent
of applicaapplicaintendent of
tion
and documents.
tionanddocuments.
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the
benefit of
of all
all policyholders
United States
States the
of at
at
sum of
the sum
the United
within the
policyholders within
the benefit
least
$350,000 in
in cash
cash or
or in
in securities
such as
for the
the.inves
.
tinvestrequired for
are required
as are
securities such
least $350,000
ment
of the
the assets
insurance companies
in
business in
to do
do business
authorized to
companies authorized
of insurance
assets of
ment of
they shall not be required
the
District: Provided,
That they
required to establish or
Provided, That
the District:
of aabank
bank
maintain such
such a
deposit if
on deposit
deposit in
in the
the hands of
have on
if they
they,have
a deposit
maintain
or
the United
United States
as trustee
cash deposits
or securi
securi-deposits or
trustee cash
States as
in the
company in
trust company
or trust
ties
issued by
by the
States worth
not less
less than
in the
the
$2,000,000 in
than $2,000,000
worth not
United States
the United
ties issued
aggregate
and held
held in
the benefit
all policyholders
the
in the
policyholders in
of all
benefit of
for the
trust for
in trust
aggregate and
United States;
States;
United
3.
They shall
with the
the Superintendent
Superintendent an
authenticated copy of
an authenticated
file with
shall file
3. They
their powers of attorney and an authenticated
authenticated copy of the trust agreement, or
under which
which deposits
made by
underwriters
by underwriters
deposits made
agreement under
other agreement
or other
ment,
are
held;
are held;
4.
Superintendent forthwith of any amendshall notify the Superintendent
They shall
4. They
ments to their powers of attorney, deposit agreement, or other documents underlying
organization, by
by filing
filing with
with the
Superinthe Superintheir organization,
underlying their
ments
tendent an
an authenticated
authenticated copy
copy of
such documents
as amended.
amended.
documents as
of such
tendent
5.
They shall
shall notify
notify the
change in
in
any change
forthwith of any
Superintendent forthwith
the Superintendent
5. They
attorney-in-fact, or change of address of their
their
their names or change of attorney-in-fact,
attorney-in-fact;
attorney-in-fact;
6.
the case
of an
an alien
their annual
statement shall
emshall emannual statement
Lloyd's, their
alien Lloyd's,
case of
Inthe
6. In
brace only
and transactions
United. States,
States, and
and
the United
in the
transactions in
condition and
their condition
only their
brace
may
by the
the oath
oath of
of their
their resident
person
other person
or other
manager or
resident manager
be verified
verified by
may be
or persons
persons having
proper authority;
authority;
having proper
or
7. There
There shall
be filed
with the
the Superintdent
Superintendent by
attorney-inby the
the attorney-nfiled with
shallbe
7.
fact
at the
if the
filing the annual statement, or more often if
of filing
the time of
fact at
appropriate
the
Superintendent
requires,
a
by
verified
a
statement
requires,
Superintendent
official
of such
such Lloyd's,
setting forthforth—
Lloyd's, setting
official of
(a) the
names and
of all
all the
such
of such
underwriters of
the underwriters
addresses of
and addresses
the names
(a)
Lloyd's;
Lloyd's;
(b) aadescription
description of
of the
and securities
securities deposited
in trust
by
trust by
deposited in
cash and
the cash
(b)
each underwriter;
each
underwriter;
(c)
amount of
of insurance
insurance assumed
each underunderby each
assumed by
maximum amount
the maximum
(c) the
writer upon
upon any
single risk
risk or
insurance;
kind of insurance;
or each kind
any single
writer
(d) that
that the
amount of
of insurance
insurance assumed
upon any
any
assumed upon
maximum amount
the maximum
(d)
single
insurance by any individual underof insurance
each kind of
for each
risk for
single risk
writer
not exceed
exceed the
in paragraph
paragraph
for in
provided for
the limitation
limitation provided
does not
writer does
one of this section.
S
EC. 21.
FOR CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
AUTHORITY.—A foreign
foreign or
OF AUTHORIrr.-A
APPLICATION FOR
21. APPLICATION
SEC.
transact
alien company,
company, in
order to
to procure
procure a
certificate of authority to transact
a certificate
in order
alien
business in
in the
therefor to
to the Superapplication therefor
make application
shall make
District, shall
the District,
business
intendent
forms prescribed
furnished by
the Superintendent.
Superintendent.
by the
and furnished
prescribed and
on forms
intendent on
Such
executed for the
president or vice
company, by its president
the company,
be executed
shall be
forms shall
Such forms
president, or
or executive
executive officer
verified by
and verified
thereto, and
corresponding thereto,
officer corresponding
president,
such
officer, and
and if
if a
corporate seal shall be thereto
corporation the corporate
a corporation
such officer,
affixed,
officer.
secretary or other proper officer.
its secretary
affixed, attested by its
SUPERINTENDENT OF
SE.
AND DOCUS
EC. 22. DELIVERY TO
TO SUPERINTENDENT
OF APPLICATION
APPLICATION AND
DOCU31
ENTs.—A foreign
foreign or
or alien
company shall
shall deliver
to the
the Superindeliver to
alien company
MENTr.-A
tendent
application of
company for
for aacertificate
certificate of
of authority;
authority;
of the
the company
(a) application
tendent (a)
(b) a
acopy
of its
its articles
incorporation or
articles of
of association
and
association and
or articles
of incorporation
articles of
copy of
(b)
amendments thereto,
thereto, duly
duly certified
certified by
by the
the proper
of the
State
the State
officer of
proper officer
amendments
or
country under
the company
is organized
incorpoor incorpoorganized or
laws the
company is
under whose
whose laws
or country
rated, or
or if
reciprocal, the
the power
power of
of attorney
attorney of
the attorney-in-fact;
attorney-in-fact;
of the
if reciprocal,
rated,

and
authority
appointment
of the
aa copy
company,
an
(c) if
ofits
(c)
ifUnited
an alien
alien
States
company,
manager,
copy
certified
of the
by appointment
aproper officer
and
ofauthority
the comof its United States manager, certified by a proper officer of the company; (d)
copy of
of its
and regulations;
(e) forms
forms of
contracts
of contracts
regulations; (e)
its bylaws
bylaws and
a copy
(d) a
pany;
and policies
policies it
proposes to
issue in
in the
District, and
and forms
forms of
of the
applithe applithe District,
to issue
it proposes
and
cations therefor,
any; (f)
(f) the
the instrument
of
service of
authorizing service
instrument authorizing
if any;
therefor, if
cations
process
required by
by section
section 23
(b) of
of chapter
chapter
process on
on the
the Superintendent
Superintendent required
23 (b)
II
Act; (g)
of its
its financial
and business
business
condition and
financial condition
(g) a
a statement
statement of
this Act;
II of
of this
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as
complying as to form
preceding calendar year, complying
end of
of the
the preceding
the end
as of the
and
with the requirements
requirements of this Act for annual stateverification with
and verification
ments,
statement as of such later date as the SuperinSuperinfinancial statement
ments, or financial
tendent may require;
require; (h) a
a copy
examination,
copy of the last report of examination,
tendent
certified to
proper supervisory
supervisory
commissioner or other proper
insurance commissioner
by an insurance
to by
certified
certificate from the proper official of the State or country
(i) aacertificate
official; (i)
wherein it
incorporated or
incorporated or organized, that it is duly incorporated
it is incorporated
wherein
organized and is
is authorized
authorized to write the kind or kinds of insurance
organized
certificate of
a certificate
proposes to write in the District. Before a
which it proposes
authority
a foreign or
the District is issued to a
in the
business in
to transact
transact business
authority to
alien
company, such
Superintendent that
company shall satisfy the Superintendent
such company
alien company,
(a)
company is
is duly
organized under
the laws of the State or
under the
duly organized
the company
(a) the
country
under whose
organized and is authorwhose laws it professes to be organized
country under
ized
transacting or proposes to transact;
transact; (b)
(b)
ized to
to do the business it is transacting
its
name is
not the
the same
to, the name of
deceptively similar to
as, or so deceptively
same as,
is not
its name
Federal
any domestic
domestic company,
company, or
of the Federal
departmentto,
any department
of any
the name
name of
or the
any
Government
authorized to transact business
corporation authorized
or existing
existing corporation
Government or
a
in the
as to mislead
confusion; (c)
(c) if a
mislead the public or cause confusion;
District as
the District
in
stock company,
paid-up capital
and surplus at least equal to
to
capital and
has aapaid-up
it has
company, it
stock
the
capital and
surplus required
required by this Act,
company
a mutual company
or, if a
Act, or,
and surplus
the capital
or
reciprocal, it
it has
and provision
contingent liability of
for contingent
provision for
surplus and
has aasurplus
or reciprocal,
policyholders
at least
least equal
equal to
to the
surplus and provision for conthe surplus
policyholders at
tingent
policyholders required by this Act; (d)
(d) its funds
liability of policyholders
tingent liability
are
with the
the laws
securities
and in securities
its domicile, and
of its
laws of
in accordance
accordance with
are invested
invested in
substantially
or
property which
afford aa degree of financial security substantially
which afford
or property
issuing
equal
to that
required for similar domestic companies. Before issuing
that required
equal to
certificate of authority to
company, the Superina foreign
foreign or alien company,
to a
aacertificate
tendent may
cause an
an examination
examination to
made of the condition and
be made
to be
may cause
tendent
affairs of such company.
affairs
SEC. 23.
23. (a)
OF PROCESS
COXPANY.-UNAUTHORmZED COMPANY.UPON UNAUTHORIZED
PROCESS UPON
SERVICE OF
(a) SERVICE
SEC.
(1)
The issuance
or delivery
of a
policy or contract
of insurance in this
contract of
a policy
delivery of
issuance or
(1) The
District,
citizen or resident thereof, by a
company
a foreign or alien company
to aacitizen
District, to
transacting
this District
without a
acertificate
certificate of authority,
District without
in this
business in
transacting business
shall
be deemed
an appointment
by such
the
such company,of the
appointment by
to an
equivalent to
deemed equivalent
shall be
Superintendent and his
successors in office to be its true
successor or successors
his successor
Superintendent
and lawful
attorney upon
upon whom
be served
lawful process
process in
in
all lawful
served all
may be
whom may
lawful attorney
and
any action
or proceeding
proceeding against
out of such policy or conarising out
it, arising
against it,
action or
any
tract of
insurance, and
and said
issuance or
or delivery
delivery shall
shall be
be a
significaa significasaid issuance
of insurance,
tract
tion of
its agreement
that any
such process
process against
against it
which is
is so
it which
any such
agreement that
of its
tion
served shall
be of
of the
force and
and validity
if served upon
as if
validity as
legal force
same legal
the same
shall be
served
the
the company.
company.
(2) Service
process upon
upon the
responthe responand the
Superintendent and
the Superintendent,
of such
such process
Service of
(2)
sibility
of
the
Superintendent
in
regard
shall
in
accordance
accordance
be
thereto,
regard
in
Superintendent
sibility of the
with
the provisions
for service
of process
upon authorized
authorized companies
companies
process upon
service of
provisions for
with the
as
provided
in
subsection
(b).
as provided in subsection (b).
(b)
ATTORNEY FOR
FOR SERVICES
or PROCEss.-Every
PROCESS.—Every foreign
foreign or
alien comcomor alien
SERVICES OF
(b) ATroRNEY
pany
now
or
hereafter
authorized
to
transact
District
the
in
business
transact
to
authorized
pany now or hereafter
shall
the Superintendent
Superintendent aaduly
duly executed
appointinstrument appointexecuted instrument
with the
file with
shall file
ing and
and constituting
him and
and his
successors true
true and
lawful attorney
attorney
and lawful
his successors
constituting him
ing
for
company, upon
upon whom
all lawful
in any
any action
legal
or legal
action or
process in
lawful process
whom all
such company,
for such
proceeding against
it in
in the
District may
shall
therein shall
and therein
be served,
served, and
may be
the District
against it
proceeding
agree that
that any
any lawful
it, which
may be
be served
its
upon its
served upon
which may
against it,
process against
lawful process
agree
said attorney
provided, shall
of the
the same
same force
force and
and validity
validity
be of
shall be
herein provided,
as herein
attorney as
said
as
if served
the company,
that the
thereof shall
shall
authority-thereof
the authority
and that
company, and
upon the
served upon
as if
continue
in force
force irrevocably
irrevocably so
so long
any liability
of the
company
the company
liability of
as any
long as
continue in
in
the District
shall remain
remain outstanding.
Such process
served
be served
shall be
process shall
outstanding. Such
District shall
in the
by
delivering to
leaving the
the same
with the
Superintendent or
or his
his
the Superintendent
same with
and leaving
to and
by delivering
deputy,
and
service
thereof
upon
such
attorney
shall
be
deemed
service
service
deemed
be
shall
attorney
such
deputy, and service thereof upon
upon
Superintendent shall
forthwith forward
such
forward such
shall forthwith
The Superintendent
company. The
the company.
upon the
process
by
prepaid
registered
mail
to
the
company,
or,
in
the
of
case of
in
the case
or,
process by prepaid registered mail to the company,

1075
1075

Prerequisites to isPrerequisites
certificate.
suance of certificate.

Foreign or alien comForeign
pany.

Service of process
process
Service
upon unauthorized
unauthorized
company.
company.

Attorney
servAttorney for service
of process.
ice oprocess.

Manner of serving.
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an alien company, to the United States manager
manager or last appointed
appointed
ageht of the company. The registry receipt eviUnited States general ageht
evidencing the deposit by the Superintendent, or his deputy,
deputy, of
of such
such
process, in the United States mails in the manner
prescribed,
manner herein
herein prescribed,
Failure to file
ile in- shall
shall be
prima facie
facie evidence
evidence of the completion of such service. Failure
be
prima
strument not to instrument
invalidate
of any such company to file
file such an instrument, or
on the
the part
part
validate service.
or failure
failure on
of any such company
company to authorize such filing, shall not
not invalidate
invalidate any
any
service made by serving the Superintendent
accepting aacertificate
certificate
Superintendent.: By accepting
of authority to transact business in the District, every
every such company
company
shall be held to have appointed the Superintendent
Superintendent its
its true
true and
and lawful
lawful
Failuretodesignate
Failure
to designate attorney.
Any such company
company transacting business in
in the District
District
attorney for service of
professe or'serviceof without designating
designating an attorney for
process as
process.
for service
service of
of process
as herein
herein proprovided shall, upon information
information filed by the corporation
counsel of the
the
corporation counsel
Penalty.
District in
District
court of
of the
the District,
District, be
be fined
conviction
in the
the police
police court
fined upon
upon conviction
$10 nor more than $500 for each
not less than $10
during which
the
each day during
which the
company
company shall have operated in violation of this
this section.
Mutual and recipSEC.
MUTUAL AND RECIPROCAL
RECIPROCAL NAMES.-Except
SEC. 24. MUTUAL
NAMES —Except as
as otherwise
otherwise
rocal names.
Arcnepo.
Ante, p. 1070.

provided
provided in section
section 14,
11, no mutual company
company shall
authorized to
to
shall be
be authorized

transact business in the District unless the name of
company shall
shall
of such
such company
include the word "mutual",
"mutual", and no reciprocal
interinsurance
reciprocal or interinsurance
exchange shall be authorized to transact
transact business
business in
unless
in the District
District unless
the name or designation
designation under which reciprocal
reciprocal or
conor interinsurance
interinsurance contracts are
are to be exchanged
exchanged shall include the words "reciprocal"
or
"reciprocal" or
"interinsurance exchange",
supplemented by the following words
"interinsurance
exchange", or be supplemented
words
immediately below
designation under
below the name
name or designation
under which
which such conexchanged: "A
reciprocal" or "an interinsurance
tracts are exchanged:
"A reciprocal"
interinsurance exchange".
exchange".
Maximum and conMaximum
SEC.
25. MAXIMUM
MAxUIMn
AN!D CONTINGENT
S
EC.
25.
AND
CONTINGENT PREMIUMS
PREMIUMS OF MUTUAL
MUTUAL COMCOMtingent premiums of
of
mutual
compaies.
PANIE.--The maximum
mutual companies.
PANIES.—The
maximum premium
premium shall
shall be
be expressed
in the
policy of
of
expressed in
the policy
a mutual
company, and it may be solely a
a
mutual company,
be a
a cash
cash premium,
premium, or may
may be
a
cash premium
premium and an additional contingent
contingent premium, which
which concontingent premium
premium shall be not less than the cash premium,
premium, but
no
but no
mutual company
company, except as otherwise
otherwise provided
in section
section 14,
provided in
14, shall
shall
issue any policy for a
a cash
cash premium without an additional
additional contingent
contingent
premium
remium until and unless it possesses a
not less
less than
than
a surplus
surplus of
of not
300,000.
$300,000.
Reserves.
SEC. 26. RESERVES.—In
Reserves.
RESERVES.-In determining the
financial condition
of comcomthe financial
condition of
authorized under this Act, allowance shall be
panies authorized
be made for
for proper
proper
and adequate
adequate reserves
reserves for liabilities, including reserves
reserves for—
for(a)
(
a) Unpaid losses and the expenses of the adjustment thereof;
thereof;
(b)
Unearned premiums;
premiums;
(b) Unearned
(c) Commissions, taxes, and all other legal obligations,
obligations, contingent
contingent
otherwise, of which
company has
knowledge.
or otherwise,
which the company
has knowledge.
Computation.
Computation.
The computation
computation of such reserves
reserves shall be in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
Ante, p.1068.
An't, p.1068.
provisions of
of the
the form
of annual statement required under section 88
provisions
form of
of chapter II
II of this Act, and every
every authorized company shall maintain
such reserves at all times.
Policy
Policy forms filed
filed
SEC. 27. Policy
POLICY FORMS
FORMS FILED WITH
WITH THE SUPERINTENDENT.-The
SUPERINTENDENT.—The
with Superintendent.
wth uperintedet
Superintendent may require
Superintendent
require that all policy forms
forms used
by every
used by
every
authorized company
company covering
covering risks in the District
District be filed with the
Superintendent.
Supenntendent shall have
Superintendent. The Superintendent
have au
th orit y t
disap authority
too disapprove
prove the use in the District
District of any policy form which
inequitable,
which is
is inequitable,
or does not comply with the requirements
the law
law of
requirements of
of the
of the
the District.
District.
Provisions
in accirdeovionin
acliSEC.
PROVISIONS IN
IN
ACCIENT
AND
HEALTH
POLICIE.-The
SEC. 28. PRovisioNs
ACCIDENT
AND liEALTH
POLICIES.—The
SuperSuperdent and health poli
hes.
intendent
icies.
intendent may require
require that the provisions and conditions
conditions contained
contained in
any policy of insurance
insurance against loss or damage
damage from sickness or bodily
or death
death of
the insured
insured by
by accid
entissued
i
ssue d b
y any
injury or
of the
accident
by
any company
company
Standard requie
require- authorized by this Act
Standard
business
in
the
District
be made
made to
authorized
to
transact
be
to
ments.
48 stat.
Stat. 1166.
48
as
conform to the requirements
requirements prescribed
under section
section 12
12 of
of chapter
V
prescribed
under
chapter
V
5 .C. Code, SuPlf.
vD.
of Public
V,
D220k.od.Bnpp
Public Law
Law Numbered 436, Seventy-Third
Seventy-Third Congress.
Congress.
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inSEC. 29.
29. DISCRIMINATIONS
DISCRIMINATIONS PROHIBITED.—Discrimination
between inPROHIBITED.-Discrimination between
SEC.

dividual risks
risks of
class or
or hazard
amount of premiums or
the amount
hazard in the
same class
of the
the same
dividual
rates charged
charged for
any policy,
policy, or in the benefits or amount of insurance
for any
rates
payable
any of
the terms
or conditions of such policy,
policy,
terms or
of the
in any
or in
thereon, or
payable thereon,
or m
any other
prohibited, and the Superintendis prohibited,
whatsoever,,.is
manner whatsoever
other manner
m any
or
ent
empowered after
to order removed at such time
investigation to
after investigaton
is empowered
ent is
and
such manner
manner as
he shall
shall specify
specify any such discrimination
discrimination which
as he
in such
and in
his
reveal.
may reveal.
investigation may
his investigation

SEC.
30. AGENTS
AGENTS AND
AND BROKERS-REQUIMENTS
BROKERS—REQUIREMENTS FOR LICENSE,
AND SO
LICENSE, AND
SEC. 30.
FoRm.—No company
company authorized
to do
business in the District shall,
do business
authorized to
FORTH.-NO
by
its representatives
otherwise, make,
make, write,
write, issue,
issue, or deliver any
or otherwise,
representatives or
by its
contract
insurance, surety, or indemnity, except life, title, and ocean
of insurance,
contract of
marine insurance,
insurance, on
any person,
person, property,
activity, or
or insurinsurbusiness activity,
property, business
on any
marine
constituted
able
interest
within
the
District
except
regularly
constituted
through
except
District
the
within
interest
able
policy
writing agents
authorized salaried
salaried employees
employees licensed
in the
the
licensed in
or authorized
agents or
policy writing
District as
as provided
provided in this Act.
District
No
such contract
persons, property,
property, business
activities, or
or
business activities,
covering persons,
contract covering
No such
title,
life,
of
insurable
interests
in
the
District,
except
contracts
of
life,
and
contracts
except
District,
the
in
interests
insurable
ocean
insurance, shall
be written,
issued, or delivered
delivered by any
written, issued,
shall be
marine insurance,
ocean marine
authorized
by any
its representatives
representatives unless
unless such conof its
any of
or by
company or
authorized company
as
tract
is duly
in writing
writing by
person who
who is
is licensed
licensed as
by aaperson
countersigned in
duly countersigned
tract is
provided in
Act to
such contracts,
contracts, and
and no
no salaried
salaried
countersign such
to countersign
this Act
in this
provided
officer,
manager, or
of any
any authorized
authorized company,
company,
employee of
salaried employee
other salaried
or other
officer, manager,
unless
licensed as
provided m
Act, shall write, issue, or
in this Act,
as provided
be licensed
he be
unless he
countersign
such contract.
countersign any such
No company,
agent, or
or salaried
salaried company
company employee
shall make
any
make any
employee shall
company, agent,
No
agreement
as to
to a
apolicy
policy other
other than
that which
is plainly expressed in
which is
than that
agreement as
the policy issued.
No
company, agent,
employee, or
or broker
pay
shall pay
broker shall
company employee,
salaried company
agent, salaried
No company,
or offer
offer to
pay or
or allow
to any person to insure any
inducement to
an inducement
as an
allow as
to pay
or
rebate
of premium
premium or
any special
special favor
favor or
advantage whatever
the
in the
whatever in
or advantage
or any
rebate of
dividends to
to accrue
or any
whatever not specified
specified
inducement whatever
any inducement
thereon, or
accrue thereon,
dividends
in
in the policy.
Every
company authorized
Act to
do business
in the District
business in
to do
this Act
by this
authorized by
Every company
shall
annually with
the Superintendent
Superintendent on
on or
the 15th day
before the
or before
with the
file annually
shall file
of April,
at such
such other
may be
be appointed,
appointed, aalist
list of
of
they may
as they
times as
other times
and at
April, and
of
agents
employees of
of said
said company
authorized to
are authorized
company who are
salaried employees
and salaried
agents and
solicit, write,
effect, issue,
issue, or
in the
the
company in
such company
for such
policies for
or deliver
deliver policies
write, effect,
solicit,
District,
of soliciting
soliciting agents
agents may
be filed
filed either
may be
names of
the names
that the
except that
District, except
by
the company
or by
by the
policy-writing agent.
by the
company or
the policy-writing
agent.
Any policy-writing
policy-writing agent
or salaried
salaried company
employee authorized
authorized
company employee
agent or
Any
by any
to solicit,
solicit, negotiate,
negotiate, bind,
bind, write,
issue policies
or
policies or
or issue
write, or
company to
any company
by
applications
therefor
shall,
in
any
controversy
between
the
insured
or
or
insured
the
between
controversy
in
any
shall,
therefor
applications
his representative
representative and
company, be
be held
to be
be the
the agent
the
of the
agent of
held to
said company,
the said
and the
his
company which
issued or
or effected
effected the
policy solicited
solicited or
or so
for,
applied for,
so applied
the policy
which issued
company
anything in
application or
or policy
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
to the
policy to
the application
in the
anything
.Any payment
payment made
or on
behalf of
the insured
any broker
broker
to any
insured to
of the
on behalf
by or
made by
Any
for
to such
such broker
issued
or issued
insured or
the insured
to the
delivery to
for delivery
broker for
issued to
policies issued
for policies
directly
the insured
insured on
the order
broker, shall,
shall, in
controin controsuch broker,
of such
order of
on the
to the
directly to
versies
between the
and the
the company,
company, be
to have
have been
been
deemed to
be deemed
insured and
the insured
versies between
paid
company.
to the
the company.
paid to
No soliciting
agent shall
authority to
countersign any
any
to countersign
any authority
have any
shall have
soliciting agent
No
policy.
policy.
SEC.
31. PAYMENT
PAYMENT OF
RESTRICTED TO
PERLICENSED PERTO LICENSED
COMMSSIONS RESTRICTED
OF COMMISSIONS
SEC. 31.
soNs.—No
company,
policy-writing
agent,
soliciting
agent,
broker,
agent, broker,
soliciting
agent,
policy-writing
SONS.-No company,
or
any money
or commission
brokerage
or brokerage
commission or
money or
pay any
shall pay
employee shall
salaried employee
or salaried
or
give
or
allow
any
valuable
consideration
to
any
person
for
or
because
because
or
for
person
any
to
or give or allow any valuable consideration
of service
service in
in the
on any
any
policy on
effecting aa policy
or effecting
negotiating or
in negotiating
District in
the District
of
person,
property, business
activity, or
District,
in the
the District,
interest in
insurable interest
or insurable
business activity,
person, property,
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Discriminations
prohibited.
prohibited.

Agents
and brokers,
brokers,
Agents and
re
quirements for
lifor lirequirements
cense,
etc.
cense, etc.

Countersigning
Countersigning
contracts.
contracts.

of
of

Contradictory
Contradictory
a
greements.
agreements.
not
Inducements not
Inducements
specified in
in policy.
policy.
specified

Filing of
of list
of
list of
Filing
a
gents and
and salaried
salaried
agents
employees authorized
authorized
employees
to
etc., policies.
policies.
to write,
write, etc.,

Status of
policy.
of policyStatus
writing agent,
agent, etc.
etc.
writing

Certain
payments to
to
Certain payments
broker deemed
deemed paid
paid
broker
to company.
company.
to

Countersigning
Countersigning rerestrictions.
strictions.
skPayment
r
ns
aymenyl
e
of coTomhs-.

of commissions restricted to lipersons.
censed
censed persons.
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reincontracts
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Post, p.
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Procedure for
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Experience.
Experience.

Reputation.
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Corporate surety
surety
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unless
unless said person is duly licensed in conformity with this Act as aa
broker or as an agent or salaried
salaried employee
employee of the company issuing the
reinsurance, and
policy. This section shall not apply to contracts of reinsurance,
and
shall
not apply
apply to
persons and
insurance exempted
exempted under
under
to persons
and kinds
kinds of
of insurance
shall not
section 38 of this
this Act.
SEC. 32. PROCEDURE
PROCEDuRE FOR OBTAINING
OBTAINING LICENSE.-Any
SEC.
LICENSE.—Any person
person hereafter
policy-writing
after desiring to engage in business in the District as a
apolicy-writing
agent, broker,
broker, or salaried
salaried company
company employee,
employee, as
agent, soliciting
soliciting agent,
engaging in such business, secure
defined by this Act, shall, before engaging
such
a license authorizing
authorizing him to engage in such
Superintendent a
from the Superintendent
business. The person to whom the license may be issued shall file
interrogatories as the Superintendent
Superintendent may
sworn answers to such interrogatories
require on forms furnished
furnished by the Superintendent.
Superintendent. Before the Superintendent shall issue a
alicense to any policy-writing
policy-writing agent, soliciting
soliciting
agent, or salaried company employee,
employee, he shall require
require the company
company
or policy-writing
appointment of such person to
policy-writing agent desiring the appointment
certify—
certify(a)
a salaried company
company
(a) That the person to be appointed, if not a
employee, is a
aresident
office for
for
employee,
resident of this District, or that his principal office
District;
the conduct of such business
business is in or will be maintained
maintained in the District;
personally known to the person making the
(b) That he is personally
certification;
certification;
(c)
the
(c) That he has had experience or instructions necessary
necessary to the
proper conduct
conduct of
of the kind or kinds of business to which the license
license is
proper
to extend;
extend;
(d)
he has
good business
business reputation,
and is
is trustworthy,
trustworthy, and
is
(d) That
That he
has a
a good
reputation, is
worthy of aalicense.
Resident and nonresident
nonresident brokers shall, as a
aprerequisite
prerequisite to the issuance of a
a license, file with the Superintendent
Superintendent a
acorporate surety bond
in an amount
amount not less than $5,000 for the benefit of any person who
may
resulting from fraud or dishonesty
dishonesty on the part of said
said
may suffer
suffer loss resulting
Superintendent shall issue
resident or nonresident broker. Before the Superintendent
a
license to
policy-writing agent, soliciting agent, salaried company
company
to any policy-writing
a license
employee, or resident broker, he shall personally,
personally, or through his deputy
deputy
a reasonor any person regularly employed in the Department, within a
a designated
designated place within
each
able time, and in a
within the District, subject each
such
person's
examination relating to such person's
to a
a personal
personal written examination
such person
person to
knowledge of the kind or kinds of business to which the license nlay
may
knowledge
extend and his competency to act as such policy-writing
agent, soliciting
soliciting
policy-writing agent,
extend
Superintendent
agent, broker, or salaried company
company employee.
employee. The Superintendent
scope
may in his discretion limit the scop
in of such examination to such parlicensed
ticular kind or kinds of business in
n which the person to be licensed
principally engaged.
engaged. Following such examination
examination the Superis to be principally
intendent shall issue such
such license
license as may be applied
applied for when he is
intendent
satisfied that the person
person to be licensed is (a)
trustworthy
(a) competent and trustworthy
capacity involved by the license
and intends to act in good faith in the capacity
applied for, and that not more than 25 per centum of his commission
applied
commission
income from business to which the license applies will result from
income
policies the premiums
premiums on which
which are paid or are to be paid in the manner
manner
set forth in paragraph
paragraph (f)
(f) of section
section 36; and (b) that he has a
a good
good
business reputation
reputation and has had experience,
experience, training, or education,
education, or
is otherwise qualified
which the license
qualified in the line or lines of business in which
would entitle him to engage,
engage, and, except in the case of a
anonresident
nonresident
broker or salaried
salaried company employee,
employee, is a
aresident of the District, or
or
maintains his principal office for the conduct of such business in the
maintains
the
District; and (c)
(c) is reasonably familiar with the insurance
insurance laws of
the District,
District, and with
with the provisions,
provisions, terms, and
and conditions
conditions of the
proposing to solicit, negotiate, or effect,
policies he is proposing
effect, and is worthy
worthy of
aalicense. In the case of aanonresident
nonresident applying for a
abroker's license,
license,
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the Superintendent
the
Superintendent may waive the examination requirement
requirement and accept
accept
in lieu
lieu thereof
in
thereof evidence that the applicant
applicant holds aalicense as broker
broker or
or
agent in the State where his principal business is conducted.
conducted. The
The
Superintendent may also waive the examination
examination requirement in
Superintendent
the
in the
case of any person who has been licensed in
prior to
the
in the
the District
District prior
to the
effective date of this Act. Licenses
Licenses may
be issued
issued in
in the
the names
names of
may be
of
individuals,
partnerships, or
individuals, or in the names of firms, partnerships,
or corporations,
corporations,
including
including banks, trust companies,
companies, real-estate
real-estate offices, and building
building and
and
loan associations:
associations: Provided,
Provided, That on such licenses there
shall be
be listed
listed
there shall
Provisos.
Proisrs.
to be listed
the name of every member or officer of such firm, partnership
partnership, or
or corcor- onNames
license.
poration who
poration
insurance or
or who
w ho coun
t
ers i
gns policies:
And proprowho solicits
solicits insurance
countersigns
policies: 2nd
vided further,
further,That
That such
such named
ec tt
o a
ll requirerequire named persons
persons shall
shall be
Requirements.
be subj
subject
to
Requirements.
all
ments of this Act, and that no officer or employee of
organizations
of such organizations
other than those specifically
specifically named in
such license
be required
in such
license shall
shall be
required to
to
comply with this
this section,
the duties
duties of
such officers
section, unless
unless the
of such
officers or
or employees
employees
include soliciting
countersigning of policies.
soliciting or the countersigning
No person
Restriction.
policies. No
person shall
shall be
be Restriction.
licensed as agent, broker, or
when it
appears
or salaried
salaried company
company employee
employee when
it appears
Superintendent that
to the Superintendent
that said
license is
is sought
primarily for
the
said license
sought primarily
for the
commissions on
purpose of obtaining commissions
on which
he on
on his
on policies
policies on
which he
his own
own
account pays or
to pay
pay the
the premiums
premiums are
or is
is to
the premiums,
premiums, or
or on
on which
which the
are
paid or are
receives or
is to
receive any
are to be
be paid
paid by
by any
any person
person who
who receives
or is
to receive
any
enefit, direct
direct or
benefit,
the commissions
commissions obtained,
obtained, or
or on
on which
which
or indirect,
indirect, from
from the
are paid
are to
to be
paid by
association,
the premiums
premiums are
paid or
or are
be paid
by any
any partnership,
partnership, association,
or
he is
is a
or corporation
corporation of
of which
which he
a member.
member.
Effective dates of
SEC. 33.
33. EFFECTIVE
EFFECTIVE DATES
SEC.
DATES OF LICENSES
LICENSES AND
PRORATION or
FEES.—All
Effective
AND PRORATION
OF FEES.-All
licenses and proration
proration
licenses
licenses issued under
shall date
from the
the first
the month
month in
in of fees.
under this
this Act
Act shall
date from
first of
of the
which the application
application for license is made,
made, and
expire on
30th
and shall expire
on the
the 30th
day of April next
next succeeding, and
and payment
of the
for such
payment of
the fees
fees for
such licenses
licenses
shall
accordingly.
shall be
be prorated
prorated accordingly.
SEC.
34. TEMPORARY
TEMPORARY TRANSFER
SEc. 34.
TRANSFER or
the event
OF LicrEwsEs.—In
LICENSES.-In the
Temporary
event of
of the
the death
Temporary transfer
transfer
death
of licenses.
licenses.
or disability of any
policy-writing agent,
any person
person licensed
licensed as
as a
a policy-writing
agent, soliciting
soliciting of
agent, or salaried company
the Superintendent
company employee,
employee, the
Superintendent may
may transfer
transfer
such license to another
person without
payment of
of an
an additional
another person
without the
the payment
additional fee,
fee,
Provso.
Provided, however, That
and may renew such license:
license: Provided,
no person
That no
person shall
shall Proviso.
Limitation.
act
as policy-writing
act as
policy-writing agent,
agent, soliciting
soliciting agent,
agent, or
or salaried
salaried company
company
employee under
transferred license
license or
renewal thereof
period
employee
under any
any transferred
or renewal
thereof for
for aaperiod
in
six consecutive
months.
in excess of
of six
consecutive months.
SEC. 35.
35. RENEWAL
RENEWAL OF LICENSES.-Renewal
LICENSES.—Renewal of
expiring licenses
licenses shall
SEC.
Renewal of licenses.
Renewal
of all
all expiring
shall
be issued by the Superintendent
application in
by the
Superintendent upon
upon application
in writing
writing by
the
Ante, p.
applicant for
license, subject
subject to
to the
the conditions
36,
Ante,
applicant
p. 1078
1078;;peat,
for any
any such
such license,
post,
conditions of
of section
section 36,
1081.
p. 1081.
to the provisions for
and subject
subject also to
examination as
as set
set forth
forth in
in section
for examination
section
32, upon
upon payment
the applicable
applicable fee
fee prescribed
in section
section 41.
payment of
of the
prescribed in
41.
SEC.
SEC. 36.
36. _REVOCATION
AND SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION or
LICENSES.—The SuperinSuperinRevocation and susREVOCATION- AND
Revocation
OF LICENSES.-The
pension of licenses.
licenses.
tendent
revoke, suspend,
or refuse
the license
license of
of any
any
tendent may revoke,
suspend, or
refuse to
to renew
renew the
policy-writing agent,
agent, soliciting
or
salaried
company
policy-writing
soliciting agent,
agent, broker,
broker, or salaried company
employee
employee when
if, after
investigation, it
appears conclusively
the
when and
and if,
after investigation,
it appears
conclusively to
to the
Superntendent
Superintendent that
issued to
to such
such person
was obtained
obtained by
by
that any
any license
license issued
person was
fraud
misrepresentation, or
that such
such person
person has—
fraud or
or misrepresentation,
or that
has(
a) Violated
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
of the
(a)
Violated any
the insurance
insurance laws
laws of
the
District;
District; or
or
(b)
a reasonable
(b) Has failed within a
reasonable time to
comto remit
remit to
to any
any company all moneys which
which he has collected,
collected, and
and to
which the
the company
is
to which
company is
entitled; or
entitled;
or
(c) Has been guilty of
(c)
of rebating
or has
has misrepresented
the provisions
rebating or
misrepresented the
provisions
of
the policies
policies which
he is
selling, or
or the
the policies
policies of
other companies;
of the
which he
is selling,
of other
companies; or
or
(d)
countersigned policies
that
(d) Has
Has countersigned
policies in
in blank
blank;;or
or that
(e)
(e) More than 25 per centum
his commission
income from
from business
centum of
of his
commission income
business
to which
to
which the
license applies
results from
policies the
premiums on
on which
the license
applies results
from policies
the premiums
which
to be
be paid
paid in
in the
the manner
manner set
set forth
forth in
of
are paid or
or are
are to
in paragraph
paragraph (f)
(f) of
this
or that
that
this section;
section; or
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(f)
Said license
purpose of
of obtaining
obtaining
the purpose
used primarily
primarily for the
license is being
being used
(f) Said
commissions
his own account, pays or is to
commissions on policies on which he, on his
pay
paid
on which the
the premiums are paid or are to be paid
pay the
the premiums, or on
by
direct or
or indirect,
any benefit,
benefit, direct
or is to receive
receive any
who receives
receives or
any person
person who
by any
from the
commissions obtained, or
premiums are paid or
or
or on
on which
which the premiums
from
the commissions
partnership, association,
corporation of which
which
association, or corporation
any partnership,
are to be paid by any
he is aamember.
Before
Superintendent shall
shall revoke
or suspend
license of
of any
any
suspend the
the license
revoke or
Before the
the Superintendent
such
he shall give to such
such person an opportunity
opportunity to be fully
person he
such person
heard, and to introduce evidence
evidence in his behalf.
SEc.
37. UNAUTHORIZED
SOLICITATION OR
shall
REPRESENTATION.-It shall
OR REPRESENTATION.—It
SEC. 37.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLICITATION
be unlawful for any person,
person, without conforming
conforming to the provisions of
of
this
indirectly to
represent himself
himself as having authority
to represent
this Act, directly
directly or indirectly
directly or
to solicit, negotiate, effect, procure, receive
forward directly
or
receive, or forward
indirectly
indirectly any policy or renewal thereof, or to attempt to effect insurindemnity contracts
contracts covering any person or insurable
ance, surety, or indemnity
renewal thereof.
interest in the District, or to countersign any policy or renewal
SEC. 38.
38. WHEN
NOT R]SQUIRED.—The
provisions of
SEC.
LICENSE NOT
WHEN LICENSE
REQUIRED.-The provisions
of this
this Act
Act
relating to the licensing of policy-writing
relating
policy-writing agents, soliciting agents,
brokers shall
shall not
not apply to the sale
sale of
of
salaried company employees,
employees,inand brokers
salaried
personal accident insurance in
n the ticket offices of railroad companies
companies
or other
other common carriers, or in the offices of travel bureaus,
bureaus, nor to the
fraternal benefit societies, or ocean marine
business of life insurance, fraternal
insurance, nor to insurance
insurance covering the property
railroad companies
property of railroad
and
and other
other common
common carriers
carriers engaged
engaged in interstate commerce.
SEC. 39.
39. UNAUTHORIZED
INsuRANCE.—Except as
provided in
in section
section
SEC.
UNAUTHORIZED INSURANCE.-Except
as provided
40
40 of
of this Act, no person shall act
act as agent
agent in the District for
for any
company which
which is not authorized to do business in the District, nor
nor
shall any person directly
directly or indirectly negotiate
negotiate for or solicit applicacompany which is not
not
tions for policies of, or for membership
membership in, any company
authorized
authorized to do business in the District. The term "company"
"company" as
as used
used
in
include any
association, society, company,
in this
this section shall
shall include
any association,
company, corporacorporareceiver
tion, joint-stock
joint-stock company, individual,
individual, partnership,
partnership, trustee, or
or receiver
engaged in the business of assuming risks of insurance,
insurance, surety, or
or
engaged
indemnity, and any
organization, assessment,
assessment, or
any Lloyd's
Lloyd's organization,
or cooperative
cooperative
company, or any reciprocal or interinsurance
exchange, fraternal
fire company,
interinsurance exchange,
fraternal
beneficial association, order, or society, and any company, association,
beneficial
whether organized
organized for profit or not, conducting
or society, whether
conducting aabusiness,
including any of the principles or features
features of insurance,
insurance, surety, or
or
of this
this section
indemnity. Any person who violates any provision of
section
upon conviction shall be fined not less than $100
$100 nor more than $1,000
$1,000
for each offense,
offense, or be imprisoned
imprisoned for not more than twelve months,
months
personally liable
or both, and any such person shall be personally
liable to
to any
any resident of the District having claim against any such unauthorized
unauthorized comcomunder any policy
solicited or
negotiated,
pany under
policy which
which said
said person
person has
has solicited
or negotiated,
negotiating: Provided,
Provided, That
prov ior has aided in soliciting
soliciting or negotiating:
That the provisins of
this section
to any
any person
negotiates with
with
sions
of this
section shall
shall not
not apply
apply to
person who
who negotiates
an unauthorized
policies covering
unauthorized company
company for
for life
life insurance,
insurance, or for policies
covering
his own
interests, nor shall
shall the
provisions of
of this
this section
section
own property
property or interests,
the provisions
apply to
the officers,
officers, a.gents,
or representatives
of any
any company
comp anywhich
w hi ch
apply
to the
agents, or
representatives of
organization under the laws of the District, and
which
is m
i process of organization
and which
is authorized temporarily
temporarily to solicit or secure memberships
memberships or applications for policies for the purpose
purpose of completing
completing such organization.
organization.
Prosecutions for violations of this section shall be upon information
information
filed in the police
police court by the corporation
corporation counsel
counsel or any of his
assistants.
assistants.
SEC.
POR LINFJ3
LNEws IN UNAUTmORIzED
SEC. 40. LICENSES
LICENSES FOR
UNAUTHORIZED COMPANIES.-Any
COMPANIES.—Amy
agent or broker licensed in the District may, upon payment of a
a
license
license fee,
fee, as
as provided
provided under
under section 41, be
be licensed
licensed to procure policies
policies
District
from companies
companies which are not authorized
authorized to do business
business in the District
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where such person is
ro
cure p
oli ci
es
is, after diligent effort, unable to p
procure
policies
to cover the kind or
or kinds of business required from companies
companies duly
Payment of taxes.
Payment
authorized
authorized to transact
transact business in the District. Each agent or broker
broker
so licensed shall pay to the collector of taxes, through the Superin1 and August 11of each year, a
tendent, on February 1
a sum equal to 2
2
per centum of the amount of the gross premiums
premiums upon all kinds of
of
policies procured
procured by him during the immediately
immediately preceding
preceding six months'
period ending December 31 and June 30, respectively, and,
default
and? in default
of such payment, the Superintendent, through the corporation counsel,
Affidavit covering
Affidavit
covering
may bring suit to recover the same. Each agent or broker so
licensed
so licensed
transactions.
transactions.
to procure policies from unauthorized
unauthorized companies shall execute and
file with the Department on or before the 10th day of each month an
affidavit
affidavit covering
covering the transactions
transactions of the previous calendar
calendar month,
setting forth (1)
(1) the description
description and
and location
location of
of the
the insured property
property
or risk, and the name of the assured; (2)
(2) the amount insured in the
contract; (3)
(3) the gross premiums
premiums charged
charged thereon;
thereon; (4)
policy or contract;
(4) the
name of the company whose policy or contract
contract is issued, and the kind
effected; and (5)
or kinds of business effected;
(5) that said agent or broker after
diligent effort
effort was unable to procure the
the policies
or contracts
required
policies or
contracts required
described in the affidavit from
to protect
protect the property
property or
or risk
risk described
from companies
companies
duly authorized
transact business
in the
the District.
District.
business in
duly
authorized to
to transact
Business accounts.
accounts.
Each
unauthorEach agent
agent or
or broker
broker so
so licensed
licensed to
to procure policies
policies from unauthorized companies shall keep a
aseparate
transacted
separate account of the business transacted
thereunder,
thereunder, which shall
shall be
be open
open at all times
times to the
the inspection
inspection of the Revocation
Revocation or reSuperintendent. The license provided
provided for in this section may be fusal
Superintendent.
of renewal of
license.
revoked
refused for failure to
renewal thereof
thereof refused
to pay the tax or to license.
revoked or renewal
file
specified herein, or if the agent or broker procured
procured
file the
the affidavit specified
policies
companies without
from unauthorized
unauthorized companies
without exercising
exercising diligent
diligent effort
policies from
authorized companies,
companies, or
to secure
secure the
the required
required business in duly
duly authorized
or if
policies from
the agent
agent or broker
broker procured
procured policies
from unauthorized
unauthorized companies
companies
whose standards
standards of
solvency and
whose
of solvency
and management
management do not
not meet
meet the
the requirepolicyholders.
protection of the policyholders.
ments necessary
necessary for the protection
fees.
S
EC. 41. LICENSE FERs.—Annual
SEC.
FEES.-Annual fees to be paid
paid through
through the
the SuperSuper- License fees.
intendent
collector of
under this Act
Act
licenses issued
issued under
to the collector
of taxes for licenses
intendent to
shall be as follows:
(a)
For policy-writing
policy-writing agent
firms, partnerships,
partnerships, or
or corporacorpora(a) For
agent or
or for
for firms,
tions licensed
as such,
such, $50,
$50, without
without regard
regard to the
the number of companies
companies
tions
licensed as
Proviso.
Provio.
represented:
Provided, That,
partnerships, and
That, in
in the case
case of firms, partnerships,
represented: Provided,
Additional
for firms,
Additional for
firm,
corporations,
additional fee of $5 shall
charged for
each person
shall be
be charged
for each
person etc.
corporations, an
an additional
in
of two
who is
named in
section
Ante. p. 1078.
Ante,
as required
required under
under section
in such
such license
license as
two who
is named
in excess
excess of
32 of this Act.
(b)
For soliciting
agent, $5
for each
each company
company represented
represented by
by such
such
$5 for
(b) For
soliciting agent,
soliciting
agent, or
or for
company represented
policy-writing
by any policy-writing
each company
represented by
soliciting agent,
for each
Proviso.
agent
soliciting agent
agent solicits:
Provided, That
That no
no Proviso.
solicits: Provided
which such
such soliciting
agent through
through which
Limitation.
Limitation
soliciting
agent shall
shall be
for soliciting
soliciting agents'
agents' licenses
licenses a
a
to pay
pay for
be required
required to
soliciting agent
sum
in excess
of $15
$15 for
for any
any one
one license
license year.
year.
sum in
excess of
(c) For
company employee
authorized to
to sign
sign policies
to
salaried company
employee authorized
policies and
and to
(c)
For salaried
solicit
$50, without
regard to
to the
the number
companies reprereprenumber of
of companies
without regard
solicit insurance,
insurance, $50,
sented
such salaried
employee.
by such
salaried company employee.
sented by
(d) For salaried
salaried company
company employee authorized
authorized to solicit but not
(d)
authorized to
sign policies,
policies, $5
for each
each company
company represented
represented by
said
by said
to sign
$5 for
authorized
Proiso.
employee: Provided,
Provided, That
fees shall not exceed Proviso.
That the
the aggregation
aggregation of
of such fees
employee:
Maximum.
$15 for any one license year.
(e)
shall
the fee
fee shall
resident brokers, $25, except that the
(e) For nonresident
nonresident or resident
be $5
in case
case the
applicant for
for a
aresident
broker's license
license iS
also
is subject also
resident broker's
the applicant
be
$5 in
to
the fee
prescribed under
under paragraphs
(a) or
or (c)
(c) hereof.
paragraphs (a)
fee prescribed
to the
in unauthorized
unauthorized companies, $15.
procure lines
lines in
license to
to procure
(f) For license
Addition of names
names
(g)
salaried of
policy-writing agent or salaried
g) Under
Under the license issued to any policy-writing
certain persons
to
of certain
persons to
licenses.
company
employee
or
in
the
name
of
any
firm,
partnership,
or
corporacompany employee, or in the name of any firm, partnership,
AnU, p.
P. 108a
1078.
tion as
provided under
license aafee
fee Ante.
32 of this Act, and for
for which license
under section
section 32
tion
as provided
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has been paid in accordance
accordance with paragraphs
paragraphs (a)
(a) or (c)
(c) hereof,
hereof, there
may
may be
be added
added names of persons
persons who are employed
employed in
in or who actively
actively
function through the District office of the policy-writing
policy-writing agent,
agent, salaried
salaried
company employee, or firm,
partnership, or
firm, partnership,
or corporation, and
and who
who have
have
company
policies. For
company authority
authority to
to sign
sign but not
not to
to solicit
solicit policies.
For such
such persons
persons
there shall be charged
charged a
afee of $1
$1 per year
each company
year for
for each
company whose
to sign.
sign.
policies such person
person is authorized
authorized to
(h)
names of
of individuals,
(h) Broker's licenses
licenses may
may be issued
issued in the
the names
individuals,
firms, partnerships,
partnerships, or
or corporations.
case of
firms, partnerpartnercorporations. In
In the
the case
of firms,
only to
ships, or corporations, the
the authority to
to solicit shall extend only
to the
the
individuals who are designated in the
application
individuals
the license
license and
and in the
the application
to solicit,
and there
there shall
for
therefor as
as having
having authority
authority to
solicit, and
shall be
be charged
charged for
each such individual
individual in
additional fee
fee of
of $5.
in excess
excess of two
two an
an additional
$5.
(i) Licenses to procure lines in unauthorized
companies shall
unauthorized companies
shall be
only.
issued in the names of
of individuals
individuals only.
SEC. 42.
42. TESTIMONY;
TESTIMONY; PRODUCTION
PRoorrorioN OF
person shall
be
Boois.-No person
OF BooKs.—No
shall be
excused
excused from testifying
testifying or from producing books,
books, accounts,
accounts, and
and papers
papers
in any proceeding based upon or growing
growing out of any violation
violation of
of the
the
provisions of this Act, on the ground
provisions
ground or
or for
for the
the reason that
that the
the
testimony or evidence,
evidence documentary
documentary or otherwise,
required of him
him
otherwise, required
may tend to incriminate
incriminaie him or subject him to penalty or forfeiture;
forfeiture;
but no person having so testified shall be prosecuted or
subjected to
or subjected
any
forfeiture for
of any
any transaction,
matter,
any penalty
penalty or
or forfeiture
for or on account
account of
transaction, matter,
or
concerning which
may have
have testified
testified or
or produced
or thing concerning
which he
he may
produced any
any
documentary evidence:
documentary
evidence: Provided,
shall
Provided, That no person so testifying
testifying shall
be exempted
prosecution or punishment
punishment for
perjury: Provided
exempted from prosecution
for perjury:
Provided
further, That the immunity hereby conferred
furth,er,
extend only
only to
conferred shall extend
to a
a
natural person
who in
subpena, gives
testimony under
person who,
in obedience to aasubpena,
gives testimony
under
oath
produces evidence,
evidence, documentary
documentary or
or otherwise,
otherwise, under
under oath.
oath.
oath or
or produces
SEC. 43.
PnEscimmn.—Any person
SEC.
43. PENALTIES
PENALTIES NoT
NOT OTHERWISE
OTHERWISE PRESCRIBED.-Any
person who
who
violates any of the provisions of this Act, or fails to comply with
any
with any
any of
the provisions
this Act,
Act,
duty imposed upon such person
person by
by any
of the
provisions of
of this
by
for which violation or failure no penalty
penalty is elsewhere
elsewhere provided by
this Act, or by the laws of the District, shall, upon conviction thereof,
be fined for each offense not exceeding $1,000
$1,000 or be imprisoned for
for
not more than twelve months, or both.
both. Prosecutions
by
Prosecutions authorized
authorized by
this section shall be upon information filed in the police court by the
corporation counsel or
or any of
of his assistants.
SEC. 44. APPEAL FROM Sl7PERINTENDENT
SUPERINTENDENT TO COMMIssIoNERs.-Any
COMMISSIONERS.—Any
Superintendent may, within
person aggrieved by any action of the Superintendent
twenty days after such action was taken,
appeal in writing
writing from
such
taken, appeal
from such
action to the Commissioners. The hearings
hearings on said appeal may be
either orally or in writing at the discretion
discretion of
of the
the Commissioners,
Commissioners, and
and
they shall not be required to take evidence
evidence on
on such appeal. The
The decidecision of the Commissioners
Commissioners on any question of fact on
on such
such appeal
shall
appeal shall
be final and conclusive, except the appeal
appeal provided
provided for herein shall
not affect the right to proceed
proceed under the provisions
provisions of
of section 45.
45.
S
EC. 45. Comer
SEC.
CouTr PROCEEDINGS.—Any
PRocEEDINGs.-Any person affected
affected by an order, rulruling,proceeding,
of the
Superintendent, or
or any
erson ac
ting
ing,
proceeding, or
or action
action of
the Superintendent,
any p
person
acting
in his behalf and at his instance,
instance may contest the validity of
s
ame
of th
thee same
in any court of competent jurisdiction by appeal or through any other
other
appropriate proceedings. In
proceedings and appeals said Superappropriate
In said proceedings
intendent shall not be taxed with any costs, nor shall he
he be
be required to
to
give any supersedeas
supersedeas bond or security for costs or damages
damages on any
appeal whatsoever. Said Superintendent
Superintendent shall not be liable to suit or
or
action or for any judgment
judgment or
or decree
decree for
for any
any damages,
or injury
damages, loss,
loss, or
injury
claimed by any person on any appeal taken
taken by
by said superintendent
Superintendent in
in
any case, nor shall said Superintendent
Superintendent be required in any case
case to
to make
any deposit for costs
costs or pay for any service
service to the clerks of any court
or to any marshal of the United States.
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SEC. 46. REPEALs.-All
RErRAT,s.—All laws or parts of laws, insofar
insofar as they relate
relate
to business affected
affected hereby, and are m conflict with any of the provisions
of this Act, are hereby repealed.
SEC.
S
EC. 47. CorrsTiTurioNALrry.—Should
CONSTITUTIONALITY.-Should any
any section
section or provision of this
Act be held unconstitutional
unconstitutional or invalid, the validity of the Act as aa
whole, or of any part thereof, other than the part decided to be unconstitutional or invalid, shall not
stitutional
not be
be affected.
affected.
S
EC. 48.
48. Ert.EcTrvE
DATE OF
otherwise specifiSEC.
EFFECTIVE DATE
OF Am—Except
ACT.-Except where
where otherwise
specifieffective thirty days after
cally provided herein, this Act shall become effective
approval.
approval.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.

Repeals.
Repeals.

Constitutionality.
Constitutionality.

Effective
Act.
Act.

date

of

[CHAPTER 793]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
section 355 of the Revised
Revised Statutes, as amended, to authorize the
To amend section
Attorney General to approve
appro ve the title to low-value
low-value lands and interests in lands
Attorney
subject to infirmities, and for
acquired by or on behalf of the United States subject
purposes.
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 355
in Congress
United States of America in
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
States, as
as amended,
is hereby
hereby
amended, is
of the
the United
United States,
Statutes of
of
amended to
as follows:
follows:
amended
to read
read as
"SEc.
expended upon any site or
"SEC. 355. No public money shall be expended
land purchased
purchased by the United States for the purposes of erecting
erecting
thereon
any armory,
armory, arsenal, fort,
navy yard, customfort, fortification,
fortification, navy
thereon any
house,
or other
other public building of any kind whatever,
house, lighthouse, or
until
of the Attorney
Attorney General shall be had in
until the
the written opinion of
favor of the validity of the title.
"Notwithstanding
provisions of this or any other law, when"Notwithstanding the provisions
ever the
the average
average value
acquired
to be
be acquired
in land to
interests in
value of any lands or interests
ever
by or
on behalf
behalf of
of the
under aa single option or conUnited States under
the United
or on
by
tract
does not exceed
$10 per
(hereinafter referred to
per acre (hereinafter
exceed $10
of sale
sale does
tract of
as
lands') ,the title
accepted subject to such
title may be accepted
'low-value lands'),
as `low-value
infirmities as,
in the
the opinion
opinion of
Attorney General,
may, without
without
General, may,
the Attorney
of the
as, in
infirmities
jeopardizing the interests
of the United States, be left for removal
interests of
jeopardizing
by
or other
other appropriate
appropriate proceedings,
and when
when
if and
proceedings, if
condemnation or
by condemnation
necessary:
That the
of any
any lands or interests
value of
the total
total value
Provided, That
necessary: Provided,
to be
be acquired
single option
option or
or contract
contract of sale subject to
under aa single
acquired under
to
an
does not
exceed $3,500.
$3,500. No public money
money shall herenot exceed
an infirmity
infirmity does
after be
expended for
for the
acquisition of
or
low-value lands or
of such
such low-value
the acquisition
be expended
after
interests
in land
by or
or on
behalf of
of the United States for any puron behalf
land by
interests in
pose until
the written
written opinion
opinion of
of the
the Attorneyhas been
General has
Attorney General
until the
pose
had approving
approving the
the title
if expedient,
to infirmities
as herein
herein
infirmities as
expedient, to
subject, if
title subject,
had
provided. However,
However, no
no money
money in
excess of
be expended
expended
shall be
of $2,500
$2,500 shall
in excess
provided.
for
construction of
or other
improvements
other improvements
works, or
of buildings,
buildings, works,
for the
the construction
(except
roads, trails,
trails and
on any
any site,
site,
improvements) on
fire-protection improvements)
and fire-protection
(except roads,
tract,
or parcel
of
the title
to which
is subject
subject to
infirmities,
to infirmities,
which is
title to
of land the
parceltrails,
tract, or
until the
written opinion
opinion of
of the
in favor
the
of the
favor of
General in
Attorney General
the Attorney
the written
until
validity of
of the
title has
been had
had as
as in
in the
the case
lands. For
For
other lands.
case of
of other
has been
the title
validity
the
purpose of
of this
Act, values
values of
of lands
and interests
land shall
in land
interests in
lands and
this Act,
the purpose
be
by the
consideration paid
paid.
or to be paid.
paid or
the consideration
determined by
be determined
"The Attorney
Attorney General
General is
hereby authorized
to approve
approve the
to
title to
the title
authorized to
is hereby
"The
easements
to be
by or
on behalf
of the
the
behalf of
or on
be acquired
acquired by
or rights-of-way
rights-of-way to
easements or
United States,
States, subject
subject to
as, in
will not
not
opinion, will
in his
his opinion,
infirmities as,
such infirmities
to such
United
jeopardize the
interests of
States.
the United States.
of the
the interests
jeopardize
"Nothing in
shall be
limit the
now
the authority
authority now
to limit
be construed
construed to
Act shall
in this
this Act
"Nothing
or hereafter
delegated to
officer in
power of
eminent
of eminent
the power
exercising the
in exercising
to any
any officer
or
hereafter delegated
domain
behalf of
United States,
States, to
to take
title to
or posposto or
take title
the United
of the
on behalf
or on
for or
domain for
session of
of or
or to
expend money
for or
upon any
any land
land or
in land,
land,
or interest in
or upon
money for
to expend
session

9, 1940
1040
October 9,
[H. R. 9736]
[Public,
[Public, No. 825]

R. 8.
S. §
§ 355, amendment.
34 U. S. C.
C. §
1 520.
Ante, p. 19.
Lands, etc., purS..for
chased by U.
U.S
public buildings.
public
Validity of title to;
requirements.
requirements.

"Low-value lands."
"Low-value
Acceptance of title
Acceptance
subject
subject to infirmities.
infirmities.

Proviso
Proviso.
Limitations.
Limitations.

Easements or rightsEasements
of-way.

Eminent domain.
Authority of officer
officer
Authority
to take
take title, etc.

1084
1084

Procurement
Procurement of evidence of title.

Basis of opinion as
to title.

Provisions of designated laws not afnated
fected.
fected.

Easements, etc.,
etc., for
Easements,
purmilitary or naval purposes.
poses.

Waiver of
of requirerequireWaiver
ment
opinion.
ment for opinion.

over
Jurisdiction over
lands.
Acceptance.
Acceptance.
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or
expend money
as security
for an ultimate award in advance
advance of
security for
money as
or to
to expend
final
in any
compensation;
to determine
determine just compensation;
any proceedings
proceedings to
judgment in
final judgment
nor
agency from
to preclude
preclude any acquiring agency
Act be
be construed to
nor shall
shall this Act
expending
money for
for the
the erection
preliminary and temporary
temporary
of any
any preliminary
erection of
expending money
structure
structure upon any land.
"The
department, indeofficer of any department,
other authorized
authorized officer
head or
or other
"The head
pendent establishment,
establishment, or agency, shall procure any evidence
evidence of title
pendent
which the
General may
may deem
deem necessary,
necessary, and
of
expenses of
and the
the expenses
Attorney General
which
the Attorney
procurement, except
except where
where otherwise
otherwise authorized
authorized by
or provided
provided
by law
law or
procurement,
by contract,
acquisition
for the acquisition
the appropriations
appropriations for
paid out
out of the
may be
be paid
by
contract, may
of land
land or
out of
the appropriations
contingencies of
of
made for
for the
the contingencies
appropriations made
or out
of the
of
the acquiring
acquiring department,
independent establishment, or agency.
agency.
department, independent
the
"The
General may, in his discretion,
discretion, base
base any opinion as
Attorney General
"The Attorney
to title
required either
or
law upon
upon either or
any other
other law
this Act or any
either by
by this
to
title required
both
of the
title companies
companies or such
of title
of title of
Certificates of
following: Certificates
the following:
both of
evidence
of title
satisfactory.
title as he may deem satisfactory.
evidence of
"The foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of this section shall
to
construed to
shall not be construed
"The
affect
in any
any existing
existing provisions
provisions of
are applicaapplicaof law
law which
which are
manner any
any manner
affect in
ble to
to the
the acquisition
of lands
lands or
Tennessee
or interests
interests in land by the Tennessee
acquisition of
ble
Valley Authority;
Authority; and
section shall be construed to
in this section
and nothing in
Valley
affect
authority which the Secretary of War, the
manner any authority
any manner
affect in any
Chief
of Engineers,
Secretary of
the
under the
of the Interior have under
the Secretary
or the
Engineers, or
Chief of
provisions
of law
in force
force on
this section
section as
takes
as amended
amended takes
on the
the date
date this
law in
provisions of
effect with
with respect
to the
or interests
interests
to land or
by them
them of title to
approval by
the approval
respect to
effect
in
land acquired
acquired by
Department or the Department of
of the
by the
the War
War Department
in land
Interior,
the case
provisions of
of
foregoing provisions
shall the
the foregoing
be. Nor
Nor shall
case may
may be.
as the
Interior, as
this
of any
any other law, be construed to require
or the provisions of
this section, or
any
Attorney General
connection with the
acquisithe acquisiin connection
General in
the Attorney
of the
any opinion
opinion of
tion
of easements
easements and
rights-of-way for
or
for military
military or
and rights-of-way
or improvement
improvement of
tion or
naval
for the
the acquisition
improvement of
of easements
easements
or improvement
acquisition or
or for
naval purposes;
purposes; or
and
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture for forest and
rights-of-way by the Department
and rights-of-way
other
conservation purposes
purposes where the cost of any
easement of
of
any such easement
other conservation
right-of-way
under a
a single
instrument of
conveyance and
and
of conveyance
single instrument
acquired under
right-of-way acquired
thereon does not exceed $2,500; and the
of any improvement
improvement thereon
the cost
cost of
Attorney
discretion, waive the requirement
for
requirement for
may, in his discretion,
General may,
Attorney General
his opinion
opinion in
connection with
with the acquisition
or improvement
improvement of easeacquisition or
in connection
his
ments and
and rights-of-way
rights-of-way for
for other
other purposes
purposes when,
when, in his opinion,
opinion,
ments
such
waiver will
States.
of the
the United States.
the interests
interests of
jeopardize the
will not
not jeopardize
such waiver
"Notwithstanding
of
of law,
law, the obtaining of
provision of
"Notwithstanding any other provision
exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
in the
United States
States over lands or interests
the United
exclusive
it shall not
which have been or shall hereafter
hereafter be acquired by it
not
therein which
be
required; but
but the
the head
head or
other authorized
authorized officer
officer of
any departof any
or other
be required;
ment
or independent
establishment or
Government
of the
the Government
or agency
agency of
independent establishment
ment or
may, in
such cases
accept
desirable, accept
times as
as he may deem desirable,
such times
in such
cases and at such
may,
or
therein
which any
any lands
lands or interests therein
secure from
from the State in which
or secure
under his immediate
immediate jurisdiction, custody, or control are situated,
consent to
exclusive or partial,
partial, not
not
jurisdiction, exclusive
of such
such jurisdiction,
consent
to or cession of
theretofore obtained,
interests as he may deem
deem
theretofore
obtained, over any such lands or interests
desirable and indicate acceptance
behalf of
of
acceptance of such jurisdiction on behalf
desirable
acceptance with the Gova notice of such acceptance
the United States by filing a
ernor of such State or in such other manner as may be prescribed
prescribed by
are situated.
situated. Unless and
State where such
such lands are
the laws
laws of the State
jurisdiction over lands hereafter
hereafter
until the United States has accepted jurisdiction
it shall be conclusively
presumed that
that
conclusively presumed
to be acquired
acquired as aforesaid, it
jurisdiction has been accepted."
accepted."
no such jurisdiction
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
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794]
[CHAPTER 794]

ACT
AN ACT

hatcheries in connection with
operation of fish hatcheries
and operation
To
maintenance and
the maintenance
authorize the
To authorize
project.
the Grand
Grand Coulee
Coulee Dam
Dam project.
the

Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Be
it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
Be it
connection
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That, in connection
America in
United States of America
fish-protection
a part of the fish-protection
with fish
built or to be built as a
hatcheries built
fish hatcheries
with
program
Grand Coulee Dam project,
project, the Secretary
Secretary of
required on the Grand
program required
the
Interior is authorized
Washington
authorized to contract with the State of Washington
the Interior
for the
operation of any of them at the expense
expense of
maintenance and operation
the maintenance
for
said State.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 795]
795]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Authorizing the
the Indiana
Bridge Commission
Commission to construct,
construct, maintain,
maintain,
Indiana State Toll Bridge
Authorizing
and
operate a
a toll bridge across the Wabash River at or near Mount Vernon,
and operate
Posey County, Indiana.

Be it
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That in order to
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
promote
commerce, improve the Postal Service, and prointerstate commerce,
promote interstate
vide
.rmilitary
and other purposes, the Indiana State Toll Bridge
military and
for
vide fo
Commission
hereby authorized
construct, maintain, and operate
authorized to construct,
is hereby
Commission is
approaches thereto across the Wabash
Wabash River, at a
apoint
point
and approaches
bridge and
aabridge
Vernon,
suitable to
to the
the interests
navigation, at or near Mount Vernon,
interests of navigation,
suitable
Posey County,
accordance with the provisions of the
Indiana, in accordance
County, Indiana,
Posey
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
construction of bridges
bridges over
regulate the construction
to regulate
Act
23 1 1906, and subject to the
navigable
approved March 23_
waters", approved
navigable waters",
conditions
conditions and limitations contained in this Act.
Indiana State Toll
S
EC. 2.
There is
is hereby
conferred upon the Indiana
hereby conferred
2. There
SEC.
Bridge Commission
such rights and
powers to enter upon lands
and powers
all such
Commission all
Bridge
and
to acquire,
acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy,
occupy, possess, and use real estate and
and to
other
for the
location, construction,
construction, maintenance
maintenance,
the location,
needed for
property needed
other property
and
operation of such bridge and its approaches, as are possessed
and operation
by railroad
corporations for
corporarailroad purposes or by bridge corporafor railroad
railroad corporations
by
tions
in. the
the State in which such real estate or
purposes in
bridge purposes
for bridge
tions for
compensation therefor
other property
property is
situated, upon
making just compensation
therefor,
upon making
is situated,
other
according to the laws of such State, and
to
be ascertained
ascertained and paid according
to be
condemnation
the
be the same as in the condemnation
shall be
therefor shall
proceedings therefor
the proceedings
or expropriation
property for public purposes
purposes in such State.
of property
expropriation of
or
hereby
SEC. 3.
said Indiana
State Toll
Toll Bridge Commission
Commission is hereby
Indiana State
The said
3. The
SEC.
authorized
and charge
charge tolls
tolls for
such bridge, and
over such
transit over
for transit
fix and
to fix
authorized to
the
so fixed
the legal
changed by
until changed
rates until
legal rates
be the
shall be
fixed shall
toll so
of toll
rates of
the rates
of
the
of War
War under
under the
contained in the Act of
authority contained
the authority
Secretary of
the Secretary
March
23,
1906.
1906.
March 23,
SEc. 4.
4. In
In fixing
rates of
charged for the use of such
toll to be charged
of toll
the rates
fixing the
SEC.
bridge,
the
same
shall
be
so
adjusted
as
to
provide
fund sufficient
sufficient
a fund
provide a
to
as
adjusted
so
bridge, the same shall be
to
pay for
for the
the reasonable
and operrepairing, and
maintaining, repairing,
of maintaining,
cost of
reasonable cost
to pay
ating
the bridge
its approaches
approaches under
economical management,
management,
under economical
and its
bridge and
ating the
and
to provide
provide a
asinking
sinking fund
fund sufficient
sufficient to
to amortize
such
the cost of such
amortize the
and to
bridge
including reasonable
and financinterest and
reasonable interest
approaches, including
its approaches,
and its
bridge and
ing
soon as
as possible,
possible, under
under reasonable
charges, but
but within
within a
a
reasonable charges,
as soon
cost, as
ing cost,
period
of
not
to
exceed
twenty
years
from
the
completion
thereof.
completion
the
from
years
period of not to exceed twenty
After a
fund sufficient
sufficient for
for such
amortization shall
shall have
have
such amortization
sinking fund
a sinking
After
been
so
provided,
such
bridge
shall
thereafter
be
maintained
and
and
maintained
be
been so provided, such bridge shall thereafter
operated
free
of
tolls.
An
accurate
record
of
the
.cost
of
the
bridge
bridge
the
of
cost
the
of
record
accurate
An
tolls.
of
free
operated
and its
approaches, the
the expenditures
repairing, and
and
maintaining, repairing,
for maintaining,
expenditures for
its approaches,
and
and
operating
the
same,
and
of
the
daily
tolls
collected
shay
be
kept
shall
collected
tolls
daily
the
of
and
same,
the
operating
shall
be available
for the
information of
of all
all persons
interested.
persons interested.
the information
available for
shall be
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9, 1940
October 9,
[H.
[H. R. 9921]
[Public,
[Public, No. 826]

Grand
Dam
Coulee Dam
Grand Coulee
project.
project.
Maintenance
fish
Maintenance of fish
hatcheries.
hatcheries.

October 9,
1940
9, 1940
October
[H.
9952]
R. 9962]
[H. R.
[Public, No. 827]

Wabash
Wabash River.
Bridge authorized
authorized
across, at Mount Vernon, Ind.

34 Stat. 84.
33 C.
*I491491U. S. C. §§
498.
real
Right to acquire real
estate, etc.

charge.
Toll charges.

Application of tolls
Application
to
operation, sinking
sinking
to operation,
fund, etc.

Maintenance
Maintenance as free
amortizafter amortizbridge after
ing
costs, etc.
ing costs,
Record
of
expendiRecord
tures and receipts.
receipts.
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Right
reserved.
Right reserved.
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CHS.795,
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SEC.
S
EC. 5. The right to alter, amend, or repeal
repeal this Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby
expressly
expressly reserved.
reserved.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 9, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 796]
[CHAPTER
796]

October 9, 1940
[S.
[S. 43531
4353]
[Public, No.
No. 828]
8281
[Public,

Restriction on
sendRestriction
on sending certain
certain checks,
etc.,
checks,etc.,
for delivery in foreign
countries.

Holding of undelivchecks, etc.
ered checks,
etc.

Transmittal to
to
Transmittal
drawees at
at end
end of
of
quarter.
Report.

Transfer to
Transfer
to special
special
deposit account.

Veterans' AdminisVeterans'
tration.
tration.
Disposition
of
Disposition of
amounts of
designated
amounts
of designated
checks.
checks.

Deposit, etc., considered payment.
payment.

26.
43 Stat. 026.
38 II.
U. S.. C.
C.
C U16.
516.

AN ACT
ACT
To restrict or regulate the delivery of checks drawn against funds
United
funds of
of the United
States, or any agency or instrumentality
instrumentality thereof, to
addresses outside
outside the
the United
United
to addresses
States, its Territories, and possessions, and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it enacted
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That hereafter
hereafter no
no
check or warrant drawn against funds of the United States, or any
any
instrumentality thereof, shall be
agency or instrumentality
the United
United
be sent from the
States (including its Territories and possessions
possessions and the CommonCommonwealth of the Philippine
Philippine Islands) for delivery
delivery in a
a foreign country
country
in any case in which the Secretary of the Treasury determines
determines that
that
postal, transportation, or banking facilities in
local conconin general,
general, or
or local
ditions in the country to which such check or warrant
warrant is to
delivto be
be delivered, are such that there is not a
areasonable
reasonable assurance
assurance that
that the
the payee
payee
will actually
actually receive
receive such check or warrant and be able
negotiate
able to negotiate
the same for full value.
value.
SEC. 2. Any check or warrant,
SEc.
warrant, the sending
sending of which is prohibited
prohibited
under the provisions of section 1
1 hereof, shall be
be held
held by
by the
the drawer
drawer
until the close of the calendar
calendar quarter next followinc
its date,
date, during
during
following,its
which period such check or warrant
warrant ma
yb
delivery if
if
may
bee released
released for
for delivery
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury determines
determines that
conditions have
that conditions
have so
so
changed
a reasonable
changed as to provide a
reasonable assurance that
the payee
payee will
will
that the
actually
actually receive the check or warrant and be able to
negotiate it
to negotiate
it
for full value. At the end of
the Secretary
Secretary
of such
such quarter,
quarter, unless
unless the
of the Treasury.
Treasury, shall otherwise
otherwise direct, the drawer
transmit all
all
drawer shall
shall transmit
checks
checks and warrants withheld
withheld in accordance
accordance with the provisions
of
provisions of
this Act to the drawee thereof, and forward
report stating
forward a
a report
stating fully
fully
the name and address of the payee;
payee; the
date, number,
number, and
and amount
amount
the date,
of the check or warrant;
coun tagainst
aga i
ns twhich
which it
drawn,
warrant; and
and th
thee ac
account
it was
was drawn,
to the Bureau of Accounts of the Treasury
The
Treasury Department.
Department. The
amounts of such undelivered
undelivered checks and warrants
warrants so transmitted
shall
transmitted shall
thereupon be transferred
transferred by the drawee from the account of
of the
the
drawer to a
aspecial deposit account
with the
the Treasurer
of the
the United
account with
Treasurer of
United
States entitled "Secretary
"Secretary of the Treasury, Proceeds of
of Withheld
Withheld ForForeign
time such checks
e
Checks", at which tune
checks and warrants
warrants shall be
marked
be
marked
CC
"Paid
aid into Withheld
Withheld Foreign Check Account".
Account". Thereafter
Thereafter the
the
drawee
drawee shall deliver such checks and warrants, together with other
other
paid checks and warrants, to the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of
United
of the United
States, who shall allow credit
credit therefor
therefor in
accounts of
the drawer
drawer
in the
the accounts
of the
and the drawee.
drawee.
In the case of checks representing
representing payments
payments under laws
adminislaws adminisVeterans' Administration, when the amount
tered by the Veterans'
amount transferred
transferred
to the special deposit account
account on behalf of any individual
payee
individual payee
equals $1,000, the amounts of any further checks,
checks, except
except checks
checks under
under
contracts
contracts of insurance,
insurance, payable to such payee under
under such laws shall
shall
be covered into the Treasury as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts. The
deposit
The deposit
in the special deposit account or the covering
covering into
Treasury as
as
into the
the Treasury
miscellaneous receipts, pursuant to the provisions
miscellaneous
provisions of this
section of
of
this section,
the amount of any check issued
under laws
laws administered
admini st
ere d by
by th
Vetissued under
thee Veterans'
Administration shall be considered
erans' Administration
considered for
for all
purposes, including
all purposes,
including
determinations
determinations of rights under section 305 of
of the
World War
War Vetthe World
Veterans'
erans' Act, 1924, as amended, as payment
payment to the person entitled
entitled
thereto.
thereto.
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Site. 3. Payment of the amounts
amounts which have been deposited in the
SEC.
2 hereof shall be
accordance with section 2
special deposit account in accordance
checks drawn
drawn against such special deposit account by the
made by checks
Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury, only after the claimant shall have estabright to the amount of the check or warrant to the satislished his right
faction
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury (or
(or,, in the case of claims
of the Secretary
faction of
administered
representing payments under laws administered
upon checks representing
based upon
Administration, to the satisfaction of the AdminisVeterans' Administration,
by the
the Veterans'
trator of Veterans'
Secretary of the Treasury has
Affairs) and the Secretary
Veterans' Affairs)
trator
determined that
claimant will
reasonable assurance that the claimant
that there is aareasonable
determined
to
actually
such check in payment of his claim and be able to
receive such
actually receive
negotiate the same for full value.
In the
payment of
of the payee of any check in payment
the death
death of
case of
of the
In
the case
accruing
pension,
compensation, or emergency
officers' retirement pay accruing
emergency officers'
pension, compensation,
the
under laws administered
administered by the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, while the
under
amount
amount
thereof remains
remains in the
deposit account, such amount
special deposit
the special
amount thereof
shall,
to the
conditions of
follows:
this Act, be payable as follows:
of this
the other
other conditions
subject to
shall, subject
(a) Upon
Upon death
of the
the veteran,
to the widow; if there is no widow,
veteran, first to
death of
(a)
under the age of eighteen at his death;
death;
children under
to his
his child or children
(b)
the widow,
eighteen
children under the age of eighteen
her children
widow, to her
of the
death of
upon death
(b) upon
years at
at her
death; (c)
upon the
the death,
death, prior
prior to
to disbursement
or
all or
of all
disbursement of
(c) upon
her death;
years
a part of the
any
apportionee of a
amount, of an apportionee
apportioned amount,
part of the apportioned
any part
retirement pay,
veteran's pension,
compensation, or emergency
officers' retirement
emergency officers'
pension, compensation,
veteran's
apportioned amount not disbursed shall be payable
payable to the vetsuch apportioned
eran; (d)
in all
other cases
cases no
disbursement whatsoever
whatsoever of such penno disbursement
all other
(d) in
eran;
sion compensation,
officers' retirement
retirement pay shall be
emergency officers'
or emergency
compensation, or
sion,
made or
or allowed
reimburse the
so much as may be necessary to reimburse
except so
allowed except
made
Provided however, That no
person
the expense
expense of burial: Provided,
person who bore the
disbursement shall be made unless claim therefor be filed in the Vetdisbursement
erans' Administration
of
Administration within one year from the date of the death of
erans'
the person
entitled and perfected
perfected by the submission of the necessary
necessary
person entitled
the
evidence within six months
from the date of the request of the Vetmonths from
evidence
erans' Administration
therefor. Such
benefits shall include only
Such benefits
Administration therefor.
erans'
existing
amounts
due and
at the time of death under then existing
unpaid at
and unpaid
amounts due
ratings or decisions.
to
3 hereof shall apply to
S
EC. 4. The provisions of sections 2
2 and 3
SEC.
all checks
checks or
which is now being, or may
of which
delivery of
the delivery
or warrants
warrants the
all
Executive Order Numbered
hereafter be,
hereafter
be, withheld pursuant
pursuant to Executive
Numbered 8389
of April
April 10,
10, 1940,
1940, as
as amended,
checks or warrants
well as to all checks
as well
amended, as
of
the delivery
administrais now being withheld pursuant to administraof which is
delivery of
the
tive action,
action, which administrative
action is hereby ratified and conadministrative action
tive
firmed:
That any check or
which
or warrant
warrant the delivery of which
Provided, That
firmed: Provided,
has already been withheld for more than one quarter prior to the
delivered to the drawee
enactment
immediately delivered
enactment of this Act shall be immediately
thereof for disposition in accordance
accordance with the provisions of sections
2
nothing in this Act shall be
Provided further, That nothing
3 hereof:
hereof: Provided
2 and
and 3
construed
construed to dispense with the necessity of obtaining a
a license to
authorize
authorize the delivery
delivery and payment of checks in payment of claims
a license is now or hereunder section 3
3 hereof in those cases where a
under
authorize such delivery and payment.
payment.
after may be required by law to authorize
SEC. 5. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby
hereby authorized to
regulations as he in his discretion
prescribe such rules and regulations
discretion may deem
prescribe
execution of this Act.
administration and execution
necessary
necessary or proper for the administration
S
EC. 6. Nothing contained
contained in this Act shall be construed as affectSEC.
to checks or warrants issued in payment of salaries
or applying to
ing or
purchased by the Government
*United
Government of the United
wages or for goods purchased
or wages
States in
i
n foreign countries.
States
Approved, October 9, 1940.

Payments from spePayments
cial deposit account.
cial

Death of payee.
payee.
Payment of amount
amount
of pension,
pension, etc.
etc.

Proefo.
Proviso.
Filing of claim, etc.

Applicability of desApplicability
provisions.
ignated provisions.

Provifos.
Provisos.
Checks
Checks withheld.
withheld.

Licenses.
Licenses.

Rules and regularegulations.
tions.

Salary
checks, etc.,
Salary checks,
not affected.
affected.
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STAT.
[54 STAT.

[CHAPTER 797]
[CHAPTER
iJOINT
October9,1940
October 9, 1940

[S.
267]
[8. J. Res. 267]
[Pub. Res., No. 102]

Railroad RetireRailroad
Retirement Board.
ment
Board.
Preamble.
Preamble.
307; 49 Stat.
50 Stat.
Stat.307;49Stat.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Providing for the acquisition
Retirement Board
acquisition by the Railroad Retirement
Board of
of data
needed in
data needed
in
Railroad Retirement
carrying out the provisions
provisions of the Railroad
Retirement Acts.
Acts.

Whereas
compensation which may
Whereas complete
complete records of all service and compensation

be creditable
creditable toward benefits
benefits under
the provisions
provisions of
under the
of the
the Railroad
Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 and the Railroad Retirement
Retirement
Retirement Act of 1935
1935
U. . c., Supp.
Acts; and
are required for the administration
administration of said Acts;
and
V, *215-z28r.
Whereas such records with respect to service prior to January
Whereas
January 1, 1937,
are largely in the possession
possession of employers
employers subject to
said Acts
Acts and
to said
and
are constantly subject to the danger of loss or destruction; and
and
Whereas
Whereas the loss or destruction of such records
records would jeopardize
jeopardize the
the
establishment
establishment of the rights of individuals to annuities
annuities based in
whole or in part on such prior service
otherwise severely
severely
service and
and would
would otherwise
permanently impede and impair the administration
and permanently
said
administration of
of said
Acts, and the danger of loss or destruction
destruction presents
presents a
a serious
serious emeremergency;
and
gency; and
Whereas
transcription, compilation, and filing with the
Whereas the prompt transcription,
the
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board of such records
records will remove the
the data
contained therein from the danger of their loss or destruction and
and
will make them expeditiously
expeditiously and permanently
permanently available for necesnecessary operations
operations of the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board
result
Board and
and will result
in aamore efficient
efficient and economical
economical administration of the said Acts:
Acts:
Therefore be it
it
Resolved by the Senate and
and House
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Collectons
Collection* etc.,
etc., by States of America in
States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That each employer
employer
oy
of desigemployers,
of
designted
dat for
soard.
for
Retirement Act of 1937, and each other comnated data
Boar. subject to the Railroad Retirement
pany,
pany, association,
association, or person (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
referred to
to as
as the
er
the "oth
"other
company")
iss in possession of such data as are hereinafter
company") who i
hereinafter
described,
immediately begin collecting
described, shall immediately
collecting and shall
furnish curcurshall furnish
rently as completed and not later than June 30, 1943,
1943, shall
shall have
have comcompleted furnishing to the Railroad
Board (hereinafter
(hereinafter
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board
Form.
ror m .
called
in such form as the Board
called "the
"the Board")
Board" )in
Board may prescribe,
prescribe, certified
certified
reports
reports of all data with respect to service and compensation
compensation prior
prior to
to
January
1, 1937, corresponding
substance with that which has
January 1,
corresponding in substance
heretofore
heretofore been required
required by the Board for the adjudication
adjudication of claims
claims
for annuities under
under the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act of 1937 and the
the
Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act of 1935 and which can be
from
be obtained
obtained from
records in the possession of such employer
employer or other company.
Establishment
of
Establshment
of
SEC.
Board is hereby authorized and directed
S
EC. 2. The
The Board
directed to establish aa
uniform rate of payment.
ment.
uniform
other
uniform reasonable
reasonable rate of payment
payment to which employers
employers or other
companies
companies are entitled for the furnishing of the reports required by
section 11of this joint resolution
resolution to be furnished
furnished which
which rate
rate shall
shall not
not
result in payment to any employer or other company
company of any amount
amount
in excess
aggregate number
in
excess of 50 cents multiplied
multiplied by the aggregate
number of manyears of service established
established and verified by such employer or other
other
company and reported to the Board in accordance
accordance with section 11 of
of
Certificationo of
Certificdation
this joint resolution.
resolution. The Board shall, from time to time,
time, determine
determine,
due employ- this
eamounts
rs
ers.
and certify on proper voucher to
Secreta ry of
ofth
reasury ,
th
to the Secretary
thee T
Treasury,
thee
amount
amount of payment due to each employer or other company
company pursuant
pursuant
Proviso.
cPrtsaton
rorbidpayment shall
be certified
Provided,however, That
That no payment
shall be
certified
Certification forbid- to this section: Provided,
denin
or made
den in certaincases.
certain cases.
with respect
or
made with
respect to any item in such reports as concerns the
record of
of employees sixty-five
sixty-five years of age or over who have filed
filed
application for annuity,
application
annuity, or with respect
respect to any report
report not furnished
furnished on
on
Payment.
Payment.
or before
before June
30, 1943.
1943. Upon such certification,
or
June 30,
certification, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the Treasury
Treasury shall pay such amount to such employer
employer or other comcompany
hereinafter established.
established. Whenever
pany from the special fund hereinafter
Whenever any
employer
employer or other company
company furnishes through any other employer
employer
or other
other company
or
company any report required
required by the first section of this
967.
46
45 U. S. C., SuPP.
V. §§215-228r.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
SESS .—CH.797-OCT.
797—OCT.9,
76TH
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CH.
9, 1940
1940

joint resolution to be furnished, the Board may certify the payment
payment
to be made
made to the employer or other company through whom such
report is furnished,
accordance with such certification
certification
furnished, and payment
payment in accordance
shall discharge all obligations arising hereunder
such
hereunder with respect to such
report.
report.
SEC.
other company
company fails
fails to
SEc. 3. If
If.any employer or other
to exercise
exercise due
care and
care
diligence in
carrying out its
and diligence
in carrying
its duties
duties under
under this
this joint
joint resoluresolution,
the Board,
tion, the
Board, by
employees, may transcribe
transcribe the
necessary data
by its employees,
the necessary
data
from records in the possession of such employer or
or other company,
company,
which records
records shall be made available
available as the Board may require, and
and
no payment
payment shall be due to any employer
on
employer or
or other company
company for or
or on
account
of any
any records
employees of
the Board.
account of
records transcribed
transcribed by
by employees
of the
Board.
SEc.
4. Reports,
records, and
data acquired
acquired by
by the
SEC. 4.
Reports, records,
and data
the Board
Board pursuant
pursuant
to
resolution shall
so assembled
assembled and
the
to this
this joint
joint resolution
shall be
be so
and processed
processed by
by the
nearly as
practicable a
a complete
Board as
as to
to provide as
as nearly
as practicable
complete record,
record, by
by
individuals,
of all
all service
prior to
to January
January 1,
1937,
individuals, of
service and
and compensation
compensation prior
1, 1937,
creditable under the Railroad
Retirement Act
Act of
of 1937
creditable
Railroad Retirement
1937 or
or the
the Railroad
Railroad
Retirement Act
Act of
take steps
reasonably calRetirement
of 1935.
1935. The
The Board
Board shall
shall take
steps reasonably
calculated to
to give notice
culated
record to each individual
individual with respect
respect
notice of
of such
such record
to
whom such
such record
is established.
established. Direct
Direct communication,
communication, transto whom
record is
transfor delivery,
delivery, public advertisement,
advertisement, or
mission to employers
employers for
or such other
other
means
the Board
Board may
may determine,
determine, shall
shall constitute
all
means as
as the
constitute due
due notice
notice to
to all
such individuals:
unless the
the Board's
records
such
individuals: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That,
That, unless
Board's records
show
was received
other means
an indishow that actual
actual notice
notice was
received through
through other
means by
by an
individual for
for whom
whom the
the Board
has an
address on
is
vidual
Board has
an address
on file
file and
and such
such notice
notice is
evidenced
by a
signed by
by such
such individual,
notice to
to such
such indiindievidenced by
a receipt
receipt signed
individual, notice
vidual
on file
file
vidual shall
shall include
include the
the mailing
mailing of
of notice
notice to
to the
the last
last address
address on
with the
the Board.
Board. Whenever
Whenever the
the Board
shall determine
determine that
that reasonable
with
Board shall
reasonable
notice
been given
given it
so find
find and
shall enter
enter such
such finding
notice has
has been
it shall
shall so
and shall
finding upon
upon
its
records. Such
finding may
be made
with respect
respect to
its records.
Such finding
may be
made with
to all
all individuals
individuals
or,
time to
to time,
with respect
respect to
to described
described classes
or, from
from time
time, with
classes of
of individuals.
individuals.
Any
which is
not conAny record
record established
established as
as herein
herein above
above provided,
provided, which
is not
contested within
the finding
finding of
of reasonable
notice hereinhereintested
within two
two years
years after
after the
reasonable notice
above
has been
upon the
the records
records of
of the
Board,
above provided
provided for
for has
been entered
entered upon
the Board,
shall be
be presumed
to include
include all
and compensation
shall
presumed to
all service
service rendered
rendered and
compensation
earned prior
to January
January 1,
1937, by
the individual
individual to
to whom
whom such
record
earned
prior to
1, 1937,
by the
such record
relates, and,
shown by
by new
new and
and manifestly
manifestly convincing
relates,
and, unless
unless shown
convincing evidence
evidence
to be
be clearly
erroneous, shall
shall be
be conclusive:
to
clearly erroneous,
conclusive: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
That
such record
record shall
shall in
in no
no wise
wise restrict
restrict the
to
such
the authority
authority of
of the
the Board
Board to
determine, upon
upon the
the filing
of an
an application
an annunity,
that some
determine,
filing of
application for
for an
annunity, that
some
or all
all of
of the
service or
compensation so
not service
or
or
the service
or compensation
so recorded
recorded is
is not
service or
compensation
as said
said terms
terms are
are defined
defined in
the Railroad
compensation as
in the
Railroad Retirement
Retirement
Acts
the provisions
of the
Railroad RetireRetirethe applicable
applicable Railroad
that under
under the
provisions of
Acts or
or that
ment
Act some
some or
or all
all of
the service
ment Act
of the
service or
or compensation
compensation so
so recorded
recorded is
is
not
the computation
computation of
of an
an annumty.
The Board
may also
also
Board may
annunity. The
be used
used in
in the
not to
to be
take steps,
through publication
publication or
or otherwise,
otherwise, reasonably
calculated to
reasonably calculated
to
take
steps, through
give
out of
of this
this joint
joint resolution,
resolution, to
individuals
of the
the carrying
carrying out
to individuals
give notice
notice of
with respect
to whom
whom no
of service
service or
or compensation
is estabwith
respect to
no record
record of
compensation is
established. Whenever
Whenever the
the Board
Board shall
have
shall determine
determine that
that such
such steps
steps have
lished.
been
it shall
such findings
upon its
its recrecbeen taken
taken it
shall so
so find
find and
and shall
shall enter
enter such
findings upon
ords.
to each
each individual
individual who
does not,
not, within
two years
years
who does
within two
ords. With
With respect
respect to
after such
finding has
upon the
records of
of the
such finding
has been
been entered
entered upon
the records
the Board,
Board,
after
request
of his
his service
service and
and compensation,
compensation,
establishment of
of aarecord
record of
request the
the establishment
the fact
no such
record is
is established
to show
show
established shall
shall be
be presumed
presumed to
the
fact that
that no
such record
that
such individual,
individual, prior
January 1,
no service
service
1, 1937,
1937, rendered
rendered no
prior to
to January
that such
and earned
as said
terms are
are defined
defined in
in the
the applicable
applicable
said terms
and
earned no
no compensation
compensation as
Railroad Retirement
and such
presumption shall
shall be
be rebuttable
rebuttable
such presumption
Act, and
Retirement Act,
Railroad
only
new and
and manifestly
manifestly convincing
convincing evidence
evidence showing
it to
to be
be
showing it
by new
only by
clearly erroneous.
erroneous.
clearly
193470*-41—rr. I--69
I-69
193470°-41-PT.
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Transcription
of daTranscription ofdaBoard.
ta by Board.

Assembly and
and processing of reports,
reports, etc.
etc.

50 Stat. 307; 49 Stat.
967.
S. C.,
45 U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §§ 215-228r.
Notice to individuals.

Proviso&
Proviso&
Mailing of notice
notice to
address.
last address.

Finding of
reasonof reasonable notice.
notice.

Uncontested records
Uncontested
conclusive
conclusive as to designated services, etc.

Board's authority
to determine
determine services,
sery ices,
etc.,,not restricted.
etc

Notice by publicspublica.
son.
tion.

Presumption of
Presumption
of
non-service, etc.
non-service,

1090
1090
Orders, rules, etc.

Special fund.
fund.

Ante, p. 597.

Designated authorDesignated
ity, etc.,
etc., of Board not
Impaired.
impaired.
49 Stat. 967; 50
50 Stat.
Stat.
307; 52 Stat. 1094.
U. S.. C.,
45 U.
C., Supp.
V, §§¢ 215-228r,
351215-228r, 351367.

PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
CHS.797, 798,
798, 836-OCT.
836—OCT.9,
9, 10,
10, 1940
1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

SEC.
SEC. 5. The Board is hereby authorized
authorized to
promulgate such
to promulgate
such orders,
orders,
rules, and regulations
regulations as in its judgment
judgment are necessary
proper to
to
necessary or
or proper
carry out the purposes of this joint resolution. All powers and
and
remedies including legal processes available
available to
Board under
under the
to the
the Board
the
Railroad Retirement Act of 1937 for the administration
administration of
of said
said Act
Act
shall be similarly available to the Board for the carrying
this
carrying out
out of
of this
joint resolution.
resolution.
SEC.
SEC. 6. In order to carry out the
purposes of
of this
joint resolution,
resolution
the purposes
this joint
there shall be set aside on
in a
a spe
ci
alf
un d $9,000,000
$9,000,000
on July
July 1, 1940,
1940, in
special
fund
of the amount appropriated
appropriated to the
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Account
Account by
by
the Railroad
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
such fund
fund
1941, such
to remain available
available until June 30, 1943, for expenditure
accordance
expenditure in accordance
with the provisions of section 2
Any unobunob2 of this joint resolution.
resolution. Any
ligated balance on June 30, 1943, in the special fund
fund hereby
hereby established
established
shall revert to the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Account.
Account.
SEc.
SEC. 7. No provision
provision of this joint resolution shall
in
shall be
be construed
construed in
any manner
manner to limit or impair any authority, power, or discretion
discretion conconferred upon or vested
vested in the Board by the Railroad
Retirement Act
Act
Railroad Retirement
of 1935, the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act of 1937,
or the
the Railroad
Railroad
1937, or
Unemployment Insurance
Act.
Unemployment
Insurance Act.
Approved, October 9,
Approved,
9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 798]
798]
[CHAPTER

October
October 9,1940
9, 1940
T. Res. 4671
467]
[H. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 1031
103]

Inaugural
Inaugural admission
tickets.
tickets.
Payments for, tax
free.
free.

53 Stat. 189.
189.
26 U.S.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
1700.
(1700.

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To exempt from the tax
tax on admissions
admissions amounts
paid for
for admission
tickets sold
amounts paid
admission tickets
sold
on Inaugural
Inaugural Ceremonies
by authority
authority of the Committee on
on the
the occasion
occasion of
Ceremonies on
of
the President-elect
President-elect in
the inauguration of the
January 1941.
in January
1941.

Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of
the United
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That all
paid
all amounts
amounts paid
for admission tickets sold by authority of the Committee
on InauInauCommittee on
Ceremonies on the occasion of the inauguration
gural Ceremonies
inauguration of
Presiof the
the PresiJanuary 1941, said committee
dent-elect in January
to be
appointed with
with the
the
committee to
be appointed
approval of the President-elect, shall be exempt from
the tax
from the
tax on
on
admissions imposed by section 1700 of
Revenue Code,
of the
the Internal Revenue
Code,
as amended, all the net proceeds
proceeds from the
be
the sale of said
said tickets
tickets to
to be
donated by the
the said committee
committee to charity.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 836]
[CHAPTER
8361

1940
October 10, 1940
[H. R. 10339]
[H.
103391
[Public, No.
No. 829]

National defense.
defense.
Requisition,
of
Requisition, etc., of
certain
articles and
certain articles
and
materials.

Ante, p.
714.
p. 714.

AN ACT

certain articles and
To authorize the President to requisition certain
the
and materials
materials for
for the
use of the United States, and for
for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and Howe
of the
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
whenever the
That whenever
the
determines that it
President determines
necessary in
the interest
interest of
national
it is necessary
in the
of national
defense
requisition and take over for the use or
defense to requisition
operation by
or operation
by the
the
United States or in its interest any military
or naval
naval equipment
or
military or
equipment or
munitions, or component parts thereof, or machinery,
tools, or
or matemachinery, tools,
materials, or supplies necessary
necessary for the manufacture,
manufacture, servicing,
servicing, or
or operaoperation thereof, ordered,
manufactured, procured, or possessed for export
tion
ordered, manufactured,
export
purposes, the exportation
exportation of which has been denied in
accordance with
with
in accordance
the provisions of section 6
6of the Act approved July 2, 1940
1940 (Public,
(Public,
Numbered
Numbered 703, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), he
he is
hereby authorized
authorized and
and
is hereby
empowered
empowered to requisition and take over for the
operation
the said
said use
use or
or operation
by the United States, or in its interest,
interest, any of the foregoing articles
articles
or
or materials,
materials, and to sell or otherwise dispose of any such articles or

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

1091
1091

76TH
CONG., 3D
76TEE CONG.,
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS.836, 837-OCT.
837--OCT.10,
1940
10, 1940

materials, or any portion thereof, to a
a person
a corporation
person or a
corporation of the
United .States whenever he shall determine such action to be in the
public interest. Any moneys received by the United States as the
proceeds of any such sale or other disposition
disposition of any such articles or
materials
materials or any portion thereof
thereof shall be deposited to the credit of
that appropriation
appropriation out of which was paid the cost to the Government
Government
of the property thus sold or disposed of, and the same shall immediimmediately become available for the purposes named in the original approProvided,however, That nothing
priation: Provided,
nothing in this section shall modify
or repeal
repeal section
section 14 of Public Law Numbered
Numbered 671, 76th Congress,
Congress,
approved June 28,
28, 1940.
SEC.
Whenever the President shall requisition and take over any
SEc. 2. Whenever
any
article or material pursuant to the provisions of this Act, the owner
owner
thereof shall be paid as compensation
compensation therefor such sum as the President shall determine
determine to be fair and just.
just. If
If any such owner is unwilling to accept, as full and complete compensation
compensation for such article or
material, the sum so determined by the President, such owner
owner shall
shall be
be
paid 50 per centum of the sum so determined
determined by
by the
the President
President and
and
shall be entitled to sue the United States for such additional sum as,
when added to the sum already received
received by such owner, such
such owner
owner
may consider fair and just compensation
compensation for such article or material,
in the manner provided
provided by sections 41 (20)
(20) and 250, title 28, of the
Code of Laws of the United States of America: Provided,
Provided,That
That recovery shall be confined
confined to the fair market
market value of such
such article
article or mateprospective profits, punitive or other
rial, without any allowance for prospective
other
damages.
damages.
SEC.
granted in this Act shall terminate
SEC. 3. The authority granted
terminate June 30,
1942, unless the Congress shall otherwise
otherwise provide.
provide.
Approved, October 10, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 837]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To amend
the Act
Act entitled
amend the
entitled "An
"An Act
to provide
provide better
facilities for
for the
Act to
better facilities
the enforcement
enforcement
of the customs
customs and
and immigration
immigration laws",
laws", approved
approved June
June 26,
26, 1930.
1930.

Use of proceeds
proceeds of
sales.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Ante, p. 681.

Payment for
for properproperty taken.

Settlement of difSettlement
ferences.
ferences.

C. §§
41 (20),
28U. S.
S.C.
§§41
(20),
250.
ProvisJ.
Proviso.
Limitation.

Termination of
Termination
of auauthority.

October 10, 1940
October
[S. 87781
[s.
3778]

[Public. No. 830]
8301

Be it
by the Senate
Representatives of
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
Customs and
imImUnited States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the Act migration
Cmstomsalaws.nd
8.
entitled "An Act to provide
provide better facilities
facilities for the enforcement
enforcement of
46 Stat. 817.
the customs and
approved June
26, 1930
C.,
and immigration laws", approved
June 26,
1930 (U.
Stat. 817.
(U. S.
S. C.,
68), is hereby amended
amended to
1934 edition, title 19, sec. 68),
to read as follows:
follows:
Facilities for enforceimmigration ment
"That to aid in the enforcement
enforcement of the customs and immigration
mentalon,.
along Canadian
inadian

the Canadian
Canadian and
laws along
along the
and Mexican
Mexican borders
borders and
and to
to provide
provide better
better and
and Mexican
Mexican borders.
iborders.

facilities for such enforcement at
facilities
at points
points along
along such borders
borders at which
which
adapted or suitably
no Federal or other buildings adapted
suitably located
located for the
the
purpose are available, the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury and
purpose
and the AttorAttorGeneral are hereby authorized to expend, from the funds approney General
maintenance and
the Customs
priated for the general
general maintenance
and operation
operation of
of the
Customs
and the Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization Services,
Services, respectively,
respectively, the
the

8 and improveLands
necessary
necessary amounts for the acquisition
acquisition of land
land and
and the
the erection
erection of
of ments.
menLt
and inprovebuildings,
sheds,
and
office
quarters,
including
living
quarters
for
buildings, sheds, and office quarters, including living quarters for
officers where none
otherwise available:
available: Provided,
Provided, That
the total
none are
are otherwise
That the
total Proviso.
Postlitat
Cost
limitation
for
ion for
any one
amount
which
may
be
so
expended
for
any
one
project,
for
the
use any
amount which may be so expended for any one project, for the use
one project.
project
of one department,
department, including the cost
cost of
of the
the site, shall not
not exceed
exceed
$5,000, and
that where
quarters are
are so
so erected
erected or
or facilities
facilities so
pro$5,000,
and that
where quarters
so provided
for the
the joint
joint use
of the
the Customs
the Immigration
Immigration and
and
vided for
use of
Customs and
and the
Naturalization
combined cost
to the
the two
Naturalization Services the combined
cost charged
charged to
two approappropriations
$10,000 for
project,
priations concerned
concerned shall
shall not
not exceed
exceed $10,000
for any
any one
one project,
including the site.

1092
1092
Protective gates
across international
international
highways, etc.
highways,

PUBLIC LAWS--CHS.
LAWS— CHS .837-839-OCT.
837-839—OCT .10,
1940
10, 1940

"SEC.
Secretary of
"Sic. 2. The Secretary
of the
the Treasury
is authorized
to expend,
expend,
Treasury is
authorized to
the general
general maintenance
from the funds appropriated
appropriated for the
maintenance and
and operaoperation of the Customs Service, such
such amounts
amounts as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary for
for
the erection of protective
protective gates across
highways and
and
across international
international highways
roads
borders and
roads crossing
crossing the Canadian and Mexican borders
for the
the erecerecand for
tion of such fences in the immediate
immediate vicinity
of such
such highways
highways and
vicinity of
and
roads as may be necessary
roads
necessary to prevent unlawful
unlawful entry
or smuggling."
entry or
smuggling."
Approved,
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 838]
8381
[CHAPTER

1940
October 10, 1940
[8.
[S. 4341]
[Public, No. 831]
8311

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

To expedite
expedite national
national defense
To
defense by suspending,
suspending, during the
national emergency,
emergency,
the national
provisions
than eight
provisions of law that prohibit
prohibit more than
eight hours'
labor in
hours' labor
in any
any one
one day
day of
of
persons
upon work
persons engaged
engaged upon
work covered
of the
the United
United States
Maritime
covered by
by contracts
contracts of
States Maritime
Commission, and for other
Commission,
other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and House of Representatives
Be
by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
assem bled, That
That until
until otherotherassembled,
Eight-hour
day proEight-hour day
pro- wise
provided by law, provisions of law prohibiting
wise provided
prohibiting more
more than
than eight
eight
visions suspended for
rsions engaged
on.
hours' labor in any one day of
engaged on.
of persons engaged
ppersons
hours'
engaged upon
upon work
work covered
covered
by United States Maritime
Maritime Commission contracts
for the
construccontracts for
the construcProviso.
Par'eote.
tion, alteration,
repair of
of vessels shall be suspended:
suspended: Provided,
Provided,
tion,
alteration, or
or repair
Pay rates.
That
of every
That the
the wages
wages of
every laborer
laborer and mechanic
mechanic employed
employed by
any conconby any
tractor or subcontractor engaged in the performance
performance of
of any
any such
such
contract
computed on aa basic rate of
of eight
contract shall be computed
hours per
eight hours
per day
day
and forty hours per week and work in
in excess
excess of
of eight
eight hours
hours per
per day
day
or forty hours per week shall be permitted
permitted upon
upon compensation
compensation for
for all
all
hours worked
hours per
worked in excess of eight hours
forty hours
hours per
per
per day
day or
or forty
week at not less than one and
basic rate
rate of
of pay.
and one-half
one-half times
times the
the basic
pay.
Modification
of existMoiSiationof'extit
SEC. 2.
2. The
The United
United States
States Maritime Commission
SEc.
Commission is hereby authorauthoring
it contracts.
ized to
to modify
existing contracts for the construction, alteration,
alteration,
ized
modify its
its existing
deem necessary
or repair of vessels as it
it may deem
expedite national
necessary to
to expedite
national
defense, and to otherwise
otherwise effectuate
this Act.
effectuate the
the purposes
purposes of
of this
Act.
Contracts
Contracts more
more
SEO.
SEC. 3.
3. Nothing
Nothing in this Act shall be construed
construed to modify any
any conconfa vorable to labor not
favorable
laeted.
al
affected.
tracts between
management and labor
between management
labor in
shipyards which
provide for
in shipyards
which provide
for
conditions
than the
conditions more
more favorable to labor than
the minimum
provisions as
minimum provisions
as
to hours per day and hours per
per week
week and
and for
for overtime
overtime provided
provided in
in
this Act.
this
Act.
Dturationol
Duration of Act.
Act.
SEC.
provisions of this Act shall terminate
SEC. 4.
4. The
The provisions
terminate June
30, 1942,
1942,
June 30,
unless the Congress shall
shall otherwise
otherwise provide.
provide.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 10, 1940.
1940.
Maritime CommisMaritime
Comts.. United
United States
States of America
Ameri
ca in
i
n C
ongress
Congress
si
[on
contracts.
sion
contracts.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 839]
839]
October 10, 1940

(S. J. Res. 225]
[Pub.
No. 1041
104]
ub. Res..
es., No.

IS. PTeA.
22'l

Sugar Act of 1937.
50 Stat.903.
903.
7
V,
7 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
ch. 34.
ch.
34.
Payments with rerespect to 1940 crop.

Limitations.

'tlTpll~
1'-,

l~

,

JOINT
JVIINI RESOLUTION
JtiULUJ1iU
4iN

Relating to the conditions for payment with respect to sugarcane
Relating
sugarcane harvested
harvested from
from
certain
plantings in
in the
the mainland
mainland cane-sugar
cane-sugar area.
certain plantings

Resolved
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
Resolved by
by the
the Senate
States
in Congress
assembled, That
States of America in
Congress assembled,
That no
payment under
no payment
under
the Sugar Act
Act of
of 1937
1937 with
respect to
to the
the 1940
1940 crop
be withheld
with respect
crop shall
shall be
withheld
from
any producer in the mainland
mainland cane-sugar
from any
because of
of the
the
cane-sugar area,
area, because
marketing (or processing)
processing) of sugarcane
marketing
sugarcane in
in excess
of the
proporexcess of
the proportionate share for the farm, if
if the acreage
tionate
acreage of
sugarcane grown
on
of sugarcane
grown on
the farm and marketed
marketed (or processed)
processed) for
sugar in
in the
year
for sugar
the crop
crop year
1940 is
is not
in excess of the acreage of sugarcane
for sugar
sugar planted
1940
not in
sugarcane for
planted
prior
January 1,
1, 1940,
1940, but payments shall be made
made only
prior to
to January
only with
with
respect
respect to the proportionate
proportionate share
farm
share acreage
acreage established
established for
for the
the farm
under the provisions of such Act,
and the
following deductions
deductions shall
shall
Act, and
the following
be
be made
made from such payments, on account
account of any
of sugarany acreage
acreage of
sugarcane grown on
on the
the farm
farm and
and marketed
marketed (or
(or processed)
for sugar
sugar in
processed) for
in

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
76TH
CONG., 3u
839-841—OCT. 10,
10,1940
SESS.-CHS. 839-841-OCT.
3D SESS.—CHS.
1940

the crop
crop year 1940 which is in excess of (1)
the
(1) 110 per centum
centum of
of the
the
proportlonate share for the farm, or (2)
(2) the proportionate
proportionate
proportionate share
share
for the
the farm
farm plus twenty-five
twenty-five acres, whichever
whichever is
is the
for
the greater;
greater; for
for so
so
much of such excess
excess as does not exceed five hundred acres, a
a deducdeduction
tion of $10 per acreacre; for so much of such excess as exceeds
exceeds five
five
hundred acres,
a deduction
acres, a
deduction of $20 per acre:
acre: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
foregoing
if the Secretary
Secretary deterforegoing provision shall be effective
effective only if
determines that the actual production
production from the
the 1940
1940 crop
crop acreage
acreage shall
shall
not exceed
1940 proportionate
not
exceed the estimated
estimated production of the 1940
proportionate share
share
acreage of five hundred and five thousand
acreage
tons.
thousand tons.
SEC.
section 201
201 of
of the
the Act
S
EC. 2. The last clause of
of section
Act approved
approved SepSepamended to
read as
tember 1, 1937, is amended
to read
as follows:
in order
that
follows: "and
"and in
order that
commerce provided by this Act shall not result
the regulation
regulation of commerce
in excessive
excessive prices to consumers,
in
consumers, the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall make
make such
such addiaddiallowances as he may deem necessary
tional allowances
necessary in the amount
amount of sugar
sugar
determined to be needed
needed to meet the requirements
requirements of
consumers, so
so
of consumers,
that the supply of sugar made available
available to
not
to consumers
consumers shall
shall not
result in average
average prices to
consumers in
in excess
excess of
of those
to consumers
those necessary
necessary
to maintain
maintain the domestic sugar industry as a
a whole. The amount
amount
of such additional
allowances shall not be
additional allowances
less than
than the
amount
be less
the amount
required, after allowance
allowance for
for normal
consumers
normal carry-over,
carry-over, to
to give
give consumers
in the continental
continental United States a
per capita
capita consumption
consumption equal
equal to
a per
to
the
average of
the two-year
two-year period
the average
of the
period 1937-38".
1937-38".
Approved,
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
1940.

1093
1093

Pr
i
Proviso.

O

Basis 0
of
tioBn.
°
tion.

o.

e
computata
ompu

Sugar
Act of
of 1937,
1937,
Sugar Act
amendment.
a50Stat.04.
50 Stat. 904.
s Q., Supp. V,
7U. S.
i.1u
. O Spp V,
§1111.
Additional
Additional

aances.

allow-

Amount.
Amount.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 840]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Authorizing
Authorizing the participation
participation of the United States in the celebration
celebration of
of a
a Pan
Pan
American Aviation
American
Aviation Day, to be observed
observed on December
December 17,
17, of each
each year,
year, the
the
anniversary
anniversary of the first successful
successful flight of a
heavier-than-air machine.
a heavier-than-air
machine.

October
October 10,
10, 1940
1940
18. J. Res. 295]
18.
295]
[Pub. Res., No.
105)
No. 106]

Resolved by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representativesof
:Resolved
of the
United
the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
President of
the
assenmbled, That
Pan American
American
the President
of the
United
United States is authorized
authorized to
designate December
of each
year as
as Aviation Day.
to designate
December 17
17 of
each year
Pan American
American Aviation
Aviation Day and to issue
upon
issue aaproclamation
proclamation calling
calling upon
Government, Governors
all officials of the Government,
of the
the forty-eight
forty-eight States,
Governors of
States,
our possessions, and all citizens
to participate
the observance
observance of
of this
citizens to
participate in
in the
this
day to further and stimulate interest in
in aviation
aviation in
American
in the
the American
countries as an important stimulus to the further development
development of
of more
more
communications and aacultural development
rapid communications
development between
the nations
nations
between the
Hemisphere.
of the Western
Western Hemisphere.
Approved,
10, 1940.
1940.
Approved, October
October 10,
[CHAPTER 841]
[CHAPTER
841]

AN ACT
ACT
To simplify
simplify the accounts
accounts of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States, and
for other
and for
other
purposes.
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
reimThat after
after the
the reimbursement to
bursement
Treasury from
from funds
funds derived
derived from
made
to the
the Treasury
from assessments
assessments made
of the
pursuant to section
section 88 of
Stat. 164,
164, as
the Act of
of July
July 12,
12, 1882,
1882, 22
22 Stat.
as
amended
sec. 177),
amended (U. S. C.,
C., title 12, sec.
177), of
charged
of all
all costs
costs lawfully
lawfully charged
thereto
thereto for the fiscal
ending June
June 30,
the balance
of such
such
fiscal year
year ending
30, 1941
1941,2 the
balance of
funds shall be covered into the
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipts;
receipts;
the Treasury
and thereafter
thereafter the cost
cost of
redeeming such
of transporting
transporting and
and redeeming
such outstandoutstanding national
national bank notes and Federal
Federal Reserve
Reserve bank
notes as
may be
be
bank notes
as may
presented to the Treasurer
Treasurer of the
the United
United States
for redemption
redemption shall
shall
States for
be paid
be
the regular
regular annual
annual appropriations
Treasury
paid from
from the
appropriations for
for the
the Treasury
Department.
Department.
Approved, October
October 10,
Approved,
10, 1940.
1940.

-

October 10, 1940
1940
[S.
844)
[S. 844]
[Public, No. 832]
832]

Treasurer of U. S.
Treasurer
Simplification of
asSimplification
ofaccounts of.
counts

1094

PUBLIC
PUBLIC LAWSCH.842-OCT.
10, 1940
LAWS-CH.
842-OCT. 10,
1940
[
CHAPTER 842]
8421
[CHAPTER

October 10, 1940
[S.
[S. 3920]
3920]
[Public, No. 833]
8331

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN
AN ACT

To amend the Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance
Act, approved
approved June
June 25,
1938,
Insurance Act,
25, 1938,
as amended
amended June
June 20, 1939,
1939, and
and for other purposes.
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of .the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the provisions
That the
provisions
of this Act shall take effect on November 1,
1, 1940, except
except that
that sections
sections
2, 11, 25, 26, and 27 shall be effective
effective as
and sections
sections
as of
of July
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, and
19 and 20 shall become effective
effective upon the
approval of
Act: Prothe approval
of this
this Act:
Provided, however,
vided,
however, ThatThat(a) A half-month which has begun prior
November 1,
1940, in
prior to
to November
1, 1940,
in
accordance
with the
accordance with
Unemployment Insurance
Act and
and
the Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act
regulations thereunder, and which includes
includes such
continue,
such date,
date, shall
shall continue,
and benefits
benefits with respect thereto shall be
and paid
paid as
as if
be computed
computed and
if this
this
Act
had not
not been
Act had
been enacted;
enacted;
Termination.
Termination.
(b) All benefit
(b)
benefit years
current on
31, 1940,
terminate
years current
on October
October 31,
1940, shall
shall terminate
(1)
(1) on October 31, 1940, or
or (2)
(2) on the
the last
last day
day of
half-month which
which
of a
a half-month
includes October 31, 1940 and November
November 1,
1, 1940, whichever
whichever is
is later,
52 Stat. 1097.
the purposes of section 2
(c) of
the Railroad
2 (c)
of the
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment
U. S.
S. O.,
C., Supp.
45 U.
SupP. and, for
V, §
§352 (c).
(0).
V,
Insurance Act, as
Insurance
as amended
amended by this Act, all
paid for
unemployall benefits
benefits paid
for unemployment in half-months
to June 30, 1940,
half-months begun
begun subsequent to
and
1940, and
prior to November
November 1,
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have been
paid
1, 1940,
1940, shall
been paid
unemployment within
within the
benefit year
year ending
1941;
for unemployment
the benefit
ending June
June 30,
30, 1941;
First
First registration
(c)
for unemployment
(c) Benefits
Benefits for
in the
first registration
registration period,
period,
unemployment in
the first
period beginning after
beginning after October
Oct. 31,
1910.
beginning
October 31, 1940, of an employee
employee who
subsequent
who has, subsequent
31, 1940.
to June 30,
30, 1940,
completed aa waiting
waiting period
period under
(b) of
1940, completed
under section
section 33 (b)
of
52 Stat.
1097.
Stat. 1097.
the Railroad
Railroad Unemployment
Insurance Act,
Act, shall
shall be
be determined
and
Unemployment Insurance
determined
and
45 U.
U. S. C., Supp.
computed
V.
V, §353
353 (b).
(b).
computed as though such registration
registration period were
subsequent
were a
a subsequent
registration
registration period in
in the
same benefit
benefit year.
year.
the same
1095.
52 Stat. 1095.
SEC.
SEC. 2. Subsection
Subsection (g) of section 11of the
Unemployment
the Railroad Unemployment
45 U. S. C.,
Stipp.
C., Supp.
Insurance Act, approved
V, §
§ 351 (g).
Insurance
approved June
25, 1938
1938 (52
(52 Stat.
Stat. 1094),
1094), as
as amended
amended
June 25,
June 20, 1939 (53 Stat. 845), is hereby amended
thereto
amended by
by adding thereto
Exclusion of local the following sentence:
sentence: "For
"For the
the purposes
purposes of
of determining
determining eligibility
eligibility
lodge and representation service.
service.
for and the amount of benefits and
amount of
of contributions
contributions due
due
and the
the amount
employment after June
pursuant to this Act, employment
June 30,
30, 1940
1940 in
the service
in the
service
of a
a local lodge or division of a
arailway-labor-organization
railway-labor-organization employer
employer
or as an employee
employee representative
representative shall
shall be disregarded."
disregarded."
52 Stat. 1095.
SEC.
SEc. 3. Subsection (h)
(h) of section 1
1of said
is hereby
hereby amended
said Act
Act is
amended
45 U. S.
8. 0.,
0., Supp.
Supp.
V, 1351
V,
351 (h).
to read as
as follows:
follows:
"Registration pepe"Registration
(h)
(h) The term "registration
"registration period"
means, with
respect to
to any
period" means,
with respect
any
riod."
employee, the period
begins with
first day
which such
period which
which begins
with the
the first
day for
for which
such
employment office
employee registers at an employment
office in
in accordance
accordance with
with such
such
prescribe, and
regulations as the Board may prescribe,
and ends
ends with
whichever is
with whichever
is
the earlier
earlier of
the thirteenth
thirteenth day
day thereafter,
or (ii)
the day
day immeimmeof (i)
(i) the
thereafter, or
(ii) the
diately preceding the day
day for
for which
different
which he
he next
next registers
registers at
at a
a different
employment
employment office; and thereafter
period which
which begins
with the
the
thereafter each
each period
begins with
first day for which
employment office
which he next registers at an employment
after
office after
the end of his last preceding registration
registration period and ends with whichwhichever is the earlier
earlier of (i)
(i) the thirteenth day thereafter, or (ii)
(ii) the
the day
day
immediately
preceding the day for which
a differimmediately preceding
which he next registers at a
employment office.
ent employment
office.
52 Stat. 1095.
S
EC. 4.
4. Subsection
Subsection (j)
(j) of
of section
section 11 of
ofsa
id A
cti
hereby amen
ded
SEC.
said
Act
iss hereby
amended
45 U. S.
S. C., Stipp.
uBnpp.
V,
V. §351
1351 0).
(j).
by inserting between
between the first and second sentences
the folfolsentences thereof
thereof the
"Remuneration."
"Remoneration."
lowing:
term 'remuneration'
'remuneration' includes
o earned
earne d i
ncome other
oth er
lowing: "The
"The term
includes als
also
income
than for services
services for hire if
i
fthe accrual
accrual thereof in whole
or in
part is
whole or
in part
is
ascertainable with respect to a
a particular
particular day or particular
days."
ascertainable
particular days."
52 Stat. 1095.
Sxc. 5. Subsection
Sac.
Subsection (k) of section 11of said Act
hereby amended
amended
Act is
is hereby
45 U.
U. S.
Snpp.
S. C., Supp.
V, i 351
351 (k),,
().
to read as
as follows:
follows:
Railroad UnemUnemployment Insurance
Act, amendments.
52 Stat. 1094; 53
Stat. 845.
S. C., Supp.
45 U. S.
ch. 11.
V, ch.
11.
Effective dates.
Effective
Benefit periods.
Benefit
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"(k)
"
(k) Subject to the provisions of section
of this
this Act,
Act, a
a day
day of
of
section 44 of
unemployment, with respect to any employee, means aacalendar
unemployment,
calendar day
day on
on
which he is able to work and is available
available for
and with
with respect
for work
work and
respect
to which (i) no remuneration
remuneration is payable or accrues
and (ii)
he
accrues to
to him,
him, and
(ii) he
has, in accordance
has,
accordance with such regulations
regulations as the Board
Board may
prescribe,
may prescribe,
registered at an employment office: Provided,
Provided,however,
registered
That 'subsidi'subsidihowever, That
hereinafter defined
ary remuneration', as hereinafter
this subsection,
subsection, shall
shall not
defined in
in this
not
be considered remuneration
remuneration for the purpose
except
purpose of
of this
this subsection
subsection except
with respect to an employee
employee whose base-year
base-year compensation,
exclusive
compensation, exclusive
of earnings from the position or occupation
occupation in
he earned
in which
which he
earned such
such
remuneration, is less than $150:
subsidiary remuneration,
$150: Provided
further, That
Provided further,
That
remuneration
a working
working day
remuneration for a
day which
part of
of each
of two
two
which includes
includes aapart
each of
consecutive
consecutive calendar days shall be
deemed to
have been
been earned
earned on
on
be deemed
to have
the second of such two days, and
individual who
takes work
and any
any individual
who takes
work for
for
such working day
day shall not
by reason
thereof be
deemed not
available
not by
reason thereof
be deemed
not available
for work on the first of such
calendar days.
days.
such calendar
"For the purpose of this subsection, the term 'subsidiary
"For
'subsidiary remuneraremuneration' means, with respect
respect to any employee,
employee, remuneration
excess
remuneration not
not in
in excess
of an average
average of one dollar a
for the
the period
with respect
respect to
to which
which
a day
day for
period with
such remuneration
remuneration is payable or
accrues, if
if the
the work
work from
which the
the
or accrues,
from which
remuneration
remuneration is derived (i)
(i) requires
requires substantially
substantially less
time
less than
than full
full time
determined by generally
as determined
generally prevailing
standards, and
(ii) is
is susceptiprevailing standards,
and (ii)
susceptible of performance
performance at such times and
as
and under
under such
such circumstances
circumstances as
not to be inconsistent
inconsistent with the
of normal
normal full-time
the holding of
full-time employemployment in
in another occupation."
occupation."
SEC.
SEC. 6. Subsection (m) of section 11of said
Act is
is hereby
hereby- amended
amended
said Act
"(m)" and substituting
by striking out the designation "(m)"
(1) 'therefor.
therefor.
substituting "
"(1)"
SEC.
SEC. 7. Subsection
Subsection (n)
(n) of section 1
said Act
is hereby
hereby amended
1 of
of said
Act is
amended to
to
follows:
read as
as follows:
"(m) The term 'benefit year' means the twelve-month
begintwelve-month period
period beginning July 11of
year and
30 o
th e next
next
iyear,
of any
any year
and ending
ending June
June 30
offthe
year, except
except
a registration period
that a
period beginning
beginning in
n eand
an d en
di ng in
n July
shall
in Ju
June
ending
July shall
be deemed to be in
benefit year
in such
such mon
th o
une ."
in the
the benefit
year ending
ending in
month
offJ
June."
SEC.
Subsection (1) of section 11of
SEC. 8. Subsection
of said
said Act
Act is
is hereby
hereby transferred
transferred
to follow the subsection relettered
relettered as
as "(m)",
and is
is amended
amended to
"(m)", and
to read
read
as follows:
follows:
"(n)
year' means the
"(n) The term 'base year'
completed calendar
calendar year
year immeimmethe completed
diately preceding the beginning of
the benefit
benefit year."
of the
year."
SEC.
2 of said
SEC. 9. Subsection (a) of section 2
Act is
is hereby
amended
said Act
hereby amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"(a)
"(a) Benefits
Benefits shall be payable to any qualified employee (as defined
defined
3 of this Act) (i)
(i) for
in section 3
each day
day of
of unemployment
excess
for each
unemployment in
in excess
of seven during the first registration
registration period,
period, within
within a
a benefit
benefit year,
year,
in which
which he has seven or more days of unemployment,
unemployment, and
and (ii)
(ii) for
for
each day of unemployment
unemployment in
in excess
four during
subsequent
excess of
of four
during any
any subsequent
registration
in the
the same
same benefit
registration period
period beginning
beginning in
benefit year.
year.
"The
payable to
'The benefits payable
each such
day of
to any
any such
such employee
employee for
for each
such day
of
unemployment shall
unemployment
the amount
amount appearing
in the
the following
following table
table
shall be the
appearing in
in column
column II
II on the line
line on
in column
column I,
appears the
on which, in
I, appears
the compensacompensation range containing the total
of compensation
payable to
to
total amount
amount of
compensation payable
him with respect to
employment in
to employment
in his
his base
base year:
year:
"Column I
I
"Column
compensation
Total compensation

"cm

I

Column II
Column
Daily
benefit
Daily benefit
rate
rate

$199.99-----------------------------------------.$150 to $
199 99
$474.99----------------------------------------------$200 to $474.99
$475 to $749.99----------------------------------------------$749.99
$999.99--------------------------------------------.$750 to $999.99
$1,000
$1,000 to
to $1,299.99
$1,299.99------------------------------------------$1,300 to
$1,300
to $1,599.99
$1,599.99-----------------------------------------._
$1,600
$1,600 and
and over
over-----------------------------------------------

$1.75
$1.75
2.00
2.00
2. 25
2.25
2.50
2.50
3.00
3.00
3. 50
3.50
4.
00"
4.00"

Day of unemployment.
52 Stat. 1098.
C., Supp.
45 U. S. C.,
Supp.

V, §
§354.

Provizos.
Promios.
"Subsidiary remu"Subsidiary
neration."
neration."

Working day which
Working
includes
includes part of each of
calendar
22consecutive
consecutive calendar
days.

"Subsidiary rere"Subsidiary
muneration"
defined.
muneration" defined.

52 Stat. 1096.
62
C., Supp.
45 U. S. C.,
Supp.

V, 6351
V,
§ 351 (m).
(m).

52 Stat. 1096.
45 U. S. C.,
C., Supp
Supp
V, §351
(n).
V,
351 (n).
"Benefit
"Benefit year"
year" defined; exception.
exception.

52 Stat. 1096.
1096.
45 U. S. 0.,
C., Supp.
V,
351 (1).
V, 5§351
(1).
"Base
"Base

fined.
fined.

year"
year"

dede-

1098.
52 Stat. 1096.
45 U. 8S.C.,

U. s. 0., Supp.
Supp.

V, §§352 (a).
v,

Benefits payable
payable to
qualified employees.
employees.

Amount for
for each
each
day
of unemployment.
ment.

1096
1096
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52 Stat. 1097.
45 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
V, §
§352 (c).
V,
(c).
Maximum
number
Maximum number
of days.

52 Stat. 1097; 53
Stat. 845.
45 U. S.
S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
V, §
§352 (d).
V,
(d).
Adjustment
Adjustment of erroneous
roneous payments.

No
recovery
for
overpayments,
overpayments, etc.

Protection
Protection
liability.

against
against

1

53 Stat.
52 Stat. 1097;
097; 53
Stat.
845.
45I.U. S.
C.,
Supp.
S.
SuPp(f).
V, 1§352 (f).
Payment
Payment of benefits
benefits
during period when
when
remuneration was
remuneration
payable.
payable.

Holding of such remuneration
muneration in trust
fund for Board.

Collection
Collection of fund;
penalties applicable.
1102.
52 Stat. 1102.
45 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V.
V, §§358.
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STAT.
[54 STAT.

SEC.
(c) of section
S
EC. 10.
10. Subsection (c)
section 2
2of said Act is hereby
hereby amended
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"(c)
"(c) The maximum number of days of unemployment
unemployment within aa
benefit year for which benefits may be paid to an employee
shall be
be
employee shall
one hundred."
SEC.
2 of said Act is
S
Ec. 11.
11. Subsection (d) of section 2
amended
is hereby
hereby amended
to read as follows:
follows:
"(d) If
"(d)
If the Board finds that at any time more than the correct
correct
amount of benefits
benefits has been paid to any individual under this
this Act or
or
aapayment
has been made
payment has
made to an individual not entitled thereto (including payments made prior to July 1,
adjustments in
in
1, 1940),
1940), recovery
recovery by adjustments
subsequent
subsequent payments to which such individual is entitled under this
Act or any other Act administered
administered by the Board may, except as otherotherwise provided in this subsection, be made under regulations
regulations prescribed
wise
by the Board. If
If such individual dies before recovery is
is completed,
completed,
recovery
adjustments, under regulations
recovery may be made by set-off or adjustments,
regulations
prescribed
by the Board, in subsequent payments due, under this Act or
prescribed by
or
any other Act administered
administered by the Board, to the estate, designee,
designee, next
next
of kin, legal representative, or surviving spouse of such individual,
individual, with
with
respect to the employment of such individual.
"Adjustments under this subsection
"Adjustments
subsection may be made either by deducdeductions from subsequent payments or, with respect to
to payments which
which
are to be made during a
a lifetime
lifetime or lifetimes,
lifetimes, by subtracting
subtracting the
the total
total
amount of benefits paid in excess of the proper amount from the
the
actuarial
actuarial value, as determined by the Board, of such payments
payments to
to be
be
made during aa lifetime or lifetimes and recertifying
recertifying such
such payments
payments
on the basis of the reduced
actuarial value. In the latter case, recovery
reduced actuarial
recovery
shall be deemed to have been completed
completed upon such recertification.
recertification.
"There
"There shall be no recovery
recovery in any case in which more than the corcorrect amount of benefits has been paid to an individual
individual or payment
payment has
has
been made to an individual
individual not entitled thereto (including
(including payments
payments
made prior to July 1,
1, 1940) who, in the judgment of the Board, is
made
is
without fault when, in the judgment of the Board, recovery
recovery would
would be
be
contrary to the purpose of this Act or would be against equity or good
good

conscience.
conscience.

"No certifying or disbursing
disbursing officer shall be held liable for any
any
amount certified
certified or paid by him in good faith to any person
amount
where
person where
the
amount
the recovery
recovery of
of such
su ch amou
n t is waived under the third paragraph
paragraph
of this
this subsection or has been begun
begun but cannot
cannot be completed
completed under
under
the first paragraph
paragraph of this subsection."
subsection."
SEC.
2 of said Act is hereby amended
S
Ec. 12. Subsection (f) of section 2
amended
to read as follows:
follows:
If (i)
"(f) If
(i) benefits are paid to any employee
employee with
with respect
respect to
to unemunemployment in any registration period,
period and it is later determined
determined that
that
remuneration is payable
payable to such employee with respect to any period
which includes
includes days
days in such registration period which had been deterwhich
mined to be days of unemployment,
unemployment, and (ii)
(ii) the person
company
person or company
remuneration is payable has, before
from which such
such remuneration
payment thereof,
before payment
thereof,
notice of the payment of benefits
benefits upon the basis of days of
of unemployunemployment included
ment
includ ed in such period, the remuneration
remuneration so payable
payable shall not
not
be reduced by reason of such benefits but the remuneration so paybe
payable, to
to the
the extent
able,
extent to which benefits were paid upon the basis of
of days
which had been determined to be days of unemployment
which
unemployment and which
which
are included
included in the period for which such remuneration
remuneration is payable,
are
payable,
shall be held to be aaspecial
special fund in trust for the Board. The
The amount
amount
of such
such special fund shall be paid to the Board and in the collection
collection
thereof the Board shall have the same authority, and the
the same
same penalpenalties
ties shall
shall apply,
apply, as are provided in section 88of this Act with respect
respect
to contributions.
proceeds of such special fund shall be credited
contributions. The proceeds
credited
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to
account. Such benefits, to the extent that they are represented
to the account.
represented
in such aa special fund which has been collected by the
the Board,
Board, shall
shall
of subsection
be disregarded
disregarded for the purposes of
this section."
subsection (c)
(c) of
of this
section."
SEC.
S
EC. 13. Section 33of said Act is hereby
hereby amended
amended to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
"QUALIFYING CONDITION
"QUALIFYING
CONDITION

1097
1097

52 Stat. 1097.
1097.
45 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
§353.
V,§ 353.

"Qualified em"SEC.
"Qualified
"SEc. 3. An employee
employee shall be a
if the
Board
ema 'qualified
'qualified employee'
employee' if
the Board
ployee" defined.
defined.
finds that there was payable
less than
than ployee"
payable to
to him
him compensation
compensation of
of not
not less
$150 with respect
base year."
respect to
to the
the base
year."
SEC. 14. Paragraph
Paragraph (ii)
53 Stat. 846.
(ii) of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of section
section 4
4 of
of said
Act
said Act
45 U. S. C., Supp.
is
to read
follows:
is hereby
hereby amended
amended to
read as
as follows:
V, §354(a)
§354 (a) (ii).
(ii).
Failure, without
without
"(ii) any of the thirty days
"(ii)
day with
with
days beginning
beginning with
with the
the day
good cause, to accept
good
accept
respect to which the Board
he failed
failed, without
without good
Board finds
finds that
that he
good suitable
suitable work,
work, etc.
cause, to accept suitable
suitable work
work available
on s
uch clay
available on
such
day and
and offered
offered
to him, or to comply
with instructions
instructions from
from the
Board requiring
comply with
the Board
requiring
him to apply for suitable work or to
to report,
report, in
by mail
in person
person or
or by
mail
as the Board may require, to
an employment
;".
to an
employment office
office;".
53 Stat. 846.
SEC.
SEC. 15. Paragraph
Paragraph (iv)
(iv) of subsection (a)
of said
said Act
(a) of
of section
section 4
4 of
Act 45
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
is hereby
hereby amended
to read
read as
amended to
as follows:
follows:
V,
(iv).
V, §
§ 354 (a)
(a) (iv).
"(iv) any of the seventy-five
seventy-five days
days beginning
with the
first day
beginning with
fraudulent
the first
day False or fraudulent
of any registration
of
registration period
period with
to which
Board finds
finds statements.
with respect
respect to
which the
the Board
that he knowingly
knowingly made
or aided
aided in
making or
or caused
caused to
made or
in making
to be
be made
made
any false or fraudulent statement
statement or
for the
of
or claim
claim for
the purpose
purpose of
causing benefits
causing
benefits to
to be
be paid
;".
paid;".
SEC.
Paragraph (v) of subsection (a)
SEC. 16. Paragraph
(a) of
of section
said Act
section 4
4 of
of said
Act 53 Stat. 846.
45 U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
is hereby
amended to
hereby amended
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
V, §
V,
§ 354
354 (a) (v).
(v).
"(v) any day in any
any period with
"(v)
with respect
to which
Receipt
benefits
Receipt of benefits
respect to
which the
the Board
Board underdesignated
finds that he is receiving or
received annuity
payments or
or underdesignated laws.
or has received
annuity payments
pensions under
49 Stat. 967; 50 Stat.
under the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act of 1935
1935 or the RailStat.
Rail- 307.
Retirement Act of 1937, or insurance
insurance benefits under
road Retirement
under title
title II
II
45 U. S. C., Supp.
9.
of the Social Security Act, or payments for
for similar
purposes V,49ch.Stat.
similar purposes
622.
under any other
of Congress,
Congress, or
or unemployment
unemployment benefits
benefits under
under
42 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
other Act
Act of
V,
V,
401-410a.
§§§ 401-410a.
an unemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation law of any State
State or
of the
or of
the United
United
Provisos..
Provisos.
States other
other than this Act: Provided,
That if
receives
Provided,That
if an
an employee
employee receives
Recovery of certain
certain
or is held entitled to receive
receive any such
unem- other
such payment,
payment, other
other than
than unemother payments.
ployment benefits, with respect to any period
includes days
period which
which includes
days
unemployment in a
a registration
of unemployment
registration period,
after benefits
benefits under
under
period, after
this Act for such registration
registration period
have been
the amount
amount
period have
been paid,
paid, the
by which such benefits under
under this
Act were
were increased
by including
this Act
increased by
including
such days as days of unemployment
unemployment shall
recoverable by
by the
shall be recoverable
the
Inapplicability
of
Inapplicablllty of
provided further,
further, That
That if
part of
of any
any such
payBoard: And
And provided
if that
that part
such paycertain provisions.
provisions.
ment or payments,
payments, other than
unemployment benefits,
which is
than unemployment
benefits, which
is
apportionable
apportionable to such days
unemployment is
is less
days of
of unemployment
less in
in amount
amount
than the benefits under this Act
but for
for this
this paragraph,
Act which,
which, but
paragraph,
would be payable and not
recoverable with
with respect
such days
not recoverable
respect to
to such
days
of unemployment,
unemployment, the preceding
preceding provisions
provisions of
of this
this paragraph
paragraph
shall not apply but such benefits
benefits under
under this
for such
days
this Act
Act for
such days
of unemployment
unemployment shall be
or recoverable
the amount
be diminished
diminished or
recoverable in
in the
amount
of such part of such other payment or
or payments;".
payments;".
846.
53 Stat. 846.
SEC.
Paragraph (vi)
SEC. 17. Paragraph
(vi) of
subsection (a)
(a) of
section 4
said Act
Act
of subsection
of section
4 of
of said
45 U. S. C., Supp.
to read
as follows:
follows:
is hereby
hereby amended
V, §354
§354 (a)
amended to
read as
(a) (vi).
when 20 times
Day when
times
"(vi)
"(vi) any day in any registration
period with
with respect
respect to
registration period
to which
which daily
daily benefit rate
period the Board finds that he earned,
arned.
earned, in train and
engine service,
service, iearned.
and engine
yard service,
service dining-car
dining-car service,
service, sleeping-car
sleeping-car service,
parlor-car
service, parlor-car
service,
service, or other Pullman-car
Pullman-car or
or similar
similar service,
service, or
or express
express service
service
on trains, at least the equivalent
equivalent of twenty
twenty times
daily benefit
benefit
times his
his daily
rate;".

1098
53 Stat. 846.
45 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §354
354 (a).
(a).
Day when 40 times
Day when
40 times
daily
benefit
rate
earned.
eaned.
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SEC.
SEC. 18.
18. Subsection
Subsection (a)
of section
of said
Act is
(a) of
section 4
4 of
said Act
is hereby
hereby further
further
amended by adding thereto
thereto the
the following
following paragraphs:
paragraphs:
"(vii) any day in any
comprising the
the last
"(vii)
any registration
registration period
period comprising
last
fourteen days of aa period of twenty-eight
days with
with respect
respect to
twenty-eight days
to
which period of twenty-eight
twenty-eight days the Board finds that
earned,
that he earned,
in train and engine service, yard service,
service, dining-car
dining-car service,
service, sleepsleepparlor-car service or other Pullman-car
ing-car service, parlor-car
or similar
Pullman-car or
similar
service, or express service on trains, at least the
forty
the equivalent
equivalent of
of forty
times his daily benefit
benefit rate;
rate;
Sundays, holidays,
holidays,
"(viii)
"(viii) any day which is aa Sunday or which the Board
Board finds
finds
etc.
etc.
is generally
generally observed as a
holiday in
in which
a holiday
m the locality
locality in
which he
he
registered for such day, unless such day was
was immediately
immediately prepreceded by aaday of unemployment
unemployment and immediately
followed by
immediately followed
by aa
day of unemployment
unemployment or was the last day in a
aregistration
period
registration period
Proviso.
onseiv
by a
of unemployment:
and was immediately
immediately preceded
preceded by
a day
day of
unemployment: ProProWhen consecutive
days.
vided, That if two or more consecutive
days.
are a
consecutive days
days are
a Sunday
Sunday and
and
one or more holidays,
holidays, then with
any employee
employee such
such
with respect to
to any
consecutive days shall not be considered
considered as
days of
as days
of unemployunemployment unless they were immediately
immediately preceded
preceded by
of unemunemby a
a day
day of
ployment and immediately
immediately followed
followed by
day of
by a
a day
of unemployment
unemployment
or the last of such days was the last day of a
aregistration
registration period
period
and such days were immediately
immediately preceded
preceded by
day of
by aa day
of unemunemployment."
1100.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1100.
SEC.
19. The first sentence of subsection
SEC. 19.
subsection (c)
(c) of
section 55of
Act
of section
of said
said Act
45 U. S. C., Stipp.
v,6
355 (c).
is hereby amended
V,
4355
(c).
"Each qualified employee
amended to read as follows: "Each
employee whose
whose
Hearings.
claim for
claim
for benefits
benefits has been denied in whole or in part upon an
an initial
initial
determination
determination with respect thereto upon a
abasis
basis other
other than
than one
one which
which
is reviewable pursuant
pursuant to one of the succeeding
succeeding paragraphs
paragraphs of
of this
this
subsection, shall be granted
granted an opportunity for a
afair
fair hearing
hearing thereon
thereon
before
before a
district board."
a district
board."
1
52 Stat. 1100.
52Stat
.
S100.
SEC.
S
EC.
20.
Subsection (c) of section 5
of said
said Act
Act is
hereby further
further
5 of
is hereby
45 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Sapp.
Supp.
V, §
(c).
v,
§ 355
355 (c).
amended by adding
amended
adding thereto
thereto the
the following
following paragraphs:
paragraphs:
Review ofi
of certain
certain
devieaw
"Any claimant
claimant whose claim for benefits has been
been denied
"Any
denied in
in an
an initial
initial
denied claims.
determination with respect thereto upon
determination
upon the
the basis
basis of
of his
his not
not being
being a
a
qualified employee, and any
con t
en d
s that
th at un
der an
an
any claimant
claimant wh
whoo contends
under
Awards
at less
than
Awards at
lessthan
initial determination
determination of his claim
claim he
benefits at
at
he has
has been
been awarded
awarded benefits
proper rate.
less than the proper rate
rate, may appeal to the
Board f
orth
re vi
ew of
of
the Board
for
thee review
such determination.
Thereupon the Board shall
determination. Thereupon
the deterdetershall review
review the
mination and for such review may designate
mination
designate one of its
officers or
or
its officers
employees
employees to receive
receive evidence and to report
to the
Board thereon
thereon
report
to
the
Board
Notification.
Notification.
together with
with recommendations.
recommendations. In any such case the Board or
together
the
or the
person so designated
designated shall, by publication
publication or otherwise,
otherwise, notify
notify all
all
parties properly interested
th ei
r r
i
ght t
o participate
n the
prointerested of
of their
right
to
participate in
the proi
ceeding and, if aa hearing is to be held,
held, of
and place
the
of the
the time
time and
place of
of the
Hearing.
hearing. At
request of any
properly interested the Board
hearing.
At the
the request
any party properly
shall provide for aahearing, and may provide
provide for
hearing on
on its
for aahearing
its own
own
Regulations governiegulations
gover.
motion. The
The Board
Board shall
shall prescribe
prescribe regulations
motion.
regulations governing the appeals
appeals
ing appeals.
1
g app.
provided for in this paragraph
paragraph and
and for
for decisions
decisions u
pon such
suc happeal.
appeal.
upon
Right o
of recovery
of
Right
recoveryf
"In
case
"In
any
in
which
benefits are awarded to
claimant in
in whole
to aaclaimant
certain benefit paywhole
ments.
or in part upon the basis of
of pay
pay earned
person or
earned in
in the
the service
service of
of aaperson
or
company
company found by the Board to be an employer
as defined
s
employer as
defined in
in thi
this
Act but which does not comply
comply with
w ith the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
and
this Act
Act and
denies that
that it
denies
it is such an employer, such benefits awarded
awarded on
such
on such
basis shall be paid to such claimant subject
to a
aright
right of
of recovery
subject to
recovery of
of
such benefits.
such
benefits. The Board
Board shall thereupon
thereupon designate one
its officers
one of
of its
officers
or
employees to receive
or employees
receive evidence and to report to the Board
Board on
on whether
whether
Notification.
Notifaton,
such
benefits should
be repaid.
repaid. In
In any such case the Board or the
such benefits
should be
person so
publication or otherwise, notify
person
so designated shall, by publication
notify all
all
parties properly
properly interested of their right
t
o participate
participate in
the proright to
in the
proceeding and, if
a hearing
ceeding
if a
hearing is to be held,
the time
time and
and place
place of
held, of
of the
of the
the
458at. 846.upp
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hearing. At the request of any party properly interested the Board
Board Hearing.
Rearing.
a hearing, and may provide for aahearing on its own
shall provide for a
own
motion. The .Board shall prescribe
prescribe regulations governing
governing the
Regulations.
the propro- Regulations.
ceedings
ceedings provided for in this paragraph
paragraph and for decisions
decisions upon such
such
proceedings.
proceedings.
F
"Final decision of the Board in the cases provided
provided for in the prepreFinal
decision of
of
'ial decision
Board; review, etc.
ceding
two
paragraphs
shall
be
communicated
to
the
claimant
and
to
Board;review
etc.
ceding two paragraphs shall
communicated
the other interested
fifteen days after it
interested parties within fifteen
it is made. Any
properly interested party notified,
notified, as hereinabove
hereinabove provided,
provided, of
of his
his
right to participate
proceedings may obtain a
participate in the proceedings
of any
any
a review
review of
such
he. claims
claims to
be aggrieved
aggrieved or
or the
detersuch decision
decision by
by which
which he
to be
the determination of any issue therein
therein in the manner
mination
manner provided in subsection
subsection
(f) of this section
(f)
section with respect to the review of
of the Board's
Board's decisions
decisions
upon claims for benefits and subject to
of law
law applicable
to all provisions
provisions of
applicable
to the review
review of such decisions. Subject only to such review,
review, the
the
decision
determined in such decision
decision of the Board upon all issues determined
decision shall
shall
be final and conclusive
conclusive for all
and shall
conclusively estabestaball purposes
purposes and
shall conclusively
obligations, arising
arising under this Act, of
lish all rights and obligations,
of every
every party
party
notified
notified as hereinabove provided of his right to participate
participate in
in the
the
proceedings."
proceedings."
Stat. 847.
53 Stat.
SEC. 21. Section 66of said Act is hereby amended to read as follows:
SEc.
follows:
45 U. S. C., Supp.
"SEC.
"SEC. 6. Employers shall file
file with the Board, in such manner and v3.
C., upp.
V, §356.
Returns of compenat such times as the Board by regulations
regulations may prescribe,
prescribe, returns under
under satnof
fompiyee
sation ofe employees.
oath of compensation
compensation of employees,
employees, and, if
if the
the Board
Board shall
shall so
so require,
require,
shall distribute to employees annual statements
statements of compensation:
compensation:
Provided,That
Provided,
returns shall
required of
That no returns
shall be
be required
of employers
employers which
which would
would Proviso.
ot inorm.
Duplicate informaduplicate information contained
contained in similar returns
returns required
required under
under tion.
Board's record of
administered by
any other Act of Congress administered
Board's compensation,
by the
the Board.
Board. The
The Board's
compensation,
conciuconclusiveness.
record of the compensation
compensation so returned
shall, for
for the
the purpose
returned shall,
purpose of
of siveness.
determining eligibility
determining
eligibility for and the amount of
be conclusive
of benefits,
benefits, be
conclusive
as to the amount of compensation
compensation earned
earned by an
the
an employee
employee during
during the
period covered by the return, and the fact that
records
that the Board's records
show that no return was made
claimed to
be
made of
of the compensation
compensation claimed
to be
earned by an employee
employee during
during a
aparticular
particular period
shall, for
the purpurperiod shall,
for the
poses of determining
determining eligibility
eligibility for
the amount
amount of
benefits, be
be
for and the
of benefits,
taken as conclusive that no compensation was earned
earned by
by such
such employee
employee
during that
the amount
of compensation
compen s
ati on i
that period, unless
unless the
the error
error in
in the
amount of
inn
the one case,
case, or failure to make
make or record return of the
the compensation
compensation
in the other case, is called to the
the attention
attention of
of the
the Board
Board within
within eighteen
eighteen
months after
on which
which the
the last
last return
any portion
after the
the date on
return covering
covering any
portion
of
year which
such period
period is
have
of the calendar
calendar year
which includes
includes such
is required
required to
to have
been made."
been
made."
52 Stat. 1106.
SEC.
(d) of section
hereby amended
52sa'g;
su06.
S
EC. 22. Subsection (d)
section 11 of said Act is hereby
45 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
361 (d).
(d).
to read
as
follows:
read
follows:
v, 361
Transfer
"(d) So much of the balance in the fund as of June
June 30
30 of each
each nated
Transfer
of desigdesigexcess to insuryear as is in excess of $6,000,000
$6,000,000 shall as
such date
transferred ance
as of
of such
date be
be transferred
de ttaco
ist. uraccount.
the account."
from the fund and credited to the
account."
52 Stat.
Stat. 1110.
1110.
SEC. 23. The first
first paragraph
SEc.
paragraph of
subsection (1)
(1) of
12 of
of said
of subsection
of section
section 12
said 52
45 U. S. C., Supp.
Act is hereby
thereto the following
sentence: v,
hereby amended
amended by adding thereto
following sentence:
V, §i3s
362 (1)..c., SUpp.
"A person
the Board
Board on
on June
June 30,
person in the employ of the
1939, and
30, 1939,
and on June
June Civil-service
Civilservice status.
status.
30, 1940,
1940, and
and who
who has
had experience
m railroad
shall
acquire
30,
has had
experience in
railroad service,
service, shall acquire
classified civil-service
recommendation
aa competitive
competitive classified
civil-service status
status if,
if, after
after recommendation
by the Board to the Civil Service Commission,
Commission, he
such nonnonhe shall
shall pass
pass such
competitive tests of fitness for the position for
for which the
the Board
Board
recommends
the Civil
Service Commission
Commission may
may , prescribe."
prescribe."
recommends him
him as
as the
Civil Service
SEC.
S
EC. 24. Subsection
of Section
is hereby
hereby further
Subsection (1)
(1)
s of
ection 12
12 of
of said
said Act
Act is
further 52 Stat.
stat. 1110.
o.
C.,. Supp.
pp.
u tj.8. c,
and adda colon
colon and
amended by changing
amended
changing the period at the end thereof
thereof to a
add- v 4552U.
clnnad

V. §
(1).
v,
I 362
32 M0.

ing
following: "And
provided further,
for the
purpose of
ing the
the following:
"And provided
further, That,
Provisos.
That, for
the purpose
of praovs.
Personnel for regisregistering
who reside
reside in
in areas
areas in
no tering
registering unemployed
unemployed employees
employees who
in which
which no
tering unemployed
unemployed
employer
facilities are
or in
which no
employer facilities
are located,
located, or
in which
no employer
make employees.
employer will
will make
mployees
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42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
55 U.
U. S.. C.
§. 6610. §§
661674; Supp.
673,
Supp. V.
V, §§
5§ 673,
673c.
673c.
Compensation
on
Compensation on
piece-rate basis.
basis.
piece-rate
Detail ofemployees.
of employees.
5U. S.
S. C... 39.
56

Restriction.
Restriction.
Renewals.

50
309.
50 Stat.
Stat. 309.
46 U.
45
U. S.
B. C., Supp.
SuPP.
V, §228a,
(h).
228a
Compensation,
Compensation, longevity, etc.
etc.
Local lodge,
Local
lodge, etc.,
etc.,
service.
service.

50 Stat. 437.
45 U. S. C., Supp.
SuPP.
V,
262 (a),
(a), 263
V, fl 262
23 (a).
(a).
SI
179, 180.
i3 Stat. 179,
180.
26 U. S. 0.,
0., Stipp.
Supp.
V.
1500, 1520.
V, 9
i 1500,

56
58 Stat.
Stat. 314.
314,
S. 0.,
45 U. 8.
O., Stipp.
Supp.
V, §
§2291.
V.
228i.
Erroneous payErroneous
payments.
49 Stat. 967.
45 U. S.
S. 0., Supp.
V,
V, §§
§§215-228.
215-228.
Recovery
Recovery by adadjustments.
justments.

Making of adjustadjust.
ments.
ments.

No recovery
overpayments.
overpayments.

for
for

49 Stat. 967.
45 U. 8. C.,
Sapp.
C., Supp.
V. iII 215-228.
26-228.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

facilities available
available for the registration
registration of such
such employees,
employees, the
the Board
Board,
regard to
and the
assifi ca t
ion Act
Actof
of
may, without
without regard
to civil-service
civil-service laws
laws and
the Cl
Classification
1923, appoint persons to accept, in
of such
in such
such areas,
areas, registration
registration of
such
employees and perform services incidental thereto
thereto, and
and may
may compencompensate such persons on aapiece-rate basis to be
be determined
determined by
by the
the Board.
Board.
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Act
June 22,
1906 (34
Stat.
Act of
of June
22, 1906
(34 Stat.
449),
449), or any other provision of law,
employees
law, the
the Board may
may detail
detail employees
from stations outside the District of Columbia to
outside
to other
other stations
stations outside
the District of Columbia or to service in the
Columbia, and
the District of
of Columbia,
and
may detail employees
employees in the District of Columbia to
to service outside
outside the
the
Columbia: Provided,
District of Columbia:
hereunder shall
Provided, That all
all details hereunder
shall be
be
made by specific order and in no case
time exceeding
one
case for a
a period of
of time
exceeding one
hundred
hundred and twenty days. Details so made may,
expiration, be
be
may, on expiration,
renewed from time to time by order
the Board,
in each
each particular
particular
order of the
Board, in
exceeding one hundred
case, for periods not exceeding
days."
hundred and twenty
twenty days."
SEC. 25. Subsection
Six.
Subsection (h)
(h) of section 1
Railroad Retirement
Act
1 of
of the
the Railroad
Retirement Act
of
a1937 (50 Stat. 307) is
dedby
by adding
addi ng th
ere t
o the
is hereby
hereby amen
amended
thereto
the followfollowing sentence: "For the purposes of determining monthly
compensation
monthly compensation
and for
the purposes
subsections (a),
(c), and
and years of service
service and
for the
purposes of
of subsections
(a), (c),
and
(d) of section 2
2 and subsection (a)
(d)
(a) of section 5
5 of
Act, comof this
this Act,
compensation earned in the service of aalocal lodge or division of
of a
arailrailway-labor-organization employer
way-labor-organization
employer shall
with respect
to
shall be
be disregarded with
respect to
any calendar
calendar month if the amount thereof
less than
than $3
$3 and
and (1)
thereof is
is less
(1)
such compensation is earned between
between December
December 31,
31, 1936,
1936, and
and April
April
1, 1940, and taxes thereon pursuant
(a) and
and 3
3 (a)
pursuant to
to sections
sections 2
2 (a)
(a) of
of
the Carriers Taxing Act of 1937 or sections
sections 1500 and
and 1520
1520 of
of the
the
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code are not paid prior to July 1,
1, 1940;
1940; or (2)
(2)
compensation is earned after March 31,
such compensation
31, 1940.
1940.
SEo.
Railroad Retirement
SE0. 26. Section 99of the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1937 is hereby
amended to read as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
If the Board finds that
"SFo. 9. (a)
(a) If
that at
at any time
time more
more than
than the
the
correct amount of annuities,
annuities, pensions, or death
benefits has
has been
paid
death benefits
been paid
to any individual under this Act
.Act or
the Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act
or the
Act of
of
1935 or aapayment has been made
made to an
individual not
not entitled
entitled thereto
thereto
an individual
(including payments made prior to
(including
1940), recovery
adjustto July 1,
1, 1940),
recovery by
by adjustments in subsequent
subsequent payments
payments to which such individual
individual is entitled
entitled
under this Act or any other Act administered
administered by
by the Board may,
except as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided in this section,
section, be
regulabe made
made under
under regulations prescribed
If such individual dies before
prescribed by the Board. If
recovbefore recovery is completed,
completed, recovery may be
or adjustments,
be made by
by set-off
set-off or
adjustments,
under regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Board, in
in subsequent
subsequent payments
payments
due, under this Act or any other Act administered
administered by
by the
the Board,
Board, to
to
the estate, designee,
designee, next of kin, legal
legal representative,
representative, or
or surviving
surviving
spouse of such individual, with respect to the
of such
the employment
employment of
such
individual.
"(b) Adjustments under
made either
either by
by deducdeduc"(b)
under this
this section may
may be
be made
tions from subsequent payments or,
respect t
paymen t
s w
hi ch
or, with
with respect
too payments
which
a lifetime or lifetimes, by subtracting
are to be made during a
total
subtracting the
the total
amount of annuities, pensions, or death benefits paid in
in excess
excess of
of the
the
proper amount from the actuarial value,
value, as
as determined
determined by
by the
the Board,
Board,
payments to
lifetime or
et i
mes and
and
of such payments
to be
be made
made during
during aa lifetime
or lif
lifetimes
recertifying
recertifying such payments
of the
reduced actuarial
value.
payments on
on the
the basis of
the reduced
actuarial value.
In the latter case, recovery shall be
In
be deemed
deemed to
have been
been completed
completed
to have
upon such recertification.
recertification.
"(c)
(c) There shall be no recovery in
which more
th an the
th e
in any case in
in which
more than
correct amount of annuities, pensions, or death benefits
benefits under this Act
Act
Railroad Retirement
or the Railroad
Retirement Act of 1935 has been paid
an individual
individual
paid to an
or payment has been
been made
made to
to an
n divid ua l not
i
tl
ed thereto
an i
individual
not ent
entitled
thereto
(including
(including payments made prior to July
1940) who,
the judgjudgJuly 1, 1940)
who, in
in the
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ment
ment of the Board, is without fault when, in the judgment
the
judgment of
of the
Board, recovery would be contrary
Board,
contrary to the purpose of
the Acts
Acts or
of the
or
would be against equity or good
conscience.
good conscience.
"(d)
certifying or disbursing officer
"(d) No certifying
officer shall be held
held liable
liable for
for any
any
amount certified or paid by him m good faith to any
where
any person
person where
the recovery
recovery of such amount is waived under subsection
the
subsection (c)
(c) of
of this
this
section or has been begun but cannot be completed
completed under
under subsection
subsection
(a) of this section."
section."
SEC.
SEC. 27. (a) Subsection (e)
(e) of section 1532
of the
1532 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code is amended
amended by adding thereto the following
following sentence:
the
sentence: "For
"For the
purpose
purpose of determining
determining the amount of taxes under
sections 1500
1500 and
under sections
and
1520, compensation
compensation earned in
in the
the service
of a
lodge or
service of
a local
local lodge
or division
division
of aa railway-labor-organization
railway-labor-organization employer shall
be disregarded
disregarded with
shall be
with
respect to any calendar
calendar month if
the amount
amount thereof
less than
than $3
$3
if the
thereof is
is less

and (1)
(1) such compensation
compensation is earned
earned before April 1,
1, 1940,
and the
the
1940, and
taxes thereon under such sections are not paid before
before July
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940,
compensation is earned
or (2)
(2) such compensation
March 31,
31, 1940."
1940."
earned after
after March
(b) For the purpose of determining
determining the
amount of
secthe amount
of taxes
taxes under
under sec2 (a) and3
(a) of the Carriers Taxing
tions 2
and. 3 (a)
compensaTaxing Act
Act of
of 1937,
1937, compensation earned in the service of a
a local lodge or
or division
railwaydivision of
of a
a railwaylabor-organization
labor-organization employer
employer shall be disregarded
disregarded with
to any
with respect
respect to
any
calendar
calendar month if the amount thereof is
is less
less than
$3 and
and the
taxes
than $3
the taxes
thereon under such sections are not paid before
before July
July 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
October 10, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 843]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To transfer the essential
essential language of
of section
518, title
title IV,
the Tariff
Act of
of
section 518,
IV, of
of the
Tariff Act
1930,
approved June 17, 1930, into
1930, approved
of the
into the
the Judicial
Judicial Code
Code of
the United
United States
States and
and
reenactment as part of said Judicial
to provide for its reenactment
Judicial Code,
Code, to
to take
take effect
effect from
from
the date of its passage, including the allowance to
judges of
to the
the judges
of the
the United
United
States Customs Court for traveling expenses
expenses incurred
incurred for maintenance
maintenance while
while
absent from New York on official business and
to repeal
inconsistent
and to
repeal all
all Acts
Acts inconsistent
therewith to the extent
extent of such inconsistency,
inconsistency, and
for
other
purposes.
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
of the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
United
That a
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
a new
new section
section
be, and the same is hereby, added to
Code of
of the
to the
the Judicial
Judicial Code
the United
United
States relating to the United States Customs Court,
Court, to
be known
known as
as
to be
section 187 (a),
(a), to follow immediately
immediately after
section 187,
read in
after section
187, to
to read
in
the exact language
language of section 518, title IV, of
of the
the Tariff
Tariff .Act
Act of
of 1930
1930
follows:
as follows:

1101
1101

Protetion
Protection
liability.
liability.

againSt
aganst

Determination
of
Determination of
tax amounts.
53
53 Stat. 182.
C., Supp.
V,
26 U. 8S. C.,
upp. V,
§11532(e).
1532 (e).
53
180.
3 Stat. 179,
179180.
26 U.
U. 8.. C.,
., Supp.
Bupp.
V,
V, §§§ 1500, 1520.
120.

Taxes under Carriers Taxing
Taxing Act
Act of
of
1937.
1937.
50
Stat.
437.
50
437.
C., Supp.
45 U. S. C.,
Supp.
V, 11262
(a), 263
263 (a).
(a).
V,
§§ 262 (a),

October 10. 1940
190
[S. a8901
31190]
[8.
[Public,
No.
8341
[Public, No. 834]

Judicial Code,
Code,
Judicial
amendments.
amendments.
36 dtat.
Stat. 1143.
26 U. 8.
S. C. 1
293.
28
23.

46
40 Stat. 737.
U. S. C. §1618.
1518.
19 U.

"SEC.
"SEC.187. (a) UNITED STATES
STATES CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS COURT.
COURT.

"The United States Customs Court shall continue
as now
constituted,
continue as
now constituted
Continuation
as now
continuationas
ow
st i te exception.
except that the chief justice and the associate justices
justices of
such court
of such
court oconstituted;
d; Pclpl.
now in office and their successors shall hereafter
hereafter be
be known
known as
as the
the
judges
vacancies in such court shall be filled by
judges of such court. All vacancies
by Appointment
Appointmenttorv
to vaappointment
appointment by the President, by and with the
of ccancies.
the advice and
and consent
consent of
an ies
the Senate. Not more than five of
court shall
of the judges of
of such
such court
shall be
be
appointed from the same political
appointed
political party
each of
of such
such judges
judges shall
party and
and each
shall
receive a
a salary of $10,000 a
a year. They shall not engage m
in any other Tenure.
Tenum
business,
vocation, or employment,
business, vocation,
employment, and
shall hold
hold their
during
and shall
their office
office during
Offce at New
Offices at New
good behavior. The offices of such court shall be
of New
be at
at the port of
New York.
York.
York. The court and each judge thereof shall have and possess
Powers.
possess all the
Powers.
powers
a district court of the United States for preserving
powers of a
order,
preserving order,
compelling the attendance
attendance of witnesses and the production of
evidence,
of evidence,
punishing for contempt. The
and in punishing
The court
power to
estabcourt shall
shall have
have power
to establish from time to time such rules of
and procedure,
of evidence,
evidence, practice,
practice, and
procedure,
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10, 1940
1940

pro-

Amendment
Amendmnt of
of protests, etc..

testset.

Presiding judge.
Presiding
Judge.

Control of fiscal
attairs and clerical force.

clontrol ofaic

ar.

Assignment of cases.
Assignmentofcases.

Travel, etc„expenses.

Traveletc,erpens

Divisions of
of court.
Dvsions
court.

Rehearing
or retrial
Rehearing or
of case.

af

,

Exemption
Exemption as
as to
salary.
19 U. S. C. § 49;
49;
Sapp. V,
sapp.
V, I49.

to

U. . c. i
149.

Retirement.

Retirement.

Active
service
ctive service
signment.

siment.

asas-

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

not
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
with law, as
as may
may be
be deemed necessary
necessary for
for the
the conduct
conduct
of its
proceedings, in
securing uniformity
uniformity in
in its
decisions and
and in
the proof
its proceedings,
in securing
its decisions
in the
proceedings
and decisions
the judges
and for
production,
ceedings and
decisions of
of the
judges thereof,
thereof, and
for the
the production,
care, and custody of samples and of the records of such court. Under
Under
care,
such rules
prescribe, and in
rules as the United States Customs Court may prescribe,
in
its discretion,
the amendment
amendment of
appeal,
its
discretion, the
the court
court may
may permit
permit the
of aaprotest,
protest, appeal,
or application for review. One
One of the judges of such court, designated
designated
purpose by
the President
President of
of the
the United
shall act
as
for that
that purpose
by the
United States,
States, shall
act as
presiding judge,
judge and
and in
his absence
absence the
the judge
judge then
then present
present who
who is
is senior
senior
presiding
in his
as to
to the
the date
date of
of his
commission shall
act as
as presiding
presiding judge;
until
as
his commission
shall act
judge; and
and until
any such
is made
made the
the chief
chief justice
justice of
of the
the United
United States
any
such designation
designation is
States
Customs Court now in office shall act as presiding judge. The prepresiding judge, or the acting presiding
presiding judge in his absence,
absence, shall
have
control of
the fiscal
and of
of the
clerical force
force of
the
have control
of the
fiscal affairs
affairs and
the clerical
of the
court, making
making all
all recommendations
appointment, promotions,
court,
recommendations for
for appointment,
promotions,
otherwise affecting such clerical force; he may
or otherwise
may at any time
before trial,
trial, under
the rules
rules of
of the
the court,
assign or
or reassign
before
under the
court, assign
reassign any
any
case for
hearing or
or both,
designate a
case
for hearing
or determination,
determination, or
both, and
and shall
shall designate
a
judge
of three
and such
clerical assistants
assistants as
as
judge or division
division of
three judges
judges and
such clerical
may be
necessary to
any port
within the
to proceed
proceed to
to any
port within
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
may
be necessary
of
the United
purpose of
of hearing
or of
hearing and
and
hearing or
of hearing
of the
United States
States for
for the
the purpose
port, and
and shall
cause
determining cases
cases assigned
assigned for hearing at such
such port,
shall cause
to be prepared
and promulgated
prepared and
promulgated dockets
dockets therefor.
therefor. Judges
Judges of
the court
court
of the
shall each
each be
be allowed
allowed and
and paid
his necessary
and
shall
paid his
necessary expenses
expenses of
of travel
travel and
his
reasonable expenses,
expenses, not
not to
exceed $10
incurred
his reasonable
to exceed
$10 per
per day
day actually
actually incurred
while absent
New York
on official
for maintenance
maintenance while
absent from
from New
York on
The
official business.
business. The
judges
judges
judges of said court shall be divided into three divisions of
of three judges
each
appeals for
for the
the review
each for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of hearing
hearing and
and deciding
deciding appeals
review of
of
reappraisements of
and of
hearing and
and decidin
reappraisements
of merchandise
merchandise, and
of hearing
decidingg protests
protests
against decisions
decisions of
of collectors.
collectors. ,A
division of
single
A division
of three
three judges
judges or
or aasingle
against
imported merchandise
merchandise
judge shall
shall have power to order
order an
an analysis
analysis of
of imported
reports thereon
bureaus of
of the
United States.
and reports
thereon by laboratories
laboratories or
or bureaus
the United
States.
The
presiding judge
assign three
three judges
judges to
to each
The presiding
judge shall
shall assign
each of
of said
said divisions
divisions
and shall designate one
judges to
to preside.
preside. The
one of
of such
such three judges
The presiding
presiding
judge of the court shall be competent to sit
division
sit as
as aajudge of any
any division
or to
to assign one or
or two other judges
judges to any of
of such
such divisions
divisions in the
absence or disability of any one or two judges of such division. A
A
majority
of the
the judges
judges of
any division
division shall
shall have
have full
to hear
majority of
of any
full power
power to
hear
and
questions arising
assigned thereto.
thereto.
and decide
decide all cases and questions
arising therein
therein or
or assigned
A division of the court deciding aacase or aasingle judge deciding an
reappraisement may, upon the motion of either party
appeal for a
a reappraisement
made
such decision,
decision, grant
rehearing or
made within
within thirty days next after
after such
grant a
a rehearing
or
judge
retrial of such case when in the opinion of such division or single judge
the
ends of
of justice
so require.
require.
the ends
justice so
The judges of the United
United States
"The
States Customs
Customs Court
are hereby
Court are
hereby
exempted from
from so much of
of section
1790 of
Statutes as
section 1790
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
as
relates to their salaries.
his
"When any judge of the United States Customs Court resigns his
office after having held aacommission as judge or justice of such court
court
or member of the Board of General Appraisers
Appraisers at least ten years
continuously, or otherwise, and having attained the age of seventy
seventy
years, he shall, during
during the residue of his natural life, receive the
the
is payable
court at
the time
of his
salary which
which is
payable to
to a
a judge
judge of
of such
such court
at the
time of
his
resignation. Any such judge, who is qualified
qualified to resign under the
foregoing provisions, may retire, upon the salary of which he is then
then
in receipt, from regular
a judge of such court and
regular active service as a
a successor;
upon such retirement
retirement the President may appoint a
successor; but such
such
presiding
retired judge may, with his consent, be assigned
assigned by the presiding
judge of such court to serve upon such court and while so serving shall
have all the powers of aajudge of such court."

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

3D SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG., 3n
SESS.—CHS. 843-845-OCT.
843-845—OCT. 10, 1940

inconsistent with the provior parts of Acts
Acts inconsistent
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That all Acts or
sions of this Act be, and the same are hereby, repealed to the extent
of
of such inconsistency.
inconsistency.
Sno.
SEe. 3. That this Act, including the provision for payment of the
expenses
expenses of the judges of the Customs Court, Government
Government attorneys,
stenographic clerks incurred while absent from New York on
and stenographic
official business, shall take effect from the date of its passage.
Approved, October
October 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 844]

AN ACT

Authorizing a
a per capita payment
payment of $10 each to the members
members of the Red Lake
Authorizing
Band of Chippewa Indians from any funds on deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the
Band
United States
credit.
United
States to their credit.

House of Representatives
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the SecreAmerica in
United States of America
tary
hereby, authorized to withdraw
he is hereby,
be, and he
Interior be,
of the
the Interior
tary of
as
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary from any
any funds on deposit in the
as much
much as
Treasury of the United
to the credit of the Red Lake
States to
United States
Treasury

1103
Inconsistent Acts
Inconsistent
repealed.
repealed.

Effective date.

October
10, 1940
1940
October 10,
[H. R. 8369]
[Pubic,
[Public, No. 836]

of
Red Lake Band of
Chippewa Indians,
Indians,
Chippewa
Minn.
payment
Per capita payment
to.

payper capita
capita payIndians in
Minnesota, and
and to
to make
make therefrom
therefrom aa per
in Minnesota,
Indians
Band of
Lake Band
Red Lake
ment of
members of
of the
the Red
of the
the members
each of
$10 to
to each
of $10
ment
Chippewa Indians
Indians of
the State
State of
Minnesota, living
at the
the date
date
living at
of Minnesota,
of the
Chippewa
the passage
passage
upon the
of
of this
this Act,
immediately payable
payable upon
Act, immediately
passage of
of the
the passage

of
this Act,
regulations as the said Secretary
and regulations
under such rules and
Act, under
of this
may
prescribe: Provided,
Provided, That
That the money paid to the Indians as
may prescribe:
authorized
shall not
be subject
to any
any lien
lien or
or claim
claim of attorsubject to
not be
herein shall
authorized herein
neys
or other
other parties:
parties: Provided
Provided further,
payment
any payment
That before any
further, That
neys or
is
hereunder, the
the Red
Lake Band
in
Indians in
of Chippewa
Chippewa Indians
Band of
Red Lake
made hereunder,
is made
Minnesota shall,
in such
prescribed by the Secmanner as may be prescribed
such manner
shall, in
Minnesota
retary of
accept
the Interior,
Interior, ratify the provisions of this Act and accept
of the
retary
same.
same.
Approved,
Approved, October 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER
845]
[CHAPTER 845]

AN ACT
To further amend the Alaska game law.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
the
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
by the
Be it
United States
Congress assembled,
of the
the
section 10 of
That section
assembled,That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
Alaska Game Commission,
to
Commission, to
an Alaska
establish an
to establish
"An Act
Act
protect game
land fur-bearing
Alaska,
birds in Alaska,
and birds
animals, and
fur-bearing animals,
animals, land
game animals,
protect
and for
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
13, 1925,
as amended,
is
amended, is
1925, as
January 13,
approved January
and
further
amended to
follows:
read as follows:
to read
further amended
"SEc.
10. RnormATioNs.—That
Interior, upon
upon
the Interior,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
REGULATIONS.-That the
"SEC. 10.
consultation
or recommendation
from the
Commission, is
is hereby
hereby
the Commission,
recommendation from
with or
consultation with
authorized
and directed
directed from
from time
to determine
when, to
to what
what
determine when,
time to
to time
time to
authorized and
extent if
if at
all, and
and by
by what
what means
means game
game animals,
fur-bearing
land fur-bearing
animals, land
at all,
extent
animals,
nongame birds,
birds, and nests or eggs of birds may be
birds, nongame
game birds,
animals, game
taken,
possessed, transported,
transported, bought,
or sold,
sold, and to adopt suitable
bought, or
taken, possessed,
regulations
permitting and
governing the
the same in accordance
with
accordance with
and governing
regulations permitting
such determinations,
become effective
effective on
the
on the
shall become
regulations shall
which regulations
determinations, which
such
date
specified therein;
therein; but
but no
regulations shall
person
any person
permit any
shall permit
such regulations
no such
date specified
to
any female
or calf
any doe
or fawn
fawn
yearling or
doe yearling
moose, any
calf moose,
yearling or
female yearling
take any
to take
deer,
any female
mountain sheep
sheep except
except under
for
permit for
under permit
or lamb
lamb mountain
female or
or any
deer, or
scientific,
propagation, or
or educational
or to
any dog
dog in
use any
to use
purposes; or
educational purposes;
scientific, propagation,
taking game
sell the
heads, hides,
hides, or
or horns
of any
any game
game
horns of
the heads,
to sell
or to
animals; or
game animals;
taking
animals, except
except the
and mountain
mountain goat,
goat,
deer, and
caribou, deer,
of moose,
moose, caribou,
the hides
hides of
animals,
or black
black bears
and when
when declared
to be
be game
Secretary
by the
the Secretary
animals by
game animals
declared to
if and
bears if
or

Provisos.
Promisos.
Payments
Payments not subany lien,
etc.
lien, etc.
ject to any
Acceptance,
Acceptance, etc.

10, 1940
October 10,
[H. R
R 8474]
84741
[Public, No. 836]
Alaska
Alaska Game Law,
amendment.
43 Stat. 743.
48 U.
U. S.. C.
Stipp.
198.
Supp. V, §198.

I
i 198;

Regulations for takanimals, etc.
ing game animals,

Special prohibitions.
Special
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43 Stat. 739;
739; 52 Stat.
Stat.
1169.
1169.
48 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. § 206;

Supp. V,
206.
Supp.
V, §
§ 206.

Firearms, boats,
boats, etc.

Sales.

Use for food during
during
closed season.
season.

40 Stat. 755.
16 U.
S. C. §§1 703-711;
U.S.
Sinop. V, §§
¢§ 703-709a.
703-709a.
Supp.
Proviso.
Proviso.

Destruction, etc.,
etc., of
of
property used by ComCommission.

of the Interior
Interior under authority
this Act,
which the
the
authority of
of section
section 2
2 of
of this
Act, which
regulations
regulations may permit to be sold under
restrictions as
as said
said
under such restrictions
Secretary
appropriate; or to use
Secretary may deem to be appropriate;
use any
any shotgun larger
larger
than a
a number 10 gage; or to use any airplane, or
or steam or
or power
power
launch, or any boat other than one propelled
paddle, oars,
pole,
propelled by paddle,
oars, or
or pole,
in taking game animals or game
or to
sell any
animals,
game birds; or
to sell
any game
game animals,
game birds, or parts thereof to
owner, master,
master, or
or employee
to the owner,
employee of
of any
any
coastal or river steamer or
or commercial
commercial pow
er or
sailboat, or
or to
procure
power
or sailboat,
to procure
for serving or to serve any such game animals, game birds, or
or parts
parts
thereof
thereof in any cannery or to the employees
employees on
any such
such steamer
on any
steamer or
or
boat; nor, except as herein provided,
prohibit any
Indian or
provided, shall
shall prohibit
any Indian
or
prospector, or traveler
Eskimo, prospector,
traveler to take animals
animals or
birds during
during the
the
or birds
closed season when he is in need of food and other
other sufficient
is not
not
sufficient food
food is
available,
available, but the shipment
shipment or sale of any
or birds
birds or
or parts
parts
any animals
animals or
thereof so taken shall not be permitted,
permitted, except that
of animals
that the hides
hides of
animals
so taken may be sold within the Territory,
but said
Secretary by
by reguTerritory, but
said Secretary
regulation may prohibit such native Indians or
or Eskimos, prospectors,
prospectors, or
or
travelers
travelers from taking any species of animals or
or birds
birds for
food during
for food
during
the closed season in any section of the Territory
shall
Territory within
within which
which he
he shall
determine
determine that the supply of such species of animals or
birds is
in
or birds
is in
danger
extermination; nor shall any such regulation
danger of extermination;
regulation contravene
contravene
any of the provisions of the Migratory Bird Treaty
Act and
and regularegulaTreaty Act
tions: Provided,
Provided, That
no person
person shall
shall knowingly
urb, injure,
i
nj
ure, or
That no
knowingly dist
disturb,
or
destroy any notice, signboard,
boat, vessel,
vessel, sled,
sled, dog,
dog team,
team,
signboard, seal, boat,
dog, or
or dog
paraphernalia,
equipment, building, or
paraphernalia2or equipment,
or other
other improvement
improvement or
or propproperty of the United States used by the Commission in the administration
administration
and/or enforcement
enforcement of the provisions
provisions of this Act, or as
to the
as aanotice
notice to
the
public concerning
concerning the provisions
provisions of
regulation adopted
adopted
of this
this Act
Act or
or any
any regulation
pursuant thereto, or as a
a marker of the boundary
of any
any area
area closed
boundary of
closed to
to
hunting, trapping, or other special use
the provisions
provisions of
this
use under
under the
of this
Act, or to destroy, remove, tamper
or imitate
imitate any
any metal
tamper with,
with, or
metal seal
seal or
or
seals issued by the Commission
Commission and attached to
or
to any skin,
skin, portion,
portion, or
specimen of aawild animal or
or bird
other article
article for
of idenbird or
or other
for purposes
purposes of
identification under its authority, in accordance
accordance with
provisions of
with the
the provisions
of this
this
Act or any regulation
regulation thereunder."
thereunder."
Approved, October
Approved,
October 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8461

October 10, 1940
[H. It.
R. 91231
9123]

[Public, No. 837]
[Public,
8371

Hawaii.
Hawaii.l
Approval
Approval

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

AN ACT

To approve
numbered 65 of
approve Act numbered
of the
the Session
Session Laws
Laws of
of 1939
Territory of
1939 of
of the
the Territory
of

Hawaii, entitled "An Act to amend
amend Act 29 of the Session Laws of
Hawaii, 1929,
of Hawaii,
1929,
granting to J. K. Lota and associates
associates a
a franchise
franchise for electric
light, current,
current, and
electric light,
and
power in Hanalei,
Kauai,
by
Hanalei,
including Moloaa within such franchise".
franchise".

Be it
and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
That Act
Act numbered
numbered
assembled, That
65 off the Session Laws of 1939 of the Territory of
entitled
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, entitled
etc. "An
Act to amend Act 29 of the Session Laws of Hawaii,
1929, grantgrant"An Act to amend Act 29 of the Session Laws of
Hawaii, 1929,
ing to J.
J. K.
K. Lota and associates a
a franchise
franchise for electric
light, current,
current,
electric light,
and power in Hanalei,
Hanalei, Kauai, by including Moloaa within
such franfranwithin such
chise", passed by the Legislature of the Territory
Territory of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and
approved by the Governor
approved
Governor of the Territory
Territory of Hawaii on
April 20,
on April
20,
1939, be hereby
approved.
hereby approved.

of
of Act
Act
granting a
a franchise
franchise
for electric light, etc.

for electric

Efective

Effective date.

SE.
2. This
Act shall
shall be
in force
and effect
S
EC. 2.
Tins Act
be in
force and
effect from and after its
its
passage.
Approved, October
October 10, 1940.
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STAT.]
54 S
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6TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS. 847, 848-OCT.
76TH
CONG., 3D SESS.--CHS.
848--OCT.10,
10, 1940
1940

[CH APTER 847]
847]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
To approve Act numbered
num bere d 214
oft
he Session
Sess i
on Laws
of 1939
1939 of
of the
214 of
the
Laws of
the Territory
Territory of
of
Hawaii, entitled "An Act
Actto
t
o amen
Act 105
ofthe
the S
ession Laws
Laws of
amenddAct
105 of
Session
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, 1921,
1921, 838]
granting franchise
manufacture, maintenance,
granting
franchise for the manufacture,
maintenance, distribution,
and supply
distribution, and
supply
of electric current for light and power within Kapaa
Kapaa and
Waipouli in
and Waipouli
in the
the district
district
of
Kawaihau on the island and county of Kauai, by including
of Kawaihau
including within said franfranKawaihau, island of Kauai."
chise the entire district
district of Kawaihau,
Kauai."

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
the
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
Act numbered
numbered
That Act
214 of the Session Laws of 1939
1939 of
the Territory
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, entitled
entitled
of the
Territory of
"An Act to amend Act 105
Session Laws
Laws of
105 of
of the
the Session
of Hawaii
Hawaii,21921,
1921, grantgranting franchise
franchise for the manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance,
maintenance, distribution,
distribution, and
and supsupfor light
ply of electric current for
light and
power within
within Kapaa
Kapaa and
Waipouli
and power
and Waipouli
m
Kawaihau on
in the district of Kawaihau
on the
of Kauai,
the island
island and
and county
county of
Kauai, by
by
including within said franchise
franchise the entire district
including
district of
of Kawaihau,
island
Kawaihau, island
of Kauai", passed by the Legislature
Legislature of
of the
of Hawaii
Hawaii and
and
the Territory
Territory of
approved by the Governor of the
approved
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
on May
May 12,
Hawaii on
12, 1939,
1939,
be hereby
hereby approved.
be
approved.
SEC.
shall be
SEc. 2. This Act shall
be in
force and
and effect
after its.
in force
effect from
from and
and after
its
passage.
passage.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
1940.

October
1040
October
10,
940
[H. R. 10,
9124)
[H. R. 9124J
[Public, No.

[Public, No. 8s8]

Hawaii.
Hawaii.
Approval of Act
Act
Approval
granting franchise
franchise for
for
granting
electric current
for
electric
current for
light and power.
power.

Effective date.
Effective

[CHAPTER
848]
[CHAPTER 848]

ACT
AN ACT
To provide for uniformity
uniformity of allowances
allowances for
of household
household goods
goods
for the
the transportation
transportation of
of civilian officers and employees
employees when transferred
one official
official station
to
transferred from
from one
station to
another for permanent
permanent duty.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
of America in
States of
in Congress
That expenses
expenses
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
which now or hereafter
be authorized
authorized by
hereafter may be
by law
law to
to be
be paid
paid from
from
Government
Government funds for
the packing,
drayage, and
and transporfor the
packing, crating,
crating, drayage,
transportation of household goods and
and personal
personal effects
effects of
civilian officers
and
of civilian
officers and
employees of any
any of
employees
of the
executive departments
establishments of
the executive
departments or
or establishments
of
the United States when transferred
transferred from
one official
from one
official station
station to
to another
another
for permanent
permanent duty
duty shall
shall hereafter
be allowed
allowed and
and paid,
hereafter be
paid, when
when specifispecifically authorized
authorized or
or approved
approved by
head of
of the
by the
the head
the department
department or
or
establishment
rules and
establishment concerned,
concerned, under such rules
and regulations
regulations as
may be
as may
be
prescribed
which regulations
prescribed by the President, which
regulations shall
among
shall prescribe,
prescribe, among
other
other matters, the maximum
maximum weight
of the
property, not
not to
to exceed
exceed five
weight of
the property,
five
thousand
thousand pounds
the equivalent
thereof when
when transportation
transportation
pounds gross
gross or
or the
equivalent thereof
charges
cubic measurement,
measurement, which
charges are based on cubic
may be
be packed,
packed, crated,
which may
crated,
unpacked at
hauled, transported,
transported, and unpacked
at Government
Government expense:
expense: Provided,
Provided,
That no
no part
That
part of
such expenses
expenses shall
from Government
funds
of such
shall be
be paid
paid from
Government funds
where the transfer is
the request
request and
and primarily
primarily for
for the
the conis made
made at
at the
conbenefit of
venience or benefit
That
of the
the officer
officer or
or employee:
employee: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
affect the
nothing herein shall affect
of expenses
the allowance
allowance and
and payment
payment of
expenses for,
for,
incident to,
or incident
to, the
of effects
effects of
and employees
employees
the transportation
transportation of
of officers
officers and
of the Foreign
Foreign Service,
Service, Department
Department of
State, except
transof State,
except where
where the
the transfer is made at the request
request and
primarily for
for the
the convenience
or benefit
benefit
and primarily
convenience or
of the
the officer
officer or
employee.
of
or employee.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
1940.

193470--41-PT. x
193470°-41—Yr.
I —70
70

October 10,
October
10, 1940
1940
[H. P.
R. 9264)
[H.
9264
[Public, No.
No. 839]
839]

Employees of executive departments.
departments.
Transportation
of
Transportation of
household goods, etc.,
household
etc.,
upon change
change of station.
tion.

Provisos.
ProviMs.
for
Transfer for
sonal benefit.
benefit.

perper-

Foreign
Foreign Service not
not
affected.
affected.

Exception.
Exception.
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10, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER
849]
[CHAPTER 849]

October 10,
1940
10, 1940
October
[H.
9581]
R. 9581]
[H. R.
[Public,
840]
[Public, No. 840]
Merchant
Marine
Merchant Marine
Act,1936,
amendment.
Act, 196, amendment.
49 Stat. 1995.
1995.
46
U. S. C., Supp. V,
46U.
§§
1151-1160.
i§ 1151-1160.
"
New vessel"
vessel" de"New
fined.

2008.
49 Stat. 1995,
1995 ,
200g.
46 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
46U.
§§1151-1160,1191-1204.
§§1151-1160,1191-1204.
52 Stat.
Stat. 969.
46 U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
1271-1279.
§§§1271-1279.

Citizens operating
operating
Citizens
vessels in U. B.
S. commerce,
etc.
merce, fisheries,
fisheries, etc.
49 Stat. 1985.
1985.
4617.
8.
O.,
Stipp.
V,
46U. aS..,Supp.V,
1101.
S1101.

Construction
reConstruction reserve fund.

Deposits of proceeds
proceeds
Depositsof
or
indemnities in
in rereor indemnities
serve fund.

Time limitation
limitation for
for
deposits;
exception.
deposits; exception.

"Net proceeds"
proceeds" and
"Net
"net indemnity" de
"net
fined.

Basis for determining gain
gain or
or loss
loss and
depreciation.
depreciation.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

amended.
To amend the Merchant Marine Act, 1936, as amended.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
Representative8 of the
the
Senate and
of Representatives
Be it
by the
the Senate
United
States of
of America
in Congress
of the
the
That title
title V
V of
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Merchant
Marine Act, 1936,
1936, as amended,
amended, is hereby amended
amended by adding
Merchant Marine
adding
thereof a
anew section to read as follows:
follows:
at the end thereof
"SEc. 511.
When used in
vessel'
the term 'new
'new vessel'
"SEC.
511. (a) When
in this
this section
section the
means
(1) documented
documented or agreed with the
means any
any vessel
vessel (1)
the Commission
Commission to
be
documented under
States •(2)
(2) constructed
constructed
be documented
under the laws
laws of the
the United States;
after December
December 31,
31, 1939,
in the
the United States after
1939, or the
the construction
construction of
of
which
V or
or VII
VII of this
this Act,
Act, as
which has been
been financed
financed under
under titles
titles V
amended,
amended, or
or the construction
construction of which
which has been aided by a
a mortgage
insured under title XI of this Act as amended;
(A)
amended; and (3)
(3) either (A)
to
of such type, size, and speed as the Commission shall determine to
be suitable for use on the high seas or Great Lakes in carrying out the
purposes
of this
Act, but
but not
not of
of less
two thousand
tons or
purposes of
this Act,
less than
than two
thousand gross
gross tons
or
of
speed than twelve
Commission shall
of less
less speed
twelve knots, unless the Commission
shall determine and certify in each case that aavessel of a
a specified lesser tonnage
tonnage
or speed is desirable
or
desirable for use by the United States in case of war or
national
emergency, or
national emergency,
or (B)
(B) constructed
constructed to replace
replace aavessel or
or vessels
vessels
requisitioned or purchased
purchased by the United States.
requisitioned
"(b)
promoting the construction of vessels
(b) For the purposes of promoting
necessary to carrying out the policy
policy set forth
forth in title I
necessary
I of this Act, any
any
operating aa vessel or
citizen of the
the United
United States who is operating
or vessels
vessels in
in
the foreign or domestic commerce of the United
United States or in the
fisheries or owns a
fisheries
a vessel or vessels being so operated,
operated, or who, at the
purchase or requisition
requisition of the vessel by the Government,
Government, was
time of purchase
was
operating
vessels
operating aa vessel
vessel or vessels so
so engaged or
or owned a
a vessel or vessels
being so operated,
operated, may establish a
aconstruction
construction reserve fund,
fund, for the
the
construction or acquisition of new vessels,
vessels 2to be composed of deposits
construction
of proceeds from sales of vessels, indemnities on account of losses of
of
vessels, earnings from the operation of vessels, and receipts, in the
form of interest or otherwise,
otherwise, with respect to amounts previously
previously
construction reserve fund shall be established,
established, maindeposited. Such construction
tained, expended,
tained,
expended, and used in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of this
section and rules or regulations to be prescribed
prescribed jointly by the
Commission
Commission and the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
"(c) In the case of the sale or actual or constructive total
loss of
of a
"(c)
total loss
a
vessel, if the taxpayer
taxpayer deposits an amount equal to the net in
proceeds
of the sale or to the net indemnity with respect
respect to the loss inn a
a construction reserve fund established under subsection (b),
(b), then, if the
taxpayer so elects in his income-tax return for the taxable year
taxpayer
year in
which the gain was realized, no gain shall be recognized
recognized to
to the
the taxpayer in respect
respect of such sale or indemnification
indemnification in the computation
computation of
of
net income for the purposes
purposes of Federal income or excess-profits
excess-profits taxes.
taxes.
For the purposes of this subsection
subsection no amount shall be considered
considered as
deposited in
a construction
m a
construction reserve fund unless it is deposited
deposited within
sixty days after it
it is received by the taxpayer
taxpayer except that in the case
of amounts
amounts received
received on or before the date of enactment
section
enactment of this section
or
be made
made within
within
or within
within sixty
sixty days
days after such date,
date, the deposit
deposit may be
one hundred
hundred and twenty days after the date of enactment
enactment of this
section. As used in this subsection the term 'net proceeds'
proceeds' and the
term 'net indemnity'
adjusted basis of the
the
indemnity' mean the sum of (1) the adjusted
vessel and (2)
amount of gain which would be recognized
(2) the amount
recognized to the
taxpayer without
without regard
this subsection.
subsection.
taxpayer
regard to
to this
depreciation,
"(d) The basis
basis for
for determining
determining gain or loss and
and for depreciation,
for the purpose of Federal
-profits taxes, of any
Federal income or exce
excess-profits
any new
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vessel constructed
constructed or acquired by the taxpayer in whole or in part out
of the construction
construction reserve fund shall be reduced by that portion of
the deposits in the fund expended
expended in the construction
acquisition
construction or acquisition
of the new vessel which represents
represents gain not recognized
under
recognized under
subsection (c).
(c).
Deposits and
Deposits
and withwith"(e) For the purposes of this section, (1)
(1) if the net proceeds of a
a drawals.
drawals.
•
sale or the net indemnity in respect of a
a loss are deposited in more
than
deposit, the
the amount
consisting of
of the
the gain
gain shall
be considered
considered
than one deposit,
amount consisting
shall be
as first deposited; (2)
(2) amounts expended,
expended, obligated,
obligated, or otherwise
withdrawn shall be applied against the amounts
withdrawn
deposited in the fund
amounts deposited
fund
in the order of deposit; and (3)
(3) if any deposit consists in part of gain
expenditure, obligation,
obligation, or
or
not recognized
recognized under subsection
subsection (c),
(c), any
any expenditure,
withdrawal
withdrawal applied against such deposit shall be considered
considered to consist
of
of the
the deposit
ng of
of
of gain in the proportion
proportion that
that the
the part
part of
deposit consisti
consisting
gain bears
bears to
total amount
the deposit.
deposit.
gain
to the
the total
amount of
of the
Amounts on
deposit
on deposit
"(f) With respect
on the
respect to any
any taxable
taxable year, amounts
amounts on deposit on
the on
taxable
on last
last day
day of
of taxable
construction reserve
fund in
in accordance
accordance year.
last day
day of such year in aa construction
reserve fund
year.
all the
of
with this
this section
section and
and with respect
respect to
to which
which all
the requirements
requirements of
subsection (g) have
subsection
have been
been satisfied,
satisfied, to
to the extent
extent that such
such requirements
requirements
are applicable
applicable as of
of the
the last
last day of said taxable
taxable year,
year, shall
shall not
not concon53 Stat.
Stat. 35.
stitute an
accumulation of
within the
of 26
an accumulation
of earnings
earnings or
or profits
profits within
the meaning
meaning of
U. S. C.,Supp.V,
C., Supp. V.
26U.S.
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code.
102.
§102.
section 102 of
of the Internal
Applicabilityof
desApplicabilityof
"(g)
subsections (c)
"(g) The provisions
provisions of
of subsections
(c) and
and (f) shall
shall apply to
to any
any ignated
ignated subsections.
subsections.
deposit in the construction
reserve fund
only
to
the
extent
that
such
construction reserve
fund only to the extent that such
deposit is expended
expenditure, in accordance
expended or obligated for expenditure,
accordance with
rules
regulations to
to be
be prescribed
prescribed jointly
jointly by
by the
the Commission
and
rules and
and regulations
Commission and
Treasury, under
under a
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury,
a contract
contract for the construction
construction
or acquisition of a
anew vessel or vessels entered into within two years
from
under such rules
rules and
and
from the
the date of such deposit, and
and only
only if
if under
regulations—
regulations"(1)
12 1/
2 per
"(1) within such period of two
two years not
not less
less than
than 12/2
centum of the construction
construction or contract
contract price of the
the vessel
vessel or vesvesthereof and
sels is paid
paid or
or irrevocably
irrevocably committed
committed on account
account thereof
and the
the
plans and
therefor are
are approved
by the
the Commission
Commission
plans
and specifications
specifications therefor
approved by
to
to the extent by
by it
it deemed
deemed necessary; and
"(2)
"(2) in case of a
a vessel or vessels
vessels not
not constructed
constructed under the
the
provisions of this title or not purchased
Commission,
purchased from the Commission,
(A) said construction is completed,
completed, within
within six months
months from
from
construction contract,
the date of the construction
contract, to
to the extent of not
not less
less than
55 per centum thereof
thereof (or
(or in case
case the
the contract covers
covers more than
than
vessel, the construction
one vessel,
construction of the first vessel
vessel so
so contracted
contracted for
for
is
completed to the
is so
so completed
the extent
extent of
of not less
less than 5
5 per centum)
centum) as
as
estimated
by the
and certified
by it
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
estimated by
the Commission
Commission and
certified by
it to
Treasury, and
and (B)
all construction
contract is
is
of the
the Treasury,
(B) all
construction under
under such
such contract
completed
reasonable dispatch
thereafter.
dispatch thereafter.
completed with
with reasonable
Certain extensions
extensions
"(h) The Commissioner
Commissioner of Internal Revenue is authorized
authorized under permitted.
"(h)
permitted.
rules
and regulations
regulations to
be prescribed
by the
of the
the
prescribed jointly
jointly by
the Secretary
Secretary of
rules and
to be
Treasury
and the
the Commission
to grant
grant extensions
period within
within
Commission to
extensions of
of the
the period
Treasury and
which
or within
within which
which
shall be
be expended
expended or
or obligated
obligated or
which the
the deposits
deposits shall
construction
to the
of 55 per
per centum
centum of
of
the extent
extent of
shall have
have progressed
progressed to
construction shall
completion as
as provided
herein, but
such extension
extension shall
not be
shall not
be for
for an
an
but such
provided herein,
completion
aggregate
excess of
with respect
to the
the
respect to
two years
years with
of two
in excess
period in
additional period
aggregate additional
expenditure or
obligation of
of such
or more
more than
than one
one year
year with
with
expenditure
or obligation
such deposits
deposits or
respect
to the
the progress
of such
construction.
such construction.
progress of
respect to
Treatment
Treatment of unex"
(i) Any
such deposited
gain or
which is
so pended
thereof which
is not
not so
deposited gain
or portion thereof
"(i)
Any such
deposited gain
pended deposited
gain
expended
or
obligated
within
the
period
provided
2
or
which
is
otheror
uncompleted conuncompleted
expended or obligated within the period provided, or which is other- struction.
wise
withdrawn before
with respect
or with
respect
such period,
period, or
of such
the expiration
expiration of
before the
wise withdrawn
to
construction has
has not
to the
per
extent of
of 5
5 per
the extent
not progressed
progressed to
which the
the construction
to which
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Collection of
certain
Collection
of certain
tax
deficiencies.
tax deficiencies.

Proviso.
Provso.
Interest.

Applicability
to
Applicability to
sales or loss indemnifications.

When vessel deemed
deemed
constructed or acconstructed
acquired.
quired.

Meaning of terms.
53 Stat. 4.
26 U. S. C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp. V,
ch. 1.
1.
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1940
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centum of completion within the
or with
with respect
respect to
the period
period provided,
provided, or
to
which the Commission
Commission finds and certifies
of the
certifies to the Secretary
Secretary of
the TreasTreasury that, for causes within
within the control of the
taxpayer, the
the entire
the taxpayer,
entire
construction is not completed
reasonable dispatch,
completed with
with reasonable
dispatch, if
if otherwise
otherwise
taxable income
income under the law applicable
applicable to
to the
the taxable
taxable year
year in
in which
which
such gain was realized, shall
in the
the gross
gross income
such
shall be included
included in
income for
for such
taxable year, except for the purpose of
value excess-profits
excess-profits
of the declared
declared value
tax and the capital stock tax.
tax. If
any such
such deposited
portion
If any
deposited gain
gain or
or portion
thereof is so included
included in gross income
such taxable
taxable year,
there shall
income for such
year, there
shall
(in addition to any other deficiency)
assessed, collected,
and paid
deficiency) be assessed,
collected, and
paid
in the same manner as if it were
deficiency, an
amount equal
equal to
were aadeficiency,
an amount
to 1.1
1.1
per centum of the
included, such
such amount
in
the amount of
of gain
gain so
so included,
amount being
being in
lieu of any adjustment
adjustment with respect to the
declared value
excess-profits
the declared
value excess-profits
tax for
year.
for such
such taxable year.
"(j)
"(j) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanaing any other provision of
any deficiency
deficiency
of law,
law, any
in tax for any taxable year resulting from the
the inclusion of
of any
any amount
amount
in gross income as provided by subsection
subsection (i),
the amount
amount to
to
(i), and
and the
be treated
treated as a
adeficiency
deficiency under such subsection in
in lieu
lieu of
of any
any adjustadjustment with respect to the declared
be
declared value
value excess-profits
excess-profits tax,
tax, may
may be
assessed or a
a proceeding
proceeding in court for
may be
for the collection
collection thereof
thereof may
be
begun without assessment,
assessment, at any time: Provided,
however, That
Provided, however
That
deficiency or amount to be
interest on any such deficiency
treated as
deficiency
be treated
as aadeficiency
shall not begin until the date the
the deposited
gain or
or portion
deposited gain
portion thereof
thereof
in question is required
(i) to
to be
be included
included in
in gross
gross
required under
under subsection
subsection (i)

income.
income.
"(k) This section shall be applicable
"(k)
applicable to a
respect
a taxpayer only
only in
in respect
of sales or indemnifications
indemnifications for losses occurring
occurring within
within a
a taxable
taxable year
year
beginning after December 31, 1939,
1939, and only in respect
earnings
respect of
of earnings
a taxable
derived during
during a
taxable year beginning after
December 31,
1939.
after December
31, 1939.
"(1) For the purposes of this section aa vessel
"(1)
vessel shall
shall be
be considered
considered
as constructed
constructed or
taxpaye r if
if constructed
cons t
ruc t
ed or
i
re d
or acquired
acquired by
by the
the taxpayer
or acqu
acquired
by a
a corporation at aa time when the taxpayer
taxpayer owns
owns at
at least
least 95
95 per
per
centum of the total number of shares of each class
of the
the
class of
of stock
stock of
corporation.
corporation.
"(m)
44
(m) The terms used in this section shall have the same meaning
meaning
as in chapter 11of the Internal
Internal Revenue Code."
Code."
Approved, October 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER 8501
8501
[CHAPTER

October 10,
10, 1940
1940
[H. It.
[H.
R. 97341
9734]
[Public, No.
No. 8411
8411

Saco Divide
Divide unit,
unit,
Saco
Milk River project,
Mont.
Allocation of funds
for construction.
construction.

53 Stat. 719.
Repayment.

Fresno Dam and
Reservoir.
Reservoir.
Repayment
Repayment in
In annual installments.
Installments.

j54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

Authorizing allocation of funds for the construction
Authorizing
construction of
unit, Milk
of Saco
Saco Divide
Divide unit,
Milk
River project, and for other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
HoJuse of Representatives
Be
enacted by the Senate and Hintse
the
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
in connection
connection
assembled, That
That in
with the
the Saco
Saco Divide unit of the Milk River
with
River project
project there shall be
included in the water users repayment
repayment obligations,
included
obligations in addition to the
the
amounts that may be allocated by.
by the President for the
amounts
construction
the construction
of pumping and distribution facilities
facilities and
and land
of this
land development
development of
this
unit
appropriated for water conservation
unit from
from funds appropriated
conservation and
and utility
utility
projects
projects by the Interior Department
Department Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act, 1940
1940,2 to
to
be repaid as therein
therein provided, that portion of
of the
the cost
of the
cost of
the facilities
facilities
of the Milk River project common to the
Divide unit
unit and
and other
other
the Saco
Saco Divide
units of the Milk River project
units
project that may be allocated to the
the Saco
Saco
Divide unit
unit by the Secretary of the Interior. The costs of
Divide
of Fresno
Fresno
Dam and Reservoir
Dam
Reservoir so allocated by the Secretary
Secretary shall be included
included
repayment in not to exceed forty annual
for repayment
annual installments
along with
with
installments along
the costs of pumping and distribution
distribution facilities
by the
the
facilities allocated
allocated by

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]
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1940
10, 1940

President for
President
for repayment as provided
provided by the water conservation
conservation and
and
utility projects
projects item in the Interior
Interior Department
Appropriation Act,
Department Appropriation
Act,
1940; the cost of the other common facilities of the
1940;
Milk River
River project
project
the Milk
allocated by the Secretary
Secretary to the Saco Divide unit
allocated
unit shall
shall be
be repaid
repaid
in not to exceed twenty annual installments, the
to accrue
accrue not
the first
first to
not
the last installment
later than the year following the
and payable
installment due
due and
payable
to the United States from the water users of
of the
the obligathe unit
unit on
on the
obligation
comprising the amounts allocated
tion comprising
allocated by the President for
for construcconstruction of pumping
pumping and distribution
distribution facilities
facilities and
and the
costs of
the costs
of the
the
Fresno
Fresno Dam and Reservoir allocated
allocated to the unit
unit by
by the
the Secretary.
Secretary.
Payments on account of the costs allocated
Payments
allocated by
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall be
by the
be
credited to the Reclamation
Reclamation Fund, and
such paypayand the
the component
component of
of such
ments attributable
attributable to costs of
prior to
as determined
of construction
construction prior
to 1935
1935 as
determined
by the Secretary
Secretary shall be credited to write-offs
made on
on the
write-offs made
the Milk
Milk
River
River project pursuant
pursuant to the Act of
of May
May 25,
25, 1926
(44 Stat.
Stat. 636).
1926 (44
636).
SEC.
be delivered
Sm. 2. No water shall be
for the
the Saco
Saco Divide
Divide unit
unit until
delivered for
until
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior has entered
entered into
the contract
or contracts
contracts
into the
contract or
required, in his judgment, to carry
carry into
full effect
the provisions
of
into full
effect the
provisions of
section 11and to provide for repayment
repayment of
the reimbursable
reimbursable construcconstrucof the
tion costs chargeable
chargeable to
to the
Saco Divide
the Saco
Divide unit.
unit.
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 851]
851]
[CHAPTER

ACT
A N ACT
AN

To consolidate
consolidate certain exceptions
exceptions to section 3709 of the Revised Statutes and to
To
to
improve
improve the United States Code.

Senate and
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
assembled, That
That section
section 3709
3709
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of the Revised Statutes shall not
construed to
to any
purnot be
be construed
to apply
apply to
any purchases or services
authorized by any appropriation
services authorized
appropriation Act
the herehereAct for
for the
inafter enumerated
enumerated departments
departments and independent
independent officesoffices-(a)
Where the
not exceed
exceed the
the sum
(a) Where
the aggregate
aggregate amount
amount involved
involved does
does not
sum
$25of $251) The Civil
Commission.
(1)
Civil Service
Service Commission.
(2)
2) The Department
Department of
of Commerce.
Commerce.
3)( The Department
Department of
of Justice.
Justice.
(b
(b) Where the aggregate
aggregate amount involved
involved does
not exceed
exceed the
does not
the
sum
sum of
of $50—
$50(1)
(1) The Administrative
Administrative Office
of the
States Courts.
Office of
the United
United States
Courts.
2) The Department
Department of
2)
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
3)
3) The
The Farm Credit
Credit Administration.
Administration.
4 The Federal Bureau
4)
Bureau of Investigation in the
the field.
field.
Loan Bank
Bank Board.
Board.
(5 The Federal Home Loan
6 The Federal Power
6
Power Commission.
Commission.
7 The Federal Trade Commission.
Commission.
8
8 The
The General
General Accounting
Accounting Office.
Office.
9 The Interstate
(9
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission.
Commission.
(10)
(10) The National
National Advisory
Aeronautics.
Advisory Committee
Committee for
for Aeronautics.
(11)
(11) The National
National Archives.
Archives.
12)i The National
(12
National Labor
Labor Relations
Board.
Relations Board.
13 The Navy
Navy Department
Department or
its bureaus
bureaus and
offices.
or its
and offices.
14 The Railroad
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board.
Board.
15) The
and Exchange
15)
The Securities
Securities and
Exchange Commission.
Commission.
16
Commission.
16 The
The Tariff Commission.
17 The
17
Department.
The Treasury
Treasury Department.
Veterans' Administration.
18 The Veterans'
Administration.

1109
1109

Other common
common facilfacilities.
ities.

Credit of payments.
payments.

44
Stat. 640.
44 Stat.
640.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
provisions.
provisions.

October 10, 1940
[El.
10061]
[H R.
R
. 10061]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 842]
842]

Consolidation
Consolidation
of
of
certain exceptions
exceptions to
certain
to
R.
S. 3709.
8709.
R. S.

41 U.
U. S. C.. §5.

Aggregate amount
amount
Aggregate
excess of
825.
not in
in excess
of $25.

Aggregate amount
Aggregate
amount
excess of
not in
in excess
of $50.
$50.

1110
Aggregate amount
amount
Aggregate
$100.
not in excess of
of $100.

Aggregate amount
Aggregate
amount
not in
not
in excess
excess of
of $509.
500.

Exemptions under
specified circumcircumspecified
stances.
stances.
S. C.§5.
11.
41 U.
U.S.C.
American
Battle
American
Battle
Monuments CommisMonuments
Commission.
Botanic
Garden.
Botanic Garden.

Bureau
Budget.
Budget.

of

the

Bureau of Foreign
Bureau
and
Domestic Comand Domestic
merce.

InterBureau of
of Interparliamentary Union
Promotion of Infor Promotion
International
Arbitration.
Department
Department of the
Interior.

Department
of State
State.
Department of

Federal CommuniCommission.
cations Commission.

International ComInternational
mittee of Aerial Legal
Legal
Experts.
Medical
Medical Department of
of the Army.
Army.

Social
Social Security
Board.

1
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[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

(c) Where the aggregate
aggregate amount
(c)
amount involved
involved does
does not exceed
exceed the
the
sum
$100sum of
of $1001)
The Civil
1 The
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Board.
2
2) The Department
Department of
of Labor.
Labor.
3 The
Federal Loan
The Federal
Loan Agency.
Agency.
4 The
Federal Works
Works Agency.
The Federal
Agency.
Maritime Labor Board.
55 The Maritime
Administration.
6 The Rural Electrification
Electrification Administration.
7 The
The Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution.
88 The
The United States Maritime
Maritime Commission.
Commission.
District of
99) The
The District
of Columbia.
Columbia.
(d)
exceed the
sum
(d) Where the aggregate
aggregate amount involved does
does not
not exceed
the sum
of $500
$500 —
Section of
International Boundaries
Com(1) The
The United
United States
States Section
of International
Boundaries Commission,
States and
and Mexico.
Mexico.
mission, United States
SEc. 2. Section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
construed
Statutes shall not
not be
be construed
to apply under any
following departments
any appropriation
appropriation Act to
to the following
departments
and independent
circumstances specified
specified herein:
independent offices under the circumstances
herein:
(a) American
American Battle Monuments
Monuments Commission-to
Commission—to any
any purchases
purchases
when the
amount involved
not exceed
exceed $500,
$500, nor
nor to
to any
any
the aggregate
aggregate amount
involved does
does not
leases
leases in foreign countries
countries for office or garage
garage space.
Garden—to the
purchase of
and equipment
(b) Botanic Garden-to
the purchase
of supplies
supplies and
equipment
and the procurement
made in the
procurement of services made
the open market
market in
in the
the
manner common
common among
among businessmen
amount of
of
businessmen,' when
when the aggregate
aggregate amount
any instance.
instance.
the 'Purchase
purchase or the
the services does not exceed $50 in
in any
(c)
(c) Botanic Garden-to
Garden—to the purchase of plants, trees, shrubs,
and
shrubs, and
other nursery stock in
in the
the sum
sum of
of $300
$300 at
at any one
one time.
time.
(d)
(d) Bureau of the Budget—to
Budget-to any
any purchases
purchases of office
office equipment
equipment
and supplies when the amount involved
involved in
in any
any case
case does
does not
not exceed
$50.
exceed $50.
(e)
(e) The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce-to
Commerce—to i
purchases
equipment or
of services
service s in
n foreign
foreign
of supplies and equipment
or the procurement
procurement of
countries made
countries
made in the open market in
manner common among
in the manner
among
businessmen when
amount of
purchase or
businessmen
when the aggregate
aggregate amount
of the
the purchase
or service
service
does not exceed $100 in any
instance.
any instance.
(f) The Bureau of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
for Promotion
of
Union for
Promotion of
International Arbitration—to
Arbitration-to stenographic
International
stenographic reporting
by conreporting services
services by
connecessary.
tract if deemed
deemed necessary.
(g) Department
Department of the Interior, the bureaus
offices thereof,
bureaus and
and offices
thereof,
Howard University, and the Columbia Institution for
at
for the Deaf,
Deaf, at
the seat of the government,
government, as well as those located in the field outside
outside
the District of Columbia-to
Columbia—to the purchase
purchase of supplies and
and equipment
equipment
or the procurement
procurement of services
services made in
manner
in open markets in
in the
the manner
common among
among businessmen when the aggregate
aggregate amount
of the
the
amount of
purchase
purchase or the service does not exceed
exceed $100 in
in any
any instance.
instance.
(h) Department of State—to
State-to any purchase or service
service when the
the
aggregate
aggregate amount does not exceed $100, or with respect to
to articles,
materials,
materials, or supplies for use outside the United States when
when the
the
aggregate amount involved does not
exceed $300;
when the
the purnot exceed
$300; or
or when
purchase or service relates
household
relates to the packing of personal and household
effects
effects of Diplomatic, Consular, and Foreign Service officers and
clerks for
for foreign
foreign shipment.
shipment.
(i)
Federal Communications
Communications Commission—to
Commission-to any purchase
(i) Federal
purchase or
or
exchange
exchange of instruments when the aggregate
aggregate amount involved
involved does
does
not exceed $25.
$25.
(j) The International
Legal Experts—to
International Committee of Aerial
Aerial Legal
Experts-to
stenographic and other service
contract as deemed necessary.
stenographic
service by contract
necessary.
(k) Medical
purchase of medi(k)
Medical Department
Department of the Army-to
Army—to the purchase
cines and medical supplies.
(1)
Board-to any purchase
(1) Social Security Board—to
purchase when the aggregate
amount involved does not exceed
exceed $100.
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(m) Bureau
of Mines-to
Mines-to any
any purchase
purch as
e or
i
ce rendered
ren d
ered in
in the
Bureau of
Mines.
(m)
Bureau of
of Mines.
or serv
service
the Bureau
investigation of domestic sources
sources of mineral
amount
investigation
mineral supply, when the amount
involved does not exceed
$500.
exceed $500.
(n)
Reclamation-to the purchase
(n) Bureau of Reclamation-to
supplies and
purchase of supplies
Bureau of ReclamaReclamaand equipequipof services
Bureau at
atthe
the seat
seat of
ment or the
the procurement
procurement of
services for
for th
thee Bureau
of tion•tion.
government
manner
government and elsewhere made in the open market in the manner
common
common among businessmen,
businessmen, when the aggregate
aggregate payment for
for the
the
purchase
service does not exceed
purchase or the service
exceed $300
$300 in
instance.
in any
any instance.
SEC.
(a) Materials
Insect,
and
pest,
and
SEC. 3. (a)
Materials and equipment
equipment for the control of incipient
incipient plant
disease
control.
plant disease control.
or
emergency outbreaks
pest
s,or
or grass
grass diseases,
diseases ,i
nc l
u di ng
or emergency
outbreaks o
offinsects,
insects, pests,
including
grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and
and chinch bugs, may
may be procured
procured
appropriated to carry
with any sums appropriated
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of Public
Public
344.
Resolution Numbered 91,
91, approved
Resolution
May 9,
to
52 Stat. 344.
approved May
9, 1928,
1928, without
without regard
regard to
7
Supp. V,
V,
7 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
the
provisions of
of section
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended § 148.
the provisions
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
as amended
i141
4
4
1
817
...
S. C.
C. §5.
5.
S.
and
transportation thereof
thereof may
may be
be u
n
de
r
s
uc
h
con
diti
ons
an
d
and the
the transportation
under such conditions

and
means as shall
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture to
shall be
be determined
determined by
of Agriculture
to
be most
advantageous.
be
most advantageous.
aggregate amount involved
(b) When the aggregate
does not
not exceed
exceed the
involved does
the sum
sum
of $300,
$300, section
section 3709
3709 of
apply to
to a
of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes shall
shall not
not apply
any
purchase or
which expenditures
are incu
rre d f
rom funds
purchase
or service
service for
for which
expenditures are
incurred
from
funds
allocated
allocated to Government
agencies for
for obligation
Government agencies
obligation under
under the
the Act
Act of
of
June 28,
28, 1937
to the
the Civilian
on
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 319),
319), relating
relating to
Civilian Conservati
Conservation
Corps.
Corps.
(c)
contracts for
for labor or
(c) All contracts
necessary for
or supplies
supplies necessary
for the
the carrying
carrying
on of operations
to
operations on the
the Menominee
Menominee Indian
Indian Reservation
Reservation pursuant
pursuant to
the Act of March
March 28, 1908
51), as
as amended,
shall be
1908 (35 Stat. 51),
amended, shall
be exempt
exempt
from the requirements
requirements of section 3709 of the
Revised Statutes.
the Revised
SEC.
S
EC. 4. (a)
(a) The sections or
of the
the Statutes
or parts of
of sections
sections of
Statutes at
at
heretofore covering
covering the
consolidated in
Largee heretofore
the provisions
provisions consolidated
in this
this Act
Act
Larg
hereby repealed
repealed insofar
as they
they are
in the
the United
United
are hereby
insofar as
are incorporated
incorporated in
States Code, 1934 Edition
Supplements thereto,
thereto, as
as shown
shown by
Edition and Supplements
by the
the
appended table:
table: Provided,
appended
Provided, however,
however, That
That any
any rights
rights or liabilities
existing under
repealed sections or
or parts
parts of
not
under such repealed
of sections
sections shall
shall not
be affected
affected by
be
by their
their repeal.
repeal.
(b) The
The last
last paragraph
paragraph under
under the
the heading
"Board of
of Mediation"
Mediation"
(b)
heading "Board
in the
Independent Offices
Act of
(44 Stat.
S. C.,
C., title
in
the Independent
Offices Act
of 1928
1928 (44
Stat. 1072;
1072; U.
U. S.
title
45,
164) is
45, sec.
sec. 164)
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
(c)
The last
paragraph of
the Act
Act of
chapter
(c) The
last paragraph
of the
of February
February 13,
13, 1923,
1923, chapter
72
(42 Stat.
.S. C.,
C., title
41, sec.
sec. 6),
hereby repealed.
repealed.
72 (42
Stat. 1244;
1244; U
U.S.
title 41,
6), is
is hereby
(d)
The last
of the
of February
February 15,
1934,
(d) The
last proviso
proviso of
of section
section 11of
the Act
Act of
15, 1934,
chapter 13
351; U.
sec. 6),
6), is
chapter
13 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 351;
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
title 41,
41, sec.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
United States Code
Code
Statutes at Large
Title
Act Apr.
Apr. 6,
6, 1937,
1937, ch.
sec. 3,
3, as
as amended
9, 1938,
1938,
Act
ch. 69,
69, sec.
amended May
May 9,
ch. 192,
192, 52
52 Stat.
Stat. 344
344----------------------------Act
27 Stat.
Stat. 485
Act Feb. 27, 1893,
1893, ch.
ch. 168,
168, 27
485 --------------Act
Jan. 25,
25, 1929,
45 Stat.
Stat. 1119;
Apr. 18,
Act Jan.
1929, ch.
ch. 102,
102, title
title III,
III, 45
1119; Apr.
18,
1930,
ch.
184,
title
III,
46
Stat.
198;
Feb. 23,
23, 1931,
ch.
1930, ch. 184, title III, 46 Stat. 198; Feb.
1931, ch.
280,
title
III,
46
Stat.
1334;
July
1,
1932,
ch.
361,
title
280, title III, 46 Stat. 1334; July 1, 1932, ch. 361, title
III,
47 Stat.
1, 1933,
ch. 144,
title III,
47 Stat.
III, 47
Stat. 502;
502; Mar.
Mar. 1,
1933, ch.
144, title
III, 47
Stat.
1393; Apr.
Apr. 7,
7, 1934,
1934, ch.
104, title
III, 48
Stat. 551;
551; Mar.
1393;
ch. 104,
title III,
48 Stat.
Mar.
22,
1935,
ch.
39,
sec.
1,
49
Stat.
90;
May
15,
1936,
22, 1935, ch. 39, sec. 1, 49 Stat. 90; May 15, 1936, ch.
ch.
405, sec.
1, 49
Stat. 1336;
1336; June
1937, ch.
ch. 359,
359, sec.
sec. 1,
1,
405,
sec. 1,
49 Stat.
June 16,
16, 1937,
title
ch. 180,
title III,
III, 50
50 Stat.
Stat. 287;
287; Apr. 27,
1938, ch.
title III,
27, 1938,
180, title
III,
sec.
1,
52
Stat.
273;
June
29,
1939,
ch.
248,
title
III,
53
sec. 1, 52 Stat. 273; June 29, 1939, ch. 248, title III, 53
Stat. 909 ---------------------------------------

77
10
10

15
15

Section
Section

148b
148b

1203

198

Civilian Conserva.
Conservation Corps, expendiexpendi.
$300.
ture not exceeding
ture
exceeding
$300.

16
U. SuPP.
S. C'.,
C., Supp.
16 U.
S.
V, § 584.

Menominee Indian
Menominee
Reservation.
Reservation.

Repeal of
see.
Repeal
of certain
certain sec
tions,
etc., of
of Statutes
Statutes
tions,
etc.,
at
Large.
at Large.

Proviso.
Provieo.
Rights
Rights or
or liabilities.
liabilities.
Provisions repealed.
repealed.
Provisions
Board of Mediation.

Board of Mediation.

Veterans'
Veterans' Bureau.
Bureau.
Federal
Works
Federal Civil
Cvil Works
Administration.
Administration.
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1112
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United States
States Code
Code
United

Statutes at Large
Title
Title

49
49 Stat.
Stat. 1316.
1316.

Ante, 13.
p. 462
462..

Act June 28, 1937, ch. 383, sec. 11,
11, second proviso,
proviso, 50
50 Stat.
Stat.
321
321 ------------- ---------------- -..--Act
11, 1927,
44 Stat.
1081 ------Act Feb. 11,
1927, ch. 104, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 44
Stat. 1081
Act
second paragraph,
paragraph, all
all between
Act Feb.
Feb. 14,
14, 1931,
1931, ch. 189,
189, second
between
second
added Aug.
7, 1935,
1935, ch.
ch.
second and
and third
third semicolons,
semicolons, as
as added
Aug. 7,
455,
Feb. 11,
11, 1936,
ch. 49,
Stat.
455, sec. 1,
1, 49 Stat.
Stat. 540; Feb.
1936, ch.
49, 49
49 Stat.
second and
and third
third
1123, second
second paragraph,
paragraph, all between
between second

semicolons; May
semicolons;
May 15,
15, 1936,
1936, ch.
ch. 405,
405, 59
59 Stat.
Stat. 1316,
1316, beginbeginning with "stenographic"
ending with
"stenographic" in line 99 and ending
with
"Statutes"
1937, ch.
Stat.
"Statutes" in
in line
line 11;
11; June 16,
16, 1937,
ch. 359,
359, 50
50 Stat.
beginning with
"stenographic" in next to last
267, beginning
with "stenographic"
last line
line
and ending with "Statutes"
"Statutes" in first line on page 268;
268;
180, 52
with
April 27, 1938,
1938, ch.
ch. 180,
52 Stat.
Stat. 254,
254, beginning
beginning with
"stenographic"
in
"stenographic" in line
line 14
14 and ending
ending with
with "Statutes"
"Statutes" in
title I,
53 Stat.
892,
line 16; June
June 29, 1939, ch.
ch. 248,.
248, title
I, 53
Stat. 892,
beginning
with "stenographic"
"stenographic" m
11 and
beginning with
in line
line 11
and ending
ending
with "Statutes"
line 16--16
with
"Statutes" in
in line
- ----------431, sec.
36 Stat.
Stat. 861;
May 18,
Act June 25, 1910,
1910, ch. 431,
sec. 23, 36
861; May
18,
1916, ch. 125, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 39
39 Stat.
Stat. 126;
126; Jan.
Jan. 12,
12, 1927,
1927, ch.
ch. 27,
27,
44 Stat. 936
936------ ----------------------------Act May 13, 1926, ch. 294, see. 1,
548; Feb.
23,
1, 44 Stat. 548;
Feb. 23,
1927, ch. 168, sec. 1,44
Stat.
1157; May 14, 1928, ch. 551,
551,
1, 44
sec.
528; Feb.
28, 1929,
1929, ch.
1, 45
45 Stat.
see. 1, 45 Stat.
Stat. 528;
Feb. 28,
ch. 367;
367; sec.
sec. 1,
Stat.
1397; June 6, 1930,
1930, ch.
ch. 407,
407, sec.
see. 1,
516; Feb.
20,
1, 46
46 Stat.
Stat. 516;
Feb. 20,
1931, ch. 234,
234, sec. 1, 46 Stat. 1186; June 30,
30, 1932,
1932, ch.
ch.
314; sec. 1,
1, 47 Stat. 393; Feb. 28, 1933, ch. 134, sec. 1,
1, 47
47
Stat. 1362; May 30, 1934,
1934, ch. 372,
372, sec. 1,
1, 48 Stat. 828;
July 8, 1935, ch. 374, sec. 1,
1, 49 Stat. 471; Apr. 17, 1936,
eh.
cif. 223, 50
ch. 233, sec. 1, 49 Stat. 1226; May 18, 1937, cht.
50
Stat. 181; May 17, 1938, ch. 236, sec. 1, 52 Stat. 392;
June 16, 1939, oh.
18, 1940,
ch. 208, sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat.
Stat. 834; June
June 18,
ch. 396, sec.
see. 1,
1, 54
Stat
54 Stat----------------------------Act Feb. 27, 1893,
1893, ch.
ch. 168,
168, 27 Stat.
Stat. 485; Mar. 2, 1899, ch.
ch.
325, 30 Stat. 957;
957; Mar.
Mar. 2,
2, 1911,
1911, ch.
ch. 192,
192, 36
36 Stat. 975;
975; May
18, 1916, ch.
oh. 125, sec. 1,
86,
1 39
39 Stat.
Stat. 126; Mar.
Mar. 1,
1, 1919, ch.
ch. 86,
1, 40 Stat. 1262; May
May 29, 1920, ch. 214, sec. 1,
see. 1,
1, 41
42 Stat.
Stat. 638
Stat. 677;
677; June 12,
12, 1922,
1922, ch.
ch. 218,
218, 42
638
...Act Jan. 25, 1929, ch. 102, title IV, 45 Stat. 1136; Apr. 18,
1930, ch. 184, title IV, 46 Stat. 215; Feb. 23, 1931,
eh.
1931, ch.
280, title IV, 46 Stat.
1, 1932,
1932, oh.
Stat. 1352; July
July 1,
ch. 361,
361, title IV,
1, 1933,
1933, ch.
ch. 144,
title IV,
IV, 47
Stat. 1409;
1409;
47 Stat.
Stat. 520;
520; Mar. 1,
144, title
47 Stat.
Apr. 7, 1934, ch. 104, title IV, 48 Stat. 568; May 15, 1936,
ch. 405, sec. 1, 49 Stat. 1347;
1,
1347- June 16, 1937, ch. 359, sec. 1,
title IV, 50 Stat. 298; Apr. 27, 1938, ch. 180, title IV, sec.
1, 52 Stat. 285; June 29, 1939, ch. 249, sec. 1,
1,52
1, 53 Stat. 921_
921_-_
Act June 25, 1910, ch. 431,
431, sec. 23, 36 Stat.
Stat. 861861; May 18,
ch. 27,
27,
1916, ch. 125, sec. 1,
1, 39 Stat. 126; Jan.
Jan. 12,
12, 1927, ch.
44 Stat.
Stat. 936
44
936--------------------------......--Act Feb. 23, 1931,
1931, ch. 281, sec. 1,
1, 46 Stat. 1363; June 30,
1932, ch. 330, sec. 1, 47 Stat. 460; June 16, 1933,
1933, ch. 101,
101,
1,
sec. 1,
1, 48 Stat. 292; Mar. 28,
28, 1934,
1934, ch. 102,
102, title
title I,
I, sec.
sec. 1,
48 Stat. 514; Feb. 2, 1935, ch. 3, sec. 1,
1, 49 Stat. 11; Mar.
1173; June
June 28,
1937, ch.
ch.
19, 1936, ch. 156, sec. 1,
1, 49
49 Stat. 1173;
28, 1937,
396, 50 Stat.
Stat. 336; May
May 23, 1938, ch. 259, see.
sec. 1, 52 Stat.
418; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11, sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 532;
532; Apr. 18,
18,
1940, ch. 107, sec. 1,
1, 54 Stat. 131 ---..---Act June 22, 1936, ch. 689, sec. 1,
1604; June 28,
1, 49 Stat. 16041937, ch. 396, sec. 1,
1, 50 Stat. 341; May 23, 1938, ch. 259,
sec. 1,
1, 52 Stat. 424; Mar. 16, 1939,
1939, ch. 11, sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat.
539 ----------------------------------539
Act June
June 22, 1936, ch. 689, sec. 1, 49
28,
49 Stat. 1605;
1605; June
June28,
1937, ch. 396, sec. 1, 50 Stat. 344; May 23, 1938, ch. 259,
seec. 1, 52 Stat. 426; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
sec.
11, see. 1, 53 Stat.
540
540...
-.-.
-_-_._
-.-..
I1Second
proviso.
Second proviso.

Section
Section

16
16
20
20

1 584j
584j
68
68

22
22

266a
266a

25
25

93

40
40

217
217

41
41

6
6

41

6a
6a

41
41

6a-1
6a-1

41
41

6b

41

6c

41
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United States
States Code
Code
Statutes at Large
Title
Title

Act
1, 50 Stat. 139; Mar.
Act May 14,1937,
14 ,1937, ch. 180, title I, sec. 1,
28, 1938, ch. 55, sec. 1, 52 Stat. 123; May 6, 1939, ch. 115,
sec. 1, title I, 53 Stat. 656; Mar.
Mar. 25, 1940, ch. 71,
71, title
title I,
.54 Stat. 56 ---..--54
Act June
I, 50 Stat. 273; Apr.
June 16, 1937, ch. 359,
359, title I,
Apr. 27,
1938, ch. 180, title
title I, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 52 Stat. 258; June 29,
29, 1939,
1939,
ch. 248, title I, 53 Stat. 896; May
May 14, 1940, ch. 189,
189, title I,
54 Stat ------------------Act June 16, 1937, ch. 359, title II, 50 Stat. 275; Apr. 27,
1938, ch. 180,
180, title
title II, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 52
29, 1939,
52 Stat.
Stat. 260;
260; June
June 29,
1939,
ch. 248, title II, 53 Stat. 898; May 14, 1940, ch. 189, title
title
III, 54
54 Stat-----------Stat
-- Act June
16,
1937,
ch.
359,
June
title III, 50 Stat. 285;
285; Apr. 27,
1938,
ch. 180,
title III,
sec. 1,
1, 52
1938, ch.
180, title
III, sec.
52 Stat.
Stat. 272
272
Act June 28, 1937, ch.
1, 50 Stat.
ch. 396,
396, sec.
sec. 1,
Stat. 335; May
May 23,
1938, ch. 259, sec. 1, 52 Stat. 417; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
11,
sec. 1, 53 Stat. 532; Apr. 18, 1940,
ch.
107,
sec.
1,
54 Stat.
1940,
124
124 ---------------------.---------- .--.Act June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1,
1, 50 Stat. 338; May 23,
1938, ch.
ch. 259, sec. 1,
11,
1, 52 Stat. 420; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 534; Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec. 1,
1, 54 Stat.

133
133
.
Act June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1, 50 Stat. 339; May 23,
1938, ch. 259, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 52
1939, ch.
ch. 11,
52 Stat.
Stat. 421;
421; Mar.
Mar. 16,
16, 1939,
11,
sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 536; Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, see.
sec. 1, 54
54
Stat. 135 --------------------------------Act June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1, 50 Stat. 339; May
23,
May
1938, ch. 259, sec.
422; Mar.
Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
sec. 1,
1, 52 Stat. 422;
11,
sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 537
537---------....------------------Act June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1, 50
59 Stat. 341; May 23,
23,
1, 52 Stat. 423; Mar.
1938, ch. 259, sec. 1,
Mar. 16, 1939, ch.
ch. 11,
11,
sec.
538
sec. 1, 53 Stat. 538--------------------------Act June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1,
1, 50 Stat. 342; May
May 23,
1938, ch. 259, sec. 1, 52 Stat. 425; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
sec. 1, 53 Stat. 539; Apr. 18, 1940,
1940, ch. 107, sec. 1,
54
1, 54
Stat. 136
.-----.
Act Apr. 6, 1937, ch. 69, sec. 3, as amended
amended May 9, 1938, oh.
ch.
192, 52 Stat. 344---344
---....-----....--..---------amended
Act May 23, 1938, ch. 259, sec. 1, 52 Stat.
Stat. 417;
417; as amended
Mar. 16, 1939,
11, sec. 1,
Apr. 18,
18, 1940,
1940,
1939, ch.
ch. 11,
1, 53 Stat.
Stat. 531;
531; Apr.
ch. 107, sec. 1,
1, 54 Stat. 124 ------------------...----Act June 25, 1938, ch. 681,
681, title
title I, 52 Stat. 1117;
1117- Mar. 16,
1939, ch. 11,
535; Apr. 18, 1940,
11, sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 535;
1946, ch. 107,
sec. 1, 54 Stat. 134 -----------------------------................................
Act Mar. 16. 1939, ch. 11,
11, sec. 1, 53 Stat. 527; as amended
amended
Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec. 1,
116
1, 54 Stat. 116----------Act Aug. 7,
7,1935,
11, 1936, ch. 49,
1935, ch. 455,
455, 49 Stat. 540; Feb. 11,
49 Stat. 1123;
1123; May
May 15, 1936, ch. 405,
405, 49 Stat. 1316;
1316; June
June
16, 1937, ch. 359, 50 Stat. 267;
267; Apr. 17, 1938, ch. 180,
180, 52
52
Stat. 254; June 29, 1939, ch. 248, title I, 53 Stat. 892; May
May
14, 1940,
1940, ch. 189, title I, 54 Stat -------Act May 15, 1936,
1936, ch. 405, 49 Stat. 1315; June 16, 1937, ch.
359, 50 Stat. 267; Apr. 28, 1938, ch. 180, 52 Stat. 253;
253;
June 29, 1939, ch. 248, title I, 53 Stat. 891 -----1, 45
Act Feb. 20, 1929, ch. 270, sec. 1,
45 Stat. 1243;
1243; Apr. 19,
1930, ch. 201,
201, sec. 1,
1, 46 Stat. 243; Feb. 23, 1931,
1931, ch. 281,
46 Stat. 1370; Feb. 2, 1935,
1935, ch. 3,
sec. 1, 46
3, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 49 Stat. 16;
16;
49
June 28, 1937,
Mar. 19, 1936, ch. 156, sec.
sec. 1,
1 49 Stat. 1180;
1180; June
1937,
ch. 396, sec.
1, 50 Stat. 345; May
see. 1,
May 23, 1938, ch. 259, sec.
see. 1,
52 Stat. 427; Mar. 16, 1939, ch. 11,
11, sec. 1, 53 Stat. 542:
542;
Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec. 1,
1, 54 Stat. 137 ---.----Act June
June 28, 1937, ch. 396, sec. 1, 50 Stat. 331; May
May 23,
1938, ch. 259, sec. 1,
1, 52 Stat. 412; Mar. 16,
16, 1939, ch. 11,
11,
sec. 1,
1, 53 Stat. 525;
525; Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec.
sec. 1, 54 Stat.
113 -------- ------------------.-.--Act
Act Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec. 1, 54 Stat. 113----------113

Section
Section

41
41

6e
6e

41
41

6f
6f

Ante,
p. 181.
Adnte, p.
181.

41
41

6g
6g

Ante,
p. 200.
Ante, p.
200.

41
41

6h
6h

41
41

6i

41
41

6j
6j

41
41

6k

41
41

61
61

41
41

6m
6m

41
41

6n
6n

41
41

6o
60

41
41

op
6p

41
41

6q
6q

41
41

6r

41
41

6s
6s

41

6t
6t

41 i
41

41
41
41

6u

6v
6v
6v--1
6v-1

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. Isl.
181.
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10, 1940
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[54 S
TAT.
[514
STAT.

United States Code
Statutes at Large
Title
Title
Act June
16, 1938,
1938, ch.
52 Stat.
750; June
June 30,
1939, ch.
ch.
ch. 464,
464, 52
Stat. 750;
30, 1939,
Act
June 16,
253, title II,
II, sec. 1, 53 Stat. 978
978--------------------Act Aug.
Aug. 25, 1937, ch. 757, title I, 50 Stat. 759----------759
Act Aug.
Aug. 9,
9, 1939,
1939, ch.
title I,
I, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 53
53 Stat.
Stat. 1318
Act
ch. 633,
633, title
1318-.sec. 1,
1, 54
54 Stat.
Stat. 112
112----------Act Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, sec.
Act Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, 54 Stat. 118
118----------------54 Stat.
Stat. 119
119 ---------------Act Apr. 18, 1940,
1940, ch. 107, 54
Act
120
Act Apr.
Apr. 18,
18, 1940, ch.
ch. 107,
107, 54 Stat. 120---------------Act Apr. 18, 1940, ch. 107, 54 Stat. 131----------------131
1081, as amended
Act Feb.
Feb. 11,
11, 1927,
1927, ch. 104, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 44
44 Stat. 1081,
amended
137
1940, ch.
ch. 107, sec.
sec. 1,
1, 54 Stat. 137------------Apr. 18, 1940,
Act
189, title
189
Act May
May 14, 1940,
1940, ch. 189,
title I,
I, 54
54 Stat. 189---------Act May 14, 1940, ch. 189, title IV, 54 Stat. 211--------211
Act June
June 11, 1940, ch. 313, title I, 54 Stat. 290
290---------Act Aug. 4, 1939, ch. 418, sec. 13, 53 Stat. 1197 --------171, sec. 1,
314
Act Apr. 22, 1926, ch. 171,
1, 44 Stat. 314--_-------

Section
Section

41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41

6w
6w
6x
6x
6y
6y
6z
6z
6aa
6aa
6bb
6ec
6cc
6dd

41
41
41
41
43
50

6ee
6ff
6gg
6hh
380a
380a
154
154

.

Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 852]
October
October 10,
10, 1940
1940
VI. B.
10246]
R. 10246]
[H.
[Public, No.
No. 843]
843]
[Public,

Stony Point
Light
Stony
Point Light
Station Reservation,
Station
Reservation,
N.Y.
N. Y.

Federal
jurisdiction
Federal jurisdiction
portion
over conveyed
conveyed portion
relinquished to
relinquished
to State
State
of New
of
New York.
York.

Retained
Retained portion.

AN ACT
authorizing the conveyance
conveyance of aaportion
To further amend the Act of July 30, 1937, authorizing
of
Interstate Park
Reservation to
to the Palisades Interstate
of the
the Stony Point Light Station Reservation
Commission.
Commission.
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
Be it
United
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Act
of
Act of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
July 30,
as amended,
conveyStat. 549),
549), as
amended, authorizing
authorizing the
the conveyJuly
30, 1937
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
ance of
portion of
the Stony
Point Light
Reservation
Stony Point
Light Station
Station Reservation
ance
of a
a portion
of the
to the
Palisades Interstate
Commission, is
is hereby
further
hereby further
Interstate Park
Park Commission,
to
the Palisades
amended
by adding
adding at
the end
new section
section reading
reading as
as
at the
end thereof
thereof aa new
amended by
follows:
follows:
"Szo. 3.
3. Upon
thereof by
the State
New York,
York,
State of
of New
"SEo.
Upon the
the acceptance
acceptance thereof
by the
all
the United
United States
America
States of
of America
conferred on
on the
all jurisdiction
jurisdiction heretofore
heretofore conferred
by Act
March 23,
1826, of
the Legislature
of the
of New
New
State of
by
Act of
of March
23, 1826,
of the
Legislature of
the State
York, over
York,
chapter 84,
Laws of
of 1826,
New York,
over that
that
York, chapter
84, Laws
1826, State
State of
of New
portion
Point Light
which is
portion of
of the
the Stony
Stony Point
Light Station
Station Reservation
Reservation which
is
conveyed
the United
Interconveyed by
by the
United States
States of
of America
America to
to the
the Palisades
Palisades Interstate
Park Commission
Commission pursuant
pursuant to
authority contained
contained in
this
state Park
to the
the authority
in this
Act
and is
is hereby,
and forever
forever relinquished
Act be,
be, and
hereby, ceded
ceded and
relinquished to
to the
the State
State
of New
New York.
contained in
in this
this section
section shall
be construed
construed
of
York. Nothing
Nothing contained
shall be
as affecting
as
affecting the
the jurisdiction
United States
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America over
over
that portion
portion of
of the
the Stony
Light Station
Reservation which
that
Stony Point
Point Light
Station Reservation
which
is not conveyed to
is
to the
the Palisades
Interstate Park
Commission."
Palisades Interstate
Park Commission."
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
[CHAPTER 853]
[CHAPTER

October
10, 1940
1940
October 10,
[H. R.
10518]
R. 10518]
[H.

AN ACT
ACT

[Public,
[Public, No. 844]

Granting
consent of
Department of
Granting the consent
of Congress to the
the Department
of Highways
Highways and
and the county
county
of Big Stone, State of Minnesota,
Minnesota, to construct,
construct, maintain, and operate
operate a
a free
highway bridge across
across the Whetstone
Whetstone Diversion
Diversion Channel at or near Ortonville,
Minnesota.
Minnesota.

Whetstone DiverWhetstone
sion Channel.
Bridge authorised
Bridge
authorized
across,
Ortonville,
across, at
at Ortonville,
Minn.

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
Be
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United
in Congress
United States of Ameria
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the consent
consent of
of
Congress
to the
Department of
of Highways
and the
Congress is
is hereby
hereby granted
granted to
the Department
Highways and
the
county
State of
Minnesota, to
county of
of Big
Big Stone,
Stone, State
of Minnesota,
construct, maintain,
maintain, and
and
to construct,
operate aa free highway bridge and approaches thereto across the

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Whetstone Diversion Channel, at a
apoint suitable to the interests of
navigation,, at or near Ortonville, Minnesota,
navigation
accordance with
with the
Minnesota, in
in accordance
the
provisions of the Act
regulate the
of
Act entitled "An Act
Act to
to regulate
the construction
construction of
34 Stat.
Stat. 84.
84.
bridges
bridges over navigable
navigable waters",
waters", approved
subapproved March
March 23,
23, 1906,
1906, and
and sub33
C. 5§
§§ 49149133 U. S. C.
limitations contained
in this
ject to
to the
the conditions and limitations
contained in
this Act.
Act.
498.
reserved.
SEC. 2.
alter, amend,
amend, or
repeal this
this Act
is hereby
SEC.
2. The
The right
right to
to alter,
or repeal
Act is
hereby Right reserved.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October
October 10,
10, 1940.
[CHAPTER 857]
[CHAPTER
857]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Making an additional
for national
national defense
the fiscal
fiscal year
Making
additional appropriation
appropriation for
defense housing
housing for
for the
year
ending
June 30,
30, 1941,
1941, and
for other
purposes.
ending June
and for
other purposes.

Resolved
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the United
United
Resolved by the
the Senate
Senate and
States of
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
following sums
States
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the following
sums
are
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
are appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of any
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
for the
the fiscal
fiscal year
year ending
ending June
June 30,
the purposes
purposes
appropriated, for
30, 1941,
1941, for
for the
enumerated:
enumerated:
FEDERAL
FEDERAL WORKS
WORKS AGENCY
AGENCY
National
Works AdminisNational defense
defense housing:
housing: To enable the Federal
Federal Works
Administrator to carry out the
purposes of the Act
Act entitled
the purposes
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
expedite
the provision
provision of
connection with
national
expedite the
of housing
housing in
in connection
with national
defense,
H. R. 10412,
defense, and
and for other purposes",
purposes", H.
10412, as
as enacted
enacted into law
law
during the
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, $75,000,000,
$75,000,000, to
be expended
expended in
in
during
the Seventy-sixth
to be
accordance
of such
remain available
until
accordance with
with the
the provisions
provisions of
such Act,
Act, to
to remain
available until
expended, and
to be
be available
for all
necessary administrative
expenses
expended,
and to
available for
all necessary
administrative expenses
for the
purposes hereof,
hereof, including
including personal
services and
rent in
for
the purposes
personal services
and rent
in the
the
District of
of columbia
elsewhere, printing
and binding,
and purpurDistrict
Columbia .and
and elsewhere,
printing and
binding, and
chase,
operation, and
maintenance of
of motor-propelled
motor-propelled paspaschase, repair,
repair, operation,
and maintenance
senger-carrying
and in
in addition
to such
appropriation,
senger-carrying vehicles;
vehicles; and
addition to
such appropriation,
authority
is granted
granted to
enter into
into contracts
contracts or
otherwise to
to incur
incur
authority is
to enter
or otherwise
obligations
the above
purposes in
in amounts
not to
in the
obligations for
for the
above purposes
amounts not
to exceed
exceed in
the
aggregate
in no
no case
under the
the foregoing
foregoing
case under
That in
$75,000,000: Provided,
Provided, That
aggregate $75,000,000:
appropriation
or contractual
shall the
fixed fee
to be
be
fee to
the fixed
authorization shall
contractual authorization
appropriation or
paid
any contract
contract entered
reference
paid the
the contractor
contractor under
under any
entered into
into without
without reference
to
section 3709
3709 of
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
States on
costto section
Statutes of
the United
United States
on aacostplus-a-fixed-fee
basis exceed
exceed 6
per centum
of the
the estimated
plus-a-fixed-fee basis
6 per
centum of
estimated cost
cost of
of the
the
contract,
as determined
determined by
by the
Administrator or
or
contract, exclusive
exclusive of
of the
the fee,
fee, as
the Administrator
the
head of
Federal agency
which he
he may
may act:
the head
of such
such Federal
agency through
through which
act: Provided
Provided
further,
That the
the fact
that a
contract is
is entered
entered into
under the
further, That
fact that
a contract
into under
the proviprovisions of
of the
above mentioned
Act without
without reference
reference to
to section
section 3709
3709 of
of
sions
the above
mentioned Act
the Revised
Statutes of
of the
shall not
construed to
not be
be construed
to
the United
United States
States shall
the
Revised Statutes
render inapplicable
inapplicable the
the provisions
March 3,
3, 1931,
1931, as
render
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of March
as
amended
by the
Act of
of August
S. C.,
amended by
the Act
August 30,
30, 1935
1935 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1011;
1011; U.
U. S.
C., title
title
40, sec.
276 (a)),
or the
the provisions
provisions of
the Act
Act of
June 30,
30, 1936
(49
40,
sec. 276
(a)), or
of the
of June
1936 (49
Stat.
U. S.
title 41,
41, secs.
35-45), to
contract to
which
Stat. 2036;
2036; U.
S. C.,
C., title
secs. 35-45),
to any
any contract
to which
the provisions
of either
either or
Acts would
otherwise apply.
the
provisions of
or both
both of
of such
such Acts
would otherwise
apply.

October 14,
14, 1940
1940
October
[H. J.
T. Res.
[H.
Res. 6141
614]
1061
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No.
No. 106]

National defense
National
defense
housing.
housing.
Additional approAdditional
appropriations, fiscal year
priations,
1941.
1941.

Administrative expenses.
penses.

Post, pp. 1125, 1126.
Post,

Contracts,
Contracts,
tion.

limita-

Provisos.
Prisos.
Limitation on conLimitation
tractor's fee.
41
U. S.C. §5.
41U.S.C.§
5.

Designated
not
Designated Acts not
affected.
affected.

Wages.
Wages.
40 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Stun,
6 276 (a)•
(a).
V, §
Government conGovernment
tracts.
tracts.
S. C., Supp.
41 U. S.
V, §§
35-45.
§535-45.
V,

DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF
Enforcement of
of
Enforcement
Enforcement
of the
the Commodity
Act: For
For an
an additional
Enforcement of
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act:
additional Commodity
Commodity Exchange
Act.
amount
to
enable
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture
to
carry
into
effect
the
amount to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry into effect the
1491.
49 Stat. 1491.
provisions
the Commodity
as amended
amended (7
U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
provisions of
of the
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act
Act as
(7 U.
Extension of pro1-17a),
and
as
further
amended
by
the
Act
entitled
"An
Act
to
1-17a), and as further amended by the Act entitled "An Act to visions.
amend
Act, as
amended., to
to extend
extend its
its
the Commodity
Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act,
as amended
amend the
provisions to
to fats
fats and oils,
oils, cottonseed,
cottonseed, cottonseed
cottonseed meal, and peanuts",
provisions
Ante, p. 1059.
Ante,
II.
R. 4%38,
into law
the Seventy-sixth
Congress,
Seventy-sixth Congress,
as enacted
enacted into
law during
during the
I. R.
4088, as
$40,000.
$40,000.
Approved,
14, 1940.
1940.
October 14,
Approved, October
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1116
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1940
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[54 S
STAT.

[CHAPTER 858]
[CHAPTER
858]
October 14,
14, 1940
1940
[S. 3636]
3636]
[Public, No.
845]
[Public,
No. 845]

National Defense
National
Defense
Act, amendments.
Act,
amendments.

Stat. 740.
740.
53 Stat.
10
S. C.
10 U.
U. S.
C. §§ 1026;
1026;
Supp. V, §
§ 1026.
1026.

Retirement of desRetirement
ignated officers
officers of Air
ignated
Corps.

a]Rank, pay,
pay, and al-

lowances.

Assistant chief
chief of
of
branch or wing
combranch
wing commander.
Rank, pay, and alallowances.
lowances.

No back
back pay.
pay.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
To amend the National Defense Act, as amended,
so as
as to
provide for
for retireamended, so
to provide
retirement of assistant chiefs of branches and of wing commanders
commanders of
of the
Corps
the Air
Air Corps
with the rank and pay of the highest grade
grade held
by
such
officers
as
assistant
held by such officers as assistant
chiefs and wing commanders,
commanders, and
and for
purposes.
for other
other purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That .the
the fourth
fourth
sentence of section 4c of the Act
"An Act
Act for
making further
Act entitled
entitled "An
for making
further
and more effectual provision for the national
defense, and
and for
national defense,
for other
other
purposes", approved June 3, 1916, as
amended by
Act of
June 4,
4,
as amended
by the
the Act
of June
1920 (41 Stat. 762),
amended by
by the
762), and
and as amended
the Act
Act of
of May
May 12,
12, 1939
1939
(Public, Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Numbered 72, Seventy-sixth
be, and
and the
same is
Congress), be,
the same
is
hereby, further amended
amended to
as follows:
to read as
follows:
"Any officer
officer who shall have served four years
years as chief
chief or
or assistant
assistant
chief of a
a branch
branch or as commanding
commanding general
general of the
the General
General HeadHeadquarters
quarters Air Force or who shall have served
as wing
wing comcomserved two years
years as
mander of the Air Corps and who may
may subsequently
subsequently be
be retired,
retired, shall
shall
be retired with the rank, pay, and allowances
allowances authorized
authorized by
law for
by law
for
the highest grade held by him as such chief, assistant
assistant chief,
comchief, commanding general,
general, or wing
commander."
wing commander."
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Any
.Any officer who has heretofore
heretofore served four
as assistant
four years
years as
assistant
chief of branch
branch of the Army or who has heretofore
two years
years
heretofore served two
as wing commander
commander of the Air Corps and who has been retired in
in a
a
grade below that of brigadier
brigadier general, shall, on
date of
of approval
approval
on the
the date
of this Act, be advanced in rank upon the retired
to the
the highest
retired list to
highest
grade held by him as such assistant
assistant chief
wino- commander
commander and
chief or
or wing
and
shall receive
receive the pay and allowances
allowances provided
by law
for such
such
provided by
law for
advanced rank.
SEC.
SEC. 3. No back pay or allowances shall accrue
this Act.
accrue by
by reason of
of this
Act.
Approved,
Approved, October 14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8591

October
14, 1940
1940
October 14,
[H.
86211
[H. R.
R. 8621]
No. 9461
[Public, No.
8461
Civil Service Retirement
of 1930,
1930,
tirement Act
Act of
amendment.
amendment.

Computation of acComputation
credited service.

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Civil Service Retirement
Retirement Act and other retirement Acts.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
paraThat the first
first paragraph of section 5
5 of the Civil Service Retirement
29, 1930
Retirement Act of
of May
May 29,
1930
(46 Stat. 472; 5
5 U. S. C. 707),
707), be amended to read as
as follows:
follows:
"SEC.
"SEc. 5. Subject to the provisions of section 9
9 hereof, the
the aggregate
aggregate
period of service
service which
which forms the basis for
calculating the
the amount
for calculating
amount
of any benefit
benefit provided in this Act shall be computed
computed from
from the
the date
date
of original
original employment,
employment, whether
as a
classified or
or an
an unclassified
unclassified
whether as
a classified
employee in the civil service of the United States, or
employee
in the
or in
the service
service of
of
the District of Columbia, including
periods of
of service
service at
at different
different
including periods
times and in one or more departments,
departments, branches, or independent
independent offices,
offices,
or the legislative
legislative branch
branch of the Government,
Government, and also periods
periods of
of service
service
performed
overseas under authority of the United States, and periods
performed overseas
of honorable service
service in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps,
or Coast
Coast
Corps, or
Guard
Guard of the United
United States; in the case of an employee,
employee, however,
however,
who is eligible for and receives
receives retired pay on account
account of
military or
or
of military
naval service, the period of service upon which such retired pay is
is
included; in the case of an employee
based shall not be included;
employee who
who is
is eligible
eligible
for and receives aa pension on account of non-service-connected
non-service-connected disability under laws administered by the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration the
the
minimum period of service
minimum
service necessary
necessary to entitle him to pension
pension shall
shall
not be included;
included; but in the case o
l
oyee who
who is
seligible
off an
an emp
employee
eligible for
for
i
and receives
pension or compensation
compensation under laws administered
and
receives pension
administered by the
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Veterans' Administration
Veterans'
Administration on account of service-connected
service-connected disability,
all honorable
and nothing
nothing
honorable military or naval service shall be included; and
in this Act shall be construed
construed as to affect in any manner an
an employee's
employee's
pension, or compensation
compensation in addition to
right. to retired pay, pension,
to the
the
annuity
annuity herein provided."
provided."
SEC.
Canal Zone Code,
SEC. 2. That the first paragraph of section 97 of title 2, Canal Zone
amendment.
Code, be
amended to
read as
as follows:
Code,
be amended
to read
follows:
46
46 Stat.
Stat. 1476.
1476.
Computation
Computation of
of ac"
.
SEc. 97.
COMPUTATION OF
"SEC.
97. COMPUTATION
OF ACCREDITED SERvicE.—Subject
SERvICE.-Subject to
to the
the propro- credited
credited service.
service.
visions of section 98 of this title, the service which
which shall
shall form
form the
the
basis for calculating
calculating the amount of any
any benefit
provided in
in this
benefit provided
this Article
Article
shall
computed from
na le
mpl oymen t, w
heth er as
as a
shall be
be computed
from the
the date
date of
of origi
original
employment,
whether
a
classified or an unclassified employee, in the civil service of the United
United
States or under the municipal
municipal government
the District
District of
Columbia,
government of
of the
of Columbia,
including
different times
including periods of service at different
in one
or more
times and
and in
one or
more
independent offices of the Government,
departments, branches, or independent
Government, and
and
service on the Isthmus
of Panama
Panama with
with the
the Isthmian
ComIsthmus of
Isthmian Canal
Canal Commission, the Panama
the Panama
also
Panama Canal, or
or the
Panama Railroad
Railroad Company;
Company; also
periods of service performed
performed overseas and
and under
under authority
authority of
of the
the
United
the Army,
Army, Navy,
United States
States and
and periods
periods of
of honorable
honorable service
service in
in the
Navy,
Marine
Marine Corps, or Coast
the United
States. In
In the
the case
case of
an
Coast Guard
Guard of
of the
United States.
of an
employee, however, who
employee,
eligible for
and receives
receives retired
on
who is
is eligible
for and
retired pay
pay on
account of military
military or naval service,
service, the period
period of
of service
service upon
upon which
which
such retired pay is based shall
included; in
in the
of an
an
shall not
not be included;
the case
case of
employee
who is
is eligible
eligible for
for and
receives aa pension
on ac
count of
employee who
and receives
pension on
account
of
non-service-connected
under laws
laws administered
non-service-connected -disability
disability under
administered by
by the
the VetVeterans'
the minimum
minimum period
to
erans' Administration
Administration the
period of
of service
service necessary
necessary to
him to
entitle him
but in
in the
the case
case of
of an
an
to pension
pension shall
shall not
not be
be included;
included; but
employee
who is
eligible for
for and
and receives
receives pension
pension or
or compensation
employee who
is eligible
compensation
under laws
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
on account
laws administered
administered by
by the
Administration on
account
disability, all
all honorable
military or
of service-connected
service-connected disability,
honorable military
or naval
naval servservice shall be included; and nothing
nothing in
shall be
be construed
in this
this Article shall
construed as
as
to
in any
manner an
an employee's
employee's right
right to
pens i
on ,
to affect
affect in
any manner
to retired
retired pay,
pay, pension,
or
compensation in
in addition
addition to
annuity herein
or compensation
to the
the annuity
herein provided."
provided."
Alaska Railroad
Railroad ReSEC.
paragraph of
S
EC. 3. That the first paragraph
section 7
the Act
Act entitled
of section
7 of
of the
entitled tirement
Act, amend"An
Act for
the retirement
employees of
of the
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, Ter"An Act
for the
retirement of
of employees
Ter- ment.
ment.
of Alaska,
citizens of
of the
United States,"
ritory of
Alaska, who
who are
are citizens
the United
States," approved
approved
53 Stat. 1246.
June 29,
29, 1936
1936 (49
Stat. 2021;
2021; 5
U. S.
745f), as
June
(49 Stat.
5 U.
S. C.
C. 745f),
as amended
amended by
by the
the 5
Stipp. V,
V.
5 IT.
I. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Act approved
August 7,
1939 (Public
Law Numbered
Seventy- §
Act
approved August
7, 1939
(Public Law
Numbered 320,
320, Seventy§ 745f.
7451.
sixth Congress),
to read
as follows:
follows:
sixth
Congress), be
be further
further amended
amended to
read as
Computation of soComputation
ac"SEC. 7. Subject to the
"SEc.
section 88 hereof
hereof, the
the provisions
provisions of
of section
the service
service credited
credited service.
which
which shall
for calculating
calculating the
the amount
of any
any benefit
benefit
shall form the basis for
amount of
provided in
this Act
Act shall
be computed
computed from
of original
original
provided
in this
shall be
from the
the date
date of
employment, whether
whether as
as a
classified or
unclassified employee
employee in
in
employment,
a classified
or an
an unclassified
service of
United States
under the
municipal governthe civil
civil service
of the United
States or
or under
the municipal
governof the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, including
periods of
of service
at
ment of
including periods
service at
different times
one or
more departments
indedifferent
times and
and in
in one
or more
departments,: branches,
branches, or
or independent offices of
service in
in Alaska
with the
pendent
of the
the Government
Government and
and service
Alaska with
the
Alaskan
Engineering Commission
Commission and
the Alaska
Alaska Railroad,
Railroad, or
of
Alaskan Engineering
and the
or of
either of
and service
service on
on the
the Isthmus
Isthmus of
of Panama
either
of them,
them, and
Panama with
with the
the
Isthmian
Commission, the
Panama Canal,
or the
RailIsthmian Canal
Canal Commission,
the Panama
Canal, or
the Panama
Panama Railroad Company;
also periods
periods of
of service
under
road
Company; also
service performed
performed overseas
overseas under
authority of
of the
the United
States and
periods of
of honorable
honorable service
in
authority
United States
and periods
service in
the
Navy, Marine
Corps, or
Coast Guard
United States.
States.
the Army,
Army, Navy,
Marine Corps,
or Coast
Guard of
of the
the United
In
the case
case of
of an
an employee,
employee, however,
who is
eligible for
for and
receives
In the
however, who
is eligible
and receives
retired
pay on
of military
military or
or naval
naval service,
service, the
the period
retired pay
on account
account of
period of
of
service upon
which such
pay is
is based
based shall
be included;
service
upon which
such retired
retired pay
shall not
not be
included;
in the
the case
case of
employee who
who i
for and
and receives
pension
in
of an
an employee
isseligible
eligible for
receives a
a pension
on account
account of
non-service-connected disability
under laws
on
of non-service-connected
disability under
laws adminisadministered by
by the
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration the
the minimum
minimum period
period of
tered
of service
service
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necessary
to entitle
to pension
be included;
the
necessary to
entitle him
him to
pension shall
shall not
not be
included; but
but in
in the
case
pension or
case of
of an employee
employee who
who is
is eligible
eligible for
for and
and receives
receives pension
or comcompensation
administered by the
pensation under
under laws
laws administered
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration
on
or
on account
account of service-connected
service-connected disability,
disability, all
all honorable
honorable military
military or
naval
and nothing
shall be
be connaval service shall
shall be
be included;
included; and
nothing in
in this
this Act
Act shall
construed
manner an
an employee's
employee's right
right to
to retired
retired pay,
pay-,
strued as to
to affect
affect in
in any
any manner
pension, or
or compensation
compensation in addition
addition to
to the
the annuity
annuity herein
herein provided."
provided."
Foreign Service.
S
EC. 4.
4. That
the last
clause of
paragraph (o)
(o) of
section 26
26 of
of the
the
Foreign
Seraice.
SEC.
That the
last clause
of paragraph
of section
Retirement
and disability system.
system.
Act entitled "An Act for the
grading and
of clerks
the grading
and classification
classification of
clerks in
in
the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service of
the United
United States
States of
of America,
of the
America, and
and providing
providing
compensation therefor",
therefor", approved
approved February
23, 1931
(46 Stat.
Stat. 1213;
1213;
compensation
February 23,
1931 (46
53 Stat. 1208.
S. C.
21), as
as amended
amended by
by the
Act of
of August
August 5,
5, 1939
1939 (Public
(Public
§21 (o);
(o); 22
22 U.
U. S.
C. 21),
the Act
2U.
U.t.S. C.
22
C. §
¢21 (o).
(o).
Supp. V,
V, §21
Numbered 277, Seventy-sixth
Law Numbered
Seventy-sixth Congress),
Congress), be further
further amended
amended to
to
Computation of
Computation
of pepeas
the
case
of
a
Foreign
read
follows:
"but
in
a
Foreign
Service
officer
who
is
Service
officer
who
is
riod of service.
odo
service
eligible for
for and
and receives
retired pay
pay on
of military
military or
naval
eligible
receives retired
on account
account of
or naval
retired pay
pay is
based
service, the period of
of service
service upon
upon which
which such
such retired
is based
the case
employee who
who is
is eligible
shall not be included;
included; in
in the
case of
of an
an employee
eligible for
for
and receives
receives aa pension
account of
of non-service-connected
disability
pension on
on account
non-service-connected disability
under laws
under
laws administered
administered by
Veterans' Administration
Administration the
miniby the
the Veterans'
the minimum period of service necessary
necessary to entitle
pension shall not
not
entitle him to pension
be included;
in the case of an employee
employee who
included; but in
who is
is eligible
eligible for
and
for and
receives
receives pension
pension or
or compensation
laws administered
administered by
the
compensation under
under laws
by the
Veterans'
Administration on
Veterans' Administration
on account
account of
of service-connected
service-connected disability,
disability,
all honorable
all
honorable military
military or
or naval
shall be
nothing
naval service
service shall
be included;
included; and
and nothing
in this
this Act
in
shall be
construed as
as to
to affect
affect in
an employee
employee'ss
Act shall
be construed
in any
any manner
manner an
right to
right
retired pay,
pension, or
or compensation
compensation in
in addition
to the
the
to retired
pay, pension,
addition to
annuity
herein provided".
provided".
annuity herein
Effective date.
date.
Effective
SEO. 5. This .Act
Act shall take effect the 1st day of
of the month
SEc.
month next
next
separated from
from the
the
succeeding the date of enactment. Any person
person separated
service prior to such effective
effective date
may, upon
upon request,
claim
date may,
request, have
have his
his claim
for retirement
the terms
terms of
of this
Act; but
for
retirement adjudicated
adjudicated under
under the
this Act;
but no
no increase
increase
in annuity shall be allowed
effective date
shall this
this
allowed prior to
to such
such effective
date nor
nor shall
person separated
separated
Act be construed so
so as
as to
to reduce
reduce the annuity
annuity of
of any
any person
prior to
prior
effective date.
date.
to its
its effective
Approved, October
Approved,
October 14,
1940.
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 860]
October 14,
14, 1940
1940
DI.
[H. R. 8846]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 847]

District of Columbia.
Retirement of MetRetirement
ropolitan Police, etc.

39 Stat. 718.

Voluntary retireVoluntary
ment.
Requirements.
Requirements.

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
provide for the retirement of certain members of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
Police
Department
Department of the District of Columbia, the United States Park
Police force,
force,
Park Police
the White House Police force, and the members
members of the Fire Department of the
the
District of
of Columbia.
Columbia.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
12 of
assembled, That
That section
section 12
of
the Act entitled "An Act making
making appropriations
for the
the
appropriations to
to provide
provide for
expenses of
of the government
expenses
government of the District of Columbia
Columbia for the fiscal
fiscal
year ending June
June thirtieth,
thirtieth, nineteen
hundred and
seventeen, and
for
nineteen hundred
and seventeen,
and for
purposes", approved September 1,
1, 1916,
1916, is
is amended
amended by
other purposes",
adding
by adding
after the fourth paragraph
a new paragraph to read
paragraph of such section a
read
as
as follows:
follows:
"Whenever
Police Department
Department of
"Whenever any member of the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police
of
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or of
United States
States Park
Park Police
force,
of the
the United
Police force,
or of the White
or the Fire
Fire Department
White House
House Police force, or
of the
Department of
the
District of Columbia has served
twenty-five years or more as a
a memserved twenty-five
ber of such department
department or police force,
force, or
the Fire
or the
Department of
of the
Fire Department
the
District of Columbia, or any combination
combination of such
such service,
or whenwhenservice, or
ever any member of the United States Secret
Secret Service,
who has
Service, who
has served
served
twenty-five
in the service
twenty-five years in
service of
the United
States Government,
of the
United States
Government, the
the

54 STAT.]
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protection of the
duties of whom in whole or in part related to the protection
life of the President and who has actively performed
duties other
other
performed duties
than clerical for ten
ten years
years or more directly
directly related
to the
protection
related to
the protection
of the President
President extended
extended by
by the
the Secret
Secret Service
Division and
Service Division
and having
having
reached the
of fifty-five
fifty-five years,
he may,
may, at
his election,
be retired
reached
the age
age of
years, he
at his
election, be
retired
from the service of
any such
such police
of any
department or
or police
force or
police department
police force
or
Division or
or fire
fire department,
Division
department, and
and shall
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to receive
receive retireretirement compensation
compensation from
from the
the said
relief fund,
said policemen
policemen and
and firemen's
firemen's relief
fund,
District of
District
Columbia, in
in an
an amount
amount equal
50 per
per centum
annum
of Columbia,
equal to
to 50
centum per
per annum
of
received by
him at
at the
the date
date of
of retirement:
of the
the salary
salary received
by him
retirement: Provided,
Provided,
however, That
however,
That in
in any
fiscal year
year any
such retirement
retirement shall
in
any fiscal
any such
shall be
be in
accordance
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
as may
may be
be adopted
adopted by
accordance with
with such
such rules
by the
the
Commissioners
District of
and in
in no
year shall
Commissioners of
of the
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
no fiscal
fiscal year
shall
the
the amount
amount of
of all
all such
under the
provisions
such retirements
retirements authorized
authorized under
the provisions
of this
aggregate more
more than
!wither,
of
this paragraph
paragraph aggregate
than $30,000:
$30,000: Provided
Provided further,
That, when any member
member of
of the
the United
United States
Division
States Secret
Secret Service
Service Division
shall have performed
service in
performed service
the protection
of the
in connection
connection with
with the
protection of
the
President
President for
years or
or more,
more, thereby
becoming subject
for ten
ten years
thereby,becoming
subject to
to future
future
retirement
retirement after twenty-five
twenty-five years'
service under
under the
the provisions
years' service
provisions of
of
this Act,
he shall
shall be
be authorized
authorized to
to transfer
his credit
this
Act, that
that he
transfer all
all funds
funds to
to his
credit
in the
United States
in
the United
States Civil
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Retirement Fund
Fund to
the Policemen
Policemen
to the
and Firemen's
Firemen's Relief
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, and
and that
that
and
Relief Fund
Fund of
after the
the transfer
such funds,
funds, the
the salary
member shall
after
transfer of
of such
salary of
of that
that member
shall be
be
subject to
to the same
same deductions
subject
credit to
to the
Policemen and
Firedeductions for
for credit
the Policemen
and Firemen's
Relief Fund
Columbia as
as the
deductions from
from
men's Relief
Fund of
of the
the District
District of
of Columbia
the deductions
members contributing
salaries of other
other members
contributing to
to that
fund, and
he shall
that fund,
and he
shall be
be
entitled
to the
same benefits
entitled to
the same
benefits as
as other
other members
members contributing
contributing to
to that
that
fund."
fund."
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October
October 14,
14, 1940.

Compensation.
Compensation.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Regulations.
Regulations.

Limitation.
IT. S.
U.
S. Secret Service
Service
Division.
Transfer of retirement funds.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 861]

AN ACT
To amend an Act entitled "An Act authorizing construction
water conservation
construction of water
conservation
and utilization projects
projects in the Great Plains and arid and semiarid
semiarid areas of the
United States",
States", approved
approved August 11, 1939 (53 Stat. 1418),
and
an
Act entitled
1418),
"An Act to promote conservation
conservation in the arid
arid and semiarid areas
areas of the United
United
States by aiding in the development
facilities for water storage and utilizadevelopment of facilities
tion, and for other
1937 (50
(50 Stat.
Stat. 869).
869).
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved August
August 28,
28, 1937

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
That the
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
the Act
Act
entitled "An
"An Act
of water
water conservation
entitled
Act authorizing
authorizing construction
construction of
conservation and
and
utilization projects
in the
Plains and
and arid
and semiarid
semiarid areas
utilization
projects in
the Great
Great Plains
arid and
areas
of
States", approved
August 11,
1939 (53
1418),
of the
the United
United States",
approved August
11, 1939
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1418),
is hereby
hereby amended
read as
as follows:
is
amended to
to read
follows:
"SEcTiox
For the
the purpose
water supply
"SECTION 1.
1. For
purpose of
of stabilizing
stabilizing water
supply and
and
thereby rehabilitating
farmers on
on the
opporthereby
rehabilitating farmers
the land
land and
and providing
providing opportunities for
for permanent
permanent settlement
settlement of
the Secretary
Secretary of
tunities
of farm
farm families,
families, the
of
the Interior
Interior (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
to as
"the Secretary")
Secretary") is
hereby
the
referred to
as "the
is hereby
authorized
investigate and,
and, upon
upon compliance
provisions
authorized to
to investigate
compliance with
with the
the provisions
of this
to construct
construct water
and utilization
projects
of
this Act,
Act, to
water conservation
conservation and
utilization projects
in
the Great
Great Plains
Plains and
and arid
and semiarid
areas of
of the
the United
United
in the
arid and
semiarid areas
States,
operate and
and maintain
maintain each
each such
such project
accordance
and to
to operate
project in
in accordance
States, and
with
provisions of
this Act:
Provided, That
That the
United States
States
with the
the provisions
of this
Act: Provided,
the United
shall retain
retain title
title to
to the
dams, reservoirs,
reservoirs, irrigation,
irrigation, and
and other
other project
shall
the dams,
project
works until
And provided
provided further,
works
until Congress
Congress otherwise
otherwise provides:
provides: And
further,
That expenditures
made directly
directly pursuant
pursuant to
to
appropriations made
That
expenditures from
from appropriations
the authority
authority contained
12 (1)
(1) to
meet reimbursable
reimbursable conconthe
contained in
in section
section 12
to meet
struction costs
costs allocated
to irrigation
in section
(b)
section 4
4 (b)
as defined
defined in
allocated to
irrigation as
struction
shall not
not exceed
exceed $1,000,000
for dams
dams and
and reservoirs
reservoirs in
any one
one
$1,000,000 for
in any
shall
project.
project.

October 14,
14, 1940
1810
M .R. 101221
[H.
[Public, No. 848]
8481

Great
Plains, etc.,
etc.,
Oreat Plains.
water conservation.
conservation.

16 TT.
IT. S.. r.,
V,
C.. Supp. V,
if
590y-6110bb.
I§ 690y-659bb.

Water
Water conservation
conservation
and utilisation
utilization projects.

Provisos.
Provism.
Federal
Federal title to project works.
works.
Expenditures
to
Expenditures to
meet reimbursable
costs,
costs, limitation.

1120
Utilization of servUtilization
of serices,
etc., of
ices,
etc.,
of other
other
agencies.
agencies.

Use of
moneys reUse
of moneys
received.
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"SEc.
In connection
connection with the
the investigation,
investigation, construction,
or
"SEC. 2. In
construction, or

operation
and maintenance
operation and
maintenance of
of a
project, pursuant
to the
a project,
pursuant to
the authority
authority
of
this Act,
Secretary is
to utilize
utilize (1)
in such
such manner
manner
of this
Act, the
the Secretary
is authorized
authorized to
(1) in
as the
the President
President may
may direct,
services, labor
other proppropas
direct, services,
labor,, materials,
materials, or
or other
erty,
including money,
the Work
erty, including
money, supplied
supplied by
by the
Work Projects
Projects AdministraAdministration
of Indian
Indian Affairs,
tion,' the
the Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
Corps, the
the Office
Office of
Affairs,
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
or any
Federal agency,
agency, for
the
Agriculture, or
any other
other Federal
for
which the
the United
United States
shall be
be reimbursed
in such
such amounts
amounts as
which
States shall
reimbursed in
as the
the
President may
may fix
fix for
project, within
the limits
limits of
the water
President
for each
each project,
within the
of the
water
users' ability
to repay
repay costs
found by
the Secretary
users'
ability to
costs as
as found
by the
Secretary under
under subsubsection
(iv) ;
iand
(2) such
materials, easesection 3
3 (a)
(a) (iv);
and (2)
such services,
services, labor,
labor, materials,
easements
property, including
including money,
money, as
as may
be contributed
contributed by
any
ments or
or property,
may be
by any
State
or
political
agency,
municipal
corsubdivision
thereof,
State
agency,
municipal
corState or political subdivision thereof, individuals,
poration, or
other organization,
or individuals, if,
if, in
in the
the judgjudgporation,
or other
organization, or
ment of
of the
the Secretary,
the acceptance
acceptance thereof
will not
ment
Secretary, the
thereof will
not impair
impair the
the
title of
of the
the United
to the
the project
works and
and will
will not
not reduce
reduce
title
United States
States to
project works
the probability
that the
probability that
project water
water users
users can
can meet
obligations
the project
meet the
the obligations

to the United States entered
entered into pursuant to this Act. Moneys
received and accepted
section shall
shall be
accepted under
under (2)
(2) of
of this
this section
be and
and remain
remain
available
purposes for
available for
for expenditure
expenditure for
for the
the purposes
for which
which contributed
contributed
in
manner as
as if
if said
said sums
been specifically
appropriated
in like
like manner
sums had
had been
specifically appropriated
for
said purposes.
for said
purposes.
Investigations.
Investigations.
"SEC. 3. (a)
(a) No construction
undertaken pur"Site.
construction of a
aproject may be undertaken
pursuant to
to the
the authority
authority of
of this
Act unless
and until
until the
suant
this Act
unless and
the Secretary
Secretary has
has
made an investigation
investigation thereof and has submitted
to the President
submitted to
President his
his
Reports
and findReports and
find- report
report and
and findings
findings onon—
ings.
"(i)
the engineering
engineering feasibility
proposed construction;
(i) the
feasibility of
of the
the proposed
construction;
"(ii)
cost of the
the proposed construction;
"(ii) the estimated cost
construction;
"(iii)
the part
part of
which properly
can be
be
"(iii) the
of the
the estimated
estimated cost
cost which
properly can
ir rigation;
allocated to irrigation;
"(iv)
to part
"(iv)
"(iv) the
cost which
which probably
can be
be
the
part of
of the
the estimated
estimated cost
probably-can
repaid by
repaid
with the
the requirements
by the
the water
water users
users in
in accordance
accordance with
requirements
of
section 4;
of section
4;
"(v) the
part of
of the
cost which
which can
can properly
be
"(v)
the part
the estimated
estimated cost
properly be
allocated
municipal or
allocated to municipal
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water
or power
power
water supplies
supplies or
and probably
probably be
be returned
returned to
to the
the United
United States
States in
in revenues
revenues theretherefrom;
from;
"(vi) the
"(vi)
the part
of the
cost which
which can
be
part of
the estimated
estimated cost
can properly
properly be
allocated to
to the irrigation
irrigation of
of Indian
Indian trust
trust and
and tribal
and
tribal lands,
lands, and
be repayable
be
repayable in
in accordance
accordance with
with existing
existing law
law relating
relating to
to Indian
Indian
lands
lands;
"(vii)
the estimated
estimated cost
which can
can properly
properly be
be
"(vii) the
the part
part of
of the
cost which
allocated to flood control
allocated
control as recommended
recommended by
by the
Chief of
of EngiEngithe Chief
neers,
neers, War
War Department.
Department.
Participation by
In
connection
with
each such
finding, the
SecbyA
DParticipation
In
connection
with
each
such investigation,
investigation, report,
report, and
and finding,
the SecDepartment of
of Agriculture.
culture.
retary shall consult with the Secretary
of Agriculture
Secretary of
Agriculture regarding
regarding parparticipation in the proposed
proposed project
project by
by the
Department of
of Agriculture
the Department
Agriculture
5 and
under the authority of sections
sections 5
and 6;
and the
6; and
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall also
also
of Agriculture
transmit to the President a
areport by the Secretary of
the
Agriculture to
to the
the participation,
participation, if
if any,
President on the
any, proposed
by
the Department
of
proposed
by
the
Department
of
When project
shall be
be deemed
deemed authorized
and may
deeWn authorized.
pruthied.t Agriculture.
Agriculture. The
The project
project shall
authorized and
may be
be
deemed
wider-taken pursuant
pursuant to
Secretary finds
and certifies
undertaken
to this
this Act
Act if
if (1)
(1) the
the Secretary
finds and
certifies
Findings.
Findings.
to the President that the project has
has engineering
engineering feasibility
that
feasibility and
and that
the water users probably can repay,
repay' in accordance
with the
the requirerequireaccordance with
ments of section 4, an amount
amount equal to or in excess of that part of the
estimated
estimated cost allocated by him to irrigation to be met by expenditure
of moneys
section 12
(1) ;
(2) the
Presiof
moneys appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursuant to
to section
12 (1)
; and
and (2)
the PresiAvailability of servhas approved
report and
findings and
has found
osert. dent
dent has
approved said
said report
and findings
and has
found that
that services,
services,
ices,vailabroety
property, etc.
and other
labor, materials, easements, and
other property,
property, including
including money,
money, for
for
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the construction
should be
be made
available to
to the
Departthe
construction of
of the
the project,
project, should
made available
the DepartProjects Administration
or other
other
ment of the
the Interior by
by the
the Work
Work Projects
Administration or
Federal agencies,
Federal
agencies, to the extent
extent found
by the
the Secretary
to
found necessary
necessary by
Secretary to
make
up the
between the
of project
make up
the difference
difference between
the estimated
estimated cost
cost of
project construcconstruction
and (i)
part thereof
to be
expenditure of
moneys
tion and
(i) the
the part
thereof to
be met
met by
by expenditure
of moneys
appropriated
pursuant to
section 12
(1), together
together with
with (ii)
such servservappropriated pursuant
to section
12 (1),
(ii) such
ices, materials,
materials, money,
easements, and
and other
other property
ices,
money, easements,
property as
as non-Federal
non-Federal
agencies
have agreed
and the
the Secretary
has
agencies or
or parties have
agreed to
to contribute
contribute and
Secretary has
found acceptable
acceptable under
found
under section
section 2.
2.
"(b)
of the
physical features
features of
"(b) No
No actual construction
construction of
the physical
of a
a project,
project,
which meets
requirements of
of subsection
subsection (a)
undertaken
which
meets the
the requirements
(a) shall
shall be
be undertaken
unless and
until (1)
and other
land deemed
unless
and until
(1) rights-of-way
rights-of-way and
other interests
interests in
in land
deemed
the Secretary
be necessary
for the
by the
Secretary to
to be
necessary for
the construction
construction and
and operation
operation
of the
the major
major features
the project
works have
been secured,
secured, with
of
features of
of the
project works
have been
with
prices satisfactory
satisfactory to
the Secretary;
(2)
titles or easements and
and at
at prices
to the
Secretary; and
and (2)
the
Secretary has
has found
found (i)
(i) that
that water
water rights
for the
the purposes
purposes
the Secretary
rights adequate
adequate for
have been
with titles
titles and
of the
the project have
been acquired
acquired with
and at
at prices
prices satisfactory
satisfactory
to
been initiated
can be
in conformity
conformity with
with
to him, or
or have
have been
initiated and
and can
be perfected
perfected in
State law
applicable interstate
interstate agreements
agreements and
State
law and
and any
any applicable
and in
in aamanner
manner
satisfactory to
him; and
and (ii)
that such
water rights
be utilized
utilized for
for
satisfactory
to him;
(ii) that
such water
rights can
can be
the
project in
with State
State law
the purposes
purposes of
of the
the project
in conformity
conformity with
law and
and any
any
applicable
agreements and
in a
manner satisfactory
to him.
him.
applicable interstate
interstate agreements
and in
a manner
satisfactory to
'
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
No water
water for
irrigation may
may be
the works
(a) No
for irrigation
be delivered
delivered from
from the
works
"SEC.
of any
any project
project constructed
under the
the authority
authority of
after
of
constructed under
of this
this Act
Act until
until after
the repayment
or contracts
by this
section have
have been
been
the
repayment contract
contract or
contracts required
required by
this section
executed.
practicable in the judgment
judgment of
executed. Where
Where practicable
of the Secretary,
Secretary, the
repayment contract
contract shall
be with
with aa water
organization or
or
repayment
shall be
water users'
users' organization
organizations
satisfactory in
Secretary; and
and
organizations satisfactory
in form
form and powers to
to the Secretary;
otherwise
the repayment
shall be
be with
with the
landthe individual
individual landcontract shall
repayment contract
otherwise the
owners. The
The contract
contract or
shall contain
contain such
such provisions
provisions as
as the
the
owners.
or contracts
contracts shall
Secretary
deems necessary
the purposes
to
this Act and to
carry out
out the
purposes of this
necessary to
to carry
Secretary deems
protect
the interests
of the
States.
the United
United States.
interests of
protect the
"(b)
construction costs'
'reimbursable construction
costs' as
as used in
in this
"(b) The term 'reimbursable
Act
means that
that part
of the
investigating, constructing,
constructing, and
and
costs of
of investigating,
part of
the costs
Act means
operating
and maintaining
maintaining the
project, which
are allocated
by the
which are
allocated by
the
the project,
operating and
Secretary to
to irrigation,
irrigation, and which are met by expenditures
expenditures of moneys
Secretary
therefor
appropriated under
under the
the authority
authority a
12 (1),
plus such
(1), plus
such
of section
section 12
therefor appropriated
amounts
President, under
under section
section 2
2 (1),
(1), may
determine to be
may determine
the President,
amounts as
as the
reimbursable:
Provided, That
expenses incurred
in the
the
incurred in
administrative expenses
That administrative
reimbursable: Provided,
construcDistrict of
Columbia in connection
connection with the
the investigation,
investigation, construcof Columbia
District
tion,
or operation
and maintenance
maintenance of
of a
not be
included
be included
project shall
shall not
a project
operation and
tion, or
in
the reimbursable
reimbursable construction
costs nor
nor shall
shall they
charged to
they be charged
construction costs
in the
the water
any way.
way.
in any
users in
the
water users
"(c) The
repayment contract
contract or
or contracts
contracts for
for a
in
a project
project shall,
shall, in
The repayment
"(c)
States of the
their aggregate,
aggregate, provide
United States
repayment to the United
provide for repayment
their
total amount
amount of
of the
costs of
of the
the project
project
construction costs
reimbursable construction
the reimbursable
total
allocated to
to irrigation.
such contract
provide, among
shall provide,
among
Each such
contract shall
irrigation. Each
allocated
other
that—
things, thatother things,
"(1)
Secretary shall
fix a
for each
project
shall fix
a development
development period
period for
each project
"(1) The
The Secretary
of
not to
to exceed
ten years
years from
from and
and including
the first
first calendar
calendar year
year
including the
exceed ten
of not
in which
which water
water is
delivered for
the lands
lands in
in said
said project;
project; and
during
and during
is delivered
for the
in
the
be delivered
the lands
lands in
in the
the
delivered to
to the
water shall
shall be
period water
the development
development period
involved at
acre-foot, or other charge, to be fixed
fixed
charge per
per acre-foot,
project involved
at aacharge
by
the Secretary
Secretary each
year and
to be
paid in advance
delivery of
of
advance of delivery
be paid
and to
each year
by the
water.
Such charges
charges shall
shall be
fixed with
view of
returning such
such
of returning
with aa view
be fixed
water. Such
amounts
as in
the Secretary's
Secretary's judgment
judgment are
are justified
by the
the rate of
of
justified by
in the
amounts as
project
minimum the
the
over the
the return
return over
a minimum
as a
including as
development, including
project development,
full
period of that part of the
operating and
and
the cost
cost of operating
full development
development period
maintaining the
project, during
during said
Secreallocated by
by the Secreperiod, allocated
said period,
the project,
maintaining
193470
°--41 --PT.i ----71
--- 71
193470°-41-PT.

Contribution by
Contribution
by
non-Federal agencies.
agencies.
non-Federal

Rights-of-way
to be
Rights-of-way to
be
secured before
consecured
before construction.
struction.

Acquisition
Acquisition of
of water
water
rights, etc.
etc.
rights,

Repayment
Repayment
tracts.
tracts.

concon-

" Reimbursable con"Reimbursable
construction costs."
costs."
struction

Pbrorso.
Proviso.

Admlinistrative
Administrative
penses.
penses.

ex-

Provisions of
repayProvisions
of repayment contract.
ment
contract.

Development peDevelopment
Penod.
riod.
Water charges.
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Federal
operation.
Pederaloperation.

Suspension for nonpayment
payment of charges.
charges.
Spread
certain
Spread of
of certain
repayments.
repayments.

Date
of first
installDate of
first installment.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Provisions
Provisions
fected.
fected.

not af-

Accounting.
Accounting.

Delinquencies
In
Delinquencies
in
payments, penalties.
penalties.

Size of farm units of
irrigable lands.
irrigable

Provisos.
Proisoe.
Provision not apapU. S.
S.
plicable to U.
Transfer or disposal
disposal
land in project
of land
project area.
area.

Delivery
Delivery of
of water
water
under
prior rights.
under prior

Cooperative
Cooperative reharehabilitation program.
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tary
and collections
such charges
charges in
in excess
excess of
of .the
tary to
to irrigation;
irrigation; and
collections of
of such
the
cost of
of the
and maintenance
maintenance during
cost
the operation
operation and
during the
the development
development period,
period,
as
determined by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, shall
to the
as thereafter
thereafter determined
shall be
be credited
credited to
the
reimbursable
construction costs
costs of
the project
project in
in the
the manner
deterreimbursable construction
of the
manner determined by
the Secretary.
mined
by the
Secretary.
"(2)
shall operate
operate and
and maintain
the project
"(2) The
The United
United States
States shall
maintain the
project
during
the development
period fixed
it. After
the development
development
during the
development period
fixed for
for it.
After the
period,
States shall
shall operate
operate and
maintain the
the project
project or
period, the
the United
United States
and maintain
or
any part
thereof as
as long
as is
is deemed
Secretary, and
any
part thereof
long as
deemed necessary
necessary by
by the
the Secretary,
and
advance for each year that part
the estimated
cost
shall be paid in advance
part of
of the
estimated cost
project for
such year
year allocated
by
of operating
operating and
and maintaining
maintaining the
the project
for such
allocated.by
the
Secretary to
irrigation. In
In the
the event
event charges
charges due
due the
United
the Secretary
to irrigation.
the United
when due
United States
States may,
may, at
at its
its election,
election,
States are not paid
paid when
due the
the United
whole or
in part.
part.
suspend operations
operations in whole
or in
"(3)
reimbursable construction costs,
except
"(3) The repayment
repayment of
of the
the reimbursable
costs, except
which shall
shall be
repayable in
accordance with
with existexistas to
to Indian
Indian lands which
be repayable
in accordance
ing law
law relating
to Indian
Indian lands,
shall be
spread in
in not
exceed
ing
relating to
lands, shall
be spread
not to
to exceed
forty annual installments, of the number
the
number and
and amounts
amounts fixed by
by the
Secretary; and the first
annual installment
under each
contract shall
first annual
installment under
each contract
shall
become due and payable on the date fixed by
year
by the
the Secretary, in the year
next following the last year of the development
development period
period fixed
fixed under
under
subsection (c)
(c) (1)
Provided, That
subsection
(1)::Provided,
That the provisions
provisions of
of this
this subsection
subsection
shall not be construed to modify the provisions of special legislation
legislation
pertaining to
particular project.
to any particular
project.
""(4)
(4) The water users or their organization
organization will take such measures
as
Secretary deems
deems proper
proper to
the adoption
proper
as the
the Secretary
to secure
secure the
adoption of
of proper
accounting, to protect the condition of project works, and to
to provide
provide
for the proper use thereof, and to protect project
against
project lands
lands against
deterioration
deterioration due to improper use of water. Delinquencies
any
Delinquencies in
in any
payments due to the United States shall be penalized
penalized by
by aapenalty
penalty of
not less than one-half of 1
1 per centum per month. No water
water shall
shall
delivered to or for any
land or
or
be delivered
any land or
or party
party while
while either
either said
said land
it is
located or
or said
said party
party is
in arrears
the organization
organization in which
which it
is located
is in
arrears in
in
and maintenance
maintenance charges
or
the advance payment of operation
operation and
charges or
development
development period charges
charges under subsection (c)
(e) (1),
(1), or in arrears
twelve months
payment of
of an
an installment
of the
the
for more than twelve
months in the
the payment
installment of
reimbursable construction
reimbursable
construction costs.
"(5) The Secretary shall establish the size of farm units of irriga"(5)
ble lands on each project in accordance
area,
accordance with his findings of
of the area
sufficient in size for the support of aa family on the lands to
to be
irribe irrigated. No water may be delivered to or for more than the farm unit
unit
area of irrigable lands in the project owned by a
a single landowner:
landowner:
Provided, That this subsection shall not apply to the United States
Provided,
States
corporate or
No
or any agency or instrumentality thereof,
thereof, corporate
or otherwise.
otherwise. No
water shall be delivered
delivered to or
or for any land, in
in a
a project area,
area, transtransferred or
disposed o
.
subsequent to
to approval
approval of
roj
ec tby
by th
ferred
or disposed
offsubsequent
of th
thee p
project
thee
President, and within three years from
becomes availavailfrom the
the time
time water
water becomes
able, unless and until it
it has been shown to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the
Secretary or his duly authorized
representative that the land has
authorized representative
has
been transferred
transferred or disposed of at aaprice not exceeding
exceeding the appraised
appraised
value as
by the
the Secreta
ry or
dul
y aut
hori
ze d reprereprevalue
as determined
determined by
Secretary
or hi
hiss duly
authorized
sentatives, and upon
as to
to the
sentatives,
upon proof
proof of fraudulent
fraudulent representation
representation as
the
true consideration
consideration involved the Secretary is authorized
authorized to
to cancel the
the
water right attaching
attaching to the land involved:
Provided further,
That
involved: Provided
further, That
nothing herein shall be construed to create
create authority to interfere
with the delivery
delivery of
of water under
under prior rights.
rights.
"SEC. 5.
In connection
connection with
const
ructi on or
tion an
"SEc.
5. (a)
(a) In
with the
the construction
or opera
operation
andd
maintenance of projects undertaken
undertaken pursuant to the authority of
of
order to further
further in the Great
this Act, and in order
Plain.; and arid
Great Plains
arid and
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semiarid areas of the United States an effective rehabilitation
rehabilitation
agricultural economy and
and maximum
program, stabilization of the agricultural
maximum
utilization of funds spent for relief purposes, the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture
Agriculture is hereby authorized, pursuant to cooperative
cooperative agreearrange for the
ment with the Secretary of the
the Interior, (1)
(1) to
to arrange
the
settlement of the projects on a
settlement
a sound agricultural
agricultural basis,
basis, and insofar
insofar
practicable, the location
location thereon
extend
as practicable,
thereon of persons
persons in need; (2)
(2) to
to extend
guidance and advice to settlers thereon in matters of farm practice,
practice,
conservation, and efficient land use; (3)
(3) to acquire agricultural
soil conservation,
agricultural
projects, with
lands within
within the
the boundaries
boundaries of such
such projects,
with titles
titles and at
satisfactory to him; and (4)
improvement
prices satisfactory
(4) to arrange
arrange for the
the improvement
of lands
lands within the project boundaries,
boundaries, including
including clearing,
clearing, leveling,
leveling,
Contracts
and preparing
preparing them for distribution of irrigation water. Contracts
between the
between
the United States
States and
and water
water users
users or water users'
users' organizations for the lease or purchase of,
of, or
or the
the improvement
improvement of, lands
within such projects shall provide for annual or semiannual
semiannual paypaynumber and amounts
ments to the
the United States, of the
the number
amounts fixed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
The lease,
the
Agriculture. The
lease, purchase
purchase, or
or improvement
improvement
contracts for
provide in the aggregate
for
contracts
for each
each tract
tract of land
land shall provide
aggregate for
land is
the return,
return, in not
not to exceed
exceed fifty years from the
the date
date the
the land
is
incurred by the
States in
in
first settled upon, of
of the
the costs incurred
the United
United States
acquiring and
and improving
improving such
such tract
land with
with funds
appropriacquiring
tract of
of land
funds appropriated
authority of
(2), except
except administrative
expenses
ated under
under authority
of section
section 12
12 (2),
administrative expenses
incurred
incurred in
in the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, together
together with interest on
on
unpaid
balances of
of said
not less
less than
than 33per
per centum
centum per
annum.
unpaid balances
said costs
costs at
at not
per annum.
Such lease, purchase, or
or improvement
improvement contracts shall also provide
for
the fulfillment
of such
such obligations
obligations related
related to
to reimbursable
reimbursable conconfor the
fulfillment of
struction
maintenance charges
charges as
as may
be
struction costs
costs and
and operation
operation and
and maintenance
may be
applicable to
to such
such lands
lands in accordance
accordance with
with the
the repayment
repayment contract
contract
or contracts
contracts required
4.
required by section 4.
or
"(b) For the purposes of this section, the Secretary
Secretary of Agri"(b)
culture may
may utilize
utilize (1)
(1) in
such manner
manner as
President may
may direct,
direct,
culture
in such
as the
the President
services,
labor, materials,
materials, or
or other
other property,
property, including
money, supservices, labor,
including money,
supplied by
by the Work
Work Projects
Projects Administration,
Administration, the
the Civilian ConserConservation
Indian Affairs,
Affairs, the
Department of
vation Corps,
Corps, the
the Office
Office of
of Indian
the Department
of AgriAgriculture, or
or any
any other
Federal agency
the extent
extent that
the President,
to the
that the
President,
other Federal
agency to
culture,
upon
report and
recommendations of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculof Agriculthe report
and recommendations
of the
upon the
ture, finds
the same
same should
assistance of
of such
such
be supplied
supplied in
in assistance
ture,
finds that
that the
should be
improvement
work, and
shall be
be reimimprovement work,
and for
for which
which the
the United
United States
States shall
reimbursed in
such amounts
amounts as
as the
the President
fix for
may fix
for each
each project;
project;
bursed
in such
President may
and
(2) such
such services,
services, labor,
materials, easements,
easements, or
or other
other property,
property,
labor, materials,
and (2)
including
as may
contributed by
any State
or political
political
may be
be contributed
by any
State or
including money,
money, as
subdivision
State agency,
municipal corporation,
other
or other
thereof, State
agency, municipal
corporation, or
subdivision thereof,
organization, or
or individuals.
individuals. Moneys
Moneys received
accepted under
under
received and
and accepted
organization,
(2)
of this
this subsection
remain available
expenditure for
for the
the
available for
for expenditure
(2) of
subsection shall
shall remain
purposes for
for which
which contributed
in like
manner as
if said
as if
said sums
sums had
had
contributed in
like manner
purposes
been
said purposes.
purposes.
for said
appropriated for
been specifically
specifically appropriated
"SEc.
6. The
The Secretary,
Secretary, by
"SEC. 6.
by cooperative
cooperative agreements,
agreements, may
may arrange
arrange
with the
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture or
with such
or
Federal or
or with
such other
other Federal
Department of
with
State agencies,
as the
the President
desirable, for
cooperation
deem desirable,
for cooperation
President may deem
agencies, as
State
in the
investigations and
surveys of
of projects
under the
the
projects proposed
proposed under
and surveys
in
the investigations
authority of
this Act;
in connection
project which
which
with any
any such
such project
Act; and
and in
connection with
authority
of this
is
Secretary by
may
agreements may
such cooperative
cooperative agreements
by such
the Secretary
is undertaken
undertaken the
arrange
such cooperation
n the
the construction
construction or
operation and
and
or operation
in
cooperation i
for such
arrange for
maintenance of
of the
project as
deems desirable.
Any such
cooperadesirable. Any
such cooperathe project
as he
he deems
maintenance
tive agreement
agreement with
with the
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may provide,
provide,
Department of
tive
among
things (1)
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture shall
shall enter
enter
of Agriculture
(1) that
that the
other things
among other
into the
the repayment
required by
section 4,
4, and
shall handle
handle
and shall
by section
contracts, required
repayment contracts,
into
the collections
collections of
repayments and
shall take
take over
other adminisadminisover the
the other
and shall
of repayments
the
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Settlement of projects.
ects.
Guidance to settlers.
Guidancetosettlers.
Acquisition of agricultural lands.
Improvement
Improvement of
lands.
between
Contracts between
U. S. and water users
for
for lease,
lease, etc.,
etc., of lands.
lands.

Return of costs incurred by U.
U. S.

Assistance of other
other
agencies; reimburseagencies;
ment.

Cooperative agreeCooperative
ments.
Investigations and
surveys of proposed
surveys
proposed
projects.
projects.
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Arrearage penalty.
Arrearage
penalty.

Combination of contracts.

16 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§
§§ 590r-5.9x.
590r-690x.
V,
Limitation on exLimitation
penditures.

Combination
Combination of
of
project
facilities.
project facilities.

Disposition
Disposition

ceipts
from
ceipts from
operations.
operations.

of rereproject
project

Availability
cerAvailability of
of certain
tain funds.
funds.

Furnishing
Furnishing of water
supplies, power,
power, etc.
etc.
supplies,

Provisos.
Proviso.
on exLimitation on
ex-

penditure.
penditure.

Restriction on
Restriction
on concontracts.
tracts.

Federa WU
Federal
ttle;
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trative
trative duties connected
connected with the project, after the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Interior
announces that
ready for
for operation;
operation; (2)
Interior announces
that the
the project
project is
is ready
(2) if
if
such
agreement be
construction of
the project
project has
such agreement
be entered
entered into after
after construction
of the
has
been undertaken
undertaken by
Secretary of
and after
has
by the Secretary
of the
the Interior
Interior and
after he
he has
entered into the repayment
repayment contracts
contracts required
required by
section 4,
4, that
that the
by section
the
Secretary
Agriculture shall take
over the
collection of
of repayments
repayments
Secretary of Agriculture
take over
the collection
and
other administrative
duties connected
connected with
with the
the project;
project; (3)
(3) that
that
and other
administrative duties
no water shall be delivered
or party
party- while
delivered to
to or for
for any
any land or
while the
the
owner of said land or said party
arrears for more than
than twelve
party is
is in arrears
twelve
months
the United
States of
paymonths in
in the payment
payment to
to the
United States
of money
money due
due and
and payable under aa land contract
contract entered
pursuant to
section 5
entered into
into pursuant
to section
5 (a)
(a); ;
and (4)
(4) that any repayment contract with aawater user
user or
or water
water users'
users'
organization
organization entered
entered into pursuant to section 4
4and any
any land
land contract
contract
with the same water user or organization
organization entered
pursuant to
entered into
into pursuant
to
section 55 (a),
(a), if said contracts involve
involve the
the same land,
land, may
may be
be comcomof Agriculture
Agriculture is
bined in a
a single instrument.
instrument. The Secretary
Secretary of
is hereby
hereby
authorized to carry out
provision of
of any
any such
authorized
out the
the provision
such cooperative
cooperative
agreements.
agreements.
"
SEC. 7. On any one project undertaken
pursuant to
the Act
of
"SEC.
undertaken pursuant
to the
Act of
August 28, 1937, entitled "An Act to promote conservation
conservation in
in the
the arid
arid
and semiarid areas of the United States by aiding in the development
development
facilities for water
and for
of facilities
water storage
storage and
and utilization,
utilization, and
for other
other purposes"
purposes"
(50
supplemented, expenditures
expenditures for
(50 Stat. 869), as amended and
and supplemented,
for the
the
construction, maintenance,
rehabilitation or
or financial
financial assistassistmaintenance, operation,
operation, rehabilitation
shall not
Federa lf
un d
s,
ance of any
any one project,
project, shall
not exceed
exceed $50,000
$50,000 of
of Federal
funds,
whether appropriated
appropriated or allotted or
facilities and
or both. All project facilities
and
appurtenances which depend for
their utility
utility in
in whole
part upon
upon
appurtenances
for their
whole or
or in
in part
each other or upon any common
common facility
facility shall
be deemed
deemed one
shall be
one project
project
within the meaning of this section.
"SEC.
"Sue. 8. All payments
payments made to the United States under
under repayment
repayment
contracts on account of
reimbursable construction
construction costs
including
of reimbursable
costs, including
penalties
collected for
such payments,
payments, arid
all other
other
penalties collected
for delinquencies
delinquencies in
in such
and all
receipts
to sections
sections 4
and 9
9 shall
receipts from
from project
project operations
operations pursuant
pursuant to
4 and
shall
Treasury to
credit of
of miscellaneous
receipts.
be covered
covered into the
the Treasury
to the
the credit
miscellaneous receipts.
Charges collected
the development
development period
period of
project under
under
collected during
during the
of aaproject
section 4
4 (c)
such amounts
amounts thereof
may be
cred(c) (1),
(1), excepting
excepting such
thereof as
as may
be credited
reimbursable construction
construction costs,
and charges
for the
the
ited to
to reimbursable
costs, and
charges collected
collected for
maintenance of aaproject under section 44 (c)
(c) (2)
operation and maintenance
(2) shall
shall
be available
for expenditure
of
be
available for
expenditure for
for operation
operation and
and maintenance
maintenance of
said project in like manner
been specifically
specifically
manner as if said
said funds
funds had
had been
appropriated for said purposes.
appropriated
"SEc.
"SE0. 9. In connection with any project undertaken pursuant
pursuant to
to
this Act, provisions, including contracts
sale may
may be
be made
or
contracts of
of sale,
made f
for
furnishing municipal or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water
or for
water supplies, or
for developdevelopfurnishing power
ing and furnishing
power in addition to the
the power
power requirements
requirements of
of
irrigation: Provided,
Provided, That expenditures from appropriations
appropriations made
made
directly
directly pursuant
pursuant to the authority
authority contained in section 12 (1) to
meet costs allocated
allocated to municipal or
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water
water supplies
supplies or
or
surplus power shall not exceed
exceed $500,000
$500,000 for
for any one project:
project: ProProvided
further, That no contract relating to aa water supply for
Did d further,
for
municipal or miscellaneous
miscellaneous purposes or to electric power shall be
be
made unless, in the judgment of the Secretary, it will not
not impair
impair
efficiency of the project for irrigation
the efficiency
irrigation purposes.
purposes. On
On any
any project
project
where such provisions are made,
Secretary shall
allocate to
made, the
the Secretary
shall allocate
to
municipal or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water purposes or to surplus
power the
the
surplus power
part of the estimated construction
the project
part
construction costs of the
project which
which he
he deems
deems
properly so allocable; and such
the
properly
such allocations
allocations shall
shall not
not be
be included
included in
in the
reimbursable
reimbursable construction
construction costs covered by the repaymen
repayment contract
contract
nt
or contracts required
required under section 4. All right, title, and interest
interest
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in the facilities provided for such municipal
municipal or
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water
water
supplies
shall
supplies or surplus power and the revenues
revenues derived therefrom
therefrom shall
be and remain
Contracts for
remain in the United States. Contracts
for such
such municipal
Rates.
municipal
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous water
water supplies
supplies or
or for
for such
such surplus
surplus power
be
power shall
shall be
at such
such rates
rates as,
as, in
the Secretary's
Secretary's judgment,
produce revenues
revenues
at
in the
judgment, will
will produce
at least sufficient
share of
of the
sufficient to cover the appropriate
appropriate share
the annual
operaannual operation and maintenance
tion
maintenance cost
cost of
project and
and such
fixed charges,
charges,
of the
the project
such fixed
Duration of conconincluding interest,
including
for
interest, as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary deems
deems proper.
proper. Contracts
Contracts for
tracts.
the sale
sale of
the
of surplus
surplus power
be for
for periods
periods not
forty
power shall
shall be
not to
to exceed
exceed forty
years and contracts
contracts for
water supply
supply for
or miscellaneous
miscellaneous
for water
for municipal
municipal or
purposes
purposes shall
be for
as the
Secretary may
shall be
for such
such periods
periods as
the Secretary
may determine
determine
and
may include
options as
Secretary deems
and may
include such
such renewal
renewal options
as the
the Secretary
deems
Preference in sales
desirable: And
desirable:
further, That
sales or
or leases
leases of
And provided
provided further,
That in
in sales
of such
such orPreference
leases.
power, preference
shall be
given to
to municipalities
municipalities and
other public
public
power,
preference shall
be given
and other
corporations
or agencies;
to cooperatives
cooperatives and
other nonnoncorporations or
agencies; and
and also
also to
and other
profit
in whole
whole or
in part
profit organizations
organizations financed
financed in
or in
part by
by loans
loans made
made
49 Stat. 1363.
pursuant to
to the
Rural Electrification
of 1936
amendpursuant
the Rural
Electrification Act
Act of
1936 and
and any
any amend7
7 U. S. C., Supp. V,
V,
ments
ments thereof.
thereof.
§§ 901-914.
§s
901-914.
Authority of Secre"SEc. 10.
10. (a)
In connection
any project
project constructed
constructed purpur"SEC.
(a) In
connection with
with any
tary
tary to
to utilize Federal
suant
the provisions
this Act,
the Secretary
Secretary shall
shall have
sa
m e lands.
suant to
to the
provisions of
of this
Act, the
lands.
have th
thee same
authority,
with regard
to the
of lands
owned by
authority, with
regard to
the utilization
utilization of
lands owned
by the
the
United
States, other
lands acquired
acquired under
section 5
as he
United States,
other than
than lands
under section
5 as
he has
has in
in
connection with
with projects
undertaken pursuant
to the
the Federal
reclamaconnection
projects undertaken
pursuant to
Federal reclama43 U. S.. C., ch. 12;
4S
12;
tion laws,
June 17,
17, 1902
Stat. 388),
388), and
and Acts
amendatory
tion
laws, Act
Act of
of June
1902 (32
(32 Stat.
Acts amendatory
Supp. V, ch. 12.
thereof
or supplementary
supplementary thereto.
thereof or
thereto.
Authority to
ac"(b) In
In connection
construction or
operation and
and main"(b)
connection with
with the
the construction
or operation
main- quire
quire lands, etc.
tenance
of a
undertaken pursuant
to the
of this
tenance of
a project
project undertaken
pursuant to
the authority
authority of
this
Act, the Secretary
Act,
supSecretary shall
shall have
have with
with respect
respect to
to construction
construction and
and supply
with respect
to the
the acquisition,
acqui▪
sition, exchange,
ply contracts,
contracts, and
and with
respect to
exchange, and
and
disposition
of lands
lands.
,interest
water rig
•hts z and
other proppropdisposition of
interest in
in lands,
lands, water
rights,
and other
erty
erty and
the relocation
and the
relocation thereof,
thereof, the
the same
same authority,
authority, including
ncluding authorauthority, to
to acquire
lands and
and interests
in land
land and
and water
water rights
rights with
with
ity
acquire lands
interests in
titles
and at
at prices
prices satisfactory
satisfactory to
to him,
him, which
which he
in connection
titles and
he has
has in
connection
with
projects under
under the
with projects
the Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation laws.
laws.
Administrative
Administrative pro"SEC. 11.
Secretary of
of the
Interior and
the Secretary
of AgriAgri"SEC.
11. The
The Secretary
the Interior
and the
Secretary of
visions.
culture
are
hereby
authorized
to
perform
any
and
all
Acts
and
to
culture are hereby authorized to perform any and all Acts and to
make
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
be necessary
necessary and
and proper
for
make such
such rules
as may
may be
proper for
the
purpose of
of carrying
out their
their respective
respective functions
this
the purpose
carrying out
functions under
under this
Act
Act and
for the
purpose of
of carrying
carrying the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act into
and for
the purpose
into
full force
force and
and effect.
effect.
A
ppromiatIons auApropriations
au"SEC.
carry out
out the
the purposes
purposes of
Act there
there is
"SEC. 12.
12. To
To carry
of this
this Act
is hereby
hereby thorized.
thorizoed.
authorized
authorized to
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
in the
Treasury
not
otherwise appropriated
(1) for
not otherwise
appropriated (1)
for the
the Department
Department of
of the
the Interior
Interior
such
as may
necessary to
this
such sums
sums as
may be
be necessary
to carry
carry out
out its
its functions
functions under
under this
Act.
and (2)
for the
of Agriculture
sums as
as may
Act. and
(2) for
the Department
Department of
Agriculture such
such sums
may
be necessary
carry out
Act."
be
necessary to
to carry
out its
its functions
functions under
under this
this Act."
Approved, October
October 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
862]
[CHAPTER 862]

AN ACT
ACT

expedite the provision
housing in
To expedite
provision of housing
connection with national
defense, and
m connection
national defense,
and for
for
purposes.
other purposes.

0^tober 14, 1940
1910
Ootober
[H.
It. 104121
10412]
[H. R.
No. 849]
[Public, No.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
States of
Congress assembled,
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled,
SECTION
In order
S
ECTION 1. In
order to
to provide
persons engaged
engaged in
provide housing
housing for
for persons
in
national-defense activities,
national-defense
and their
their families,
families, in
in those
those areas
areas or
activities, and
or localilocalities
ties in
which the
President shall
shall find
find that
that an
acute shortage
housin which
the President
an acute
shortage of
of housing exists or
or impends
impends which
impede national-defense
which would
would impede
national-defense activities
activities

National defense
National
defense
houshag.
housiBg.
Authority of FedAdminiseral Works Administrator.
Ante, pp. 681,
681, ill&
1116.
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1940
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Acquisition of
of lands,
Acquisition
etc.
S. C.
1339;
§ 1339;
10 U.
U. S.
C. §
41 U. S. C.
C. §
§ 5.

40 U. s.
S. C.
c. §§ 40a;
Supp. V,i §40a.
Supp.
40a.
40 U. S.C.
S. C. §
§34.
34.
40
40 U.
257-C. §§§§257S. C.
40
U. S.
258e,
258e, 361-386; Supp.
V, §§385.
Planning and conPlanning
struction of buildings,
etc.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Cost-plus
contracts.
Cost-plus contracts.

Family dwelling
Family
dwelling
units, cost limitations.
limitations.
units,

Community facilifacili('ommunity
ties.
"Persons
in
"Persons engaged In
national-defense activnational-defense
defined.
ities" defined.

"Federal agency."
agency."
"Federal

Appropriation
Appropriation
thorized.
thorized.
p.1115.
Ante, p.
1115.

auau-

Proviso.
Provio.
Reimbursement
to
Reimbrsement to
i
d
c
a
sig!ated emergency
emergency
diated
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when
provided by private capital when
and that such
such housing
housing would
would not be provided
needed,
the Federal
Federal Works
Administrator (hereinafter
(hereinafter referred
as
referred to as
Works Administrator
needed, the
the
"Administrator") is authorized:
authorized:
the "Administrator")
(a)
to the
approval of title by the Attorney Genprior to
the approval
(a) To
To acquire
acquire prior
eral
as amended, and 3709
3709 of the
regard to sections 1136,
1136, as
eral (without
(without regard
Revised Statutes)
unimproved lands
lands
lands or
or interests
interests in lands
Statutes) improved
improved or unimproved
Revised
by purchase,
purchase, donation,
donation, exchange,
322
lease (without
(without regard to section 322
exchange, lease
by
412), as amended,
amended, the Act of
of
(47 Stat.
Stat. 412),
of the Act of
of June 30, 1932 (47
370), or any time limit on the availability
availability of
of
March 3, 1877
1877 (19
(19 Stat. 370),
funds
condemnation (including
(including proprorent), or condemnation
the payment
payment of rent),
funds for the
ceedings under the Acts of August
1, 1888 (25 Stat. 357),
357), March 1,
August 1,
ceedings
1929
Stat. 1421)).
1421)).
1415), and
and February 26, 1931 (46 Stat.
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1415),
(b)
regard to sections
sections 1136, as
otherwise (without regard
By contract
contract or otherwise
(b) By
amended,
section 322 of
of
amended, and
and 3709
3709 of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes, section
of the
the Act of
412), or any Federal,
June 30,
30, 1932 (47
(47 Stat. 412),
Federal, State, or
or municipal
municipal
rules, or regulations
regulations relating to plans and specificaspecificalaws, ordinances,
ordinances, rules,
approval thereof or the submission
submission of
of
tions or forms of contract, the approval
therefor) prior to the approval of title by the Attorney
estimates therefor)
General
investigations, plan,
construct,
General to make
make surveys
surveys and investigations,
plan, design,
design, construct,
remodel,
extend, repair,
repair , or
improveremodel, extend,
or demolish structures,
structures, buildings,
buildings, improvements, and community facilities, on lands or interests in lands acquired
acquired
under the provisions of subsection (a)
(a) hereof or on other lands of
of
the United States which may be available
available (transfers
(transfers of which for this
purpose by the Federal
jurisdiction thereof are hereby
Federal agency
agency having jurisdiction
hereby
authorized
law) .provide
provide
authorized notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other
other provisions of
of law),
proper approaches
transportation facilities,
and
approaches thereto,
thereto, utilities, and
and transportation
facilities, and
procure necessary
materials, supplies,
supplies, articles,
articles 'equipment, machinery,
machinery-,
procure
necessary materials,
and do all things necessary
necessary in connection therewith
therewith to
to carry out the
the
purposes of
Provided, That the cost-plus-a-percentage-ofof this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
cost-plus-a-percentage-ofcost system of contracting
contracting shall not be used, but this proviso shall
shall not
not
be construed to prevent the use of the cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee form of
of
contract: Provided,
Provided, That the cost per family dwelling
dwelling unit shall not
not
exceed an average
average of $3,000 for those units located within
within the concontinental United States nor an average
average of
$4,000 for
elseof $4,000
for those located
located elsewhere, and the cost of no family dwelling unit shall exceed $3,950
$3,950
within the continental
continental United States or $4,750 elsewhere,
elsewhere, exclusive
administration, land acquisition,
of expenses of administration,
acquisition, public utilities, and
and
community
facilities, and the aggregate cost of community
community facilities
community facilities,
facilities
shall not exceed
of the
cost of
exceed 3
3 per
per centum
centum of
the total
total cost
of all
all projects.
projects.
SEC. 2. As used in this Act (a)
engaged in nationalnationalSFC.
(a) the term "persons
"persons engaged
activities" shall include (1) enlisted
defense activities"
enlisted men in the naval or military
tary services
services of the United
United States; (2)
(2) employees
employees of the United States
in the Navy
Navy and War
War Departments assigned to duty
duty at
at naval
naval or military
military
reservations,
posts, or bases;
bases •(3)
workers engaged
engaged or
be engag
ed in
reservations, posts,
(3) workers
or to
to be
engaged
in
industries connected
industries
connected with
with and essential
essential to the national defense; (b)
(b) the
term "Federal agency"
agency" means any executive
executive department
department or office
office
(including the President),
President), independent
(including
independent establishment,
establishment, commission
commission,
executive branch
branch of
of the
the U
n it ed
board, bureau, division,
division, or office
office in
in the
the executive
United
States Government,
Government, or other agency
agency of the United States, including
including
a majority of the
corporations in which the United States owns all or a
stock, directly
directly or indirectly.
SEC.
Snc. 3. The sum of $150,000,000,
$150,000,000, to remain available until expended,
expended,
is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
appropriated to carry out the purposes of
of
therein contained
contained and
and for
this Act
Act in
in accordance
accordance with the authority
authority therein
for
administrative expenses in connection
administrative
connection therewith: Provided,
Provided, however,
however,
Administrator is authorized
reimburse, from
funds which
which
That the Administrator
authorized to
to reimburse,
from funds
may be appropriated
appropriated pursuant
pursuant to the authority
authority of this Act, the sum of
$3,300,000
available to the
the President under
under
$3,300,000 to the emergency funds made available
June 11,1940,
11, 1940, entitled
making appropriations
for
the Act
Act of
of June
entitled "An
"An Act
Act making
appropriations for
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the Navy Department and the naval service for the fiscal year ending
ending
June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes"
purposes" (Public, Numbered
Numbered 588), and
and
$6,700,000 to the emergency
the sum of $6,700,000
emergency funds made available to the
President under the Military
Military Appropriation
Appropriation Act, 1941,
1941, approved June
13,1940 (Public,
(Public, Numbered
Numbered 611).
611).
SEC. 4. When the President
President shall have declared that the emerSEC.
gency declared
declared by him on September
September 8, 1939, to exist, has ceased to
exist (a)
authority contained in section 1
(a) .the authority
1 hereof shall terminate
except with respect to contracts on projects previously entered into
or undertaken
undertaken and court proceedings then pending, and (b) property
acquired or constructed
disposed of as
constructed under this Act shall be disposed
promptly as may be advantageous
advantageous under the circumstances
circumstances and in the
interest.
public interest.
SEC. 5. Where
Where any Federal agency has funds for the provision
SEC.
national-defense activities it may, in
of housing in connection with national-defense
its discretion, make transfers of those funds, in whole or in part,
transferred shall be availto the Administrator,
Administrator, and the funds so transferred
able for, but only for, any or all of the objects and purposes of and
in accordance
accordance with all the authority
limitations contained
contained in this
authority and limitations
connection therewith.
Act, and for administrative
administrative expenses in connection
SEC. 6. Moneys
Moneys derived from rental or operation of property
SEC.
acquired or constructed under the provisions of this Act shall be
acquired
authorized by this Act and shall be
returned to the appropriation
appropriation authorized
available
maintenance including
available for
for expenses
expenses of operation and maintenance
administrative expenses in connection
connection therewith, and the unobligated
unobligated
administrative
balance of the moneys so deposited
deposited shall be covered into the Treasury
balance
miscellaneous receipts.
at the end of each fiscal year as miscellaneous
SEc. 7. Notwithstanding
provisions of law, whether
whether
SEC.
Notwithstanding any other provisions
relating
relating to the acquisition, handling, or disposal of real or other propmatters, the Administrator,
States or to other matters,
United States
erty by the United
with respect to any property
property acquired or constructed
constructed under the provisions of this Act, is authorized
authorized by means of Government
Government personnel,
selected
private agencies, or public agencies (a)
(a) to deal with,
qualified private
selected qualified
operate, administer,
administer, and insure; (b) to pursue to final colmaintain, operate,
lection
compromise or otherwise,
otherwise, all claims arising thereway of compromise
lection by way
(c) to
exchange, sell for cash or credit, and convey
to rent, lease, exchange,
from; (c)
the whole
whole or
or any
part of such
convey without cost
and to
to convey
property and
such property
any part
the
portions
municipalities for street or other public use:
portions thereof to local municipalities
Provided,
such transaction
includterms, includtransaction shall be upon such terms,
That any
any such
Provided,That
ing
the period
of any
any lease, as
Administrator to be
by the
the Administrator
deemed by
as may
may be deemed
period of
ing the
in
the public
Administrator shall
the Administrator
further, That the
Provided further,
interest::Provided
public interest
in the
fix
fair rentals,
rentals, on
on projects
projects developed
pursuant to this Act, which shall
developed pursuant
fix fair
be within
the financial
financial reach
of persons
in national
national defense:
defense:
engaged in
persons engaged
reach of
be
within the
Provided
any lease
lease authorized
authorized hereunder
hereunder shall
shall not
not be
be
That any
further, That
Provided further,
subject
the Act of June 30, 1932 (47
the provisions of section 321 of the
subject to the
Stat. 412).
SEC. 8.
In carrying
carrying out
out the
the provisions
this Act
Act the
the AdministraAdministraof this
provisions of
8. In
SEC.
tor is
is authorized
to utilize
utilize and
and act
act through
through the
the Federal
Works Agency
Agency
Federal Works
tor
authorized to
and
Federal agencies
the conpublic agency,
agency, with the
and any local public
agencies and
other Federal
and other
sent
and any
appropriated pursuant to
to this
any funds
funds appropriated
of such
such agency,
agency, and
sent of
Act
reimburseagency in reimburseto any such agency
for transfer
transfer to
Act shall
shall be available for
ment
therefor. Nothing
in this
Act shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
prevent the
the
to prevent
this Act
Nothing in
ment therefor.
Administrator from
the professional
professional services
or utilizing
utilizing the
employing or
from employing
Administrator
of private
corporations.
or corporations.
firms, or
persons, firms,
private persons,
of
SEC. 9.
The Administrator
Administrator may
may enter
enter into
into any
any agreements
agreements to
to pay
SEC.
9. The
annual sums
sums in
in lieu
to any
any State
State or
political subdivision
subdivision
or political
lieu of
of taxes
taxes to
annual
thereof,
respect to
any real
acquired and
by him
and held by
property acquired
real property
to any
with respect
thereof, with
under
this Act,
The amount
paid
so paid
amount so
thereon. The
improvements thereon.
Act, including
including improvements
under this
for
any
year
upon
any
such
property
shall
not
exceed
the
taxes
that
the
taxes
exceed
shall
not
for any year upon any such property

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 297.
297.

Ante, p.
p. 377.
Termination of auTermination
authority.
thority.

Transfer of housing
funds.

Use of rental monmoo.
Use
etc.
eys. etc.

Management,
Management,
of
property.
of property.

etc.,

PRmaso.
Provisos.
Terms of tranncintimations.
tlon.%
rentals.
Fair nrntals.

Leases.
Leaes.
40 U.
U.. S.,. C.
C. 5303b.
303b.

Utilization
rtilization of
of FedFedagencies, etc.
eral agencies,

Payments in lieu
lien of
Payments
taxes.

1128
State jurisdiction
jurisdiction
acquired propover acquired
erty.

regulaRules and regulations.

Computation
laComputation of laborers',
borers', etc., wages.

Separability
Separability clause.

Report to Congress.
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would
paid to
to the
subdivision, as
as the
the case
be, upon
upon
case may
may be,
State or
or subdivision,
the State
be paid
would be
such
property if
it were
were not
not exempt
taxation.
from taxation.
exempt from
if it
such property
SEc. 10.
10. Notwithstanding
any other
other provision
provision of
of law,
law, the
the acquisiacquisiNotwithstanding any
SEC.
tion by
by the
this
pursuant to
to this
real property
property pursuant
of any
any real
Administrator of
tion
the Administrator
Act
shall not
not deprive
any State
or political
thereof of
of
subdivision thereof
political subdivision
State or
deprive any
Act shall
its
jurisdiction in and
impair
and over
over such property, or impair
civil and criminal
criminal jurisdiction
its civil
the
civil rights
rights under
under the
the State
inhabitants on
the inhabitants
or local
local law of the
State or
the civil
property.
such property.
SEc.
The Administrator
Administrator is
to make
and
such rules
rules and
is authorized
authorized to
make such
SEC. 11.
11. The
regulations
as may
may be
of this
the provisions of
to carry
carry out
out the
be necessary
necessary-to
regulations as
Act,
and shall
establish reasonable
safety, convenience,
convenience,
of safety,
standards of
reasonable standards
shall establish
Act, and
and health.
S
EC. 12.
12. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the wages of
SEC.
mechanic employed on
construction, repair
repair or
on any construction,
every laborer and mechanic
authorized by this Act shall be computed on aabasic
demolition work authorized
per
of eight
eight hours per
work in excess of
day and work
day rate
rate of eight hours per day
compensation for all hours worked in
permitted upon compensation
day shall
shall be
be permitted
excess
of eight
not less
less than
than one
one and
and one-half
one-half times
times
per day
day at
at not
excess of
eight hours
hours per
the
prevailing wages
wages shall be
the basic
basic rate of pay.
pay. Not less than the prevailing
paid
authorized herein.
in the construction
construction of defense housing authorized
paid in
S
EC. 13. If
application thereof
thereof
If any provision of this Act, or the application
SEC.
to
remainder of
circumstances, is held invalid, the remainder
to any
any persons or circumstances,
this Act, or application
application of such provision
provision to other persons or circumstances
affected thereby.
not be affected
stances shall not
S
EC. 14. At the beginning of each session of Congress, the AdminSEC.
Congress a
a full and detailed report
istrator shall
shall make
make to Congress
report covering
covering
all
of the
hereunder.
the transactions
transactions authorized
authorized hereunder.
all of
Approved,
October 14,
1940.
Approved, October
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 871]
871]
[CHAPTER

October 14,
14 1940
October
[S.
1621
[5. 162]
[Public, No. 8501
8501
[Public,

Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
1939.

AN ACT
To protect producers,
producers, manufacturers,
manufacturers, distributors, and consumers from the unrevealed presence of substitutes and mixtures in spun, woven, knitted, felted, or
or
otherwise manufactured
otherwise
manufactured wool products, and for other purposes.

it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
the
Be it
by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That this Act may
be
1939".
be cited
cited as
as the
the "Wool
"Wool Products
Products Labeling Act of 1939".
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

"Person."
"Person."

"WooL"

411W001. 01

"Reprocessed wool."
"Reprocessed
wooL"

"Reused wool."
"Reused
wool."

SEC. 2. As used in this ActAct—
SEC.
(a) The term
"person" means
(a)
term "person"
partnership, corporameans an
an individual,
individual, partnership,
corporation, association,
association, or any other form of business enterprise, plural or
singular, as the case demands.
(1) The
"wool" means
of the
the sheep
sheep or
means the fiber
fiber from
from the
the fleece
fleece of
(b)
The term
term "wool"
lamb or hair of the Angora or Cashmere goat (and may include
the
include the
so-called specialty
alpaca, llama,
so-called
specialty fibers from the hair of the camel, alpaca,
and vicuna)
vicuna) which
which has never been reclaimed
reclaimed from any woven or felted
wool product.
(c) The term "reprocessed
resulting fiber when
when
(c)
"reprocessed wool" means the resulting
without
wool has been woven or felted into a
a wool product which, without
ever having been utilized in any way by the ultimate consumer,
a fibrous state.
subsequently has been made into a
(d) The term "reused
(d)
"reused wool"
wool" means
means the resulting fiber when wool
or reprocessed
reprocessed wool has been spun, woven, knitted, or felted into a
a
product which, after havmg
wool product
having been used in
in any
any way by the
ultimate
a fibrous state.
ultimate consumer, subsequently has been made into a
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(e)
The term
product" means
means any
any product,
or any
(e) The
term "wool
"wool product"
product, or
any portion
portion
of a
a product, which contains, purports
purports to
contain, or in
is
to contain,
in any way is
represented as
containing wool,
wool, reprocessed
reprocessed wool,
wool, or
or reused
reused wool.
wool.
represented
as containing
(f)
the Federal
(f) The term "Commission"
"Commission" means the
Federal Trade
Trade Commission.
Commission.
(g) The
The term
Trade Commission
Commission Act"
means the
of
(g)
term "Federal
"Federal Trade
Act" means
the Act
Act of
Congress
create a
Federal Trade
Trade Commission,
Commission,
Congress entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to create
a Federal
to define
define its powers
powers and duties, and for
approved
for other
other purposes",
purposes", approved
as amended, and the
the Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission
September 26, 1914, as
Act
March 21,
21, 1938.
1938.
Act approved
approved March
(h)
means commerce
commerce among
the several
(h) The
The term "commerce"
"commerce" means
among the
several
States
or with
with foreign
nations, or
or in
United
foreign nations,
in any Territory of the United
States or
States
Columbia, or
States or in
in the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
or between
between any
any.such Territory
and
foreign
and another,
another, or between
between any
any such
such Territory
Territory and any State or foreign
District of Columbia
between the District
Columbia and
and any State
State or Territory
Territory
nation, or between
or foreign
foreign nation.
or
nation.
(i)
The term
term "Territory"
"Territory" includes
the insular
of the
(i) The
includes the
insular possessions
possessions of
United States and
and also any
any Territory
Territory of
of the
the United
United States.
States.

"Wool
product."
"Wool product."

"Commission."
"Commission."
"Federal
"Federal Trade
Commission Act."
Act."

38 Stat. 717; 52 Stat.

111.
Ill.

15 U. S.
S. C.
C. §§
41-51;
§§ 41-51;
Supp. V,
V, §§
§§ 41-58.
41-58.

"Commerce."
"Commerce."

"Territory."
"Territory."

MISBRANDING DECLARED
MISBRANDING
DECLARED UNLAWFUL
UNLAWFUL
Misbranding
Misbranding deSEC. 3.
3. The
The introduction,
introduction, or
or manufacture
introduction, into clared
for introduction,
manufacture for
SEc.
unlawful.
unlawful.
commerce,
the sale,
distribution, in commerce,
commerce,
or distribution,
commerce, or
or the
sale, transportation,
transportation, or
product which
misbranded within the meaning of this
which is misbranded
of any
any wool product
Act
rules and
regulations hereunder,
hereunder, is
is unlawful
be
and shall
shall be
unlawful and
and regulations
Act or
or the
the rules
an
unfair method
method of
competition, and
and an
an unfair
and deceptive
deceptive act
act or
of competition,
unfair and
or
an unfair
Stat. 717; 52 Stat.
38 Stat.
practice,
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission Act;
Act; and
and 111.
in commerce
commerce under
under the Federal
practice, in
111.
U.
C. §
§§ 41-51;
41-51;
15
U.S.
any
person who
who shall
shall manufacture
manufacture or
deliver for
for shipment
or ship Supp. V,S. §§C.
shipment or
or deliver
any person
41-58.
41-58.
commerce, any
any such wool product which is
sell or offer for
for sale
sale in commerce,
or sell
misbranded
meaning of this Act and
and the
the rules and reguthe meaning
misbranded within the
lations
is guilty
guilty of
an unfair
method of
competition, and
and
unfair method
of competition,
of an
lations hereunder
hereunder is
an
and deceptive
deceptive act
or practice,
in commerce
within the
the
commerce within
act or
practice, in
an unfair
unfair and
meaning
of the
Trade Commission
Commission Act.
the Federal
Federal Trade
meaning of
Exemptions.
section shall
not applyapply—
This section
shall not
(a) To
common carrier
contract carrier
to aa
respect to
carrier in
in respect
or contract
carrier or
(a)
To any
any common
wool
product shipped
shipped or
or delivered
delivered for
in commerce
commerce in
in the
shipment in
for shipment
wool product
ordinary
course of
of its
its business;
business; or
or
ordinary course
(b) To
To any
any person
person manufacturing,
shipment, shipship(b)
manufacturing, delivering
delivering for
for shipment,
ping, selling,
offering for
for exportation
United
the United
from the
exportation from
sale, for
for sale,
or offering
selling, or
ping,
States to
to any
country a
a wool
product branded
accordance
in accordance
branded in
wool product
foreign country
States
any foreign
with
the specifications
specifications of
the purchaser
purchaser and
and in
the
with the
in accordance
accordance with
of the
with the
laws
of such
country.
such country.
laws of

MISBRANDED
WOOL PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
MISBRANDED WOOL
SEC. 4.
4. (a)
be misbranded—
misbrandedshall be
wool product
product shall
(a) A
A wool
SEC.
(1)
If it
it is
is falsely
falsely or
or deceptively
tagged, labeled,
labeled, or
stamped, tagged,
deceptively stamped,
(1) If
otherwise identified.
identified.
otherwise
(2) If
label, or
or other
of identification,
identification, or
other means
means of
stamp, tag,
tag, label,
(2)
If a
a stamp,
substitute therefor
therefor under
on or
affixed to
to the
wool
the wool
is not
not on
or affixed
section 5,
5, is
under section
substitute
product and
does not
not show—
showand does
product
(
A) the
the percentage
weight of
of the
the wool
the total fiber weight
percentage of
of the
(A)
product, exclusive
ornamentation not
per centum
centum
5 per
exceeding 5
not exceeding
of ornamentation
exclusive of
product,
of said
said total
total fiber
(1) wool;
(2) reprocessed
reprocessed wool;
wool;
wool; (2)
of (1)
fiber weight,
weight, of
of
(3) reused
wool; (4)
fiber other
other than
than wool
wool if
perif said
said pereach fiber
(4) each
(3)
reused wool;
centage
by weight
of such
fiber is
is 5
5 per
or more;
more; and
and
centum or
per centum
such fiber
weight of
centage by
(5)
the aggregate
other fibers:
Provided, That
That deviation
deviation
fibers: Provided,
of all
all other
(5) the
aggregate of
of
fiber contents
wool product
from percentages
percentages
product from
of the
the wool
contents of
of the
the fiber
stated
the stamp,
or other
other means
means of
of identification,
identification,
label, or
stamp, tag,
tag, label,
on the
stated on
shall not
not be
misbranding under
if the
the person
person charged
charged
this section
section if
under this
be misbranding
shall

Misbranded
wool
Misbranded
wool
product ,.
products.
Falsely labeled, etc.

No stamp, etc.,
etc., affixed.
Specified
informaSpecified
tion not shown.
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Wool contents not
contts
not
legibly stated.

egWool

Additionalinorma

Additional informaticon
tion.

Replacing
of label.
Replacingoflabel.

Designations on garDesgateonsongarments,
etc.

Proviso.
Applicability.
Applicability.

Announcement
clAnnsouecnt
,
classes.

of

r'

[54 S
TAT.
[54
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with misbranding proves such deviation resulted
resulted from
from unavoidunavoidable variations in manufacture
manufacture and despite the
exercise of
due
the exercise
of due
care to make accurate the statements on
on such
such stamp,
stamp, tag,
tag, label,
label,
or other means of identification.
identification.
(B) the maximum percentage
percentage of the total weight of
the wool
of the
wool
product, of any nonfibrous loading, filling, or
or adulterating
adulterating matter.
matter.
(C) the name of the manufacturer
manufacturer of the wool
(C)
wool product
product and/or
and/or
the name of one or more persons
persons subject to
with respect
respect
to section
section 33with
to such wool product.
(3)
a wool product containing
(3) In the case of a
containing a
a fiber other
other than
than
wool, if the percentages
percentages by weight of the wool contents
not
contents thereof
thereof are
are not
shown in words and figures plainly legible.
(4) In the case of a
a wool product
represented as wool, if .the per(4)
product represented
percentages by weight of the wool content thereof
thereof are not shown
words
shown in
in words
and figures plainly legible, or if the total fiber weight
of such
wool
weight of
such wool
product if not 100 per centum wool exclusive of ornamentation
ornamentation not
not
exceeding 5
centum of
such total
total fiber
fiber weight.
weight.
exceeding
5 per
per centum
of such

(b)
(b) In addition
addition to information
this section,
the stamp,
stamp,
information required
required in
in this
section, the
tag, label, or other means of identification,
identification, or
or substitute
substitute therefor
therefor
under section 5, may contain
information not
contain other information
the
not violating
violating the
provisions of this Act or the rules and
and regulations
of the
Commission.
regulations of
the
Commission.
(C)
any person
subject to section 33with respect to a
a wool product
(c) If
If any
person subject
product
finds or has reasonable cause to believe its stamp, tag,
or other
other
tag, label,
label, or
means of identification,
identification, or substitute therefor under
section 5,
5, does
not
under section
does not
contain
information required by this Act,
contain the information
he may
may replace
replace same
same
Act, he
containing the information
with aa substitute
substitute containing
so required.
required.
information so
(d) This section shall not be construed as
as requiring
on
requiring designation
designation on
garments or
garments
or articles
articles of apparel
apparel of fiber content
content of any linings,
linings,
paddings,
facings, except those concerning
paddings, stiffening, trimmings, or facings,
concerning
which express or implied representations
representations of
of fiber
content are
are cusfiber content
customarily
tomarily made, nor as requiring designation
designation of
of fiber
of
fiber content
content of
products which have an insignificant
insignificant or inconsequential
inconsequential textile
textile content:
content:

Provided, That
Provided,
That if
any such
article or
or product
pro ductp
ur port
st
con t
ai
n or
if any
such article
purports
too contain
or
in any manner
issrepresented as containing
manner i
containing wool, this
be
this section
section shall
shall be
applicable thereto and the information
applicable
required shall
shall be
be separately
information required
separately
set forth and segregated.
segregated.
The Commission,
Commission, after giving due
due notice
opportunity to
notice and
and opportunity
to be
be
beard to interested
determine and publicly
beard
interested persons, may determine
publicly announce
announce
the
classes of such articles concerning
concerning which express or implied reprethe classes
representations
sentations of fiber content are customarily
customarily made, and
those products
products
and those
which have an insignificant
inconsequential textile
insignificant or inconsequential
content.
textile content.
AFFIXING OF
OF STAMP,
STAMP, TAG,
AFFIXING
TAG, LABEL,
LABEL, OR
OR OTHER
OTHER IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION

Affixing
Affixing of label,
etc.,
etc., to wool product.

Proviso.
Proniso.
Name
Name of manufacturer on substitute
exception.
label; exception.
Unfair method
method
competition.
competition.

of

SEC.
manufacturing for introduction, or
SEC. 5. Any person manufacturing
or first
first introintroducing
ducing into commerce
commerce a
a wool product shall affix thereto
thereto the
the stamp,
stamp,
tag, label, or other means of identification
tag,
identification required by
this Act,
Act, and
by this
and
the same, or substitutes
substitutes therefor
therefor containing
containing identical
identical information
information
with respect
with
respect to content of the wool product or any
any other
products
other products
contained therein
therein in an amount of 5
5 per centum or more
contained
more by weight
weight
and other
information required under section
and
other information
section 4, shall be
be and
and remain
remain
affixed to such wool product, whether it
it remains in
in its
its original
original state
state
or is
is contained
or
contained in garments or other articles made in whole
or in
whole or
in
part therefrom,
therefrom, until sold to the consumer:
consumer: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the
name
the manufacturer
name of
of the
manufacturer of the wool product
product need not appear
on
appear on
the substitute stamp, tag, or label if the name of the
the person
person who
who
affixes
affixes the substitute appears
appears thereon.
thereon.
Any person
cause or participate
participate in the
person who
who shall cause
removal or
or mutimutithe removal
lation of any stamp, tag, label,
label,. or other
mea ns o
id entificati
on
other means
off identification
affixed to aa w
wood
affixed
ood product
productwith intent to violate
violate the
the provisions
provisions of
of
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unfair method
method of competition,
this Act, is guilty of an unfair
competition, and
unfair
and an
an unfair
719.
Stat. 719.
and
deceptive act or
in commerce
the meaning
meaning of
and deceptive
or practice,
practice, in
commerce within
within the
of 38
15 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
the Federal
the
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission Act.
Supp. V, §§45.

§§ 45;

ENFORCEMENT
ENFORCEMENT OF TillS
TEE ACT
ACT
SEC.
(a) Except as otherwise specifically
S
EC. 6. (a)
specifically provided herein, this
Act shall be enforced by the Federal Trade Commission under rules,
for in
and procedure
procedure provided
regulations, and
regulations,
provided for
in the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade
Commission
Commission Act.
Act.
The
authorized and
directed to
prevent any
person
The Commission
Commission is
is authorized
and directed
to prevent
any person
from violating the provisions
provisions of this Act in the same manner, by
same means,
same jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, powers,
and duties
the same
means, and
and with the
the same
powers, and
duties
as though all applicable
applicable terms and provisions
provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission
were incorporated
incorporated into
into and
part of
Commission Act
Act were
and made
made aa part
of this
this
provisions of this Act shall
person violating
violating the
the provisions
Act; and any such person
be
to the
the penalties
penalties and
and entitled
entitled to
to the
the privileges
immunibe subject
subject to
privileges and
and immuniFederal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission Act,
Act, in
in the
ties provided
provided in
in said Federal
the same
same
manner, by the same means, and with the same
same jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, powers,
and duties
duties as
as though
applicable terms
terms and
and provisions
and
though the
the applicable
provisions of
of the
the
Trade Commission
and
said Federal
Federal Trade
Commission Act were
were incorporated
incorporated into and
made a
of this
Act.
made
a part
part of
this Act.
and directed
directed to
to make
rules and
The Commission
Commission is
The
is authorized
authorized and
make rules
and
information
regulations
manner and form of disclosing information
regulations for the manner
required
by this
Act, and
and for
segregation of
of such
such information
for
required by
this Act,
for segregation
information for
different
portions of aa wool product
product as
avoid
as may
may be
be necessary
necessary to avoid
different portions
deception
confusion, and to make
deception or confusion,
make such
such further rules and reguregulations
under and
in pursuance
pursuance of
of the
terms of
of this
this Act
Act as
as may
lations under
and in
the terms
may be
be
necessary and
and proper
and enforcement.
enforcement.
for administration
administration and
proper for
necessary
The
cause inspections, analyses,
analyses,
also authorized
authorized to cause
The Commission
Commission is also
tests,
and examinations
examinations to be made of
subject
of any wool
wool products subject
tests, and
to
this Act;
and to cooperate
department or
agency of
or agency
cooperate with
with any
any department
to this
Act; and
the
Government, with
with any
possession, or with
State, Territory,
Territory, or possession,
any State,
the Government,
any department,
the
District of
of Columbia;
Columbia; or with
department, agency, or politiwith any
the District
cal subdivision
subdivision thereof;
thereof; or with any person.
person.
cal
(b) Every
Every manufacturer
products shall
shall maintain
maintain proper
proper
of wool
wool products
manufacturer of
(b)
records showing
fiber content
as required
Act of
wool
this Act
of all
all wool
required by
by this
content as
showing the
the fiber
records
products made
made by
by him,
and shall
preserve such
such records
records for
at least
least
for at
shall preserve
him, and
products
three years.
years.
three
such records
The
neglect or
to maintain
and so
so preserve
preserve such
records is
is
maintain and
or refusal
refusal to
The neglect
unlawful,
such manufacturer
manufacturer who
who neglects
neglects or
to
or refuses
refuses to
and any
any such
unlawful, and
maintain and
preserve such
such records
shall forfeit
forfeit to
to the
States
United States
the United
records shall
and so
so preserve
maintain
the sum
sum of
of $100
$100 for
for each
each day
day of
of such
accrue to
to
shall accrue
which shall
such failure,
failure, which
the
the United
States and
and be
be recoverable
recoverable in
civil action.
action.
in aacivil
the
United States

Enforcement of Act.
EnforementofAct.
38 Stat. 717; 52 Stat.
111.
15 U. S. C. §§ 41-51;
S.
41-51;s
Supp. V, §§ 41-58.

1.

T
sppv

I-

Authority of Coml
mission.
m ssion.

Penalties.
Penalties.

Rules
tions.

and
and

regularegula-

tions.

Inspections, etc., of
etc., of
wInOpeOtoncs
wool products.

Maintenance of
Maintenance
records.

of

records.

Forfeiture for negfr
lect, etc.

,,Forfeltur

ilee-

CONDEMNATION
AND INJUNCTION
PROCEEDINGS
INJUNCTION PROCEEDINGS
CONDEMNATION AND
S
EC. 7.
Any wool
wool products
be liable
liable to
proceeded against
against
to be
be proceeded
shall be
products shall
7. (a)
(a) Any
SEC.
in the
district court
of the
States for
which
the district
district in
in which
for the
the United
United States
court of
in
the district
found, and
and to
be seized
seized for
for confiscation
by process
for conconprocess of
of libel
libel for
confiscation by
found,
to be
demnation, if
if the
the Commission
Commission has
has reasonable
such
to believe
believe such
cause to
reasonable cause
demnation,
wool products
being manufactured
manufactured or
or held
held for
or
shipment, or
for shipment,
are being
wool
products are
shipped, or
held for
sale or
or exchange
exchange after
shipment, in
in
in commerce
commerce in
after shipment,
for sale
or held
shipped,
violation of
the provisions
provisions of
Act, and
if after
notice from
from the
the
after notice
and if
of this
this Act,
of the
violation
Commission the
the provisions
of this
this Act
to said
respect to
said products
products
Act with
with respect
provisions of
Commission
are not
shown to
to be
with. Proceedings
Proceedings in
in such
such libel
libel cases
cases
be complied
complied with.
not shown
are
shall conform
as nearly
nearly as
as may
may be
be to
to suits
suits in
in rem
in admiralty,
admiralty, and
and
rem in
conform as
shall
may be
Commission.
by the
the Commission.
be brought
brought by
may
If
products are
are condemned
the court,
court, they
they shall
shall be
be
by the
condemned by
such wool
wool products
If such
disposed of,
of, in
in the
the discretion
the court,
court, by
by destruction;
sale;
destruction; by
by sale;
discretion of
of the
disposed

Condemnation, etc.
Condemnation,

Disposition, etc.
etc.
Disposition,
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ings.
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by delivery
delivery to the owner or claimant thereof
legal
thereof upon
upon payment
payment of
of legal
costs and charges
charges and upon execution
execution of good and sufficient
sufficient bond
bond to
the effect that such wool products
products will not
propnot be
be disposed of until
until properly stamped, tagged, labeled, or
or otherwise
identified under
under the
the proprootherwise identified
visions of this Act; or by such charitable
charitable disposition as
as the
the court
court may
may
deem proper.
proper. If
If such wool products
products are disposed of
of by
sale, the
the
by sale,
proceeds,
proceeds, less legal costs and charges, shall be
be paid
paid into
into the Treasury
of the United
United States.
(b)
(b) Whenever the Commission has reason to
that—
to believe that(1)
(1) Any person is violating, or is about to violate,
violate, sections 3, 5,
8, or 9
9 of this
this Act, and that
(2)
(2) It
It would be to the public interest
interest to enjoin
enjoin such
such violation
until complaint is issued by
by the Commission under the Federal
Trade Commission Act and such complaint
dismissed by the ComComcomplaint dismissed
mission or set aside by the court on review, or until order to
cease
to cease
and desist made thereon by the Commission
Commission has become
become final
final
within the meaning of the Federal
Federal Trade
Trade Commission
Commission Act,
the Commission
Commission may bring suit in the district
district court of the
the United
States or in the United States court of any Territory,
Territory, for the district
district
or Territory in which such person
transacts business,
business, to
person resides
resides or transacts
to
enjoin such violation, and upon proper showing aa temporary
temporary injunction or restraining order shall
granted without
shall be
be granted
without bond.
EXCLUSION OF MISBRANDED
EXCLUSION
MISBRANDED WOOL
WOOL PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS

Exclusion of misExclusion
branded wool products.
Invoices.
Invoices.
S. C.
C. §
§1481.
1481.
19 U.
U. S.

Acts declared
declared unfair, etc.

38 Stat. 717; 52
12 Stat.
Stat.
ill.
111.
§1 41-51;
41-51;
15 U.. S. C. §.
Supp.
9§ 41-58.
Stipp. V,
V. Ill

statement
Verified statement
showing
showing fiber content.

SEO.
Sigc. 8. All wool products
products imported
imported into
into the
the United
United States,
States, except
except
those made more than twenty years prior
prior to
to such
such importation,
importation, shall
shall
be stamped, tagged, labeled,
otherwise.identified
identified in
labeled, or
or otherwise
in accordance
accordance
with the provisions
provisions of this Act, and
invoices of
wool products
and all
all invoices
of such
such wool
products
required under
under the
the Act
June 17,
17, 1930
1930 (c.
497, title
title IV,
IV, 46
Stat. 719),
719),
required
Act of
of June
(c. 497,
46 Stat.
therein specified,
inforshall set forth,
forth, in addition
addition to
to the
the matter
matter therein
specified, the
the information
respect to said wool products
mation with respect
required under
products required
under the
the proprovisions of this Act, which
which information
information shall
be in
in the
the invoices
prior
shall be
invoices prior
certification under said
17, 1930.
1930.
to their certification
said Act
Act of
of June
June 17,
The falsification
falsification of, or failure to set
set forth,
forth, said
information in
in
said information
said invoices,
invoices, or the falsification
falsification or
or perjury
of the
the consignee's
declaperjury of
consignee's declaration provided for in said Act of June 17,
as it
relates
17, 1930, insofar
insofar as
it relates
to said information,
information, shall be an unfair method
competition, and
method of
of competition,
and
an unfair and deceptive
deceptive act, or practice, in commerce under
the
under the
Federal Trade Commission
or
person who falsifies
falsifies 2 or
Commission Act; and any invoices,
fails to set forth, said information
said. invoices, or
information in
in said
or who
who falsifies
falsifies
or perjures said consignee's declaration
declaration insofar as
as it
relates to
to said
it relates
said
information, may thenceforth
thenceforth be prohibited by
the Commission
from
by the
Commission from
importing, or participating
participating in the importation
any wool
wool prodprodimportation of,
of, any
ucts into the United States except upon filing bond with
Secretary
with the Secretary
of the Treasury in aa sum double
double the value of said wool products
and any duty thereon, conditioned
conditioned upon compliance
compliance with the
provisions of this Act.
A
manufacturer or producer
A verified statement from the manufacturer
such
producer of such
showing their
fiber content
co
nt
en t as
as required
requ i
red under
under the
the
wool products showing
their fiber
provisions of this Act may be required under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury.
GUARANTY
GUARANTY

Guaranty
Guaranty
dsons.
sions.

provi-

provi-

Slo. 9. (a) No person shall be guilty under section 3
3 if he estabSiam
lishes aa guaranty received in good faith signed by and containing
containing
the name and address of the person residing in the United States
by whom the wool product guaranteed
guaranteed was manufactured
manufactured and/or
and/or
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from whom it was received,
received, that said wool product
product is not misbranded
misbranded
under the provisions of this Act.
Act.
Said guaranty
guaranty shall be either (1) aa separate
guaranty specifically
specifically
separate guaranty
designating
guaranteed, in which case it
designating the wool product guaranteed,
may be
be
it may
on the invoice or other paper relating to said wool product; or
or (2)
(2)
aa continuing guaranty filed with the Commission
applicable to all
all
Commission applicable
wool products handled by a
a guarantor
guarantor in such form as the
the
Commission
Commission by rules and regulations
regulations may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
(b) Any person who furnishes a
guaranty, except
except a
a person
person
a false guaranty,
relying upon aa guaranty
guaranty to the same
same effect
faith
effect received
received in good faith
signed by and containing
containing the name
name and address of the
person residresidthe person
ing in the United States by whom
whom the wool product
product guaranteed
guaranteed was
manufactured and/or
manufactured
and/or from whom it
it was
reason to
to
was received,
received, with
with reason
believe the wool product falsely guaranteed
guaranteed may be introduced,
introduced, sold,
transported, or distributed in commerce,
method
commerce, is guilty
guilty of
of an
an unfair
unfair method
of competition, and an unfair
unfair and deceptive
deceptive act
act o
rac ti ce ,i
n com
orr p
practice,
in
com-merce
merce within the meaning of the Federal
Federal Trade Commission Act.
CRIMINAL PENALTY
CRIMINAL
PENALTY

1133
1133

guaranty.
False guaranty.

52 Stat.
Stat.
38 Stat. 717;
717; 62
111.
111.
15 U.
U. 8.
C. §§§ 41-61;
41-61;
16
. C.
Supp. V, §§ 41-58.

penalty.
SEC.
S
EC. 10. Any person who willfully
willfully violates sections 3, 5, 8, or 9
9 (b)
(b) Criminal penalty.
of this Act shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and
conviction
a misdemeanor
and upon conviction
shall be fined not more than $5,000, or be imprisoned
than
imprisoned not more than
Proviso.
Proviso.
one year, or both, in the discretion of the court: Provided,
Provided, That
That
No
limitation on
No limitation
on
other
nothing herein shall limit other provisions
other
provisions.
provisions of this Act.
Certification to AtAtCertification
Whenever
Whenever the Commission has reason to
any person
person is
is
to believe
believe any
torney General.
General.
torney
guilty of a
misdemeanor under this section,
certify all
all perpera misdemeanor
section, it
it shall
shall certify
tinent facts to the Attorney General, whose duty it
it shall be to cause
cause
appropriate
proceedings to be brought for the enforcement
appropriate proceedings
enforcement of
of the
provisions of this section against such person.
provisions
person.

APPLICATION
APPLICATION

OF EXISTING
EXISTING LAWS
OF
LAWS

Application
SEC. 11.
The provisions
provisions of
this Act
held to
to be
in addition
addition logA
vvi
l
i
s
ca
. don of
of existexistSEC.
11. The
of this
Act shall
shall be
be held
be in
ing laws.
to,
and not
not in
in substitution
for or
or limitation
limitation of,
provi sions o
to, and
substitution for
of, the
the provisions
offany
any
other
Act of
other Act
of the
the United
United States.
States.
EFFECTIVE
DATE
EFFECTIVE DATE

SEC.
S
EC. 12. This Act shall
take effect
months after
after the
date of
of its
shall take
effect nine
nine months
the date
its
passage.
passage.

Effective date.
Effective

SEPARABILITY
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE
CLAUSE

SEC.
If any provision
Sac. 13. If
provision of this
Act, or
or the
the application
application thereof
thereof to
to
this Act,
any person,
person, partnership, corporation, or circumstance
is held
held invalid,
invalid,
circumstance is
the remainder
remainder of the Act and the application
application of
of such
provision to
to
such provision
any other person,
person, partnership,
partnership, corporation,
corporation, or
circumstance shall
shall not
not
or circumstance
affected thereby.
thereby.
be affected

Separability clause.
Separability
lause.

ExcEraIONS
EXCEPTIONS

Carpets, upholsterSEC.
S
EC. 14. None of the provisions of this Act shall be construed
construed to ies,
lea, etc.
manufacture, delivery
delivery for shipment, shipment,
shipment, sale,
sale, or
or
apply to the manufacture,
offering for sale any carpets,
carpets, rugs, mats, or upholsteries,
upholsteries t nor to
to any
person manufacturing,
manufacturing, delivering
delivering for shipment, shipping,
shipping, selling,
or offering for sale any carpets, rugs, mats,
mats, or
or upholsterzes.
upholsteries.
Approved, October
October 14,
Approved,
14, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 872]
October 14, 1940
1940
October

[S.
IS. 3550]

[Public, No. 851]
[Public,
Interstate comm
merce.
Transportation in, of
Transportationin,of
convict-made goods,
etc.

mInerstate co

etc.

Penalty.
Penalty.
Provisos.
Exception of
certain
Exception
of certain

commodities.
commodities.

....
ectieate.

Effective date.

319]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To make unlawful the transportation
transportation of convict-made
convict-made goods in interstate
interstate comcornmerce, and for other purposes.
raerce,

Be
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House

Congress assembled,
shall
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That whoever shall
knowingly transport or knowingly
knowingly cause to be transported in interstate commerce,
commerce, in any manner or by any means whatsoever, or aid
aid
or assist, knowingly, in obtaining
obtaining transportation
transportation for or in transporting any goods, wares,
manufactured, produced,
produced,
porting
wares, and
and merchandise
merchandise manufactured,
or mined, wholly or
or in
by convicts
or prisoners
in part
part by
convicts or
prisoners (except
(except convicts
convicts
parole or probation)
probation) or in any
penal or reformatory
or prisoners
prisoners on parole
any penal
reformatory
institution, from one State, Territory, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, or
or
District
of the
the United
but subject
District of
United States,
States, or
or place
place noncontiguous
noncontiguous but
subject to
to
the jurisdiction thereof, or from any foreign country, into
into any State,
State,
Territory, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, or District of the United
United
States, or place noncontiguous
noncontiguous but subject
subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction thereof,
thereof,
shall be punished by
by a
a fine of
of not
than $1,000
$1,000 or
or by
imprisonnot more
more than
by imprisonment of
of not
one year,
or both:
nothing
That nothing
not more
more than
than one
year, or
both: Provided,
Provided, That
ment
herein shall apply to commodities
manufactured in Federal
commodities manufactured
Federal or District of Columbia
institutions for use by the
Columbia penal and correctional institutions
the
Federal Government
Government or to commodities manufactured
manufactured in any State
penal or correctional
correctional institution for use by any other State,
States,
State, or
or States,
or political subdivisions
subdivisions thereof;
thereof; to parts
parts for the
the repair of
of farm
farm
machinery; or to agricultural
machinery;
agricultural commodities:
commodities: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That
this Act shall go into effect one year after its approval by
by the
President.
•
Approved, October
Approved,
October 14, 1940.

[CHAPTER 875]
October 14,1940
14, 1840
[S.
[8. 38191
[Public, No.
8521
[Public,
No. 852,

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

United
Relating to changes
changes in the administration of the National Guard of the United
States bearing on Federal recognition, pay, allotment of funds, drill, training,
and so forth.

Be it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
of the
the
Congress assembled,
assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
AMENDMENTS TO NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE
AMENDMENTS
DEFENSE ACT
ACT
National Guard.
Guard.

39 Stat.
39
Stat. 205.
205.

32 2U.
U.

S.. C. § 42;
Supp.
42.
supp. V,
v, 1
442.

Ger n e m
Care
nt
Cano
ovof Government
animals.

Caretakers.
Caretakers.

Compensation.
ompenaaton.

'SECTION
'SEcTiox 1. That section 90 of the National
National Defense Act
Act of
of June
June 3,
3
1916,
as amended,
and the
same is
is hereby,
repealed and
an d reenac
t
ed
1916, as
amended, be,
be, and
the same
hereby, repealed
reenacted
to read
read as follows:
follows:
EO
"S
90. That
That funds
funds allotted
of War
War for
for the
the
"SEo.. 90.
allotted by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
support of the National Guard
Guard shall be available for the purchase
and issue of forage, bedding, shoeing, and veterinary
veterinary services, and
and
Government animals issued to any organization, and
supplies for the Government
and
for animals
animals owned
owned or hired by any State, Territory,
Territory, District of
of
Columbia,
Columbia, or National
National Guard organization,
organization, not exceeding
exceeding the
number
the number
of animals authorized
organization and used
used
authorized by Federal law for such organization
solely for military purposes,
purposes, and for the compensation of competent
competent
help for the
the care of material,
material, animals,
and equipment
equiment of
animals, armament,
armament, and
of
organizations
organizations of all kinds, under
under such regulations
regulations as the Secretary
becretary
of War may prescribe.
"The
"The compensation
compensation paid to
caretakers who
who belong
to the
to caretakers
belong to
the National
National
Guard,
Guard, as herein
herein authorized,
authorized, shall be in addition
addition to any compensation
compensation
authorized for members of the National
National Guard under any of
of the
provisions
provisions of the National
National Defense Act.
Act.
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"Under
Secretary of
shall prescribe,
prescribe,
regulations as the Secretary
of War
War shall
"Under .such regulations
the
and equipment,
equipment, or
or any
part thereof,
thereof,
any part
animals, armament,
armament, and
the material,
material, animals,
of
Territory, or the District of
of the
the National
National Guard of
of any State, Territory,
Columbia, or
or organizations
into a
a common
pool
Columbia,
organizations thereof,
thereof, may
may be
be put
put into
common pool
for care,
and the
employment of
caretakers
of caretakers
and storage;
storage; and
the employment
for
care, maintenance,
maintenance, and
therefor, not
to exceed
exceed fifteen
one pool,
is hereby
hereby authorized.
authorized.
pool, is
fifteen for
for any
any one
therefor,
not to
"Commissioned
of the
the National
employed
National Guard
Guard shall not be employed
officers of
"Commissioned officers
as
caretakers except
that, under
under such
the Secretary
as the
Secretary
regulations as
such regulations
except that,
as caretakers
of
War shall
shall prescribe,
not above
the grade
grade of
of captain
captain
one such
such officer
officer not
above the
of War
prescribe, one
for
each heavier-than-air
heavier-than-air squadron,
one such
officer not
not above
above the
the
and one
such officer
squadron, and
for each
grade
of captain
captain for
pool, may
may be employed. Either enlisted
enlisted
for each
each pool,
grade of
men or
may be
employed as
but if
if there
there are
caretakers, but
as caretakers,
be employed
or civilians
civilians may
men
as many
many as
as two
two caretakers
caretakers in
unit, one of them shall be an
in any unit,
as
enlisted man.
man.
enlisted
"Funds hereafter
hereafter appropriated
appropriated under
under the
provisions of
of the
the National
National
the provisions
"Funds
Defense Act,
Act, as
amended, for
for the
the support
support of
of the
Guard
the National
National Guard
as amended,
Defense
of the
several States,
States, Territories,
the District
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall
and the
District of
Territories, and
of
the several
be
supplemental to
to moneys
by the
several States,
States,
the several
appropriated by
moneys appropriated
be supplemental
Territories, and
and the
the District
for the
support of
of the
the
the support
of Columbia,
Columbia, for
District of
Territories,
National Guard,
be available
available for
for the
the hire
hire of
of caretakers
caretakers
shall be
and shall
Guard, and
National
and clerks:
That the
the Secretary
War shall,
shall, by
regulations,
by regulations,
of War
Secretary of
Provided,That
and
clerks: Provided,
fix the
the salaries
hereby authorized
authorized to
to be
be
clerks hereby
and clerks
caretakers and
of all
all caretakers
salaries of
fix
shall be employed."
employed, and
also designate
employed."
by whom they shall
designate by
shall also
and shall
employed,
3, 1916,
S
EC. 2.
2. That
That section
section 92
of the
National Defense
June 3,
of June
Act of
Defense Act
the National
92 of
SEC.
as amended,
and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, repealed
repealed and
reenacted
and reenacted
be, and
amended, be,
as
to
read as
follows:
as follows:
to read
"SEC. 92.
TRAINING OF
THE NATIONAL
GUARD.—Under such
regulasuch regulaNATIONAL GUARD.-Under
OF THE
92. TRAINING
"SEC.
tions as
as the
Secretary of
of War
War shall
prescribe, each
each company,
troop,
company troop,
shall prescribe,
the Secretary
tions
battery, and
and detachment
Guard shall
shall assemble for
the National
National Guard
in the
detachment in
battery,
drill
instruction, including
target practice,
not less
than
less than
practice, not
indoor target
including indoor
and instruction,
drill and
forty-eight
and shall,
thereto, participate
participate
in addition
addition thereto,
shall, in
year, and
each year,
times each
forty-eight times
in
encampments, maneuvers,
maneuvers, or
other exercises,
including outdoor
outdoor
exercises, including
or other
in encampments,
target
at least
fifteen days
in training
including
year, including
each year,
training each
days in
least fifteen
practice, at
target practice,
target
practice, unless
unless such
company, troop,
troop, battery,
battery, or
or detachment
detachment
such company,
target practice,
shall
been excused
excused from
from participation
in any
any part
the
by the
thereof by
part thereof
participation in
have been
shall have
Secretary
Provided, That
That an
for drill
and instrucinstrucdrill and
assembly for
an assembly
of "War:
War: Provided,
Secretary of
tion may
consist of
of a
a single
single duly
formation of
of a
a company,
company,
ordered formation
duly ordered
may consist
tion
troop,
when so
so authorized
by the
Secretary
the Secretary
authorized by
or, when
detachment, or,
or detachment,
battery, or
troop, battery,
of 'War,
of a
of duly
formations of
of subdivisions
subdivisions or
or parts
parts
ordered formations
duly ordered
a series
series of
War, of
of
thereof,
but
in
the
latter
case
the
series
of
formations
of
subdivisions
subdivisions
of
formations
of
the
series
case
latter
in
the
thereof, but
or groups
must comprehend
comprehend and
and include
entire organization,
and
organization, and
the entire
include the
or
groups must
must be
be included
included within
within the
time limit
limit of
of seven
days
consecutive days
seven consecutive
the time
must
within
calendar month.
month. The
total of
the attendance
attendance at
at all
all the
the
of the
sum total
The sum
a calendar
within a
separate consecutive
formations announced
announced as
as constituting
constituting that
that assemassemconsecutive formations
separate
bly shall
counted as
at the
actual military
assembly
military assembly
the actual
attendance at
as the
the attendance
be counted
shall be
bly
for
the required
required period
period of
of time;
but no
no officer,
warrant officer,
or
officer, or
officer, warrant
time; but
for the
enlisted
be counted
than once,
once, nor
for
credit for
receive credit
nor receive
more than
counted more
shall be
man shall
enlisted man
more
period of
of actual
attendance even
even
military attendance
actual military
required period
one required
than one
more than
though
attended more
of the
the formations
formations which
which
one of
than one
more than
may have
have attended
he may
though he
constitute
the assembly
for the
the required
required period
period of
Provided
time: Provided
of time:
assembly for
constitute the
further,
That credit
for an
target
indoor target
or for
for indoor
drill or
for drill
assembly for
an assembly
credit for
further, That
practice
be given
the number
of officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
number of
unless the
given unless
not be
shall not
practice shall
men
present for
duty at
at such
such assembly
shall equal
equal or
minimum
a minimum
or exceed
exceed a
assembly shall
for duty
men present
to
be prescribed
President, nor
of actual
actual
period of
the period
unless the
nor unless
the President,
by the
prescribed by
to be
military
and instruction
instruction participated
in by
by each
and
officer and
each officer
participated in
duty and
military duty
enlisted
which he
shall be
be credited
as having
having
credited as
he shall
at which
assembly at
each assembly
at each
man at
enlisted man
been
of at
at least
hours' duration
duration
one-half hours'
and one-half
one and
least one
shall be
be of
present shall
been present
and
the character
character of
of training
as may
prescribed by
the SeereSecreby the
be prescribed
may be
such as
training such
and the

Pooling provisions.

Officers not eligible
Officers
excepas caretakers;
caretakers; exception.

Funds available
available for
for
hire of caretakers and
clerks.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Regulations.

39 Stat. 206.
32 U.
j 62.
U. S. C. §

Training of National
Guard.
required.
Drills required.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Assembly for drill
instruction.
and instruction.

Credit or drill assembly, etc.
sembly,
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Credits for authorized flights.
flights.

Absence from drill
due
due to flight
flight performance.

39 Stat. 209.
209.
32
32 U.
U. S.
8. C.
C. §§143.

Pay for National
Guard officers.
Drill, etc.
etc.

42
Stat. 627,
629.
42 Stat.
627,629.
U. S. C. §§
§§ 7,
13.
7,13.
37 U.S.

Proviso*.
Proisos.
Additional pay
pay provisions.
visions.

Purchase of uniforms, etc.
40 Stat. 967.
957.
10 U.S.C.
§904.
U.S.C. §904.

31 U.
S. C.
31
U.S.
C. 1487.
487.
Sale of stable refuse,
refuatt,
sacks, etc.;
etc.; use of
of
grain sacks,
proceeds.
proceeds.
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tary of War: Provided
further, That
flight ordered
competent
Providedfurther,
That any
any flight
ordered by
by competent
authority and performed
an appropriately
appropriately rated
officer
performed by an
rated Air
Air Corps
Corps officer
or enlisted man of the National Guard assigned
assi gned to
to an
an Air
Corps unit
Air Corps
unit
thereof,
thereof, or so performed by an officer or
or enlisted man of the Medical
Medical
Department of the said National
National Guard regularly
regularly attached
attached to an
an
Air Corps unit of the National Guard
Guard by appropriate
appropriate authority,
authority, may
may
attendbe credited for the same purpose and
and to
to the same
same extent
extent as attendance at drill:
Provided further,
rn performing
performing the
the flight
so
drill: Provided
further, That
That in
flight so
ordered the officer or enlisted
enlisted man is prevented,
of
prevented, by
by.the making
making of
such flight, from attending
attending a
scheduled drill
formation of
of
a regularly
regularly scheduled
drill formation
enlisted man
is
his unit or the unit with which
which the said
said officer
officer or enlisted
man is
required
drill."
required to
to drill."
SEC. 3. That section 109 of the National Defense Act
Sao.
Act of
of June
June 3,
3,
amended, be, and the same is hereby, repealed
1916, as amended,
repealed and reenacted
reenacted
follows:
to read as follows:
"SEO. 109. PAY FOR
FOR THE
THE NATIONAL
"Sao.
such
NATIONAL GUARD
GUARD OFFICERS.—Thlder
OFFICERS.-Under such
regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, officers and warrant officers of the National Guard, except general officers,
shall
officers, shall
receive compensation at the rate of one-thirtieth of the monthly
base
monthly base
pay
the Pay
Pay ReadjustReadjustpay prescribed
prescribed for them
them in sections
sections 33 and
and 9
9 of the
ment Act of June 10, 1922, for each regular drill, period of approappropriate duty, or other equivalent
equivalent period
authorized by
by
period of
of training,
training, authorized
the Secretary
Secretary of War, not exceeding
exceeding eight in any one
calendar month
month
one calendar
and not exceeding
exceeding sixty in any one
at which
which they
they shall
shall
one fiscal
fiscal year,
year, at
entire period of not less than one
have been engaged
engaged for the entire
and
one and
one-half
Provided, That such
such pay
pay shall
be in
addition to
one-half hours:
hours: Provided,
shall be
in addition
to
compensation
compensation for attendance at
or
at fieldfield- or
or coast-defense
coast-defense instruction
instruction or
maneuvers, and
nothing in
to reduce
reduce the
the
maneuvers,
and that
that nothing
in this
this Act
Act shall
shall operate
operate to
present pay of majors and lieutenant colonels.
colonels. General
General officers
officers shall
shall
receive $500
$500 a
a year in addition to compensation
compensation for
for attendance
attendance at
at
field- or coast-defense
coast-defense instruction
instruction or maneuvers, for satisfactory
satisfactory perperformance of their appropriate
appropriate duties. In addition to
to pay herein..
herein..
before provided officers commanding
commanding organizations
than aabrigade
brigade
organizations less
less than
and having administrative
administrative functions
connected therewith
therewith shall,
shall,
functions connected
whether or not such officers belong to
not
to such organizations,
organizations, receive
receive not
more than $240 a
a year
performance of
of such
such adminyear for
for the faithful
faithful performance
administrative
istrative functions under such regulations
regulations as
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War
as the
may prescribe;
prescribe; and for the purpose
determining how
how much
much shall
purpose of
of determining
shall
be paid to such officers so performing such functions,
Secretary
functions, the Secretary
of War may, from time to time, divide them into classes
fix the
classes and
and fix
the
amount payable to
each class.
class. Pay
Pay under
to the
the officers in
in each
under the
the proviprovisions of this section shall not accrue to any officer during
period
during a
a period
when he shall be entitled
of law
to the
rate
entitled under
under any
any provision
provision of
law to
the full
full rate
of his base pay prescribed
prescribed in section 33 or section 9,
9, as
as the
the case
case may
may
Readjustment Act of June 10, 1922: Provided
be, of the Pay Readjustment
Provided further,
further,
That section 99of the Act entitled 'An
'An Act
Act amending
the Act
entitled
amending the
Act entitled
"An Act to authorize the President to increase temporarily
temporarily the
the MiliMilitary Establishment
Establishment of the United States", approved
approved May 18,
18, 1917',
1917',
approved August 31, 1918, shall also apply to the
the purchase
purchase of
of uniuniforms, accouterments, and
officers of
the
and equipment
equipment for
for cash
cash by
by officers
of the
active and inactive National Guard, whether in State or Federal
Federal
service, on proper identification and under
under such rules
regulations
rules and
and regulations
as the Secretary
Secretary of War may prescribe."
prescribe."
SEC.
SEC. 4. That section 3618, Revised Statutes, as
amended, be,
as amended,
be, and
and
the same is hereby, amended
amended by adding the following additional
language:
"That, under such .regulations
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
language: "That
Secretary of
of War
War
may prescribe, the commanding
commanding officers of mounted units of the
National Guard
National
Guard may sell all stable refuse and empty grain
and
grain sacks
sacks and
containers at public or private
private sale and apply
apply the proceeds
proceeds derived
derived
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therefrom to the purchase of feed, supplementing
supplementing the regular allowtherefrom
ance and issue for the animals of the said units, and for
for the
the purchase
purchase
of stable equipment, and horseshoers', saddlers', blacksmiths', and
wagoners'
organizations."
wagoners' tools not an article of issue to such organizations."
SEc. 5. That the Act of July 15, 1939 (53
(53 Stat. 1042),
SEc.
1042), be, and the
same is hereby, repealed and reenacted to read as follows:
follows:
"That neither of the provisions
provisions of the Act of June 15, 1936 (49
Stat. 1507), nor any other law of the United States shall be construed
construed
as limiting the power and authority
authority of the Secretary
Secretary of
under
of War,
War, under
such regulations as he may prescribe, to
to require
require the
the hospitalization,
hospitalization,
end and domiciliary care so long as
medical, and surgical treatment
any
as any
or all are necessary
necessary of persons
persons in the active military service or
or on
on
active duty, or in training, under the provisions of
sections 92,
92, 94,
94, 97,
97,
of sections
99, and 113 of the National Defense
Act of
as amended,
amended,
Defense Act
of June
June 3,
3, 1916,
1916, as
and to incur obligations
obligations with respect thereto, without
reference to
to
without reference
their line-of-duty status: Provided,
Provided, That
That this
this Act
Act shall
shall not
include
not include
those individuals
individuals who are on an armory-drill
armory-drill status
officers,
status except
except officers,
warrant officers,
warrant
officers, and enlisted men
men of
National Guard
of the
the National
Guard who
who suffer
suffer
personal
personal injury (as distinguished
distinguished from
from disease)
participating
disease) when
when participating
prescribed under the provisions
in aerial flights prescribed
provisions of
of section
And
section 92:
92: And
provided
further, That this Act shall not apply to officers
provided further,
and enlisted
enlisted
officers and
men who are treated
treated in private
private hospitals or
or by civilian
civilian physicians
physicians
while on furloughs or leaves of absence
absence in excess of twenty-four
twenty-four
hours."
hours."
Approved, October 14,
Approved,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 876]

AN ACT
ACT

To revise and codify the nationality
nationality laws of
the United
States into
into a
comprehensive
of the
United States
a comprehensive
nationality code.
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32 U.S.
U. S.
1644.
164d.

C., sum.
Supp. V,
V,

10
U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V.
10U.S.C.,
S.. C.,
C.,

§§§ 455a-d;
45.5a-d; 32 U.
U.

Supp. V,
V, f§
§§164a-c.

Required hospitaliRequired
zation and medical
medical
treatment.
treatment.
39 Stat.
Stat. 206,
206, 207, 211.
211.

Provisos.
Proviso.

Exclusion
Exclusion of
of individuals
viduals on armoryarmory.
exoeption.
drill status; exception.

Private treatment.
treatment.
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it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
and House
House of
of the
the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
Nationality Act of
United States
Nationality
States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
United
Congress assembled,
the nationality
nationality 1940.
1940.
laws of the United States are revised and
follows:
and codified as follows:

TITLE I
I
SECTION
S
ECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the Nationality
Nationality Act
of 1940.
Act of
1940.

8horttitle.

Short title.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER I—DEFINITIONS
I-DEFINITIONS
SEC. 101. For the purposes of this Act—
Act-

(a) The term "national"
a person owing
owing permanent
"national" means a
permanent allealle-

giance to aa state.
giance

"National."
"National."

"National of
the
"national of the United States" means (1)
of the
(1) aacitizen
(b) The term "national
citizen United
"National
States."
(2) a
a person who, though not aacitizen of
of the United States, or (2)
of the
the United tates
United States, owes permanent
permanent allegiance
allegiance to the United States. It
It
does not include an alien.
(c) The term "naturalization"
"naturalization" means
(c)
means the
of nationality
the conferring
conferring of
nationality "Naturalization."
'Naturalizat ion."
of a
a state upon a
a person after birth.
birth.
"United States."
(d) The
(d)
States" when
in a
geographical sense
The term "United
"United States"
when used
used in
a geographical
sense "United
stat
means the continental United States, Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto
Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico,
Rico,
oses."
and the Virgin Islands of
of the
the United
United States.
"Outlying possesposses(e)
(e) The term "outlying possessions"
possessions" means
means all
all territory,
territory, other
other than sions."
"Outlying
as specified in subsection
subsection (d),
(d), over
the United
United States
over which the
States exercises
exercises
rights of sovereignty, except the Canal
Zone.
Canal Zone.
(f)
(f) The term "parent" includes
includes in
of a
aposthumous
posthumous child
in the
the case
case of
child "Parent."
"Parent."
a
deceased
parent.
a deceased parent.
"Minor."
(g) The term "minor"
a person
"minor" means a
person under twenty-one
twenty-one years
years of
of "Mnor."
age.
193470*-41
vr. Ii
193470--41-PT.

72
72

1138
1138
Post, p. 1140.
1140.
Post,
"State."
"State."
Post, p.
p.1140.
1140.
Post,

"Naturalization
"Naturalization
court."
court."

court."
"Clerk of court."
"Commissioner"
"Commissioner"
"Deputy ComComand "Deputy
missioner."
missioner."
"Attorney GenGen"Attorney
eral."
eral."
"Service: .
"Service."
"Designated ex"Designated
aminer."
aminer."
Post, p.1156.
Post,
p. 1156.
"Child."
"Child."

"Foreign state."
state."
Post,
Post, p. 1170.

Place of general
general
abode.
Post,
1169,
Post, pp. 1142, 1169,
1170.
1170.
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14, 1940
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876-OCT. 14,
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SE0. 102. For the purposes of chapter
Act—
SEo.
chapter III of this Act(a) The
includes (except
in subsection
subsection (a)
(a)
(except as
as used
used in
(a)
The term
term "State"
"State" includes
of section
301), Alaska,
Hawaii, the
District of
of Columbia,
Puerto
the District
Columbia, Puerto
of
section 301),
Alaska, Hawaii,
Rico,
the Virgin
of the
Rico, and
and the
Virgin Islands
Islands of
the United
United States.
States.
(b)
"naturalization court",
otherwise particularly
particularly
court", unless
unless otherwise
(b) the
the term
term "naturalization
described,
authorized by
by subsection
(a) of
301
described, means
means aacourt
court authorized
subsection (a)
of section
section 301
naturalization jurisdiction.
to exercise naturalization
(c) The
The term
term "clerk
of court"
court" means
means aa clerk
clerk of
of a
a naturalization
naturalization
(c)
"clerk of
court.
(d)
The terms
Commissioner" mean
mean
and "Deputy
"Deputy Commissioner"
(d) The
terms "Commissioner"
"Commissioner" and
the Commissioner
and a
Deputy
the
Commissioner of
of Immigration
Immigration and
and Naturalization
Naturalization and
a Deputy
Commissioner of
Immigration and
respectively.
Commissioner
of Immigration
and Naturalization,
Naturalization, respectively.
(e)
The term
means the
the Attorney
General of
of
Attorney General
term "Attorney
"Attorney General"
General" means
(e) The
the United
United States.
(f)
Naturalization
(f) The term
term "Service"
"Service" means the
the Immigration
Immigration and
and Naturalization
Service
States Department
Department of Justice.
Service of
of the United States
means an examiner or other
examiner" means
"designated examiner"
(g) The term "designated
officer
officer of the Service designated under section 333 by the Commissioner.
"child" includes a
achild legitimated under the law of
(h) The term "child"
domicile, whether
the child's residence
residence or
or domicile,
whether in
in the United States or elsewhere;
provided such legitwhere; also
also aachild adopted in the United
United States,
States, provided
imation or
adoption takes
reaches the age
imation
or adoption
takes place before
before the
the child reaches
age of
of
years and
legitimating or
sixteen years
and the
the child
child is in the
the legal custody of
of the
the legitimating
adopting
adopting parent or parents.
parents.
SEC.
SEC. 103. For the purposes of subsections (a),
(a), (b),
(b), and (c)
(c) of sec401 of
tion 404
of this Act,
Act, the term "foreign
"foreign state"
state" includes
includes outlying
outlying possespossessions of a
aforeign state, but does not include self-governing
self-governing dominions
or territory under mandate, which,
which, for the purposes of these subsecseparate states.
tions, shall be regarded
regarded as separate
S
EC. 104. For the purposes of sections 201, 307
(b), 403, 404, 405,
SEC.
307 (b),
405,
general abode shall
406, and 407 of this Act, the place of general
shall be deemed
deemed
place of residence.
residence.
the place

CHAPTER II—NATIONALITY
II-NATIONALITY AT BIRTH
CHAPTER
BIRTH
Nationals and citizens of U. 8.
S. at birth.

So. 201. The following shall be nationals
nationals and citizens of the United
United
SEc.
States at birth:
(a)
born in
in the
United States,
(a) A
A person
person born
the United
States, and
and subject
subject to
to the
the jurisdicjurisdiction thereof;
(b)
A person born in
(b) A
in the
the United
United States to
to a
a member
member of an
an Indian,
Eskimo, Aleutian,
Aleutian, or other aboriginal
aboriginal tribe: Provided,
Prolrided, That the granting of citizenship
impair
citizenship under
under this subsection
subsection shall not
not in
in any
any manner
manner impair
or otherwise affect the right of such person to tribal or other property;
property;
(c) A person born outside of the United States and its outlying pos(c)
sessions of parents both of whom are citizens
citizens of the United States
and one of whom has resided in the United States or
or one of its
its outlying possessions, prior to the birth of such person;
(d)
person born
outlying
(d) A
A person
born outside of
of the United States
States and its outlying
possessions of parents one of whom is a
a citizen of the United States
who resided in the United States or one of its outlying possessions
possessions
a national,
national,
prior to the birth of such person, and the other of whom is a
a citizen of the United States;
but not a
(e) A.
person born
born in
in .an
an outlying
United States
States
(e)
A person
outlying possession
possession of
of the
the United
of parents one of
United States
States who
who resided
resided
of whom is
is a
a citizen of
of the
the United
in the United States or one of its outlying possessions prior to the
birth of such person;
person;
(f) A child of unknown parentage
parentage found in the United States,
until shown not to have been born in the United
United States;
States;
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(g) A
person born
born outside
the United
and its
its outlying
outlying
States and
United States
outside the
(g)
A person
possessions
possessions of parents one of whom is a
a citizen
citizen of the United
United States
person, has had ten years' residence in
who, prior to the birth of such person,
possessions, at least five of
United States or one of its outlying possessions,
of
the United
were after attaining
attaining the
the age of sixteen years, the other being
being
which were
Provided,That, in order
an alien: Provided,
order to retain such citizenship,
citizenship, the child
child
must reside in the United States or its outlying
outlying possessions
possessions for a
a
period or periods totaling five years between
between the ages of thirteen and
has not taken
taken
twenty-one years:
Provided further,
That, if
if the child has
twenty-one
years: Provided
further, That,
residence in
up aaresidence
in the
the United
United States
States or its
its outlying
outlying possessions
possessions by the
the
time
reaches the age of
for
time he reaches
of sixteen
sixteen years, or if
if he
he resides abroad
abroad for
such a
becomes impossible for him to complete the five
time that
that it
it becomes
such
a time
years' residence
in the
United States
or its
possessions before
before
outlying possessions
years'
residence in
the United
States or
its outlying
reaching the
twenty-one years,
years, his American
American citizenship
citizenship shall
shall
reaching
the age of
of twenty-one
thereupon
cease.
thereupon cease.
The
preceding provisos
provisos shall
shall not
abroad
The preceding
not apply
apply to
to a
a child
child born
born abroad
whose American
American parent
parent is
time of
the child's
residing
child's birth
birth residing
the time
of the
is at
at the
whose
abroad
solely or
Government
of the
the Government
in the employment
employment of
or principally
principally in
abroad solely
of the
the United
United States
or aabona fide
educational, scientific,
scientific,
fide American,
American, educational,
States or
of
philanthropic, religious,
financial organization,
organization, having
having
or financial
commercial, or
philanthropic,
religious, commercial,
its principal
office or
United States,
States ' or
or an
an
business in
in the
the United
or place
place of
of business
its
principal office
international agency
character in which the United
United
of an
an official character
agency of
international
States participates,
participates, for
he receives
compensation;
a substantial
substantial compensation;
receives a
for which
which he
States
(h)
The foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions of
of subsection
subsection (g)
concerning retenreten(g) concerning
(h) The
tion
of citizenship
shall apply
to aa child
born abroad
abroad subsequent
subsequent to
to
child born
apply to
citizenship shall
tion of
May 24,
24, 1934.
1934.
May
SEc. 202.
persons born in
Puerto Rico on or after April 11,
in Puerto
All persons
SEC.
202. All
1899,
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the United States,
States, residing on the
of the
subject to
1899, subject
effective
date of
of this
this Act
Act in
in Puerto
Puerto Rico
or other
other territory
territory over
which
over which
Rico or
effective date
the
exercises rights
rights of
sovereignty and
of
not citizens
citizens of
and not
of sovereignty
States exercises
the United
United States
the
States under
under any
other Act,
hereby declared
declared to
to be
be
are hereby
Act, are
any other
the United
United States
citizens
the United
States.
United States.
of the
citizens of
SEC. 203.
203. (a)
born in
Canal Zone
on or
or after
after FebruFebruZone on
in the
the Canal
person born
(a) Any
Any person
SEC.
ary 26,
26, 1904,
1904, and
and whether
whether before
effective date
date of
this
of this
the effective
or after
after the
before or
ary
Act, whose
whose father
father or
or both
time of
the birth
birth of
such
of such
of the
at the
the time
both at
mother or
or mother
Act,
person was
was or
or is
citizen of
of the
declared to be aa
States, is declared
the United States,
is aa citizen
person
citizen
of the United
United States.
citizen of
(b)
Any person
person born
the Republic
of Panama
Panama on
on or
after FebruFebruor after
Republic of
in the
born in
(b) Any
ary 26,
effective date
date of
this
of this
the effective
or after
after the
before or
whether before
and whether
1904, and
26, 1904,
ary
Act, whose
whose father
or mother
or both
both at
at the
the time
the birth
of such
such
birth of
of the
time of
mother or
father or
Act,
person
the United
employed by
the Govby the
States employed
United States
of the
citizen of
is a
a citizen
or is
was or
person was
ernment
of the
the United
United States
or by
by the
the Panama
Panama Railroad
is
Company, is
Railroad Company,
States or
ernment of
declared
a citizen
citizen of the United States.
declared to be a
SEC. 204.
provided in
section 201,
following
201, the following
in section
otherwise provided
Unless otherwise
204. Unless
SEC.
shall
but not
not citizens,
citizens, of
of the
United States
birth:
at birth:
States at
the United
be nationals,
nationals, but
shall be
(a)
born in
in an
possession of
of the
States
United States
the United
an outlying
outlying possession
A person
person born
(a) A
of
parents one
one of
of whom
national, but
citizen, of
United
the United
of the
not a
a citizen,
but not
is aanational,
whom is
of parents
States;
States;
(b) A
A person
person born
born outside
outside the
the United
United States
States and
possesits outlying
outlying possesand its
(b)
sions
of parents
both of
of whom
nationals, but
but not
not citizens,
citizens, of
of the
the
are nationals,
whom are
parents both
sions of
United
and have
resided in
in the
the United
one of
its
of its
or one
States or
United States
have resided
States, and
United States,
outlying
possessions prior
prior to
the birth
birth of
such person;
person;
of such
to the
outlying possessions
(c) A
of unknown
outlying possession
parentage found in an outlying
unknown parentage
child of
A child
(c)
of the
the United
States, until
shown not
have been
born in
such outouti such
been born
to have
not to
until shown
United States,
of
lying
possession.
lying possession.
SEC.
The provisions
section 201,
201, subsections
(e),
(d), (e),
(c), (d),
subsections (c),
of section
provisions of
205. The
SEC. 205.
and (g)
subsections (a)
(a) and (b), hereof apply, as
204, subsections
section 204,
and section
(g), and
and
of
of birth,
birth, to
to a
a child
child born
out of
provided the
the
wedlock, provided
of wedlock,
born out
date of
the date
of the
paternity
established during
during minority,
by legitimation,
or adjudicaadjudicalegitimation, or
minority, by
is established
paternity is
tion
of aacompetent
court.
competent court.
tion of

Birth

Rico.
Rico.

in

Puerto

Birth in
Canal
in Canal
Zone.

Birth in Republic
Republic
of Panama.
Panama.

Nationals,
not
Nationals, but not
citizens, of U.
C. S. at
at
birth.
birth.
Ante, p.
p.1138.
1138.

Child born
born out of
Child
wedlock.
wedloek.
Ante, p. 1138.
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In
of such
such legitimation
legitimation or
the child,
child,
or adjudication,
adjudication, the
In the
the absence
absence of
whether
born before
before or
this Act, if the
or after
after the
the effective
effective date of this
whether born
mother
had the
States at
at the
the time
time of
the
the nationality
nationality of
of the
the United
United States
of the
mother had
child's
birth, and had
had previously
previously resided
resided in
in the
the United
United States
States or one
child's birth,
of
its outlying
outlying possessions,
possessions, shall
be held
held to
have acquired
at birth
birth
of its
shall be
to have
acquired at
nationality status.
her nationality
status.
CHAPTER III-NATIONALITY
III—NATIONALITY THROUGH
THROUGH
CHAPTER
NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION
GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
JURISDICTION
TO NATURALIZE
NATURALIZE
JURISDICTION TO

Courts having
having naturalization
jurisdiction.
ra izationjurisdition.

Petitions within
within

State
districts,
judicial districts,
State judicial
et
etc.
te.

Blank
Blank forms.
forms.

Manner, etc.,of natManner,etc.,oinaturalization.
u

ralzation.

Sze. 301.
(a) Exclusive
to naturalize
as citicitipersons as
naturalize persons
jurisdiction to
Exclusive jurisdiction
301. (a)
SEC.
zens
of the
the United
United States
States is
is hereby
hereby conferred
upon the
following
zens of
conferred upon
the following
specified courts:
District Courts
Courts of
the United
existing,
specified
courts: District
of the
United States
States now
now existing,
or which
may hereafter
be established
established by
Congress in
in any
or
which may
hereafter be
by Congress
any State,
State,
Districts Courts
Courts of the United States
States for
for the
the Territories of Hawaii
and Alaska,
and for
for the
the District
Columbia and
Puerto Rico,
Rico,
and
Alaska, and
District of
of Columbia
and for
for Puerto
and the
District Court
Court of
Virgin Islands
the United
United States;
and
the District
of the
the Virgin
Islands of
of the
States;
record in
Territory now
also all
all courts of record
in any State or Territory
now existing, or
or
which may
hereafter be
created, having
having a
seal, a
jurisdiction
which
may hereafter
be created,
a seal,
a clerk,
clerk, and
and jurisdiction
in actions
actions at law or equity, or law and equity, in which the amount in
controversy is unlimited. The
herein
The jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of all
all the courts
courts herein
specified
naturalize persons
extend only
only to
such persons
persons resiresispecified to naturalize
persons shall
shall extend
to such
respective jurisdictions of such courts, except
dent within the respective
except as
as
otherwise specifically
specifically provided
provided in
in this
this Act.
(b) A
naturalization in any State court
A person who petitions for naturalization
naturalization jurisdiction,
having naturalization
jurisdiction, may petition within the State judijudiwhether or
cial district or State judicial circuit in which he resides,
resides, whether
or
not he resides within the county in which the petition
petition for
for naturalinaturalization is filed.
(c)
(c) The courts herein specified,
specified, upon request of the clerks of such
courts, shall
be furnished
time to
to time
time by
or a
a
courts,
shall be
furnished from
from time
by the
the Commissione
Commissionerr or
Deputy Commissioner with such
be required
such blank forms as
as may
may be
required in
in
naturalization
naturalization proceedings.
proceedings.
(d) A
A person may be naturalized
naturalized as a
acitizen of the United States
in
the manner
under the conditions
conditions prescribed in this Act, and
in the
manner and
and under
and
not
not otherwise.
otherwise.
SUBSTANTIVE
S
UBSTANTIVE PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

ELIGIBILITY
NATURALIZATION
ELIGIBILITY FOR
FOR NATURALIZATION
Sex or marriage
marriage no
bar.

Racial limitation.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Eligibility of cerFilipinos, etc.
etc.
tain Filipinos,
Post, p. 1149.
1149.
Post, p.
1146.
Port,
p. 1146.
reEnglish language
languagerequirement.

SEC.
SEC1. 302. The right of aa person to become a
naturalized citizen
a naturalized
of the United
United States shall not be denied or
or abridged
abridged because
because of
of sex
or because
because such
such person is
is married.
SEC.
a naturalized
SEC. 303. The right to become a
naturalized citizen under the provisions of this Act shall extend only to white persons, persons of
African nativity or descent, and descendants
descendants of races indigenous to
the Western Hemisphere: Provided,
Provided,That nothing in this section shall
native-born Filipinos having the honorprevent the naturalization
naturalization of native-born
able service
service in the United States Army, Navy,
Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast
Guard as specified in section 324, nor of former citizens of
of the United
United
States who are otherwise eligible
eligible to naturalization
naturalization under the provisions
provisions
of section
section 317.
SEC.
SEC. 304. No person except as otherwise
otherwise provided in this Act shall
hereafter
naturalized as a
hereafter be naturalized
United States upon his
a citizen of the United
own petition who cannot speak the English language. This requirerequirement shall not apply to any person physically
physically unable
unable to comply
comply
therewith,
therewith, if otherwise qualified
qualified to be naturalized.
naturalized.
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SEC. 305. No person shall hereafter
Persons ineligible
Persons
SEc.
hereafter be naturalized
naturalized as a
a citizen of
for
naturalization.
for naturalization.
the United States—
StatesAdvising
opposition
opposition
(a) Who advises, advocates, or teaches,
or
teaches, or who is
is a
a member
member of
of or
to all organized govsociety, or
affiliated with any organization, association, society,
that ernment.
or group
group that
ernment.
advises, advocates,
advocates, or teaches opposition to
to all organized governgovernment; or
Advocating
overAdvocating over(b)
advocates, or teaches,
(b) Who
Who believes in, advises, advocates,
is a
teaches, or
or who
who is
a throw
U. S.
S. Govof U.
member
association, society,
member of or affiliated with any organization,
organization, association,
society, or
or ernment, etc.
teachesgroup that believes in, advises,
advises, advocates, or teaches—
(1) the overthrow by force or violence of the Government
Government of
(1)
of
the
United States
States or
of all
forms of
law; or
the United
or of
all forms
of law;
or
(2)
(2) the
propriety of
unlawful assaulting
the duty, necessity, or propriety
of the
the unlawful
assaulting
or lulling
killing of any officer or officers (either of specific individuals
individuals or
or
of officers
officers generally)
generally) of the Government
Government of the United States or
or
any other organized
organized government,
because of
of his
his or
or their
their official
official
government, because
character; or
character;
or
(3) the
unlawful damage,
injury, or
or destruction
destruction of
property; or
(3)
the unlawful
damage, injury,
of property;
or
(4)
sabotage.
(4) sabotage.
Publishing, etc., cerPublishing,etc.,cer(c)
(c) Who writes, publishes, or causes
causes to be written or
published, or
or tainwrittenor
or published,
tain writtenor printed
printed
who
who knowingly
distributes, prints,
or displays,
displays, or
or knowknowingly circulates, distributes,
prints, or
know- matter.
ingly
printed, published,
or disingly causes
causes to
to be circulated,
circulated, distributed,
distributed, printed,
published, or
displayed, or
knowingly has
has in
in his
possession for
purpose of
of ciror who
who knowingly
his possession
for the
the purpose
cirpublication, or
or display
written or
or printed
culation, distribution, publication,
display any
any written
printed
matter
advising, advocating,
advocating, or
opposition to
all organized
organized
matter advising,
or teaching
teaching opposition
to all
government, or
or teaching—
governments
or advising,
advising, advocating,
advocating, or
teaching(1)
overthrow by
by force
violence of
(1) the
the overthrow
force or
or violence
of the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United
of all
of law;
law; or
or
United States
States or
or of
all forms
forms of
(2) the
the duty,
duty, necessity,
necessity, or
or propriety
propriety of
of the
the unlawful
(2)
unlawful assaulting
assaulting
or killing of any officer
officer or officers
officers (either
individuals or
(either of specific
specific individuals
or
Government of
of the
the United
United States
or
of officers generally)
generally) of
of the
the Government
States or
of
other organized
or
of any
any other
organized government;
government; or
unlawful damage,
injury, or
destruction of
of property;
(3) the
the unlawful
damage, injury,
or destruction
property; or
or
(4)
sabotage.
(4) sabotage.
Holding
membermember(d) Who
affiliated with
with any
(d)
Who is
is aa member
member of
of or
or affiliated
any organization,
organization, assoasso- ship
in certain organiciation, society,
or group
that writes,
writes, circulates,
circulates, distributes,
ciation,
society, or
group that
distributes, prints,
prints, zations, etc.
publishes,
displays, or
be written,
publishes, or
or displays,
or causes
causes to
to be
written, circulated,
circulated, distributed,
distributed,
printed, published,
published, or
or that
its possession
possession for
for the
the
printed,
or displayed,
displayed, or
that has
has in
in its
purpose
of circulation,
distribution, publication,
publication, issue,
issue, or
display,
purpose of
circulation, distribution,
or display,
any
matter of
the character
character described
described in
any written
written or
or printed
printed matter
of the
in subsubdivision (c).
(c).
division
Definition of terms.
terms.
Definition
For the
purpose of
For
the purpose
of this
this section—
section(1)
the giving,
promising of
(1) the
giving, loaning,
loaning, or
or promising
of money
money or
or anything
anything
of
used for
for the
advising, advocacy,
advocacy, or
or teaching
of any
any
of value
value to
to be
be used
the advising,
teaching of
doctrine
enumerated shall
shall constitute
constitute the
the advising,
advocacy,
doctrine above
above enumerated
advising, advocacy,
or teaching
of such
such doctrine;
and
or
teaching of
doctrine; and
(2) the
the giving,
giving, loaning,
promising of
of money
money or
anything of
of
(2)
loaning, or
or promising
or anything
value
to any
any organization,
association, society,
society, or
or group
value to
organization, association,
group of
of the
the
character above
above described
shall constitute
therewith;
character
described shall
constitute affiliation
affiliation therewith;
but nothing
nothing in
shall be
be taken
taken as
exclusive
but
in this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
as an
an exclusive
definition of
advocacy, teaching
affiliation.
definition
of advising,
advising, advocacy,
teaching or
or affiliation.
Applicability of proApplicabilityofproThe provisions
to any
The
provisions of
of this
this section
section shall
shall be
be applicable
applicable to
any applicant
applicant visions.
for
who at
at any
any time
within a
of ten
for naturalization
naturalization who
time within
a period
period of
ten years
years
immediately preceding
the filing
filing of
of the
for naturalization
immediately
preceding the
the petition
petition for
naturalization is,
is,
or
within any
any of
the clauses
clauses enumerated
enumerated in
or has
has been,
been, found
found to
to be
be within
of the
in this
this
section,
that at
the time
time petition
petition is
is filed
filed he
may not
not
section, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that
at the
he may
be
included in
in such
be included
such classes.
classes.
Ineligibility of
of conSEC. 306.
at any
time during
during which
which the
the United
United States
States victed
person who,
who, at
any time
SEC.
306. A
A person
deserters.
deserters.
has
been or
or shall
shall be
at war,
war, deserted
or shall
desert the
military or
or
has been
be at
deserted or
shall desert
the military
naval
forces of
of the
States, or
who, having
duly enrolled,
enrolled,
naval forces
the United
United States,
or who,
having .duly
departed, or
or shall
the jurisdiction
of the
district in
in which
which
departed,
shall depart
depart from
from the
jurisdiction of
the district
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Residence
Residence and character requirements.
requirements.

Presumption of broPresumption
ken continuity
continuity of
of
residence.
residence.

Overcoming
Overcoming
sumption.

pre-

Absence from 13.
U. S.
for designated period.

Absence from
Absence
from U.
U. S.
under II.
U. S.
under
S. employemployment, etc.
ment,
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beyond the
the United
States,
enrolled, or went or shall go
go beyond
the limits
limits of
of the
United States,
avoid any
any draft
into the
the military
or naval
naval service,
with intent to avoid
draft into
military or
service, lawlawfully ordered,
ordered, shall,
shall, upon
conviction thereof
court martial,
fully
upon conviction
thereof by
by a
a court
martial, be
be
ineligible to
to become
citizen of
of the
the United
States •and
ineligible
become aacitizen
United States;
and such
such deserters
deserters
shall be
holding any
any. office
office of
Of trust
or of
profit
shall
be forever
forever incapable
incapable of
of holding
trust or
of profit
States, or
of exercising
of citizens
citizens
under the United
United States,
or of
exercising any
any rights
rights of
thereof.
S
EC. 307. (a)
(a) No person,
provided in this Act,
SEC.
person, except as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
naturalized unless such petitioner
shall be naturalized
petitioner,: (1)
(1) immediately
immediately preceding
preceding
the date of filing petition for naturalization
naturalization has
has resided continuously
continuously
within the United
United States
States for
for at least
least five years
years and
and within
within the
the State
State
in which
which the petitioner
petitioner resided at the time
for
time of
of filing
filing the
the petition
petition for
at least six months,
(2) has
continuously within
the United
months, (2)
has resided continuously
within the
United
States from the date of the petition up to the time of
of admission
admission to
to
citizenship, and (3)
(3) during
in this
this subsubduring all the periods
periods referred
referred to
to in
section has been and still is aaperson of good moral character, attached
attached
to the principles of the Constitution
Constitution of
of the United States, and
and well
well
disposed to the good order and happiness of the United States.
(b) Absence from the United
United States
States for
for a
a continuous
continuous period
period of
of
more than six months but
but less than
than one
one year
year during the period
period for
for
which continuous residence
admission to
citizenship,
residence is required
required for admission
to citizenship,
immediately preceding the date of filing
immediately
naturali za filing the
the petition for naturalization, or during the period between the date of filing
filing the petition
petition and
and
the date of final hearing, shall be
presumed to break
break the
be presumed
the continuity
continuity of
of
such residence, but such
be overcome
overcome by
by the
such presumption
presumption may
may be
the presenpresentation of evidence
evidence satisfactory
court that
such
satisfactory to
to the naturalization
naturalization court
that such
individual had a
reasonable cause
to the
the
a reasonable
cause for
for not
not sooner
sooner returning
returning to
United States. Absence
Absence from
from the United
United States
States for
for a
a continuous
continuous
period of one year or more during the period for which
continuous
which continuous
residence
to citizenship,
citizenship, immediately
immediately preresidence is required for admission to
preceding the date of filing the
petition for naturalization
naturalization or
the petition
or during
during
the period between
between the date of filing the petition and
and the date of
of final
final
hearing, shall break the continuity of
residence, except
except that
that in
in
of such residence,
the case of an alien who has resided
resided in
States for
for at
at least
in the
the United
United States
least
one year,
year , during which
ra ti on of
of inteni
nt
en which period
period he
he has
has made
made aa decla
declaration
tion to become a
States, and
and who
who thereafter
a citizen of
of the
the United States,
thereafter is
is
employed by or under contract with the Government
of the
Government of
the United
United
States or an American institution of research recognized
as such
such by
recognized as
by
the Attorney General,
General, or is employed
employed by an American firm or corpowhole or
or in
part in
the development
ration engaged
engaged in
in whole
in part
in the
development of
of foreign
foreign
trade and commerce
commerce of the United States or a
a subsidiary
subsidiary thereof,
no period of absence from the United States shall break the continuity
continuity
of
residence if—
of residence
if(1) Prior to the beginning of such period
period (whether
such period
period
(whether such
begins before or after his departure
departure from the United
United States)
States) the
the
alien has established to the satisfaction
satisfaction of the Attorney General
General
that his absence from the United States for
period is
is to
be on
for such
such period
to be
on
behalf of such Government,
Government, or for the purpose of carrying
carrying on
scienon scientific research
research on behalf of such institution, or to be engaged in the
development of such foreign trade and commerce or whose residence
residence
abroad is necessary
necessary to the protection of the property
property rights in such
countries of
of such
firm or
or corporation,
corporation, and
and
such firm
(2)
(2) Such alien proves to the satisfaction of
court that
his
of the
the court
that his
absence from the United States for such period
such
period has been
been for
for such
purpose.
(c)
(c) No
No period of absence from the United States during
duri-n the five
five
years immediately
immediately preceding June 25, 1936, shall be
be held'
hell' to have
broken the continuity of residence required by the naturalization
naturalization laws
laws
if the alien proves to the satisfaction of
of the Attorney General and
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the court that during all such period of absence he has been under
under
employment by, or contract with, the United States, or such American institution of research,
research, or American
American firm or corporation, described
in subsection
(b) of this section, and has been carrying on the activisubsection (b)
ties described
described in that subsection
subsection in its behalf.
(d) The following
following shall be regarded
regarded as residence
residence within the United
United
States within the meaning of this chapter:
chapter:
(1) Honorable
Honorable service on vessels owned
directly by
(1)
owned directly
by the GovernGovernment of the United States, whether
whether or not
rendered at
at any
prior
not rendered
any time
time prior
to the applicant's lawful entry into the United States:
That
States: Provided,
Provided,That
this subdivision
subdivision shall not apply to service on vessels
vessels operating in and
and
about the Canal Zone in connection
connection with the maintenance,
maintenance, operation,
protection,
government of the Panama
protection, and civil government
Panama Canal and Canal
Canal
Zone.
(2) Continuous service by a
a seaman on a
(2)
a vessel or vessels whose
home port is in the United States and which are of
American registry
of American
or American
American owned,
owned, if rendered subsequent to the applicant's
applicant's lawful
entry into the United States for permanent
immediately
permanent residence
residence and
and immediately
preceding the date of naturalization.
preceding
naturalization.
SEC.
S
EC- 308. Any alien who has been lawfully admitted into
United
into the
the United
States for permanent
residence and
or may
permanent residence
and who
who has
has heretofore
heretofore been
been or
may
hereafter be absent temporarily
temporarily from the United States solely
hereafter
solely in
in his
his
or her capacity
capacity as a
clergyman or nun, shall be
a regularly ordained clergyman
considered as residing in the
the United
United States
States for
for the
the purpose of natunaturalization, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any such absence
absence from
from the
the United
United States,
States,
but he or she shall in all other respects comply
comply with the requirements
requirements
of the naturalization
satisfaction
naturalization laws. Such alien shall prove to
to the satisfaction
of the Attorney General
General and the naturalization
naturalization court that his or
or her
absence from the United
United States
States has
has been solely in the capacity
capacity hereinhereinbefore described.

Residence within
within
Residence
U.
S.
U.S.
Service
vessels.

on

U.

S.

Proviso.
Certain vessels operating in Canal Zone.

Service on vessels
vessels
having
having home ports in
in
13.
S.
U.S.

Temporary absence
of alien clergymen or
nuns.

nuns.

REQUIREMENTS AS TO PROOF
REQUIREMENTS
PROOF
Affidavits as to
to
SEC.
SEc. 309. (a)
to each
and place
of residence
residence in
the State
State State
(a) As
As to
each period
period and
place of
in the
residence, etc.
in which the petitioner
petitioner resides
resides at
time of
filing the
petition, during
during
at the time
of filing
the petition,
the entire period
period of at least
immediately preceding
preceding the
least six
six months
months immediately
the
of filing the petition,
date of
there shall
be included
the petition
petition the
petition, there
shall be
included in
in the
the
affidavits
affidavits of at least two credible witnesses,
citizens of
of the
witnesses, citizens
the United
United
stating that
each has
has personally
personally known
petitioner to
to have
have
States, stating
that each
known the
the petitioner
a resident at such place for
for such
been a
the petitioner
petitioner
such period,
period, and
and that
that the
person of good
is and during all such period has been aa person
moral charchargood moral
acter,
attached to
to the
the principles
principles of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
acter, attached
of the
the United
United
States, and well disposed to
happiness of
to the good
good order
order and
and happiness
of the
the
United
United States.
States.
Oral testimony
testimony at
at
(b)
the petition,
residence in
in the
the State
State in
in which
which
(b) At
At the
the hearing
hearing on
on the
petition, residence
hearing.
hearing.
the petitioner
the
petitioner resides
the time
time of
of filing
filing the
the petition,
petition, for
for at
at least
resides at
at the
least
six months immediately
immediately preceding the date of filing
petition, and
filing the petition,
and
p.1142.
1142.
the other
qualifications required
by subsection
(a) of
of section
307 durother qualifications
required by
subsection (a)
section 307
dur- Ante, p.
residence shall
ing such residence
proved by
the oral
at least
least
shall be proved
by the
oral testimony
testimony of
of at
two
witnesses, citizens
citizens of
the United
United States,
States, in
i
n addition
additi on to
t
o
two credible
credible witnesses
of the
the
this section
to be
the affidavits
affidavits required
required by
by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of this
section to
be included
included
Proof of U. S.
Proof
S. resiresiin
the.hearing,
hearing, residence
residence within
within the
the United
in the petition. At
At the
United States
States dence.
dence.
during the five-year
five-year period, but outside
or within
outside the
the State,
State, or
within the
the State
State
but prior to the six months immediately
immediately preceding
date of
of filing
preceding the
the date
filing
Ante, p.
p.1142.
1142.
the petition,
petition, and the
required by
by subsection
subsection (a)
the other
other qualifications
qualifications required
(a)
of section
307 during
during such
period at
such places,
places, shall
shall be
be proved
proved either
of
section 307
such period
at such
either
Post,
Post, p. 1151.
1151.
by depositions taken in accordance
subsection (e)
327,
accordance with
with subsection
(e) of
of section
section 327,
or oral testimony, of
for each
of
of at
at least two
two such
such witnesses
witnesses for
each place
place of
residence.
residence.
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Issuance
Issuance
of subpenes for
for attendance
attendance
penas
of witnesses.
witnesses.
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(c)
Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections
(c) Notwithstanding
subsections (a)
and (b)
(b)
(a) and
of this section the requirements
307 as
requirements of subsection (a)
(a) of section
section 307
as
to the petitioner's
petitioner's residence, moral
moral character,
character, attachment
prinattachment to
to the
the principles of the Constitution of the United States, and disposition toward
toward
the good order and happiness
established
happiness of the United States may
may be
be established
by any evidence
evidence satisfactory
satisfactory to the naturalization
naturalization court in those
cases
those cases
under subsection (b) of section 307
in which
which the
declarant has
307 in
the alien
alien declarant
has
been absent from the United
United States
States because
because of
of his
his employment
employment by
by or
or
contract with the Government of the United States or an
American
an American
institution
institution of research, recognized
as such
such by
recognized as
by the
the Attorney
Attorney General,
General,
or employment
employment by an American firm or
corporation engaged
whole
or corporation
engaged in
in whole
or in part in the development of foreign trade and commerce
commerce of
the
of the
United States or a
a subsidiary thereof.
(d) The clerk of court shall, if the petitioner
requests it
the
petitioner requests
it at
at the
time of filing the petition for naturalization,
naturalization, issue
subpena for
for
issue a
a subpena
the witnesses named by such petitioner to appear
appear upon
upon the
the day
day set
set
for the final hearing, but in case
case such
such witnesses
witnesses cannot
cannot be
be produced
produced
upon the final hearing other witnesses
upon notice
witnesses may be
be summoned
summoned upon
notice
to the Commissioner,
Commissioner, in such manner and at such time
time as
as the
the ComCommissioner, with the approval
approval of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, may by
by reguregulation prescribe.
prescribe. If
If it should appear
appear after the petition
been
petition has
has been
filed that any of the verifying witnesses
witnesses thereto
are not
not competent,
competent,
thereto are
and it further appears
appears that the petitioner
petitioner has acted in good faith
faith
in producing such witnesses found to be incompetent, other witnesses
witnesses
accordance with such regulations.
may be substituted in accordance
regulations.
MARRIED
PERSONS
MARRIED PERSONS

Naturalization
Naturalization
of
alien spouse.
Marriage
Sept.
Marriage after
after Sept.
21, 1922,
to
21,
1922, and prior to
May 24, 1934.
1934.

Marriage on or after
Marriage
May 24,1934.
24,1934.

Validation of natuValidation
naturalization of
of certain
certain

women.

SEC.
(a) Any alien who, after September
SEC. 310. (a)
and prior
September 21, 1922, and
prior
to May 24, 1934, has married aa citizen
citizen of the United States, or any
any
alien who married prior to May 24, 1934,
spouse who
who was
was natural1934, aaspouse
naturalized during such period and during the existence
existence of
of the
relathe marital
marital relation may, if eligible to naturalization,
naturalization, be naturalized
naturalized upon
and
upon full
full and
compliance with all requirements
complete compliance
requirements of the
naturalization laws,
laws,
the naturalization
with the following exceptions:
exceptions:
(1) No declaration
declaration of intention shall be required;
required;
(2)
(2) In lieu of the five-year period of residence within the
the United
United
States, and the six months' period
period of residence in the
the
the State
State where
where the
petitioner
petitioner resided at the time of
petition, the
the petitioner
shall
of filing
filing the
the petition,
petitioner shall
have resided continuously
continuously in the United States for at least
least one
one year
year
immediately preceding
preceding the filing of the petition.
(b)
(b) Any alien who, on or after May 24, 1934,
1934, has
has married
married or
or shall
shall
hereafter
hereafter marry a
a citizen of the United States, or any alien whose
whose
husband or wife was naturalized
naturalized on or after
and during
after May
May 24,
24, 1934,
1934, and
during
the existence
existence of the marital relation or
so natuor shall hereafter
hereafter be
be so
naturalized may, if eligible for naturalization,
naturalization, be naturalized
naturalized upon
upon full
and complete compliance
compliance with all requirements
requirements of the
the naturalization
naturalization
laws, with the following
following exceptions:
exceptions:
(1)
(1) No declaration
declaration of intention shall be required;
required;
(2)
five-year period of residence within
(2) In lieu of the five-year
United
within the United
States, and the six months'
months' period
period of residence
where the
the
residence in
in the
the State
State where
petitioner resided at the time of
the petition,
petition, the
the petitioner
of filing the
petitioner shall
shall
have resided continuously in the United States
States for
for at
at least
least three
years
three years
immediately
immediately preceding
preceding the filing of
petition.
of the
the petition.
(c)
naturalization of any woman on or after May 24,
(c) The naturalization
1934,
24, 1934,
by any naturalization
naturalization court of competent
competent jurisdiction, upon proof of
of
marriage
naturalization of her husband and
marriage to a
acitizen or the naturalization
and proof
proof
of but one year's residence
residence in the United States is
validated
is hereby validated
only so far as relates
residence required to be proved
relates to the period of residence
proved
by such person under the naturalization
naturalization laws.
laws.
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(d)
naturalization of any male person on or after May 24,
(d) The naturalization
naturalization court of competent
competen t jurisdiction,
ju ri
sdi cti on ,upon
1934, by any naturalization
proof of marriage
marriage to a
acitizen of the United States after September 21,
21,
1922,
1922, and prior to May 24, 1934, or of the naturalization
naturalization during
during such
such
period of his wife, and upon proof of three years' residence in the
validated only so far as relates to the period
United States, is hereby validated
of residence
residence required
required to be proved by such
such person under the
the naturalization laws and the omission by such person to make aadeclaration
declaration
ralization
of intention.
intention.

1145
Male persons.
persons.

Naturalization of
Naturalization
SEC.
S
EC. 311. A person who upon the effective
effective date
date of this section
section is
is persons
persons married on or

or
married to or
or thereafter
thereafter marries
marries a
a citizen
citizen of the United
United States,
States, or
whose spouse is naturalized
naturalized after the effective
effective date of this section,
section, if
if
such person
person shall have resided in the United States in marital union
with the United States citizen spouse for at least one year immediately
immediately
preceding
naturalization, may be natupreceding the filing of the petition for naturalization,
naturalized after the effective date of this section upon compliance
compliance with
all requirements
requirements of the naturalization
naturalization laws with
with the
the following
following
exceptions:
exceptions:
(a)
(a) No declaration
declaration of intention shall be required.
(b) The petitioner
continuously in the United
United
(b)
petitioner shall have resided continuously
States for at least two years immediately preceding
preceding the
the filing of the
the
petition in lieu of the five-year
residence within
within the United
five-year period of residence
States and the six months'
months' period of residence within the State where
i3 held.
the naturalization court is
SEC. 312. An alien, whose spouse is (1) a
SEC.
a citizen of the United
States, (2)
Government of the
(2) in the employment
employment of the Government
the United
United
States, or of an American institution of research recognized
recognized as such
Attorney General, or an American
American firm or corporation engaged
by the Attorney
development of foreign trade and comin whole or in part in the development
subsidiary thereof, and (3)
merce of the United States, or a
a subsidiary
(3) regularly stationed abroad in such employment, and who is (1) in the
United
United States
States at
at the time of
of naturalization,
naturalization, and (2)
(2) declares before
before the
naturalization court in good faith an intention
intention to take up residence
naturalization
immediately upon the termination
within the United States immediately
termination of such
such
employment abroad of the citizen spouse, may be .naturalized
naturalized upon
employment
compliance with
requirements of
compliance
with all requirements
of the naturalization
naturalization laws, with the
the
following
exceptions:
following exceptions:
(a)
NO declaration
declaration of intention
intention shall be required; and
(a) No
Juris(b) No prior residence
(b)
residence within the United States or within the jurisnaturalization court or proof thereof
thereof shall be required.
diction of the
the naturalization

of
after effective
effective date
date of
section.

When spouse is
is
When
U. S. citizen regularly
regularly
employed abroad by
employed
U. S.
S. Government,
U.
Government,
etc.

CHILDREN
CHILDREN
SEC. 313.
313. A
A child
child born
of the
States, one
whose
one of
of whose
the United
United States,
born outside
outside of
SEC.
parents at
at the
the time
of the
child's birth
was an
an alien
alien and
and the
other of
parents
time of
the child's
birth was
the other
of
whose parents
parents then
then was
was and
and never
never thereafter
thereafter ceased
ceased to
be a
acitizen
of
to be
citizen of
whose
the United
United States,
such alien
parent is
be deemed
is naturalized,
naturalized, be
deemed
States, shall,
shall, if
if such
alien parent
the
a
citizen of
of the
States, when-United States,
whena citizen
the United
(a ) Such
naturalization takes place
the
place while such child
child is
is under
under the
(a)
Such naturalization
age
age of eighteen years; and
(b)
child is
the United
at the
time of
United States
States at
the time
of natunatu(b) Such
Such child
is residing
residing in
in the
ralization
or thereafter
thereafter and
and begins
to reside
reside permanently
in the
ralization or
begins to
permanently in
the United
United
States while
while under
under the
the age
age of
eighteen years.
of eighteen
years.
States
SEC. 314.
A child
child born
outside of
of the
United States
the United
States of
of alien
alien parents,
parents,
SEC.
314. A
born outside
or of
of an
alien parent
parent who
who has
subsequently lost
lost
has subsequently
and aacitizen
citizen parent
or
an alien
parent and
citizenship
United States,
States, becomes
the United
States
of the
United States
becomes a
a citizen
citizen of
citizenship of
of the
the United
upon fulfillment
of the
the following
following conditions:
conditions:
fulfillment of
upon
(a) The
naturalization of
both parents;
parents; or
of both
or
(a)
The naturalization
(b) The
The naturalization
of the
the surviving
surviving parent
of the
parents
parent if
if one
one of
the parents
naturalization of
(b)
deceased; or
is deceased;

Citizenship through
through
naturalization of alien
alien
naturalization
parent; conditions.
parent;
conditions.

Alien
Alien parents, or
or
alien parent and former citizen parent;
parent;
conditions.
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Naturalization upon
Naturalization
petition by citizen
parent.
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(c) The
naturalization of
of the
the parent
parent having
having legal
custody of
of .the
(c)
The naturalization
legal custody
the
if—
child when
when there has
has been
been aalegal separation
separation of
of the
the parents;
parents; and ifnaturalization takes
is under
the
(d) Such
Such naturalization
takes place
place while
while such child is
under the
age of eighteen years;
years; and
and
(e) Such
(e)
Such child
child is
is residing in
in the United
United States at the time
time of
of the
the
naturalization of
of the
the parent
naturalized under
naturalization
parent last
last naturalized
under subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
of
parent naturalized
subsection (b) or
this section, or the
the parent
naturalized under subsection
or (c)
(c) of
of
permanently in the United
this section,
section, or thereafter
thereafter begins
begins to reside permanently
United
States
years.
States while under the
the age
age of eighteen years.
SEC. 315.
United States,
SEC.
315. A child born outside
outside of
of the
the United
States, one
one of
of whose
whose
parents is at the time of petitioning
petitioning for
naturalization of the
for the naturalization
the
child, a
a citizen of the United States, either by birth or naturalization,
naturalization,
eighteen years
not othermay be naturalized
naturalized if
if under
under the age of eighteen
years and not
otherwise disqualified
disqualified from
becoming a
acitizen
from becoming
citizen and
and is
is residing
residing permanently
permanently

in the United States with the citizen parent, on the petition
petition of such

Naturalization
of
Naturalization of
adopted children; conadopted
ditions.

citizen parent,
parent, without a
a declaration
declaration of intention, upon compliance
compliance
applicable procedural
provisions of the
naturalization laws.
with the applicable
procedural provisions
the naturalization
laws.
SEC. 316. An adopted child may, if
otherwise disqualified
disqualified from
SEC.
if not otherwise
from
becoming aacitizen, be naturalized
naturalized before reaching
reaching the
the age of eighteen
eighteen
years upon the petition of the adoptive parent or parents if the child
child
has resided continuously
continuously in the
the United
United States for at
at least two years
immediately preceding
preceding the date of filing such
such petition,
petition, upon
upon complicompliprocedural provisions
provisions of
ance with all the applicable
applicable procedural
of the naturalizanaturalization laws, if the adoptive
adoptive parent
parent or parents
parents are citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
child was:
States, and the
the child
was:
(a) Lawfully
Lawfully admitted
admitted to the United States for permanent
permanent residence;
dence; and
(b)
(b) Adopted in the United States before reaching
reaching the
the age of sixteen
sixteen
years; and
(c) Adopted and in the legal custody
(c)
custody of the
adoptive parent
the adoptive
parent or
or
parents for at least two years prior
prior to
to the
the filing of
of the petition
petition for
for the
the
child's naturalization.
child's
naturalization.

FORMER CITIZENS
FORMER
CITIZENS OF
OF THE
THE UNITA.>
UNITED STATES
STATES
Reacquisition of citcitReacquisitlon
izenship lost through
through
marriage.
marriage.

of cerRepatriation of
tain former women
tain
women
citizens.
citizens.

S
EC. 317. (a)
citizen of
of the
United States
and
SEC.
(a) A
A person
person who
who was a
a citizen
the United
States and
who prior to September
September 22, 1922,
1922, lost United States citizenship
citizenship by
marriage to an alien or by the spouse's loss of
of United States
States citizencitizenship, and any person who lost United States citizenship
citizenship on or
or after
after
September
September 22, 1922, by marriage to
to citizenship,
citizenship,
to an
an alien ineligible
ineligible to
nationality was
act other
than
may, if no other nationality
was acquired
acquired by affirmative
affirmative act
other than
naturalized upon
upon compliance
with all
all requirements
requirements
such marriage,
marriage, be naturalized
compliance with
of the naturalization
naturalization laws with the following
following exceptions:
exceptions:
(1) No declaration
declaration of intention and no
(1)
certificate of
of arrival
arrival shall
no certificate
shall
be required, and no period of residence
or
residence within the United States
States or
within the State where the petition is
is filed
filed shall be required.
required.
(2)
(2) The petition need not set forth that it
it is the intention of the
petitioner to reside permanently
petitioner
permanently within the United States.
(3)
(3) The petition may be filed in any court having naturali
za ti on
naturalization
jurisdiction,
regardless of the residence of the petitioner.
jurisdiction, regardless
petitioner.
(4)
(4) The petition may be heard at any time after
if there
there is
is
after filing
filing if
attached
attached to the petition
natupetition at
at the
the time
time of
of filing
filing a
a certificate
certificate from
from aanaturalization
ralization examiner stating that the petitioner
petitioner has appeared before
before
such examiner for examination.
Such person shall have, from and after
naturalization, the
the same
same
after the naturalization,
citizenship
citizenship status as that which existed immediately prior to its loss.
(1) From and after the
effective date of
(b) (1)
the effective
of this
this Act, aa woman,
woman,
who was aa citizen
citizen of the United States at birth, and who has
has or
or is
is
believed
believed to have lost her United States citizenship
citizenship solely by reason
reason
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of
marriage .prior
prior to
to September
September 22, 1922, to an alien, and whose
her marriage
of her
other
marital
status with
alien has
has or
terminated, if no other
shall have terminated,
or shall
such alien
with such
marital status
nationality
was acquired
affirmative act other than such marriage,
marriage,
by affirmative
acquired by
nationality was
prescribed by
allegiance prescribed
shall,
after the
the taking
taking of the
the oath of allegiance
and after
from and
shall, from
a citizen of
subsection (b)
(b) of
of section
section 335
335 of
of
be deemed to be a
Act, be
of this
this Act,
subsection
said
the United
States to
to the
the same
extent as
as though her marriage to said
same extent
United States
the
alien had
had taken
taken place on
September 22, 1922.
on or after September
alien
a diplo(2) Such
of allegiance
allegiance may be taken abroad before a
oath of
Such oath
(2)
matic or
or consular
consular officer
of the
United States, or in the United States
the United
officer of
matic
naturalization court.
clerk of aanaturalization
before the
or clerk
judge or
the judge
before
(3) Such
Such oath
oath of
be entered
entered in the records of the
shall be
allegiance shall
of allegiance
(3)
naturalization court,
appropriate embassy
or legation
consulate or naturalization
or consulate
legation or
embassy or
appropriate
and
upon demand,
certified copy
proceedings, including aa
copy of the proceedings,
a certified
demand, a
and upon
copy of
the oath
administered, under the seal of the embassy or legaoath administered,
of the
copy
tion or
or consulate
naturalization court,
such
shall be delivered to such
court, shall
or naturalization
consulate or
tion
woman
$1, which
which certified copy shall be eviexceeding $1,
not exceeding
cost not
at aa cost
woman at
dence
of the
the facts
stated therein
any court of record or judicial
judicial
before any
therein before
facts stated
dence of
tribunal and
department of
of the United States.
any department
in any
and in
tribunal
a citizen of the United States
(c)
A. person
shall have
have been
States
been a
who shall
person who
(c) A
and also
national of
of aa foreign
foreign state,
state, and who shall have lost his
a national
also a
and
provisions of section 401 (c)
citizenship
of the
the United
(c)
under the provisions
States under
United States
citizenship of
of
shall be
entitled to
the benefits
of the provisions
provisions of subbenefits of
to the
be entitled
Act, shall
this Act,
of this
(2)
contained in subdivision
that contained
section
(a) of
of this
this section,
section, except
subdivision (2)
except that
section (a)
thereof.
Such person,
person, if
may enter
enter the United States as aa
abroad, may
if abroad,
thereof. Such
nonquota
purpose of
citizenship,
recovering his citizenship,
of recovering
the purpose
for the
immigrant, for
nonquota immigrant,
1917
Acts of 1917
upon
the provisions
provisions of
the Immigration
Immigration Acts
of the
with the
compliance with
upon compliance
and
and 1924.
S
EC. 318.
(a) A
A former
of the
United States expatriated
the United
citizen of
former citizen
318. (a)
SEC.
through
the expatriation
of such
such person's
person's parent or parents
parents and who
expatriation of
through the
has not
not acquired
the nationality
nationality of
another country
country by
by any
any affirmative
affirmative
of another
acquired the
has
act
the expatriation
parent or
or parents may be natuhis parent
of his
expatriation of
than the
other than
act other
ralized
filing a
petition for
naturalization before
before reaching
the
reaching the
for naturalization
a petition
upon filing
ralized upon
age
years and
and upon
upon compliance
compliance with all requirements
twenty-five years
of twenty-five
age of
exceptions:
of
the naturalization
naturalization laws
laws with
the following
following exceptions:
with the
of the
(1)
No declaration
of intention
intention and
no certificate
certificate of
and
of arrival and
and no
declaration of
(1) No
no
period of
of residence
within the
or in
in a
a State
State shall
States or
United States
the United
residence within
no period
be
required;
be required;
(2) The
The petition
may, be
filed in
any court
court having
naturalization
having naturalization
in any
be filed
petition may
(2)
jurisdiction,
regardless of
the residence
residence of the petitioner;
petitioner;
of the
jurisdiction, regardless
a cer(3) If
If there
there is
attached to
to the
at the
the time
time of filing, a
petition at
the petition
is attached
(3)
tificate from
from a
naturalization examiner
examiner stating
stating that
petitioner
the petitioner
that the
a naturalization
tificate
has appeared
appeared before
before him
him for
the petition may be heard
examination, the
for examination,
has
at any
filing; and
and
time after
after filing;
at
any time
(4)
the petitioner
was at
at the
filed
his petition was filed
time his
the time
petitioner was
that the
Proof that
(4) Proof
and
at the
of the
the final
hearing thereon
of good moral
person of
a person
thereon a
final hearing
time of
the time
and at
character,
attached to
the principles
principles of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of the United
to the
character, attached
States,
and well
well disposed
disposed to the good order
order and happiness of the
States and
United
States, and
he intends
intends to
reside permanently
in the
the
permanently in
to reside
that he
and that
United States,
United States
States shall
shall be
made by
by any
any means
means satisfactory
satisfactory to the natbe made
United
uralization
court.
uralization court.
(b) No
No former
citizen of
of the
United States,
through
expatriated through
States, expatriated
the United
former citizen
(b)
obliged
or
the
expatriation
of
such
person's
parents,
shall
be
obliged
parent
person's
such
of
expatriation
the
if he
immigration laws, if
the immigration
to comply
with the
the requirements
requirements of the
comply with
to
has
not
acquired
the
nationality
of
another
country
by
any
affirmative
affirmative
any
by
country
another
of
nationality
the
acquired
not
has
and if he has
act other
other than
than the
his parent
or parents,
parents, and
parent or
of his
expatriation of
the expatriation
act
reaching
before
States
come
or
shall
come
to
the
before
reaching
the age of
of
United
the
to
come
shall
or
come
twenty-five
years.
twenty-five years.
(c) After
After his
his naturalization
naturalization such
such person
shall have
same citithe same
have the
person shall
(c)
zenship
not been
been expatriated.
expatriated.
had not
he had
if he
as if
status as
zenship status
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Oath of
of allegiance.
allegiance.
Post, p. 1157.

Taking of oath.

Entry upon records.

Repatriation
after
Repatriation after
military service
service with
foreign state while
national
national thereof.
Post,
Post, p. 1169.

Reacquisition
Reacquisition of citizenship lost by exizenship
patriation
patriation of parents.
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Reacquisition of citReacquisition
izenship lost hy
by cancancelation of parent's
parent's
naturalization.
naturalization.

Post,
Post, p. 1159.

Beginning
Beginning date of
citizenship.
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S
EC. 319. (a)
citizenship of
SEC.
(a) A person who as aa minor child lost
lost citizenship
of
the United States through the
naturalizathe cancelation
cancelation of
of the parent's
parent's naturalizapresumptive fraud
as
tion on grounds other than actual
actual fraud or
or presumptive
fraud as
specified in
paragraph of
section 15
of the
the Act
Act of
of June
specified
in the
the second paragraph
of section
15 of
June
amended (34
Stat. 544,
U. S.
title 8,
29, 1906, as amended
(34 Stat. 601; 40
40 Stat.
544, U.
S. C.,
C., title
8,
under
sec. 405), or who shall lose citizenship
citizenship of
of the
the United States
States under
subsection (c)
resided
(c) of section
section 338
338 of
of this Act, may,
may, if
if such
such person
person resided
in the United States
cancelation and
States at
at the time of such cancelation
and if,
if, within
within
two years after such cancelation
cancelation or within two years
years after
after the
the
effective date of this section, such person files a
a petition for naturalization or such aa petition is filed on such
such person's behalf
behalf by
by a
a parent
parent
or guardian if such person is
be
is under the
the age
age of
of eighteen
eighteen years,
years, be
naturalized
naturalized upon compliance
compliance with all requirements
requirements of
of the
the naturalizanaturalization laws with the exception that no
declaration of
shall
no declaration
of intention
intention shall
be required and the required five-year
five-year period of
of residence
residence in the
the
United States need not
not be continuous.
continuous.
(b) Citizenship acquired
acquired under this section shall
the
shall begin as
as of
of the
date of the person's naturalization,
naturalization, except that in
in those
those cases
cases where
where
the person has resided continuously
continuously in the United States
States from
from the
the
date of the cancelation
cancelation of the parent's
parent's naturalization
naturalization to the date of
of the
under this
citizenship of
such perperson's naturalization
naturalization under
this section,
section, the citizenship
of such
person shall relate back to the date of the parent's naturalization
naturalization which
which
has been canceled
canceled or to the date of such person's arrival
in the
the United
United
arrival in
States for permanent residence
residence if such date was subsequent
subsequent to
to the
date of naturalization
naturalization of said parent.
PERSONS MISINFORMED
RIP STATUS
STATUS
PERSONS
MISINFORMED OF
OF CITIZENS
CITIZENSHIP

Naturalization
Naturalization
preliminary
without preliminary
declaration.
declaration.

SEC.
S
EC. 320. A person not an alien enemy, who resided uninterruptedly
uninterruptedly
within the United
United States
States during
of five
five years
years next
next precedprecedduring the
the period
period of
ing July 1,
to become
1, 1920, and was on
on that date
date otherwise
otherwise qualified
qualified to
become aa
citizen of the United States,
made a
a
States, except that
that such
such person
person had
had not
not made
declaration
law and
who during
during or
prior to
declaration of intention required by
by law
and who
or prior
to
regarding the
status
that time, because
because of
of misinformation
misinformation regarding
the citizenship
citizenship status
person22 erroneously
of such ioerson
erroneously exercised
exercised the
rights and
and performed
the rights
performed the
the
duties of aa citizen of the United States in good faith, may
may file
file the
the
naturalization prescribed
petition for naturalization
prescribed by
law without
without making
by law
making the
the
preliminary declaration
preliminary
declaration of intention, and upon
satisfactory proof
proof to
to
upon satisfactory
the court that petitioner has
may be
ti zen of
of
has so
so acted
acted may
be admitted
admitted as
as aa ci
citizen
the United States upon complying
complying with the other requirements
requirements of the
the
naturalization laws.
laws.
naturalization
NATIONALS
BUT NOT
NATIONALS BUT
NOT CITIZENS
CITIZENS OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES

Naturalization of
of
Naturalization
national if resident
resident of
of
a
State.
a State.

SEC.
SEC. 321. A
A person not a
acitizen who owes permanent
permanent allegiance
allegiance to
to
the United States, and who is otherwise qualified may, if he
he becomes a
a
naturalized upon compliance
resident of any State, be naturalized
compliance with
the requirewith the
requirements of this Act, except that in petitions for naturalization
naturalization filed under
under
the provisions of this section, residence
residence within the United States within
within
the meaning of this Act shall include residence
of the
the outresidence within
within any
any of
outlying possessions of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
PUERTO
PUERTO RICANS
RICANS

Acquisition
Acquisition of
of citizenship; declaration
declaration
of allegiance.
allegiance.

SEC.
S
EC. 322. A person born in Puerto Rico of alien parents, referred
referred
to in the last paragraph
paragraph of section 5, Act of March
March 2, 1917 (U. S. C,
C.,
title 8, sec. 5), and in section 5a, of the said Act, as amended
amended by
section 22 of the Act of March
March 4, 1927 (U. S. C., title 8, sec. 5a),
5a), who
did not exercise
a citizen of the
exercise the privilege granted
granted of becoming
becoming a
United States, may make the declaration
declaration provided in said paragraph
paragraph
United
at any time, and from and after the making of such declaration shall
be a
a citizen of the United States.
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PERSONS SERVING
ARMED FORCES
FORCES OR ON VESSELS
PERSONS
SERVING IN
IN ARMED

SEc. 323.
citizen of the
the United States
States and
and
SEC.
323. A person
person who,
who, while
while aa citizen
during the
the World
World War
Europe, entered
naval
military or naval
War in
in Europe,
entered the military
during
service of
of any
country at
at war
war with
with aacountry
country with
United
with which
which the
the United
service
any country
States was
at war,
has lost
lost citizenship
citizenship of
of the
the United
United States
war, who
who has
was then
then at
States
by
of any
oath or
obligation taken
the purpose
of enterentertaken for
for the
purpose of
any oath
or obligation
by reason
reason of
ing
service, may
by taking
taking before
before any
any naturalibe naturalized
naturalized by
may be
ing such
such service,
zation
court specified
specified in
in subsection
subsection (a)
of section
section 301
the oaths
oaths
301 the
(a) of
zation court
prescribed
section 335.
335.
prescribed by
by section
S
EC. 324.
324. (a)
(a) A
person, including
including a
has
Filipino, who
who has
a native-born
native-born Filipino,
A person,
SEC.
served
at any
any time
time in
United States
Army, Navy,
Navy,
States Army,
in the
the United
honorably at
served honorably
Marine Corps,
Corps, or
Guard for
for a
a period
periods aggregating
aggregating
period or
or periods
or Coast
Coast Guard
Marine
three
years and
who, if
if separated
such service,
service, was
was separated
separated
from such
separated from
and who,
three years
without having
under
conditions, may
may be naturalized
naturalized without
having
honorable conditions,
under honorable
resided, continuously
continuously immediately
preceding the
the date
filing such
such
of filing
date of
immediately preceding
resided,
person's petition,
petition, in
in the
for at
years and
in
and in
least five
five years
at least
States for
the United
United States
person's
the State
State in
for naturalization
is filed
filed for
least
at least
for at
naturalization is
petition for
the petition
which the
in which
the
six months,
if such
such petition
petition is
filed while
is still
in the
the
still in
petitioner is
the petitioner
while the
is filed
six
months, if
of such
such service.
service or
within six
after the
service.
the termination
termination of
months after
six months
or within
service
(b) A
person filing
under subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
section
this section
of this
petition under
filing aa petition
A person
(b)
shall comply
comply in
respects with
the requirements
chapter
of this
this chapter
requirements of
with the
all respects
in all
shall
except that—
thatexcept
(1) No
No declaration
intention shall
shall be
be required;
required;
of intention
declaration of
(1)
(2) No
certificate of arrival shall be
be required;
required;
(2)
No certificate
(3) No
residence within
of the
shall be
be
court shall
the court
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
within the
(3)
No residence
required;
required;
(4) Such
may be
naturalized immediately
immediatelyiif
if the petibe naturalized
petitioner may
Such petitioner
(4)
tioner be
in any
n subsection
subsection
prescribed in
services prescribed
of the
the services
any of
actually in
be then
then actually
tioner
(a)
of this
this section
and if,
if, before
before filing
the petition
for naturalization,
naturalization,
petition for
filing the
section, and
(a) of
such petitioner
petitioner and
at least
verifying witnesses
witnesses to
petition,
to the
the petition,
two verifying
least two
and at
such
who shall
be citizens
citizens of
identify
shall identify
who shall
and who
States and
United States
the United
of the
shall be
who
petitioner
as
the
person
who
rendered
the
service
upon
which
the
the
which
upon
service
the
rendered
who
person
as
the
petitioner
petition
is based,
based, have
and been
been examined
examined by
by a
a
before and
appeared before
have appeared
petition is
representative of
of the
the Service.
Service.
representative
(c)
such petitioner's
service was
continuous, petitioner's
petitioner's
was not
not continuous,
petitioner's service
In case
case such
(c) In
residence
in
the
United
States
and
State,.
good
moral
character, attachresidence in the United States and State, good moral character,
ment to
principles of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
United States,
and
States, and
of the
the United
the principles
ment
to the
favorable
disposition toward
the good
order and
and happiness
happiness of
of the
the
good order
toward the
favorable disposition
United States,
any period
within five
immediately preprefive years
years immediately
period within
during any
States, during
United
ceding
date of
of filing
between the
of petithe periods of
petition between
said petition
filing said
the date
ceding the
tioner's service
service in
in the
the United
Navy, Marine
Corps, or
or
Marine Corps,
Army, Navy,
States Army,
United States
tioner's
Coast
shall be
be verified
verified in
in the
petition filed
under the
the provisions
provisions
filed under
the petition
Guard, shall
Coast Guard,
of
subsection (a)
this section,
section, and
and proved
final hearing
hearing
the final
at the
proved at
of this
(a) of
of subsection
thereon by
of the
the United
States, in
same manner
manner
the same
in the
United States,
citizens of
witnesses, citizens
by witnesses,
thereon
as
section 309.
309. Such
verification and
proof shall
also be
be
shall also
and proof
Such verification
by section
required by
as required
made
as to
period between
between the
termination of
of petitioner's
petitioner's service
service
the termination
any period
to any
made as
and
the filing
filing of
of the
the petition
petition for
naturalization.
for naturalization.
and the
(d)
shall comply
comply with
the requirements
of section
section
requirements of
with the
The petitioner
petitioner shall
(d) The
309
as
to
continuous
residence
in
the
United
States
for
at
least
five
five
at
least
for
States
United
the
in
residence
continuous
as
to
309
years
and in
in the
State in
which the
the petition
petition is
for at
at least
least six
six
filed for
is filed
in which
the State
years and
months, immediately
preceding the
date of
filing the
the petition,
if the
the
petition, if
of filing
the date
immediately preceding
months,
termination of
such service
service has
has been
more than
six months
preceding
months preceding
than six
been more
of such
termination
the date
petition for
for naturalization,
naturalization, except
that such
such
except that
the petition
filing the
of filing
the
date of
service shall
be considered
within the
or
States or
United States
the United
residence within
as residence
considered as
shall be
service
the
State.
the State.
(e)
such period
period or
or periods
periods of
of service
service under
under honorable
condihonorable condiAny such
(e) Any
tions,
and good
good moral
moral character,
attachment to
principles of
of the
the
to the
the principles
character, attachment
tions, and
Constitution of
of the
United States,
States, and
and favorable
favorable disposition
disposition toward
toward
the United
Constitution
the
good order
happiness of
of the
the United
United States,
during such
servsuch servStates, during
and happiness
order and
the good

Naturalization of
Naturalization
designated
World
designated World
War expatriates.

Ante,
Ante, p. 1140; post,
p.
p. 1157.
Naturalization
Naturalization of
persons having
having U. S.
military, etc.,
etc., service.
service.

Waiver of certain
certain
Waiver
requirements.
requirements.

Verification of reslresiVerification
dence, etc.
etc.

Ante, p. 1143.

Residence requireResidence
ments in certain
certain cases
of terminated service.
service.

Service records in
in
Service
lieu of affidavits,
affidavits, etc.
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Naturalization of
Naturalization
of
persons
on
persons serving
serving on
designated
vessels.
designated vessels.

Applicability
of desApplicability ofdesignated subsections.
subsections.
1149.
Ante, p. 1149.
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ice,
be proved
proved by
copies of
records of
of the
the
ice, shall
shall be
by duly
duly authenticated
authenticated copies
of records
executive departments
departments having
having custody
custody of
of the
the records
records of
such service,
executive
of such
service,
and such
authenticated copies
of records
shall be
be accepted
in lieu
lieu of
of
and
such authenticated
copies of
records shall
accepted in
affidavits and
or depositions
of witnesses.
witnesses.
affidavits
and testimony
testimony or
depositions of
SEC. 325. (a)
person who
who has
has served
honorably or
good
SEC.
(a) A
A person
served honorably
or with
with good
years (1)
on board
conduct for an aggregate
aggregate period
period of
of at least five
five years
(1) on
board
of
any vessel
vessel of
the United
than in
in the
the
of any
of the
United States
States Government
Government other
other than
United
States Navy,
Navy, Marine
Corps, or
Coast Guard,
(2) on
United States
Marine Corps,
or Coast
Guard, or
or (2)
on board
board
vessels
than twenty
burden, whether
not documented
documented
vessels of
of more than
twenty tons
tons burden,
whether or
or not
under
whether public
public or
or private,
private,
under the
the laws of the
the United States, and
and whether
which
home port
port is
is in
the United
which are
are not
not foreign
foreign vessels,
vessels, and
and whose
whose home
in the
United
States,
naturalized without
without having
continuously
States, may be
be naturalized
having resided,
resided, continuously
immediately preceding
petition, in
the
immediately
preceding the date
date of filing such person's petition,
in the
United States for at least five years, and in the State
State in
in which
which the
petition for naturalization
six months,
such
naturalization is filed for at least
least six
months, if
if such
on a
petition is
is filed while the petitioner is still
still in the service
service on
a reenreenlistment, reappointment,
reappointment, or
six months
months after
an
or reshipment,
reshipment, or
or within
within six
after an
honorable discharge
discharge or separation
honorable
separation therefrom.
therefrom.
provisions of
(d), and (e)
(e) of
of section
section
(b) The provisions
of subsections
subsections (b),
(b), (c),
(c), (d),
321
for naturalization
this section,
324 shall
shall apply to petitions for
naturalization filed
filed under
under this
section,
except that service with good conduct on vessels
vessels described
described in subsub(2) of this section
section (a) (2)
section may be proved by
certificates from
the
by certificates
from the
masters of such vessels.
ALIEN
AIEN ENEMIES
ENEMIES

Naturalization
Naturalization of
certain alien enemies.

Hearing
Hearing requirements.
ments.

Removal, etc.
etc.
Removal,

Loyalty as basis for
for
exception.
exception.

SEC.
SEC. 326. (a) An alien who is
or denizen
denizen
is aanative, citizen,
citizen, subject,
subject, or
the United
United States
of any country, state, or sovereignty
sovereignty with
with which
which the
States
is at war may be naturalized
Stat esi
such
naturalized as
as a
a citizen of the United
United States
iffsuch
alien's declaration
declaration of intention was made
made not
not less
less than two years
years
prior to the beginning
alien was
was at
the
beginning of
of the
the state
state of
of war, or
or such
such alien
at the
beginning of the
become a
acitizen
the state of
of war
war entitled
entitled to
to become
citizen of
of the
the United
United
States without making a
declaration of intention,
a declaration
intention, or his
his petition
petition for
for
naturalization shall at the beginning of
naturalization
of war
be pending
of the
the state
state of
war be
pending
and the petitioner
petitioner is otherwise
otherwise entitled to admission,
admission, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
such petitioner shall be an alien enemy
enemy at the
in the
the manmanthe time and in
ner prescribed
subject.
prescribed by the laws
laws passed upon
upon that
that subject.
(b)
(b) An alien embraced
shall not
such
embraced within this
this section shall
not have
have such
alien's petition for naturalization
naturalization called for a
a hearing, or heard,
except after
after ninety days'
days' notice
given by
the clerk
clerk of
of the
to the
the
notice given
by the
the court
court to
Commissioner to be represented at
Commissioner
Commisat the hearing,
hearing, and the
the Commissioner's objection to such final hearing
hearing shall cause the petition to be
continued
continued from time to time for so
Commissioner may
so long
long as the
the Commissioner
may

require.

{c)
(c) Nothing
Nothing herein contained shall be taken or construed
construed to interfere with or prevent the apprehension
apprehension and removal,
removal, agreeably
agreeably to
law, of any alien enemy at any time previous to the actual naturalizanaturalization of such alien.
(d) The President of the United States may, in his discretion,
(d)
discretion, upon
investigation and report by the Departme
investigation
n to
Jus ti ce fully
fully estabesta bDepartment
offJustice
lishing the loyalty of any alien enemy not included in the foregoing
foregoing
exemption, except such alien enemy from the classification
classificati on of
of alien
ali en
enemy, and thereupon such alien shall have the privilege
privilege of applying
applying
for naturalization.
PROCEDURAL AND
AND ADMINISTATIVE
PROVISIONS
PROCEDURAL
ADMINISTRAlivz PROVISIONS
EXECUT'IVE
EXEC uEIVE FUNCTIONS
FUNCrONS

Commissioner in
in
Commissioner
charge of administration.

SEC.
(a) The Commissioner,
SEC. 327. (a)
Commissioner, or, in his absence,
absence, a
a Deputy ComCommissioner, shall
administration of
missioner,
shall have charge of the administration
athe naturalization laws,
laws, under the immediate
immediate direction of
of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, to
to
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whom the Commissioner shall report
report directly
directly upon all naturalization
matters annually
annually and
required.
matters
and as otherwise
otherwise required.

approval of
of the
Attorney Gen(b) The
the approval
(b)
The Commissioner,
Commissioner, with
with the
the Attorney
General, shall make such rules
to
rules and regulations as may be
be necessary
necessary to
carry
provisions of
and is
to
carry into
into effect the provisions
of this chapter
chapter and
is authorized
authorized to
prescribe
the scope
scope and
and nature
the examination
of petitioners
petitioners for
for
examination of
nature of
of the
prescribe the
naturalization
to citizenship
for the
naturalization as
as to
to their
their admissibility to
citizenship for
the purpose
purpose
of making
making appropriate
appropriate recommendations
recommendations to
to the naturalization
naturalization courts.
Such examination
the appliappliSuch
examination shall
shall be
be limited
limited to
to inquiry
inquiry concerning
concerning the
residence, good moral
understanding of
attachcant's residence,
moral character,
character, understanding
of and
and attachment to the
fundamental principles
United
the fundamental
principles of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
States,
to become
as
other qualifications
qualifications to
become a
a naturalized
naturalized citizen
citizen as
States, and
and other
required by
law, and
shall be
be uniform
throughout the
States.
required
by law,
and shall
uniform throughout
the United
United States.
(c) The
The Commissioner
is authorized
authorized to
promote instruction
instruction and
and
to promote
(c)
Commissioner is
training in
citizenship responsibilities
responsibilities of
of applicants
training
in citizenship
applicants for
for naturalization
naturalization
including
candidates for naturalization
to
including the
the sending
sending of names
names of candidates
naturalization to
the public
preparing and
citizenship textbooks
textbooks
the
public schools,
schools, preparing
and distributing
distributing citizenship
preparation for citito such candidates
candidates as are
are receiving
receiving instruction
instruction in preparation
zenship
or under
of the
the public
prezenship within
within or
under the
the supervision
supervision of
public schools,
schools, preparing and
and distributing
paring
distributing monthly
monthly an
an immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization
bulletin and
of and
and cooperating
with official
State
bulletin
and securing
securing the
the aid
aid of
cooperating with
official State
and
National organizations,
organizations, including
including those
those concerned
concerned with
with vocational
vocational
and National
education.
education.
furnish such
(d) The
and furnish
such forms
forms as
as
shall prescribe
prescribe and
The Commissioner
Commissioner shall
(d)
may be
required to
to give
the provisions
of this
chapter, and
and
this chapter,
give effect
effect to
to the
provisions of
may
be required
only
forms as
may be
shall be
be legal.
All certificates
certificates
legal. All
as may
be so
so provided
provided shall
only such
such forms
of
shall be
be printed
printed on
safety paper
paper
of naturalization
naturalization and
and of
of citizenship
citizenship shall
on safety
and
shall be
in separate
separate series.
series.
numbered in
and shall
be consecutively
consecutively numbered
(e)
Members of
the Service
Service may
may be
by the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
designated by
be designated
of the
(e) Members
or a
Commissioner to
oaths and
and to
depositions
to take
take depositions
to administer
administer oaths
or
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner
without charge
matters relating to
the natuto the administration
administration of the
without
charge in
in matters
ralization and citizenship
citizenship laws.
laws. In
In cases where there is a
a likelihood
likelihood
ralization
Deputy Comof unusual
unusual delay or of hardship,
hardship, the Commissioner
Commissioner or aaDeputy
of
missioner may,
in his
his discretion,
discretion, authorize
authorize such
be taken
taken
to be
such depositions
depositions to
may, in
missioner
before aapostmaster
without charge,
charge, or
or before
notary public
public or
other
or other
before aanotary
postmaster without
before
person authorized
administer oaths
oaths for
for general
general purposes.
purposes.
to administer
person
authorized to
or of citizenship
citizenship issued by the
(f)
certificate of naturalization
naturalization or
(f) A
A certificate
Commissioner or
Deputy Commissioner
the authority
authority of
this
of this
under the
Commissioner under
or aaDeputy
Commissioner
Act
the same
all courts,
courts, tribunals,
tribunals, and public offices
offices
in all
same effect
effect in
have the
Act shall
shall have
of
United States,
States, at
home and
of Columbia
Columbia.,
of the
the District
District of
and abroad,
abroad, of
at home
of the
the United
and of
of each
possession of the United
State, Territory,
Territory, and insular possession
each State,
and
States, as
as a
certificate of
of naturalization
naturalization or
citizenship issued
issued by
by aa
or of
of citizenship
a certificate
States,
court having
naturalization jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
court
having naturalization
(g)
Certifications and
of all
cerdocuments, cerall papers,
papers, documents,
and certified
certified copies
copies of
(g) Certifications
tificates,
records required
authorized to
to be
be issued,
filed,
issued, used, filed,
required or
or authorized
and records
tificates, and
recorded,
or kept
under any
any and
all provisions
provisions of
shall be
be
chapter shall
of this
this chapter
and all
kept under
recorded, or
admitted in
equally with
the originals
in any
all cases
and all
cases
any and
with the
originals in
admitted
in evidence
evidence equally
and proceedings
under this
in all
all cases
cases and
and proceedings
proceedings in
in
and in
this Act
Act and
and
proceedings under
evidence.
admissible as evidence.
which
thereof might be admissible
originals thereof
which the originals
(h) The
The officers
in charge
of property
property owned
owned or
the GovGovleased by
by the
or leased
charge of
officers in
(h)
ernment
are authorized,
the recommendation
of the
Attorney
the Attorney
recommendation of
upon the
authorized, upon
ernment are
General,
payment of
rent, in
in any
any building
building
of rent,
quarters, without
without payment
to provide
provide quarters,
General, to
occupied by
by the
the Service,
Service, for
for a
photographic studio,
studio, operated
operated by
by welfare
welfare
a photographic
occupied
organizations without
profit and
aliens seeking
seeking
of aliens
benefit of
for the
the benefit
and solely
solely for
without profit
organizations
naturalization. Such
shall be
under the
supervision of
of the
the
the supervision
be under
Such studio
studio shall
naturalization.
Commissioner.
Commissioner.

Rules and regularegulaRules
tions.

Examination of petitioners.

Examination of pe-

Citizenship instrucCitizenshipinstruction, etc.

tion, etc.

Forms and
and certiflcertifiForms
cates.

Oaths
deposiOtionhs and
and deposi.
tions.

tions.

Certificates issued
byCer'inicnatssso'
by Commissioner, ef-

fect.
fect.

Admissibility in evecidedm""biityrint
idence of certifications. etc.
etc.
tions

Photographic
dio.

dhotographic

stu-

stu-

REGISTRY OF ALIENS
REGISTRY
Registry
of persons
prsons
SEC. 328.
(a) The
The Commissioner
shall cause
to be
made, for
for use
Registryinof
use in arriving
be made,
cause to
Commissioner shall
328. (a)
SEC.
U. S.;
complying with
the requirements
requirements of
this chapter,
chapter, a
a registry
of each
data included.
each d'tincluded
registry of
of this
with the
complying
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without adAliens without
mission
mission records.
records.

Registered
Registered person
person
deemed lawfully addeemed
admitted.
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person arriving in the United States after the
the effective
effective date
date of
of this
Act, of the name, age, occupation,
(including
occupation, personal
personal description
description (including
height, complexion, color of
fingerprints), the
date
of hair
hair and
and eyes,
eyes, and
and fingerprints),
the date
and place of birth, nationality, the last
intended place
of
last residence,
residence, the intended
place of
residence
residence in the United States, the date and
and place
place of
arrival of
said
of arrival
of said
person, and the name of vessel or
transportation, upon
upon
or other
other means
means of transportation,
which said person
arrived.
person arrived.
(b) Registry of aliens at ports of entry required by subsection
subsection (a)
of
(a) of
this section may be made
in
made as to any
any alien
alien not
not ineligible
ineligible to
to citizenship
citizenship in
whose case there is no record of admission for permanent
permanent residence, if
if
such alien shall
to the
Commissioner, in
in
shall make a
a satisfactory
satisfactory showing
showing to
the Commissioner,
accordance with regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the
Commissioner, with
with the
the Commissioner,
the
approval of the Attorney General, that
that such
such alien—
alien(1) Entered
Entered the United States prior
to July
July 1,1924;
1, 1924 ;
priorto
(2) Has resided in the United
such entry;
(2)
United States
States continuously since
since such
entry;
(3) Is aaperson of good moral
(3)
moral character;
character; and
(4) Is
deportation.
Is not
not subject to
to deportation.
(c)
(c) For the purposes
purposes of the immigration laws and
naturalization
and naturalization
laws an alien, in respect of whom aarecord
registry has
has been
been made
as
record of
of registry
made as
authorized by this section, shall be
been lawfully
be deemed
deemed to have
have been
lawfully
admitted to the United States for permanent residence as of the date
date
of
of such
such alien's entry.
CERTIFICATE
C}IR'm
ICATE OF
OF ARRIVAL
ARRIVAL

Issuance.

Ante, p. 1151.
Certificate prerequiCertificate
site to declaration.
declaration.

Photographs.
Photographs.

SEC.
SEC. 329. (a) The certificate
certificate of arrival
required by
this chapter
chapter
arrival required
by this
may be issued upon application
in accordance
accordance
application to the Commissioner
Commissioner in
with regulations prescribed by the Commissioner, with the
the approval
approval
of the Attorney General, upon the making
making of
of aa record
registry
record of
of registry
as authorized
authorized by section 328 of this
this Act.
(b) No declaration
declaration of intention
intention shall be
person who
who
be made by
by any
any person
arrived in the United States after June
29, 1906,
until such
person's
June 29,
1906, until
such person's
lawful entry for permanent
permanent residence
residence shall have been established,
established,
a certificate
certificate showing
and a
showing the date, place
place, and manner
manner of
of arrival
arrival in
in
the United States shall have been issued. It
of
It shall be the
the duty of
the Commissioner or aa Deputy Commissioner
to be
be issued
Commissioner to
to cause to
issued
such certificate.
PHOTOGRAPHS
PHOTOGRAPHS
SEC.
(a) Two photographs
photographs of the applicant
S
EC. 330. (a)
applicant shall be signed
by and furnished
furnished by each
for a
adeclaration
declaration of
ofintention
i
nt
en ti on and
an d
each applicant
applicant for
by each petitioner
petitioner for naturalization
naturalization or
citizenship. One
of such
or citizenship.
One of
such
photographs
photographs shall be affixed by the clerk
to the
clerk of
of the
the court
court to
the triplicate
triplicate
declaration of intention issued to the declarant
declaration
declarant and one to the dupliduplideclaration of intention required to be forwarded
cate declaration
forwarded to the
Servthe Service; and one of such photographs
be affixed
original
photographs shall
shall be
affixed to
to the
the original
naturalized citizen and
certificate of naturalization
naturalization issued to the naturalized
one to the duplicate certificate
certificate of naturalization
naturalization required to
to be
be
forwarded to the Service.
(b) Two photographs
photographs of the applicant
applicant shall be furnished by each
each
for—
applicant for(1) A record
(1)
record of registry;
registry;
(2)
2) A certificate
certificate of derivative
derivative citizenship;
citizenship;
3) A certificate of
of naturalization;
(3
naturalization;
4 A special certificate;
4)
.
certificate;
(5) A
A declaration
declaration of intention or a
(5)
a certificate
certificate of naturalization
naturalization or
or
of citizenship,
citizenship, in lieu of one lost, mutilated,
mutilated, or destroyed; and
and
(6) A new certificate
certificate of citizenship
citizenship in the new name of any naturalized
citizen who,
naturalization, has had such
ralized citizen
who, subsequent
subsequent to naturalization,
such
citizen's name changed by order of aacourt of competent
citizen's
competent jurisdiction
jurisdiction
or by marriage.
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declaration or
One such photograph
photograph shall be affixed
affixed to each such declaration
or
certificate
certificate issued by the Commissioner
Commissioner and one shall be affixed to the
declaration or certificate retained
copy of such declaration
retained by the Service.
DECLARATION OF
INTENTION
DECLARATION
OF INTENTION
SEG. 331.
applicant for
naturalization shall make, under oath
for naturalization
An applicant
SEc.
331. An
before,.
before, and only
only in
in the
the office
office of,
of, the clerk
clerk of court or
or such
such clerk's
clerk's
authorized
deputy, regardless
of the
residence in
authorized deputy,
regardless of
the place
place of
of residence
in the
the United
United
States
applicant, not less
States of
of the applicant,
less than
than two
two nor more than
than seven
seven years
at least prior to the applicant's petition for naturalization,
naturalization, and
after
and after
the applicant
applicant has
reached the
the age
age of
of eighteen
eighteen years,
signed declaradeclarathe
has reached
years, a
a signed
citizen of
of the
the United
tion of intention to
to become
become a
a citizen
United States,
States, which
which
declaration
shall be
set forth
in writing,
writing, in
triplicate, and
and shall
declaration shall
be set
forth in
in triplicate,
shall conconfollowing averments by
applicant:
the following
by such
such applicant:
tain substantially
substantially the
(1)
correct name
is ---(full,
true name,
(full, true
name,
name is
full, true,
true, and
and correct
(1) My
My full,
without
abbreviation, and
and any
other name
has been
been used,
used, must
must
without abbreviation,
any other
name which
which has
appear here).
appear
here).
(2)
place of
(number and
(number
and
is of residence
residence is
My present
present place
(2) My
street), (city
town),
(county),
(county),
city or
or town),street),
(State).
(State).
(3) My
occupation is
is
My occupation
(3)
(4) I
I am
am -— years
years old.
old.
(4)
(5)
My personal
as follows:
;color
9
color-,
Sex -;
follows: Sex
is as
description is
personal description
(5) My
complexion
color of
,,height
height
, color of
of hair of eyes -,
complexion -—,, color
feet —
inches,
pounds;
marks —;
pounds; visible distinctive marks-;
inches, weight
weight —
feet
race
present nationality
.
; present
nationality
race —;
(6) II was
was born
(month, day,
day, and
in
year), in
and year),
(month,
on
born on
(6)
(city
town)
(county,
province, or
or
(county, district, province,
(city or
or town),
state), (country).
(country).
state),
(7)
am married;
the name
name of
or husband is
is
my wife
wife or
of my
married; the
(7) II am
we were
married on
(month, day,
;;we
were married
on --(month,
day, and
and year),
year),
at
(city
town), (state
or country)
he or
or
country);;he
(state or
(city or
or town),
at
she was born
born at
at
(city or town),
(county,
town),
(city
she
district, province,
province, or
or state),
(country), on
on -(country),
district,
(month,
day, and
at
and entered
entered the United States at
and year)
year);;and
(month, day,
(city
(month, day,
year), for
day, and
and year),
(month,
on --(State), on
(city or
or town)
town),,(State),
permanent
in the
the United
States, and
now resides
at
resides at
and now
United States,
residence in
permanent residence
(state or country).
(city
(city or
or town),
town),
country).
(8)
children; and
the name,
of
place of
and place
date and
sex, date,
name, sex,
and the
children;
have —
(8) II have
place of residence
birth,
residence of each of said children who is
and present place
birth, and
living
as follows:
.
follows:.
are as
living are
(9) My
place of
of last
last foreign
residence was
was --(city
or
(city or
foreign residence
My place
(9)
town),
(county,
district, or
province),
or province),
(county, district,
town),
(country).
(country).
(10) I
emigrated to
to the
States from
from
(city or
(city
or
United States
the United
(10)
I emigrated
town),
(country).
(country).
town),
(11) My
lawful entry
for permanent
permanent residence
United
in the
the United
residence in
entry for
My lawful
(11)
under
States was at
(city or
town),
(State),
(State), under
or town),
(city
at States
the
of --on
(month, day,
day, and
on
and year),
year), on
(month,
---,,on
the name
name of
the
(name of
of vessel or
or other
other means
means of
of conveyance).
conveyance).
(name
the
(12)
been absent
the United
having
States, having
United States,
from the
been
absent from
(12) II have
have —
departed
therefrom
on
(dates
of
departures),
from the
the
from
of
departures),
(dates
on
therefrom
departed
port
ports of
,
other
or other
vessels or
following vessels
the following
, upon
upon the
of --port or
or ports
means of
of conveyance:
conveyance: -- (names of
of vessels
conveyances
or conveyances
vessels or
- (names
means
upon
departures) ;and
returned to
the United
States on
on
United States
to the
and returned
upon departures);
(dates
to the
the United
at the
the port
or ports
ports of
of
port or
States), at
United States),
return to
of return
(dates of
upon the
the following
or other
other means
conveyance
means of
of conveyance
vessels or
following vessels
,,upon
(names
vessels or
conveyances upon
return).
upon return).
or conveyances
(names of
of vessels
193470 °
1-73
--- 73
193470°-41-PT.
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Averments
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(13) IIhave
have —
heretofore made
declaration of
number
of intention
intention number
made declaration
heretofore
(13)
,
on
(month, day,
day, and
and year),
at
(month,
year), at
, on
(city or
town),
(county),
(State),
the
(State), in the
(county),
or town),
(city
court).
(name of court).
(14) I
am not
anarchist, nor
opposed to
disbeliever in or opposed
nor a
a disbeliever
an anarchist,
I am
not an
(14)
organized
nor a
a member of or affiliated with any organiorganized government, nor
zation
persons teaching disbelief
disbelief in or opposition to
or body
body of persons
zation or
organized government.
organized
(15) It
It is
my intention
is my
intention in good faith to become aa citizen of the
(15)
United States
permanently therein.
therein.
to reside permanently
United
States and to
(16)
forever
renounce forever
to citizenship,
citizenship, renounce
being admitted
admitted to
will, before
before being
(16) I
I will,
all
to any foreign prince, potentate, state, or
and fidelity to
all allegiance
allegiance and
sovereignty of
of admission
admission to
citizenship
to citizenship
of whom
whom or
or which
which at
at the
the time
time of
sovereignty
IImay be aasubject or citizen.
(1'7)
the photograph
photograph affixed to the duplicate and
certify that the
(17) II certify
triplicate
hereof is a
likeness of me
signed by me.
me and
and was signed
a likeness
triplicate hereof
(18)
(18) So help me God.
PETITION FOR
FOR NAT
EALIZATION
PETITION
NATTUrILJzATIoN
Averments.
Averments.

SEO.
shall, not
not less
less than
S
EC. 332. (a)
(a) An applicant for naturalization
naturalization shall,
declaration of intention has
ten years after such declaration
two nor
nor more
more than ten
clerk of
of aanaturalization
naturalization
the office of the clerk
and file
file in
in the
been made, make and
court2 in
sworn petition
the appliby the
petition in writing, signed by
a sworn
in duplicate,
duplicate, a
court,
cant
in the
the applicant's
write,
physically able to write,
own handwriting,
handwriting, if physically
applicant's own
cant in
contain subpetition shall contain
by witnesses,
witnesses, which
which petition
and duly verified by
stantially the following averments
averments by such applicant.
applicant.
(1) My
full, true,
true, and
and correct
correct name
(full, true name,
name,
is
name is
My full,
(1)
without abbreviation,
abbreviation, and any
any other name
name which
which has been
been used,
used, must
must
here).
appear here).
(2) My
My present
present place
(number
( number and
isand
of residence
residence is
place of
(2)
street), town),
(county),
(county),
(city or town),
street)
(State).
(State).
(3) My
occupation is
My occupation
(3)

(4)
am —
years old.
old.
years
I am
(4) I
(5) My
My personal
personal description
Sexcomplexion
color -,
,complexion
is: Sex
;;color
description is:
(5)
,color
of eyes
eyes -—,, color
color of
of hair
hairfeet
height -—
-,
color of
-, ,height
feet —
inches, weight
pounds;
visible distinctive
race —;
inches,
weight —
pounds; visible
distinctive marks
marks —;
; race
-- ;
present nationality
nationality —.
-.
present
(6) II was
was born
(month,
ar ),
year),
(month, day, and ye
born on
on
(6)
(city
(county, district, p
ro
vi
nce ,
in
(city or
or town),
(county,
province,
state),
(country).
(country).
or state),
(7)
married; the name of my wife or husband is
married;
(7) II am —
ar ),
;;we were
were married
married on
on
(month, day,
day, and
and ye
year),
(city or
town),
(state or
or country)
or she
sh
e
at -- (city
or town),-(state
country);;he
he or
was
born at
(city
(county,
was born
at
(city or
or town),
town), district,
(county, district,
province, or state),
state), (country), on --(country),
(month, day,
day
(month,
and year)
town) ,
year);;entered the United States at
(city or town),

- (State), on
(month, day, and year), for per
permanent residence in the United States, and now resides at
(city
country).
(city or
or town),
town),
(state or country).
(8) I
children; and the name, sex, date, and place of
(8)
I have —
children;
residence of each of said children who is
birth, and present place of residence
living are as follows:
•
manent residence
(State),
in the
on United States,
(month,
and now
day,resides
and year
at ), for

(9) My
My last
last place
of foreign
foreign residence
(9)
place of
residence was
was -- (city
(city or
or
town),province),,
,
district,or province),
town),
, (county
(county,,,district,
(country).
(country).
(10) IIemigrated
emigrated to the United States from
(city or town),
town), ----(city
(country).
(country).
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(11) My lawful entry for permanent
permanent residence in the United States
(11)
was at
town),
(city or town),
(State),
(State), under
under the
the
(month, day,
name of -,
,on
day, and
on the
and year),
year), on
the
(name of vessel or other means of conveyance),
conveyance), as shown
shown
by the certificate
certificate of
to this
petition.
of my arrival
arrival attached
attached to
this petition.
(12) II have —
(12)
been
absent from
the United
United States,
having
een absent
from the
States, having
departed therefrom on (dates of
of departures),
(dates
departures), from
from the
the
,,upon the following vessels or
port or ports of
or other
other means
of conveyance:
(names of
vessels or
or convey(names
of vessels
conveyances
upon departures);
departures) '
• and
United States
St at
es on
on
ances upon
and returned
returned to
to th
thee United
(dates of
to the
States), at
the port
port or
(dates
of return
return to
the United
United States),
at the
or
ports of -,
,upon the following vessels or other
other means of
of
conveyance:
(names of vessels or conveyances
conveyances upon
conveyance:
upon
return).
return).
(13)
have resided
resided continuously
continuously in
States of
America
(13) IIhave
in the
the United
United States
of America
for the term of five years at
preceding the
of
at least
least immediately
immediately preceding
the date
date of
this petition,
since --in the
State
petition, to wit,
wit, since
,,and
and continuously
continuously in
the State
least
in which this petition
petition is made for the term of six months at least
immediately preceding
immediately
petition, to
to wit,
wit, since
since
preceding the
the date of this
this petition,
(14)
declared my
my intention
intention to
to become
become a
citizen of
(14) I
I declared
a citizen
of the
the United
United
States
(month,
and year),
year), in
States on
(month, day,
day, and
in the
the
(name of court)
court) Court of -(city
,,at (city or
or town),
town),
(State).
--(State).
(15)
heretofore
made petition
for naturalization
(15) I
I have heretofore made
petition for
naturalization
number (month,
day, and
at
number
,,on
(month, day,
and year)
year),'at
(city or town),
town), -y,
(State), in
the
(county),
(State),
in the
(name of
court), and
was dismissed
dismissed or
denied
- --(name
of court),
and such
such petition
petition was
or denied
following reasons and
causes, to
wit:
by that Court for the
the following
and causes,
to wit:
and
the cause
dismissal or
denial has
since been
or
and the
cause of
of such
such dismissal
or denial
has since
been cured
cured or
removed.
removed.
(16) I
I am
am not
not an anarchist,
(16)
anarchist, nor a
in or
or opposed
a disbeliever
disbeliever in
opposed to
to
organized
organized government,
of or
affiliated with
with any
any organiorganigovernment, nor a
a member of
or affiliated
zation or
or body
body of
persons teaching
teaching disbelief
opposition to
zation
of persons
disbelief in
in or
or opposition
to
organized government.
government.
organized
(17) I
am attached
attached to
principles of
of the
the Constitution
Constitution of
the
(17)
I am
to the
the principles
of the
United States
and well
well disposed
the good
good order
and happiness
happiness of
United
States and
disposed to
to the
order and
of
the
States.
the United
United States.
(18) It
It is
good faith
faith to
citizen of
of the
(18)
is my
my intention
intention in
in good
to become
become a
a citizen
the
United
reside permanently
permanently therein.
therein.
and to
to reside
United States,
States, and
(19)
It is
renounce absolutely
(19) It
is my
my intention
intention to
to renounce
absolutely and
and forever
forever all
all
allegiance and
and fidelity
fidelity to
to any
foreign prince,
prince, potentate,
or
allegiance
any foreign
potentate, state,
state, or
sovereignty
whom or
or which
time I
or citizen.
this time
I am
am aasubject
subject or
citizen.
sovereignty of
of whom
which at
at this
(20) Attached
and made
made aa part
part of
of this,
this, my
my petition
petition for
hereto and
for
(20)
Attached hereto
naturalization,
declaration of
of intention
intention to
become aacitizen
citizen of
to become
of
naturalization, are
are my
my declaration
the
such declaration
declaration of
intention be
be required
by the
the United
United States
States (if
(if such
of intention
required by
the
naturalization law),
the Immigration
and
naturalization
law), aacertificate
certificate of
of arrival
arrival from
from the
Immigration and
Naturalization
said lawful
lawful entry
entry into
States
Naturalization Service
Service of
of my
my said
into the
the United
United States
for
residence (if
certificate of
of arrival
arrival be
for permanent
permanent residence
(if such
such certificate
be required
required by
by
the naturalization
law) ,
and
affidavits of
the two
verifying witnesses
witnesses
the
naturalization law),
and the
the affidavits
of the
two verifying
required
law.
by law.
required by
(21) Wherefore,
I, petitioner
petitioner for
for naturalization,
may be
be
(21)
Wherefore, I,
naturalization, pray
pray that
that IImay
admitted a
citizen of
of the
United States
of America,
America, and
admitted
a citizen
the United
States of
and that
that my
my name
name
be changed
changed to
be
to
(22)
aforesaid petitioner,
being duly
sworn depose
depose and
that
(22) I,
I, aforesaid
petitioner, being
duly sworn,
and say
say that
I
have (read)
petition and
and know
that the
the same
same is
I have
(read) (heard
(heard read)
read) this
this petition
know that
is
true
own knowledge
to matters
true of
of my
my own
knowledge except
except as
as to
matters herein
herein stated
stated to
to be
be
alleged
upon information
information and
as to
those matters
alleged upon
and belief,
belief, and
and that
that as
to those
matters I
I
believe
it to
true; and
this petition
petition is
signed by
my
believe it
to be
be true;
and that
that this
is signed
by me
me with
with my
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other
material facts.

Filing of certificate
certificate
Filing
of
of arrival,
arrival, etc.,
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with
petition.
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full, true,
So help
help me
me God.
full,
true, and
and correct
correct name.
name. So
God.
(
full, true, and
petitioner).
(full,
and correct
correct name
name of petitioner).
(b)
petition for
naturalization, in
in addition
to the
(b) The
The applicant's
applicant's petition
for naturalization,
addition to
the
averments required
required by
subsection (a)
include averaverments
by subsection
(a) of
of this
this section,
section, shall
shall include
averments of
all other
facts which
may be
to the
the applicant's
ments
of all
other facts
which may
be material
material to
applicant's
naturalization and
and required
to be
be proved
proved upon
upon the
hearing of
such
naturalization
required to
the hearing
of such
petition.
(c) At the time of filing the petition for naturalization
naturalization there shall be
(c)
the Service,
Service, if the
the petipetifiled with
with the clerk
clerk of
of court a
a certificate
certificate from the
tioner arrived in the United States
States after June
June 29,
29, 1906, stating the
the date,
place,
manner of petitioner's arrival
in the
the United
United States,
States, and
and the
the
place, and
and manner
arrival in
declaration
intention of
certificate and
declaration of intention
of such petitioner,
petitioner, which
which certificate
and declaration shall be
be attached
attached to and made
made aapart
part of said
said petition.
petition.
(d)
(d) Petitions for
for naturalization
naturalization may be made and
and filed
filed during
during the
term time
time or
of the
term
or vacation
vacation of
the court
court and
and shall
shall be
be docketed
docketed the
the same
same day
day
as
as filed,
filed, but final
final action thereon
thereon shall
shall be
be had
had only on
on stated days, to be
fixed by
by rule
rule of
of the
the court.
court.
HEARING
riONS
HEARING OF RED.
PETIrTONS

Preliminary
hearh
Preliminarysignd
ings
by designated
examiners.
examiners.

Findings,
examiners.

eindings,

etc.,

of
etc., of

S
EC. 333.
(a) The
Commissioner or
shall
Commissioner shall
Deputy Commissioner
or aa Deputy
The Commissioner
333. (a)
SEC.
designate members
members of
of the
the Service
to conduct
preliminary hearings
hearings upon
Service to
conduct preliminary
upon

naturalization to any naturalization
naturalization court and
petitions for
for naturalization
and to make
findings and recommendations
recommendations thereon to such court. For such purpurposes any
is hereby
to take
poses
any such
such designated
designated examiner
examiner is
hereby authorized
authorized to
take testitesticoncerning any matter touching or in
money concerning
in any way
way affecting
affecting the
the
admissibility of
petitioner for naturalization,
to subpena
admissibility
of any petitioner
naturalization, to
subpena witnesses,
witnesses,
and
administer oaths, including
and to administer
including the
the oath
oath of the
the petitioner
petitioner to
to the
the
naturalization and the oath
petition for
for naturalization
oath of petitioner's
petitioner's witnesses.
witnesses.
(b) The findings of any such designated
designated examiner upon any such
such

preliminary hearing
preliminary
hearing shall
be submitted
submitted to
hearshall be
to the
the court
court at
at the
the final
final hearing upon the petition with a
that the
the petition
petition be
be
a recommendation
recommendation that
granted, or denied, or continued, with the reasons
reasons therefor. Such findfindrecommendations shall be
accompanied by duplicate
lists conconings and
and recommendations
be accompanied
duplicate lists
taining the names
names of the petitioners, classified
to the
charclassified according
according to
the character of the recommendations,
recommendations, and signed
designated examiner.
signed by
by the designated
Approval by judge.
Approvalbyudge.
The judge to whom such findings and recommendations
recommendations are
are submitted
recommendations, enter a
shall, if he approve such
such recommendations,
a written
written order
order
with such exceptions
exceptions as
as the
judge may
may deem
proper, by
the judge
deem proper,
by subscribing
subscribing
his name to each such list when corrected
corrected to conform
conform to
to his
his concluconclusions upon such recommendations.
recommendations. One of such lists shall thereafter
thereafter
be filed permanently
permanently of record in such court and the duplicate list
sent
clerk of
Commissioner.
shall
be
sent
by the clerk
of such
such court to
to the
the Commissioner.
Final hearing in
SEC. 334.
334. (a)
Every final
final hearing
hearing upon
for naturalizaonpelourtin
SEC.
(a) Every
in
upon aa petition
petition for
naturalizaopen
court.g
Final order.
Finalorder.
tion shall be had in open court before a
a judge or
or judges thereof,
thereof, and
and
every final order which may be made upon such petition shall be
under the hand of the court and entered in full upon a
arecord kept
kept
for that purpose,
purpose, and upon such final hearing
hearing of such petition
petition the
applicant, and, except as provided in subsection (b)
applicant,
(b) of this section,
the
shall be
examined under
under oath
oath before
the court
in
the witnesses
witnesses shall
be examined
before the
court and
and in
the presence of the court.
Waiver of examinae amiD
requirement of subsection
thi s section
sec ti on for
f
or th
tion.
(b) The requirement
subsection (a)
(a) of this
thee
tion.
examination
examination of the petitioner
petitioner and witnesses under oath before the
court and in the presence
apply in any
presence of the court shall not apply
any case
where a
a designated
has conducted
conducted the
the preliminary
preliminary hearing
hearing
where
designated examiner
examiner has
Discretionary
aDiscretionary auauthorized by subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of
333; e
xcept that
th atth
court
thority of court.
authorized
of section
section 333;
except
thee court
may, in its discretion, and shall, upon demand
demand of the petitioner,
petitioner,
require the examination
examination of the petitioner
petitioner and the witnesses under
under
oath before the court and in the presence of the court.
Timerestrictionsn
Time
restrictions on oath before the court and in the presence of the court.
etc.
(c)
final hearings, as.
(c) Except as otherwise
otherwise specifically
specifically provided in
in this Act,
Act, no final
final
hearing shall be held on any petition for naturalization
naturalization nor shall
shall
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any .person be naturalized nor shall any certificate
naturalization
certificate of naturalization
be issued by any court within thirty days after the filing of
of the
petition for naturalization,
naturalization, nor within sixty
days preceding
sixty days
preceding the
the holdholdgeneral election within the territorial jurisdiction
ing of any general
jurisdiction of the
naturalization
naturalization court.
court.
(d)
The United
United States shall
(d) The
appear before
before any
shall have
have the
the right
right to appear
any
for the
the purpose
of crosscourt in any naturalization
naturalization proceedings
proceedings for
purpose of
crossexamining
the petitioner
and the
witnesses produced
in support
support of
examining the
petitioner and
the witnesses
produced in
of
the
petition concerning
any matter
touching or
or in
in any
way affecting
affecting
the petition
concerning any
matter touching
any way
the petitioner's
petitioner's right to
citizenship, and shall
have the
to admission
admission to
to citizenship,
shall have
the
right to call
call witnesses,
heard in
witnesses, produce
produce evidence,
evidence, and
and be heard
in opposition
opposition
to the
the granting
any petition
in naturalization
proceedings.
to
granting of
of any
petition in
naturalization proceedings.
It shall be lawful at
(e) It
at the time and
and as aa part
part of
of the naturalinaturaliperson, for
in its
discretion, upon
the prayer
zation of
of any person
for the
the court,
court, in
its discretion,
upon the
prayer
of the petitioner
petitioner included in the petition
petition for naturalization
naturalization of
of such
such
person,
person, to
to make a
decree changing
said person,
and the
a decree
changing the name
name of said
person, and
the
certificate of naturalization
issued in
certificate
naturalization shall
shall be
be issued
in accordance
accordance therewith.
therewith.

Right of U. 8.
S. to
Right
cross-examine,
cross-examine, etc.

Change of name.
name.
Change

OATH
AILFGIANCE
OATH OF
OF RENUNCIATION
RENUNCIATION AND
AND ALLEGIANCE
SEc.
naturalization shall,
shall,
S
EC. 335. (a)
(a) A person who has petitioned for naturalization
before
being admitted
admitted to
to citizenship,
citizenship, take
an oath
court (1)
before being
take an
oath in
in open
open court
(1)
to
(2) to renounce
to support
support the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
United States, (2)
renounce and
and
allegiance and fidelity to
abjure absolutely
absolutely and
and entirely
entirely all allegiance
to any
any
foreign
prince, potentate,
state, or
or sovereignty
sovereignty of
of whom
whom or
foreign prince,
potentate, state,
or which
which the
the
petitioner
(3) to support and defend
petitioner was before
before a
a subject or citizen, (3)
defend
Constitution and the laws of
the Constitution
of the United
United States
States against
against all
all enemies,
foreign
domestic, and
and (4)
to bear
bear true
and allegiance
allegiance to
foreign and
and domestic,
(4) to
true faith
faith and
to
the
the same,
same, provided
provided that
that in the
the case
case of the naturalization
naturalization of
of aa child
child
under
provisions of
court
under the
the provisions
of section
section 315 or
or 316
316 the
the naturalization
naturalization court
may waive the taking of such oath if
if in the opinion of the court
court
the
understand its meaning.
the child
child is too young
young to understand
meaning.
(b)
prescribed by subsection (a)
(a) of
section which
which
(b) The oath
oath prescribed
of this section
the
required to
the
is required
to take,
take, shall
shall be in
in the
the petitioner
petitioner for
for naturalization
naturalization is
following form:
form:
following
hereby declare,
oath,that
that II absolutely
absolutely and
II hereby
declare, on
on oath,
and entirely
entirely renounce
renounce
allegiance and fidelity
fidelity to any
and abjure
abjure all
all allegiance
any foreign
foreign prince, potentate,
potentate,
heretofore been a
asubstate, or sovereignty
sovereignty of whom or which
which IIhave heretofore
support and
and defend
defend the
the Constitution
Constitution and
and
ject or citizen;
citizen; that
that I
I will
will support
laws of
United States
against all
enemies, foreign
America against
all enemies,
foreign and
and
laws
of the
the United
States of
of America
domestic; that
bear true
true faith
faith and
and allegiance
allegiance to
and
to the
the same;
same; and
domestic;
that I
I will
will bear
reservation or
or
this obligation
obligation freely without any mental reservation
that I
I take this
me God.
God. In
In acknowledgment
acknowledgment whereof
whereof
evasion: So help me
purpose of evasion:
have hereunto
signature.
affixed my signature.
hereunto affixed
II have
(c)
In case
case the
person petitioning
petitioning for
for naturalization
has borne
borne
(c) In
the person
naturalization has
any hereditary
title, or
or has
of any
the orders
orders of
of nobility
in
of the
nobility in
has been
been of
any of
any
hereditary title,
any foreign
foreign state,
petitioner shall,
addition to
complying with
with
in addition
to complying
any
state, the
the petitioner
shall, in
the
requirements of
of subsections
subsections (a)
of this
this section,
make
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
section, make
the requirements
under oath in open court, in the court
court to which the petition for
for
naturalization is
of such
or order
title or
order
naturalization
is made,
made, an
an express
express renunciation
renunciation of
such title
of nobility,
shall be
recorded in
in the
as aa
renunciation shall
be recorded
the court
court as
of
nobility, and
and such
such renunciation
part
such proceedings.
proceedings.
part of such

Nature.

Ante,
Ante, p. 1146.
1146.

Form.

Renunciation
title, etc.

CERTIFICATE OF
OF NA
IuRALIZATION
CERTIFICATE
NATURALIZATION
SEC. 336.
A person,
person, admitted
admitted to
to citizenship
citizenship by
by a
a naturalization
naturalization
336. A
SEC.
court
provisions of
shall be
be entitled
entitled
of this
this Act, shall
court in
in conformity
conformity with the provisions
upon such
such admission
to receive
receive from
from the
such court
court aacertificertificlerk of
of such
the clerk
admission to
upon
cate
of naturalization,
naturalization, which
shall contain
contain substantially
following
the following
substantially the
which shall
cate of
information: number
naturalization; number
number of
of certififor naturalization;
information:
number of petition for
cate of
of naturalization;
date of
of naturalization;
naturalization; name,
name, signature,
signature, place
cate
naturalization; date
place

Contents.
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of residence,
residence, autographed
autographed photograph,
photograph, and personal
personal description
description of
of
the naturalized
naturalized person, including
including age, sex, marital
marital status,
status, and
and country
country
of former nationality;
nationality; title, venue, and location of the naturalization
naturalization
court; statement that the court, having
having found that
petitioner
that the
the petitioner
intends to reside
permanently in the United States, had
reside permanently
in
had complied
complied in
all respects with all of the applicable
applicable provisions of the naturalization
naturalization
laws of the United States, and was entitled to be admitted a
citizen
a citizen
of the United
United States of America, thereupon
thereupon ordered
ordered that the petitioner be admitted as a
a citizen of the United States of
of America;
America;
attestation
naturalization court; and seal of
attestation of the clerk
clerk of the naturalization
the
of the
court.
FtlNCTIoNS
AND DUTIES
DUTIES OF
OF CLERKS
FUNtrIONS AND
CLERKS OF
OF COURTS
COURTS
Functions and
and duduFunctions
ties of clerks
clerks of courts.

SEC.
SEc. 337. (a)
(a) It
It is hereby
hereby made the duty
clerk of
of each
each and
duty of
of the
the clerk
and
every
every naturalization
naturalization court to administer
administer the
in the
the clerk's
clerk's office
office
the oath
oath in
to each applicant
applicant for a
a declaration
declaration of intention made
such
made before
before such
clerk, and to retain
retain the original
declaration of
intention for
original of
of such declaration
of intention
for
the permanent
permanent files of the court, to forward
the duplicate
thereof
forward the
duplicate thereof
to the Commissioner
Commissioner within thirty days after the
the month
the close
close of
of the
month
in which such declaration
declaration was filed, and to furnish the declarant with
with
the triplicate thereof.
(b) It
It shall be the duty of the clerk of each and every naturalizanaturalizaCommissioner a
tion court to forward to the Commissioner
duplicate of
petition
a duplicate
of each
each petition
for naturalization
naturalization within thirty days after the close
of the
close of
the month
month
in which such petition
petition was filed, and to forward to
to the
the Commissioner
Commissioner
certified
certified copies of such other proceedings
proceedings and orders instituted
instituted in
or
in or
issued out of said court affecting
affecting or relating
relating to the
the naturalization
naturalization of
of
persons as may be required
required from time to time
the Commissioner.
tune by
by the
Commissioner.
(c) It
It shall
duty of
and every
every naturaliza(c)
shall be
be the
the duty
of the
the clerk
clerk of
of each
each and
naturalization court to issue to any person admitted by such court to
tion
to citizencitizenship a
a certificate
certificate of naturalization
naturalization and to
forward to
to forward
to the
the CommisCommissioner within thirty days after the close of the month in
sioner
such
in which
which such
certificate was issued, aa duplicate thereof, and to
to make and
and keep
keep on
on
file in the clerk's office a
a stub for each
each certificate
certificate so
so issued,
issued, whereon
whereon
shall be entered aa memorandum
memorandum of all the essential
facts set
set forth
forth
essential facts
in such certificate,
a duplicate of each
certificate, and to forward a
each such
such stub
stub
to the Commissioner
Commissioner within thirty days after
of the
month
after the
the close
close of
the month
in which such certificate
certificate was issued.
issued.
It shall be the duty of the clerk
(d) It
clerk of each and
every naturalizanaturalizaand every
tion court to report to the commissioner,
Commissioner, within
tion
within thirty days
after
days after
the close of the month in which the final hearing
hearing and
and decision
decision of
the
of the
court was had, the name and
number of
of the
th e petition
petition of
ofeac
and every
every
and number
eachhand
person
who shall
shall be denied naturalization
naturalization together
person who
together with the
the cause
cause
of such denial.
(e)
responsible for all blank certificates
(e) Clerks of courts shall be responsible
certificates
of naturalization
naturalization received
received by them from time to time from
the ComComfrom the
missioner, and shall account to the Commissioner
Commissioner f
or them
them whenever
w henever
for
required
required to do so. No certificate
naturali za ti on rece
i
ve d by
by any
any
certificate of
of naturalization
received
clerk
court which may be defaced or injured in such manner
clerk of
of court
manner as
to prevent
prevent its use as herein
to
herein provided shall in any case be destroyed,
destroyed,
but such certificate shall be returned to the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
(f) It
It shall be the duty of the clerk of each and
every naturalizaand every
naturalization court to cause to be filed in chronological
chron ol
ogi
ca lor
der i
separate volvolorder
inn separate
umes, indexed,
indexed, consecutively
umes,
consecutively numbered,
numbered, and made aapart of the records
records
of such
such court,
declarations of intention and petitions
of
court, all declarations
petitions for natunaturalization.
ralization.
REVOCATION
REVOCATION OF
OF NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION

Fraud, etc.
Fraud,

So.
It shall be the duty of the United States district
SEO. 338. (a) It
district
attorneys for the respective
attorneys
respective districts, upon affidavit showing
showing good
good
cause
to institute proceedings
proceedings in any court specified
specified in
cause therefor,
therefor, to
m sub-
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section
in which
which the
the natuAnte, p. 1140.
section (a)
(a) of section 301 in
in the judicial district in
natu1140.
ralized citizen may reside
reside at the time
time of bringing
for the
the purpose
purpose
bringing suit,
suit, for
of .revoking and setting aside the order admitting such person to
to
citizenship
naturalization on the
citizenship and canceling the certificate
certificate of naturalization
of fraud
or on
the ground
ground that
su
ch order
ord
er an
tificate of
of
ground of
fraud or
on the
that such
andd cer
certificate
naturalization were
naturalization
were illegally
illegally procured.
procured.
(b) The
The party
was granted
granted the
the na
t
ura li za ti on a
ll ege d to
(b)
party to
to whom
whom was
naturalization
alleged
toNotice.
Notice.
procured shall, in
have been fraudulently
fraudulently or illegally procured
in any
any such
such proproceedings under subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of this section,
persection, have
have sixty days'
days' personal notice
notice in which
which to make answer to the petition of the United
United
States; and if
person be absent
if such naturalized
naturalized person
from the
the United
United
absent from
the judicial
States or from the
judicial district in
in which
which such
such person
person last
last had
had his
his
manner
residence, such notice shall be given by publication
publication in the manner
of summons
summons by
provided for the service
service of
publication or
or upon
by publication
upon absentees
absentees
by
the State
State or
such suit
brought.
by the
the laws
laws of
of the
or the
the place
place where
where such
suit is
is brought.
(c)
If aaperson
TakIng permanent
permanent
(c) If
person who shall
shall have been naturalized
naturalized shall,
shall, within
within five
Taking
years
such naturalization,
return to
the cou
nt
ry of
ofsuch
suc hperson's
person'sabroad.
residence
years after
after such
naturalization, return
to the
country
residenceroad
nativity, or
other foreign
foreign country,
country, and
resior go
go to
to any
any other
and take
take permanent
permanent residence
dence therein,
it shall be
considered prima
facie evidence
evidence of
of a
a lack
of
therein, it
be considered
prima facie
lack of
intention on the
the part
part of
to become
of such
such person
person to
become aa permanent
permanent citizen
citizen
of the United
United States at the time of filing
filing such person's
for
person's petition
petition for
naturalization, and, in
in the
the absence of countervailing
naturalization,
countervailing evidence,
evidence, it
it shall
shall
be sufficient
sufficient in the proper
be
proceeding to
authorize the
the revocation
revocation and
proper proceeding
to authorize
and
setting aside
person to
aside of
of the
the order
order admitting
admitting such
such person
to citizenship
citizenship and
and
the cancelation
cancelation of
certificate of
of naturalization
naturalization as
of the
the certificate
as having
having been
been
obtained
obtained through fraud.
The diplomatic
diplomatic and
consular officers
Furnishing of
of cercerfraud. The
and consular
officers of
of the
the tified
Furnishg
statements by
diplomaticetc.,
United States in foreign countries shall from time to time, through diplomatic,
etc., ofoffithe Department
of State,
furnish the
the Department
Department of
of Justice
Justice with
U.
the
Department of
State, furnish
with the
theS. cers
cers ofof U.S.
persons within
within their
who have
have
names of those
those persons
their respective
respective jurisdictions
jurisdictions who
been so
permanent residence
in the
been
so naturalized
naturalized and
and who
who have
have taken
taken permanent
residence in
the
country of their nativity, or in any other
foreign country,
other foreign
country, and
and such
such
statements, duly certified, shall be admissible in evidence
evidence in all
courts
all courts
in proceedings
proceedings to revoke and set
admitting to
set aside
aside the order admitting
to citizencitizencancel the
the certificate
certificate of
of naturalization.
naturalization.
ship and to cancel
Effect of revocation
(d) The
The revocation
revocation and setting aside of the order admitting
Eonfect
of",revof'ti
(d)
admitting any upon
status
of wife.
person to citizenship and canceling
canceling his
certificate
of
naturalization
etc.
his certificate of naturalization
Ante, p. 1158.
subsection (a)
(a) of
section 338
shall not,
not, whe
where
Ante, p. 1158.
under the provisions
provisions of
of subsection
of section
338 shall
re
such action
takes
place
after
the
effective
action
effective date of this Act, result
result in
in the
loss of citizenship
citizenship or any right or privilege
privilege of citizenship which
which would
would
have been derived by or available
available to a
a wife or minor child of
of the
naturalized
naturalization not
naturalized person had such naturalization
but the
not been revoked,
revoked, but
the
citizenship
privilege of
citizenship and any such right or privilege
or minor
of such
such wife or
minor child
child
shall be deemed
to the extent
deemed valid to
be affected
by such
such
extent that
that it
it shall
shall not
not be
affected by
Proviso.
revocation:
revocation: Provided,
Provided, That
subsection shall
any case
case Poiso.
That this
this subsection
shall not apply
apply in
in any
Actual fraud.
where
revocation and
the order
order was
where the
the revocation
and setting
setting aside
aside of
of the
of
was the
the result
result of
a ad
actual fraud.
fraud.
actual
(e) When
(e)
When aaperson
person shall
shall be
convicted under
Act of
artl
e
ce.lation of
of cereel
be convicted
under this
this Act
of knowingly
knowingly titCancelation
procuring naturalization
naturalization in violation
procuring
violation of law, the court
court in
in which
such
which such
thereupon revoke,
conviction is had shall thereupon
revoke, set aside,
void
aside, and declare
declare void
the
final order
order admitting
such person
citizenship, and
and shall
shall declare
the final
admitting such
person to
to citizenship,
declare
certificate of naturalization
the certificate
naturalization of
person to be
canceled. JurisJurisof such
such person
be canceled.
diction is hereby conferred
of the
trial
conferred on
on the
the courts having
having jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the trial
of such offense
offense to make
of
make such adjudication.
adjudication.
(f)
Whenever an
order admitting
alien to
citizenship shall
shall be
be 1 Order
grd
of cancelacancels(f) Whenever
an order
admitting an
an alien
to citizenship
. er of
revoked and set aside
certificate of
of naturalization
naturalization shall
be canceled,
aside or a
a certificate
shall be
canceled,
or
or both, as
provided in
section, the
the court
which such
such judgment
judgment or
or
as provided
in this section,
court in
in which
decree is rendered
decree
make an
and
rendered shall
shall make
an order
order canceling
canceling such
such certificate
certificate and
of such order
the Commissioner;
Commissioner; in
case
Copy to issuing
shall send aacertified
certified copy of
order to
to the
in case
Cop
issuing
such
certificate was
was not
not originally
originally issued
making such
such
such certificate
issued by
by the
the court
court making
order, it shall
the
shall direct
direct the clerk
clerk of
of the
the naturalization
naturalization court
court in
in which
which the
,
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order is revoked and set aside to transmit
transmit a
a copy
order and
and
copy of
of such
such order
judgment to
certificate of
of naturalization
naturalization
to the court
court out
out of
of which
which such
such
certificate
Entry
upon records
records.
Entryupon
shall have been originally
originally issued. It shall thereupon be
be the duty of the
the
clerk of the court receiving
receiving such
such certified
certified copy
and judgcopy of
of the
the order
order and
judgment of the court to enter the
record and
to cancel
such original
original
the same
same of
of record
and to
cancel such
certificate
certificate of naturalization,
if there
any, upon
records and
to
naturalization, if
there be
be any,
upon the
the records
and to
notify the Commissioner
Commissioner of the
entry
of such
order and
and of
of such
such cancelcancelthe
entry
of
such
order
Surrender of certiicuatrender
of cer- ation.
A person holding aacertificate
naturalization or
or citizenship
citizenship
certificate of naturalization
tificate.
which
which has been canceled as provided
this section
section shall
upon notice
notice
provided by
by this
shall upon
by the court by which the decree of cancelation
or by
the
cancelation was
was made,
made, or
by the
Commissioner, surrender
Commissioner,
surrender the
to the
the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
the same
same to
Applicability of proAppiicabfityofpro(g) The provisions of this section shall apply not
any natunatunot only
only to any
visions.
ralization granted
granted and to certificates of naturalization
and citizenship
naturalization and
citizenship
issued under the provisions of this Act, but to any
any naturalization
naturalization
heretofore
heretofore granted by any court, and to all certificates
certificates of
of naturalizanaturalization and citizenship
citizenship which may have been issued
heretofore by
by any
issued heretofore
any
court or by the Commissioner based
naturalization granted
granted by
by
based upon
upon naturalization
any court.
CERTIFICATES
Chin It ICATES OF
DERIVAITVE CITIZENSHIP
OF DERIVATIVE
CITIZENSHIP
Issuance, etc.
Issuance,
etc.

SEC.
SEC. 339. A person who claims to have derived United
United States
citiStates citizenship through the naturalization
naturalization of a
aparent
parent or
natuor through
through the
the naturalization or citizenship
citizenship of a
apply to
the Commissioner
Commissioner
a spouse
spouse may
may apply
to the
for a
a certificate
certificate of citizenship. Upon proof
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
proof to the
of
the Commissioner
applicant is aacitizen,
Commissioner that the applicant
citizen, and
and that
that the
applithe applicant's
cant's alleged
alleged citizenship
citizenship was derived
derived as claimed, and
upon taking
and upon
taking
and subscribing
subscribing before a
a member
member of
the United
of the
the Service
Service within
within the
United
States to the oath of allegiance required
required by this Act
Act of
of aa petitioner
petitioner
for naturalization,
naturalization, such individual shall be furnished by
the ComComby the
missioner
a Deputy Commissioner
Commissioner with aacertificate of citizenship,
missioner or a
citizenship,
but only if such individual is at the time within the
States.
the United
United States.
REVOCATION
OF CURTI}
CERTIFICATES
ISSUED BY
BY THE
REVOCATION OF
ICATES ISSUED
THE COMMISSIONE
COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER

Cancelatlon
of cercerCancelation of
tificates,
tificates, etc.
etc.

Notice.

OR
DEPUTY'
R A
A DEPUTY

SEC.
SEC. 340. The Commissioner
Commissioner is authorized
cancel any
any certificate
certificate of
of
authorized to cancel
citizenship or any copy of a
a declaration
citizenship
declaration of intention or certificate
certificate of
of
naturalization heretofore
naturalization
heretofore or hereafter
hereafter issued by the
Commissioner or
or
the Commissioner
aaDeputy Commissioner
Commissioner if it shall appear
appear to
to the
the Commissioner's
Commissioner's satissatisfaction that such document was illegally or fraudulently
fraudulently obtained
obtained
from the Commissioner or a
a Deputy Commissioner;
Commissioner; but the
the person
person to
to
whom such document has been issued, shall be given
given at such
person's
such person's
last known place of address, written
written notice of the intention
intention to
to cancel
cancel
such document
document with the reasons therefor
such
therefor and shall be given at
at least
least
sixty days in which
which to show cause why such document
should not
not be
document should
be
canceled. The cancelation of any such document shall affect only the
canceled.
the
document and not the citizenship
citizenship status of the person in whose name
name
the document was issued.
issued.
DOCUMENTS
COPIES ISSUED
ISSUED BY
BY THE
DOCUMENTS AND
AND COPIES
THE COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER OR
OR A
A DEPUTY
DEPUTY
COMMISSIONER
COMMISSIONER

Certificates of natCertificates
naturalization.
Ante, p. 1149.
1149.

SEC.
naturalized in the
SEC. 341.
341. (a)
(a) A person .who claims to have been naturalized
United
States
application
United States under
under section
section 323 of this Act may make application
to
the Commissioner
Commissioner for a
a certificate
certificate of naturalization.
naturalization. Upon proof
to the
proof
to
the satisfaction of the Commissioner or a
a Deputy Commissioner
to the
Commissioner
that
the applicant
that the
applicant is a
a citizen and that he has been naturalized
naturalized as
as
claimed in the application,
claimed
application, such individual
individual shall be furnished aa cercertificate of naturalization
naturalization by the Commissioner
tificate
Commissioner or
Deputy Comor aa Deputy
Commissioner, but only if the applicant
applicant is at the time within
the United
within the
United
States.
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naturalization or citizenship
citizenship issued to any
any
certificate of naturalization
(b) If
If any certificate
declarant,
furnished to any declarant,
citizen, or
declaration of
intention furnished
of intention
or any
any declaration
citizen,
or declarant
declarant may make
is lost,
lost, mutilated,
or destroyed,
destroyed, the
citizen or
the citizen
mutilated, or
is
certificate or declaration.
a new certificate
application
declaration.
Commissioner for a
application to the Commissioner
If the
the Commissioner
Commissioner or
Commissioner finds that the ceror aa Deputy Commissioner
If
destroyed, he shall issue
tificate or
is lost, mutilated,
issue
mutilated, or destroyed,
or declaration
declaration is
tificate
to
certificate or
declaration. If
If the certificate
certificate
or declaration.
new certificate
applicant aa new
the applicant
to the
or
declaration has
has been
shall be
surrendered to the
be surrendered
it shall
mutilated, it
been mutilated,
or declaration
Commissioner
Deputy Commissioner
may
applicant may
before the applicant
Commissioner before
or aa Deputy
Commissioner or
certificate or decIf the certificate
receive such
declaration. If
or declaration.
new certificate
certificate or
such new
receive
laration
been .lost,
lost, the
the applicant
applicant or
or any
any other person
person who may
has been
laration has
come into
possession of
is hereby
it to
to the
the
to surrender
surrender it
required to
hereby required
of it
it is
into possession
come
Commissioner or
or a
Commissioner.
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner.
Commissioner
issue for
(c) The
Commissioner or
or a
Commissioner shall issue
for
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner
(c)
The Commissioner
any
naturalized citizen,
citizen, on
on such
such citizen's
application therefor, aaspespecitizen's application
any naturalized
cial certificate
of naturalization
use by such citizen
citizen only for the
naturalization for use
certificate of
cial
purpose of
of obtaining
obtaining recognition
of the
United States
States
the United
citizen of
as aa citizen
recognition as
purpose
by a
a foreign
foreign state.
Such certificate
when issued shall be furnished
furnished
certificate when
state. Such
by
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
transmission to the proper authority
authority
State for transmission
of State
to
in such
foreign state.
state.
such foreign
in
subsequent to
naturalized citizen has, subsequent
(d)
If the
of any naturalized
name of
the name
(d) If
competent
naturalization,
been changed
order of
any court of competent
of any
by order
changed by
naturalization, been
jurisdiction, or
or by
by marriage,
marriage, the
the citizen may make application for
for
jurisdiction,
a
in the
the new
new name
name of such citizen.
naturalization in
of naturalization
certificate of
new certificate
a new
If the
the Commissioner
Commissioner or
or a
Commissioner finds
finds the name of
Deputy Commissioner
a Deputy
If
the applicant
applicant to
to have
been changed
changed as
claimed, the Commissioner
Commissioner
as claimed,
have been
the
or a
Commissioner shall
shall issue
issue to
to the
certifiapplicant aanew certifithe applicant
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner
or
cate and
and shall
shall notify
notify the
the naturalization
naturalization court of such action.
cate
(e) The
Commissioner or
or a
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner
Commissioner is authorized
authorized
The Commissioner
(e)
the natuto make
and issue,
issue, without
any part of the
of any
certifications of
fee, certifications
without fee,
make and
to
certificate of naturalizaralization
records of
of any
naturalizaany court, or of any certificate
ralization records
tion
or citizenship,
use in
in complying
complying with
with any
statute, State
State or
any statute,
for use
citizenship, for
tion or
certification shall
Federal,
in any
judicial proceeding. No such certification
any judicial
or in
Federal, or
be
made by
clerk of
of court
court except
of the
court.
the court.
order of
upon order
except upon
any clerk
by any
be made

Loss, etc.,
etc., of certifiLoss,
cates or declarations.
declarations.
cates

Special
certificate
certificate
Special
of naturalization.
naturalization.

New
certificate
New certificate
showing
change of
of
showing change
name.
name.

Certifications of
Certifications
records, etc.
etc.
records,

FISCAL
PROVISIONS
FISCAL PROVISION'S

naturalization court
SEC. 342.
(a) The
The clerk
clerk of
each and
court
every naturalization
and every
of each
342. (a)
SEC.
shall charge,
for the
the following
following fees:
fees:
account for
and account
collect, and
charge, collect,
shall
(1) For
For receiving
and filing
filing a
a declaration
declaration of
of intention,
intention, and
and issureceiving and
(1)
ing a
$2.50.
thereof, $2.50.
triplicate thereof,
and triplicate
duplicate and
a duplicate
ing
(2)
filing, and
and docketing
docketing a
petition for
for naturalizanaturalizaa petition
making, filing,
For making,
(2) For
tion, $5,
including the
the final
hearing on
such petition,
hearing
petition, if such hearing
on such
final hearing
$5, including
tion,
be held,
held, and
and a
naturalization, if
if the
the issuance
issuance of
of such
such
of naturalization,
certificate of
a certificate
be
certificate is
authorized by
by the
naturalization court.
court.
the naturalization
is authorized
certificate
(b)
and account
account for the
collect, and
charge, collect,
shall charge,
Commissioner shall
The Commissioner
(b) The
fees:
following
following fees:
(1)
record of
of registry,
$18.
registry, $18.
for record
application for
For application
(1) For
(2) For
For the
of each
each certificate
certificate of arrival, $2.50.
issuance of
the issuance
(2)
(3) For
application for
for a
declaration of
of intention
in lieu
lieu of
declaof aadeclaintention in
a declaration
For application
(3)
ration alleged
alleged to
to have
have been
$1.
destroyed, $1.
or destroyed,
mutilated, or
lost, mutilated,
been lost,
ration
(4) For
application for
certificate of
naturalization in
lieu of a
a
in lieu
of naturalization
for aa certificate
For application
(4)
certificate
alleged to
have been
lost, mutilated,
mutilated, or
or destroyed,
destroyed, $1.
$1.
been lost,
to have
certificate alleged
(5) For
For application
application for
derivative citizenship,
citizenship, $5.
$5.
certificate of derivative
for aacertificate
(5)
(6) For
For application
application for
issuance of
of a
aspecial
of citizencitizencertificate of
special certificate
the issuance
for the
(6)
ship
obtain recognition,
$5.
recognition, $5.
to obtain
ship to
(7) For
For application
of naturalization
naturalization under
section
under section
certificate of
for aacertificate
application for
(7)
323,
$1.
323, $1.
(8) For
For application
application for
for a
of citizenship
in changed
changed
citizenship in
certificate of
a certificate
(8)
name,
$5.
name, $5.

Court fees.

Commissioner's
Commissioner's
fees.
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(9)
Reasonable fees,
fees, with
the approval
approval of
of the
Attorney General,
General, in
the Attorney
with the
(9) Reasonable
the cost
cases
where
such
fees
have
not
been
established
by
law,
to
cost
cover
law,
by
established
been
not
have
fees
such
cases where
of furnishing,
furnishing, to
other than
Federal Govofficials or agencies of the Federal
than officials
to other
of
ernment, copies,
copies, whether
whether certified
or uncertified,
of any part of the
uncertified, of
certified or
ernment,
records, or
information from
from the records, of the Service. Such fees
or information
records,
a minimum fee
shall not
maximum of
of 25
cents per folio, with a
25 cents
exceed aamaximum
not exceed
shall
of $1 for any
fee
a
of
50
cents
for
any
one
such
in
addition
to
a
any
service,
such
one
any
for
of 50 cents
official certification
certification furnished under seal.
official
Accounting.
(a)
(c) The
The clerk
clerk of
of any
naturalization court specified
specified in subsection (a)
any naturalization
(c)
Accounting.
Ante, p. 1140.
of
(except the
subsection (d) of this
specified in subsection
the courts specified
301 (except
section 301
of section
Antp.
one-half
section), shall
shall account
for and
pay over to the Commissioner one-half
and pay
account for
section),
of
all fees
to the
the sum
sum of
$6,000, and
and all
fees in excess of $6,000,
all fees
of $6,000,
up to
fees up
of all
fiscal
proceedings in any fiscal
collected
in naturalization
naturalization proceedings
clerk in
such clerk
any such
by any
collected by
year.
(d) The
clerk of
any United
United States
States district court (except
Alaska)
(except in Alaska)
of any
The clerk
(d)
and the
of the
District
Court of the United States for the District
District Court
the District
clerk of
the clerk
and
of Columbia
account for
for and pay over to the Commissioner all
shall account
Columbia shall
of
fees collected
by any
such clerks
proceedings.
naturalization proceedings.
clerks in naturalization
any such
collected by
fees
(c) and (d)
(e) The
required by subsections
subsections (c)
(d) of this
accounting required
The accounting
(e)
by
section
shall
be
made
and
the
fees
Commissioner
by
Commissioner
the
to
over
paid
fees
the
and
section shall be made
such
clerks in
hereby
accounts which they are hereby
quarterly accounts
their quarterly
in their
respective clerks
such respective
required to
render to
the Commissioner
Commissioner within thirty days from the
to the
to render
required
accordance with
close
of each
each quarter
and every fiscal year, in accordance
each and
of each
quarter of
close of
regulations prescribed
prescribed by the Commissioner.
Commissioner.
regulations
Pay of additional
naturalization courts shall pay all
(f) The
The clerks of the various naturalization
(f)
ea ditiona
eiPayof
clerical
force.
additional
that may be required in performing the duties
force that
clerical force
additional clerical
imposed by
by this
Act upon
under the
clerks of courts from fees retained under
upon clerks
this Act
imposed
provisions of
clerks in
naturalization proceedings.
proceedings.
in naturalization
such clerks
by such
section by
this section
of this
provisions
Deposit of fees.
to
(g)
ofees.
Deposit
(g)
All fees collected by the Commissioner and all fees paid over to
the Commissioner
naturalization courts under the proviof naturalization
by clerks of
Commissioner by
the
sions of
be deposited
Commissioner in the Treasury
deposited by the Commissioner
shall be
Act, shall
this Act,
of this
sions
of
of the United States.
Limitation on counapplying
(h) In
naturalization proceedings
proceedings in which
which an alien applying
all naturalization
In all
(h)
exeitionsel' fees; exception.
sel's
by
is
represented
citizenship
for
a
certificate
of
naturalization
or
of
citizenship
represented
naturalization
of
for a certificate
counsel,
there is
established aa limit of $25 for counsel's fees,
is hereby
hereby established
counsel, there
except where
legal action
legal
action before aa court requires extended legal
where legal
except
excess of $25.
service
when
the court
may
approve aareasonable
in excess
fee in
reasonable fee
approve
may
court
the
when
service
Wartime
st
me fee restric(i) During
During the
time when
when the
United States
States is at war no clerk
the United
the time
(i)
e
tions.
tion .
fee
of aaUnited
United States
ee
court shall charge or collect aa naturalization f
States court
of
from an alien in the military or naval service of the United States
of
for filing
filing a
a petition
naturalization or issuing aa certificate
certificate of
for naturalization
petition for
for
naturalization
admission to citizenship, and no clerk of any State
naturalization upon admission
court
services unless the laws
any fee for such services
collect any
or collect
charge or
shall charge
court shall
of the
the State
require such
such charge
nothing
to be made, in which case nothing
charge to
State require
of
more than
the
portion
the fee
fee required
required to
be paid to the State
to be
of the
portion of
the
than
more
Report to Commism
under
collected. A report of all transactions
shall be
charged or
or collected.
transactions under
be charged
siReort to Co mis- shall
sioner.
this subsection
subsection shall
shall be
Commissioner as in the case of
of
made to the Commissioner
be made
this
other
reports required
required of
of clerks
of courts
courts by this
Act.
this Act.
of
clerks
reports
other
Additional fees, etc.
(j)
(j) In addition to the other fees required by this Act, the petiAdditionalfees etc.
petition
tioner
for naturalization
shall, upon the filing of a
a petiti
on for
for
naturalization shall,
tioner for
naturalization,
naturalization, deposit with and pay to the clerk of the naturalizaoff subexpenses
tion .
court a
a sum of
sufficient to cover the
the ex
penses o
su bmoney sufficient
of money
court
tion
penamg
such
penaing and paying the legal fees of any witnesses for whom such
a subpena,
petitioner may request
request a
subpena, and upon the final discharge of
if they demand the same from the
receive,
such
witnesses,
shall
they
such witnesses,
clerk, the customary
customary and usual witness fees from the moneys which
the
for such purpose,
purpose, and
petitioner shall have paid to such clerk for
the petitioner
shall be returned by the clerk to the petitioner.
the residue, if any, shill
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MAIL
MAIL

SEC.
All mail matter of whatever
whatever class, relating to naturalizaS
EC. 343. All
naturalization,
including duplicate papers required
tion, including
required by law or regulation
regulation to
be
to be
sent to the Service
addressed to
Service by clerks of courts addressed
to the
the Department
Department
S
ervice, or any official
of Justice or the Service,
thereof, and
and endorsed
endorsed
official thereof,
"Official Business", shall be transmitted
"Official
transmitted free
of postage
postage and
regisfree of
and by
by registered mail if
if necessary,
necessary, and
and so
marked.
so marked.

Transmittal free of
of
postage.
postage.

TEXTBOOKS
TErrsooKs

SEC.
Authorization is hereby granted
S
EC. 344. Authorization
granted for
the publication
publication and
and
for the
distribution
citizenship textbook
distribution of the citizenship
textbook described
described in
subsection (c)
in subsection
(c)
reimbursement of the
of section
section 327, and for the reimbursement
printing and
and binding
binding
the printing
appropriation of the Department of Justice
appropriation
Justice upon
upon the
records of
of the
the
the records
naturalization fees
Treasury Department from the naturalization
in the
the
fees deposited
deposited in
Treasury through the Service for the cost of such publication
Treasury
and
publication and
reimbursement to be made
distribution, such reimbursement
made upon
the
upon statements
statements by
by the
Commissioner of books so published
Commissioner
and distributed.
published and
distributed.

Citizenship
Citizenship
book.
book.
Ante,
p. 1151.
1151.
Ante, p.

text-

COMPILATION OF
OF NATURALIZATION
NATURALIZATION STATISTICS
COMPILATION
STATISTICS

SEC.
authorized and
SEC. 345. The Commissioner
Commissioner is authorized
prepare
and directed
directed to
to prepare
from the records in the custody
custody of
Service aa report
of the Service
report upon
upon those
those
heretofore seeking
heretofore
seeking citizenship
citizenship to
to show
by nationalities
show by
nationalities their
their relation
relation
to the numbers
numbers of
nnua lly arriving
to the
the prevailing
prevailing
of aliens
aliens a
annually
arriving and
and to
census populations of the foreign bo
rn ,their
economic, vocational,
vocational,
born,
their economic,
and other classification,
classification, in statistical
with analytical
and
statistical form, with
analytical comment
comment
thereon,
thereon, and to prepare such report annually
hereafter. Payment
Payment
annually hereafter.
for the equipment
equipment used in preparing
preparing such compilation
shall be
compilation shall
be made
made
from the appropriation,
appropriation, "Salaries
"Salaries and
and expenses,
and
expenses, Immigration
Immigration and
Naturalization
Naturalization Service".
Service".

Preparation, etc.
Preparation,
etc.

PENAL PROVISIONS
PENAL
PROVISIONS

SEC.
S
EC. 346. (a)
(a) It
It is
hereby made
made aa felony
felony for
any alien
other
is hereby
for any
alien or
or other
person,
person, whether an applicant for naturalization
naturalization or
or citizenship,
citizenship, or
or
otherwise,
otherwise, and
an employee
employee of
the Government
Government of
of the
and whether
whether an
of the
the
United
or not—
United States
States or
not(1)
to make
(1) Knowingly
Knowingly to
make a
a false
false statement
statement under
under oath,
oath, either
either orally
orally
or in
m writing, in any
proceeding, or
or matter
matter relating
relating to,
to, or
or under,
any case,
case, proceeding,
under,
or by virtue of any law of
to naturalization
of the
the United
United States
States relating
relating to
naturalization
or
or citizenship.
citizenship.
(2) Knowingly
(2)
Knowingly to procure or
attempt to
or attempt
to procure—
procurea. The naturalization of any such person,
contrary to
to the
the proviperson, contrary
provisions of
of any
law; or
sions
any law;
or
or other evidence
b. Documentary
Documentary or
naturalization or
of citizenevidence of
of naturalization
or of
citizenship of any such person,
person, contrary
contrary to
the provisions
to the
provisions of
of any
any law.
law.
(3) To procure
(3)
procure or attempt to procure
any documentary
other
procure any
documentary or
or other
evidence of naturalization
evidence
naturalization or
or of
any person
person knowing
knowing
of citizenship
citizenship of
of any
or having
reason to
believe that
that such
such person
is not
not entitled
thereto.
having reason
to believe
person is
entitled thereto.
(4)
To encourage,
encourage, advise,
advise, aid,
any person—
(4) To
aid, or
or assist
assist any
persona. Not then entitled
entitled or
under this
this Act
Act to
to apply
apply for
or qualified
qualified under
for a
a
declaration of
to apply
such declaration
declaration of
of intention,
of intention, to
apply for
for such
intention,
with knowledge or having reason to believe
believe that
such person
was
that such
person was
not then
entitled or
qualified; or
or
not
then so
so entitled
or qualified;
b. Not then entitled or qualified
qualified under
under this
this Act
to secure
declaAct to
secure a
a declaration
obtain such
such declaration
intention, with
with
ration of
of intention,
intention, to
to obtain
declaration of
of intention,
knowledge
knowledge that such
was not
then so
qualified; or
or
such person was
not then
so entitled
entitled or
or qualified;
c. Not then
this Act
to apply
for natunatuthen entitled or
or qualified
qualified under
under this
Act to
apply for

Penal provisions.
Penal
provisions.
Felonies.
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ralization or
or citizenship,
apply for
such naturalization
naturalization or
citizenralization
citizenship, to
to apply
for such
or citizenship, with knowledge
not then
then so
entitled or
or
knowledge that
that such
such person was
was not
so entitled
qualified; or
or
d. Not then entitled
to obtain
obtain naturalinaturalientitled or qualified
qualified under this
this Act
Act to
zation
obtain such
such naturalization
or citizenship,
zation or citizenship,
citizenship, to
to obtain
naturalization or
citizenship, with
with
knowledge
was not
entitled or
or qualified;
qualified; or
or
knowledge that
that such
such person was
not then
then so
so entitled
e. Not then
this Act
to apply
apply for
then entitled or
or qualified
qualified under
under this
Act to
for docudocumentary or
naturalization or
of citizenship,
to apply
mentary
or other
other evidence
evidence of
of naturalization
or of
citizenship, to
apply
naturalization or
of citicitifor such documentary or
or other
other evidence
evidence of naturalization
or of
zenship, with knowledge that such person
entitled or
person was
was not
not then
then so
so entitled
or
qualified;
qualified; or
or
f. Not then entitled or qualified under this
docuthis Act to obtain docuevidence of naturalization
mentary or other evidence
citizenship, to
naturalization or of citizenship,
to obtain
obtain
such documentary
evidence of
or of
documentary or other evidence
of naturalization
naturalization or
of citizencitizenship, with knowledge
entitled or
knowledge that
that such person was
was not
not then
then so
so entitled
or

qualified.
qualified.
(5) To encourage,
encourage, aid, advise, or
not entitled
(5)
or assist
assist any
any person
person not
entitled
thereto to obtain, accept,
accept, or receive any certificate
certificate of arrival,
arrival, declaration
declaration
of intention,
intention, certificate
certificate of naturalization,
naturalization, or certificate of citizenship,
citizenship,
or other documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of naturalization
citizenship—
naturalization or
or of
of citizenshipa. Knowing the
been procured
by fraud;
fraud; or
the same to have
have been
procured by
or
b. Knowing the same to have been procured
procured by the
the use
use or
or means
means
of any false name or false statement
statement given or made
made with
with the intent
intent
procure the issuance of such certificate of arrival, declaration
declaration of
to procure
of
intention,
certificate of naturalization,
intention, certificate
naturalization, or certificate
certificate of citizenship,
or
citizenship, or
other documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of naturalization
or
naturalization or of citizenship;
citizenship; or
c. Knowing the same to have been fraudulently altered
in any
altered in
any
manner.
(6)
(6) Knowingly, in any naturalization
naturalization or citizenship
proceeding,
citizenship proceeding,
whether as the applicant, declarant, petitioner,
petitioner, witness,
witness, or
or otherwise
otherwise
in such proceeding—
proceedinga. To personate
personate another person;
person;
b. To appear falsely
falsely in the name of aa deceased
or in
an
deceased person,
person, or
in an
assumed or fictitious name.
(7)
Knowingly, contrary to
(7) Knowingly,
of this
this Act—
to the
the provisions of
Acta. To issue a
declaration of
intention, certificertifia certificate
certificate of
of arrival,
arrival, declaration
of intention,
cate of naturalization,
naturalization, certificate of citizenship, or any other
docuother documentary evidence
mentary
evidence of naturalization
naturalization or of
of citizenship; or
or
bea
party to
the issuance
tifi ca t
e of
ofarrival,
arri
va l
,
b. To assist in
in or
or be
a party
to the
issuance of
of aacer
certificate
declaration of intention, certificate
declaration
certificate of naturalization,
naturalization, certificate
certificate of
of
citizenship, or any other documentary
documentary evidence
of n
atu ra li za ti on or
or
evidence of
naturalization
of
citizenship.
of citizenship.
(8) Knowingly
.
to
possess without
without lawful
law f
ul au
th or it y or
l
awful
(8)
to possess
authority
or lawful
excuse, and with intent
unlawfully to
any f
al
se, forged,
forge d,
intent unlawfully
to use
use the
the same
same,,any
false,
certificate of arrival, declaration
antedated, or counterfeited
counterfeited certificate
declaration of intenintention, certificate
naturalization, certificate
certificate of naturalization,
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship, or
or any
any
other documentary
documentary evidence of naturalization
naturalization or of citizenship,
citizenship, purpurporting to have .been. issued under any law of the United States
States relatIng. to naturalization
mg
naturalization .or citizenship, knowing
knowing such certificate
certificate of
arrival, declaration
certificate of naturalization.
declaration of intention, certificate
naturalization, certificate of citizenship,
or any other documentary
documentary evidence
cate
citizenship, .or
evidence of naturalization or of
of citizenship
citizenship to be false, forged, antedated,
antedated, or counterfeited.
counterfeited.
(9)
(9) Falsely to make, forge, or
cou nt
er f
eit any
h,notice,
not i
ce, affidavit
or counterfeit
any oat
oath,
affidavit,
certificate
certificate of arrival,
declaration of
ofi
nt
en ti on, cert
i
icate of
f
naturaliarrival, declaration
intention,
certificate
of naturalization, certificate
certificate of citizenship, or any other documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of
of
naturalization or of citizenship, or any order, record, signature, or
naturalization
or p
rocee di ng, requ
i
red or
authorized by
by
other instrument,
instrument, paper,
paper, or
proceeding,
required
or authorized
any law
any
law relating to naturalization or citizenship.
citizenship.
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.
(10) To
To cause
procure to
be falsely
falsely made,
forged, or
or countercountermade, forged,
(10)
cause or
or procure
to be
feited,
certificate, certificate
certificate of arrival,
notice, affidavit,
affidavit, certificate,
arrival,
feited, any oath, notice,
declaration
intention, certificate
certificate of
certificate of citicitiof naturalization,
naturalization, certificate
of intention,
declaration of
zenship,
evidence of
of naturalization
naturalization or of
zenship, .or
or any
any other documentary
documentary evidence
citizenship,
record, signature,
signature, or
other instrument,
instrument,
or other
citizenship, or
or any
any order,
order, record,
paper,
authorized by any law relating
relating
or authorized
required or
or proceeding,
proceeding, required
paper, or
to naturalization
naturalization or
or citizenship.
citizenship.
to
(11)
To aid
aid or
in falsely
forging, or counterfeiting,
counterfeiting,
falsely making,
making, forging,
(11) To
or assist
assist in
any
notice, affidavit,
affidavit, certificate,
certificate of
declaration
of arrival, declaration
certificate, certificate
any oath,
oath, notice,
of
of naturalization,
citizenship, or
or
certificate of
of citizenship,
naturalization, certificate
intention, certificate
certificate of
of intention,
any
other documentary
naturalization or
citizenship, or
or
or of citizenship,
evidence of naturalization
documentary evidence
any other
any order,
instrument, paper, or proceedproceedsignature, or other instrument,
order, record,
record, signature,
any
ing,
required or
or authorized
law relating
relating to naturalization
naturalization or
or
by any
any law
authorized by
ing, required
citizenship.
citizenship.
genuine, for any
(12)
any
utter, sell, dispose of, or use as true or genuine,
(12) To utter,
unlawful
any false,
or counterfeited
oath,
counterfeited oath,
antedated, or
forged, antedated,
false, forged,
purpose, any
unlawful purpose,
notice,
affidavit, certificate,
certificate, certificate
declaration of intenintenof arrival,
arrival, declaration
certificate of
notice, affidavit,
citizenship, or any
tion,
certificate of
naturalization, certificate
certificate of citizenship,
any
of naturalization,
tion, certificate
other
or
or of citizenship, or
of naturalization
naturalization or
evidence of
documentary evidence
other documentary
any order,
record, signature,
instrument, paper,
proceedor proceedpaper, or
other instrument,
or other
signature, or
order, record,
any
naturalization or
ing, required
required or
or authorized
authorized by
any law relating
relating to naturalization
or
by any
ing,
citizenship.
citizenship.
a declaration
(13)
unlawfully, a
declaration of intention,
or dispose
dispose of unlawfully,
(13) To sell, or
certificate
of naturalization,
certificate of
other
citizenship, or any other
of citizenship,
naturalization, certificate
certificate of
documentary
evidence of
citizenship.
or of citizenship.
of naturalization
naturalization or
documentary evidence
(14) Knowingly
manner for the
the purpose
purpose of registerany manner
to use
use in any
(14)
Knowingly to
ing
as a
voter, or
or as
evidence of a
vote, or otherwise
otherwise unlawa right
right to vote,
as evidence
a voter,
ing as
fully,
order, certificate,
certificate of
naturalization, certificate
of
certificate of
of naturalization,
certificate, certificate
any order,
fully, any
person
citizenship, judgment,
decree, or
or exemplification,
exemplification, showing any person
judgment, decree,
citizenship,
to
be naturalized
or admitted
be a
or
heretofore or
whether heretofore
a citizen,
citizen, whether
to be
admitted to
naturalized or
to be
hereafter
issued or
made, which
which has
been unlawfully
unlawfully issued or made.
has been
or made,
hereafter issued
(15) Knowingly
Knowingly and
and unlawfully
use, or
to use,
use, any
any order,
order,
or attempt
attempt to
to use,
unlawfully to
(15)
certificate, certificate
certificate of
of naturalization,
naturalization, certificate
certificate of
of citizenship,
citizenship, judgjudgcertificate,
ment,
exemplification, showing
person to be naturalized
naturalized
any person
showing any
or exemplification,
decree, or
ment, decree,
or
admitted to
to be
be a
citizen, whether
whether heretofore
or
issued or
or hereafter
hereafter issued
heretofore or
a citizen,
or admitted
made,
been issued
issued to
or in
in the
the name
any other
other person
person or in
of any
name of
to or
has been
which has
made, which
a
name, or
deceased person.
of a
a deceased
name of
in the
the name
or in
a fictitious
fictitious name,
(16) To
use or
or attempt
use any
certificate of
arrival, declaration
declaration
of arrival,
any certificate
to use
attempt to
To use
(16)
of intention,
certificate of
of naturalization,
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship, or
or
naturalization, certificate
intention, certificate
of
other documentary
documentary evidence
of naturalization
citizenship herehereof citizenship
or of
naturalization or
evidence of
other
tofore or
or which
be issued
knowing the same
or granted,
granted, knowing
issued or
hereafter be
may hereafter
which may
tofore
to be
forged, counterfeited,
have been
procured by
been procured
to have
or to
antedated, or
or antedated,
counterfeited, or
be forged,
to
fraud
or by
by false
or without
without appearance
or hearing
hearing of
of the
the
appearance or
evidence, or
false evidence,
fraud or
applicant in
in court
court where
such appearance
appearance and
and hearing
are required,
required, or
or
hearing are
where such
applicant
otherwise
unlawfully obtained.
obtained.
otherwise unlawfully
(17)
To aid,
aid, assist,
or participate
any certificate
certificate of
of
the use of any
participate in the
assist, or
(17) To
arrival,
certificate of
of naturalization,
naturalization, certificate
certificate
intention, certificate
of intention,
declaration of
arrival, declaration
of
or other
documentary evidence
evidence of
naturalization or
or of
of
of naturalization
other documentary
citizenship, or
of citizenship,
citizenship
which may
be issued or
granted,
or granted,
hereafter be
may hereafter
or which
heretofore or
citizenship heretofore
antedated, or to have
counterfeited, or antedated,
knowing the
same to
forged, counterfeited,
to be forged,
the same
knowing
been
procured by
fraud or
false evidence,
appearance or
or
without appearance
or without
evidence, or
or by
by false
by fraud
been procured
hearing of
court where
appearance and
and hearing
hearing
such appearance
where such
in court
the applicant
applicant in
of the
hearing
are
required, or
or otherwise
otherwise unlawfully
obtained.
unlawfully obtained.
are required,
(18)
Knowingly to
to falsely
falsely represent
represent himself
be a
acitizen
citizen of the
to be
himself to
(18) Knowingly
United
States without
without having
been naturalized
or admitted
citizenadmitted to citizennaturalized or
having been
United States
ship, or
or without
citizen of
United States.
States : .
the United
of the
being aacitizen
otherwise being
without otherwise
ship,
(19) Knowingly,
Knowingly, with
with the
avoid any duty or liability
to avoid
intent to
the intent
(19)
or
imposed or
or required
by law,
law, to
he has
naturalized or
has been naturalized
that he
deny that
to deny
required by
imposed
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admitted
be a
citizen, after
been so naturalized
naturalized or admitted.
admitted.
having been
after having
a citizen,
to be
admitted to
(20) To
authority, any plate in the likeness
lawful authority,
without lawful
engrave, without
To engrave,
(20)
of
plate designed
for the
declaration of intention,
intention, or
or
the printing
printing of aadeclaration
designed for
any plate
of any
certificate
of naturalization,
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship, or any other
other
or certificate
naturalization, or
certificate of
documentary
evidence of naturalization
naturalization or of citizenship.
documentary evidence
(21) To
To cause
cause or
be engraved,
engraved, without lawful authority,
or procure
procure to be
(21)
any plate
plate in
the likeness
any plate
plate designed
designed for the printing
printing of aa
of any
likeness of
in the
any
declaration
of intention,
certificate of naturalization,
naturalization, or certificate
intention, or certificate
declaration of
of
other documentary
evidence of naturalization
or
naturalization or
documentary evidence
any other
of citizenship,
citizenship, or any
citizenship.
of citizenship.
(22)
without lawful
lawful authority, any plate in
in
engraving, without
(22) To assist in engraving,
the
designed for the printing of a
adeclaration
declaration of
of
plate designed
of any plate
likeness of
the likeness
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship,
naturalization, or certificate
certificate of naturalization,
intention, or certificate
or any
any other
documentary evidence
evidence of naturalization
naturalization or of citizenship.
citizenship.
other documentary
or
(23)
To sell
sell any
likeness of any plate designed for the
in the likeness
plate in
any plate
(23) To
printing
intention, or certificate
certificate of naturalization,
naturalization,
a declaration
declaration of intention,
printing of a
documentary evidence of nator certificate
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship, or any other documentary
uralization or of citizenship,
citizenship, except by direction of the Commissioner
Commissioner
uralization
officer of the United States.
or other proper officer
foreign place
(24)
To bring
the United
United States from any foreign
into the
bring into
(24) To
of
any
printing of
likeness of any plate designed for the printing
in the
the likeness
any plate in
certificate
a
declaration of
naturalization, or certificate
certificate of naturalization,
intention, certificate
of intention
a declaration
of
citizenship, or any
any other documentary
documentary evidence
evidence of naturalization
naturalization
of citizenship
Commissioner or other
direction of the Commissioner
other
citizenship, except by direction
or of citizenship,
United States.
proper officer of the United
(25)
control, custody, or possession of any such
in the control,
have in
To have
(25) To
alien
metallic plate engraved
engraved after the similitude
similitude
person, any metallic
alien or other person
of
any plate
plate from
which any
declaration of intention, or certificate
of
certificate of
any declaration
from which
of any
naturalization, or
or certificate
certificate of citizenship,
citizenship, or
any other documentary
documentary
or any
naturalization,
evidence of
naturalization or of citizenship,
citizenship, has been or is to be
of naturalization
evidence
printed, with
with intent to use or to suffer such plate to be used in forging or
or counterfeiting
declaration of intention,
intention, or certificate
any such
such declaration
counterfeiting any
ing
of naturalization,
naturalization, or certificate
citizenship, or other documentary
documentary
of citizenship,
certificate of
of
evidence or any part
part thereof.
(26) To bring into the United States from any foreign
foreign place,
place, except
except
(26)
Commissioner or other proper officer
officer of the
of the Commissioner
by direction
direction of
certificate of naturaliUnited States, any declaration
declaration of intention, or certificate
United
documentary evization, or certificate
citizenship, or any other documentary
certificate of citizenship,
dence
naturalization or of citizenship,
citizenship, printed from any metallic
of naturalization
dence of
plate engraved
engraved after
after the
from which
any
which any
of any plate from
the similitude
similitude of
plate
declaration
certificate of
of
naturalization, or certificate
certificate of naturalization
of intention, certificate
declaration of
citizenship,
evidence of naturalization
naturalization
documentary evidence
citizenship, or any other documentary
or
citizenship has been or is to be printed.
or of
of citizenship
(27) To have in his possession, without
without lawful authority, any blank
(27)
certificate of arrival,
arrival, blank declaration
declaration of intention, or blank
blank certificertificate
cate
naturalization or
citizenship, provided
provided by the Service, with
cate of
of naturalization
or of
of citizenship,
unlawfully to use the same.
the intent unlawfully
(28) To have in his possession
distinctive paper which has been
been
possession a
a distinctive
(28)
adopted by the proper officer or agency of the United States for the
printing
engraving of any
printing or engraving
any declaration
declaration of intention, or certificate
of
unlawfully to use
of naturalization
naturalization or
or of
of citizenship,
citizenship, with
with intent unlawfully
the same.
(29)
photograph, make,
make, or execute, or in any manner
(29) To print, photograph,
manner
cause to be printed, photographed,
executed, without lawphotographed, made, or executed,
authority, any
any certificertifiany print
print or impression
impression in the likeness of any
ful authority,
intention, or certificate
certificate of naturalizacate of arrival, declaration
declaration of intention,
tion or of citizenship, or any part thereof.
thereof.
(30) Knowingly
(30)
Knowingly to procure or attempt to procure an alien or
violate any of
of the provisions
provisions of this Act.
other person to violate
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(31) Failing,
Failin, after
notice, by
by the appropriate
days' notice,
sixty days'
least sixty
at least
after at
(31)
court or
or the
Commissioner or
or a
surrender
Commissioner, to surrender
a Deputy
Deputy Commissioner,
the Commissioner
court
a
of naturalization
naturalization or
or citizenship
citizenship which has
has been
been canceled,
canceled,
a certificate
certificate of
having
in
with the
provisions of
of this
this Act,
Act, such
such person having
the provisions
accordance with
in accordance
possession or under his control.
such certificate
certificate in his
his possession
such
(32)
an applicant,
applicant, declarant,
declarant, petitioner,
that an
to certify
certify that
Knowingly to
(32) Knowingly
application,
affiant,
witness, deponent,
deponent, or
other person
named in
in an application,
person named
or other
affiant, witness,
declaration,
affidavit, deposition,
deposition, or certificate
certificate of naturalizanaturalizapetition, affidavit,
declaration, petition,
tion,
certificate of
citizenship, or
writing required
required
or writing
paper or
other paper
or other
of citizenship,
or certificate
tion, or
or authorized
to be
executed or
under the provisions
provisions of this Act,
used under
or used
be executed
or
authorized to
personally
before the
the person
making such
such certification
certification and
person making
appeared before
personally appeared
or signed
was sworn
sworn thereto
or acknowledged
acknowledged the
the execution
execution thereof,
signed
thereof, or
thereto or
was
the same,
fact such
affiant,
declarant, petitioner, affiant,
applicant, declarant,
such applicant,
in fact
when in
same, when
the
witness,
person : did not personally
personally appear
appear before
other person,
deponent, or other
witness, deponent,
or
not sworn
the
certification, or
sworn thereto, or
was not
or was
such certification,
making such
person making
the person
did
execute the
the same,
the execution thereof.
acknowledge the
not acknowledge
did not
or did
same, or
not execute
did not
or
(33)
Knowingly to
solicit, collect,
or receive,
receive, or
collect, or
charge, solicit,
demand, charge,
to demand,
(33) Knowingly
agree to
to charge,
solicit, collect,
or receive
receive any
any other
additional fees
other or additional
collect, or
charge, solicit,
agree
proceedings under
or moneys
under
citizenship or other proceedings
or citizenship
naturalization or
in naturalization
moneys in
or
this Act
than the
the fees
fees and
and moneys
moneys specified
specified in such Act.
Act than
this
(34) Willfully
Willfully to
to neglect
neglect to
accounts of
of moneys
moneys
true accounts
render true
to render
(34)
received by
by any
clerk of
such clerk's
clerk's assistant
assistant
or such
court or
naturalization court
of a
a naturalization
any clerk
received
or any
person under
under this
this Act
Act or
or willfully
willfully to neglect
neglect to pay over
over
other person
any other
or
any
of such
moneys due
to the
the United
United States
States within thirty
due to
such moneys
balance of
any balance
days after
said payment
shall become
become due
due and
and demand
therefor has
demand therefor
payment shall
after said
days
been
made and
neglect shall
shall constitute
constitute embezzlement
embezzlement
which neglect
refused, which
and refused,
been made
of
the public
public moneys.
moneys.
of the
to copies and dupli(b) The
The provisions
section shall
shall apply
apply to
this section
of this
provisions of
(b)
cates
of certificates
certificates of
of arrival,
arrival, of
declarations of intention, of certificertifiof declarations
cates of
cates
certificates of
citizenship, and of other
other
of citizenship,
of certificates
naturalization, of
of naturalization,
cates of
documents
authorized by
the naturalization
naturalization laws
laws and citiby the
or authorized
required or
documents required
zenship laws
well as
as to
the originals
originals of
of such
of arrival,
arrival,
certificates of
such certificates
to the
as well
laws as
zenship
of
declarations of
certificates of
certificates of
naturalization, certificates
of naturalization,
intention, certificates
of intention,
declarations
citizenship, and
and other
other documents,
court or by
any court
by any
issued by
whether issued
documents, whether
citizenship,
the
Commissioner or
Commissioner.
Deputy Commissioner.
or aaDeputy
the Commissioner
(c) The
provisions of
apply to
to all proceedings
proceedings
shall apply
section shall
this section
of this
The provisions
(c)
had or
attempted to
be had
or taken,
specified
any court specified
before any
taken, before
had or
to be
or attempted
taken or
or taken
had
proceedings
in
subsection (a)
of section
section 301,
301, or
or any
any court,
court, in which proceedings
(a) of
in subsection
for
naturalization may
or may
commenced or attempted
attempted
be commenced
may be
been or
have been
may have
for naturalization
to
be commenced,
commenced, and
whether or
or not
court at the time such
such
such court
not such
and whether
to be
proceedings
taken was
jurisdiction
law with jurisdiction
vested by law
was vested
or taken
had or
were had
proceedings were
in naturalization
naturalization proceedings.
proceedings.
in
(d)
Any person
violating any
provision of
of subsection
subsection (a)
(a) of this
any provision
person violating
(d) Any
imprisoned not more
section
shall be
more than
than $5,000,
$5,000, or
or imprisoned
not more
fined not
be fined
section shal
than five
five years, or both.
than
of
(e) Any
Any person
person who
has been
been subpenaed
under the
provisions of
the provisions
subpenaed under
who has
(e)
subsection
(d) of
section 309
309 to
to appear
the final
of aa
hearing of
final hearing
on the
appear on
of section
subsection (d)
petition for
for naturalization,
naturalization, and
and who
shall neglect
refuse to
to so
so
or refuse
neglect or
who shall
petition
appear
and to
the power
power of
of such person
person to do so, shall
in the
if in
testify, if
to testify,
appear and
be
penalties prescribed
prescribed by subsection
subsection (d) of this
the penalties
to the
subject to
be subject
section.
section.
(f)
person shall
shall use
endorsement "Official
"Official Business"
Business"
use the endorsement
any person
If any
(f) If
authorized by
to avoid
avoid payment
payment of
of postage
posta ge or
registry
or registry
343 to
section 343
by section
authorized
such
fee on
on a
private letter,
letter, package, or other matter in the mail, such
a private
fee
person
guilty of
subject to aafine of $300,
and subject
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
be guilty
shall be
person shall
to
be prosecuted
prosecuted in
any court
court of
jurisdiction.
competent jurisdiction.
of competent
in any
to be
(g)
No person
person shall
shall be
be prosecuted,
tried, or punished
punished for any
any
prosecuted, tried,
(g) No
crime arising
arising under
this Act
unless the
the indictment
indictment
Act unless
of this
provisions of
the provisions
under the
crime
is found
or the
the information
filed within
within five
after the
next after
years next
five years
is filed
information is
found or
is
commission
commission of such crime.

Felonies—Cont.
Felonies-Cont.

Applicability to
to
Applicability
certain documents,
documents,
certain
etc.

Applicability to
to
Applicability
certain court proceedproceedings.
1140.
Ante, p. 1140.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Noncompliance
Noncompliance
with subpenas.
subpenas.
with
Ante, p.
p. 1144.
1144.
Ante,

Avoidance of
postof postAvoidance
age, etc.,
etc., charges;
charges;
age,
penalty.
Ante, p.
p. 1163.
1163.

Time
limitation for
for
Time limitation
finding indictment,
indictment,
finding
etc.

1168
Applicability of exApplicability
isting laws to prior
prior
crimes.

Testimony of ofTestimony
ficers, etc.
flcers,

Noncompliance by
Noncompliance
clerks of court; penalty.
Ante, p.
p. 1158.

Failure to account
account
for certificates.
certificates.
Ante, p. 1158.

Provisions applicable to record
record of
registry.
Ante, p. 1151.

Ante, p. 1163.
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(h) For
For the
the purpose
of the
the prosecution
of all
all crimes
crimes and
and offenses
offenses
prosecution of
purpose of
(h)
against
naturalization or
citizenship laws
laws of
of the
United States
States
the United
or citizenship
the naturalization
against the
which
may have
committed prior
prior to
the date
date when
this Act
when this
to the
been committed
have been
which may
shall
into effect,
existing naturalization
and citizenship
citizenship laws
laws
naturalization and
the existing
effect, the
go into
shall go
shall
in full
full force
force and
and effect.
remain in
shall remain
(i)
shall be
admissible as
evidence in
in any proceedings
proceedings
as evidence
and admissible
be lawful
lawful and
It shall
(i) It
founded under
under this
Act, or
or any
of the
or criminal
criminal provisions
provisions
penal or
the penal
any of
this Act,
founded
of the
or citizenship
citizenship laws, for any officer
officer
naturalization or
the immigration,
immigration, naturalization
of
or employee
employee of
testimony as to any staterender testimony
to render
States to
United States
of the
the United
or
ment voluntarily
voluntarily made
employee in the course
course of
officer or employee
made to such officer
ment
the
of the
official duties
officer or employee
employee by
duties of such officer
the official
the performance
performance of
any
time of
of or
or subsequent
subsequent to the alleged
alleged commission
commission
at the
the time
any defendant
defendant at
of any
any crime
or offense
offense referred
referred to in this section
section which may tend
crime or
of
to
show that
did not
or could
not have
have had knowledge
knowledge
could not
not or
such defendant
defendant did
that such
to show
of
any matter
matter concerning
defendant is shown to have
such defendant
which such
concerning which
of any
made
affidavit, or
or to
witness pursuant
pursuant to such
such
to have
have been aa witness
or oath,
oath, or
made affidavit,
law or laws.
(j)
case any
neglect to comply
comply
refuse or neglect
court shall refuse
of court
clerk of
any clerk
In case
(j) In
with
provisions of
(c), or (d),
(d), such
such
of section
section 337 (a), (b), (c),
the provisions
of the
with any
any of
clerk
forfeit and pay to the United
United States the sum of
of court shall forfeit
clerk of
which such violation
$25
case in which
violation or omission occurs,
$25 in
in each and every case
and
forfeiture may be recovered
recovered by the United
United
such forfeiture
the amount of such
and the
States
in an action of debt against such clerk.
States in
(k)
Service or
of court shall fail to return to the Service
any clerk
clerk of
(k) If
If any
certificate of naturalization
furnished by
naturalization furnished
account for any certificate
properly account
the Service
Service as
provided in subsection (e)
(e) of section 337, such clerk
as provided
the
United States in the sum of $50, to be
liable to the United
shall be liable
of court shall
recovered in
in an
an action
action of
certificate not
every such certificate
for each
each and every
of debt, for
recovered
properly
accounted for
for or returned.
properly accounted
(1)
provisions of subsections
subsections (a),
(a), (b),
(b), (d),
(d), (g),
(g), (h),
(h), and
(1) The
The provisions
(i)
of this
this section
section shall
shall apply
apply in
in respect
application for and
respect of the application
(i) of
the record
record of
registry authorized
authorized by section 328, in the same manof registry
the
extent, including
penalties, as they apply in any
including penalties,
ner and to the same extent,
naturalization or citizenship
proceeding or any other proceeding
proceeding
citizenship proceeding
naturalization
under
under section 346.
SAVING
CLAUSES
SAVINO CLAUSES

clauses.
Saving clauses.
Ante, p. 1140; post,
post,
1171.
p. 1171.

Hearing of
of pending
petition.

Sm.
347. (a)
(a) Nothing
Nothing contained
contained in
either chapter
chapIII or in
in chapchapter III
in either
SEC. 347.
ter V
this Act,
unless otherwise
therein, shall be conotherwise provided
provided therein,
V of
of this
Act, unless
ter
affect the
declaration of intention,
intention, petition
of any
any declaration
the validity of
strued to
to affect
of citizenship,
citizenship, or
certificate of naturalization
naturalization or of
for naturalization,
naturalization, certificate
proceeding which
which shall be valid
valid at the time this
other document
document or proceeding
Act
effect; or to affect
affect any prosecution,
prosecution, suit, action, or
Act shall take effect;
proceedings,
proceedings, civil or criminal, brought, or any act, thing, or matter,
criminal, done or existing, at the time this Act shall take
ter, civil or criminal,
effect;
proceedings,
effect; but as to all
all such
such prosecutions,
prosecutions, suits,
suits, actions,
actions, proceedings,
statutes or parts of statutes repealed
repealed by
acts, things, or matters, the statutes
this
Act, are
hereby continued
continued in force and
and effect.
are hereby
this Act,
(b) Any petition for naturalization
naturalization heretofore
heretofore filed which may
pending at the time this Act shall take effect shall be heard
heard and
be pending
years thereafter
determined within two years
thereafter in accordance
accordance with the
determined
requirements of law in effect
effect when such petition
petition was filed.
requirements

NATIONALITY
IV-LOSS OF NATIONALITY
CHAPTER IV—LOSS

Naturalization in
state.
foreign state.

S
EC. 401.
who is
of the
United States,
States, whether
the United
whether
SEC.
401. A
A person
person who
is aanational
national of
by:
naturalization, shall lose his nationality,by:
by birth or naturalization,
(a) Obtaining
in aaforeign
foreign state,
state, either upon his own
(a)
Obtaining naturalization
naturalization in
application
naturalization of aa parent
parent having
the naturalization
having legal
application or
or through
through the
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Provisos.
Provisos.
custody of such person: Provided,
Provided, however, That nationality
nationality shall
shall
Effect upon
upon child.
child.
Effect
a parent
parent unless
not ,be lost as the result of the naturalization
naturalization of a
unless and
attained the age of twenty-three
until the .child shall have attained
twenty-three years
years withElection of
out acquiring
residence in
the United
United States:
Provided
Election
of Ameriout
acquiring permanent
permanent residence
in the
States: Provided
citizenship.
further, That aaperson
nationality through can citizenship.
person who has acquired
acquired foreign
foreign nationality
the naturalization
parents. and who at the same time
naturalization of his parent or parents,
is aa citizen
States, shall, if
citizen of the United States,
abroad and
has not
not
if abroad
and he
he has
heretofore
an American
heretofore expatriated
expatriated himself as an
American citizen
citizen by his
own
his own
voluntary act,
permitted within
years from
effective date
voluntary
act, be
be permitted
within two
two years
from the
the effective
date
of .his Act to return
of
and take
take up
up permanent
permanent
return to
to the United
United States
States and
residence therein, and it
residence
deemed that
elected
it shall
shall be
be thereafter
thereafter deemed
that he
he has
has elected
to be an American citizen. Failure on the part of such person
person to so
return and take up permanent
permanent residence
residence in
States during
during
in the United
United States
to be
such period shall be deemed
deemed to
determination on
part of
of such
such
be aadetermination
on the
the part
person to discontinue
discontinue his status as an American
American citizen,
citizen, and
and such
such
person
be forever
failure from
from thereafter
therea ft er claimcl
ai
m person shall
shall be
forever estopped
estopped by
by such
such failure
ing
such American
American citizenship;
or
ing such
citizenship; or
Oath of allegiance
Oath
(b) Taking
Taking an
an oath
an affirmation
or other
other formal
formal
(b)
oath or
or making
making an
affirmation or
to foreign
to
foreign state.
state.
declaration of
allegiance to
to a
state; or
or
declaration
of allegiance
a foreign
foreign state;
Service
(c)
Service in
in foreign
foreign
a foreign
(c) Entering, or serving in, the armed forces
forces of a
foreign state
forces.
unless
laws of
of the
the United
United States,
if he
he has
has armed forces.
unless expressly
expressly authorized by
by the
the laws
States, if
or
acquires the
the nationality
such foreign
state; or
or acquires
nationality of
of such
foreign state;
or
Employment,
Employment, etc.,
(d)
etc.,
(d) Accepting, or performing
performing the duties of, any office,
office, post,
or
post, or
foreign governgovernby foreign
employment under
government of
foreign state
political ment.
under the government
of aa foreign
state or
or political
subdivision
for which only nationals
subdivision thereof
thereof for
such state
state are
nationals of such
are
eligible; or
eligible;
or
Voting
(e)
Voting in
in a
political election
election in
state or
or participating
Voting in foreign
(e) Voting
a political
in a
a foreign
foreign state
participating political
political elections,
elections, etc.
etc.
in
an election
election or
plebiscite to
to determine
over foreign
foreign
in an
or plebiscite
determine the
the sovereignty
sovereignty over
territory; or
or
territory;
renunciation
renunciation
(f) Making
Making a
renunciation of
nationality before
before a
a diplodiplo- of Formal
a formal
formal renunciation
of nationality
nationality.
nationality.
matic or consular
consular officer
officer of the United
United States
States in
in a
a foreign
foreign state, in
in
such form
form as
as may
be prescribed
by the
State; or
or
such
may be
prescribed by
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State;
Deserting U.
S. milDeserting
U. S.
(g)
the military
or naval
naval service
of the
the United
United States
(g) Deserting
Deserting the
military or
service of
States in
in itary
or naval service.
service.
time
is convicted
by a
acourt
court martial;
or
time of
of war,
war, provided
provided he
he is
convicted thereof
thereof by
martial; or
Committing
Committing trea(h) Committing
against, or
or attempting
attempting by
force
(h)
Committing any
any act
act of
of treason
treason against,
by force
son,
son, etc.
to overthrow
overthrow or
the United
States, provided
provided he
he
to
or bearing
bearing arms
arms against
against the
United States,
is convicted
convicted thereof
by a
a court
court martial
by a
competent
is
thereof by
martial or
or by
a court
court of
of competent
jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Presumption of exSEC. 402. A
A national of the
United States
was born
born in
SEC.
the United
States who
who was
in the
the patriation.
patriation.
place outside
outside of
jurisdicUnited States or
or who was born
born in any place
of the
the jurisdiction of
of the
the United
of a
parent who
who was
in the
the United
United
tion
United States
States of
a parent
was born
born in
States,
shall be
presumed to
to have
expatriated himself
himself under
under subsecsubsecbe presumed
have expatriated
States, shall
tion
(c) or
(d) of
of section
section 401,
he shall
shall remain
remain for
for six
six months
months
401, when
when he
or (d)
tion (c)
or
foreign state
of which
which he
or either
of his
parents
his parents
he or
either of
state of
any foreign
longer within
within any
or longer
shall have
to the
the laws
such foreign
foreign state,
state,
shall
have been
been aanational
national according
according to
laws of
of such
or within
within any
under control
of such
such foreign
state, and
and such
such
foreign state,
control of
any place
place under
or
dividual
individual
whether or not the in
overcome whether
presumption shall exist until overcome
has
Overcoming
Overcoming prehas
to the
States. Such
Such presumption
presumption may be over- sumption.
the United
United States.
has returned
returned to
come
on
the
presentation
of
satisfactory
evidence
to
a
diplomatic
come on the presentation of satisfactory evidence to a diplomatic
or
consular officer
States, or
or to
an immigration
officer
immigration officer
to an
of the
the United
United States,
officer of
or consular
of
the United
States, under
under such
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
the DepartDepartas the
such rules
United States,
of the
ment
of State
the Department
Department of
prescribe.
jointly prescribe.
of Justice
Justice jointly
and the
State and
ment of
Persons excepted.
excepted.
Persons
However, no
presumption shall
arise with
with respect
any officer
to any
officer
respect to
shall arise
no such
such presumption
However,
or employee
employee of
of the
States while
serving abroad
as such
officer
such officer
abroad as
while serving
United States
the United
or
or employee,
nor to
to any
any accompanying
accompanying member
of his
family.
his family.
member of
employee, nor
or
Limitation on expaLimitation
as provided
provided in subsections (g) and (h)
SEC. 403.
(9 of
of triation within
Except as
403. (a)
(a) Except
SEC.
within U. S.
S.
section
expatriate himself, or be expatriated,
expatriated,
no national
national can expatriate
section 401,
401, no
under this
this section
the United
United States
or any
any of
of its
its outoutStates or
within the
section while
while within
under
lying
from the
the performance
performance
result from
shall result
expatriation shall
but expatriation
possessions, but
lying possessions,
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Expatriation
Expatriation of
of cercertain minors, restriction.
Expatriation of naturalized nationals
through
foreign
foreign resithrough
ce
dence.
den
.

tion.

e

Epatridation o nast

Persons in U. S.
t etc..
ermploybroads
employ
abroad,

No expatriation
by
expatriation by
residence abroad in
cases.
designated cases.

residence abroad in

pareet's
lossof nationalityupon

Effect of pare4t's
Effect
lossof nationalityupon
minors residing
residing
abroad.

abroad.

Proso.

Proofs°.
Condition.

Condition.
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within the
the United
or any
any of
its outlying
outlying possessions
possessions of
any
of any
of its
States or
United States
within
of the
the acts
acts or
or the
of any
any of
of the
conditions specified
specified in
in
the conditions
fulfillment of
the fulfillment
of
this
and when
when the
national thereafter
thereafter takes
takes up
up a
residence
a residence
the national
if and
section if
this section
abroad.

eighteen years of age can expatriate him(b) No national under eighteen
self
under subsections
(b) to
to (g),
(g), inclusive,
inclusive, of
of section
section 401.
401.
subsections (b)
self under
SEc. 404.
401. A
A. person
who has
has become
by naturalization
naturalization
become a
a national
national by
person who
SEC.
shall lose his nationality
nationality by:
by:
(a) Residing for at least two years in the territory
territory of aa foreign
state
which he
he was
formerly a
or in
which the
the place
of
place of
in which
a national
national or
was formerly
of which
state of
his
birth
is
situated,
if
he
acquires
through
such
residence
the
nationthe
nationsuch
residence
his birth is situated, if he acquires through
ality
of such
foreign state
operation of
of the
the law
law thereof;
thereof; or
or
by operation
state by
such foreign
ality of
(b)
continuously for
years in
territory of
of aa
in the
the territory
three years
for three
(b) Residing
Residing continuously
foreign state
state of
which he
was formerly
which the
the
in which
or in
a national
national or
formerly a
he was
of which
foreign
place
his birth
is situated,
406
section 406
in section
as provided
provided in
except as
situated, except
birth is
of his
place of
hereof.
(c)
Residing continuously
years in
in any
any other
other foreign
foreign state,
state,
five years
for five
continuously for
(c) Residing
except
as provided
provided in
in section
section 406
406 hereof.
hereof.
except as
SEC. 405.
405. Section
401 shall
no application
application to
to aaperson:
person:
have no
shall have
Section 404
SEC.
(a) Who
Who resides
employment and
resides abroad
abroad in the
the employment
and under
under the orders
(a)
United States;
States;
of the
the Government
Government of the United
(b)
is receiving
the Government
Government of
the
of the
from the
compensation from
receiving compensation
(b) Who
Who is
United States
abroad on
on account
of disability
disability incurred
incurred
account of
and residing
residing abroad
States and
United
in its service.
(c) of section 404
401 shall have no appliSubsections (b) and (c)
SEC. 406. Subsections
cation to
to a
person:
a person:
cation
(a)
Who shall
shall have
have resided
resided in
States not less than
the United
United States
in the
(a) Who
twenty-five
years subsequent
subsequent to
to his
naturalization and
shall have
and shall
his naturalization
twenty-five years
attained the
the age
sixty-five years
the foreign
residence is
is
foreign residence
when the
years when
age of
of sixty-five
attained
established;
established;
(b) Who
abroad upon
upon the
date of
the approval
approval of
of this
this
of the
the date
is residing
residing abroad
(b)
Who is
Act, or
thereafter sent abroad,
abroad, and
temporarily
and resides
resides abroad temporarily
or who is
is thereafter
Act,
solely or
to represent
represent a
a bona
fide American
educational,
American educational,
bona fide
or principally
principally to
solely
scientific, philanthropic,
philanthropic, religious,
commercial, financial,
or business
business
financial, or
religious, commercial,
scientific,
organization
having its principal
place of business
business in the
principal office or place
organization, having
United
or an
an international
international agency
agency of
of an
official character
in
character in
an official
United States,
States, or
which the
the United
United States
he receives
receives a
a subsubwhich he
States participates,
participates, for
for which
which
stantial compensation;
compensation;
(c)
health;
account of
of ill health;
is residing abroad on account
(c) Who
Who is
(d) Who
Who is
residing abroad
abroad for
the purpose
purpose of
of pursuing
pursuing studies
studies of
of
(d)
is residing
for the
a
character or
or attending
institution of
of aa
an institution
of learning
learning of
a specialized
specialized character
attending an
grade above
above that
that of
of a
provided that
such residence
residence
grade
a preparatory
preparatory school,
school, provided
that such
years;
exceed five years;
does not exceed
(e)
Who is
wife husband,
or child
child under
under twenty-one
twenty-one years
of
years of
(e) Who
is the
the wife,
husband, or
age of,
and is
is residing
wife,
for the
purpose of
being with,
an Ameriage
of, and
residing
abroad for
the purpose
of being
with, an
American
parent who
residing abroad for one
can citizen spouse
spouse or parent
who is
is residing
one of the
objects
405 or
or subsections
subsections (a),
(c),
objects or
or causes
causes specified
specified in
in section
section 405
(a), (b),
(b), (c),
or
(d) hereof;
hereof;
or (d)
(f)
of its
(f) Who
Who was born
born in the
the United
United States
States or one of
its outlying
outlying
nationality, and who, after
after
possessions, who originally
originally had
had American
American nationality,
havinc
an alien,
alien, reacreachaving, lost such nationality
nationality through
through marriage
marriage to
to an
quired°it.
SEC.
S
EC. 407. A person having American nationality,
nationality, who is a
nor
a mi
minor
and is
is residing
residing in
state with
under the
the legal
legal custody
of
custody of
with or
or under
in aaforeign
foreign state
and
a
American nationality
nationality under
under section 404 of this
a parent who loses American
shall at the
American nationality if such
Act, shall
the same time lose his American
such
acquires the nationality
nationality of such
minor has or acquires
such foreign
foreign state:
state: Provided,
Provided,
That, in such case, American
nationality shall not be lost as the result
result
American nationality
of loss
of American
nationality by the parent unless and until
loss of
American nationality
until the
the
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years without
having acquired
acquired
child attains the
the age of
of twenty-three
twenty-three years
without having
permanent
residence in
in the
the United
permanent residence
United States.
States.
SEc. 408.
of nationality
Act shall
shall result
solely
SEC.
408. The
The loss
loss of
nationality under
under this
this Act
result solely
performance by
by aanational
national of the
the acts
acts or fulfillment
fulfillment of the
from the
the performance
conditions specified
Act.
conditions
specified in
in this
this Act.
SEC. 409.
under the
SEC.
409. Nationality
Nationality shall not
not be lost
lost under
the provisions
provisions of
of section
or 407
until the
expiration of
of one
year following
one year
following
tion 404
404 or
407 of
of this
this Act
Act until
the expiration
the date
date of
of the
approval of
of this
this Act:
Act: Provided,
That aanatunatuthe
the approval
Provided,however,
however, That
ralized
person who
who shall
have become
to the
the presumption
presumption that
subject to
that
ralized person
shall have
become subject
he
citizen as
as provided
provided for
the second
second
he has
has ceased
ceased to
to be
be an
an American
American citizen
for in
in the
paragraph
Act of
March 2,
Stat. 1228),
1228),
paragraph of
of section
section 22 of
of the
the Act
of March
2, 1907
1907 (34
(34 Stat.
under the
effect immeshall not have
have overcome
overcome it
it under
the rules in effect
and who
who shall
diately
the date
date of
of the
of this
this Act,
shall continue
continue
Act, shall
the approval
approval of
diately preceding
preceding the
to be
to such
for the
the period
period of
of one
one year
year following
following
to
be subject
subject to
such presumption
presumption for
the date
of the
the approval
approval of
Act unless
is overcome
overcome during
such
unless it
it is
during such
the
date of
of this
this Act
period.
period.
S
EC. 410.
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be applied
in contravention
contravention
applied in
Nothing in
in this
SEC.
410. Nothing
of the
a any
any treaty
the United
United
of
the provisions
provisions of
treaty or
or convention
convention to
to which
which the
States is
is a
party upon
date of
the approval
approval of
of this
this Act.
upon the
the date
of the
Act.
States
a party

Loss dependent
dependent on
on
acts, etc.
etc.
own acts,

restriction on
Time restriction
of nationality.
loss of
nationality.
1170.
Ante, p. 1170.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Persons subject to
Persons
designated presumpdesignated
tion.
tion.
U. S. C. §
§17.
17.
88U.

Noncontravention
Noncontravention
of treaties, etc.
of

CHAPTER
CHAPTER V—MISCELLANEOUS
V-MISCELLANEOUS
S
EC. 501.
Whenever a
diplomatic or
of the
the United
United
officer of
or consular
consular officer
a diplomatic
SEC.
501. Whenever
States has
reason to
person while
while in
in aa foreign
state
foreign state
a person
that a
to believe
believe that
has reason
States
has lost
lost his
under any
provision of
of chapter
chapter
any provision
nationality under
his American
American nationality
has
IV of
Act, he
he shall
shall certify
the facts
facts upon
which such
belief
such belief
upon which
certify the
this Act,
IV
of this
is based
to the
the Department
Department of
of State,
State, in
regulations
under regulations
in writing,
writing, under
is
based to
to
by the
State. If
report of
of the
dipthe dipIf the
the report
of State.
Secretary of
the Secretary
to be
be prescribed
prescribed by
lomatic or
or consular
officer is
is approved
by the
Secretary of
of State,
State,
the Secretary
approved by
consular officer
lomatic
copy of
shall be
forwarded to
the Department
of
to the
Department of
be forwarded
the certificate
certificate shall
of the
aa copy
Justice, for
its information,
or consular
office
consular office
diplomatic or
and the
the diplomatic
for its
information, and
Justice,
in which
the report
report was
was made
made shall
be directed
directed to
to forward
forward a
a copy
copy
shall be
in
which the
of
the certificate
it relates.
relates.
to whom
whom it
person to
to the
the person
certificate to
of the
SEC.
502. The
is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
issue, in
in
to issue,
State is
Secretary of
of State
The Secretary
SEC. 502.
his
discretion and
and in
in accordance
accordance with
with rules
rules and
prescribed
regulations prescribed
and regulations
his discretion
by
of nationality
nationality for
not aa naturalized
naturalized
person not
for any
any person
certificate of
a certificate
by him,
him, a
citizen
of the
the United
United States
who presents
satisfactory evidence
evidence that
that
presents satisfactory
States who
citizen of
he
is an
American national
and that
that such
needed for
for use
use
is needed
certificate is
such certificate
national and
an American
he is
in
judicial or
of a
a foreign
foreign state.
Such
state. Such
proceedings of
or administrative
administrative proceedings
in judicial
certificate
be solely
use in
in the
the case
for which
it was
issued
was issued
which it
case for
for use
solely for
shall be
certificate shall
and
be transmitted
transmitted by
by the
the Secretary
of State
approthrough approState through
Secretary of
shall be
and shall
priate official
official channels
officers of
of
or administrative
administrative officers
the judicial
judicial or
to the
channels to
priate
the
foreign state
state in
is to
to be
be used.
used.
it is
in which
which it
the foreign
SEC. 503.
503. If
any person
right or
or privilege
as aa
privilege as
claims aa right
who claims
person who
If any
SEC.
national of
of the
United States
States is
is denied
privilege by
by
or privilege
right or
such right
denied such
the United
national
any
Department or
agency, or
executive official
official thereof,
thereof, upon
the
upon the
or executive
or agency,
any Department
ground that
he is
of the
the United
United States,
States such
person,
such person,
national of
is not
not aa national
that he
ground
regardless
of whether
whether he
within the United
States or abroad,
United States
is within
he is
regardless of
may institute
action against
against the
of such
Department or
or
such Department
the head
head of
an action
institute an
may
agency in
the District
United States
the District
District
for the
States for
the United
of the
Court of
District Court
in the
agency
of Columbia
Columbia or
district court
court of
United States
the
for the
States for
the United
of the
the district
or in
in the
of
district in
which such
such person
person claims
claims a
residence for
for aa
a permanent
permanent residence
in which
district
judgment declaring
declaring him
him to
to be
of the
States. If
If
United States.
the United
a national
national of
be a
judgment
such person
is outside
outside the
the United
States and
and shall
shall have
have instituted
instituted
United States
person is
such
such an
in court,
he may,
may, upon
of aa sworn
sworn appliapplisubmission of
upon submission
court, he
action in
an action
such
cation
showing that
the claim
claim of
nationality presented
presented in
in such
such
of nationality
that the
cation showing
action is
is made
faith and
and has
has a
a substantial
substantial basis,
obtain
basis, obtain
good faith
in good
made in
action
from a
a diplomatic
diplomatic or
of the
States in
in the
the
the United
United States
officer of
or consular
consular officer
from
foreign country
country in
in which
is residing
residing a
a certificate
certificate of
of identity
identity
he is
which he
foreign

Certificates
of loss
loss of
of
Certificates of
nationality.
nationality.
Ante, p.
p. 1168.
Ante,
1168.

Certificates
Certificates
tionality.
tionality.

of nanaof

Use.
Use.

Court proceedings
proceedings
Court
for declaration
declaration of
of U.
U. S.
S.
for
nationality.
nationality.

Certificates of
of iden.
Men.
Certificates
tity for
for U.
S. entry.
entry.
U. 8.
tity
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Appeal.
Appeal.

Rules,
Rules, etc.

Repeal.
Repeal.

8U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp. V,
V.
8U.
§§
357, 379-382,
379-382,
106a, 357,
6§ 106a,
388, 399b.
399b.
388,
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stating that
that his
his nationality
pending before the court,
court, and
and
is pending
nationality status is
stating
may be
be admitted
admitted to
the United
United States
States with such certificate
certificate upon
upon
to the
may
shall
the
condition that
that he
be subject
deportation in case it shall
subject to deportation
shall be
he shall
the condition
be decided
decided by
the court
court that
United States.
national of the United
a national
is not a
he is
that he
by the
be
Such certificate
certificate of
of identity
identity shall
shall not
not be
ground
be denied solely on the ground
Such
that
such person
has lost
lost a
a status
previously had or acquired as aa
status previously
person has
that such
national
United States; and from any denial of an appliapp li
national of the United
appeal
cation for
for such
such certificate
certificate the
the applicant
applicant shall be entitled
entitled to an appeal
cation
to the
State, who,
who, if he approves
approves the denial,
denial, shall state
of State,
Secretary of
the Secretary
to
in writing
writing the
the reasons
reasons for
for his
decision. The
Secretary of State,
The Secretary
his decision.
in
with approval
and
Attorney General, shall prescribe rules and
the Attorney
of the
approval of
with
regulations
for
the
issuance
of
certificates of identity as above
above
of certificates
issuance
the
for
regulations
provided.
Snc.
504. The
following Acts or parts of Acts are hereby repealed;
repealed;
The following
SEC. 504.
Section
8, sec. 1);
1) ;
Section 1992, Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 8,
Section
1993, Revised
Revised Statutes,
amended by section 1, Act of
of
Statutes, as amended
Section 1993,
797; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 6);
(48 Stat. 797;
6) ;
May 24, 1934 (48
Section 2166,
Statutes, as
May
limited by section 2, Act of May
as limited
Revised Statutes,
2166, Revised
Section
546-547; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 395);
9, 1918 (40 Stat. 546-547;
395) ;
7); ;
Section 2172,
Statutes (U. S. C., title 8, sec. 7)
Revised Statutes
2172, Revised
Section
Section
Act of
(31 Stat. 161; U. S. C., title 8,
8,
April 30, 1900 (31
of April
100, Act
Section 100,
paragraph) );;
sec. 385 (first paragraph))
Act
1906, chapter 3592 (34
(31 Stat. 596) (except subof June 29, 1906,
Act of
19, and 26,
divisions
sections 10, 16, 17,
17, 19,
4 and sections
section 4
divisions 66 and 88 of section
thereof),
supplemented, or amended
amended by section 1, Act
Act
added to, supplemented,
as added
thereof), as
of
paragraph of
of June
June 25,
829) ;section 1, and second
second paragraph
Stat. 829);
(36 Stat.
1910 (36
25, 1910
of
548);;Act
section 3, Act of May 9,
9, 1918
1918 (40 Stat.
Stat. 542-546
542-546, 547, 548)
Act of
of
February 25,
section 4, Act of February
25, 1927 (44
(44
709);;section
June 8, 1926 (44 Stat. 709)
1512) (except
Stat.
Act of March
March 2, 1929 (45 Stat. 1512)
(except sections
1235);;Act
Stat. 1235)
1, Act of March
6
section 7
7 (b),
thereof) ;section
section 1,
March 4, 1929
(b), thereof);
(e), and section
6 (e),
1, 2, 3,
(45
Stat.
1545)
;
Act
June
21,
791)
;
sections
3,
sections
791);
Stat.
(46
1930
21,
of
June
Act
1545);
Stat.
(45
and 4
4 (a),
(a), Act
1511) ;Act of May 25,
March 3, 1931 (46 Stat. 1511);
of March
Act of
and
1932 (47
Stat. 165)
165) (except
(except sections
Act
thereof);;and Act
1, 5, and 7, thereof)
sections 1,
(47 Stat.
1932
sections
of
597) ;United States
States Code, title 8,
8, sections
(48 Stat. 597);
1934 (48
19, 1931
April 19,
of April
18,
106a, 106b,
106b, 106c,
106c, 351,
351, 352, 353, 354, 356, 357, 358, 358a, 360,
360,
106, 106a,
18, 106,
381, 382, 384,
365, 372, 373,
373, 377, 377c,
377c, 378, 379, 380,
380, 380b, 381,
384, 386, 387,
364, 365,
393, 394, 396,
396, 397, 398, 399, 399a,
399a, 399b
399b (a),
(a), 399b
399b
392, 393,
391, 392,
389, 391,
388, 389,
(b),
399b (c),
399b (d),
(b), 399c (c),
(c), 399d,
399d, 400,
(a), 399c (b),
(d), 399c (a),
(c), 399b
(b), 399b
413, 414, and 415;
401,
411, 412, 413,
415;
409, 410, 411,
402, 403, 404, 405, 408, 409,
401, 402,
Sections
1228, 1229),
1229),
2, 5,
5, 6, and 7, Act of March 2, 1907 (34 Stat. 1228,
Sections 2,
as
section 2, Act of May 24,
24, 1934 (48 Stat. 797; U. S. C.,
amended by section
as amended
title 8,
8, secs. 8, 16, and 17);
17) ;
Sections 74
March 4, 1909 (35
(35 Stat. 11021102inclusive, Act of March
81, inclusive,
74 to 81,
Sections
143, inclusive);
136 and 137 to 143,
inclusive) ;
title 18, secs. 135
C., title
1103; U. S. C.,
section 1, Act of August 22, 1912 (37
(37 Stat. 356;
356;
That portion of section
11),,reading as follows:
U. S.
follows:
S. C., title 8, sec. 11)
U.
hereafter deserts the military
"SEc.
military
"SEC. 1998. That every person who hereafter
enrolled,
or
service of the United
United States
States,? or who, being duly enrolled,
naval service
or naval
departs
which he is enrolled,
enrolled, or goes
goes
jurisdiction of the district in which
the jurisdiction
departs the
beyond the .limits of the United States, with intent to avoid any draft
lawfully ordered,
into the military
military or naval service,
service, lawfully
ordered, shall be liable
to
all the
penalties and
forfeitures of section nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
and forfeitures
the penalties
to all
ninety-six of the Revised
Revised Statutes of the United States:
States: Provided,
Provided,
ninety-six
That
section nineteen hundred
hundred
That the provisions of this section and said section
and
apply to any person
person hereafter
hereafter deserting
deserting
ninety-six shall not apply
and ninety-six
the military
services of the United States
States in time
time of
of
or naval
naval services
military or
the
peace: ** ***;
*77 .
peace:
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So much
much of
section 1,
chapter 79 (40 Stat.
October 6, 1917, chapter
of October
Act of
1, Act
of section
So
376;
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
39, sec.
324), as
follows: "Provided
"Provided furfurreads as follows:
as reads
sec. 324),
title 39,
376; U.
ther,
matter, of
class, relating to naturalization,
naturalization,
whatever class,
of whatever
mail matter,
all mail
That all
ther, That
to
including
papers required
required by law
law or regulation
regulation to be sent to
duplicate papers
including duplicate
the
of Naturalization
Naturalization by
by clerks
courts,
State or Federal courts,
of State
clerks of
Bureau of
the Bureau
NaturalizaBureau of Naturalizaaddressed
to the
Department of Justice, or the Bureau
the Department
addressed to
tion,
any official
official thereof,
and indorsed
indorsed 'Official
'Official Business', shall
thereof, and
or to
to any
tion, or
be
transmitted free
free of
postage, and
if necessary,
registered mail if
by registered
and by
of postage,
be transmitted
and so
so marked:
further, That if any person
person shall make use
Provided further,
marked: Provided
and
of
postage or registry fee on
of postage
payment of
avoid payment
to avoid
indorsement to
such indorsement
of such
his
private letter,
letter, package,
matter in the mail, the
other matter
package, or other
her private
or her
his or
a
person so
so offending
be guilty
misdemeanor and subject to a
of aamisdemeanor
guilty of
shall be
offending shall
person
competent jurisdiction.";
fine of
of $300,
be prosecuted
prosecuted in
jurisdiction.";
in any court of competent
to be
$300, to
fine
paragraph of secSection
1, last
last proviso
of section
and second paragraph
section 2, and
proviso of
Section 1,
tion 3,
Act of
9, 1918
1918 (40
(40 Stat.
548), as amended
amended
Stat. 542-546, 547, 548),
May 9,
of May
3, Act
tion
by section
section 6
(c), (d),
(d), Act
March 2,
2, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat. 1514)
1514) ;;Act of
of March
Act of
6 (c),
by
June 21,
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 791)
(a), 3, and 10, Act of
and sections 22 (a),
791);;and
21, 1930
June
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V.
88U.S.
May
25, 1932
1932 (47
165-166; U. S. C., title 8, secs. 18, 354, 377, §
Stat. 165-166;
(47 Stat.
May 25,
388.
1388.
378,
384, 387,
388, 389,
389, 391,
391, 392,
405) ;
395, 403, and 405);
394, 395,
393, 394,
392, 393,
387, 388,
378, 384,
Proviso to second
second paragraph
paragraph of section 4, chapter
chapter XII, Act of
Proviso
July
9, 1918,
1918, chapter
143 (40
(40 Stat.
Stat. 885;
C., title 8, sec.
sec. 366);
366) ;
885; U. S. C.,
chapter 143
July 9,
Second
to section
1, Act
of August
August 31,
31, 1918,
1918, chapter
chapter 166
Act of
section 1,
proviso to
Second proviso
(40 Stat. 955);
955) ;
(40
Act
1919, chapter
chapter 95 (41 Stat. 350; U. S. C., title
6, 1919,
November 6,
of November
Act of
8,
3);;
8, sec.
sec. 3)
Sections
2, 3,
1021September 22, 1922 (42 Stat. 1021of September
Act of
4, Act
and 4,
3, and
1, 2,
Sections 1,
1022)
sections 11. and 2, Act of July 3, 1930 (46 Stat.
by sections
amended by
as amended
1022);;as
1511-1512);;and
854) ; section
4, Act
Act of
March 3,
(46 Stat.
Stat 1511-1512)
1931 (46
3, 1931
of March
section 4,
854);
U. S.
V.
88U.
8. C., Supp. V,
section
May 24,
24, 1934
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 797; U. S. C., title 8, secs. §
of May
Act of
4, Act
section 4,
368.
§368.
367, 368,
369, and 369a);
369a) ;
368, 368a, 369,
367,
399a);;
Act of
of June
June 8,
(44 Stat.
Stat. 709;
U. S.
S. C., title 8, sec. 399a)
709; U.
1926 (44
8, 1926
Act
Section 4,
4, Act
Act of
of February
February 25,
25, 1927
1927 (44
(44 Stat.
title
S. C., title
1235; U. S.
Stat. 1235;
Section
8, sec.
sec. 358a)
358a);;
8,
Act
of March
1929, chapter
chapter 536
536 (45
1512-1516) (except
(except
Stat. 1512-1516)
(45 Stat.
2, 1929,
March 2,
Act of
4, 5,
sec.
6
(e),
and
sec.
7
(b)
)
;
as
amended
or
added
sections
5,
by
to
added
or
amended
as
(b));
7
sec.
and
sec. 6 (e),
and
6, Act
of May
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
and sections
sections 1,
3,
2, 3,
1, 2,
165-166);;and
Stat. 165-166)
25, 1932
May 25,
Act of
and 6,
8U.S. C.. Supp.
V.
Supp.V,
8U.S.C.,
8,
title
4,
and
6,
Act
of
April
19,
1934
(48
Stat.
597-598;
U.
C.,
8,
VI
379, 382,
382, 388,
388,
I§§106e,
06l, 379,
S.
U.
597-598;
Stat.
(48
1934
19,
April
of
4, and 6, Act
399b.
secs. 106a,
106a, 106b,
106b, 106c,
106c, 356,
356, 377b,
377b, 377c,
377c, 379
379, 380a,
380a, 380b,
380b, 382,
382, 388,
388, 399b
399b 399b.
secs.
399d,
(c),
399c
(b),
(a),
399b
(b),
3
99
b
(c),
399
b
(d),
399
c
(a),
(a),
399c
(b),
(c),
399d,
399c
(d),
(a), 399b (b), 399b (c), 399b
399e,
and 402);
402) ;
399e, and
8
S. C., Supp.
V.
Supp.V,
8 U. S.C.,
Section 1,
Act of
of March
March 4,
4, 1929
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1545;
1545; U.
U. S.
8, I373.
title 8,
C., title
S. C.,
§373.
1929 (45
1, Act
Section
sec. 373);
373) ;
sec.
Act of
1930 (46
S. C.,
C., title
sec. 18);
18) ;
8, sec.
title 8,
U. S.
791; U.
Stat. 791;
(46 Stat.
21, 1930
June 21,
of June
Act
Section 2,
of July
1930 (46
(46 Stat.
Stat. 854;
854; U.
U. S.
C., title
title 8,
8, sec.
sec.
S. C.,
3, 1930
July 3,
Act of
2, Act
Section

369)
369); ;
Act of
of February
February 11,
Stat. 1087;
S. C.,
8, sec.
366a) ;
sec. 366a);
title 8,
C., title
U. S.
1087; U.
(46 Stat.
1931 (46
11, 1931
Act
Act
of
March
3,
1931
(46
Stat.
1511-1512)
(except
section
44 (b),
section
(except
1511-1512)
Stat.
(46
1931
3,
Act of March
thereof) (U.
S. C.,
8, secs.
372a, 396,
396, and
397); ;
and 397)
9, 372a,
secs. 9,
title 8,
C., title
(U. S.
thereof)
Sections
3, 4, 6,
9, and
and 10,
25, 1932
(47 Stat.
Stat. 165-166);
165-166) ;
1932 (47
May 25,
of May
Act of
10, Act
6, 8,
8,9,
2,3,4,
Sections 2,
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
88U. S.
as
amended by
2, Act
Act of
April 19,
19, 1934
Stat. 597;
597; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., §388.
M388.
(48 Stat.
1934 (48
of April
section 2,
by section
as amended
title 8,
secs. 356
356 (a),
(a), 377,
377, 377b,
377b, 384,
and 399b
(c)); ;
399b (c))
(b), and
399b (b),
388, 399b
384, 388,
8, secs.
title
8U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
8U.
Act of
of April
19, 1934
(48 Stat.
597-598; U.
U. S.
title 8,
8, secs.
secs. 106a
106a §§
399b.
§§106a, 399b.
C., title
S. C.,
Stat. 597-598;
1934 (48
April 19,
Act
(b), 380a,
399b (a),
399h (c),
(c), 399c
(a), 399f,
399f, and
and 402);
402) ;
399c (a),
(b), 399b
399b (b),
(a), 399b
380a, 399b
(b),
V,
U. 8.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
88U.
Sections 1,
2, 3,
and 4.
Act of
of May
24, 1934
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 797;
797; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., §368.
§368.
May 24,
4, Act
3, and
1, 2,
Sections
title
8, secs.
secs. 6,8,17a,
6, 8, 1.7a, and
and 368);
368) ;and
and
title 8,
Second proviso
to Act
Stat. 1245,
1245, ch.
ch. 845;
845;
(48 Stat.
1934 (48
27, 1934
June 27,
of June
Act of
proviso to
Second
U. S.
C., title
title 48,
733b) ;
sec. 733b);
48, sec.
S. C.,
U.
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PUBLIC
CHS .876,
877-OCT.14,
1940
14, 1940
876, 877-OCT.
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS-
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Act
June 24,
1935, chapter
chapter 288
288 (49
(49 Stat. 395);
395) ;
24,1935,
of June
Act of
397);
Act
of
June
21,
1935,
chapter
397) ;
Stat.
(49
290
chapter
24,1935,
June
of
Act
§§
§ 392e-392g.
392e-392g.
Act
of
June
25, 1936, chapter
811
(49
1925-1926)
1925-1926); ;
Stat.
(49
811
chapter
25,1936,
June
of
Act
U. S. C., Supp. V,
88U.S.C.,Supp.V,
1917);
Stat.
(49
Act
of
June
25,
1936,
chapter
801
1917)
;
chapter
§§
382-382a.
25,1936,
§ 382-382a.
June
Act of
8U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
Supp.V,
8U.S.
Section
3,
Act
of
July
30,
1937
Stat.
548)
;
548);
(50
30,1937
July
of
Act
3,
Section
§
9a.
§9a.
8U. S. C., Supp,
V,
Supp.V,
8t.S.C.,
558);;
Act of
August 4,
1937, chapter
chapter 563 (50 Stat. 558)
4,1937,
of August
Act
§388.
§388.
377); ;
Act
May 16,1938,
16, 1938, chapter 225 (52 Stat. 377)
8
S. C., Supp. V,
8 U.
U.S.C.,Supp.V,
of May
Act of
5e.
§§ 5d, 5e.
(52 Stat. 1247) ;;
Joint resolution
resolution of June 29,1938
29, 1938 (52
Joint
8U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
C., Supp.
8U.S.
Act
of
June 20,1939,
20, 1939, chapter
chapter 224
5a-1.
843-844);;
§§5a-1.
(53 Stat. 843-844)
224
June
of
Act
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
88U.
Act of
August
9, 1939, chapter
chapter 610 (53 Stat. 1273)
1273); ;
§
9,1939,
August
of
Act
§ 382.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
Supp. V,
88U.
And
Acts or
parts of
of Acts
of
Acts in conflict with the provisions of
or parts
other Acts
any other
And any
§§ 373,
373, 379, 381.
381.
§§
8
C., Supp.
Supp. V, this
S. C.,
U. S.
8 U.
this Act,
Act, except
except for
purposes
of section 346 of this Act.
purposes
the
for
§§ 382b,
382b, 382c.
382c.
§5
The
provided shall
heretofore
Prior nationality
nationality
shall not terminate nationality heretofore
Prior
herein provided
repeal herein
The repeal
status.
lawfully acquired,
restore nationality
nationality heretofore
heretofore lost under any law
nor restore
acquired, nor
lawfully
of the
United States
States or
any treaty
which the United States may have
treaty to which
or any
the United
of
been
been aaparty.
S
EC. 505.
If any
any provision
this Act
declared
Act shall for any reason be declared
Separability clause.
of this
provision of
Separability
505. If
SEC.
declaration
by
any
court
of
competent
jurisdiction
to
such
declaration
invalid,
be
to
jurisdiction
competent
by any court of
shall
not invalidate
remainder of this Act.
invalidate the remainder
shall not

8
S. C.,
Supp. V,
C., Supp.V,
U.S.
8 U.
§§ 392b-392d.
392b-392d.
§§
8
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
S. C.,
8U.

II
TITLE II
Effective
Effective date.

S
EC. 601.
This Act
Act shall
take effect
from and after ninety days from
effect from
shall take
601. This
SEC.
the
approval.
date of its approval.
the date
Approved,
1940.
October 14, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 877]
877]
[CHAPTER

October 14, 1940
[H. R. 10295]
[Public, No. 854]
[Public,

Navy.
Promotion, etc.,
etc., of
Promotion,
officers.
S. C., Supp.
U. S.
34 U.
(a).
V, §§292 (a).
Selection boards.
Appointment,
Appointment, meetings, composition,
composition, etc.

34 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
§§ 295, 313.
V, §1

S. C., Supp.
34 U. S.
V. §
§294 (a).
V,
34 U. S. C., Supp.
§ 297 (e).
V, §
Recommendations
Recommendations of
line selection
selection board.
34 U. S. C., Supp.
V,
§ 300 (b).
V, §

34 U. S. C., Supp.
404 (f).
V, 65404
(1).

ACT
AN ACT
To amend
the Act
944).
Act of June 23, 1938 (52 Stat. 944).
amend the
To

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the Senate
by the
Be
That the Act of
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
of
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
United States
follows:
944), is hereby
June
hereby amended
amended as follows:
1938 (52 Stat. 944),
23, 1938
June 23,
Section
5, strike
subsection (a)
following:
(a) and substitute the following:
out subsection
strike out
Section 5,
officers for promo"(a)
The board
recommendation of line officers
the recommendation
for the
board for
"(a) The
tion to
to the
captain shall consist of nine
admiral and captain
rear admiral
of rear
grades of
the grades
tion
rear
on the
the active
restricted
list of the line of the Navy, not restricted
active list
admirals on
rear admirals
by
law to
to the
the performance
performance of shore duty only. The board for the
by law
recommendation
of line
for promotion to the grade of comofficers for
line officers
recommendation of
mander
three rear admirals and six captains on the
consist of three
shall consist
mander shall
active
list of
restricted by law to the
the Navy, not restricted
of the
the line of
of the
active list
performance
appointed
of shore duty only. These boards shall be appointed
performance of
year
by
Secretary of the Navy and convened at least once each year
the Secretary
by the
and at
at such
times as
Secretary of the Navy may direct."
the Secretary
as the
such times
and
Section
subsections (a)
(a) and (b), strike out "or who is not
7, in subsections
Section 7,
physically qualified".
qualified".
physically
medical".
Section
(a) ,strike out "other than medical".
subsection (a),
in subsection
8, in
Section 8,
Section
9, strike
out subsection
following:
subsection (f) and substitute the following:
strike out
Section 9,
"(f) All
recommendations of aa line selection board
or recommendations
All reports or
"(f)
concurrence of at least
under any
provision of law shall require the concurrence
any provision
under
two-thirds of the members."
members."
two-thirds
insert
Section 11,
(b) ,at the end of the second proviso insert
subsection (b),
in subsection
11, in
Section
"with
computed as provided in section 12 (b) of this
pay computed
"with retired pay
Act".
Section
change "from" to "to", and
and
subsection (f), in line 55 change
12, subsection
Section 12,
in
"promoted", insert "computed
"computed as provided in subsecafter "promoted",
line 6, after
in line
section".
tion
tion (b) of this section".
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Section 12, strike out subsection
subsection (k) and substitute
substitute the
following:
the following:
"(k) Lieutenant commanders
commanders and lieutenants with date
"(k)
date of rank as
such prior to June 23, 1938, and lieutenants
lieutenants (junior grade)
who on
on
grade) who
carried as additional numbers in grade by
by reason of
that date were carried
of
not having been recommended
recommended for promotion,
at their
promotion, shall, at
their own
own
request, in lieu of honorable discharge as provided in subsection
(c)
subsection (c)
of this section, be retired on June 30 of the fiscal year in which they
they
fail of selection as best
the second
second time
time or
on June
of the
best fitted the
or on
June 30
30 of
the
fiscal year in which
which they complete the period
period of
of service
service designated
designated
in the Act of March
March 3, 1931, as amended (U. S. C., title 34, Supp.
III, sees.
286i), whichever
secs. 286a and 286i),
be later
retired
whichever date
date shall
shall be
later with
with retired
pay computed
computed as
of this
this section:
Proas provided
provided in
in subsection
subsection (b)
(b) of
section: Provided, That any officer retained
retained on the active list
pursuant to
to this
list pursuant
this
subsection
consideration for
subsection shall be ineligible for consideration
promotion by
by subsubfor promotion
sequent selection boards:
boards: Provided
Provided further,
That lieutenants
lieutenants who
who
further, That
served
served in the Navy or Naval
Reserve Force
Force prior
to November
November 12,
Naval Reserve
prior to
12,
1918, and who shall have
than twenty-one
have completed not
not less
less than
twenty-one years
years
of service,
subsequent to June 23, 1938, have been
service, and who subsequent
shall
been or shall
hereafter
hereafter be retired under
under any provision
provision of law,
be advanced
law, shall
shall be
advanced
to the grade of lieutenant commander
the retired
retired list
list effective
commander on
on the
effective
from date of
retirement with the
the retired
of retirement
retired pay
pay of
of that
that grade."
grade."
Section 14, in line 9
after "grade"
"with
9 of
of subsection (a),
(a), after
"grade' insert
insert "with
probationary appointments".
appointments".
probationary
Approved, October
October 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CH
APT ER 878]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

special agents
To empower
empower and authorize
authorize special
employees of
the Diviagents and
and such
such other
other employees
of the
DiviInvestigations, Department of the
sion of Investigations,
the Interior,
are designated
by the
the
Interior, as
as are
designated by
Secretary of the Interior
purpose, to administer
Secretary
Interior for that purpose,
oaths in
in the
administer oaths
the performperformance
of their
official duties.
duties.
ance of
their official

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of America
America in
in Congress
That special
special agents
agents
the Division
Division of
of Investigations,
and such
such other employees
employees of
of the
Investigations, DepartDepartment of
States, as
designated by
by the
the
of the Interior
Interior of the United
United States,
as are
are designated
Secretary
for that
and emSecretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior for
that purpose,
purpose, are
are authorized
authorized and
empowered to
to or
take from
from any
powered
to administer
administer to
or take
any person
person an
an oath,
oath, affirmation,
affirmation
affidavit, or
or deposition
the performance
performance of
affidavit,
deposition whenever
whenever necessary
necessary in
in the
of
their official
official duties.
duties. Any
such oath,
affidavit, or
depositheir
Any such
oath, affirmation,
affirmation, affidavit,
or deposition administered
or taken
taken by
by or
before aaspecial
agent or
other
tion
administered or
or before
special agent
or such
such other
employee of
the Division
Division of
the Inemployee
of the
of Investigations,
Investigations, Department
Department of
of the
Interior, designated
designated by
Secretary of
of the
the Interior,
Interior, when
certified
terior,
by the
the Secretary
when certified
under his
have like
and effect
as if
administered or
or
under
his hand,
hand, shall
shall have
like force
force and
effect as
if administered
taken before
before an
an officer
officer having
taken
having a
a seal.
seal.
Approved,
October 14,
14, 1940.
Approved, October
1940.

34 U. S.
S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V, §
§ 404 (k).
Retirement of desRetirement
officers.
ignated officers.

46 Stat. 1483.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Ineligibility for promotion.
Advancement
of
Advancement of
lieutenants
lieutenants with specified service.

34 U.
0, Supp.
T. S. C.,
V, §
§405.

October 14,
14, 1940
October
1940
[S. 2627]
[8.
2627]
[Public, No.
No. 855]
855]

Division of Investigations, Department
Department
of Interior.
Special agents
agents empowered to administer
administer
oaths, etc.

Validity.

[CHAPTER 879]
879]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Authorizing
arrangements in the transportation
Authorizing special arrangements
transportation of mail within the
Territory
Territory of Alaska.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
States of
That whenever
whenever
required
Postmaster General,
General, any
air carrier
carrier authorized
the
required by
by the
the Postmaster
any air
authorized by
by the
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority
Authority under
under title
title IV
the Civil
Aeronautics
Civil
IV of
of the
Civil Aeronautics
Act
1938 to
to engage
in the
transportation of
of mail
mail in
the Territory
Act of
of 1938
engage in
the transportation
in the
Territory
of
Alaska shall,
shall, within
the limits
limits of
in
of Alaska
within the
of such
such authorization,
authorization, transport,
transport, in

October
1840
October 14,
14, 1940
(H. R.
B. 9851]
9851]
[H.
[Public, No. 856]

Alaska.
Transportation
Transportation
mail by aircraft.

of

52 Stat. 987-1005.
40 U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
V,
1¢ 481-496.
481-496.
V, §§

1176
39
39 U. S. C. §§ 463;
Supp. V, §
463.
§ 463.
Supp.

Payment to carrier;
carrier;
rates.
rates.

Special
Special arrangements in certain cases.

Contracts.

52 Stat.
990, 1005.
Stat. 990,
52
S. C., Supp.
49 U. S.
V,
(1), 496.
481 (1),
§§ 481
V, §§

Cancelation.
Cancelation.

Rates of postage.

payment
Funds for payment
of services.

PUBLIC LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.879,
879, 884—OCT.
14, 15, 1940
1940
884-OCT. 14,
PUBLIC

addition to
to mail
on which
which postage
postage shall
shall have been
been paid at the rate
mail on
addition
as amended, any
provided
by
the
Act
of
June
12,
1934
(48
933),
933),
Stat.
(48
1934
12,
June
of
Act
provided by the
other classes
of mail
mail bearing
bearing the
postage for its .respecrespecappropriate postage
the appropriate
classes of
other
tive class,
and the
the Postmaster
General is authorized
authorized to require such
such
Postmaster General
class, and
tive
transportation. The
compensation to be
carrier
be paid such carrier
of compensation
rates of
The rates
transportation.
for
transportation of
of all
mail shall
be fixed
fixed by
Aeroby the Civil Aeroshall be
all mail
the transportation
for the
nautics
Authority
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
Civil
the
of
provisions
the
with
accordance
in
nautics Authority
Aeronautics Act
approved June 23, 1938 (52
(52 Stat. 973).
973).
1938, approved
of 1938,
Act of
Aeronautics
When
in the
the opinion
General the
needs of
the Postal
of the
the needs
Postmaster General
the Postmaster
of the
opinion of
When in
Territory
Service
require
the
transportation
of
mail
by
aircraft
Territory
the
in
aircraft
by
mail
of
transportation
the
require
Service
of Alaska,
Alaska, where
where no
mail by
been
aircraft has been
by aircraft
of mail
transportation of
no transportation
of
the
of
IV
title
authorized
by
the
Civil
Aeronautics
Authority
under
Authority
Aeronautics
Civil
the
by
authorized
Civil
Aeronautics
Act
of
1938,
the
Postmaster
General,
notwithstandnotwithstandCivil Aeronautics Act of 1938, the Postmaster General,
ing
any other
other provision
provision of
of law,
law, is
to contract for the carauthorized to
is authorized
ing any
riage
of all
all classes
classes of
of mail
bearing the
the appropriate
appropriate postage for its
mail bearing
riage of
respective class
class by
aircraft after
after advertisement
advertisement in accordance
accordance with
by aircraft
respective
law. The
mail under
under contracts
contracts entered into under
of mail
transportation of
The transportation
law.
this
(1) and 416 (b) of the Civil
sections 401 (1)
for sections
except for
not, except
shall not,
Act shall
this Act
Aeronautics
Act
of
1938,
be
deemed
to
"air transportation"
transportation" as that
"air
be
to
deemed
be
1938,
of
Act
Aeronautics
term
is defined
Act of 1938, and the rates
Aeronautics Act
Civil Aeronautics
the Civil
in the
defined in
term is
of compensation
compensation for
transportation of mail shall not be fixed
fixed
such transportation
for such
of
under
that Act.
Act. The
The Postmaster
Postmaster General
General shall transmit
transmit aa copy of
under that
each
contract made
pursuant to
this Act to the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics
to this
made pursuant
each contract
Authority
the time
time it
is let.
canceled
such contract shall be canceled
Any such
let. Any
it is
at the
Authority at
upon the
issuance by
Authority of an authorizaauthorizaAeronautics Authority
Civil Aeronautics
the Civil
by the
the issuance
upon
tion under
IV of the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Act
Act of 1938
1938 to any
any
title IV
said title
under said
tion
air carrier
carrier to
engage in
the transportation
aircraft between
between
transportation of mail by aircraft
in the
to engage
air
any of
named in
in such
contract. That the Postmaster
Postmaster Gensuch contract.
points named
the points
of the
any
eral in
postage for the mails carried,
carried, or
or
the postage
fix the
may fix
discretion, may
his discretion,
in his
eral
rates
at
any
part
thereof,
by
aircraft
to,
from,
or
within
Alaska,
rates not
within
or
from,
to,
any part thereof, by aircraft
exceeding
case 30
30 cents
ounce or 15 cents per half ounce,
per ounce
cents per
any case
in any
exceeding in
of law.
provision
notwithstanding
any
other
provision
law.
notwithstanding any
Sac.
services pursuant
pursuant to contracts entered
entered into by
by
Payment for services
2. Payment
SEC. 2.
be made
shall
the
Postmaster
General
under
authority
of
this
made from
Act
this
the Postmaster General under authority of
service in Alaska.
the
appropriation for star route service
the appropriation
1940.
14,
Approved,
October
1940.
October
Approved,
[C HAPTER 884]
8841
[CHAPTER

October 15,
15, 1940
October
[S.
[8. 3612]
857]
[Public, No. 8571

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

To
authorize the
the Secretary
accept, as loans,
loans, from States and political
political
War to accept,
Secretary of War
To authorize
prosecution of authorsubdivisions thereof,
funds to
to be
be immediately
used in the
the prosecution
immediately used
thereof, funds
subdivisions
purposes.
ized
flood-control work, and for other purposes.
ized flood-control

Representatives of the
Be
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That whenever
whenever any
any
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
State
or political
political subdivision
subdivision thereof
thereof shall offer to advance
advance funds for
State or
project duly
adopted and authorized
authorized by law the Secreduly adopted
flood-control project
aaflood-control
tary of
his discretion,
discretion, receive
receive such funds
funds and expend the
in his
may in
War may
of War
tary
Secretary of
Repayment.
same
in
the
immediate
prosecution
such
The Secretary
work.
Repayment.
of
prosecution
immediate
same in the
War is
authorized and
and directed
repay without
without interest, from approapprodirected to repay
is authorized
War
flood-control work,
priations
which may
be provided
provided by Congress
Congress for flood-control
may be
priations which
however, That no
Proviso.
Proviso.
the moneys
moneys so
contributed and expended:
expended: Provided,
Provided, however,
so contributed
the
Restriction on reRestriction
the purpose
for
repayment
of
funds
which
be
contributed
purpose of
contributed
may
payment.
payment.
repayment of funds which
50 Stat. 518.
imposed
meeting
any
conditions
of
local
cooperation
imposed
by
Congress,
or
cooperation
local
of
conditions
any
meeting
C., Supp.V,
Supp.V,
33 U. S.. C.,
under
the authority
authority of
of section
section 55of
of the
the Flood Control
Control Act approved
approved
701h.
§§701h.
under the
June
1936, as amended, shall be made.
June 22, 1936,
Approved,
Approved, October 15, 1940.

Flood-control projFlood-control
ects.
Acceptance of State
Acceptance
funds for.

34 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]

1177
1177

76TH
3D SESS
.—CHS.885, 886—OCT.
1940
SESS.-CHS.
886-OCT. 15, 1940
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[CHAPTER 885]

AN ACT
ACT

October 15, 1940
[S.
42751
[S. 4275]
[Public, No. &58]
858]
[Public,

To increase
increase the authorized
authorized numbers of warrant
warrant officers
officers and enlisted men in the
and for other purposes.
purposes.
Planter Service, and
Mine Planter
Army Mine

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
the
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
hereafter the
United States
America in,
Congress assembled,
That hereafter
the
assembled, That
in Congress
States of
of America
United
authorized
personnel of
of the
Mine Planter
Service shall
shall comcomthe Army
Army Mine
Planter Service
authorized personnel
prise, for
planter in
in service
under construction,
construction,
or under
service or
mine planter
each Army
Army mine
prise,
for each
first mate,
second mate,
mate, one chief engineer,
engineer, one
one. master,
master, one first
mate, one second
who shall be
assistant
engineer, and
engineer, who
and one second assistant engineer,
assistant engineer,
warrant officers
and holding
holding their
at the
the discrediscretheir offices
offices at
officers appointed
appointed by
by and
warrant
tion of
of War,
War, and
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Coast
Coast
and such
such enlisted
tion
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Artillery Corps
Secretary of
prescribe from time
time to
Artillery
Corps as the Secretary
of War shall prescribe
time: Provided,
the maximum
maximum authorized
numbers of
of warrant
warrant
time:
Provided, That
That the
authorized numbers
hereby
officers and
enlisted men
of the
the Coast
Artillery Corps
Corps are
are hereby
Coast Artillery
men of
and enlisted
officers
increased by
of additional
additional warrant
warrant officers
officers and
and enlisted
enlisted
increased
by the
the numbers
numbers of
further, That when the
Provided further,
men authorized
authorized by
section: Provided
by this
this section:
men
number of
mine planters
planters in
service and under
under construction
construction
in service
of Army
Army mine
number
exceeds fourteen,
fourteen, the
the Secretary
Secretary of War
discretion, and
and
his discretion,
War may, in his
exceeds
to such
such extent
as he
may deem
make temporary
appointments
temporary appointments
deem proper,
proper, make
he may
to
extent as
of the
the additional
officers required
required for
additional mine
for the
the additional
warrant officers
of
additional warrant
Army Mine
planters:
Provided further,
members of
the Army
Mine Planter
of the
That members
further, That
planters: Provided
Service
temporary warrant
warrant officers
officers shall,
shall, while serving
appointed as
as temporary
Service appointed
as such,
the rank,
pay, allowances,
allowances, and
and retirement
retirement privileges
privileges of
rank, pay,
as
such, have
have the
the
grade and
and ratings
which they
are temporarily
temporarily appointed,
appointed, and
and
to which
they are
the grade
ratings to
warrant officers
upon termination
termination of
temporary appointments
appointments as warrant
of their
their temporary
upon
were appointed,
appointed, without
shall revert
to the
they were
without
which they
from which
grades from
the grades
revert to
shall
loss
credit for
for continuous
service, or
or any other right or
continuous service,
loss of
of seniority,
seniority, credit
privilege,
by reason
reason of
of their
service as
as temporary
officers:
warrant officers:
temporary warrant
their service
privilege, by
allowances
rank, pay, and allowances
the relative
And
provided further,
And provided
further, That
That the
relative rank,
be as
of warrant
warrant officers
Planter Service
shall be
as now
now
Service shall
Mine Planter
Army Mine
of the
the Army
officers of
of
warrant officer
prescribed by
officer second assistant
assistant engineers
engineers shall
and warrant
law, and
by law,
prescribed
receive pay
allowances, and
be entitled
privileges as now
other privileges
entitled to other
and be
pay and
and allowances,
receive
prescribed by
law for
while aboard
aboard
mates, and
and while
second mates,
officer second
for warrant
warrant officer
by law
prescribed
their
vessels shall
shall take
immediately below
below warrant
warrant officer
second
officer second
rank immediately
take rank
their vessels
mates.
mates.
Approved, October
October 15,
1940.
15, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 886]
[CHAPTER

A
A( .T
AN
ACT
-'~
-_e

Army Mne Planter
in person-

nelautho zed.

Provisos.
Pota'iseo
Artillery
Coast Artillery

corps,
Corps, increase.
increase.

TemporaryappointTemporaryappointments.

ments

Rank,
Rank,
serving.

etc., while
while
etc.,

rving.
Reversion to
to former
grade upon termination of temporary
temporary
appointment.

reversion

former

appointment

Relative rank,
rank, pay,
pay,
Relative
allowances of warand allowances
rant officers.

ffi c secWarrant officer
ond assistant
assistant engineers.

Warranto
neers.

•

To provide
provide for
of certain
certain local
protection works
works at
at East
East Hartford,
Hartford,
local protection
completion of
for the
the completion
To
Connecticut.
Connecticut.

Army Mine Planter
Service.
Increase
Increase in personnel authorized.
r

-_

er see-

October
1940
October 15,
15, 1940
IS. 4362]
I. 4362]
[Public, No.
No. 859]
8.59]

[Public,

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
and House
by the
the Senate
Be
it enacted
Hartford,
East Hartford,
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the comprecompre- Conn.
Conn.
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
Flood-control plan
plan
Flood-control
hensive plan
flood control
control in
Connecticut River
River Basin
pro- modified.
Basin proin the
the Connecticut
plan for
for flood
hensive
modified.
vided
in the
Act entitled
the construction
construction
authorizing the
Act authorizing
"An Act
entitled "An
the Act
for in
vided for
of
certain public
works on
and harbors
harbors for
for flood
flood control,
control, and
and
on rivers
rivers and
public works
of certain
Stat. 1216.
1216.
52 Stat.
for other
approved June
June 28,
modified to
to
33 U.S.
U. S. C.,Supp.
V,
C.,Supp.V,
is hereby
hereby modified
28, 1938,
1938, is
purposes", approved
for
other purposes",
§
701f
(note).
(note).
include
local protection
works at
East Hartford,
Hartford, Connecticut,
Connecticut, §
at East
protection works
the local
include the
recommended
the Chief
Chief of
Engineers in
in House
Document NumNumHouse Document
of Engineers
by the
recommended by
Appropriation auAppropriation
bered
653, Seventy-sixth
session; and
there is
thorized.
is hereby
hereby thorized.
and there
third session;
Congress, third
Seventy-sixth Congress,
bered 653,
authorized
for the
of the
the said
said works
works
the completion
completion of
to be
be appropriated
appropriated for
authorized to
the
sum of
$1,640,000.
of $1,640,000.
the sum
Approved,
15, 1940.
1940.
October 15,
Approved, October
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[
CHAPTER 887]
887]
[CHAPTER

October
1040
15, 1940
October 15,
[H.
R. 9654]
9654
[HeR.

[Public, No.
No. 860]
860]
[Public,

Sugar
of 1937,
1937,
Act of
Sugar Act
amendment.
amendment.
50
Stat. 916.
50 Stat.
7
S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
7 U.
U.S.C.,
1183 (note).
(note).
§§1183
Termination
of
Termination of
powers
Secretary;
powers of Secretary;
exception.
exception.
50 Stat.
Stat. 909-912.
909-912.
50
S. C.,
V,
Supp. V,
C., Supp.
77U.
U. S.
§§
1131-1137.
§§ 1131-1137.

53 Stat. 429.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN
AN ACT

To extend,
extend, for
for an
an additional
year, the
Sugar Act of 1937 and the
the Sugar
of the
provisions of
the provisions
additional year,
To
to sugar.
taxes
respect to
taxes with respect

the
Be
enacted by
Senate and
of the
Representatives of
of Representatives
House of
and House
the Senate
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 513
of America
United States
of the
the Sugar
Sugar Act
(relating to
to termination
powers of
of the
of powers
termination of
1937 (relating
of 1937
Act of
of
Secretary
of Agriculture
the Sugar
amended to read
is amended
Act) is
Sugar Act)
under the
Agriculture under
Secretary of
as follows:
Act shall
"SEc. 513.
The powers
Secretary under
this Act
under this
the Secretary
in the
vested in
powers vested
513. The
"SEC.
terminate on
Secretary shall
except that the Secretary
1941, except
31, 1941,
December 31,
on December
terminate
under programs
have power
to make
make payments
payments under
programs
III under
title III
under title
power to
have
years."
applicable to
to the
the crop
year 1941
1941 and
and previous
previous crop years."
crop year
applicable
SEC. 2
Section 3508
the Internal
to
Revenue Code (relating to
Internal Revenue
of the
3508 of
2.: Section
SEC.
termination of
Sugar Act)
amended to read as
is amended
Act) is
the Sugar
under the
taxes under
of taxes
termination
follows:
follows:
"SEC.3508. TERMINATION
TAXES.
TERMINATION OF TAXES.
"SEC.

"No
shall be
be imposed
imposed under
chapter on the manufacture,
manufacture,
under this chapter
tax shall
"No tax
1942."
30,
after
use,
or
importation
of
sugar
after
June
1942."
sugar
of
importation
or
use,
S
EC. 3.
Section 503
of the
Sugar Act
1937 (relating to payments
of 1937
Act of
the Sugar
503 of
3. Section
SEc.
to
of the
Philippine Islands) is amended by
the Philippine
Commonwealth of
the Commonwealth
to the
striking
out "June
30, 1941"
thereof "June 30,
inserting in lieu thereof
1941" and inserting
"June 30,
striking out
1942".
1942".
SEG. 4.
(b) of
of section
section 207
the Sugar Act of 1937
of the
207 of
Subsection (b)
4. Subsection
SEc.
50 Stat. 908.
908.
7
T.T. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
7 U.S.
(relating to
to direct-consumption
sugar from
Puerto Rico) is amended
amended
Puerto
from
sugar
direct-consumption
(relating
§1117
(b).
1117 (b).
adding at
the end
thereof the
following new
new sentence:
Direct-consumption by
sentence: "This subDirect-consumption
the following
end thereof
at the
adding
by
for Puerto
Puerto Rico.
quota for
section is
extended so
not more
more than one hundred and
and
that not
so that
hereby extended
is hereby
section
twenty-six
thousand
and
thirty-three
short
tons, raw
raw value,
of the
value, of
tons,
short
thirty-three
and
twenty-six thousand
calendar year may be filled by
quota
Puerto Rico for any calendar
quota for Puerto
direct-consumption
sugar:
Prowled, however,
the amount
amount of
That the
however, That
Proviso.
Proviso.
sugar: Provided,
direct-consumption
Amount for calencalenAmount
for the
said
quota
which
may
be
filled
by
direct-consumption
sugar
direct-consumption
by
filled
be
may
which
quota
said
dar
dar year 1940.
calendar year
shall not
not be
less than
than the
the quantity
of directquantity of
be less
1940 shall
year 1940
calendar
consumption
Puerto Rico
Rico actually
brought into the conactually brought
from Puerto
sugar from
consumption sugar
therein, after December
tinental United
United States,
December 31,
consumption therein,
for consumption
States, for
tinental
of this
enactment
1939,
and
up
to
and
including
the
date
of
the
enactment
the
of
date
the
including
and
to
up
and
1939,
amendatory
sentence."
amendatory sentence."
50
50 Stat. 907.
Sugar Act of 1937
S
EC. 5.
of section
207 of
1937
the Sugar
of the
section 207
(a) of
Subsection (a)
5. Subsection
SEC.
7
U. S.
S. C., Supp. V,
7 U.
by
(relating
direct-consumption sugar
sugar from
from Hawaii)
is amended
amended by
Hawaii) is
§1117
(a).
1117 (a).
to direct-consumption
(relating to
Direct-consumption
Direct-consumption
sentence:
adding
at
the
end
thereof the
the following
following new
sentence: "This subsecnew
thereof
end
the
at
adding
quota
Hawaii.
quota for Hawaii.
twenty-nine thousand
tion
hereby extended
that not
than twenty-nine
more than
not more
so that
extended so
is hereby
tion is
for
six
hundred and
and sixteen
sixteen short
short tons,
tons, raw
raw value,
value, of
the quota
quota for
of the
six hundred
direct-consumption
by
Hawaii
for
any
calendar
year
may
be
filled
by
direct-consumption
filled
be
may
year
calendar
any
for
Hawaii
Proviso.
Proviso.
sugar: Provided,
however, That
amount of
of said
said quota
quota which
which may
may
the amount
That the
Provided, however,
sugar:
Amount for calenAmount
shall
be filled
filled by
by direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar
the calendar
calendar year
1940 shall
year 1940
dar year 1940.
for the
sugar for
be
not
less than
than the
the quantity
quantity of
of direct-consumption
direct-consumption sugar from Hawaii
Hawaii
be less
not be
United States, for consumpactually
brought into
into the
the continental
continental United
consumpactually brought
including the
tion therein,
therein, after
after December
December 31,
up to
and including
to and
and up
1939, and
31, 1939,
tion
sentence."
this amendatory
date of
of the
amendatory sentence,"
enactment of this
the enactment
date
Approved, October
1940.
October 15, 1940.
Approved,

No tax to
to be imNo
posed
after June 30,
posed after
1942.
50
915.
Stat. 915.
50 Stat.
48U.
S. C.,Supp. V,
48U. S.
§
1007a.
§1007a.
Philippine Islands,
Islands,
Philippine
payments.
payments.

[CHAPTER 888]
8881
[CHAPTER
October 17, 1940
October
[S. 4270]
[S.
[Public, No. 861]
861]
[Public,

Soldiers' and SailSoldiers'
ors' Civil Relief Act
Act
of
1910.
of 1940.

ACT
AN ACT

enforcement of
defense by suspending enforcement
To
and strengthen
national defense
strengthen the national
promote and
To promote
certain
civil liabilities
of certain
certain persons serving in the Military and Naval
liabilities of
certain civil
Establishments, including
including the Coast
Coast Guard.
Establishments,

the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
United States
assembled, That this Act may
Congress assembled,
America in Congress
of Amerka
States of
United
be cited as the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940.

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]
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ARTICLE I-GENERAL
I—GENERAL PROVIsIONS
PROVISIONS
ARTICLE

the
SEc.
for, strengthen,
strengthen, and expedite the
provide for,
to provide
order to
In order
100. In
SEC. 100.
national defense
defense under
emergent conditions
are threatening
threatening
which are
conditions which
the emergent
under the
national
to enable the United
the peace
and security
of the
the United
States and to
United
United States
security of
peace and
the
national
States the
the more
more successfully
successfully to
fulfill the
the requirements
requirements of the national
to fulfill
States
defense, provision
provision is
is hereby
hereby made
to suspend
enforcement of civil
civil
suspend enforcement
made to
defense,
liabilities,
certain cases,
cases, of
of persons
persons in the military service of the
in certain
liabilities, in
United States
States in
in order
order to
to enable
persons to
to devote their entire
such persons
enable such
United
energy to
to the
defense needs
needs of
of the
the Nation,
Nation, and to this end the followthe defense
energy
ing
for the
the temporary
temporary suspension of legal promade for
are made
provisions are
ing provisions
ceedings
and transactions
transactions which
which may
may prejudice
prejudice the civil rights of
ceedings and
persons
in
such
service
during
the
period
herein specified
specified over which
which
herein
period
the
during
service
such
persons in
this Act
Act remains
remains in force.
this
SEC.
"persons in
service" and the term
military service"
in military
term "persons
The term
(1) The
101. (1)
SEC. 101—
"persons
military service
service of
of the
United States",
States", as
as used
in this
used in
the United
the military
in the
"persons in
members
All
Act,
shall
include
the
following
persons
no
others:
members
and
persons
following
the
Act, shall include
of the
the Army
States, the
States Navy,
Navy, the Marine
United States
the United
United States,
the United
of the
Army of
of
Corps,
the
Coast
Guard,
and
all
officers
of
the
Public
Health Service
Public
the
of
officers
all
and
Guard,
Corps, the Coast
detailed by
by proper
proper authority
authority for
for duty
either with the Army or the
duty either
detailed
Navy. The
The term
term "military
service", as
shall signify
signify
Act, shall
this Act,
in this
used in
as used
"military service",
Navy.
Federal service
on active
active duty
with any
branch of
service heretofore
of service
any branch
duty with
service on
Federal
referred
to or
or mentioned
mentioned as
as training
training or
or education
under the
education under
well as
as well
referred to
the
supervision
of the
the United
to induction into the
preliminary to
States preliminary
United States
supervision of
shall
duty"
"active
or
military
service.
The
terms
"active
service"
"active
shall
service"
"active
terms
The
service.
military
include
during which
which a
military service is absent
absent
in military
person in
a person
period during
the period
include the
from
duty
on
account
of
sickness,
wounds,
leave,
or
other
lawful
lawful
other
or
leave,
wounds,
sickness,
of
account
on
from duty
cause.
(2) The
The term
term "period
of military
in this
Act,
this Act,
used in
as used
service", as
military service",
"period of
(2)
shall include
the time
following dates:
dates: For
For persons
persons in
the following
between the
time between
include the
shall
active service
at the
the date
of the
Act it
it shall
shall begin
begin
this Act
of this
approval of
the approval
date of
active service at
with
this Act;
Act; for
persons entering
active
entering active
for persons
of this
approval of
of approval
date of
the date
with the
service after
the date
this Act,
of entering
active
entering active
date of
the date
with the
Act, with
of this
date of
service after the
service.
It
shall terminate
terminate with
with the
the date
date of
from active
discharge from
of discharge
It shall
service.
service or death while
but in
in no
than the
the
later than
case later
no case
service, but
active service,
in active
service or death while in
date when
when this
ceases to
be in
force.
in force.
to be
Act ceases
this Act
date
(3) The
term "person",
"person", when
in this
this Act
to
reference to
with reference
Act with
used in
when used
The term
(3)
the holder
holder of
of any
right alleged
to exist
exist against
aperson
person in
in military
military
a
against
to
alleged
right
any
the
service or against a person secondarily
under such
such right,
shall
right, shall
liable under
or against a person secondarily liable
service
include individuals, partnerships,
partnerships, corporations,
and any
other
forms
forms
other
any
and
corporations,
include individuals,
of business
business association.
association.
of
(4)
"court", as
used in
in this
this Act,
Act, shall
any court
court
include any
shall include
as used
term "court",
The term
(4) The
of competent jurisdiction of the United States or of any State,
of competent jurisdiction of the United States or of any State,
whether
or not
not aacourt
court of
of record.
record.
whether or
SEC. 102. (1) The provisions
this Act
Act shall
the United
United
to the
apply to
shall apply
of this
102. (1) The provisions of
SEC.
States, the several States and
Territories,
the
District
of
Columbia,
Columbia,
of
District
States and Territories, the
States, the several subject
and all territory subject
to the
jurisdiction of
of the
States,
United States,
the United
the jurisdiction
to
and all territory
including the
the Philippine
Islands
while
under
the
sovereignty
of
the
of the
sovereignty
the
under
while
Philippine Islands
including
United States,
and to
proceedings commenced
court therein,
therein,
any court
in any
commenced in
to proceedings
United States, and
and shall be
through the
usual forms
forms of
of procedure
obtaining
procedure obtaining
the usual
enforced through
and shall be enforced
in such courts
courts or
under
such
regulations as
as may
be
by
them prescribed.
prescribed.
them
by
be
may
regulations
such
under
or
such
in (2) When under this Act any application is required to be made
(2) When under this Act any application is required to be made
to a court in which no
no proceeding
proceeding has
has already
commenced with
with
been commenced
already been
to a court in which
respect to
to the
the matter,
such
application
may
be
made
to
any
court.
court.
any
to
matter, such application may be made
respect
SEC. 103.
(1) Whenever
Whenever pursuant
pursuant to
to any
any of
of the
this
of this
provisions of
the provisions
103. (1)
SEC.
Act the enforcement
enforcement of
of any
any obligation
or liability,
prosecution of
of
the prosecution
liability, the
obligation or
the
Act
any suit or proceeding, the entry or enforcement of
of any
order, writ,
writ,
order,
any
enforcement
or
the entry
any suit or proceeding,
judgment, or
other act,
act, may
be
may be
any other
of any
performance of
the performance
or the
decree, or
udment, or decree,
stayed, postponed, or
or suspended,
suspended, such
stay, postponement,
postponement, or
suspensuspenor
stay,
such
stayed, postponed,
sion
court, likewise
likewise be
granted to
sureties,
to sureties,
be granted
the court,
of the
discretion of
the discretion
in the
may, in
sion may,

General
General provisions.

Definition of terms.
"Persons in military
military
"Persons
service."
service."
"Persons in the mil"Persons
itary service of the
United States."
States."

"Military
service."
"Military service."

service" or
"Active service"
"Active
"active duty."
duty."
"active

"Period
"Period of military
service."
service."

"Person."
"Person."

"Court."
"Court."

A
pplioability of Act.
Applicability

Enforcement
Enforcement
Court
jurisdiction.
Court jurisdiction.

Stay,
etc., to perStay, etc.,
sons secondarily
secondarily
sons
liable.
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Vacating
Vacating of judgment, etc., as to sureties, etc.
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guarantors, endorsers,
and others
subject to the obligation or liability,
others subject
endorsers, and
guarantors,
postponed, or
the performance
performance or
or enforcement
or
which is stayed, postponed,
of which
enforcement of
the
suspended.
suspended.
(2)
When a
decree is vacated or set aside in whole
judgment or decree
a judgment
(2) When
or in
part, as
as provided
provided in
in this
Act, the
same may, in the discretion
the same
this Act,
in part,
or
of
court, likewise
set aside and
vacated as to any surety, guarand vacated
be set
likewise be
the court,
of the
antor, endorser,
or other
for
person liable upon the contract or liability for
other person
endorser, or
antor,
the enforcement
enforcement of
the judgment
decree was entered.
or decree
judgment or
which the
of which
the
ARTICLE
GENERAL RELIEF
RELIEF
II-GENERAL
ARTICLE II—

S
EC. 200.
(1) In any action or proceeding
proceeding commenced
commenced in any court,
200. (1)
SEC.
if
default of any appearance
appearance by the defendant,
defendant, the
a default
if there shall be a
entering judgment shall file in the court an affidavit
before entering
plaintiff, before
affidavit
Affidavit as to sta- plaintiff,
is not in military
setting forth
facts showing
defendant is
military
the defendant
that the
showing that
forth facts
re setting
thereof
service. If
such affidavit plaintiff shall in lieu thereof
file such
unable to file
If unable
service.
file
an affidavit
setting forth
forth either
the defendant is in the
that the
either that
affidavit setting
file an
or
military
service or
or that plaintiff
determine whether
whether or
plaintiff is not able to determine
military service
showing
not
is in
If an affidavit
affidavit is not filed showing
service. If
such service.
in such
defendant is
not defendant
shall
judgment shall
that
the defendant
defendant is
is not in
the military service, no judgment
in the
that the
be
first securing
such
an order of court directing such
securing an
without first
entered without
be entered
entry, and
and no
no such
such order
such
shall be made if the defendant is in such
order shall
entry,
service
after the
shall have appointed an attorney to
the court shall
until after
service until
on
represent
defendant and
his interest,
interest, and the court shall on
protect his
and protect
represent defendant
Bond to
it appears that the
make such appointment. Unless it
application
to indemnify
indemnify application
Bond
defendant in military
not in such service
defendant is not
service the court may require, as a
a condiderfant in .mlitarydefendant
service.
a bond
tion
before
judgment
is
entered,
that
the
plaintiff
file
a
that
entered,
is
judgment
before
tion
approved
the court conditioned
conditioned to indemnify
indemnify the defendant,
defendant, if in
by the
approved by
military
service, against any loss or damage that he may suffer by
military service,
reason
judgment should
should the judgment be thereafter set aside
any judgment
of any
reason of
further
Other relief.
And the court may make such other and further
in
whole or
or in
in part. And
in whole
Other
necessary to
order
or enter
such judgment as in its opinion may be necessary
enter such
order or
protect
rights of
of the
defendant under
under this Act.
the defendant
the rights
protect the
under
required under
Penalty for
for false
false afflaffi(2)
Penalty
(2) Any person who shall make or use an affidavit
affidavit required
davit.
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
this section,
davit.
section, knowing it to be false, shall be guilty of a
or
and
be punishable
by imprisonment
not to exceed one year or
imprisonment not
punishable by
shall be
and shall
by fine
$1,000, or both.
exceed $1,000,
fine not to exceed
by
Attorney
to reprerepreproceeding in which aa person in military
(3)
action or proceeding
(3) In any action
Attorney to
in service
person in
sent person
service
appear therein or
or
such party does not personally appear
if
is aaparty if such
service is
prsent, etc.
if not present,
is not
represented by
by an
an authorized
attorney, the court
appoint
court may appoint
authorized attorney,
not represented
is
an attorney
attorney to
represent him;
him; and
a like bond may be
in such case a
and in
to represent
an
required
and an order
order made to protect the rights of such person.
required and
But no
no attorney
under this Act to protect aa person in
appointed under
attorney appointed
But
military
shall have
have power
to waive
waive any
person
any right of the person
power to
service shall
military service
for whom he is appointed
appointed or bind him by his acts.
Judgment
(4)
any judgment
action or proceedbe rendered in any action
judgment shall be
If any
(4) If
against
Judgment against
person in service.
service
ing governed
governed by
section ag
.
ainst any
any person
in military
military s
ervi ce
person in
against
by this
this section
Reopening after
tering
atertrPReopeningir
mination,
if prejuduring
the period
such service
thereafter,
within thirty days thereafter,
or within
service or
of such
period of
during the
ju
dicedathereby
diced
thereby.
and
that such
such person
prejudiced by
by reason of his
was prejudiced
person was
it appears
appears that
and it
military service
making his defense thereto,
thereto, such judgment may,
service in making
military
upon
application, made
made by
by such
such person
person or
representative,
or his legal representative,
upon application,
not
later than
than ninety days after the termination
termination of such service.
not later
be
by the
defendant or his
the same and such defendant
rendering the
court rendering
the court
opened by
be opened
Condition.
appear
made to appear
legal
let in
in to
to defend;
provided it
it is
is made
defend; provided
representative let
legal representative
Condition.
that
meritorious or legal defense
defense to the action or
or
a meritorious
defendant has a
that the defendant
Right or title of bona some part thereof. Vacating,
Vacating, setting aside, or reversing
reversing any judgment
judgment
Rightortitleofbona
fide purchaser.
puraser because
fide
because of any of the provisions
provisions of this Act shall not impair
impair any right
such
or title
title acquired
acquired by any bona fide purchaser for value under such
or
judgment.
judgment.

Protection
against
Protection against
judgment in default,
etc.gment
Affidavit as to status of defendant required.
quired.
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SEC..
any stage
stage thereof
proceeding in
in any
At any
thereof any action or proceeding
SEC. 201.
201. At
either as
in which
which a
a person in military service is involved, either
court in
plaintiff
or defendant,
during the
the period
period of
within
or within
of such
such service
service or
plaintiff or
defendant, during
sixty days
thereafter may,
in the
court in which it
it
of the
the court
may, in
the discretion
discretion of
days thereafter
sixty
application to it by such
such
motion, and
and shall, on
on application
is pending,
pending, on its own
own motion,
person
person on his behalf, be stayed as provided in this
person or
or some person
Act,
unless, in
the opinion
opinion of
the court,
court, the
ability of
of plaintiff
plaintiff to
to
the ability
of the
in the
Act, unless,
prosecute
the defendant
is not
not
conduct his defense
defense is
defendant to
to conduct
action or
or the
prosecute the
the action
materially affected
affected by reason
military service.
his military
reason of his
materially
SEc.
compliance with the terms of any
any
SEC. 202. When an action for compliance
contract
pursuant to this
penalty shall
fine or penalty
shall accrue
this Act
Act no fine
is stayed
stayed pursuant
contract is
during
by
reason of
failure to comply with the terms
contract during
terms of such contract
of failure
by reason
the period
of such
stay, and
case where
fails to
to perpera person
person fails
in any
any case
where a
such stay,
and in
the
period of
form
any obligation
and a
fine or
nonperformance
for such
such nonperformance
or penalty
penalty for
a fine
obligation and
form any
as may be
be just, relieve against
is incurred
incurred a
against
such terms
terms as
on such
a court
court may, on
is
the enforcement
fine or
penalty if
it shall appear
that the
appear that
if it
or penalty
of such
such fine
the
enforcement of
in the military
person who
who would
suffer by such fine or penalty
military
penalty was in
would suffer
person
such
service when
when the
and that by reason of such
incurred and
was incurred
the penalty
penalty was
service
service the
person to pay
pay or perform
perform was thereby
such person
the ability of such
service
materially impaired.
impaired.
materially
SEC.
203. In
In any action
action or proceeding'
commenced in
court
in any court
proceeding' commenced
SEC. 203.
against
military service,
service, before
during the period of
before or during
in military
a person
person in
against a
may, in its
such service,
its
the court
court may,
days thereafter,
thereafter, the
sixty days
or within
within sixty
such
service, or
discretion, on
on its
own motion,
on application
person
by such
such person
application to it by
or on
motion, or
its own
discretion,
or some
on his
behalf shall,
the opinion
the
of the
opinion of
in the
unless in
shall, unless
his behalf
person on
or
some person
court
the defendant
to comply
or
judgment or
with the
the judgment
comply with
of the
defendant to
ability of
court the
the ability
order entered
or sought
sought is
is not
materially affected
of his
his
reason of
by reason
affected by
not materially
entered or
order
military
servicemilitary service—
entered against
(a
Stay the
any judgment
judgment or
order entered
or order
of any
execution of
the execution
(a)) Stay
such
person, as
provided in this Act; and
as provided
such person,
attachment or garnishment
garnishment of property,
(b) Vacate
Vacate or stay any attachment
money, or
debts in
in the
the hands
of another,
another, whether
whether before or after
after
hands of
or debts
money,
judgment
as provided
Act :
in this Act.
provided in
judgment as
SEC.
stay of
any action,
or exeexeattachment, or
proceeding, attachment,
action, proceeding,
of any
Any stay
204. Any
SEC. 204.
cution,
ordered by
by any
any court
court under the provisions of this Act may,
cution, ordered
except
as otherwise
provided, be
ordered for
period of
military
of military
the period
for the
be ordered
otherwise provided,
except as
service
three months
months thereafter
thereafter or any part of such period, and
and three
service and
subject
terms as
as may
whether as
as to
in installinstallpayment in
to payment
be just,
just, whether
may be
such terms
to such
subject to
ments of
such amounts
amounts and
at such
such times
as the
fix or
court may fix
the court
times as
and at
of such
ments
otherwise. Where
the person
military service
codefendant with
with
is a
a codefendant
service is
in military
person in
Where the
otherwise.
others
may nevertheless
nevertheless by
leave of
proceed against
against
court proceed
of court
by leave
the plaintiff
plaintiff may
others the
the others.
the
others.
SEC. 205.
205. The
included in
in comcombe included
not be
shall not
service shall
military service
of military
period of
The period
SEC.
puting any
or hereafter
hereafter to
be limited
any law
the
for the
law for
by any
limited by
to be
now or
period now
any period
puting
bringing
of any
action by
by or
against any
any person
person in
in military
service or
military service
or against
any action
bringing of
by
or against
against his
administrators, or
whether
or assigns,
assigns, whether
executors, administrators,
his heirs,
heirs, executors,
by or
such cause
cause of
action shall
shall have
accrued prior
to or
during the
the period
period of
of
or during
prior to
have accrued
of action
such
such service.
service.
such
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Stay of proceeding;
exception.
exception.

Relief against
against fines
fines
Relief
or penalties on contracts, etc.,
etc., while in
service.

Actions
against perActions against
persons in service.
service.
Authority
Authority of court.
court.

Stay execution
judgment.

of

attachment,
Vacate attachment,
etc.

Continuance of
of
Continuance
stay,
stay, etc.

Codefendants.
Codefendants.

Statute of limitations.
Military service
service not
Military
included in period.

ARTICLE
NSTALLMENT CONTRACTS,
CONTRACTS, M
ORTGAGES
MORTGAGES
INSTALLMENT
III-RENT, I
ARTICLE III—RENT,
SEC. 300.
(1) No
No eviction
or distress
distress shall
be made
the period
period
during the
made during
shall be
eviction or
300. (1)
SEC.
of military
any premises
premises for
for which
rent
agreed rent
the agreed
which the
of any
respect of
in respect
service in
military service
of
does
$80 per
month, occupied
occupied chiefly
for dwelling
dwelling purposes
purposes
chiefly for
per month,
exceed $80
not exceed
does not
by the
or other
person in
military service
service
in military
of a
a person
dependents of
other dependents
children, or
the wife,
wife, children,
by
except
upon leave
court granted
granted upon
upon application
application therefor
therefor or
granted
or granted
of court
leave of
except upon
in an
an action
or proceeding
proceeding affecting
affecting the
right of
of possession.
possession.
the right
action or
in
(2) On
such action
action the
in
may, in
the court
court may,
any such
or in
in any
application or
such application
On any
any such
(2)
its discretion,
own motion,
shall, on
application, unless
unless in
in
on application,
and shall,
motion, and
on its
its own
its
discretion, on

Evictions
reEvictions restrained.
strained.

proceedings,
Stay of proceedings,
etc.
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Punishment for unlawful eviction.
lawful

Allotments
Allotments of
of pay
pay
rent.
for rent.

Installment
purInstallment purchases.
Restriction on rescinding certain contracts.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Modification,
Modification, etc,
etc.,
contracts by mutuof contracts
mutual
al consent.
consent.

Retaking property
property
Retaking
except
except under court action; penalty.

Judicial proceedings
terminating confor terminating
tract, etc.
etc.
tract,

Prior obligations secured by mortgage,
cured
mortgage, etc.

in
Action of court in
cases of nonpayment,
nonpayment,
etc.
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the opinion
opinion of
the court
court the
ability of
rent
the agreed rent
of the tenant to pay the
the ability
of the
the
is not
affected by
reason of
of such
such military
military service,
service, stay
stay the
the
by reason
is
not materially
materially affected
proceedings for
for not
not longer
three months,
provided in this .Act,
Act,
months, as provided
than three
longer than
proceedings
or
make such
as may
may be just.
order as
such other order
or it
it may
may make
(3) Any
person who
who shall
shall knowingly
knowingly take
take part
eviction or
or
part in
in any
any eviction
(3)
Any person
distress
otherwise than
than as
subsection (1) hereof shall be
as provided in subsection
distress otherwise
guilty of
shall be
be punishable
punishable by
by imprisonment
not
imprisonment not
and shall
of aamisdemeanor,
misdemeanor, and
guilty
to exceed one year or by fine not to exceed $1,000, or both.
(4) The
The Secretary
of War,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Navy,
SecreNavy, or
or the
the Secreof the
War, the
Secretary of
(4)
tary of
Treasury with
the Coast
Coast Guard, as the case may
with respect to the
of the Treasury
tary
be, is
is hereby
hereby empowered,
empowered, subject
subject to
to such
such regulations
may prescribe,
prescribe,
as he
he may
regulations as
be,
the pay of a
service in reasonreasona person in military service
an allotment
allotment of the
to order an
occupied for dwelling
dwelling
rent of premises occupied
discharge the rent
able proportion
proportion to discharge
purposes
purposes by
by the wife, children, or other dependents of such person.
Sic. 301. (1) No person who prior to the date of approval
approval of this
SEC.
Act has received, or whose assignor
assignor has received,
contract for
for
received, under aacontract
the
purchase of real or personal
personal property, or of lease or bailment with
the purchase
a
or installment
installment of the pura view to puchase of such property, aadeposit or
assignor of aaperson who, after
after
from aaperson
person or from the assignor
chase price from
payment of such deposit or installment, has entered
entered military
the date of payment
service, shall
exercise any right or option under such contract
contract to rescind
rescind
service,
shall exercise
for
contract or resume
resume possession of the property for
or terminate
terminate the contract
nonpayment of
such
due during
during the period of such
nonpayment
of any
any installment falling due
military service, except by action in a
competent jurisdiction:
jurisdiction:
a court of competent
Provided,
nothing contained
contained in this section shall prevent the modiProvided,That nothing
fication, termination,
termination, or
contract, or
fication,
or cancelation
cancelation of any such contract,
or prevent
prevent
repossession or retention
retention of property
property purchased
received under
under
the repossession
purchased or received
agreement of the parties thereto, or
such contract, pursuant to a
a mutual agreement
or
subsequent to
to
their assignees,
assignees, if such agreement
agreement is executed in writing subsequent
the making of such contract
contract and during or after the period of military
military
service of the person concerned.
concerned.
(2) Any person who shall knowingly resume
resume possession of prop(2)
provided
erty which is the subject of this section otherwise than as provided
in subsection (1)
(1) hereof shall be guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and shall be
be
punished by imprisonment
imprisonment not to exceed one year or by fine
fine not to
punished
exceed $1,000,
$1,000, or both.
exceed
(3)
hearing of
order the
of such action the court
court may
may order
(3) Upon
Upon the hearing
repayment of prior installments
repayment
installments or deposits or any part thereof, as
a
terminating the
possession of
of the
the
a condition
condition of
of terminating
the contract and
and resuming
resuming possession
property, or may, in
discretion, on
motion, and shall,
exce pt
property,
in its discretion,
on its own motion,
shall, except
as provided in section 303, on application
application to it by such
in
such person in
military service or some person on his behalf, order a
proceeda stay of proceedings as provided in this Act unless, in the opinion of the court, the
defendant to comply with the
ability of
of the defendant
the terms
terms of the
the contract is
is not
not
materially
affected by
by reason
reason of
of such
such service;
service; or
it may
such
materially affected
or it
may make
make such
other disposition of the case
case as
as may be equitable
equitable to conserve
conserve the
the interinterests of all parties.
SEC.
302. (1)
S
EC. .302.
(1) .
The provisions of this section shall apply only to
obligations
obligations originating prior to the date of approval of this Act and
secured
secured by mortgage, trust deed, or other security
security in the nature of a
a
mortgage .upon real or personal property owned by a
a person in military service at the commencement
commencement of the period of the military service and still so owned by him.
(2) In any proceeding
proceeding commenced in any court during the period
obligation arising
arising out
out of
of nonpaynonpayof military service
service to enforce
enforce such
such obligation
of the
ment of any sum thereunder due or out of any other breach
breach of
the
terms thereof occurring
occurring prior to or during the period of such service
service
the court may, after hearing, in its discretion, on its own motion, and
shall, except as provided in section 303, on application
application to it by such
such
person in military service or some person on his behalf, unless in the
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opinion of the court the ability of the defendant to comply
comply with the
affected by reason of his
terms of the obligation is not materially
materially affected
military service—
military
service(a) stay
proceedings as
as provided
or
(a)
stay the
the proceedings
provided in
in this
this Act;
Act; or
b) make
(b)
make such other
other disposition of the case as may be equitable
to conserve
conserve the
the interests
of all
all parties.
parties.
to
interests of
(3) No sale under aa power of sale or under
(3)
under a
a judgment
judgment entered
entered
upon
warrant of
attorney to confess
judgment contained
contained in any such
such
upon warrant
of attorney
confess judgment
obligation shall
shall be
made during
period of
obligation
be valid
valid if
if made
during the
the period
of military
military service
service
or
three months
months thereafter,
upon an
an order
unless upon
order of
of sale
sale prepreor within
within three
thereafter, unless
viously granted
court and
and aareturn
return thereto
made and approved
approved
granted by the court
thereto made
by the
the court.
by
court.
SEC. 303.
303. No
No court
stay a
aproceeding
proceeding to
resume possession
to resume
possession of
of
SEC.
court shall
shall stay
a
or the
of either,
either, or
for an
tractor, or
the accessories
accessories of
or for
an order
order
a motor
motor vehicle,
vehicle, tractor,
of
thereof, where
vehicle, tractor,
accessories are
of sale thereof,
where said
said motor vehicle,
tractor, or accessories
encumbered
purchase money
contract,
mortgage, conditional
conditional sales
sales contract,
by a
a purchase
money mortgage,
encumbered by
or
unless the
with a
a view
view to
to purchase,
purchase, unless
the court
court shall
shall
or aa lease
lease or
or bailment
bailment with
find
centum or
purchase price
find that 50
50 per centum
or more
more of the purchase
price of said
said property
has been
any such
such proceeding
the court
court may,
before
may, before
in any
proceeding the
been paid,
paid, but
but in
has
entering
order or
judgment, require
require the
the plaintiff
plaintiff to
bond,
a bond,
to file
file a
or judgment,
entering an
an order
approved by
by the
conditioned to
to indemnify
indemnify the
the defendant,
defendant, if
if in
in
approved
the court,
court, conditioned
military
by
that he may
may suffer
suffer by
military service,
service, against
against any
any loss or damage that
reason
of any
judgment or
or order
order should
or order
order
should the
the judgment or
any such
such judgment
reason of
or in
in part.
be set aside
aside in
in whole or

Sale under warrant
warrant
to confess judgment,
etc.,
etc., restricted.
restricted.

Resumption of posResumption
session of motor
motor vehivehicle, etc.
Stay of proceedings,
proceedings,
restriction.
restriction.

Exception.
Exception.

Indemnity
Indemnity bond.

ARTICLE
INSURANCE
IV-INsURANCE
ARTICLE IV—
SEC. 400.
this article
article the
the term
term "policy"
"policy" shall
shall include
any conconinclude any
In this
SEC.
400. In
tract of
insurance on
on the
the level
level premium
It
legal reserve
reserve plan. It
or legal
premium or
of life
life insurance
tract
shall also
also include
any benefit
benefit in
in the
the nature
insurance arising
arising
nature of life insurance
include any
shall
out
of membership
membership in
in any
fraternal or
term
the term
association; the
or beneficial
beneficial association;
any fraternal
out of
"premium" shall
dues or
such
in such
or assessments
assessments in
membership dues
shall include
include membership
"premium"
association, and
date of
of policy
policy as
shall
limited shall
herein limited
as herein
of issuance
issuance of
the date
and the
association,
i
refer to
the date
date of admission
membership in
n such association; the
to membership
admission to
to the
refer
term
shall include
include any
person who
who is
of a
policy
a policy
holder of
is the
the holder
any person
"insured" shall
term "insured"
as defined
in this
the term
term "insurer"
"insurer" shall include any corarticle; the
this article;
as
defined in
poration,
or other
form of
of association
which secures
or
secures or
association which
other form
partnership, or
poration, partnership,
provides
under any
any policy
as defined
this article.
article.
in this
defined in
policy as
insurance under
provides insurance
S
EC. 401.
401. (1)
of this
this article
article shall
shall apply
to any
any person
person
apply to
benefits of
The benefits
(1) The
SEC.
in
military service
who is
the holder
insurance,
of life
life insurance,
policy of
of aa policy
holder of
is the
service who
in military
when such
holder shall
for such
prepared
benefits on aa form prepared
such benefits
apply for
shall apply
such holder
when
in accordance
shall be
be prescribed
prescribed by
the
by the
which shall
regulations which
with regulations
in
accordance with
Administrator
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs.
Such form
form shall
shall set
set forth
forth parparAffairs. Such
Administrator of
ticularly
that the
application therein
is a
consent to
to such
modisuch modia consent
made is
therein made
the application
ticularly that
fication
the terms
terms of
original contract
contract of
as are
made
are made
insurance as
of insurance
of the
the original
of the
fication of
necessary
provisions of
of this
receiving and
and filing
filing
by receiving
and by
article and
this article
the provisions
by the
necessary by
the
same the
to have
have assented
thereto, to
to the
assented thereto,
be deemed
deemed to
shall be
insurer shall
the insurer
the same
extent, if
to which
which the
the policy
policy on
on which
which the
the application
application is
made
is made
any, to
if any,
extent,
is
The original
of such
such applicaapplicaoriginal of
article. The
of this
this article.
provisions of
the provisions
is within
within the
tion shall
to the
the insurer,
to
thereof to
copy thereof
and aacopy
insurer, and
insured to
by the
the insured
sent by
be sent
shall be
tion
the
Administration.
Veterans' Administration.
the Veterans'
(2) The
Veterans' Administration
shall issue
issue through
through suitable
milisuitable miliAdministration shall
The Veterans'
(2)
tary and
and naval
for distribution
distribution by
by appropriate
appropriate
notice for
channels aa notice
naval channels
tary
military
and naval
naval authorities
to persons
in the
military service
service
the military
persons in
authorities to
military and
explaining
of this
and shall
forms to
to be
be
shall furnish
furnish forms
article and
this article
the provisions
provisions of
explaining the
distributed
to
those
desiring
to
make
application
for
its
benefits.
distributed to those desiring to make application for its benefits.
SEC. 402.
benefits of
of this
this Act
be available
person
to any person
available to
shall be
Act shall
The benefits
402. The
SEC.
in military
in respect
contracts of
insurance in
in force
force under
under
of insurance
of contracts
respect of
service in
in
military service
their terms
up to
to but
exceeding a
face value
value of
of $5,000,
$5,000, irrespective
irrespective
a face
not exceeding
but not
terms up
their
of the
of policies
held by
such person
person whether
in one
more
one or
or more
whether in
by such
policies held
number of
of
the number

"Policy"
defined.
"Policy" defined.

"Premium."
"Premium."

"Insured."
"Insured."

"Insurer."
"Insurer."

Persons in
lee
Persons
In sery
servier
entitled to benefits
Ieneflts
entitled
hereof.

Application forms.
Application

Issue of forms, etc.

Maximum amount
amount
of benefits allowed.
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Restriction as to
unpaid premiums.

Outstanding loans.

Applicants
beneApplicants for benefits to be listed.

rejection
Notice of rejection
or
or approval.
approval.

Reduction of poliReduction
cies exceeding
exceeding $5,000,
etc.

lapses for
for nonNo lapses
payment during servpayment
ice period.

Proviso.
Limitation.
Insurance corporaInsurance
tions, etc.
Monthly reports.

Names
Names of
of appliapplicants; face value of
cants;
policies.

Unpaid premiums.

Defaulted
Defaulted
miums paid.

pre-

Computation of
Computation
of
monthly difference.
difference.
monthly
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companies,
when such
such contracts
contracts were
were made
and a
premium was
paid
was paid
a premium
made and
companies, when
thereon
the date
date of
of approval
less than thirty
Act or not less
approval of this Act
before the
thereon before
days before
the military
but in
in no
the
event shall
shall the
no event
service; but
military service;
entry into
into the
before entry
days
provisions
of this
this article
article apply
any policy
which premiums
premiums are
policy on
on which
to any
apply to
provisions of
due and
and unpaid
for a
aperiod
period of
more than
than one
one year
at the
when
the time when
year at
of more
unpaid for
due
application for
for the
benefits of
of this
this article
article is
or in
respect of
of any
any
in respect
is made
made or
the benefits
application
policy on
on which
which there
is outstanding
or other
other indebtindebtpolicy loan
loan or
a policy
outstanding a
there is
policy
edness
to or
than 50
50 per
per centum
centum of
surrender
of the
the cash surrender
greater than
or greater
edness equal
equal to
value of the policy.
SEc.
The Veterans'
shall, subect
regulations,
to regulations,
subect to
Administration shall,
Veterans' Administration
SEC. 403.
403. The
Veterans' Affairs,
which shall be prescribed by the Administrator of Veterans
compile and
and maintain
list of
of such
such persons
persons in
as
service as
in military
military service
maintain aa list
compile
have made
for the
benefits of
article, and shall
(1)
shall (1)
of this article,
the benefits
application for
made application
have
reject any
any application
benefits made
not
who are not
by persons who
made by
such benefits
for such
application for
reject
persons in
in military service
applications for such benereject any
any applications
(2) reject
service;•(2)
persons
fits
in excess
excess of
(3) reject
reject
and (3)
402; and
section 402;
the amount
amount permitted by section
of the
fits in
any applications
applications in
respect of
of contracts
contracts of
otherwise not
not
of insurance
insurance otherwise
in respect
any
entitled to
benefits of
Administration shall
of this article. Said Administration
to the benefits
entitled
immediately
the insurer
the insured
every
insured in writing of every
and the
insurer and
notify the
immediately notify
rejection or approval.
rejection
SEc. 404. When
When one or more applications are made under this article
SEC.
by
service in respect
respect of insurance exceedany one
one person
person in military service
by any
ing
whether on one or more policies or
or
$5,000, whether
value of $5,000,
total face value
ing a
a total
insured shall not in his
his application
application
and the insured
in one
one or
or more companies,
companies, and
indicate
Veterans' Administration
Administration shall
shall
preference, the
the Veterans'
order of
of preference,
indicate an order
reject
surrender value,
reject such policies as have the
the inferior cash surrender
value, so
so as to
conferred within
$5,000, and
the face
face value
value of
of $5,000,
benefits conferred
within the
reduce the total
total benefits
where necessary
this purpose
shall direct
the insurer
insurer to
to divide
divide any
any
where
necessary for
for this
purpose shall
direct the
separate policies. The said
said Administration
Administration shall
shall
policy into
into two
two separate
immediately notify
immediately
notify the insurer and
and the
the insured
insured in
in writing
writing of
of such
such
selection.
SEc.
of
SEC. 405. No policy which has not lapsed for the nonpayment of
premium before the commencement
commencement of
of the period
period of
of military
military service
of the insured, and which
which has been brought within the benefits of this
article,
shall lapse
lapse or
forfeited for
the nonpayment
article, shall
or be
be forfeited
for the
nonpayment of
of premium
premium
during the period of such service
service or
or during one
one year
year after
after the
the expiraexpiration of
such period:
period: Provided,
Provided, That
in no
no case
case shall
tion
of such
That in
shall this
this prohibition
prohibition
ceases
extend for more than one year after the date when this Act ceases
to be in force.
SEC.
SEc. 406. Within
Within the first fifteen days of each calendar
calendar month after
after
the date of approval of this Act until
expiration of one
after
until the
the expiration
one year after
the date when this Act ceases to be in force every insurance corporacorporation or association to which application
application has been made as herein provided, for the benefits
render to the
ra n
s'
benefits of this
this article
article, shall render
the Vete
Veterans'
Administration
Administration a
a report, duly verified,
verified, setting forth the following
following
facts:
facts:
First. The names of the persons who have applied
applied for such benefits,
benefits
in respect
respect of
such benefits
and the face value of
of the
the policies in
of which
which such
benefits
have been applied for by such persons, during
during the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar
month.
Second. A list as far as practicable
premiums in respect of
of
practicable of the premiums
entitled to the benefits of this article, which remain
policies entitled
remain unpaid
unpaid
at
on the last day of the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month, which day is at
provided
least thirty-one days after the due date of
of the premiums, provided
premiums have
such premiums
have not previously
previously been
been so
so reported
reported as
as in
in default.
Third. A list of premiums
premiums which,
which, having
been previously
previously reported
having been
reported
as in default, have been paid by the policyholder or someone
someone on his
behalf in whole or in part during the preceding
preceding calendar
calendar month.
month.
computation of the difference
difference between
Fourth. A computation
between the total amount
amount
of defaulted
defaulted premiums
premiums therein reported
reported and the total amount of
of
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premiums paid as therein reported,
premiums
reported after having
previously
having been
been previously
reported as in default. From this sum shall be deducted the total
reported
total
sum of any premiums previously
previously reported
reported as in default, upon
upon policies
policies
in respect
respect of
of which
the Veterans'
has, si
nce the
th e date
dat
e
in
which the
Veterans' Administration
Administration has,
since
of such report, rejected
rejected an application for
this article.
article.
for the benefits
benefits of this
The
so arrived
shall be
be denominated
monthly
The final sum so
arrived at
at shall
denominated the
the monthly
difference.
difference.
SEC.
Veterans' Affairs shall
S
EC. 407. The Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
shall verify
verify the
the
computation of monthly difference reported
computation
reported by each insurer and shall,
month to
to the
proper officer
within ten
ten days thereafter, deliver
deliver each
each month
the proper
officer
of such insurer, a
a certificate
certificate in the amount of the monthly difference
difference
certified in respect of each insurer. Such
certificate shall be
Such certificate
be signed
signed
by said Administrator in the name of the United States, shall be in
as the Administrator
such form as
Administrator shall
shall determine,
be payable
determine, shall
shall be
payable to
to
approval of the statement
the insurer within sixty days after
after the approval
statement of
of
account,
as provided in
account, as
section 411
411 hereof,
and shall
shall bear
in section
hereof, and
bear interest
interest at
at
aarate to be prescribed
the Secretary
prescribed by the
Secretary of the
Treasury, payable
payable with
the Treasury,
with
the
principal. Such
shall not
transferred except
the principal.
Such certificate
certificate shall
not be
be transferred
except with
with
the
approval of said Administrator
Administrator and
the insurer
insurer
the approval
and shall
shall remain
remain with
with the
until
settlement is
until settlement
is made
made in
in accordance
accordance with
with this
this article.
article.
S
EC. 408.
408. The
The certificate
certificate so
delivered shall
held by
SEC.
so delivered
shall be
be held
by the
the respective
respective
insurers
as security
security for
payment of
of the
insurers as
for the
the payment
the defaulted
defaulted premiums
premiums with
with
interest.
indemnify it
loss the
the United
States shall
shall have
have
interest. To
To indemnify
it against
against loss
United States
a
policy receiving
receiving the
the benefits
benefits of
of this
this article,
article, subsuba first lien upon any
any policy
ject only
lien existing
existing at
the policy
policy became
subject to
to
ject
only to
to any
any lien
at the
the time
time the
became subject
this
no loan
of dividend
dividend shall
shall be
be
this Act,
Act, and
and no
loan or
or settlement
settlement or
or payment
payment of
made
by the
the insurer
on such
such policy
policy which
made by
insurer on
which may
may prejudice
prejudice the
the security
security
of
any dividend
dividend is
paid or
or any
any loan
settlement
of such
such lien.
lien. Before
Before any
is paid
loan or
or settlement
is
made the
written consent
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration must
be
is made
the written
consent of
of the
must be
obtained.
obtained.
SEC. 409. In
In the event that
military service of any person
SEC.
that the
the military
person being
being
the
holder of
of a
a policy
receiving the
of this
be
the holder
policy receiving
the benefits
benefits of
this article
article shall
shall be
terminated by
the amount
terminated
by death,
death, the
amount of
of any
any unpaid
unpaid premiums,
premiums, with
with
interest
rate provided
for in
in the
for policy
policy loans,
interest at
at the
the rate
provided for
the policy
policy for
loans, shall
shall
be deducted
from the
proceeds of
the policy
policy and
shall be
be included
included in
in
of the
and shall
deducted from
the proceeds
be
the
of the
as premiums
paid.
premiums paid.
report of
the insurer
insurer as
the next
next monthly
monthly report
S
EC. 410.
410. If
If the
the insured
not within
within one
one year
year after
terminaafter the
the terminainsured does
does not
SEC.
tion
of his
his period
of military
service pay
all past
due
to the
the insurer
insurer all
past due
military service
pay to
tion of
period of
premiums
with interest
from their
several due
dates at
at the
the
due dates
interest thereon
thereon from
their several
premiums with
rate
provided in
policy for
policy loans,
policy shall
at the
the end
end
shall at
loans, the
the policy
for policy
in the
the policy
rate provided
of such
immediately lapse
lapse and
become void,
the insurer
insurer shall
shall
and the
and become
void, and
of
such year
year immediately
thereupon become
become liable
liable to
to pay
the cash
cash surrender
surrender value
if
value thereof,
thereof, if
pay the
thereupon
any:
That if
insured is
service when
when
is in
in the
the military
military service
if the
the insured
Provided, That
any: Provided,
this Act
such lapse
occur and
and surrender
surrender
shall occur
lapse shall
in force,
force, such
ceases to
to be
be in
this
Act ceases
value be
be payable
payable at
at the
of one
after the
date when
when
the date
one year
year after
expiration of
the expiration
value
this
ceases to
to be
in force.
be in
force.
this Act
Act ceases
SEC. 411.
411. At
At the
of one
year after
date when
when this
this
after the
the date
expiration of
one year
the expiration
SEC.
Act
ceases to
be in
;there shall
shall be
account stated
stated between
each
between each
be an
an account
to be
in force
force;there
Act ceases
insurer and
United States,
which there
there shall
shall be
be credited
credited to
to the
the
States, in
in which
and the
the United
insurer
insurer
total amount
amount of
certificates held
held as
security under
this
under this
as security
the certificates
of the
insurer the
the total
article,
together with
date of
of the
account, and
the account,
interest to
to the
the date
with accrued
accrued interest
article, together
in
there shall
shall be
United States the amount
amount of
to the
the United
credited to
be credited
which there
in which
the cash
cash surrender
of each
each policy
policy lapsed
lapsed or
as provided
provided
or forfeited
forfeited as
value of
surrender value
the
in section
but not
amount on
any policy
policy
on any
greater amount
in any
any case
case aa greater
410, but
not in
in
section 410,
than
the total
of the
the unpaid
unpaid premiums
with interest
at the
the
thereon at
interest thereon
premiums with
total of
than the
rate provided
provided for
in the
the policy
policy for
for policy
policy loans.
loans.
for in
rate
S
EC. 412.
412. The
The balance
in favor
of the
the insurer
insurer in
each case
shall be
be
case shall
in each
favor of
balance in
SEC.
certified
by the
the Administrator
Affairs to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
Veterans' Affairs
of Veterans'
Administrator, of
certified by
of
the Treasury,
who shall
pay to
to the
insurer the
amount thereof,
thereof,
the amount
the insurer
shall pay
Treasury, who
of the
moneys
in
which
is hereby
authorized to
appropriated, out of any
to be
be appropriated,
hereby authorized
which is
i93470-4i—PT.I
193470°--41-PT.
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Verification of computation.
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Certificate of
of
Certificate
monthly difference
difference in
respect
respect of each insurer.

Transfer restricted.
Transfer
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unpaid premiums.
unpaid
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policy.

Deduction from proDeduction
ceeds
ceeds of policy in case
of death
death during
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Lapse of
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Lapse

Proviso.
Proeiso.
If insured is in
service
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the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, upon
upon the
by the
the
surrender by
the surrender
otherwise appropriated,
the
insurer
of
the
certificates
delivered
to
it
time
to
time
by
the
by
time
to
time
from
it
to
delivered
insurer of the certificates
Administrator of
of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs under
under the
article.
this article.
of this
provisions of
the provisions
Administrator
S
EC. 413.
shall not apply to any policy which is void or
article shall
This article
413. This
SEC.
which may at the option of the insured be voidable,
voidable, if the insured is
which

in
military
service,
country or
or abroad,
policy
any policy
to any
nor to
abroad, nor
this country
in this
either in
service, either
military
in
which
as
a
result
of
being
in
military
service,
either
in
this
country
country
this
in
either
service,
military
in
being
which as a result of
or abroad,
the payment
of any
sum less
face
the face
than the
less than
any sum
payment of
for the
provides for
abroad, provides
or
thereof or
payment of
additional amount
premium.
amount as premium.
an additional
of an
the payment
for the
or for
thereof
Companies
companies or
insurance companies
S
EC. 414. This article shall apply only to insurance
or
SEC.
within
Companies within
application of article.
associations
which
are
required
by
the
law
under
which
associations which are required by the law under which they are
organized
or doing
business to
to maintain
maintain a
areserve,
reserve, or,
not so
if not
which if
or, which
doing business
organized or
required,
shall make
provision for
collection from
from
the collection
for the
make provision
or shall
made or
have made
required, have
all
those
insured
in
such
insurer
of
a
premium
to
cover
the
special
special
the
cover
to
premium
all those insured in such insurer of a
war risk
risk of
insured persons
persons who
who are
service.
military service.
are in military
those insured
of those
war
ARTICLE
TAXES AND
AND PLIP.LIC
LANDS
PUBLIC LANDS
V-TAXES
ARTICLE V—
Real property of
property of
Real
persons in service.

Restriction on sale
forRestriction
unpaid taxes. sale

on

Court
action.
Court action.

Redemption proproRedemption
visions.
v s

l ios

Interest
on unpaid
npaid
Interest on
taxes.

Notice of benefits
benefts
accorded.

Nocr of

S
EC. 500.
(1) The provisions
provisions of this section shall apply when any
500. (1)
SEC.
taxes or
assessments, whether
or special,
special, falling
during
due during
falling due
general or
whether general
or assessments,
taxes
the
period
of
military
service
in
respect
of
real
property
owned and
property
real
of
respect
in
the period of military service
occupied for
dwelling, agricultural,
agricultural, or
or business
person
a person
by a
purposes by
business purposes
for dwelling,
occupied
in
military
service
or
his
dependents
at
the
commencement
of his
his
in military service or his dependents at the commencement of
period
of military
military service
still so
so occupied
occupied by
his dependents
dependents or
or
by his
and still
service and
period of
employees are
not paid.
paid.
are not
employees
(2)
When any
any person
military service,
or any
any person
person in
in his
service, or
in military
person in
(2) When
behalf, shall
with the
the collector
of taxes,
or other
other officer
whose
officer whose
taxes, or
collector of
file with
shall file
behalf,
duty
it
is
to
enforce
the
collection
of
taxes
or
assessments,
an
affidavit
affidavit
an
assessments,
or
taxes
of
collection
duty it is to enforce the
showing (a)
(a) that
or assessment
assessment has
has been
been assessed
assessed upon
propupon proptax or
that aa tax
showing
erty
which
is
the
subject
of
this
section,
(b)
that
tax
assessor
such
that
(b)
section,
this
of
erty which is the subject
ment
(c) that
that by
reason of such military service the
by reason
and (c)
unpaid, and
is unpaid,
ment is
ability
of
such
person
to
pay
such
or assessment
materially
assessment is materially
tax or
ability of such person to pay such tax
affected,
of such
such property
the
enforce the
to enforce
made to
be made
shall be
property shall
sale of
no sale
affected, no
collection
tax or
any proceeding
action for
or action
proceeding or
or any
assessment, or
or assessment,
such tax
of such
collection of
such
purpose commenced,
except upon
leave of
of court
granted upon
upon
court granted
upon leave
commenced, except
such purpose
an
application made
made therefor
therefor by
by such
collector or
or other
other officer. The
such collector
an application
court thereupon
stay such
such proceedings
sale, as
as proprosuch sale,
or such
proceedings or
may stay
thereupon may
court
vided
Act, for
for aa period
period extending
not more
more than
months
six months
than six
extending not
this Act,
in this
vided in
after the
termination of
of the
period of
military service
service of such person.
of military
the period
the termination
after
(3)
When by
by law
law such
such property
may be
or forfeited
forfeited to
enforce
to enforce
be sold
sold or
property may
(3) When

in military service
the collection
such tax
or assessment,
assessment, such person
person in
tax or
of such
the
collection of

shall have
the right
right to
or commence
such
to redeem such
an action to
commence an
redeem or
to redeem
have the
shall
property, at
at any
any time
time not
not later
later than
than six
months after
termination of
of
the termination
after the
six months
property,
such
service,
but
in
no
case
later
than
six
months
after
date
when
when
date
the
after
months
six
than
later
case
no
in
such service, but
this
Act ceases
ceases to
to be
be in
force; but
taken to shorten any
be taken
shall not be
but this shall
in force;
this Act
period,
provided by
or Territory
State or
of any State
laws of
the laws
by the
hereafter provided
or hereafter
now or
period, now
for
redemption.
for such
such redemption.

be paid
paid when due,
shall not
not be
any tax
tax or assessment
assessment shall
(4)
Whenever any
(4) Whenever

such tax
tax or assessment
assessment due
due and unpaid shall bear interest until paid
such
at the
the rate
rate of
annum, and
and no
no other
other penalty
interest
or interest
penalty or
per annum,
centum per
per centum
of 66per
at
shall
by reason
reason of
of such
lhen for such
such nonpayment. Any lien
incurred by
be incurred
shall be
or assessment shall also include such interest thereon.
taxes or
unpaid taxes

(5) The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, the
of the
Navy, and
the SecreSecreand the
the Navy,
Secretary of
the Secretary
{5)
tary
the Treasury
make provision
manner as
may
each may
as each
such manner
in such
provision in
shall make
Treasury shall
of the
tary of
deem
or his
respective department,
department, to
giving
the giving
insure the
to insure
his respective
appropriate for
deem appropriate
of
notice to
persons in
in the
the military
respective jurisunder their respective
military service under
to persons
of notice
dictions, of
the benefits
accorded by
this section
section and
action made
the action
and the
by this
benefits accorded
of the
dictions,
necessary
benefits in each case.
those benefits
to claim those
necessary to
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SEC.
Public lands.
SEC. 501. (1)
(1) No right to any lands owned or controlled
controlled by the
Protection
Protection of
of rights
rights
United States initiated or acquired under any laws of the United States, during
during period of service.
including the mining and mineral leasing laws, by any person prior to
to ice.
entering
entering military service shall during the period of such
service be
such service
forfeited
forfeited or prejudiced by reason of his absence from the land or his
failure to perform
improvements thereon or
or his
perform any work
work or
or make
make any
any improvements
his
failure to do any other
other act required
required by or
or under
under such
such laws.
43 U. S.
C. ch. 8a;
S. C.
(2) If
If aapermittee or licensee under the Act
(2)
28, 1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Act of June
June 28,1934
ch. 8a.
Supp. V, ch.
1269),
1269), enters military service,
suspend his
permit or
service, he may
may elect to
to suspend
his permit
or Discretionary
Discretionary sussuspension of permit; rerelicense
period of
service and
six months
months thereafter,
license for
for the
the period
of his
his military
military service
and six
thereafter, pension
fees.
fund of grazing fees.
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
by regulations
regulations shall
sh all p
rovid e for
for such
such
and
of the
the Interior
Interior by
provide
suspension of
of permits
permits and
remission, reduction,
or
and licenses and for the remission,
reduction, or
of .grazing
during such
such suspension.
suspension.
refund of
grazing fees
fees during
(3)
This section
construed to
to control
(3) This
section shall
shall not
not be
be construed
control specific
specific requirerequire- Exemptions.
ments
this article.
ments contained
contained in
in this
article.
Service accepted for
S
EC. 502.
If any
homestead entry
entry homestead
SEC.
502. If
any person
person whose
whose application
application for
for a
a homestead
homestead residence.
has
been allowed
or who
made application
for homestead
entry
has been
allowed or
who has
has made
application for
homestead entry
which may
may thereafter
allowed, after
after such
entry or
application
which
thereafter be
be allowed,
such entry
or application
enters military
service, or
or if
if any
any person
valid settlement
enters
military service,
person who
who has
has a
a valid
settlement
the Department
of the
claim enters military service,
service, the
Department of
the Interior
Interior shall
shall
construe his
his military
military service
service to
to be equivalent
equivalent to residence
residence and
and cultivacultivaentered or
for the
the period
of such
such
tion upon the
the tract entered
or settled
settled upon
upon for
period of
service. From
From the
the effective
of this
this Act
Act no
contest shall
service.
effective date
date of
no contest
shall be
be
initiated
ground of
abandonment and
and no
no allegation
allegation of
abaninitiated on
on the
the ground
of abandonment
of abandonment shall
be sustained
sustained against
against any
any such
such person,
person, unless
unless it
donment
shall be
it shall
shall
be
the preliminary
preliminary affidavit
affidavit or
affidavits of
of contest
and
be alleged
alleged in
in the
or affidavits
contest and
proved
the hearing
hearing in
in cases
initiated subsequent
to the
the effective
effective
proved at
at the
cases initiated
subsequent to
date
of this
this Act
that the
the alleged
alleged absence
from the
land was
was not
to
date of
Act that
absence from
the land
not due
due to
Credit allowed
allowed if
such military
service. If
If such
person is
on account
such
military service.
such person
is discharged
discharged on
account of
of discharged
discharged
for
disability.
wounds
disability incurred
incurred in
line of
the term
of
wounds received
received or
or disability
in the
the line
of duty,
duty, the
term of
his
enlistment and
any period
period of
of hospitalization
to such
such wounds
his enlistment
and any
hospitalization due
due to
wounds
or
shall be
deducted from
the required
residence,
or disability
disability shall
be deducted
from the
required length
length of
of residence,
Residence
Residence before
without
time of
shall issue
issue issue
without reference
reference to
to the
the time
of actual
actual service.
service. No
No patent
patent shall
of patent.
to
any such
who has
not resided
and cultivated
cultivated
resided upon,
upon, improved,
improved, and
to any
such person
person who
has not
his homestead
for a
period of
at least
one year.
of at
least one
year.
a period
his
homestead for
of applicant
applicant
SEC. 503.
(1) If
If any
whose application
application for
homestead forDeath
for aa homestead
SEC.
503. (1)
any person
person whose
homestead
while
homestead while
entry has
has been
been allowed
or who
has made
for homestead
homestead in service, etc.
who has
made application
application for
allowed or
entry
entry which
which may
may thereafter
thereafter be
be allowed
allowed or
or who
has a
avalid
valid settlement
who has
settlement
entry
Rights of widow or
claim
dies while
while in
military service
result of
of such
such service,
service, his
his minor
in military
service or
or as
as a
a result
claim dies
children.
widow, if
if unmarried,
unmarried, or
the case
of her
her death
death or
marriage, his
his
or marriage,
or in
in the
case of
widow,
minor
children, or
or his
his or
representatives, may
proceed
minor children,
or their
their legal
legal representatives,
may proceed
forthwith to
to make
make final
final proof
proof upon
upon such
such entry
or upon
upon an
an application
application
entry or
forthwith
which
is allowed
allowed after
the applicant's
applicant's death,
death, or
upon aa homestead
homestead
or upon
which is
after the
application
thereafter allowed
allowed based
settlement claim,
and
claim, and
valid settlement
based on
on aavalid
application thereafter
Residence and culshall be
to receive
receive a
a patent
patent for
for such
land. The
death of
of such
such tivation requirements.
shall
be entitled
entitled to
such land.
The death
requirements.
person while
while in
military service
service or
or as
as a
result of
such service
service shall
shall be
person
in military
a result
of such
be
construed
to be
be equivalent
equivalent to
all requirements
as to
to
to a
a performance
performance of
of all
requirements as
construed to
residence and
and cultivation
cultivation upon
upon such
homestead or
or claim,
claim, notwithnotwithsuch homestead
residence
standing the
section 502
this Act.
Act.
502 of
of this
the provisions
provisions of
of section
standing
Proof of entry if dis(2) If
If such
such person
person is
is honorably
discharged and
because of
of physical
physical charged
(2)
honorably discharged
and because
with service
service
incapacities
to such
such service
unable to
may disability.
to the
the land,
land, he
he may
is unable
to return
return to
due to
service is
incapacities due
make final
improvement, or
orcultivamake
final proof
proof without
without further
further residence,
residence, improvement,
cultivation, at
at such
as the
of the
the Interior
Interior may
may
Secretary of
and place
place as
the Secretary
such time
time and
tion,
authorize, and
and receive
receive a
a patent
land entered.
entered.
to the
the land
patent to
authorize,
Repeal.
(3)
of July
28, 1917
1917 (40
(40 Stat.
is hereby
hereby repealed.
repealed.
Stat. 248),
248), is
(3) The
The Act
Act of
July 28,
S. C. §§ 24124143 U. S.
242,
272.
SEC. 504.
504. (1)
entry made
made or
the desertdesertheld under
under the
or held
No desert-land
desert-land entry
SEC.
(1) No
Desert-land entry.
entry.
Desert-land
land laws
prior to
entrance of
of the
his succesor
in
Expenditure and
and
or his
succesor in
the entryman
entryman or
to the
the entrance
land
laws prior
reclamation requireinterest into
into military
military service
service shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
to contest
or cancelation
cancelation ments.
contest or
interest
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in
for failure
the sum of $1 per acre per year in
expend the
or expend
make or
to make
failure to
for
claim
of
improvements
upon
the
claim
or
to
effect
reclamation
the
reclamation
the
effect
to
or
claim
the
improvements upon
during the
the period
period the
entryman or
or his
. esor in interest is engaged
succesor
his succ
the entryman
during
in
military
service
or
during
a
period
six
thereafter: or durmonths thereafter
of
period
a
in military service or during
ing
any
period
of
hospitalization
because
or disability
wounds
of
because
hospitalization
of
period
ing any
incurred
line of
which such entryman
time within which
The time
duty. The
of duty.
the line
in the
incurred in
or claimant
claimant is
required to
to make
such expenditures
expenditures and effect reclamamake such
is required
or
tion
shall be
be exclusive of his period of.service and the
land shall
the land
of the
tion of
six-months'
hospitalization.
and any such period of hospitalization.
period and
six-months' period
discharged and
(2) IfIf such
such entryman
claimant is honorably discharged
and
or claimant
entryman or
(2)
to accomunable
such
to
because
of
physical
inca,pacities
due
to
service
is
unable
due
incapacities
physical
of
because
proof
plish reclamation
reclamation of,
of, and
and payment
payment for, the land, he may make proof
plish
without further
further reclamation
reclamation or
under such rules as the
payments under
or payments
without
Secretary
Interior may
receive patent for the
prescribe and receive
may prescribe
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
land entered
entered or claimed.
land
or
(3) In
In order
obtain the
entryman or
section, such entryman
of this section,
benefits of
the benefits
to obtain
order to
(3)
claimant shall,
within six months after the effective
effective date of this Act
shall, within
claimant
or within
within six
six months
after his
his entrance
entrance into military service, file or
or
months after
or
cause to
to be
be filed
land office
claim
of the district in which his claim
office of
the land
in the
filed in
cause
is
situated a
notice that
that he
has entered
military service and that he
entered military
he has
a notice
is situated
desires
claim under
under this section.
desert claim
hold the desert
to hold
desires to
S
EC. 505.
505. (1)
(1) The
The provisions
provisions of section 2324 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes
SEC.
of the
United States,
which require
require that
that on each mining claim located
States, which
the United
of
therefor not
after
May 10,
and until
until patent
patent has
has been
not
been issued therefor
1872, and
10, 1872,
after May
less
than
$100
worth
of
labor
shall
be
performed
or
improvements
improvements
performed
be
shall
labor
of
less than $100 worth
made
during each
each year,
year, shall
shall not
period of his servthe period
during the
apply during
not apply
made during
ice,
or
until
six
months
after
the
termination
service, or during
such
of
termination
the
after
ice, or until six months
any
hospitalization because
disability incurred
incurred
because of wounds or disability
of hospitalization
period of
any period
a
in
of duty,
duty, to
claims or
interests in
in claims which are owned by a
or interests
to claims
line of
in line
person
in military
military service
service and
have been regularly
regularly located and
which have
and which
person in

a claim which
interest in a
recorded.
mining claim
claim or
any interest
which is owned
or any
No mining
recorded. No
and recorded
located
by
such
a
person
and
which
has
been
regularly
located
recorded
regularly
been
has
which
and
person
a
such
by
annual assessments.
shall be
be subject
subject to
to forfeiture
forfeiture by
by nonperformance
annual assessof the annual
nonperformance of
shall
ments during
during the
military service, or until six months
such military
of such
period of
the period
ments
after
the
termination
of
such
service
or
hospitalization.
of such hospitalization.
or of
service
such
of
termination
the
after
Obtainment of beneclaimant
of this section, the claimant
(2) In
In order
benefits of
the benefits
obtain the
to obtain
order to
(2)
Obtinrmentof
fits, requirements.
of any
any mining
location shall,
before the
the expiration
expiration of the assessshall, before
mining location
of
ment
year during
he enters military service, file or cause to
which lie
during which
ment year
recorded
be
filed
in
the
office
where
certificate is recorded
the location notice or certificate
where
office
the
in
be filed
notice that
that he
has entered
such service
service and that he desires to hold
entered such
he has
aa notice
his
under this section.
mining claim under
his mining
S
EC. 506.
(1)
Any person
person holding
holding a
Permit or lease une
under
lease on the public
or lease
permit or
a permit
Any
(1)
506.
S.
mitorllease
Feder
Federal mineral leaswho
leasmg
mineral
domain
the
Federal
mineral
leasing
laws
enters military
Federal
the
under
domain
ing
laws.
inglaws.
Suspension of operahis permit
under
operations
service
may,
at
his
election,
suspend
all
operations
permit
suspend
election,
his
at
may,
service
oer
of
tousen.ion
tions.
military
or
lease
for
a
period
of
time
equivalent
to
the
of
his
military
period
the
to
or lease for a period of time equivalent
service and
months thereafter.
thereafter. The term of the permit or lease
six months
and six
service
shall not
not run
such period
of suspension
rentals
suspension nor shall any rentals
period of
during such
run during
shall
or
royalties
be
charged
against
the
permit
lease
during
the
period
or
permit
the
against
charged
be
or royalties
of suspension.
Obtainment of benesuch permittee
section, such
of this
(2)
In order
this section,
permittee
order to obtain the benefit of
(2) In
fObtaeqinemtentofb
fits, requirements.
Act
or
shall, within
within six
six months
months after the effective date of this Act
lessee shall,
or lessee
the
or
six
months
after
his
entrance
military
service,
notify
into
or six months after his entrance
General Land
Office by registered
such
registered mail of his entrance into such
Land Office
General
service and
and of
desire to
himself of
of the benefits of this section.
avail himself
to avail
his desire
of his
service
terms of
Construing of secto supersede the terms
construed
be
(3)
This
shall
not
construed
of
section
This
(3)
sectonstruingof
tion.
lease.
or
permit
a
any contract
contract for operation
operation of a
any
Perfection, etc., of
SEc. 507.
507. Nothing
Nothing in
this article
shall be construed
construed to limit or
article shall
in this
et.eof aC.
hi, inservice.
Perihtson
rights
while
take any
a person
affect
r
affect the right of a
person in military service to
to take
any action
action
rights
w
law or the
by
authorized
during
his
period
of
service
be
authorized
may
which
during his period of service

No
forfeiture by
No forfeiture
nonperformance of
annual aqscosments.
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regulations of
of the
the Department
perfection,
of the Interior for the perfection,
Department of
regulations
defense, or
or further
assertion of
acquired prior to
to
rights initiated or acquired
of rights
further assertion
defense,
be lawful for any person
the
of entering
military service.
It shall
person
shall be
service. It
entering military
date of
the date
submit any proof which
while m
to make
affidavit or submit
any affidavit
make any
service to
such service
in such
while
regulations of the General
may be
required by
law or
General
practice or regulations
the practice
or the
by law
be required
may
Land
Office in
rn
. connection
connection with
entry, perfection,
perfection, defense, or
the entry,
with the
Land Office
to enterfurther assertion
of any
any rights
or acquired
acquired prior
prior to
initiated or
rights initiated
assertion of
further
ing such
officer in
command and holdimmediate command
in immediate
the officer
before the
service, before
such service,
ing
ing a
commission in
the branch
of the
the service
service in which
which the person is
branch of
in the
a commission
ing
and with like
engaged.
Such affidavits
shall be
as binding
binding in law and
be as
affidavits shall
engaged. Such
United States
penalties as
as if
States land office.
register of aaUnited
a register
before a
if taken
taken before
penalties
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
may issue
to
regulations to
and regulations
rules and
issue rules
Interior may
of the
The
effectuate
sections 501 to 512, inclusive.
purposes of sections
the purposes
effectuate the
in
S
EC. 508.
The Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
authorized, in
hereby authorized,
is hereby
Interior is
of the
508. The
SEC.
the
during the
his discretion,
to suspend
as to
persons in military
military service during:
to persons
suspend as
discretion, to
his
period while
while this
remains in
for a
period of six
a period
and for
force and
in force
Act remains
this Act
period
months thereafter
thereafter or
or during
during any
period of hospitalization
hospitalization because
because
any period
months
of wounds
or disability
in line
of duty
duty that provision
provision of the
line of
incurred in
disability incurred
wounds or
of
act
as the
the "Reclamation
"Reclamation Act"
requiring residence
residence upon lands
Act" requiring
known as
act known
water
in
private ownership
ownership or within the neighborhood
neighborhood for securing
securing water
in private
for
of the
the same,
and he
authorized to
to permit
permit the use
is authorized
he is
same, and
irrigation of
the irrigation
for the
of
available water
thereon upon
upon such
conditions as he may
such terms and conditions
water thereon
of available
deem
deem proper.
SEC. 509.
The Secretary
Interior shall
issue through approshall issue
the Interior
of the
Secretary of
509. The
SEC.
priate
and naval
naval channels
by
distribution by
for distribution
notice for
channels aa notice
military and
priate military
appropriate
authorities to
in the military
persons in
to persons
naval authorities
and naval
military and
appropriate military
section
service
the provisions
except as to section
this article except
of this
provisions of
explaining the
service explaining
500
hereof and
and shall
shall furnish
furnish forms
forms to
be distributed
like manner
manner
in like
distributed in
to be
500 hereof
to
to
to make
its benefits,
benefits, except as to
for its
application for
make application
desiring to
those desiring
to those
said
said section.
the
SEC. 510.
510. (1)
pendency of
any war
war in which the
of any
the pendency
During the
(1) During
SEC.
United States
States may
may be
be engaged
engaged while
while this
in force
any
force any
remains in
Act remains
this Act
United
absence from
homestead
entryman shall
be entitled
entitled to
to a
a leave
leave of absence
shall be
homestead entryman
his entry
for the
the purpose
performing farm
labor. The
time actuactuThe time
farm labor.
of performing
purpose of
entry for
his
ally spent
spent in
in farm
farm labor
shall be
counted as
residence,
constructive residence,
as constructive
be counted
labor shall
ally
if
within fifteen
after leaving
leaving his
entry to
engage in
such
in such
to engage
his entry
days after
fifteen days
if within
labor
the entryman
entryman files
files a
notice of
the land
land office
office of
the
of the
in the
absence in
of absence
a notice
labor the
district
which his
entry is
situated, and
if at
the expiration
expiration of
of the
the
at the
and if
is situated,
his entry
in which
district in
calendar
statement
written statement
office aa written
that office
in that
files in
entryman files
the entryman
year the
calendar year
under
and corroborated
giving the
the date
date or
or
witnesses giving
two witnesses
by two
corroborated by
oath and
under oath
dates
when he
he left
date or
dates of
his return,
return, and
the
and the
of his
or dates
the date
entry, the
his entry,
left his
dates when
place where
where and
for whom
whom he
was engaged
labor
farm labor
in farm
engaged in
he was
person for
and person
place
during such
such period
period or
or periods
periods of
absence.
of absence.
during
(2) Nothing
Nothing; in
excuse any
any homestead
homestead entryman
entryman
shall excuse
section shall
this section
in this
(2)
from
making
improvements
or
performing
the
cultivation
upon his
his
upon
cultivation
the
performing
or
improvements
making
from
entry
by law.
The provisions
provisions of this section shall apply
law. The
required by
entry required
only
to persons
persons whose
been allowed
allowed or
or filed
filed prior
prior
have been
applications have
whose applications
only to
to the
the effective
Act.
this Act.
of this
date of
effective date
to
SEC. 511.
Any person
the age
age of
of twenty-one
twenty-one who
in
serves in
who serves
under the
person under
511. Any
SEc.
the
military service
this Act
Act remains
remains in
be entitled
entitled
shall be
force shall
in force
while this
service while
the military
to
rights under
under the
the laws
laws relating
or conconowned or
lands owned
to lands
relating to
same rights
the same
to the
trolled by
by the
including the
mineral leasleasand mineral
mining and
the mining
States, including
United States,
the United
trolled
ing laws,
laws, as
over twenty-one
under such
laws. Any
Any
such laws.
possess under
now possess
twenty-one now
those over
as those
ing
requirements as
time
a limited
limited time
within a
residence within
of residence
establishment of
to establishment
as to
requirements
shall
as to
to entry
entry by
such person
person until
until six
six months
months after
after
by such
suspended as
be suspended
shall be
his
discharge from
service. Applications
Applications for
entry may
may
for entry
military service.
from military
his discharge
be verified
verified before
in the
United States
States or
or any
any foreign
foreign
the United
officer in
any officer
before any
be
country authorized
to administer
the laws
State or
or
the State
of the
laws of
by the
oaths by
administer oaths
authorized to
country
Territory
in
which
the
land
may
be
situated.
situated.
be
may
land
the
Territory in which
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Rules and regulaRules
tions.
Residence requireResidence
ments, lands in private ownership,
ownership, etc.

Use of available
Use
water.

Explanatory notice
Explanatory
to beclistributed.
bedistributed.

Application forms.
forms.
Application

Performance of farm
farm
Performance
labor.
Leaves
of
absence
Leaves
during
to entrymen during
pendency of war.
pendency

No excuse
allowed
excuse allowed
for nonperformance.
nonperformance.

Public lands.
Public
Equal rights accordaccordEqual
ed
age
persons under age
ed persons
of 21.
21.
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Tax collection from
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person
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SEC. 512.
of the
who serve
serve with
the forces
forces
SEC.
512. Citizens
Citizens of
the United
United States
States who
with the
of
nation with
the United
may be
allied in
prosof any
any nation
with which
which the
United States
States may
be allied
in the
the prosecution
any war
war in
in which
United States
engages while
this
ecution of
of any
which the
the United
States engages
while this
Act
entitled to
relief and benefits afforded
afforded
Act remains in force shall
shall be
be entitled
to the relief
by
if such
service is
is similar
similar to
to military
as defined
defined
by this article,
article, if
such service
military service
service as
in this
this Act,
Act, and
if they
are honorably
in
and if
they are
honorably discharged
discharged and
and resume
resume United
United
States citizenship
die in
the service
of the
forces or
States
citizenship or
or die
in the
service of
the allied
allied forces
or as
as a
a
result of such service.
SEC. 513.
collection from
SEC.
513. The collection
from any person in
in the military service
of
on the
the income
such person,
person, whether
due prior
prior to
of any tax on
income of
of such
whether falling
falling due
to
or
his period
military service,
shall be
deferred for
or during
during his
period of
of military
service, shall
be deferred
for aaperiod
period
extending
termination of
his
extending not
not more
more than six
six months after
after the
the termination
of his
period of military service
if such
ability to
such tax
is
service if
such person's
person's ability
to pay
pay such
tax is
materially impaired by reason
materially
reason of such service. No
No interest
interest on
on any
amount of
is deferred
period under
amount
of tax,
tax, collection
collection of
of which
which is
deferred for
for any
any period
under
this
section, and
nonpayment of
during
this section,
and no penalty
penalty for
for nonpayment
of such
such amount
amount during
such
deferment by
reason of
of
such period,
period, shall
shall accrue for such
such period
period of deferment
by reason
such nonpayment. The running of any
any statute
statute of limitations
limitations against
against
collection of such
be suspended
suspended
the collection
such tax by
by distraint
distraint or
or otherwise
otherwise shall
shall be
period of
military service
of any
individual the
of
for the
the period
of military
service of
any individual
the collection
collection of
period
whose tax is deferred
deferred under this section, and
and for
for an
an additional period
of nine months beginning
beginning with the day
miliday following
following the period
period of
of military service. The provisions of
of this
this section
section shall not apply
apply to the
income tax on employees imposed by section 1400 of
of the
the Federal
Federal Insurance Contributions Act.

ARTICLE VI-ADMINISTRATIVE

ARTICLE VI—ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDEES
REMEDIES

Evasive transfers of
interests.

Certificates
Certificates
service.
servite.

as to

Prima facie evidence
of speoified
specified facts.

Certificates furnished
Certificates
furnished
on application.

SEC. 600. Where in any proceeding
Sac.
proceeding to enforce a
a civil right
right in
in any
appear to
satisfaction of the court
court that
that any
any
court it is made to
to appear
to the
the satisfaction
interest, property, or contract has since the date of the
approval of
of
the approval
acquired with
delay the
just
this Act been transferred
transferred or acquired
with intent
intent to
to delay
the just
enforcement of such right by taking
taking advantage
advantage of
this Act,
Act, the
court
enforcement
of this
the court
shall enter such judgment or make
as might
make such
such order
order as
might lawfully
lawfully be
be
entered or made, the provisions of this Act
contrary notwithnotwithAct to
to the
the contrary
standing.
SEa.
Sao. 601. (1)
(1) In
proceeding under this Act
In any proceeding
Act aacertificate
certificate signed
signed
General of the
in the
the Army
or
by The Adjutant General
the Army as
as to
to persons
persons in
Army or
in any branch of the United States
serving pursuant
pursuant
States service while serving
to law with the Army of the United States, signed by the
of
the Chief of
the Bureau
Bureau of Navigation
Navigation of the Navy Department
Department as to persons in
in
the United States Navy or in any other branch
branch of
of the United
United States
States
service while serving
serving pursuant to law with the United
States Navy,
United States
Navy,
and signed by the Major General
General Commandant,
Marine
Commandant, United States Marine
Corps, as to persons in the Marine Corps,
of
Corps, or
or in any
any other
other branch
branch of
the United States service while
pursuant to
law with
with the
the
while serving
serving pursuant
to law
Marine Corps, or signed by an officer designated
designated by any
any of
of them,
them,
respectively, for the purpose, shall when
respectively,
produced be
be prima
prima facie
eviwhen produced
facie evidence as to any of the following facts
facts stated in such certificate:
certificate:
That aa person named has not been, or is, or has been in military
service; the time when and the place where
where such person entered
entered military service, his residence at
time, and
rank, branch,
and unit
unit
at that
that time,
and the
the rank,
branch, and
of such service that he entered,
entered, the dates within which
he was
was in
which he
in
pay received
received by
such person
at the
the date
military service, the monthly
monthly pay
by such
person at
date
of issuing the certificate, the time when and the place
place where
where such
such
person died in or was discharged
discharged from
from such service.
(2)
(2) It
It shall be the duty of the foregoing officers to furnish such
such
certificate
application, and any such certificate
certificate on application,
when purporting
purporting to
to
certificate when
be signed by any one of such officers or by any person purporting
purporting
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certificates to have been so authorized
upon the face of the certificates
authorized shall be
prima
facie evidence
prima facie
evidence of its contents
contents and
and of
of the
the authority of the signer
signer
to issue
issue the same.
same.
to
(3) Where
person in
in military
service has
missing
has been
been reported
reported missing
military service
(3)
Where aaperson
he shall
be presumed
presumed to
the service
service until accounted
accounted for,
for,
in the
to continue
continue in
he
shall be
and
period herein
begins or
death of
with the death
or ends with
which begins
herein limited
limited which
no period
and no
such person
person shall
shall begin or end until the death of such person is in
such
fact
reported to
the Department of War or Navy, or
found by the
to or found
fact reported
a court
by a
any
or board
board thereof,
thereof, or
or until
until such
court
such death is found by
any court
court or
of
competent jurisdiction:
That no
no period
period herein
herein limited
limited
Provided, That
jurisdiction: Provided,
of competent
which
or ends
extended
of such
such person shall be extended
ends with
with the death of
begins or
which begins
hereby
beyond a
a period
period of
of six
six months
months after
Act
time when this Act
after the time
hereby beyond
ceases
ceases to be in
in force.
S
EC. 602.
Any interlocutory
interlocutory order
made by any court under the
order made
602. Any
SEC.
provisions of
Act may,
upon the
court's own motion or otherwise,
the court's
may, upon
this Act
of this
provisions
be
or extended
extended by
it upon
notice to the parties
upon such notice
by it
modified, or
revoked, modified,
be revoked,
affected as
may require.
require.
as it
it may
affected
thereof
SEc.
any provision
provision of
application thereof
the application
this Act, or the
of this
If any
SEC. 603.
603. If
to any
or circumstances,
is held
held invalid,
invalid, the
remainder of the
the remainder
circumstances, is
person or
any person
to
Act, and
and the
application of such
such provision to other persons or cirthe application
Act,
cumstances,
affected thereby.
thereby.
be affected
not be
shall not
cumstances, shall
ProSEc. 604.
604. This
Act shall remain in force until May 15, 1945: ProThis Act
SEC.
vided, That
should the
the United
engaged in a
awar, this
United States be then engaged
That should
vided,
Act shall
shall remain
remain in
in force
until such war is terminated by a
a treaty of
force until
Act
peace proclaimed
President and for six months
months thereafter:
thereafter:
the President
by the
proclaimed by
peace
Provided
That wherever
section or provision of
under any section
wherever under
further, That
Provided further,
this
Act a
proceeding, remedy,
privilege, stay,
stay, limitation,
limitation, accounting,
accounting,
remedy, privilege,
a proceeding,
this Act
or other
other transaction
transaction has
provided with
respect
with respect
or provided
authorized or
been authorized
has been
or
to
herein fixed
fixed for
for the
the
the date
date herein
to the
prior to
performed prior
service performed
to military
military service
termination
of this
this _Act,
to
such section
section or provision shall be deemed to
Act, such
termination of
to the
the
continue in
in full
full force
so long
long as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
as may
effect so
and effect
force and
continue
exercise or
or enjoyment
enjoyment of
of such
proceeding, remedy,
stay,
privilege, stay,
remedy, privilege,
such proceeding,
exercise
limitation,
accounting, or
transaction.
other transaction.
or other
limitation, accounting,
SEC. 605.
605. The
provisions of
joint resolution
resolution approved
approved
4 of
of the
the joint
of section
section 4
The provisions
SEC.
August
27, 1940
1940 (Public
(Public Resolution
Numbered 96,
96, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth ConConResolution Numbered
August 27,
gress),
and the
Selective Training and
of section 13 of the Selective
provisions of
the provisions
gress), and
Service
of 1940,
1940, shall
not be
be applicable
milito any
any milirespect to
with respect
applicable with
shall not
Act of
Service Act
tary
this Act.
of this
enactment of
of enactment
the date
date of
after the
performed after
service performed
tary service
Approved,
October 17, 1940.
Approved, October
[
CHAPTER 889]
8891
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To authorize
the lease
lease or
or sale
sale of
certain public
public lands
and for
other
for other
Alaska, and
in Alaska,
lands in
of certain
authorize the
To
purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the sections
sections
assembled, That
in Congress
America in
United States
2 east,
1 and 2
numbered 16
16 and
and 36
36 in
townships 17
18 north,
ranges 1
north, ranges
and 18
17 and
in townships
numbered
Seward meridian,
meridian, Alaska,
are hereby
released from
reservation
the reservation
from the
hereby released
Alaska, are
Seward
thereof made
the Act
Act of
March 4,
1214), for the
Stat. 1214),
(38 Stat.
4, 1915
1915 (38
of March
by the
made by
thereof
support
of the
the common
schools in
the Territory
Alaska, and in lieu
of Alaska,
Territory of
in the
common schools
support of
of
the lands
lands so
so released
released an
an equal
area of
of vacant,
surveyed,
nonmineral, surveyed,
vacant, nonmineral,
equal area
of the
unreserved,
public lands
in the
Territory of
of Alaska
be designated
designated
may be
Alaska may
the Territory
lands in
unreserved, public
and
reserved for
for the
of the
the common
in the
Territory
the Territory
schools in
common schools
the support
support of
and reserved
of Alaska
the manner
manner provided
provided by
Act of
of February
28, 1891
1891
February 28,
the Act
by the
in the
of
Alaska in
(26
Stat.
796).
(26 Stat. 796).
authorized, in his
is hereby
S
Ec. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
hereby authorized,
Interior is
the Interior
of the
SEC.
discretion, to
at not
than $1.25
$1.25 per
under such
such
per acre,
acre, under
not less
less than
to sell
sell at
or to
to lease,
lease, or
discretion,
rules
and regulations
regulations and
such terms
he may
may
as he
and conditions
conditions as
terms and
upon such
and upon
rules and

Presumption as to
persons reported
reported misspersons
ing.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation.

Court action.

Saving clause.
clause.

Duration.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Extension.
Extension.

Continuance of auContinuance
thorized transactions.
transactions.
thorized

Inapplicabilityof
Inapplicabilityof
certain
provisions.
certain provisions.
Ante, pp.
880, 895.
895.
Ante,
pp. 860,

October
17, 1940
1940
October 17.
[n. R.
R. 665S1
66581
[H.
8621
[Public, No. 862]

Alaska.
Alaska.
Exchange
of certain
certain
Exehange of
public
lauds.
public lands.

C. §
§ 353.
353.
48 II.
48
U. S.
S. C.

43 U.
U. S.
8. C.
C. §§851.
51.
43
Lease
sale of
lands
of lands
or sale
Lease or
from reservareleased
released from
tion.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Reservation of mineral rights.
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CHS .889-891—OCT.
17, 1940
1940
889-891-OCT. 17,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—

prescribe, the
released from
from reservation
reservation by
by section
of this
this Act
Act
section 11of
the lands
lands released
prescribe,
and
the public
public lands
townships 17
17 and
and 18
north, ranges
1 and
and 22
18 north,
ranges 1
in townships
and the
lands in
east;
sections 25,
31 / 32,
32 / 33
17 north,
north,
34,1 and
and 35
35, township
township 17
33,/ 34
25, 26,
26, 27,
27, 31,
east; sections
range
west; sections
sections 3,
4, 5,
5, 6,
6, and
and 7,
township 16
16 north,
north, range 11
7, township
3, 4,
range 11west;
west;
sections 1,
1, 2,
2, 11,
11, and
and 12,
12, township
north, range
range 2
2 west,
west,
16 north,
township 16
west; sections
Seward
meridian, Alaska:
Alaska: Provided,
That all
all patents
patents and
and
Provided, however,
however, That
Seward meridian,
leases issued
issued under
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
a reservareservashall contain
contain a
of this
under the
the provisions
leases
tion to
the United
States of
gas, and
and other
other mineral
mineral deposits,
deposits,
oil, gas,
United States
of the
the oil,
tion
to the
together
prospect for,
remove the
the same
same
mine, and
and remove
to prospect
for, mine,
with the
the right
right to
together with
under
regulations as
as the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
the Interior
such regulations
under such
The
section are
are subject
to valid
valid existing
existing rights.
rights.
subject to
provisions of
of this
this section
The provisions
Approved, October 17, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 890]
890]

October 17,
17, 1940
1940
[II.
[HI.R. 7252]
[Public, No. 863]
8631

Alaska.
Sale or lease of certain lands for park,
etc., purposes.

For cemetery
purFor
cemetery purposes.

Proniso.
Proviso.
Reservation
minReservation of mineral rights.
rights.

Inapplicability of
of
Inapplicability
designated
Act.
designated Act.
43 U. S.. C.. §729.

Disabled nurses of
Disabled
Army and Navy.
S. C.§§937.
10 U.
U. S.C.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Retirement.
Retirement.

AN ACT

To authorize
authorize the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
to sell
or lease
for park
park or
or recreational
recreational
To
the Interior
Interior to
sell or
lease for
purposes,
sell for
for cemetery
in Alaska.
Alaska.
purposes, and
and to
to sell
cemetery purposes,
purposes, certain
certain public
public lands
lands in

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
assembled, That
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
of
authorized, under such rules and
of the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby, authorized,
regulations
regulations as
as he may prescribe, to appraise
appraise and sell,
sell, or
or to
to lease,
lease, to
to
incorporated city
Alaska, for park
recreational
any incorporated
city or town
town in Alaska,
park or recreational
purposes, not
hundred and sixty acres of
vacant and
purposes,
not to
to exceed
exceed one
one hundred
of vacant
unreserved public
unreserved
public lands
lands in the
the Territory,
Territory, which,
which, in his opinion, are
are
reasonably
city or
or town,
and sell
reasonably accessible
accessible to
to such
such city
town, and
and to
to appraise
appraise and
sell
to
any such
such city
or town,
not to
to exceed
to any
city or
town, for
for cemetery
cemetery purposes,
purposes, not
exceed eighty
eighty
acres
Provided, That each patent
proacres of
of such
such land: Provided,
patent issued
issued under
under the
the provisions of this
this Act shall
shall contain a
a reservation
reservation to the United States
States
conveyed, together
together
of the coal
coal and other mineral deposits in the land conveyed,
with the right to prospect for,
for, mine,
and remove
remove the
the same,
same, under
mine, and
under
regulations issued
by the
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
rules and regulations
issued by
the Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
SEC. 2. From and after the date of enactment of this Act, the Act
of
502), shall
of September 30, 1890 (26
(26 Stat.
Stat. 502),
shall not
not apply
apply to
to the
the Territory
Territory
of Alaska.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 17, 1940.
[CHAPTER 891]

October 17,
1940
17, 1940
[I.
[II. R. 8613]
86131
[Public, No. 864]
8641

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

To amend the Act to provide for the retirement
retirement of disabled
of the
the
disabled nurses
nurses of
and the
the Navy.

Army
Army

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
it enacted
and House
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled
assembled, That Public Law
Numbered
790), dated June 20, 1930, be
Numbered 401 (71st
(71st Cong.)
Cong.) (46 Stat. 790),
amended
adding thereto
Provided, That
That
amended by
by adding
thereto the
the following
following proviso:
proviso: Provided,
any person who served as a
or of
of
a member
member of
of the Army Nurse Corps
Corps or
the Navy Nurse Corps during the World War and continuously
continuously
thereafter until May 13, 1926, and who was, prior to June 20, 1930,
separated from said corps by reason of physical disability
disability incurred
incurred
in line of duty, shall, upon her application therefor, be entitled to be
placed upon the retired list of the Nurse Corps of which she was a
a
provided in this Act, her retired pay hereunder becoming
member, as provided
becoming
effective on the date of receipt by the Secretary
Secretary of War or the
Secretary
application or
Secretary of the Navy, as the case may be, of such application
whichever is the later.
the date of enactment of this amendment
amendment whichever
Approved, October
Approved,
October 17,
17, 1940.
1940.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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1940
17, 1940
SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG
.—CHS .892,
892, 893-OCT.
803—OCT .17,
3D SESS
CONG.,., 3D
76TH

[
CHAPTER 892]
892]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Death Valley
To
authorize the
exchange of
of certain
certain patented
lands in
Valley National
National
in the Death
patented lands
the exchange
To authorize
monument.
Monument for
for Government
Government lands
lands in
in the
the monument.
Monument

the
Be
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Senate and
by the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United States
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the owner of
in Congress
America in
United
the east
east half
half of
northeast quarter,
quarter, section 35, township 15 south,
of the
the northeast
the
range 44
the Mount
Mount Diablo meridian, Inyo County, Caliof the
east, of
44 east,
range
fornia,
within the
the Death
Death Valley
National Monument,
Monument, is hereby perValley National
fornia, within
the
mitted and
authorized to
to convey
fee-simple title thereto to the
convey the fee-simple
and authorized
mitted
southeast
of
west
United
States,
and
select
in
lieu
thereof
west
half
the
southeast
the
thereof
in
lieu
select
and
States,
United
Mount
quarter,
36, township
15 south, range 44 east, of the Mount
township 15
section 36,
quarter, section
Diablo
meridian; and
the Secretary
of the
the Interior
hereby authorInterior is hereby
Secretary of
and the
Diablo meridian;
ized
accept such
thereafter cause
conveyance, and thereafter
such conveyance,
to accept
empowered to
and empowered
ized and
to such owner, reserva
patent for
the lands
lands so
so selected
selected to
reservissued to
be issued
to be
for the
a patent
ing
to the
United States,
however, such
such rights-of-way
rights-of-way as may be
States, however,
the United
ing to
needed
construction and
national
maintenance of roads in the national
and maintenance
the construction
for the
needed for
monument:
conveyed to the United
so conveyed
lands so
the lands
That the
Provided, That
monument: Provided,
national monument,
States shall
become and
and be
part of
said national
the said
of the
be aa part
shall become
States
and also
also subject
subject to
all laws
and regulations
relating to other lands
regulations relating
laws and
to all
and
owner of such privately
therein:
And provided
privately
the owner
That the
further, That
provided further,
therein: And
owned lands
within said
said national
national monument
before any exchange
shall, before
monument shall,
lands within
owned
is effective,
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior evidence
evidence satisof the
to the
furnish to
effective, furnish
is
exchange.
factory
title to
patent lands offered in exchange.
the patent
to the
of title
him of
to him
factory to
17, 1940.
Approved,
October 17,
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 893]
893]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To
amend section
War Veterans'
as amended,
to proproamended, to
1924, as
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
World War
(3), World
202 (3),
section 202
To amend
vide
uniform administrative
administrative provisions
provisions in
veterans' laws,
laws,
in veterans'
and uniform
adequate and
more adequate
vide more
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
and

the
Be it
Senate and
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
and House
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Public Law
Law
That Public
Congress assembled,
States of
United
Numbered
Seventy-third Congress,
Congress, approved
approved June
28, 1934, as
June 28,
484, Seventy-third
Numbered 484,
amended, is
is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
by adding
thereto numnumsection thereto
a new
new section
adding a
amended,
bered
to read
read as
follows:
as follows:
6 to
bered 6
"SEc.
6. There
shall be
be no
recovery of
payments heretofore
heretofore or
or
of payments
no recovery
There shall
"SEC. 6.
any
from
hereafter
made
under
the
provisions
of
this
Act
Act
person
this
of
provisions
the
under
made
hereafter
who, in
in the
the Administrator,
Administrator, is
is without
without fault
fault on
his
on his
of the
judgment of
the judgment
who,
part
and
where,
in
the
judgment
of
the
Administrator,
such
recovrecovsuch
Administrator,
the
of
judgment
the
in
part and where,
ery
would defeat
defeat the
the purpose
purpose of
benefits otherwise
otherwise authorized
authorized or
or
of benefits
ery would
would
be
against
equity
and
good
conscience.
No
disbursing
disbursing
No
conscience.
good
and
would be against equity
officer and
officer shall
be held
held liable
liable for
for any
any amount
amount
shall be
certifying officer
no certifying
and no
officer
paid
to
any
person
where
the
recovery
of
such
amount
from
from the
amount
such
of
paid to any person where the recovery
payee is
is waived
provisions of
of this section. This section
the provisions
under the
waived under
payee
shall
be
deemed
to
be
in
effect
as
of
June
28,
1934."
28,1934."
June
of
shall be deemed to be in effect as
SEc.
2. (a)
(a) That
That paragraphs
paragraphs II,
Veterans RegulaRegulaof Veterans
IV of
and IV
III, and
II, III,
SEc. 2.
tion
Numbered
9
(a),
as
amended,
be
further
amended
to read
as
read as
to
amended
further
be
tion Numbered 9 (a), as amended,
follows:
follows:
"II.
Where an
an honorably
honorably discharged
discharged veteran
veteran of
veteran
a veteran
war, a
any war,
of any
"II. Where
of any
any war
war in
receipt of
of pension
or compensation,
compensation, a
veteran disdisa veteran
pension or
in receipt
of
charged
from
the
Army
? Navy,
Navy,
Marine
Corps,
or
Coast
Guard
for
for
Guard
Coast
or
Corps,
Marine
charged from the Army,
disability incurred
incurred in
line of
or a
veteran of
the Army,
Army,
of the
a veteran
duty, or
of duty,
in line
disability
Navy, Marine
Marine Corps,
or Coast
Coast Guard
m receipt
for
pension for
of pension
receipt of
Guard in
Corps, or
Navy,
service-connected
Administrator,
the Administrator,
discharge, the
after discharge,
dies after
disability dies
service-connected disability
in his
his discretion
discretion and with
with due regard
regard to
to the circumstances
circumstances in each
in
case,
shall
pay,
for
burial
and
funeral
expenses
and
transportation
and transportation
expenses
funeral
and
burial
for
pay,
case, shall

October 17, 1940
October

B. 8646]
[H. R.
865]
[Public,
[Public, No. 865]
Death
tional
tional
Calif.

Valley NaMonument,
Monument,

Lands
conveyed
in, conveyed
Lands in,
to
to United
United States.

Selection
Selection
thereof.
thereof.

in
in

lieu
lieu

Provisos.
Provisos.
Lands
to become
Lands to
part of monument.
monument.
part
Evidence
Evidence of title.

October 17,
17, 1940
October
[H.
[H. R.
R. 8930]
8930]
No. 866]
[Public, No.

Administrative proAdministrative
veterans'
visions in veterans'
laws.
laws.
48 Stat. 1281.
U. S.
S. C.
§§ 50338 U.
(. §§
503Supp. V, § §§ 503503§
507; Supp.
MBi.
E66.
Veterans'
bneflts.
Veterans' benefits.
No
recovery from
from
No recovery
beneficiary
without
behetlfciry if without
fault,
etc.
fault, etc.

No
No liability
liability of disbursing
officer.
bursing officer.

Provision
tive.
tive.

retroacretroac-

18
ed.,
S. C.,
C., 1934
1934 ed.,
38 U.
U. S.
p. 1702; Supp. V, p.
p.
998.
998.

allowances.
Burial allowances.

963.
p. 963.
Ante, p.

PUBLIC
LAWS—CH. 893-OCT.
893—OCT. 17, 1940
PUBLIC LAWS-CH.

1194
1194

Contracts.
Contracts.

No
deductions beNo deductions
cause of other contributions; exception.

Provisos.
Provisos.
restricted.
Amount restricted.
Amount

Cash contributions
contributions
to
person
other than person
to other
rendering
rendering burial services.

Payment
of
Payment
penses
under
Act.
other Act.

exany
any

Transportation
Transportation of
body from a
afacility to
place of burial.

Veteran dying while
Veteran
hospitalized.
hospitalized.

Claims
Claimns for
bursement.

reim-

Proviso.
Proviso.
Certain unfiled,
Certain
unfiled,
etc.,
etc., claims.

C., 1934 ed.,
38U. S. C.,1934
ed.,
1691).
p. 1699.

Payment of travel
Payment
indigent
expenses of
expenses
of indigent
a facility,
facility,
patients
patients to a
etc.
etc.

[54 STAT.
[54

of the
(including preparation
preparation of
the body)
body) to
place of
of
to the place
of the
body (including
the body
of
burial, a
sum not
exceeding $100
$100 to
to cover
cover such items
items and to be paid
paid
not exceeding
a sum
burial,
to such
or persons
Administrator.
prescribed by the Administrator.
be prescribed
may be
as may
persons as
person or
to
such person
The Administrator
Administrator may,
may, in
discretion, make
make contracts
burial
contracts for burial
his discretion,
in his
The
allowed
and funeral
funeral services
within the
herein allowed
the amount herein
limits of the
the limits
services within
and
proposals
without regard
laws prescribing
advertisement for proposals
prescribing advertisement
the laws
to the
regard to
without
for
supplies and
and services
services for
Administration. No
Veterans' Administration.
the Veterans'
for the
for supplies
deduction shall
be made
made from
the burial
allowance because
because of any
any
burial allowance
from the
shall be
deduction
(includcontribution from any source
source toward
funeral (includtoward the burial and funeral
contribution
covered
expenses incurred
unless the amount of expenses
incurred is covered
transportation) unless
ing transportation)
by the
the amount
amount actually
funeral (including
(including transpaid for burial and funeral
actually paid
by
political subdivision,
portation) purposes
State, county,
county, or other political
subdivision,
a State,
purposes by a
portation)
workmen's compensation
compensation commission,
commission, State
State industrial
industrial accident
accident board,
workmen's
employer, burial
burial association,
Federal agency:
agency: Provided,
Provided, That no
association, or Federal
employer,
claim shall
shall be
allowed for
more than
difference between the entire
the difference
than the
for more
be allowed
claim
amount of
incurred, and the amount paid by any or
or
expenses incurred,
of the
the expenses
amount
organizations: Provided
all of the foregoing
Provided further,
further,
foregoing agencies or organizations:
That nothing herein shall be construed
construed to cause
cause the denial of or aa
reduction in
in the
of the
burial allowance
allowance otherwise
otherwise payable
payable
the burial
amount of
the amount
reduction
because of
association to any
a burial association
contribution made by a
cash contribution
of aa cash
because
person other than the person
person rendering
rendering burial
burial and funeral
funeral services:
services:
person
And provided
further, That
That nothing
nothing herein
herein contained
contained shall be conprovided further,
And
strued so as to cause payment
payment of the burial allowance
allowance or any part
part
strued
thereof in
any case
otherwise made for payprovision is otherwise
specific provision
where specific
case where
in any
thereof
ment
funeral, transportation,
interment under
under any
transportation, and interment
of funeral,
ment of
of expenses of
other Act.
"III. Where
Where death
death occurs
in a
a Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facility
facility
occurs in
"III.
within the
continental limits
United States,
States, the Veterans'
Veterans
the United
limits of the
the continental
within
Administration
exceed $100)
$100)
actual cost (not to exceed
will (a)
(a) assume the actual
Administration will
of
funeral, and (b) transport the body
body to the place of
of
and funeral,
of burial and
burial
continental limits of the United States or to the
burial within the continental
place of
veteran was a
aresident
resident of Alaska
Alaska and
of burial in Alaska if the veteran
place
States as beneficiary
beneficiary of the Veterans'
Veterans'
had been
been brought to the United States
Administration for
for hospital
hospital or domiciliary
domiciliary care.
care. Where
Where aa veteran
veteran
Administration
hospitalized under
dies while hospitalized
under authority of the Veterans'
Veterans' AdminisTerritory or possession of the United States the Veterans'
Veterans'
a Territory
tration in a
Administration will (a) assume the actual cost (not
Administration
(not to exceed
exceed $100)
$100)
of
funeral and (b)
(b) transport
body to th
pl ace of
of
thee place
transport the body
of burial
burial and funeral,
possession.
Territory or possession.
burial within the Territory
reimbursement must be filed within
within two years
"IV. Claims for reimbursement
subsequent
veteran. In
In the event
event the
subsequent to the date of burial of the veteran.
application is not complete
claimant's application
complete at the time of original
original submission,
notify the claimant
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration will notify
claimant of the
mission, the
application and if such evidence
necessary to complete
evidence necessary
complete the application
evidence
therefor
is not received within one year from the date of the request
request therefor
Provided, That where the death of aa
paid: Provided,
no allowance
allowance may
may be paid:
after March 20, 1933, and claim for burial
veteran occurred
occurred on or after
burial
allowance was not filed, or was filed after
after the expiration
expiration of the reguregulatory period,
period, or was filed within the regulatory
regulatory period and disallowed, the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs is hereby authorized
adjudicate aaclaim
receive and adjudicate
and directed
directed to receive
claim filed
filed within
within two years
after the date of enactment
enactment of this Act and to grant burial allowance
under the provisions of laws and regulations governing
governing such allowance
allowance
as amended by this Act."
(b) That paragraph
paragraph III of Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
Numbered 6
6 (a),
(a)
amended, be further
further amended to read as follows:
follows:
as amended,
"III.
"III. To persons
persons unable to defray the cost thereof,
thereof, transportation
transportation
necessary expenses
expenses incidental thereto
and other necessary
theret
o will
will be
be supplied to
dosmciliary
Administration facility
a Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
cover travel to a
facility for
for domiciliary

eit for domicelnary

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
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71I
TH CONG
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1940

or hospital care;
care; to cover
cover return
return travel
travel to the place from which the
person proceeded to
he is
to the
the facility, when
when he
is regularly
regularly discharged
discharged
upon completion of such care;
care; and to cover travel involved
involved in
in aa
deemed necessary,
necessary, from one
transfer, deemed
one Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration facilfacility to another. All such travel
travel will be subject
subject to
to grant
grant of prior
authorization therefor. In
In the
authorization
the event of death of any such person
person
within the continental limits of the United
United States
States prior
prior to
to his disdis(including preparacharge from such care, transportation
transportation expenses (including
preparation of the body) for the return of the body to the place of burial
within the
United States, or
or to
to the
the place
place
the continental
continental limits
limits of the
the United
of burial
in Alaska
if the
the veteran
was a
Alaska and
had
of
burial in
Alaska if
veteran was
a resident
resident o
offAlaska
and had
been brought
brought to
beneficiary of the Veterans'
Veterans'
to the United
United States
States as aabeneficiary
Administration for
Administration
hospital or
care may
may be
in the
the
for hospital
or domiciliary
domiciliary care,
be paid
paid in
discretion
discretion of the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs,
deemed
Affairs, when
when deemed
necessary
as an
administrative necessity
In the
event of
death
necessary and
and as
an administrative
necessity.: In
the event
of death
of
Territory or
or possession
possession of
of the
States
of any such
such person
person in
in aaTerritory
the United
United States
transportation
(including preparation
preparation of
the body)
body) for
for the
the
transportation expenses
expenses (including
of the
return of
of the
the body to
to place
place of
of burial
burial within
within the Territory
Territory or pospossession may
may be
be paid."
session
paid."
(c) This
section shall
shall be
be applied
applied to
to any
any claim
burial benefits
benefits
(c)
This section
claim for
for burial
pending
Veterans' Administration
Administration on the date
date of its
its enactment.
pending in the Veterans'
SEC. 3.
disabled person,
entitled to
pension, compensation,
compensation,
3. Where
Where a
a disabled
person, entitled
SEC.
to pension,
or
emergency officers'
retirement pay
adminor emergency
officers' retirement
pay under
under laws
laws or
or regulations
regulations administered by the
the Veterans'
istered
Veterans' Administration,
living
Administration, and his wife
wife are not living
together, or where
together,
where the
children are
not in the
of
the child or
or children
are not
the custody
custody of
the
disabled person;
or where,
death cases,
cases, the
child or
or children
children
the disabled
person; or
where, in
in death
the child
are not
the widow,
widow, the
the amount
amount of
of the
the pension,
pension,
are
not in
in the
the custody
custody of
of the
compensation
or emergency
emergency officers'
officers' retirement
retirement pay
pay may
may be
be apporapporcompensation or
tioned
as may
may be
by the
the Administrator
of Veterans'
Veterans'
tioned as
be prescribed
prescribed by
Administrator of
Affairs.
Affairs.
March 3, 1899
1379, ch. 460; U.
The Act of March
1899 (30
(30 Stat.
Stat. 1379,
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
38, sees
secs 45,
45, 46,
46, 47,
with the
the exception
the last
proviso
last proviso
exception of
of the
38.
47, and
and 49),
49), with
(U.
S. C., title
38, sec.
paragraph VII
VII of
Veterans Regulation
Regulation
of Veterans
title 38,
sec. 192),
192), paragraph
(US.
SC.,
Numbered 6
title 38,
ch. 12,
12, appendix),
and all
all other
other
appendix), and
S. C.,
C., title
38, ch.
6 series
series (U.
(U. S.
Numbered
provisions
of law
with the
foregoing are
are
the foregoing
provisions of
law or
or regulation
regulation in
in conflict
conflict with
repealed
or modified
to conform
conform with
with the
the provisions
of this
this section.
section.
provisions of
modified to
repealed or
S
EC. 4.
4. That
That paragraph
paragraph IV,
Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
(a),
SEC.
IV, Veterans
Numbered 66 (a),
as amended
amended (U.
S. C.,
38, ch.
appendix), is
amended
is hereby
hereby amended
title 38,
ch. 12,
12, appendix),
(U. S.
C., title
as
to
as follows:
follows:
read as
to read
"IV. No
No person
be entitled
to receive
receive domiciliary,
medical, or
or
domiciliary, medical,
shall be
entitled to
"IV.
person shall
hospital
including treatment,
treatment, who
resides outside
of the
conthe conoutside of
who resides
hospital care,
care, including
tinental
the United
or its
Territories or
or possessions:
possessions:
its Territories
States or
of the
United States
tinental limits
limits of
Provided, That
in the
the discretion
discretion of
of the
Veterans'
of Veterans'
Administrator of
the Administrator
That in
Provided,
Affairs
necessary hospital
hospital care,
care, including
medical treatment,
treatment, may
may be
be
including medical
Affairs necessary
furnished
to veterans
veterans who
are citizens
and who
who
United States
States and
of the
the United
who are
citizens of
furnished to
are
temporarily sojourning
sojourning or
or residing
disabilities due
due to
to
abroad, for
for disabilities
residing abroad,
are temporarily
war
service in
armed forces
States."
United States."
of the
the United
forces of
in the
the armed
war service
SEC. 5.
5. That
of Public
Seventy-fourth
262, Seventy-fourth
Law Numbered
Numbered 262,
3 of
Public Law
That section
section 3
SEC.
Congress, approved
approved August
August 12,
12, 1935,
1935, is
amended by
by adding
adding
is hereby
hereby amended
Congress,
at
the end
end thereof
the following
following sentence:
sentence: "From
"From and
and after
date
after the
the date
thereof the
at the
of
approval of
amendatory Act
Act this
shall be
construed to
to
be construed
section shall
this section
of this
this amendatory
of approval
prohibit the
the collection
collection by
by set-off
or otherwise
otherwise out
any benefits
benefits
of any
out of
set-off or
prohibit
payable pursuant
pursuant to
to any
any law
administered by
Veterans AdminAdminby the
the Veterans'
law administered
payable
istration and
and relating
to veterans,
veterans, their
their estates,
estates, or
their dependents,
dependents,
or their
relating to
istration
of
any claim
claim of
of the
United States
States or
or any
against (a)
(a)
agency thereof
thereof against
any agency
the United
of any
any
other than
than the
the indebted
indebted beneficiary
estate; or
or (b)
(b)
or his
his estate;
beneficiary or
any person
person other
any
his estate
the United
United States
States
due the
amounts due
estate except
except amounts
or his
beneficiary or
any beneficiary
by such
such beneficiary
beneficiary or
his estate
estate by
or illegal
illegal
overpayments or
by reason
reason of
of overpayments
or his
by
payments made
relating to
to veterans,
to such
such benebeneveterans, to
such laws
laws relating
under such
made under
payments

1195
1195

Allowance if
if death
Allowance
death
occurs within contioccurs
nental limits of U. S.
nental

Territory or U. S.
S.
Territory
possession.
possession.

Application of secsecApplication
tion.
tion.
Apportionment of
of
Apportionment
veterans' benefits.
benefits.
veterans'

Designated conflictconflictDesignated
etc., repealed
repealed
ing laws, etc.,
or modified.
modified.

38 U.
U. S.. C., 1934 ed.,
ed.,
p. 1609.

Restriction on
OT1,10111
ldonlRestriction

(
AC., carn.
care.
iciliary, etc.,

ielilarY,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Exception.
Exception.

609.
49 Stat. 609.
U. S.
S. C., Supp.
38 U.
V, if
454a.
V,
(note), 454a
§§ 454 (note),
Exemption of vetExemption
erans' benefits from
from
set-off under certain
certain
claims.
claims.

PUBLIC
CH.893-OCT.
893-OCT.17,
1940
17, 1940
LAWS-CUH.
PUBLIC LAWS-
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

ficiary
his estate
estate or
to his dependents
dependents as such: Provided,
Provided, however,
or to
or his
ficiary or
That
if
the
benefits
be
insurance
payable
by
reason
of yearly
yearly renewrenewof
reason
by
That if the benefits be insurance payable
insur(converted)
able
term
or
of
United
States
Government
life
(converted)
Government
States
able term or of United
ance
United States,
States, the
the exemption
exemption herein provided
provided shall
the United
by the
issued by
ance issued
be
inapplicable to
to indebtedness
against the particular
particular insurindebtedness existing against
be inapplicable
based, whether
is
ance
contract
upon
the
maturity
of
which
whether
claim
the
which
of
maturity
the
upon
contract
ance
such
secure unpaid premiums,
in the form of liens to secure
indebtedness be in
such indebtedness
or loans,
or interest
such premiums
premiums or
or loans, or indebtedness
indebtedness arison such
interest on
loans, or
or
ing from
from overpayments
overpayments of
of dividends,
dividends, refunds,
loans, or other insurrefunds, loans,
ing
amendatory
nothing in this amendatory
ance
Provided further, That nothing
No deductions.
deductions.
benefits: Provided
ance benefits:
No
7 of Public Law
Act
shall be
modify or
repeal section 7
or repeal
to modify
construed to
be construed
Act shall
January 27, 1936
Numbered
Congress, enacted
enacted January
1936
38
U. s.S. C.,
Supp.
Seventy-fourth Congress,
425, Seventy-fourth
Numbered 425,
C., supp.
38 u.
V. §687b.
(38 U. S. C. 687-b;
(38
687—b ;49 Stat. 1101)."
1101)."
§ 687b.
v,
World
Disability compenSEC. 6.
6. That
on and
after the date
date of enactment
enactment of this Act, World
and after
That on
SEC.
compenDisability
sation.
the
award
the
War
veterans
otherwise
entitled
to
statutory
award
under
entitled
otherwise
veterans
War
sation.
(3), World War
provisions
of the
the last
last paragraph
paragraph of section
War
section 202 (3),
provisions of
for the
Veterans'
amended, for
the loss of the use of one or
or
43 Stat.
618.
as amended,
1924, as
Act, 1921,
Veterans' Act,
Stat. 618.7
43
38 U. S. C. §474.
additional commore
shall be paid
$35 per month
month additional
paid $35
hands, shall
or hands,
feet or
more feet
.
pensation
in lieu
previously authorized.
of $25 per month previously
lieu of
pensation in
Seventy-Sixth
53 Stat. 1067.
S
EC.
7.
Section
1
of
Public
Law
Numbered 196,
196, Seventy-Sixth
Numbered
Law
Public
of
1
SEC. 7. Section
.
33Stat8
38 U. .1
S.O7
C., Supp.
Congress,
July 19,
19, 1939,
hereby amended
amended by striking
striking therefrom
therefrom the
1939, is hereby
V. §703b.
Congress, July
§ 703b.
v,
on March
words
"and
who
was
in
receipt
of
compensation
therefor
March 19,
19,
compensation
of
words "and who was in receipt
1933" and
by substituting
for the
the second
following:
second proviso thereof the following:
substituting for
and by
1933"
Death
compensa"Provided further,
where a
aWorld
World War veteran
veteran dies or has died,
further, That where
fProvided
Death compensation to dependents of
would
foregoing conditions is or would
and
service connection
for any of the foregoing
connection for
and service
Wrld War
certain
World
War
ctain
veterans.
provisions of this amendment, the
have been established
established under the provisions
veterans.
surviving widow,
widow, child,
child, or
if otherwise
otherwise eligible
shall
eligible thereto, shall
children, if
or children,
surviving
48 Stat. 1281.
be awarded
death
compensation
under Public Law Numbered
Numbered 484,
under
compensation
death
awarded
be
28.
tat.
48
38 U. S C. §§ 503Seventy-third
as amended".
amended".
Congress, as
507;
Bupp. v,
V, Is
§§ 503503Seventy-third Congress,
m7; supp.
506.
Numbered
S
EC.
8.
Except
as
provided
in section
section 66 of
of Public
Law Numbered
Public Law
in
provided
as
Except
8.
SEC.
B61.
50
Stat.
661.
'
38 U. S. C., Supp.
304, Seventy-fifth
Congress,
approved
August
16, 1937
C., title
S.
(U.
1937
16,
August
approved
Congress,
Seventy-fifth
304,
Sp.
C.
7
U.
38
V, §472d.
authorized by section
sec. 472d),
compensation authorized
section 7
7of this Act shall
shall
Effective
472d), compensation
38, sec.
Effetive date of 38,
award.
aw
ard
not
effective prior
prior to
to the
the receipt
receipt of
of application
application therefor
therefor in
in
payable effective
be payable
not be
compensation
the
Veterans'
Administration,
and
in
no
event
compensation
shall
event
no
in
and
Administration,
the Veterans'
therein authorized
be effective
enactment of this
prior to the date of enactment
effective prior
authorized be
therein
Act.
Sorvice-connected
S
EC. 9.
when disability
compensation or pension
upon
pension based upon
disability compensation
That when
9. That
SEC.
dabrvice-connmteadisability
compensaco
forfeited by aa veteran under
service-connected
disability has been forfeited
under
service-connected disability
tion.
p
tion.ty
forfeited
Payment
Payment of forfeited
504 of
of the
as amended
amended (43
(43
1924, as
Act, 1924,
Veterans' Act,
War Veterans'
World War
the World
section 504
benefits to depend- section
benefits
ents.
Stat. 1312; U. S. C., title 38, sec. 555),
555), or section 15 of Public Law
ents.
Numbered
2, Seventy-third
(48 Stat.
38,
U. S. C., title 38,
11; U.
Stat. 11;
Congress (48
Seventy-third Congress
Numbered 2,
forfeiture,
sec. 715),
715), compensation
compensation or
or pension
pension payable
payable except
except for the forfeiture,
sec.
from
after the
suspension of payments
payments to the veteran,
veteran,
of suspension
date of
the date
and after
from and
dependent parents,
children, and/or dependent
wife, child or children,
parents,
shall be paid to his wife,
veteran
such payments
to exceed
exceed the
amount payable
payable in case such veteran
the amount
not to
payments not
such
Proviso.
no
had
died
from
such
service-connected
disability:
Provided,
That
Provided,
disability:
service-connected
No payment
payment to
to acac- had died from such
No
complice.
pension shall be paid to any dependent
compensationi or
or pension
dependent who has
compensation
complioe.
participated
nthe
the fraud
fraud for
which the forfeiture
forfeiture was imposed.
for which
participated in
Reimbursement on
under
a
by
Forfeiture
of
benefits
by
a
veteran
under the provisions
provisions of section
section
benefits
of
Forfeiture
on
trmet
cReimut
account of other exor section
amended,
as
501,
World
Veterans'
1924,
amended,
section 15 of
of
Act,
penses
authorized
by
Veterans'
War
World
504,
penses autjhrifd by
law.
be conSeventy-third Congress, shall
Public Law Numbered 2, Seventy-third
shall not be
contaw.
strued
account of expenses incurred
incurred in
reimbursement on account
prohibit reimbursement
to prohibit
strued to
the
of such
veteran otherwise
law, or to prohibit
prohibit
authorized by law,
otherwise authorized
such veteran
burial of
the burial
payments
of death
compensation benefits
benefits for service-connected
death
service-connected death
death compensation
payments of
48 Stat. 1281.
Congress,
Seventy-third
or
under
Public
Law
Numbered
484,
Seventy-third
Congress
, as
484,
Numbered
Law
Public
under
or
8 U.St.B.la
38
0. §§. =607;
Sapp.
503amended.
307;
nppB.. V. §§ 603amended.
Benefits
any period
period
by this section shall not be paid for any
authorized by
Payment
Benefits authorized
retroay-mt not retrosettee. m
prior to the date of this enactment.
enactment.
U

Provisos.
ppicili.
Inapplicability
designated
cases.
designated cases.

in

STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3D
3o SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 893,
894—OCT. 17,
1940
76TH CONG.,
893, 894-OCT.
17, 1940

S
EC. 10. Veterans
Numbered 11
11 (U. S. C., title 38, ch.
SEC.
Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
12,
under the
the Act
of March
(Public,
March 20,
20, 1933
1933 (Public,
Act of
12, appendix),
appendix), promulgated
promulgated under
Numbered
Congress), is hereby
hereby amended
amended by
adding
by adding
Numbered 2, Seventy-third
Seventy-third Congress),
aa new paragraph
follows:
paragraph thereto numbered
numbered "III", to read as follows:
"III.
Veterans Regulation
Regulation Numbered
Numbered 11 shall
shall
"III. The
The provisions
provisions of Veterans
apply to
to all
all claims
under any
any of
of the
the laws
laws administered
the VetVetby the
administered by
claims under
apply
erans'
Veterans'
erans' Administration:
Administration: Provided,
Provided,That
That the
the Administrator
Administrator of Veterans'
Affairs
information, statistics,
or reports,
individuals
statistics, or
reports, to
to individuals
Affairs may
may release
release information,
organizations when
judgment such
such release
release would
serve a
or organizations
when in his judgment
would serve
a
useful
purpose."
useful purpose."
S
EC. 11.
11. Notwithstanding
any other
other provisions
except as
law, except
as
provisions of law,
SEC.
Notwithstanding any
provided in
section 19
19 of
the World
World War
War Veterans'
Act, 1924,
as
Veterans' Act,
1924, as
provided
in section
of the
amended, and
in section
section 817
817 of
Life Insurance
Insurance
of the
the National
National Service
Service Life
amended,
and in
Act of
the decisions
decisions of
of the
Veterans' Affairs
Affairs
of Veterans'
Act
of 1940,
1940, the
the Administrator
Administrator of
on any
any question
law or
fact concerning
for benefits
benefits or
or paypayclaim for
or fact
concerning aaclaim
question of
of law
on
ments under
under this
or any
any other
Act administered
administered by
by the
the Veterans'
Veterans'
other Act
this or
ments
official
Administration
shall be
final and
and no other official
and conclusive
conclusive and
be final
Administration shall
to
or any
any court
of the
United States
States shall
jurisdiction to
have power
power or jurisdiction
shall have
the United
court of
or
review any
decisions.
such decisions.
any such
review
SEC. 12.
12. Where
any veteran
veteran suffers
or
suffered an injury, or
or has suffered
suffers or
Where any
SEC.
an
aggravation of
of any
any existing
as the
the result
of having
subhaving subresult of
injury, as
existing injury,
an aggravation
mitted
examination under
under authority
authority of
of any
the laws
laws granting
granting
any of
of the
to an
an examination
mitted to
monetary
or other
benefits to
World War
War veterans,
result
not the result
and not
veterans, and
to World
other benefits
monetary or
of
and such
injury or
or aggravation
aggravation results in addisuch injury
misconduct, and
of his
his misconduct,
veteran or his
veteran, the veteran
tional
to or
of such veteran,
death of
or the death
disability to
tional disability
dependents
shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to the
the same
benefits as
are provided
provided for
for
as are
same benefits
dependents shall
those who
who suffer
suffer an
or an
aggravation of
injury
existing injury
of any
any existing
an aggravation
an injury
injury or
those
as
result of
training, hospitalization,
hospitalization, or medical
medical or surgical
surgical treatof training,
as aa result
ment under
under the
31 of
Public Law
Numbered
Law Numbered
of Public
of section
section 31
provisions of
the provisions
ment
benefits under this
141,
Seventy-third Congress,
March 28, 1934. No benefits
Congress March
141, Seventy-third
section
awarded unless
application be
made therefor
therefor within
within
be made
unless application
be awarded
shall be
section shall
two
after such
injury or
was suffered,
suffered, or
such death
death
or such
or aggravation
aggravation was
such injury
years after
two years
occurred,
or after
after the
the date
of enactment
of this
whichever is
is the
the
this Act,
Act, whichever
enactment of
date of
occurred, or
later
later date.
Approved,
October 17,
1940.
17, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER
8941
[CHAPTER 894]

AN ACT
ACT

For
the protection
protection of
of the
supply of
of the
the town
Petersburg, Alaska.
town of
of Petersburg,
the water
water supply
For the

1197
1197
Stat. 8.
48 Stat.
C. §§
38 U.
U. S. C.
5 701701721; Supp.
Supp. V,
V, §§
§ 701701718.
718.

Disclosure of
of information.
mation.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Release, if serving
serving
Release,

useful purpose.
purpose.
useful

deciFinality of decisions; exceptions.
sions
43 hat.
btat. 612.
38 U.
U. 8.
S. C.
C. §§ 445;
38
445;

Rupp. V,
V, §
§445.
445.
Supp.
Ante, p.1014,
Ante,
p. 1014, §§617.
617.

Uniformity in payUniformity
benefits for
for
ment of
of benefits
specified injuries.
injuries.

48
528.
40 Stat. 526.
3817.
S.
0.. I§501a.
38 U.S.
§601a.
Time for application
Timeforapplication
limited.
limited.

October 17,1040
October
17, 1940
ill. It.. 9173
91731
1[II..
'['ulic,
[Public, No. 8671
8671

Be
by the
Representatives of the
and House of Rcpr'esentatives
Senate and
the Senate
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
Petersburg,
Petersburg,
Alaska.
Alaska.
United
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
tract of
of
the tract
That the
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United States
Designated land set
set
Designated
aside as municipal
municipal
aside
land
hereinafter
described,
situated
in
the
Tongass
National
Forest
Forest
National
Tongass
the
in
situated
land hereinafter described,
water-supply reserve.
water-supply
in the
the Territory
of Alaska,
hereby reserved
from all
all forms
of localocaforms of
reserved from
is hereby
Alaska, is
Territory of
in
tion,
appropriation, whether
whether under
under the
mineral or nonminthe mineral
or appropriation,
entry, or
tion, entry,
eral
laws of
of the
the United
States, and
and set
aside as
a municipal
municipal wateras a
set aside
United States,
land laws
eral land
supply reserve
for the
the use and
the people
people of the town of
of
and benefit of the
reserve for
supply
corporation of the Territory
Petersburg, a
municipal corporation
Territory of Alaska as
a municipal
Petersburg,
Description of tract.
1, from which the Description
numbered 1,
follows,
to wit:
wit: Beginning
at corner
corner numbered
Beginning at
follows, to
quarter
section corner
between sections
sections 22 and 3,
township 59 south,
3, township
corner between
quarter section
chains; thence
range 79
west forty
forty chains;
meridian, bears west
River meridian,
Copper River
79 east,
east, Copper
range
along the
top of
divide south
fourteen degrees
degrees west one hundred
hundred
south fourteen
of aa divide
the top
along
and twenty-three
and twenty
chains to
numto corner
corner numone-hundredths chains
twenty one-hundredths
twenty-three and
and
bered
2, at
the place
place where
where a
ridge intersects
the main
main divide;
divide;
intersects the
a side
side ridge
at the
bered 2,
thence
along the
the top
of the
the main
south fifty-two
fifty-two degrees
degrees east
east
divide south
main divide
top of
thence along
ninety-three
3,
numbered 3,
to corner
corner numbered
chains to
one-hundredths chains
sixty one-hundredths
and sixty
ninety-three and
located
on top
top of
peak from
from which
which the southunnamed peak
prominent unnamed
of aa prominent
located on
east
of section
section 14
14 township
township 59
59 south,
south, range
79 east,
east, bears
bears
range 79
corner of
east corner
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Administration.
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south
degrees west
west twenty-four
thence along
along top
top of
of
chains; thence
twenty-four chains;
nineteen degrees
south nineteen
divide
north fifty
fifty degrees
degrees east
east thirty-two
chains to
to corner
corner numbered
numbered
thirty-two chains
divide north
4
of ridge,
ridge, extending
thence along
along top
of
top of
northeasterly; thence
extending northeasterly;
junction of
at junction
4 at
ridge
thirteen degrees
hundred and
and sixty
chains to
to
sixty chains
one hundred
east one
degrees east
north thirteen
ridge north
corner
5; thence
thence west
west forty-eight
on
dam on
intake dam
to intake
chains to
forty-eight chains
numbered 5;
corner numbered
unnamed creek,
which the
the town
town of
of Petersburg
its domestic
domestic
draws its
Petersburg draws
from which
creek, from
unnamed
water supply;
one-hundredths chains
chains
forty one-hundredths
and forty
fifty-eight and
west fifty-eight
thence west
supply; thence
water
to
the
place
of
beginning,
containing
one
thousand
six
hundred
and
and
hundred
six
thousand
one
containing
beginning,
of
place
to the
twenty-seven acres.
twenty-seven
SRC. 2. The lands hereinbef
ore described and reserved for municipal
municipal
hereinbefore
SEC.
water-supply
are within
Forest,
National Forest,
Tongass National
the Tongass
within the
which are
purposes, which
water-supply purposes,
shall be
be administered
administered by
by the
of Agriculture,
the purpose
purpose
for the
Agriculture, for
Secretary of
the Secretary
shall
of
and protecting
the said
said water
water
pollution the
from pollution
protecting from
conserving, and
storing, conserving,
of storing,
supply, and
preserving, improving,
improving, and
and increasing
timber growth
the timber
increasing the
and preserving,
supply,
on
lands, to
accomplish such purposes; and to that
fully accomplish
to more fully
on said
said lands,
end
said municipality
municipality shall
shall have
right, subject
subject to the approval
approval of
the right,
have the
end said
the
Secretary
of
Agriculture,
to
the
use
of
and
all
parts
of the
any
of
use
the
to
Agriculture,
the Secretary of
lands
for the
the storage
storage and
and conveying
water and construcof water
conveying of
reserved for
lands reserved
tion
and maintenance
maintenance thereon
all improvements
improvements for such
purposes:
such purposes:
of all
thereon of
tion and
Provided,
That the
the merchantable
merchantable timber on the land to be used by the
Provided,That
said
be sold
the Secretary
Secretary of
under
Agriculture under
of Agriculture
by the
sold by
may be
municipality may
said municipality
provided further,
rules
and regulations
further,
prescribed by him: And provided
regulations to be prescribed
rules and
Petersburg of the lands
by the town of Petersburg
That the right to the use by
reserved by this
this Act shall
shall terminate
terminate upon the
the abandonment
abandonment of the
the
reserved
use by
municipality in accordance
accordance with the terms of this Act,
such municipality
by such
use
and
upon a
afinding
of such
abandonment, for aaperiod of
or abandonment,
such nonuse or
finding of
and upon
two
years, by
Secretary of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, whereupon
whereupon the reservation
reservation
by the
the Secretary
two years,
created
by this
extent of such lands
to the extent
terminate to
shall terminate
Act shall
this Act
created by
involved.
SEC. 3.
3. The
Agriculture is hereby
authorized to prehereby authorized
of Agriculture
The Secretary
Secretary of
SEC.
scribe
regulations as may be found necessary
necessary to carry
such regulations
enforce such
and enforce
scribe and
out
persons other
other
including the right to forbid persons
Act, including
of this
this Act,
purpose of
the purpose
out the
than
authorized by him and the municipal authorities of said
those authorized
than those
municipal
corporation from
otherwise trespassing upon
from entering or otherwise
municipal corporation
these lands,
lands, and any violation of this Act or of regulations
regulations issued
these
thereunder shall be a
misdemeanor and shall be punishable as is
a misdemeanor
thereunder
provided for
Compiled Laws of Alaska
Alaska, 1933.
5050, Compiled
in section
section 5050,
for in
provided
SEC. 4.
4. Nothing
Nothi ng herein
herei
n con
t
ai
ne d shall
sh
all affect
any valid
valid right
right or
or
affect any
contained
SEC.
claim
acquired under any law of
heretofore acquired
said lands heretofore
part of said
any part
claim to any
United States.
the United
Approved, October
October 17, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 895]

October 17, 1940
October
In. R. 9972]
99721
[u.
[Public, No. 868]
8691

Rivers and harbors.

Riversvnd harbors.
Improvements
in interest
deterest of
of national
national defense.
Ante, p. 506.
506.

Ma
Maine.

ie.

Massachusetts.
Massachusetts.

AN ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the improvement
improvement of certain
certain rivers and harbors in the interest of the
national defense, and for other purposes.

Be
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted

United States
of America
assembled, That the following
following
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
works
and other
are
other waterways
waterways are
harbors, and
of rivers,
rivers, harbors,
of improvement
improvement of
works of

hereby
prosecuted in the interest of the
to be prosecuted
authorized, to
and authorized,
adopted and
hereby adopted
national defense under the direction of the Secretary of War and
accordance with the plans
supervision
Engineers, in accordance
supervision of the Chief of Engineers,
recommended
respective reports hereinafter
hereinafter designated and
recommended in the respective
subject
therein:
subject to conditions set forth therein:
improvement in accordance
Kennebec
Kennebec River, Maine; improvement
accordance with the report
report
Engineers;
Office, Chief of Engineers;
on file in the Office,
225
Boston Harbor,
Harbor, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts; House
House Documents
Numbered 225
Documents Numbered
Boston
and 362, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Congress;
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STAT.]
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Nantasket
Nantasket (Hull) Gut and Weymouth Fore River, Massachusetts;
Massachusetts;
House
Document Numbered
Numbered 568, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Congress;
House Document
New Jersey.
Jersey; channel to the Raritan Arsenal in New
Raritan
Raritan River,
River, New Jersey;
Office, Chief of Engineers;
accordance with the report on file in the Office,
accordance
Engineers •
Maryland.
Maryland.
accordance
Baltimore Harbor,
Harbor, Maryland;
channel in Curtis Creek in accordance
Maryland; channel
Baltimore
with the
of Engineers;
Engineers;
in the
the Office,
Office, Chief
Chief of
the report
report on
on file
file in
with
River and Dark Head
Head Creek, Maryland; House Document
Document
Middle River
Congress;
Numbered
556, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Numbered 556,
Virginia.
Numbered 683,
Document Numbered
Norfolk Harbor, Virginia; House Document
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Seventy-sixth
Congress;
Ordnance
Portsmouth
Virginia; channel
channel to Nansemond
Nansemond Ordnance
Harbor, Virginia;
Portsmouth Harbor,
Depot
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the report
on file
in the Office,
Office, Chief of
file in
report on
Depot in
Engineers;
Engineers;
North Carolina.
North
Channel
Channel from Manteo
Manteo to Oregon Inlet, North Carolina;
Carolina; House Document
Congress;
Seventy-sixth Congress;
313, Seventy-sixth
ment Numbered
Numbered 313,
Silver
Lake Harbor,
North Carolina;
Carolina; House
Numbered
Document Numbered
House Document
Harbor, North
Silver Lake
325,
Congress;
Seventy-sixth Congress;
325, Seventy-sixth
South Carolina.
Charleston
Harbor, South
South Carolina;
Numbered
Document Numbered
House Document
Carolina; House
Charleston Harbor,
259,
Congress;
259, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress;
depot
ordnance depot
Charleston
Carolina; channel
to the
the ordnance
channel to
South Carolina;
Harbor, South
Charleston Harbor
in accordance
Office, Chief of Engineers;
Engineers;
the report on file in the Office,
in
accordance with the
Alabama.
Mobile Harbor,
House Documents
Numbered 221
and Alabama.
221 and
Documents Numbered
Alabama; House
Harbor, Alabama;
Mobile
282,
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Congress;
282, Seventy-sixth
Texas.
Sabine-Neches
accordance with
with
Waterway at Orange, Texas, in accordance
Sabine-Neches Waterway
report
Office of the Chief of Engineers;
Engineers;
the Office
on file
file in the
report on
Corpus Christi,
Texas; channel
channel to
turning basin at
a turning
including a
to and
and including
Christi, Texas;
Corpus
report
Navy
Enema' Peninsula,
Peninsula, in accordance
accordance with the report
base, Encinal
seaplane base,
Navy seaplane
on
in the
the Office,
Engineers;
of Engineers;
Chief of
Office, Chief
file in
on file
York.
Oswego
Numbered 96, New York.
Document Numbered
House Document
York; House
New York;
Harbor, New
Oswego Harbor,
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Congress;
Seventy-sixth
San
Diego Harbor,
Harbor, California;
Numbered 844, California.
Document Numbered
House Document
California; House
San Diego
Seventy-sixth Congress;
Congress;
Seventy-sixth
Document
Los Angeles
Angeles and
and Long
Beach Harbors,
Harbors, California;
California; House Document
Long Beach
Los
accordance with plans
Numbered 843,
Congress, and
in accordance
plans
and in
Seventy-sixth Congress,
843, Seventy-sixth
Numbered
modifying
developed in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the Navy
Navy Department
Department for modifying
developed
breakwater to approxithe
alinement and
and increasing
the length of the breakwater
increasing the
the alinement
mately
twenty-one thousand
thousand feet;
feet;
mately twenty-one
Alaska.
Sitka
Harbor, Alaska;
Numbered 331,
331, SeventySeventyDocument Numbered
House Document
Alaska; House
Sitka Harbor,
sixth
Congress;
Congress;
sixth
Kodiak Harbor,
Harbor, Alaska;
Alaska; House
House Document
Document Numbered
Numbered 332,
Seventy332, SeventyKodiak
sixth
Congress;
sixth Congress;
Hawaii.
Keehi Lagoon,
Lagoon, Oahu,
Oahu, Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii;
Hawaii; Hcuse
Hcuse Document
Document NumNum- Hawaii.
Keehi
bered
329, Seventy-sixth
Congress; and
and
Seventy-sixth Congress;
bered 329,
Puerto Rico.
Puerto
Rico.
San Juan
Juan Harbor,
Harbor, Puerto
Rico; House
Numbered 364,
364,
Document Numbered
House Document
Puerto Rico;
San
Seventy-sixth Congress.
Seventy-sixth
Congress.
Modification of desModification
S
EC. 2.
following modifications
of projects,
projects, involving
involving no
no cost
to ignated
cost to
ignated projects.
modifications of
2. The
The following
SEC.
the
United States,
States, in
addition to
that heretofore
are hereby
hereby
authorized, are
heretofore authorized,
to that
in addition
the United
adopted and
and authorized
to be
prosecuted:
be prosecuted:
authorized to
adopted
Wilmington,
Wilmington, Del.
Wilmington Harbor,
Delaware '
•in
provisions of
of
the provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
Harbor, Delaware;
Wilmington
House
Congress;
Seventy-sixth Congress;
658, Seventy-sixth
Numbered 658,
Document Numbered
House Document
Cleveland, Ohio.
Ohio.
Cleveland Harbor,
Ohio; the
the existing
existing project
House Cleveland,
in House
forth in
set forth
project set
Harbor, Ohio;
Cleveland
Document Numbered
Numbered 84,
Seventy-fourth Congress,
and authorized
by
authorized by
Congress, and
84, Seventy-fourth
Document
Stat. 849.
849.
50 Stat.
Public Law
Congress, is
modified
is hereby
hereby modified
Seventy-fifth Congress,
392, Seventy-fifth
Numbered 392,
Law Numbered
Public
to
that cuts
cuts or
may be
made before
the related
related
before the
be made
cuts may
partial cuts
or partial
to provide
provide that
railroad bridges
modified or
or rebuilt
of the
the
opinion of
in the
the opinion
when in
rebuilt when
are modified
bridges are
railroad
Chief
of Engineers
Engineers such
such procedure
be advantageous
advantageous to
navigation;
to navigation;
will be
procedure will
Chief of
Central Valley projThe second
second proviso
in section
of the
Act of
of August
26, 1937
(50 ect,Central
1937 (50
August 26,
the Act
Calif., reauthorireauthori2 of
section 2
proviso in
The
zation.
Stat. 844,
844, 850)
authorizing the
and preservation
preservation
repair, and
construction, repair,
the construction,
850), authorizing
Stat.
on rivers
harbors, and
purposes,
other purposes,
for other
and for
of
public works
and harbors,
rivers and
works on
certain public
of certain
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CHS .895,
1940
17, 1940
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Purposes declared.

Purposes declared,

37 Stat. 222.

63.
37
StaC.
33 U.
S. C. *603.

46 Stat. 946.
33 Ut.
U. S. 96
C. §603.

346

Preliminary examinations and surveys.

Preliminary exai

Removal of
Removal
of temporary obstructions
obstructions from
from
watters
tributary waters.
tributary

Proviso.
Proriso.
limitation.
Cost limitation.
River, Tex.
Red River,
Tex. and
and
0k b.
I/en ison Reservoir
project, purpose deprajet
clared.
52
1219.
62 Stat.
Stat.1219.

I)cnison RReservoir

purpos de-

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

is
hereby amended
amended to
further, That the
"Provided further,
as follows: "Provided
to read as
is hereby
entire
authorized and
heretofore authorized
California, heretofore
project, California,
Central Valley project,
entire Central
established
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Relief AppropriaEmergency Relief
the Emergency
under the
established under
tion Act
(49 Stat.
Stat. 115)
115) and the
Appropriation
Deficiency Appropriation
the First Deficiency
1935 (49
Act of
of 1935
tion
and
Act, fiscal
(49 Stat. 1622),
hereby reauthorized
reauthorized and
1622), is hereby
year 1936 (49
fiscal year
Act,
navigation, regulating
declared to
regulating
improving navigation,
to be for the purposes of improving
declared
the flow
flow of
of the San
Joaquin River
Sacramento River, conthe Sacramento
and the
River and
San Joaquin
the
trolling floods,
providing for storage
delivery of the stored
stored
storage and for the delivery
floods, providing
trolling
waters thereof, for construction
construction under the provisions of the Federal
Federal
waters
reclamation laws
laws of
such distribution
distribution systems as
the Secretary of the
as the
of such
reclamation
Interior
necessary in connection
connection with lands for which said
said
deems necessary
Interior deems
stored
waters are
are to
to be
be delivered,
for the reclamation
reclamation of arid and semidelivered, for
stored waters
reservations, and other beneficial
beneficial uses,
lands of
of Indian reservations,
and lands
arid lands and
and for
the generation
generation and
and sale
sale of
energy as
as a
ameans
finanmeans of finanof electric
electric energy
for the
and
cially
permit
undertakings, and in order to permit
cially aiding and assisting such undertakings,
the
utilization of the works constructed to accomplish
accomplish the aforefull utilization
the full
said purposes."
purposes."
SEC. 3.
3. That
paragraph in
Harbor Act,
in section
section 11of the River and Harbor
the paragraph
That the
SEC.
temporary obstrucauthorizing the removal of temporary
approved July 25, 1912, authorizing
tions
improvement (37
(37
waterways under Federal improvement
tions from
from tributaries
tributaries of waterways
Act
Stat. L. 722),
722), as amended in section 33 of the Act entitled "An Act
authorizing
preservation of certain public
repair, and preservation
construction, repair,
authorizing the construction,
work
on rivers
harbors, and
for other
approved July 3,
other purposes", approved
and for
and harbors,
rivers and
work on
1930, is
hereby amended
amended to read as follows:
follows:
is hereby
1930,
"The Chief of Engineers, in his discretion, and after approval by the
Secretary of War,
Secretary
War, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to make preliminary
preliminary examinations and minor surveys preliminary
preliminary thereto
thereto and to remove snags and
and
other temporary
temporary or readily
readily removable
removable obstructions
obstructions from tributaries
tributaries of
of
general use by
improvement or in general
waterways
already under
under Federal improvement
waterways already
navigation, or to make such minor improvements
improvements in any of the navigable waters
waters of the United States as he may deem advisable
advisable in the
defense, the cost thereof to be paid from funds
interest of national defense,
appropriated for the maintenance
maintenance and improvement
improvement of rivers and
appropriated
harbors: Provided,
Provided, That the cost of such work in any single year shall
exceed $3,000
$3,000 per tributary."
not exceed
SEC.
Reservoir on Red River
SEC. 4. The project for the Denison Reservoir
River in Texas
Texas
Oklahoma, authorized by the Flood Control Act approved June
and Oklahoma,
improving navigadeclared to be for the purpose of improving
28, 1938, is hereby declared
tion, regulating
for
regulating the flow of the Red River, controlling
controlling floods, and for
other beneficial
beneficial uses.
Approved,
Approved, October 17, 1940.
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5 amendR. S.§
S. §4551,
R.
1,amendment.
Shipment
and disShipment and
charge of seamen.

45

charge ofseaen.

Master's report.
Master's
report.

Contents.
Contents.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
To amend section 4551 of the Revised Statutes, as amended,
amended, and for other
purposes.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
States of America in
United
assembled, That section
4551
United States
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
section 4551
Statutes, as amended
of the Revised
Revised Statutes,
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, Supp. V,
title 46, sec. 643), is amended
amended by the addition of a
a new subsection
subsection
lettered (1),
(1), reading as follows:
lettered
follows:
"(1)
"(I) The master of every vessel subject to the provisions of this
of
section shall submit, over his signature, reports to the Bureau of
Marine Inspection
Inspection and Navigation
Navigation of the employment, discharge,
discharge, or
or
termination
discharged
termination of services of .every
every seaman not shipped or discharged

a shipping commissioner, which reports shall contain such of
before a
the following information
information as may be required
required by regulation
regulation of the

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]
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Secretary of Commerce:
(1) name of vessel,
Secretary
Commerce: (1)
vessel, offi
official
ci
alnumber,
num b
er,voyage
description of voyage, name in full of each seanumber, port, date, description
certificate of
man, number of continuous
continuous discharge
discharge book or certificate
identificaof identification
of license,
of regist
ry, or serv
i
ce ,and
an d efficiency
effi ci
enc
tion and
and of
license, certificate
certificate of
registry,
service,
i
y
for rating in
citizenship, capacity
n which
which employed,
employed, age, citizenship,
capacity in which
which
disengaged, date and place of engagement,
engagement, date and place of discharge or separation
separation from service
service of
percentage of
of vessel, the percentage
of citizens
citizens
in the
the crew, and
of the United States in
name in full
full of
of the
the master
master and
and name
and
the serial number
a statement showing
number of his license;
license; (2) a
showing (a)
(a) that the
master
master has entered into an agreement
agreement with each seaman
seaman on board such
such
vessel as required by law; (b) that at least 65 per centum of the deck
crew (exclusive
(exclusive of licensed officers)
officers) are of a
arating not less than able
seamen;
(c) that at least 75 per centum of
seamen; (c)
each departof the crew in each
department are able to understand
understand orders given by the officers;
officers; (d)
(d) that the
vessel has in
required by
her
in her service the number
number of
of lifeboatmen
lifeboatmen required
by her
certificate of inspection; (e)
certificate
member of
possesses
(e) that each member
of the crew
crew possesses
aalicense, certificate
certificate of registry,
registry, or
of service
service for
the rating
or certificate
certificate of
for the
rating
in which he is
engaged, and (f)
lifeboatman possesses
is engaged,
(f) that each lifeboatman
possesses a
a
certificate of efficiency.
certificate
efficiency. The
shall, by
The Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce shall,
by regularegula- Form.
tion,
form and
such reports
reports and
time of
of subsubtion, prescribe
prescribe the
the form
and content
content of
of such
and time
Designated
ferries
ferries
mitting
This subsection
not apply
any ferry
ferry or
or any
any
mitting them. This
subsection shall
shall not
apply :to
to any
exempted.
tug
used in
connection with
with a
a ferry
ferry operation,
operation, if
such ferry
ferry or
or tug
tug exempted.
tug used
in connection
if such
is employed
is
exclusively in
in trade
Great Lakes,
Lakes, lakes
employed exclusively
trade on
on the
the Great
lakes (other
(other than
than
the
Lakes), bays,
bays, sounds,
bayous, canals,
and is
the Great
Great Lakes),
sounds, bayous,
canals, and
and harbors,
harbors, and
is not
not
Penalty.
Penalty.
engaged on
international voyage.
Any master
master who
who shall
violate
engaged
on an
an international
voyage. Any
shall violate
provision of
subsection or
hereunder
any provision
of this
this subsection
or regulations
regulations established
established hereunder
shall be
of $500."
$500."
shall
be subject
subject to
to a
a penalty
penalty of
Extension of proviExtension
Snc.
President is
is hereby
hereby authorized,
his judgSEC. 2.
2. The
The President
authorized, whenever
whenever in
in his
judg- sions
other vessels,
to other
ment
the national
national interest
to extend
provisions of
of subsub- etc.
ment the
interest requires,
requires, to
extend the
the provisions
section (1)
as amended,
section
(1) of
of section
section 4551,
4551, Revised
Revised Statutes,
Statutes, as
amended, to
to such
such
additional
or classes
classes of
of vessels
as he
he may
may
additional class
class or
vessels and
and to
to such
such waters
waters as
designate.
designate.
Approved, October
17, 1940.
Approved,
October 17,
[CHAPTER 897]
8971
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

To
require the
the registration
of certain
activities within
on activities
carrying on
certain organizations
organizations carrying
registration of
To require
the United
other purposes.
States, and for other
United States,
the

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of
assembled, That
That for
for the
the purin Congress
Congress assembled,
United
of America
America in
poses of
this ActAct—
poses
of this
(a) The
The term
term "Attorney
"Attorney General"
means the
Attorney General
the Attorney
General of
of
General" means
(a)
the
States;
United States;
the United
(b) The
The term
"organization" means
means any
group, club,
club, league,
league, society,
society,
term "organization"
any group,
(b)
committee, association,
association, political
political party,
combination of
individuals,
of individuals.
party, or
or combination
committee,
whether incorporated
or .otherwise,
term shall
not include
include
otherwise, but
but such
such term
shall not
whether
incorporated or
any corporation,
association, community
community chest,
fund or
foundation,
chest, fund
or foundation,
any
corporation, association,
organized and
operated exclusively
religious, charitable,
scientific,
organized
and operated
exclusively for
for religious,
charitable, scientific,
literary,
educationalpurpos
.
es ;
purposes;
or educational
literary, or
(c)
The term
term "political
activity" means
means .any
any activity
activity the
purpose or
the purpose
or
"political activity"
(c) The
aim
of which,
which, or
of the
purposes or
or aims
of which,
which, is
is the
the control
control
aim of
or one
one of
the purposes
aims of
by force
or overthrow
overthrow of
of the
the Government
United States
States or
or a
a
by
force or
Government of
of the
the United
political subdivision
thereof, or
or any
any State
political subdivision
political
subdivision thereof,
State or
or political
subdivision
thereof;
thereof;
(d) An
organization shall
deemed to
to be
be engaged
in "civilian
"civilian
engaged in
be deemed
shall be
An organization
(d)
military activity"
if (1)
it gives
gives instruction
instruction to,
or prescribes
prescribes instrucmilitary
activity" if
(1) it
to, or
instruction for,
its members
in the
the use
of firearms
firearms or
or other
other weapons
weapons or
or
tion
for, its
members in
use of
195470°-41—PT. r
I193470°-41-PT.
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1940
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[If.
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Registration of cerRegistration
tain organizalions.
tain
orintnizations.
Definitions.
Definitions.
"Attorney
"Attorney Gen(eneral."
eral."
"Organization."
"Organization."

"Political activity."
activity."
"Political

"Civilian
"Civilian
activity."
activity."

military
military
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(2) it
any substitute
therefor, or
military or
it receives
i
or naval science, or (2)
or military
substitute therefor,
any
individual instruction inn
from any
organization or from any individual
other organization
any other
from
military or
science, or
engages in any military or naval
it engages
(3) it
or (3)
naval science,
or naval
military
maneuvers or
or activities,
or (4)
(4) it
it engages,
without arms,
or without
with or
either with
engages, either
activities, or
maneuvers
in drills
drills or
or parades
military or
(5) it engages
character, or (5)
naval character,
or naval
of aamilitary
parades of
in
in any
any other
other form
form of
which in
opinion of the
the opinion
in the
activity which
organized activity
of organized
in
Attorney
General
constitutes
preparation
for
military
action;
and
and
action;
military
for
preparation
Attorney General constitutes
control"
"Subject
foreign
"subject to foreign control"
(e) An organization
organization shall be deemed "subject
(e)
to foreign
"Subject to
control."
(1) it
it solicits or accepts financial
support
contro
if (1)
financial contributions, loans, or support
of any
any kind,
or
affiliated directly or
from, or is affiliated
indirectly, from,
or indirectly,
directly or
kind, directly
of
foreign government or aa political
indirectly
political subdivision
indirectly with, aa foreign
thereof, or
agent, agency,
a foreign governinstrumentality of a
or instrumentality
agency, or
an agent,
or an
thereof,
foreign
initsaapolicies,
party
political
a
or
thereof,
subdivision
political
or
ment
country,
ment or political
or an international
subdivisionpolitical
thereof, organization,
or apolitical or
party
(
2)
in
ffoorrei
eign
country, or an international political organization, or (2) its policies,
or any
any of
determined by or at the suggestion of, or in colare determined
them, are
of them,
or
laboration with,
government or political subdivision thereof,
foreign government
a foreign
with, a
laboration
or
a foreign government or
or an
agent, agency, or instrumentality of a
an agent,
or
subdivision thereof,
political party in a
aforeign
foreign couna political
or a
thereof, or
political subdivision
aapolitical
international political organization.
try, or an international
Organizations required to register.

organizations re
quired
to register.

Manner of registration.

Manner

Filing of supplemental statements.

mFlinga

sutpple-

Exemptions.
Exemptions.

regisorganizations shall be required to
SEC. 2. (a)
SEc.
(a) The following
following organizations
to regisprovided:
General as hereinafter
Attorney General
ter
ter with the Attorney
hereinafter provided:

(1) Every
Every organization
organization subject
which
subject to foreign control which
(1)
activity;
engages in political activity;
(2) Every
Every organization
which engages
engages both in civilian miliorganization which
(2)
activity;;
activity and in political activity
tary activity
which
(3)
foreign control which
organization subject to foreign
Every organization
(3) Every
engages
engages in civilian military activity; and
(4)
purpose or aim of which, or one
Every organization, the purpose
(4) Every
establishment, control,
of the
purposes or aims
aims of which, is the establishment,
the purposes
of
government or subdivision
conduct, seizure,
overthrow of a
a government
subdivision
seizure, or overthrow
conduct,
thereof
by the
military measures, or threats
of force, violence, military
use of
the use
thereof by
of any one or more of the foregoing.
organization shall register by filing with the Attorney
Every such organization
Attorney
General,
on such
General
in such detail as the Attorney General
and in
such forms and
General, on
may
by rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribe,
statement cona registration statement
prescribe, a
may by
prescribed in subsection (c)
taining
(c)
information and documents prescribed
the information
tainig the
and
thirty days
after the
of
period of
of each
each period
expiration of
the expiration
days after
within thirty
shall within
and shall
six months succeeding
registration statement, file
file
succeeding the filing of such registration
six
with
the Attorney
on such
and in such detail as the
such forms and
General, on
Attorney General,
with the

suppleAttorney
General may
may by
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribe,
prescribe, a
a suppleby rules
Attorney General
mental
statement containing
containing such information and documents as may
mental statement
be
necessary to
the information
documents previously
previously filed
filed
and documents
information and
make the
to make
be necessary
under
this section accurate
current with respect to such precedaccurate and current
under this
ing six
period. Every
statement required
by this
required to be filed by
Every statement
six months'
months' period.
ing
section shall be subscribed,
under oath, by all of the officers
officers of the
subscribed, under
section
organization.
organization.
(b) Nothing
Nothing in
subsection (a)
(a) shall be deemed to require
require registrain subsection
(b)
(1)
tion
or the
statement with the Attorney
Attorney General
General by (1)
any statement
of any
the filing of
tion or
militia
(2) the organized
organized militia
armed forces of the United States, or (2)
the armed
of
or National
National Guard
Guard of
of any
possession of
District, or possession
States, Territory, District,
any States,
or
the United
United States,
(3) any
any law-enforcement
law-enforcement agency of the United
or (3)
States, or
the
States
or of
Territory, District, or possession thereof, or of any
any Territory,
of any
States or
State or political subdivision of aa State, or of any agency or instrumentality
of one
established diplo(4) any duly established
one or more States, or (4)
mentality of
matic mission
consular office
office of aa foreign government
government which is
mission or consular
matic
(5) any nationally
so recognized
recognized by
the Department
Department of State, or (5)
by .the
so
recognized organization
organization of
armed
persons who are veterans of the armed
of persons
recognized
affiliates of such organizations.
of the United States, or affiliates
forces of
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(c) Every registration
registration statement
statement required
subsection (a)
required by subsection
Registration state(a) to
to be
be Registration
filed by any organization
organization shall contain
following information
contain the following
information ment.
otents.
Contents.
and documents:
and
documents:
(1) The name and post-office
post-office address of the organization
(1)
organization in
in
the United States, and the names and addresses
of all
all branches,
branches,
addresses of
chapters,
chapters, and affiliates
affiliates of such
organization;
such organization;
(2) The
name address,
and nationality
of each
each o
ffi cer , and
(2)
The name,
address, and
nationality of
officer,
and
of each person who performs
performs the
offi cer ,o
f the
the
the function
functionss o
offan officer,
of
organization,
organization, and of each branch, chapter, and affiliate
of the
affiliate of
the
organization;
organization;
(3) The qualifications
qualifications for membership
membership in
in the organization;
(3)
organization;
(4) The existing and proposed aims
purposes of
of the
the organorganaims and
and purposes
ization
all the
ese aims
ai
ms or
urposes
are
ization, and
and all
the means
means by
by which
which th
these
or p
purposes
are
being
organization,
to be
be attained;
attained;
being attained or
or are
are to
(5) The address
(5)
address or addresses of meeting places of the organorganization, and of each branch, chapter, or affiliate
affiliate of
of the organizaorganization, and
of meetings;
meetings;
and the times
times of
(6) The name
(6)
name and address of each person who has
contributed
has contributed
any money, dues, property,
property, or
other thing
thing of
the organor other
of value
value to
to the
organization
ization or to any
chapter , or
affiliate of
the organization;
organization ;
any branch, chapter,
or affiliate
of the
(7)
detailed statement
statement of
the assets
of the
organization,
(7) A
A detailed
of 7the
assets of
the organization,
and of each
each branch,
affiliate of
the organization,
organization,
branch, chapter,
chapter, and
and affiliate
of the
the manner in which
which such assets
were acquired,
and a
a detailed
detailed
assets were
acquired, and
statement of the liabilities and income
and
income of
of the
the organization
organization and
of each branch, chapter, and
and affiliate
affiliate of
of the
the organization;
organization;
of the organiza(8) A detailed description of the activities
activities of
organization, and
and of
chapter, branch,
of each chapter,
branch, and
and affiliate
affiliate of
of th
thee organization;
organization;
(9)
badges, insignia, or
(9) A
A description
description of the uniforms, badges,
or other
other
the organization,
worn
means of identification
identification prescribed
prescribed by
by the
organization, and
and worn
or carried
carried by its
or members,
any of
such officers
its officers
officers or
members, or
or any
of such
officers or
or
members •
members;
pamphlet, leaflet,
leaflet, or
other publipubli(10) i
A copy
copy of
of each
each book,
book, pamphlet,
or other
cation or item of written, printed,
or graphic
issued or
printed, or
graphic matter
matter issued
or
distributed directly
directly or
or indirectly
the organization,
organization, or
by any
distributed
indirectly by
by the
or by
any
chapter, branch,
or affiliate
by any
any of
of
chapter,
branch, or
affiliate of
of the
the organization,
organization, or
or by
members of the organization
the members
organization under
under its
its authority
authority or
or within
within
its knowledge, together
its
with the
of its
author or
or authors
together with
the name
name of
its author
authors
and the
name and
and address
of the
and
the name
address of
the publisher;
publisher;
(11) A description
description of all
(11)
or other
weapons owned
owned
all firearms
firearms or
other weapons
by the
organization, or
or by
any chapter,
chapter, branch,
or affiliate
of the
the
by
the organization,
by any
branch, or
affiliate of
organization,
identified by
organization, identified
manufacturer's number
number thereon;
by the
the manufacturer's
thereon;
(12) In
case the
the organization
subject to
foreign control,
the
(12)
In case
organization is
is subject
to foreign
control, the
manner in
subject;
manner
in which
which it
it is
is so
so subject;
(13) A copy of the charter, articles
(13)
articles of
of association,
association, constitution,
constitution,
bylaws, rules,
rules, regulations,
regulations, agreements,
agreements, resolutions,
resolutions, and
and all
bylaws,
all other
other
instruments
relating to
to the
the organization,
powers, and
and purposes
of
instruments relating
organization, powers,
purposes of
the
organization and
and to
to the
of the
the officers
officers of
the organizaorganizathe organization
the powers
powers of
of the
tion
of each
each chapter,
chapter, branch,
branch, and
the organization;
organization;
tion and
and of
and affiliate
affiliate of
of the
and
(14)
pertinent to
the
(14) Such other information
information and
and documents
documents pertinent
to the
purposes of
of this
Act as
Attorney General
time to
to
purposes
this Act
as the
the Attorney
General may
may from
from time
time require.
time
require.
Statements filed to
All
this section
public records
All statements
statements filed
filed under
under this
section shall
shall be
be public
records and
and be
beataents
ffled to
public records.
open
to
public
examination
and
inspection
at
all
reasonable
hours
open to public examination and inspection at all reasonable hours
under such
such rules
regulations as
as the
Attorney General
under
rules and
and regulations
the Attorney
General may
may
prescribe.
prescribe.
Rules and regulaSEC. 3.
authorized at
at any
any time
to make,
SEc.
3. The
The Attorney
Attorney General
General is
is authorized
time to
make, tios
and reultions.
amend,
rescind such
such rules
as may
be necessary
necessary
amend, and
and rescind
rules and
and regulations
regulations as
may be
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Penalty
provisions.
Penalty provisions.

Saving clause.

Saving clause.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

[Public, No.
No. 8711
[Public,
D. C. UnemployD.
ment Compensation
Compensation
ment
Act, amendment.
amendment.
Act,
49 Stat. 946.
D. C.
C. Code, Supp.
88D.

V, 5 311
311 (b)
(4).
(b) (4).
V,

Service
performed
Service performed
in
employ of U. S.
S.
in employ
Government.
Government.

53 Stat. 183.
26 U. S.C.,
S. C., Supp.V,
Supp. V,
26U.
§ 1600.
1600.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Contributions
to
Contributions to
State unemployment
unemployment
State
funds.
funds.

Lack of certificacertifiea.
Lion by Social Securtion
Board.
ity Board.
53 Stat. 185.
§ 1603.
26 U.
S. C. §
U.S.
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to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act,
including rules
and regularegularules and
Act, including
to
tions governing
governing the
required to
be filed
filed by
this Act.
Act.
by this
to be
statements required
the statements
tions
SEC. 4.
4. Any
Any violation
of the provisions of this Act shall be
any of
of any
violation of
SEC.
punishable
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than $10,000
for
imprisonment for
by imprisonment
or by
$10,000 or
than
more
not
of
fine
a
by
punishable
not
more than
years, or
Whoever in
in a
purfiled pura statement
statement filed
both. Whoever
or both.
five years,
than five
not more
suant
to section
section 2
willfully makes
makes any
false statement
statement or
willfully
or willfully
any false
2 willfully
suant to
omits to
state any
any fact
fact which
is required
to be
or which is
stated, or
be stated,
required to
which is
to state
omits
necessary to
make the
statements made
not misleading,
upon
shall, upon
misleading, shall,
made not
the statements
to make
necessary
conviction,
be subject
subject to
to a
fine of
of not
not more
than $2,000
$2,000 or
imprisonto imprisonor to
more than
a fine
conviction, be
ment
for not
more than
than five
or both.
both.
years, or
five years,
not more
ment for

this Act, or the application thereof to
of this
S
EC. 5.
provision of
to
any provision
5. IfIf any
SEC.

any person
person or
or circumstances,
circumstances, is
invalid, the
the remainder
remainder of the
held invalid,
is held
any
Act,
and
the
application
of
such
provisions
other
persons or cirother
to
provisions
such
of
Act, and the application
cumstances, shall
shall not be affected thereby.
cumstances,
S
Eo. 6.
6. This
This Act
effect on
after the
ninetieth day after
on the ninetieth
take effect
shall take
Act shall
SEC.
date
of its
its enactment,
enactment, except
that prior
prior to
such ninetieth
ninetieth day the
the
to such
except that
date of
Attorney General
General may
may make,
such rules
rules and
regulaand regularescind such
or rescind
amend, or
make, amend,
Attorney
tions
as may
be necessary
to carry
carry out
out the
the provisions
provisions of this Act.
necessary to
may be
tions as
Approved,
Approved, October 17, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 898]
898)
[CHAPTER

October 17, 1940
1940
October
[H.
103221
R. 10322]
[H. R.
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AN
ACT
AN ACT

To amend
further the
the District
Unemployment Compensation
Compensation Act.
Columbia Unemployment
of Columbia
District of
amend further
To

the
Be it
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
the Senate
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
District
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
of
Unemployment Compensation
approved August
Act, approved
Compensation Act,
Columbia Unemployment
of Columbia
28,
1935
2
as
amended,
be,
and
is
hereby
amended
as follows:
follows:
further,
hereby
is
and
be,
amended,
28, 1935, as
Substitute the
following paragraph
paragraph (4)
paragraph
the present paragraph
for the
(4) for
the following
Substitute
(4)
of section
(b) :
1 (b):
section 1
(4) of
"(4)
performed in
in the
the .employ
employ of
of the
United States
the United
service performed
"(4) service
which
Government or
or of
of an
instrumentality of the United States which
an instrumentality
Government
is
(A) wholly
owned by
by the
the United
States or (B) exempt from
United States
wholly owned
is (A)
the
tax imposed
imposed by
by section 1600
Internal Revenue
Revenue Code
1600 of the Internal
the tax
of law:
of
the
United
States
by
virtue
of
any
other
provision
provision
other
any
of
virtue
by
States
United
the
of
Provided, That,
event that the Congress of the United
the event
in the
That, in
Provided,
States,
on or
or before
enactment of this Act, has
of the enactment
date of
the date
before the
States, on
permitted
or in
in the event that
that the Congress of the United States
permitted or
shall permit
permit States
any instrumentalities
instrumentalities of the United
require any
to require
States to
shall
States (except
(except such
wholly owned by the United
(A) wholly
are (A)
as are
such as
States
States,
the tax imposed by section 1600 of
exempt from the
(B) exempt
or (B)
States, or
the Internal
of
Revenue Code by virtue of any other provision of
Internal Revenue
the
law), to
to make
to an
an unemployment
unemployment fund under aa
contributions to
make contributions
law),
State unemployment
unemployment compensation
compensation law, then, to the extent so perState
mitted
by Congress,
Congress, and from
which
from and after the date as of which
mitted by
such permission
whichever
effective, or January 1, 1940, whichever
becomes effective,
permission becomes
such
is
the later,
of the provisions of this Act shall be applicable
later, all of
is the
to such
such instrumentalities
in the same manner, to the same extent,
instrumentalities in
to
and
the same
same terms
as to
other employees, individuals, and
all other
to all
terms as
on the
and on
Columbia
services:
Provided further,
further, That if the District of Columbia
services: Provided
should
certified by the Social Security Board under secbe certified
not be
should not
tion 1603
1603 of
of the Internal
Revenue Code for any year, the payInternal Revenue
tion
ments
instrumentality of the United States or
of any instrumentality
required of
ments required
its
employees with
refunded by the
respect to such year shall be refunded
with respect
its employees
accordance with
District
Compensation Board in accordance
Unemployment Compensation
District Unemployment
the
provisions of section 44(f) of this Act."
the provisions
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Effective date.
Effective
SEC. 2.
Act shall
shall be
be effective
January 1, 1940:
Provided,
1940: Provided,
of January
effective as
as of
This Act
SEC.
2. This
Proviso.
Proviso.
however,
employer required
required to make retroactive
retroactive payment
payment
That any employer
however, That
Retroactive
payRetroactive payof any
contributions shall
enactment ment of contributions.
thirty days from the enactment
given thirty
shall be given
any contributions
of
without
make such retroactive
of
this Act
Act within
within which
retroactive payments
payments without
to make
which to
of this
incurring any
penalty for
payment of such contributions
contributions and
the late
late payment
for the
any penalty
incurring
all interest
charges shall
shall commence
commence one month from the date of the
all
interest charges
enactment
this Act.
Act.
of this
enactment of
Approved, October
1940.
17, 1940.
October 17,
Approved,

[
CHAPTER 899]
899]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To provide
provide for
for an
extension of
of the
the conditions
conditions under which
which aa money allowance
an extension
To
non-commissioned officers of the Army of
for
may be
be paid to certain non-commissioned
for quarters
quarters may
the United
United States.
the

the
Representatves of the
Be it
enacted by
by the
House of Representatives
the Smite
Senate and House
Be
it enacted
enlisted
United States
States of
in Congress
assembled, That each enlisted
Congress assembled,
America in
of America
United
United
man of
of the
first, second,
or third
grade of
of the
the Army
Army of the United
third grade
second, or
the first,
man
of the United
States
in the
military service
service of
United States, having aa
active military
the active
States in
dependent
and 8a,
37, United
United States
States
title 37,
8a, title
8 and
sections 8
in sections
defined in
as defined
dependent as
Code,
shall, under
such regulations
regulations as
may prescribe,
prescribe,
President may
as the
the President
under such
Code, shall,
be
entitled to
receive, for
public quarters
which public
during which
any period
period during
for any
to receive,
be entitled
are
provided and
and available
money allowallowthe money
dependent, the
his dependent,
for his
available for
not provided
are not
enlisted
granted to each enlisted
ance
quarters authorized
by law to be granted
authorized by
for quarters
ance for
man
not furnished
quarters in
kind.
in kind.
furnished quarters
man not
Approved, October
October 17,
1940.
17, 1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 903]
903]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT

Establishing
for compensation
for employees
employees of
of the
the field
field services
services
compensation for
rates for
overtime rates
Establishing overtime
of the
the War
Department, and
the field
of the
the Panama
Canal, and
for
and for
Panama Canal,
services of
field services
and the
War Department,
of
other purposes.
purposes.
other

Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
the
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
notwithstandThat notwithstandassembled, That
in Congress
United States
ing the
provisions of
of any
other law,
compensation for
employment in
for employment
law, compensation
any other
the provisions
ing
excess
forty hours
any administrative
administrative workweek
workweek computed
computed at
at aa
in any
hours in
of forty
excess of
rate not
not less
less than
the regular
regular rate
rate is hereby
hereby
times the
one-half times
and one-half
one and
than one
rate
authorized to
be paid
and to
to such
monthly, per
per diem,
such monthly,
places and
at such
such places
paid at
to be
authorized
hourly,
piecework employees
employees of
of the
the War
War
services of
field services
the field
of the
and piecework
hourly, and
Department
and the
of the
Canal whose
whose wages
wages
Panama Canal
the Panama
services of
field services
the field
Department and
are
wage boards
or other
wage fixing
fixing authorities,
also to
to
and also
authorities, and
other wage
boards or
by wage
set by
are set
professional
and subprofessional
subvrofessional employees,
and to
to blueprinters,
blueprinters,
employees, and
professional and
photostat
print operators,
operators, inspectors,
storekeepers, tooltoolinspectors, storekeepers,
rotaprint
and rota
photostat and
keepers,
and shop
the CAF
service, as
as defined by
CAF service,
of the
superintendents of
shop superintendents
keepers, and
the
Classification Act
Act of
of March
40923
S. C.
ch.
C. ch.
U. S.
1488; 55U.
Stat. 1488;
(42 Stat.
1923 (42
March 4,
the Classification
13), as
as shall
be designated
from time
time to
to time
by the
the
time by
designated from
shall be
amended, as
as amended,
13),
Secretary
or the
the Governor
Governor of
Canal, as
case
the case
as the
Panama Canal,
the Panama
of the
of War
War or
Secretary of
may
of War
War and
Governor of
of the
the Panama
Panama
the Governor
and the
Secretary of
the Secretary
and the
he, and
may he,
Canal
prescribe for
their respective
services, regularegularespective services,
for their
to prescribe
authorized to
are authorized
Canal are
tions
for
overtime
employment
for
said
employees
or
any
of
them:
them:
of
any
or
employees
said
for
employment
overtime
for
tiols
Provided, That
determining the
the overtime
the
of the
compensation of
overtime compensation
in determining
That in
Provided,
foregoing
per
annum
Government
employees
the
pay
for
one
day
day
one
for
pay
the
employees
Government
annum
per
foregoing
shall be
considered to
to be
one three-hundred-and-sixtieth
three-hundred-and-sixtieth of
of their
their
be one
be considered
shall
respective
per
annum
salaries.
salaries.
annum
per
respective
SEc. 2.
The provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be effective
during the
effective during
of this
2. The
SEC.
national
emergency
declared
by
the
President
on
September
8, 1939,
1939,
8,
on
September
President
the
by
declared
national emergency
to
exist, and
and shall
terminate June
the Congress
shall
Congress shall
unless the
1942, unless
30, 1942,
June 30,
shall terminate
to exist,
otherwise
provide.
otherwise provide.
Approved, October
1940.
21, 1940.
October 21,
Approved,

October 17, 1940
R. 10527]
[H. R.
[Public, No.
No. 872]

Army.
Army.
Certain noncommisnoncommissioned officers; money
allowance for quarters.
42
Stat. 627;
627; 45
45 Stat.
Stat.
42 Stat.
1254.

October 21,
21, 1940
October
1940
[S.
[S. 42091
4208]
873]
[Public,
[Public, No. 9
73]

War
War Department
Department
and Panama
Canal.
Panama Canal.
and
compenOvertime compenOvertime
sation for
for designated
designated
sation
employees
employees.

5
5 U.
U. S.. C.
0. 0. 0 661661674; Supp.
Supp. V,
V. 0
§§ 673,
673,
674;
673c.
673c.
Regulations.
Regulations.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Computation.
Computation.

of proDuration
Duration of
visions;
termination.
visions; termination.
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[CHAPTER
904]
[CHAPTER 904]

October 21. 1940
1940
[H.
R. 10495]
10495]
[H. R.
[Public.
No. 874]
874]
[Public. No.

National Defense
National
Act,
amendment.
Act, amendment.
39
39 Stat. 198.
32
S. C. §194.
194.
32 U. S.
Maintenance
Maintenance of
State troops in time
of peace.
Provisos.
Provisos.
Use
of
Guard.

National
National

State police,
police, etc.

Other military
Other
while National
National
forces while
Guard in active FedGuard
service.
eral service.

Forces not subject
Forces
military call.
to U. S.
S. military

Issuance of
War
Issuance
Department equipDepartment
ment, etc.

[Public, No. 875]

Civilian Conservation Corps.
50 Stat. 320.
16 U. S. C., Supp.
V, §§ 584g.
V,
584g.
Terms of enrollment
enrollment
of Indians.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

To amend
61 of
June 3,
1916, by
by adding
adding a
a
3, 1916,
Defense Act
Act of
of June
the National
National Defense
section 61
of the
To
amend section
proviso which
will permit
permit States
States to
the
organize military units not aa part of the
to organize
proviso
which will
National Guard, and for other
other purposes.
National

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
House of
of Representatives
Senate and
and House
it enacted
Be
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That section
of
61 of
section 61
States of
America in
United States
the National
National Defense
Defense Act
Act of
of June
June 3,
be amended
to read
read as
as
amended to
3, 1916,
1916, be
the
follows:
follows:
"No State
maintain troops
time of
of peace
than as
other than
peace other
in time
troops in
shall maintain
State shall
"No
authorized
with the
this
prescribed under
under this
the organization
organization prescribed
accordance with
authorized in
in accordance
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That nothing
nothing contained
in this
this Act
Act shall
be conconshall be
contained in
Act:
strued as
as limiting
rights of
and Territories
Territories in
the use
use
in the
States and
of the
the States
the rights
limiting the
strued
of
the National
National Guard
Guard within
within their
respective borders
borders in time of
their respective
of the
peace: Provided
further, That
nothing contained
contained in
in this
this Act
Act shall
That nothing
Provided further,
peace:
prevent the
the organization
organization and maintenance
maintenance of
of State police or conprevent
stabulary: Provided
That under
under such
regulations as
as the
the
such regulations
further, That
Provided further,
stabulary:
Secretary of
may prescribe
in training,
training, the
discipline in
for discipline
prescribe for
of War
War may
Secretary
organization
by and
and maintenance
within any
such military
military
State of
of such
any State
maintenance within
organization by
forces
as may
be provided
of
provided by the laws of
may be
National Guard
Guard as
other than
than National
forces other
such
National Guard
while any part of the National
hereby authorized
authorized while
such State
State is hereby
further,
Providedfurther,
active Federal
Federal service: Provided
concerned is in active
of the State
State concerned
That such
forces shall
not be
manner drafted,
drafted,
any manner
ordered, or in any
be called, ordered,
shall not
That
such forces
as
into the military
however, no
States; however,
United States;
services of the United
military services
such, into
as such,
person shall, by reason
in any such unit, be
membership in
reason of his membership
person
exempted from military
promilitary service
service under any Federal law: And proexempted
vided further,
That the
War in
discretion and under
under
of War
in his
his discretion
the Secretary
Secretary of
further, That
vided
regulations determined
determined by
authorized to issue,
issue, from time
time to
is authorized
by him, is
regulations
to any
any State, upon requisiof such military units, to
time, for
for the use of
Governor thereof, such arms and equipment
equipment as may be in
of the
the Governor
tion of
possession of and can
can be
be spared
spared by
by the
the War
War Department."
Department."
possession
Approved,
October 21, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 906]
[CHAPTER
906]

October 21,
21, 1940
October
1940
[S.
4:)38]
[S. 4:338]

L54
TAT.
STAT.
[54 S

AN ACT
ACT

To
the Act
"An Act
to establish
Corps,
To amend
amend the
Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
establish a
a Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
and for other
purposes", approved
June 28,
1937, as
as amended.
and
other purposes",
approved June
28, 1937,
amended.

enacted by
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate and House
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
of
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That section 8
8 of
"An Act to establish a
the Act entitled "An
a Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
319), as
and for other purposes", approved
approved June 28, 1937 (50 Stat. 319),
amended by the Act of May 12, 1938 (52 Stat. 349),
349), is further
further
amended by adding after the words "War
"War veterans"
veterans" in the
the second
second
proviso of said section the following: "and Indians".
Approved,
Approved, October 21, 1940.
[CHAPTER 908]

22, 1940
1940
October 22,
[S. J. Res. 258]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 107]

Oliver Wendell
Wendell
Holmes, bequest.
bequest.
Committee on recCommittee
ommendations
ommendations
a
au
u -thorized to function.
Stat. 943.
52 8tat.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT
To provide for the use and disposition of the bequest of the late Justice Oliver
Oliver
Wendell Holmes to the United States, and for other purposes.

Representatives of
Resolved by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
of the
the United
United
States of America in Congress
committee selected
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the committee
selected
Seventy-fifth
pursuant to section 33of Public Resolution
Resolution Numbered 124, Seventy-fifth
recommendations to the
Congress, approved
approved June 22, 1938, to make recommendations
Congress concerning
concerning the use of the bequest and devise made to the
United
Associate Justice of
United States by Oliver Wendell
Wendell Holmes, late an Associate
the Supreme
Supreme Court of the United States, is authorized
authorized to execute the

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH
70TH CONG., 3n
3D SESS.—CH.
908—OCT.22,
1940
SESS.-CH. 908-OCT.
22, 1940
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functions
vacanCommittee vacanfunctions vested
vested in it
it by this joint resolution.
resolution. Any vacancy occurring
occurring committee

(hereinafter referred to as the
in the membership
membership of such committee (hereinafter
"committee")
a person selected in the
"committee") shall be filled by the selection of a
same manner
predecessor was selected. In
manner as his predecessor
In carrying
carrying out the proproresolution, the committee is authorized
visions of this joint resolution,
authorized to utilize
voluntary and uncompensated
uncompensated services and, with the consent of any
Federal agency, to utilize the facilities and personnel
personnel of such agency.

cies.

Utilization of
desigUtilization
of designated services.
servces

Additional recomrecomThe committee
committee is authorized
recommendations
Additional
authorized to make
make any additional recommendations
mendations.
of its
its Reportto
to the Congress which it
it deems desirable. Upon the completion of
Congress.
Report to Congress.

work, the committee
a final
coinniittee shall transmit a
final report to the Congress
Congress and
shall thereupon
thereupon cease to exist.

SEC.
a memorial
S
EC. 2. The committee
committee shall prepare
prepare for publication
publication a
memorial
perpetuate the memory
volume designed
designed to perpetuate
memory of Justice Holmes and to
to
make readily available to the public the best expressions of his thought.
Such volume
volume shall contain
contain such of the writings of Justice Holmes
Holmes as
are selected
selected by the committee,
committee, and shall contain
contain such additional
additional matter
matter
and such illustrations as the committee may determine. The Librarian
of Congress
Congress shall make available
available to the committee
committee the facilities of, and
Congress to assist the
the services of the personnel of, the Library
Library of Congress
committee
committee in the preparation
preparation of such volume.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The Public Printer is authorized and directed to cause to
Office, in a
a manbe printed and bound in the Government
Government Printing Office,
ner and form approved
approved by the committee, such number of copies
of the memorial volume
prepared by the committee
committee
volume prepared
committee as
as the
the committee
shall determine. The Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents
Documents shall distribute
free of cost copies of such volume to such libraries, institutions, and
and
other organizations
organizations and persons as the committee may designate.
Copies of such volume which are not distributed free of cost shall
be made available by the Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents
Documents for sale to
the public at a
a price, notwithstanding
notwithstanding any other provision of law,
determined by
the Public
Printer to
to represent
represent the
actual cost
of
determined
by the
Public Printer
the actual
cost of
printing,
binding, and
distribution. The
The cost
printing and
and bindprinting, binding,
and distribution.
cost of
of printing
bindshall be paid
paid from money
ing
volume shall
of such volume
the copies
copies of
ing all of the
appropriated
appropriated from the money in the Treasury to the credit of the
account "Donations
"Donations to the United States, Bequest
Bequest of Oliver Wenaccount
dell Holmes"
Holmes" (hereinafter
referred to
to as
as the
fund").
dell
(hereinafter referred
the "Holmes
"Holmes fund").
Receipts from the sales of copies of such volume shall be covered into
carried on the books of the
the Holmes
Holmes fund so long as that fund is carried
Treasury, and thereafter
receipts shall be covered into the
Treasury,
thereafter such receipts
general fund
fund of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
general
S
EC. 4.
the Capitol
is authorized
authorized and
directed,
and directed,
SEC.
4. The
The Architect
Architect of
of the
Capitol is
under
the direction
direction of
of the
the committee,
committee, to
to acquire
acquire on
on behalf of
of the
the
under the
States, by purchase, condemnation,
United States
condemnation, or otherwise,
otherwise, that part
of the properly
the
property in square
square 759 in the District of Columbia which the
Architect
committee, deterapproval of
of the
the committee,
with the approval
of the
the Capitol, with
Architect of
mines
established
provide a
a suitable site for the garden to be established
mines will provide
pursuant to
to section
section 5.
5.
pursuant
SEC. 5.
5. (a)
(a) The
The Architect
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, under
under the
direction of
SEC.
Architect of
the direction
of
the committee,
committee, is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to establish
establish on
on the
land
the
directed to
the land
acquired pursuant
pursuant to
section 4
pergarden designed
designed to per4 a
a memorial
memorial garden
to section
acquired
petuate the memory of Justice Holmes and to commemorate
commemorate the love
petuate
of
beauty and of the
Washington, to
of Washington,
spaces of
of the city of
the quiet open spaces
of beauty
which he
he often
often gave expression. The garden so established shall be
which
known
Oliver Wendell
Wendell Holmes
known as
as the Oliver
Holmes Garden.
Garden.
(b) The
The plans
plans and
and designs
of such
such garden,
garden, including
including the
the plans
plans
(b)
designs of
and designs
for all
all grading
grading and
and all structures to be
and landscaping
landscaping and
and
designs for
erected
be made
the land
land acquired
acquired
made on
on the
to be
and other
other improvements
improvements to
erected and
pursuant to
4, shall
shall be
of the
the
the Architect
Architect of
by the
be selected
selected by
to section
section 4,
pursuant
Capitol, with
committee and of
National
of the National
the approval
approval of the committee
Capitol,
with the
and designs
plans and
and Planning Commission,
Commission, from plans
Capital Park
Park and

Memorial volume.
Memorialvolume.

Libraryof
of Congress
Congress
Library
personnel to assist in
preparation.
preparation.
Printing and
Printing
and bindbinding
.

Distribution.
Distribution.
Sale.
sale.

Paymentdipinting
of printing
aPent
and
bindin g from
Holmes
fund.
Holmes fund.

Use
receipts from
from
v.' ofofreceipts
sales.

Architect of Capitol
toacquirte
to acquire oiaepifo
site for
garden.
garden.

Establishment
of
oliver Wendell
Wiendt ell
Oliver
Holmes
Garden.
Holmes Garden.

Plans and designs
designs

ofPgland
of garden.
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Funds made
made avail
available.

Dedicatory ceremonDedicatory
remo
nies authorized.

Maintenance
aintenane and
and
care.

Powers and
duties
nd
of Arch
of
Architect.

duties

Demolition, etc., of
structures.

struition,

etc., of

e a s e of
Temporary llease
Temprary
of
property.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

submitted
in open
open competition.
competition. The
The manner
manner of
of holding
compeholding such
such compesubmitted in
tition
and the
amount to
to be
be paid
paid for
for such
such plans
and designs
be
tition and
the amount
plans and
designs shall
shall be
determined
by the
Architect of
with the
the approval
determined by
the Architect
of the
the Capitol,
Capitol, with
approval of
of
the committee.
Expenditures made for carrying
the
committee. Expenditures
carrying out the provisions
of this section shall be made from moneys appropriated
appropriated from
from the
the
Holmes fund.
(C)
(c) The
The committee is authorized to
arrangements for
approto make
make arrangements
for approceremonies for
its compriate ceremonies
for the dedication
dedication of such
such garden
garden upon
upon its
completion.
pletion.
SEC. 6.
SEc.
6. After the completion
completion and dedication
dedication of
it shall
shall
of such
such garden,
garden, it
be maintained and cared for by the Architect of the Capitol in accordapplicable with respect
ance with
with the
the provisions of law applicable
respect to
to the mainmaintenance and care of the grounds of
tenance
of the United
United States
States Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Building.
Building.
SEC. 7.
7. (a)
For the
purposes of
of this
this joint
joint resolution,
the Architect
Architect
resolution, the
(a) For
the purposes
SEC.
of
Capitol is
is authorized,
the direction
of the
the committeecommittee—
of the
the Capitol
authorized, under
under the
direction of
(1) To
To provide for
on
for the demolition and removal of any structures on
(1)
acquired pursuant to
section 4
for the
the sale
or other
the land acquired
to section
4 and
and for
sale or
other disdisposition
position of
of any
any materials
materials of
of which
which they
they are
are constructed.
constructed.
(2)
(2) Pending the demolition
demolition of such structures,
structures, to lease any of the
acquired for
property so acquired
for such
such periods
periods and under
under such
such terms
terms and
and conadvantageous to the
ditions as he may deem most advantageous
the United
United States; to
to
provide, out of such appropriations
appropriations as may be made
made for such purprovide,
pur-

pose, for the maintenance, repair, and protection of such property;
and to incur such expenses as may be necessarily incident to the
jurisdiction and control
control over such property. Any proceeds received
received
under this paragraph
paragraph or paragraph
paragraph (1) shall be covered into the
Treasury as miscellaneous
Treasury
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts. The Architect
Architect of the Capitol
shall include in his annual report a
statement of his activia detailed
detailed statement
activities under this paragraph
paragraph during the period covered
covered by
by such
such report.
report.
(3)
(3) To enter into contracts; to purchase
purchase materials,
equipmaterials, supplies,
supplies, equipment, and accessories
accessories in the open market; to employ necessary
necessary personnel, including professional services, without regard to other laws
relating to the employment
employment or compensation
compensation of personnel; and to make
necessary or
such expenditures
expenditures as
as may
may be
be necessary
or appropriate.
appropriate.
(b)
4
(b) All
All lands within the area determined pursuant
pursuant to section 4
subject to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Commissioners of the
which are subject
of the Commissioners
transferred to the jurisdiction
District of Columbia are transferred
jurisdiction of the Architect of the Capitol. The Architect
Capitol is
Architect of the Capitol
is authorized
authorized to
to
close any alley within such area and is authorized,
approv al
authorized, with
with the
the approval
of the committee, to permit any portion
acquired pursuant
portion of the land acquired
pursuant
to section 4
4 to be used as an alley so long as such use is necessary.
necessary.
() All funds expended
(c)
expended by the Architect
Architect of the Capitol pursuant
pursuant
disbursed by the
to this joint resolution shall be disbursed
the Division of
of Disbursement
Department.
bursement of
of the Treasury
Treasury Department.

pose,
and to
forincur
the maintenance,
such expensesrepair,
as may
andbeprotection
necessarily
of incident
such property;
to the
Disposition of
of proDisposition
proceeds.

Other designated
power
designated
powers.

Transfer of JurisdicTraonserflrand'c
tion over lands.

Disbursing agency.

Disbursingagenc.

Sale of described
authorized
land, etc.,
etc., authorized.

Provision for
demProvision
for demolition prior to sale.

Payment of costs.

Payment ofcost.

SEC.
8. (a)
(a) The
The Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Public
in the
the Federal
Federal
SEC. 8.
Public Buildings,
Buildings, in

Works Agency, is authorized
authorized and directed, on behalf of the United
thereon
States, to sell and convey title to the land and improvements
improvements thereon
known as 1720 Eye Street Northwest, in the District of Columbia, the
former residence
residence of Justice
Justice Holmes.
Holmes. Such sale may be made pursuant to.advertisement
advertisement or otherwise
otherwise upon such terms and conditions,
and subject
subject to such covenants with respect
respect to demolition of the building and such other restrictive
restrictive covenants, as may be approved
approved by the
committee. The Commissioner of Public Buildings is authorized
authorized to
provide, by contract
contract or otherwise
otherwise and subject to the approval of the

committee, for the demolition
demolition of the building upon such land prior
committee,
prior
to the sale of the land.
(b)
(b) The costs of
of any advertisement,
advertisement, appraisal, broker's fee, or commission incident to the sale of such property, and any costs

STAT.]
54 S
54
TAT.]

76TH
CONG.,., 3n
76ra CONG
SESS.—CHS .908,
908, 910,
Oct. 22, 29.1940
29. 1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
910, 9914-1 4- Oct.22
Nov. 22, 1940
1940

incurred under
under this section for demolition of the building, shall be
paid from the proceeds
proceeds of the sale; and the funds of the Public Buildings Administration shall be reimbursed from such proceeds
proceeds for any
of such costs which shall have been paid from the funds of such Administration. The balance
balance of the proceeds
proceeds of the sale shall be covered
covered
into the Treasury to the credit of the account of the Holmes fund.
SEC.
SEC. 9. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated,
appropriated, out of the
money in the Treasury
Treasury to the credit of the Holmes fund, such sums
as may be necessary
necessary to carry out the provisions
provisions of sections 3
3 and 5
5 of

1209
Reimbursement.
Reimbursement.

Funds authorized.
authorized.

authorized to be approthis joint resolution; and there are hereby authorized
priated, out of any money in the
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
out the other provisions
such sums as may be necessary to carry out
provisions of
of this
this
joint resolution.
resolution.
Disposition of surSEC.
S
EC. 10. Upon the transmission to the Congress of the final report plus
funds.
of the committee, any
money in
the Treasury
credit of
of the
any money
in the
Treasury to
to the
the credit
the
account
account of the Holmes fund
into the
general fund
fund
fund shall
shall be
be covered
covered into
the general
the Treasury
Treasury as
as miscellaneous
of the
miscellaneous receipts.
receipts.
Approved, October
October 22,
22, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 910]
910]
[CHAPTER

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To authorize the acquisition of a
painting of
of the
the signing
signing
a suitable frame for the painting
of the Constitution
Constitution to be used in mounting
mounting said painting in the Capitol
Building.

1940
October 29, 1940
[S.
[8. J. Res. 301]
[Pub. Has.,
Res, No. 108]

Resolved by the Senate
o/ the
the
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Painting
at
Painting of scene at
United States
United
the Architect
Architect signing of ConstituStates of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
tion.
of the Capitol be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to cause
cause Post, pp. 1404,
1404, 1405.
Acquisition of frame
Acquisition
constructed or to purchase,
to be constructed
purchase, without reference
reference to section 3709
for mounting.
of the Revised Statutes
Statutes (II.
(U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 41, sec. 5),
5),
at a
a price not exceeding
exceeding $1,500, a
a suitable frame for the painting
of the scene at the signing of the Constitution by Howard
Howard Chandler
Chandler
Christy now on view in the Capitol Building. Such frame shall
shall
be subject to the approval of the Joint Committee on the Library,
and, when so approved,
approved, shall be
the said
said painting
be used for
for mounting
mounting the
painting
in the Capitol
Capitol Building as required by Public Resolution
Numbered
Resolution Numbered
53 Stat. 583.
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, approved April
April 20, 1939.
11, Seventy-sixth
Approved,
Approved, October 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 914]
914]

AN ACT

To amend the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938.
1938.

enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
Be it enacted
House of Representatives
the

United States
States of
Congress assembled,
paragraph
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That paragraph

November
November 22, 1940
[S.
[8. 4374]
[Public, No. 876]
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938,
ment

(15)
subsection (b)
amendment.
(15) of subsection
(b) of section 301
301 of subtitle A
A of title III of amendment.
52 Stat. 42.
the
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938,
as amended,
is amended
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
1938, as
amended, is
amended
S. C., Supp.
Sapp. V,
77U. S.
§1301
1301 (b)
(b) (15).
(15).
by
striking
out
the
words—
by striking out the wordsSeparation of desigdesig"Fire-cured
and dark
dark air-cured
air-cured tobacco,
comprising types
types 21,
"Fire-cured and
tobacco, comprising
21, nated
mated tobacco
tobacco types.
types
22,
35, 36,
36, and
22, 23,
23, 24,
24, 35,
and 37;"
37;"
and
in lieu
thereof the
following:
and inserting
inserting in
lieu thereof
the following:
"Fire-cured
tobacco comprising
comprising types
21, 22,
and 24;
24;
"Fire-cured tobacco
types 21,
22, 23,
23, and
"Dark
air-cured tobacco,
types 35
35 and
36;
"Dark air-cured
tobacco, comprising
comprising types
and 36;
"Virginia
sun-cured tobacco,
tobacco, comprismg
comprising type
"Virginia sun-cured
type 37;".
37;".
National marketing
marketing
National
SEC. 2.
of title
III of
of the
SEC.
2. That
That section
section 312
312 of
of subtitle
subtitle B
B of
title III
the Agricultural
Agricultural quota.
52
Stat.
46,
120.
Adjustment Act
Act of
of 1938,
1938, as
as amended,
is amended
amended by
Adjustment
amended, is
by striking
striking out
out 77U.8.
IT. 8. C., Stmq).
V,
Supp.V,
subsections
(b),
(d),
(e),
and
(f)
of
such
section,
by
striking
out
§
1312.
l1312.
subsections (b), (d), (e), and (f) of such section, by striking out
all
of the
the second
(c) of
of such
all of
second sentence
sentence in
in subsection
subsection (c)
such section,
section, and
and by
by
changing the
the subsection
therein to
"(b)".
changing
subsection designation
designation "(c)"
"(c)" therein
to "(b)".

1210
1210
52 Stat. 38.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
77U.
U.S.
§ 1301 (a) (1).
Base period.

52 Stat. 42.
U. S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
77U.
§1301 (b) (15).
(15).
§1301
Proviso.
Proviso.
Treatment of toTreatment
bacco types as "kind
"kind
of tobacco."
tobacco."

52 Stat. 46.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
V,
77U.
U.S.
Supp. V,
1312.
51312.

PUBLIC LAWS—
OHS.914-916-NOV.
914-916—N0V.22,
25, 1940
PUBLIC
LAWS-CHS.
22, 25,
1940

[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

SEC. 3.
3. The
(1) of
SEC.
The last
last sentence
sentence of
of section
section 301
301 (a)
(a) (1)
of the
the Agricultural
Agricultural
Adjustment
Act of
as amended,
amended, is
hereby amended
Adjustment Act
of 1938,
1938, as
is hereby
amended to
to read
read as
as
follows:
follows:
"The
in case
case of
all agricultural
agricultural commodities
except
"The base
base period
period in
of all
commodities except
tobacco shall
shall be
be the
1909 to
1914. In
In the
case
tobacco
the period
period August
August 1909
to July
July 1914.
the case
of
tobacco except
such base
base period
period
of all
all kinds
kinds of
of tobacco
except Burley
Burley and
and flue-cured
flue-cured such
shall
August 1919
to July
July 1929,
and, in
the case
case of
of
shall be
be the period August
1919 to
1929, and,
in the
Burley and flue-cured
flue-cured tobacco,
tobacco, shall
be the
to
shall be
the period
period August
August 1934
1934 to
except that
shall
July 1939;
1939; except
that the
the August
August 1919-July
1919-July 1929
1929 base
base period
period shall
be used in allocating
allocating any funds
funds appropriated
appropriated prior
prior to September
September 1,
1940."
1940."
SEC. 4.
Agricultural Adjustment
4. That
That section 301
301 (b)
(b) (15)
(15) of
of the
the Agricultural
Adjustment
period at
Act of 1938, as amended, is amended
amended by striking
striking out
out the period
at
the end of the last sentence
sentence thereof and adding aacolon and the
the followfollowing: 'Provided,
"Provided, That any one
or more
the types
types comprising
one or
more of
of the
comprising any
any
such kind of tobacco shall be treated as aa 'kind of
of tobacco'
tobacco' for
for the
the
purposes of this Act if the Secretary finds there
there is
is aa difference
difference in
supply and demand conditions
conditions as among such types of
which
of tobacco
tobacco which
a difference
results in a
difference in the adjustments
adjustments needed in the
the marketings
thereof in order to maintain
maintain supplies in line with demand.".
demand.".
SEC.
SEC. 5. That section 312 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act of
of
1938, as amended, is amended by striking out subsection (b) thereof.
Approved, November
22, 1940.
1940.
November 22,
[CHAPTER 915]
[CHAPTER

November 25,
1940
November
25 1940
[S.
[s. 1433]
1433]

877]
[Public, No. 877]

Siuslaw National
National
Oreg.
Forest, Oreg.
Addition
Addition of certain
certain
lands to.

U. S. C., Supp. V
V,
77U.S.

§¢ 1000-1029.
1000-1029.
§§

16 U. S. C., ch.
ch. 2;
Supp. V.
V, ch. 2.
2.
Special conveyance
conveyance
Special
provisions
not
affected.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Certain
Certain lands
lands not
affected.
affected.

AN ACT
ACT
To add certain
lands
to
the
Siuslaw
National
Forest in the State of Oregon.
certain
Oregon.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
That all lands conconveyed or relinquished
relinquished to the United States, under the provisions of
of
the National Industrial Recovery
approved June
Recovery Act, approved
June 16, 1933 (48
(48
195), the Emergency
Stat. 195),
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act, approved April
April
8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115),
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Tenant Act,
Act,
115), or
or the
the Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant
approved July 22, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 522)
approved
522), within the western Oregon
Oregon
land project, situated in Lane, Lincoln,
Lincoln, Tillamook,
Tillamook, and Yamhill
Yamhill
Counties, Oregon, are
hereby added
to and
made parts
parts of
the Siuslaw
Siuslaw
are hereby
added to
and made
of the
National Forest, Oregon, and shall hereafter be subject to the rules
and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to national-forest
national-forest lands
lands acquired
acquired under
under
the Act of March 1, 1911 (36 Stat. 961)
amended, but special pro961) as amended,
visions included
United States,
valid
included in conveyance
conveyance of title
title to the
the United
States, valid
and subsisting at the date of this Act and thereafter
thereafter legally mainmaintained,
affected by
this Act:
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
That thi
cts
hall
tained shall not be affected
by this
thiss A
Act
shall
afect any revested
not affect
revested Oregon and California
Railroad Grant
Land,
California Railroad
Grant Land,
title to which has not passed out of the United States, or any publicdomain land which is not embraced
purchased
embraced in relinquishments
relinquishments purchased
under the Acts hereinbef
ore mentioned.
hereinbefore
mentioned.
Approved,
November 25, 1940.
1940.
Approved, November
[CHAPTER 916]
[CHAPTER

November 25, 1940
[S. 3991]

AN ACT
ACT

[Public, No.
No. 878]
[Public,

To authorize
authorize the disposal
disposal of tools and equipment
hurricane
equipment on the New England
England hurricane
damage project.
damage

New
New England hurricane damage project.
Disposal of tools,
etcD.isposal

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
compleassembled, That upon
upon completion or discontinuance of the Federal
Government's work in rehabiliFederal Government's
rehabilitating and reestablishing
reestablishing forest-protection
forest-protection improvements
improvements and in the

etc.

54 STAT.]
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1940

reduction of forest-fire hazards in the various
various towns
towns or other political
political
Hampshire, Vermont,
subdivisions of the States of Maine, New Hampshire,
Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut
Massachusetts,
under appropriation
appropriation
Connecticut under
for New England hurricane damage
damage in the First Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation
amendatory thereof and suppriation Act, fiscal year 1939, and Acts amendatory
plementary
Agriculture be, and he is hereby,
plementary thereto, the Secretary of Agriculture
authorized to transfer to the respective States so much of the fire
protection
protection and improvement
improvement tools and equipment,
equipment, purchased from
said appropriation
in the
the respective
appropriation for said work for use in
respective States,
States, as
as
in his judgment
continuance of said work and
judgment may be needed for continuance
forest-fire
forest-fire protection
by said
said States.
protection by
States.
Approved, November
November 25,
25, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 9171
917]

AN ACT
ACT

To amend the Agricultural
of 1938, as
Agricultural Adjustment Act of
amended, and
and for
for other
as amended,
other
purposes.
purposes.

53
513.
53 Stat.
Stat. 513.

November
November 25, 1940
IS. 43111
IS.
4311]
[Public,
[Public, No.
No. 879]
879]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Agricultural AdjustAdjustAgricultural
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
subparagraph ment
assembled, That subparagraph
Act of
1938,
ment Act
of 1938,
(E) of paragraph (13)
(13) of subsection
amendment.
(E)
subsection (b)
(b) of
of the
of section
section 301
301 of
the AgriAgri- amendment.
52
Stat. 202.
202.
52 Stat.
cultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
1938, as
is amended
so as
Act of 1938,
as amended,
amended, is
amended so
as to
to
7
U. S. C.,
Supp. V,
7 U.S.
C., Supp.V,
(13) (E).
(E).
1301 (b)
(b) (13)
provide
for the determination
provide for
determination of
farm normal
normal yields
yields for
wheat, §1301
of farm
for corn,
corn, wheat,
Farm
Farm normal
normal yields
yields
and cotton on the basis of
corn, wheat, and
years used
used in
the deterdeter- for corn,
of the
the same
same period
period of
of years
in the
cotton.
cotton.
mination of county
for
those
commodities,
by
striking
county normal yields
yields for those commodities, by striking
out in the first sentence thereof the
which such
the words "with
"with respect
respect to
to which
such
normal yield is used in any computation
authorized under
this title"
title"
computation authorized
under this
and by substituting
substituting in lieu
the words
"in which
which such
such normal
normal
lieu thereof
thereof the
words "in
yield
determined".
yield is
is determined".
Approved, November
1940
Approved,
November 25,
25, 1940
[CHAPTER 919]
919]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

Extending
Extending the classified
classified executive
executive civil
service of
the United
United States.
States.
civil service
of the

Be
it enacted
the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
Congress assembled,
United
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled,

November 26, 1940
November
[H.
R. 960]
[H. R.
960]
[Public,
8801
[Public, No.
No. 8801

TITLE I—EXTENSION
OF CIVIL
TITLE
I-EXTENSION OF
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE ACT
ACT
Authority of
of the
That
any provisions
provisions of
of law
law to
to the
the contrary,
contrary, the
the
That notwithstanding
notwithstanding any
Authority
President.
President is
is authorizedby
authorized by Executive
Executive order
to cover
into the
President
order to
cover into
the classified
classified
esnt
civil service
service any
any offices
or positions
or under
an executive
executive departdepartcivil
offices or
positions in
in or
under an
ment, independent
independent establishment,
agency of
ment,
establishment, or
or other
other agency
of the
the Government:
Government:
Provisos.
Provided, That
That in
the case
of any
any federally
federally owned
owned and
corProisos. ts to
and controlled
controlled corin the
case of
Provided,
Appointments
poration
organized
under
the
laws
of
any
State,
Territory,
or
possesoffices
in
poration organized under the laws of any State, Territory, or posses- designated
offices or
or positions
posit ions in
corporaorporasion
of the
the United
(including the
the Philippine
or the
sion of
United States
States (including
Philippine Islands),
Islands), or
the tions.
esignated
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
authorized to
District of
the President
President is
is authorized
to direct
direct that
that such
such
action be
be taken
positions in
in
action
taken as
as will
will permit
permit appointments
appointments to
to offices
offices or
or positions
any such
such corporation
made in
in accordance
the civil-service
civil-service
any
corporation to
to be
be made
accordance with
with the
5 U. S. C., ch. 12;
12;
laws,
consistently with
of any
such State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or
pos- sSupp.
lawrs, consistently
with the
the laws
laws of
any such
or posup.
vSch,
V, ch. 12.L·
session,
or the
of Columbia,
or with
with the
charter or
articles of
session, or
the District
District of
Columbia, or
the charter
or articles
of Exemptions.
incorporation
corporation: Provided
further, That
That the
the
incorporation of
of any
any such
such corporation:
Provided further,
Exemptions.
provisions
of this
shall not
offices or
positions in
in the
the
provisions of
this section
section shall
not apply
apply to
to offices
or positions
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority
Authority or
to any
any positions
positions in
in the
Work Projects
Tennessee
or to
the Work
Projects
Administration
or to
to which
Administration or
to any
any position
position to
which appointments
appointments are
are made
made
by
the President
with the
the advice
advice and
the Senate,
Senate,
by the
President by
by and
and with
and consent
consent of
of the
or to
to positions
positions of
of assistant
assistant United
United States
States district
or
district attorney.
attorney.
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Incumbent's
Incumbent's acqui-

aqui-

civil-service
sition of
sition
of civil-service
status.
status.

redX

al.

[54
STAT.
L[4 STAT.

covS
EC. 2.
2. (a)
incumbent of
of any
or position
position which
which is covoffice or
any office
The incumbent
(a) The
SEC.
ered into
the classified
service under
under the provisions
provisions of section 11
civil service
classified civil
into the
ered
of this
Act shall
not thereby
status,
civil-service status,
classified civil-service
a classified
acquire a
thereby acquire
shall not
this Act
of

concerned
of the agency concerned
except
(1) upon
upon recommendation
recommendation by
by the
the head of
except (1)
within
one
year
after
such
office
or
position
has
been
covered
into
the
into the
covered
been
has
or
position
office
such
after
year
within one
and ertiti
classified
civil service,
service, and
such period
such
by such
period by
within such
certification within
and certification
classified civil
head to
the Civil
Service Commission
such incumbent
incumbent has
served
has served
that such
Commission that
Civil Service
to the
head
with
merit for
for not
not less
six months
immediately prior
prior to
the date
date
to the
months immediately
than six
less than
with merit
such
or position
position was
covered into
into the
the classified
service;
civil service;
classified civil
was covered
office or
such office
examination as
noncompetitive examination
Noncompetitive
(2) upon passing such suitable noncompetitive
and (2)
ex- and
Noncompetitive examination.
amination.
the
Commission may
incumbent
Provided, That any such incumbent
prescribe: Provided,
may prescribe:
the Commission
Provisos.
"Prs
Limitation.
Provided
noncompetitive examination:
shall be given only one such noncompetitive
Limitation.
examination: Provided
further,
That
any
such
incumbent who
fails
to
the
noncompetitive
the noncompetitive
pass
to
fails
who
incumbent
such
Failure to
efany
That
further,
pass, efto pass,
Failure
c
fect.
examination
fe t.
examination provided in his case shall be separated from the service
not later
after the
the Commission
Commission advises
advises the
the appointmonths after
six months
than six
later than
not
ing
that such employee
employee has failed.
officer that
ing officer
Appointments
occupying any position covered
The
The appointment
appointment of any person occupying
covered into
Appointments
chargeable to State
the
apportioned civil service in the District of Columbia
Columbia under the
apportionment.
the apportioned
apportionment.
provisions
of section
of this
charged to the apportionthis Act shall be charged
1 of
section 1
provisions of
"State" construed.
construed.
ment of his State. As used in this section "State" includes a
a
"State"
Territory
and the District of Columbia.
Territory and
(b)
from and after
Acquisition of
the effective
effective date of this Act any person who
after the
That from
(b) That
of civilAcquisition
service status by cershall have
four years
secretary, clerk
clerk or
clerk
or assistant clerk
a secretary,
as a
years as
for four
tain legislative emserved for
have served
er- shall
Stielegisat
ployees.
Commissioner,, or
to
Senator, Representative,
Representative, Delegate
Delegate or Resident
Resident Commissioner
to aaSenator,
ployees.
a clerk or assistant clerk to aastanding committee of the Senate or
as a
House
of Representatives
or as aa clerical employee of the Senate or
Representatives or
House of
House of
Representatives and
separation from the service is
whose separation
and whose
of Representatives
House
Noncompetitive exex- involuntary
involuntary and without prejudice shall acquire,
acquire ' upon passing such
Nonompetitive
amination.
Commission
noncompetitive examination as the Civil Service Commission
suitable noncompetitive
anation
a position
may
prescribe a
transfer to a
service status for transfer
a classified
classified civil service
may prescribe,
in the
civil service
provisions
notwithstanding any contrary provisions
service notwithstanding
classified civil
the classified
in
Provided,That any individual
or regulations:
of the
service laws or
i
Provided,
individual
civil service
Proviso.
of
the civil
roviso.
Time limitation.
who
position in
nthe
branch must obtain such
such
legislative branch
the legislative
such aaposition
hold such
may hold
who may
Time limitation.
transfer within
one year
year from
from the
separation, and nothing in
of separation,
date of
the date
within one
transfer
provided
retransfer provided
this Act shall be construed
construed to impair any right of retransfer
this
for
regulations made thereunder.
civil service laws or regulations
under civil
for under
Recommendation
and certification.

Recommendation

TITLE IT-EXTENSION
II—EXTENSION OF CLASSIFICATION
CLASSIFICATION ACT
Authority of the
Authority
President.
President.

42 Stat. 1488.
5U.
U. S.
C. §§
661-674;
§§ 661-674;
S.C.
1§673, 673c.
Supp. V, §§
673c.

Proriso.
Proriso.
Extension
Extension of Act to
designated
corporadesignated
tions.

SEC. 3.
limitations contained in this section, when3. (a)
(a) Subject to the limitations
SEC.
ever the
after such .classification
classification and compensation surveys
surveys
the President, after
ever
undertake, and
investigations as he may direct the Commission to undertake,
or investigations
consideration of the Commission's
Commission's resulting reports and recomupon consideration
mendations,
extension of the provisions
mendations, shall find and declare that an extension
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended, to any offices or positions
of the Classification
efficient
in the agencies of the Government
Govermnent is necessary
necessary to the more efficient
operation of the Government,
Executive order extend
extend the
Government, he may by Executive
operation
provisions of the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended,
amended, to any such
such
Provided,
offices or positions not at the time subject to such provisions:
provisions: Provided,
That in the case of any federally
federally owned and controlled corporation
organized under the laws of any State, Territory, or possession of the
organized
United States (including the Philippine Islands),
Islands), or the District of
Columbia, the President
President is authorized to direct that such action be
Columbia,
taken as will permit the compensation
compensation of such offices or positions to be
fixed in accordance
accordance with the Classification
Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended,
consistently
any. such State, Territory, or possession,
possession,
consistently with the laws of any
Columbia, or with the charter or articles of mcorporaor the District of Columbia,
tion of any such corporation.
corporation.
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(b) Whenever the President, upon report and recommendation
recommendation by Additional
Additional classification services and
and
the .Commission, shall find and declare
declare that one or more officers or grades.
positions to
to which the Classification Act of 1923, as amended
1488.
42 Stat. 1488.
positions
amended and
§§ 661-674;
55U. S.. C. §H
extended, is applicable,
applicable, may not fairly and rea
sona bl y b
ll oca t
ed to
reasonably
bee aallocated
673e.
Supp. V, §§ 673, 673c.
the professional
professional and scientific service, the subprofessional
subp ro f
ess i
ona lserv
i
ce, the
the
service,
clerical, administrative,
administrative, and fiscal service, the custodial service, or the
clerical-mechanical service, as described in the Classification
clerical-mechanical
Classification Act
Act of
1923, as amended,
Executive order prescribe
prescribe and define such
amended, he may by Executive
classification services and grades thereof as he may deem
additional classification
necessary
necessary and shall describe, and fix the ranges of compensation
for,
compensation for,
Ranges
Ranges of compenthe grades
grades of such services within the limits of the Classification
Classification Act
Act sation.
of 1923, as amended, so that they shall be comparable,
comparable, as nearly as
may be, with the grades in said Act, as amended, for offices or positions
that are comparable
qualifications required,
comparable as to duties, responsibilities,
responsibilities, qualifications
and other conditions
conditions of employment.
(c) Whenever
Whenever the President, upon report and recommendation
(c)
recommendation by Schedules of differentials in compensathe Commission, shall find and declare that the rates of the com- tion
rates.
pensation
pensation schedules of the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
amended,
1923, as amended,
are inadequate for any offices or positions under
as
under such Act,
Act, as
amended
amended and extended,
extended, he may by Executive order establish necessary schedules of differentials in the rates prescribed
comprescribed in
in such comdifferentials in the compensation
pensation schedules, but the differentials
compensation of any
any Limitation.
such office or position shall not exceed 25
25 per centum
centum of the minimum
minimum
rate of the grade to which
which such office or position is allocated
allocated under
under
such compensation
Prorisos.
compensation schedules: Provided,
Provided, That the provisions
provisions of
Provisos.
of this
this Applicability.
subsection
applicable only to such offices or positions having Applicability.
subsection shall be applicable
the following
following characteristics:
characteristics:
or positions
Offices or positions which are located at stations that are isolated,
isolated, at Offices
isolated stations,
remote, or inaccessible
inaccessible when compared
compared with stations
at which
which offices
stations at
offices etc. isolated
or positions of the same character
character are usually located, or which
which
involve physical
physical hardships or hazards that are excessive when comcompared with those usually involved in offices or positions of the
the same
character, or which are located outside the States of the United
United
Isolation,
Isolation, etc.,
etc., as
States and the District of Columbia: Provided
Provided further,
further, That
That nothing
nothing factors
in allocations.
herein contained shall preclude the Commission from taking the
factor of isolation, hardship,
hardship, hazard, or
service into conor foreign
foreign service
sideration in allocating
allocating a
to a
a
a given class of offices or positions to
1488.
Stat. 1488.
service and grade under the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended,
amended, 542
5 U.
S. C.
C. §§
§§ 66l66 l-674;
U.S.
6 374;
V,
§§
if such factor is uniformly involved
involved in
each
office
or
position
in
the
Supp.
V,
i 673,
673:.673e.
7:c.
in each office or position in the
this section.
class, in which event no differential
differential is authorized
authorized under
under this
section.
Nonapplication
of
Nonappilcation
of
(d) Except
Except as Congress
(d)
Congress may otherwise
otherwise provide by
by law, the
the power
power President's
President's power to
designated offices or
or
apply to
to the
the designated
granted to the President
President by
by this
this section
section shall not
not apply
positions.
following-:
following:
(i)
(i) Offices or positions in the Postal Service the compensation
compensation
1053.
of which is fixed under
approved February
under an Act of Congress
Congress approved
February 43 Stat. 1053.
1033), as
28, 1925 (43 Stat. 1033),
as amended;
amended;
(ii)
(ii) Offices or positions of teachers, librarians, school-attenddepartment
ance officers, and employees
employees of the
the community-center
community-center department
under the Board of
Education of the District
the
under
of Education
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
77 D. C. Code §§
5S3131compensation of
approved
compensation
of which is fixed under
under an Act of
of Congress
Congress approved
47; Supp. V, §§§31-46.
June
1924 (43
367) ,
as
amended;
June 4,
4,1924
(43 Stat. 367),
as amended;
(iii)
(iii) Offices or positions in the Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police, in the Fire
Department of the
Columbia, and
United States
Department
the District of Columbia,
and in
in the
the United
States
29
20 D. C. Code,
Park Police, the compensation
an Act
Act Supp.
compensation of which is
is fixed
fixed under
under an
§§ 457a,
4578, 555a,
V, §§
582 (note),
(note), 582a,
582a, 582b,
(46 Stat.
Stat. 839)
of Congress
Congress approved
approved July 1,
1, 1930
1930 (46
839);;
617, 618.
617,
(iv) Commissioned
Commissioned officers and enlisted
enlisted personnel
personnel m
mili(iv)
in the
the military
Guard, and
and commissioned
commissioned
tary and naval
naval services and
and the
the Coast Guard,
officers in the Public Health Service and the Coast and Geodetic
offiCers
Geodetic
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44 U.
T. S. C. §
§ 40.

C.
22 U.
U. S. C.
Supp. V,
V, §
§ 3.

§§ 3;

1431.
561,1431.
53 Stat. 561,
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp. V,
V,
55U. S.
§§ 133-133r, 133t (note).

C. §§23a§§ 23a22 U. S. C.
23e; Supp. V, §
§23e.
23c.
53 Stat. 561,
561, 1431.
5
S. C.,
C., Supp.
5 U.
U. S.
Supp. V,
V,
§§133-133r,133t
§§133-133r, 133t (note).
(note).

lOU.
S. C. §§
19 U. S.C.
§. 6a-6d.
6a-6d.

8
§109.
8 U.. S. C. 1§109.

42 Stat. 1488.
1488.
SU. S.C.
S. C. §§ 661-674;
66 1-674;
5U.
673c.
Supp. V.
V, §§§673,
673, 673c.

No
racial, etc.,
etc., disNo racial,
crimination.
crimination.

Authority
of PresiAuthority of
exclude desigdent to exclude
designated
or posiposinated offices
offices or
tions.
tions.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

Survey,
compensation of
fixed under
Act of
of
Survey, the
the compensation
of which
which is
is fixed
under an
an Act
Congress
June 10,
(42 Stat.
as .amended;
amended;
Congress approved
approved June
10, 1922
1922 (42
Stat. 625)
625),,. as
(v) Offices
or positions
in the
the Government
the
Government Printing
Printing Office
Office the
(v)
Offices or
positions in
compensation of
of which
is fixed
fixed under
under an
an Act
of Congress
approved
compensation
which is
Act of
Congress approved
June 7,1924
7, 1924 (43 Stat. 658);
658) ;
June
(vi)
positions of
foreign-service officers
officers in
in the
the Foreign
Foreign
of foreign-service
(vi) Offices
Offices or
or positions
Service
United States
States the
the compensation
compensation of
is fixed
fixed
of which
which is
the United
Service of
of the
under an
of Congress
approved May
(43 Stat.
Stat.
under
an Act
Act of
Congress approved
May 24,
24, 1921
1924. (43
140),
as amended,
including those
those offices and positions
transpositions trans140), as
amended, including
ferred
the provisions
Congress approved
ferred under
under the
provisions of
of the
the Act
Act of
of Congress
approved
April
3, 1939,
to the
by part
1, section
April 3,
1939, to
the Department
Department of
of State
State by
part 1,
section 1,
1, of
of
Reorganization
Numbered II,
II, effective
Reorganization Plan
Plan Numbered
effective July
July 1, 1939;
1939; .
(vii) Offices
Offices or
or positions
positions of
clerks in
in the
Foreign Service
Service of
of
(vii)
of clerks
the Foreign
the United
United States
an
is fixed
fixed under
under an
States the
the compensation
compensation of which is
the
February 23, 1931 (46 Stat. 1207),
1207),
approved February
Act of
of Congress approved
including those
and positions
positions transferred
under the
the proprothose offices
offices and
transferred under
including
visions of the Act of Congress approved
approved April 3, 1939, to the
1, of
of Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
of State
State by part 1, section 1,
Department of
Numbered II, effective
effective July 1, 1939;
(viii)
Offices or
positions of
of verifiers-openers-packers,
clerks,
(viii) Offices
or positions
verifiers-openers-packers, clerks,
guards, inspectors,
inspectors, station inspectors, and laborers
laborers in the Customs
Service
of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
the compensation
which
compensation of
of which
Service of
Department the
Congress approved May 29, 1928 (45
is fixed under an Act of Congress
Stat.
955), as amended;
amended:
Stat. 955),
(ix) Offices
Offices or
inspectors in the Immigration
Immigration and
(ix)
or positions
positions of inspectors
Naturalization Service
Service of the Department
Department of Labor the compenNaturalization
sation of which is fixed under an Act of Congress approved
approved May
29, 1928 (45 Stat. 954),
954), as amended;
amended;
Offices or positions the duties of which are to serve as an
(x) Offices
officer or member
member of the crew of a
a vessel, except that the President
President
may by Executive
Executive order extend the provisions of the Classification Act of 1923, as amended,
amended, to offices or positions in the Bureau
of
Lighthouses;
of Lighthouses;
(xi)
positions the duties of
(xi) Offices or positions
of which are
are to perform the
the
work of an apprentice, helper, or
journeyman in aa recognized
or journeyman
recognized
trade or craft, or other skilled mechanical
mechanical craft, or the work of
of
an unskilled, semiskilled, or skilled laborer,
laborer, except
except that
that whenever such offices or positions involve work in the regular custody,
operation, or maintenance
other
maintenance of a
a Government
Government building, or other
Government
Government property,
property, or work which is subordinate,
subordinate, incidental,
or preparatory
preparatory to work of a
scientific, or technical
a professional,
professional, scientific,
character, the President, upon a
characteristics
a finding
finding that
that the
the characteristics
and working conditions
conditions of such offices or positions render
render them
comparable offices or positions in the
substantially the same as comparable
District of
Act of
of Columbia
Columbia included
included within the Classification Act
of
1923, as amended,
amended, may by Executive order extend the provisions
of such Act to include them; and
(xii) Offices or positions in the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley Authority.
(xii)
Authority.
(e) In carrying out the provisions of
provisions of
of this
this title,
title, and the
the provisions
of
the Classification Act of 1923, as amended, there shall be no
no discrimination against any person, or with respect to the position held by any
person, on account
account of race, creed, or color.
SEC. 4. The President is authorized, after suitable
Sc.
suitable investigation
investigation by
consultation with representatives
representatives
the Commission, which
which shall include consultation
of the heads of executive
executive departments
departments and independent
independent agencies, in or
under the jurisdiction of which the offices or positions hereinafter
hereinafter designated are located, and upon a
a finding that such action is necessary to
the more efficient operation
operation of the Government, to
to exclude, by Executive
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order, from
from the
provisions of
Classification Act of 1923,
1923, as amended
amended
of the Classification
the provisions
order,
Actand extended
extended under this Act—
Offices or positions on work which is financed
financed jointly, by the United
States and aaState, Territory, or possession of the United States (including
Philippine Islands),
or political
subdivision thereof,
thereof, or
coopor cooppolitical subdivision
Islands), or
the Philippine
ing the
erating
outside the service of the Federal
Federal
or organizations
organizations outside
persons or
erating persons
Government, and
and the
of which
is fixed
under a
a cooperative
cooperative agreefixed under
which is
the pay
pay of
Government,
ment
with the United
or positions,
positions, none or only part of
States; offices or
United States;
ment with
States;
of which
the
compensation of
which is paid from funds of the United
United States;
the compensation
beneficiaries
offices
positions filled
filled by
patients, students, or beneficiaries
by inmates,
inmates, patients,
or positions
offices or
States of
in
institutions •offices
offices or positions outside
outside the States
in Government
Government institutions;
the
United States
institutions;
and
the District of Columbia
and the
States
Columbia filled by natives of
the United
Territories
possessions of
States (including
(including the PhilipUnited States
of the United
or possessions
Territories or
emergency or seasonal offices
pine
nationals; emergency
offices or
Islands) or foreign
foreign nationals;
pine Islands)
positions in
service, or
or other
positions, the duties
other field offices
offices or positions,
in the
the field
field service,
positions
of
which are
are of
temporary duration,
duration, or
or which
are required
only
required only
which are
of purely
purely temporary
of which
for
brief periods
at intervals;
persons
filled by
by persons
or positions filled
and offices
offices or
intervals; and
for brief
periods at
employed locally
locally on
on a
afee,
contract, or
piece-work basis
basis who
lawmay lawwho may
or piece-work
fee, contract,
employed
fully
perform their
their duties
private profession,
their private
concurrently with their
duties concurrently
fully perform
a portion
business, or
or other
other employment
employment and
and whose
require only a
whose duties require
business,
anticipate the
of
time, where
where it
it is impracticable
ascertain or anticipate
impracticable to ascertain
their time,
of their
proportion of
the service
service of
of the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
of time
time devoted
devoted to
to the
proportion
SEC. 5.
When any extension
extension of the Classification Act of 1923, as
5. When
SEC.
amended, becomes
becomes effective
Act—
under this
this Acteffective under
amended,
(a) The
allocations of
services, grades, and
of offices or positions to services,
(a)
The allocations
classes shall
shall be
be made
4of
Act
of the
the Classification
Classification Act
in section
section 4
forth in
as set
set forth
made as
classes
of 1923,
1923, as
amended, and
and in
with a
auniform
uniform procedure
be
procedure to be
in accordance
accordance with
as amended,
of
prescribed by
the Commission;
Commission; and
by the
prescribed
(b) The
initial compensation
compensation of
incumbents of the offices or
of the incumbents
The initial
(b)
positions to
which the
provisions of
the Classification
Classification Act of 1923,
of the
the provisions
to which
positions
as amended,
amended, are
extended under
Act, shall
be fixed
in accordance
accordance
fixed in
shall be
this Act,
under this
are extended
as
with section
section 6
the Classification
as amended.
amended.
1923, as
Act of
of 1923,
Classification Act
6 of
of the
with
SEC. 6.
Nothing herein
construed to
to prevent
prevent the
the
be construed
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
6. Nothing
SEC.
promotion
officer or
or employee
employee from
from an
an office
office or
or position
position in
in one
one
of an
an officer
promotion of
class
vacant office
position in
class at
at any
any time
time in
in
a higher
higher class
in a
or position
office or
to aa vacant
class to
accordance with
with civil-service
civil-service laws,
and when
when so
officer
the officer
promoted the
so promoted
laws, and
accordance
or
employee shall
receive compensation
according to
the schedule
schedule
to the
compensation according
shall receive
or employee
established for
to which
which he
promoted. Nor
anything
shall anything
Nor shall
is promoted.
he is
the class
class to
for the
established
in
this Act
Act be
be construed
to prevent
prevent the
the application
of the
existing
the existing
application of
construed to
in this
veteran-preference
provisions in
in civil-service
civil-service laws,
laws, Executive
orders,
Executive orders,
veteran-preference provisions
and
rulings.
and rulings.
SEC. 7.
7. Section
of the
Classification Act
of 1923,
(42
as amended
amended (42
1923, as
Act of
the Classification
9 of
Section 9
SEC.
Stat.
U. S.
C., 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
title 5,
5, sec.
669), is
is hereby
hereby further
further
sec. 669),
S. C.,
1490; U.
Stat. 1490;
amended by
by adding
the end
following paragraph:
paragraph:
the following
thereof the
end thereof
at the
adding at
amended
"Under
regulations as
as may
may be
prescribed by
by the
the Civil
Service
Civil Service
be prescribed
such regulations
"Under such
Commission with
of the
President—
the Presidentapproval of
the approval
with the
Commission
"There
shall be
be established
established in
in each
each Department
boards
or more
more boards
one or
Department one
"There shall
of review,
each of
of which
composed of
of three
members, the
the
three members,
be composed
shall be
which shall
review, each
of
chairman to
by the
the Civil
Service Commission,
Commission, one
one of
of
Civil Service
designated by
to be
be designated
chairman
the other
to be
be designated
designated by
the head
head of
of the
the Department
Department
by the
members to
other members
the
concerned, and
the third
third member
member to
the employees
employees
by the
designated by
to be
be designated
and the
concerned,
of
concerned in
in such
manner as
as may
determined
be determined
may be
such manner
Department concerned
the Department
of the
by
the Civil
Civil Service
Commission. The
The boards
shall meet
meet
of review
review shall
boards of
Service Commission.
by the
at
chairmen for
for the
purpose of
considering
of considering
the purpose
respective chairmen
their respective
of their
the call
call of
at the
and passing
upon the
of such
such efficiency
efficiency ratings
assigned to
to
ratings assigned
merits of
the merits
passing upon
and
employees
as
may
be
submitted
to
such
boards
of
review
as
hereinas
hereinof
review
boards
to
such
submitted
be
employees as may
after provided.
.Any employee
upon written
to the
the
request to
written request
shall, upon
employee shall,
provided. Any
after
chairman
of
the
appropriate
board
of
review
of
his
department,
be
be
his
department,
of
of
review
chairman of the appropriate board

42 Stat. 1488.
5U. S.C.
S. C. §§
$§ 661-674;
Supp.
Supp. V.
V, §§
§§673,
673, 673c.
673c.

42 Stat. 1488.
5
II. S.. C.
C. §§
§§661-674;
5 U.
Stipp.
§¢ 673, 673c.
673c.
Snpp. V,
V, §§
Allocations.
Allocations.
42 Stat,
Stat. 1489.
61J.S.
6 U.S. 0.
0. *664.
664.

Initial compensation.
tion.
42 Stat. 1490.
1490.
5
5 U.S.
U.S. C.§§666.
Promotions.
Promotions.

Veteran preference.
preference.
Veteran

Boards of review,
composition.

Meetings;
Meetings; efficiency
efficiency
ratings.

Right of employees
employees
to hearing, etc.

1216

Adjustments in ratratAdjustments
ings.

Compensation of
Commissioners, etc.
etc.
Commissioners,

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.919,
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entitled,
right, to
hearing and
by such
such board
board
review by
and aareview
to aahearing
of right,
matter of
as aamatter
entitled, as
of review
review of
of his
his efficiency
efficiency rating.
rating. At
such hearing
such employee
employee
hearing such
At such
of
and
his representative,
and such
such representatives
of the
Department
the Department
representatives of
representative, and
and his
as
may be
be designated
designated by
head thereof,
shall be
be afforded
afforded an opporopporthereof, shall
the head
by the
as may
tunity
to submit
submit orally
or in
writing any
deemed by
the
by the
information deemed
any information
in writing
orally or
tunity to
board
of
review
to
be
pertinent
to
the
case,
be
afforded
an
an
afforded
shall
and
case,
the
to
be
pertinent
to
review
board of
opportunity to
hear or
or examine,
and reply
reply to,
to, information
submitted
information submitted
examine, and
to hear
opportunity
to such
board by
by other
parties. After
such hearing,
hearing, the
the board
any such
After any
other parties.
such board
to
of
review may
may make
in any
such efficiency
rating
efficiency rating
any such
adjustments in
such adjustments
make such
of review
as
it may
may find
to be
proper."
as it
find to
be proper."
S
EC. 8.
Civil Service
CommisService Commisof the
the Civil
compensation of
the compensation
Hereafter the
8. Hereafter
SEC.
sioners shall
be fixed
fixed at
at $10,000
compensation
and the compensation
per annum,
annum, and
each per
$10,000 each
shall be
sioners
of the
Director and
Chief Examiner
Examiner shall
be fixed
at $9,500
$9,500
fixed at
shall be
and Chief
Executive Director
of
the Executive
annum.
per annum.
Approved, November
November 26, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 920]

November
27,1940
1940
November 27,
[S. 1681]
1681]
IS.
[Public, No. 881]
[Public,

AN ACT
To amend
amend section
section 107
107 of
Tennessee,
redistrict the State of Tennessee,
Code, to redistrict
Judicial Code,
of the Judicial
To
Tento provide
provide the duties and powers of the district judges of the State of Tennessee,
nessee, and for other purposes.

Be it
the Senate
House of
the
Representatives.of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That section 107
United States
follows:
of the
the Judicial Code, as
amended, is amended to read as follows:
as amended,
36stamenmet. of
Tennessee is divided into three districts,
"SEC. 107. (a)
"SEo.
(a) The State of Tennessee
to be known as the eastern, middle, and western districts of Tennessee.
Tennessee.
"(b) The eastern
eastern district shall include the territory embraced on
"(b)
Franklin,
the
January 1940 in the counties of Bedford, Franklin,
the 1st
1st day of January
Winchester
Warren, Grundy, Coffee, Van Buren, and Moore, which
which shall
Winchester divi- Lincoln, Warren,
on
sl
sion.
.
constitute the Winchester
constitute
Winchester division of said district; also the territory
territory
mentioned in the counties of Bledsoe.
Bledsoe,
date last mentioned
the date
embraced on the
Bradley, Hamilton,
McMinn, Meigs, Polk, Rhea, and SequatMarion, McMinn,
Hamilton, Marion,
Bradley,
Southern
outhern division.
division.
chie, which shall constitute the southern
southern division of said district;
also
embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties
territory embraced
also the
the territory
of Anderson,
Anderson, Blount,
Blount, Campbell,
Campbell, Claiborne,
Jefferson, Knox,
Grainger, Jefferson,
Claiborne, Grainger,
of
Northern division.
Northern
division.
Morgan, Roane, Sevier, Scott, and Union, which
Loudon, Monroe, Morgan,
shall constitute
constitute the
northern division
also the terridistrict; also
said district;
division of said
the northern
shall
embraced on the date last mentioned
mentioned in the counties of Carter,
tory embraced
Cooke,
Johnson, Sullivan,
Cocke, Greene, Hamblen, Hancock, Hawkins, Jolmson,
Northeastern
the northeastern
northeastern
Washington, which shall constitute
Northeastern divi- Unicoi, and Washington,
constitute
sion.
for the Windistrict court
Terms of
of the
division
of said
said district.
the district
court for
district. Terms
court.
division of
Terms of court.
chester division shall be held at Winchester
Winchester on the third Moqdays
Mondays in
May
October; for the southern
Chattanooga on the
southern division at Chattanooga
May and
and October;
fourth Monday in April and the second Monday in November; for
the
division at Knoxville
May
Monday in May
Knoxville on the fourth Monday
the northern division
and the first Monday in December; for the northeastern
northeastern division
Monday in
at Greeneville
Greeneville on the first Monday in March and the third Monday
Proviso.
holding
accommodations
September:
Provided,
That
suitable
accommodations
for
holding
Provided,
Cortacommoda
Court accommodations
Winchester.
court
Winchester shall be provided by the local authorities
authorities but
court at Winchester
tions at
atWinehester.
Ante, p. 348.
provided upon
only until such time as such accommodations
Ante, p. 348.
accommodations shall be provided
Administrative Office of
recommendation of the Director of the Administrative
the recommendation
the United States Courts in aa public building or other quarters
provided
provided by
by the
the Federal
Federal Government
Government for such
such purpose.
Middle
district.
Middle district.
4(c)
"(c)
The middle
middle district shall include
include the territory
territory embraced
embraced on
January 1940 in the counties of Cannon,
Cannon, Cheatham,
Cheatham,
the 1st day of January
Davidson, Dickson, Humphreys,
Humphreys, Houston,
Houston, Montgomery, Robertson,
Robertson,
Rutherford,
Trousdale, Williamson,
Williamson, and
and Wilson,
Stewart, Sumner, Trousdale,
Rutherford, Stewart,

Judicial
Code,
Judicial Code,
amendment.
36 Stat. 1124.
8
28 IL S. C.
185 ;
S8.
C. 188;
s28p.
Supp.
§188.
Tennessee judicial
judicial
Tennessee
districts.
Eastern
asitrn district.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS
.-CH.920-NOV.
920-NOV.27,
1940
SESS.-CH.
27, 1940

which shall
shall constitute
constitute the
Nashville division
division of
of said
said district;
district; also
also
which
the Nashville
the territory on the date last mentioned in the counties of Hickman,
Giles,: Lawrence,
Giles
Lawrence, Lewis, Marshall,
Marshall, Wayne, and Maury, which shall
shall
constitute the Columbia division of said district; also the territory
embraced on the date last mentioned in the counties of Clay,
Cumberland, De Kalb,
Macon, O
vert on ,Pi
ck
ett,
Cumberland,
Kalb, Fentress, Jackson,
Jackson, Macon,
Overton,
Pickett,
Putnam,
Smith, and White, which shall constitute
the northeastern
northeastern
Putnam, Smith,
constitute the
division
division of said district. Terms of the district court for the
the
Nashville
Nashville division of said district shall be held at Nashville
Nashville on the
second Monday in March and the fourth Monday
Monday in September;
for
September; for
the Columbia division at Columbia on the third Monday
Monday in June
and the fourth Monday in November;
northeastern
November; and for the northeastern
division at Cookeville on the third Monday in April and the first
accommodations for
Monday in November:
November: Provided,
Provided, That suitable accommodations
holding
holding court
court at
at Columbia shall
shall be provided
provided by
by the local
local authorities
authorities
accommodations shall be provided
but only until such time as such accommodations
provided
recommendation of the Director of the Administrative
upon the recommendation
Administrative
Office of the United States Courts in a
a public building or other
other
quarters
Government for such purpose.
quarters provided
provided by the Federal Government
"(d)
The western
embraced on
the territory embraced
district shall
shall include
include the
"(d) The
western district
January 1940 in the counties of Dyer, Fayette, Haythe 1st day of January
wood, Lauderdale,
Shelby, and
the
Tipton, which shall constitute
constitute the
wood,
Lauderdale, Shelby,
and Tipton,
western division of said district; also the territory
territory embraced on
western
counties of Benton, Carroll, Chester,
the date last mentioned
mentioned in the counties
Hardeman, Hardin, Henderson,
Henderson, Henry,
Crockett, Decatur, Gibson, Hardeman,
McNairy, Madison, Obion, Perry, and Weakley, including the
Lake, McNairy,
low-water mark on the eastern
eastern
waters of the Tennessee
Tennessee River to low-water
shore thereof wherever
wherever such river forms the boundary
boundary line between
between
the western and
and middle
middle districts
districts of
Tennessee, from
from the
of Tennessee,
the north
north line
line
of the State of Alabama, north to the point, Henry County,
Tennessee, where the south boundary
Kentucky
boundary line of the State of Kentucky
strikes
bank of
of the
the river,
river, which
eastern
which shall
shall constitute
constitute the
the eastern
strikes the
the east
east bank
division of
of said
district. Terms
Terms of
the district
for the
the western
western
of the
district court
court for
division
said district.
division of
of said
said district
district shall be held at Memphis on the first
Mondays
April and
October; and
for the
the eastern
eastern division
division at
at
Mondays in
in April
and October;
and for
Jackson on
on the
fourth Mondays
Mondays in
in March
March and
and September.
September. An
An office
office
Jackson
the fourth
of the clerk, in charge of the clerk or a
maintained
a deputy, shall be maintained
at
Memphis and
and Jackson.
Jackson. The
The marshal
the western
district
marshal for the
western district
at Memphis
at Jackson.
Jackson. The
The marshal
marshal
a deputy who shall reside
reside at
shall appoint
appoint a
for
deputy who shall reside at
at
appoint aa deputy
for the
the eastern district shall appoint
Chattanooga.
of the
the court
court for
for the
the eastern
eastern
Chattanooga. An
An office
office of
of the
the clerk
clerk of
district shall
shall be
be maintained,
maintained, in
in charge
at
or a
a deputy,
deputy, at
charge of
of the
the clerk
clerk or
district
Chattanooga, and at Greeneville.
Greeneville.
Knoxville, at Chattanooga,
"(e) The
district judge
judge for
for the
the eastern
eastern district
Tennessee in
"(e)
The district
district of
of Tennessee
in office
office
on the
the date
the enactment
of this
this Act,
Act, shall
shall hold
hold regular
regular and
and
enactment of
of the
date of
on
special
terms of
of court
The said
said district
special terms
court at
Knoxville and
at Knoxville
and Greeneville.
Greeneville. The
district
judge
of appointment
and removal
of all
officers
removal of
all officers
power of
appointment and
have the
the power
judge shall
shall have
and
of the
the court
in said
district, except
as herein
herein otherwise
otherwise
court in
said district,
except as
and employees
employees of
provided, whose
a district judge or
provided,
whose appointment
appointment is vested by law in a
senior district
district judge.
judge.
senior
"(f)
The district
district judge
the eastern
middle districts
districts of
of
"(f) The
judge for
for the
eastern and
and middle
Tennessee, appointed under the
approved May 31,
Act approved
the Act
the authority of the
Tennessee,
1938
(52 Stat.
Stat. 584),
584), whose
whose official
official residence
at Chattanooga,
Chattanooga,
residence shall
shall be
be at
1938 (52
shall
an additional district judge for the eastern district of Tenshall be an
nessee
constituted by
regular and special
special
Act and
and shall hold regular
by this
this Act
nessee as
as constituted
terms
court at
said.judge
shall
and Chattanooga.
Chattanooga. The
The said
judge shall
terms of
of court
at Winchester
Winchester and
possess
same powers,
powers, perform
perform the
receive the
the same
same
and receive
the same
same duties,
duties, and
possess the
the same
compensation as
other district
district judges.
judges. The
said district
district judge
judge shall
shall
The said
as other
compensation
193470 °--41 --FT.1 ----77
77
-193470--41-PT.

1217
1217
Nashville division.
Nashvile

division.
Columbia division.

Northeastern
Northeastern
sion.

dividivi-

Serms
Terms of court.

Proviso.
Court accommoda-

commoda.

at Columbia.
tions at
Ante, p. 348.
Ante, p. 348-

Western district
district.
Western
Western division.
Westerndivision.

Eastern division.
division.
Eastern
Terms of
of court.
Terms
court.

Office of clerk.
Office
o clerk.
Deputy marshals.

Deputy marshals.

Office of clerk.

ffice oclerk.

Terms of court at
Knoxville and Greeneville.
Power of appointPmen,
r of ppfoiers
ment,
etc.,
officers
and employees.

nTerms oiendcurena
vinle.
tcof
and employees.

Terms at WinchesataWinhoo
ter and Chattanooga.

termsd

28 U. S.
V
. s.
V, §4w.

C., Supp.
C.
Supp.

Powers, etc., of desPowersuetc.,
ignated
judge. of

des-
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Appointment
sucof sucAppointment of
cessors
to judge.
judge.
cessors to

Orders for
for disposidisposiOrders
tion of
business, etc.
etc.
of business,
tion

District attorneys
attorneys
District
and
and marshals.
marshals.

Terms of
of court
court at
at
Terms
Nashville,
Columbia,
Nashville, Columbia,
and Cookeville.
Cookeville.
and

Memphis
Terms at Memphis
and Jackson.
Jackson.
and
Repeal
of inconsistinconsistRepeal of
laws.
ent laws.

PITBLIC
CHS.920,
27, 1940
1940
921-NOV. 27,
920, 921—NOV.
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC LAWS—

[54 STAT.
STAT.

have
power of
and removal
removal of
all those
those officers
officers and
and
of all
of appointment
appointment and
the power
have the
employees
the court
court for
for the
the eastern
Tennessee whose
whose
of Tennessee
district of
eastern district
of the
employees of
official
located in
in the
the Winchester
in
and in
division and
Winchester division
are located
headquarters are
official headquarters
the
southern division
the eastern
eastern district
district of
of Tennessee
Tennessee and
and whose
whose
of the
division of
the southern
appointment is
is vested
in a
a district
district judge
judge or
or a
a senior
district
senior district
law in
by law
vested by
appointment
judge.
The
President
is
authorized
to
appoint,
by
and
with
the
conconthe
with
and
by
to
appoint,
judge. The President is authorized
sent of
of the
the Senate,
Senate, a
asuccessor
or successors
successors to
judge as
as vacancies
vacancies
said judge
to said
successor or
sent
may occur.
occur. Nothing
Nothing herein
prevent said
said
to prevent
construed to
be construed
shall be
contained shall
herein contained
may
judge or
or his
successors from
from becoming
senior district
district judge
judge by
sucby sucthe senior
becoming the
his successors
judge
cession,
or from
exercising the
district judge
judge
senior district
of senior
rights of
and rights
powers and
the powers
from exercising
cession, or
of
judge designated
designated herein
hold regular
regular and
and
to hold
herein to
The judge
district. The
of said
said district.
special
of court
at Winchester
Winchester and
Chattanooga shall
all
make all
shall make
and Chattanooga
court at
terms of
special terms
necessary
for the
the disposition
business and assignment
assignment of
of business
disposition of
orders for
necessary orders
cases for
in said
said divisions.
divisions. The
attorneys and
and marshals
marshals
district attorneys
The district
for trial
trial in
cases
for
middle, and
of Tennessee
in office
office
Tennessee in
districts of
and western
western districts
the eastern,
eastern, middle,
for the
immediately prior
prior to the
enactment of
of this Act shall be during the
the enactment
immediately
remainder of
their present
terms of
of office
office the
the district
attorneys and
district attorneys
present terms
of their
remainder
marshals for
such districts
constituted by this Act.
districts as constituted
for such
marshals
i`(g)
district judge
Tennessee shall
of Tennessee
district of
middle district
for the
the middle
judge for
The district
"(g) The
be the
district judge
middle district
Tennessee as constituted
constituted
district of Tennessee
for the
the middle
judge for
be
the district
by this
Act and
regular and special terms of court at Nashand shall hold regular
by
this Act
ville, Columbia,
Cookeville.
Columbia, and Cookeville.
ville,
Tennessee shall
The district judge for the western district of Tennessee
"(h) The
hold
regular and special
terms of court at Memphis and Jackson."
special terms
hold regular
Sm.
All provisions
provisions of
provisions of this
the provisions
inconsistent with the
of law
law inconsistent
2. All
SE. 2.
Act are hereby repealed.
Approved, November
November 27, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 921]
9211
[CHAPTER

November 27,
27, 1940
November
[S. 3133]
[.
3133]

[Public, Nq.
882]
Nq. 882]
[Public,
Cherokee
Indian
Cherokee Indian
Nation or Tribe.
Tribe.
Nation
Appropriation auAppropriation
thorized.
thorized.

Credit to Cherokee
Cherokee
school
fund.
school fund.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement of
attorneys.
attorneys.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of the Cherokee
Cherokee Indian Nation or Tribe, and for other purposes.

Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and House of 1?epresentaaves
Be it
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there is hereby
States of America in
United
authorized to
to be
be appropriated,
appropriated, out
of any money in the Treasury not
out of
authorized
5 per
otherwise
per
otherwise appropriated, the sum of $2,185.72 with interest at 5
centum
appropriation of the
to the
the date of the appropriation
1919, to
from June 30, 1919,
centum from
said
authorized, which sum was appropriated
appropriated by the Act
said sum herein authorized,
(41 Stat.
Act
22), and by the terms of said Act
Stat. pp.
pp. 21, 22),
1919 (41
of June
June 30, 1919
was required
required to
to be
"credited to
th eprincipal of
Cherokee school
school
of the
the Cherokee
to the
be "credited
was
5 per centum, but which said
said
fund", aatrust fund bearing interest at 5
sum was
was erroneously
erroneously deposited
deposited in
in the
fund of
of the
the Treasury
the general
general fund
sum
warrant
as
receipt, by miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt covering warrant
as miscellaneous
miscellaneous receipt,
Numbered 122,
1919.
122, as of
of August
August 14, 1919.
Numbered
When appropriated
appropriated said money shall be credited to the Cherokee
school
Secretary of the Treasury shall pay the said money
the Secretary
school fund..and
fundand the
to
attorneys of the
Cherokee Indian
Indian Nation or Tribe
the Cherokee
surviving attorneys
to the
the surviving
pursuance to the Act of March 19, 1924 (43 Stat.
selected by them in pursuance
p. 27), to reimburse
reimburse in part said attorneys for expenses
expenses heretofore
heretofore
preparation and prosecution
incurred
incurred in the preparation
prosecution of the claims of the said
Cherokee
Indian Nation
Nation or
March
said Act
Act of March
Tribe, brought under said
or Tribe,
Cherokee Indian
19, 1924, in the name of "The Cherokee
Cherokee Nation against
against the United
States".
States".
Approved, November
November 27, 1940.
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STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
3D SESS.-CHS.
922-924-NOV. 29, 1940
1940
CONG ., 3n
SESS.—CHS.922-924—NOV.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 922]
922]

AN ACT

To make
reclamation laws inapplicable
make the excess land provisions of the Federal
Federal reclamation
to the lands of the Washoe
Washoe County Water Conservation
Conservation District, Truckee
Truckee
storage project, Nevada, and the Pershing County Water Conservation
District, Nevada.

1219
November 29,
29, 1940
1940
November
[H. R.
R.10543]
10543]
[Public, No.
No. 883]
883]

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the

United
States of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the excess
excess
United States
Congress assembled
assembled, That
land provisions of the
applithe Federal
Federal reclamation
reclamation laws shall not
not be applicable to
Washoe County
Water Conservation
District,
cable
to land
land in
in the Washoe
County Water
Conservation District,
Nevada, irrigated
from the
the Boca
Boca Reservoir,
storage
Nevada,
irrigated from
Reservoir, Truckee
Truckee River
River storage
Pershing County
County Water
Conservation
project, Nevada,
Nevada, nor to the Pershing
Water Conservation
District,
Nevada, irrigated
Humboldt River
District, Nevada,
irrigated from
from the Humboldt
River Reservoir, and
the
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior is
authorized to
to enter
contract
the Secretary
is authorized
enter into
into a
a contract
with
amending, in
in accordance
accordance with
the conwith said
said districts,
districts, amending,
with this
this Act,
Act, the
contract
of December
1936, between
States and
and the
the Washoe
Washoe
tract of
December 18,
18,1936,
between the
the United
United States
County
October 1,
1,
contract of
of October
and the contract
County Water
Water Conservation
Conservation District, and
1934,
States and
the Pershing
and the
Pershing County
County Water
Water
1934, between
between the
the United
United States
Conservation
District.
Conservation District.
Approved, November
November 29,
1940.
29, 1940.
Approved,

Federal reclamation
reclamation
laws.
Inapplicability
Inapplicability
of
excess
provisions
excess land provisions
designated
to
designated
districts.

Contracts
Contracts
ized.
ized.

author-

[CHAPTER
923]
[CHAPTER 923]

AN ACT
AN
To authorize
authorize the
the discontinuance
discontinuance of
of professional
examinations for
promotion in
in
for promotion
professional examinations
To
Corps.
Dental, and
and Veterinary
the
Regular Army
of officers
of the
Medical, Dental,
Veterinary Corps.
the Medical,
Army of
officers of
the Regular

Be it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That until May
Congress assembled,
United
15, 1945,
1945, the
in his discretion,
discretion, dispense with
of War
War may,
may, in
the Secretary
Secretary of
15,
any
part of
promotion in the Regular
Regular Army
Army of
of
of the
the examination
examination for promotion
any part
officers of the Medical,
Veterinary Corps, except those
Medical, Dental, and Veterinary
relating
examination.
relating to physical examination.
Approved,
Approved, November 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER 924]
924]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT

To
of the
Arlington Farm,
Farm, Virginia,
to the
Virginia, to
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
the Arlington
To transfer
transfer the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
and for
for other
other purposes.
of
the War
War Department,
Department, and
purposes.

Be
it enacted
the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the control and
America in Congress
States of America
United States
jurisdiction
improvements constituting the
lands, buildings, and improvements
of the lands,
jurisdiction of
Arlington Farm,
created by
Act of
approved April
April
of Congress,
Congress, approved
the Act
by the
as created
Farm, as
Arlington
transferred from the Secretary of
are hereby
hereby transferred
Stat. 135), are
(31 Stat.
18, 1900 (31
Agriculture to the
Secretary of War,
progressively as
War to take effect progressively
the Secretary
Agriculture
each area
area of
of said
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture
the Secretary
is turned over by the
said farm is
each
to
such
That the authority to remove such
Provided,That
War: Provided,
the Secretary
Secretary of War:
to the
buildings,
trees, and
plants as shall
necessary
deemed necessary
shall be deemed
and plants
improvements, trees,
buildings, improvements,
in order
the work
work of
of the
Department of
of Agriculture
Agriculture shall
shall
the Department
promote the
order to
to promote
in
remain in
in the
the Secretary
until the
the transfer
transfer of
the area
of the
of Agriculture
Agriculture until
Secretary of
remain
involved is effected.
effected.
a sum not to
appropriated a
S
EC. 2. There is hereby authorized
authorized to be appropriated
SEC.
exceed
expended by
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture for
by the
the Secretary
to be expended
$3,200,000 to
exceed $3,200,000
the acquisition
acquisition by
by purchase,
purchase, condemnation,
condemnation, or
to
of lands
lands to
donation, of
or donation,
the
provide a
site for
the development
and reestablishment
reestablishment thereon
development and
for the
a suitable
suitable site
provide
of the
functions and
activities of
the Arlington
the conconand the
Farm, and
Arlington Farm,
of the
and activities
the functions
of
struction and
installation of
equipment, and
utilities
and utilities
buildings, equipment,
of such
such buildings,
and installation
struction
and appurtenances
of persons
persons and
and
employment of
the employment
including the
thereto, including
and
appurtenances thereto,

November 29,1940
29, 1940
November
[S. 4224]
[s.4224]
[Public, No. 884]
[Public,

Officers of
of desigOfficers
nated Corps,
Corps, Regular
Regular
Army.
Examinations
Examinations for
for
promotion.

November 29,
29, 1940
1940
November
[S.
s. 4107]
41079]
[Public, No. 8651
[Public,
8851

Arlington Farm, Va.
Arlington
Transfer
Transfer of Jurisdicjurisdiction.
tion.
Ante, p. 1046.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Removal of buildbuildRemoval
ings, trees, etc.

Appropriation anauAppropriation
thorized for acquisithorized
tion of certainlands
certain lands.
tion
Ante, p. 1046.

Construction of
Construction
buildings, etc.
buildings,
etc.

1220
1220
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LAWS OHS.924,
924, 926—NOV.
1940
PUEBLIC
926-NOV. 29,
29, 30,
30, 1940

Acquisition of adjaadjacent lands for military purposes;
purposes; improvements.
provements.

Continuance of ArContinuance
lington Experiment
Experiment
Station at present site.

Arlington Memorial
Bridge.
Approach
Approach road,
road,
construction authorized.
ized.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

means
the city
of Washington
and elsewhere,
in the
the judgment
judgment
means in
in the
city of
Washington and
elsewhere, as
as in
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Agriculture may
may be
be necessary.
necessary.
of the
of Agriculture
SEc.
3. There
There is
further authorized
to be
appropriated not
not to
to
SEC. 3.
is also
also further
authorized to
be appropriated
exceed
of adjacent
adjacent lands
lands and
and the
the conconexceed $5,000,000
$5,000,000 for
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
such buildings
buildings and
and utilities
utilities and
and appurappurstruction and
and installation
installation of such
tenances as
as in
the judgment
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War
War may
necessary
tenances
in the
judgment of
may be
be necessary
including alteraalterafor military
military purposes on
on the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned lands,
lands, including
betterments to
such existing
thereon
tions, additions, and
and betterments
to such
existing improvements
improvements thereon
as may
transferred by
Secretary of
Agriculture to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
as
may be
be transferred
by the
the Secretary
of Agriculture
If the
authorized by
by this
this section
section
of War.
War. If
the purchase
purchase of additional
additional lands
lands authorized
Department, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
War
meets the requirements
requirements of the War Department,
of War
Agriculture to
to continue
the operation
operation of
of
may allow the Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture
continue the
Arlington
at its
present site.
site.
Arlington Experiment
Experiment Station
Station at
its present
SEC. 4.
4. The
Secretary of
of War
hereby authorized
authorized to
to transfer
the
SEC.
The Secretary
War is
is hereby
transfer to
to the
Secretary of the Interior
Interior a
right-of-way two hundred
Secretary
a right-of-way
hundred feet wide extendextending
from a
apoint
near the
the southeast
southeast corner
of the
the Arlington
ing from
point near
corner of
Arlington Cemetery
Cemetery in
in
a
direction to the Boundary
provide
a northeasterly
northeasterly direction
Boundary Channel,
Channel, in
in order to provide
an
to the
Arlington Memorial
Bridge, the
the
an adequate
adequate approach
approach road to
the Arlington
Memorial Bridge,
construction of
authorized, and,
approval
construction
of which
which road
road is hereby authorized,
and, with
with the
the approval
of the President,
President, to
Secretary of
Interior until
until
to transfer
transfer to
to the Secretary
of the
the Interior
needed
needed such other lands transferred
transferred to or acquired
acquired by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
immediately necessary
necessary for
military
War under
under this
this Act
Act as may
may not
not be
be immediately
for military
purposes.
Approved,
Approved, November
November 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 926]

November 30, 1940
1940
[H. R. 10465]
[Public, No. 8861
886]

Destruction of war
mDertctilon
material.
Definition of
of terms.

AN ACT
ACT
entitled "An Act
destruction of
To amend an Act entitled
Act to punish
punish the willful
willful injury or destruction
war
utilities used in connection
connection with
with war
war matewar material,
material, or
or of war
war premises
premises or
or utilities
material, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved April
20, 1918.
1918.
April 20,

enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
of the

of America
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the first
first paraparaof war United
United States of
America in
Congress assembled,
graph of section 1
1 of the Act approved April 20.
20, 1918, entitled "An
"An

Act
Act to punish the willful injury or destruction
destruction of
material, or
of war
war material,
or
of war premises or utilities used in
i
n connection
and
connection with war
war material, and
for other purposes"
purposes" (40
(40 Stat. 533; U. S. C.,
C., title 50,
50, secs. 101-103),
is
101-103), is
amended
amended by striking out the word
word "the"
"the" immediately
immediately preceding
the
preceding the
word "war".
"war .
The fourth paragraph
paragraph of section 11of
of such
such Act
amended to
to read
read as
as
Act is
is amended
follows:
follows:
"United States."
"United States."
"The
a geographical
"The words 'United States'
States' used in this Act in a
geographical sense
shall include the Philippine Islands, the Panama Canal Zone, and all
other territory and waters,
waters, continental
continental and insular, subject to the
jurisdiction
defined."
jurisdiction of the United States
States as
as thus
thus defined."
amended by adding
adding at the
Such Act of April 20,
20, 1918, is further
further amended
the
end
thereof
the
following sections:
sections:
end
thereof
the
following
"National-defense
"ateonalaefense
"SEC. 4. That
the words
"Sisc.
That the
words 'national-defense
'national-defense material',
material', as
as used
used herein,
herein,
material."
shall include
armament, ammunition, livestock,
include arms, armament,
livestock, stores of clothing,
food, foodstuffs, fuel, supplies, munitions, and all other articles of
whatever
whatever description
description and any part or ingredient
ingredient thereof,
thereof, intended for
for
the
use of
the United
States in
connection with
with the
the national
defense.
the
use
of
the
United
States
in
connection
national
defense.
"National-defense
prNationl-defense
'national-defense premises', as used herein, shall include
"The words 'national-defense
include
premises."
all buildings, grounds, mines, or other places wherein
wherein such nationaldefense material
material is being
being produced,
produced, manufactured,
manufactured, repaired,
repaired, stored,
mined, extracted,
extracted, distributed,
distributed, loaded,
loaded, unloaded,
unloaded, or transported,
transported, together
together
machinery and appliances
with all machinery
appliances therein
therein contained;
contained; and all forts,
arsenals,
arsenals, navy yards, camps, prisons, or other military or naval
naval stations
of the United States.
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"The words 'national-defense
'national-defense utilities', as used herein, shall include
railways, electric
electric lines, roads of whatever
whatever description,
all railroads,
railroads, .railways,
description,
railroad or railway fixture, canal, lock, dam, wharf, pier, dock, bridge,
bridge,
building, structure, engine, machine, mechanical
mechanical contrivance,
contrivance, car,
car,
vehicle, boat, or aircraft,
aircraft, or any other means of transportation
transportation whatwhatsoever, whereon or whereby
national-defense material,
whereby such national-defense
material, or
or any
any
troops of the United States,
States, are being or may be transported
transported either
either
within the limits of the United
United States or upon the high seas; and all
all
dams, reservoirs, aqueducts,
aqueducts, water
water and gas mains and pipes,
pipes, strucstructures, and buildings, whereby
connection with which
whereby or in connection
which water
water or
or
national-defense premises
gas may be furnished
furnished to any national-defense
premises or
or to
to the
milithe military or naval forces of the United States, and all electric
electric light
light and
and
power, steam or pneumatic power, telephone and
telegraph plants,
and telegraph
plants,
poles, wires, and fixtures and wireless stations, and
and the
buildings conconthe buildings
nected with the maintenance
maintenance and operation
operation thereof used to
supply
to supply
water, light, heat, power, or facilities
facilities of communication
communication to
to any
nationalany nationaldefense
defense premises or to the military
military or naval forces of the United States.
States.
"SEc. 5.
whoever, with
with intent
w ith, or
"SEC.
5. That whoever,
intent to
to injure,
injure, interfer
interferee with,
or
obstruct the national defense of the United States, shall
shall willfully
willfully
injure or destroy, or shall attempt to so injure or
or destroy,
destroy, any
any nationalnationaldefense material, national-defense
national-defense premises,
premises, or
or national-defense
national-defense utiliutiliupon conviction
ties, as herein defined, shall, upon
conviction thereof,
fined not
not more
thereof, be
be fined
more
than $10,000
not more
ten years,
or both.
$10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not
more than
than ten
years, or
both.
"SEC.
"SEC. 6. That whoever,
intent to
to injure,
with, or
or
whoever with
with intent
injure, interfere
interfere with,
obstruct
obstruct the national defense
defense of the United States, shall willfully
willfully
cause to
make or cause
made in
in a
manner, or
attempt to
to make
to be
be made
a defective
defective manner,
or attempt
make
or cause to be made in a
a defective manner, any national-defense
national-defense
material,
material, as herein
herein defined,
or any
tool, implement,
defined, or
any tool,
implement, machine,
machine, utensil,
utensil,
or receptacle
receptacle used or employed in
producing, manufacturing,
manufacturing,
in making, producing,
or repairing
repairing any such national-defense
national-defense material,
material, as
as herein
defined,
herein defined,
shall 2 upon
conviction thereof,
thereof, be
fined not
more than
$10,000 or
or
shall,
upon conviction
be fined
not more
than $10,000
imprisoned not
not more
more than
than ten
ten years,
or both."
imprisoned
years, or
both."
Approved, November
Approved,
November 30,
30, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 927]
927]
[CHAPTER

1221

Dec. 6, 1940

"National -defense
"National.defense
utilities."
utilities."

Destruction
Destruction of national-defense matetional-defense
material,
rial, etc.
etc.
Penalty.
Penalty.

Making national-deMaking
fense material
fense
material in defective manner,
manner, etc.
fective
etc.
Penalty.

AN ACT

To amend the Act of June 25, 1938, entitled "An Act
Act extending the
classified
the classified
civil service to include postmasters
postmasters of the first, second, and third
classes, and
and
third classes,
purposes".
for other purposes".
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House
the
United States
United
States of
of America
assembled, That
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That section
section 33 of
of
June 25,
1938 (ch.
678, 52
the Act approved
approved June
25, 1938
(ch. 678,
52 Stat.
Stat. 1077;
1077; U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
1934
Supp. V,
title 39,
is amended
amended by
by the
the addition
1934 edition,
edition, Supp.
V, title
39, sec.
sec. 39a)
39a) is
addition
of
"Provided further,
at any
post office
the postpostof the
the following:
following: "Provided
further, That
That at
any post
office the
master
of which
called for
as a
National
master of
which has
has been
been called
for duty
duty as
a member
member of
of the
the National
Guard or
of the
the Army,
Navy, or
or of the
the Reserve
Reserve of
Army, Navy,
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps or
or purpursuant
enlistment, the
is
suant to
to draft
draft or
or voluntary
voluntary enlistment,
the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General is
authorized
of absence
absence without
pay to
to such
such postmaster
authorized to
to grant
grant leave
leave of
without pay
postmaster
and
an acting
acting postmaster
to serve
for
and to
to appoint
appoint an
postmaster at
at such
such post
post office
office to
serve for
the period
period only
only of
the absence
of the
regular postmaster
postmaster on
on military
the
of the
absence of
the regular
military
requiring; such
such acting
acting postmaster
suitable bond
service, requiring
postmaster to
to furnish
furnish suitable
bond
with
surety for
the faithful
performance of
acting postwith surety
for the
faithful performance
of the
the duties
duties as
as acting
postmaster
and releasing
the regular
regular postmaster
and his
sureties of
of
master and
releasing the
postmaster and
his sureties
responsibility for
the conduct
office during
such period:
period: ProProresponsibility
for the
conduct of
of the
the office
during such
vided
the purpose
purpose of
of
vided further,
further, That
That where
where aa postmaster
postmaster resigns
resigns for
for the
military
service as
herein described
described and
wishes to
to resume
resume
military service
as herein
and subsequently
subsequently wishes
his previous
previous position
he may
be permitted,
upon being
being
his
position as
as postmaster
postmaster he
may be
permitted, upon
released from
from military
military service,
service, to
withdraw his
and resume
released
to withdraw
his resignation
resignation and
resume

December 6,, 1940
1940
December
[S.
43T3J
Is. 437-31
—

1P-u
-blic, No.
No. 8871
887]
TPubIlic,

Service.
Postal Service.

Provisos.
Provsas.
absence to
Leave of absence
to
postmasters
postmasters entering
military service.
military
service.

Appointment
Appointment of acting
postmasters; bond.
ingpostmasters;bond.

Withdrawal of resWithdrawal
resignation and resumption of office.
office.

PUBLIC LAWS—
CHS.927-929--DEC.
6, 16,
16, 1940
1940
927-929-DEC. 6,
LAWS-CHS.
PUBLIC

1222
Applicability of
Applicability
civil-service laws, etc.,
etc.,
civil-service
appointments of
of
to appointments
postmasters.
acting postmasters.

Length of appointments.
ments.

the
office of
of postmaster,
be reappointed
in the
the event
event the
the
thereto, in
reappointed thereto,
or be
postmaster, or
the office
office is
is being
at the
time by
by an
an acting
acting postmaster:
postmaster: ProProthe time
conducted at
being conducted
office
vided
further, That
to serve
serve
postmasters to
acting postmasters
of acting
appointments of
That appointments
vided further,
during absences
regular postmasters
on leave
leave granted
pursuant to
to
granted pursuant
postmasters on
of regular
absences of
during
the
terms of
shall be
made in
in accordance
accordance with
civilthe civilwith the
be made
this Act
Act shall
of this
the terms
service laws,
and such
such appointments
may conconappointments may
and regulations,
regulations, and
rules, and
laws, rules,
service
tinue
return to
the regular
regular postmaster
postmaster or
or until
until it
it
of the
duty of
to duty
the return
until the
tinue until
has
been determined
determined that
that the
the regular
regular postmaster
will not
not return
return to
to
postmaster will
has been
duty."
Approved,
Approved, December 6, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 928]
928]
[CHAPTER

December 16,
16, 1940
1940
December
[S.
[S. 3765]
3765]
[Public, No.
[Public,
No. 8881
888]

Columbia River.
River.
Columbia
Time extended
Time
extended for
for
Astoria,
bridging, at Astoria,
Oreg.
Oreg.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

a bridge
To
the times
times for
commencing and
construction of a
completing the construction
and completing
for commencing
To extend
extend the
across the
the Columbia
River at
at Astoria,
Astoria, Clatsop County,
other
County, Oregon, and for other
Columbia River
across
purposes.
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
Be

assembled, That the times for
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,

commencing and completing the construction
commencing
construction of a
a bridge across the
authorized to
Columbia River
River at Astoria, Clatsop County, Oregon, authorized
be
built by
by the
Board of Trustees
Trustees by an
an
Bridge Board
Oregon-Washington Bridge
the Oregon-Washington
be built
48 Stat. 949;
heretofore
Act of
of Congress
approved June
June 13, 1934, as amended,
amended, as heretofore
Congress approved
Stat. Act
949; 49
49 Stat.
4Stat.
1066, 1104; 50 Stat. 563;
1066,1104;
52 stat.
Stat. 445;
extended by Acts
January 27,
Congress approved August 30, 1935, January
Acts of Congress
52
stat extended
446; 53S3 Stat.
1206. 6
1936, August
August 5, 1937, May
further
1939, are further
26, 1938,
1938, and
and August 5, 1939,
May 26,
1936,
extended
and three
June 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
from June
respectively, from
years, respectively,
three years,
one and
extended one
Repeal.
S
EC. 2. That so much of section 4
4 of the Act approved June 13,
SEO.
Repeal.
1934
(48 Stat.
Stat. 949,
949, 950),
950), which
which reads
toll
the rates of toll
as follows:
follows: "or the
reads as
1934 (48
shall thereafter
so adjusted
adjusted as
as to
provide a
not to exceed
exceed
a fund of not
to provide
be so
thereafter be
shall
the amount
and operaoperarepair, and
maintenance, repair,
proper maintenance,
for the
the proper
necessary for
the
amount necessary
tion of
economical management",
management",
approaches under economical
bridge and its approaches
of the
the bridge
tion
is hereby
hereby repealed.
Right reserved.
SEC. 3.
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
Act is
is hereby
hereby
alter, amend,
this Act
SEc.
3. The
The right
right to
Right reserved
expressly
expressly reserved.
Approved,
December 16, 1940.
Approved, December
[CHAPTER 929]
929]
[CHAPTER
December
December 16, 1940
[S.
39341
[8. 3934]
[Public, No.8891
No. 8891

Saint Marys
Marys River.
River.
Bridge authorized
authorized
across, at Sault Sainte
across,

Marie, Mich.
Mich.
Marie,

34 Stat. 84.
33
33 U. S.. C.
498.

CIl 491491-

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
acting through The International
International Bridge
Authorizing the State of Michigan, acting
a toll bridge or
maintain, and operate a
Authority of Michigan, to construct, maintain,
series
of bridges,
causeways, and approaches
approaches thereto, across the Saint Marys
series of
bridges, causeways,
a point in or near the city of Sault Sainte Marie, Michigan,
Michigan, to a
a
River, from a
point in
in the
the Province
Province of Ontario, Canada.

of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of the
United States of America
in Congress
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That (a)
(a) in order
order
commerce, improve the postal service, and
international commerce,
to facilitate international
provide for military and other purposes, the State of Michigan,
Michigan, acting
acting
International Bridge Authority of Michigan,
Michigan, or the
through The International
successors to said authority, be, and i
authorized to construct,
isshereby, authorized
maintain, and operate a
a bridge, or series of bridges, causeways,
causeways, and
and
approaches thereto, across the Saint Marys River, so far as the United
approaches
States
jurisdiction over the waters of such river, from aa point
States has jurisdiction
Sault
suitable to the interests of navigation, in or near the city of Sault
Sainte Marie,
Marie in
in the State
State of Michigan,
Michigan to a
a point
point in the
the Province
of Ontario, Canada, in accordance
accordance with the provisions of an Act
Act
regulate the construction
entitled "An Act to regulate
construction of bridges over navigable
waters", approved March 23, 1906, and subject
subject to the conditions and
and
limitations contained in this Act, and subject to the approval of the
limitations
proper authorities
authorities in the Dominion of Canada.
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(b) There .is hereby conferred
conferred upon the State of Michigan
Michigan and
and
The International
International Bridge Authority
Authority of Michigan,
Michigan, or the successors
to said authority, all such rights and powers to enter upon lands and
and
to acquire, condemn,
condemn, occupy, possess, and use real estate and other
other
property
property in the State of Michigan needed for the location, construction, operation,
operation, and maintenance
maintenance of such bridge, or series of bridges,
causeways,
approaches thereto, as are possessed by railroad
causeways, and approaches
railroad corporations
porations for railroad purposes or by bridge corporations,
corporations, or bridge
bridge
Michigan, for bridge purposes in the
authorities, or .the State of Michigan,
State of Michigan,
Michigan, upon making
making just compensation
compensation therefor to be
ascertained
ascertained and paid according to the laws of such State, and the
proceedings therefor
condemnation or
therefor shall be the same as in the condemnation
or
expropriation of property
expropriation
property for public purposes in such State.
(c) The State of Michigan, acting through
International
(c)
through The International
Bridge Authority of Michigan,
Michigan, or the successors to said authority,
is hereby authorized
authorized to fix and charge tolls for transit over such bridge,
causeways, and approaches
approaches thereto, and the rates
or series of bridges, causeways,
of toll shall be so fixed and adjusted as to provide a
a fund sufficient to
reasonable cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating
operating such
pay the reasonable
causeways, and approaches thereto, and
bridge, or series of bridges, causeways,
to provide a
a sinking fund sufficient
sufficient to amortize the cost of such bridge,
or series of bridges, causeways,
causeways, and approaches
approaches thereto, including reasonable interest and financing cost, as soon as possible under reasonable
reasonable

1223
1223
acquire real
Right to acquire
estate, etc.

Toll charges.
charges.

Application of tolls
Application
operation, sinking
to operation,
fund, etc.

charges,
but within
of not
not to
forty years
from the
to exceed
exceed forty
years from
within aa period
period of
charges, but
as
Maintenance as
completion
thereof. After
sinking fund
sufficient for
for such
such amoramor- freeMaintenance
After a
a sinking
fund sufficient
completion thereof.
bridge after amortization shall
so provided,
provided, such
such bridge,
bridge, or
or series
of bridges,
series of
bridges, tizing costs, etc.
tization
shall have
have been
been so
causeways, and
approaches thereto,
thereto, shall
shall thereafter
be maintained
maintained and
and Record of expendithereafter be
causeways,
and approaches
expendioperated free
of tolls.
An accurate
of the
the cost
cost of
such bridge,
bridge, tures
of such
record of
accurate record
free of
tolls. An
tures and receipts.
operated
or series
series of
of bridges,
causeways, and
and approaches
approaches thereto,
the expenditures
expenditures
thereto, the
bridges, causeways,
or
for
repairing, and
and operating
operating the
the same,
same, and
and o
.fthe
the daily
daily
of
for maintaining,
maintaining, repairing,
tolls collected
collected shall
be kept
kept and
and shall
shall be
for the
the information
information
be available
available for
shall be
tolls
of all
persons interested.
interested.
all persons
of
Rizht reserved.
reserved.
S
EC. 2.
right to
to alter,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
hereby Right
Act is
is hereby
this Act
alter, amend,
the right
SEC.
2. That
That the
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, December
16, 1940.
1940.
December 16,
Approved,

[
CHAPTER 930]
[CHAPTER
930]N

ACT
AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
legalize the
the construction
by the
the State
Georgia of
of aa free
free
of Georgia
Highway Board
Board of
State Highway
construction by
To legalize
highway bridge
across the
River, between
Valdosta, Georgia,
Georgia,
between Valdosta,
Withlacoochee River,
the Withlacoochee
bridge across
highway
and
Madison, Florida,
Florida, at
Horns Ferry.
Ferry.
at Horns
and Madison,

Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and Elouse
Representatives of
the
of the
of Representatives
Bouse of
Senate and
enacted by
Be
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
consent
That the
the consent
assembled, That
Congress assembled,
States of
United
of
hereby granted
granted to
State Highway
Highway Board
Board of
of Georgia
Georgia
to the
the State
is hereby
of Congress
Congress is
to complete
construction, in
in accordance
accepted by
by the
the
plans accepted
with plans
accordance with
to
complete construction,
Chief
Engineers and
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
free highway
a free
highway
War, of
of a
and the
of Engineers
Chief of
bridge
and approaches
across the
the Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee River,
River,
thereto across
approaches thereto
bridge and
between
Valdosta,
Georgia,
and
Madison,
Florida,
at
Horns
Ferry,
Ferry,
at
Horns
Florida,
between Valdosta, Georgia, and Madison,
and to
maintain and
as a
lawful structure
structure subject
subject
a lawful
said bridge
bridge as
operate said
and operate
and
to maintain
to
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
conthe conregulate the
to regulate
of the
the Act
the provisions
provisions of
to the
struction of
bridges over
navigable waters",
approved March
23,
March 23,
waters", approved
over navigable
of bridges
struction
1906.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The right
right to
to alter,
alter, amend,
amend, or
or repeal
repeal this
is hereby
hereby
this Act
Act is
SEC.
expressly reserved.
reserved.
expressly
Approved, December
16, 1940.
1940.
December 16,
Approved,

December
1940
December 15,
It, 1940
IS.
41351
[S. 41351
[Public,
No.
890j
-[Public, No. 890i

Withlacoochee
Withlacoochee
River.
Bridge across, bebetween
tween Valdosta, Ga.,
and Madison,
Fla.,
Madison,
legalized.
legalized.

34 Stat. 84.

33 U.
U. S.
S. C. ft
491II 49133
498.

Right reserved.
reserved.
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STAT.
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[CHAPTER 931]
[CHAPTER

December 16,1940
16, 1040
December
[S. 4370]
4370]
[S.
[Public, No. 8911

[Public, No. 8911

Department of War.
Departmentof'War

ap
Under Secretary, apUnderSecretary,
pointment, duties,
etc.
duties,etc.
pointment,

Compensation.
Compensation.

t a Secretary,
Assistant

ecretary,
scei
Assistant
o
sucrAssion to duties of
succession

Secretary.
Secretary.

National Defense

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the President
President to appoint an Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of War
War during national
national
fixing the compensation of the Under Secretary
and
emergencies, fixing
Secretary of War, and
authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of War to prescribe duties.
authorizing

of the
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
and House of Representatives
the
President
assembled,
Congress
in
of
States
United
States
America
Congress
assembled,
That
President
United
appoint
hereby authorized, in his discretion,
discretion, to appoint
of the United States is hereby
consent of the Senate, an
an
from civil
civil life,
life, by and with the advice and consent
Under Secretary
of
Under
Secretary in
in the Department
Department of War. The Under
Under Secretary
Secretary of
perform such duties as may be prescribed
prescribed by the Secretary
War shall perform
Secretary
of War or required
succession to the
required by law and shall be next in succession
Secretary of War during his absence
Secretary
absence or disability or in the event of a
a
temporary
vacancy in that
temporary vacancy
that office.
office. In
In prescribing
prescribing the duties to be
be
performed
performed by the Under Secretary
Secretary of War, the Secretary of War may
may
prescribe any of the duties now prescribed
prescribed by law to be performed
performed by
Secretary of War. The compensation
The Assistant Secretary
compensation of the Under
Under
Secretary
per annum. The
Secretary of War shall be at the rate of $10,000
$10,000 per
Secretary of War,
Secretary of War, next after
ssistant Secretary
Assistant
after the Under
Under Secretary
shall hereafter
hereafter succeed to the duties of the Secretary
during
Secretary of War during
his absence or disability, or in the event of aa temporary
vacancy in
in
temporary vacancy
that office.

SEC. 2.
2. That
That the
first two
of section
the National
of the
National
section 5a
5a of
paragraphs of
the first
two paragraphs
SEC.
1193- Defense Act, as amended by the Act of June 4, 1920 (41
(41 Stat. L. 764),
764),

Act, amendment.
amendment.
10 U. B.
B. C
C.
10U.
C.
1195.

§§ 1193--

be,
follows:
be, and
and the same are hereby,
hereby, amended
amended to
to read as
as follows:
"Spa
5a. Hereafter
the Secretary
Secretary of
of War,
War, in
in addition
addition to
to other
other
"SEo. 5a.
Hereafter the
duties imposed upon him by law, shall be charged
charged with the supervision
supervision
supplies, etc.
supplies,
etc.
of the procurement
business of the
procurement of all military
military supplies and other business
War Department pertaining thereto and the assurance
assurance of adequate
adequate
provision
provision for the mobilization
mobilization of mat6riel
materiel and industrial organizations
organizations
Assignment of
dAssignment
of essential to wartime needs, and he may assign to the Under Secretary
duties.
uies
of War and The Assistant Secretary
Secretary of War such duties in connection
connection
Details.
Details.
therewith as he may deem proper. There shall be detailed to the
Offices of the Secretary
Secretary of War, the Under Secretary
Secretary of War, and The
Offices
Assistant Secretary
engaged in procureproc ure Secretary of
of War
War from the
the branches engaged
ment such numbers of officers
officers and civilian employees
employees as may be authorized
thorized by regulations
regulations approved
approved by the Secretary
Secretary of War.
Procurement reProcurement
"Chiefs of branches
regarding all matters
"Chiefs
branches of the Army shall report regarding
ports.
ports.
of procurement
procurement direct to the Secretary
Secretary of War, the Under Secretary
Secretary
War
of War, or The Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of War, as the Secretary
Secretary of War
Government
manu- shall
be manuSecretary of War shall cause to 'Se
overnment manshall have prescribed.
prescribed. The Secretary
facture of War Departmentsupplies,etc.
factured
partmentsupplies,etc.
factured or
or produced
produced at the Government
Government arsenals
arsenals or GovernmentGovernmentarticles
owned factories
factories of the United States all such supplies or articles
needed
Department as
needed by the War
War Department
as said
said arsenals or
or factories
factories are
capable of manufacturing or producing upon an economical
economical basis.
Availability
desAvailability of
of desappropriations
manufacture of matriel
approved
All
appropriations for manufacture
materiel pertaining to approved
ignated appropriations.
projects which are placed
placed with arsenals, Government-owned
Government-owned factories,
tions.
or other ordnance
ordnance establishments
establishments shall remain available for such
such
purpose until
until the
the
next
ensuing fiscal
year."
purpose
the close
close of
of
the
next
ensuing
fiscal
year."
Termination of Act;
The provisions
of this
shall cease
cease to
have effect
January 20,
on January
20,
to have
effect on
this Act
Act shall
The
provisions of
condiation.
condition.
Compensation
of Asby
an
Act
of
Compensation ofSAs
1945,
unless
continued
in
force
Congress.
The
comsistant Secretary.
pensation of the Assistant Secretary
sistant
ecret.
Secretary of War shall be at the rate of
$10,000 per annum.
$10,000
Approved, December
Approved,
1940.
December 16, 1940.
Secretary of War.

proSupervision
Supervision of procurement
military
crement of
of military
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Dec. 16, 17, 1940
932, 934, 936—
SESS.-CHS.
CONG.,
9 3 6De.
Jan.
3, 1941
Jan. 3,
1941
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 932]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Extending
Extending the time for submitting
submitting the final report of the Temporary
Temporary National
National
Economic Committee.
Economic
Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United
States of America in
States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstanding
the
notwithstanding the
provisions of section 4
4 (c) of the joint resolution
entitled "joint
resolution entitled
"joint
resolution to create
create a
a temporary
temporary national economic
economic committee",
committee",
approved
16, 1938,
the time
final report
approved June
June 16,
1938, the
time for
for submitting
submitting the
the final
report
of such committee is hereby extended
extended to
1941, and
and the
to April
April 3,
3, 1941,
the
appropriations made for such committee
unexpended balances
balances of the appropriations
shall be available
available to it until such date for the purpose of making
making
such
report.
such report.
Approved, December
1940.
December 16, 1940.

December 16,
1940
16. 1940

[S. J. Res. 306]
306]
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 109]
Temporary NationTemporary
al Economic
Economic Committee.
mittee.
52 Stat. 706.
Time for submitting
Time
extended.
final report extended.
Reappropriation.
Reappropriation.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 934]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
Authorizing
Authorizing the President to invite foreign countries to participate
participate in the Pan
American Cotton Congress.
American
Resolved
Senate and
and House
House of
the
Resolved by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the President
in Congress
President
of the United States is authorized
authorized and requested, by proclamation
proclamation
manner as
deem proper,
invite all
all foreign
foreign councounor in
in such manner
as he
he may
may deem
proper, to
to invite
Pan American
American Cotton
tries and nations to the Pan
Congress to
Cotton Congress
to be held
held
at Memphis,
the year
with a
a request
that
at
Memphis, Tennessee,
Tennessee, during
during the
year 1941,
1941, with
request that
they participate
therein.
they
participate therein.
Approved,
17, 1940.
Approved, December
December 17,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 936]

December 17, 1940
1940
December
[S.
I. Res. 302]
1[. J.
[Pub. Res.,
Res., No. 110]

Pan
Pan American
American CotCongress.
ton Congress.
Participation by forParticipation
countries.
eign countries.

ACT
AN ACT
January 3, 1941
[S. 4415]
amend the Act entitled "An
To amend
"An Act in relation to pandering, to define and prohibit
prohibit
[Public,
No. 892]
892]
[Public, No.
approved June 25, 1910.
the same and
and to provide
provide for the punishment
punishment thereof",
thereof", approved
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
ColumDistrict of ColumUnited States
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
first bia.
United
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the first
Pandering.
Pandering.
section
the Act
"An Act
Act in
in relation
relation to
to
section of
of the
Act entitled
entitled "An
to pandering,
pandering, to
Stat. 833.
833.
36 Stat.
define
the same
and to
to provide
provide for
the punishment
punishment
define and
and prohibit
prohibit the
same and
for the
6
1). C.
179.
6 D.
C. Code
ode 1§179.
thereof", approved
June 25,
25, 1910,
1910, is
as follows:
thereof",
approved June
is amended
amended to
to read
read as
follows:
Procurement
of
Procurement
of
"That
any person
person who,
who, within
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
"That any
within the
the District
shall females
females for
for purposes
purp)oses
prostitution, etc.
or cause,
cause, induce,
induce, procure,
compel the
the placing
any female
female of prostitution,
procure, or
or compel
placing of
of any
place or
in the
charge or
custody of
any other
other person,
or in
prostiof prostiin
the charge
or custody
of any
person, or
in aahouse
house of
tution,
with intent
that she
she shall
who
or who
tution, with
intent that
shall engage
engage in
in prostitution,
prostitution, or
shall compel,
compel, induce,
entice, or
or procure
or attempt
to compel,
compel, induce,
induce,
induce, entice,
procure or
attempt to
shall
entice,
procure any
any female
female to
reside with
with any
person for
any other
other person
for
entice, or
or procure
to reside
immoral
purposes or
or for
for the
purpose of
shall
of prostitution,
prostitution, or
or who
who shall
immoral purposes
the purpose
compel, induce,
induce, entice,
entice, or
procure or
attempt to
to compel,
compel,
or procure
or attempt
compel, induce,
induce,
entice, or
or procure
such female
female to
reside
to reside
reside or
or continue
continue to
to reside
entice,
procure any
any .such
in aa house
house of
of prostitution,
or compel,
compel, induce,
induce, entice,
or procure
procure or
or
entice, or
in
prostitution, or
attempt to
compel, induce,
induce, entice,
or procure
procure her
engage in
attempt
to compel,
entice, or
her to
to engage
in prostiprostitution,
takes or
detains a
female against
her will,
will, with
with intent
tution, or
or who
who takes
or detains
a female
against her
intent
to compel
her by
by force,
force, threats,
or duress
to marry
marry him
or
duress to
him or
threats, menace,
menace, or
to
colmpel her
parent,
to
any parent,
other person
or other
person etc.Consent of parent,
parent, guardian,
guardian, or
any other
other person;
person; or
or any
to marry
marry any
having
legal
custody
of
the
person
of
a
female,
who
consents
to
her
having legal custody of the person of a female, who consents to her
taking
or detention
detention by
any person,
prostitution
taking or
by any
person, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of prostitution
or sexual
sexual intercourse,
intercourse, shall
be guilty
and, upon
conviction,
guilty of
of a
a felony
felony and,
upon conviction,
or
shall be
shall be
punished by
shall
be punished
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
for not
not more
more than
than five
five years
years Punishment.
and
by
a
fine
of
not
more
than
$1,000."
and by a fine of not more than $1,000."
36 Stat.
Stat. 833.
S
EC. 2.
2. Section
of such
such Act
Act is
to read
as follows:
follows:
read as
is amended
amended to
SEC.
Section 22 of
6
6 D. C. Code §
1 180.
Detention
Detention by
by
"Sac. 2.
2. Any
Any person
person who,
within the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
by threats.
Columbia, by
"SEO.
who, within
threats, etc.
threats or
detains any
any female
female against
against her
purher will,
will, for
for the
the purthreats
or duress,
duress, detains
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Punishment.
Punishment.

36
Stat. 833.
36 Stat.
833.
6
181.
6 D.
D. C.
C. Code
Code §§181.
Receipt
money,
Receipt of money,
etc.,
for
arranging
for
etc., for arranging for
females
engage in
females to
to engage
in
prostitution,
etc.
prostitution, etc.

Punishment.
Punishment.

Payment
or receipt
receipt
Payment or
etc., for
of money,
money, etc.,
for
procurement
feof feprocurement of
males
males for houses
houses of
of
prostitution.
prostitution.

Punishment.
Punishment.
Receipt of money,
Receipt
etc., by procurers of
of
females for other persons.

Punishment.
Acceptance, etc.,
etc., of
of
Acceptance,
money
proceeds
money from proceeds
or
or earnings of
of prostiprostitutes.

Punishment.

PUBLIC
CHS.936,
936, 938-JAN.
938—JAN.3,
3, 7,
7, 1941
1941
PUBLIC LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.

pose of
prostitution or
sexual intercourse,
intercourse, or
person who
who shall
shall
or any
any person
pose
of prostitution
or sexual
compel
any
female,
against
her
will,
to
reside
with
him
or
any
with any
compel any female, against her will, to reside with him or with
other person
person for
the purposes
purposes of
of prostitution
or sexual
sexual intercourse,
intercourse,
prostitution or
other
for the
shall be
of a
felony and,
and, upon
upon conviction,
conviction, shall
punished
shall be
be punished
be guilty
guilty of
a felony
shall
by
for not
not more
more than
than five
five years
fine of
of not
not more
years and
and aafine
more
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
than
than $1,000."
$1,000."
SEO. 3.
3. Section
Section 33of
of such
Act is
is amended
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
such Act
amended to
SEo.
"Sxo.
Any person
within the
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
shall
"SoE. 3.
3. Any
person who,
who, within
the District
District of
receive any
other valuable
thing for
or on
on account
account of
of
for or
valuable thing
any money
money or
or other
receive
arranging
causing any
intercourse with
to have
have sexual
sexual intercourse
any female
female to
or causing
arranging for
for or
any other
person or
or to
to engage
engage in
debauchery, or
any
or any
in prostitution,
prostitution, debauchery,
other person
any
other immoral
immoral act,
of aa felony
felony and,
and, upon
upon conviction,
conviction,
guilty of
act, shall
shall be
be guilty
other
shall be
more than
five years
years and
and
than five
imprisonment for
for not
not more
be punished
punished by
by imprisonment
shall
a
more than
than $1,000."
$1,000."
a fine of not more
Sno.
Such Act
amended by
by adding
adding at
end thereof
thereof the
the
at the
the end
Act is
is amended
SEC. 4.
4. Such
following new
new sections:
following
sections:
"SEci.
6. Any
Any person
who, within
within the
the District
shall
of Columbia,
Columbia, shall
District of
person who,
"SEC. 6.
pay or
receive any
account
for or on
on account
or other
other valuable
valuable thing for
or receive
any money
money or
pay
of
the procuring
for, or
or placing
in, aa house
of prostitution,
prostitution, for
for
placing in,
house of
of the
procuring for,
purposes
intercourse, prostitution,
debauchery, or
other
or other
prostitution, debauchery,
of sexual
sexual intercourse,
purposes of
immoral
act, any
any female,
female, shall
be guilty
of aafelony
felony and,
upon conconand, upon
shall be
guilty of
immoral act,
viction,
shall be
punished by
for not
more than
five
not more
than five
by imprisonment
imprisonment for
viction, shall
be punished
years
than $1,000.
$1,000.
and by
by aafine
fine of not
not more
more than
years and
"SEC. 7.
person who,
the District
District of Columbia, shall
7. Any person
who, within
within the
"SEO.
receive any
any money
money or
valuable thing
account of prothing for
for or on account
or other
other valuable
receive
curing
charge or custody of another
another person for
and placing
placing in
in the
the charge
curing and
sexual
prostitution, debauchery,
debauchery, or other immoral
immoral pur'Pursexual intercourse,
intercourse, prostitution,
guilty of aa felony
felony and, upon conviction,
conviction,
poses any
any female
female shall
shall be guilty
punished by imprisonment
imprisonment for not
years and
and
shall be punished
not more than five years
$1,000.
not more
more than $1,000.
by aafine of not
"SEc.
person who,
Columbia, knowknow"SEC. 8. Any
Any person
who, within the
the District
District of Columbia,
ingly,
shall accept,
accept, receive,
receive, levy,
levy, or
any money
other
money or
or other
or appropriate
appropriate any
ingly shall
valuable thing,
without consideration
consideration other
other than
the furnishing
furnishing of
of
than the
valuable
thing, without
a
servicing of aaplace for prostitution,
prostitution,
a place for prostitution or the servicing
from the proceeds
proceeds or earnings of any female engaged in prostitution
shall be guilty of a
conviction, shall be punished
punished
a felony and, upon conviction,
not
by imprisonment for not more than five years and by
by a
a fine
fine of not
more than
than $1,000."
$1,000."
more
Approved,
Approved, January
January 3, 1941.
1941.
[CHAPTER 9381
938]

January
7, 1941
Janary 7,1941
FE. R.l
R. 100
100981

RH.

8931
[Public. No. 893]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

To amend section 204 of the Act
Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide
provide for the termination
termination
of Federal control of railroads
railroads and systems
systems of transportation;
transportation; to provide for the
settlement of disputes between
carriers and their
amend
settlement
between carriers
their employees; to further amend
an Act entitled 'An
'An Act to regulate
regulate commerce'
commerce', approved
approved February
February 4, 1887, as
amended,
purposes", approved
approved February
amended, and for other purposes",
February 28, 1920.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America in
United
in. Congress
Congress assembled, That
That section
section 204
of the
the Act
entitled "An
to provide
for the
of
Act entitled
"An Act
Act to
provide for
the termination
of FedFedtermination of
eral
and systems
systems of
of transportation;
to provide
provide
eral control
control of
of railroads
railroads and
transportation; to
for
settlement of
between carriers
for the
the settlement
of disputes
disputes between
carriers and
their employees;
employees;
and their
to further
further amend an Act entitled 'An Act to regulate
regulate commerce',
commerce',
approved
4, 1887,
as amended,
for other
purposes",
approved February
February 4,
1887, as
amended, and
and for
other purposes",
approved
February 28,
28,1920,
as amended
approved February
1920, as
the Act
approved March
amended by
by the
Act approved
March
4,
(44 Stat.
Stat. L.
4, 1927
1927 (44
L. 1446),
1446), be
be amended
and reenacted
reenacted by
by adding
amended and
adding
thereto the following
paragraphs (i),
following new paragraphs
(i), (j),
(j), and
and (k),
(k), as
as follows:
follows:
"Deficit
rail"Defidt in its rail"(i) That the term 'deficit
'deficit m its railway
railway operating
operatmg income',
income', as
as
way
way operating income."
come."
that term is
is used
used in
in paragraph
(a), shall
mean aa
that
paragraph (a),
shall be
be construed
construed to
to mean
deficiency or decrease
decrease in
carrier'ssrailway
operating income
income for
m the
the earner'
railway operating
for

Transportation
Transportation Act
of 1920,
of
1920, amendment.
amendment.
41 Stat. 460;
460; 44 Stat.
Stat.
1450.
4915.8.
49
U. S. C.
C. §73.
73.

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

that
period of Federal
Federal control during
whole) of the period
a whole)
portion (as a
that portion
which it operated its own railroad
railroad as compared
compared with its average
average
railway operating
operating income for the corresponding
corresponding portion
portion of the test
railway
period, as held in Construction
Construction of the Word 'Deficit'
'Deficit' (66 I.
I. C. C. 765,
765,
period,
774).
774).
"(j) That the Commission
Commission is hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
"(j)
carriers in compliance
compliance with its
heretofore filed by carriers
claims heretofore
reopen all claims
orders
section and to ascertain
ascertain and
orders or regulations issued under this section
amounts, if any, as
certify to
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury such amounts,
to the Secretary
certify
may
payable to
section 204 as hereby
hereby
carriers under said section
to any such carriers
be payable
may be
amended: Provided,
railway operating
operating
aggregate of the railway
That the aggregate
Provided, That
amended:
period of Federal
of any carrier during that part of the period
income of
Director
control
carrier was not operated
operated by the Director
control during which such carrier
certified by the Commission
General of
Commission
Railroads plus the amount certified
of Railroads
General
53/
4
shall not for said period be at aarate in excess -of 53/
this Act shall
under this
per
carrier's property
property deterof the
the value of the carrier's
per centum
centum per annum of
Interstate Com19a of the Interstate
mined
Commission under section 19a.
mined by the Commission
merce Act:
Act: Provided
certified under this
That no claim certified
further, That
Provided further,
merce
subsection shall
shall be
for an
an amount
$150,000.
excess of $150,000.
amount in excess
be for
subsection
March 1, 1920, but shall not
"(k) This Act shall take effect as of March
be
as extending
limited by
claims as limited
the time
time for filing claims
extending the
construed as
be construed
paragraph
March 4,
amended by the Act of March
paragraph (h) of section 204, as amended
1927."
1927."
Approved,
January 7, 1941.
Approved, January
[CHAPTER
939]
[CHAPTER 939]

AN ACT

restrictions upon
certain restrictions
To permit
the relinquishment
or modification
modification of
of certain
upon the use
relinquishment or
permit the
To
village of French
the village
of
lands along
the Natchez
Trace Parkway
in the
French Camp,
Parkway in
Natchez Trace
along the
of lands
Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Representatives of the
Senate and House of Representatives
by the Senate
Be it
Secretary
United States
of America
Congress assembled, That the Secreta
in Congress
America in
States of
United
of the
Interior, in
his discretion,
authorized to relinquish
relinqm
hereby authorized
is hereby
discretion, is
in his
the Interior,
of
or
modify certain
certain restrictions
upon the use of privately
privately owned lands
lands in
restrictions upon
or modify
the
Camp along
along the
Natchez Trace
Parkway, which
Trace Parkway,
the Natchez
French Camp
of French
village of
the village
restrictions
been imposed
thereon by
by the
the scenic
scenic easement
easement deed
imposed thereon
have been
restrictions have
dated
1938, which
which is
is recorded
24, pages 333-336, of
book 24,
recorded in book
19, 1938,
May 19,
dated May
the Record
Record of
of Deeds
Deeds in
in the
of the
the chancery
chancery court of
clerk of
the clerk
of the
office of
the office
the
Choctaw County,
Mississippi, said
lands being
being situated
situated in
in section
section 31,
said lands
County, Mississippi,
Choctaw
township 17
17 north,
east, Choctaw
Choctaw County,
Mississippi.
County, Mississippi.
range 99east,
north, range
township
SEc.
2. The
The Secretary
Secretary of
of the
authorized to execute
execute such
such
is authorized
Interior is
the Interior
SEC. 2.
instruments
of conveyance
may be
for the
the purposes
of this
this
purposes of
necessary for
be necessary
as may
conveyance as
instruments of
Act.
The cost
of recording
instruments shall
shall be
be paid out of any
such instruments
recording such
cost of
Act. The
funds available
for the
Trace Parkway.
Parkway.
Natchez Trace
the Natchez
available for
funds
Approved,
7, 1941.
1941.
January 7,
Approved, January
[CHAPTER 941]
941]
[CHAPTER
941JOINT
[CHAPTR
To extend
extend
To
for
the
for the
Thomas
Thomas
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9, 1941
1941
941-JAN. 7, 9,
SESS.-CHS. 938,
938, 939,
76TH CONG.,
3n SESS.—CHS.
939, 941—JAN.
CONG., 3D
76TH

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

the date
date for
for filing
filing a
the United
United States
States Commission
Commission
by the
a report
report by
the
Celebration of
Two Hundredth
Hundredth Anniversary
Anniversary of
of the
Birth of
of
the Birth
of the
the Two
Celebration
Jefferson.
Jefferson.

Resolved by
Senate and
Representatives of
the United
United
of the
of Representatives
Bouse of
and House
the Senate
by the
Resolved
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
section
7
of
the
joint
the
7
of
section
That
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
resolution
September 24,
Resolution Num(Public Resolution
1940 (Public
24, 1940
approved September
resolution approved
bered
100, Seventy-sixth
Congress), is
is hereby
to read as
amended to
hereby amended
Seventy-sixth Congress),
bered 100,
follows:
follows:
"SEc. 7.
Commission shall,
on or
or before
before the
the 15th
day of
of
15th day
shall, on
7. The
The Commission
"SEo.
February
1941, make
report to
to the
the Congress
Congress in
in order
order that
enabling
that enabling
make aareport
February 1941,
enacted."
legislation may be enacted."
legislation
Approved,
January
9, 1941.
1941.
January
Approved,

Reopening of filed
filed
Reopening
claims, etc.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Aggregate of railway
railway
Aggregate
operating income,
etc.,
operating
income, etc.,
limitation.
limitation.

37
701.
37 StaL
Stat. 701.
49
U. S.. C.
C. §§19a.
19a.
49 U.
Limitation on
on
Limitation
certified
amount of certified
claims.
Effective date.
date.
Effective
Filing of
of claims.
claims.
44 Stat. 1450.
49
U. S.
73 (h).
49U.
S. C.. §73(h).

1941
January 7, 1941
[H. R.
R. 10712]
[H.
[Public,
No. 894]
894]
[Public, No.

Natchez Trace
Natchez
Parkway.
Parkway.
Use of privately
privately
Use
owned lands
lands in village
owned
of French Camp.

Execution of Instruinstruments of
of conveyance.
conveyance.
ments
Cost of recording.

9:1941
January 9.1941
[H. J.
J. Res. 623]
623]
[H.
No. 111]
Res., No.
[ Pub. Res.,

Two Hundredth
Hundredth
Anniversary of the
Anniversary
Birth
of Thomas
JefThomas JefBirth of
ferson.
Ante, p.
p. 960.
Ante,
Report to Congress.
Congress.
Report

REORGANIZATION PLANS
REORGANIZATION

REORGANIZATION
REORGANIZATION PLANS
PLAN NO. III
REORGANIZATION PLAN
III
REORGANIZATION
April
Transmitted April
Prepared
Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the House of
2,1940.
1940.
assembled, April 2, 1940, pursuant to the provisions 2,
Representatives in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Representatives
Effective June
June 30,
Effective
of
the Reorganization
approved April 3, 1939.
Reorganization Act of 1939, approved
of the
231.
ante, p. 231.
1940; ante,
561.
53 Stat. 561.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
55U. S.
Ht
133-133r.
i§ 133-133r.

TREASURY
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

Department.
the Treasury
SECTION 1.
Fiscal Service
of the
Treasury Department.
Service of
1. Fiscal
SECTION
Commisof the Commis(a) Establishment
of Fiscal
Service.—(1) The
The office
office of
Fiscal Service.-(1)
Establishment of
(a)
Bookkeeping and
sioner of
Accounts and
Division of Bookkeeping
the Division
Deposits, the
and Deposits,
of Accounts
sioner
the Division of Deposits, the
Warrants,
the Division
of Disbursement,
the
Disbursement, the
Division of
Warrants, the
Commissioner of the Public
Section of
Bonds, the
the office
office of the Commissioner
Surety Bonds,
of Surety
Section
Debt,
Division of
of Loans
Loans and
office of the Register
Register
and Currency, the office
the Division
Debt, the
Debt Accounts and Audit, the
of
the Treasury,
of Public
Public Debt
Division of
the Division
Treasury, the
of .the
of Paper
Division
of Savings
the Division
Division of
Paper Custody, and the
Bonds, the
Savings Bonds,
Division of
are
Office
of the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States and their functions are
Office of
consolidated into
into one
one agency
Department to be known
Treasury Department
the Treasury
of the
agency of
consolidated
as
Fiscal Service,
head of
which there shall be an officer
officer who
of which
at the
the head
Service, at
the Fiscal
as the
Assistant Secretary.
shall be
be known
the Fiscal
Fiscal Assistant
as the
known as
shall
(2) The
The Fiscal
Fiscal Service
Service shall
shall consist
consist of the Office of the Fiscal
(2)
a
Assistant
Secretary, the
the Office
of the
the Treasurer
States, a
Treasurer of the United States,
Office of
Assistant Secretary,
Bureau
and a
aBureau
Bureau of
of the
the Public
Public Debt.
Debt. Except as is
Accounts, and
of Accounts,
Bureau of
Secretary of the Treasury
otherwise
Treasury
herein, the Secretary
provided herein,
specifically .provided
otherwise specifically
these
within these
may
establish such
such divisions
divisions and
and other
units within
constituent units
other constituent
may establish
agencies
necessary.
deems necessary.
as he
he deems
agencies as
its functions
(3)
The Division
Division of
of Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping and
Warrants and
and its
and Warrants
(3) The
which shall
of which
are
transferred to
of Accounts,
at the
head of
the head
Accounts, at
Bureau of
to the
the Bureau
are transferred
hereafter
who shall hereafter
be
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
Accounts and
and Deposits,
Deposits, who
of Accounts
be the
Accounts.
be
known as
as the
of Accounts.
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
be known
Division
the Division
(4) The
office of
of the
of the
Public Debt,
Debt, the
the Public
Commissioner of
the Commissioner
The office
(4)
of Loans
and Currency,
the Register
of the
the Treasury,
Treasury,
Register of
of the
office of
the office
Currency, the
Loans and
of
the
Division of
of Public
Audit, the
the Division
Division of
of
and Audit,
Accounts and
Debt Accounts
Public Debt
the Division
Savings Bonds,
the Division
Custody and
functions
their functions
and their
Paper Custody
of Paper
Division of
and the
Bonds, and
Savings
are consolidated
be administered
administered as
the Bureau
Bureau of
the
of the
as the
shall be
and shall
into and
consolidated into
are
Public Debt,
Debt, at
at the
the head
of which
which shall
the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of the
the
be the
shall be
head of
Public
Public Debt.
Debt.
Public
(5) The
functions of
of the
the Treasurer
Treasurer of
the United
States
United States
of the
Office of
the Office
of the
The functions
(5)
shall be
administered by
the United
States.
United States.
of the
Treasurer of
the Treasurer
by the
be administered
shall
the
(6)
Such functions
functions as
as are
or transferred
transferred to the
into or
consolidated into
are consolidated
(6) Such
Fiscal
Service and
are not
particular agencies
agencies
to particular
herein to
allocated herein
not allocated
which are
and which
Fiscal Service
or offices
of the
Service shall
administered .through
such
through such
be administered
shall be
Fiscal Service
the Fiscal
offices of
or
units of
of the
the Service
as may
may be
be designated
designated by
by the
the Fiscal
Fiscal Assistant
Assistant
Service as
units
Secretary with
the approval
approval of
of the
the Treasury.
Treasury.
of the
Secretary of
the Secretary
with the
Secretary
(7)
The Fiscal
Secretary shall
Secrethe Secreby the
appointed by
be appointed
shall be
Assistant Secretary
Fiscal Assistant
(7) The
tary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury in
the civil
laws and
and shall
shall
service laws
civil service
with the
accordance with
in accordance
tary
receive
a salary
salary at
the rate
rate of
of $10,000
per annum.
annum. He
He shall,
shall, tu
.
id.
er
under
$10,000 per
at the
receive a
the direction
Secretary of
adpumsthe adminissupervise the
Treasury, supervise
the Treasury,
of the
the Secretary
of the
direction of
the
tration of
of and
and coordinate
the functions
consolidated
activities consolidated
and activities
functions and
coordinate the
tration
into
transferred to
perform such
other
such other
shall perform
and shall
Service and
Fiscal Service
the Fiscal
to the
or transferred
into or
duties
as the
the Secretary
of the
In the
absence
the absence
direct. In
shall direct.
Treasury shall
the Treasury
Secretary of
duties as
1231
1231

Fiscal Service, establishment.

Composition.

Division of Bookkeeping and Wartransfer.
rants, transfer.

Bureau of Public
Bureau
Debt.

Office of Treasurer
Treasurer
Office
States.
of the United States.
Administration of
Administration
unallocated functions.
unallocated

Fiscal Assistant SecSecFiscal
appointment,
retary, appointment,
etc.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

or disability
disability of the Fiscal Assistant Secretary
the event
event of
of a
Secretary or
or in
in the
a
vacancy in that office,
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
may designate
designate
office, the
the Secretary
of the
any other officer of the Treasury Department
as Fiscal
Fiscal Assistant
Assistant
Department to
to act
act as
Secretary.
Secretary.
Transfer of certain
(b) Transfer
Transfer of
Certain Functions
functions
Transfer to
of certain
(b)
of Certain
Functions to
to Fiscal
Fiscal Service.—All
Service.-All functions
functions
Fiscal
Service.
Service.
Secretary of
vested in the Under Secretary
Assistant
of the
the Treasury
Treasury and
and any
any Assistant
Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury pertaining
pertaining to
administration of
to (1)
(1) the
the administration
of
financing
financing operations;
operations; (2) the supervision
supervision of
of the
administration of
the
the administration
of the
functions
functions and activities
of the
Office of
of Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Accounts
Accounts
activities of
the Office
and Deposits, the Office of
Commissioner of
Public Debt,
of the
the Commissioner
of the
the Public
Debt,
and the Office of the Treasurer of the
States; and
(3) superthe United
United States;
and (3)
supervision of the
the accounting
activities
the administration
administration of
of the
accounting functions
functions and
and activities
in the Treasury Department and
its bureaus,
bureaus, divisions,
and offices,
offices,
and all
all its
divisions, and
are hereby transferred to and consolidated
consolidated in
in the
Fiscal Service,
the Fiscal
Service, to
to
be exercised
exercised by the Fiscal Assistant Secretary
Secretary under
the direction
direction of
of
under
the
Proviso.
Treasury: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
included
Pro°s
desig the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury:
the functions
functions included
Exerciseo of designated
nated functions.
functions.
Commissioner of
in item (3) shall be exercised
exercised through the
the Commissioner
of Accounts.
Accounts.
Transfer
func(c)
Transfer
of
Functions
Relating
to
Accounting.—All
functions
vestTransfer of
of func(C)
Transfer
of
Functions
Relating
to
Accounting.-All
functions
vesttions relating
l g to acac
counting.
counting
ed
in
any other
other officer
or
employee of
of the
Treasury
Department, except
except
to
ed
in
any
officer
or
employee
the
Treasury
Department,
53 Stat. 561.
those excluded
excluded by
by section
Reorganization Act
of 1939,
of
56. Supp. V, those
section 33 (b)
(b) of
of the
the Reorganization
Act of
1939, of
553U. statC.
S. C.,
C.,
133b (b).
133b(b).
authorizing the installation,
installation, maintenance,
maintenance, revision, and
and elimination
elimination
of accounting
accounting records, reports,
hereby transferred
transferred
reports, and
and procedures
procedures are
are hereby
consolidated under the Fiscal
to and consolidated
Assistant Secretary,
Fiscal Assistant
Secretary, to
to be
be exerexercised by him through
Commissioner of
of Accounts.
through the
the Commissioner
Accounts.
Abolition of an ofAbolition
of anSecof(d) Abolition
Abolition of an
an Office of
(d)
of Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury.—
of the
Treasury.fice
of Assistant
fice
Assistant
retary.
That office
That
office of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury which
which is
vacant
of Assistant
Assistant Secretary
Secretary of
is now
now vacant
is hereby
hereby abolished;
abolished; and all the
functions, rights,
powers, and
the functions,
rights, powers,
and duties
duties
of such abolished office are hereby transferred
and vested
vested in
in the
the
transferred to
to and
Secretary, to be exercised
Fiscal Assistant Secretary,
exercised by
under the
by him
him under
the direction
direction
of
of the
the Treasury.
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Treasury.
Federal Alcohol
Federal
Alcohol
SEC.
2.
Federal
Alcohol
Administration.-The
Alcohol AdAdS
EC.
Federal
Administration.—The Federal Alcohol
Administration.
dmistraton
ministration, the offices
offices of the members thereof,
thereof, and
and the
the office
office of
of the
the
Administrator are abolished, and their functions shall
be administered
shall be
administered
under the direction and supervision of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury
of the Secretary
Secretary of
through the Bureau of Internal Revenue in
Department of
the
in the
the Department
of the
Treasury.
Treasury.
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
Fish and
Fish
and
Service.

Wildlife
Wildlife

.

Recorder of General
Recorder
Iand
Office.of General

SEC.
Fish and Wildlife
Wildlife Service.—The
Service.-The Bureau of Fisheries and the
S
EC. 3. Fish
Bureau of Biological Survey
in the
Survey in
the Department
Department of
the Interior
with
of the
Interior with
their respective functions are
consolidated into
into one
one agency
are consolidated
agency in
in the
the
Department
Department of the Interior to be known
the Fish
Fish and
and Wildlife
Wildlife
known as the
Service. The functions of
of the consolidated
consolidated agency
agency shall
shall be
be adminisadministered under the direction
direction and supervision of the
of the
the Secretary of
the
Interior
a Director and not more than two Assistant Directors,
Interior by a
who shall be appointed by the Secretary and perform such
such duties
duties as
as
he shall prescribe.
Commissioner and Deputy
prescribe. The offices of Commissioner
ComDeputy Commissioner
missioner of Fisheries
Fisheries and the offices of Chief and Associate Chief
Chief of
of
the Bureau of Biological Survey are abolished and
functions
and their
their functions
transferred
transferred to the consolidated
consolidated agency.
agency.
SEC.
4. Recorder
Recorder of
of General
General Land
SEC. 4.
Office.—The office
office of
Land Office.-The
of Recorder
Recorder of
of
the
the General Land Office is abolished. The functions of the Recorder
Recorder
shall be
be exercised
exercised under
under the direction
shall
direction and supervision
supervision of the Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior
Interior through such officers or employees of the General
General Land
Land
Office as he may designate.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE

Surplus Marketing
Administration.

AdiSur

Mareting

SEC.
SurplusMarketingAdministration.-TheDivisionofMarketS
EC. 5. Surplus
Marketing Administration .—The Division of Marketing and Marketing Agreements of the Agricultural Adjustment
AdAdjustment Administration
mmistration of
of the Department of Agriculture and its functions and

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

76TH
CONG.,., 3o
3D SESS.-PLAN
NO. III—
'
M TH CONG
SESS.—PLAN NO.
APR.2,
2, 1940
1940
III-APR.
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the Federal
Corporation as an agency
the
Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation
agency of
of the
the
Department
Agriculture and its functions
Department of
of Agriculture
functions are consolidated
consolidated into an
an
agency
Agriculture to be known as
agency in the Department of Agriculture
as the
the Surplus
Surplus
Marketing
Marketing Administration
Marketing Administration.
Administration. The Surplus Marketing
Administration
shall
be headed
shall be
headed by an Administrator, who shall be appointed
appointed by
by and
subject to the direction and supervision
subject
supervision of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Agriculture.
Agriculture.
DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR

SEC.
and Naturalization
SEC. 6. Offices in
in the Immigration
Immigration and
Naturalization Service Abol-

ished.-The
ished.—The offices of Commissioner
Commissioner of Immigration
Immigration of
of the several
several ports
ports
and the offices of District Commissioner of
Immigration and
of Immigration
and NaturaliNaturaliare abolished,
zation in the Department of Labor are
and their
abolished, and
their functions
functions
shall be administered
administered under the supervision of the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor
by the Commissioner
Commissioner of Immigration
and Naturalization
Naturalization through
through
Immigration and
such District Directors of Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
as the
the
Naturalization as
Commissioner shall
shall designate.
designate.
Commissioner

Immigration and
Immigration
and
Naturalization
ServNaturalization Service.
Abolishment of
of desdesignated offices.
Post,
Post, p. 1238.

CIVIL
AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY
CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AUTHORITY

SEC.
Administrator Transferred.—The
S
EC. 7. Functions
Functions of the Administrator
Transferred.-The func- Functions of the
Administrator
Administrator transtions vested
the Civilian
vested in the Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority
Authority by the
Pilot ferred.
Civilian Pilot
ferred.
855.
Training Act of 1939; the functions of aircraft
aircraft registration
registration and
and of
of 4953 Stat.
U. S. C., Stipp.
Supp.
V,
§§
751-757.
safety regulation described
described in Titles V
V and
and VI
of
the
Civil
Aeronau751-757.
V,
§§
VI of the Civil Aeronau1007.
52
Stat.
1005,
1007.
tics Act of 1938,
1938, except the functions
of prescribing
prescribing safety
safety standards,
functions of
standards, 49 U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
S. C.,
V, 3§
521-560.
§§ 521-560.
rules, and regulations and of suspending
suspending and
revoking certificates
and revoking
certificates V,
after hearing; the function provided
for by
1101 of
provided for
by Section
Section 1101
of the
the Civil
Civil 52 Stat. 1026.
U. S. C., Supp.
Aeronautics Act of 1938; and the functions of appointing
Aeronautics
appointing such
such officers
officers V,49§
671.
§ 671.
Pot, pp. 1235,
and employees
employees and of authorizing
authorizing such expenditures
expenditures and
and travel
1235, 1236.
travel as
as Post,
may be
be necessary
necessary for
of all
vested in
the
for the
the performance
performance of
all functions
functions vested
in the
Administrator; are transferred from
Administrator;
from the
the Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority
Authority
to and shal
shall be exercised
exercised by
Administrator, who
who shall
by the
the Administrator,
shall hereafter
hereafter
the Administrator
be known as
is the
Aeronautics.
Administrator of
of Civil
Civil Aeronautics.
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

SEC.
Records, Property,andPersonnel.-Allrecordsand
SEC. 8. Transfer
Transfer of Records,Property,andPersonnel.—All
records and
Transfer of records,
records,
Transfer
property, and
property,
perproperty (including
office equipment)
equipment) of
the several
several agencies,
and all
(including office
of the
agencies, and
all sonnel.
records and property used primarily in
the administration
administration of
of any
any
in the
functions, transferred
functions,
transferred or consolidated
consolidated by
this Plan
Plan and
the personpersonby this
and all
all the
nel used in the administration
of such
functions (includadministration of
such agencies
agencies and
and functions
(including officers
officers whose chief
to such
and whose
chief duties
duties relate
relate to
such administration
administration and
whose
offices are not abolished)
abolished) are
are transferred
case
transferred or
or consolidated,
consolidated, as
as the
the case
may be, within
the department
or agency
agency concerned,
concerned, for
for use
in the
the
within the
department or
use in
administration of
administration
the agencies
agencies and
transferred or
consoliof the
and functions
functions transferred
or consoliProviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That
That any
any personnel
transferred or
or concondated by
by this Plan: Provided,
personnel transferred
Personnel
Personnel in
in excess
excess
solidated
or agency
found by
solidated within
within any
any department
department or
number required.
agency by
by this
this section
section found
by of number
the bead
agency to
to be
head of such
such department
department or
or agency
be in
in excess
excess of
of the
the personnel
personnel
necessary
administration of
the functions
functions transferred
or connecessary for
for the
the administration
of the
transferred or
consolidated shall
shall be
be retransferred
retransferred under
under existing
existing law
other positions
positions
solidated
law to
to other
Stat. 563.
53 Stat.
in the Government
Government service,
separated from
from the
the service
service, or
or separated
service subject
subject to
to
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
55U.
V,
the provisions
of the
the Reorganization
Act of
1939.
the
provisions of
of section
section 10
10 (a)
(a) of
Reorganization Act
of 1939.
§
133i
(a).
I 133i (a).
S
EC. 9.
9. Transfer
Transfer offunds.-So
of funds.—So much
of the
the unexpended
balances
of
Transfer
funds.
SEC.
Transfer
of
much of
unexpended balances of
appropriations,
other funds
funds available
available (including
(including funds
funds
appropriations, allocations,
allocations, or
or other
available
for the
fiscal year
year ending
June 30,
30, 1941)
1941) for
use of
available for
the fiscal
ending June
for the
the use
of any
any
agency in
in the
exercise of
of any
any function
function transferred
transferred or
consolidated by
by
agency
the exercise
or consolidated
this Plan,
for the
any department
department or
or agency
agency in
this
Plan, or
or for
the use
use of
of the
the head
head of
of any
in
the exercise
any function
so transferred
transferred or
or consolidated,
consolidated, as
the
the
exercise of
of any
function so
as the
Director
the Budget
the PresiDirector of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
Budget with
with the
the approval
approval of
of the
President
determine, shall
be transferred
the department
department or
dent shall
shall determine,
shall be
transferred within
within the
or
agency
concerned for
use in
in connection
connection with
the exercise
of the
the funcluneagency concerned
for use
with the
exercise of
193470°-41—PT. 1-78
193470°-41-PT.
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balances.
563.
53 Stat.
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Supp. V,
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C., Supp.
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tion so
so transferred
consolidated. In
the amount
amount to
In determining
determining the
or consolidated.
transferred or
tion
be transferred
the Director
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Budget
Budget may
include
may include
of the
Director of
transferred the
be
an amount
amount to
liquidation of
incurred
obligations incurred
of obligations
the liquidation
for the
provide for
to provide
an
against such
allocations, or
or other
other funds
funds prior
the
to the
prior to
appropriations, allocations,
such appropriations,
against
transfer: Provided,
Provided, That
That the
the use
use of
of the
unexpended balances
balances of
of approapprothe unexpended
transfer:
priations, allocations,
allocations, or
other funds
by this
shall
section shall
this section
transferred by
funds transferred
or other
priations,
be subject
subject to
the provisions
of section
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and section
of the
the
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63 Stat.
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C., Supp.
Supp. V,
55U.S.
133-133r.
i§§133-133r.
Transfer of DominTransfer
ican
Customs
Receivership.
ceivership.

Prepared by
President and
and the
the House
Repreof RepreHouse of
Senate and
to the
the Senate
transmitted to
and transmitted
by the
the President
Prepared
sentatives
in Congress
Congress assembled,
April 11,
1940, pursuant
pursuant to
provisions of
of
the provisions
to the
11, 1940,
assembled, April
sentatives in
the
Act of
April 3,
3, 1939.
1939.
approved April
1939, approved
of 1939,
Reorganization Act
the Reorganization

DEPARTMENT
STATE
OF STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
SECTION 1.
1. Transfer
Dominicav, Customs
Customs Receivership.—The
Receivership.-The
of Dominican
Transfer of
SECTION
functions
of the
the Division
Division of
Territories and
Island Possessions
Possessions in the
and Island
of Territories
functions of
Department
of the
the Interior
the Dominican
Dominican Customs Receivto the
relating to
Interior relating
Department of
ership are
are transferred
transferred to
the Department
Department of
State and
and shall
shall be
adminisbe adminisof State
to the
ership
tered
by the
Secretary of
of State
his direction
supervision
and supervision
direction and
under his
or under
State or
the Secretary
tered by
by such
such agency
agency in
in the
of State as he shall designate.
Department of
the Department
by
DEPARTMENT OF
OE THE
int. TREASURY
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT

Approval
Approval of compromises.
49 Stat. 985.
27 U. S. C., Supp.
V.
207.
§ 207.
V, §
Proviso.
Proviso.
Jurisdiction in desJurisdiction
ignated cases.
ignated

Disbursement funcDisbursement
tions of U. S. marshals.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Furnishing Inforinformation.

Utilization
Utilization of designated facilities.
nated

SEC. 2.
2. Approval
Approval of
functions of the Attorney
comprormises.-The functions
of compromises.—The
SEC.
General
relating to
the approval
of compromises
made in accordance
accordance
compromises made
approval of
to the
General relating
with
section 7
of the
Administration
Alcohol Administration
Federal Alcohol
the Federal
7 of
of section
provisions of
the provisions
with the
Act are
are transferred
transferred to
to the Secretary
exercised
Secretary of the Treasury, to be exercised
Act
the
by him
his direction
and supervision by such officer in tha
direction and
under his
or under
him or
by
Department of
of the
the Treasury
Provided, That exdesignate: Provided,
shall designate:
he shall
as he
Treasury as
Department
clusive jurisdiction
to compromise
arising under
under the Federal Alcocases arising
compromise cases
jurisdiction to
clusive
hol Administration
Administration Act
Act which
before the courts or which
are pending before
which are
hol
have
been or
hereafter be referred to the Department of Justice
or may hereafter
have been
for
action shall
shall be
vested in
in the
the Attorney
General, and may be exerAttorney General,
be vested
for action
cised
by him
designated
officer in the Department of Justice designated
or by
by any officer
him or
cised by
by him.
JUSTICE
OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
S
EC. 3. Disbursement
marshals.-All
States marshals.—All
United States
functions of United
Disbursement Junctions
SEC.
disbursement by United States marshals
marshals which
functions relating to disbursement
functions of the Treasury
Treasury Department on
otherwise become functions
would otherwise
July 1,
1, 1940, by virtue of the provisions of Executive Order No. 6166
amended, are transferred
transferred to and vested in the
of June 10, 1933, as amended,
Department of Justice to be exercised by United States marshals
Attorney General in accordance
accordance with
under the supervision of the Attorney
Provided, That the
existing statutes pertaining to such functions: Provided,
Attorney General shall furnish the Secretary
Treasury, when
when
Secretary of the Treasury,
Department may
requested by him, such information
information as the Treasury
Treasury Department
requested
disbursed
require with respect to the amounts of money received
received and disbursed
therewith:
connection therewith:
procedure followed in connection
by marshals and the procedure
Provided
TreasSecretary of the Treasfurther, That upon the request of the Secretary
Providedfurther,
ury, and with the approval
approval of the Attorney
Attorney General,
General, the facilities of
disbursement, or
the Department
Department of Justice may be utilized in the disbursement,
aiding in the disbursement,
disbursement, of public moneys of the United
United States
Government.
available for expenditure
expenditure by any agency of the Government.
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
POST

Functions
of postal
Functions of postal
disbursements.
disbursements.

SEc.
disbursements.—All functions relating
Functions of postal disbursements.-All
SEC. 4. Functions
disbursement of the postal revenues and all other funds under
to the disbursement
jurisdiction of the Post Office Department
Department and the Postmaster
Postmaster
the jurisdiction
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General and the Board of Trustees of the Postal Savings System
which
would otherwise
Department
which would
otherwise become
become functions
functions of the Treasury Department
on July 1, 1940, by virtue of Executive
Executive Order
Order No. 6166 of June 10,
1933, as amended, are transferred
transferred to and vested
vested in (a) the Board of
Trustees of the Postal Savings System as to postal savings disbursements, and (b) the Post Office
Office Department as to all other disbursements
involved, and such functions shall be exercised
bursements involved,
exercised by postmasters and other authorized
authorized disbursing
disbursing agents of the Post Office
Department
Department and of the Postal Savings System in accordance
accordance with
existing statutes pertaining to such functions: Provided,
AOifnt.
Provisos.
Provided, That the
Furnishing inforPostmaster General
Secretary of the Treasury, mas"on.
General shall furnish to the Secretary
in
mation.
when requested by him, such information
information as the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department
may require with respect to the amounts of money received
received and disbursed by the Post Office Department, its postmasters and other
fiscal officers, and the procedure
procedure followed in connection therewith:
therewith:

Providedfurther,
further, That upon request of the Secretary of the
the Treasury
Provided
Treasury,
Utilization
of desigUtiliation of
desig.
n
and with the approval of the Postmaster
Postmaster General, the facilities of the nated
ed facilities.
acfties.
Post Office
Office Department may be utilized in the disbursement,
disbursement, or aiding
aiding
in the disbursement, of public moneys of the United States available
expenditure by any agency
Government.
for expenditure
agency of the
the Government.
SEC.
interbuildingmessenger
messengerfunctions.-(a)
Transfer of
interSEC. 5. Transfer
Transfer of tnterbuilding
functions.—(a) Except as
Transfer
of interbuilding messenger
prohibited
uictinn messnger
prohibited by section 3
3 (b) of the Reorganization
Reorganization Act of 1939,
1939, the functions.
Stat. 561.
function of regular interbuilding
interbuilding messenger service (including the 553U
CSp.
*st
U. S. C., Supp. V,
transportation
transportation of mail) and the function
function of transportation
transportation of mail §133b(b).
§133b (b).
between Government
between
Government agencies
agencies and the City
now exercised
exercised
City Post
Post Office, now
in the District of Columbia by agencies
agencies of
transof the Government,
Government, are
are transferred from such agencies
agencies to and
in the
Post Office
ferred
and consolidated
consolidated in
the Post
Office
Department
Department and shall be administered
administered by the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
under such rules and regulations as the President
President shall
shall prescribe:
prescribe:
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That this section
section shall not
not apply to the
the transportation
transportation of
of Peiso.
Transportation
of
moneys and securities by armored
armored truck
by other
truck or by
other special
special services,
services, moneys,
etc.t
moneys, etc.
or to messenger
messenger service between
between contiguous
contiguous buildings.
Waiver of
of motorWaiver
motor(b) The Director of the Bureau
Bureau of the Budget
Budget may waive the transfer vehicle
transfer.
of any motor vehicle coming within the purview of section 14 of this v
er.
of such
such vehicle
the
Plan where he finds that the retention of
vehicle is
is essential
essential to
to the
performance of functions other than those transferred by this section.
performance
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
SEC. 6. Certainfunctions
Certainfunctions of the Soil
SEC.
Soil Conservation
ConservationService
Service transferred.—
transferred.functions of the Soil Conservation
Conservation Service in the
Department of
The functions
the Department
Agriculture with respect to soil and
conservation operations
Agriculture
and moisture
moisture conservation
operations
conducted
jurisdiction of
Department of
of the
conducted on any lands under the jurisdiction
of the Department
the
Interior are transferred
transferred to the Department
Department of the Interior
Interior and shall be
administered
administered under the direction and
and supervision
supervision of the Secretary
Secretary of
of
the
through such
or agencies
Department of
of the
the
the Interior
Interior through
such agency
agency or
agencies in
in the
the Department
Interior
designate.
Interior as
as the
the Secretary shall designate.

Soil Conservation
Conservation
of
Service, transfer of
certain functions.
functions.

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE

S
EC. 7. Transfer
Transfer of
Authority.—(a) The
SEC.
of Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority.-(a)
The Civil
Civil
Aeronautics
Office of
AdminisAeronautics Authority
Authority and
and its
its functions, the Office
of the Adminisand its
the functions
functions of
trator of Civil
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics and
its functions,
functions, and
and the
of
transferred to the Department of Commerce.
the Air Safety Board are transferred
Commerce.
(b) The
(b)
The functions of
of the
the Air
Air Safety Board
Board are
are consolidated
consolidated with
with
the functions of the Civil
which shall
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority,
Authority, which
shall hereafter
hereafter
Aeronautics Board
and which
be known as the Civil Aeronautics
Board and
which shall,
shall, in
in addition
addition
to
its other
discharge the
the duties
duties heretofore
heretofore vested
the
to its
other functions,
functions, discharge
vested in
in the
to provide
provide for
for the
independent investigation
Air Safety Board
Board so
so as
as to
the independent
investigation
of aircraft accidents.
accidents. The offices of the
the members
members of
of the Air Safety
Safety
Board are abolished.

Transfer
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Aeronautics AuthorAuthority.
Ante, p.
p. 1233.
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(e) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, whose functions shall
Composition of
Clompositoniofs
Civil
Aeronautios be administered under the direction and supervision of the Secretary
Authority.
Authority.

(c) The Administrator of Civil Aeronautics, whose functions shall
be administered under the direction and supervision of the Secretary

of Commerce,
Commerce, and
and the
the Civil
Aeronautics Board,
to
report to
shall report
which shall
Board, which
Civil Aeronautics
of
Congress
and the
President through
shall
Commerce, shall
of Commerce,
Secretary of
the Secretary
through the
the President
Congress and
constitute
within the
of
Department of
the Department
Authority within
Aeronautics Authority
Civil Aeronautics
the Civil
constitute the
Commerce: Provided,
That the
the Civil
Board shall
shall exerexerAeronautics Board
Civil Aeronautics
Provisos.
Provided, That
Commerce:
Promis.
Rule-making, etc., cise its functions of rule-making
(including the prescription
prescription of rules,
vi cise its functions of rule-making (including
funltioemaking,
functions
of Civil
regulations, and
and standards),
standards), adjudication,
adjudication, and
and investigation indeAeronautics Board
Board.
regulations,
Aeronautics
Budgeting, etc.,
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Commerce:
Commerce: Provided
Provided further,
further, That the
nendently of
etc., pendently
fudgetings
functions
of Board.
budgeting, accounting,
accounting, personnel,
procurement, and related routine
personnel, procurement,
budgeting,
management
of the
the Civil
Aeronautics Board
be perpershall be
Board shall
Civil Aeronautics
functions of
management functions
formed
under
the
direction
and
supervision
of
the
Secretary
of
Secretary
the
of
supervision
and
direction
the
under
formed
Commerce
such facilities
he shall
designate or
establish.
or establish.
shall designate
as he
facilities as
through such
Commerce through
Transfer of
Weather
of Weather
Bureau.

Transfer

Bureau.
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Snow
etc.
gveys,etc.
Snow surveys,
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S
EC. 8.
8. Transfer
Transfer of
Weather Bureau.-The
Bureau.—The Weather
Weather Bureau
Bureau in
of Weather
SEC.

Department of
transferred to the
its functions are transferred
Agriculture and its
of Agriculture
Department
Department
of
Commerce
and
shall
be
administered
under
the
under the
administered
be
shall
Department of Commerce and
direction and
supervision
of
the
Secretary
of
Commerce:
Provided,
Provided,
Commerce:
of
Secretary
the
of
direction and supervision
That the
the Department
of Agriculture
Agriculture may
may continue
to make
make snow
snow
continue to
Department of
That
surveys
and
to
conduct
research
concerning:
(a)
relationships
between
between
relationships
(a)
concerning:
research
conduct
to
and
surveys
weather
weather forecasting,
rela(c) relaand (c)
forecasting, and
long-range weather
(b) long-range
crops, (b)
and crops,
weather and
tionships
between
weather
and
erosion.
erosion.
soil
and
weather
tionships between
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF

Transfer of certain
on crning
Trainsfr concerning
functions

&cc.
Transfer of
of certainfunctions
certain functions relating
relating to
enforcement of
of wage
to enforcement
9. Transfer
SEC. 9.

Secretary of
public constracturn.—The
functions of
of the Secretary
constructon.-The functions
on public
rates of
for labor. payments
payments on
pforlaobor.
of pay
rates

40 U.
2760.
C. §2760.
40
U.. S. C.

2 of the
the
Treasury and
and the
the Secretary
Secretary of
Interior under
under section 2
the Interior
of the
the Treasury
Act
of June
effectuate the purpose
purpose of
"An Act to effectuate
1934, entitled "An
13, 1934,
June 13,
Act of
certain
concerning rates
rates of
it unlawpay for labor, by making it
of pay
statutes concerning
certain statutes
contracted
ful to
to prevent
anyone from
from receiving
receiving the
compensation contracted
the compensation
prevent anyone
ful
948), are transferred
purposes" (48 Stat. 948),
other purposes"
and for
for thereunder,
for other
transferred
thereunder, and
for
to the
of Labor
Labor and
administered by him or under his
shall be administered
and shall
Secretary of
the Secretary
to
direction and
and supervision
supervision by
by such
such agency
Department of Labor
the Department
in the
agency in
direction
as
the Secretary
shall designate.
designate.
Secretary shall
as the
MARITIME COMMISSION
UNITED
STATES MARITIME
COMMISSION
UNITED STATES

Transfer of
nautical
of nautical
Transfer
school functions.
shool functions.

schoolfunctions.-The
SEC. 10.
Transfer of nautical
nautical school
functions.—The functions
functions of the
10. Transfer
SEC.
to furnishing,
furnishing, maintaining, and
Secretary
Navy with
with respect
respect to
the Navy
of the
Secretary of
repairing vessels
vessels for
State marine or nautical schools and
of State
use of
the use
for the
repairing
with respect
grants of funds for the support of such
such
administering grants
to administering
respect to
with
schools are
are transferred
administered by the United
transferred to and shall be administered
schools
States
Commission. Jurisdiction over vessels,
vessels, apparel,
Maritime Commission.
States Maritime
charts,
books, and
instruments now
now loaned to State marine or nautical
and instruments
charts, books,
schools
United
Secretary of the Navy to the United
the Secretary
from the
transferred from
is transferred
schools is
States Maritime
Maritime Commission.
States
FEDERAL SECURITY
AGENCY
SECURITY AGENCY
FEDERAL

certain Interior
of certain
SEC. 11.
Transfer of
Interior Department
Department institutions.institutions.—
11. Transfer
SEC.
Saint Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital in the
Hospital.-Saint Elizabeths
(a)
Elizabeths Hospital.—Saint
(a) Saint Elizabeths
splts, transfer.
Department
Interior and its functions are transferred to the
Department of the Interior
administered under the direction
Federal
Security Agency
direction
Agency and shall be administered
Federal Security
Annual reports.
Administrator. The annual
the Federal
and supervision
supervision of
of the
Federal Security
Security Administrator.
and
Annnalrexport.
report required
to be
be submitted
superintendent
submitted to the Congress by the superintendent
required to
report
of
the Hospital
Hospital shall be submitted through the Federal Security Adof the
ministrator.
The annual report required to be furnished to the
ministrator. The
furnished
Secretary
Interior by the Board of Visitors shall be furnished
Secretary of the Interior
to
Administrator.
Security Administrator.
Federal Security
the Federal
to the
Freedmen's
Holm&
Hospital in
(b)
in the Department
Department
Hospital.-Freedmen'sHospital
Freedmen's Hospital.—Freedmen's
(b) Freedmen's
' Hospital,
transfer.
t Gree,
transferred to the Federal Security
Security
Interior and its functions are transferred
of the interior
* tr
Agency and
supervision
be administered
administered under the direction and supervision
and shall
shall be
Agenc
Federal Security Administrator.
Administrator.
of the Federal

Saint Elizabeths
Hospital,
transfer.
E
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the Department
of the
(c) Howard
Howard University.—The
University.-The functions
(c)
functions of the
Department of
Interior relating
to the
the administration
administration of
Howard University
are
University are
of Howard
Interior
relating to
and shall
shall be
be administered
transferred to
to the
the Federal
Security Agency
administered
Agency and
Federal Security
transferred
under
supervision of
Security AdminisAdminisFederal Security
of the
the Federal
and supervision
under the
the direction
direction and
trator. The
annual report
report required
to be
be furnished
Secretary
furnished to
to the
the Secretary
required to
trator.
The annual
of
Interior by
president and
and directors
University shall
shall
of the
the University
directors of
by the
the president
of the
the Interior
be furnished
the Federal
Federal Security
Security: Administrator.
Administrator. The
The Office
Office of
of
to the
furnished to
be
Education
continue to
to make
of and reports on the
inspections of
make its
its inspections
Education shall
shall continue
affairs of
in accordance
with the
of
the provisions
provisions of
accordance with
University in
of Howard
Howard University
affairs
existing
law.
existing law.
(d)
the Deaf.—The
functions of
Departof the
the Departfor the
Deaf.-The functions
Institutionfor
(d) Columbia
Columbia Institution
ment
of the
the Interior
Interior relating
relating to
the Columbia
Columbia
of the
administration of
to the
the administration
ment of
Institution
Deaf are
to the
the Federal
Federal Security
Agency
Security Agency
are transferred
transferred to
for the
the Deaf
Institution for
and shall
shall be
be administered
under the
the direction
supervision of
of the
the
and supervision
direction and
administered under
and
Federal
Security Administrator.
Administrator. The
The annual
report required
to be
be
required to
annual report
Federal Security
furnished
of the
the Interior
and directors
directors
president and
by the
the president
Interior by
the Secretary
Secretary of
to the
furnished to
of
shall be
to the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security AdminisAdminisfurnished to
be furnished
Institution shall
of the
the Institution
trator, and
and the
the annual
report of
of the
institution
the Institution
superintendent of
the superintendent
of the
annual report
trator,
to the
the Congress
the Federal
Security
Federal Security
through the
submitted through
be submitted
shall be
Congress shall
to
Administrator.
Administrator.
(e)
by
transferred by
functions transferred
Administrator.-The functions
Security Administrator.—The
(e) Federal
Federal Security
this section
section shall
shall be
administered under
under the
supervision
and supervision
direction and
the direction
be administered
this
of the
the Federal
Federal Security
Security Administrator
such officers
or subsubofficers or
through such
Administrator through
of
divisions of
the Administrator
shall
Administrator shall
as the
Agency as
Security Agency
Federal Security
of the
the Federal
divisions
designate.
.
designate.
SEC. 12.
of Food
Drug Administration.—The
and
Food and
Administration.-TheFood
and Drug
Food and
Transfer of
12. Transfer
SEC.
Drug Administration
the Department
Agriculture and
and its
its funcfuncof Agriculture
Department of
in the
Administration in
Drug
tions
except those
of the
the
administration of
the administration
to the
relating to
functions relating
those functions
tions,' except
to
insecticide Act
and the
the Naval
Act, are
transferred to
are transferred
Stores Act,
Naval Stores
1910 and
of 1910
Act of
Insecticide
the
Federal Security
Security Agency
be administered
administered under
under the
the
shall be
and shall
Agency and
the Federal
direction
and supervision
supervision of
Federal Security
Administrator.
Security Administrator.
of the
the Federal
direction and
The
Chief of
of the
the Food
Food and
be
hereafter be
shall hereafter
Administration shall
Drug Administration
and Drug
The Chief
known
as the
Commissioner of
Food and
and Drugs.
Drugs.
of Food
the Commissioner
known as
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Howard
Howard University,
University,
transfer
transfer of
of DepartDepartment
of Interior
Interior funcment of
funotions.
tions.
Annual report.
Annual
Inspections, etc.
etc.
Inspections,

Columbia
InstituColumbia Institution
for the
the Deaf,
tion for
Deaf,
transfer
of certain
certain
transfer of
functions.
functions.
Annual
Annual reports.
reports.

Federal Security
Security
Federal
Administrator.
Administrator.

Transfer of
of Food
Food
Transfer
and Drug Administration.
tration.
36
831; 42 Stat.
36 Stat. 331;
Stat.
1435.
1435.
7
U. 8.
O.. la 121-134,
121-134,
7 U.
S.C
91-99.
91-99.
Commissioner
Commissioner of
Food
Food and
and Drugs.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL
S
EC. 13.
13. Transfer
of departments.
— Except as
as
departments.-Except
of heads
heads of
of functions
functions of
Transfer of
SEC.
otherwise
n this
this Plan,
the functions
functions of
of the
head of
of any
i
any
the head
Plan, the
provided in
otherwise provided
department relating
the administration
administration of
any agency
or function
function
agency or
of any
to the
relating to
department
transferred
from his
by this
are transferred
transferred to,
to, and
and
Plan, are
this Plan,
department by
his department
transferred from
shall
be
exercised
by,
the
head
of
the
department
or
agency
to
which
which
to
agency
or
shall be exercised by, the head of the department
such transferred
transferred agency
is transferred
transferred by
by this
this Plan.
Plan.
function is
or function
agency or
such
S
EC. 14.
14. Transfer
and personnel.-Except
personnel.--Except as
as
property, and
of records,
records, property,
Transfer.of
SEC.
otherwise provided
this Plan,
Plan, all
records and
property (including
(including
and property
all records
in this
provided in
otherwise
office
of the
the several
agencies, and
and all
all records
propand proprecords and
several agencies,
equipment) of
office equipment)
erty
of any
functions, transferred
transferred
any functions,
administration of
in the
the administration
primarily in
used primarily
erty used
by
all personnel
used in
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connection with use of bequest
bequest of,
connection
Appropriations:
Appropriations:
authorized ---------------authorized
1209
Agricultural commodities,
commodities, encourageAgricultural
encourageHousing, national
national defense, authorized-authorized
1126
1126
ment of exportation
exportation and domestic
Appropriation for ----------_- ---1115
Appropriation
1115
consumption
of
627
consumption of----------------627
Inaugural
ceremonies, 1941,
1941, mainteInaugural ceremonies,
mainteAmerican Negro Exposition,
Exposition, authornance
nance of
of order,
etc., authorized__
order, etc.,
authorized ---161
ized
220
ized------------------------Appropriation for
for-636
Appropriation
--________
636
Appropriation
for
631
Appropriation for-----------------631
Indians, reimbursement
reimbursement of, for taxes
Indians,
American republics, manufacture
manufacture of
paid
paid on certain
certain allotted
allotted lands;
arms,
etc., for,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
for, authorauthorauthorized
authorized ---------298
__--__298
ized -----------------------397
Jefferson,
Jefferson, Thomas,
Thomas, U. S. Commission
Commission
Angeles National Forest, Calif., purAngeles
for Celebration
Celebration of
Hundredth
for
of Two Hundredth
chase of lands for soil-erosion
soil-erosion conconAnniversary of Birth of, authorAnniversary
authorized ------------299
trol, etc., authorized
299
960
ized --- _-----__
------_--960
Va., acquisition
acquisition of
Arlington Farm, Va.,
of
Appropriation for
for -1037
Appropriation
__-------- 1037
etc., authorized-----authorized
1220
lands, etc.,
1219, 1220
Key West, Fla., acquisition
acquisition of land for
for
Appropriation for--for
1046
Appropriation
------------1046
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, authorized
authorized_--___ 230
230
Naval
Army reserve
reserve components,
components, etc., orderAppropriation
Appropriation for ---------.
880
_
880
service
966
ing of,
of, into active service-------966
studies of
of
Labor Statistics,
Statistics, Bureau
Bureau of,
of, studies
Blind, books for adult, increase
increase in anproductivity and
and labor
labor costs
costs in
in inproductivity
innual appropriation
245
appropriation authorized
authorized ---245
dustry, authorized
authorized -----249
_---249
Bridges, alteration
alteration of, obstructing naviAppropriation for ------------1043
Appropriation
_
1043
authorized ----------gation; authorized
500
__
_ 500
Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Government,
Government,
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------------1047
1047
designated
designated expenses
expenses --_-----____
33
Canal Zone Biological
Biological Area, mainteMarine Corps, funeral expenses of
Marine
of pernance, etc.,
etc., authorized
nance,
authorized ---__--- - 725
725
sonnel, authorized
authorized ----------144
144
Cass County, Minn.,
Minn., construction,
construction, etc.,
Marjorie Park, Davis
Marjorie
Davis Island, Tampa,
of school facilities, authorized--_authorized_ ___
707
Fla.,
Fla., quarantine
quarantine station, construcCherokee Indian Nation, payment
payment to,
Cherokee
authorized
.. ----. ____-__tion authorized
787
787
authorized-------------------1218
authorized
1218
Marshall,
John, statue of,
Marshall, John,
of, removal
removal to
Cleveland National
National Forest,
Forest, Calif.,
Calif., purnew site, authorized
authorized ----_-_____260
260
chase of lands for soil-erosion conconMilitary posts—
Military
poststrol, etc., authorized
authorized-----------298
Acquisition of land, authorized
authorized--Acquisition
705
705
Appropriation for ------. --..---..
549
Construction, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ----704
704
Colorado River, protection works,
works, etc.,
Minnesota,
Minnesota, construction
construction of school facilYuma prolect-Boulder
project-Boulder Dam, auities for white and Indian
Indian children,
children,
thorised
708
thorized ---------------------708
authorized
authorized
1020
____-..- 1020
Colorado
Colorado River Dam Fund,
Fund, authorregulation of equipment,
Motorboats, regulation
ied--------------------------.
ized
777
777
operation
nof authorized
authn-ni
operation,
etc.,
167
--, etc..
- -. , of,
va
Wt.UWVm^U- --167
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National Park, Alaska,
Mount McKinley National
Soldiers'
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Act of
Sailors' Civil Relief Act
authorized-tourist facilities, etc., authorized__
81
81
1940, payments under insurance
insurance
National
scenery,
provisions, authorized
authorized---------.
photographs of scenery,
National parks, photographs
provisions,
preparation
Statement
preparation of mats for magazines,
Statement of, preparation
preparation -----------etc., authorized -_____---------861
Tennessee
additional
Tennessee Valley Authority, additional
amount
faciliAppropriation for --_----------1042
amount for national
national defense faciliAppropriation
National
Insurance Act of
ties --------------------------National Service Life Insurance
Travel
encourageTravel in the United States, encourage1011
1940, authorized
1011
authorized --- __---------authorized -----------ment of, authorized
acceptance of property
property
Naval Academy, acceptance
University
Pennsylvania, observance
observance
bequeathed
University of Pennsylvania,
bequeathed by Dudley F. Wolfe,
authorized
of bicentennial,
bicentennial, authorized------authorized
179
authorized--------------------Appropriation for-------_-----authorAppropriation
acquisition, etc., authorNaval aircraft, acquisition,
Vessels,
dangerVessels, regulation
regulation of carriage of danger401
ized --_--___-----------------ous cargoes
cargoes by,
by, authorized
authorized-_----Naval aviation
aviation facilities, establishment,
establishment,
Naval
Wapato Indian
Indian irrigation project, Wash.,
Wapato
401
authorized __-_----------etc., authorized
providing
additional water for,
providing additional
authorized
396
396
Naval Consulting Board, authorized--authorized
authorized -_----_-------------Navy—
NavyWashington, George, erection
erection of statue
Washington,
Funeral expenses
expenses of personnel
personnel and
Funeral
authorof, in District of Columbia, authorcertain civilian employees, auized
ized--------------------------thorized
144
144
thorized---------------------Water conservation
conservation and
and utilization
utilization projWater
Increase of composition,
composition, authorects, authorized
authorized --------------ized ----- _--------------- 395, 780
780
Public
work projects,
authorized_--___
956 Arbitration:
956
projects, authorized
Public work
Appropriation forfor-Appropriation
12
Neutrality
Act of
12
1939, authorized
authorized --- __
of 1939,
Neutrality Act
Bureau of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
Bureau
Appropriation
90, 650
for---_---------Appropriation for
International,
Promotion of International,
for Promotion
New York World's Fair, 1940, participacontribution
contribution-_---------------tion
authorized__
215
215
tion by United States, authorizedInternational Bureau
Bureau of Permanent
Permanent
International
Appropriation for -- _------------634
Appropriation
contribution --------Court of, contribution
Henry National
National Monument,
Patrick Henry
Bureau of
for
Interparliamentary Union for
of Interparliamentary
Bureau
Va., acquisition of estate to be
Promotion
Promotion of International, puradministered as, authorized
18
authorized------administered
chases without
advertising-------without advertising
Appropriation
448
Appropriation for -------- ------Arbitration
National Mediation
Mediation
Boards, National
Arbitration Boards,
Prison Industries
Industries Reorganization
Reorganization AdBoard,
appropriation for
for expensesexpenses_ _-_
Board, appropriation
ministration,
authorized --------229
ministration, authorized
of the Capitol:
Architect of
Prison-made
Prison-made goods, collection of inforAppropriation
Appropriation for ----- _35, 83, 472, 629,
mation
_
402
authorized ---concerning, authorized_
mation concerning,
Constitution,
painting of signing
signing of,
Constitution, painting
1043
Appropriation
1043
Appropriation for -------...-------------acquisition of frame for ______
Quinaielt
payment to
to
Quinaielt Indians, Wash., payment
House
Restaurant,
Representatives Restaurant,
Iouse of Representatives
attorneys of
certain, authorized
48
48
authorized_-of certain,
attorneys
establishment of deposit account, et&
etc
establishment
642
Appropriation for ---------------642
Appropriation
Marshall, John, statue
statue of, removal
removal to
to
Railroad Retirement
incluRetirement Act of 1937, incluRailroad
new
authorized
------------site
sion
of
military
service
annuity
annuity
for
service
sion of military
Purchases
independent of Procurement
Procurement
Purchases independent
1017
purposes,
authorized
1017
purposes, authorized------------Division,
Treasury
Department__
_
Department-__
Treasury
Refugees,
purchase
of
etc.,
agricultural,
Refugees, purchase
Traveling expenses,
funds available
available for_
for
expenses, funds
Traveling
627
---supplies for ------------Archives. See National
Archives.
National Archives.
Archives.
reconRio Grande canalization project, reconArgentina, appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador
struction,
certain bridges,
bridges,
struction, etc., of certain
to -------------------------to
151
authorized --_---------------authorized
appropriation for
"Argonaut," U. S. S., appropriation
650
Appropriation for -------- -----650 "Argonaut,"
Appropriation
alterations ---------------alterations
Secretary of Agriculture, delegation of
Arid and Semiarid Areas:
certain regulatory
regulatory functions, aucertain
Appropriation for water facilities---facilities
Appropriation
82
thorized
82
thorized-----------------------Water conservation.
conservation.
Water ConSee Water
Water
Selective Training and Service
Service Act of
Selective
servation
Utilization
Projects.
Utilization
and
servation
1940,
authorized
897
897
-------------1940, authorized
Arizona:
Appropriation for 966, 970
970 Arizona:
.--------Appropriation
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Sequoia
Calif., acquisiacquisiForest, Calif.,
National Forest,
Sequoia National
Boulder Dam
Dam National
National Recreational
Recreational
Boulder
tion
soil-erosion, etc.,
for soil-erosion,
tion of lands for
Area,
administration,
etc -----et
administration,
Area,
402
control,
authorized
------------control, authorized
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Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
Park
Grand Canyon National Park-----446
IndiansIndians—
Construction and repair of buildConstruction
ings
431
ings-------------------430, 431
Irrigation systems
419,
420, 422
systems ------419, 420,
422
414, 424,
426, 427
Support, etc
etc---------- 414,
424, 426,
427
Parker Dam Power
438
Power project
project --------438
mainteSan Carlos irrigation
irrigation project, mainteetc---- -------------nance, etc
419
419
Yuma project, operation
operation and maintenance ----------------------433
433
Coronado National Forest,
Coronado
Forest, protection
protection
along Catalina
Catalina
of scenic values
values along
Highway ----------------------52
Highway
Fort
Huachuca,
appropriation
for
Huachuca, appropriation
for
authorized work at
authorized
361
at_----_------Fort Mohave Indian Reservation, acquisition of lands in,
Dam
in, for Parker
Parker Dam
project -----------------------744
744
Greenlee County Board of
of Supervisors,
Supervisors,
Clifton, payment to-------------to
866
866
Navajo
Navajo Indian Reservation,
exchange of
Reservation, exchange
authorized
746
lands within,
within, authorized--_------746
Payment to, under Boulder Canyon
Canyon
Project Adjustment
Adjustment Act
775, 776
Act ------ 775,
776
Adjustments
Adjustments for taxes paid
paid-------_777
Yuma Federal
Federal irrigation
irrigation project, maintenance
tenance of protection
protection works adjacent to, appropriation
appropriation authorized
708
ized------------_------------_
708
Association Hospital,
Arizona State Elks Association
Executive
Executive orders modified to permit
permit
sale of lands to ---_---------226
226
Arkansas:
Appropriation forAppropriation
for—
Fisheries, Bureau of, establishment
of
establishment of
station.-----_-----------....
455
455
Hot Springs National Park........
Park
446
446
Helena, time extended
extended for bridging
bridging
222
Mississippi River at
at-----------222
Judicial districts; divisions,
divisions, terms of
court, etc
302
etc --------------__302
Western—
Western-

Divisions; terms of court -_-____
Hot Springs division established_established
North Little
Little Rock, flood-control
flood-control project,
construction of__
revised plans for construction
of____
Ouachita National Forest, acquisition
Ouachita
acquisition
of lands by U. S. to minimize soil
soil

erosion, etc., authorized
authorized ----_-___
erosion,
Ozark National Forest, acquisition of
lands by U. S. to minimize soil
soil
erosion, etc.,
authorized-------_
etc., authorized
"Arkansas," U.
U. S. S., alterations and repairs authorized
authorized-----------------Appropriation for-----Appropriation
for
--- ----- _-

Arkansas-Mississippi
Arkansas-Mississippi Bridge
Bridge Commission,
Commission,
time
Mississippi
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging Mississippi
Friar Point,
Point, Miss.-Helena,
River at
at Friar
Miss.-Helena,
Ark
Ark ----_-------_-------------Arlington Farm, Va.:
Va.:
Appropriation for
for -----Appropriation
_
---------- _
Lands, etc.,
authorized_ 1219,
1219,
Lands,
etc., acquisition authorizedAppropriation
for -_---Appropriation for
___---..
_
Removal and reestablishment,
reestablishment, approapproRemoval
priation for; transfer of
to
priation
of funds
funds to
Secretary of Agriculture
Agriculture---------_
Transfer of jurisdiction
jurisdiction to War DepartTransfer
Department -------.------------ 1046,
1046,
ment
Arlington Memorial
Arlington
Memorial Bridge:
Bridge:
Approach road,
of land
Approach
road, transfer
transfer of
land for,
for, auauthorized ----------_-----------thorized
Appropriation for
administration, etc
etc_ -_
Appropriation
for administration,
Arlington National Cemetery, Va., apappropriation for
etc_---___
propriation
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc
Arms, Ammunition,
Ammunition, and Implements
Implements of
of
War.
Neutrality Act of
See also
also Neutrality
of
1939.
1939.
American republicsrepublics—
American
Production in U. S.
authorized
S. for, authorized-Purchase from, authorized---------authorized
Destruction,
Destruction, etc.; penalty provisions--provisions__ _
Disposition of surplus,
conDisposition
surplus, copies
copies of confurnished certain
tracts to
to be
be furnished
certain concongressional
gressional committees-----------committees
Educational orders,
Educational
orders, appropriation
appropriation for
for__
Exportation of, curtailment, etc.,
etc., authorized; penalty for
__
for violation_
violation _
-__
Requisitioning
by the
President - _ _
Requisitioning by
the President
funds available
Gages, dies, jigs,
jigs, etc., funds
available
procurement -----------for procurement
___
_
Bank of
Loans by Export-Import
Export-Import Bank
of WashWashington for purchase
purchase of, prohibition_
Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
creation of corporations
corporations for acquisiacquisition of, authorized
authorized ----.--------Payments in advance of delivery
delivery auauthorized- -------------------thorized
Requisitioning
Requisitioning of certain, by the
the PresiPresident authorized--------------_authorized
Spain, prohibition on exportation
exportation to,
to,
repeal
repeal------------......
_----- _
109
109
Transfer of U. S.-owned,
S.-owned, certification
certification of
of
302
302
Chief of Naval Operations
Operations and
Army Chief of Staff required----required
508
508 Army. See also War Department.
Department.

46
46

46
46
395
395
295
295
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222
543
543
1220
1220
1046
1046

1046
1046
1219
1219

1220
1220
451
451
505
505

396
396
397
397
1220
1220

681
681
353
353
714
714

1090
1090
363
363
38
38

573
573
574
574
1090
1090
12
12

681
681

Aerial flights, participation
participation in, limitation --.------ _---------------_
966
Aerial surveys, per diem payments----payments
229
229
Air Corps—
CorpsAirplanes, equipment, etc., contracts
authorized- 365,
for procurement
procurement of, authorize&
602
365, 602
Limitation on number of, waived_waived
366
366
Flying training, detail of officers to,
for
963
for------------.----.-------963
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Army-Continued.
Army-Continued.
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Life insurance. See National Service
Hawaii National Park, transfer
transfer of
under
Insurance Act of 1940 under
Life Insurance
land for bombing target range__.
range__
761
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1940,
761
1940, Second.
Second.
Revenue
Limitation on number
number of flying cadets,
Medical
temporary discontinudiscontinuCorps, temporary
Medical Corps,
etc., suspension of ---------713
examinations
ance
of professional
professional examinations
713
ance of
available
Obligations incurred,
for promotion
promotion authorized
incurred, sums available
authorized ------for
for payment
payment of
366
Medical
Department, authorized
authorized enof--------------366
Medical Department,
Reserve
listed strength
strength-- ----------Reserve officers, suspension of limitalisted
professors, promoMilitary
promoAcademy professors,
to
Military Academy
tion on number, etc., ordered to
tion,
etc., of
of certain,
appointed
duty
713
713
certain, appointed
tion, etc.,
active duty-----------------from commissioned
officers
officers ----- _- 1116
from
commissioned officers------Retirement
certain officers
Retirement of certain
Military
unlawful
etc., unlawful
reservations, etc.,
Military reservations,
Aircraft—
AircraftContracts for,
for, profit
profit limitations--limitations_ __ 677, 883
Contracts
Suspension of
provisions --------1003
of provisions
Suspension
713
Limitation on
suspension ofof.
number, suspension
on number,
Limitation
Aliens,
reenlistment of, extension of
Aliens, reenlistment
788
time
for perfecting
citizenship----perfecting citizenship
time for
Filipinos
serving on
on July
1937
789
1, 1937-.-July 1,
Filipinos serving
for purposes
Service,
purposes of
of, for
crediting of,
Service, crediting
naturalizalegal residence
residence under naturalizalegal
tion laws
789
laws---------------- -tion
to branches
Assignment
of officers,
branches
etc., to
officers, etc.,
Assignment of
to certain
certain limitaof,
without regard
regard to
of, without
tions
713
713
tions-------------------------increase
Brigadier generals
the line,
line, increase
of the
generals of
Brigadier
227
in number---------------------number
in
227
appointment-----Chiefs
of branches,
branches, appointment
Chiefs of
Civil
Sailors'
and Sailors'
Soldiers' and
See Soldiers'
relief. See
Civil relief.
1918; Soldiers'
Civil Relief
Soldiers' and
Act, 1918;
Relief Act,
Civil
Sailors' Civil
Civil Relief
Act of 1940.
Relief Act
Sailors'
CorpsDental Corps—
Dental
217
217
Appointment in,
in, eligibility
eligibility for
for-----Appointment
Promotion, temporary
discontinutemporary discontinuPromotion,
ance of
of professional
examinaprofessional examinaance
1219
1219
tions for,
authorized
for, authorized----------tions
495
495
--certain
of
Disbursing
officers,
relief
of
certain_
_
_
_
relief
officers,
Disbursing
Enlisted menmen—
Enlisted
895
895
Monthly
pay ---------------base pay
Monthly base
601
Number
of, limitation
on increase--increase.. __
601
limitation on
Number of,
Enlisted
Reserve Corps,
Corps, enlistment
of
enlistment of
Enlisted Reserve
men up
to 45
45 years
years of
of age
age in
techin techup to
men
53
53
nical units
units---------------------nical
Enlistments
in
time
of
war
or
other
Enlistments in time of war or other
213
213
emergency --------------------emergency
213
213
Assignments and
and transfers---------transfers
Assignments
Finance,
Chief
of,
service
as
fiscal,
disdisfiscal,
as
service
of,
Finance, Chief
bursing,
accounting agent
agent of
and accounting
bursing, and
894
Director
of Selective
Selective Service-----Service
894
Director of
Hospitalization
of persons
persons in
in active
active
Ilospitalization of
military service
service without
reference to
to
without reference
military
[37
1137
line-of-duty status
status -------------line-of-duty
Inspectors of
of buildings
couriers,
abroad, couriers,
buildings abroad,
Inspectors
etc., assignment
assignment of
of officers
as, auauofficers as,
etc.,
192
192
thorized
thorized-----------------------Lieutenant
provision for
rank
for rank
general, provision
Lieutenant general,
of, in
in Panama
Panama Canal
Hawaiian
and Hawaiian
Canal and
of,
781
781
Departments -----------------19347W-41—pr. 1
I--79
193470°--41--r-

79

entry
entry----------------------in perincrease in
Mine Planter
Planter Service,
Service, increase
Mine
sonnel
authorized; rank,
rank, pay, etcetc
sonnel authorized;
beNegroes, exclusion
from enlistment
enlistment beexclusion from
Negroes,
cause
race prohibited
prohibited -------of race
cause of
members of, reNurse Corps,
disabled members
Corps, disabled
Nurse
tirement benefits
benefits------------tirement
Officers, appointment
appointment to
to higher
higher tempotempoOfficers,
rary grade
time of
of war,
war, etc
etc---in time
rary
grade in
for
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps, allowance
allowance for
Officers'
uniforms and
equipment
and equipment-------uniforms
Promotion
temporary
examinations, temporary
Promotion examinations,
discontinuance of
of certain,
certain, authordiscontinuance
ized
ized--------------------------Promotion-list
service requirerequireofficers, service
Promotion-list officers,
ments for
for promotion
promotion-----------ments
appointBrigadier
line, appointthe line,
generals of the
Brigadier generals
ment
ment-__-------------------appointment--Chiefs
branches, appointment_
___
of branches,
Chiefs of
Colonels,
number of,
limitation
of, limitation--Colonels, number
servMajors and
colonels, servlieutenant colonels,
and lieutenant
Majors
ice
required within
within grades
grades-----ice required
Order
of promotion-------------...
promotion
Order of
Retirement provisions------------provisions
Retirement
Quarters, money
payment
for, payment
allowance for,
money allowance
Quarters,
to
certain noncommissioned
officers,
noncommissioned officers,
to certain
authorized
authorized--------------------Reserve components,
ordering of, into
components, ordering
Reserve
authorized -------active
service authorized
active service
Appropriation
for --------------Appropriation forReserve officers—
officersReserve
Ordnance materiel,
procurement of,
materiel, procurement
Ordnance
connecorder
active duty
duty in
in connecto active
order to
tion
with
tion with------------------Pay, etc.,
of, ordered
ordered to
active duty;
duty;
to active
etc., of,
Pay,
funds
available
funds available--------------Retired
promotion of
of certain
World
certain World
list, promotion
Retired list,
War
on----------------officers on
War officers
Retired
officers—
Retired officersEmployment as
as consulting
engineers,
consulting engineers,
Employment
etc.,
for reclamation
work auaureclamation work
etc., for
thorized
thorized --------------------which
Receiving pay
pay in
matters in
in which
in matters
Receiving
U.
etc---------party, etc
S. is
is aa party,
U. S.
of, into
Retired personnel,
ordering of,
personnel, ordering
Retired
active
service authorized
authorized -------active service
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Retirement of certain officers-------1116
1116
Selective Training and
and Service
Service Act
Act of
of
title.
1940. See
See separate
separatetitle.
Subversive activities,
670
activities, prohibited
prohibited ----670
Penalty ------------------------671
Veterans. See separate
separate title.
title.
Veterinary Corps,
disconVeterinary
Corps, temporary
temporary discontinuance of professional
professional examinaexaminations for
for promotion
promotion authorized---authorized_
1219
1219
Warrant officers,
officers, employment
employment of,
for
Warrant
of, for
disbursement of public
52
disbursement
public funds ---- _
52
detail of officer
Work Projects, detail
officer as
as ComCommissioner of; compensation,
614
compensation, etc
etc- -614
officers, continuWorld War emergency
emergency officers,
ance of retirement
retirement pay -_----_
760
World War provisional,
provisional, etc.,
officers, exexetc., officers,
tension of certain disability retirement benefits to --------------762
Army and Navy
Navy Hospital, Hot Springs,
Ark.:
Ark.:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forConstruction and repairs
repairs ---------Construction
363
Maintenance -__-------------__- - 366
366
Maintenance
Medical Library
Army Medical
Library and Museum,
Museum, appropriation
drawings and specifispecifipropriation for drawings
cations -------------- _-------363, 656
Architect
selection of --_------__
656
Architect for, selection
_
656
Medical Museum,
Museum, appropriation
Army Medical
appropriation
for ----------------------------- 352
352
Army War College, appropriation
appropriation for
for_ _
- --__ 354
extended for bridgArrow Rock, Mo., time extended
bridging Missouri River at ------------743
Inc.,
Arrowhead Puritas Distributors, Inc.,
San Diego,
Calif., transfer
transfer to U. S. of
Diego, Calif.,
area held under lease by ----------.
146
Arrowrock Dam, installment
installment payment
payment
of improvement, etc.,
etc., costs,
costs, authorized _.-..
.........-___.___
155
Arsenals, unlawful entry ----------.-Arsenals,
80
Ashbrook, William A.,
A., payment to widow
Ashbrook,
of
of _
.--......-....
.........
35
Assay Offices,
Offices, appropriation
appropriation for salaries
Assay
and expenses ---------__-______68
Assignment of
Assignment
of Claims Act of
of 1940-..-__.
1940
1029
1029
Banks, etc., assignment
assignment to, of claims on
U. S
S-..-.................
1029
1029
War or Navy Department
contracts,
Department contracts,
set-off, etc., of assignor's indebtedindebtedness to U. S
S..--- _..----1030
Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg.,
bridging
Oreg., time extended
extended for bridging
Columbia River
River at
at .--.
- ....
1222
Astronomical Union,
Astronomical
Union, International, approappropriation for contribution
contribution _______188
Astrophysical Observatory, appropriation
Astrophysical
appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance -- ____- ___-_
136
Athens, Ga.,
construction
Ga., limit of cost of construction
of
office and courthouse
of post office
courthouse increase&--.
creased
----.------_--_-633

Depot, Ga.,
Atlanta General
General Depot,
Ga., appropriation
appropriation Page
for construction, etc.,
authorized_ __
etc., authorized
.-. - 704
Atlantic Ocean:
Ocean:
appropriation for
197
Coastal surveys,
surveys, appropriation
197
for--__etc., coFishing in territorial waters,
waters, etc.,
cooperative regulation by
operative
by States
States
bordering on
bordering
on------__------------ 261
261
Atlantic
Refining Company,
Company, construction
construction
Atlantic Refining
of dolphin,
dolphin, etc.,
etc., at Fort Mifflin
Mifflin MiliMilitary Reservation,
authorized___
__
712
Reservation, Pa.,
Pa., authorized
712
Attorney General.
General. See Justice,
Justice, DepartDepartment of.
of.
Audited
appropriation for
payAudited Claims,
Claims, appropriation
for payment ---1048
-------------94, 658,
658, 1048
Austin,
Austin, Tex.,
Tex., limit of cost of
of construction
construction
of
633
of post office
office increased
increased __--_------_
633
Australia:
Australia:
Minister to—
Minister
toAppropriation
Appropriation for
183
for-----_----------_
Funds made available
available for salary of
90
of___
90
Savage, J.
J. L., temporary
detail to Govtemporary detail
Government of New South Wales
Wales
authorized ---- _-------.-------.
691
691
Automobiles,
credits on tax on,
on, amendamendAutomobiles, credits
ments with regard
526
regard to ------------ _
526
Aviation. See Army; Civil Aeronautics
Aviation.
Aeronautics
Authority; National Defense; Navy;
Navy;
Navy Department; War
War Department.
Aviation Bases, Naval Auxiliary,
approAviation
Auxiliary, appropriation
priation for development
608
development of-------608
Aviation
Aviation Day, Pan American,
American, designation
designation
of; proclamation
proclamation authorized
authorized --- ___ 1093
1093
Naval:
Aviation Facilities, Naval:
Appropriation
Appropriation for construction
construction of ----294
294
Reserve bases
608
Reserve
bases---------------------608
Establishment, etc.; appropriation auEstablishment,
authorized
thorized----------------..--- 400
400
Aviation Personnel Act
Act of 1940, Naval.
Naval.
See Naval Aviation Personnel
Personnel Act of
of
1940.
1940.
Aviation-Storage
Facilities, Naval,
Naval, approapproAviation-Storage Facilities,
construction of ------ _
priation for construction
608
608

B
Bailiffs, U. S. Courts, appropriation
appropriation for
for
pay and
and expenses---___.________expenses
pay
Bainbridge Island, Wash.,
Wash., Naval Radio
Station, appropriation for construction work, etc
.--_-________.__..
Baker Island,
Island, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of U. S. District Court, Territory
Territory of Hawaii,
extended over _-_____________extended
.
Balboa, C. Z.:
Z.:
Balboa,
forAppropriation for—
Fifteenth Naval District, construction
tion work,
work, etc
etc - ____________
-Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot, construcwork, etc
tion work,
etc------------____

204

880
784

608
608
878

INDEX
INDEX
Balboa, C. Z.—Continued.
Z.-Continued.

for-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
Appropriation
construction
Naval Radio Station, construction
work, etc
---------------- Bald Eagle,
Eagle, regulations
regulations for preservation
preservation of_
ofFunds available
available -------------------Migratory Bird Treaty Act, certain
certain
Migratory
provisions of,
made applicable_
___
provisions
of, made
applicable ---Penalty for violation --------------

Page Barryville,
Page

N. Y., time extended
extended for
bridging Delaware River at --------

etc
etc ----

.___-___----_--------___

appropriation for eradiBang's Disease, appropriation
cation
cation-_----_--.-----------------payment to widow
widow
Bankhead, William B., payment
of
of --......--------------------.
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act.
Act. See
Bankhead-Jones
Farm Tenant Act.
of 1898, Amendments:
Amendments:
Bankruptcy Act of
Basis
property for
for income-tax
purincome-tax purof property
Basis of
--determination of..---.
poses, determination
Face-amount
certificate companies,
Face-amount certificate
bankruptcy of ---------------bankruptcy
Trustees, appointment
appointment-----------Farmers,
extension of time for filing inFarmers, extension
petitions
solvency petitions-------------"Farmer" construed
construed-------------"Farmer"
Taxing
composition of inagencies, composition
Taxing agencies,
debtedness,
jurisdiction_
debtedness, additional jurisdictionPetition for
composition-- -------for composition
Petition
Hearings on
on-------------------Hearings
Examination of
of compensation
compensation of
of
Examination
fiscal agents,
agents, etc---------etc
fiscal
List of
creditors
of creditors---------------List
List of
of record
record owners,
owners, etc.,
of real
real
etc., of
List
estate
involved ----------estate involved
Termination of
of jurisdiction
jurisdiction ----Termination
Banks:
Federal home-loan,
purchase of
stock by
by
of stock
home-loan, purchase
Federal
Reconstruction Finance CorporaCorporaReconstruction
tion
authorized --------------tion authorized
National,
charitable contributions,
etc.,
contributions, etc.,
National, charitable
authorized -------------------authorized

Robbery, penalty
for receiving
receiving loot,
loot, etc..
etcpenalty for
Robbery,
Barbee,
Bigelow B.
to
payment to
(Capt.), payment
B. (Capt.),
Barbee, Bigelow
estate of ------------------------estate
Barberry
Eradication, appropriation
for-appropriation for
Barberry Eradication,
Bard,
for Yuma
Field
Yuma Field
appropriation for
Calif., appropriation
Bard, Calif.,
Station -------------------------Station
Barksdale
Field, La.,
La., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Barksdale Field,
authorized
at
authorized work at--------------Barro Colorado
Colorado Island,
C. Z.,
Z., setting
setting aside
aside
Island, C.
Barro
of, for
for scientific
scientific study,
etc---------study, etc
of,
Appropriation
authorized ----------Appropriation authorized

Page
171

Battle Monuments
American:
Monuments Commission,
Commission, American:

880
880
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for ----------------- _
250
Purchases without advertising
250
advertising--------251 Bayonne,
Naval Supply
251
Bayonne, N. J., Naval
Supply Depot,
Depot,

113
113
1110
1110

appropriation
construction work,
appropriation for construction
251
etc
251
etc---------------------------251 Bayou
251
across, at GaBayou Lafourche,
Lafourche, bridge across,

Baldwin, N.
N. Y.,
Y., Naval Ordnance Plant,
Baldwin,
appropriation
appropriation for construction work,

Baltimore, Md., appropriation
Baltimore,
appropriation for hydrohydrographic office ---------------improvement
Baltimore Harbor,
Harbor, Md., improvement
authorized
authorized---------------------

XiII

878
878
290
290

1199
540
540
1031
1031

709
835
836
836
40
40
40
40
667
44
668
669

45
45
45
670

572
261
695
497
497
553
553
639
639
361
361

724
724

725
725

972

liano, La., legalization authorized
Rano,
authorized__
---__ 226
Refuge, approapproBear River Migratory Bird Refuge,
priation for maintenance--------maintenance
453
-453
transfer
Beaufort Library, Beaufort, S. C., transfer
of
of certain books to, by Library of
Congress-----------------------Congress
867
Bee Culture,
appropriation for --------Bee
Culture, appropriation
553
Belgium, appropriation
183
Belgium,
appropriation for ambassador to
toBellevue,
Bellevue, D. C.:
C.:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Naval Research Laboratory,
Laboratory, conconNaval
struction work, etc --------- 608, 881
construction, etc ------607
Navy Yard, construction,
607
Beltsville
Md., approBeltsville Research Center, Md.,
priation for
567
for------------------ 540, 567
Commission:
BenjaminHarrisonMemorial
Benjamin Harrison Memorial Commission:
Appropriation for ----------------- 83, 1031
Appropriation
_-----_-84
Report to Congress -----Big Bend Drainage District, Wyo.,
Wyo., appropriation for Indians'
Indians' pro rata share
of cost of operation,
operation, etc ----------422
Big
Development, Fort
Bethel Water
Water Development,
Big Bethel
additional
Monroe, Va., acquisition
acquisition of additional
Monroe,
appropriation authorized
authorized ------ 705
land; appropriation
Big Spring,
Spring, Tex.,
Tex., appropriation
appropriation for liveexperiments and demonstrastock experiments
540
tions ---------------------------- 540
Biologic
appropriation for regureguBiologic Products, appropriation
lation of sale, etc
586
etc-----------------lation
Biological
appropriation
Biological Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation
452
--for .-----------------------Sciences,International Union of,
Biological Sciences,International
of,
Biological
appropriation
188
contribution -----for contribution
appropriation for
Biological Survey,
Survey, Bureau of. See InteBiological
the.
rior, Department
Department of the.
Bituminous Coal Division.
Division. See Interior,
Department of the.
Black
appropriation for enforceenforceBlack Bass
Bass Act, appropriation
ment
456
ment---------------------------Blackfeet Hospital, Mont.,
Mont., appropriation
appropriation
Blackfeet
426
for -------------- ------------Blackfeet Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Mont., apBlackfeet
propriation
422
systems- -_ 420, 422
propriation for irrigation systems_
Deferment
Deferment of certain irrigation charges,
approval of
105
of -------------------approval
Blackfeet
appropriation
Mont., appropriation
Blackfeet Indians, Mont.,
construction of homes, etc -----417
for construction
Blair, Joe, cancelation
issued to,
patent issued
cancelation of patent
Blair,
858
Minnesota------for tract of land in Minnesota
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Page
Oreg.:
Page Bonneville
Project, Oreg.:
Bonneville Project,
Page
Blind:
Blind:
Appropriation
for
construction
power
of
power
construction
for
Appropriation
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
plant
508, 1047
508,1047
plant-------------------American
House for
the__
581
581
- _
-_
for the
Printing House
American Printing
Assistant
Administrator, appointment
appointment
Assistant Administrator,
Books for
for adult
630, 1031
1031
476, 630,
adult ----------- 476,
Books
47
authorized
47
authorized-------------------- 589
Grants to
589
for aid to ------to States
States for
Grants
Chief
engineer, appointment
authorized_
47
appointment authorizedChief engineer,
Operation
buildFederal buildin Federal
Operation of stands in
Electric
Electric energy, sale to public bodies and
ings, administration
administration of
of provisions
provisions
ings,
cooperatives, time
time extension
extension -----47
cooperatives,
583
authorizing -----------------533
authorizing
General
counsel,
appointment authorauthorappointment
counsel,
General
Books
for
adult,
increase
in
annual
apapin
annual
increase
adult,
Books for
47
ized
ized------------------------245
propriation
authorized --------245
propriation authorized
Office
of Administrator,
constituted an
constituted
Administrator,
of
Office
Work
Projects
Administration
projects,
pIojects,
Administration
Work Projects
office in
Department of
of Interior_
__
47
Interior-_in Department
office
employment on,
on, authorized
620
authorized------employment
Borah,
William E.,
payment to
widow ofof _
35
35
to
widow
payment
E.,
William
Borah,
552
Blister
appropriation for - Control, appropriation
Rust Control,
Blister Rust
Borinquen
R., appropriation
for
appropriation for
P. R.,
Field, P.
lorinquen Field,
Blue
N. C.:
Blue Ridge Parkway, Va. and N.
704
construction, etc., authorized-_----authorized
704
construction,
249
Administration and
maintenance-----and maintenance
Administration
Boston,
Mass.:
Mass.:
Boston,
450
--Appropriation
for
construction,
etc_
_
450
etc
Appropriation for construction,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Cherokee Indian
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. C.,
Cherokee
290
290
Hydrographic
office
office---------------Hydrographic
conveyance of certain
certain lands for
conveyance
281,
Navy
Yard,
improvements,
etc
281,
etc----improvements,
Navy Yard,
right-of-way across
299
across------------right-of-way
606, 876
876
Payment by
State to U.
300
U. S
S--------.
by State
Payment
76
Pneumatic-tube
service
76
Pneumatic-tube service------------Lands
for, acceptance
acceptance by U. S. authorLands for,
South
Boston
drydock,
improvements,
improvements,
drydock,
Boston
South
250
ized
250
ized ------------------------authorized
956
956
authorized-------------------Rights-of-way,
issuance of
revocable liof revocable
Rights-of-way, issuance
Post
cost of construction
construction
of cost
limit of
offices, limit
Post offices,
censes for
250
for -------------------censes
increased -----------633
of certain,
certain, increased
Bluefield,
Va., limit of cost
cost of
of construcconstrucBluefield, W. Va.,
Boston
Mass.,
improvement
improvement
Mass.,
Harbor,
Boston
tion
of
office
courthouse
incourthouse
and
post
of
tion
1198
authorized
1198
authorized---------------------633
creased
633
creased-----------------------Botanic Garden:
Motorboats; Vessels.
Vessels.
Boats. See Motorboats;
Appropriation for
474
474
for ------------------Appropriation
Boggs, Lester
accounts
(Maj.), credit in accounts
L. (Maj.),
Lester L.
Boggs,
Distribution of nursery stock
stock by conconDistribution
of
495
of .----------------------.474
474
on_
restriction on.
gressional allotment, restriction
Boise
Boise Project, Idaho:
474, 1110
Purchases without advertising
advertising 1110
Purchases
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Salary restriction
479
restriction-------------------Salary
435
Construction
435
Construction-------------------Botany, appropriation
investigations,
appropriation for investigations,
Botany,
Operation
maintenance
434
Operation and maintenance-------543
etc.
543
etc-----------------------------Arrowrock
Dam, installment
payment
installment payment
Arrowrock Dam,
Boulder Canyon Project:
Project:
Boulder
of
costs, authorauthoretc., costs,
of improvement,
improvement, etc.,
Appropriation
etc- _
-_ 87, 436
construction, etc_
Appropriation for construction,
ized
155
ized -------------------------Boulder City School
School District, reimreimto---- 183
Bolivia,
appropriation for minister to.
Bolivia, appropriation
437
bursement
instruction
437
-bursement for instruction-----Bolling
appropriation for
Boiling Field, D. C., appropriation
Reserved
establishment of rental
Reserved lands, establishment
authorized work at -----------361
authorized
rates
disposition of
of
for lease of; disposition
rates for
Bolton,
35
ofBolton, Chester C., payment to widow of_
35
437
revenues
437
revenues----------------------Bonds,
etc. See also InvestBonds, Securities, etc.
774
Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment Act_
774
Boulder
ment Advisers Act of 1940; InvestAdjustment
accounts-------------776
776
Adjustment of accounts
ment Company
Company Act of 1940.
ment
Arizona,
payment to
to -------------- 775, 776
Arizona, payment
municipal corporations
corporations and
Alaska, municipal
Boulder
termination of
of
Boulder Power Plant, termination
provisions
public-utility districts, provisions
operation through
through agents___
agents_ __
777
777
lease; operation
refunding, etc -------------14
for refunding,
14
Charges for electrical
electrical energy, promulgapromulgaCharges
Belligerent states, dealing in obligations
obligations
tion
774
774
tion--- ---------------------8
_----of, unlawful
unlawful ---------774
Disposition of receipts------------receipts
774
National defense, issuance
issuance of addiNational
Colorado River
River Development
Development Fund,
provide funds
funds
tional obligations to provide
establishment; transfer
transfer of funds to..
establishment;
to- 775,
775,
52(
for, authorized---__-------_----authorized
526
776
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Reconstruction
Definitions ------------Definitions
_-------_776, 778
778
increase of outstanding
obligations
outstanding obligations
Effective
date----------------------- 778
Effective date
778
57:
authorized
572
authorized-----_--------------777
Flood-control
Flood-control allocation
allocation _------------777
Transportation
Transportation Act, 1920, disposal of
Interest rate-----------------------rate
Interest
777
777
securities acquired under-------under
788
78S
Modifying contracts, failure,
failure, etc.,
etc., to
to
Bonneville
Bonneville Power Administration, approexecute
778
execute----------------------_778
priation for-------------------for
410,
1040
410,104(
priation
_
775.
776
Nevada, Davment
payment to-----to., - -- - - - - -----775,
776
- ,
- - -,

,

-
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Boulder
Boulder Canyon Project Adjustment ActAct— Pag
Page Bridges-Continued.
Bridges—Continued.
Page
Continued.
Bayou Lafourche,
Lafourche, at Galiano, La.,
La., legalReadvances
Readvances ------------_________
777
77'
ization authorized
authorized -------------- _
226
226
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ---- __--_
777
77'
Construction
Construction of, authorized
authorized across—
acrossRegulations and contracts
contracts ----- _____777
77'
Allegheny
Pa223
Allegheny River, at Port Allegany, Pa_
Report to Congress---__.--____Congress
__-779
77!
Cashua
Great Pee Dee River, at Cashua
Wage rate for laborers,
etc
laborers, etc-----__
-779
77!
Ferry, S. C
C -----.----------175
175
Water
Water rights of States-----_-----__
States
779
77!
Kettle River, at Marcus, Wash____
Wash --. 385, 386
Boulder Dam,
Dam, appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized
Longboat Pass, Fla-------------235
Longboat
Fla
for protection
protection works, etc., between
between
Mississippi River, at Sauk Rapids,
Rapids,
Yuma project
project and ---...-........
708
Minn----------------------_ 1061
70O
Minn
1061
Boulder Dam National Recreational Area,
Missouri River,
River, at—
atArea,
Ariz.-Nev.:
Ariz.-Nev.:
Decatur, Nebr.-Onawa, Iowa
Iowa----257
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forNiobrara, Nebr
Nebr------- ------.-256
Administration,
Administration, etc-___....._etc
Monongahela
Pa.Monongahela River, Elizabeth,
_- ..
Elizabeth, Pa..
449
44!
Roads and trails ------..West Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, Pa ---------------223
450
45(
107
Pearl River, at Carthage,
Boulder Power
Power Plant,
lease;
Plant, termination of lease;
Carthage, Miss
Miss ---107
St. Marys River, at Sault Sainte
operation through agents _---_
operation
_--- 777
777
1222
Court proceedings,
jurisdiction ---- ___
proceedings, jurisdiction
Marie, Mich ---------_---_1222
778
77E
Sarasota Pass, Fla
235
Fla---------------235
Boundary Surveys,
Surveys, appropriation
appropriation for
for--198
19E
Spokane
Spokane River, Stevens CountyCountyBozeman, Mont., Fisheries Station, grant
Bozeman,
grant
Lincoln County, Wash -------385
Lincoln
385
to Montana
Montana of right to use portion of,
Mackinac, at St.
1gnace,
Straits of Mackinac,
St. Ignace,
for highway purposes -------213
__Mich ----------------------961
Bradenton Company,
of
Company, construction by, of
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River, at—
atbridges
bridges across Sarasota Pass and
Middletown, Pa ---------.---169
169
Longboat
authorized ---Longboat Pass, Fla., authorized
235
Millersburg, Pa----------------Pa
170
170
Brandy:
Wyalusing, Pa
173
Pa-------.---.-----173
Defense tax on
on-- ---- _ -----..- _
524
Wabash
River,
at
Mount
Vernon,
Taxation of, used in fortification
fortification of
Taxation
of
Ind----Ind
1085
------.--------wine ----------------------514
514
Wabash River, old channel of, CutBrazil, appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to_to _
183
Off Island, Ind.-White
Ind.-White County,
Bremerton, Wash., sale of certain land by
Bremerton,
III ------------------------173
Ill
173
Secretary of the Navy, authorized_
Secretary
authorized___ 142
Whetstone
Whetstone Diversion Channel,
Channel, at
at
George W. (Maj.), credit in acacBrent, George
Ortonville, Minn------------Minn
1114
Ortonville,
1114
coun ts of----------_---------_-_of
495
Withlacoochee
Withlacooehee River, Valdosta,
Valdosta, Ga.Ga.Bridges:
Bridges:
Madison,
_ -1223
Madison, Fla
Fla...
..-.1223
construction of toll bridge,
bridge,
Alabama, construction
Nestucca
River, bridge across, at,
Nestucca River,
at PacifCedar Point-Dauphin
hiland, auPoint-Dauphin Island,
ic City, Oreg.,
Oreg., approval
authorapproval autlhor742
742
thorized
tliorized ----------------------izemL
142
izcd
l.
--------------.---- ..-- .
1412
Alteration of, obstructing
navigation
497
obstructing navigation-Niagara River, at
Y.,
Niagara
at Niagara Falls,
Falls, N. Y.,
500
Appropriation
authorized
Appropriation authorized..----.---107
provisions modified
modified ............
1047
Appropriation for -_-....------Appropriation
Ohio River, acquisition
acquisition of certain toll
498
Contracts for project--....-----project
Contracts
--bridges by Lawrence
Lawrence County, Ohio,
Ohio,
Cost—
Costauthorized
740
authorized-----------740
499
Apportionment
Apportionment----- ----------Grande canalization
canalization project, reconreconRio Grande
498
Guaranty of -----------------struction, etc.,
etc., of certain, author499
IL S. share, payment of
U.
of--------ized__
151
ized
-.-_
---------497
Definitions --------------------Definitions
650
Appropriation
650
Appropriation for ------------Existing provisions
provisions of law,
law, applicaapplicabridging—
Time extended for bridging501
bility, etc
Columbia
1222
etc-------------------Columbia River,
River, at
at Astoria,
Astoria, Oreg
Oreg--498
Delaware River, Barryville, N. Y.Y.Notice, hearings,
hearings, and findings-----findings
171
500
Shohola, Pa -----------Penalties
Penalties for noncompliance
noncompliance ------Mississippi
Plans and
and specifications,
Mississippi River,
River, at—
atPlans
specifications, submission,
submission,
498
765
Chester, Ill
Ill------------------etc -----------------------Dubuque, Iowa-East
Iowa-East Dubuque,
501
Dubuque,
Regulations and orders -----------Regulations
174
III
I1 -------------------Relocation, etc., of railroad bridges_
Relocation,
bridges--_ 502
Friar Point, Miss.-Helena,
Ark__ _
222
Miss.-Helena, Ark___
501
Review
Review of findings and orders------orders
172
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks, Mo
Jefferson
Mo----......
Memorial, transfer of
Arlington Memorial,
of land
222
La
Crosse, Wis
La Crosse,
Wis--------------1220
approach road authorized ---for approach
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Page
Bridges—Continued.
Bridges-Continued.
Page
Time extended
for bridging-Continued.
bridging—Continued.
Time
extended for
Mississippi River,
Mississippi
River, at—Continued.
at-Continued.
174
Little
Falls, Minn
Minn -------------Little Falls,
174
962
Tenn
Memphis, Tenn---------------,
962
259
Winona,
Winona, Minn
Minn-----------------259
Missouri
Missouri River, at—
at743
Arrow Rock, Mo
Mo---------------743
258
Petersburg, Mo
Mo----------------258
156,
245
Randolph, Mo -----------156,245
Monongahela River,
Allegheny
Monongahela
River, in
in Allegheny
784
County, Pa-----------------Pa
784
Ohio River, at—
at222
Mauckport, Ind -- _---_------222
727
Shawneetown, Ill
Ill --------------_
Shawneetown,
727
St.
Lawrence River,
Ogdensburg,
St. Lawrence
River, at
at Ogdensburg,
N. Y-------------------259
259
St.
Louis River,
River, Duluth,
Minn.St. Louis
Duluth, Minn.Superior, Wis
Wis----------------172
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River,
River, at
at Harrisburg,
Harrisburg,
Pa
729
Pa----------------------- 729
Regular Army,
Brigadier Generals, Regular
Army, increase in number
227
crease
number-----------------227
Brooklyn, N. Y.:
Brooklyn,
Cypress Hills National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery, acacceptance of Mount of Victory plot
plot
as part of
of --------------------694
Medical Supply Depot, appropriation
appropriation
Medical
work, etc ------for construction
construction work,
_
880
offices, limit of cost of construction
Post offices,
construction
of certain,
certain, increased
increased -- _---------633
Brooks Field,
appropriation for
for
Field, Tex., appropriation
authorized
authorized work at ---------------361
Bruceton, Pa., appropriation
appropriation for buildings
and grounds, mining experiment station ---------------------.----.
443
Brunswick, William
William W.,
W., payment
Brunswick,
payment to ---.
94
Bryce
National Park,
Park, Utah, apBryce Canyon
Canyon National
propriation for administration,
administration, etc_
propriation
etc-____ 445
Budget,
Budget, Bureau of the:
Appropriation for-----.----------for
112, 630
Purchases without
without advertising
advertising ------ _ 1110
1110
Buffalo,
Buffalo, N. Y.,
Y., appropriation
appropriation for hydrohydrographic office -----------..-- ---- .
graphic
290
Buffalo
Buffalo Rapids Project, Mont.,
Mont., appropriaappropriation for operation and maintemaintenance_ -------------nance
___434
Bulgaria,
Bulgaria, appropriation for minister to..
__
to__183

Bund,
GermanBund, German-American.
German-American. See GermanAmerican Bund.
Bund.
Bureau of International
TelecommunicaInternational Telecommunication Union,
Section, appropriaappropriaUnion, Radio Section,
contribution -_--_--__--tion for contribution
187
Bureau of Interparliamentary
Interparliamentary Union
Union for
ArbitraPromotion of
of International Arbitration:
Appropriation
contribution-------Appropriation for contribution
187
Purchases without advertising
advertising-----Purchases
1110
1110
Burlington, Iowa, limit of cost
cost of construction of post office
increased--------.
office increased
633
633

Bush, Vannevar,
Vannevar, appointment
appointment as
as member
Bush,
member
of
of Regents,
Regents, Smithsonian
Smithsonian InInof Board
Board of
stitution
stitution-------------------------

Page
rage
82

C
Cache
National Forest,
appropriaCache National
Forest, Utah,
Utah, appropriation
land for
tion for acquisition of
of land
for soilsoilerosion control,
549
erosion
control, etc
etc---------------549
name changed
Caddoa Reservoir Project,
Project, name
changed
Reservoir Project--Project__ _
508
to John Martin
Martin Reservoir
508
California:
California:
Angeles National
National Forest,
Angeles
Forest, purchase
purchase of
of
lands in,
for soil-erosion
soil-erosion control,
lands
in, for
control,
appropriation authorized
299
etc.; appropriation
authorized---299
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Antiaircraft
Mojave
Antiaircraft firing
firing range, Mojave
Desert,
acquisition of
land -----361
Desert, acquisition
of land
361
Central Valley
Valley project,
construction_ 87,
87, 438
438
Central
project, constructionFort MacArthur, authorized
work at..
361
authorized work
at361
General Grant National
National Park
446
Park-----446
Hamilton
Field—
Hamilton Field25
Acquisition of
of land
land-- ---------25
Authorized work at
361
Authorized
at----------_--361
Indians—
IndiansConstruction and repair
repair of buildConstruction
buildings
431
ings--------------------_
431
Irrigation projects
422
projects-------- 419, 420,
420, 422
Support,
415,
417, 424,
426, 427
Support, etc ---415, 417,
424, 426,
427
Kings Canyon National Park-------_
Park
446
446
Klamath
project—
Klamath projectConstruction -----------------436
Construction
436
Operation
434
Operation and maintenance
maintenance -----434
Volcanic National
Lassen Volcanic
National Park ----446
446
March Field,
Field, authorized
at
361
March
authorized work
work at---361
Marine
Marine school maintenance
maintenance --------269
269
Field, construction
construction and equipequipMoffett Field,
ment of research
134
research laboratory ----134
National forests, reconstruction
reconstruction of
of
roads, etc
639
etc-------------------639
Naval
Naval Training Station, San Diego,
maintenance, etc--------.----etc
28
maintenance,
28
Parker
project----- -Parker Dam Power
Power project
438
438
Sacramento River, flood control
Sacramento
508
control----508
Sequoia
Park ----------447
Sequoia National
National Park447
Yosemite
Yosemite National
National Park
Park----------448
448
Yuma project,
project, operation and maintenance --------.-----------tenance
433
Central Valley
Valley project, reauthorization;
reauthorization;
declaration
declaration of purposes
purposes- -----_
_ 1200
1200

Chemehuevi Reservation,
Reservation, acquisition
Chemehuevi
acquisition of
of
lands in, for Parker Dam project-_
project_ _
Cleveland
purchase of
Cleveland National Forest, purchase
lands in, for soil-erosion control,
control,
etc.; appropriation
appropriation authorized--authorized
Appropriation for -----____----Appropriation
_
Crissy Field, restriction on use of funds
.
incident to use as air station ..-Valley National Monument,
exDeath Valley
Monument, exchange of certain lands in, authorbed
authorised-____

----------------------------

-tno

744
744
297
549

366
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a...,..
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General Grant National Park, abolishment;
ment; addition
addition to Kings Canyon
Canyon
National Park as General
General Grant
Grant
grove section ..-------. ________-
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Canal Zone. See also Panama
Panama Canal.
Page
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forAircraft
warning service
service ----.......
361
Aircraft warning
361
Albrook Field,
Field, authorized
authorized work at
at, -__ 361
361
43
43
American
seamen, relief, etc ----American seamen,
186
__
186
Harbors, improvements
improvements authorized__
__ 1199
Corozal
General Depot, authorized
authorized
Corozal General
Harbors,
authorized-__1199
work
361
Kings Canyon
Canyon National ParkPark—
work at
at ---------___- 361
Establishment
Establishment --------------- __-41
----------District Court---Court
208
208
Road construction,
construction, restriction
restriction on use
Gasoline and bomb
bomb storage
storage -------361
361
of certain
certain funds for --__-___450
450
Retirement and disability fund-----Retirement
fund
117
117
Los Angeles, county of, grant
grant to, of
of
easement for sidewalk
sidewalk purposes__
easement
purposes--- _
Metropolitan
SouthMetropolitan Water District of Southcertain pubern California, lease of certain
of
lic lands to, for extraction
extraction of
sodium chloride
chloride--------------National City, acceptance of certain
authorized -----------lands in, authorized
certain lands
San Diego, exchange of certain
with U. S. authorized -__--------

965
965

745
745
956
956

Biological Area, composition of Board
of Directors,
Directors, activities, etc ---Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized --------Report
Congress-----.----Report to Congress
requirements, employees
employees_-_
Citizenship requirements,
Code amendments—
amendmentsAdvertising devices on lands or structures, regulation
regulation of -------.--Punishment
for violation
Punishment for
violation -------Execution,
judgment of death,
death, warExecution, judgment
rant for; time of execution---execution
Plea of guilty in magistrate's
magistrate's court,
proceedings on------------on
proceedings

724
724
725
725
725
725
511
511

390
390
391
391

145
145
391
391
Francisco—
San FranciscoLimit of cost of construction
construction of certain
391
391
increased ---633
public buildings increased
Transfer of certain property
property to, by
Postal Service,
Service, maintenance
maintenance and
and opby
725
eration; rules, regulations, etc_
389
etc --__ 389
Federal Works Administrator_
Administrator- __
Money-order and postal-savings
Sequoia National Forest, acquisition
acquisition of
of
Money-order
Sequoia
lands for soil-erosion,
etc., control_
402
control of, etc
390
390
control _
_ 402
soil-erosion, etc.,
deposits, control
etc.-----Southern judicial district, appointment
Retirement,
computation
of
acRetirement, computation
appointment
Southern
220
1117
of additional
additional judge-----------judge
credited service
1117
220
credited
service --------......
Vessels, injuries
injuries to,
to, occasioned
Yuma Federal
Federal irrigation project, mainoccasioned by operation of Canal; adjustment
adjustment of
tenance of protection works adtenance
jacent to, appropriation
appropriation authorized_
387
jacent
authorized708
damage
387
damage claims, etc --------...
"California,"
S., appropriation
appropriation for
for
"California," U. S. S.,
Hours of employment;
pay_
511
511
employment; rates of payoverhaul ---------------..........
286
overhaul.
lands, extinguishment
extinguishment of priMilitary lands,
appropriaCommission, appropriaCalifornia Debris Commission,
licenses on,
on, restriction
restriction on
on
vate licenses
tion for
506
----....
--for...---.---.....
655
awards to claimants
claimants -------...
Camp Buchanan,
Buchanan, P.
P. R.,
for
appropriation for
R., appropriation
Camp
Navy Departme
nt—
e)partment--Navy
25
enlargement
enlargement --------------------Hours of employment
employment and rates of
of
Hours
Mich., acquisition
acquisition of addiaddiCamp Custer, Mich.,
-_ 2092
pay of skilled,
skilled, etc.,
etc., personnel_ _
292
705
tional land; appropriation
authorized_
appropriation authorizedPanamanian citizens,
citizens, employment of;
Panamanian
Campaigns,
Political Activ292
Campaigns, Political. See Political
restrictions, etc
etc-.--------..--restrictions,
ities.
Overtime compensation
designated
compensation for designated
Overtime
employees
1205
1205
employees..----------.-----....
Canada:
Appropriation
Panamanian citizens, employment;
foremployment; reAppropriation for—
Panamanian
International Boundary
Boundary Commission,
Commission,
striction, etc
etc -----------------511
511
International
striction,
United States and Canada and
War DepartmentDepartment—
War
190
190
Alaska and Canada
Canada---------Hours of employment
employment and rates
rates of
of pay
379
of skilled,
skilled, etc.,
etc., personnel
personnel
379
----183
183
Minister to -----.------- _------Panamanian citizens,
citizens, employment of;
United
Smelter fumes controversy, United
378
restrictions, etc ------------restrictions,
651
States and, arbitration of ----Border patrol, U. S.,
S., improvement
improvement of
Cancer Institute, National, appropriation
appropriation
587
1091
1091
facilities for, authorized
for ----------------587
authorized- __--__--------of naval aviaCanton Island, construction of
Niagara Falls, bridge across Niagara
Niagara
Niagara
facilities, appropriation
appropriation authorauthortion facilities,
107
River
107
modified-_-River at, provisions
provisions modified
400
ized
ized--------------------------- 400
cedar shingles,
investigations with
shingles, investigations
Red cedar
Cape Hatteras National Seashore,
Seashore, N.
N. C.,
to; imposition of duty on,
respect to;
name changed
Cape Hatteras
Hatteras Na708
to Cape
changed to
name
etc
etc---------------------------702
tional
Area..
tional Seashore
Seashore Recreational Area--St.
bridges across,
Sault
across, at Sault
St. Marys
Marys River,
River, bridges
702
designated
areas_
1222
designated
areas.
1222
Hunting
permitted
in
Sainte
Marie,
Mich.,
approval
of--approval
Mich.,
Sainte
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propriation for construction
construction work,
work,
etc
etc----------------------------879
Cape
Morocco,
Cape Spartel
Spartel and
and Tangier
Tangier Light,
Light, Morocco,
appropriation for contribution
contribution -----187
appropriation
521
Capital Stock, defense tax on
on----------521
Capital Transit
Co., Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Transit Co.,
construction of waiting
etc., at
construction
waiting room,
room, etc.,
at
Commodore
authorCommodore Barney Circle,
Circle, author157
ized _--------------------------157
Operation of
of concession
157
Operation
concession-------------157
Capitol Building:
Building:
Appropriation
reconstruction of
Appropriation for
for reconstruction
of roofs
and
skylights, etc--------_----etc
629
and skylights,
629
Constitution, painting of
Constitution,
of signing of,
of,
acquisition of
acquisition
of frame for --------- 1209
1209
Capitol Buildings
Buildings and Grounds, appropriation for maintenance,
472
maintenance, etc -_-------472
Capitol Police:
Police:
Appropriation for --- _-----_----471, 629
Appropriation
471,629
Standards for members
members ------------ 471
Capitol Power
for
Power Plant, appropriation
appropriation for
operation,
473
operation, etc
etc-------------------473
Caribbean Area, appropriation
appropriation for conCaribbean
struction
etc.,
struction of
of graving
graving drydock,
drydock, etc.,
authorized
956
authorized-------------_--------Carlisle Barracks, Pa., appropriation
for
appropriation for
construction of medical
construction
medical school building _-----------_- -------------- 361
Carlsbad Caverns National Park, N. Mex.,
Carlsbad
appropriation for administration,
appropriation
etc --------------------------446
Carlsbad Project, N. Mex.,
Mex., appropriation
appropriation
for construction
436
construction --------------436
Carriers. See also Railroads;
TransporRailroads; Transportation Act, 1920,
1920, Amendments;
Amendments;
Transportation
Transportation Act of 1940.
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Accounts,
132
Accounts, regulation
regulation of -----------132
Arbitration boards
boards --------------595
595
Emergency
596
Emergency boards
boards ------------596
Locomotive inspection -----------Locomotive
132
Safety
Safety of
of employees
employees and travelers,
travelers, ininvestigations, reports, etc _----132
132
Signal safety systems,
systems, investigations,
etc ------ _..----------_132
132
Valuation of property
property --133
Valuation
--__--133
Coal-mining
employees,
exemption
Coal-mining
employees,
exemption
provisions of certain
certain acts_
from provisions
acts-___
- _ 785
Employees, tax on, exclusion
exclusion of
of comcompensation earned
designated
pensation
earned in
in designated
services -----------------__
1101
Employers, tax on, exclusion of compensation earned in
designated
pensation
in designated
servicesservices --- __________________-1101
Locomotive Inspection Act, amenddesignated officers
ment, titles of designated
changed
changed ---148
__-_-- -- _-----148
National defense,
defense, contribution
contribution of free
services for, authorized -570
services
_-_-_670

Carriers Taxing
Act of
Page
Carriers
Taxing Act
of 1937:
1937:
Amendments—
Amendments"Employee,"
limitation on term
786
"Employee," limitation
term --786
"Employer," limitation
limitation on
"Employer,"
on term
term_--_
785
Service rendered
rendered outside U.
excluService
U. S.,
S., exclusion of certain
certain --------------265
265
Employees, tax on,
exclusion of comon, exclusion
compensation earned
earned in designated
designated
services ----------------------1101
Employers, tax on, exclusion
exclusion of comEmployers,
compensation earned in designated
designated
services
1101
services----------- -----------1101
Carson City, Nev.,
Nev., appropriation
appropriation for eduCarson
education of Indians
Indians 424
cation
--------------424
Nev., appropriation
appropriation for_
426
Carson Hospital,
Hospital, Nev.,
Carson Reservation,
Reservation, Nev., appropriation
appropriation
construction and repair
for construction
repair of
of buildbuildings __------------- ----__-___
430
Carter Seminary,
Seminary, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
for
Carter
appropriation for
education of
424
education
of Indians -------------424
Carthage, Miss.,
Miss., bridge authorized
authorized across
Pearl River at------------------at
107
Pearl
107
Cashua Ferry, S. C., bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
across Great Pee Dee
River at
175
Dee River
at-----175
Cass County, Minn.,
Minn., construction,
of
construction, etc.,
etc., of
facilities authorized;
school facilities
authorized; availaavailability to Indian children --- ___---_
707
707
Cass Lake Hospital,
Minn., appropriation
appropriation
Hospital, Minn.,
for
for -__- -------------.-----426
Casualty Act. See Fire and Casualty
Casualty Act
Casualty
Act
under District of Columbia.
under
Catalina
Catalina Highway,
Highway,
Coronado National
National
Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz., protection
protection of scenic
values -_--- ____________________
52
52
Cattle Ticks,
appropriation for eradicaTicks, appropriation
tion____________________________
tion
541
541
Caustic Poison
Poison Act,
Act, appropriation
appropriation for enforcement
559
forcement-----------------------659
Cavalry School,
School, Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans., appropriation for
maintenance
369
for maintenance--------369
Cedar Point, Ala.,
Ala., construction
construction of toll
toll
etc., between
between Dauphin Island
bridge, etc.,
Island
742
and, authorized
authorized ----------------- _ 742
Cemeteries,
National.
Cemeteries,
National.
See
National
Cemeteries.
Census, Bureau of
of the. See Commerce,
Commerce,
Department of.
Department
Census, Sixteenth:
Sixteenth:
Appropriation for expenses of --------_
Appropriation
194
194
Representatives
Representatives in Congress,
Congress, apportionment ------------------------.
162
162
Central Heating Plant, furnishing of steam
to National
Sciences
National Academy of Sciences
authorized ----------------------- 694
authorized
Central Valley
Valley Project, Calif.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for construction
construction -_-_ 87, 438
Reauthorization; declaration
Reauthorization;
declaration of purposes -----------------------1200
1200
Cereal and Forage lnseets,
Insects, appropriation
appropriation
553
for control of_
of.---------_-------553
--------
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Cereal
Cereal Crops and Diseases, appropriation
appropriation
rage
Page Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Indians, Okla.,
Okla., Page
investigations, etc -----------for investigations,
54
543
appropriation
appropriation for construction
construction and
Chanute
Chanute Field, Ill., appropriation
appropriation for conrepair of buildings
buildings .------.....430
struction
at----..___-----__
--struction at
_ 24, 361 Cheyenne
Cheyenne River Hospital, S. Dak.,
Dak., approCharles H. Burke Hospital,
Hospital, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex.,
priation for ---------------426
for
appropriation for-----------------426 Cheyenne River Indians, S. Dak.,
Dak., apCharleston, S.
Charleston,
C.:
S. C.:
propriation for construction and repair
repair
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forof buildings
buildings --------------- _.
430
430
Naval
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot, construcconstrucCheyenne River Reservation,
Reservation, S.
S. Dak.,
Dak.,
tion work,
work, etc
etc ---------------878
appropriation for purchase of land_-appropriation
land_ __ 415
415
construction
work,
Navy Yard, construction
work,
Chicago, Ill.,
Chicago,
Ill., appropriation
appropriation for hydrohydroetc------------------282, 606, 876
etc
graphic office-----office
-------------290
290
Post office, limit of cost of construction
construction
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific RailRailincreased
633
increased --------------------633
way Co., time extended
extended for bridge
Charleston
Charleston Harbor,
Harbor, S. C., improvement
improvement
construction across Missouri
Missouri River at
at
authorized---------------------authorized
1199
1199
Randolph, Mo
Mo--....-----..--.--245
Charlotte Amalie,
Amalie, V. I.:
Chickamauga Dam, appropriation
appropriation for conAppropriation
Appropriation forfor—
struction ------.---- _______---__-struction
138
138
Marine aviation facilities,
construcMarine
facilities, construcChickasaw Indians, Okla., appropriation
appropriation
tion work, etc
etc-------------- 608, 879
for tuition of pupils---pupils
---------425
Naval aviation facilities, construction
construction
Chiefs of Branches,
Branches, Regular
Regular Army,
Army,
authorized-----------------_
authorized
400
appointment
appointment
---------------227
227
Submarine Base, construction
construction work,
Child Congress, Eighth Pan American,
American,
etc
877
etc-------------------------877
appropriation for participation
appropriation
participation exexChattanooga, Tenn., acquisition
Chattanooga,
acquisition of
of land
land for
for
penses----------------- ______-___
651
651
establishment of Coast Guard
Guard servicAct of
Child Labor, payments under
under Sugar
Sugar Act
of
ing base, authorized
240
authorized ----------- -240
1937 subject to deduction in cases
cases
Checks Drawn Against United States
Checks
States
of----------------------------of
571
571
regulation of foreign
Funds, regulation
foreign delivery_
delivery- 1086 Child-Welfare
Child-Welfare Services, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Chemawa,
Chemawa, Oreg.,
Oreg., appropriation
appropriation for educaeducagrants to States for------for
578
-------.
578
tion of Indians--_----------Indians
425
425 Childhood, American
American International InstiChemehuevi
Chemehuevi Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif., acquisitute for the Protection of, appropriaappropriation of lands
lands in,
for Parker
Parker Dam
in, for
Dam
188
tion for contribution
contribution -----.......
188
project -------------------- 744 Children,
Children, Dependent,
Dependent, appropriation
for
appropriation for
Chemical Warfare
Warfare Service.
Service. See War Degrants to States for
589
for aid
aid to
to ---.....
589
partment.
partment.
Children's Bureau.
Bureau. See Labor, DepartChemistry,
Chemistry, International Union of, approment of.
priation for contribution----------contribution
188 Children's
Children's Hospital, D.
188
D. C., appropriation
appropriation
Cherokee Hospital, N.
N. C.,
for
C., appropriation
appropriation
for--- -------------------636
636
for
426
appropriation for ambassador
to _
for-----------------------------426 Chile, appropriation
ambassador to183
Cherokee Indian
Nation, appropriation
Chilocco,
Indian Nation,
appropriation
Chilocco, Okla.:
for
Appropriation
education of
Indians_
424
Appropriation for education
1218
for payment
payment to,
to, authorized
authorized -------- 1218
of Indians424
Funds available for construction of
print
Cherokee Indian Reservation,
Reservation, N. C.,
of print
right-of-way across, for Blue Ridge
Indians
431
shop for Indians--_----------431
Lee Hospital, Ariz.,
Ariz., appropriation
appropriation for_
426
Parkway;
etc
299 Chin Lee
Parkway; conveyance
conveyance of lands, etc-for.
426
China:
China:
Mountains
Lands within Great Smoky
Smoky Mountains
Appropriation
for—
National
_
300
Appropriation forNational Park,
Park, acquisition
acquisition for
for---300
Ambassador to...
Cherokee Indians,
N. C., appropriation
Ambassador
----....--..-Indians, N.
appropriation
183
Consular prisons
186
for
support, etc------------------etc
428
prisons------------------for support,
186
428
Monuments,
Cherokee
for
Monuments,
American
etc., to American
Cherokee Indians,
Indians, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation for
soldiers, maintenance
505
soldiers,
tuition
pupils -----------------425
maintenance------_---505
tuition of
of pupils
U. S. Court for
for ---------------209
Cherokees, Eastern, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Cherokees,
1041
U. S. Court for, funds available
available for
for
relief ofof ------------------relief
---1041
certain
certain expenses
expenses -....----.....
Cherries
206
Cherries in
in Brine,
Brine, inclusion
inclusion as perishable
China
Relief Expedition, award
China Relief
award of pensions
pensions
agricultural
agricultural commodity under
under certain
certain
696
to veterans of, determination
determination of
of
696
provisions ----------------------provisions
period of active service
301
period
service-_--------Chester, Ill.,
time extended
extended for
bridging
301
Chester,
Il., time
for bridging
Chinch Bug Control,
purchases of maControl purchases
maMississippi River at---------------at
765 Chinch
terials and equipment without adverCheyenne
and Arapahoe
Arapahoe Hospital,
Cheyenne and
Hospital, Okla.,
Okla.,
1111
tising
annronriation
_----appropriation for ----------426
%,------.......--------....
- - - - - - - - - - 1111
___
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Naturalization—Con.
Page
Page Citizenship and Naturalization-Con.
Pare
Indians, Minn.:
Chippewa Indians,
Repatriation of
of certain
certain native-born
native-born
Repatriation
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
women
lost citizenship
citizenship by
by
who have
have lost
women who
Attorneys,
compensation and
Attorneys, compensation
and exex715
marriage
to
an
alien
715
marriage
to
an
alien-----------1041
penses
penses----------------------Seamen,
certificates of
citizenship, rere428
of citizenship,
Seamen, certificates
Relief of ------------------------423
1058
peal of
of designated
designated provisions
provisions ----Tuition, public schools-----------schools
peal
Tuition,
1103
Red Lake
Lake Band,
capita payment
United
Housing Authority,
Authority, rereStates Housing
to- 1103
United States
per capita
payment to..
Red
Band, per
quirement for tenants of projects
131
Chippewa
quirement
projects-Chippewa National Forest, Minn., exchange, etc.,
etc., of
of lands
lands with
with Chippewa
change,
Chippewa
178
Citizenship
designation of..--..-178
Citizenship Day,
Day, designation
254 Citrus
254
Citrus Canker
Canker Eradication,
appropriation
authorized--------------Tribe authorized
Eradication, appropriation
Chippewa
Tribe, Minn.,
Minn., exchange,
exchange, etc., of
of
Chippewa Tribe,
552
for
for--------------------------lands with
Chippewa National Forest
Forest
with Chippewa
lands
Civil Activities
Activities National
National Defense
Defense ApproApproCivil
254
authorized
authorized-----------------------599
priation
Act, 1941 -------.....---priation Act,
Chiu
Ariz., apapIrrigation Project,
Project, Ariz.,
Chiu Chui
Chui Irrigation
Administrator of:
Civil Aeronautics, Administrator
Civil
419
419
propriation for
for----------------propriation
1039
Appropriation
for-------------------Appropriation for
Choctaw Hospital,
Hospital, Miss.,
Miss., appropriation
appropriation
Choctaw
Air-navigation facilities,
establishAir-navigation
426
for -----------------------------1039
ment ------------------------ 1039
Choctaw Indians,
Indians, Miss.,
Miss., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Choctaw
1039
Landing areas, development-------development
1039
Landing
construction
repair of
buildings
430
construction and
and repair
of buildings-Washington National
Airport -----1039
Washington
National Airport
Choctaw Indians, Okla.:
Choctaw
Connolly, Donald
Donald H.
H. (Col.),
authorized
(Col.), authorized
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
748
of----------------to hold office of
432 Civil Aeronautics
Fulfilling treaties with
with------------Aeronautics Act of 1938, AmendAmend429
Relief of ----------------------Relief
ment, jurisdiction
over certain exexjurisdiction over
425
pupils----------------Tuition of pupils
perimental
air-mail services -------- perimental air-mail
735
Choctawhatchee
Forest, Fla.:
National Forest,
Fla.:
Choctawhatchee National
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority:
Appropriation for acquisition
acquisition of priAppropriation
Administrator and members
members of, salary
Administrator
655
655
owned land in -------vately owned
rates -----------------------141
Transfer to
jurisdiction of War DeTransfer
to jurisdiction
Administrator
Administrator of Civil Aeronautics,
Aeronautics,
655
partment
partment-------------------transfer
to
transfer of functions to----------1233
Chopawamsic Recreational
DemonstraRecreational DemonstraChopawamsic
Air-mail services, jurisdiction
over cerjurisdiction over
certion Project,
administration --.....
785
tion
Project, administration
tain, extended
extended to
to---------------735
Christ Overgaard
Overgaard Sawmill,
Sawmill, credit
in acaccredit in
Christ
American republics,
republics, cooperation
cooperation with,
American
counts of Lt. Col. Horatio G. Coycounts
transfer
Department
transfer of funds from Department
kendall for certain
496
496
to --.
kendall
certain sum paid to
of State
State--------------------- 192, 652
652
Cigarettes, defense tax on
524
on-----......
--.
524
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Citizens, disposition of estates
estates of those
Citizens,
Administration, general
general ----------114
Administration,
114
who die
(lie abroad
...-..-------758
Air-navigation facilitiesfacilities—
Air-navigation
Citizens' Military Training
Training Camps:
Establishment------------------Establishment
115
115
limitation
-...-----376
Age limitation----......
Maintenance
operation ------114
Maintenance and operation
114
Appropriation
376
for----------------Appropriation for
Safety
116
Air
Board
----.-----------116
376
Restriction on use of other funds --Uniforms,
Restriction
etc.,
on use
furnishing
of otherfrom
funds War
Civilian
training
---------Civilian
pilot
training
599
_
115,
599
War
Uniforms, etc., furnishing from
Damage claims
claims----------------- 93, 656
656
Damage
Department
376
surplus stocks
stocks - ----Department surplus
Economic
regulation
114
Economic
regulation----.-----.--114
See also
Citizenship and Naturalization.
Citizenship
Naturalization. See
Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Nationality Act of 1940.
Aliens; Nationality
1941, administrative
expenses_ 617
1941,
administrativeexpenses617
16
Aliens entering U. S. when under 16
Printing and
and binding --------116
__--116
years
years of age, declaration
declaration of intenSafety regulation
Safety
115
regulation .---------------- 115
tion not required
required ------------715
715
Technical development
Technical
development ----------115
115
extension
of aliens, extension
Army, reenlistment
reenlistment of
Fargo, N. Dak.,
flak., grant of easement
easement across
perfecting citizenship
of time for perfecting
citizenship__788
certain U.
U. S. land
authorized
503
certain
land authorized----Filipinos serving on July
July 1, 1937---1937_
503
789
Transfer to Department
Transfer
Department of Commerce
Commerce_ __ 1235
1235
Service, crediting
crediting of, for purposes of
of
Composition
Composition--------------------1236
legal residence under naturalizanaturaliza1236
Aeronautics Board,
tion laws ------------------789 Civil Aeronautics
789
Board, purchases
purchases withGovernment employees,
employees, citizenship
citizenship reout advertising
1110
advertising-------------_______ 1110
quirements. See Government
Government DeCivil Functions Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
CUR
1941,
Agencies.
partments and Agencies.
First Supplemental
First
Supplemental -------------1030
Hawaii, citizenship
citizenship of
of certain women
women
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forborn
1900___ _ 707
born in, prior to June 14, 1900--1038
Agriculture, Department of---....-of
1038
Judiciary, cooperation in emphasizing
emphasizing
1038
Forest Service
Service-----------......
1038
significance of citizenship
significance
citizenship..-....
178
178
Audited
Audited claims .-----------------1048
1048
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settlement of
of----------Claims, settlement
Contingent
miscellaneous ---Contingent and miscellaneous
division of ----------Expenses, division
-----Health Department-Department
Judgments
---------------Judgments--Municipal Court
Court---------------control-Potomac River pollution
pollution control
Federal Communications
Communications CommisFederal
sion -----------------------sion
Agency----------Federal Security Agency
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps-----Education,
Office of-----------of
Education, Office
National Youth Administration_
Administration_-Health Service----------Service
Public Health
Federal Works Agency
Agency------------Federal
Administration
Public Buildings Administration__
George
Washington
Bicentennial
Bicentennial
Washington
George
Commission ---------------
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1042
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1041
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Government in
in the
__ _ 1042
Territories---the Territories_
Government
1040
1040
Indian
Affairs, Bureau of -----Indian Affairs,
1041
Mines, Bureau
Bureau of
of-------------- 1041
Mines,
1042
1042
service---------National Park gervice

Interior, Department of the -----Bonneville Power Administration__
Bonneville
Service.---....
Fish and Wildlife Service
Geological Survey -------------

Philippine
Philippine Islands, U. S. High Commissioner to---------------to
missioner
of--------Reclamation, Bureau of
Reclamation,
Secretary, Office of the---------the
Secretary,
Jefferson,
Commission
S. Commission
Thomas, U. S.
Jefferson, Thomas,
for
Celebration of
of Two Hunfor Celebration
dredth Anniversary
Anniversary of
Birth of of Birth
dredth
Judgments
Judgments and authorized claims -of------------Justice, Department
Department of
of------General, Office of
Attorney General,
Labor,
Department of -----------Labor, Department
Labor
of------Bureau of
Statistics, Bureau
Labor Statistics,
Secretary's
Office---------------Secretary's Office
Legislative
Legislative Branch of the Government
ment__--------------------Architect of
of the
Capitol.-------.
the Capitol
Architect
Government Printing
Office
Printing Office-----Government
House
of Representatives
Representatives-- ----House of

1040
1040
1041
1041
1040
1040

1037
1037
1047
1047
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043
1043

1030
1030
1031
1031
1031
1031
1031
1031
1031
Library
Congress
Library of Congress----------1030
Senate-----------------------Senate
National
Labor
Relations
Board
_
National Labor Relations Board---- 1037
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Appropriation Act,
Act, 1941,
1941,
Pugs
Civil Functions Appropriation
First
Supplemental—Continued.
First Supplemental-Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Navy Department----------------Department
1043
1043
Secretary,
Secretary, Office of
of-------------- 1043
Post Office
Office Department-----------Department
1044
1044
Salaries in bureaus and offices----offices
1044
GenSecond Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General, Office
Office of -----------1044
1044
of
Department of-------------1044
State, Department
Alaskan International
International Highway
Commission
1044
1044
Commission---------------Contingent
1044
expenses ------_----_ 1044
Contingent expenses
Contributions,
1044
Contributions, quotas, etc -------- 1044
Secretary,
Office of-------------of
1044
1044
Secretary, Office
Treasury
1045
Treasury Department
Department------------- 1045
Chief Clerk, Office
Office of----------of
1045
1045
Coast Guard
Guard ---------1045
_----. - 1045
Internal Revenue,
Revenue, Bureau of-----of
1045
1045
Mint, Bureau of
1046
1046
of- -------------Printing, Division
Division of------------of
1045
1045
Secretary,
Office of-------------of
1045
1045
Secretary, Office
University
Pennsylvania BicentenBicentenUniversity of Pennsylvania
1037
nial Commission, U. S--------S
1037
War Department
Department ---------------1046
1046
Engineers, Corps of ---------- 1046
1046
Quartermaster Corps -----------1046
1046
Quartermaster
Civil Relief,
Soldiers' and Sailors'. See
,See
Relief, Soldiers'
Civil
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Sailors' Civil Relief Act,
Soldiers'
1918; Soldiers'
Sailors' Civil ReSoldiers' and Sailors'
1940.
lief Act of 1940.
Civil Service
Act, extension of, to:
Service Act,
Government
etc_ 1211
1211
agencies, etcdepartments, agencies,
Government departments,
Exemptions
1211
1211
Exemptions----------------------1212
Legislative
designated ---1212
employees, designated
Legislative employees,
Civil Service
Commission:
Service Commission:
Actuarial
services, expulditures
expenditures for, auActuarial services,
117
thorized_- ---.-----------------thorized
Alaska Railroad
retirement fund,
fund, transRailroad retirement
694
fer of certain credit to .-------Appropriation
1032
Appropriation for ----------- 84, 116, 1032
Alaska
Railroad retirement
retirement and disAlaska Railroad
ability
117
117
ability fund --------------retirement and disability
disability
Canal Zone retirement
fund ----------------------117
117
Civil-service retirement
retirement and
and disability
disability
Civil-service
fund
117
fund----------------------Political
expenditures in
in
Political activities, expenditures
connection
control of-----of
1032
1032
connection with control
117
Printing and binding ------------ 84, 117
84, 116
Salaries and expenses
expenses -----------116
Commissioners,
compensation-------- 1216
1216
Commissioners, compensation
117
Details from
from other agencies,
agencies, restrictionrestriction_
117
Details
Executive
Examiner,
Director and Chief Examiner,
Executive Director
1216
compensation
compensation ------------------ 1216
Political activitiesactivities—
Regulations
permit U. S. employees
employees
Regulations to permit
to engage
in, in designated
designated ininengage in,
stances
stances---------------------etc., employees,
employees, investigation
investigation
State, etc.,
of ------------------------

771
771
788
768
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Assignment of. See
See Assignment
Assignment Page
Page Claims,
Claims, Assignment
Page
of Claims Act of 1940.
1109
Purchases without
without advertising
advertising -_._-Purchases
Claims,
United States
Court of.
of. See United
Claims, Court
Transfer or
or detail
of personnel
personnel in
in emeremerdetail of
Transfer
Courts.
gencies, authorized
authorized __-- -----117
gencies,
barring
Claims
Claims Against the United States, barring
Civil Service
Service Retirement
Amendment,
Act, Amendment,
Retirement Act,
Civil
of -----------------------------1061
computation of
accredited service_
service_ -__ 1116
of accredited
computation
Claremore
Okla., appropriation
appropriation
Claremore Hospital, Okla.,
Civil-Service Retirement
Disability
Retirement and Disability
Civil-Service
426
426
.---.------.------..-for .---...
117
Fund,
appropriation for _-. ------.Fund, appropriation
Classification
1923:
Classification Act of 1923:
Civil
Works Administration:
Civil Works
Amendment, department
department boards of reAmendment,
Appropriation
employees' compencompenfor employees'
Appropriation for
view for efficiency
efficiency ratings
1215
1215
ratings---_____
sation
fund ---------------594
sation fund
Exclusion of
of designated
designated positions
positions from
Exclusion
Disbursing officers,
officers, credit allowed in
Disbursing
of----------_----_ -- 1214
1214
provisions of
accounts
1057
certain ------------accounts of certain
1212
Extension of
of-----------------------1212
Civilian Conservation Corps:
Additional classification
classification services and
Alaska,
native enrollees,
enrollees, donation of
of
Alaska, native
grades, authorized
authorized---------_--_ 1213
totem
by, to
to Seattle,
Seattle,
pole carved
carved by,
totem pole
Compensation
schedules, differentials
differentials
Compensation schedules,
Wash
386
Wash------------------------in rates --------------------1213
1213
Appropriation for
for---------------- 581, 1033
Appropriation
Exempted
positions
1213
1213
Exempted positions--------_------Employees'
fund
595
compensation fund----Employees' compensation
1215
Promotions
1215
Promotions----------------------581
Blood
transfusions, payment
581
for-----payment for
Blood transfusions,
Clerks of Courts,
Courts, appropriation
appropriation for salaries,
581 Clerks
Buildings, limitation
limitation on
581
on cost
cost --------Buildings,
209
etc ---------------------------Company 145,
145, credit
credit in
in accounts
of Maj.
accounts of
Company
Henry M.
Cleveland,
Ohio:
Cleveland, Ohio:
stolen
for funds
funds stolen
M. Denning for
Henry
496
from
Appropriation
office_
290
290
Appropriation for
for hydrographic
hydrographic officefrom-----------------------Limit of cost of construction of certain
certain
Company
payment to Capt. FredFredCompany 4495, payment
buildings increased
increased-----633
public buildings
_
_
633
erick
erick W. Long, Jr., for funds
Cleveland Harbor, Ohio,
improvement
stolen
496 Cleveland
Ohio, improvement
stolen from
from ------------------Educational
authorized
1199
authorized----------------------_
for
1199
payments for
advisers, payments
Educational advisers,
attendance at
at aquatic
schools valvalCleveland
Cleveland National Forest, Calif.,
Calif., puraquatic schools
attendance
chase of lands in, for soil-erosion conidated
496
idated ----------------------Indians, terms
of enrollment
enrollment of
of -----1206
trol, etc.,
etc., authorized
authorized ------..__--297
_
297
terms of
Indians,
Limitation on
expenditures; emergencies
emergencies
Appropriation
for _--_--_--____.--549
Appropriation for.
549
on expenditures;
Limitation
581 Clinton Hospital, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
426
appropriation for
excepted --------------------for_
426
1033 Cloth. See Wool Products Labeling
Labeling Act
Act
Transfer of
funds ----.------.---of funds
Transfer
of 1939.
Non-civil-service
appointments outside
Non-civil-service appointments
D. C.,
C., exemption
restricValley Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Calif.,
Coachella
Coachella Valley
from restricD.
exemption from
597
appropriation
__
419
tions ----------------------appropriation for -----------.--_
_
419
Noncombatant
Coal and Wood,
purchase in District of
of
national
Wood, purchase
for national
training for
Noncombatant training
defense, availability
funds, etc..
625
Columbia for public use, repeal of
of
etcof funds,
Columbia
availability of
defense,
Notaries public,
public, designation
designation of certain
certain
certain provisions --------------- _
764
Notaries
764
employees as, authorized
383 Coal-Mining
Coal-Mining Employees,
Employees, exemption
authorized _-----:
exemption from
employees
Purchases without advertising
1111
advertising ------Purchases
provisions of certain
certain acts ---------785
Survey. See ComComCoast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey.
Transfer
Transfer of funds to certain Treasury
Department appropriations
merce, Department
Department of.
of.
appropriations authorDepartment
6C
ized
60 Coast Artillery Corps, increase in personnel
personnel
ized------------------------Vehicles, equipment, etc., exchanges
exchanges
authorized ---------------------Vehicles,
authorized
1177
1177
authorized
581 Coast Artillery School,
Fort Monroe,
Va.,
School, Fort
Monroe, Va.,
authorized--- -----------Civilian
Nautical Schools, examination
examination by
appropriation
26, 369,
369, 969
Civilian Nautical
appropriation for ----------- _ 26,
969
U.
346
34( Coast Guard:
Guard:
Commission --___- Maritime Commission
U. S.
S. Maritime
Vessels of, inspection,
347
inspection, etc ---------restricAerial flights, increased pay for, restric34,
tion
64
tion--------------------------Certificates of inspection
347
inspection ----------Certificates
64
Penalty
347
regulations ---_
for violating
violating regulations
Penalty for
for -_-_ 33, 63, 91, 600, 653, 1045
Appropriation
Appropriation for..
Civilian
appropriation
Training, appropriation
_
------_ 91, 654
Civilian Pilot Training,
Damage claims------for
599
Emergency
for-------------------------- 115, 59'
Emergency construction, Coast Guard
Civilian Training for National Defense,
vessels and shore
shore facilities - --1046
funds available for
297,
297
for---------------Lake St. Clair, Mich.,
Mich., station on-_-on.._64
64
377, 603, 714, 874, 97(
970
Lighthouses, Bureau of--_---------.
91
of
- 1034
payment to----to
1036
Katherine H., payment
Clagett, Katherine
Assistant Commandant, appointment,
appointment,
Audited Claims; Damage
Claims. See Audited
duties, etc---------------------etc
246
246
7
Claims.
,.Clonms
Retirement
247
- - - -'O
,Retiremen+
- ---- u - - ----- - - - - - -- ---
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Service Commission-Continued.
Commission—Continued.
Civil Service
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Coast Guard—Continued.
Coast
Guard-Continued.
Page Coast Guard—Continued.
Page
Guard-Continued.
Page
Page
Aviation expendituresexpenditures—
Aviation
Servicing
Servicing base, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Limitation --------------Limitation
_------616
acquisition
establish66
acquisition of land for establishLimitation increased
Limitation
increased ------------3344
ment of,
of, authorized
authorized.
---__-.___240
240
Aviation shore stations, restriction
Aviation
restriction on
etc., disStations, houses of refuge, etc.,
construction, etc ---------new construction,
6(
continuance and reestablishment
663
continuance
reestablishment
Soldiers' and Sailors'
Civil relief. See Soldiers'
Sailors'
of, authorized
authorized -----__.-_____-. __
247
247
Relief Act of 1940.
Civil Relief
Sullivans
Sullivans Island, S. C., use of certain
certain
Cleveland, Ohio, limit of cost of conCleveland,
lands at, authorized.
authorized --......... 260
260
struction
headquarters
of headquarters
inVacations
certain employees,
employees, foreVacations of certain
creased
creased---- ---_____----- --- _ 636
633
going of
of.
---------_----...--_ 679
679
Commandant, retired rank and pay__
Commandant,
pay____ 24(
2466
Veterans.
separate title.
Veterans. See separate
Contracts—
ContractsWorking hours of employees;
employees; overtime
overtime
Advance payments
payments to contractors
contractors
compensation,
etc -compensation, etcr
_--_-- _-.
678
678
authorized
authorized -----------_-----_
67(
Saturday
676i
Saturday half holidays, suspension of
Report to
Congress --___to Congress
------ _ 67(
676i
provisions for
for --...----____...
678
678
Eight-hour-day labor provisions,
provisions, susEight-hour-day
World War provisional,
provisional, etc.,
etc., officers,
officers,
(
pension of
pension
of ----------------_.
67
6799
extension of certain disability retireModification of existing,
existing, authorized-_
authorized_ _
Modification
68(0
680
ment benefits to---to
__-....- ..762
762
Details at headquarters,
restriction_ _
- __
_
663 Coast Guard Reserve
headquarters, restriction
Reserve Act of 1939, AmendAmendEngineer in chief, rank and pay; retireretirements:
ment
ment-------------------------24(
Correspondence
246
Correspondence courses, Coast Guard
commutation of,
Enlisted men, rations; commutation
Institute, availability
membersavailability to members_
248
248
etc
- 24E
Motorboats,
etc------------------------248
Motorboats, etc.,
etc., of members,
members, utilizaFla., easement
granted
expenses of operation
247
easement granted
Flagler Beach, Fla.,
tion; expenses
operation _--__
247
571 Coast Pilot, appropriation
across Reservation
Reservation ------------appropriation for compila571
Lauderdale, Fla., grant of easetion
197
Fort Lauderdale,
tion---------------------.........
197
ment across
across Base Six authorized
authorized_ -__
387 Coastal Surveys,
.
Surveys, appropriation for.---for
197
197
Funeral expenses-------------------expenses
248
Funeral
248 Coatesville,
Coatesville, Pa., transfer of certain land at,
National Service
Service
Pennsylvania Railroad
Railroad Co., authorto Pennsylvania
Life insurance. See National
ized ----Life Insurance
Insurance Act of 1940 under
---..-....-------37
37
Coco Solo,
Solo, C. Z.:
Z.:
Revenue
1940, Second.
Coco
Revenue Act of 1940,
Lighthouse
certain
Appropriation forAppropriation
forof certain
Service, retirement
retirement of
Lighthouse Service,
personnel; limitation
limitation of provisions_
provisions _
247
247
Fleet Air Base and Submarine
Submarine Base,
personnel;
construction
construction work ----..---- 281
Lighthouses, Bureau of, appropriation
appropriation
281
34
34
Naval Air Station, construction
construction
for --------------------------work ..-------------.
294, 607, 879
Lighthouses, Commissioner
Commissioner of, dis879
Lighthouses,
aviation facilities, construction
construction
Naval aviation
continuance
report on
on ununcontinuance of
of annual
annual report
247
appropriation authorized
400
of, appropriation
authorized -....
247
-400
necessary aids to navigation
navigation Code of Federal Regulations,
Regulations, appropriaappropriaLights,
discontinuance and reestablishreestablishLights, discontinuance
tion for printing, binding, etc ..-...
247
630
630
247
repealed --------ment, provision repealed
States Code.
Code of Laws.
Laws. See United States
Military
replacing civilians,
Military personnel replacing
Customs, appropriation for
66
for
transfer of funds
66 Collectors of Customs,
etc- ----pay, etc
funds for pay,
transfer
239
payment
judgments against ------ 11056
payment of judgments
056
Personnel Board,
Board, annual
annual meetings,
etc- _ 239
meetings, etc_
Personnel
Colleges.
Land-Grant Colleges.
Colleges. See Land-Grant
Reserve—
ReserveColleges
Colleges and
and Schools:
Schools:
Correspondence
Guard
Coast Guard
courses, Coast
Correspondence courses,
Appropriation
Appropriation forInstitute, availability
availability to
to memmemInstitute,
248
Agriculture
mechanic arts, colAgriculture and mechanic
col248
bers
bers----------------------endowment of -------.
582
leges of, endowment
582
Motorboats,
etc., of
members, utilizautilizaof members,
Motorboats, etc.,
247
education and trainDefense workers, education
tion;
of operation
247
operation ---expenses of
tion; expenses
ing
1033
ing-------------------------11
33
Retired officersofficers—
1029
Military supplies
for_ _
376
supplies and
and equipment
equipment for
_- 376
Ordering of,
of, to
to active
duty authorizedauthorized- 1029
Ordering
activeduty
Colombia:
Colombia:
Transfer of
authority from
from SecreTransfer
of authority
SecreAppropriation for ambassador
ambassador to---.
to
183
183
-Appropriation
tary
of
Navy
to
Secretary
of
tary of Navy to Secretary of
1029
Demarcadora
de
Comision Mixta Demarcadora
1029
Treasury-----------------Treasury
Entre Colombia
Colombia y
y Panama,
Limites Entre
Receiving pay
in matters
matters in
which
pay in
in which
Receiving
1021
payment for damages, etc.,
etc., incurred
incurred
U. S. is
etc
1021
a party,
party, et----------is a
U.S.
194
by
494
by--------------..........
Retirement
provisions
239,
246,
247
Retirement provisions--------- 239, 246, 247
Colon, Republic of Panama, appropriation
appropriation
Colon,
Seattle, Wash.,
Wash., acquisition
acquisition of
of land
land
Seattle,
511
sewers, etc
511
etc- ------for waterworks, sewers,
authorized
240
authorized---------------------
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Colville
Wash.—Continued.
PageIndians, Wash.-Continued.
olville Indians,
Colorado:
Page
Page
Colorado:
Grand
Coulee
Dam project,
acquisition
acquisition
project,
Dam
Coulee
Grand
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forfor, of
of lands
reservation;
within reservation;
lands within
for,
Colorado-Big
project—
Thompson projectColorado-Big Thompson
703
compensation
of
Indians, etc----.
etc
705
Indians,
of
compensation
Construction
435
87, 435
Construction------------------- 87,
7
in_
Combat
Areas,
restriction on travel, etc., in_
7
restriction
Areas,
ombat
Operation
434
maintenance------and maintenance
Operation and
Corneas,
Edward
T.
Col.),
credit
in
Col.),
(Lt.
T.
Edward
!omegys,
Indians—
Indians495
accounts of---------------------of
495
accounts
Construction and
buildof buildrepair of
and repair
Construction
Comision
Mixta
Demarcadora
de
Limites
Demarcadora
Mixta
!omision
430
ings
---------------------ings
payment
Panama, payment
Colombia yy Panama,
Entre Colombia
Irrigation systems-----------systOms
419, 422
Irrigation
494
of
claim
491
claim-----------------------of
Support,
etc
426,
428
428
415,
Support, etc------------Comite
International du
Bois, appropriaappropriaBois,
du
International
;omite
Mesa
Verde National
National Park--------Park
447
Mesa Verde
548
tion
545
contribution -------------for contribution
tion for
438, 1041
Pine
project
River project------------Pine River
Fort
Command
and
General
Staff
School,
School,
General
and
Command
Rocky
Mountain
National
Park
447
Park--National
Mountain
Rocky
appropriation
Leavenworth, Kans.,
Kans., appropriation
Leavenworth,
San
Valley projectproject ----------438
Luis Valley
San Luis
for
354
for----------------------------435
Uncompahgre project, construction
construction_-

.

Uncompahgre project,

also SecCommerce,
Department of. See a/so
Commerce, Department
Caddoa
Reservoir
Project,
Project, name
Caddoa Reservoir
retary
Commerce.
Commerce.
of
retary
changed
to
John
Martin
Reservoir
Reservoir
changed to John
1235
Air
transfer to -------Board, transfer
Safety Board,
Air Safety
508
.---------------------Project
Project
Consolidation
Aeronautics
Aeronautics
Civil
with
Consolidation
Denver,
construction of
cost of construction
of cost
limit of
Denver, limit
Authority
1235
Authority-------------------parcel-post
garage
parcel-post building and garage
with,
American
republics,
cooperation
cooperation
republics,
American
- 633
increased
increased _-----------------transfer of
from Department
Department
funds from
of funds
transfer
Lowry Field,
Field, appropriation
appropriation for authorLowry
of
State
192, 652
State--------------------of
361
ized
at
work at-------------------ized work
Appropriation
for—
forAppropriation
"Colorado,"
U.
S.
S.,
appropriation
for
appropriation
"Colorado," U. S. S.,
Audited claims
claims___- 96, 102, 659, 1049, 1053
Audited
overhaul
286
overhaul--------------------Census,
Bureau
the------------ 87, 194
of the
Bureau
Census,
etc.,
Colorado
protection works,
works,
Colorado River, protection
Housing,
national census of------of
194
Housing, national
Yuma project-Boulder
project-Boulder Dam, approYuma
194
-----Sixteenth
Census,
expenses
Census,
Sixteenth
708
priation authorized--------------authorized
708
priation
Social Security
Security Act,
searching recsearching
Act,
Social
Colorado
River
Basin,
appropriation
for
appropriation
Basin,
River
Colorado
ords and supplying
supplying informaords
436
engineering, etc., investigations
investigations ---engineering, etc.,

Colorado River
Dam Fund. See Boulder
River Dam
Colorado
Canyon Project
Adjustment Act.
Project Adjustment
Canyon
Colorado River
Development Fund, esRiver Development
Colorado
775
tablishment, etc-----------------etc
tablishment,
Levee
Colorado
Front Work and Levee
River Front
Colorado River
43(
System,
for
436
appropriation for-------System, appropriation
Colorado River
River Hospital, Ariz.,
appropriaArlz., appropriaColorado
42(
tion for
426
for-----------------------tion
Ariz.:
Colorado
Reservation, Ariz.:
Indian Reservation,
River Indian
Colorado River
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
43(
Construction and
and repair of
430
buildingsof buildings_
Construction
42:
Irrigation system
system -------------- 420, 422
Irrigation
appropriaColorado
River Project,
Tex., appropriaProject, Tex.,
Colorado River
104
tion for
for construction
construction ---------438, 1041
tion
Colo.:
Colorado-Big
Colorado-Big Thompson Project, Colo.:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
87,43
Construction
435
---------- 87,
Construction--------434
43
maintenance -------Operation and maintenance
Operation
for
Columbia
Institution
the
Deaf,
D.
C.:
Columbia
461
46
Appropriation
Appropriation for -----------------1110
111l
Purchases
without advertising
advertising ------Purchases without
1237
123
Transfer
Agency
Federal Security Agency-to Federal
Transfer to
Columbia
Columbia River, time extended for bridg1222
122
Oreg
Astoria, Oreg--------------ing, at Astoria,
Columbus,
Miss., appropriation
ground
appropriation for ground
Columbus, Miss.,
125
12
building-------------rent, Federal building
427
42
Colville Hospital,
Hospital, Wash.,
Wash., appropriation
for..
appropriationforColville
Colville Indians,
Indians, Wash.:
Colville
forAppropriation for—
430
43
buildingsConstruction
and repair
repair of buildings._
Construction and
419
41
nroiect-----------------Irrigation
project
Irrigation
~~-r~
~-

--

--

195
tion ---------------------of_- 1039
Civil
Administrator of
Aeronautics, Administrator
Civil Aeronautics,
Civil
Authority.
See
Aeronautics Authority.
Civil Aeronautics
separate
title. '•
separatetitle.
197, 641
Survey
Coast and Geodetic Survey------193
Contingent expenses -------------Contingent
Damage claims----------------claims
92, 1047
Damage
Foreign
Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
193, 640
640
Bureau of ---------------Bureau
658
Judgments
Judgments -------------------- 93, 658
Marine Inspection and Navigation,
Navigation,
Marine
Bureau of ----------------- 195, 640
Bureau
199, 1039
Patent Office -----------Printing and binding-----------binding
193
Printing
Salaries -------------..---------192
SalariesSecretary,
192
of--------------Secretary, Office of
Standards, National Bureau of ---Standards,

_ 195,
641, 1039
1039
193
expenses---------------Traveling expenses
Weather Bureau--------Bureau
538, 641,
641, 1040
Weather
211
employees__Citizenship requirements, employees_
__
Citizenship
sepaAeronautics Authority. See sepaCivil Aeronautics
rate
rate title.
SurveyCoast and Geodetic Survey—
temporary employArchitects, etc., temporary
employ199
meat
authorized
ment of, authorized---------Subsistence
restriction on
on
Subsistence allowances, restriction
199
use of funds for -----------Foreign
Domestic Commerce,
Commerce,
Foreign and Domestic
Bureau of, purchases without adverBureau
Using
1110
tising------------------------v
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Commerce,
of—Continued.
Commerce, Department of-Continued.
Navigation,
Marine Inspection and Navigation,
Marine
ofBureau of—
Boards
inspectors, rearrangerearrangeBoards of local inspectors,
ment of location, etc., authorized
ized-----------------------

Page

Congress.--Annual statement
statement to Congress
regulations
Civilian
nautical schools, regulations
Civilian nautical
prescribe minimum standards
to prescribe
of
vessels of---------------for vessels

169

169
169

347

Motorboats—
Motorboats-

Equipment, approval
approval of
of---------- 164, 165
Equipment,
Fines,
under prior act, remisetc., under
Fines, etc.,
167
sion
166, 167
166,
sion--------------------Regulations,
of
166
establishment of------Regulations, establishment

withinPromotions,
administrative
withinPromotions, administrative
grade, restriction---------------restriction
grade,
Purchases
without advertising -----Purchases without
Senate disapproval
disapproval of
nomination, reof nomination,
Senate

striction on payment
payment to person
striction
after
after--------------------- -Standards, National
ofBureau of—
National Bureau
Standards,
Building
materials, studies
studies of, transBuilding materials,
fer of
of funds
for--------------funds for
fer
Public Health
Health Service
detailed
Service officers detailed
Public

to,
funds available
available for
for expenses
expenses -_
to, funds
Scientific
departinvestigations for departScientific investigations
ments, etc.,
transfer
authorized; transfer
etc., authorized;
ments,
of funds
funds-------------------of

211
1109

I Commodity Credit
Page
Commodity
Corporation-Con.
Credit Corporation—Con.
Transfer
certain Treasury
Treasury
Transfer of funds to certain
appropriations authorDepartment appropriations
Department
ized ------------------------ 57, 60
I Commodity Exchange
Exchange Act:
Commodity
Amendment—
Amendment1059
"Commodity,"
definition
1059
"Commodity," definition---------1115
enforcement----- 558, 1115
Appropriation for enforcement
Appropriation
AmendCommunications
Communications Act of 1934, Amendments:
ments:
I
Federal Communications
Communications Commission,
extension
report on radio
extension of time for report
requirements
requirements for Great Lakes, etc.,
54
navigation -------------------National defense, rendering of free
connection with, authorservice in connection
570
ized
570
ized -----------------------Communications
Commission. See FedCommunications Commission.
eral Communications
Communications Commission.
eral

Communists:
Communists:
vacancies caused
Employment of, to fill vacancies
Employment
212
212
Selective
by
inductions under
Selective
by inductions
Training and Service Act of 1940,
policy
Congress _
policy of Congress------------631
Work
relief projects,
restriction on emprojects, restriction
Work relief
ployment ------------------ployment
195 Compacts. See Interstate Compacts.

196
Engraving and Printing, Bureau of,
Engraving
transfer
by
67
of sums by---------transfer of
Vessels, carriage
carriage of
cargoes
dangerous cargoes
of dangerous
Vessels,
1025
by,
regulations ----------------1025
by, regulations
Weather Bureau—
BureauWeather
Attendance
meetings, use of funds
funds
at meetings,
Attendance at
for
for-------------------------

New
England, establishment
establishment of foreNew England,
appropriation
cast district for, appropriation

641

for ------------------------Part-time
employees, performance
performance of
Part-time employees,

641
641

tion
tion-----------------------Printing, restriction
restriction on
on------------Printing,

641
641
539
531
1236

odd jobs
jobs--------------------odd
Personal
effects, transportation
transportation of,
Personal effects,
upon employee's
change of staemployee's change
upon

53
539

Transfer to
to----------------------123
Transfer
Commerce, Foreign,
Foreign, penalty
penalty for violent
Commerce,
7
interference with---------------with
79
interference
Commissioners, U.
U. S. Courts:
Courts:
Commissioners,
20
Appropriation for
fees --------------209
for fees
Appropriation
Jurisdiction to
to try
petty offenses
offenses ----1058
1051
try petty
Jurisdiction
Commodity
Corporation:
Commodity Credit Corporation:
562
56
Appropriation
for ------------------Appropriation for
Division
of
Disbursement,
Treasury
DeDivision of Disbursement, Treasury Department,
transfer of
of funds to,
to,
partment, transfer
57
authorized
authorized--------------------Loans
by,
authorization
of
certain;
rerecertain;
of
authorization
by,
Loans
728
72
payment,
etc------------------payment, etc
Obligations,
authorized
aggregate
aggregate
authorized
Obligations,
78.
amount
amount-----------------------
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782

892

620
Compacts.
Comptroller General. See General Accounting Office.
Office.
Comptroller
Office of
of the.
Comptroller of the Currency, Office
See
Treasury Department.
See Treasury
Project,
Conches Dam
Dam and Reservoir Project,
Conchas
easement
grant to New Mexico of easement
176
over certain
certain areas authorized-----authorized
176
over
Conciliation, Commissioners
Commissioners of, approConciliation,
- _ 575
priation for salaries
salaries and expenses__
575
expenses- _
priation
Association, Wash.,
Conconully
Cemetery Association,
Conconully Cemetery
Okanogan
sale
of certain land in Okanogan
sale of
County
705
to--------------------County to
Confederate Veterans.
Veterans. See United ConConfederate
federate
federate Veterans.
also
Conferences, Expositions,
Expositions, etc. See also
Conferences,
International Obligations.
International
American Negro
Exposition—
Negro ExpositionAmerican
220
Appropriation
authorized--------Appropriation authorized
631
Appropriation
for
__
Appropriation for-------------220
Auxiliary commission, appointment__
appointment_
Auxiliary
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for631
American Negro
Negro Exposition
Exposition------American
Gallipolis
Sesquicentennial CommisCommisGallipolis Sesquicentennial
84
sion
sion----------------------General Disarmament
Disarmament Conference_
651
Conference --General
Life, First Inter-American
Inter-American
Indian Life,
90
Congress on -------------90
Jefferson, Thomas,
Commission
Thomas, U. S. Commission
Jefferson,
for
Celebration of Two Hunfor Celebration
of-- 1037
dredth Anniversary
Anniversary of Birth of
1037
dredth
Conference,
Monetary
Economic Conference,
Monetary and Economic
651
International ---------------651
International
Pan
American
American Child Congress,
Pan
651
Eighth
Eighth----------------------
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Conferences,
Conferences, Expositions,
Expositions, etc.—Con.
etc.-Con.
Appropriation for—Continued.
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Political
Refugees,
International
International
Committee on ____________-_
-Postal Union
Union of the Americas and
and
Spain,
Spain, Fifth Congress of the__
the-...
Seed Testing Congress, Ninth International
national-___----____________.
Treasury Representatives,
Representatives, Meeting
Meeting
of, Quito, Ecuador--_______
Ecuador
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania BicenBicenCommission -. ________
tennial Commission
Golden Gate International
International Exposition.
Exposition.
See separate
separatetitle.
title.
Jefferson,
Jefferson, Thomas, U. S.
S. Commission
Commission
for Celebration
Celebration of Two Hundredth
Hundredth
Anniversary
Anniversary of Birth of—
ofAppropriation
Appropriation authorized ----____
Appropriation for --__________
Appropriation
-Establishment, duties,
Establishment,
duties, etc
etc-_________Report to Congress-------____
Congress
_ 960,
New
New York
York World's Fair. See
separate
See separate
title.
Pan American Cotton Congress, inviinvitation
tation to foreign
foreign countries
parcountries to
to participate authorized
ticipate
authorized --- -- __----.
University
University of Pennsylvania, observance
observance
of bicentennial
bicentennial by
S
by U. S--.______
Congress.
Congress. See also House
House of
Representaof RepresentaLegislative Branch
tives; Legislative
Branch of the
Government;
Government; Senate.
Senate.
Foreign intercourse,
intercourse, interest of MemMembers in contracts entered into in
foreign
foreign countries
countries ------..----Interstate compacts,
compacts, consent
Interstate
consent granted
granted
to—
toAtlantic Ocean,
Ocean, States bordering
bordering on,
on,
fishing in territorial waters,
waters, etc.;
etc.;
approval--..........-_approval
Ohio River Valley Water
Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Compact .--Compact
_-..........
___
Potomac
Potomac
Conservancy
Valley
Conservancy
District --__.____------------Patent law, sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial of signing
signing
of first U. S., observance-_______observance
Phosphate Resources of the United
Phosphate
United
States, Joint Committee
Committee to Investigate the Adequacy and
of,
and Use
Use of,
time extension
extension --- __________
--Reports to be submitted
submitted to,
to, by/on-by/onAircraft for national
national defense, procureprocurement by quantity contracts
contracts with
with
more than
than one bidder --______
International Highway
Alaskan International
Highway Commission---._____
-mission
____________
Memorial ComBenjamin Harrison
Harrison Memorial
Commission-----___________
----mission
Boulder Canyon
Canyon Project Adjustment
Adjustment
Act-------------------------Act
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651
649
651
651
651
1037
1037

960
1037
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261
261
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748
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45
45
262
262
84
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779
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Page
Reports to
submitted to,
to, by/onby/on—
to be
be submitted
Continued.
Canal Zone, damages
to vessels
in
damages to
vessels in
claims in
in excess
of
waters of,
of, claims
excess of
$60,000 --------------------388
388
Canal
Canal Zone Biological
Biological Area, Board
Board
of Directors----------________
Directors
725
725
contracts, advance
advance payCoast Guard contracts,
payments made
to contractors
676
made to
contractors ---__
676
Columbia Institution
Columbia
Institution for
for the
the Deaf
Deaf__ 1237
1237
Contracts
Contracts on
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis, War and Navy DepartDepartments-------ments
968
_----------___
968
Coronado
Coronado Exposition
263
Exposition Commission_
Commission __
263
District of Columbia—
ColumbiaParking facilities
338
facilities program
program---- ---338
Recorder
Recorder of deeds building,
building, adadvancements
vancements of funds for conconstruction -- _______________
758
758
Educational orders for munitions,
Educational
munitions,
expenditures -.-----etc., expenditures
_- - 353
353
Emergency
Emergency fund for the President,
President,
expenditures made or
expenditures
or authorauthorized ---- ____-----------.._ 297,
297, 377
377
Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Act,
624
1941 --.-------------------624
Sesquicentennial
Gallipolis
Sesquicentennial
ComCommission ------------------84
_
84
Gorgas Memorial
Memorial Laboratory
Laboratory----187
187
Highways,
Highways, classification
871
classification ---------- _ 871
Holmes, Oliver Wendell,
Wendell, bequest of,
committee on recommendations_
1207
1207
Housing,
Housing, national defense ----------- 1128
1128
Indian Service,
Service, use of certain
certain funds
funds
for replacement
replacement of property
property dedestroyed
stroyed by fire, etc ----------414
414
Insurance,
marine
war-risk
Insurance,
marine
war-risk
and
marine-risk
marine-risk --------- _--...--691
691
Internal-revenue
Internal-revenue
collections,
recollections,
refunds in excess of $500
62
$500 ------.62
Jefferson, Thomas,
U. S.
Commission
Jefferson,
Thomas, U.
S. Commission
for Celebration
Celebration of
Two Hunof Two
Hundredth Anniversary
Anniversary of Birth of _960,
960, 1227
1227
Justice, Department of,
of, employment
employment
of special
special attorneys
204
attorneys ----------- 204
Labor, Department of, studies of
of
productivity
productivity and labor costs in
in
industry
industry ----__---_
249
--------- _
249
acquisitions, War and Navy
Land acquisitions,
Navy
Departments
Departments --------------968
968
Little Missouri River, negotiations
negotiations
between certain States for division of water supply of
382
of_------382
Marine Inspection
Inspection and Navigation,
Navigation,
Bureau of, rearrangement of
of
location,
location, etc., of
of boards of
of local
local
inspection-inspection
---------_
_
- 169
169
Motor vehicles,
vehicles, need
need for Federal
regulation of sim
size and weight-.weight._
929
29
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by/onContinued.
National defense
defense supplies, etc.,
etc., expendexpenditures
itures ----------.....-..-...-National
National Munitions Control Board
Board-Naval aircraft facilities,
facilities, disposal of
__
of-aviation facilities
Naval aviation
facilities - ------.-_
Naval contractscontracts—
Advance
Advance payments made to contractors
tractors -------------------.
Government
Government facilities, providing
providing
of defense
defense
of, for production of
items ---items.
---- _--. ___-Negotiated without advertising,
advertising,
etc
etc ----.---. _....-Special
Special additional
additional equipment, cost
cost
of, borne by the GovernmentGovernment_
Navy,
investigation of status
Navy, investigation
offistatus of
of officers
cers designated
designated for specialized
specialized
duty ------__..-- - -__.--__
Navy Club of the United States of
America
America- -----------..---.-_
Prison-made
Prison-made goods -------------Refugees,
Refugees, purchase
agricultural,
purchase of
of agricultural,
etc., supplies for----___---for
etc.,
..St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths HospitaL
HospitaL ----------Securities
Securities and Exchange
Exchange CommisCommission—
sionInvestment
Investment advisers, information,
recommendations,
recommendations, etc
etc----_-Investment companiescompanies—
Investment
recommendations,
Information, recommendations,
etc ------.--------......
Investigation
Investigation of effects of
of size on
investment policy, etc----etc
Supreme Court, U. S.,
S., rules of
of proprocedure in criminal cases------.cases
Temporary National Economic
Temporary
Economic Committee ----------------------Tennessee Valley Authority,
Tennessee
Authority, paypayments to States, etc.,
in lieu
lieu of
etc., in
of
taxation ---.--- -----...---..
Transportation, board of
investigaTransportation,
of investigation and research ----------Veterans, Spanish-American
Veterans,
Spanish-American War,
claims of certain volunteers
volunteers held
held
in service after
after Apr. 11, 1899---.
1899
War DepartmentDepartment—
Contracts, cost of special additional
equipment
the GovGovequipment borne by the
ernment
ernment----------------Emergency national
national defense
Emergency
defense proproduction, expenditures
expenditures-------Employment
Employment of additional
additional techetc., personnel--------personnel
nical, etc.,
Work Projects Administration,
Administration, stateetc
ments of personnel,
personnel, etc--..---Witnesses, protection
protection of,
Witnesses,
of, appearing
appearing before ------------------------193470°-41-PT.
193470°--41
FT.I --- 80
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Congressional Cemetery, D. C., aPprnappro-

714
714
11
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294
400
40(

676
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680
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676
678
531
233
402
627
1236

857

845
845
812
812

688
1225
627
954
954

177
177

678
603
603

351
613
613
13
13

Page
Pasg
priation for maintenance
maintenance of
of portion
owned
owned by U. S._
S -------_____505
Congressional Directory, appropriation
Congressional
appropriation
for compiling, etc ------- __-___.
471
471
Congressional
appropriation for
Congressional Record,
Record, appropriation
for
preparation of indexes
478
indexes. -- _.----...
478
Connecticut:
Connecticut:
East Hartford,
Hartford, completion of local
flood-protection works;
flood-protection
appropriaworks; appropriation authorized.
authorized ----------.1177
__1177
Fishing in territorial
territorial waters,
waters, etc., of
of
Ocean, compacts with
Atlantic Ocean,
other
regulation of---other States for regulation
of
261
261
Greenwich, striking
striking of
medal in
comof medal
in commemoration
memoration of 300th anniversary
anniversary
of establishment,
establishment, authorized
authorized ---__
180
180
Hurricane
Hurricane damage
damage project—
projectAppropriation
Appropriation for reduction of forestforesthazard
548
fire hazard
------------._--.548
Transfer to State of
etc., auof tools, etc.,
authorized
1211
thorized ------_------.--1211
Stonington, limit
construction
limit of cost
cost of
of construction
of post office increased
633
increased -------633
Conner, Ray B. (Maj.), credit in accounts
of-------of
495
------------------495
Connolly, Donald H.
(Col.), authorized
to
Connolly,
H. (Col.),
authorized to
hold office
office of Administrator
Administrator of
of Civil
Civil
Aeronautics- -------------------- 748
Aeronautics
748
Conscription. See Selective Training and
Conscription.
Service Act of 1940.
1940.
Service
Consolidated Ute Indians,
Indians, Colo.:
Colo.:
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forConstruction
Construction and repair of buildingsbuilding&
430
430
Support,
Support, etc --------------.----428
428
Constitution,
Constitution, painting of signing of, acframe for
quisition of frame
for ---...--- 1209
1209
Constitution Sesquicentennial
Sesquicentennial CommisCommission, U.
U. S.,
S., appropriation
appropriation for------for
36
36
Construction and Repair, Bureau of. See
See
Navy
Department.
Navy Department.

Construction-Differential
Construcdon-Differential Subsidy. See
See
Merchant
Merchant Marine Act, 1936.
Consular Bills
Bills of Health, not required
required of
of
vessels ---------.----747
certain vessels747
Consumers' Counsel
See InCounsel Division.
Division. See
Interior, Department
Department of the.
the.
Contingent Expenses:
Expenses:
Appropriation for—
forAgriculture, Department of--------of
533
533
Commerce, Department
Commerce,
Department of---------of
193
193
District of Columbia
Columbia--.- 85,
85, 311,
311, 635,
635, 1038
1038
Federal Security
580
Security Agency.
Agency.----.-----580
General Accounting
Accounting Office
131
Office---------131
House of
35,
of Representatives
Representatives --------- _
35,
83, 470, 628, 629
629
Interior, Department of the
408
the--------408
Department of---------Justice, Department
of
644
200, 644
Labor, Department
of
89, 574
574
Department of----_-------.
89,
Library
Congress
476
476
w of Congress---------------_
---- - -- -- - -- - -
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Expenses—Continued.
Page
Contingent Expenses-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
Navy Department---------------Department
33,
33,
Navy
266,
883, 973
610, 883,973
297, 610,
289, 297,
266, 289,
Post
Department -.---------71
Office Department
Post Office
Public Health
Service
584, 1033
Health Service---------Public
Senate
1030
465, 1030
Senate---------------------State, Department
1044
89, 182, 1044
of-------- 89,
Department of
State,
Foreign
Service ----------- 89, 185,
185, 650
Foreign Service
Treasury Department-------Department
56, 90, 1045
Treasury
War
Department --23, 352,
352, 603,
604, 875
603, 604,
23,
War Department
112
White
Office
112
White House Office---------------Contracts, Public. See Public Contracts.
Convention Relating
Liquor Traffic in
Relating to Liquor
Convention
Africa,
for contriappropriation for
Africa, appropriation
188
bution
___
188
bution--------------------------Convict-Made Goods.
Prison-Made
Goods. See Prison-Made
Convict-Made
Goods.
Goods.
Convicts.
See Prisoners, Federal.
Convicts. See
(Maj.), credit in acCooke,
Cooke, George W. (Maj.),
495
counts of
of-----------------------counts
Cooperative Associations.
Associations. See Code
Cooperative
amendments
amendments under District of
Columbia.
Cooperative
Forestry Act, appropriaCooperative Farm Forestry
tion
for carrying
into
carrying provisions into
tion for
effect
565
effect----------------------------

Copyright
Office:
Copyright Office:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forCatalog of
Title Entries,
Entries, publication
publication of_
of
of Title
Catalog
Salaries
Salaries------------------------Copyrights:
Copyrights:
Golden Gate
International Exposition
of
Exposition of
Gate International
Golden
1940, foreign
exhibitors, protecprotecforeign exhibitors,
1940,
tion
tion------------------------

Corpus
Christi, Tex.-Continued.
Tex.—Continued.
Corpus Christi,
for
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, appropriation
appropriation for
Naval
construction work, etc ----------construction
Naval aviation
construction of,
aviation facilities, construction
Naval
appropriation authorized
authorized --------appropriation
Costa
to..
appropriation for minister toRica, appropriation
Costa Rica,

Page
973
400
183
183

Cotton:
Cotton:
Farm normal yields
for-------------- 1211
yields for
Farm
727
"Market," definition
definition of
727
of -----------"Market,"
728
Normal
determination of -----728
Normal yield, determination
Parity
payments, appropriation
appropriation for---for_ ___ 563
563
Parity payments,
Cotton
Act, appropriation for refund of
Cotton Act,
taxes collected
collected under
under ------------61, 62
taxes
Cotton
Congress, Pan American,
American, invitaCotton Congress,
participate
tion to
countries to participate
to foreign countries
tion
authorized ___-----------------authorized
Diseases, appropriation
Cotton
appropriation
Cotton Crops and Diseases,
for investigations,
investigations, etc -----------for
appropriation for
Cotton
Futures Act, appropriation
Cotton Futures
carrying
provisions into
effect-----into effect
carrying provisions
Cotton
appropriation for control
Insects, appropriation
Cotton Insects,
of
------of----------------------Cotton
Cotton Quality Statistics and Classing
Acts,
for enforcement_
enforcementappropriation for
Acts, appropriation
Cotton
Standards Act, appropriation for
Cotton Standards
carrying provisions
effect-----provisions into effect
carrying
Coughlin, Robert
(Capt.), appropriation
appropriation
E. (Capt.),
Robert E.
Coughlin,
for payment
of
of claim
claim of-----------payment of
for

1225
1225
543
556
556
553
556

556
556
667
667

Council
National Defense:
Defense:
Council of National
476
476
Appropriation
1032
Appropriation for _-------------- 599, 1032
475
$1 per
Employment
per
Employment of persons at $1
annum
599
annum---------------------Courts.
Columbia; JusSee District of Columbia;
Courts. See
tice,
United States
of; United
Department of;
tice, Department
157
157
Courts.

Prohibited articles, prevention
prevention of imporProhibited
Coykendall, Horatio
credit
(Lt. Col.), credit
Horatio G. (Lt.
tation ----------------------106 Coykendall,
10t
tation
in
accounts
of
495, 496
of-----------------in
accounts
Renewals and
registration of
extensions, registration
and extensions,
Renewals
Coyne,
Frederick
E., Jr.
(Maj.), credit in
(MaJ.),
E.,
Jr.
Frederick
Coyne,
contributions
to
composite
work....
_
51
51
work
to
composite
contributions
accounts
495
of---------------------accounts of
Corn:
Crandall,
Albert
C.,
payment
to
640
to--------payment
C.,
Albert
Crandall,
1211
1211
Farm
normal
yields
for
Farm normal yields for .......----Park, Oreg., approLake National Park,
Crater Lake
727 Crater
727
of----------"Market,"
"Market," definition of
446
etc
administration, etc----priation for administration,
727,
Normal
of _ 727
determination of_
yield per acre, determination
Normal yield
Credit Unions,
Unions, Federal,
loans in
in excess
excess of
Federal, loans
728
728 Credit
$100;
maximum loans-----------loans
398
398
$100; maximum
563
Parity payments,
payments, appropriation
appropriation for.
__ 56;
for--_
Parity
Creek Indians, Okla., appropriation
appropriation for
Coronado Exposition
Commission, report
Exposition Commission,
Coronado
425
tuition
pupils --- _-----------tuition of pupils
263
to Congress
Congress---------------------to
Coronado
Ariz., protecMisdemeanors. See also
also
Crimes and Misdemeanors.
Forest, Ariz.,
National Forest,
Coronado National
tion
Catalina
values along Catalina
Criminal Code, Amendments.
scenic values
of scenic
tion of
52
5:
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment Act
of 1933,
1933,
Highway
Highway-----------------------Act of
Agricultural
amendment,
commodity
of commodity
removal of
amendment, removal
Corozal,
Z., appropriation
appropriation for construcC. Z.,
Corozal, C.
704
from warehouse without cancelation
cancelation
70
tion,
etc., authorized
authorized ------------tion, etc.,
1019
1019
Corozal
Depot, C.
penalty-------------C. Z.,
Z., appropriaof receipt, penalty
General Depot,
Corozal General
361
Aliens—
Aliens36
tion for
authorized work
at------work at
for authorized
tion
Government
Employment
Corporations, Tax
Employment on certain Government
Revenue Act of
Tax on. See Revenue
Corporations,
1940;
Revenue Act
Act of
1940, Second.
contracts, restrictions
on; penalty
Second.
contracts,
restrictions on;
of 1940,
1940; Revenue
680
for
violation
680
for violation-----------------Corpus
Tex.:
Corpus Christi, Tex.:
Obtaining employment
employment by fraud;
Obtaining
Encinal Peninsula, improvement of
1199
119
680
nenaltv------------------channel to, authorized.--------authorized
penalty
channel
-----------,,, -
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Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Misdemeanors—Continued.
Page Crimes and Misdemeanors-Continued.
Misdemeanors—Continued.
Page
Aliens—Continued.
Aliens-Continued.
Emergency
Appropriation Act,
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Registration
of—
Registration and fingerprinting
fingerprinting of1941, penalty provisions
623
provisions -------623
Change of address,
address, failure
failure to give
Espionage,
Espionage, etc., penalty
penalty ---------.79
_
79
penalty
notice of, penalty---_____---_
675
Harboring offenders, penalty
penalty------79
79
-___ 675
Failure to apply for, penalty
675
Federal officers and employees,
Federal
employees, killing
False statements
statements in application,
of; punishment
punishment------_--------__
391
391
etc., penalty
penalty------------...
675
government, penalty for illegal
Foreign government,
possession of property
Arms, ammunition, etc., curtailment of
property or papers in
80
aid of ------------------------80
exportation authorized;
authorized; penalty for
Foreign relations, penalty for disturbviolation
violation--------------------__714
ance of
of---------------_------- 80
80
Bald eagle, taking, sale, etc., penalty_
penalty _
-__ 251
Greenwich, Conn., counterfeiting,
counterfeiting, etc.,
Greenwich,
Bank robbery, penalty
penalty for receiving
receiving loot,
commemorate 300th
300th
of medal to commemorate
etc --------------------------695
anniversary of establishment, penanniversary
Bridges, alteration
alteration of, obstructing navialty ------------------------181
gation; penalties for noncompliInaugural ceremonies, 1941, regulations
regulations
ance -----------------------500
to preserve
preserve order, etc., penalty for
advertising devices, penalty
penalty
Canal Zone, advertising
violation
162
violation----------------------regulations
391
for violating regulations---------Investment Advisers Act of 1940,
1940, violaCivilian nautical schools, minimum
tions of provisions;
provisions; penalties
penalties—
--- _ 854, 857
standards for vessels of; regulations,
standards
Investment Company Act of 1940, vio347
provision---------etc.; penalty
penalty provision
lations of provisions;
provisions; penalties__
lations
penalties - 843, 846
Commerce, foreign, penalty for violent
Commerce,
Loans to needy farmers, unlawful
unlawful use of
Loans
interference
79
interference with --------------proceeds of, penaltypenalty -----------615
proceeds
615
Commissioners, jurisdiction to try petty
Commissioners,
Mails, penalty for unlawful use in interoffenses ----------------------1058
offenses
ference with U. S. neutrality,
neutrality, forference
Convict-made goods, transportation
transportation in
Convict-made
etc
80
eign relations, etc-------------80
interstate commerce,
commerce, penalty
penalty------ 1134
Military or naval forces
interference
forces, interference
Military
Copyrights, foreign
foreign exhibitors
exhibitors at Golden
with loyalty, etc
670
etc---- ----------670
Gate
Penalty
671
International Exposition of
Gate International
Penalty----------------------1940,
Motorboats, reckless
reckless operation, penalty_
infringement on
penalty166
1940, penalty for infringement
protected rights -----------.---159
National defense materials, destruction,
National
etc., penalty provisions--------provisions
-12211221
etc.,
District
ColumbiaDistrict of Columbia—
National-forest lands, withdrawal
withdrawal of
National-forest
Cooperative
associations—
Cooperative associationscertain, penalty for violation of
certain,
spreadFalse reports, penalty for spreadregulations ---------------.- 225
regulations
490
ing
ing.---_-----------------National Service Life Insurance
Insurance Act of
National
Promotion
Promotion expenses, limitation on
1940, penalty
penalty provisions---------provisions
1013
489
1013
payment
penalty-------payment of; penalty
National Youth Administration,
Administration, false
National
Use
penof name
name "cooperative";
"cooperative"; penUse of
statements with intent
intent to defraud,
defraud,
alty
489
alty----------------------etc.; penalty ------------------593
Dentistry, regulation
regulation of practice
of;
practice of;
Dentistry,
Nationality Act of 1940, penalty proNationality
penalty provisions---------provisions
721,
721, 723
penalty
visions
1163
visions-----------------------Escape
of prisoners,
assisting in, etc.,
prisoners, assisting
Escape of
Neutrality, offenses committed under
under
penalty
243
penalty---------------------certain resolutions
resolutions prior to repeal;
Fire
and Casualty
Casualty Act, penalty
penalty proFire and
status
12
12
status------------------------visions ------- 1069, 1076, 1080, 1082
Neutrality Act of 1939—
1939Liens
etc.,
vehicles, etc.,
against motor vehicles,
Liens against
Combat areas, penalty for violation of
regulations;
penalty for violaregulations; penalty
restrictions -----------------7
7
739
restrictions
739
tions
tions---------------------Commerce with states engaged
engaged in
Municipal
parking regulaMunicipal Center, parking
conflict, penalty proviproviarmed conffict,
tions,
penalties authorized
authorized -----242
tions, penalties
44
sions
sions---------------------Murder,
degree,
and second
second degree,
first and
Murder, first
Financial transactions
transactions with belligerent
belligerent
Financial
347
definitions
definitions-------------------8
8
penalty..---------.--states, penalty
Pandering, penalty
penalty provisions
provisions ------ 1225
1225
Pandering,
11
Penalty provision, general ---.----.
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Stamps for containers, unused,
unused, redempredempInspections,
Inspections, Department of -----307, 635
tion -------------------------512
512
Insurance, Department
Department of-------.--of
309
309
Tax on, used in fortification
of wines
514
fortification of
wineas
514
Judgments -----------------.
638, 1038
Attorneys, appropriation
appropriation for salaDistrict Attorneys,
Mental Health, Commission
Commission on--on.. __ 310,
810, 635
635
ries, etc
etc----------------------- 203, 645
Metropolitan Police
Metropolitan
321, 636
Police------------- 321,636
District of Columbia. See
See also
also Washington,
Washington,
House
House of Detention
Detention --------...322
D.
C.
D.C.
Miscellaneous --------------- 321,
Miscellaneous
636
321,636
Adoption,
Adoption, final
final decree--------------decree
235
235
Salaries
321
Salaries----------.-----------.
321
Advertising, restriction on use of funds
Militia-------------------------331
Militia
331
for, in newspapers published outside
Minimum Wage
Wage Board
Board ---------- 309
309
District
District of Columbia_
311
Columbia--_--------311
Miscellaneous
expenses__ 85, 311, 635, 1038
Miscellaneous expenses
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forMosquito
control ----------------- 314
Mosquito control
314
Agricultural Marketing Service
Service----86
Agricultural
86
Municipal
Office-------Municipal Architect's
Architect's Offiee
309
309
Alcoholic Beverage
Beverage Control Board-_Board__ _ 308
308
National Capital Park and Planning
National
Alley Dwelling Authority ---------117
117
Commission
Commission --------------- 135,333
Anacostia Park, development
development------Anaeostia
332
National
Parks -------....
332
National Capital Parks332
Assessments, refund
refund of -----------638
638
Park police ---------.-------333
333
Assessor's Office - ---------.---308
308
National Training School
National
School for Boys-327,
Boys_327, 637
Audited claims----------97, 638, 659
claims
National Training School for Girls-327,
Girls_327, 63
6377
Auditor's Office--Office
308
------------308
National Zoological
Zoological Park
Park---------National
333
Central garage
garage..----------------312
312
Policemen's and firemen's relief.
Policemen's
relief- -- - 96, 322
322
Clai,
Claims, settlement
settlement of ---------38 1038
638,1038
Potomae River pollution control_
control- ..
Potomac
1037
1037
Collector's
Collector's Offiee
Offbie-- --------ao---8
Pnammmmnr
ffi
308
Poundmaster,
Mae
of
308
- - -fj
-- - - - - - vn
-- - -- eAn

Dental
Dental Hygienist,
Hygienist, regulation
regulation of occupaoccupaColumbia
tion of, in District
District of
of Columbia----regulation of practice
practice of, in
Dentistry, regulation
in
District of Columbia
Columbia--------------Denver,
Colo.:
Denver, Colo.:
Federal
Institution, apFederal Correctional
Correctional Institution,
appropriation for
land_
propriation
for acquisition
acquisition of
of landappropriation for ------------Mint, appropriation
Parcel-post building and garage, limit
limit
Parcel-post
construction increased-increased
of cost of construction
Departments. See Government
Government Departments and Agencies.
Dependent
appropriation for
Dependent Children,
Children, appropriation
for
grants to States for aid to---------to
Deschutes
Project, Oreg.,
Deschutes Project,
Oreg., appropriation
appropriation
for construction------------------construction
De Soto
Soto National
National Forest, Miss.,
Miss., transfer
transfer of
of
land for military
military purposes --------Detroit, Mich.:
Mich.:
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forHydrographic
office
Hydrographic office---------------River postal service---------------service
Dickie, James H. (Capt.),
Dickie,
(Capt.), credit in acaccounts of
of------------.-----------Digest of General Public Bills,
Digest
Bills, limitation
on expenditure
preparation, etc..expenditure for preparation,
etc-Conference, General, unexDisarmament Conference,
unexpended balances continued available..
availableDisbursing Officers,
Officers, relief of certain
certain ..--Disease and Sanitation Investigations,
Investigations,
appropriation
for
appropriation for------------------

---
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Appropriation
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Printing and binding -------- 85,
85, 311,
311, 635
635
Street improvements
improvements-------------Public convenience
convenience stations
stations -------308
308
Anacostia
Anacostia, River, bridge across, in
Public Library------------------313
313
line of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Ave.,
Public schools
_
schools ----------.8.5, 315, 636
- 85,
63(
construction
construction----------.----.
Americanization
Americanization work-----.-----work
316
316
14th St. and Maine
Maine Ave.
SW.,
Ave. SW.,
Buildings and grounds—
groundsgrade
grade
separation structure,
structure,
Care
Care of ------------------317
317
preparation of plans,
etc
preparation
plans, etc----

Construction,
Construction, etc
etc------------319
319
Community
Community Center Department-__
Department
316
316
Deaf, dumb, and blind----------blind
318
318
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous ---------------317
317
Night schools
schools------------------316
316
Public Utilities Commission -------309
309
Public welfare----------------welfare
325,
637
325,637
Public Welfare
Welfare -------Board of Public
325
325
Child Welfare, Division
Division of --325, 637
637
Columbia Polytechnic
Polytechnic Institute_
Institute --__ 330
330
Convicts, support, etc
etca--------.
637
637
District Training
Training School -----328
328
Ex-service
Ex-service men, burial of -------331
331
Florence Crittenton Home
Home----330
330
Handicapped
Handicapped children, education
of
of -----

---- ----------

Home
Home for Aged and Infirm
Infirm------Indigent nonresident
nonresident persons,
persona, transIndigent
transportation
portation-------------.--__
Industrial Home School --------Industrial Home School for ColChildren ----------ored Children
Insane, nonresident
Insane,
nonresident ------------Jail
..------ ----------Municipal Lodging House
House--------

330
330
328
328
331
331
328
328

328
328
331
331
326
326
329
329
National
the Blind__
National Library
Library for
for the
Blind --- __ 330
330
National Training
Training School for BoysBoys_
327,
327,
637
637
National
National Training School for Girls_
327,
327,
637
637
Public assistance
assistance------------329
329
Blind persons, pensions for needy_
329
needy329

chilHome care for dependent
dependent children
329
dren-------------------329
Old-age want, assistance
assistance against_
329
against329
St.
Anna Infant Asylum and
St. Anns
and MaterMaternity Hospital ---------330
330
Hospital ------. 331,
331, 638
St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital
638
Southern Relief Society --------330
Southern
330
Temporary home for former
soldiers
Temporary
former soldiers
330
and sailors
sailors----------------330
Vocational
rehabilitation -------331
Vocational rehabilitation
331
Work Projects Administration,
Administration,
sponsor's
contributions to_
_
sponsor's contributions
to---Workhouse
Reformatory ---Workhouse and Reformatory

Public Works Administration,
Administration, repayrepayment of loan---------------loan
Purchasing
Purchasing division--------------division
Refuse, collection and disposal-----disposal
Sewers
Sewers -..-----.

-------------...

330
330
326
326
313
313
307
307
314
314
314
314

Page
335
335

337
337

337
337
Rock
Rock Creek,
Creek, etc.,
etc., bridge over, in
line of Massachusetts
Massachusetts Ave.,
Ave.,
construction
337
construction------------.
337
Circle, underpass
underpass------336
Scott Circle,
336
Surveyor's
Surveyor's Office-------------Office
309, 635
635
309,
Tax Appeals, Board
Board of------------.
of
308
Thomas
Thomas Jefferson Memorial----.--451
451
Traffic
Traffic control
control ---------334
------334
Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis sanatoriasanatoria ----------323
United Confederate
Confederate Veterans, rereof--------.-------- 636,
union of
1038
636,1038
Vehicles
Vehicles and Traffic,
of..
334
Traffic, Department
Department of334
Vocational
Vocational rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, disabled
disabled
residents-----------_--------- 583
residents
583
Washington
Washington aqueducts
aqueducts and
and accesaccessories
339
sories--------------_--__
--.
339
Washington
Channel, improvement
Washington Channel,
improvement-_
332
Washington National
Washington
National Airport
Airport -- --1039
Water Department--------------.
Department
340
340
development of plan to
Water supply, development
to
provide adequate------------.
adequate
339
provide
339
Weights, Measures, and Markets,
Office of Superintendent
Superintendent of----of
309
309
Wills, Register
Register of-------------of
--310
310
Zoning
Zoning Commission
Commission--------------- 310
310

Asphalt
plant, purchase
Asphalt plant,
purchase authorized
authorized_---___

Attorney
General, custody
Attorney General,
custody of prisoners
prisoners
convicted in D.
D C---C
convicted
--------appropriation for
for auauBolling Field, appropriation
thorized work at--------------at
Casualty insurance. See Fire and CasCasualty Act, this title.
ualty
Citizenship requirements,
Citizenship
requirements, employees-employees_
Coal and wood,
wood, purchase
purchase for public use,
use,
repeal
repeal of certain
certain provisions-------provisions
Code amendments—
amendmentsCooperative
Cooperative associations-associations-Annual report
Annual
report--------.---- ---Bonding of officers,
officers, etc ---------Bookkeeping --------------.-Bookkeeping
Bylaws ---------------------BylawsDefinitions ---------_
Definitions
------_-Directors
Directors and officers-----------.
officers
Dissolution
Dissolution-------------------Existing cooperative
groups
cooperative groups------Foreign corporations
corporations and associaassociations
tions----------------- --Incorporation, articles of
Incorporation,
of-------License fee
fee ---------------- --License
Meetings
Meetings-------------------.. Net savings, apportionment,
apportionment, etc--etc_ __

336
336
244
244
361
361

343
343

764
488
488
488
488
488
488
483
483
480
480
484
489
490

490
481
481
490
490
483
483
486
486
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Columbia-Continued.
District of
Code amendments—Continued.
amendments-Continued.
Code
Cooperative
associations—Continued.
Cooperative associations-Continued.
Penalties
Penalties---------------------Purposes and powers ---------Purposes
Shares and
membership--------and membership
Shares
Voting
Voting----------------------Murder,
and second
defisecond degree, defifirst and
Murder, first

nitions --------------------Commodore Barney
construction
Circle, construction
Barney Circle,
Commodore
of
authorized_ __
etc., authorized--room, etc.,
waiting room,
of waiting
Congressional tags,
tags, issuance of ------Congressional
Construction
special services
services
Construction work, special
authorized;
limitation
authorized; limitation----------Contracts—
ContractsBuilding;
preparation
requirements, preparation
Building; requirements,
etc-----------------of plans, etc
bidderStreet
lighting, award to lowest bidder_
Street lighting,
Cooperative associations.
associations. See Code
Cooperative
amendments,
this title.
title.
amendments, this
Delinquent tax
of
advertising of---list, advertising
tax list,
Delinquent
Dentistry,
regulation of practice
practice of --Dentistry, regulation
District buildings, restriction
restriction on emDistrict
assistant
ployment
of additional assistant
ployment of
etc
engineers, etc-----------------District
jurisdiction over
Court for, jurisdiction
District Court
Boulder Power
Plant contract
contract proproPower Plant
Boulder
ceedings
ceedings-----------------------639,
86, 639,
Division
Division of expenses ---------- 86,
Education,
accrediting of
of, accrediting
Board of,
Education, Board
colleges----------------junior colleges
Educational employees, leave with part
Educational
pay for
for educational
etc -_
educational purposes, etc_
pay
Employees, reemployment
reemployment after service
Employees,
under
Training and ServSelective Training
under Selective
ice
1940-----------------ice Act of 1940
Felony, imposing
sentence for --.-imposing of sentence
Felony,
Fire
Act--------------Casualty Act
Fire and Casualty
Accident and
policies, proviproviand health policies,
Accident
in
sions in---------------------Agents and
and brokers,
requirements for
brokers, requirements
Agents
license, etc------------------etc
license,
Appeal from
Superintendent to Comfrom Superintendent
Appeal
missioners ------------------Application
Application --------------------Capital
surplusCapital and surplus—
requirement
Minimum requirement----------When
deemed impaired
impaired---------When deemed
Certificates of authority
authority----------Certificates
Revocation
suspension -----and suspension
Revocation and
Cessation
business, report
and payreport and
of business,
Cessation of
taxes---------------of taxes
ment of
Classification of insurance
insurance.-------Classification
Casualty
Casualty--------------------Fire and marine
marine---------------Commissioners,
Commissioners, appeal to --------of, restricted
Commissions,
Commissions, payment of,
to
licensed persons
persons----------to licensed
Constitutionality
Constitutionality ----------------Corporations heretofore
heretofore formed
formed---Corporations
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320
320
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311
716
716
308
308

778
778
1038
729
729
349
349

890
890
242
242
1063
1063
1076
1076
1077
1077
1082
1082
10644
1064
1070
107()
1068
106i8
10666
1061
10666
1061
1067
106'7
1069
106!9
1070
10740
1069
106'
9
1082
108
2

107
1077
7
1083
1083
1070
107o0

Page
Page

Fire and
and Casualty
Casualty Act-Continued.
Act—Continued.
Fire
11082
Court proceedings
proceedings ---------------1082
Court
11064
1064
Definitions
Definitions----------------------1077
Discriminations prohibited
prohibited -------1077
Discriminations
1071
Domestic companies
companies -------------1071
Domestic
1072
Investment of funds------------funds
1072
Investment
I1071
1071
Real
estate holdings
holdings -----------Real estate
1083
Effective
date
1083
Effective date------------------1069
Examinations
1069
Examinations--------------------1073
Exclusive
agency contracts--------contracts
1073
Exclusive agency
1073
Foreign or alien companies--------companies
1073
Foreign
1075
Attorney
for services
services of process
process_ -_-_ 1075
Attorney for
Certificate
authority, applicaapplicaCertificate of authority,
1074
tion
for
1074
tion for-------------------Delivery to
Superintendent of
to Superintendent
Delivery
1074
application
and documentsdocuments_
1074
application and
Service
Service of process upon unauthorized company--------------company
1075
ized
1076
Health policies, provisions
provisions in
_
in-----Health
Insolvency _
1068
Insolvency--------------------Licenses—
LicensesAgents
brokers, requirements,
requirements,
Agents and brokers,
1077
etc
etc----------------------1079
Effective dates
1079
dates----------------Effective
1081
Fees
1081
Fees--------------------------1079
Proration of----------------of
1079
Proration
companies-- _ 1080
Lines
unauthorized companies..
Lines in unauthorized
Obtaining of, procedure
for
1078
procedure for------Obtaining
Renewal
1079
Renewal----------------------1079
Revocation and suspension-----suspension
Revocation
1079
Temporary transfer -----------Temporary
1080
When not required ------------1080
When
Lloyd's
authorization to do
Lloyd's plan, authorization
1073
business under
1073
under--------------business
Mutual
names
1076
reciprocal names------and reciprocal
Mutual and
Mutual
companiesMutual companiesPremiums,
maximum and conPremiums, maximum
1076
tingent
tingent-------------------borrow .-Surplus fund;
fund; power to borrow_
___ 1071
Penalty
provisions_ 1069, 1076, 1080, 1082
Penalty provisions-Policy
forms, filing of, with SuperinPolicy forms,
1076
tendent
1076
tendent--------------------1067
Receivership
proceedings --------Receivership proceedings
1076
Reciprocal names
names ------------Reciprocal
Records
Insurance Department--Department__ _ 1066
Records of Insurance
Repeals
---------------------- 1083
Repeals
1076
Reserves -----------------------1076
Reserves
Risk, limitation
limitation of
of--------------1070
Risk,
Rules and regulations
regulations ----------1066
Short
title and table of contents
contents ---1063
Short title
Solicitation
representation, unauSolicitation or representation,
thorized -----------------1080
thorized
1068
Statements,
Statements, annual financial -- ---Penalty for falsification
falsification -------1069
1069
Penalty
Superintendent, powers
powers and
and duties ofof _ 1066
Superintendent,
Testimony; production
production of books ---1082
1082
Testimony;
1080
Unauthorized insurance-----------insurance
Unauthorized
of
retirement
Department,
Fire
Department,
retirement
of
members
1118
members---------------------
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Columbia-Continued.
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Page
Page
Fire-insurance
Fire-insurance premiums,
premiums, use of funds
National Training School
National
School for
for Girls,
for, restriction
restriction------------_____
_ 312
312
limitation on average
average per capita
Gallinger Municipal Hospital, residents
residents
amount for maintenance
maintenance -__--___
328
328
of D. C. for less than 1
1year, restricPandering, penalty
penalty provisions
provisions ______1225
1225
tion on use of funds for ----_--323
323
Park police, retirement
retirement ------........
1118
1118
Horses, vehicles,
vehicles, etc., authority
authority to hire,
Parking
Parking facilities, program
provide;
program to provide;
purchase, and maintain
maintain- ___
-- - __
341
study authorized
authorized -------- _______
338
338
Inaugural
Inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, 1941.
1941. See sepof
696
Podiatry, regulation, etc.,
etc., of________
696
arate title.
arate
Police Department.
Department. See Metropolitan
Metropolitan
Income tax. See Revenue
Revenue Act of 1939,
Income
1939,
Police Department, this title.
amendments, this title.
amendments,
Potomac Valley
Potomac
Valley Conservancy
Conservancy District,
Indeterminate
Indeterminate Sentence and Parole,
consent of Congress granted to comof-Board of-pact
pact creating
creating.-748
----_____.....
748
prisoners --- _--------_ 243, 244
Parole of prisoners
244
Printing and binding, approval
approval of
of
Salaries and expenses, appropriation
appropriation
requisitions
requisitions for-------------_-___
for
311
311
authorized
authorized -----------------242
Prisoners—
PrisonersInsurance. See Fire and Casualty
Casualty Act,
assisting in, etc., penalty-.-penalty_ ___
243
Escape, assisting
243
this title.
Good
Good conduct, deduction
deduction from senJunior colleges, accrediting
accrediting of; entrance
entrance
245
tence for
for--------------------245
requirements,
requirements, etc
etc____-----------_
729
of
243,
244
Parole of--------------------243, 244
Jury commissioners,
commissioners, compensation
compensation----209
Removal to institution designated
designated by
by
Removal
Jury service, leave of absence and
and pay
pay to
to
Attorney
Attorney General,
General, authority
authority of
employees for
for------------------689
Board of Parole --------------243
Board
243
Juvenile Court Act, amendment,
amendment, jurisProstitution.
Prostitution. See Pandering, this title.
title.
diction, adults ----------------735
735
Public assistance,
assistance, limitations
limitations on
on monthly
monthly
Liens on motor vehicles,
vehicles, etc., provisions
provisions
payments
329
payments--------------------329
for recording and releasing
releasing of-of -- 736
736
Public schoolsschools—
Public
Appropriation authorized--------__
authorized
_ 740
740
Alcohol and narcotics,
narcotics, lectures on
on
Alcohol
violations
Penalty for violations-------------739
739
effects
of
-------------------effects
316
316
Life Insurance
Insurance Act, amendmentsamendments—
Army, Navy,
Navy, etc., personnel, admitadmitCreditor's group policies ----------.
726
726
tance
tance of children
children free---------free
319
319
General deposit
deposit by companies
companies__
_----..
217
217
Automobile driving, instruction
instruction auAutomobile
List of supplies,
supplies, etc., use of funds for
for
thorized
thorized ----------------- __
316
316
printing, forbidden
forbidden-------------311
311
Board of Education
Education employees, leave
leave
statue of, removal
removal to
Marshall, John, statue
educational purof absence
absence for educational
purnew site authorized-------------authorized
260
260
compensation, etc------etc
349
poses; compensation,
349
Materials,
purchase of;
Materials, supplies, etc., purchase
Equipment,
approval
Equipment,
approval
requisitions
of
conditions
342
conditions---------------------342
for, by Commissioners--------Commissioners
319
319
Metropolitan
Metropolitan Police Department—
DepartmentExit requirements,
buildings ------requirements, buildings
321
Capitol Police
Police Board, detail of personpersonLibrarians,
limitation on pay
rates__--_ 316
316
Librarians, limitation
pay rates
nel to, authorized;
authorized; duties, etc_
__
629
etc--Solicitation of subscriptions,
subscriptions, etc.,
Memorial
fountain to, acceptance
Memorial fountain
acceptance and
restriction on.--319
--.........
319
maintenance
157
maintenance of, authorized_
authorized-..- ___ 157
Teachers—
TeachersRetirement of members-----------members
1118
Retirement
1118
Leave of absence
absence for educational
educational
Leave
Military supplies, etc., issued to high
high
purposes; compensation,
etc_ _ 349
purposes;
compensation, etc__
schools by War Department,
Department, bond
bond
Nature study, etc.,
etc., designation of
of
Nature
not required
required------------------317
317
months in which ten salary
months
Minor purchases without advertising_ 342, 1110
1110
Minorpurchaseswithoutadvertising_
rarade -----319
payments to be made
319
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous trust fund,
fund, expenses
expenses paypayunassigned, etc.,
etc., in
Placing of unassigned,
342
able from ---.---------------342
vacancies ------------316
vacancies
_ 316
Motor vehicle
provisions for
Motor
vehicle liens,
liens, provisions
for
Under-age
children, restriction on
on
Under-age children,
736
recording and releasing of-..-recording
of
736
instruction of-----------.....
of
320
740
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized
authorized--- -.---740
Public Works Administration,
reducAdministration, reduc739
Penalty for violations
violations ------------739
interest rate on certain loans
tion of interest
Municipal
Municipal Center, parking of autoautomade
through
706
made through.-----------.......
706
241
241
mobiles
mobiles-----------------------242
Recorder
advanceRecorder of deeds building, advanceViolations, penalty
penalty --------------242
ments of funds for construction
degree, definiMurder, first and second
second degree,
definitinna
authorized
757
s.
347
.
authorized------------------757
347
tions
vv
---------------
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Unemployment Compensation
Compensation Act—
ActUnemployment
Refuse—
RefuseContinued.
Collection
from hotels
and certain
certain
hotels and
Collection from
314
Amendments—Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
314
apartment
houses,
restriction___
-restriction
houses,
apartment
154
Applicability of old and new
new laws_ _ 734
734
Applicability
154
Regulation of disposal-----------disposal
Regulation
155
Benefits,
computation
etc
732
of,
etc-----computation
155
Benefits,
Penalty
for
violation
Penalty for violation ----------733
Eligibility
Eligibility for -----------.--154
Repeal
acts
prior acts------------of prior
Repeal of
342
Definitions
733
733
730,
Definitions----------------342
Rentals, limitation
amount-------limitation on amount
Rentals,
Employer
contributions, percent1118
Employer contributions,
Retirement of
of certain officers
officers -------- 1118
Retirement
731
payment of, etc-------etc
ages; payment
Revenue
Act of
amendments1937, amendments—
of 1937,
Revenue Act
Excess contributions,
contributions, determinadeterminaExcess
Intangible personal
personal property,
location
property, location
Intangible
747
tion of; adjustment-------adjustment
734
747
for
taxation -..---.
for purposes
purposes of taxation
"Employment,"
definition
1204
definition-------"Employment,"
Alien
Alien decedents, provisions not ap747
"Employment" not to include cer747
"Employment"
plicable to
to property
property owned
byowned by
plicable
tain
etc_ __
149
carriers, etc-_newspaper carriers,
tain newspaper
Revenue Act
amendmentsAct of 1939, amendments—
Revenue
Insurance
etc., exemption
exemption of
Insurance agents, etc.,
Income
taxIncome tax—
734
certain services of ---------730
certain
734
Exemptions
from
Exemptions from_-------------733
Transition
provisions
733
-----------provisions
Transition
Gross
income,
exclusion
from,
of
from,
exclusion
income,
Gross
39
Contributions
employer, availabilavailabilContributions as employer,
39
veterans' benefit
payments---_
benefit payments__
veterans'
341
39
payment of ---ity of funds for payment
39
for----------Payment of, time for
38
United
Spanish War Veterans, incorUnited Spanish
38
filing---------Returns, time for filing
poration
152
poration----------------------Treasury,
extenadvances from, time extenTreasury, advances
39
division of excourts for, division
39
United States courts
sion
sion-----------------------207
penditures
207
penditures---------------------Salaries,
reallocations and administrative
administrative
Salaries, reallocations
342
United States
States District
District Attorney,
Attorney, division
division
342
United
increases,
availability of funds forfor..
increases, availability
207
expenditures for office
office of -----of expenditures
307
restriction ----------------Salary restriction
United
Marshal, division
exdivision of exUnited States Marshal,
this title.
Sanitation. See Refuse,
Refuse, this
Sanitation.
207
penditures for office of -------- _penditures
this title.
Schools. See Public schools, this
VehiclesVehiclesScott Circle
Circle underpass,
construction
underpass, construction
Scott
312
336
312
limitation------------------Cost limitation
33(
authorized,
etc
authorized, etc----------------336
Privately owned,
owned, restriction
restriction on allowPrivately
33(
Snow
removal, funds
for
available for---funds available
Snow removal,
312
ances for use of
_
312
of------------Steam
Operating Engineers,
Other Operating
and Other
Steam and
Use for "official
"official purposes,"
purposes," restricUse
Board
Board of, compensation of mem312
---702
312
70,
tions -----------------etc----------------------bers, etc
Washington,
selection
Washington, George, statue of, selection
Street
improvementsStreet improvements—
338
of
appropriation
338
of site
site and erection; appropriation
for
Contracts, open competition for299
authorized
299
authorized-------------------Inferior work by contractors,
contractors, period
Inferior
338
Washington
National Airport, adminWashington National
33i
for
repair on account
account of--...--of
for repair
686
istration, etc.,
etc., of-------------of
Sidewalks and roadways,
roadways, changes in
Sidewalks
338
Williamsburg
Twenty338
Williamsburg Lane, portion of Twentywidths
permitted-------------widths permitted
156
315
fourth
renamed-------NW., renamed
for -_ 31;
fourth St. NW.,
Street
Street lighting, limitation on rates for..
Street
railways, portion
Workhouse
Reformatory, industrial
Workhouse and Reformatory,
portion of paving exStreet railways,
337
enterprises, purchases
purchases authorized..
327
authorized--_ 327
enterprises,
penses chargeable
chargeable to ---------..
337
District of Columbia
Columbia Code Amendments.
Amendments.
Streetcar
bus fares, use of funds for,
and bus
Streetcar and
312
amendments under District
District
312
See Code amendments
---------------authorized
authorized---Streetcar loading
platforms, restriction
of Columbia.
restriction
loading platforms,
Streetcar
Associa334 District of Columbia Cooperative
Cooperative Associamaintenance ---33'
on construction; maintenance
tion
Code amendments
Act. See Code
tion Act.
Surplus articles
articles purchased
purchased from GovernGovern342
under District of Columbia.
under
price basis -------34:
ment, price
Dollar-a-Year Men, employment
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Pan
American Sanitary
extenBureau, extenSanitary Bureau,
Pan American
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ex-Presidents, use of facof ex-Presidents,
Widows of
simile
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simile of
Freedmen's
D. C.:
C.:
Freedmen's Hospital, D.
Appropriation for -----------------Appropriation
Agency_Transfer to Federal Security Agency
Transfer
French
Camp, Miss.,
Miss., modification
modification of cerFrench Camp,
tain
restrictions on use of privately
tain restrictions
owned lands
along Natchez
Natchez Trace
lands along
owned
Parkway
Parkway-------------------------Friar Point,
Point, Miss.,
Miss., time extended for
Friar
at------bridging Mississippi
Mississippi River at
bridging
Fruit Crops
Crops and
and Diseases,
Diseases, appropriation
appropriation
Fruit
for
investigations ---------------for investigations
Fruit
Insects, appropriation
of_
appropriation for control ofFruit Insects,
Mex.,
Fruitlands
Irrigation Project, N.
N. Mex.,
Fruitlands Irrigation
appropriation
for ---------------appropriation for
Fuel, appropriation
appropriation for
for testing
testing ---------Fuel,
Fuel-Storage Facilities,
Facilities, Naval,
Naval, appropriaFuel-Storage
of..---------.
tion for
for construction
construction of
tion
Fund for
for Payment
of Government
Government Losses
Losses
Payment of
Fund
for---in Shipment,
appropriation for
Shipment, appropriation
In
Fur
Resources Investigations,
appropriaInvestigations, appropriaFur Resources
tion
for
tion for--------.---------------
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Gaging Streams,
appropriation for
for----Streams, appropriation
Gaging
Gaithersburg, Md.,
Md., appropriation for latiGaithersburg,
------------tude observatory--observatory
tude
Casino, La.,
Bayou Laacross Bayou
bridge across
La., bridge
Galiano,
authorized---_
fourche
legalization authorized__
at, legalization
fourche at,
Gallery of
National. appropriation
for..
appropriation forArt, National,
of Art,
Gallery
Gallinger Municipal
Municipal Hospital, D. C.,
C., apGallinger
propriation for-------------------for
propriation
Gallipolis
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission,
Gallipolis Sesquicentennial
appropriation
for
appropriation for----------------Report
Congress----------------to Congress
Report to
Gallup-Shiprock Highway,
Mex., apN. Mex.,
Highway, N.
Gallup-Shiprock
propriation for
for maintenance
maintenance of porpropriation
tion within
Navajo Reservation
Reservation ---within Navajo
tion
Galveston, Tex,
Tex., appropriation
appropriation for hydroGalveston,
graphic office ------------------graphic
of
Galveston County,
Tex.., conveyance
conveyance of
County, Tex,
Galveston
certain land
land to, authorized
authorized-- -----certain
Ari., approGanado Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Ariz.,
Gaaado
priation
for
priation for---------------------
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439
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investigations---.-Appropriation for investigations
442
442
Appropriation
Conservation,
Conservation, inclusion by States in
agreements
acagreements for, of lands, etc., acquired
S
17
17
U. S--------------.
from U.
quired from
certain, by
Leases, waiver of rentals in certain,
Leases,
Secretary of
Interior
742
of the Interior---------Secretary
Gatun,
3atun, C. Z., Naval Radio Station, ap881
propriation for construction
etc_
construction work, etcpropriation
General
Accounting Office:
Office:
General Accounting
Agriculture, Department
transfer of
Department of, transfer
Agriculture,
administrative exfunds
funds for certain administrative
penses
561
561
-penses -----------------Appropriation for-----------------for
131
Appropriation
(1036
Building, site and
construction
1036
and construction-----Building,
Emergency Relief
Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Emergency
617
1941,
administrative expenses_
617
expenses -__
1941, administrative
1061
Claims
1061
of------barring of
S., barring
U. S.,
against U.
Claims against
Estates
American citizens
citizens who die
die
of American
Estates of
abroad,
disposition of
proceeds and
and
of proceeds
abroad, disposition
759
effects
effects----------------------1109
Purchases
advertising...---..
without advertising
Purchases without
General
Anthony Wayne
Memorial CornComWayne Memorial
General Anthony
continued
mission,
appropriation for, continued
mission, appropriation
634
available
available-----------------------Conference, unexGeneral
General Disarmament Conference,
pended
continued available__
651
available balances continued
pended balances
Park, Calif.:
General
Grant National
National Park,
General Grant
Abolishment; addition to Kings Canyon
Abolishment;
National
General Grant
Grant
as General
Park as
National Park
43
grove section
section ----------------grove
etc- _ 446
Appropriation
administration, etc_
446
Appropriation for administration,
General
Headquarters Air Force, comcornGeneral Headquarters
1116
manding general,
1116
retirement -------general, retirement
manding
General
Office. See
Interior, DeSee Interior,
Land Office.
General Land
partnient of
the.
of the.
partnent
General
Corporation, San
San
Petroleum Corporation.
General Petroleum
Diego,
Calif.. transfer
U. S.
arcs
of area
8. of
to I.
transfer to
Diego, Calif.,
146
held under
under lease
by --------.
144
lease by
held
I'reiMemorial Day, PresiGeneral Pulaski's Memorial
231
dent authorized
observanceinvite observance..
to invite
authorized to
dent
DepartGeneral
Staff
Corps.
See
War
See
Corps.
Staff
General
ment.
appropriation
Genetics and
Biophysics, appropriation
and Biophysics,
Genetics
for investigations
544
investigations-----------------for
International
Geodesy
Geophysics, International
and Geophysics.
Geodesy and
Union
of, appropriation for contribuUnion of,
188
tion
tion---------------------------approInternational, approGeographical
Union, International,
Geographical Union,
1S8
priation for contribution
188
contribution---------.
priation
Geography and
and History, Pan American
Geography
Institute of, appropriation
appropriation for contriInstitute
188
bution
188
bution-------------------------Geologic Surveys,
Surveys, appropriation
appropriation for.--for
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Geologic
InSee
of. S
Geological
ee I
n_
Survey, Bureau at
Geological Survey,
tenor, Department
of the.
Department of
terior,
630
George,
payment to.-------to
630
L., payment
Preston L.,
George, Preston
George
Washington. Statue of, selection
selection of
of
George Washington
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in District
District of Columbia;
site,
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appropriation authorized
299
authorized ...-.......
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for
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ComBicentennial ComWashington Bicentennial
George
mission,
for
1036
1036
appropriation for---------mission, appropriation
George Washington
Washington Memorial
Parkway,
Memorial Parkway,
George
appropriation for---------------for
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451
135, 451
appropriation
Georgia:
Georgia:
Athens, limit
limit of
of cost
of construction
of
construction of
cost of
Athens,
post
office and
courthouse ininand courthouse
post office
633
creased
633
creased------------------------Fishing
in territorial
territorial waters,
of
etc., of
waters, etc.,
Fishing in
Atlantic Ocean,
with
compacts with
Ocean, compacts
Atlantic
other
States for
regulation of
of - - 261
for regulation
other States
Infantry School,
School, Fort
Benning, approapproFort Benning,
Infantry
26
priation for
for instruction
26
expenses-_- _
instruction expenses__
priation
Northern
judicial district,
appointment
district, appointment
Northern judicial
219
of
additional judge
219
judge-----------of additional
Withlacoochee River,
River, bridge
bridge authorized
authorized
Withlacoochee
1223
across, at
_
1223
at Valdosta
Valdosta ------------across,
German-American
Bund:
German-American Blind:
Selective Training
Act of
of
and Service
Service Act
Training and
Selective
1940, employment
members to
to
of members
employment of
1940,
fill vacancies
vacancies caused
caused by
by inductions
inductions
fill
under,
policy of
Congress --.---892
of Congress
under, policy
Work
relief projects,
projects, restriction
restriction on
on ememWork relief
ployment
Nazi Bund
Bund
of Nazi
of members
members of
ployment of
organizations _---------------620
organizations
Germany:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
183
Ambassador
to-------------------Ambassador to
Mixed
United
Commission, United
Mixed Claims Commission,
and
650
States and---------------payment to widow
Benjamin, payment
Gibbs, Willis
Willis Benjamin,
of
1031
of---------------------------Gibson, Ernest W., payment
payment to daughter
daughter
Gibson,
of
628
628
of----------------------------521
Gifts, defense tax
------tax on --Gifts,
Reservation, Ariz., apGila River Indian Reservation,
propriation
for maintenance,
of
etc., of
propriation for
maintenance, etc.,
---San
419
San Carlos project
project ------419
Gilbertsville,
appropriation for
Gilbertsville, Ky., appropriation
for concontinued
construction of Kentucky
Kentucky
tinued construction
Dam--------------------Dam
138
138
Glacier
Park, Mont.:
Glacier National Park,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Administration,
446
Administration, etc
etc--------..--446
Road
450
Road construction
construction----------......
450
Gladewater, Tex.,
Tex., limit
construclimit of cost
cost of
of construction of post office increased ------633
633
Glenn
Company, construction,
construction,
Glenn L.
L. Martin
Martin Company,
etc., of dike or dam across Stansbury
Stansbury
etc.,
Creek,
County, Md.,
Md., auCreek, Baltimore
Baltimore County,
au106
thorized --- _-----__---.-----___.
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Godman Field, Ky.,
Ky., appropriation
appropriation for
for
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at _
authorized work at------------361
Golden Gate International Exposition of
of
1939, time extension
extension for
sale or
for sale
or abanaban18
donment of
of imported exhibits -----

Golden
Exposition of
of
Gate International
International Exposition
Golden Gate
1940:
1940:
Copyrights
patents of foreign
foreign exexCopyrights and patents
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hibitorsBranch copyright
copyright and
arid patent
patent offices,
offices,
Branch
establishment
---------establishment----Certificates of
of proprietorship
proprietorship ------Certificates
Duration of
of protection
protection ----..----Duration
Infringement on
protected rights.
rights..
on protected
Infringement
Penalty---------------------Penalty
Reimbursement of
of expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
Reimbursement
by
U. S.------------------.S
by U.
Distilled spirits,
spirits, etc.,
importation for
for
etc., importation
Distilled
on-premises consumption,
consumption, time
time exexon-premises
tension ----------------------tension
Dutiable articles
articles imported
imported for
exhibifor exhibiDutiable
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extension of
of time
time for
for free
free adtion, extension
mittance
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United States
States --.....
by United
Participation by
Appropriation authorized-------authorized
Appropriation
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for-.---------Appropriation
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and sale
sale of
of certain
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Production
articles,
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extended ------.
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Transfer of
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to buildings
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Government
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Agriculture, Department
Department of, work for
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transfer of funds
for
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certain provisions, employment
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restriction
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----__----_____..___
Army reserve
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components, etc.,
etc., ordered
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into
active service,
service, reemployment_
into active
Checks drawn against funds of, regularegulaChecks
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foreign delivery
delivery --- ___.._.
tion of
of foreign
Citizenship requirements,
requirements, employeesemployees—
Citizenship
Canal Zone ----.--_........
Department of
Commerce, Department
of-------.
Employees'
Compensation
ComEmployees'
Compensation
Commission
mission---....
.........
_-Federal Security
Security Agency
Agency --.-----Federal
Independent
Offices
Independent Offices--............
Interior, Department
Department of the ------Department of
Justice, Department
of.---........
Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization
Service, exemption
exemption of interpreters ---- __--_
preters
...-..---Labor, Department
of-----.......
Department of
National
Relations Board.....
National Labor
Labor Relations
Board
National
Mediation Board_____
National Mediation
Board -
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592
Appropriation
authorized
-------authorized
Appropriation
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National
Youth
Administration
----National Youth Administration
292
Historic buildings,
buildings, restriction
restriction on
Historic
292
Navy
Department---------------Navy Department
765
598
demolition ---------------598
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board -------Railroad
211
Transportation, board of investigation
investigation
Transportation,
211
State, Department
Department of-------------of
State,
211
and research,
research, utilization
utilization of services
services
and
211
United States
States Courts-------------Courts
United
953
953
by --------------------------by
War Department
355, 378,
512
378, 512
Department----------- 355,
War
of
change
on
Travel
expenses
change
official
expenses
Travel
1211
Civil
Service
Act,
extension
of
1211
Civil Service Act, extension of-------78
78
station authorized--------------authorized
station
1029
Claims, assignment
of
1029
assignment of---------------Claims,
Vehicles—
VehiclesClassification Act
Act of
1923—
of 1923Classification
78
78
Cost limitation
limitation ----------------Cost
Exclusion of
of designated
designated positions
positions from
Exclusion
1214
Maintenance,
upkeep,
etc.,
limitation
etc.,
upkeep,
Maintenance,
1214
provisions of-----------------of
provisions
78
78
1212
on amount
for
amount for---------------on
1212
of--------------------Extension
Extension of
on
"Official
purposes,"
restriction
use
purposes,"
"Official
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, sale
sale of surplus
District
78
78
342
except for;
defined-------term defined
for; term
except
342
articles
authorized-----------to, authorized
articles to,
1215
Official
travel,
use
of
private
vehicles
vehicles
private
of
use
travel,
Official
for- _ 1215
Efficiency ratings,
ratings, boards
boards of review for..
Efficiency
167
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for
for------------------------Employees dying
dying abroad,
payment for
abroad, payment
Employees
743
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protection
appearing
beappearing
of,
protection
Witnesses,
transportation of
__ 743
etc---remains, etc__
of remains,
transportation
13
13
fore
fore---------------------------Employment
annum
persons at $1 per annum
of persons
Employment of
Govalso
599
Government
Employees.
GovSee
Employees.
Government
599
authorized
authorized ------------------ernment Departments
Agencies.
and Agencies.
Departments and
ernment
interbuilding,
Messenger
functions,
interbuilding,
Messenger functions,
of
Annual
and
sick
leave,
exclusion
leave,
sick
and
Annual
transfer
Post Office Departto Post
transfer to
from
days
nonwork
designated
nonwork
designated
1235
ment
1235
ment-------------------------38
38
computation of
of-----------------computation
Minor purchases,
purchases, etc., without adverMinor
1109
Army reserve
reserve components,
components, etc.,
etc., ordered
ordered
Army
1109
tising,
consolidation
of
provisions_
_
provisions-of
tising, consolidation
reemploy1111
into active
active service,
reemployinto
1111
Repeal of
of designated
designated provisionsprovisions --Repeal
859, 891
ment
ment--------------------recordsPhotographed,
etc.,
records—
Photographed,
Govern959
Citizenship
requirements.
See
Governrequirements.
Citizenship
9
959
evidence---------Admissibility
Admissibility in evidence
ment
and Agencies.
Agencies.
Departments and
ment Departments
95(
records------- 958
Disposition
Disposition of original records
to certain
Compensation
Act,
extension
certain
extension
Act,
Compensation
Political activities.
activities. See separate
separate title.
Political
employees of
of Menominee
Menominee Indian
employees
President
of
the
United
States,
Office
of,
States,
United
the
of
President
105
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Reservation,
Wis--------------Reservation, Wis
temporary detail
detail of personnel
personnel to,
temporary
1122
Death
occurring
abroad, transportation
transportation
abroad,
occurring
Death
11,
authorized
authorized--------------------743
743
of
remains, etc----------------etc
of remains,
binding—
Printing and binding689
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Jury service,
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leave of absence and pay forfor.
Jury
single
Estimates
for,
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as
item
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for,
Estimates
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478
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certain,
punishment
for
certain,
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Killing
8
471
in
Budget
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annual and sick, transfer of credit
credit
annual
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Printing
Payment
to
Government
Government
to
Payment
252
478
upon
appointment as postmasterpostmaster_ _ 252
upon appointment
478
Office
Office---------------------title.
Political activities.
activities. See separate
separate title.
Political
DeProcurement
Division,
Treasury
Division,
Procurement
confirmation by
Recess appointees,
appointees, confirmation
Recess
partment,
transfer or detail of empartment, transfer
751
751
Senate; compensation
compensation ----------Senate;
ployees to;
to; transfer
transfer of funds auployees
ReRailroad
69
Retirement.
See
Railroad
ReAlaska
See
Retirement.
}9
6
thorized
thorized--------------------tirement
Act, Amendment;
Amendment; Canal
Canal
tirement Act,
Recess appointees,
oonfirnation by
appointees, confirmation
Recess
751
Zone,
Code
amendments;
Civil
amendments;
Code
Zone,
I1
75
Senate; compensation..
compensation----------Senate;
Service Retirement
Retirement Act, AmendService
Reports,
discontinuance
of
printing
of
printing
of
discontinuance
Reports,
ment.
479
ment.
47'9
certain, authorized
authorized-------------certain,
Selective
Training
Training and Service Act of
Selective
Scientific
investigations
authorized,
investigations
Scientific
19401940by—
by890
444
Reemployment after
after service
service under-under__
Reemployment
4444
Bureau
of Mines ----------------Bureau of
894
of440
Utilization
of
services
execution
of_
894
execution
in
services
of
Utilization
40
44
Survey---------- -----Geological Survey
Geological
196
Transportation of
of household
household goods, etc.,
Transportation
)6
11
National
Bureau
of
Standards
Standards------of
Bureau
National
upon change
station_
1105
change of station---------upon
Selective
Training and Service Act of
Selective Training
change
on
Travel
expenses
change of official
expenses
Travel
1940,
utilization
of
services
in
exeservices
of
1940, utilization
78
894
station authorized
authorized -----------station
8 )4
cution
of----------------------cution of
Wiota-Fort
Peck Railroad,
Railroad, Mont.,
Mont., reguWiota-Fort
Senate
rejection
of
nomination,
restricnomination,
Senate rejection of
348
service------78
lation
of hours
hours of service
lation of
78
-tion on
payment to
to person
after_ person after
on payment
tion
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Shipment, Fund
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Page
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for Page
Government
Payment of,
of, appropriation
appropriation for-----for
58
58
Payment
Government-Owned Facilities:
Government-Owned
Facilities:
Funds
at
Funds available
available for
for furnishing,
furnishing, at
privately
privately owned
owned plants
plants ---------- 297,
297,
377, 603,
603, 714,
714, 874,
874,970
377,
970
Providing of,
of, for
for production
defense
Providing
production of
of defense
items
680
680
items-------------------------Government
Printing Office:
Office:
Government Printing
Appropriation for
477,
630, 1031
1031
477, 630,
for---------Appropriation
Code of
of Federal
630
630
Regulations-------Federal Regulations
Code
Messengers
on night
duty, payment
payment
Messengers on
night duty,
to designated
630
630
to
designated----------------Superintendent of
office
Superintendent
of Documents,
Documents, office
of
479
479
of-----------------------Congressional
work, estimate
of cost
cost to
Congressional work,
estimate of
to
be
recommendation__ _
be included
included in
in recommendation--_ 478
•Departmental
Departmental workwork—
Estimates for,
for, inclusion
as single
single
Estimates
inclusion as
478
•
item
in Budget
item in
Budget ..------.. ---Payment for
for -----478
Payment
---------Depository libraries,
libraries, restriction
restriction on
on supsupDepository
plying matter
not requested-----requested
479
plying
matter not
Detail of
of employees,
restriction
479
Detail
employees, restriction-------Heat
plant,
Heat furnished
furnished by Capitol power
power plant,
473
reimbursement for------------for
reimbursement
•Holmes,
Holmes, Oliver
Oliver Wendell,
Wendell, memorial
memorial
printing and
distribution.._ 1207
1207
volume, printing
and distribution__
Our
and Government-FedGovernment—FedOur Constitution
Constitution and
eras Text
Citizenship, sale
eral
Text Book on Citizenship,
sale
575
authorized
authorized ---------------Purchases
Procurement
Purchases independent
independent of
of Procurement
Division,
Treasury Department__
_ 479
4'79
Division, Treasury
Department__Reports
printing of
Reports of
of departments,
departments, printing
of
479
certain, discontinued
discontinued------------479
Salary
restriction..----------------479
Salary restriction
Washington, George,
Writings of, deWashington,
George, Writings
livery of sets for
distribution authorlivery
for distribution
authorized
1031
ized---------------------Working capital,
capital, return
return of portion
Working
portion as
as
unexpended
unexpended balance
balance-.---.-----.
478
Government Traffic, rates on ----.-954
_
Overpayments, deduction
deduction of
of -------955
Overpayments,
955

Grade Crossings, appropriation
appropriation for elimination ---------129
_--------------129
Grain Standards
Standards Act:
Act:
Amendment, establishment of standards
standards
for
soybeans --.----------.....
765
for soybeans
765
Appropriation
carrying provisions
provisions
Appropriation for carrying
into effect-------------------_
effect
557
557
of the
Grand Army of
the Republic:
Republic:
Condemned
Condemned ordnance, etc., loan or gift ofof_
491
491
Marine Band, attendance
attendance at convention
convention
authorized
598
authorized --- - __---- __-__-_
598
Appropriation
648
648
Appropriation for
for-----__---Grand Canyon National Park,
Park, Ari.,
Ark., appropriation
propriation for administration, etc
etc-- 446
Grand Coulee
Coulee Dam
Dam Project, Wash.:
Wash.:
'Acquisition
703
Acquisition of certain
certain Indian
Indian lands for_
for- _ 703
87,438
Appropriation for construction
construction------- 87,
438
Fish hatcheries,
maintenance -------.
1085
Fish
hatcheries, maintenance
1085

Grand
continuation of,
of, to
finish
Grand Juries,
Juries, continuation
to finish
Page
investigations------------------110
investigations
110
Grand
Authority, Okla.,
Okla., certain
certain
Grand River
River Dam
Dam Authority,
Indian lands granted
to; conditions,
etc_
303
Indianlands
granted to;
conditions, etc303
Seneca Indian
Indian School
School lands,
lands, conveyance
Seneca
conveyance
of
flowage easement
easement only
only --------303
of flowage
303
Grand Teton
Teton National
National Park,
Park, Wyo.,
Grand
Wyo., apappropriation for
for administration,
administration, etc_
446
propriation
etc--446
Grasshopper Control,
Control, purchases
of mamaGrasshopper
purchases of
equipment without
without adveradverterials and equipment
1111
tising ----_---------------------1111
Grave Markers,
Markers, furnishing
furnishing of,
of, by
by SecreSecreGrave
tary of War, for use in certain
certain
cemeteries ---------------------142
cemeteries
142
Grazing
appropriation for---.
for____ 407,
407, 1040
1040
Grazing Service,
Service, appropriation
Great
Great Britain:
Britain:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Ambassador to
183
Ambassador
to-------------------- 183
International
Joint
Commission,
International
Joint
Commission,
United States
States and---------and
190, 650
United
190,
650
Migratory
effect
Migratory birds,
birds, carrying
carrying into effect
treaty
concerning_ -___ 452
452
treaty provisions
provisions concerningWaterways
treaty, United
United States
States
Waterways treaty,
and
190, 650
650
and---.-------.---------_
190,
Great Lakes:
Lakest
Great
Anchorage
light requirements
requirements --------150
Anchorage light
150
requirements for
Radio requirements
for navigation,
navigation,
extension of time for report
___
54
extension
report on..
on- -54
Great
Lakes, III.:
Ill.:
Great Lakes,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Naval
Naval Hospital, construction
construction work,
etc ---------------------880
etc
_
880
Naval
Naval Training Station, maintenance,
maintenance,
etc
28, 268, 295
etc------------------.
. 28,268,295
Construction work,
etc
878, 973
973
work, etc-------878,
Great Northern Railway
Great
Railway Company,
Company, construction of bridges
struction
bridges across
across Kettle River
River
at Marcus,
Marcus, Wash.,
Wash., authorized------authorized
386
Great
bridge authorized
authorized
Great Pee
Pee Dee River, bridge
across,
across, at Cashua Ferry,
Ferry, S. C-----C
175
175
Great
Great Plains, water conservation.
conservation. See
Conservation and Utilization
Water Conservation
Utilization
Projects.
Smoky Mountains
Great Smoky
Mountains National
National Park,
N. C.-Tenn.:
C.-Tenn.:
Appropriation for
for administration,
448
Appropriation
administration, etc_
etc--..
446
Eastern
Eastern Band
Band of Cherokee
Cherokee Indians,
Indians,
grant of certain
certain lands to; payment,
payment,
etc---------------------------_
etc
300
300
Greece,
Greece, appropriation
appropriation for minister to_
to --183
Greenlee County Board of
Greenlee
of Supervisors,
Clifton, Ariz.,
Ariz., payment
payment to
866
to --------.
866
Greenwich,
Conn., striking
striking of
of medal
medal in
in
Greenwich, Conn.,
commemoration
commemoration of 300th anniversary
anniversary
of establishment,
establishment, authorized
authorized ------180
Gresham, Oreg.,
Oreg., limit of cost of construcconstruction of
of post office
office increased
633
increased-------633
Guam:
Guam:
Appropriation forfor—
Lepers, care of; transfer to Culion,
P.1
P.
I----- __

-------------

266
266
_

INDEX
INDEX
Guam—Continued.
Page Hawaii—Continued.
Hawaii-Continued.
Guam-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Appropriation
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
Courts
Naval
Hospital, construction
Courts-------------------------construction work,
Naval Hospital,
Gasoline
and bomb
bomb storage
storage -------etc
880
880
Gasoline and
etc----------------------Governor,
etc., salaries
salaries------------Naval
Station—
Governor, etc.,
Naval StationLegislative
expenses
Construction
work, etc
877
Legislative expenses--------------281, 877
etc ------Construction work,
Vocational
education
Vocational education-------------School,
268
268
etc-----------operation, etc
School, operation,
Vocational
rehabilitation ----------Vocational rehabilitation
Guantanamo, Cuba:
Cuba:
Guantanamo,
Citizenship
women born in,
Citizenship of certain women
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
prior
to June
1900
June 14,
14, 1900---------prior to
Fleet-Operating Base,
Base, construction
construction
Fleet-Operating
Electric-light,
etc., franchise,
franchise, approval
approval
work,
877
Electric-light, etc.,
etc------------------work, etc
of act
act granting
certain------ 1104,
granting certain
of
Naval Air
construction work,
work,
Station, construction
Air Station,
Naval
Federal-aid road
funds, unexpended,
unexpended,
road funds,
Federal-aid
etc
etc----------------------- 608, 879
availability
availability-------------------Naval
Station—
Naval StationFort Shafter,
Shafter, appropriation
appropriation for
authorfor authorFort
Construction work,
etc------- 294, 877
work, etc
Construction
ized
at
work at----------------ized work
School, operation,
operation, etc----------etc
268
School,
Homesteaders, reamortization
reamortization of
of indebtHomesteaders,
Naval
aviation facilities,
appropriation
facilities, appropriation
Naval aviation
edness authorized----authorized
-------edness
authorized -- ---------- -----400
400
authorized
Keehl Lagoon,
Oahu, improvement
improvement
Lagoon, Oahu,
Keehi
Naval
Station, construction,
construction, appropriaappropriaNaval Station,
authorized
authorized -------------------tion authorized
authorized -------------- 401
tion
Lieutenant general,
general, provision
provision for
for rank
rank
Lieutenant
Guatemala,
for minister
minister to..
183
toappropriation for
Guatemala, appropriation
of,
in
military
department
------department
of,
in
military
Guidry,
John
L.,
bridge
constructed
by,
constructed
L,
bridge
Guidry, John
Naval aviation
aviation facilities,
facilities, appropriation
appropriation
Naval
across Bayou
Lafourche at Galiano,
Galiano,
Bayou Lafourche
across
for
construction
authorized
authorized-----for
construction
226
La.,
legalization
authorized
------La., legalization authorized
Public buildings,
contracts for repair,
buildings, contracts
Public
Gulf
coastal
appropriation for coastal
Mexico, appropriation
of Mexico,
Gulf of
etc.; wage
rates of persons
persons emwage rates
etc.;
197
surveys
surveys------------------------ployed
ployed------------------Gypsy and
Brown-Tail Moth Control, apand Brown-Tail
Gypsy
Schofield Barracks,
Barracks, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Schofield
552
propriation for------------------for
propriation
authorized work
work at-------------at
authorized
Sugar, direct-consumption
quota
direct-consumption quota-----Sugar,
H
U.
S. District
jurisdiction
for, jurisdiction
District Court for,
U. S.
islands---_
extended
over designated
designated islands__
extended over
183
Haiti, appropriation
appropriation for
minister to.--to
183
for minister
Haiti,
University
transfer of agricultural
agricultural
University of, transfer
Hamilton Field, Calif.:
Hamilton
experiment station
station equipment
equipment to-to....
experiment
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
National Park:
25 Hawaii National
Acquisition
Acquisition of land -...--------..
Appropriation for
for administration,
administration, etc-etc
Appropriation
361
Authorized work at--------------.
at
Authorized
Transfer of land
purposes.. _
land for military purposes-Transfer
Harbors. See
and Harbors.
Rivers and
See Rivers
Harbors.
Hawaiian Organic
Act, Amendment,
Amendment, rere
Organic Act,
Hawaiian
Harrington,
Vincent F.,
payment to, for
F., payment
Harrington, Vincent
amortization of
indebtedness of cercerof indebtedness
amortization
629
contested-election
expenses ------629
contested-election expenses
authorized
homesteaders authorized------tain homesteaders
Harrisburg,
Pa., time
time extended
extended for bridgHarrisburg, Pa.,
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition
Nev., Naval
Hawthorne, Nev.,
729 Hawthorne,
ing
Susquehanna River
at --...--River at
ing Susquehanna
Depot,
construction
appropriation for construction
Depot, appropriation
Harrison. See
Benjamin Harrison
MeHarrison MeSee Benjamin
Harrison.
work,
etc
work, etc--------------------morial
morial Commission.
Hospital, Wis.,
Wis., appropriation
appropriation
Hayward Hospital,
569
Harvesting
569 Hayward
for --appropriation for
Loans, appropriation
Harvesting Loans,
for
for-------------------------- Haskell
Institute, Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kans.:
Kans.:
Haskell Institute,
Hayward Indian
School, transfer of title to
Indian School,
Hayward
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
State of
of Wisconsin---------------Wisconsin
431
State
Construction
and repair
repair.---.----..
Construction and
Headstones, furnishing
furnishing of, by Secretary
Secretary of
424
Education
of Indians
424 Headstones,
Indians ----------Education of
War,
cemeteries_ _
in certain cemeteries--...
War, for use in
Hatch Act
Act (Agricultural
Experiment Sta(Agricultural Experiment
Hatch
Health, National Institute of, appropriaappropriaHealth,
tions), appropriation
appropriation to
carry proproto carry
tions),
tion for
535
for --------------- -------tion
visions into
into effect.---------------effect
535
visions
Heating Plant,
Plant, Central,
Central, furnishing
furnishing of
Heating
Hatch Act,
See Political
Political
Amendments. See
Act, Amendments.
Hatch
National Academy
Academy of.
of
steam to National
Activities.
Activities.
--Sciences authorized
authorized------Sciences
Hawaii:
Hawaii:
of.
Heinke,
payment to widow
widow of..
H., payment
George H.,
Heinke, George
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Helena, Ark.,
Ark., time
time extended
bridging
extended for bridging
535
Agricultural experiment
experiment stations
535 Helena,
stations--Agricultural
Mississippi River
River at ------ ------Mississippi
Extension work
537
work---------------Extension
Helium:
Helium:
American seamen,
seamen, relief
shiprelief of shipAmerican
ofProcurement
Procurement of—
186
wrecked ------------------186
wrecked
Transfer
funds from Navy DepartDepartTransfer of funds
607
Aviation
facilities, etc
etc-------shore facilities,
Aviation shore
ment
to
Bureau of Mines------Mines
Bureau
to
ment
458
Contingent
expenses
458
.------------expenses
Contingent

LV
LV

Page
208
208
361
458
458
458
458
583
584
584

707
1105
1105

868
361
245
345
1199
1199
781
781
400
400

399
361
1178

784
536
536
446
446
761
345

878
427
504
142
585
.694
694
35
35
222

282

LVI
LVI

INDEX
INDEX

Page
Entries, acceptance
acceptance of
Page Homestead
of military Page
Homestead Entries,
Helium—Continued.
Helium-Continued.
1187
service as
1187
residence, etc _---------as residence,
service
Procurement of—Continued.
of-Continued.
Procurement
1187
Repeal
prior
act
1187
act-----------------prior
of
Repeal
Transfer
of
funds
War
DepartWar
from
of
funds
Transfer
365
Entrymen, leaves
leaves of absence
Homestead Entrymen,
365 Homestead
ment to
Bureau of
of Mines
Mines ----to Bureau
ment
for
during pendency
pendency of
labor during
farm labor
for farm
Production
and investigations,
investigations, transfer
transfer
Production and
war
1189
war ----------------------------of funds
from War and Navy Defunds from
of
_ 183
443
minister to_
to.. _
appropriation for minister
443 Honduras,
Honduras, appropriation
partments to
to Bureau
Bureau of Mines
Mines ---partments
Honolulu,
appropriation for hydroT. H., appropriation
Honolulu, T.
Hennepin Canal,
Ill., appropriation
appropriation for
Canal, Ill.,
Hennepin
290
507
290
office--------------------graphic office
507
maintenance
maintenance--------------------Hoopa
Valley
Hospital,
Calif.,
appropriaappropriaCalif.,
Hospital,
Valley
Eoopa
at
dam
Henry
T.
Rainey
Dam,
lock
at
and
Henry T. Rainey Dam, lock
426
tion
426
220
for------------------------tion for
Alton, 111.,
111., designated
as
designated as---------Alton,
Indians, Calif.,
Calif., appropriaappropriaValley Indians,
Hoopa Valley
1038 Hoopa
to-.-__-_ 1038
Heurich, William
Joseph, payment
payment to_
William Joseph,
Heurich,
tion
etc_ __ 417
417
construction of homes, etc--for construction
tion for
Highway, Inter-American,
Inter-American, appropriation
appropriation
Highway,
129
Herbert, appropriation
appropriation for propro129 Hoover,
Hoover, Herbert,
for
for _--------- --------------83
curement
83
portrait of -----------curement of portrait
Highways. See
of
Highway Act of
Federal Highway
See Federal
Highways.
Hopi
Hospital, Ariz.,
appropriation for.
for -__ 426
Ariz., appropriation
Hopi Hospital,
1940.
1940.
Hopi
Indians, Ariz.:
Ariz.:
Hopi Indians,
Merest Water
credit in acCompany, credit
Water Company,
Hillcrest
Appropriation forAppropriation
counts
of Capt.
Knudsen for
S. Knudsen
John S.
Capt. John
counts of
431
496
Construction and repair of
buildings_of buildings
496
Construction
public funds paid to-------------to
public
419
Irrigation
projects
Irrigation projects----------------Hingham,
Mass., Naval Ammunition
Ammunition
Hingham, Mass.,
607
Ark.:
Hot Springs, Ark.:
607 Hot
Depot, appropriation
appropriation for new boiler
boiler_ _
Depot,
Army
and Navy
Navy HospitalHospitalArmy and
Historic Sites
Sites and
appropriation
and Buildings, appropriation
Historic
451
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
451
for preservation,
etc-------------preservation, etc
for
Construction
repairs
363
Construction and repairs--------ERwaasee
appropriation for conHiwassee Dam, appropriation
138
Maintenance
366
Maintenance-------------------138
tinued
construction
tinued construction--------------National Park, Ark., approSprings National
Hot Springs
541 Hot
Hog-Cholera Control,
for___ 541
appropriation for
Control, appropriation
Hog-Cholera
446
priation for
for administration,
administration, etc-----etc
priation
Hog Cholera
Cholera Virus
and Serum,
Serum, marketing
marketing
Virus and
Hog
House
of Representatives.
Representatives. See also ConHouse of
agreements with
with respect
to, appropriaappropriarespect to,
agreements
542
grew;
Legislative Branch
Branch of the
gress; Legislative
542
for-----------------------tion for
Government.
Government.
Hogback
Irrigation
Project,
N.
Mex.,
apapN.
Mex.,
Project,
Irrigation
Hogback
421
American
Negro Exposition,
Exposition, appointAmerican Negro
421
propriation
for-------------------propriation for
ment
of
Member
auxiliary comcornto auxiliary
Member
of
ment
tax
defense
Holding
Companies,
defense
Personal,
Holding Companies,
220
mission
521
mission-----------------------on
on-----------------------------162
--Apportionment
of
Representatives
Representatives
of
Apportionment
Holland. See Netherlands.
Netherlands.
Holland.
Appropriation for
for -3, 35, 83, 466, 628, 1031
3,
Appropriation
Holmes,
M. (Lt.
(Lt. Col.),
credit in acacCol.), credit
Frank M.
Holmes, Frank
495
Ashbrook,
William A.,
to
A., payment
payment to
495
Ashbrook, William
counts
of ---------------------counts of
-------------------widow
1206
of
35
120(
Holmes,
Oliver
Wendell,
use
of
bequest
of_
of
bequest
use
Wendell,
Oliver
Holmes,
1209
Bankhead,
payment to
to
120(
William B., payment
Bankhcad, William
Appropriations
authorized----------Appropriations authorized
1031
1206
widow of
120(
widow
of------------------Committee,
etc-------------duties, etc
Committee, duties,
1207
Bolton,
payment to widow
120'
Chester C., payment
Bolton, Chester
Memorial
garden, establishment------establishment
Memorial garden,
35
of
35
of------------------------Memorial
volume, publication
publication and disMemorial volume,
1207
Chaplain ---------------------466
120'
Chaplain
tribution
tribution----------------------1208
Clerk, office
office of
of the
the.---------....---466
Clerk,
Sale of
of former
authorized_ ___ 120i
residence authorized-.-former residence
Sale
Clerk
hire
470
hire----------------------Clerk
construcfor
Holston River,
appropriation
construcRiver, appropriation
Holston
467
781}
Committee employees
employees--.--.-----..
Committee
78:
Tenntion
of dam
Jefferson City, Tenn..
near Jefferson
dam near
tion of
.--------.
Committee
stenographers
469
stenographers
Committee
Home Economics,
of. See AgriBureau of.
Economics, Bureau
Home
r
expenses--_
Contingent expenses_
-- 35, 83, 470, 628, 629
culture, Department
Department of.
culture,
Curley, Edward
W., payment
payment to
to
Edward W.,
Curley,
Home
Board. See
See Federal
Bank Board.
Loan Bank
Home Loan
widow of -.---.------------35
widow
Home
Loan Bank Board.
Board.
Home Loan
469
Debates,
of
reporters of..------Debates, official reporters
Home-Loan
purchase of
Federal, purchase
Banks, Federal,
Home-Loan Banks,
------468
572
Doorkeeper, Office
Office of..---.
of
Doorkeeper,
57' I
stock by
authorized---------RFC authorized
by RFC
stock
to
Dowell, Cassius C., payment to
Dowell,
Home
Owners' Loan
Loan Corporation:
Corporation:
Home Owners'
83
--- --122
widow of ---------widow
12. i
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for------------------2
to
Eaton, Thomas
payment to
Thomas M., payment
Eaton,
Standards,
National Bureau
Bureau of, transStandards, National
widow of -------------------- 3
3,,83
83
widow
of funds for studies of building
fer of
to
631
Gibbs, Willis Benjamin,
Benjamin, payment to
Gibbe,
63
materials ---------------------materials
031
widow
widow of ------------- ------ 11031
Transfer
of funds to certain Treasury
Transfer of
Vincent F., payment
Harrington, Vincent
Harrington,
payment for
Department appropriations
appropriations authorDepartment
629
6
expenses----60
contested-election expenses
629
contested-election
ised ------------------------ized

INDEX
INDEX
Page
House
rage
Representatives-Continued.
House of Representatives—Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Heinke, George H., payment to
to
widow of
35
of------------------35
Iglesias, Santiago, payment
payment to widow
of
35
of-------------------35
Kefauver, Estes, payment
payment for contested-election
tested-election expenses
expenses------1031
preparation and editing of_
of --Laws, preparation
629
629
Mapes, Carl E., payment to widow
widow ofof_
35
Mapes,
35
Martin, John A., payment to widow
widow
Martin,
of ----------------------35
35
McMillan, Thomas S., payment to
3
widow of---------------------of
3
Mileage----------------------- 3,466
Mileage
Pages
3, 628
Pages-------------------------Wallace E., payment to
to
Pierce, Wallace
35
daughter of
of------------------35
Post office ---------------------469
Salaries and mileage
466
466
mileage--------------Scott, Byron N., payment for contested-election
expenses
83
ed-election expenses----------Seger, George N., payment to sons
and daughter of
1031
of------------Sergeant at Arms, Office
of
468
468
Office of--------Sirovich, William
William I., payment
payment to
to
83
sister of---------------------of
Clyde H., payment to widow
Smith, Clyde
of ---------------------628
628
of-the
466
466
Speaker, Office of the-------------466
466
Speaker's Table ----------------Special and minority
minority employees ---469
Special
Swanson, Albert
Albert F., payment
conpayment for conSwanson,
tested-election
expenses ------- 1031
tested-election expenses
35
Taylor, J.
J. Will, payment
of..
payment to widow of.
Taylor,
chairman of Committee on,
Patents, chairman
member of commission
observcommission on observmember
ance of sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial of first
ance
-50
law
U. S. patent law-.---.-------Restaurant,
deposit
establishment of deposit
Restaurant, establishment
account,
etc..
1058
1056
account, etc------------------Speaker
See separate
seprate title.
title.
Speaker of the. Be.
House Office
Office Buildings:
Buildings:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Maintenance, etc
473
Maintenance,
ete----------------Police force----------------------force
468
Police force, details from, for duty on
Capitol Grounds---------------Grounds
471
Capitol
Housing, National
appropriaof, appropriaCensus of,
National Census
Housing,
tion
expenses of
194
of---------------for expenses
tion for
Housing, National
of
681,
681,
provision of-_
Defense, provision
National Defense,
Housing,
883,
883, 1125
1125
Appropriation authorized-----------authorized
1126
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for------------- 883, 1115
Appropriation
Cost
limitations
883,
1126
883, 1126
Cost limitations---------------

Funds available
available--------------------Payments
n lieu of taxes ----------Payments In
Report
Congress
to Congress----------------Report to
Wages
and mechanics----mechanics
laborers and
of laborers
Wages of

683
683
1127
1128
1128
1128
1128

LVII
LVII

Housing Administration.
Administration.
Federal Page
See Federal
Housing Administration.
Housing
Administration.
Facilities, Naval,
Housing and Recreation
Recreation Facilities,
Naval,
appropriation for construction
construction -----appropriation
608
Housing Authority.
Authority. See United States
Authority; Federal Housing
Housing Authority;
Housing
Administration.
Administration.
Housing Corporation,
Corporation, United States, apHousing
propriation
expenses of dissolution_
125
propriation for expenses
Houston,
Tex., limit of cost of Appraisers
Appraisers
Houston, Tex.,
Stores Building Project
Project increased
increased_ -__
--_ 633
Houston,
payment to --_---630
Houston, William S., payment
630
Howard University,
University, D. C.:
Appropriation for
461, 644
644
for---------------- 461,
Appropriation
Purchases
advertising -------- 1110
1110
Purchases without advertising
Transfer to Federal
Federal Security Agency--Agency
1237
1237
Howland
U. S.
jurisdiction of U,
Howland Island, jurisdiction
District Court, Territory of Hawaii,
District
extended over-------------------784
Hughes,
Howard, appropriation
appropriation for
for medal
Hughes, Howard,
654
for
654
for-------.--------------------Hulse,
(Capt.), payment
payment to --__
496
Hulse, Seward
Seward W. (Capt.),
appropriation for
Humboldt
Nev., appropriation
for
Humboldt Project, Nev.,
construction
436
436
construction --------------------Hungary,
to_ - _ 183
Hungary, appropriation
appropriation for
for minister to__
Hydrographic
Bureau, International,
International, apHydrographic Bureau,
propriation for contribution-------contribution
187
propriation
Hydrographic
appropriation for -___
32,
Hydrographic Office, appropriation
33, 288, 290, 297, 610, 973
Hydrographic
Office, Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
Hydrographic Office,
detail
limitation__ __ 270
270
detail of surveyors
surveyors to, limitation---Hydrographic Office Aviation Charts,
Charts,
Hydrographic
flight checking of, per diem payments
229
ments---------------------------

I
"I
American Day,"
Day," designation;
designation;
"I Am
Am An American
proclamation authorized-----------authorized
178
178
proclamation
Idaho:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forproject-Boise projectConstruction
Construction----------------435
Operation
434
and maintenance
maintenance -----Operation and
Indians—
IndiansConstruction
and repair of buildConstruction and
ings --------------------431
Irrigation projects
420
Irrigation
projects--------------415,426
Support, etc-----------------etc
415,
426
Minidoka project,
project, operation
operation and
and
Minidoka
434
maintenance
maintenance ---------------Snake River pumping plant, funds conSnake
tinued available
available for constructionconstruction_ _ 435
tinued
Twin Springs Dam, funds continued
continued
Twin
available for construction-------construction
435
available
Iglesias, Santiago,
Santiago, payment
payment to
widow of-_
of_ _
to widow
35
Iglesas,
Illinois:
Illinois:
Alton, lock and dam at,
designated as
as
at, designated
Alton,
Henry T. Rainey Dam ---------220

LVIII
LVIII

INDEX
INDEX

Illinois—Continued.
Page Inaugural
Page
Illinois-Continued.
Inaugural Ceremonies,
1941:
Ceremonies, 1941:
Page
Page
Appropriation for—
Admission
exemption from
from tax....
Appropriation
Admission tickets,
fortickets, exemption
1090
tax1090
Chanute
construction, etc.,
Appropriation
for maintenance
maintenance of
of order,
Chanute Field, construction,
Appropriation for
etc., at_
at- 24,361
24,361
order,
Hennepin Canal, maintenance.
507
maintenance.----etc.,
etc., authorized
507
authorized----------------161
161
Training Station,
Lakes,
Naval Training
Appropriation
Station, Great
Great Lakes,
Appropriation for
for --------------- _ 636
636
maintenance, etc-------------etc
28
maintenance,
equipment, loan
___
Army and Navy
Navy equipment,
28
loan of
of_-160
extended for
bridging
Chester, time extended
for bridging
Indemnity
for damage
Indemnity for
damage------------161
161
Mississippi River
765
Overhead conductors
for illumination-illumination_ _ 160
River at
at------------Overhead
conductors for
765
160
East Dubuque, time extended
extended for
for bridgbridgOverhead
Overhead telephone,
telephone, etc.,
etc., wires,
wires, tempotempoing Mississippi River
174
River at
at --------rary use
174
use of
of ----- _--------_---161
161
Peddlers
Peddlers and
vendors, special
licenses;
and vendors,
Judicial
terms of court; officesoffices..
237
Judicial districts, terms
special licenses;
237
duration
Northern
Northern judicial district,
district, appointment
duration ----------------appointment
---161
Public spaces
of additional
additional judge
219
judge----------.--.
spaces in D. C., use of
of-------159
219
159
Ohio River Valley
Valley Water
Sanitation
Regulations
Water Sanitation
Regulations to
order, etc----etc
to preserve
preserve order,
161
161
Compact,
Duration ------------ _---_
Compact, consent of Congress
Congress
161
------161
granted to
to-----------_--------Penalty for violation
752
violation---------752
--162
Publication
Publication -- ------------------Shawneetown, time extended for
162
Shawneetown,
for bridgbridg162
Stands, erection;
erection; removal
removal---__-------_
at-------------727
ing Ohio River at
160
160
727
Troops, quartering
quartering of, in certain
certain public
bridge authorized
authorized across
public
White County,
County, bridge
across
buildings
buildings---------------Wabash River
173
old channel of
168
of Wabash
-----River --...168
173
Inaugural Ceremonies
Ceremonies of 1941,
1941, Joint
Winnetka,
limit of
Joint
Winnetka, limit
of cost
cost of
of construction
construction
Committee
Committee on,
on, appropriation
appropriation for---.
for
of post office increased
633
629
increased----------633
Income
Income Tax. See also
of
also Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of
Immigration Act
1917, Amendments:
Amendments:
Act of
of 1917,
1940; Revenue Act
of 1940,
1940, Second.
Second.
Act of
Deportation
Deportation of aliensaliens—
Basis of property,
property, determination
determination of---.
of...
709
Additional classes of
of deportable
deportable
Military service, deferment
deferment of
of collection
collection
aliens----------------------aliens
671
671
from
in
from persons
persons in---------------1190
1190
Advocating overthrow
overthrow of United
United
Offices:
States Government---------Government
672 Independent Offices:
672
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forAssisting in illegal entry
entry of
other
of other
American
Battle
Monuments ComMonuments
Comaliens -------------------671
671
mission ---------------_---113
113
Engaging in subversive
Engaging
subversive activities_
activities
672
672
Audited claims
Audited
claims------------------94,
94
Unlawfully possessing designated
designated
102, 658, 663, 665, 1049, 1052
1052
weapons -----.--672
....---- - 672
Benjamin
Benjamin Harrison
ComHarrison Memorial
Memorial ComDeparture
Departure of certain aliens
lieu of
of
aliens in
in lieu
mission ----------------..
83,
1031
83, 1031
deportation,
deportation, authorized
authorized -------672
672
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority. See sepsepdeportation of certain
Suspension of deportation
certain
arate
arate title.
title.
aliens authorized;
authorized; procedure,
procedure, etcetc_
672
672
Civil Service
Civil
Service Commission.
See sepCommission. See
sepImmigration Act of 1924,
1924, Amendment,
Amendment,
arate title.
arate
title.
foreign
foreign officials
officials in U.
U. S.,
S., departure
departure
Constitution
Sesquicentennial ComConstitution Sesquicentennial
Comupon failure to maintain
exempt
maintain exempt
mission,
36
mission, U.
U. S
S----------------36
status -----------..-------------711
711
Council
of
Council
National
Defense
599,
1032
National
Defense---599,
1032
Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
and Naturalization
Service.
District of Columbia
Columbia Alley Dwelling
Dwelling
See Justice,
Justice, Department
Department of.
of.
Authority --------------117
--117
Immigration Border Patrol, appropriation
appropriation
Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commisfor --- ----------------..---.
576, 577
sion------------------sion_
37, 594,
617
37,
594, 617
Immigration
improvement of
Immigration Laws, improvement
faciliof faciliExecutive
of the
President---Executive Office of
the President
__
83,
83,
enforcement, along Canadian
ties for enforcement,
112,
618,
630
112,
618,
630
and Mexican
Mexican borders,
authorized
__
_
1091
borders, authorized--1091
Audited claims --------658, 1052
1052
__-658,
Immigration Stations,
appropriation for
Stations, appropriation
for
Budget, Bureau of the
the.--.--- 112,
112, 630
630
remodeling, etc -----.----------577
577
Executive Mansion and groundsgrounds.. 112,
112, 630
Import
Bank.
See Export-Import
Import
Export-Import Bank
of
Bank of
Government Reports, Office
of---Office of
____
618
618
Washington.
Hoover, Herbert, procurement
procurement of
of
Imports:
portrait of -------------- -83
Copyrights, prevention of importation
National
Resources
National
Resources
Planning
prohibited articles
of prohibited
articles ----------106
106
Board -113
------------113
Investigations; fees
fees and restrictions..
17
restrictions- _
-17
President and Vice President,
President, comcomLimitation on, produced under process
proee
pensation
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International Union of Forest Research
Research
contribuStations, appropriation
appropriation for contribution
548
tion----------------------------548
International
Union of Geodesy
Geodesy and GeoGeoInternational Union
physics,
physics, appropriation
appropriation for contribucontribution ---------------------188
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International Union
Physics, appropri- Page
Union of
of Physics,
Page
ation for
contribution
ation
for contribution...
188
International
International Wheat
Wheat Advisory
Advisory Committee,
appropriation
appropriation for share of expenses_
563
expenses _
563
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Act,
Act, Amendments.
Amendments.
See under Transportation
Transportation Act of 1940.
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission.
Commission. See
also Transportation
Transportation Act
Act of 1940.
1940.
Appropriation for ------- -------.131
Appropriation
131
Commissioners,
Commissioners, salary
salary rates
rates --- - -_-141
141
Maritime
Maritime Commission,
Commission, transfer
transfer from,
from, of
of
certain employees,
employees, records,
records, propproperty, and appropriations
951
appropriations ----951
Purchases without advertising
Purchases
1109
advertising-----___
1109
Interstate
Interstate Commission
Commission on the Potomac
Potomac
River Basin,
Basin, consent of
of Congress
Congress
granted
compact establishing
748
granted to compact
establishing ---748
Interstate Compacts:
Compacts:
Interstate
Consent of Congress
Congress granted
granted to—
toLittle Missouri
River, division
division of
Missouri River,
of
waters of -----------382
waters
_----.382
Ohio River Valley
Valley Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Compact
752
Compact-------------------752
Potomac
Potomac Valley
Valley Conservancy
Conservancy DisDistrict
748
trict--------------------...748
Yellowstone River,
River, division
of water
Yellowstone
division of
water
authorized----------399
supply, authorized
399
Fishing in territorial waters,
waters, etc., of
of
Atlantic
Ocean, authorized------authorized
Atlantic Ocean,
261
Inventions, withholding
from
withholding of
of certain,
certain, from
publication in national
etc.._
710
national interest, etc-710
Inventors'
provisions for
for
Inventors' and
and Patent
Patent Day, provisions
observance
50
observance----------------------50
Investigation,
Investigation, Federal Bureau of. See
Justice, Department
Department of.
Investment
Advisers Act
Investment Advisers
Act of
of 1940. See also
also
Investment Company
Company Act of 1940--1940_ __ 847
Annual report of Commission--------Commission
857
Annual
857
Contracts—
ContractsInvestment
Investment advisory - --- _------852
Validity
856
Validity------------------------8
856
review of orders--------------orders
855
Court review
855
Definitions
Defi nitions -----------------------847
847
Effective
date
857
Effective date--------------------857
Employees of Commission
Employees
Commission----------857
857
Enforcement
853
Enforcement---------------------853
Findings -----------------------847
Findings
847
Hearings------------------------Hearings
855
855
Misstatements,
853
Misstatements, material
material- ----------853
Offenses, jurisdiction
jurisdiction ------__-------_
856
Offenses,
856
Orders, general
general powers of CommissionCommission_
Orders,
855
Court review
review----------------_ 855
855
Penalty provisions-----provisions
854, 857
Penalty
-------854,
857
Publicity ---------------------854
Publicity
-854
Registered investment
advisers, proproRegistered
investment advisers,
hibited
transactions by
by ---------852
hibited transactions
852
Registration of
Registration
of investment
investment advisers
advisers --850
850
Reports,
etc
8.52, 857
857
Reports, annual, etc-------------852,
Rules,
regulations, and orders
orders-------Rules, regulations,
855
Separability of
of provisions
857
Separability
provisions-------.---857
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Investment
Advisers Act
Act of 1940-Con.
1940—Con.
Investment Advisers
title
Short title------------------------jurisdiction
Suits, jurisdiction-----------------Unlawful representations
Unlawful
representations- ---------Investment Company
Company Act of 1940. See
Investment
also Investment
of 19401940_
also
Investment Advisers
Advisers Act
Act of
Accountants and auditors --------Accountants
Accounts and records-------------records
Accounts
Destruction
- --falsification.-Destruction or falsification
Activities
of investment
companies_ -__
-_
investment companies
Activities of
Advisory
boards, membership
restricmembership restricAdvisory boards,
tions
tions-----------------------Affiliated
underwriters,
Affiliated persons and underwriters,
transactions
transactions of certain
certain---------Annual
of Commission
Commission -..---..
report of
Annual report
Capital
structure----------------Capital structure
Circular
ownership
-------Circular ownership__---Civil actions, settlement ------------Classification
companiesinvestment companies_
of investment
Classification of
Management companies,
companies, subclassifisubclassifiManagement
cation -------..------------.
Closed-end companies,
distribution and
companies, distribution
Closed-end
repurchase of securities.---.-----.
securities
repurchase
Compliance with
provisions, prevention
prevention
with provisions,
Compliance
of ------------------------------.........
Contracts,
validity
Contracts, validity---Controlling
persons, liability
liability-- ----Controlling persons,
Court review of orders -------------Cross-ownership
Cross-ownership------------------general----.-----------Definitions, general
-----company" --"Investment
"Investment company"
Directors, affiliations of----------of
in------Directors, board of, changes in
Dividends
Dividends---------------------date---------------------Effective date
Effective
Embezzlement
Embezzlement--------------------Employees of Commission
Commission _--------Employees
Enforcement
Enforcement---------------------Exchange, offers
offers of------------------of
Exemptions
Exemptions------.......-------on....-----------Existing law, effect on
Face-amount
certificate companies_
companies ...-__ _
Face-amount certificate
Bankruptcy of _
----------------Bankruptcy
-_
policy- -__
Findings and declaration
declaration of policy__
investment
activities of investment
Functions and activities
companies
companies------------------Hearings by Commission------------Commission
Hearings
affiliated persons
Ineligibility of certain affiliated
underwriters-----------and underwriters
Information
Commission,
Information filed with Commission,
.-availability to public
__---...
availability
abuse.- ----Injunctions against
against gross abuse
underwriting
Investment advisory and underwriting
----------...
.
contracts ..-----Investment
Investment policy, changes in---..--in
Larceny and embezzlement
embezzlement..---.--...
----Loans ------------------subclassificaManagement
Management companies,
companies, subclassifica-------tion ---------Names,
Names, unlawful-.--.--------------unlawful
Offenses and suits, jurisdiction ..-....
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INDEX
Investment
of 1940—Con.
1940-Con.
Act of
Company Act
Investment Company
Orders,
general powers
Commission _
powers of Commission
Orders, general
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857
857
856
856
853
853
789
789
838
838
838
838
840
840
808
808
807
807
815
815
845
845
817
817
822
822
839
839
799
799
800

825
825
846
846
845
846
844
822
822
790
790
797
797
806
813
813
821
847
841
841
845
845
842
842

808
808
80(
800
84(
846
829
829

835
835
789

789
808
808
84'
842

80'
805
845

84,

841
84
812
81:
811
81
841
84
822
82'
800
80
84
840
84~
844

Page
841
844
review of ------------------844
Court review
Procedure for
for issuance-----------issuance
842
842
Procedure
Penalty
provisions --------------- 843, 846
Penalty provisions
Periodic
payment plans
plans----------..
829
829
Periodic payment
822
Proxies._
822
Proxies----------------------------Redeemable securities,
securities, distribution,
distribution, reRedeemable
demption, and repurchase
repurchase -------823
demption,
Registration of investment
companies
803
investment companies__
Registration
Registration of securities
Securisecurities under SecuriRegistration
825
ties Act of 1933----------------1933
826
Reorganization, plans of -----------826
Reorganization,
Reports, periodic,
periodic, etc.; reports of affiliaffiliReports,
ated persons
persons ----------------.. 836,
36, 845
falsi-8Reports and records,
records, destruction
destruction or falsi
Reports
fication-----------------------840
fication
Rules,
regulations, and orders, general
general
Rules, regulations,
powers of Commission
Commission ---------841
powers
842
Procedure for issuance ------------Procedure
Securities
registration of
of
Securities Act of 1933, registration
825
securities
securities under ---------------Separability
provisions -----------846
Separability of provisions
Short title
847
------------------- 847
title-----811
companies --------Size
Size of investment companies•
812
Investigation and report
report----------812
Investigation
to----814
Strict trusts, provisions relative to
814
Suits, jurisdiction
844
jurisdiction---------------- -Underwriters, transactions
transactions of certain-__
certain
815
Underwriters,
815
812
Underwriting
Underwriting contracts
contracts -------------812
_
827
Unit investment
investment trusts--------______
trusts
827
Unit
840
representations and names___
Unlawful representations
names..__
840
Unregistered investment
Unregistered
investment companies,
transactions
802
--------------transactions by _
Voting trusts ---------------------822
Iona Island, N. Y.,
Y., Naval
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition
Depot, appropriation
appropriation for construction
Depot,
construction
etc ------.------.------607, 878
work, etc
Iowa:
Iowa:
Appropriation for
etc., of
of InInAppropriation
for support,
support, etc.,
dians ---------------------- 426, 428
dians
Burlington,
Burlington, limit of cost of construction
construction
office increased
increased ----------of post office
633
Dubuque, time extended
extended for bridging
bridging
Mississippi River at------------174
Mississippi
at
174
Onawa, bridge authorized
authorized across
across Missouri
souri River
River at ------257
_---------257
Iran, appropriation
appropriation for minister to------to
183
183
appropriation for minister
Ireland, appropriation
minister to
to. -__ _
183
Irrigation. See Reclamation
Irrigation.
Reclamation Projects;
Projects;
Water
Water Conservation
Conservation and
and Utilization
Utilization
Projects.
Irrigation
Irrigation Agriculture,
Agriculture, appropriation
appropriation for
for
__
544, 639
investigations---------------544,
639
Irrigation Projects, Federal, construction
construction
Irrigation
screens by Bureau
of fish screens
Bureau of Fisheries_
455
Isle
Mich., proIsle Royale
Royale National
National Park, Mich.,
posed,
appropriation for
posed, appropriation
for administration, etc
etc ----.------------------446
-.- - 183
Italy.
Italy, anDronriation
appropriation for ambassador to
to...
183

or

'-
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Judicial
Code, Amendments-Continued.
Amendments—Continued.
udicial Code,
organization of,
Customs Court, U. S., organization
Tariff
transfer of provisions from
from Tariff
transfer
Act of 1930
1930----------------Effective date ------------------Powers
Powers - -_-------_------------Repeal of
acts---------of inconsistent
inconsistent acts
Repeal
Retirement ---------------------Retirement
expenses
-------------Traveling expenses
District courts, original jurisdiction
jurisdiction in
District
extended ------------civil suits extended
Grand
continuation of, to finish
Grand juries, continuation
investigations
investigations--___------------_
Illinois
Illinois districts, terms of court; offices_ _
South Carolina judicial
judicial districts, divisions;
etc
court, etc--------sions; terms of court,
divisions;
Tennessee judicial
judicial districts, divisions;
Tennessee
terms of
accommodations__--_
court; accommodationsof court;
terms
Winchester, accommodations
accommodations for holdWinchester,
ing court at ----------------Texas
transfer of
northern district, transfer
Texas northern
Hardeman
County
County from Fort
Hardeman
Worth division
Falls
division to Wichita Falls
Worth
division
division --------------------Travel
and subsistence expenses of cirTravel and
cuit
judges
district judges---------and district
cuit and
Official residence;
residence; notification
notification to DeOfficial
partment of
--..-of Justice ---.
partment

Refuge, Wyo.,
Wyo., conconJackson's Hole Elk Refuge,
veyance
238
of------to State of portion of
veyance to
Jacksonville,
Fla., Naval
Naval Air Station:
Jacksonville, Fla.,
Appropriation for
construction work,
for construction
Appropriation
etc
879
etc------------------------appropriaTrade schools,
construction, appropriaschools, construction,
Trade
401
tion authorized
authorized---------------tion
Jacksonville-Banana River, Fla., Naval
Jacksonville-Banana
Air Station,
Station, appropriation
authorized
appropriation authorized
Air
etc- ------------for construction,
construction, etc
401
Jails,
appropriation for
for maintenance,
maintenance, etc _ 205,
Jails, appropriation
645
Jamestown Museum,
Museum, appropriation
appropriation for
Jamestown
construction of additional
additional wing ---- _ 1042
construction
183
to- _
Japan,
appropriation for ambassador
ambassador to..
Japan, appropriation
Japanese
Beetle Control, appropriation
appropriation
Japanese Beetle
for-----------------------551,640
551, 640
for
S. District
Jarvis
District
Jarvis Island, jurisdiction of U. S.
Court, Territory
Hawaii, extended
extended
Territory of Hawaii,
Court,
784
over
over -----------------------Jefferson, Thomas.
Thomas. See Thomas
Thomas Jefferson.
Jefferson.
Jefferson,
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks, Mo., time extended
extended for
Jefferson
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi River at - ------ 172
bridging
Jefferson
Tenn., appropriation
appropriation for
Jefferson City, Tenn.,
construction
Holston
construction of dam on Holston
781
-River ---------------------River
Thomas
See
Jefferson
Memorial.
JefJefferson
Washington, D. C.
Memorial, Washington,
ferson Memorial,
National Expansion Memorial,
Jefferson National
Mo., restriction
restriction on use of
St. Louis, Mo.,
certain
449
certain funds for ---------------JicarMa Hospital
Hospital and Sanatorium, N.
Jicarilla
42(
Mex., appropriation
appropriation for ----------426
Mex.,
John
John Martin Reservoir Project, name of
501
toCaddoa
Reservoir project changed
changed to..
508
Caddoa Reservoir
Johnston Island:
Jurisdiction of U. S. District Court,
Jurisdiction
78
Territory
over..
784
extended over.
of Hawaii, extended
Territory of
Naval Air
appropriation for
Station, appropriation
Air Station,
Naval
--------- 60'
607
construction -.----Naval
construction,
Naval aviation facilities, construction,
40
appropriation
400
authorized--------appropriation authorized
Jones, Jesse
Jesse H.,
appointment of, as SecreH., appointment
Jones,
88
tary of
Commerce, authorized
authorized-------885
of Commerce,
tary
Jones
Academy,
Okla.,
appropriation
for
for
appropriation
Okla.,
Academy,
Jones
42
education of
425
Indians --------------of Indians
education
Judges. See
States Courts.
Courts.
United States
See United
Judges.
93
Judgments,
appropriation for
93,
of_
payment of..
for payment
Judgments, appropriation
656,
1056
657, 658, 1047, 1048, 105
656, 657,
Judicial
Branch of the
the Government. See
Judicial Branch
United States Courts.
Judicial
Code, Amendments:
Amendments:
Judicial Code,
Arkansas
judicial districts;
districts; divisions,
Arkansas judicial
30
terms of
etc
302
court, etc-------------of court,
terms
Western
divisions;
Western judicial district, divisions;
10
------courtt.rms
terms
109
-- ~ _------~ court
-- of
wi.-

Page
Page

1101
1101
1103
1103
1101
1101
1103
1103
1102
1102

143
110
110
237

344
1216
1216
348

241
149
149

under
also Judges under
Judicial
Judicial Districts. See also
United States Courts.
16
Alaska, filing
affidavits of prejudice_ _
16
filing of affidavits
Alaska,
Arkansas Western,
Western, divisions; terms of
Arkansas
109
court --------------------Hot
Springs division
division established
302
established..-- Hot Springs
Illinois,
237
offices------terms of court; offices
Illinois, terms
New York
Southern, repeal of prohibiYork Southern,
New
253
tion
against filling vacancy
vacancy ------tion against
Puerto Rico,
Rico, rules
rules of
procedure, etc., in
of procedure,
Puerto
U.
courts made appliappliU. S. district courts
cable
court for -------22
cable to district court
South
- -__ 344
etc- _
terms of court, etc_
South Carolina, terms
Tennessee,
accommodaTennessee, terms of court; accommoda1216
tions
1216
tions-------------------------Tennessee Middle, accommodations
accommodations for
for
Tennessee
348
348
holding court --..---------.--..
Texas Northern,
Hardeman
Northern, transfer of Hardeman
Texas
to
County from Fort Worth division to
241
division-------....
Wichita Falls division
Washington Western,
Western, judge for, to serve
Washington
16
also for eastern district -- ------examiappropriation for examiOffices, appropriation
Judicial Offices,
203
nation
of ----------------------nation of
Alaska:
Juneau, Alaska:
Appropriation forfor-Appropriation
transportation
Air-mail
transportation
between
Wash., and
and----------Seattle, Wash.,
etc-----Government wharf, repair, etc
Government
Junior Colleges,
Colleges, D. C., accrediting
accrediting of; enJunior
trance requirements,
requirements, etc---....----etc
trance

649
458

729
729
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Department of-Continued.
Page
of-Continued.
Justice, Department
Jupiter,
Naval Radio
Radio Station,
approPage
Page Justice,
Station, approJupiter, Fla.,
Fla., Naval
Appropriation
for-Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
priation
for
construction
work,
etc_
__
881
etc--work,
construction
for
priation
Pardon Attorney,
Office of
of --------200
Attorney, Office
Pardon
Jurors,
appropriation for
fees, etc
209
209
etc -------for fees,
Jurors, appropriation
Penal
and
correctional
institutions_
88,
88,
institutions_-and
correctional
Penal
Jury
Service,
employees
of
United
States
Jury Service, employees of United States
645
205, 645
and District
District of
leave of
of
of Columbia,
Columbia, leave
and
Printing and
binding ----------200,
644
200, 644
and binding
Printing
absence and
for .------------- 689
pay for
and pay
absence
Prisons,
Bureau
of
202
of----------------Bureau
Prisons,
Justice,
Department
of.
See
also
United
United
See
also
of.
Department
Justice,
200
of--------General, Office of
200
Solicitor General,
States Courts.
Courts.
States
Special
attorneys
204
204
attorneys-----------------Special
Antitrust
DivisionAntitrust DivisionTax Division
200
200
Tax
Division--------------------Permanent
restriction
offices, restriction
regional offices,
Permanent regional
Taxes
and
Penalties
Unit
644
644
---Unit----and
Penalties
Taxes
on establishment
of
202
202
establishment of-----------on
Traveling expenses
200, 644
expenses -------------- 200,
Traveling
Salary
limitation ----------------202
202
Salary limitation
Veterans'
insurance litigation,
litigation, salaries
salaries
Veterans' insurance
Senate
approval of
of appointees
at
appointees at
Senate approval
203
203
expenses
and expenses----------------$7,500 or
more
202
or more---------------$7,500
204
Witnesses
204
Witnesses-----------------------Appropriation
forAppropriation forAttorney
GeneralAttorney
GeneralAdministrative
Division
200,
644
Administrative Division--------- 200, 644
Approval of title
lands,
low-value lands,
title to low-value
Approval
Antitrust
kindred laws, enforceAntitrust and kindred
1083
subject
infirmities --------1083
subject to
to infirmities
202
ment
202
ment-----------------------Federal Alcohol
Administration Act,
Alcohol Administration
Federal
Assistant
Solicitor General,
200
Office of_ _ 200
General, Office
Assistant Solicitor
approval
compromises under,
approval of compromises
Assistant to
to the
General,
Attorney General,
the Attorney
Assistant
transfer
of functions
to Treasury
Treasury
functions to
transfer of
Office
200
Office of -------------------1234
1234
Department
Department-----------------Attorney General,
General, Office
of -------87,
87,
Office of
Attorney
Immigration
Naturalization
Servand
Naturalization
200,
644,
1043
200,
certain functions
functions with respect
respect
ice, certain
claims-------------------Audited claims
97,
Audited
to,
conferred on
231
on------to, deemed
deemed conferred
102,
1051, 1054
102, 660, 663, 665, 1051,
Public buildings,
buildings, opinion
opinion on validity
Public
204
204
Bailiffs,
etc---------------------Bailiffs, etc
of title
site for
for-------19, 1083
1083
of
title to
to site
Bond
202
202
Division ---------Spirits Division
Bond and
and Spirits
Attorneys,
requirement
206
----Attorneys,
license
requirement
200
Claims
Division
Claims Division------------------Bond
Bond and Spirits
Spirits Division,
Division, appointCollectors of
customs, judgments
of customs,
Collectors
pursuant to civil-service
civil-service
ments pursuant
1056
against
1056
against---------------------laws;
exceptions
203
203
exceptions---------------laws;
Contingent expenses
expenses ----------- 200, 644
Contingent
Citizenship
requirements, employees__
_ 211
Citizenship requirements,
employees__211
States Courts.
See United States
Courts. See
Interpreters, Immigration
Immigration and
Natand NatInterpreters,
Criminal Division
1043
200, 644,
644, 1043
Division ---------- 200,
Criminal
uralization
Service,
exemption of_
of _ 598
uralization
Service,
exemption
Customs
cases,
conduct
of
202
202
Customs cases, conduct of---------Federal
InvestigationFederal Bureau of InvestigationDamage
claims
88, 93,
93, 644,
644, 657
88,
Damage claims----------Capitol Police Board, detail of perDistrict
attorneys, etc., salaries and
District attorneys,
sonnel
sonnel to, authorized;
authorized; duties,
expenses
203,
645
203,645
expenses------------------etc
etc----------------..-----629
Federal
Bureau of
Investigation ----33,
33,
Federal Bureau
of Investigation
Civil-service
restriction on
on
Civil-service employees,
employees, restriction
88,
88, 200,
200, 600,
600, 644
644
payments
201, 202
payments to; exception
exception --.201,
Emergencies,
Emergencies, salaries and expenses
purchases
advertising_
201,
Minor
purchases
without
advertising_
201,
for
certain
201
for certain ----------------1109
202, 1109
miscellaneous salaries
service, miscellaneous
Field service,
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization ServImmigration
and
expenses ----------------203
203
and expenses
iceImmigration and Naturalization
Naturalization ServServImmigration
Abolishment
designated offices__offices__ 1233
1233
Abolishment of
of designated
ice ------------------- 88, 576, 645
Alien
registration, reimbursement
reimbursement of
Alien registration,
Alien Registration
Registration ------------- _
645
cooperating agencies
agencies ---------cooperating
646
Contingent
646
Contingent expenses ----------646
Appropriations
deemed
prior
to
made
prior
to
Appropriations
deemed
577, 646
General expenses
expenses -------------effective date of
effective
of Reorganization
Reorganization
Immigration
Immigration stations -----------577
Plan
V
Plan
No.
V------------------231
Printing
646
Printing and binding
binding ----_-----_
646
Attendance at meetings,
Attendance
meetings, use of funds
SalariesSalariesfor
for.------------------------577
Departmental-----------DepartmentaL
576, 645
Attorney General, certain
functions
Attorney
certain functions
_ 576,646
Field ------------------576, 646
deemed
deemed conferred on ---------231
Judicial offices,
offices, examination of-----of
203
Border
facilities,
Canada
Canada and Mexico,
Lands Division--Division
203, 645
645
Lands
..----..----203,
improvements authorized
1091
improvements
authorized -----1091
Marshals,
eta---------- 204, 645
Marshals, salaries, etc
Clerks
Clerks of
of U.
U. S. Courts, use of
of funds
funds
expenses,
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous salaries and expenses,
for assistants
forbidden----- 577
577
assistants to, forbidden
field
field------------------------644
Contract laborers, etc.,
etc., exclusion
exclusion of,
of,
National
327, 637
637
National Training
Training School
School for
for Boys..
Boys- 327,
577
limitation on funds used for..
for-..-

INDEX
INDEX
Justice, Department
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
Justice,
Immigration
Naturalization ServImmigration and Naturalization
ice—Continued.
ice-Continued.
Ellis
Island Immigration
Immigration Station, use
Ellis Island
of hospitals by Public
Public Health
of
Service
Service--------------------Interpreters,
exemption from citizencitizenInterpreters, exemption
ship requirements -----------Nationality Act of 1940. See separate
separate
Nationality
title.
title.
pay
Overtime pay-------------------Overtime
Overtime services, deposit of collecfor
tions for--------------------Rewards,
authorized--Rewards, payment authorized
Transfer of, to
to------------------Vehicles,
available for purVehicles, amount available
chase
of-------------------chase of
Marshals, U.
of certain distransfer of
U. S.,
S., transfer
Marshals,
bursement
to -------bursement functions to
Nationality Act
1940. See separate
separate
Act of 1940.
Nationality
title.
intransfer in certain
certain inPrisoners, U. S., transfer
stances
stances----------------------Prisons, Bureau ofof—
Arrests, power to make certain,
certain, withwarrant ---------------out warrant
Firearms,
Firearms, authority to carry .----Promotions,
administrative
administrative withinPromotions,
grade, restriction
restriction--------------grade,
Public Health Service,
Service, assignment
assignment of
officers to Prison Service authorized; transfer of funds ---------Purchases
advertising
without advertising------Purchases without
Registration of
foreign-controlled, etc.,
of foreign-controlled,
Registration
-----------organizations
organizations----Salaries—
Salaries-Interchangeability of amounts apInterchangeability
propriated for--------------for
propriated
Restriction
of certain funds for
Restriction on use of
purposes..-----------other purposes
nomination, redisapproval of nomination,
Senate disapproval
striction
person
on payment
payment to person
striction on
after-----------------------after
Special attorneys,
attorneys, requirements-----requirements
Reports to
to Congress concerning..
concerning --__-_
Reports
Salary limitation
limitation--------------Senate approval
appointees at
at
approval of appointees
Senate
more--------------$7,500 or more
State,
Department of,
under
of, matters under
State, Department
joint
investigations
control, investigations-----joint control,
Juvenile Court
Columbia,
District of Columbia,
Court Act, District
Juvenile
Amendment,
Amendment, jurisdiction to determine cases of adults ------------
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585
598

576
858
577
1238

577
1234

175
693
693
211
211

205
1109
1109
1201

200
211
212
212
204
204
204
204
204
201
201

735
731

K
to
Kane, Helen
conveyance of title to
L, conveyance
Helen L.,
Kane,
certain property
property in Branch County,
certain
Mich.,
to__--------------------Mich., to
Kaneohe Bay,
Naval Mr
Air Station,
H., Naval
Bay, T. H.,
Kaneohe
appropriation for construction
construction work,
appropriation
etc
--------------------ete-----

706
70(

879
871

Kansas:
Kansas:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for-Indians—
IndiansConstruction and repair of buildConstruction
ings
ings----------------------Support, etc
etc-------------------Marshall Field, authorized
atauthorized work at.
Caddoa
Reservoir
Project,
name
Caddoa Reservoir
changed to John Martin
Martin Reservoir
Reservoir
changed
Project
Project-----------------------Indian
jurisdiction conIndian reservations, jurisdiction
offenses
ferred on State over certain offenses
committed on
on-----------------committed
Kansas City, limit of cost of construcKansas
courthouse
tion of post office and courthouse
increased --------------------increased
Kansas
limit of cost of conCity, Kans., limit
Kansas City,
struction of post office and
and court
courtstruction
house increased
increased-------------------Kansas
Railway ComKansas City Southern Railway
pany,
extended for
for bridging
pany, time extended
Missouri River
Randolph, Mo-Mo
River at
at Randolph,
Missouri
Kayenta
appropriation
Ariz., appropriation
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Kayenta Sanatorium,
for
for----------------------------Keehi
improvement
Lagoon, Oahu, T. H., improvement
Keehi Lagoon,
authorized
authorized----------------------Kefauver,
payment to, for conEstes, payment
Kefauver, Estes,
tested-election
expenses
tested-election expenses-----------Kelly
Tex., appropriation
appropriation for auKelly Field, Tex.,
at
thorized work at-----------------Kendrick
Wyo.:
Kendrick Project, Wyo.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Construction
Construction-------------------Operation
maintenance
Operation and maintenance--------Kennebec
improvement
Maine, improvement
Kennebec River, Maine,
authorized
authorized----------------------
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Page
Page

431
424
424
361
508
249
633

633

156
156
426
426
1199
1199

1031
361
436
434

1198
Kentucky:
Kentucky:
Gap National Historical
Cumberland Gap
Park,
262
etc--------establishment, etc
Park, establishment,
Fort Knox,
Knox, appropriation
appropriation for acquisiFort
362
----tion of land------------land
Fort Thomas Military
Military Reservation,
Reservation,
right-of-waygrant of easement
227
easement for right-of-way_
Godman Field,
appropriation for auField, appropriation
Godman
at
361
361
thorized work at---------------Valley Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Ohio River Valley
Compact, consent
consent of Congress
752
granted to ------------------Pikeville, limit of cost of construction
construction of
633
courthouse increased-----------increased
Kentucky
Dam, appropriation
appropriation for conKentucky Dam,
138
tinued construction
construction--------------Keshena
Indians, Wis.,
Wis., appropriation
appropriation for
Keshena Indians,
support,
etc
428
support, etc---------------------at
Kettle River,
River, bridges authorized across, at
Kettle
Marcus, Wash ----------------- 385,386
385, 386
Marcus,
Key
Key West, Fla.:
Naval Air Station, acquisition
acquisition of land
Naval
for,
authorized
230
for, authorized----------------Appropriation for--.------------for
880
Appropriation
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INDEX
INDEX

Page
of—Continued.
Department of-Continued.
Key
Fla.—Continued.
Page
Key West,
West, Fla.-Continued.
Page Labor, Department
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Naval Station,
Station, appropriation
appropriation for
Naval
for conconChildren's
Children's Bureau—Continued.
Bureau-Continued.
struction
work, etc
608, 877
struction work,
etc ----------608,
877
Crippled children,
578
Crippled
children, services
services for
for ---578
Keyport,
Wash., Naval
Station,
Keyport, Wash.,
Naval Torpedo Station,
Fair Labor
Standards Act,
Fair
Labor Standards
Act, childappropriation
for construction
work _ 281,
281,
childappropriation for
construction work_
provisions -----------_
578
labor provisions
607,
878
578
607, 878
Maternal
578
Maternal and child
child health
health services_
services578
King-Crab Fishery,
Fishery, Alaska,
appropriation
King-Crab
Alaska, appropriation
Maternal
578
Maternal and child welfare------for
643
for investigation
investigation of
of --..--------.-Salaries and expenses
expenses ------____- _
578
Salaries
578
Kingman Reef, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
Kingman
of U.
U. S.
S. DisDisCollectors of
customs, judgments
trict
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, exexCollectors
of customs,
judgments
trict Court,
Court, Territory
Territory of
against
1056
against---------------------tended
over
1056
784
tended over-------_-----------Conciliation, Commissioners
Commissioners of
575
Conciliation,
of----575
Kings Canyon National Park, Calif.:
Contingent expenses
expenses ------------ 89,
89, 574
Appropriation
administration, etc.etc_ _ 446
574
Appropriation for
for administration,
Damage
claims
Damage claims-----------------Establishment
41
93, 657
657
Establishment _-----------------Immigration
ServImmigration and Naturalization
Naturalization ServRoad
on use
use of
of
restriction on
Road construction,
construction, restriction
ice.
Department of.
ice. See
See Justice, Department
certain fundsfor----------------.
funds for
450
International
Organization,
Kings Mountain
Park,
International Labor
Labor Organization,
Kings
Mountain National Military Park,
liaison with
with------------_---_-_
S.
for construction_
576
448
S. C.,
C., appropriation
appropriation for
constructionJudgments---------------------Kiowa Hospital, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
for..
426
Judgments
93, 94
94
Kiowa
426
appropriation forLabor
Standards, Division
Labor Standards,
Division of_575, 647,
Kiowa Reservation,
Reservation, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
appropriation
647, 1043
1043
Kiowa
Apprenticeship
for construction
construction and
and repair
repair of
Apprenticeship program
program______
647, 1043
1043
for
of buildbuildLabor Statistics,
Statistics, Bureau of
of__
- 576,
ings ------------------------431
576, 648,
648, 1043
1043
431
ings
Printing and binding--------------binding
575
575
Klamath Indians,
Indians, Oreg.,
Oreg., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Public Contracts,
Division of-----of
576
Contracts, Division
576
428
support, etc
etc---...--..----------Salaries
Salaries_ ----------------------574
Klamath Lake Reservation
Reservation (Lower
(Lower KlaKlaSecretary,
the
574,
Secretary, Office of the-----. _
574, 1043
math
Refuge),
math Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge),
Traveling
Traveling expenses --------------575
appropriation
for restoration
and
restoration and
appropriation for
Wage and Hour Division--------Division
89, 579
Wage
development
453
development ---.--------.------Women's Bureau-----------------Bureau
579
579
Klamath Project,
Project, Oreg.-Calif.:
Oreg.-Calif.:
Appropriation
for—
Children's Bureau, use of funds for atAppropriation foratConstruction....--------.---....
436
Construction
436
tendance
tendance at meetings ----------_ 579
Operation and maintenance
maintenance.-----.
434
Operation
Citizenship requirements,
employees 598
Citizenship
requirements, employees598
Klamath Reservation,
Oreg., appropriaReservation, Oreg.,
Conciliation, Commissioners of, use of
421
tion for irrigation
irrigation projects
projects -...--..funds for attendance
meetings
575
attendance at meetings..
575
Knudsen, John S. (Capt.),
(Capt.), credit in acImmigration and Naturalization
Immigration
Naturalization Servcounts of --------------------- 495,496
ice. See Justice, Department
of.
Department of.
Kodiak, Alaska:
Alaska:
Labor Standards,
Standards, Division of,
of, use of
of
Naval
appropriation for
Naval Air
Air Station,
Station, appropriation
for
funds for attendance
attendance at meetings
575
meetings-575
construction work, etc -------construction
607, 879
879
Labor Statistics, Bureau ofof—
Labor
Naval
facilities, appropriation
Naval aviation
aviation facilities,
appropriation
Attendance
meetings, use of funds
Attendance at meetings,
for construction
construction authorized
400
authorized ------400
for ------------------..-.- 576
Kodiak Harbor,
Harbor, Alaska, improvement
improvement
Prison-made
collection
of
goods,
of
inauthorized
1199
authorized----------------------1199
formation concerning
concerning -------401
401
Halle, grant of easement
Kramer, Minnie Halle,
easement
Appropriation
Appropriation
authorized
402
authorized
.----for right-of-way
right-of-way on Fort Thomas
Thomas
Appropriation forAppropriation
for ---- _-----_
1043
1043
Military Reservation,
Reservation, Ky----------Ky
227
402
Report to Congress
Congress-------------402
Kure Island, jurisdiction
jurisdiction of U. S. District
District
Studies of productivity
productivity and labor
Court, Territory of Hawaii, extended
labor
extended
costs in industry, authorized;
authorized;
over ----------784
---- .....-- -.-784
appropriation authorized
249
appropriation
authorized------249
Appropriation for -------------1043
L
1043
Labor, Department of:
American republics,
republics, cooperation with,
transfer of funds from Department
Department
of State ---------.----------- Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for-

652

Audited claims_ 97, 102, 660, 663, 1051, 1054
1054
Children's Bureau --------------- _
578
Child-welfare
--578
Child-welfare services
services-----_----_
578

Minor
Minor purchases
purchases without advertising
advertising_-__ 575,
1110
1110
Nominations
Nominations for appointment, Senate
approval
required -------------approval required
598
Non-civil-service appointments,
appointments, restricNon-civil-service
restriction on
on --------tion
_-------------597
Promotions, administrative within-grade,
within-grade,
restrictions
on----- -------- 597, 598
restrictions on
Salary restriction -.---597
_----------597
-----------

INDPX
INDEX
Labor, Department
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
Labor,
Page
Wage and Hour DivisionDivision—
Appointment
Appointment of Philip B. Fleming as
Administrator
authorized
28
Administrator authorized-----__
_
28
Puerto Rico, minimum wages
wages in,
in, apappointment of industry
industry comcommittees, etc
616
etc--------------- 615, 616
Transfer of funds of
Transfer
of----------.---. 579
in,
Virgin Islands, minimum wages in,
appointment of industry comcomappointment
mittees, etc --------------- 615, 616
616
Wage
Wage payments
payments on public construction,
construction,
functions relating
relating
transfer of certain functions
to .------------------.-------- 1236
1236
Labor Costs and Productivity in Industry,
Labor
249
studies of, authorized
authorized- ------------- 249
Appropriation
authorized ------ _---Appropriation authorized
249
Appropriation
Appropriation for
for----------------- 1043
Labor Laws, Federal, appropriation
Labor
appropriation for
for
preparation
647
preparation of handbook on
on-------Labor Organization, International,
International, appropriation
contribution, etc--etc_ __ 188,
propriation for contribution,
188, 576
576
Labor
Labor Relations Board. See
See National
National
Labor Relations
Relations Board.
Standards, Division
Labor Standards,
Division of. See Labor,
Labor,
Department of.
Department
Labor Statistics, Bureau of.
See Labor,
Labor,
Department of.
Department
Laborers, employment
employment on public contracts,
contracts,
computation of wages ---------_--884
computation
La Crosse,
Crosse, Wis.,
extended for bridging
Wis., time extended
bridging
Mississippi
at
Mississippi River at------------222
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition
Lake Denmark, N. J., Naval
construction
Depot, appropriation
appropriation for construction
work, etc
etc ----------------------work,
878
Mich., appropriation
Lake St. Clair, Mich.,
appropriation for
for
Coast Guard station ---64
_---.--- Naval Air Station, acLakehurst, N. J., Naval
quisition of
of certain
certain land
land for,
quisition
for, authorauthor234
ized---------------------------234
ized
Lamar, Pa.,
Pa., appropriation
appropriation for developLamar,
455
ment of fisheries station at
at--------Land Bank Commissioner's Loans,
Loans, limitation on rates of interest-----------interest
684
Land Bank Loans, Federal, extension
extension of
reduced rate of interest; time limit
limit
for final payments--------------payments
684
Land-Grant
Land-Grant Colleges,
Colleges, provisions for re39
tirement of employees
employees ------------39
Land Office. See General
General Land Office
Office
under
under Interior,
Interior, Department
Department of
of the.
the.
Lands. See also Public Lands.
Low-value
approval of
of title
title by
by
Low-value lands,
lands, approval
Attorney General,
General, subject to
to inin1083
firmities -----------------Langley
Field, Va.:
Langley Field,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Additional laboratory
laboratory buildings,
buildings, etc.,
Additional
134
134
construction ----------------construction
Authorized work at---------------at
361
Authorized
Power plant, construction --------- 600
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Langley Memorial Aeronautical LaboLangley
Laboappropriation for---------.ratory, appropriation
for

Page

134
134
Larkins,
Larkins, Ray H. (Capt.),
(Capt.), credit in accounts
of
495
of-----------------------.---.
495
Larson,
Larson, J. Edwin,
Edwin, payment
payment of costs
costs of
judgment
judgment against
against----------------657
Lassen
Lassen National
National Forest, appropriation
appropriation for
for
road
road maintenance----------maintenance
447
----447
Lassen Volcanic
National Park, Calif.,
Lassen
Volcanic National
appropriation for administration,
administration, etcetc_
446
appropriation
446
Latin America. See American
American Republics.
Latvia,
Latvia, appropriation
appropriation for minister to - - 183
Lawrence
Lawrence County,
County, Ohio, acquisition
acquisition of cerbridges across Ohio River
tain toll bridges
River
authorized----------------------authorized
740
740
Legislative Branch of the Government.
Government.
Legislative
See also Congress; House
House of RepreRepresentatives; Senate.
sentatives;
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Appropriations,
of
472
Appropriations, statement of-----472
Architect of the Capitol-----------Capitol
Architect
35,
83, 472,
472, 629, 1031
Audited claims-------------------_
claims
94
94
474
Botanic Garden_
Garden ----------------- 474
Buildings and Grounds
Grounds ---472
Capitol Buildings
472
Capitol Police
Police-- ------------- 471, 629
629
Government Printing
Printing OfficeOffice__ 477, 630, 1031
Government
Code of Federal
Regulations -----630
Federal Regulations
630
Office
Office of Superintendent
Superintendent of Documents
479
ments -------------------479
Representatives ----------House of Representatives
3,
35, 83, 466, 628, 1031
Ashbrook, William
William A.,
A., payment to
Ashbrook,
to
of
35
widow of------------------ 35
Bankhead,
B., payment
payment to
Bankhead, William B.,
widow of ----------------1031
widow
1031
Bolton, Chester
Chester C.,
C., payment
payment to
to
widow of------------------of
35
widow
35
Chaplain -466
Chaplain
.........--------466
Clerk, Office
of the
the.---.---------.
466
Clerk,
Office of
466
Clerk hire
470
Clerk
hire --- ---------------470
Committee employees
467
Committee
employees- ---------- 467
Committee stenographers
469
Committee
stenographers -------- 469
Contingent
Contingent expensesexpenses_ 35, 83, 470, 628, 629
629
Curley, Edward
Edward W.,
W., payment
payment to
to
Curley,
widow of -----------------35
35
Debates,
Debates, official reporters
reporters of -----469
469
Doorkeeper,
Doorkeeper, Office of---------of
468
- 468
Dowell, Cassius C.,
C., payment
payment to
to
Dowell,
widow
widow of -----------------83
Eaton, Thomas
M., payment
payment to
to
Eaton,
Thomas M.,
widow of ------------widow
--3,83
Gibbs,
Gibbs, Willis Benjamin,
to
Benjamin, payment to
widow of---------------1031
Harrington,
Harrington, Vincent F., payment
payment
for contested-election
contested-election expenses_
629
expensesHeinke,
George H.,
H., payment
payment to
to
Heinke, George
widow of-----------------35
Iglesias, Santiago,
Santiago, payment
payment to
to
Iglesias,
widow of ------------- 35
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INDEX
INDEX

Page
Legislative
Branch of
of the
Government— Page
the GovernmentLegislative Branch
Continued.
Continued.
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
House
of Representatives-Continued.
Representatives—Continued.
House of
Kefauver,
conKefauver, Estes,
Estes, payment
payment for
for con1031
tested-election
expenses
tested-election expenses-----1031
Laws,
and editing
editing of
___ 629
Laws, preparation
preparation and
of--629
Mapes, Carl
Carl E.,
E., payment
to widow
payment to
widow
Mapes,
35
of
35
---------------of----Martin,
A., payment
payment to
to
Martin, John
John A.,
of
widow of------------------35
McMillan,
Thomas S.,
S., payment
to
payment to
McMillan, Thomas
3
widow of
3
widow
of-------------------3,
466
Mileage
3, 466
Mileage---------------------Pages
3,
Pages-----------------------3, 628
payment to
Pierce, Wallace E., payment
to
daughter
of
35
daughter of----------------35
Post
Office
469
Post Office--------------------469
466
Salaries and mileage ------------Salaries
466
Scott, Byron
Byron N.,
N., payment
conScott,
payment for
for con83
tested-election
tested-election expenses
expenses -----83
Seger, George
N., payment
to sons
sons
Seger,
George N.,
payment to
1031
and
and daughter
daughter of
of------------ 1031
Sergeant at
at Arms,
Arms, Office
of
468
Sergeant
Office of------468
Sirovich, William
payment to
to
Sirovich,
William I,
I., payment
83
83
of-------------------sister of
Smith,
H., payment
payment to
to
Smith, Clyde
Clyde H.,
628
widow of ------------------466
Speaker, Office
the
Office of
of the-----------466
Speaker,
466
Speaker's
Table
466
Speaker's Table----------------469
Special
and minority
minority employees...
__ 469
Special and
employees_ -_
Swanson,
Albert F.,
F., payment
Swanson, Albert
payment for
for
1031
contested-election expensesexpenses_ _
- _ 1031
contested-election
J. Will,
payment to
Taylor, J.
Will, payment
to widow
widow
35
of
of-----------------------35
Inaugural
Ceremonies of
of 1941,
1941, Joint
Joint
Inaugural Ceremonies
629
Committee on ---------------629
Legislative Counsel,
Counsel, Office
Office of
of ------472
Legislative
472
Library
630, 1031
Library of
of Congress -----474, 630,1031
Blind, books for
for adult -476, 630, 1031
477
Buildings and grounds,
grounds, care, etc_ 473,
473, 477
indexes, distribution
475
Card indexes,
distribution of
of----475
Contingent expenses -----------Contingent
476
Copyright Office
475
Copyright
Office------------ -475
Increase of ------------------- _
476
Legislative
475
Legislative Reference
Reference Service --- _
binding-----...---476
Printing and binding
476
Salaries
474
Salaries ----------------------State legislation, index
Index to
to--- ----475
Sunday
opening-------475, 477
477
Sunday opening
..-- _ 475,
Trust Fund Board---------477
_477
Union Catalogs ---.----------_ 475
Printing,
on -----471
Printing, Joint
Joint Committee
Committee on
471
Senate --------------- 35, 462, 628,1030
628, 1030
Senate
Borah, William
William E.,
E., payment
payment to
to
widow
widow of
of-----------------35
Chaplain --462
------------ ---464,1030
Clerical assistance-------assistance
464, 1030
Committee employees
employees------- 463, 1030
1030
Contingent expenses ----..-Contingent
465, 1030

Legislative Branch
Branch of
the GovernmentGovernment— Page
Legislative
of the
Continued.
Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
Senate—Continued.
Senate-Continued.
Document
Room
463
Document Room-----------Folding
465
Folding Room
Room--------------465
Folding
speeches and
pamphlets
628
628
Folding speeches
and pamphlets-Gibson,
Ernest W.,
W., payment
Gibson, Ernest
payment to
to
daughter of------------of
628
daughter
628
Inquiries
628
Inquiries and
and investigations
investigations-----628
Kitchens
35
Kitchens and
and restaurants
restaurants--------35
Logan, M.
payment to
to widow
Logan,
M. M.,
M., payment
widow
of
3
of---------------3
Lundeen,
Ernest, payment
Lundeen, Ernest,
payment to
to
widow
1030
1030
widow of
of----_--------Mileage
3,1,462
462
Mileage--------------------Pages
Pages----------------------- 3,3,628
628
Post
465
Post Office
Office ------------------465
Salaries
462
Salaries and
and mileage
mileage-----------462
Secretary,
462
Secretary, Office
Office of the
-------Sergeant
at Arms
Doorkeeper,
Sergeant at
Arms and
and Doorkeeper,
Office
of --------------- 464,
1030
Office of
464, 1030
Vice
of the
462
Vice President,
President, Office
Office of
the ---extension of,
to certain
Civil Service Act,
Act, extension
of, to
certain
employees
1212
1212
employees -------------------Legislative
determiLegislative Pay
Pay Act
Act of
of 1929,
1929, determination of pay rates
rates and
and designation
designation
of positions
positions not established
under
480
established under-_
480
vehicles, restriction
Private vehicles,
restriction on use
use of
of
funds for maintenance
maintenance of ------479
479
Legislative Counsel,
Counsel, Office
of, appropriLegislative
Office of,
appropri472
ation for -------- _-_-_- __--___-_Legislative
of 1929, determination
Legislative Pay Act of
determination
designation of posiof pay
pay rates and
and designation
posiestablished under -------480
tions not established
480
Legislative
Legislative Reference
Reference Service,
Service, appropriappropri475
ation for
for-----.
-----------475
Lehman
Lehman Caves
Caves National
National Monument,
Monument, Nev.,
Nev.,
appropriation
451
451
appropriation for improvements
improvements---Lenoir
Tenn., appropriation
conLenoir City, Tenn.,
appropriation for
for construction
near
138
struction of
of dam
dam near--_----------138
Lepers,
appropriation for
Lepers, appropriation
for care
care of, Guam;
Guam;
transfer to
to Culion,
Culion, P. II ---....
.--- 266
266
Leupp
appropriation for..
Leupp Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
Ariz., appropriation
for -_ 426
426
Lewis,
(Maj.), credit
accounts
Lewis, Charles
Charles (Maj.),
credit in
in accounts
of - - -.--495
------_----_-__495
Lewis,
appropriation for salary_
468
Lewis, Elmer A., appropriation
468
Lexington, Ky., appropriation
appropriation for maintemainteetc., of
Health Service
nance, etc.,
of Public
Public Health
Service
Hospital
586
Hospital------__--___--_____.__586
to_ --___ 183
183
Liberia, appropriation
appropriation for minister to
Liberty Bond Act,
Act, Second,
Second, Amendment,
Amendment,
obligations for
issuance of additional obligations
national defense------------------defense
526
526
Libraries, appropriation
appropriation for surveys, etc.,
etc.,
582
of
-.
... __
582
Library, Joint
on, painting
Library,
Joint Committee
Committee on,
painting of
of
signing of
of Constitution,
Constitution, approval
signing
approval of
of
1209
frame for.- .
_ --- ----_____...
-1209
-------

INDEX
INDEX
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Library of
of Congress:
Congress:
Page
Library
Long,
W.,Jr.(Capt.), paymentto.
payment toLong, Frederick W.,Jr.(Capt.),
American republics,
cooperation with,
with,
republics, cooperation
American
Department
Long
improvement
Long Beach Harbor, Calif., improvement
funds from Department
transfer of funds
authorized
652
authorized--------------------of State
State-----------------------Appropriation for-----------for
1031 Longboat
630,1031
474, 630,
Fla., bridges
authorized
Appropriation
bridges authorized
Longboat Key,
Key, Fla.,
Blind,
adult
630, 1031
1031
476, 630,
books for
for adult----Blind, books
Longboat
across Sarasota Pass and Longboat
Buildings
473,477
477
etc - 473,
and grounds, care, etc_
Buildings and
Pass at
at.. ..-----------------------Card
475 Longboat
distribution of -----Card indexes,
indexes, distribution
authorized
Longboat Pass, Fla., bridge authorized
Contingent
expenses
476
Contingent expenses--------------across, Anna
Anna Maria Key-Longboat
Key-Longboat
across,
Copyright Office-----------------Office
475
Copyright
Key
Key----------------------------Increase of ---------------------476 Los
Increase
Los Angeles, Calif.:
Legislative Reference
Reference Service
475
Service-----Legislative
Appropriation for hydrographic
hydrographic office..
office--_
Appropriation
Printing
476
and binding
binding-------------Printing and
Easement
grant
for sidewalk
sidewalk purposes, grant
Easement for
Salaries -----------------------474
Salaries
of, to
to county
county of
of Los
Los Angeles
Angeles-..--.
of,
475 Los Angeles Harbor, Calif.,
State
to
State legislation, index to--------Calif., improvement
improvement
Los
Sunday
477
475, 477
opening---------------- 475,
Sunday opening
authorized --------------------authorized
Supreme
Court, purchase of
of books
Supreme Court,
Losses
Government, Fund
Shipment, Government,
in Shipment,
Losses in
for
476
for-------------------------for
Payment of, appropriation
appropriation for--for__ _
for Payment
Board
477
Fund Board--------------Trust Fund
Louisiana:
Union
Catalogs
475 Louisiana:
Union Catalogs----------------Appropriation
channels in
in
for clearing
clearing channels
Appropriation for
Beaufort Library,
Beaufort, S. C., transLibrary, Beaufort,
Beaufort
navigable streams,
streams, etc---------etc
navigable
fer
of
certain
books
to
867
fer of certain books to-----------Barksdale
appropriation for auBarksdale Field, appropriation
establishment
Copyrights, Register
Register of, establishment
thorized
at
work
at--------------thorized
of branch offices at Golden Gate
Gallen°,
Lafourche
bridge across Bayou Lafourche
Galiano, bridge
International
International Exposition to proat,
legalization
authorized
authorized------legalization
at,
157
tect foreign exhibitors -- __-__Orleans—
New OrleansSalary
479
restriction------------------Salary restriction
Appraisers stores, limit of cost of conAppraisers
Library of
of Congress Trust
Board,
Trust Fund Board,
increased ----------struction increased
477
appropriation
expenses
appropriation for certain expenses-Orleans Levee
forfeiture of
Levee District, forfeiture
Orleans
National Service Life
Insurance. See National
Life Insurance.
certain land of -------------certain
Insurance Act
Revenue
Act of 1940 under Revenue
Insurance
Plaquemines Parish,
Parish, grant of easement
easement
Plaquemines
Act of
of 1940, Second.
Act
authorized-----for pipe lines in, authorized
Life Insurance Act,
Act, D.
D. C., Amendments:
Amendments:
Life
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Lower Klamath
Klamath Migratory
Lower
Creditor's
726
Creditor's group policies ----....----Refuge, appropriation for restoration
restoration
Refuge,
General
217
General deposit by companies.-----.
and development
development-----------------Lighthouses,
Bureau of. See Coast Guard.
Lower
Flood-Control Project,
Lighthouses, Bureau
Lower Rio Grande flood-Control
appropriation for ------------Liquor,
unused stamps
containers of disappropriation
stamps for containers
Liquor, unused
51l Lowry
Lowry Field, Colo., appropriation for
tilled spirits,
redemption
512
spirits, redemption-.--.--..
tilled
authorized work
at
authorized
work at.....------.....
In Africa. Convention
ReConvention BeTraffic in
Liquor Traffic
Lumnd Diking
Project. Wash., appropriappropriDiking Project,
Lumml
appropriation for contribuoontribulating to, appropriation
------ation for -----------tion
188
.
tion--......---.---------...
payment to widow
widow of..
of _
Ernest, payment
Lundeen, Ernest,
18i Lundeen,
Lithuania, appropriation
appropriation for minister to
to_ -_ 183
Lithuania,
Luxemburg, appropriation
appropriation for minister to.
to..
Luxemburg,
Little
Falls,
Minn.,
extended
for
for
time
Minn.,
Little Falls,
bridging
Mississippi River at ---.
174
bridging Mississippi
M
M
Little Missouri River,
River, interstate
interstate compact
compact
Little
M.
M.Washington
Vocational
SchoolD.C.,
M. M.Washington Vocational School,D.C.,
water supply of, authorof water
division of
for division
appropriation for --.------.------appropriation
38:
ized
382
ized---------------------------MacDill
Field, Fla.,
Fla., transfer
transfer of land for
for
MacDill Field,
Presidential appointee,
appointee, participation
participation in
Presidential
addition
to
---------------------negotiations
382
negotiations ------------------MacKay, James
James (Lt. Col.),
Col.), credit in ac38; MacKay,
382
Congress--------------...
to Congress
Report to
counts
of
counts of----------------------55!
Livestock
555
for-appropriation for....
Estimates, appropriation
Livestock Estimates,
Mackinac,
authorized
Straits of, bridges authorized
Mackinac, Straits
Lean
Agency. See
Agency.
Federal Loan Agency.
See Federal
Loan Agency.
across,
Ignace, Mich
Mich -------St. Ignace,
at St.
across, at
Loan
Insurance Corporation.
See Federal
Corporation. See
Loan Insurance
Madison,
authorized across
Fla., bridge authorized
Madison, Fla.,
Insurance CorporaSavings and Loan Insurance
Withiaeoochee
Withlacoochee River at ---------tion.
Magnetic and Seismological
Wrk, apSeismolegicl Work,
13:
Locomotive
Inspection, appropriation for.
for..
132 Magnetic
Locomotive Inspection,
propriation
propriation for ----------------..
Locomotive
Inspection Act,
Act, Amendment,
Amendment,
Locomotive Inspection
Department; Postal
Poet Office
Ofice Department;
SeePost
Mall. See
titles
designated officers
changed_ _ 14i
148 Mail.
officers changed-of designated
titles of
Service.
Service.
of ---__
Logan,
payment to widow of__
3
Logan, M. M., payment
193470*-41—rr. 1
83
--- 83
193470--41--T.

Page
Page
496
496
1199
1199

235
235
235

290
965
965
1199
58

1047
1047

361
226
633
741

386
453

190
861
361
419
1030
183

636
787
495
961
1223
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Mails, penalty
for unlawful
unlawful use
use in
in interinter- Page
penalty for
Mails,
ference with
with U.
S. neutrality,
neutrality, foreign
foreign
U. S.
ference
relations, etc
80
80
etc---------------------relations,
Maine:
Maine:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forAcadia National
Park ----------445, 451
451
445,
National Park
Acadia
Hurricane
of forforreduction of
damage, reduction
Hurricane damage,
est-fire
hazard
548
est-fire hazard---------------Fishing in
in territorial
waters, etc.,
of AtAtetc., of
territorial waters,
Fishing
lantic Ocean,
Ocean, compacts
compacts with
with other
other
lantic
States
regulation of
261
261
of----------for regulation
States for
Forest hurricane
hurricane damage
project, transtransdamage project,
Forest
fer to
to State of
tools, etc.,
etc., authorof tools,
fer
ized ------------------------ 1211
1211
ized
Kennebec River,
improvement authorRiver, improvement
Kennebec
ized
1198
1198
ized-------------------------Makah Indians,
Indians, Wash.:
Makah
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for430
Attorney,
expenses of
of ------------Attorney, expenses
Support,
etc
428
Support, etc---------------------Malheur National Forest,
Oreg., acquisiForest, Oreg.,
Malheur
tion of lands
exchange
402
lands through
through exchange----tion
Manganese,
available for erection
erection
funds available
Manganese, funds
of plants,
for production
production of..
___ 603
603
of---etc., for
of
plants, etc.,
Manifests,
in coastal
coastal shipengaged in
vessels engaged
Manifests, vessels
ping, repeal
repeal of
pertaining
laws pertaining
of certain
certain laws
ping,
254
to
254
to-----------------------------to
improvement of channel to
C., improvement
Manteo, N. C.,
Oregon
authorized ----------- 1199
Inlet authorized
Oregon Inlet
Map of
of the
the World
World on
on the
the Millionth
Scale,
Millionth Scale,
Map
International,
appropriation for conInternational, appropriation
tribution
188
tribution -----------------------of ---__
payment to widow of__
35
Mapes, Carl E., payment
March Field,
appropriation for auField, Calif.,
Calif., appropriation
March
thorized
at
361
thorized work at-----------------Marcus,
Wash., bridges
authorized across
bridges authorized
Marcus, Wash.,
Kettle River
River at
385, 386
386
at--------------Kettle
Mare Island, Calif.:
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Naval
Ammunition Depot, construcconstrucNaval Ammunition
tion
work, etc----------------etc
878
878
tion work,
Naval
Hospital, construction
construction work,
Naval Hospital,
etc
880
etc-----------------------Naval
construction,
Station, construction,
Radio Station,
Naval Radio
608
---etc -----------------Navy
construction workwork.. 282,
282, 606,
606, 876
Yard, construction
Navy Yard,
Marihuana, traffic
traffic in,
aliens
deportation of aliens
in, deportation
Marihuana,
for
673
for----------------------------Marine and War-Risk Insurance Fund,
appropriation
689
authorized----- ----appropriation authorized
Appropriation
766
for-----.-----------Appropriation for
Marine Band,
Band, attendance
at convention
Marine
attendance at
convention of
Republic, SpringGrand Army of the Republic,
field,
III., authorized
authorized -------------598
field, Ill.,
Appropriation
648
for----------------Appropriation for
Marine
See also Navy DepartDepartMarine Corps. See
ment.
229
payments
229
Aerial surveys,
surveys, per diem payments----

Marine Corps-Continued.
Corps—Continued.
Page
Marine
Appropriation for
for---------------31, 283,
283,
31,
Appropriation
295, 296,
648, 882,
882, 973
973
295,
296, 609,
609, 648,
Training areas,
areas, extension
881
881
extension of
of--------Training
Aviation
personnel. See
Naval AviaAviaSee Naval
Aviation personnel.
of 1940.
tion Personnel
Personnel Act
Act of
Civil
See Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
Sailors'
and Sailors'
relief. See
Civil relief.
of 1940.
Civil Relief
Relief Act of
Embassies,
foreign countries,
countries,
in foreign
etc., in
Embassies, etc.,
enlisted
custodians ------185
185
enlisted men as custodians
Enlisted
men—
Enlisted menIncrease
at headquarters,
headquarters,
number at
of number
Increase of
restriction; filling
of vacancies
vacancies by
by
filling of
restriction;
civilians -------------------285
285
civilians
Monthly base
895
pay----------------Monthly
base pay
Retired, pay
when on
973
on active
active duty_
duty ---_
pay when
Retired,
Funeral
expenses of
of personnel,
appropersonnel, approFuneral expenses
priation authorized-------------authorized
144
priation
Naval
Aviation Personnel Act of 1940.
Naval Aviation
See separate
title.
See
separatetitle.
Public-works projects,
projects, appropriation
appropriation
Public-works
authorized
401
authorized -----------------Retired officers—
officersRetired
Pay
certain
962
962
Pay of
of certain------------------Active duty
Active
duty ------------------- 973
Receipt of
pay in matters
which
in which
matters in
of pay
Receipt
et------------ 1021
U. S. is a
a party, etc
Retirement, involuntary,
officers
involuntary, of officers
Retirement,
adjudged
fitted, restriction
restriction-------- 293
adjudged fitted,
Veterans. See
title.
See separate
separatetitle.
Veterans.
Warrant,
officers, regulation of
etc., officers,
Warrant, etc.,
number
400
400
number-----------------------World
emergency officers, continuWar emergency
World War
760
pay----------ance of retirement
retirement pay
World
War marines,
marines, discharge
discharge because
World War
etc., deemed
honorable
deemed honorable
of minority,
minority, etc.,
discharge
21
discharge---------------------World
World War
War provisional,
provisional, etc.,
etc., officers,
officers,
extension
disability reextension of certain disability
tirement benefits
benefits to------------to
762
Marine Hospital,
Hospital, Savannah, Ga., funds
made available for purchase of certain
633
---property
property--------------------Service, consular bills of
Marine Hospital Service,
exemption of certain
certain vessels
health, exemption
747
from requirement
requirement ---- ----Navigation, Bureau
Inspection and Navigation,
Marine Inspection
of.
Department of.
of. See Commerce,
Commerce, Department
Marine Insurance. See also Fire and
Casualty Act
under District
CoAct under
District of CoCasualty
lumbia.
lumbia.
War-risk,
etc.,
provision
for
689
War-risk, etc., provision for--------- 689
Appropriation for
766
766
for---------------Appropriation
Marine Schools,
Marino
Schools, State, appropriation
appropriation for
for
maintenance, etc
maintenance,
etc----------------269
Maritime Commission.
Commission. See also
also Merchant
chant Marine
Marine Act, 1936; Transportation Act of 1940.
Appropriation
85, 138, 634
34
85,138,
for--------------Appropriation for

'INDEX
'INDEX
Maritime Commission—Continued.
Commission-Continued.
Civilian nautical
nautical schools, examination
examination
of
-----------------Commissioners, salary rates --------Contracts—
ContractsAdditional authorized -----------Suspension of 8-hour-day
8-hour-day provisions_ -_
Disbursement, Treasury
Division of Disbursement,
Treasury
Department, transfer of funds to,
to,
authorized
authorized-------------------Neutrality
Essential vessels affected by
by Neutrality
Act
Act of
of 1939,
1939, maintenance,
maintenance, etc
etc---Availability
funds
Availability of
of funds------------Foreign ship-construction
ship-construction costs, determination
mination--------------------_
Housing units
units necessary
national denecessary to
to national
fense program, funds availableavailable_ _
--__
Insurance,
Insurance, marine war-risk
war-risk and marinemarinerisk, appropriation
authorized, etcetc_
appropriation authorized,
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------Report to Congress------------Congress
Interstate
Interstate
Commerce
Commission,
transfer
transfer to,
to, of certain
certain employees,
records,
and appropriarecords, property, and
appropriations ----.-_-----_---------Nautical
Nautical school functions, transfer to..
to.__
Naval
Naval officers, retired, active-duty
active-duty pay
pay
to, assigned to
to--.------------Pennsylvania State nautical school,
Pennsylvania
furnishing
furnishing of vessel
vessel to -----__
Purchases without advertising
advertising-------St. Petersburg,
Petersburg, Fla., acquisition of land
land
at, authorized----------------authorized
Vickery, Howard
Howard L. (Comdr.),
(Comdr.), holding
holding
of office as member of, authorized..
authorized -_
Maritime Labor Board:
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---------------Purchases
Purchases without advertising
advertising------Marjorie
Island, Tampa,
Marjorie Park,
Park, Davis
Davis Island,
Tampa, Fla.,
Fla.,
transfer
quarantine
transfer of land for quarantine
station
station..-----.....---.. ....-- _
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346
346
141
141
634
634
1092
1092

57
57
684
684
686
686
306
306
883
883
689
689
766
766
691

951
951
1236
275
275
1018
1110
1110
47
47
958
133
133
1110
1110

787
787

Appropriation
Appropriation for construction, etc.,
authorized
authorized ----------------.--787
787
Market
Service, appropriation
for..
556
Market News Service,
appropriation for556
Marketing Quotas:
Quotas:
Tobacco
392
Tobacco-----..----.----.........
392
Wheat, small crop farms, inapplicainapplicability --------------------......
232
Marshall,
removal to new
Marshall, John, statue of, removal
site authorized
authorized-------------------260
Marshall Held,
for
Field, Kans.,
Kans., appropriation
appropriation for
authorized work at
361
authorized
-----------Marshall Ford Dam,
Dam, reimbursement
reimbursement of
of
expenditures
construction---.438
expenditures for construction
Marshals, U. S.:
Marshals,
Appropriation
etc
Appropriation for salaries,
salaries, etc-----204, 645
645
Disbursement
transfer of
of cert,
Disbursement functions,
functions, transfer
cer- .
tam, to
of Justice.---_
Justice._ _ 1234
1234
tain,
to Department
Department of
Martin, John A.
A. payment
payment to widow
35
Martin,
widow of....
of.- 35
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Martin Company.
L. Martin
Company. See Glenn L.
Company.
Martinsburg,
Va., limit
of conconMartinsburg, W.
W. Va.,
limit of
of cost
cost of
struction of post
post office and
and courthouse
increased
increased --------..............
Maryland:
Maryland:
Antietam Battlefield
Antietam
Battlefield site, acquisition
acquisition of
lands,
etc., for, authorized
lands, etc.,
authorized-----Edgewood Arsenal,
Edgewood
Arsenal, appropriation
appropriation for
for
authorized
at
authorized work at----------Fishing in territorial
territorial waters,
waters, etc., of
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, compacts
compacts with
with
other
of
other States for
for regulation
regulation of---Potomac
Potomac Valley
Valley Conservancy
Conservancy District,
District,
consent
consent of
of Congress
Congress granted
granted to comcompact
creating
pact creating
--------------Rivers
Rivers and harbors,
harbors, improvements
improvements
authorized
authorized --------------.Stansbury
Baltimore County,
County,
Stansbury Creek, Baltimore
dike
dam across,
across, authorized
dike or
or dam
authorized__"Maryland," U.
S. S.,
S., appropriation
for
"Maryland,"
U. S.
appropriation for
overhaul286------------------.-overhaul_Massachusetts:
Massachusetts:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forHurricane damage,
damage,
reduction
Hurricane
reduction of
of
forest-fire hazard
hazard------------Marine school maintenance
maintenance --......
Marine
Boston, limit of cost
construction of
of
cost of construction
certain post offices
offices increased
increased ----Federal Communications
Communications Commission,
Commission,
purchase
radio-monitorpurchase of site for radio-monitoring
authorized
ing station authorized
...... -Fishing in territorial
etc., of
Fishing
territorial waters, etc.,
of
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, compacts
compacts with
Atlantic
of.. _
other States for regulation
regulation of-.-hurricane damage
damage project,
project, transForest hurricane
transfer to State of tools, etc.,
etc., authorauthorized
ized--- -----..--......-...--Fort Devens, appropriation
acquisiappropriation for acquisition of land
land--..................
improvements authorRiver and harbor
harbor improvements
ized -----; ------ -----.Stoneham, limit of
of cost of construction
construction
of post office
office increased
increased ----..--Maternal and
Services, apapand Child
Child Health Services,
propriation for grants to States
States for-_
for
Maternal and
and Child Welfare,
Maternal
appropriaWelfare, appropriation for ---..
--..................
Manckport, Ind., time extended
Manckport,
extended for bridging Ohio River at -------.......
McAlister,
McAlister, Charles K. (Capt.),
(Capt.), credit in
accounts of ----..-.-_-----_
McChord Held,
Field, Wash.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forAcquisition of land --Acquisition
---........
Authorized
at ------------Authorized work
work atMcLarre, Edmund
McLarren,
Edmund W. (Maj.),
(Maj.), credit in
accounts of...
of
----------...
-McMilu,
Thomma S.,
McMillas, Thomas
widow
S., payment to widow
of -...-----.---- .----
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633
633

212
212

361
261
261

748
748
1199
1199
106
106

286

548
548
269
269
633
633

504
504

261
261

1211
1211
361
361
1198
1198
633
633
578
578

578
222
222
495
495

24
24
361
361
495
495
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Page Merchant
Act, 1936—Continued.
Page
Page
1936-Continued.
Marine Act,
Merchant Marine
McNeil Island,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
for Page
Island, Wash.,
McNeil
205
Vessels
in laid-up
fleet of
Maritime ComComof Maritime
laid-up fleet
Vessels in
205
construction
and repair
buildings_
construction and
repair of
of buildingsmission,
provision
of provision
suspension of
mission, suspension
Meat
appropriation for
for
Act, appropriation
Inspection Act,
Meat Inspection
541
restricting
216
216
use of
of---------------restricting use
enforcement
541
enforcement---------------------Sale or
charter of
of certain
certain vessels auor charter
Sale
Mechanic
Arts and
Colleges
and Agriculture,
Agriculture, Colleges
Mechanic Arts
thorized
216
216
thorized---------------------of, appropriation
appropriation for
endowment of
582
of-_ 582
for endowment
of,
Mesa
Verde National
National Park,
approColo., approPark, Colo.,
Mesa Verde
Mechanics,
employment on
on public
conpublic conMechanics, employment
884
priation for
for administration,
administration, etc_
___ 447
447
etc---priation
tracts, computation
884
of wages
wages ------computation of
tracts,
Mescalero
Hospital, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., appropriaappropriaMescalero Hospital,
Mediation, Board
See also
also National
National
of. See
Board of.
Mediation,
for
426
426
tion for------------------------Mediation Board.
Board.
Mediation
Mescalero
N.
Mex.,
appropriaIndians,
Mescalero
Purchases
without
advertising,
repeal
repeal
advertising,
Purchases without
1111
tion for
reimbursement for
loss of
of
for loss
for reimbursement
tion
of
provision
1111
of provision-------------------livestock
418
418
livestock------------------------Medical
Center
for
Federal
Prisoners,
Medical Center for Federal Prisoners,
Meteorological Committee,
Committee, International,
International,
Meteorological
Springfield,
Mo., appropriation
appropriation for
for
Springfield, Mo.,
205
appropriation
for contribution
contribution ----539
539
appropriation for
205
maintenance, etc
etc-----------------maintenance,
Methyl Bromide
Bromide Investigations,
insect,
Investigations, insectMethyl
Medical
Department. See
War
See Army;
Army; War
Medical Department.
pest control,
control, funds
available for
553
553
for----funds available
pest
Department.
Department.
Metropolitan
Southern
Southern
District
of
Water
Metropolitan
Memphis,
Tenn.:
Memphis, Tenn.:
California:
California:
Easement for
for street-widening
purposes,
street-widening purposes,
Easement
964
Parker Dam project,
payment for
for lands
Parker
project, payment
grant
of, to-------------------to
964
grant of,
acquired for
744
acquired
for------------------744
Limit of
of cost
cost of
of construction
construction of garage
garage
Limit
Public lands,
633
lands, leasing
leasing for extraction
extraction of
633
increased
increased --------------------sodium chloride
745
sodium
chloride---------------Pan American
Congress, invitaCotton Congress,
Pan
American Cotton
Mexican
Frnitfiy Control, appropriation
appropriation
Mexican Frultily
tion
to particicountries to
to foreign
foreign countries
tion to
1225
for
552
552
for--------------------------pate authorized
1225
authorized----------------pate
Mexico:
Mexico:
Time
extended for
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi
for bridging
Time extended
962
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
962
River
at
River at-----------------------Agrarian Claims
Commission, United
United
Claims Commission,
Agrarian
Menominee
Wis.:
Reservation, Wis.:
Indian Reservation,
Menominee Indian
States
States and --------- _-------651
Employees'
Compensation Act,
extenAct, extenEmployees' Compensation
105
Ambassador to ----------_------183
Ambassador
sion
employees
105
to certain
certain employees----sion of,
of, to
1111
preventing
and cottonseed,
cottonseed, preventing
Cotton and
1111
Purchases
advertising ------without advertising
Purchases without
importation
553
importation of, etc
etc -----------553
Menominee Indians, Wis.:
Wis.:
Menominee
International Boundary
Boundary Commission,
International
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
642
United States and ------189, 650
Per capita
to
642
payments to-----------Per
capita payments
Mexican
Mexican fruitily
fruitfly control,
control, cooperation
cooperation
expenses of general
general counSalaries and expenses
552
428
with ----------------------428
cil,
cil, etc
etc---------------------Migratory
carrying into effect
effect
Migratory birds, carrying
Mental
of. See Public
Division of.
Hygiene, Division
Mental Hygiene,
treaty
--__ 452
treaty provisions concerning_
concerning- _
Health
Health Service.
Thurberia weevil
Pink bollworm
bollworm and Thurberia
weevil
Merchant
Act, 1936:
Marine Act,
Merchant Marine
control
553
Amendments—
control----------------------AmendmentsBorder
Border patrol, U. S.,
S., improvement
improvement of
Construction-differential subsidysubsidy—
Construction-differential
Vessels, construction;
speed,
facilities
authorized ------- -facilities for, authorized
size, speed,
1091
construction; size,
Vessels,
1106
International
Commission,
International Boundary
Boundary Commission,
1106
etc
etc---------------------Construction
estabUnited States andandfund, estabConstruction reserve fund,
110
etc-------------- 1106
Purchases without
without advertising----advertising_ _____ -1110
_ 1110
lishment, etc
Purchases
Deposit of proceeds
proceeds or indemindemRio Grande canalization
canalization project, renities;
on
1106,
1106, 1107
1107
nities; taxes on-----construction,
construction, etc.,
etc., of certain
depreciation,
151
Gain, loss,
loss, or depreciation,
bridges, authorized
authorized-----------151
determination of, for
for tax
tax
Appropriation
Appropriation for --- ----- -----650
purposes
1106
Texas, cession to, by U. S.,
Texas,
S., of certain
purposes----------------110(
Insurance, marine
marine war-risk
war-risk and
and malands acquired
acquired from ----------21
Insurance,
Miami,
rine-risk, appropriation
Miami, Fla.:
rine-risk,
appropriation authorauthorized, etc
etc-------------------689
Acceptance of certain real estate
689
Acceptance
estate in,
in,
Appropriation
for
76(
authorized
230
766
authorized -------------------Appropriation for--------------691
Expiration
Expiration date ---------------Naval Air Station,
construction, etc.,
Station, construction,
etc.,
Report to Congress -,- -----691
appropriation
authorized
401
Report
appropriation authorized-------401
Michigan:
Michigan:
Foreign
eosts, deterForeign ship-construction costs,
for--.
under-------------- - 30(
mination under
306
Appropriation for—
a to ceroerProfit-Ihniting
Profitimiting provisions of, as
Isle Royale
Park, propoed,
Royale National
National Park,
propOsod,
tain subcontracts,
subcontracts, suspension__
suspension---1003
446
---administratibn,
etc ---44e
admin-iataon.,-etc
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Page
Page Military
Posts-Continued.
Military Posts—Continued.
Michigan—Continued.
Michigan-Continued.
Appropriation for construction,
etc_____
24,
Appropriation for—Continued.
construction, etc----Appropriation
for-Continued.
Appropriation
360,
Lake
Clair, Coast
64
360, 958,
958, 967
station-Guard station__
64
Coast Guard
St. Clair,
Lake St.
Construction, etc., appropriation
appropriation authorSelfridge Field, authorized
at__
361
Construction,
authorized work at-Selfridge
ized
704
Branch County,
to
ized--------------------------conveyance of title to
County, conveyance
Branch
entry
80
unlawful entry-..Reservations, unlawful
Military Reservations,
certain property
property in, to Helen L.
certain
Military Training
Citizens'
Training Camps. See Citizens'
Bane
706 Military
Kane -----------------------Military Training
Training Camps.
Camps.
Military
Monroe
County, issuance
of patents for
issuance of
Monroe County,
Milk Importation Act,
Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
959 Milk
certain
in--------------lands in
certain lands
enforcement
559
enforcement -------------------St.
Ignace, bridges authorized
authorized across
St. Ignace,
Project, Mont., Saco Divide
961 Milk River Project,
Straits of Mackinac
at
Mackinac at----------Straits
unit,
repayment_ 1108
of funds; repaymentallocation of
unit, allocation
St.
River, bridges
bridges authorized
authorized
Marys River,
St. Marys
Pa., bridge authorized
authorized across
Millersburg, Pa.,
across, at
at Sault Sainte Marie ---- 1222 Millersburg,
across,
Susquehanna River at
170
at------------Susquehanna
Wayne County,
County, grant of easement over
Wayne
Service, Army, increase in
certain
authorized
258 Mine Planter Service,
certain land authorized---------personnel authorized;
etc- 1177
authorized; rank, pay, etc_
personnel
Middle
Grande Conservancy
Conservancy District,
Rio Grande
Middle Rio
Mine
Rescue Cars and Stations, appropriMine Rescue
N.
appropriation for
assessfor assessMex., appropriation
N. Mex.,
ation for
investigafor operation of, and investigaation
ments
on Indian
Indian lands------------lands
421
ments on
tion
of
accidents
441
of
accidents-----------------tion
authorMiddle
River,
improvement
improvement
Md.,
Middle River,
Mineral Deposits, loans by Reconstruction
Reconstruction
ized
1199 Mineral
ized---------------------------Finance
Corporation for
development
for development
Finance Corporation
Middletown,
Pa., bridge
across
authorized across
bridge authorized
Middletown, Pa.,
of,
authorized
897
of, authorized-------------------Susquehanna River at-----------169
Susquehanna
for
Mineral
Industries,
appropriation
inIndustries,
Mineral
Midway
Midway Island:
vestigations
concerning
economic
vestigations
Naval
appropriation for
Naval Air Station, appropriation
problems
of
443, 1041
of----------------problems
construction
work,
etc
280,
879
607,
etc---construction work,
appropriation for enMineral Leasing, appropriation
Naval aviation
aviation facilities, appropriation
appropriation
Naval
440
forcement of laws relating to-------to
forcement
for
construction of,
of, authorized----authorized__ _ 400
for construction
Mineral Mining
Investigations, appropriMining Investigations,
Mineral
U. S.
District Court, Territory of
S. District
U.
ation
442
for------------------------ation for
784
overHawaii, jurisdiction
jurisdiction extended
extended over..
Hawaii,
Mines,
Bureau of. See Interior, DepartMines, Bureau
Conservation Fund, approMigratory Bird Conservation
approment of the.
453
priation
for----------------------priation for
Minidoka
appropriation
Minidoka Project, Idaho, appropriation
Conservation Refuges,
Refuges, apMigratory Bird Conservation
434
operation and maintenance
maintenance-----for operation
propriation for
453
for-------------------propriation
Mining
etc.,
Mining Claims, suspension of labor, etc.,
Migratory
Act:
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:
requirement as to persons in military
requirement
452
Appropriation
enforcement -------for enforcement
Appropriation for
service
1188
service--------------------------Bald
eagle, certain
certain provisions
provisions made
Bald eagle,
251 Mining Experiment Stations, appropriapplicable to ----------------applicable
ation
443, 1042
for-----------------ation for
Academy:
Military Academy:
Ministers, appropriation
salaries ---183
appropriation for salaries
370 Ministers,
Appropriation
for -----------------Appropriation for..
Minnesota:
retirement,
Band
rank and
.pay; retirement,
and.pay;
leader, rank
Band leader,
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
223
etc., benefits-----------------eta,
Chippewa
Indians, tuition, public
Chippewa Indians,
Cadet store,
store, liquidation of certain debts
Cadet
- 423
schools
schools -----------------to
371
to---------------------------Indians--Indians—
Librarian,
370
as---------officer as
retired officer
Librarian, retired
Construction and repair of buildConstruction
Officers detailed
to, no increase in pay
detailed to,
Officers
ings
431
ings---------------370
allowances by reason of ------or allowances
Support,
etc
417,
424,
426,
428
417,424,426,428
etc--------Support,
certain,
Professors,
promotion,
etc.,
certain,
of
Professors, promotion,
Cass County, construction,
construction, etc., of
Cass
appointed from commissioned
commissioned offiappointed
school
facilities
authorized;
authorized; availfacilities
school
385
cers
Army-------------------of Army
cers of
707
ability to
Indian children--------children
to Indian
ability
Military
350
Appropriation Act, 1941 ------Military Appropriation
Band,
Chippewa
Indians,
Red
Lake
per
Indians,
Chippewa
601
II --------------------------Title II_
capita payment
payment to
to------------- 1103
capita
872
III-------------------------Title III_
Chippewa
National
Forest,
exchange,
Forest, exchange,
National
Chippewa
966
Title IV
IV-----------------------Title
etc.,
lands with Chippewa
Chippewa Tribe
of lands
etc., of
Military
Intelligence Activities,
Activities, appropriMilitary Intelligence
254
authorized
authorized-------------------23
ation for------------------------for _
ation
Duluth, time extended
extended for bridging St.
Duluth,
Military
Foreign-ConOrganizations, Foreign-ConMilitary Organizations,
at
172
------------River at-Louis River
1201
of--------etc., registration
registration of
trolled, etc.,
Issuance
land
858
of patent
patent for tract of land-to, of
Issuance to,
Military Posts:
Little
extended for bridging
Little Falls, time extended
Acquisition of
additional land; approof additional
Acquisition
Mississippi
River
at ----------174
atRiver
Mississippi
priation
authorized
705
authorized------------priation
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Page
Minnesota—Continued.
Minnesota-Continued.
Page
Ortonville, bridge
across
bridge authorized
authorized across
Whetstone Diversion
1114
Whetstone
Diversion Channel at..
at___ 1114
Sauk Rapids,
across
Rapids, bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
Mississippi River
1061
River at ------------ 1061
School facilities for white and Indian
Indian
children; appropriation
appropriation authorized_ 1020
1020
Winona,
bridging
Winona, time
time extended
extended for bridging
Mississippi
259
Mississippi River
River at
at__---------_
259
Mint,
DeMint, Bureau of
of the.
the. See
See Treasury
Treasury Department.
Mints, appropriation
salaries and
appropriation for
for salaries
and exexpenses-----------------------6 68, 91
91
Mission
Indians, Calif.:
Calif.:
Mission Indians,
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forConstruction and repair
repair of
buildings_
Construction
431
of buildings_
431
Irrigation systems
Irrigation
systems -------.--------- 422
422
Support,
Support, etc
etc---------------------427
Mississippi:
Mississippi:
Appropriation for—
forFisheries, Bureau
establishment of
of
Bureau of,
of, establishment
station ---------------_----_
455
Indians—
IndiansConstruction and
repair of
of buildbuildConstruction
and repair
ings -------------ings
_-----430
etc
Support, etc----------------426
Carthage, bridge authorized across
across
Pearl River at-------at
107
De Soto National Forest,
transfer of
Forest, transfer
of
land for military purposes -_----773
773
French Camp, modification
of certain
modification of
certain
restrictions on use of privately
privately
owned lands along
along Natchez
Natchez Trace
Trace
Parkway ---------------------1227
Friar Point, time extended
extended for bridging
bridging
Mississippi River at ----_____222
222
Vicksburg National Military Park,
Park, acceptance of
ceptance
of property
property donations
donations
authorized ------.--authorized
.....---_
1061
Mississippi
Mississippi River:
Appropriation for flood control
Appropriation
control-...._..
508
Bridge authorized
Rapauthorized across, at Sauk RapMinn
ids, Minn.--.-------1061
Time extended for bridging, atat—
Chester, Ill
Ill-----------765
Dubuque, Iowa-East
Iowa-East Dubuque, Ill_
Ill-__ 174
Friar Point, Miss.-Helena, Ark
Ark---_
222
Jefferson
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks, Mo
Mo----_--____
172
La Crosse, Wis ---------.......
222
222
Little Falls, Minn
Minn.-.--.-174
Memphis, Tenn---------__--.___.
Tenn
Memphis,
962
Winona, Minn -------__---_-259
Mississippi River Lock and
Mississippi
and Dam NumNumbered 26, designation
designatitn as Henry T.
T.
Rainey DamDam ---- __--.220
Mississippi
Mississippi Wild Life
Life and Fish Refuge,
Refuge,
appropriation for maintenance, etc__
appropriation
ete--- 457
Missouri:
Missouri:
Arrow Rock, time
bridging
time extended
extended for
for bridging
Missouri River at..-_---.---_
743
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Page
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Page
Jefferson Barracks,
Barracks, time
extended for
for
Jefferson
time extended
172
bridging Mississippi
Mississippi River
River at
at----172
Jefferson National
Expansion Memorial,
Jefferson
National Expansion
Memorial,
St.
restriction on
on use
use of
St. Louis,
Louis, restriction
of
certain
449
certain funds
funds for
for ------ --------449
Moberly,
limit of
of cost
of construction
construction of
Moberly, limit
cost of
of
increased --------post office
office increased
___
_ 633
633
extended for
Petersburg, time
time extended
for bridging
bridging
Missouri River
River at--------------at
258
Missouri
258
Randolph, time
time extended for
for bridging
bridging
Missouri River
River at
at ------- ---156, 245
Missouri
156,
245
Missouri River:
Missouri
River:
Bridge
authorized across,
Bridge authorized
across, at—
atDecatur, Nebr.-Onawa,
257
Nebr.-Onawa, Iowa ---_--_
257
256
Niobrara, Nebr
Nebr --. _-----------.-_
256
Time
Time extended
extended for
for bridging,
bridging, at—
at743
Arrow Rock,
Rock, Mo ----------------- 743
Petersburg, Mo------------.----Mo
258
258
245
Randolph, Mo -------.--.---_ 156,
156, 245
Mitchel
Field, N.
Mitchel Field,
N. Y.:
Y.:
Appropriation
for authorized
work at-at.. __
361
Appropriation for
authorized work
361
Removal of restriction
certain
restriction on
on use
use of certain
land ---------_-_----------1058
Mixed
United States
Mixed Claims Commission,
Commission, United
States
appropriation for--for
650
and Germany, appropriation
650
Moberly, Mo.,
Mo., limit
construction
Moberly,
limit of
of cost of
of construction
of post office increased------------increased
633
633
Mobile
improvement auauMobile Harbor,
Harbor, Ala.,
Ala., improvement
thorized
thorized------------------___1199
Moffett Field, Calif.,
appropriation for
for
Calif., appropriation
construction
construction and equipment of
of reresearch laboratory__
laboratory --------.---134
134
Moffett
Calif.,
Moffett Field
Field Military Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
payment
transmission
payment to owner of
of transmission
at-----------------------__
lines at
655
655
Monetary and Economic
Economic Conference,
Conference,
unexpended balances
balances
International, unexpended
continued available --------_651
for, continued
651
Monongahela River:
Monongahela
River:
Bridge authorized across, Elizabeth,
Elizabeth,
Pa.-West Elizabeth,
Elizabeth, Pa
223
Pa --------223
Time extended
extended for bridging, in AlleAllegheny County, Pa--------____.-Pa
784
784
Montana:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Buffalo Rapids project, operation
operation and
and
maintenance
maintenance ----------------434
434
Fort Peck Dam, construction
power
construction of power
plant -------..-...------508
__
508
Park-------------_
Glacier National Park
446
446
Indians—
IndiansConstruction and repair of buildings-------------ings
430,
431
-430,431
Irrigation projects, etc421, 422
etc_ 419, 420, 421,422
etc--------- 416, 417, 426,428
426, 428
Support, etc
Conservation Board,
State Water Conservation
payment
payment to ----------- _-----_
421
421
Sun River project,
construction ----435
project, construction
435

INDEX
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Montana—Continued.
Page
Montana-Continued.
Blackfeet Indian
Indian irrigation project, apapproval
deferment of
proval of
of deferment
of certain irrigation charges
gation
charges-------- ____
105
--105
Bozeman fisheries station, grant
to
Bozeman
grant to
State to use portion of, for highway
purposes
213
purposes----------.---------213
Reservation—
Crow Indian
Indian ReservationExtension of period of trust on certain
certain
Extension
allotted to--------------to
lands allotted
106
allotted and
Sale or exchange
exchange of allotted
and ininherited
252
herited lands --------------252
Little
Missouri River, interstate
comLittle Missouri
interstate compact
division of
supply
pact for
for division
of water
water supply
authorized
authorized ---------- ---382
382
Milk
Milk River
River project, Saco Divide
Divide unit,
unit,
repayment_ _
allocation of
of funds; repayment
- -- 1108
1108
Wiota-Fort Peck
Railroad, regulation
Wiota-Fort
Peck Railroad,
regulation of
of
hours of service
service of employees; penalty for
for violation
violation -------------348
Yellowstone River,
River, interstate
Yellowstone
interstate compact
compact
for division
division of water
water supply
supply auauthorized
thorized-------------------399
Montana
Montana National
National Bison
Bison Range,
Range, approappropriation for maintenance---------maintenance
priation
453
Montana
Montana School
School of
of Mines,
Mines, grant
grant of
of land
land
to State for use of, authorized
authorized -----343
Morey, Dana W. (Lt. Col.), credit in acMorey,
counts of ---------------------495
Mormon Cricket Control, purchases of
Mormon
materials and
materials
and equipment without
without adadvertising --------.--------------vertising
1111
Morocco, appropriation
consular prisappropriation for consular
ons
ons -------------------.-------186
Morongo
Irrigation Project, Calif., approMorongo Irrigation
priation for---------------------for
419
419
yacht
acceptance of yacht
Morton, Sterling, acceptance
Freedom
Freedom from, authorized
authorized--------241
Carrier Act.
See also TransportaMotor Carrier
Act. See
Transportation Act of 1940.
Appropriation
enforcement ------for enforcement
Appropriation for
133
Motor
Transport Regulation,
Regulation, appropriaappropriaMotor Transport
tion for
for--- -----------------133
Motor-Vehicle Routes,
Routes, transportation
transportation of
Motor-Vehicle
mails on, authorized
authorized -------------756
Motorboats:
Motorboats:
Appropriation to carry
carry out
provisions of
out provisions
Appropriation
act regulating
equipment, etc.,
etc.,
regulating equipment,
act
167
authorized -- -------------authorized
requirements; excepBilge ventilation
ventilation requirements;
165
tion
tion--------------------------Effective date
of provisions
167
Effective
date of
provisions----------act,
provisions of prior act,
Fines, etc., under
under provisions
authority of Secretary
Secretary of
authority
of ComCom167
merce to remit
remit-------------165
Fire
extinguishers
Fire extinguishers-----------------Flame arrestors,
exetc., requirement;
requirement; exFlame
arrestors, etc.,
165
165
ception
ception----------------------163
Inspection
Inspection--.--------------------167
Exemption from certain----------certain
Exemption
166
operator-------Liability of owner or operator
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Motorboats—Continued.
Page
Motorboats-Continued.
Page
Life
164
Life preservers
preservers---------------------164
Lights
required ------- ----------164
Lights required
164
Number,
keeping on
Number, keeping
on board certificate
certificate of
167
award of, exceptions
exceptions --------167
Officers, minimum number
166
number---------166
Operator,
165
Operator, license
license requirement
requirement -------165
Suspension
165
Suspension of license ----------165
Pilot rules, carrying
carrying on board not required --------------------166
166
Racing boats propelled
outboard
propelled by outboard
exception from
designated
motors, exception
from designated
provisions
165
provisions-------------------165
Reckless operation; penalty----------penalty
166
166
Regulations
166
Regulations ------------------_166
Repeal of certain provisions of prior actact_
167
167
Sound-producing
appliances ---------164
Sound-producing appliances
164
Mount
McKinley National
National Park, Alaska:
Mount McKinley
Alaska:
Appropriation
et& _
--_ 447
447
Appropriation for
for administration,
administration, etc
Tourist facilities,
facilities, etc.; appropriation
appropriation
authorized
81
authorized------------------McKinley Tourist
Mount McKinley
Tourist and
and TransporTransportation
Company, purchase
purchase of property,
property,
tation Company,
etc., of, authorized---------------authorized
81
of Victory
Victory Plot, acceptance
acceptance as part
Mount of
part
of
of Cypress
Cypress Hills
Hills National
National Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Brooklyn, N.Y --.--------------694
Mount Rainier
Rainier National
Wash.,
Mount
National Park,
Park, Wash.,
appropriation for administration,
administration, imappropriation
provements,
etc --------------447,
provements, etc
447, 451
Rushmore Memorial Act of 1938,
Mount Rushmore
Amendment:
Amendment:
Area enlarged--------------------enlarged
218
218
218
Restriction
Restriction on use of funds --------218
Mount Rushmore National Memorial
Commission:
Commission:
Appropriation for
1042
1042
for-----------------Appropriation
Funds continued available----------available
449
Vernon, Ind., bridge authorized
authorized
Mount Vernon,
Wabash River at----------at
across Wabsh
1085
Mount Vernon Memorial Highway,
Highway, appropriation for administration,
etc
administration, eta---451
Municipal Center. See District
District of Columbia.
Munitions.
Ammunition, and
Munitions. See
See Arms,
Arms, Ammunition,
and
Implements of War.
Munitions
Munitions Building,
Building, appropriation
appropriation for construction of additional
additional stories
599
stories -----599
National
Munitions Control Board. See National
Munitions Control Board.
Munitions
maintenance of
Muscat, appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
consular prisons ------------------ 186
consular
Mycology and
Survey, appropriaappropriaMycology
and Disease Survey,
tion
544
tion for
for-----------------------

N
NaBey,
G., payment
to
Nalley, John G,
payment to-----------Nantasket
(Hull) Gut, Mass.
Mans., improveimproveNantasket (Hull)
ment authorized----------------authorized

630
630
1199
1199
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Pag*
National
Capital Parks,
Parks, appropriation
appropriation for
for Page
rational Capital
administration,
etc
451
administration, etc--------------National
Cemeteries:
rational Cemeteries:
Approach
roads, conveyance
conveyance of U.
U. S.
Approach roads,
interest to
to States,
506
etc-----------States, etc
interest
Appropriation for
for maintenance,
etc__ __ 505
maintenance, etc---Appropriation
Cypress Hills,
Y., acceptBrooklyn, N. Y.,
Hills, Brooklyn,
Cypress
ance
of Mount
Mount of
of Victory
Victory plot as
ance of
694
part
of
part of------------------------National
Calif., acceptance
certain
of certain
acceptance of
City, Calif.,
rational City,
956
lands
in, authorized
authorized---------------lands in,
National
Collection of
approArts, approof Fine Arts,
rational Collection
136
priation for
136
administration ------for administration
priation
National
See also
National Dealso National
Defense. See
rational Defense.
fense Act,
Act, Amendments;
Amendments; Selective
fense
Training
and Service
Service Act of 1940.
Training and
Aircraft,
contracts for proof contracts
awarding of
Aircraft, awarding
45
curement of-------------------of
45
curement
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forEmergency
the President._
President - 297, 377
for the
fund for
Emergency fund
Expediting production
production of equipment
equipment
Expediting
and
the Army_
Army_ 602,
874, 970
602,874,970
for the
supplies for
and supplies
292
Navy Department,
Department, emergency
292
funds_
emergency funds_
Navy
Arms, ammunition,
implements of
and implements
ammunition, and
Arms,
war—
warExportation
curtailment, etc.,
of, curtailment,
Exportation of,
authorized;
violation_
714
714
for violation_
penalty for
authorized; penalty
Requisitioning of
of---------------- 1090
Requisitioning
Plants
manufacture of, construcfor manufacture
Plants for
tion authorized---------------authorized
712
tion
712
Limitation
suspended_--___
712
cost suspended
Limitation on cost
713
Maintenance,
etc
Maintenance, etc---------------712
Purchase of, authorized
authorized ----------Purchase
Reconstruction
Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance
573
financing
by....
production by-financing of production
Payments for, in advance of dePayments
livery,
authorized
574
livery, authorized-----------Transfer of
S.-owned, certification
certification
U. S.-owned,
of U.
Transfer
134
134
and
of
Naval Operations
Operations and
of Chief of Naval
11109
10
required - - _ 681
Army Chief of Staff required....
Army—
Army634
634
Air CorpsCorps—
flying
Limitation on number
number of flying
Limitation
109;
1093
cadets,
suspension of.--of_ ___ 713
etc., suspension
cadets, etc.,
Reserve officers, suspension of
Reserve
261
limitation on number,
number, etc.,
limitation
713
ordered
duty-------to active duty
ordered to
377
37T
Airplanes, airships, etc.,
etc., suspension of
Airplanes,
713
of-------limitation on number of
587
58'
to
Assignment of officers, etc.,
to
branches of, without regard
regard to
to
713
limitations
713
certain limitations------------135
13
employment of certain,
Engineers, employment
civil-service
without regard to civil-service
157
15
713
requirements,
requirements, authorized
authorized _----_
Reserve
Reserve components, etc.,
etc., ordering
858
authorizedinto active
active service authorised_
of, into
157
966
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for---.---------Reemployment on
on discharge---di' scharge_ __ _ 859,891
859, 891
Reemployment
ervice limHemisphere, service
Western Hemisphere,
78
785
exception ..--.--ited to; exception
859

Narcotics, deportation
aliens for
for traffic
traffic Page
of aliens
deportation of
Narcotics,
673
in;
marihuana included,
etc
included, etc-------in; marihuana
Narcotics,
Bureau of.
Treasury DeDeSee Treasury
of. See
Narcotics, Bureau
partment.
partment.
Narcotics
of 1931,
appropria1931, appropriaConvention of
Narcotics Convention
tion for
188
implementing ------------for implementing
tion
"Narwhal," U.
S. S.,
S., appropriation
for
appropriation for
U. S.
"Narwhal,"
alterations
286
286
alterations----------------------Natchez
Trace Parkway:
Parkway:
Natchez Trace
Appropriation for
allotconstruction; allotfor construction;
Appropriation
450
ment
etc
funds, etc-------------of funds,
ment of
French Camp,
Camp, Miss.,
Miss., modification
of
modification of
French
certain restrictions
of privateprivateuse of
on use
restrictions on
certain
ly owned
lands
1227
owned lands-----------------ly
Lands for,
for, acceptance
acceptance by
authorS. authorU. S.
by U.
Lands
ized
250
ized-------------------------National
of Sciences:
Sciences:
Academy of
National Academy
Canal Zone
Zone Biological
Board of
of
Area, Board
Biological Area,
Canal
Directors,
President
of President
designation of
Directors, designation
of Academy
as chairman
etc
724
724
of, etc-chairman of,
Academy as
of
Central Heating
Plant, furnishing
furnishing of
of
Heating Plant,
Central
steam from,
from, authorized---------authorized
694
steam
National
AeroCommittee for AeroAdvisory Committee
National Advisory
nautics:
nautics:
Appropriation for
134, 599
for ----------------Appropriation
Airplane engine
engine research
research laboratory,
laboratory,
Airplane
599
599
construction of---------------of
construction
600
600
Contracts
authorized
authorized-----------Contracts
92
92
Damage
claims
Damage claims-------------------134,
134,
workLangley Field, Va., construction
construction work_
Langley
600
1109
advertising-------- 1109
Purchases
PurcrhaRss without advertising
Retired
Army or
officers, employemployNavy officers,
or Navy
Retired Army
134
ment of,
provision-------of, salary provision
ment
National
Arboretum,
appropriation
for
appropriation
National Arboretum,
544
544
maintenance, etc
etc -----------------maintenance,
National
Archives:
National Archives:
Appropriation for -----------------Appropriation
Purchases without
without advertising-------advertising
Purchases
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, transfer
transfer of
Veterans'
funds from,
from, authorized
authorized---------funds

cost
National Bank
Bank Notes,
Notes, redemption
redemption of, cost
National
accounting,
etc------------------accounting, etc
contributions,
National Banks,
charitable contributions,
Banks, charitable
National
etc., authorized
authorized-----------------etc.,
National
Board for
Rifle
Promotion of Rifle
for Promotion
National Board
appropriation for------Practice,
for
Practice, appropriation
appropriation
National Cancer
Institute, appropriation
Cancer Institute,
National
for_
for-----------------------------National Capital
Capital Park and Planning ComNational
mission:
mission:
Appropriation for----------------for
Appropriation
Commodore Barney Circle, D. C., waitCommodore
ing
approval of plans etc., approval
room, etc.,
ing room,
Memorial
fountain to D. C. MetropoliMetropoliMemorial fountain
tan Police
Department, approval of
Police Department,
tan
location --------------------National
Park System,
System, administradministraNational Capital Park
recreational demChopawamsio recreational
demtion of Chopawaimto
onstration project
'onstzation
project.. ----- ---------
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Page
Page National
Defense-Continued.
National Defense—Continued.
National Defense-Continued.
Defense—Continued.
National
1029
Maritime
Commission contracts, sus1029
Maritime Commission
Assignment of
1940
of Claims Act of 1940----Assignment
8-hour-day provisions-provisions_ _ 1092
pension of 8-hour-day
Civilian
Conservation Corps, noncomCivilian Conservation
Naval
400
authorizedacquisition authorized__
aircraft, acquisition
Naval aircraft,
batant training
enrollees, availaof enrollees,
training of
batant
Naval aviation
aviation facilities, establishment,
625
bility
etc
bility of funds, etc--------------400
etc., authorized
authorized----------------etc.,
Civilian
Civilian training for, funds available
Naval
Aviation Personnel Act of 1940.
Naval Aviation
for
297, 377, 603, 714, 874, 970
for --------- 297,
See separate
title.
separate title.
Common carriers,
carriers, contribution
contribution of free
Common
570
Naval
Naval vessels, etc., limit of cost of con570
services
authorized ------------services authorized
680
struction increased-------------increased
Contracts—
Contractscomposition
inauthorized composition
Navy, authorized
Army—
Armycreased -------------------394, 779
creased
authorized-- 713, 875
payments authorized__
Advance payments
Navy Department,
hours of
Department, working hours
Navy
enter certain; form,
Authority to enter
employees; overtime
compensation,
overtime compensation,
employees;
712
etc., of
of -------------------etc.,
678
678
etc
676
etc--------------------------Priority in
delivery
in delivery------------Priority
Private
byplants, taking over of, byPrivate plants,
Coast
Guard—
Coast Guard892
President ----------------------Advance
authorized..
_ 676
payments authorized--Advance payments
680
Secretary
Navy
Secretary of the Navy-----------Eight-hour-day
provisions, susEight-hour-day labor provisions,
893
provisions------------Repeal of provisions
679
pension
of
pension of-----------------Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation,
Corporation,
Reconstruction
Modification
certain existing, auModification of certain
680
loans,
construction, etc.,
etc., auplant construction,
loans, plant
680
thorized
thorized ------------------573
673
thorized
thorized----------------------Naval—
Naval676
Requisitioning of certain articles and
Requisitioning
Advance
___ 676
authorized---Advance payments authorized_
1090
materials
authorizedmaterials by President authorized_
Negotiation
without advertisof, without
Negotiation of,
Retired
Retired employees, War and Navy De676
etc---- ----------- --ing, etc_
partments,
reemployment of, etc.,
partments, reemployment
677
Restrictions
-------Restrictions------679
authorized
authorized---------------------Priority in
delivery
676
in delivery-------------Priority
title.
separate
Rivers
and
See
separate
title.
harbors.
Rivers
883
677,
Profit
limitations
limitations--------------Profit
Saturday
half holidays,
holidays, War, Navy,
Navy,
Saturday half
Suspension
provisions--------_ 1003
Suspension of provisions
and
employees,
susGuard
Coast
and
certifiSpecial
additional
equipment,
certifiequipment,
Special
678
for--------pension of provisions for
677
cation
of cost
etccost to Government, etc..
cation of
testing,
Social
Security
Board,
selecting,
Board,
Security
Social
Suspension
of
designated
stipular
stipuladesignated
Suspension of
631
631
681
and placement
placement of
of defense workersworkers_
and
681
Cons,
authorized ------------tions, authorized
Soldiers'
and
Sailors'
Relief
of
Act
Civil
Sailors'
and
Soldiers'
Education
and
training
workers,
workers,
of
training
Education and
1940.
separate title.
1940. See separate
appropriation
appropriation for ------------ 632, 1033
Strategic and critical materials. See
Strategic
999
of--amortization of.....
Emergency facilities, amortization
Emergency
separate title.
title.
separate
penalty-------------79
Espionage, etc., penalty
Tennessee Valley Authority,
Authority, additional
Tennessee
Expedition of
of--------- 602, 676, 712, 874, 970
781
781
appropriation ----------------appropriation
Funds
available for; issuance
issuance of addiFunds available
certain
Vacations
Government
emof
Vacations
526
----tional
obligations
authorized
526
tional obligations
679
of-----------ployees, foregoing
foregoing of
Government-owned
facilities—
Government-owned facilitiesWar
Department,
removal
of
civil-servof
civl-servremoval
Department,
War
at
Funds
for
furnishing,
available
Funds
ice employees
employees for conduct inimical
ice
privately
297,
privately owned plants ------defense -----------713
national defense
to national
377, 603, 714,
874, 970
714,874,970
377,603,
War
etc.; penalty
War materials,
materials, destruction, etc.;
Providing of, for production
production of deProviding
1220
provisions
provisions--------------------fense items -----------------680
fense
training
Administration, training
Work Projects Administration,
Highways, funds
funds available for engineerHighways,
634
authorized
projects authorized.------------871
ing costs
costs ---------------------ing
Workers—
Workers872
Priority approval,
approval, etc., of contracts_contracts
Priority
Education and training,
training, appropriaEducation
681, 883,
1125
883, 1125
681,
Housing,
provision of -------Housing, provision
tion for ----------------- 632,1033
632, 1033
tion
1126
1126
Appropriation
authorized
Appropriation authorized----------placement--and
testing,
Selecting,
883,
1115
Selecting,
placement.—
631
1115
883,
Appropriation
for
for----------Appropriation
National Defense,
Defense, Council of:
1126 National
883,1126
Cost
limitations--------------- 883,
Cost limitations
599,1032
Appropriation
for
599,
1032
Appropriation for--------------683
Funds
available
Funds available-----------------Employment of
of persons
persons at
$1 per anat $1
1127
Employment
Payments in lieu of taxes
taxes----------- 1127
Payments
num ------------------------599
num
1128
1128
Report
Congress
to Congress---------------Report to
Amendments See
National Defense
Defense Act, Amendments.
1128 National
Wages
of laborers
laborers and
and mechanics-mechanics__ 1128
Wages of
also National Defense.
Inventions,
withholding of certain from
Inventions, withholding
710
Alaska,
University of, establishment of
of
Alaska, University
publication
in national
710
interest---.
national interest__
publication in
Reserve
Officers'
Corps
Training
Officers'
Reserve
develLanding
appropriation for
Landing areas, appropriation
7
1039
unit
726
unit -----------------------1039
of--------------------opment of
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National Defense
Amendments—
National
Defense Act,
Act, AmendmentsContinued.
Army officersofficers—
Army
Appointment to higher
temporary
Appointment
higher temporary
grade in time of war, etc------etc
to Air
Air Corps
Corps for
flying training_
training_
Detail to
for flying
Aerial flights, participation
participation in, nonAerial
nonapplicability of
designated
applicability
designated
limitation -------------limitation
_
Dental Corps, Army,
Army, eligibility for apappointment in _
pointment
----------Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, enlistment
enlistment of
men up
up to
to 45
45 years
years of
age in
in techof age
technical units-units
--.-----Enlistments
Enlistments in time of war or other
emergency
emergency---------------------Assignments and transfers
transfers ---- ___-*Flying
'Flying officer,"
officer," definition
definition ____-----_
Flying units, command
command of
------Medical Department, Army, authorized
Medical
authorized
enlisted strength
strength
..----------Military
supplies, etc., supervision of
Military supplies,
of
procurement of, by Secretary
Secretary of
procurement
of
War
War---------------..Availability
Availability of designated
designated appropriaappropriations
tions----------------------_
National
National GuardGuard—
Animals, funds available
available for care, etc_
etcCaretakers,
Caretakers, employment
employment of; compencompenetc
sation, etc----._---------Officers, compensation
compensation --___---Training of ---------.-----_Uniforms, etc., purchase
purchase of, at cost_cost_ _
Retirement
Retirement of certain
certain Army officers
officers_--___
State
State troops, organization
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Issuance to, of War Department
Department
equipment
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officers of Regular
Regular Army, ememdisbursement of
ployment of, for disbursement
public funds ---------_---.-National
Defense Appropriation
National Defense
Acts:
Appropriation Acts:
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First Supplemental
Supplemental ---- _---____._._
Second Supplemental
Supplemental....----Third Supplemental
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"National Defense
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Series," issuance
issuance of
of
obligations designated
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National
National Economic
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National Economic Committee.
National Forest Reservation
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Commission,
appropriation for -- _----_---___Forests:
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forAdministration, etc
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with Chippewa
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Choctawhatchee, Fla., transfer
transfer to War
War
Department
Department for military purposes_
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for soil-erosion
soil-erosion control,
control, etc.; appropriation authorized
authorized ---------Appropriation
Appropriation for
for----------------Contracts, etc.,
Contracts,
etc., involving products or
or
land, exemption
from
exemption of certain, from
Accounting
deposit in
in General
General Accounting
Office -------------.---Office
_Coronado, Ariz.,
Coronado,
of scenic
scenic
Ariz., protection of
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water-supply protection,
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_
_for
Forest Service,
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reimbursement to,
to, for
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Ochoco,
acquisition of certain
certain
lands for, through exchange----exchange
Ouachita,
Ouachita, Ark.,
Ark., acquisition of lands by
by
U. S. to minimize soil erosion,
erosion, etc.,
etc.,
authorized
authorized --- .-----------Ozark,
Ozark, Ark.,
Ark., acquisition
acquisition of lands
lands by
U. S. to minimize soil erosion,
erosion, etc.,
etc.,
authorized
authorized -..-------.
_.
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exchange of lands
Colo., exchange
authorized--------adjacent to, authorized
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Colo., exchange
exchange of lands
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adjacent
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for
lands for
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certain lands
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of land
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402
402
Whitman, Oreg., acquisition
Whitman,
acquisition of
of land
land
through exchange
exchange -------------402
National Gallery of
of Art, appropriation
137
appropriation for_
for137
National Guard:
National
Active
military
President
service, President
authorized to order
members of,
authorized
order members
of,
into -----------------------858
858
Appropriation
Appropriation for
966
for----------------- 966
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administration, etc_
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Animals,
available for
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for care, etc-funds available
Animals, funds
Death Valley,
certain
Valley, Calif., exchange of certain
Death
Appropriation
for
26, 371
Appropriation for------------------authorized
lands in, authorized------------970
Transfer
of funds
from
funds from------------Transfer of
Government-owned buildings,
buildings, use of
Government-owned
Army surplus
stores, clothing, etc.,
surplus stores,
Army
space for elementary
elementary school purspace
372
from
from-------------------------poses
poses------------------------Caretakers—
CaretakersPatrick Henry,
Henry, Va., acquisition
acquisition of estate
Patrick
Employment
1134
etc-- 1134
compensation, etc
of; compensation,
Employment of;
to
administered as; appropriaappropriabe administered
to be
Heavier-than-air
squadrons, number
number
Heavier-than-air squadrons,
tion
authorized ---------------tion authorized
371
increased
371
increased--------------------Appropriation
for ---------------Appropriation for
Construction at concurrent
concurrent camps,
Construction
bridges, appropriaRoads, trails, and bridges,
amount available
for
371
available for------------amount
tions
authorized ----------------tions authorized
Damage claims,
available for
amount available
claims, amount
Damage
Administration -----------------Administration
371
settlement
settlement---------------------National Munitions Control Board:
372 National
Damaged property,
__
of---replacement of
property, replacement
Damaged
etc.,
American republics, export of arms, eta.,
American
Hospitalization
members suffering
suffering
Hospitalization of members
to,
report of-----------------of
to, report
personal
injury when participating
personal injury
Composition,
Composition, duties, etc ------------1137
----------flights
in aerial flights----Service. See Interior, DeNational Park Service.
Motor
specifications for-----for
372 National
vehicles, specifications
Motor vehicles,
of
the.
partment
use
Mounted
units,
etc.,
restriction
on
restriction
Mounted units,
National Parks:
of
appropriations for
increase ofof.. 27,372 National
for increase
of appropriations
Blue
Ridge Parkway, Va. and N. C.,
Blue Ridge
National rifle
participation in;
rifle matches, participation
National
maintenance--administration and maintenance—
administration
373
allowances,
etc-----------------allowances, etc
by
Lands
acceptance
U. S. authoracceptance
for,
Lands
1136
Officers, compensation
1136
compensation--------------Officers,
ized
ized---------------------Pay of
of officers,
officers, etc.,
etc., drawing pensions,
Pay
Rights-of-way,
issuance of revocable
Rights-of-way, issuance
27, 372
- 27,372
restriction; surrender
surrender of pension
pension__
restriction;
licenses for -----------------licenses
Stable
refuse, etc.,
etc., sale of; use of proStable refuse,
Cumberland Gap National
National Historical
Historical
Cumberland
113(
ceeds ------------------------ 1136
Park,
Tenn., Ky., and Va.,
Va., estabPark, Tenn.,
113f
Training of ------------------------1135
lishment ---------------------lishment
970
97(
from
Transfer of funds from--------------Administration
Administration -----------------Uniforms,
etc., purchase
purchase of, at cost.--cost.— 113(
1136
Uniforms, etc.,
General
abolishment; adCalif., abolishment;
General Grant, Calif.,
National
Institute of
Health, appropriaappropriaof Health,
National Institute
dition
Kings Canyon National
to Kings
dition to
58
tion
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for--- ---------------------tion for
General Grant grove secPark as General
National Labor
Relations Board:
Labor Relations
National
tion
tion-------------------------Appropriation
1037
for ------------- 84, 595, 103
Appropriation for
Government-owned
buildings, use of
Government-owned buildings,
Citizenship requirements,
employees- - 591
598
requirements, employees--Citizenship
space
for elementary
elementary school purspace for
Nominations for
appointment, Senate
Senate
for appointment,
Nominations
poses ..----------- -----------91
approval required
required --------------598
approval
Great Smoky
Mountains, N.
N. C., grant
grant
Smoky Mountains,
Great
Non-civil-service
appointments, reriorestrioNon-civil-service appointments,
Band
Eastern
to
of
certain
lands
of
of
597
9
tion
tion on -----------------------payment, ete.Cherokee
Indians; payment,
etc—
Cherokee Indians;
withinPromotions,
administrative
administrative withinPromotions,
Hawaii, transfer
transfer of land for military
Hawaii,
598
697, 59
grade,
restrictions on --------- 597,
grade, restrictions
purposes
purposes--------------------1109
110
Purchases
advertising ------Purchases without advertising
Kings
Canyon, Calif.,
Calif., establishment-establishment..
Kings Canyon,
597
59'
---------Salary
restriction
Salary restriction--------Limitation
of cost of
certain buildings
of certain
Limitation of
also
National
Mediation Board. See also
National Mediation
increased
-------------------increased
Mediation,
Mediation, Board of.
Mount McKinley,
McKinley, Alaska, tourist faciliMount
59
85, 595
Appropriation
for ------------------ 85,
Appropriation for
ties,
etc., authorized--------authorized
595
59
Arbitration
boards ---------------Arbitration boards
Appropriation
authorized
authorized ---------Appropriation
596
59
Emergency
boards---------------Emergency boards
Natchez
acceptance by
Parkway, acceptance
Natchez Trace Parkway,
8&
National
Railroad Adjustment
Adjustment Board..
85,
BoardNational Railroad
U.
S. of
lands for, authorized
authorized - --of lands
U. S.
59
596
Photographs of
scenery, preparation
preparation of
of scenery,
Photographs
85
8
Printing
and binding
binding -----------Printing and
mats
etc
magazines, etc--------for magazines,
mats for
59
Citizenship requirements,
598
employees--Appropriation
authorized
requirements, employees__
Citizenship
Appropriation authorized----------Appropriation for
Nominations
for
appointment,
Senate
for--------------Appropriation
Nominations for appointment,
Roads,
trails, and bridges, appropriaappropria59
approval required
598
Roads, trails,
required--------------approval
tions authorised
authorized--------------tions
Non-civil-service
appointments, restricNon-civil-service appointments,
Administration
59
Administration-------------------tion
597
on-----------------------tion on
Vicksburg
Military, Mis.,
Miss.,
National Military,
Vicksburg National
Promotions,
administrative withinPromotions, administrative
donations
acceptance
property
donations
property
of
acceptance
597,5
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restrictions on--------on
597,598
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authorised ------------------authorized
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-----------------Salary
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-- .
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-
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1940--------------Nationality
Act
1940
of
construction, etc.,
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870 Nationality
authorized-------construction,
1138
1138
Birth, nationality
nationality at---------------at
Birth,
National
Railroad
Adjustment
Board,
Adjustment
Railroad
National
1171
of_issuance
Certificates
nationality,
issuance
of_
_
nationality,
of
Certificates
appropriation
for----------------- 85, 596
appropriation for
Court
for declaration
declaration of
proceedings for
Court proceedings
Board:
National
Resources
Planning
National Resources
1171
1171
nationality
nationality-------------------Appropriation
for
113
Appropriation for-------------------1137
1137
Definitions
------------------------Definitions
Investigations,
Bureau
cooperation with Bureau
Investigations, cooperation
1174
1174
Effective
date
-------------------date
Effective
436
of Reclamation
Reclamation in -------------436
of
1168
1168
Loss
nationality
nationality------------------of
Loss
National Service
Service Life
Life Insurance
Insurance Act of
National
1171
1171
Certificate of--------------------of
Certificate
1940.
Act of
Revenue Act
under Revenue
See under
1940. See
1140
Naturalization,
through__ __ 1140
nationality through--Naturalization, nationality
1940,
Second.
1940, Second.
1150
1150
Administrative
provisions ---------provisions
Administrative
National
approBoys, approfor Boys,
School for
Training School
National Training
1150
1150
Alien enemies--------------------enemies
Alien
priation for
637
for ------------------ 327, 637
priation
1151
Aliens arriving
arriving in U. S.,
S., registry
registry of -_ 1151
Aliens
National
School for Girls, apTraining School
National Training
1149
- _ 1149
in
Armed forces,
persons
in_ -__
serving
persons
forces,
Armed
327, 637
propriation
for_ --------------propriation for
1152
1152
Arrival,
of
certificate of--------------Arrival, certificate
National Youth
Administration:
Youth Administration:
National
1157,
1160
1157, 1160
Certificate
of naturalization-.-naturalization
of
Certificate
Appointments
regard to
to civilwithout regard
Appointments without
1161
1161
Loss, destruction,
destruction, etc-----------etc
Loss,
service laws
592
laws--------------------service
1145
1145
Children
Children------------------------Apportionment, etc.,
etc., of
designated
of designated
Apportionment,
1158
Clerks of
of courts,
and dutiesduties_ 1158
functions
courts,
Clerks
591
funds
funds-------------------------1153
1153
Declaration
of
intention
intention----------of
Declaration
Appropriation for---------------for
590, 1035
Appropriation
1161
1161
Loss,
etc
destruction, etc-----------Loss, destruction,
1034
Education
and training------------training
Education and
of_- 1160
Derivative
citizenship, certificates
certificates of....
citizenship,
Derivative
592
Citizenship
employees_ __
requirements, employees--Citizenship requirements,
1140
1140
Eligibility
naturalization ------Eligibility for naturalization
Cosponsor
contributions, utilization,
Cosponsor contributions,
1142
1142
Residence
requirements
requirements---------Residence
591
etc., of
of---------------------etc.,
1150
Executive
functions
functions-------------Executive
593
Damage claims,
claims, consideration,
consideration, etc
etc_---_
593
Damage
1161
Fiscal
Fiscal provisions -----------------Disability or
or death
death compensation;
compensation; funds
Disability
1146
1146
Former
U.
S.
citizens
Former U. S. citizens -------------10315
available for,
etc
593, 1035
for, etc------------available
1140
1140
Jurisdiction
to
naturalize
----------naturalize
to
Jurisdiction
Distribution of
States_ __ 59]
591I
of funds among States--Distribution
1163
1163
transmittal----------------Mail,
transmittal
Executive Order
Order No. 7916, inapplicainapplicaExecutive
1144
1144
Married
persons
_
--------------Married persons
59;2
bility of
592
provisions------------of provisions
bility
citizenship
citizenship
Misinformation
regarding
regarding
Misinformation
59(
Extension
590
to June 30, 1941 ---------Extension to
1148
status --------------------status
defraud,
False
statements with intent to defraud,
False statements
1148
1148
Nationals
but
citizens
citizens---------not
but
Nationals
3
59:
-------593
etc.; penalty --------1157
allegianceand
Oath of
renunciation
allegiance_ _ 1157
of renunciation
Oath
Federal, State,
etc., employees,
employees, utiliza.
utilize.
State, etc.,
Federal,
1163
1163
Penal
provisions
----------------Penal provisions
59
tion
5922
of------- ----------------tion of
1154
Petition for naturalization
naturalization -------Petition
Federal administrative
administrative positions in
Federal
1156
Hearings
Hearings -------------------States, appointments
among
appointments from among
States,
1143
1143
to--------Proof,
requirements
as
to
requirements
Proof,
3
59
State
593
citizens-----------------State citizens
1152
1152
Photographs
Photographs--------------------Minor purchases
purchases without
594
59 4
advertising -__
without advertising_
Minor
1148
1148
Puerto
Ricans--------------Puerto Ricans
Monthly earnings
hours of work,
and hours
earnings and
Monthly
Revocation
of certificates
certificates issued
issued by
of
Revocation
1
59
of-youth workers,
workers, determination
591
determination of
youth
1160
Commissioner, etc
etc ----------Commissioner,
costing over
Non-Federal projects
projects
over
Non-Federal
1158
1158
Revocation of naturalization
naturalization -------Revocation
$5,000, cosponsor
cosponsor contribution
contribution re$5,000,
1163
1163
Statistics,
compilation
Statistics, compilation-----------59
quired
5911
quired-----------------------1163
1163
--------------------592
Textbooks
Textbooks
2
59
Oath of office required --------- ---1149
1149
Vessels,
serving on---------on
persons serving
Vessels, persons
overthrow of U. S.
Persons advocating
advocating overthrow
Persons
1172
1172
Repeals
Repeals--------------------------Government, employment forbidforbidGovernment,
1168
1168
592
Saving clauses---------------------clauses
Saving
2
59
den
den---------------------------1174
Separability
clause
clause-----------------Separability
refusing
Private
employment, person refusing
Private employment,
Naturalization.
Citizenship and
and NatuNatuNaturallation. See Citizenship
bona. fide offer of, employment
employment forbona
592
ralization;
Nationality Act of 1940.
ralization; Nationality
)2
59
bidden ------------------------

bidden

employment-------Qualifications
Qualifications for employment
Receipts, etc., disposition of---------of
Receipts,
Diiservice, DisSeparations from
from Federal service,
Separations
trict
preference in
of Columbia, preference
trict of
retention, etc-----------------etc
etc., preferential status
Soldiers,
Soldiers, sailors, etc.,
in retention ----.---------services,
uncompensated services,
Voluntary and uncompensated
acceptance
acceptance of---..------------

591
Schools, Civilian,
Civilian, examination
examination by
Nautical Schools,
5 i1 Nautical
591
Maritime Commission
Commission------U. S. Maritime
5911
Vessels of,
of, inspection,
etc-----------inspection, etc
Vessels
Certificates of inspection---------inspection
Certificates
1

violating regulations
Penalty for violating
regulations_--___
Penalty
S., appropriation for alU. S. S.,
"Nautilus," U.
593
terations
5193
terations-------------------------Navajo Medical
Medical Center, Ari.,
Ariz., appropriaappropriaNavajo
592
51)2
for-------.-.---.--..-tion for

593
5 93

346
347
347
347
347
286
426
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Ariz.-N. Mex.:
Mex.:
Reservation, Ariz.-N.
Navajo Reservation,
Appropriation for-forAppropriation
repair of buildingsbuildings_
431
Construction and repair
Fruition& irrigation project ------421
Fruitlands
421
Gallup-Shiprock Highway,
mainteHighway, mainteGallup-Shiprock
nance of portion of-----------of
430
nance
Hogback irrigation
irrigation project-----421
_--_
Hogback
Irrigation projects -----------Irrigation
419, 422
of
414
414
Land, leasing of----------------414
Purchase
414
Purchase of ------------------Sheep-breeding station -----------417
417
Sheep-breeding
Support, etc ---------------------427
Support,
Exchange of lands within, authorized-_
authorized
746
organizations, etc., restriction on
Tribal organizations,
expenditures
413
413
for---------------expenditures for
Naval Academy:
Academy:
Additional midshipmen, appointment
appointment
authorized
867
867
authorized --------- ----------Admissions after
after Jan. 30, 1940, restrictions on-----------------------on
277
Age limits for candidates
candidates for admissionadmission_
959
270
Appropriation for
for------------------Construction work, etc----------etc
608, 877
Construction
Rogers, Henry
Henry H., ship models bequeathed
of
271
queathed by, care of----------appointments fromfrom_
277
Enlisted personnel, appointments
Sea service requirements
requirements ----------- 277
Sea
Morton, Sterling, acceptance
acceptance of yacht
Freedom from, authorized
authorized ------241
Freedom
active-duty pay, etc., to reMuseum, active-duty
tired officer assigned for duty as
275
---- ---_--------------curator _
Swordsmanship
physical training,
training,
Swordsmanship and physical
instruclimitation on number of instruc270
tors
tors--------------------------property bequeathed
bequeathed
Wolfe, Dudley
Dudley F., property
by, acceptance
authorized ------179
acceptance authorized
179
Appropriation
179
authorized-- ------Appropriation authorized
Naval
Facilities, establishment,
establishment,
Aviation Facilities,
Naval Aviation
400
authorized ----appropriation authorized
etc., appropriation
Shore facilities, appropriation
appropriation for conShore
294
struction
of--------------- ----struction of
Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
Act of
1940_
864
of 1940--Personnel Act
Naval
Marine
personnel, disMarine Corps enlisted personnel,
tribution ------------------865
Naval
1939—
Naval Aviation Reserve Act of 1939Officers commissioned
or
Naval or
in Naval
commissioned in
Officers
Marine
Reserve pursuant
pursuant
Corps Reserve
Marine Corps
865
to, service bonus ----------865
Repeal of
designated provisionsprovisions
of designated
Repeal
aviators—
Naval aviatorsAppointments to
and
Navy and
Regular Navy
to Regular
Appointments
Marine
from Naval
Naval and
and
Corps from
Marine Corps
864
Marine
Reserve ------Marine Corps
Corps Reserve
864
Disability
and
death
benefits
--benefitsand
death
Disability
864
Promotion, etc.,
for --eligibility for._
etc., eligibility
Promotion,
Definition,
amendment
866
Definition, amendment-----------Naval
Reserve Act
1938, amendamendof 1938,
Act of
Naval Reserve
ments—
ments865
Advancements;
allowancesAdvancements; pay and allowances..
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Naval Aviation
Naval
Aviation Personnel
Personnel Act of 19401940—
Continued.
Continued.
Naval Reserve
Act of
of 1938, amendNaval
Reserve Act
ments—Continued.
ments-Continued.
officers, pay and allowChief warrant
warrant officers,
ances-----------------------ances
Honorary
servHonorary retired list, length of serv-

Page
rage

ice required
required-----------------Precedence
officers
Precedence of officers------------Sunday
compensation _------Sunday drills, compensation
Naval Aviation Reserve
Reserve Act of
of 1939:
Officers commissioned
commissioned in Naval
Naval or MaMarine Corps Reserve pursuant
pursuant to,
service bonus------------------bonus
Repeal
designated provisions ------Repeal of designated
appropriaNaval Aviation
Aviation Shore Facilities,
Facilities, appropriation for construction
of
construction of-----------Naval Consulting Board, establishment,
etc.,
of
-----------etc., of------------Appropriation
authorized
Appropriation authorized-----------Naval
Philadelphia, Pa., approHome, Philadelphia,
Naval Home,

865
865
865

865

865
865
294

395
395
396

priation for --------------------271
priation
Naval
Net Depots, appropriation
appropriation for conconNaval Net
struction
of
294
struction of---------------------Appropriation
authorized
401
Appropriation authorized--------------32,
Naval Observatory,
appropriation for _
__
Observatory, appropriation
33,
288, 291, 610
33,288,291,610
Naval
additional
Naval Operations, Chief of, additional
prescribed
494
duties prescribed-----------------Naval Petroleum Reserves:
Reserves:
Naval
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
267, 648
Operation and conservation------conservation
648
Operation
Protection of U. S. interests
interests in matters
matters
Protection
135
affecting oil lands in former----former
135
affecting
Naval
officers, retired,
active-duty pay
retired, active-duty
Naval officers,
275
to, assigned
assigned to-----------------to
Naval Records
Records of
appropriaWar, appropriaof World War,
Naval
tion
for preparation,
preparation, etc------------ 289
tion for
Naval Research Laboratory, appropriation
Naval
for
266, 608, 881
for---------------------Naval Reserve.
See under Navy.
Navy.
Reserve. See
Naval
Naval Reserve
Act of
of 1938,
1838, Amendments:
Amendments:
Reserve Act
Naval
Advancements; pay and
and allowances--allowances__
865
Advancements;
Chief
warrant officers,
officers, pay
pay and
and allowChief warrant
ances
865
ances------------------------Fleet
transfer from,
from, to retired
retired
Reserve, transfer
Fleet Reserve,
service inlist of regular Navy; service
162
cluded
162
cluded------------------------162
Double-time
credit
Double-time credit---------------Honorary
retired list, length of service
Honorary retired
require&
865
--------required----------Precedence of officers
officers --------------865
Precedence
Sunday drills, compensation
compensation --------865
Naval
Officers' Training Corps:
Reserve Officers'
Naval Reserve
Appropriation
expenses
268
Appropriation for expenses----------Naval Academy, appointments
appointments to,
Naval
277
from
_---------------------from
Personnel limit
increased
884
limit increased-----------Personnel
Uniforms, etc., furnishing from surplus
surplus
Uniforms,
stocks
authorized..
stocks authorized.------------

268
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Naval
Stations, isolated,
sale of
of fuel,
fuel, water,
water, Page
Page
Naval Stations,
isolated, sale
etc., at,
authorized
383
etc.,
at, authorized-------------383
Naval Stores Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for carrycarrying provisions into effect
558
effect _--------558
Naval-Stores Investigations,
Naval-Stores
Investigations, appropriation
appropriation
for
551
for-...........................
551
Account Fund, increase
Naval Supply Account
increase --278
Naval Training Stations:
Appropriation
Appropriation for
28, 267,
for-------------- 28,
267, 295
295
Housing
Housing ---.---------------- --608
608
Naval Vessels:
Naval
Vessels:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
for-

Alterations and repairs....
repairs---_ 286, 295, 609,
609, 882
882
Argonaut
Argonaut-...................
286
286
Arkansas----------Arkansas
295
___________
295
California----------California
286
___________
286
Colorado.,
286
Colorado-------------------__
286
Maryland
286
Maryland --_-----------------286
Narwhal
Narwhal ------286
_-------------286
NautilusNautilus ----------__________
286
295
New York
York --- ___--------________
295
Tennessee ------------------286
__
286
Texas ---_---_-__.--.-------__
295
295
West Virginia
Virginia ----- _---------__
286
286
Replacement----Replacement
295, 609,
882
- 36, 286,
286, 295,
609, 882
Arkansas, appropriation
Arkansas,
appropriation for alterations_
295
alterations_
295
Alterations
Alterations authorized
authorized -----------395
395
Auxiliary—
AuxiliaryAcquisition
Acquisition and conversion
conversion or
or conconstruction,
struction, authorized
394, 780
780
authorized ------ 394,
Limit of cost of certain,
680
certain, increased_
increased-_-__ 680
Constructionofadditional,authorized_
Construction
of additional,authorized_ 394,
779
394, 779
Appropriation authorized-------.
Appropriation
authorized
395,
395, 780
780
Contracts, requirements
requirements ---.---395,
395, 780
780
Contracts for—
Contracts
forNegotiation
Negotiation of, without
without advertising,
advertising,
676
etc., authorized
authorized ----------.-676
Profit limitations -------------- 677,
677, 883
883
Suspension of provisions
Suspension
provisions --------.. 1003
1003
Disposal of, restriction
restriction ----------780
780
Emergency
Emergency repairs and alterations,
alterations, exceeding statutory
statutory limit
limit authorized_
authorized33
First and alternate
alternate vessels,
construction
vessels, construction
at Government yards ---- __----_
288
288
New York, appropriation
appropriation for
for alterations295
alterations295
Alterations
Alterations authorized
395
authorized ----------__
395
Repairs, etc.,
authority to
exceed statuetc., authority
to exceed
statulimit-------------------- 293,
tory limit
293, 610
610
Texas, appropriation
appropriation for alterations_
__
295
alterations __295
Alterations authorized
395
Alterations
authorized ---------___
395
Transport,
acquisition and
Transport, acquisition
and conversion
conversion
of, authorized-authorized
33
----- __-_-33
"Under-age"
"Under-age" construed-.
construed ----------395
395
Naval
for.-- _ 267
Naval War College, appropriation
appropriation for..
267
Navigation.
Navigation. See
Motorboats; TransTransSee also
also Motorboats;
portation
portation Act of 1940;
Vessels.
1940; Vessels.
Bridges
Bridges obstructing, alteration, etc.,
of.,
497
etc., of497
Lighthouses, Commissioner of,
of, discondiscontinuance of annual
annual report
report on
on ununnecessary aids to navigation
necessary
navigation ---247
247
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Navigation-Continued.
Page
Lights,
discontinuance and
and reestablishreestablishLights, discontinuance
ment of,
of, provision repealed
repealed ------247
Navigation, Bureau
of. See
Navigation,
See Navy
Navy DeBureau of.
Department.
partment.
Navigation,
Navigation, Permanent International
ComInternational Commission of
of the Congresses of,
of, approappropriation for support
support------------- _
507
507
Navy.
Navy. See also Naval Vessels;
Vessels; Navy
Navy DeDepartment; Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy.
Navy.
Aerial surveys, per diem payments_
___ 229
payments- -Aircraft—
AircraftContracts
Contracts forfor—
Negotiation without advertising,
advertising,
etc
etc--- -------------------- 676
676
Profit limitations
limitations - ---_------_ 677,
Profit
883
677, 883
Suspension
Suspension of
provisions -----of provisions
1003
Production of designated
Production
designated percentage
percentage
in Government
Government factories,
factories, etc.,
etc.,
applicability
applicability of requirement
requirement.--___ 780
Airplanes—
AirplanesAcquisition
Acquisition by President authorized_
authorized_
394,
394,
400,
400, 780
780
Contracts for, authorized
283, 882
882
authorized-------- 283,
Total number of,
of, limited__
limited---- 394,
394, 400,
400, 780
780
Procurement of
additional; conconProcurement
of additional;
dition
dition--------------------780
780
Auxiliary
Auxiliary vessels, acquisition authorized_
authorized_ 394,
780
780
Aviation gasoline, appropriation
appropriation for
for
storage--------------------storage
881
881
Aviation personnel. See Naval
Naval AviaAviation Personnel Act of 1940.
Chief petty officers,
officers, limitation
on averlimitation on
average number -------------------30
30
Civil relief. See Soldiers'
Soldiers' and
and Sailors'
Sailors'
Civil Relief Act of
of 1940.
1940.
Composition of,
under-age vessels,
of, in
in under-age
vessels, inincrease
authorized- ---------- 394,
crease authorized..
394, 779
779
Appropriation
Appropriation authorized ------- 395, 780
780
Contracts,
requirements -------Contracts, requirements
395, 780
780
395,
Construction Corps, abolishment
abolishment of;
of;
transfer
transfer of active
active list
etc__
527
list officers,
officers, etc-e
527
Disposal of vessels, restriction
restriction -------780
780
Educational courses for
Educational
for officers,
officers, restricrestrictions on-on -------_--------268
- 268
Embassies, etc., in foreign
countries, enenforeign countries,
listed men as custodians
custodians ------185
_
185
Reimbursement
Reimbursement for expenses ----186, 650
Engineering
Engineering duty, officers designated
designated
etc-for, status, etc
527, 528
528
.--.---------- 527,
Retirement----------------------Retirement
530
530
Selection
Selection boards, duties, etc., in
connection
connection with--------_----with
529
529
payments from accrued
Enlisted men, payments
accrued
commuted
rations----------- --commuted rations
50
50
Food articles not produced in U. S.,
B., reFood
striction
procurement of;
striction on procurement
exof; exception---------..------------.
ception
275
275
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Funeral expenses
expenses of personnel
personnel and cercerFuneral
Retired list—Continued.
list-Continued.
tain
appropriemployees, appropritain civilian
civilian employees,
Reserve, transfer from,
Fleet Reserve,
from, service
ation
authorized
144
ation authorized-------.--------144
included
----------...........
162
162
Household
servants—
Household servantsDouble-time credit
Double-time
credit- --------- ___
162
162
Increase in number
30
Increase
number authorized
authorized----Retired officersofficers—
30
Retired
Restriction
enemployment of
of enRestriction on employment
Employment as consulting
consulting engineers,
engineers,
as._-----__-------listed men as.
275
etc.,
etc., for reclamation
reclamation work
work auauInspectors of
of buildings
buildings abroad,
abroad, couriers,
couriers,
thorized
thorized
Inspectors
--- __-__-______149
149
etc.,
officers as, auauPay of certain---------------certain
962,
etc., assignment
assignment of officers
962, 1174
1174
thorized
192
192
thorized----------------------Active duty-------------------duty
973
973
Life
insurance. See National
National Service
Life insurance.
Receipt
which
Receipt of pay in
in matters
matters in which
Life
Insurance Act
Act of
of 1940 under
Life Insurance
U. S. is a
a party, etc .------....
1021
Revenue Act
Retirement,
Retirement, involuntary,
involuntary, of officers
officers adRevenue
Act of 1940, Second.
Second.
adLighter-than-air
judged
293
craftjudged fitted, restriction
restriction --- _____
Lighter-than-air craft—
293
Funds available
for procurement---procurement_
882
Selective Training
Service Act
Act of
of
882
available for
Funds
Selective
Training and
and Service
Nonrigid,
1940.
separate title.
title.
394, 400
400
authorized-- 394,
1940. See separate
Nonrigid, acquisition
acquisition authorized__
number limited -------- 394,
Subversive activities,
prohibited ____670
400
Subversive
activities, prohibited
Total number
394, 400
670
Penalty
Penalty-------------------------671
671
Personnel Act
Act of
of 1940.
Naval Aviation
Aviation Personnel
Surgeons, additional
Surgeons,
additional acting
acting assistant,
See
separate title.
title.
See separate
54
54
appointment
of, authorized
authorized ______
appointment of,
Naval districts,
Naval
districts, restriction
restriction on use of
Training facilities, aviation
personnel,
Training
aviation personnel,
certain
266
funds in certain--------------establishment authorized
400
establishment
authorized ------400
Repeal
875
875
of provision
provision---------------Repeal of
See
separate title.
title.
See
separate
Veterans.
Naval
Reserve—
Naval ReserveVeterans' Administration
Administration patients in
in
Veterans'
Airplanes for, acquisition
authorized_
394,
Airplanes
acquisition authorized394,
naval hospitals,
hospitals, additional
medical
additional
naval
400
277
detail for
for care
care of
of---------------detail
Appropriation
276, 292,
292, 604, 875
for- 29, 270,
270, 276,
Appropriation for
Warrant
officers,
promotion
of,
service
of,
service
Warrant
officers,
promotion
Aviation
construction of,
facilities, construction
Aviation facilities,
to be
be counted
221
to
counted -----------------appropriation
400
400
authorized ------appropriation authorized
World
officers, continuWorld War emergency
emergency officers,
Aviation shore facilities,
facilities, appropriation
appropriation
760
ance
retirement pay --------ance of retirement
construction, etc----------etc
608
for construction,
608
provisional, etc.,
etc., officers,
officers, exexWorld
War
provisional,
Commissioned
officers,
appointment
to
Commissioned officers, appointment to
tension
of certain
certain disability retiretension of
Regular
1023
Regular Navy --------------1023
762
ment
benefits to
ment
benefits
to----------------270
on number
number-------270
Drills, limitation
limitation on
War sailors
sailors and marines,
marines, disWorld War
Repeal of
provision
604
Repeal
of provision-------------charge because
of minority,
because of
minority, etc.,
etc.,
charge
Naval
Academy, appointments
appointments to,
Naval Academy,
deemed honorable
discharge
21
discharge----deemed
honorable
from ------------------------277
277
Navy, Assistant
Assistant Secretary,
Secretary, succession to
to
Navy,
Officers
limduty, limperforming active duty,
Officers performing
Secretary -------------duties of Secretary
494
itation
on number
number -----------270
itation on
Navy, Under
Secretary,
appointment, etcetc..
494
Navy,
Under
Secretary,
appointment,
Repeal
of
provision
604
604
Repeal of provision-------------Navy
of the United States of America,
of
America,
Navy
Club
Pay
restriction, officers and men
men
Pay restriction,
incorporation
232
incorporation---------------drawing pension,
etc.-------..
270
270
pension, etc
drawing
Report to
233
Report
to Congress
233
Congress---------------Surrender of
of pension,
etc ------875
pension, etc
Surrender
Navy
Navy Department.
Department. See
See also Marine
Marine Corps;
Corps;
Nurse Corps,
disabled members of, reCorps, disabled
Nurse
Navy; Secretary
Secretary of the
Naval Vessels; Navy;
the
tirement
1192
1192
benefits---------------tirement benefits
Navy.
Promotion, etc.,
1174
officers----- 1174
etc., of
of certain
certain officers
Promotion,
Additional
Additional personnel,
personnel, employment
employment auauReceiving
appropriation for-for
881
barracks, appropriation
Receiving barracks,
thorized --------------- ___-_- _
thorized
680
Recruitment
enlisted men
men auauRecruitment of
of enlisted
Administrative
promotions, limitation-limitation_ _ 291
Administrative promotions,
thorized --------------------- 296, 61C
610
thorized
Aerial
photographs for mapping
mapping projects
projects
Aerial photographs
Reserve
appropriation for
Reserve midshipmen,
midshipmen, appropriation
Interior
Department of
of the Interior
for Department
facilities for
for------------------881
authorized
441
facilities
authorized--------------------Aeronautics, Bureau
of, limitation
on
limitation on
Bureau of,
Aeronautics,
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps.
Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps. See
employment of
clerof technical
technical and cleremployment
Officers' Training
Training
Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
ical
289
289
personnel------------------ical personnel
Corps.
Corps.
Airplane factory,
on conconrestriction on
factory, restriction
Airplane
Reservists, limitation
number asReservists,
limitation on
on number
asstruction
283
struction ---------------------signed to active duty
296
signed
duty-----------Airplanes—
AirplanesRetired list—
listauthorined - 394,
by President authorized
Allowances for enlisted men, service
Acquisition by
service
Allowances
400, 780
included
included--------------------162
162
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Naval Operations,
Chief of -_
32,
Office of Chief
Operations, Office
Naval
Contracts for,
for, authorizedauthorized._ 283,
283, 294,
294, 609, 882
Contracts
288, 610, 883, 973
Flying of, to
assigned stations, etc.,
to assigned
Flying
Naval petroleum
reserves, operation
operation
petroleum reserves,
Naval
transfer
of funds
funds authorized_
882
-_
-_
authorized - _
transfer of
and
conservation
648
267, 648
----------conservation
and
Total
number
of,
limited
394,
400,
780
limited---Total number
288
Naval Records
Records and
Library, Office ofof..
288
and Library,
Naval
Procurement of
additional; condiof additional;
Procurement
266
------Laboratory
Naval
Research
Laboratory
266
Research
780
tion -------------------Naval
vesselsNaval vesselsAmerican
republicsAmerican republicsAlterations
286, 295, 609, 882
Alterations--------Information, communication
communication of cerInformation,
Auxiliaries and patrol
patrol craft, acquisiacquisiAuxiliaries
tain,
authorized
396
tain, authorized--------------610
tion,
etc
610
tion, etc------------------Vessels
of war,
construction
etc., for, construction
war, etc.,
Vessels of
Replacement
36,
286,
295,
882
882
609,
295,
286,
36,
----Replacement
396
authorized
-----------------authorized
28,
Navigation, Bureau
of------------Bureau of
Navigation,
Appropriation forAppropriation
295,
32,
267,
288,
604,
610,
875
292,
267,
32,
31,
of------------Aeronautics,
Bureau of
Aeronautics, Bureau
269, 604
Instruments
supplies--- 29, 269,
Instruments and supplies__
289, 294, 296, 609, 648, 882, 973
282, 289,
Naval
Academy
270
Naval Academy----------------97,
claims
Audited claims-----------------Naval Home,
Home, Philadelphia,
Pa_ ___
271
Philadelphia, Pa---Naval
102,
102, 660, 663, 665, 1051, 1055
29,
Naval Reserve-----------------Reserve
Naval
Collision
648
damage claims ----------Collision damage
270,
276,
292,
875
604,
276,292,
270,
288
-------------Compensation
board
Compensation board
Ocean
and lake
surveys
29, 269
lake surveys--------Ocean and
Construction
Bureau of.
Construction and Repair, Bureau
Salaries
295
Salaries-------------------------295
29,
See also
also Ships,
infraShips, Bureau of, infra
See
State
schools
269
State marine schools------------272,
289, 293, 296, 605
272, 289,
Training, education,
education, and welfare-welfare
28,
Training,
33,
Contingent expenses
expenses--------------Contingent
267, 295, 875
266,
289, 297, 610, 883,973
266,289,
Damage claims
89,
1043, 1047
657, 1043,
89, 93,
93, 657,
claims - --Damage
610
Emergency
fund
610
Emergency fund-----------------297
Emergency fund for the President_-President_
Emergency
292
Emergency national
national defense-----defense
Emergency
Engineering,
Engineering, Bureau of. See also
29,
infra -------Bureau of, infra
Ships, Bureau
272, 289, 293, 296, 605
Examining and retiring
retiring boards ----288
Funeral
expenses of Navy personnel
personnel
Funeral expenses
and
certain civilian employees,
employees,
and certain
authorized
144
authorized-------------------288
General
Board
General Board-------------------Historical and naval documents,
printing
290
---------.
printing ----------Hydrographic
82,
Office--------------Hydrographic Office
33,
610, 973
33, 288,
288, 290, 297, 610,973
Inspection and
of
288
and Survey, Board of..-Inspection
Office of-of__ 32, 288
Advocate General, Office
Judge Advocate
94, 657, 658, 1048
Judgments -------- 93, 94,
Lepers,
of, Guam; transfer to
to
Lepers, care of,
266
Culion, P. II ----------------Marine Corps -------------------31,
283, 295, 296, 609, 648, 881, 882,973
30,
Medicine
Medicine and Surgery, Bureau of --876
32, 278, 289, 296, 606,
606,876
32,278,
31,279,296
Care of the dead
31, 279, 296
dead--------30,
Medical Department -----------Medical
278, 296,
606, 876
296, 606,876
296
Salaries
Salaries----------------------Miscellaneous expenses__
265, 604, 875, 972
expenses-..
Miscellaneous
Naval Communications, Office
of
Office of
Naval
288 883
Director of
of------------- 32, 288,
288, 296
of--- 32, 288,
Naval Intelligence,
Intelligence, Office
Office of..
Naval
610
Naval
Observatory__ 32, 33,288,291,
33, 288, 291, 610
Naval Observatory-..

Ordnance,
Bureau of-------------of
Ordnance, Bureau
273, 289, 293, 296, 605, 876,
Printing
binding-------------and binding
Printing and
290,
290, 296, 297, 883,

29,
972
33,
973

Prison farms and personnel--------personnel
267
Salaries
32, 288, 296, 610, 883
Salaries ----------the. 28, 32, 89, 265, 288,
Secretary,
Secretary, Office of the_
292, 296, 604,
604, 610,
610, 648, 875, 883, 972, 1043
1043
292,296,
Ships, Bureau
Construcalso ConstrucBureau of. See also
Ships,
tion
tion and Repair, Bureau of; Engineering, Bureau of, supra-_supra.. __ 876, 972
gineering,
876
Maintenance
Maintenance -------------30,
Supplies
Accounts, Bureau
Bureau of--of ___
and Accounts,
Supplies and
32,
274, 289,
293, 295,
295, 605, 610, 876,
876, 972
289, 293,
32, 274,
Clothing
fund..__
278,
Clothing and small-stores fund-295,
295, 605

278, 605
30, 278,
Fuel
transportation -and transportation
Fuel and
Maintenance- 30, 277, 295, 605, 876, 972
Maintenance--Naval supply
278,
278, 605
fund -account fund
supply account
Naval
subsistence, and transportatransportaPay, subsistence,
295
tion
tion------------- 30, 274, 293, 295
Reserve
material
605, 972
Reserve material------------Salaries
295
Salaries-- --------------------31,
Yards and
Docks, Bureau of ------and Docks,
Yards
279,
289, 293, 296, 606, 876, 972
279, 289,
31,280
Contingent expenses-----------expenses
31,
280
Contingent
279, 606, 876
Maintenance
876
Maintenance---------- 31, 279,
31,
works--- ---------------Public works
280, 293, 296, 606, 876,
876, 972
280,
Appropriations,
Departmental use
Appropriations, Departmental
287,290
limited
287, 290
limited---------------- --Arms, ammunition, etc., transfer
transfer of
8.-owned, certification of Chief
Chief
U. S.-owned,
681
required---Naval Operations required
of Naval
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of
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494
Aviation facilities. See Naval
Naval aviation
aviation
Aviation
facilities, this title.
title.
facilities,
Bids,
with_ --_-__
be filed with
estimates to be
288
Bids, estimates
Bremerton,
of certain land
sale of
Wash., sale
Bremerton, Wash.,
at,
authorized
142
at, authorized--------...........
ZoneCanal Zone—
Canal
employment and rates of pay
of employment
Hours of
of
skilled, etc.,
etc., personnel------personnel
of skilled,
292
Panamanian
Panamanian citizens, employment,
etc
292
etc----------------------_-Cash
rewards, restriction;
__ 287
---exception _
restriction; exception..
Cash rewards,
Citizenship requirements,
employees
292
requirements, employees_-Citizenship
Civilian employees
employees appointed
appointed for duty
Civilian
beyond
continental limits of U. S.,
beyond continental
transit
383
pay----------________-transit pay
Civilian training
defense,
training for national defense,
Civilian
funds available for
for- ..-__-_____-297
Claims,
Claims, assignment of, set-off of indebtedness to
U. S
S------ __-_______1030
1030
to U.
edness
Classified personal
restriction
personal services, restriction
Classified
ofon
use of
funds for employment
employment of_
of funds
33
on use
Guard, ordering
officers
ordering of retired officers
Coast Guard,
to
authority
to active duty, transfer of authority
to
Secretary of Treasury
Treasury -_-___-- 1029
to Secretary
Commissioned or
converted vessels,
or converted
Commissioned
authority
exceed statutory limit
limit
authority to exceed
on
293
_____-----etc ----on repair,
repair, etc
Construction
Repair, Bureau of,
and Repair,
Construction and
abolishment; transfer
transfer of
of functions,
functions,
abolishment;
etc.,
to Bureau
Bureau of
Ships
492
of Ships---------etc., to
Construction Corps, abolishment
abolishment of;
Construction
transfer of active list
officers, etc_
527
etc _
list officers,
transfer
Construction
naval vessels, etc.,
Construction of naval
limit
increased
680
680
of cost increased--------limit of
Contracts—
ContractsAdvance payments
payments to contractors
Advance
authorized
676
authorized--------............
67(
Report
Report to Congress ............
676
certain, by Secretary
Secretary of
Approval of certain,
behalf of the President,
Navy in behalf
authorized
680
68C
authorized-------.--.------Disposition of surplus, etc.,
etc., naval
equipment, copies of, to be
equipment,
furnished certain congressional
congressional
furnished
committees
681
--- _________-committees-Eight-hour-daY
labor provisions,
provisions, susEight-hour-day labor
679
pension of-----------------of
679
pension
Modification of
authorexisting, authorof existing,
Modification
68(
ized
680
ized-----------------------Negotiation of,
advertising,
without advertising,
of, without
Negotiation
67(
etc.,
authorized
676
etc., authorized--------------67(
_
Report
Congress ---------676
Report to Congress
67'
Restrictions
677
Restrictions-------------------671
authorized ----676
delivery, authorized
Priority in delivery,
88:
677,
Profit
677,883
limitations -----Profit limitations
100:
Suspension of provisions -------1003
193470*-41—PT.
-- 41-PT. --- 84
193470
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Special additional
additional equipment, cerSpecial
tification of cost to Government,
Government,
etc
677
etc ------------------------678
Report to Congress
Congress-------------cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
Contracts on a
a cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
basis,
authorized --------------- 294,
basis, authorized
401,
401, 608, 881
395
Fourteenth Naval District --------Fourteenth
Reports to designated
congressional
designated congressional
Reports
968
committees
committees-----------------Damage claims from operation
operation of naval
Damage
aircraft, adjustment
adjustment authorized-authorized
283
aircraft,
Employees, public-works
publicpublic-works and publicEmployees,
utilities
continuation of
projects, continuation
utilities projects,
401
employment
employment-------------------abolishment;
Engineering, Bureau of, abolishment;
Engineering,
transfer
Bureau
transfer of functions, etc., to Bureau
of Ships
.------------------ - 492
Floyd
Bennett Field, New York, N. Y.,
Floyd Bennett
acceptance
acceptance of land at, for use as
naval seaplane
authorized
110
base, authorized-seaplane base,
naval
Government-owned facilities—
facilitiesGovernment-owned
Funds available
available for furnishing, at
at
Funds
297
privately owned
plants-------owned plants
privately
Providing of, for production
production of defense
Providing
680
items --------------------items
Helium,
transfer of funds to Bureau of
Helium, transfer
Mines forfor—
Mines
Procurement --------------------282
Procurement
444
Production
investigations
444
Production and investigations-----Housing for
for persons
defense
engaged in defense
persons engaged
Housing
activities,
cooperation with
with U. S.
activities, cooperation
Housing
etc
681
Authority, etc----------Housing Authority,
Housing
necessary to
to national
national deunits necessary
Housing units
-__ 883
fense
available..-_
program, funds available
fense program,
Hydrographic
Office, Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.,
C.,
Hydrographic Office,
detail of
limitation __ 270
surveyors to, limitation-of surveyors
detail
Inaugural
cer1941, loan of cerceremonies, 1941,
Inaugural ceremonies,
tain equipment
equipment for,
160
authorized-for, authorized
tain
Indemnity for damage
161
damage------------Indemnity
Key West,
Fla., acquisition
acquisition of land for
for
West, Fla.,
Key
Naval
.._ _ 230
230
authorized---Station, authorized_
Air Station,
Naval Air
Appropriation
880
for----------------Appropriation for
Land acquisitions,
acquisitions, reports
designated
reports to designated
Land
congressional committees
committees -------968
congressional
287
authorizedLetters patent,
287
patent, purchase of, authorized_
Letters
Lighter-than-air craftcraft—
Lighter-than-air
882
--__
Funds
available for procurementprocurement_ _
Funds available
Nonrigid,
acquisition authorized__
400
authorized - 394, 400
Nonrigid, acquisition
394,400
Total
number limited---------limited
Total number
Mall matter, transmission
transmission free of postMail
age, suspension
suspension of requirement
requirement for
age,
884
quarterly reports
reports---------------quarterly
Marine Corps.
separate tile.
title.
See separate
Corps. See
Marine
Medicine
Surgery, Bureau
Bureau of, apand Surgery,
Medicine and
pointment of additional
additional acting aspointment
sistant surgeons
54
authorized------surgeons authorized
sistant
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Navy
Purchases
1109
advertising--------- 1109
without advertising
Purchases without
Miami,
Fla., acceptance
acceptance of
certain real
real
of certain
Miami, Fla.,
Quantico,
of lands at,
exchange of
Va., exchange
Quantico, Va.,
230
estate in, authorized
230
authorized ------------estate
with Richmond,
Fredericksburg
Richmond, Fredericksburg
with
Morton,
Sterling, acceptance
yacht
acceptance of yacht
Morton, Sterling,
and Potomac
Company,
Railroad Company,
Potomac Railroad
and
Freedom from,
authorized -------241
from, authorized
Freedom
authorized
53,
53, 221
authorized------------------National
City,
Calif.,
acceptance
of
cerof
ceracceptance
Calif.,
City,
National
Quantico Naval
Reservation, Virginia,
Virginia,
956
Naval Reservation,
Quantico
tain
authorized --------956
lands in,
in, authorized
tain lands
conveyance of
of portion
to State,
State,
of, to
portion of,
conveyance
Nautical
school functions,
functions, transfer
transfer to
to
Nautical school
232
authorized
authorized-------------------1236
Maritime
1236
Commission-_-------Maritime Commission
Radio Communication
Communication Service,
Service, enlisted
enlisted
Radio
Naval
Academy. See
title.
separatetitle.
See separate
Naval Academy.
men
to, not regarded as
as
detailed to,
men detailed
Naval Air
Lakehurst, N.
N. J.,
J.,
Station, Lakehurst,
Air Station,
Naval
287
detailed
287
to Department
Department ---------detailed to
acquisition
land for,
certain land
of certain
acquisition of
296,
Recruitment
enlisted
authorized..
296,
men
authorizedof
enlisted
Recruitment
authorized
234
authorized---------------------610
610
Naval aviation
aviation facilities,
facilities, establishment,
establishment,
Naval
492
Reorganization
Reorganization .-------------------etc.,
appropriation authorized---authorized_ _
400
etc., appropriation
Construction
and Repair,
Bureau of,
of,
Repair, Bureau
Construction and
Report
Congress ------------400
to Congress
Report to
abolishment
492
abolishment--------------Variation
400
limitation -------Variation in cost; limitation
Transfer of
493
etc-------of functions,
functions, etc
Transfer
Naval
enlisted men
detailed
men detailed
Dispensary, enlisted
Naval Dispensary,
Engineering,
abolishment_
492
Bureau of, abolishmentEngineering, Bureau
to, not regarded
regarded as detailed
detailed to Deto,
493
etc -..----.
of functions,
functions, etc
Transfer of
287
partment
partment---------------------Ships,
of, establishment,
etc.._
493
establishment, etc-Ships, Bureau
Bureau of,
Naval
Intelligence, Office
Office of, detail of
Naval Intelligence,
Repairs, etc.,
contractors, reby private
private contractors,
etc., by
Repairs,
enlisted
authorized
610
610
men to,
to, authorized-----enlisted men
288
striction
striction--------------------Naval
additional
Operations, Chief of, additional
Naval Operations,
Retired
reemployment of,
employees, reemployment
Retired employees,
494
duties prescribed
prescribed -------------etc.,
authorized -------------679
etc., authorized
Naval
Naval stations, sale of fuel, water, etc.,
Salaries—
Salariesat certain,
383
authorized ----------certain, authorized
at
Restriction
289
Restriction---------------------Naval transport,
transport, authorization
authorization to acNaval
Suspension of
of limitations
limitations on payments
quire
33
Suspension
33
convert --------------quire and
and convert
680
to certain employees
employees ---------Naval
separate title.
vessels. See separate
Naval vessels.
Calif., exchange
exchange of certain
certain
San Diego, Calif.,
Navigation,
Bureau of, detail of enlisted
enlisted
Navigation, Bureau
authorized ----.....-145
lands with, authorized
authorized
287, 883
men to, authorized----------etc---- 493
establishment, etc..Ships, Bureau of, establishment,
Officers
designated for specialized
specialized duty,
Officers designated
Chief
appointappointment of board to investigate
investigate
Assistant Chief, appointChief and Assistant
appointment
ment, etc
493
etc--------_---------status of
of-----531
--------------status
Transfer of funds to-----------to
493
Transfer
531
Report to Congress ---------------Strategic and critical materials,
materials, emerOperations, Bureau of, detail of enlisted
enlisted
Strategic
gency
available for procuregency funds available
883
men to, authorized
authorized-----------ment of------------------------of
297
297
Ordnance, etc.—
etc.Time-measuring devices, pay forbidden
forbidden
Condemned, loan or gift of, to certain
Time-measuring
Condemned,
organizations
to officers using, on work
work of em491
organizations----------------authorized
605
ployees -----------------.--- 287
for, authorized---------Contracts for,
Training facilities,
facilities, aviation personnel,
personnel,
Private plants, etc., necessary
necessary for
Training
establishment
authorized -.----...
of--_ 680
establishment authorized
400
national defense, taking over of
Contracts for operation of, report
report to
to
Transportation of personnel
personnel and supTransportation
Contracts
Congress
680
plies, rate for
for-----------------954
Congress--------------------Repeal of provisions --------Traveling expenses,
expenses, transfer
transfer of funds for,
893
Traveling
Public works
worksauthorizedauthorized ---- _----_____-_____
283
881
Cost limitations, variance -. ------.
Under Secretary, appointment, etc---etc.._ __
494
Personnel, continued
continued employment
employment auVacations,
Personnel,
Vacations, foregoing of, by certain employees -----------.---. _--_-679
882
thorized -------------------ployees
679
Public-works
projects—
Public-works projectsVehicles, use restricted
restricted to "official
"official purConstruction,
appropriation auConstruction, etc., appropriation
poses"; exceptions
exceptions--------------291
401, 956
thorized
thorized-----------------Veterans'
Administration, transfer of
Veterans' Administration,
Erection of buildings of other than
Erection
authorized
140
funds from, authorized---__---140
temporary character, restriction
restriction
Virginia, conveyance
temporary
conveyance to, of portion of
for
294, 609
on use of funds for--------Naval Proving Ground,
Ground, Dahlgren,
Dahlgren,
variation of,
Limit of cost,
cost, variation
of, authorauthorauthorized
____.-authorized ---1022
__-__ized -------------------609, 973
_ 609,973
ized
Wolfe,
P., property
Wolfe, Dudley F.,
property bequeathed
bequeathed
Officers' quarters,
Officers'
quarters, barracks, etc., cost
Academy, acceptance
to Naval Academy,
acceptance aulimitation ---------------- 294, 609
limitation
thorized --.....................
179
179
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1939—Continued.
Page
Act of 1939-Continued.
Page Neutrality
Neutrality Act
Financial
transactions
8
Financial transactions-----------.-8
of------unlawful use of
11
American, unlawful
Flag, American,
678
solicitation
contributions, solicitation
and contributions,
Funds and
collection ---------------88
and collection
678
National
Munitions Control Board,
Board,
National Munitions
ofYards
Yards and Docks, Bureau of—
composition,
10
etc -------composition, duties, etc
Public worksworks—
Public
Penalty provision,
provision, general-----------general
11
11
Penalty
881
Cost
variance ------limitations, variance
Cost limitations,
Ports,
American, restrictions
restrictions on
9
of - _
on use of_
9
Ports, American,
Personnel,
employment
continued employment
Personnel, continued
Proclamation
between
state of war between
Proclamation of state
authorized
authorized ----------------- 882
foreign
states
44
foreign states-----------------Navy Department
Building, appropriation
appropriation
Department Building,
Navy
Refugee children,
children, evacuation
Amerievacuation by AmeriRefugee
for
etc
599, 1036
work, etc------construction work,
for construction
can
vessels
866
can vessels-------------------Nazi
Build Organizations.
GermanOrganizations. See GermanNazi Bund
12
Repeals
12
Repeals--------------------------American Bund.
American
Rules
and
regulations
11
regulations--------------and
Rules
Nebraska:
Nebraska:
12
Separability of
provisions ---------12
Appropriation
forof provisions
Separability
Appropriation for—
426
Indians,
support, etc -------------Submarines and
Indians, support,
merchant vesarmed merchant
and armed
Submarines
North Platte
Platte project,
operation and
project, operation
sels,
foreign, use
and
North
use of U. S. ports and
sels, foreign,
434
99
maintenance
maintenance-----------------territorial waters---------------waters
territorial
77
Decatur, bridge
authorized across Misbridge authorized
Vessels
of
belligerent
travel
on..
on
_
Decatur,
travel
states,
belligerent
of
Vessels
257
257 Nevada:
at------------------souri River at
Nevada:
Fort Crook, appropriation
appropriation for authorFort
Appropriation f
or—
forAppropriation
at
361
work at------------------ized work
Boulder
National Recreational
Recreational
Dam National
Boulder Dam
Niobrara, bridge
authorized across Misbridge authorized
Area, administration,
administration, etc
Niobrara,
449
etc ------Area,
256
souri
at
souri River at------------------436
Humboldt
436
construction - - project, construction
Humboldt project,
Negro Exposition. See American Negro
Indians—
IndiansExposition.
Exposition.
Construction and
and repair
repair of buildConstruction
Negroes:
Negroes:
ings
ings ------------------- 430, 431
Appropriation
Appropriation for study of higher eduIrrigation
projects ------------ 419, 422
Irrigation projects
582
cation for---------------------for
cation
Support,
etc
424, 426, 428
424,426,428
Support, etc------------Army, enlistment in, exclusion because
451
Lehman
Caves National
National Monument__
Monument_Lehman Caves
713
of
race prohibited
prohibited -------------713
of race
Paiute
Indian lands,
reclamation
lands, reclamation
Paiute Indian
Nematology, appropriation
for investigations
544
investigations-- 544
appropriation for
Nematology,
421
charges against -------------Nestucca
Pacific
bridge across, at Pacific
River, bridge
Nestucca River,
Payment to, under Boulder
Boulder Canyon
Payment
142
City, Oreg.,
Oreg., approval
authorized_ _
142
approval authorized---City,
Act------- 775, 776
Project
Adjustment Act
Project Adjustment
minister
Netherlands, appropriation
appropriation for minister
Netherlands,
Adjustments
paid -------777
Adjustments for taxes paid18
to
183
to---------------------------Pershing
Conservation
County Water Conservation
Pershing County
71
with -Neutrality, penalty for interference
interference with..
79
District, inapplicability
inapplicability to, of excess
District,
Neutrality
1939--------------4
Neutrality Act of 1939
1219
provisions of
reclamation laws.
laws
1219
ofreclamation
land provisions
Amendments—
Amendments1219
Contract authorized
authorized ------------1219
Contract
American
Red Cross,
Cross, transportation
American Red
Washes County Water Conservation
Conservation
Washoe
belligerent
of
supplies, etc., to belligerent
of supplies,
District, inapplicability
excess
inapplicability to, of excess
states, permission
permission of blockading
blockading
states,
land
provisions
reclamation laws..
laws_ 1219
of reclamation
land
provisions
61
power
611
required---------------power required_
1219
authorized -----------authorized
Contract
evacuation by
Refugee children,
children, evacuation
Refugee
866
Nevada
National
Forest,
Nev.,
appropriaappropriaNev.,
National
Nevada
86(
American vessels-------------vessels
American
acquisition of land for soilfor acquisition
tion for
American Red
Red Cross, transportation
transportation of
American
549
erosion control,
control, etc---------------etc
erosion
61
supplies,
etc., to belligerent
belligerent states - 7, 611
supplies, etc.,
Projet:
Damage
England
Damage
Project:
Hurricane
England
New
American
republics,
application
to
8
American republics, application to--Appropriation for
reduction of forest-..
forestfor reduction
Appropriation
112
Appropriations authorized
authorized-----------Appropriations
548
------------------fire
hazard
48
hazard
65
90,
Appropriation for
650
for--------------Appropriation
Tools,
authorized_10
----- 1210
disposal authorizedetc., disposal
Tools, etc.,
Arming
of American
merchant vessels,
American merchant
Arming of
7 New
New Hampshire:
restriction
restriction--------------------Fishing in
etc., of
territorial waters, etc.,
in territorial
Fishing
Combat
authority of
President
of President
areas, authority
Combat areas,
with
compacts
Atlantic
Ocean,
compacts
with
Atlantic
to define
define--------------------other States
for regulation
of
261
of--....
regulation
for
States
other
Commerce
with
states
engaged
in
armed
armed
in
engaged
states
with
Commerce
4
Hurricane
damage projectprojectdamage
Hurricane
conflict
conflict---------------------12
Appropriation for
forestreduction of forestfor reduction
Appropriation
1
-----------------Definitions
Definitions-----548
hazard
haard------------------fire
Essential vessels
vessels affected
affected by, mainteEssential
684
etc., transfer to State authorTools, etc.,
68
of----------------nance, etc., of
1211
686
ised
ized------------------------68
-------of funds---Availahilitv
Availability
funds_
I-------J

Navy
Department—Continued.
Navy Department-Continued.
Working
hours of
overtime
employees; overtime
of employees;
Working hours
compensation,
etc---------------compensation, etc
Saturday
half holidays, suspension of
Saturday half
provisions for
for ---------------provisions
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New
Jersey:
Page
New Jersey:
Fishing
in territorial
territorial waters,
waters, etc.,
etc., of
Fishing in
of
Atlantic
Ocean, compacts
compacts with
with
Atlantic Ocean,
other States
States for
for regulation
of -261
other
261
regulation of
Fort
Dix, appropriation
appropriation for
for acquisition
acquisition
Fort Dix,
of
361
of land
land----------------------361
Judicial district,
district, appointment
of addiJudicial
appointment of
additional judge
219
219
tional
judge _ ----------------Lakehurst, Naval
Station, acquisiacquisiLakehurst,
Naval Air
Air Station,
tion
of certain
for, authorizedauthorized_
234
234
tion of
certain land
land for,
Raritan
River, improvement
improvement authorRaritan River,
authorized
1199
1199
ized------------------------Teaneck, limit
limit of
cost of
of construction
of
Teaneck,
of cost
construction of
post
office increased
633
633
post office
increased ----------New London,
Conn., Submarine
Submarine Base,
Base, apapNew
London, Conn.,
propriation for
for construction,
construction, etc__
propriation
etc - 281,
281, 608
608
New
New Mexico:
Mexico:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Carlsbad
Park_ -_446
Carlsbad Caverns
Caverns National
National Park
446
Carlsbad project,
project, construction-----.
construction
436
Carlsbad
436
Gallup-Shiprock Highway,
mainteGallup-Shiprock
Highway, maintenance of
of portion
nance
portion within
within Navajo
Navajo
Reservation
430
Reservation ---------------- .
430
Indians—
IndiansIrrigation
projects ------__
419, 421,
Irrigation projects
419,
421, 422
422
Support,
etc
414,
418, 424,
424, 426,
Support, etc-----414, 418,
426, 428
428
Grande Conservancy
Middle Rio
Rio Grande
Conservancy DisDisassessments on
trict, assessments
on Indian
Indian
lands
421
lands-----------------------421
Pueblo Indian
lands, compensation
Pueblo
Indian lands,
compensation to
to
non-Indian claimants
claimants ---------414
non-Indian
414
project.—
Rio Grande projectConstruction ----------------- 87,
Construction
87, 436
436
Operation
434
Operation and
and maintenance
maintenance------434
Conchas Dam and Reservoir project,
easement
easement over certain
certain areas
areas authorauthorized--------ized
176
----------------176
Rio Grande canalization
canalization project,
reconproject, reconstruction, etc., of certain bridges,
struction,
bridges,
authorized
151
authorized --------------------151
Appropriation
for
650
Appropriation for----------------650
Santa Ana Pueblo,
Pueblo, exchange
lands
exchange of
of lands
New Mexico--Mexico_ __ 253
with University
University of
of New
253
University of, exchange
exchange of lands
with
lands with
253
Santa Ana Pueblo
Pueblo--------------253
New
La.:
New Orleans,
Orleans, La.:
Appraisers stores, limit of cost of construction increased
633
increased ------------633
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Dispatch
agency ---------------185
Dispatch agency185
Hydrographic office
Hydrographic
290
office -------------290
Market news service
service-------------556
Mint ------------------------68
_
68
Naval Station, utilization
of ------ _
279
utilization of
279
Orleans Levee District,
forfeiture of
District, forfeiture
of
certain land to
S
741
to U. S---_---------741
New
New York:
York:
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
forMarine school
school maintenance
maintenance..-------269

Page
New
Page
New York—Continued.
York-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Seneca Indians,
Seneca
Indians, fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties
with
432
with ----------------------432
Six Nations,
treaties with___
with
432
Six
Nations, fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
432
Barryville,
extended for
Barryville, time
time extended
for bridging
bridging
Delaware River
Delaware
River at
at--------------_
171
Brooklyn,
of cost
construction
Brooklyn, limit
limit of
cost of
of construction
of
post offices
offices increasedincreased_ _
of certain
certain post
633
--__
633
Fishing
etc., of
Fishing in
in territorial
territorial waters,
waters, etc.,
of
compacts with
with
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, compacts
other
for regulation
regulation of
other States for
of ---- _
261
Fort
Niagara, appropriation
appropriation for
Fort Niagara,
for authorauthorized work
at
ized
361
work at-------------------361
Mitchel Field—
Mitchel
FieldAppropriation for
authorized work
Appropriation
for authorized
361
work at
at361
Removal of
restriction on
of cerRemoval
of restriction
on use
use of
certain
tain land
1058
land -------------------- 1058
New York,
limit of
cost of
of construction
New
York, limit
of cost
construction
offices increased__
of certain post
post offices
increased -_ _ 633
Niagara Falls,
Falls, bridge
Niagara
bridge across
across Niagara
Niagara
River
107
River at, provisions
provisions modified
modified ---107
Ogdensburg, time
extended for
for bridging
Ogdensburg,
time extended
bridging
St.
at
St. Lawrence
Lawrence River
River at-----------259
Ohio River Valley
Valley Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Compact, consent
consent of
of Congress
granted to--____---------------to
granted
752
Oswego
authorOswego Harbor,
Harbor, improvement
improvement authorized ------------------ -----. _ 1199
Southern
district—
Southern judicial districtAdditional judge, appointment
appointment of --219
Vacancy, repeal
repeal of prohibition
against
Vacancy,
prohibition against
filling of------_-------------_
253
Reservation,
Stony Point Light
Light Station
Station Reservation,
relinquishment
of Federal
relinquishment of
Federal jurisdicjurisdiction over portion of -----------.
1114
1114
Vanderbilt Historical
Historical Monument,
Monument, limitation on expenditure
expenditure for maintemaintenance -----------------------.- 448
New York,
York, N. Y.:
Y.:
Appropriation
fox—
Appropriation forAssay office
office -------------------- 68
Customhouse-- -----------------Customhouse
126
Dispatch agency
agency -----------------185
185
Harbor obstructions,
obstructions, prevention
of _
prevention of
- _ 506
506
Hydrographic
Hydrographic office --------------290
Navy
construction workwork_ 282,
282, 606,
876
Navy Yard,
Yard, construction
606, 876
Pneumatic-tube service
76
Pneumatic-tube
service ------------76
Floyd
Floyd Bennett
Bennett Field, acceptance
acceptance of
of land
land
seaplane base,
at, for use as
as naval seaplane
base,
authorized
110
authorized---------------------110
Post offices,
offices, limit of cost of construction
633
of certain,
certain, increased
increased -----------633
"New York,"
U. .S.S.,S., alterations
alterations and
and rere"New
York," U.
pairs authorized
authorized-----____
-------- _ 395
395
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for---------- ____--- _ 295
295
New York Harbor, appropriation
New
conappropriation for construction work, etc.,
etc., authorized
956
authorized----956
for ---------.--------_
972
Appropriation for
972

INDEX
INDEX
New
Page
New York World's Fair, 1939:
Imported exhibits, time
Imported
time extension
extension for
for
sale or abandonment
abandonment of----------of
18
18
New
New York World's Fair,
Fair, 1940:
Distilled spirits,
spirits, etc., importation
importation for
for
on-premises
consumption, time
time exexon-premises consumption,
tension
180
tension-------------------------180
Dutiable articles
articles imported for
for exhibiexhibition, extension of time
adtime for
for free
free admittance-----mittance
------------_ 180
180
Participation by United
Participation
United States
215
States-------_
215
Appropriation
216
Appropriation authorized
authorized-------- 216
Appropriation for--------------for
634
Appropriation
634
Newlands
Newlands Project, Nev.,
Nev., appropriation
appropriation for
reclamation
against Paiute
Paiute
reclamation charges against
Indian lands---------.----------lands
421
Indian
421
Newport,
Newport, R. I.:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forNaval Torpedo
Torpedo StationStation—.
Construction
Construction work, etc
etc---- 282, 607,879
607,879
Ferry boat, acquisition
605
acquisition of
of--------605
Naval Training
Training StationStation-Naval
Construction
878
Construction work --- _---------_
878
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc
etc---------- 28,
28, 267,
267, 295
295
Newport, Wash.,
Newport,
of
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for care of
graves of firefighters--------------firefighters
547
547
Niagara Falls, N. Y.,
Niagara
Y., bridge across Niagara
River at, provisions modified
107
River
modified------107
Niagara River, bridge across, at
Niagara
at Niagara
Falls, N. Y., provisions modified
modified_-_- _
107
Nicaragua,
appropriation for minister
to....
183
Nicaragua, appropriation
minister to-183
Niobrara,
Niobrara, Nebr.,
Nebr., bridge authorized across
at
256
Missouri River at--------------256
Noble, Flora and
Noble,
and W.
W. F.,
F., re-formation
re-formation of
of
lease for Sellwood Station of Portland,
Portland,
office------.----------Oreg., post office
1019
1019
Norfolk, Va.:
Norfolk,
Va.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Hydrographic
office
290
Hydrographic office-------------290
Naval Air Station,
Station, construction work,
etc----------------------etc
607, 880
880
Naval Hospital,
Hospital, construction
work,
construction work,
etc
880
etc-------------------------Naval
Base, construction
Naval Operating
Operating Base,
construction
work, etc--etc
------------- 281,
281, 877
877
Supply Depot, construction
construction
Naval Supply
work, etc
etc-------------------881
Naval Training Station—
StationConstruction
Construction work,
work, etc ---------878
Maintenance,
Maintenance, etc---etc
29,
----29, 268,
268, 295
282,
Navy Yard, construction
construction work, etc__
282,
606, 877
Submarine
Submarine Base, construction
construction work,
work,
etc
877
etc-------------------------Limit of cost of construction
construction of garage
increased
633
increased- -------- ------aviation facilities, appropriation
appropriation
Naval aviation
400
400
for construction
construction authorized---authorized
Norfolk Harbor, Va.,
Va., improvement
improvement authorNorfolk
ized 1199
ized-,
_---------_--------------
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North Carolina:
Page
Page
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forMountains National
Great Smoky Mountains
Park ----------------------_ 446
etc----------Indians, support, etc
426, 428
428
Blue
Ridge ParkwayParkway—.
Blue Ridge
Administration
Administration and maintenance-maintenance ---- _ 249
249
Cherokee
Reservation, conCherokee Indian Reservation,
conveyance
veyance of
of lands
lands for
for right-of-way
right-of-way
across
299
across------ --------------299
Payment by State to U. S
Payment
S-------.
300
Cape Hatteras National
National Seashore,
Seashore, name
changed to Cape Hatteras
Hatteras National
Seashore Recreational
Recreational Area
Area ------702
702
Hunting permitted in designated
areas------------ _----_--__702
702
Fishing in
territorial waters, etc.,
in territorial
etc., of
of
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, compacts
with
compacts with
other States for regulation
regulation of-----of
261
appropriation for authorized
Pope Field, appropriation
authorized

at----------------------work at
361
Rivers and harbors, improvements
improvements
authorized ---------------- __-1199
authorized
1199
Wilmington
Wilmington National Cemetery, estabestabboundary lines authorlishment of boundary
ized---- ---------..----------ized
214
214
North Dakota:
Dakota:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Indians—
IndiansConstruction and
repair of
Construction
and repair
of buildbuildings -------------------- 430, 431
431
424, 426
Support, etc
etc----------------- 424,426
Fargo, grant of easement
easement across
certain
across certain
503
U. S. land authorized
authorized -----------503
Little Missouri River, interstate comcompact for division
division of
of water
water supply
authorized --------------------Turtle Mountain Reservation,
Reservation, purchase
of lands, etc., for
for Indians, authorauthorized------------------------Yellowstone River, interstate
Yellowstone
interstate compact
compact
for division
division of water supply authorized
ized------------------------

382
219
219

399
399

North Little Rock,
Rock, Ark.,
Ark., revised
revised plans for
construction of flood-control
project
construction
flood-control project
at -.----......at
508
_.---_508
Nebr.-Wyo., approNorth Platte Project, Nebr.-Wyo.,
priation for operation
operation and maintemaintenance ---------------434
434
North Slough,
Oreg., time extended
for
Slough, Oreg.,
extended for
construction
construction of
of dam
dam and
and dike
dike ---715
715
Northern Idaho Indians, Idaho, approappropriation for construction and repair
repair
buildings
of buildings--------------------431
Navajo Hospital, N. Mex.,
Alex., apNorthern Navajo
propriation for
propriation
426
for -----------------426
Norway, appropriation
appropriation for minister to---.
to
183
Norway,
Nurse Corps, Army and Navy,
Navy, retirement
members
benefits for disabled members-----1192
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Page
Page

Oklahoma:
Oklahoma:
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forChoctaw Indians,
Indians,
Choctaw

Page

Naval Ammunition Depot,
Depot,
Oahu, T. H., Naval
treaties
fulfilling treaties
appropriation for construction
construction work,
appropriation
with -------------------432
432
etc
etc-----------------------------879
Fish-cultural station, purchase
of_--_
455
Fish-cultural
purchase of
455
Oakland, Calif.,
Calif., Naval
Naval Supply Depot,
Depot, apMilitary Reservation,
Reservation, acquiFort Sill Military
acquipropriation
propriation for construction
construction work,
land
362
sition of land----------------362
etc
etc--------------------------881
Indians—
IndiansOchoco National Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg., acquisiOchoco
acquisiConstruction and repair
repair of buildtion of certain lands for,
for, through
through
ings-------------------- 430, 431
ings
exchange
251
exchange-------------------Loans to individuals
individuals and corporate
corporate
Officers'
Reserve Corps, Army:
Officers' Reserve
groups
418
groups--------------------418
Employees'
Compensation Act, extenEmployees' Compensation
exten423,
Support, etc
etc------------------423,
benefits of, to certain
sion of benefits
certain memmem424, 425, 426, 428,
428, 429,
429, 642
bers of --------------------- _
762
Oil and gas royalties,
royalties, south
south half
half of
of
Uniforms and equipment, allowance forfor_
212
Red River, payment from----from
412
412
Official
Gazette, appropriation
for printprintOfficial Gazette,
appropriation for
Pawnee
Pawnee Indians, fulfilling
fulfilling treaties
treaties
ing and binding
binding
----- _-----_
199
with
432
with----------------------432
Ogdensburg,
Ogdensburg, N. Y., time extended
extended for
Platt National
National Park
Park ------------- _
447
447
bridging St. Lawrence
at
Lawrence River at----259
Denison Reservoir,
Reservoir, Red River,
River, purpose
purpose
Ohio:
Ohio:
declared- ---------------- ---declared
1200
1200
Cleveland, limit
Cleveland,
limit of cost of
of construction
construction
Grand River Dam Authority, grant
of
grant of
of certain
certain public
increased_
public buildings
buildings increased633
certain Indian lands to;
to; conditions,
Cleveland Harbor, improvement
improvement authoretc
303
etc----------------------_----303
ized
ized-------------------------1199
1199
Osage County, tax on oil and gas proGallipolis Sesquicentennial
Gallipolis
Sesquicentennial Commission,
Commission,
duced in ------- _-------------168
168
appropriation for
appropriation
for ----------84
Western judicial district, appointment
appointment
Report to Congress -----------84
of additional
additional judge -----_----219
219
Lawrence County, acquisition
certain
Lawrence
acquisition of
of certain
Old-Age Assistance,
Assistance, appropriation
appropriation for
for
bridges across Ohio River
River autoll bridges
grants to States for --------------588
588
thorized
thorized-------------___--__.__
740 Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Holmes. See Holmes,
Ohio River
River Valley Water Sanitation
Oliver Wendell.
Wendell.
Compact, consent of Congress
Congress
Olympic National
National Park, Wash.,
appropriOlympic
Wash., approprigranted to--to
-------------.
752
administration, etc
ation for administration,
etc -------447
447
Patterson
Patterson Field, appropriation
appropriation for auauOnawa, Iowa,
Iowa, bridge authorized across
thorized work at -------........
361
Missouri River at ----- _------257
-257
Put in Bay, conveyance
of U.
S.
conveyance to State
State of
U. S.
Orange, Tex.,
Tex., improvement
Sabineimprovement of SabineFish Hatchery
Hatchery property
property at
233
at -----.
Neches
Waterway authorized
1199
Ncches Waterway
authorized -----1199
Wright Field, appropriation
appropriation for—
forOregon:
Acquisition
Acquisition of land ----_----361
361
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forAuthorized work at --Authorized
-------361
Bonneville Dam, construction
construction of
Bonneville
Ohio River:
power plant------------508
--508
Lawrence County, Ohio, acquisition
acquisition of
of
Bonneville project
project --------------1047
1047
certain
certain toll bridges authorized
authorized --740
Coos Bay Wagon Road grant lands,
extended for bridging, at -—
Time extended
conservation
conservation management----management
412
412
Mauckport, Ind
Ind_
Mauckport,
-----------222
Crater
National Park -------446
Lake
446
Shawneetown, 1-l___ ._--.
Shawneetown,
______727
Deschutes project, construction
Deschutes
_
436
construction -436
Ohio River Valley
Valley Water Sanitation
Sanitation ComComIndians—
Indiansgranted to_
to..
pact, consent of Congress
Congress granted
752
Construction
buildings_
Construction and repairof
repair of building&
431
Oil and Gas:
Gas:
Irrigation
Irrigation projects
419, 421
projects ----------.
419,
421
Appropriation for investigations------Appropriation
investigations
442
442
Support, etc-----------etc
425, 426, 428
428
Conservation, inclusion by States in
Conservation,
in
Klamath
Klamath project—
projectagreements
agreements for, of lands, etc., acacConstruction-------------______
Construction
436
436
quired from U.
If. S
S------ ___-_____
17
17
Operation and maintenance-----maintenance
434
434
Leases, waiver of rentals
rentals in certain,
certain, by
by
Oregon and California
California Railroad
Railroad grant
grant
Secretary of the Interior
Interior -- _-__Secretary
742
lands, conservation management..
412
managementOklahoma, tax on Osage County
412
County proproduction ---------Owyhee project,
__
project, operation and main_ --Owyhee
_--_--168
Oil Lands In
in Former Naval Reserves,
Reserves, aptenance -------. _-----------434
tenance
434
propriation
of U.
propriation for
for protection of
U. 8.
S.
etc., of
Sandy River, construction,
construction, etc.,
of
interests in matters
matters affecting
Interests
affecting -----135
diversion
_---------diversion dam ---455
------------
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Oregon—Continued.
Page
Oregon-Continued.
Astoria, time extended for bridging
bridging
Columbia River at-------------at
1222
Columbia
1222
Bonneville project.
project. See
title.
See separate
separatetitle.
Bonneville
Gresham, limit of cost of construction
construction
Gresham,
office increased
of post office
increased ----------633
Malheur National
National Forest, acquisition
acquisition of
Malheur
land through
through exchange
exchange ---------402
extended for conNorth Slough, time extended
struction of damn
715
struction
dam and dike -------715
Ochoco
acquisition of
Ochoco National Forest, acquisition
certain
exchange_
251
through exchange251
certain lands for, through
Pacific City,
City, bridge across Nestucca
Nestucca
Pacific
River, approval authorized
142
142
authorized -----Port of Cascade Locks,
Locks, conveyance
conveyance of
lands, etc., to-----------------to
225
lands,
Portland, post office,
office, re-formation
re-formation of
lease for Bellwood
Station
1019
Sellwood Station-------1019
Siuslaw
Siuslaw National
National Forest, addition
addition of
to
14, 1210
certain lands to-------------14,1210
Umatilla National Forest, acquisition of
Umatilla
402
exchange----------land through exchange
Whitman
National Forest,
acquisition of
Whitman National
Forest, acquisition
of
through exchange
402
land through
exchange ---------improvement of chanOregon Inlet, N. C., improvement
chanManteo authorized--------authorized
nel to
to Manteo
1199
Organizations, Foreign-Controlled,
Organizations,
Foreign-Controlled, etc.,
etc.,
registration
registration of
of-------------------- 1201
Organized
Organized Reserves,
Reserves, Army:
Army:
Active duty, restriction
restriction on period
period of
of_- -___ 374
Active
Appropriation for
for--------- 27, 373, 602, 970
Appropriation
374
Restriction
funds_ ___
Restriction on use of other funds---restriction__ _ 374
Flight training to officers, restriction-_
Funds available without regard
regard to restriction
970
striction--------------------Headquarters,
available for estabHeadquarters, funds available
lishment,
maintenance, etc
27, 374
etc------ 27,374
lishment, maintenance,
Medical Corps, care of Veterans'
Veterans' AdMedical
ministration beneficiaries,
beneficiaries, pay, etc.,
ministration
374
of --------------------------etc., drawing
drawing pensions,
pensions,
Pay of officers,
officers, etc.,
restriction; surrender
374
surrender of pension_
pension- -_
restriction;
Orleans
Levee District,
District, New Orleans, La.,
Orleans Levee
forfeiture of certain
certain land to U. S
S----741
forfeiture
Ortonville, Minn., bridge authorized across
across
Ortonville,
Whetstone
Channel at---at.... __ 1114
1114
Whetstone Diversion Channel
Osage Act,
Act, Amendment:
Amendment:
Osage
Oil and gas produced
produced in Osage County,
Okla.,
on
168
Okla., State tax
tax on-------------168
Osage Indians, tax on royalty interests
168
terests-- ------------------168
Osage Agency,
appropriation for
Osage
Agency, Okla., appropriation
expenses
429
expenses-----------------------Osage Indians,
Indiana, Okla.,
appropriation for
for
Okla., appropriation
Osage
compensation of
compensation
of attorneys
attorneys---------- 642
Osage Nation,
appropriation for
for
Okla., appropriation
Nation, Okla.,
Osage
education
423
education----.------------------Oswego
Harbor, N.
Y., improvement
auN. Y.,
improvement auOswego Harbor,
1199
thorized-----------------------thorized
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Ouachita
Ark., acquisition
Ouachita National Forest, Ark.,
of lands by U. S. to minimize soil
erosion,
authorized --------erosion, etc., authorized
"Our Constitution and Government"Our
Government—
Citizenship,"
Federal Text Book on Citizenship,"
sale authorized
authorized --------------Overthrow
Overthrow of United States Government,
Government,
advocating of, penalty------------penalty
Owens
Owens Valley Indians, Calif.,
Calif., appropriaappropriation for irrigation systems
systems ----_-Owyhee
Oreg., appropriation
for
Owyhee Project, Oreg.,
appropriation for
operation and maintenance
operation
maintenance-- --. __
Ozark
National Forest, Ark., acquisition
acquisition of
Ozark National
landsby U. S. to minimize soil erosion,
erosion,
lands-by
etc., authorized
etc.,
authorized------...
-----. ----
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575
575
671
671
422
422
434
434

46
46

P
Pacific
Oreg., bridge across Nestucca
Nestucca
Pacific City,
City, Oreg.,
approval authorized-------authorized
River, approval
Pacific Ocean, appropriation
coastal
Pacific
appropriation for coastal
surveys ----------------------Pacific
Pacific Salmon
Salmon Fisheries Commission,
Commission,
International, appropriation
International,
appropriation for
for----Packers and Stockyards
Stockyards Act:
Act:
Packers
Appropriation for carrying
carrying provisions
etc
into effect, etc--------------Bonds from agencies
agencies and dealers;
dealers;
suspension
suspension-------------------Inspection fee, imposition of --------Paiute
Indians, Nev.,
appropriation for
Paiute Indians,
Nev., appropriation
for
reclamation charges
reclamation
charges against certain
lands of -------------------Pala Irrigation Project, Calif.,
Calif., appropriaappropriafor
tion for------------------_----Palisades Interstate
Interstate Park Commission,
Commission, relinquishment
linquishment to New York of jurisdicjurisdiction over portion of Stony Point Light
Light
Station Reservation
Reservation--------------.

142
142
197
197
191
191

557
557
557
557
557
557

421
421
419
419

1114
1114

Aviation Day,
Day, designation
designation
Pan American Aviation
of; proclamation
authorized.-----.
1093
proclamation authorized
1093
Pan American Child Congress, Eighth, appropriation
participation exexpropriation for participation
penses
651
penses------------------------651
Pan American
American Cotton Congress,
Congress, invitation
to foreign countries to participate
authorized ------------------ 1225
1225
American Highway,
Pan American
Highway, Convention on
appropriation for fulfillment of
the, appropriation
129
129
U. S. obligations
obligations-----------------Pan
Institute of Geography
Geography and
American Institute
Pan American
HistorY, appropriation
appropriation for contribuHistory,
188
188
tion
tion---..-------.----------------.
Pan American
American Sanitary Bureau:
187
Appropriation for contribution
187
contribution-------Appropriation
Official mail,
transmission of, auauOfficial
mail, free
free transmission
695
695
thorized
thorized---------------------Pan American
American Union, appropriation for
187
187
contribution
contribution---------------------
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Panama:
Page
Panama:
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
construction
U. S. Army, construction
Air Corps, U.
of
temporary hangar
hangar __-------24
of temporary
Ambassador to
183
Ambassador
to-------------------Government
payment to-------to
187
of, payment
Government of,
Hydrographie office
290
office---------------Hydrographic
Trans-Isthmian Highway,
construcHighway, construction of
portion of-------------of
656
656
tion
of portion
Canal Zone;
Zone;
on Canal
employment on
Citizens of,
of, employment
511
etc----------- 292, 378, 511
restrictions, etc
Comision
Mixta
Demarcadora
Mixta
Demarcadora de
Limites
y Panama,
Colombia y
Limites Entre Colombia
payment for damages,
incurred
etc., incurred
damages, etc.,
payment
by
494
494
by----------------------------Panama, Republic of Panama, appropria511
511
tion for waterworks, sewers, etc ----also Canal Zone.
Panama Canal. See also
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Canal
care 367
hospital care
Canal Zone
Zone garrisons,
garrisons, hospital
Construction
of additional
facilities;
additional facilities;
Construction of
enlargement,
510
of Canal
Canal ---enlargement, etc., of
Maintenance
92, 509
operation ------- 92,509
Maintenance and operation
92
Sanitation ----------------------Sanitation
370
Seacoast defenses-----------------defenses
370
Trans-Isthmian
Highway, construcTrans-Isthmian Highway,
656
tion of portion of------------of
656
Lieutenant general, provision
provision for rank
Lieutenant
department -------781
of, in
in military
military department
Military posts, appropriation
for conappropriation for
Military
struction, etc., authorized
authorized -------704
struction,
Overtime compensation
compensation for designated
designated
Overtime
1205
employees ------------------1205
employees
Vessels, adjustment
adjustment of damage claims for
387
to---------------- ---injuries to
Panama Canal Zone. See Canal Zone.
Pandering. See under
under District of Columbia.
Pandering.
Paraguay,
appropriation for minister toto__
183
Paraguay, appropriation
Parity
Parity Payments:
Appropriation
563
Appropriation for ----------------Funds continued
continued available
available for
562
for-------562
Parker
Ariz.-Calif.:
Parker Dam Power Project, Ariz-Calif.:
Acquisition of certain
certain Indian lands for 744
Acquisition
Appropriation for
438
438
for construction
construction------Appropriation
Parks. See National Parks.
Parks.
Parole,
of. See
Parole, Board of.
See also
also Indeterminate
Indeterminate
Sentence
and Parole,
Parole, Board
Board of,
of, under
Sentence and
District of Columbia.
Prisoners, Federal, retaking of, for vio692
lating parole
parole ---------- -------Parris Island, S. C., Marine Barracks:
Parris
Appropriation
Appropriation for construction work,
281,
281, 880, 881
___
----------------etc
286
Funds available
available for schools---------schools
286
Passe%
(Capt.), credit in acacPassell, David H. (CapL),
495
of---------------_-------counts of
Passport
appropriation for
for.
182
Passport Agencies,
Agencies, appropriation
--80
Passport Offenses,
80
Passport
Offenses, penalty for --------Patent
Office.
Patent Office.
ment of.

See
Commeree,
See Commerce,

Depart-

Patents:
Patents:

Page

Golden Gate International
Exposition
International Exposition
Golden
of
1940, foreign
foreign exhibitors,
proexhibitors, proof 1940,
157
157
tection ---------------------Imports produced,
etc., under
under process
process
produced, etc.,
Imports
covered by U. S. patent, limitation
covered
on
724
on--------------------------Sesquicentennial
signing of first U. S.
S.
Sesquicentennial of signing
patent law—
lawpatent
Commission on
arrangements, creaon arrangements,
Commission
tion
50
50
tion----------------------CongreSs, observance
observance by---------by
51
Congress,
Inventors' and Patent Day, President
President
Inventors'
requested
observance_ _
50
requested to invite observance
Withholding from certain
certain inventions in
Withholding
national interest;
compensation of
of
national
interest; compensation
710
applicant, etc------------------etc
applicant,
Patents, Commissioner
Commissioner of, member of commission on observance
observance of sesquicensesquicentennial of first U. S. patent law
law --- -50
50
tennial
Va.,
National Monument,
Monument, Va.,
Patrick Henry National
acquisition of estate to be adminis18
tered as ---------------ApproPriation
authorized ---------18
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
for
448
Appropriation for-----------__appropriation for
for
Field, Ohio,
Ohio, appropriation
Patterson Field,
authorized work at---------------at
361
authorized
Pawnee and Ponca
Ponca Hospital,
Hospital, Okla., apPawnee
propriation for _-_-426
--------Pawnee Indians,
appropriation for
Pawnee
Indians, Okla., appropriation
fulfilling treaties
treaties with-------------with
432
432
fulfilling
Payson,
Utah, Strawberry
Users'
Strawberry Water Users'
Payson, Utah,
Association,
Association, payment
payment of annual
annual overhead charge-----------------charge
862
--appropriation for compiling
compiling staPeanuts, appropriation
tistics
to
555
tistics relating to-----------------Pearl Harbor, T.
T. H.:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forFourteenth Naval
Naval District, mooring
mooring
Fourteenth
facilities,
281
facilities, etc
etc----------------Naval
Station, construction
construction work,
Naval Air Station,
etc
880
-----------------etc------Naval Fuel
Fuel Depot, development,
development, etc.,
Naval
of storage facilities---------facilities
281, 881
of
281,881
Naval Hospital,
Hospital, construction
construction work,
work,
Naval
etc-------------------- ---880
Naval Radio Station,
Station, construction,
construction,
etc
608
etc---------_---------------608
Naval Supply Depot, quay wall
wall and
and
unloading
unloading wharf
wharf---------_____
_ 294
Navy Yard, construction
construction_--___ 281,294,
281, 294, 877
877
Submarine Base, construction
construction work,
Submarine
work,
etc------------------------etc
877
Navy Yard,
Yard, construction,
appropriaNavy
construction, appropria401
tion authorized----------------_
authorized
Pearl River, bridge authorized across, at
at
Carthage, Miss--------------..Miss
107
Penal and Correctional Institutions, ap88.,---205
propriation for----------for - - I------88,
205,I-645
--- -
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Commission, In- Page
rage Pennsylvania
Commis- Page
Penal and Penitentiary Commission,
Pennsylvania Bridge and Tunnel CommisPage
ternational,
appropriation for contriternational, appropriation
sion:
sion:
bution
188
Bridge construction
construction across Susquehanna
bution--------------------------Susquehanna
Penitentiaries, appropriation
authorized, atat—
appropriation for maintePenitentiaries,
River authorized,
Middletown, Pa
Middletown,
Pa-----------------nance, etc
etc-------------------- 205, 645
nance,
169
169
Millersburg, Pa _-------------Pennsylvania:
Millersburg,
Pennsylvania:
170
Allegheny
Pennsylvania Railroad Company,
Pennsylvania
Company, transfer
transfer
extended for
time extended
Allegheny County, time
bridging
to,
784
to, of certain
certain land
land at Coatesville, Pa.,
in-River in__
Monongahela River
bridging Monongahela
authorized
Appropriation forfor—
...
._-..
authorized
37
Appropriation
Carlisle Barracks,
construction of
Pensacola,
Pensacola, Fla.:
Barracks, construction
Carlisle
Appropriation forfor—
medical school
building
361
school building.------Appropriation
medical
Marine
269
Naval
construction work,
maintenance--------Naval Air Station, construction
Marine school maintenance
Coatesville,
to
etc
282, 880
etc---------------------of certain
certain land at, to
transfer of
Coatesville, transfer
Pennsylvania
Railroad Co.,
Hospital, construction
work,
construction work,
Naval Hospital,
Co., authorPennsylvania Railroad
880
etc
etc-----------------------ized -------37
----------------appointment of
Naval
construction, etc.,
etc.,
Naval Air
Air Station, construction,
district, appointment
Eastern judicial district,
401
appropriation
authorized -------additional judge----------------judge
219
219
appropriation authorized
additional
Elizabeth, bridge
authorized across
across
Pensions:
Pensions:
bridge authorized
Elizabeth,
China Relief
Relief Expedition, determination
determination
223
Monongahela
at_
223
Monongahela River at--------Frankford
Creek declared
of period of active service of vetnonnavigable
declared nonnavigable
Frankford Creek
stream
262
L
erans
301
erans------------------------stream-----------------------General State Authority, construction of
Philippine Inturrection,
Ineurrection, determination
determination
Philippine
bridge authorized
of period of active service
service of vetauthorized across Susquehanna River at—
aterans -----------------------301
erans
Middletown,
169
Veterans, Regular
Regular Establishment,
Establishment, inPa-----------------Middletown, Pa
Veterans,
237
Pa
170
237
crease in rates for certain
--------------certain--------Millersburg, Pa--crease
Harrisburg,
time extended
extended for
for bridging
bridging
War
with Spain,
of period
period
determination of
Harrisburg, time
Spain, determination
War with
Susquehanna River at
301
at---------- 729
of active
active service of veterans
veterans -----Susquehanna
Middletown, bridge
bridge authorized
authorized across
Perishable Agricultural
Commodities Act,
Act,
Middletown,
Agricultual Commodities
Susquehanna River at_
169
169
at----------MAO:
1930:
Susquehanna
Amendments—
Millersburg, bridge
bridge authorized
across
Amendmentsauthorized across
Millersburg,
Susquehanna River at----------at
170
Cherries in brine,
brine, inclusion
inclusion as perishCherries
Susquehanna
Nautical school,
furnishing of
of vessel
able commodity,
etc
able
commodity, etc--------696
vessel to,
to,
school, furnishing
Nautical
by Maritime
Maritime Commission
Reparation orders, appeal
appeal to district
district
1018
Reparation
Commission--------- 1018
by
214
Ohio River
Valley Water
Water Sanitation
court in certain
certain cases----------oases _
court
Sanitation
River Valley
Ohio
Appropriation for
Compact, consent
Appropriation
for enforcement_
enforcement -------56
556
of Congress
Congress
consent of
Compact,
Perkasie, Pa.,
Pa., limit of cost of construcconstrucgranted to
752 Perkasle,
to---------------------granted
post office
office increased--------increased
tion of post
Perkasie, limit
633
633
construction of
of construction
limit of cost of
Perkasie,
633
633 Permanent Assocation
Assoc%don of
of International
increased -.----------post office increased_
Road
appropriation for
for
Road Congresses,
Congreses, appropriation
Philadelphia, limit
construclimit of cost of construcPhiladelphia,
contribution .-----------------188
contribution
tion
633
increased--------of garage
garage increased
tion of
of
Permanent International Commission
Commission of
Port
Allegany, bridge
authorized across
bridge authorized
Port Allegany,
Navigation, apAllegheny River
the Congresses
Congresses of Navigation,
223
River at _-----------Allegheny
propriation for
for support
support------------ 607
propriation
507
Potomac
Conservancy District,
District,
Valley Conservancy
Potomac Valley
Water Conservation
Pershing County Water
Conservation DisDisconsent of Congress granted
granted to
to
consent
trict, Nev.,
Nev., inapplicability
inapplicability to, of excess
excess
compact creating
748
748
creating---------------compact
land
reclamation laws-laws
1219
1219
land provisions of reclamation
extended for bridging
bridging
Shohola, time extended
Contract
1219
1219
authorized --.--.---------Contract authorized
171
Delaware River at
at--------------Delaware
Persia. See
See Iran.
University
University of, observance of bicentenPersonal
Companies, defense tax
Personal Holding Companies,
S.nial by U. S.—
521
OD
on -------------------------Appropriation
authorized_
492
492
Appropriation authorized---------183
Peru, appropriation
appropriation for
for ambassador
ambassador to--to _ 183
Appropriation
for
1037 Peru,
Appropriation for-------------Alaska,
as
aside
set
land
Alaska
Petersburg,
Bicentennial Commission,
establishCommission, establishBicentennial
1197
water-supply
water-supply reserve-----------reserve
ment,
492
etc-----------------ment, etc
Petersburg, Pilo.,
extended for bridgMo., time extended
Petersburg,
West
authorized
bridge authorized
Elizabeth, bridge
West Elizabeth,
258
ing Missouri
Missouri River
River at-------------at
across
Monongahela River
223
223
at---River at
across Monongahela
Petroleum
Soo Naval PetroPetroReserves. See
Petroleum Reserves.
Wyalusing,
authorized across
Wyalusing, bridge authorized
leum Reserves.
Reserves.
173 ,
17I
Susquehanna
Susquehanna River at ---------
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Training. See
See Civilian
Civilian Pilot
Pilot TrainTrainPetroleum Stills,
certain, Page
Pilot Training.
Page Pilot
of certain,
exemption of
Stills, exemption
Petroleum
ing.
ing.
from
registry requirement
715
715
requirement ---------from registry
Pima
appropriation for..
for--__
Ariz., appropriation
Hospital, Ariz.,
Pima Hospital,
Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pa.:
Pima
Indians, Ariz.:
Ariz.:
Pima Indians,
Appropriation f
or—
forAppropriation
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Hydrographic
office
290
290
Hydrographic office--------------Lands
of subjugation
subjugation
of, continuation
continuation of
Lands of,
Marine
Corps
depot
of
supplies,
conMarine Corps depot of supplies, conand cropping
operations on----on
and
cropping operations
struction
etc -----------881
881
work, etc
struction work,
Support,
etc
etc
--------------------Support,
Mint
68
68
Mint--------------------------Pine
Ridge Hospitals,
Hospitals, S.
flak., appropriappropriS. Dak.,
Pine Ridge
Naval
improveFactory, improveAircraft Factory,
Naval Aircraft
ation for
for-------------------------ation
ments
880
ments----------------------River Project,
Colo., appropriation
appropriation
Project, Colo.,
Pine River
Naval Home,
Home, maintenance,
271 Pine
etc-----maintenance, etc
Naval
for
construction -------------438,
438,
for construction
Navy Yard,
Yard, construction
construction work,
281,
281,
etc-work, etc
Navy
for_
Pink
Bollworm
Control,
appropriation
for..
appropriation
Control,
Bollworm
606,
877
Pink
606, 877
Pipestone,
Minn.:
Pipestone, Minn.:
Frankford Creek,
Creek, declared
declared nonnavigable
nonnavigable
Frankford
Appropriation f
or—
forAppropriation
stream
262
stream------------------------Indians—
IndiansGarage, limit
limit of
of construction
construction ininof cost
cost of
Garage,
Construction and
and repair
repair of
of buildbuildConstruction
creased
633
633
creased ----------------------ings
ings----------------------Quartermaster
Depot,
appropriation
for
for
appropriation
Depot,
Quartermaster
Education --------------------Education
construction,
etc., authorized..
704
authorized -_--__ 704
construction, etc.,
Pipestone Hospital,
appropriation
Hospital, Minn., appropriation
Philippine Insurrection:
Pipestone
Insurrection:
Philippine
for
for.---.---.---------------...---Pensions, award
deterof, to veterans, deteraward of,
Pensions,
Pittsburgh,
Pa., appropriation
for buildappropriation for
Pittsburgh, Pa.,
mination
of active servperiod of
mination of period
ings
experiment
grounds, mining
mining experiment
ings and
and grounds,
301
301
ice
ice------------------------- station
station-------.................Relief
Spanish-American War
War
of certain
certain Spanish-American
Relief of
Disease Control:
176
Plant Disease
volunteers serving
serving in
176 Plant
in-----------volunteers
Appropriation for
for ----.------------Appropriation
Appropriation
667, 1056
1056
for-------------- 667,
Appropriation for
Purchases of
materials and equipment
equipment
of materials
Purchases
Philippine Islands. See
See also Filipinos.
Philippine
without advertising-..------.--.
advertising
without
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
186
Industry, Bureau of. See AgriculPlant Industry,
186 Plant
American seamen,
seamen, relief,
relief, etc-------etc
American
ture,
Department of.
High Commissioner
410, 1040
ture, Department
to----------410,
High
Commissioner to
Plant
Quarantine. See
and
See Entomology and
Plant Quarantine.
transfer of, to Culion
Culion from
Lepers, transfer
Quarantine, Bureau
Bureau of, under
under
Plant Quarantine,
266
266
Guam
Guam----------------------Agriculture, Department
Department of.
Agriculture,
Payments to, under
under Sugar Act
1937- 1178
Act of 1937..
Payments
Plant
Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Quarantine Act,
Plant Quarantine
Phoenix,
educaPhoenix, Ariz., appropriation for educacarrying
into effect .---provisions into
carrying provisions
tion
- 424
424
tion of
of Indians ----------------426
Phoenix
Ariz., appropriation
appropriation forfor..
426 Plaquemines
Plaquemines Parish,
Hospital, Ariz.,
Phoenix Hospital,
grant of easeParish, La., grant
Phoenix
appropriation
ment
pipe lines
in, authorized__
Ariz., appropriation
Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Phoenix Sanatorium,
lines in,
authorized...- _
ment for
for pipe
426
426 Platt
for
.---.-----------for .---..-appropriation
Park, Okla.,
Okla., appropriation
Platt National Park,
Phony
Mosaic EradiPeach Mosaic
Peach and
and Peach
Phony Peach
for
administration, etc ------------for administration,
cation, appropriation
552 Playing Cards, defense
appropriation for -----------cation,
defense tax on--------on
Phosphate
Resources of the United States,
Phosphate Resources
Pocatello, Idaho, appropriation
appropriation for gameCommittee to Investigate
Investigate the
Joint Committee
etc-----management
management supply depot, etc
Adequacy and Use
Use of, time extension
178 Podiatry, regulation of practice
extension-_ 178
Adequacy
in DisPodiatry, regulation of practice of, in
Government
Photographed Records of Government
trict of
trict
of Columbia
Columbia-- ------------Agencies:
Agencies:
Point
Arguello, Calif.,
Calif., Naval
Naval Radio StaPoint Arguello,
959
evidence-----------Admissibility in evidence
959
Admissibility
construction
tion, appropriation
appropriation for
for construction
Disposition
records
958
958
of original
original records--------Disposition of
etc
work,
etc-----------------------Physics,
Union of,
of, approInternational Union
Physics, International
Saint George,
George, Calif.,
DirecPoint Saint
Calif., Naval
Naval Direc188 Point
priation for
for contribution
contribution -_--------priation
tion-Finder
appropriation
for
Station,
appropriation
for
Picatinny Arsenal,
appropriation for
for conArsenal, appropriation
Picatinny
purchase
land
purchase
of
land
---------.......
704
struction,
etc., authorized
authorized ---------struction, etc.,
Poland,
Poland, appropriation
appropriation for ambassador
to..
ambassador toPickwick Landing
Landing Dam,
Dam, Tenn.,
Tenn., appropriappropriPickwick
International CrimiPolice Commission,
Commission, International
ation
additional facilities
facilities-------781
781 Police
ation for additional
nal,
appropriation for membership--membership..
nal, appropriation
payment to daughter
daughter
Wallace E., payment
Pierce, Wallace
Activities:
35 Political Activities:
of
------------------........
of ---Activities
Activities permitted certain
certain residents
residents
Pierre, S. Dak.:
Dak.:
in
D. C
C.--in immediate
immediate vicinity of D.
Appropriation
for education
Indians_
425
of Indianseducation of
Appropriation for
Appropriation for expenditures
expenditures by Civil
Appropriation
Farm
maintenance asamusement
as amusement
Farm Island, maintenance
Service Commission in
in connection
connection
park and
refuge..
405
405
park
and wild-game
wild-game refuge-.----.
------------__
with control of-of
Pikeville, Ky., limit of cost of construction
construction
Pikeville,
of courthouse
633
of
courthouse increased
increased---..........
633
Campaign contributions,
limitation on.
on..
Campaign
contributions, limitation
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Page Post
Political
Office Department—Continued.
Page
Post Office
Department-Continued.
Activities-Continued.
Political Activities—Continued.
Committees,
receipts and
Appropriation for-Continued.
for—Continued.
Committees, limitation on receipts
Appropriation
expenditures
Salaries in bureaus
bureaus and offices_
___ 70,
1044
-----------772
expenditures----..
offices---70,1044
Contributions by persons
firms havSecond Assistant
Assistant Postmaster
General,
Postmaster General,
persons or firms
Contributions
penalty------772
Office
U. S. contracts;
contracts; penalty
Office of the ---------73, 649, 1044
1044
ing U.
D.
executive
Third Assistant
General,
Assistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
deemed executive
C. employees
employees deemed
D. C.
Office
branch employees; exception
74
771
Office of the -----------------74
exception-----branch
Buildings. See Public buildings,
buildings, this
this
Buildings.
Elections,
Federal,
interference with, by Federal,
Elections, interference
title.
title.
767
etc., employees
employees-----------State, etc.,
Chemical, etc., investigations,
investigations, transfer
transfer
Chemical,
investigation; withholding
withholding
Violations, investigation;
authorized ---------72
of funds for,
for, authorized
72
768
of funds
funds-----.---.-----------Citizenship provisions,
provisions, employees;
employees; exexCitizenship
Purchase
advertising, etc.,
etc., for
goods, advertising,
Purchase of goods,
ceptions
78
ceptions----------------------benefit of candidate-------------candidate
770
Deficiency
in postal revenues,
revenues, funds
Deficiency in
Registration of
of foreign-controlled,
foreign-controlled, etc.,
Registration
available to meet--------------meet
77
organizations
1201
organizations------------------Domestic
Air Mail
Service, limitations
limitations
Mai Service,
Domestic Air
opinion by
Voting and expression
expression of opinion
on
transpersonnel at transon amounts
amounts for personnel
Government
767
employees -------.
Government employees
fer points,
points, etc.,
etc., increased--------increased
649
649
Political Refugees,
Refugees, International CommitField service appropriations,
appropriations, restriction
restriction
tee on, appropriation
appropriation for---------for
651
71
on use for Department
Department --------Pope
N. C.,
appropriation for auauField, N.
C., appropriation
Pope Field,
71
Examination
estimates-----Examination of field estimates
thorized work at
thorized
at----.---------361
71
Travel expenses------------------expenses
Allegany, Pa., bridge authorized
Port Allegany,
Information
concerning violations
violations of
of
Information concerning
across
at --223
--across Allegheny
Allegheny River at-postal laws,
laws, expenditures
expenditures authorauthorPort Madison
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash.,
Madison Indian Reservation,
72
ized for-----------------------for
72
leasing of lands authorized
1057
authorized-------1057
Mails—
Port of Cascade
MailsPort
Cascade Locks,
conveyance
Locks, Oreg., conveyance
Penalty for
unlawful use in interferPenalty
for unlawful
of lands, etc., to---------------to
225
ence with
foreign
with U.
U. S. neutrality, foreign
Portland,
Maine, appropriation
appropriation for hydroence
Portland, Maine,
relations, etc -------------80
relations,
graphic office ------------------graphic
290
Transportation
of—
Transportation ofPortland, Oreg.:
Portland,
Contracts—
ContractsAppropriation for hydrographic
290
office-hydrographic office...
Appropriation
Award to lowest responsible
Award
Sellwood Station, re-forre-forPost office,
office, Sellwood
bidder1019
bidder -------..--------.
228
228
mation of lease for---------for
1019
Temporary service.----.-----.
service
228
228
appropriPortsmouth, N. H., Navy Yard, appropriRates
Rates-- --- .-------------ation for
work, etc
280,
954
etc--.
construction work,
ation
for construction
Messenger
functions,
interbuilding,
Messenger
functions,
interbuilding,
607,
)7, 877
6(
transfer to ------------------ 1235
transfer
Va., improvement
improvement
Harbor, Va.,
Portsmouth Harbor,
Motor-vehicle
Motor-vehicle routes, transportation
transportation of
1199
authorized ---------------------- 1199
authorized
mails on,
on, authorized
authorized -----------756
Portugal,
to__ _
183
756
appropriation for minister to--Portugal, appropriation
Portland, Oreg.,
Oreg., Sellwood
Bellwood Station,
Portland,
Station, rerePost
Office Department. See also
also Postal
Post Office
formation
lease for-----------for
1019
formation of lease
1019
Service.
disbursements, certain
certain functions
functions
Postal disbursements,
Alaska,
airby airtransportation of mail by
Alaska, transportation
of, transfer
transfer to
to---..---.--.----..
1234
1234
craft
1175
1175
craft-----------------------System, Board of TrusTrusPostal Savings System,
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
disbursetees of, transfer of certain disburseAccounts, Bureau of
89
of--------------to
1235
ment functions to------------1235
Adjusted losses and contingencies_-contingencies_ __
72
Postmasters
entering military
military service,
service,
Postmasters entering
101
claims
101,
Audited claims------------------leave
for
1221
leave of absence for..----------.
104, 662, 663, 664, 666, 1052, 1055
1055
Acting postmasters,
postmasters, appointment
appointment of
of-_ 1221
Chief Inspector,
Inspector, Office of---------of
72
Promotions,
administrative
withinwithinadministrative
Promotions,
Contingent
expenses, Department--Department ___
71
Contingent expenses,
79
grade, restriction
restriction--....---------Damage
1047
claims --------- 72, 93, 657, 1047
Damage claims
Public buildings—
buildingsAssistant Postmaster
Postmaster General,
General,
First Assistant
77
Furniture,
present
Furniture, use of present--------Office
the
72,649
72,
649
Office of the----------------Mechanical labor
force, pay
pay rates_
77
rates.--labor force,
Mechanical
77
Fourth Assistant
General,
Assistant Postmaster General,
Fourth
Personal
services, restriction-------restriction
77
77
Personal services,
Office of the---------------the
74
74
Telephone
contracts for,
for, auauservice, contracts
Telephone service,
Judgments
1048
Judgments------------------ 93, 94, 1048
77
----------------thorized
thorized--Postmaster
General,
Office
of
the__
70,71
--70,71
of
the
Office
General,
Postmaster
Railway Mail
Service, allowance
allowance for
Mail Service,
Railway
71
Printing
binding
Printing and binding------------transportation expenses
expenses of ememtransportation
Public buildings,
buildings, maintenance and
Public
571
ployees when
when transferred
transferred -----ployees
776
operation
operation--------------------
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Post Office
Office Department—Continued.
Department-Continued.
Rewards,
payment of;
limitation ---72
Rewards, payment
of; limitation
72
Scientific
transfer of
Scientific investigations,
investigations, transfer
of
Bureau of Standards
Standards for,
funds to Bureau
authorized ---------------authorized
77
77
Star
Service—
Star Route ServiceContractors, release
release of,
of, by
by new
Contractors,
new
awards -------------------228
228
Residence
requirements ------228
Residence requirements
228
Increased travel,
travel, additional
additional pay
_ 227
Increased
227
pay for..
for__
Vehicles—
VehiclesAdministrative
work, restriction
Administrative work,
restriction on
on
maintenuse of
of certain
certain funds
funds for maintenance, etc.,
etc., in
connection with_
__ _
76
ance,
in connection
with-.-76
Leasing
of quarters
use
Leasing of
quarters for
for housing
housing of,
of, use
76
of funds
funds for,
for, authorized
authorized-------76
Tractors and trailer trucks,
trucks, purchase
purchase
authorized
authorized------------------76
76
Postal
Office DeDePostal Service.
Service. See also
also Post
Post Office
partment.
partment.
mail by
airAlaska, transportation
transportation of
of mail
by aircraft
1175
craft------------------------1175
Canal Zone,
Zone, maintenance
maintenance and operation;
operation;
rules,
etc ----------389
rules, regulations,
regulations, etc
389
Money-order
Money-order and
and postal-savings
postal-savings dedeposits, control
control of,
of, etc----------etc
posits,
390
Foreign mail,
Foreign
mail, transportation
transportation by
by aircraft,
aircraft,
settlement of
settlement
of accounts
accounts ---------862
Local
on certain
Local delivery rate
rate on
certain first-class
first-class
matter ----------_------------505
505
Motor-vehicle
transportation of
Motor-vehicle routes,
routes, transportation
of
authorized
mails on,
756
on, authorized------------756
Motor-vehicle service,
service, hours
hours of
service,
Motor-vehicle
of service,
overtime compensation,
1062
overtime
compensation, etc
etc------- 1062
Pneumatic
employees,
Pneumatic - tube
tube system employees,
overtime compencompenhours of
of service,
service, overtime
1062
sation, etc
etc--------------------1062
Postal agencies,
agencies, establishment
establishment of, at forforeign seaports,
seaports, etc
etc --------------- 965
965
Postmasters—
PostmastersMilitary service,
for..
1221
Military
service, leave
leave of absence
absence for1221
Acting
postmasters, appointment
appointment
Acting postmasters,
1221
of --- ------------------1221
Transfer
Transfer of accumulated
accumulated annual
and
annual and
sick
252
sick leave upon
upon appointment..
appointment _
-_
252
Substitutes,
annual and
leave ---Substitutes, annual
171
and sick
sick leave
171
and Spain,
Postal Union of the
the Americas
Americas and
Spain,
Congress of, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Fifth Congress
expenses
expenses of delegates
delegates to
to-- _----_--649
649
emPostmaster, appointment
appointment of
of classified
classified employee
transfer of
of accumulated
ployee as,
as, transfer
accumulated
annual
leave ------------annual and sick
sick leave
252
General. See
See Post
DePostmaster General.
Post Office
Office Department.
partment.
Act, appropriation
Potato Act,
appropriation for refund of
of
taxes
under-----------taxes collected
collected under
61, 62
_ 61,
62
Potomac River Basin,
CommisPotomac
Basin, Interstate
Interstate Commission on the, consent of
of Congress
Congress
granted to compact
granted
compact establishing_
establishing- ---748
Potomac
Potomac River Pollution Control, appropriation for--------------_----priation
for
1037

Potomac Valley Conservancy
Conservancy District,
Potomac
District, Page
consent
granted to
to interconsent of Congress
Congress granted
interstate
compact creating
creating ----------748
state compact
_
748
Poultry Feeding and
and Breeding,
Breeding, appropriaappropriaexperiments
540
tion for experiments--------------540
Commission. See Federal
Power
Power Commission.
Federal Power
Commission.
Commission.
Poyners
Hill, N.
C., Naval
Naval Radio
Station,
Poyners Hill,
N. C.,
Radio Station,
appropriation for
construction work,
work,
appropriation
for construction
etc
881
etc-----------------------------881
Predatory
appropriation for
conPredatory Animals, appropriation
for control of
trol
of-- ---------------------- 452
452
Affidavits of,
district
Prejudice, Affidavits
of, filing
filing in
in district
Alaska --------16
court for Alaska
_-------_
16
President of
of the United
United States:
States:
Appointments byby—
Appointments
American
Exposition, members
members
American Negro Exposition,
220
of auxiliary
auxiliary commission
commission ------220
Assistant Commandant_
Coast Guard,
Guard, Assistant
Commandant_
246
Customs
U. S---------S
1101,
1102
Customs Court,
Court, U.
1101, 1102
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Emergency
Act,
1941, positions at $5,000 or more_
more625
Jefferson, Thomas,
Commission
Jefferson,
Thomas, U.
U. S. Commission
for Celebration of
Hunof Two Hundredth
Anniversary of
of Birth
of__
960
dredth Anniversary
Birth of
960
Judges. See Judges under
United
under United
States
States Courts.
Justice, Department
of—
Department ofAntitrust
salaries of
Division, salaries
of
$7,500 or more ------------202
202
Special attorneys, etc.,
etc., at
at salaries
salaries of
of
$7,500 or more
204
more ------------204
Little Missouri River,
River, negotiations
negotiations bebecertain States
tween certain
States for division
division
supply, U.
U. S.
representof water
water supply,
S. represent382
ative to participate
participate ----------382
Report to Congress
382
Report
Congress -----------382
Naval Consulting Board --------- _
395
395
Navy, additional
additional acting assistant surgeons, authorized
54
authorized ------------ _
54
Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Commission --------------- 753,
753, 756
Commission
756
Potomac
Interstate
Potomac River Basin,
Basin, Interstate
Commission on
on the
the-----------749
Commission
749
Selective Service,
Selective
Service, Director
of ----893
Director of
893
Employees, etc -------------- 893,
893, 894
Employees,
894
Service System civilian local
Selective Service
boards -----.--------------893
boards
893
Ships, Bureau
Bureau of,
Chief -----------493
of, Chief
493
Transportation, board of investigaTransportation,
investigaand research
952
tion and
research ----.-----952
Under Secretary
Secretary of the Navy _-----_
494
Under Secretary
Secretary of War------- _--1224
1224
Pennsylvania BicentenBicentenUniversity of
of Pennsylvania
nial Commission -----------492
Appropriation
Appropriation for—
forCompensation
--112
Compensation --- ---------.-112
Executive
Executive Office
Office of
83, 112, 618,
618, 630
of_------ 83,112,
630
Audited
Audited claims-------------claims
658, 1052
658,1052
Budget,
Budget, Bureau of
of the--------the
112,
630
112,630
Executive
Executive Mansion and grounds_ 112, 630
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States-Con.
'resident of the United States—Con.
President
of the United States—Con.
Page President
States-Con.
President of
Neutrality
Neutrality Act of 1939, promulgation of
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
authorized-11
rules and regulations
regulations authorized.._
11
Executive
of—Continued.
Executive Office of-Continued.
personnel
Office
of, temporary
temporary detail of personnel
Office of,
Government Reports,
of __
618
Office of---Reports, Office
Government
to, authorized
authorized ----------------112
112
Hoover,
procurement of
Herbert, procurement
Hoover, Herbert,
Pan
invitaCongress, invitaAmerican Cotton Congress,
Pan American
83
portrait of-----------------of
portrait
tion
countries to particiforeign countries
to foreign
tion to
Resources
National
Resources
Planning
National
1225
pate
1225
authorized --------------pate authorized
113
Board
113
Board--------------------on
restrictions
American,
restrictions
use
by
American,
Ports,
President
and
Vice
President,
comcomPresident,
Vice
and
President
certain vessels
9
9
vessels-----------------certain
112
pensation
112
pensation-----------------Private plants,
plants, taking over of, for naPrivate
112
White House Office-------------Office
112
White
892
tional-defense purposes
892
purposes---------tional-defense
Protection of ----------------200, 201
Protection
Proclamations—
ProclamationsArms,
ammunition,
curtailment
of
curtailment
etc.,
Arms, ammunition,
etc.Arms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.—
exportation
714
authorized----------exportation authorized
Curtailment
exportation, authorof exportation,
Curtailment of
Requisitioning of-----------------of
1090
Requisitioning
714
ized
714
ized----------------------Army reserve components,
components, etc., ordering
Army
11
Enumeration,
authorized
11
authorized--------Enumeration,
858
of,
into
active
service
authorized
authorized-service
of, into active
77
Combat areas,
areas, issuance
--_
requested _
issuance requested..
Combat
966
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for----------------"I
An
American
Day,"
authorAmerican
An
Am
"I
authorof,
Civil
Service
Act,
extension
Civil Service Act,
ized
178
ized------------------------1211
ized ------------------------1211
ized
Inventors'
Patent Day, President
President
and Patent
Inventors' and
Classification Act
Act of
1923—
of 1923Classification
50
observance-requested
requested to invite observance
Exclusion
designated positions from
Exclusion of designated
authorAmerican
Aviation
Day,
American
Pan
1214
provisions
of
1214
------------provisions of--1093
ized
------------ized----------Extension of, authorized
1212
authorized----------- 1212
Extension
Pan
Pan American Cotton Congress, inviCoast
etc., of certain
retirement, etc.,
Guard, retirement,
Coast Guard,
foreign countries to
to
tation to foreign
officers, powers
powers in
in connection
connection with
239
withofficers,
participate, authorized -------1225
participate,
countries
Emergencies
arising in foreign countries
Emergencies arising
231
authorized.
Day, authorized_
Pulaski's Memorial Day,
lives of
of American
American
endangering lives
Red
cedar shingles, imposition
imposition of
citizens, transfer
provide
Red cedar
of funds to provide
transfer of
citizens,
709
authorized
duty on, etc., authorized-------protection authorized-----------authorized
187
protection
foreign states,
State of war between foreign
297, 37'
Emergency fund
for
377
fund for--------------Emergency
44
issuance requested
requested -----------37'
297, 377
Contracts authorized-----------authorized
Contracts
Submarines
merchant
Submarines and armed merchant
37'
297,
Report to
Congress
297,377
to Congress-------------Report
vessels, foreign, restrictions on
vessels,
Emergency national
national defense
defense supplies,
Emergency
of U. S. ports and territorial
use
71
etc.,
contracts
authorized
714
-------etc., contracts authorized
9
_-...
waters .....---------.. .
waters
9
Executive Office
Office of, Bureau of the BudExecutive
etc.,
agricultural,
purchase
Refugees,
purchase
of
agricultural,
Refugees,
1111
get,
purchases
without
advertising_
1110
get, purchases without advertisingsupplies
authorized-- _---_
627
for, authorized
supplies for,
ordersExecutive orders—
Appropriation
-------------.627
for
Appropriation
Arizona
State
Elks
Association
HosArizona State Elks Association
627
Report
Report to Congress ------------- pital, modification
modification to permit sale
pital,
articles
Requisitioning
of
certain
and
certain
Requisitioning
22
of lands
to
226
lands to-------------------of
materials authorized-----------authorized
1090
materials
Foreign exchange,
regulation of
transof transexchange, regulation
Foreign
employment
on
report
Seamen,
report
employment
master's
Seamen,
17
fers,
etc.,
confirmation
_
179
-------fers, etc., confirmation
or discharge
extension of providischarge of, extension
Foreign
during
exchange, regulation during
Foreign exchange,
sions
authorized
1201
authorized---------------sions
17
emergency
authorized
179
emergency authorized-----------Temporary National
National Economic ComTemporary
1
Imports, fees and restrictions
17
restrictions --------Imports,
mittee,
extension of time for submittee, extension
sepaInaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, 1941. See sepaInaugural
mitting final report
report-------------- 1225
mitting
rate title.
title.
rate
Trade
agreements,
authority to enter
enter
agreements,
Trade
of
Marine
Corps,
regulation
number
of
Marine Corps, regulation
107
into, time extension------------extension
into,
4
warrant,
etc., officers
400
officers------------warrant, etc.,
furnishfor
Pribilof
Islands,
appropriation
appropriation
Pribilof
Member of—
of456
etc., to natives----------natives
ing food, etc.,
Jefferson, Thomas,
Thomas, U.
Commission
S. Commission
U. S.
Jefferson,
Price
Adjustment
of
funds
avail1938,
of
Act
Adjustment
Price
for
Celebration
of
HunHunTwo
for Celebration of
34
960
able
for payments
payments under ---------able for
dredth
Anniversary of Birth of_
of_-_ 96
dredth Anniversary
appropriaPrinting,
Committee
on,
appropriaJoint
Printing,
University
of
Pennsylvania
BicentenUniversity of Pennsylvania Bicenten492
tion
471
for----------------------tion for
49
nial
Commission------------nial Commission_
Binding:
Printing
and
and
Printing
National-forest
lands, withdrawal
withdrawal of, for
National-forest lands,
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
municipal water-supply
water-supply protection..
2224
protection
municipal
534
of--.---Agriculture, Department
Department of
Agriculture,
Naval Academy,
appointment of
of addiaddiAcademy, appointment
Naval
112,1330
112,630
Budget, Bureau of the-..-----8(
tional midshipmen
midshipmen authorized__
authorized----- 867
tional
-.
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Printing
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Printing and Binding-Continued.
Page
Appropriation for—Continued.
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Aeronautics Authority------Authority
116
Civil Aeronautics
116
117
Civil Service Commission
Commission --------- 84,
84, 117
Commerce, Department of --------193
Commerce,
193
District of Columbia
85,
Columbia-------85, 311,
311, 635
635
Employees' Compensation
Compensation CommisEmployees'
Commis594
sion -----------------------594
Federal Communications
Federal
Communications Commission
118
sion-----------------------118
Federal Power Commission
Commission ------- _
124
Federal
124
Federal Security
Federal
Security Agency
Agency ------------ 580
580
Federal
Federal Trade Commission
Commission -------- _
124
124
General Accounting
General
Accounting Office --------131
Interior, Department
Department of the ___ 409,
409, 642
642
Interstate Commerce
Commerce Commission
Commission_- __
133
Justice, Department of
of -------200, 644
_ 200,
644
Labor, Department
Department of --_---------- 575
575
Library of
476
of Congress
Congress- -------------476
National Advisory Committee
Committee for
Aeronautics -----------------134
Aeronautics
134
National Archives----------------- 135
135
National Labor Relations
84,
Relations Board
Board ----84,
595, 1037
National
Mediation Board-----_-Board
85,
National Mediation
85, 596
National Railroad Adjustment
Adjustment Board_
596
596
National Youth Administration_
National
Administration-_ _ 591, 1035
Navy Department
Department -------------- 33,
33,
290, 296, 297,
297, 883,
883, 973
973
Department ------- __-71
Post Office Department
71
Railroad Retirement
597
Railroad
Retirement Board
Board--______597
Securities and Exchange
Exchange Commission_
Commission136
Smithsonian Institution
Institution ---- __-__136
State, Department of ------------182
182
Tariff Commission
137
Commission----------------137
Tax Appeals, Board of
114
of__-------__114
Treasury
Department -------Treasury Department
57,
57, 90, 1045
*Veterans'
,Veterans' Administration
Administration ----------140
140
War Department
Department-------- 23, 352, 603,
603, 604
604
Office
112
White House Office-------------.
112
Prison Camps,
Camps, appropriation
appropriation for maintemaintenance, etc ----------------------_
205
205
Prison Industries Reorganization AdminAdmincontinuance of----------istration, continuance
of
229
229

Prisons, Bureau of.
of. See Justice, DepartDepartment of.
Prize-Fight Films,
shipments of,
subject
Prize-Fight
Films, shipments
of, subject
etc., laws ---------------to State, etc.,
Officers, U. S.
Courts:
Probation Officers,
S. Courts:
Appropriation for
expenses_
Appropriation
for salaries
salaries and
andexpenses_
Attorney General,
General, failure to
Attorney
to comply
comply with
certain orders
orders of
of -------.---- _-- Salary limitations
limitations -----------------service on United
United States
in foreforeProcess, service
States in

Page
Page

686
686
210
210
210
210
210
210

closure
actions-------------------closure actions
234
234
Processing and Related
Processing
Related Taxes,
Taxes, appropriaappropriation for refund of --------------- _ 61,
61, 62
Processing Tax Board of Review,
Review, United
United
States, appropriation
62
appropriation for
for---------_
62
Proclamations. See under President
President of
Proclamations.
of the
United States.
Produce Agency
Agency Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for enenforcement ---------------------- _
556
forcement
556
Production Control Committees,
InterCommittees, International,
563
national, appropriation
appropriation for
for-------563
Productivity and
and Labor
Labor Costs
Industry,
Productivity
Costs in
in Industry,
studies of,
249
of, authorized
authorized-------------249
Appropriation authorized
249
authorized -----------249
Appropriation
Appropriation for-for
-------------- 1043
1043
Fisheries," in"Products of American
American Fisheries,"
interpretation
305
terpretation _--------------------305
Provo River Project, Utah, appropriation
Provo
appropriation
for construction------------------construction
436
436
Public Buildings. See also
also Public BuildAdministration under
under Federal
ings Administration
Federal
Works Agency.
Agency.
Contracts
Contracts for repair, etc.,
etc., wage rates of
of
laborers and mechanics
399
mechanics-----------399
Title to sites for, opinion of Attorney
Attorney
General on validity
19, 1083
General
validity of--------- 19,
1083
Public Buildings
Buildings Acts, appropriation
appropriation for
for
carrying out provisions of --------125
125
Public Buildings
Buildings Administration.
See
Agency.
Federal Works Agency.
Public Buildings
Buildings Appropriation Act of
of
amount author1938, Federal, total amount
ized for construction increased
increased -----633
633
Public Contracts:
Assignment of claims under. See AsAssignment of Claims Act of 1940.
1940.
Suspension of designated
designated stipulations
stipulations
for, authorized
authorized ---------681
_-----_
681
Wages of laborers and mechanics,
mechanics, comcomputation ---------------------884
putation
884
Service. See Treasury DePublic Debt Service.
partment.
Employment Offices,
Public Employment
Offices, appropriation
appropriation
for grants to States for ---------- _
589
589
Public Health, International Office of, ap-

Appropriation
Appropriation for administrative
administrative expenses, authorized-----------authorized
-229
Prison-Made Goods:
Goods:
Collection of information concerning
concerning_ _
401
Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
authorized ---------402
Appropriation
Appropriation for -------------1043
Report to Congress
402
Congress---------------402
Transportation
Transportation in interstate
interstate commerce_ 1134
Prisoners, Federal:
Appropriation for support
Appropriation
support in
in nonnonFederal institutions
institutions ---------Federal
_ 206,
206, 645
645
propriation
propriation for contribution------__
contribution
187
_ 187
692
Indigent, discharge
discharge of
of--------------692 Public Health Service:
Service:
Parole, violation of, retaking
retaking of prisonprisonAppropriation
584,1033
Appropriation for -------.----_
584,
1033
ers, etc ----------------.---- 692
692
Biologic products, regulation of sale,
Biologic
sale,
Transfer
cerain instances
Transfer of, in certain
175
instances ------175
etc ---------------------.-586
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Page
Public Health Service-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Appropriation
Disease and sanitation
sanitation investigations.
investigations..
587
587
District of Columbia, mosquito control, transfer of funds authorized
314
ized------------------------314
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act,
Emergency
1941,
expenses.. -__ 617
1941, administrative expenses
Epidemics, prevention
of
Epidemics,
prevention of----------585
Hospitals, maintenance,
Hospitals,
maintenance, etc
etc--------585
Mental
Hygiene, Division of-------of
Mental Hygiene,
586
Miscellaneous expenses
584, 1033
Miscellaneous
expenses--------- 584,1033
National Cancer
Cancer Institute --------587
National Institute of Health ------585
National
Public-health work, grants to States
Public-health
for
587
for------------------------687
Quarantine
Quarantine service
service------------- 585,586
85, 586
Venereal
Diseases, Division
Division of
586
Venereal Diseases,
of-----586
Commissioned officers, limitation on
Commissioned
number
584
number-----------------------Ellis Island Immigration
Immigration Station,
Station, use
of hospitals at
585
at----------------restriction on ruse
Hospitals, restriction
'use for quaretc., of funds
antine service,
service, etc.,
appropriated
for
585
appropriated for---------------Mines, Bureau of, details to --------444
Non-civil-service appointments
appointments outside
Non-civil-service
D. C., exemption from restrictionsrestrictions_ 1033
assignment of officers
officers to,
Prison Service, assignment
authorized; transfer of funds-----funds
205
authorized;
Sayers, Royd
R., authorized
authorized to
to be DiSayers,
Royd IL,
rector of Bureau of Mines -------444
rector
officers
Standards, National Bureau of, officers
detailed
available for
detailed to, funds available
expenses
195
expenses----------------------Veterans'
transfer of
Administration, transfer
Veterans' Administration,
funds
140
authorized ---------funds from, authorized
Public-Health Work, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Public-Health
grants to States------------------States
587
grants
Public Lands.
Lands. See
See also
also Interior,
Interior, DepartDepartPublic
ment of the.
Alaska, lease or sale of certain,
certain, authorized
1191,
1192
ized---------------------1191, 1192
Arkansas, acquisition
acquisition by U. S. of lands
Arkansas,
in
Ozark and Ouachita National
in Ozark
Forests
erosion,
minimize soil erosion,
Forests to minimize
etc.,
authorized
46
etc., authorized----------------Classification
Classification as to mineral character,
etc.,
appropriation for---------for
440
44C
etc., appropriation
Coronado National
National Forest, Ariz.,
Ariz., proCoronado
tection of
along CataCatatection
of scenic values
values along
lina Highway------------------Highway
52
52
lina
preference right to
to
Florida, grant
grant of preference
purchase certain,
certain, authorized
authorized ----861
purchase
Hawaii, reamortization
indebtedness
reamortization of indebtedness
Hawaii,
of
homesteaders authorizedauthorized_
345
345
of certain
certain homesteaders
Metropolitan Water
Water District
District of
of SouthSouthMetropolitan
ern
leasing of
of certain
certain to,
to,
California, leasing
ern California,
for extraction
extraction of sodium chloride_chloride_ _-- 745
745
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Michigan,
Michigan, issuance of patents
patents for certain
certain
Monroe County
County -------959
tracts in Monroe
959
Military service, protection
Military
protection of rights
rights of
of
persons in --------------------- 1186
1186
Opening to entry of newly irrigated,
preference
preference -------------------439
of
Payments to States from proceeds of
sales
412
sales-------------------------412
Plaquemines Parish, La., grant of easeeasePlaquemines
ment for
pipe lines
lines in,
in, authorized
authorized -__ 386
ment
for pipe
386
Reclamation projects on, development
development of
Reclamation
farm units
units--------------------402
402
Roads through,
through, appropriations
appropriations authorauthorized for ----------------------869
869
Public-Lands
Highways, appropriation
appropriation for
Public-Lands Highways,
construction,
129
construction, etc
etc----------------Public Roads Administration.
Administration. See FedWorks Agency.
eral Works
Agency.
Public Salary Tax Act of
of 1939, AmendAmendment, deficiency
exempdeficiency in income tax, exemption from penalty in certain
527
certain cases__....
cases--..
527
Public Works Administration.
Administration. See Federal Works Agency.
Agency.
Public Works
Works Administration
Administration AppropriaAppropriation Act of 1938, Amendment,
Amendment, availability of certain funds continued..
_
633
continued --Pueblo Indians, N. Mex.:
Mex.:
Pueblo
Appropriation
systems_ 419, 422
Appropriation for irrigation systemsSanta Ana Pueblo, exchange
exchange of lands
with University of New Mexico_
__ 253
Mexico--Hurricane Relief, appropria
Puerto Rican Hurricane
appropria-tion
administrative expenses
459
tion for administrative
expenses ----459
Puerto Rico:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forAcquisition of
of land for
for military
military purAcquisition
poses-----------------------poses
25
Camp Buchanan,
Buchanan, enlargement
enlargement of-_
of.. _
25
Agricultural experiment
experiment stations
stations_- _-_- 536
Agricultural
536
Extension work ---------------537
Air Corps, construction of temporary
24
shelter
shelter----------------------American seamen,
seamen, relief of shipwrecked --------------------186
186
wrecked
Gasoline
storage
361
Gasoline and
and bomb
bomb storage--------361
Vocational education
education -------------583
Citizenship, acquisition of, by certain
certain
persons born in_
in --------.----1148
persons
District court for, rules of procedure,
procedure,
etc., in
etc.,
in U.
U. S. district courts made
22
applicable to
to----------.......
applicable
General Depot,
conDepot, appropriation
appropriation for conGeneral
etc., authorized-.--...
authorized
704
struction, etc.,
Minimum wageswages—
Minimum
Home workers,
establishment of miniworkers, establishment
Home
616
mum piece
piece rates
mum
rates for,
for, etc
etc------Industry committees
committees to
recommend,
to recommend,
Industry
615
appointment authorized
authorized ------615
appointment
Superseding of certain provisions reSuperseding
616
616
lating to
to-----------------
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improvement authorauthorSan Juan
Juan Harbor,
Harbor, improvement
ized ------------.------....-1199
. 1199
Sugar, direct-consumption
quota -----1178
direct-consumption quota
1178
Department, appropriation
for
War Department,
appropriation for
acquisition
acquisition of land -------------..
361
361
Puerto Rico Reconstruction Administration:
Appropriation
Appropriation for ---- _--_---615
------615
Construction
limitation -------615
Construction costs,
costs, limitation
615
Puget Sound,
Wash.:
Sound, Wash.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Naval Ammunition
Ammunition Depot, construcconstruc879
tion work,
work, etc
etc------ ------- 281,
281, 879
work, etc_
282,
Navy Yard,
Yard, construction
construction work,
etc -__
282,
607, 877
Pulaski, Casimir (Gen.),
President auPulaski,
(Gen.), President
authorized
thorized to invite observance
observance of
anniversary
anniversary of death
231
death-------------231
Purchases Without Advertising,
consolidaAdvertising, consolida1109
tion of provisions
provisions----------------1109
Repeal of designated provisions -----1111
1111
Purnell Act, appropriation to
proto carry
carry pro535
visions into effect
effect---------------__
535
Put in
in Bay,
Bay, Ohio,
conveyance to
State of
of
Ohio, conveyance
to State
U. S. Fish Hatchery
at._ 233
233
Hatchery property
property at---Puyallup Indian Tribal School
School Property,
Tacoma, Wash.,
for
Tacoma,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
acquisition
acquisition of, for Indian
Indian sanatorium
sanatorium
purposes
purposes ------ ----------------_
431
431
Puyallup Indians, Wash.,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation
for cemetery upkeep
upkeep --------------- 428
428
Pyramid Lake Indians, Nev.,
appropriaNev., appropriation for irrigation systems ---------422
422
Pyramid Lake Irrigation
Pyramid
Nev.,
Irrigation Project,
Project, Nev.,
appropriation for ----------.-----.
appropriation
419
419
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Quantico,
Quantico, Va.:
Va.:
Appropriation
for-Appropriation forMarine BarracksBarracks—
Construction work,
. 281,
work, etc
etc -------.
281, 881
881
Schools,
and operation
Schools, care and
operation ..---- _ 286
286
Marine Corps Flying
construcFlying Field, construction work, etc -------------607,
880
607,880
Exchange
Exchange of lands at,
Richmond,
at, with
with Richmond,
Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg and Potomac
RailPotomac Railauthorized ------ 53,
road Company authorized
221
53, 221
Naval
Naval aviation facilities, construction
construction
of, appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized ----400
400
Quantico Naval Reservation,
Va., conveyconveyReservation, Va.,
ance of portion of, to State, authorauthorized-------------------.------.--.
ized
232
232
Quapaw Agency,
appropriation for
Agency, Okla,
Okla, appropriation
for
tuition of
pupils-----.-----of Indian pupils
425
425
Quarantine Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriationfor....
for-- 585, 586
Quartermaster
Quartermaster Carps.
Corps. See
DepartSe War Department.

Quinaielt
Wash.:
Quinaielt Indians,
Indians, Wash.:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forPayment
Payment to attorneys
attorneys of
certain,
of certain,
authorized -----------___-____
authorized
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for ---Support, etc --------------__.___
Quinn, Reverend Francis
Francis X.,
X., appropriation
appropriation
for
for medal
medal for --- ____.--.__.-____Quonset Point,
Point, R.
Quonset
R. I.:
I.:
Naval Air Station, appropriation
for
appropriation for
construction
construction --- _____-_____---facilities, construction
construction
Naval aviation
aviation facilities,
of, appropriation
appropriation authorized
authorized -----
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construction
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of post office
increased----------- 633
Radio-Monitoring Stations:
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Appropriation for relocation, etc.,
Appropriation
of__ _ 1032
1032
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Purchase of site in
Massachusetts for,
in Massachusetts
for,
authorized---------------------504
authorized
504
Radio Office,
Office, Inter-American, appropriaappropriation for
187
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contribution -- _----------187
Radio Requirements for
for Great Lakes,
Lakes, etc.,
etc,
Navigation, extension
of time
time for
for
Navigation,
extension of
54
report on
on -----------------------54
Radio Union, International
Scientific, apInternational Scientific,
appropriation for
contribution -------188
for contribution
188
Railroad Adjustment
Adjustment Board, National,
apNational, appropriation for
85,
596
for ---------------85, 596
Railroad-Grade-Crossing Hazards,
elimiHazards, elimiappropriations authorized_
nation of, appropriations
869
authorized_
869
Railroad Retirement Act of
of 1935:
1935:
AmendmentsAmendments—.
"Carrier," limitation
limitation on
785
"Carrier,"
on term
term------785
"Employee,"
"Employee," limitation on term--term
786
-786
rendered outside
excluService rendered
outside U.
U. S.,
S., exclusion of
264
of certain
certain ---------------264
Benefits, adjustment
of erroneous
erroneous payadjustment of
payments
1100
ments --------.-------------1100
Data needed in effecting provisions
provisions of,
of,
acquisition --------.----------acquisition
1088
1088
Railroad Retirement Act
Railroad
Act of 1937:
Amendments—
AmendmentsBenefits, adjustment of erroneous
payerroneous payments ------------ __--1100
---1100
Compensation, longevity,
Compensation,
longevity, etc.,
servetc., serv1100
ices excluded
excluded ---------------- 1100
"Employee," limitation on term
"Employee,"
786
term- - 786
"Employer," limitation
"Employer,"
limitation on term.---term
785
785
Military service, inclusion of, for anannuity
purposes --------------1014
nuity purposes
1014
Appropriation authorized
authorized -------- 1017
1017
Service rendered
rendered outside U.
excluU. S.,
3., exclusion
certain
264
sion of
of certain--_
_____--------264
Data needed
needed in effecting
effecting provisions of,
of,
acquisition --------------.-acquisition
1088
_1088
Railroad Retirement Board:
Railroad
Appropriation for------...-----...596
596
Railroad retirement
retirement account-------account
597
597
~----_
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tion Act, 1920, Amendments;
Amendments; TransTransCitizenship requirements,
598
Data
needed in
provisions of
portation
portation Act of 1940.
effecting provisions
Data needed
in effecting
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Acts, acquisiBridges, relocation,
relocation, etc., of certain.---certain
502
Railroad
acquisi502
Federal control, reopening of
tion -.-----------------1088
of filed claims
claims
Division of Disbursement, Treasury
deficits ----1227
for reimbursement
reimbursement of deficits
1227
Department,
transfer of funds to,
Foreign, operation
operation of vessels by, enterForeign,
Department, transfer
S----304
ing U. S
-----------_
----authorized ------------57
authorized
304
Transportation of merchandise
Nominations for appointment,
appointment, Senate
Transportation
merchandise beNominations
tween U. S.
S. ports, restriction
restriction __305
tween
approval required ----------598
305
Loans,
etc., by Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance
Non-civil-service appointments,
appointments, restricLoans, etc.,
Finance
Non-civil-service
tion on
597
Corporation,
increase of total
on-----------------------Corporation,
597
amount authorized
573
amount
authorized -------______
withinPromotions, administrative within573
Wrecking
attempting to wreck
wreck trains,
Wrecking or attempting
grade, restrictions on --------- 597, 598
grade,
etc., operated by; penalty ------255
Purchases
advertising-------- 1109
Purchases without advertising
Jurisdiction of State courts not imJurisdiction
Salary restriction-------------------restriction
597
paired
paired----------------------256
Transfer of funds to certain Treasury
Treasury
Railway Labor Act,
Amendments:
Railway
Act, Amendments:
Department
appropriations
Department
appropriations au"Carrier,"
785
"Carrier," limitation on term -------thorized ---------------------60
thorized
60
"Employee,"
term
786
"Employee," limitation on
on term------786
Unemployment insurance,
Unemployment
insurance, administraadministraService:
Railway Mail Service:
tion, etc.,
etc., by. See Railroad
Railroad UnemAppropriation
73, 649
Appropriation for ---------.-----ployment
Insurance Act, Amendployment Insurance
Transportation
expenses
employees
Transportation
expenses
of
employees
ments.
when transferred,
transferred, allowance
__
571
when
allowance for..
for-_571
Railroad Retirement Board Building,
Building, apapRainey
Dam,
lock
at
Alton,
Rainey
Dam,
and
dam
Il.,
propriation
land
for acquisition
acquisition of land
propriation for
designated as Henry
Henry T. Rainey Dam -_
220
designated
construction ---------- _-----127
and construction
127
Mo., time extended for bridging
Randolph,
Mo.,
Limit of cost of construction
increased_ _
633
construction increased
Missouri River
River atat ------------ 156, 245
Railroad Unemployment
Unemployment Insurance Act,
Act,
Range Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation
Range
appropriation for__
for-548
Amendments:
Amendments:
Raritan
River,
N.
Raritan
N. J., improvement
improvement authorauthorAdministration
transfer of desigAdministration fund, transfer
ized _---___---------_-------____
1199
1199
account_ _ 1099
nated excess to insurance account__
Reclamation,
of. See Interior,
Reclamation,
Bureau
of.
Benefits -------------------------1095
Department of the.
Definitions—
DefinitionsReclamation Act,
Act, irrigation, suspension of
1095
Base year
year-----------------------residence
requirement as to persons
residence requirement
year -----------------1095
Benefit yearservice
in military service--------------1189
1095
Day of unemployment
unemployment-----------Reclamation Laws,
Laws, inapplicability
inapplicability of exEmployment ------------------1094
1094
Employment
cess land provisions to designated
designated
Qualified employee -------------1097
Qualified
1219
1219
districts
-----------------------Registration period------------period
1094
Registration
Reclamation Projects. See also
also Water
Water
Remuneration
1094
Remuneration------------------Conservation
Conservation and Utilization ProjDenied claims, hearings, etc ------1098
Denied
ects.
1097
conditions
1097
Disqualifying conditions------------Farm units on public lands under, deFarm
1094
Effective
1094
Effective dates
dates of
of provisions
provisions --......
402
velopment of.--...----....
--velopment
"Employee,"
786
term-----"Employee," limitation on term
Reclamation Work:
Reclamation
"Employer,"
term
785
"Employer," limitation on term-----Consulting engineers, etc.,
etc., employment
employment
Consulting
Local lodge and employee representative
representative
authorized
148
authorized-------------------1094
services, exclusion-------------exclusion
1094
Compensation -----------------149
1097
Qualifying
condition
Qualifying condition
1097
..----------Retired Army or Navy
Navy officers,
officers, emRailroad
Railroad Retirement Board, powers and
149
authorized
ployment authorized----------duties
-_-------.------.--__._- 1099
1099 Reconstruction Finance Corporation:
Corporation:
Employees of, acquisition
acquisition of civilEmployees
Agriculture,
Department of, advances
Agriculture, Department
service
1099
service status -----------.--.1099
for rural rehabilitation
rehabilitation loans, auRegistration
unemployed employRegistration of unemployed
614
thorized;
etc
614
conditions, etc--------thorized; conditions,
ees ----------...---- -___-1099
1099
123
Appropriation
for---------------Appropriation for
Returns of compensation
1099
compensation...---......
1099
Arms,
ammunition, etc.,
profinancing proetc., financing
Arms, ammunition,
of funds,
States unable to effect transfer of
duction of---------------------of
573
duction
etc., time
time allowance
allowance for, authorizedauthorized_
741
741
etc.,
Payment for, in advance
advance of delivery,
Textual corrections----------------corrections
193470-41—PT.
I--85
193470°-41-PT. i-85
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Capital stock,
of,
retirement of,
partial retirement
stock, partial
Capital
authorized
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572
authorized---------------------Continuance of functions
574
functions------------Continuance
Defense program,
program, loans, plant construcDefense
tion, etc
573
etc----------------------Dividends
payment
from earnings, payment
Dividends from
authorized
572
authorized--------------------Federal
home-loan banks,
purchase of
banks, purchase
Federal home-loan
stock authorized
572
stock
authorized---------------Federal Housing
Administration, funds
Housing Administration,
Federal
advanced
for
available for
amount available
to, amount
advanced to,
payment
of losses
under insurlosses under
payment of
ance
121, 631
121,631
ance----------------------Highways, financing
financing of right-of-way
right-of-way
Highways,
871
acquisitions
acquisitions ------------------Loans,
advances, etc., extension of
of maLoans, advances,
turity
573, 956
date------------------ 573,956
turity date
Railroads,
commitments to,
Railroads, loans and commitments
increase of total amount authorized
573
ized------------------------Strategic and critical materials, financStrategic
ing
production, etc.,
etc., of --------573
ing production,
Payment for,
for, in advance of delivery,
delivery,
Payment
authorized
574
authorized ------------------Strategic and critical
critical minerals,
minerals, loans for
Strategic
development
deposits of, authordevelopment of deposits
897
ized
897
ized------------------------Treasury
Transfer of funds to certain Treasury
Department
appropriations authorDepartment appropriations
60
ized
ized--------------------------Reconstruction
Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act,
Amendments:
Amendments:
WashingtonExport-Import
Bank of Washington—
Export-Import Bank
Lending authority increased ------961
Outstanding
increase auobligations, increase
Outstanding obligations,
thorized -------------------962
Western Hemisphere,
Hemisphere, countries
countries of,
Western
961
loans to
to---------------------Railroads, purchase
purchase of
obligations;
of obligations;
Railroads,
955
etc----------------------loans, etc
property financed,
financed, etc., by
Title to property
Corporation ----------------955
Corporation
Corporation MortReconstruction Finance Corporation
gage Company,
for.--___
appropriation for
gage
Company, appropriation
photographGovernment, photographU. S. Government,
Records, IT.
etc., of:
ing, etc.,
Admissibility
evidence -----------Admissibility in evidence
Disposition of original records
records-------Shingles, investigations
investigations with
Cedar Shingles,
Red Cedar
respect to; imposition of duty on,
respect
etc ------------------------transportation of
Red Cross, American, transportation

123
123

959
959
958
958

708

supplies, etc.,
etc., to
belligerent states--states_ ___ 7,
7, 611
supplies,
to belligerent
611
Permission of blockading
blockading power required-----------------------611
quired
Red Hill. See Patrick Henry National
Monument.
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appropriation for school
Red Lake, Minn., appropriation
facilities ----------------------1041
facilities
Red Lake
Minn.,
Chippewa Indians, Minn.,
Band, Chippewa
Lake Band,
Red
capita payment
payment to
1103
--------per capita
Red Lake
Lake Hospital, Minn.,
appropriation
Minn., appropriation
Red
426
for ----------------------------Red
Lake Indians, Minn.:
Red Lake
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Construction
buildings
431
repair of
of buildings_
and repair
Construction and
Construction
etc
417
417
Construction of homes, etc---------Red River:
Denison Reservoir, Tex. and Okla., pur1200
declared-----------------pose declared
Oklahoma,
.payment to, from oil and gas
Oklahoma,,payment
royalties,
412
412
south half ----------royalties, south
Reformatories, appropriation
appropriation for mainReformatories,
tenance, etc-------------------etc
205,645
205, 645
tenance,
Refugee
evacuation from war
Refugee Children, evacuation
vessels
866
zones by American vessels---------Refugees,
Refugees, purchase of agricultural, etc.,
authorized _--___----627
supplies for,
for, authorized
Appropriation for
627
for-------------Appropriation
Report to Congress
627
----......-----.
Refugees, International
Committee on
on
Refugees,
International Committee
651
----Political, appropriation
appropriation for-for
Political,
Registration
Miens. ,
RegisSee Alien RegisRegistration of Aliens.
tration Act, 1940.
1940.
tration
Foreign-Controlled, etc.,
etc.,
Registration of Foreign-Controlled,
Organizations
1201
Organizations-----------------AppropriaEmergency Relief AppropriaRelief. See Emergency
1941.
tion Act,
Act, 1941.
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No. III-----------III
1231
Agriculture,
Department ofof—
Agriculture, Department
Agricultural
AdministraAdjustment AdministraAgricultural Adjustment
consolidation of Division of
tion, consolidation
Marketing and Marketing
AgreeMarketing AgreeMarketing
Marketing
ments into Surplus Marketing
ments
Administration
1232
Administration------------Commodities CorFederal Surplus Commodities
poration, consolidation
consolidation into SurMarketing Administration_
Administration--_ 1232
plus Marketing
Surplus Marketing
Marketing Administration,
Administration,
Surplus
consolidation
designated ofconsolidation of designated
fices into
1232
------------fices
into---Civil Aeronautics
Authority, transfer
transfer of
Aeronautics Authority,
functions
Administrator of Civil
functions to Administrator
Aeronautics -1233
---Aeronautics
-----date-----_-------Effective date
231
Funds, transfer
1233
transfer of
of-----------1233
provisions
General provisions-----------Department of the—
theInterior, Department
conBiological Survey, Bureau of, consolidation into Fish and Wildsolidation
1232
Service
life Service-----------------Fish
and Wildlife Service,
Service, consolidaconsolidaFish and
tion of
of designated
designated bureaus
bureaus into;
tion
administration,
1232
administration, etc ----------consolidation
of, consolidation
Fisheries, Bureau of,
into
1232
Service__-- 1232
into Fish and Wildlife Service__
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Interior, Department
Department of the—Con.
the-Con.
Records, property,
property, and personnel, transtransGeneral
General Land Office, Recorder
Recorder of,
of,
fer of
of -----------fer
_____________
1237
abolishment of office of ___---_
abolishment
123'
State,
1232
State, Department
Department of, transfer of
Labor, Department
Department of, abolishment
abolishment of
of
Dominican Customs
Dominican
Customs Receivership
Receivership
designated
designated offices in Immigration
Immigration
1234
to --------------- ----------- 1234
Naturalization Service
and Naturalization
Service ____1233
Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, transfer to, of
Records, property,
property, and personnel, transtransapproval
approval of compromises
compromises under
under
fer of -----------_______._____
1233
1233
Federal Alcohol Administration
Administration
Treasury Department—
DepartmentAct
Act --........
..------------. 1234
1234
Secretary, abolishment
Assistant Secretary,
abolishment of an
Reorganization Plan No. V--_--------_
V
1238
1238
office of; transfer of functions_
functions-_-__ 1232
Effective
1232
Effective date ---------------------230
Federal Alcohol Administration,
Administration, abolFunds, transfer of _----__--------__ 1238
1238
ishment of ------------------Department of, transfer
1232
Justice, Department
transfer of ImFiscal Assistant Secretary, appointmigration
migration and Naturalization
Naturalization ServServment, duties, etc --------_____
ice to ------------1231
1238
__---------1238
Fiscal Service, consolidation
consolidation of desigRecords,
Records, property,
property, and personnel,
personnel, transnated offices into; composition_
composition -_-_ 1231
fer of - _-------------------._
1238
-1238
Functions transferred
to -------Functions
transferred to
1232 Reparation Orders. See Perishable
AgriPerishable AgriInternal Revenue,
Revenue, Bureau
Bureau of, funccultural Commodities Act,
1930.
1930.
tions of Federal Alcohol AdminisRepatriation. See Citizenship and NatuRepatriation.
transferred to---_____to
tration transferred
1232
ralization; Nationality Act of 1940.
1940.
Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No.
No. IV-------_----IV
Reserve Officers'
1234 Reserve
Officers' Training Corps, Army:
Commerce, Department of—
Commerce,
ofAdditional
Additional students in designated
units,
designated units,
Safety Board, transfer
transfer to
Air Safety
to-- ____
1235
restriction on
375
1235
restriction
on------------------375
Consolidation with Civil AeronauAeronauAlaska, University of, establishment
of
establishment of
tics Authority
Authority -- __---_______ 1235
unit at------------------------at
726
726
Civil Aeronautics
Aeronautics Authority, transfer
transfer
Appropriation
Appropriation for -_-----_27, 374, 874,
874, 970
970
to -----------.--------------Restriction
1235
Restriction on use of other funds_
funds- _
- ___ 376
376
Composition
------___---__---__
Horses, Army,
1236
Army, issue of -- _---..-----375
375
Weather Bureau, transfer
transfer to -------Weather
etc., units, limitation on num1236
Mounted, etc.,
Effective date ---Effective
____--_--_____231
ber --------------------------375
375
Federal Security AgencyAgency—
Funds available
available for motor-transport
motor-transport
Columbia
Deaf,
Columbia Institution for the Deaf,
and tank units notwithstanding
notwithstanding
transferdo --------_--.---__-transferito
1237
limitation -------970
1237
limitation__
------ _
970
Food and Drug Administration,
Administration, transtransOfficers drawing
drawing pensions, restriction
Officers
restriction on
on
fer to; functions excepted----.excepted
pay to; surrender of pensions
1237
28
- 1237
pensions- - 28
Freedmen's Hospital, transfer to
to_- _-__ 1236
Uniforms,
Uniforms, etc.,
furnishing from
from War
etc., furnishing
Howard University, transfer to-----to
Howard
1237
Department surplus
surplus stocks
375
stocks------375
St. Elizabeths
Elizabeths Hospital, transfer to -_ 1236
1236 Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Naval:
Training Corps, Naval:
Funds, transfer of
of----- ------------1237
Appropriation for
expenses ---------268
Appropriation
for expenses
268
General provisions --------------General
1237
1237
Commissioned
officers, appointment
appointment to
to
Commissioned officers,
Heads of departments,
transfer of funcdepartments, transfer
Regular
Regular Navy
1023
Navy-----------------1023
tions of __-----1237
_.---------1237
-Naval Academy, appointments
appointments to,
Interior, Department
Department of the, transfer
transfer to,
from ------------ _.--------- - 277
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884
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884
Service -------_------__vation Service
1235
1235
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from surplus
Justice, Department
Department of, transfer
transfer to,
to, of
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stocks authorizedauthorized_ -- _-----------268
268
disbursement functions
certain disbursement
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of
Resettlement
1234
Resettlement
appropriation
for
Projects,
appropriation
for
U. S. marshals
marshals ----------------1234
liquidation and
and management-----__
management
565
_ 565
Department, transfer to, of cerLabor Department,
Resources
Board.
See
National
Resources
Planning
National
tain functions relating
relating to
payto wage
wage pay1236
Resources Planning
Planning Board.
ments on public construction
construction--___
1236
Retirement. See Alaska Railroad RetireRetirement.
RetireMaritime Commission,
Commission, transfer
transfer to, of
of
ment Act, Amendment;
1236
Amendment; Canal Zone,
nautical school functions
1236
functions -----__
Code amendments; Civil Service
Service RePost Office Department—
ReDepartmenttirement Act, Amendment.
Messenger functions,
Messenger
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interbuilding,
1235
of 1932, Amendment,
Amendment, postal
Revenue Act of
1235 Revenue
to
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certain funcfuncrate, local
rate,
local delivery
delivery of certain firstdisbursements, certain
tions of, transfer to
class matter
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to------------ 1234
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appropriation
376
--------------for
appropriation
10
National
Board_ _
Control Board_
Munitions Control
National Munitions
Scientific
International Council
Council of,
Unions, International
Scientific Unions,
first
Sesquicentennial
of
signing of first
signing
of
Sesquicentennial
188
appropriation
contribution
for contribution---_-appropriation for
U.
commission on
law, commission
patent law,
S. patent
U. S.
Scott,
Byron N.,
83
to---------payment to
N., payment
Scott, Byron
50
observance
of
of---------------observance
Sea
Food Inspectors
Act, appropriation
for
appropriation for
Inspectors Act,
Sea Food
Secretary
of
of State. See also State, DeSecretary
559
enforcement
enforcement--------------------partment of.
partment
Seacoast Defenses,
Defenses, appropriation
appropriation for_
___ 369,
for---Seacoast
Member of
National Munitions
Munitions Control
of National
Member
602,
02,969
60
10
Board
Board------------------------Seamen.
also Vessels.
Seamen. See also
Officials of
of foreign
governments, deforeign governments,
Officials
Citizenship certificates,
certificates, repeal of desigCitizenship
parture upon
failure to maintain
upon failure
parture
1058
nated
provisions---------------nated provisions
711
exempt
approval -------status, approval
exempt status,
Employment or discharge,
discharge, master's reEmployment
also InSecretary
of the Interior. See also
Secretary of
port
1200
port------------------------terior, Department
Department of the.
terior,
Exemptions
1201
Exemptions --------------------Bonneville
appointment of Asproject, appointment
Bonneville project,
Extension
of provisions by President
Extension of
sistant Administrator,
Administrator, chief engisistant
authorized
authorized ------------------ 1201
47
neer, and general counsel _-----Penalty
violation-------------- 1201
for violation
Penalty for
Barney Circle,
Commodore
Circle, D. C., waitCommodore Barney
Relief,
protection, etc.,
etc., abroad-------abroad
186
Relief, protection,
157
ing room,
etc., approval of plans_
__
plans. -room, etc.,
ing
Seattle, Wash.:
Wash.:
Seattle,
Member
Member of Board of Directors of Canal
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
724
Zone
Biological Area -----------..
Zone Biological
Air-mail
transportation to Juneau,
Juneau,
Air-mail transportation
Travel in
in the United
encourageUnited States, encourageTravel
Alaska ----------------------649
Alaska
ment
of, appointment
appointment of
of advisory
ment of,
68
Assay office
68
office--------------------Assay
773
committee
committee---------------------18E
Dispatch agency
185
agency-----------------Dispatch
also Navy
Secretary
Secretary of the Navy. See also
29(
Hydrographic office --------------290
Hydrographic
Department.
Naval Air
Station, construction
construction work,
Air Station,
Naval
awarding
Aircraft for national
Aircraft
national defense,
defense, awarding
607, 88(
etc
880
etc------------ ---------.45
--of contracts
for procurement
procurement of
of _
___
contracts for
of
Coast Guard depot,
depot, acquisition
acquisition of land
Coast
on
Report
Congress
quantity
conCongress
to
Report
24(
authorized
240
authorized -------------------45
tracts
bidder_
tracts with more than one bidderby
carved
Donation to,
to, of totem pole
Donation
Investigation of status of officers desigInvestigation
38(
Alaskan native
native CCC enrollees-...
enrollees
386
Alaskan
appointnated
specialized duty, appointnated for specialized
Naval
aviation facilities,
facilities, construction,
construction,
Naval aviation
531
ment
for
ment of board for-------------40(
appropriation authorized --------400
appropriation
531
Report
to
Congress
Congress---------------Report
Second Deficiency
Deficiency Appropriation Act,
Act,
Second
Munitions Control
Member
National Munitions
Member of National
1940.
Appropriation
Deficiency Appropriation
1940. See Deficiency
10
-------------Board
Board---------Act, 1940, Second.
Second.
also
Secretary of
of the Treasury. See also
Secretary
Second
Act of
of 1940. See RevRevenue Act
Second Revenue
Treasury
Department.
Treasury Department.
Second.
enue Act of 1940, Second.
Member of National Munitions Control
Control
Member
Second Supplemental
Defense
Supplemental National Defense
Second
10
10
Board
Board----------------------87'
872 Secretary
Act, 1941 ----------Appropriation Act,
also War DepartSecretary of War. See also
Secondary or Feeder Roads:
Roads:
Secondary
ment.
Appropriation
conAppropriation for Federal aid in conAircraft
awarding
Aircraft for national defense, awarding
129
12'
struction ----------------------struction
45
procurement ofof__- __
of contracts
contracts for procurement
868
86
Appropriations authorized
authorized ---------Appropriations
Congress on quantity conconReport to Congress
871
87
funds-----unexpended funds__
Availability of unexpended
_
Availability
45
biddertracts
with more
more than one bidder_
tracts with
Treasury
Secret
Service Division.
Division. See Treasury
Grave markers,
furnishing by, for use in
Secret Service
markers, furnishing
Grave
Department.
142
cemeteries ...--.-------.
Department.
certain cemeteries
ofalso AgriMember of—
Member
Secretary
of Agriculture.
Agriculture. See also
Secretary of
Canal Zone Biological Area, Board of
culture, Department of.
.......----724
Directors
Directors------Member of
Copal
of Board of Directors ,of Canal
,Member
Board.
10
Munitions
724
National
Munitions
Control
Board....
72
---------AreaZone
Biological
Area...,
•
Biologioal
Zone
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Selective Training and Service Act of Page
Secretary of War—Continued.
War-Continued.
Secretary
1940—Continued.
1940-Continued.
Special
anchorage areas, designation
designation
Special anchorage
Pay
Pay of enlisted men of Army and Marine
150
of,
authorized
150
of, authorized------------------895
Corps -----------------------Securities.
Securities. See Bonds, Securities, etc.;
894
892,894
Penalty
provisions---------------- 892,
Penalty provisions
Investment Advisers Act of 1940; InInvestment
897
Period
operation ----------------Period of operation
vestment Company
Company Act of 1940.
vestment
891
Personnel Division, establishment
establishment ---Personnel
Securities Act of
of 1933, Amendment,
Amendment, regisSecurities
890
--------------Physical
examinations
Physical
date;
tration
statement,
effective
date;
effective
statement,
tration
894
Purchases without
advertising -------without advertising
Purchases
amendments
857
amendments---------------------887
------for
basis
determination
Quotas,
Commission:
Securities
and
Exchange
Commission:
Exchange
Securities
890
Reemployment
Reemployment provisions -----------Appropriation for
136
for------------------Appropriation
Failure
of private
private employer
employer to comcomFailure of
Investment Advisers
Advisers Act of 1940. See
Investment
891
891
ply; remedial
action----------remedial action
ply;
separate
title.
separatetitle.
885
----------------------Registration
Registration
See
1940.
of
Investment
Company Act
Investment Company
887
887
Exemptions from-----------------from
Exemptions
separate title.
title.
separate
893
establishmentSelective
Service
establishment_
System,
Service
Selective
1109
-------Purchases without
advertising
1109
without advertising
Purchases
893
Appeal
boards------------------Appeal boards
Security Agency.
Federal Security
Security
Agency. See Federal
Security
893
Local
boards
boards---------------------Agency.
Agency.
896
provisions------------Separability
of provisions
Separability
for
Seed
Act,
Federal,
appropriation
enappropriation
Federal,
Act,
Seed
886
886
Service
period---------------------Service period
forcement
forcement----------------------- 86, 557
Soldiers'
and
Sailors' Civil Relief Act,
Sailors'
and
Soldiers'
Seed
Testing
Congress,
International,
apInternational,
Congress,
Testing
Seed
1918—
1918propriation for share of expenses
expenses_ --___ 557
propriation
Amendment—
AmendmentNinth
International,
appropriation
for
appropriation
Ninth International,
Installment
Installment contracts, termination
651
651
expenses
expenses----------------------•
896
agreements, etc------------etc
agreements,
eons
Seger,
George
N.,
payment
sons
and
to
payment
N.,
Seger, George
inExtension
of
benefits
to
persons
inbenefits
of
Extension
1031
1031
daughter
of
daughter of---------------------895
ducted ---------------------appropriation
Seismological Observations, appropriation
Seismological
896
Definitions
Definitions--------------------198
198
for
for----------------------------after
provisions
Inapplicability
after
of
885
Inapplicability
885
1940of
Selective
Training
and
Service
of
1940_
Act
Service
and
Selective Training
1191
designated date
date------------- 1191
designated
897
Appropriation authorized
authorized ------------ 897
Appropriation
896
---------provisions
Inoperative
provisions
Inoperative
966,970
970
966,
------------Appropriation
Appropriation for
890
on-----------Substitutes,
prohibition
on
prohibition
890
Substitutes,
890
on------------Bounties,
prohibition on
Bounties, prohibition
894
of-----Voluntary
acceptance of
Voluntary services, acceptance
890
training -__
Certificates
completion of training_
of completion
Certificates of
885
---------Volunteering
for
induction
Volunteering
Clerical, etc.,
etc., employees,
appointment
employees, appointment
Clerical,
891
891
----inducted
Voting,
persons
inducted
of
894
rights
Voting,
894
lawswithout
regard
to
civil-service
laws
_
civil-service
to
without regard
use
on
Western
Hemisphere,
restriction
restriction
Hemisphere,
Western
Communists, employment
employment of, in vacanvacanCommunists,
886
888
of
land forces
forces beyond -----------of land
892
892
cies caused
by induction
induction --------caused by
cies
for
appropriation
897
Field, Mich.,
for
Mich.,
897 Selfridge
Selfridge Field,
Conflicting
suspension---------laws, suspension
Conflicting laws,
361
361
889
authorized
889
authorized work at -------------Conscientious objectorsobjectors ------------Conscientious
888 Seminole
888
Seminole Indians, Fl.:
Fla.:
Deferments ---------------------Deferments
896
896
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Definitions
Definitions ------------------------541
Purchase
for--------------Director
of Selective
Purchase of beef for
Service, appointSelective Service,
Director of
428
893
428
893
--------Support,
etc
etc---------------------ment,
compensation,
etc
Support,
ment, compensation,
895,897 Seminole
Seminole Indians, Okla.:
Okla.:
Effective date
date-------------------- 895,897
Effective
887
887
Exemptions
Exemptions------------------------forAppropriation for—
Appropriation
428
German-American Bund
Bund members, emSupport, etc --------------------German-American
Support,
425
ployment
in vacancies
425
vacancies caused by
of, in
ployment of,
pupils
Tuition of pupils-----------------892
892 Senate. See
induction,
policy of Congress
Congress----induction, policy
Legislative
Congress;
Legislative
also
Senate. See also
887
887
Impartiality
selection -----------of selection
Impartiality of
Branch
Government.
of the Government.
Branch of
896
896
Notice
requirements--------------of requirements
Notice of
American
Exposition, appointNegro Exposition,
American Negro
Number of
of men
men to be selected and inment
of Member
auxiliary comcomNumber
to auxiliary
Member to
ment of
ducted;
___ 885,
889
885, 886, 889
220
etc---restrictions, etc_
220
ducted; restrictions,
mission
mission-----------------------preOrders
for products
products or materials, pmOrders for
ofAppointments
with
consent
of—
consent
Appointments with
892
892
cedence,
etc
cedence, etc-------------------1101
S------------- 1101
Customs Court, U. S
892
892
provisions----------------Penalty provisions
Emergency Relief
Appropriation Act,
Appropriation
Relief
Emergency
892
Taking
plants_ -_ 892
noncomplying plants
of noncomplying
over of
Taking over
625
1941,
positions at
more
at $5,000 or more1941, positions
Compensation for
employment
for use; employment
Compensation
United
under
Judges.
See
United
Judges
See
Judges.
892
892
standards
standards----------------States Courts.
886, 887
Pay, allowances,
allowances, etc--------------etc
886,887
Pay,
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Building—Continued.
Page
jenate Office
rage
Senate—Continued.
Senate-Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Appointments with
of-Con.
consent of—Con.
with consent
Appointments
Maintenance and repair
repair -- ___---473, 1031
Maintenance
Justice,
ofDepartment of—
Justice, Department
Police force
465
force----------------------Police
Antitrust
Division,
salaries
of
of
Division, salaries
Antitrust
202
Subway
473
transportation ------------Subway transportation
202
$7,500 or more------------more
$7,500
Police
Police force, details from, for duty on
Special
etc., at salaries
Special attorneys, etc.,
471
204
Capitol Grounds
Grounds --------------Capitol
204
of $7,500
or more
more---------$7,500 or
of
494
Seneca
Indians,
Y.,
appropriation
for
Y.,
appropriation
N.
Indians,
494
Seneca
Navy
Department,
Under
Secretary
Navy Department, Under Secretary__
432
432
fulfilling treaties with -------------893
Selective
Service, Director
Director of----of
Selective Service,
894
Sequoia
National
Forest,
Calif.,
acquisition
acquisition
Calif.,
Forest,
National
Sequoia
894
Employees, etc
etc------------Employees,
493
of lands for soil-erosion, etc., control_control_ _
402
Ships, Bureau
Chief ---------of, Chief
Bureau of,
Ships,
Sequoia
National Park, Calif.,
Calif., appropriaSequoia National
Transportation, board of investigaTransportation,
447
for administration,
administration, etc -------tion for
952
tion
research
tion and
and research------------Training School, TahleOrphan Training
Sequoyah Orphan
1224 Sequoyah
Under Secretary
of War
War _---------Secretary of
Under
quah, Okla., appropriation
appropriation for educaquah,
Appropriation for-----for
35, 462,
35,
462, 628, 1030
Appropriation
tion
Indians -----------------424
tion of Indians
Borah,
William E., payment to
Borah, William
Sanatorium, Okla.,appropriation
Okla., appropriation
Shawnee Sanatorium,
35 Shawnee
widow
of------------------widow of
for
426, 431
for-------------------------Chaplain
462
Chaplain------------------------extended for
for
Shawneetown, Ill., time extended
Clerical
1030 Shawneetown,
Clerical assistance ------------- 464, 1030
727
bridging Ohio River at -----------727
bridging
Committee
463, 1030
1030
employees ---------- 463,
Committee employees
Park, Va.,
Va., appropriaappropriaNational Park,
Shenandoah National
Contingent
Contingent expenses ----------- 465, 1030 Shenandoah
tion
administration, etc-------etc
447
tion for administration,
Room
463
Document Room-----------------appropriation for InCalif., appropriation
Sherman, Calif.,
Folding Room
465 Sherman,
Room-------------------dians, construction
repair of
construction and repair
dians,
Folding speeches
___ 628
pamphlets---speeches and pamphlets_
Folding
431
buildings
buildings-----------------------Gibson,
Ernest
W.,
payment
to
to
payment
W.,
Ernest
Gibson,
Riverside, Calif., apInstitute, Riverside,
daughter
628 Sherman Institute,
daughter of -----------------propriation
424
propriation for education of Indians_ _
628
Inquiries
investigations -------628
and investigations
Inquiries and
Miscellaneous,
Kitchens
35 Ship-Building Facilities, Miscellaneous,
35
and restaurants ---------Kitchens and
appropriation for
for ----------------- 607
appropriation
Logan,
payment to
3
of_
to widow of
M., payment
Logan, M. M.,
Shipping.
See Navigation;
Navigation;
Seamen;
Seamen;
Shipping.
Lundeen,
payment to widow
Lundeen, Ernest, payment
Transportation Act of 1940; Vessels.
Vessels.
Transportation
of
1030
103C
of-------------------------repeal of certain
certain proMileage
3, 462 Shipping Act, 1916, repeal
Mileage------------------------inconsistent with TransportaTransportavisions inconsistent
Pages
Pages -------------------------- 3, 628
950
1940------------------tion Act of 1940
Post Office ---------------------465
Department.
Salaries and mileage
462 Ships, Bureau of. See Navy Department.
mileage -------------Secretary,
462 Shohola, Pa., time extended for bridging
the----------Secretary, Office of the
Delaware River
River at
171
at---------------Sergeant
Arms and
Doorkeeper,
Delaware
and Doorkeeper,
at Arms
Sergeant at
Shoshone Indian Reservation, Wyo.,
Wyo., easeeaseOffice
103 Shoshone
Office of ----------------- 464, 1030
ments granted
granted to
to U. S. in connection
ments
Vice President, Office of the -------462
49
project- -_
Riverton reclamation
reclamation project__
with Riverton
Funeral expenses,
expenses, restriction on use of
Shoshone Indians, Wyo.:
Wyo.:
for
1031 Shoshone
funds for----------------------Wind River Reservation, expenditure
Nomination rejected by, restriction on
Nomination
tribal funds for purchase of
payment to
person after--------after
78, 212
212
of tribal
to person
payment
Patents, chairman
of Committee on,
land
land ----------------------642
chairman of
Patents,
Shoshone
Wyo.:
Shoshone Project, Wyo.:
member
observcommission on observof commission
member of
ance
Appropriation
for—
first
of first
ance of sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial of
Appropriation forConstruction
5(
Construction------------50
U. S. patent law ------------436
Operation
President pro tempore,
tempore, appointment
appointment of
_and maintenance
maintenance ----Operation and
434
Siam.
Siam. See Thailand.
Thailand.
Senators to U. S. Commission
Commission for
Senators
Celebration of Two Hundredth
Hundredth
Sick Leave,
designated nonLeave, exclusion of designated
Celebration
Anniversary of Birth of Thomas
work days from computation
computation of ---Anniversary
work
38
96( Signal
Signal Corps. See War Department.
Department.
Jefferson
Jefferson ------------------ -960
Presiding officer
officer of, member of U. S.
Systems, appropriation
appropriation for
Safety Systems,
Signal Safety
Presiding
investigations, etc
investigations,
etc-----------_--Commission for Celebration
Celebration of Two
Commission
132
132
Birth
Anniversary of
of Birth
Hundredth
Hundredth Anniversary
Silver Lake Harbor,
Harbor, N. C., improvement
improvement
authorized
96(
Jefferson -----------960
of Thomas Jefferson
authorized---..----------..-----1199
1199
Recess
appointees, confirmation;
confirmation; comcomRecess appointees,
Sioux Reservations, appropriation
Sioux
appropriation for
for
pensation
751
75]
pensation ---------------------payment to Indians
Indians of
of----------__.
432
Senate Ofice
Office Building:
Dak., appropriation
Sioux Sanatorium, S. Dak.,
Sioux
appropriation
for—
for
Appropriation forfor-- ------------...--.......--426
3!
Equipment
supplies
35 Sirovich,
Equipment and supplies---------Sirovich, William I,
I., payment to sister of
of. -83
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Social Security
Appropriation
for-Continued.
426
Appropriation for—Continued.
Grants to
States—
to StatesGrants
589
Blind, aid to
to------------------428
Blind,
428
Dependent children, aid to------to
589
Dependent
Old-age assistance
assistance -------------588
Old-age
Public employment
employment offices
offices -------589
Public
880
Unemployment compensation
compensation adUnemployment
782
ministration --------------588
Salaries
587
1199
Salaries and expenses ------------Treasury DeDivision
Disbursement, Treasury
of Disbursement,
Division of
partment,
transfer of funds to,
partment, transfer
1210
57
authorized
authorized--------------------Information relating to death of beneInformation
432
ficiaries, use of funds for procureprocureficiaries,
ment of
588
of--------------------ment
194
appropriaInterchange
designated appropriaInterchange of designated
Representatives
Representatives in Congress, apportiontions
589
tions------------------------ -162
ment -------------------------162
ment
Old-Age and
Insurance,
Survivors' Insurance,
and Survivors'
Old-Age
Sixth Judicial
Judicial Circuit,
appointment of adCircuit, appointment
Sixth
Bureau of,
reimbursement of emof, reimbursement
Bureau
219
ditional judge
judge authorized
219
authorized----------ditional
ployees for
expenses
588
traveling expenses----for traveling
ployees
Smelter
Smelter Fumes Controversy, United
advertising-------Purchases
without
advertising
1110
without
Purchases
for
States
and
Canada,
appropriation
appropriation
States and Canada,
Railroad
unemployment insurance,
insurance, time
Railroad unemployment
651
arbitration
of
arbitration of--------------------allowance
for
States
effect
to effect
unable
States
for
allowance
628
Smith,
Clyde
H.,
payment
widow
of
_
_
_
628
widow
to
Smith, Clyde H., payment
transfer
funds, etc.,
authorized_ _ 741
etc., authorized-of funds,
transfer of
638
of----Smith, Frances,
Frances, payment
payment of claim of
Smith,
Transfer
certain Treasury
Treasury
Transfer of funds to certain
Smithsonian
Institution:
Smithsonian Institution:
Department appropriations
appropriations authorDepartment
American
cooperation with,
republics, cooperation
American republics,
60
ized
ized------------------------- 57, 60
transfer
of funds
from Department
Department
funds from
transfer of
Unemployment compensation
compensation adminisUnemployment
652
State
of State-----------------------tration, payment
payment for postage in
tration,
136
Appropriation for------------------for
Appropriation
connection
589
with---------------connection with
National
137
Art-----------Gallery of Art
National Gallery
Building:
Board
Social
Building:
Security
Social
of
Board of
Regents, appointment
appointment to,
of Regents,
Board
Appropriation for
for acquisition
acquisition of land
Appropriation
Vannevar Bush
82
Bush---------------Vannevar
and
construction
127
construction---------------and
Canal
Biological Area, Board of
Zone Biological
Canal Zone
Limit of
cost of
of construction
construction increased-increased.. _ 633
of cost
Limit
Directors, designation
designation of Secretary
Directors,
Soil Conservation
Conservation and Domestic
Allotment
Domestic Allotment
724 Soil
as member
member of
of------------------as
Act:
Act:
111(
advertising ------Purchases without advertising
1110
Purchases
Amendments—
AmendmentsSnake River
River Pumping
Plant, Idaho, funds
Pumping Plant,
Snake
Federal Crop
Crop Insurance
Corporation,
Insurance Corporation,
Federal
-_ 435
continued
available for construction
construction _
continued available
transfer
of
funds
advances
advances to
for
funds
of
transfer
Snohomish Indian
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash.,
Indian Reservation,
Snohomlsh
producers
727
producers-------------------leasing
of
authorized
1057
authorized---------lands
of
leasing
deterNormal
yield,
corn,
or
wheat
yield,
Normal
6
42(
Soboba Hospital,
Hospital, Calif.,
for..
426
appropriation forCalif., appropriation
Soboba
727
mination
of ----------------mination of
Social
Act. See also
also Social SecuSecurity Act.
Social Security
216
Tenant
provisions
216
provisions----------------Tenant
rity
rity Board.
Appropriation
for carrying
provisions
carrying
for
Appropriation
forAppropriation
for—
Appropriation
86, 561
into
effect--------------- -- 86,561
into effect
Census
Census records, searching and supplyConservation Service. See AgriculAgriculSoil Conservation
191
information
1955 Soil
ing information--------------ture,
Department of.
ture, Department
58' 7
Disease and
and sanitation
sanitation investigations_
587
investigationsDisease
for--__-_ 545
Soil Investigations,
appropriation
appropriation for..
Investigations,
Soil
Grants
States—
Statesto
Grants
Soldiers'
and
Sailors'
Civil
Relief
Act,
1918:
ReliefAct,
Civil
Sailors'
Soldiers'and
3
571
Child-welfare
578
services----------Child-welfare services
Amendment—
Amendment3
571
for----Crippled
children,
services
for
578
children,
Crippled
Installment
contracts, termination
termination
Installment contracts,
57T3
Maternal
child health
578
serviceshealth services..
and child
Maternal and
896
agreements,
etc
etc--------------agreements,
8
57;
Maternal
and
child
welfare
578
welfare------child
and
Maternal
Benefits
of,
extended
to
reserve
Army
extended
of,
Benefits
7
58'
Public-health
587
work-------------Public-health work
components,
etc., ordered into
components, etc.,
Credit for
unemployment taxes
taxes
certain unemployment
for certain
Credit
active
service
860
----------------service
active
7
101'
of------ 1017
imposed
imposed under, allowance of
Inapplicability of provision after desInapplicability
Social
Social
Security
Board.
Sea
also
Social
See
Social Security Board.
1191
ignated date
1191
date---------------ignated
Security Act.
Act.
Security
Selective
Training
Service Act of
and Service
Training
Selective
1
Appropriation
for
631
63
587,
Appropriation for---------------1940,
persons inapplication to person
1940, application
Defense
selecting testing,
workers, selecting,
Defense workers,
895
ducted under
under-----------------ducted
I1
63
and
placement
631
and placement----------------

Sisseton
appropriation
Hospital, S. Dak., appropriation
Sisseton Hospital,
for
for----------------------------Sisseton
appropriation
Indians, S. Dak., appropriation
Sisseton Indians,
etc------------------for support, etc
Sitka, Alaska:
Naval
appropriation for
Air Station, appropriation
Naval Air
construction work,
work, etc----------etc
construction
Purchase of
of public
public utilities;
issue -_
utilities; bond issue_
Purchase
Sitka Harbor,
Harbor, Alaska,
Alaska, improvement
improvement auSitka
thorized
thorized------------------------Siuslaw
Oreg., addition
addition
National Forest, Oreg.,
Siuslaw National
of
certain lands to
to-------------- 14,
of certain
Six
Nations, N.
Y., appropriation
appropriation for fulN. Y.,
Six Nations,
filling
treaties with---------------with
filling treaties
Sixteenth Census:
Census:
Sixteenth
Appropriation
of --------expenses of
for expenses
Appropriation for
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Carolina-Continued.
louth Carolina—Continued.
Soldiers'
Relief Act, Page
Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief
Charleston Harbor,
improvement auHarbor, improvement
Charleston
1918—Continued.
1918-Continued.
1199
thorized
thorized---------------------Selective
Training and
Service Act
of
Act of
and Service
Selective Training
etc., of
Fishing
waters, etc.,
Fishing in territorial waters,
1940—Continued.
1940-Continued.
Atlantic Ocean,
compacts with
with
Ocean, compacts
Atlantic
896
Definitions
Definitions--------------------other States
States for regulation
of
261
regulation of----other
Inapplicability
after
provisions after
of provisions
Inapplicability of
Judicial
districts, divisions; terms of
Judicial districts,
designated date--------------date
1191
designated
344
etc
court, etc----------------------896
Inoperative provisions
provisions _---------Inoperative
Island, grant of certain lands
Sullivans Island,
Soldiers' and
Civil Relief
Act of
of
Relief Act
Sailors' Civil
and Sailors'
Soldiers'
to
S
260
to U. S----------------------:1178
1940 ------------------------1178
1940
Charleston, W. Va., ordnance
ordnance staSouth Charleston,
Allied forces,
with_ 1190 South
citizens serving with
U. S.
S. citizens
forces, U.
Allied
tion,
appropriation for operation of
tion, appropriation
Certificates as
as to
to service,
service, production
production as
Certificates
-school
274
school ---------------------etc
1190
evidence, etc-----------------Dakota:
South Dakota:
1179 South
Definitions
Definitions-----------------------Appropriation forfor—
1187
Appropriation
Desert-land
entries--.-------------Desert-land entries
Indians—
Indians1191
Duration
Duration------------------------Construction and repair of buildbuildConstruction
1179
General provisions-----------------provisions
General
ings
430
ings -------------------- 1187
Homestead
entries
Homestead entries-----------------Support, etc
etc --------415, 425, 426, 428
Support,
Repeal
of prior
act---------------- 1187
prior act
Repeal of
447
National Park --------Wind Cave National
Homestead
entrymen, leaves of absence
Homestead entrymen,
Farm
maintenance as amuseamuseFarm Island, maintenance
1189
labor-----------------for farm labor
refuge --__ 405
wild-game refuge_
ment park and wild-game
Income tax,
tax, deferment of collection-- -_ 1190
Income
Fort
appropriation for acquisiMeade, appropriation
Fort Meade,
Installment
contracts,
termination
termination
contracts,
Installment
361
tion
1182
of land
land-------------------tion of
agreements,
agreements, etc --------------interstate comLittle Missouri River, interstate
Insurance
1183
Insurance-----------------------pact for division of water supply
Interlocutory
orders, modification,
etc
1191
modification, etc_Interlocutory orders,
authorized
382
authorized------------------Irrigation, residence
residence requirements
requirements for
Irrigation,
Mount
Rushmore Memorial
1189
Memorial Act of 1938,
Mount Rushmore
securing
1189
for -------------securing water for
218
amendment
218
amendment ------------------Judgment
etc., protection
default, etc.,
in default,
Judgment in
1180 Southeast
Southeast Air Base, Fla.,
appropriation for
against
Fla., appropriation
against------------------------designated
361
suspension of designated
authorized work at
Mining claims, suspension
at---------------authorized
1188
requirements
1188 Southern Ute Indians,
requirements-----------------Indiana, Colo.,
Colo., appropriation
appropriation
Minors
Minors in military service, rights under
for irrigation
systems ------------- 422
irrigation systems
for
1189 Southern Ute Irrigation Project.
public-land, etc.,
etc., laws ---------public-land,
Project. Colo.,
Colo., apMissing persons,
persons, presumption
- __ 1191
-_
presumption as to _
Missing
propriation for ---.------------ -419
propriation
1182 Soybeans,
Mortgages ----------------------Mortgages
for_
Soybeans, establishment
establishment of standards
standards for..
765
provisions ------------- 1180, 1182
Penalty provisions
Spain:
1187
protection of rights ----lands, protection
Public lands,
to-----Appropriation for ambassador
183
ambassador to
Appropriation
118(
Relief, general
general -------------------1180
Relief,
Arms,
ammunition, etc., prohibition on
Arms, ammunition,
Rent, eviction, etc ---------------..
1181
Rent,
12
exportation to, repeal ----------1191
Saving clause ---... ---.. ----------Spanish-American
Spanish-American War:
118(
Taxes -------------------------..
1186
Taxes
Army volunteers
volunteers held in service after
Army
Undue advantage
1190
advantage ------------------ 119(
176
Apr.
certain----Apr. 11, 1899, relief of certain
Home, United States,
States, appropriaappropriaSoldiers' Home,
Appropriation
for-------------- 667, 1056
Appropriation for
50!
tion for-_-----for
509
----- _--------Regular
appropriation for payArmy, appropriation
Regular Army,
Sons
Reserve, loan or gift of
of Veterans Reserve,
Sons of
ment
104
----------------of
claims
ment
49:
condemned ordnance,
to
491
ordnance, etc., to-----condemned
Veterans,
sward
of
pensions
to,
deterdeterto,
of
pensions
award
Veterans,
49]
Sossa
to
495
Antonio, payment to---Sossa D, Jose Antonio,
301
serviceperiod of active service._
mination of period
Africa.
South Africa. See Union of South Africa.
Volunteers,
appropriation
payment
for
payment
appropriation
Volunteers,
South
Republics. See AmeriAmeriAmerican Republics.
South American
_--------- 104, 666
of claims -----.---Republics.
can Republics.
South
Boston Drydock,
Drydock, appropriation
appropriation for
South Boston
improvements authorized
authorized -----improvements
South Carolina:
Appropriation for Kings Mountain NaAppropriation
Park---------tional Military Park
bridge authorized
across
authorized across
Cashua Ferry,
Ferry, bridge
at-__-.----.
Great Pee Dee River at
Charleston, limit of cost of construction
office increaaed-- -----of post office

incorporaSpanish War Veterans, United, incorporation ------------------------- -House of Representatives:
Representatives:
Speaker of the House
Apptrintments by—
byAppointments
Jefferson, Thomas, U. S. Commission
Commission
44
Jefferson,
448
for Celebration
Hundredth
Celebration of Two Hundredth
Anniversary of Birth of------of
17
Anniversary
175
BicentenPennsylvania BicentenUniversity
of Pennsylvania
University of
--------63
nial Commission
Commission-_633
----------------

95'
956

152

960
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Speaker of the House
House of RepresentaRepresenta- Page
Department of-Continued.
of—Continued.
State, Department
tives—Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
tives-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
97,
Member
claims
ofMember of—
Audited claims------------------1055
Jefferson,
103, 660, 663, 665, 1051, 1055
Commission
Jefferson, Thomas, U. S. Commission
Celebration of
Hundredth
of Two Hundredth
expenses --------- 89, 182, 1044
for Celebration
Contingent expenses
Anniversary of Birth of-------of
Contributions, quotas, etc_
__ ___ 187, 1044
Anniversary
etc -----960
Contributions,
Service ------------89, 183, 650
Foreign Service
University of Pennsylvania
BicentenPennsylvania BicentenUniversity
Contingent
expenses------- 89, 185, 650
492
nial Commission ----------Contingent expenses
Cost
allowances --------- 184
construction cost
Cost of living
living allowances
Spokane, Wash., limit of construction
Spokane,
Emergencies
arising in Diplomatic
Diplomatic
Emergencies arising
of certain public buildings projects
Consular ServiceService_ _
-_ 90, 186, 650
and Consular
633
increased ---------------------increased
Office and living quarters allowSpokane Indian
Reservation, Wash., acSpokane
Indian Reservation,
ances
184
ances---------------------Grand
quisition of lands within, for Grand
Pay
compensation
Pay adjustment, losses due to apDam project; compensation
Coulee Dam
preciation
currenpreciation of foreign curren703
of
etc-------------------Indians, etc
of Indians,
cies
131
cies---------------------Spokane Indians, Wash., appropriation for
184
Representation allowances------allowances
416
Representation
416
purchase
land-----------------purchase of land
Retirement and disability
disability fund -184
Retirement
authorized across,
Spokane River, bridge authorized
SalariesSalaries—
Stevens
County-Lincoln County,
Stevens County-Lincoln
Ambassadors
ministers__
- _-_ 90, 183
385
and ministers
Ambassadors and
385
Wash -----------------------Australia, funds made available
Springfield,
Marine
Springfield, Ill., attendance of Marine
for
90
for-------------------convention of Grand
Grand Army
Band at convention
Clerks
89, 184
598
Clerks--------------------- 89,184
of the
the Republic,
Republic, authorized
598
authorized ------of
183
Foreign Service
Service officers
officers- -----648
Appropriation for
for-------------------Appropriation
Miscellaneous, and allowances-_
allowances_ _
185
Miscellaneous,
Squantum, Mass., Reserve Aviation Base,
183
Transportation ---------------183
Transportation
880
appropriation
improvements ----appropriation for improvements
-__ 186
Buildings Fund.Fund_ _
Foreign Service Buildings
Standard
appropriation
Acts, appropriation
Container Acts,
Standard Container
Indian Life,
Inter-American
Life, First Inter-American
Indian
556
enforcement -----------------for enforcement
90
Congress on-----------------on
See ComComStandards,
National Bureau of. See
Standards, National
Passport
agencies
182
-----------Passport agencies---merce,
Department of.
of.
merce, Department
Printing
182
and binding
binding ------------Printing and
Standing Rock
Rock Hospital,
Hospital, N. Dak., approStanding
181,650
Salaries
650
Salaries--- ---------------- 89, 181,
426
priation for ---------------------Secretary,
181, 650, 1044
89, 181,
Standing
Reservation, N.
N. Dak., apapSecretary, Office of ----Rock Reservation,
Standing Rock
propriation for
construction and refor construction
propriation
Territorial
papers, collecting
collecting and edTerritorial papers,
431
pair
iting
buildings------------------pair of buildings
182
iting-------------- ---------Stanislaus National
National Forest,
appropriation
Forest, appropriation
Stanislaus
Appropriations, interchange
interchange of, authorAppropriations,
for road
maintenance ------------448
road maintenance
for
ized;
limitation---------------187
187
ized; limitation
Stansbury Creek,
Creek, Md., dike or dam across,
Stansbury
Automobiles, personally owned,
owned, transAutomobiles,
in
106
authorized ----County, authorized
Baltimore County,
in Baltimore
174
portation at Government
expense.. _
174
Government expense
portation
Star
and Crescent
Oil Co.,
Co., San
Diego,
San Diego,
Crescent Oil
Star and
Buildings in foreign countries, payments
transfer to U. S. of area held
Calif., transfer
under contracts
construction,
contracts for construction,
under
by
146
under lease by------------------etc., in
foreign currency
currency authorized..
186
authorisedin foreign
etc.,
Star Route Service:
Service:
Star
Citizenship requirements,
requirements, employeesemployees_ 185, 211
Citizenship
73
Appropriation for-------------------for
Appropriation
Congress, Members
Members of, interest in cerCongress,
Contractors,
228
awards _
release of, by new awards..
Contractors, release
tain contracts
contracts entered into in forResidence
requirements ------------ 228
Residence requirements
eign countries -----------------187
Increased
travel, additional
additional pay
for__ __ 227
227
pay for--Increased travel,
Dominican
Customs
Receivership,
Receivership,
Dominican
State,
of. See also
Conalso ConDepartment of.
State, Department
1234
transfer
transfer of, to ----------------ferences,
etc.; InternaInternaExpositions, etc.;
ferences, Expositions,
Emergencies
arising in
foreign countries
in foreign
Emergencies arising
tional Obligations;
Secretary of State.
State.
Obligations; Secretary
tional
endangering
American
endangering lives of American
Accounting
procedure, establishment of,
Accounting procedure,
citizens, transfer
funds to provide
transfer of funds
citizens,
authorized;
"State account
account of
of adauthorized; "State
187
protection
authorized ----------protection authorized
vances"
163
163
vances"-----------------------Foreign Service—
Service-Ambassadors,
ministers, etc., limitation
Ambassadors, ministers,
Accounting
procedure,
adoption
adoption
procedure,
Accounting
on allowances
for quarters,
quarters, etc.._
184
184
etc---allowances for
on
163
authorized
163
authorized------------------American republics,
republics, cooperation
cooperation with,
American
Estates of
citizens who die
of American
American citizens
Estates
transfer
of funds to other departtransfer of
abroad,
758
disposition-----------abroad, disposition
ments,
authorized _____
652
192, 652
ments, etc., authorized-------Office and living
living quarters allowances,
Office
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
184
limitation
184.
amount----------limitation on amount
192,
American
with..
cooperation withAmerican republics, cooperation
Purchases without advertising
advertising------ 1110.
Purchases
651, 1044
1044
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Department of—Continued.
State, Department
respect
to defective
indictment and
and
defective indictment
respect to
Foreign
Service-Continued.
Foreign Service—Continued.
reindictment
747
747
reindictment ---------------Retirement
disability systemsystem—
and disability
Retirement and
Other Operating
Operating Engineers,
Steam and
and Other
Annuity,
143 Steam
computation ----------Annuity, computation
compensation of
Board of,
of, D. C., compensation
Beneficiary,
annuity to-------to
143, 144
143,
Beneficiary, annuity
members,
etc
702
members, etc-------------------_
702
Computation
of period
service_ -_ 1118
1118
of serviceperiod of
Computation of
Mass., limit
limit of cost of
construcof construcStoneham, Mass.,
144 Stoneham,
Effective
of provisions
provisions----dates of
Effective dates
tion
of post
post office
increased _____._.
633
office increased
tion of
633
Reduced annuity
annuity with
annuity
with life
life annuity
Reduced
Conn., limit
of cost
cost of
of conconlimit of
Stonington, Conn.,
to
143 Stonington,
to widow
widow-----------------struction of
office increased
633
of post
post office
increased___
struction
633
Amendment
------- 144
of election
election
Amendment of
Reservation, reStony Point Light
Light Station Reservation,
Extension
__ 144 Stony
election- -of time for election_
Extension of
linquishment to
to New
York of
Survivorship
New York
of juris143
linquishment
_
provision --------Survivorship provision
diction
portion of------------of
1114
1114
Telephones in
residences abroad,
abroad, alaldiction over
over portion
in residences
Telephones
Stowaways:
lowance from Government
Government funds_
175 Stowaways:
lowance
Transportation of
of household
household goods,
Aiding, etc.,
etc., of; penalty
306
penalty ----- _-------Aiding,
goods,
Transportation
Punishment of
306
306
Punishment
of---------------------etc.,
upon change
of station
station - - -- 1105
change of
etc., upon
Straits of Mackinac,
Mackinac, bridges authorized
authorized
Inspectors of
buildings abroad,
Straits
abroad, couriers,
couriers,
of buildings
Inspectors
across, at
at St.
St. Ignace,
961
etc.,
961
Ignace, Mich
Mich -- _----_personacross,
of certain
certain personassignment of
etc., assignment
192 Strategic and Critical
Critical Materials:
nel
as, authorized--------------authorized
nel as,
Appropriation
600
International
70, 600
etc____ 70,
for acquisition,
acquisition, etc__
Appropriation for
Commission,
Boundary Commission,
International Boundary
issued..--__
70
70
United States
States and
and MexicoMexico—
materials sold or
or issued
Credit for materials
United
Emergency funds
available for
procurefor procureRio
project, refunds available
Emergency
reGrande canalization
canalization project,
Rio Grande
ment of-----------------of
297,
377, 714
construction, etc.,
297,377,714
ment
of certain
certain
etc., of
construction,
Manganese,
available for
for producfunds available
bridges, authorized
151
Manganese, funds
authorized ----------bridges,
of
603
603
tion of------------------------Appropriation
650
for---------------Appropriation for
Metals,
excess profits
profits tax
tax on
corporaon corporaMetals, excess
Justice,
Department of,
of, matters
matters under
Justice, Department
joint
control, investigations
201
tions
990
990
engaged in
in mining
mining of
of------tions engaged
investigations----joint control,
Mineral deposits, loans by ReconstrucReconstrucMineral
Marine Corps,
enlisted men as
as custodicustodiCorps, enlisted
Marine
tion Finance
Corporation for
deans of
abroad --------185
for detion
Finance Corporation
ans
of buildings
buildings abroad
velopment of,
897
velopment
of, authorized
authorized ------Minor
purchases without
without advertisMinor purchases
domestic, appropriaappropriaing -----------------------Mineral resources, domestic,
192, 1110
1110
ing
tion
439,
Nationality Act
Act of
of 1940. See separate
investigations, etc ------_439,
tion for investigations,
separate
Nationality
443,
1041, 1042
1042
title.
443, 1041,
title.
Reconstruction
Corporation,
Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
Navy, enlisted men as custodians of
loans
creation of corporations
corporations
loans to or
or creation
185
abroad---------------buildings abroad
573
for production
production of
of-------.........
Reimbursement to Navy Department
573
Department
Reimbursement
for expenses
186, 650
650
Payments in advance
advance of delivery
delivery
Payments
for
expenses -------------- 186,
authorized
574
Promotions,
administrative
withinauthorized
_-_----___..___within574
Promotions, administrative
Strawberry Water
Water Users' Association,
grade, restriction
211 Strawberry
restriction---------------grade,
Payson,
payment of annual
Rentals, restriction
on use
for_
Utah, payment
192
Payson, Utah,
of funds
funds foruse of
restriction on
Rentals,
overhead
charge -------_
862
181
overhead charge
------- __
restriction
862
Salary restriction-------------------Streams,
appropriation for
gaging of
439
Streams, appropriation
for gaging
of - nomination, reSenate
439
disapproval of nomination,
Senate disapproval
Submarginal
appropriation for
Submarginal Land,
Land, appropriation
for rerestriction
person
payment to person
on payment
striction on
212
after
212
tirement of ----------............
after-------------------------565
Submarines,
Submarines, Foreign,
Foreign, use of
of U. S. ports
Legislation, appropriation
prepappropriation for prepState Legislation,
and
waters ------........
475
aration of index to
475
to---------------aration
and territorial
territorial waters
99
appropriation for
Subsistence
Subsistence Expense
Expense Act of 1926, AmendAmendSchools, appropriation
Marine Schools,
State Marine
maintenance,
etc ---------------ment:
269
ment:
maintenance, etc
State,
of, transportation
transportation of
of
State Surveys,
198
State, Department
Department of,
appropriation for -------State
Surveys, appropriation
personally owned automobiles
automobiles at
personally
at
State Taxes,
Taxes, extension of certain, to Fed1059
eral
1059
areas ---------------------Government
174
eral areas
Government expense
expense------------174
State
Troops, organization
organization and maintemainteSubvereive Activities.
RegistraSubvereive
Activities. See
See Alien RegistraState Troops,
120f
------- 1206
nance
tion
of-----------------nance of
tion Act,
Act, 1940.
Issuance
to, of
War Department
Department equipequipof War
Issuance to,
Sugar:
Exportation, refund
1022
Exportation,
refund of
of tax
tax paid ------. 1022
1206
ment --.--------------------termination of--_____.........
of
1178
Tax on, termination
International, The
Statistical
Statistical Bureau, International,
1178
Hague, appropriation
contribuAct of
of 1937:
Sugar Art
appropriation for contribuHague,
Amendments—
Amendmentstion
188
18E
____--....
tion.---..----..-----Child-labor
violations, payments
payments subsubChild-labor violations,
Statue
iberty National Monument,
Monument, apStatue of
of Liberty
44E
propriation
supplying water
water -. 448
ject to deductions
deductions in cases of
of__- - 571
for supplying
propriation for
571
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1937-Continued.
of 1937—Continued.
Amendments—Continued.
Amendments-Continued.
Hawaii,
Hawaii, direct-consumption
direct-consumption quotaquota_ _Philippine
Philippine Islands, payments to
to-- -.
Prices,
Prices, consumer safeguard
safeguard -- __-__Puerto
direct-consumption
Puerto
Rico,
direct-consumption
quota
quota ---- ___---____________Secretary
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, termination
termination
of powers of -______----______
Appropriation for administrative
administrative exexpenses --------_____
________.Payments under, with respect to 1940
sugar-cane
sugar-cane crop ---- ___________Sugar Council,
Council, International,
International, appropriaappropriation for share of expenses
expenses -----___.
Sugar-Plant Investigations,
Investigations, appropriation
appropriation
for ----------- __----__._-_______Sullivans
Sullivans Island, S.
S. C., grant of certain
lands to U. S
S_______.___.__.Summit, C. Z.,
Z., Naval Radio Station, appropriation
propriation for construction work,
work,
etc -------------------.
____--___
Sun River Project, Mont.,
appropriation
Mont., appropriation
for construction
construction ______________
--Sunset Sea Food Co., San Diego,
Diego, Calif.,
Calif.,
transfer to U. S. of area
area held under
under
lease by --.......---- _-....--- -Documents, appropriaSuperintendent of
of Documents,
tion for office of __________
------Superior, Wis.,
Superior,
Wis., time extended
extended for bridging
bridging
St. Louis River at
at-_...............
Superior Oil Co.,
Co., construction
construction of
of bridge
bridge
across old channel of Wabash River,
River,
Cut-Off Island,
Ind.-White County,
Island, Ind.-White
I1 ---------------------.......--Ill
Supreme
Supreme Court, United States.
See
See
United States Courts.
Surgeons,
Surgeons, additional
additional acting assistant,
Navy,
Navy, appointment
appointment authorized-....
authorized
Surplus Agricultural Commodities, appropriation
propriation for disposal
disposal of
of-........
Surplus Commodities
Commodities Corporation.
See
Corporation. See
Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation.
poration.
Administration. See
Surplus Marketing Administration.
Agriculture,
Agriculture, Department of.
Susquehanna River:
authorized across,
Bridge authorized
across, at—
atMiddletown, Pa
Middletown,
Pa_---___.--------...
Millersburg,
Millersburg, Pa -------__________
Wyalusing, Pa ---- __.--__________
Wyalusing,
Time extended for bridging, at
at HarrisHarrisPa _---____.__----..---_
burg, PaSwanson,
Swanson, Albert F., payment
payment to, for contested-election
tested-election expenses
expenses -----___--Sweden, appropriation
appropriation for
Sweden,
for minister
minister to
to__Sweetpotato Weevil
Sweetpotato
Weevil Control, appropriaappropriation for---------------------____
for
Swinomish
Swinomish Indians, Wash.,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation
for support, etc
etc------------------Switzerland,
Switzerland, appropriation for minister
minister to_
to-
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Tacoma,
Tacoma, Wash.:
Wash.:
1178
117!
Appropriation for—
Appropriation
for1178
1171
Indian
Indian sanatorium, construction
construction and
and
1093
109;
repair, etc---_-------------_
etc
427,
427, 431
431
Puyallup tribal property,
property, acquisition
acquisition
1178
1171
of -------------------------431
Taholah Indians, Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
for
1178
1171
support, etc
etc. -----_-------------Talihina Sanatorium and Hospital, Okla.,
Okla.,
56;
563
appropriation
for
appropriation for-------------_____
Tampa,
Tampa, Fla.:
1092
Marjorie Park, Davis Island,
1092
transfer of
of
Island, transfer

563
54E
545
26(
260
881
435

146

479
172

173

54
563
563

428
428
426
426

land for quarantine
quarantine station
station ___--- 787
787
Appropriation
Appropriation for construction,
construction, etc.,
etc.,
authorized ------------------- 787
authorized
787
Taos Hospital, N. Mex.,
appropriation forfor_
426
Mex., appropriation
426
Tariff Act
Act of 1930:
AmendmentsAmendments—
Customs Court, U. S., organization
organization of,
of,
transfer of provisions to Judicial
transfer
Judicial
Code -------------------1101
___
1101
Trade agreements,
agreements, authority of
of PresiPresident to enter
into, time
enterinto,
time extension
extension _ 107
107
Imports produced, etc.,
etc., under process
process
covered
covered by U. S. patent, limitation
limitation
on --------724
---.------__.-724
Tariff Commission:
Commission:
American republics, cooperation
cooperation with,
with,
transfer of funds from Department
Department
of State ----------------------652
652
Appropriation for ------..--.------ _ 137
Appropriation
137
CommissionersCommissioners—
Restriction
Restriction on payment
payment of
of salary
salary to,
to,
appearing
appearing in certain
certain proceedproceedings ---------.---.-------- _
137
137
Salary rates--------------. __.-- _
141
141
Purchases
Purchases without advertising
advertising -------- 1109
1109
Red cedar shingles, investigations
investigations with
respect to; imposition of duty on,
etc ..-708
--------.. --. .--------708
Fax Appeals,
Tax
Appeals, Board of, appropriation
appropriation forfor.. _
114
114
Faxes. See also
Taxes.
Income Tax; Revenue
Revenue
also Income
Act of 1940; Revenue
Revenue Act of 1940,
Second.
State, extension of certain,
certain, to
to Federal
Federal
areas
areas----------------------1059
1059
Wines, wine spirits, etc -------------513
513

Taylor, J.
169 Taylor,
Will, payment
to widow
__
J. Will,
payment to
widow of..
of -_-_
Fea Importation Act, appropriation
170 Tea
for enenappropriation for
173
forcement
forcement----------___
_----- ---_
Examination of tea, deposit of fee
Examination
fee re729
quired ----------------------...

reaneck, N. J., limit of cost of construcTeaneck,
1031
1031
tion of post office increased.......__
increased
183
183 Telecommunication
relecommunication Union,
Union, Bureau of
of InInternational, Radio Section,
Section, appropriaappropria551
tion for contribution
contribution ----..........
"elephones, use in Foreign Service resiTelephones,
real428
dences abroad,
from Govdences
abroad, allowance
allowance from
Gov183

431

ernment funds
funds ..------------.....

35
35

632
632
632
632
633
633

187
187

175
175
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Economic Committee:
National Economic
Temporary
Courts, appropriation
208
for---appropriation for
Territorial Courts,
85
85 Territorial
Appropriation
for
Appropriation for------------------Territorial
Papers, appropriation
appropriation for
for colcolPapers,
Territorial
1225
1225
Final
report
of,
time
extension
...----.
Final report of, time extension
182
lecting
and editing--------------editing
182
lecting and
Unexpended
of appropriations
appropriations
balances of
Unexpended balances
Divi1225 Territories
and Island
Possessions, DiviPossessions,
Island
and
Territories
1225
for, availability
availability ---------------for,
sion
of. See
See Interior,
Department of
of
Interior, Department
sion of.
Tenants,
in relationship
relationship between
between
changes in
Tenants, changes
the.
the.
landlord and,
and, amendment
amendment to
to Soil
Soil
landlord
Texas:
Texas:
Conservation and
and Domestic
AllotDomestic AllotConservation
216
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
216
ment
Act
ment Act----------------------438,
1041
Colorado River
River project
438, 1041
project ------ Colorado
Tennessee:
Tennessee:
demonLivestock experiments
experiments and
demonand
Livestock
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
strations -------------------540
strations
Andrew
Johnson National
Monument,
National Monument,
Andrew Johnson
448
Rio
project—
Rio Grande project448
acquisition of
of property-------property
acquisition
436
87, 436
Construction ----------------- 87,
Construction
Great Smoky
Mountains National
National
Smoky Mountains
Great
434
434
446
Operation and
and maintenance
maintenance -----Operation
446
Park
Park----------------------Austin,
limit
construction
of
construction
of
cost
of
limit
Austin,
Chattanooga,
Coast Guard
Guard servicing
servicing
Chattanooga, Coast
633
post
633
increased-------------office increased
post office
base, acquisition
acquisition of
of land
estabfor establand for
base,
240
Brooks
appropriation for authorField, appropriation
Brooks Field,
240
lishment
of, authorized
authorized.----.
---lishment of,
ized work
361
ized
work at
at-----------------Cumberland
Historical
National Historical
Gap National
Cumberland Gap
262
acquired
Cession to, of certain lands acquired
262
Park,
establishment, etc-------etc
Park, establishment,
21
21
from Mexico
Mexico ----------------from
Jefferson
City, appropriation
appropriation for
for conconJefferson City,
781
Conveyance of
certain
land
auto,
land
certain
of
Conveyance
781
struction
of
dam
on
Holston
River..
Riverstruction of dam on Holston
20
20
thorized
thorized--------------------Judicial
districts, divisions;
divisions; terms
terms of
Judicial districts,
River,
Red
1216
Denison
Reservoir,
purpose
1216
court;
accommodations--------court; accommodations
1200
declared
declared-------------------Lenoir City,
appropriation for
construcfor construcCity, appropriation
Lenoir
138
Fort
Bliss, appropriation
acquisition
acquisition
for
appropriation
Bliss,
Fort
138
tion
tion of dam near -------------of
land
361
of land----------------------Memphis—
MemphisGladewater,
limit
of
construction
of
construction
cost
of
limit
Gladewater,
Easement for
street-widening purpurfor street-widening
Easement
------- 633
964
of post office increased -964
to---------------poses, grant to
Houston, limit
of cost
of Appraisers
Appraisers
cost of
limit of
Houston,
Limit
cost of
of construction
construction of
garage
of garage
of cost
Limit of
increased -_ 633
633
Stores
Stores Building Project increased..
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Trade Commission.
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_ 392
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545
Investigations545
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563
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Seed and plants, exportation
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agencies, transfer
other
69
69
authorized
authorized-----------------70
70
Typewriter repairs,
for---payment for
repairs, payment
Typewriter
70
7C
Typewriters, prices --------------Typewriters,
Promotions,
withinadministrative
Promotions, administrative
79
grade, restriction
restriction---------------Public
Commissioner of,
Public Debt, Office of Commissioner
1231
consolidation into Fiscal Service
Service__
- 1231
- _
consolidation
Accounts and Audit, DiviPublic Debt Accounts
consolidation into Fiscal
sion of, consolidation
1231
1231
Service
Service------------------------Public Debt Service, distinctive paper
for
U. S. securities, division of
for U.
59
59
award
award-----------------------Register
Office of, conTreasury, Office
Register of the Treasury,
U
1231
solidation into Fiscal Service
Service ----solidation
Uinta National Forest, Utah, appropriation
appropriation
Salary
restriction ----------------55 Uinta
55
Salary restriction
soil-erosion
for acquisition of land for soil-erosion
Savings Bonds, Division
Division of, consolidacontrol,
-------------1231
control, etc ._--123]
tion into Fiscal Service --------Indians, Utah:
Uintah and Onray
Ouray Indians,
Secret
Division—
Service DivisionSecret Service
Appropriation
for—
I
Capitol
Appropriation forperBoard, detail of perPolice Board,
Capitol Police
Construction and repair
repair of buildings_
buildings
Construction
sonnel to,
authorized; duties,
to, authorized;
629
Support, etc-------------------etc
621
etc
etc--------e------------appropriation for __
Uintah Hospital,
Hospital, Utah, appropriation
Information concerning violations,
Information
Ukiah, Calif.,
appropriation for latitude
61
Calif., appropriation
68 Ukiah,
funds
for payment
payment for_for..
available for
funds available
---.... --.....
observatory
---.
observatory-1118
1111
Retirement
Retirement--.----------.-------.
appropriation for
Umatilla Indians,
Indians, Oreg,
Oreg., appropriation
White House
force—
House police
police force156
buildings 15
construction and repair of buildings
construction
Increase authorized -----------I
1111
1118 Umatilla National Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg., acquisiRetirement -----------------67?
tion of lands through
6'
through exchange
exchange ----Witness fees,
fees, payment of ---------
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I
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Jnited States Courts-Continued.
Unalaska,
Appropriation for—Continued.
for-Continued.
Naval Air
Air Station, appropriation
appropriation for
Appropriation
States
208
construction ------------------United States-----Customs Court, United
construction
608
for_ __ 207, 637
637
of Columbia,
Columbia, courts
courts for--Naval aviation
facilities, construction
construction
District of
aviation facilities,
Naval
Judges,
209
of,
appropriation authorized
authorized ----Judges, salaries
salaries ------------------400
of, appropriation
Jurors,
88, 209,
209, 647
647
fees----------------- 88,
Uncompahgre,
Jurors, fees
appropriaUtah, appropriaetc., Utes, Utah,
Uncompahgre, etc.,
Miscellaneous expenses-------expenses
88, 210, 647
Miscellaneous
421
tion
irrigation system ---------tion for irrigation
Miscellaneous salaries
209
salaries ------------ 88, 209
Miscellaneous
Uncompahgre
appropriation
Uncompahgre Project, Colo., appropriation
Panama
District Court_ _
208
Panama Canal Zone, District
for construction
construction ----------------435
for
Printing and binding
210
210
binding -------------Printing
Unemployment Compensation
Compensation AdministraUnemployment
Probation system-----------------system
210
210
Probation
to
appropriation for grants to
tion, appropriation
Supreme
States..---_
646
207, 646
Supreme Court, United States
States
for
588
States for-----------------------476
Books,
for
Unemployment
Insurance. See
See Railroad
Railroad
etc., for-----------------Books, etc.,
Unemployment Insurance.
Territorial courts
208
208
courts ----------------Territorial
Unemployment
Insurance Act,
Act,
Unemployment Insurance
Traveling expenses
88, 210,
647
210, 647
expenses----------- 88,
Traveling
Amendments.
Amendments.
88
Witnesses, fees
fees-------------------Witnesses,
Unemployment Tax Act, Federal, allowUnemployment
successors in
transmittal to successors
Books, transmittal
ance of
credit for certain taxes
of credit
ance
office;
210
210
marking-----------------1017
office; marking
imposed under
under ------------------1017
imposed
China,
U. S.
funds available
for, funds
Court for,
S. Court
China, U.
Union
appropriation for mainCatalogs, appropriation
Union Catalogs,
206
for certain
expenses
206
475
certain expenses-------------for
tenance, etc
etc --------------------tenance,
Citizenship—
Citizenshiptransfer
Union
Union Ice Co., San Diego, Calif., transfer
Cooperation
emphasizing signifisignifiin emphasizing
to
S. of
of area
__ 146
Cooperation in
by__
lease by..
under lease
held under
area held
to U.
U. S.
178
178
cance of -------------------Union of
of South
South Africa,
appropriation for
for
Africa, appropriation
Union
211
211
Requirements, employees
employees ..--------.
Requirements,
minister
183
minister to ------------------jurisdiction to try petty
Commissioners, jurisdiction
Union of
of Soviet
Republics, apSocialist Republics,
Soviet Socialist
Union
1058
1058
offenses
offenses-----------------------propriation for ambassador
183
to----ambassador to
propriation
District courts,
original jurisdiction in
courts, original
District
United
Veterans, Reunion
Reunion of,
Confederate Veterans,
United Confederate
143
---.
extended -.-----..
civil suits extended
funds
636,
636, 1038
for ----------available for
funds available
for,
District
District of Columbia, District Court for,
appropriation
Pueblos, N. Mex.,
Mex., appropriation
United Pueblos,
jurisdiction
Boulder Power
over Boulder
jurisdiction over
for
428
428
etc------------------for support,
support, etc
778
proceedings
contract proceedings-----Plant contract
United
incorporaVeterans, incorporaWar Veterans,
Spanish War
United Spanish
Foreclosure actions,
actions, service
service of
of process
process on
tion
152
Foreclosure
152
tion------------------- ---------234
S
U. S.------------------------Code:
United States Code:
Grand juries, continuation
continuation of, to finish
finish
Appropriation for
preparation, etc_
470, 629
Grand
etc --__ 470,
for preparation,
Appropriation
110
110
investigations ---...............
investigations
Purchases, etc.,
without advertising,
etc., without
Purchases,
consolidation of
Hawaii, District Court for, jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Hawaii,
1109
of provisions
provisions-------consolidation
784
islands _
extended over designated
designated islands_
United
Constitution SesquicentenSesquicentenextended
States Constitution
United States
nial
appropriation for....
36
Immigration
Naturalization Serv38
for-Immigration and Naturalization
Commission, appropriation
nial Commission,
ice,
compenfor compennot available
available for
ice, funds not
United States
States Courts.
Courts. See
also Justice,
See also
United
sation
assistants to clerks of
sation of assistants
Department
Department of.
577
courts
courts --.--------------------Administrative
Office—
Administrative OfficeInvestment Company
Company Act of 1940, jurisInvestment
Funds
211
21]
to--------------transferred to
Funds transferred
844
diction of violations
violations --------diction
Minor purchases
purchases without
without adverMinor
tising
1109
Judges—
Judges211, 110l
tising -------------------- 211,
Appointment of
of additional—
additionalAppointment
211
Personal services,
services, compensation
compensation ----Personal
California,
district
220
southern district-----California, southern
Alaska,
for—
Alaska, District Court for219
circuit -------219
----Eighth circuit
11
Affidavits
of prejudice, filing
16
of-----filing of
Affidavits of
Florida, northern
southern disand southern
northern and
Florida,
Clerks,
duties
384
Clerks, duties--------------------220
tricts
tricts .-----.----------.--License taxes,
taxes, disposition
of fines
disposition of
License
219
219
Georgia, northern
district
northern district------Georgia,
for failure
384
to pay
pay-----------for
failure to
219
Illinois,
northern
district
district------northern
Illinois,
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation for219
219
district -----.---.-Jersey district
New Jersey
211,
Administrative Office
211, 647
Office ----------Administrative
219
219
New York,
southern district-----district
York, southern
New
88
etc---------------------Bailiffs, etc
219
219
Oklahoma,
western district------district
Oklahoma, western
201
Court for-----for
209
United States Court
China, United
219
Pennsylvania,
eastern district----district
Pennsylvania, eastern
Claims, Court
208
20
of -----------------Court of
Claims,
219
Sixth
circuit-------------------Sixth circuit
Clerks of
88,
209
88, 20(
courts ---------------of courts
Clerks
New York
York southern
southern district,
repeal of
district, repeal
New
---------Commissioners, fees-fees
209, 64
646
Commissioners,
prohibition
filling vavaagainst filling
prohibition against
8Conciliation
88
commissioners-- - ---Conciliation commissioners
253
258
cancy
cancy----------------------Customs
and
Patent
Appeals,
Court
Customs and Patent Appeals,
220
220
Virgin Islands
Islands district,
salary.----district, salary
Virgin
20of -------------------------208
of
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Jury service,
service, employees
United States
employees of United
and District of Columbia,
Columbia, leave
leave of
of
absence and pay for--...........
for
689
689
salary limitation; appoint-.
Law clerks, salary
appointments------ __ __-__________
ments
209
----209
Marshals, transfer
transfer of certain
certain disbursement functions
functions to Department
Department of
of
_---_---------_
Justice ---------1234
1234
Naturalization
Naturalization jurisdiction, conferring
conferring
of -----------..---------...
1140
-.1140
judicial district,
district,
New York, southern judicial
repeal of prohibition
filling
prohibition against
against filling
vacancy
vacancy----------------_-_____253
253
Offenses on lands under exclusive
exclusive or conconcurrent jurisdiction
jurisdiction of U. S------S
304
304
Per diem restriction
restriction _--------------- 204,
204, 206
206
Political activities, review
of determinareview of
determinations of Civil Service
Service Commission
Commission
concerning
interference with elecconcerning interference
elections, etc--------..---_____..____
etc
768
768
Prisoners,
Prisoners, transfer of, in certain
certain ininstances ------175
_________________
175
Promotions,
administrative
withinadministrative
withingrade, restriction .. ___....______
211
211
Puerto Rico,
Rico, district court for, rules of
of
procedure,
procedure, etc.,
district
etc., in U. S. district
courts made applicable
applicable to.--... _
22
22
Salaries, restriction
Salaries,
restriction on
of certain
certain
on use of
purposes---____funds for other purposes
211
211
Secretaries, salary limitation
Secretaries,
limitation .._-____.
209
209
disapproval of nomination,
Senate disapproval
nomination, rerestriction on payment to person after_
212
212
Supreme CourtCourt—
Criminal cases, rules of procedure,
procedure,
authority
authority to prescribe
prescribe -----__-688
688
Marshall,
Marshall, John, statue
of
statue of,
of, selection
selection of
new site by ..................
260
_
260
Travel
Travel and subsistence
subsistence expenses
expenses of cirjudges----___._cuit and district judges
149
149
Official residence; notification
notification to
to DeDepartment
partment of Justice ..........149
149
Washington
Washington western judicial district,
judge for, to serve
serve also for eastern
eastern
district -------_-_____.________16
16
Winchester,
Winchester, Tenn.,
Tenn., accommodations
accommodations for
for
at---------.___.._ 348
holding court at
348
United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
Act:
Act:
Amendment—
AmendmentMenominee Indian Reservation,
Reservation, Wis.,
Wis.,
extension
extension of benefits to certain
certain
employees
employees of --------____---__
105
105
Officers'
Officers' Reserve Corps and Enlisted
Enlisted
Reserve
members, extension
Reserve Corps members,
extension
of benefits
benefits to certain--_____--__certain
762
762
United States Grain Standards Act,
Act,
Amendment, establishment of standAmendment,
ards for soybeans.....,,-----soybeans
-----------765
---765

United States Housing
Housing Authority:
Appropriation for
Appropriation
for ---.- ____________.
.
Annual contributions_______________
contributions
Salaries and
and expenses
expenses __--.______Citizenship
Citizenship requirement
of
requirement for
for tenants
tenants of
projects _____---._________.__Division of
Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury
of Disbursement,

Department,
Department, transfer
transfer of
of funds
funds to,
to,
authorized ---------__________..
authorized
National defense activities,
activities, housing for
for
persons engaged
engaged in ______________
available for ------------Funds available
_Standards,
Standards, National
National Bureau
Bureau of, transfer
transfer
of funds for studies
studies of building
building
materials
materials-----------____________
Transfer
Transfer of funds
funds to certain
certain Treasury
Treasury
Department appropriations
Department
appropriations auauthorized
thorized ----------____________United States
States Housing
Housing Corporation, appropriation
propriation for expenses
dissoluexpenses of dissolution_____________________________
tion
United States Maritime Commission.
Commission. See
See
Maritime Commission.
Maritime
Commission.
United States
States Processing
Processing Tax Board of
of
Review, appropriation for...._____
Review,
United States Soldiers'
Soldiers' Home,
Home, appropriaappropriation for
-________
______________
University
of
University of Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, observance
observance of
bicentennial by U. S.:
S.:
bicentennial
Appropriation authorized...........-authorized
Appropriation
Appropriation for .--.----_________Appropriation
Bicentennial
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establishestablishment, etc ----------- ____.----- _
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Refuge,
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Mississippi River Wildlife
appropriation
appropriation for maintenance
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Deficiency Appropriation Act, 1940.
1940.
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Deficiency Appropriation
Appropriation
Acts; Emergency
Supplemental ApEmergency Supplemental
Appropriation Act, 1940
propriation
1940 --.--.-----Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forLegislative
Legislative Branch of
Governof the Governmentment—
Architect
Architect of
of the Capitol
Capitol --- _----House of Representatives
House
Representatives--------Senate -----------------------Navy Department,
Department, replacement
replacement of
of
naval
naval vessels -----------------Treasury Department,
Treasury
Department, Bureau of Internal Revenue
Revenue -------------- _
United States
States Constitution
Constitution SesquiSesquicentennial
centennial Commission
Commission - -- --_
Uruguay,
appropriation for minister
Uruguay, appropriation
minister to-_to. _
Utah:
Appropriation for—
for-
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Foreign railroads,
railroads, operation of vessels
Foreign
304
entering U. S
304
S------------------436
entering
436
Transportation of merchandise
merchandise bebeTransportation
448
448
tween
restriction305
ports, restriction
tween U. S. ports,
Insurance,
marine war-risk and
and marineInsurance, marine
362
689
risk,
provision for -------------risk, provision
766
Appropriation for ---------------426
Appropriation
426
Laws
regulations, penalty
penalty
emergency regulations,
or emergency
Laws or
79
for
violation
415
for violation-------------------affected by
Maintenance
essential, affected
by
Maintenance of essential,
Neutrality
684
Neutrality Act of 1939 ---------415
415
686
Availability
funds
Availability of funds-------------repeal of cerManifests,
clearances, etc., repeal
cerManifests, clearances,
V
tain laws
laws pertaining to, in coastal
tain
254
shipping
------shipping -----------Valdosta,
authorized across
Valdosta, Ga., bridge authorized
Maritime Commission contracts, sus1223
Maritime
Withlacoochee River at----------at
Withlacoochee
pension
8-hour-day provisions-provisions_ _ 1092
1092
pension of 8-hour-day
Monument, N. Y.,
Vanderbilt Historical Monument,
Merchant
vessels—
Merchant vessels-expenditure for mainlimitation on expenditure
77
American, restriction on arming
arming of--of __
448
tenance -----------------------tenance
Armed
foreign, use of U. S. ports and
Armed foreign,
Vegetable
appropriaVegetable Crops and Diseases, appropria9
territorial
waters -------------9
territorial waters
544
tion
investigations ----------tion for investigations
Refugee
children, evacuation
evacuation from war
167
Refugee children,
Vehicles,
travel-- _ 167
for official
official travel__
use for
Private, use
Vehicles, Private,
zones ------------------------866
Division of. See
Venereal Diseases,
Diseases, Division
Venereal
Salvaging
foreign vesvesoperations, use of foreign
Salvaging operations,
Service.
Public Health Service.
sels restricted------------------restricted
305
sels
Venezuela,
ambassador
Venezuela, appropriation for ambassador
306
Stowaways
on, punishment
punishment ---------183
183
Stowaways on,
to --------------------------306
etc.; penalty--------------penalty
Aiding, etc.;
Vermont:
Towing
foreign
U. S. ports, by foreign
between U.
Towing between
Fort
appropriation for acFort Ethan Allen, appropriation
304
vessels; penalty----------------penalty
361
vessels;
land----------------quisition of land
Veterans.
Veterans' AdministraAdministraSee also Veterans'
Veterans. See
Hurricane damage
damage project—
projectHurricane
Veterans.
tion; World War Veterans.
Appropriation for reduction
reduction of forestAppropriation
Benefits—
Benefits548
54E
hazard
fire hazard------------------1195
Apportionment
of
1195
Apportionment of----------------authortransfer to State authoretc., transfer
Tools, etc.,
Exemption
1211
1211
Exemption from set-off under certain
ized
ized-----------------------claims
1195
claims----------------------Vessels. See
Merchant Marine Act,
See also Merchant
Vessels.
Burial
allowances
1193, 1195
Burial allowances-------------Vessels;
1936;
Motorboats; Naval Vessels;
1936; Motorboats;
1194
Claims for reimbursement
reimbursement --------Claims
Transportation
Navigation;
Navigation; Seamen; Transportation
China Relief
Relief Expedition, award
award of penChina
Act of 1940.
sions,
determination of
of period of
sions, determination
American,
commerce with states enAmerican, commerce
44
active
301
active service ----------------conflict--------in armed
armed conflict
gaged in
American republics,
construction for,
Claims—
Claimsrepublics, construction
American
996
89(
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs,
authorized --------------------authorized
Administrator
150
15(
1197
Anchorage light requirements
requirements. -------.
finality of decisions
decisions ---------finality
Anchorage
Belligerent
citizens
travel of U. S. citizens
states, travel
1197
Belligerent states,
Disclosure of information
information---------Disclosure
7
on, restriction
restriction-----------------Deceased, payment
payment of
burial and funeral
funeral
of burial
Deceased,
747
Bills
certain__- _ 747
required of certain
not required
health not
of health
Bills of
963
expenses ----------------- --963
expenses
inspection,
Civilian nautical schools, inspection,
D.
exclusion of benefit
benefit
D. C. income tax, exclusion
347
etc
etc--------------------------39
payments from gross
gross income-----income
payments
34'
347
Certificates of inspection ---------Certificates
Grave
markers,
furnishing of, by SecreSecrefurnishing
markers,
Grave
347
34'
Penalty for
for violating
regulations---violating regulations
Penalty
tary of War,
War, for
certain cemefor use in certain
tary
Damage claims
claims for injuries to, ocDamage
142
teries
teries-----------------------casioned by operation
operation of Panama
Panama
casioned
Hospitalization,
etc.—
etc.Hospitalization,
387
38'
Canal,
adjustment of ----------Canal, adjustment
Foreign
restriction..
1195
residents, restriction------Foreign residents,
Dangerous cargoes,
cargoes, regulation
regulation of carcarDangerous
Indigent
patients,
payment
of
travel
of
payment
patients,
Indigent
1023
102:
of
riage of---------------------1194
expenses
of
1194
expenses of------------------Foreign,
of American
etc., unAmerican flag, etc.,
use of
Foreign, use
use
Insignia
organizations,
unlawful
unlawful
organizations,
of
Insignia
11
1
lawful
lawful----------------------571
of;
penalty
of; penalty_----------------Foreign-construction costs, determinadetermina-
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Park---------------Zion National
appropriation for acacDepot, appropriation
General Depot,
Utah General
land-----------------quisition of land
Ute
appropriaColo., appropriaMountain Hospital, Cola,
Ute Mountain
tion for
for----------------------Cola, appropriaappropriaIndians, Colo.,
Mountain Indians,
Ute Mountain
land---------purchase of land
tion for purchase
Utes,
Confederated Bands of, appropriaUtes, Confederated
tion
purchase of land----------land
for purchase
tion for
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Veterans'
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New construction,
construction, use of
of funds for, forNew
bidden -----------------------140
140
bidden
237
237
Patients in naval hospitals,
hospitals, additional
additional
Patients
details for care of
of_______
------details
277
Public Health
Health Service, transfer
transfer of funds
funds
Public
301
to,
140
to, authorized
authorized -----------------1109
Purchases without advertising-------advertising
1109
Purchases
171
171
Reduced
funds available
available
requests, funds
Reduced fare requests,
140
for
for---------------------------State, etc.,
etc., homes,
to
140
homes, aid to-----------State,
1014
Tobacco, purchase
purchase authorized
authorized -------140
Tobacco,
Spanish-American War—
WarSpanish-American
Travel allowance,
beneficiaries
allowance, certain beneficiaries
Appropriation
for
payment
of
payment
Appropriation
and attendants
49
49
attendants-------------claims -------------------104, 666
claims
Tuskegee,
Ala., exchange
certain
exchange of certain
Tuskegee, Ala.,
Pensions,
award of, determination
determination of
Pensions, award
lands at, with Tuskegee
Tuskegee Normal
Normal
period of
lands
301
service -------of active
active service
period
Industrial Institute, authorauthorand Industrial
Relief
certain volunteers
volunteers held
held in
Relief of certain
51
51
service after
176
ized -----------------------176
1899-----11, 1899
Apr. 11,
after Apr.
service
War Department,
Department, transfer
funds to,
transfer of funds
Appropriation for
for ----------667, 1056
1056
War
Appropriation
authorized
140
140
authorized _----_--------------United
Veterans, inWar Veterans,
Spanish War
United Spanish
World War
War emergency
continuofficers, continuemergency officers,
corporation _------------------152
152
corporation
adjudicaretirement pay; adjudicaance of retirement
Veterans' Administration. See also VeterVeterans'
tion of claims,
claims, etc -----------760
760
ans;
ans; World War Veterans.
War provisional,
provisional, etc., officers, ex139, 635
World War
Appropriation
Appropriation for --------------tension of
of certain disability retiretension
Administration, medical, hospital, and
Administration,
762
ment benefits
benefits to-----__--to
762
__-ment
domiciliary services ----------139
domiciliary
of Foreign Wars, loan or
or gift of
Audited
Veterans of
claims-------------------- 1052 Veterans
Audited claims
92, 656
491
condemned ordnance,
ordnance, etc.,
etc., to ----Damage
656
condemned
Damage claims ---------------Veterans Reserve,
Reserve, Sons of, loan or gift of
Hospital
domiciliary facilities__
facilities - 140, 635 Veterans
Hospital and domiciliary
Judgments
condemned ordnance, etc.,
etc., to-____-to
491
condemned
Judgments---------------- 94, 658, 1048
140 Vice
Military and naval insurance ------of the
the United States:
Vice President of
Military
Pensions
140
Appointments
University of
Appointments by, to University
Pensions -----------------------140
Pennsylvania Bicentennial
Bicentennial ComPennsylvania
Printing and binding -------------mission --- _---_-_ -- _------492
492
substitutes, restriction
restriction on purButter substitutes,
chase --------------------141
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forchase
112
Checks
against U.
IL S. funds, reguCompensation -------112
_.---___-Compensation
drawn against
Checks drawn
lation
of foreign
foreign delivery
delivery -------1086
Office of
462
1086
Office
of the -----------------.--lation of
Member
University of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
Member of University
land
transfer of certain land
Coatesville,
Coatesville, Pa., transfer
Bicentennial Commission--Commission __--492
at,
Pennsylvania Railroad
Co.,
Railroad Co.,
at, to Pennsylvania
Vickery, Howard
Howard L. (Comdr.),
(Comdr.), holding of
authorized ---------------------37
37 Vickery,
authorized
office as member
member of Maritime ComComoffice
Hospitalization,
restrictions --- __ 141, 635
Hospitalization, etc., restrictions__
mission
authorized
958
-_-__--___authorized
mission
Insurance policies of persons
persons in military
military
Insurance
Park,
Miss.,
Vicksburg National Military Park,
Miss.,
Vicksburg
service,
restrictions
on
lapse,
forlapse,
restrictions
service,
acceptance
property donations
donations auacceptance of property
feiture,
1183
etc ------------------feiture, etc
1061
---__--_---thorized
1051
thorized-------Interior Department, transfer of funds
Delivery Service,
Service, appropriation
appropriation
Village Delivery
to,
140 Village
authorized------------------to, authorized
for
73
for----------------------.
Los Angeles,
grant of easement
easement
Angeles, Calif., grant
Vinson
profit-limiting
Vinson Act, suspension of profit-limiting
965
of-_
sidewalk purposes to county of
for sidewalk
provisions
1003
provisions----___..------___employment auMedical consultants, employment
Medical
Virgin Islands:
Islands:
thorized
140
thorized ----------------------Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Memphis, Tenn.,
Tenn., grant
grant to, of easement
easement
Memphis,
experiment station and
Agricultural experiment
street-widening purposes
964
964
purposes -----for street-widening
vocational school
school------------459
vocational
459
National Archives,
transfer of funds to,
Archives, transfer
National
American seamen,
seamen, relief of
of ship634
authorized
634
authorized---------------------wrecked
186
-_____--186
wrecked------------ National Service Life Insurance
Insurance Act of
National
Governor, etc.,
etc., salaries--________salaries
458
458
Act of
Revenue Act
under Revenue
1940. See under
St. Croix, deficit
deficit of municipal
municipal governgovern1940, Second.
Second.
459
1940,
___--- -___-- 459
ment .--------St;
deficit of
of municipal governgovernSt., John, deficit
of funds to,
Department, transfer of
- Navy
Navy Department,
ment
14C
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--ment--_
.----.. _...._- - - ..
authorised ------------fto
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ful purchase
purchase from --------------ful
Railroad Retirement
Retirement Act of
1937,
Railroad
amendment,
inclusion of military
amendment, inclusion
service
purposes ----_
annuity purposes
for annuity
service for

Page
Page
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Virgin Islands—Continued.
Islands-Continued.
Virgin
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Appropriation for—Continued.
St. Thomas, deficit of municipal
government
government-----------------Salaries
Governor, etc ---------Salaries of Governor,
District
salary ------------judge, salary
District judge,
wagesMinimum wages—
Home
workers, establishment
establishment of miniHome workers,
mum piece rates for, etc -----Industry committees
committees to recommend,
recommend,
Industry
appointment
authorized ------appointment authorized
Superseding
of certain
provisions recertain provisions
Superseding of
lating to -----------------St.
Hospital, admission to, of
Elizabeths Hospital,
St. Elizabetlas
etc
certain insane residents, etc-----Virginia:
Appropriation
for—
Appropriation forCoast Artillery
Artillery School,
School, Fort Monroe-Monroe
Coast
Langley Field—
FieldLangley
Additional
laboratory buildings,
Additional laboratory
etc., construction
construction---------etc.,
Authorized work at------------at
Authorized
Power
plant, construction
construction ------Power plant,
Naval Training
Training Station, Norfolk,
Naval
etc------------maintenance, etc
maintenance,
Patrick Henry
Henry National
Monument,
National Monument,
Patrick
acquisition of property
property to be
acquisition
known
as-------------------known as
Shenandoah
National ParkPark ------Shenandoah National
administration
Blue Ridge Parkway, administration
Blue
and
maintenance---------- ---and maintenance
Cumberland
Historical
Cumberland Gap National Historical
Park, establishment,
etc
establishment, etc--------Park,
Dahlgren,
Naval Proving
Proving Ground, conDahlgren, Naval
veyance
of portion
portion to
State authorto State
veyance of
ized
ized-------------------------Fishing
territorial waters, etc., of
Fishing in territorial
Atlantic Ocean, compacts with
Atlantic
other
States for
regulation of --for regulation
other States
Fort
maintenance of
amount for maintenance
Monroe, amount
Fort Monroe,
wharf,
roads, and
sewerage system_
systemand sewerage
wharf, roads,
Harbors,
improvements authorized---authorized- --Harbors, improvements
Norfolk, limit
of cost
construction of
cost of construction
limit of
Norfolk,
garage increased--------------increased
garage
Ohio
Sanitation
Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation
to
Compact, consent of Congress to
Compact,
enter
enter------------------------Patrick Henry National Monument,
Monument,
Patrick
acquisition of estate
estate to be adminacquisition
istered as
as---------------------Appropriation
authorized-.--------Appropriation authorized
Appropriation
for------------Appropriation for.
Potomac
Conservancy District,
Valley Conservancy
Potomac Valley
consent of
of Congress
Congress granted
granted to comconsent
creating ----------------pact creating
Quantico,
exchange of lands at, with
Quantico, exchange
Richmond,
and
Fredericksburg ad
Richmond, Fredericksburg
Potomac
Railroad Company auPotomac Railroad
thorized----- - ---4
thorized---i------

-----

-
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Reservation, conveyQuantico
Quantico Naval Reservation,
ance
State, auportion of, to State,
of portion
ance of
thorized
thorized-------------------232
Radford,
of construction
construction of
limit of cost of
Radford, limit
post
--------------633
increased
post office increased
Virginia
Well Company,
Company,
Virginia Machinery and Well
favor
payment of judgment
judgment in favor
Inc., payment
638
638
of
of------------------------------Virus
Act, appropriation
appropriation for
for
Serum Toxin Act,
Virus Serum
541
enforcement
enforcement---------------------Vocational
appropriation for
for
Vocational Education, appropriation
promotion of -----------------582, 1035
1035
promotion
disabled
Vocational
persons disabled
Vocational Rehabilitation, persons
in
1035
appropriation for ---- 583, 1035
in industry,
industry, appropriation

W
26 Wabash
Wabash River:
26
Bridge authorized
authorized across,
Mount Veracross, at Mount
Bridge
1085
1055
Ind---------------------non, Ind
134
Bridge authorized
authorized across old channel
channel of,
134
Ind.-White County,
361
Cut-Off Island, Ind.-White
361
173
600
III
173
Ill --------------------------60C
Wage
Division. See Labor,
Hour Division.
and Hour
Wage and
29
Department
Department of.
29
Wahpeton,
appropriation for eduWahpeton, N. Dak., appropriation
424
cation
Indians
of Indians-----------------cation of
448
Wake Island:
448 Wake
447
Jurisdiction
District Court,
Court, TerJurisdiction of U. S. District
447
extended over--ritory of Hawaii,
Hawaii, extended
over.. __ 784
784
249
Naval
appropriation for
for
Naval Air Station, appropriation
249
607
construction
607
construction-------------------Naval aviation
aviation facilities, construction,
construction,
262
400
appropriation authorized
authorized -------400
appropriation
Walker
Hospital, Nev.,
Nev., appropriaappropriaWalker River Hospital,
426
tion for ------------------------1022
102 2
Walker
River Indians, Nev.,
appropriation
Nov., appropriation
Walker River
for irrigation
irrigation systems --------- 419, 422
for
appropriation for care of
261
Wallace,
Idaho, appropriation
Wallace,
261
547
-------graves
firefighters
graves of firefighters----ac2 Walsh,
Arthur
0.
(Maj.),
acin
credit
(MaJ.),
O.
Arthur
Walsh,
362
36
496
--------9
counts of
of ----------119' Wannall, William
119
630
payment to -----Wannall, William H., payment
Wash.,
Wapato Indian
Indian Irrigation
Irrigation Project, Wash.,
Wapato
63.
633
providing
additional water
water for, approproviding additional
707
priation
authorized
priation authorized---------------Wapato Indians,
Indians, Wash.,
appropriation for
Wash., appropriation
Wapato
75¢
756
422
422
systems- ---------------irrigation
irrigation systems
Wapato
System, Yakima Indian
Irrigation System,
Wapato Irrigation
Reservation, Wash.,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation
Reservation,
18
421
18
for
for-------------------------18 War
Department. See
Army; SecreScorealso Army;
See also
War Department.
441
448
tary of
of War.
War.
tary
Additional
personnel, employment
employment auAdditional personnel,
713
thorized
--------------------thorized 713
748
Administrative
limitation
741
promotions, limitation
Administrative promotions,
378
on
on---------------------------Aerial photographs
photographs for mapping
mapping projprojAerial
ects for
Interior
the Interior
Department of the
for Department
ects
441
221 .
•,.: authorized
authorized-------------.----..441
53, 22
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War
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Page
Air
limitations on
composition of,
Air Corps, limitations
on composition
of,
Appropriation
Appropriation for-Continued.
for-Continued.
to
355
use of
of funds
funds not
not subject
subject to------Engineers,
of-Continued.
355
Engineers, Corps
Corps of-Continued.
Airplanes,
contracts for
for procurement
Airplanes, contracts
procurement
Rivers
92, 506,
1046
Rivers and
and harbors ------- 92,
506, 1046
authorized -----------------365,
authorized
365, 602
602
509
Surveys and mapping
mapping ----------- 509
American republicsrepublicsExpediting production
Expediting
production of equipment
equipment
for, producArms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., for,
producand supplies----------- 602, 874,
874, 970
tion
396
tion and sale authorized
authorized _------_
396
Field Artillery,
Artillery, Chief
369, 969
969
Chief of ---------- 369,
Information, communication
Information,
communication of cerSchool ----------369
cerField Artillery
Artillery School
369
tain to the, authorized
authorized --------396
396
Finance Department_
Department__
__ 22, 24, 354, 601,
601, 966
Appropriation
forAppropriation forCourts
martial, expenses_
expenses_ ___ 357,
967
Courts martial,
357, 601,
601, 967
Adjutant General's
General's Department
22,
Adjutant
Department----22,
Deserters,
etc., apprehension__
__ 357,
357, 601
Deserters, etc.,
apprehension---601
23, 354, 601, 966
Finance Service--.Service.. ___ 24,
967
24, 357, 601, 604,
604, 967
Command
General Staff
Staff School,
Command and
and General
School,
Pay of the Army_
970
Army-____ 24, 354, 601, 966,
966, 970
Kans
354
Fort Leavenworth,
Leavenworth, Kans----354
Private
payment of
of
Private property, payment
Welfare
601, 966
966
Welfare of enlisted men__
men_ 23,
23, 354, 601,
claims for
damage, etc ------357
claims
for damage,
357
Corps_
Air Corps-----25, 364,
364, 602,
602, 873, 968, 970
Travel of the
Army.. 24, 356, 601, 966,
the Army_
966, 970
970
Antiaircraft firing range, Mojave
Antiaircraft
Mojave
General Staff
Staff Corps_
__ 23,
353, 601,
601, 655,
General
Corps--23, 353,
655, 966
966
Calif., acquisition of land
Desert, Calif.,
Army War College -------------354
354
for
361
for ------------------------361
Field exercises------------exercises
23, 353, 966
966
Armored Force ------------------969
Military intelligence
Military
intelligence activities---activities_ ___
23,
23,
Army
Medical Library
and Museum,
Museum,
Army Medical
Library and
353,
966
353, 655,
655, 966
drawings
specifications__
363, 656
drawings and
and specifications
656
Infantry, Chief of
- 363,
of--------- 22,
22, 26,
26, 369,
369, 969
969
Medical Museum----------Army Medical
352
Infantry School, Fort Benning, Ga..
26,
Ga_
26,
Audited
98,
Audited claims
claims-------------------98,
369, 969
969
103, 660, 663, 665, 1051, 1055
1055
Judgments
Judgments ------------93,
1048
93, 94,
94, 658, 1048
Cavalry, Chief
Chief of
26,
369, 969
Cavalry,
of-------- 26, 369,
969
25, 366, 602, 873, 969
Medical Department-_
Department
Cavalry School,
Hans _ 369
Cavalry
School, Fort Riley,
Riley, Kans369
Canal Zone garrisons, hospital
Chemical Warfare Service---------Service
26,
care
care --------------------- 25,367
25, 367
Medical
Hospital Department_
25,
368, 602, 874,
874, 969
969
Medical and
and Hospital
25,
Citizens'
Military Training
Training ------- 27,
27, 374
Citizens' Military
374
969
366, 602, 873,
873, 969
Citizens'
camps__
376
Military
376
Citizens' military
military training
training camps-370
Military Academy ---------------_
370
Munitions
Reserve
Reserve Officers'
construction of
Officers' Training Corps_
Corps - _ 27,
Munitions Building, construction
of
374,
374, 874,
874, 970
970
additional stories
599
additional
stories-------------599
colleges, military supSchools and colleges,
National
National Board for Promotion of Rifle
plies
equipment for
376
for-----376
plies and equipment
.--------- -377
Practice -------377
Artillery, Chief of ---National Guard---------------Guard
26,
Coast Artillery,
26, 369,
369, 969
969
National
26, 371
371
Coast
Artillery School,
School, Fort
Coast Artillery
Fort MonMonArming, equipping, and training_
371
training_-_ 26, 371
roe,
26, 369, 969
roe, Va
Va--------------- 26,369,969
27, 372
Field service,
service, arms, etc., for ---Contingencies, Army
Army--------352, 966
Contingencies,
3652,
966
Transfer
Transfer of funds from --------970
Officers
Officers on special duty in European
Ordnance Department
Ordnance
Department ------------26,
countries------------------countries
353
367, 602, 874, 969
Contingent expenses,
Department.. __
Contingent
expenses, Department--23,
Arsenals,
repairs of------------Arsenals, repairs
368
368
352, 603,
604, 875
603,604,
Ordnance
supplies----26,
Ordnance service and supplies
93, 654, 657, 1047
1047
Damage claims ------ 92,
92,93,
367, 602, 874, 969, 970
367,
Educational
353
Educational orders---------------orders
Rock
Rock Island Bridge,
Bridge, Rock Island,
Emergency
--_ 377
Emergency fund for the President
President.. _
Ill----------------------368
368
Emergency national
Emergency
national defense purposes,
purposes,
Organized Reserves
27, 373,
Organized
Reserves ----373, 602, 970
production
production of equipment, etc-__
etc.._ _ 602,
_----Panama Canal ------92, 509, 656
874, 970
Trans-Isthmian
conTrans-Isthmian
Highway, conEngineers, Corps of
of--- ----------26,
struction of portion --------- 656
656
92,
367, 506,
873, 969,
1046
92, 367,
506, 602,
602, 656,
656, 873,
969, 970,
970, 1046
Printing and binding - 23, 352, 603, 604
Printing
604
Bonneville Dam, Oreg.,
Oreg., power
power
Quartermaster Corps --------____
Quartermaster
22,
_
22,
plant
1047
plant--------------------24, 357, 505, 601, 655, 872, 967,971,
967, 971, 1046
1046
Engineer School--------------SchooL
367
Acquisition of land
958
land-------------958
Engineer Service-------------Engineer
Service
602,873
Va., removal
Arlington Farm, Va.,
removal and
Flood control --------------- 507,1046
507, 1046
reestablishment ---------1046
1046
Barracks and quarters -------Hydroelectric
508
25,
Hydroelectric power------------power
Barracks
and harbor
harbor work,
ork, damage
River and
362, 602, 968,
1046
968, 1046
laims-------------------- 92,
56
claims
92,658
Cemeterial expense
expenses------ 505,
801, 971
06,, 601,
971
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ZoneZoneCanal
Appropriation
for-Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
employment and rates of
Hours of employment
Quartermaster Corps-Continued.
Corps-Continued.
Quartermaster
379
skilled, etc.,
etc., personnel
personnel_--___
pay of skilled,
Clothing
equipage
24,
and equipage----------Clothing and
Military lands, restriction on awards
358, 601, 872, 967,970
967, 970
to
claimants
655
to claimants-........-------.
24,
Horses,
animals- draft and pack animals_
Horses, draft
employment,
Panamanian
Panamanian citizens, employment,
360,
872, 967
601, 872,
360, 601,
etc ------------------------378
Hospitals, construction
construction and repairrepair..
25,
Hospitals,
378
on--------Cash
restriction on
Cash rewards, restriction
363, 602, 968
Cemeteries,
conveyance of inCemeteries, national, conveyance
Incidental expensesexpenses_ 24,
24, 359, 601, 967, 970
Incidental
terest
approach roads to States,
in approach
terest in
Land, acquisition
acquisition of---of_ ___ 24, 361, 602, 873
Land,
etc ------------------------506
etc
24,
Military posts
posts------------------Military
warfare equipment,
contracts
equipment, contracts
Chemical warfare
602, 655, 873, 958, 967
360, 602,
for procurement
procurement authorized
authorized -----369
Radiobeacons,
acquisition of land
Radiobeacons, acquisition
Choctawhatchee National
National Forest, Fla.,
Choctawhatchee
for
655
for ----------------------to, for militransfer of jurisdiction
jurisdiction to,
transfer
Subsistence
24,
Army--------Subsistence of the Army
655
purposes
655
tary purposes----------------357, 601, 967
Citizens'
Military Training Camps.
Citizens' Military
Supplies,
__ 24, 358, 601, 872, 967
regular--Supplies, regular_
See
separate title.
title.
See separate
24,
Transportation
Transportation-----------------Citizenship requirements,
requirements, employees__
355,
employees- -_ 355,
Citizenship
967, 970
872,967,
359, 601, 872,
378, 512
Salaries
Salaries----------------- 22, 350, 603, 604
Civil-service employees,
employees, removal
removal of, for
for
Civil-service
Seacoast defenses
369, 602, 874, 969
defenses-------- 369,
Seacoast
conduct inimical to national de22,
Secretary, Office of---------------of
Secretary,
fense
713
fense------------------------23,
654
92, 352, 603, 604, 654
23, 92,
Civilian
Civilian training for national defense,
970
Selective Service System ---------377,
available for-------------for
funds available
506, 602, 873, 968
25, 363, 506,
Signal
Corps
Signal Corps--603, 714, 874, 970
Alaska Communication
__ 506
System--Communication System_
Alaska
assignment of, set-off
set-off of inClaims, assignment
509
States-----Soldiers' Home, United States
Soldiers'
1030
debtedness
8
debtedness to U. S------------Surgeon
General's Office, Library__
352
352
Library.- Surgeon General's
Classified personal
services, restriction
personal services,
Classified
Arlington Farm, Va.Va.Arlington
of_-_
employment of_
28
use of
of funds for employment
on use
104(
Removal and
reestablishment ----1046
and reestablishmentRemoval
Coast Artillery
Artillery Corps, increase in perCoast
Transfer
Departof jurisdiction
jurisdiction from DepartTransfer of
sonnel
1177
authorized-------------sonnel authorized
ment of
1219
Agriculture------- 1046, 1219
of Agriculture
ment
Conchas
Reservoir project,
Dam and Reservoir
Conchas Dam
Acquisition of lands, etc., approAcquisition
easement
Mexico of easement
grant to New Mexico
122(
priation
authorized --------1220
priation authorized
over
176
authorized-----certain areas authorized
over certain
Arlington
Bridge, transfer of
Memorial Bridge,
Arlington Memorial
Construction
permanent
nature,
limipermanent
of
Construction
122(
land
for
approach
authorized.._
1220
authorized_road
approach
land for
363
tation on----------------------on
tation
Arms, ammunition,
implements of
ammunition, and implements
Arms,
ContractsContracts-warAdvance
authorized- - -__ 713, 875
payments authorized
Advance payments
Gages,
etc., funds available
jigs, etc.,
dies, jigs,
Gages, dies,
Authority
to
certain;
etc.,
form,
certain;
enter
to
Authority
363
for
procurement
of
of-----------for procurement
712
-of
712
of-----------------------Plants
manufacture of, construcPlants for manufacture
Disposition
surplus,
etc.,
military
712
surplus,
of
tion
authorized
712
Disposition
tion authorized --------------712
equipment, copies of, to be furLimitation
suspended
712
Limitation on cost suspended----nished
certain
congressional
713
congressional
certain
nished
Maintenance, etc
713
etc--------------Maintenance,
committees
681
712
committees------------------Purchase of,
712
authorized-----------of, authorized
Purchase
Transfer of U. S.-owned,
S.-owned, certification
certification
of
681
Chief of Staff required -----of Chief
Army
Medical Library
Library and Museum,
Army Medical
design for; selection of architect,
65(
363, 656
etc
etc-----------------------Assistant
Secretary, duties, compensacompensaAssistant Secretary,
tion,
etc
1224
tion, etc---------------------Atlantic
construcCompany, construcAtlantic Refining Company,
tion work
Military
at Fort
Fort Mifflin Military
work at
tion
71,
authorized-----Reservation,
712
Reservation, Pa., authorized
alteraBridges obstructing navigation, altera49;
497
of-----------------etc., of
tion, etc.,
35
358
Butter substitutes, restriction on use .-

712
Educational orders
orders---------------Educational
Eight-hour-day labor provisions, susEight-hour-day
679
pension of
of------------------pension
676
Priority in delivery,
authorized_
delivery, authorized----Priority
677,883
Profit
limitations
677,
883
Profit limitations--------------1003
Suspension of
provisions_
of provisions--------Suspension
certifiSpecial additional
additional equipment, certifiSpecial
cation
cost to
Government,
to Government,
of cost
cation of
etc
677
etc-------------------------678
Report
to Congress
Congress-------------Report to
exSurplus,
etc.,
military
equipment,
Surplus, etc., military
change of, authorized
authorized --------712
change
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Page War
War
Housing
for
persons
engaged
defense
in
defense
engaged
persons
for
Housing
Cont
ract
s
on
cost-plus-a--fixed-fee
Co n t r acts on cost-plus-a-fixed-fee
activities, cooperation
cooperation with U.
U. S.
activities,
basis
873, 967
967
basis------------------------- 873,
681
Housing
etc
Housing Authority,
Authority, etc----------Reports
congressional
to designated
designated congressional
Reports to
Housing
national deTinits necessary to national
Housing units
committees
968
committees -----------------fense
program, funds
funds available---available_ ___ 883
883
fense program,
Crissy
Calif., restriction
on use
use
restriction on
Field, Calif.,
Crissy Field,
Inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, 1941,
1941, loan
loan of
cerof cerInaugural
of funds
stato use
use as
as air staof
funds incident to
tain
for, authorized
authorized_---160
160
tain equipment
equipment for,
tion
366
tion---------------------------Indemnity
for
damage
161
161
damage------------for
Indemnity
Cypress
National
Cemetery,
Cemetery,
Hills National
Cypress Hills
Laborers and
mechanics, working
working hours
hours
and mechanics,
Laborers
Brooklyn,
Y., acceptance
acceptance of
of
N. Y.,
Brooklyn, N.
714
overtime pay, etc -----------714
of; overtime
Mount of
of Victory
as part
694
694
of_ plot as
part of_
Victory plot
Mount
Land acquisitions,
acquisitions, reports
designated
reports to designated
Land
Dependents, transportation
transportation of,
on
of, on
Dependents,
congressional committees
968
committees-------congressional
change
of station
356
356
station---------------change of
Laundry
of
359
charges, adjustment
adjustment of------Laundry charges,
De Soto
Forest, Miss.,
transfer
Miss., transfer
National Forest,
De
Soto National
Letters patent, funds
funds available for purof land
land for
military purposes
purposes ---773
773
for military
of
chase, etc
363
chase,
etc------- -- ---------District of
of Columbia
Columbia high schools, miliDistrict
MacDill Field,
for
of land
land for
transfer of
Field, Fla., transfer
MacDill
tary
bond
etc., issued
issued to, bond
tary supplies,
supplies, etc.,
787
addition
addition to--------------------to
787
317
not
required -----------------317
not required
Mail matter,
free of postMail
matter, transmission
transmission free
Emergency national
supplies,
defense supplies,
national defense
Emergency
for
requirement for
age, suspension
suspension of requirement
etc.,
__ 603,
874, 970
603, 874,
authorized--etc., contracts
contracts authorized_
quarterly
reports --------------884
884
quarterly reports
Engineers, Chief
Chief of,
removal of
tempoof tempoof, removal
Engineers,
Manganese,
Bureau
funds available
available to Bureau
Manganese, funds
rary
tributaries,
from tributaries,
obstructions from
rary obstructions
of
Mines for
production of
of------603
for production
of Mines
etc -------------------------1200
1200
etc
Mapping in strategic
strategic areas, funds transtransEngineers,
of—
Corps ofEngineers, Corps
509
ferred
Geological Survey
Survey for
for.. - ferred to Geological
National defense
program, construcconstrucdefense program,
National
Medical
Medical Department, purchases
purchases without
without
to---works for, allocation
allocation to__
__ 875
tion works
1110
advertising
1110
advertising--------------------Power-driven
restricted_-__ 507
Power-driven boats, use restricted
Military
Military Academy.
Academy. See separate
separate title.
Reclamation, Bureau
Bureau of, cooperation
cooperation
Reclamation,
attaches, funds available
Military attaches,
available for
for
Military
436
with, in investigations --------offices, garages, etc -----362
362
rentals of offices,
Surveys,
unauthorized, restricSurveys, etc., unauthorized,
Military posts—
Military
posts507
tion----------------------tion
Acquisition of land, appropriation
appropriation auAcquisition
employment of certain, withEngineers,
withEngineers, employment
thorized
705
thorized--------------------out regard
requirecivil-service requireregard to civil-service
out
Construction,
Construction, etc.etc.—
713
713
authorized--------------ments, authorized
704
Appropriation
authorized
Appropriation authorized--------Engineers,
Chief of, employemployof Chief
Office of
Engineers, Office
Contracts authorized---------authorized
361,
361, 873
Contracts
etc., personnel;
personnel;
ment of technical, etc.,
supervision of
etc., supervision
Military supplies,
supplies, etc.,
-----------------limitations
351
limitationsSecretary of
procurement
procurement of, by Secretary
Report to Congress---------------Congress
351
War -------------------------- 1224
Finance
Department, employment
employment of
Finance Department,
Availability of designated
Availability
designated appropriaappropriawarrant
disbursement of
warrant officers
officers for disbursement
1224
tions
1224
tions---------------------52
public funds -----------------Mitchel
Mitohel Field, N. Y., removal of restricacceptance of
Flood-control projects,
projects, acceptance
Flood-control
1058
State,
etc., funds
funds for;
__ 1176
117(
tion on use of certain
certain land ------repayment--for; repayment_
State, etc.,
Moffett
Military Reservation,
Moffett Field Military
Reservation,
Florida, Anna Maria Key-Longboat
Key-Longboat
Calif., payment
payment to owner of transCalif.,
Key bridges, authority in connec231
655
235
lines at --------------655
mission lines
tion with
with construction, etc ---- --Mounts,
Flying
Mounts, no additional allowance
allowance to
to
Flying schools, civilian, sale of spare
officers owning
355
officers
owning----------------355
21
certain------------parts, etc., to certain
25
National Guard. See separate
National
separatetitle.
title.
Fort Thomas Military Reservation, Ky.,
227
Ordnance, etc.Ordnance,
etc.—
grant of easement
easement for right-of-wayright-of-way_
227
facilities, funds
Condemned, loan
Government-owned
Condemned,
loan or gift of, to certain
certain
Government-owned
available for
privately
491
organizations----------------organizations
for furnishing,
furnishing, at privately
available
377,
97(
Contracts for procurement
377, 603, 714, 874, 970
Contracts
procurement authorauthorplants ---owned plants
ized ---------- --------368, 602
National Park, transfer
Hawaii National
transfer of land
title.
separatetide.
Organized
761
Organized Reserves.
Reserves. See separate
for military purposes -----------Helium,
transfer of funds to Bureau
Bureau of
Overtime compensation
Helium, transfer
compensation for designated
designated
supplying ----------365
employees
1205
-----------. 714, 1205
Mines for supplying
361
employees----investigations,
Personal services,
Helium production
production and investigations,
Personal
services, limitation-..------limitation
872
t
Bureau of
Oreg., conveytransfer of funds to Bureau
Port of Cascade
Cascade Locks,
Locks, Oreg.,
conveyPort
44'
Mines -----------------------444
225
ance of lands.
lands, etc..
etc., to----------to
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Appropriation for ----------------410
Post
Appropriation
exchanges, restriction on use of
Post exchanges,
Claims,
consideration of certain, proClaims, consideration
for
378
funds for----------------------hibited
after July 1, 1941------1941
410
hibited after
restriction
Promotions, administrative,
administrative, restriction
Promotions,
512
on
512 War-Risk
provision
War-Risk Insurance, Marine, provision
on----------------------------355
689
Public
355
moneys, use of receipts of -----Public moneys,
for ------------------------766
Appropriation
766
Publications,
restriction on pay of Army
Army
-------Publications, restriction
Appropriation for ---- ---certain;
personnel
connected with certain;
personnel connected
Warehouse,
removal of agricultural
agricultural comcomWarehouse, removal
exception
355
modity
cancelation of
exception----------------------from, without cancelation
modity from,
Quartermaster Corps,
transportation
Corps, transportation
Quartermaster
receipt;
1019
penalty------------------ 1019
receipt; penalty
costs
supplies, equipment,
equipment, etc_
__ 360 Warehouse
etc--of supplies,
costs of
Warehouse Act, appropriation
appropriation for carrying
carrying
Reserve
Training Corps. See
Officers' Training
Reserve Officers'
557
provisions
effect
provisions into effect-------------separate
separatetitle.
appropriaHospital, Oreg.,
Oreg., appropriaSprings Hospital,
Warm Springs
Retired employees,
employees, reemployment
reemployment of,
Retired
426
for
426
tion for------------------------679 Warm
etc., authorized---------------authorized
etc.,
Irrigation Project,
Project, Oreg.,
Warm Springs Irrigation
Retired
officers selling supplies
supplies to Army,
Army,
Retired officers
419
appropriation for
419
for-----------------appropriation
restriction
355
pay restriction-----------------Warrant Officers:
Officers:
Warrant
separatetitle.
Rivers and harbors. See separate
Employment of,
of, for
for disbursement
disbursement of
Employment
Salary restriction
restriction----------------- 22,351
Salary
public funds--funds
52
---------------public
Saturday half
holidays, suspension of
half holidays,
Saturday
Navy, promotion
promotion of, service to be
Navy,
678
provisions for------------------for
counted
221
counted----------------------Seacoast defenses,
defenses, contracts
authorized
contracts authorized
Seacoast
appropriaWasatch
National
Forest,
appropriaUtah,
Forest,
National
Wasatch
for procurement
370
equipment----of equipment
procurement of
for
fqr soiltion
tion for acquisition of land for
on-------Stabling
limitation on
363
Stabling rentals, limitation
etc---------------erosion
etc
549
control,
State
issuance of equipment, etc.,
troops, issuance
State troops,
Washington:
Washington:
1206
to, authorized
1206
authorized------------------forAppropriation for—
Appropriation
Strategic
materials, emerStrategic and critical materials,
87, 438
Grand
Dam project------project
Grand Coulee Dam
gency funds
funds available
procureavailable for procuregency
Indians—
•Indians377,714
ment of
714
of-------------------- 377,
ment
Construction and repair
repair of buildbuildConstruction
603
Manganese,
production, etc--------etc
Manganese, production,
430,431
ings
430, 431
ings -----------------Temporary personal services—
servicesTemporary
422
421,
419,
Irrigation
systems
-------Irrigation
civilto
regard
Employment without regard
Employment
Support, etc -------- 416, 427, 428, 430
Support,
35(
service laws, etc., limitation..
350
limitation -service
Yakima Reservation,
Reservation, reimburseYakima
37E
Funds available-available
378
--------------Funds
fund for maintenance
ment to fund
Time-measuring devices,
devices, restriction
restriction on
Time-measuring
421
of
reservoirs
reservoirs---------------of
371
using.--payment
to
officers,
etc.,
using..
_
377
payment to officers, etc.,
McChord
Field—
McChord Field65(
656
Transfer of funds; limitation --------24
Acquisition
Acquisition of land--.----------land
Transportation expenses,
expenses, etc.,
etc., persons
Transportation
Authorized work at ------------361
Authorized
advisory capacity
capacity to
to
serving in advisory
Mount
Park---___447, 451
Rainier National Park
Mount Rainier
Secretary,
---- 350, 971
limitation ---Secretary, limitation
Olympic National Park
Park ----------447
Olympic
personnel and supTransportation of personnel
Transportation
Yakima
project—
projectYakima
954
plies, rate for
for------------------plies,
436
Construction ------------------Construction
incident to OhioTravel allowances
allowances incident
Travel
434
maintenance------and
Operation
and
maintenance
Operation
Mississippi flood, 1937, payments
Mississippi
Bremerton, sale
sale of certain land by SecreBremerton,
497
validated
497
validated -------------------142
tary of the
Navy, authorized-----authorized
142
the Navy,
tary
Secretary, appointment
appointment authorUnder Secretary,
Conconully
Cemetery Association,
Association, sale
sale
Conconully Cemetery
ized;
compensation, etc-etc_ _-__ 1224
1224
ized; duties, compensation,
certain land in Okanogan County
of certain
Vehicles—
Vehicles705
705
to -----------------------Funds not available
available for certain, except
except
Grand
Coulee
Dam
project—
projectDam
Coulee
Grand
36(
for salvaging
360
forsalvaging---------------Acquisition
of certain
certain Indian
Indian lands
Acquisition of
3718
Restriction on use ---------------378
Restriction
703
for
703
-----------------------for
of
Veterans'
Administration, transfer
transfer
Veterans' Administration,
1085
Maintenance of
of fish
fish hatcheries-----hatcheries 1085
Maintenance
14(
funds from, authorized
authorized ---------140
Marcus, bridges
bridges authorized
authorized across Kettle
Marcus,
Wilmington National Cemetery,
Cemetery, N. C.,
Wilmington
River at-------------------at
385,386
River
establishment of boundary lines auestablishment
leasPort
Madison
Indian
Reservation,
leasReservation,
Indian
Madison
Port
21'
--------214
thorized ------------ing of
of lands
authorized_
1057
landsauthorized---------ing
appropriation
War Department Building, appropriation
Quinaielt
Indians,
appropriation
authorappropriation
Indians,
Quinaielt
construcfor
acquisition of land and construcfor acquisition
ized for payment
payment to attorneys
attorneys of
of
ized
12 7
tion
127
tion---------------------------48
48
certain
certain-----------------------War
See Arms, Ammunition,
War Materials. See
642
642
Appropriation for-----------------for
Appropriation
War.
and
Implements of
of War.
and Implements
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Washington-Continued.
Washington—Continued.
Seattle, Coast Guard
Guard depot, acquisition
acquisition
of land authorized--------------authorized
Snohomish
Reservation, leasing
Snohomish Indian Reservation,
leasing
of lands authorized-------------authorized

Page

240
240
1057
1057

construction cost of
Spokane, limit of construction
certain
certain public buildings projects
projects inincreased-----------------___----creased
633
633
Spokane River, bridge authorized
authorized across,
across,
between
Stevens
and Lincoln
Lincoln
Counties ---------------------385
385
Tulalip Indian
leasing of
of
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, leasing
authorized --------------- 1057
lands authorized
1057
Wapato Indian
Wapato
Indian irrigation project, providing additional water for, approauthorized------__----_
priation authorized
707
Western district, judge
judge for, to serve also
Western
district
for eastern district--------------16
Washington, D. C. See
District of
See also
also District
of
Columbia.
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Naval Medical
Medical Center, accessory
accessory construction-.-__-struction
282
___-__-- ____
Naval
Observatory,
construction
Observatory,
construction
work,
work, etcetc ----------------878
Navy Yard, construction
construction work, etc.._
etc-282,
60
607,877
7, 877
Hydrographic Office,
Office, detail
detail of surveyors
to, limitation------------------limitation
270
270
Naval Gun Factory, active-duty
active-duty pay to
to
retired officer assigned for duty
duty at
at.
275
- _ 275
Washington,
Washington, George.
George WashWashGeorge. See George
ington.
Washington City Post Office,
Office, reimbursereimbursement for heat furnished by Capitol
power plant ---------------------473
473
Washington Monument,
Monument, appropriation
for
appropriation for
repairs -------------------.-----.
451
Washington National Airport:
Administration,
Administration, etc., of--------------of
686
Appropriation
Appropriation for------------------for
1039
Washoe
Washoe County Water Conservation District, Nev.,
inapplicability to, of excess
trict,
Nev., inapplicability
land
land provisions
provisions of reclamation
reclamation laws
laws - 1219
1219
authorized --------Contract authorized
_-----1219
1219
Water Carriers.
Carriers. See Transportation
Transportation Act
Act
of 1940.
Water Conservation and Utilization
Utilization Projalso Reclamation
ects. See also
Reclamation Projects.
Construction
Construction authorized------------authorized
Appropriations authorized
Appropriations
authorized --------Expenditures,
Expenditures, limitation-------limitation
1119,
Investigations
Investigations -------------------Rehabilitation program ------____
Rehabilitation
Repayment
Repayment contracts ------------_
Services and property of Government,
etc.,
utilization_-- _ 1120,
etc., agencies, utilization__
Water Rights, appropriation
appropriation for
investigafor investigations, etc
etc-----------------------Waterways.

See Rivers and Harbors.

1119
1119
1125
1125
1124
1124
1120
1122
1122
1121
1121

1123
547
547

Waterways Treaty, United States and Page
Waterways
Great Britain,
Great
Britain, appropriation
appropriation for
for_ -_-_ 190,
650
190, 650
appropriation for conWatts Bar Dam, appropriation
tinued
construction---------------138
tinued construction
138
Wayne. See General
General Anthony
Anthony Wayne
Memorial Commission.
Commission.
Memorial
Weather Bureau.
Commerce, DeWeather
Bureau. See Commerce,
Department of.
of.
Weights and Measures,
Measures, International BuBuWeights
reau
reau of, appropriation
appropriation for contribucontribution ---------------------------187
tion
187
Weights
Weights and Measures,
Measures, International
Committee of, appropriation
appropriation for atattendance
tendance of American
American member
195
member -----195
West Elizabeth, Pa.,
Pa., bridge authorized
authorized
West
River at
223
across Monongahela
Monongahela River
at __----.
223
West
N. Y.:
West Point,
Point, N.
Y.:
Appropriation for
for bullion
bullion depository-_depository__ _
68
Appropriation
68
Construction,
Construction, etc.,
etc., appropriation
appropriation authorized ------------------704
thorized
____
704
West
West Virginia:
Bluefield, limit of cost of construction
of
construction of
post office and courthouse
courthouse increased
creased -------- _------------__
633
633
Martinsburg,
Martinsburg, limit of cost of construcconstruction of post office
office and courthouse
courthouse
increased------------increased
633
633
Ohio River Valley
Valley Water
Water Sanitation
Sanitation
Compact, consent of Congress
Congress
granted to -----------granted
'752
...---_
752
Valley Conservancy
Potomac Valley
Conservancy District,
consent of Congress
Congress granted
granted to
to
compact creating-------creating
748
748
"West Virginia," U. S. S.,
S., appropriation
appropriation
for overhaul
overhaul ----------286
286
Westerly, R. I.,
L. limit of cost of construcconstruction of post office
office increased
increased -------633
633
Ariz., approWestern Navajo
Navajo Hospital,
Hospital, Ariz.,
appropriation for -------------......--426
426
Western Shoshone
Nev., apapShoshone Hospital, Nev.,
propriation
for--------------...__.
propriation for
426
426
Indians, Nev.:
Western Shoshone
Shoshone Indians,
Nev.:
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
Construction and repair of buildings__
buildings
431
Irrigation
Irrigation systems ------------- _ 419,
419, 422
422
Support, etc-------------.----.-etc
428
428
Weymouth Fore River, Mass.,
Weymouth
improveMass., improveauthorized ----------------ment authorized
1199
1199
Whaling Treaty Act,
Act, appropriation
appropriation for enenforcement-------- -------------forcement
456
456
Wheat:
Wheat:
Farm normal yields for --- _--_____1211
1211
"Market,"
"Market," definition of --------_-___
727
727
Marketing quota, applicability to small
Marketing
crop
farms--.--------_________crop farms
232
232
determination
Normal yield per acre, determination
of---------------------.---- 727,
of
727, 728
728
Parity
payments, appropriation
appropriation for ---__ 563
Parity payments,
563
Wheat Advisory
Advisory Committee,
Committee, International,
appropriation
-63
appropriation for share
share of expensesexpenses......
563

INDEX
INDEX
Wheelock
appropriation
Academy, Okla., appropriation
Wheelock Academy,
education of Indians---------..
Indians
for education
Whetstone Diversion Channel,
Channel, bridge auauWhetstone
Minn_
thorized across, at Ortonville,
Ortonville, Minn
thorized
appropriaWhite
Hospital, Minn., appropriaWhite Earth Hospital,
tion
for -----------------------tion for
White
House Office, appropriation
for_
appropriation for--White House
Police Force:
White House Police
Increase
authorized ---------------Increase authorized
Retirement of
members
of members-------------Retirement
White-Pine
measures for conBlister Rust, measures
White-Pine Blister
trol of, authorized
authorized ----------------Whitman National Forest, Oreg.,
Oreg., acquisiacquisiWhitman
lands through exchange
exchange----tion of lands
Whitt,
credit in accounts
accounts ofof_
(Maj.), credit
Hugh (Maj.),
Whitt, Hugh
Refuge, apWichita
Wildlife Refuge,
Wichita Mountains Wildlife
propriation for maintenance-------maintenance
propriation
William
Hospital, Okla.,
Okla., apWilliam W. Hastings Hospital,
propriation
propriation for _---------------Wilmington
improvement
Harbor, DeL, improvement
Wilmingtoh Harbor,
authorized-------------------authorized
N. C.,
Wilmington
C.,
Cemetery, N.
Wilmington National Cemetery,
establishment
boundary lines auof boundary
establishment of
thorized ------------------------thorized
Wilson Dam,
Ala.,appropriation for addiDam, Ala.,appropriation
Wilson
facilities ------------------tional facilities
National Park, S. Dak., approapproCave National
Wind Cave
priation for administration,
administration, etc
etc-----priation
Wind River
River Hospital,
Hospital, Wyo.,
Wyo., appropriation
appropriation
Wind
for
--------------------------for
Wyo.:
Reservation, Wyo.:
River Reservation,
Wind River
Appropriation for—
forAppropriation
Irrigation
Irrigation systems --------------land--------------Purchase of land
Easements
connecgranted to U. S. in connecEasements granted
tion
reclamation
with Riverton reclamation
tion with
project
project---------------------Wine
fortificaWine Spirits, taxation of. used in fortification
of wine---------wine
-----------tion of
Wines:
on-------------------Defense tax on
Taxation
Taxation of ---------------------Brandy,
wines..
Brandy, used in fortification of winesCordials
Cordials -----------------------Liqueurs
Liqueurs -----------------------Sparkling
wines -----------------Sparkling wines
Wine spirits, used
of
fortification of
used in fortification
Wine
wines
wines-----------------------Winnebago
Nebr., appropriation
appropriation
Hospital, Nebr.,
Winnebago Hospital,
for
for--------------------------Winnetka,
construction
II., limit of cost of construction
Winnetka, El.,
office increased------------increased
of post
post office
Winona, Minn.,
Minn., time extended for bridging
Winona,
Mississippi River at -------------Mississippi
Winslow Sanatorium, Ariz.,
Ariz., appropriation
Winslow
for
for---------------------------Mont., regulaRailroad, Mont.,
Wiota-Fort Peck Railroad,
tion
service of
of employees;
employees;
hours of service
of hours
tion of
penalty
violation_
penalty for violation--------------
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Collection, appro- Page
Indian Collection,
Page Wirt
Wirt Robinson
Robinson Indian
1042
priation for purchase
purchase of----------of
1042
priation
425
Wisconsin:
Wisconsin:
Appropriation for support, etc., of
of
Appropriation
1114
427,428,642
428, 642
427,
Indians
Indians----------------Hayward Indian
School, transfer
transfer of title
Indian School,
Hayward
426
504
State-----------------------to State
112
time extended
bridging
extended for bridging
La Crosse, time
222
Mississippi
222
at------------Mississippi River at
156
Menominee
Reservation, extenextenMenominee Indian Reservation,
1118
sion
Employees' Compensation
Compensation
sion of Employees'
105
of-----Act to certain employees
employees of
168
extended for bridging
Superior, time extended
172
St.
Louis River
River at -------------St. Louis
402
Tomah
Indian School,
transfer of
of proppropSchool, transfer
Tomah Indian
496
301
erty to State-------------------State
authorized
River, bridge authorized
Withlacoochee River,
453 Withlacoochee
across,
Ga.-Madison, FlaFla_ _ 1223
Valdosta, Ga.-Madison,
across, Valdosta,
Witnesses:
426 Witnesses:
204
204
Appropriation for fees,
fees, etc -----------Appropriation
Protection of, appearing
before U. S.
appearing before
Protection
1199
13
13
agencies, etc-etc
----------------agencies,
Wolfe,
Dudley F.,
F., property bequeathed
bequeathed to
to
Wolfe, Dudley
Naval
Academy, acceptance
acceptance authorNaval Academy,
214
179
ized
ized----------------------------Labor, DepartWomen's Bureau. See Labor,
781 Women's
ment of.
Wood and Coal, purchase
purchase in District of
447
447 Wood
Columbia for
for public
public use, repeal
repeal of
Columbia
764
certain provisions
provisions----------------certain
427
1128
Wool
Labeling Act
Act of
1939
f 1939----Wool Products Labeling
Condemnation and
and injunction
proceedinjunction proceedCondemnation
ings -------------------------- 1131
422
1128
1128
Definitions
Definitions-----------------------642
1133
1133
Effective date
date---------------------Effective
1131
----------- 1131
Enforcement
Enforcement------------ 1133
Exceptions
Exceptions -----..-------------49
1133
Existing laws,
laws, application
application of .....-------Existing
Page

514
514

525
513
513
514
514
514
514

514
514
514

426
633

of ....
Identification, affixing
of means
means of
affixing of
Identification,

259

purchase
purchase -----------------Damage
claims, private
private property,
property, settlesettleDamage claims,

426

ment,
etc---------------------ment, etc
Extension to
to June
June 30,
1941
30, 1941---------Extension
Federal
projects, funds
funds available
available for
Federal projects,
-----completion of-----------of
completion

348

1130
1130

1129
Misbranding
Misbranding --------------------1132
Guaranty provisions
provisions -------------Guaranty
1132
Imported products
products --------------Imported
Penalties for
violation
1131, 1133
1131,
for violation-----------Penalties
Records,
maintenance of------------of
1131
Records, maintenance
Separability
clause
1133
1133
----------------clause
Separability
Work Projects
Administration. See also
also
Projects Administration.
Work
Works Progress
Progress Administration.
Administration.
Works
Administrative expenses,
limitation__ _ 84, 613
613
expenses, limitation-__
Administrative
Apportionment of funds-----------Apportionment
funds
611, 613
613
Appropriation
for------------------ 84, 611
611
Appropriation for
Damage claims
claims --------------- 93, 1047
1047
detail of Army officer as;
Commissioner, detail
614
compensation, etc--------------compensation,
etc
614
Construction equipment,
equipment., restriction
restriction on
Construction

612
623
623
614
611
611
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Page
Wyoming-Continued.
Page Wyoming—Continued.
Appropriation
for—Continued.
Appropriation for-Continued.
Indians—
Indians613
613
422
422
Irrigation systems-------------systems
Irrigation
642
etc----------------- 427, 642
Support, etc
612
612
Kendrick
project—
Kendrick project436
436
Construction
Construction -------------------613
613
434
434
Operation and maintenance
maintenance ------Operation
North Platte
operation and
and
project, operation
Platte project,
North
612
612
434
maintenance
maintenance-----------------Riverton project—
projectRiverton
613
etc-----------613
excepted, etc
projects excepted,
436
Construction
Construction-------------------Statements
etc., to
to Conpersonnel, etc.,
of personnel,
Statements of
434
Operation and
and maintenance
maintenance -----Operation
613
gress ------------------------613
gress
Shoshone
project—
projectShoshone
612
Types
of projects
authorized
projects authorized---------Types of
436
Construction
Construction ------------------Training for
for national
defense purnational defense
Training
434
Operation and
maintenance
and maintenance------Operation
poses
634
poses ----------------------447,451
451
Yellowstone
National Park ------ 447,
Yellowstone National
Emergency Relief ApRelief. See Emergency
Work Relief.
to
Jackson's
refuge, conveyance
conveyance to
Hole elk refuge,
Jackson's Hole
propriation Act, 1941.
1941.
State
238
of-------------- 238
portion of
State of portion
See Federal
Works Agency.
Agency.
Federal Works
Works
Little Missouri
interstate comRiver, interstate
Missouri River,
Little
Agency.
Agency.
pact for division
division of water
water supply
supply
also
Works
Works Progress Administration. See also
382
authorized
authorized -------------------Work
Administrltion.
Work Projects Administration.
Wind
or Shoshone
Shoshone Indian ReserRiver or
Wind River
Appropriation for
for damage
damage claims---claims_ __ 656,
656, 657
Appropriation
easements granted to U. S.
vation, easements
World
Records, appropriation
appropriation
Naval Records,
War Naval
World War
in connection
connection with Riverton recfor
preparation of ---------------289
for preparation
49
lamation project --------------World War
also Veterans;
War Veterans. See also
Yellowstone
River, interstate
interstate compact
compact
Yellowstone River,
Veterans' Administration.
Administration.
Veterans'
division of water supply authorfor division
Army,
promotion of certain officers on
Army, promotion
399
ized
ized---------------------------- 382
retired list -----------------1193
1193
Benefits,
recovery of payments ------Benefits, recovery
Y
Death
payment to decompensation, payment
Death compensation,
1196
1196
pendents _----------------- -Yakima
Reservation, Wash.:
Wash.:
Yakima Indian Reservation,
Disability
compensation—
Disability compensationAppropriation forforAppropriation
Forfeited benefits,
payment of,
of, to debenefits, payment
Forfeited
1196
Reservoirs, reimbursement
reimbursement to
to fund for
for
Reservoirs,
1196
pendents -------------------1196
maintenance,
etc
etc------------maintenance,
421
1196
Increase
of,
in
certain
instances
Increase of, in certain instancesWapato irrigation
irrigation system--------system
421
Wapato
Emergency officers,
continuance of reofficers, continuance
Emergency
760
Irrigation,
providing additional
additional water
water
Irrigation, providing
760
tirement
pay -----------------tirement pay
appropriation authorized----authorized
707
for, appropriation
Injury, etc.,
resulting from examination,
examination,
etc., resulting
Injury,
1197
Yakima Indians, Wash.,
Wash., appropriation
appropriation for
1197 Yakima
benefits
benefits-----------------------support,
etc
428
support, etc--------------.----Provisional,
etc., officers, extension of
Provisional, etc.,
Wash.:
Yakima
Yakima Project, Wash.:
certain disability
beneretirement benedisability retirement
certain
762
Appropriation forfor—
Appropriation
762
fits to -----------------------436
Construction
Construction------------------Sailors
discharge because
marines, discharge
and marines,
Sailors and
434
Operation and maintenance
maintenance ------Operation
honorable
etc., deemed honorable
of minority,
minority, etc.,
21
Yakima
Sanatorium,
Wash.,
appropriation
appropriation
Wash.,
Sanatorium,
Yakima
21
---------------------discharge
discharge
---------------427
World's
for ------------..
World's
Fair. See New York World's
World's Fair.
Fair.
appropriation
Dak., appropriation
Yankton Hospital, S. Dak.,
Wrangell,
Alaska, transfer of certain funds
Wrangell, Alaska,
for ---------------------for
426
111
111
to, authorized
authorized-------------------Yards
Docks, Bureau of. See Navy
and Docks,
Yards and
Wright Field,
Field, Ohio:
Wright
Department.
Department.
Appropriation
forAppropriation for—
Wyo.:
Yellowstone
National Park, WYO.:
Yellowstone
361
361
Acquisition
land- -------------Acquisition of land
Appropriation
for—
forAppropriation
361
361
Authorized work at---------------at
Authorized
Administration, etc
etc---------------447
447
authorized across
Wyalusing, Pa., bridge authorized
across
Wyalnsing,
__----________.
Improvements ---173
Improvements
451
173
Susquehanna River at-------------at
Susquehanna
Yellowstone River, negotiations
negotiations between
between
Yellowstone
Wyoming:
Wyoming:
certain
States
for
division of water
water
States
forAppropriation for-446
supply
44C
authorized -- _--_-. --.-___
supply authorized
Grand
Teton National Park-------Park
Grand Teton
399

Work
Administration-Con.
Projects Administration—Con.
Work Projects
Fraud,
etc., on
on part
part of
of sponsor,
sponsor, liability
liability
Fraud, etc.,
of
persons concerned------------concerned
of persons
other
on use of funds for other
Limitation on
than
costs----------------labor costs
than labor
Medical,
etc., expenses,
expenses, cost borne by
Medical, etc.,
project
employees -------------project employees
Military or
projects, use of funds
or naval projects,
Military
for, authorized
authorized ----------------Non-Federal
allocation of
cost;
of cost;
projects, allocation
Non-Federal projects,

INDEX
Yorktown,
Va., Naval Mine Depot:
Yorktown, Va.,
Depot:
Active-duty
officers asActive-duty pay to retired officers
signed to--------------------to
Appropriation
construction work,
Appropriation for construction

etc-------------------------etc
Yosemite National
Park, Calif.,
appropriaCalif., appropriaYosemite
National Park,
tion for administration,
administration, etc -------Youth
See
National
Youth
Administration.
Youth Administration.
Administration.
Yugoslavia,
minister to _
Yugoslavia, appropriation
appropriation for minister
Yuma
Irrigation Project, Ariz.Ariz.Yuma Federal Irrigation
Calif.,
maintenance of protection
Calif., maintenance
works adjacent
adjacent to, appropriation
appropriation authorized
thorized------------------------

Page Yuma
Yuma Field Station, Bard, Calif.,
Calif., appropriation for ---------------------priation
Yuma Project, Ariz.-Calif.,
Ariz.-Calif., appropriation
appropriation
275 Yuma
275
for operation
operation and maintenance
maintenance ----Yuma Reservation,
Reservation, Calif.,
Calif., appropriation
appropriation
879 Yuma
879
for reclamation,
reclamation, etc., charges
charges-....__448
448
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.

-
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Page
639
639
433
433
420
420

Z
183
Park, Utah, appropriation
appropriation
183 Zion National Park,
etc .---____for administration,
administration, etc
Zuni Hospital,
Hospital, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., appropriation
appropriation for_
Zuni Indians, N.
N. Mex.,
Mex., appropriation
appropriation for
for
support, etc
708
etc---------------------708
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NOTICE

2 of this volume has the following
The original of every act and joint resolution printed in part 2
heading:
SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
THE UNITED
AMERICA;
STATES OF
OF AMERICA;
CONGRESS OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
SEVENTY-SIXTH
AT
THIRD SESSION
SESSION
AT THE
THE THIRD

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday, the third
January, one
forty
one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and forty
day of January,

All
presented to the
United States
All bills
bills and joint
joint resolutions
resolutions presented
the President
President of
of the United
States bear the
the
signatures
the Speaker
Speaker (or of the Speaker
Speaker pro
Representatives
pro ternpore)
tempore) of
of the House
House of Representatives
signatures of
of the
and
President of the United
President
and of the Vice President
United States
States and President of the Senate (or of the President
pore); those signatempore);
of the
the Senate pro tempore or of the Acting President of the Senate pro tern
accordingly appear on the originals of all acts and joint resolutions.
tures accordingly
The signature
of the
President of
the United
on the
originals of
The
signature of
the President
of the
United States
States appears
appears on
the originals
of all
all
approved acts and
approved
and joint resolutions.
resolutions.
The original
act and
joint resolution
certificate of
of
resolution has endorsed
endorsed thereon
thereon a
a certificate
The
original of
of every
every act
and joint
origin,
Representatives or
origin, signed,
signed, as the case may
may be, by
by the
the Clerk of the
the House
House of
of Representatives
or by the
the
Secretary
of the
Senate and
reading "I
"I certify that this
and reading
this Act (or
(or Joint Resolution)
Resolution) originated
Secretary of
the Senate
in
the House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives (or
of each act and
and resolution
resolution conconin the
(or Senate)."
Senate)." The origin of
tained
this volume
volume is
indicated in
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of each
each enactment;
thus,
tained in
in this
is indicated
in the
the margin
margin at
enactment; thus,
for
example, H.
J. Res. 453
indicates origin
origin in
the House
House of
for example,
H. R. 3051
3051 or
or H.
H. J.
453 indicates
in the
of Representatives,
Representatives,
origin in
in the
the Senate.
Senate.
and S.
S. 766
766 or
or S.
S. J.
J. Res.
Res. 133 indicates
indicates origin
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CONTAINED
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Cairo, Ill.,
Ill., labor
labor claims.
claims. AN
AN ACT
the relief
of certain
certain
Cairo,
ACT For
For the
relief of
workers
workers performing emergency
emergency work
in the
the
work at Cairo, Illinois,
Illinois, in
Ohio River flood of 1937------------------------------1937
American Insurance
Insurance Company of New
New Jersey.
Jersey. AN ACT For
For
the American
American Insurance
the relief of
of the
Insurance Company
Company of
of New
New
Jersey-----------------------Jersey
heirs. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of
John Cauley, heirs.
of the
the heirs
heirs of
John Cauley, deceased
_--------..__deceased -----------------Marie
Marie R. Morkovsky and
Morkovsky, estates.
estates. AN
and Alphons
Alphons Morkovsky,
AN
ACT
estates of
of Marie
ACT For
For the
the relief of the
the estates
Marie R.
R. Morkovsky
Morkovsky
Morkovsky, both deceased
and Alphons Morkovsky,
deceased --------Noe C.
Maj. Noe C. Killian.
Killian. AN
AN ACT For
For the relief of Major
Major Noe
C.
Killian--------------------------.--- - .....-.-- - - Killian
George E.
Miller. AN ACT For the relief of George E. MillerGeorge
E. Miller.
Miller_
Nevada Silica
Inc. AN ACT
For the
of the
the
Silica Sands, Inc.
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Incorporated ---__---.__.___.
Nevada Silica Sands, Incorporated
Charles
H. LeGay. AN
Charles H.
ACT For
of Charles
Charles H.
H.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
LeGay ------------------------..
- - - -- -- - ..-E. C. Beaver.
of E.
Beaver -----Beaver. AN ACT For the
the relief of
E. C.
C. Beaver
Sidney M. Bowen. AN ACT Granting
months' pay
Granting six
six months'
pay to
to
Sidney M. Bowen
Bowen_....
Missoula
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
the
Missoula Brewing Company. AN
of the
..__-____. ___ __.....
Missoula Brewing
Brewing Company
Company
Roy D. Cook.
Cook. AN ACT For the relief of Roy D. Cook, a
a
minor----------------------minor
M. L. Parish.
Parish. AN ACT For the relief of M.
M L. Parish - - -Katheryn S. Anderson. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Katheryn
Katheryn S.
S.
__
Anderson ------------.- ------. - ...-..-- - - - --.Maj.
Herbert A.
A. Jacob.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Major
Major HerMaj. Herbert
Jacob. AN
ACT For
Herbert A. Jacob-------------.....
Jacob
payment to representative.
Thelma Jones,
Jones, payment
representative. AN ACT For the relief of Ben Willie
representative of Thelma
Willie Jones, as legal representative
Jones, a
a deceased
deceased minor..
minor ----------.
...
George
H. Eiswald.
Eiswald. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
George H.
George H.
AN ACT
of George
H.
Eiswald------------------.............Eiswald
Robert Stockman. AN ACT For the relief of
Robert
of Robert
Robert StockmanStockman..
Schreck Lumber Company. AN ACT For
R. G. Schreck
of the
For the
the relief
relief of
the
Company__-......._________
R. G. Schreck Lumber Company
Arthur Mortimer
Arthur
AN ACT
ACT To
auMortimer Fields,
Fields, Jr.,
Jr., deceased.
deceased. AN
To authorize the posthumous appointment of the late Arthur
Arthur
Mortimer Fields, Junior, to be an ensign of the United
Mortimer
United
States Navy.......--Navy
Inez
For the
relief
of Inez
Inez Gillespie.
Gillespie. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
. of
Inez Gillespie
Gillespie
Ernestine
Huber Neuheller.
Ernestine Huber
Ernestine
Neuheler. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
of Ernestine
Huber
Huber Neuheller------------------------___
Neuheller
._____
Hubert
Hubert Richardson.
Richardson. AN ACT For the relief of Hubert Richardson ----------------------- __-____-__-____- -Mary Pierce
Pierce and
and John
John K.
K. Quackenbush.
Quackenbush. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing
the Comptroller General
General of the United States
States to settle
settle and
and
adjust the claims of Mary Pierce and John K. Quackenbush_
_
Quackenbush.. _
Edith Easton
Easton and
and Alma E.
Gates. AN ACT
E. Gates.
ACT Authorizing
Authorizing the
Comptroller General
to settle
settle and
and adjust
adjust
General of the United States to
the claim of Edith Easton and Alma E. Gates------Gates
Nathan
Kaplan. AN ACT For the relief of Nathan
Nathan Kaplan..
Nathan Kaplan.
Kaplan__

Date
Date

Jan.
Jan.

Page

17,
__ 1241
17, 1940_
1940--1241

Jan.
17, 1940._
Jan. 17,1940
-- 1242
1242
Jan.
17, 1940---__ 1242
Jan. 17,1940
1242
Jan. 17,
1940_ __ 1243
Jan.
17,1940--1243
Jan.
Jan. 17,
17, 1940._
1940---_ 1243
1243
17, 1940_ __ 1244
Jan. 17,1940--1244
Jan. 17,
__ 1244
Jan.
17, 1940_
1940--1244
Jan.
__ 1244
Jan. 26,
26, 1940_
1940--1244
Feb.
__ 1244
Feb. 9,
9, 1940..
1940--1244

Feb.

9,
1940_ __ 1245
9,1940--1245

Feb.
__ 1245
1245
Feb. 12,
12, 1940..
1940--Feb.
1940_ _.. 1246
Feb. 12,
12, 1940--1246
Mar.
Mar. 2,
2, 1940._
1940--._ 1246
1246
Mar.
Mar.

2,
1940_ __ 1246
2,1940.-1246

Mar.
Mar.
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4,1940-._
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Mar.
Mar.

4, 1940.... _ 1247
4,1940.-1247
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14, 1940_ __ 1248
Mar. 14,1940--1248
Mar.
14, 1940_ __ 1248
Mar. 14,1940--1248
Mar.
14, 1940_ __ 1248
Mar. 14,1940--_
1248

Mar.
15, 1940_ _ 1249
Mar. 15,1940--.
1249
Mar.
Mar. 15,
15, 1940_
1940_--_ 1249
1249
Mar.
18, 1940_
Mar. 18,
1940--Mar.
18, 1940_
Mar. 18,
1940-

1249
1249

- 1250
1250

Mar.
18, 1940._ _ 1250
Mar. 18,1940..1250
Mar.
18, 1940_ _ 1251
Mar. 18,1940--_
1261
Apr. 11,
Apr.
11, 1940___
1940.-- 1251
1251

v
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LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS

Act
Res.
291 ---292 ----293 -----

Date
Page
Ernest S. Frazier. AN ACT For
Ernest
of Ernest
Ernest S.
For the relief
relief of
1940___ 1251
1251
S. Frazier_
Frazier- Apr.
Apr. 11,
11, 1940___
J. Mobley. AN ACT
Max J.
relief of
Max J.
Mobley__
ACT For the
the relief
of Max
J. Mobley
Apr. 11,
__ 1252
1252
- - __ Apr.
11, 1940_
1940 -_
George
Artick. AN
George Louis Artick.
For the
of George
George Louis
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Louis
Artick
Apr. 11,
11, 1940_
1252
Apr.
1940___ 1252
294 -__-_ George
George LanceHotta.
AN ACT
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
upon the
the
Lancellotta. AN
ACT Conferring
United States District Court
for the
the Dist
rict of
of Rhode
Rh o de I
sCourt for
District
Isrender judgment
judgm en tu
pon the
th e c
l
ai
m
land to hear, determine,
determine, and
and render
upon
claim
of
Lancellotta ----------- ____________of George
George Lancellotta
11, 1940_
__ 1252
Apr. 11,
1940___
295 ----- Alabama
Poole. AN
ACT For
For th
e re
li ef o
a bama
295
Alabama Lewis
Lewis Poole.
AN ACT
the
relief
off Al
Alabama
Lewis Poole --------------------------Apr. 11,
11, 1940_
__ 1253
1253
Apr.
1940-_Louis Simons.
296 ----- Louis
Simons. AN
of Louis
Louis Simons
Simons
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
... Apr. 11,
11, 1940_
1940___ 1253
1253
297
Gebhart.
AN
ACT
Fo
r
th
e
re
li
e
f
o
f
Ed
war
d
J
.
G
e
b297 ----- Edward
Edward J.
J. Gebhart. AN ACT For the relief of Edward J. Gebhart
hart------------------------------------11, 1940_
Apr. 11,
1940-_- 1254
1254
298 ----- Dane
Goich.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
re li efof
ofD
ane Goich
Goi
ch
Dane Goich. AN
the relief
Dane
--..- _-11, 1940_
__ 1254
Apr. 11,
1940__1254
299
Mary
Nouhan.
AN
ACT
Fo
r
th
e
re
li
e
f
o
f
M
ary
N
ou
h
an
_
_
_
_
299 ---Mary Nouhan. AN ACT For the relief of Mary Nouhan..
Apr. 11,
11, 1940___
1940__- 1254
1254
300
300 ----- Stanley
and others.
ACT F
or the
th e relief
re li efo
Stan l
ey
Stanley Falk
Falk and
others. AN
AN ACT
For
offStanley
Franklin, Mrs.
Mrs. N
ath an Falk,
Falk , and
an d Rose
Falk, Howard Franklin,
Nathan
Rose
Winter
Winter
11, 1940_
Apr. 11,
1940-_- 1255
1255
301 ----- Private
301
U. S.
M. C.
AN ACT
ACT T
o provide
prov i
de an
Private Earl
Earl S.
S. Rogers,
Rogers, U.
S. M.
C. AN
To
an
additional sum
payment of
cl
ai
m under
un der the
th e Act
Acten
additional
sum for the payment
of aa claim
en-titled "An
"An Act to provide for
th e reimbursement
reimbursement of
of certain
for the
certain
personnel
personnel or former
former_ personnel
the United
United States
Nav y
personnel of
of the
States Navy
and United States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps for
the value
ofpersonal
persona l
for the
value of
effects destroyed
•
at the
the Ma
ri
ne B
arrac ks,
destroyed as a
a result
result of
of aa fire
fire at
Marine
Barracks,
Quantico, Virginia,
on October
October 27,
27, 1938",
1938" , approved
19,
Quantico,
Virginia, on
approved June
June 19,
1939
1939----------------11, 1940___
Apr. 11,
1940-_- 1255
1255
302 --_-_ W. B. Tucker and
ACT For
the relief
of W.
W. B.
and others. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
B.
•
Helen W.
Tucker, L
on
i
e
M
ea
d
ows,
an
d
S
us
i
e
Tucker, Helen
W. Tucker,
Lonie Meadows, and Susie
Meadows
Meadows-----------------------------Apr. 13,
13, 1940___
1940___ 1256
1256
303 -Carrie Howard
d
E
ugen
i
a Howard
Howard Edmunds.
AN
Carrie
Howard Steedman
Steedman an
and Eugenia
Edmunds. AN
Granting jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
th
e
C
our
t
o
f
Cl
a
i
ms
to
reopen
ACT Granting
to the Court of Claims to reopen
and readjudicate
readjudicate the case of
Steedman and
and
of Carrie Howard
Howard Steedman
Eugenia
Eugenia Howard
Howard Edmunds
Edmunds ---_
Apr. 13,
1940___ 1256
1256
13,1940-_Co
r
p
ora
ti
on.
AN
ACT
F
or
the
relief
of
the
304 -... _ Pacific
Pacific Airmotive
Airmotive Corporation. AN ACT For the relief of the
Pacific Airmotive
Corpo rati on ,Burbank,
Bur ban k, C
al i
fornia
Pacific
Airmotive Corporation,
California
Apr. 17,
1940_ _ 1257
1257
17, 1940___
4
e. JOINT
JOINT RESOLUT
ION Authorizing
4 Capt.
Capt. William
William Bowi
Bowie.
RESOLUTION
Authorizing
Captain William Bowie, former
former Chief
Chi ef of
of th
vi
si
on of
of
thee Di
Division
Geodesy in
St at
es C
oast and
and G
eodetic Survey,
Geodesy
in the
the United
United States
Coast
Geodetic
Survey,
Department of
Commerce, to
to a
cce pt and
an d wear
th
e decoration
of Commerce,
accept
wear the
decoration
of the
Cross of
cer ofth e Order of Saint Sava_ _
of
the Cross
of Grand
Grand Offi
Officer
of the Order of Saint Sava --- __ Apr. 17,
1940_ __ 1257
1257
17,1940-_305 --Ray E. Nies. AN ACT For
For the relief of
of Ray
E. Nies
Nie s
Ray E.
Apr. 18,
18, 1940_
1940-___ 1257
1257
Master Sgt. Francisco
Francisco R. Acosta.
306 --.-- Master
AN ACT
or the
relief of
Acosta. AN
ACT F
For
the relief
of
Francisco R.
R. Acosta
Francisco
Acosta
Apr. 18,
1940_ __ 1258
1258
18,1940.__
307
George B.
t
at
e. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief of the estate
307--Gorge
B. Spearin,
Spearin, es
estate.
ACT For
relief of the estate
of
n ,deceased
decease d
of George
George B.
B. Speari
Spearin,
1940_ __ 1258
1258
Apr. 18,
18, 1940-_
308
James Hen
ry Rigdon.
Rigdon . AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
James Henry
James
Henry
ACT For
relief of
of James
Henry
Higdon
Rigdon ------Apr.
18, 1940_ __ 1259
309
Apr. 18,1940___
309
309----- .. Howard
1259
Daurry.
oward Daury.
t-he-re-l-e--o--l--o--a--d-b
310
Howard
Daury. AN
For t
he relief of
Howard Daury
Daury__
AN ACT
ACT For
au--v
the
of Howard
:--: __ Apr.
18, 1940___ 1259
Apr.
18,1940-_1259
310 ---.. Decorations
Decorations by
overnments.
AN ACT
ACT To
To authorize
by foreign g
governments.
AN
authorize
certain officers
officers of the
n it ed S
tates to
to accept
accept
certain
the Army
Army of
of the
the U
United
States
such medals,
orders, and
and decorations
decora ti ons as
as have been tendered
such
medals, orders,
have been tendered
211
them by foreign governments--governments
----------1940_ __ 1259
1259
311 ----- International
InternationalGrain
18,1940-Inc. AN ACT F
Grain Company, Inc.
or the
th
e rel
i
ef of
For
relief
of Apr. 18,
of the International Grain Company,
Incorp ora t
ed------Company, Incorporated
Apr.
1940_
1260
$12
R.
or the relief of R. D. Torian
Apr. 20,
20,1940-__
312 -.R. D.
D. Torian.
Torian. AN
1260
AN ACT
ACT F
For
the relief of R. D. Torian __-313
Floyd
AN ACT
or the relief of Floyd H. Roberts _ Apr.
20, 1940_
313
Floyd H.
H. Roberts.
Roberts. AN
ACT F
For
the relief of Floyd H. Roberts_ Apr. 20,1940_
1261
- _ 1261
1940_ __ 1261
314 ---Joseph Siortino.
Seiortino. AN ACT
or the
the relief
relief of
Sciortino_ _ Apr. 20, 1940--Joseph
ACT F
For
1261
of Joseph
Joseph Sciortino
Apr. 22,
22, 1940_
---Kenffel and E
315 ____ Keuffel
sser Company
of New
Yor k. AN
AC T For
For the
Esser
Companyof
1940-___ 1261
New York.
AN ACT
the Apr.
1261
relief of the Keuffel
Keurfel and Esser
Esser Company
Comp any of
ofNew
New York
York -316
.1. D.
rlick, est
at
e.
AN
ACT For the relief of the estate of
Apr.
316
22,
1940___
1262
J.
22,
D.Wa
1940_
Warlick,
estate. AN ACT For the relief of the estate of
1262
J. D.
D. Warlick
Warlick
------------317
Apr.
22,
1940___
1262
Charles
22,1940-__ 1262
Charles Sidenstucker.
Sidenstucker. ANAN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Charle
Charless
Sidenstucker
Sidenstucker..........
318
oe
Fuhn------------------318
_____
Robert
F
aug
h
nan.
A
N
ACT
For
the
relief
of
Robert
F
aug
h
nan,
Apr.
22,
1940_ 1263
22,1940___
------------------318
1263
Rbert Faughnan. AN ACT Forthe--relief
Faughnan,
318
-- - ,--,
-_-----of Robert
a
--------------a minor --------I
319
____
Richard
L.
C
alder.
AN ACT For the relief of Richard L.
1940-_ 1263
1263
319 -.
RichardL. Calder. AN ACT Forthele
ef o-Richard L. Apr. 22, 1940___
Calder
1940_ 1263
1263
320 --___ Margu
Carmack
erite P. Carina&
AN ACT For the re li efofMarguerite Apr. 22, 1940-_

XW&i5f- or-

~~------__

-

321 -.822321 322

P.

Cacck.ANACTFor the relief of Marguerite

Ragotaki.
r
Ack----------------------------Ella Ragotski.
AN ACT For the relief of Ella Rago tski
Ella
Ragotki.
AN Company,
ACT For Inc.,
the relief
ofWElla
Ra
otskiMorrison.Knudsen
Morrison-Knudsen
an
d W.
.C
C. CoCAN
Cole.
AN
and

ACT

For the relief o
off Morrison-Knudsen
Company, I
Morrison-Knudsen Company,
ncorpoIncorpo.
rated, and
and W.
ol
e
rated,
W. C.
C. C
Cole
s......................

Apr. 22, 1940_
1940__ 1264
1264
Apr. 22, 1940._
1940-_ 1264
Apr.
1940_ -- 1265
Apr. 22,
22,1940___
1265

Vii
vii

LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
Act
Res.
323 -----

O'Brien Brothers,
Brothers, Inc.
O'Brien
Inc. AN
AN ACT
For the
of O'Brien
ACT For
the relief
relief of
O'Brien
Brothers,
New York
York City,
----Brothers, Incorporated,
Incorporated, New
City, New
New York
York
324
Tom Kelly.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of Tom
324 ----- Tom
Kelly. AN
For the
Tom Kelly
Kelly-------__325
Gerald Henry
Henry Simpson.
Simpson. AN
AN ACT
325 ----- Gerald
ACT For
of Gerald
Gerald
For the
the relief
relief of
Henry
__-___._-___
Henry Simpson
Simpson --------------------326
326 ----- Esther
Esther Cottingham
Cottingham Grab.
Grab. AN
the relief
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Esther
Esther
Cottingham Grab
Grab-----------------------------__-__Cottingham
5 Frank
5
Frank W. Seifert and
JOINT RESORESOand Lt. V. Hine,
Hine, deceased.
deceased. JOINT
LUTION To
LUTION
To authorize
authorize the
the President
President to
to present
present the
the DisDistinguished
Cross to
Frank W.
tinguished Flying
Flying Cross
to Frank
W. Seifert
Seifert and
and Lieutenant
Lieutenant
V. Hine, deceased-------------_-------____-__-__deceased
327
Madeline
327 ----Madeline Vera
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
Vera Buchholz.
Buchholz. AN
ACT For
For the
of Madeline
Madeline
Vera Buchholz
Buchholz ----------------------------------328
Stina Anderson.
Anderson. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
328 ----- Stina
For the
of Stina
Stina Anderson_
Anderson- _
-_
-_
329
Morris
329 ----Morris Hoppenheim
Hoppenheim and
and others.
ACT For
For the
relief of
of
others. AN
AN ACT
the relief
Morris Hoppenheim,
Lena Hoppenheim,
Doris Hoppenheim,
Morris
Hoppenheim, Lena
Hoppenheim, Doris
Hoppenheim,
and
and Ruth
Ruth Hoppenheim
Hoppenheim --------------___._---_______
330
Ehrenfeld. AN
330 ----- Luise
Luise Ehrenfeld.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
Luise Ehrenfeld__
For the
the relief
of Luise
Ehrenfeld- _
-_
331
Priscilla M.
At. Noland.
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
331 ----Priscilla
Noland. AN
For the
relief of
of Priscilla
Priscilla M.
M.
Noland--------------..---------___--_-__
.Noland
332 _
_---Katherine
332
Katherine Scott
Scott and
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Katherine
and others.
others. AN
the relief
Katherine
Scott,
J. H.
Scott, Jettie
Jettie Stewart,
Stewart, and
Ruth MinceMinceScott, Mrs.
Mrs. J.
H. Scott,
and Ruth
meyer
__..---____
._ .---meyer ----- --------..
333 _---- Isadore
Friedman. AN
333
Isadore J.
J. Friedman.
AN ACT
For the
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of Isadore
Isadore J.
J.
Friedman ------------------------------_-----------Friedman
Alan C. Winter,
334 .---and Elizabeth
Winter, Jr.,
Jr., and
Elizabeth Winter.
Winter. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the
relief of
of Alan
Alan C.
relief
C. Winter,
Winter, Junior,
Junior, and
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Winter
Winter -----335 _---.
Anna
Kosick, deceased.
deceased. AN
335
Anna Barbara
Barbara Kosick,
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of the
For the
the
legal
representative of
of Anna
Anna Barbara
legal representative
Barbara Kosick,
Kosick, deceased
deceased -----ACT For
the relief
Richard336 -_--_ Roxie Richardson.
Richardson. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of Roxie
Roxie Richardson
.__-_________
son.....
337-___.
337
Luther
LutherDevoe.
Devoe. AN
relief of
of Luther
Luther DevoeDevoe -AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
_-Mrs. Vern A. Needles and
and Charles
338 --.-- Mrs.
Charles V. Needles. AN ACT To
amend
amend an
for the
the relief
relief of
Mrs. A.
R.
an Act
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act for
of Mrs.
A. R.
Barnard, Charles
Donald W.
W. Prairie,
Barnard,
Charles A.
A. Stephens,
Stephens, Donald
Prairie, and
and
dependents of
Vern A.
approved July
dependents
of Vern
A. Needles",
Needles", approved
1939 - - - July 15,
15, 1939339 _---Lewis
GarrardHale,
estate. AN
AN ACT
Lewis Marion
Marion Garrard
Hale, estate.
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of
the
of Lewis
Lewis Marion
Garrard Hale
the estate
estate of
Marion Garrard
Hale -.--------------340
MargaretR.
340----Margaret
R. Lewis,
Lewis, estate.
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
F.
estate. AN
AN ACT
of George
George F.
Lewis, administrator
of the
the estate
of Margaret
R. Lewis
Lewis,
administrator of
estate of
Margaret R.
Lewis -_--341
the relief
relief of
Mrs. Gottlieb
341 ----- Mrs.
Mrs. Gottlieb
Gottlieb Metzger.
Metzger. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
of Mrs.
Gottlieb
Metzger.-----------___________________________
Metzger
342
Mr.
and Mrs.
Nathan Kaplan.
342----Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan
Kaplan. AN
For the
the relief
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Mr.
Mr.
and Mrs.
Nathan Kaplan
and
Mrs. Nathan
Kaplan ...-_____._-__.______._--__
Louise McKee. AN ACT Conferring
343 ----- Parker
Parker McKee,
McKee, Sr., and Louise
Conferring
jurisdiction upon the United States District Court for the
District of
of New
New Jersey
District
Jersey to
to hear,
hear, determine,
and render
judgdetermine, and
render judgment upon
ment
upon the
the claims
claims of
of Parker
Parker McKee,
McKee, Senior,
Senior, and
Louise
and Louise
McKee---------------_ _
McKee
- - . .-344 .-..
Anna
M. Shea.
the relief
Anna M.
Shea. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of Anna
Shea
Anna M.
M. Shea-----345
Mr.
and Mrs.
345----Mr. and
Mrs. John
For the
the relief
of Mr.
Mr.
John W.
W. Finley.
Finley. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
and Mrs.
Mrs. John
John W.
W. Finley-------------------------____.
Finley
and
.
346 ----Maj. John
John R. Holt. AN ACT For the
the relief of
of Major
Major John
John R.
R.
Mai.
Holt----------------------------------------------Holt
347
C. T.
Jensen. AN
347 - - C.
T. Jensen.
ACT For
For the
relief of
AN ACT
the relief
of C.
C. T.
T. Jensen
Jensen-------348 ---..
Dorothy
Crossing. AN
AN ACT
348
Dorothy Crossing.
For the
relief of
of Dorothy
Crossing_
ACT For
the relief
Dorothy Crossing_
349 ----- K.
349
K. J.
ACT For
the relief
the estate
estate of
of K.
K. J.
J. Foss,
Foss, estate.
estate. AN
AN ACT
For the
relief of
of the
J.
Foss
Foss------------------------------------------------350
Clemmer, heirs.
350 ----- Lt.
Lt. William
William Lee
Lee Clemmer,
heirs. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of the
the
For the
the relief
heirs of
of Lieutenant
Lieutenant William
Lee Clemrner,
heirs
William Lee
Clemmer, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard- - - 351 _---_ Joseph
Mihelich, estate.
estate. AN
AN ACT
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon
351
Joseph Mihelich,
upon
the
United States
the United
States District
District Court
for the
the District
District of
Court for
of Montana
Montana
to hear,
to
hear, determine,
determine, and
and render
upon the
render judgment
judgment upon
the claim
claim of
of
the estate
estate of
Joseph Mihelich
Mihelich--------_.
-----------of Joseph
352 ---..
J. Frank
Kuner. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of J.
J. Frank
352
J.
Frank Kuner.
For the
Frank Buner,
Kuner,
private, uniformed
uniformed force,
private,
force, United
States Secret
Secret Service
United States
Service-----353 ----- John
John R.
Elliott. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
353
R. Elliott.
For the
relief of
R. Elliott
Elliott__
the relief
of John
John R.
--- __
Gallup Mercantile
354 _---_
Gallup
Mercantile Company.
Company. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
of the
the relief
relief of
the
Gallup Mercantile
Gallup
Mercantile Company
Company of
of Gallup,
Mexico
Gallup, New
New Mexico----designated persons.
355 ...- _ Hermosa-Redondo
Hermosa-Redondo Hospital
Hospital and designated
ACT
persons. AN
AN ACT
For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Hermosa-Redondo
Hermosa-Redondo Hospital,
C. Max
Hospital, C.
Max AnderAnderson,
JulianO.0. Wilke,
Curtis A.
Wherry, Hollie
Hollie B.
son, Julian
Wilke, Curtis
A. Wherry,
B. Murray,
Murray,
Ruth M.
Laird, Sigrid
Sigrid I.
and Stella
Guy
Ruth
M. Laird,
I. Olsen,
Olsen, and
Stella S.
S. Guy
------
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Apr.
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Apr.
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1267
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May 24,
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1268
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6,
1940_ __ 1268
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June

6,
1940_ 1269
6,1940___
1269

June
June

6,
1940_ __ 1269
6,1940___
1269

June
June

6, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1270
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1270

June
June
June
June

6, 1940_ __ 1270
6,1940_
1270
6, 1940_ __ 1270
1270
6,1940___

June
June
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1940_ __
1271
6,1940
_- 1271

June
June

6, 1940_ __ 1271
1271
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June
June

6, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1272
1272
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June
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June
June

6,
1940_ __ 1272
1272
6,1940-_-

June
June
June
June

7,
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1273
7,1940___
7,
1940_ __ 1273
1273
7,1940___

June
June

7,
1940_ __ 1274
1274
7,1940___

7, 1940_ __ 1274
June 7,1940_-_
1274
June
7, 1940_ __ 1274
June 7,1940___
1274
June
1940_ __ 1275
June 7,
1275
7,1940___
June
June

7, 1940_ __ 1275
7,1940-__
1275

June
June

7,
1940_ __ 1276
7,1940-_
1276

June
June

8,
1940_. _ 1276
8,1940--_
1276

1940_ __ 1277
1277
June 8,
8,1940_-1940_ __ 1277
1277
June 8,
8,1940__June
June

8,
1940_ 1277
1277
8,1940--

June
June

8,
1940_ 1278
8, 1940-
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Act
Act
356
356
357
357

Date

Res.
Res.

Thomas G.
G. Abbitt.
Abbitt. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Thomas
Thomas G.
G. Abbitt_
- Thomas
AbbittRoy Breithaupt.
Breithaupt. AN
AN ACT
the relief
BreitACT For
For the
relief of Le Roy Breit----- Le
Le Roy
haupt------------haupt
--------------------------

358 ----- Walter
R. Maguire.
Maguire. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
Walter R.
R.
of Walter
ACT For
For the
358
Walter R.

Maguire
Maguire -----------------------relief of
of Barnet
Barnet Warren__
359 ----- Barnet
Barnet Warren.
Warren. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
Warren_ _
360 ----- Erich
Erich Hecht
and others.
others. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
Erich Hecht
360
Hecht and
AN ACT
relief of
of Erich
Hecht,-,
Greta
L. Hecht,
and Erich
Grete J.
J. L.
Hecht, and
Erich F.
F. Hecht,
Hecht, Junior
Junior ---------the relief
of Bruno
Bruno Arena
361 ----- Bruno Arena.
Arena. AN ACT For
For the
relief of
Arena -__-362
J. Hogan
of
AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of
362 ----- Walter J.
Hogan and
and W. R.
R. Larkin. AN
Walter J.
J. Hogan and W. R. Larkin,
Larkin, in connection
connection with the
the
construction, operation, and maintenance
maintenance of
of the
the Fort Hall
Hall
Indian irrigation
irrigation project, Idaho
Idaho ---------------------Indian
CharlesH. Parr.
363 ----- Charles
Parr. AN ACT For
Charles H. Parr--Parr_ __
For the relief
relief of
of Charles
364 ----- Verle
Verle S. Ward. AN ACT For the relief of Verle
Verle S. Ward
Ward----365 ----- Esther
Esther Ross. AN ACT
Esther Ross
Ross ------ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Esther

366
366 ----

John L.
L. Harder
Harder and
John
and others.
AN ACT
authorize the
others. AN
ACT To
To authorize
the cancancelation of deportation proceedings
L.
proceedings in the
the case
case of John L.
Harder and children,
W. Harder,
Harder,
children, Paul William
William Harder,
Harder, Irvin
Irvin W.
and Elizabeth
Edna Justina
Justina Harder,
Harder, Elsie Anna
Anna Harder,
Harder, and
Elizabeth
Harder .Harder..
______
. _.__________.
__
Kessel. AN
AN ACT
ACT To
the provisions
provisions of
of Private
Private
367 ----- Victoria
Victoria Kessel.
To repeal
repeal the
Numbered 347, Seventy-first
Law Numbered
Seventy-first Congress,
Congress, pertaining
pertaining to
Victoria Kessel
Victoria
Kessel
368 ----- John
John A. FarreU.
Farrell. AN ACT For
Farrell_
For the
the relief
relief of John
John A. Farrell369 -- _-- Orville
Orville Wright.
Wright. AN ACT Authorizing
issuance to Orville
Authorizing the issuance
Orville
aircraft pilot's certificate
Wright of honorary
honorary aircraft
certificate numbered
numbered 1..
1-__
Harry Huston.
Huston
the relief
relief of
of Harry
Harry Huston
370 ----- Harry
AN ACT For
For the
Huston- -William Sinnott. AN
of
371 ----- William
AN ACT
ACT To authorize
authorize the
the presentation
presentation of
a
special gold medal
medal to
Sinnott
a special
to William
William Sinnott-----------Laura Trice
Converse. AN ACT For the relief
372 --.- _ Laura
Trice Converse.
relief of Laura
Trice
Laura Trice
Converse
Converse_-__.__________
Acme Die-Casting
Corporation. AN ACT For the relief of the
373 ---- AAcme
Die-Casting Corporation.
the
Acme Die-Casting
Die-Casting Corporation
Corporation-----_____........
374 .--_Thermal Syndicate,
Syndicate, Ltd.
Ltd. AN ACT For the relief of Thermal
Thermal
Limited ------------Syndicate, Limited
__-_-- ___
---375 ----- Charles
B. Chrystal.
Charles B.
For the
the relief
Chrystal. AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Charles
Charles B.
B.
Chrystal ------------Chrystal
_-...--- ---------376 ----- Joseph
F.
Tondre.
AN ACT For the relief of Joseph F.
Joseph F.
Tondre
Tondre .-.....--------------------.-----...--...
Tondre
377
Harold W.
For the
of Harold
W.
377 ---Harold
W. Kinderman.
Kinderman. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Harold W.
Kinderman
Kindernan----..
Capt. Frank
Frank N. Roberts. AN ACT Authorizing
378 ---.Capt.
Authorizing the President
President
to present the Navy Cross to Captain Frank N. Roberts,
United
United States
States Army
Army
-...-..
379 ---.- John
John L. Hines.
Hines. AN ACT To provide
the advancement
of
provide for the
advancement of
retiredlist
Army
John L. Hines on the retired
list of the Army
380
Nadine
AN ACT
ACT For
For th
reliefof
of Nadine
Sanders_ _
380 --..
Nadine Sanders.
Sanders. AN
thee relief
Nadine Sanders.381 ----- Andrew Olson.
Olson
AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Andrew
Andrew Olson
Olson Roy
F. Lassly. AN ACT For the relief of Roy F. Lassly,
Lassly,
382 --..
Roy F.
former Acting
Acting Chief Disbursing Clerk, Department
Department of the
the
Interior
Interior
Lewis
State Bank, Tallahassee,
383 ---Lewis State
Tallahassee, Fla.
F/a. AN ACT For the relief of
the Lewis
Lewis State Bank of Tallahassee,
Tallahassee, Florida
Florida -----384 --..Alice C. Wainwright. AN ACT For the relief of Alice
Alice C.
Wainwright
Wainwright-Maj. L. P.
385 --Maj.
P. Worrall.
Worrall. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Major L. P.
Worrall, and for other purposes
Worrall,
purposes
Edward
the relief
relief of
386 .--Edward Smith. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
of Edward
Edward Smith---Smith_
387 --..
Albert W.
Secretary of the
W. Gabbey. AN ACT Directing the Secretary
Interior to issue to Albert W. Gabbey aa patent to certain
lands in the State of Wyoming
Wyoming .
388 ----- Janet
Hendel, nee
hapiro. AN ACT For the reliefof
Janet Hendel,
ne,e Judith
Judith Shapiro.
relief of
Janet Hendel, nee Judith Shapiro
389
-..Lena
Hendel,
nee
Lena
Goldberg.
AN
ACT
For
the
relief
389
Hendel,
Goldberg.
For
relief of
Lena Hendel, nee Lena Goldberg
K
390 --rt Wessely. AN ACT For the relief
Wessely.
Kurt
relief of Kurt Wessely
391--Maria Teresa Valdes Thompson.
Thompson. AN ACT For the relief of
391
Maria
Maria
Teresa
Valdes Thompson
Mariaalm
Teresa
Valdes
Thomron.. ---------------------392 ..----- Zook
Nuseies
Inc.
392
Zook
Inc. AN
To confer
conf
er j
uri
sdiction
Zook Palm
Paln Nurseries,
Nurseriess Inc.
N ACT
ACT To
jurisdiction
upon
DistrictCourt
United
upon the
the District
Court of the United States for the Southern District off Florida to hear
hear, determine,
determine, and render judgment upon
claim of
alm Nurseris,
,
ment
upon the
the claim
of Zook
Zook Palm
Nurseries, Inorpo
Incorporated,
Floride corporation
corporation
aF
Florida
--'--"--

....................--
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15,
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1940_
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June
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June
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June
15, 1940_ 1288
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June 15,1940-__

June
June 15,1940
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June 17,
17, 1940...._
June
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June
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20,1940_-June
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402
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406 ----407
407 ----408
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411
411
412
412
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413
413
414
414
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416 ----416
417
417
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418 ----418
419 420 ---420
421
421
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422
422
423
423
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424
424
425
425
426
426
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427 ----428
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429
429
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430
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431
431
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432
432
433
433
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434
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435
435
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Date

Indian
claims, Minnesota.
Minnesota. AN ACT To amend
amend the Act of
of
Indian claims,
August
1935 (49
Stat. 2194),
purposes_ ___
27, 1935
(49 Stat.
2194), and for other purposes--August 27,
Albert L.
Barnholtz. AN
ACT For
For the relief of Albert L.
AN ACT
Albert
L. Barnholtz.
Barnholtz
Barnholtz -------------------------------------------H
__
Wayman-_H. S.
S. Wayman. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the relief of H. S. Wayman_
and Josephine
Riddlesbarger. AN ACT For the
P. and
Josephine Riddlesbarger.
Wilbur P.
relief
Wilbur P.
Josephine RiddlesRiddlesP. Riddlesbarger
Riddlesbarger and Josephine
relief of Wilbur
barger
barger------------------------------------------Thomas
relief of
of Thomas
Boyd
Thomas Boyd---AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
Thomas Boyd.
Boyd. AN
Forsman__
Edwin Forsman.
Edwin
Forsman. AN ACT For the relief of Edwin Forsman__
Dan
Yancey. AN
Yancey
the relief of
of Dan
Dan Yancey-------AN ACT
ACT For the
Dan Yancey.
Charles Flack.
the relief
Charles Flack
Flack ----of Charles
ACT For
For the
relief of
Charles
Flack. AN
AN ACT
James P. Bruce,
James P.
P. Bruce,
Bruce, Jr.
Jr. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of James
Bruce,
Junior --------------------------------------------Junior
S.
T. Enloe--------Enloe
S. T. Enloe.
Enloe. AN ACT For the relief of S. T.
Angie
Ward. AN
the relief of Angie
Angie Ward ------Angie Ward.
AN ACT
ACT For the
John
the relief
of John
John Engblom
Engblom-__-_
-_
ACT For
For the
relief of
John Engblom.
Engblom. AN
AN ACT
Leland
G. Myers.
Myers. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Leland
Leland G.
G. MyersMyers_
Leland G.
AN ACT
Rose
For the relief of Rose Bilaitis ----Rose Bilaitis.
Bilaitis. AN ACT For
Joe
. AN
Joe Carter
Carter----------.
the relief of Joe
Carter.
AN ACT
ACT For the
Joe Carter
Maude
Sullivan-AN ACT
ACT For
For the relief of Maude Sullivan__
Maude Sullivan.
Sullivan. AN
Mary
the relief
relief of
of Mary
Mary Camastro,
Mary Camastro.
Camastro. AN
AN ACT For the
aaminor
minor --------------------------------------------Mat
ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction
upon
jurisdiction upon
Mat Hensley
Hensley and
and others.
others. AN
AN ACT
the United States District Court for the Eastern
Eastern District of
Kentucky
hear, determine,
and render
the
upon the
determine, and
render judgment
judgment upon
Kentucky to
to hear,
claims
Hensley, Arnold Blanton,
Blanton, Lillie Price, Clyde
claims of Mat
Mat Hensley,
Thorpe,
and D.
D. L.
Mason
L. Mason--------------------------Thorpe, and
V. Smith.
Smith_
of Stanley
Stanley V. SmithAN ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Stanley V.
Smith. AN
Thomas and
and Drusilla
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of
AN ACT
LeweUyn. AN
Thomas
Drusilla Lewellyn.
Thomas
Drusilla Lewellyn---------------Lewellyn
and Drusilla
Thomas Lewellyn
Lewellyn and
Don
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of Don
Don E.
relief of
E. Hicks
Hicks.----ACT For
Don E.
E. Hicks.
Hicks. AN
Minnie
Lowery. AN ACT For the relief of Minnie
Minnie and Winell Lowery.
Lowery
and Winell
Wind ll Lowery
Lowery---------------------------Lowery and
Raymond
of Raymond
Raymond C.
ACT For the relief of
Raymond C.
C. Knight. AN ACT
Knight
Knight------------------------------------------Elizabeth
ACT For
relief of
of Elizabeth
Elizabeth L.
the relief
L.
Elizabeth L
L. Riley.
Riley. AN
AN ACT
For the
Riley --------------------------------------------Riley
Pennsylvania
College. AN ACT For the relief of the
State College.
Pennsylvania State
Pennsylvania State
College _-------------------------State College
Pennsylvania
Charles H. Upton.
Upton. AN
relief of Charles
Charles H.
the relief
H. Upton_
AN ACT
ACT For the
CharlesH.
and George
Eliza and
Eliza
George T. Warren.
Warren. AN ACT For the relief of Eliza
Warren
and George
T. Warren
Warren-------------------------Warren and
George T.
Frances
M. Hannah.
AN ACT
ACT For the
relief of
M.
the relief
of Frances M.
Hannah. AN
Frances M.
Hannah
Hannah-------------------------------------------J. Montrose
J. Montrose
Edrehi. AN ACT For the relief of J.
J.
Montrose Edrehi.
Edrehi ------------------------------------Edrehi
C.
S. Hobson.
For the
the relief
of C.
relief of
C. S.
S. Hobson
Hobson -----AN ACT
ACT For
C. S.
Hobson. AN
Mary
ACT For the
the relief
relief
D. Briggs
Briggs and
and Simeon
Simeon G.
0. Rigor.
Rigor. AN ACT
Mary D.
of
Mary D.
Briggs and
Rigor
and Simeon
Simeon G.
G. Rigor------------of Mary
D. Briggs
Nathan
A. Buck.
AN ACT
of Nathan A.
A. Buck_
Buck -_
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Nathan A.
Buck. AN
James
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of James
James L. Kinney_
KinneyFor the
the relief
James L.
L. Kinney.
Kinney. AN
Harold
relief of
of Harold
Harold C.
C. Preble,
the relief
Harold C.
C. Preble.
Preble. AN ACT For the
naval
architect
naval architect-------------------------------------ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of Gus Roth ------------Gus Roth. AN ACT
Geraldine Ash.
AN ACT Conferring
Conferring jurisdiction upon the
Geraldine
Ash. AN
United
Middle District of
of
United States
States District Court for the Middle
Georgia
determine, and
render judgment
the
judgment upon
upon the
and render
to hear,
hear, determine,
Georgia to
claim
of Geraldine
Ash-----------------------------Geraldine Ash
claim of
Anna
Varga. AN
T.
the relief of Anna T.
AN ACT For the
Anna T.
T. Sifferman Varga.
Sifferman
Varga ---------------------------------Sifferman Varga
Louis
Louis Rosenstone. AN ACT For the relief of Louis Rosenstone -----------------------------------------------stone
Black
Hospital, Rapid
AN ACT
Methodist Hospital,
Rapid City,
City, S.
S. Dak.
Dak. AN
ACT
Black Hills
Hills Methodist
For
the relief
relief of
of the
Methodist Hospital
of Rapid
Hospital of
the Black Hills
Hills Methodist
For the
City, South
----South Dakota
Dakota --------------------------City,
Malachy
Malachy Ryan_
___
relief of Malachy
Ryan ---Malachy Ryan. AN ACT For
For the relief
Naoma
Kinder. AN ACT For the relief of Naoma Kinder, aa
Naoma Kinder.
minor
--------minor----------------------------------Evelyn L. Ratcliffe. AN ACT For the relief of Evelyn L. Ratcliffe -------cliffe
-------------------------------Mary
Mary 8.
S. Arthur,
Arthur,
For the relief of
of Mary
AN ACT For
Mary S.
S. Arthur. AN
as
executrix of
of Richard
Richard M.
M. Arthur,
Arthur, deceased---deceased
of the
the estate
estate of
as executrix
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LIST
LAWS
OF PRIVATE LAWS
LIST OF

Res.
436 ----- Beatrice
Beatrice Lois
Lois Rucker.
Rucker. AN
AN ACT
of Beatrice
Beatrice Lois
Lois
For the
the relief
relief of
ACT For
436
Rucker
Rucker------------------------------------------437 ----- Mrs.
J. McCardle.
Mrs. E. J.
relief of Mrs.
E. J.
McCardle. AN ACT For the relief
437
Mrs. E.
McCardle
McCardle----------------------------------------438
Stuart Bastow.
Bastow .
of Stuart
Stuart Bastow-----Bastow. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
438 ----- Stuart
439 ----- Morrissey
Morrissey Construction
Construction Company. AN ACT
of
ACT For the relief of
439
Morrissey
Construction Company
Company --------------------Morrissey Construction
440 --T.
Jack Neal.
Neal. AN
ACT For
relief of
of T.
T. Jack
Jack Neal
Neal--------For the
the relief
AN ACT
T. Jack
440
441 ---Edward P.
Glenn, Jr.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
P.
of Edward
Edward P.
the relief
For the
Jr. AN
Edward
P. Glenn,
441
Glenn, Junior--------------------------------------Junior
Glenn,
442 ----- Clarence
Green. AN
the relief
relief of
Clarence D.
D.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
of Clarence
442
Clarence D.
D. Green.
Green
Green--------------------------------------------443
Edna Emery.
Edna Emery
Emery -_-------AN ACT For relief of Edna
Emery. AN
443 ----- Edna
444
Simon A.
AN ACT
For the
of Simon
A. Brieger,
Simon A.
the relief
relief of
Brieger. AN
ACT For
Simon
A. Brieger.
444 ----legal representative
Gerald
of the estate
estate of Thomas
Thomas Gerald
as legal
representative of
Brieger,
minor
Brieger, a
a deceased
deceased minor---------------------------445 ----- John
Owen. AN
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
John Owen-------Owen
of John
ACT For
For the
445
John Owen.
Charles E.
E. Molster
Charles
Molster and others. AN ACT For the relief of Charles
446 ----- Charles
Moister, former disbursing
disbursing clerk for the Department
Department of
E. Molster,
Commerce and the National Recovery
Recovery Administration;
Administration;
J. L. Summers, deceased,
deceased, former
former chief disbursing clerk,
clerk,
J.
Division
Department, and Guy
Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Guy F.
F.
Division of Disbursement,
Allen,
officer, Division
Disbursement,
Division of Disbursement,
Alien, chief disbursing
disbursing officer,
Treasury
Treasury Department
Department .
_--------------------447
Providing for the extension
extension of nonFrederick Beck. AN ACT Providing
447 ----- Frederick
quota
Frederick Beck ----------- _-----------to Frederick
quota status to
448 ---Ethel
HamilEthel G. Hamilton.
Hamilton. AN ACT For the relief of Ethel G. Hamil-

Date

Act

ton ----------------------------ton

449

---- ----- ---

---

-

provide for
for
fire damages.
damages. AN ACT To provide
----- Raritan
Raritan Arsenal,
Arsenal, N. J., fire
the reimbursement
certain personnel or former
former personnel
reimbursement of certain
of the United
United States Marine
Marine Corps for the value of personal
personal
effects destroyed as a
a result of a
Raritan Arsenal,
Arsenal,
a fire
fire at Raritan
Metuchen,
Metuchen, New Jersey, on October 10, 1938
1938--------------_
450 ----- New
New London,
London, Conn.,
Conn., property
ACT To
AN ACT
To provide
provide
property damages.
damages. AN
450
reimbursement of certain officers
officers and enlisted men or
or
for the reimbursement
former officers
officers and enlisted
enlisted men of the United
United States Navy
Navy
for personal property lost in the hurricane
hurricane and flood
flood at New
London, Connecticut,
Connecticut, on September
September 21,
21, 1938
1938
451 ----- Mr. and
Mrs. C. W.
W. Black and
and Marion
For
and Mrs.
Marion Rabren. AN ACT For
the relief of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. C.
C. W. Black, and
and Marion
Marion Rabren
Rabren__
_
Ramsay-.452 ----- A. A.
A. Ramsay. AN ACT For the relief of A. A. Ramsay
Earl P. Collins.
Collins.. -___
453 ----- Earl
Collins. AN ACT For the relief of Earl P. Collins_
AE. McGivern.
454 M.. E.
McGivern. AN ACT For the relief of M.
M. E. McGivern_
McGivern -_
455 --A.
A. S. Tait. AN ACT For the relief of A. S. Tait
Tait -.........
Gann____
Gann. AN ACT For the relief of Harry D. Gann__
456 ----- Harry
Harry D. Gann.
457 ----- Florence
Sinclair Cooper and
and others.
others. AN ACT To authorize
authorize the
Florence Sinclair
cancelation
proceedings in the case of Florence
cancelation of deportation
deportation proceedings
Sinclair Cooper and daughter, Margaret
Margaret Lavallie,
Lavallie, and Philip
Philip
P. Roy-----------------Roy
Jose Mauri.
Mauri. AN ACT For
Mauri --458 ----- Jose
For the
the relief of Jose Mauri__
459
459 ----- Henry
Henry Gideon
Gideon Schiller. AN ACT
ACT For the relief of Henry
Henry Gideon
Gideon
Schiller
460 ----- James
James George
James George
George
George Mayfield. AN ACT For the relief of James
Mayfield
Mayfield --------------.
461 ----- Dexter
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Dexter
Dexter and Elizabeth Shiomi. AN
For the
relief of
Dexter
and Elizabeth Shiomi
462 ----- Louise Thorne.
Thorne. AN ACT For the relief of Louise Thorne --- Relating to the citizenship
463 ----- William Lawrence Tan. AN ACT Relating
of William
William Lawrence
Lawrence Tan
of
Tan
- Alfred G. Balls. AN ACT For the relief
464 relief of Alfred G. Balls_
Balls_-_-__
Anne Howard
Howard Lay. AN ACT For the relief of Anne Howard
465 -_-Howard
Lay--------Lay
66 Mrs.
Mrs. J.
J. W. Marks.
Marks. JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION To confer
confer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims or the District Court of the
the
United States for the Northern District
District of Georgia to hear
hear,
render judgment
up on the
th e claim
cl
ai
m of
rs. J.
determine, and render
judgment upon
of M
Mrs.
J.
W. Marks,
Marks, of Stephens County, Georgia
Georgia
466
Edward Hagenson.
ACT For the relief
relief of
of Edward
466 ----- Edward
Hagenson. AN ACT
Edward Hagenson
son
---.- "-«_»-_
_
_
_-----------C.
Cooley. AN
For the
th
e re
li efof
adminC. F.. Cooley.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief
of C
C.. F.
F. Cooley
Cooley, admin-

461--__S_ C

467

-

468
469
469

....

istrator
the estate
F. Cooley,
Junior
istrator of
of the
estate of
of Charles
Charles F.
Cooley, J
un i
or ----'
Cothran Motors,
Cothran
Motors, Inc. AN ACT For the relief of Cothran
Motors, Incorporated_
Incorporated ------___
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
dmund S.
Edmund
S. Dennis.
Dennis. AN
the relief
relief of-Edmund-S.
of Edmund 8.
Dennis
Dennis............
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LIST OF PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS
Act

Res.

470
470 ----- Mary Boyd.
Boyd. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the relief of Mary Boyd
Boyd---------471
Lloyd S.
S. Harris.
Harris. AN
For the
the relief
of Lloyd
S. Harris_
ACT For
relief of
Lloyd S.
Harris- _
--__
471 ----- Lloyd
AN ACT
472
Thomas A.
Authorizing the naturalization
of
naturalization of
A. Lambie.
Lambie. AN ACT
ACT Authorizing
472 ___- - Thomas
Thomas A. Lambie
Lambie----------------------- ----- _--473
and guardian
guardian of
of Betty
Betty Ross. AN ACT For the
473 ----- Edward
Edward J.
J. Ross
Ross and
guardian of Betty
relief of Edward J.
J. Ross, and the legal guardian
minor --------------------------------------Ross, a
a minor
474 .--Bessie Sharrah.
Sharrah --Sharrah. AN ACT For the relief of Bessie Sharrah
475
Clarence E.
relief
475----Clarence
E. and Gertrude
Gertrude Ray Enders.
Enders. AN ACT For the
the relief
of Clarence E. Enders and Gertrude
Gertrude Ray Enders
Enders--------476 ----- Twila
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Twila Snyder
the relief
of Twila
Snyder-----476
Twila Snyder.
Snyder. AN
477 ----- Velvie
Velvie W.
W. Smith and
and guardian
of Glenn
AN
Glenn Richard
Richard Smith. AN
guardian of
477
ACT
legal guardian
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Velvie
Velvie W.
W. Smith, and
and the legal
guardian
of Glenn Richard
Richard Smith------_----__-___.__---------Smith
Rodgers Tile Company. AN ACT For the relief of the Rodgers
Rodgers
478 ----- Rodgers
Tile
Company ------------------------------------Tile Company
Thomas L.
L. Gardner.
Gardner. AN ACT For the relief of Thomas
Thomas L.
479 ----- Thomas
_------------------ ______--Gardner
relief of Ina May
May Everett_
Everett--_
480 ----- Ina
Ina May Everett.
Everett. AN ACT For the relief
Charles N.
481 ---Charles
N. Barber.
Barber. AN ACT For the relief of Charles N.
Barber, former United States property
property and disbursing officer,
officer,
Vermont National Guard, and for other purposes--------purposes
Elliott and
FarrSmith. AN ACT For the
482 ----- George
George 0.
0. Elliott
and Winslow Farr
George
Winslow Farr Smith
relief of George
O.0. Elliott and Winslow
Smith-------483 - --Vernon
C. Brown
Brown and
Copeland. AN
For the
relief
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
and F.
F. L.
L. Copeland.
483
Vernon C.
of Vernon C. Brown and F. L. Copeland---------------Copeland
chief
Allen, chief
484 ----- Guy F. Allen. AN ACT For the relief of Guy F. Allen,
disbursing officer,
Treasury Deofficer, Division of Disbursement, Treasury
partment
partment -------------------------------------------Veterans' Administration,
Administration, certain
disbursing officers. AN
AN
485 ----- Veterans'
certainformer disbursing
relieve certain employees
employees of the Veterans'
Veterans' AdminisACT To relieve
tration from financial liability for certain
certain overpayments
and
overpayments and
allow such credit therefor as is necessary in the accounts of
certain
for other purposes
purposes ------certain disbursing
disbursing officers,
officers, and
and for
486
H. PasseU
Passell and First
First Lt. Paul
Paul E.
E. LaMaster.
AN
Capt. David H.
LaMaster. AN
486 ----- Capt.
ACT For
relief of
of Captain
David H.
ACT
For the
the relief
Captain David
H. Passell
Passell and
and First
First
Lieutenant Paul E. LaMa,ster
LaMaster ------------------.------487
Lawrence
T. Post,
Post, G.
F. Allen,
Allen, and
D. Buddrus.
Buddrus. AN
487 -.--Lawrence T.
G. F.
and D.
AN ACT
ACT For
For
the relief
relief of Lawrence
Lawrence T. Post, G. F. Allen, and D. Buddrus_
Buddrus-__
488 ----Philip A.
A. Pension.
Pension. AN
AN ACT
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement
ACT To
To provide
provide for
488
Philip
of Philip A. Penston,
United
Penston, pharmacist's
pharmacist's mate, first class, United
personal and
States Coast Guard, for
for the value
value of personal
and household
household
effects
hurricane of
September
effects lost
lost and
and destroyed
destroyed during the
the hurricane
of September
21,
Connecticut -----------------21, 1938,
1938, at
at New London,
London, Connecticut
Peeples. AN ACT For the relief of Elizabeth
489 ----- Elizabeth K.
K. Peeples.
Elizabeth K.
Peeples
Peeples -____---_-__----______----_
---------J. H.
H Wootton. AN ACT
J. H.
Wootton ----490 ---J.
ACT For the relief of J.
H. Wootton
Joseph Wright. AN ACT For the relief of Alfred
Joseph
491 ----- Alfred Joseph
Alfred Joseph
Wright ----.---------.
Wright
...------.--.-------492 ----- First
National Bank, Gettysburg, Pa.
Pa. AN ACT For the relief of
First National
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
the First National Bank
Bank of
of Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, as
three minor children
children of Dale W. Guise
legal guardian
guardian of the
the three
and Gladys M. Guise, both deceased,
deceased, and Sally C. Guise,
Martha
and Arnold
Arnold E.
E. Onaer
Orner ----------------------Martha G.
G. and
493 ----George
the relief of
of George
George L.
493
George L.
L. Sheldon.
Sheldon. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the
Sheldon ------------------------------------------Sheldon
Frady, and W.
ACT
494 ----- Legal guardian
guardianof Betty
Betty Lou Frady,
W. L.
L. Frady. AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
of the
the legal
and
legal guardian
guardian of
of Betty Lou
Lou Frady, and
For
relief of
Frady---------------------------------------W. L. Frady
495
J. Williams.
Williams. AN
ACT For
J.
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Clifford
Clifford J.
495 ----- Clifford
Clifford J.
Williams
Williams ------------------------------------------in
496
AN ACT
the relief
relief of
certain settlers
settlers in
For the
of certain
Idaho. AN
ACT For
496 ----- Ketchum,
Ketchum, Idaho.
the
Ketchum, Idaho --------------------the town
town site
site of Ketchum,
497
Entries on designated
designated Indian
reIndian reservations.
reservations. AN ACT For the re497 ----Entries
purchasers of, and entrymen
entrymen upon, opened lands
lands
lief of certain purchasers
of certain
Indian reservations
reservations -------------------------of
certain Indian
498
Boy
authorize
District Council.
Council. AN ACT To authorize
498 ---Boy Scouts, Ashland District
the
United
behalf of
of the
the United
the Attorney General
General to
to donate
donate on behalf
States
Coffins, Fred
Fred M.
M. Gross,itrustees,
Gross, trustees,
States to H.
H. S. Scott,
Scott, D. W.
W. Collins,
Ashland District Council
Ashland
Council, Boy Scouts of America, the log
known as the John becrest
ucrest home, located on the site of
of
house known
Federal Correctional
Correctional Institution
Institution near Ashland, KenKenthe Federal
tucky
tucky----------------------------------------------Marjorie
of Marjorie Buchek499 ---Marjorie Buchek.
Buchek. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief of
BuchekIna
Jones -----...
AN ACT
ACT For
For the relief
relief of
of Ina
Ina Jones
--.
500 -Ina Jones.
Jones. AN

Date
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July 11,1940_-July
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Date
Date

Page

501 ----- Edward
Edward ,T.
For the
relief of
of Edward
J.
J. Broggi.
Broggi. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
Edward J.
Broggi ----------------Broggi
July
1940_ __ 1337
July 12,
12, 1940___
1337
502
adao TanaaA
502
Sadao
Tanaka.
ACT TSadao
To enable Sadao Tanaka
Tanaka to
remain
Tanaka. AN ACT
ATToenabeadao
to remain
permanently
the
United
States
permanently in
in the United States-----------.-_-.___-___
July 12,
12, 1940___
1940_ __ 1338
1338
July
503
John Nicholas
Chicouras. AN ACT
503 ---John
Nicholas Chicouras.
the relief
relief of
of John
John
ACT For
For the
Nicholas Chicouras
Nicholas
Chicouras -----------July 12,1940.__
12, 1940_ __ 1338
1338
July
504
Creditin
in designated
designatedaccounts.
accounts. AN ACT For
504 ---Credit
For the relief
relief of
of certain
certain
disbursing agents and certifying
certifying officers
officers of
of the
the Indian
Service,
Indian Service,
the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, and
and the
the TreasTreasury Department
Department --------------..
July
1338
July 12,
12, 1940_
1940___ 1338
505 ---- Hannah
Hannah S.
S. Bray, Jane
Jane and
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the
and Frances
Frances Bickers.
Bickers. AN
relief of Hannah S. Bray, Jane Bickers,
Bickers_ _ July
Bickers, and
and Frances
Frances Bickers_
July 12,
12, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1339
1339
506 ---Leesburg Welding and
Leesburg
Garage Company.
AN ACT
ACT For
the
and Garage
Company. AN
For the
relief
Leesburg Welding
relief of the Leesburg
Welding and Garage
Company -Garage Company
July
15, 1940_ __ 1339
July 15,1940___
1339
507 ----- Legal
Legal guardian
guardianof Paul
PaulSanford.
Sanford. AN
relief of
of the
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
the
legal guardian of Paul Sanford,
Sanford, a
a minor
minor --------July 15,
15, 1940-__
1940_ 1340
July
1340
508 -Edgar C.
508
Nile Shaw and Edgar
Hardin. AN
the relief
C. Bardin.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
of
Nile Shaw and Edgar C.
Bardin
C. Bardin_-July 16,
16, 1940-__
1940._ _ 1340
1340
July
509
K---atherine M.
M. Drier.
509
Katherine
of Katherine
Drier. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
Katherine M.
M.
Drier --Drier
July 19,
July
19, 1940_
1341
1940-__ _ 1341
510
Antal or
or Anthony or Tony Zaicek or
510 ---or Zaiczek.
Zaiczek. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For
the relief of Antal or Anthony or
Zaicek or
or Zaiczek--Zaiczek__ _ July
or Tony
Tony Zaicek
July 19,
19, 1940_
1940-__ 1341
1341
511
F---rancis G. McDougall,
McDougall, Louis Guillemette,
511
Francis
and Ernest
Ernest OuelGuillemette, and
Ouellette. AN ACT For the relief of Francis G.
McDougall_ --__ _ Aug.
G. McDougall
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940-_-__ 1341
1341
512
Carl Hurt.
512 ---Carl
Hurt. AN ACT For the relief of Carl Hurt_
Hurt ----~- Aug.
1342
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940_--__ 1342
513
Fulton
-.Combs. AN ACT For the relief of Fulton Combs --513 Fulton
Aug.
__ 1342
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940-__
1342
514
Frank Spears.
Spears. AN ACT For the
514 ----- Frank
the relief
relief of
of Frank
Frank Spears
Spears ----Aug.
__ 1343
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940--1343
515
- Fishing
Fishing boat
515 at Unione
Unions Numbered
1. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
Numbered 1.
AN ACT
of
the captain and crew of the fishing boat
Unione Numbered
1_
boat Unione
Numbered
1 Aug.
__ 1343
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940-__
1343
516
..-J.
516
T. L. Fretwell.
ACT For
For the
the relief
the estate
J. L.
Fretwell. AN ACT
relief of
of the
estate of
of J.
L.
Fretwell
Fretwell ---_-------------.------------------------ Aug.
Aug. 9,
__ 1344
9, 1940_
1940___
1344
517
JE.Dambach.
517
J..--E.. Dambach. AN ACT For the relief of
of J.
J. E.
Dambach_
E. Dambach___
Aug.
__ 1344
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940._1344
518
-518
Clyde Caietti.
Caietti. AN
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Clyde Caietti,
Caietti, aa
AN ACT
For the
of Clyde
minor
minor
Aug.
1344
Aug. 9,
9, 1940_
1940 _
___ 1344
519
519
Rufus K. Sanderlin.
For the
of Rufus
K.
Sanderlin. AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Rufus K.
Sanderlin
Sanderlin
Aug. 9,
Aug.
__ 1345
1345
9, 1940_
1940___
520
Fred Shelton.
Shelton. AN ACT For the relief of Fred Shelton ----520
Fred
Aug. 9,1940-_9, 1940_ __ 1345
521
1345
-Thomas
Miralia
and
Betty
Miralia.
521
Miralia
Miralia. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
of
Thomas Miralia
Miralia and
Miralia and Betty
Betty Miralia
Aug. 13,
1940_ __ 1346
13, 1940__
522
1346
Robert
L.
Taylor.
AN
ACT
For
the relief of Robert
522
Robert L. Taylor
Taylor_
Aug. 13, 1940_
__ 1346
1940___
523
1346
Clyde
---.
E.
Malle.
AN
ACT
For
524
Malle.
the re
li efo
y de E.
_
relief
offCl
Clyde
E. Malle_
Malee_
Aug. 13, 1940_
1940.____ 1346
524 -DeRosey C.
Cabell and
and others.
C. Cabell
others. AN ACT To correct
correct the military records of DeRosey C. Cabell, McFarland
McFarland Cockrill,
Cockrill,
James
James N. Caperton,
Caperton, Junius
Junius H.
Otto F.
Lange,
H. Houghton
Houghton, Otto
F. Lange,
Paul
B. Parker,
es d
eB. Walbach,
Victor W.
B.
Paul B.
Parker, Jam
James
deB.
Walbach, arid
and Victor
W. B.
Wales
Aug. 13, 1940_
1940.____ 1347
525
1347
Theodore
Kin. AN ACT For the relief
525
Theodore R. King.
R.
relief of Theodore
Theodore R.
King
King
King
iza
-el----------------~------- -- - -- -- --13, 1940_
1940 ..__ 1347
526
1347
ElizabethBuxton Hospital.
526
Elizabeth
relief of
Elizabeth Aug.
Hospital. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the relief
of Elizabeth
Buxton
Hospital
Buxton Hospital
527
Aug. 13, 1940___
1940_ __ 1347
1347
-- G. F.
F. Allen
and
AK X&Y
527
others.
ACT
For
the relief
relief of
of certain
certain disAllen and
and others
others. AN
ACT Y---For -------------------the
disbursing officers
of
the
Division
of
Disbursement,
Treasury
bursing
officers
of
the
Division
of
Disbursement,
Treasury
Department
528
528
Deiirtment.
For
o Willie
Perry
--Aug. 13,
1940_ __ 1348
Aug.
13,1940-_
1348
-Willie AN
.Perry.-529
Willie
Perry.
AN ACT
ACT
For therelief
the. relief of Willie
Perry
.
.
529 -.1940_ __ 1348
13,1940__1348
Zoe Hoyt Wagner
Wagnerand
and lo
Io F. Hoyt.
Hoyt. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Aug. 13,
Zoe Hoyt Wagner and
and Io
Io F. Hoyt
Hoyt
530
530
Aug. 13,1940
13, 1940___
__ 1349
1349
531 ....C. Taylor.
AN ACT
For the
relief of
May C.
May C.
Taylor. AN
ACT For
the relief
of May
C. Taylor_
Taylor --___
531
13, 1940
1940__ __ 1349
1349
Fox. AN ACT For
of Thomas R. Fox_
532 -...Thomas R. Fox.
For the
the relief of
Fox -__
-_ Aug. 13,
532
13, 1940_ __ 1350
1350
533 S. Gardiner.
or the
- Edna
EdnaS.
Gardiner. AN
AN ACT F
For
the relief
relief of
of Edna
Edna S.
S. Gardiner_
Gardiner_ Aug. 13,1940-__
533
-.
Dr. A.
13, 1940-_
1940_ __ 1350
1350
A. C.
C. Wade.
Wade. AN
AN ACT For the relief of Doctor A. C. Aug. 13,
Dr.
Wade
'W-ae ----------------534
1940_ __ 1350
13,1940-__
Lake Landing
534
Lake
Township, Hyde
AN ACT
Landing Township,
1350
Hyde County,
County, N.
N. C.
C. AN
ACT For
For Aug. 13,
the relief of certain claimants on account of loss by fire for
535
which the United States
Stat
es was
adjudged liable
was
adjudged
liable
535
1940_ __ 1351
Donald D. Elliott.
Donald
Elliott. AN ACT For the relief
relief of tthe
the
1351
widow of
of Aug. 13, 1940-__
h e widow
Donald D. Elliott
widow of
536
Designated
1940_____ 1352
1352
disbursing officers.
536
Designated disbursing
ACT For
relief of
of cercer- Aug. 13, 1940
oficer. - AN ACT
For the
the relief
tain disbursing
of
the
Treasury Department,
Department, the
tain
disbursing officers
officers
of
the
Treasury
the
537
Department of the
the Interior,
Int
eri
or,an
d the
Army
and
the Arm
537
1352
13, 1940_
1940-_-__ 1352
Charles H. Amos Handle Company. AN ACT For the relief Aug. 13,
538
of
the
Charl
es
H
.
A
mos
Handle
Company
of the Charles H. Amos andle Company ................
538
1353
Aug. 14,
14, 1940_
1940.__ 1353
-Walter
Chwake.
AN ACT For the relief of Walter
iWalter Ch
Chwaleki
589
Walter
Chwakk.
wal
ek_ 539
-.Wade
Crawford. AN ACT For th
__ 1353
1353
Aug. 20, 1940_
1940 -_
the
Wade Crawford.
e relief
relief of Wade
Wade Crawford, Aug.
540
Superintendent
Indian Age
n cy
formerly S
uperintendent of the Klamath
riamath Indian
eny---540
27, 1940._
1940-- _ 1853
-NanniO
1353
E.TeaL
Nannie B.
E. Teal. AN ACT For the relief of Nannie
Nannie E.
TeaL_-. - Aug. 27,
Aug. 27,1940_
27, 1940_
1354
1354
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Page
Page

----- Capt.
Robert W. Evans.
Evans. AN
Capt. Robert
the relief
relief of
AN ACT For
For the
of Captain
Captain
Robert W. Evans -----------.
Robert
Aug.
27, 1940___
1940_ __ 1354
1354
Aug. 27,
542 -..-John L. Pennington.
Pennington. AN ACT For the
John
Penthe relief
relief of
of John
John L.
L. Pennington --------nington
Aug.
27, 1940_
Aug. 27,
1940--___ 1355
1355
543 ..---Maj. Curtis
Curtis W. LeGette. AN ACT To provide an
an additional
additional sum
sum
for the payment of a
a claim under the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
to
provide for the reimbursement
certain personnel
provide
reimbursement of certain
personnel or former
former
personnel
StatesNavy
personnel of the United States
Navy and United States
Marine
States Marine
Corps for the value of personal
effects destroyed
destroyed as
personal effects
of
as a
a result
result of
a
a fire at the Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia, on
on October
October
27,1938",
27, 1938", approved
approved June 19,1939-------..19, 1939
Aug. 27,
27, 1940_
__ 1355
1355
Aug.
1940___
544 ..--- James
James H. Hearon.
Hearon. AN ACT For the relief
relief of James H. HearonHearon_ Aug.
27, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1355
1355
Aug. 27,
545 ----- Charles
P. Madsen. AN ACT For the
Charles P.
relief of Charles
the relief
Charles P.
P.
Madsen _
Aug.
27, 1940__ 1356
1356
Aug. 27,1940-_546 -.--George
W. Coon. AN ACT For therelief
George W.
the relief of George
George W.
Aug. 27,1940-__
27, 1940_ __ 1356
W. Coon__
Coon_- _ Aug.
1356
547 ----- Mrs. Guy A.
A. McConoha.
McConoha. AN ACT
ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. Guy
Guy
A. McConoha
McConoha -----------Sept. 4,
4, 1940_
Sept.
1940-__ _ 1357
1357
548 -..-- John
John P.
Shorter. AN ACT
ACT For the
P. Shorter.
the relief
relief of John P. ShorterShorter_ -__ _ Sept.
1940_ __ 1357
4,1940-__
Sept. 4,
1357
549 -...Suncrest
Orchards, Inc.
Suncrest Orchards,
jurisdiction on
the
Inc. AN ACT
ACT To confer
confer jurisdiction
on the
Court of Claims to hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment
upon the claim of Suncrest Orchards,
Incorporated --- ___..-- Sept.
Orchards, Incorporated
1940._ 1357
Sept. 4,
4,1940-__
1357
550 -..-Emory Poulson.
Poulson. AN ACT
ACT To
To provide
provide for
for the
of
the acquisition
acquisition of
flowage
flowage rights and the payment of certain
damages in
certain damages
in connecconnection with the operation
operation of the Fort Hall Indian
Indian irrigation
irrigation projprojIdaho -----------ect, Idaho
Sept. 4,
4, 1940-__
1940_ 1358
1358
Sept.
551 ----Violet Knowlen. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Violet
Violet Knowlen,
Knowlen, aa
minor ------------------------....
minor
Sept. 4,1940-__
4, 1940_ __ 1358
1358
Sept.
552
Hazel Thomas. AN ACT For the relief
relie fof
ofHazel
552 ----Hazel Thomas---Thomas_ _...... Sept.
Sept. 4,
4, 1940___
1359
1940-__ 1359
553 ----- Pearl
Waldrep Stubbs.
Stubbs. AN ACT For the relief of Pearl
Pearl Waldrep
Pearl WaIWaldrep Stubbs ----------------drep
Sept.
1940___ 1359
Sept. 4,
4,1940-_1359
Mary -and
and Ignatz
Ignatz Janiec.
554 -Janiec. AN
relief of
of Mary
AN ACT For
For the
the relief
Mary
Janiec and
and Ignatz
._
Janice
Ignatz Janiec-------e
Janice
Sept.
1940__ _ 1360
4, 1940-Sept. 4,
1360
Barlow. AN ACT To carry
555 -. _-- Lester P.
P. Barlow.
carry out the findings
findings of
the
of the
Court of Claims in the case of Lester
Lester P. Barlow against the
United States---------------States
Sept.
6, 1940_ 1360
1360
Sept. 6,1940--Recording and
556 -...Recording
and Computing Machines
AN ACT
To
Machines Company. AN
ACT To
confer
confer jurisdiction on the Court
hear, determine,
determine,
Court of Claims to
to hear,
and render judgment upon the claim or
of the
or claims
claims of
the ReRecording and Computing Machines
Machines Company, of
of Dayton,
Ohio------------------Ohio
Sept. 24,
___ 1361
Sept.
24, 1940
1940--_
1361
557
...- Xenophon George Panos.
AN ACT
of Xenophon
Xenophon
Panos. AN
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
George Panos_
Panos-.......
Sept.
24, 1940_-1940_ __ 1361
1361
Sept. 24,
558 ---W.
J. Hance. AN ACT For the relief
558
W. J.
relief of W. J.
J. Hance --Oct.
4,
1940_ __ 1361
1361
Oct.
4, 1940-__
Louis St. Jacques.
Jacques. AN ACT For the relief of Louis
559 ...-- Louis
Louis St. Jacques_ Oct.
Oct.
4,
1940_ __ 1362
1362
4, 1940-__
James Murphy, Sr. AN ACT
560 -..-- James
relief of
James Murphy,
Murphy,
ACT For
For the
the relief
of James
Senior
Senior --------.......... Oct.
4,
1940_ __ 1362
1362
Oct.
4, 1940-__
Charland. AN ACT For the relief of Louis
Louis A. Char561 ----- Louis A.
A. Charland.
Charland
--------------------.....
land
Oct.
4, 1940--_
1940_ __ 1362
1362
Oct. 4,
562 ..... John
John A. Karnes.
Kames. AN ACT For the relief of John A. Kames
.. -___ Oct.
562
Kames_
Oct.
4,
1940_ .. .. 1363
1363
4, 1940--_
563 ---Emelie Witzenbacher.
Witzenbacher. AN ACT For the relief of Emelie
Emelie WitzenWitzenbacher _
-bacher
Oct.
5, 1940___
1940_ __ 1363
1363
Oct. 5,
564 --.Roland Hanson
Roland
Hanson and Dr.
A. Julien.
Julien. AN
the relief
Dr. E.
E. A.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief
of Roland Hanson,
Hanson, a
aminor, and Doctor E. A. Julien --Oct.
5,
1940._ __ 1364
1364
Oct.
5, 1940___
565 ---.. Euel Caldwell.
Caldwell. AN ACT For the relief of Euel
Oct.
5,
1940_
__ 1364
Euel Caldwell
Caldwell 1364
1940___
Oct.
5,
566 -- -LaVera
La Vera Hampton. AN ACT For the
LaVera Hampton_
5, 1940_
__ 1364
1364
the relief of
of LaVera
HamDton- Oct.
1940___-Oct. 5,
567 -...
Charles
Charles F. Martin.
Martin. AN ACT For the
of Charles
F. Marthe relief
relief of
Charles F.
Martin, a
a minor -------Oct.
5, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1365
1365
Oct. 5,
568 --..David
J. Williams, Jr.
Jr. AN ACT For the relief of David J.
David J.
J.
Williams,
Junior,
aaminor--Williams,
minor
Oct.
1940-_-__ 1365
1365
Oct. 5,
5, 1940_
569 ....Regina Howell. AN ACT For the relief of Regina Howell._
Howell _
..-__ Oct.
Oct.
5,
1940_
1940-_-__ 1366
1366
5,
570 ----- John
John Toepel
and others.
others. AN ACT For the relief of John
Toe pet and
John Toepel,
Robert Scott, Widmer Smith, and Louis Knowlton........
Robert
Knowlton
Oct.
1940--_ __ 1366
1366
Oct. 5,
5, 1940_
571 ---JoeL.
Joe
L. McQueen. AN ACT For the relief
of Joe
Joe L.
relief of
L. McMcQueen
Queen ------------------------Oct.
1940-____ 1367
1367
Oct. 5,
5, 1940_
572
.L. Kessinger
Kessinger and M. Carlisle
Ben L.
Carlisle Minor.
Minor. AN ACT For the
relief
relief of Ben L. Kessinger and M.
M. Carlisle Minor
Minor -----Oct.
8,
1940_
_
_
1367
Oct. 8, 1940-_- 1367
573 ----- Alfred Batrack,
Batrack, estate.
estate. AN ACT For
the estate
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
estate
of Alfred Batrack
.....--Batrack
Oct.
8, 1940_
1367
1940---_ 1367
Oct. 8,
574 ----Wasyl
Wasyl Kulmatycki.
Kulmatycici. AN ACT For the relief of Wasyl
Wasyl KulmaKulmatycki---..---.-....
tycki
Oct. 8,
8, 1940_
__ 1368
1368
1940--Oct.
575 - -.Henry J.
J. Wise.
Henry J.
J. Wise_
Wise --Henry
Wise. AN ACT For
For the relief
relief of Henry
___ Oct.
Oct.
8,
1940_ -_ 1368
1368
8, 1940--Arthur
Joseph Reiber. AN ACT For the relief of Arthur Joseph
576
Arthur Joseph
Joseph
Reiber,
A- --Reiber, a
a minorminor
Oct.
1940_ __ 1369
1369
Oct. 88, 1940--_
. PaulJ.
577 Paul J. Kohanik. AN ACT For the relief
Oct.
8,
1940_ .... 1369
1369
relief of
of Paul
Paul J.
J. Kohanik_
Kohanik _ Oct.
8, 1940--Murphy. AN ACT For the relief/I
relieft John
578 -.... John J.
J. Murphy.
John J.
J. Murphy
Murphy.-Oct.
1940.... _ 1369
1369
Oct. 8,
8, 1940.--

,
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----- Albert DePonti.
DePonti. AN ACT For the relief
Albert DePonti..-DePonti_ ___
relief of Albert
A. Rivera,
relief of
of the
the estate
estate of
of
----- James
James A.
Rivera, estate.
estate. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
-.--------------------------James A. Rivera
of George
----- George
George R. Stringer.
Stringer. AN ACT
ACT For the
the relief of
George R.
R.
Stringer ---------------------------E. Farmer.
Farmer. AN
Rufus E.
----- Rufus E.
AN ACT For
For the relief of
of Rufus
E. Farmer_
FarmerFranco-American Construction
----- Franco-American
Construction Company. AN
AN ACT
ACT For the
the
Franco-American Construction
Construction Company ----relief of the Franco-American
----- Nell Mullen.
Mullen. AN ACT For the
the relief of Nell
Nell Mullen - ------------ Umberto
Tedeschi. AN ACT For the relief of Umberto
Umberto Tedeschi.
Tedeschi -------------------------------------------Tedeschi

586 --- __

Knutson. AN
Emma Knutson.
AN ACT
ACT For
For the
relief of
Emma Knutson__
Knutson.. _
the relief
of Emma
-_
587 ----- June
June Thompson,
Thompson, a
a
June Thompson.
Thompson. AN ACT
ACT For the relief
relief of
of June
minor ------------------------.---------------------588 ----- Josejina
Josefina Alvarado. AN ACT For the relief of Josefina
Josefina Alvarado_
Alvarado.
589 ----- Alex Silberstein
Silberstein and others.
For the
relief of
Alex
others. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
of Alex
Silberstein, Magdalene
Magdalene Silberstein,
Silberstein, Alice Silberstein,
Silberstein, Eleanor
Eleanor
Goldfarb, Lillian Goldfarb,
Goldfarb, Jackie
Goldfarb, and
and Florence
Jackie Goldfarb,
Florence
------- _----.Karp, minors -590 ----- Sallie Barr.
Barr. AN ACT For the relief
relief of Sallie Barr
---------Esther Klein. AN ACT To record the lawful
591 ----- Esther
lawful admission
admission to
the
to the
United
permanent residence
United States for permanent
residence of Esther Klein -----592 -.-.of Rosa
Rosa Paone.
Paone. AN ACT For the relief of
Rosa Paone--------Paone
593 ----- Maj. Clarence
H. Greene.
AN ACT
Clarence H.
Greene. AN
For the
ACT For
the relief
relief of
of Major
Major
Clarence
Clarence H. Greene,
Greene, United States Army, retired ---------594 ----- Isaac
the relief
relief of
Isaac Surmany. AN
AN ACT For the
of Isaac
Surmany_-.-___
Isaac Surmany
595 ----- John
John P.
P. Hart.
Hart. AN
AN ACT
For the
of John
John P.
P. Hart
ACT For
the relief
relief of
Hart-........
596 ----- John
E. Avery.
Avery. AN ACT For the relief
relief of John
E. Avery
Avery --._
John E.
John E.
597 ----- Wallie Motor Company.
Company. AN ACT
ACT For
For the
the relief
relief of
the Wallie
Wallie
of the
Motor Company--______..................................
Company
598 ----- F.
F W.
W. Heaton.
Heaton. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
Heaton ----For the
the relief
of F.
F. W.
W. Heaton
599 ----George
For the
the relief
relief of
of George
F.
George F. Kermath.
Kermath. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
George F.
Kermath ----------------------600 ----- Mrs.
Mrs. Hama
Hama Toni
of Mrs.
Torii Emerson.
Emerson. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
Mrs.
Hama Toni
Torii Emerson
Emerson -------------------------------llama
601 ----- Esther Jacobs.
Jacobs. AN ACT For the relief of Esther Jacobs ----602 _- -_ Salvatore
of Salvatore
Salvatore Taras__
Salvatore Taras.
Taras. AN ACT For the relief
relief of
Taras. - - __
603 ----- Walter B. McDougall
McDougaU and
and Herbert
Herbert Maier.
Maier. AN ACT For the
relief of Walter B. McDougall
McDougall and Herbert
Herbert Maier-------.......
Maier
604 ----- Lillian
Lillian Brown and Silas Young. AN ACT For the
relief of
the relief
Lillian
Brown,
Young --......................
Lillian Brown, and
and Silas Young
Cardie Finch.
605 ----- Noble and Cardie
Finch. AN ACT For the relief of the parents
of Charldean
.--..
Charldean Finch-----Finch
606 ----- Estelle M. Corbett.
Corbett. AN ACT For
relief of
For the
the relief
of Estelle
Estelle M.
M.

Corbett
Corbett
-.-.. Boston
Boston and Maine Railroad.
Railroad. AN ACT
relief of
ACT For
For the
the relief
of Boston
Boston
and Maine
Railroad -------------.----------------and
Maine Railroad
Jane Bear
Bear Robe. AN ACT For the relief of Betty
608 ----- Betty Jane
Betty Jane
Bear
Robe
.
Bear Robe
Sabatini. AN ACT For the relief of Antonio Sabatini_
609 ----- Antonio Sabatini.
Sabatini_ _
_
610 ----- Allen
Allen B. Boyer.
Boyer. AN ACT For the relief of Allen B. Boyer..-610
Boyer_ __
Ernest Lyle Greenwood
Greenwood and Phyllis
Phyllis Joy Greenwood.
611 ----- Ernest
ACT
Greenwood. AN ACT
For the relief of Ernest Lyle Greenwood
Greenwood and Phyllis
Phyllis Joy
Joy
Greenwood
Greenwood
. Steve Zegura,
B. Dragomir
612 Zegura, Jr., and B.
Dragomir Zegura.
Zegura. AN ACT
ACT To
amend the records
records at the port of New York
York to
show the
the adadto show
mission of Steve
Steve Zegura, Junior, and B. Dragomir
Dragomir Zegura
Zegura as
as
aliens admitted
permanent residence
admitted for permanent
613 ----- Reimbursement
Reimbursement for certain
certainfire losses. AN ACT To provide
provide for
for
the reimbursement
reimbursement of certain officers
officers and men of
Coast
of the Coast
and Geodetic Survey for the value of personal
personal effects
effects lost,
lost,
damaged, or destroyed
a fire aboard the Coast and Geodetic
destroyed in a
Geodetic
Survey launch
launch Mikawe
Mikawe at Norfolk, Virginia, on October
27,
October 27,
1939
1939
614 ---Dr.
A.
Ridings. AN ACT To provide
Dr .
L. Ridings.
provide for the issuance
issuance ofa
of a
license
practice the healing artin
license to practice
art in the District of Columbia
Columbia
to
Doctor
A.
Riding...
to Kantovil:.
Doctor A. L.
L.
Ridings
615 -__Beta
------------------------------------------AD4AC'r
-B
Kar
z. AN
AN
ACT For
relief of
of Bela,
Bela Karlovitz
Karlovit.iz'_-_615
Bela Karlovitz.
AC
For the
the relief
616
---William
M. Irvine.
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of William
William M.
616
William M.
Irvine. AN
For the relief
Irvine
Irvine
617
Anam
---Bose~i-------------_------------l-----------617
Anthony
s
orelln. AN ACT For
617
Anthony
Borsellino.
the relief
For the
relief of
of Anthony
Anthony
Borsellino
618--------I---------------------------__
618 Heny
W. Shurlds
Shurlds and W. H. White. AN
618
Henry W.
AN ACT Authorizing
Authorising the
the
Secretary
the Interior
to Henry
H enry W.
W . 8h
urlds and
Secretary of
of the
Interior to
to issue
issue to
Shurlds
and
W.
t.
White
a
patent
to
cert
lands
in
the
State
of
MisW. H. White a patent to certain lands
sissippi
sissippi.--.------------------------------607

Date

Page

Oct.
Oct.

8,
__ 1370
1370
8, 1940._
1940---

Oct.

8,
_ 1370
1370
8, 1940__
1940---.

Oct.
Oct.

8,
1940_ _ 1371
8,1940___1371
8, 1940_ __ 1371
8,1940___1371

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940.. __ 1371
9,1940___-1371
9, 1940._ __ 1372
9,1940___-1372

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ _ 1372
9,1940___-1372
9,
1940.... _ 1372
9,1940-___-1372

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_-___-__ 1373
9,1940
1373
9,
1940_ __ 1373
9,1940___1373

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ __ 1373
9,1940___
1373
9, 1940._ __ 1374
9,1940___
1374

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ _ 1374
9,1940___
1374
9,
1940.. __ 1375
1375
9,1940__--

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1375
1375
9,1940___
9, 1940_ _ 1376
1376
9,1940___
9, 1940.... _.1376
•
1376
9,1940___
9, 1940_ 1376
1376
9,1940___--

Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

9, 1940_
9,1940__9, 19409,1940-__

Oct.

9, 1940___-1940...... 1378
1378
9,

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1378
1378
9,1940___-9, 1940_ __ 1378
1378
9,1940___
9, 1940_.... 1378
1378
9,1940___

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940._ __ 1379
9,1940___
1379

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940.. __ 1379
9,1940___-1379

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940...... 1380
1380
9,1940__.

Oct.

9,
1940.... - 1380
1380
9,1940__-

1377
1377
1377
1377

Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ _ 1381
9,1940___
1381

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ _ 1381
9,1940___
1381
9,
1940_ __ 1382
9,1940___-1382
9,
1940_
.
...
1382
9,1940___-- 1382

Oct.
Oct.

9,
1940_ __ 1382
1382
9,1940___--

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940_ __ 1382
9,
1940___ 1382

Oct.

9,
1940_ __ 1383
1383
9,1940___---

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9,
9,
9,
9,

Oct.

9, 1940--.
1940...... 1384
1384
9,

Oct.

9, 10401384
9,
1940-. 1384

Oct.

1940- - 1885
9, 1940-..

1940_
_ 1383
1383
1940___
1940_ ..... 1384

1940___ 1384

PRIVATE LAWS
LIST OF PRIVATE
Act

XV

Res.

619 ----- Ruth Gainey Branscome. AN
ACT Authorizing
the Secretary
Secretary
AN ACT
Authorizing the
of the Interior to issue to Ruth
Gainey Branscome
patent
Ruth Gainey
Branscome a
a patent
to
certain lands
in the
to certain
lands in
the State
State of
of Mississippi
Mississippi

.---

--.

620 ----- C.
D. Kennedy. AN ACT For the
C. Z. Bush and
and W. D.
of C.
the relief of
C.
Z. Bush and W. D. Kennedy
Kennedy ---------------.------- __.
621 ----- Warren
Warren Zimmerman. AN ACT For the
the relief
relief of
of Warren
Warren
Zimmerman .-------------------..-------Zimmerman_____._
622 ----- James
Robert Harman.
Harman. AN ACT For the
James Robert
relief of
of James
the relief
James
Robert Harman
Harman ------------......-------Robert
___
623 ----- William A. Reithel.
Reith,el. AN
For the
the relief
relief of
of William
A.
AN ACT
ACT For
William A.
Reithel
Reithel---------------.
.---.-- - - - - - - - - - - Hall. AN ACT For the
624 ----- Frank
Frank Hall.
Hall ---------the relief of
of Frank
Frank Hall
Maria Zofia Rupinski. AN ACT
625 ----- Joseph
Joseph B.
B. and Maria
relief
ACT For
For the
the relief
of Joseph B. Rupinski
Rupinski and
and Maria
Maria Zofia
Zofia Rupinski
Rupinski -----626 ----- Howard
Howard R. M. Browne. AN ACT For the
of Howard
the relief
relief of
Howard
M. Browne------------____
Browne
R. M.
-__________
-________
.
627 ----- Leo and
and Alice Neumann. AN
relief of
of Leo
AN ACT
ACT For
For the relief
Leo NeuNeumann and his wife, Alice Neumann
Neumann ------------Ralph W. Daggett.
628 ----- Lt. Ralph
Daggett. AN ACT For the
the relief of
of Ralph W.
W.
Daggett, formerly lieutenant,
lieutenant, Quartermaster
Corps, United
United
Quartermaster Corps,
States Army-Army

Date

Page
Page

Oct.
Oct.

9, 1940_-1940...._ 1385
1385
9,

Oct.
Oct.

10,
1940_ __ 1386
10, 1940___
1386

Oct. 10,
1940_ __ 1386
Oct.
10,1940-_1386
Oct. 10,
__ 1386
Oct.
10, 1940_
1940-_1386
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

14, 1940-_1940_ __ 1387
14,
1387

Oct.
Oct.

14, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1387
1387
14,

Oct.
Oct.

14, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1388
1388
14,

Oct.
Oct.

14, 1940-_1940_ __ 1388
1388
14,

Oct.
Oct.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Howard
Howard Mondt_
Mondt- -__ _
AN ACT For
Oct.
Oct.
630 ----- Nicholas
Nicholas G. Karas.
the lawful
lawful admission
Karas. AN ACT
ACT To
To record
record the
admission
to the United States for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
of Nicholas
Nicholas G.
G.
Karas---------------------------..----------Karas
Oct.
Oct.
631 ----- Lamborn
Lamborn and
and Company. AN
To confer
jurisdiction on
on
AN ACT To
confer jurisdiction
the Court of Claims to hear and
determine the
the claim
claim of
of LamLamand determine
born and Company-----____.............
Company
Oct.
Oct.
F. Allen. AN ACT For the relief of Guy F. Allen,
632 ----- Guy F.
Allen, chief
chief
disbursing officer,
officer, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, and for other
other
purposes--------------------.----___.__
purposes
Oct.
Oct.
Barker and Fred
Fred Walter. AN ACT For the relief of
633 ----- Verdie Barker
of
Verdie
Verdie Barker and Fred Walter--.......--....-Walter
Oct.
-- __Oct.
634 ----- Samuel Roberts.
Roberts. AN ACT For the relief of Samuel Roberts
Roberts_--__ Oct.
Oct.
635 ----- LiUian
Reymonda. AN ACT Granting
Lillian M. Reymonda.
Granting six
pay to
six months'
months' pay
to
Lillian M. Reymonda
Reymonda---------Oct.
Oct.
636 ----- John L. Summers.
For the
relief
of
the
late
John
L.
Summers. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief of the late John L.
Summers,
Summers, former
former disbursing
disbursing clerk,
Treasury Department_
___ Oct.
clerk, Treasury
Department --Oct.
637 ----- J.
J. J.
J. Greenleaf.
J. Greenleaf
Greenleaf. AN ACT For the relief of J.
J. J.
Greenleaf -..Oct.
Oct.
638 --- _- Mrs.
Maki. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. E.
V.
Mrs. E.
E. V.
V. Maki.
For the
the relief
E. V.
Maki
..----------_________-----------------Maki __
Oct.
Oct.
639 ----- Adolph Burstein.
Burstein. AN ACT For
Adolph Burstein_
For the relief
relief of Adolph
Burstein -_ Oct.
Oct.
640 ----- Lt.
Lt. Col. Frank
Frank H. Lusse. AN ACT Authorizing
Authorizing and
and directing
directing
General of the United States to allow credit
the Comptroller General
credit
in the accounts of Lieutenant Colonel Frank H.
H. Lusse,
Lusse,
formerly of the Kentucky National
National Guard ------------.-Oct.
Oct.
641 ----- Wilson Plater°
Platero and
and others.
the relief
of certain
certain
others. AN ACT
ACT For the
relief of
Navajo Indians,
Indians, and for other purposes
purposes ----------------Oct.
Oct.
George A. Meffan
and John
Glenn. AN ACT For the relief of
642 ----- George
Meffan and
John Glenn.
of
the widows
widows of the late George
A.Meffan and John Glenn
George A.Meffan
Glenn__---__
Oct.
Oct.
643 ----- Elliott
Elliott L. Hovel. AN ACT For the relief of Elliott L. Hovel_
Hovel --___ Oct.
Oct.
644 ----- Theodore
Theodore R. Troendle.
jurisdiction upon
Troendle. AN ACT To
To confer
confer jurisdiction
upon
the United
United States District Court for the Western
Western District
District of
of
Kentucky to hear, determine,
Kentucky
determine, and render judgment upon
upon the
claim
claim of Theodore R. Troendle, sole stockholder of the DawDawson Springs Construction Company
Company ------_-____--__-____
Oct.
Oct.
645 ----- Charles
S.
Ladinsky
Charles S.
and
For the
and Moe Kanner.
Kanner. AN
AN ACT
ACT For
the relief
relief
of Charles S. Ladinsky
Ladinsky and Moe
Moe Kanner
Kanner ----------------- Oct.
Oct.
Folsom Cleveland
ClevelandPreston.
646 ----- Frances
Frances Folsom
Preston. AN ACT Granting
Granting a
a pension
pension
to Frances Folsom Cleveland Preston -- ___-__-____----__
Nov.
Nov.
647 ----- Mrs. George
George C.Hamilton
C.Hamilton and
and Nanette
Nanette Anderson.
Anderson. AN ACT
ACT For
For
the relief of Mrs. George
George C. Hamilton
Hamilton and Nanette
Nanette Anderson_ Nov.
Nov.
648 ----. Dr.
Dr. B. L. Pursifull,
Pursifull,estate,
estate, Grace
Grace Pursifull
Pursifull and
and others.
ACT
others. AN
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of the estate
Doctor B.
B. L.
L. Pursifull,
Pursifull, Grace
estate of Doctor
Grace
Pursifull,
Pursifull, Bobby Pursifull,
Pursifull, Eugene Pursifull, Ralph Pursifull,
Pursifull,
and Dora Little
Little ------------..----_------.-.--_-___Dec.
Dec.
649 --.. _ Lou Davis.
Davis. AN ACT To provide for the
issuance of
of a
the issuance
a license
license to
to
practice
practice chiropractic in
in the
to Lou
Lou
the District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
Davis-.--------.
-----------------Davis
Dec.
------Dec.
650 --..- Herbert
Herbert Zucker
Zucker and others. AN ACT For the relief of Herbert
Herbert
Zucker, Emma
Emma Zucker,
Zucker, Hanni Zucker,
Zucker, Dorrit
Dorrit Claire
Claire Zucker,
Zucker,
---- --------.---------------and Martha
Martha HirschHirsch
Jan.
__-Jan.
861 _____
-.
Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Ramsey.
Ramsey. AN ACT For
651
For the relief
relief of
of Mr.
Mr. and
and
Mrs.
Mrs. T.
Ramsey
Jan.
T. G. Ramsey
..................................
Jan.

14,
14, 1940___
1940--- 1388
1388
14,
14, 1940___
1940-_ 1389
1389

629 -----

Howard
Howard Mondt.

14,
14, 1940_
1940 --__ 1387
1387

14,
14, 1940._
1940--- 1389
1389
14, 1940--1940___ 1389
14,
1389
14, 1940._
14,1940-__

1390
1390

14,
1940_ _ 1391
1391
14,1940-_14, 1940__1940___ 1391
1391
14,
14,
1940_ 1391
1391
14,1940__
14,
1940_ __ 1392
14,1940-_1392
17, 1940_ __ 1392
17,1940___
1392
17,
17, 1940___
1940___ 1393
1393
17, 1940_
1940--__ 1393
1393

21, 1940_1940._ 1393
1393
21,
21, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1394
1394
21,
25, 1940--1940_ __ 1394
25,
1394
29,
1940_ __ 1395
29, 1940-___
1395

29, 1940___
1940_ __ 1395
1395
29,
29, 1940-_1940..__ 1395
1395
29,
25, 1940_1940_ __ 1396
25,
1396
29, 1940--1940_ __ 1396
29,
1396

16, 1940....
16,
1940--- 1397
1397
30,
1940._ 1397
1397
30,1940--3, 1941- __ 1397
31941-7,
1941... 1898
1398
7,1941-

LIST OF CONCURRENT
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS
CONTAINED
VOLUME
CONTAINED IN
IN THIS VOLUME

THE SEVENTY-SIXTH
SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
SECOND SESSION, 1939
Congress. Joint meeting
Congress.
meeting of the two Houses --------------------__-___
Neutrality. Printing
Neutrality.
Printing of additional copies
copies of Senate hearings ----------Congress. Adjournment
----------------------. Congress.
Adjournment

Date

Page

Sept.
__ 1401
Sept. 21,
21, 1939_
1939--1401
Oct.
12, 1939___
1401
Oct. 12,
1939--- 1401
Nov.
3, 1939_ __ 1401
1401
Nov. 3,1939---

THIRD SESSION,
SESSION, 1940-1941
1940-1941

Congress.
Congress. Joint meeting
meeting of the two Houses.----------_____
Houses
Jan.
3,
1940_ __ 1402
1402
_--____
-Jan.
3,1940__Inaugurationof the President-elect.
President-elect. Joint committee on
Inauguration
arrangements._---Feb. 15,
__ 1402
1402
on arrangements
Feb.
15, 1940_
1940-__
Supreme Court,
Supreme
Court, Sesquicentennial.
Sesquicentennial. Printing
proceedings at
Printing of proceedings
at commemcommemorative ceremonies
ceremonies ------------------------------------------Mar. 4,1940--_
4, 1940_ __ 1402
Mar.
1402
Foreigntrade
agreements. Printing of additional copies of House hearings
Foreign
trade agreements.
Mar. 4,
4, 1940_
hearings-Mar.
1402
1940--__ 1402
Investigation
Railroads, etc.
Investigation of Railroads,
of additional
copies
of
Senate
etc. Printing of
additional copies of Senate
report.
------------------- ^.. -------.----___-- . . ..--------- ----report
Mar. 12,
12, 1940--1940_ __ 1403
1403
Mar.
Joint
Joint Committee on Forestry.
Forestry. Time extension for report ---------__-_- _ Mar.
Mar. 28,
28, 1940-1940_ __ 1403
1403
Investigationof silver. Printing of additional
Investigation
additional copies of Senate hearingshearings_ - Apr. 9,
1940_ __ 1403
1403
Apr.
9, 1940_-Intermediate Report
Report of Special
Intermediate
Investigate the
the National
National Labor
Labor
Special Committee to Investigate
Relations
Relations Board.
Board. Printing of additional copies of House
House report -----. _
Apr. 11,
1403
Apr.
11, 1940_
1940-_-__ 1403
Work Projects
Projects Administration;
Administration; work relief and relief.
relief. Printing of additional
additional
hearings---------------------copies of House hearings
May
6, 1940..
__ 1404
1404
May 6,
1940--Congress.
Congress. Joint meeting of the two Houses----------------.-________
Houses
May
1940_ __ 1404
May 16,
16, 1940--_
1404
Painting of scene at signing of Constitution.
Painting
Constitution. Temporary
Temporary placement;
cereplacement; ceremonies;
monies; expenses ---------------------------May 17,
__ 1404
-.-.......
May
17, 1940_
1940-__
1404
Appropriations, Navy Department,
Department, etc.,
Appropriations,
etc., 1941. Appointment
Appointment of
on
of conferees
conferees on
bill rescinded;
rescinded; return of bill to Senate ----------------May 20,
20, 1940-__
1940_ __ 1404
___._________
May
1404
Public schools,
schools, D. C.
C. Correction
enrollment of bill ---Public
Correction in enrollment
June 7,1940--7, 1940___ 1405
1405
..----____.June
Prison-made
Prison-made goods. Signing of enrolled joint resolution
corresolution rescinded;
rescinded; correction in reenrollment
reenrollment ----------------_--------.___
June 11,
1405
.....
June
11, 1940._
1940--- 1405
Kurt Wessely. Correction
Correction in enrollment
enrollment of bill -----.--....-----June
1940___ 1405
1405
_-June 12,
12, 1940--Congress.
1940-...--------..---__.._......
Congress. Adjournment
Adjournment until July 1, 1940
June
1405
June 22,
22, 1940._
1940---_.. 1405
Painting of scene at
at signing
Painting
signing of Constitution.
Constitution. Printing
at
Printing of
of proceedings
proceedings at
unveiling
...........
__.
unveiling -----------------------------------...
July 11, 1940_
__ 1405
1940--Congress.
Congress. Adjournment
Adjournment until July 22, 1940
July
.-----------.. _.________.
.
July 11,
11, 1940..
1940---__ 1406
1406
U.S.
District Court,
U.
S. District
Court, Hawaii.
Hawaii. Corrections
Corrections in enrollment
enrollment of bill
Aug. 5,
1940_ __ 1406
bill---------- Aug.
5,1940-1406
Mediterraneanfruitfly eradication.
Creation of special investigating
Mediterranean
eradication. Creation
investigating comcom----- ----.. -- -- - -.-.. Aug.
mittee --- --------------------------------1940_ __ 1406
Aug. 19, 1940--1406
Excess Profits
Profits Taxation
Taxation Act
of additional
additional copies
Act for 1940. Printing
Printing of
copies of
of
..----------------------.----House hearings
hearings
Aug.
1940_ __ 1407
Aug. 29,
29, 1940-1407
Transportation
Transportation Act of 1940.
1940. Printing of additional
copies _---------..Sept.
19, 1940--_
1940_ __ 1407
additional copies
Sept. 19,
1407
Second Excess Profits
Profits Tax Act of 1940. Printing of additional copies
Oct.
11, 1940--1940_ __ 1407
copies- ---Oct. 11,
1407
Interstate
migration of destitute
Interstate migration
copies of
destitute citizens.
citizens. Printing
Printing of
of additional copies
of
hearings -----------------------------------------_-_
House hearings
Nov.
25, 1940-1940_ __ 1408
1408
Nov. 25,
Inaugural
Inaugural ceremonies,
additional stand
Dec.
5, 1940--1940_ __ 1408
1408
ceremonies, 1941. Erection
Erection of
of additional
stand --------- __Dec. 5,
xvii
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LIST OF TREATIES
TREATIES'
CONTAINED IN THIS VOLUME
VOLUME
T. S.
T.S.

No.
No.

Page

947 Great
Great Britain.
Exchange of cotton and rubber. Agreement:
Britain. Exchange
23,
Agreement: Signed at London
London June
June 23,
1939; proclaimed
proclaimed September
September 6, 1939 ----------------------------------------1411
1411
Multilateral. Telecommunication.
948 Multilateral.
General radio
final radio
radio protocol:
Telecommunication. General
radio regulations
regulations and
and final
protocol:
Signed at Cairo April 8, 1938; proclaimed September
September 18,
1417
18, 1939 -- ______..__-------_
1417
949 Multilateral.
Multilateral. Regional radio. Convention: Signed at Guatemala
City December
8,
Guatemala City
December 8,
1938; proclaimed
proclaimed September
September 18, 1939 ---------------------------------------1675
1675
950 Multilateral.
Officers' competency certificates.
Multilateral. Officers'
certificates. Convention: Adopted by
General Conby General
Conference
of
the
International
Labor
Organization at Geneva October 24,
ference
International
Organization
24, 1936; proproclaimed
claimed September
September 29, 1939 -----------------------------------------------1683
1683
951 Multilateral.
Multilateral. Shipowners'
Shipowners' liability. Convention: Adopted by General Conference
Conference of
of
the International
International Labor Organization
Organization at Geneva October 24, 1936; proclaimed
proclaimed
September 29, 1939
September
.------------------------------------------------------ 1693
1693
Multilateral. Minimum
952 Multilateral.
Minimum age for employment
employment of children
children at sea. Convention:
Convention: Adopted
Adopted
by General
General Conference
International Labor Organization
Conference of the International
October 24,
Organization at Geneva October
24,
1936; proclaimed
proclaimed September
September 29, 1939---------------------.--1939
1705
..
.....--------. 1705
Finland. Military
Military obligations. Convention:
953 Finland.
Convention: Signed
Helsinki January
January 27,
Signed at
at Helsinki
27, 1939;
1939;
proclaimed
proclaimed October 7, 1939 ---------------------------------------.
1712
__-------.
1712
954 Inter-American.
Inter-American. Exchange of
Signed at
at Buenos
of publications.
publications. Convention:
Convention: Signed
Buenos Aires
Aires
December
December 23, 1936; proclaimed
proclaimed November 15,
1715
15, 1939
1939 ------------------------------ 1715
Liberia. Extradition. Treaty: Signed at Monrovia November
955 Liberia.
November 1, 1937; proclaimed
proclaimed
November
November 30, 1939--..
1939
1733
......
... ______-------------------------------1733
956 Liberia.
Liberia. Friendship,
commerce, and navigation.
Friendship, commerce,
navigation. Treaty:
at Monrovia
Monrovia August
August 8,
Treaty: Signed at
8,
1938; proclaimed
proclaimed November
November 30, 1939 --------------------------------- --------.
1739
1739
Liberia. Consular
Convention:
957 Liberia.
Consular officers.
Convention: Signed at Monrovia
Monrovia October
October 7, 1938; proproclaimed November
November 30, 1939
1751
1939------------ --------------------. .-------1751
958 Sweden. Double taxation.
taxation. Convention and protocol:
protocol: Signed at
at Washington
Washington March
March 23,
23,
1939; proclaimed December
December 12, 1939 -----------------------------------------. 1759
1759
959 Monaco.
Monaco.
Extradition. Treaty:
Treaty: Signed at Monaco
Monaco February
February 15, 1939; proclaimed
proclaimed
March 27, 1940 ---------------------------------------------------------1780
1780
Iraq. Commerce and navigation.
Treaty: Signed at Baghdad December
960 Iraq.
navigation. Treaty:
December 3, 1938; proproclaimed
May 29,
29, 1940
claimed May
1940
1790
....
..........
.....
..1790
961 Canada.
Canada. Emergency
Emergency regulation
regulation of level of Rainy Lake and of other boundary
boundary waters
waters in
in
Rainy
watershed. Convention:
Rainy Lake watershed.
Convention: Signed at Ottawa
Ottawa September
September 15,
15, 1938;
1938; propro1800
claimed October
October 18,
18, 1940 ------------------------------------------------. 1800
i In this list are included all instruments, whether called
1
called treaties, conventions, protocols,
on
protocols, or otherwise, entered into on
the part of the United
United States by the President by and with the advice and
and consent of the Senate.
Senate.

xix
xix

LIST OF INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
CONTAINED IN
CONTAINED
IN THIS
THIS VOLUME
VOLUME
E.
A S.
E.A.S.

No.
No.

159
160
161
161

Canada. Air
transport services
services1805
Canada.
Air transport
--..--

Page
Page

-------------------.-

..

....--...

Panama.
Panama. Neutrality
Neutrality
.--..-.-___--_____---___ -- --------Argentina.
Military aviation
aviation instructors.
instructors1813
Argentina. Military
----------------- ________.____
Egypt. Parcel
Parcel post
Egypt.
post -_---.-_-__________ ----------______._-Barbados. Parcel post -----------------------------Barbados.
-.
__......_._
162 Argentina.
Argentina. Exchange
Exchange of
of official
official publications
publications 1855
-------------______________
.
163 Turkey. Reciprocal
Reciprocal trade -------------------------...----_______
164 Great
Reciprocal trade
Great Britain.
Britain. Reciprocal
trade -------------------____..-____________
165 Cuba.
Cuba. Reciprocal
trade1997
Reciprocal trade
-----------------------------------------.....
166 Liberia.
navigation -- _.--_---------Liberia. Air
Air navigation
.
.__________-----------------Lithuania. Parcel post -------------------------------------- ------------Lithuania.
Multilateral.
Multilateral. Universal
Universal Postal Convention
Convention2049
------------------------------------Zealand.
Certificates
airworthiness for
for expo
rt
2263
167 New Zealand.
Certificates of
of airworthiness
export
--------------..-________
168 Panama.
Panama. Trans-Isthmian
Trans-Isthmian Joint
Joint Highway
Board -----------__-____-----------._
Highway Board
169 Chile.
Chile. Military aviation
aviation mission 2282
-------------------------------------------Canada. Reciprocal
Reciprocal trade -------------------------------------------------170 Canada.
Nicaragua. Exchange
publications --------------------------------171 Nicaragua.
Exchange of official publications
172 Canada.
Canada. Load line
line regulations-------------_-----.--regulations
.
....----------------173 Multilateral.
of death
death2308
Multilateral. Causes of
---_ -----------------------------------------174 Canada.
Canada. Exchange
Exchange control
control measures
measures 2317
-------------------------------------175 Argentina.
175
Argentina.
Military
aviation instructors
Military aviation
instructors -------------------..-----_____
.2320
176 Brazil.
176
of official
official publications
publications2329
Brazil. Exchange
Exchange of
-.---------------_________
---.___
.
177
177 Peru.
Peru. Naval
Naval mission
mission 2344
._______________________------------------------------_
178 Peru.
Peru. Naval
Naval aviation mission 2355
---------------------------------.. ...
179 Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics. Commercial
agreement -----------.--- ___-_Commercial agreement
180 Venezuela.
Reciprocal trade
2375
Reciprocal
trade---------------------------------------__.________
Great Britain.
181 Great
Britain. Naval and air
air bases
_---------------------.
.-------------182 Canada.
Canada.
Board of Inquiry
Inquiry for the Great
Great Lakes fisheries
fisheries-----------_-__l__ll
1
183 Haiti.
Finances ------------------------------------------------------Haiti. Finances
trade
184 Canada.
Canada. Reciprocal trade--------------------------.--.
----------------.
185 Brazil.
Brazil. Customs privileges for Foreign Service personnel
personnel -----------------------186 Canada.
transport services
services2422
Canada. Air transport
-------------------------------------------187 Canada.
Canada. Great Lakes-St.
Lakes—St. Lawrence
Lawrence Waterway
Waterway ---....
.
......... __-----------_
188 Ecuador.
Ecuador. Naval
Naval mission
mission 2429
------------------------.
____
.
-----------.
.
Ecuador. Military aviation mission2437
189 Ecuador.
----------------------------------------Reciprocal trade2445
190 Canada.
Canada. Reciprocal
------------...
----------------------------------191 Venezuela.
Venezuela. Reciprocal
Reciprocal trade
trade ----------------------------------------------192 Venezuela.
Reciprocal
2456
Reciprocal trade
trade---------.---------....
..--------------------193 Switzerland.
Switzerland. Reciprocal
Reciprocal trade ---------------------------------------------194
194 Honduras.
Honduras. Exchange
Exchange of
of official
official publications
publications ----------------.
_
---- ___
----.
195 Great
Britain. Australian
Great Britain.
wool -.-------------- ___.____
Australian wool
..__._.---------2483
196 Mexico. Radiobroadcasting
Radiobroadcasting -----------------..
.....---------------------.
197 Rumania.
Rumania. Passport visa fees
fees2487
---------------------------------------------198 Sweden. Passport visa fees
fees2489
---------------------------------------------..
199 Inter-American.
Inter-American. Act of Habana, respecting
provisional administration
respecting provisional
administration of
of European
European
colonies
colonies and possessions
possessions in the Americas
Americas ----------------------------------200 Inter-American.
communications .------ ..-------Inter-American. Radio communications
....
......---------.
xxi
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1811
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1822
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.
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13
1
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LIST OF PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
CONTAINED
CONTAINED IN
VOLUME
IN THIS
THIS VOLUME
No.
Date
Page
2345 Migratory
birds, etc., regulations relating to
to__.-- ------2345
Migratory birds,
Aug. 11,
11, 1939--1939_ __ 2615
2615
Aug.
2346 Canton Island, extending period
2346
period for establishment
establishment of
of adequate
adequate shipshipping service
service for, and deferring
deferring extension of coastwise laws
Aug. 21,
1939_ __ 2627
2627
laws to -Aug.
21, 1939___
Migratory Waterfowl Closed
2347 Susquehanna
Susquehanna Migratory
Area,
Md.,
regulation
Closed Area, Md., regulation
designating--------------------------------------designating
Aug.
24, 1939___
Aug. 24,
1939-- 2628
2628
2348 Neutrality,
Germany and
Neutrality, war between
between Germany
Poland; and
and the
the
and France;
France; Poland;
United Kingdom, India, Australia,
United
Australia, and New Zealand
Zealand ---Sept.
1939___ 2629
2629
Sept. 5,
5,1939--2349 Export of arms, etc.,
etc. to France; Germany;
n d th
Un it ed
Germany; Poland;
Poland; a
and
thee United
Kingdom,
India,
etc.,
Kingdom, India, Australia, and New Zealand
---Zealand -.. _-----_
Sept. 5,
1939___ 2635
2635
Sept.
5,1939--_
2350
Neutrality in the Canal Zone, regulations concerning
2350 Neutrality
concerning ----------__Sept.
5, 1939._
2638
Sept.
5,
1939-__
2638
2351 Cotton and cotton waste, quotas on imports of_
Sept.
5, 1939___ 2640
2640
of---__-----___ -_Sept.
5,19392352 National
National emergency, proclamation of-2352
of
Sept.
8, 1939_ __ 2643
2643
.--------__ ___---Sept. 8,1939-_2353 Neutrality,
Neutrality, war between
2353
between Germany
Germany and the Union of South Africa-___
Africa__ _ Sept.
8, 1939___ 2643
2643
Sept.
8,1939-_
2354 Export of arms, etc.,
2354
etc., to the Union of South Africa ---------Sept.
8, 1939___ 2644
2644
Sept. 8,1939-__
2355 Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee National
National Forest, Ga., lands
lands added--------added
Sept.
6, 1939-__
1939___ 2645
2645
Sept. 6,
2356 Cache National
National Forest, Idaho and Utah, lands added -----Sept. 6,1939-_6, 1939___ 2648
Sept.
2648
2357 Shawnee National
National Forest, Ill., establishment
Sept. 6
1939___ 2649
establishment-----Sept.
6 1939-__
2649
2358 World's Fair, New York City, invitation to
to continue
continue parto nations
nations to
participation during 1940
1940--------ticipation
Sept.
8,
1939___
2652
.
Sept. 8,1939--- 2652
2359 Neutrality,
Neutrality, war between
2359
between Germany
Germany and Canada
Canada ----------Sept.
10, 1939___ 2652
2652
Sept. 10,1939-__
2360 Export
......................
2360
Export of arms, etc.,
etc., to Canada
Canada
Sept.
10, 1939___ 2653
2653
Sept. 10,1939--_
2361 Sugar
2361
Sugar Act of 1937, suspension of operation of title II
II -------------Sept.
11, 1939___ 2654
2654
Sept. 11,1939-2362 Mark
Mark Twain
Mo., establishment
establishment................
2362
Twain National Forest, Mo.,
Sept.
11, 1939___ 2655
2655
Sept. 11,1939--_
2363
Clark
National
Forest,
Mo.,
establishment
-----------2363
Mo., establishment
Sept. 11, 1939___ 2657
2657
Sept.11,1939-__
2364
-------------2364 Gold
Gold Star Mother's
Mother's Day, 1939----1939
Sept. 11, 1939_ __ 2659
2659
---------- Sept.11,1939--2365 Congress,
convening of, in extra session -----------------Congress, convening
Sept. 13,
1939._ 2660
Sept.
13, 1939--2660
2366 Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
Week, 1939 -------------------------Sept.
1939___ 2661
-Sept. 26,
26,1939___
2661
to-------- Sept.
2367 Migratory
Migratory birds, etc., amendment
amendment of regulations relating to
Sept. 28,
1939_
_
_
2661
28,1939--_ 2661
2368 General
2368
General Pulaski's Memorial Day---------------Day
Oct.
4,
1939_
_
_
2663
Oct. 4,1939--- 2663
2369 Armistice
Armistice Day, 1939 -_
2369
Oct.
16, 1939__
2664
Oct. 16,
1939-__ _ 2664
2370 Back Bay Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge,
Va., designation
designation of
Refuge, Va.,
of closed
closed
area adjacent
adjacent to--to
Oct.
16, 1939-__
1939_ _.. 2665
----------Oct. 16,
2665
2371 Ports or territorial
territorial waters of United States, use
use by
of
by submarines
submarines of
foreign
belligerent
states
---foreign
Oct.
18, 1939_
2668
Oct. 18,
1939-____ 2668
2372 Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument,
Monument, Colo.,
lands
Colo., lands
added---added
Oct. 28, 1939___
1939-__ 2669
2669
2373
Thanksgiving Day,
Day, 1939
1939 ----- --------------2373 Thanksgiving
Oct. 31,
31, 1939--1939_ __ 2670
Oct.
2670
2374 State of war between Germany
Germany and France;
France; Poland; and the
the United
United
Kingdom,' India, Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
Kingdom
Zealand, and
and the
the
Union of South Africa-----------Africa
Nov.
4, 1939._
..--------_____.
-Nov. 4,
1939___ 2671
2671
2375 Ports or territorial waters of United
United States,
use by
by submarines
of
States, use
submarines of
foreign
belligerent
statesforeign belligerent states
Nov.
1939_ __ 2672
Nov. 4,
4,1939--.
2672
2376 Combat
-----..-- 2376
Combat areas, definition
definition of
Nov. 4,
1939_-___ 2673
2673
Nov.
4,1939
2377
Commonwealth
of
the
2377 Commonwealth
Philippines, relating
relating to certain
certain laws
the_ Dec.
2675
laws of the
Dec. 12,
12, 1939_
1939 --__ 2675
2378 Sugar Act of 1937, removing
removing suspension
suspension of
II -------Dec. 26,
26, 1939_
__ 2676
of title
title II
Dec.
1939_-2676
2379 Canton Island, extending
extending period for
for establishment
establishment of
of adequate
adequate shipshipping service for, and deferring
extension of
D ec .29
1939_ __ 2677
deferring extension
of coastwise
coastwise law
lawss to
to--Dec.
29,, 1939_2677
2380 Olympic
2380
Olympic National Park, Wash.,
Wash., lands added
Jan.
2, 1940_
__ 2678
added
...
..
Jan.
2,
1940--2678
International Exposition, San
2381 Golden
Golden Gate
Gate International
Francisco, Calif.,
Calif., invitaSan Francisco,
invitation
to nations
nations to continue
tion to
continue participation
participation during 1940 ----Jan.
11,
1940_
_
_
2680
Jan. 11, 1940 -_ 2680
2382 Travel
Travel America
America Year
Year -------------2382
Jan.
13, 1940_
__ 2681
Jan. 13,
1940 -_
2681
2383 Susquehanna
Susquehanna Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Closed Area, Md.,
additions
to
Jan.
24, 1940___
Md., additions to - Jan. 24,
1940-_- 2682
2682
2384
Huron
National
Forest,
Mich.,
lands
added
-------2384 Huron
Jan. 31,
31, 1940-_1940___ 2684
2684
..-----_
Jan.
2385
Sixteenth
decennial
census--------2385 Sixteenth decennial census
Feb. 9,
194(L __ 2685
2685
Feb.
9, 1940--2386 Pan American
American Day and Fiftieth Anniversary of
of Pan
Pan American
American
Union---------------------------Union
Feb.
Feb. 12,
12, 1940W
1940-__ 2686
2686
2387 Wasatch
Wasatch National
National Forest, Utah, lands added
added..................
Mar. 2,
2, 1940_
Mar.
1940-__ 2687
2687
2388
Army Day,
Day, 1940
-----------------------2388 Army
1940 Mar.
12,
1940___
2688
Mar. 12,1940-_- 2688
2389 Cancer
Cancer Control Month, 1940 -----.---Mar. 18,
1940_
_
_
2688
--------- ----------- Mar.
18, 1940 -- 2688
2390
Day-----------------------2390 Inventors'
Inventors' and
and Patent
Patent Day
Mar. 21,
1940_-__ 2689
2689
Mar.
21, 1940
2391
Scotts
Bluff
National
Monument,
Nebr.,
lands
added
---.........
2391 Scotts Bluff National Monument, Nebr.,
added
Mar. 29,
29, 1940___
Mar.
1940--_ 2690
2690
2392
Child
Health
Day,
1940
-....
---2392 Child Health
Apr. 3,
2691
-------Apr.
3, 1940_
1940 --__ 2691

xxiil

xxiv

LIST OF
OF PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS

No.
No.
2393 Grand
Canyon National
National Monument,
Monument, Ariz.,
ex
cl
u ded
2393
Grand Canvon
Ariz., land
landss excluded-------_-

2394
2395
2396
2397
2398
2399
2399
2400
2401
2401
2402
2403
2404
2405
2406
2407

2408
2409

2410
2410
2411
2412
2412
2413
2413
2413
2414
2415

2416
2417
2417
2418
2418
2419
2419
2420
2421
2422
2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2426
2427
2428
2429
2429
2430
2430
2431
2431
2432
2432
2433
2433
2434
2434
2435
2435
2436
2437
2437
2438
2438
2439
2439
2440
2440
2441
2441
2442
2442
2443
2443
2444
2444
2445
2446
2446
2447
2447
2448
2448
2449
2449
2450
2450
261
2451
2452
24I

Date

Page

Page
Apr.
1940_ __ 2692
2692
Apr.Date
4, 1940___
Combat area, extension-___------------.--------___________
extension
Apr.
10, 1940
1940___
2693
Apr. 10,
2693
Fiji, suspension of tonnage
tonnage duties ---------------______________Apr.
11, 1940_
2695
Apr. 11,
1940____ 2695
Employment Week
Week and National
National Employment
Employment Sunday_
___ Apr.
Apr. 12,
12, 1940___
2696
National Employment
Sunday __1940_
2696
Sweden, suspension of tonnage duties -----------------Apr.
18, 1940_
__ 2697
2697
________
Apr. 18,
1940___
between Germany
State of war between
Germany and Norway
Norway ------ __-__-_____Apr.
25, 1940___
Apr. 25,
1940__ 2698
2698
Neutrality, war between
_________ Neutrality,
between Germany
Germany and Norway ---- -:
Apr. 25,
1940_ _ 2699
Apr.
25, 1940-_2699
Ports or territorial waters
waters of United States, use by submarines
submarines of
of
Norway -------.--. _____.__
- -------Apr.
25, 1940_ __ 2699
Apr. 25,1940___
2699
National Maritime
.......
_--.
__._'
National
Maritime Day, 1940 --Apr. 30,1940
30, 1940_ _
-__ 2700
2700
Apr.
"I
1940-------------"I Am An American Day,"
Day," 1940
May
3,
1940_
__
2701
....-.
3,1940__- 2701
May
Italy, suspension of tonnage duties ---------------..--May
7, 1940___
1940_ __ 2702
2702
______
May 7,
State of war between Germany,
Germany, on the one hand,
hand, and
Belgium,
and Belgium,
Luxemburg, and the Netherlands,
Netherlands, on the other hand
hand
May 11,1940__11, 1940___ 2703
2703
May
Neutrality,
Germany, on the one
Neutrality, war between Germany,
one hand,
hand, and
and Belgium,
Belgium,
Luxemburg, and the Netherlands,
Netherlands, on the other hand May 11,
11, 1940__1940_ __ 2704
2704
May
Ports or territorial waters
waters of United
United States, use
submarines of
use by submarines
of
Belgium and the Netherlands
Netherlands ----Belgium
May
11, 1940__1940___ 2705
2705
May 11,
State of war between Italy, on the one hand,
France and
the
hand, and
and France
and the
United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, on the other hand_-hand_
June 10,1940-_10, 1940_ __ 2706
2706
June
Neutrality,
Neutrality, war between Italy, on the one hand, and
France and
and the
and France
the
United Kingdom, on the other hand
June 10,1940___
10, MO__ 2707
2707
hand_
June
Ports or territorial
territorial waters of United
United States, use
submarines of
use by submarines
of
Italy
------------.
......
Italy
June 10,
10, 1940___
1940_ __ 2707
2707
June
Additional combat
areas ----------------------------Additional
combat areas
June 11,
11, 1940___
1940_ __ 2708
June
Calif., lands added
-----------Kings Canyon National Park, Calif.,
added
June 21, 1940_ __ 2708
2710
June 21, 1940__- 2710
Control of vessels in territorial
Control
territorial waters of the United
United States --June 27,1940__
27, 1940_ __ 2711
June
2711
Export
control
Export
control
July 2,1940___
2, 1940_ __ 2712
2712
xot
oto
-------------------------------------------July
Emergency
board,
Railway
Express
Agency,
Inc.-Employees
____
Emergency
Agency, Inc.-Employees
July 10,
1940_ _ 2715
July
10,1940___
2715
Chattahoochee National Forest, Ga.; Talladega
Chattahoochee
National Forest,
Ala.;
Talladega National
Forest, Ala.;
Ouachita National Forest, Ark.;
Apalachicola National
Ark.; Apalachicola
National Forest,
Fla.; Chequamegon and NicoIet
Nicolet National Forests, Wis.;
lands
Wis.; lands
added
added--------------..------1940_ __ 2716
July 12, 1940___
Certain Federal wildlife refuges,
refuges, change
change in names
names __
July 25, 1940_ __ 2716
2717
-- _-- -----July
25, 1940__- 2717
Export control, additions to list in previous proclamation
proclamation ---July 26, 1940___ 2726
July
26,1940___
2726
Day
of
prayer--------------------------.---Day
prayer
Aug. 7,1940_-7, 1940_ __ 2727
Aug.
2727
Canada, suspension
tonnage duties
duties
-----Canada,
suspension of tonnage
Aug. 8,1940-8, 1940_ __ 2728
Aug.
2728
Migratory birds, etc.,
etc., amendments of regulations
_ Aug.
Migratory
regulations relating to - -_
Aug. 9,1940.
9, 1940. __
2729
_ 2729
Red cedar
cedar shingles, approval
approval of United
United Btates
States Tariff Commission rereport on shipments and imports
imports of
Aug.
1940_
2784
---------------Aug. 26,
26,1940
-2784
Ozark National Forest, Ark., lands added
--------------Aug. 27,1940___
27, 1940_ 2736
Aug.
2736
control,
Export
control, additions to lists in
previous proclamations
proclamations -------Sept. 12, 1940_ __ 2737
in previous
St
Sept.12,1940
-_ 2737
ar Mother's
Gold Star
Mother's Day, 1940
di ng years
2738
Sept. 14, 1940._
1940 an
andd succee
succeeding
years............Sept. 14,1940___ 2738
Registration Day -------------------.....------Sept. 16, 1940-_1940_
2739
2739
Fire
-------------------------Fire Prevention
Prevention Week, 1940 2742
Sept. 18,
18, 1940__
Sept.
_
--.----------------------General Pulaski's Memorial Day 2743
Sept. 18, 1940__
1940_ _ 2742
Sept.
18,1940__
Export oontrol, additions to
inn previous
t
o lists
li st
s i
prev i
ous proclamations
proclamations2743
Sept. 30,
1940_ _ 2743
------Sept.30,
1940__
Iceland,
----------------Iceland, suspension of tonnage duties
duties2744
Sept. 30, 1940 W__ 2743
Sept.30, 1940___ 2744
Registration
Day, Hawaii
Hawaii2745
-------------------------Registration Day,
Oct.
1, 1940_ __
Oct.
1,
1940_
2745
Registration
Day,
Puerto
Rico------------ Oct.
Registration
Ri co _
2747
8, 1940_
Oct.
8,
Peru, suspension of tonnage duties2750
---------------------Oct. 17, 1940_
1940_ __ 2747
Oct.
17,1940
__
_ 2750
Armistice Day,
Day, 1940 2751
---------------------Oct. 17,
1940_ _

Greenland,
----------Greenland, suspension of tonnage duties 2751
Egypt,
suspension of tonnage duties
duties.2752
--------------------Egypt, suspension
Guatemala, suspension
suspension of tonnage
t
onnage d
ut i
es2753
duties
-------Dominican Republic, su
suspension
duties 2754
--------------spe ns i
on of
oftonnage
t
onnage duties
Haiti,
suspension
of
tonnage
duties---Haiti, suspension of tonnage duties
Willapa National
Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge, Wash., designation
Willapa
National Wildlife
designation of closed
closed area
area
adjacent
to2756
adjacent
to
------nsio-------------------------adjacent to
-------------- Venezuela,
suspension
of
tonnage
duties
-- -------------Venezuela, suspension of tonnage
Thanksgiving
19402760
-----------------Thanksgiving Day,
Day, 1940
Registration Day,
Day, Alaska
_Registration
Alaska2760

-

----------------------

te
Sta
Italy and Greece----------State of
of war between Italy
Greece
Neutrality, war
war between
between Italy
Italy and
Greece---------------Neutrality,
and Greece
Ports
waters of
of United
United States,
States, use
by submarines
submarines of
of
orts or territorial
territorial waters
use
by
Greece
Greece
Pan
American Aviation
Aviation Day,
Day, 1940
1940 and
succeeding years
years--------Pan American
and succeeding
Pan
American Health
Day, 1940
1940 and
and succeeding
Pan American Health
Day,
succeeding years
years
Canton Island,
adequate
Canton
Island, extension of period for establishment of adequate
shipping
service for,
for, and deferring
deferring extension
extension of coastwise
shipping service
coastwise laws
laws to.
to
Export control,
control, additions
in previous
previous proclamations
Export
additions to
to lists
lists in
Suspending
quotas
on
imports
of
certain
cotton
Suspending quotas on
Export ontrol, dditions to lists in previous proclamations...
Export control, additions to lists in previous proclamations
Uruguay,
of tonnage
y, suspension
suspension of
tonnage duties
duties .

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

17,1940_
2751
29,
1940_
__ 2751
29,
7, 1940_
1940_ _
7, 1940___
7,
1940_ _ 2752

7,1940__
7,
1940_ _ 2753
_ 2754
7,1940__
7, 1940_
2755
7,1940___ 2755

Nov. 7, 1940_ _
Nov.
Nov. 7,1940_
8, 1940_ _ 2756
2759
Nov.
8,1940_
Nov. 9, 1940___ 2759
Nov.
9,1940_
Nov. 12, 1940_ _ 2760
Nov.
_ 2760
Nov. 12,1940__
15, 1940_
2763
Nov. 15, 1940_ _ 2764
2763
Nov. 15,1940___

Nov. 15,1940___ 2764

Nov. 15,
15, 1940_ .. 2764
2764
Nov.
Nov. 18, 1940__
1940___ 2765
Nov.
18,
1940___
2765
Nov. 23, 1940_ - 2766

Nov. 23, 1940-.

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2766

23, 1940....... 2767
23,1940
-- 2767
10, 1940_
2768
10,
19, 1940
1040_ __ 2768
2769
19,
19402769
20, 1940_ 2770

Dec. 20,1940-.
2770
Dec. 28,
1940_ 2771
2771
Dec.
28,1940_

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS

PRIVATE
LAWS
PRIVATE LAWS
ENACTED
ENACTED DURING
DURING THE
THE

THIRD SESSION OF THE
SEVENTYSIXTH CONGRESS
THE SEVENTY-SIXTH
CONGRESS
OF THE
OF
THE

UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
Begun and
and held at the City of
Wednesday, January
January 3,
8, 1940,
and termiof Washington on
on Wednesday,
1940, and
terminated on
January 3,
1941
nated
on Friday,
Friday, January
3, 1941
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President;
JOHN N.
FRANKLIN
President; JOHN
N. GARNER,
Vice President;
President; KEY
KEY PITTMAN,'
GARNER, Vice
PITTMAN,
President of
the Senate
President
of the
Senate pro
tempore; MORRIS
MORRIS SHEPPARD,
SHEPPARD, Acting
Acting President
President of
of the
the
pro tempore;
Senate pro tempore, July 25, 1940; ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
President of
the
BARKLEY, Acting President
of the
Senate pro
pro tempore, August 31—September
31-September 5, 1940; WILLIAM
KING, Acting
Acting
WILLIAM H. KING,
President
President of the Senate pro
pro tempore, September
October 14-November
14—November 18,
18, and
September 18, October
and
elected President of the Senate pro tempore
November 19,
KENNETH
tempore November
19, 1940;
1940; KENNETH
MCKELLAR,
President of the Senate
MCKELLAR, Acting President
Senate pro
October 9-13,
9-13, 1940;
1940;
pro tempore,
tempore, October
2
WILLIAM
Speaker
WILLIAM B. BANKHEAD,
BANKHEAD, 2
Speaker of the
House of Representatives;
Representatives; SAM
SAM RAYBURN,
RAYBURN,
the House
Speaker of the House of Representatives
Representatives pro
pro tempore, February
2—
February 7-19, April
April 2May 6, September 11-15, and elected
elected Speaker
Speaker of
of Representatives
of the House
House of
Representatives
September 16, 1940; JOHN
Speaker of
September
JOHN- W.
W. MCCORMACK,
McCoRmAcx, Speaker
of the
the House
RepresentHouse of
of Representatives pro
pro tempore, December
December 5-18,
5-18, 1940;
1940; WILLIAM
WILLIAM P.
Jr., Speaker
Speaker of
of the
P. COLE,
COLE, Jr.,
the
pro tempore, December
House of Representatives
Representatives pro
December 19,
1940—January 2,
2, 1941.
19, 1940-January
1941.
[CHAPTER 4]
[CHAPTER
4]
ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of certain workers performing
performing emergency
emergency work
work at
Cairo, Illinois,
at Cairo,
Illinois,
in the
in
Ohio River
River flood
flood of
1937.
the Ohio
of 1937.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
Compassembled That
That the
the Comptroller General
General of the United
es be,
be,an
dh
hereby, authorized
authorized
United Stat
States
and
hee i
iss hereby,
determine the
and directed
directed to determine
of persons
who performed
performed
the claims of
persons who
emergency
emergency work in the protection
protection of Cairo, Illinois, during the Ohio
Ohio
River flood between January
January 24, 1937, and
and February
February 3, 1937, both
both
inclusive, at an hourly wage of 30 cents, and to pay same out of any
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated.
appropriated.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. There
There is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any
in the
the
any money in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to exceed
exceed $22,000
appropriated, aa sum
sum not
not to
$22,000
to be used in the
execution of
section 1
Act.
the execution
of section
1 of
of this
this Act.
SEC.
SEC. 3. Application
Application for payment
payment under this Act shall be made by
or on behalf of the persons entitled
thereto within
within one
one year
year from
from the
the
entitled thereto
date of its approval,
approval, and payment
hereunder shall
in
payment hereunder
shall be
be accepted
accepted in
full settlement
settlement of such claims against the United
United States:
States: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of
this Act
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
received by
or delivered
to or
or received
by
any agent or attorney on account
rendered in
in connection
connection
account of services
services rendered
with these claims, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
any contract
to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the
the provisions
provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
conmisdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction thereof shall be fined In
m any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
17, 1940.
Approved, January
January 17,
1940.
1
I[Died November
November 10, 1940, 12:35 a. m.]
m.)
2 [Died September
September 15, 1940, 1:35 a. m.]
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January
January 17,1940
17, 1940
[H. R. 30511
3051]
[Private,
263]
[Private, No. 265
Cairo, Ill.
Cairo,
111.
Determination and
Determination
payment of claims for
for
payment
emergency work, 1937.
emergency

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Time for filing
Time
claim.
claim.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

1242
1242

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.5,
6—JAN.17,
1940
PRIVATE
5, 6-JAN.
17, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 5]
5]
January
1940
January 17, 1940
[H. R. 33631
33631
[Private,
[Private, No. 266]
American Insurance
Company of New
Company
Jersey.
Jersey.
Payment to.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the American
American Insurance Company of New Jersey.

Be it
Representatives of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
hereby authorized
directed to
pay the
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and
and directed
to pay
the.AmenAmerican
Insurance Company
Company of
New Jersey,
Jersey, subrogated
to the
rights of
of
can Insurance
of New
subrogated to
the rights
one
E. Hurley,
owner in
real estate
one Anna
Anna E.
Hurley, who
who is
is the
the owner
in fee
fee simple
simple of
of real
estate
and
residence situated
situated thereon
located in
City, Wyandotte
and aaresidence
thereon located
in Kansas
Kansas City,
Wyandotte
County,
Kansas, out
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise
County, Kansas,
out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
sum of
of $1,300,
in full
settlement of
appropriated,
the sum
$1,300, in
full settlement
of all
all claims
claims
against
United States
States for
loss and
and damages
damages sustained
the
against the
the United
for loss
sustained to
to the
property
of Anna
E. Hurley,
Hurley, which
damages were
were occasioned
occasioned
property of
Anna E.
which loss
loss and
and damages
to
American Insurance
Insurance Company
Company of
Jersey by
the payment
to the
the American
of New
New Jersey
by the
payment
of a
to .Anna
E. Hurley,
Hurley, its
its insured,
insured, under
of
a claim
claim by
by said
said company
company to
Anna E.
under
of insurance
insurance issued
issued by
by said
said American
American Insurance
aa policy
policy of
Insurance Company
Company
of New
Jersey to
E. Hurley
to indemnify
her against
of
New Jersey
to Anna
Anna E.
Hurley to
indemnify her
against property
property
loss occasioned
occasioned to her residence
residence which resulted
resulted from
from an
an airplane
owned and
operated by
by. the
States Naval
Naval Reserve
Corps
owned
and operated
the United
United States
Reserve Corps
striking
passing through
through said
of the
the insured
insured on
on
striking and
and passing
said residence
residence of
January
in damages
and property
property loss
loss to
to said
January 8,
8, 1938, resulting
resulting in
damages and
said
residence without any fault
residence
on the
the part
E.
fault or .negligence
negligence on
part of
of Anna
Anna E.
Hurley,
which loss
loss became
legal obligation
obligation of
of this
claimant,
Hurley, and
and which
became the
the legal
this claimant,

the American
Insurance
of
Jersey,
underofits
itssaid
contract
the
ofindemnity
American with
Insurance
AnnaCompany
Company
E. Hurley,
of New
New
and that
Jersey,
because
under
contract
payof indemnity with Anna E. Hurley, and that because of said pay-

ment
by assignment
been subrogated
subrogated to
to the
rights
ment this
this claimant
claimant has
has by
assignment been
the rights
Proviso.
Provio.
.
Anna
E.
Hurley:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
approof
Anna
E.
Hurley:
Provided,
That
no
part
of
the
amount
approLimitation on atLimitation
torney's, etc., fees.
shall be
be paid
paid
priated in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
to or
or received
by any
any agent
attorney on
or
delivered to
received by
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
the same
same shall
services
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
shall
Penalty.
be
unlawful, any
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the
the provision
of this
this Act
shall be
guilty
provision of
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
any
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, January
January 17,
17, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
6]
[CHAPTER 6]
January
1940
January 17, 1940
[H. R. 3912]
3912]
[Private, No. 267]

John Cauley.
Payment to heirs
of.
heirsof.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atatetc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief of the heirs of John Cauley, deceased.
deceased.

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
Representatives of
th,e
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
United States
of America
Secretary
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury is
and directed
i
sauthorized
authorized and
directed to pay out
out of
money
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
appropriated, to the
the heirs
heirs of
of John
John
Cauley, deceased,
deceased, formerly
of Faxon,
Minnesota, the
sum of
of $2,500.
Cauley,
formerly of
Faxon, Minnesota,
the sum
$2,500.
Such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the
the United
United
States arising out of the wrongful death of John Cauley
Cauley occasioned
occasioned
negligence of Works Progress Administration
Administration
as a
a result of the negligence
employees in Faxon Township, county of Sibley, State of Minnesota,
Minnesota,
on the 17th day of June 1938: Provided
Provided that no part
part of the
the amount
amount
appropriated in this
thereof shall
appropriated
this Act
Act in excess
excess of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be
paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
account
of services rendered
the same
rendered in connection with this claim, and the
same shall
shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
of
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, January
17, 1940.
January 17,
1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

76H
76TH CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.7,
17, 1940
1940
7, 8—JAN.
8-JAN. 17,
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[CHAPTER
7]
[CHAPTER 7]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estates of Marie R. Morkovsky
Morkovsky and
Alphons Morkovsky,
Morkovsky,
and Alphons

both
both deceased.
deceased.

it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United
America in,
United States of Am,erica
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to
the administrator
administrator of the estate of
Marie R.
R. Morkovsky,
Morkovsky, deceased,
deceased,
of Marie
formerly
formerly of Hallettsville,
Hallettsville, Texas,
Texas, the sum of $500;
to the
the admin$500; and
and to
administrator of the estate
Alphons Morkovsky,
estate of Alphons
deceased, formerly
formerly of
of
Morkovsky, deceased,
Hallettsville,
Hallettsville, Texas, the
$5,000 i
n full
full sa
ti sf
action of
of all
all
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
in
satisfaction
claims against the United States for the
of Marie
Marie R.
R. Morthe deaths
deaths of
Morkovsky and Alphons
Alphons Morkovsky, which resulted
collision
resulted from
from aa collision
between the automobile
a United
between
automobile in which
which they were passengers
passengers and a
United
States Army truck, on November
9, 1937,
1937, near
Texas:
November 9,
near Luling,
Luling, Texas:
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in this Act
Provided,
amount appropriated
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
received by any agent or
account of
services rendered
rendered
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
unlawful, any
any
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
shall be
misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not
exceeding
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, January 17, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8]
8]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Major
Major Noe
Noe C.
C. Killian.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of America in
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay,
authorized and
to pay,
out of any money in the
not otherwise
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Major Noe C. Killian, United States Army,
retired, the
the sum
of $435
$435,
Army, retired,
sum of
in full satisfaction of his claim
the United
United States
States for
refund
claim against
against the
for refund
made by him to the War Department
Department as a
aresult
of overpayments
overpayments of
of
result of
an allotment in the case of Private
Private Frank
Frank Frolla
Frolla which
were not
not
which were
discovered
discovered until after the soldier's discharge, said
overpayments
said overpayments
having been caused by alleged failure
Major Kilhian
to send
send in
in the
failure of
of Major
Killian to
the
proper
proper request for
to the
the zone
finance officer,
officer, WashWashfor discontinuance
discontinuance to
zone finance
ington,
mgton, District of Columbia:
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
the amount
amount
That no
part of
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
in excess
excess of 10 per
per centum
paid or delivered
delivered to or
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account
or received
received by any
any agent
on account
of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
the same
same shall
shall
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
notwithstanding. Any
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person violating
provisions of this Act shall
violating the provisions
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
in any
any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, January 17,
1940.
17, 1940.

January
January 17, 1940
4813]
[H. R. 4813]

[Private, No. 268]
Marie
Marie R. MorkovMorkovsky and Alphons
Morkovsky.
Morkovsky.
Payments to estates
estates
Payments
of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

January
January 17,1940
17, 1940
[H. R. 6369]
5369]
[H.
269]
[Private, No. 269]
Maj. Noe O.
Killian.
Maj.
C. Killian.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attor
atterLimitation
ney's, etc.,
etc.. fees.
fees.

Penalty.

Jan. 17, 26, 1940

26, 1940
17,
Jan.
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[CHAPTER 91
9]
[CHAPTER
January
1910
January 17, 1940
[H.
R. 86041
[H. I.
68O4]
[Private, No. 270]
[Private,
2701
George E.
E. Miller.
Geore
Credit in
Credit
in account.
account.

Nevada Silica
Nevada
Sands, Inc.
Issuance of patent
patent
to,
to, authorized.
authorized.

30 U.
U. S. 0.
0. 1129,
129, 37.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
United
of America
America in
Congress
assembled,
That
the
CompUnited States
States of
in Congress assembled, That the Comptroller General
the United
United States
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
troller
General of
of the
States be,
he is
and
to allow
credit in
in the
account of
of George
E. Miller,
and directed
directed to
allow credit
the account
George E.
Miller,
disbursing
London, England,
in the
sum
of
$424.47,
representdisbursing clerk,
clerk, London,
England, in
the sum of $424.47, representing
disallowed by
by the
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General in
in connection
connection
ing the
the amount
amount disallowed
with
shipment of
of personal
personal effects
of Sam
Sam E.
E. Woods,
Woods, American
with the
the shipment
effects of
American
commercial
from Prague,
Czechoslovakia, to
to Berlin,
Berlin, Gercommercial attaché
attache from
Prague, Czechoslovakia,
Germany, in
steel moving
moving vans
vans which,
which, although
although increasing
the weight
many,
in steel
increasing the
weight
to an
an amount
amount in
excess of
of that
that allowed
allowed by
by the
regulations, was
conto
in excess
the regulations,
was considerably
method of
of packing
packing and
and transportatransportasiderably cheaper
cheaper than
than any
any other
other method
tion. Said
order for
removal of
personal effects
effects being
dated
tion.
Said travel
travel order
for removal
of personal
being dated
August
August 16,
1937.
16, 1937.
Approved, January
January 17,
17, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Nevada Silica Sands,
For the relief of the Nevada
Sands, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
is
of America
America in
That aa patent
patent is
hereby authorized
hereby
to be
be issued
to the
Silica Sands,
Sands, IncorIncorauthorized to
issued to
the Nevada
Nevada Silica
porated, aa corporation
porated,
laws of
the State
State of
corporation organized
organized under
under the
the laws
of the
of
Nevada,
mineral deposits
in the
the east
east three-quarters
three-quarters
Nevada, conveying
conveying the
the mineral
deposits in
southwest
5, township
township 16
south, range
range 67
Mount
southwest quarter
quarter section
section 5,
16 south,
67 east,
east, Mount
Diablo meridian,
meridian, together
Diablo
the right
right to
use so
so much
much of
the
together with
with the
to use
of the
surface
necessary for
and removal
removal of
such
surface as
as may
may be
be necessary
for the
the mining
mining and
of such
deposits
upon compliance
compliance with
deposits upon
with the
the applicable
of sections
sections
applicable provisions
provisions of
2825 and
and 2338
2338 of
of the
2325
Statutes.
the United
United States
States Revised
Revised Statutes.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 17,
1940.
17, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 151
15]

January 2,
26, 1940
January
[H. R. 39311
39311
(Private, No.
No. 272)
[Private,
272]
Charles
LeGay.
Oharles H. LeGay.
Reenlistment in
in
Reenlistment
Army
authorized.
Army authorized.
10 U.
U..8. C.. 1622.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
of George
George E.
Miller.
For the
relief of
E. Miller.

[CHAPTER
10]
[CHAPTER 101
January
1940
January 17,
17, 1940
[H. R. 73271
[Private,
2711
[Private, No.
No. 271]

„

oTAT.
Loa STAT.
[54

AN
AN ACT
ACT
relief of Charles
Charles H.
II. LeGay.
LeGay.
For the relief

it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
United States
America in
States of
of America
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstandnotwithstanding the provisions of section
Revised Statutes,
section 1118, Revised
Statutes, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
authorized to reenlist, in the United States
Army,
War is hereby authorized
States Army,
Charles H.
Department, Fort McIntosh,
McIntosh, Texas,
H. LeGay,
LeGay, Medical
Medical Department,
Texas, at
at
the expiration
H. LeGay's
expiration of said Charles
Charles H.
LeGay's present
period of
of enlistenlistpresent period
Charles H.
ment, and on such future dates as the said Charles
H. LeGay
LeGay may
may
reenlistment.
make application
application for
for reenlistment.
Approved, January
Approved,
January 26,
26, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 23]
23]

February 9
9 1940
1940
-[8.
[8. 3231
32
[Private,
273]
(Private, No. 273]
E. C. Beaver.
Payment
to.
p.
Cy. Beave.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of E. C. Beaver.

Be
by the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
of Representatives
of tha
the

United States
States of America
Ameica in
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of the
Treasury be,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
directed to
pay,

out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum
$1t502
to E.
E. C.
Beaver, of
sum of
of $1
t
502 to
C. Beaver,
in full
full satisfaction
of Tulsa,
Tulsa, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, in
satisfaction
of
his claim
claim against
against the
United States for loss of property
of his
the United
property destroyed
destroyed

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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9, 12,
12, 1940
23, 24,
1940

on September
by the fire on
September 24,
24, 1917,
1917, in
city of
Oklahoma,
in the
the city
of Lawton,
Lawton, Oklahoma,
such loss having been the result
of the
inability of
the fire
fire department
department
result of
the inability
of the
of the city of Lawton to control
of lack
lack of
all
control said
said fire
fire because
because of
of water,
water, all
available
available water for fire-fighting
fire-fighting purposes
been appropriated
purposes having
having been
appropriated
and being
the War
being used by the
Department in
with the
the training
War Department
in connection
connection with
training
of soldiers at Fort Sill and Camp Doniphan:
no part
part
Proviso.
Doniphan: Provided,
Provided, That
Proviso.
That no
Limitation on attorLimitation
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
in this
Act in
excess of
centum ney's,
etc., fees.
etc.,
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
agent or
by any
any agent
or
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim,
in connection
be unlawful,
and the same shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
contrary notwithnotwithcontract to
to the
the contrary
standing. Any person violating
violating the
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
be
Penalty.
the provisions
Penalty.
of this
this Act
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be
sum not
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, February
February 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 24]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Granting six months'
Sidney M.
months' pay to Sidney
M. Bowen.
Bowen.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the Navy be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay, out
hereby, authorized
directed to
out
of the current
appropriation "Pay
current appropriation
of the
"Pay of
the Marine
Marine Corps",
Corps", to
to Sidney
Sidney
M. Bowen, father of the late Willie
private, United
United States
States
Willie Bowen,
Bowen, private,
Marine Corps, an amount equal to six months'
pay at the rate
months' pay
the late
late
rate the
Willie Bowen was
receiving at
at the
the date
date of
of his
his death:
death: Provided,
Provided, That
That
was receiving
Sidney M. Bowen shall establish
establish to
of the
the Secretary
Secretary
to the
the satisfaction
satisfaction of
was actually
of the Navy that he was
dependent upon
his late
late son
son at
actually dependent
upon his
at the
the
time of his death, and the determination
determination of
of the
the fact
fact of
dependof such
such dependency by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy
shall be
final and
conclusive upon
upon
Navy shall
be final
and conclusive
the accounting
officers of the
accounting officers
the Government.
Government.
Approved,
Approved, February
1940.
February 9,
9, 1940.

February 9,
9, 1940
[EL
R. 6634]
5634]
[H. B.
[Private,
[Private, No. 274]
274]
Bowen.
Sidney M. Bowen.
Death gratuity
gratuity paypay.
ment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Dependency
Dependency to be
established.
established.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 26]
26]

AN ACT
For the relief of the Missoula
Missoula Brewing Company.
Company.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House
Bouse of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
authorized and directed
directed to
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to pay
pay to
to
the Missoula Brewing Company, of Missoula,
Missoula, Montana,
Montana, out
of any
any
out of
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,250,
$1,250,
in full settlement of all claims against the United
United States
because of
of
States because
payment of said amount
for ten
malt liquor
stamps of
of the
the
amount for
ten fermented
fermented malt
liquor stamps
twenty-five barrel denomination
denomination which
which were
were lost
in the
the mail
mail prior
prior to
lost in
to
Provided,That the
their receipt
receipt by the said company: Provided,
Missoula Brewthe Missoula
Brewing Company
Company shall
shall first
in the
bond in
in aa
ing
first file
file in
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department aabond
penal sum of double the
such stamps,
in such
form
the amount
amount paid
paid for
for such
stamps, in
such form
and with such
such surety or
or sureties
sureties as
as may
be acceptable
acceptable to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary
may be
of the Treasury,
Treasury, to indemnify and save
save harmless the United
United States
States
from any loss on account of the stamps herein
described: Provided
Provided furherein described:
further,
ther, That no part of the amount
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by
by any
any
agent or attorney on account of services
in connection
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with
this claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to
the contrary
contrary
to the
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
Act
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, February
February 12,
12, 1940.
1940.

February 12, 1940
February
1940
[S. 766]
[8.
[Private, No. 276]
275]
(Private,
Missoula
Brewing
Mlssoula Brewing
Company.
Company.
Reimbursement
for
Reimbursement for
lost stamps.

Provisos.
Prososw.
Bond and surety
surety to
to
furnished.
be furnished.

Limitation on attorLimitation
attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

Feb. 12,
1940
Feb
12, 1940

1246
1246

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS--CHS.29,
29, 35,
35, 3-Mar.
36 Mar. 2,
2, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER 29]
29]
[CHAPTER

February
12, 1940
1940
February 12,
[S. 1157]
[S.
1157]
[Private, No.
No. 276]
276]
[Private,

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
Roy D.
D. Cook,
Cook, a
aminor.
minor.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Roy

Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled,
That
the
Secretary
United States
States of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
be, and
he is
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
pay,
out of
of any
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to the
out
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
the
of Roy
Cook, a
a minor,
of Portland,
the
legal guardian
guardian of
Roy D.
D. Cook,
minor, of
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, the
2
000, in
full settlement
settlement of
against the
the United
United States
sum of
of $1
$1,000,
in full
of all
all claims
claims against
States
for
caused by
by the
the falling
falling of
large
for injuries
injuries suffered
suffered in
in an
an accident
accident caused
of aalarge
United States
Place, in
in PortPortStates mail
mail box at
at Thirty-ninth
Thirty-ninth and
and Ilazelfern
Hazelfern Place,
or about
about January
January 12,
That no
no part
part
land, Oregon,
Oregon, on.
on or
12, 1935:
1935: Provided,
Provided, That
of the amount
appropriated in.
in excess
excess of
10 per
per centum
centum
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
of 10
thereof shall
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
shall be
be paid or
or delivered
or
attorney on account of services
rendered in
in connection
with this
this
services rendered
connection with
claim, and the same shall be
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary
be unlawful, any
contract to
notwithstanding. Any person violating
of this
this Act
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
of a
a misdemeanor
thereof
shall be fined
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
Approved, February
Approved,
12, 1940.
February 12,
1940.

Roy D. Cook.
Payment to
to guardguardPayment
ian of.

Proviso.
Limitation
attorLimitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 35]
[CHAPTER
35]
2, 1940
March 2,1940
[H. R.
R. 4198]
[Private, No. 277]
[Private,
2771

M. L.
L. Parish.
Parish.
Payment to, from
from
Payment
Indian
Indian funds.

Provisos.
Preso*.
Condition.

Limitation
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
ney's,
etc., foes,
fees

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
Parish.
of M. L. Pariah.

enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States
States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Interior be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any
of any
funds on deposit in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States
States to the credit
credit
of the Sioux Indians, of the Rosebud
Reservation, South
South Dakota,
an
Rosebud Reservation,
Dakota, an
amount not to exceed
L. Parish, of Murdo,
exceed $480.74 to M. L.
Murdo, South Dakota,
for legal and other services
services rendered
rendered and expenses
expenses incurred
incurred by
by the
the
request of the Rosebud Sioux
said M. L. Parish, at the request
Sioux Tribe
Tribe of
of
connection with tribal matters:
Indians in connection
matters: Provided,
the amount
amount
Provided, That
That the
to be paid shall be settled by an official
of the
the Rosebud
Rosebud
official resolution of
Sioux Tribe which resolution
resolution shall be subject to the approval
approval by
by the
the
Secretary
Interior: Provided
Secretary of the Interior:
Provided further,
further, That no part of the
the
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
delivered to or received
shall be paid or delivered
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
claim, and
and the
with this
this claim,
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
guilty of a
shall be
fined
be fined
in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 2, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 36]
36]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
Katheryn S. Anderson.
the relief of Katheryn
Anderson.

March
March 2,
2, 1940
1940
[H.
6084]
[H. R.
R. 608
[Private.
[Private, No
No. 2'71
278]

y

nde

Katheryn S. Ander-

WEL
catherS
aI

An

Considention of disCbdtbclaim. of
ability

a'

mt

Be iit enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
Unted
States of America in
assembled, That sections 17
United States
in Congress assembled,
and 20 of theAct
the Act entitled
entitled "An
Act to
provide compensation
compensation for
for
"An Act
to provide
employees
employees of the United States suffering
injuries while
while in
in the
the perpersuffering injuries

and for
other purpse",
purposes", approved
approve d SeptemSeptemBtft.7ormanceformance of
of their
ther duties
duties and
for other
ec . 767
tt 4ve47.
bas 7, 1916,
i
(. .S. C,
5 ssecs.
ber
as amended
amended (Ul
C., title 5,
and 770), are
herelx,
767 and70),
are hereby
waived in
Katheryn S.
waived
in favor
favor of
of Katheryn
S. Anderson,
Anderson, of Oakland,
Oakland, California,
California,

39 Stat. 744 747.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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S.—CH S. 36, 42, 43-MAR.
43—MAR. 2, 4,
4, 1944)
1940

who is alleged to have sustained
sustained injuries
while employed
employed
injuries to
to health
health while
as a
a stenographer-clerk
stenographer-clerk from April 29, 1929,
1929, to September
30, 1932,
September 30,
1932,
in the office of the United States
States Employees'
CommisEmployees' Compensation
Compensation Commission in San Francisco, California, which injury resulted
resulted in
in permanent
permanent
physical disability, and her case is authorized
be considered
considered and
authorized to be
and
acted upon under the remaining
remaining provisions of
Act, as
as amended,
amended,
of such Act,
a notice of such injury
if she files a
injury and
claim for
and claim
for compensation
compensation with
with
the United States Employees'
not later
later
Employees Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission not
than ninety days after date of enactment
of this
Provided, That
enactment of
this Act:
Act: Provided,
That
no benefits shall accrue prior to
passage of
of this
Act.
to the
the passage
this Act.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 2, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 42]
[CHAPTER
42]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Major Herbert
A. Jacob.
Jacob.
Herbert A.

Time for
for filing
claim.
Proviso.
Proviso.

No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

March 4,1940
4, 1940
March
(H. R. 1456]
1456)
[H.
[Private, No. 279]
2791
[Private,

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
1102188 of
of the
the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America
Maj. Herbert
Herbert A.
A.
America in
MaJ.
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
Jacob.
of the Treasury be, and he
directed to
pay,
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
Payment
to.
to pay, Payment to.
out of any money in the Treasury not
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Major Herbert A. Jacob, of Staunton,
Staunton, Virginia, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,000
$3,000
in full
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States for damages
i
sustained by his
his wife,
wife, Mary
Mary S.
cob, who
w ho was
st
ruck and
an d kill
ed in
n
S. Ja
Jacob,
was struck
killed
Staunton,
Staunton , Virginia, on August
August 28,1937,
28, 1937, by
t
ruckowned
ownedand
an doperated
op
erat
ed
by a
a truck
by the United States Post Office
Department then
then and
and there
there being
being
Office Department
carelessly
carelessly and recklessly
recklessly driven by one Warren
Warren W.
W. Talley,
who was
Talley, who
was
at that time and still is an employee
employee in
office in
said city
city
in the
the post
post office
in the
the said
Proviso.
Preoio.
of Staunton, Virginia: Provided,
Provided, That no part
the amount
appropart of the
amount approLimitation on attorpriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
etc., fees.
paid ney's, etc.,
or delivered to or received
received by
attorney on
of
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
this claim,
and the
the same
be
claim, and
same shall
shall be
unlawful,
Penalty.
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person
Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misa misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
demeanor
thereof shall
Shall be fined in any sum not
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, March
March 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 43]
43]

AN ACT
ACT

For the
the relief
relief of
of Ben
Ben Willie
Willie Jones, as legal representative
representative of Thelma
For
Thelma Jones, aa
deceased
deceased minor.
minor.

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
there is
is
Congress assembled,
That there
hereby appropriated,
Secretary of the Treasury
appropriated, and the Secretary
Treasury be,
and he
he is
be, and
is
hereby, authorized
directed to pay to Ben Willie Jones,
authorized and directed
as legal
legal
Jones, as
representative
a deceased
representative of Thelma Jones, a
deceased minor, out
of any
money
out of
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury of the United States to the credit of the government
government
of the District of Columbia not
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
sum of
of
not otherwise
appropriated, the
$2,500, and when same is received
received by the
Willie Jones
Jones it
the said
said Ben
Ben Willie
it
shall
shall be in full satisfaction
satisfaction and settlement
settlement of all claims against the
the
government of the District of Columbia
government
Columbia and
States on
on
and the United
United States
account of the death of Thelma
Thelma Jones,
aged two,
daughter of
Jones, aged
two, daughter
of Ben
Ben
Willie Jones,
Jones, on December
December 16, 1937, being
being burned
burned to
while in
in
to death
death while
Gallinger Hospital for treatment, through the
lack
the negligence
negligence and
and lack
of proper facilities in the said hospital: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
of the
the
no part
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
of 10
per centum
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
eli,

March 4,
4, 1940
1940
(H. R.
R. 2860
2860)
[H.

[Private, No.
No. 280]
2801
(Private,

Jones.
Thelma Jones.
Payment
Payment to legal
representative
of.
representative of.

Pi"V
Profit&
Limitation on attarUmitation
atte
ny e,
etc.,
as.
ners,
etc., lees.

1248
1248

Penalty.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.43,
43, 50,
55—MAR.4,
4, 14,
14, 1940
1940
50, 54,
54, 55-MAR.

account of services rendered
rendered in connection
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
connection with
with this
unlawful, any contract to
same shall be unlawful,
the contrary
contrary.notwithstanding.
to the
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this
this Act
Act shall
a misdemeanor
of a
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof
be fined
fined in
in any
any
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, March
Approved,
March 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 501
50]
[CHAPTER

March
March 14, 1940
1940
[S. 2157]
2157]
[8.
[Private, No.
No. 281]
281]
George
George H.
Flawsld.
H. Eiswald.
Naval record corcorrected.
rected.

Proviso.
Provio.

No prior pension,
etc.

[CHAPTER 54]
54]
[S.
8. 1449]
[Private, No.
No. 2921
282]

Provilo.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
Eiswald.
relief of George
George H.
H. Eiswald.

Be
and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in, Congress
assembled, That
That in
in. the
the adminadministration of the pension laws or
laws conferring
rights, privileges,
privileges,
or any
any laws
conferring rights,
or benefits upon persons honorably discharged
discharged from
from the
the United
United States
States
Navy George IL
H. Eiswald (C-2317652)
(C-231'7652) shall
shall be
held and
and considered
considered
be held
to have served for
between the
to
for ninety days, between
the dates
dates of
of April
April 21,
21, 1898,
1898,
and July 4,
1, 1902, in the United
United States
during the
the War
War with
with
States Navy
Navy during
Spain and to have
have been honorably discharged
discharged from
from such
such service:
service:
Provided, That no pension, pay, or
Provided,
or bounty
shall be
held to
to have
have
bounty shall
be held
accrued by reason of this Act, prior to
to its
enactment.
its enactment.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 14,
14, 1940.
1940.

March
March 14,
14, 1940
1940

Robert Stockman.
Stockman.
Payment to.
to.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Robert
Robert Stockman.
Stockman.

Be
and Houe
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Howe of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay,
directed to
to pay,
out
Treasury not
out of
of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
not otherwise
Robert
Robert Stockman, of Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island,
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
Island, the
$5,000
in full satisfaction
satisfactionof a
ll claims
cl
ai
ms aga
i
nst t
he United
United States
States for
for damages
all
against
the
damages
for
personal injuries, medical expenses,
for personal
expenses, and
property damage
damage sustained
sustained
and property
by him
him when he was struck
by
struck by a
a truck owned
owned by
by the
the United
United States
States
government
operated by A. A. McGrath,
Government and operated
employee of
of Works
Works
McGrath, an
an employee
Progress Administration,
Progress
Administration, in the village
of Chepachet,
Chepachet, in
the town
town of
of
village of
in the
Gloucester,
Gloucester, Rhode
Rhode Island, on March
March 22, 1937:
193'7: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
part of
of the
amount appropriated
part
the amount
appropriated in this Act
Act in excess
excess of
per centum
c,entum
of 10
10 per
thereof
delivered to or received
thereof shall
shall be paid or delivered
any agent
agent or
or
received by
by any
attorney
on account
services rendered
rendered in
attorney on
account of services
connection with
with this
this
in connection
claim, and
the same
contract to
claim,
and the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the
notwithstanding. Any
th e provisions
provi
si
ons of
of this
this Act
Act
shall
o a
a misdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
shall be
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, March 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 55]
55]
[CHAPTER

March 14, 1940
1040
[S.
2276]
[8.22761
[Private, No. 283]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
Schreck Lumber
For the
relief of
of the R. G. Schreck
Company.
Lumber Company.

R. G.
0. Schreck Lumber Company.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of the
the
nited
States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States of Ameca
America in.
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury is
authorized and
of the
is authorized
and directed
directed to pay, out of any mone
money

in the
oterwise appropriated,
approriated to the R.
in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
It G. Scyhre
Schreck
Lumber
awas, M ichigan, the sum of $337.85, in
Lumber Company,
Company of
of East
East T
sawas,

Michigan, the sum of $337.85, in
full
for the remission
remssion of liquidated
full satisfaction
satisfaction oi
ofits
its claims
claims for
liquidated damages
damages

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

1249
1249

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
SESS.-CHS. 55,
76TH
3n SESS.—CHS.
55, 63,
63, 64,
64, 67—MAR.
15, 18,
1940
67-MAR. 14,
14, 15,
18, 1940

deducted
deducted from amounts otherwise due it for
and building
building
for lumber
lumber and
materials furnished
furnished the United
United States Forest Service, Department
Department of
of
Agriculture, pursuant
pursuant to purchase
purchase order numbered
numbered 427,
dated May
May 29,
29,
427, dated
1936, purchase
purchase order numbered
numbered 477,
477, dated
June 9,
1936, and
and purchase
purchase
dated June
9, 1936,
order numbered
numbered 4832
483 2 dated
dated June
June 10,
no part
part of
of
10, 1936:
1936: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess
centum thereof
thereof
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
delivered to or received
shall be paid or delivered
received by any agent
on
agent or attorney
attorney on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
connection with
the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this Act
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
and upon
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
any
sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, March 14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
631
[CHAPTER 63]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

appointment of
To authorize
authorize the posthumous appointment
late Arthur Mortimer
Fields,
of the
the late
Mortimer Fields,
Junior, to be an ensign
ensign of
United States
of the
the United
States Navy.
Navy.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the President
President
is authorized
authorized to issue posthumously
posthumously to the late
Arthur Mortimer
Mortimer
late Arthur
Fields, Junior, a
acommission
commission as an ensign of the United
United States Navy
Navy
date of rank as of June 1, 1939: Provided,
with elate
Provided, That
no back
back pay,
pay,
That no
allowances,
allowances, gratuities, or
the passage
passage of
of
or pension shall
shall accrue
accrue due
due to
to the
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, March
March 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 64]
64]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Inez
Inez Gillespie.
Gillespie.

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
United
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
pay,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the Treasury
to
Inez Gillespie, widow of Julian E. Gillespie, late American
American comcommercial attache
attaché at Istanbul, Turkey,
Turkey, the sum
$7,200, such
sum
sum of
of $7,200,
such sum
representing
year's salary
salary of
of her
her deceased
husband who
who died
representing one year's
deceased husband
died
June 23, 1939, while in the Foreign Service
United States
States of
of
Service of
of the
the United
America.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
67]
[CHAPTER 67]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Ernestine
Ernestine Huber
Neuheller.
Huber Neuheller.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

March 15, 1940
March
[8. 2879]
[S.

[Private, No. 284]
[Private,

Arthur
Mortimer
Mortimer
Fields, Jr.
Posthumous a
a pppointment as ensign,
ensign,
8. N., authorized.
U. S.
authorized.
Proviso.
Provso.
No back pay, etc.

March 15, 1940
1940
March
[.[8. 2973]
[Private, No. 286]
235]
Inez Gillespie.
Gillespie.
Inez
Payment to.
Payment

March 18,1940
18, 1910
March
[8. 1998]
[8.
[Private, No. 286]
296]
IPrivate,

enacted by the
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
of the
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
minStates of
of America
America in
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminErnestine Huber
Ernestine
Huber
immigration laws, relating to
istration of the immigration
issuance of
of immigraimmigra- Neuheller.
to the issuance
Admission to U. S.
permanent reiresition visas for admission to
States for
residence for permanent
to the
the United States
for permanent
permanent residence
dence.
dence.
and relating to admissions at ports of entry
entry of aliens as
as immigrants
immigrants
for permanent residence
residence in the United States, that
of section
section
that provision
provision of
33of the Immigration Act of 1917
Stat. 875),
875), as
as amended
amended (U.
C.
1917 (39
(39 Stat.
(U. S.
S. C
title
), which
which excludes
United 88II.
title 8,
8, sec.
sec. 136 (c)
(c)),
excludes from
from admission
admission into
8. C.
into th
thee United
U. 8S.
. 1136(e).
States "persons who have been
been convicted
convicted of or admit having
having comcommitted a
a felony or other crime
crime or misdemeanor
involving moral
moral turpiturpimisdemeanor involving
tude", shall not hereafter
be held
to Ernestine
Ernestine Huber
Huber NeuNeuhereafter be
held to
to apply
apply to

1250
1250
Issuance
Issunce of immigraimmigration
visa; condition.
condition.
tion visa;

Deduction from
Deduction
from
nonpreference
nonpreference catecategory of
gory
of quota.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS--CHS.67-69—MAR.
18, 1940
67-69-MAR. 18,
1940

holler,
wife of
of Fritz
Neuheller, an
an American
American citizen.
citizen. If
heller, who is the wife
Fritz Neuheller,
If
she is found otherwise
otherwise admissible
admissible under
the immigration
immigration laws
laws an
an
under the
immigration
immigration visa may
and admission
granted to
to Ernestine
Ernestine
may be issued
issued and
admission granted
Huber Neuheller
Neuheller (nee
(nee Ernestine
Huber) under
under this
Act upon
Ernestine Huber)
this Act
upon
application
hereafter filed.
filed.
application hereafter
Sac.
enactment of
Act, the
the Secretary
State shall
shall
SEa. 2. Upon the enactment
of this
this Act,
Secretary of
of State
instruct the proper
proper quota-control
deduct one
one number
number from
quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
from
the nonpreference
nonpreference category
during the
the current
current year.
year.
category of the quota
quota during
Approved, March 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 681
681

March 18,
18, 1940
[S. 2299j
I8.
2299]
[Private,
No. 287]
2871
[Private, No.
Hubert Richardson.
Richardson.
Land patent to.

Provisions and conditions.
ditions.
41 Stat. 1075.
C.
818;
16 U. S.. C.
818;
Supp. V, § 818
818.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
Hubert Richardson.
Richardson.
relief of Hubert

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United States of America in,
C9ngress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Interior
Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to issue
patent on
on Western
Navajo
issue patent
Western Navajo
Indian Reservation
Reservation Exchange
Exchange selection
selection 078942 filed
18, 1938,
filed on
on October
October 18,1938,
Richardson in the district land
by Hubert Richardson
land office
office at
at Phoenix,
Arizona,
Phoenix, Arizona,
under the Act of May .23,
,23, 1930 (46
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act
(46 Stat. 378),
378), as
of February 21, 1931 (46
(16 Stat. 1204),
213,
3, and
and 4
4of
section 22,
22,
1204), for
for lots 2,
of section
township 29 north, range 9
River base
base and
and meridian,
9 east, Gila and Salt
Salt River
meridian,
upon the submission of satisfactory
satisfactory proofs covering
covering both
both the
the offered
offered
and the selected
selected lands, as required
required by
the Act
Act of
of May
23,
by section
section 2
2 of
of the
May 23,
1930, cited above, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that the selected
lands are
are within
within the
the
selected lands
boundaries
Western Navajo
boundaries of the Western
Indian Reservation
Reservation, and
and notwithnotwithNavajo Indian
standing
standing the provisions
provisions of the Act of June
June 14,
14, 1934
1934 (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 960).
960).
authorized to be issued shall be
The patent hereby
hereby authorized
be subject
subject to
to the
the proprovisions and conditions of section 24 of the Federal
Federal Power Act of June
June
(41 Stat. 1063),
1063), as
10, 1920 (41
as amended.
amended.
Approved,
Approved, March 18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
691
[CHAPTER 69]

March
March 18, 1910
18,1940
[S. 2500)
2500)
Is.
(Private,
288]
[Private, No. 288]

Mary Pierce
Mary
Pierce and
and
John K. QuackenJI
bIush.
bush.
Settlement of claims
ms
authorized.

Senthofcrze

AN ACT
AN
ACT
Authorizing
Comptroller General
Authorizing the Comptroller
General of the
the United
States to
to settle
settle and
adjust
United States
and adjust

the claims
claims of Mary
Quackenbush.
the
Mary Pierce and John K.
K. Quackenbush.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States of
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
That the Comptroller
Comptroller
General
General of the United States
States be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
auth ori
ze d and
an d
be, and
directed to settle and adjust the claims
of Mary
directed
claims of
Mary Pierce,
Pierce, New
New Hampton,
Hampton,

New York, for $125;
$125; and John K. Quackenbush,
Denton New
New York,
York,
Quackenbush, Denton,
for $200, for the cost of replacing
r
epl ac i
ng fences
fences on
on their
th
ei
r lands
lands taken
taken for
for firefirewood
wood by enrollees of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps while
while engaged
engaged
in removing
removing field stones from such lands for
for use
use on
on the
the Wallkill
Wallkill River
River
flood-control project
flood-control
project in the fiscal year 1937, and to allow
in full
full and
and
allow
in
Appropriation.
final settlement of the
the claims
the sum
final settlement of
claims the
sum of
of not to exceed $325. There
There is
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated,
the
$325,
or
much
appropriated,
sum
of
$325,
so
thereof
be necessary,
thereof
as
may
be
necessary,
Proviso.
Lrisionon
ato- for payment
payment of
Limitation on attor- for
of the
the claims:
claims: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the
the amount
amount
nes, etc,
ney's,
etc., fees.
appropriated
Act in
of 10
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be
paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
account
of
services
of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with these claims,
claims and the same
Penalty.
Penaty.
shall be unlawful, any
an ycontract
con t
ract to t
he contrary
notwith;tanding. Any
Any
the
contrary notwithstandin.
person violating the provisions of this Act shall
shall be deemed guilty
of a
a
guilty of

misdemeanor
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction
in any
any sum
sum
thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding $1,000.

Approved,
Approved, March 18, 1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
76TH
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—MS.70,
84, 85
85
70, 84,

[CHAPTER
70]
[CHAPTER 70]

Mar.
Mar 18, 1940

AN ACT

Authorizing the Comptroller
Comptroller General of the United
Authorizing
United States
to settle
and adjust
adjust
States to
settle and
Edith Easton
Alma E.
the claim
claim of Edith
Easton and
and Alma
E. Gates.
Gates.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the CompComp-

troller General
he is
troller
General of the United
United States be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized
hereby, authorized
adjust the
claim of
and directed to settle and adjust
the claim
of Edith
Edith Easton
Easton and
and Alma
Alma
E. Gates, of Sacramento,
Sacramento, California,
E.
California, for
for $250,
$250, as
as the
the reasonable
reasonable value
value
of twenty-five thousand
lumber removed
thousand board feet
feet of
of lumber
removed without
without authorauthority from their land in
in Calaveras
Calaveras County,
County, California,
California, during
during July
July
and August 1933,
of the
Civilian Conservation
1933, by members of
the Civilian
Conservation Corps,
Corps,
camp F-88, Dorrington,
Dorrington, California,
California, and
and to
in full
full and
and final
final
to allow
allow in
settlement
of the
the claim
settlement of
claim the
to exceed
exceed $250.
$250. There
is
the sum
sum of
of not
not to
There is
hereby appropriated, out
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
otherwise
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, the sum of $250, or so
so much
much thereof
appropriated,
thereof as
as may
may be
be necesnecesof the
claim: Provided,
Provided, That
sary, for payment
payment of
the claim:
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount
appropriated in
Act in
appropriated
in this
this Act
10 per
per centuni
thereof shall
shall be
in excess
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received by
any agent
or attorney
account
to or
or received
by any
agent or
attorney on
on account
of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
in connection
this claim,
and the
the same
same shall
with this
claim, and
shall
be unlawful,
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
unlawful, any contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of
of this
guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
a
thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
shall be
be fined
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
not
$1,000.
Approved, March
Approved,
March 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 84]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Nathan
Nathan Kaplan.
Kaplan.

it enacted
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That in
the adminadminCongress assembled,
in the
immigration and
istration of the immigration
Kaplan,
and naturalization
naturalization laws
laws Nathan
Nathan Kaplan,
of Minneapolis,
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Minnesota, shall
shall be
be held
and considered
considered to
to have
held and
have been
been
legally admitted to the United States for permanent
residence on
permanent residence
on
December
December 1, 1929.
1929.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
authorized and directed
SEc.
Secretary of Labor is authorized
directed to
to
cancel any warrants
warrants of arrest or
deportation which
may
or orders of
of deportation
which may
have been issued in the case of said Nathan
Nathan Kaplan
upon the
the ground
Kaplan upon
ground
of unlawful residence in the United States,
States.
Approved,
Approved, April 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 85]
85]

1251
1251

Apr.
1940
Aar- 111, 1940
Apr. 11, 1940

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Ernest
Frazier.
Ernest S.
S. Frazier.

Whereas
Whereas the War Department has itself
eliminated from
the disdisitself eliminated
from the
charge certificate
certificate of Ernest
Ernest S.
of the
Texas National
National
S. Frazier,
Frazier, late
late of
the Texas
Guard
Guard in Federal service,
service, the
word "undesirable":
Therefore
the word
"undesirable": Therefore
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and .1101.1.9e
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
War
assembled, That
the War
Department is hereby
Department
hereby authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
eliminate the
the words
words
to eliminate
"illiterate" and "degenerate"
"illiterate"
"degenerate" from
record of
said Ernest
Ernest S.
S. Frafrom the
the record
of said
Frawherever the said words
zier wherever
records.
words occur
occur in
in such
such records.
SEC.
Veterans' Administration
SEC. 2. That the Veterans'
Administration is
authoris also
also hereby
hereby authorized and directed to eliminate
eliminate the words "illiterate"
"illiterate" and
and "degen"degenerate" from the record of Ernest
Emest S. Frazier
Frazier whenever
said words
words
whenever said
occur in such records.
records.
Approved,
Approved, April 11, 1940.

18, 1940
March 18,
1940
[S. 2807]
[S.
2607]
[Private, No.
No. 289]
289]
[Private,

Edith Easton
Easton and
and
Edith
Alma E. Gates.
Gates.
Settlement of claim
claim
Settlement
authorized.
authorized.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Proviso.

Limitation on
on attorLimitation
attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

April 11,
11, 1940
1940
April
[S.
166]
[8. 166].
[Private,
No. 290]
290]
Private, No.
Nathan Kaplan.
Nathan
Kaplan.
admission
Legal admission
for
for permanent resiresidence.
dence.

Cancelation
Canoelation of
of deportation orders,
orders, etc.
etc.
portation

April 11,
1040
11, 1940
[s. 454]
454]
[S.
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 291]
291]
Ernest S.
Frazier.
Ernest
S. Frazier.

Correction in War
War
Correction

Department records
records.
Department

Correction in VetCorrection
erans'
Administration
erans' Administration
records.
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PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.86-88-APR.
86-88—APR.11,
11, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER 86]
861
[CHAPTER
April 11,
April
11, 1940
[8. 1421
1442]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 292]
292]
Max
Max J.
J. Mobley.
Mobley.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

Proviso.
Provfso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
United
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
and directed
directed to
pay, out
out of
any money
authorized and
to pay,
of any
money
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Max
Max J.
Mobley, of
of
J. Mobley,
Morrilton, 2 Arkansas,
Morrilton
Arkansas, the
$2,565, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of his
the sum of
of $2,565,
in full
his
claim against the United
United. States
States for
compensation for
personal injuinjufor compensation
for personal
ries sustained by him
him. arising out
out of
collision between
between his
his autoautoof aa collision
a Soil Conservation
Conservation Service
mobile and a
Service truck
truck operated
operated by
by an
enrollee
an enrollee
of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps on
on Highway
Highway.Numbered
near
Numbered 64
64 near
Pottsville, Arkansas, on April 1, 1937:
no part
part of
1937: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of
the amount appropriated
appropriated m
Act in
excess of
per centum
m this
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum
thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
by any
any agent
agent or
or
received by
attorney on account of services
services rendered
in connection
connection with
this
rendered in
with this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
contrary
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act
violating the
of this
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor and
and upon
thereof
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, April
April 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 871
87]
[CHAPTER

Cancelation
Canoelatlon of
of dedeportation orders, etc.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
of Max
J. Mobley.
Mobley.
the relief
relief of
Max J.

April 11, 1940
1940
1510]
[8. 1610]
[private,
[Private, No. 293]
293]
George Louis
George
Louis ArArtick.
Legal admission
admission for
for
permanent residence.
residence.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of George
George Louis
Louis Artick.
Artick.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminadministration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
istration of the immigration
George Louis
Louis
laws George
Artick, sometimes
George Attick,
sometimes known as George
Attick, of
of Danbury,
Danbury, Connecticut,
Connecticut,
shall be held and conside
considered
re d t
have b
een legally
legally admitted
admitted to
to the
too have
been
the
United States for permanent
permanent residence
residence during
during July
July 1925.
1925.
SEO.
2. The Secretary
Secretary of Labor is authorized
authorized and
SEC. 2.
and directed
directed to
to cancel
cancel
any warrants
warrants of arrest or orders of
may have
have been
been
of deportation
deportation which
which may
issued in the case of said George Louis Artick,
Artick, sometimes
known as
as
sometimes known
George
George Attick, upon the ground
ground of unlawful residence
residence in
in the
the United
United
States.
Approved,
Approved, April
11, 1940.
1940.
April 11,
[CHAPTER
881
[CHAPTER 88]

11, 1940
April 11,
1940
[8. 1856]
1850]
(8.

[Private, No.
[Private,

2D
41

294]

George
George Ianeellotta.
Laneellotta.
urisdictionconferred
JurWictionconferred
upon U.
U. 8.
S. District
District
Court to hear,
Court
hear, etc.,
etc.,
claim of.

Po"Vro.
Proviso.
Judgment limited.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Conferring
jurisdiction
upon
the
United
States District Court
Conferring jurisdiction
Court for the
the District
District of
of
Rhode Island
Rhode
Island to hear, determine,
determine, and
and render
render judgment
the claim
claim of
judgment upon
upon the
of
George
George Lancellotta.
Lancellotta.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be
the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United
of America
United States
States of
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby
conferred upon
is
hereby conferred
upon the United States
States District
District Court
for the
the
Court for
District
Island to hear,
District of Rhode
Rhode Island
hear, determine,
determine, and render
render judgment,
judgment,
as if
if the
as
the United
United States
States were
were suable in tort, upon the
the claim of George
George
Lancellotta,
Lancellottatof Providence,
Providence, Rhode
Island, for
for damages
damages resulting
resulting from
from
Rhode Island,
personal
injuries received
received by
him on
on June 29, 1932, at Providence,
personal injuries
by him
Providence,
Rhode Island,
by reason
Rhode
Island, by
reason of being struck by an army automobile
automobile while
crossing Jackson
Westminster Street:
crossing
Jackson Street
Street at
at Westminster
Street: Provided,
Provided, That the
the
judgment,
judgment, if any, shall not exceed
exceed $3,000.

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]
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76TIE CONG.,
88-90—APR.11,
76TH
CONG., 3n
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 88-90-APR.
11, 1940
1940

S
EC. 2.
be instituted
instituted at
any time
within
SEC.
2. Suit upon
upon such
such claim
claim may
may be
at any
time within
one year after the enactment
this Act,
notwithstanding the
the lapse
lapse
enactment of
of this
Act, notwithstanding
of time or any statute of limitations.
limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings for
for the
the deterdetermination of such
therefrom, and
and payment
payment of
of any
any
such claim, appeals
appeals therefrom,
judgments thereon shall
as in
cases over
over
judgments
shall be in
in the same
same manner
manner as
in the
the cases
which such court has
jurisdiction under
under the
provisions of
of paragraph
has jurisdiction
the provisions
paragraph
twentieth
twentieth of section 24
Judicial Code, as amended.
24 of the
the Judicial
amended.
Approved,
Approved, April
April 11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 89]

AN ACT
AN
For the relief of Alabama Lewis Poole.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
United
That notwithstandStates of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
notwithstanding the proceedings
proceedings and findings of
which
of the
the board
board of
of medical
medical officers which
investigated the circumstances
investigated
surrounding the
the death
death of
circumstances and
and facts
facts surrounding
of
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant John K. Poole, and the confirmation
thereof by
confirmation thereof
by the
the
War Department, the War Department
Department is hereby
hereby authorized
and
authorized and
Alabama Lewis Poole, widow of First
directed to pay to Alabama
Lieutenant
First Lieutenant
John K. Poole, a
months' pay
pay which
her husband
husband
a sum equal
equal to
to six months'
which her
was receiving
receiving as
provided by
by law
law because
because the
the facts
reported by
by the
as provided
facts reported
the
board of medical officers shows, on its
its face,
face, that
that First
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Poole was in line of duty at the time
that his
his death
time of
of his death, and that
death
was not the result of his own
misconduct.
own misconduct.
Approved,
Approved, April 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 90]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Louis Simons.
Simons.

it enacted
Senate and
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
United States of
in Congress
That the
Secretary
United
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay, out of any
any money
money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in the Treasury
of
appropriated, to Louis Simons, of
Hampton Beach,
Beach, New Hampshire,
Hampshire, the sum of
satisfaction
of $599,
$599, in
in full satisfaction
of his claim against the United States
States for damages
damages for personal
personal
injuries and property damages sustained
sustained by him
March 4,
4, 1937,
1937, as
as
him on March
the result of certain
operations conducted
certam blasting operations
conducted on a
a Works
Works
Progress
Administration project
Progress Administration
Amesbury, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: ProProproject in Amesbury,
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated
this Act
in excess
excess
appropriated in
in this
Act in
of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys,
attorneys, on account
account of
of services
services
rendered in connection
rendered
connection with such claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for
for
any agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, to exact, collect,
collect, withhold, or receive any sum of
appropriated in
this Act
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in
excess of 10
centum thereof
on account
of services
services rendered
10 per centum
thereof on
account of
rendered in
in
connection with such claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithconnection
to the
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a
and upon
shall
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April
1940.
April 11,
11, 1940.

Commencement
Commencement

suit.

of

Proceedings.

28 U.S.
U. S. 0.
C.
20.

§41,
4l, par.

April 11,
11, 1940
April

[S. 2201]
2201]
[S.
[Private, No. 295]
[Private,
Alabama Lewis
Alabama
Lewis
Poole.
Payment to.
Payment

11, 1940
1940
April 11,
[S.
[8. 2252]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 296]
296]
Simons.
Louis Simons.

Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
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LAWS— CHS . 91-93-APR.
91-93—APR. 11,
1940
PRIVATE
11, 1940
[CHAPTER 91]
[CHAPTER
911

April 11,
11, 1940
[13. 2491]
[S.
2491]
[Private, No. 297]
Edward J. Gebhart.
Gebhart.
Consideration
Consideration of disability claim.
39 Stat. 746, 747.
5 D.
U. 8.. C.
765-770..
6
C.0§
ft 765470

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
For the relief of Edward J. Gebhart.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America
assembled, That
the provisions
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
provisions
and limitations of
20, both
both inclusive,
of sections
sections 15
15 to
to 20,
inclusive, of
of the
the Act
Act entitled
entitled
"An Act to provide compensation
compensation for
the United
United States
for employees
employees of
of the
States
suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while in the performance
of their
duties, and
and for
performance of
their duties,
for

other
amended and
and supsupother purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
plemented,
plemented, are
are hereby
hereby waived
waived in
in the
Edward J.
J. Gebhart,
Gebhart, of
of
the case
case of
of Edward
Orient, South
South Dakota;
and the
the United
United States
Dakota; and
States Employees'
Employees' CompenCompen-

Proviso.
Proiso.
No prior benefits.

sation Commission is authorized
authorized and
and act
and directed
directed to
to consider
consider and
act
upon any claim filed with the Commission,
within one
one year
Commission, within
year after
after the
the
date of enactment of this Act, by the said
J. Gebhart
for
said Edward
Edward J.
Gebhart for
compensation under the provisions of such Act of
compensation
of September
7, 1916,
1916,
September 7,
as amended and supplemented,
supplemented, for disability
alleged to
been
disability alleged
to have
have been
due to injuries sustained by him
in the
perhim on February 6,
6, 1937,
1937, in
the performance of his duties as a
formance
a rural carrier at Orient, South
South Dakota:
Dakota:
Provided,
Provided, That no benefits
benefits shall
the approval
approval of
of
shall accrue prior
prior to
to the
this Act.
Act.
Approved, April 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
92]
[CHAPTER 92j

April 11,11,1940
1940
[S.
2492)
s[.24921
[Private,
298]
[Private, No. 298]
Dane Goich.
Goich.
Dane
Legal admission
admission
for permanent resiresidence.

Cancelation
Caneelation of dedeportation orders, etc.
etc.

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
in the
the adminadminassembled, That
That in
istration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
Dane Goich
laws Dane
Goich
shall be held and considered
considered to have
legally admitted
the
have been
been legally
admitted to
to the
United States for permanent residence
residence on June
June 15,
15, 1925.
SEO.
Secretary of Labor
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Labor is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to cancel
cancel
directed to
any warrants
warrants of arrest
arrest or orders of deportation
deportation which may
may have
been issued in the case of the said
said Dane
Dane Goich
Goich upon
upon the
the ground
ground of
of
unlawful residence in the United States.
States.
Approved, April 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
93]
[CHAPTER 93]

April
April 11,
11, 1940
[8.
[8. 2527)
2527}
[Private,
[Private, No. 2991
299]
Mary Nonhan.
Legal
admission
admission
for permanent
permanent resiresidence.
dence.

Cancelation of deportation orders, etc.
etc.

AN ACT
ACT
Goich.
For the relief of
of Dane
Dane Goich.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Mary
Mary Nouhan.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Bouse of Representatives
Representatives o
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That in
a
in the
the administration of
the immigration and naturalization
istration
of the
naturalization laws, Mary
Mary Nouhan,
Nouhan,
Paterson, New Jersey, shall be held and considered
considered to have
of Paterson,
been
have been
legally admitted to the United States for permanent
permanent residence on
on
April 17, 1925.
SEc.
Secretary of
S
RO. 2.
2. The
The Secretary
of Labor
Labor is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to cancel
cancel
any
warrants of
of arrest
or orders of deportation
any warrants
arrest or
deportation which may have
have
been issued
been
issued in the case of the said Mary Nouhan
Nouhan upon the ground of
of
unlawful entry into the United States.
Approved, April 11, 1940.
Approved,

54
54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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76TH
CONG., 3D
SESS .—CHS.94,
94, 1}5—APR.
76TH CONG.,
3D SESS.-CHS.
95-APR. 11,
11, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 94]
94]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief
Stanley Falk,
Howard Franklin,
relief of Stanley
Falk, Howard
Mrs. Nathan
Franklin, Mrs.
Nathan Falk,
Falk, and
and
Rose
Rose Winter.
Winter.

it enacted
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

of the
Treasury be,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
he is
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out
of any
any money
money in
in the
out of
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
Stanley Falk,
Falk, of
Stanley
of Little
Little Rock,
Arkansas, the
sum of
of $120.09;
$120.09; to
to
Rock, Arkansas,
the sum
Howard Franklin,
Howard
Franklin, of
of Little
Little Rock,
the sum
$150; to
to
Rock, Arkansas,
Arkansas, the
sum of
of $150;
Mrs.
Falk, of
Mrs. Nathan
Nathan Falk,
of Little
Little Rock,
the sum
sum of
of $200;
$200; and
and
Rock, Arkansas,
Arkansas, the
to Rose
Rose Winter,
of Little
Winter, of
Little Rock,
Rock, Arkansas,
$250, in
in full
full
Arkansas, the
the sum
sum of
of $250,
satisfaction of
all their
their claims
satisfaction
of all
claims against
the United
for proppropagainst the
United States
States for
erty
erty damage
damage and
and personal
injuries sustained
when the
automobile in
personal injuries
sustained when
the automobile
in
were riding
struck by
which they were
riding was
was struck
by a
driven by
by Charles
Charles L.
a car
car driven
L.
Willis, an
Willis,
an employee
employee of
the Public
Works Administration,
of the
Public Works
Administration, at
at Wooster,
Wooster,
Arkansas, on
on July
Arkansas,
July 2,
2, 1938:
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
the amount
That no
no part
of the
amount
appropriated in
appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
centum thereof
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall
or delivered
by any
be paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on
in connection
connection with
with this
account of services rendered
rendered in
the
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
same
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
Any
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed
Any person
person violating
the provisions
shall be
guilty
of a
upon conviction
shall be
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined
in any
any sum
in
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, April
April 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
1940.

11, 1940
April 11,
1940
[S. 2631]
[S.
2531]
[Private, No.
No. 3001
[Private,
300]

Stanley Falk and
and
others.
Payments to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
attorLimitation on
on attoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 95]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
To provide
provide an additional
additional sum for the payment of a
a claim under
under the Act entitled
"An Act to provide
provide for the reimbursement
certain personnel
personnel or former
former perreimbursement of certain
personnel of the United States Navy and United
United States Marine Corps for the
the value
value
of personal effects
effects destroyed
destroyed as a
a result of a
a fire at the Marine
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, QuanQuantico, Virginia, on October 27, 1938", approved June
19, 1939.
June 19,
1939.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
and House of Representatives
of the
United States of America
in Congress
the Secretary
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary

of the
the Treasury
of
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
be, and
and he
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, such
otherwise appropriated,
such
sum not
not to
to exceed
sum
$129.75, as
may be
by the
the Secretary
exceed $129.75,
as may
be required
required by
Secretary of
of
the Navy
Navy to
to reimburse
(first class)
class) Earl
reimburse Private
Private (first
Earl S.
Rogers, United
United
S. Rogers,
States Marine
States
Marine Corps,
after claimant
have filed
stateCorps, after
claimant shall
shall have
filed itemized
itemized statement
ment showing
showing actual
sustained by
by proper
proper appraisal,
and
actual damages
damages sustained
appraisal, and
under such
such regulations
regulations as
he may
may prescribe
prescribe pursuant
the provisions
under
as he
pursuant to
to the
provisions
of Private Act Numbered
Numbered 56,
56, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, approved
approved
June
19, 1939,
for losses
losses of
and damages
damages to
and necessary
June 19,
1939, for
of and
to reasonable
reasonable and
necessary
personal
property resulting
personal property
resulting from
from the
fire which
which occurred
occurred at
the fire
at the
the
Marine Barracks,
Barracks, Quantico,
Virginia, on
on October
Provided,
Marine
Quantico, Virginia,
October 27,
27, 1938:
1938: Provided,
That no
part of
of the
amount appropriated
in excess
excess of
of
That
no part
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
10
centum thereof
be paid
paid or
delivered to
received by
by
shall be
or delivered
to or
or received
any
attorney on
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection
of services
in connection
with
this claim,
claim, and
and the
with this
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
the
the same
unlawful, any
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
of
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall be
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
a misdemeanor
and upon
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April
April 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
1940.

19847W-41—PT. H
198470°-41-PT.
n-2

2

April
1940
April 11,
11, 1940
[S. 3068)
[8.
30688
[Private,
No. 3011
301]
[Private, No.

Private (first class)
Earl S. Rogers.
Payment to.
to.

63 Stat.
Stat. 1463.
1463.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS .98,
APR.13,
13, 1940
1940
PRIVATE
98, 90
99-APR.
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[IT APTiR 981
[CHAPTER
98]
April 13, 1940
[S. 1372]
[8.1372]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 302]

W. B. Tucker
Tucker and
and
W.
others.
others.
Payments
Payments to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Carrie
tHoward
Carrie Howard
Steedman
Steedman and Eugenia Howard
Edgonia
Elmunds.
Court
of Claims
directed to readjudito radu
diected
cate
case of.

C"odut

of

40 Stat.
40
Stat. 278.

stt.

Judgment.

1097; 42
1097;
42

AN ACT
ACT

For
the relief
W. B.
B. Tucker,
Helen W.
W. Tucker,
Tucker, Lonie
and Susie
Susie
For the
relief of
of W.
Tucker, Helen
Lonie Meadows,
Meadows, and
Meadows.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
the
United
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
of the
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of
of any
in the
appropriated, to
out
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
W. B.
B. Tucker
of $5,000,
Tucker the
W.
Tucker the
the sum
sum of
$5,000, to
to Helen
Helen W.
W. Tucker
the sum
sum of
of
$1,475.70,
Meadows the sum
$1,475.70, to Lonie
Lonie Meadows
sum of
of $546.29,
$546.29, and
and to Susie
Susie
Meadows
sum of
of $1,192.68,
of Louisburg,
Meadows the
the sum
$1,192.68, all
all residents
residents of
Louisburg, North
North
Carolina,
in
full
settlement
of
any
and
all
claims
against
United
Carolina, in full settlement of any and all claims against the
the United
property damage
States for
for personal
personal injuries, medical
medical expenses,
expenses, and
and property
damage
suffered by
by them
result of
of an
an automobile
which occurred
occurred
suffered
them as
as aaresult
automobile accident
accident which
Highway 56 on June 9, 1936, when the
Carolina State Highway
on North Carolina
automobile
which they
they were
were riding
riding was
struck by
automobile in
in which
was struck
by aa truck
truck owned
owned
by the United States Soil Conservation Service
by
Service and operated by
one John
John W. Prather,
Prather, an
an employee
employee of the
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service:
Service:
Provided, That
no part
part of
the amount
in this
in
Provided,
That no
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
excess
per centiim
shall be
be paid
paid or
to or
or
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
rendered
on account of
of services
services rendered
in
connection with this claim
unlawful, any
in connection
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be unlawful,
any
contract
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating
the
provisions of
of this
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
provisions
this Act
Act shall
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
and
conviction thereof shall
fined_ in
in. any sum
exceeding
upon conviction
shall be fined
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, April 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER 99]
[CHAPTER
99]

April 13,
13, 1940
1940
[S. 1962]
[S.
1962]
[Private, No. 303]
303]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT

Granting jurisdiction to the Court of Claims to
and readjudicate
readjudicate the
to reopen
reopen and
the case
case
of Carrie
Carrie Howard
Howard Steedman and Eugenia Howard Edmunds.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
Congress assembled, That the Court of
United
in. Congress
Claims be, and it
it is hereby, vested with jurisdiction
jurisdiction and
and directed
directed to
to
readjudicate the
the case
case of
of Carrie
Howard Steedman
reopen and
and readjudicate
Carrie Howard
Steedman and
and
Eugenia
against the
the United.
States, numbered
numbered
United States,
Howar Edmunds
Edmunds against
Eugenia Howard
February 28, 1927, and reported in volume
E-563, decided February
Court
volume 63,
63, Court
of Claims Reports, at
page 226,
226, upon
the evidence
evidence heretofore
heretofore subs
ubat page
upon the
mitted to the said court in the said cause,
cause, giving due
such
due weight
weight in
in such
readjudication to any decision of
of the
Supreme Court
of the
the United
United
readjudication
the Supreme
Court of
States rendered since February 28, 1927,
construing the
relevant pro1927, construing
the relevant
visions of the applicable statutes, particularly the identical terms of
of
Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921, and if
section 402 of the Revenue
if such Court
evidence that,
of Claims in such readjudication
readjudication shall find upon said evidence
under the provisions of the Revenue
Revenue Act of 1921,
1921, the plaintiffs are
judgment under the relevant statutes, as now construed
entitled to a
ajudginent
construed
Supreme Court of the United States, particularly
by the Supreme
of
particularly the terms of
section 402
402 of the Revenue
Revenue Acts of 1918 and 1921, then the court shall
section
enter its judgment in favor of the said
sa id C
arri
e H
owar d Steedman
Steedman
Carrie
Howard
Edmundss in said
cause f
for
sums as said
and Eugenia Howard Edmund
sa id cause
or such
such sums
sa i
d
will justify, not to exceed the amount claimed in the original
original
evidence
ncewill
petition in the Court of Claims, with interest as provided
provided by law.
Approved, April.
April 13, 1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

1257
1257

76TH
3D SESS.-CHS.
76rn CONG.,
CONG., 3n
SESS.—CHS.102,
103, 110-APR.
110—APR.17,
1940
102, 103,
17, 18,
18, 1940

[CHAPTER 102]
102]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Pacific
Pacific Airmotive
Airmotive Corporation,
Corporation, Burbank,
Burbank, California.
California.

it enacted
Senate and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
House of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he
he is
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
pay
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
Airmotive Corporation,
to Pacific
Pacific Airmotive
Corporation, Burbank,
California, out
out of
Burbank, California,
of any
any
money in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
$940
appropriated, the
the sum
of $940
in full and final settlement
any and
settlement of
of any
claims against
against the
the GovernGovernand all
all claims
the damage
damage done
ment on account
account of
of the
done to
an airplane
airplane belonging
to an
belonging to
to said
said
corporation by a
a United
United States Navy plane
plane September
September 1,1938,
1, 1938, at
at Union
Union
Air Terminal,
Burbank, California:
Terminal, Burbank,
That no
of the
California: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
the
amount
amount appropriated
Act in
in excess
excess of
centum thereof
thereof
appropriated in
in this
this Act
of 10
10 per
per centum
or received
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
any agent
or attorney
by any
agent or
attorney on
on
account
of services
services rendered
account of
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful,
any contract
to the
unlawful, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
guilty
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
any
be fined
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April
April 17,
Approved,
17, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 103]
[CHAPTER
103]

JOINT
JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION

Authorizing Captain William Bowie, former
Authorizing
Geodesy in
former Chief of the
the Division
Division of
of Geodesy
in
the United States Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey, Department
to
Department of Commerce,
Commerce, to
accept
accept and wear the decoration of the Cross of Grand Officer
Officer of the
the Order
Order of
of
Saint Sava.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
Representatives of
of the
the United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
States
Congress assembled,
That William
William Bowie,
Bowie, capcaptain (retired),
(retired), United
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Department
United States
States Coast
Coast and
Survey, Department
of Commerce, be, and he hereby
hereby is,
is, authorized
authorized to
to accept
accept and
and wear
wear
the decoration
decoration of
of the
Cross of
of Grand
of the
the Order
of Saint
the Cross
Grand Officer
Officer of
Order of
Saint
Sava, conferred
of Yugoslavia
Yugoslavia in
conferred by the Government of
in recognition
recognition of
of
his outstanding
achievements in
in the
the interests
outstanding achievements
interests of
of international
international science
science
and geodesy.
State is
is hereby
hereby authorized
and
geodesy. The Department of State
to
authorized to
deliver
said decoration
deliver the said
decoration to
to the
aforementioned William
Bowie.
the aforementioned
William Bowie.
Approved,
April 17,
Approved, April
17, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 110]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
Ray E.
Nies.
of Ray
E. Nies.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
of Representatives
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and directed
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
to
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
E. Nies, of Holland, Michigan,
Ray E.
Michigan, the
the sum
sum of
of $309.99,
$309.99, in
in full
full settlesettlement of all claims against the United
States for
to the
United States
for damages
damages to
the
automobile owned by his wife, driven
son, and
and sustained
driven by his
his son,
sustained
when it
it was struck by an Army truck on August 8, 1936, in
in Holland,
Ottawa County, Michigan,
Michigan, which damages were paid
by the
the said
said
paid by
Ray E. Nies: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
amount appropriated
the amount
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services
services renaccount of
rendered in connection
connection with this
and the
same shall
this claim, and
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,

April
1940
April 17,
17, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2161]
2161]
[Private,
304]
[Private, No.
No. 304]
Pacific
Airmotive
Corporation, BurBurCalif.
bank, Calif.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

April 17, 1940
April17,
[H.. J. Re.
Res. 453]
[H.
453]
[Priv.
No. 4]
4]
[Priv. Res.,
Res., No.

William
Capt. William
Bowie.
Bowie.
Acceptance, etc.,
of
Acceptance,
etc., of
decoration
decoration authorized.

Delivery
Delivery by DepartDepartment of State.
State.

April 18, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 838]
838]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 305]
Ray E.
Ray
E. Nies.
Nies.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.

1258
1258
Penalty.

PRIVATE
CHS. 110-112-APR.
110-112—APR.18,
18, 1940
1940
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—

any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
any contract
the
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
guilty of
deemed guilty
of this
this Act
provisions of
the provisions
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
in any
any sum
conviction thereof
and
$1,000.
Approved, April 18, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 111]
111]
[CHAPTER

April 18,
18, 1940
1940
April
[H. R.
R. 3477]
34771
[I.
[Private,
No.
306]
[Private, No. 306]
Master
Sergeant
Master Sergeant
Francisco
Francisco R. Acosta.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.

Limitation
iation on attoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
penalty.

[H. R. 4266]
426M]
[Private, No. 307]
301
[Private,
George B. Spearin.

tSPesa
Peayrg
en. to
Payment
estate

AN ACT
ACT

Acosta.
For
the relief
of Francisco
R. Acosta.
relief of
Francisco R.
For the

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
it enacted
America in Congress
United
United States of America
Congress assembled, That
That the Secretary

of the
Treasury be,
authorized and
to pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay,

out
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
any money
money in
out of
Francisco
master sergeant,
sergeant, Medical
Medical Department,
United
Department, United
R. Acosta,
Acosta, master
Francisco R.
States Army,
Army, the
sum of
of $822.45,
full and
settlement of
of all
all
and final
final settlement
in full
$822.45, in
the sum
States
claims
against the
United States
States for
for loss
loss of
personal property
in aafire
fire
property in
of personal
the United
claims against
which occurred
in quarters
quarters numbered
steward's quar52-B, hospital steward's
numbered 52-B,
occurred in
which
ters,
Fort
Sheridan,
Illinois,
on
November
4,
1936:
Provided,
That no
no
That
Provided,
ters, Fort Sheridan, Illinois, on November 4, 1936:
part
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
part of
of the amount appropriated
thereof
to or received by any agent or attordelivered to
be paid or delivered
thereof shall be
ney
connection with this claim, and
of services rendered in connection
ney on account of
the
be unlawful,
any contract
notwithcontrary notwiththe contrary
contract to the
unlawful, any
shall be
the same
same shall
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
standing. Any person violating
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
guilty of aa misdemeanor
deemed
$1,000.
any sum
sum not
not exceeding $1,000.
be fined in any
Approved,
Approved, April 18, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 112]

April 18, 1940

[54 STAT.
STAT..
[54

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief of the estate of George B. Spearin,
Spearin, deceased.
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representaties of the
and House
House of Representatives
Be it

the Secretary
That .the
United States
assembled, That
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
United
States of America

Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay
of the
the Treasury
to the
estate of
of George
George B.
B. Spearin,
Spearin, deceased,
deceased, the sum
slim of $5,616.29,
$5,616.29,
the estate
to
which sum, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby approwhich
priated, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriappropripriated,
Treasury not otherwise
ated, said sum to be in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the
United
reason of
of
sustained by said Spearin by reason
for all loss sustained
United States for
failure, until April 11, 1917, of his attorney to file with
with the
the Treasury
Treasury
Department,
compliance with the provisions of the Act of SeptemDepartment, in compliance
31 U.
31
U. S.
226; ber 30, 1890 (26 Stat. L.
S. C.
C. § 226;
L. 537),
537), transcript of judgment
judgment of the Court of
Supp. V, §226.
Claims
the case
case of
States: Provided,
Provided
Proviso.
of Spearin
Spearin against
against the
the United
United States:
Claims in
in the
"Proviso.
Limitation on attorappropriated in this Act in
neLmietat'n
in excess
excess of
of
ney's,
etc., fees.n attor- That no part of the amount appropriated
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney
rendered in connection
connection
attorney on account of services rendered
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
Penalty.
Penalty.
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
a misdemeanor
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon convicconviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, April 18, 1940.

of.
of.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3n
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 113-115—APR.
18, 1940
1940
113-115-APR. 18,

[CHAPTER 113]
113]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of James Henry
Henry Rigdon.

it enacted
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of the United
United States
States not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, to James Henry
appropriated,
Henry Rigdon, of Pickens, South
South Carolina,
Carolina,
the sum
sum of
the
of $3,500,
$3,500, in
full settlement
all claims
the United
United
in full
settlement of
of all
claims against
against the
States on account of the
the loss
loss of
of his
his left
left arm
bodily
arm and
and other
other bodily
injuries and damages
damages sustained
sustained by
by him
him by
by reason
reason of
of the
the negligent
negligent
operation of
United States
and reckless
reckless operation
of a
aUnited
States Government
Government truck
operated
truck operated
connection with
in connection
with Civilian
Civilian Conservation
activities of
War
Conservation Corps
Corps activities
of the
the War
Department, on
on a
a public
public highway
highway near
Carolina, on
on
Department,
near Pickens,
Pickens, South
South Carolina,
September 24,
1937: Provided,
September
24, 1937:
That no
no part
amount approapproProvided, That
part of
of the
the amount
priated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
of
attorney on
on account
account of
services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
this claim,
and the
shall
connection with
with this
claim, and
the same
same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
of this
shall be
deemed guilty
of
a misdemeanor and
and upon
a
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
any
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum
$1,000.
Approved,
April 18,
Approved, April
18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 114]

AN ACT
For the relief of Howard
Howard Daury.
Daury.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
House of
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of
United
That sections
sections 17
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
17
to 20,
to
20, inclusive,
inclusive, of
of the
the Act
"An Act
Act to
provide compensation
Act entitled
entitled "An
to provide
compensation
for employees
for
employees of
of the
United States
States suffering
while in
in the
the United
suffering injuries
injuries while
the
performance
of their
performance of
duties, and
purposes", approved
approved SepSeptheir duties,
and for
for other
other purposes",
tember
amended (U.
tember 7, 1916,
1916, as
as amended
(U. S.
C. 1934
1934 edition,
edition, title
5, secs.
S. C.,
title 5,
secs. 767
767
and 770), are
are hereby
hereby waived
i
waived in
n favor
of Howard
Howard Daury,
of Pittsfield,
favor of
Daury, of
Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, who allegedly
Massachusetts,
allegedly sustained
sustained injuries
injuries in
in line
line of
on
of duty
duty on
April 27, 1934, at Pittsfield,
Massachusetts,z while
Pittsfield, Massachusetts
while employed
employed by
by the
the
Civil Works Administration,
Administration, and
and his
claim for
for compensation
is
his claim
compensation is
considered and
authorized to be considered
and acted
acted upon
upon under
the remaining
remaining prounder the
provisions of
of such
such Act,
Act, as
as amended,
amended, if
he files
claim with
with the
Umted
if he
files such
such claim
the Umted
States
Employees' Compensation
Commission not
States Employees'
Compensation Commission
than six
not later
later than
six
months after
after the
the date
months
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act:
That no
date of
Act: Provided,
Provided, That
no
benefits hereunder shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
the approval
of this
to the
approval of
this Act.
Act.
Approved, April
Approved,
April 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 115]
115]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To authorize certain officers of the Army of the
the United
United States
accept such
States to
to accept
such
medals, orders, and decorations
decorations as have been tendered
them by
by foreign
governtendered them
foreign governments.

1259
1259

April 18, 1940
1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 4388]
4388]
[Private,
308]
[Private, No. 308]

James
James
Henry
Henry
Rigdon.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattor
Limitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

April 18, 1940
1940
[H. R. 5866]
5866]
[Private,
No.
309]
[Private, No. 3091
Howard Daury.
Howard
Consideration of disConsideration
ability claim.
claim.

39
747.
39 Stat. 746,
746, 747.
5
S. c.
5 U.
U. S.
C. § 767-770.
767-770.

limitation.
Time limitation.
Proviso.
Proriso.
No prior benefits.

1940
April 18. 1940
[H.
8077]
(H. R. 8077]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 3101
310]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Howe of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
Army.
in Congress
Congress assembled.
United
assembled, That the
followingthe followingAcceptance
Acceptance of deconamed officers of the Army are hereby authorized
to accept
accept such
authorized to
such rations,
rations, etc.,
etc., by desigdesgnated
offces,
°Mows. authorauthormedals, orders, and decorations
decorations as have been tendered
tendered them
them by
foreign
by foreign ised.
ized
governments:
governments:

1260
1260

PRIVATE
CRS .115,
115, 120—APR.
20, 1940
PRIVATE LAWS
LAWS--CHS.
120-APR. 18,
18, 20,
1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

General
C. Marshall;
David L.
Major
General George C.
Marshall; Major
Major General
General David
L. Stone;
Stone; Major
Emory S.
S. Adams;
Adams; Major
Major General
Emmons; BrigaBrigaGeneral Emory
General Delos
Delos C.
C. Emmons;
dier General
General Jay
L. Benedict;
Benedict; Brigadier
Brigadier General
James E.
E. Chaney;
dier
Jay L.
General James
Chaney;
Brigadier General
James A.
Ulio; Colonel
George E.
Brigadier
General James
A. Ulio;
Colonel George
E. Adamson;
Adamson;
H. Fuller;
Fuller; Colonel
Colonel BerColonel Horace
Horace H.
Colonel Thruston
Thruston Hughes;
Hughes; Colonel
BerLieutenant Colonel
William C.
C. Crane;
Crane; Lieutenant
nard R. Peyton;
Peyton; Lieutenant
Colonel William
Lieutenant
Colonel William
William F. Freehoff;
Freehoff; Lieutenant
Samuel A.
A. Gibson;
Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel Samuel
Gibson;
Arthur R.
R. Harris;
Harris; Lieutenant
Colonel Samuel
Samuel J.
Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel Arthur
Lieutenant Colonel
J.
Heidner;
Heidner; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel Lehman
W. Miller,
Miller, Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Lehman W.
Colonel
Robert
Robert Olds; Lieutenant Colonel Charles
Ryder; Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Charles W.
W. Ryder;
Colonel Eugene
Villaret; Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Waite; LieuEugene Villaret;
Colonel Sumner
Sumner Waite;
Lieutenant Colonel Victor W. B. Wales; Major
Louis J.
J. Compton;
Compton; Major
Major
Major Louis
Mark A. Devine, Junior;
Harold L.
George; Major
Major Matthew
Matthew
Junior; Major
Major Harold
L. George;
B. Ridgway;
Ridgway; Captain Joseph
Joseph A. Baird; Captain
William W.
W. Bessell,
Bessell,
Captain William
Junior; Captain Charles H. Caldwell; Captain Alva
L. Harvey;
Harvey;
Alva L.
Captain Woodson F. Hocker;
Hocker; Captain Robert B.
Hutchins; Captain
B. Hutchins;
Captain
McDaniel; Captain
Donald R. Lyon; Captain Carl B. McDaniel;
William A.
A.
Captain William
Matheny; Captain Thomas L. Mosley; Captain
Matheny;
Thomas North;
CapCaptain Thomas
North; Captain William D. Old;
R. Selby;
Selby; Captain
Captain Robert
F.
Old; Captain Irving
Irving R.
Robert F.
Tate; Captain Robert B. Williams; Captain
Captain Franklin
C. Wolfe;
Franklin C.
Wolfe; First
First
Lieutenant Carlos J.
J. Cochrane,
Cochrane, Air Corps Reserve;
Reserve; First
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Curtis E. LeMay;
LeMay; First
Rothrock, Air
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant James
James H.
H. Rothrock,
Air Corps
Corps
Reserve; First Lieutenant
Lieutenant James H.
H. Walsh;
First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Torgils
Torgils
Walsh; First
Lieutenant Joseph R.
G. Wold; Second
Second Lieutenant
Air Corps
R. Ambrose,
Ambrose, Air
Corps Reairve;
Reserve;
Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant Wilson H. Banks, Air Corps Reserve;
Reserve; Second
Second LieuLieutenant Charlie R. Bond, Junior, Air
Air Corps
Corps Reserve;
Reserve; Second
Second LieuLieutenant Alan D. Clark; Second
Lieutenant Keith
Second
Second Lieutenant
Keith K.
K. Compton;
Compton; Second
Lieutenant Henry C. Godman;
Lieutenant
Second Lieutenant
J. GoodGoodGodman; Second
Lieutenant Andrew
Andrew J.
paster, Junior; Second Lieutenant
Hareos; Second
Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant Bela
Bela A.
A. Harcos;
Lieutenant
Clarence
Clarence K. Longacre; Second Lieutenant
Lieutenant Glenn
Second LieuLieuGlenn C.
C. Nye;
Nye; Second
tenant Robert A. Ping; Second Lieutenant
P. Ragsdale,
Lieutenant William
William P.
Ragsdale,
Lieutenant Hiette S. Williams, Junior.
Junior; and Second Lieutenant
Junior.
Approved, April 18, 1940.
Approved,

April
April 20,
20, 1940
1940
III.
U1. Ft.
R. 23561
23561
(Private,
IPrivate, No.
No. 311)
311]
International Grain
International
Orain
Co., Inc.,
MinneapCo.,
Inc., Minneapolis,
olis, Minn.
Minn.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Praise.
Pr0so.
Limitation on
Limitation
attoron attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., feea

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER
120]
[CHAPTER 120]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the International
International Grain
Grain Company,
Company, Incorporated.
Incorporated.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
Congress assembled, That
United States of America in Congress
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
authorized
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authori
ze d and directed
directed to
to
pay, out of
any money
the Treasury
Tre as
ur y not
no totherwise
appropriated,
of any
money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
to International
International Grain Company, aaMinnesota corporation,
of MinneMinnecorporation, of
apolis, Minnesota, the sum of $18,490.81,
satisfaction of its
$18,490.81, in full satisfaction
its
claim against
against the United States for the difference
difference between
the conbetween the
conentered into by
tract price stated in the contract entered
by the
the War
War Department
Department
with the said International
International Grain Company, aa Minnesota corporawith
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
tion, of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, under date of September
September 15,
15, 1918,
1918,
for the storage of oats and the amount received by
by the
the said
said company
company
from the
from
the War Department
Department therefor;
therefor; and for storage of several carcarloads
Provided, That
loads of oats for which no payment has been made: Provided,
That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per
centum
delivered to or received by any
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
agent or
of attorney on account
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
account of services
in connection
with
this claim, .and
and the same shall be unlawful
unlawful,t any contract
to the
the conconcontract to
trary
notwithstanding. Any person
trary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
and upon
conviction
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April 20, 1940.

54STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3D
SESS.-CHS. 121, 122, 141—APR.
141-APR. 20, 22, 1940
76TH CONG.,
3s SESS.—CHS.
1940
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[CHAPTER 121]
121]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of R.
R.D. Torian.

April 20, 1940
April
[H. R. 5257]

[Private, No. 312]
312]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
R. D. Torian.
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and
directed to
to pay,
and directed
pay, Payment to.
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
R.
R. D. Torlan,
Torian, of Weldon,
Weldon, Arkansas, the sum of
full settlesettleof $3,500,
$3,500, in
in full
ment of all claims against the United States for the
ment
the fatal
fatal injuries
injuries
sustained by his son, William Edward Torian, in aacollision
collision between
between
the Newport, Arkansas, public school automobile bus, in
the
in which
the
which the
said William Edward Torian was on authorized
authorized student
said
passenger,
student passenger,
and an automobile
automobile truck owned and negligently
negligently operated
by the
operated by
the
Works Progress Administration
Administration on Arkansas
State Highway
Highway NumNumArkansas State
bered 17, near Weldon,
Pr olso.
Proviso.
Weldon, Arkansas, on April
April 26,
Provided, That
That
26, 1938:
1938: Provided,
Limitation on attorno part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
10 per
per ney's, etc., fees.
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by
any agent
agent
to or
by any
or attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
the contrary
contrary
any contract to
to the
notwithstanding.
Penalty.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
provisions of
of this
this Act
violating the
the provisions
Act
shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
and upon
thereof
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April 20,
Approved,
1940.
20, 1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 122]
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Floyd H. Roberts.

April 20.
1940
20 1940
[H. B.
R. 6513]
8513]
[.
313]
[Private, No.
No. 313]

Be it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in
Floyd H. Roberts.
Roberts.
United
assembled, That the
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
for servof the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
pay out
out of
money icesPayment
to pay
of any
any money
as district judge
Judge
authorized.
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to Floyd
Roberts, authorized.
appropriated, to
Floyd H.
H. Roberts,
of Bristol, Virginia,
Virginia., the sum of $5,166.66, representing
compensation,
representing compensation,
at the
the rate provided
provided by law for judges of district courts of
at
the
of the
United States, in full settlement of
all claims
against the
the United
United
of all
claims against
States, for his services as district judge for the
ARgust 1,
the period
period August
1,
Proviso.
Prtfao.
1938, to February
February 6, 1939, both dates inclusive:
inclusive: Povided,
Provided, That
That no
no Limitation
on attorattorpart of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
of 10
10 per
etc., feeR.
tem.
in excess
excess of
per ney's, etc.,
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
by any
any agent
to or
received by
agent
or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with this
this
in connection
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
to the
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary
Penalty.
Penalty.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
violating the
shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, April 20,
20, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[C HAPTER 1411
141]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Joseph Sciortino.
Sciortino.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the

United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
Treasury be, and he is
of the Treasury
and directed
directed to
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated , to
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Joseph
Joseph Sciortino?
Sciortinol of Brooklyn,
New York,
York, the
sum of
in full
full
Brooklyn, New
the sum
of $1,000,
$1,000, in
satisfaction of his claim against the United States
States for
the value
value of
of
for the

aa Liberty bond deposited with the United States District Court for
New York for the release
the Northern
Northern District of New
alien Salvarelease of an alien,
tore Sollano,
Sollano, pending determination
determination of
corpus proceedings
of habeas corpus
proceedings
instituted
instituted by said alien to determine the 'validity
alidity of aa warrant.
wa
t of

Awfl
22, 1940
April 22,1940
[H. R. 20814
[Private, No. 314
314]

Joseph Martino.
Sciortino.
Reimbursement
Reimbursement of
amount ofasty
of surety bond
antboried.
authorised.

1262
1262

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE
22, 1940
1940
PRIVATE LAWS--CHS.
LAWS-CHS. 141-143—APR.
141-143-APR. 22,

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

deportation against
deportation
forfeited on
order of
against him,
him, and
and subsequently
subsequently forfeited
on order
of said
said
court, although the alien
available for
for deportation
deportation at
all times
alien was
was available
at all
times
and
in fact
fact deported
deported from
the United
United States
on May
and was in
from the
States on
May 19,
19, 1934:
1934:
Provided, That no
Provided,
amount appropriated
Act in
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in
excess of 10
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or
10 per
per centum.
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
received by any agent
received
account of
of services
services rendered
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
rendered in.
in
connection
connection with this claim,
same shall
unlawful, any
claim, and
and the
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
any concontract to the contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April 22,
Approved,
22, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 142]
[CHAPTER

April 22, 1940
1940
3769]
[H. R.
R. 37691
[Private, No. 315]
315]

Keuffel
Keuffel and Esser
Esser
Co. of New
New York,
York,
Calif.,
San Francisco, Calif.,
branch.
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Limitation on
attorLimitation
on attoretc., tees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.

AN ACT
For the relief of the Keuffel and Esser Company of
of New
New York.
York.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and
out of
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
of any
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Keuffel
to the
the Keuffel
and Esser Company of New York, San Francisco,
Francisco, California,
California,
branch, the sum of $90. The payment of such
in full
such sum shall
shall be
be in
full
settlement of all claims against
against the United States arising
arising out
out of
of
repairs
repairs made by such company
company in June 1935 to an engineer's
engineer s transit
transit
upon the order of the project superintendent
superintendent of
of camp
SP-8—A, KingKingcamp SP-8-A,
man, Arizona, Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps. Such
Such transit
transit was
was the
the
private
private property of an engineer employed
the Government
Government on
employed by
by the
on
such project and was damaged while in
Provided,
in use
use by
by such
such camp:
camp: Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of
10 per centum thereof
10
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
received by
by
to or received
any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
of services
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
any contract
to
the contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
the provisions
person violating
provisions
of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
misdemeanor and
upon conconviction thereof shall be fined
viction
in any
any sum
sum not
fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.
[CHAPTER 143]
143]

April 22,1940
22, 1940
[H. R.
R. 3784]
[Private,
[Private, No. 3
161
3161
J. D. Warlick.
Payment
Payment to estate
of.

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on
on attorattoney's,
ney', etc..,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the estate
of J.
J. D.
D. Warlick.
estate of
Warlick.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be
by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
in
appropriated, to
arlick, of
to J.
J. H. W
Warlick
of
Birmingham, Alabam
Birmingham,
a,as
ad
m i
ni
st
rator of
the estate
of J. D.
arAlabama,
as administrator
of the
estate of
J. D. WarW
lick, late of Ocala, Florida, the sum of $5,000, in full
lick,
satisfaction of
of
full satisfaction
all
claims of
such estate against the United States for the death of
all claims
of such
of
J. D. Warlick,
said J.
Warlick, who was struck and killed by
by a
Consera Civilian
Civilian Conserambulance, about
vation Corps ambulance,
Florida, on
about six
six miles
miles from
from Ocala,
Ocala, Florida,
on
June 11, 1934: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this
excess of
of 10
10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
this Act
Act in
ix?. excess
to or
or it:mewed
received by any agent
to
agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered in
connection with this claim, and the same shall
dered
in connection
shall be
unlawful,
be unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating
person violating
the
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemedguilty
deemed in
of a
a misdemeanor
of
misdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shal
shall be
be fined
m any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
any sum
fined in
on conviction
and
$1,000.

Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,
1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
76TH
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.144-146—APR.
22, 1940
1940
144-146-APR. 22,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 144]
144]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
Sidenstucker.
relief of
of Charles Sidenstucker.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury be, and he is
of the Treasury
directed to
pay,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
Charles Sidenstucker, Jewell, Iowa,
Iowa, the sum
sum of $300.
$300. The
The payment
payment
of such sum shall be in full settlement of all claims against the
the United
United
States for expenses
expenses incurred by the said Charles
Sidenstucker in
in conCharles Sidenstucker
connection with the alteration of certain
premises owned
by him
him in
certain premises
owned by
in
Jewell, Iowa, for the purpose of rendering
rendering such
such premises
premises suitable
suitable for
for
use as a
apost office,
premises being
office, the order
order for using
using such
such premises
being thereafter
thereafter
rescinded:
rescinded: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
in
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
delivered
be paid or delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney
of services
attorney on account
account of
services renrendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and the
shall be
this claim,
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any contract to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating
the contrary
Any person
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, April 22,
22, 1940.
[CHAPTER
145]
[CHAPTER 145]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Robert Faughnan,
Faughnan, a
a minor.

Be it
it encted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be.
,and he
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
he is
is hereby, authorized
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to the
legal guardian
guardian of Robert Faughnan,
minor, of
of Jamaica,
New York,
Faughnan, aaminor,
Jamaica, New
York
the sum of $2,500 in full settlement of all claims against the United
States Government
on account
of permanent
permanent injuries
injuries received
received by
the
Government on
account of
by the
said Robert Faughnan,
Faughnan, when struck
struck by
United States
States mail
mail truck
by a
a United
truck
on March
March 5, 1932, about 55o'clock postmeridian,
postmeridian, at Springfield
Springfield BouleBoulevard near Sheffield
Sheffield Avenue, Springfield, Queens County,
County, New
New York:
York:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in
excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or
be paid
paid or
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
received
rendered in
in
connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any concontract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
the
person violating
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
not exceeding
exceeding
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
April 22,
22, 1940.
Approved, April
1940.
[CHAPTER 1461
146]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Calder.
For the relief of Richard
Richard L.
L. Calder.

Be it
enacted by the
it enacted
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
authorized and
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,to
appropriated, to
L. Calder, of New Hartford,
Richard L.
Hartford, Connecticut,
Connecticut, the
$
the sum
sum of
of $1,206
in full settlement of all claims against
against the United
United States for rental
ren
of two three-ton trucks and one stone crusher furnished
furnished to the Works

April
April 22,
22, 1940
1940
[H.
R. 3970]
3970]
[H. R.

[Private, No. 317]
Charles SidenCharles
stucker.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
ney's,

Penalty.

April 22, 1940
[H. R. 4436]
[Private, No. 318]
[Private,
Robert Faughnan.
Faughnan.
Payment to guardian of.

Proviso.
Provao.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

April 22,
2, 1940
[IL R.5397]
R. 5397]
[H.
[Private, No. 319]
Richard
Calder.
Richard L. Calder.
Payment to.

1264

Proviso.
Protvo.

limitation on
on attorLimitation
attoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS. 146-148-APR.
146-148—APR.22,
22, 1940
1940
PRIVATE

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Progress Administration
Connecticut during
the period
period from
from
Administration of
of Connecticut
during the
December
December 5,
5, 1935, to February 4,
4, 1936,
connection with
official
1936, in
in connection
with official
project
project numbered 65-15-296:
65-15-296: Provided,
of the
the amount
amount
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
appropriated
10 per
centum
thereof
shall
be
appropriated in this Act
Act in
in excess of
of 10
per centum thereof shall be
paid or delivered to or received
received by
any agent
on account
by any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account
of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
and the
the same
with this
this claim,
claim, and
same shall
shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
perAny person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
of a
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
any sum
shall be
fined in
in any
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, April
22, 1940.
Approved,
April 22,
1940.

[CHAPTER 147]
[CHAPTER
147]
April 22, 1940
1940
[H. R. 5812]
[Private,
3201
[Private, No.
No. 320]
Marguerite P.
Marguerite
P. CarCarmack.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
relief of
Carmaek.
the relief
of Marguerite
Marguerite P.
P. Carmack.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury .
be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
to MarMarguerite P. Carmack,
Carmack, of Forest Hill, California,
California, the
the sum
sum of
of $364.23,
$364.23,
m
of all claims against the
in full settlement
settlement a
United States
repaythe United
States for
for repayment of purchase money paid in connection
with mineral
mineral entry
entry patent
patent
connection with
to
Pacific Blue Lead,
to Pacific
Lead, Outbreak,
Outbreak, and Snow Shoe Mining
Mining District,
District,
Placer
County, California:
California: Provided,
Provided, That
Placer County-,
of the
the amount
amount
That no
no part
part of
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
per centum
shall
be paid or delivered to or received by
on account
by any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account
of
connection with this
of services
services rendered in connection
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall
this claim,
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson
son violating
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
Act shall
deemed guilty
of aa
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
be fined
in any
any sum
shall be
fined in
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 1481
[CHAPTER
148]

April
ril 22, 1940
1940
[H.
6928)
[ R. 5928]
[Private,
321]
[Private, No.
No. 321]

Ella Ragotski.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief of Ella Ragotski.
Ragotski.

Be
Bouse of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States
States of America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
of
hereby, authorized
to pay,
directed to
pay,
out of any money
out
money_ in the Treasury
Treasu ry not
otherwise appropriated,
app ro pri
at
ed, th
not otherwise
thee
sum of
Ragotski, Saint Louis,
Missour, in full settlesum
of $3,500
$3,500 to
to Ella
Ella Ragotski,
Louis, Missouri,
settlement
all claims
claims against the United
ment of
of all
United States for damages
injuries
damages for
for injuries
sustained by her, and for medical
sustained
medical treatment
treatment and
inciand hospitalization
hospitalization incident thereto,
dent
thereto, when she was struck, on the 27th day
of March
March 1936,
day of
1936, in
in
the
cit of
Missouri, by an automobile
automobile operated
the city
of Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Miloperated by
by Milton
Rischert who.was
who.was then officially
ton W
W. Rischert
olicially engaged
engaged in the
discharge of
the discharge
of
his
duties
a special-delivery
messenger of the
his duties as a
special-delivery messenger
Post Office
Departthe Post
Office Department: Provided,
ment:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
this
appropriated in
in this
Act in
of 10 per centum
delivered to
Act
in excess
excess of
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
or received
received by
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered
or
by any
in
connection
unlawful, any
in connection with
with this
this claim,
claim2 and the same shall be unlawful,
any
contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
the
provisions
this Act
Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
provisions of
of this
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and
upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
Approved,

pril

194000.

Approved,
Approved, April 22, 1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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76rTH
76TH CONG., 3u
SESS.—CHS.149,
150—APR.22,
1940
3D SESS.-CHS.
149, 150-APR.
22, 1940

[CHAPTER
149]
[CHAPTER 149]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Morrison-Knudsen
Morrison-Knudsen Company, Incorporated, and
Cole.
and W.
W. C.
C. Cole.

it enacted
Senate and
Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the CompComptroller General
General of the United States be, and he hereby
hereby is, authorized
authorized
and directed to settle and adjust the claim
Morrison-Knudsen
claim of
of Morrison-Knudsen
Incorporated, and
Company, Incorporated,
C. Cole,
Cole, for
of the
the
and W.
W. C.
for reimbursement
reimbursement of
increased costs incurred
incurred in the procurement
procurement of sand
to
sand conforming
conforming to
specifications
performance by
specifications in the performance
said company
company of
contract
by said
of contract
W-777-eng-221,
W-777—eng-221, dated September
September 6, 1938,
of
1938, covering
covering construction
construction of
the major portion of the embankment
embankment and rough excavation
excavation for
for the
the
spillway
spillway of the Fort Supply
located on
on Wolf
Wolf Creek
Creek near
Supply Dam
Dam located
near
Woodward County, Oklahoma,
Supply in Woodward
and to
allow in
and
Oklahoma, and
to allow
in full
full and
final settlement
settlement of the claim
sum of
not to
to exceed
$37,470.49.
claim the sum
of not
exceed $37,470.49.
There is hereby
appropriated out of any moneys
hereby appropriated
the Treasury
Treasury
moneys in
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated the sum of $37,470.49,
$37,470.49, or
or so
so much
much thereof
thereof
as may be necessary,
neces3ary, for the payment of
of said
said claim: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
of
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
10 per centum thereof shall be
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
be paid
paid or
or received
by
any agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in
in connection
services rendered
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any
to
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
the provisions
provisions
person violating the
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
upon conof a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in
exceeding $1,000.
in any
any sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, April 22, 1940.
Approved,

April 22,
22, 1940
1940
[H. R. 7855]

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 322]
322]
Morrison --Knudsen
Knudsen
Co., Inc.,
Inc., and
W. C.
C.
Co.,
and W.

Cole.
Adjustment of claim
Adjustment
claim
authorized.
authorized.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[
CHAPTER 150]
[CHAPTER
150]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of O'Brien Brothers, Incorporated,
Incorporated, New York City, New
York
New York.

it enacted
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
of the
Representatives of
the
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the CompCompUnited States
in Congress
assembled, That
troller General of the United States
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
States be,
be, and
he is
and directed to settle and adjust the claim of
O'Brien Brothers,
Brothers,
of O'Brien
Incorporated,
Incorporated, New York City, New York, for $3,510, representing
the
representing the
loss resulting
resulting from damage to its scow
Eastern Light
Light sustained
or
scow Eastern
sustained on
on or
about November
November 28, 1936
1936, while being unloaded by
employees of
of the
by employees
the
War Department at the United States
States Military
Military Academy,
Academy, West
West Point,
Point,
New York, and to allow in full and final settlement
the claim
claim the
settlement of
of the
the
sum of not to exceed $3,510. There is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
of
any moneys in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the sum
of
appropriated, the
sum of
$3,510, or so much thereof as may be necessary,
necessary, for
of the
for payment
payment of
the
claim: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this
this
appropriated in
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
shall be
paid or
to
or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
on account
account of
of services
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and the
shall be
be unlawful,
any
the same shall
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the
Any person
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and
a misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum
sum not
in any
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, April 22,
22, 1940.
1940.

April 22, 1940
940
[H. R. 7857]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 323]
323]
O'Brien Brothers,
O'Brien
Brothers,
Inc.
Inc.
Adjustment
Adjustment of claim
claim
authorized.
authorized.

Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
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PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.151,
178—APR.23,
LAWS-CHS.
151, 177,
177, 178-APR.
23, 30,
30, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER 151]
151]
[CHAPTER

23, 1940
April 23,
1940
[H. R.
2041]
[H.
R. 2041]
[Private, No.
324]
[Private,
No. 324]
Toni Kelly.
Tom
Kelly.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 177]
177]

Naturalization auauthorized.
Requirements
cepted.
cepted.

exex-

AN
AN ACT
ACT
the relief
relief of
of Tom
For the
Tom Kelly.
Kelly.

Be it
it enwted
emoted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatves of
United States of America
'United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
assembled, That
of the Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
sum of $6,270 to Tom Kelly,
Skedee, Oklahoma,
Kelly, of Skedee,
Oklahoma, in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction
of all claims against the
for serious
and permanent
the United
United States
States for
serious and
permanent
injuries received
received in an
automobile collision
with aaGovernment
Government Civilan automobile
collision with
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck
on the
the highway
between Tulsa
truck on
highway between
Tulsa and
and
Skedee, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, on September
September 24,
1934: Provided,
Provided, That
part
24, 1934:
That no
no part
of the amount appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
Act in
excess of
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received
received by
to or
by any
any agent
agent or
or
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
this claim,
claim,
connection with
and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notthe contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
this Act
shall
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
a misdemeanor
be deemed guilty of a
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
misdemeanor and
and upon
be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, April
23, 1940.
April 23,
1940.

1940
April 30, 1940
ER.
[H. R.
R. 7814]
[Private, No. 325]
325]

Gerald Henry
Henry Simpson.
son.
Admission deemed
deemed
lawful.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
Gerald Henry
Simpson.
of Gerald
Henry Simpson.

Be it enacted
Senate and
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
of the
and House
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
for the
assembled, That
That for
the purpurposes of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
laws the
the alien
alien Gerald
naturalization laws
Gerald
Henry Simpson, now a
a member of the United States
Henry
States Army,
Army, shall
shall
be
be considered
considered to have been, at Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, on
on February
February 9,
9,
1937, lawfully admitted to
United States
States for
permanent resito the
the United
for permanent
residence,
dence, and if found otherwise
otherwise admissible to
citizenship, may
may be
to citizenship,
be
naturalized under this Act upon compliance
naturalized
requirecompliance with
with all
all the
the requirements of the naturalization
naturalization laws,
except that—
laws, except
that(a)
(a) No certificate
certificate of arrival and no
of intention
no declaration
declaration of
intention shall
shall
be required;
required;
(b) No period of residence
residence within the
United States
States or
or within
within
the United
the
the county where
where the petition is filed shall
shall be
be required;
required; and
and
(c)
(c) The petition for citizenship
citizenship shall
any court
court
shall be
be filed
filed with
with any
having naturalization
naturalization jurisdiction prior
having
to the
expiration of
prior to
the expiration
of four
four
months immediately following the date of
months
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act.
of the
Approved,
Approved, April 30,
1940.
30, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 178]
178]

April
April 30, 1940
1940
[H. R. 830]
MO]

[Private,
[Private, No. 328]
326]
Esther Cottingham
CottIngham
Grab.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the
the relief of Esther Cottingham
Cottingham Grab.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
the
and House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
of America
America in Congress
Secretary
of the
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
authorized and directed to pay,
out of any mone
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated, to
not
otherwise appropriated
to
Esther Cottingham
Esther
Cottingh am Grab,
Grab, widow
w id ow of Frederic Daniel
Daniel Grab,
Grab, late
late
American
American commercial
commercial attach6
attache at Caracas, Venezuela,
Venezuela, the sum of
of
$5,000,
$5,000, such
such sum
sum representing
representing one year's salary of
of her deceased husban4,
who died
died May
2, 1937,
while in the
band, who
May 2,
1937, in an airplane crash, while
Foreign
Service
of
the
United
Foreign Service of the United States of America.
America.
Approved,
Approved, April 30, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

Apr. 30, 1940
1940
Apr.

1940
15, 24,
24 1940
1, 15,
207-ay
179, 181, 202, 207
76TH
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.179,
Ma y 1,
CONM., 3D
76TH CONG.,

[CHAPTER
179]
[CHAPTER 179]

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
JOINT

To authorize
the President
to present
present the
the Distinguished
Distinguished Flying
Cross to
W.
to Frank W.
Flying Cross
President to
authorize the
To
Seifert and
Lieutenant V.
V. Hine,
deceased.
Hine, deceased.
and Lieutenant
Seifert

United
Representatives of the United
House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate and House
States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the President
President is
in Congress
America in
States

W.
authorized
present the
the Distinguished
Distinguished Flying
Flying Cross
Frank W.
to Frank
Cross to
to present
authorized to
Seifert, former
Air Corps
Corps officer,
officer, and
Lieutenant V.
V. Hine,
Hine,
and Lieutenant
Army Air
former Army
Seifert,
extraordinary
deceased,
in recognition
of their
their great
great courage
and extraordinary
courage and
recognition of
deceased, in
with
achievements while
in aerial
aerial flights
flights in
connection with
in connection
participating in
while participating
achievements
the air.
in the
the first
first successful
successful experiment
experiment in
refueling an
an airplane
airplane in
air.
in refueling
the
Approved,
April 30,
1940.
30, 1940.
Approved, April
[CHAPTER 181]
181]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the relief of Madeline Vera Buchholz.

Be it
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Be
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That in the adminAmerica in
of America
States of
United
istration of
immigration and
and naturalization
Secretary
laws, the Secretary
naturalization laws,
the immigration
of the
istration
the
of
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed to record the
authorized and
is hereby,
and is
Labor be,
of Labor
Madeline Vera Buchlawful
residence of Madeline
permanent residence
for _permanent
admittance for
lawful admittance
immigration and
holz,
and that
she shall, for all purposes under the immigration
that she
holz, and
lawfully
naturalization
laws,
be
deemed
to
have
been
admitted to
to
have
to
deemed
be
laws,
naturalization
the United
States as
immigrant for permanent
permanent residence.
residence.
an immigrant
as an
United States
the
Approved,
1, 1940.
May 1,
Approved, May
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 202]

AN ACT
For the
the relief
Anderson.
of Stina Anderson.
relief of
For

Be
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
and House
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be it
assembled, That in the adminCongress assembled,
of America
America in Congress
States of
United States

istration
the immigration
immigration and naturalization
Secretary
naturalization laws the Secretary
of the
istration of
of
hereby authorized
and directed
cancel the warrant
warrant of
to cancel
directed to
authorized and
is hereby
Labor is
of Labor
arrest and
and any
order of
against
deportation which may be issued against
of deportation
any order
arrest
Stina
that Stina
Anderson shall
shall not hereafter
hereafter be
Stina Anderson
and that
Anderson and
Stina Anderson
subject
to deportation
deportation for
the same cause or causes upon which the
for the
subject to
present
warrant of arrest
arrest is based.
present warrant
Approved,
1940.
May 15, 1940.
Approved, May
[CHAPTER 207]
207]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For
the relief
Hoppenheim, Lena Hoppenheim,
Hoppenheim, Doris Hoppenheim, and
Morris Hoppenheim,
relief of Morris
For the
Ruth Hoppenheim.
Hoppenheim.
Ruth

it enacted
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
enacted by the Senate
Be it
That the Secretary
assembled,
United
States
of
Congress
assembled,
Congress
in
America
of
States
United
of Labor
is authorized
authorized and
and directed to
to cancel the outstanding orders
Labor is
of
and warrants
in the
the case of
of the aliens Morris
deportation in
of deportation
warrants of
and
Hoppenheim, Lena
Lena Hoppenheim,
Hoppenheim, Doris
Doris Hoppenheim,
Hoppenheim, and Ruth
Hoppenheim,
Hoppenheim,
any provision
contrary notwithlaw to the contrary
existing law
of existing
provision of
Hoppenheim, any
Act
standing.
From and
and after
the date
approval of this Act,
of the approval
date of
after the
standing. From
Morris
Hoppenheim, Lena Hoppenheim,
Hoppenheim, and
Hoppenheim, Doris Hoppenheim,
Morris Hoppenheim,
Ruth Hoppenheim
shall be
to be
be lawful
residents of the
lawful residents
deemed to
be deemed
Hoppenheim shall
Ruth
United
States.
United States.
Approved, May
May 24, 1940.
Approved,

1267
April
April 30,
30, 1940
1940
[H. I.
275]
Res. 275]
[H.
J. Res.
[Priv.
5]
No. 5]
Res., No.
[Priv. Res.,

Frank W.
Seifert,
W. Seifert,
Frank
and Lt.
Lt. V.
Hine,
V. Hine,
and
deceased.
deceased.
Presentation
of DisPresentation of
tinguished Flying
Flying
tinguished
Cross
to.
Cross to.

May 1,
1, 1940
1940
May
[H.
R. 7246]
7246]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
327]
No. 327]
[Private,
Madeline
Vera
Vera
Madeline
Buchholz.
Buchholz.
Admission deemed
deemed
Admission
lawful.

May
15, 1940
1940
May 15,
[H.
R. 6965]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 328]
[Private,
Stina
Anderson.
Stina Anderson.
Cancelation
Cancelation of deportation
order, etc.
portation order,

May
24, 1940
1940
May 24,
[H. R. 2948]
[H.

[Private,
[Private, No. 329]

Morris
Fl oppenMorris Hoppenhelm and others.
heim
Caneelation
orof orCancelation of
deportation,
ders of deportation,
etc.

Deemed
lawful resiDeemed lawful
dents.

1268
1268

M:ny24 :1
19
94
40

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.208,
233, 234—
208, 233,
19400
i e26
2 34-May
June
6, 1940
[CHAPTER 208]
[CHAPTER
208]

May 24, 1940
May
[R. R.
[H.
R. 3094]
3094]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 330]
330]

Luise Ehrenfeld.
Ehrenfeld.
Registration as
Registration
as havhavU. 8.
S. for
for
ing entered
entered U.
permanent residence.
permanent
residence.
Deduction
Deduction from
from
quota.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
the
and House
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the adminadminCongress assembled,
That in
in the
istration of the immigration
laws, the
Secretary
immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
the Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized
and directed
to permit
permit registration
registration of
of
authorized and
directed to
Luise Ehrenfeld as having entered
the United
United States
States for
permanent
entered the
for permanent
residence.
residence. Upon the enactment
Secretary of
enactment of
of this
this Act
Act the
the Secretary
of State
State
shall instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
number
to deduct
deduct one
one number
from the nonpreferenc,e
nonpreference category
year.
category of
of the
the quota
quota during
during the
the current
current year.
Approved, May
24,
1940.
Approved,
May 24, 1940.
[CHAPTER 233]
233]
[CHAPTER

Proiso.
Proviso.

Limitation on attorattor.
Limitation
ney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
of Luise
Luise Ehrenfeld.
Ehrenfeld.

June
6, 1940
1940
June 6,
[S.
[8. 1239]
129]
[Private, No. 331]

PriscillaM.Noland.
Priscilla
M.Noland.
Payment to.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Priscilla
Priscilla M.
M. Noland.
Noland.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
House of
of Representatives
the
Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assenbled,
United
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is
directed to
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Priscilla M. Noland, of Seattle, Washington,
Washington, the
the sum
$765, in
sum of
of $765,
in full
full
satisfaction
satisfaction of her claim against the United States
for damages
damages resultStates for
resulting from an accident
a Government
accident involving a
Government truck
truck operated
operated in
in conconnection with the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
Corps, while
while en
en route
route from
from
Seattle, Washington, to Snoqualmie
Snoqualmie Falls,
Falls, Washington,
on June
June 25,
25,
Washington, on
Provided, That no part of the amount
1938: Provided,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act
in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be
paid or
or
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
received by any agent
agent or attorney on account
account of services
rendered in
in
services rendered
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
connection
unlawful, any
any contract
contract
be unlawful,
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
provisions
Any person
violating the
the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon convicconvicand upon
tion thereof
thereof shall be
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
be fined
fined in
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
1940.
June 6,
6, 1940.
[CHAPTER 234]
[CHAPTER
234]

June 6,, 1940
[S.
2132]
[S.2132]
[Private, No.
No. 332]
332]

Katherine
Katherine Scott and
others.
Payments
Payments to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., tees.
fees
ners,

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For
the relief of Katherine
Mrs. J.
J. H.
Scott, Jettie Stewart, and Ruth
For the relief of
Katherine Scott
Scott, Mrs.
H. Scott,

Mincemeyer.
Mincemeyer.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to KathKatherine Scott, Ellington,
Ellington, Missouri, the
$2,500; to
to Mrs.
J. H.
the sum
sum of
of $2,500;
Mrs. J.
H.
Scott, Ellington, Missouri, $500; to Jettie Stewart,
Stewart, Ellington,
Ellington,
Missouri,
$50; and to Ruth Mincemeyer,
Mincemeyer, Clayton, Missouri, $50;
Missouri, $50;
in
$50; in
all,
$3,100,
in full
full settlement
respective claims against
all, $3,100, in
settlement of their respective
against
the United
United States
States for
for personal
personal injuries sustained
sustained when the vehicle
the
vehicle
in
which
were riding was struck by a
a truck of United States
in which they
they were
States
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps Camp S-70, Forest Service,
Civilian
DepartService,
Department
Numbered 106,
ment of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, on
on Missouri
Missouri State Highway
Highway Numbered
at the point where it intersects
intersects with
road leading
to
with the
the park
park road
leading to
Camp S-70
Prvided, That
That no part of
Camp
S-70, June 12, 1936: Provided,
of the
amount
the amount
appropriated
in this Act in excess
appropriated in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be
be
paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
any agent
agent or attorney on account
account
paid or delivered to or received by
by any

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
64
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SESS.—CHS .234, 235,
258—JUNE 6, 1940
235, 258-JUNE
3D SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3n

of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
and the
the same
same shall
shall
claim, and
of services
be unlawful,
notwithstanding. Any
Any
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
to the
any contract
be
unlawful, any
person
violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall be deemed guilty
of this Act
person violating
of
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
fined in
in any
any
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved, June
6, 1940.
1940.
June 6,
Approved,
[CHAPTER
235]
[CHAPTER 235]

AN ACT
For the relief of Isadore J. Friedman.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
by the
Be it
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United States of America in
of
the Treasury
authorized and
to pay to Isadore
and directed to
hereby authorized
isshereby
of the
Treasury i
J. Friedman,
Belmar, New
New Jersey, out of
of any money in the
of Belmar,
J.
Friedman, of
$1,693.86, in full
Treasury not
appropriated, the sum of $1,693.86,
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury
settlement of
of all
United States
States for property damthe United
against the
all claims
claims against
settlement
age
personal injuries suffered by him when aa truck owned by
age and
and personal
the
States Naval
colLakehurst, New Jersey, colAir Station, Lakehurst,
Naval Air
United States
the United
lided
February 5, 1938, on Main Street, Lakelided with
with his vehicle on February
hurst,
New Jersey:
Jersey: Provided,
part of
of the
approthe amount
amount approno part
That no
Provided, That
hurst, New
priated in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
Act in
in excess
in this Act
priated
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of
or delivered
services rendered
connection with
with this
shall
same shall
claim, and the same
this claim,
in connection
rendered in
services
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
contract to the contrary
be
person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act shall be deemed guilty of
person violating
thereof shall
any
shall be fined in any
conviction thereof
and upon
upon conviction
misdemeanor and
aa misdemeanor
sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
258]
[CHAPTER 258]

AN ACT

For the relief of Alan C. Winter, Junior, and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Winter.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
United States
and directed
directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to
in the Treasury
out of
of any money in
Alan
Junior, and
Elizabeth Winter,
Winter, his
his wife,
wife, both of
of
and Elizabeth
Alan C.
C. Winter,
Winter, Junior,
Jacksonville, Florida, the
$633.17, in full
satisfaction of
of all
all
full satisfaction
Jacksonville,
the sum of $633.17
their
several claims against
joint and
and several
against the United States for damages
their joint
resulting from
received by them, and incidental
from personal
personal injuries received
resulting
damages, on
on February
February 4, 1937, in the city of Jacksonville, Florida, on
account of collision of automobile
riding with
automobile in which they were riding
account
Conservation Corps:
Corps:
aa truck operated
operated by aa member of the Civilian Conservation
Provided, That no
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
part of
of the amount
no part
Provided,
delivered to or
shall be
be paid or delivered
thereof shall
of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
excess of
received by any agent or
account of services
services rendered
rendered
or attorney on
on account
received
in
connection with
claim, and the
unlawful, any
with this
this claim,
the same
same shall be unlawful,
in connection
contract
notwithstanding. Any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the
provisions
deemed guilty
and
misdemeanor and
Act shall be deemed
guilty of aa misdemeanor
provisions of
of this Act
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 6,
6, 1940.
1940.

Penalty.
Penalty.

lune 6, 1940
June
1940
[S. 2199]
[S.
2199]
[Private, No. 3331
[Private,
333]
Isadore J. FriedIsadore
man.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

June 6, 1840
1940
[S. 1649]
1649]
[Private,
No. 3341
[Private, No.
334]

Jr.,
Alan C.
C. Winter,
Winter, Jr.,
Elizabeth Winter.
and Elizabeth
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorLimitation
attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

1270

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS .259-261—JUNE
1940
259-261-JUNE 6,
6, 1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

[CHAPTER 259]
June 6. 1940
1940
[S. 1942]
[S.

[Private, No.
No. 3351
335]
Anna Barbara
Barbara
Kosick.
Kosick.
Payment
Payment to legal
representative ot
representative
of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
attorLimitation on
on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the legal representative
representative of
of Anna
Anna Barbara
Barbara Kosick,
Kosick, deceased.
deceased.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Howse of
of Representatives
of the
Senate and House
Representatives of
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
be, and he
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to the
not otherwise
the
legal representative
representative of Anna Barbara
Barbara Kosick,
Kosick, deceased,
deceased, of
of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
California,
California, the sum of $5,000. Such
Such sum
be in
in full
full settlement
sum shall
shall be
settlement
of all claims against
against the
United States
States for
for damages
the
the United
damages sustained
sustained by
by the
representative of
said legal representative
Barbara Kosick,
Kosick, deceased.,
on
of Anna
Anna Barbara
deceased, on
account
account of the death of her daughter
daughter Anna
Anna Barbara
Barbara Kosick
Kosick on
on or
or
about the 10th day of September
September 1937
1937 as
of injuries
as the
the result
result of
injuries sussustained in aacollision involving the
car in
in which
which the
the said
said Anna
Anna Barbara
the car
Barbara
Kosick was riding and aa Government vehicle
in the
the service
of the
vehicle in
service of
the
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps at the intersection of
Huntington Drive
Drive
of Huntington
and Baldwin Avenue, in in the city of Arcadia,
Arcadia, county
county of
of Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles,
State of California:
California: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount approappropriated
in this Act .in excess of 10
priated m
thereof shall
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services
rendered in
rendered
m connection with this claim, and
and the
shall be
be unlawful,
the same
same shall
unlawful,
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating
person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum not
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, June
June 6,
6, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 260]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Roxie Richardson.
Richardson.

June 6, 1940
1940
[5.
[S. 2268]
2268]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 336]

Roxie
Rorie Richardson.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Prvis.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America
Amnrica in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
of the Treasury
directed to
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
out of
of any
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
to Roxle
Rome
Richardson, of Hartford, Vermont, the sum of $1,250,
Richardson,
in full
$1,250, in
full settlement
settlement
of her claims against the United States for
for personal
personal injuries,
injuries, medical
medical
and hospital
hospital expenses,
expenses, and damages sustained
sustained by her
her when
when the
the autoautomobile in which
which she was aapassenger
was struck
struck by
by.a
a car
owned by
by
passenger .
was
car owned
the United States and used in
connection with
in connection
with the
the Civilian
Civilian ConservaConservation camp at Bellows Falls, Vermont,
Vermont, said
said accident
having occurred
accident having
occurred
March 31, 1938, at East Bethel, Windsor
Vermont: Provided,
Provided,
Windsor County,
County, Vermont:
appropriated in
That no part of the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
in excess
of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid
paid or
or .delivered
to or
or received
rece i
ve d b
y any
any
delivered to
by
agent or attorney on account
account of services rendered
in connection
rendered in
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
cont
rac tt
th e concon be unlawful,
too the
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the p
rovi
si
ons o
th i
s
Any person
violating the
provisions
offthis
Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
and upon
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
1940.
June 6,
6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 261]
261]

-

June 6,
6, 1940
r0 3071]
On1I
[S.
[Private,
31
[Private, No. 337]

Luther Devoe.
Luther Dit
Paymentvoe.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
Luther Devoe.
For the
relief of
of Luther
Devoe.

Be it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
b the
the Senate
Senate and
and BHouse
ouse of
te. d States
States of
of Amerka
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
directed to pay,
tary of
authorized and directed
pay, out of
of any
money
appropriated, to Luther
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
Luther Devoe,
Devoe,
Maine, the
the sum
sum of
$1,000, in
in full
full satisfaction
of his
his claim
of Houlton,
Houlton, Maine,
of
$1,000,
satisfaction
of
claim
against
against the
the United States for compensation
compensation for personal injuries
ijuries sus-

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]

1271

70ru
SESS.—CHS.261-263--JUNE
1940
6, 1940
261-263-JUNE 6,
3D SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D

tamed by
him when
when he
he was
was struck
by an
by
automobile operated
operated by
an automobile
struck by
by him
tained
Charles T. Warner,
Warner, an employee
Immigration and NaturalizaNaturalizaemployee of the Immigration
Charles
tion
Department of Labor, while engaged
engaged in the performance
performance
tion Service,
Service, Department
of his
his duties
duties as
as such employee,
October 27,
Houlton,
27, 1937,
1937, near Houlton,
on October
employee, on
of
Maine:
appropriated in this
the amount
amount appropriated
That no
no part of the
Provided, That
Maine: Provided,
delivered to
Act, in
in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by any agent
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered
agent or attorney
or received
any
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
to the
contract
misdemeanor and
and
a misdemeanor
Act shall
shall be deemed guilty of a
provisions of this Act
exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined in any sum not exceeding
thereof shall
conviction thereof
upon conviction
SEC. 2.
2. Payment
shall not
not be
made under this Act until the said
said
be made
SEC.
Payment shall
Luther Devoe has
satisfactory to the Secretary
has released,
released, in aamanner satisfactory
Luther
Treasury, any
judgment or
such
or other claim arising out of such
any judgment
of the Treasury,
accident, which
Warner.
against the said Charles T. Warner.
which he may have against
accident,
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

Condition.
Condition.

[CHAPTER
262]
[CHAPTER 262]

ACT
AN ACT
To amend
relief of
of Mrs.
Mrs. A.
Barnard, Charles
Charles
A. R.
R. Barnard,
Act for
for the
the relief
entitled "An
"An Act
amend an
an Act
Act entitled
To
A.
Stephens, Donald
Donald W.
dependents of Vern
Needles", apVern A. Needles",
and dependents
W. Prairie,
Prairie, and
A. Stephens,
proved
July 15, 1939.
1939.
proved July

June
June 8,
6, 1940
1940
[S.
[S. 3307]
[Private,
[Private, No. 338]

Be it
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
House of
and House
Senate and
by the
it enacted
enacted by
Be
Mrs.
Mrs. Vern A.
A.
United
Congress assembled, That the Act of Needles.
in Congress
America in
of .America
United States
States of
Payment to.
to.
first Payment
July 15, 1939 (Private,
Numbered 95, Seventy-sixth
Congress, first
Seventy-sixth Congress,
(Private, Numbered
53 Stat.
53
Stat. 1479.
1479.
session), is
by striking
striking out all of that portion thereof readis amended
amended by
session)
Needles, Newport, Oregon,
irs. Vern A. Needles,
ing "and the sum of $5,000 to Mrs.
a member of the crew of the
widow of Vern A. Needles, who, as a
motorboat M. E. Sloan, was drowned
drowned when such motorboat
motorboat was capmotorboat
sized and destroyed as aforesaid: Provided",
Provided", and substituting in lieu
"and the sum of $2,500 to Mrs. Vern A. Needles, Newport,
thereof "and
Needles.
Oregon, widow, and the sum of $2,500 to Charles V. Needles, minor Charles V. Needles.
a member of the crew of the motorson, of Vern A. Needles, who, as a
boat M. E. Sloan, was drowned
drowned when such motorboat was capsized
capsized
Proviso.
and destroyed
aforesaid: Provided,
Provided, That payment of the last Proviso.
destroyed as aforesaid:
Payment to
legal
Payment
to legal
of.
guardian o.
named amount shall be made to the legal guardian of Charles V. guardian
Provided further".
Needles, for his use and benefit: Providedfurther".
Approved, June 6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 263]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For
the relief
relief of the estate
Garrard Hale.
of Lewis Marion
Marion Garrard
estate of
For the

Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in Congress
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
appropriated, the sum
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
sum
out of any money in the Treasury
of $5,000, to the estate of Lewis Marion
Marion Garrard
Garrard Hale in full settlement
claims against the Government of the United States on
ment of all claims
December 29, 1938, from injuries
account of the death of said Hale on December
received
received when struck by aaForest Service truck operated by an enrollee
of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
thereof
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
received by any agent
agent or attorney on
delivered to or received
shall be paid or delivered
account of services rendered in connection with this claim, and the
notwithstanding.
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
deemed
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of a
amisdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,
193470°-41—PT.
n--8
193470°-41-PT. n--11

June 0,
1940
June
6, 1940
[H. R.
R. 4349]
[H.
4349]
[Private, No. 339]
[Private,
3391

GarLewis Marion Garrard
rard Hale.
Payment
to estate
Payment to
of.
of.

Proviso.
Proa o.
t
Limitation
attoron at
orLimitation on
ney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Pealty.

1272
1272

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.264-266—JUNE
6, 1940
264-266--JUNE 6,
1940
[CHAPTER 264]
[CHAPTER
264]

6, 1940
June 6,

[H. R.
[H.
R. 5459]
5459]
[Private,
No. 340]
340]
[Private, No.
Margaret
Margaret R. Lewis.
Payment
Payment to
to estate
estate
of.
of

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

A. T
AN ACT
AN

For the relief
relief of
F. Lewis,
Lewis, administrator
of the
the estate
of Margaret
Margaret R.
Lewis.
of George
George F.
administrator of
estate of
R. Lewis.

Be it enacted
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
the
United States
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
States of
of America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of any money in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
George F. Lewis, of
of Great
Great Bend,
Bend, New
New York,
York, as
administrator of
of the
the
as administrator
estate of Margaret
Margaret R. Lewis,
of $3,500
in full
settlement
Lewis, the
the sum
sum of
$3,500 in
full settlement
of all claims against the
result of
death of
of
the United
United States
States as
as a
a result
of the
the death
his daughter, Margaret
R. Lewis,
Lewis, when
when struck
Margaret R.
struck by
by a
a truck
truck in
in the
the
service of the United States Army on
June 1,
1, 1938:
on June
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount appropriated
in this
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
centum
centum thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
or received
received by
delivered to
to or
by any
any
agent or attorney
attorney on account
rendered in
in connection
connection with
account of
of services
services rendered
with
this
claim, and
the same
contract to
the conconthis claim,
and the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful. any
any contract
to the
notwithstanding. Any
trary notwithstanding.
Any person
the provisions
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this
Act shall
guilty of
of a
conviction
shall be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 6,
1940.
6, 1940.
[CHAPTER
265]
[CHAPTER 265]

June 6,
6, 1940
1940
[H.
6552]
[H. R.
R. 6552]
[Private,
No.
341]
[Private, No. 341]
Mrs. Gottlieb
Gottlieb MetzMetzger.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation on attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Gottlieb
Metzger.
Gottlieb Metzger.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the

United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and .directed
directed to
pay,
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to Mrs.
Mrs.
not otherwise
appropriated, to
Gottlieb Metzger, of Mount Vernon,
Dakota, the
Vernon, South
South Dakota,
the sum
sum of
of $5,000.
$5,000.
The payment of such sum shall be
settlement of
of all
all claims
be in full
full settlement
claims
against the United States for damages
damages sustained
as the
of the
sustained as
the result
result of
the
accidental and negligent
negligent death of her husband,
accidental
husband, Gottlieb
Gottlieb Metzger,
Metzger,
while an official automobile passenger engaged upon authorized
authorized FedFederal activity for the Forest Service, United
Department of
United States
States Department
of
Provided, That no part of the
Agriculture: Provided,
in
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
delivered
shall be
or delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
connection with this claim, and the
in connection
the same
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
same shall
shall be
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the
Any person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and
conviction thereof
upon conviction
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall be
sum not
$1,000.
Approved, June 6, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 266]
[CHAPTER
266]

June
June 6,
6, 1940
1940

[H. R. 6964]
6964]
[H.

[Private,

No. 342]

No.

Mr.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan Kaplan.
Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Kaplan.
Kaplar.

Be
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of the
the

United
States of
of America in Congress
Secretary
United Stoles
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the
the Treasury
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
pay,
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
out
money in
in the
appropriated, to
Nathan Kaplan and his wife, Ethel M. Kaplan,
Kaplan, of
Bedford,
of New Bedford,

Massachusetts, the
$200, in
in full
satisfaction of
Massachusetts,
the sum
sum of
of $200,
full satisfaction
of all claims
agaist the
account of
against
the Government
Government of the United States
States on account
of personal
personal
injuries
property damage
suffered by
them on
on October
October 27,
27, 1932,
1932,
injries and
and property
amae
suffered
by
them
when the
atomobile in
in which
they were
when
the automobile
which they
were riding was struck by
by an
an
Army
GMC truck,
operated by an enlisted man on Allen
Army GMC
truck, operated
Allen Street in

54 STAT.]
STAT.)

1273
1273

76TH CONG.,
7erri
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.266,
266, 268,
268, 269—JUNE
6, 7,
7, 1940
269-JUNE 6,
1940

the city of New Bedford, Massachusetts:
Massachusetts: Provided,
Provided, That
of
That no
no part
part of
the amount appropriated
of 10
10 per
centum
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by
by any
delivered to or
or received
any agent
agent or
or
attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
connection with
with this
rendered in
in connection
this
claim, and
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
and the
the same shall
shall be
contract to
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
Any person
the provisions
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in
exceeding $1,000.
in any
any sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
June 6,
6, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
268)
[CHAPTER 268]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Conferring jurisdiction
Conferring
jurisdiction upon
upon the
States District
District Court
for the
the United
United States
Court for
the District
District of
of
New Jersey
Jersey to
to hear,
hear, determine,
New
and render
judgment upon
the claims
claims of
Parker
determine, and
render judgment
upon the
of Parker
McKee,
Senior, and
and Louise
Louise McKee.
McKee, Senior,
McKee.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
jurisdiction is
assembled, That jurisdiction
is
hereby conferred
conferred upon the United
District Court
for the
DisUnited States
States District
Court for
the District of New Jersey to hear, determine,
render judgment
judgment upon
the
determine, and
and render
upon the
claims of Parker McKee, Senior, and Louise McKee,
McKee, of Woodbury,
Woodbury,
New Jersey, against the United
United States for
damages for
the death
for damages
for the
death of
of
their son, Parker McKee,
allegedly as
as the
result of
landslide
McKee, Junior,
Junior, allegedly
the result
of aalandslide
which
occurred at official project numbered
which occurred
numbered 165-22-3018
165-22-3018 of
of the
the Works
Works
Progress Administration,
Administration, in Woodbury,
Woodbury, New Jersey, on
on April 7, 1937.
1937.
SEC.
SEC. 2. In the determination
determination of such claims the United
shall
United States
States shall
be held liable for the
employees to
to the
the acts
acts of
of its
its officers
officers and
and employees
the same
same
extent as if it
it were a
a private person;
person; except that any
any judgment
judgment renrendered on such claims shall not be for any amount in
$5,000.
in excess
excess of
of $5,000.
SEC.
S
EC. 3. Suit upon such claims may be
at any
any time
within
be instituted at
time within
one year after the date of enactment
enactment of
this Act,
of this
Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the
lapse of time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings for
for the
the deterdetermination of such claims, and appeals from, and payment
of, any
any judgpayment of,
judgment thereon shall
the same
same manner
manner as
case of
over
shall be
be in
in the
as in
in the
the case
of claims
claims over
which such court has jurisdiction under the
of paragraph
paragraph
the provisions
provisions of
"Twentieth" of section 24 of
"Twentieth"
Code, as
amended.
of the Judicial
Judicial Code,
as amended.
Approved,
Approved, June 7, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 269]
269]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Anna
Anna M.
M. Shea.
Shea.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by ,the Senate and
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is
i
sauthorized
authorized and directed
of any
any money
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Anna
Anna M.
M. Shea,
Shea, of
of
Portland, Oregon, the sum of $161.50,
in full satisfaction
$161.50, m
satisfaction of
of her
her claim
claim
against the United States for compensation
reimbursement for
compensation and reimbursement
for
medical and hospital expenses
expenses incurred on
on account
account of
of personal
personal
injuries sustained by
of being
being struck
by an
an automoautomoby her as the result
result of
struck by
bile operated
operated by a
aWorks Progress Administration
Administration employee
June
employee on
on June
12, 1936, in Portland, Oregon: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
amount
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated
in excess
excess of
appropriated in
in this
this Act in
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid or delivered to or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on
or attorney
on account
account
of services rendered in connection
connection with
and the
shall
with this
this claim,
claim, and
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 7, 1940.
1940.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
on atatLimitation on
torney's, etc.,
fees.
torney's,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

June
7, 1940
June 7,
1940
[FL 2083]
2085]
[S.
[Private, No. 343]
[Private,

Parker McKee,
McKee, Sr..
Sr.,
and
Louise McKee.
McKee.
and Louise
Jurisdiction
of
Jurisdiction
of
Court to hear claims.
Court

Liability of
Liability
of U.
U. S.
6.
Limitation on judgLimitation
ment.
ment.

Commencement
Commencement of
of
suit.
Procedure.
Procedure.

28
28 U.
U. S.
S. 0..

41 (20).
41
(20).

June 7,
1940
June
7, 1940
[S. 2572]
[5.
2672]
[Private, No. 344]
344]
[Private,
Anna M. Shea.
Anna
Shea.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation,
on atatLimitation on
torney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

1274

PRIVATE
LAWS--CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.270-272-JUNE
270-272—JUNE 7,
7, 1940
1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

[CHAPTER 2701
2701
[CHAPTER
June 7, 1940
1940
June
(8. 2667]
(8.26671
[Private,
(Private, No. 345]
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. John
John
W. Finley.
Finley.
Payment
Payment to.

Proh/o.
Proviso.
Limitation
atLimitation on attorney's,
torney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
of Mr.
and Mrs.
Mrs. John
Finley.
For the
the relief
relief of
Mr. and
John W.
W. Finley.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
United States
That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
directed to
to pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Finley, of Roswell,
Mr.
the sum
of
Roswell, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, the
sum of
$2,500. The payment
$2,500.
payment of such sum shall be
of all
all
be in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
claims against the United States for the
of a
son, Calvin
the death
death of
a minor
minor son,
Calvin
Finley, who was killed in an accident
Civilian Conseraccident involving
involving aa Civilian
Conservation Corps truck on April 24, 1934, east of
of Roswell,
New Mexico:
Roswell, New
Mexico:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in this
in
excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to
to or
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
received by
by any agent or attorney
received
attorney on account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with this claim, and the same
shall be
be unlawful,
consame shall
unlawful, any
any contract.to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
tract
person violating
the
Any person
violating the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
and
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in
sum not
exceeding
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 7,
7, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
271]
[CHAPTER 271]

June
June 7, 1940
940
[EL
3092]
[8.30921
No. 3461
[Private, No.
M34

MaJ. John R. Holt.
Maj.
Payment to.
to.

Previte.
Prolso.

Limltation
Lhnitition on atattorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Pwaaty.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Major John R. Holt.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and 11011.80
Be
the
Bouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
any money
money
pay, out
out of
of any
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Major
Major John
John R.
R. Holt,
Holt,
of Fort Snelling, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the sum
sum of
of $96
ati sf
acti on o
$96 in
in full
full s
satisfaction
off
his claim against
against the United
United States for
refund of
of the
which
for aarefund
the sum
sum which
he paid from his personal
he
personal funds for two tarpaulins
tarpaulins for
use on
Army
for use
on Army
trucks, such tarpaulins having been purchased
purchased by
by him
him as
as quartermaster
quartermaster
officer
officer at Fort Snelling, Minnesota,
Minnesota, and
and payment
payment therefor
therefor having
having been
been
disallowed
Accounting Office:
disallowed by the General Accounting
Office: Provided,
That no
part
Provided, That
no part
of
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
of the
of 10
10 per
centum
excess of
per
centum
thereof shall
thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received by
by any
or
any agent
agent or
attorney on account of services
services rendered
connection with
this claim,
claim,
rendered in
in connection
with this
and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to
and the
to the
contrary notwiththe contrary
notwithstanding.
standing. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
this Act
Act shall
shall be
violating the
provisions of
of this
be
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be
fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 7,
Approved,
7, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
272]
[CHAPTER 272]

June 7, 1940
190
[8. 3233]
3233
[Private, No. 347]
3471
0.
T. Jensen.
O.T.ammen.
Paynsent
to.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of C. T.
T. Jensen.
Jensen.

Be
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatiwes
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Representatives of the
the

Unted
State of America
merica in
in Congres
assembled, That
United States
Congresss assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
pay,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of
out
of any
any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated, to
to
C. T. Jensen,
Jensen ' of
of Minot,
Minot, North
North Dakota,
Dakota, a
i
ve-born citizen of
a nat
native-born
citizen of the
United
Stat, the sum of $2Q
United States,
$2a50,, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
his claim
of his
claim
aganst
the
United States
for reimbursement of necessary
necessary expenses
against the United
States for
expenses

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

1275
1275
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7, 1940
1940

incurred by him by reason of the refusal of
Commissioner of
of the
the Commissioner
of
Immigration
Immigration and Naturalization
Naturalization to recognize the
the said
T. Jensen
said C.
C. T.
Jensen as
as
aanative-born
native-born citizen
citizen of the United States:
Provided, That
That no
of
States: Provided,
no part
part of
the amount appropriated in this Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof
in excess
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
or attorney
by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on
on
account
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
be deemed
guilty
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof shall be fined in
misdemeanor and upon conviction
in any
any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 7, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 273]
273]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Dorothy Crossing.
Crossing.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
RepresentaMms of
the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
and directed
to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Jersey, the
to Dorothy Crossing, of Bogota,
Bogota, New Jersey,
the sum
sum of
of $223.20
$223.20
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of her claim against the United
United States
States for
for
compensation for services performed
performed by her
compensation
and Hour
Hour
her for
for the
the Wage
Wage and
Division of the United States Department of
during the
the
of Labor
Labor during
year 1939: Provided,
Provided, That no part
the amount
amount appropriated
in
part of
of the
appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account
of services
rendered
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and the same shall be
any
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
contract
Any person
violating the
person violating
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
and
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
sum not
not exceeding
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
7, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June 7,

[CHAPTER
2741
[CHAPTER 274]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
J. Foes.
Foss.
relief, of
of the
the estate
estate of
of K.
K. J.

Be it
House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
United States of America in
assembled, That
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atatetc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

1940
June 7
7 1940
[EL aim
[s.
i328]

[Private, No. 848]
Dorothy Crossing.
Dorothy
Orossing.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Provio.

t
imitIon
r
on atLimitation
on
attorney's, etc.,
fees.
torney's,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

June
1940
June 7,
7,1940
(ii.
1843)
[H. R. 1843]
(Private, No.
849)
IPrivate,
No. 849)
B.
K. J. Poss.
Foss.
Payment to estate
estate of.

of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
Treasury not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
the estate
J. Foss,
estate of K. J.
Foss of Houston,
the sum
Houston, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the
sum of
of $233.04
$233.04
in full settlement
settlement of all
all claims against the
the United
United States
States for
for damdamages to a
a building as the result of aa fire caused by defective wiring
ages
wiring
in a
a truck owned
the Soil
Soil Conservation
Service, Department
o
owned by
by the
Conservation Service,
Department of
Agriculture,
Agriculture, and parked
parked in
on November
12, 1935:
1935:
in said
said building,
building, on
November 12,
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of the
Provided,
appropriated in
in this
Act in
the amount appropriated
this Act
in PrloVo.
attorLimitation on attorexcess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
or ney's. etc., fees.
fees.
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by any agent or attorney on
received
of services
rendered in
on account of
services rendered
in
connection with this claim
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
conclaim, and
shall be
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person
Penalty.
person violating
violating the
the Penalt
y.
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor,
and
guilty of
misdemeanor, and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
exceeding
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June 7, 1940.
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296 JUNE 7,
8, 1940
1940
LAWS-CHS. 275,
7, 8,
[CHAPTER 275]
[CHAPTER
275]

June 7,
7, 1940
June
1940
[S. 84871
3487]
[Private, No. 350]

(s.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the heirs of Lieutenant William
William Lee
Lee Clemmer,
Clemmer, Coast
Coast Guard
Guard

it enacted
enacted by the
Be it
the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary of
of
That the
the Secretary
the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to transfer
transfer to
H. Adria
authorized to
to H.
Aaria
Clemmer, widow,
Clemmer,
widow, and to the legal guardian of Constance N.
Clemmer
N. Clemmer
and William L. Clemmer tminor children of
Lieutenant William
of Lieutenant
William Lee
Lee
Clemmer (deceased),
(deceased), United States
Coast Guard,
Guard, by
by means
of an
States Coast
means of
an
appropriate legal instrument, the
and interest
interest of
of the
the right,
right, title,
title, and
the
United States over and above the license rights to
to be
under
be reserved
reserved under
the appended
the
appended proviso, in and to aacertain
certain invention
invention made
made by
by the
the said
said
Lieutenant William Lee Clemmer
Lieutenant
Clemmer and
consisting of
of new
and consisting
new and
and useful
useful
improvements
improvements in method and means for determining vertical
angles of
vertical angles
of
energy waves
waves, for which application
has b
een ma
de t
Comapplication has
been
made
too th
thee Commissioner of
of Patents for the grant of letters
letters patent
patent of
of the
the
S. O. §4.
ps.
35 U.
U.S..
United States under the Act of March
3, 1883
Stat. 625),
March 3,
1883 (22
(22 Stat.
625),
as amended
amended by the Act of April 30, 1928 (45 Stat.
Stat. 467;
467; U.
U. S.
S. C.
C.
title 35, sec. 45), such application
applicati on having
April 30,
having been
been executed
executed April
30, 1937,
1937,
1937, being
being designated
and filed May 26, 1937,
designated as
as Serial
Serial Number
Number 144871:
144871:
Proviso.
Reservotion by
by u.s.
Provided,
however, That
Reservation
U.S.
Provided, however,
That such
legal instrument
instrument shall
shall reserve
to the
such legal
reserve to
the
of royalty-free license,
ofroyaltyee
license, Government
the United States, in
in all
all departments,
Government of the
departments,_ independent
independent
etc.
establishments,
corporate and other agencies thereof,
establishments, and corporate
thereof, a
a nonexclunonexclusive, irrevocable,
irrevocable, and nontransferable
sive,
nontransferable royalty-free
royalty-free license
license to
to make,
make, to
to
have made for it, to use, to practice,
practice, to
repair, and
to maintain
maintain in
in repair,
and to
to sell
sell
as surplus and condemned
condemned material
material22or
as provided
provided by
by law,
or otherwise
otherwise as
law,
any and
and all devices, methods, and inventions
any
inventions disclosed
disclosed or
or claimed
claimed in
in
the said application, or in any divisions or
continuations thereof
thereof or
or continuations
or
substitutes therefor, under and for the full term
term or
terms of
of any
United
or terms
any United
States letters patent which may be granted
said application
application or
or on
on
granted on
on said
Addtinl t any divisions,
divisions,
extensions,
continuations,
or
reissues
thereof
or
substiextensions
continuations,
or
reissues
thereof
or
substiAdditional rights
rAddeidibya
s tutes
tutes therefor;
and sh
shall
the United
therefor; and
all reserve
reserve to the Government
Government of
of the
reserved by U. S.
United
States as represented
by the
the Secretary
represented by
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury the
the irrevocable
irrevocable
and exclusive right to prosecute
and
prosecute any above referred
to application,
application,
referred to
together with the full power of substitution and
and revocation
of powers
revocation of
powers
of attorney therein,
therein, including
including the
right to
to make
make alterations
alterations and
and
the right
amendments
amendments to any said application
ess in
i
n the
th e
application, to
to transact
transact all
all busin
business
Patent Office connected therewith
therewith a
nd to
prosecute, conduct,
and make
make
and
to prosecute,
conduct, and
adjustments
adjustments and settlements
settlements of any interferences
interferences or
or other
actions or
or
other actions
proceedings
proceedings that any such application may encounter
or in
in which
which any
encounter or
any
application may become involved.
such application
involved.
Approved, June 7, 1940.

Lt. William
William Lee
Lee
Clemmer.
Transfer of certain
Transfer
rights
rights to
to heirs
heirs of.
of.

[CHAPTER 296]
[CHAPTER
296]
June
June 8, 1940
ts.
s2o1
8. 920]
[Private, No.
No. 351]
351]

Joseph Mihelich.
Mihelich.
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of
of
Court to hear claim of

estate.
estate.

AN ACT
ACT
Conferring
jurisdiction
upon
the
United
States District Court for the District of
Conferring jurisdiction upon the
of
Montana
determine, and render
Montana to hear, determine,
judgment upon
the claim
claim of
estate
render judgment
upon the
of the
the estate
of Joseph
Joseph Mihelich.
Mihelich.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
the
aolse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
United States
States of
of America
America in Congress
is
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
hereby
conferred upon the United
United States District
District Court
Court for
District
for the
the District
of Montana
determine, and render
Montana to hear, determine,
judgment, as
as if
if the
United
render judgment,
the United
States
were suable in tort, upon the claim of the
States were
estate of
of Joseph
Joseph
the estate
Mihelich, for
damages sustained as aa result of the death
Mihelich,
for damages
death of
Joseph
of Joseph
Mihelich,
who was
killed at
Butte, Montana,
Mihelich.,who
was killed
at Butte,
Montana, on July .2, 1938,
1938, the death
death
of
the said Joseph Mihelich
of the
Mihelich being allegedly
allegedly caused
caving in
in of
of
caused by the
the caving
it sewer ditch which

had been dug by employees of the Works Progress
asewer ditch which had
Progress

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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1940
8, 1940
296-299-JUNE 8,
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3o
3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.

Administration: Provided,
judgment, if
exceed
if any,
any, shall
shall not
not exceed
Provided,That the
the judgment,
Administration:

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on judgLimitation
ment.

S
EC. 2.
Suit upon
claim may
may be
instituted at
at any
be instituted
any time
time within
upon such
such claim
SEC.
2. Suit
one
year after
enactment of this Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the lapse
after the
the enactment
one year
of
time or
determinaProceedings for the determinaor any statute of
of limitations. Proceedings
of time
judgment
and payment
payment of
of any judgment
therefrom, and
tion of
of such claims, appeals therefrom,
thereon shall
which such
thereon
shall be
be in
in the same manner
manner as
as in the
the cases over which
court
jurisdiction under
under the
the provisions
paragraph 20 of
of section
provisions of paragraph
court has
has jurisdiction
24
Code, as amended.
amended.
24 of
of the Judicial Code,
Approved, June
June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

Commencement
Commencement
suit.

$5,000.
$5,000.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 2971
297]

ACT
AN ACT

For
J. Frank
Frank Kuner,
Kuner, private,
private, uniformed
United States
Secret
States Secret
force, United
uniformed force,
the relief
relief of
of J.
For the
Service.
Service.

Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
suspension,
That no suspension,
assembled, That
States of America in
United
charge, or
or disallowance
disallowance shall
be raised
raised against
against any
any disbursing
or certicertidisbursing or
shall be
charge,
fying officer
any payments
of salary
to J.
Kuner
made to
J. Frank
Frank Kuner
payments of
salary made
officer for
for any
fying
Secret
for services
services rendered
as private, uniformed
uniformed force, United States Secret
rendered as
for
Service, during
during the
the period
period July
July 1,
1, 1938,
1938, to
to November
1938, both
both
November 25, 1938,
Service,
dates inclusive,
ratified and validated.
payments are
are hereby ratified
inclusive, and
and such
such payments
dates
Approved, June
June 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 298]
298]

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief
relief of
of John
John R. Elliott.

the
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
United
assembled, That the Compin Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
of America in
authorized
troller General of
of the
the United States
States be,
be, and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
accounts of John R. Elliott, former
former
and directed to allow credit in the accounts
disbursing
disbursing clerk, Division of
of Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury Department, in
in
amount disallowed
disallowed in the
the sum of $97,
$97, representing
representing the amount
the accounts
accounts
Sheldon
of the said John
John R. Elliott because of
of aa payment
payment made to
to Sheldon
Gent, as guardian of Forest Gent, incompetent: Provided,
Provided, That no
part
charged against
part of the amount so
so credited shall
shall be
be charged
against any individual
individual
the payee.
other than the
June 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 299]
299]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For
relief of
of the
New Mexico.
Mexico.
Mercantile Company
Company of
of Gallup, New
For the
the relief
the Gallup Mercantile

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
United
States of
of the Treasury be, and
and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
Treasury not
appropriated, the sum
in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
out of
of any money in
Mexico,
Mercantile Company
Company of Gallup,
Gallup, New
New Mexico,
of $245.30
$245.30 to
to the Gallup
Gallup Mercantile
in full settlement
settlement of its claim for compensation
compensation for supplies furnished
furnished
to certain
certain Indians of the former Southern Navajo Agency
Agency and to the
former Southern Navajo Agency prior to December 31, 1933, and used
used
by the Indians
Indians and
and the
the agency
agency for
for feed for animals
animals or
or for
for other
other purProvided, That no
poses: Provided,
no payment shall
shall be made
made until
until certification
certification by
the Secretary
Interior that the claimant has executed aa satisSecretary of the Interior
factory release of any and
it may have against
employees
factory
and all
all claims
claimsit
against any employees
arising out of said transscton:
transactIon:
or former employees
employees of
of the agency
agency arising
t

of
of

Procedure.

28
G. S.. C.
28 U.
0 Ill
41 (20).
(20).

1940
June 8,
8,1940
[S. 3304]
[s.
33041
[Private,
No.
352]
[Private, No. 352]

J. Frank Kuner.
Validation of payValidation
ments to.

June 8, 1940
1940
[H. R. 73061
7306]
[Private, No. 353]
John R. Elliott.
Credit allowed
Credit
allowed
accounts
accounts of.

in

Proviso.
Proviso.

Restriction.
Restriction.

1940
June 8,
8, 1940
[H. R. 7853]
[H.
78631
[Private, No.
No. 34]
354]
Gallup Mercantile
Mercantile
Gallup
Company.
Company.
Payment to.
Payment

Provisos.

Release
Release of
of claims.
claims.

1278
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattor-

ners,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
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PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.299,
300, 308-JUNE
308—JUNE 8,
8, 11,
1940
299, 300,
11, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

P
rovided, Th
atno partofth e amount appropr i
ate d i
thi s Acti
Provided,
That
no part of the amount appropriated
inn this
Act inn
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be paid
or
delivered
to
or
received
paid or delivered to or received
by any agent or attorney on account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
of services
with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
the
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of
Any person
violating the
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
convicand upon
upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 300]
3001
[CHAPTER

June 8,
June
8, 1940
1940
[H.
R. 8317]
8317]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
355]
[Private,
No. 3.55)

Hermosa-Redondo
Hermosa-Redondo
Hospital and
and desigdesigHospital
nated persons.
persons.
nated
Payments to.
Payments
to.

Provso.
Provito.
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Hermosa-Redondo
Hermosa-Redondo Hospital, C. Max
Max Anderson,
Julian 0.
O.
Anderson, Julian
Wilke, Curtis A. Wherry, Hollie B. Murray, Ruth
M. Laird,
Sigrid I.
I. Olsen,
Olsen,
Ruth M.
Laird, Sigrid
and Stella S. Guy.
and House of Representatives
Be it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be22and
and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
hereby, authorized
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to the
the
Hermosa-Redondo Hospital, Hermosa
Hermosa-Redondo
Hermosa Beach,
Beach, California,
California, the sum of
of
$865.24; to Doctor C. Max Anderson
to Doctor
Doctor
Anderson the sum of $203;
$203; to
Julian 0.
O. Wilke the sum of $125;
$125; to Doctor Curtis A.
Wherry the
the
A. Wherry
sum of $180; to Hollie
Rollie B. Murray the sum
to Ruth
Ruth M.
M. Laird
Laird
sum of
of $30;
$30; to
the sum of $336; to Sigrid I.
L Olsen the sum of $77; and to Stella
Stella S.
S.
Guy the sum of $141;
$441; in all, $2,257.24.
shall be
in full
$2,257.24. Such sums shall
be in
full
settlement of all claims against the United States arising
arising out
out of
of servservices rendered
rendered and supplies furnished
furnished by such hospital and
and persons
persons to
to
Knud Heinrick
Heinrick Mattson,
Mattson, seaman,
United States
States Navy,
Navy, on
on
seaman, first class,
class, United
account
account of injuries sustained by the said Knud Heinrick
Heinrick Mattson
Mattson
while on leave of absence from the United States ship Nevada. September 21,
21, 1930: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
or delivdelivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
account of
services
or attorney on
on account
of services
rendered
connection with this claim,
rendered in connection
claim, and the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawunlawcontract to the contrary notwithstanding.
ful, any contract
notwithstanding. Any person
person vioviolating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall
guilty of
of a
a misdemisdeshall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
meanor
meanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined in
not
in any sum not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 308]

June
June 11,
11, 1940
1940
IS.
1474)
[. 14741
[Private, No.
3561
[Private,
No. 366]
Thomas G.
Thomas
G. Abbitt.
Abbitt.
Consideration of
Consideration
of
disability
disability claim.
claim.

39 Stat.
746.
39
Stat. 746.
5tr.
s. o. Hit 765-770.
65
U.S.C.
766-770.

Provisos.
Prorim.
for filing
filing
cl Time
Thme for
aim.
laim.
No
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Thomas G. Abbitt.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of Repl•esent&tives
the
House of
Representatves of
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the
the limitations
of time in sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the
entitled "An
the Act entitled
"An
Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
Ur!ited States
States
for employees
employees of
of the
the United
suffering injuries
suffering
injuries while
while in the performance
their duties,
duties, and
and for
performance of their
for
approved September
other purposes",
purposes", approved
September 7
amended, are
hereby
71 1916, as amended,
are hereby
Abbltt, of Catawba Sanatorium,
waived in favor of Thomas G. Abbitt,
Sanatorium,
Virginia, and the United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission
is authorized,
remaining provisions
authorized, under the remaining
provisions of said Act, to
to receive
receive
and consider
consider his claim for disability
disability from tuberculosis alleged to
have
to have
been contracted
contracted as a
a result of his employment
employment by the Corps of
of
Engineers,
Engineers, War Department, in conducting
conducting aasurvey of the Roanoke
River during the months of November and December
December 1930 and January
January
to June, inclusive,
inclusive, 1931: Provided,
That claim
claim hereunder
hereunder shall
shall be
be filed
filed
Proided,That
within six months from the
the date of the approval
approval of this Act: Provided
Provide,d
further,
accrue prior to the approval of this Act.
further, That no benefits shall accrue
Approved, June 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
SPAT.]

76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS. 309-311-JUNE
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.--CHS.
309-311--JUNE 11,
1940
11, 1940

[CHAPTER 309]
[CHAPTER
309]

AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
Breithaupt.
For the relief
of Le
Le Roy
Roy Breithaupt.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Comptroller
Comptroller
assembled,That
General is authorized
General
authorized and directed to cancel the charges against
Le
against Le
Roy Breithaupt,
Breithaupt, of Corvallis, Oregon
sum of
of $1,302.78,
$1,302.78, repreOregon,2in the
the sum
representing the unpaid balance of the claim of the
States against
against
the United
United States
said Le Roy Breithaupt (United
(United States claim numbered
COL-0665015)
numbered COL-0665045)
for refund of sums received
received by him from the United States as
comas compensation for services as an agent in the Oregon
Cooperative Extension
Oregon Cooperative
Extension
Service
Service during the period he was employed upon
diem basis
basis by
by
upon aaper
per diem
the
Credit Administration.
the Farm
Farm Credit
Administration.
Approved, June 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 310]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Maguire.
of Walter R.
R. Maguire.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the

United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
assembled, That notwithnotwithstanding
standing the provisions and limitations of sections 15
15 to 20,
20, both
both
inclusive,
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for
employees
employees of the
States suffering
suffering injuries
the United States
injuries while
while in
in theperthe performance of their duties, and
formance
and for
purposes", approvedSepfor other
other purposes",
approved September 7, 1916, as amended, the
Employees' ComComthe United
United States
States Employees'
pensation Commission
Commission be, and
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
and the
authorized and
directed to receive and consider, if filed
within six
after
filed within
six months
months after
the enactment
enactment of this Act, the claim of Walter R.
Maguire, of
R. Maguire,
of
Dorchester,
Dorchester, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, for disability alleged to have
been caused
have been
caused
by injuries sustained by him on August 3,
in the
per3, 1936, while
while in
the performance of his duties in the employment
employment of
formance
of the Navy
Navy Department
Department
at the Boston Navy Yard: Provided,
Provided, That no benefits
benefits shall accrue
prior to the approval
of this
this Act.
approval of
Act.
Approved, June 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 311]
311]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
relief of
For the
the relief
of Barnet
Barnet Warren.
Warren.

1279
1279

June 11,
1940
June
11, 1940
[S.
1839]
[S. 1839]
[Private,
357]
[Private, No.
No. 357]
Le Roy Breithaupt.
Cancelation
of
Cancelation
of
charges against.
charges
against.

June 11,
1940
June
11, 1940

[S. 2234
2234]
[8.
[Private, No. 3681
358]
Maguire.
Walter R. Magulre.
Consideration of disConsiderationofdis-

claim.
ability claim.

39 Stat.
Stat. 746.
5
C. §§
§§ 765-770.
5 17.
U..S..C.
765-770.
Time for filingclaim.
Timeforfilingclaim.

Proviso.
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[8.
8. 3091]
3091]
[Private,
[Private, No. 359]

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
the
Representatives of the
United States of America
America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Barnet Warren.
Payments to.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, directed
directed to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
money
of any
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Barnet
the
Barnet Warren
Warren the
sum of $2,756.14, and the additional sum of $100
$100 a
amonth,
and
month, up
up to
to and
not exceeding
exceeding $5,000, in
riot
settlement of
of all
all his
claims against
against the
the
in full
full settlement
his claims
United States growing out
suffered
out of
of any damages
damages or
or personal
personal injuries
injuries suffered
by him when a
aCivilian Conservation
truck, operated
operated at
at the
the time
time
Conservation Corps
Corps truck,
by the National Park Service,
Service, collided with the said Barnet
Barnet Warren,
Warren,
who was riding a
abicycle
on United
States Highway
Numbered 1,
bicycle north
north on
United States
Highway Numbered
1,
near Ojus, Florida, on March
Prefix).
Proeio.
March 17, 1939:
Provided, That
That no
no part
of the
the
1939: Provided,
part of
Limitation on attorLimitation
attorappropriated in
amount appropriated
in this
this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
etc.,
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on
account of services rendered
connection with this claim
rendered in connection
and the
claim, and
the
unlawful any contract
same shall be unlawful,
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding.
Penalty.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty Penalty.
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
fined in any
any
be fined
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 11,
11, 1940.

1280

PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
312, 328,
328, 329-JUNE
PRIVATE
CHS .312,
329—JUNE 11,
11, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER 312]
[CHAPTER
312]

June 11,
1910
11, 1940
[H. R. 8292]
[Private, No. 360]
[Private,
Erich Hecht
Hecht and
and
others.
others.
Admission for perpermanent residence.
residence.

Deduction
Deduction
quota.

from
from

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Erich Hecht,
For the relief of Erich
Hecht, Grete
Crete J.
J. L.
Hecht, and
and Erich
Erich F.
F. Hecht,
Junior.
L. Hecht,
Hecht, Junior.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
House of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
in the
adminCongress assembled,
That in
the administration of the immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
laws, the
of
the Secretary
Secretary of
Labor be, and is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to record
record the
lawful
authorized and
the lawful
admittance for permanent
permanent residence
admittance
Erich Hecht,
Grete J.
residence of
of Erich
Hecht, Grete
J. L.
L. Hecht,
Hecht,
and Erich F. Hecht, Junior, subjects
of the
the Netherlands,
German
subjects of
Netherlands, of
of German
birth
birth, upon the date of
of the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
this A
ct, an
th atth
eyshall,
Act,
anddthat
they
shall,
for all purposes under the immigration
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
be
immigration and
laws, be
deemed to have been lawfully
lawfully admitted to the United
United States
States as
as immiimmigrants for permanent
permanent residence.
residence.
Upon the enactment
enactment of this Act the
of State
instruct
the Secretary
Secretary of
State shall
shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
deduct three
the
three numbers
numbers from
from the
German quota of the first year that
German quota
quota is
that the
the German
is available.
available.
Approved, June 11,
Approved,
1940.
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 328]
328]
[CHAPTER

June 11,
11, 1940
1445
[8. 1445]
[Private, No.
No. 361]
361]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Bruno Arena.
Arena.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States
of
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
United
States
of America
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
the
Secretary
Payment to.
of
the Treasury be,
be, and
he is
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to pay,
pay,
out
of
any
money
in
the
Treasury
out
not
appropriated, to
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Bruno Arena,
Arena, of Providence,
Providence, Rhode
Rhode Island,
the sum
sum of
$2,112.40, in
in
Island, the
of $2,112.40,
full satisfaction
satisfaction of all claims against
full
against the United States
States for
for damages
damages
for personal
personal injuries and medical expenses
for
expenses sustained
sustained by
by him
him when
he
when he
was struck
was
struck by aaUnited States mail truck in
of the
United
in the service
service of
the United
States Post Office Department,
Department, operated
operated by
by William
William Conlon,
Conlon, an
an
employee of the United.
United
States
employee
Post
Department,
on
Promenade
Office
Department,
on
Promenade
Proviso.
Limtionoat
tor- Street,
Street, Providence, Rhode Island,
Island, on
Limitation on attoron February
20, 1933:
1933: Provided
Provided,
February 20,
ney's,
etc., fees.
ny's, etc.,
ee.
That
no part
part of
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
That no
excess of
of 10
10
in excess
per centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
or delivered
any
agent or
or attorney
agent
attorney on account of services
services rendered in
connection with
with
in connection
this claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
this
unlawful,
contract
to
the
contrary
any
contract
to
the
contrary
Penalty.
Penalty.
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of aamisdemeanor
shall be
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof
shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
shall be
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
Bruno Arena.
Arena.

[CHAPTER 329]
[CHAPTER
June
11, 1940
June 11,
1940
(S. 2419]
[S.
24191
[Private, No.
No. 362]
3621

J. Hogan
Walter J.
Hogan
and W. R. Larkin.
Substitution of desSubstitution
des
ignated amounts
amounts as
as
payments.
payments.

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief of
Hogan and
connection with the conFor the relief
of Walter
Walter J.
J. Hogan
and W. R. Larkin, in connection
struction,
operation, and
struction, operation,
and maintenance
maintenance of the Fort Hall Indian irrigation project,
project,
Idaho.

Be
by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of the
the
United
States of America in
in (Congress
assembled, That the
United States
Congress assembled,
Act of
of June
the Act
June
20, 1938
20,
1938 (52 Stat. 1363) entitled "An Act for
of certain
certain
for the
the relief
relief of
individuals
connection with the construction,
individuals in connection
construction, operation,
and mainmainoperation, and
tenance
of the Fort Hall Indian irrigatio
irrigationn project,
tenance of
project, Idaho",
is hereby
Idaho", is
hereby
amended by substituting
amended
substituting the amounts of $400 and
$?,,000, respectively,
respectively,
and $2,00,

in lieu of the amounts of $100 and $1,300
$1,300 appean
appearing in the
immedithe Act immediately
following the
the names
Walter J.
ately following
names of
of Walter
J. Hogan anil
and W. x
E, Ladmn
Larkin.
Approved, June 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS.
CONG ., 3D
3D SESS
.—CHS .330-332-JUNE
330-332—JUNE 11,
11, 1940
1940

[
CHAPTE R 330]
[CHAPTER
330]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
For
Charles H.
the relief
relief of
of Charles
H. Parr.
Parr.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United
assembled, That notwithstandUnited States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
notwithstanding the provisions and limitations
limitations of sections 15
15 to
to 20,
20, both inclusive,
inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
for employees
provide compensation
compensation for
employees of
of
the United States suffering injuries while in the performance
performance of
of their
their
duties, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, as
as
amended,
amended, the United States Employees'
Commission is
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
is
hereby authorized and directed to receive
when filed,
receive and
and consider,
consider, when
filed,
the claim of Charles H.
II. Parr for
alleged to
to have
for disability
disability alleged
have been
been
incurred by him on or about September 14,
1933, when
when engaged
engaged in
14, 1933,
in
activities while an enrollee of
authorized activities
Civilian Conservation
Conservation
of the
the Civilian
Corps at North Vernon,
to determine
determine said
said claim
its
Vernon, Indiana,
Indiana, and
and to
claim upon
upon its
merits under the provisions of said Act: Provided,
said claim
Provided, That
That said
claim
shall be filed with the
the United
States Employees'
United States
Employees' Compensation
Compensation ComCommission not later than sixty days after the approval
approval of
this Act.
of this
Act.
Approved, June 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 331]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Verle S. Ward.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
notwithstandin Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That notwithstanding the provisions and limitations of
15 to
20, both
of sections 15
to 20,
both inclusive,
inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation
compensation for
employees
for employees
of the United States suffering
suffering injuries
the performance
of
injuries while
while in
in the
performance of
their duties, and
and for
for other
other purposes",
approved September
7, 1916,
1916,
purposes", approved
September 7,
as amended, the United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission
be, and the same is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to receive
receive and
and
if filed within six months after the enactment
consider, if
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act,
the claim of Verle S. Ward, of Hyattsville, Maryland,
disability
Maryland, for disability
alleged to have been caused by
while in
in the
the
by using bromine
bromine liquid
liquid gas
gas while
performance
performance of his duties in the employment
employment of the Treasury
DepartTreasury Department in the Supervising Architect's
Architect's Office of the
Buildings
the Public
Public Buildings
Branch of the Procurement
Procurement Division.
Division.
Approved,
Approved, June 11, 1940.
1940.

June 11,
11, 1940
1940
[8.
27':l
[S. 2798]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 363)
363]
Charles H. Parr.
Parr.
Consideration of
of
claim.
disability claim.

39 Stat. 746.

5II. 8.
5U.
S.. 0.0.H765-770.
765-770.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Time for filing
Time
claim.

June 11,
11, 1040
1940
[S.
[S. 3073]
[Private,
No. 3641
364)
[Private, No.
Verle
Verle S.
S. Ward.
Ward.

(Jonsideration of
Consideration

disability claim.

39 Stat. 746.

651J.
U. 8.
S. C..0.H 785-770.
765-770.

Time
claim.
claim.

for

filing
filing

[CHAPTER 332]
[CHAPTER
AN ACT
For the relief of Esther Ross.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Represnttives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury is authorized and directed
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any money
directed to
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Esther
Esther Ross,
Ross, BrookBrookline, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the sum of $691.48. The
The payment
such sum
sum
payment of
of such
shall be in full settlement of all claims against
United States
States
against the United
by the said Esther Ross for reimbursement
reimbursement of all expenses
expenses incurred
incurred
by her for the hospitalization
hospitalization of her
daughter, Beatrice
Beatrice Ross,
World
her daughter,
Ross, World
(C-1006059), at the Westborough
War veteran (C-1006059),
State Hospital,
Westborough State
Hospital, WestWestborough,
Massachusetts, during the period from
borough, Massachusetts,
January 16,
1934,
from January
16, 1934,
to May 15, 1935. The said Beatrice
was erroneously
Beatrice Ross was
erroneously dropped
dropped
from the hospitalization
hospitalization rolls
of the
the Veterans'
rolls of
Veterans' Administration
Administration during
during
reimbursement for such hospitalization
such period and reimbursement
hospitalization expense
expense

June 110940
11,1940
[H.
R. 7021
70721
[l.R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 365)
365]
Esther Ross.
Payment
Payment to.

1282
1282

PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
CHS .332, 338, 361,
361, 362—JUNE
11, 12,
13, 1940
1910
362-JUNE 11,
12, 13,

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

denied on the ground that such
such reimbursement
reimbursement was
was not
not authorized
authorized
by
by law.
law.
Approved, June
June 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 338]
[CHAPTER
338]
June 12, 1940

fH.
111. R.6827]
R. 68271
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 366]

John L. Harder
Harder and
and
others.
others.
Cancelation of proCaneelation
ceedings.
ceedings.

Deemed lawful resiresidents.

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize
the
cancelation
authorize
cancelation of deportation
case of
deportation proceedings
proceedings in
in the
the case
of John
John L.
L.
Harder
Harder and children, Paul William
Harder, Irvin
Irvin W.
Juetina
William Harder,
W. Harder,
Harder, Edna
Edna Juetina
Harder, Elsie Anna Harder,
Elizabeth Harder.
Harder.
Harder, and
and Elizabeth

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
Houe of
United States
States of America
United
in. Congress
assembled, That
America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
of Labor
Labor is hereby
hereby authorized
to cancel
cancel the
directed to
the proceedings
proceedings
instituted against John L. Harder
children, Paul
William HarHarder and
and children,
Paul William
Harder, Irvin W. Harder, Edna Justina Harder, Elsie
Elsie Anna
Anna Harder,
Harder, and
and
Elizabeth
provision of
Elizabeth Harder, any provision
to the
the contrary
contrary notof existing
existing law
law to
notwithstanding.
withstanding. From and after the date of the approval
approval of
of this
this Act,
Act,
John L., Paul William,
William, Irvin W., Edna
Edna Justina,
Justina, Elsie
Elsie Anna,
Anna, and
and
Elizabeth
Elizabeth Harder
Harder shall not again be subject
by reason
reason
subject to
to deportation
deportation by
of the same facts upon which the outstanding
outstanding proceedings
and
proceedings rest,
rest, and
shall be deemed to be lawful residents of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
Approved, June 12,
1940.
12, 1940.
[CHAPTER 361]
361]

June 13, 1940
8.J1606)
(8.
[Private,
Private, No. 367]
367

leto1

Victoria Kessel.
Kessel.
Removal
Removal from penslon roll.
sion
46 Stat. 2113.

To

AN ACT
AN
ACT

repeal the
provisions of
of Private
To repeal
the provisions
Private Law Numbered 347, Seventy-first Congress,
Congress,
pertaining
pertaining to Victoria
Victoria Kessel.
Kessel.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
That notwithstandassembled, That
notwithstanding any provisions of Private
Private Law Numbered
Numbered 347,
347, Seventy-first
ConSeventy-first Congress
gress (Act
(Act of February 17, 1931),
1931), entitled "An Act
granting pensions
pensions
Act granting
and increase
and
increase of pensions to certain soldiers and sailors
Regular
sailors of
of the
the Regular
Army
Army and Navy, and so forth, and certain soldiers
and sailors
sailors of
of wars
soldiers and
wars
other than
other
than the Civil War, and to widows
widows of such
and sailors",
such soldiers
soldiers and
sailors"
the Administrator
the
Administrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorand he
hereby, authorized
directed to
to remove from the pension roll the name of Victoria
ized and
and directed
Victoria
Kessel, widow of Leon J.
Kessel,
J. Kessel, late of Company
L, Twenty-first
Company L,
Twenty-first
Regiment
Regiment United States Infantry.
Infantry.
Approved, June 13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 362]
362]

June 13,13,
1940
I0
[8. 19771
(8.
o977
(Private, No.
No. $68)
{Private,
368
John A.
Farrell.
A. Farrell.
Status ohomestead
of homestead
entry.
entry.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
of John
John A.
A. Farrell.
Farrell.

Be it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and Bouse
Representatives of the
Be it
by the
the Senate
House of Representatives
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
United States of
Congress assembled
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
of the
authorized and directed
directed to (1)
(1) permit John
A.
John A.
Farrell
to withdraw
Farrell to
withdraw the final proof made by him upon
homestead
upon his
his homestead
entry Great
entry
Great Falls
Falls 076763,
076763, (2)
(2) rescind the cancelation
cancelation of
such entry,
entry,
of such
(3)
restore such
entry to a
a pending status,
(3) restore
such entry
status, and (4)
(4) extend
extend for three
three
years from
from the date of enactment
enactment of this Act
years
period during
during
Act the
the period
which
said John
John A. Farrell may
which said
may submit final proof
proof with
with respect
respect
to compliance
compliance with residence
residence requirements
to
requirements applicable
applicable to
to such
entry.
such entry.
Approved,
Approved, June 13,
13, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 363]
363]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the issuance to Orville Wright of honorary aircraft
certificate
aircraft pilot's
pilot's certificate
numbered 1.
1.
numbered

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
the
of the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
That the
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Civil
Civil
Aeronautics Authority is
authorized to
to issue
issue to
to Orville
Wright
is authorized
Orville Wright
honorary
certificate numbered
honorary aircraft pilot's certificate
numbered 1,
1, in
recognition of
of
in recognition
the outstanding service
service rendered
advancing the
the science
of
rendered by
by him
him in
in advancing
science of
aeronautics.
Approved, June 13,
13, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 368]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Harry Huston.

1940
June 13,
18, 1940
18.
2735)
1s. 27361
[Private, No.a89]
3691

Wright.
Orville Wright.
Issuance
Issuance of designated certificate.
nated
certificate.

June 15, 1940
1940
[8.
3095)
[8. 30956
[Private, No.
370)
No. 870]

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
Harry Huston.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
in Congress
a inThat in the
the adminMilitary record coristration of the pension laws or any laws conferring
rights, privileges,
privileges, rected.
conferring rights,
rected.
or benefits upon persons honorably
honorably discharged
discharged from the United
United
States Army Harry Huston shall be
and considered
considered to
have been
be held
held and
to have
been
honorably discharged on February 10, 1900, as an artificer,
honorably
artificer, Battery
Battery
B, Fourth Artillery United States Army;
No prior benefits.
Army; but
but no
no pension,
pension, pay,
bounty,
pay, bounty,
or other benefit
benefit shall be held to accrue by reason of
of this
this Act
Act prior
prior
to its
passage.
to
its passage.
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 369]

AN ACT
ACT
To authorize the presentation
presentation of a
a special gold medal to William Sinnott.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
Representatives of
of the
of Representatives
the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the President
President
assembled, That
That the
is authorized to present
present a
a special gold medal
medal to
William Sinnott,
to William
Sinnott, a
a
detective, who in guarding
guarding Franklin D. Roosevelt, then
then PresidentPresidentelect of the United
United States, at Miami, Florida, on February
February 15,
15, 1933,
1933,
was shot and wounded
wounded by Guiseppe Zangara, who
to
who attempted to
assassinate said Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 370]
[CHAPTER
370]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Laura
Trice Converse.
Laura Trice
Converse.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Senate and
of the
the
and House of Representatives
Represenatives of
United States of America in
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
and directed
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Laura Trice Converse,
Charl
es A.
onverse ,late
American
Converse, widow
widow o
offCharles
A. C
Converse,
late American
Manchester, England, the sum
consul at Manchester,
represum of
of $3,600,
$3,600, such
such sum
sum representing
senting one year's salary of
who died
of her deceased
deceased husband
husband who
died while
while
in the Foreign Service.
Service.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1940.
1940.

June 15,
15, 1940
1940
(S. 3813]
3813)
iS.
[Private, No. 371]
371)
[Private,
William Sinnott.
Presentation
Presentation of
medal to.
medal
to.

1010
June 15, 1940
[S.
[S. 38871
38871
[Private,
No.
372]
[Private, No. 372]

Laura Trice
verse.
verse.
Payment to.

Con-
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[CHAPTER
376]
[CHAPTER 376]
June 15, 1940
1940
[8.
8I.16361
1635]
[Private, No. 373]
3731

Acme Die-Casting
Corporation.
Corporation.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

Thermal Syndicate,
Thermal
Syndicate,
Ltd.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Prow9o.
Limitation
Limitation on attor-

etc., fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT

For
Corporation.
For the
the relief
relief of
of the
the Acme
Acme Die-Casting
Die-Casting Corporation.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and House of
the
United States
States of America in,
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
in Congress
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
out of any money in the
Treasury not
the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $8,166.50 to
Corporation, as
as equitable
to the Acme Die-Casting
Die-Casting Corporation,
equitable
reimbursement and in full and final settlement
reimbursement
settlement and
of
and satisfaction
satisfaction of
the damages
damages and losses incurred and suffered
by it,
and for
for which
suffered by
it, and
which it
it
has not yet been reimbursed,
reimbursed, in complying
with the
the United
complying with
United States
States
commandeer order numbered
Navy commandeer
numbered N-3255,
dated June
18, 1918:
N-3255, dated
June 18,
1918:
Provided, That no part of
Provided,
in this
Act in
in
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be
be paid
delivered to
paid or
or delivered
to or
or
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
and
guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
$1,000.
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 15,
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 377]
[CHAPTER
377]

June 16, 190
1040
[8. 16381
[8.1638]
(Private, No. 8741
(Private,
874]

[54 STAT.

AN ACT
For the relief of
Thermal Syndicate,
Limited.
of Thermal
Syndicate, Limited.

Be it
Senate and
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
pay,
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, the
the
otherwise appropriated,
sum of $2,093.29 to Thermal Syndicate, Limited,
Limited, as equitable reimbursement
bursement and in full and final settlement
settlement and
satisfaction of
the
and satisfaction
of the
damages and losses incurred and suffered by it, and for
for which
which it
it has
has
not yet been reimbursed,
reimbursed in moving its equipment
in
equipment from
from the
the space
space in
the Bush Terminal
Terminal Buildings to its new location, and in
in otherwise
otherwise
complying with United States Navy commandeer
commandeer order
order numbered
numbered
N-3255,
N-3255, dated June 18, 1918: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
of the
the amount
amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
appropriated
centum thereof
thereof shall
be
per centum
shall be
to or
or received
an y agen
t
torney on account
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received by
by any
agenttor
or a
attorney
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and the
the same
same
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
th e con
t
rary notwithstanding.
notw i
th
standing.
any contract
to the
contrary
Any person
person violating the provisions
Any
provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed
guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
thereof shall
shall be
fined
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 15, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 378]
[CHAPTER

June I,
15, 1940
1940
[8. 1678]

[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 3731
376
Oharles B. Ohrystal.
Oharkei
Chrystal.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Charles B. Chrystal.

Be it
Senate and House of Representatives
it enated
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the
the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum
out of any money in the Treaury
Treasury not otherwise
of $1,830.99
to Charles
B. Chrystal
Chrystal as
as equitable
reimbursement and
$1,830.99 to
arles B.
equitablereimbursement
and
in
full and final settlement
in full
settlement and satisfaction of the
the damages
damages and
and
losses
and suffered
suffered by him, and for which he has not yet
losses mcurred
incurred and
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1940

equipment from the space
been reimbursed,
reimbursed, in moving
moving his equipment
space in the
new location, and in otherwise comBush Terminal buildings to his new
numbered
plying with
with the
commandeer order numbered
Navy commandeer
the United States Navy
plying
N-3255, dated
dated June
no part
the amount
amount
That no
part of
of the
N-3255,
June 18,
18, 1918:
1918: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
centum thereof
shall
thereof shall
of 10
10 per
per centum
in this
appropriated in
be paid
delivered to
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
by any
to or
or received
received by
paid or
or delivered
be
account
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
account of services
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
the contrary
same
shall be
Any
person violating
deemed
of this Act
Act shall be deemed
provisions of
violating the provisions
Any person
guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
fined
be fined
upon conviction
and upon
misdemeanor and
guilty of
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
in
any sum
Approved,
June 15, 1940.
Approved, June
[CHAPTER
379]
[CHAPTER 379]

AN ACT
For the relief of Joseph F. Tondre.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of the
and House
House of
Senate and
Be it
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the CompCompin Congress
assembled, That
America in
United States
troller General
is authorized
directed to
in the
the
to allow
allow credit
credit in
and directed
authorized and
General is
troller
accounts
Joseph F.
former United
United States
States Marshal
Marshal for
for
F. Tondre
Tondre,.,former
of Joseph
accounts of
representing
the
Mexico, in the sum of $145.27,
$145.27, representing
New Mexico,
the district
district of New
certain payments
him during
during the
the period
period 1930
1930 to 1933,
by him
made by
certain
payments made
inclusive,
credit for
for which was
supplemental certificate
by supplemental
disallowed by
was disallowed
inclusive, credit
of settlement
settlement numbered
numbered G-88033-J,
G-88033--J, dated March 23, 1938.
of
Approved, June 15, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 380]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Kinderman.
For the relief of Harold W. Kinderman.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.

June 15, 1940
[S.
IS. 2250]
[Private, No. 376]
Joseph F. Tondre.
Credit allowed in
Credit
accounts of.

June 15, 1940
1940
[S. 2782]
2782]
[Private, No. 377]
[Private,
377]

Be
the
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the
the Senate
Be it
Harold W. KinderHarold
assembled, That the President
President man.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
of America in
man.
before
before
Summoning
of the United
authorized to summon Harold retiring
hereby, authorized
United States be, and is hereby,
of
retiring board.
W. Kinderman,
Kinderman, a
major, United States
retired, before
before aa retirStates Army,
Army, retired,
W.
a major,
49 Stat. 607.
507.
ing
board, to inquire whether
retirement under Act
Act
whether at the time
time of his retirement
ing board,
10 U. S.
S. C.
C Stipp.
Supp.
V,
ft
943a,
amended, he was incapacitated
incapacitated for active service,
service, V, §§ 943a, 971b.
of July 31, 1935, as amended,
and
incapacity- was a
incidence of service,
service,
a result of an incidence
whether such
such incapacity
and whether
Action If found inInit is found that he was so capacitated.
such inquiry,
inquiry, it
as aa result of such
and if, as
capacitated.
incapacitated,
nominate and appoint,
authorized to nominate
the President
President is authorized
incapacitated, the
by and
with the
of the
the Senate,
KinderHarold W.
W. KinderSenate, the
the said Harold
the consent
consent of
by
and with
man,
in the
Army, setting
setting
of the Regular
Regular Army,
Medical Corps of
major in
the Medical
man, aa major
immediately
aside his retirement
retirement under Act of July 31, 1935, and immediately
thereafter place
him upon
upon the
retired list
list of
a the
Army, for
for
Regular Army,
the Regular
place him
the retired
thereafter
physical disabilityincurred in
line of
retirement shall
shall
and said retirement
in line
of duty,
duty, and
physical
disability incurred
be held
held and
to have
have taken
place on
on December
1936
31, 1936
December 31,
taken place
and considered
considered to
be
(the
retirement under
and he shall
under Act
Act of July 31, 1935), and
of his
his retirement
(the date
date of
receive the full retired pay and allowances
allowances of an officer of his grade
duty): :
December 31, 1936 (the date of his separation
from December
separation from active duty)
Provisos.
Provided, That the amount of the retired
already received
received by
by Provisos.
retired pay already
Provided,
Deductions.
deducted from the amount
amount
him since
since December 31, 1936, shall be deducted
No prior benefits.
due him under this Act: Provided,
Provided,That no back pay, pension, bounty, No
or
emoluments shall be
be held
held to accrue prior to
to the
the passage
or other emoluments
of
Act.
of this
this Act.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 15, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 381]
[CHAPTER
381]

June
1940
June 15,
15,1940
[8.
[8. 3009]
[Private, No.
378]
[Private,
No. 378]

Capt. Frank
Frank N.
N.
Roberts.
Roberts.
Presentation
Presentation of
of
Navy
Navy Cross
Cross to.
to.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing
Authorizing the President to present
present the
Navy Cross
Cross to
Frank N.
N. Roberts,
the Navy
to Captain
Captain Frank
Roberts,
United
States Army.
Army.
United States
Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives ot
of the
the
United States of America in
United
assembled, That
That the
the President
President
in Congress
Congress assembled,
authorized to
is authorized
present the
the Navy
Cross provided
for by
by section
to present
Navy Cross
provided for
section 33of
of
the Act of February 4, 1919 (40 Stat.
Stat. 1056;
1056; 34
U. S.
to
34 U.
S. C.
C. 356),
356), to
Captain Frank
Frank N.
Army, in
in recognition
N. Roberts, United
United States
States Army,
recognition of
of
extraordinary
extraordinary heroism displayed by that
incidental to
to the
that officer
officer incidental
the
bombing and loss of the
ship Panay
Panay on
the United States
States ship
on December
December 12,
12,
1937.
1937.
Approved,
June 15,
1940.
Approved, June
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER
382]
[CHAPTER 382]

June 15,
15, 1940
1940

[8.3038]
[8.30381

[Private, No.
379]
(Private,
No. 379]
Maj. Gen,
Gen. John L.
L.
nines.
Hines.
Advancement
Advancement on
on
retired list.
retired

Proviso.
Proiso.
No pecuniary
pecuniary benefits.

AN
ACT
AN ACT

advancement of
To provide
provide for the advancement
L. Hines
on the
retired list
list of
the Army.
Army.
of John L.
Hines on
the retired
of the

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
it enacted
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
John L.
Ameria in
in Congress
That John
L.
Hines, formerly Chief of Staff of the Army of
of the
the United
States
United States
and now major general on the retired list of the Army,
shall, beginbeginArmy, shall,
ning with the date of the enactment
enactment of
have the
the rank
of a
a
of this
this Act,
Act, have
rank of
general on the retired list of the Army: Provided,
general
the said
Provided, That
That the
said John
John
L. Hines shall receive
receive no increase in
other
in retired
retired pay,
pay, allowances
allowances, or
or other
pecuniary
pecuniary benefits
the enactment
e
na
ct
ment of
of this
this Act.
benefits by
by reason
reason of
of the
Act.
Approved,
Approved, Juno
June 15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 383]
383]
[CHAPTER

June 15,
15, 1940
1940
[8. 3044]
Is.

[Private.
3801
[Private, No. 380]

_..
Prayment to.

Nadne Sanders.
Nadine
Payment to.

Proviso.
on atLimitation on
t8rney's, etc., fees.
torney's,

.

rion

etc., ees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Nadine
Nadine Sanders.
Sanders.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the

of the
United
of America
in Conres
That
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
America
in
Congress assebled
assembled, T
of
mecaed
hateSecretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
appropriated,
to Nadine Sanders, Santa Fe, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, the
the sum
sum of
of $500.
$500. The
The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
payment
of all
claims
settlement of
all claims
gainst the United States for damages
against
damages sustained
the said
said Nadine
Nadine
sustained by
by the
anders on account of personal injuries received
Sanders
received on
on February
February 13,
13,
1937, when the automobile in which
which she
riding was
in
she was
was riding
was struck
struck in
Santa
New Mexico,
Santa Fe, New
Mexico, by
Soil Conservation
Service truck:
Proby aa Soil
Conservation Service
truck: Prosided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
vided, That
in this
Act in
in
this Act

excess
of 10
excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
to or
or
or delivered
delivered to
received
any agent or attorney
received by any
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
in
unlawful, any
any
contract to
the contrary
contract .
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating
the
deemed guilty of
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor
an
pon conviction thereof shall
and upon
fined in
any
sum
not
exceeding
shall be
be fined
in
any
sum
not
eceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 15,
1940.
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 384]
384]

June
June 15, 1940
1940
[S. 3081]
[.
Private, No. 381]
[Private,
381]
Andrew Olson.
Payment.to.
Payment

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Andrew
Andrew Olson.
Olson.

Be
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatimes of
of the
the
ited States
United
of Amera
America iin Co
ngress assebled,
assembled, That
Secretary
States of
onres
That the
the Secretary
i
Treasury
of the Treas
ury is
sauthorized and directed
of any
directed to pay,
pay, out of
any money
money
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
Andrew Olson, of
in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Andrew
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Port Townsend, Washington,
Washington, the
$26, in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
the sum
sum of $26,
his claim against the United States
for compensation
States for
compensation for
for services
services
rendered
rendered while employed
employed as a
a laborer at
Marrowstone Point
Point
at the Marrowstone
Light Station, Washington,
Washington, from September
September 7
7to September
15, 1939,
1939,
September 15,
such compensation
compensation having
having been withheld
withheld from him for
the reason
reason
for the
that he was not a
United States
States during
during such
period:
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
such period:
Proviso.
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
this Act
amount appropriated
appropriated m
m this
Act in
in Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on atexcess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be
or delivered
delivered to
thereof shall
torney's, etc., fees.
be paid
paid or
to or
or torney's,
received by any agent or attorney on account
services rendered
account of
of services
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
claina 2 and the same shall
any
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
Penalty.
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
the
person violating
violating the
provisions of this Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
Act shall be
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 15,
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 385]
[CHAPTER
385]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Roy F.
F. Lassly, former
former Acting
Chief Disbursing
Disbursing Clerk,
Acting Chief
Clerk, DepartDepartment of
Interior.
ment
of the
the Interior.

June 18, 1940

June
[S..i3306] 0
382]
[Private, No. 382]

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
F. Lassly.
United States
States of .America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled That the
the CompComp- Roy
Credit in accounts
troller General of the United
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
of.
authorized
and directed
accounts of Roy F. Lassly, former
directed to credit in the accounts
former Acting
Acting
Chief Disbursing Clerk, Department
Department of the
the sum
sum of
of
the Interior, the
$500.70 public funds for which he is accountable,
and which
were
accountable, and
which were
paid to the Union Paving Company
Company for construction
construction work
work and
and disdisProviso.
allowed by the Comptroller General of the United States:
States: Provided,
Provided, Proviso.
Restriction.
Restriction.
That no part of this amount shall
to any
shall be
be charged
charged to
any person
person other
other
than the payee.
1940.
Approved, June 15,
15, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 386]
386]

AN ACT

For the
the relief of
of the
the Lewis
Florida.
Lewis State
State Bank
Bank of
of Tallahassee,
Tallahassee, Florida.

June
15, 1940
June 15,
1940
IS.
[S. 3337]
3337]
[Private, No. 383]
[Private,
3831

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
the
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Lewis State Bank,
United
United States of America in
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Tallahassee, Fla.
Tallahassee,
of the Treasury,be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
and directed
Payment to.
directed to
pay, Payment
"outstanding liabilities"
out of any available "outstanding
liabilities" appropriation,
appropriation, the
the sum
sum
of $117.27
$117.27 to the Lewis State Bank of
Tallahassee, Florida,
in full
full
of Tallahassee,
Florida, in
satisfaction of its claim against the United States arising
out of
two
arising out
of two
checks drawn upon the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States,
payable to
to
States, payable
William Davis, one for $42.90, dated August 26, 1933,
1933, and
and numbered
numbered
307502, and the other for $74.37, dated September
September 9, 1933, and
and numnumbered 313059, such checks having
having been
been assigned
the
assigned and
and delivered
delivered to
to the
bank in 1933 as security for
made in
in that
to the
the said
said
for a
a loan
loan made
that year
year to
William
William Davis, who disappeared
disappeared shortly
shortly after
receiving the
loan and
and
after receiving
the loan
endorsement on said checks the bank has therefore
whose endorsement
therefore been unable
to secure:
secure: Provided,
State Bank
Bank of
of Tallahassee
Provided, That
Provisos.
That the
the Lewis
Lewis State
Tallahassee, Provisos.
Filing of bond.
Florida, shall
the Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury a
a b
on d, to
t
o;
shall file
file with
with the
Secretary of
of the
bond,
indemnify
indemnify the United States, in such
and amount
amount and
with
such form and
and with
such surety,
sureties, or security as the Secretary
surety, sureties
of the
the Treasury
Secretary of
Treasury
shall require:
require: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part of the amount approLimitation on atLimitation
atetc., fees.
fe.
priated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
paid torney's, etc.,
shall be paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or agents
agents,: attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
attorneys, on account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with said
said
claim. It
It shall be unlawful
unlawful for any agent or
or agents,
agents, attorney
attorney or
or
attorneys,
attorneys, to exact, collect, withhold, or
receive any
or receive
any sum
sum of
of the
the
193470°-41-PT.
193470*-41—rT. 11-4
-4
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amount
appropriated in this Act in
amount appropriated
thereof
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
on account of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with said
claim, and
in connection
said claim,
and
the same shall be unlawful, any
notwithany contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
standing. Any person violating
violating the
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
the provisions
of this
this Act
be
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
upon conviction
shall
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
hereby authorized
and
Secretary of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and
directed
directed to cancel
cancel any claim which William Davis
Davis may
may have
have under
under
section 21 of the Permanent Appropriation
1931 (48
Stat.
Appropriation Repeal Act,
Act, 1934
(48 Stat.
1235; U. S. C., title 31, sec. 725t),
725t), on account of
two United
United States
States
of two
Treasury
Treasury checks payable
payable to William
William Davis, one
one for
for $42.90
$42.90 dated
dated
August 26, 1933, and numbered 307502, and the other for
dated
for $74.37
$74.37 dated
September 9,1933,
9, 1933, and numbered
numbered 313059.
Approved,
Approved, June 15, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 387]
[CHAPTER
387]

June 15,
15, 1940
1940
[S. 3338]
3338]
[Private,
No. 384]
384]
[Private, No.
Alice C. WainWainwright.
Payment to.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Alice
Alice C.
C. Waiinwright.
Waiwright.

Be it enacted
enacted by the
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
the Senate and
House of
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Alice C. Wainwright,
Wainwright, widow of John T. Wainwright,
Alice
Wainwright, late
American
late American
vice consul at Matanzas, Cuba, the sum of $2,750,
$2,750, such
represuch sum
sum representing one year's salary of her deceased
deceased husband
who died
died while
in
husband who
while in
the Foreign
Foreign Service.
Service.
Approved, June 15, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 388]

June 15,
15, 1940
1940
June
EL
R. 8429]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 385]
386]
Ma]. L. P.
P. Worrall.
Worrall.
Credit in accounts
accounts
of.

Provisos.
Proisos.
Payment to King
Boozer.
and Boozer.

Limitation on atattorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Major L. P. Worrall, and
for other
other purposes.
and for
purposes.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the ComptrolComptrolassembled, That
That the
ler General
General of the United
United States be, and
and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed
accounts of Major
directed to credit in the accounts
Major L.
Worrall, Finance
L. P.
P. Worrall,
Finance
Department,
Department, United States Army, the sum of
of $3,066.03,
$3,066.03, public
public funds
funds
for which
for
which he is accountable,
accountable, which sum was paid by
by him
to King
and
him to
King and
Boozer, Anniston, Alabama,
Boozer,
Alabama, pursuant to change
"B", dated
dated
change order
order "B"
August 23, 1938, modifying
modifying con
t
ract numbered
num b
ered W-58-QM-dIV-59,
W-58-QM-CIV-59,
contract
dated
dated June
June 29,
29, 1938, and which
which sum has been disallowed by
by the
the CompComptroller
General of
of the United States: Provided,
Provided, That
troller General
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized and directed
of
pay,
directed to
to pay,
out
of
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
the
said King
the said
King and
and Boozer a
a sum equal to any amount withheld
or
withheld or
deducted from
otherwise due to the said
deducted
from any
any amounts otherwise
said King
King and
and
Boozer
on account
account of the payment which is herein
Boozer on
herein validated,
upon
validated, upon
presentation
presentation of a
a claim therefor to the
General of
the Comptroller
Comptroller General
of the
the
United
United States, who is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
certify same
to
to certify
same to
the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury for payment: Provided,
That no
Provided, That
no part
part
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
of
the amount
per centum
centum
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received by any agent or
thereof
shall be
delivered to or received
or
attorney on account
attorney on
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
claim,
and the
the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
claim.,and
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions
of this
provisions
of
this Act
Act
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
thereof
shall be
be deemed
of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
be
fined
in
any
sum
not
exceeding $1,000.
shall be fined
exceeding
Approved, June 15, 1940.
Approved,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 394]
394]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
Edward Smith.
Smith.
For the relief of Edward

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and he
he is
is hereby
pay
Indian Agency,
out of
pay to
to the
the superintendent
superintendent of
of the Tomah
Tomah Indian
Agency, out
of any
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $450
$450
for disbursement
disbursement under
under the individual Indian money regulations
regulations of
of
the
of the
for the
the benefit
Smith, or
the Department
Department of
the Interior
Interior for
benefit of
of Edward
Edward Smith,
or
failure to
to obtain
obtain title
title to
to
his heirs
heirs and
and assigns,
assigns, for loss sustained
sustained by
by failure
quarter of the
northeast quarter of
of
the south half of the southeast
southeast quarter
the northeast
section
24 north,
north, range
range 3
of the
the fourth
principal
section 33, township 24
3 east,
east, of
fourth principal
meridian, in Wisconsin: Provided,
approProvided, That
That no part of
of the
the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
paid
be paid
or
by any
agent or
or attorney
account of
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
any agent
attorney on
on account
of
rendered in connection with this claim,
services rendered
claim, and
and the same shall
shall
notwithstanding. Any
Any
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
person
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
guilty of
of
a
misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof shall
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
June 17,
17, 1940.
1940.
Approved, June

June 17, 1940
[S. 3378]
3578]
[Private,
[Private, No. 386]
Edward
Edward Smith.
Payment
Payment to,
to,
through Tomah
through
Tomah Indian Agency.

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 401]
401]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Directing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior to issue
issue to
to Albert
Albert W.
W. Gabbey
Gabbey a
a patent
patent to
to
lands in the State
certain lands
State of Wyoming.
Wyoming.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
authorized and
to Albert
W.
of the Interior is authorized
and directed
directed to
to issue
issue to
Albert W.
Gabbey,
of Jenny
to the
the following
Gabbey, of
Jenny Lake,
Lake, Wyoming,
Wyoming, a
a patent
patent in
in fee
fee to
following
described lands (comprised
entry num(comprised in stock-raising
stock-raising homestead
homestead entry
numoffice) ::The west half
half northeast
northeast quarter,
bered 015468, Evanston land
land office)
quarter,
northwest quarter, and the southeast
norththe north half northwest
southeast quarter
quarter northwest quarter
quarter and the
southwest quarter
the northeast quarter
quarter southwest
quarter section
section 7,
7,
township 44 north, range 115 west, sixth principal
principal meridian.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 20, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 402]
402]

AN ACT
ACT

For the
nee Judith
Judith Shapiro.
For
the relief
relief of
of Janet
Janet Hendel,
Hendel, nee
Shapiro.

Be it
it enacted
the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
asse
led, That,
in the
adminUnited
of America
America in
in Congress
That, in
the administration of
immigration and
of the
the immigration
and naturalization
naturalization laws, the Secretary
Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and directed
directed to cancel the warrant of
arrest
Hendel, nee
nee Judith
arrest and the
the order
order of
of deportation
deportation against
against Janet
Janet Hendel,
Judith
Shapiro, heretofore issued
issued on
on the grounds
grounds that on
on December
December 1,
1, 1926,
1926,
admission
uradmission to the
the United
United States
States had been
been fraudulently
fraudulently gained
gained pursuant
to the
of a
or visa
subsesuant to
the commission
commission of
a passport
passport or
visa offense
offense which,
which, subsequent
heretofore been held by
by the
quent to
to such
such admission,
admission has heretofore
the Attorney
Attorney
General of the United States
purview of
States to
to be within the purview
of "crimes
"crimes
Janetg
endel, nee Judith
involving moral turpitude",
turpitude" and thereupon
thereupon Janet
Hendel
Shapiro,.1 shall hereafter
hereafter be,
be deemed to have been lawfufiy
lawfully admitted
admitted
to the United
1
States for permanent
permanent residence
residence at New
New
New York, New
declaration of intention to become
York, on December
December 1.,1926.
1, 1926. Any
Any declaration
become

heretofore filed by, or any
aa citizen or any petition for citizenship
citizenship heretofore

June 20, 1940
[S. 183]
163]
[Private, No. 387]
Albert
Albert W. Gabbey.
Gabbey.
patIssuance to, of patent in fee to certain
lands.
Description.
Description.

June 20, 1940
IS. 1326]
[I.
[Private, No. 388]
388)
[Private,
Janet Hendel, nee
Shapiro.
Judith Shapiro.
Cancelation of order
Cancelation
order
deportation.
of deportation.

Admhsion
Admission deemed
deemed
lawful. •
lawful.
Validity of petitin,
petition,
validity
eta,
etc., for citizenship.
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citizenship ordered
admission to citizenship
and certificate
ordered and
certificate of
of naturalization
naturalization
heretofore issued to,
heretofore
nee Judith
which were
to, Janet
Janet Hendel,
Hendel, nee
Judith Shapiro,
Shapiro, which
were
predicated upon the claim of lawful admission
predicated
admission to
the United
States
to the
United States
for permanent
permanent residence on December
December 1,
1, 1926,
1926, shall
be
shall hereafter
hereafter be
deemed valid, unless the
original seven-year
of validity
the original
seven-year period
period of
validity of
of
such declaration of intention has heretofore
heretofore expired
or Janet
Hendel,
expired or
Janet Hendel,
nee Judith Shapiro, has heretofore
nee
heretofore been
been found
found otherwise
otherwise not
not eligible
eligible
to such benefit under the naturalization
laws.
naturalization laws.
Approved, June
June 20,
20, 1940.
1940.

Condition.

[CHAPTER 403]
403]
[CHAPTER
June 20, 1940
1940
[8. 1328]
[8.
[Private, No. 3891
339]
Handel, nee
Lena Hendel,
nee
Goldberg.
Lena Goldberg.
Cancelation
order
Cancelation of
of order
of deportation.
deportation.

Admission deemed
deemed
lawful.

Validity of
of petition,
etc., for citizenship.
citizenship.

Condition.
Condition.

Deduction
Deduction
quota.

[54 STAT.

from
from

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Lena
Lena Goldberg.
Lena Hendel,
Hendel, nee
nee Lena
Goldberg.

Be
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the
in Congress
administration
administration of the immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
the Seclaws the
Secretary of Labor is hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
cancel the
the
authorized and
to cancel
warrant
warrant of arrest and the order of deportation
deportation against
Hendel,
against Lena
Lena Hendel,
nee Lena.
Lena Goldberg,
Goldberg, heretofore
heretofore issued on the
the ground
ground that
on October
that on
October
4, 1926, admission to the United
4,
United States
States had
had been
been fraudulently
fraudulently
gained pursuant to the commission
commission of
of a
a passport
passport or
or visa
visa offense
offense
which,
subsequent to such admission, has heretofore
which, subsequent
held by
heretofore been
been held
by
the Attorney
Attorney General
of the
ed States
Stat
es to
t
o b
ithin the
the purview
purview
General of
the Unit
United
bee w
within
of "crimes involving moral turpitude" and
Lena Hendel,
Hendel,
and thereupon
thereupon Lena
nee Lena Goldberg
Goldberg,lshall hereafter
nee
hereafter be deemed
to have
been lawfully
lawfully
deemed to
have been
admitted
Umnted States for permanent
admitted to the United
permanent residence
residence at
at New
New York,
York,
New York, on October 4, 1926. Any declaration
declaration of
of intention
intention to
to
become
a citizen or any petition for citizenship heretofore
become a
filed
heretofore filed
by, or any admission to citizenship ordered
ordered and
and certificate
certificate of
of natunaturalization
heretofore issued to, Lena Hendel, nee Lena
ralization heretofore
Lena Goldberg,
Goldberg,
which
were predicated upon the claim of lawful
which were
the
lawful admission
admission to
to the
United
permanent residence
United States for permanent
residence on
on October
October 4,
4, 1926,
1926, shall
shall
hereafter
hereafter be deemed valid, unless the original
period of
original seven-year
seven-year period
of
validity of
of such declaration
validity
declaration of intention has
expired or
has heretofore
heretofore expired
or
Lena
Lena Hendel,
Hendel, nee Lena Goldberg,
Goldberg, has heretofore
heretofore been
been found
found otherotherwise
not eligible
eligible to such benefit under the naturalization
wise not
laws.
naturalization laws.
SEC.
2.
enactment of this Act, the Secretary
SEC. 2. Upon
Upon the enactment
of State
State
Secretary of
shall
quota-control officer to deduct one
shall instruct
instruct the
the proper quota-control
one number
number
from
nonpreference category of the quota
from the
the nonpreference
during the
the current
current
quota during
year.
Approved,
Approved, June 20, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 404]
[CHAPTER

June 20,
90, 1940
(S.
2598]
[S. 25981
[Private, No. 390]
[Private,
390]

Kurt
Kurt Wessely.
Date of admisgion
admission
permanent resifor permanent
dence.
Pot,
Post, p. 1405.
1405.

Deduction
Deduction
quota.

front
fran

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Kurt
Burt Wessely.
Wessely.

Be
it enacted
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
of the
the
Udted
meria in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
adminThat in
in the
the
administration
the immigration
immigration and naturalization
istration of
of the
naturalization laws Kurt
Kurt Wessely
Wessely
shall
be
held
and
considered to
to have
have been lawfully
shall be held and considered
lawfully admitted to the
United States for permanent residence on August 3, 1937, at
United States for permanent residence
on August 3,
Ellis
Island, New
New York_
York.
Upon
Upon the enactment
enactment of this Act the Secretary of
instruct
of State
State shall
shall instruct

theproper
quota-control officer
the
proper quota-control
officer to deduct one number
nonnumber from
from the nonpreference
preference category of
of the quota during the current
current year.
Approved, June 20, 1940.
Approved,
1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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1940
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[
CHAPTER 405]
[CHAPTER
405]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Maria
Valdes Thompson.
Maria Teresa
Teresa Valdes
Thompson.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
Representatives of
United
States of
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
the adminadminof America
America in
in Congress
in the
istration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws,
laws, the
the Secretary
Secretary
of Labor be, and is
authorized and
to record
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
record the
the
lawful admittance
admittance for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
Valdes
of Maria
Maria Teresa
Teresa Valdes
Thompson,
an American
Thompson, wife of an
American citizen,
citizen, in
August 1939,
1939, and
and that
in August
that she
she
shall, for all purposes under
under the immigration
immigration and
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
laws,
be deemed to have been lawfully admitted to
to the
the United
United States
States as
as
an immigrant
for permanent
immigrant for
permanent residence.
residence.
Approved, June
20, 1940.
Approved,
June 20,
1940.
[CHAPTER
406]
[CHAPTER 406]

AN ACT

To confer jurisdiction upon the
Court of
the United
United States
the SouthSouththe District
District Court
of the
States for
for the
ern District of Florida to hear,
and render
judgment upon
the
hear, determine,
determine, and
render judgment
upon the
claim of Zook Palm Nurseries,
Nurseries, Incorporated,
Florida corporation.
Incorporated, a
a Florida
corporation.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
jurisdiction
is hereby
hereby conferred
conferred upon the District Court
United States
States for
Court of
of the
the United
for
the Southern
Southern District of Florida to hear,
hear, determine, and
and render
judgrender judgment, upon the claim of Zook Palm Nurseries,
Incorporated, a
Nurseries, Incorporated,
a Florida
Florida
corporation, said claim arising out of alleged damages
damages done
its
done to
to its
nursery
nursery gardens and property located along
along the
bank of
of the
the
the east
east bank
Intracoastal Waterway
Waterway immediately
Intracoastal
immediately south
south of
of Atlantic
.Atlantic Avenue,
Avenue, Delray
Delray
Beach,
Beach, Palm Beach County, Florida,
Florida, from
from October
October 2,
to the
the
2, 1933,
1933, to
date of the passage of this Act, by their overflow
with salt
salt water
from
overflow with
water from
the Intracoastal
Intracoastal Waterway,
Waterway, allegedly
allegedly due
to the
deepdue to
the widening
widening and
and deepening of the waterway
to and
and in the vicinity
waterway adjacent to
vicinity of
said nursery
of said
nursery
gardens and property, and the removal
of the
the said
removal of
the dike
dike along
along the
said
waterway by the War Department:
Department: Provided,
waterway
judge
Provided, That
That the
the district
district judge
shall,
a separate hearing,
hearing first determine
shall, at a
whether or
or not
not any
any release
release
determine whether
signed by claimant, Zook
Palm Nurseries,
Nurseries, Incorporated,
and particuparticuZookPalm
Incorporated, and
larly a
a release dated May 3,
1935, is a
g, 1935,
release of
claim
a complete
complete release
of the
the claim
against
against the Government
Government which
which the
the claimant
and whether
claimant alleges;
alleges; and
whether or
or
not the release agreement
agreement contemplated
construction of
dike by
by
contemplated the
the construction
of aadike
the United States Government.
Government. Should
Should the judge find
the release
release
find that
that the
a full and complete
was a
complete one as
alleged, or
or if
as to
to the
the claims
claims herein
herein alleged,
if the
the
release agreement
judge finds that the release
did not
not contemplate
agreement did
contemplate the
the conconof aa dike
struction of
the Federal
no further
further proceedproceeddike by
by the
Federal Government,
Government, no
ings shall be had: Provided
Provided further,
That suit
suit hereunder
may be
be
further, That
hereunder may

June
20, 1940
1940
June 20,
IS.
is. 3245]
3245]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 391]
391]
Maria Teresa Valdes
MariaTeresaValdes
Thompson.
Thompson.
Admission
perAdmission for
for permanent
manent residence
residence
deemed
lawful.
deemed lawful.

June 20,
June
20, 1940
1940
[H.
808]
IH. R.
R. 808]

[Private, No. 392]
392]

Zook Palm NursZook
eries, Inc.
Inc.
eries,
Claim;
jurisdiction.
Claim; jurisdiction.

Provisos.
Prorfos.
Release
Release of claim
claim
against the Government.

Commencement
Commencement of
of

instituted at any time within one year from the date of the enactment
enactment suit.
Procedure.
of this Act and proceedings
proceedings therein, appeals
and payment
payment
appeals therefrom,
therefrom, and
of judgment thereon,
thereon, if any, shall be had in
in the
the same manner
manner as
as in
in
the case of claims over which said court has jurisdiction
under the
jurisdiction under
the
provisions of the Judicial
Judicial Code.
Code.
Approved, June
June 20,
20, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 4181
[CHAPTER
418]

ACT
AN ACT

To amend the Act of August 27, 1935 (49 Stat. 2194),
2194), and
purposes.
and for
for other
other purposea

June 24, IMO
1940
[S.
3352]
8. 3352]
(Private,
No.
3831
[PrTate No. 393

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Minnesota.
Minnesota
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Act
Act of
of Time
Time extended
extended for
August 27,
27 1935 (49 Stat. 2194)
lin certain Indian
2194), be, and the same is herebytamended filing
deam.
allow the submission
so as to allow
submission of
of claims by Indians thereuder
thereunder at
at any
any

1292
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PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.418,
418, 433,
434—JUNE 24, 26, 1940
1940
433, 434-JUNE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.

Amounts due
ceased claimants.

de-

Consolidated ChipConsolidated
pewa Agency.
Unlocated claimUnlocated
ants.

Filing
oaths.

of

claims;
claims;

time prior
prior to
to June
June 30,
1941. The
Comptroller General
General of
of the United
time
30, 1941.
The Comptroller
directed to receive
and settle any additional
filed
additional claims
claims filed
receive and
States is directed
by
Indians before
said date
date and
and to reconsider
claims which
which
reconsider all such claims
by Indians
before said
have
heretofore disallowed
account of failure
failure to file them
disallowed on
on account
have been
been heretofore
within
the period
period of
years imposed
by the
Act.
within the
of two
two years
imposed by
the Act.
SEC. 2. Irrespective
date of death
or
death or the
the sum involved
involved or
SEC.
Irrespective of the date
practice with respect
respect to payment
payment of the claims,
any contrary
contrary rule or practice
deceased Indians
heirs have
have been deterIndians whose
whose heirs
all amounts
amounts found
found due deceased
mined by the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior shall be paid to the approbonded officer of the Indian Service
priate superintendent
superintendent or
or other bonded
for the
the benefit
heirs, to
accounted for by
by him
of the
the heirs,
to be
be handled
handled and
and accounted
for
benefit of
accordance with existing law
with other
other moneys under this control in accordance
amounts due deceased claimants
claimants whose heirs
and regulations. The amounts
have not been thus determined
applications
determined shall be so paid upon applications
therefore
estates.
superintendent, for credit to the estates.
therefore filed by the superintendent,
SEC. 3. The superintendent
Consolidated Chippewa
Chippewa Agency
superintendent of the Consolidated
SEC.
hereby authorized to file claims for any and
and all claimants or heirs
is hereby
whose whereabouts
whereabouts cannot be determined
determined after due
due and
of claimants
claimants whose
diligent search,
search, and
certificate filed by the superintendent
superintendent
diligent
and aa verified certificate
diligent search
search has been made, shall be sufficient
sufficient
that such due and diligent
condition precedent
precedent to the right to file any such claim.
SFR. 4. Claims
hereunder may
may be
sworn to before
before a
a local
SEC.
Claims filed
filed hereunder
be sworn
postmaster or a
a superintendent
officer of the Indian Service
superintendent or other officer
authorized
authorized to administer
administer oaths.
Approved,
June
24, 1940.
Approved,
24,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 4331
433]

June 26, 1940
1940
[H. it.
[H.
R. 3774]
[Private, No. 304]
394]

Albert L. Barnbolts.
holtz.
Consideration of
disConsideration
ofdisability claim.

39 Stat. 746, 747.
747.
5 U. S.. C. 4§ 767,770.
5
767, 770.
Proviso.
Proviso.
Time for
claim.

making

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
relief of Albert
Albert L. Barnholtz.
For the relief
Barnholtz.

Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of Representatives
assembled, That the United
United
United States
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized
to consider
of
consider and determine
determine the claim of Albert L.
L. Barnholtz,
Barnholtz, of
Denver,
disability due to tuberculosis
tuberculosis alleged to have
Denver, Colorado, for disability
contracted by him
him while
Denver, Colorado,
Colorado,
been contracted
while employed in the Denver,
post office during the period
period 1907-1921
manner and to
1907-1921 in the same marler
the same extent as if the said Albert
Albert L. Barnholtz
Barnholtz had made application for benefits under
under the Act entitled
entitled "An Act to provide comcation
pensation for employees
suffering injuries
injuries while
pensation
employees of the United States suffering

in the performance
performance of their
their duties,
other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved
duties, and
and for
for other
September 7, 1916,
period required
required by
by secsecSeptember
1916, as
as amended,
amended, within the period
tions 17 and 20 thereof. No benefit shall accrue
accrue by reason of the
enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act
enactment: Provided,
Provided,
Act prior
prior to the
the date of such
such enactment:
be made
That claim hereunder
hereunder shall be
made within
within ninety days
days from the
enactment
this Act.
Act.
enactment of
of this
Approved, June 26, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 434]
434]
[CHAPTER

June 26,
26, 1040
1940
[H. R. 3964]
[Private, No. 396]
395]
H. S. Wayman.

S.
ayman.
Ha
Payment
to.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of H. S. Wayman.
Wayman.

Be it
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives

United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of America
America in
United
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to pay,

out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
H. S. Wayman, Oak Grove, Missouri,
Missouri, the sum of $347.75. Such sum
represents the actual amount of expenses
expenses incurred by the said H. S.
connection with the hospitalization
Wayman in connection
hospitalization of his son, Donald

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3D
3n SESS.—CHS.
76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS. 434-436—JUNE
434-436--JUNE 26,
26, 1940
1940 1293

S. Wa,yman,
Research Hospital,
Kansas City,
City, Missouri,
Missouri, from
from
Hospital, Kansas
at the
the Research
Wayman, at
S.
July
1937, to
1937, both
dates inclusive.
The said
said Donald
inclusive. The
Donald
to July
July 28,
28, 1937,
both dates
July 21,
21, 1937,
S.
aviation machinist's
machinist's mate,
mate, third-class,
United States
States
third-class, United
S. Wayman,
Wayman, aviation
Navy,
taken ill
while on
on leave
leave of
of absence,
absence, but
but was
not granted
was not
granted
ill while
was taken
Navy, was
admission
to the
United States
Army hospital
Fort Leavenworth,
at Fort
Leavenworth,
hospital at
the United
States Army
admission to
Kansas, until
Provided, That
That no
part of
the amount
of the
amount
no part
July 29,
29, 1937:
1937: Provided,
Kansas,
until July
appropriated
this Act
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
be
shall be
thereof shall
10 per
per centum
Act in
in excess
in this
appropriated in
paid or
to or
received by
by any
any agent
attorney on
account
on account
agent or
or attorney
or received
or delivered
delivered to
paid
of
services rendered
in connection
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same
connection with
rendered in
of services
shall be
be unlawful,
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
any contract
contract to
unlawful, any
shall
Any
person violating
violating the
this Act
Act shall
shall be
deemed
be deemed
of this
provisions of
the provisions
Any person
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
shall be
be fined
fined
thereof shall
upon conviction
conviction thereof
and upon
misdemeanor and
guilty
in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
in any
Approved,
26, 1940.
1940.
June 26,
Approved, June
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on at.
at.
Limitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 435]
435]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the
of Wilbur
Wilbur P.
P. Riddlesbarger
Riddlesbarger and
Josephine Riddlesbarger.
Riddlesbarger.
and Josephine
the relief
relief of
For

Be it
enacted by
by the
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
House of
Senate and
and House
the Senate
Be
it enacted
United States
of America
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in,
States of
United
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
of the
the Treasury
out of
of any
any money
money in
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to
in the Treasury
out
Wilbur P.
P. Riddlesbarger
and Josephine
Josephine Riddlesbarger,
Eugene,
of Eugene,
Riddlesbarger, of
Riddlesbarger and
Wilbur
Oregon,
the sum
sum of
$2,500, in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
against
all claims
claims against
of $2,500,
Oregon, the
the United
United States
of the
the death
their minor
son, Wilbur
minor son,
of their
death of
account of
States on
on account
the
the result
result
Paul Riddlesbarger,
Riddlesbarger, Junior,
on May 15, 1938, as the
died on
Junior, who
who died
Paul
when he fell into aaditch left open and unguarded
unguarded
received when
of injuries
injuries received
by Works
Provided, That no
employees: Provided,
Administration employees:
Progress Administration
Works Progress
by
part
of the
the amount
in excess of 10 per
in this Act in
appropriated in
amount appropriated
part of
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
paid or
or delivered
centum thereof
agent
account of
services rendered
rendered in
with
in connection
connection with
of services
on account
or attorney
attorney on
agent or
this
claim, and
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to the conshall be
and the
this claim,
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
the provisions
provisions of this
violating the
person violating
Any person
trary
Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
and upon
a misdemeanor
Act shall
thereof
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
fined in
shall be
be fined
thereof shall
Approved, June
1940.
June 26, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 436]
436]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Thomas Boyd.

the
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it
notwithstandUnited
of America
America in
assembled, That
That notwithstandCongress assembled,
in Congress
States of
United States
15 to 20, both inclusive,
ing
the provisions
and limitations
of sections
sections 15
limitations of
provisions and
ing the
employees
of
the Act
"An Act
provide compensation
compensation for employees
to provide
Act to
entitled "An
Act entitled
of the
of
United States
injuries while
the performance
performance of
of
in the
while in
suffering injuries
States suffering
the United
of the
for other
other purposes", approved
their
approved September
September 7, 1916, as
duties, and for
their duties,
amended,
the United
United States
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Commission
Compensation Commission
amended, the
is
hereby authorized
and directed
and consider,
consider, when
filed,
when filed,
to receive
receive and
directed to
authorized and
is hereby
the claim
Thomas Boyd
incurred
to have been incurred
alleged to
disability alleged
Boyd for
for disability
of Thomas
the
claim of
by
him during
of 1934,
1934, when
authorized activiactiviin authorized
when engaged
engaged in
January of
during January
by him
ties
Norfolk, Virof the Norfolk Navy Yard at Norfolk,
employee of
ties while
while an employee
ginia, and
under the
said claim upon its merits under
determine said
and to determine
ginia,
be filed
filed with
provisions
of said
Act: Provided,
Provided, That said
said claim shall be
said Act:
provisions of
the United
United States
Compensation Commission
not later
later
Commission not
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
the
than sixty
the approval
this Act:
provided further,
further,
Act: And
And pride
of this
approval of
after the
sixty days
days after
than
That
of this Act.
Act.
That no benefits shall accrue prior to the approval of
;
Approved, June
26, 1940.
1940.
June 26,
Approved,

June 26,
28, 1940
1940
June
[H.
6095]
[H. R.
R. 6095]
[Private, No.
No. 396]
396]
[Private,
Wilbur
and Jose.
Wilbur P.
P. and
Josephine
phine Riddlesbarger.
Riddlesbarger.
Payment to.
to.

Praoiso.
Proviso.
Limitation
on atstLimitation on
torners, etc.,
fees. •
etc., fees.
torney's,

Penalty.

June 26,
26, 1940
1940
June
[11.
8967]
I[. R.
R. 6967]
[Private, No. 397]

Boyd.
Thomas Boyd.
ofdisConsideration of
disability
ability claim.

39
39 Stat.
Stat. 746-747.
5
S. 0.
O. i765-770.
H765-770.
6 U.
U. S.

Proviso,
Filing
i.
lingo of &bit.

No prior
prir benefits.
bens.

-
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PRIVATE
463-465--JUNE 29,
29, 1940
LAWS-CHS. 463-465-JUNE
1940
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 463]
463]

June
1940
June 29,
29, 1940
[H.
R. 2070]
2070]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 398]

Edwin Forsman.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on atattorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.

Dan Yancey.
Yancey.
Payment
Payment to.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Edwin Forsman.
Forsman.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Edwin

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
Representatives of
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the .SecreSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
hereby, authorized
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed
to pay, out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
the Treasury
to Edwin Forsman, Mound,
Mound, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the
sum of
$600 in
in full
the sum
of $600
full
settlement
settlement of all claims against
against the
growing out
out of
of a
a
the United
United States
States growing
fine paid to the United
United States
by the
pursuant
States by
the said
said Edwin
Edwin Forsman,
Forsman, pursuant
to a
a conviction
conviction in the
Court for
the United
United States
States District
District Court
for the
the District
District
of Minnesota
Minnesota prior to the
the remission
remission of
such fine,
fine, signed
the receipt of
of the
of such
signed
by the President of the United States.
The said
said Edwin
Forsman
States. The
Edwin Forsman
served an additional period of
lieu of
of the
the payment
of imprisonment
imprisonment in
in lieu
payment
of such fine, but, nevertheless, was
to pay
before
was compelled to
pay the
the fine
fine before
receiving
receiving the remission in order to secure a
loan to
the loss
a loan
to prevent
prevent the
loss
of his farm: Provided,
Provided, That no
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
no part of
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
shall be
paid or
or delivered
thereof shall
be paid
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or
attorney on
on account
account of
or attorney
of services
services renrendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of a
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
fined in
in any
shall be
be fined
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
464]
[CHAPTER 464]

June 29,
29, 1940
[H. R.
[H.
11. 2083]
[Private, No.
No. 399]
399]

STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
of Dan
Dan Yancey.
relief of
Yancey.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of
House of
the United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the

Secretary of
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
of the Treasury
hereby, authorized
and
authorized and
directed

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on
aton at.
torney's,
tomey's, etc., fees.
Lees.

Penalty.

directed to pay, out of any money in the Treasury of
of the
the .United
United
appropriated, to
States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Dan
of Livingston,
Dan Yancey,
Yancey, of
Livingston,
Montana, the sum of $1,000. The payment of such
such sum
be
sum shall
shall be
in full satisfaction of all claims against the
the United
United States
States arising
arising
in connection
in
connection with the forfeiture
forfeiture of aa lease to
certain Federal
Federal lands
lands
to certain
east
east of Mammoth Springs
Spring's in Yellowstone
Yellowstone National Park
Park (formerly
(formerly
known as Yancey's) and the refusal of the Department
known
Department of
of the
the
Interior to renew or grant
gant any further
further lease
lease of
of such
lands to
such lands
to the
the
said Dan
Dan Yancey, and also the destruction
destruction of certain
said
on
certain buildings
buildings on
said lands owned
said
owned by the said Dan Yancey: Provided,
Provided, That
part
That no
no part
appropriated in
of the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
10 per
centum
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof
received by any agent or
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
or
attorney
attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
claim,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
he provisions of
notwithstanding.
of this
this Act
Act
shall be
be deemed
emed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof
shall
of a
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum not exceeding $1,000.
shall
be fined
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.

[CHAPTER 465]
[CHAPTER
465]
June 7S,
1900
June
29, 1940
[H.
21061
IH. R. 210

(Privte, No.
No. 4001
(Private,
alCharles Flack.

t
Payment to.
P
.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charles Flack.

.Be
it enacted
enacted
tby
Snate and House
BHouse of Reprevmtaw
Be it
by the Senate
Representatives of the
of the
the Treasury be, and he is herby,
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
p
out of
out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury not otberwi
otherwise apppritea
appropriated,f to

_Uitd
America in Congress assembl
United State.s
States of America
assembled, That
the Secretory
Secretary
That the
at"u

54 STAT.]

CONG., 3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.
76TH CONG.,
.—CHS .465-467-JUNE
465-467—JUNE 29,
1940
29, 1940
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Charles Flack, Morristown,
Morristown, Tennessee,
of $3,500,
$3,500, in
in full
Tennessee, the
the sum
sum of
full
settlement of all claims against the
United States
States and
and in
settlement
the United
in settlement
of the judgments obtained
obtained against Michael
Michael Felotoirch
Felotoirch in
the United
United
in the
States District Court for the Eastern District
of Tennessee,
Tennessee, as
as aaresult
District of
result
of personal
personal injuries sustained by Charles
Charles Flack
when he
he was
struck
Flack when
was struck
by Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck
truck driven
driven by
by said
said Michael
FeloMichael Felotoirch, aa member of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
Corps, at
at Arthur,
Arthur,
Tennessee,
Proviso.
Proviso.
Tennessee, on April 27, 1935: Provided,
That no
of the
the amount
amount
Provided, That
no part
part of
Limitation on attorLimitation
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
be ney's,
centum thereof
etc., fees.
paid or delivered to or received
received by any
agent or
attorney on
any agent
or attorney
on account
account
of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
and the
the same
same shall
shall
with this
claim, and
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any Penalty.
provisions of this Act shall
person violating the provisions
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
shall be
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
be fined
fined in
in any
any
thereof shall be
sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June
June 29,
1940.
29, 1940.
[CHAPTER 466]
466]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
of James
P. Bruce,
Bruce, Junior.
For the
the relief
relief of
James P.
Junior.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
America in
United States of America
in Congress
sections 17
17 and
and
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That sections
20 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for employees
employees
of the United States suffering injuries while
while in
in the
the performance
performance of
of
their duties, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916, as
as
amended
amended (U. S. C., 1934 edition, title 55 secs.
767 and
and 770),
770), are
are hereby
sees. 767
hereby
waived in favor of James P.
P. Bruce,
of Florence,
Florence, Alabama,
Bruce, Junior,
Junior, of
Alabama,
who is alleged
alleged to have
i
nj
ury on
or about
about July
July 31,
31, 1936,
have sustained
sustained an injury
on or
1936,
while employed by the Tennessee
Tennessee Valley
Valley Authority, and
and his
his case
case is
is
authorized
authorized to be considered and acted upon under the
the remaining
remaining
provisions of such Act, as amended,
amended, if
if he
he files
claim for
files a
a claim
for compencompensation with the United States Employees'
Compensation Commission
Commission
Employees' Compensation
not later than sixty days after the
of enactment
of this
Act:
the date
date of
enactment of
this Act:
Provided,
Provided, That no benefits shall accrue prior
of this
this
prior to
to the
the approval
approval of
Act.
Approved, June
29, 1940.
June 29,
1940.
[CHAPTER 467]
[CHAPTER
467]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of S.
S. T.
T. Enloe.
Enloe.

June 29,
June
29, 1940
1940
LE R.
2151]
[H.
R. 2151]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 401]
401]
Jr.
James P. Bruce, Jr.
Consideration
Consideration of
of
claim for compensation.

39 Stat.
Stat. 746,
746, 747.
747.
39

Filing of
of claim.
claim.

Proviso.
Proviso.

No prior benefits.

June 29, 1940
1940
[H.
IH. R. 2354]
(Private,
[Private, No. 4021
402]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives
the
House of
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
S.. T. Enloe.
Payment to.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to Payment
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise
appropriated,
not otherwise appropriated,
to S. T. Enloe
Enloe, of Clover,
South Carolina,
of$2,673.
$2,673. The
The
Clover, South
Carolina, the
the sum
sum of
payment
payment of such sum shall be in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
all claims
claims against
against
of all
the United States for personal injuries and
property damage
damage susand property
sustained by the said S. T. Enloe when the automobile
automobile which
which he
he was
was
driving was struck by aa Government
Government truck,
truck, operated
operated in
connection
in connection
with the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
on January
January 9,
1937, near
near York,
York,
Corps, on
9,1937,
South Carolina:
Carolina: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
Pawls&
no part
PorLimitation on
on attor.
attor•
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivdeliv- neys,
nay's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fee.
received by
ered to or received
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
services
by any
any agent
account of
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be
be unlawunlawthe same
ful any contract to the
ful,
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any p
erson
the contrary
Penalty.
Pwaf-.
person
violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aamismis-
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29, 1940
1940
467-470-JUNE 29,

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

demeanor
demeanor and upon conviction
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not
conviction thereof
thereof shall
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 468]
[CHAPTER
468]
June
29, 1940
June 29,
1940
2489]
[H. R.
R. 2489]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 403]
403]
Angie
Angie Ward.
Ward.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For
relief of
Ward.
For the
the relief
of Angie
Angie Ward.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled,. That
That the
the SecreSecreCongress assembled,
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
and directed
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed
to pay, out of any money in
i
n the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Angie Ward,
Ward, of
Boones Camp,
the sum
sum of
of $500
$500 in
full
of Boones
Camp, Kentucky,
Kentucky, the
in full
settlement
settlement of all claims against the
Government of
the United
United
the Government
of the
States for injuries received
received by her
account of
and resulting
resulting from
from
her on
on account
of and
injury
injury received
received on October
October 22, 1934, by aa tractor running
running over
over her
her
foot, said
being dri
ve
n by
ict
or Preece,
Preece ,an
an emp
l
oyee ofthe
said tractor
tractor being
driven
by V
Victor
employee
of the
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps; said accident
accident and injury
injury occurring
occurring
residence of Paris Penix in
near the residence
in Johnson
Johnson County,
Kentucky:
County, Kentucky:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
amount appropriated
in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered to
or delivered
to or
or
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
received
account of
of services
rendered
services rendered
in connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
same shall
unlawful, any
any
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
any sum
sum not
be fined in
in any
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 469]
[CHAPTER
469]

June 29,
June
29, 1940
1940
[H. R. 2628]
26281
[Private, No. 4041
4041
[Private,

John
John Engblom.
Consideration of
Consideration
of disdisability claim.

39 Stat. 746-747.
746-747.
5U.
1.7. S.
8. C.. §§
765-770.
§ 765-770.

Proims.
Provisos.

Piling
of claim.
Filing of
claim

prior benefits.
benefits.
No prior

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of John Engblom.
For
Engblom.
he
Be it
it enacted
enacted by tthe
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Repesentatiwes of
of
the
United
States of America
the United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the
provisions and limitations
limitations of sections 15
both inclusive,
inclusive, of
15 to
to 20,
20, both
of
the
the Act entitled "An Act to provide compensation
compensation for
employees
for employees
of the United States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while
while in
the performance
performance
in the
of
their duties, and for other purposes",
of their
purposes", approved
approved September
September 7,
7,
1916, as amended,
amended, are hereby
hereby waived in
of John
John Engblom,
Engblom,
in favor of
of
Hawthorne, Nevada, aa former
of Hawthorne,
former foreman
foreman with
with the
the United
United States
States
Forest
Forest Service
Service at Hawthorne,
Hawthorne, Nevada;
Nevada; and the
the United
United States
States
Employees'
Compensation Commission
Employees' Compensation
Commission is authorized
receive and
and
authorized to
to receive
consider
consider his claim,
claim.,under the remaining
remaining provisions
of said
Act, for
for
provisions of
said Act,
injury
injury and disability alleged to have
have been sustained in
in October
October
1936 as
a result
of his employment
1936
as a
result of
employment in such capacity:
capacity: Provided,
Provided,
That
That claim hereunder
hereunder shall be filed within ninety days
days from
from the
the
approval
Providedfurther, That no
approval of this Act: Provided
benefits shall
shall accrue
accrue
no benefits
prior to the approval
approval of this
this Act.
Act.

Approved, June 29, 1940.

[CHAPTER 470]
June
June 29, 1940
1940
[H. R. 3142]
3142]
[Private, No.
No. 405]
405]
Leland O.
G. Myers.
Myers.
Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Leland
Leland G. Myers.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and Hose
HOW of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatves of
United
States of America
America in Conres
assembled, That the
United States
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay,
of
out of
in the
out
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, to
to

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
70TH
SESS .—OHS .470-472—JUNE
1940
470-472-JUNE 29,
29, 1940

Leland G. Myers, New Kensington,
Kensington, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the sum
sum of
of $250.
$250.
The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of all
claims
all claims
against the United States for losses sustained
sustained by
the said
said Leland
Leland G.
G.
by the
Myers on account
account of personal
personal injuries received
received as the result
of an
an
result of
accident on October 23, 1937, on Pennsylvania Route
Numbered 66,
66,
Route Numbered
involving
automobile owned
involving an automobile
owned and operated
operated by the said Leland
Leland G.
G.
Myers and aa Government-owned
Government-owned truck
truck in the service of the Corps
Corps of
of
Engineers,
Engineers, United States Army: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
centum thereof
thereof
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any
attorney on
on
any agent
agent or
or attorney
account of services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding.
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating
violating the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this Act
shall be
of a
a misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
in any
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June
Approved,
June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 471]
[CHAPTER
471]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of
Rose Bilaitis.
of Rose

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
and directed
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, and
and
in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States, to Rose Bilaitis, of Detroit,
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,
$1,000,
Detroit, Michigan,
Michigan, the
guaranteeing the departure
covering bond guaranteeing
departure from the
United States
the United
States
of Petras Gavenas, alien, who disappeared, causing
forfeiture of
of the
causing forfeiture
the
bond, and who was later apprehended
apprehended and
and deported: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
10 per
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
by any
any,agent
delivered to
to or received
received by
agent
or attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
connection with
this
rendered in connection
with this
claim, and the
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
contrary
the same shall be
contract to
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
a misdemeanor
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 472]
472]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of
of Joe
Joe Carter.

and House of Represetatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representativeg of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
That notwithnotwithCongress assembled,
assembled, That
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Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

June 29, 1940
1940
[H. R. 3163]
[H.
3163]
[Private, No. 406]
[Private,
Rose Bilaitis.
Rose
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
[H. R. 3713]
[H.
3713]
[Private, No.
No. 407]
[Private,
4071
Carter.
Joe Carter.
Consideration of disConsideration

standing the provisions and limitations
limitations of sections 15 to 20,
20, both
both ability claim.
inclusive, of the Act
to provide
compensation for
for
Act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act
Act to
provide compensation
employees of the United States suffering
injuries while
while in
in the
the
suffering injuries
performance of their duties, and for
performance
purposes", approved
approved
for other purposes",
Stat. 746-747.
746-747.
39 Stat
September 7, 1916, as amended,
amended, the
Comthe United
United States
States Employees'
Employees' Com5
U. S.C.
C. §§§ 765-770.
5 U.S.
pensation
pensation Commission
Commission be, and same is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
Filing of claim.
to receive and consider
consider,, if
if filed within six months
after the
the enactment
enactment
months after
of this Act, the claim of Joe Carter, of
Ada Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for
disability
of Ada,
for disability
alleged
alleged to have been incurred
incurred in the
performance of
his duties
duties as
as
the performance
of his
junior foreman
Wintersmith and Byrds
foreman for the Winterqmith
Byrds Mill
ConserMill Civilian ConserProne°.
Proro.
vation Corps
Corps park
near Ada
1934: Protided,
Provided,
vation
park projects
projects near
Ada, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, in
in 1934:
benefits.
No prior beefits.
accrue prior to
ila the approval
approval of this Act.,
Act .
That no benefits shall accrue
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
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473-475—JUNE 29,
29, 1940
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS. 473-475-JUNE
[CHAPTER 473]
[CHAPTER
473]

1940
June 29,
29, 1940
[H. R. 4113]
4113]
[Private, No.
No. 408]
Maude Sullivan.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation on attoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
of the
the
and House
House of
Representatives of
United States of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
America in
in Congress
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
out of any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated-,to
to
Treasury not
Maude Sullivan,
Sullivan, widow
of the
the late
late Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Colonel William
William B.
widow of
B.
Sullivan, United States
Sullivan,
States Marine
the sum
sum of
in full
full
Marine Corps
Corps, the
of $1,157,
$1,157, in
satisfaction
of all
all claims
claims against
the
satisfaction of
States for
for the
the loss
loss of
against Corps,
the United States
of
personal property
certain of the personal
property of
the late
Colonel SulliSulliof the
late Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
van on September
September 1, 1923,
1923, in the
at Kamakura:
Kamakura: Provided,
Provided,
the earthquake
earthquake at
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
Act in
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
any
by any
agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same
same shall be
any contract
contract to
to the
the conbe unlawful,
unlawful, any
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
the provisions
of this
person violating
violating the
provisions of
this
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any
sum not
$1,000.
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 474]
4741

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Maude
Maude Sullivan.
Sullivan.

June 29, 1940
1940
June
[H.
R. 4801]
[H. R.
4801]
[Private, No.
No. 409]
[Private,
409]
Mary
Mary Camastro.
Camastro.
Payment to legal
guardian.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Mary Camastro, a
a minor.
minor.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
of the Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
ri
ze d an
directed to
to pay,
be, and
and he
hereby, autho
authorized
andddirected
pay,
out of any money in
i
n the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
the
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to the
legal guardian
guardian of Mary
Mary Camastro,
Camastro, aa minor,
Corona, New
New York,
minor, of
of Corona,
York,
the sum of $5,000 in full settlement
settlement of all claims
claims against
the United
Unite
against the
States Government
Government on account of permanent
injuries received
by
permanent injuries
received by
the said Mary
Camastro' by
Army tru
ck on
on April
April
Mary Camastro,
by aa United
United States
States Army
truck
1 o'clock postmeridian,
postmeridian, at northwest
4, 1936, about 1
of Northern
Northern
northwest corner
corner of
Boulevard
Boulevard and One Hundred
Hundred and
Street, Corona,
Corona, Queens
and Third
Third Street,
Queens
County, New York: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the
the amount
amount approappropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10
per centum
shall be
be paid
paid
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
or
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
or delivered
of
account of
services
connection with this
services rendered
rendered in connection
this claim,
claim and
the same
same shall
and the
shall be
be
unlawful,
contract to the
unlawful, any contract
the co
nt
rarynotwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
contrary
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
violating the provisions
deemed guilty
of aamisguilty of
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
demeanor and upon conviction
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
sum not
not
thereof shall
m any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 475]
475]

June 29,1940
29, 1940
[H. R. 5211]
[H.
[Private, No. 410]

Mat Hensley
Hensley and
others.
Jurisdictionof Conrt
JurisdictionofCourt
claims.
to hear claims.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Conferring
jurisdiction upon
Conferring jurisdiction
upon the
the United States District
District Court
Court for the Eastern
District of
to hear,
hear, determine,
judgment upon
District
of Kentucky
Kentucky to
determine, and render judgment
upon the claims
of
Mat
Hensley,
Arnold
Blanton,
Lillie
Price,
Clyde
of Mat Hensley, Arnold Blanton,
Thorpe, and D. L. Mason.
Mason.

t ed
Be
it enac
by the Senate and
and Howe
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted
Representatives of the
the
United
States
of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction

is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United
States District
District Court
Court for
for the
the
United States

Eastern
°entucky to hear, determine, and
Eastern District of Kentucky
render iudgjudgand render
ment,
if the United
ment, as if
United States were suable
suable in tort, upon the claims
claims
of Mat Hensley,
Hensley, Arnold Blanton,
Blanton, Lillie
iillie Price, and Clyde
Clyde Thorpe,
Thorpe, all
all

of
Wallins Crek, Harlan
of Wallin Creek,
Harlan County,
County, Kentucy,
Kentucky, for
for damag
damages resulting

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
76TH
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.475-477-JUNE
475-477—JUNE 29,
29, 1940
1940

from personal injuries and property
damage; and
upon the
the claim
claim of
of
property damage;
and upon
D. L. Mason, of Wallins Creek, Harlan
Harlan County, Kentucky,
Kentucky, for damages resulting
resulting from the death of
of his
his minor daughter,
daughter, Dorothy
Dorothy Mason;
Mason;
said injuries, death, and property
property damage
damage having
havng been
been received
received when
when
the
in which
which they
were passengers
was m
m a
collision with
the taxicab
taxicab in
they were
passengers was
a collision
with aa
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck
truck on
on the
Lake
the highway
highway between
between Lake
View and Harlan, Harlan
Kentucky, on
14, 1935;
Harlan County,
County, Kentucky,
on September
September 14,
1935;
Provided,
Provided, That the judgment, if any, shall not exceed,
in the
the case
case of
of
exceed, in
Mat Hensley,
Hensley, $1,500;
$1,500; in the case of Arnold
$1,000; in
in the
the
Arnold Blanton,
Blanton, $1,000;
case of Lillie
Lillie Price, $3,500; in the case
case of Clyde
Clyde Thorpe,
$1,500; and
and
Thorpe, $1,500;
in the case of D. L. Mason,
Mason, $5,000.
$5,000.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. Suit upon such claims may
instituted at
time within
within
may be
be instituted
at any
any time
one year after the enactment
enactment of this
this Act,
Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the lapse
lapse
of time or any statute of limitations. Proceedings
determinaProceedings for the determination of such claims, appeals
appeals therefrom,
therefrom, and payment of
any judgof any
ments thereon shall be in the same manner
manner as in the cases
over which
which
cases over
such court has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
paragraph 20
of section
section 24
24 of
of the
the
under paragraph
20 of
Code, as
as amended.
amended.
Judicial Code,
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 476]
476]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Stanley
Stanley V.
V. Smith.

Be it
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
of the
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
United
Congress assembled,
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
is hereby,
to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
Atlantic City, New Jersey
to Stanley V. Smith, Atlantic
the sum
of $76.10,
$76.10,
Jersey,7 the
sum of
in full settlement
settlement of his claim against
against the United States
States for
for loss
loss
of tools which were destroyed
stored in
Works
destroyed by
by fire
fire while
while stored
in aa Works
Progress Administration
warehouse at Atlantic
Administration warehouse
Atlantic City, New
New Jersey,
Jersey,
on May 8, 1936: Provided,
Provided, That no part
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated
part of the
in this Act in excess of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered
delivered to or received by
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of
by any
any agent
agent or
services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim,
claim, and
the same
shall
and the
same shall
be unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of
shall be
be deemed
aa misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be
be fined
in any
any
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 477]
[CHAPTER
477]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Thomas Lewellyn and Drusilla
Drusilla Lewellyn.
Lewellyn.

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
of
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
the United
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
the
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
he is hereby,
directed to pay, out of any money
otherwise
money in
in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, to Thomas Lewellyn
Lewellyn and
Lewellyn the
the sum
and Drusilla Lewellyn
sum
of $3,500 in full settlement
settlement of
the United
United States
States
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
for injuries received
on account
being struck,
on Decemreceived by
by them on
account of
of being
struck, on
December 20, 1935, by aaGovernment-owned
Government-owned truck
was being
truck which was
being operated
operated
by the Civilian Conservation
in Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana:
Indiana: ProProConservation Corps in
vided, That no part
in this
in
part of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in

excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
or
received by any agent
services rendered
rendered
agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
judgLimitation on
on judgments.
ments.

Suit,
time limitalimitaSuit, time
tion.
tion.
Proceedings.
Proceedings.

28 U. S. C.
C. 141
41 (20).
28U.
(20).

Tune 29.
29, 1940
June
1940
[H.
R. 5297]
5297]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
No. 411]
411]
[Private,
Stanley V. Smith.
Smith.
Stanley
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalt3c
Penalty

June 29, 1940
[H. R. 5388]
[H.
388]
No. 412]
412]
[Private, No.
Thomas and
DruThomas
and DruLewellyn.
silla Lewellyn.
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Prowv.
on attorattorLimitation on
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

1300
Penalty.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
CRS .477-479-JUNE
477-479—JUNE 29,
1940
LAWS-CHS.
29, 1940

in connection with this claim, and
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
and the
the same
shall be
contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstandin
g . Any
Any person
person violating
violating
notwithstanding.
the provisions of this Act
deemed guilty
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor
Act shall be
be deemed
guilty of
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined in
i
n any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
shall be
be fined
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 478]
478]

June 29,
29, 1940
[H. It.
R. 5464]
[Private, No. 413]
[Private,

Don E. Hicks.
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Pri
nono.
Limitation on attor-

ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
Penalty.

[Private, No. 4141
414]

Minnie
Minnie and Wine11
Winell
Lowery.
Payment to.
to.

Prorio.
Prove:ay.
Limitation on attorney's,
torney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For
For the relief of
of Don
Don E.
Hicks.
E. Hicks.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
the
it enacted
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
Secretary
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of
the Treasury
and he is
is hereby, authorized
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to Don
Don
otherwise appropriated,
E. Hicks, of Heiberger,
Heiberger, Alabama,
Alabama, the sum of $3,500,
E.
$3,500, in full settlesettlement of all claims against the United States for serious injuries
sustained
sustained by him on July 24, 1936,
1936, when
when a
truck in
in which
which he
he was
was
a truck
riding collided
a truck of the Civilian Conservation
collided with a
Conservation Corps
Corps on
on
Highway Numbered
Numbered 80, about seven miles west
west of Forest,
Forest, Mississippi:
Mississippi:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in
in this
excess of 10 per centum
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
centum thereof shall
shall be
delivered to
or
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
in
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with this claim,
connection
claim, and
and the same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any conconshall be
tract to the contrary
contrary notwithstandin
g . Any
Any p
erson v
i
ol
ati ng th e
notwithstanding.
person
violating
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, June
29, 1940.
Approved,
June 29,
1940.
[CHAPTER 479]

June 29, 1940
It. 55711
5571]
[l. R.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Minnie
Minnie Lowery
Winell Lowery.
Lowery.
Lowery and Winell

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury is hereby authorized
authorized and
of
and directed
directed to pay, out
out of
of any
any
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Minnie
Minnie Lowery
Lowery
and
her daughter,
and her
daughter, Winell
Winell Lowery,
Lowery, of Dallas, Texas, the
the sum
sum of
$5,000
of $5,000
in full satisfaction
satisfaction of their claim against the United
States for
for the
the
United States
death of Oscar L. Lowery,
Lowery, the husband
husband of Minnie Lowery
Lowery and
and father
father
of Winell
who was
was shot and killed during an investigation
of
Winell Lowerv
Lowerv z who
investigation
of a
a Federal prohibition
prohibition agent and assistants
assistants near
near Tecumseh,
Tecumseh, OklaOklahoma, on July 4, 1929:
1929: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount approapprono part
priated
priated in this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
be paid
paid
shall be
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
or
attorney on
on account
of
account of
services
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
services rendered
be
shall be
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
unlawful,
notwithstanding. Any person
person
violating
the provisions
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of aa mismisdemeanor and
and upon conviction thereof
fined in any sum
demeanor
thereof shall be fined
not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
June 29, 1940.
Approved, June
1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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[CHAPTER 480]
[CHAPTER
480]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Raymond
Raymond C. Knight.
Knight.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the

United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
of
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
he is
is hereby,
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated
the sum of $1,500 to
to Raymond
Raymond C.
C. Knight,
Knight, of
of Lyle,
Lyle, Washington,
Washington, in
in
full settlement
against the
settlement of all claims
claims against
United States
on account
account of
of
the United
States on
personal
injuries and
personal injuries
and expenses
incident thereto,
as the
result of
being
expenses incident
thereto as
the result
of being
struck
belonging to
struck by aa truck belonging
Conservation Corps
Corps on
to the
the Civilian
Civilian Conservation
on
May
7, 1938,
May 7,
1938, on
on United
United States
States Highway
Numbered 410,
410, about
Highway Numbered
about seven
seven
miles north of Dayton, Washington: Provided, That no part of the
miles
amount
north
appropriated
of Dayton,i
nWashington:
this Act in excess
Provided,
of 10That
per centum
no partthereof
ofthe
amount
appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
received by
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
or attorney
by any
agent or
attorney
on account
account of
rendered in
in connection
this claim,
claim, and
and
on
of services
services rendered
connection with
with this
the same
shall be
the
same shall
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithunlawful, any
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
Act shall
shall be
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
be
deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
deemed guilty of a
and upon
thereof shall
shall
conviction thereof
be fined in
not exceeding
m any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 481]
[CHAPTER
4811

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Elizabeth
Elizabeth

L.
L. Riley.
Riley.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in,
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and directed to
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay,
out of any money
Treasury not otherwise
money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Elizabeth L.
L. Riley, of Buckhorn,
Elizabeth
Buckhorn, Perry
Kentucky, the
the sum
sum
Perry County,
County, Kentucky,
of $3,500 in full satisfaction
satisfaction and payment of her
her claim
claim against
against the
the
United States for personal injuries
impairment of
of her
her personal
injuries and
and impairment
personal
appearance,
appearance, as well as mental and
physical suffering,
suffering, and
and physical
and the
the destrucdestruction of her power to perform labor and earn money,
money, resulting
resulting from
from
injuries received by her in a
a collision
collision with a
Civilian Conservation
Conservation
a Civilian
Corps truck on a
a highway
highway on Buckhorn
Buckhorn Creek,
Creek, in
on
in Perry
Perry County,
County, on
May 15, 1937: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
shall be paid
paid or
delivered
to or received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
rendered
on account
account of
of services
in connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
person violating
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
and
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
any sum
sum not
exceeding
fined in
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, June
June 29,
29, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 482]
[CHAPTER
482]

AN ACT

For the relief of the Pennsylvania
College.
Pennsylvania State College.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of the
United States
States of America
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
America in
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
to pay,
and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State
State College
the sum
of $625.93,
$625.93, in
in full
satisfaction
College the
sum of
full satisfaction
of its claim against the United States
arising out
out of
of
States Government
Government arising
loss and damages to property
property held under
under a
a ten-year
by the
the
ten-year lease by

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
[H. R.
R. 5930]
5930]
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 415]
4151
[Private,
Raymond
Raymond
Knight.
Payment to.

C.
C.

Proviso.

Limitation on
on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
torney's,

Penalty.

June 29, 1940
1940
[H. R.
R. 6145]
6145]
[H.
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 416]
416]
Elizabeth
Elizabeth L. Riley.
Riley.
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
on atLimitation on
torney's,
etc., fees.
lees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
June
6553]
[H. R.
R. 6553]
[Private,
No. 417]
417]
[Private, No.
Pennsylvania State
State
Pennsylvania
College.
College.
Payment to.
to.

1302

Proviso.
ProVio.
Limitation on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.482-481
JUNE 29,
29, 1940
1940
482-484--JUNE

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania State College
College which
which property
occupied by
by the
the
property was
was occupied
Civilian
Conservation Corps without
Civilian Conservation
without permission
of the
the Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
permission of
State College: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
no part
part of
of the
the amount
this Act in excess of 10 per
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
to or received by any agent or
on account
of services
or attorney
attorney on
account of
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and
be deemed
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
fined in
in any
Approved, June
June 29,
Approved,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 483]
483]

June 29,
29, 1940
[H.
ems]
[H. R.
R. 698]
[Private,
418]
[Private, No.
No. 418]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
of Charles
Upton.
relief of
Charles H.
H. Upton.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States
America in
in Congress
United
States
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompCompCredit allowed in
accomts of
orfGeorge
eorge troller General of the United States
accounts
States is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
is authorized
Vice for payments
Vice
payments to. troller
allow
credit in the
the accounts
George Vice, United States marshal,
allow credit in
accounts of
of George
northern district of California,
California, for payments
payments totaling
totaling the
amount
the amount
of $223.83
H. Upton, of
$223.83 made to Charles H.
Francisco, California,
California,
of San
San Francisco,
which payments
payments were
were for mileage allowance
while the
the said
said Charles
Charles H.
H.
allowance while
Upton
Upton was performing
performing the duties of acting chief
chief probation
probation and
and parole
parole
officer
for the
officer for
the northern district of California, for travel
travel authorized
authorized
by means of a
a privately
privately owned automobile
automobile during
during the
period from
from
the period
May. 1936 to February
February 1937, both inclusive,
such claim
mileage
inclusive, such
claim for
for mileage
having
having been disallowed
disallowed by the General Accounting
Office because
because
Accounting Office
travel
performed in
travel was performed
automobile registered
in the
the name
of the
the
in
an
automobile
registered
in
name
of
46 Stat.
4B
Sta. 1103.
1' 3.
wife
H. Upton, whereas
wife of
of the
the said Charles H.
whereas the
the Act
Act of
February 14,
14,
5U. S. C. it 73a.
of February
1931
1931, provides
provides for the payment
payment of
of mileage
mileage to
an offi
cer or
or em
ployee
to an
officer
employee
Charles H.
Charles
H. Upton.
Upton.

of the United States only for travel
travel performed
performed in the traveler's
traveler's
own automobile.
Approved,
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.

[CHAPTER 484]
[CHAPTER
4841
June 29, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. R. 8822]
ow
- [Private,
Private, No.
No. 419)
419]

Eliza and George
George T.
T.
Warren.
Warren.
Payments
Payments to.

Proviso.
Proio.
at.
Limitation on at-

tornes,
tamers, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penlty.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Eliza Warren
Warren and
For
and George
George T.
T. Warren.
Warren.

Be it
it enacted
by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
Be
enacted by
of Representatives
of the
the
Umited
States
of
America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury.be,
Treasury. be, and he is hereby, authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
settlement of
pay, in full settlement
all claims
against the
the United
United States,
States, to
of all
claims against
to
Eliza Warren,
Mississippi, out
Eliza
Warren, of Brookhaven,
Brookhaven, Mississippi,
out of
of any
any money
money in
in
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
the sum
sum of
of $500
$500 for
for perpersonal injuries
injuries received,
received, and to George
sonal
George T. Warren
sum of
of $143.05
$143.05
Warren the
the sum
for
his car, on the 7th day of April 1938,
for damage
damage to his
said
1938, when
when said
automobile
was struck by aacar driven by Bertha
Bertha Rich,
automobile was
Rich, an
an employee
employee
of
the Works
of the
Works Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, and attached
attached to its office at
at
Brookhaven,
Brookhaven, Mississippi, while
while in the official
official performance
of her
her
performance of
duties
for said
said Works
Works Progress
duties for
Progress Administration:
Administration: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
part
the amount
amount appropriated
part of
of the
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
per
centum thereof
received by
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
by any
agent
any agent
or
attorney on
on account
account of services rendered in connection
or attorney
connection with
with
this
this claim, and the same shall
shall be unlawful,
unlawful 2 any contract
contract to
to the
the concontrary
Any person
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
violating the
this
Act shall be deemed guilty
of
a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
m any
any sum.
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
thereof
Dot exceeding

Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 485]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
Frances M.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Frances
M. Hannah.
Hannah.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in
of
Treasury be, and
pay,
of the Treasury
and he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
out of
Frances M. Hannah, of Madera,
Madera,- California, the sum of $949,
$949, in full
payment of
of all
all claims
claims against
injuries received
States for injuries
received
against the
the United
United States
payment
when
the streetcar
streetcar upon
which she was aa passenger
collision
passenger was in collision
upon which
when the

with
United States
States Department
of War
Department of
War truck
truck numbered
numbered 16320
16320
with a
a United
assigned to
Civilian Conservation
Corps company
on May
2,
May 2,
company duty
duty on
to Civilian
Conservation Corps
assigned
1938,
That no
amount
part of
of the
the amount
Provided, That
no part
1938, at
at Fresno,
Fresno, California:
California: Provided,

appropriated in
centum thereof
thereof shall be
per centum
of 10
10 per
in excess of
in this
this Act in
appropriated
paid
delivered to or received
received by any agent
attorney on account
account
agent or attorney
paid or delivered
claim, and
and the
the same
connection with this
this claim,
rendered in
in connection
of services
services rendered
notwithstanding.
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
shall be
be unlawful, any contract
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
deemed
be deemed
of this
this Act
violating the
Any
guilty
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in
in
and upon
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
$1,000.
any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 486]
[CHAPTER
486]

AN ACT
For
Montrose Edrehi.
Edrehi.
For the
the relief of J. Montrose

the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
United States
of the
the Treasury
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
'Day,
of
Treasury be,
authorized and
directed to
otherwise appropriated,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
out of any money in the Treasury
J. Montrose
$517.30, in full settlement
settlement of all
the sum of $517.30,
Montrose Edrehi
Edrehi the
J.
claims
against the
United States
rendered by
by the said
said
for services
services rendered
States for
the United
claims against
J. Montrose
commissioner for the northern
as United
United States
States commissioner
J.
Montrose Edrehi
Edrehi as
district of
the period
1, 1936,
1936, and
ending
and ending
May 1,
for the
period beginning
beginning May
of Florida
Florida for
district
Provided, That
appropriated
That no part of the amount appropriated
April 30 1938: Provided,
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be paid
paid or
or
delivered to
or received
by any
any agent
attorney on account of
of
agent or
or attorney
received by
to or
delivered
services
rendered in
same shall
shall
claim, and
and the same
in connection
connection with this claim,
services rendered
be
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
person
provisions of this
deemed guilty
Act shall
shall be deemed
this Act
the provisions
violating the
person violating
of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
any
shall be fined in any
and upon
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 487]
487]

AN ACT
For the relief of C. S. Hobson.

Be
by the
of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
House of
and House
the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
Congress assembled,
That notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
ing the
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations
limitations of
to 20,
20, both inclusive,
inclusive,
15 to
of sections
sections 15
ing
of
the Act
Act entitled
provide compensation
employees
compensation for employees
to provide
"An Act
Act to
entitled "An
of the
of
injuries while
while in the performance
performance of
of
suffering injuries
of the United States suffering
their duties,
duties, and
approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916, as
other purposes",
purposes", approved
and for
for other
their
amended, the
the United
Employees' Compensation
Commission is
is
Compensation Commission
States Employees'
United States
amended,
hereby
receive and
and consider,
consider, when filed
filed,
to receive
directed to
and directed
hereby authorized
authorized and
the claim
Arkanspe, for
disability alleged
alleged
for disability
Rison, Arkansas,
of C. S. Hobson, of Rison,
the
claim of
193470*-41—Fr. II
1--5
193470°-41-PT.

5

June 29, 1940
[H. R. 6889]
[H.
[Private. Na.
No. 420]
[Private,

Frances M. Hannah.
nah.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

29, 1940
June 29,
[H. R.
R. 7608]
7608]
[Private,
[Private, No. 421]
J. Montrose
Montrose Edreh.
Edrehi.
J.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atLimitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

June 29,
29, 1940
1940
Jnne
[H. R. 7825]
[Private, No. 422]
[Private,
Hobson.
C. B.
8. Hobson.
Consideration
Consideration of disability claim.

39 Stat.
Stat.. 746-747.
5
S. C.
O. H
4$ 785-M
75-n77
5 1J.. S.
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1940

Proios.
Provisos.

Filing of claim.

No prior benefits.

to have been incurred
incurred by him as a
of arsenical
arsenical poisoning
poisoning cona result
result of
contracted while employed
employed in the field
service of
of the
the Bureau
Bureau of
Animal
field service
of Animal
Industry, United States Department
Department of
of Agriculture,
during the
the
Agriculture, during
period from March 10, 1931,
1931: Provided,
Provided, That
That
1931, to
to November
November 30,
30, 1931:
such claim be filed within
within six months
the passage
passage of
of this
this Act:
months after
after the
Act:
And provided
further, That no benefits
provided further,
benefits shall
shall accrue
accrue prior
prior to
to the
the
approval
of this
Act.
approval of
this Act.
Approved,
Approved, June 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 488]
[CHAPTER
488]

1940
June 29,
29, 1940

[H.
i[. R. 7858]
78568

[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 423]
423]
Mary D. Briggs.
Briggs.

Credit allowed
allowed in
in
for
the account of, for
payments to Simeon

W.
G. Rigor.
Rigor.

Balance
Balance due.

Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

[Private, No. 424]

Nathan
Nathan A.
A. Buck.
Buck.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation
Limitation

on atat.

torney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Mary D. Briggs
Briggs and Simeon
Simeon G.
G. Rigor.
Rigor.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
compassembled, That
the Comptroller General
General of the United
United States is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
to credit the account of Mary D.
D. Briggs,
postmaster at
Los Angels,
Briggs, postmaster
at Los
Angeles,
California, in the amount of $114.91,
$114.91, representing
in
representing compensation
compensation in
part paid, and in part to be paid, to
Simeon G.
G. Rigor
Rigor and
and earned
earned
to Simeon
by the latter while employed
employed as
as aa temporary
substitute clerk
the
temporary substitute
clerk in
in the
post office at Los Angeles, California,
California, disallowance
of the
disallowance of
the amount
amount
having
having been based
based upon a
galprohibition
prohibition resulting
from lack
lack of
of
a le
legal
resulting from
proof of citizenship.
citizenship.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The postmaster
postmaster at
at Los
Los Angeles,
California, is
is authorized
authorized
Angeles, California,
and directed
directed to pay to Simeon G. Rigor the balance
balance due
him of
of
due him
$53.88
$53.88 for services rendered, such amount
incorporated in
in the
the
amount being
being incorporated
amount stated in section
section 11 of this Act:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of
Act: Provided,
the
the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Act in excess
excess of 10
per centum
10 per
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
by any
any agent
or
agent or
attorney on account of services
services rendered
in connection
this
rendered in
connection with
with this
claim, and the same shall
shall be unlawful,
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
unlawful, any
any contract
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
the provisions
Act
shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
deemed guilty of a
thereof
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be fined in
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 489]

June 29, 1940
[H. R. 7959]
7959]

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of
of Nathan
A. Buck.
Buck.
Nathan A.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
the
House of
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the
Treasury be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
of
the Treasury
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out
of any
any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
of
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Nathan
Nathan
A. Buck,
A.
Buck, of Chatham,
Chatham, Massachusetts, the sum of $300
$300 in full
full settlesettlement
all claims
ment of
of all
claims against
against the United States for damage
damage caused
caused to
his oyster
beds in Oyster
his
oyster beds
Oyster Pond River, in said Chatham,
Chatham, in
in the fall
fall
of
a boat
boat belonging
of 1931
1931 by
by a
belonging to the United States Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey, Department
Department of Commerce:
Commerce: Provided,
That no
part of
the
Provided, That
no part
of the
amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid
paid or delivered
shall
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney
on
account of services
on account
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
this claim,
claim, and
and
with this
the same
unlawful, any contract
the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to the contrary notwithnotwithperson violating
violating the provisions
standing. Any person
provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
deemed
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon
thereof shall
shall be
be
conviction thereof
fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding

Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
CONG ., 3D
3n SESS
.—OHS . 490,
503-4 une
76TH CONG.,
SESS.-CHS.
490, 491,
491, 503-June
July

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 490]
490]

29, 1940
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91, 1940
1940

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
relief of
of James
James L.
L. Kinney.
For
the relief
Kinney.

Be it
it emoted
enarted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
House of Representarves
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That notwithstanding the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of sections 15
inclusive,
15 to
to 20, both inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for
for employees
of the United States
while in
the performance
of
States suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while
in the
performance of
their duties, and for other purposes",
purposes", approved
approved September
September 7,
7, 1916,
1916,
as amended,
amended, the United
United States
Employees' Compensation
CommisStates Employees'
Compensation Commission be, and the same is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to receive
receive
and consider, when filed, the claim of James L. Kinney
Kinney for
for disability
alleged to
incurred by
him while
while in
the employ
employ of
of the
the
alleged
to have been
been incurred
by him
in the
Department of Commerce, Bureau of
Commerce, and
to deterdeterof Air
Air Commerce,
and to
mine said claim upon its merits under provisions of said Act: ProProvided,
hereunder shall
shall be
within six
months after
vided, That
That claim
claim hereunder
be filed
filed within
six months
after
the approval
approval of this Act: Provided
Provided further,
shall
further, That
That no
no benefits
benefits shall
accrue prior to the enactment
enactment of
this Act.
accrue
of this
Act.
Approved,
Approved, June 29, 1940.

June 29,
29, 1940
June
1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 8099]
8099]
[Private,
No. 425]
425]
[Private, No.

James L. Kinney.
Consideration of
of disConsideration
ability
ability claim.
claim.

746-747.
39 Stat.
Stat. 746-747.
6II. S. C. §§
766-.770.
6U.S.C.
§766-770.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Filing of
of claim.
claim.
No prior
prior benefits.
No
benefits.

[CHAPTER 491]
[CHAPTER
491]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Harold C.
Preble, naval architect.
C._Preble,
architect.

enacted by the Senate and
and HOU%
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States of America
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and directed
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
such
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
sum or sums, amounting in the aggregate
aggregate not to exceed $79.17,
$79.17, as
required by the Secretary
Secretary of the Navy to reimburse,
may be required
reimburse, under
under
such regulations as he may prescribe, Harold C. Preble, naval
archinaval architect, for the value of personal effects lost
disaster to
the United
lost in the
the disaster
to the
United
States submarine
submarine Squalus,
Squalus, on May 23, 1939:
1939: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
of the amount appropriated
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any
agent or
any agent
or
attorney on account of services rendered
connection with
this claim,
claim,
rendered in
in connection
with this
and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
standing. Any person violating
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
violating the
the provisions

June
29, 1940
June 29,
1940
[H. R.
R. 8708]
[H.
8708]
[Private, No.
No. 426]
426]
[Private,
Harold c.
C. Prate.
Harold
Preble.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on atatLimitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, June 29, 1940.
Approved,
LCHAPTER
503]
[CHAPTER 503]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Gus
Gus Roth.
Roth.

July
1940
July 1,
1, 1940
[H.
R. 382]
382]
[H. R.
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 427]
427)

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Gus Roth.
Roth.
ous
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Payment to.
Payment
of the Treasury be, and
authorized and
directed
to
pay,
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed to pay,
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
Gus
out of
of any money in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Gus
the amount
amoutit of
of loss
loss of
Roth the
the sum of
$137 in
of $137
in reimbursement
reimbursement for
for the
of
postal funds charged to
account of
the cashing
cashing
to the
the said
said Gus
Gus Roth
Roth on account
of the
a forged Treasury
of a
Treasury check by him
in the
the
him in
in October
October 1927 as a
a clerk in
Release from
Release
post office at New York, New York. The said Gus Roth
Roth is hereby
hereby ty.
account of
released from any liability to the United States on account
of the
cashing of such check out of postal funds
funds.
Approved, July 1,
Approved,
1, 1940.

Habilliabil-

1306
1306

PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.504,
504, 505-JULY
505—JULY 1,
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
1, 1940
[CHAPTER
504j
[CHAPTER 5041

1, 1940
July 1,
1940
IR. R. 29011
2901]
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 428]
[Private,
428]

Geraldine Ash.
Geraldine
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction of Court
Court
to hear claim.

Provisos.
Provisos.
Measure
of darnsazes.
Measureofdamages.

Limitation on judgment.
Time for
bringing
Time
for bringing
suit.

District
attorney
charged with defense.
charged

Appropriation auauthorized.
thorized.

Merman
Anna T.
T. Sifferman
Varga.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Pritv.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

Conferring jurisdiction
jurisdiction upon the
the United
United States District
Court for
for the
the Middle
Middle
District Court
District of Georgia
Georgia to hear, determine,
upon the
the claim
claim of
of
determine, and render
render judgment
judgment upon
Geraldine
Geraldine Ash.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and House
United
nited States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That jurisdiction
j
urisdiction
States of America
America in
assembled, That
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the United
United States
Court for
for the
States District
District Court
the
Middle District of
Georgia to
to hear,
hear, determine,
determine, and
and render
of Georgia
render judgment,
judgment,
as if the United States
States were
were suable
tort, and
notwithstanding
suable in
in tort,
and notwithstanding
the lapse of time or any provision
provision of
law to
the contrary,
contrary, upon
upon the
of law
to the
the
claim of Geraldine Ash for alleged
alleged damages
damages on
on account
account of
of, personal
personal
Geraldine Ash
in aacollision
collision involving
injuries sustained
sustained by
by the
the said
said Geraldine
Ash in
involving
the automobile
automobile in which
which she was riding and aatruck operated
operated by
by the
the
Soil Conservation Service
Department of
of Agriculture
Service of
of the
the Department
Agriculture on
on
January 10, 1938, in the city of Athens, Georgia: Provided,
Provided, That
the
That the
measure of damages
damages to govern
govern in said suit shall be the same as is
is or
or
authorized by the laws
may be provided
provided and authorized
laws of the State of Georgia:
Georgia:
Provided
Provided futher,
further, That the judgment,
judgment, if
if any,
shall not
not exceed
exceed $5,000.
any, shall
$5,000.
Such suit shall be brought within one
date of
of enactone year from the date
enactment of this Act and shall not abate by the death of the claimant
claimant but
but
may be continued in the event of her
personal reprerepreher death by her personal
sentative, as provided
provided by
of Georgia.
Georgia.
by the laws
laws of
SEo.
S
EC. 2. The United States district
district attorney
attorney for
middle disfor the middle
district of Georgia is hereby-charged
with the
defending the
the
charged with
the duty
duty of
of defending
United States in any suit instituted
instituted under
authority of
section 1
1
under the
the authority
of section
of
of this
this Act.
SEc. 3. There
authorized to be appropriated
Sac.
There is authorized
as may
appropriated such
such sum
sum as
may
be necessary to pay the amount of any
any judgment
rendered pursuant
pursuant
judgment rendered
to this Act. The amount of such judgment, when
appropriated,
when appropriated,
shall be paid by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury- upon presentation
presentation
of a
a duly authenticated
authenticated copy of the judgment
judgment of the United
United States
States
District Court for the Middle
Middle District
District of Georgia.
Georgia.
1, 1940.
Approved, July 1,
1940.
[CHAPTER 505j
[CHAPTER
505]

July 1, 1940
July
1940
[i. R. 7821]
[If.
[Private,
[Private, No. 429]
429]

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Anna
Anna T. Sifferman
Sifferman Varga.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of
of Representatives
of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
ay,
out of
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
a clerk in the American
Anna T. Sifferman
Sifferman Varga, formerly a
American ConsuConsulate General
General at
at Munich, Germany,
Germany, the sum of $240,
late
$240, in full settlement
settlement
of all claims against
against the Government
of
Government of the United
United States for
for
expenses
expenses incurred
incurred in
in shipping
shipping her personal effects
effects to the United States
in May
1939: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in
May 1939:
appropriated
in this
in excess
per centum thereof
in
this Act
Act in
excess of 10 per
thereof shall be paid or delivreceived by any agent or
ered to or received
or a
ttorney on account
account of
ofservices
serv i
ces
attorney
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawunlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
violating the provisions
a misdeviolating
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of a
meanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
in any
sum not
not
meanor
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July 1, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
76Ta
CONG., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 506,
532—JULY 1,
2, 1940
1940
506, 531,
531, 532-JULY
1, 2,

[CHAPTER 506]
[CHAPTER
506]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
Rosenstone.
relief of Louis Rosenstone.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress ass
led, That
notwithstandassembled,
That notwithstanding the provisions of the Immigration
Quota Act
of May
26, 1924
1924
Immigration Quota
Act of
May 26,
Stat. 153),
153), Louis Rosenstone,
(43 Stat.
Rosenstone, a
a native
native of
of Rumania,
whose wife
Rumania, whose
wife
and family are permanent
permanent residents
residents of the
United States,
shall be
be
the United
States, shall
granted aavisa by an American consul,
is admissible
under
consul, provided
provided he
he is
admissible under
all provisions of the immigration
immigration laws
laws other
other than
than the
the Quota
Quota Act
Act
referred to herein. Upon the issuance
issuance of the
visa to
to the
the said
said Louis
Louis
the visa
Rosenstone the Secretary of State shall make appropriate
deduction
appropriate deduction
of one quota number from the
Rumanian quota,
the Rumanian
quota.
Approved,
Approved, July 1,
1, 1940.
[CHAPTER 531]
[CHAPTER
531]

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of the Black Hills Methodist
For
Methodist Hospital
Hospital of Rapid
Rapid City,
City, South
South Dakota.
Dakota.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of
the United States
States of America in
the
in. Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
directed to pay, out of any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise
appropriated, to the Black Hills
appropriated,
Hospital of
of Rapid
Rapid City,
Hills Methodist
Methodist Hospital
City,
South Dakota, the sum of $288.65
$288.65 in full settlement
of its
its claims
settlement of
claims
against the United States for services rendered
rendered beneficiaries
the
beneficiaries of
of the
Veterans'
Administration by the hospital
Veterans' Administration
hospital prior
1933 on
on the
the authorauthorprior to
to 1933
ity of the designated
designated examiner and covered
covered in
voucher
in a
a revised
revised voucher
received in the central office
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Administration on
on
office of
of the
June 9, 1933, after passage
passage of the
Act of
of March
March 20,
20, 1933,
1933,
the Economy
Economy Act
which discontinued
discontinued the authority of payment
such services:
services: ProPropayment for
for such
vided,
vided, That no part of the
amount appropriated
in
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of 10 percentum thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
to or
or
delivered to
received by any agent or attorney on
rendered
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in connection with this claim,
claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
any
unlawful, any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions of this
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 532]
532]
[CHAPTER

July 1,
1940
July
1 1940

[11. R.
[H.
R. 7955]

[Private, No.
No. 430]
[Private,
430]
Louis Rosenstone.
Rosenstone.
Louis
Granting of
of visa;
visa;
Granting
condition.
condition.
8
II.
B.
C.
§§
201-229;
8U. B.C. §201-229;

§§ 209 (f),
(0,
Supp. V, §§
213
213a.
213 (a),
(a), 213a.

Quota deduction.
deduction.
Quota

July 2,
1940
July
2, 1940
[H.
R. 1167]
1167]
[H. R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 4311
431J
Black Hills Method-

ist Hospital,
Hospital, Rapid
ist
S. Dak.
flak.
City, S.
Payment to.
Payment

48 Stat.
Stat. 8.
8.
48
Preoiso.
Proviso.
Limitation
on attorLimitation on
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
tees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Malachy
Malachy Ryan.
Ryan.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
enacted by the Senate
1101.186 of Representatives
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
That the
the CompCompassembled, That

troller General
General of the United
United States
States be,
he is
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to
to credit
credit the
account of
former acting
the account
of Malachy
Malachy Ryan,
Ryan, former
acting
postmaster
Minnesota, with
postmaster at Caledonia, Minnesota,
with the
sum of
$109, lost
lost by
by
the sum
of $109,
reason
burglary occurring
reason of burglary
occurring in
in his
his office
May 8,
8, 1933.
1933.
office May
Approved,
July 2,
Approved, July
1940.
2, 1940.

1940
July 2,
2, 1940
[H. R.
R. 1846]
1846]
[H.
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 432]
432]
Malachy Ryan.
Ryan.
Malachy
Credit in account
account
of.
of.

PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.533-535-JULY
533-535—JULY 2,
2, 1940
1940
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[
CHAPTER 533]
533]
[CHAPTER
July 2,
2, 1940
1940
July
(IL
R. 2948]
[H. B.2946]
[Private, No.
433]
No. 433]
[Private,
Naoma Kinder.
Kinder.
Naoma
Payment to
to guardguardPayment
ian.
ian.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., tees.

Penalty.

Evelyn
Evelyn L.
L. Ratcliffe.
Ratcliffe.
Payment to.

Proeo.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney', etc.,

Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
of Naoma
Naoma Kinder,
Kinder, a
minor.
a minor.
For the
relief of

Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
House of
the Senate
by the
Be it
United States
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
assembled, That
in Congress
Congress assembled,
States of
of America
America in
United
and
directed to pay,
authorized
is
be,
and
of the
out
of
the
of Treasury
Treasury
any money
be,i
n
and
thehe
he
Treasury
is hereby,
hereby,
notauthorized
otherwise appropriated,
and directed totopay,
the
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to the
legal
guardian
of
Naoma
Kinder,
a
minor,
the
sum
of
$750,
in
full
legal guardian of Naoma Kinder, a minor, the sum of $750, in full
injuries
of all claims against the United States for injuries
satisfaction
sustained
sustained by
said Naoma
Naoma Kinder
23, 1938,
the
1938, when
when the
on August
August 23,
Kinder on
by the
the said
sustained
material
hoist operated
of the
during
Survey during
the Geological
Geological Survey
by employees
employees of
operated by
material hoist
the
construction of
of a
concrete water-stage
just downdownrecorder well
well just
water-stage recorder
a concrete
the construction
stream
from the
the left
left pier
pier of
West VirVirat Ashford,
Ashford, West
steel bridge
bridge at
of the
the steel
stream from
ginia,
broke, allowing
the boom
boom to
slide along
along the
the concrete
handrail
concrete handrail
to slide
allowing the
ginia, broke,
of
said bridge,
Kinder and
and causing
her to
to be
permabe permacausing her
Naoma Kinder
striking Naoma
of said
bridge, striking
nently disfigured:
Provided, That
of the
the amount
appropriated
amount appropriated
no part
part of
That no
disfigured: Provided,
nently
in
this Act
of 10
centum thereof shall be paid or
10 per
per centum
in excess
excess of
Act in
in this
delivered
received by
by any
agent or
of
on account
account of
or attorney
attorney on
any agent
to or
or received
delivered to
services
in connection
connection with
shall be
be
same shall
this claim
claim, and the same
with this
rendered in
services rendered
unlawful,
any contract
to the
person
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
unlawful, any
violating the
be deemed
deemed guilty of aa
this Act
Act shall
shall be
of this
the provisions
provisions of
violating
misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
m any
sum
any sum
fined in
thereof shall be fined
misdemeanor and
not exceeding
$1,000.
not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 2, 1940.
[CHAPTER 534]
[CHAPTER

july 2,
2,1910
July
1940
[EL B.
R. 3925]
3925]
[H.
[Private,
No. 434]
(Private, No.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the relief of
of Evelyn
Evelyn L.
L. Ratcliffe.
Rateliffe.

Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
House of
of Representatives
the Senate and House
enacted by the
Be
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
States of America
America in
United
in Congress
United States
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
hereby, authorized
n the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, and
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
any money
money i
in
out of any
in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against the
the United States, the sum of
in full
$1 2500 to
to Evelyn
of LaFollette, Tennessee,
Tennessee, for
for personal
Evelyn L. Ratcliffe,
Ratcliffe, ofLaFollette,
$12500
injuries
expenses resulting
resulting from
from injuries
medical and
and hospital
hospital expenses
injuries and
and medical
sustained by her
a result
result of an automobile colliher on June 17, 1938, as a
sustained
sion on
United States Highway
25—W with a
being
Highway 25-W
a truck
truck which
which was
was being
sion
on United
negligently operated,
belonging to the United States
negligently
operated, said truck
truck belonging
Department
Department of the Interior, and
and driven
driven by aa Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation
enrollee: Provided,
appropri ated
Corps enrollee:
Provided, That
That no
no part of the amount
amount appropriated
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum
inthis
centum thereof shall be paid or delivreceived by an
ered
to or
or received
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
services
rendered
of services
serces
connection with
unlawrendered in
in connection
with this
this claim, and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person
ful, any contract
contract to the
Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a mismisdemeanor
demeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 2,
Approved,
2, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 535]
[CHAPTER

1940
July 2,
2, 140

(H.
H. It.
R. 4148]
[Private, No.
No. 435]
iPrivate,
435]

Mary
Arthur.
Mary 8.
8. Arthur.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mary S. Arthur, as executrix
estate of
M. Arthur,
executrix of the estate
of Richard
Richard M.
Arthur,
deceased.
deceased.

Be it
enacted by
Representatives of
it enacted
by the Senate and House of Representatives
of
the United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the

Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and
authorized and
directed to pay, out of any money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
appropriated, to Mary S. Arthur, of Morgantown,
Morgantown, West Virginia,

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]
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76Ta CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
3n SESS.-CHS.
SESS .--CHS .535-537—JULY
2, 1940
76TH
5,-537-JULY 2,
1940

as
executrix of
of the
the estate
estate of
of Richard
Richard M.
Arthur, deceased,
deceased, the
as executrix
M. Arthur,
the sum
sum
of $593.84.
The payment
payment of
said sum
sum shall
be in
in full
settlement
of
$593.84. The
of said
shall be
full settlement
of all
claims against
against the
the United
United States
for household
household equipment,
of
all claims
States for
equipment,
furniture,
livestock, tools,
farm implements,
implements, and
furniture, grain,
grain, feed,
feed, livestock,
tools, farm
and any
any
and
other personal
in or
about the
the year
and all
all other
personal property
property sold
sold in
or about
year 1933
1933 by
by
Richard M.
States officials
charge of
of a
a
Richard
M. Arthur
Arthur to
to the
the United
United States
officials in
in charge
project located
at Arthurdale,
Virginia, then
then under
under the
jurisproject
located at
Arthurdale, West
West Virginia,
the jurisdiction of
of the
the Division
Division of
of Subsistence
diction
Subsistence Homesteads
Homesteads of
of the
the Department
Department
of the
the Interior,
and now
now under
the jurisdiction
the Farm
Farm Security
of
Interior, and
under the
jurisdiction of
of the
Security
Administration
the Department
Department of
of Agriculture:
Agriculture: Provided,
That
Administration of
of the
Provided, That
no part
of the
amount. appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
no
part of
the amount
in this
of 10
per
thereof shall
delivered to
received by
per centum
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or received
by any
any
agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
services rendered
in connection
with
agent or
account of
rendered in
connection with
this
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same shall
be unlawful,
contract to
the
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
the provisions
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions
of
this Act
guilty of
upon conof this
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
viction
shall be
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
[CHAPTER 536]
5361
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the
For
the relief
relief of
of Beatrice
Beatrice Lois
Lois Rucker.
Rucker.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
it enacted
Representathma of
of the
tlw
United
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United States
States of
Amneriea in
in Congress
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to the
legal
Lois Rucker,
Rucker, a
minor, Los
Los Angeles,
Angeles, Calilegal guardian
guardian of
of Beatrice
Beatrice Lois
a minor,
California,
be in full
full
fornia, the sum of $1,000. The payment of such sum sha
shall be
settlement of all
on account
of
settlement
all claims against
against the
the United
United States
States on
account of
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
by the
the said
rleatrice Lois
Rucker when
when
personal
said Beatrice
Lois Rucker
she
struck by the
the towline
of a
Navy airplane
piloted by
by
she was
was struck
towline of
a Navy
airplane 7CS9
7CS9 piloted
B. Taylor, United States
States Naval Reserve,_
Reserve, on
on
Aviation Cadet Moulton
Moulton 13.
July
appropriated hi
July 11,
11, 1938:
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in
paid or
or delivered
delivered
this Act in excess of 10 per centum therof shall be paid
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on
on account
services rento or received
or attorney
account of
of services
rendered
connection with
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
dered in
in connection
with this claim, and
and the
same shall
unlawful,
Any person
person violating
any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating
the provisions
provisions of this Act
Act shall be deemed
the
deemed guilty
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
n any
any sum
not exceeding
and upon
shall be
fined i
in
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July
Approved,
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 5371
537]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. E. J. McCardle.
McCardle.

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Secretary
of
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
pay,
out. of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Mrs.
E
McCardle, of Macon, Georgia,
Georgia, the sum
sum of
E J. McCardle,
of $5,000, as coracompensation for the death of her son, James
pehsation
James Courson,
Courson, resulting
from.
resulting from
a collision on September
a
September 5, 1929,
on which
1929, between
between a
a motorcycle
motorcycle on
which
he was riding and an automobile
prohibition
automobile operated by a
a Federal prohibition.
Provided, That
part of
of the
the amount
in this
agent: Provided,
That no
no part
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
Act in
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
in excess of 10 per
per centum
shall be
delivered to
to
or received by any agent or attorney on
on account
account of
services rendered
of serviees
rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlaWful,
ulaWf,*, any
a

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
on atatLimitation on
torney's, etc,
etc., fees

Penalty.
Penalty.

July
1940
July 2,
2,1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 4412]
4412]
[Private, No.
No. 436]
436]
[Private,
Beatrice
Lois
Beatrice
Lois
Rucker.
Rucker.
Payment
guardto guardPayment to
ian.
ian.

Proviso.
Protiao.
Limitation
Limitation on
on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
torney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

July
July 2, 1940
1940
[H.
R. 5424)
5424]
[H. R.
[Private. No.
No. 437]
43'7]
[Private,
Mrs.
E.I.McCardle.
Mrs. E.
J. McCardle.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
PrA io.
Limitation
Limitation

on at.
on
at-

torners, etc.,
fees.
torney's,
etc., tes

1310
Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE
CHS.537-540—JULY
1940
PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
537-540-JULY 2,
2, 1940

contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
contract
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of
of this
this Act
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
and
provisions
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
not exceeding
upon
be fined
any sum
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 538]
[CHAPTER
5381

July 2, 1940
1940
[H. R.
B. 5569]
[H.
5569]
IPrivate.
No. 43S1
[Private, No.
43S]
Stuart Bastow.
Bestow.
Stuart
Payment to.
Pa'ment to.

Proviso.
Promvio.
Limitation on attorney's,
torneys, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty,
Penalty

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
For the
the relief
of Stuart
Stuart Bastow.
Bastow.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
enacted by
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled, That
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
authorized and directed
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out
any money
the Treasury
appropriated., to
out of
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
Stuart
Island, the
of $200
$200 in
Stuart Bastow,
Bastow, of
of Lincoln,
Lincoln, Rhode
Rhode Island,
the sum
sum of
in full
full
settlement of all
the United
States for
compensation
settlement
all claims
claims against
against the
United States
for compensation
Department of
1935 at
the
for services
services rendered
rendered to
to the
the Department
of Justice
Justice in
in 1935
at the
request
request of said Department: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount
,
,
, .
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
thereof shall
shall be
appropriated
in this
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
be
paid or
to or
or received
received by
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
paid
or delivered
delivered to
by any
agent or
on account
account
of services rendered
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same
rendered in connection
connection with
with this
the same
notwithstanding. Any
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person violating the provisions
deemed guilty
provisions of this
this Act
Act shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of
a
misdemeanor and
thereof shall
fined in
any
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
in any
sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 2,
2, 1940.
[CHAPTER 539]
539]
[CHAPTER

July 2, 1940
1940
[H. It.
5823]
[H.
H. 5823]
[Private,
4391
[Private, No.
No. 4391
Morrissey
ConMorrissey
struction
Company.
struction Company.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atOrney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Morrissey
Morrissey Construction
Construction Company.
Company.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be
and directed
pay,
be,l and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to the
Morrissey Construction Company, of
Morrissey
sum
of Vicksburg, Mississippi,
Mississippi, the
the sum
$1,097.06, in full settlement
of $1,097.06,
settlement of all claims against
against the
the United
United States,
States,
for work performed
performed for Works Progress Administration
Administration by
by tractors
tractors
Morrissey Construction
of said Morrissey
Construction Company in airport at
Iuka, Missisat Iuka,
Mississippi, for which payment
payment has not been made:
Provided, That
no part
made: Provided,
That no
part
of the amount appropriated
of
appropriated in
per centum
in this
this Act
Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or
or
attorney on account of services rendered
attorney
rendered in connection
connection with this
this claim,
and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person
person violating the provisions of
thi s Act
Actshall
shall b
of this
bee
deemed
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
deemed guilty of a
thereof shall
$1,000.
be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 2,
Approved,
2, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 540]
[CHAPTER
540]

July 2, 1940
[H. R. 6686]
6686]
[Private, No. 440]

T. Jack
Jack Neal.
Payment to.
to.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of T. Jack
Neal.
Jack Neal.

Be it
and House
House of
it enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
out of
any money
mone in
the Treasury
out
of any
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
of $1
T. Jack Neal, of
a Knoxville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, the sum of
$1,500,
2500, as a
a
reward and in full settlement of all claims
claims against the United States

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

1311

76TH
31) SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS.540-542-JULY
540-542—JULY 2,
76TH CONG
CONG.,., 3D
2, 1940
1940

for personal
personal injuries
injuries to him
him and
and medical
medical and
and hospital
hospital expenses
expenses
incident
incident to
incident thereto,
thereto, incident
to the
the capture
capture by
by him
him of Max and
and Nathan
Nathan
Zarrani, counterfeit note
occurring in the
note passers,
passers, said capture
capture occurring
the
Farragut
on April
April 21,
1939: Provided,
Farragut Hotel
Hotel at
at Knoxville, Tennessee,
Tennessee, on
21, 1939:
Provided,
in this
excess of
of
That no
no part
part of
of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
centum thereof
or received
by
10 per centum
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
of services
services rendered
connection
any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
rendered in
in connection
with
contract to
to the
with this
this claim, and
and the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
the
contrary
the provisions
of
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
deemed guilty
of a
upon convicthis Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined m
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
tion
thereof shall
in any
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
Approved,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved, July
July 2,
[CHAPTER 541]
541]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For
For the
the relief
relief of
of Edward
Edward P.
P. Glenn,
Glenn, Junior.
Junior.

Be
it enacted
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States
States of
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
out
any money
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Edward P.
of
P. Glenn, Junior, of
of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the
the sum of
$26.63,
reimbursement for
for the
the loss
belonging
$26.63, as
as reimbursement
loss of
of personal
personal property
property belonging
authorities for
for
to him
him when left
left in
in care
care of United States Army authorities
transportation from
Philippine
transportation
from Fort Slocum,
Slocum, New York, to the
the Philippine
paragraph 10,
Numbered 209, HeadquarIslands, per
per paragraph
10, Special Order
Order Numbered
August 28,
28, 1934:
1934: Provided,
ters Third Corps
Corps Area,
Area, dated
dated August
Provided, That
That no
no
part of the amount
appropriated in
10 per
per
amount appropriated
in this Act in
in excess of
of 10
centum thereof shall be
delivered to or received
received by
agent
be paid
paid or
or delivered
by any
any agent
or
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with this
this
or attorney
attorney on
on account of
of services
rendered in
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the provisions of this Act
Act
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
conviction thereof
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof
shall
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 2, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 542]

AN ACT
Green.
For the relief of Clarence
Clarence D. Green.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
and he is
is hereby,
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
to
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Clarence
Green, of Danville,
Danville, Illinois, the sum
$1,863.85, in
Clarence D.
D. Green,
sum of $1,863.85,
in full
full
settlement
States for
for personal
settlement of all
all claims against
against the
the United
United States
personal
private car
Clarence D. Green
injuries received
received when
when the private
car in which
which Clarence
Green
passenger was
Veterans' Administration
was aa passenger
was struck by a
a Veterans'
Administration facility
facility
ambulance
on December
December 22,
Main Street
Street near
near the
the intersecintersec22, 1933,
1933, on
on Main
ambulance on
tion
ProStreet, in Danville,
Danville, Illinois: Protion of
of Bowman
Bowman Street
Street with
with Main
Main Street,
vided, That
That no part of
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to
to or
excess
of 10
10 per
shall be
be paid
paid or
or
received
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered
received by
by any agent or
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
contrary notwithstanding.
contract
provisions of
and
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
Act shall
be deemed guilty
shall be
provisions
of this Act
upon conviction
conviction thereof
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
in any
any sum
upon
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
$1,000.
Approved,
July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved, July

Proviso.
Pro'iso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on atattorney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

July
1940
July 2,
2, 1940
[H. R.
R. 6730]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 441]
441]
Edward P.
P. Glenn,
Edward
Glenn,
Jr.
Jr.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
attorLimitation
on attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

July 2, 1940
1940

[H. R. 6737]
[H.
67371

[Private,
No. 442]
[Private, No.
Clarence D. Green.
Clarence
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Prroiso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

1312
1312

PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.543,
543, 544—JULY
2, 1940
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
544-JULY 2,
[CHAPTER
543]
[CHAPTER 543]

2, 1940
July 2,
1940
[H. R.
78801
[H.
R. 78801
[Private, No.
4431
[Private,
No. 443]

Edna Emery.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Previso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For
For relief
relief of
of Edna
Edna Emery.
Emery.

Be it
enacted by
Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the Senate
and Home
House of
of Representatives
the
Be
it enacted
by the
United
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
United States
States of
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
to pay,
of
the Treasury
be, and
he is
out
of any
any money
money in
the Treasury
not. otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
in the
Treasury not
out of
Edna Emery,
of 271
Stevens Street,
271 Stevens
Street, North
North Andover,
Andover, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts,
Edna
Emery, of
the sum
of $541.65
$541.65 in
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against
against the
Govthe
sum of
in full
full settlement
the Government of
the United
States for
injuries and
and losses
losses susernment
of the
United States
for personal
personal injuries
sustained by
her as
of an
an accident
accident September
September 11,
11, 1937,
when
tained
by her
as aa result
result of
1937, when
her automobile
was struck
struck by
United States
States Army
truck from
from
her
automobile was
by aa United
Army truck
Fort
Williams, Maine, at the intersection
Fort Williams,
intersection of Highway 125 (Chickering
Massachusetts Avenue,
ing Road) and
and Massachusetts
Avenue, North
North Andover, MassachuMassachusetts,
operated by
member of
Army while
while in
setts, the
the truck
truck being
being operated
by aa member
of the
the Army
in
the
performance of his
the performance
his duties
duties as a
a member
member of
of said organization:
organization:
Provided,
appropriated in this Act in
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
excess of
centum thereof
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be paid
paid or
or delivered to
to or
or
received
account of
received by any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on account
of services rendered
rendered
in
in connection
connection with
with this claim,
claim, and the
the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
the
contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions
this Act
Act shall
of a
misdemeanor and
and
provisions of
of this
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be fined in
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, July 2,
Approved,
2, 1940.
[CHAPTER
544]
[CHAPTER 544]

July 2,
July
2, 1940
1940
[H.
R.. 7914]
7914]
[H. R.
[Private,
[Private, No. 444]
4441

Simon A. Brieger.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
representative of the
For the relief of Simon A.
A. Brieger, as
as legal
legal representative
the estate
estate of Thomas
Thomas

Gerald
Brieger, aadeceased
Gerald Brieger,
deceased minor.
minor.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Secretary
United States
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
to
pay, out
out of
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
pay,
of any
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
Simon
Mississippi, as
Simon A. Brieger,
Brieger of
of Mississippi,
as legal
legal representative
representative of
of the
the estate
estate
Gerald Brieger,
deceased minor, the
$2,500. The
of Thomas Gerald
Brieger a
a deceased
the sum
sum of
of $2,500.
The
payment
of such
sum shall
shall be
be in
full settlement
of all
all claims
against
payment of
such sum
in full
settlement of
claims against
the United States on account
account of the death of the said Thomas Gerald
fatally injured
Brieger, who
who was
was fatally
injured on
on March
March 14, 1939,
1939, in
in Lauderdale
Lauderdale
Projects
County, Mississippi, by a
a truck operated by
by the Work
Work Projects
Administration:
appropriated
Administration: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by any
any agent
agent or attorney on account
account of
of servservrendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
ices rendered
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
percontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of aa
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
sum
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
not exceeding
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 2,
2, 1940.
1940.
Approved,

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

SESS.-CHS. 545,
76TH CONG., 3D
3n SESS.--CHS.
545, 546—JULY
546-JULY 2,
2, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER 545]
545]
[CHAPTER

1313
1313

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of John Owen.
Owen.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay
authorized and
directed to
to John Owen, of San Antonio, Texas
Texas, out
any money
money in
out of
of any
in the
the
Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwi se a
pp ropria t
ed, the
the sum
of $1,512.30
$1,512.30 in
in full
appropriated,
sum of
full
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
for damages
damages to
to
States for
his ranch and cattle in Bexar County, Texas, as
of the
the
as aa result
result of
Third Army maneuvers during the
period between
August 6
the period
between August
6 and
and
202
Provided, That no part of the amount
202 1938: Provided,
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall
be paid
centum thereof
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
account of
of services
services
rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the
shall be
unlawthe same shall
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person
notwithstanding. Any
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
be deemed
of aa
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
in any
any sum
be fined
fined in
sum
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, July 2, 1940.
Approved,
1940.

July 2,
July
2, 1940
1940
[H. R.
R. 8252]
[H.
82521
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 448]
445]
John Owen.
Owen.
John
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER
546]
[CHAPTER 546]

AN ACT
ACT
Molster, former disbursing
For the relief of Charles E. Moister,
clerk for
for the
the Department
Department of
of
disbursing clerk
Commerce
National Recovery
Commerce and the National
Recovery Administration;
Administration; J.
Summers, deceased,
J. L.
L. Summers,
deceased,
former chief disbursing clerk, Division of Disbursement,
Disbursement, Treasury
former
Treasury Department,
Department,
and Guy F. Allen, chief disbursing
disbursing officer,
of Disbursement,
Treasury
officer, Division
Division of
Disbursement, Treasury
Department.
Department.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and Howse
House of Representatives
Be
Repre8entative8 of
of
the United
United States
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
the CompComptroller General
General of the United States be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to credit the accounts of Charles E.
Moister, former
former
E. Molster,
disbursing clerk for the National
National Recovery
Administration, with
with
Recovery Administration,
sums not exceeding
$1,901.88, in the aggregate,
exceeding $1,901.88,
aggregate, covering
covering disallowances
disallowances
accounts for the period from
in his accounts
August 14,
1933, to
to and
from August
14, 1933,
and inincluding February 28, 19341934; the accounts
accounts of
of J.
J. L.
L. Summ
er s, deceased,
deceased,
Summers,
former chief disbursing
disbursing cierk,
clerk, Division
of Disbursement,
Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury
Division of
Department,
Department, with sums not exceeding
exceeding $3,042.90,
in the
$3,042.90, in
the aggregate,
aggregate,
covering disallowances
disallowances in his accounts
accounts for
period from
March 1,
1,
for the period
from March
1934, to and including June 30, 1934;
and the
the accounts
Guy F.
1934; and
accounts of
of Guy
F.
disbursing officer, Division of
Allen, chief disbursing
Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury
of Disbursement,
Department, with sums
exceeding $3,968.13,
$3,968.13, in
the aggregate,
aggregate,
sums not
not exceeding
in the
covering
disallowances in his accounts
covering disallowances
the period
July 1,
accounts for
for the
period from
from July
1,
1934, to and including March 31.,
31 1936.
1936.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. That the Comptroller
Comptroller General
and he
hereby, authorGeneral be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized and directed to credit the accounts
accounts of
Charles E.
Moister, former
former
of Charles
E. Molster,
disbursing clerk of the Department of Commerce,
not
Commerce, with
with sums
sums not
exceeding
$19.33, in the aggregate, covering
exceeding $19.33,
covering disallowances
disallowances in
in his
his
account
account during the December
and with
December quarter, 1931,
1931, and
with sums
sums not
not exceedexceedaggregate $316.05,
ing in the aggregate
$316.05, covering disallowances
disallowances in
accounts
in his
his accounts
for the period from December
December 8, 1932,
and including
1932, to and
including FebFebruary 28,
28, 1934.
SEC.
SEO. 3. No provision of this Act
payee from
Act shall relieve
relieve any
any payee
from
any indebtedness to the United States of
of America
America resulting
resulting from
from the
the
disallowances by the Comptroller General of
disallowances
States
of the United States
included in the above set forth sums and which
are charged
which are
charged against
against
disbursing officers
herein.
officers named herein.
Approved, July
1940.
July 2,
2, 1940.

2, 1940
1940'
July 2,
[H.
8414]
[H. R.
R. 8414]
[Private,
448]
[Private, No.
No. 446]

Charles E. Moister,
Molster
J.
J. L. Summers, and
and
Guy F.
F. Allen.
Allen.
Credit in accounts

of.

Charles E.
E. Moister.
Moster.
Additional credit
auAdditional
creditauthorized.

Indebtedness
of
Indebtedness of
payee.
Payee-

1314
1314
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[54
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[CHAPTER 547]
[CHAPTER
547]
July 2,
July
2, 1940
1940
IR.
8910]
[H. R. 89101
(Private,
No.
447]
IPrivate,
Beck.
Frederick Beck.
Nonquota visa authorized.
thorized.
43 Stat. 155.
S
S. C. §204 (d).
s IT.
U.s.

AN ACT
ACT
Providing for the extension
extension of nonquota status
status to Frederick
Frederick Beck.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives

United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That
which limits
ing section 4
4 (d) which
limits the right of
male minister
minister or
or proproof aamale
fessor to secure
a nonquota
nonquota status
secure a
his wife
wife and
and unmarried
unmarried
status for his
children, the
the Secretary
Secretary of State
State is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to
authorized and
and directed
to
issue aa nonquota
nonquota visa
Beck, the
of Professor
Professor
visa to Frederick
Frederick Beck,
the husband
husband of
Vera
Berk.
Vera F.
F. Beck.
July 2,
2, 1940.
Approved, July
1940.
[CHAPTER 556]
[CHAPTER

July 8, 1940
July

[S.
(S. 3436]
34361
[Private, No. 448]
[Private,
448]
Ethel U.
Hamilton.
0. Hamilton.
Consideration
disConsideration of
ofdisability claim.

39
746-747.
39 Stat.
8tat. 746-747.
S. O.
C. ¢§765-770.
55U.
U. 8.
§765-770.

Proviao.
PAoiso.
prior benefits.
No prior
benefits.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That notwithUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
standing
standing the provisions
provisions and limitations
limitations of sections
15 to
both
sections 15
to 20,
20, both
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An Act to provide
provide compensation
for
compensation for
employees
employees of the United States
injuries while
while in
in the
the perperStates suffering
suffering injuries
formance
their duties,
formance of their
duties, and
and for
purposes", approved
Septemfor other
other purposes",
approved September 7, 1916, as amended,
amended, the United
United States
States Employees'
Compensation
Employees' Compensation
Commission
Commission be, and the
the same
same is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
receive and consider the claim of Ethel G. Hamilton
Hamilton for
for disability
disability
incurred by her on or about
alleged to have been incurred
about November
November 11,
11, 1937,
1937,
while she was
employed at
at the
Administration facility,
facility,
was employed
the Veterans'
Veterans' Administration
Biloxi, Mississippi,
determine said
Mississippi, and to determine
said claim
claim upon
merits under
upon its
its merits
under
the provisions
provisions of said Act: Provided,
Provided, That
no benefits
shall accrue
That no
benefits shall
accrue
prior to the enactment
enactment of this
this Act.
Act.
1940.
Approved, July
July 8,
8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 557]

July 8, 1940
(S. 3456]
(S.
34561
[Private, No. 449]
[Private,
449]

Reimbursement of
Reimbursement
certain Marine
Marine Corps
personnel.
personnel.

Proviso.
Prorieo.

Limitation on at-

torney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Ethel
Ethel G. Hamilton.
Hamilton.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

To provide
provide for the reimbursement-of
reimbursement -of certain
or former
former personnel
personnel of
of the
the
certain personnel
personnel or
Marine Corps for the value
personal effects
United States Marine
value of personal
effects destroyed
destroyed as
as aa
a fire at Raritan Arsenal,
Arsenal, Metuchen,
result of a
Metuchen, New
New Jersey,
Jersey, on
on October
October 10,1938.
10, 1938.

Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
of the
United
United States of America in
in, Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
such
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, such
sum or sums, amounting in
aggregate not
not to
exceed $294.05,
as
in the
the aggregate
to exceed
$294.05, as
may be required
required by the Secretary
Secretary of the
the Navy
to reimburse,
reimburse, under
Navy to
under
regulations as he may prescribe,
such regulations
prescribe, certain personnel
personnel or former
former
personnel
personnel of
States Marine
Marine Corps
Corps for
for the
the value
perof the
the United
United States
value of
of personal effects destroyed
as a
of a
a fire
fire at
at Raritan
Raritan Arsenal,
Arsenal,
destroyed as
a result
result of
Metuchen,
October 10, 1938:
Metuchen, New Jersey,
Jersey, on October
no part
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
10 per
cent urn
in this Act in
in excess
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
any agent
agent or
or
to or
received by
by any
attorney on
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with these
these
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
claims, and the same shall
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
contract to
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act
of this
shall be deemed
shall
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 8,
8, 1940.
1940.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 558]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

To provide for the reimbursement
former
reimbursement of certain officers and enlisted men or former
officers and enlisted men of the United States Navy for personal
personal property
property lost
lost
in the hurricane
hurricane and flood at New London, Connecticut,
September 21,
21, 1938.
Connecticut, on September

Be
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
House of
of Representatives
the
United
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
United States
America in
assembled, That
the Secretary
of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
authorized and
and directed
pay,
of the
the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
out
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
out of
of any
any money
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, such
such
sum or
or sums,
amounting in
the aggregate
aggregate not
not to
to exceed
exceed $8,364.96
$8,364.96 as
sum
sums, amounting
in the
as
may be
required by
the Secretary
Secretary of
reimburse, under
under
may
be required
by the
of the
the Navy
Navy to
to reimburse,
such regulations
regulations as
he may
may prescribe,
certain officers
and enlisted
enlisted
prescribe, certain
officers and
such
as he
men
or former
former officers
officers and
of the
United States
and enlisted
enlisted men
men of
the United
States Navy
Navy
men or
at
for
the value
of personal
lost in
in the
the hurricane
flood at
hurricane and
and flood
property lost
for the
value of
personal property
the
submarine base,
New London,
London, Connecticut,
Connecticut, on
September 21,
21,
on September
base, New
the submarine
1938: Provided,
That no
no part
part of
the amount
in this
this
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Provided, That
1938:
delivered to
to
Act
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
be paid
or delivered
Act in
in excess
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
or
by any
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered
of services
any agent
attorney on
or received
received by
in connection
with these
these claims,
claims, and
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
shall be
in
connection with
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating
Any person
person violating
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
any
contract to
the provisions
provisions of
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
shall be
of this
this Act
Act shall
the
and
thereof shall
shall be
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
be fined
fined in
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July
July 8,
Approved,
8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 559]
559]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief
relief of Mr. and Mrs.
Mm. C. W. Black, and Marion Rabren.

of the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
the Senate
Senate and
by the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
States of
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
the Secretary
That the
in Congress
of America
United
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
of the
he is
authorized and
directed to
pay,
out
of any
appropriated, to
to Mr.
Mr.
otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
out of
any money
money in
and Mrs.
Mrs. C.
C. W.
rural route,
Andalusia, Alabama,
of
Alabama, the
the sum
sum of
route, Andalusia,
and
W. Black,
Black, rural
$3,500,
Marion Rabren,
Rabren, of
of Andalusia,
of
Alabama, the
the sum
sum of
to Marion
Andalusia, Alabama,
$3,500, and
and to
$3,000,
full settlement
settlement of
of all
their claims
claims against
the United
United States
States
$3,000, in
in full
all their
against the
for the
death of
of their
son and
and daughter,
who were
were killed
killed
daughter, respectively,
respectively, who
for
the death
their son
on
1939, when
when the
the automobile
automobile in
in which
was
which they
they were
were riding
riding was
on June
June 4,
4,1939,
struck
truck on
on the
Andalusiastruck by
by a
a Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps truck
the AndalusiaBrewton
Highway about
about two
south of
Andalusia, Alabama:
Alabama:
Brewton Highway
two miles
miles south
of Andalusia,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
in this
this Act
Act in
Provided,
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
delivered to
to or
or
excess
of 10
10 per
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received by
by any
or attorney
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
received
any agent
agent or
attorney on
in connection
connection with
with this
claim 7 and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
any
this claim,
unlawful, any
in
contract to
to the
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
person violating
the
contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a misdemeanor
and
misdemeanor and
provisions
of this
this Act
guilty of
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any
sum not
not exceeding
thereof shall
upon
Approved, July
1940.
July 10,
10, 1940.
Approved,
ICHAPTER
560]
(CHAPTER 560]

ACT
AN ACT
Ramoay.
relief of A. A. Ramsay.
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of the
the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
the Senate
enacted by
Be
United
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of America in
United States of
of the
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
and he
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
out of any
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
the Treasury
any money in the
out

July 8, 1940
1940
IS.
3808]
[IS.3808]
[Private,
No.
450]
[Private, No. 450]

Reimbursement
Reimbursement of
certain Navy personpersoncertain
nel.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
torney's,

Penalty.

July 10, 1940
[S. 27041
2704)
[S.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 451]
451]
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C.
C. W.
W.
Black and Marion
Rabren.
Rabren.
Payments to.

Proviso.
Provieo.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.

July 10, 1940

[S. 3021]
[8.
3021]
[Private, No. 452]
[Private,
462]
A. A. Ramsay.
Payment to.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS--CHS.560-562-JULY
560-562--JULY 10,
10, 1940
1940
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sum of
of $50
$50 to
A. A.
settlement of
sum
to A.
A. Ramsay
Ramsay of
of Oracle,
Oracle, Arizona,
Arizona, in
in full
full settlement
of

Proviso.
Proaio.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

his claim against the United States
with
States arising out
out of
of aa collision
collision with
a
at Oracle,
Arizona, on
on December
a Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck
truck at
Oracle, Arizona,
December
17, 1936: Provided,
Provided, That no
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
no part
part of
in this
Act in excess of 10 per
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
centum thereof
be paid
to
attorney on
of services
services rendered
or received by any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the
Any person
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
and
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
exceeding $1,000.
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July 10, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 561]
[CHAPTER
561]

July
Jul 10, 1940
18.35871
(Private,
4531
[Private, No. 453]
Earl
Earl P.
P. Collins.
Payment to.

Oolos.

Proviso.
Limitation

iionu

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Earl P.
P. Collins.
Collins.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Senate and House
of the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to

out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Earl P. Collins, of Brattleboro, Vermont, the sum of $128.50,
full
$128.50, in
in full
satisfaction
satisfaction of his claim against the United
States for
for compensation
United States
compensation
for dental expenses and personal injuries incurred
Avis Collins,
incurred by
by Avis
Collins,
aa minor daughter, as the result of a
occurred when
when
a collision
collision which
which occurred
the truck in which she was riding was struck by
United States
States
by aa United
Army truck operated by Richard
Richard Landus,
Landus, a
Quartermaster
a private, Quartermaster
Corps, United States Army, in Greenfield, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, on
on August
August
on at. 29, 1939: Provided,
Provided, That no part
of the
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
on at-

torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Act in excess of
of 10 per
per centum
centuni thereof
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
thereof shall
be paid
to

or received by any agent or attorney on
account of
services rendered
on account
of services
rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
contract to
person violating
violating the
provisions of .this Act shall be deemed
provisions
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
conviction thereof shall be fined in
upon conviction
in any
any sum
exceeding
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July 10, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 562]
[CHAPTER
562]

July 10, 1940
Jul
[8.
· 8. 37421
•[PHrvate,
[Private, No.
No. 464]

E. McGivern.
MeOlvern.
M. B.
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of M. E. McGivern.
MeGivern.

Be it
it enacted
eftcted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
out
of
any money in the Treasury
out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,. to
to
M. E.
E. McGivern
McGivern the sum
sum of $465 in full settlement
M.
settlement of all claims
against
United States,
States, including
against the
the United
including aaclaim
claim for refund of the purpurchase price
for the
the tract
tract described
as the
southwest quarter northchase
price for
described as
the southwest
east
quarter of section
30, township
township 40
40 north,
range 5
5 east of the
east quarter of
section 30,
north, range
fourth
principal
meridian,
arising
out
of transactions
to
fourth principal meridian, arising
transactions relating to
lands situated
situated within the Lae
Lac du Flambeau
Flambeau Indian Reservation.
lands
Reservation.
Approved, July 10, 1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 563]
563]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
A. S.
Tait.
For
the relief
relief of
of A.
S. Tait.

Be
Representatives of
of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
America in
United
of the
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
directed to
pay,
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
out
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
any money
money in
out of
sum
to A.
A. S.
S. Tait,
of Friendship,
settleNew York, in
in full settleFriendship, New
Tait, of
sum of
of $1,000
$1,000 to
ment
of all
against the
the United
United States for injuries sustained
sustained in
in
ment of
all claims
claims against
line
duty as
messenger on September
Provided, That
That
September 3, 1937: Provided,
as mail
mail messenger
line of
of duty
no
appropriated in
this Act
excess of
of 10
per
10 per
in this
Act in
in excess
no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
centum
delivered to
agent
to or
or received
received by any agent
or delivered
shall be
be paid
paid or
centum thereof
thereof shall
or
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
with this
in connection
connection with
account of
attorney on
or attorney
claim,
the same
shall be
contrary
the contrary
to the
any contract
contract to
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
same shall
claim, and
and the
notwithstanding.
Any person
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act
provisions of
violating the
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
shall
and upon
thereof
upon conviction
conviction thereof
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
guilty of
be deemed
deemed guilty
shall be
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
shall
Approved,
July
10,
1940.
10,
1940.
Approved, July
[CHAPTER 564]
564]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the
D. Gann.
Gann.
the relief
relief of
of Harry
Harry D.
For

Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by
by the Senate
Be it
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
United States
States of America in
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
of the
be, and
and he
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
out of
of any money
Harry
Reidsville, North Carolina, the sum of $2,462.64,
$2,462.64,
Harry D. Gann, of Reidsville,
settlement of all claims against the United States for hospiin full settlement
talization, medical
medical services,
services, and
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by his
and personal
talization,
two
minor sons
as aaresult
an accident
accident involving
involving an Army airplane,
result of
of an
two minor
sons as
PB-2A,
35-45 near
near Reidsville,
Reidsville, North
North CaroCaroPB-2A, Air Corps, Numbered
Numbered 35-45,
Provided, That no part of the amount
September 3,
3, 1938:
1938: Provided,
lina, on September
appropriated
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
be
shall be
centum thereof
excess of
this Act
appropriated in
paid
delivered to or
attorney on
on account
account
by any
any agent or attorney
or received by
paid or
or delivered
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and
and the
the same shall
this claim,
of services
be unlawful,
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
aly contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
be
unlawful, any
person
violating the
be deemed
deemed guilty
this Act
Act shall be
provisions of
of this
the provisions
person violating
of
conviction thereof
thereof shall be
be fined in any
any
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, July 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER 569]
[CHAPTER
569]

AN
AN ACT

To authorize
the cancelation
cancelation of
proceedings in the case
case of Florence
of deportation
deportation proceedings
authorize the
To
Sinclair Cooper
Cooper and
and daughter,
daughter, Margaret
Margaret Lavallie,
Lavallie, and
and Philip
Philip P.
Roy.
P. Roy.
Sinclair

the
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of America
America in
States of
United States
of
authorized and
deportation
and directed to cancel the deportation
is hereby
hereby authorized
of Labor
Labor is
proceedings
issued pursuant
pursuant to
Immigration
of the
the Immigration
and 20
20 of
19 and
to sections
sections 19
proceedings issued
Act of
February 5, 1917 (39
889, 890;
890- U. S. C., title 8, secs. 155
(39 Stat.
Stat. 889,
of February
Act
Florence Sinclair Cooper
Cooper and daughter, Marand 156), in the case of Florence
garet
Lavallie, and
and Philip
law to
of existing law
any provision
provision of
P. Roy,
Roy, any
Philip P.
garet Lavallie,
the
contrary notwithstanding.
after the date of the
notwithstanding. From and after
the contrary
approval of
this Act,
Cooper, her daughter,
daughter, MarSinclair Cooper,
Florence Sinclair
Act, Florence
of this
approval
garet
and Philip
shall not again be subject to deportaP. Roy shall
Philip P.
Lavallie, and
garet Lavallie,
tion by
reason of
the same
facts upon
upon which
which the
the outstanding
proceedoutstanding proceedsame facts
of the
by reason
tion
ings rest.
Approved,
July 10, 1940.
Approved, July

July 10, 1940
H. R.
[H.
R. 1435]
1435]
[Private, No.
No. 455]
455]
[Private,
A.
S. Tait.
A. S.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

July
July 10, 1940
1940
[S.
[S. 3649]
[Private, No. 456]
Harry D.
Gann.
Harry
D. Oann.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proriso.
Limitation on attorney's,
fees.
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

July 10, 1940
[S.
1789]
[8. 17891
[Private,
[Private, No. 457j
457]

Sinclair
Florence Sinclair
Cooper and others.
Cancelation
Cancelation of deportation
proceedings.
portation proceedings.
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LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
CBS.570-572—JULY
1940
570-572-JULY 10,
10, 1940
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 570]
570]

July 10,
10, 1940
1940
[S. 2774]
[S.
2774]
[Private,
(Private, No.
No. 458]
458]

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
of Jose
Jose Mauri.
Mauri.
relief of

Jose Mauri.
Admission for perpermanent residence.
residence.

Cancelation of warwar.
rant of arrest,
arrest, etc.
etc.

Quota deduction.
deduction.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
and House
House of
of the
United
United States of America in
in, Congress
assembled, That
the adminCongress assembled,
That in
in the
administration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws
laws Jose
Jose Mauri,
Mauri, of
of
Los Angeles, California, shall be held
held and
and considered
considered to
been
to have
have been
legally admitted to the United States
the
States for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence on
on the
date of his entry
the United
United States.
entry into
into the
States.
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary of
Labor is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed
to cancel
cancel
of Labor
directed to
any warrants of arrest or orders of
have
of deportation
deportation which
which may
may have
been issued with respect to the said
upon the
of
said Jose
Jose Mauri
Mauri upon
the ground
ground of
illegal entry into the United
United States.
States.
SEC.
SEO. 3. Upon the enactment of
this Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
State
of this
Act the
of State
shall instruct the proper quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
deduct one
number
one number
from the nonpreference
nonpreference category of
the quota
quota during
during the
year.
of the
the current
current year.
Approved, July 10,
10, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 571]
571]

July 10, 1940
[8. 2775]
[S.
27751
[Private,
[Private, No. 459]

Gideon
Henry
Gideon
Schiller.
Admission for perpermanent residence.

deduction.
Quota deduction.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Henry
Henry Gideon Schiller.
Schiller.

Be
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
for the
the
purposes of the immigration and naturalization
purposes
naturalization laws
laws Henry
Gideon
Henry Gideon
Schiller, Saint Louis,
Schiller,
Louis, Missouri, shall be considered
considered to
been
to have
have been
lawfully admitted
Minnesota, June
lawfully
admitted at Noyes, Minnesota,
June
1931, to
to the
United
,,1931,
the United
States for permanent
permanent residence.
SEC.
the enactment
S
EC. 2.
2. Upon
Upon the
enactment of this Act, the Secretary
of State
Secretary of
State
shall
instruct the proper quota-control officer
shall instruct
officer to
to deduct
deduct one
one number
number
from
the nonpreference
from the
nonpreference category
category of the quota
quota during
current
during the
the current
quota year.
Approved, July 10,
1940.
10, 1940.
[CHAPTER 572]
[CHAPTER
572]
AN ACT
ACT

July 10, 1940
1940
(8.
S 2799)
27991
.
{I'rivate,
(Private,

For the relief
relief of James
James George Mayfield.
Mayfield.

No.
No. 4601
460]

M

James George May-

fJmGOeoreMay.
field.

Consideration of disability claim.

considBerationof dis

Be
by the
Senate and
and 11011,86
House of Representatives
Representatilve of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
the
of the
United
States of
assembled, That
United States
of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
notwithThat notwith-

standing
the provisions
provisions and
and limitations of sections
standing the
sections 15 to 20, both
inclusive,
of the Act entitled

"An Act
Act to
provide compensation
compensation for
inclusive, of the Act entitled "An
to provide
employees
of
the
United
States
employees of the United States suffering injuries while in the performance of
of their
and for other purposes",
formance
their duties,
duties, and
purposes", approved
approved SepSep-

39
Stat. 746-747.
74s-747.
tember 7, 1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Com5U. S. C. j765-770.
tember 7, Commission
1916, as amended, the United States Employees' Compensation
be,
and the
the same
same is
hereby, authorized
pensation
Commission
be, and
is hereby,
authorized and
Filing of claim.
ing of claim.
directed
to
receive
and
directed to receive and consider,
consider, if filed within six months after
after
the
of this
the enactment
enactment of
this Act,
Act, the claim of James George Mayfield,
Mayfield, of
of
Springfield, Illinois,
Illinois, for
for disability
Springfield,
disability alleged to have been
been caused
by
caused
by
injuries
sustained by
injuries sustained
by him
him on
on August
August 3, 1937, while in the performperformance
of
his
duties
in
the
employment
ance of his duties in the employment of the Bureau
Bureau of Internal
Internal
Revenue,
Revenue, Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department,
Approved,
Approved, July 10, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS .—CHS . 573-576—JULY
10, 1940
573-576-JULY 10,
1940

[CHAPTER 573]
[CHAPTER
573]

1319

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Dexter and Elizabeth
Shiomi.
Elizabeth Shiomi.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in
in Congress
a88emLled, That
That in
adminin the
the adminimmigration and naturalization
istration of the immigration
the Secretary
of
naturalization laws
laws the
Secretary of
Labor be, and is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to record
the lawful
authorized and
record the
lawful
admittance
admittance for permanent
permanent residence of Dexter
Dexter and
Shiomi.
and Elizabeth
Elizabeth Shiomi.
Approved, July 10, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 574]
574]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Louise Thorne
Thorne

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
That notwithstandnotwithstandassembled, That
ing the provisions of the immigration
immigration laws, the
Secretary of
of Labor
Labor
the Secretary
is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
the wife
of a
to permit
permit Louise
Louise Thorne,
Thorne, the
wife of
a
citizen of the United States, to remain permanently
permanently in
in the
United
the United
States.
States.
Approved, July
July 10,
10, 1940.
1940.

July 10, 1940
1940
IS. 2909]
2909]
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 461]
461]
Dexter and
and ElizaDexter
Elizabeth Shiomi.
Admission for
for perpermanent residence.

July 10,
10, 1940
1940
[S. 2969]
[S.
2969]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 462]
462]
Louise Thorne.
Louise
Thorne.
Authorization for
Authorization
for
permanent
permanent residence.
residence.

[CHAPTER 575]
[CHAPTER
575]

AN ACT
ACT
Relating
to
the
citizenship
Relating
citizenship of William
William Lawrence
Lawrence Tan.
Tan.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
the
assembled, That,
That, for
for the
purposes of section 5
5 of the Act entitled "An
to the
"An Act
Act in
in reference
reference to
the
expatriation of citizens and their protection
approved
protection abroad",
abroad", approved
March
March 2, 1907, as amended, William
William Lawrence
of Honolulu,
Honolulu,
Lawrence Tan,
Tan, of
Hawaii,
Hawaii, the minor child of Wilma Alberta Geary, aa citizen
of the
the
citizen of
United States whose American
American citizenship
citizenship was
March 30,
30,
was resumed
resumed on
on March
1935, notwithstanding
notwithstanding that he is inadmissible
inadmissible for
entry into
into the
the
for entry
United States for permanent residence
residence he shall
not be
shall not
be deported.
deported.
Approved, July
Approved,
1940.
July 10,
10, 1940.

July 10,
10, 1940
1940
[S. 3146]
IS.
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 463]
463]
William Lawrence
William
Lawrence
Tan.
Not subject to
to dedeportation.
34 Stat. 1229.
8
8 U.
U. S. C.
C. §8.
8.

[CHAPTER
5761
[CHAPTER 5761
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Alfred G.
G. Balls.
Balls.
of Alfred

Be it
and House of
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
America in
United States of America
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the CompComptroller General
General of the United
United States
be, and
and he
he is
authorized
States be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed to credit the account of Alfred
G. Balls,
Balls, former
former special
special
Alfred G.
disbursing agent, Alaska Railroad, Anchorage,
Anchorage, Alaska,
Alaska, in
in the
the amount
amount
of $1,995,
$1,995, which was paid by him to
Herriman as
as salary
salary for
to Phil
Phil 0.
O. Herriman
for
services rendered the Alaska
Alaska Railroad
during the
the period
Railroad during
period July
July 1,
1,
1933,
1933, to May 31, 1934, the said sum having been disallowed
disallowed on
on account
account
of failure to report this position on lists
lists submitted
submitted to
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of
the Budget, in conformity with letter of
President, dated
July
of the President,
dated July
23, 1932.
1932.
23,
Approved,
Approved, July 10, 1940.
1940.

193470°-41-PT. n--6
193470°-41—FT.
i--6

July 10,
1940
July
10,1940
[8.
[1. 3706]

[Private,
464]
[Private, No.
No. 464]

Alfred G.
O. Balls.
Balts.
Credit in account of.
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PRIVATE LAWS
CH& 578,
LAWS-CHS.
578, 584—JULY
584-JULY 11,
11, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER 578]
578]
[CHAPTER

July
1940
Jly 11,
11, 1940
[S.
18. 41261
4126]
[Privte. No. 4651
[Private,
465]
Anne Howard Lay.
Payment of annuity. ayment of annit

53 Stat.
Stat. 583.
22
72 U. S.
C., Sapp.
V,
S. C.,
Supp. V,
§21.
21.

53

.83

§

Effective date.

[54
STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Anne
Anne Howard
Howard Lay.
Lay.
For

Be it
Senate and
and House of
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That there
there shall
shall be
be

paid
paid from
from the Foreign
Foreign Service
Service retirement
disability fund
to Anne
Anne
retirement and
and disability
fund to
Howard Lay, widow of Julius
Lay, a
aretired
retired Foreign
Service officer
officer
Julius Lay,
Foreign Service
whose death occurred
occurred on
1939; that
that is,
on August
August 28,
28, 1939;
is, after
after July
July 1,
1, 1939,
1939,
of the
Act of
the effective
effective date of
the Act
of April
April 24,
24, 1939,
but before
date
1939, but
before the
the date
fixed in accordance
accordance with law
by Executive
order;
law by
by the President,
President, by
Executive order;
that is, September
September 1, 1939,
1939, as the
the effective
the provisions
of
effective date
date of
of the
provisions of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act which
which authorize
the establishment
by retired
authorize the
establishment by
retired
Foreign Service officers
officers of survivorship
survivorship annuities
behalf of
of their
annuities in behalf
their
widows as beneficiaries,
annuity at
at aa rate
rate equivalent
to one-half
beneficiaries, an annuity
equivalent to
one-half
the maximum
maximum annuity
which her
husband could
could have
have established
established
annuity which
her late
late husband
for her as beneficiary, in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of
of the
the Act
the provisions
Act
of April 24, 1939, and amendments
amendments thereto.
thereto.
This Act shall take effect
effect on
on the
the first
first day
day of
of the
calendar month
the calendar
month
following
following its approval
approval by the
the President.
President.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 584]
584]
[CHAPTER

July 11, 1940
[S. J. Res. 133]
18.
133]
No. 6]
61
[Priv. Res.,
Res., No.

Mrs. J.
J. W. Marks.
Marks.
Jurisdiction of
desigofdesignated courts
hear
courts to hear
claim.

Time for instituting
instituting
claim.

Proceeding.
Proceeding.

JOINT RESOLUTION
RESOLUTION
To confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction on the Court of Claims or
the District
Court of
the
or the
District Court
of the
United States for the Northern
Northern District of Georgia
hear, determine,
determine, and
and
Georgia to
to hear,
render
render judgment upon the claim of Mrs. J.
J. W.
W. Marks,
Marks, of
of Stephens
Stephens County,
County,
Georgia.

Resolved by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
United
and House
House of Representatives
the United
States
Congress assembled,
States of America in Congress
assembled, That jurisdiction is
hereby
is hereby
conferred
conferred upon the Court of Claims or the District
of the
the
District Court
Court of
United States for the Northern
Northern District of Georgia
Georgia to
deterto hear,
hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment upon the claim of
J. W.
W. Marks
of Mrs.
Mrs. J.
Marks to
to
referred to and described
the property
property referred
described in
deed by
Melpnia Scott
in aa deed
by Melzinia
Scott
to Mrs. J.
J. W. Marks dated June 24
24, 1925,
and recorded
recorded in
ffice of
of
1925, and
in o
office
off Stephens County, Georgia,
clerk, Superior Court o
24, 1925,
1925,
Georgia, June
June 24,
in deed book numbered 16, page 28, and to hear, determine,
and render
render
determine, and
judgment,
judgment, if any, on any claim for damages that she may
found
may be found
to
have arising by virtue of the Government
Government of the
to have
the United
United States
States
or any of its agents entering
entering upon said property, taking
taking possession
possession
thereof or
or in
in any
sufficient relief
thereof
any way trespassing thereon, and award sufficient
relief
in the premises as under
under law and evidence
may be
be shown.
shown.
S
uch
evidence may
Such
claim may
may be
be instituted at any time within two years after the
claim
passage
the passage
of this
this joint resolution,
notwithstanding the lapse of time, or
of
resolution, notwithstanding
or any
any
statute of limitations.
SEC. 2. Proceeding
Proceeding in any suit,
suit before the Court of Claims
Site.
in the
the
Claims or
or in
District
District Court of the. United States for the Northern District of
of
Georgia under
under this
this joint resolution and appeals
therefrom, and
Georgia
appeals therefrom,
payment
of any
any judgment
judgment thereon, shall be had as in any other case
payment of
of
which
the
Claims or the District Court of the United
of which the Court
Court of
of Claims
States
for
the
Northern
States for the Northern District
District of
of Georgia
Georgia might have jurisdiction.
jurisdiction.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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76Ti
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
3D SESS
.--CHS.585-587—JULY
11, 1940
1940
SESS.-CHS.
585-587-JULY 11,

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 585]

AN
AN ACT
relief of Edward
Edward Hagenson.
Hagenson.
For the
the relief

Be
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the provisions
and limitations of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of
of the
the Act entitled
entitled
compensation for
employees of
the United
United States
States
"An Act to provide compensation
for employees
of the
suffering injuries while in the performance
for
performance of their
their duties, and
and for
September 7, 1916, as amended,
other purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved September
amended, are
are hereby
waived in the case of Edward
Edward Hagenson,
Hagenson, formerly employed
employed by
by the
the
Alaska Railroad
General
Railroad during
during the
the period
period 1932 to May
May 3,
3, 1934;
1934; the
the General
Manager
of the
the Alaska
Railroad is
is authorized
and directed
hear,
Manager of
Alaska Railroad
authorized and
directed to
to hear,
determine any claim filed with said railroad, within
consider and determine
within one
one
year
enactment of
Act, by
by said
Hagenyear after the date of enactment
of this
this Act,
said Edward
Edward Hagenson
or administrators
son or by his
his heirs, executors,
executors, or
administrators for
for compensation
compensation
under the provisions
provisions of such Act of September
September 7, 1916, as
as amended,
amended,
Provided, That no benefits hereunder
for disability due to silicosis:
silicosis: Provided,
hereunder
prior to
this Act.
Act.
shall accrue
accrue prior
to the
the enactment
enactment of
of this
11, 1940.
Approved, July 11,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 586]
586]

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief of C. F. Cooley, administrator
administrator of the estate of Charles F.
Cooley,
F. Cooley,
Junior.
Junior.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
House of
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be,
directed to
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
out of any money in
in the
otherwise appropriated,
to
C. F. Cooley, administrator
Cooley, Junior,
administrator of the estate of Charles F. Cooley,
Junior,
$496.15, in
settlement of
claims against
the United
the sum of
of $496.15,
in full
full settlement
of all
all claims
against the
United
States for damages
damages to an automobile
automobile owned
owned by
by and used on official
official
business by Charles F. Cooley, Junior,
while he
employed as
Junior, while
he was
was employed
as aa
Provided, That no part of the amount
Federal Prohibition Agent: Provided,
amount
appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
in excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
account
attorney on
on account
of
rendered in
connection with
with this
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall
of services rendered
in connection
this claim,
be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
of
person
provisions of
shall be
deemed guilty
aa misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be
be fined in any
any
sum
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 11, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 587]
587]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Motors, Incorporated.
Incorporated.
For the
the relief of Cothran
Cothran Motors,

Be
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
by the
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
directed to
pay,
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
out of any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
to
Raleigh, North Carolina,
the Cothran Motors,
Motors, Incorporated,
Incorporated, of Raleigh,
Carolina, the
sum of $356.75,
$356.75, in full and final settlement
settlement of all
all its claims
claims against
against
the
and
the Government
Government of
of the United States for
for repairs
repairs to
to elevator
elevator and
lighting
lighting equipment
equipment in property
property leased by the
the Treasury
Treasury Department
Department

July 11, 1940
[S. 182]
182]
[8.
[Private, No. 466]
466]
Edward Hagenson.
Edward
Hagenson.
Consideration ofdlsof di,Consideration
ability claim.

746-747.
39 Stat. 746-747.
S. C. §§,
55U. 8..
§§ 765-770.

Filing of claim.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

July 11,
11, 1940
[8. 349]
[8.
349]
[Private,
No. 467]
467]
[Private, No.

C.
C. F. Cooley.
Cooley.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on attor •
Limitation
ney's, etc.,
fees.
ney's,
etc., fee.

Penalty.
Penalty.

July
11, 1940
July 11,
1940
[S. 1376]
1376]
[t.
[Private, No. 468]
468]
[Private,
Cothran Motors,
Cothran
Motors,
Inc.
Payment to.
to.
Payment

1322
1322

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.587-589—JULY
PRIVATE
587-589-JULY 11,
11, 19-10
1940

as temporary
for the
from March
10,
as
temporary quarters
quarters for
the Raleigh
Raleigh post
post office
office from
March 10,
1937,
to April
April 9,
said lease
providing that
lessor maintain
1937, to
9, 1938,
1938, said
lease providing
that the
the lessor
maintain
the
no part
part of
the amount
the same
same in
in repair:
repair: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of the
amount approappropriated
Act in
excess of
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or
priated in
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10
shall be
be paid
or
delivered to
on account
account of
of
delivered
to or
or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
in connection
with this
claim, and
shall
services
rendered in
connection with
this claim,
and the
the same
same shall
be
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
person
violating the
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
guilty of
of a
a
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
any sum
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
be fined
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
not
$1,000.
Approved, July
11, 1940.
Approved,
July 11,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 588]
588]

1940
July 11,
11, 1940
ES.
[S. 1531]
[Private,
No. 469]
469]
[Private, No.
S. Dennis.
Edmund S.
Dennis.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proai6o.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Edmund
Edmund S. Dennis.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
United States
United
in Congress
SecreStates of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the .Secretary of the Treasury be, and he
directed
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay, out of any money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Edmund S. Dennis, of Richmond,
Virginia, the
the sum
$176.80,
Richmond, Virginia,
sum of
of $176.80,
in full satisfaction of his claim
claim against
against the
the United
United States
States GovernGovernment for expenses incurred by reason of accident
accident with
with a
a Civilian
Civilian
Conservation Corps car on March 26, 1936:
1936: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in excess
10 per
per centum
centum
in this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
delivered to or received
thereof shall be paid or delivered
by any
received by
any agent
agent or
or
attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim,
claim.,and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
notwithstanding.
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
shall be
be deemed
a misdemeanor
shall
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
5891
[CHAPTER 589]

July 11,
11, 194
1940
__[. [S. 2570]
26701
--[Private,
[Private, No. 470]
470]
Mary Boyd.
Mary
Payment to.

Proviso.
Privso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
For the relief of Mary Boyd.

Be
enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,

of
Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
out
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated., to
to
Mary Boyd,
Mary
Boyd, of
of Spokane,
Spokane, Washington, the sum of $3,500,
$3,500, in full
settlement of all
all claims
claims against the United States for the death of
settlement
of
her son, Jess P. Boyd, as the result of an accident involving
involving aa GovGovernment truck operated by an enrollee
Conservation
ernment
enrollee of the Civilian Conservation
Corps between
Corps
between Priest River and Coolin, Idaho, on October 15, 1938:
1938:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
in this
this Act in
excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
excess of
or
received
by any agent or attorney
received by
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any conconnection with
tract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
and
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof
shall be
any suun
of shall
be fined
ined in
in an
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000. onviction th
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.

5-1
54 STAT.]

1
-t76rH
6TH CUI
NG ., 3D
C'ON(.,

[CHAPTER
590]
[CHAPTER 590]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
S. Harris.
relief of Lloyd S.
For

it enacted
the
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
Secretary
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
States of America in Congress
United

out of any money
of the
Treasury is
authorized and
pay, out
and directed to pay,
is authorized
of
the Treasury
in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
of
Lloyd S.
S. Harris, of
to Lloyd
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
in full satisfaction of all
Shiprock, New
New Mexico,
sum of $700, in
the sum
Mexico, the
Shiprock,
claims against
against the United
because of property
property losses sustained
United States because
claims
by said
S. Harris
occurred in the
fire which
which occurred
of aa fire
Harris as
as aaresult of
Lloyd S.
by
said Lloyd
Conservation Service on DecemCove Demonstration
Demonstration Area
Area of
the Soil
Soil Conservation
of the
Cove
ber 10,
1938: Provided,
no part
part of the
appropriated in
the amount appropriated
That no
Provided, That
ber
10, 1938:
this Act
in excess
10 per
per centum
delivered
paid or delivered
shall be paid
centum thereof
thereof shall
of 10
excess of
this
Act in
account
to or
any agent
agent or
attorney or attorneys, on account
or agents,
agents, attorney
by any
to
or received
received by
It shall be unlawof
rendered in connection
connection with such claim. It
services rendered
of services
attorneys, to exact, collect,
ful for
for any
any agent
agent or
collect,
attorney or attorneys,
or agents,
agents, attorney
ful
withhold, or
receive any
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
the amount
any sum of the
or receive
withhold,
account of services rendered in
in
10 per
per centum thereof on account
excess of
of 10
in excess
connection
with such claim, any contract to the contrary notwithconnection with
standing. Any
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act shall be
Any person
standing.
conviction thereof shall
deemed
misdemeanor and upon conviction
a misdemeanor
of a
guilty of
deemed guilty
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be
fined m
Approved, July
July 11, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 591]
5911
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

Authorizing
Lambie.
A. Lambie.
Thomas A.
the naturalization
naturalization of Thomas
Authorizing the

the
it enacted
Representatives of the
and House of Representatwves
Senate and
by the
the Senate
enacted by
Be it
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, notwithStates of America in Congress
United States
year
one year
standing any
any time
time within one
at any
of law,
law, at
other provision
provision of
any other
standing
after the
of enactment
enactment of
Thomas A. Lambie, of
this Act,
Act, Thomas
of this
the date
date of
after
Owings Mills,
Mills, Maryland,
be naturalized
naturalized as
a citizen
citizen of the
as a
may be
Maryland, may
Owings
United States
naturalization oath
before
of allegiance
allegiance before
oath of
the naturalization
by taking
taking the
States by
United
any court
court having
having jurisdiction
naturalization of
of aliens.
aliens.
the naturalization
of the
jurisdiction of
any
1940.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
5921
[CHAPTER 592]
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SESS.---CHS.

AN ACT

For
the relief
relief of
Edward J. Ross, and the
minor
guardian of Betty Ross, aaminor.
the legal guardian
of Edward
For the

Be it enacted
Howse of Representatives
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House
assembled, That the Secretary
Congress assembled,
of America in Congress
United States of

of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
is hereby,
be, and
and he
of
out of
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
Treasury not
in the
the Treasury
any money
out
of any
Edward J.
Ross of
Cathlamet2 Washington,
Washington, the
the sum of $500, in full
of Cathlamet,
J. Ross,
Edward
expenses
States for expenses
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims against
United States
the United
against the
settlement
incurred
result of
of injuries sustained by his minor child,
as a
a result
him as
by him
incurred by
Betty
Ross, and to the legal guardian of Betty Ross the sum of
of
Betty Ross,
of all her claims against the United States
$2,000, in
in full
full settlement
settlement of
$2,000,
a CivilCivilstruck by a
for
personal injuries
injuries sustained
sustained as
result of being
being struck
as aaresult
for personal
supervision of the
ian Conservation
Conservation Corps
operating under supervision
truck operating
Corps truck
ian
Forest
August 4,
4, 1937:
Provided, That no part of the
1937: Provided,
on August
Service on
Forest Service
amount
in this
excess of 10
centum thereof
thereof
10 per centum
in excess
Act in
this Act
appropriated in
amount appropriated
shall
paid or
delivered to
to or received
received by any agent or attorney on
or delivered
be paid
shall be
account
with this claim,
claim, and the
in connection
connection with
rendered in
services rendered
of services
account of
notwithstanding.
same
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
any contract
shall be
same shall

July 11,
11. 1940
July
1940
[S. 2595]
[S.
[Private,
[Private, No. 471]
S. Harris.
Lloyd S.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorfees.
ney's, etc., f.'-s.

Penalty.
Penalty.

July 11,
1940
July
11, 1940
[S. 2768]
IS.
[Private. No. 472]
Thomas A.
A. Lambie.
Naturalization auNaturalizatikn
thorized.
thorized.

July It,
II, 1940
July
1940
[S. 28(l0|
28(X)]
[Private, No. 4731
[I'rivate,
Edward J.
Ross,
Ross,
guardian of Betty
and guardian
Ross.
Payments
Payments to.

Proiso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.

1324
1324
Penalty.

PRIVATE
LAWS--CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.592-594-JULY
5W -594—JULY 11,
11, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.
SPAT.

Any person violating
of this
this Act
be deemed
guilty
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
and upon
upon conviction
be fined
in any
any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
July 11,
1940.
Approved, July
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 593]
593]

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
[S. 2988]
[(.
2988]
'Private, No.
Iirivate,
No. 474]
474]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Bessie
Sharrah.
Bessie Sharrah.

Be it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
United States
America in
in Congress
United
States of
of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of
the
be, and
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $3,000 to Bessie Sharrah,
of Tucson,
Arizona, in
Sharrah, of
Tucson, Arizona,
in full
full settlesettlement of her claim against the United States arising
arising out
out of
of a
a collision
collision
between
between aa United States Army truck
and a
vehicle driven
driven by
by her
her
truck and
a vehicle
husband, George F. Sharrah,
Sharrah, and
his death,
death, on
on or
about
and resulting
resulting in
in
his
or
about
Proviso.
Promiao.
r- December 19, 1938: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
the amount
part of
of the
amount approapproLimitation on attor- December
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ees.
priated
ney's,
of 10
priated in this Act in excess of
centum thereof
thereof shall
or
10 per
per centum
shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
on account
account of
of servservagent or
or attorney
attorney on
ices rendered
connection with this claim, and
rendered in connection
the same
shall be
and the
same shall
be
Penalty.
Penalty.
unlawful,
contract to the contrary
unlawful, any
any contract
contrary notwithstanding. Any
person
Any person
violating the provisions of this
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
this Act shall
be deemed
a mismisdemeanor
demeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not
not
shall be
any sum
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
Bessie Sharrah.
Payment to.

PBesteSharh.

[CHAPTER 594]
July 11, 1940
1940
[S.
3023]
[8.3023]

[Privatc,
!Private, No.
No. 475]
475]
Clarence
Clarence E.and
E. and Gertrude Ray Enders.
trude
Payments to.

Proviso.
Provio.

Limitation on attor•
attor.
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
nay's, etc.,

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Clarence
Gertrude Ray
Enders.
Clarence E.
E. Enders
Enders and
and Gertrude
Ray Enders.

Be
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
of the
the
United States
United
States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secrethe Secretary
the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay,
tary of
of the
of any
pay, out
out of
any
money
money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to Clarence
E.
appropriated, to
Clarence E.
Enders, of
$528, and to Gertrude
Enders,
of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, the sum of $528,
Gertrude Ray
Ray
Enders, of Portland,
Portland, Oregon,
Oregon, the sum of
Enders,
$1,788.95, in
in full
full satisfacsatisfacof $1,788.95,
tion of
their respective
respective claims against the United States
tion
of their
States for
reimfor reimbursement
bursement of expenses incurred
incurred by them, and
for compensation
compensation for
for
and for
personal
injuries and property
personal injuries
property damage
damage sustained by
by them,
them, as
as aaresult
result
of aacollision
collision between
of
between the automobile in which
which they were
were riding
riding and
and
aa Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck on United
United States Highlway
Highway
Numbered 99,
99, near
near Olympia,
Numbered
Olympia, Washington,
Washington, on October 30,
1938:
30, 1938:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
Provided,
this
Act
in
in
this
Act
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be paid or
received by
any.agent
agent or attorney
received
by any
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered
in
connection
with
in connection with this claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
violating
the provisions
this Act
Act shall be deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
the
provisions of
of this
misdemeanor
and
upon
conviction
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not
and upon conviction
exceeding
not
exceeding
$1,000.
1,000.
Approved,
Approved,
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
3n SESS
.--CHS.595-597—JULY
11, 1940
SESS.-CHS.
595-597-JULY 11,
1940

[
CHAPTER 595]
595]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT

relief of
For the relief
Snyder.
of Twila
Twila Snyder.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
the
of Representatives
of the
United
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America
in Congress
That the Secretary
Secretary
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to
of the Treasury
of any
money
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Twila
Twila Snyder,
of
Snyder, of
Butte, Montana,
Montana, the sum of $2,676
$2,676 in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of all
all claims
claims
against the United States for medical expenses
expenses incurred,
incurred, and
perand personal injuries sustained,
sustained, by her as
the interas aaresult
result of
of the
the collision
collision at
at the
intersection of Twenty-first
Twenty-first South Street and Twenty-first
East Street,
Twenty-first East
Street,
September 28, 1936,
Salt Lake City, Utah, on September
the truck
in which
1936, of
of the
truck in
which
she was riding with a
truck: Provided,
That no
a War
War Department
Department truck:
Provided,That
no part
part
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
excess of
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
or received
any agent
delivered to
received by
by any
agent or
or
attorney on account
account of services
services rendered in connection
with this
this claim,
connection with
claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
any contract
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be
the provisions
of this
shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be fined
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
fined in any
any sum
$1,000.
Approved,
July 11,
11, 1940.
Approved, July
1940.
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July 11, 1940
[S. 3039]
[S.
[Private,
476]
[Private, No. 476]
Twila Snyder.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 596]
596]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of Velvie W. Smith, and the legal guardian of Glenn Richard Smith.

Be it
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
United States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary

Jul
July 11,1940
11, 1940

8 3059]
I.S.
059]
[Private, No. 477]
[Private,
Velvie W. Smith,
Velvie
and guardian of Glenn
Glenn

Richard Smith.
be, and
and he
he is
of the Treasury be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, Richard
Payments
Payments to.
out of any money in the Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Velvie W.
W. Smith,
Smith, of
of Huntington,
Huntington, West
sum of
$150
West Virginia,
Virginia, the
the sum
of $150
and to the legal guardian of
Glenn Richard
of Glenn
Richard Smith,
Smith, of
of Huntington,
Huntington,
West Virginia,
West
of all
Virginia, the
the sum
sum of
of $5,000,
$5,000, in
in full
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
all claims
claims
against the United
United States
States arising
out of
of the
the death
death of
of Emley
Mae
arising out
Emley Mae
Smith
Smith, who was
was killed
killed when
Projects Administration
truck
when aa Work
Work Projects
Administration truck
ran off
of the highway
struck her
her on
highway and struck
the right-of-way
right-of-way of
of the
the BaltiBaltion the
more and Ohio
Ohio Railroad,
Railroad, in
October
in Huntington,
Huntington, West
West Virginia,
Virginia, on
on October
Proviso.
9, 1939: Provided,
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
Provided, That no part
of the
appropriated in
in this
this Proviso.
Limitation on attorAct in excess of 10 per
fees.
centum thereof
etc., fees.
per centum
be paid
paid or
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
delivered ney's, etc.,
to or received
attorney on
received by any agent
agent or attorney
on account
account of
of services
services
rendered in
in connection
connection with
claim, and
and the
the same
with this
this claim,
same shall
shall be
be
unlawful, any
Penalty.
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
to the
violating the provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
be deemed
guilty of
a
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
fined m
m any
sum
shall be
be fined
any sum
not exceeding
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

[
CHAPTER 597]
[CHAPTER
597]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the Rodgers
Rodgers Tile
Tile Company.
Company.

Be it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America
United
assembled, That
That th
Secret
ary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
thee Secretary
of the Treasury
i
Treasury is
sauthorized
authorized and directed to pay,
of any
pay, out of
any money
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
the Rodgers
Rodgers Tile
Tile
Company, of Seattle, Washington,
Washington, the sum of
$695.7., in
satisof $695.74,
in full
full satisfaction of its claim against the United
United States for
for additional
additional compencompen-

11, 1940
1910
July 1,
[8.
[8. 3062]
3062]
[Private, No. 478]
[Private,
Rodgers Tile Co.
Co.
Rodgers
Payment to.
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS
OHS.597-599--JULY
LAWS-CHS.
597-599--JULY 11,
11, 1940
1940

sation for installing tile
tile floor
floor and
and wainscoting
wainscoting in
in the
room
the generator
generator room
of the powerhouse
powerhouse at
Dam, under
numbered
at Bonneville
Bonneville Dam,
under contract
contract numbered
W-649-eng-583,
W-649—eng-583, dated
no part
dated February
February 2,
2, 1939:
1939: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
of
the amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
10 per
per centum
centum
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
thereof shall be
paid or
or delivered
by any
any agent
agent or
or
be paid
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
attorney
attorney on account of services
in connection
connection with
this
services rendered
rendered in
with this
claim, and the same shall be
contract to
the contrary
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the
Act
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be
fined in
in any
be fined
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
1940.
July 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 598]
[CHAPTER
5981

july 11,
July
11, 1940
1940
[S.:31111
[.
3111]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 4791
479]
Thomas L. Gardner.
ThomasL.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
of Thomas
Thomas L.
L. Gardner.
Gardner.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
it enacted
House of
of Representatives
of the
and House
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
in Congress
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed
directed to
pay, out
of any
to pay,
out of
any money
money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Thomas
Thomas L.
L. Gardner,
Gardner,
of Belton, Montana,
Montana, the sum of $75, in
full satisfaction
satisfaction of
his claim
in full
of his
claim
against
United States for reimbursement
against the United
reimbursement for the
of a
horse
the loss
loss of
a horse
hired by the National Park Service for use in
hired
connection with
in connection
with emeremergency conservation
gency
conservation work in Glacier National
National Park
Park during
during the
the sumsummer of 1935: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this Act
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
this
Act in
in excess
paid or
or delivered
delivered
to or received
by an agent or
received by
rendered
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
any
same shall
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
contract
person violating
the
violating the
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
upon
any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CIAPTER 599]
599]

Jtlly
July I,
11, 1940
1940

IS.
37A01
32]0
IS. _1f
T
'rivate, No.
[Private,
No. 4801

-

-

Ina May Everett.
Everett.
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Ina May
Everett.
May Everett.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
of the
the
United
States
of
America
in Congress
assembled, That
United States
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
of
the Treasury
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out
of any
any money
out of
money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
Ina
May Everett,
Everett, widow of Leslie Everett, deceased, formerly
Ina May
formerly State
State
highway
Hickman County, Kentucky
Kentucky, the sum
highway foreman
foreman for Hickman
$1,500,
sum of
of $1,500,
in full settlement
settleme nt o
all c
l
ai
ms against
United States
States for
for the
off all
claims
against the
the United
the
death
of her
her husband,
husband, the
the said Leslie Everett, who died September
death of
11,
September
11,
1938,
a result
of injuries
1938, as
as a
result of
injuries sustained on August 26, 1938, when the
the
truck
in
which
he was
riding was
was struck by a
a truck
truck in which he
was riding
truck operated
operated by
by an
an
employee
of the
Works Progress Administration
employee of
the Works
Administration on
Numon Highway
Highway Numbered
and one-half
miles east of Clinton, Kentucky:
bered 58
58 one
one and
one-half miles
Kentucky: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
That no part
per centum thereof shall
be paid
paid or
per centum thereof
shall be
or delivered to or received
received by any
agent
or
attorney
on
account
of
services
agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim,
the same
unlawful, any contract
this
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be unlawful,
contract to the concontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
provisions of
violating the
the provisions
of this
this
Act shall be deemed
deemed i
guilty of
emeanor and
and upon
conviction
guilty
of aa misd
misdemeanor
upon conviction
thereof
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
n any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July 11, 1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 600]
600]

AN ACT
AN
For the relief of Charles N. Barber, former United
United States property
property and
and disbursing
disbursing

officer, Vermont
officer,
Vermont National
National Guard,
Guard, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That payments
payments
heretofore
heretofore made for hospital and medical
expenses incident to
medical expenses
to the
the
injury of five enlisted men of Headquarters
Headquarters Company, One
One Hundred
Hundred
and Seventy-second
Seventy-second Infantry, Vermont
National Guard,
Vermont National
Guard, on
on August
August
17, 1936, as the result of an automobile
automobile accident, and payments
payments made
to one of the injured enlisted men as
subsequent to
the terminaterminaas pay subsequent
to the
tion of the encampment
encampment period, are hereby ratified
ratified and
and validated,
validated,
and the Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of the United States is
authoris hereby
hereby authorized and directed to allow credit in
accounts of
Major Charles
Charles N.
N.
in the accounts
of Major
Barber,
Barber, former United States property and disbursing officer, Vermont National Guard, for and on account of all such payments.
payments.
Approved, July 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
1940.

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
IS. 3401]
[Private, No.
481]
[Private,
No. 481]

IS.3401]

Charles N. Barber.
Credit in accounts
accounts
of.

[CHAPTER 601]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of George 0. Elliott and Winslow Farr
Smith.
Farr Smith.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
of any
pay, out
out of
any
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to George
George 0.
0.
Elliott and Winslow
Winslow Farr Smith, both
Salt Lake
Lake City,
Utah,
both of
of Salt
City, Utah
the sums of $1,000 and $2,000, respectively,
respectively, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of
of
their claims against
against the United States, such sums representing
representing fines
fines
imposed upon and paid by
on February
February 2,
1937, in
in
by said claimants
claimants on
2, 1937,
a certain
a
certain cause in the District Court of the United
United States
States in
in and
and
for the District of Montana
Montana (No. 5833),
5833), the judgment
judgment in
in said
said cause
cause
having been reversed by the United States Circuit
Circuit Court of Appeals
Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit (95 Fed. 2d 669),
669), as
as to said
said claimants'
claimants'
codefendants
codefendants (but not as to said claimants since they did not join
in said appeal) and said claimants having
subsequently received
received aa
having subsequently
pardon from the President
President because of such reversal:
reversal: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per
of 10
per
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
any
received by
by any
agent or attorney on account of services
rendered in
connection with
services rendered
in connection
with
this claim, and the same shall be
any contract
contract to
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
to the
the conconnotwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
trary notwithstanding.
provisions of
this
of this
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, July
July 11, 1940.

July 11,
11, 1940
Is. 3424]
[S.
[Private,
482]
[Private, No.
No. 482]
George 0.
0. Elliott
Elliott
Winslow Farr
and Winslow
Farr
Smith.
Payments to.
Payments
to.

Proriso.
Proriso.
Limitation on
out attorney's, etc.,
torney's,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 602]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Vernon C. Brown and F. L. Copeland.
Copeland.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to pay,
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Vernon
Vernon C. Brown the sum of $80.35
$80.35 and to F. L.
L. Copeland
Copeland the sum
sum
of $227.75 in full settlement
settlement of their
injuries and
and
their claims for
for personal
personal injuries
loss of employment arising out of
between an
of a
a collision between
an automobile
automobile

July
11, 1940
July 11,
1940
IS.
IS. 3597]
3597]
[Private,
No. 483]
483]
[Private, No.
Vernon C.
C. Brown
Vernon
Brown
Copeland.
and F.
F. L. Copeland.
Payments to.
Payments
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Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on atattorney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.

[54 STAT.
STAT.

being
driven by
by Vernon
Vernon C.
C. Brown
truck owned
the Work
Work
being driven
Brown and
and a
a truck
owned by
by the
Projects Administration
Administration and
and driven
driven by
Bryant Merryman
on August
August
Projects
by Bryant
Merryman on
1,
1939, near
near Phoenix,
Arizona: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
1, 1939,
Phoenix, Arizona:
of the
the amount
amount
appropriated
this Act
Act in
in excess
of
10
per
centum
thereof
shall be
appropriated in
in this
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be
paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
paid or
received by
attorney on
on account
account
of
with this
this claim,
and the
same shall
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
claim, and
the same
shall
be
unlawful, any
any contract
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
be unlawful,
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person
violating the
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
of aa
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
shall be
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and upon conviction
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined i
n any
sum
shall be
in
any sum
not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 603]
[CHAPTER
603]

July
1940
July 11,1940
[8.
IS. 3748]
3748]
[Private, No.
No. 484]
484]
[Private,

Guy F. Allen.
Allen.
Credit in account of.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
Allen, chief
For the
the relief
relief of Guy F.
F. Alien,
chief disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Division
Division of
of Disbursement,
Disbursement,
Treasury Department.
Treasury

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the

United States of
of America
in Congress
That the
the CompCompUnited
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
General of
and he
hereby, authorized
troller General
of the United
United States
States be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
authorized
and directed to allow
in the
account of
Guy F.
allow credit in
the February
February 1937
1937 account
of Guy
F.
Allen,
disbursing officer,
officer, Division
Division of
Disbursement, Treasury
Allen, chief disbursing
of Disbursement,
Treasury
Department, without charge against
certifying officer
officer of
of the
against the
the certifying
the
Department of the Interior, for voucher 16-28071,
16-28071, $149.94.
$119.94.
July 11,
11, 1940.
Approved, July
1940.
[CHAPTER
6041
[CHAPTER 604]

July 11,
11, 1940
IS. 3749]
[S.
[Private, No. 485]
[Private,

ui

Veterans'
Veterans' AdminisAdml stration.
tration.
in accounts
Credit In
of certain former diie
disbursing
officers.
bursing officers-

of

Proviso.
ery
Recovery

ments.

of
of

pay
pay.

J.
J. B. Schommer.

William H. Holmes.

wmlimH.-Homes.

AN ACT

To relieve certain employees of the Veterans'
Administration from
Veterans' Administration
from financial
liability
overpayments and allow such credit therefor
liability for certain
certain overpayments
therefor as is
necessary
is necessary
officers, and for other purposes.
in the accounts
accounts of certain disbursing officers,
purposes.

it enacted
Senate and Howe
House of Representatives
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the
United States
States of
United
of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the employees
assembled, That
That the
employees
responsible for
the excess
erroneous payments
by the
responsible
for the
excess or
or erroneous
payments represented
represented by
the
sums (including
they are
are
sums
(including interest
interest accruals)
accruals) herein
herein stated
stated be,
be, and
and they
hereby, relieved of financial liability therefor
therefor and the Comptroller
Comptroller
General
General is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
settlement
to allow
allow credit
credit in
in the
the settlement
following-named former disbursing
of the accounts
accounts of the following-named
disbursing officers
of the Veterans' Administration
Administration and Guy F. Allen,
Allen, chief
chief disbursing
disbursing
officer, Treasury Department, in such amounts not exceeding
the
officer,
exceeding the
sums (including
(including interest
interest accruals) stated herein which have been,
or hereafter may be, disallowed
disallowed as may be necessary
necessary to relieve such
such
disbursing officers
officers of financial liability
liability therefor:
therefor: Provided,
Provided, That this
this
Act shall not be construed
construed to bar recovery
recovery of the amounts herein
herein
specified from the persons to whom and through
amounts
through whom such
such amounts
have been
been paid:
paid:
First.
Schommer, former
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
First. J.J. B.
B. Schommer,
former disbursing
Veterans' Administration, Washington,
Washington. District of Columbia, in the sums of $3,654.84,
$3,654.84,
symbol 99-220;
99-220 $1,680.69,
symbol 11-501;
11-501;
$1,680.69, symbol 11-499
11-499;; $75.21; symbol
$3,197.75,
$7,102.47, symbol 11-666,
$3,197.75, symbol 11-532; and $7,102.47,
11-666, which
amounts were expended
1, 1929,
expended during the period from July 1,
1929, through
June 30,
1934.
June
30, 1934.
Second.

H. Holmes,
Veterans'
Second. William
William H.
Holmes, former
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Administration, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia, in
Administration,
in the sums of
of
$162.70, symbol
symbol 11-465, and $6,853.73,
symbol 11-348,
$162.70,
$6,853.73, symbol
11-348, which amounts
were expended
expended during the period from January
January 1, 1919
1919, through
June 30, 1929.
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Norma
Norma E.
Hesterly, former
former disbursing
Norma E. Hesterly.
Third. Norma
E. Hesterly,
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' Hesterly.
Administration,
Administration, Albuquerque,
Mexico, in
sum
of
$154.32,
Albuquerque, New Mexico,
in the
the sum of $154.32,
amount was
expended on
16, 1931.
symbol 99-101, which amount
was expended
on September
September 16,
1931.
Fourth.
Fourth. C. A. Wood, former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' AdminA. Wood.
Admin- 0. A.
istration, Atlanta, Georgia, in the sum of $4,319.24,
$4,319.24, symbol
99-102,
symbol 99-102,
expended during the period
from November
1,
which amount was expended
period from
November 1,
1929, through June
June 30, 1933.
D. H.
Geiger.
H. Geiger.
Fifth. D. H.
officer, Veterans'
H. Geiger,
Geiger, former disbursing
disbursing officer,
Veterans' AdminisAdminis- D.
tration, Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia, in the sum
sum of $116.72,
$116.72, symbol 11-449,
11-449,
expended in
which amount was expended
in June 1934.
Warren A. Minnis.
Sixth.
Warren A.
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'Minnis.
Sixth. Warren
A. Minnis,
Minnis, former
Administration,
symbol
Administration, Bay Pines,
Pines, Florida,
Florida, in the sum
sum of
of $1,045.49,
$1,045.49, symbol
99-126, which amount was expended
expended during the
the period from
from May 11
through May 31, 1931.
H.
H. Barraclough.
Seventh. H.
H. H.
H. Barraclough,
Barraclough, former
former disbursing
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'Barraelough.
H. If.
Seventh.
disbursing officer,
Administration,
Massachusetts, in the sum of $203.54,
Administration, Boston, Massachusetts,
$203.54, symbol
symbol
99-106, which amount was expended during the period from October
October
through July 31, 1933.
1, 1929, through
Ivan Carrico.
Carrico.
Eighth. Ivan
Ivan Carrico,
former disbursing
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' AdminEighth.
Carrico, former
disbursing officer,
Admin- Ivan
istration, Charleston, West
Huntington), in
the sum
sum
West Virginia
Virginia (now
(now Huntington),
in the
of $534.20, symbol 99-110, which
which amount was expended
expended during
during the
the
period September
1931.
September 10, 1930, through March
March 20,
20, 1931.
John W. Reynar.
Ninth. John
John W.
former disbursing
officer, Veterans'
Ninth.
W. Reynar,
Reynar, former
disbursing officer,
Veterans' Reynar.
Administration, Charlotte,
Charlotte, North Carolina, in the sums of $1,906.51,
$1,906.51,
symbol 99-111; and $100, symbol 11-374,
11-374, which
which amounts were
were
expended during the period from March 1, 1931,
1931, through August 31,
31,

1933.
1933.

*

Dawson.
Tenth.
Tenth. Cary Dawson, former
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' Adminis- Cary Dawson.
Cincinnati, Ohio (now Dayton
Dayton, Ohio)
Ohio), in the sums of $439.25,
tration, Cincinnati,
symbol 99-113; and $60, symbol 11-400, which amounts were
expended during the period from September
September 1, 1927,
1927, through
through April
April
16, 1935.
L. W. Looker.
Eleventh. L. W. Looker,
Looker, former
offic er , Vet
er
ans '
Looker.
Eleventh.
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, Cleveland,
Cleveland, Ohio, in the sum of $80.29,
$80.29, symbol
symbol 99-114,
December 1,
which amount was expended
expended during the period
period from December
1930, through July 29, 1931.
1931.
Twelfth.
Charles S.
Gawler, former
officer, Vet
erans'
Gawler.
Charles S. Gawler.
Twelfth. Charles
S. Gawler,
former disbursin
disbursingg officer,
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, Columbia
Columbia, South Carolina, in the sums
$732.26,
sums of $732.25,
symbol 99-115; and $3,377.98,
$3,377.98, symbol 11-403, which amounts were
expended during the period from May 11,
11, 1927, through
through March
March
31, 1935.
31
Lorena Duncan.
Thirteenth.
disbursing officer,
officer,Veterans'
Veterans'
Lorena
Thirteenth. Lorena
Lorena Duncan,
Duncan, former
former disbursing
Administration,
$531, symbol 99-116,
Administration, Dallas, Texas, in the sum
sum of
of $531,
which amount was expended during the period
period from March
March 1, 1928,
1928,
through March
March 31, 1931.
Roy
E. Waters.
Fourteenth. Roy
Roy E.
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'Waters.
Roy E.
Fourteenth.
E. Waters,
Waters, former
former disbursing
Administration,
Administration, Dallas, Texas, in
in the sum of $12,
$12, symbol 11-519,
11-519,
which amount was expended on July 31,
which
31, 1932.
1932.
W. Weldon.
Weldon.
Weldon, former disbursing
disbursing officer,
Veterans' AdminFifteenth. W. Weldon,
officer, Veterans'
Admin- W.
istration,
istration, Hines, Illinois, in the sums of $1,270.91,
$1,270.91, symbol 99-231;
99-231;
and $50.27, symbol 11-521,
11-521, which amounts were expended
expended during the
period from March 1, 1931, through June 30, 1934.
Noel Jeffrey.
Jeffrey.
Sixteenth. Noel Jeffrey,
former disbursing
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' AdminAdminJeffrey, former
disbursing officer,
istration, Hines, Illinois, in the sum of $311.26,
symbol
99-227,
which
$311.26,
which
amount was expended on June 7, 1930.
E.
L. Hlinak.
Seventeenth.
E. L.
Hlinak, former
officer, Veterans'
E. L.
Seventeenth. E.
L. Hlinak,
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
Veterans' Hltnalc.
Jefferson Barracks, Missouri,
$265.62,
Administration, Jefferson
Missouri, in the
the sum
sum of.$265.62,
symbol
expended during
symbol 99-152,
99-152, which
which amount was
was expended
during the period
period from
from
May 1, 1931, through November 1, 1932.
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E. D.
D. Duncan.
Duncan.
E.

N. B.
B. Harrison.

P. E.
E.Haase.
Haase.
Joseph F.
F. Routhier.
Routhier.
Joseph

H. Cobbs.
N. H.
Cobbs.

A.
A.

B. Gilman.
B.
Oilman.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Eighteenth. E. D. Duncan,
Duncan, former
former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration, Little
of $863.72,
symbol
Administration,
Little Rock, Arkansas,
Arkansas, in
in the
the sum
sum of
$863.72, symbol
99-128, which amount was expended during the
from FebruFebruthe period
period from
ary 1, 1931,
July 31,
1931, through
through July
31, 1931.
1931.

Nineteenth.
Nineteenth. N. B. Harrison, former
former disbursing
Veterans'
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'

Administration,
Administration, Los Angeles, California, in the sum
$693.01, symbol
sum of
of $693.01,
symbol
99-129, which amount was expended during the period
period from
May 1
1
from May
through May
May 31,
31, 1931.
1931.
Twentieth. P.
P.

E. Haase,
Haase

former disbursing
officer, Veterans'
disbursing officer,
Veterans'

Administration, Louisville,
Louisville,
Haase,
Administration,
Kentucky, in the sum of $348.06,
$348.06, symbol
symbol
99-130, which amount was expended
expended on April
17, 1931.
1931.
April 17,
Twenty-first. Joseph
Joseph F. Routhier,
Routhier former disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, VetVetAdministration, Manila,
Manila, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, in
the sum
sum of
erans' Administration,
in the
of
$281.36, symbol 99-207, which amount
$281.36,
amount was
was expended
expended during
during the
the
period from January 11through
through January
January 31,
31, 1928.
1928.
Twenty-second. N
N.-.H.
H. Cobbs, former disbursing officer,
Twenty-second.
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, Manila, Philippine Islands, in
$66.43,
in the
the sum of
of $66.43,
symbol 99-217, which amount was expended
during the
period from
expended during
the period
from
January 1
1through
through January
31, 1929.
January
January 31,
1929.

Twenty-third. A. B. Gilman, former disbursing officer,
Twenty-third.
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration, Manila, Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands in
the sum
sum of
of $595.39,
$595.39,
in the
symbol 99-214, which amount was expended
expended' during
the period
period from
during the
from
1, 1930, through
January 1,
through March 31, 1931.
1931.
Daley.
T. H.
H. Daey.
Twenty-fourth. T.
officer, Veterans'
Twenty-fourth.
T. H.
H. Daley, former disbursing officer,
Veterans'
Administration, New Orleans, Louisiana,
Louisiana 'in
in the
sum of
of $72.26,
$72.26, symbol
the sum
symbol
11-256, which amount
in
March 1925.
amount was expended
expended
in
March
1925.
Don
Don Der.,er.
Twenty-fifth. Don her,
Iler, formier
officer, Veterans'
Twenty-fifth.
former disbursing officer,
AdminVeterans' Administration, New York, New York, in the sums of
of $1,439.37,
$1,439.37, symbol
symbol
$192.85, symbol 11-333, which amounts were
99-138; and $192.85,
were expended
expended
L. Mois.
from April
the period from
April 1,
through October
1934.
1, 1931,
1931, through
October 15,
15, 1934.
Marvin
Marvin L.
L.Morris. during
Twenty-sixth.
Marvin L.
Morris, former disbursing
Twenty-sixth. Marvin
L. Morris,
disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Administration, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
erans' Administration,
Oklahoma, in
in the
of
the sum
sum of
$388.69,
$388.69, symbol 99-139,
99-139, which amount was expended
expended during
during the
the
period from January
January 1
through January
January 31,
1931.
1 through
31, 1931.
P.. J.
J. Carney.
Camrne.
Twenty-seventh.
J. Carney, former disbursing officer
Twenty-seventh. P.
P. J.
Veterans'
officer Veterans'
Administration, Philadelphia
Philadelphia,' Pennsylvania,
Administration,
sum o
$640.75 ,
Pennsylvania, in
in the
the sum
off$640.75,
symbol 99-141,
99-141, which
which amount was expended during
from
during the
the period
period from
December 1,
121928,
1928, through July 31,
31, 1934.
J. A. watker.
Walker.
Twenty-eighth. J. A. Walker, former disbursing officer, Veterans'
Twenty-eighth. J. A. Walker, former disbursing officer, Veterans'
Administration, Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, in the sum
$621.84,
sum of
of $621.84,
Fsymbol
symbol
99-210,
which
amount was expended
expended on August 2, 1932.
1932.
H. F.
H.
F. Heisey.
eey.
Twenty-ninth. H. F. Heisey, former disbursing officer, Veterans'
Twenty-ninth. H. F. Heisey, former disbursing officer, Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, Richmond,
Richmond, Virgnia
Virginia (now
(now Roanoke),
the sum
of
Roanoke), in the
sum of
$184.58, symbol 99-148, which amount was
$184.58,
was expended
during the
the
expended during
MB.rell.
February 1,
1, 1928,
through March
March 31,
31, 1931.
period from February
1928, through
1931.
M. B. Nerve11.
M.
Thirtieth.
M. B. 'Norvell,
Norvell, former disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans'
Veterans'
Administration,
Administration, San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, in the sum
sum of $378.97,
symbol
$3 8.97 symbol
99-222, which-, amount was expended during
during the period from April 1,
1,
--.
-i·,!-.I'l
1931, through
through October
October 31,
1932.
1931,
31, 1932.
L.
L. S.
5. McCracken.
McCracken.
Thirty-first.
L. S.
disbursing officer, Veterans'
Thirty-first. L.
S. McCracken,
McCracken, former
former disbursing
Administration,
San Francisco,
Administration, San
Francisco, California,
California, in the sum of $86, symbol
symbol
11-262, which
which amount
period from
11-262,
amount was
was expended
expended during
during the
the period
November 1,
1, 1923, through May 31, 1924.
H. S. Knapp.
A.
En. 5.
Thirty-second.
Knapp, former
Veterans'
Thirty-second. H. S.
S. Knapp,
former disbursing
disbursing officer
officer,, Veterans'
Administration, Seattle,
Seattl e,Washington,
W ashi ngton, in
in the
the sum
sum of
of $1,194:24,
Administration,
$1,194.24, symbol
symbol
99-215, which amount was expended
expended on April 23, 1931.
.WtllYath,
J.
William Yates, Jr.
Thirtry-third. J. William Yates,
Junior, former disbursing officer,
Thirty-third. J. William Yates, Junior, former disbursing officer,
V
9dministrtion,
Veterans'
Administration, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama, in
in the
the sum
sum of
$883.78,
Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
of $333.78,
symbol
was expended
expended during
during the
wmabol 99-104,
99-104, which
which amoun
amounttwas
the period
period from
from
May 9, 1929, through July 31,
May
31, 1931.
1931.
L

STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 3D
SS.—CH S. 604-606-JULY
604-606—JULY 11, 1940
1940
3u SE
SESS.-CHS.

Thirty-fourth. Richard
Richard H.
VetThirty-fourth.
H. Zohm
Zohm former
former disbursing officer,
officer, Veterans' Administration,
Administration, Wood,
Wisconsin, in
the sums
$630.63,
Wood, Wisconsin,
in the
sums of
of $630.63,
were
symbol 99-216; and $1,272.28,
$1,272.28, symbol 11-430,
11-430, which amounts
amounts were
expended for the period from January
January 1, 1918,
1918, through March
March 15,
expended
15,
1935.
1935.
Thirty-fifth.
Thirty-fifth. Guy F. Allen,
Allen, chief
chief disbursing officer,
officer, Treasury
Treasury
Department,
sums of
of
Department, Washington, District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, in
in the
the sums
$40,585.11,
99-292, inclusive;
inclusive; $65.36,
symbol
$40,585.11, symbols
symbols 99-280 to
to 99-292,
$65.36, symbol
symbol 11-561;
11-561; $133.18,
$133.18,
89-888; $4,829.59,
$4,829.59, symbol
symbol 11-647;
11-647; $9,010.88,
$9,010.88, symbol
symbol
$160, symbol
symbol 11-569;
11-569; $858.90,
$858.90,
symbol 11-564;
11-564; $160,
symbol 11-566;
11-566; $99,
$99, symbol
symbol 11-571; $10,
$10, symbol 11-575; $111.67,
11-583; and
and
$111.67, symbol 11-583;
$82.36,
which amounts were
$82.36, symbol 11-559,
11-559, which
were expended
expended during
during the
the
period from
from July
1934, through
through July
31, 1938,
1938, and
and for
period
July 1,
1, 1934,
July 31,
for which
which
certifying officers are
liable.
certifying
are held
held financially
financially liable.
Szc.
of the
Treasury is
is hereby
hereby authorized
SEC. 2. The Secretary of
the Treasury
authorized and
and
directed to
officer, Veterans'
Veterans' Admindirected
to pay
pay to
to C. A. Blackburn,
Blackburn, finance
finance officer,
Admin$187.16, which
amount
istration, Little Rock, Arkansas, the sum
sum of $187.16,
which amount
was
1936.
was paid
paid by him
him on November
November 7,
7, 1936.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
605]
[CHAPTER 605]

AN ACT

For the relief of Captain
Captain David
Lieutenant Paul
David H.
H. Passell and First
First Lieutenant
Paul E.
E. LaMaster
LaMaster.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
1?epresentative8 of the
the
Senate and House
House of Representatives
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompCompUnited
States of America in
troller General
General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to credit in the accounts of Captain David H.
H. Passell,
Finance Reserve, the sum of $1,158.21,
$1,158.21, less any amount subsequently
subsequently
recovered,
funds for which he is
and which
which were
were
recovered, public funds
is accountable,
accountable, and
stolen from First Lieutenant
Lieutenant Paul
Paul E. LaMaster,
LaMaster, Field
Field Artillery
Reserve, class "A"
the said
pay
"A" agent officer for the
said Captain
Captain Passell,
Passell, in
in a
a pay
robbery at the
Twenty-six Hundred
Hundred and
and Sixty-fourth
Sixty-fourth Company,
Company,
roll robbery
the Twenty-six
Conservation Corps, Camp
Civilian Conservation
Camp Carroll, Mount
Mount Carroll,
Carroll, Illinois,
Illinois,
on March
March 31, 1939: Provided,
Lieutenant LaMaster
LaMaster is
Provided, That the said
said Lieutenant
is
hereby relieved of pecuniary
pecuniary responsibility for
said
for the
the loss of the said
public funds and the Comptroller
Comptroller General of
of the United
United States is
is
authorized and directed to settle the final pay accounts
accounts of
of the
the said
said
Lieutenant
LaMaster without
Lieutenant LaMaster
without deduction
deduction for the loss of the said
said
public funds.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER 6061
[CHAPTER
606]

AN ACT

For
T. Post,
Post, G.
F. Allen,
Allen, and
and D.
Buddrus.
For the relief
relief of
of Lawrence
Lawrence T.
G. F.
D. Buddrus.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
CompUnited
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompGeneral of
hereby, authorized
troller General
of the United
United States be, and he is
is hereby,
authorized
and directed to
credit to
to Doctor
Doctor Lawrence
Lawrence T.
consultant
to allow credit
T. Post,
Post, consultant
Service, and
and to
credit in
in the
the accounts
of G.
G. F.
in the
the Indian Service,
to allow
allow credit
accounts of
F.
Allen, chief disbursing
disbursing officer,
officer, and D. Buddrus, formerly
formerly cashier
cashier and
and
certifying officer of the Five Civilized
Muskogee,
certifying
Civilized Tribes
Tribes Agency, Muskogee,
Oklahoma,
representing per
per diem
diem and
Oklahoma, for
for the
the amount
amount of $94.56,
$94.56, representing
and travel
travel
expenses paid
paid to
to said
said Lawrence
Lawrence T.
T. Post
Post for the
the period June 88to June
21, 1938, inclusive.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.

1331
Richard H.
H. Zohm.
Richard
Zohm.

Treasury
Treasury DepartDepartment.
ment.
Credit in
in accounts
accounts
of
of Guy
Guy F.
F. Allen.
Allen.

Veterans'
AdminisVeterans' Administration.
tration.
Payment
C. A.
Payment to
to C.
A.
Blackburn.
Blackburn.

July
11, 1940
1940
July 11,
[S. 3763]
3763]
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 486]
[Private,
486]
0
C aa p
p t.t. David
David H.
H.
Passell.
Passell.
Credit in accounts
accounts
of.
of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
First Lt. l'aul
E.
Paul E.
LaMaster
LaMaster relieved
relieved of
of
liability.
liability.

1940
July 11,
11, 1940
[S.
S. 3916]
3916]
[Private, No.
No. 4871
[Private,
487]
Lawrence T.
Dr. Lawrence
T.
Post.
Credit allowed to.
Credit
O.
G. F. Allen
Allen and
and D.
Buddrus.
Credit
Credit in acounts.
accounts.

1332
1332

PRIVATE LAWS--CS.
LAWS--CHS.607-609--JULY
607-609 JULY 11,
1940
11, 1940
PRIVATE
[CHAPTER 607]
[CHAPTER
607]

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
July
[S.
4032]
8I.4032]
[Private, No.
488]
[Private,
No. 4881

Philip A.
A. Penston.
Penston.
Philip
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
AN
ACT

To
of Philip
A. Penston,
Penston, pharmacist's
mate, first
first
pharmacist's mate,
Philip A.
for the
the reimbursement
reimbursement of
To provide
provide for
class,
United States
Guard, for
the value
of personal
personal and
and household
household
for the
value of
States Coast
Coast Guard,
class, United
effects
lost and
the hurricane
hurricane of
New
of September
September 21,
21, 1938,
1938, at
at New
and destroyed
destroyed during
during the
effects lost
London, Connecticut.
Connecticut.
London,

Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
of the
by the
the Senate
House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
States of
of America
United
of
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
be, and
and he
is hereby,
of the
the Treasury
out of
money in
in the
to
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the Treasury
Treasury not
out
of any
any money
Philip
Penston, pharmacist's
pharmacist's mate,
mate, first
United States
States Coast
Coast
first class,
class, United
Philip A.
A. Penston,
Guard, the
$1,267 in
in full
satisfaction of
of his
his claim
against
claim against
full satisfaction
sum of
of $1,267
Guard,
the sum
the United
for the
the loss
loss and
and destruction
personal and
and
of his
his personal
destruction of
United States
States for
the
household
effects in
in the
hurricane at
Connecticut, on
on
at New
New London,
London, Connecticut,
the hurricane
household effects
September 21,
1938; it
it appearing
appearing that
that Philip
Philip A.
A. Penston,
Penston, having
having been
been
21, 1938;
September
transferred
Guard headquarters
to duty
duty aboard
the Coast
Coast
aboard the
headquarters to
from Coast
Coast Guard
transferred from
Guard Cutter
Cutter Mojave
Mojave at
at Miami,
Miami, Florida,
pursuant to
to his
his orders
orders
Florida, had
had pursuant
Guard
and prior
his personal
and household
household
delivered his
personal and
to such
such hurricane
hurricane delivered
and
prior to
effects to
to a
Coast Guard
contractor for
for packing,
packing, crating,
shipcrating, and
and shipa Coast
Guard contractor
effects
ment to
to Miami,
Miami, that
had no
such effects
effects at
at the
the time
time
no control
control over
over such
that he
he had
ment
of
their loss
and destruction,
destruction, and
and that
that aaCoast
Coast Guard
Guard Board
Board of
of investiinvestiof their
loss and
gation
that the
amount appropriated
by this
this Act
reasonable
is reasonable
Act is
the amount
appropriated by
gation found
found that
and just:
Provided, That
That no
no part
part of
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
of the
the amount
and
just: Provided,
Act
in excess
of 10
per centum
shall be
delivered to
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or
Act in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof
thereof shall
received by
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
services rendered
in
received
by any
on account
account of
of services
rendered in
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
conconnection
and the
the same
be unlawful,
any contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
tract
the contrary
violating the
pronotwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
of a
and upon
visions of
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon
conviction
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
conviction thereof
be fined
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
July
11,
1940.
Approved, July 11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 608]

11, 1940
July 11,
[8.
[S. 4048]
[Private, No. 489]
[Private,
4891
K. PeeElizabeth K.
ples.
Service credit
credit for reretirement purpose's.
purposes.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Elizabeth K. Peeples.
Peeples.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
States of
of America
America in
That the CommisCommissioners
Columbia be,
and they
they are
are hereby,
hereby, authorauthorsioners of
of the District of Columbia
be, and
directed to allow credit for retirement purposes to Elizabeth
ized and directed
Elizabeth
rendered by
by her
the public
public schools
of
K. Peeples for all
all services
services rendered
her in
in the
schools of
said District as a
a teacher,
teacher, administrative
administrative principal,
principal, and director
director of
of
the Community
Community Center Department, for the period between September
payment by
the
tember 1, 1920,
1920, and
and July
July 15, 1939, upon
upon the
the payment
by her
her into
into the
teachers'
teachers' retirement
retirement fund of the District of Columbia of such amount
amount
determined by said Commissioners to be due such fund
as may be determined
fund for
said period with interest thereon at 4
4 per centum per annum,
compounded.
compounded.
Approved,
Approved, July 11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 609]
[CHAPTER

July 11,
1, 1940
[S. 993]
[.
993]
[Private, No. 490]
Wootton.
J. H. Wootton.
Settlement of claim.
Settlement
claim.

AN ACT
For the relief of J. H. Wootton.
Wootton.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Be it
Representatives of the
United
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the CompUnited States of America in Congress
troller General
General of the United States be, and he is hereby,
authorized
hereby, authorized
and directed to settle and adjust the claim of J.
H. Wootton against
J. H.
the
the United States and the claim of the United
United States against J. H.

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
3n SESS
.—CHS.609-611-JULY
609-611—JULY 11,
11, 1940
1940
76TH
SESS.-CHS.
CONG., 3D

Wootton involving mileage
owned
mileage for
for the use of his personally
personally owned
automobile
Washington, District
District of
of ColumColumautomobile for
for transportation
transportation from
from Washington,
bia
and the
in
bia, to
to San Francisco
Francisco, California,
California, in
in 1934,
1934, and
the return
return trip
trip in
1935, upon
upon the
the basis
the estimated
1935,
basis of
of the
estimated cost
cost by
by rail
rail for
for the
the personal
personal
transportation
transportation of Mr.
Mr. Wootton
Wootton and
and without regard to
to section
section 209
of
Act of
June 30,
of the
the Act
of June
30, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 405).
405).
SEC.
S
EC. 2. There is
money in
is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of any
any money
in the
the
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of
of $21.14,
$21.14, or
so much
much
the sum
or so
thereof as
necessary, to pay the amount
amount found
J. H.
as may
may be
be necessary,
found due
due J.
H.
Wootton.
Wootton.
S
EC. 3.
due the
claimant pursuant
SEC.
3. Any amount
amount so
so found
found due
the claimant
pursuant to
to this
this
satisfaction of any
indebtedness
Act may
may be
be applied in satisfaction
any income-tax
income-tax indebtedness
outstanding and
unpaid at
outstanding
and unpaid
at that time.
time.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 610]
610]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
Alfred Joseph
Wright.
For the
the relief of Alfred
Joseph Wright.

Be
it enacted
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of America
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
Treasury be,
he is
hereby, authorized
to
of the
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
pay, out of any money in
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
to
$923,
to Rosetta
Rosetta Louise
Louise Tom.kins
Tomkins,? of Richmond,
Richmond, Virginia, the sum of
of $923,
in
the United
United
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims against the Government
Government of
of the
States for personal
personal injuries
Joseph
injuries suffered
suffered by
by her
her infant son,
son, Alfred
Alfred Joseph
Wright, caused by an automobile truck driven by John
John Mundy,
Mundy,
to Civilian
attached to
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps Camp
Camp Numbered
Numbered 1375,
1375,
Virginia, on July
July 8,
Provided, That
That
located at
at Fort Harrison,
Harrison, Virginia,
8, 1936: Provided,
no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
10 per
per
in excess of
of 10
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
or received
delivered to
received by
by any
any
agent or attorney on account
account of services
services rendered in connection with
with
claim, and the
any contract
to the
the conconthis claim,
the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
trary
tra
ry notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this
this
Act
misdemeanor and
Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

5U.S. C. §¢ 73c, 8238.
6U.S.C.§§73c,823a.
Appropriation.
Appropriation.

Applicability
Applicability to
to inincome
indebtedcome --tax
tax indebtedness.
ness.

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
July
[H.
[H. R.
R. 2358]
2358]
[Private, No.
491]
[Private,
No. 491]

Relief of
JoRelief
of Alfred Joseph Wright.
Wright.
seph
Payment
Payment to
to Rosetta
Rosetta
Louise Tomkins
Louise
Tomkins in
in
claims
settlement of
of claims
for.
for.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 611]
611]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the First National Bank of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, as legal
guardian
guardian of the three minor children
children of Dale W. Guise and Gladys
Gladys M.
M. Guise,
deceased, and Sally C. Guise,
Martha G.
both deceased,
Guise, Martha
G. and Arnold E.
E. Orner.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
the
United
of America
in, Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
States of
America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
out
appropriated, to
out of
of any
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to the
the
National Bank of
Pennsylvania, as legal guardian
guardian
First National
of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
of
children of
of the
the three minor
minor children
of Dale
Dale W. Guise and
and Gladys M.
M. Guise,
Guise,
both
both deceased,
deceased, the
the sum
sum of $11,398.16.
$11,398.16. The payment
payment to the
the said
said First
First
Pennsylvania, shall be in full settleNational Bank of Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
ment
against the
the United
United States
States for
for hospital,
hospital, medical,
ment of all claims
claims against
medical,
expenses incurred
incurred on
on account
account of the injuries
injuries
and funeral and burial expenses
and
Dale W. Guise and for
for funeral and burial
and death
death of
of the
the said
said Dale
M. Guise.
of the death of the
the said
said Gladys M.
expenses incurred
incurred on account of
Such
injuries and
1938,
April 10,
10, 1938
a collision, on April
deaths resulted
resulted from a
Such injuries
and deaths
on
Numbered 40,
east of
of
on United
United States Highway
Highway Numbered
40, about
about seven miles
miles east

July 11,
1940
July
11, 1940
[H.
3181]
[H. R.
R. 3161]
[Private,
No.
492]
[Private, No. 492]

First
Bank,
FirstNational
National Bank,
Gettysburg,
Gettysburg, Pa.
Payment to.
Payment

1334
1334

Sally

Sally C.
C. Guise.
Guin .
Payment to.

A
Martha
ArarthOa G.. and
nold
n.old E. Orner.
Orner. nd Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Prionoo.
Limitation
on attorLimitation on
attornE
ney's.
tees.
ey'a, etc.,
etc.,fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS .611,
11, 1940
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
611, 612—JULY
612-JULY 11,

1.54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Zanesville, Ohio, when
of the
Dale W.
when the
the automobile
automobile of
the said
said Dale
W. Guise
Guise in
in
which he and his wife were riding
riding was
ambulance
was struck
struck by
by an
an ambulance
(numbered
(numbered 71090) in the
Corps.
the service
service of
of the
the Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
Treasury not
to pay out of any money
money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Sally C. Guise, Arendtsville, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the
the sum
of $5,000.
sum of
$5,000.
The payment of
sum shall
shall be
in full
settlement of
claims
of such
such sum
be in
full settlement
of all
all claims
against the United States
account of
of the
the death
Christian
States on
on account
death of
of Christian
Guise,
Guise, her husband, who was a
of Dale
Dale W.
W.
a passenger
passenger in
in the
the car
car of
Guise and was killed in the
1.
the collision
collision described
described in
in section
section 1.
SEC.
3. The Secretary
Treasury is
S
Secretary of the Treasury
is authorized
directed
authorized and
and directed
S EC.
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
approotherwise appropriated,
priated, to Martha G. Orner,
Arendtsville, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, the
the sum
sum of
Orner, Arendtsville,
of
$5,000,
$5,000, and to Arnold E.
Omer, her
husband, the
sum of
E. Orer,
her husband,
the sum
of $1,975.99.
$1,975.99.
The payment
payment of such sums shall be in full
settlement of
claims
full settlement
of all
all claims
against the United
States for
damages sustained
sustained on
on accoun
of th e
United States
for damages
accounttof
the
injuries received by the said Martha
Martha G.
Orner, who
was a
apassenger
passenger
G. Orner,
who was
in the car of Dale W.
and suffered
injuries in
the collision
W. Guise
Guise and
suffered injuries
in the
collision
described in section 1, which resulted
permanent disfigurement
disfigurement
resulted in
in the
the permanent
and disablement of the said Martha
G. Orner
Orner and
and the
the loss
loss of
her
Martha G.
of her
unborn child: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
ar tof
ofth
amount appropr
i
ate d
no p
part
thee amount
appropriated
in this Act
Act in excess
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent
attorney on
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
of
services rendered in connection
connection with these claims,
same shall
shall
claims, and
and the
the same
be
unlawful any
any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding..
notwithstanding. Any
be unlawful
Any perperson violating the provisions of this Act
sop
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a
Act shall
guilty of
misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 612]
612]
[CHAPTER

July
July 11,
11, 1940
1940
3171]
[H. R.
R. 3171]
lo. 4931
493)
[Private, No.
George L. Sheldon.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., tees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

relief of
For the relief
of George
George L.
L. Sheldon.
Sheldon.

Be
by the
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
United States
States of America in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
pay,
directed to
to pay
out
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
out of
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
George
L. Sheldon,
Sheldon, East Pepperell,
Massachusetts, the sum
George L.
Pepperell, Massachusetts,
of $1,500.
$1,500.
sum of
The
payment of
of such
such sum
sum shall be in full settlement of all claims
The payment
claims
against the United States of the said George
George L.
Sheldon for
for personal
L. Sheldon
personal
injuries and property
property damage resulting
resulting from
August
from aa collision,
collision, on
on August
10,
10, 1937,
1937, at the junction of Hollis and Groton
Streets Pepperell,
Groton Streets,
Pepperell,
Massachusetts, when
Massachusetts,
w hen a
a t
ruc k owned
owne d b
y the
George L.
L. Sheldon
truck
by
the said
said George
Sheldon
and
and in which he was riding was struck by a
motor vehicle
vehicle operated
a motor
operated
by an employee of the Works Progress
by
Progress .Administration:
Provided,
Administration: Provided,
That
no part
appropriated in this Act in
That no
part of the amount appropriated
in excess
excess of
of 10
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
per
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
agent
or attorney
agent or
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim,
the same shall be unlawful, any contract
this
claim, and
and the
contract to the
conthe contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
trary
provisions of
of this
this
Act
shall be
be deemed
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
thereof shall
Approved,
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

54 S
54
STAT.]
TAT.]
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 613]
613]

AN ACT

For the relief of the legal guardian of Betty Lou Frady, and W. L. Frady.

Be it
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
United
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
and directed
of the Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out
appropriated, to
the
out of
of any
any money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to the
legal
guardian of Betty Lou
legal guardian
Lou Frady,
Frady, a
a minor, of Well°lon,
Weldon Arkansas,
Arkansas,
the
$3,000, and
Arkansas, the
the sum
sum of $3,000,
and to W.
W. L. Frady, of
of Weldon,
Weldon, Arkansas,
sum
claims against
the United
sum of $629.50,
$629.50, in
in full settlement
settlement of
of all claims
against the
United
States for
injuries sustained
by the
the said
Lou
States
for the
the permanent
permanent injuries
sustained by
said Betty
Betty Lou
expenses incurred
incurred by W.
Frady, and
and for expenses
W. L.
L. Frady, in a
a collision
collision
Newport, Arkansas, public-school
automobile bus, in
between the Newport,
public-school automobile
in
authorized student
which the said Betty Lou Frady was
was an authorized
student passenger,
and an automobile truck owned
owned and
operated by
and negligently
negligently operated
by the
the
Administration on
Arkansas State
Works Progress Administration
on Arkansas
State Highway
Highway NumNumbered 17,
bered
17, near
near Weldon,
Weldon, Arkansas,
Arkansas, on
on April 26,
26, 1938:
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
That
no
appropriated in this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
no part
part of the amount
amount appropriated
in excess
10 per
per
centum
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to
or received
received by
agent
centum thereof
shall be paid or
to or
by any
any agent
or attorney on account of services
rendered in connection
services rendered
connection with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
provisions of
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be deemed
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
shall
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
shall be fined in any
any sum
sum not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
[CHAPTER
614]
[CHAPTER 614]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
Clifford J.
J. Williams.
Williams.
For the relief of Clifford

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the
the Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
America in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the CompComptroller General
General of
of the
States is
is authorized
authorized and
troller
the United
United States
and directed
directed to
to
J. Williams, postmaster, at Bainbridge,
credit the account of
of Clifford J.
Georgia,
$10,068.28. Such sum
balance
Georgia, in the
the sum
sum of $10,068.28.
sum represents
represents a
a balance
due on a
a shortage
shortage in the accounts of John A. Harrison, former assistant postmaster, which accrued prior to August 15,
1926, the date
of
15, 1926,
date of
the appointment
J. Williams as postmaster
appointment of the said Clifford J.
postmaster
aforesaid.
Approved,
Approved, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 5258]
5258]
[Private, No. 494]
Betty Lou Frady.
Payments
Payments to
to guardguardian of, and to W.
W. L.
L.
Frady.
Frady.

Proviso.

PriJion on atterLimitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

July 11, 1940

[H. R. 7843]
[Private, No. 495]
4951
[Private,
Clifford J. Williams.
Credit in account of.
of.

[CHAPTER 615]
[CHAPTER
615]

AN ACT
ACT
Idaho.
For the relief of certain settlers in the town site of Ketchum, Idaho.

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
enacted by the Senate and House
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
within
United States
States of
of America
America in
That if, within
three
years from
the date
enactment of
this Act,
shall be
be shown
shown
three years
from the
date of
of enactment
of this
Act, it
it shall
to
Secretary of the
that any
any lot
lot in
in
to the satisfaction
satisfaction of
of the
the Secretary
the Interior
Interior that
the
Ketchum, Idaho,
as shown
shown on
the town
town site of Ketchum,
Idaho, as
on the
official plat
plat thereof
thereof
the official
on file
file in
in the
good faith
on
the General
General Land
Land Office,
Office, has
has been
been held
held in
in good
faith in
in
peaceful,
by a
citizen of
the United
United States,
peaceful, adverse
adverse possession
possession by
a citizen
of the
States, his
his
preceding the
ancestors or
or grantors,
grantors, for more than
than ten years
years next preceding
the
date of
of this
this Act
Act under
color of
of title,
title, and
and that
date
of enactment
enactment of
under claim
claim or
or color
that
during such
such time
improvements have
on such
such lot,
lot,
during
time valuable
valuable improvements
have been
been placed
placed on
or taxes
on such
such lot
have been
paid, the
the Secretary
Secretary may,
in
levied on
lot have
been paid,
may, in
or
taxes levied
his discretion
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations as he may prehis
discretion and
and under
under such
1934
70°-41—PT. 11-7
-- 7
193470°-41-PT.

11, 1940
July I1,
[S. 1261]
[8.
1251]

[Private,
[Private, No. 496]
Ketchum,
Idaho.
Ketchum, Idaho.
Issuance of land patents
to
certain
ents
certain citizens
of.
of.

1336
43
U. S.
S. C
II 716,
43 U.
C..§§
715,
716.
716.
43 U.
U. S.C.
S. C. §714.
714.
43
Previa°.
Proemso.
Notice
Notice of intention
intention
to purchase.
purchase.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS CHS.615-617—JULY
615-617-JULY 11,
11, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.
[54
STAT.

for such
lot to
issue to
to such
such citizen,
citizen, upon
payscribe, cause aapatent
patent for
such lot
to issue
upon payment therefor of such price
less than
the minimum
price not
not less
than the
minimum provided
provided m
in
sections 2384 and 2385 of
of the
the United
United States
Revised Statutes,
as may
States Revised
Statutes, as
may
be fixed by the Secretary,
Secretary, without
without requiring
showing of
requiring a
a showing
of privity
privity
with any persons entitled to purchase
purchase the
lot as
as a
a preemption
the lot
preemption under
under
section 2383,
2383, United States Revised
Provided, That
Revised Statutes:
Statutes: Provided,
That notice
notice
of intention to purchase the
the lot
lot under
under the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act is
is
of this
posted for a
a period of thirty days
in the
the land
office for
days in
land office
for the
the district
district
in which the town site is situated and
and is
is published
week for
for
published once
once a
a week
consecutive weeks in some newspaper
four consecutive
newspaper designated
by the
Secredesignated by
the Secretary and that no valid protest
is filed
against such
such purchase.
protest is
filed against
purchase.
Approved,
Approved, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 616]
[CHAPTER
616]

AN ACT
ACT

July 11,
1040
11, 1940

[S. 31011
31011
[S.
[Private, No.
497]
No. 497]

For the relief of certain
purchasers of, and ent
certain purchasers
y en upon,
opened lands
lands of
entrymen
upon, opened
of certain
certain
Indian reservations.
reservations.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the Interior is hereby authorized
authorized to reinstate any entry
entry or
or purpurchase, in existence December 31,
31, 1936, on
on the
the opened
opened lands
lands within
within
the ceded areas of the Cheyenne River, Coeur
Coeur d'Alene, Colville,
Colville, Fort
Fort
Berthold, Fort Peck, Pine Ridge,
Ridge, Rosebud,
Rosebud, or
or Standing
Standing Rock
Indian
Rock Indian
Reservations, or any of the Chippewa
Reservations,
Chippewa lands in Minnesota
Minnesota opened
opened in
in
accordance with the Act of January
accordance
January 14, 1889 (25 Stat.
that
Stat. 642),
642), that
has been canceled in toto for failure of
claimant thereof
thereof to
to make
of the
the claimant
make
purchase money and
payment of the purchase
or any
and interest
interest due,
due, or
any such
such entry
entry
application canceled
Filing of application
relinquishment, upon the filing by the claimant
for reinstatement.
reinstatement.
canceled in
in part by relinquishment,
claimant
in the proper district land office within sixty
sixty days
the date
days from
from the
date
of
reinstatement accomof the
the enactment
enactment of this Act, an application for reinstatement
accompanied by
panied
by the full amount of money due under governing laws:
laws:
Proviso.
Provio.
That all other
other requirements of the laws under
Legal requirements.
Legl
requrements. Provided,
Provided, That
under which
which the
the
entry ,or
or purchase was made have been complied
with.
complied with.
Approved, July 11,
1940.
11, 1940.

Indian reservations.
reservations.
Reinstatement
Reinstatement of
of
certain entries or purchases.
chases.

[CHAPTER
617]
[CHAPTER 617]
July 11, 1940
1940
18. 4090]

[Private,
[Private, No. 498]

Ashland District
District
Council,
Council, Boy Scouts
of
America.
of America.
Donation of
of certain
certain
log house to trustees.

AN ACT
ACT
To
authorize the Attorney General
To authorize
General to donate on behalf
of the
the United
to
behalf of
United States
States to
H.
D. W.
W. Collins,
H. S.. Scott,
Scott, D.
Collins, Fred M. Gross, trustees,
trustees, Ashland
District Council,
Ashland District
Council,
oy Scouts
of America,
Boy
Scouts of
America, the log house known as the John
John Secrest
Secrest home,
home, located
located
on
the Federal
Federal Correctional
on the
the site
site of
of the
Correctional Institution
Institution near Ashland,
Ashland, Kentucky.
Kentucky.

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
of the
Representatives of
the
United
of America in Congress
United States
States of
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Attorney
Attorney
General be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
General
authorized to donate on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
United
Gross, trustees,
United States
States to
to H.
II. S. Scott, D. W. Collins, Fred M. Gross
Ashland
Ashland District
DistrictC
ounc il , Boy
certain log
log
Council,
Boy Scouts
Scouts of
of America,
America, that
that certain
ouse known
house
known as the Secrest house, located on the land comprising
comprising
the
o the Federal Correctional Institution near Ashland, Kenthe site
site of
Kentucky,
and formerly
formerly occupied
tucky, and
occupied by John Secrest, a
the Boy
a pioneer in the
Boy
Scout movement
Scout
movement and one of the first scoutmasters
scoutmasters in that portion of
of
Kentucky.
house having no value
value to the Government
Kentucky. The
The house
Government for instiinstitutional
purposes, and the
ground upon
needed
tutional purposes, and
the ground
upon which
which it stands being needed

for other buildings,

removed within
within such reasonable time
for other buildings, it
it shall
shall be
be removed
as the
fix, and
and at
at no
expense to
to the
te Attorney
Attne General shall
hall fix,
no expense
the
Government. July 11,eneral
Government
140.
Approved, July 11,
Approved,
11, 1940.
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[CHAPTER 619]
[CHAPTER
619]

AN ACT
Buchek.
For the relief of Marjorie
Marjorie Buchek.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
America in
in Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Marjorie Buchek the sum of $250,
$250, in
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims
in full
against the United States for injuries
suffered by
by her
her in
in an
an automobile
automobile
injuries suffered
responsibility for which has
accident on June 16,1937,
16, 1937, the responsibility
has been
been placed
placed
a Government
on the driver of a
Government truck:
That no
of the
the
truck: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
amount appropriated
10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
agent or
or attorney
on
by any
any agent
attorney on
account of services rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful,
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall
deemed guilty
shall be
be deemed
guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
of a
conviction thereof shall
any
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 12,
12, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 620]
620]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Ina Jones.
Jones.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
of Representatives
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
the SecreSecreassembled, That the
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed
authorized and
and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appronot otherwise appropriated, the sum of $1,000 to Ina Jones, in full settlement of all
all
claims against the United
injuries suffered
suffered by
by her
United States for
for injuries
her in
in an
an
automobile accident,
responsibility for
automobile
accident, responsibility
on the
for which
which was
was placed
placed on
the
driver
a Government truck, which
driver of a
accident occurred
on June
June
which accident
occurred on
16, 1937: Provided,
Provided, That
part of
appropriated in
That no
no part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
paid or
or delivthereof shall
shall be
be paid
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of
of services
services
rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
and the
the same
shall be
with this
this claim,
claim, and
same shall
be
unlawful, any contract
contrary notwithstanding. Any
contract to the contrary
Any perperson violating the provisions of this Act shall
of a
a
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor
conviction thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, July
Approved,
July 12,
12, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
621]
[CHAPTER 621]
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AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of Edward
Edward J.
J. Broggi.
Broggi.

Be it
it enacted
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
the Treasury not otherwise
J. Broggi, of Barre, Vermont, the
Edward J.
of $115.30
in full
the sum
sum of
$115.30 in
full
satisfaction
satisfaction of his claim against the United States for
reimbursement
for reimbursement
for the value of his personal property
lost asresult of
which
property lost
as the
the result
of a
a fire
fire which
destroyed the supply building at aaCivilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps camp,
camp,
at Northfield, Vermont, on January
January 27, 1935: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part
appropriated in
of the amount appropriated
10 per
in this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per eentum
centum
thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
by any
any agent
agent or
attorto or
or received by
or attorney on account
account of services rendered
in connection
this claim,
rendered in
connection with
with this
claim,

July 12, 1940
1940
[S. 2560]
[S.
2560]
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 499]
499]
Buchek.
Marjorie Buchek.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
torney's,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

1910
July 12, 1940
[S. 2561]
2561]
[8.
[Private, No. 600
5001
[Private,
Ina Jones.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorney's, etc., fees.
feee.

Penalty.

July 12,1940
12, 1940
[S.
2717)
[8. 2717]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 501)
5011
Edward J. BroggL
Edward
Broggi.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proso.
Limitation on atat
torney's, etc., fee
fees.
torney's,

1338
Penalty.
Penalty.
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and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contrary notwithnotwithcontract to
to the
the contrary
standing. Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
shall be
be
violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
shall
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
12,
1940.
Approved, July
July 12, 1940.
[CHAPTER 622]
[CHAPTER
622]

July 12, 1240
1940
18.
32561
[S. 3256]
[Private, No.
No. 502]
602]
Sadao Tanaka.
Admission for permanent
manent residence.
residence.

ACT
AN ACT
To enable Sadao Tanaka to remain
remain permanently
permanently in
in the
the United
United States.
States.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
the
Hose of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
notwithstandin Congress
assembled, That
That notwithstanding any provision of the immigration laws, Sadao Tanaka,
Tanaka, a
a native
native
of Japan,
Japan, admitted into the United States
on November
November 14,
14, 1932,
1932, for
for
States on
temporary residence,
temporary
in the
the United
residence, shall be permitted
permitted to
to remain
remain in
United
States permanently
permanently as though he had in all
complied with
all respects
respects complied
with
the immigration
immigration laws upon entry, and that the residence
residence in
in the
the United
United
States of the said Sadao Tanaka shall date
from the
approval of
of this
date from
the approval
this
Act.
Approved, July 12, 1940.
[CHAPTER 623]
[CHAPTER
623]

July 12, 1940
ju4.
2
412? °
[8. 13
34121
[Private,
(Private, No. 5031
5031
Nicholas ChiJohn Nicholas
ChiMUMS.
couras.
Admission
Admission for permanent residence.
manent
Reentry aauthorReentry
u t h o rized.

Quota
Quota deduction.
deduction.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of John
John Nicholas
Nicholas Chicouras.
Chicouras.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the
United States of America in
adminthe administration
immigration and naturalization
istration of the immigration
naturalization laws,
laws, John
John Nicholas
Nicholas
Chicouras, of Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Mississippi,
Mississippi, shall be held and considered
considered to
to
have been legally admitted to the United States
permanent resiresiStates for
for permanent
dence on November 25,
25,1925,
Secretary of Labor is authorized
1925, and the Secretary
authorized
and directed to permit said John Nicholas Chicouras to
reenter the
the
to reenter
United States.
States.
SEC. 2. Upon the enactment
SEo.
enactment of this Act, the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State shall
shall
instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct
number from
from
deduct one
one number
nonpreference category of the quota during the
the nonpreference
the current
current quota
quota
year.
Approved, July 12,
12, 1940.
Approved,
1940.
[CHAPTER 624]

July 12, 1940
[S.
IS. 37071
3707]
[Private, No. 504]
5041

Indian Service, Veterans'
erans' Administration,
Administration,
and Treasury DepartDepartment.
Credit in accounts
accounts
of certain officials.
of
officials.

AN ACT
For the relief of certain disbUrsing
agents and
and certifying
certifying officers
Indian
disbursing agents
officers of
of the
the Indian
Service, the United States Veterans'
Veterans' Administration,
Administration, and the
the Treasury
Treasury DeDepartment.
partment.

Be it
Senate and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
the
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the CompUnited States
Comptroller General
General of the United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and
and directed to allow credit to certifying
certifying officers of the Indian Service and
and in the
the accounts
(deceased), J.
J. V. King,
ice
accounts of L. E. Baumgarten
Baumgarten (deceased),
E.
W. Jermark,
Jermark, and J.
Cavill, disbursing
E. W.
J. C. Cavil!,
disbursing agents of the Indian
Service;
disbursing agent for the United States
Service; Richard H.
II. Zohm, disbursing
States
Veterans'
Administration; and G. F. Allen,
Veterans' Administration;
Allen, chief disbursing
officer
disbursing officer
of the Treasury Department, for certain payments disallowed
in the
the
disallowed in
accounts of the above-named
above-named officials which
accounts
which were made to and on
on
account of
extension
account
of P. D. Southworth,
Southworth, while serving as agricultural extension
agent in
in the Indian Service
agent
Service during the period from March 1933 to
February
February 1936, inclusive.
Approved,
Approved, July 12, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER
625]
[CHAPTER 625]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Hannah
Hannah S. Bray, Jane Bickers, and Frances
Frances Bickers.
enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
Congress assembled,
Secretary
United States of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury be,
be, and he
he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay
pay
to
Hannah S.
Jane Bickers,
Frances Bickers,
Stanardsto Hannah
S. Bray,
Bray, Jane
Bickers, and
and Frances
Bickers, of
of Stanardsvile, Virginia,
Winchester, Virginia, respectively,
respectively, out
ville,
Virginia, and
and Winchester,
out of any
money
appropriated the following
following
money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise appropriated
sums:
Hannah S.
$5,000 for personal
To Hannah
S. Bray, the sum of $5,000
personal injuries, pain,
pain,
and suffering and the sum of $2,695.65
$2,695.65 for hospital and physician
bills
property damages,
or a
total of
of
bills and the sum of $750 for
for property
damages, or
a total
$8,445.65.
$8,445.65.
To
personal injuries,
pain,
To Jane
Jane Bickers,
Bickers, the
the sum
sum of $10,000
$10,000 for
for personal
injuries, pain,
and suffering.
suffering.
and
To
Frances Bickers,
pain,
To Frances
Bickers, the
the sum of
of $5,000 for personal
personal injuries,
injuries, pain,
and suffering.
and
suffering.
To
Jane and
Frances Bickers,
and Frances
Bickers, the sum
sum of
of $4,900.13
$4,900.13 for
for physician
physician
To Jane
and
and hospital
hospital bills.
Said sums
sums being in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims that
that the above
above
parties
States by reason of injuries and
parties have against the
the United
United States
and
property damages
damages sustained
sustained on
on account
account of
of being
being struck
struck by
property
by a
a Civilian
Civilian
Conservation Corps truck at the intersection
Conservation
intersection of United States Route
Route
Numbered
Charlottesville, Virginia,
Barracks Road in Charlottesville,
Virginia, on
on
Numbered 29 and Barracks
July
July 22,
22, 1939.
SEC.
a guardian appointed for Frances
SEC. 2. That there shall be a
Bickers, a
aminor, for the payment
$5,000 for her
payment of
of the sum of $5,000
her use
and
and benefit.
benefit.
S
EC. 3. That no part of the amount appropriated
SEC.
appropriated in this Act
Act in
in
excess
be paid
or delivered
to or
or
excess of
of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
delivered to
received
received by any agent or attorney
services rendered
rendered in
in
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
connection with
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
connection
with these
these claims,
claims, and
and the
same shall
unlawful, any
any
contract
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
provisions
deemed guilty
provisions of this
this Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 12, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 627]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of the
Company.
the Leesburg
Leesburg Welding
Welding and Garage
Garage Company.

July 12,
1940
July
12, 1940
[H..1.
[H.
.-. 78611
7861]
[Private,
505]
[Private, No.
No. 605]
Hannah
S. Bray,
Hannah S.
Bray,
Jane
and Frances
Jane and
Frances
Bickers.
Bickers.
Payments to.
to.
Payments

Appointment
of
Appointment of
for
for Frances
Frances
Bickers.
Bickers.

g
uardian
guardian

Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

July 15,
15, 1940
1940
July
[8.
2289)
[8.2289]
[Private,
No. 5061
[Private, No.
B06)

and House of Representaties
Representatives of the
the
Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
Leesburg
Leesburg Welding
Welding
United States of
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
Secretary and
United
of America
America in
the Secretary
and Gara
ge
Co.
Garage
Co.
Payment
to.
Payment
to.
authorized and
and directed
pay,
of the Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
in the Treasury
the
out of
of any
any money
money in
Leesburg Welding and Garage
Garage Company, of Leesburg,
Leesburg
Leesburg, Florida, the
$1,017.08, in full
satisfaction of
United
sum of $1,017.08,
full satisfaction
of its claims
claims against the
the United
States
States for
for payment
payment for
for certain
certain materials
materials furnished
furnished and services
services
rendered,
officials of
Progress Adminrendered, at the
the request of
of officials
of the Works Progress
istration, in connection
connection with the Venetian
Venetian Garden project, official
official
project numbered 65-35-295,
65-35-295, in Leesburg,
Leesburg, Florida, during the period
period
Protho.
Proaio.
November 1, 1936, to February 15, 1937: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,
etc.,
the
appropriated in this Act
thereof
the amount appropriated
Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
attorney
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
on account
account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and.
notwiththe same
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwith-

1340
1340

PRIVATE LAWS
CHS.627,
627, 628,
628, 631-JULY
631—JULY 15,
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
15, 16,
16, 1940

Penalty.

standing.
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
standing. Any
of this
be
deemed
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
upon conviction
be fined
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
Approved, July
Approved,
July 15, 1940.
[CHAPTER 628]
6281
[CHAPTER

July 15,
15, 1940
1940
July
19. 3647]
36471
[S.
[Private,
No. 5071
[Private, No.
507]

Paul Sanford.
Sanford.
Payment
guardPayment to
to guardian.

Proviso.
Proaio.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

I
S. 20181
8S.
2018]

(Private,
No. 5081
[Private, No.
508]

Nile
Nile Shaw
Shaw and
and EdEd-

gar C. Bardin.
Payments to.
to.

Prociso.
Phareo.

Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penaltl-

AN ACT
ACT

For the
the relief
guardian of
of Paul
Sanford, a
minor.
For
relief of
of the
the legal
legal guardian
Paul Sanford,
a minor.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
and House
House of
United States
of America
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
United
States of
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
Secretary
of
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
is hereby,
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, the
the sum
of
money
in the
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
sum of
$3,500 to
to the
legal guardian
guardian of
of Paul
Paul Sanford,
Sanford, a
of GoodGood$3,500
the legal
a minor,
minor, of
springs, Walker
Walker County,
Alabama, in
in full
settlement of
of all
springs,
County, Alabama,
full settlement
all claims
claims
against the Government
Government of the United
States for
for injuries
injuries received
received
United States
by
17th day of
of October
October 1939
1939 as
as the
the result
of
by said minor
minor on the 17th
result of
blasting
operations by
by Work
Work Projects
Administration employees
employees of
blasting operations
Projects Administration
of
at or
or near
Walker
the United
United States
States Government
Government at
near Goodsprings,
Goodsprings, Walker
County, Alabama:
Alabama: Provided,
amount appropriappropriProvided, That
That no
no part
part of the
the amount
ated in this Act in excess of
centum thereof shall
paid or
of 10 per centum
shall be
be paid
or
delivered
received by any agent or attorney
delivered to or received
attorney on account
account of
of
services rendered in connection
the same
same shall
shall
connection with
with this claim,
claim, and the
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
be unlawful, any contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating the provisions
provisions of
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty
of this Act shall
shall be
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
of a
shall be
be fined
any
fined in
in any
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, July
July 15,
15, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 6311
[CHAPTER
631]

July 16,
16, 1940
July
1940

[54 STAT.
[54STAT.

ACT
AN ACT

For
relief of Nile Shaw and
and Edgar
C. Bardin.
Hardin.
For the relief
Edgar C.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That
That the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay.
10,37,
out of any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to Nile
IsTile

Whitefish, Montana,
Shaw, of Whitefish,
Montana, the sum of $2,000, and to Edgar
Edgar C.
Bardin, of Whitefish,
Whitefish, Montana,
Montana, the sum of $2,000, in full satisfaction
satisfaction
of their respective
respective claims against the United States for reimbursement of expenses incurred
incurred by them, and for damages for personal
personal
injuries and property damage
damage sustained
sustained by them, as aaresult of the
automobile
automobile in which they were riding.having been struck by aaCivilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck on United
United States Highway
Numbered
Highway Numbered
2, near Coram, Montana,
Montana, on July 14, 1938: Provided,
Th atno part
par tof
of
Provided, That
the amount appropriated
appropriated in .this Act in excess
exces s o
cen t
um
off 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any agent
agent or
or
attorney
attorney on account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with this claim,
contrary notwithand the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
Any person violating
standing. Any
violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
be fined m
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, July 16, 1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG., 3D SESS
.—CHS .645,
645 , 646
1940
July 19,
SESS.-CHS.
646,, 652
19, 1940
6 5 2 -Ju1y
August 9, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6451
645]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
of Katherine
For
relief of
Katherine M.
M. Drier.
Drier.

Be it
Senate and
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
a,sse
led, That,
notwithstandThat, notwithstanding the provisions of section 4
Settlement of
Claims
4 (c)
(c) of
of the
the Settlement
of War
War Claims
Secretary of the Treasury
Act of 1928, the Secretary
Treasury is
authorized and
and
is hereby
hereby authorized
directed to pay, out of the German special
deposit account
in the
the
special deposit
account in
Treasury of the United States,
Drier, an
an American
States, to
to Katherine
Katherine M.
M. Drier,
American
citizen, formerly
formerly resident in Germany,
of $160,000,
Germany, the
the sum
sum of
$160,000, together
together
with interest thereon at the rate of 5
5 per
per centum
centum per
per annum
annum from
from
January
January 1, 1920, being the amount due
Katherine M.
M. Drier
Drier
due said
said Katherine
pursuant to an agreement between the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
and the German Government
Government under which all
the claims
claims of
all the
of said
said
Katherine
Katherine M. Drier against the German Government
Government were
settled
were settled
and adjusted: Provided,
Provided, That payment of such
$160,000 and
such sum of
of $160,000
and
interest thereon as herein provided
provided shall be
made as
as if
an additional
be made
if an
additional
award
award in the sum of $160,000
at 5
centum per
per
$160,000 with
with interest
interest at
5 per
per centum
January 1, 1920, had been entered
annum from January
the Mixed
Mixed Claims
entered by
by the
Claims
Commission, United States and Germany, on behalf
Katherine M.
M.
behalf of
of Katherine
Drier.
Approved, July 19,
19, 1940.
1940.
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July 19, 1940
1940
[S. 3097]
[Private,
No. 609]
509]
[Private, No.
Katherine
Drier.
Katherine M.
M. Drier.
Payment to.
Payment
to.
45
260.
45 Stat. 260.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Basis of
of payment.
payment.

[CHAPTER 646]
[CHAPTER
646]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of Antal
Antal or
or Anthony
or Tony
Anthony or
Tony Zaicek
Zaicek or
or Zaiczek.
Zaiczek.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
the Secretary
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and
record the
and directed
directed to
to record
the
permanent
permanent residence
residence of Antal or Anthony or Tony Zaicek
Zaicek or
or Zaiczek
Zaiczek
as of October 2, 1924, and
the warrant
warrant of
of deportation
be canand that the
deportation be
canceled and Antal or Anthony
Anthony or Tony Zaicek
Zaicek or
not again
again
or Zaiczek
Zaiczek shall
shall not
be subject to deportation proceedings for the
in said
the reasons
reasons set
set up
up in
said
warrant.
warrant.
Upon the enactment of this Act, the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State shall
shall
instruct the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to deduct
one number
number from
deduct one
from
nonpreference category
the nonpreference
category of the quota during
current quota
quota
during the
the current
year.
Approved, July 19,
19, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 6521
[CHAPTER
652]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Francis G.
McDougall.
G. McDougall.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Senate and
and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $600
$600 as follows: That portion of the sum
which
sum of
of $300
$300 each
each which
may still be unpaid
unpaid by Francis
Francis G. McDougall,
Lowell, MassaMcDougall, of
of Lowell,
Massachusetts, at the time of the approval of
Act, to
Louis Guilleof this Act,
to Louis
Guillemette and Ernest Ouellette, both of Lowell, Massachusetts. Said
Said
sums shall be accepted
accepted by the said Louis Guillemette
and Ernest
Ernest
Guillemette and
Ouellette
Ouellette in full settlement of all claims
claims against
States or
against the
the United
United States
or

July 19,
19, 1940
1940
July
[H.
R. 6056]
6056]
[H. R.
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 610]
510]
Antal or
or Anthony
Anthony or
or
Tony
or ZaicZaicTony Zaicek
Zaicek or
zek.
zek.
Recording of permaRecording
nent residence,
nent
residence, eta.
etc.

Quota deduction.

August 9, 1940
140
August
[H. R.
[H.
R. 719]
[Private, No.
No. 511]
[Private,
511]
Louis
Louis Guillemette
Guillemette
and Ernest Ouellette.
Ouellette.
Payments
to.
Payments to.

1342
1342

Francis G.
G. McDougall.
gall.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorattorLimitation
ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.652-654—AUG.
9,1940
652-654-AUG. 9,1940

against Francis G. McDougall
McDougall as
as the
the result
result of
being struck
of their
their being
struck by
by
a United States mail
a
mail truck
truck operated
the
said
Francis
operated by
by the said Francis G.
G.
McDougall in
in the regular
regular performance
of his
an employee
employee
performance of
his duties
duties as
as an
of the Post Office Department
22, 1931.
balance of
Department on
on October
October 22,
1934. The
The balance
of
appropriated by
the $600 appropriated
Act shall
be paid
to
Francis
by this
this Act
shall be
paid to Francis G.
G.
McDougall, in full
of his
the United
United States
States
full settlement
settlement of
his claim
claim against
against the
for reimbursement
reimbursement of the amount
paid by
by him
settlement of
of judgjudgamount paid
him in
in settlement
ments rendered
rendered against
against him
in favor
of the
the said
Louis Guillemette
Guillemette
him in
favor of
said Louis
and Ernest Ouellette in connection
with the
described:
connection with
the accident
accident described:
Provided, That no part
Provided,
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
in
part of
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
thereof shall
shall be
or delivered
or
received
or attorney
received by any agent or
attorney on
of services
in
on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with this
ss.rne shall
be unlawful,
any conthis claim,
claim, and,
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
the
Any person
person violating
violating the
Act shall
provisions of this Act
misdemeanor and
and
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
fined in
any sum
shall be
be fined
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
9, 1940.
Approved,
August 9,
1940.
[CHAPTER
653]
[CHAPTER 653]

August
August 9,1940
9, 1940
[EL R.
R. 2278]
2278]
[H.
[Private, No.
No. 512]
512]
Carl Hurt.
Hurt.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Pro/so.
Limitation on
attoron attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
iees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
For the relief
Hurt.
relief of
of Carl
Carl Hurt

Be it
Senate and House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States
States of
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of the
of
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to
out
any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
out of
of any
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated., to
to
Carl
Hurt, of
Allen County, Kentucky,
Carl Hurt,
of Allen
Kentucky, the
sum of
$4,000 in
full
the sum
of $4,000
in
full
settlement
settlement of
of all claims against the United
United States
losses incurred
States for
for losses
incurred
by
him
as
by him as the result of injuries received
received from
from a
blown from
from a
a rock
rock blown
a
quarry
operated by the Works Progress Administration
quarry operated
Administration on
the Settle
Settle
on the
and
Scottsville Highway, in Allen County, Kentucky,
and Scottsville
Kentucky, on
on February
February
7, 1936:
27,
1936: Provided, That no part of the
appropriated in
in
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
shall be
this
in excess
excess of
of 10 per centum thereof shall
paid or
or delivered
delivered
be paid
to or
to
or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
renservices rendered in
dered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any
any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating
the provisions
provisions of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of
the
of this
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, August
9, 1940.
August 9,
1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 654]
654]
August 9,
9, 1940
1940
[H.
2490]
[H. R.
R. 249
[Private,
[Private, No.
513]
No. 513]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Fulton
Combs.
Fulton Combs.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
Be
it States
enacted by the Senate and House of 1?epresentatimes of
ited
Congress assembled,
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That the
the SecreSecretary
of
the
Treasury
and he
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
tary of the Treasury be,
be, and
directed
to pay, out of
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise approto pay, out
of any
any money
money in
riated, to Fulton Combs,
priated,
Combs of
of PerryCounty,
Kentucky ,the
the sum
of
Perry County, Kentucky,
sum of
of
$1 ,00
2
500 in
in full
full settlement
settlement o
f all claims against the
the United
States for
United States
for
nures and losses sustained
injuries
sustained by him
in a
collision with
with aa truck
truck
him in
a collision
owned by
the Civilian
Conservation Corps which
which occurred
owned by the Civilian Conservation Corps,
occurred
on
Cutshin Creek,
County,' Kentucky,
entucky oon1936,
Proofs°.
Cutshin
Creek, Leslie
Leslie County,
on September 3, 1936, at
at
oon
ator about
Limitation
on attoraout 2:30
230 o'clock
o'clock
p
ostmeridian: Provided,
no part
of the
postmeridian:
Provided, That no
part of
the
ney's, etc.. fees.
amount
appropriate
centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated in thiss Act
Act in excess
excess of 110 per centwn
Fulton Combs.
Payment to.

ton Combs.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CEIS.654-656-AUG.
654-656—AUG.9,
9, 1940
1940

shall be paid or delivered to or received
by any agent
received by
attorney
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of services rendered
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim
rendered in
claim, and
and
the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
ontractto
t
o the
the contrary
con t
rary notwiththe same
unlawful, any
any c
contract
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act shall
Any person
violating the
this Act
shall be
be
of a
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
be fined
fined in
sum not
$1,000.
be
m any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
August
9,
1940.
Approved, August 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 655]
655]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
of Frank
Frank Spears.

Penalty.
Penalty.

August
August 9, 1940
1940
[H. R.
[H.
R. 3992]
3992]
[Private, No.
No. 514]
[Private,
514]

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
of the
Representatives of
the
Frank
Spears.
Frank Spears.
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
in Congress
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
Payment to.
to.
Payment
of the Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
directed to
is hereby, authorized
and directed
to
pay, out of
of any money
in the
not otherwise
appropriated,
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to Frank Spears, of Pulaski County,
$4,000, in
in
County, Arkansas,
Arkansas, the
the sum
sum of
of $4,000,
full satisfaction of his claim against
against the
States for
for permathe United
United States
permanent personal
nent
injury sustained
sustained on
on February
from the
personal injury
February 21,
21, 1928,
1928, from
the exploexploa high-explosive
sion of a
high-explosive shell in the immediate
vicinity of
Camp Pike
Pike
immediate vicinity
of Camp
Proviso.
Proviso.
Reservation Arkansas:
Arkansas :Provided,
part of
of the
appro - Limitation
Reservation,
Limitation on
on attorProvided, That
That no
no part
the amount
amount approney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
priated
of 10
10 per centum
priated in this Act in excess of
centun thereof
thereof shall
be paid
shall be
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
any agent
on account
account of
of
services
connection with
with this
services rendered in connection
shall
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary. notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Penalty.
Any Penalty.
person violating
violating the provisions
this Act
deemed guilty
of
provisions of
of this
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be fined
a
conviction thereof
thereof shall
any
fined in
in any
sum
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 656]
656]

ANT ACT
AtT
AN
.,
-'
z,
For the relief of the captain
captain and crew of the fishing boat Unione
Unione Numbered 1.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
pay,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $289.87 to
captain; the
$70 to
to
to Matteo
Matteo Giacalone,
Giacalone, captain;
the sum
sum of
of $70
Bonao Matteo, member of the crew;
crew; the
the sum
to Anthony
Anthony
sum of
of $217
$217 to
crew and
and the sum
Busalacki, member
member of the crew;
$462 to
to Andrew
Andrew Asaro,
sum of $462
Asaro
member
member of the crew
Unione Numbered
Numbered 1_,
full
crew of
of the
the fishing
fishing boat
boat Unione
1, in
in full
satisfaction of all claims against
against the
States for
for damages
the United States
damages
sustained by the said Captain Matteo
Matteo Giacalone,
Giacalone, Bonao
Bonao Matteo,
Matteo,
Busalacki and Andrew
Anthony Busalacki,
_Andrew Asaro, on
on account
personal
account of
of personal
injuries,
work, and
and loss
loss of
resulting from
injuries, loss
loss of
of work,
of earnings
earnings resulting
from a
a collision
collision
on March
March 1,
between the
boat Unione
1, 1937, between
the fishing
fishing boat
Unione Numbered
Numbered 11and
and
Navy airplane
by a
anaval
naval officer:
no part
aaNavy
airplane piloted
piloted by
officer: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10
10 per
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
excess of
per centum
centum
be paid
or delivered
to or
by any
agent or
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
delivered to
or received
received by
any agent
or
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
this
attorney
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
claim,
and the
the same
shall be
be unlawful,
to the
the contrary
claim, and
same shall
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
notwithstanding.
of this
this Act
Act
person violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
upon conviction
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
not exceeding
shall
in any
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
August 9,
Approved, August
9, 1940.
1940.

August 9, 1940

[11. R.
R. 5254]
5254]
[H.

[Private,
No. 515]
[Private, No.
5151

Matteo
Giacalone
Matteo
Olacalone
and
others.
and others.
Payments to.
to.
Payments

Proviso.
To"jfo.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.
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LAWS-CHS.
[CHAPTER 657]
657]
[CHAPTER

August 9,
9, 1940
August
1940
[H. R.
R. 6740]
[H.
6740]
[Private,
No. 516]
[Private, No.
516]
J. L. Fretwell.
Fretwell.
Payment to
to adminPayment
administrator
of estate
estate of.
istrator of
of.

Proviso.
Provio.

iknitation
on attorattorLimitation on
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
the estate
estate of
of J.
L. Fretwell.
Fretwell.
of the
J. L.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate amd
and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
United States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
Secretary
assembled, That
the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
be, and
he is
to pay,
out of any money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
to the
the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
administrator
estate of
administrator of the estate
L. Fretwell
Fretwell the
the sum
sum of
of $1,000
full
of J.
J. L.
$1,000 in
in full
settlement of all claims against
United States
States for
for damages
on
against the
the United
damages on
account of the death of
the said
said J.
J. L.
L. Fretwell
Fretwell who
who was
was killed
killed on
on
of the
June 9,1937
9, 1937, when the
the automobile
automobile in
he w
as riding
ridi ng was i
n c,olliin which
which he
was
was
in
collision on
fail Ridge
sion
on the
the Hail
Ridge public highway,
highway, Rabun
Rabun County,
with
County, Georgia,.
Georgia, with
aatruck owned by
the Forest
Servi
ce o
th e D
epar t
men to
by the
orest Service
offthe
Department
offAgriculture:
Agiculture:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
in this
Act in
in
appropriated in
this Act
excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be
delivered to
to or
or received
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
received
by.any agent or attorney on account
by
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection
with this claim,
with
claim, and the same
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions of
of
violating the
the provisions
this
this Act shall be deemed guilty of
upon conviction
conviction
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
thereof shall be fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
in any
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, August
9, 1940.
August 9,
1940.
[CHAPTER
658]
[CHAPTER 658]
AN
AN ACT
ACT

August 9,1940
9, 1940
[H. B.
R. 76791
7679]
[Private, No.
517]
[Private,
No. 5171

For the relief of
of J.
J. E.
E. Dambach.
Dambach.

Be itit enacted
Senate and
Be
enacted by the Senate
and House
House of
of Representavtes
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out
any money in the Treasury
out of
of any
Treasury not otherwise
the
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $1,423 to J.
J. E. Dambach, of
Evans City,
Pennsylvania, in
in full
of Evans
City, Pennsylvania,
full
settlement
of all
all claims against the United
settlement of
United States
for doctor
bills,
States for
doctor bills,
medicine,
medicine, and loss of time incurred
incurred as
result of
severe injury
as the
the result
of a
a severe
injury
sustained by him on October 70938,
7, 1938, while
sustained
while employed
employed on
on the
of
the farm
farm of
George Wahl
City,
George
Wahl, Senior
Senior, Evans
Evans C
ity, Pennsylvania
ablast
of dynaPennsylvania, by
by
a
blast
of
dynamite by Works Progress
Administration workmen
were quarrymite by Works
Progress Administration
workmen who were
quarryProviso.
imitationonattor.
ing stone
stone on
the property
Limitation on attorsaid George
Wahl, Senior:
ing
on
the
property
of
George
Wahl,
Provided,
Senior: Provided,
ney's, e'setc.fee.
etc., fees.
That no part
the amount
That no
part of
of the
amount apropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess
excess of 10
10
per
centum thereof
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
received by
any
or received
by
any
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of services
agent
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with
connection with
this
claim,
and
the
same shall be unlawful,
this claim,
any contract
to the
unlawful,
Penalty.
any
contract
to
the
Penalty.
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of
person violating
this
a misdemeanor
this Act
Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
convicupon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
tion
shall be fined
fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, August 9, 1940.
E.Dambach.

Y. E. Dambach.
payment to.
Payment

[CHAPTER 659]
1940
August 9,
9,1940
[H.. R. 8316]
836]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 518]
518]

Clyde Caietti.
Payment to guardian of.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Clyde Caietti, a
For
a minor.
minor.

Be
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Be it
it encted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
Representatives of the

of the
United States
States of
America in
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecrettary of the Treasury
Treasury b
e, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
be,

and he is hereby, authorized and

directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not
to .pay, out of any money
in the Treasury
otherwise appro-

priated, the sum of $500 to Peter Caietti of Sacramento California
priated,
as
le_gal the
guardian
sum ofof
his m
toi
nor
Peter
son,
Caietti,
ClydeofCaietti
Sacramento,
in full California,
settlement
as legal
guardian
of$500
his minor son, Clyde Caietti, in fuil settlement
off all
all clams
claims aga
i
nst
the
Government
of
the
United
States
for peragainst the Government of the United States for
personal
damage
and
injury
sustained
sonal
damage and
by the said
Clyde Caietti
said Clyde
Caietti on
on
November
2,
1933,
when
the
car
November
2, 1933, when the car in
in which
which the said Clyde
Clyde Caietti
was an occupant,
was struck by
by aaCivilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
was an occupant, was struck
Corps truck
truck
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under the jurisdiction of the National Park Service and operated
operated by
Proviso.
Provio.
an employee of the
Conservation Corps: Provided,
That no
the Civilian Conservation
Provided, That
no Limitation
on attorattorpart of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
etc., fees.
this Act in
in excess
excess of 10
10 per
per ney's, etc.,
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
received by any
to or
or received
agent or attorney on account
account of
rendered in connection
connection with
of services
services rendered
with
contract to
conthis claim, and
and the same
same shall be unlawful
unlawful, l any
any contract
to the
the conPenalty.
violating the
this
trary notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
the provisions of
of this
upon conviction
Act shall
shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
August 9, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER

660]

AN
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of Rufus
Rufus K.
K. Sanderlin.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States of America
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
of
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay,
out
money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
to
out of
of any money
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
Rufus
K. Sanderlin,
Fort Worth,
Texas, the
the sum
sum of
The
Rufus K.
Sanderlin, Fort
Worth, Texas,
of $713.30.
$713.30. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims
claims of the
the
Sanderlin against
said Rufus
Rufus K.
K. Sanderlin
against the
the United
United States on account
account of
of
on March
when his
personal injuries sustained by
by him
him on
March 3,
3, 1939,
1939, when
his truck
truck
m
Randal Mill Road
n which
which he was
was parked
parked on
on the
the Randal
Road in
in Tarrant
Tarrant County,
Texas, was struck by aa truck in the service
service of the Works
Works Progress
Progress
Administration:
appropriated
Administration: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
or
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of
of
rendered in connection
services rendered
connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall
be
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
be unlawful, any
any contract
contract to the
the contrary
Any
person
provisions of this Act
deemed guilty
guilty of
person violating
violating the
the provisions
Act shall be
be deemed
of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction
a
conviction thereof shall
be fined
fined in
any sum
shall be
in any
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
not
Approved, August 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 661]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of Fred Shelton.

August 9, 1940
8946]
[H. R.
R. 89461
[Private, No. 619]
Rufus K. Sanderlin.
Sanderlin.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atLimitation
ittorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

August 9, 1940

[H. R. 9130]
91301
[Private,
ta2
[Private, No. 620]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
the
it enacted
Representatives of the
Shelton.
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
theSecreThat the
Secre- Fred
Payment to Biter&
guardIan
ian
of.
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
pay,
of any
money in
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated,
pay, out
out of
any money
in the
Treasury not
Leonard A.
guardian of
of his
his minor
to Leonard
A. Shelton,
Shelton, as legal guardian
minor son,
son, Fred
Fred
Shelton, the sum of
of $4,062.50
$4,062.50 in full settlement
settlement of
of all claims
claims against
against
the United States Government on account
account of permanent injuries
injuries
received by the said Fred Shelton, by
explosion of
by the
the explosion
of aa dynamite
dynamite
cap
picked up
up by
by the
the boy
in a
a gravel
near
cap picked
boy in
gravel pit
pit on
on his
his father's
father's farm
farm near
Lewisville,
Lewisville, Denton County,
County, Texas, on
on August
August 12,
12, 1936,
1936, said dynamite
dynamite
cap
carelessly in
Admincap having
having been left
left carelessly
in the pit by
by Works Progress
Progress Administration
Works Progress
Progress Administration
project numnumistration workers
workers on
on Works
Administration project
Proviso.
Proviso.
bered
farm-to-market project:
Provided, That
bered 3213, being aa farm-to-market
project: Provided,
That no
no part
part Limitation
on at.
at.
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's,
of
in this
this .Act
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
by any
any agent
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
to or
or received
received by
agent or
or
attorney on
on account
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with
with this
attorney
of services
rendered in
this
claim,
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
the contrary
notwithstanding.
person violating
the provisions
provisions of this
this Act Penalty.
Any person
violating the
notwithstanding. Any
shall
be deemed
of a
amisdemeanor
thereof
shall be
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall
fined in
in any
any sum
$1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined
Approved, August
August 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER 667]
[CHAPTER
667]
August
August 13,
13, 1940
1940
[H. R.
5116]
R. 5116]
[Private, No.
521]
No. 621]
Thomas Miralia
Miralia
and Betty Miralia.
and
Miralia.
Payments to.
Payments

Proviso.
Paoeisn.
Limitation on atLimitation
torney's, etc., fees.
torney's,
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Thomas
and Betty
Miralia.
Thomas Miralia
Miralia and
Betty Miralia.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is
directed to
pay,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
Thomas
Thomas Miralia aand Betty Miralia
Miralia the
the sum
sum of
of $1,170.80
$1,170.80 in
full settlesettlein full
ment of all claims against the United
States for
for injuries
resulting
United States
injuries resulting
from a
a collision on November
from
November 23,1938,
23, 1938, between an
Army truck,
truck, driven
driven
an Army
by
by Richard Stephens, an enrollee of the
Civilian Conservation
Corps,
the Civilian
Conservation Corps,
and aaGraham
and
Graham sedan driven and owned
owned by
by Thomas
Provided,
Thomas Miralia:
Miralia: Provided,
That no
no part
part of the amount appropriated
That
appropriated in
Act in
in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10
per centum
per
centiun thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
to or
received by
any
delivered to
or received
by
any
agent
or attorney
agent or
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
this
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
any contract
notwithstanding. :Any person violating the
notwithstanding.
Act
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
shall
be deemed
upon conviction
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, August
13,
1940.
August 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 668]
668]
AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Robert L.
Taylor.
L. Taylor.

1940
August 13,
13, 194C
DEL R.
5309]
_ [H.
R. 5309]
[Private,
[Private, No.
522]
No. 52
°2-

Be
it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of
the Treasury
tary
of the
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appronot otherwise
appropriated, the
sum of $1,640 to Robert L. Taylor,
priated,
the sum
Taylor, of
Tenof Kingston,
Kingston,
Tennessee, m
nessee,
in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the
the United
United States
States for
claims against
for
personal
personal injuries sustained by him, and
and medical
medical and
hospital expenses
and hospital
expenses
incident
thereto,
incident
as aaresult of
collision of
of an
automobile in
in which
of aacollision
an automobile
which
he
riding with aaGovernment
Government Civilian Conservation
he was
was riding
Conservation Corps
Corps truck,
truck,
which
which truck was being recklessly
recklessly operated,
operated, causing
causing said
said collision,
collision,
on
United States Highway Numbered
on United
Numbered 27,
miles south
Har27, two
two miles
south of
of HarProviso.
Prso.
at- riman,
riman, Tennessee, on December
Limitation on atDecember 24,
24, 1936:
1936: Provided
Provided, That
no
part
That
no
part
tOrney's, etc.,
torney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
of the
the amount
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of
amount appropriated
of 10
per
centuin
10
per centuin
thereof shall
shall be paid or delivered
thereof
delivered to
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or
to or
or received
attorney
attorney on account of
of services rendered
rendered in
with this
this
in connection
connection with
claim,
and the
same shall be unlawful,
claim, and
the same
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
Penalty.
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating the
the provisions
of this
provisions of
this Act
Act
shall
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
shall be
be deemed
upon conviction
thereof
conviction
thereof
shall
fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
shall be
be fined
$1,000.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
1940.
Robert L. Taylor.
Tayl
Payment to.
Payment

[CHAPTER 669]
669]
August 13,
13, 1940
1940
[H. R... 5562]
562]

ACT
AN ACT

[Private, No. 523]
[Private,
523]

For the relief of Clyde E. Malle.
Malle.

Clyde
Malle.
Clyde E. Ma
Payment
Payment to.

Be
enacted by
by the
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
Un
ited
States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United States of
of America
America in Congress
the Secretary
That the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
be,
and he is hereby,
authorized and directed
of the Treasury
and
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
ay
out
the Treasury
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to to
Clyde
E. Malle,
Malle, of
of Philadelphia,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Clyde E.
Pennsylvania, the sum of $114.28,
$114.28,
in
full settlement
of
all
claims
against
the United States for use of a
in
full
settlement
of
all
claims
against
a
play during March, April, and June of
which he prepared
play
during
March,
April,
and
June
of
1936,
prepared
for
for
the Works Progress Administration Federal theater project
the Works Progress Administration Federal theater project in Phila-
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delphia, and for his services
services in preparing said play
play for
for presentation:
presentation:
Provided, That no part of
Proviso.
Proviso.
of the
Provided,
appropriated in
this Act
in
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
Act in
Limitation on atexcess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to
or torney's,
shall be
be paid
paid or
etc., fees.
to or
etc.,
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and
and the
unlawful, any
any
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the Penalty.
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of
deemed guilty
misdemeanor and
of a
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
Approved, August
[
CHAPTER 670]
[CHAPTER
670]
AN ACT
ACT
To correct
correct the military records
records of DeRosey C.
McFarland Cockrill,
Coekrill, James
C. Cabell, McFarland
James
N. Caperton, Junius H. Houghton, Otto F. Lange,
James deB.
deB.
Lange, Paul
Paul B.
B. Parker, James
Walbach, and Victor W. B. Wales.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
and House
ouse of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
That the
the followingfollowingCongress assembled,
assembled, That
of the
named officers and former officers of
United States
Army shall
the United
States Army
shall
be entitled to count
count all their service as cadets at
at the
States
the United
United States
Military
Military Academy
Academy in computing for any
length of
of service
any purpose
purpose length
service
of any officers of the Army: DeRosey C. Cabe11,
Cabell, McFarland
McFarland CockCockCaperton, Junius
rill, James N. Caperton,
Houghton, Otto
Otto F.
Junius H.
H. Houghton,
F. Lange,
Lange, Paul
Paul
deB. Walbach,
B. Parker, James deB.
Walbach, and
and Victor
Victor W.
W. B.
B. Wales:
Wales: Provided,
Provided
That this Act shall not be
be construed
authorizing the
the payment
of
construed as
as authorizing
payment of
any back pay and allowances
allowances that.may
that may have accrued
accrued prior
prior to
to the
the
passage of
Act.
passage
of this
this Act.
Approved, August 13,
Approved,
13, 1940.
1940.

August 13, 1940
6365]
[H. R.
R. 6366]
[Private, No. 524]
[Private,
524]

DeRosey C. Cabell
Cabel
and others.
Correction of milt.
mili
tary records.

Proviso.
Proveo.
prior benefits.
No prior
benefits.

[
CHAPTER 671]
671]
[CHAPTER
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Theodore
Theodore R.
R. King.
King.

August 13, 1940
1940
[H. It.
R. 7416]
[Private,
[Private, No. 525]

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
Theodore R. King.
United States of America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the United
United
Determination
of
Determination of
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
Commission be,
and it
it is
be, and
is hereby,
hereby merits of claim of.
authorized and directed
directed to
merits of
claim of
a
to determine
determine the
the merits
of the
the claim
Theodore
Theodore R. King for injuries and disabilities
alleged to
to have
have been
been
disabilities alleged
sustained by him on January
January 16,
1937, while
while in
of
16, 1937,
in the
the performance
performance of
his duties as special agent to
Baxter
to collect
collect cotton
cotton statistics
statistics in
in Baxter
County, Arkansas, under
under the provisions
provisions of
Act entitled
of the
the Act
entitled "An
"An Act
Act
to provide compensation
compensation for employees
employees of
of the
the United
United States
States suffersufferperformance of
ing injuries while in the performance
their duties,
duties, and
and for
other
of their
for other
89
746e.747.
39 Stat. 746747.
purposes", approved
approved September 7, 1916, as amended, except
except that the
the 5
5 U. 8.. C.
C fi 7857H770.
time limitations
limitations in sections 15 to
20,
inclusive,
of
said
Act,
shall
be
to 20, inclusive, of said Act shall be
Proviso.
ProTeio.
and are hereby waived: Provided,
That claim
claim hereunder
hereunder shall
be filed
Provided, That
shall be
filed Time
for filing claim.
Timeforflingelcaim.
within six months after
the approval
this Act.
after the
approval of
of this
Act,
Approved,
August 13,
Approved, August
13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
672]
[CHAPTER 672]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Elizabeth
Elizabeth Buxton
Buxton HospitaL

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatkves
it enacted by the Senate
of
Repr ese
tativeOf
f tthe
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Corgress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Seire.
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed
any money in
to pay, out of any
otherwise appropriappropriin the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise

August
August 13,
13, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. It.
R. 71368]
7668]

[Private,
026]
[Private, No. a261

Elizabeth Buxton
Elisabeth
Buxton
Hospital, Newport
Hospital,
Newport
News,
Va.
NewsP V.
Payment to.
to.

1348

Proviso.
Limitation on atLimitation
attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.672-674—AUG
1940
PRIVATE
672-674-AUG..13,
13, 1940

Elizabeth Buxton
Buxton Hospital,
News, Virginia,
ated, to
to the
the Elizabeth
Hospital, of
of Newport
Newport News,
Virginia,
the
full settlement
claims against
the sum of $155.30
$155.30 in
in full
settlement of
of all
all claims
against the
the GovernGovernment of the United
United States
States for
for services
services rendered
Keaston Church
rendered to
to Keaston
Church
of the
Fort Eustis
Eustis
and Lacy Creighton
Creighton Carrell,
Carrell, Junior,
Junior, employees
employees of
the Fort
Youth Administration
Administration Camp,
Camp, and
and hospitalization
at the
the
National Youth
hospitalization at
Elizabeth Buxton Hospital given
Keaston Church
from October
30,
given Keaston
Church from
October 30,
1938, to November 7, 1938, and
to Lacy
Lacy Creighton
Carrell, Junior,
Junior,
and to
Creighton Carrell,
November 6,
6, 1938,
to November
November 15,
15, 1938:
1938: Provided,
from November
1938, to
Provided, That
That no
no
part of
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
of 10
per
of the
the amount appropriated
appropriated in
excess of
10 per
centum thereof shall be paid
or delivered
paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any
agent or attorney on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with
on account
of services
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contract to
the concontrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
violating the
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
Act shall be deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
and upon
of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any
any sum not
Approved,
1940.
Approved, August
August 13,
13, 1940.

[CHAPTER 673]
*August
august 13,1940
13, 1940

[H. R. 7851]

[H. R. 7851]
[Private,
6271
[Private, No. 5271

and
G. F.
P. Allen and
others.
Credits in accounts
Oredits
ccounts
of.

Proem.

Certitying
Corti!
ying officers
offleers
not to be charged.
ohared.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN ACT

AN ACT

For the relief of certain
certain disbursing officers
officers of the Division of Disbursement,

Treasury
Treasury Department.
Department.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
Senate and
of Representatives
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
the CompComptroller General of the United States
is hereby
authorized and
and
States is
hereby authorized
directed to credit the accounts of
of the
the following
disbursing officers,
officers,
following disbursing
Division of Disbursement,
Department, with the amounts
Disbursement, Treasury
Treasury Department,
F. Allen, symbol
set opposite their names and symbols: G. F.
95-981,
symbol 95-981,
$61.10; J.
J. J.
J. Gallagher, symbol 63-01-30, $5,513.47; P.
J. Larkin,
Larkin,
P.
J.
3 7 -01-30,
$11,113.24; and J.
J. W. Yates,
symbol 37-01-30,
$11,113.24;
Yates, Junior,
symbol 31-0131-01Junior, symbol
30, $2,445.72; said amounts
amounts being
being public
public funds
for which
which they
are
funds for
they are
accountable
accountable and which comprise
comprise payments made to employees
of the
employees of
the
Resettlement Administration
Administration and/or the Farm
Resettlement
Security AdminisAdminisFarm Security
tration,
tration Department
Department of Agriculture,
dw
hich h
ave b
een disallowed
di sall owed
Agriculture, an
and
which
have
been
by the Acting Comptroller
Comptroller General
General of the United States
States as
as a
a result
result
of certain
certain irregularities:
irregularities: Provided,
Provided, That no part of
amounts so
so
of the
the amounts
credited shall be later charged
charged against
certifying officers
of the
the
against the
the certifying
officers of
Resettlement
Administration and/or the Farm Security
Security AdminisResettlement Administration
Administration
tration who certified the vouchers
vouchers upon which
which such payments were
were
made.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 674]
674]
[CHAPTER

August
1940
August 13, 1940
* [H.
'
H. R.. 7957]
79571
[Private, No. 628]
[Private,
528]

Willie Perry.
Perry.
Payment to.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Willie Perry.

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives of
it enacted
of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
authorized and directed to
Treasury is authorized
to pay,
of any
money
pay, out
out of
any money
Treasury not otherwise
in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Willie
Willie Perry,
Perry, aa resiresldent of Moro, Lee County, Arkansas, the sum of $4,000
$4,000 in
in full
full settlesettleent of
all claims
claims of
of the
ment
of all
the said
said Willie Perry against the United States
for
sustained by him as a
a result of being
for personal
personal injuries sustained
struck,
being struck,
on December
December 4, 1937,
on
1937, at a
a point about six or seven miles west of
of

Mariana, Ar
asas, on ;United
Unted States Higway
Marianna,
A4ausas,
Highway Numbered 79, by
a vehle
service of
Utiization DivisiofI
a
vehicle ia
in the
1e service
of the Land UtWzation
Division of
of the

54 S
STAT.]
T.]

76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.--CHS.674-676-AUG.
674-676—AUG.13,
1940
13, 1940

Farm Security Administration:
Administration: Provided,
no part
part of
the
Provided, That
That no
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
thereof
per centum
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
agent or
attorney on
on
by any
any agent
or attorney
account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
and the
with this
this claim,
claim, and
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
contract to
to the
Any person violating the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
provisions of
shall be
be deemed
deemed
a misdemeanor and upon conviction
guilty of a
fined
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
$1,000.
Approved, August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 675]
675]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Zoe Hoyt Wagner and Io F. Hoyt.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay,
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated
appropriated and
and m
n
full settlement of all claims against the
United States,
States, the
sum of
the United
the sum
of
$200, to Zoe Hoyt Wagner and the sum
sum of $945.60
to Io
F. Hoyt,
Hoyt,
$945.60 to
Io F.
compensating the said parties for
compensating
injuries received
in an
an automobile
for injuries
received in
automobile
collision with aacar, bearing license D
A 43083,
43083, being
by the
D A
being owned
owned by
the
Bureau
Survey, United
Bureau of Biological
Biological Survey,
United States
States Department
Department of
of AgriculAgriculoperated by Ralph H.
ture, and being operated
H. Imler, said
said collision
collision taking
taking
place at the intersection of Highways
Highways Numbered 66 and 77
77 just
just east
east
18, 1938, and
of Edmond, Oklahoma, on November 18;
being due
due to
to the
the
and being
negligence of Mr. Imler,
negligence
Imler who did not obey the
traffic signs
signs in
in brhigthe traffie
bringa stop before entering
ing his car to a
entering the intersection: Provided,
that
Provided,That
no part of the amount
amount appropriated in
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
in this
this Act
in excess
per
centum
centurn thereof shall be paid or
to or
or received
by any
any agent
or delivered
delivered to
received by
agent
or attorney
attorney on account of
connection with
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any person
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
of this
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this Act
Act
shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
upon conviction
thereof
in any
shall be fined in
sum not
not exceeding
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
Approved,
August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 676]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of May C. Taylor.
Taylor.

enacted by the Senate and
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
and House
House of
the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
United
Home
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Home
Owners' Loan Corporation
Owners'
Corporation is hereby
authorized and
directed to
to pay
pay
hereby authorized
and directed
to May C. Taylor, of Newark, New Jersey,
the sum
of $497.50,
in
Jersey, the
sum of
$497.50, in
full settlement of all claims against the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan
Loan CorCorporation
her for
poration for salary
salary due her
while employed
for duties
duties performed
performed while
employed
by the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation:
Corporation: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part
That no
of the amount
amount appropriated in this
this Act
Act in
centum
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall be paid
to or
or received
by any
or
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received by
any agent
agent or
attorney on account
of services rendered
account of
rendered in
connection with
with this
this
in connection
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
to the
the contrary
any contract
contract to
contrary
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
provisions of
Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
thereof
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
be fined in
in any
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, August
August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.

1349
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattorney's, etc.,
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

13, 1940
August 13,
1940
[H. R. 8028]
[Private, No. 529]
[Private,
529]
Zoe Hoyt
Wagner
Zoe
Hoyt Wagner
10 F.
Hoyt.
and lo
F. Hoyt.
Payments to.
Payments

Proviso.
Prvso.

Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

13 1940

August 13,, 1940
[H.
8096
[8. R. 8091]
[Private,
530]
[Private, No.
No. 530]
May C.
C. Taylor.
Taylor.
May
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on attorattorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

1350
1350

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.677-679-AUG.
677-679—AUG.13,
13, 1940
PRIVATE
1940
[CHAPTER 6771
[CHAPTER

August 13, 1940
1940
[II. R.
[H.
R. 8217]
[Private, No.
No. 531]
[Private,
531]
Thomas R. Fox.
Fox.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Provo.
Limitation on attorLimitation
attoretc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
the
United States
assembled, That
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
and he
he is
is hereby,
to pay,
out of any money- in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated.
to
not otherwise
appropriated,' to
Fox, of Paducah
Thomas R. Fox
$2,966.62, in
in full
full
Paducah, Kentucky, the
the sum
sum of
of $2,966.62,
settlement of all claims
settlement
growing out
claims against
against the United
United States,
States, growing
out of
of his
his
personal injuries
injuries occasioned
occasioned by the negligence
negligence of
driver of
of the
the driver
of a
a
Soil Conservation
Conservation Service automobile operated
at the
time by
by the
the
operated at
the time
Department
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture on May
Provided, That
That no
no
May 13,
13, 1938:
1938: Provided,
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
Act in
excess of
10 per
per
in this
this Act
in excess
of 10
centum thereof shall be paid or
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
any agent
or delivered
agent
or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
claim
contiract to the
the contrary
contrary
unlawful, any contract
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
Any person
violating the
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
upon. conviction
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
exceeding $1,000.
shall be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 6781
6781

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
ney's,
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Dr. A.
A. C. Wade.
Wade.
Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Edna
Edna S. Gardiner.
Gardiner.

it enacted by the Senate and
Be it
and House
House of
of Representatives
the
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
to pay,
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
not otherwise
sum of $3,000 to
of Denver,
Colorado, in
in full
to Edna
Edna S. Gardiner
Gardiner, of
Denver, Colorado,
full
settlement of all claims against
against the United States on account
account of
the
of the
death of her husband Frank K. Gardiner, who died
died as
result of
of
as a
a result
being struck by a
a United States mail
on September
September 1,
mail truck
truck on
1, 1939:
1989:
Provided, That no part of the
Provided,
amount appropriated
in. this
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
delivered to
be paid or delivered
to or
or
received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account
rendered in
account of
of services
services rendered
in
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
connection
be unlawful,
any conconunlawful, any
tract to
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
violating the
the
to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed-guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 679]

August 13,
13, 1940
[H. R. 8504]
[Private,
No. 533]
[Private, No.
533]

AN ACT
For the relief of Thomas R. Fox.

August 13,
13, 1940
[H. R. 8459]
8459]
[Private,
[Private, No. 532]
532]

Edna
Edna 8.
S. Gardiner.
Gardiner.
Payment to.
Payment

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT

For the relief of Doctor A. C. Wade.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
it enacted
and House of
Representatives of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
authorized and directed
tary
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
$1,000.
ated, to Doctor A. C. Wade, Augusta,
Augusta, Georgia,
Georgia, the sum of $1,000.
The payment
payment of such sum represents
represents reimbursement
reimbursement for the loss
The
sustained
forfeiture
sustained by the said Doctor A. C. Wade on account
account of the forfeiture
to the
to
the United States of a
a bond conditioned upon the delivery in
in
court of one Henry Anger. By reason of the
nonappearance of
the nonappearance
of the
the
said Henry
Hen Anger, such bond was declared
forfeited in
declared forfeited
in the Augusta
Augusta
division
o the
the United States District Court for the Southern Disdivision of
trict
11, 1939, and the amount of the bond was
trict of
of Georgia
Georgia on
on April
April 11,

54
STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

76TH CONG.,
3n SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 679, 680—AUG.
680-AUG. 13,
1940
76TH
CONG., 3D
13, 1940

1351
1351

subsequently paid by the said Doctor A. C. Wade.
subsequently
Wade. The said Doctor
Doctor
A. C. Wade expended
expended several hundred dollars in attempting
attempting to
apprehend the said Henry Anger, who is an alien, and on
the basis
basis
on the
of evidence
evidence in the hands of the
the Federal
of Investigation,
Investigation,
Federal Bureau
Bureau of
Proviso.
appears to have left the United States: Provided,
Provided, That no part
part Provo.
Limitation on attorLimitation
attorappropriated in this Act in excess of
of the amount
amount appropriated
per
centum
of 10
10 per centum ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fee
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent or
or
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with this
this
in connection
claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
to the
contract to
the contrary
contrary
Penalty.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Act
this Act
shall be deemed guilty of a
upon conviction
thereof
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
conviction thereof
shall be fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any sum
sum not
Approved, August 13,
13, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 680]
680]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT
...

For the relief of certain
certain claimants on account of loss by fire for which the United
United
States was adjudged
adjudged liable.

Senate and House
House of Representatives
Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
the

United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in
in Congress
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
the owners of the following lands in Lake Landing
Landing Township,
Township,
Hyde County, North Carolina,
settleCarolina, the
the following
following sums,
sums, in
in full
full settlement of all claims against the United States for damage and conseconsea result of the forest fire or
quent loss sustained as a
burned
or fires
fires which burned
land and timber of the Pamlico
Pamlico Timber Corporation,
for damage
for
Corporation, for
damage for
which the United States was held liable
i
n the
the District
liable in
District Court
Court of
of the
the
United States for the Eastern
Eastern District
of North
on August
District of
North Carolina,
Carolina on
August
2,
1937:
2,1937:
R. B. Stotesbury, forty-five acres,
E. B.
B. Bell,
Bell, sixty-two
acres, $700;
$700; E.
sixty-two acres,
acres,
$1,138;
W. O'Neal, one hundred
$1,138; Elizabeth
Elizabeth W.
hundred acres, $1,500;
$1,500; John
John H.
H. C.
C.
Berry, four hundred acres, $4,800; W. Warren
Warren Watson,
Watson, two
two hundred
hundred
and
thirty-seven acres,
$2,136; W.
arren Watson,
W at
son ,J.
S. Mann,
Mann.
,and
and
and thirty-seven
acres, $2,136;
W. W
Warren
J. S.
others, two-thirds undivided
three hundred
hundred and
eighty
undivided interest
interest in
in three
and eighty
acres (two hundred
hundred and fifty-three
fifty-three acres),
A. Long
acres), $2,533;
$2,533; S.
S. A.
Long and
and
L. A. Dudley, nine hundred acres, $3,600; Closs
0. L.
Closs Gibbs
Gibbs and
and 0.
L.
Williams, four thousand and two hundred
hundred acres, $1,500.
$1,500,• Charles
Charles H.
H.
Swink, sixty acres, $525; Closs Gibbs,
acres, $400;
$400; D.
Gibbs forty
forty acres,
D. S.
S.
McGowan, ten acres, $80; J.
McGowan,
heirs, two
acres, $37;
J. G. Weston
Weston heirs,
two acres,
$37; W.
W. T.
T.
Howard,
Howard, twenty-eight
twenty-eight acres, $322;
S. Emory,
Emory, fifty-five
$550;
$322; G.
G. S.
fifty-five acres,
acres, $550;
Emory heirs, seven acres, $120$120,- J.
J. W.
Spence heirs,
W. Spence
heirs, ninety
ninety acres,
acres,
thirty-three acres, $370; W. M.
$900; George
George E. Davis
Davis, thirty-three
four
M. Ross
Ross, four
acres, $24; Mrs. H.
Weston, six acres,
acres, $98;
McClaudheirs,
H. T.
T. Weston,
$98; James
James McClaud
heirs,
twenty-five acres,
acres, $309; Mrs.
H. Black,
Black, twenty-five
twenty-five acres,
$125;
Mrs. B.
B. H.
acres, $125;
Mrs. L.
S. Mann,
Mann, five
L. L. Boomer, twenty-five
twenty-five acres,
acres, $125;
$125; Juhan
Julian S.
five
hundred and fifty-two acres,
S. Mann
Mann and
Lumacres, $2,350; Julian
Julian S.
and Roper
Roper Lumber Company, two thousand
thousand six hundred
ninety-four acres,
hundred and
and ninety-four
acres,
$2,500; Elizabeth
Elizabeth Pugh estate, thirty-seven
thirty-seven acres,
acres, $296;
B. A.
A.
$296- Mrs.
Mrs. B.
Credle, six acres, $300; Philip Selby and others,
others one
hundred and
and
one hundred
fifty acres, $750;
John Midyette,
Midyette, two acres,
$50; Slate
North Caro$750; John
acres, $50;
State of
of North
lina,
thousand acres,
acres, $5,000;
2138.
lina, one
one thousand
$5,000; in
in alk$33
all, $33,138.
SEC.
S
EC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of
directed,
of the
the Interior
Interior is
is authorized
authorized and
and directed,
upon application filed within two years after the
the date
date of
of enactment
enactment
of
Act by
any person
person not
not listed
section 1,
1, to
to determine
determine if
such
of this
this Act
by any
listed in.
in section
if such
person suffered
suffered damage
damage or
or fis
fites and
and to
or loss
loss on account
account of such fire
fire or
to
determine
the amount
damage, and
and to
report such
determine the
amount of
of such
such damage,
to report
;uch determideterminations to
nations
to the
the Congress.
Congress.
19470°-41-PT.
193470*-41—PT.

-- 8
II-8

13, 1940
1940
August 18,
[H. R.
R. 8666]
[H.
8666]
[Private,
No.
534]
[Private, No. 534]

Lake Landing
Landing
Lake
Township,
Hyde
Township Hyde
County, N. C.
Payments
Payments to designated claimants.

Consideration of
of
Consideration
subsequent claims.
claims.
subsequent

1352

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-OHS.
LAWS OHS.680-682-AUG.
680-682—AUG .13,
13, 1940
1940

Limitation on attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

S
EC. 3. No part of
appropriated in
for the
the
SEO.
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act for
payment of any one claim in excess of
centum thereof
shall
of 10 per
per centum
thereof shall
be paid or delivered
delivered to
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
to or received
on
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
with such
such claim,
claim, and
the
account
in connection
connection with
and the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating the
provisions of
shall be
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed
guilty of
shall be
be fined
fined
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in
$1,000.
m any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 681]
[CHAPTER
681]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the widow of
Elliott.
of Donald D.
D. Elliott.

August 13,1940
13, 1940
[H. R.
It. 8774]
8774]
No. 5351
[Private, No.
635]
Donald D. Elliott.
Elliott.
Payment to widow
of.

10U.S.C.
1o U.B.C. I11903.
o3.

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives oj
the
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
ecreCongress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary of War shall cause to be paid, out of funds appropriated
appropriated for
for
pay of the Army current at the time of
of
of payment,
payment, to
to the
the widow
widow of
Donald D. Elliott, late aamaster sergeant in
n the United
United States
States Army,
Army,
i
who died on April 14, 1939, such sum as would otherwise
have been
otherwise have
been
a death gratuity under
paid to said widow as a
under the Act
December
Act of December
17, 1919 (41 Stat. 367),
367), had the said Donald
Donald D.
died while
in
D. Elliott
Elliott died
while in
holding the
grade of
master sergeant
sergeant on
the
aapay status and
and while holding
the grade
of master
on the
day of his
his death.
Approved, August 13, 1940.
[CHAPTER 682]
[CHAPTER
682]

AN ACT
CT
For the relief of certain disbursing officers
officers of the
the Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, the
the

August 13, 1940
[13.
100341
[H. R.10034

R.

[Private, No. 5361
[Private,
536]

Department
Department of the Interior, and the Army.

Designated disbursesignated disbursing officers.
Credits
allowed in
Edits alowed
in

accountsof.
accounts of.

Poo.very
Proviso.
Recovery

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the

United
United States of America in
in Con
gress assem
bled, That
the CompCompCongress
assembled,
That the
troller
General of
of the
the United
United States
be, and
he is
is hereby,
troller General
States be,
and he
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to allow
allow credit in the accounts
accounts of
the following-named
of the
following-named
disbursing officers,
officers, without
without charge
charge against the certifying officers
officers of
of

of the
the Department
of the
the Interior:
Interior: Provided,
Provided, That
this Act
not
Department of
That this
Act shall
shall not

of

be construed
construed to bar recovery of the amounts herein
herein specified from
the persons to whom such amounts have been paid:
paid:
uy F. Alen.
(1) Guy
Guy F. Allen.
(1)
Guy F. Allen, chief disbursing officer,
officer, Division of
of Disbursements, Treasury Department:
Department: September 1937
the sum
sum
1937 accounts,
accounts, in
in the
of $80.19,
of
$80.19, on vouchers 461425,
461425, 461426,
461426, 461427, 461429,
461429, and 461430461430,•
March 1935 accounts,
the sum
$9.30, on
on vouc
her 110152
8; April
April
accounts, in
in the
sum of
of $9.30,
voucher
1101528;
1935 accounts,
accounts, in the sum of $4, on voucher 1365855; August
August 1935
1935
accounts,
$32.78, on vouchers 321442 and
accounts, in the sum of $32.78,
316741;
and 316741;
February 1936 accounts,
accounts, in the sum of $10.44, on
1087731.
on voucher
voucher 1087731.
Roy F. Lassly.
(2) Roy F.
F. Lassly, former acting chief disbursing
Roy F. Lusty.
(2)
clerk, Department of the Interior: December 1933 accounts, in the
the sum of
of $10.30,
$10.30,
on vouchers
November 1933 accounts, in
vouchers 9144 and 19269; November
in the
the sum
sum
of 50 cents, on voucher
voucher 15246;
15246; January 1934 accounts, in the sum
sum
of $45.56, on vouchers 24021, 21881,
21881, and 23000; March 1934 accounts,
accounts,
m
.L.
smms.
in the sum of $38.10, on voucher
32646.
voucher 32646.
L. Bummers.
(3)
J. L.
L. Summers,
Summers, deceased,
deceased, former chief disbursing
disbursing clerk,
(3) J.
Division
Treasury Department:
Division of
of Disbursement,
Disbursement, Treasury
Department: June 1934 accounts,
I.
in the
the sum
sum of
$177.72, on
on vouc
hers 18923
18923 and
19403.
co. E.
Lt. Col.
E. 0.. in
of $177.72,
vouchers
and 19403.
M o rt o
motion.
.
(4) Lieutenant
C Morton, Finince
Lieutenant Colonel E. C.
Fykance Department,
United
Department, United
States Army:
January 1935 accounts,
the sm
sum of
of $26.89
on
Army January
aconts in the
$6.89, on
voucher 12531.A
12531.
voucher
amounts,
amounts.

Approved, August 13, 1940.
Approved,
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1940
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[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTE R 683]
6831

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the
the relief
For
Charles H.
Amos Handle
Handle Company.
relief of
of the
the Charles
H. Amos
Company.

1353
1353

August 14,
14. 1940
[H. R. 8318]
[Private,
537]
[Private, No.
No. 537]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Charles H. Amos
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
Company.
Handle Company.
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to pay,
Payment to.
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated to the
the
Charles
Company, of
Oklahoma, the
the sum
Charles H. Amos
Amos Handle Company,
of Stilwell,
Stilwell, Oklahoma,
sum
of $1,730.15. The Comptroller
Comptroller General
United States
authorGeneral of
of the
the United
States is
is authorized and directed to release the Charles
Charles H. Amos Handle Company
Company of
of
any liability for liquidated damages
damages to
to the United
United States
States arising
arising under
under
A9-fs-ECW-610, dated December 30,
contract A9--fs—ECW-610,
Payment under
30, 1936. Payment
under
this Act shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims
company against
claims of
of the
the company
against
the United States under such contract.
contract. The company,
company, by
by reason of
of
circumstances
circumstances beyond its control, was unable
unable to
to complete delivery
delivery
under the contract
contract within
within the
and no
actual damage
damage
the time
time specified,
specified, and
no actual
Proviso.
Proviso.
was sustained by the United States on account of the delay: Provided,
Provided,
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
That no part of the amount appropriated
etc.,
tees.
in excess
of 10
appropriated in this Act
Act in
excess of
10
per centum thereof shall be paid
delivered to
to or
received by
by any
paid or
or delivered
or received
any
agent or attorney on account
with
account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
this claim, and the same shall be =lawful,
any contract
contract to
unlawful, any
to the
the contrary
contrary
Penalty.
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
Act
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
thereof
shall
shall be fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
14,
1940.
August 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER 685]
[CHAPTER
685]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Walter Chwalek.
Chwalek.

1940
August 20, 1910
[H. R. 7173]
[Private, No. 538]

Be it
it enamted
enacted by the Senate and House
Representatives of
the
House of Representatives
of the
Walter Chwalek.
United States
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
States of America
America in
the Secretary
Secretary Walter
Payment to.
Payment
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
hereby, authorized
pay,
and he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of
of any
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Walter
Walter Chwalek, of Oswego, New York, the sum of
$2,938.50, in full
of $2,938.50,
full
settlement of all
against the
the United
as the
of
settlement
all claims
claims against
United States
States as
the result
result of
his receiving personal and property damages
damages when
when his automobile
was struck by a
a truck in the service
on
service of the
the United States
States Army
Army on
Provao.
August 24, 1937: Provided,
Provided, That
amount appropriated
That no
no part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated Profile.
Limitation on
on atatLimitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
torney's,
in
in excess
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
shall be
or
in this
this Act in
excess of
per centum
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
delivered
or attorney
on account
account of
delivered to
to or
or received by
by any agent
agent or
attorney on
of
services rendered
services
rendered in
connection with this
and the
shall
in connection
this claim,
claim, and
the same
same shall
Penalty.
Penalty.
be
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
be unlawful, any
any contract to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating the
be deemed
deemed guilty
the provisions of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
guilty
shall be
in any
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
sum
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, August
August 20, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 696]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Wade Crawford, formerly
formerly Superintendent
Superintendent of the Klamath
Indian Agency.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the

Congress assembled,
United States of
of America in
in Congress
assembled That the CompComptroller General of the United States be, and
authorized
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and
to Wade
Wade Crawford,
Crawford, former
and directed to
to allow credit to
former SuperinSuperi

tendent and Special Disbursing Agent
Agent for the Klamath
Wien
Klamath .ndi

Au
27,
1940
August
27, 1940
ff
i
l
s
.
t
7/581
[8.27581

[Private,
539]
[Private, No. 5391
Wade Crawford.
Allowance of
of credit.
emdt.
Alowane
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1940

0. F.
F. Allen.
Allen.
G.
Credit in accounts
of.
Refund
Refund to
to
Crawford.
Crawford.

Wade
Wade

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atattorney's,
tomey's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

Agency,
Agency, Oregon,
in the
G. F.
F.
Agency, Klamath
Klamath Agency,
Oregon, and
and in
the accounts
accounts of
of G.
Allen, Chief Disbursing
made on
on voucher
voucher
Disbursing Officer,
Officer, for
for payments
payments made
20-19776,
20-49776, April
voucher 20
43306, April
April 1937.
1937.
April 1936; and
and voucher
20-43306,
SEC. 2.
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury is
is hereby
authorized and
and
SEc.
2. The
The Secretary
hereby authorized
directed to refund
Crawford the
the sum
$354.68, said
refund to
to Wade Crawford
sum of
of $354.68,
said refund
refund
to be made
made from the appropriations
credited with
sum as
appropriations credited
with such
such sum
as aa
result of
of moneys
moneys held
Wade
of the application
application of
held to
to the
the credit
credit of
of said
said Wade
Crawford in the retirement
retirement fund to satisfy
disallowances made
by
satisfy disallowances
made by
the General Accounting Office: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
amount
That no part
part of
the amount
appropriated
.Act in
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall
appropriated in this
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
be paid or delivered to or received
received by
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on
account of services
services rendered in connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the
same shall be unlawful, any
to the
notwithstanding.
any contract
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
shall be
of this
this Act shall
be deemed
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
fined
misdemeanor and
and upon
thereof shall
be fined
in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
m any
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
Approved, August 27, 1940.
1940.

[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 6971
697]
August 27,
27, 1940
[El. 3354]
[8.33541

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on at.
atetc., fees.
torney's, etc.,
fes.

Penalty.

enacted by the Senate and Howe
Be it
it enacted
of Representatves
Representatimes of
of the
the
House of
United States
States of America in,
United
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
pay,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, and
otherwise appropriated,
and in
in
full settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of
of the
United
the United
States, the
tile sum of $3,000 to Nannie
Nannie E. Teal, of
Georgia, in
in
of Hopeville, Georgia,
full settlement
settlement of
the United
States for
for personal
of all claims against
against the
United States
personal
injuries received as the
result of
of a
fall on
on aaWorks
Progress AdminisAdministhe result
a fall
Works Progress
tration project at Brookhaven,
on January
January 8,1939:
Brookhaven, Georgia,
Georgia, on
8,1939: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
this Act
Act in
excess of
of 10
10
appropriated in
in this
in excess
per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
any
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
agent or attorney on account of
connection with
with
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
this
and the
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to th
this claim,
claim, and
contract to
thee con
con-trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
provisions of
of this
this
violating the
the provisions
Act shall be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, August 27,
27, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 698]
[CHAPTER

August
1940
August 27,
27, 140
[S.
[S. 3400]
3400]
[Private, No 541]
541]

Capt. Robert
Evans.
Payment to.
to.

W,
W.

Proiso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Nannie
Teal.
Nannie E.
E. Teal

[Private, No. 540]
Nannie E. Teal.
Payment to.
Payment

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
For the relief of Captain
Captain Robert W.
W .Evans.

Be it
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
of
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum
of $77 to Captain Robert W. Evans, commanding
commanding Headquarters
ComHeadquarters Company 878, Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps, Work Camp SCS-37-T,
SCS-37-T,in
in
full
settlement of all claims against the United States for the refund
full settlement
of amount paid by him to make good aashortage resulting
of
resulting from
robfrom robbery
bery of
of safe in said camp on the night of June 30, 1939:
1939: Provided,
Provided,
That no
part of
of the
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10
That
no part
the amount appropriated
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to or
per
any
or received
received by
by any
agent or attorney
attorney on account of
in connection
of services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any contract to the
the concontrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of this

54 STAT.]
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Act shall
be deemed
Act
shall be
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof
m any sum not
thereof shall be fined in
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August
August 27,
27, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 699]
699]
AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
of John
John L.
L. Pennington.
Pennington.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
Representatives of
the
of the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to
authorized and
and directed
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated,
otherwise appropriated,
to John L.
L. Pennington
Pennington, of
of Seattle,
Seattle, Washington,
the sum
.
40,
Washington, the
sum o
off$168
$168.40,
in
satisfaction
Pennington,
of
in full
full satisfaction
of his claim against the United States for
for reimreimbursement of expenses incident to official
during period
official travel
travel during
period of
of
employment
employment as field agent, Railroad Retirement
Retirement Board:
Board: Provided,
Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
Act in
in excess
of
excess of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
any
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
agent or attorney on account of
connection with
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with
this claim,
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
any contract
the
contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
provisions of
the provisions
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
convicof aa misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in
in any
sum not
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August 27, 1940.
1940.

August
August 27.
27. 1510
1940
[8.
[8. 3581]
3581]
[Private,
No. 542]
542]
[Private, No.
John L.
John
L. PenningPennington.
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Provaso.
Limitation on
on atLimitation
attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
torney's,
fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 700]
700]
AN ACT
To provide
provide an additional
additional sum for the
under the
the Act
Act entitled
the payment
payment of
of aa claim
claim under
entitled
"An
"An Act to provide for the reimbursement
reimbursement of
certain personnel
personnel or
or former
former perof certain
personnel
of
the
United
States Navy and United
sonnel of
United States Marine
Marine Corps
for the
Corps for
the
value of personal
destroyed as
personal effects destroyed
fire at
the Marine
Marine Barracks,
Barracks,
as aa result of
of aafire
at the
Quantico, Virginia, on October
October 27, 1938",
1938", approved
approved June
June 19,
19, 1939.
1939.

Be
enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
the
of the
United States
States of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
assembled, That
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
appropriated, such
such
sum
exceed $31,
sum not
not to
to exceed
$31, as may be required by the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
Navy to reimburse Major
Major Curtis W. LeGette,
LeGette, United
United States
Marine
States Marine
Corps, under such regulations as he may prescribe,
Corps,
prescribe, pursuant
to the
pursuant to
the
provisions
provisions of Private Law Numbered 56,
56, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress,
approved
June 19, 1939, for the loss of reasonable
reasonable and
approved June
and necessary
necessary
personal
personal property
property resulting from the
the fire
fire which
which occurred
at the
the
occurred at
Marine Barracks, Quantico, Virginia, on June
1939: Provided,
Provided,
June 19,
19, 1939:
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of 10
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
by any
or received
received by
any
agent or attorney, on account
account of
services rendered
connection
of services
rendered in
in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contract to
the
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
contrary notwithstanding.
the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
and up
on conviction
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August 27,
Approved,
27, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 701]
[CHAPTER
701]

ACT
AN ACT
For the
James H.
H. Hearon.
Hearon.
the relief
relief of
of James

enacted by the
Be it
it enacted
and House
House of
of Representaties
Rept-esentatives of
of the
the Senate
Senate and
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
authorized and directed
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
to
appropriated, to

August
27, 1940
Augst 27,
1940
[S.
[8. 3594]
359]
[Private,
[Private, No. 543]

Ma].
W.
MaJ. Curtis
Curtis W.
LeGette.
LeGette.
Payment to.
to.

53 Stat. 1453.
1463.
Proviso.
ProIao.
Limitation on atetc., fees.
torney's, etc..

Penalty.
Penalty.

August 27,
August
27, 1940
1940
18.3710]
[Private,
(Private, No. 544]

James H. Heaton.
Heron.
Payment
Payment to.
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701-703—AUG. 27,
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27, 1940
1940
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
tees.
torney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

James
II. Hearon
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims
claims
James H.
Hearon the
the sum
sum of
of $322.51
$322.51 in
against
the United
States arising
arising out
his civilian
hospital and
and mediagainst the
United States
out of
of his
civilian hospital
medical treatment
treatment from
27 to
to October
1, 1938,
1938, which
treatment
cal
from August
August 27
October 1,
which treatment
resulted from
disability incurred
incurred while
was in
in an
an activeresulted
from aa disability
while Hearon
Hearon was
activeduty status
with headquarters,
and Fifty-sixth
duty
status with
headquarters, One
One Hundred
Hundred and
Fifty-sixth Cavalry
Cavalry
Brigade, San
Texas: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
the amount
amount
Brigade,
San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas:
no part
appropriated
this Act
excess of
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
be
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
of 10
centum thereof
shall be
paid or
or delivered
to
or
received
by
any
agent
or
attorney
on
account
paid
delivered to or received by any agent or attorney on account
of services
rendered in
in connection
with this
this claim,
same shall
of
services rendered
connection with
claim, and
and the
the same
shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any
be
any contract
contrary notwithstanding.
person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
deemed guilty
of a
person violating
Act shall
be deemed
guilty of
a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
fined in
any sum
sum not
misdemeanor
and upon
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, August
August 27,
1940.
Approved,
27, 1940.
[CHAPTER 702]
702]
[CHAPTER

August 27, 1940
S. 3741]
IS.
[Private, No.
No. 545]
[Private,
545]
Madsen.
Charles P.
P. Madsen.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Promiso.
Limitation on
on attorney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

George W. Coon.
Consideration of
of
claim of.
claim

39 Stat. 746, 747.
55 U.
U. S. C. §¢ 765765770.

O

Timeforflingclaim.
Timeforfilingulaim.

AN ACT
For the relief of Charles P. Madsen.
Madsen.

Be it
by the
the Senate
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
House of
the
United States
Congress assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United
States of America
America in
in Congress
Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
of
the Treasury
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
pay,
out
Treasury not
out of
of any
any money in
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Charles P. Madsen, of Washington,
of
Washington, District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, the
the sum
sum of
$3,528.36,
$3,528.36, in full satisfaction
satisfaction of his claim against
against the
United States
the United
States
payment of medical and
hospital expenses
for compensation
compensation
for payment
and hospital
expenses and
and for
for personal injuries and
sustained by
and property
property damage
damage sustained
by him
him as
as the
the
result of being struck
a United States mail truck while
struck by a
while walking
walking on
on
the sidewalk along the
post office
office in
in Washthe west side
side of
of the
the city
city post
Washington, District of
Columbia, on December
1939: Provided,
That
of Columbia,
December 26,
26, 1939:
Provided, That
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
10
Act in excess
excess of
of 10
per
centum thereof
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
any
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
paid or
by any
agent or attorney
attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
in connection
with
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful,
any
contract
to
the
conthis claim,
claim, and
same shall
be unlawful
any
contract
to
the
con2
trary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
Any person
of this
this
Act
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
conviction
Act shall be
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
$1,000.
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, August
27, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
August 27,
[CHAPTER 703]
703)

August 27, 1940
1040
(S.
[S. 3866]
3866]
(Private,
[Private, No. 546]
546]

[54 SrAr.
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of George W. Coon.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America
America in Congress
provisions
United States
Congress assembled, That the provisions
and limitations
limitations of
of sections 15 to 20, both inclusive, of the Act entitled
and
"An Act to provide
provide compensation for employees
employees of the United States
suffering
suffering injuries
injuries while in the performance
performance of their duties,
duties, and for
for
other purposes", approved September
September 7, 1916,
1916, as amended
amended and supplemented, are hereby
plemented,
hereby waived in the case of George W. Coon, of
Stidham, Oklahoma;
Oklahoma; and the United
United States
Employees' CompensaStates Employees'
Compensation Commission is authorized
authorized and directed to consider and act upon
tion
upon
any claim
claim filed with the Commission,
Commission, within one year after the date
of enactment of this Act,
Act by the said George
George W. Coon
or compensacom p
ensa Coon f
for
tion
benefitss under
tion or
or other
other benefit
under the provisions of such Act of September
September
7,1916,
7, 1916, as amended and su
pplemented, for
for disability
disability due
t
o injuries
i
nj
uri
es
supplemented,
due to
alleged
have been sustained by him on or about July 25, 1938, in
alleged to
to have
the
of his
his duties
duties as an employee
the performance
performance of
employee of the Works Progress
Administration.
Administration.

Approved,
Approved, August 27, 1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

7

6TH CONG
CONG.,., 3o
76TH
707-709—SEPT.4,
3D SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 707-709-SEPT.
4, 1940
1940

[
CHAPTER 707]
707]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Guy A.
A. McConoha.
McConoha.

1357

September 4,
4, 1940
September
[S. 760]
760]
IS.
[Private,
No.
547]
[Private,
647]

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
and House of Representatives
of the
Representatives of
the
Mrs. Guy A. MoUnited States
States of America in
United
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That the
Secretary Conoha.
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized and directed to pay, out
any money
money in
in
out of
of any
Payment to.
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Guy A.
McConoha, of
to Mrs.
Mrs. Guy
A. McConoha,
of
Poplar, Montana, the sum of $425.50 in full satisfaction
satisfaction of all
all claims
claims of
of
such Mrs. Guy A. McConoha
McConoha against the United States resulting
resulting from
from
the loss sustained by her when dispossessed
Government of
cerdispossessed by
by the
the Government
of aacertain Ford automobile purchased
a like sum by the
purchased with a
the said Mrs.
Mrs. Guy
Guy
A. McConoha,
McConoha, such automobile, without her
knowledge, having
having been
her knowledge,
been
previously
previously forfeited to the United
internal revenue
revenue
United States
States under
under the
the internal
laws and laws relating to the suppression
suppression of the traffic
traffic in intoxicating
intoxicating
Proviso.
Provio.
liquors among the Indians: Provided,
Provided, That no
the amount
amount
no part
part of
of the
Limitation on attorLimitation
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
ney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
appropriated
etc.,
thereof shall be paid
paid
or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
or attorney
account of
of
by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on
on account
services
services rendered in connection with this
this claim,
and the
the same
claim, and
same shall
shall be
be
Penalty.
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
Any person
person
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the provisions
provisions of this
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
amisthis Act shall
shall be
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
demeanor
shall be
in any
any sum
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
sum not
not
exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 708]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of John
John P. Shorter.

September
4, 1940
September 4,1940
[S. 823]
823)
[.
[Private, No. 548]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
John P.
P. Shorter.
Shorter.
United States
States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
Payment to.
Payment
of the Treasury
authorized and
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
pay,
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money
in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
money in
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
John P.
Newport News, Virginia, the sum of
P. Shorter, of Newport
of $3,500,
$3,500, in
in
full settlement of all claims
claims against
the United
United States
States for
for expenses
against the
expenses
and injuries sustained as aa result of aa collision involving
involving aa United
United
Proviso.
Proviso.
States Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
truck, on
on June
June 30,
Corps truck,
30, 1936:
1936: ProPro- Limitation
Limitation on attorattorvided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
in excess
excess ney's, etc.,
Act in
etc., fees.
tees.
of 10 per centum thereof shall
paid or
or delivered
to
or
received
by
shall be
be paid
delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of
rendered in
in connecconnecof services
services rendered
tion with this claim, and the same
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any cont
ra
ctt
o
same shall
contract
to
Penalty.
notwithstanding. Any person violating
the contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the provisions
provisions Penalty.
of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor, and
and upon
upon
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof shall be
conviction
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[
CHAPTER 709]
[CHAPTER
709]

AN ACT
To confer jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear, determine,
determine, and render
render
judgment upon the claim of Suncrest Orchards,
Incorporated.
Orchards, Incorporated.

September
September 4,
4, 1940
IS.
927)
[8.927]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 549]
49]

it enacted
and House
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the
Suncrest Orchards,
Orchards,
United States of America in
United
in Congress
assembled, That
That jurisdiction
Congress assembled,
jurisdiction Inc.
is hereby conferred
conferred upon the
determine,
the Court
Court of Claims to
to hear,
Jurisdiction
of
hear, determine,
Jurisdiction of
Court of Claims to
and render
render judgment upon the claim of Suncrest
Suncrest Orchards,
Orchards, IncorpoIncorpo- hear
claim
claim of.
of.
rated, against the
for the
the alleged
alleged wrongwrongthe United
United States for
for damages
damages for
ful seizure of certain fruit shipped
shipped in
in interstate
interstate commerce
commerce during
during
the year 1926.
Institution of claim.
aim.
SEC. 2.
may be
be instituted
instituted at
any time
SEC.
2. Such claim
claim may
at any
time within
within two
two years
years Intitution
after
passage of this
Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the lapse
lapse of
of time
or
after the
the passage
this Act,
time or
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Proceedings, etc.
Proceedings,

28
I250250S. C.
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28 U. S.
251.
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4, 1940
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any
limitations. Proceedings
before the
Court
the Court
suit before
in any
any suit
Proceedings in
of limitations.
statute of
any statute
of
and appeals
appeals therefrom,
therefrom, and
and payment
payment of
of
this Act,
Act, and
under this
of Claims
Claims under
any judgment
judgment thereon,
thereon, shall
shall be
be had
had as
the case
case of
of claims
over
claims over
as in
in the
any
which such
has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
under section
145 of
of the
the Judicial
Judicial
section 145
such court
court has
which
Code
amended.
as amended.
Code as
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
710]
[CHAPTER 710]

September
4 1940
September 4,
IS.
[S. 4042]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 550]
550]

Emory Poulson.
Payment to.
to.

Provisos.
Proviso.
Amount to be in full
Amount
settlement for damsettlement
ages.

Easement.
Easement.

Limitation on attorattorney's,
tees.
ney's, etc..
etc., fees.

Penalty.

Violet Knowlen.
Violet
Knowlen.
Payment to guardian
/n
of.of.

ACT
AN ACT

To provide
for the
the acquisition
acquisition of
of flowage
rights and
the payment
payment of
of certain
certain
and the
flowage rights
To
provide for
damages in
in connection
connection with
of the
Fort Hall Indian irrigation
irrigation
the Fort
the operation
operation of
with the
damages
project, Idaho.

the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Representatives of the
House of Representatives
Senate and House
by the
it enacted
Be it
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
Secretary
That the
the Secretary
in Congress
of America
America in
United
States of
of
the Treasury,
of advice
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the
advice from
from the
receipt of
upon receipt
Treasury, upon
of the
Interior
the effect
effect that
that an
an appropriate
appropriate and
properly executed
easeexecuted easeand properly
to the
Interior to
ment has
has been
obtained, be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
directed
and directed
he is
hereby, authorized
been obtained,
ment
to pay,
pay, out
out of
any money
of the
the United
United States
States not
Treasury of
in the
the Treasury
money in
of any
to
otherwise appropriated,
Poulson, or
or his heirs, an amount
appropriated, to Emory Poulson,
otherwise
not exceeding
exceeding $4,500:
$4,500: Provided,
amount shall be
That the foregoing amount
Provided, That
not
in full
present damages
the
damages to the
and present
all past
past and
any and
and all
for any
full settlement
settlement for
in
lands or
property of
of the
above-named Emory
Poulson in
Emory Poulson
the above-named
or personal
personal property
lands
connection
operation, and
and maintenance
maintenance of the
with the
the construction,
construction, operation,
connection with
Blackfoot Reservoir,
Reservoir, Grays
conveyance channel
channel from
Grays Lake, and the conveyance
Blackfoot
Grays Lake
Lake to
Blackfoot Reservoir
Indian irriirriHall Indian
the Fort Hall
Reservoir of the
to the
the Blackfoot
Grays
gation
obtained
full payment for the easement obtained
Idaho, and in full
gation project,
project, Idaho,
from
from said individual covering the right to flood, impound, withdraw
by
possessed
owned
or
all lands
and
from
water
at will,
at
said
will,
individual
water on,
on,i
nover,
over,
connection
and from
with
all the
lands
future
owned
operation
or possessed
of said
by
said individual in connection with the future operation of said
project;
sum by
by the said Emory Poulson
the acceptance
acceptance of said sum
and the
project; and
or
shall act
and all rights or claims
of any and
act as aa quittance of
or his
his heirs
heirs shall
that may
existed against
against the
the United
by reason
reason
States by
United States
have existed
that
may previously
previously have
of such
such construction
construction and
operation of the
Provided furthe said project: Provided
and operation
of
ther, That
That no
no part
part of
appropriated in
in this Act in excess
of the amount appropriated
ther,
of
10 per
thereof shall
received by
delivered to or received
be paid or
or delivered
shall be
per centum
centum thereof
of 10
attorneys on account
account of services
services rendered in
any agent or agents or attorneys
connection with such claim. It
connection
It shall be unlawful for any agent or
or
agents, attorney
attorney or
or attorneys,
collect, withhold,
withhold, or
or receive
receive
agents,
attorneys, to
to exact,
exact, collect,
any
any sum
sum of
of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of 10 per
per
rendered in connection with
centum thereof on account
account of
of services
services rendered
with
said
notwithstanding,. Any
said claim,
claim, any
any contract
contract to
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any perperson
the provisions
guilty of
of a
son violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
a
misdemeanor
shall be
be fined
fined in
in aasum
sum not
not
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 711]
711]

September
4, 1940
September 4,1940
[H.
3976]
(H. R.
R. 3976]
[Private,
[Private, No. 551j
551]

[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
For the relief of Violet Knowlen,
Knowlen,

aaminor.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be ii
1?epresentatives of the
United States
States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited
tary of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed
to
Treasury not otherwise approto pay
pay,.,out of any money
money in
in the Treasury
appropriated, to the legal
legal guardian
Knowlen, a
a minor,
of
guardian of
of Violet Knowlen,
minor, of
Brainerd
Minnesota, the
$1,500. The
The payment
such sum
sum
Brainerd22Minnesota,
the sum
sum of
of $1,500.
payment of
of such
shall be m full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH
SESS.-CHS. 711-713-SEPT.
76TH CONG., 3D SESS.—CHS.
711-713—SEPT.4,
1940
4, 1940

personal injuries
on account of personal
injuries received by the said Violet Knowlen,
Knowlen,
when the said Violet Knowlen
Knowlen was struck
struck on September 30,
30, 1938,
1938,
one mile north of Garrison, Crow Wing County,
County, Minnesota,
Minnesota, in
front
in front
of the Borden Lake School House, on highway
highway numbered
numbered 18,
18, by
by aa
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck operating under the
jurisdiction
the jurisdiction
Department of
of the National Park Service, Department
Interior: Provided,
of the
the Interior:
Provided
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of
Act in
in excess
excess of
10 per centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
or received
by
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in
connection
in connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
to the
the
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
contrary notwithstanding. Any person
the provisions
provisions of
person violating
violating the
of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon convicconviction thereof shall be fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
in any
any sum
sum not
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.

1359

Proviao.
Procite.
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.

[
CHAPTER 712]
7121
[CHAPTER
AN ACT

For the relief of
Thomas.
of Hazel Thomas.

enacted by the Senate and House
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of America
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
United
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to
authorized and
and directed
pay, out of any money in the Treasury,
Treasury, not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Hazel
Hazel Thomas, of
Linda, California,
$3,500.
of Yorba
Yorba Linda,
California, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,500.
The payment of
be in
settlement of
of all
all claims
of such
such sum
sum shall
shall be
in full
full settlement
claims
against the United States for personal injuries
injuries and
and property
property damage
damage
received
received when the vehicle in which she was riding
riding was
was struck
the
struck on
on the
Angelus Crest Highway, approximately
approximately four miles south
south of
of CharleCharleton Flats, Los Angeles County, California, about 66postmeridian
postmeridian on
on
June 24, 1938, by a
Service truck
numbered 2116:
a Forest
Forest Service
truck numbered
2116: Provided,
Provided,
That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in
excess of
of
in excess
10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid
or delivered
or received
received by
by
paid or
delivered to
to or
any agent or attorney on account
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
of services
connection
with this claim,
claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
the
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
of
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
and upon
upon convicof aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 4,
1940.
4, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 7131
[CHAPTER
713]

AN ACT
ACT
Stubbs.
For the relief of Pearl Waldrep Stubbs.

September 4,
4, 1940
[H. R. 6061]
6061]
No. 652]
552]
[Private, No.
Thomas.
Hazel Thomas.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviao.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

September 4,
4, 1940
September
1940
[H. R.
R. 6334]
6334
[Private, No. 553]
5631

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
Pearl Waldrep
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Stubbs.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, Payment to.
out of any money in the
the Treasury
not otherwise
to
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Pearl Waldrep
Waldrep Stubbs, mother
mother of
of Clarence
deceased, forClarence Waldrep,
Waldrep, deceased,
formerly of Chicago, Illinois, the sum
payment of
such
sum of
of $1,750. The
The payment
of such
sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims
against the
the United
States
claims against
United States
on account of the death of said Clarence
Clarence Waldrep
on May
1938,
Waldrep on
May 4,
4, 1938,
when struck by an automobile belonging
to the
the United
United States
Governbelonging to
States Government, at the time being driven by Clarence
Clarence P. Rossner,
investigator
Rossner an
an investigator
for the Bureau of Internal Revenue,
Revenue, United States Government,
Government, and
and
who at the time was
in his
his regular
duties as
as
was on
on duty
duty and engaged
engaged in
regular duties
Praise.
an employee of the United
United States Government:
That no
no
Government: Provided,
Provided, That
Limitation
Limitation on atattorney's, etc., hes.
in&
part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
this Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
per tornera,
centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by
by any
any agent
agent
delivered to
to or received

1360
1360

PRIVATE LAWS—
LAWS-CHS.
CHS.713, 714, 716-SEPT.
716— SEPT.4,
4, 6,
6, 1940
1940

or attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
with this
connection with
this
claim, and the same shall
unlawful, any
any contract
shall be
be unlawful,
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
or persons
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of
person or
persons violating
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
and upon
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall be fined in any
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, September
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.

Penalty.

[
CHAPTER 714]
714]
[CHAPTER
September
September 4, 1940
[H. R. 8605]
86061
[Private, No. 554]
654]
Mary
Mary Janiec
Janiec
Janiec.
Ignatz Janiee.
Payment
Payment to.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

and
and

Proviso.
Provio.
Limitation on
Limitation
on atattorney's,
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief
relief of
Mary Janiec
Ignatz Janie°.
of Mary
Janiec and
and Ignatz
Janiec.

Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
of the
House of
of Representa.tives
Representatives of
the
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
That the
the .SecreSecreassembled, That
tary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
tary
authorized .and
and directed
hereby, authorized
directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriappropriated, the sum of $3,000 to Mary Janiec
Janke and
Janice, of
of Passaic,
Passaic,
and Ignatz
Ignatz Janiec,
settlement of
New Jersey, in full settlement
claims against
against the
the United
of all claims
United States
States
Government
Government on account of the death of her
her son,
son, Adam
Adam Janice
Janiec on
on
August 1,
1, 1939, from injuries sustained
sustained while
August
riding on
on aa motorwhile riding
motorcycle on July 28, 1939, on River
Drive, Passaic,
Passaic, New
becay se
River Drive,
New Jersey,
Jersey, because
of negligence on the part of employees
the Work
Work Projects
employees of
of the
Projects AdminAdministration engaged
engaged in work on Work Projects
istration
Projects Administration
Administration project,
project
numbered 6114-16: Provided,
numbered
Provided, That no
amount approno part
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
priated
in this
shall be
be paid
paid
thereof shall
or delivered to or received
received by any agent
or attorney
attorney on
on. account
account of
of
agent or
services rendered
rendered in connection with this claim, and
services
the seine
be
and the
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any contract
unlawful,
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any perperson violating the provisions of this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
a
guilty of
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
misdemeanor
thereof shall
fined in
any sum
sum
shall be
be fined
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, September
Approved,
September 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 716]
716]

September 6, 1940
8 813]
[[S.

. 813]

No.
[Private, No.

555]

Lester P. Barlow.
Barlow.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on atat.
torney's, etc.,
torney's,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT

To
carry out the
findings of
the Court of Claims in the case of
To carry out
the findings
of the
of Lester
Lester P.
P. Barlow
Barlow
_551
against the
against the United
United States.

Be it
Senate and
and House
House of
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
States
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secreassembled, That
Secretary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
tary
authorized and
directed
and directed
to pay, out of any money
to
money in
i
n th
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated
appropriated,
thee Treasury
not otherwise
to Lester
Barlow the sum of $592,719.21,
$592,719.21, in
to
Lester P.
P. Barlow
in full
full settlement
of
settlement of
his
his aerial
aerial torpedo
torpedo patent-infringement
patent-infringement claim against
against the
the United
United
States as
as found
by the
the Court
States
found by
Court of Claims to be due
due him
him in
its decision
decision
in its
of
June 7,
7, 1937:
That no part of the amount appropriated
of June
1937: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated
in this Act
in excess
in this
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or
delivered
received by
by any
agent or attorney on account of
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
of servservices rendered in connection with this claim, and
ices rendered in connection with this claim,
the same shall be
be
unlawful,
any contract
unlawful,
any
contract to the contrary
contra ry notwithstanding.
not
w ithstanding..
Any perAny
person
the provisions
of this Act shall be deemed
son violating
violating the
provisions of
deeme1 guilty
of a
a
guilty of
misdemeanor
and
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
misdemeanor and upon
upon conviction
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, September 6,
6, 1940.
1940.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH CONG
3D SESS
.—CHS .731,
732, 737
76TH
CONG.,., 3D
SESS.-CHS.
731, 732,
737

[CHAPTER 731]
[CHAPTER
731]

September
October

AN ACT

To confer
on the Court
Court of
of Claims
Claims to
confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction on
determine, and
to hear,
hear, determine,
and render
render
judgment upon the claim
claim or claims of the Recording
Recording and Computing
Machines
Computing Machines
Company,
Company, of
of Dayton, Ohio.
Ohio.

and House
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
Representatives of
House of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That jurisdiction
jurisdiction is
hereby conferred
conferred upon the Court of Claims of the United States
States to hear,
determine,
the claim
claim or
or claims
the Recorddetermine, and
and render
render judgment upon the
claims of
of the
Recording and Computing
Computing Machines
arising out
Machines Company, of
of Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio,
Ohio, arising
out
of
series of
contracts, and
provisional adjustments
of a
a series
of transactions,
transactions, contracts,
and provisional
adjustments
between
and Computing
Machines Company,
Daybetween said
said Recording
Recording and
Computing Machines
Company, of
of Dayton, Ohio, and the War Department
Department for
manufacture of
ordnance
for the
the manufacture
of ordnance
materials,
materials, equipment, instruments,
instruments, and so forth, between the
years 1916
1916
the years
and 1920, inclusive,
inclusive, and
be instituted
instituted within
and suit
suit on
on such
such claims
claims shall
shall be
within
of approval
approval of
Act.
one year
year from
from the
the date of
of this
this Act.
Approved, September
September 24, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
732]
[CHAPTER 732]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Xenophon George Panos.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
Representatives of
the
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled
in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
of
is hereby,
to cancel
cancel forthwith
forthwith the
the outof Labor
Labor be,
be, and
and he is
hereby directed
directed to
outstanding warrant of arrest, order
deportation, warrant
order of deportation,
warrant of
of deportadeportation, and bond, if any, in the case of
George
of the
the alien, Xenophon George
Panos, and is directed
such warrants
warrants or
directed not to
to issue any
any further
further such
or
orders
orders in the case of such alien, insofar as such future warrants or
or
orders are based on the unlawful entry of such alien into the United
United
States prior to the
the purpurthe enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act.
Act. Hereafter,
Hereafter, for
for the
pose
immigration and
laws, such
alien shall
shall
pose of
of the
the immigration
and naturalization
naturalization laws,
such alien
be considered to
on February
to have been,
been, at New
New York, New
New York,
York, on
February
the United
United States
States for
for permanent
permanent
22, 1926, lawfully admitted to the
residence.
residence.
enactment of
Secretary of
shall instruct
Upon the enactment
of this Act
Act the
the Secretary
of State
State shall
instruct
the proper
proper quota-control officer to
number from
from the
the
to deduct one number
Greek quota for the first year that the said Greek quota is available.
Approved
Approved September
1940.
September 24,
24, 1940.
[CHAPTER 737]
737]
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24

24,
1940
1940

October 4, 1940
1940
October

AN ACT
For the relief of W. J.
J. Hance.

it enacted by
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Be it
by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
directed to
pay,
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
to W.
J.
out of
of any money in
in the Treasury
not otherwise
appropriated, to
W. J.
Hance,
Hance, of Coolidge
Coolidge, Texas,
settlement of
Texas, the sum of
of $180 in
in full settlement
of all
all
claims against
against the
the United States
personal injuries
injuries sustained
claims
United
States for
for personal
sustained by
by him
him
collision, occasioned
by the
and damages to his
his automobile
automobile in
in aacollision,
occasioned by
the neglinegliStates Army
at the
the
gent driving
driving and
and operation
operation of
of aa United
United States
Army truck
truck at
intersection of
of Bell
Bell and
on October
October
intersection
and Second
Second Streets,
Streets, Coolidge,
Coolidge, Texas,
Texas, on
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this
13, 1937: Provided,
Provided, That no
no part of
of the
the amount
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
Act in
in excess of
of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
delivered to
or
received
on account
of services
services rendered
rendered in
received by
by any
any agent or
or attorney
attorney on
account of
in
connection
claim, and
and the
unlawful, any
any conconconnection with
with this
this claim,
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,

September 24,
24, 1940
September
[H.
4031]
[H. R
R 4031]
[Private, No.
No. 656]
556]
[Private,

Recording
Recording and ComComputing Machines
Machines Computing
Company.
pany.
Jurisdiction conJurisdiction
ferred on Court of
ferred
Claims to hear claim
of.

Commencement of
of
Commencement
suit.
suit.

September 24,
1940
September
24, 1940
[H. R.
R. 8551]
[H.
85511
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 557]
557]

Xenophon
George
Xenophon George
Panos.
Panos.
Cancelation
Cancelation of deportation order, etc.
portation

Admission
Admission for perpermanent
residence.
manent residence.

Deduction
quota.

from
from

October 4,
4, 1940
[H. R.
R. 5321
[H.
632]
[Private,
No.
5581
[Private, No. 5,8]

W. J. Hance.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Prfio.
Limtatin
Limitation on
n attorney, eta.
etc. fw.
tain/3es,
less.
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Penalty.
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4, 1940
1940
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.

tract to
Any person
the proprotract
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the
visions
shall be
be deemed
and upon
upon
visions of this Act
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
any sum
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
conviction thereof
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, October
October 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 7381
[CHAPTER
738]

4, 1940
1940
October 4,
It. 57711
[H. R.
[Private, No. 559]
559]
[Private,
Louis St. Jacques.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

Be
of Representatives
of the
Be it
it enacted by
by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States
America in
assembled, That
That the
theSecreUnited
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the
the Treasury
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to
tary of
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
hereby, authorized
pay,
out of
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
pay, out
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
to Louis St. Jacques,
to
Burbank, California,
California, the
the sum
sum of
of $375.
Jacques, Burbank,
$375. The
The paypayment of
such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in
in full
settlement of
all claims
against the
the
ment
of such
full settlement
of all
claims against
injuries received
received by
by the
the said
said
United States
States on
on account
account of
of personal
personal injuries
Louis
21, 1938, in
in Burbank,
Burbank, California,
California, when
when
Louis St.
St. Jacques
Jacques on
on September
September 21,1938,
Army airplane
the house
house in
which he
he resided:
resided:
aaUnited
United States
States Army
airplane struck
struck the
in which
Provided, That
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
in
Provided,
That no
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
paid or
received
agent or
or attorney
account of
of services
rendered in
in connection
by any
any agent
attorney on
on account
services rendered
connection
with this claim, and
and the
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
the same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
to the
the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
of
Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this
of a
amisdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 4,
4, 1940.

[CHAPTER 739]
739]

39 Stat. 746, 747.
747.
5 U.
U.s.C.
5
S. C. §§765-770.
§
I765-770.
Time for filing
claim.

Proviso.
Provio.
No prior benefits.

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief of Louis
Louis St. Jacques.

October 4,
4, 1940
[H. R. 6230]
[Private, No. 5601
[Private,
James Murphy, Sr.
Consideration of
of
Consideration
claim of.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of James Murphy,
Murphy, Senior.

it enacted
House of
of the
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States
States of
of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the requirerequireUnited
America in
sections 15 to 20,
20, both
both inclusive,
inclusive, of
Act entitled
"An Act
ments of sections
of the
the Act
entitled "An
Act
provide compensation
employees of
of the
the United
suffering
to provide
compensation for
for employees
United States
States suffering
in the
performance of
their duties,
duties, and
and for
for other
other purpurinjuries while
while in
the performance
of their
poses", approved September
September 7, 1916,
as amended,
are hereby
hereby waived
1916, as
amended, are
waived
in
James Murphy,
Murphy 2 Senior,
of New
New Rochelle,
Rochelle, New
in the
the case
case of
of James
Senior, of
New York,
York,
formerly employed
employed in
the Civilian
Corps, and
formerly
in the
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
and the
the United
United
States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
Compensation Commission
is authorized
authorized and
and
States
Commission is
directed to consider and act upon any claim
claim filed
filed by
him within
within six
six
by him
months after
the date
date of
enactment of
of this
this Act,
under the
months
after the
of enactment
Act, under
the remaining
remaining
provisions of such Act, as amended,
amended, applicable
applicable to enrollees
enrollees of the
Civilian Conservation
compensation for
for disability
alleged
Conservation Corps, for
for compensation
disability alleged
to have resulted
injury sustained
resulted from injury
sustained on September
September 28,
28, 1934,
1934, in
in the
the
performance
enrollee in
in the Civilian
performance of his duties
duties as an enrollee
Conservation
Civilian Conservation
Corps:
That compensation,
if any,
any, shall
be paid
paid from
from and
and
Corps: Provided,
Provided, That
compensation, if
shall be
after date
of this
after
date of
of enactment
enactment of
this Act.
Act.
Approved, October
4, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
October 4,
[CHAPTER 740]
[CHAPTER

October 4, 1940
October
[H. R. 66051
[H.
6605]
[Private, No. 5611
[Private,
561]
Louis A. Charland.
Consideration of
of
claim of.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Louis A. Charland.

it enacted
Be it
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of America in
assembled, That notwithstanding the provisions
limitations of sections 15 to 20, both
both inclusive
provisions and limitations
inclusive,
of the Act entitled "An
"An Act
Act to provide
provide compensation
compensation for employees
employees of

54 S
STAT.]
54
TAT.]
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the United States suffering
suffering injuries while
their
while in
in the
the performance
performance of
of their
duties, and for other purposes"
purposes", approved
7, 1916,
1916, as
approved September
September 7,
as
amended, the United
United States Employees'
Employees' Compensation
is
Compensation Commission
Commission is
hereby authorized and directed
directed to receive
consider, when
when filed,
filed, the
receive and consider,
the
Louis A. Charland
claim of Louis
disability alleged
alleged to
to have
have been
Charland for
for disability
been incurred
incurred
by
him on
on or
or about
1935, when
engaged in
in authorized
by him
about November
November 11,
11, 1935,
when engaged
authorized
an employee
employee of
activities while an
Veterans' facility
at Sunmount,
of the
the Veterans'
facility at
Sunmount, New
New
and to
York, and
determine said
said claim
claim upon
its merits
merits and
and under
under the
to determine
upon its
the
provisions of said Act: Provided,
That such
such claim
claim be
be filed
within six
six
Provided, That
filed within
months after the passage
Act: And
And provided
further, That
no
passage of this
this Act:
provided further,
That no
benefits
shall accrue
approval of
benefits shall
accrue prior
prior to
to the
the approval
of this
this Act.
Act.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 741]
741]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of
of John
John A.
Karnes.
For
A. Kames.

746, 747
747.
39 Stat. 746
S. C.§ §§ 765-770.
55U. S.
765-770.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Time
Time for
for filing
filing
claim.
No prior
prior benefits.
benefits.

October
1940
October 4,
4, 1940
[H.
R. 10036]
10036]
[H. R.
[Private,
No.
562]
[Private, No. 662]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
of Representatives
the Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
John A.
A. Karnes.
Kames.
United States
States of America in
United
assembled, That
That the
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary John
Payment
Payment to.
to.
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
he is
authorized and
directed to
pay
Kames the sum
sum of $475, out
to John A. Karnes
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury
out of
money in
in the
not otherwise appropriated,
compensation for
for and
appropriated, as compensation
satisand in
in full satisfaction of all claims against the United States
States on
of the
the loss
on account
account of
loss
of certain
certain personal
belonging to
said Karnes,
while the
personal property,
property, belonging
to the
the said
Kames, while
the
latter was aa prisoner
prisoner in
penitentiary at
at Leavenin the United
United States
States penitentiary
Leavenworth, Kansas, and while
property was
in the
custody of
of the
while the
the said
said property
was in
the custody
the
Proviso.
Proiso.
prison authorities: Provided,
Provided, That no
no part
part of
of the
approprithe amount
amount appropriLimitation on atLimitation
torney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
ated in this Act in
in excess of
a 10
lo per
per centum
centum thereof
paid or
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
or
delivered to or received by any agent
agent or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services
rendered
this claim, and the
rendered in connection with this
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
the same
same shall
Penalty.
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating Penalty.
deemed guilty
guilty of aamisdemeanor
the provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum
$1,000.
sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October 4, 1940.
[CHAPTER 747]
[CHAPTER
747]

AN ACT
For the relief of Emelie
Ernelie Witzenbaeher.
Witzenbacher.

October 5, 1940
October
1940
[H. R. 7681]
7681]

[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 563]
563]

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
of the
Representatives of
the
Mrs. Emelle Wit.
United States
States of America in
United
assembled, That
Secretary zenbacher.
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
zenbacber.
Payment
of
the
Treasury
be,
and
he
is
hereby,
authorized
and
directed
to
pay,
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed to pay, Payment to.
out of
not otherwise
to Mrs.
Mrs.
of any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Emelie Witzenbacher,
Witzenbacher, of Cincinnati,
Ohio, the
sum of
in full
Cincinnati Ohio,
the sum
of $1,000
$1,000 in
full
settlement of
against the
for personal
settlement
of all claims
claims against
the United
United States
States for
personal injuries
injuries
sustained by her
on October
1938, when
was tripped
tripped and
sustained
her on
October 31,
31,1938,
when she
she was
and forcibly
forcibly
thrown
to the
the ground
bya
tightly stretched,
stretched, unmarked
unmarked and
and unguarded
thrown to
ground by
a tightly
unguarded
line
stretched across
the intersection
intersection of
Avenue and
line stretched
across the
of Fairmount
Fairmount Avenue
and Blaine
Blaine
Road,
Road, in Cincinnati,
by workmen
workmen employed
employed by
by the
the Works
Cincinnati, Ohio, by
Works
Progress
who were
were excavating
excavating in
to install
Progress Administration
Administration who
in order
order to
install a
a
Proviso.
new curbing:
That no
part of
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
new
curbing: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
of the
in Proviso.
Limitation on atatetc., fees.
fees
this Act
in excess
centum thereof
thereof shall
paid or
or delivered
delivered torney's, etc.,
this
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
shall be
be paid
to or
or received
by any
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
to
received by
attorney on
this claim,
the same
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
any
in connection
connection with
with this
claim, and
and the
be unlawful,
Penalty.
contract
violating the
the Penalty.
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
provisions
of
this
Act
shall
be
deemed
guilty
of
a
misdemeanor
and
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon
any aura
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October
October 5,
5, 1940.

PRIVATE
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[CHAPTER
748]
[CHAPTER 748]
5, 1940
1940
October 5,
[S.
[S. 1160]
1160]
[Private,
[Private, No.
No. 564]
564]
Roland Hanson.
Hanson.
Roland
Payment
guardPayment to
to guardian of.
of.

Dr. E. A. Julien.
Julien.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorattorney's,
etc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT

For
the relief
relief of
of Roland
Roland Hanson,
Hanson, a
and Doctor
Doctor E.
E. A.
Julien.
For the
a minor,
minor, and
A. Julien.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
of the,
th,e
Be
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of
the Treasury
and he
he is
authorized and
directed to
pay,
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
out
of any
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the
out of
money in
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
to the
legal
of Roland
Roland Hanson,
Hanson, a
minor, of
of Turlock,
California,
legal guardian
guardian of
a minor,
Turlock, California,
the sum
$1,250, in
in full
satisfaction of
Roland Hanson's
claim
the
sum of
of $1,250,
full satisfaction
of said.
said Roland
Hanson's claim
against
United States
States for
for damages
for injuries
him
against the
the United
damages for
injuries sustained
sustained by
by him
as a
result of
of being
struck by
United States
States Army
Army truck
truck on
Highway
as
a result
being struck
by aaUnited
on Highway
Numbered 99
in Turlock,
Turlock, California,
California, on
on May
May 23,
1937 1 and
and to
Doctor
Numbered
99 in
23, 1937,
to Doctor
E.
A. Julien,
Julien, of
Turlock, California,
the sum
$500, in
E. A.
of Turlock,
California the
sum of
of $500,
in full
full satisfacsatisfaction of
his claim
claim for
professional services
said Roland
Roland
tion
of his
for professional
services rendered
rendered said
Hanson:
Hanson: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
this
no part
amount appropriated
Act
in excess
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
or delivered
to or
or
Act in
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered to
received by
agent or
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
received
by any
any agent
or attorney
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection
connection with
claim and
and the
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
with this
this claim,
the same
same shall
shall be
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
contract to the contrary
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
deemed guilty
upon conviction
upon
conviction thereof
shall be
fined in
any sum
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
thereof shall
be fined
in any
not exceeding
Approved,
Approved, October
October 5,
1940.
5, 1940.
[CHAPTER
749]
[CHAPTER 749]

October 5,
5, 1940
1940
[H.
R. 1174]
1174]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 685]
[Private,
6B5]
Euel
Euel Caldwell.
aldwell.
Payment to.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

AN ACT
ACT
For
the relief
of Euel
Euel Caldwell.
Caldwell.
For the
relief of

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of
of the
of Representatives
Representatives of
the

United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of America in
in Congress
he is
of the Treasury be, and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,

out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated, the
the
sum of $3,000 in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the
the United
United States
States
to Euel Caldwell,
Caldwell, of Poteau, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, for personal injuries resulting
resulting
from an accident involving aaGovernment
Government truck operated
operated in
in connecconnecProviso.
Lmitation
onattorLimitation on
attorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fee.

Penalty.

tion with the Civilian Conservation Corps,
Corps, on
on United
United States
States Highway
Highway

Numbered 271, near Poteau, Oklahoma,
Numbered
on April
27, 1935:
1935: Provided,
Provided,
Oklahoma, on
April 27,
That no
no part
part of
of the
appropriated in this Act in excess
That
the amount
amount appropriated
excess of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
or received
any
to or
received by
by any
agent or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim, .and
and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful l any
conany contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
person violating
violating the provisions of this
trary notwithstanding.
Any person
Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall
shall be fined
fined in
m any sum not exceeding
thereof
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October 5, 1940.
[CHAPTER 750]
[CHAPTER
750]

October
1940
October 5,
8, 1940
[H. R. 4671]
4571]
[H.
[Private, No. 6616
[Private,
666]

LaVera
Hampton.
LaVera Hampton.
Payment to.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of LaVera
Hampton.
LaVera Hampton.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
Representatives of the
the
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in Congress
Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
be, and he is
is hereby, authorized and directed
pay,
of
the Treasury
directed to laity,
out
money in
in the Treasury
out of
of any
any money
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
LaVera Hampton, Huntsville,
Huntsville, Alabama,
Alabama, the sum of $5,000
$5,000 in full
settlement
settlement of all claims against the
the United
United States
damages sussusStates for
for damages
tained by the said LaVera
LaVera Hampton as
the death
death of
of her
her
as aaresult
result of
of the
husband,
on or
of
husband, W.
W. P.
P. Hampton,
Hampton, on
or about
about April 1, 1933, as aa result of
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aa gunshot wound inflicted by a
a Federal Prohibition Agent in the
the
vicinity
Alabama: Provided,
vicinity of Hillsboro, Alabama:
Provided, That no
no part
part of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof
centum thereof
shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or attorney
on
to or
or received by any agent or
attorney on
account of services
rendered in
with this
this claim,
and the
the
services rendered
in connection
connection with
claim, and
same shall be unlawful, any contract to
to the contrary notwithstandnotwithstanding. Any
person violating
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed
ing.
Any person
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
shall be
guilty of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
fined
conviction thereof
in
in any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October
October 5, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 751]
751]

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Charles F.
F. Martin, a
a minor.
minor.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
of the
the
Representatives of
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That the
Congress assembled,
the SecreTreasury be,
be, and
he i
reby, authorized
tary of the
the Treasury
and he
iss he
hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed
to pay, out of any money in
in the Treasury
Treasury, not otherwise appropriappropriated, to the legal guardian of Charles F.
F. Martin, of
of Boston, Massachusetts,
a minor, the sum of $1,813.25,
$1,813.25, upon either
chusetts, a
either the making
making of
assignment of all rights under, or the filing of a
a discharge
an assignment
discharge and
and
a judgment
satisfaction of, a
judgment and execution for
$3,055-25
for the
the sum of
of $3,055.25
rendered in the Superior Court of the Commonwealth
rendered
Commonwealth of Massachusetts for the county of Suffolk, on March
March 24, 1938,
against
1938, against
William J.
J. Owens,
Owensz of Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the operator
operator of aa
truck of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps, in favor of the said
said
Martin, for
damages sustained as
as a
Charles F.
F. Martin,
for damages
a result
result of
of personal
personal
injuries received May 7, 1935, in Boston, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, when he
it was being operated by the
was struck by the said truck while it
same William J.
J. Owens in the regular course of his duties. The
payment of such sum shall be in full settlement
settlement of
of all
all claims against
against
the United
United States for damages sustained
sustained as
such injuries:
injuries:
as aaresult of
of such
Provided,
Provided, That no part
in
part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
delivered to
excess of
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
shall be
or delivered
to or
or
received by any agent
account of
rendered
received
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
services rendered
in
and the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and
the same
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating
contract to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
the
of this
this Act
shall be
of a
the provisions
provisions of
Act shall
be deemed.guilty
deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
and upon
i
n any sum
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be
be fined in
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 5,
5, 1940.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 5,
5, 1940
[H. R. 4724]
[Private, No. 6671
5871
[Private,
Charles F. Martin.
Payment to guardian of.
Conditions.
Conditions.

Proviso.
Proovo.

Limitation on attorattoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 752]
752]

AN ACT
For
relief of
David J.
minor.
For the
the relief
of David
J. Williams,
Williams, Junior,
Junior, aaminor.

enacted by
Representatives of
of the
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
United
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
of
Treasury be,
be, and
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
of the
the Treasury
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to

out of
of any
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
out
any money
money in
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the

sum of
to R.
R. Madge
Madge Williams,
Williams, Sharpsville,
Pennsylvania, as
as
sum
of $300
$300 to
Sharpsville, Pennsylvania,
legal guardian
Willianp, Junior,
minor, in full settleJunior, aaminor,
David J.
J. Williams,
guardian of
of David
legal
ment of
claims against
against the
United States
States for
injuries sustained
sustained
ment
of all
all claims
the United
for injuries
by the
the said
Junior, as
as the
of an
by
said David
David J.
J. Williams,
Williams, Junior,
the result
result of
an accident
accident
on
April 17,
on April
17, 1938,
1938, on
on the
the Sharon-Greenville
Sharon-Greenville Road,
Road, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania,
involving
in the
the service
the Civilian
Conservation Corps:
Corps:
involving aa truck
truck in
service of
of the
Civilian Conservation
Provided,
part of
the amount
in this
this Act
Act in
Provided, That
That no
no part
of the
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
excess of
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
delivered to
to or
or
excess
of 10
10 per
shall be
or delivered

October 5,
lOill
5,1940
EH. R. 5814]
[H.
[Private, No. 568]
6681
Willistm%
David I.
J. Williams,
Jr.
Payment to
Payment
to guardguardian of.
ian

Praire.
Limitation
Undtatmonon
antattoriie
etc. km&
INe&
ney%
Mit,
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received by any
agent or
on account
account of
services rendered
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
of services
rendered in
in
connection
with this
this claim,
shall be
conconnection with
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract to
to the
Any person
person violating
the
tract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
provisions
provisions of
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
misdemeanor and
and
of this
this Act
shall be
a misdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall
in any
sum not
not exceeding
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
1940.
Approved, October
October 5,
5, 1940.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER
753]
[CHAPTER 753]
October 5, 1940
October
1940
[H.
R. 6108]
6108]
[H. R.
[Private, No.
No. 5691
669]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
the relief
of Regina
Regina Howell.
Howell.
For the
relief of

Regina
Howell.
ReginaHowell.
Payment to.

ymen

Proviso.
Limitation on attorLimitation
ney's, etc., fees.

etc.,

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Senate and
and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in,
in Congress
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
appropriated, to
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to
Regina
Regina Howell, of Farwell, Michigan,
Michigan, widow of
Paul Howell,
of Joseph Paul
Howell,
the sum of $5,000. The payment of
of such
such sum
in full
full settlesum shall
shall be
be in
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
States for
for damages
damages sustained
sustained
by her on account of the loss of the life of her
her husband,
husband, the
the said
said
Joseph
Joseph Paul Howell?
Howell, who
was killed
killed on
1938, near
Harrison,
who was
on March
March 5,
5, 1938,
near Harrison,

onattor- Michigan,
Michigan, by
by a
Civilian Conservation
truck: Provided,
a Civilian
Conservation Corps
Corps truck:
Provided, That
That

fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
of 10
10 per
Act in
in excess
excess of
per
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
or received
any agent
agent
to or
received by
by any
or attorney on account of services
connection with
with this
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
this
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
any contract
to the
contrary
unlawful, any
contract
to
the
contrary
notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the provisions of this Act
Act
notwithstanding. Any
shall be deemed
guilty
of aamisdemeanor and upon
deemed
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October 5, 1940.
1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 754]
October 8,1940
October
8, 1940
[H. R.
64561
[H.
R. 6456]
5701
[Private, No. 570]

AN ACT
AN
ACT

For
the relief
For the
relief of John Toepel, Robert
Robert Scott,
Scott, Widmer
Widmer Smith,
and Louis
Louis Knowlton.
Smith, and
Knowlton.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
in Congress
the Secretary
of
the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
of the
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
and directed
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
John
John Toepel, Robert Scott, Widmer
Widmer Smith,
Knowlton, all
Smith, and
and Louis
Louis Knowlton,
all
of Ashland, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, the sum of $276 each. The
The payment
of such
such
payment of
sums shall be in full settlement of all claims against
sums
against the
States
the United
United States
arising out of work performed
performed by
them as
Works
by them
as senior
senior technicians,
technicians, Works
Progress
Progress Administration,
Administration, Ashland
Ashland County,
Wisconsin, during
during the
County, Wisconsin,
the
period from
from July 6, to November
period
November 5, 1936, in connection
connection with
with official
official
project numbered
numbered 65-53-25. The services of the said John Toepel
project
Toepel,
Robert Scott, Widmer
Robert
Widmer Smith, and Louis Knowlto
were requisitioned
requ i
si
ti
one d
Knowltonn were
by
the conservation
conservation engineer, Works Progress Administration
by, the
Administration DisDistrict
trict Numbered
Numbered 7, but payment
payment for such services has
been denied
on
has been
denied on
the grounds
grounds that such appointments
appointments were made without
without proper
proper proceProviso.
Littionontordure or
or .authority:
Limitation on attor- dure
approLimitation
authority: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part of the amount approney's, etc., fees.
ney's,etc.,fees.
priated
in
this
Act
in
excess
of
10 per centum thereof shall be paid or
priated in this Act in excess
delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney
delivered
attorney on account
account of
of servservices
rendered
in
connection
with
this
connection
claim,
and
the
same
shall
be
claim,
and
the
same
shall
be
Penalty.
Pet.
unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person
violating the
the provisions
violating
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
amismisdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction thereof
finedin
demeanor and
thereof shall be fined
in any sum not
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.

John Toepel
othn
Toepel
others.
Payments
Payments to.
to.

aand
n

d

Approved, October 5,
5, 1940.
Approved,
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[CHAPTER
755]
[CHAPTER 755]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For
L. McQueen.
McQueen.
of Joe
Joe L.
For the
the relief
relief of

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
the
of the
Representatives of
and House
House of Representatives
by the
Be
it enacted
United States
States of
of America
America in
assembled, That the
Secretary
the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
of
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
out
any money
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
to Joe
Joe
appropriated, to
not otherwise
in the
Treasury not
money in
out of
of any
L.
McQueen, of
of Biloxi,
Mississippi, the
final
in full and final
of $500,
$500, in
the sum of
Biloxi, Mississippi,
L. McQueen,
settlement of
ofany
all claims
claims against
United States
States for
for injuries
injuries
against the
the United
and all
any and
settlement
received when
he was
was struck
struck by
by an Army
State
Mississippi State
Army truck on Mississippi
when he
received
Highway Numbered
miles north
of Biloxi,
Biloxi, Mississippi,
Mississippi, on
on
Numbered 57,
57 twelve
twelve miles
north of
Highway
August
1938: Provided,
Provided, That
appropriated
part of the
the amount appropriated
That no
no part
8, 1938:
August 8,
by
excess of
of 10
per centum
paid or
be paid
centum thereof
thereof shall be
10 per
in excess
by this
this Act
Act in
delivered
to or
by any
or attorney
attorney on
on account
servof servaccount of
agent or
any agent
or received
received by
delivered to
ices
rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
ices rendered
unlawful,
contract to
person
notwithstanding. Any person
contrary notwithstanding.
to the contrary
any contract
unlawful, any
violating the
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
of a
a misguilty of
deemed guilty
provisions of
violating
demeanor
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
any sum
sum not
shall be fined in
upon conviction
demeanor and
and upon
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
Approved,
October 5, 1940.
Approved, October

1940
5, 1940
October 5,
[H.
7139]
[H. R. 7139]
[Private,
571]
[Private, No. 571]
Joe
Joe L. McQueen.
McQueen.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER 766]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
Kessinger and M. Carlisle
Carlisle Minor.
For the relief of Ben L. Kessinger

Representatives of the
and House of
of Representatives
by the Senate
Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Home
in Congress
United States of America in
directed to pay
Owners' Loan Corporation
authorized and directed
Corporation is hereby authorized
to
following-named persons
hereinafter specified_,
full
the sums hereinafter
specified, in full
persons the
to the
the following-named
satisfaction
satisfaction of their claims against the Home Owners' Loan CorporaOwners' Loan
Loan
services rendered
rendered as employees
employees of
of the Home Owners'
tion for services
Kentucky, $125
Corporation: Ben L. Kessinger,
Kessinger, of Lexington, Kentucky,
$125 for his
Corporation:
counsel for
salary for the month of October
October 1934 as assistant district counsel
Owners' Loan Corporation
its Lexington, Kentucky,
Kentucky,
the Home Owners'
Corporation at
at its
office;
office; M. Carlisle Minor,
Minor, of Danville,
Danville, Kentucky,
Kentucky, $175 for his salary
for the month of October 1934 as assistant district counsel for the
office;
Home Owners'
Corporation at its Lexington,
Lexington, Kentucky, office;
Owners' Loan Corporation
and M. Carlisle Minor, $85.20
$85.20 for his services as fee attorney
attorney in Boyle
ProCounty, Kentucky,
Kentucky, for the Home Owners'
Owners' Loan Corporation: Provided,
pursuant to this Act in excess
vided, That no part of the amount paid pursuant
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
of 10 per centum
account of services renany agent or agents, attorney or attorneys, on account
claim z any
any contract
contract to the contrary
dered in connection
connection with said claim,
notwithstanding.
Any person
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act
provisions of
person violating
violating the
notwithstanding. Any
shall be
conviction thereof
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
guilty of
shall
be deemed guilty
shall be
be fined
exceeding $1,000.
fined in any sum not exceeding
shall
Approved, October 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
767]
[CHAPTER 767]

AN ACT
For
of Alfred Batrack.
For the
the relief of the estate of

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
Representatives of
and House
by the
it enacted
Be
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
assembled, That
in Congress
of America
America in
States of
United States
of
the Treasury
hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
and directed
he is
is hereby,
be, and
and he
Treasury be,
of the
out
of any
any money
the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
not otherwise
in the
money in
out of
Dawson
B. Taylor,
Taylor, as administrator
administrator of the estate of Alfred Batrack,
Dawson B.
formerly of
of Seattle,
Seattle, Washington,
sum of
of $1,034.95
$1,034.95 in
settlement
in full
full settlement
the sum
Washington, the
formerly
19347V-41—PT.
u-9
193470-°-41-PT. 11-9

October 8,
1010
October
8, 1940

[H.
[H. R. 1183]
[Private,
[Private, No. 572]
Ben L.
L. Kessinger
Kesslnger
Ben
and
Carlisle
and M.
M. Carlisle
Minor.
Minor.
Payments to.
to.
Payments

Proviso.
Proeiso.

Limitation
attorLimitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,

Penalty.

October 8, 1940
1940
October
[H. R. 1912]
[Private, No.
No. 573]
[Private,
Alfred Batrack.
Payment to adminadminPayment
istrator of
of.
of estate
estate of.
istrator
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Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorattorLimitation
ney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

of all
all claims
claims against
the United
States for
damages sustained
sustained by
said
against the
United States
for damages
by said
estate on account
Batrack
who
was
fatally
account of
of the
the death
death of
of Alfred
Alfred Batrack who was fatally
injured on May
on the
back by
by a
May 27,
27, 1937,
1937, when
when he
he was
was struck
struck on
the back
a falling
falling
on aaWorks
Works Progress
scaffold used
used on
Progress Administration
Administration project
project in
in painting
painting
the ceiling
ceiling of
Seattle Public
Library, Seattle,
Seattle, Washington:
Proof the
the Seattle
Public Library,
Washington: Provided, That no part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
this Act
Act in
in excess
amount appropriated
in this
excess
of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
by
to or
or received
received by
any agent or
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
with
or attorney
attorney on
on account
in connection
this claim, and the same
contract to
to the
the contrary
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
the provisions
provisions of
this
Act shall
shall
violating the
of this Act
be deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
of a
a misdemeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall
in any
sum not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
be fined
fined in
any sum
not exceeding
Approved,
October 8,
Approved, October
8, 1940.
1940.
[C HAPTER 768]
[CHAPTER

October 8,
8, 1940
October
1940
2286]
[H. R.
R. 2286]
[Private,
574]
[Private, No.
No. 574]

Wasyl Kulmatycki.
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
Kulmatycki.
of Wasyl
Wasyl Kulmatycki.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
and House
House of
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
to
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Wasyl Kulmatycki,
Kulmatycki, aa resident of
authorized
of Canada,
Canada, or
or his
his duly
duly authorized
representative, the sum of $500, in
representative,
full settlement
settlement of
claims against
in full
of all
all claims
against
the United States for the refund of the amount
the
of aabond
bond issued
under
amount of
issued under
Form 554
Form
554 of the United
United States Department of Labor, Immigration
Immigration
and Naturalization
Naturalization Service, deposited
and
deposited by
with the
the immigration
by him
him with
immigration
authorities of San Antonio,
Antonio, Texas, conditioned
upon his
departure
conditioned upon
his departure
from the
the United
from
United States on or before April 21, 1924, such
bond being
such bond
being
subsequently forfeited,
subsequently
forfeited, although such
such Wasyl
Wasyl Kulmatycki
Kulmatycki departed
departed
from the United States within the period fixed
in such
such bond:
bond: ProProfixed in
vided,
vided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
Act in
in excess
this Act
excess
of
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered to
to or
or received
by
received by
any
any agent or attorney on account
account of services rendered
in connection
connection
rendered in
with
this claim,
claim, and
and the same shall be unlawful, any contract
with this
to the
contract to
the
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
contrary notwithstanding.
the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
a misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
thereof
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October 8, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 769]
[CHAPTER
769]

October
October 8, 1940
[H. R. 4816]
4815]
[H.
[Private, No. 575]
Henry J. Wise.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

proio.

Proviso.
onattorLimitation on
attorney's,etc.,
ney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Henry
Henry J.
Wise.
J. Wise.

Be it
by the
the Senate
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
Senate and
and House of Representatives
United
States of
United States
of America in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of
the Treasury
of the
Treasury be,
be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
directed to
pay,
to pay,
out
of any
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated
out of
any money
money in
appropriated,? to
to
Henry J. Wise the s
sum
um o
ll claims
claims against
against
off$378 in full
full settlement
settlement of
of a
all
the United
United States
States because
because of damages
the
damages to his automobile
automobile and
personal
and personal
injuries
sustained when aaUnited States mail truck
injuries sustained
with his
his
truck collided
collided with
car on November
29,
1936,
at
Saint
Paul,
Minnesota:
car
November
Minnesota:
Provided,
That
Provided,
That
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
no part of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per
centum
thereof shall be
paid or
delivered to
to or received
received by any agent
agent
c,entum thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
or
attorney
on
account
of
services
rendered
or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with this
claim, and the
claim.,and
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary
notwithstanding.
violating the
notwithstanding. Any person violating
provisions
of
this Act
Act
the
provisions
of
this
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
shall
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be
be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall
$1,000.

Approved,
Approved, October 8, 1940.
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[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 770]
770]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For
of Arthur
Reiber, aa minor.
For the
the relief
relief of
Arthur Joseph
Joseph Reiber,
minor.

Be
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
of the
the
United States
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
United
States of
of America
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to pay,
pay,
of
the Treasury
and he
and directed
directed to
out of
of any
money in
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
in the
out
any money
Reiber, his minor
minor
John J.
J. Reiber, as legal guardian of Arthur Joseph Reiber,
son
the sum
summ of
$100 in
in full
full settlement
all claims
claims against
against the
the
settlement of
of all
of $100
son, the
United
States for
personal injuries sustained
the said
said Arthur
Arthur
sustained by the
United States
for personal
a collision between the automobile in
Joseph Reiber, as a
a result of a
which
he was
the
Conservation Corps
Corps truck on the
and aa Civilian
Civilian Conservation
which he
was riding and
road
from Soda
Soda
mile from
one-fourth mile
approximately one-fourth
to Potter
Potter Valley,
Valley, approximately
road to
Creek in
in the
the county
State of
of California,
or about
about May
May
on or
California, on
county of
of Lake,
Lake, State
Creek
19,
appropriated in this
the amount appropriated
That no part
part of the
Provided, That
19, 1936:
1936: Provided,
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
delivered to
to
be paid or delivered
thereof shall be
per centum thereof
Act
or received
or attorney
rendered
on account
account of
of services rendered
attorney on
by any
any agent
agent or
or
received by
in
connection with
claim, and
and the
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
same shall
shall be
the same
with this
this claim,
in connection
contract
Any person
violating the
the
person violating
notwithstanding. Any
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
contract to
provisions of
of this
Act shall be
misdemeanor and
be deemed
deemed guilty of aa misdemeanor
this Act
provisions
upon conviction
thereof shall
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
fined in
in any
any sum
shall be
be fined
conviction thereof
upon

October
8, 1940
1940
October 8,
[H.
[H. R.
R. 5040]
5040]
[Private,
No. 676]
876]
[Private, No.
Arthur Joseph
Arthur
Joseph ReiReiber.
ber.
Payment to
guardPayment
to guardian
ian of.

1

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
ney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

$1,000.
$1,000.

Approved,
Approved, October 8, 1940.
[CHAPTER 771]
771]

AN ACT
ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Paul J. Kohanik.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
of America
America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
of the Treasury
is hereby, authorized
pay,
out
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated., to
otherwise appropriated,
in the
the Treasury
out of any
any money
money in
Paul J.
Kohanik the sum of $69.85.
$69.85. Such sum shall be in full satisJ. Kohanik
faction
claimfaction of
of all
all claims
claims against
against the United States for damages to claimcollision in the city of Minneapolis,
ant's automobile which was in aacollision
Minnesota,
driven by
by
with an automobile
automobile driven
on December
December 22, 1935,
1935, with
Minnesota, on
Enrollee Wield
Wield Wallace
Wallace in the service of the Civilian Conservation
Conservation
Corps
owned by the
United States Government:
Government: Provided,
Corps and
and owned
the United
Provided, That
Act in
in excess of
of 10 per
per
appropriated in this
this Act
no part
part of
of the
the amount appropriated
thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to or received by any agent
shall be
be paid
paid or
centum thereof
or
attorney on
account of
of services
services rendered
connection with this
in connection
rendered in
on account
or attorney
claim,
unlawful, any
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary
shall be
be unlawful,
any contract
claim, and
and the
the same
same shall
notwithstanding.
of this
this Act
Act
the provisions of
Any person violating the
notwithstanding. Any
thereof
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
a misdemeanor
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
fined in
in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
shall be fined
Approved,
October 8, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 772]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For
relief of John
J. Murphy.
Murphy.
John J.
For the relief

Be it
it enacted
by the
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
Be
enacted by
United States
of America
assembled, That
That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
America in
States of
United
of
Treasury be,
authorized and directed to pay,
be, and he
he is hereby, authorized
of the
the Treasury
out
of any
any money
money in
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
John
to John
appropriated, to
the Treasury
Treasury not
in the
out of
J. Murphy,
Murphy, of
Indiana, the
the sum
sum of
in full
full settle$500 in
of $500
of Indianapolis,
Indianapolis, Indiana,
J.
ment
all claims
claims against
the United
for personal
loss suffered
suffered
personal loss
States for
United States
against the
of all
ment of
as
the
result
of
a
loss
of
a
like
sum
of
money,
the
funds
of
Poat
of the
the Post
the
funds
money,
of
as the result of a loss of a like sum
Office
Department, which
Mr. Murphy's
superiors ordered
advised
and advised
ordered and
Murphy's superiors
which Mr.
Office Department,

October 8, 1940
[II.
R. 5314]
[H. B.
[Private, No. 677]
577]

Kohanik.
J. Kohanik.
Paul J.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 8, 1040
1940
October
[H. R. 5365]
366]

[Private, No.
No. 5781
6781
John J. Murphy.
Payment to.
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[54 S
TAT.
STAT.

him
to repay
from his
and which
which sum
he did
him to
repay from
his personal
personal funds,
funds, and
sum he
did then
then and
and
there
deduct from
his personal
and apply
the funds
funds of
of the
there deduct
from his
personal funds
funds and
apply to
to the
the
Post
Department, all
all in
in violation
and RegulaRegulaPost Office
Office Department,
violation of
of Postal
Postal Laws
Laws and
tions,
for which
which he
he should
not have
have been
been held
to have
have been
been respontions, and
and for
should not
held to
responsible as
postal authorities
authorities have
exonerated said
said John
John J.
Murphy,
sible
as postal
have exonerated
J. Murphy,
following official
of having
having been
been a
party to,
to, or
responsifollowing
official investigation,
investigation, of
a party
or responsiProviso.
Proviso.
ble for,
for, said
said robbery:
That no
no part
part of
amount approapprorobbery: Provided,
Provided, That
of the
the amount
Limitation on attor- ble
ney's, etc., fees.
priated
this Act
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
paid or
priated in
in this
Act in
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
or
delivered to
to or
or received
any agent
agent or
account of
services
delivered
received by
by any
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of services
rendered
this claim,
the same
shall be
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
claim, and
and the
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
Penalty.
any contract
the contrary
Any person
person violating
any
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating
the provisions
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall be
misdemeanor
the
provisions of
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of aa misdemeanor
and
upon conviction
be fined
any sum
not exceeding
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October
October 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 7731
773]
October 8, 1940
5778]
[H. R. 5776]
[Private, No.
579]
[Private,
No. 579]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Albert DePonti.

Be it
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
the
Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of
in. Congress
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
United States
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
authorized and
and directed
out of any money
otherwise appropriated,
money in.
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
DePonti,'of Saint Paul,
Albert DePonti
sum of
in full
Paul, Minnesota,
Minnesota, the
the sum
of $5,000,
$5,000, in
full
settlement of all claims against
for personal
personal injuries
against the United States for
injuries
sustained from aa bullet which was fired by aa soldier of the United
United
States Army from aa rifle
practice on
rifle employed
employed in target
target practice
on the
the United
United
Prooko.
States
rifle
range
at
Fort
Snelling,
Minnesota,
May
22,
1937:
Protiononttor.
States
rifle
range
at
Fort
Snelling,
Minnesota,
May
22,
1937:
ProLimitation on attorney's,
ney', etc., fees.
vided, That no part of
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
this Act
in excess
appropriated in
in this
Act in
excess
of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered to
by
to or
or received
received by
any agent or attorney
attorney on account of services rendered
rendered in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
the
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
Penalty.
Penalty,
contrary notwithstanding.
contrary
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction
thereof shall
shall be fined in
in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 8, 1940.
Albert DePonti.
PAbert
Paymententio.
to.

[CHAPTER
774]
[CHAPTER 774]
October 8, 1940
October
111.
R. 5863]
[H. R.
863]
[Private,
No. 580]
[Private, No.
Francisca F. Rivera.
Rivera.
Francisca
Payment to.

Prortio.
Proio.
Limitation on
attorLimitation
on attorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the estate of James A.
A. Rivera.
Rivera.

Be it
it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate
the
Representatives of
of the
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
United
Congress assem,bled,
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
directed to pay,
and directed
pay,

out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, to Franout ofF.
Rivera,
moneymother
in the Treasury
of James not
Ri
otherwise
vera ,
th eappropriated,
sum of$5,000,
toin
n full
cisca
F.any
Rivera,
mother
of James A.
A. Rivera,
the
sum of $5,000, in full
settlement of all claims against the Government
Government of the United States
resulting from the death of
of her
her son,
son, the
said James
James A.
A. Rivera,
Rivera, who
was
the said
who was
struck and killed by an Army truck of the United States at Fort Jay,
Jay,
New York, on the 17th day of September
September 1936: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
part
of the amount appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by any agent or attorney
attorney
on account
rendered in connection with this
account of services rendered
claim, and
and the
this claim,
the
same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person violating
vmlatmg the provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
not exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 8,
8, 1940.
1940.
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[CHAPTER 775]
775]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
For the relief of George R. Stringer.

Be
enacted by
the Senate
House of
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
by the
Senate and
and House
of Representatives
of the
United States of
Congress assembled,
United
of America
America in
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to pay,
pay, out
out of
of any
any
money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to George
R.
money
the Treasury
George R.
Stringer,
the sum
sum of
$549.05, in
in full
Stringer, of
of Bloomingdale,
Bloomingdale, Indiana,
Indiana, the
of $549.05,
full settlesettlement of all
all claims
claims against
against the United States
States for
for a
a payment
payment to
to the postpostRoachdale, Indiana,
Indiana, by
by said
the
master at Roachdale,
said George
George R.
R. Stringer
Stringer for
for the
purchase
war-savings stamps
which said
purchase of
of war-savings
stamps on
on June
June 25,
25, 1918,
1918, which
said amount
amount
war-savings stamps
was embezzled
embezzled by
by the said postmaster,
postmaster, and
and said war-savings
stamps
never delivered
said George
R. Stringer:
Provided, That
no
were never
delivered to
to said
George R.
Stringer: Provided,
That no
part of
in this
Act in
in excess
10 per
per c,entum
part
of the
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this Act
excess of
of 10
centum
thereof shall
delivered to
or received
by any
agent or
or attorney
thereof
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by
any agent
attorney
on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
claim, and
and
on account
of services
in connection
with this
this claim,
the
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstandthe same
same shall
shall be
unlawful, any
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
provisions of
of this
Act shall
ing.
person violating
the provisions
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed
guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall be
guilty
and upon
conviction thereof
be fined
fined in
in
any
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October
October 8, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 776]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Rufus E. Farmer.

October 8, 1940
October
6210]
[H. R. 6210]
[Private, No. 581]
George R. Stringer.
George
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proiso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 8, 190
1940
[H. R. 6842]
[H.
[Private, No. 582]
582)
[Private,

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Rufus E. Farmer.
United States
States of America in
United
assembled, That the Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary Payment
to.
to.
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to pay,
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
out of any money in the Treasury
to Rufus
E.
sum of
of $5,000,
$5,000, in
in full
full settlement
settlement
E. Farmer, Berryville,
Berryville, Arkansas,
Arkansas, the
the sum
of
personal injuries
injuries sustained
of all claims
claims against the
the United
United States
States for personal
sustained
when the
in which
he was
was riding
riding was
struck by
by aatruck
of the
the
when
the vehicle
vehicle in
which he
was struck
truck of
United
States Civilian
Conservation Corps,
Corps, camp
United States
Civilian Conservation
camp SCS-16,
SCS-16, DepartDepartNumbered 62
62 near
near
ment of
of Agriculture,
Agriculture, near United
United States Highway
Highway Numbered
Proviso.
That no
amount
said camp,
camp, on May 31, 1938: Provided,
Provided, That
no part
part of
of the
the amount
Limitation
Limitation on atter.
attorfees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
appropriated
centum thereof
in this Act
Act in excess
excess of
of 10 per centum
thereof shall be nay's,
appropriated in
paid
delivered to or
paid or delivered
or received
received by any agent
agent or
or attorney on account
account
of services rendered in connection with this
this claim, and
and the
the same shall Penalty.
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
fined in
in any
any sum
sum not
misdemeanor
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
not
exceeding $1,000.
exceeding
Approved,
October 8,
Approved, October
8, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
799]
[CHAPTER 799]

AN ACT

For the
the relief
Franco-American Construction
Construction Company.
Company.
of the
the Franco-American
For
relief of

October 9, 1940
3437)
[S. 3437]
[Private, No. 583]
[Private,
683]

Be it
House of
Representatives of the
of Representatives
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be
it enacted
Franco-American
United
of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary Construction
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of
Company.
of
bei and
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay, pany.
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
Payment to.
out
any money
money in
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the
the
in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
out of
of any
Franco-American Construction
sum of
of $9,323.75
in full
$9,323.75 in
full
Construction Company
Company the
the sum
Franco-American
settlement of
its claims
claims against
the United
States growing
out of
of a
a
growing out
settlement
of its
against the
United States
certain contract
it had
with the
Government of
the United
United States
States
the Government
of the
contract it
had with
certain
for
the construction
construction of
of an
extension to the power
power plant building
building
an extension
for the
numbered 41,
41, at
at the
the Navy
Navy Yard,
New York,
York, together
New York,
together
Yard, New
York, New
numbered

1372
1372
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorattorfees.
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.799-802-OCT.
799-802—OCT.9,
9, 1940
1940
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.

with certain
incidental work
work in
connection therewith:
therewith: Provided,
That
with
certain incidental
in connection
Provided,That
no part
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
10 per
no
part of
of the
the amount
appropriated in
excess of
of 10
per
centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
by any
agent
centum thereof
or received
received by
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
account of
rendered in
in connection
with this
or
of services
services rendered
connection with
this
claim,
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
contract to
contrary
claim, and
and the
shall be
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
the provisions
notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act
deemed guilty
of a
and upon
conviction thereof
thereof
shall be
be deemed
guilty of
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
shall be
be fined
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
shall
fined in
any sum
sum not
$1,000.
Approved,
October 9,
1940.
Approved, October
9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 800]
8001

1940
October 9,
9, 1940
fH. R.
R. 1857]
[H.
1857]
[Private,
No.
[Private, No. 584]
584]
Nell
Mullen.
Nell Mullen.
Payment
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
atLimitation
on attorney's, eto.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 801]
801]

Admission
Admission for pernanent
manent residence.
residence.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of
of Nell
Nell Mullen.
Mullen.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
of the
th,e
Representatives of
United
United States of America
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
assembled, That
of
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
pay,
out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
the Treasury
to
Nell Mullen, of Scranton,
Pennsylvania, the
of $950,
$950, in
Scranton, Pennsylvania,
the sum
sum of
in full
full
settlement
settlement of all claims she may have
the Government
Government .for
have against
against the
for
injuries received by her in the
Post Office
Office Building,
the United States Post
Building.
at Scranton, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, on
December 22,
when she
on December
22, 1924,
1924, when
she slipped
slipped
and fell because
because of the wet
floor of
of said
said building:
building:
wet condition
condition of
of the
the floor
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
appropriated in
in this
Act in
this Act
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
or
be paid or
or delivered
delivered to
to or
received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with this claim, and the same shall
connection
any conshall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract . to the contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
the
notwithstanding. Any
provisions of .this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
1940.
9, 1940.

October
October 9, 19,1
19 ,10
[11.
2036]
It. 203]1
(11. R.
-(Private,
[Private, No.
No, 585]
.58ff
Umberto Tedesch
Umberto
Tedeschl.I.
Cancelation of order
°annotation
order
of deportation.
deportation.

[54
[54 S
TAT.
ST.AT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Umberto
Umberto Tedeschi.
Tedeschi.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
it enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America
America in
United
assembled, That
in the
adminisin Congress
Congress assembled,
That in
the adminisnaturalization laws the Secretary
tration of the immigration and naturalization
Secretary of
of
Labor is hereby authorized and directed
directed to cancel
cancel the warrant
warrant of
of arrest
arrest
and the order of deportation
deportation against Umberto Tedeschi
Tede,schi heretofore
heretofore
issued on the grounds
issued
grounds that admission
admission to the United States had been
fraudulently gained and that he shall hereafter
fraudulently
hereafter be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have been
been
lawfully admitted
admtted to the United
lawfully
United States for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence at
at
Brooklyn, New
York.
New York.
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 802]
[CHAPTER

October
October 9,
9, 1940
1940
M .R. 2684]
[H.

[Private,
(Private, No. 586]
Emma Knutson.
Canoelation
Canoelation of depotation proceedings.
portationprooeedings.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Emma
Emma Knutson.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
the
Unite States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized
deportation proof
authorized and directed to cancel deportation
ceedings in
in the
case of Emma
Emma Knutson,
Knutson, any provision of existing
ceedings
the case
existing law
to the contrary notwithstanding.
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STAT.]
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From and
and after
the approval
approval of this Act, Emma Knutson
date of the
the date
after the
From
shall not
by reason
reason of
facts
same facts
of the same
deportation by
to deportation
subject to
be subject
again be
not again
shall

d
Admission
perorper
i simonfor
upon which
the outstanding
proceeding rests, and she shall be deemed m
outstanding proceeding
which the
upon
manent residence.

to
have been
lawfully admitted
Washington, November
November 18,
at Blame,
Blame, Washington,
admitted at
been lawfully
to have
1924,
as an
for permanent
residence.
permanent residence.
an immigrant
immigrant for
1924, as
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
8031
[CHAPTER 803]

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For the relief of June Thompson, aa minor.

the
Be it
the Senate
Representatives of the
and House of Representatives
Senate and
by the
enacted by
it enacted
Be
assembled, That the Secretary
United
Secretary
Congress assembled,
in Congress
America in
of America
States of
United States
of
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
to pay,
and directed to
hereby, authorized
he is
Treasury be,
the Treasury
of the
out of
any money
money in
in the
the Treasury
appropriated and
Treasury, not otherwise appropriated
of any
out
in
of all
United States, the sum of
of
claims against the United
all claims
settlement of
full settlement
in full
$250
Thompson, as legal guardian of June Thompson,
Thompson, a
a
J. Thompson,
to Theo.
Theo. J.
$250 to
negligence of Works
minor,
for personal
caused by the negligence
injuries caused
personal injuries
minor, for
Progress
employees in November 1936 at Boyceville,
Administration employees
Progress Administration
Wisconsin: Provided,
That no
of the
appropriated in this
amount appropriated
the amount
part of
no part
Provided,That
Wisconsin:
delivered to or
Act in
in excess
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
10 per
excess of
Act
received by
on account
account of
of services
services rendered in
or attorney
attorney on
agent or
any agent
by any
received
connection
unlawful, any
and the same shall be unlawful,
claim, and
this claim,
with this
connection with
contract
notwithstanding. Any person violating the
to the
the contrary.notwithstanding.
contract to
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
provisions
upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
thereof shall
upon
Approved,
October 9, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 804]

AN ACT
For the
of Josefina
Josefina Alvarado.
Alvarado.
relief of
the relief
For

the
Be it
it enacted
by the
the Senate
Senate and
Representatives of the
of Representatives
House of
and House
enacted by
Be
United States
Congress assembled, That in the adminAmerica in Congress
of America
States of
United
istration of the
naturalization laws the Secretary
immigration and naturalization
the immigration
istration
of
Labor
is
hereby
authorized
directed
warrant of
directed to cancel the warrant
and
authorized
is
hereby
of Labor
arrest
and the
the order
heretofore issued against Josefina
deportation heretofore
order of deportation
arrest and
Alvarado.
for the
immigration and natof the immigration
purpose of
the purpose
Hereafter, for
Alvarado. Hereafter,
lawfully
uralization
uralization laws, such alien shall be deemed to have been lawfully
admitted to
permanent residence.
States for permanent
United States
to the
the United
admitted
Approved, October
9, 1940.
October 9,
Approved,

October 9, 1940
October

[H.
[H. R. 3009]
[Private,
587]
[Private, No. 687]
June
Thompson.
June Thompson.
Payment to
guardto guardPayment
ian
ian of.

Proviao.
Proviso.
Limitation
atLimitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.
torney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 9,
9, 1940
October
[H. R.
R. 4066]
[H.
588]
588]

[Private, No.

Joseftna
Joseflna Alvarado.
Cancelation of order
order
Cancelationf
of deportation.
deportation.

Admission for perperAdmission
manent
residence.
manent residence.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 805]

ACT
AN ACT
Eleanor
Silberstein, Eleanor
For the
the relief
relief of
Silberstein, Magdalene
Silberstein, Alice Silberstein,
Magdalene Silberstein,
Alex Silberstein,
of Alex
For
Goldfarb, Lillian
Lillian Goldfarb,
Goldfarb, and
and Florence Karp, minors.
Jackie Goldfarb,
Goldfarb, Jackie
Goldfarb,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
House of
and House
Senate and
the Senate
by the
Be
United States
States of
of America
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the SecreUnited
tary of
of the
be, and
hereby, authorized
authorized and directed to
is hereby,
he is
and he
Treasury be,
the Treasury
tary
pay, out
out of
of any
money in
in the
the Treasury
Treasury,not
not otherwise
appropriated, the
otherwise appropriated,
any money
pay,
sum of
$2,500 to
the legal
legal guardian
guardian of
Silberstein, a
aminor,
minor, and the
Alex Silberstein,
of .Alex
to the
of $2,500
sum
sum of
$50 each
each to
legal guardians
guardians of
each of the
the following: Magdaof each
to the
the legal
of $50
sum
lene
Silberstein, Alice
Goldfarb
Lillian Goldfarb,
Goldfarb, Lillian
Eleanor Goldfarb,
Silberstein, Eleanor
Alice Silberstein,
lene Silberstein,
Jackie
Karp, all minors, in full settlement
settlement of all
all
Florence Karp,
and Florence
Goldfarb, and
Jackie Goldfarb,
claims against
against the
the United
United States
States on
personal injuries suson account of personal
claims
tained by
the said
said minors
on August
23, 1936,
automobile
1936, when the automobile
August 23,
minors on
by the
tained
the
a Department of the
truck
they were
struck by a
riding was struck
were riding
which they
in which
truck in

October 9, 1940
October
[H. R. 4441]
[H.
[Private, No. 589]
[Private,

Silberstein and
Alex Silberstein
others.
Payments to guardguardPayments
ians of.

1374
Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
atLimitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's,

Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.805-807—OCT.
9, 1940
LAWS-CHS.
805-807-OCT. 9,
1940

Interior
Interior truck on the Deep Creek-Great
Creek-Great Bridge
Bridge Boulevard,
Boulevard, in
in the
the
county of Norfolk,
Norfolk, Virginia:
Virginia: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
part of
the amount
no part
of the
amount
appropriated
appropriated in this
10 per
centum thereof
be
this Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
thereof shall
shall be
paid or delivered
delivered to or received
received by
any agent
or attorney
on account
account
by any
agent or
attorney on
of services
services rendered
connection with
with this
this claim,
and the
the same
shall
rendered in
in connection
claim, and
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any
perAny person violating the provisions of this Act
shall be
guilty of
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
of aa
misdemeanor and upon conviction
misdemeanor
thereof shall
shall be
fined in
in any
sum
conviction thereof
be fined
any sum
not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
9, 1940.
October 9,
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 806]
806]

October 9, 1940
1940
October
[Private, No.
No. 590]
(Private,
560]

Proriso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on atattorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
Barr.
For the
the relief
relief of
of Sallie
Sallie Barr.

[H. R. 4615]
4616]

Sallie Barr.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
authorized and
pay,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the
sum of $1,500
$1,500 to Sallie Barr, of
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania. Such
Such
of Harrisburg,
payment
payment shall be in full settlement of
all claims
the United
of all
claims against
against the
United
States on account of injuries to her resulting
from an
an accident
at
resulting from
accident at
Boulder Dam on July 4, 1936: Provided,
Provided, That no
of the
no part
part of
the
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
of 10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by
or attorney
on
by any agent
agent or
attorney on
account
account of services rendered in connection
connection with
the
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract to the
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating the provisions of this
this Act
be deemed
deemed
Act shall
shall be
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
be fined
fined
thereof shall
shall be
in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 807]
807]

9, 1040
October 9,
1940

[II.
R. 46o]
4056]
u. R.
[Private,
No. 591]
(Private, No.
591]

Esther Klein.
Esther
Admission
Admission for permanent residence.

Deduction from
Deduction
from
quota.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
To record
To
record the lawful
lawful admission
admission to
to the
the United
United States
States for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
of
Esther Klein.
Esther

Be
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
Be it
it enacted
11 021,86 of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in Congress
United State8
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
the Secretary
Secretary
That the
of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and
directed to
to record
the
and directed
record the
lawful
residence of
lawful admission
admission to the United States for permanent
permanent residence
Esther Klein, at New York
Esther
York, New York, on November
1928, and
and
November 1,
1, 1928,
that
Esther Klein for
that the
the said
said Esther
or all purposes,
purposes, under the immigration
immigration
and
and naturalization
naturalization laws, shall be deemed to have been lawfully
to the
the United
United States
States as
admitted to
as an
an immigrant
immigrant for
for permanent
permanent
residence.
Upon the
the enactment
instruct
Upon
enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of State shall instruct
the
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to deduct one number from the Hunthe proper
Hungarian
Hungarian quota is
garian quota for the first year that the said Hungarian
is
available.
ailapproved, Otober 9, 1940.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
.
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54 STAT.]
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[CHAPTER 808]
808]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
the relief of Rosa Paone.
For the

and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Be it
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That, in the adminof America
America in
United States
istration
naturalization laws, the Secretary
immigration and naturalization
istration of the immigration
of Labor
is hereby
authorized and
to cancel the warrant of
and directed
directed to
hereby authorized
of
Labor is
heretofore
arrest and
of deportation
deportation against Rosa Paone heretofore
order of
and the
the order
arrest
on June
June 11, 1933, admission to the United
ground that on
on the ground
issued on
States
fraudulently gained
gained pursuant
a
of a
commission of
pursuant to the commission
had been
been fraudulently
States had
passport or visa
subsequent to such admission, has herewhich, subsequent
visa offense which,
passport
tofore
been held
Attorney General
States to be
the United
United States
of the
General of
by the
the Attorney
held by
tofore been
within
the purview
of crimes
involving moral
moral turpitude, and therecrimes involving
purview of
within the
upon Rosa
hereafter be deemed
deemed to have been lawfully
shall hereafter
Paone shall
upon
Rosa Paone
admitted
to the
the United
United States
States for
permanent residence
residence at
at New
New York,
for permanent
admitted to
New York,
York, on
June 11
declaration of
to become
of intention to
Any declaration
11,2 1933.
1933. Any
on June
New
a
citizen or
heretofore filed by or any
for citizenship
citizenship heretofore
petition for
or any
any petition
a citizen
admission
to citizenship
citizenship ordered
certificate of naturalization
naturalization herehereand certificate
ordered and
admission to
tofore
claim
were predicated upon the claim
Paone, which were
Rosa Paone,
issued to Rosa
tofore issued
of lawful
admission to
to the
United States
residence upon
upon
permanent residence
States for permanent
the United
of
lawful admission
June
1933, shall
hereafter be deemed valid unless the original sevenshall hereafter
11,1933,
June 11,
year period
such declaration of intention has heretofore
of such
validity of
period of validity
year
expired
has heretofore
otherwise not eligible
heretofore been found otherwise
Paone has
or Rosa
Rosa Paone
expired or
to
under the
the naturalization
naturalization laws.
benefit under
to such benefit
Upon
of this
the Secretary
Secretary of State shall instruct
instruct
Act the
this Act
the enactment
enactment of
Upon the
proper quota-control officer to deduct one number from the Italian
the proper
quota
available.
first year
year that the said Italian quota is available.
the first
quota for the
Approved,
October 9, 1940.
1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 809]

AN
AN ACT
ACT

For the
Major Clarence
Clarence H.
Greene, United
United States Army, retired.
H. Greene,
relief of
of Major
For
the relief

October 9, 1940
1940
October
[H. R. 49541
4954]
[Private, No. 592]

Rosa Paone.
Cancelation
Canoelation of order
of deportation.
deportation.

Admission for perAdmission
manent residence.
residence.

Validity of petition,
citizenship.
etc., for citizenship.

Condition.
Condition.

Deduction from
from
quota.

October 9,
1940
9, 1940
[H. R. 5264]
62641
[Private, No. 593]
[Private,

it enacted
Representatives of the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
enacted by
by the
the Senate
Be it
Maj. Clarence H.
II.
United
Secretary Greene.
in Congress
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
America in
United States of America
Greene.
Payment to.
Treasury is hereby
authorized and directed to pay, out of any
hereby authorized
of the Treasury
money in the
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
H.
to Clarence H.
not otherwise
the Treasury
money
Greene, of
of Providence,
Providence, Rhode
United States
in the
the United
Rhode Island,
Island, major in
Greene,
Army,
settlement of
United
of all
all claims
claims against the United
full settlement
Army, retired,
retired, in full
Comptroller General finds
States,
States such portion of $15,068.85 as the Comptroller
that the said Clarence
Clarence H.
H. Greene has paid to the United States on
that
a
account
against him arising out of a
United States
States against
claim of the United
account of the claim
loss
York, brought about by
of public
public funds at Mitchel Field, New York,
loss of
the
payment of
however, were Release from liabilof which,
which, however,
vouchers, none of
of fraudulent
fraudulent vouchers,
the payment
paid
said Clarence
hereby ity.
is hereby
H. Greene
Greene is
Clarence H.
The said
said claimant.
claimant. The
by the
the said
paid by
released
from any
any and all liability to the United States arising out of Proviso.
released from
Pro*o.
said
loss: Provided,
part of the amount appropriated in this Limitation
That no
no part
Provided, That
said loss:
on atetc.,
torney's,
torney's,
etc., fees.
Act
in excess
per centum
centum thereof shall
or delivered
delivered to or
shall be paid or
10 per
of 10
excess of
Act in
received
any agent
agent or
or attorney
on account
account of
of services
in
rendered in
services rendered
attorney on
by any
received by
connection
and the same shall be unlawful, any con- Penalty.
claim, and
this claim,
with this
connection with
tract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the pronotwithstanding. Any person violating
the contrary
tract to
visions
of this
Act shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
and upon
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
this Act
visions of
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
in any
thereof shall
conviction
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
Approved,

1376
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PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.810-812—OCT,
810-812-OCT. 9,
9, 1940
1940
[CHAPTER 810]
[CHAPTER
810]

October
9, 1940
October 9,
1940
[H. R. 5417]
5417]
[Private, No.
594]
[Private,
No. 594]
Surmany.
Isaac Surmany.
Cancelation
Cancelation of order
order
of
deportation.
of deportation.

Provisos.
Provisos.

Admission for
perfor permanent residence.
manent
residence.
Accrual of benefits.
benefits.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
That notwithstandnotwithstandCongress assembled,
ing the provisions of section
14 of
approved May
May 26,
1924
section 14
of the
the Act
Act approved
26, 1924
(43 Stat. 162; U. S. C., title 8, sec. 214),
214), to
to the
the contrary,
contrary, the
the Secretary
Secretary
hereby authorized
authorized and
of Labor is hereby
and directed
of,
directed to
to cancel
cancel the
the order
order of,
and warrant of arrest for,
deportation heretofore
heretofore issued
for, deportation
issued against
against Isaac
Isaac
Surmany: Provided,
Provided, That
Surmany;
That upon
approval of
of this
this Act
Act said
Isaac
upon the
the approval
said Isaac
Surmany
Surmany shall be
be deemed
deemed to
have been
admitted to
United
States
to have
been admitted
to the
the United States
for permanent
permanent residence:
residence: And provided
benefits
provided further,
further, That
That no
no benefits
shall be deemed to have accrued
to said
said Isaac
Isaac Surmany
Surmany by
reason of
accrued to
by reason
of
this Act prior to the approval
hereof.
approval hereof.
Approved, October
October 9,
1940.
9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 811]
[CHAPTER

Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fee&
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

ACT
AN ACT
For
of Isaac
Isaac Surmany.
Surmany.
For the
the relief
relief of

October 9,
1940
9, 1940
[11.
[H. R
R 6060]
[Private, No.
No. 5951
[Private,
5951

John P.
P. Hart.
Payment to.
to.

1.54 SIAT.
STAT.
L[54

AN ACT
relief of
of John
John P.
P. Hart.
For the
the relief
Hart.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
Representatives of
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
United States of America in
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
pay,
hereby, authorized
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
not otherwise
appropriated, to
John
otherwise appropriated,
to John
P. Hart, of Chicago, Illinois, the
$1,000, in
in full
the sum
sum of
of $1,000,
full settlement
settlement of
of
all claims
claims against the United.
for refund
refund of
value of
Liberty
United States
States for
of value
of Liberty
Bond deposited as bail for one
Fred Sering,
who was
arrested for
one Fred
Sering, who
was arrested
for
violation of the National Prohibition
Prohibition Act
January 9,
9, 1926,
Act on
on January
1926, the
the said
said
John P. Hart having
having secured an order of
the court
directing the
of the
court directing
the clerk
clerk
of
the court
court to pay to him the sum of $1,486.55,
of the
the face
face
$1,486.55, representing
representing the
value of the bond, plus the premium
premium and
and interest
interest realized
realized from
from the
the sale
sale
of said bond and others, with which
which order
clerk was
order the
the clerk
was not
not able
able to
to
comply as the money had been
the Treasury
been covered
covered into
into the
Treasury of
of the
the
United
United States: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in
this
this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
shall be
delivered
thereof shall
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
or received
received by any agent or attorney
to
attorney on account
of services
rendered
account of
services rendered
in connection
connection with this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful, any
same shall
be unlawful,
any
contract
to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any person
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
person violating
the
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon conviction
upon
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
sum not
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
October 9,
Approved, October
1940.
9, 1940.
[CHAPTER 812]
[CHAPTER
812]

October 9, 1940
[H. It.
6215]
[H.
R. 6216]
[Private, No.
596]
No. 596]
John E. Avery.
JohPayment. to.
Payment

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief
relief of
John E.
E. Avery.
Avery.
of John

Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House of
Be it
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
of America in Congress
Secretary
United States
States of
Congress assembled, That the Secretary
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
of
the Treasury
and he
he is
authorized and directed
directed to pay,
pay,
out
of
money in
appropriated, the
out of any
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
the
sum of $500
$500 to
to John
Avery, Rural Free Delivery Numbered 2,
sum of
John E.
E. Avery,
Honey
Grove, Texas, in
in full
settlement of all claims against
Honey Grove, Texas,
full settlement
against the
United
States
for
personal
expenses incident thereto
United States for personal injuries
injuries and
and eApenses
sustained by the
said John
John E.
sustained by
the said
E. Avery
Avery on April 26, 1938, as the result
of
involving aa Works
of a
a collision
collision involving
Works Progress Administration
Administration truck,
assignment numbered
numbered 24941,
assignment
24941, said truck being employed at
at that
that time
time
in connection
connection with project
project numbered
Honey Grove,
Grove, Texas,
Texas, street
street
numbered 6634,
6634, Honey

TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]
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1940

improvement and construction:
improvement
construction: Provided,
Provided, That
That no part
part of the
the amount
amount
appropriated in
appropriated
in this Act
Act in excess of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall
shall be
be
paid or delivered
delivered to or
account
or received by
by any agent
agent or
or attorney
attorney on
on account
of
services rendered
rendered in
connection with
the same
of any services
in connection
with this
this claim,
claim, and
and the
same
shall
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any
shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
the contrary
person violating
violating the
shall be
of
the provisions of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
shall be
be fined
fined in
any sum
aamisdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
in any
sum
not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
October
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 813]
8131
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
Motor Company.
Company.
For the relief of the Waffle
Wallie Motor

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
of the
the
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
United States of America in
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
and he
he is
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
pay,
be, and
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
out of any money in the
Treasury not
not otherwise
to the
the
the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
Wallie Motor Company,
Company, Ashland,
Wisconsin, the
the sum
sum of
Ashland, Wisconsin,
of $1,352.09.
$1,352.09.
The payment of such sum shall be in full settlement'of
settlementof all claims
against
claims against
by such
such company
out of
the furnishing
of
the United States
States by
company arising
arising out
of the
furnishing of
certain motor vehicles and automobile
automobile supplies
the Works
Works Progress
supplies to
to the
Progress
Administration, Ashland County, Wisconsin, for use
Administration,
use in
in connection
connection with
with
official project
65-53-25 during
during the
the period
project numbered
numbered 65-53-25
period from
from September
September
3, 1936, to March 31,
were furnished
31, 1937. Such vehicles and
and supplies
supplies were
furnished
engineer, Works
Works Progress
Progress AdminAdminon the requisition of
of the conservation
conservation engineer,
istration District
District Numbered
Numbered 7, but payment has
the
has been denied on the
issued without
proper procedure
grounds that such requisitions
requisitions were issued
without proper
procedure or
or
authority: Provided,
Provided, That no
amount appropriated
this
authority:
no part
part of the
the amount
appropriated in
in this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
to or
paid or delivered
delivered to
or
received by any agent or attorney on account
received
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
in
connection with this claim,
contract
connection
claim, and the same shall be unlawful any contract
to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating the
provisions
Any person
person violating
the provisions
of
guilty of
of a
upon conconof this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
viction thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTE R 814]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of F. W.
W. Heaton
Heaton

Be it
of the
the
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecretary of the Treasury
authorized and
and directed
Treasury be, and
and he
he is hereby, authorized
directed
to pay, out of any
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
any money in
in the
the Treasury
to
W. Heaton,
$1,834.50,
to F.
F. W.
Heaton, of
of Albuquerque,
Albuquerque, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, the
the sum
sum of
of $1,834.50,
in full settlement
United States,
States, on
settlement of
of all claims against
against the United
on account
account
permanent physical
physical disabilities
of the loss
loss of
of an
an eye
eye and other
other permanent
disabilities resultresulting from
while working
working at
ing
from injuries
injuries received
received on
on July
July 29,
29, 1938,
1938, while
at the
the
Mescalero Indian
New Mexico,
Mexico, and
and while
in private
private employ
Mescalero
Indian Agency,
Agency, New
while in
employ
property: Provided,
Provided, That no
part of
of the
the amount
on Government
Government property:
no part
amount
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of
per centum
thereof shall
shall
centum thereof
of 10
10 per
appropriated
be paid
or delivered
delivered to
or received
agent or
be
paid or
to or
by any
any.agent
attorney on
on
received by
or attorney
account
of services
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
the
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
and the
same
shall be
unlawful, any
the contrary
notwithstandsame shall
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to
to the
contrary notwithstanding. Any
person violating
the provisions
of this
shall be
ing.
Any person
violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
be
deemed
guilty of
and upon
conviction thereof
deemed guilty
of aa misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall
be
fined in
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
m any
any sum
sum not
be fined
Approved,
October 9,
Approved, October
9, 1940.
1940.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
atLimitation
on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

1040
October 0,
9, 1940
[H. R. 64571
6457]

[Private, No. 597]
697]
[Private,
Wall%
Wallie Motor
Motor ComCompany.
pany.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proso.
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 9,
9, 194o
1940
October
(H. R. 8512)
[H.
66121

[Private, No.
898]
[Private,
No. 66]
F.
W. Heaton.
Heaton.
F. W.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

1378
1378

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS .815-818—OCT.
1940
815-818-OCT. 9,
9, 1940
[
CHAPTER 815]
[CHAPTER

October 9,
1940
October
9, 1940
6639]
[H. R. 66391
[Private, No.
599]
No. 699]
George F.
F. Kermath.
Kermath.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on atattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

Mrs. Hama
Hama Torii
Emerson.
Emerson.
Admission for perAdmission
permanent residence.
residence.

Esther
Esther Jacobs.
Admission for
Admission
for perpermanent
manent residence.
residence.

43 Stat. 153.
C. §1 201201-88 U.
U. S.
S.C.
229; Supp. V, Ii 209 (0,
(),
213a.
213 (a),
(a), 213a.

F. Kermath.
Kermath.
F.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary
the Secretary
of the Treasury
and he
Treasury be,
be, and
is hereby,
directed to
to pay,
pay,
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
money in
out of any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasur7 not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
George
F. Kermath,
George F.
Kermath, of
of Rochester,
Rochester, New
York, the
the sum
sum of
New York,
of $640.34,
$640.34, in
in
full settlement
settlement of all
all claims
claims against
United States
States for
for the
the reimreimagainst the
the United
bursement of medical
medical expenses
bursement
incurred by
by him
him between
expenses incurred
between June
June 23
23 and
and
July
result of
July 12, 1938, as the direct
direct result
of an
an emergency
his
emergency caused
caused by
by his
service-connected disability: Provided,
service-connected
Provided, That
part of
of the
the amount
amount
That no
no part
appropriated
in this
Act in
appropriated in
this Act
in excess
10 per
per centum
thereof shall
be
excess of
of 10
centum thereof
shall be
paid or delivered
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
by any
or attorney
on account
any agent
agent or
attorney on
account
of services rendered in connection
of
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim, and
same shall
shall
and the
the same
be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
Any
person violating the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
of
Act shall
deemed guilty
guilty of
a misdemeanor
a
misdemeanor and upon conviction
conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
thereof shall
any
sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Mrs. Hama Toni
Torii Emerson.
Emerson.

Be it
Senate and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
House of
United
Congress assembled,
United States of America in Congress
assembled, That
from and
and after
after
That from

the
this Act,
the date of the approval
approval of this
Mrs. Hama
Toni Emerson,
Emerson, who
Act, Mrs.
Hama Torii
who
was
was admitted
admitted into the Territory of
of Hawaii
on June
June 27,
27, 1931,
1931, for
for aa
Hawaii on
temporary
wife of
temporary stay and is the Japanese
Japanese wife
of a
United
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
States, shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to have
have been
admitted as
as an
an immibeen lawfully
lawfully admitted
immifor permanent
grant for
permanent residence.
residence.
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 817]

October 9,
October
O, 1940
194
[H. R.
R. 68881
6888]
[H.
[Private, No. 601]
001]

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
George
relief of
of George

[
CHAPTER 816]
816]
[CHAPTER
October 9,, 1940
Ootober
1940
[H..R. 6820]
M
No. 600]
[Private, No.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Esther
Esther Jacobs.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Representatives of the
United
United States of America in Congress
the Secretary
Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of Labor is hereby
of
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to
to record
the admission
admission
record the
of Esther Jacobs for permanent residence. This
of
Act shall
shall not
not be
be
This Act
deemed to create
a record of the admission
create a
admission of
of the
the said
Esther Jacobs
said Esther
Jacobs
for immigration
immigration or naturalization
for
naturalization purposes, and if
if the
said Esther
the said
Esther
Jacobs is
is a
a quota
Jacobs
quota immigrant, the quota of her nationality as
as deterdetermined by the Immigration
Immigration Act of 1924 for the
mined
year, or
or if
if the
the current
current year,
the
quota for that year be exhausted,
exhausted, then
the following
then the
the quota
quota for
for the
following
year
year shall be reduced by one. The said Esther
Esther Jacobs
shall not
Jacobs shall
not
hereafter
be subject
to deportation
deportation for
for the same cause or causes upon
hereafter be
subject to
upon
which the order of deportation is based.
Approved,
Approved, October 9,
1940.
9, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 818]
[CHAPTER
818]

October 9,
9, 1940
1940
[H. R. 69461
6946]
Private, No. 602]
[Private,
602]
Balvatore
Salvatore Tares.
Taras.
Canoelation
Canoelation of order
order
deportation.
of deportation.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Salvatore
Salvatore Tams.
Taras.

Be it
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
Be
it enacted
by the
and House of Representaties
Representatives of the
the
United
States
of
America
United
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled, That
That in
the
adminin
the
administration
of the
the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws the Secretary
istration of
of
Secretary of
Labor
is
hereby
Labor is hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to cancel the warrant
warrant of
of

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

76TH
CONG., 3D
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS .818-820-OCT.
818-820—OCT. 9,
76TH CONG.,
9, 1940
1940

arrest
arrest and
and the order
order of
of deportation
deportation heretofore
heretofore issued
issued against Salvatore
Taras, and that the alien
hereafter become
become subject to
alien shall
shall not hereafter
to depordeportation for the cause contained
contained in the present
present warrant.
warrant. Upon the enactSecretary of State shall
ment of this Act the Secretary
shall instruct the proper
proper quotaquotacontrol officer to deduct one number from the nonpreference
nonpreference category
category
current quota year.
of the quota during the current
Approved,
October 9,
Approved, October
9, 1940.
1940.

1379
1379

Deduction from
Deduction
quota.

[CHAPTER 819]
[CHAPTER

AN ACT
ACT
relief of Walter B. McDougall
McDougall and Herbert Maier.
For the relief

Be
enacted by the
Representatives of the
Be it
it enacted
the Senate and
and House of Representatives
the
United States
States of America in
Congress assembled,
United
in Congress
assembled, That Walter
Walter B.
McDougall, wildlife technician,
technician, and Herbert
Herbert Maier, associate
associate regional
McDougall,
director, both of the National Park Service,
Service, Department of the
Interior, stationed
released
Interior,
stationed at
at Santa Fe, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, are hereby released
from
liability to refund or pay to
from any liability
to the United States the sums
sums
$127.89, for the cost of transof $113.14 and $14.75, in total sum of $127.89,
portation and per diem allowance
allowance in lieu of subsistence of said Walter
Walter
B. McDougall
McDougall and Herbert Maier for the periods February 26, 1936,
to March
March 6, 1936, and February 26, 1936, to February
February 27, 1936,
1936, from
Deming, New Mexico,
Washington, District of Columbia,
Mexico, to Washington,
Columbia, and
return to Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and from Deming, New Mexico,
return
to Denver, Colorado, both respectively, who, at the request of the
the
Office of
Office
of the Director,
Director, National
National Park
Park Service, Washington,
Washington, District
District
of Columbia,
accompanied the bodies
of Roger
W. Toll,
then SuperColumbia, accompanied
bodies of
Roger W.
Toll, then
SuperYellowstone National
intendent of Yellowstone
National Park, and George
Wright; then
George M. Wright,
wildlife expert, both of the National Park Service, killed m
in an
accident on February
February 25, 1936, while
highway near
near
while traveling on aa highway
therefor were
Deming, New Mexico, on official business, which claims therefor
were
disallowed by the General
General Accounting Office
after payment,
payment, which
disallowed
Office after
which
disallowance
been upheld
Comptroller General
disallowance has been
upheld by the Acting
Acting Comptroller
General by
notices of exception dated June 18, 1937, taken against the accounts
accounts
notices
of G. F. Allen, Disbursing
Disbursing Officer,
Officer, Washington,
Washington, District of Columbia.
No deduction
deduction on account of such payment of such payment of such
such
sums shall hereafter be made from any amount
amount due
due or
payable out
out of
of
or payable
Government funds to the said Walter B. McDougall
McDougall or
Herbert
or Herbert
Maier.
Maier.
Approved, October 9,
Approved,
9, 1940.
1940.

October
October 9, 1940
1940
[H. R. 72761
72761
[Private, No.
[Private,
No. 603]
Walter B.
Walter
B. McDougall
gall
and
Herbert
Maier.
Release from liability to make refund.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 820]

AN ACT
ACT
Brown, and Silas Young.
For the relief of Lillian Brown,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
United States of America in
of
authorized and
directed to
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
he is hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay,
pay,
out of any money in the
appropriated, the
Treasury not
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the Treasury
out
sum of
of $750
$750 to Silas Young,
Young,
sum of
of $750 to
to Lillian
Lillian Brown,
Brown, and the sum
both
Oklahoma, in full settlement
against
settlement of all claims against
both of Lenapah,
Lenapah, Oklahoma,
the
United States
States on
account of
sustained by the
the
of personal injuries
injuries sustained
on account
the United
said Lillian
Lillian Brown
and Silas
Young, arising
arising out
out of
of an
an accident
accident on
on
Silas Young,
Brown and
said
April
Mingo, Oklahoma,
a truck in the service
near Mingo,
Oklahoma, when a
April 19, 1935, near
of the
the Civilian
Conservation Corps
automobile in
with the
the automobile
Corps collided with
Civilian Conservation
of
riding: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount approwhich they were riding:
paid
priated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be paid
agent or
attorney on account
of
or attorney
account of
any agent
delivered to
to or
or received
received by any
or delivered
services
this claim,
claim, and
the same
be
with this
and the
same shall
shall be
services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with

October
October 9, 1940
[H. R. 7302]
73021
[Private, No. 604]
Lillian Brown and
and
Silas
Silas Young.
Payments to.
to,

Proviso.
ProVo.
Limitation on attarattoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

1380

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— OHS.820-822-OCT.
820-822—OCT.9,
9, 1940
1940

Penalty.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

unlawful, any contract to the
notwithstanding. Any
person
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
violating the provisions of this Act shall
guilty of
of a
misshall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be
be fined
any sum
thereof shall
fined in
in any
sum not
not
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
exceeding
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 821]
821]
[CHAPTER

October 9,
9, 1940
1940
H. R. 7425]
74251
[H.
(Private, No. 6051
605]
NobleFinch
Finch
Noble
Cardie Finch.
Payment to.

and
and

Proviso.
LitViononattorLimitation on attorney', et.,
ney's,
eta., fees.

tees.

Penalty.

Pnalt.

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of the parents
of Charldean
Charldean Finch.
parents of
Finch.

it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Be it
of Representatives
of the
Senate and
and House
House of
Representatives of
the
United States of America
America in
United
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
pay,
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Noble
not otherwise
Noble
Finch and Cardie Finch, of Atoka, Oklahoma,
sum of
of $3,500
$3,500 in
Oklahoma, the
the sum
in
full settlement
settlement of all claims against
the United
United States
States for
against the
for damages
damages
sustained by the said Noble Finch and Cardie Finch
sustained
by reason
reason of
Finch by
of the
the
Charldean Finch, caused
death of their daughter, Charldean
caused by
by injuries
injuries sustained
sustained
when she was struck,
struck, at the intersectio
of C
Street with
United States
States
intersectionn of
C Street
with United
Highway
Highway 69-75, in the city-of Atoka, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, on April
by
April 11,
11, 1939,
1939, by
aatruck in the service
the Civilian
Civilian .Conservation
service of the
Corps: Provided
Provided,
Conservation Corps:
That no part
appropriated in
That
part of the amount appropriated
this Act
of 10
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
per
by any
any
delivered to
to or
or received
received by
agent or attorney on account of services
services rendered in
connection with
in connection
with
this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
contract to
the contrary
contrary
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
Act shall
the provisions
of this
this Act
shall
be deemed
deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
be
thereof shall
shall
be fined in any sum not
$1,000.
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
1940.
9, 1940.
(CHAPTER 822]
822]
[CHAPTER

October 9,
9, 1940
IH. R.
R. 7747)
7747
(Private, No.
[Private,
No. 608)
6061

FEtelle
Estelle M. Corbett.

Payment to.

Provso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattoretc., fees.
ney's, etc.,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Estelle M. Corbett.

Be it
enacted by
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be
it enacted
by the
the Senate and
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
there is
That there
is
hereby authorized
authorized and directed to be appropriated,
to
appropriated, from
from funds
funds to
the credit of the District of Columbia in
of the
the United
in the
the Treasury
Treasury of
United
States not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
of $1,850
$1,850 to
to be
be paid
sum of
paid to
to
Estelle M. Corbett, of Detroit, Michigan,
Estelle
Michigan, in full
settlement of
of all
full settlement
all
claims against the United States and the municipal
municipal government
government of
of
the
the District of Columbia for personal injuries sustained
sustained by
by her
her on
on
November 14, 1939,
1939, when she was struck
near the
of
struck near
the intersection
intersection of
First and B
B Streets Southeast, in the city
First
of Washington,
Washington District
city of
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, by a
mot or ve
hicl
e owned
owne d b
y the
the National
Guard of
of
a motor
vehicle
by
National Guard
the
District
of
Columbia
and
operated
by
a
member
of
that organizathe District of Columbia and operated
amember
organization
the performance
a member of
tion while
while in
in the
performance of his duties as a
of said
said
organization:
organization: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
in this
centum thereof shall
in
this Act
Act in excess of 10 per centum
be paid
paid or
or delivshall be
delivered to
to or
or received
ered
received by any agent or attorney on
account of
of services
on account
services
rendered in
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawunlawful,
any contract
ful, any
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person vioviolatig
the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
lating the
guilty of
of a
a mismisdemeanor and
demeanor
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined
fined in any sum not
not
exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

1381

70iTH
CONG.,., 3D
SESS.-CHS.
9, 1940
1940
70TH CONG
3n SESS
.—CHS.823, 824-OCT.
824—OCT.9,

[CHAPTER 823]
[CHAPTER
823]

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Boston and Maine
Maine Railroad.
Railroad.

enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Be it
it erutcted
Senate and House
House of
of Representatives
United
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
directed to
to pay,
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
pay,
appropriated, the
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
the
sum of $1,698.63 to Boston and Maine
Maine Railroad, a
corporation existing
a corporation
existing
under the laws of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Massachusetts and having
under
full
aa usual place of business
business in Boston in said Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, in
in full
settlement of all claims against the Government
settlement
Government of the United States
damage to property
property sustained
sustained by the said
Railfor damage
said Boston
Boston and
and Maine
Maine Railcaused by the explosion of the acetylene-producing
road caused
acetylene-producing building in
the Boston Navy Yard on November
Provided, That no
November 13, 1934: Provided,
no part
of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of 10 per centum
centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection with this claim, and
and
the same shall be unlawful, any contract
contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstandnotwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of this Act shall be
be deemed
deemed
guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined
in
exceeding $1,000.
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
October 9, 1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 824]
[CHAPTER
824]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the
the relief
Betty Jane
Jane Bear
For
relief of
of Betty
Bear Robe.
Robe.

Be it enacted by the Senate
Senate and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to pay, out of any monev
money
in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to the superintendent
superintendent
account
of the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
Reservation, South Dakota, for
for the account
of Betty Jane Bear Robe, minor child and sole heir to the estate
estate of
Bessie Bear Robe, the sum of $2,000. Subject to the approval of the
Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, not to exceed $500 of such sum may be
expended by such superintendent
to pay
outstanding against
expended
superintendent to
pay debts
debts outstanding
against
the estate of the said Bessie Bear Robe. The payment of such sum
sum
of $2,000 shall be in full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United
United
States on account of the death of Aloysius
Aloygius Spotted Bear, minor son
son
of the said Bessie Bear Robe, who was killed on
on March
March 30,
30, 1938,
when struck by an automobile of the United States Indian Service
while alighting from an Indian Service
Service school bus on United
United States
States
Highway Numbered
boundaries of the Pine Ridge
Ridge
Numbered 18 within the boundaries
Indian Reservation,
Dakota: Provided,
Reservation, South Dakota:
Provided, That no part of the
amount
appropriated in
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof
shall
received by
attorney
delivered to
to or received
by any agent or
or attorney
shall be paid
paid or delivered
on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
and
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim, and
on account
of services
the
unlawful, any
contract to
notwithto the
the contrary notwithsame shall
shall be unlawful,
any contract
the same
standing. Any
Any person
person violating
the provisions
of this
this Act
shall be
be
provisions of
Act shall
standing.
violating the
deemed
of a
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
shall
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof
deemed guilty
guilty of
be
fined m
in any
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
any sum not
be fined
Approved,
October 9, 1940.
Approved, October

October 9.
9. 1940
1940
October
[H. R. 7815]
[Private, No. 607]
Boston and Maine
Boston
Railroad.
Railroad.
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 9,
1940
9, 1940
October
[H.
[H. R. 7910]

[Private, No. 608]
[Private,

Betty Jane Bear
Bear
Robe.
Robe.
Payment
for accondition.
count of; condition.

Proviso.
Proaeso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.
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PRIVATE LAWS—OHS.
PRIVATE
825-828—OCT. 9,
9, 1940
LAWS-CHS. 825-828--OCT.
1940
[CHAPTER 825]
825]
[CHAPTER

October 9,1940
9, 1940
[H. R. 8163]
[Private, No. 609]
[Private,
609]
Antonio Sabatini.
Cancelation of
of order
order
deportation.
of deportation.

Eligibility
Eligibility for
for natunaturalization.
ralization.

ACT
AN ACT
the relief
Sabatini.
For the
relief of
of Antonio
Antonio Sabatini.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
by the
the Senate and
the
United
United States of
in, Congress
assembled, That
That in
in the
adminof America
America in
Congress assembled,
the administration of the immigration and naturalization
laws the
naturalization laws
the Secretary
Secretary
of Labor is hereby authorized and
directed to
cancel the
warrant of
of
and directed
to cancel
the warrant
arrest and the order of deportation
deportation heretofore
heretofore issued
issued against
against Antonio
Antonio
Sabatini.
Sabatini. Hereafter, for
purpose of
of the
and naturalinaturalifor the
the purpose
the immigration
immigration and
zation
zation laws, and
commission of
of the
the offense
offense with
with
and notwithstanding
notwithstanding the
the commission
which he was charged
charged in his native land,
meet the
the
land, that
that if he
he can
can meet
requirements of the naturalization laws,
requirements
be admitted
admitted to
citilaws, he may be
to citizenship
zenship and such offense shall
considered aa bar
bar to
shall not
not be considered
to his
his
naturalization.
naturalization.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 826]
826]
[CHAPTER

October 9, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 8301]
[Private, No. 610]
Allen B. Boyer.
Redemption
Redemption of
of certain stamps.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of
Boyer.
of Allen B.
B. Boyer.

and House of
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
United
States of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
in, Congress
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to
authorized and
and directed
redeem in favor of Allen B. Boyer of
Rural Route
of Rural
Route Numbered
Numbered 3,
3,
Snohomish, Washington,
Washington ? certain
certain war-savings
war-savings certificate stamps,
series of 1918, issued to him but later destroyed
destroyed by
by fire,
fire, such
such redempredemption to be in the amount of
$600.
of $600.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 827]

October 9, 1940
1940
[11. R. 8744]
[H.
[Private, No. 611]
611]

Ernest Lyle GreenJoy
wood and Phyllis Toy
Greenwood.
Greenwood.
Admission for permanent residence.
residence.

AN ACT
For
the relief of Ernest Lyle Greenwood
Greenwood and Phyllis Joy Greenwood.
For the
Greenwood.

it enacted
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be it
enacted by the Senate
of the
the
United
in Congress
United States of America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That in the adminadministration of the immigration
naturalization laws
immigration and naturalization
laws the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of
Labor be, and is hereby, authorized and directed
record the
directed to
to record
the lawful
lawful
admittance
admittance for permanent
permanent residence
Ernest Lyle
and
residence of
of Ernest
Lyle Greenwood
Greenwood and
Phyllis Joy Greenwood,
Greenwood, subjects of Canada,
Canada, upon
date of
of the
the
upon the date
enactment of this Act, and that they shall, for all purposes under the
the
naturalization laws, be deemed to
immigration and naturalization
to have
have been
lawfully
been lawfully
admitted to the United States as immigrants
immigrants for permanent residence.
residence.
Approved,
Approved, October 9, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 828]

October
October 9, 1940
[H. R. 8830]
[Private,
[Private, No. 612]

Steve Zegura, Jr.,
Ir.,
and B. Dragomir Zegura.
Admission
Admission for perpermanent residence.
residence.

AN ACT
ACT
To amend the records at the port of New York to show the admission
admission of
of Steve
Steve
Zegura, Junior,
Junior, and
and B.
B. Dragomir
Dragomir Zegura
as aliens
aliens admitted for permanent
permanent
Zegura,
Zegura as
residence.
residence.

Be it
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the
United
States
of
America
in
Congress
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the records at
the
York showing
showing arrival
on December
the port
port of
of New
New York
arrival on
December 6, 1929, on the
steamship
Leviathan,
of
Steve
steamship Leviathan,
Steve Zegura, Junior, and B. Dragomir
Dragomir
Zegura, be,
be, and
and they
they are hereby, amended to establish the arrival
Zegura,
arrival of
of
the persons
residence instead of
the
persons herein
herein named as aliens for permanent residence
of
citizens of
citizens
of the
the United
United States
States as now recorded. From and after the

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

approval of this Act, the persons herein
date of approval
deemed
herein named shall
shall be
be deemed
to have been admitted to the United States
on December
December 6,
1929, as
as
States on
6, 1929,
aliens for permanent residence
residence in compliance with law,
any provision
provision
law, any
of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization statutes
notwithstanding.
statutes notwithstanding.
Approved,
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 829]

AN ACT
ACT

To provide
for the
To
provide for
the reimbursement
of certain
officers and
and men
the Coast
reimbursement of
certain officers
men of
of the
Coast and
and
Geodetic Survey
Geodetic
Survey for
value of
personal effects
effects lost,
damaged, or
destroyed
for the
the value
of personal
lost, damaged,
or destroyed
in a
a fire aboard the
the Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey
in
Survey launch
launch Mikawe
Mikawe at
at Norfolk,
Norfolk,
Virginia, on
27, 1939.
1939.
Virginia,
on October
October 27,

enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of
Be it
it enacted
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and
to pay,
and directed to
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to Lieutenant
tenant Francis L. Gallen, the sum
Lieutenant (Junior
(Junior
sum of
of $196.55;
$196.55; to
to Lieutenant
Grade) Edward
Edward B. Brown, Junior, the sum of $135.75;
to Anon
Anon J.
J.
$135.75; to
Small, boatswain, the sum of $105.50;
$105.50; to James D. Walter,
Walter, assistant
assistant
to engineer, the
chief writer,
writer, the
the sum of $49.25;
$49.25; to
to Marvin
Marvin C.
C. Jenkins,
Jenkins, chief
the
sum of $18.55;
$18.55; to William D. Bennett,
Bennett, quartermaster,
quartermaster, first
first class,
class, the
the
sum of $42.80$42.80; to John
John C.
the sum
sum of
C. Phillips,
Phillips, seaman,
seaman, able-bodied,
able-bodied, the
of
$36.75;
$36.75; to Robert W.
able-bodied, the
the sum
sum of
of
W. Larmour,
Larmour, seaman,
seaman able-bodied,
$20; to Lester D. Jenkins, seaman, able-bodied,
the sum
$60; to
to
able-bodied, the
sum of
of $60;
Elton E. Mooney, seaman,
able-bodied, the sum of $82; and
seaman, able-bodied,
Isaac
and to
to Isaac
R. Jones, ship's cook, first class, the sum of $84,
claimants being
being
$84, all
all claimants
members of the United States Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey;
Survey; said
said sums,
sums,
in all, $831.15,
$831.15, to be in fitll
full settlement
settlement of all claims against
against the
the GovernGovernment for loss, damage,
damage, or destruction
ects caused by an
destruction of personal eeffects
explosion and fire aboard the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey launch
launch
Mikawe
Mikawe at Norfolk, Virginia, on October 27, 1939: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no
part of the amount appropriated
in this
this Act
in excess
centum
appropriated in
Act in
excess of
of 10
10 per
per centum
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received
or
received by any
any agent
agent or
attorney on account
account of services rendered
connection with this
rendered in connection
this claim,
claim,
and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notany contract
to the
notwithstanding. Any
withstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
the provisions
of this
shall
be deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction therof shall
be fined in any sum not exceeding
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 9,
9, 1940.

October
October 9, 1910
1940
[H. R. 9073]
9073]
[Private,
No. 613]
[Private, No.
613]

Coast and
and Geodetic
Geodetic
Survey.
Reimbursement
of
Reimbursement of
officers and
and
certain officers
men for loss of personal property, etc.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 830]
830]

AN ACT
To provide for the issuance of aa license
license to practice
practice the healing art in the District
District
of Columbia to Doctor A. L. Ridings.
Ridings.

Senate and
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
United States
in Congress
assembled, That notwithstandStates of America
America in
Congress assembled,
notwithstanding any limitations relating to the time within which an
application
an application
for a
alicense must be filed or to the granting of licenses on
on aareciprocal
reciprocal
basis in the jurisdiction
applicant came,
Comjurisdiction from which the
the applicant
came, the
the Commission
to Practice
Healing Art
the District
District of
of
mission on Licensure
Licensure to
Practice the
the Healing
Art in
in the
Columbia is authorized
authorized and directed
directed to issue a
alicense to practice the
healing
healing art in the
Columbia to
to Doctor
Doctor A.
the District
District of
of Columbia
A. L.
L. Ridings,
Ridings, forformerly of Sherman, Texas, if
if found qualified in
accordance wth
with the
in accordance
Provisions
Provisions of section 25 of the Healing Arts
Practice Act, District
Arts Practice
District
of Columbia, 1928.
Approved, October
October 9, 1940.
1940.
193470°--41-PT.
II---10
19347OP-41—m u-10

October 9,
1940
October
9,1940
[II.
9284[
[H. R. 92841
[Private, No. 614]
6141
[Private,

Dr. A. L. Ridings.
License to practice
the healing art in District of Columbia.

45 Stat.
Sta. 1335.
135
20
Code
0 D. C. Code

141141.
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1384
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1940
831-833-OCT. 9,
9, 1940
[
CHAPTER 831]
[CHAPTER
831]

October
9, 1940
October 9,
1940
R. 9840]
[H. R.
9840]
[Private, No.
No. 615]
[Private,
615]
Bela
Bela Karlovitz.
Karlovitz.
Admission for
for perAdmission
perresidence.
manent residence.

Deduction
Deduction from
from
quota.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

ACT
AN ACT
Bela Karlovitz.
For the relief of
of Bela
Karlovitz.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
and House
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
Senate and
House of
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
the
purAmerica in
Congress assembled,
That for
for the purposes of the immigration and
laws Bela
Karlovitz, of
and naturalization
naturalization laws
Bela Karlovitz,
of
Wilkinsburg,
Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, aa research
engineer temporarily
research engineer
temporarily in
in the
the
United States as a
a visitor, shall be considered
considered to
United
to have
have been
been lawfully
lawfully
admitted,
admitted, at New York,
York, New
New York, on
on September
September 1,
1, 1938,
1938, to
to the
the
United
States for
permanent residence.
United States
for permanent
residence.
Upon the enactment
enactment of this Act the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State shall
shall instruct
instruct
the proper quota-control
quota-control officer to
one number
number from
to deduct
deduct one
from the
the
Hungarian
Hungarian quota for the first year
that the
quota is
year that
the said
said Hungarian
Hungarian quota
is
available.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[
CHAPTER 832]
832]
[CHAPTER

October 9,
1940
October
9, 1940
[H. R. 1015,5]
10155]
[Private, No.
No. 616]
616]

AN ACT
For the relief of
William M.
M. Irvine.
of William
Irvine.

William
Irvine.
Wliam
M. Irvine.
Waiver M.
citizenWaiver of citizenship requirements
requirements as
to compensation
tecopensatorn
earned by.

Be it
it enacted
Be
enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United
in Congress
United States of America in,
Congress assembled,
the audit
assembled, That
That in
in the
audit

as of
postmaster
of the
the accounts
accounts of the p
os t
mast
er a
Los Angeles,
Angeles, California,
California, the
att Los
the

Payment
to
Payment to
liam M. Irvine.

WilWil-

Comptroller General of
States be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
of the United
United States
hereby,
authorized
authorized and directed
directed to waive
waive the citizenship
of
citizenship requirements
requirements of
section
section 55of the Act of March
March 28, 1938 (52
148), as
as to
to compencompen(52 Stat.
Stat. 148),
sation
sation earned
earned by William M. Irvine during the
the period
July 1
period July
1 to
to
August 25,1938,
inclusive, as aapostal clerk
August
25, 1938, inclusive,
clerk at
Angeles, California.
California.
at Los
Los Angeles,

SEC.
SEC. 2.
2. The
The postmaster
postmaster at Los Angeles, California,
California, is
hereby authoris hereby

authorized and
and directed
ized
directed to pay William
William M. Irvine, under
the applicable
under the
applicable
appropriation of the Postal Service, such part of
appropriation
has not
of $304.05
$304.05 as
as has
not
been paid to him, or, having heretofore
heretofore been
been paid
paid to
to him,
been
him, has
has been
refunded by the
the payee, such sum representing
refunded
representing the
the net
of
net amount
amount of
compensation
compensation earned by him during
during the
period July
1
to August
August 25,
25,
the
period
July
1
to
Proriao.
mittion on ttr 1938,
1938, inclusive,
inclusive, as aapostal clerk at Los Angeles, California: Provided,
Provided,
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
fees.
neys,
,etc.,fees.
That no
no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
That
Act in
in excess
excess of
10
in this Act
of 10
per centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
received by
by any
delivered to
to or
or received
any
agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
agent or
account of services
services rendered in connection
connection with
with
this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful,
any
contract to
the
be
unlawful,
any
contract
to
the
Penalty.
'Pnalty.
contrary notwithstanding.
contrary
notwithstanding. Any
Any person violating the provisions
provisions of
of
this Act shall be deemed guilty of aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
upon conviction
and upon
conviction
thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October 9,
9, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 833]
October 9, 1940
[H. R.
R. 10191]
10191]
[Private,
617]
[Private, No.
No. 617]
Anthony Borsellino.
Borsellino.
Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Anthony
Anthony Borsellino.
Borsellino.

Be it
enacted by
by the
the Senate
and House of Representatives
Be
it enacted
Senate and
Representatives of the
United
States of
of America
assembled, That there is hereby
United States
America in Congress
Congress assembled,
authorized
and directed
authorized and
directed to be appropriated,
appropriated, from funds to the credit
credit
of the
District of
of Columbia
Columbia in the Treasury of the United States
of
the District
States not
not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the sum of $3,500,
otherwise
$3,500, to be
to Anthony
Anthony Borbe paid
paid to
BorWashington, District of Columbia,
sellino, of Washington,
in full
full settlement
of
Columbia, in
settlement of
all claims
claims against the United States and the municipal government
all
government of
of
the
the District
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, on account of the death
of his
minor son,
son,
death of
his minor

54

54 STAT.]

76TH

CONG
CONG.,.,

3D
3D

1385
1385

SESS.—CHS.
SESS.-CHS. 833-835—OCT.
833-835-OCT. 0,
9, 1940
1940

Joseph Borsellino
Borsellino, as a
a result of injuries received
through the neglireceived through
operation of a
gent operation
a truck belonging
belonging to the District of Columbia
Columbia
National
June 23,
Third Street
and Maine
National Guard,
Guard, on
on June
23, 1933,
1933, at
at Third
Street and
Maine Avenue,
Avenue,
Washington, District
District of
Columbia: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
of the
Washington,
of Columbia:
no part
part of
the
amount
appropriated in this
per centum
centum thereof
thereof
amount appropriated
this Act in excess of
of 10
10 per
shall
or delivered
to or
by any
any agent
attorney on
on
shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered to
or received
received by
agent or
or attorney
account
of services
rendered in
in connection
with this
claim, and
and the
the
account of
services rendered
connection with
this claim,
same
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding.
same shall
contract to
the contrary
Any
shall be
guilty
Any person
person violating
violating the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
be deemed
deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall
be fined
fined in
in any
any
of
a misdemeanor
shall be
sum
exceeding $1,000.
sum not
not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
9, 1940.
1940.
Approved, October
October 9,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorney's,
fees.
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER
834]
[CHAPTER 834]

ACT
AN ACT
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of
H.
Authorizing
of the
the Interior
Interior to
to issue to
to Henry W.
W. Shurlds
Shurlds and W. H.
White
patent to
to certain
in the
of Mississippi.
White aapatent
certain lands
lands in
the State
State of
Mississippi.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
the Senate
and House
House of
Be it
by the
Senate and
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
States of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of
and he
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
to issue
issue
of the
the Interior
Interior be,
be, and
is hereby,
and directed
directed to
to
Henry W.
W. Shurlds
Shurlds and
W. H.
White a
in fee
fee to
the followfollowto Henry
and W.
H. White
a patent
patent in
to the
15, 16; lot
ing described lands,
lands, to
to wit: Lots 5, 6,
6, 7,
7, 8,
8, 13, 14,
14, 15,
lot 12,
12, less
off of
the east
east side
side of
twelve acres
acres in
in the form of
of a
a parallelogram
parallelogram off
of the
of
said lot 12, and lot 17, less thirteen acres in the form of a
a paralleloparallelogram
15
gram off of
of the east side of said
said lot
lot 17, all in section
section 19, township
township 15
Mississippi,
north, range
range 11east,
east, Choctaw meridian,
meridian, Holmes County, Mississippi,
containing
containing three hundred and seventy-eight and eighty one-hunone-hunhowever That the
dredths acres, more or
or less:
less: Provided,
Provided, however,
the issuance
issuance of
such
patent shall
only as
as a
of all
all the
the right,
right, title,
title,
such patent
shall operate
operate only
a conveyance
conveyance of
and
and interest of the United
United States
States in and
and to the lands described
described herein,
herein,
but
should
but shall
shall not
not affect any valid adverse
adverse rights
rights of
of third parties should
any such
such rights
rights exist.
Approved, October 9, 1940.
1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 835]
835]
[CHAPTER

ACT
AN ACT

Branscome a
a
Authorizing
Interior to issue to Ruth Gainey Branscome
Authorizing the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
patent to certain lands in the State of Mississippi.
Mississippi.

Be it
it enacted
and House
Representatives of
enacted by
by the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
of the
the
United States of America in
assembled, That the Secretary
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of
Interior be, and
he is
authorized and directed
of the
the Interior
and he'
is hereby, authorized
directed to issue
issue
following-described
to Ruth Gainey
Gainey Branscome
Branscome a
a patent in
in fee
fee to the following-described
lands,
acres in the
lands, to wit: Lots
Lots 3,
3, 4, 9, 10,
10, 11,
11, and
and 18, and twelve acres
parallelogram off of the east
form of
of aa parallelogram
east side of lot
lot 12, and
and thirteen
thirteen
acres
parallelogram off
side of lot 17,
17,
off of the east side
acres in
in the form
form of
of aa parallelogram
all of
being in
in section
section 19,
19, township
15 north,
range 1
1 east,
east,
all
of said
said land
land being
township 15
north, range
Choctaw
Holmes County,
Mississippi, containing
containing two
County, Mississippi,
two hunhunChoctaw meridian,
meridian, Holmes
dred
and sixty-seven
and twenty-eight
twenty-eight one-hundredths
one-hundredths acres,
acres, more
more
sixty-seven and
dred and
or
such patent
patent shall
shall
of such
That the
the issuance
issuance of
less: Provided,
Provided, however,
however, That
or less:
operate
only as
of
right, title,
title, and
and interest
interest of
a conveyance
conveyance of
of all
all the
the right,
operate only
as a
the
States in
in and
lands described
but shall
shall not
not
described herein,
herein, but
and to
to the
the lands
the United
United States
affect
rights of
parties should
should any
any such
such rights
rights
third parties
adverse rights
of third
affect any
any valid
valid adverse
exist.
exist.
Approved,
October 9,
1940.
9, 1940.
Approved, October

October 9,
9, 1940
1940
October
[H.
R. 99421
[H. R.
9942]
[Private,
6181
[Private, No.
No. 618]

Henry
Henry W. Shurlds
and W. H. White.
White.
Issuance
of land patIssuanceofland
ent
to.
ent to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
adverse rights
Valid adverse
of third parties.
parties.
of

October
October 9, 1940
[11. R. 99431

[H. .

• [Private,
6191
[Private, No.
No. 6109

Ruth Oainey
Gainey Branscome.
come.
Issuance of laud
land patent to.

Proviso.
Proiso.
Valid
Valid adverse
adverse rights
of third
third parties.
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[CHAPTER 854]
854]
[CHAPTER
October
October 10, 1940
1040
[H.
[H. R. 3481]
3481]
[Private,
[Private, No. 620]
C.
C. Z. Bush and
and
W.
W. D.
D. Kennedy.
Kennedy.
Payments to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorattorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

Warren Zimmerman.
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
AN

For the relief
of C.
Bush and
W. D.
Kennedy.
relief of
C. Z.
Z. Bush
and W.
D. Kennedy.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
United States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
the Secretary
Secretary
in Congress
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he
and directed
to pay,
pay,
he is hereby, authorized
authorized and
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not
appropriated, to
Z.
not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
to C.
C. Z.
Bush, of Dawson, Georgia, the sum of
$1,704.50 for
injuries
of $1,704.50
for personal
personal injuries
sustained, and to W. D. Kennedy,
Kennedy, of
of Dawson,
the sum
sum of
of
Dawson, Georgia,
Georgia, the
$72.80 for property damage
damage suffered,
satisfaction of
of their
their
suffered, in
in full
full satisfaction
claims against the United States, sustained
sustained when
when the
the automobile
automobile in
in
which they were riding
struck by
by a
aNational
riding was
was struck
National Park
Park Service
Service truck
truck
operated
operated in connection
connection with
the Civilian
Corps, on
the
with the
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps,
on the
Dawson-Albany
Dawson-Albany Highway,
Highway, near Dawson,
Georgia, on
on August
12, 1937:
Dawson, Georgia,
August 12,
1937:
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Provided,
in this
this Act
appropriated in
Act in
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
be paid
to or
or
shall be
paid or
or delivered
delivered to
received
received by any agent or attorney on
account of
services rendered
rendered in
in
on account
of services
connection
connection with this claim, and
the same
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
conand the
unlawful, any
any contract to the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
Any person
person violating
the
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
misdemeanor and
of aamisdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be
fined in
be fined
in any
any sum
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October
October 10, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 855]

October 10,
10, 1940
October
1940
[H. R. 4126]
4126]
[Private,
No. 621]
621]
[Private, No.

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Warren Zimmerman.
Zimmerman.

Be it
enacted by the Senate and
and House
it enacted
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he
he is
i
sh
ere by, au
th ori
ze d and
and directed
pay
hereby,
authorized
directed to
to pay
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Warren
Zimmerman, of Lawrence,
Lawrence, Kansas,
Warren Zimmerman,
the sum
sum of
$580.26, in
in
Kansas, the
of $580.26,
full settlement
settlement of all claims against the United States
States for
for losses
losses sussustained because of the failure of the postmaster
and postal
postal employees
employees
postmaster and
at Lawrence, Kansas, to handle mail deposited
deposited in
office in
in
in that
that post
post office
accordance
understanding and agreement
accordance with the understanding
agreement made
made with
with this
this
patron: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
patron:
appropriated in
in this
this
Act in excess of 10 per centum thereof
thereof shall be
be paid
or delivered
to
paid or
delivered to
or received by any agent or attorney
attorney on account of
of services
services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with
with this claim,
in
claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, an
y
any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
person violating
violating the
the
provisions of
of this
this Act shall be deemed
provisions
deemed guilty of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon
thereof shall
shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
upon conviction
conviction thereof
Approved,
Approved, October
October 10, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 856]
[CHAPTER
856]

October 10,
10, 1940
1940
October
[H. R. 6782]
6782]
[H.
[Private, No. 622]
James Robert
Robert HarHarman.
man.
Honorable
Honorable discharge
discharge
from U. S.
S. military
military
service.

Proviso.
Proviso.
No back pay
pay or
No
penor pension.
sion.

ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of James Robert
Robert Harman.

Be it
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the Senate
of the
the
United
States of America
America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminadministration of
istration
of any
any laws
laws conferring
conferring rights, privileges,
privileges, or benefits
benefits upon
honorably
discharged soldiers
honorably discharged
soldiers James Robert Harman,
Harman, who was
was a
a
member
of the
member of
the Sixty-fifth
Sixty-fifth Service Squadron, Air Corps, shall be held
held
and considered
considered to
and
to have
have been honorably discharged
discharged from the military
service
of the United States on May 15, 1931: Provided,
service of
Provided, That
That no
no
back
accrued prior to
back pay or pension shall be held to have accrued
approval
to the
the approval
of
Act.
of this
this Act.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 10, 1940.
1940.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76ra
.--CI1S.863-865—OCT.
76TH CONG.,
CONG., 3D
3D SESS
SESS.-CHS.
863-865-OCT. 14,
14, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER 863]
[CHAPTER
863]

ACT
AN ACT
relief of William
A. Reithel.
For the
the relief
William A.
Reithel.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
Representative of
of the
by the
the Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
of America
the Secretary
Secretary
United States
States of
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is
authorized and directed
to pay
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to
pay
the sum of $3,000,
$3,000, out of any money
Treasury not
not otherwise
money in
in the
the Treasury
otherwise
appropriated, to
to William
William A.
Reithel, of
New York,
appropriated,
A. Reithel,
of Brooklyn,
Brooklyn, New
York, in
in full
full
settlement of all claims against the United
United States
personal injury
injury
States for personal
an Army
Army auto-truck
auto-truck driver
by reason of the negligent
negligent driving
driving of
of an
driver
which resulted in driving over the
foot of
the said
said William
William A.
the foot
of the
A. Reithel
ReitheI
necessitating amputation of
and necessitating
part of
of
of the foot: Provided,
Provided, That
That no
no part
the
appropriated in
in excess
excess of
10 per
the amount
amount appropriated
in this
this Act
Act in
of 10
per centum
centum
thereof shall be paid or
delivered to or
or received
by any
or delivered
received by
any agent
agent or
or
attorney
attorney on account
account of services rendered
rendered in
in connection
connection with
with this
this claim,
claim,
and the same shall
contract to
to the
notshall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any contract
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding. Any person violating
violating the provisions of
of this
this Act
Act shall
shall
misdemeanor and upon
be deemed
deemed guilty of a
a misdemeanor
conviction thereof
thereof
upon conviction
shall
sum not
shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
864]
[CHAPTER 864]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the
the relief
relief of Frank
Frank Hall.
Hall

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
and House
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
assembled, That the Secretary
of the Treasury
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
and directed
directed to
to pay,
authorized and
pay,
out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
to
otherwise appropriated,
Frank Hall, of New Paris, Ohio, the
the sum
sum of
of $3,700.
Such sum
repre$3,700. Such
sum represents and shall be in full settlement of
against the
the United
United
of all claims
claims against
States for loss incurred
incurred in the destruction
destruction by
by fire
fire of real and
and chattel
chattel
property on or about February 18 1939, said fire resulting from
actions of an agent
agent or agents of the Soil Conservation
Conservation Service,
Service, United
United

States Department
Agriculture: Pro
Department of
of Agriculture:
vded, That
Providcd,
That no
no part
part of
of the
the
amount app)ropriated
amount
appropriated in
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
10 per
centum thereof
in this
this Act
per centumr
thereof
shall
received by any agent
hall be paid or delivered
delivered to or received
agent or
or attorney
attorney
on account of services rendered in connection
and
connection with
with this claim,
claim, and
the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any contract
contract to
to the
the contrary
contrary notwithnotwithstanding. Any person violating
provisions of
this Act
Act shall
shall be
be
violating the provisions
of this
deemed
deemed guilty of a
conviction thereof
shall be
be
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and upon
upon conviction
thereof shall
fined in any sum not
exceeding $1,000.
not exceeding
Approved, October 14, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER 865]
865]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT

For the relief
Rupinski and Maria
Zofia Rupinski.
relief of
of Joseph
Joseph B.
B. Rupinski
Maria Zofia
Rupinski.

Be it
it enacted
by the
and House
Representatives of
of the
Be
enacted by
the Senate
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United States
United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That in
in the
the adminisadminisnaturalization laws
the Secretary
Secretary of
tration of the immigration
immigration and naturalization
laws the
of
Labor is
is hereby
authorized and
to cancel
the warrant
Labor
hereby authorized
and directed
directed to
cancel the
warrant of
of
arrest and
order of
of deportation
deportation against
Joseph B.
B. Rupinski
Rupinski and
arrest
and the
the order
against Joseph
and
wife, heretofore
heretofore issued
issued on
on the
the ground
ground that
that
Maria Zofia Rupinski,
Rupinski, his
his wife,
admission
to the
the United
States had
had been
fraudulently gained,
gained and
and
admission to
United States
been fraudulently
that
deemed to
been lawfully
lawfully admitted
admitted
that they shall hereafter
hereafter be
be deemed
to have
have been
to
States as
as of
of April
April 2,
for permanent
residence and
to the
the United States
2, 1925,
1925, for
permanent residence
and
naturalization.

1387
October
14, 1940
1940
October 14,
[H.
3907]
[H. R.
R. 3907]
[Private, No.
No. 623]
[Private,
623]
William A. Bethel.
William
Reithel.
Payment
Payment to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
on attorney's,
ney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

October 14, 1940
1940
[H.
7283]
[H. R.
R. 72831
[Private, No. 6241
624]
Prank Hall.
Frank
Payment to.
Payment

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorattorney's, etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.

October
1940
October 14,
14, 1940
R. 7515]
7515]
[H. R.
[Private, No. 625]
625]
[Private,
Joseph
B. Rupinski
Rupinski
Joseph B.
and Maria Zofia
Zofla Rupinski.
Cancelation of
of order
order
of deportation.

Admission for perAdmission
per
manent residence
residence and
and
naturalisation.
naturalization.
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CHS .865-868—OCT
PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
865-868-OCT..14,
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Deduction
Deduction
quota.

from
from

Upon the
this Act
the Secretary
Secretary of
State shall
shall instruct
instruct
Upon
the enactment
enactment of
of this
Act the
of State
the
deduct two
numbers from
the proper
proper quota-control
quota-control officer
officer to
to deduct
two numbers
from the
the prefpreference
quota during
during the
the current
current year.
erence category
category of
of the
the quota
year.
Approved,
October 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
Approved, October
[CHAPTER 866]
8661

October 14, 1940
October
[H. R.
R. 7784]
7784]
[H.
[Private, No.
626]
[Private,
No. 626]
Howard
R.
Howard R.
Browne.
Browne.
Payment to.
Payment

M.
M.

STAT.
[54 S
TAT.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of Howard R.
M. Browne.
R. M.
Browne.

the Senate
of Representatives
Representatives of
the
Be it
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
and House
House of
of the
United States of America
America in
assembled, That
That the
the SecreSecreUnited
in Congress
Congress assembled,
tary of
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
he is
authorized and
directed
tary
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and directed
to pay
pay to
R. M.
M. Browne,
of Kansas
City, Kansas,
sum
to
to Howard
Howard R.
Browne, of
Kansas City,
Kansas, the
the sum
of $137
$137 in
in full
settlement for
lost at
at La
Nue,
of
full settlement
for baggage
baggage and
and property
property lost
La Nue,
France,
14, 1918,
while serving
serving as
as a
France, on or about
about June
June 14,
1918, while
a first
first lieutenant,
lieutenant,
Three
Hundred and
Infantry, American
Three Hundred
and Seventieth
Seventieth Infantry,
American Expeditionary
Expeditionary
Forces.
Approved, October
October 14, 1940.
[
CHAPTER 867]
867]
[CHAPTER

October 14, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. R. 8295]
[Private, No. 627]
627]
Leo Neumann and
and
Leo
Neumann.
Alice Neumann.
Admission for permanent
manent residence.
residence.

Deduction
Deduction
quota.
quota.

from

ACT
AN ACT
Neumann.
For the relief of Leo Neumann and
and his wife,
wife, Alice Neumann.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
of the
the
United
United States of America in
in Congress
assembled, That Leo
Congress assembled,
Leo Neumann
Neumann
and his wife,
wife, Alice Neumann,
Neumann, formerly of
temporarily
of Germany,
Germany, now
now temporarily
in this country, shall be admitted
admitted to the United States
America
States of America
for permanent
notwithstanding any provision
permanent residence here, notwithstanding
provision of the
immigrations laws
in effect.
effect.
immigrations
laws of the
the United States
States now
now in
Upon the enactment of this Act the Secretary
instruct
Secretary of State shall instruct
the proper quota-control officer to deduct two numbers from
from the GerGerman quota for the first year that the said German quota
quota is available.
Approved,
October 14,
14, 1940.
Approved, October
1940.
[CHAPTER 868]
[CHAPTER
868]

October 14, 1040
1940
October
[H. R. 8333]
[Private, No. 628]
[Private,

Lt. Ralph W. Daggett.
Credit in account
Credit
account
of.

Payment
Payment to.

AN ACT
AC.T
AN

lieutenant, Quartermaster
Quartennaster Corps,
For the relief of Ralph
Ralph W. Daggett, formerly lieutenant,
United States Army.

Be it
it enacted
and House
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and
Representatives of the
the

United
States of America in
in Congress
ComptrolUnited States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Comptrol-

ler General of the United
United States be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed to credit the account of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Ralph W. Daggett,
Quartermaster Corps, United States Army,
formerly of the Quartermaster
Army, on account
account
of the loss of public funds for which he was responsible, amounting
amounting
a shortage which
apparently
to $707.44,
$707.44, and which
which represents
represents a
which is apparently
unexplained
unexplained according
according to the inspectors; and further, that the Secretary of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
to pay, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
to Ralph W. Daggett, $275.10,
$275.10, the same being the amount of final
pay and which
which was withheld from him; and $14 paid to Comptroller
Comptroller
General McCarl by post-office
post-office money order to apply on the account.
Approved,
Approved, October 14, 1940.

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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76tIrn CONG'r.,
CONG., 3D
76Th
3D SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS.86t9,
869, 870,
870, 873—OCT.
14, 1940
873-OCT. 14,
1940

[CHAPTER 869]
[CHAPTER
869]

AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Howard Mondt.
Mondt.

it enacted
the
Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United States
States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That notwithstandnotwithstanding the provisions of section 1118, Revised
Revised Statutes, the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War be, and he is hereby, authorized to reenlist in the United
United States
States
Army Howard
Howard Mondt, Air Corps, Hamilton Field, California,
California, at
at the
the
expiration of the said Howard Mondt's present period of
enlistment
of enlistment
November 9, 1940, and on such
Howard
on November
such future dates
dates as the
the said Howard
Mondt may make application for reenlistment:
reenlistment: Provided,
Provided, That he
he
meets the other requirements
requirements for enlistment
enlistment in the Army.
Army.
Approved,
1940.
Approved, October
October 14,
14, 1940.

October 14,
14, 1940
October

[H. R.
R. 8705]
8705]
[Private, No. 629]
629]
Howard Mondt.
Howard
Reenlistment.
Reenlistment.
S. C. §622.
10 U.
U.S.
622.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Meeting
Meeting of
of other rerequirements.
quirements.

[CHAPTER
8701
[CHAPTER 870]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
To
To record
record the
the lawful
lawful admission
the United
of
admission to
to the
United States
States for
for permanent
permanent residence
residence of
Nicholas
Nicholas G.
G. Karas.
Karas.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America in
assembled, That the
the Secretary of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized
directed to
authorized and
and directed
to withhold
withhold
and suspend
suspend further
further proceedings
proceedings in
in the
the case of Nicholas G. Karas,
Karas, of
of
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, who has been directed
depart
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
directed to voluntarily depart
from the United States in lieu of an order of deportation;
deportation; and further
further
that the Secretary
Secretary of Labor be, and is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed
to record the admission
admission for permanent residence
residence of the said
said Nicholas
Nicholas
G. Karas
Karas in the United States on May 20, 1912, and that he shall for
for
all purposes under the immigration
immigration and naturalization
naturalization laws be deemed
deemed
to have been admitted as an immigrant for permanent
permanent residence.
residence.
Approved,
October
14,
1940.
Approved,
14,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 873]

AN ACT
ACT

To confer jurisdiction
jurisdiction on the Court of Claims to hear and determine
claim
determine the claim
Lamborn and Company.
Company.
of Lamborn

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Representatives of the
the
United States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
United
assembled, That the Court of
of
Claims of the United States be, and hereby is, given jurisdiction
to hear and determine
determine the claim, together
together with interest thereon,
Lamborn and Company against the United States for alleged
of Lamborn
alleged
loss and damage
damage suffered
suffered by the said Lamborn
Lamborn and Company, and
which arises out of certain transactions
transactions involving
involving the purchase
purchase of
two thousand tons of sugar in the Republic
Republic of Argentina
Argentina on and
between
between May 25, 1920, and June 15, 1920, and the importation
importation of
of
the said sugar into the United States, pursuant to the representarequests of the Department
tions and requests
Department of Justice of the United States;
States;
and to enter such decree or judgment against the United States
for such loss and damage as equity and justice shall require.
S
EC. 2. In the proceedings
proceedings upon such claim before
before the Court of
SEC.
Claims,
States shall
shall not
not avail
itself of
that
Claims, the
the United
United States
avail itself
of the
the defense
defense that
the
Department of
the Department
of Justice
Justice of the
the United States
States acted
acted without legal
legal
authority
authority in
in making representations
representations or
or requests
requests or issuing
issuing directions
or fixing
fixing restrictions
regard to
to the
or
restrictions with
with regard
importation, or
the purchase,
purchase, importation,
or
disposition of such sugar.

October 14,
14, 1940
1940
October
[H. R. 8906]
[Private, No. 630]

Nicholas G. Karas.
Nicholas
Suspension of proSuspension
ceedings.

Admission for perAdmission
per.
manent residence.
residence.

Octobtr 14.
October
14, 1940
[H.
R. 5937]
Iif. It.
[Private,
_
No.
64
—
[Private,
No. 651]

Lamborn
Lamborn and ConmCompatty.
pany.
Jurisdiction conJurisdiction
conferred upon Court
Court of
Claims to hear claim
claim
of.

Restriction.
Restriction,

1390
Commencement Of
of
Commencement
suit.
suit.
Proceedings.
Proceedings-

2S U.
2E0.
28
U. S.
S. C.§
.§ 250.

PRIVATE LAWS-CHS.
LAWS— CHS.873,
873, 874-OCT.
874—OCT.14,
PRIVATE
14, 1940
1940

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

SEC. 3.
3. Suit
upon such
such claim
claim may
may be
be instituted
at any
within
SEO.
Suit upon
instituted at
any time
time within
six
after the
date of
six months
months after
the date
of enactment
enactment of
of this
this Act,
Act, notwithstanding
notwithstanding
the
lapse of
lathes, or
any statute
statute of
of limitations.
limitations. Proceedings
Proceedings
the lapse
of time,
time, laches,
or any
for the
the determination
of such
such claim
claim and
and appeals
from, and
and payment
for
determination of
appeals from,
payment
of, any judgment thereon
thereon shall
shall be
the same
the
be in
in the
same manner
manner as
as in
in the
case of
of claims
claims over
court has
under section
section
case
over which
which such
such court
has jurisdiction
jurisdiction under
145 of
Judicial Code,
as amended.
145
of the
the Judicial
Code, as
amended.
1940.
Approved, October
October 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 874]
874]

October 14,
14, 1940
October
1940
[H. R.
10354]
[H.
R. 10354]
[Private, No.
No. 632]
6321
[Private,

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief of Guy F. Allen, chief
disbursing officer,
Department, and
chief disbursing
officer, Treasury
Treasury Department,
and
for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.

Be
it enacted
enacted by
by the
Senate and
of the
the
Be it
the Senate
and House
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

Guy F.
F. Allen.
Guy
Allen.
United
States of America
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
That the
the ComptrolComptrolAmerica in
assembled, That
Adjustment
Adjustment in
in acacler General
General of the United
be, and
and he
he is
counts of.
counts
of.
United States
States be,
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and

Frank
and
Frank White
White and
others.
others.
Adjustment in
Adjustment
in acaccounts of.
counts
of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Use of
of recoveries
recoveries to
to
offset items
offset
items of
of similar
similar
character.
character.

Treasurer of
Treasurer
of United
United
States.
States.
Sum appropriated
Sum
appropriated
to
cover losses
losses in
office
to cover
In office
of.
of.
Adjustment of ReAdjustment
accounts relating
relating to
to the
the
public debt.
public
debt.

counts

Proviso.
Proviso.

Limitation on
on attorLimitation
attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
ney's,
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

directed to allow
of Guy
F. Allen,
Allen, chief
disbursing
allow in
in the
the accounts of
Guy F.
chief disbursing
officer, Treasury
Treasury Department, sums
aggregating not
not to
to exceed
sums aggregating
exceed
$7,193.35, disallowed in his
$7,193.35,
without raising
his accounts,
accounts, without
raising charges
charges against
against
the officers who certified
certified the vouchers
vouchers for
for payment, covering
covering payments
payments
made by him in the period from
1, 1935,
to September
September 30,
30,
from April
April 1,
1935, to
1936.
1936.
SEC.
Comptroller General of
S
EC. 2. The Comptroller
of the United
United States
States is
is authorized
authorized
allow in
in the
accounts of
of Frank
Frank White,
White, deceased,
and directed
directed to allow
the accounts
deceased,
H. T. Tate, W. 0.
II.
W. A.
Julian, sums
sums of
of not
not to
to exceed
O. Woods,
Woods, and
and W.
A. Julian,
exceed
$34,867.48,
$34,867.48, $4,146.72,
$4,146.72, $44,316.76, and $77,727.83,
$77,727.83, respectively, reprerepresenting unavailable
unavailable items in their accounts
former Treasurers
accounts as
as former
Treasurers
Treasurer of the United
and Treasurer
United States: Provided,
Provided, That
recoveries
That any
any recoveries
heretofore or hereafter made in respect of any of the foregoing
foregoing items
may, in the discretion of the
the Comptroller
of the
Comptroller General
General of
the United
United
States, be applied to offset unavailable
unavailable items
of a
character
items of
a similar
similar character
hereafter arising
arising in
in the
the former
Treasurers and
hereafter
the accounts
accounts of
of the
former Treasurers
and
Treasurer to whose account
account the recovery
recovery pertains
showing
pertains, upon
upon aa showing
that
items have
have oc
curre d without
pertains,
that such
such unavailable
unavailable items
occurred
without
fault or negligence
negligence
on the part of said
former
Treasurers
and
Treasurer.
said former Treasurers and Treasurer.
SEC.
SEC. 3. The sum of $1,345.30
of any
any
$1,345.30 is
is hereby
hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out of
money, in the Treasury not otherwise
money
otherwise appropriated,
losses in
in
appropriated, to
to cover
cover losses
the Office
Office of the Treasurer
Treasurer of
of the
the United
United States
States due
due to
cashing of
to cashing
of
checks
of aa remarried
ow ,and
an d issuance
i
ssuance o
hecks for
checks of
remarried wid
widow,
off c
checks
for excessive
excessive
amounts to veterans in redemption
redemption of bonds
by postmasters.
bonds by
postmasters.
SEC.
SEC. 4. For the purpose
purpose of adjusting the accounts relating
the
relating to
to the
public debt of the United States, there is hereby appropriated,
appropriated, out
out
of any money
money- in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
the sum
sum
of $2,437.46
$2,437.46 which shall be deposited by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
in
the accounts of the Treasurer
Treasurer of the United States as public debt
in the
receipts:
appropriated in this
receipts: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
Act
excess of
delivered to
Act in
in excess
of 10
10 per
per centum
centum thereof shall be paid or delivered
or
by any
any agent or attorney
rendered
or received
received by
attorney on account of services rendered
in
connection with this claim
claim, and the same shall
in connection
sh all be
be unlawful,
un l
aw f
ul
, any
any
contract to
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person
contract
to the
person violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
a misdemeanor
deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and
conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum
upon conviction
not exceeding
sum not
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.

Approved, October
October 14, 1940.

54 STAT.]

76TI
76Tu

CONG., 3D

[CHAPTER 880]
[CHAPTER
880]

SESS.-CHS.
SESS.—CHS. 880-882—OCT.
1940
880-882-OCT. 14,
14, 1940
AN
AN ACT
ACT

the relief
For the
relief of
of Verdie
Verdie Barker
Barker and
and Fred
Fred Walter.
Walter.

1391
October 14, 1940
October
[H. R. 5053]
[Private, No. 633]

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and House
of the
the
House of
of Representatives
Representatives of
United States of America in
Barker and
Verdie Barker
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary Fred
Walter.
Walter.
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
directed to
to pay,
pay,
authorized and
and directed
Payments to.
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
to
Verdie
Verdie Barker, of Bloomingdale,
County, Ohio,
Ohio, the
Bloomingdale, Jefferson
Jefferson County,
the sum
sum of
of
$2,000; and to Fred Walter,
Walter, of Richmond,
Richmond, Jefferson
County, Ohio,
Jefferson County,
Ohio,
the sum of $200, in full settlement of all claims against
against the
United
the United
States for personal injuries sustained by them
November 21,
21, 1937,
them on
on November
1937,
when the truck in which they were riding was struck
United
struck by
by a
a United
States Department
Interior truck numbered
Department of Interior
numbered 6458, assigned
assigned to
to
Civilian Conservation Corps
580, Camp
Camp SP-9,
SP-9, Broadacre,
Broadacre,
Corps Company
Company 580,
Proviso.
Ohio: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount
appropriated in
amount appropriated
in this
this Proviso.
Limitation on atcentum thereof
Act in excess of 10 per c,entum
thereof shall be paid or
or delivered
delivered torney's, etc., fees.
to or received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services
renservices rendered in connection
connection with this
the same
same shall
be unlawful,
unlawful,
this claim,
claim, and
and the
shall be
Penalty.
any contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
violating
Any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall be
deemedguilty
of
a
misdemeanor
be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction thereof
fined i
n any
sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in
any sum
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, October 14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 8811
881]

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief of Samuel Roberts.

October 14, 1940
October
6091]
[H. R. 60911
[Private, No. 634]

Senate and
and House
House of Representatwies
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Representatives of the
Roberts.
Roberts.
United States
States of America in
in Congress
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
Secretary Samuel
Payment to.
of the Treasury is authorized
and
directed
to
pay, out of any
authorized
_pay,
money
any money
in the Treasury
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to Samuel
Samuel Roberts,
Somerville,
Somerville, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, the sum of $1,387.10,
$1,387.10, upon
upon either
either the
the Conditions.
making of an assignment of all rights under,
under, or upon
upon the filing of
of aa
discharge and satisfaction
discharge
satisfaction of, a
a judgment and execution for
for a
a like
sum rendered in the district court of Somerville against
against the
the operator
operator
of a
a United States mail truck in
said Samuel
Roberts,
in favor
favor of
of the
the said
Samuel Roberts,
for damages
damages sustained by him as the result of personal injuries
injuries
received
received on January
January 6, 1937
1937, when
was struck
M ass achusett s
when he
he was
struck on
on Massachusetts
Avenue, Somerville, Massachusetts,
Massachusetts, by the said mail truck. The
The
payment
payment of such sum shall be in
all claims
in full
full settlement
settlement of
of all
claims against
against
the United States for damages sustained
sustained as
injuries:
as the result of
of such
such injuries:
Proviso.
Proviso.
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Provided,
in
this Act
Act in
Limitation on attorney's,etc.,fees.
torney's,etc.,fees.
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
be paid
paid or
delivered
to
or
or delivered to or
received by any agent or attorney on account
account of services
rendered in
in
services rendered
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract
contract to the contrary
person violating
contrary notwithstanding. Any
Any person
violating the
the Penalty.
provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty
of a
misdemeanor and
guilty of
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not
not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, October
October 14,
Approved,
14, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER
882)
[CHAPTER 882]

AN ACT
Granting
Granting six months' pay to Lillian M. Reymonda.
Reymonda.

enacted by the Senate
Be it
it enacted
of Representatives
of the
the
Senate and House
House of
Representatives of
United
United States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
theSecreassembled, That the
Secreout of
of the
tary of
of the Navy
Navy is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed tolkay,
to pay, out
the

current appropriation
Subsistence and Transportation,
current
appropriation for "Pay, Subsistence
Transportation,

October 14, 1940
October

[H. R.
R. 7916]
[H.
7916]
[Private, No. 635]
636]

Lillian M. Reymonda.
monde.
Payment
Payment to.
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PRIVATE
LAWS-CHS.
PRIVATE LAWS—
CEIS.882,
17, 1940
1940
882, 883,
883, 900—OCT.
900-OCT. 14,
14, 17,

Proviso.
Proviso.
Establishment
Establishment
dependency.
dependency.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Navy", to Lillian
Reymonda, mother
mother of
of Earl
Earl Morris
Reymonda,
Lillian M.
M. Reymonda,
Morris Reymonda,
late seaman
seaman, first class, United
United States
Navy, who
who died
died on
on September
States Navy,
September
6, 1923, at Annapolis,
Maryland, a
a sum
to six
pay at
Annapolis, Maryland,
sum equal
equal to
six months'
months' pay
at
the rate received
received by
by Earl
Reymonda at
at the
the time
time of
his
Earl Morris
Morris Reymonda
of his death:
death:
That Lillian
Lillian M.
to the
f Provided,
Provided,That
M. Reymonda
Reymonda shall
shall first
first establish
establish to
the satissatisfaction of the Secretary of
Navy that
that she
she was
actually dependent
of the
the Navy
was actually
dependent
upon her son, Earl
at the
the time
of his
the
Earl Morris
Morris Reymonda,
Reymonda, at
time of
his death,
death, and
and the
determination
determination of
fact by
the Secretary
the Navy
shall be
of such fact
by the
Secretary of
of the
Navy shall
be
conclusive upon
final and conclusive
the Government.
upon the
the accounting
accounting officers
officers of
of the
Government.
Approved, October
1940.
Approved,
October 14,
14, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[
CHAPTER 883]
883]

October
October 14, 1940
1940
[H. R. 10194]
10104]
[Private,
636]
[Private, No.
No. 636]

AN ACT

For
the relief
For the
relief of the late John
John L. Summers, former
former disbursing
Treasury
disbursing clerk,
clerk, Treasury
Department.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate
and House
Representatives of
of the
Senate and
House of
of Representatives
the
United States of America in
United
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the CompCompof.
troller General
General of the United
United States be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to allow credit in
in the
accounts of
of the
the late
late John
Sumthe accounts
John L.
L. Summers, former disbursing clerk, Treasury
Treasury Department,
Department, for
for all
payall payments
ments allowed in his accounts
accounts by certificate of settlement
settlement numbered
numbered
G-98954-T,
G--98954--T 2 dated January 19, 1940,
the amount
amount of
of $12,023.75,
$12,023.75,
1940, in
in the
together with the amounts
amounts of any
additional payments
any additional
payments which
which may
may
be or may have been suspended
suspended or
in his
accounts more
or disallowed
disallowed in
his accounts
more
Proviso.
r
tionas to than
Certification as to
than three years after such payments were
were made:
made: Provided,
Provided, That
That
lack of evidence
lack
evidence of
of the
Treasury shall
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
shall certify
certify that
that in
his opinion
opinion there
in
his
there
fraud.
fraud.
is
no evidence of
of fraud
fraud on
on the
the part
is no evidence
part of such former disbursing clerk
connection with such
in connection
such payments.
payments.
Approved, October 14,
Approved,
1940.
14, 1940.
John L.immerts
Summers.
JohndtL.

Credit in accounts
of.

[
CHAPTER 900]
900]
[CHAPTER
October 17, 1940
October
1040
[1.
[S. 527]
527]
[Private, No. 637]
[Private,
6371
.1. J. Greenleaf.
p.ayment
Payment to.

eao.

Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
torney's, etc.,

oittio

es.

Penalty.

penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of J.
J. J.
J. Greenleaf.
Greenleaf.

Be it
it enacted
enacted by
and House
House of Representatives
Be
by the
the Senate and
Representatives of
of the

United
States of
of America in
Congress assembled,
United States
in Congress
assembled, That
the Secretary
That the
Secretary

of
Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
of the
the Treasury
directed to
to pay,
pay
out of
of any money in the Treasury not otherwise
out
otherwise appropriated
and
appropriated and
in
full settlement
in full
settlement of the balance due from the Government
Government of
the
of the
United
J. Greenleaf,
United States, to J.
J. J.
Greenleaf, of Richmond,
Richmond, Kentucky,
the sum
sum
Kentucky, the
of $10,000
rendered to
$10,000 for services rendered
the Government
Government of
to the
of the
the United
United
States
by J.
States by
J. J.
J. Greenleaf
Greenleaf pursuant
pursuant to his employment
employment to represent
represent the
the
Government of
of the
United States in certain litigation, which employGovernment
the United
employment is evidenced
evidenced by a
a letter addressed to
ment
to him
him by
by the
the Honorable
Honorable
Homer
S.
Homer S. Cummings,
Cummings, the Attorney General of the United
United States,
States, on
on
August
which employment
August 9,
9, 1935,
1935, which
employment was enlarged
enlarged by letter of August
August
23,
1935, addressed
Sweeney, Assistant
23, 1935,
addressed to him by George C. Sweeney,
Assistant Attorney
Attorney
General:
Provided, That no part
General: Provided,
the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in
this
part of
of the
in this
Act in
in excess
excess of
of 10
per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
Act
10 per
delivered to
or
received by any
agent or
account of services
rendered
or received by
any agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
services rendered
in
connection
with
this
claim
and
the
same
shall be unlawful, any
2
in connect on with this claim, and
contract
to the
the contrary
notwithstanding . Any person
person violating
contract to
contrary notwithstanding.
violating the
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
deemed guilty of
of a
amisdemeanor
misdemeanor and
and
upon
conviction thereof
fned in any sum not exceeding
upon conviction
thereof shall be fined
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,00Approved, October 17, 1940.
Approved, October 17, 1940.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

76TH CONG., 3D
3o SESS.—CHS.
905—OCT.17,
17, 21,
21, 1940
SESS.-CHS. 901,
901, 902, 905-OCT.
1940

[CHAPTER 901]
[CHAPTER
901]

AN ACT
AN
ACT
For the relief
relief of Mrs.
Mrs. E.
E. V.
V. Maki.
Maki.

Be it
it enacted
House of Representatives
enacted by the Senate and House
the
Representatives of the
United
States of America in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
authorized and directed
directed to
to
pay, out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated,
Treasury not
not otherwise
to Mrs. E. V. Maki, of Escatawpa,
Escatawpa, Jackson
Jackson County,
County, Mississippi,
Mississippi, the
the
sum of $2,500. The payment of such sum
sum shall be
be in
in full settlement
settlement
of all claims against the United
United States for
damages sustained
sustained by
by the
the
for damages
the loss
loss of
son, Gaston
Maki,
said Mrs. E. V. Maki
Maki on
on account
account of
of the
of her
her son,
Gaston Maki,
who was killed on November
November 1,
he
1, 1935, when
when the
the truck
truck on
on which
which he
was riding collided with a
Civilian Conservation
a truck
truck of
of the
the Civilian
Conservation Corps
Corps
bearing United States Department
Department of Agriculture
numbered
Agriculture tag
tag numbered
12-171 and operated by an enrollee of
of the
the Civilian
Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps
Corps
named
collision having
having occurred
approximately
named Howard
Howard Jones
Jones, said collision
occurred approximately
one mile north of McHenry, Mississippi, on United States Highway
Highway
Numbered 49:
Provided, That no
of the
amount appropriated
in
Numbered
49: Provided,
no part
part of
the amount
appropriated in
this Act in excess
excess of 10 per centum
centum thereof shall
shall be
be paid or delivered
delivered
received by any agent or attorney, on account
account of
rento or received
of services
services rendered
this claim,
claim, and
and the
the same
shall be
unlawful,
dered in connection
connection with this
same shall
be unlawful,
any contract
contract to the
Any person
person violating
the contrary
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any
violating
the provisions of
this Act
shall be
be deemed
deemed guilty
guilty of
of a
a misdemeanor
misdemeanor
of this
Act shall
and upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined i
n any sum not exceeding
exceeding
in
$1,000.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 17, 1940.
[CHAPTER 902]
902]
[CHAPTER

AN
ACT
AN ACT
For the relief
relief of Adolph Burstein.

enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representative* of the
United States of America in Congress
United
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That for
purfor the
the purposes of the immigration and naturalization
laws Adolph
Burstein
naturalization laws
Adolph Burstein
shall be considered to have been lawfully admitted
admitted at
at New
New York,
New York, on February 25, 1925,
1925, to the United States for permanent
permanent
residence.
Approved, October
October 17, 1940.
Approved,
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October
1940
October 17,
17, 1940
[H.
[H. R.
R. 1874]
1874]
[Private, No. 638]
[Private,
638]
Maki.
Mrs. E.
E. V.
V. Maki.
Payment
to.
Payment to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on
Limitation
on atattorney's, etc., fees.
fees.
torney's,

Penalty
Penalty.

October
1940
October 17, 1940
[H.
6083]
[H. R.
R. 6083]
[Private, No. 6391
63! j

Adolph Bursteii.
Burstein.
Admission
Admission for
for per.
)ormanent
residence.
inanent residence.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 905]

AN
AN ACT
ACT
Authorizing and directing the Comptroller General of the United
to allow
allow
United States
States to
credit in the accounts of Lieutenant Colonel Frank H. Lusse,
of the
Lusse, formerly
formerly of
the
Kentucky National Guard.

Authorizing and directing the Comptroller General of the
credit in the accounts of Lieutenant Colonel Frank H.
Kentucky National Guard.

Be it
it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
United
States of America in
in Congress
United States
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the CompComptroller General of the United States be, and he hereby is, authorized
authorized
and directed
directed to allow credit in the accounts of Lieutenant
Lieutenant Colonel
Frank H. Lusse, formerly of the Kentucky National Guard,
Guard, in the
by him
incident to
the
sum of $4,749, representing
representing payments
payments made by
him incident
to the
appointment of George
as caretaker,
caretaker, employed
appointment
George (Richard)
(Richard) James
James,' as
employed
under section 90 of the National Defense Act,
(U. S.
S. C.,
C.,
Act, as amended
amended (U.
(Supp.), sec. 42)
42), during the period January
title 32 (Supp.),
January 1, 1927, to April
April
otherwise correct,
30, 1932,
1932, to the extent the payments
payments are otherwise
correct, where the
performed and the United
services have been performed
United States has received
the
received the
payments, notwithstanding
full benefits of the payments,
notwithstanding the services
services were actually performed
performed by another than the person
appointed.
person appointed.
Approved, October 21,
21, 1940.
1940.

October 21.
21, 1940
1940
[S.
3489]
[S. 34891
[Private.
640]
[Private. No. 640]

Lt. Col.
Col. Frank H.
Lusse.
allowed in
in
Credit allowed
accounts of.

39 Stat. 205.
S. C.
32 U. 8.
C. §§ 42;
42;
Supp. V,
V, §42.
42.

1394
1394

PRIVATE
PRIVATE LAWS—
CHS.907,
907, 909-OCT.
909—OCT.21,
1940
LAWS-CHS.
21, 25,
25, 1940
[CHAPTER 907]
907]
[CHAPTER

October 21,
21, 1940
1940
[S. 4212]
4212]
[S.

[Private, No. 641]
Wilson Platero
Plater° and
and
others.
Deposit to credit of
estates of.

estates of.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

AN ACT
ACT

Indians, and
and for
for other
other purposes.
purposes.
For the relief
relief of
of certain Navajo
Navajo Indians,

Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
of the
the
and House of
of Representatives
Representatives of

United
States of America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United States
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized
to pay,
pay,
authorized and directed
directed to
out of any money in the Treasury
Treasury of
of the
the United States
States not otherwise
otherwise

appropriated,
appropriated, to the Secretary
Secretary of the
the sum
sum of
of $15,000,
$15,000,
the Interior
Interior the
which amount shall be deposited as individual
individual Indian
Indian money
money to
to the
the
credit of the estates of the following-named
deceased Navajo
Navajo Indians,
following-named deceased
Indians,
and in the respective amounts stated for distribution
distribution to
to the
the heirs
of
heirs of
such deceased Indians as determined by
the Interior
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior
in accordance
accordance with existing law: Wilson Platero,
Platero, $2,500;
$2,500; Meguelius
Meguelius
Sacatero,
Sacatero, $2,500; Tom Wood,
Wood, $2,500; John
Apachite, $2,500;
$2,500; Roy
John Apachite,
Roy
Chavez, $2,500;
Chavez,
$2,500; and John Chavez,
Chavez, $2,500.
$2,500.
Dempsey
Dempsey Sacatero
Sacatero
SEC.
SEC. 2. The Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury is also authorized
authorized and directed
directed
Jose Mexicano.
and Jose
Mexicano.
Deposit to credit
of.
Depositto
credit of.
to pay to the Secretary of
the sum
sum of
of the Interior the
of $2,000,
$2,000, which
which
amount shall be deposited
deposited as individual Indian money
the credit
credit
money to the
of Dempsey
Sacatero and Jose Mexicano,
Dempsey Sacatero
Mexicano, or their heirs, in
in the
the sum
sum
of $1,000
$1,000 each.
each.
Compensation
Compensation in
SE.
3. The
The amounts
amounts herein
herein appropriated
appropriated shall be in full compencompenS
EC. 3.
full.
sation for claims for deaths or injuries sustained
sustained in an accident
accident occuroccurProvisos.
ring near
Gallup, New
New Mexico,
Mexico, on
on December
December 6,
Provided, That
ditures.
ring
near Gallup,
Expenditures.
6, 1936:
1936: Provided,
That
appropriated shall be expended
the amounts herein appropriated
expended in
accordance
in accordance
with the regulations
regulations governing
handling of
of individual
individual Indian
governing the handling
Indian
Prohibition

on aton

torney's, etc., fees.
torney's,
etc.,fees.
Penalty.
Penalty.

part of
money: Provided
Provided further,
further, That no part
the amount
of the
amount herein
herein approapproby any
priated shall be paid to or received
received by
or attorney
attorney on
any agent
agent or
on
account of services rendered in connection
connection with these claims, and any
any
person violating the provisions
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
guilty of
deemed guilty
of
aamisdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
thereof shall be
be fined
fined in
in any
any sum
sum
not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 21, 1940.
1940.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 909]
October 25,
October
25, 1940
1940
8
4249]
[[S.. 4249]
[Private, No.
No. 6.12]
642]

George A.
MIeffan
A. Meffan
Glenn.
and John Glenn.
Payments to widof.
ows of.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atLimitation
torney's, etc.,
fees.
etc., fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT
For the relief of the widows of the late George A.
A. Meffan and John Glenn.
Clem).

Be it
and House
it enacted
enacted by the Senate and
the
House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
United
States of America
America in
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the
the Secretary
Secretary

of the Treasury
is hereby,
Treasury be, and he is
auth orize d and
directed to
to
hereby, authorized
and directed
pay, out of
of any money
in the
the Treasury
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
money in
not otherwise
appropriated,

to the widow of George
George A. Meffan, late a
aUnited States
States marshal
marshal for
for
the State of Idaho,
Idaho, and to the widow of John Glenn, late a
a United
United
States deputy marshal
marshal for the State of Idaho,
the sum
sum of
of $5,000
Idaho, the
$5,000 each,
each,
on account
account of the death of their husbands who were killed on
on July
31,
July 31,
1940, in the State of Idaho, while in the performance
performance of their duty:
duty:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this
Act in
this Act
in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall be
or delivered
to or
or
be paid
paid or
delivered to
received
received by any agent or attorney on account of services rendered
rendered
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
unlawful, any
be unlawful,
any
contract
notwithstanding. Any person violating
contract to the contrary notwithstanding.
the
violating the
provisions of this Act shall b
bee deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor a
nd
a misdemeanor
and
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
Approved,
Approved, October
October 25, 1940.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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76Tn
CONG., 31.)
SESS.—CHS.911-913—OCT.
76TH CONG.,
3D SESS.-CHS.
911-913-OCT. 29,
29, 1940
1940

[CHAPTER 911]
911]
[CHAPTER

AN
AN ACT
ACT
For
relief of
of Elliott
Elliott L. Hovel.
Hovel.
For the
the relief

it enacted
Representatives of
of the
Be it
enacted by
by the Senate and House of Representatives
United States
in Congress
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Secretary
of America
America in
United
States of
of
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed
of the
the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
directed to
to pay,
pay,
out
any, money
money in
in the
Treasury not otherwise
appropriated, to
otherwise appropriated,
to
out of
of any
the Treasury
Elliott
L. Hovel,
Hovel, of
San Antonio,
$173.29, in
Elliott L.
of San
Antonio, Texas,
Texas, the
the sum
sum of
of $173.29,
in full
full
settlement
settlement of all
all claims
claims against
against the United
United States
States for damages sustained
result of
car
16, 1937,
1937, in which his car
tained as
as aa result
of an
an accident
accident on June 16,
was
reckless manner:
manner: ProProdriven in a
a reckless
struck by
by an Army
Army truck
truck being driven
was struck
vided, That no part
amount appropriated
appropriated in
in this
this Act
Act in
in excess
part of the
the amount
vided,
of
10 per
thereof shall
be paid
or delivered
to or
received by
by
or received
paid or
delivered to
centum thereof
shall be
of 10
per centum
any
attorney on
on account
account of
of services
services rendered
rendered in
connection
in connection
agent or
or attorney
any agent
with this
claim, and
and the
same shall
shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
any contract
to the
the same
with
this claim,
contrary
Any person
provisions of
of
person violating
violating the provisions
notwithstanding. Any
contrary notwithstanding.
this Act
Act shall
shall be deemed
convica misdemeanor
misdemeanor and upon convicdeemed guilty
guilty of a
this
tion
thereof shall
shall be
be fined
in any
sum not
$1,000.
exceeding $1,000.
any sum
not exceeding
fined in
tion thereof
Approved,
October 29, 1940.
Approved, October

October
29, 1940
1940
October 29,
[S. 3493]
[S.
[Private, No.
No. 643]
643]
[Private,
Elliott
Hovel.
Elliott L.
L. Hovel.
Payment to.
Payment
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
atLimitation on attorney's,
etc., fees.
fees.
torney's, etc.,

Penalty.
Penalty.

[CHAPTER 912]
[CHAPTER
912]

AN ACT
ACT
October 29,
1940
October
29, 1940
[S.
[S. 4360]
jurisdiction upon
United States District Court for the Western
Western
upon the United
To confer jurisdiction
[Private,
No.
644]
No.
644]
[Private,
District
Kentucky to hear, determine, and render judgment
judgment upon the claim
claim
District of Kentucky
of
sole stockholder
stockholder of the Dawson Springs Construcof Theodore
Theodore R.
R. Troendle,
Troendle, sole
tion Company.
Company.
Representatives of the Theodore
Senate and House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Theodore R. TroenUnited States
in Congress
That Theodore
Theodore R.
R. dle.
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
States of America
America in
United
die.
Authorization
Authorization
Troendle, as the sole owner of the capital stock of the Dawson Springs United States. to sue
Construction Company,
Delaware corporation,
corporation, which heretofore
Company, aa Delaware
Construction
forfeited its charter,
to bring
bring suit or
or suits as
as he
forfeited
charter, is hereby
hereby authorized
authorized to
may
respectfully desire to
United. States of America,
to so
so do
do against the United
may respectfully
to
damages, if any,
or susloss or losses suffered
suffered or
any, for alleged loss
to recover damages,
Construction Company by reason
reason of
tained by said Dawson Springs Construction
which may
may be
be found on
on the
the part
part of
of the United States
any breach
breach which
of
contract dated
any modification
modification thereof, for
or any
dated February
February 2, 1920, or
of aacontract
the
of eight
buildings for
United States
States Public
Public Health
Health Court of Jurisdicfor the
the United
eight buildings
the construction
construction of
Service
Jurisdiction is
is tion.
Kentucky. Jurisdiction
Springs, Kentucky.
Sanatorium at
at Dawson Springs,
Service Sanatorium
tion.
hereby conferred
conferred upon
hereby
upon the District Court of the United States for
the
to hear, consider,
consider, determine,
determine, and
District of
of Kentucky
Kentucky to
the Western
Western District
respective amounts of such damages, if any,
render judgment
judgment for
for the respective
in
Theodore R.
Troendle, as may
R. Troendle,
may be
be found to have been
been
in favor of said Theodore
sustained or
or suffered
suffered by the
the said Dawson Springs Construction Comsustained
pany, with
the same
same right of appeal as in
cases and
and notwithin other cases
with the
pany,
standing any
lapse of
time or statute
limitations and notwithstandstatute of
of limitations
any lapse
of time
standing
31 U.
§ 203.
203.
U. S.
S. C.
0. §
31
ing
provisions of
Revised Statutes: Provided,
Provided,
3477 of
of the
the Revised
of section
section 3477
ing the provisions
Proviso.
Proviso.
Commencement
of
Commencement of
That such
such action
will be
be brought
within one
the date
date this suit.
one year
year from
from the
brought within
action will
That
become effective.
Act shall
shall become
Approved,
29, 1940.
1940.
October 29,
Approved, October
[CHAPTER
913]
[CHAPTER 913]

AN ACT

For the
relief of
of Charles
Charles S.
and Moe
Moe Kanner.
Kanner.
S. Ladinsky
Ladinsky and
For
the relief

Be
by the
Senate and
House of
of the
the
of Representatives
Representatives of
and House
the Senate
it enacted
enacted by
Be it
United
States of
in Congress
Congress assembled,
Secretary
That the Secretary
assembled, That
of America
America in
United States
of the
Treasury be,
be, and
and he
and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
authorized and
hereby, authorized
he is
is hereby,
of
the Treasury
out
of any
Treasury not
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, to
not otherwise
in the
the Treasury
money in
any money
out of

October 29,
1940
29, 1940
October
R. 10285]
[H. B.
10285]
[Private,
No. 645]
845]
[Private, No.
CharlesS.Ladinsky
CharlesB.
Ladinsky
and Moe Kanner.
Payment to.

1396
1396

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on atLimitation
torney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
lees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS.913,
913, 918,
918, 925995
PRIVATE LAWS--CHS.

Charles S. Ladinsky
Ladinsky and
both of
of Saint
Saint Louis,
Louis, Missouri,
Missouri,
and Moe
Moe Kanner,
Kanner, both
the sum of $2,500. The payment
settlepayment of such sum
sum shall
shall be
be in
in full
full settlegrowing out
out of
of loss
ment of all claims against the
the United States
States growing
loss
sustained
sustained by the said Charles S.
Ladinsky and Moe
Moe Kanner
Kanner on
S. Ladinsky
on
account of the forfeiture to the United States
States of
of a
bail bond
bond concona bail
ditioned
ditioned upon the appearance
appearance in
John A.
in court of
of one
one John
A. Rosenfeld:
Rosenfeld:
Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act
in
Act in
excess of 10 per centum thereof shall
delivered to
or
shall be
be paid
paid or
or delivered
to or
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
rendered
on account
account of services
services rendered
in connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
any
contract
contract to the contrary notwithstanding. Any
violating the
Any person violating
the
this Act shall be deemed guilty of
provisions of :this
misdemeanor and
and
of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any
exceeding
any sum
sum not exceeding
$1,000.
Approved, October
Approved,
October 29, 1940.
1940.
[CHAPTER 918]
918]
[CHAPTER

November 25,
25, 1940
[H. R. 9589)
9589]

[Private, No. 646]
Frances
Frances Folsom
Folsom
Cleveland
Cleveland Preston.
Preston.
Pension granted to.

Mrs.
Mrs. George C.
C.
Hamilton.
I
Inmilton.
Payment to.
P'ayment
to.
Nanette A
nderson.
Nanette
Anderson.

Payment
I'ayiieut to
to guardguardian.

Protiso..
ProrisO

Limitation
Limitation on attorney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

AN ACT
ACT

a pension to Frances Folsom Cleveland Preston.
Granting a
Preston.

Be it enacted
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of
of the
the
United States of America
America in
United
Congress assembled,
That the
in Congress
assembled, That
the AdminisAdministrator of Veterans'
Veterans' Affairs be, and he is
authorized and
and
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
directed to place on the pension roll, the name of Frances
Frances Folsom
Cleveland
Cleveland Preston, former widow of Grover Cleveland,
Cleveland, late a
a President of the United States, and pay her aa pension
at the
the rate
rate of
pension at
of
$5,000 per year.
Approved, November
November 25, 1940.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 925]
925]

November 29,
29, 1940
1940
[H.
a 4561]
45611
[HI. R
[Private, No. 647]
['rivate,

October
1940
mbe:29,2-,
140
[54 S
STAT.
November
25,
29, 1940
1940TAT.
[54
November
25,
29,

AN ACT
ACT

For the relief of Mrs. George
George C. Hamilton
Hamilton and
and Nanette
Nanette Anderson.
Anderson.

enacted by the Senate and
and House
House of Representatives
Be it
it enacted
Representatives of
of the
the
United States
States of America in Congress
assembled, That
That the
the Secretary
Congress assembled,
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby, authorized and directed
to pay,
pay,
directed to
Treasury not otherwise
out of any money in the Treasury
otherwise appropriated,
to Mrs.
appropriated, to
Mrs.
George C. Hamilton of McComb, Mississippi, the
the sum
sum of
$250, and
of $250,
and
to the legal guardian
guardian of Nanette Anderson,
Anderson, a
a minor,
minor, of
of McComb,
McComb,
Mississippi,
$1,000, in full settlement of all
Mississippi, the sum of $1,000,
claims against
against
all claims
the United States on account of personal
personal injuries received by them on
on
May 28, 1938, when the car in which they were riding
with a
a
riding collided
collided with
Government truck owned
owned by the National Park Service
driven
Service and
and driven
by one Emmett Deer, an employee
employee of the
State Park,
Park,
the Percy
Percy Quin
Quin State
said collision being entirely
entirely the fault of the driver of the GovernGovernment truck: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated in
ment
this
Act
in
excess
10 per
this Act in excess of
of 10
per centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered
delivered
to or received
received by any agent or attorney
attorney on
accoun t o
servi
ces renon account
offservices
rendered in connection
dered
connection with this claim, and the same shall be
be unlawful,
unlawful,
any contract to the contrary .notwithstanding. Any
violating
Any person violating
the provisions
a misdemeanor
the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor
and upon conviction
conviction thereof
thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding
exceeding
$1,000.
$1,000.
Approved, November 29, 1940.
Approved,

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

76TH
N G., 3D
3D
76TI CO
CONG.,

[CHAPTER 933]
[CHAPTER

0,
SESS.
— CHS. 933,
933, 935,
935, 937
D-e.
ec. 1i 30,
SESS.-CHS.
937-1940
3, 1040

1397
1397

Jan. 3,
3, 1941
1941
Jan.

AN ACT
ACT

Pursifull, Eugene
For the relief of the estate of Doctor B. L. Pursifull, Grace
Grace Pursifull,
Eugene
Pursifull, Ralph Pursifull, Bobby Pursifull, and Dora Little.

enacted by the
Representatives of
Be it
it enacted
the Senate
Senate and
and House of
of Representatives
of the
United States of America
Congress assembled,
assembled, That the Secretary
United
America in
in Congress
Secretary
of the Treasury be, and he is hereby,
pay,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
directed to
to pay,
out of any money
money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
sum of $2,000 to the estate of Doctor
Doctor B. L.
L. Pursifull;
Pursifull; $1,500 to
to Grace
Pursifull; $200
$200 to
to the legal representative
representative of Ralph Pursifull;
Pursifull;
$125 to the legal representative
representative of Eugene Pursifull;
Pursifull; and $1,200
$125
$1,200

to
the legal
legal representative
representative of
Pursifull, each
each of
of whom
whom are
to the
of Bobby
Bobby Pursifull,
are
infants under
the age
of twenty-one
twenty-one years;
years; and
and $1,000
$1,000 to
infants
under the
age of
to Dora
Dora Little,
Little,
all residing
at McKee,
McKee, Jackson
Jackson County,
Kentucky, in
in full
full settlement
settlement
all
residing at
County, Kentucky,
of
claims for
for damages
damages against
against the
the Government
United
of all
all claims
Government of
of the
the United
States on account of bodily
damages received
received by them
bodily injuries and
and damages
them
and each of them on or about June 6, 1937, when the car in which
which
they were riding was struck by a
a Civilian Conservation
Conservation Corps truck
truck
McKee, Kentucky:
Provided,
assigned to the Forest Service, near McKee,
Kentucky: Provided,
That no part of the amount
amount appropriated
appropriated in this Act in excess of
10 per centum
centum thereof
thereof shall be paid or delivered to or received by
any agent or attorney on account of services rendered in connection
connection
with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful,
unlawful, any
contract to
the
any contract
to the
contrary notwithstanding.
notwithstanding. Any person violating the provisions of
a misdemeanor
this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $1,000.
Approved, December
December 16, 1940.

December 16,
16, 1940
[H. R. 658]
658]
[Private,
No. 648]
[Private, No.
648]

[n R.

Estate of Dr. B.
B. L.
Pursifull; Grace
Grace Pursiothers.
full and others.
Payments
to.
Payments to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation on attorney's,
ney's, etc., fees.

Penalty.

[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 935]

AN ACT
To provide
a license
provide for the issuance
issuance of a
license to practice chiropractic
chiropractic in the District of
Columbia to Lou Davis.
Columbia

Be it
enacted by the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
it enacted
United
assembled, That notwithUnited States of America in Congress
Congress assembled,
notwithstanding any limitation relating to the time within which an application for a
a license
license must be filed, the Commission on Licensure
Licensure to
Practice the Healing Art in the District of Columbia is authorized
Practice
authorized
to issue aa license to practice chiropractic
Columbia
chiropractic in
in the District
District of Columbia
to Lou Davis in accordance
accordance with the provisions of the Act of Congress
healing art to
gress entitled
entitled "An Act to regulate the practice
practice of the
the healing
to
protect
protect the public health in the District of Columbia",
Columbia", approved
approved February 27, 1929, and on condition that the said Lou Davis shall be
otherwise qualified to practice under
found by said Commission
Commission to be otherwise
under
the provisions of said Act.
Approved, December
December 30, 1940.
Approved,
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 937]

AN ACT

For the relief
relief of Herbert
Herbert Zucker, Emma Zucker, Hanni
Hanni Zucker, Dorrit Claire
Martha Hirsch.
Zucker, and Martha

it enacted
enacted by the
the Senate
Senate and
and House of Representatives
Representatives of the
Be it
United
Congress assembled, That
Attorney
States of
of America in
in Congress
That the Attorney
United States
General of
the United
United States
and he
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
General
of the
States be,
be, and
he is
directed to accord nunc pro tune examinations
examinations under the immigration
immigration
Dorrit
Zucker, and Dorrit
Emma Zucker,
Zucker, Hanni Zucker,
laws to Herbert
Herbert Zucker, Emma
Claire Zucker,
Zucker, citizens
France, and
Hirsch, citizen
citizen of
of
Claire
citizens of
of France,
and Martha
Martha Hirsch,

December 30, 1940
[H. R. 8665]
[H.
[Private, No.
(Private,
No. 649]

Lou Davis.
License to priatice
practice
License
1). C.,
chiropractic in 1).
authorized.

45 Stat. 1335.
1335.
O. Code
20 D. C.
Code 140;
140;
Supp. V, §
§ 140.

January 3,
January
3, 1941
[S. 427]
4227]
[S.
[Private, No. 650]
[Private,

Herbert Zucker and
others.
Admission
Admission for perresidence
manent residence.
manent

1398
1398

Quota
deductions.
Quota deductions.

PRIVATE
LAWS— CHS .937,
937, 940-JAN.
940—JAN.3,
3, 7,
1941
7, 1941
PRIVATE LAWS--CHS.

Czechoslovakia,
such aliens
upon examination
examination be
found admisadmisbe found
Czechoslovakia, and
and if
if such
aliens upon
sible to
the United
United States
except for
of immigration
visas he
he
States except
for lack
lack of
immigration visas
sible
to the
shall
record their
their lawful
lawful admittance
permanent residence
as of
of
for permanent
residence as
shall record
admittance for
the
date of
of their
their temporary
entry at
York on November
at New
New York
November 17,
temporary entry
the date
1939. Upon
Upon the
the making
making of
record of
permanent admission
and
admission and
of such
such record
of permanent
1939.
payment by
Secretary of
the Secretary
of State
by law
law the
of fees
fees fixed by
payment
by the aliens of
shall
instruct the
the proper
proper quota-control
quota-control officers
officers to deduct four numbers
shall instruct
from the
the German
quota and
and one
of
quota of
from the Czechoslovak
Czechoslovak quota
one from
from
German quota
fiscal year.
year.
the current fiscal
Approved, January
January 3, 1941.
1641.
[CHAPTER
[CHAPTER 9401
940]

January
7, 1941
January 7,1941
[H. R.
R. 7965]
[H.
7965]
[Private,
651]
No. 651]
[Private, No.

0.
Mr. and
and Mrs. T. 0.
Ramsey.
Ramsey.
Payments
Payments to.
to.

Proviso.
Proviso.
Limitation
Limitation on
on attorney's, etc.,
etc., fees.
fees.

Penalty.
Penalty.

[5I
[54 STAT.
STAT.

AN ACT
ACT
AN
Ramsey.
For the relief of Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Ramsey.

Be it enacted
Representatives of the
enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
United
assembled, That the Secretary
Secretary
America in
in Congress
Congress assembled,
United States
States of America
of
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and directed
to pay,
pay,
of the Treasury
Treasury be,
be, and
and he is hereby,
directed to
out
Treasury not otherwise
otherwise appropriated,
appropriated, the
of any
any money
money in the Treasury
out of
Mississippi; the sum of
to Mr.
Mr. T.
T. G. Ramsey,
Ramsey, of Roxie, Mississippi;
of
sum of
of $500
$500 to
$2,000
Ramsey, of Roxie,
settlement
$2,000 to
to Mrs.
Mrs. T.
T. G. Ramsey,
Roxie, Mississippi,
Mississippi, in
in full settlement
against the United
United States
damage sustained
sustained by
of all
all claims
claims against
States for
for damage
by them
which they were
were riding
riding was
on September 25, 1939, when the truck in which
operated in connection
struck by aaGovernment
Government truck
truck operated
connection with the Civilian
Civilian
Conservation
Camp F-26, MeadMeadConservation Corps and driven by an employee of Camp
ville, Mississippi:
Mississippi: Provided,
Provided, That no part of the amount appropriated
appropriated
in this
excess of 10
centum thereof
delivered
this Act in excess
10 per centum
thereof shall
shall be
be paid or delivered
to
agent or
account of services
services rendered
rendered
to or received
received by
by any agent
or attorney
attorney on
on account
in connection
connection with this claim, and the same shall be unlawful, any
contract to the contrary
notwithstanding. Any
the
contract
contrary notwithstanding.
Any person
person violating
violating the
provisions of this Act shall be deemed
misdemeanor and
and
deemed guilty of
of aamisdemeanor
upon conviction
conviction thereof shall be fined in any
any sum not exceeding
exceeding $1,000.
Approved, January
January 7, 1941.
Approved,

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS

193470°-41-rr.
193470-°-41-Pr. n-11
--- 11

CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT
SECOND SESSION, SEVENTY-SIXTH
SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
MEETING
JOINT MEETING

September
September 21,
21, 1939
1939
[H. Con.
Con. Res. 36)
36)

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the two Houses of Congress assemble
assemble in the Hall of the House
Communications
Communications
President.
of Representatives
Representatives on Thursday, the 21st day of September
September 1939,
1939, at
at from the President.
2
o'clock
in
the
afternoon,
for
the
purpose
2
of receiving
communireceiving such communications as the President of the United States
States shall
shall be
be pleased to
to
make to them.
Passed, September 21, 1939.
NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY

October 12, 1939
1939
October
[S. Con. Res. 80]
30)

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That in
m accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 33of section 22of
of the Printing Act,
Printing of addiPrinting
Act, tional
addicopies of bearhearapproved March 1,
approved
1, 1907, the Committee on Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations of
of the
the ings oncopies
74th
8. 3474, 74th
Senate be, and is hereby, authorized
Congress.
authorized and empowered
printed Congress.
empowered to
to have printed
for its use five hundred
hundred additional
additional copies
copies of
of the
hearings held
held before
before
the hearings
34 Stat. 1012.
U. 8.. C.
C.
164.
44 U.
. I1.
said committee
committee during the Seventy-fourth
Seventy-fourth Congress, second session,
session,
on the bill (S. 3474) relating to
neutrality.
to neutrality.
Passed,
Passed, October 12,
12, 1939.
ADJOURNMENT
ADJOURNMENT

November 8,
3, 1939
November
1989
[8. Con. Res. 81)
31)
[8.

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the House of Representatives
Resolved
Representatives concurring),
concurring)
That the two Houses of Congress
Congress shall adjourn
on Friday,
3d
Adjournment of
adjourn on
Friday, the
the 3d
Congress,
Nov.
Nov. 3,
3.
day of November, 1939, and that when they adjourn
adjourn on said day Congress,
1939.
they stand adjourned sine die.
Passed, November
November 3, 1939.
1401

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS
THIRD SESSION, SEVENTY-SIXTH
SEVENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS
CONGRESS
January 3,
3, 1940
January
1940
[H. Con. Res. 38]
(H.
Communications
Communications
from the President.

February 15, 1940
[S.
S[.Con.
Con. Has.
Res. 32]
32]
committee on
on
Joint committee
arrangements.
arrangements.
Ante, p.
p. 629.
Ante,
629.

March 4,
March
4. 1940
Con. Res. 451
[H. Con.

Printing of
a proceedproceedPrinting
ings at commemorative ceremonies.
ceremonies.

March 4, 140
1940
[H. Con. Res. 46]
[H.
Printing of addiPrinting
tional copies of heartional
ings.
34 Stat. 1012.
44
44 U.
U. S.
8. C.
C. j§154.
154.

48 Stat. 943.
19 U. B.
1351-B. C. §§§ 13511354;
Supp. V,
V, §
§§
1354; Snpp.
1351,
1352.
1351, 1352.
Ante, p. 107.

JOINT MEETING
JOINT

Resolved
by the
House of
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
the House
of Representatives
That the
the two
two Houses
Houses of
assemble in
in the
of the
the House
House
That
of Congress
Congress assemble
the Hall
Hall of
of Representatives
Representatives on
on Wednesday,
day of
of January
January 1940,
1940, at
of
Wednesday, the
the 3d
3d day
at
2
for the
of receiving
receiving such
such communi2 o'clock in the
the afternoon
afternoon for
the purpose
purpose of
communications as
President of
of the
United States
shall be
be pleased
to
cations
as the
the President
the United
States shall
pleased to
make to
to them.
Passed, January
1940.
Passed,
January 3,
3, 1940.
INAUGURATION OF THE
THE PRESIDENT-ELECT
PRESIDENT—ELECT
INAUGURATION

Resolved
by the
the Senate
(the House
House of
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by
Senate (the
of Representatives
That
joint committee
three Senators
Senators and
RepreThat aajoint
committee consisting
consisting of
of three
and three
three Representatives,
appointed by
of the
the Senate
Senate and
and the
the
sentatives, to be
be appointed
by the
the President
President of
Speaker of
House of
Representatives, respectively,
respectively, is authorized
of the House
of Representatives,
authorized
arrangements for
the inauguration
of the
the
to make the
the necessary
necessary arrangements
for the
inauguration of
President-elect of
of the
United States
States on
the 20th
day of
of January
January 1941.
President-elect
the United
on the
20th day
1941.
Passed,
Passed, February
February 15,
15, 1940.
1940.

SUPREME COURT,
SESQUICENTENNIAL
SUPREME
COURT, SESQUICENTENNIAL

(the Senate
concurring),
Resolved by
by the
the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
That the proceedings
various ceremonies
ceremonies in
proceedings at
at the various
in commemoration
commemoration of
of the
the commencement
commencement of
of the
the
the one hundred
hundred and fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
Court of
States, together
with
first session
session of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
of the
the United
United States,
together with
such additional matter
matter as
Joint Committee
Committee on Arrangements
Arrangements in
in
as the
the Joint
charge
may deem
and appropriate,
appropriate, in
in
charge of
of these ceremonies
ceremonies may
deem fitting
fitting and
connection with this historical event, be printed, with illustrations,
connection
additional copies
be
as aadocument;
document; and
and that two hundred
hundred thousand
thousand additional
copies be
printed,
printed, of which fifty thousand
of the
the Senate
Senate
thousand shall be for
for the use
use of
and one hundred
hundred and fifty thousand
thousand shall be for the use of the House
of
Representatives.
of Representatives.
1940.
Passed, March
March 4,
4, 1940.

FOREIGN TRADE
FOREIGN
TRADE AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate
concurring),
Senate concurring),
accordance with paragraph
That in accordance
paragraph 3
3 of section
section 22 of the Printing
1, 1907,
1907, the Committee
Act approved
approved March 1,
Committee on Ways
Ways and Means
Means of
the House of Representatives
Representatives be, and is hereby, empowered
empowered to have
printed for its use two
additional copies of
of the
the hearings
hearings
two thousand
thousand additional
held before said committee
committee during
during the current
current session on the
resolution
theresolution
(H. J.
J. Res. 407) to extend
extend the authority-of the President
President under
under section
section
350 of the Tariff Act
1930, as
as amended.
amended.
Act of
of 1930,
Passed,
Passed, March
March 4,
4, 1940.
1940.
1402
1402

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

Mar. 12, 28,
28, 1940
1940
76TH
CONG ., 3D
3D 'SESS. Mar. 12,
76TH CONG.,
1940
Apr. 9,
9, 11,
11, 1940
INVESTIGATION OF
INVESTIGATION
OF RAILROADS,
RAILROADS, ETC.
ETC.

concurring),
Resolved by the Senate (the
(the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
That there
there be printed
printed three thousand
thousand additional
part
additional copies
copies of each part
and
parts of
of Senate
Senate Report
Report Numbered
Numbered 1182,
1182, submitted
submitted
and subsequent
subsequent parts
pursuant to S.
(Seventy-fourth Congress),
Congress), entitled "Inves"InvesS. Res.
Res. 71 (Seventy-fourth
tigation
Companies, and Affiliated
Companies",
tigation of Railroads,
Railroads, Holding Companies,
Affiliated Companies",
of
of which two
two thousand copies
copies shall be for the
the use of
of the Committee
on
Interstate Commerce,
Commerce, five hundred copies
copies for the
Senate
on Interstate
the use of the Senate
document room,
and five
hundred copies
for the
the use
use of
of the
the House
House
document
room, and
five hundred
copies for
document
document room.
Passed,
March 12, 1940.
Passed, March
1940.

COMMITTEE ON
ON FORESTRY
JOINT COMMITTEE
FORESTRY

Resolved
Resolved by
by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That
Joint Committee
Committee on
on
That the
the time for
for making the report of
of the Joint
pursuant to
31, Seventy-fifth
Seventy-fifth ConConForestry (established
(established pursuant
to S. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 31,
1941, and any
any amounts
available
gress) is
is hereby
hereby extended
extended to April 1, 1941,
amounts available
for the expenses of such committee
committee shall be
available for expenditure
be available
expenditure
until
until such
such date.
Passed, March
March 28,
28, 1940.

INVESTIGATION OF SILVER
INVESTIGATION

House of Representatives
Resolved by the Senate (the House
concurring), That,
Representativesconcurring),
in accordance
accordance with paragraph
section 2
paragraph 33 of section
2 of
of the
the Printing Act
Act apapproved March 1, 1907,
1907, the Special Committee
Investigation
Committee on the Investigation
of Silver, United
United States Senate, be, and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
empowered
empowered to have printed
use fifteen
fifteen hundred
hundred
printed in
in one
one volume
volume for
for its
its use
committee pursuant
additional copies of the hearings
hearings held before
before said committee
pursuant
to the resolution
Seventy-fourth Congress,
Congress, first
first session)
session)
resolution (S.
(S. Res.
Res. 187, Seventy-fourth
a special committee
authorizing a
committee of the Senate to investigate
investigate the adadministration, and
economic and commercial
commercial effect,
effect, of
of the
the Silver
Silver
ministration,
and the
the economic
Purchase
Purchase Act
Act of
of 1934.
1934.
Passed, April 9,
9, 1940.
1940.

INTERMEDIATE
INTERMEDIATE

1403
1403
March 12.
1940
12.1940
IS. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 38)
[S.
38]
Printing of addiPrinting
additional copies
copies of
of Senate
Senate
tional
report.

March 28,1940
28, 1940
March
[H. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 511
[H.
511

Time
Time extension for
for
report.
1452; 53
53 Stat.
Stat.
52 Stat.
Stat. 1452;
1550, 1553.
1553.
150,

April
9, 1940
April 9.1940
[S. Con.
Con. Res.
Has. 41]
413
18.

Printing of additional copies
copies of
of Senate
committee
hearings.
committee hearings.
Stat. 1012.
1012.
34 Stat.
S. C.
154.
44 U. S.
C. §154.

48
1178.
48 Stat. 1178.
81
31 U.S..
U. S..C.
C. H449-44Se.
448-44e.

REPORT OF
COMMITTEE TO
THE1910
April
11, 1940
REPORT
OF SPECIAL
SPECIAL COMMITTEE
TO INVESTIGATE
INVESTIGATE THE
April 11
[H. Con. Res. 581
RELATIONS BOARD
BOARD
H Con.Res.581
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS
NATIONAL

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
concurring),
(the Senate concurring),
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
of House
House
That there be
be printed
printed twenty-five
twenty-five thousand
Numbered 1902, current
Congress, entitled
entitled "Intermediate
Report Numbered
current Congress,
"Intermediate
Report of Special
Special Committee
Committee to Investigate
Investigate the National
National Labor
Labor
Relations Board",
Board", of
three thousand
thousand copies
copies shall
be for
Relations
of which three
shall be
for the
the
use of the Senate document room and twenty-two
copies
twenty-two thousand
thousand copies
shall be for the use of the House document
document room.
room.
Passed, April
11, 1940.
1940.
April 11,

Printing of addiaddiPrinting
tional copies
copies of House
house
report.

1404
May
1940
May 66, 1940
M.
IH. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 62]
62]
Printing
addiPrinting of
of addiheartional copies
copies of
of hearings.
ings.
Work Projects
AdProjects Administration.
ministration.
34
34 Stat.
Stat. 1012.
1012.
44
154.
44 H.
U.. S..C.C. i
§ 154.

Appropriations,
Appropriations,
work relief
relief and
and relief.
relief.
1941.
1941.

May
16. 1940
May 16.
1940

(H. Con. Res.
[H.
Res. 67]
67]
Communications
Communications
from the President.
President.

May 17,
1940
May
17, 1940
jS. Con.
Con. Res.
IS.
Res. 45]
45]

Temporary
Temporary
placeplacement in
in Capitol rorotunda; ceremonies.
ceremonies.
53 Stat. M.
583.
Ante,
p. 1209; post,
Ante, p.
p.
1405.
p. 1405.

Arrangements for
Arrangemrents
for
cerenlonie;
ceremonies; expenses.
expenses.

,May
May 20,
20, 1940
1040
[S. Con.
Con. Res.
Rm. 471
41
[S.
Appointment
Appointment of
of
conferees
bill
conferees on
on bill
(H. R. 8438)
8438) rescinded.
rescinded.
(IIR.
Ante, p. 265.
265.

Return of
of bill,
bill, etc.,
etc.,
to Senate.
Senate.

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS-MAY 6,16,
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS—MAY
6, 16, 17,
20, 1940
1940
17, 20,

[54 STAT.
[54

WORK
WORE PROJECTS
PROJECTS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 33of
section 2
2of
of the
the Printing
Printing Act
Act
of section
approved
approved March
March 1, 1907, the
of the
the
the Committee
Committee on
on Appropriations
Appropriations of
House of Representatives
Representatives is hereby authorized
authorized and
and empowered
empowered to
to have
have
printed,
printed, with illustrations, for
use two
additional copies
copies
for its use
two thousand
thousand additional
of each part of the hearings
hearings held before
subcommittee of
such
before a
a subcommittee
of such
committee, during the current
current session,
session, pursuant
the resolution
resolution
pursuant to
to the
(H. Res. 130) directing
(H.
directing the Committee on
Appropriations to
to make
make
on Appropriations
investigation and study of the Work
an investigation
Work Projects
Projects Administration
Administration as
as a
a
basis for legislation,
legislation, and one
one thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
of the
the hearhearbefore a
a subcommittee
ing held before
subcommittee of
of such
the current
such committee
committee during
during the
current
session on the estimates
estimates of appropriations
appropriations for
for work
and relief
work relief
relief and
relief
for the fiscal year
year ending
30, 1941.
ending June
June 30,
1941.
Passed, May
May 6,
6, 1940.

JOINT MEETING
JOINT
MEETING

Resolved by
by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the two Houses
Houses of Congress assemble
assemble in
in the
the Hall
flail of
of the
the House
House
of Representatives
Representatives on Thursday,
16th day
day of
of May
May 1940,
1940, at
at 1
1
Thursday, the
the 16th
o'clock postmeridian,
postmeridian, for the purpose of receiving
o'clock
receiving such
such communicacommunications as the President of the United States
tions
shall be
be pleased
pleased to
to make
make
States shall
to them.
them.
Passed, May
May 16,
16, 1940.

PAINTING OF SCENE
SIGNING OF CONSTITUTION
PAINTING
SCENE AT SIGNING
CONSTITUTION

Resolved by the Senate (the House of
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That
That the
the commission authorized
authorized to employ
employ an
an artist to
to paint
paint aapaintpainting
of the
scene at the signing of the
ing of
the scene
the Constitution, created
by Public
Public
created by
Resolution
Resolution Numbered
Numbered 11, approved April 20, 1939,
is
1939, be,
be, and
and itit is
hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized to place
place temporarily
temporarily in
the rotunda
rotunda of
of the
the Capitol
in the
Capitol
the painting by the artist employed
employed by
the said
said commission,
commission, and
and to
to
by the
hold ceremonies in the rotunda
rotunda on
the said
said occasion.
on the
occasion.
The
Architect of the Capitol is hereby
The Architect
hereby authorized
the
authorized to
to make
make the
necessary arrangements
necessary
arrangements for the ceremonies,
ceremonies, the
the expenses
expenses of
of which
which
shall not exceed
exceed the sum of $1,000,
which one-half
one-half shall
shall be
be payable
payable
$1,000, of
of which
from the contingent
from
contingent fund
fund of the Senate
Senate and
and one-half
one-half from
the
from the
contingent fund
fund of the
the House of Representatives
contingent
Representatives upon
upon vouchers
vouchers
approved by the chairman
chairman of the commission.
approved
commission.
Passed, May
17, 1940.
May 17,
1940.

APPROPRIATIONS, NAVY
APPROPRIATIONS,
NAVY DEPARTMENT,
ETC., 1941
1941
DEPARTMENT, ETC.,

Resolved by
Representatives concurring),
Resolved
by the
the Senate (the House of
of Representatives
concurring),
That the
the action
action of
of the
That
the two Houses,
Houses, respectively, with
reference to
to the
the
with reference
appointment of conferees
conferees on the bill (H. R. 8438)
appointment
8438) making
making appropriaappropriations for
for the
the Navy
Department and the naval service
tions
Navy Department
service for
for the
the fiscal
fiscal
year
ending June
year ending
June 30, 1941,
1941, and for other purposes, be,
be, and
and it
it is
is hereby,
hereby,
rescinded; and that the bill,
rescinded;
bill, with the accompanying
papers, be
be
accompanying papers,
returned to the Senate.
Senate.
Passed, May 20, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

w
7RT6T CNG
76TH CONG
., 3
3D SESS.
June 7, 11, 12, 22, 1940
76TH
CONG.,
3D SESS.JulyJuly11,
1940
July 11,
11, 1940
1940
PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
SCHOOLS, D.
C.
D. C.

Resolved by the Senate (the House
House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the Clerk of the House of Representatives
Representatives be,
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
hereby,
authorized and directed,
directed, in the
enrollment of
of the
the bill
(H. R.
9326)
the enrollment
bill (H.
R. 9326)
to provide
provide educational
educational employees
employees of the public
public schools of
of the
the DisDistrict of Columbia with leave of absence,
with part
part pay,
for purposes
purposes
absence, with
pay, for
of educational
educational improvement,
and for
for other
to make
make the
the
improvement, and
other purposes,
purposes, to
following change,
change, namely: On page 4, lines
engrossed
lines 8
8 and 9
9 of the
the engrossed
bill, strike out "July
"July 1, 1938"
1938" and
and insert
"July 1,
1, 1940".
insert "July
1940".
Passed,
June 7,
7, 1940.
1940.
Passed, June

PRISON—MADE GOODS
GOODS
PRISON-MADE

Resolved by the Senate
Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That the action of the
Speaker of
House of
of Representatives
Representatives
the Speaker
of the
the House
in signing the enrolled joint
joint resolution
resolution (S.
Res. 59)
59) authorizing
authorizing
(S. J.
J. Res.
the Bureau
Bureau of
to collect
information as
as to
of Labor
Labor Statistics to
collect information
to amount
amount
and value of all goods produced
produced in State and
and Federal
be, and
Federal prisons
prisons be,
and
it is
is hereby,
it further
further
it
hereby, rescinded;
rescinded; and
and be
be it
Resolved, That the Secretary
Secretary of
be, and
and he
he is
is hereby,
of the Senate be,
hereby,
authorized
and directed,
directed, in
in the
reenrollment of
of the
said joint
joint resoluauthorized and
the reenrollment
the said
resolution, to make the following change, namely:
line 15
of the
the engrossed
engrossed
namely: In
In line
15 of
joint resolution strike out "May
insert "May
"May 1,
1, 1941".
"May 1, 1940"
1940" and
and insert
1941".
Passed, June 11,
1940.
11, 1940.
KURT WESSELF
KURT
WESSELY

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
Secretary of the Senate
That the Secretary
and he
is hereby,
authorized
Senate be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
and directed, in the enrollment
bill (S.
(S. 2598)
2598) for
relief of
of
enrollment of the
the bill
for the
the relief
to make
change, namely:
line 9
9
Kurt Wessely,
Wessely, to
make the
the following
following change,
namely: In
In line
of the engrossed
engrossed bill strike out "numbers"
"numbers" and
insert "number".
"number".
and insert
Passed, June 12,
1940.
12, 1940.

RECESS OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS

of Representatives
Representatives (the
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Resolved by the
the House of
That when the two Houses adjourn
adjourn on Saturday,
Saturday, June
June 22,
22, 1940,
1940,
they stand adjourned
adjourned until 12 o'clock
o'clock meridian
meridian Monday,
July 1,
1940.
Monday, July
1, 1940.
June 22,
22, 1940.
Passed, June
1940.

PAINTING OF SCENE AT SIGNING
SIGNING OF CONSTITUTION
CONSTITUTION
PAINTING

Resolved by the House
House of Representatives
Representatives (the Senate concurring),
concurring),
That the proceedings, held
Rotunda of
of the
the United
United States
States CapCapheld in
in the
the Rotunda
itol at the unveiling of the painting
painting depicting
scene of
the signsigndepicting the
the scene
of the
ing of the Constitution of the United States, be
illusbe printed,
printed, with illustrations, in such form and style as may be directed
Joint
directed by the
the Joint
Committee on Printing, as aa House
House document; and that five
five hundred
hundred
thousand copies be printed, of which one hundred
hundred and
and twenty-five
twenty-five
thousand copies shall be for the use of the Senate
Senate and three
hundred
three hundred
and seventy-five
seventy-five thousand
thousand copies shall be for
of the
House of
of
for the use
use of
the House
Representatives.
Representatives.
Passed, July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

1405
June
7, 1940
1940
June 7,
[S. Con.
48]
[S.
Con. Res.
Res. 48]
Correction in
enCorrection
in enrollment of
of bill
(H. R.
rollment
bill (H.
R.
9326) respecting
edu9326)
respecting educational employees.
cational
employees.
Ante, p.
p. 349.
Ante,
349.

June 11,
11, 1940
June
1940
[S. Con.
Res. 50]
50]
[S.
Con. Res.
Signing of
enrolled
Signing
of enrolled
joint resolution
resolution (S.
(S. J.
J.
Joint
Res.
59)
rescinded.
Res. 59) rescinded.
p. 401.
Ante, p.
401.

Correction in
in reenCorrection
reenrollment.
rollment.

June 12,
12, 1940
June
1940
[S. Con.
Res. 51]
51]
[S.
Con. Res.
Correction In
enCorrection
in enof bill
bill
rollment of
(S.
2598).
(S. 2598).
Ante,
p. 1290.
1290.
Ante, p.

June
22, 1940
1940
June 22,
[H.
Con. Res.
83]
[H. Con.
Res. 83]

Adjournment
Adjournment until
July 1,
July
1, 1940.
1940.

July 11,
11, 1940
1940
July
[H. Con.
Res. 73]
73]
[H.
Con. Res.

Printing of
of proceedproceedat unveiling.
unveiling.
ings at
Ante, pp.
pp. 1209,
1209, 1404.
1404.
Ante,

1406
1406
July 11, 1940
1940
[H.
[H. Con.
Con. Res.
Res. 86]
86]
AdIcaumment until
until
Adjournment
July
22, 1940.
1940.
July 22,

August
August 5,, 1940
1940
[S.
Con. Res.
Res. 53]
63]
[8. Con.
Corrections in
Corrections
enin enrollment
rollment of
of bill
bill
(S. 1114).
1114).
(8.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 784.
784.

August 19, 1940
August
[S. Con.
[S.
Con. Res.
Res. 40]
40]
Preamble.
Preamble.

Special joint
Special
joint ConCongressional committee
gressional
committee
to
in
to investigate
investigate losses
losses in
Florida.
Florida.

Report
Report to
to Congress
Congress
with recommendations.

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

July 11, 1940
July 5,11,
1940
Aug.
19, 1940
Aug.
5, 19,
1940

[54 STAT.
STAT.

RECESS OF
OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
RECESS

Resolved by the House
of Representatives
(the Senate
Senate concurring),
concurring),
House of
Representatives (the
That when the two Houses
Houses adjourn
July 11,
1940, they
they
adjourn on Thursday,
Thursday, July
11, 1940,
stand adjourned
adjourned until 12 o'clock
o'clock meridian,
meridian, Monday,
Monday, July
July 22,
22, 1940.
1940.
Passed, July
July 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

U.
U.

S. DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT,
COURT, HAWAII
S.
HAWAII

Resolved by
by the Senate (the House of
of Representatives
That
Representatives concurring),
concurring),That
the Secretary
Senate be,
Secretary of the Senate
he is
hereby, authorized
authorized and
and
be, and he
is hereby,
directed,
directed, in the enrollment
enrollment of the bill (S.
to extend
extend the
the jurisjuris(S. 1114)
1114) to
diction of the United
United States District Court, Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii,
Hawaii, over
over
the Midway
Midway Islands, Wake Island,
Sand Island,
Island,
Island, Johnston
Johnston Island,
Island, Sand
Kingman Reef, Kure Island, Baker
Baker Island,
Island, Howland
Jarvis
Howland Island,
Island, Jarvis
Island, Canton Island, Enderbury
Enderbury Island, and for
other purposes,
purposes, to
to
for other
make the following
following changes,
changes, namely:
namely: On
page 1,
1, lines
lines 7
and 8,
8, of
of the
the
On page
7 and
engrossed
engrossed bill, after "Howland
"Howland Island,"
insert "and".
"and".
Island," insert
Amend the title so as to read: "An Act
Act to extend
extend the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
the United States District Court, Territory of Hawaii,
MidHawaii over
over the
the Midway Islands, Wake Island, Johnston
Johnston Island,
Sand Island,
Kingman
Island, Sand
Island, Kingman
Reef, Kure Island, Baker
Baker Island,
Island, Howland
and Jarvis
Jarvis Island,
Howland Island
Island, and
Island,
and for other purposes."
purposes.o
,
Passed, August 5,
1940.
5, 1940.

MEDITERRANEAN
MEDITERRANEAN

FRUITFLY ERADICATION
FRUITFLY
ERADICATION

Whereas, pursuant
pursuant to S. J.
J. Res. 177,
177, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Congress, first
first
session, aasubcommittee
session,
subcommittee of the Committee
Committee on Claims of
of the
the Senate
Senate
a hearing with respect
has held a
respect to
to the
the losses
losses sustained
sustained by
by certain
certain
persons in the
the State of Florida
Florida as a
of the
the Mediterranean
Mediterranean
a result of
fruitfly eradication
eradication and quarantine
quarantine campaign
fruitfly
campaign conducted
conducted in
in the
the
State of Florida by the United
United States
Government; and
and
States Government;
Whereas in the opinion
subcommittee aasatisfactory
Whereas
opinion of such subcommittee
satisfactory showing
showing
has been made to justify and require
require an
an accurate
accurate and
and dependable
dependable
determination
determination of the actual
actual losses sustained as a
a result
result of
of such
such
campaign,
campaign, the nature and character
character of such losses,
losses, and
the persons
and the
persons
by whom such losses were sustained:
Therefore be
be it
sustained: Therefore
it
Resolved by the
the Senate (Ihe
House of
(The House
of Representatives
Representatives concurring),
concurring),
That there is hereby created a
a special
special joint congressional
congressional committee
committee
to be composed
composed of three members
members of the
the Committee
Committee on
on Claims
Claims of
the
of the
Senate, to be appointed
chairman thereof,
Senate,
appointed by the chairman
thereof, and
and three
members
three members
of the Committee
of
Committee on Claims
Claims of the House of Representatives,
Representatives, to
be
to be
appointed by the chairman
chairman of such
It shall
shall be
be the
the duty
duty
such committee.
committee. It
of
of such
such special
special committee
committee to make a
afull and complete
complete investigation
investigation
with
with respect
respect, to the losses sustained as a
aresult of the
Mediterranean
the Mediterranean
fruitfly
eradication and
quarantine campaign
fruitfly eradication
and quarantine
campaign conducted
conducted in
in the
State
the State
of Florida in 1929 and 1930 by the
United States
States Government,
Government, with
with
the United
aa view to determining, among other things,
things, the
nature, character
character,
the nature,
and amount of such losses, the circumstances
circumstances under
under which
which such
such
losses occurred,
losses
occurred, and the persons
persons by whom
whom such losses were
were sustained.
sustained.
The committee
committee shall
shall report
The
report to the
the Congress at the earliest
earliest practicable
practicable
date the results of its investigation,
investigation, together
together with
date
with its
its recommendarecommendanecessary legislation.
tions, if any, for necessary
legislation.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

Aug. 19, 29, 1940
76TH CONG.,
CONG ., 30
SESS.
3 SESS.
Aug.19, 29, 1940
Sept. 19, Oct. 11,
1940
1940

For the purposes of this concurrent
concurrent resolution,
the committee,
committee, or
or
resolution, the
any duly authorized
authorized subcommittee
subcommittee thereof,
thereof, is
is authorized
authorized to
to hold
hold
such hearings, to sit and act at
times and
and places
during the
the
at such
such times
places during
adjourned periods
sessions, recesses, and adjourned
periods of
Seventy-sixth and
of the
the Seventy-sixth
and
succeeding Congresses, to employ such clerical
succeeding
and other
other assistants,
assistants,
clerical and
to require by subpena
subpena or otherwise
otherwise the attendance
attendance of
witnesses
of such
such witnesses
and the production
correspondence, books,
production of such correspondence,
papers, and
and docudocubooks, papers,
ments, to administer such oaths, to take
such testimony,
make
take such
testimony, and
and to
to make
it deems advisable.
such expenditures,
expenditures, as it
The cost
cost of
advisable. The
of stenographic
stenographic
services to report such hearings shall not
not be
in excess
of 25
25 cents
be in
excess of
cents
per hundred words. The expenses
expenses of the
committee, which
which shall
shall not
not
the committee,
exceed $10,000,
$10,000, shall be paid one-half from
from the
the contingent
fund of
of the
contingent fund
the
Senate and one-half from the contingent fund
fund of
the House
of RepreRepreof the
House of
sentatives, upon vouchers
vouchers approved
approved by the chairman of
of the
the committee.
committee.
Passed, August 19, 1940.
1940.

EXCESS
TAXATION ACT
EXCESS PROFITS TAXATION
ACT FOR
FOR 1940
1940

Resolved by the House of
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
of Representatives
(the Senate
That, in accordance
accordance with paragraph
paragraph 33 of section
of the
the Printing
section 22 of
Printing
Act approved
approved March
March 1, 1907,
1907, the Committee
Committee on
on Ways
and Means
of
Ways and
Means of
Representatives be,
the House of Representatives
and
be, and
and is
is hereby,
hereby, authorized
authorized and
empowered to have printed for
thousand additional
additional
for its
its use
use three
three thousand
copies of the hearings, held before
before said
the current
current
said committee
committee during
during the
session, on proposed legislation
legislation relative
to the
the Excess
Excess Profits
Profs Taxation
Taxation
relative to
Act for 1940.
Passed, August 29, 1940.

TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION ACT OF
OF 1940
1940

1407
Authority
Authority of co-a
com-

mittee.

Limitation and dividiviLimitationand
sion
sion of expenses.
expenses.

August 29,
29, 1940
August
[II. Con. Res. 87]
[H.

Printing of additional copies of
of hear.
tional
lugs.
ings.
34 Stat. 1012.
1012.
44 U.
U. S.
S. C.
C. §154.
154.

Ante, p.
Ante,
p. 975.
975.

September 19,
September
19, 1940
1940
[II. Con.
Con. Res. 88]
88]
[II.

Resolved by the House
Hlouse of Representatives
Senate concurring),
concurring),
Representatives (the
(the Senate
That there be printed sixty thousand
Printing
Printing of
of
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
of Public
Public Law
Law tional
copies.
copies.
Numbered 785, current
current Congress, entitled
of
entitled "Transportation
A
ate,
p.
898.
A
tnte,
"Transportation Act
p.
898.
Act of
1940", of which ten thousand copies shall be for
of the
the Senate
Senate
for the use
use of
document room and fifty thousand
thousand copies
copies shall
shall be
be for
the use
use of
for the
of the
the
House document
document room.
room.
Passed,
September 19,
Passed, September
19, 1940.
1940.

SECOND
SECOND EXCESS
EXCESS PROFITS TAX
TAX ACT
ACT OF
OF 1940
1940

Resolved by the House of Representatives
Representatives (the
Senate concurring),
concurring),
(the Senate
That there
there be printed sixty-five
sixty-five thousand
thousand additional
additional copies
copies of
of Public
Public
Law Numbered
Numbered 801, current session,
session, entitled
entitled "Second
"Second Excess
Profits
Excess Profits
Tax Act of 1940", of which
thousand copies
copies shall
shall be
be for
for the
the use
use of
which ten
ten thousand
of
the Senate document
document room, fifty thousand
thousand copies
shall be
be for
for the
copies shall
the
use of the House document room, three
three thousand
the Committee
thousand for
for the
Committee
on Ways and Means
Means of the House, and two
for the
Comtwo thousand
thousand for
the Committee on Finance of
Senate.
of the
the Senate.
Passed, October 11,
11, 1940.
1940.

addiaddi-

October
October 11,
11, 1940
1940
[Ff. Con. Res.
[H.
Res. 91]
91]
Printing
Printing of
of addiadditional copies.
tional
copies.
974, 975.
975.
Ante, pp. 974,

1408
1408

CONCURRENT
RESOLUTIONS
CONCURRENT RESOLUTIONS

November
26, 1940
November 25,
[H. Con. Res. 92]
[H.
Printing of addiPrinting
tional copies
copies of hearheartional
ings.
ings.
34
Stat. 1012.
1012.
34 Stat.
44
U. S. C.
C. §154.
164.
44U.

December
5, 1040
1940
December 5,
[S.
Res. 561
56]
[S. Con. Res.

INTERSTATE
INTERSTATE

Nov. 25,
1940
5,1940
Nov.
Dec. 5, 1940

[54
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MIGRATION OF
DESTITUTE CITIZENS
CITIZENS
OF DESTITUTE
MIGRATION

Resolved by
by the
the House
House of
Senate concurring),
concurring),
(the Senate
Representatives (the
of Representatives
Resolved
That
in accordance
section 22 of the Printing
of section
paragraph 33 of
with paragraph
accordance with
That in
Act
approved March
March 1,
1, 1907,
1907, the
Select Committee
Committee of
of the House of
the Select
Act approved
Representatives
the Interstate
Interstate Migration
of Destitute
Destitute
Migration of
Investigating the
Representatives Investigating
empowered to have
Citizens
be and is hereby,
hereby, authorized
and empowered
have printed
printed
authorized and
Citizens be,
for
its use
use
be,three thousand
thousand additional
additional copies
of its
hearings held
held before
before
its hearings
copies of
for its
said
committee, pursuant
63) entitled "A
"A
resolution (H. Res. 63)
the resolution
pursuant to the
said committee,
resolution to inquire
inquire into the interstate
interstate migration of destitute
destitute citizens
to study,
study, survey,
and investigate
the social
and economic
and
economic needs, and
social and
investigate the
survey, and
to
the movement
movement of
indigent persons
persons across State lines".
of indigent
the
Passed,
25, 1940.
1940.
November 25,
Passed, November

INAUGURAL
1941
INAUGURAL CEREMONIES,
CEREMONIES, 1941

Resolved
by the
Senate (the
(the House
House of
of Representatives
concurring),
the Senate
Representatives concurring),
Resolved by
That,
conform to
accommodations for the
to the seating
seating accommodations
That, in order to conform
inaugural
ceremonies in
Arrangements for the
in 1937,
1937, the Committee on Arrangements
inaugural ceremonies
inauguration of the President-elect
inauguration
President-elect of the United States
States on the East
1941, be, and it
Plaza of the
the Capitol on January
January 20,
20, 1941,
it is hereby,
hereby, authorized to
to have
erected, under
of the
the Architect
Architect of
of the
the
ized
have erected,
under the
the supervision
supervision of
Division
of eapenses.
Divisionofexpenses.
Capitol,
Capitol, an additional stand, the expenses
expenses of which
which shall be paid onehall from
the Senate
one-half from the
Senate and one-half
half
from the contingent
contingent fund of the
contingent
fund of
House of
of Representatives.
of the
the House
Representatives.
contingent fund
Passed,
December 5, 1940.
1940.
Passed, December

Erection of
tional
stand.
tional stand.

addi-

TREATIES

NOTICE
NOTICE
whether
included all instruments,
instruments, whether
In this section are included
called treaties, conventions,
otherwise, entered
entered
protocols, or otherwise,
conventions, protocols,
United States by the President
President
into on the part of the United
by
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

TREATIES
TREATIES
Agreement between the United
United States of America
America and Great
Agreement
for
Great Britain
Britainfor
the exchange
exchange of cotton and
and rubber.
rubber. Signed at London
June 23,
23, 1989;
London June
1939;
ratification advised
advised by the Senate
Senate of the United
ratification
States June
June 29,
29, 1989;
United States
1939;
ratified by the President
Presidentof the United States
ratified
States July
July 17,
17, 1989;
1989; ratification
ratification
United States deposited
deposited at London August 25,
of the United
effective by
by
25, 1939;
1939; effective
exchange
exchange of notes August 25,
1989; proclaimed
by the
of the
the
25, 1939;
proclaimed by
the President
Presidentof
United
United States September 6,
6, 1989.
1939.

June 23,
23, 1939
1939
June

[T. S.
IT.
S. No. 947]
947)

BY THE
'HE PREIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNrrD
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
STATES
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS an agreement
agreement between the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
States of America
America and the Government of
the
United
Kingdom
of the United Kingdom of
of
Great
Britain
and
Northern
Ireland
Great
Ireland for the exchange
cotton and
exchange of
of cotton
and
rubber was concluded
concluded and signed by
by their
their respective
respective PlenipotenPlenipotentiaries at London on the twenty-third
twenty-third day
day of
of June,
June, one
one thousand
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and thirty-nine, the
is
the original
original of
of which
which agreement
agreement is
word for
follows:
for word
word as
as follows:

Preamble.

AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTS
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
GOVERNMENTS OF THE UNITED
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND THE UNITED
UNITED KINGDOM FOR
FOR THE
THE
EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF COTTON AND
AND RUBBER.
RUBBER.

THE Government
Government of the United States of
and the
the Governof America
America and
Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern
Northern Ireland,
Britain and
Ireland,
desiring to make arrangements
arrangements for the
the exchange
cotton and
and rubrubexchange of
of cotton
ber, have agreed as
follows—
as follows-

'Pext.
Text.

Maxim
ARTICLE 1.
The United States Government
Government will
to the
will supply
supply to
the Government
Government
Delivery of raw ed.
eo
V. S.
8.
ton by U.
of the United Kingdom, delivered
delivered on
ship, compressed
high
on board
board ship,
compressed to
to high
density, at New Orleans,
Orleans, Louisiana, and
and Atlantic
Atlantic
and at
at other
other Gulf
Gulf and
deep water
water ports to be agreed
agreed upon between
between the
two
Governments,
the two Governments,
600,000 bales of raw cotton of
of the
grades and
and staples
staples which
will be
be
the grades
which will
specified by the Government
Government of the United Kingdom.
The United
United
Kingdom. The
States Government
Government will make available in
quantities for
in adequate
adequate quantities
for
such purpose cotton from the stock on which
which the
United States
the United
States GovGovernment has made advances
advances to
to growers.
growers.

(a) The price will be fixed on the basis of the average
(a)
average market
market
price as published by the Bureau of Agricultural
Agricultural E
conomics
Economics
for middling X-inch
finch cotton during the period
period January
January 1st-June
st-June
23rd, 1939, for spot delivery
delivery at New
0.24 cent
per
New Orleans,
Orleans, plus
plus 0.24
cent per
1411
1411

petandlatka
Detwnrtatim

rInce"

Price.

af

1412

Inspection.

Settlement of disputes.

Samples,
availabilSamples, availability for inspection,
inspection, etc.;
etc.;
period.
period.

Weights.
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lb.
cost of
of compression
compression and
with
lb. for
for cost
and delivery
delivery on
on board
board ship,
ship, with
adjustments in
in price
other grades
grades and
staples according
according to
adjustments
price for
for other
and staples
to
differences above
below middling
middling finch
in that
that
differences
above or
or below
J-inch quoted
quoted in
period.
period.
will be
be inspected
to determine
determine its
its classification
classification in
(b) The
The cotton
cotton will
inspected to
in
(b)
accordance
Universal Cotton
Cotton Standards
Standards for
for grade
grade
accordance with
with the Universal
and
of the
for staple,
staple, and
and
and the
the official
official standards
standards of
the United
United States
States for
experts appointed
appointed by
Government
shall be accepted,
accepted, by experts
by the
the Government
Any disputes
disputes which
will
of the
the United Kingdom. Any
which may
may arise
arise will
be
settled by Boards
be settled
Boards of Referees
Referees constituted
constituted of
of three
three members
members
of
nominated by
of the
the
of whom one
one shall
shall be
be nominated
by the
the Government
Government of
United
United Kingdom.
Kingdom.
Samples representing
cotton of
the grades
grades and
and staples
(c)
representing the
the cotton
of the
staples
(c) Samples
specified by the
the United
United Kingdom
will be
specified
the Government
Government of
of the
Kingdom will
be
for inspection
inspection and
and acceptance
acceptance during
during a
a period
period
made available
available for
of six
beginning 15
after the
entry into
into force
six months
months beginning
15 days
days after
the entry
force of
of
this Agreement,
Agreement, and such inspection
acceptance will
inspection and acceptance
will be
be
time after
after the
is so
so made
made
made within
within a
a reasonable
reasonable time
the cotton
cotton is
available. Delivery at the
warehouse at
port of
of sailing
the warehouse
at the
the port
sailing
with provision for free delivery
delivery on board ship
at high
high density
density
ship at
will
15 days
after inspection
acceptance,
will be
be made within
within 15
days after
inspection and
and acceptance,
and storage and insurance
insurance charges will
will be
borne by
by the
the United
be borne
United
States Government
Government for
weeks but
but no
for aa period of
of two
two weeks
no more
more
after delivery at
at the
of sailing.
at the warehouse
warehouse at
the port
port of
sailing.
accepted on
on gross
(d) All cotton will be invoiced
invoiced and
and accepted
gross weights
weights at
at
the
the time
time of
of delivery.
delivery.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE

Delivery of rubber
rubber
Delivery
by United Kingdom;

The Government
Kingdom will
will supply
to the
Government of
of the United
United Kingdom
supply to
the GovGovernment
ernment of the United States, delivered
delivered on
Singapore
on board
board ship
ship at
at Singapore
and,
agreement between
at other
other convenient
convenient
and, by
by agreement
between the
the two
two Governments,
Governments, at
ports, rubber in bales,
be specified
bales, of the
the grades
grades which
which will
will be
specified by
by the
the
Government
that of
Government of the United
United States, to
to aa value
value equivalent
equivalent to
to that
of
the
cotton to
be supplied
in
accordance
with Article
the total value
value of
of the
the cotton
to
be
supplied
in
accordance
with
Article
Determination
Determination
of
equivalent value; rate
equivalent
1 of this Agreement. In determining
1
determining such
the rate
such equivalent
equivalent value,
value, the
rate
of exchange.
exchange.
of
of exchange between
between Straits Settlements
and United
United States
States
Settlements dollars
dollars and
dollars shall
the average
average of
buying rate
during
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to be the
of the
the buying
rate during
the
January 1st-June
1st-June 23rd,
in the
the New
New York
York market,
market,
the period
period January
23rd, 1939,
1939, in
at noon, for cable transfers
transfers payable in Straits Settlements
Settlements dollars,
dollars, as
as
certified by the Federal Reserve
Reserve Bank to the Secretary of the United
United
States Treasury and published in Treasury
Treasury Decisions.
Calculation
of quanCalculation ofquan(a)
(a) The quantity of
calculated upon
the average
average
of rubber
rubber will
will be
be calculated
upon the
tity of
of rubber.
rubber.
market price, as published by the Department
in
Department of
of Statistics in
the Straits Settlements, for
ribbed smoked
smoked sheets,
sheets, durdurfor No.
No. 1
1 ribbed
ing the period January
January 1st-June
1st-June 23rd, 1939, for spot delivery
delivery
at Singapore plus 0.25 Straits Settlements
for
Settlements cent
cent per lb. for
cost of baling and delivery on
adjustments
on board
board ship,
ship, with adjustments
grades according
according to
to differences
differences quoted
quoted in
in
in price for other
other grades
that period.
Inspection.
Inspection.
(b) The rubber will be inspected and accepted
accepted by experts appointed
appointed
Settlement of dis,ettlement
by the United States Government. Any disputes will be
putes.
settled in accordance
accordance with the normal
normal custom of the trade.
Availability
Availability for in(c)
(c) The rubber will be made available
available for
inspection and
and acceptspection,
period.•
for inspection
spection, etc.; Mind
acceptance by experts appointed
appointed by
Government of
by the Government
of the
the United
United
States during aaperiod of six months beginning
beginning at aadate
date to
to
value.
value.
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be agreed upon by the two
such inspection
two Governments,
Governments, and
and such
inspection
and acceptance
acceptance will be made within a
time after
a reasonable
reasonable time
after
the rubber is so made available. Delivery
at the
warehouse
Delivery at
the warehouse
at the port of shipment
shipment with
for free
free delivery
delivery on
on
with provision
provision for
board ship will be made within aaperiod
period of
days after
of 15
15 days
after ininspection and acceptance,
acceptance, and storage and insurance
insurance charges
will be borne
borne by the Government
Government of the
Kingdom for
for
the United
United Kingdom
aaperiod of two weeks but
delivery at
at the
the warewarebut no more
more after
after delivery
house at the port of shipment.
ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.

If either Government
If
Government should find that
delivery in
in accordance
accordance with
that delivery
with
the arrangements
arrangements specified in Articles 1
1 and
likely to
and 22 is
is likely
to restrict
restrict
supplies available to commercial
commercial markets
markets unduly
to stimulate
stimulate
unduly or
or to
undue price increases, the two
Governments shall
consult
with aa
two Governments
shall consult with
view to postponing
postponing delivery or taking
order to
to avoid
taking other
other action
action in
in order
avoid
or minimise such restriction of supplies or
or such
such price
price increases.
increases.

Consultation
to
Consultation to
restriction of
of
avoid restriction
supplies, etc.
etc.

ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

The intention of the United
Government and
United States Government
the Governand of
of the
Government of the United Kingdom being to acquire the reserves
reserves of
of
cotton and rubber,
rubber, respectively,
respectively, against the contingency
contingency of
major
of a
a major
emergency, each Government
war emergency,
Government undertakes
undertakes not to
to dispose of
of its
its
stock (otherwise than for the purpose
purpose of replacing
replacing such stocks by
equivalent
equivalent quantities in so far as may
expedient for
for preventing
may be
be expedient
preventing
deterioration) except in the event
deterioration)
such
an
emergency.
event of
of such an emergency. If,
If, howhowever, either Government
should
Government
at any future
decide that
the
future date decide
that the
time has come to liquidate its stock
as the
case
stock of cotton
cotton or
or rubber,
rubber, as
the case
may be, it
it may do
after (a)
consulting the
do so
so only after
(a) consulting
the other
other Government
Government
as to the means to be employed
employed for the disposal
of such
stock, and
and
disposal of
such stock,
(b)
(b) taking all steps to avoid disturbance
disturbance of the markets. In
In no
no
case may either Government
Government dispose of such stocks, except
the
case
except in
in the case
of aa major war emergency,
seven years
after the
emergency, before
before aa date
date seven
years after
the comcoming into force
force of this Agreement.
Agreement.

Purpose of acquiracquiring
reserves declared.
declared.
ing reserves

Mutual restriction
restriction
on disposal
disposal of stocks.

Consultation, etc.,
Consultation,
etc.,
before liquidation.liquidation.

Adlitional dli.s'lpo
rest riction; exception
iestriction;
exception

ARTICLE 5.
5.
The Government
Government of the United Kingdom will
best enwill use
use their best
endeavours to secure that the export is permitted
the InternaInternapermitted under
under the
tional Rubber Regulation
Regulation Scheme
an amount
amount of
of rubber
rubber approxiScheme of
of an
approximately equivalent
to
the
amount
of
equivalent
rubber to be supplied
supplied to
the
to the
United States Government
Government under this Agreement
Agreement in
in addition
addition to
to
the amount
amount of rubber which would, under
the normal
operation of
under the
normal operation
of
the Scheme, be released to meet
needs.
meet current
current consumption
consumption needs.

Additional
exports
Additional exports
under
International
under
International
Rubber Regulation
Regulation
Scheme.
Scheme.

ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE

Each Government
undertakes, in shipping
Government undertakes,
shipping to its own ports the
stocks
of
cotton
and
rubber,
respectively,
provided
Agreestocks
provided for in this Agree-

ment, so far as may be possible to distribute
distribute the tonnage equally
equally

Distribution of tonDistribution
tonnage between ahaPo
ships of
both countries.
countries.
both

1414
1414
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between the
the ships
ships of
the two
provided that
that the
between
of the
two countries,
countries, provided
the shipping
shipping
space required
reasonable rates.
rates. Consultation
Consultation for
for
space
required is
is obtainable
obtainable at
at reasonable
the
of
giving
effect
to
this
Article
shall
be
between
the
Board
the purpose
purpose of giving effect to this Article shall be between the Board
of
and the
Maritime Commission.
Commission.
of Trade
Trade and
the Maritime
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
Action
by U.. S. havhavAction by
States Government,
Government, before
the delivery
Should the
the United
United States
before the
delivery is
is
in
g effect
effect of
Lng
of export
export
mubsidy on
subiddy
on cotton.
cotton.
completed
cotton provided
provided for
for in
Article 11of
of this
this Agreement,
completed of
of the cotton
in Article
Agreement,
take any action
of an
an export
export subsidy,
subsidy, they
will
action which has the
the effect of
they will
Government of the
deliver to the Government
Kingdom an
an additional
additional
the United
United Kingdom
quantity of cotton
quantity
proportionate to
the reduction
reduction in
in price
below that
that
cotton proportionate
to the
price below
provided for in Article
Agreement caused
by such
such action.
Article 1
1 of
of this
this Agreement
caused by
action.
Amax
ARTICL 8.
8.
Date
coming into
Date of
of coming
Into
The present Agreement
shall come
on aa date
date to
to be
be
Agreement shall
come into
into force
force on
force.
force.
Post,
p. 1415.
Post, p.
1416.
agreed
agreed upon between the
Governments.
the two
two Governments.
Si
gnatures.
Signatures.
In
In witness whereof the
duly authorised
authorised thereto,
thereto,
the Undersigned,
Undersigned, duly
present Agreement
have signed the present
Agreement and
affixed thereto
and have
have affixed
thereto their
their
seals.
seals.

Done in London
London in duplicate
this 23rd
23rd day
of June,
June, 1939.
duplicate this
day of
1939.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

JOSEPH P.
P.KENNEDY
KENNEDY
JOSEPH

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

OLIVER F.
G.STANLET
STANLEY
OLivER
F. G.

Ratification.
Batification.

AND
WEmREAS the said agreement
agreement has
Awn WHEREAS
duly ratified
has been
been duly
ratified on
on the
the
part of the Government of
States of
its inof the
the United
United States
of America
America and
and its
instrument of ratification was deposited with the
Government of
the
the Government
of the
United Kingdom at London on the
the twenty-fifth
day of
of August,
August, one
one
twenty-fifth day
thousand
nine hundred
thirty-nine;
thousand nine
hundred and
and thirty-nine;
Date
into
Date of
of comin
comingginto
AND wHEREAs
agreement was put into force, in
in accordance
accordance
wxxszAs the said agreement
force.
force.
Post,
1415.
Post, p.
p. 141.
with Article 88 thereof,
thereof, on
August
25, 1939
on August 25,
1939 by
exchange of
by an
an exchange
of notes
notes
at London
on that
that day;
London on
day;
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
Now,
it known that
that I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, PresiPresident of the United States of America, have caused
caused the said
agreement
said agreement
to be made public to the end that the same and every article
article and
and
clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good
good faith by
by the
the
United
of America
and the
thereof.
United States
States of
America and
the citizens
citizens thereof.
IN
WnEREO, IIhave hereunto set my hand and
I
N TESTIMONY
Tzeratoxr wntatzor,
and caused
caused
the Seal of the United States of America
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
DoNE at the city of Washington
DONE
Washington this sixth day of September
September in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
and
hundred and
[sEAL]
[szAn] thirty-nine and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
States
of America
America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By the President:
President:
Comma,
CoeDELLy Hum
HoIt
Secretary
Secretary of State.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
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EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF NOTES
NOTES
The British
British Secretary
Secretary of
Affairs (Halifax)
(Halifax) to
of State
State for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
to
(Kennedy)
the American
Amevrican Ambassador
Ambassador (Kennedy)

No.
No. A
A 5285/26/45.
5285/26/45.

FOREIGN OMFFCE,
OFFICE, S.
S.W
FoREIGN
W..1.
1.
25th.
25th. August, 1939.

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
ExcFrx.FNCY,
YOUR
In
with the
the provisions
In accordance
accordance with
provisions of
of the
the Agreement
of Article
Article 8
8 of
Agreement
between
Government of the United Kingdom
between the Government
Kingdom of
Great Britain
Britain
of Great
and Northern
Northern Ireland and the Government
Government of
of
of the United
United States of
America
America regarding
regarding the
rubber, II have
have the
the
the exchange
exchange of cotton
cotton and
and rubber,
honour
Agreement shall come into force on
honour to propose that the Agreement
on the
the
25th August 1939.
1939.
2. If
If this proposal is acceptable
acceptable to the United
United States
States Government,
Government,
IIhave the honour to suggest that
note and
and Your
Your ExcelExcelthat the present
present note
lency's reply to that effect be regarded
regarded as
on record
Agreeas placing
placing on
record the
the Agreegovernments in
ment between the two governments
in this matter.
matter.
to be,
be, with
with the
highest consideration,
IIhave
have the honour to
the highest
consideration,
Excellency's obedient
Your Excellency's
obedient Servant,
Servant,
HALIFAX
HAFrAX

His Excellency
Excellency
JOSEPR
P. KENNEDY,
The Honourable J
OSEPH P.
KENNEDY,
etc., etc., etc.
etc.

The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador (Kennedy) to the British,
Secretary of
British Secretary
of
State for Foreign
State
Foreign Affairs
Affairs (Halifax)
(Halifax)
No. 1152
1152
No.

EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF Tlik:
UNITn) S
TATES OF
AMERICA
THE UNITED
STATES
OF AMERICA
London, August 25,
London,
25, 1939.
1939.

MY
My 1401W:
LorD:

II have the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's
Excellency's
note of to-day's date, in which you propose, in accordance
accordance with the
8 of the Agreement
Agreement between our two Governprovisions of Article 8
Governments regarding the exchange of cotton and rubber signed on June
June
23, 1939, that it
it shall come into force on August 25,
25, 1939,
1939, and further
further
suggest that Your Excellency's
Excellency's note and my
shall be
my reply
reply thereto
thereto shall
be
regarded
regarded as placing on record
record the agreement
Governagreement between our
our Governments in this matter.
In
I have the honor to inform Your
In reply I
Your Excellency
Excellency that
that the
the
proposal that the Agreement
the exchange
exchange of
cotton and
and
Agreement concerning
concerning the
of cotton
1984W -41—PT. 11-12
198470--41-Pr.
--- 12

Ante,
p. 1414.
Ae, p.
141.
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rubber shall
shall come
force on
August 25,
25, 1939,
1939, is
is acceptable
to
acceptable to
on August
into force
come into
rubber
my Government
Your Excellency's
suggestion that Your
Your
Excellency's suggestion
also Your
is also
as is
Government as
my
Excellency's note
note and
and the
regarded as making
making
shall be regarded
reply shall
present reply
the present
Excellency's
the
record
to
that
effect.
the record to that effect.
have the
the honor
consideration, My Lord,
the highest consideration,
be, with the
to be,
honor to
II have
Your most obedient, humble servant,
J
OSEPH P.
KENNEDY
P. KENNEDY
JOSEPH
The Right
Right Honorable
The
Viscount HAT.TrAX,
HAm'AX, K. G., G. C. S. I.,
I.,
Viscount
etc.,
etc., etc.,
etc. etc.,
Foreign.
Office, S.
S. W.
1.
W. 1.
ForeignOffice,
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General radio
General
regulations (Cairo
and final
radio protocol
radio regulations
(Cairo revision,
revision, 1938)
1938) and
final radio
protocol
(Cairo revision,
revision, 1938)
1938) annexed
annexed to
to the
the Telecommunication
(Cairo
Telecommunication Convention
Convention948]
(Madrid, 1932) between
(Madrid,
between the United
United States
States of
of America
America and
and other
other
powers.
Cairo April 8, 1938;
advised by
powers. Signed at
at Cairo
1938; ratification
ratification advised
by the
the
Senate
ratified by the
Senate of the United
United States
States July
July 21, 1939; ratified
the President
President
of the United
United States
Bureau of
of the
International
States August 11, 1939;
1939; Bureau
the International
Telecommunication Union
Union at Bern notified on August 24, 1939 of
Telecommunication
of
ratification
United States of America; proclaimed
ratification by the United
proclaimed by the
the
President
United States September 18, 1939.
President of the United
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April
8, 1938
April 8,
1938
[T. S. No. 948]
[T.
S. No.

Regulations (Cairo Revision,
[General Radio Regulations
Revision, 1938) and
Final Radio Protocol (Cairo Revision,
1938)]
Revision, 1938)]
BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS
a revision of the General Radio Regulations
W
HEREAS a
Regulations annexed
annexed to
to
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications Convention
Convention signed
signed at Madrid
the International
Madrid
on December 9, 1932, was adopted at the International
International Radio Conference which convened
convened at Cairo on
was signed
signed
ference
on February
February 1, 1938, and
and was
empowered delegates
delegates of
the United
States of
on April 8, 1938, by
by the
the empowered
of the
United States
of
America and sixty-nine
sixty-nine other countries, together
together with a
afinal protocol
protocol
to the said revision
revision of
the General
Regulations, embracing
of the
General Radio
Radio Regulations,
embracing
reservations made by the Governments
Governments of certain countries, which
which
revision and final protocol are word for word as follows:

P
reamble.
Preamble.
49
tat. 2391.
49 S
Stat.
2391.
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TREATIES
TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Reglement
general des
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications
Reglement gen6ral
(Revision
Cake, 1938)
1938)
(Revision du
du Caire,

A LA
ANNEXE
ANNEXt A
INTERNATIONALE DES
CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE
CONVENTION
TETACOMMUNICATIONS
TELCOMMUNICATIONS
(Madrid,
1932)
(Madrid, 1932)
ARTICLE
PREMIER.
ARTICLE PREMIER.
Definitions.
Definitions.
1.
§§ 1.
Telecommunication: Toute
Toute communication
communication telegraphique
telegraphique ou
ou telet1eeTeleommunication:
phonique
d'ecrits, d'images
d'images et
et de
de sons
de
sons de
de signaux,
signaux, d'6crits,
phonique de
de signes,
signes, de
toute
nature, par
par fil,
fil, radio
ou autres
autres systemes
systemes ou
de signalisaou procedes
procedes de
radio ou
toute nature,
tion
electriques ou
ou visuels
(semaphores) (voir
(voir annexe
annexe a
Convention).
la Convention).
Ala
visuels (semaphores)
tion electriques
Reseau general
des voies
voies de
de telecommunication:
des voies
voies
L'ensemble des
tlecommunication: L'ensemble
Riseau
general des
de
telecommunication existantes
existante,s ouvertes
ouvertes an
service public, a
Al'excluau service
de telecommunication
sion
du service
service mobile.
mobile.
sion des voies
voies de
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication du
Radiocommunication:
Toute telecommunication
telecommunication a
a l'aide
l'aide des
des ondes
ondes
Radiocommunication: Toute
hertziennes
annexe a
hertziennes (voir
(voir annexe
Ala Convention).
Convention).
Radiotelegramme:
Telegramme originaire
originaire ou
ou A
a destination
destination d'une
d'une
Radiotelegramme: Telegramme
station mobile
transmis, sur
sur tout ou
ou partie
partie de
de son
son parcours,
parcours, par les
station
mobile transmis,
voies de
du service
mobile (voir
A la
la
service mobile
(voir annexe
annexe a
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication du
voies
Convention).
Convention).
Telegraphie: Telecommunication
Telegraphic
Telecommunication par
system° quelconque
quelconque de
par un
un systeme
de
signalisation
mot "telegramme"
vise aussi
aussi le
le
signalisation telegraphique.
t6elgraphique. be
Le mot
"telegramme" vise
"radiotelegramme", sauf
lorsque le texte
expressement une
une
"radiotelegramme",
sauf lorsque
texte exclut
exclut express6ment
telle
signification.
telle signification.
Telephonie: Telecommunication
Telephonie:
Telecommunication par un systeme quelconque
quelconque de
signalisation
telephonique.
signalisation telephonique.
Frequence
une station:
station: La
frequence assignee
une
Frequence assignee
assignee d
d une
La frequence
assignee aa une
station
est la
la frequence
frequence qui
qui occupe
le centre
la bande
bande de
de frequences
frequences
station est
occupe le
centre de
de la
dans
la station
station est
autorisee A
a travailler.
En general,
cette
dans laquelle
laquelle la
est autorisee
travailler. En
general, cette
frequence
est celle
porteuse.
celle de l'onde porteuse.
frequence est
Band
frequences d'une
d'une emission:
emission: La
frequences d'une
Bandeede
de frequences
La bande
bande de
de frequences
d'une
emission
frequences effectivement
effectivement occupee
occupee par cette
emission est la bande
bande de frequences
emission,
le type
type de
transmission et
pour la
de signalisation
signalisation
emission, pour
pour le
de transmission
et pour
la vitesse
vitesse de
utilisee.
Tolerance
tolerance de frequence
1'ecart maxiTolerance de frequence:
frequence: La tolerance
frequence est Pecart
la frequence
mum admis entre la frequence reelle d'une emission et la
frequence que

54
STAT.]
54 SrAT.]
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[Translation]
1
[Translation] 1

General Radio
Regulations
Radio Regulations
General
(Cairo Revision,
Revision, 1938)
1938)
(Cairo
ANNEXED
THE
ANNEXED TO THE
INTERNATIONAL
CONVENTION
TELECOMMUNICATION CONVENTION
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION

49 Stat. 2393.

49Stat.2393.

(Madrid,
(Madrid, 1932)
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
[1]
[1]

Definitions
Definitions
§1
§1

[2]
[2]

telephone communication
or telephone
Telecommunication: Any
telegraph or
communication
Any telegraph
Telecommunication:

of signs,
signs, signals,
and sounds
sounds of any nature,
nature, by wire,
images, and
writings, images,
signals, writings,
of
(semaphore)
visual
electric
radio,
or
other
systems
or
processes
of
or
(semaphore)
processes
or
radio, or other systems

Definitions.

Deflnitions

signaling (see
the annex
annex to
the Convention.)
Convention.)
to the
(see the
signaling

49 Stat. 2441.

Hertzian waves
(see the
annex to
to the
Convention).
the Convention).
the annex
waves (see
Hertzian

49 Stat. 2441.
Stt. 21.
49

[3]
General network
channels: The
whole of
The whole
telecommunication chaonels:
of telecommunication
network of
[3] General
service,
public
to
the
telecommunication channels
channels open
service, with
existing telecommunication
the existing
service.
mobile
the
exception of
of the
the radio
the mobile
of the
channels of
radio channels
the exception
[4]
communication: Any
Any telecommunication
telecommunication by means of
Radio communication:
[4] Radio

a mo[5] Radiotelegram:
Radiotelegram: Telegram
Telegram originating
or intended for a
in orintended
originating in
[5]
its route over the radio
bile
station, transmitted
on all
all or
or part
part of
of its
transmitted on
bile station,
the Convention).
annex to
channels of
the mobile
the annex
to the
Convention).
(see the
service (see
mobile service
of the
channels
any system of telegraph
[6] Telegraphy:
Telegraphy: Telecommunication
telegraph sigTelecommunication by any
[6]
naling. The
word "telegram"
"telegram" also
also covers
covers "radiotelegram",
"radiotelegram", except
The word
naling.
when the
text expressly
expressly precludes
precludes such aameaning.
the text
when
[7]
by any
any system
telephone sigsystem of telephone
Telecommunication by
Telephony: Telecommunication
[7] Telephony:
naling.
a
station: The frequency assigned
a station:
[8]
assigned to a
to a
assigned to
Frequency assigned
[8] Frequency
frequency
station
is
the
frequency
occupying
the
center
of
of
the
frequency
band
center
the
occupying
frequency
the
station is
in which
which the
is authorized
work. In
In general, this frequency
frequency
to work.
authorized to
station is
the station
in
is that
of a
wave.
a carrier
carrier wave.
that of
is
[9]
of an
band of an
an emisfrequency band
The frequency
emission: The
an emission:
band of
Frequency band
[9] Frequency
for the
emission
sion
band actually
actually occupied
occupied by
by this
frequency band
the frequency
is the
sion is
type of
for the signaling-speed used.
transmission and for
of transmission
type
[101 Frequency
Frequency tolerance:
The frequency
frequency tolerance is the maximum
maximum
tolerance: The
[10]
permissible separation
separation between the actual frequency
frequency of an emission
emission
permissible
include the
1
the translation.]
translation.]
not include
does not
proclamation does
original proclamation
[The original
I [The

49 tat. 21.

49 Stat. 2441.

49

tat. 24.
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cette emission devrait
(frequence notifiee
notifiee ou
choisie
devrait avoir
avoir (frequence
ou frequence
frequence choisie
par
par Poperateur).
l'operateur).
Puissance d'un
Puissance
d'un emetteur
emetteur radioelectrique:
radioelectrique: La
La puissance
puissance d'un
emetteur
d'un emetteur
radio6lectrique
radioelectrique est la puissance fournie a
a. l'antenne.
Panteiane. Les
Les donnees
donnees
suivantes sont applicables
applicables pour
pour lea
types d'emetteurs
indiques
suivantes
lea types
d'emetteurs indiqu6s
ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
Radiotelegraphie sur
cur ondes
le cas
Radiotlegraphie
ondes entretenues:
entretenues: Dana
Dans le
cas d'un
d'un emetlea emissions
emissions des
des types
types Al
Al ou
ou A2,
teur utilisant les
A2, la
la puissance
puissance est
est
cello qui
a. l'antenne
celle
qui est
est fournie A
l'antenne pendant
pendant quo
que le
le manipulateur
manipulateur est
est
abaisse.
abaisse.
Type usuel
usuel da double bande laterale:
Dans le cas d'un emetteur
laterale: Dana
emetteur
d'ondes
d'ondes modulees par amplitude du type usuel
double bande
usuel aa. double
bande
laterale, Is
la puissance
puissance dans l'antenne
laterale,
l'antenne est representee
representee par
par deux
deux
nombres,
valeur de la puissance
nombres, l'un donnant la
is valour
puissance de
l'onde porde l'onde
teuse fournie
fournie a.a l'antenne et
et l'autre
l'autre exprimant
exprimant le
le taux
taux maximum
maximum
reel de
de modulation
modulation utilis6.
utilise. 12))
Autres types: Dans
Dana le cas d'emetteurs
d'ondes modulees
modulees par
par
d'emetteurs d'ondes
amplitude
amplitude autres que
quo le type usuel
bande laterale,
on
usuel a.a double bande
laterale, on
indiquera
puissance de
indiquera comme puissance
is puissance
de l'emetteur
l'6metteur la
puissance maximum
maximum
fournie a.
l'antenne.
fournie
a l'antenne.
§
2.
§2.

Service flee:
fixe: Un service
Service
service assurant des
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications de
de
toute nature entre points fixes,
des services
services de
fixes, aa. Pexclusion
l'exclusion des
de radioradiodiffusion et des services speciaux.
Service mobile:
mobile: Un service de radiocommunication
radiocommunication execute
execute entre
entre
stations mobiles et stations terrestres et
mobiles
et par lea
les stations mobiles
communiquant
communiquant entre elles, a.
Pexclusion des
speciaux (voir
a l'exclusion
des services
services speciaux
(voir
annexe a.
Convention).
annexe
a is
la Convention).
Service aronautique:
aironatdique: Un service de
execute
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication ex6cute
d'aeronef et stations terrestres
entre stations d'aeronef
terrestres et par lea
stations
les stations
d'aeronef entre elks.
&applique egalement
d'a6ronef
elles. Ce
Ce terme
terme s'applique
egalement aux
aux services
services
fixes et speciaux de radiocommunication
radiocommunication destines
destines a.A assurer
assurer is
sela securite de Is
navigation aerienne.
aerienne.
la navigation
Service de radiodiffusion:
radiodiffusion: Un
effectuant la
Un service effectuant
la diffusion
diffusion d'emisd'emissions destinees a
a. Atre
etre recues par
en general;
general; ce
ce service
service
par le public
public en
comprend
exelusivement 2
):
comprend exclusivement
2):
service radiophonique:
a) le service
effectuant is
radiophonique: service effectuant
la diffusion
diffusion
d'emissions
d'emissions pour T'audition
l'audition a.
la parole
a distance
distance de
de la
parole et
et de
do la
la
musique;
musique;
b) le service
service de telivision:
television: service effectuant
la diffusion
effectuant la
diffusion
d'emissions
a distance d'objets 88)
d'emissions pour la vision a
)fixes ou en
en
mouvement.
Service de fac-similAs: Un service effectuant
effectuant des emissions pour
pour
4)
reproduire a
a. distance des images fixes d'une facon
permanente. 4
facon permanente.
)
Service special:
telecommunication operant
special: Un service de telecommunication
operant speciaspecialement pour lea
les besoins d'un service
service d'interet
d'interet general
general determine
determine
i) Ce taux est exprimc
exprime en tant
tent pour cent.
*)
2)Voir exception "service
"service de fac-similes".
fae-similes".
')2)"Objets"
"Objets" est pris
prim ici au sens
sena optique du mot.
')
radiodiffusion.
4)Ce service de fac-similes
fa.c-similes peut ctre
Atre effectu6
effectue par des stations de radiodiffusion,
des stations fixes ou des stations
stations du
mobile.
du service
service mobile.
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and the frequency which this emission should have
have (frequency
noti(frequency notified or frequency
frequency chosen by the
the operator).
operator).
[11] Power
Power of a
a radio
radio transmitter:
transmitter: The power of a
a radio
radio transmitter
transmitter
is the power supplied to the antenna. For the types
transmitters
types of
of transmitters
indicated hereinafter,
hereinafter, the following
following data
data are
are applicable:
applicable:
[12]

Continuous wave
Continuous
In the
case of
of a
transmitter
wave radiotelegraphy:
radiotelegraphy:In
the case
a transmitter
employing
employing type-Al
type-A1 or -A2 emissions the power is that
delivered
that delivered
to the antenna
antenna during the marking (key-closed)
condition.
(key-closed) condition.

[13]

Conventional
Conventional double-sideband
double-sicleband type:
the case
case of
an amtype: In
In the
of an
amplitude-modulated wave transmitter
plitude-modulated
transmitter of
of the
conventional doubledoublethe conventional
sideband type the power in the antenna
is represented
represented by
two
antenna is
by two
numbers,
indicating the
numbers, one indicating
of the
carrier-wave power
the value
value of
the carrier-wave
power
supplied to the antenna
antenna and the other indicating
indicating the
the actual
maximum
maximum percentage of modulation
modulation used.'
used.1
Other types: In the case of
Other
amplitude-modulated wave
wave transtransof amplitude-modulated
mitters of other than the conventional
conventional double-sideband
the
double-sideband type,
type, the
maximum power delivered
delivered to
to the
the antenna
antenna shall
be given
given as
shall be
as the
the
power of the
transmitter.
the transmitter.

[14]

[15]
[
15]

§2
§2

[16] Fixed service:
service: A
A service carrying on radio communication
communication of
of any
any
kind between fixed points, with the exception
of the
the broadcasting
exception of
broadcasting
services and special services.
services.
[18] Mobile service:
service: A
A radio service carried on
and
on between
between mobile
mobile and
land stations and by mobile stations communicating
communicating among
themamong themselves, excluding special services (see the annex to the Convention).
Convention).
selves,

[19] Aeronautical
service: A
Aeronautical service:
service carried
on between
aircraft
A radio
radio service
carried on
between aircraft
stations and land stations and by aircraft stations among
among themselves.
themselves.
This term shall also apply to fixed and special radio services intended
This
to insure the safety of
navigation.
of aerial
aerial navigation.
[20] Broadcasting
Broadcasting service:
A service
service: A
service carrying
carrying on
broadcasting of
of
on the broadcasting
transmissions
transmissions intended to be received
received by
by the
the general
general public;
public; this
this
service shall
exclusively: *
2
service
shall include
include exclusively:
(a) radiotelephone
radiotelephone service:
[21]
service: service
service owning
on the
the broadbroadcarrying on
casting of transmissions for
at a
distance of
and
for reception
reception at
a distance
of voice
voice and
music;
music;
broadcasting
(b) television
television service:
service: service
service carrying
carrying on
on the
the broadcasting
of transmissions for the visual reception
reception at
fixed
at a
a distance
distance of
of fixed
or
objects.'s
or moving
moving objects.

[22]
[22]

[23]
Facsimile service:
[231 Facsimile
service: A
A service making transmissions
transmissions for
for the
the rere4
production
at
a
distance
production
adistance of fixed images in a
form.*
a permanent
permanent form.
L24] Special
Special service:
[24]
service: A
carried on
A telecommunication
telecommunication service
service carried
on espeespecially for the needs of a
a specific
of general
general interest
and not
specific service
service of
interest and
not
[171
[17]
[28]
[29]
[29]
[301
[30]

I This percentage shall be expressed
I
expressed in z
xpercent.
percent.
See the exception "facsimile
service" [nos. 23 and 30].
"facsimile service"
"Objects"
"Objects" is used here in the optical sense of
of the
the word.
' This facsimile
facsimile service may be carried on by broadcasting stations,
fixed
Dtation., fxed
stations, or mobile service stations.
stations.
2

49
Stat. 2443.
49tat.

2443.
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et
corre,spondance publique,
publique, tel
que: un
de
et non
non ouvert
ouvert A
A la
la correspondance
tel que:
un service
service de
radiophaxe, de
de radiogoniometrie,
de signaux
horaires, de
radiophare,
radiogoniom6trie, de
signaux horaires,
de bulletins
bulletins
meteorologiques reguliers,
d'avis aux
aux navigateurs,
navigateurs, de
de messages
m6t6orologiques
r6guliers, d'avis
messages
adresses a
A tons,
meclicaux (consultations
radiomede presse
presse adresses
tous, d'avis
d'avis medicaux
(consultations radiom6dicales), de
dicales),
frequences etalonn6es,
etalonnees, d'6missions
d'ernissions destinees
des buts
buts
de frequences
destinees a A des
scientifiques, etc.
scientifiques,
etc.
3.
§3.

Station fixe:
Station
fire: Station non
non susceptible
susceptible de
deplacer et
at communide se
se deplacer
communide radiocommunication,
quant, par le moyen de
radiocommunication, avec
avec une
pluune on
ou plusieurs stations
etablies de
stations etablies
de la
la memo
meme ma,niere.
maniere.
Station
terrestre: Une
station non susceptible
Station terrestre:
Tine station
se d6placer
deplacer et
at
susceptible de
de se
effectuant un
un service
service mobile.
effectuant
mobile.
Station
c6tiere: Une station terrestre effectuant
Station Mien:
effectuant un
un service
service avec
avec
les stations de navire. Ce peut etre
fixe affectee
affectee aussi
etre une
une station
station fixe
aussi
stations de
aux communications
communications avec les
lea stations
navire; elle
n'est alors
alors
de navire;
elle n'est
consideree
que pendant
pendant la
consideree comme station c6tiere
cetiere quo
de son
service
la duree
duree de
son service
avec
lea stations de
avec les
de navire.
navire.
Station aeronautique:
aeronautique: Une
Station
tine station terrestre effectuant
effectuant un
un service
service
avec les
lea stations d'aeronef.
d'aeronef. Ce peut etre une
fixe affect&
une station fixe
affectee
aussi aux communications
communications avec
lea stations
stations d'aeronef;
elle n'est
n'est alors
alors
avec les
d'aeronef; elle
consideree
consideree comma
station aeronautique
aeronautique quo
pendant la
la duree
duree de
de son
son
comme station
que pendant
avec lea
d'aeronef.
service avec
les stations
stations d'aeronef.
Station
mobile: Tine
Une station susceptible
Station mobile:
susceptible de
se d6placer
deplacer et
qui habide se
et qui
habituellement
tuellement se
se deplace.
deplace.
Station de bord:
bord: Tine
Une station plac6e
Station
placee a
a bord,
bord, soft
navire qui
qui
soit d'un
d'un navire
n'est pas amarr6
amarre en permanence,
permanence, soit
soit d'un
d'un aeronef.
a6ronef.
Station
navire: Tine
Une station placee
plac6e aAbord d'un
Station de navire:
d'un navire
qui n'est
n'est
navire qui
pas
permanence.
pas amarre
amarr6 en
en permanence.
Station
station placee
Station d'aeronef:
d'aironef: Une
Tine station
places A
Abord
bord de
tout adronef.
de tout
aeronef.')1)
Station
destin6e aa etre
etre facilement
Station portative:
portative: Une
Tine station destinee
facilement deplacee
d6plac6e
mais qui n'est pas habituellement
utilisee lorsqu'elle
eat en
en moumouhabituellement utilis6e
lorsqu'elle est
vement.
Station
Station de radiophare:
radioph,are: Une
Tine station
speciale dont
dont lea
station speciale
les emissions
emissions
sont
A permettre
permettre a
sent destinees a
a une
une station de
bord de
determiner son
de bord
de determiner
son
relevement
A la station
relevement ou une direction
direction par rapport A
station de radiophare,
radiophare,
eventuellement
eventuellement aussi la distance qui la
is s6pare
separe de
de cette
cette derniere.
derniere.
Station
Une station pourvue d'appareils speStation radiogoniomitrique:
radiogoniometrique: Tine
apeciaux destines A
adeterminer la direction des
emissions d'autres
d'autres stations.
des emissions
stations.
Station
Station d'amateur:
d'amateur: Une
Tine station utilisee
utilis4e par
c'estpar un
un "amateur",
"amateur", c'estA-dire par une personne dtiment
d/ment autorisee, s'interessant aa la
is technique radioelectrique
radioelectrique dans un but
sans
but uniquement
uniquement personnel
personnel et
et sans
interet pecuniaire.
pecuniaire.
Station
ezperimentale privee: Une
Station experimentale
line station privee
privee destinee
destinee aa des
des exexperiences en vue du developpement
la technique
developpement de is
technique ou
ou de
la science
science
de la
radioelectrique.
radioelectrique.
1)
avions,
les dirigeables,
1) "aeronef"
"aeronef" est un terme
terms g6n6ral
gendral couvrant
couvrant les
lea SVI
ODB, lea
dirigeables, les
lea ballons
balloru3
libres
captifs, etc.
libres ou
ou captifs,
eta.
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open to public correspondence,
correspondence, such
such as: a
a service
service of
of radiobeacons,
radiobeacons,
direction-finding, time
regular meteorological
meteorological bulletins,
bulletins,
radio direction-finding,
time signals, regular
notices to navigators,
addressed to
to all,
all, medical
medical notices
notices
navigators, press messages
messages addressed
(medical
(medical consultation
consultation by radio),
frequencies, emissions
emissions for
radio), standard
standard frequencies,
for
scientific
et cetera.
cetera.
scientific purposes,
purposes, et
[25]
[25]

§3
§3

[26] Fixed
station not
of being
and comcom[26]
Fixed station:
station: A
A station
not capable
capable of
being moved
moved and
municating
municating by radio with
stations established
the
with one or
or more stations
established in
in the
same
same manner.
station: A
A station
capable of
of being
being moved,
moved, carrying
carrying on
on
[27] Land station:
station not
not capable
a
service.
a mobile
mobile service.
Coast station:
A land
land station
carrying on
on a
ship
[31] Coast
station: A
station carrying
a service
service with
with ship
stations. This may be a
a fixed
communicafixed station assigned also
also to
to communicacase, it
it shall
considered as
as a
a coast
tion with
with ship
ship stations;
stations; in
in this
this case,
shall be
be considered
coast
station
the duration
its
service
with
ship
stations.
station only
only for
for the
duration of
of its service with ship stations.
[32]
station: A
land station
service with
[32] Aeronautical
Aeronautical station:
A land
station carrying
carrying on
on a
a service
with
aircraft
aircraft stations. This
assigned also
also to
This may
may be a
a fixed station assigned
to comcommunication
with aircraft
stations; in
in this
shall be
munication with
aircraft stations;
this case,
case, it
it shall
be considered
considered
as
aeronautical station
station only
only for
duration of
its service
with
as an aeronautical
for the
the duration
of its
service with
aircraft stations.
[33]
station: A
capable of
moved and
[33] Mobile
Mobile station:
A station.
station capable
of being
being moved
and which
which
ordinarily does move.
ordinarily
move.
[34] On-board
On-board station:
station: A station on board either aaship which
which is not
not
permanently
permanently moored,
moored, or an
an aircraft.
aircraft.
station: A
on board
board a
ship which
which is
[35] Ship station:
A station
station on
a ship
is not
not permanently
permanently
moored.
moored.
Aircraft station:
[36] Aircraft
station: A
A station on
on board
board any
any aircraft.'
aircraft.'
station: A
A station
moved easily
easily but
[37] Portable
Portable station:
station intended
intended to
to be
be moved
but
which is not ordinarily
ordinarily used
used while
while in
in motion.
motion.
Radiobeacon station:
station the
the emissions
[38] Radiobeacon
station: A
A special
special station
emissions of
of which
which
are intended
determine its bearing
intended to enable an on-board station to determine
bearing
or a
a direction
direction with reference
station, and
in some
reference to
to the
the radiobeacon
radiobeacon station,
and in
some
separates it
it from
the
latter.
cases also
also the distance
distance which
which separates
from the latter.
Radio direction-finding
[39] Radio
direction-finding station:
station: A
A station
with special
special
station equipped
equipped with
apparatus
apparatus for determining
determining the direction
direction of
other
of the emissions
emissions of
of other
stations.
[40] Amateur station:
station: A
used by
by an
an "amateur,"
"amateur," that
that is,
is, by
A station
station used
by aa
duly authorized
authorized person interested
interested in
technique solely
with aa
in radio
radio technique
solely with
personal aim
aim and
and without
without pecuniary
pecuniary interest.
interest.

Private experimental
experimental station:
station: A
A private station intended for
[41] Private
for experiments
looking
to
the
development
periments looking
development of radio technique
technique or science.
[42] 11 "Aircraft"
"Aircraft" is aageneral term including
including airplanes,
dirigibles, free
or captive
captive
airplanes, dirigibles,
free or
balloons, et
et cetera.
balloons,
cetera.
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Station privee
Station
privie de radiocommunication:
radiocommunication: Une
Une station
station privee,
priv6e, non
non ououverte a la
correspondance publique,
publique, qui
autorisee uniquement
uniquement
la correspondance
qui est
est autorisee
echanger avec
privees de
radiocommunication"
a echanger
avec d'autres
d'autres "stations
"stations privees
de radiocommunication"
des communications
communications concernant
eoncernant les
lee affaires
affaires propres
propres du
du ou
ou des
des lilicencie s
cencies.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
Secret des
Secret
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
Les administrations
administrations s'engagent
lee mesures
mesures necessaires
s'engagent A prendre
prendre les
n6cessaires
pour faire interdire
interdire et
et reprinter:
reprimer:
a) l'interception, sans
sans autorisation,
de radiocommunications
radiocommunications qui
autorisation, de
qui
ne sont pas destin6es
no
destinees A1'usage
Pusage general
public,
general du
du public,
b) la divulgation du contenu
de l'existence!
l'existence z la
contenu ou
ou simplement
simplement de
la
publication on
tout usage
quelconque, sans
ou tout
usage quelconque,
sans autmisation,
autorisation,
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications mentionn6es
mentionnees sous
le paragrasous le
paragraph°
phe a).
a).
AamicrE 3.
3.
ARTICLE
Licence.
Licence.

§ 1. (1)
§
(1) Aucune
Aucune station
emettrice ne
ne pourra
pourra etre
on exstation emettrice
Wtre etablie
etablie ou
exploit6e par un particulier, ou
ploit&
on par
par une
une entreprise
quelconque,
sans
entreprise quelconque, sans
speciale delivree
delivr6e par
par le gouvemement
licence special°
du pays
pays dont
la
gouvernement du
dont relay°
releve la
question.
station en
en question.
(2) Les stations mobiles qui ont leur
(2)
lour port
port d'attache
une
d'attache darts
dans une
colonie,
colonic, un territoire sous souverainete ou
on mandat,
mandat, un
un territoire
territoire
d'outre-mer
protectorat peuvent
d'outre-mer ou
on un protectorat
peuvent etre
Wtre considerees
consid6rees comrne
comme
dependant
de
l'autorite de cette
dependant
Pautorite
de ces
ces territoires
territoires on
cette colonic,
colonie, de
ou de
de
ce
cc protectorat, en ce
cc qui concerne
concerns la
la delivrance
d6livrance des
des licences.
licences.
§§2.
2. Le titulaire
titulaire d'une licence est
de garder
le secret
secret des
est tenu
tenu de
garder le
des
telecommunications, comme il
telecommunications,
est prevu
de la
il est
prevu a
a Particle
l'article 24
24 de
la ConConvention.
resulter de la
vention. En outre, il
ii doit
dolt resulter
la licence
qu'il est
est interdit
licence qu'il
interdit
de capter les
lea correspondances
correspondances de
radiocommunications autres
autres que
que
de radiocommunications
celles que la
In station est autorisee
autorisee a recevoir
recevoir et
dens le
et que,
quo, dans
le cas
cas oh
oh
de telles correspondances
involontairement regues,
correspondances sont involontairement
dies ne
ne
recues, elles
doivent etre ni
ni reproduites,
reproduites, ni
des tiers,
tiers, ni
ni utiliutilini communiquees
communiquees A,a des
sees dans
dams un but quelconque,
quelconque, et leur existence meme
meme ne
doit pas
ne doit
pas
etre
etre revelee.
revele6e.
§ 3.
3. Afin
Afin de faciliter la verification
§
verification des licences delivrees
delivrees a des
des
stations mobiles, il
il est
est ajoute,
ya
au texte
texte redige
darts
ajout6, s'il
s'il y
a lieu,
lieu, au
redige dans
la langue nationale, use
une traduction
in
traduction en une langue
langue dont
l'usage est
est
dont l'usage
tres repandu dans les
lee relations internationales.
internationales.
§§4. Le
be gouvernement
gouvernement qui
delivre la
licence aa une
une station
moqui d6livre
la licence
station mobile y
la categoric
y mentionne In
categoric dans laquelle cette
station est
class&
cette station
est classee
au
an point de vue de la
in correspondance
internationale.
correspondance publique
publique internationale.
ARTICLE 4.
4.

ARTICLE

Choiz
Choir des appareils.
appareils.
§ 1.
1. Le
Le choix des
§
aI employer dans une
6mises
()raises satisfassent aux

appareils et des dispositifs radioelectriques
radioelectriques
station est libre,
condition que
que les
lee ondes
ondes
libre, aI condition
stipulations du present
present Reglement.
Reglement.
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[43]
radio station:
station: A
A private
private station,
open to
public corcor[43] Private
Private radio
station, not
not open
to public
respondence,
respondence, which
which is
to exchange
with other
other "priis authorized
authorized solely
solely to
exchange with
"private radio stations"
stations" communications
communications concerning
concerning the
the private
business
private business
of the
of
the license-holder
license-holder or
or -holders.
-holders.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22

Secrecy of Radio Communications
Communications
Secrecy of radio corn[441
[44] The administrations
administrations agree to
to take
take the
the necessary
necessary measures
measures to
to mSyfOfradiCOm.
munications.
prohibit
and prevent:
prevent:
prohibit and
unauthorized interception
of radio
radio communications
communications not
not
[45] (a) the unauthorized
interception of
intended
the public;
intended for
for the general
general use
use of
of the
public;
[46]
(b) the
of the
contents or
or of
of the
the mere
the
[46] (b)
the divulging of
the contents
mere existence,
existence, the
publication or any use whatever, without
without authorization,
authorization,
of the radio communication
mentioned in
(a)
communication mentioned
in paragraph
paragraph (a)

[No. 45].

ARTICLE 3
ARTICLE
3
License
License
established or
or operated
operated
[47] §1.
§1. (1)
(1) No
No transmitting station may
may be
be established
by any person or by any enterprise
enterprise whatever
special
license
whatever without
without a
a special license
issued by the government
government of the
to
which
the
station
in
questhe country
country to which the station in question
tion is subject.
subject.
[481
[
48]
(2)
having their
their port
port of
registry in
(2) Mobile stations having
of registry
in aacolony,
colony,
a territory
a
territory under sovereignty
overseas territory,
sovereignty or mandate, an
an overseas
territory, or
or a
a
protectorate, may be considered
considered as being
subject to
to the
being subject
the authority
authority of
of
this colony, these territories, or this protectorate,
protectorate, so
concerns
so far as concerns
the issuance
issuance of licenses.
licenses.
a license shall be bound
[49] §2.
2. The holder of a
the
bound to preserve
preserve the
secrecy of telecommunications,
telecommunications, as provided for in article
article 24
24 of the
Convention. In addition,
the license
that it
addition, the
license must
must state
state that
it is
is prohibited
prohibited
to receive radio correspondence
correspondence other than
than that
that which
which the
is
the station
station is
authorized to receive, and that,
such correspondence
correspondence is
received
that, in case such
is received
involuntarily, it
it must neither
neither be
reproduced nor
to
be reproduced
nor communicated
communicated to
third persons, nor used
and that
that the
used for
for any
any purpose whatever,
whatever, and
the very
very
existence
existence thereof
thereof must not be revealed.
revealed.

License.
Liew.

49 Stat. 24I
2411.

40stt.

[50] §3. In order to facilitate the verification
verification of
licenses issued
to
of licenses
issued to
mobile stations, there shall be added, when
when necessary,
the text
necessary, to
to the
text
drafted
drafted in the national
national language, a
this text
a translation
translation of
of this
text into
into aa
general use
international relations.
language in general
use in
in international
relations.
[51] §4.
government issuing
issuing the
the license
to a
mobile station
station shall
§4. The
The government
license to
a mobile
shall
mention
mention therein the category
category to
which
this
station
belongs
from the
the
to which this station belongs from
international public
standpoint of international
public correspondence.
correspondence.
ARTICLE 4
4
ARTICLE

Coice of Apparatus
Apparatus
Choice
Choice of appt.
apparatus.
[52] §1. The choice of radio apparatus
a Chie
apparatus and devices to be used in a
station shall be unrestricted,
unrestricted, provided that the waves emitted satisfy
the provisions of the present Regulations.
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§ 2. Toutefois, dans les
§
les limites
limites compatibles
avec
compatibles avec
economiques, le choix
econoraiques,
choix des appareils
appareils d'emission,
d'emission, de
de
doit s'inspirer
s'inspirer des
des plus recents
de mesure dolt
r6cents progres
progres de
de
tels qu'ils sont indiques
les avis
du
indiques notamment
notamment dans
dans les
avis du

lea exigences
les
exigences
reception et
et
reception
la technique,
technique,
la
C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.

ARTICLE 5.
ARTICLE
5.
Classification
des imissions.
Classificationdes
emissions.

§ 1. Les emissions
emissions sont classees
§
classees ci-dessous
ci-dessous d'apres
d'apres l'usage
l'usage auauquel elles
supposant que
elle,s servent, en supposant
quo leur
leur modulation
modulation ou
on leur
manileur manipulation eventuelle
eventuelle est
est faite
seulement en
en amplitude.
amplitude.
faite seulement
1°
entretenues:
1° Ondes entretenues:
Type AO. Ondes
Ondes dent
lea oscillations
sue,cessives sont
sont identiidentidont les
oscillations successives

ques
regime permanent
permanent 1)
)
ques en
en regime
Type Al. T6elgraphie
Telegraphic a
ondes entretenues
a ondes
entretenues pures.
pures. Une
Une onde
enonde entretenue
tretenuo qui est manipulee
manipulee suivant
suivant un
un code
code t6elgraphique.
telegraphique.
Type 42.
A2. Telegraphic
Telegraphie modulee. Une
tine onde
onde porteuse
porteuse modulee
modulee a
fr6quences audibles;
une ou plusieurs
plusieurs frequences
audibles; la
ou les
les frequences
audila ou
frequences audibles ou leur combinaison
ble,s
combinaison avec
la porteuse
porteuse 6tant
Una manipulees
manipulees suivant
avec la
suivant
un
un code telegraphique.
telegraphique.
Type AS.
T6elphonie. Ondes
AS. Telephonic.
Ondes resultant
de la
modulation d'une
d'une
resultant de
la modulation
onde porteuse
par
des
fr6quences
porteuse
frequenees correspondant
correspondant a
a la
la voix,
voix, a
a la
la mumusique
sique ou
ou a
a d'autres
d'autres sons.
sons.

A4. Fac-simile. Chides
Ondes resultant
Type 44.
resultant de
de
onde porteuse par des frequences produites
produites
d'une
d'une image fixe en vue de sa reproduction
reproduction
manente.
manente.
Type A6.
46. Television. Ondes resultant
resultant de
de
onde porteuse par des frequenees
frequences produites
produites
d'objets
d'objets

2)
2)fixes
fixes

on
en mouvement.
ou en
mouvement.

la
modulation d'une
la modulation
d'une
lors de
de l'exploration
lors
l'exploration
sous
use forme
forme perpersous une
la
modulation d'une
d'une
la modulation
lore
de l'exploration
lors de
l'exploration

(Nota:
Les largeurs
(Nota: Lee
largeurs de bande auxquelles
cee emissions
emissions sont
sont
auxqueUes correspondent
correspondent ces
indiquees
l'appendice 3.)
3.)
indiquees aal'appendice

22°° Ondes amorties:
amorties:
Type B. Ondes e,omposees
composees de series
series successives
suceessives d'oscillations
d'oseillations dont
dont
l'amplitude,
l'amplitude, apres avoir atteint un
diminue graduellegraduelleun maximum,
maximum, diminue
ment, lea
les trains d'ondes etant
etant manipules
manipules en
en suivant
un code
code teletelesuivant un
graphique.
graphique.
§ 2.
§
2. Dans
Darts la classification
classification ci-dessus,
ei-dessus, on
on admet
admet la
la presence
presence d'une
d'une
onde porteuse
porteuse dans tons les
onde
lea cas. Cependant, celle-ci
celle-ci peut
pent ne
no pas
pas
etre
etre transmise.
transmise.
Cette
Cette classification
classification n'envisage pas l'exclusion
l'exclusion de
dans
de l'emploi,
l'emploi, dans
des
administrations int6ressees,
des conditions
conditions determin6es
determinees par les
lea administrations
interessees, de
de
types d'ondes
dans les
types
d'ondes non compris darts
lea definitions precedentes.
precedentes.
§ 3. Les ondes seront designees,
d6signees, en premier
§
lieu, par
par leur
leur fr6premier lieu,
Irequence en
kilocycles par seconde
seconde (kc/s) ou en megacycles
megacycles par
quence
en kilocycles
par seconde
seconde
1) Ces
Ces ondes
ondes sont
seulement dans des
sont utilisees
utilises seulement
des cas particuliers,
particuliers, tels
lea
tels que
que les
emissions de frequences
frequences etalonnees.
etalonnees.

) "Objets" est
s)"Objets"
eat pris ici au sens
sens optique du
mot.
du mot.
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[53] §2.
However, within
within limits
limits compatible
with economic
economic requirerequirecompatible with
§2. However,
[53]
ments,
the choice
transmitting, receiving,
receiving, and
and measuring
measuring apparatus
apparatus
of transmitting,
ments, the
choice of
must
technical progress
progress as
as shown,
shown,
the most
most recent
recent technical
must be guided by the
notably,
R.
notably, in
in the Opinions
Opinions of the C.
C. C. I. R.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 55
Classification
of Emissions
Emissions
Classificationof
Classification of
[54]
be classified
eIsiation of
purpose emissions.
according to the purpose
below according
classified below
shall be
Emissions shall
§1. Emissions
[54] §1.
for which
assuming their
possible
their modulation
modulation or their possible
which they
they are
are used,
used, assuming
for
keying to
to be
only in
keying
be only
in amplitude.
amplitude.
[55] 1.
1. Continuous waves:

[56] Type
the successive
identical
of which
which are
are identical
successive oscillations
oscillations of
Type AO.
AO. Waves
Waves the
[56]
under
fixed
conditions.'
under fixed conditions.'
[57]
Type Al.
Telegraphy on
continuous waves.
waves. A
on pure
pure continuous
A continuous
continuous
[57] Type
Al. Telegraphy
telegraph code.
code.
wave which
which is
is keyed
keyed according
according to aatelegraph
[58]
Type A2.
Modulated telegraphy.
telegraphy. A
carrier wave
wave modulated
A2. Modulated
A carrier
modulated
[58] Type
at
more audible
audible frequency
or frequenfrequenthe audible
frequency or
audible frequencies,
frequencies, the
at one
one or
or more
cies or
their combination
combination with
with the
the carrier
wave being
being keyed
keyed according
according
carrier wave
cies
or their
telegraph code.
to aatelegraph
[59] Type
modulation
from the modulation
Type A.
A3. Telephony.
Telephony. Waves resulting
resulting from
[59]
of
carrier wave by frequencies
corresponding to the voice, to music,
frequencies corresponding
of a
a carrier
or to other sounds.
modulation of
of
from the modulation
[61] Type A4.
A4. Facsimile.
Facsimile. Waves
Waves resulting from
a
carrier wave by frequencies
scanning of
a carrier
frequencies produced
produced at the time of the scanning
a
permanent form.
a view to its reproduction
reproduction in a
a permanent
a fixed image
image with a
[62]
modulation
[62] Type A5. Television. Waves
Waves resulting from the modulation
produced at the time of the scanning
frequencies produced
of a
a carrier wave by frequencies
2
of fixed or moving objects.
objects.'
[63] (Note.-The
(Note.—The band
band widths
widths to
to which
emissions correspond
correspond are
indicated
are indicated
these emissions
which these
[63]
3.)
in appendix 3.)

[64]

2.
waves:
2. Damped
Damped waves:

composed of successive series of oscillations the
[65] Type B. Waves composed
amplitude
of which,
which, after
after attaining a
a maximum,
maximum, decreases
decreases gradually,
amplitude of
the
according to
telegraph code.
keyed according
to aatelegraph
the wave
wave trains
trains being keyed
classification, the
a carrier wave is
the presence of a
§2. In the above classification,
[66] §2.
assumed
not
assumed in all cases. However, such carrier wave may or may not
be
be transmitted.
transmitted.
classification does
exclusion of the
the use,
[67] This
This classification
does not contemplate
contemplate exclusion
conditions, of
administrations concerned,
concerned, under specified conditions,
by the
the administrations
types
foregoing definitions.
definitions.
in the foregoing
of waves
waves not
not included
included in
types of
[68]
indicated first by their frequency in kilo[68] §3. Waves shall be indicated
megacycles per
second (mc).
per second
(kc) or
or in megacycles
(me). Following
cycles per second (kc)
[60]
waves are used only in special cases, such as standard frequency
[60] 1 These waves
frequency
emissions.
emissions.
[70]
"Objects" is used here in the optical sense of the word.
[70] 22 "Objects"
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(Mc/s).
A la suite
cette designation
indiquee, entre
entre parenparen(Mc/s). A
suite de
de cette
designation sera
sera indiquee,
theses,
approximative en
en metres.
metres. Dans
Dana le
le present
Regletheses, la longueur
longueur approximative
present Reglement, la valeur
valour approximative
de la
la longueur
longueur d'onde
d'onde en
en metres
metres est
est le
approximative de
le
quotient de la
division du
nombre 300
300 000
000 par
par la
la frequence
exprimee
la division
du nombre
frequence exprimee
en
kilocycles par
par seconde.
seconde.
en kilocycles
ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.
Qu,alite
des emissions.
emissions.
Qualit des
§
une station
doivent etre,
6tre, autant
§ 1.
1. Les ondes emises
emises par
par une
station doivent
autant que
que
le permet l'etat de la
la, technique,
technique, raaintenues
exactement a
la frequence
fr6quence
maintenues exactement
a la
autorisee et exemptes
exemptes de
emission qui
qui n'est
West pas
pas essentielle
essentielle an
de toute emission
au
type de
communication effectu6e.
effectuoe.
de la
la communication
§§2. (1)
(1) L'Atat
L'etat de la.
dens les
les differents
differents cas
cas d'exploila technique
technique dans
d'exploitation est d6fini par
appendices 1,
1, 2
2 et
et 33 relatifs
l'exactitude
par les
les appendices
relatifs a l'exactitude
de la frequence,
et a
la largeur
largeur de
de la
la bande
bands
frequence, au niveau des
des harmoniques
harmoniques et
a la
de frequences
frequences °coupe°.
occupee.
(2)
(2) En ce qui concerne
concern° la largeur
largeur des bandes
bandes de
de frequences
fr6quences occuoccupees
p6es par les emissions, il
II faut tenir
tenir compte,
compte, dans
dans la
la pratique,
des
pratique, des
conditions
conditions suivantes:
suivantes:

1° Largeur
Largeur de la bande
donnee dans
dans l'appendice
3.
bande donnee
l'appendice 3.
2° Variation
Variation de Is
frequence de
la frequence
de l'onde
l'onde porteuse.
porteuse.
3° Conditions
Conditions techniques supplementaires,
supplementaires, telles
que les
les possibilites
possibilites
telles que
techniques
techniques relatives
relatives a
forme des
caractelistiques des
des circuits
a la
la forme
des caractelistiques
circuits
filtrants, taut
emetteurs que
que pour
les recepteurs.
tant pour
pour les emetteurs
pour les
recepteurs.
§ 3. (1)
(1) Les administrations
§
administrations verifieront
frequerament si
les ondes
ondes
verifieront frequemment
si les
emises
eraises par les stations relevant
relevant de leur
autorite repondent
aux prepreleur autorite
repondent aux
scriptions du present Reglement.
Reglement.
(2) On s'efforcera d'obtenir une collaboration
collaboration internationale
intemationale en
en
cette matiere.
§ 4. Afin de reduire
§
brouillages dans
de frequences
frequences
reduire les
les brouillages
dans la
la bande
bande de
6 000 kc/s (longueurs
au-dessus de 6
d'onde inferieures
inf6rieures a
a 50
m), il
est
(longueurs d'onde
50 m),
il est
recommande d'employer, lorsque la
recommand6
du service
service le
le permet,
permet, des
des
la nature
nature du
systemes
d'antennes directives.
systemes d'antennes
directives.
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

Repartition et emploi
Reparation
(longv,eurs d'onde)
d'onde) et
des types
types
emploi des
des freguences
frequences (longueurs
et des
d'emission.
§§1.
1. Sous reserve
reserve des dispositions
4 (3)
(3) ci-dessous,
dispositions du §
§4
ci-dessous, les admiadministrations des pays contractants
contractants peuvent
attribuer une
une frequence
frequence
peuvent attribuer
quelconque
quelconque et un type d'onde quelconque
quelconque as toute station
radiostation radioelectrique sous leur autorite, aala
electrique
seule condition
condition qu'il
qu'il n'en
n'en results
pas
la seule
resulte pas
quelconque d'un autre pays.
de brouillages
brouillages avec
avec un service
service quelconque
pays.
§§ 2. Toutefois,
administrations s'engagent
Toutefois, les administrations
aux
s'engagent aa attribuer
attribuer aux
stations qui, en raison
raison de leur nature
nature m&me,
meme, sont susceptibles
suseeptibles de
de
causer
causer de serieux
serieux brouillages dans les services
services d'un autre pays concontractant, des frequences
frequences et des types d'onde, selon
scion le genre de
de leur
leur
service, en conformite avec les regles
regles de repartition
et d'emploi
d'emploi des
des
repartition et
ondes telles qu'elles sont
sont indiquees
indiquees ci-dessous.
ci-dessous.
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indication, there shall be
this indication,
be given,
given, in
in parentheses,
parentheses, the
the approximate
length
approximate value
value
length in meters.
meters. In
In the present
present Regulations,
Regulations, the
the approximate
of the wavelength
wavelength in meters is
number 300,000
is the quotient
quotient of the
the number
divided
kilocycles per
per second.
second.
divided by
by the
the frequency
frequency expressed
expressed in
in kilocycles

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66
Quality of
Emissions
Quality
of Emissions
§1. The
[69] §1.
The waves
waves emitted
emitted by a
a station
station must
must be kept
kept on the authorauthorfrequency as
exactly as
as the
the state
of the
the art
permits, and
and their
their
ized frequency
as exactly
state of
art permits,
radiation must be as
practically possible
possible from all emissions
radiation
as free as
as practically
emissions
not
communication carried
carried on.
not essential
essential to the
the type
type of communication
on.
[71]
§2.
(1)
The
state
of
the
art
in
the
various
cases
operation
[71] §2. (1) The state of the art in the various cases of
of operation
is
concerning the exactitude
exactitude of the
is defined
defined in
in appendixes
appendixes 1, 2,
2, and
and 3,
3, concerning
frequency, the level of harmonics,
harmonics, and the width of the frequency
frequency
band
band occupied.
occupied.
[72]
(2) Concerning
widths of
by
occupied by
of frequency
frequency bands occupied
the widths
Concerning the
[72] (2)
emissions, in
practice, the
following conditions
conditions must
taken into
must be
be taken
the following
emissions,
in practice,
account:
account:
[73]
[73] 1.
1. Width of
of the band
band as
as shown
shown in appendix
appendix 3.
[74]
2. Variation
Variation of
of the
the carrier
carrier wave.
wave.
the frequency
frequency of
of the
[74] 2.
[75]
technical conditions,
possibilities
the technical
technical possibilities
conditions, such as the
[75] 3. Other technical
for
with regard
regard to
to the
the form
form of filter-circuit
filter-circuit characteristics,
characteristics, both for
transmitters and for receivers.
receivers.
[76]
administrations shall frequently check the waves
waves
[76] §3.
§3. (1) The administrations
determine whether
whether
emitted by the stations under their jurisdiction to determine
Regulations.
or not they comply with the provisions of the present Regulations.
be sought.
[77]
(2)
International
cooperation
this
matter
shall
in
(2)
International
cooperation
[77]

ofemissions.
emissions.
Quality of

Post, pp. 1689,
1589, 1593,
Post,
1593,
1595.
1595.

Pod, p.
p. 1595.
1595.
Pot,

frequency bands above
reduce interference
interference in the frequency
[78] §4. In order to reduce
6,000
(wavelengths below 50
directive-antenna syssys50 m), the
the use
use of directive-antenna
6,000 kc (wavelengths
compatible with the nature of
tems is recommended
recommended when such use is compatible
service.
the service.
ARTICLE 7
7
ARTICLE

Allocation and
and Use
(Wavelengths) and
and of
of Types
Types of
of
Allocation
Use of
of Frequencies
Frequencies (Wavelengths)
Emission
Emission
[79] §1.
Subject to
the provisions
§4 (3)
(3) below
below [Nos.
[Nos. 86,87,88,
86, 87, 88, and
and
of §4
provisions of
to the
§1. Subject
[79]
89],
administrations of the contracting
contracting countries may assign any
89], the
the administrations
frequency
wave to any radio station under their
frequency and any type of wave
jurisdiction
condition that no
interference with any service
no interference
sole condition
on the
the sole
jurisdiction on
of
another
country
will
result
therefrom.
of another country will result
(80] §2. However,
administrations agree
agree to assign to stations
However, the administrations
[80]
which,
causing serious
serious interfercapable of
of causing
which, by
by their
their very nature, are capable
frequencies and
ence with the services of another contracting
contracting country, frequencies
types of
waves, according
according to
the type
in conconto the
type of
of service
service they operate, in
types
of waves,
formity
waves, as set forth below.
of waves,
formity with
with rules
rules for allocation and use of

Allocation and use
Allocation

of frequencies,
frequencies, etc.
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Les
frequences assignees
assignees par
par les
Les frequences
les administrations
administrations a
a leurs
leurs stations
stations
doivent
etre choisie,s
quo possible,
possible, de
de
doivent etre
choisies de
de maniere
maniere aa eviter,
eviter, autant
autant que
brouiller les
les services
services appartenant
aux pays
contractants et
et effectues
effectues
brouiller
appartenant aux
pays contractants
par
des stations
stations existantes
existantes dont
les frequences
ont ete
ete notifiees
au
par des
dont les
fr6quences ont
notifiees au
Bureau
l'Union, selon
selon les
des articles
articles 15
15 et
et 16
16 et
Bureau de l'Union,
les dispositions
dispositions des
et de
de
l'appendice
l'appendice 8.
§
des bandes
bandes de
frequences sont
sont attributes
attribuees a
a un
§ 3. Dans
Dans le cas
cas oa
oui des
de frequences
un
service determine, les
stations de ce
ce service
employer des
des
les stations
service doivent
doivent employer
frequences
eloignees des
des limites
de ces
bandes, pour
pour ne
ne
frequences suffisamment
suffisamment eloignees
limites de
ces bandes,
pas
brouillage nuisible
nuisible dams
travail des
des stations
stations apparteappartepas produire
produire de
de brouillage
dans le
le travail
nant aux services auxquels sont
les bandes
de frequences
frequences
sont attributes
attribuees les
bandes de
immodiatement
immediatement voisines.
interessees s'entendent,
en cas
cas de
de
§§4. (1)
(1) a) Les administrations
administrations interessees
s'entendent, en
besoin,
besoin, pour la fixation des
attribuer aux
stations
des ondes aèattribuer
aux stations
dont
dont il s'agit, ainsi
ainsi que
quo pour
pour la
la determination
des condicondidetermination des
d'emploi des
ondes ainsi
ainsi attribuees.
tions d'emploi
des ondes
attribuees.
b) Les administrations
administrations d'une region
conregion quelconque
quelconque peuvent
peuvent condure, conformement
conformement a
a l'article
Particle 13
de la
Convention, des
des
clure,
13 de
la Convention,
arrangements
arrangements regionaux
concernant l'attribution
Pattribution soit
soit de
de
regionaux concernant
bandes
bandes de fr6quences
frequences aux
des pays
pays participants,
aux services
services des
participants,
soit de frequences
frequences aux
de ces
ces pays,
pays, et
et concernant
conceniant
aux stations
stations de
les conditions d'emploi
ondes ainsi
ainsi attribuees.
Les
d'emploi des
des ondes
attribu6es. Les
dispositions
dispositions des
ainsi que
quo celles
celles de
des §§
§§ 11et
et 22 ainsi
de Particle
l'article 16,
16,
§ 1.
1. (6)
(6) s'appliquent
§
s'appliquent 6galement
egalement A tout arrangement
de
arrangement de
cette nature.
(2) Les administrations
administrations interessees
interessees prennent
prennent les
accords n6cessaires
necessaires
les accords
pour eviter les brouillages
brouillages et, en cas
cet
cas de bosom,
besoin, feront
feront appel,
appel, aA cet
effet, conformement
conformement a
procedure qui
sera convenue
entre elles
elks par
par
a la procedure
qui sera
convenue entre
bilateraux ou regionaux,
des accords
accords bilateraux
regionaux, a
a. des organes
organes soit d'expertise,
d'expertise, soit
soit
d'expertise et de conciliation.
conciliation. Si aucun
aucun arrangement
arrangement en vue
d'eviter
vue d'eviter
ne peut
les brouillages
brouillages no
pout etre realise, les prescriptions
prescriptions de Particle
15 dela
de la
l'article 15
Convention
peuvent etre
etre appliquees.
appliquees.
Convention peuvent
(3) a) En ce qui concern°
concerne la radiodiffusion
(3)
radiodiffusion europeenne
europeenne et
et sous
sous
reserve de tout droit qui reviendrait
reviendrait aux
aux administrations
administrations
extra-europ6ennes
extra-europeennes en vertu du
du present
Reglement, les
les
present Reglement,
modalit6s ci-dessous, qui pourront
modalites
pourront etre
abrogees ou
ou modimodietre abrog6es
fi6es
flees par accord
administrations europeennes
et
accord entre les
les administrations
europeennes et
qui ne
me modifient en rien les dispositions
dispositions de l'article 16,
16,
§ 1. (6),
§
(6), sont apportees
apportees aa. l'application
l'application du principe enon&ionce au
c6
au §
§ 1.
1.
b) A
d6faut d'accord
A defaut
d'accord prealable
les administrations
administrations des
des pays
pays
prealable entre
entre les
europeens
europeens contractants,
contractants, la .faculte prevue
au §
no pourra,
prevue au
§1
1 ne
pourra,
dans les limites de la
dams
la region
region europeenne,
etre utilis6e
utilise() en
en
europeenne, etre
d'effectuer un service
vue d'effectuer
radiodiffusion en
en dehors
des
service de radiodiffusion
dehors des
bandes autorisees
autorisees par le present
present Reglement
Reglement sur
sur des
des
frequences
1560
frequences au-dessous de 1
560 kc/s
kc/s (longueurs
(longueurs d'onde
au-dessus de
au-dessus
de 192,3 m).
m).
c) L'administration
L'administration qui desire etablir un tel service
service ou
ou obtenir
obtenir une
une
modification des conditions fixees
modification
fixoes par
accord anterieur
anterieur
par un accord
relatif a
service (frequence,
(frequence, puissance,
puissance ,position
pos iti on
a un tel service
geographique, etc.)
etc.) en saisit les administrations
geographique,
administrations europeennes
europeennes
par l'intermediaire
par
Pintermediaire du Bureau
Bureau de l'Union. Toute administration
n'aura pas repondu
nistration qui n'aura
repondu dans
dans un daai
delai de six
six
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[81] The frequencies
frequencies assigned by the administrations
administrations to
their stastato their
tions must be selected
tions
selected in such a
amanner as to avoid, so far as possible,
interfering
interfering with services belonging to the contracting
contracting countries and
and
operated
operated by existing stations of which the frequencies
frequencies have
been
have been
notified to the Bureau of the Union, in accordance with
with the
the proviprovisions of articles 15 and 16, and of appendix
appendix 8.

01,
Pod, p.t'
pp. 1499,
11408.
Pp.
149 11601,

[82] §3. In the case where bands of frequencies
frequencies are assigned to
to aaspespecific service, the stations of that service
service must use
suffiuse frequencies
frequencies sufficiently separated
separated from the limits of these bands so
to produce
produce
so as
as not
not to
interference with the operation of
harmful interference
belonging to
of stations
stations belonging
to
services to which the frequency bands immediately
have
immediately adjoining
adjoining have
been assigned.
(a) The administrations
[83] §4. (1)
(1) (a)
administrations concerned
conclude agreeagreeconcerned shall
shall conclude
ments, if need be, for determining
determining the waves to
to be
be
assigned to the stations in question, as well
laying
well as
as for
for laying
conditions of use of the waves thus
down the conditions
assigned.
thus assigned.
[84] (b) The administrations
administrations of
of any
any region
region may,
may, in
in accordance
accordance with
with
article 13 of the Convention,
Convention, conclude
conclude regional
regional arrangearrange-

st. w0L

49
49 Stat. 2401.

ments regarding
regarding the allocation
frequency bands
bands
allocation either of frequency
participating countries
to the services of the participating
countries or
freor of
of frequencies
countries, and concerning
quencies to stations of these countries,
concerning
the conditions for the use of the waves
so assigned.
The
waves so
assigned. The
provisions of §§1 and 22 [Nos. 79, 80,
as
80, and 81],
81], as
as well
well as

those of Article
Article 16, §1 (6)
(6) [Nos. 345 and 346], shall
shall also
also
apply to any arrangement
arrangement of this nature.
nature.

administrations concerned shall conclude
[85] (2) The administrations
conclude the necesnecessary agreements
agreements to avoid interference
interference and, when needed, shall, for
this purpose, in conformity
conformity with the procedure
be agreed
agreed
procedure which will
will be
among them in bilateral
bilateral or regional agreements,
agreements, call
upon
organs
call upon organs of
of
expert investigation or of expert
expert investigation and
If
and conciliation.
conciliation. If
no agreement can be reached with regard
interference,
regard to avoiding
avoiding interference,

P .P.Sr.

Post, p. 1203.

Agreements tor

Agreements for
avoiding of interfer-

ence.
ence.

the provisions of article 15 of the Convention may
may be
be applied.
applied.

[86]

[87J
[87]

[88]

49 Stat. NOB.

sat".am.

(3) (a) With regard to European
European broadcasting
and subject
broadcasting and
subject to
to
any right to which the extra-European
extra-European administrations
administrations
might be entitled by virtue of the present Regulations,
the detailed
detailed provisions
be abrogated
or
provisions below, which
which can
can be
abrogated or
changed
changed by agreement among the European
European administraadministrations and which in no way change the provisions
provisions of
of

article 16, §1 (6)
(6) [Nos. 345 and 346], shall
be brought
p. lm;
1503; an,.
oats,
shall be
brought to
to Poet,
Pno, p.
bear in applying the principle
laid down
down in
in §1
principle laid
§1 [No.
[No. 79].
79]. P.*1429 '
P

a preliminary
(b) Failing a
preliminary agreement between
between the
the administraadministrations of the European contracting
contracting countries, the right
right
contemplated
contemplated in §1 [No. 79] may not, within the limits
limits
of the European
European region,
region, be used for the purpose
carrypurpose of
of carrying on a
abroadcasting
broadcasting service
service outside the
bands authorized
the bands
authorized
by the present Regulations
Rft:.:ations on frequencies below
kc
below 1,560
1,560 kc
(wavelengths
(wavelengths above
m).
above 192.3
192.3 m).
(c) An administration
administration wishing
wis
hing to establish such
such a
a service
or
(c)
service or
to obtain a
achange in the conditions laid down by
by a
a preprevious agreement with regard
regard to such a
(frequency,
a service
service (frequency,
power,
power' geographic position,
position'et cetera) shall submit
submit the
request to the European
European administrations
administrations through
through the
Bureau of the Union. Any administration
administration which
which does
193470°--1-a1. n-13
19347V-41—PT.
n-13
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semaines
apres reception
reception de
ladite communication
communication sera
sera
semaines apres
de ladite
consider& comme
comme ayant
ayant donn6
donne son
consider6e
son assentiment.
assentiment.
d) H
11 est
est bien
bien entendu
tel accord
prealable sera
sera egaleegalequ'un tel
accord prealable
d)
entendu qu'un
ment necessaire
necessaire toutes
que, dans
dans une
une station
station de
ment
toutes les
les fois
fois que,
de
radiodiffusion
europeenne, travaillant
travaillant hors
hors des
des bandes
de
bandes de
radiodiffusion europeenne,
frequences
sera apport6
apport6 aux
aux
autorisees, un
un changement
changement sera
frequences autorisees,
caracteristiques
precedemment notifiees
notifiees au
au Bureau
Bureau de
de l'131'Ucaract6ristiques precedemment
nion,
et que
quo ce
changement sera
sera susceptible
susceptible d'affecter
d'affecter les
les
ce changement
nion, et
conditions de
de brouillages
brouillages internationaux.
internationaux.
conditions
En principe,
la puissance
puissance des
des stations
stations de
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion
§§ 5.
5. En
principe, la
qui travaillent
travaillent avec
des frequences
frequences inferieures
000 kc/s
kcis (longueurs
(longueurs
qui
avec des
inferieures aA55000
d'onde
superieure,s A
A60
doit pas
pas depasser
la valeur
permettant
d'onde superieures
60 m)
m) no
ne doit
depasser la
valeur permettant
d'assurer
efficace et
et de
bonne
d'assurer 6conomiquement
economiquement un
un service
service national
national efficace
de bonne
qualite
dans les
du pays
considere.
qualite dans
les limites
limites du
pays considere.
En principe,
l'emplacement des
des stations
stations de
radiodiffusion
§§ 6.
6. En
principe, l'emplacement
de radiodiffusion
puissantes, et
et plus
cellos qui
travaillent pres
pres
puissantes,
plus particulierement
particulierement de
de celles
qui travaillent
des limites
limites des
des bandes
frequences reservees
la radiodiffusion,
des
bandes de
de frequences
reservees A la
radiodiffusion,
doit
maniere a
autant que
quo possible,
possible, la
gene
doit etre
etre choisi
choisi de
de maniere
a eviter,
eviter, autant
la gene
causee
autres pays ou
causee aux services de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion des autres
ou aux autres
services travaillant avec
avec des frequences
fr6quences voisines.
§
tableau ci-dessous
ci-dessous donne
repartition des
frequences
§ 7.
7. Le
Le tableau
donne la
la repartition
des frequences
(longueurs
approximatives) entre les
divers services.
(longueurs d'onde approximatives)
les divers
R]PARTITION
Rt
PARTITION DES BANDES DE FittC)IIENCES
ENTRE 10 ET
FBRQUENCES ENTBE
1,5 m).
1,5

200 000
000 KC/S
ice/s (30
(30 000
000 ),
200
X

Services
Services
Fromences Ito

Frquenes kc/

10-100
10-100

Longueurr
nsd'onde

Longuurs d'onde

Attribution
Attribution
generale
generale

Attributions rgionales
Attributions
regionales
Aros

Region europ6enne
europeemm .)
Rglon
*) I

Autres
Antres re6gons
regions

30
000-3 000
Fixes
30 000-3
000 Fixes

100-110

a) Fixes
Fixes
727 a)
3
3 000-2 727
b) Mobiles
Mobiles

110-125

400 Mobiles
Mobiles
22 727-2 400

)
125-150 11)

Mobiles maritimes
rnaritimes
22 400.-2
400-2 000 Mobiles
(ouverts b,, la correspondance
correspondence publique
publique exclusiveexclusivement)

150-160
150-160 ')3)

2 000-1 875
Mobiles.
2
875 Mobiles.

la Tipton
rcgion curoplenn:
region europeenne
*)Difinftionde is
*)Definition
europieane: La region
europdenne est
eat deftnie
definie an
an Nord
Nord et
et a l'Ouest
l'Ouest par
par les
les Unites
limites
m6ridien de 40°
Nord,
naturelles de l'' Europe,
Europe, a l'Est
rEst par le meridien
400 Est de Greenwich et au Sud
Snd par
par le
le parallele de 30°
30 ° Nord,
de
facon &
Sengloberla
englober la pertie occidentals
de l'17.R.S.S. etles
et lee territoires
territoires bordant
bordant la Mediterrane,
Mediterranee, S
l'exception
defaCon
occidentale del'U.R.S.S.
a l'exception
des parties de l'Arabie
l'Arabie et de l'Arable
se tronvent
tronvent comprtses
dans ce sectenr.
1'Arabie saoudite gni
qni se
comprises dans
secteur.
t)L'onde de 143 kg's
kes (2 100 m) eat
est l'onde
I'onde d'appel des
des stations mobiles utilisant des ondes
ondes longues
entretennes.
entretenues.
')Une Conference enropeenne
bande une
sttions de
9IIne
enropeenne on r4gionale
regionale peut
pent admettre
admettre dans cette
cette bands
nne on plusieurs stations
radiodiffusion en derogation
a condition
qu'elles no genent pas
les services
radiodiffusion
derogation It
condition qu'elles
pas lee
services mobiles.
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not answer within six weeks after
of the
the said
said
after the receipt
receipt of
communication
communication shall be considered
having given
given its
considered as
as having
its
assent.
assent.
[89] (d)
(d) It
It is fully understood
preliminary agreement
agreement
understood that
that such
such a
a preliminary
shall also be necessary
necessary whenever,
European broadbroadwhenever, in
in a
a European
casting station, operating
operating outside
outside the
the authorized
authorized frefrequency
quency bands, a
made in
a change
change is
is made
in the
the characteristics
characteristics
previously
previously notified to the Bureau of
and when
of the
the Union,
Union, and
when
such change is capable of affecting
affecting the conditions
conditions of
of interinternational
national interference.
interference.
[90] §5. In principle, the
broadcasting stations
stations working
on
the power of
of broadcasting
working on
frequencies below 5,000 kc (wavelengths
frequencies
(wavelengths above
60
m)
must
not
exceed
above 60 m) must not exceed
the value necessary
necessary to insure economically an effective
high-quality
effective high-quality
national service within
within the
the limits
the country
country considered.
limits of
of the
considered.
[91] §6. In principle, the
location of powerful
broadcasting stations,
the location
powerful broadcasting
stations,
and especially
especially of those which operate near the limits of
frequency
of the
the frequency
reserved to broadcasting,
bands reserved
broadcasting, must be
chosen in
such a
way as
as to
to
be chosen
in such
a way
avoid, so
the broadcasting
broadcasting
avoid,
so far
far as
as possible,
possible, interference
interference caused
caused to
to the
services of other countries
or to
to other
services operating
opera ing on
neighcountries or
other services
on neighboring frequencies.
boring
frequencies.
[92] §7. The following table shows the allocation of
(apof frequencies
frequencies (approximate
proximate wavelengths) to the various
various services.
services.
ALLOCATION OF
ALLOCATION
or FREQ
UENCY BANDS
(30,000 AND
FREQUENCY
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
KC (30,000
AND
1.5 M)
3K)
Services
Frequencies
Frequnces

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

ka

m
n

in,

General
allocation

Regional
Regional allocations
______________________

European region*
region*
European

T

Other regions
regions

10-100
10-100

30, 000-3,
000-3, 000
30,
000

100-110

3, 000-2, 727

(a) Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile

110-125
110-125

2,
727-2, 400
400
2, 727-2,

Mobile
Mobile

125-150
125-150
(
1)
(t)

2, 400-2,
400-2, 000
2,
000

Maritime
correspondMaritime mobile (open to public correspondence
ence exclusively)
exclusively)

150-160
150-160

2, 000-1, 875

Mobile
Mobile

(2)
(2)

Fixed
Fixed

____________________________________

regpon: The European region is limited on the north and west by the
[93] *Defintion
*Definition of the European region:
natural boundaries of Europe, on the east by the meridian 40° E. of Greenwich
Greenwich and on the south by the
parallel 30° N.,
N., so as to include the western part of the U.S.S.R.
territories bordering
bordering on the MediU.S.S.R. and the territories
terranean, except
terranean,
except the parts of Arabia and Saudi Arabia which
which are included in this sector.
[94] a The wave of 143 ire
kc (2,100 m) is the calling-wave
mobile stations using long continuous waves.
waves.
calling-wave of mobile
[95] *A
, A European
European or regional conference
conference may admit
admit one or several
several broadcasting
broadcasting stations by
derogation,
by derogation,
provided that mobile services
services are not hampered.
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TREATIES
TREATIES

REPARTITION DES
DE PREQUENCES
10 ET
xcis (30
RiPABTITION
DES BANDER
BANDES DE
FE]BQUENCES ENTRE
ENTRE 10
ET 200
200 000
000 KC/S
(30 000
000 I
1
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
m)—Continuee.
1,5
Services
Services
Longueurs d'onde
Prequenoes
kc/s Longueurs
Fr6quences kc/s
d'onde
m
m

Attribution
Attribution
generale
g6n6rale

Attributions
Attributions regionales
r8gionales
Region europeenne
Region
europ6enno

Autres
Autres regions
regions

160-285 5)6)
96)
160-285

1875-1053
1875-1053

160-240
(1875160-200
(1875160-240 (1875160-200 (18751250)
1500)
1250)
1500)
Racliodiffusion
4
)
.
a)
Fixes.
Radiodiffusion4). a) Fixes.
240-255 (1250b) Mobiles.
240-255
(1250b)
Mobiles.
1176)
c) Aeronau1176)
c)
Aeronaua) non
non ouverts
tiques.
a)
ouverts
tiques.
A
la correscorres200-285
(1500a la
200-285 (1500pondanee
pondance
1053)
1053)
publique.
Aeronautiques
publique.
A6ronautiques et
et
b) Radiodiffub)
Radiodiffumobiles excepmobiles
excepsion 3
), 4).
tion faite
faite des
des
sion
3),4).
tion
255-265
(1176255-265 (1176posies coinpostes
com1132)
1132)
merciaux des
des
merciaux
a)
a) AeronauAeronaunavires.
tiques
tiques
b)
Radiodiffub) Radiodiffusion 4
), 4).).
sion
3)
265-285
265-285 (1132(11321053)
1053)
Adronautiques.
Aeronautiques.

285-290 6)7)
6)
7
)
285-290

1053-1034
1053-1034

Aeronautiques.
A6ronautiques.

Radiophares.
Radiophares.
Les
Les radiophares
radiophares
maritimes
maritimes
auront
/a
auront la
priorite.
priorite.

290-315
6
)
7)9
290-315 *)7)8)

1034-952
1034-952

Radiophares
Radiophares
raaritiraes.
maritimes.

Les radiophares
Lea
radiophares
maritimes
maritimes
auront la
auront
la
priorite.
priorite.

315-320 ')7)
97)
315-320

952-938
952-938

Radiophares
Radiophares
maritimes.

Adronautiques.
Aeronautiques.

320-325 6)
6)

938-923
938-923

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

a) Aeronaua)
Aeronautiques
tiques
Mobiles non
non
b) Mobiles
ouverts
is
ouverts aala
corresponcorrespondance
dance
publique
publique

Radiophares
Radiophares

')Les administra
t)Lf3s
ions europtennes
pour placer
placer dans
dans Is
administrations
europeennes sont autorisees
autorisees A s'entendre
s'entendre entre
entre Qin
elles pour
la bands
bande de
do
a 265 kc/s (I(1 250 aA11132 m) des stations do mdlocliffusion
240 8
leur position
position g6ographique,
geographique, us
radiodiffusion qui, du fait
fait de
de lour
ne
g6neront
a Is
la correspondance
generont pas les
lea services non ouverts A
correspondence publique et les services aeronautiques.
aeronautiques. Par
Par
aflours, ces services
amours,
services s'organiseront pour ne
no pas broniller
brouiller la
Is reception des
des stations
de radiodiffusion
tans'
stations de
radiodiffusion alnsl
eholsies,
ohoisies, dans
lea limited
territoires nationaux
nations= de ces stations.
danls
les
lites des territoires
stations.
')Lesservices
')Lea
services onverts
ouverts Ais
publique no
pas admis
admis dans
les bandes
destinees Ala
radio.
la correspondence
correspondance publique
ne sont
sont pas
dans les
bandes destin6es
a la radio(1875 et 1
diffusion, comprises
comprises entre 160 et 265
265 kc/s (1
132 m),
convert de
de Particle
1.
1 132
m), mem°
meme sous
sons le convert
l'article 7,
7, f
t 1.
s)Ia
A265
1)La bands
bende de 160 A
265 kc/s (1875
(1 875 a
A1
egaletnent attribuee A
Is radiodiffusion
radiodiffasion dans
dans l'Afrique
l'Afrique du
1 132 m) est 6galement
a la
du
Bud,
Indes britanniques
Nouvelle-Zlande aAcondition que
and,l'Australie,
l'Anstralle, les bodes
britanniques et la Nouvelle-Zelande
quo les stations qui utilisent
utfisent cos
ces
Irequences
soient placees
placies de maniere aAeviter
frequences pour la
is radiodiffision
radiocliffusion soloist
avec les
lea services
services des
des pays
pays
6viter des broufflages
brouliages avec
n'utllsent pas ces (requences
qui n'utilisent
radiodiffusion.
fequences pour la radiodiffusion.
6)La
bande de 265 A
a 365 kc/s (1
(
1
)La band°
1328
utilise° an
les radiophares
et
(1 132
a 822 m) eat
est utlis6e
au Japon pour
pour les
radiophares aeronalltitlues
aeronautiques et
mantises.
maritimes.
?)Une bande
?gine
bands de 30 kc/s de largenr,
largeur, comprise entre les limites de 285 et 320 kc/s (1
(1 053 et 938
m), est alloues
allouee
938 m),
dans cheque
chaque region
r6gion an
au service des radiophares.
radiopbares. Dens
°one bande
bande est
est reservee
aux
Dans Is
la region
region europeenne,
europenne, cette
reserv6e aux
souls radiophares
radiophares maritimes.
seuls
*)Sur
tout
le
territoire
de
'U.
.
S.
S.,
la
bande de 290 A315 kc/s (1034 a 952 m) est utilisde
5)gur
tenitoire
I'll. R.
S., Is band.
utilisee par les radioradiophares aeronantiques
maritimes.
pharos
a6ronantiques et maritimes.
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ALLOCATION OF
OF FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY BANDS
BETWEEN 10
KC (30,000
ALLOCATION
BANDS BETWEEN
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
(30,000 AND
AND
1.5
M)-Continued
1.5 m)—Continued

Services
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

kc

m

160-285
(5)
(6)
(9 (9

1,
1, 875-1,
875-1, 053
053

General
General
allocation

Regional allocations
Regional
European region
European

Other regions
Other

160-240 (1,875160-240
(1,8751,250)
1,250) BroadBroadcasting
4)
casting (
(4)
240-255
240-255 (1,250(1,2501,176)
1,176)
(a)
(a) Not
Not open
open to
public correcorrespondence
spondence
(b)
Broadcast(b) Broadcast-

1
16
6 00 -- 2
2 0
0 00
(1,8 7 5(1,8751,500)
1,500)
(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile
(c) AeronauAeronautical
tical
22 0
0 00 -- 22 88 5
5
(1,5 0 0(1,5001,053)
1,053)
Aeronautical
Aeronautical
and mobile
mobile
and
except
coinexceptcommercial ship
ship
mercial
stations

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Radiobeacons
Radiobeacons
Maritime radio-beadio-beacons shall
have
prihave
priority

Maritime
Maritime radio-

Maritime raddio-beai o - b e acons shall
have pripriority

ing (3)
(
3)(4)
(
4)
ing
255-265
(1,176255-265 (1,1761,132)
1,132)
(a)
Aeronautical
(a) Aeronautical
(b) BroadcastBroadcastjug (
3)(
4)
(3)
(4)
ing
265-285 (1,132265-285
(1,1321,053)
1,053)
Aeronautical
Aeronautical

285-290
(6)
(7)
(
6) (
7)

1,
1, 053-1,
053-1, 034

290-315
()
(6)
) (
(6)
(9 (
7)

1,034-952
1, 034-952

RadioRadio-

315-320
(
6) (
7)
(6)
(7)

952-938

Maritime radioMaritime
beacons
beacons

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

320-325
(6)
(
6)

938-923

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

(a)
(a) AeronauAeronauVeal
tical
(b) Mobile
Mobile
(b)
not open
open
not
to public
correor r eccorrespondence
spondence

beacons
beacons

beacons
beacons

[96]
authorized to arrange among themselves
themselves for placing in the
administrations shall be authorized
[96] 81The European
European administrations
position,
m) broadcasting stations which,
which, by reason of their geographical
geographical Position.
band of 240 to 265 kc (1,250 to 1,132 in)
correspondence or with aeronautical
aeronautical services. Furtherwill not interfere with services
services not open to public correspondence
more, these services
services shall be organized
organized in such a
away as not to interfere
interfere with
with the reception
broadcasting
reception of the broadcasting
stations thus chosen, within the limits of the national territories
territories of these stations.
[971 4
4Services
services open to public
public correspondence
correspondence shall not be admitted in the bands allocated
allocated to broadcastbroadcast[97]
ing, between 160 and 265 ko
(1,875 and 1,132 m),
m), even under the terms of Article
Article 7,
ke (1,875
7, 11 [No. 791.
79].
[98] ' The band 160-265 kc
ke (1875-1,132
(1,875-1,132 m) shall also be assigned
assigned to broadcasting
broadcasting in South Africa, Australia,
[98]
British India, and New
New Zealand upon the condition
condition that the stations which use these frequencies
frequencies for broadbroadcasting be placed in such a
a manner as to avoid interference with the services of countries not using these
frequencies
broadcasting.
frequencies for broadcasting.
[99] 6
(1,132 to 822 m)
ml shall be used in Japan for aeronautical
aeronautical and maritime
[99]
' The band from 265 to 385
365 kc (1,132
radlobeacons.
radiobeacons.
A band of 30 ke
kc in width, included between the limits of 285 and 320 kc (1,053
9383 m),
[1001 ''Abend
[100]
(1,053 and 93
1
a), shall
shall be
allocated in each region to the radiobeacon
allocated
radiobeacon service.
service. In the European
European region, this band shall be reserved
solely
solely for maritime radiobeacons.
radiobeacons.
2g-315kc
( 034-92m)
beused
ero[101] IOn
Ontheentireterritoryofthe
U. B.
S. S.. R. the band of 200-315
[101]
the entire territory of the II.
ke (1,034-952
m) shall be
used by aero-

nautical and maritime radiobeacons.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

R]PARTITION
RAPARTITION DES
DANDER DE
ENTRE 10
10 ET
000 icc/s
(30 000
DES BANDES
DE FRiqUENCES
FRBQUENCE8 ENTRE
ET 200
200 000
KC/S (30
000 11
1,5
1,5

m)—Continuee.

m)-Continuee.

Services
Longueurs d'onde
d'onde
Prequences kc/s
Frequences
kc/s Longueurs
m

325
-345 9
0)
325-345
6)9)

923
-870
923-870

345-365 0
)
345-365
e)

870
-822
870-822

365-380
365-380

822
-789
822-789

380
-385
380-385

10)

10)

385-395 '0)
1°)
885-395

Attributions regionales
Attributions
regionales

Attribution
Attribution
generale
g6nerale

__
Region europeenne
europeenne

Autres r6gions
items
Autres

lieronautiques
Aeronautiques

Aeronautiques

Aeronautiques

a)

Aeronaua) Aeronautiques
tiques
b)
Mobiles non
non
b) Mobiles
ouverts a
ouverts
&la
la
corresponcorrespondance
dance
publique
publique

Radioa) Radiogoniometrie
goniomr
trie
b)
b) Mobiles,
Mobiles, a
A
condition de
condition
de
ne pas gbg&ner la
la radioradiogoniometrie.
goniometrie.
Sont
exclues
Sont exclues
les ondes du
du
type
B
type B

789-779
789-779

Non ouverts 5, la

779-759

Non ouverts a
Non
a la
la
correspondance
correspondance
publique

Non ouverts A la a) Radiogoniom&
Radiogonlomecorrespondance
correspondance
trio
trie
publique
b)
b) Mobiles, a
Aconcondition
de
ne
ne
pas gener
g6ner la
la
radlogoniome -radiogoniom6
trie.
trie. Sont exexclues les ondes
ondes
du type B.

a) Mobiles

a) Mobiles

b) Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques
Les maritimea
maritimes

auront la priorite;
rite; il est enentendu que la
la
priorite se rappriorit6
porte aux services existants

*)La bande de 265 8
A365 kc/s
6)La
kcis (1
utilisee au Japon pour les radiophares
akronautiques et
at
(1 132 a8822 m) est utilise
radiophares aronautiques
maritimes.
maritimes.
*)L'onde de 333 kc/s (900 m) est l'onde gen6rale
9L'onde
generale d'appel
d'appel pour les stations d'aeronef travaillant dans
dans is
la
a 345 kc/s (923 &
bande de 325 8345
8870 m),
18 oft
oil des accords
accords regionaux
en disposent
m), sauf
sau la
regionaux en
disposent autrement.
autrement.
10)Sur tout le territoire de l'II.R.S.S.,
1'U.R.S.S., les bandes
II)
bandes de 380 A
8395 kels
(7898
et de 6158
Ws (583
kc/s (789
A759 m) etde
515 a 550
550kc/s
(583

M45
m) sont
sont utilisees
utilis8es par les services
services mobiles maritimes
aeronantiqnes, sous reserve
545
maritimes et aeronautiques,
reserve qu'aucune interflrence
interference
ne se produise
produise avee
lea services autorises
no
avec les
autorises des autres
autres pays.
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1938

ALLOCATION
OF FREQUENCY
ALLOCATION OF
FREQUENCY BANDS
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
KC (30,000
(30,000 AND
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
10 AND
AND
1.5
—Continued
1.5 A)
M)-Continued

Services
Services
Prequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

General
General

allocation
allocation

Regional allocations
alocations
Regional
_____________

I

ko
kc

in
m

325-345
325-345

923-870
923-870

345-365
345-365
6
((9
)

870-822
870-822

365-380
365-380

822
-789
822-789

380-385
(19
(10)

789-779

Not
Not open
open to
to
public correcorrepublic
spondence
spondence

(a)
(a) Radio
Radio didirectionrectionfinding.
Mobile,
(b) Mobile,
provided
provided
it does not
not
interfere
interfere
with radio
radio
directiondirectionfinding.
Type-B
Type-B
waves
waves
be
shall
be
excluded.
excluded.

385-395
385-395
lo

779-759

pubNot open
open to
to pub-

(a) Mobile.

(6) (9)
(9
(9

(09)

European region
European

I

Other regions

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

(a)
(a) AeronauAeronautical
tical
(b)
(b) Mobile
Mobile
not
not open
open
to public
to
public
correcorrespondence
spondence

Radio direction(a) Radio
directionfinding.
finding.
provided
(b) Mobile, provided
it does
not interit
does not
interfere with radio
radio
direction-finding.
direction-finding.
Type-B
waves
Type-B waves
shall be excluded.

lie
lie correspondcorrespondence
ence

(b)
(b) AeronauAeronau-

tical.

Maritime
Maritime

services
services
shall have
priority;
priority;
it
it is understood
derstood
that pripriority
ority rerefers to existing
isting

services.
_services.

[99]
*The band from 265 to 365 kc
1991 •
ko (1,132 to 822 m)
in) shall be used in Japan for aeronautical
maritime
aeronautical and
and maritime
radiobeacons.
radiobeacons.
[102] 'The
9The wave
wave of 333 ko (900 m) is the general
general calling-wave
aircraft stations
the
calling-wave for the aircraft
stations working
working within
within the
band 325-345 ko
kc (923-870 m),
exoept where
agreements provide otherwise.
to), except
where regional agreements
otherwise.
[103]
On the
the entire territory of the 17.
U. S.. 8.
[103] 1if On
S. R., thefrequency
thefrequency bandsfrom
bands from 380
to 395
kc (789 to 759 in)
380to
395ke
m) and
be used by the maritime
from 515 to 550 ke
ko (583 to 545 m) shall be
maritime and aeronautical
mobile services,
aeronautical mobile
services, on condition
condition
that there will be no interference
interference therefrom with the authorized
authorised services of
of other countries.
countries.
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DES
DE FRiQUENCES
ENTRE 10
10 ET
200 000
000 Reis
(30 0001
DES DANDES
BANDES DE
FSRBQUENCES ENTRE
ET 200
KC/S (30
000 1
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
m)—Continuee.
1,5

I

Services
Services

'-----------

nonmners d'ndenr
Frequences kc/s
kern Longueurs d'onde
m

m

Attributions
Attributions regionales
r6gionales

Attribution
generale
generaal

~

---

Region europeenne
Region
europfenne

Autres regions
regions

-

395-400

759-750
759-750

Aeronautiques
11 ) a)
A6ronautiques 11)
a) Mobiles
Mobiles
b) Aeronautiques
b)
Aeronautiques
Les
Les maritimes
maritimes
auront la
auront
la priopriorite; il est enrit6e
entendu que la
tendu
la
priorit6 se
priorite
se raprapports aux
aux serporte
services
existants
vices existants

400-415
400-415

750-723

Aeronautiques 11
Aeronautiques
Mobiles
")) Mobiles

415-460

723-652
723-652

Mobiles
Mobiles

460-485

652-619
652-619

Mobiles
Mobiles Al et A2
A2seulement
seulement (sauf
(sauf a6ronautiques)
a6ronautiques)

13)
485-515 13)

619-583
619-583

Mobiles
Mobiles (detresse,
etc.)
(d6tresse, appel, etc.)

515-550
515-550
19 19
10)
1i)

583-545

Non ouverts
correspondance publique
ouverts aA la correspondance
publique Al
Al et
et
A2
seulement
A2 seulement

550-1 500

545-200
545-200

a)
Radiodiffusion
a) Radiodiffusion
1 364 kc/s
b) Onde de 1
Al, A2
A2
kc/s (219,9 m)
m) Al,

15)
15)

Sauf
Sauf aeronautiaeronauti)
ques 12
1")

Dour lea
Rsrvirce
les spry;
re.: mobile.:
pyrlimivprnaniHA
mohilepq PeYluivmontm
+ 16

Dour

10) Sur
1'U.R.S.S., les bandes
II)
Bur tout
tout le territoire
territoire de PU.R.S.S.,
bandes de 380 A 395
395 kc/s
de 515
(583
kc/s (789
(789 A
&759
759 in)
m) et
et de
615 t 550
650 kc/s
kc/s (583
A
m) sont utilisees
utillsees par les services mobiles
maritimes et
a545 m)
mobiles maritimes
at aeronautiques,
sous reserve
qu'aucune interaeronautiques, sous
reserve qu'aucune
Interftrence
se produise
produise avec
ference ne
no se
avec les
les services
des autres
autres pays.
pays.
services autorises
autorises des
II) La bande
a 415 kc/s (759 A723
m) est
ii)
bande de 395 A
723 in)
eat seulement
seulement utilisee
utillsee pour
pour les
les communications
communications entre
entre les
aeronefs
les a6ronefs
et les stations adronautlques
aeronautiques et
et par
par les
les radiophares.
radlophares.
IS)
europ4ennes sont
autorlses A
II) Les administrations europeennes
sent autorises
8s'entendre
s'entendre entre
elles pour
pour placer
de
entre elles
placer dans
dans la
la bande
bande de
415 a 460 kc/s (723
(723 aA652 in)
n) des stations de radiodiffuslon
4156
radiodiffusion qul,
qui, du fait
fait de
position geographlque
geographique et
de leur
de leur
leur position
et de
leur
puissance
llmitee, ne
puissance 11mit4c,
no gfneront
generont pas
maritimes.
pas les
les services
services mobiles
mobiles maritimes.
l2) L'onde
detresse. L'emplol
II)
L'onde de 500
BOO kc/s (600 m) est
oat l'onde internationale d'appel et de
do detresse.
L'emploi de
de cette
cette onde
onde eat
est
deflni
articles 19,
19, 22
22 et
et 30.
dEflni aux
aux articles
30.
14)
administrations europeennes
As'entendre
dans la
la bande
II) Les
Les administrations
europeennes sont
sont autorisees
autorisees S
s'entendre entre elles pour maintenir dans
bande
de 515
515 A
kc/s (883
A650
550 kc/s
(583 A
radiodiffusion existantes
de leur
leur position
position geographlgeographia 545
545 m)
m) les
les stations
stations de
de radiodiffusion
existantes qui,
qui, du
du fait
fait de
quo,
ne
generont
ni
les
service
que, no generont
service mobiles
mobiles dans
la bande
(619 a
A583
583 m),
in), ni
leg servicesnon
services non ouverts
ouverts
dans la
bande de
de 4858
485 A 515
515 kc/s
kc/s (619
ni lei
Ala correspondance
correspondence publique
publique dans
dans la
la bande
515 A
550 kern
(583 a
A545
545 m).
bande de
de 515
a 550
kc/s (583
m).
Par ailleurs, les services
non ouverts
services non
publique s'organiseront
pour ne
no pas
pas brouiller
Is
ouverts 8
A la
la correspondence
correspondance publique
s'organiseront pour
brouiller la
reception
reception des stations de radiodiffusion
rad iod illusion ainsi
ainsi choisies,
choisies, dans
dans les
limites des
des territoires
stations.
les limites
territoires nationaux
nationaux de
de cog
ces stations.
15) Les
II)
Les services
services mobiles peuvent utiiser
utiliser la
ls bande de 550
kc/s (545
(545 8
in), 6
de ne
no pas
pas
550 A
a 11300
300 kc/s
A 230,8
230,8m),
a condition
condition de
brouiller les services
services d'un pays qui utilise
utilise cette
cotta memo
pour la
meme bande
bande exchtsivement
exclusivement pour
la radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.

i6) L'emploi
de la
la frequence
frequence de
1364
kc/s (219,9
(219,9 in)
m) en onde du type B
est autorise,
Japon, pourles
L'empIoi de
de 1
364 kc/s
Best
autorise, au Ripon,
pourles petits
petits
bateaux
Is puissance
puissance eat
300 watts,
watts, et
condition qu'il
results pas
de brouillage
pour
bateaux dont
dont la
est inferieure
inferieure A
a 300
et aAla
la condition
qu'il n'en
n'en resulte
pas de
bronillage pour

services des autres pays.
les services
dans la
de l'Amerique
du Nordlesseules ondes du type
pays. Toutefois,
Toutefois, dans
a region
rgion de
l'Amerque dnNordlesseulesondesdu
type Al
Al
sont autorisees
autorisees entre
entre 18
18 00
00 et
et 23
00 h,
locale.
23 00
h, heure
henre locale.
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ALLOCATION OF
OF FREQUENCY
ALLOCATION
FREQUENCY BANDS
BETWEEN 10
BANDS BETWEEN
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
Xc (30,000
(30,000 AND
AND
1.5 1)—Continued
1.5
M)-Continued
Services
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths

be
kc

in
m

395-400
395-400

759-750
759-750

Aeronautical (1)
(
11 )
(a) Mobile.
Aeronautical
(a)
Mobile.
(b) Aeronau(b)
Aeronautical.
tical.
Maritime
Maritime
services
services
shall
have
shall have
priority;
priority;
it is
unit
is understood
derstood
that priprithat
ority reority
refers
to exexfers to
isting
isting
services.
services.

400-415
400-415

750-723
750-723

Aeronautical (
11 )
Aeronautical
(11)

415-460
415-460

723-652
723-652

Mobile
Mobile

460-485
460-485

652-619
652-619

Mobile
Mobile Al
Al and
and A2
A2 only
(except aeronautical)
aeronautical)
only (except

485-515
485-515
(a)

619-583
619-583

Mobile
calling, etc.)
Mobile (distress,
(distress, calling,
etc.)

515-550
515-550
(10)
(u)
(10)
(14)

583-545
583-545

Not open
open to
Not
public correspondence,
to public
correspondence, Al
Al and
and
A2 only
only
A2

545-200
545-200

(a)
(a) Broadcasting
Broadcasting
(b) Wave
1,364 kc
(219.9 m)
A2 for
(b)
Wave of
of 1,364
kc (219.9
m) Al,
Al, A2
for
mobile services
services exclusively
exclusively (16)
(19
mobile

550-1,500
550-1,500
(11)
(15)

_____

General
allocation
allocation

Regional allocations
allocations
Regional
_____________
European region
European

Other regions

Mobile
Mobile

Except aeronauaeronauExcept
tical (
12)
tical
(")

[103] 10oOn the entire
entire territory
S. R.,
It., the frequency
be (789 to
[103]
territory of the U. S. 8.
frequency bands from 380 to
to 395
395 kc
to 759 m)
616 to 550 kc
and from 515
ko (583 to 545 m)
in) shall be used by the maritime and aeronautical
on
aeronautical mobile services, on
condition that there will be no interference
authorized services of other countries.
interference therefrom with the authorized
[104]
i The band of 395-415 ko (759-723
[104) a
(759-723 m)
in) shall be used only for communications between
between aircraft
aircraft and
aeronautical stations and by radlobeacons.
radiobeacons.

[105] "
nThe European
European administrations
administrations shall be authorized
authorized to arrange among themselves to place in the
the
band of 415-460 ko (723-652
(723-652 in)
broadcasting stations
stations which, by reason of their geographical
geographical position
position and
and
m) broadcasting
their limited power, will not interfere
interfere with the maritime mobile services.
[1061
wave of
of 500 be
ow in)
and distress-wave.
use of
of this
this
[106] is The wave
ko (00
m) shall be the international callingalling- and
distres-wave. The
The use
wave is defined
defined in articles
articles 19,
19, 22, and
and 30 (V,
[ll,,14, and Sill.
$ftl.

[107] "14 The European administrations
administrations shall be authorized
authorized to arrange
maintain in
arrange among themselves to maintain
615-550 ko (583-545
(583-545 m) the existing broadcasting
broadcasting stations which,
which, by reason of their geographical
the band 515-550
geographical
position, will interfere
position,
interfere neither
neither with the mobile services in the band
band of 485-516
485-515 ko (619-683
(819-583 in)
m) nor with the
correspondence in the band of 515-650
services not open to public correspondence
515-550 ke
be (583
(583-545
-5451n).
m).
[108]
[108] Moreover, the services
services not open to public correspondence
in such aamanner as not
not
correspondence will be organized
organized in
reception of the broadcasting
broadcasting stations so chosen, within the limits of the national
to interfere with the reception
national territories of these stations.
[109] tII Themobileservices
[1091
The mobile services may use the band of 550to
550 to 1,300 kc (545
230.8 m), on the condition that they
they
(54 to 230.8m),
will not interfere
interfere with the services of a
country which uses that same
same band exclusively
exclusively for broadcasting.
a country
[110] 14*The use of the frequency
[110]
1,364 ko (219.9 m)
in) in type-B waves shall be authorized
authorized in Japan,
Japan, for
for
frequency of 1,34
small ships of which the power is below 300 watts, and on condition
condition that no interference will result therefrom to the services ofothercountries.
of other countries. However, in the region
region of North America,
Al waves shall
America, only type
type-Al
be authorized between 1800D
18:00 and 23.00
2300 o'clock, local time.
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[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

R£PARTITION DES
RAPARTITION
DEB BANDES
BANDEB DE FRnQUENCEs
IrRiQTIENCES ENTRE
ENTRE 10
10
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
m)—Continuee.

ET 200
200 000
Kehl (30
ET
000 KC/S
(30 000
000 A

Services
Services
Longaeurs d'onde
Fr6quences
Frequences kc/s
ke/s Longueurs
m d'onde

1
1 500-1
500-1 600
600

200-187,5
200-187,5

1
1 600-1
600-1 715
715
18)21)
18)21)

187,5-174,9
187,5-174,9

L

1
000
1 715-2
715-2 000

174,9-150
174,9-150

Attributions
Attributions regionales
r6gionales

Attribution
Attribution
generale
g6n6rale

Region europ/enne
europeenne
Rlgion

11 500-1 560
560
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
(200-192,3) 5)
11 )b)
Mobiles
(200-192,3)
b) Mobiles
Radiodiffusion I c) Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion
1
1 560-1
560-1 600
600
(192,3-187,5)
(192,3-187,5)
Mobiles
sauf
Mobiles sauf
9
9
aeronauaeronautiques
tiques
)
11 600-1 630
630
a)
a) Fixes
Fixes
(187,5-184,0)
(187,5-184,0)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
Mobiles marimanb) Mobiles
times Al
Al at
et
A2seulement
A2seulement
11 630-1 670
670
(184,0-179,6)
(184,0-179,6)
Onde d'appel
Onde
d'appel
et de
dede d6tresse pour
pour 20)
29
tresse
lea services
lea
services
mobiles
mobiles
maritimes
maritimes
(A3
seuleseulement)
ment)
11 670-1 715
715
(179,6(179,6- 174,9)
174,9)
aeMobiles sauf
sauf ae
ronautiques
ronautiques
(A3
(A3 seulement)
seulement)
11 715-1 925
925
(174,9-155,8)
(174,9-155,8)
Amateurs
Amateurs
Fixes
Fixes
Mobiles
Mobiles mamaritimes
925-2 000
11 925-2
000
(155,8-150)
(155,8-150)
a) Amateurs
b) Mobiles
Mobiles mab)
maritimes
(A3 seulementl
seulement)
a)
a)
b)
c
c)

. .

Autres regions
r6glons

.

---

,

a) Amateurs
b) Fixes
b)
Fixes
c) Mobiles
Mobiles

--

17)
II est necessaire
necessaire que
frquences des ondes
19 )Il
quo les frequences
ondes porteuses
porteuses des
des stations
de radiodiffusion observent
observent un
stations deradiodiffusion
n kart
(cart
s partir de la limite superieure
de 5
bkc/s au molns
moms S
de la
allouee.
superieure de
la bande
bande allorue.
1s) La
La frequence
frrquence de 1
1 650 kc/s (182 m) eat
est A
a la fois une onde d'appel et
18)
l'onde
de
detresse
pour
le
service
et l'onde de ditresse pour le service

mobile de radiotelphonie avec les stations de navire de faible puissance. La rglementation
de l'emploi
mobile de radiotelephonie avec les stations de navire de faible puissance.
reglementation de
de
l'emploi de
cette
cot te ondefaitl'objet
onde f
ait l'objet de
article 31.
de l'
l'article
31.
1))En principe, cette
defrequencesesst
19
cette bande
betide de
frequences eat reserveaa
reserve° an service
sertvice telephoniqueavecles
telphoniqueavecles stations de navire de

stationsdenavirede

faible puissance.
faible
puissance. Les pays dent
dont les
lea bateaux n'utilisent pas
pas ce
co type de communication
de
communication eviteront
eviteront l'usage
l'usage de
la telegraphie dans cette bande dans les regions
Ia
regions voisinas
cal ce service
service telephonique
toePhonicine eriste.
exist°.
voisines de cellos
celles oil
'))Aucan
10
Aucun trafl
trail° ne peut
pout se
f
aire dans la
bande
de
16308
1
670
Ws
(184,0
A,
179,6
m).
sefaire
la bande de 1630 1 670 kc/s (184,0 a 179,6 m).
84
")
A l'int6ieur
a 11630 kc/s
91 )A l'interieur de l'Europe, les
lea bandes de 1
1560
5608
kc/s et de 1
16708
kc/s (192,3a
(192,36 184,0et
179,68
670 a 11715
715 kc/s
1 ,0et 179,6a
6

174,9
m) peuvent
peuventstre
utilis es par
par les
a court°
courte distance, aS condition
174,9 m)
etre ntilisees
lea services
services fixes S
condition de
pas brouiller
brouiller les
leg
de no
ne pas
services mobiles.

Remarque.-Une
europ6enne qui
Remarque.—Une conference europeenne
qui aura
lieu avant
avant l'entree
vigueur
aura lieu
l'entree en
en vigueur
du
exceptionnellement d'annexer
du present
present Reglement,
Regle.ment, pourra decider exceptionnellement
d'annexer a
a son
son protoprotocole
particulieres qu'elle
cole certaines
certaines des derogations
derogations particulieres
decider dans
dans les
bandes
qu'elle aura
aura pu
pu decider
les bande.
rtgionales
qu'elles estimera
regionales et
et qu'elles
estirnera devoir y
yfaire
faire figurer. Ces derogations
derogations s'ajouteront
s'ajouteront
Acelles
prevues dans
dans lea
les notes relatives au tableau
celles prevues
tableau qui precede.
precede.
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ALLOCATION
FREQUENCY
BANDS BETWEEN
ALLOCATION OF FREQ
UENCY BANDS
BETWEEN 10
(30,000 AND
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
Kc (30,000
AND
1.5 M)-Continued
m)—Continued

Services
Services
Frequencies

Wavelengths

kc

m

1,500-1,600

200-187. 5

General
allocation

Regional allocations
allocations
Regional
European region
region
European

Other regions
Other

1,500-1,560
,500-1,560
(200-192.3)
(200-192.3)
BroadcastBroadcasting (
17 )
ing
(17)
1,560-1,600
,560-1,600
(192.3-187.5)
(192.3-187.5)
Mobile except aeronautical (
nautical
19 )
('9)

Fixed
(a) Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile
Broad(c) Broadcasting
casting

1, 600-1, 715
(19 (21)

187. 5-174. 9

1,600-1,630
600-1,630
(1Qf7
(187.5-184.0)
\-m.,.
- r-14
o.UJ n)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b)
Maritime
(b) Maritime
mobile,
Al
mobile, Al
and A2 only
1,630-1,670
1,630-1,670
(184.0(184.0179.6)
179.6)
Calling- and
and
distressdistresswave for >(p)
(K)
the maritime mobile services (A3
ices
(A3
.
only)
1,670-1,715
1,670-1,715
(179.6-174.9)
Mobile except
except
aeronautical
aeronautical
(
A3only)
(A3

(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b)
(b) Mobile

1,
715-2, 000
1,715-2,
000

174. 9-150

1,715-1,925
1,715-1,925
(174.9-155.8)
(174.9-155.8)
Amateur
(a) Amateur
Fixed
(b) Fixed
(e) Maritime
(c)
Maritime
mobile
mobile
1,925-2,000
1,925-2,000
(155.8-150)
(155.8-150)
(a)
(a) Amateur
Amateur
(b)
Maritime
(b) Maritime
mobile (A3
(A3
only)
only)

Amateur
(a) Amateur
(b)
Fixed
b) Fixed
(c) Mobile
(c)
Mobile

-

.,

[111
It is necessary
necessaryfor
ofbroadcasting
[111]] 2
7It
for thefrequencies
the frequencies of the carrier
carrier waves of
broadcasting stations to keep a
aseparation
separation
of 5
5ko at least, from the upper limit of the allocated band.
[112]
The frequency of 1,680
[1 12] 1"The
1,650 ko (181.8
(181.8 m) shall be both a
acalling-wave
calling-wave and the distress-wave
for the
distress-wave for
the
mobile service
service of radiotelephony
radiotelephony with low-power ship stations. The use of this wave shall
be regulated
regulated by
shall be
by
the provisions of article 31.
[113]
"As a
a general rule, this frequency
frequency band shall be reserved
[1 13] "As
reserved for the
telephone
service
with
low-power
the telephone service with low-power
ship stations. The countries whose ships do not use this type of communication
communication will
use of
of
will avoid
avoid the use
telegraphy
in
this
band
in
regions
adjacent
telegraphy
adjacent to those where
where this telephone service
service is operated.
operated.
[114] 120 No traffic can be carried onin
on in the band of 1,630-1,670
ko (184.0-179.6
1,630-1,670 ke
(184.0-179.6 m).
m).
[115]
a Within
[115] 11
Within Europe, the frequency
frequency bands
bands of 1,560-1,630
1,560-1,830 ko
and of
of 1,670-1,715
(192.3-184.0 and179.6and 179.6kc and
1,670-1,715 kc
kc (192.3-184.0
174.9 m) may be used by
fixed services,
services, provided
provided that
that they
they will
not interfere
the
by the
the short-distance
short-distance fixed
will not
interfere with
with the
mobile services.

[116] Note.-A
European conference,
conference, which shall
shalltake
[116]
Note.—A European
take place
place before
going into
into
before the going
effect
effect of these Regulations,
Regulations, may decide,
decide, as an exception, to
to annex
to its
protocol
annex to
its protocol
certain special derogations
derogations upon which it
it may decide
decide in
in the
regional bands
and
the regional
bands and
which it
it may deem
deem necessary
necessary to show therein.
therein. Such
Such derogations
derogations will
be added
will be
added
to those provided
provided for in the notes relating to
the preceding
table.
to the
preceding table.
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TREATIES
RiPARTITION
RIPARTITION

DES BANDES
BANDER DE
DE FRBQUENCES
FltiQUENCES ENTRE
ENTRE 10
ET 200
(30 000
000 A
KC/S (30
000 Ke/s
200 000
10 ET
DES
1,5
1,5 m)—Continuee.
m)-Continu6e.

I
Frequences
kc/s
Frequences kets

2
500
2 000-3
000-3 500

II
ongueurs d'ondel
" nde
m

Lm g
aeu
ri
as

150-85,71
150-85,71

Services

Attribution
Attribution
generale
genirale

Attributions regionales
regionales
Attributions
Region europeenne
europeenne
R6gion

Autres regions
regions
Autres

2
2 000-2 300
2
050
2 000-2 050
(150-130,4)
22)
(150-146,3)")
(150-130,4)-)
(150-146,3)")
a)
a) Fixes
Fixes
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles
b)
Mobiles mab) Mobiles
ritimes
ritimes
2 050-2
2
050-2 070
(146,3-144,9)
(146,3-144,9)
Radiosondages
Radiosondagee
2
2 070-2 330
330
(144,9-128,8)
(144,9-128,8)
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b) Mobiles
maMobiles mab)
ritimes
ritimes
2
360
2 330-2 360
(128,8-127,1)
(128,8-127,1)
non ouverts aa,
in corresponeorresponla
dance
pudance publique
"))
blique 22
22 360-2
360-2 635
635
(127,1-113,9)
(127,1-113,9)
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
mab) Mobiles
Mobiles maritimes
ritimes
2
2 635-2 660
660
(113,9-112,8)
(113,9-112,8)
non ouverts
ouverts ab,
in corresponeorresponla
dance
dance publique
5))
blique 22
2 660-2
2
660-2 810
810
(112,8-106,8)
(112,8-106,8)
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
sad
b) Mobiles
Mobiles sauf
adronautiques
acronautiques

22 300-2 500
(130,4-120)
(130,4-120)
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
Mobiles
b) Mobiles
c)
c) RadiodiffuRadiodiffusion 24
24))

2 500-3
2
500-3 300
(120-90,91)
(120-90,91)
a) Fixes
a)
Fixes
b) Mobiles
b'

2
2 810-2 860
(106,8-104,9)
(106,8-104,9)
Aeronautiques
A6ronautique
22 860-2
860-2 900
(104,9-103,4)
(104,9-103,4)
a) Fixes
b) Mobiles
Mobiles sauf
saul
aeronautiques
aeronautiques

22 900-2
900-2 925
(103,4-102,6)
(103,4-102,6)
Radiophares
Radiophares
maritimes
ss)
But tout le territoire de l'0.R.S.S.
000 a2050kc/s(150a
2050 kcis (150 A 146,3
m) est utilise. exclusive146,3m)estntillaisexclusive2000
la bande de 2
'U.R.8.S. is
") Bur
produlse avec les
qu'aucune interference
went par lea
services aronautiques
akonautiques sos
sous reserve qu'aucane
interference ne
no se prodaise
lea services
les services
ment
autorises des sutras
antres pays.
antorisis
127,1 m).
It)
Our tout le territoire
bandes de 2330
2330 it
360 kc/s (128,8 8127,1
m),
&2
2 380
'U.R.S.S. les attributions des bandes
territoire de 193.R.S.S.
m)8ur
i 3
3 685 kc/s
(82,53 8
de 22635
2660 kc/s (113,9
112,8 m), de 3
065 i83
96,93 m)
in) de 3635
3635 it
keis (8203
kc/s (97,88 h96,93
3065
3 095 kcis
i 1128
35 iit 2660
(113,9 8
de
81,41
in)
at
de
4
480
h
4
530
Ircis
(66,96
66,23
in)
sont
(sites
conformement
ft
is
demiere
colonne
tableau
du
dernnie
colonne
faites confornament a la
81,41 m) et de 4 480 i 4530 kc/s (66,96 a 6,23 m)
(Autres
regions).
(Autres regions).
§ 8.
la radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, voir le I
service de is
14
conditions d'utilisation
d'utilisarion de ees
ces bandes
bandes par le service
N))Pour les conditions
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1938
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.

ALLOCATION
UENCY BANDS
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
10 AND
AND
KC (30,000
(30,000 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
OF FREQ
FREQUENCY
ALLOCATION OF
m)—Continued
1.5 M)-Continued
I
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

kc
kc

in
m

150-85. 71

2, 000-3,
000-3, 500
500
2,

i

I
i

I
i

i
I

i
I

i

General
General
allocation
allocation

si,

Regional
allocations
Regional allocations

region
European region

2,000-2,050
2,000-2,050
(150-146.3) (
22 )
(150-146.3)
(")
(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed
(b) Maritime
Maritime
(b)
mobile
mobile
2,050-2,070
2,050-2,070
(146.3-144.9)
(146.3-144.9)
RadiosoundRadiosounding
ing
2,070-2,330
2,070-2,330
(144.9-128.8)
(144.9-128.8)
(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed
mobile
mobile
2,330-2,360
2,330-2,360
(128.8-127.1)
(128.8-127.1)
not
open to
to
not open
public
correpublic correspondence
23 )
spondence (
(")

I
I

I

Cn i

(b) Maritime
(b)
Maritime

!

I

Services
crcr'""r

I

I

L

Other
regions
Other regions

2,000-2,300
2,000-2,300

(150-130.4)(
22 )
(150-130.4) (2)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(a)
(b) Mobile
(b)
Mobile

2,300-2,500
(130.4-120)
(a) Fixed
(b) Mobile
(c) Broadcasti
ng (24)

2,500-3,300
2,360-2,635
2,360-2,635
(120-90.91)
(127.1-113.9)
(127.1-113.9)
(a) Fixed
(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile
(b)
Maritime
(b) Maritime
mobile
mobile
2,635-2,660
2,635-2,660
(113.9-112.8)
(113.9-112.8)
not
to
not open
open to
public
public correcorren
spondence (
spondence
(23))
2,660-2,810
2,660-2,810
(112.8-106.8)
(112.8-106.8)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(a)
(b)
ex(b) Mobile
Mobile except
cept aeronauaeronautical
tical
2,810-2,860
2,810-2,860
(106.8-104.9)
(106.8-104.9)
Aeronautical
Aeronautical
2,860-2,900
2,860-2,900
(104.9-103.4)
(104.9-103.4)
(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed
(b)
ex(b) Mobile
Mobile except aeronaucept
aeronautical
tical
2,900-2,925
2,900-2,925
(103.4-102.6)
(103.4-102.6)
Maritime
radioMaritime radiobeacons
beacons

14.3 in)
m) shall be
U.S.S.R. the band from 2,000 to 2,050 kc (150
[1 17]
(150 to 146.3
be
[1171]
Over the entire territory of the U.S.S.R.
services
used exclusively
exclusively by the aeronautical services, provided that no interference occurs
occurs to the authorized
authorized services
of other countries.
[1
18] u Over
territory of the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. allocations
allocations of the bands of 2,330 to 2,360
(126-8 to
2,30 kc (128.8
to
[1181
Over the
the entire
entire territory
in), 3,635
127.1 m),
m), 2,635
2,635 to
to 2.660 kc (113.9
(113.9 to
to 112.8
112.8 in),
m), 3,065 to 3,095 kc (97.88
(97.88 to 96.93 m),
3,635 to
to 3,685 kc
kc (82.53
(82.53 to
to
in) and
4,530 kc
(66.96 to
shall be made in
column of
81.41 m)
and 4,480 to
to 4.530
kc (66.96
to 66.23
66.23 in)
m) sbaU
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the last column
of the table
table
(Other regions).
[1191
conditions of use of these
broadcasting service,
service, see i8.
it 2.
[119] "31, For the conditions
these bands
bands by
by the broadcasting
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TREATIES
TREATIES

4Lq

RAPARTITION
RIPARTITION DES
DEB BANDES
BANDES DE
DE FRAQUENCES
ENTRE 10
ET 200
(30 000
000 A
I
FRfQUENCES ENTBE
10 ET
200 000
000 "(cis
KC/S (30
m)—Continuee.
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
Services
Services
Frequent:es kc/s
Fr6quences
kc/s

000-3 500
22 000-3
500

Longueurs
Longueurs d'onde
d'onde
m
m

InJ

150-85,71
150-85,71

Attribution
Attribution
generale
g6n6rale

Attributions
Attributions regionales
r6gionales
Region
europeenne
R6gion europeenne

2
2 925-2 930
930
(102,6-102,4)
(102,6-102,4)
Mesures de
de l'ioMesures
1'ionosphere
nosphere
2
065
2 930-3 065
(102,4-97,88)
(102,4-97,88)
a)
a) Fixes
Fixes
b)
Mobiles
b) Mobiles
3
3 065-3 095
(97,88-96,93)
(97,88-96,93)
culverts h
non ouverts
a
la corresponcorrespondance publidance
publi23
que 23))
3
245
3 095-3
095-3 245
(96,93-92,45)
(96,93-92,45)
a) Fixes
Fixes
b) Mobiles
Mobiles
b)
3 245-3
305
3
245-3 305
(92,45-90,77)
(92,45-90,77)
Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques
3
305-3 500
3 305-3
500
(90,77-85,71)
(90,77-85,71)
a)
a) Fixes
Fixes
b) Mobiles
Mobiles
b)

Autres
regions
Autres regions

3 300-3
3
300-3 500
500
(90,91-85,71)
(90,91-85,71)
a) Fixes
Fixes
a)
b) Mobiles
b)
Mobiles
c) RadiodiffuRadiodiffuc)
2
sion

33 500-4 000
000

i

I

85,71-75
85,71-75

24 )

4)

33 500-3 635
635
a) Amateurs
(85,71-82,53)
b) Fixes
(85,71-82,53)
b)
Fixes
a) Amateurs
c) Mobiles
a)
Amateurs
c)
Mobiles
b) Fixes
Fixes
b)
c) Mobiles
Mobiles
c)
3
685
3 635-3
635-3 685
(82,53-81,41)
(82,53-81,41)
non
ouverts h
a
non ouverts
Is
correspon
la
correspon.
dance
publi
dance
publique
23 )
que")
950
33 685-3
685-3 950
(81,41-75,95)
(81,41-75,95)
a) Amateurs
a)
Amateurs
b) Fixes
Fixes
b)
c) Mobiles
c)
Mobiles
000
33 950-4 000
(75,95-75)
(75,95-75)
Aeronautiutles
A6ronautiques
.

-

.

-

i' ) Sur
tout le
le territoire de I'U.R.S.8.
bandes de 22330 a6 2
2 360 kc/s (128,8 6
a 127,1 in),
m).
Our tout
PU.R.S.S. les attributions
attributions des boucles
de 22635 A
a 22660 kc/s (113,9 A 112,8 in),
685 kc/s
(82,53 A
m), de 33065 a 33095 kc/s (97,88 A
A96,93 m)
m) de
de 3
3 635 A
a 3
3 685
kc/s (82,53
81,41 m) et de 4
4 480 a84530
4 530 kc/s (66,96
(66,96 a
866,23 m) soot
(sites conformement
conformement S
tableau
sont faites
Ala derniere
derniere colonne du
du tableau
(Autres regions).
(Autres
ragions).

34) Pour les
d'utlisation de ces
le service
service de is
la radiodiffusion,
lee conditions
conditlons d'utilisation
cos bandes par le
radiodiffuslon, voir
le I
8.
voir Ie
i&

34)Pour

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.
MULTILATERAL
— TELECOMMUNICATION—APR. 8, 1938
1938

1445
1445

ALLOCATION
OF FRE
FIEQUENCY
BETWEEN 10
ALLOCATION OF
QUENCY BANDS
BANDS BETWEEN
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
KC (30,000
AND
(30,000 AND
1.5 m)—Continued
M)-Continued
-

-

Services
Services
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

kc

2, 000-3, 500

m
m

General
General
allocation
allocation

150-85. 71
71

Regional
Regional allocations
allocations
European region
European
region

2,925-2,930
(102.6-102.4)
(102.6-102.4)
Ionosphere
Ionosphere
measurements
measurements
2,930-3,065
2,930-3,065
(102.4-97.88)
(102.4-97.88)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile
3,065-3,095
(97.88-96.93)
(97.88-96.93)
not open to
to
correpublic correspondence(")
spondence( 23)
3,095-3,245
3,095-3,245
(96.93-92.45)
(96.93-92.45)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile
3,245-3,305
3,245-3,305
(92.45-90.77)
Aeronautical
Aeronautical
3,305-3,500
3,305-3,500
(90.77-85.71)
Fixed
(a) Fixed
(b)
Mobile
(b) Mobile

3,500-4,000
3,500-4,000

-----------

regions
Other regions

--------

85.71-75

3,500-3,635
3,500-3,635
(85.71-82.53)
(85.71-82.53)
(a) Amateur
Amateur
(b)
Fixed
(b) Fixed
(c) Mobile
Mobile
(c)
3,635-3,685
(82.53-81.41)
(82.53-81.41)
not open to
to
public corre-

3,300-3,500
3,300-3,500
(90.91-85.71)
(90.91-85.71
(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile
(b)
(c) BroadcastBroadcasti
ng (29
ing
(2")
Amateur
(a) Amateur
(b) Fixed
Fixed
(c) Mobile
(c)
Mobile

3
spondence ((
33)
)
spondence

3,685-3,950
3,685-3,950
(81.41-75.95)
(81.41-75.95)
(a)
(a) Amateur
Amateur

.

-

-

(b) Fixed
(c)
c) Mobile
Mobile
3,950-4,000
(75.95-75)
(75.95-75)
Aeronautical
Aeronautical

[118] u Over
entire territory
territory of the U.S.8.R.
allocations of the bands of
[1181
Over the
the entire
U.S.S.R. allocations
(128.8 to
of 2,330
2,330 to
to 2,360
2,360 ko
kc (128.8
to
127.1
2,635 to
2,660 ko
ko (113.9
(13.9 to 112.8 m), 3,065 to 3,095
127.1 m),
m), 2,635
to 2,660
3,095 kc
ko (97.88 to
m), 3,635
3,635 to
to 3,685
ke (82.53
(82.53 to
to 96.93 m),
3,685 kc
to
81.41 m) and 4,480 to 4,530 ke
kc (66.96 to 66.23 m) shall
81.41
in accordance
accordance with
the
last
column
of
the
table
shall be
be made
made in
with the last column of the table
(Other regions).
(Other
regions).
[119] 4 For
broadcasting service,
[1191
For the
the conditions
conditions of use of these bands by the broadcasting
see§ I8.
service, see
8.
23

24

1446

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

TREATIES
TREATIES

RASARTITION
YRAQUENCES ENTRE
10 ET
ET 200
I
RfPABTITION DES
DES BANDER
BANDBS DE
DE FREQUENCES
ENTBR 10
200 000
000 Keis
KC/S (30
(30 000
000 A
1,5
m)—Continuee.
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
Services
Services
Prequences kc/s
'
ng
umsd'°nde
Frequences
k/s Lc
Longuersd'onde
m
m

Attribution______________
Attribution
generale
g6ntrale

4 000-5 500
4

75-54,55
75-54,55

Attributions reglonales
regionales
Attributions

Region europeene
europIene

a) Fixes
b)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles

Exception
Exception pour
pour
4480-4530 (66,
4480-4530(66,
96-66,23)
non
96-66,23) non
ouverts
corouverts Ala
lacorrespondance
respondance
publique
publique 23
"))261))

Autres regions
4000-4 770
4000-4
770
(75-62,89)
)
(75-62,89) 265")
a)
Fixes
a) Fixes
b)
Mobiles
b) Mobiles
4770-4
770-4 965
4
965
(62,89-60,42) ")
(62,89-60,42)
")
a) Fixes
Fixes
a)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles
b)
c)Radiodiffusion
c)
Radiodiffusion')24)
4965-5
500
4965-5 500
(60,42-54,55)
a) Fixes
a)
Fixes
b)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles

Services
Services
Longueurs d'onde in
Longueurs
m

Frequences
Prequences kc/s

Attribution
Attribution generale
generale

55 500-5
500-5 640
640

54,55-53,19
54,55-53,19

Mobiles
Mobiles

55 640-5 700

53,19-52,63
53,19-52,63

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

5
5 700-6
700-6 000

52,63-50
52,63-50

Fixes
Fixes

6 000-6
6
000-6 200
200 26
"

50-48,39
50-48,39

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

6
6 200-6
200-6 675
675 27
2722

48,39-44,94
48,39-44,94

6 675-7
6
675-7 000
000

44,94-42,86
44,94-42,86

Fixes
Fixes

7 000-7
200
7
000-7 200

42,86-41,67
42,86-41,67

Amateurs
Amateurs

41,67-41,10
41,67-41,10

a) Amateurs
a)
Amateurs
b) Radiodiffusion
b)
Radiodiffusion

0

7
300 22
7 200-7 3007

Mobiles
Mobiles

3)
1
3)Sur tout le territoire de l'U.R.8.S.
111.R.S.S. les attributions
attributions des bandes
bandes de 2
127,1 m),
m),
2 330 Aa22360 kc/s (128,8 A
A127,1
35 itA22660 kc/s
de 2
2635
to/3 (113,9 A
ke/s (97,88
(97,88 96,93
m) de
635 A
it 3
685 kc/s
B112,8 m), de 8
8 065 AA 3
3 095 kc/s
96,93 m)
de 8
3 635
3 685
kc/s (82,63
(82,53 &
4 480 A4
4 530 kc/s (66,96 A66,23 m)
81,41 m)
in) et de 4
m) sont faites
derniere colonne
colonne du
tableau
faites conformement
conformement Ala
a la dernike
du tableau
(Autres regions).
r6gions).
")
lea conditions
It) Pour lee
conditions d'utilisation
d'utillsation de ces bandes
bandes par
par le service
service de la
voir le
le I
la radiodiftusion,
radiodififslon, voir
I 8.
8.
-)
1'U.R.S.S. les
4 050
080 kc/s (75
U) Sur tout le territoire de l'U.R.S.S.
lee bandes
bandes de 4
4000 it 4
(75 a
A 74,07 m)
in) et
et de 4
kcis
4 750 A44820
820kc
m) sont utilisees
utilis~es exclusivement
(63,16 a
A62,24 in)
aeronautiques.
exclusivement per
par lee
les services aeronautiques.
")
administrations s'efforceront
s'efforceront de d6placer
1,1 )Les administrations
deplacer aussi rapidement quo
qua possible
lee stations
quo
possible les
stations entree
antros que
celles de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion se trouvant
trouvant actuellement
actuellement dans
dens les
les betides
in); 9
600-9
bandes 6
6 150-6 200
200 kc/s
kc/s (48,78-4849
(48,78-48,39 m);
9 (00-4
700 kc/s (31,25-311,93
(31,2--3n,93 m); 17 800-17 850 kc/s (16,85-16,81
in); 21 550-21
ke/s (13,92-13,79
(16,85-16,81 m);
50-21 750
750 kc/s
(13,92-13,79 111).
m).
Elles
dispositions utiles
utiles pour qua
que les stations de radiodiffusion
Elks devront, par ailleurs,
ailleurs, prendre
preiadre toutes
toutea dispositions
radlodiffusion
emettant hors des bandes
busies allouees
allouees A
(lans les
lea bandes
bandes de
la
radiodiffusion.
Ace
oe service soient mmenees
ramentes dans
de la radiodiffusion.
7) Pour r'utillEation
bande par les services aeronautiques
aeronautiques voir le i 9.
atilleation de cette
cette beside
") L'onde de 6
6 210 Ws
kc/s (48,31 m)
est l'onde gentrale
sr)
in) eat
generale d'appel pour
pour lee
les stations d'aeronef
d'adronef travaillant
travaillant dens
dans
la bande
bande comprise entre 6
6 000 et 25 000 kc/s (50-12
(50-12 m) sauf la
oil des accords
accords r6gionaux
regions= en
autrement.
I1oil
en disposent
disposent autrement.
2)
Cette beside
bande no
ne pent
0tre utilise°
utilisLe par la radiodiffusion
21)Cotta
pout etre
radiodiffusion que
quo dans
dans les regions autres que
quo le
le continent
continent
am.ricaln
emericain (y compris les territoires
territoires et possessions des etats
de ce
ce continent).
etats de
continent).
51 )Pour

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.
MULTILATERAL—
TELECOMMUNICATION— APR .8,
8, 1938
1938

ALLOCATION OF
OF FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY BANDS
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
200,000 KC
(30,000 AND
AND
ALLOCATION
10 AND
AND 200,000
KC (30,000
1.5 x)-Continued
1) —Continued
1.5
Services
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

ko
ke

m
m

4,
4, 000-5, 500

Regional allocations
Regional
allocations

General
General
allocation
allocation

75-54. 55

(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b)
Mo(b) Mobile
bile

Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

be
ke

m
m

European
European region
region

Other regions
Other
regions

Except for 4,480Exceptfor4,4804,530 (66.964,530
(66.96-

4,000-4,770
(75-62.89)
(75-62.89)
(
25 )
(25)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
Mobile
(b) Mobile
4,770-4,965
4,770-4,965
(62.89(62.8960.42) (2)
(
25 )
60.42)
(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile
(c)
(c) BroadcastBroadcasti
ng (24)
ing
(24)
4,965-5,500
4,965-5,500
(60.42(60.4254.55)
(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile

66.23)
66.23)

Services
Services
General allocation
allocation

5, 500-5, 640

54. 55-53. 19

Mobile

5, 640-5, 700

53. 19-52. 63

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

5, 700-6, 000

52. 63-50

6, 000-6,
(
26)
6,
000-6, 200
200 (26)

50-48.
30
50-48. 39

not
not

open to pubpublie correspondcorrespond(
23 ) (21)
(
29
ence (3)

Fixed
Broadcasting
Broadcasting

6, 200-6,
(
27 )(
25 )
(28)
6,
200-6, 675
675 (7)

48.
48. 39-44.
39-44. 94
94

Mobile
Mobile

6, 675-7, 000

44.
44. 94-42. 86

Fixed
Fixed

7,
7, 000-7, 200

42.
42. 86-41. 67

Amateur
Amateur

7, 200-7, 300 (
25)
(2)

41. 67-41. 10

(a) Amateur
Amateur
(b)
Broadcasting
(b) Broadcasting

[118] u
is Over the entire territory
territory of the U.S.S.R.
2,350 kc
be (128.8 to
U.S.S.R. allocations
allocations of the bands of 2,330 to 2,360
127.1 m),
in), 2,635 to 2,660 ko (113.9 to 112.8 m),
in), 3,065
3,065 to 3,095 ko (97.88 to 96.93 in),
3,&35 to 3,685
ko (82.53 to
m), 3,638
,685 ko
accordance with the last colmn
81.41 m) and 4,480 to 4,530 k
ke (66.96 to 66.23 m) shall be made in accordance
column of the table
(Other regions).
(Other
[119J
" For the conditions
broadcasting service, see
see I
119 "For
conditions of use of these bands by the broadcasting
8.
[1201
Over the entire territory of the U..
1J. S. 8.
S. R. the bands of 4,000 to 4,050 ko
ke (78
(75 to 74.07 in)
120 UOver
m) and 4,750
to 4,820 ko
(63.16 to 62.24 m)
in) shall be used exclusively
exclusively by the aeronautical
aeronautical services.
services.
ke (63.16
possible, the stations
[121 u
as The administrations
administrations shall endeavor
stations other than broad.
broad.
[121]
endeavor to remove,
remove, as soon as poesible,
casting stations which are now in the bands of 6,150-6,2)0
in); 9,600-9,700
9,600-9,700 ko (31.25-0.9
(3 1.
25-3193 1
11):
m);
6,150-,200 ko (48.78-48.39
(48.78-4839 m);

m); 21,650-21,750
(13.92-13.79 m).
17,800-17,850 kc
17,800-17,850
be (16.85-16.81
(16.85-16.81 in);
21,550-21,750 ko (13.92-13.79
in).
[122] Furthermore,
Furthermore, they must take all the necessary
precautions to insure
insure that the broadcasting
broadcasting stations
necessary precautions
[122]
service may be brought
transmitting outside of the frequency bands allotted to this service
brought back into the broadcasting bands.
1123]
123] 27
aeronautical services,
services, see*
see 9.
n For the use of this band by the aeronautical
124] 21
wave of 6,210 kc (4831
(48.31 in)
general calling-wave
calling-wave for aircraft stations working
working In
in the
m) shall be the general
the
124]
n The wave
band included between 6,000 and 25,000 kc (50-12 m),
in), except
except where regional agreements provide otherwise.
[1251
be used
used for broadcasting
broadcasting only in regions
regions other than the American
American Continents
Continents
[125] "to This band may be
territories and possessions of the states of these continents).
(including territories

193470•-41—Fr.
193470---41-PT.
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TREATIES
TREATIES

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

RE
RiPARTTITION
PARTITION DES
ET 200
EC/S (30
000 A
DNS DANDES
BANDES DE
DIE FRAQUENCES
FPRQUENCES ENTRE
ENTRE 10
10 ET
200 000
000 xC/S
(30 000
1,5
m)—Continuee.
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
Services
Services
Frequences
kc/s
Fr6quences kc/s

Longue=
on
Longueurs d'onde
d'onde m
Attribution
Attribution generale
g8n6rale

7 300-8 200
7

41,10-36,59
41,10-36,59

8
550 277)
)
8 200-8 550

36,59-35,09
36,59-35,09

Mobiles
Mobiles

88 550-8
550-8 900")
90027)

35,09-33,71
35,09-33,71

a) Fixes
Fixes
a)
b) Mobiles
Mobiles

8 900-9 500
8

33,71-31,58

Fixes
Fixes

9
9 500-9 700
700 29

31,58-30,93
31,58-30,93

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

9
9 700-11 000
000

30,93-27,27
30,93-27,27

Fixes
Fixes

400 27)
11 000-11
000-11 400")

27,27-26,32
27,27-26,32

Mobiles
Mobiles

11
11 400-11
400-11 700
700

26,32-25,64
26,32-25,64

Fixes
Fixes

11 700-11 900

25,64-25,21
25,64-25,21

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

11
11 900-12 300

25,21-24,39
25,21-24,39

Fixes
Fixes

12 300-12
300-12 825")
825 27)

24,39-23,39
24,39-23,39

Mobiles
Mobiles

27)
12 825-13 350
3502)

23,39-22,47
23,39-22,47

a)
a)
b)
b)

13 350-14 000
000

22,47-21,43
22,47-21,43

Fixes
Fixes

14 000-14 400

21,43-20,83
21,43-20,83

Amateurs
Amateurs

400-15 100
14 400-15

20,83-19,87
20,83-19,87

Fixes
Fixes

15
15 100-15
100-15 350

19,87-19,54
19,87-19,54

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

15 350-16
350-16 400
400
15

19,54-18,29

Fixes
Fixes

16 400-17 100

18,29-17,54
18,29-17,54

Mobiles
Mobiles

27 )
17 100-17 750
75027)

17,54-16,90
17,54-16,90

a) Fixes
Fixes
a)
Mobiles
b) Mobiles

22 )
17 750-17
750-17 850
850'2)

16,90-16,81
16,90-16,81

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

Fixes

6)

Fixes
Fixes

Fixes
Fixes
Mobiles
Mobiles

17 850-21
850-21 450
450

16,81-13,99
16,81-13,99

750 22
21 450-21
450-21 750
2))

13,99-13,79
13,99-13,79

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion

21
21 750-22
750-22 300
300

13,79-13,45
13,79-13,45

Mobiles

22 300-24 600
600 277)
)

13,45-12,20
13,45-12,20

_
24 600-25 000
000

12,20-12
12,20-12

a) Fixes
Fixes
b)) Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles

0) Les
Les administrations
administrations s'efforceront
s'efforceront de &placer
deplacer aussi rapidement
rapidement que
ts)
que possible
possible les
lea stations
stations sutras
que
antres que
celles
actuellement dans
cellos de radiodiffuslon
radiodiffusion se tronvant
trouvant actueliement
dens lea
besides 6
150-6 200
200 kc/s
kris (48,78-4839
(48,78-48,39 m);
m); 9
600-9 700
les bandes
6150-6
9600-9700
kc/s
(31,25-30,93
17 800-17 850 kc/s
ke/s (31,25-30,93 m); 178(10-17
AO (16,85-16,81
(16,85-16,61 m);
550-21 750
m).
m); 21
21 550-21
750 ke/s
kc/s (13,92-13,79
(13,92-13,79 m).
Elles
alleurs, prendre
Elles devront, par sinews,
prendre tontes
toutes dispositions utiles pour que
lea stations
stations de
de radiodiffusaon
radiodutuaIon 6matque les
6mettant
bandes alloues
tan thors des bandes
allouees A
dela
radiodiffusion.
a ce
ce service
service soient
soient ramenees
ramenees dans
dans les
les besides
bandes dela radlodiffuslon.
") Pour
Pour I'utilisation
cette bands
bande par
Jr)
Putilisation de setts
par les
lea services aeronautiques
aeronautiques volt
9.
voir le
le I 9.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.
MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATION--APR.8,
8, 1938
1938

ALLOCATION OF
OF FREQUENCY
ALLOCATION
FREQUENCY BANDS
10 AND
AND 200,000
KC (30,000
AND
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
200,000 KC
(30,000 AND
—Continued
1.5 A)
M)-Continued
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

ko
ke

m

7, 300-8,
300-8, 200
7,
200

Services

___

General allocation
allocation
General

41. 10-36.
10-36. 59
41.
59

Fixed
Fixed

8,
200-8, 550
27 )
8, 200-8,
550 (
(27)

36. 59-35.
59-35. 09
09
36.

Mobile
Mobile

8,
550-8, 900
900 (
27 )
8, 550-8,
(27)
__

35.
09-33. 71
35. 09-33.
71

(a) Fixed
Fixed
(a)
(b)
Mobile
(b) Mobile

8,
900-9, 500
8, 900-9,
500

33.
71-31. 58
58
33. 71-31.

Fixed
Fixed

9,
500-9, 700
26 )
9, 500-9,
700 (
(26)

31.
93
31. 58-30.
58-30. 93

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

9,
700-11, 000
000
9, 700-11,

30.
93-27. 27
27
30. 93-27.

Fixed
Fixed

11,
000-11, 400
(
27 )
11, 000-11,
400 (27)

27.
27. 27-26.
27-26. 32
32

Mobile
Mobile

11, 400-11, 700
11,400-11,
700

26.
64
26. 32-25.
32-25. 64

Fixed
Fixed

11, 700-11,
11,
700-11, 900
900

25.
21
25. 64-25.
64-25. 21

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

11,
900-12, 300
11,900-12,
300

25.
25. 21-24.
21-24. 39
39

Fixed
Fixed

12,
27 )
12, 300-12,
300-12, 825
825 (
(7)

24.
39-23. 39
39
24. 39-23.

Mobile
Mobile

12,
825-13, 350
27 )
12, 825-13,
350 (
(7)

23. 39-22.
39-22. 47
47
23.

(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile

13, 350-14,
000
13,
350-14, 000

22. 47-21.
47-21. 43
43
22.

Fixed
Fixed

14, 000-14,
400
14,
000-14, 400

21. 43-20.
21.
43-20. 83
83

Amateur
Amateur

14,
400-15, 100
100
14, 400-15,

20.
20. 83-19.
83-19. 87
87

Fixed
Fixed

15, 100-15,
15,
100-15, 350
350

19.
87-19. 54
19. 87-19.
54

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

15, 350-16,
400
15,
350-16, 400

19.
54-18. 29
29
19. 54-18.

Fixed
Fixed

16, 400-17,
400-17, 100
16,
100

18.
29-17. 54
18. 29-17.
54

Mobile
Mobile

17,
17, 100-17,
(
27 )
100-17, 750
750 (27)

17. 54-16.
17.
54-16. 90
90

(a) Fixed
(a)
Fixed

17, 750-17, 850
17,
850 (26)
(
26 )

16. 90-16.
90-16. 81
16.
81

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

17, 850-21,
450 _
17,
850-21,450

16.
81-13. 99
16. 81-13.
99

Fixed
Fixed

21, 450-21, 750 (
26 )
21,
(a)

13. 99-13. 79

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

21, 750-22,
750-22, 300
300
21,

13.
'79-13. 45
13. 79-13.
45

Mobile
Mobile

22, 300-24,
22,
300-24, 600
600 (
27 )
(27)

13. 45-12.
13.
45-12. 20
20

(a)
(a) Fixed
Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile
(b)

24,
24, 600-25,
600-25, 000
000

12. 20-12
12.
20-12

Mobile
Mobile

(b) Mobile
(b)

[121] -sThe administrations shall endeavor
endeavor to remove, as soon as possible, the stations other than broadcasting stations which are now in the bands of 6,150-6,200
6,150-6,200 kc (48.78-48.39 m);
in); 9,600-9,700
m);
9,600-9,700 ko
ko (31.25-30.93
(31.25-30.93 m);
17,800-17.850
(16.85-10.81 m);
17,800-17,850 kc
ko (16.85-16.81
in); 21,550-21,750
(13.92-13.79 m).
in).
21,550-21,750 ko (13.92-13.79
[122] Furthermore, they must take all the necessary precautions to insure that
that the
the broadcasting
broadcasting stations
stations
transmitting
transmitting outside of the frequency bands allotted to this service may be brought back into
into the broadcasting bands.
[1231] 27 For the use of this band by the aeronautical
[123]
aeronautical services,
services, see
see §
§9.
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1450

1
RAPARTITION DES
DE ntiquENcEs
200 000
xe/s (30
000 I
(30 000
000 KC/s
ENTRE 10 ET 200
FRdQUENCEB ENTRE
BANDES DI
DES BANDES
REPARTITION
1,5
m)—Continuee.
1,5 m)-Continu6e.
Services

ervices

I
Longueurs
Longueurs
d'onde
m
m

Frequences
Frequences
Mc/s

Attribution
Attribution

I

generale
generale

12-11,72
12-11,72

25-25,6
25-25,6

regionales
Attributions regionales
Attributions

-

Region
Regioa
europeenne
europeenne

Autres regions
regions
Autres

Continent ameriamenContinent
Cain RadiodifRadiodifcain
fusion.

Mobiles

25,6-26,6
25,6-26,6

Radiodiffusion
11,72-11,28 Radiodiffusion
11,72-11,28

26,6-27,5
26,6-27,5

11,28-10,91
11,28-10,91

Fixes

Continent
ameriContinent americain
26,6-27
(11,2826,6-27 (11,2811,11)—Radio11,11)-Radiodiffusion.
diffusion.
27-27,5
(11,1127-27,5 (11,1110,91)
Fixes et
10,91) Fixes
Mobiles.

27,5-28
27,5-28

10,91-10,71
10,91-10,71

Radiosondages
Radiosondages

Continent
amenContinent americain
Fixes—
Fixescain
Mobiles—RaMobiles-Radiosondages
diosondages

28-30
28-30

10,71-10
10,71-10

Amateurs—Experiences
Amateurs-Experiences
31

10-9,375
10-9,375

Postes
Postes de petite
puissance '0)
9
puissance

Regional
Regional 31))

32-32,5
32-32,5

9,375-9,231
9,375-9,231

Radiophares marlmariRadiophares
times
times

Regional
31 )
Regional ")

32,5-40

9,2319,231-

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

Regional")
R4gional "1)

Fixes-Mobiles
Fixes-Mobiles

Regional")
")
R6gional

30-32

7,5
7,5

40-40,5

7,5-7,407
7,5-7,40'

40,5-56

7,407-5,357
7,407-5,35'

--

as)
a)

Television et posTe16vision
tes
petite puispuisde petite
tes de
Banco
0)
sance SO)
Note:
pays
Les pays
Nota: Les
voisins
s'entens'entenvoisins
dront
placer
pour placer
dront pour
dans
la bande 40,
dansla
558,
5
(7,407-5,
58,
5
5128)
leur v
vo
oii ees
s
128) leur
de
television de
de
de t6levision
maniere
laisser
A laisser
maniere a
libre
chaque
libre dans
dans chaque
pays
une bande
pays une
Mcis pour
de 66 Mc/s
lea
les postes
postes de petite
tite puissance.
puissance.

Regional
)
R6gional 511")

---

1 kW.
AI
est infrieure
puissance eat
1
0)I1
11 fent
puissance, des postes dont la puissance
inferieure a
kW.
m)
faut entendre par postes de petite puissance,

Me/s (longueurs
a 30 31c/s
superieures 830
frequences superieures
51
concerne l'attribution
(longneurs d'onde
d'onde inf6rieules
inferieuxes a
l'attribution des frequences
ce qui concerne
"))En oe
10
tableau de l'appendice
Pappendice 4
indique une repartition
lea reherches
recherche's sties
et les
repartition qui servira de base pour les
4 indique
le tableau
10 in),
m), Is
amElicsin.
sulr le continent am&
experiences ulterieures
ulterieures our
icain.
experiences
fr6quence 83,3
5
2)Les
Lee diverses
divetses administrations conviennent
conviennent de profiler
Isere pay
pays respectifs
respectifs lea
lea frequences
33,3
protegar dans leurs
=)
de]a
utfilWes pour laprotection
2,710m)
7,89,4,3,181,
Mc/s,
38,0 Mc/s, 75 Me/s,
Mc/s, 94,3 Me/s
Mois et 110,3 MOB
4, 3,181, 2,710
la) utiliseee
Is protection dole
Mcs (9,
(9, 7,895,
Me/, 38,0
internationales.
navigation sur
sun les lignes afriennes
aeriennes internationsles.
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1938

ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION

OF
FREQUENCY BANDS BETWEEN
OF FREQUENCY
BETWEEN 10 AND 200,000
EC (30,000
200,000 KC
(30,000 AND
m)-Continued
1.5 M)-Continued
Services

Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

me

m

General
General ____
allocaallocan
tion

Regional
Regional allocations
European
region
European region

Other
regions
Other regions

25-25. 6
6

12-11. 72
72

25.
25. 6-26.
6-26. 66

11. 72-11. 28

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

26.
26. 6-27. 55

11. 28-10. 91

Fixed

American
American ConContinents
26.6-27 (11.28(11.2811.11) Broad11.11)
Broadcasting
(11.1127-27.5 (11.1110.91) Fixed
Fixed
10.91)
and Mobile

10.
10. 91-10. 71

Radiosounding
Radiosounding

American
American ConContinents:
tinents:
Fixed-MoFixed-Mobile-Radiobile-Radiosounding
sounding

10. 71-10

Amateurs-Experiments
Amateurs-Experiments

Mobile
Mobile

American
American Continents:
tin
ents :
BroadcastBroadcasting
ing

I

I

27.
27. 5-28
5-28

28-30
28-30
30-32

10-9. 375

32-32. 5
5

9.
9. 375-9. 231

32. 5-40
32.

9. 231-7. 5
5

40-40.
40-40. 5
5

40. 5-56

7. 5-7. 407

7. 407-5. 357

__tions.

Low-power at
a- Regional (
Low-power
31 )
sta(31)
tions (
36)
(°)

(
32 )
(32)

Maritime radioMaritime
radiobeacons
beacons

Regional
Regional (3')
($ 1)

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Regional (
31 )
(31)

Fixed-Mobile
Fixed-Mobile

Regional (
31 )
(31)

Television and
and
low-power stastations (C)
(
39
Adjacent
Note: Adjacent
countries shall
arrange among
themselves
to
to
place their teleteleplace
vision channels
channels
in the band of
40.5-58.5(7.40740.5-58.5
(7.4075.128), in order
5.128),
leave one 6to leave
me band free in
mc
each country for
for
each
low-power stalow-power
stations.

Regional
(C)
Regional (2
1)

[126] so
a By low-power stations
understood stations by which the power
stations must be understood
power Is
is below 1
1kw.
n wits
With respect
respect to the assignment of the frequencies
a
frequencies above 30 mo (wavelengths
m), the
(wavelengths below 10 m),
4 Indicates
a distribution
table In
in appendix 4
indicates a
distribution which will be used on the American Continents as a
abasis
basis for
for
future
research and experiments.
future research
experiments.
The different administrations undertake to protect, in their respective
[128] N
"The
respective countries,
frequencies
countres, the frequencies
d 33.
mc, 38 me, 75 me,
of
33.3 ma
mo. 94.3 me,
mc, and 110.3 me
ma (9,7.895.
4, 3.181, 2710m)
protection onavlgaof naviga(9, 79, 4,3.181,
2.710m) used for
tor the protecton
tion
tion on International
international airlines.

[127]
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TREATIES

RAPARTITION DES
BANDES DE
C
M ENCES ENTRE
ENTRE 10
ET 200
Reis (30
000
RiPABTITON
DES BANDES
DE FRA
FBRQUENCES
10 ET
200 000
000 KC/S
(30 000
1,5
1,5 m)-Continuee.
m)-Continuee.

A

Services
Frequences
Fruencs
Mcis

Longueurs
d'onde
d'onde
m

Attributions r6glonales
regionales
Attributions
Attribution
g6nerale
generale

gunerale

Region
Rlon
europeenne
europ~onne

Autres regions

56-58, 5
5

5, 357-5, 128
128

Television
et posT61evision et
postea de
petite puispuistes
de petite
sance 80)
3°)
sance
Note: Les
adminisNota:
Les administrations
trations pourront
pourront
autoriBer
autoriser evene ve n tuellement
lea atuellement les
amateurs
a
mateurs a utiliser
utiliser
is bande
56-58,5
la
bande 56-58,5
(5,357-5,128)
(5,357-5,128)

Amateurs-ExAmateurs-Experiences
p6riences

58,
58, 5-60
5-60

5, 128-5

Amateurs.
ExpeAmateurs.
ExpeHence% Postes
Postes de
riences.
de
0
petite
petite puissance
puissance'39
)

Amateurs-ExAmateurs--Experiences
p6riences

60-64

5-4, 688
688

Postes
Postes de
de petite
petite
3
puissance
puissance 30
0))

Regional 31 )
Regional31)

64-70, 55

4, 688-4,
688-4, 255
4,
255

Television
T616vision

Regional
Regional

Postes
petite
Postes de
de petite
puissance 300)
)
puissance

Regional
)
Regional 311)

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

31 )
Regional 3")

Postes
petite
Postes de
de 3 petite
puissance
°)
puissance 3
0)

Regional31)
Regional
31 )

255-4, 027
70, 5-74, 55 4,
4, 255-4,
027

74, 5-75, 5
5 4, 027-3,
027-3, 974
974
75, 5-85
5-85

3, 974-3,
974-3, 529
529

85-94

3, 529-3, 191

94-94, 55

3, 191-3,
191-3, 175

32
)
32)

31 )
31)

Television
Television

Regional31)
Regional 31 )

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

Regional 31
)
Regional
"1)

94, 5-95, 55 3, 175-3,
175-3, 141
141

Radiosondages
Radiosondages

Regional 31
)
"')

95,
95, 5-110
5-110

3,
727
3, 141-2, 727

Postes
Postes
de petite
petite
puissance
30 )
puissance s0)

Regional 31
"))

110-110,
110-110, 5
5

2,727-2,715
2, 727-2, 715

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

Regional331))
Regions1

110,
5-112
110, 5-112

2, 715-2, 679
2,715-2,679

Postes de
petite
petite
puissance
puissance 300))

Rcgional")31 )
Regional

112-120
112-120

2, 679-2,
679-2, 5
5

Postes
Postes de
de petite
petite
puissance
puissance 30
s0)
Nota: Les adminisNote:
trations pourront
pourront
eventuellement
eventuellement
autoriser les amateurs a
A utiliser
utiliser
is
112-120
la bande
bande 112-120
(2,
679-2, 5)
(2, 679-2,
5)

Regional")31 )

____

n)
")

33 )

s2)

1

I

m) II
faut entendre
entendre par posies
postes de petite puissance, des posies
postes dont la puissance est inefrieure
1 kW.
to)
U taut
inferieure 51
"1)
l'attribution des trequences
frequences superienres
31
)En ce
co qui
qui concerne
concerne Pattribution
superieures a5 30
(longueurs d'onde
30 Mc/s
Mc/s (longueurs
d'onde inferleures
inferienresa
10 m),
in), le tableau
tableau de l'appendice
l'appendice 4
4Indique
indique une
tine repartition
repartition qui
servira de
de base
base pour
pour les
1es recherches
recherches et
lea
qui servira
et lea
experiences
ulterieures sur
our le
le continent
americain.
experiences ulterieures
continent americain.

a

I) Les diverses administrations
administrations conviennent
at)
conviennent de proteger
proteger dans
dons lours
pays respeetifs
les fr6quences
frequences 33,3
33,3
lenrs pays
respectifs les
Mc/s,
Mc/s,94,3
Me/s et 110,3 Mc/s (9,
Mob, 38,0 Mc/s, 75 Mc/s,
94,3 Mc/s
7,895, 4, 3,181,
utilistes poor la protection
protection de
de la
(9, 7,895,4,
3,181, 2,710
2,710 m)
m) utliseOespourla
la
navigation
lignes aeriennes
navigation stir
sur les lignes
aeriennes internationales.
internationales.
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1453
1453

ALLOCATION
OF FREQUENCY
ALLOCATION OF
FREQUENCY BANDS
BANDS BETWEEN
BETWEEN 10
10 AND
AND 200,000
200,000 KC
(30,000 AND
KC (30,000
AND
1.5 M)-Continued
B) -Continued

.

.

Services
Services
Frequencies
Frequencies

Wavelengths

me
mc
56-58.
56-58. 5
5

m
m

Regional allocations
allocations

General
Genera

allocaallot*
tion
tion

5. 357-5. 128
128

European region
Television and
Television
and
low-power
low-power stasta-

Amateur-ExAmateur-Experiments

tions
39
tions (
(30)
Note: The adminisadministrations may, if
if
need
need be,
be, authorauthorize amateurs to
to
use the band of
56-58.5
56-58.5 (5.357(5.3575.128).
5.128).
-

.---

Other regions

58. 5-6
5-60
58&
0

5.
128-5
5. 128-5

Amateur. Experiments.
ments. LowLowpower staetapower
tions. (*
0)
tions.
(s0)

Amateur-ExAmateur-Experiments
periments

60-64

5-4.
688
5-4 688

Low-power staLow-power
sta-

Regional
(
31 )
Regional (3l)

tions
30)
tions (
(30)

64-70. 55
64-70.

4.
688-4 255
4 688-4
255

Television
Television

Regional (1)
(
31 )
Regional

70. 5-74.
5-74. 5
5

4. 255-4. 027
027

Low-power staLow-power
tions
341)
tions (
(0°)

Regional
Regional (21)
(
31 )

74. 5-75. 55
74.

4. 027-3. 974
4.

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Regional (1)
(
31)
Regional

(
33)
(S)

75. 5-85

3. 974-3.
3.
971-3. 529

Low-power sstta
Low-power
ations
09
tions (30)

Regional ($
Regional
(31)1)

85-94

3.
3. 529-3. 191

Television
Television

Regional
Regional (")
(
31 )

94-94. 5
5

3. 191-3. 175

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Regional
(
31 )
Regional (s1)

94. 5-95. 5
5

3. 175-3. 141
3.

Radiosounding
Radiosounding

Regional
31 )
Regional (
(")

95. 5-110
5-110

3. 141-2. 727
727

Low-power s
s ttaa-Cons
(
30 )
tions (30)

Regional
Regional (*
(")1)

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Regional
Regional (")
(
31 )

(
33 )
(3)

110-110. 5
5

2.
715
2. 727-2. 715

110. 5-112

2.
2. 715-2. 679

Low-power seta
Low-power
t ations (
30)
tions
(30)

Regional
(* 1)
Regional (")

112-120
112-120

2. 679-2. 5
5

Low-power sst
t aations
3°)
tions (
(0)
Note:
Note: The adminisadministrations,
if need
trations, if
need
be, may authorize the amateurs
amateurs
to use the band
of 112-120
112- 120
(2.679-2.5).
(2.679-2.5).

(1)
Regional (
31 )

(
33 )
(3")

-

o

-

[126] is By
By low-power
1126]
low-power stations must be understood stations by which the power is below 1
1kw.
[1271]
With
respect to the assignment
[127]
With respect
assignment of the frequencies above 30 me (wavelengths below 10 m), the

table
in appendix
4 indicates
a distribution
table in
appendix 4
indicates a
distribution which will be used on the American
American Continents
Continents as a
a basis for
future research
research and experiments.
experiments.
[128]
"
The
different
administrations
[128] 33 The different administrations undertake
undertake to protect, in their respective countries,
countries, the frequencies
frequencies
of
me, 75
75 me, 94.3 me, and 110.3 me (9,7.89,
of 33.3
33.3 me,
me, 38
38 me,
(9, 7.895, 4, 3.181, 2.710 m) used for the protection
navigaprotection of
of navigation on international airline
airlines.
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RaPARTITION
DES BANDES
BANDES DE
ENTRE 10
ZT 200
(30 000
RiPABTITION DES
DE FRISQUENCES
FBQQUTENCES ENTBE
10 ET
200 000
000 uc/a
KC/8 (30
000 I
1

1,5
1,5 m)—Continuee.
m)-Continu6e.

Services
Services
Frequences
Fr6uences
MO
Mc/s

Longueurs
Longuer
d'onde

m

Attributions
r6gionales
Attributions regionales
Attribution
generale
g6nerale

Region
Reglon
europeenne
europtesnne

Autres r6gions
Autres
regions

120-150
120-150

2,5-2

Pastes
de petite
petite
Postes de
puissance
°)
puissance 5
30)

Regional
Regional ")

150-157
150-157

2-1,911
2-1,911

Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques

Regional
21 )
Regional ")

157-162
157-162

1,911-1,852
1,911-1,852

Mobiles
Mobiles

Regional 3")
31 )
Regional

162-170
162-170

1,852-1,765
1,852-1,765

Postes
de petite
petite
Postes
de
puissance 10
puissance
"))

Regional ")
Regional

170-200

1,765-1,5
1,765-1,5

Television et
et radioradioTe41vision
_ diffusion
diffusion

Regional")
Regional")

10)11

entendre par
pax postes de petite puissance,
puissance, des
eat Inerieure
inferieure a
faut entendre
N) I taut
des postes dont
dont la
la puissance
puissance est
A11kW.
kW.

31)En ce
qni concerne
'attribution des frequences
fr6qnences superieutes
ce qui
concerne l'attribution
pdrieures A
5E0
Mc/s (longueurs
(longueurs d'onde
inferieures a
a
30 Mc/s
d'onde Infrioures
10 in),
m), le tableau
I'appendice 44inclique
indique une
tableau de l'appendice
une r6partition
repartition qui
pour lea
qui servira
srvira de base pour
le reeberebes
rechebes et les
les
experiences
ulterieures sur
seipiences nlterieures
sur le
le continent
continent anxericain.
amrican.
31)En

§§8. Les services
radiodiffusion peuvent utiliser
des frequences
frequencee
services de
de radiodiffusion
utiliser des
comprises entre 22 300 et
comprises
(130,4 et
et 120
120 m),
m), entre
entre 3
3 300
et 2
2 500 kc/s
kc/s (130,4
300 et
et
3
et 85,71
85,71 m)
entre 4
770 et
et 4
965 kc/s
kc/s (62,89
3 500 kc/s (90,91
(90,91 et
m) et
et entre
4 770
4 965
(62,89 et
et
60,42 m)
conditions suivantes:
suivantes:
60,42
m) aux
aux conditions
I. FREIQUENCES
I.
PRAQCrENCES COMPRISES
COMPRISES ENTRE
ET S
3 500
KC/11 (150
85,71
ENTRE 2
2 000
000 ET
500 KCI/
(150 ET
ET 85,71

M).

1° Dana
Dans la region comprise entre le meridien
meridian 30° Ouest
le
Ouest et
et le
d'une part (en se dirigeant
meridien 50° Est (rune
dirigeant vers l'est
ft partir
1'est A
partir du
du
meridien 30° Ouest),
Ouest), le parallble
parallel° 30° N
parallele 30°
N et le
le parallele
30° S
S d'autre
d'autre
part,
part, les deux bandes ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
2
500 kc/s
kc/s (130,4-120
(130,4-120 m)
2 300-2
300-2 500
m)
3
kc/s (90,91-85,71
(90,91-85,71 m)
3 300-3 500 kc/s
m)

peuvent etre employees
pour les
lea services
services de
radiodiffusion, conconemployees pour
de radiodiffusion,
curremment
curremment avec les services fixes
Des accords
accords regiofixes et mobiles.
mobiles. Des
r6gionaux fixeront la puissance
puissance maxima de
et la
des
de nuit et
la repartition
repartition des
frequences
A l'interieur de ces bandes, de maniere
frequences ft
maniere a
A eviter
eviter
a) que
quo des brouillages
brouillages ne se produisent
produisent dans la
region consideree,
la region
consid6ree,
b) que lea
les stations de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion de
no provoprovode cette region ne
quent des brouillages
les stations des services fixes
brouillages avec lea
fixes et
et
mobiles
mobiles travaillant
travaillant déjà
d6j& dans ces bandes.
bandes.
2° Dans
Dana la region
region comprise entre
entre le
le meridien
Est et
le meridien
meridien 50°
50° Est
et le
meridien
140° Ouest d'une part (en se dirigeant vers l'est fta partir du meridien
meridien
50° Est), le parallele
parallele 30° N et le parallele
parallele 30°
ft
30° S
S d'autre
d'autre part,
part, A
l'exclusion
les deux bandes de frequences
l'exclusion des ties Hawai, lea
frequences ci-dessus
ci-dessus
mentionnees
radiodiffusion
mentionnees peuvent
peuvent etre employees
employees pour les services de radiodiffusion
concurremment
conctoremment avec les
lea services fixes et mobiles.
Des accords
accords
mobiles. Des
la repartition
repartition des frequences
frequences A
regionaux fixeront
fixeront is.
ft l'interieur
l'interieur de
ces
de ces
bandes de maniere
A eviter que
brouillages ne
maniere ft
quo des brouillages
no se produisent
produisent dans
la region dont il
il s'agit.
s'agit.
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ALLOCATION
A LLOCATION OF FREQUENCY BANDS
B ANDS BETWEEN 10 AND 200,000 KC (30,000
(30,000 AND
1.5 M)
— Continued
M)-Continued
Services
Frequencies
me

Wavelengths

General
General
aloesallocation
tion

m
m

Regional
Regional allocations
European region
European

Other
regions
Other regions

120-150
120-150

2.
2. 5-2
5-2

Low-power
Low-power s
st
t a
aRegional
(
31 )
Regional (31)
tions (
3°)
tions
(30)

150-157
150-157

2-1. 911
2-1.
911

Aeronautical
Aeronautical

Regional
31 )
Regional (
(31)

157-162
157-162

1.
911-1. 852
852
1. 911-1.

Mobile
Mobile

Regional (31)
(
31 )
Regional

162-170
162-170

1. 852-1.
852-1. 765
765
1.

Low-power sst
Low-power
t aa -- Regional
(
31 )
Regional (31)
tions
tions (
3°)
(30)

170-200
170-200
__________

1. 765-1.
1.
765-1.55
__

__

Television
Television aa n
n d
d
broadcasting
broadcasting

Regional
(
31 )
Regional (31)

1126]
126] "
to By low-power
low-power stations must be understood
understood stations by which the power
power Is below 1
1 kw.
kw.
127] a
11 With respect to the assignment
assignment of the frequencies
above 30 mo
(wavelengths below
below 10
frequencies above
me (wavelengths
10 m),
m), the
the
a distribution which will be used on the American
table in appendix
appendix 4
4indicates a
American Continents
Continents as
as a
a basis
basis for
for
future research
research and experiments.

[129] §8. The broadcasting services may
use the
the frequencies
inmay use
frequencies ineluded between
between 2,300 and 2,500
cluded
(130.4
and
120
m),
between
3,300
2,500 kc
ko (130.4 and 120 m), between 3,300
and 3,500 kc (90.91 and 85.71 m), and between
between 4,770
4,770 and
and 4,965
4,965 kc
kc
(62.89 and 60.42 m) under
under the following
following conditions:
conditions:
[130]
[130]

I.. FREQUENCIES
I
FREQUENCIES INCLUDED
INCLUDED BETWEEN
BETWEEN 2
2000 AND
AND 8
;500 BC
2,000
8,600
KC
(150 AND 85.71 M)
Al)
(160

[131]

1. In the region included
included between
between meridian
W. and
meridian 30°
30° W.
and meme-

ridian 50° E., on the one
one hand
hand (going
east from
meridian 30°
(going east
from meridian
30° W.),
W.),

parallel 30° N. and parallel 30° S., on the other, the following
two
following two
frequency bandsbandsfrequency
2,300-2,500
2,300-2,500 kc (130.4-120
(130.4-120 m)
3,300-3,500
3,300-3,500 kc
kc (90.91-85.71
(90.91-85.71 m)
m)
may be used for the broadcasting
broadcasting services jointly with
fixed and
and
with the fixed
mobile services.
services. Regional
Regional agreements
determine the
agreements will
will determine
the maximum
maximum
night power and the distribution of
within these
of frequencies
frequencies within
these bands
bands
in such a
a way as to avoid:
[132] (a) the occurrence
occurrence of
the region
region considered,
considered,
of interference
interference in
in the
[133] (b) the creation
creation of
interference, by
this
of interference,
by broadcasting
broadcasting stations
stations of
of this
region, with the stations of fixed
fixed and mobile services
services
already working in
in these
these bands.
bands.
[134] 2. In the region included between
between meridian
meridian 50°
E. and
and meme50° E.
ridian 140° W., on the one hand (going east
east from
meridian 50°
50° E.),
E.),
from meridian
parallel 30° N. and parallel 30° S., on
the other
excluding the
on the
other hand,
hand, excluding
the
Hawaiian Islands, the
Hawaiian
two frequency
bands may
be used
the above
above two
frequency bands
may be
used for
for
the broadcasting services concurrently
concurrently with the
fixed
and
mobile
the fixed and mobile
services.
services. Regional
Regional agreements
agreements will
determine the
distribution of
frewill determine
the distribution
of frequencies within these bands in such a
as to
to avoid
a manner
manner as
avoid the
the occuroccurrence of interference
interference in the region involved.
involved.

1455
1455

1456
1456
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3° Dans
Dana la
is region comprise entre le meridien
meridien 30° Ouest
Ouest et
et le meridien
m6ridien
140° Ouest (en se dirigeant vers
l'ouest A
a partir
partir du
du meridien
30°
vers l'ouest
meridien 30°
Ouest).
Ouest).
a) en ce
la zone
au sud
sud du
du parallele
parallele 5°
5° de
de
ce qui concerne
concerne la
zone situ&
situee au
latitude sud,
is bande
bande de
300 a
500 ke/s
a120
sud, la
de 22300
a2
2 500
kc/s (130,4
(130,4 A
120 m)
m)
peut etre
employee par
les services
services de
de radiodiffusion,
etre employee
par les
radiodiffusion, conconcurremment
avec les
les services
services mobiles;
mobiles;
curremment avec
b)
b) en ce qui concerne
concerne les pays du
du continent
continent amoricain
americain compris
compris
sud du Mexique
entre le and
la Colombie,
is
Mexique et le nord de
de la
Colombie, la
bande de 2
2 300
kc/s (130,4
(130,4 a
m) peut
peut etre
etre
300 a 2
2 350 kc/s
a 127,7
127,7 m)
la radiodiffusion.
reservee aais
radiodiffusion. Cette
eat faite
Cette allocation
allocation est
faite en
en
vertu d'un accord
accord aux termes duquel
duquel il
il ne
no sera
utilise
sera pas
pas utilise
plus
frequences distinctes
Pinterieur de
de
plus de 2
2 frequences
distinctes par
par pays
pays aa l'int6rieur
cette bande, avec
convenables relativement
avec des restrictions
restrictions convenables
relativement
A
la puissance et aal'emploi d'antennes
ais
directives, et
d'antennes directives,
et a
a conconstations de
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion no
provoquent pas
dition quo
que les stations
ne provoquent
pas
de brouillages
brouillages des stations
stations des
autres services
services qui
qui utilisent
des autres
utilisent
actuellement
actuellement ces frequences,
frequences, an
is partie
partie
au nord et an
au sud de
de la
americam consideree
present paragraphe;
du contment
continent americain
consideree au
au present
paragraphe;
c) en outre, la
is bande de 2
a 125
2 350 aa 2
2 400
400 kc/s
kc/s (de
(de 127,7
127,7 A
125
m) peut etre
Atre employ6e
in)
employee pour la radiodiffusion par
par le
le GuateGuatemala, El Salvador, le Honduras
Honduras, le
Nicaragua, Costa-Rica,
le Nicaragua,
Costa-Rica,
Panama et la zone du
Cet emploi
emploi eat
du Canal. Cet
est subordonne
subordonn6ea
un accord regional
conclu entre
entre les
les administrations
administrations des
regional conclu
des
pays ci-dessus
ci-dessus mentionnes,
mentionnes, en
vue d'eviter
tout brouillage
brouillage
en vue
d'eviter tout
services fixes
fixes et
et mobiles
existants.
des services
mobiles existants.
d) en ce qui concerne
d)
concerne les
francaises et
et
les possessions
possessions anglaises,
anglaises, frangaises
neerlandaises situ6es
neerlandaises
situees A
a Pest
meridien 80°
80° Ouest
l'est du meridien
Ouest
d'une part, entre
entre le
N et
is cote
de
le parallele
paralllel 20°
20° N
et la
c6te de
l'Amerique du Sud d'autre part, la
PAmerique
de 2
la bande
bande de
2 300
300 a
A
2 400 kc/s (130,4-125
2
(130,4-125 m) peut etre employee par les
les
services de radiodiffusion
concurremment avec
services
radiodiffusion,:concurremment
avec lea
les services
fixes et mobiles, A
acondition quo
les stations
radiodiffuque les
stations de
de radiodiffusion ne
no provoquent
provoquent pas de brouillages
13rouillages des
stations des
des stations
des
services
services fixes et mobiles du continent
continent americain
traamAricain qui
qui travaillent d6jA
deja dans cette bande.
bande.
II.. FREQUENCES
II
PRiOUENCES COMPRISES
COMPRISES ENTRE
ENTRE 4
4 000 ET 6
6 600 KC/S
KC/8 (75
54,55 M).
M ).
(76 ET 64,66

1° Dana
Dans la region comprise entre
meridien 0°
entre le
le meridien
0° et
et le
le meridien
meridien
140° Ouest d'une part (en se dirigeant
dirigeant vers l'est
partir du
l'est aa partir
du rmeridien
meridien
0°), le parallele
parallBle 30° N et le paralllel
parallele 30° S
is. bande
de
S d'autre part, la
bande de
44835 A
a4
4965 kc/s (62,05 a
a60,42 m)
etre employee
employee par
les services
m) peut Atre
par les
services
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion concurremment
concurrenament avec les
fixes et
a
les services fixes
et mobiles,
mobiles, A
condition:
condition:
a) que
radiodiffusion ne provoquent
quo les stations de radiodiffusion
provoquent pas
pas de
de
brouillages
brouillages des stations fixes qui travaillent deja
déjà dans cette
cette
bande. Dans
Dana ce but, il y
y aura lieu de faire
faire usage,
usage, autant
autant
que
d'antennes directives;
quo possible, d'antennes
directives;
b) quo
que la puissance
desdites stations n'expuissance maximum
maximum de nuit deadites
n'ex5 kilowatts.
cede pas 5
2° Dans
la region
2°
Dana is
region comprise entre le meridien
meridien 0° et le meridien
meridien
30° Ouest d'une part (en se dirigeant vers l'ouest a
A partir du
meridiem
du meridien
0°), le parallole
parallele 30° N et le
S d'autre
d'autre part,
part, la
is bande
de
le parallele
parallele 30°
30° S
bande de
4 770 a
A 44 900 kc/s (62,89-61,22
m)-voies utilisables 4
4
(62,89-61,22 m)—voies
4 775-4
775-4 895
895
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[135] 3. In the region included between meridian
meridian 30° W.
meW. and me30° W.):
W.):
ridian 140° W. (going west from meridian
meridian 30°
[136]

[137]

[138]

[139]

(a) As regards the zone situated
south of
of parallel
parallel 5°
5° S.
S. latitude,
situated south
latitude,
the band of 2,300-2,500
2,300-2,500 kc (130.4-120
(130.4-120 m) may be used
used
by the broadcasting
broadcasting services
services concurrently
concurrently with the
mobile services.
(b) As regards the countries of the American
American Continents
Continents
included between
between the south of Mexico and the
the north
of
north of
Colombia, the frequency band
kc (130.4band of
of 2,300-2,350
2,300-2,350 kc
(130.4127.7 m) may be reserved
reserved for broadcasting.
broadcasting. This alloallocation
cation is made pursuant to an agreement
agreement under the
the
terms of which no more than two separate frequencies
frequencies aa
country
country will be used within this band, with suitable
restrictions as to power
antenpower and
and the
the use
use of directive
directive antennas, and on the condition that the broadcasting
broadcasting stations
do not cause interference
interference with the
other
the stations of other
services now using these frequencies, north and south of
of
that part of the American
American Continents considered
considered in this
paragraph.
(c) In addition, the band
kc (127.7-125
m) may
band of
of 2,350-2,400
2,350-2,400 kc
(127.7-125 m)
may
be used for broadcasting
broadcasting by Guatemala, El Salvador,
Honduras, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Panama, and
and the
Canal Zone. This use shall be subject
regional
subject to a
a regional
agreement
agreement concluded between
between the administrations
adminiqtrations of
the
of the
countries above mentioned,
mentioned, so as to avoid causing any
any
interference
existing fixed and
services.
interference in the existing
and mobile services.
(d) Regarding
Regarding the possessions
possessions of
Great Britain,
of Great
Britain, France,
France, and
and
the Dutch East Indies,
Indies, which
to the
east of
which are located
located to
the east
of
meridian
meridian 80° W., on the one hand, between parallel
parallel 20°
20°
N. and the coast of South America,
on the
other, the
America, on
the other,
the
frequency band of 2,300-2,400
2,300-2,400 kc (130.4-125
(130.4-125 m)
may
m) may
be used by the broadcasting
broadcasting services
concurrently with
services concurrently
the fixed and mobile services, on condition
condition that
that the
the
broadcasting
broadcasting stations cause no interference
interference with
with the
the
fixed and mobile stations of the American
American Continents
which are already working in this band.
band.

[140]
INCLUDED BETWEEN 4,000 AND 5,500 KC (75 AND
[140] ii.
II . FREQUENCIES
FRE QUENCIES INCLUDED
AND
64.55 M)
M)
54.55

[141] 1.
1. In the region included
included between meridian
meridian 0° and
and meridian
meridian
140° W., on the one hand (going east from meridian 0°), parallel
parallel
30° N. and parallel
parallel 30° S., on the other, the
kc
the band 4,835-4,965
4,835-4,965 kc
(62.05-60.42 in)
the broadcasting
services
concurrently
m) may be used
used by the
broadcasting services concurrently
with the fixed and mobile services,
services, on condition:
condition:
[142]

[143]

broadcasting stations cause no interference
(a) That the broadcasting
interference with
the fixed stations which are already
in this
this
already working in
band. For that purpose, directional
should be
directional antennas
antennas should
be
• used so far as possible.
(b) That the maximum
maximum night power of the said stations
stations does
not exceed 5
5 kw.

[144] 2. In the region included between meridian
meridian 0° and
and meridian
meridian
30° W., on the one hand (going west from meridian 0°),
parallel 30°
30°
0°), parallel
N. and parallel
parallel 30° S., on
frequency band
on the
the other,
other, the frequency
band of
of 4,770
4,770 to
to
4,900 kc (62.89-61.22 m)-usable
m)—usable channels 4,775-4,895
4,775-4,895 ke
ko (62.83—
(62.83-

1457
1457

1458
1458
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Ws (62,83-61,29
etre employee
radiode radioles services
services de
par les
employee par
m)-peut etre
(62,83-61,29 m)—peut
kc/s
diffusion, concurremment
concurremment avec
fixes et
mobiles, sous
les
sous les
et mobiles,
les services
services fixes
avec les
diffusion,
memes reserves
celles qui
aux alineas
alineas a)
a) et
1°
et b)
b) de 1°
figurent aux
qui figurent
que celles
reserves que
memes
ci-dessus.
3° Dans
la region
region de
Sud situee
situ& an
nord du
padu paau nord
du Sud
de l'Amerique
l'Amerique du
Dans la
3°
rallele
5°
S,
la
bande
de
4
770
a
4
900
kc/s
(62,89-61,22
m)—
m)(62,89-61,22
rallele 5° S, la bande de 4 770 A 4 900 kc/s
voies utilisables
775-4 895
m)-peut etre emkc/s (62,83-61,29 m)—peut
895 kc/s
4 775-4
utilisables 4
voies
ployee par
par les
services de
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion concurremment
concurremment avec les
les services
ployee
services fixes
et mobiles
mobiles sous
sous les
reserves quo
celles qui
qui figurent
figurent
que celles
les memes
memes reserves
fixes et
services
aux
a) et
1° ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
et b) de
de 1°
aux aline&
alineas a)
A LA RADIODIFFUSION
8'APPLIQUANT
III. PRESCRIPTIONS
PRESCRIPTIONS DIVERSES
DIVERSES S'
APPLIQUANT 1.
RADIODIFFUSION
III.
DANS
LEG RAGIONS
TROPICALES..
REGIONS TROPICALES
DANS LES

a collaborer
1° Les
administrations interessees
interessees s'engagent
collaborer pour
s'engagent a
Les administrations
1°
rendre aussi
efficace que
quo possible
radiodiffusion dans les
trois bandes
bandes
les trois
la radiodiffusion
possible la
aussi efficace
rendre
de
kc/s (130,4-120
m), 33300-3
kc/s (90,91-85,71
(90,91-85,71 m)
500 kc/s
300-3 500
(130,4-120 m),
500 kc/s
de 22300-2
300-2 500
et
965 kc/s
kc/s (62,05-60,42
(62,05-60,42 m).
m).
835-4 965
et 44835-4
2°
En ce
co qui
qui concern°
dispositions relatives
relatives a
radiodiffu& la radiodiffuconcerne les dispositions
2° En
tropicales, les administrations
sion
administrations interessees dans
sion dans
dans les regions tropicales,
meridien 140° Ouest
la
situ& entre le mdridien
meridien 50° Est et le meridien
la zone situee
en
parallele 30° N
N
'est, d'une part, et entre le parallole
en se
se dirigeant
dirigeant vers l'est,
et
(a l'exclusion des ties
lies Hawai)
flaws!)
30° S, d'autre part (h,
paralllel 30°
et le parallel°
frequence A
se
aemployer
employer
consulteront au sujet de la puissance et de la frequence
se consulteront
dans
Petablissement de
utilisant
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion utilisant
stations de
de nouvelles
nouvelles stations
dans l'etablissement
une
puissance
superieure
a
1
a
1
kW.
superieure
une puissance
§
Rgpartition des frgquences
pour les
frequences pour
9. Repartition
§ 9.
entre
6000
000 et 25 000
Ws (50-12
(60-12 m).
000 kc/s
entre 6

services aeronautiques
aronantiques

a)
Dana la
l'U.R.S.S., l'Afrique
l'Afrique et l'Amerieuropeenne, 1'U.R.S.S.,
la region europeenne,
a) Dans
que
attribuees
du Sud, les bandes qui suivent sont attribu6es
que du
aeronautiques:
aux services a6ronautiques:
exclusif aux
aatitre exclusif
6
500- 66600
600
6 5008
480- 88580
580
8 48011 300-11 400
400
12 770-12 830
17 250-17 375
23
23 200-23 380

kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s
kc/s

(46,15-45,45
(46,15-45,45
(35,38-34,97
(35,38-34,97
(26,55-26,32
(23,49-23,38
(23,49-23,38
(17,39-17,27
(17,39-17,27
(12,93-12,83
(12,93-12,83

m)
m)
m)
m)
m)
m)
m).
m).

aeriennes
b)
generale des
frequences pourles
pour les routes aeriennes
des frequences
b) Attribution
Attribution gen6rale
intercontinentales.
intercontinentales.
Les
reservees sur une
suivantes sont reservees
frequences (longueurs d'onde) suivantes
Les frequences
base
pour les
intercontinentales.
aeriennes intercontinentales.
les routes aeriennes
mondiale pour
base mondiale
1

22

33

Banda de trequences do
do froquan do
Bande
Pakxonautique
I'aronautique

ubdivision aes
Subdivision
aes bandes
bandes par route

•
Frequences
cheque route
Achaqueroute
afectes A
Frquences affectkes
Anis
(so)
kcls(m)

66 500-6 600 kc/s
(46,15-45,45 in)
m)
(46,15-45,45

kc/s
66 500-6 520 kc/s
(46,15-45,45 m)
Ili)
(46,15-45,45
Route: Europe-Afrique
Europe—Afrique
Route:

6
510
66 503 (46,13),
(46,13), 6
(46,08),
6 517 (46,03)
(46,08), 6
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1459
1459

61.29 m)—may
m)-may be used by the broadcasting
broadcasting services
services concurrently
concurrently
with the fixed and mobile services, subject to
same conditions
as
to the
the same
conditions as
those appearing
in
paragraphs
(a)
and
(b)
appearing
paragraphs
of 1
1above [Nos.
and
[Nos. 142 and
143].
[145] 3. In the region of South America
America situated
situated north of
parallel
of parallel
5° S., the band of 4,770 to 4,900 kc (62.89-61.22
channels
(62.89-61.22 m)—usable
m)-usable channels
4,775-4,895 kc (62.83-61.29
(62.83-61.29 m)-may
4,775-4,895
m)—may be
broadcasting
be used
used by
by the
the broadcasting
concurrently with the fixed and mobile services,
services concurrently
services, subject
subject to
to the
the
same conditions as those appearing
in paragraphs
paragraphs (a)
(a) and
(b) of
appearing in
and (b)
of 1
1
above [Nos.
[Nos. 142 and
and 143].
143].
[146]

III. VARIOUS
II/.
VARIOUS PROVISIONS
BROADCASTING IN
IN TROPITROPIPROVISIONS APPLYING
APPLYING TO
TO BROADCASTING
CAL REGIONS
REGIONS

1. The interested
[147] 1.
interested administrations
undertake to
collaborate
administrations undertake
to collaborate
with aaview to making broadcasting
broadcasting as efficient as
the three
three
as possible
possible in
in the
bands of 2,300-2,500
2,300-2,500 kc
lie (130.4-120
kc (90.91-85.71
(90.91-85.71 m),
(130.4-120 m), 3,300-3,500
3,300-3,500 kc
m),
and 4,835-4,965
4,835-4,965 kc (62.05-60.42 m).
m).
[148] 2. With respect to the provisions
provisions relating to broadcasting
broadcasting in
in
tropical
tropical regions,
regions, the administrations
administrations concerned,
concerned, in the zone
zone located
located
between the meridian of 50° E. and the meridian
meridian of
of 140°
going
140° W.,
W., going
east, on the one hand, and between parallel 30°
N. and
that of
30° S.,
S.,
30° N.
and that
of 30°
Hawaiian Islands), shall consult
on the other hand (excluding
(excluding the Hawaiian
consult
each other regarding
regarding the power and the frequency
used in
frequency to
to be used
in conconbroadcasting stations using power in excess of
structing new broadcasting
of 1
1kw.
kw.
[149] §9. Allocation of Frequencies
Frequencies for Aeronautical
Between
Aeronautical Services
Services Between
6,000 and
m)
and 25,000 kc
kc (50-12 m)
[150] (a) In the European region,
region, in the U. S.
in Africa,
Africa, and
and in
S. S. R., in
in
America, the following bands shall be
South America,
be assigned
assigned
exclusively to the aeronautical.
aeronautical services:
services:
6,500-6,600
6,500-6,600 kc
(46.15-45.45 m)
(46.15-45.45
8,480-8,580
8,480-8,580 kc
(35.38-34.97
(35.38-34.97 m)
11,300-11,400
11,300-11,400 kc
kc (26.55-26.32 in)
m)
12,770-12,830 kc (23.49-23.38 m)
17,250-17,375
17,250-17,375 kc
kc (17.39-17.27
in)
(17.39-17.27 m)
23,200-23,380
23,200-23,380 kc (12.93-12.83
(12.93-12.83 in)
m)
(b) General allocation of frequencies
[151] (b)
frequencies for
for intercontinental
intercontinental aeroaeronautical routes.
[152]

Intercontinental
The following frequencies
(wavelengths) shall
frequencies (wavelengths)
be reserved,
reserved, on
on ateroontinenta
shall be
aeronautical routes.

a universal basis, for
a
aeronautical routes:
for intercontinental
intercontinental aeronautical
routes:
1
1
Aeronautical froAeronauticalfr

2
2

3
3

subdivision by
routes
Band subdivision
by routes

Frequency
Frequency assignments
assignments to each
each
route kc
(m)
ko (m)

and

quency
band
quency band

Bronte

6,500-6,600
ke
6,500-6,600 kc

(46.15-45.45 m)
(46.15-45.45
m)
__.

6,500-6,520
ke
6,500-6,520 kc

(46.15-46.01 m)
(46.15-46.01
m)

Route: Europe-Africa
Europe-Africa
Route:
_6,517

6,503 (46.13),
(46.13) 6,510 (46.08),
(46.08),
6,517 (46.03)
(46.03)
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1

22

3a

Sande
trequences de
Bande de fr6quences
l'aeronautique
1'aeronautique

Subdivision des
des boucles
par route
route
Subdivision
bandes par

Frequences
atlectees A
Acheque
'requences affeet6es
chaque route
route
kc/s (m)
(m)
kes

6 500-6
kc/s
6
500-6 600
600 kc/s
(46,15-45,45 m)
in)
(46,15-45,45

66 520-6 540
540 kc/s
kc/s
(46,01-45,87m)
(46,01-45,87m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
Europe—Amerique
(1) Europe-Am6rique
du Bud
Sud

6
(45,99), 6
6 530
530
6 523
523 (45,99),
(45,94), 6
(45,89),
(45,94),
6 537
537 (45,89),
6
550 (45,80)*
(45,80)*
6 550
523 (45,99),
(45,99), 6
6 530
530
66 523
(45,94), 6
537 (45,
(45, 89).
89).
(45,94),
6 537

(2) Europe-Amerique
Europe--Amerique
(2)
du
Arcdu Nord
Nord via
via Arctique
tique
6
540-6 560 kc/s
6 540-6
kc/s
(45,87-45,73
(45,87-45,73 m)
m)
Bande
Bande amdliaire
auxiliaire

66 543
66 550
550
66 557
557

560-6 580 ke/s
66 560-6
kc/e
(45,73-45, 59
59 m)
(45,73-45,
m)
Route:
Route:
(1) Europe-Am6riEurope—Ameri(1)
que
Nord
que du
du Nord

6
6 563
563 (45,71),
(45,71),
(45,66), 6
(45,66),
6 577
577
6
543 (45,
85)*
6 543
(45, 85)*
(45,71),
66 563
563 (45,71),
(45,66), 6
577
(45,66)
6 577
6
6 557 (45,75)*

(2) Transpacifique
Transpacifique
(2)

6
kc/s
6 580-6
580-6 600
600 kc/s
(45, 59-45,
in)
(45,
59-45, 45
45 m)
Route:
(1) Europe-AsieEurope—Asie-(1)
Australie

8 480-8 580 kcis
8
kcls
(35,38-34,97 in)
m)

570
66 570
(45,61),
(45,61),
570
66 570
(45,61),
(45,61),

6
6 583 (45,57),
(45,57), 66 590 (45,
52),
(45,48),
52),
66 597
(45,48),
(45,75)*
66 557
557 (45,75)*
6
(45,
6 583 (45,57),
(45,57), 6
6 590
590 (45,
52),
597
(45,48),
52),
66 597
(45,48),
6 557
(45,75)*
6
557 (45,75)*

(2) Interam6ricaine
Interam6ricaine
(2)

8 215-8
215-8 235
235 kc/s
8
kc/s
(36,52-36,43
in)
(36,52-36,43 m)

(45,85)*
(45,85)*
(45,80)*
(45,80)*
(45,75)*
(45,75)*

[voir
note a)]
[voir note
a)]
8 215-8
Ws
8
215-8 235
235 kc/s
(36,52-36,43 m)
in)
(36,52-36,43
Route:
Route:
In
teramericai ne
Interam6ricaine

8 217 (36,51),
8
(36,51), 88 225
225
(36,47),
(36,47), 88 233
233 (36,44)
(36,44)

8
8 480-8 489 Ws
kc/s
(35,38-35,34
(35,38-35,34 rri)
m)
Route:
Route:
Europe-Am6rique
Europe—Amerique
du
du
Nord, via
via Arctique
Arctique

8
(35,36)
8 485 (35,36)

[voir note b)1
b)]
kc/s
88 489-8 512
512 kc/s
(35,34-35,24 m)
ea)
(35,34-35,24
Route:
Route:
Europe—Afrique
Europe-Afrique

8492
(35,33),
8
500
(35,33),
8 500
(35,29),
(35,29), 8
8 507 (35,27)

[voir
b)]
[voir note
note b)]
535 kc/s
88 512-8
512-8 535
kc/s
(35,24-35,15 m)
(35,24-35,15
m)
Route:
Route:
Europe-Asie-Australie
Europe—Asie—Australie
Ws
88 535-8
535-8 558
558 kc/s
(35,15-35,05
(35,15-35,05 in)
m)
Route:
Europe—Am6rique
Europe-Am6rique
Nord
Nord

du
du

8515
(35,23),
(35,23),
8523
8 531 (35,17)
(35,20), 8

8538
(35,14),
8
546
8538
(35,14),
8546
(35,10), 8
8 554 (35,07)
(35,10),
(35.07)

*Frequence inippiementaire
suplAmentaire qui
qul no
ne dolt
doit etre
Atre employee
employee qu'en
•Prequence
qu'en cas de
de brOnilloge
Ou lorsque
lorsque les
les conditions
conditions
brouillage ou
de twine
trafl no
ne permettent
permettent pas
pas d'uthiser
d'utfliser les sutras
autres frequences assignees Acette route.
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2

1
Aeronautical frequency band

6,500-6,600
6,500-6,600 kc
kc
(46.15-45.45 in)
(46.15-45.45
m)

Band subdivision by

3
3

routequency
Band
subdivision by routes
Bandsubdivisionbyroute
6,520-6,540 kc
6,520-6,540
kc
(46.01-45.87
in)
(46.01-45.87 m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
Europe-South
(1) Europe-South
America
(2)
(2) Europe-North
Europe-North America via Arctic

Frequency assignments
assignments to each
route ks
kc (mn
(m)

6,523 (45.99),
(45.99), 6,530 (45.94),
(45.94),
(45.89),
6,537
(45.89),
6,550
6,550
(45.80)*
(45.80)
*
6,523 (45.99),
(45.99), 6,530 (45.94),
(45.94),
6,537 (45.89)

6,540-6,560 kc
6,540-6,560

(45.87-45.73
in)
(45.87-45.73 m)

Auxiliary
Auxiliary band

6,560-6,580 kc
6,560-6,580
kc
(45.73-45.59
(45.73-45.59 m)
m)
Route:
(1) Europe-North
Europe-North
America
America
(2) Trans-Pacific
Trans-Pacific
(2)

6,543 (45.85)*
(45.85)*
6,550 (45.80)*
6,557
(45.75)*
6,557 (45.75)*

(45.71), 6,570 (45.66),
6,563 (45.71),
(45.66),
6,577
(45.61),
(45.61),
6,543
(45.85)*
(45.85) *
6,563,
6,563, (45.71),
(45.71), 6,570 (45.66),
(45.66),
6,577
(45.61),
6,557
(45.61),
6,557
(45.75)*
(45.75)*

6,580-6,600 kc
6,580-6,600

(45.59-45.45 m)
(45.59-45.45
m)

Route:
Route:
(1) Europe-Asia-AusEurope-Asia-Australia
(2) Inter-American
Inter-American
(2)

(45.57), 6,590 (45.52),
6,583 (45.57),
(45.52),
(45.48),
6,557
6,597
(45.48),
6,557
(45.75)*
(45.75)*
6,583 (45.57),
6,590 (45.52),
(45.57), 6,590
6,597
(45.48),
6,557
(45.48),
(45.75)*
(45.75)*

8,215-8,235 kc
kc
8,215-8,235

(36.52-36.43 in)
(36.52-36.43
m)

8,480-8,580 kc
(35.38-34.97
(35.38-34.97 in)
m)

(See no.
154)
(See
no. 154)

8,215-8,235 lie
8,215-8,235
kc
(36.52-36.43 m)
m)
Route: Inter-American
Route:
Inter-American
8,480-8,489 kc
lie
(35.38-35.34
(35.38-35.34 in)
m)
Route: EuropeNorth
Europe-North
America via Arctic
America
Arctic

(36.51), 8,225
8,217 (36.51),
8,225 (36.47),
(36.47),
8,233 (36.44)
(36.44)
8,233

8,485 (35.36)

(See no. 155)
8,489-8,512 kc
8,489-8,512
kc

(35.34-35.24 in)
(35.34-35.24
m)

Route: Europe-Africa
Europe-Africa
Route:

(See no. 155)
8,512-8,535 kc
(35.24-35.15
in)
(35.24-35.15 m)
Europe-Asia-AusRoute: Europe-Asia-Australia

8,492 (35.33),
(35.33), 8,500 (35.29),
(35.29),
8,507 (35.27)

(35.23), 8,523 (35.20),
8,515 (35.23),
8,531 (35.17)

8,535-8,558 lie
8,535-8,558
kc

(35.15-35.05 m)
in)
(35.15-35.05

Route: Europe-North
Europe-North
America
America

8,538 (35.14),
(35.10) ,
(35.14), 8,546 (35.10),
8,554 (35.07)

[1531
frequency
to be used only
Interfwencee or when
traffic conditions donot
do not permit
[153] *Additional
*Additihnalft
que ytobeused
ea ot
only in case
ofintewe
whba
ntrioonditios
prmlt
the
the use
use oof the
the other
other frequenc
frequencies assigned
route.
assigned to
to this
this rorte.
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3
3

1
1

2
2

Bande de frquences
Bands
frequeneee de
l'a8ronautlque
i'a6ronautique

Subdivision
des bandes
bandes par
par route
route
Subdivision des

8
480-8 580
580 kc/s
kc/s
8 480-8
(35,38-34,97 m)
in)
(35,38-34,97

8 558-8
580 Ws
8
558-8 580
kc/s
(35,05-34,97 m)
in)
(35,05-34,97
Route:
Route:
(1)
urope—Amerique
(1) E
Europe-Am6rique
du
du Bud
Sud
(2)
Transpaeifique
(2) Transpacifique

11 300-11
300-11 400
kc/a
400 kc/a
11
(26,55-26,32 m)
in)
(26,55-26,32

11
300-11 325
325 kcls
Ws
11 300-11
(26,55-26,49 in)
m)
(26,55-26,49
Route:
Route:
Europe—Amerique
Europe-Am6rique
No
Nord

du
du

11 325-11 350 kc/s
(26,49-26,43 in)
(26,49-26,43
m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
Europe—Afrique
(1) Europe-Afrique
(2)
(2) Europe—Anaerifzine
Europe--Amrique
du /Cord
Nord via
via AxeArctique
tique
11
11 350-11
350-11 375
375 ke/a
kc/s
(26,43-26,38 m)
m)
(26,43-26,38
Route:
Route:
(1)
(1) Europe—Amerique
Europe--Am6rique
du
Bud
du Sud
(2) Tran.spacifique
Transpacifique
11
400 kc/s
11 375-11
375-11 400
kc/s
(26,38-26,32 in)
(26,38-26,32
m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
Europe—Asie— Aus(1) Europe-Asie-Australie
tralie
(2)
Interamericaine
(2) Interamericaine
12 770-12
kc/s
12
770-12 830
830 kc/s
(23,49-23,38 m)
in)
(23,49-23,38

12
12 770-12
770-12 782 kc/s
kc/s
(23,49-23,47 in)
(23,49-23,47
m)
Route:
Route:
Europe—Amerique
Europe-Amerique
Nord
Nord

du
du

(voir note b)
[voir
b) ]]
12 782-12 794 kc/s
(23,47-23,45
(23,47-23,45 in)
m)
Bande
auxiliaire
Bande auxiliaire
[voir
[voir note
note b)
b) I
1
12
kc/s
12 794-12 806
806 kc/s
(23,45-23,42 m)
in)
(23,45-23,42
Route:
Route:
Europe—Asie--Australie
Europe-Asie-Australie

12 806-12
806-12 818 kc/s
(23,42-23,40 m)
in)
(23,42-23,40
Route:
Europe—Afrique
Europe-Afrique
12 818-12
818-12 830 Ws
kc/s
(23,40-23,38
(23,40-23,38 in)
m)
Route:
(1) Europe-Amerique
Europe—Amerique
du Bud
Sud
(2) Transpacifique
Transpacifique

lerequences aeces
aftect6es Acheque
Frences
chque route
route
Ws (m)
kc/s
(m)

8561
(35,04),
8561
(35,04),
88569
569
(35,01),
(35,01), 8
8 577 (34,98)
8561
(35,04),
8569
8561
(35,04),
8569
(35,01), 8
8 577
(35,01),
577 (34,98)
(34,98)

11306
(26,54),
11
306
(26.54),
(26,50)

11
331
(26,48),
11331
(26,48),
(26,45)
11 331
331 (26,48),
(26,48),
11
(26,45)

11356
(26,43),
11356
(26,43),
(26,38)
(26,38)
11 356
(26,43),
11356
(26,43),
(26,38)
(26,38)

11
11

11319
11319

11
11

34.4
344

11 344
344
11

11 369
11369

11369

381 (26,36),
11 394
394
381
(26,36), 11
(26,33)
(26,36), 11 394
11 381 (26,36),
(26,33)
(26,33)

12
12 776
776 (23,48)

12 788 (23,47)*
(23,47)*

12 800 (23,44),
(23,44),
12 788
788 (23,47)*
12
(23,47)*

12 812 (23,42),
12 788
(23,47)*
12
788 (23,47)*

12 824 (23,39)
12
(23.39)
12 824
824 (23,39)
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1938

11

2
2

33

Aeronautical
Aeronautical frefrequency band
quency

Band subdivision
by routes
subdivision by
Band

Frequency assignments
each
Frequency
assignments to each
route
route kc (m)
(m)

8,480-8,580 kc
8,480-8,580
(35.38-34.97 m)
(35.38-34.97

11,300-11,400
11,300-11,400 kc
(26.55-26.32 m)
in)

I
i

8,558-8,580 kc
8,558-8,580
(35.05-34.97 in)
(35.05-34.97
m)
Route:
(1) Europe-South
Europe—South
(1)
America
Trans-Pacific
(2) Trans-Pacific
11,300-11,325 kc
kc
11,300-11,325
(26.55-26.49 m)
Route: Europe
—North
Europe-North
America
11,325-11,350
11,325-11,350 kc
(26.49-26.43 m)
in)
(26.49-26.43
Route:
Route:
(1) Europe-Africa
Europe—Africa
(1)

I

Europe—North
(2) Europe-North
America via Arctic
America
11,350-11,375 kc
11,350-11,375
(26.43-26.38 m)
Route:
Europe—South
(1) Europe-South
America
America
Trans-Pacific
(2) Trans-Pacific

I

12,770-12,830
kc
12,770-12,830kc
(23.49-23.38 m)

11,375-11,400
11,375-11,400 kc
(26.38-26.32 m)
(26.38-26.32
Route:
(1)
Europe—Asia—Aus(1) Europe-Asia-Australia
tralia
(2) Inter-American
Inter-American

12,770-12,782 kc
12,770-12,782
(23.49-23.47
(23.49-23.47 m)
Europe-North
Route: Europe—North
America
America

8,561 (35.04),
(35.04), 8,569 (35.01),
8,577 (34.98)
(35.01),
8,561 (35.04),
(35.04), 8,569 (35.01),
8,577
(34.98)
8,577 (34.98)

11,306
(26.50)

(26.54),
(26.54),

11,319
11,319

11,331
(26.48),
(26.48),
(26.45)
(26.45)
11,331
(26.48),
11,331
(26.45)

11,344

11,356 (26.43),
(26.43), 11,369 (26.38)
11,356 (26.43),
(26.43), 11,369 (26.38)

11,381
(26.36), 11,394
11,394 (26.33)
11,381 (26.36),

11,381 (26.36),
(26.36), 11,394 (26.33)

12,776 (23.48)

(See no. 155)
12,782-12,794 ke
kc
12,782-12,794
(23.47-23.45 m)
Auxiliary
Auxiliary band
band

12,788
12,788 (23.47)*
(23.47)*

(See no. 155)
12,794-12,806 lie
kc
12,794-12,806
(23.4543.42
in)
(23.45-23.42 m)
Europe—Asia—AusRoute: Europe-Asia-Australia

12,800 (23.44),
(23.44), 12,788
12,788
12,800
(23.47)*
(23.47)*

12,806-12,818 kc
12,806-12,818
m)
(23.42-23.40
(23.42-23.40 in)
Route: Europe—Africa
Europe-Africa
Route:

12,812
(23.42),
12,812
(23.42),
(23.47)*
(23.47)*

12,818-12,830 kc
12,818-12,830
(23.40-23.38 in)
m)
(23.40-23.38

Route:
Route:

(1) Europe-South
Europe—South
(1)
America
America

__(2)

11,344

(2) Trans-Pacific
Trans-Pacifie

rfitee footnote
on p.1461.1
footnoteon
p. 1461.1
[*See
--- 15
193470°-41—PT.
193470--41-PT. U-15

12,824 (23.39)
(23.39)
12,824
12,824 (23.39)
(23.39)
12,824

12,788
12,788

1463
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
154

2
2

33

Bands
frequences de
Bande de
de frquences
de
Paeronautique
I'aronautique

Subdivision
par route
Subdivision des
des bandes
bandes par
route

17 250-17
kc/s
250-17 375
375 kc/s
(17,39-17,27
(17,39-17,27 in)
m)

17
250-17 281
281 kc/s
kc/s
17 250-17
(17,39-17,36 m)
m)
(17,39-17,36
Route:
Route:
Europe--Asie—Aus(1) Europe-Asie-Australie
tralie
(2) Interamericaine
Interamericaine
(2)
17 281-17
17
281-17 312
312 kc/s
kc/s
(17,36-17,33
m)
(17,36-17,33 m)
Route:
Route:
(1) Europe—Afrique
Europe-Afrique
(2) Europe-Ameriquedu
Europe—Ameriquedu
(2)
Arctique
Nord via
via Arctique
17
343 kc/s
17 312-17
312-17 343
kc/s
(17,33-17,30
(17,33-17,30 in)
m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
urope—Amerique
(1) E
Euro
pe-Amerique
ud
du B
Sud
(2)
(2) Transpacifique
Transpacifique
17 343-17
ke/s
17
343-17 374
374 kc/s
(17,30-17,27
in)
(17,30-17,27 m)
Route:
Route:
Europe—Am6rique
Europe-Amerique
Nord

23
200-23 380
380 kc/s
23 200-23
kc/s
(12,93-12,83 m)
in)
(12,93-12,83

23 200-23
23
200-23 245
245 ke/s
kc/s
(12,93-12,90
in)
(12,93-12,90 m)
Route:
Route:
Europe—Amerique
Europe-Amerique
Nord
Nord

Frequences affectes
a chaqueroute
Frequences
affectees a
cheque route
Imp
(m)
kc/s (m)

17
257 (17,38),
(17,38),
17 257
(17,37)
(17,37)
17
17 257
257 (17,38),
(17,38),
(17,37)
(17,37)

17 274
274
17
17
17 274
274

17 288
288 (17,35)*,
17
(17,35)*, 17
17 305
305
(17,34)
(17,34)
17
288 (17,35)
(17,35)
17 288

17 319
(17,32), 17
17 336
336
17
319 (17,32),
(17,
30)
(17, 30)
17 319
319 (17,32),
(17,32), 17
17 336
336
17
(17,30)

du
du

17 350 (17,29),
17 367
367
(17,29), 17
(17,27) [voir
note b)]
b)]
(17,27)
[voir note
17
(17,35)*
17 288
288 (17,35)*

du
du

23 211
211 (12,92),
(12,92), 23
23 234
234
23
(12,91)
(12,91)

,

23 245-23 290 ke/s
kc/s
(12,90-12,88 in)
(12,90-12,88
m)
Route:
Route:
(1)
urope—Amerique
(1) E
Europe-Amerique
du
Sud
du Sud
(2)
E
urope—Amdrique
(2) Euro
pe-Amerique
du Nord via
via Arctique
23
ke/s
23 290-23
290-23 335 kc/s
(12,88-12,85 in)
(12,88-12,85
m)
Route:
(1) Europe—Afrique
Europe-Afrique

(2) Interamericaine
Interamericaine
23
380 kc/s
23 335-23
335-23 380
kc/s
(12,85-12,83 m)
in)
(12,85-12,83
Route:
Route:
(1) Europe-Asie-AusEurope—Asie--Australie
tralie
(2) Transpacifique
Transpacifique

23 256 (12,90),
(12,90),
23 279
279 (12,89)
(12,89)
(12,90),
23 256 (12,90),
23
23 279
279 (12,89)
(12,89)

23

301 (12,88),
(12,88), 23
(12,86)
(12,86)
23 301 (12,88),
(12,88), 23
23
(12,86)
(12,86)

324
324
324

369
23 346 (12,85),
(12,85), 23
23 369
(12,84)
(12,84)
23 369
369
23 346 (12,85),
(12,85), 23
(12,84)
(12,84)
.

-

Lee services existent
existant en dehors du continent amdrcain
Note a) Les
americainjouissent
priorite.
jouissent de la priorit.
b) Les
Lees services
existants du continent amrican,
Note 6)
services existents
americain, dust
quo des territoires et
de
sinsi que
et possessions des
des nets
tats de
oe continent.
CO
continent. Jouissent
ioniseent de la priorite.
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1
1

2

3
3
.

AeronauticalfreAeronautical frequency band
17,250-17,375
17,250-17,375
kc
(17.39-17.27 in)
(17.39-17.27
m)

Band
Band subdivision
subdivision by routes
17,250-17,281 kc
kc
17,250-17,281
(17.39-17.36 in)
•
(17.39-17.36
m)
Route:
(1) Europe-Asia-AusEurope-Asia-Australia
tralia
Inter-American
(2) Inter-American
17,281-17,312
17,281-17,312 kc
kc
(17.36-17.33 m)
in)
(17.36-17.33
Route:
(1) Europe-Africa
Europe-Africa

(2) Europe-North
Europe-North AmerAmerArctic
ica via Arctic
17,312-17,343
17,312-17,343 kc
kc
(17.33-17.30 m)
in)
(17.33-17.30
Route:
(1) Europe-South
Europe-South America
ica
Trans-Pacific
(2) Trans-Pacific
17,343-17,374 kc
ko
(17.30-17.27 m)
(17.30-17.27
m)
Route: Europe-North
Europe-North
America
America

23,200-23,380
23,200-23,380
kc
(12.93-12.83
(12.93-12.83 m)
m)

-

Frequency
assignments
Frequency ass
ignments
ke
to each
te
rou ke (m)
route

17,257
17,257
(17.37)
(17.37)
17,257
17,257
(17.37)
(17.37)

(17.38),
(17.38),

17,274
17,274

(17.38),
(17.38),

17,274
17,274

17,288
(17.35),•
(17.35),*
(17.34)
(17.34)
17,288
17,288 (17.35)
(17.35)

17,305
17,305

17,319
(17.32),
(17.32),
(17.30)
(17.30)
(17.32),
17,319
(17.32),
(17.30)
(17.30)

17,336
17,336
17,336
17,336

17,350
(17.29),
17,367
(17.29),
17,367
(17.27) (See No. 155)
156)
(17.35)*
17,288 (17.35)*

23,200-23,245 kc
23,200-23,245
ko
(12.93-12.90 m)
(12.93-12.90
m)
Route:
Europe-North
Route: Europe-North
America
America

(12.92),
23,211
(12.92),
(12.91)
(12.91)

23,234
23,234

23,245-23,290 kc
kc
23,245-23,290
in)
(12.90-12.88 m)
Route:
Europe-South Amer(1) Europe-South
ica
ica
(2) Europe-NorthAmerEurope-NorthAmerArctic
ica via Arctic

(12.90),
23,256
(12.90),
(12.89)
(12.90),
23,256
(12.90),
(12.89)
(12.89)

23.279
23.279

23,301
(12.88),
(12.88),
(12.86)
(12.86)
23,301
(12.88),
23,301
(12.88),
(12.86)
(12.86)

23,324
23,324

23,346
(12.85),
23,346
(12.85),
(12.84)
(12.84)
23,346
(12.85),
23,346
(12.85),
(12.84)
(12.84)

23,369
23,369

23,290-23,335
ko
23,290-23,335 ko
(12.88-12.85 m)
m)
Route:
Route:
(1) Europe-Africa
Europe-Africa
(1)
Inter-American
(2) Inter-American
23,335-23,380 lie
23,335-23,380
kc
(12.85-12.83
in)
(12.85-12.83 m)
Route:
Europe-Asia-Aus(1) Europe-Asia-Australia
tralia
Trans-Pacific
(2) Trans-Pacific

23,279
23,279

23,324
23,324

23,369
23,369

-

[154]
[154] Note (a) Services existing outside the American
American Continents
Continents shall
priority.
shall enjoy
enjoy priority.
[155] Note (b)
[155]
(6) Existing services ofthe
of the American Continents, as
possessions
as well
well as
as of the
the tearitories
teroriea and
and posseasons
of the states of these contnts,
continents, shall
enjoy priority.
priority.
hal enjoy
*Seefootote
Mee
fOotnote on p. 1461.1
1461.)
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Remarque 1.
1. Sauf
Sauf exceptions
exceptions mentionnees
dans lea
a) et
lea stations
stations
mentionnees dans
les notes
notes a)
et b),
b), les
Remarque
aeronautiques
et d'aeronef
lea frequences
auxquelles elles
a6ronautiques et
d'aeronef employant
employant les
frequences des
des routes
routes auxquelles
elles
sont
assignees ont
ont la
la priorite
sur thus
autres services.
services.
sont assign6es
priorite sur
tous lea
les autres
Remargue
Les frequences
aux routes
routes intercontinentales
intercontinentales indiquees
indiquees
Remarque B.
S. Les
frequences assignees
assignees aux
pont
aeronautiques de
utilisant ces
sont A is
la disposition
disposition des
des services aeronautiques
de thus
tous lea
les pays utilisant
ces
routes.
frequences cooperent
eooperent en ce qui concerne
concerne l'exploitation
routes. Les usagers
usagers de ces frequences
des stations,
stations, afin d'eviter des brouilliges
brouillages mutuels.
Remarque
Sur lea
routes intercontinentales,
intercontinentales, seules
type Al
Al
Remarque 3.
8. Sur
les routes
seules lea
les emissions
emissions type
peuvent etre effectuees.
effectuees.
Remargue
4. Dans
Dana is
Won europeenne,
l'Amerique
Remarque 4.
la Ragion
europeenne, l'U.R.S.S.,
1'U.R.S.S., l'Afrique
l'Afrique et
et l'Amerique
du
mentionnees dans
du Sud,
Sud, lea bandes
bandes mentionnees
dans le
le tableau du §§99 a)
a) du present
present article
article peupeuemployees exclusivement
exclusivement pour
service akronautique,
vent etre
Atre employ6es
pour le
le service
a6ronautique, sous reserve de is
la
priorite indiquee par is
Rernarque 1
ci-dessus. Ces bandes
bandes peuvent 8tre
etre emla Remarque
1 ci-dessus.
ployees
d'autres r6gions
regions pour les
lea services akronautiques,
ou
ploy6es dans d'autres
aeronautiques, exclusivement
exclusivement ou
non exclusivement,
lea conditions
conditions indiquees
indiquees a
A is
exclusivement, dans les
la Remarque 1.
Retnarque 5.
6. Dana
is region europeenne,
bandes mobiles entre
Remarque
Dans la
europ6enne, is
la partie des bandes
6
6 000 et 25 OW
000 kern
kc/s (50 et 12 in)
m) qui n'est pas allouee en exclusivitk
exclusivity aux services
aeronautiques demeure
demeure affect6e
affect& exclusivement
mobiles maritimes,
aeronautiques
exclusivement aux services mobiles
maritimes,
excepte pour l'onde generale
aeronautiques 6
excepte
generale d'appel des stations aeronautiques
6 210 kc/s
(48,31
m). Toutefois,
Toutefois, les
lea stations
leur
(48,31 m).
stations mobiles aeronautiques
aeronautiques pourront effectuer
effectuer leur
service de correspondance
lea stations eetieres
lea bandes des
correspondance publique avec les
eotieres dans les
services mobiles maritimes, conform6ment
conformement A des accords
accords qui interviendront
interviendront entre
lea administrations
administrations interessees.
interessees.
les

§
des ondes
type B
B est
interdit dans
dans toutes
§ 10.
10. (1)
(1) L'usage
L'usage des
ondes du
du type
est interdit
toutes
les
lea stations radioelectriques.
radioelectriques. Par exception,
exception, dans les
les stations
stations de
eat admis
lea fr6quences
frequences suivantes:
navire, il
il est
admis sur
sur les
suivantes:
375 kc/s (800 m) radiogoniom6trie
radiogoniometrie seulement.
425
425 kc/s (706 m) trafic.
trafic.
500
kc/s (600
m).
500 kc/s
(600 m).

(2) L'usage
L'usage des ondes
du type
type B
B de
de toutes
frequences sera
sera inin(2)
ondes du
toutes frequences
terdit
emetteurs de
terdit aA partir du
du ler
ler janvier
janvier 1940,
1940, sauf
sauf pour
pour les
les 6metteurs
navire qui,
qui, travaillant
pleine puissance,
moms de
de
navire
travaillant A
a pleine
puissance, depenseront
depenseront moins
300 watts
bornes de
de l'alternateur.
Paltemateur.
300
watts mesures
mesures aux
aux bornes
(3)
Les administrations
plus tot
(3) Les
administrations s'efforceront
s'efforceront d'abandonner
d'abandonner Is
le plus
t6t
lea ondes du
possible les
du type B
B autres que l'onde
l'onde de 500
500 kc/s
kc/s (600 m).
cotes de
§§ 11. (1) Dana
Dans les regions
regions de trafic intense
intense des
des c6tes
de l'Europe
1'Europe
les postes de navire, travaillant
travaillant en ondes du type A2, dans la
lea
la
gamme
A 545
545 m),
m), doivent
doivent utiliser,
dans la
la
gamme de
de 365
365 A
A 550 kc/s
kc/s (822 A
utiliser, dans
mesure du possible,
et de
480 kc/s
kc/s
possible, lea
les frequences
frequences de 425
425 Ws
kc/s (706 m)
m) et
de 480
(625
m).
(625 m).
(2) Aucune
autorisee A employer
employer
Aucune station c6tiere
cetiere europeenne
europeenne n'est autorisee
c,es
ces frequences.
frequences.
§§12.
seulement est
12. L'emploi
L'emploi des ondes
ondes du type Al seulement
eat autorise
entre 100 et 160 kc/s (3 000 et 1
1875 m); la seule exception A
A cette
est relative aux ondes du type A2 qui peuvent etre utilisees
regle eat
dans la bande de 100 A
A 125 Itch
kc/s (3 000 A
A 22400 m) pour les
hx; signaux
signaux
exclusivement.
horaires exclusivement.
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[156]
[156]

Remark 1. Except as indicated in Notes (a) and (b)
Remark
[Nos. 154
155],
(b) [Nos.
154 and
and 1551],
aeronautical
and aircraft
aircraft stations
aeronautical and
stations using frequencies
frequencies on the routes to which they
they
are assigned shall have priority over all other services.
services.
[157]
[157] Remark
Remark 2. The frequencies assigned
assigned to the intercontinental
intercontinental routes
routes indiindicated shall
be available to the aeronautical
cated
shall be
aeronautical services
services of all
all countries
countries using
using these
these
routes. Users of the frequencies
routes.
frequencies shall cooperate concerning
concerning the
the operation
operation of
of
stations so as to avoid mutual interference.
interference.
[158] Remark
Remark S.
Type-Al emissions only may be used on
[158]
3. Type-Al
on the
the intercontinental
intercontinental
routes.
[159]
Remark 4. In the European region,
[159] Remark
region, the
and South
South Amerthe U.S.S.R.,
U.S.S.R., Africa,
Africa, and
America,
ica, the bands
bands mentioned
mentioned in the table in §9 (a)
150] may
(a) of this article
article [No.
[No. 150]
may be
be used
used
exclusively for the aeronautical
aeronautical service, subject
exclusively
to the
priority specified
specified in
subject to
the priority
in
Remark 1
1 above. [No. 156]. These
These bands
may also
also be
in other
other regions
for
bands may
be used
used in
regions for
aeronautical services, exclusively
exclusively or not, subject to
aeronautical
the conditions
contained in
to the
conditions contained
in
Remark 1.
1. [No. 156].
156].
[160]
[1601 Remark 5. In the European
European region, that part
the mobile
mobile bands
between
part of
of the
bands between
6,000 and
and 25,000 kc (50 and 12 m) which is not exclusively
6,000
exclusively allocated
the
allocated to
to the
aeronautical
services shall remain assigned
assigned exclusively
aeronautical services
exclusively to the
maritime mobile
the maritime
mobile
services,
except for the general calling-wave
services, except
calling-wave for
for aeronautical
aeronautical stations
stations 6,210
6,210 kc
kc
(48.31 in).
m). However, aeronautical
aeronautical mobile stations may
(48.31
on their
may carry
carry on
their pubpublic correspondence
lic
correspondence with coast stations in the bands of the maritime
mobile servservmaritime mobile
ices,
in accordance
agreements to be made between
ices, in
accordance with agreements
between the
the administrations
administrations
concerned.
concerned.

[161]
The use
use of type-B waves shall be forbidden
[161] §10.
§10. (1)
(1) The
forbidden in all
radio stations. As an exception,
exception, it
it shall be
radio
permitted in
in ship
be permitted
ship stations
stations
on the following frequencies:
frequencies:
375 kc (800 m) radio direction-finding
only,
direction-finding only,
425 kc (706 m)
traffic,
m) traffic,
500
500 kc
m).
kc (600
(600 m).

[162]
[162] (2) The use of type-B waves
waves on all frequencies
frequencies shall
be proproshall be
hibited, beginning January 1,
except for
ship transmitters
transmitters
1, 1940, except
for ship
which, when working at full power, shall
than 300
shall use
use less
less than
300 watts
watts
measured
measured at the terminals
terminals of
the alternator.
alternator.
of the
[163]
The administrations shall
[163] (3)
(3) The
shall endeavor
endeavor to abandon
abandon as
as soon
soon as
as
possible type-B waves other than the 500-kc (600-m)
possible
(600-m) wave.
wave.
[164] §11.
§11. (1) In regions of intense traffic
[164]
traffic on
the coasts
coasts of
Europe,
on the
of Europe,
ship stations operating on type-A2
type-A2 waves
waves in
in the
the range
range of
of 365
365 to
to 550
550
kc (822-545 m) must, so far as possible, use
kc
the frequencies
frequencies of
425 kc
use the
of 425
ke
(706 m)
of 480
kc (625
m) and
and of
480 kc
(625 m).
m).
[165] (2) No European coast station is
is authorized
to use
these
authorized to
use these
frequencies.
frequencies.
[166]
[166] §12. The use of type-Al
type-Al waves only shall be
be authorized
authorized bebetween 100 and 160 kc
Ice (3,000 and 1,875 m); the
exception to
this
the only
only exception
to this
rule
rule shall
shall be for type-A2 waves which may be used
used in
in the
the band
band 100
100
to 125 kc (3,000 to 2,400 m) for time signals exclusively.
to
exclusively.

Ante, p. 1459.
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§
13. Dans
Dana la
la bande
bande de
de 460
460 A
a550
550 kc/s
(652 A
a 545
545 m),
aucun type
§ 13.
kc/s (652
m), aucun
type
d'emission susceptible
susceptible de
de rendre
inopOrants les
lea signaux
signaux de
de d6tresse,
d6tresse,
d'6mission
rendre inoperants
d'alarme,
de securite
securit6 ou
m), n'est
d'alarme, de
ou d'urgenee,
d'urgence, emis
emis sur
sur 500
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
(600 m),
n'est
autorise.
autoris6.
§
la bande
de 325
a 345
m), aucun
aueun
§ 14.
14. (1)
(1) Dana
Dans la
bande de
325 A
345 kc/s
kc/s (923
(923 a
A 870
870 m),
type
d'emission
susceptible
de
rendre
inopera,nts
lea
signaux
type d'emission susceptible de rendre inoperants les signaux de
de
detresse, de
seeurite ou
d'urgenee, n'est
n'est auto/is&
detresse,
de securit6
ou d'urgence,
autorise.
(2) Cotta
aux regions
regions oil
ou des
des accords
accords
(2)
Cette regle
r6gle no
ne s'applique
s'applique pas
pas aux
particuliers en
disposent autrement.
autrement.
particuliers
en disposent
§
15. (1)
(1) En
station qui
qui assure
§ 15.
En principe,
principe, toute
toute station
assure un
un service
service entre
entre
points
frequence inferieure
points fixes sur une onde
onde de frequence
inferieure a
A 110 kc/s
kc/s (longueur d'onde
doit employer
employer une
une seule
seule frogueur
d'onde superieure
superieure a
A 22727
727 m)
m) doit
fr6quence,
lea bandes
bandes attribuoes
quence, choisie parnai
parmi les
attribu6es audit service
service (§
(§ 7
7 cicidessus),
pour chacun
chaeun des
des 6metteurs
emetteurs qu'elle
qu'elle comporte,
comporte, susceptibles
susceptibles
dessus), pour
de
fonetionner simultanement
de fonctionner
simultan6ment.
(2)
une station
de faire
usage, pour
pour un
un service
(2) 11
I n'est
n'est pas
pas permis
permis a
A une
station de
faire usage,
service
frequence autre
quo celle
cello attribu6e
attribuee comma
il
entre points
points fixes, d'une
d'une frequence
autre quo
comme il
eat dit
est
dit ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
§
stations emploient les
les memes
frequences et
et
§ 16.
16. En prineipe,
principe, les
les stations
memes frequences
transmissions de
de messages
les memes types d'emission
d'emission pour lea
les transmissions
messages par
par la
la
methode unilat6rale
unilateral() que
quo pour lour
service normal.
normal. Toutefois,
Toutefois, des
des
methode
leur service
arrangements
regionaux peuvent
peuvent etre
en vue
vue de
de dispenser
dispenser lea
arrangements regionaux
etre realises
realises en
les
stations intoressees
de se
soumettre a
cotta regle.
stations
interessees de
se soumettre
a cette
regle.
§
T_Tne station
station fixe
fixe peut
pent effectuer,
effeetuer, sur
sur se
frequence normale
§ 17.
17. Une
sa frequence
normale
travail, comma
aux
de travail,
comme service secondaire,
secondaire, des
des emissions
emissions destinees
destin6es aux
stations mobiles, a
a condition:
condition:
quo les administrations
administrations interessees
intoressees jugent
d'utiliser
a) que
jugent neeessaire
necessaire d'utiliser
cotta
methode exceptionnelle
travail;
cette m6thode
exceptionnelle de travail;
augmentation des
des brouillages.
b) qu'il n'en
n'en result()
resulte aucune
aucune augmentation
brouillages.
Afm de
de faciliter
faciliter Pechange
des messages
messages m6t6orologiques
§§18.
18. Afin
l'echange des
meteorologiques
synoptiques dans
dens lea
europeennes, lea
fr6quences 41,6
synoptiques
les regions
regions europeennes,
les frequences
41,6 kc/s;
kc/s;
et 99,85
99,85 ks/s
ks/s (7
in; 7
m; 3
352 m
m et
42,25 kc/s; 89,5 kc/s
kc/s et
(7 210
210 m;
7 100
100 m;
3 352
et
attribu6es au
an service
service meteorologique.
meteorologique.
33005
005 m) sont attribuees
§ 19. (1) Pour faciliter
§
faciliter la transmission
transmission et la distribution
distribution rapides
des renseignements
renseignements utiles a
decouv-erte des crimes
a la decouverte
crimes et aala poursuite
poursuite
criminels, une frequence
des criminals,
frequenee entre 37,5
000 et
et
37,5 et 100 kc/s (entre
(entre 8
8 000
3 000 m)
3
in) sera reservee pour cet objet, par des arrangements
arrangements regionaux
r6gionaux
[a savoir,
savoir, pour
pour l'Europe,
l'onde de
83,40 kc/s
(3 597
m)].
[a
l'Europe, l'onde
de 83,40
kc/s (3
597 m)].
(2) En outre, lea
les frequenees
frequences de 33490 kc/s
4 165 kc/s
Ice's (85,96 m),
an), 4
kc/s
6 792 kc/s (44,17 m) sont attributes
(72,03 m), 6
attribuees aux
de
aux services
services de
police, dans les regions situees en dehors du continent americain.
americain.
§ 20. Chaque administration
attribuer aux stations d'ama§
administration peut
pent attribuer
teur des bandes de frequences
frequenees conformes au tableau
tableau de
de repartition
repartition
(§ 77ci-dessus).
ci-dessus).
§ 21.
brouillages dans les
§
21. En vue de reduire
reduire les
lea brouillages
lea bandes de frefroquences
a 44000 kc/s (ongueurs
quenees superieures
superieures a
(longueurs d'onde inferiem•es
inferieures a
a 75
75
m),
in), utilisees
utilisees par le service mobile, et en particulier pour eviter de
de
gener les
communications telephoniques
a grand°
grande distance
ce
lea communications
telephoniques a
distance de cc
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Distress, etc., sigDistress,
[167] §13. In the band 460 to 550 kc (652 to 545 m) no type of emis- nals,
interferences.
interferences.
capable of rendering inoperative
sion capable
inoperative the
the distress,
distress, alarm,
alarm, safety, or
or
urgent signals sent on 500 kc (600 m) shall be authorized.
authorized.
urgent

[168] §14.
(1) In the band 325 to 345 kc (923 to 870 m), no type of
emission capable of rendering inoperative
inoperative distress,
urgent
emission
distress, safety,
safety, or urgent
authorized.
signals shall be authorized.
[169]
(2) This
[169] (2)
This rule
rule shall
shall not
not apply
apply to regions
regions in which
which special agreements provide otherwise.
otherwise.
[170]
carrying on a
a service
[170] §15. (1)
(1) In principle, any station carrying
between
fixed
points
on
a
wave
with
a
frequency
below
110
kc
(wavebetween fixed points on a wave with a frequency below 110 kc (wavelength above 2,727 m) must use only one frequency, chosen from the
above), for each of its transbands allocated
allocated to
to the said
said service (§7 above),
operation.
mitters capable of simultaneous operation.

Use of only one
frequency.
frequency.

[171]
A station
frequency other
other
[171] (2) A
station shall
shall not be
be permitted
permitted to use a
a frequency
than
between fixed points.
than that
that allocated
allocated as
as stated above,
above, for
for aaservice
service between
points.

[172] §16.
§16. In principle,
principle, the stations shall
shall use
use the same
same frequencies
frequencies
and
transmission of messages
and the same
same types of
of emission
emission for the transmission
messages by
by
the unilateral
method
as
for
their
normal
service.
Regional
arrangeunilateral
their normal
Regional arrangements may, however, be made for the purpose
purpose of exempting
exempting the stafrom complying
complying with
with this rule.
tions concerned
concerned from
Transmissions
for
Transmissions for
[173]
[173] §17.
§17. A fixed
fixed station may, as secondary
secondary service, on
on its normal mobile
stations; constations;
ditions.
working
frequency, make transmissions
working frequency,
transmissions intended
intended for
for mobile
mobile stations
stations
on the following conditions:
conditions:
[174]
[174]

[175]

(a) that
that the
the administrations
administrations concerned
deem it
it necessary
(a)
concerned deem
necessary
exceptional working-method;
working-method;
to use this exceptional
(b) that no increase in interference
results therefrom.
therefrom.
interference results

Exchange
Exchange of synop[176] §18. In order to facilitate the exchange
exchange of synoptic meteorotic meteorological
meteorological
messages.
logical messages in the European
European regions, the frequencies
frequencies of 41.6 kc, messages.
42.25 kc, 89.5 kc, and 99.85 kc (7,210 m, 7,100 m, 3,352 m, and
3,005 m) shall be allocated to the meteorological
meteorological service.
Criminal detection.
detection,
facilitate rapid transmission and distribution
distribution of
of
[177] §19. (1)
(1) To facilitate
etc.
information of value in the detection
detection of crime and pursuit of criminals,
a
frequency between
(between 8,000 and
a frequency
between 37.5
37.5 and
and 100
100 kc
kc (between
and 3,000
3,000 m) shall
reserved for
arrangements [namely,
be reserved
for this
this purpose by regional
regional arrangements
[namely, for
for
Europe, the wave
wave of 83.40 kc (3,597 m)].
Europe,
services.
[178]
frequencies of
m), 4,165
(85.96 m),
4,165 Police services.
addition, the
the frequencies
of 3,490 Ice
kc (85.96
[178] (2)
(2) In
In addition,
services,
kc (44.17
(44.17 m)
m) shall be assigned
assigned to police services,
kc (72.03
(72.03 m),
m), 6,792
6,792 kc
in the regions located outside of the American Continents.
Amateur
Amateur stations.
[179] §20.
§20. Each
to amateur
amateur stations fremay allocate
allocate to
[179]
Each administration
administration may
quency
above).
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the allocation
allocation table (§7 above).
quency bands in

interference in the frequency
frequency bands
[180] §21. In order to decrease
decrease interference
above 4,000 kc (wavelengths
(wavelengths below 75 m), used by the mobile service,
long-distance
and particularly in order to avoid interfering with the long-distance
telephone communications
communications of this service, the administrations
administrations agree to
telephone

Interference
Interference
sions.
sions.

provi-
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service, lee
pour adopter,
adopter, autant
quo
les administrations
administrations sont d'accord
d'accord pour
autant que
possible, les regles
regles suivantes, en
du developpement
developpement de
de
en tenant
tenant compte
compte du
la
technique courante:
la technique
courante:
(1) a)
frequences superieures
kern
(1)
a) Dans
Dans les bandes
bandes de
de frequences
sup6rieures A
A5
5 500
500 kc/s
(longueurs d'onde inferieures
attribuees excluexcluinferieures aa 54,55
54,55 m)
m) attributes
sivement au
an service
les frequences
frequences (longueurs
service mobile,
mobile, les
(longueurs
d'onde) qui devront etre utilis6es
utilisees par les
lee stations
de navire
navire
stations de
affectees
du c6t6
eke des
basses
affect6es au service
service commercial
commercial seront
seront du
des basses
frequences
frequences (ondes plus longues) et speeialement
dans les
specialement dans
les
limites des bandes
bandes harmoniques
harmoniques 6num6rees
enumerees ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
5
ke/s (54,55
a. 54,05
5 500
500 a
A 55550
550 kc/s
(54,55 A
54,05 m)
m)
6
ke/s (48,39
48
m)
6 200 A
a 66250
250 kc/s
(48,39 aA48
m)
8
330 kc/s
ke/s (36,45 a
A 36,01
8 230
230 aa 8
8 330
36,01 in)
m)
11
100 kc/s
ke/s (27,27 A
11 000 A
a 11
11 100
A27,03
27,03 m)
m)
12 500
500 kc/s
ke/s (24,31
12 340
340 a.A 12
in)
(24,31 aa. 24
24
m)
16
16 660
ke/s (18,23
16 460 aA 16
660 kc/s
18,01 m)
in)
(18,23 aA 18,01
22 000 A
(13,64 A
A 13,51
m).
a 22 200 Ws
kc/s (13,64
13,51 m).

Note. Les bandes
besides de frequences de 4
4115 a
k4
4165 kc/s
Ws (72,90 A
72,03 m)
peuvent
A 72,03
m) peuvent
6galement
les stations susdites
egalement etre
etre utilisees
utilisees par lee
c) ci-dessous].
ci-dessous].
suadites [voir aussi (2),
(2), c)

b) Cependant, toute station commerciale
commerciale de
remisde navire dont l'emission satisfait aux tolerances
tolerances de frequence
des
frequence exigees
exig6es des
stations terrestres
terrestres au §§2, (1)
(1) de Particle
6, pout
l'article 6,
peut emettre
6mettre
sur la mAme
frequence que
memo frequence
quo la station c6tiere
certi6re avec laquelle
laquelle
communique.
elle communique.
c) Quant une communication,
communication, pour
laquelle aueun
pour laquelle
aucun arrangearrangement special n'a et6
ete fait, doit etre
entre une
station
etre etablie entre
une station
de navire, d'une part, et une autre
de navire
on
autre station de
navire ou
une station c6tiAre,
cotiere, d'autre
d'autre part, la station
station mobile
mobile utilisera
utilisera
une des frequences
frequences suivantes
suivantes situees
situees approximativement
approximativement
an
au milieu des bandes:
bandes:
44 140 ke/s
kc/s
5
ke/s
5 520 kc/s
6
210 kc/s
ke/s
6 210
8
Ws
8 280
280 kc/s
11
11 040
040 ke/s
kc/s
12 420 kc/s
16 560 Ws
kc/s
22 080 Ws
kc/s

(72,46
(72,46 m)
m)
(54,35 m)
m)
(54,35
(48,31
(48,31 in)
m)
(36,23 m)
m)
(36,23
(27,17 m)
(27,17
m)
(24,15 m)
m)
(18,12 m)
(18,12
m)
(13,59 M).
(13,59
m).

administrations sont d'accord
Note. Les administrations
d'aecord pour indiquer,
indiquer, en notifiant
la frdquence
frequence
notifiant la
d'une station cotiere,
c6tiere, celle
celle des ondes specifiees
specifiees a relines
c) our
laquelle 1'ecoute
l'ecoute
'alinea (1),
(1), c)
sur laquelle
sera faite.

(2) a) Les stations de navire affectees
affectees an
commercial
au service
service commercial
n'utiliseront les
superieures aA44000 ke/s
lee bandes communes superieures
kc/s
(longueurs d'onde
inferieures A75 in)
d'onde inferieures
leurs
m) qu'autant
qu'autant quo
que leurs
emissions satisferont aux tolerances
tolerances de frequence
frequenee specifiees
specifiees
pour les
lee stations terrestres an
6. Dans
au §
§ 2, (1)
(1) de
de Particle
'article 6.
Dans
ces cas,
eas, les frequences
frequences employees doivent etre choisies
du
choisies du
c6t6
des frequences
frequences lee
les plus hautes (ondes plus courtes)
cote, des
de la bande commune
commune et, plus specialement,
specialement, dans
lee limilimidans les
harmoniques enumerees
tes des bandes harmoniques
enumerees ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
4
4 400 A 44450 ke/s
kc/s (68,18 1
A 67,42 m)
8800
8
800 A 8
8900 kc/s (34,09 A33,71 m)
13 200 A 13 350
350 kc/s
lic/s (22,73 A22,47 in)
m)
750 kc/s
ke/s (17,05
17 600 A
A 17
17 750
A 16,90
16,90 in)
(17,05 A
m)
22 900 A
A23 000 kc/s
ke/s (13,10 A
A 13,04
13,04 m).
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following rules, wherever possible,
adopt the following
possible, taking
into account
curtaking into
account current engineering
engineering development:
development:
[181]

carry(1)
(1) (a) In the frequency
frequency bands above 5,500 kc (wavelengths ingShip
ghionstations
tions
carrycommercial
below 54.55 m) allocated exclusively
service.
to
the
mobile service.
exclusively
service, the frequencies
frequencies (wavelengths)
must be
be
(wavelengths) which must
used by ship stations carrying
carrying on
commercial service
on commercial
service
shall be on the low-frequency
low-frequency (long-wave)
(long-wave) side of the
the
band, and especially within
of the
harmonic
within the limits
limits of
the harmonic
bands enumerated
enumerated below:
below:
5,500 to 5,550 kc (54.55 to 54.05
54.05 m)
6,200 to 6,250 kc (48.39 to 48
m)
m)
8,230 to 8,330 kc (36.45 to 36.01
in)
36.01 m)
11,000
11,000 to 11,100 kc (27.27
27.03 m)
m)
(27.27 to
to 27.03
12,340
12,340 to 12,500 kc (24.31 to
to 24
m)
24
m)
16,460 to 16,660 kc
kc (18.23
(18.23 to
to 18.01
18.01 m)
m)
22,000 to 22,200 kc (13.64
(13.64 to
m)
to 13.51
13.51 m)

[182] Note.-The frequency bands of 4,115 to 4,165
(72.90 to
72.03 m)
m) may
may
4,165 kc
kc (72.90
to 72.03
also be used by the above-mentioned
above-mentioned stations [see also
[No. 188]
also (2)
(2) (c)
(c) below.]
below.] [No.
188]

[183]

[184]

(b) However,
(b)
However, any commercial
commercial ship station
station the
the emissions
emissions of
of
which comply with the frequency
tolerances required
of
frequency tolerances
required of
land stations under §2 (1)
(1) of article 6
6 [No. 71],
71], may
transmit
frequency as the coast station
transmit on the same frequency
with which it
it communicates.
communicates.
(c) When a
a communication
communication for which no special
special arrangement
arrangement
has been made must be established
established between
between a
a ship
ship
station, on one hand, and another
another ship station
station or
or a
a
coast station, on the other hand,
hand, the
mobile station
station
the mobile
shall use one of the following frequencies
frequencies situated
situated
approximately in the middle of
approximately
of the
the bands:
bands:
4,140 kc
kc
5,520 kc
6,210 kc
8,280 kc
11,040 kc
ke
12,420 kc
ke
12,420
16,560 kc
22,080 kc

(72.46 m)
m)
(72.46
(54.35 m)
(48.31 in)
m)
(36.23 m)
(27.17 m)
m)
(24.15
(24.15 m)
m)
(18.12 m)
(13.59 m)

[185] Note.-The
Note. - The administrations agree, in reporting the frequency
frequency of
of a
a coast
coast
station, to indicate on which one of the waves specified in
No. 184
184 listening
listening will
in No.
will
be carried
carried on.
on.

[186]
1186]

(2) (a) Ship stations carrying on commercial
shall use
use
commercial service
service shall
the shared bands above 4,000
41000 kc
below
kc (wavelengths
(wavelengths below
75 m)
in) only when their emissions comply with the
the frefrequency tolerances
tolerances specified
specified for land stations in
in §2
§2 (1)
(1)
of article
6 [No. 71].
article 6
this case,
case, the
the frequencies
71]. In this
frequencies
used must be chosen on the higher-frequency
(shorterhigher-frequency (shorterwave) side of the shared band and, more especially,
especially, in
in
the limits of the harmonic bands
enumerated below:
below:
bands enumerated
4,400 to 4,450 kc
kc (68.18 to
8,800 to 8,900
kc (34.09 to
8,900 kc
13,200 to 13,350 kc
kc (22.73 to
17,600 to 17,750 ke
ke (17.05 to
22,900 to 23,000 kc
ke (13.10
(13.10 to

67.42 in)
m)
33.71 m)
m)
22.47 m)
in)
in)
16.90 m)
13.04 m)

Ante,

Ante, p. 1429.
142.
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b)
peut 6galement
egalement utiliser
utiliser des
des frequences
choisies dans
dans la
la
b) On
On peut
frequences choisies
portion
reservee aux
de 6
6600
600
portion de
de la
la bands
bande reservee
aux services
services mobiles
mobiles de
A
675 kc/s
44,94 m),
m), en
en relation
relation harmonique
a 6
6 675
kc/s (45,45
(45,45 A
A 44,94
harmonique
avec les
precedentes.
avec
les bandes
bandes prec6dentes.
c) Les
de l'alinea
pas
c)
Les prescriptions
prescriptions de
l'alinea (2),
(2), a)
a) no
ne s'appliquent
s'appliquent pas
portion de
entre 4
4 165
165 kcls
kc/s
aPs la
la portion
de la
la bands
bande commune
commune entre
4 115
115 et
et 4
(72,90
et 72,03
72,03 m)
peut etre
utilise° par
toute station
station
(72,90 et
m) qui
qui peut
8tre utilis6e
par toute
de navire
navire affect6e
affectee au
au service
commercial.
service commercial.
de
(3) En
choisissant les
les frequences
frequences des
nouvelles stations
stations fixes
fixes et
et
(3)
En choisissant
des nouvelles
cotieres,
Oviteront d'employer
cbtieres, les
les administrations
administrations 6viteront
d'employer les
les Irefrequences
les alineas
alineas (1),
(1), a),
a), (2)
quences des
des bandes
bandes specifiees
specifiees dans
dans les
(2)
a), (2),
(2), b)
b) et
c).
(2), c).
et (2),
a),
22. (1)
eat reconnu
les frequences
frequences entre
entre 55 000
et 30
30 000
§§ 22.
(1) n
II est
reconnu qua
que les
000 et
000
kc/s (60
10 m)
Bout susceptibles
susceptibles de
de se
propager sur
kc/s
(60 et
et 10
m) sont
se propager
sur de
de grandes
grandes
distances.
distances.
(2)
Etant donn6
donne quo
l'emploi de
de ces
des commucommu(2) Etant
que l'emploi
ces frequences
fr6quences pour
pour des
nications
ou A
de brouilnications aA courte
courte ou
A moyenne
moyenne distance
distance eat
est susceptible
susceptible de
brouiller les
les communications
grand° distance,
administrations s'efforces'efforcecommunications aAgrande
distance, les
les administrations
rout,
touts la mesure du
les frequences
ront, dans toute
du possible, de reserver
reserver lee
frequences de
de
bands pour des communications Agrande
grand° distance.
cette bande
11 est
eat recommande
radiodiffusion A
alongue
(3) In
recommand6 de
de n'utiliser
n'utiliser pour la
la radiodiffusion
longue
distance
distance dans cette bande de fr6quences,
frequences, quo
que des emetteurs d'une
puissance an
au moms
moins kale
6gale A
a 55kW.
§§23. En Europe, Afrique, Asie,
Asie, les radiophares
radiophares directionnels de
faible puissance
puissance et dont la portee no
&passe pas 50 km environ
environ peuvent
peuvent
ne depasse
faire
touts frequence
la bande
bands de
A3
500 kc/s
faire usage
usage de
de toute
frequence dans
dans la
de 1
1 560
560 A
3 500
kc/s
(192,3 A
A85,71 m),
bands de
de protection
630 A
m), A
a l'exception
l'exception de la bande
protection de
de 11630
A
11670 kc/s
his (184,0
A 179,6
des pays
(184,0 A
179,6 m),
m), sous reserve
reserve d'accord
d'accord des
pays dont
dont les
les
services sont susceptibles
brouilles.
susceptibles d'etre
d'etre brouilles.
ARTICLE
8.
ARTICLE 8.

Stations
Stations d'amateur
stations expirimentales
d'amateur et stations
exprimentales privies.
privees.
§
§ 1.
1. L'echange
L'echange de communications
communications entre
entre stations d'amateur
d'amateur et
et
entre stations experimentales
experimentales privees
privees de pays
differents est
est interdit
interdit si
pays diff6rents
si
l'administration de l'un des pays interesses
l'administration
interesses a
notifie son opposition a
a notifi6
cet echange.
6change.
§ 2. (1) Lorsque cot
cet echange
6change eat
est permis, les communications
communications doi§
dois'effectuer en langage
vent s'effectuer
langage clair et se limiter aux messages
messages ayant trait
trait
aux experiences
a des remarques
experiences et A
remarques d'un
caractere personnel
personnel pour
pour
d'un caractere
lesquelles, en raison de leur manque d'importance,
recours au
lesquelles,
d'importance, le rec,ours
t6elgraphique public ne
entrer en
service telegraphique
no saurait entrer
en consideration.
consideration. n11
est absolument
eat
absolument interdit aux titulaires des stations d'amateur de transmettre des communications
communications internationales
de tierces
internationales emanant
emanant de
tierces
personnes.
(2)
(2) Les dispositions ci-dessus peuvent
peuvent etre modifiees par des arrangements particuliers
particuliers entre les pays interesses.
interesses.

§ 3. Dana
Dans les stations d'amateur ou dans les stations exporimentales
exp6rimentales
§
a effectuer
privees, autorisees
autorisees A
effectuer des emissions,
emissions, touts
personne manaeumanceutoute personne
vrant les appareils, pour son propre compte on
ou pour celui de tiers, doit
doit
est apte A transmettre
avoir prouve qu'elle eat
transmettre les textes en signaux du
du
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(b) Frequencies
Frequencies chosen in the portion
(b)
portion of
of the
the band
band reserved
reserved to
to
mobile services from 6,600 to 6,675 kc
(45.45 to
m),
kc (45.45
to 44.94
44.94 m),
in
in harmonic
harmonic relation
relation with the preceding
preceding bands,
bands, may
may
also be used.
used.
(c) The
The provisions
(c)
provisions of paragraph
paragraph (2) (a)
186] shall
shall not
not
(a) [No.
[No. 186]
apply
apply to the portion of the shared band
between
4,115
band between 4,115
and 4,165 kc (72.90 and
which may
be used
and 72.03
72.03 m)
m) which
may be
used
by any ship station carrying
on a
carrying on
a commercial
commercial service.
service.
(3) In selecting
(3)
selecting frequencies
frequencies for new
and coast
stations,
new fixed
fixed and
coast stations,
the administrations
administrations shall avoid using
in
using the
the frequencies
frequencies in
the bands specified in paragraphs
paragraphs (1)
the
(2) (a),
(2) (b),
(b),
(1) (a),
(a), (2)
(a), (2)
and (2) (c)
(c) [Nos. 181,
181, 186, 187, and 188].
188].

[190] §22. (1) It
[190]
It is recognized
recognized that the frequencies
frequencies between
5,000
between 5,000
and
and 30,000
30,000 kc (60 and 10 m) are capable of propagation
propagation over
over great
great
distances.
distances.
[191] (2)
The administrations
administrations shall make every
[191]
(2) The
possible effort
effort to
to
every possible
reserve the frequencies
frequencies of this band for
reserve
for long-distance
long-distance communications,
communications,
in view of the fact that their use
use for
for shortshort- or
or medium-distance
medium-distance comcommunications
is
likely
to interfere
munications
interfere with long-distance
long-distance communications.
communications.

Long-distance commnLonianc
munications.

eom

[192]
(3) It
recommended that only transmitters
[192] (3)
It is recommended
power
transmitters having
having aapower
equal
5 kw be used for long-distance
equal to at least 5
this
long-distance broadcasting
broadcasting in
in this
frequency
frequency band.
[193] §23.
§23. In Europe, Africa, and Asia, low-power
[193]
low-power directional
directional radioradiobeacons
range of which does not exceed about
beacons the range
50 km
use
about 50
km may
may use
any
frequency
in
the
band
1,560
to
3,500
any frequency
(192.3 to
85.71 m)
m) except
kc (192.3
to 85.71
except
the guard
kc (184.0 to 179.6
the
guard band
band of 1,630 to 1,670 ke
subject to
179.6 m),
m), subject
to
agreements
agreements with the countries
countries whose
whose services
services are
are likely
suffer
likely to
to suffer
interference.
interference.
ARTICLE 88
ARTICLE

Amateur Stations
Stations and Private
Private Experimental
Experimental Stations
Stations
[194] §1. The
The exchange
exchange of
of communications
communications between
[194] §1.
between amateur
amateur stastations
and
between
private
experimental
tions and between private experimental stations of different
different countries
countries
shall be
forbidden if the administration
administration of one
shall
be forbidden
the interested
one of
of the
interested
countries
notice of its opposition
countries has given notice
opposition to
to this
this exchange.
exchange.
[1951
[195] §2. (1) When this exchange
is permitted,
permitted, the
the communications
communications
exchange is
must
be carried
carried on in plain language
must be
language and
messages reand be
be limited
limited to
to messages
relating
to experiments
experiments and to remarks of a
lating to
nature
for which,
a private
private nature for
which,
by
reason of their lack of importance,
by reason
importance, the use
use of
the telegraph
telegraph service
of the
service
could
not
enter
into
consideration.
It shall be strictly forbidden
could not enter into
It
forbidden for
for
owners of
amateur stations to transmit
owners
of amateur
transmit international communications
communications
emanating from third persons.
persons.
[196] (2) The foregoing provisions may
[196]
may be
by special
be modified
modified by
special
arrangements
interested countries.
arrangements between the interested
[197]
[197] §3. In amateur
amateur stations or in private
experimental stations,
private experimental
stations,
authorized
transmissions, any
authorized to conduct
conduct transmissions,
operating the
the apany person
person operating
apparatus
paratus on his own account or for
for third
must
have
third persons
persons must have proved
proved
that
that he is able to transmit texts in Morse
code signals
and to
read,
Morse code
signals and
to read,

providE
ze b"ge prowlExchange
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code
a la
is reception
les
auditive, les
radiot6legraphique auditive,
reception radiotelegraphique
lire, A
A lire,
et a
Morse et
code Morse
textes
sinsi
transmia.
Elle
no
pout
se
faire
remplacer
que
par
des
des
par
que
remplacer
faire
se
textes ainsi transmis. Elle ne peut
personnes
autorisees poss6dant
possedant les
lea memes
aptitudes.
memes aptitudes.
personnes autorisees
§
Les administrations
prennent telles
jugent
qu'elles jugent
mesures qu'elles
telles mesures
administrations prennent
4. Les
§ 4.
necessaires
pour v6rifier
verifier lea
capacites, au
point de
de vue
vue technique,
technique, de
de
au point
les capacites,
necessaires pour
touts personne
personne manceuvrant
lea appareils.
appareils.
manceuvrant les
toute
§
5. (1)
La puissance
puissance maximum
lee stations
at lea
les
d'amateur et
stations d'amateur
que les
maximum que
(1) La
§ 5.
stations experimentales
privees peuvent
peuvent utiliser
eat fix&
par les
lea adadfixee par
utiliser est
exp6rimentales privees
stations
ministrations interessees,
tenant compte
des qualites
techniques des
qualites techniques
compte des
en tenant
int6ress6es, en
ministrations
operateurs
et
des
conditions
dans
lesquelles
lesdites
stations
doivent
doivent
stations
lesdites
operateurs et des conditions dans lesquelles
travailler.
travailler.
(2)
Toutes lea
regles generales
fixees dans
Convention et dans le
la Convention
dans la
gen6rales fix6es
les rAgles
(2) Toutes
present
Reglement s'appliquent
at aux stations
d'amateur et
stations d'amateur
aux stations
s'appliquent aux
present RKglement
6mises
experimentales privees.
privess. En
particulier, la
Is frequence
ondes emises
des ondes
frequence des
En particulier,
exp6rimentales
doit etre
etre aussi
aussi constante
et aussi
aussi exempts
d'harmoniques que
Petat
que 1'6tat
exempte d'harmoniques
constante et
doit
de
permet.
le permet.
technique le
la technique
de is
(3)
emissions, ces stations doivent transmettre,
leurs emissions,
de leurs
cours de
Au cours
(3) Au
a
courts intervalles,
leur indicatif
d'appel, ou
on leur
lens nom dans le cas
eas
indicatif d'appel,
intervalles, leur
de courts
A de
d'appel.
d'indicatif
pourvues
de
stations
experimentales
encore
pourvues
d'indicatif
non
de stations experimentales
ARTICLE
9.
ARTICLE 9.
Conditions d
aremplir
remplir par
stations mobiles.
les stations
par lea
Conditions
A. GANSRALITES.
GtNARALITtS.
A.
§
stations mobiles
mobiles doivent
etre etablies
maniere a
a se
de maniere
etablies de
doivent etre
Les stations
§ 1.
1. Les
aux
d'onde,
types
les
conformer,
on
cc
qui
concerne
lea
frequences
et
lea
et
frequences
les
concerne
qui
en
ce
conformer,
dispositions
7.*
de Particle
Particle 7.*
l'objet de
faisant Pobjet
dispositions faisant
La frequence
verifiee le
sera v6rifiee
mobiles sera
stations mobiles
des stations
d'emission des
frequence d'Amimion
§§2.
2. La
relevent.
plus
souvent possible
possible par
le service
service d'inspection
d'inspection dont elks
elles relevent.
par le
plus souvent

§
3. Les
Les appareils
recepteurs doivent
etre tels
que le
gulls
le courant
courant qu'ils
tels que
doivent etre
appareils recepteurs
§ 3.
et
n'incommode
induisent
dans
l'antenne
Boit
aussi
reduit
que
possible
n'incommode
induisent dans l'antenne soit aussi r6duit que possible
stations du voisinage.
les stations
pas lea
et
Les changements
changements de
frequence dans lea
appareils emetteurs
emetteurs at
les appareils
de frequence
§§4.
4. Les
recepteurs
de touts
doivent pouvoir etre
effectues aussi
etre effectues
mobile doivent
toute station
station mobile
recepteurs de
rapidement que
possible. Toutes
Toutes lea
installations doivent
etre telles
telles
doivent etre
les installations
que possible.
rapidement
que,
is communication
communication etant
etablie, le
temps necessaire
necessaire au passage
le temps
etant 6tablie,
que, la
de
is reception
reception et vice versa soit aussi reduit que possible.
Ala
de Penaission
l'emission a
§ 11(2).
radiophoniques, voir Particle
§§5. Diffusion
Diffusion d'emissions
d'emissions radiophoniques,
Particle 21,
21, §
B.
STATIONS DE NAVIRE.
NAVIRE .
B. STATIONS

6. (1)
(1) Les
Les appareils
stations de
navire
de navire
les stations
dans lea
utilises dans
d'6mission utilises
appareils d'emission
§§6.
les bandes autoris6es
ou B dans lea
travaillant sur des
des ondes
ondes du type A2 on
autorisees
travaillant
pourvus de dispositifs
etre pourv-us
kc/s (822 et 583 m) doivent Atre
et 515 kc/s
entre 365 et
la puisreduire sensiblement is
permettant,
d'une maniere facile,
facile, d'en redui're
permettant, d'une
sance.
sance.
*En
ce qui
installation d'emetteurs
d'dmetteurs d'ondes
du type
d'ondes du
de 1''installation
la restriction
restriction de
*En ce
qui concerne
concerne is

(3).
§ 10, (1)
(1) A
l'article 7, §
navires, voir l'article
B sur des navires,
B et
rusage des ondes
ondes du type B
b. (3).
B
et rusage
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by aural radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph reception, texts
Ile can
texts so transmitted.
transmitted. He
can be
be
replaced only by authorized
replaced
authorized persons possessing
same qualifications.
possessing the
the same
qualifications.
[198] §4
§4. Administrations
Administrations shall
such measures
as they
they judge
judge
shall take
take such
measures as
necessary
necessary to verify, from a
standpoint, the
the qualifications
of
a technical standpoint,
qualifications of
any person operating
operating the apparatus.
apparatus.
[199] §5. (1)
(1) The maximum
maximum power which
which amateur
amateur stations
and pristations and
private experimental
stations
experimental
by the
the interested
interested
may use
use shall
shall be
be fixed
fixed by
administrations, taking account
account of
the technical
qualifications of
the
of the
technical qualifications
of the
operators
operators and of the conditions under
said stations
must
under which
which the
the said
stations must
work.
work.
[200] (2) All the general
general rules laid
Convention and
and in
in
laid down
down in
in the
the Convention
the present Regulations
Regulations shall
shall apply
to amateur
amateur stations
and to
to
apply to
stations and
private
private experimental
experimental stations. In
of the
the
In particular,
particular, the
the frequency
frequency of
wave emitted must be as constant and
as free
from harmonics
the
and as
free from
harmonics as
as the
state of the art
art permits.
permits.
[201] (3) In the course
emissions, these
at
course of
of their
their emissions,
these stations
stations must,
must, at
short intervals,
intervals, transmit their call
call signals
or,
in
the
case
of
experisignals or, in the case of experimental stations not yet provided with
signals, their
with call
call signals,
their names.
names.
ARTICLE 9
ARTICLE
9

Conditions
Conditions to be Observed by
by Mobile Stations
Stations
A. GENERAL
GENERAL
A.

§1. Mobile stations must be established in
[202] §1.
as to
to
in such
such a
a way as
conform,
conform, as regards
regards frequencies
frequencies and types of waves, to the provisions
provisions
forming the subject of article
7.*
article 7.*
[203] §2. The frequency
frequency of emission of mobile stations
stations shall
be verishall be
verified as often as possible by the inspection
inspection service
to
which
they
service to which they are
are
subject.
[204] §3. Receiving
apparatus must be such that the
Receiving apparatus
the current
current which
which
they induce into the antenna shall be as low as
possible and
shall not
not
as possible
and shall
disturb neighboring
neighboring stations.
stations.
[205] §4. Transmitting and receiving sets of any
any mobile station must
must
permit of making frequency
frequency changes
changes as
possible. All
All
as rapidly as
as possible.
installations must be such that, after the communication
communication is
is estabestablished, the time necessary to change
change from transmission
transmission to
reception
to reception
versa shall be
and vice versa
as possible.
be as short as
possible.
broadcasting of radiophone
[207] §5. For broadcasting
radiophone transmissions,
transmissions, see
article
see article
(2) [No.
[No. 473].
21, §1
§1 (2)
473].

General
General regulations.
regulations.

Ante,
p. 1429.
1429.
Ante, p.

Podt,
1523..
Post, p.
P. 1523

B. SHIP STATIONS
B.

[208] §6. (1)
(1) The transmitting
transmitting apparatus
apparatus used
in ship
ship stations
used in
stations workworking on type-A2 or -B waves in the authorized
authorized band between
and
between 365
365 and
515 kc (822 and 583 m) must
be provided
provided with
it
must be
with devices
devices making
making it
conveniently and appreciably
possible conveniently
thereof.
appreciably to reduce
reduce the
the power
power thereof.
[206] *Regarding the restriction
restriction upon the installation of type-B
tzansmittype-B wave
wave transmitters and the use of type-B waves
waves on ships, see
see article
article 7, §10,
§10, (1)
to (3)
(3) [No.
[Nos. 161,
161,
(1) to
162, and 163].

Ship stations.
stations.
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(2)
Cette disposition
pour lea
emetteurs d'ondes
d'ondes
(2) Cette
disposition n'est
n'est pas
pas obligatoire
obligatoire pour
les 6metteurs
du
dont la,
pleine charge,
aux bornes
de
du type
type B,
B, dont
la puissance
puissance a
a pleine
charge, mesuree
mesuree aux
bornes de
Palternateur,
watts.
l'alternateur, no
ne &passe
depasse pas
pas 300
300 watts.
(3)
Toutes lea
de navire
emettant sur
frequences dans
(3) Toutes
les stations
stations de
navire emettant
sur des
des frequences
dans
lea
de 100
160 kc/s
(3 000
sur des
des fr6quences
frequences
les bandes
bandes de
100 aa 160
kc/s (3
000 aa 1
1 875
875 m)
m) et sur
superieures a
000 kc/s
(longueurs d'onde
d'onde inferieures
superieures
a 44000
kc/s (longueurs
inferieures a
a 75
75 m)
m) doivent
doivent
etre
ondemetre, ayant
ayant une
une precision
au moins
moms egale
egale a
etre munies
munies d'un
d'un ondemetre,
precision au
5/1
lorsque l'emetteur
lui-memo n'e,st
pas susceptible
susceptible d'être
5/1 000,
000, lorsque
l'6metteur lui-meme
n'est pas
d'etre
reglo
avec cette
precision ou
ou une
une precision
precision plus
regl6 avec
cette precision
plus grande.
grande.
§
Touts station
etablie a bord d'un
navire obligatoirement
§ 7. Toute
station 6tablie
d'un navire
obligatoirement
pourvu d'un
appareil radioelectrique
d'un accord
accord interpourvu
d'un appareil
radioelectrique par
par suite
suite d'un
international doit
dolt pouvoir
national
pouvoir emettre
emettre et
et recevoir:
a)
Ponde de
de 500
type A2
A2 ou
a) sur
sur l'onde
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
(600 m)
m) du
du type
ou B
B et,
et,
b) en
en outre,
outre, au
moms sur
sur deux
autres ondes
du type
ou B,
B,
b)
au moins
deux autres
ondes du
type A2
A2 ou
bande autorisee
dans la bands
autedisee entre
et
entre 365
365 et
et 485 kc/s (822
(822 et
619 m).
619
m).
en b)
b) no
pas aux
La disposition
disposition vise°
visee en
ne s'applique
s'applique pas
aux emetteurs
emetteurs des
des
bateaux de sauvetage
sauvetage ni aux emetteurs
secours des
emetteurs de
de'secours
des stations
stations de
de
navire.
§
8. En
plus des
des ondes
ondes visees
visees ci-dessus,
§ 8.
En plus
ci-dessus, lea
les stations
stations de
de navire
navire
equipees pour emettre
Al, A2
A2 ou
ou A3
A3 peuvent
peuvent
emettre des
des ondes
ondes des types Al,
employer
ondes autoris6es
autorisees A
aParticle
employer lea
les ondes
l'article 7.*
7.*
§ 9. Tous les
§
lea appareils
de
stations
etablis pour
pour la
appareils de stations de
de navire
navire etablis
la transtransmission d'ondes du
du type
type Al des bandes
bandes autorisees
autorisees entre
entre 100
100 et
et 160
160
doivent permettre
de la
la
kc/s (3
(3 000 et 1
1 875 m) doivent
permettre l'emploi,
l'emploi, en
en plus
plus de
frequence de
100 m),
m), de
frequence
de 143
143 kc/s
kc/s (2 100
de deux
deux frequences
fr6quences au
au minimum
minimum
choisies dans sea
choisies
ces bandes.
bandes.
des navires
navires obligatoirement
obligatoirement
§§10.
10. (1)
(1) Toutes les
les stations A bord
bord des
pourvus d'appareils
memo de
d'appareils radiotelegraphiques
radiotel6graphiques doivent etre
Atre a
a mAme
de
recevoir
l'onde de
de 500
kc/s (600
(600 m)
en outre,
outre, toutes
les ondes
ondes
recevoir l'onde
500 kc/s
m) et,
et, en
toutes les
necessaires
Paccomplissement du
service qu'elles
necessaires a
a l'accomplissement
du service
qu'elles effectuent.
effectuent.
(2) Ces stations doivent
a mAme
memo de
recevoir facilement
facilement et
et
(2)
doivent etre
etre A
de recevoir
efficacement, sur
lea memes
ondes des
des types
Al et
efficacement,
sur les
mAmes frequences,
fr6quences, lea
les ondes
types Al
et
A2.
A2.

(3)
I1 eat recommand6
les stations de navire des premiere
(3) 11
recommande de munir lea
et deuxieme
deuxieme categories de dispositifs permettant
permettant l'emission
remission et la
reception
commutation.
reception sans manceuvre
manoeuvre de
de commutation.
C. STATIONS
STATIONS D'
D'
A*RONEF.
C.
AIRONEF.

§ 11.
11. Touts
Toute station
d'aeronef, effectuant
effectuant un parcours maritime
§
station d'aeronef,
astreinte par une reglementation
reglementation nationals
et astreinte
internationale a
nationale ou
ou internationale
entrer en communication
communication avec lea
les stations du service mobile maritime,
doit pouvoir
pouvoir emettre et recevoir
recevoir sur l'onde
Ponds de 500 kc/s
m), type
kc/s (600
(600 m),
type
A2.
*En ce
concerne la
co qui eoncerne
is restriction de l'installation d'6metteurs
d'emetteurs d'ondes du type
B et l'usage des ondes
B
wades du type B
B sur des navires, voir 1'article
l'article 7, §§ 10, (1) &
i(3).
(3).
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[209] (2) This provision shall not be compulsory
compulsory for type-B
type-B wave
transmitters of which the power, at full load, measured
transmitters
measured at the
terminals
the terminals
of the alternator, does not
watts.
not exceed
exceed 300 watts.
[210] (3)
(3) All ship stations transmitting
transmitting on frequencies
the bands
bands
frequencies in
in the
of 100 to 160 kc (3,000 to 1,875 m) and on frequencies
frequencies above
above 4,000
kc (wavelengths below 75 m) must be equipped with aa wave meter
meter
having a
a precision
precision at least equal to 5/1000 when the transmitter
transmitter
itself is incapable of being adjusted
adjusted with this precision
precision or better.
better.
[211] §7. Any station installed on board
board a
a ship compulsorily
compulsorily proa result of an international
vided with radio apparatus as a
international agreement
agreement
must be able to transmit and
and receive:
receive:
[212]
[213]

(a) on the wave of 500 kc (600 m), type A2
B and,
A2 or
or B
and,
(b) in addition, on at least
(b)
type A2
A2 or
or
least two
two other
other waves
waves of
of type
B in the authorized
authorized band
band between 365
365 and
and 485
485 kc
kc
(822 and 619 m).

[214] The provision set forth in
shall not
not apply
in no.
no. 213
213 shall
apply to
to transmittransmitters on lifeboats or to emergency
emergency transmitters
transmitters of ship stations.
stations.

[215] §8. In addition to the waves
waves mentioned
mentioned above, ship stations
stations
equipped to transmit type-Al,
type-Al, -A2,
-A2, or -A3
waves may use
waves
-A3 waves
use the
the waves
authorized
authorized in article 7.*
[216] §9. All the ship-station apparatus installed for the transmission
transmission
of type-Al
type-Al waves
waves in the authorized
authorized band between
between 100 and 160
kc
160 kc
(3,000 and 1,875 m) must permit of using at least two
frequencies,
two frequencies,
selected
selected in this band, in addition to the frequency
frequency of 143 kc (2,100
(2,100 m).
m).
[217] §10. (1) All stations on board ships compulsorily
provided with
with
compulsorily provided
radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph apparatus
apparatus must be capable
capable of receiving
receiving the
the wave
wave of
of
500 kc (600 m) and, in addition, all the waves necessary
necessary to the operation of the service which they
they carry on.
[218]
(2) These stations must be capable of receiving
receiving type-Al
type-Al
and -A2 waves on the same frequencies
frequencies easily and efficiently.
efficiently.
(3) It
recommended that ship stations
[219]
(3)
It is recommended
and
stations of the first
first and
second categories
categories be equipped
equipped with devices
devices permitting transmission
transmission
and reception
reception without the manipulation
manipulation of switches.
switches.
C. AIRCRAFT
STATIONS
C.
AIRCRAFT STATIONS

[220] §11.
§11.

following a
a maritime course
Any aircraft
aircraft station, following
course and
and

required
required by national or international regulations
regulations to communicate with
with
stations of the maritime
maritime mobile service,
be capable
capable of
of transmittransmitservice, must
must be
ting and receiving on the wave of 500 kc (600 m),
m), type A2.
A2.
**[[See
See footnote
footnote on p. 1475 (No. 206).]
206).]

Aircraft stations.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.
Certified&
des operateurs.
Certificats des
opirateurs.
A. DISPOSITIONS
ANARALES.
A.
DISPOSITIONS G
GNNERALES.
§
Le service
service de
de touts
mobile, radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique
§ 1. (1)
(1) Le
toute station
station mobile,
ou
etre assur6
assure par
un operateur
operateur radioteleou radiotelephonique,
radiot6l6phonique, dolt
doit etre
par un
radiotelegraphiste,
certificat delivre
reeonnu par
par le
is gougraphiste, titulaire
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
d6livr6 ou
ou reconnu
gouvemement dont
station. Toutefois,
stations
vernement
dont depend
depend cette
cette station.
Toutefois, dans
dans lee
les stations
mobiles pourvues
pourvues d'une
installation radioele,ctrique
faible puisd'une installation
radioelectrique de
de faible
puispuissance d'onde
d'onde porteuse
dans l'antenne
l'antenne ne
no d6pas&Spassance [d'une puissance
porteuse dans
sant pas
pas 100
sauf dans
dans le
le eas
des accords
100 watts,
watts, sauf
cas des
accords regionaux
regionaux prevus
prevus
an
et lorsque
cette installation
installation est
utilisee seulement
pour
au §§8,
8, (4)],
(4)], et
lorsque cette
est utilisee
seulement pour
peut etre
etre assur6
la telephonie,
telephonie, le
Is service pout
assure pax
un
operateur
titulaire
par un operateur titulaire
d'un
certificat de
de radiotelephoniste.
radiotelephoniste.
d'un certificat
Dane k
d'inclisponibilite absolue
absolue de
Poperateur, au
cours
(2) Dans
le can
cas d'indisponibilit6
de l'op6rateur,
au cours
traversee, d'un vol ou d'wn
d'un voyage, le
le commandant
d'une traverses,
commandant ou la
la
personne responsable
responsable de la station
station mobile pout
autoriser, mais
male
peut autoriser,
A
un operateur
a titre temporaire seulement, un
operateur titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
certificat
d6livr6 par un autre gouvernement
delivre
gouvemement contractant, a
& assurer
assurer is
le service
service
radioelectrique.
radioelectsique. Lorsqu'il
Lorsqu'il doit
etre fait
appel, eomme
doit Atre
fait appel,
comme operateur
op6rateur
provisoire, a
personne ne
pas de
certificat, ou
on a un
a tine
une personne
ne possedant
possedant pas
de certificat,
un
operateur
operateur n'ayant pas de certificat
certificat sufflsant,
suffisant, son
son intervention
intervention dolt
doit
se limiter uniquement aux signaux
d'urgenee et
et de
de
signaux de
de detresse,
d6tresse, d'urgence
securit6,
rapportent et aux messages
securite, aux messages qui s'y rapportent
messages urgents
urgents
relatifs A
a la marche du navire
navire ou
ou de
de Paeronef.
l'a6ronef. De
De touts
toute facon,
fa9on,
cet
cot operateur
operateur (ou
dolt etre
etre remplac6
remplace aussitot
(ou cette
cette personne)
personne) doit
aussit6t que
que
operateur titulaire
possible par un
un op6rateur
titulaire du
du certificat
certificat prevu
pr6vu au
au §§ 1
1 (1)
(1)
Lee personnes
utilis6s dans cc
ci-dessus. Les
personnes utilises
astreintes aux
aux
ce can
cas sont
sont astreintes
memes devoirs quo
memos
an sujet
du secret
que lee
les operateurs
op6rateurs titulaires
titulaires au
sujet du
secret des
des
correspondances,
pr6vu au §
§2
2 ci-dessous.
correspondances, comme prevu
ci-dessous.
§§2. (1) Chaque administration
administration prend
proud les
lee mesures
mesures necessaires
nocessaires
pour soumettre lea
les operateurs
operateurs aa Pobligation
corresl'obligation du
du secret
secret des
des correspondances
6viter, dans
pondances et pour eviter,
dens la plus
possible, l'emploi
l'emploi
plus grande
grande mesure
mesure possible,
frauduleux des certificate.
frauduleux
certificats.
(2) A
A cet effet,
portent lea
signes distinctifs
distinctifs perpereffet, lee
les certificate
certificats portent
les signes
mettant de reconnattre
reconnaitre leur authenticite,
authenticit6, tels
tele quo
cachets de
de Padque cachets
l'administration
les aa d6livres,
ministration qui lee
delivres, signature
signature du titulaire.
titulaire. Les admiadministrations peuvent
employer, si elles le desirent,
nistrations
peuvent employer,
desirent, d'autres
d'autres moyens
moyens
d'authentification.
d'authentification.
(3) Afin de faciliter la verification
verification des
certificate delivres
aux
des certificats
delivres aux
operateurs
y aa lieu, au
operateurs du service
service mobile, il est ajoute, s'il y
texts
au texte
r6dig6
une traduction
traduction de
redige dans
dens la langue
langue nationale, tine
en une
tine
de ce
ce texts
texte en
les relations internationales.
langue dont l'usage est tres
tree repandu
repandu dans lee
§§ 3. (1)
(1) 11
a deux
de certificate
I1 y
y a
deux classes
classes de
certificats ainsi
ainsi qu'u.n
qu'un certificat
certificat
les operateurs
1 y
y a, de
special pour lee
operateurs radiotelagraphistes.
radiotelegraphistes. B
un
de plus, un
services aeronautiques.
certificat restreint
restreint pour les
lee services
aeronautiques.
n y
certificats pour les
ya
a deux categories de certificate
lee operateurs
operateurs radioradiot6lephonistes
telephonistes (general et
restreint).
et restreint).
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ARTICLE 10
ARTICLE
10
Operators'
Certificates
Operators' Certificates
A. GENERAL
PROVISIONS
A.
GENERAL PROVISIONS

[221] §1.
§1. (1)
(1) The service of every mobile
or radioradiomobile radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph or
telephone station must be performed
telephone
performed by a
a radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator
operator
certificate issued or
holding a
acertificate
the government
or recognized
recognized by the
government to
to which
which
this station is subject.
However,
subject. However, in mobile stations equipped
equipped with
with aa
low-power
low-power radio installation [power of the carrier
carrier wave
the antenna
wave in
in the
antenna
not exceeding
exceeding 100 watts, except in the case of regional
regional agreements
agreements
provided
provided for in §8 (4)1
(4)] [No. 269],
269], and
and when
when this
this installation
installation is
is used
used
may be
be carried
carried on
on by
by an
an operator
for telephony only,
only, the service may
operator holdholding a
a radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
operator's certificate.
certificate.
[222] (2) In case of
[2221
unavailability of
of the
in the
of absolute
absolute unavailability
the operator
operator in
the
course of a
a crossing, flight, or voyage,
voyage, the master
the person
master or
or the
person
responsible for the mobile station may authorize, but
tempobut only
only temporarily, an operator
holding
a certificate
operator
a
certificate issued by another contracting
contracting
government
government to carry on the radio service. When
it is
is necessary
necessary to
When it
to
employ,
employ, as temporary
temporary operator,
not holding
certificate or
operator, aa person not
holding aa certificate
or
an operator holding an inadequate
inadequate certificate,
service must
certificate, this service
must be
be limlimited entirely
entirely to distress, urgent, and
signals, messages
messages referring
and safety
safety signals,
referring
thereto, and urgent messages
to the
of the
messages relating
relating to
the course
course of
the ship
ship or
or the
the
aircraft. In
In any case, this operator
aircraft.
replaced
operator (or this
this person)
person) must
must be
be replaced
as soon as possible by an operator
operator holding
holding the
the certificate
certificate provided
provided
for in
221]. The
The persons
employed in
cases
in §1 (1)
(1) above
above [No.
[No. 221].
persons employed
in these
these cases
shall be held to the same duties in respect of secrecy
secrecy of
of correspondence
correspondence
as regular operators, as provided
provided in §2
223].
§2 below
below [No. 223].

General provisions.
provisions.

Post,
Post, p. 1487.
1487.

Temporary
Temporary opera-

tors.
tors.

Secrecy Of
of correCOrre[223] §2. (1)
(1) Each administration
administration shall take the necessary
necessary meas- sptedfroe.
spondence.
ures to place the operators under obligation to observe the secrecy
secrecy
correspondence and
of correspondence
and to avoid,
avoid, to
to the
the greatest
greatest possible
possible extent,
extent, the
the
fraudulent
fraudulent use of certificates.
certificates.
[224] (2) The certificates
certificates shall, to this effect, carry distinguishdistinguishing signs by which their authenticity
authenticity can be
recognized, such
as the
the
be recognized,
such as
stamp of the administration
administration having issued
them, bearer's
bearer's signature.
issued them,
signature.
The administrations
administrations may, if they
employ other
other means
means of
they so
so desire,
desire, employ
of
authentication.
authentication.
[225] (3)
(3) In order to facilitate
verification of
of certificates
issued to
facilitate verification
certificates issued
to
operators of the mobile service, there shall
shall be added,
added, when
when necessary,
necessary,
to the text written
written in
the national
language, a
translation of
text
in the
national language,
a translation
of this
this text
into a
alanguage
language extensively used in
in international
international relations.
relations.
[226] §3. (1) There shall be two classes of certificates
certificates and
Classes of certifiand a
a special
special classes
cates.
certificate
certificate for radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operators.
operators. In
there shall
shall be
be a
In addition, there
a
limited
certificate for
for the
aeronautical services.
services.
limited certificate
the aeronautical
[227] There shall be two classes of
certificates for
for radiotelephone
radiotelephone
of certificates
operators
operators (general
limited).
(general and
and limited).
193470°-41--Yr. n-16
n-16
193470--41-PT.
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(2)
imposer pour
pour l'obtention
°es certificats
certificate
(2) Les
Lea conditions
conditions a
A imposer
l'obtention de
de ces
sont contenues
dans les
lee paragraphes
paragraphes suivants;
ees conditions
sont
contenues dans
suivants; ces
conditions sont
des minima.
minima.
des
(3) Chaque
Cheque gouvernement
libre de
de fixer
nombre des
des exa(3)
gouvernement reste
reste libre
fixer le
le nombre
examens
juges n6cessaires
necessaires pour
pour aceeder
auxdits certificats.
certificate.
mens jug6s
acceder auxdits
(4) Le titulaire
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
certifieat de
de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de
de Ire
ire classe
class°
ou
classe 11)
on de 2e °lease
) peut
pent assurer
le service
de toute
toute
assurer le
service radiotelephonique
radiot6elphonique de
station mobile.
mobile.
station
B.
B. CERTIFICAT
CERTIFICAT DE RADIOTiL
tGRAPHISTE DE
IRE CLASSE.
CLASSE .
RADIOTELEGRAPHISTE
DE IRE

§f4. Le certificat
certificat de
ire classe
classe est
est delivre
aux operateurs
operateurs qui
qui ont
de ire
d6livre aux
ont
fait preuve des connaissances
connaissances et
et aptitudes
aptitudes techniques
techniques et
et professionnelles
professionnelles
enumerees
enumerees ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
a)
a) La connaissance
connaissance des
des principes
principes gen6raux
generaux d'electricite
de
d'electricit6 et
et de
la theorie
theorie de la radiotelegraphie
et de
de la
la radiot6l6phonie,
radiotelephonic),
radiotelegraphie et
que la connaissance
ainsi quo
connaissance du
reglage et
et du
du fonctionnement
fonctionnement
du r6glage
d'appareils utilises
pratique des types d'appareils
dans le
service momoutilises dans
le service
bile radiotelegraphique
radiotelegraphique et radiotelephonique,
radiotel6phonique, y
y compyis
compris
appareils utifictes
utilis6s pour
les appareils
pour la
la radiogoniometrie
et la
la prise
radiogoniometrie et
prise
relevements radiogoniometriques.
des relevements
radiogonioraetriques.
b) La connaissance
b)
connaissance theorigue
theorique et pratique
pratique du
du fonetionnernent
fonctionnement
des appareils
appareils accessoires,
accessoires, tels
tole que
quo groupes
electrogenes, aegroupes electrogenes,
accumulateurs,
enniulateurs, etc., utilises pour la mise
mise en
en ceuvre
et le
le
ceuvre et
reglage des appareils
appareils indiques
littera a).
a).
indiqu6s au
au littera
c) Les connaissances
e)
connaissances pratiques
pratiques necessaires
pour effectuer,
effectuer, par
n6cessaires pour
par
reparations d'avaries
les moyens du bord,
bord, les reparations
d'avaries pouvant
pouvant Bursurvenir
aux appareils,
appareils, en
coura de
voyage.
venir aux
en cours
de voyage.
d)
d) L'aptitude a
a la transmission
transmission correcte
correct
e et
etA
ala
la reception
audireception auditive correcte
corrects de groupes
de code
code (melange
de lettres,
lettres, de
groupes de
(melange de
de
chiffres
chiffres et de signes de
ponctuation), h
vitesse de
de 20
20
de ponctuation),
a une
une vitesse
(vingt) groupes
groupes par minute,
minute, et
et d'un
d'un texte
texte en
en langage
langage
clair, A une
uric vitesse de 25
mots par
par minute.
minute.
25 (vingt-cinq) mots
Chaque
groupe de code
Chaque groups
code doit
dolt comprendre
cinq caracteres,
comprendre cinq
caracteres,
chaque
chaque chiffre
chiffre ou signe de
de ponctuation
ponctuation comptant
comptant pour
deux
pour deux
caracteres.
caracteres. Le mot moyen du
du texte
texte en
clair doit
en langage
langage clair
doit
comporter
comporter cinq caracteres.
caracteres. La
La duree
de chaque
chaque epreuve
epreuve de
de
duree de
transmission
et de reception
transmission et
reception sera,
sera, en
en general,
general, de
de cinq
cinq miminutes.
nutes.
e)
e) L'aptitude
L'aptitude a
A la transmission
transmission correcte
correct° et
la reception
reception coret a
a la
correcte telephoniques.
telephoniques.
f) La
La connaissance
s'appliquant A
connaissance detaillee
detainee des Rkglements
Reglements s'appliquant
l'echange des radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, la connaissance
Pechange
des
connaissance des
documents
taxation des radiocoranninications,
radiocommunications,
documents relatifs aala taxation
la
connaissance de la partie de la Convention pour la
la connaissance
sauvela sauvegarde de la
la vie humaine
garde
humaine en mer
mer se rapportant
rapportant a
la radioradioa la
telgraphie,
telegraphic, et,
on aerienne,
ae
ri
enne, la
l
a connaisconna i
set, pour
pour la
la navigati
navigation
sance des dispositions speciales r6gissant
regissant le
service radioradiole service
61ectrique
electrique de la navigation
navigation aerienne. Dans
Dane ce
ce cas,
cas, le
le certicertificat stipule
a subi avec succes
ficat
stipule que
quo le titulaire
titulaire a
suce6s les
lee epreuves
epreuves
portant sur ces dispositions.

1)Exceptionnellement,
est admis que le certificat
classe peut
etrelimit6
Exceptionnellement, il
il est
eertifieat de 2e obese
petit etre
limite
exclusivement
radiotelegraphique. Dane
Dans ce cas,
exclusivemextt au service radiotelegraphique.
eas, une
tine mention
mention doit etre
6tre
port-e sur
port&
stir ce certificat.
certifieat.
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[228] (2) The conditions to be required
required for obtaining
obtaining these
these certificertificates are contained
cates
contained in the following paragraphs;
paragraphs; they
shall be
they shall
be
requirements.
minimum requirements.

[229] (3) Each government
government shall be
to fix
fix 'tne
',ne number
be free to
number of
of
examinations
deemed
necessary
examinations
necessary to obtain
certificates.
obtain the
the said
said certificates.
[230] (4) The holder of a
second-class 1 radiotelegraph
a firstfirst- or
or second-class'
radiotelegraph
operator's certificate may perform
operator's
radiotelephone service
service of
of any
perform the
the radiotelephone
any
mobile station.
B.
RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
OPERATOR'S CERTIFICATE
B. FIRST-CLASS RADIOTELEGRAPH
CERTIFICATE

[232] §4.
certificate shall
§4. The first-class certificate
shall be
be issued
to operators
operators who
who
issued to
have shown that they possess the professional
professional and
technical qualiqualiand technical
fications enumerated
enumerated below:
below:
[233]

[234]

[235]
[236]

[237]
[238]

(a) Knowledge of the general
principles of
of electricity
electricity and
of
general principles
and of
radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony,
the theory of radiotelegraphy
radiotelephony, as
as
adjustment and
well as knowledge
knowledge of the adjustment
practical
and of the
the practical
operation of the types of
apparatus used
used in
in the
the radiotelradiotelof apparatus
egraph and radiotelephone
radiotelephone mobile
service, including
mobile service,
including apapparatus for radio direction-finding
direction-finding and
and the
taking of
of
the taking
direction-finding bearings.
bearings.
radio direction-finding
(b) The theoretical
theoretical and practical
practical knowledge
the operation
operation of
of
knowledge of
of the
the accessory
accessory apparatus,
apparatus, such as
motor-generator sets,
sets,
as motor-generator
storage batteries, et cetera, used
the operation
operation and
and
used in the
adjustment
adjustment of the apparatus
apparatus specified in
(a) [No.
[No. 233].
233].
in (a)
(c) The practical
(e)
practical knowledge
knowledge necessary
necessary to
the means
to make,
make, with
with the
means
on board, the repairs of damage
which may
may have
damage which
have ococcurred to the apparatus
apparatus during
during aavoyage.
voyage.
(d) Ability to transmit
transmit correctly and to
correctly, by
to receive
receive correctly,
by
ear, code groups (mixtures of letters,
figures, and
and puncpuncletters, figures,
speed of 20 (twenty)
tuation marks) at a
a !Teed
groups per
per
(twenty) groups
minute, and of aatext in plain language,
language, at
at a
aspeed
of 25
25
speed of
(twenty-five) words per minute. Each code group
(twenty-five)
must
group must
contain
characters, each figure or
contain 55 characters,
punctuation mark
or punctuation
mark
counting as 22characters.
characters. The average word of
text
of the
the text
in plain language must contain
contain 5
5characters.
duracharacters. The
The duration of each sending
sending and receiving test shall,
rule,
shall, as
as a
a rule,
be 55minutes.
(e)
(e) Ability to perform correct telephone transmission
transmission and
corand correct telephone reception.
reception.
(f) Detailed knowledge
of the
applying to
to the
knowledge of
the Regulations
Regulations applying
the
exchange
communications, knowledge
exchange of radio communications,
knowlecge of
docuof documents relative
relative to charges
for radio
radio communications,
communications,
charges for
knowledge
knowledge of the radiotelegraph
part of
Convention
radiotelegraph part
of the
the Convention
for the Safety
Safety of Life at
case of
aerial
at Sea,
Sea, and,
and, in
in the
the case
of aerial
navigation, knowledge
navigation,
knowledge of
of the
the special
provisions regulatregulatspecial provisions
navigation. In
ing the radio service of aerial navigation.
In that
that case,
case,
the certificate shall stipulate that the holder has
has sucsuccessfully passed
cessfully
passed the examinations dealing with these
these
provisions.
provisions.

[2311 1
1 In exceptional
[231]
exceptional cases, the second-class
second-class certificate
certificate may
may be
be limited
limited excluexclusively to the radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph service. In
case, mention
mention of
of the
must be
In this
this case,
the fact
fact must
be
borne on this certificate.
certificate.

First-class certifiFirst-class
cate.

certifi-
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g)
connaissance de
de la
du monde,
monde, nog) La
La connaissance
la geographie
geographie generale
generale du
notamment
des principales
lignes de
de navigation
navigation (maritimes
(mantimes
tamment des
principales lignes
ou
aeriennes, suivant
suivant la
la categorie
categoric du
du certificat)
certificat) et
des voies
ou aeriennes,
et des
voies
de
telecommunication les
les plus
importantes.
de t6elcommunication
plus importantes.
h) S'il
ya
dont l'usage
Pusage est
h)
S'il y
a lieu,
lieu, In
la connaissance
connaissance d'une
d'une langue
langue dont
est
tres
repandu dans
dans in
correspondance internationale
tres repandu
la correspondance
internationale du
du
service mobile.
Les candidata
etre capables
c,apables de
service
mobile. Les
candidats doivent
doivent etre
de
s'exprimer cl'une
m.aniere convenable,
convenable, tant
taut verbalement
s'exprimer
d'une maniere
verbalement
que par
ecrit. Chaque
gouvernement indique
que
par 6crit.
Chaque gouvernement
indique lui-meme
lui-meme
la ou
ou les
les langues
langues qui
imposees.
la
qui sont
sont impos6es.
C. CERTIFICAT
CERTIFICAT DE EADIOTALAGRAPHISTE
2E GLASSE.
C.
RADIOTELEGRAPHISTE DE
DE 2E
CLASSE.

de 2e
classe est
&Eyre aux
aux op6rateurs
operateurs qui
ont
§§ 5.
5. Le
Le certificat
certificat de
2e classe
est delivr6
qui ont
des connaissances
et aptitudes
techniques et
et professionprofessionfait preuve des
connaissances et
aptitudes techniques
nelles
enumerees ci-dessous:
ci-de,ssous:
nelles enumerees
a)
connaissance theorique
et pratique
elementaire de
de l'ePea) La
La connaissance
theorique et
pratique elementaire
lectricite, de
de in
la radiotle6phonie
radiotelephonic)
lectricite,
la radiotelegraphie
radiotelegraphie et
et de
de la
connaissance du reglage
ainsi que
quo la
in connaissance
fonctionnement
reglage et
et du
du fonctionnement
pratique des
types &apparel's
le service
service momopratique
des types
d'appareils utilises
utilises dans
dans le
radiotelegraphique et
et radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique y
compris les
les
bile radiotelraphique
y compris
la radiogoruoraetrie
radiogoniom6trie et la prise des
appareils utiliss
utilises pour
pour in
rel6vements
relevements radiogoniometriques.
radiogoniometriques.
La connaissance
connaissance theorique
theorique et
foncb) La
et pratique
pratique elementaire
elementaire du
du fonctionnement des
des appareils
tionnement
appareils accessoires,
accessoires, this
groupes electels quo
que groupes
electrogenes, accumulateurs,
etc., utilises
utilises pour
pour la
la raise
en ceuceutrogenes,
accumulateurs, etc.,
mise en
vre et le reglage
reglage des
mentionnes au
au littera
littera a).
a).
des appareils
appareils mentionnes

c) Les c,onnaissances
connaissances pratiques
pratiques suffisantes
c)
pouvoir effeceffecsuffisantes pour pouvoir
tuer les petites reparations,
reparations, en cas
ens d'avaries
d'avaries survenant
survenant
aux
aux appareils.
appareils.
d) L'aptitude aa, la
in transmission
corrects et
et a
reception autransmission correcte
6 la
la reception
auditive correct°
(melange de
de lettres,
lettres, de
de
correcte de
de groupes
groupes de
de code
code (m6lange
chiffres
chiffres et de signes de ponstuation)
ponctuation) 66. une
une vitesse
vitesse de
de 16
16
(seize) groupes par
par minute.
Chaque groupe
de code
code doit
doit
minute. Chaque
groupe de
comprendre cinq caracteres,
cornprendre
caracteres, chaque
chaque chiffre
chiffre ou
ou signe
de
signe de
ponctuation comptant
ponctuation
deux caract6res.
caracteres. La
La duree
third° de
comptant pour
pour deux
de
chaque epreuve de transmission
transmission et
reception est,
en
et de
de reception
est, en
general,
de cinq
cinq minutes.
minutes.
general, de
e) L'aptitude a
ala
corrects et
et A
ala
la reception
reception corcorla transmission
transmission correcte
tl6ephoniques ).
recte tklephoniquesi).
f) La connaissance
connaissance des Reglements
f)
Regiments s'appliquant
s'appliquant a
6. l'echange
Pechange
des radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, la
in connaissance
connaissance des
des documents
documents
relatifs A
a la
la taxation
taxation des
connaisdes radioc,ommunications,
radiocommunications, la
la connaissance de is.
la partie
partie de la Convention
Convention pour
pour in
sauvegarde de
de
la sauvegarde
la
humaine en mer se rapportant
in vie huraame
rapportant A
ala
la radiotelegraphic,
radiotel6graphie,
et, pour in
la navigation
navigation aerienne,
aerienne, in
connaissance des
des disdisla connaissance
positions
regissant le service
positions speciales regissant
service radioelectrique
de
radioelectrique de
la
aerienne. Dans
in navigation
navigation aerienne.
Dana ce
cc cas, le certificat
certificat stipule
que
succs les epreuves
quo le titulaire a
asubi
subi avec
avec succes
epreuves portant
portant sur
sur
ces dispositions.
connaissance de la geographic
geographie gdnrale
g) La connaissance
generale du monde, notamment des principales
tarament
lignes de
de navigation
navigation (maritimes
principales lignes
(maritimes
ou aeriennes,
a6riennes, suivant
suivant la categorie
categorie du certificat)
certificat) et des
des voies
voies
de telecommunication
telecommunication les plus importantes.
importantes.
1) Sauf le cas pr6vu
la note
Ala
l'article 10,
prevu a
note 1)
1) concernant
concernant Particle
10, §§33(4).
(4).
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(g) Knowledge
Knowledge of
general geography
geography of
of the
world, particuparticuof the
the general
the world,
larly the principal
principal navigation
aerial,
navigation lines
lines (maritime
(maritime or
or aerial,
according to the class of certificate)
certificate) and
and the
most imimthe most
portant telecommunication
telecommunication channels.
channels.
(h) If
If necessary,
necessary, knowledge of one
language very
very widely
widely used
one language
used
in the international correspondence
correspondence of the
mobile service.
service.
the mobile
Candidates must be capable
Candidates
capable of
expressing themselves
in
of expressing
themselves in
a suitable manner, both verbally and
a
writing. Each
Each
and in writing.
government
government shall determine itself which language
language or
or
languages
languages will be required.
required.

[240]

C.

SECOND-CLASS RADIOTELEGRAPH
SECOND—CLASS
RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
OPERATOR'S CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE

[241] §5.
second-class certificate
issued to
to operators
operators who
who
§5. The
The second-class
certificate shall
shall be
be issued
have shown that they possess the professional
professional and technical
technical qualificaqualifications
enumerated below:
below:
tions enumerated
[242] (a) Elementary
Elementary theoretical
theoretical and
and practical
practical knowledge
elecknowledge of
of elecradiotelegraphy, and
radiotelephony, as
tricity, radiotelegraphy,
and radiotelephony,
as well
well as
as
knowledge
knowledge of the adjustment and
practical operation
operation of
of
and practical
the types of apparatus
the radiotelegraph
and
apparatus used in
in the
radiotelegraph and
radiotelephone
radiotelephone mobile service,
service, including
including apparatus
apparatus for
for
radio direction-finding
direction-finding and the
directionthe taking
taking of
of radio
radio directionfinding
finding bearings.
[243] (b)
(b) Elementary
Elementary theoretical
theoretical and
knowledge of
and practical
practical knowledge
of the
the
operation
operation of accessory
accessory apparatus, such
such as
as motor-genermotor-generator sets, storage batteries, et cetera,
used in
the
cetera, used
in the
operation and adjustment of the apparatus
apparatus mentioned
mentioned
in (a)
242].
(a) [No. 242].
Practical knowledge
[244] (c)
(c) Practical
knowledge sufficient for making minor repairs
repairs in
in
case of damage to the apparatus.
apparatus.

[245]

(d) Ability to transmit correctly
correctly and to receive correctly,
by
correctly, by
ear, code groups (mixtures of
figures, and
and puncpuncof letters, figures,
tuation marks)
marks) at
at a
speed of
16 (sixteen)
groups per
a speed
of 16
(sixteen) groups
per
minute. Each code group
contain 5
group must contain
5 characters,
characters,
each figure or punctuation mark
as 22characters.
characters.
mark counting
counting as
The duration of each sending
and receiving
test shall,
sending and
receiving test
shall,
as aarule,
minutes.
rule, be 55minutes.

[246]

(e)
(e) Ability to perform
perform correct telephone
transmission and
telephone transmission
and
correct telephone
telephone reception.'
reception.'
Knowledge of the Regulations
(f) Knowledge
Regulations applying
applying to
the exchange
exchange of
of
to the
radio communications,
communications, knowledge
of documents
documents relative
relative
knowledge of
to charges for radio communications,
communications, knowledge
the
knowledge of the
radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph part of the Convention for the Safety
Safety of
of
Life at Sea, and, in the case of aerial
aerial navigation, knowlknowledge of the special provisions regulating
regulating the
the radio
radio
service of aerial
aerial navigation.
navigation. In that case, the
certificate
the certificate
shall stipulate that the holder has successfully
successfully passed
passed
the examinations
examinations dealing
dealing with
with these
these provisions.
provisions.

[247]
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[248]

Knowledge of the general
(g) Knowledge
geography of
of the
the world,
world, particuparticugeneral geography
larly the principal
principal lines of
of navigation
navigation (maritime
(maritime or
or aerial,
aerial,
according
certificate) and the most
according to the class of certificate)
most imporimportelecommunication channels.
tant telecommunication
channels.

[251]
[251]

1 Except as provided in footnote 11concerning
concerning article 10,
(4) [No.
[
No. 2311.
2311.
10, 113
13 (4)

certif-

Second-class certifis-eond-cls
cate.
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[54

h) S'il
S'il y
elementaire d'une
d'une langue
langue
la connaissance
connaissance elementaire
lieu, la
y aa lieu,
h)
dont
est tres
dans la
la correspondance
correspondance ininr6pandu dans
tres repandu
l'usage est
dont l'usage
temationale du
Les candidats
candidats doivent
doivent etre
etre
mobile. Les
du service
service mobile.
ternationale
capables de
de s'exprimer
s'exprimer d'une
d'une maniere
maniere convenable,
tant
convenable, taut
capables
verbalement
ecrit. Chaque
Chaque gouvernement
gouvernement indique
indique
par ecrit.
que par
verbalement quo
lui-meme
on les
langues qui
qui sont
sont impos6es.
imposees.
les langues
la ou
lui-meme la
D.
D.

CERTIFICAT SPECIAL
SPACIAL DE
DE RADIOTALAGRAPHISTE.
RADIOTAELEGBAPHISTE.
CERTIFICAT

§
6. a)
a) Le
service radiotelegraphique
des navires
et de
vehicules,
de tons
tous vehicules,
navires et
radiotelegraphique des
Le service
§ 6.
autres que
auxquels une
une installation
radioinstallation radioaeronefs, auxquels
que les
les aeronefs,
autres
telegraphique ia'est
pas impos6e
impose() par
par des
des accords
accords internainternan'est pas
telegraphique
tionaux
peut etre
etre effectue
des op6rateurs
operateurs titulaires
titulaires
par des
effectu6 par
tionaux peut
d'un
special de
radiotelegraphiste.
de radiotlegraphiste.
certificat special
d'un certificat
b)
aeronefs dessery
ant des
des
desservant
des aeronefs
radioteleraphique des
service radiotelegraphique
b) Le
Le service
lignes
ou intercontinentales
et
intercontinentales et
mternationales ou
rgulieres mternationales
lignes regulieres
dont les
les stations
stations sont
sont susceptibles
en communicacommunicad'entrer en
susceptibles d'entrer
dont
tion avec
avec des
stations terrestres
terrestres ou
ou mobiles
de services
services
mobiles de
des stations
tion
autres que
aeronautiques, mais
non admis
admis A
mais non
services aeronautiques,
les services
que les
autres
participer au
an service
service international
correspondance
la correspondance
de la
international de
participer
par des operateurs
publigne, peut
egalement 8tre
etre effectu6
effectue par
operateurs
peut egalement
publique,
titulaires
d'un certificat
de radiotelegraphiste.
radiotelegraphiste.
special de
certificat special
titulaires d'un
c) Co
aux op6rateurs
operateurs capables
capables d'assurer
d'assurer les
les
delivr6 aux
est delivre
Ce certificat
certificat est
c)
radiocommunications a.
vitesse de
de transmission
transmission et
et de
A is.
la vitesse
radiocommunications
reception
prevue pour
l'obtention du
certificat de
de radiodu certificat
pour l'obtention
reception prevue
telegraphists
classe.
2e classe.
de 2e
telegraphiste de
d)
appartient a.
interesse de fixer
fixer les
gouvernement interess6
a chaque
chaque gouvemexnent
II appartient
d) 11
certificat.
autres conditions
conditions pour
pour l'obtention
l'obtention de
cc certificat.
de ce
autres
E.
RESTREINT DE
POUR LES SERVICES
SERVICES
RADIOTAELGRAPHISTE POUR
DE RADIOTALAGRAPHISTE
CERTIFICAT RESTREINT
E. CERTIFICAT
AARONAUTIQUES
AERONAUTIQUES

1
1))

§7.
a) Dana
les services
services aeronautiques,
certificat restreint
restreint de
aeronautiques, un certificat
Dans les
§ 7. a)
radiotelegraphiste peut
peut Atre
etre d6livre
delivre aux
operateurs des
aux operateurs
radiotelegraphiste
stations
aux transports
transports publics
affectes aux
non affect&
d'aeronef non
stations d'aeronef
(avions de
tourisme) qui,
qui, en general,
general, ne sont pas autoris6s
autorises
de tourisme)
(avions
employer le
le service
service radioelectrique
radioelectrique organis6
orgamse pour
lignes
pour les lignes
aaemployer
regulieres internationales
internationales ou
on intercontinentales,
in tercontmentales, ni
ru A
a. entrer
entrer
reguliAres
en communication
avec des
des stations mobiles ou des stations
communication avec
en
terrestres de
de services
services autres
autres que
aeronautiques,
services a6ronautiques,
que les
les services
terrestres
la correspondance
ni a.
an service
service de
correspondance publique,
publique,
de is.
prendre part au
ni
&prendre
a
condition que
que ces
operateurs soient
capables d'assurer
d'assurer
soient capables
ces op6rateurs
A condition
les radiocommunications
minimum de 16 mots
a la
la vitesse
vitesse minimum
radiocommunications a
les
A.
la minute,
dans leur langue nationale.
langage clair, dans
Ala
minute, en .langage
application
b)
Ce certificat
restreint no
etre delivre
delivre qu'en application
ne peut etre
b) Ce
certificat restreint
entre gouvernements
d'accords
conclus entre
gouvernements interesregionaux, conclus
d'accords regionaux,
ses,
fixant en
les autres
conditions d'obtention
d'obtention
autres conditions
en particulier
particulier les
ses, fixant
et
lesquelles ce
cc certificat
certificat sera
sera valable.
valable.
pour lesquelles
et les
les regions
regions pour
c)
restreint n'autorise
n'autorise son titulafre:
titulaire:
c) Ce
Ce certificat
certificat restreint
1° qu'a
qu'a assurer
le service
service des
des stations
stations de
de bord
bord ne pouvant
travailler
pouvant travailler
assurer le
1°
que
our les
frequences exclusivement
exclusivement r6servees
reservees aux
ou sur
les frequences
les bandes
bandes ou
que dans
dans les
provisoirement au Gouvernement
1
)A
A titre
Gouvemement de la
in
est concede
conccde provisoirement
il est
titre exceptionnel,
exceptionnel, il
1)
dont il fixe les conditions
Nouvelle-Zelande
certificat restreint
conditions
restreint dont
un certificat
d'accorder un
Nouvele-Zelande d'accorder
nationality, qui
d'obtention,
operateurs des navires
navires de
de faible
faible tonnage de
de sa
on nationalite,
aux operateurs
d'obtention, aux
ne s'eloignent
des c6tes
cOte-s dudit
pays et
qui ne
ne prennent
prennent part
part au travail
travail general
general
dudit pays
et qui
pas des
ne
s'eloignent pm
des stations
maniere restreinte.
restreinte. II
11 est interdit A
aces operateurs
operateurs
que d'une
d'une maniere
mobiles que
des
stations mobiles
de participer
au service
service international
international de
correspondance publique.
la correspondance
de la
de
participer au
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elementary knowledge
(h) If necessary,
necessary, elementary
knowledge of
one language
language very
of one
very
widely
widely used in the international
international correspondence
correspondence of
of the
the
mobile service. Candidates must be capable
capable of
of expressexpressing themselves in a
asuitable manner, both verbally
verbally,and
and
in writing. Each government
government shall determine
itself
determine itself
language or languages
languages will be
which language
required.
be required.
D.
RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
D. SPECIAL RADIOTELEGRAPH
OPERATOR '
S CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE

[250]
1250]

[252]

[253]

[254]

§6. (a) The radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph service of
ships and
and all
all vehicles
of ships
vehicles
other than aircraft for which aa radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph installainstallation is not required by international
international agreements
agreements may
may be
be
carried
carried on by operators holding a
radiotelegraph
a special
special radiotelegraph
operator's certificate.
certificate.
(b)
(b) The radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph service of
aircraft serving
regular interof aircraft
serving regular
international or intercontinental
intercontinental lines—the
lines-the stations
stations of
of which
which
are capable of entering into communication
communication with
land or
or
with land
mobile stations of services other than
aeronautical
than aeronautical
services-but
services—but not permitted to take part
in the
the internainternapart in
tional service
service of public correspondence
correspondence may
also be
be carmay also
carried on by operators holding aa special radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
operator's certificate.
operator's
certificate.
(c) This certificate
certificate shall be issued to operators capable
of perpercapable of
forming radio communications
communications at
sending and
and receivat the
the sending
receiving speed required
required for obtaining
obtaining a
a second-class
second-class radioradiotelegraph
telegraph operator's
operator's certificate.
certificate.
It shall devolve upon each interested
(d) It
interested government
government to
to deterdetermine the other requirements
requirements for obtaining this certificate.

Special
Special certificate.
certificate.

E. LIMITED
LIMITED RADIOTELEGRAPH
RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR'S
E.
OPERATOR '
S CERTIFICATE
FOR THE
THE AEROAEROCERTIFICATE FOR
NAUTICAL SERVICES
NAUTICAL

[255]

[256]

[258]

1

§7. (a) In the aeronautical
aeronautical services, a
a limited
limited radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
operator's certificate
certificate may be issued to
of airairto operators
operators of
craft stations not engaged
engaged in public transportation
transportation
(tourist airplanes)
airplanes) which, in general, shall
not be
be
shall not
authorized to make use of the radio service
service organized
organized for
for
regular
intercontinental lines,
regular international
international or intercontinental
to
lines, nor
nor to
enter into communication
communication with mobile stations
stations or
land
or land
stations of services other than the aeronautical
aeronautical services,
services,
nor to take part in the service of public correspondence,
correspondence,
provided
provided that these operators
operators are
of performing
are capable of
performing
communications at
radio communications
at a
aminimum
16 words
minimum speed
speed of
of 16
words
per minute,
minute, in plain language, in their
their national
national language.
language.
(b) This limited
limited certificate may
be issued
issued only
only in
application
may be
in application
of regional agreements
concluded between
agreements concluded
interested govgovbetween interested
ernments, laying down, in particular,
particular, the
other condicondithe other
tions for obtaining
obtaining this certificate
certificate and the areas in
in which
which
it
it will be valid.
(c) This limited certificate
certificate shall authorize
authorize its
its bearer
solely:
bearer solely:

[259] 1. To perform the service of on-board stations able
operate
able to
to operate
only in bands or on frequencies
frequencies reserved
only
reserved exclusively
exclusively for
for the
the aeronautiaeronauti[257] 11As an exceptional
exceptional case, the Government
[257]
Government of
New Zealand
Zealand shall
shall be
proof New
be provisionally granted the right to issue a
a limited certificate—to
certificate-to be
visionally
be obtained
upon
obtained upon
conditions
which it
conditions which
it shall determine-to
determine—to operators
operators of low-tonnage vessels of
of its
its
nationality,
nationality, who shall not travel far from the coasts of the said
take
said country
country nor
nor take
part
part in the general work of mobile stations except to aalimited
limited degree.
degree. Such
Such
operators
forbidden to
operators shall be forbidden
in the
public
to participate
participate in
the international
international service
service of
of public
correspondence.
correspondence.

Limited certificate.
certificate.
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services
services aeronautiques
aeronautiques et
et fonctionnant
fonctionnant de
facon a
a ne
pas creer
creer de
de
de fagon
ne pas
brouillages dans
brouillages
dans les
les autres
autres services;
services;
20 qu'a c,ommuniquer
communiquer avec
2°
les stations
avec les
stations aeronautiques
aeronautiques designees
d6signees
dans les accords
accords regionaux
regionaux susvises.
susvis6s.
d) 111 est fait mention,
sur les
les certificats
delivres aux
operateurs,
mention, sur
certificats delivr6s
aux operateurs,
des conditions
conditions qui
qui precedent
precedent relatives
l'usage et
et a
a la
is
relatives a
A 1'usage
validit6 de ce
validite
co certificat, ainsi
lesquels
ainsi quo
que des
des pays
pays pour
pour lesquels
il est valable en vertu
II
vertu desdits
desdits accords.
accords.
F.
CERTIFICAT DE
F. CERTIFICAT
RADIOTAI
A PHONISTE .
DE RADIOTELUEPHONISTE.

§§8. (1) Le certificat
certificat general
est delivre
general de
de radiotelephoniste
radiot6elphoniste est
d6livr6 aux
aux
op6rateurs qui ont fait preuve des
operateurs
profesdes connaissances
connaissances et
et aptitudes
aptitudes professionnelles enumerees
sionnelle,s
ci-dessous [voir
fvoir aussi
3, (4)]:
6num6r6es ci-dessous
aussi §
§ 3,
(4)]:
connaissance pratique de la
a) La connaissance
is radiotelephonic,
surtout en
radiotle6phonie, surtout
en
vue d'eviter
d'6viter des
des brouillages.
brouillages.
connaissance du r6glage
b) La connaissance
reglage et
et du
apdu fonctionnement
fonctionnement des
des apde radiotelephonic.
pareils de
radiotelephonie.
c) L'aptitude ala
ala transmission
transmission correcte
et A
ala
la reception
reception correcte
correcte
correcte et
telephoniques.
telephoniques.
d) La connaissance
connaissance des Reglements
des
Reglements s'appliquant
s'appliquant a
A Pechange
1'6change des
communications
communications radiotel6phoniques
radiotelephoniques et
et de
la partie
garbs des
des
de la
Reglements desradiocommunicationsconcernantlasecurit6
des radiocommunications concernant la secmite
is vie
de la
vie humaine.
humaine.
(2) Pour les stations radiotelephoniques
radiot6elphoniques dont la
(2)
puissance de
l'onde
la puissance
de l'onde
l'antenne ne
porteuse dans l'antenne
ne depasse
50 watts,
watts, il
il est
admis que
quo
d6passe pas
pas 50
est admis
chaque
interess6 fixe
fixe lui-meme
chaque gouvernement
gouvernement interesse
les conditions
lui-meme les
conditions d'obtention
d'obtention
du certificat de radiotelephoniste
radiot6elphoniste (certificat
(certificat restreint
radiorestreint de
de radiotelephoniste).
telephoniste).
(3)
Dans un certificat
(3) Dons
certificat de radiotel6phoniste,
radiotelephoniste, il
ii doit
etre indique
indique si
si
doit etre
celui-ci
celui-ci est un certificat general ou
certificat restreint.
restreint.
ou un
un certificat
(4)
(4) Pour satisfaire a
a des besoins speciaux, des accords
accords regionaux
regionaux
peuvent fixer les conditions
conditions a
aremplir
remplir pour l'obtention
d'un certificat
l'obtention d'un
certificat
radiotelephoniste, destine
de radiotelephoniste,
dans des
des stations
stations radioradiodestine a
a etre
etre utilise
utilise dans
telephoniques remplissant certaines
telephoniques
certaines conditions
conditions techniques
techniques et
certaines
et certaines
conditions
d'exploitation. 11
1Uest fait
conditions d'exploitation.
ces conditions
conditions et
fait mention de
de ces
et de
de
ces
sea accords
accords sur les certificats
certifieats delivres a
operateurs. Ces
A ces operateurs.
Ces accords
accords
sont admis sous reserve que les services
internationaux no
pas
services internationaux
ne soient
soient pas
brouilles.
brouilles.
G.
G. STAGES
STAGES PROFESBIONNELS.
PROFESSIONNELS.

§§9. (1)
(1) Avant de devenir chef de poste
poste d'une
d'une station
de navire
navire
station de
la premiere
categorie (article
(article 25, §
§ 3),
de is
premiere categorie
3), un operateur
operateur de
de Ire
ire class°
classe
moins une armee
annee d'experience
d'experience comme operateur
doit avoir au moms
operateur a
a bord
bord
d'un navire ou dans
une station
station cotiere.
dans une
c6tiere.
(2) Pour devenir chef de poste d'une station de navire
de is
deunavire de
la deuxi:me
'dente categorie
categorie (article 25, §3),
§3), un operateur
class° doit
doit avoir
avoir
operateur de
de ire
Ire classe
au moins
d'experience corame
comme operateur A
A bord
moms six mois d'experience
navire
bord d'un
d'un navire
ou dans une station ceitiere.
cotiere.
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cal
services and operating
operating in such a
amanner as not to cause interference
cal services
with
services;
with other services;
[260] 2.
2. To
To communicate
aeronautical stations
stations designated
designated
the aeronautical
with the
communicate with
[260]
in the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned regional
regional agreements.
agreements.
in
[261]
[261]

(d) The
foregoing conditions
conditions concerning
concerning the use and validity
The foregoing
(d)
of
countries in which it
it
well as the countries
as well
certificate, as
of this
this certificate,
will
valid under
agreements, shall
terms of these agreements,
under the terms
will be
be valid
be
certificates issued to the operators.
the certificates
on the
be mentioned on
F. RADIOTELEPHONE
RADIOTELEPHONE OPERATOR
'
S CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE
OPERATOR'S
F.

Radiotelephone op[262] §8.
§8. (1)
(1) The
ate p
certificate shall
shall eraodioerteho
operator's certificate
general radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
1262]
The general
erator's certificate.
be
issued to
operators who
that they possess the profeshave shown that
who have
to operators
be issued
A nt p. 1481.
e, p. 1481.
230]:: Ante,
sional
ability described
below [see
[see also
also §3 (4)] [No. 230]
described below
and ability
knowledge and
sional knowledge
a
[263] (a)
(a) Practical
Practical knowledge
knowledge of
of radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, especially
especially with a
[263]
interference.
view to avoiding interference.
[264]
(b) Knowledge
operation of radioteleradioteleadjustment and operation
the adjustment
of the
Knowledge of
[264] (b)
apparatus.
phone apparatus.
[265]
(c) Ability
Ability to
transmit and
receive correctly
correctly by telephone.
telephone.
and receive
to transmit
[265] (c)

[266]
[266]

(d)
Knowledge of
the Regulations
exchange of
to the
the exchange
applying to
Regulations applying
of the
(d) Knowledge
radiotelephone
communications and of that part of the
radiotelephone communications
Radio
Regulations which
relates to safety of human
which relates
Radio Regulations
life.
life.

[267]
power of
radiotelephone stations in which the power
the radiotelephone
(2) For the
[267]
the carrier
wave in
the antenna
antenna does
does not
exceed 50 watts,
each governwatts, each
not exceed
in the
carrier wave
the
determine the conditions for
ment
concerned shall
permitted to determine
be permitted
shall be
ment concerned
certificate (limited radioobtaining
its own
operator's certificate
radioradiotelephone operator's
own radiotelephone
obtaining its
telephone
certificate).
telephone operator's certificate).
[268]
A radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's
certificate must show whether
whether
operator's certificate
(3) A
[268] (3)
it is aageneral or limited certificate.
[269]
order to cover special
agreements may
special needs, regional agreements
In order
(4) In
[269] (4)
determine the
fulfilled in order to obtain aa radioconditions to be fulfilled
the conditions
determine
telephone
radiotelephone
intended for use in radiotelephone
certificate intended
operator's certificate
telephone operator's
stations
certain technical conditions and certain operating
stations fulfilling certain
conditions.
conditions and agreements
agreements shall be stated in the
These conditions
conditions. These
certificates
these operators.
operators. Such
agreements shall be acSuch agreements
to these
issued to
certificates issued
cepted
international services
services be not interfered with.
provided the international
cepted provided
G.
PROFESSIONAL GRADES
GRADES
G. PROFESSIONAL

a ship station of the
[270]
§9. (1)
operator in a
becoming chief operator
Before becoming
(1) Before
[270] §9.
first category
§3) [No.
629] a
must have
operator must
a first-class
first-class operator
[No. 629]
25, §3)
(article 25,
category (article
first
a
a
board
on
had
at
least
1
year's
experience
operator
board
a
ship
or in a
operator
as
experience
1
year's
least
had at
station.
coast station.
[271]
(2) In
to become
chief operator
operator in
in a
ship station
the
of the
station of
a ship
become chief
order to
In order
[271] (2)
second
category
(article
25,
§3)
[Nos.
630,
632,
and
633],
a
first-class
first-class
second category (article 25, §3) [Nos. 630, 632, and 633], a
operator
have had
least 6
6months'
months' experience
operator on
experience as operator
at least
had at
must have
operator must
board
ship or in
station.
coast station.
in a
a coast
board aaship

Profeesional grades.
grdes.
Proasiona
Post, p. 15.51.
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(3)
d'un certificat
certificat de
de Ire
ire classe
classe sont
auto(3) Les
Les operateurs
operateurs munis
munis d'un
sont autorises
de poste
poste sur
lea navires
la station
station
rises ft embarquer
embarquer comme
comme chef
chef de
sur les
navires dont
dont la
eat class&
25, §§3).
3).
est
class6e dans
dans la
la troisiieme
troisiieme categoric
categorie (article
(article 25,
(4) a)
munis d'un
certificat de
2e classe
class° sont
(4)
a) Les
Les operateurs
operateurs munis
d'un certificat
de 2e
sont
autorises
autonses ft
embarquer comme
chef de
poste sur
sur les
lea navires
navires
a embarquer
comme chef
de poste
dont
classee dans
dans la
troisieme cat6gorie
categoric
dont la
la station
station eat
est class6e
la troisiome
(article
25, §
3).
(article 25,
§ 3).
avoir justifie
service d'au
six mois
mois aft
b) Apres
Apres avoir
justifi6 d'un
d'un service
d'au moms
moins six
bord d'un
navire z ils
peuvent embarquer
embarquer comme
comme chef
chef de
de
d'un navire,
ils peuvent
poste sur les navires
navires dont la
la station
classee dans
dans la
la
station est
est classee
deuxieme categoric.
deuxieme
categorie.
(5) Le gouvernement
&Eyre un
un certificat
certificat peut
n'autoriser un
un
(5)
gouvernement qui
qui delivre
peut n'autoriser
op&rateur
operateur a
le service
bord d'un
d'un aeronef
aeronef que
que lorsque
bisque cet
cet
a assurer
assurer le
service a
a bord
operateur aura rempli d'autres conditions
conditions (par exemple:
exemple: accompli
accompli un
un
de vol
vol dans le service
certain nombre d'heures
d'heures de
service mobile
aeronautique,
mobile aeronautique,
etc.)

ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.
Autorite
commandant.
Autoriti du
du commandant.

§§1.
1. Le service radio6lectrique
radioelectrique d'une
(Pune station
eat place
place sous
sous
station mobile
mobile est
l'autorit6
l'autorite sup6rieure
superieure du commandant
on de
de la
personne responsable
responsable
commandant ou
la personne
du navire, de l'aeronef
l'a6ronef ou de
autre vehicule
portant la
la station
station
de tout
tout autre
vehicule portant
mobile.
mobile.
§§2. Celui qui detient
cette autorit6
&tient cotta
autorite doit
exiger des
operateurs
doit exiger
des operateurs
l'observation du
l'observation
present Reglement.
Reglement.
du present
§§3. Le commandant
commandant ou la
personne responsable,
ainsi quo
toutes
la personne
responsable, ainsi
que toutes
les
lea personnes
personnes qui peuvent
peuvent avoir connaissance
connaissance du
du texte
texts ou
on simplement
simplement
de l'existence des radiot6l6grammes,
racliotelegrammes, ou de
de tout
tout renseignement
renseignement quelquelau moyen du service
service radioelectrique,
conque obtenu an
sont soumis
a
radioelectrique, sont
soumis A
l'obligation
l'obligation de garder
garder et
d'assurer le
secret des
des correspondances.
correspondences.
et d'assurer
le secret
ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12.

Inspection des
Inspection
stations.
des stations.
§§1. (1) Les gouvernements
gouvemements ou
on administrations
administrations comp6tents
competents des
des
pays oi
oil une station mobile fait escale peuvent
peuvent exiger
la production
exiger la
production
de la licence. L'operateur
L'op6rateur de la station
station mobile,
mobile, ou
ou la
la personne
respersonne responsable
ponsable de la station, doit se preter
cette constatation.
licence
prater aft cette
constatation. La
La licence
doit etre conserve()
conservee de fagon
facon qu'elle pnisse
etre fournie
fourth° sans
sans d6lai.
alai.
puisse 6tre
Toutefois,
production de In
la licence peut
Toutefois, la production
pout Atre
etre remplacee
rempla,cee par
par l'affil'affichage fta demeure,
demeure, dans la
In. station,
station, d'une
d'une copie de
de la
in licence,
licence, certifiee
certifiee
conforme
conform° par 1'autorit6
l'autorite qui
qui l'a delivree.
d6livr6e.
(2)
inspecteurs competents
competents doivent
(2) Les inspecteurs
doivent etre en possession d'une
d'une
carte ou
d'un insigne d'identite
on d'Im
d'identite qu'ils doivent montrer
montrer aft la
la domande
demande
du commandant
commandant ou
on de son
son remplacant.
remplacant.
(3)
(3) Lorsque
Lorsque la licence
licence ne
no peut
pout etre
etre produite,
ou que
quo des
des anomalies
anomalies
produite, ou
manifestes sont constat6es,
gouvernements ou
constatew, les
lea gouvernements
on administrations
administrations
peuvent faire proceder
proc6der a
a l'inspection
l'inspection des
des installations
installations radioelectriques,
radioelectriques,
rpondent aux stipulations
en vue de s'assurer
&assurer qu'elles repondent
stipulations du present
present
Reglement.
Reglement.

54 S
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a first-class certificate
[272] (3) Operators provided with a
certificate shall be
authorized to embark as chief operators
operators on ships of which the station
631,634,
635].
belongs to the third category
category (article
(article 25, §3)
§3) [Nos. 631,
634, and 635].
[273]

[274]
[274]

second-class certificate
(4) (a) Operators
Operators holding aa second-class
certificate shall be
authorized to
authorized
to embark as chief operators on ships of which
the
belongs to the third
category (article
the station belongs
third category
(article 25, §3)
§3)
[Nos.
635].
631, 634,
634, and
and 635].
[Nos. 631,
a
months' service on board a
6 months'
(b) After having
having shown at least 6
operators on ships of
they may
may embark as chief operators
ship, they
second category.
which the station
station belongs
belongs to
to the second

[275]
certificate may authorize
authorize an
a certificate
(5) The government
government issuing a
[275] (5)
operator to
perform service
service on
aircraft only after this operon board an aircraft
operator
to perform
accomplished aacertain
conditions (for example: accomplished
certain
ator has
has fulfilled
fulfilled other conditions
number
aeronautical mobile service, et cetera).
cetera).
in the
the aeronautical
of flying-hours
flying-hours in
number of
ARTICLE 11
11
ARTICLE
Authority
Master
Authority of the Master
Authority of the
Authority

[276]
§1. The
The radio
under master.
a mobile
mobile station shall be placed under
radio service
service of a
[276] §1.
the
the supreme authority of the master or the person responsible for
the
ship, aircraft,
or any
the mobile
mobile station.
carrying the
other vehicle carrying
any other
aircraft, or
the ship,
[277]
person holding this authority must require the oper[2771 §2. The person
ators
to
comply
with the present Regulations.
Regulations.
ators to
[278]
§3.
The
master
or
responsible
person as
well as
as any
any persons
persons
as well
[278] §3. The master or responsible person
who
knowledge of the text
or simply the existence of
text or
have knowledge
may have
who may
radiotelegrams,
or of
of any
any information
information acquired
acquired by
by means of the radio
radiotelegrams, or
service, shall
by the
obligation to observe and insure the
the obligation
bound by
be bound
shall be
service,
secrecy of the correspondence.
correspondence.
secrecy
ARTICLE
12
ARTICLE 12
Inspection
Stations
Inspection of Stations

InSPOOtion
Insprtbon of

administrations of time.
[279]
§1. (1)
(1) The
governments or administrations
competent governments
The competent
tos.
[279] §1.
countries
where a
a mobile
mobile station calls, may demand the production
production
countries where
of
the license.
license. The
operator of
the mobile
or the person restation or
mobile station
of the
The operator
of the
sponsible
for
the
station
must
submit
to
this
verification.
The license
station
sponsible for the
must
be
kept
in
such
a
way
that
it
may
be
furnished
without
delay.
without
be
furnished
it
may
must be kept in such a way that
However,
the
production
of
the
license
may
be
replaced
by
a
a perperby
However, the production of the license may be replaced
manent
in the
the station,
of a
acopy
copy of
certified by the
of the license certified
station, of
posting in
manent posting
it.
authority
authority which has granted it.
[280] (2)
(2) The
competent inspectors
inspectors must
must have
possession
their possession
in their
have in
The competent
[280]
a card
card or
or badge
badge of
which they must show upon the
of identification
identification which
a
request
of the
the master
master or
or of
of his substitute.
request of
[281] (3)
license cannot
produced or
or when
when manifest
manifest
be produced
cannot be
the license
When the
(3) When
[281]
irregularities
detected, the
may
or administrations
administrations may
governments or
the governments
are detected,
irregularities are
proceed
to
the
inspection
of
radio
installations
in
ascertain
ascertain
to
in
order
installations
of
radio
proceed to the inspection
that
they satisfy
requirements of
present Regulations.
Regulations.
of the
the present
the requirements
satisfy the
that they

ta.
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(4)
En outre,
d'exiger la
production
(4) En
outre, les
les inspecteurs
inspecteurs sont
sont en
en droit
droit d'exiger
la production
des
certificats des
operateurs, sans
sans qu'aucune
justification de
de concondes certificats
des op6rateurs,
qu'aucune justification
naissane.,es
puisse 8tre
etre demand6e.
domande°.
naissances profegsionnelles
professionnelles puisse
gouvernement on
s'est
§§ 2.
2. (1)
(1) Lorsqu'un
Lorsqu'un gouvernement
ou tine
une administration
administration s'est
trouve dans
dans l'obligation
robligation de
la mesure
citrouv6
de recourir
recourir aa. la
mesure prevue
pr6vue au
au §
§ 1
1 cidessus, on
les certificats
d'operateur n'ont
Wont pu
etre produits,
produits,
dessus,
ou lorsque
lorsque les
certificats d'operateur
pu 8tre
le gouvernement
ou Padministration
dont depend
la station
station mobile
le
gouvernement ou
l'administration dont
depend la
mobile
en
cause
doit
en
etre
informe
sans
retard.
Pour
le
surplus, il
en cause doit en 8tre informe sans retard. Pour le surplus,
il est
est
procede, le
cas echeant,
que le
le prescrit
prescrit Particle
13.
proc6d6,
le cas
echeant, ainsi
ainsi que
l'article 13.
(2) Le
delegue du
gouvernement on
de Padminigtration
(2)
Le d6lAgu6
du gouvernement
ou de
l'administration qui
qui aa
inspecte
celle-ci, faire
faire part
sea
inspect6 la
la station
station doit,
doit, avant
avant de
de quitter
quitter celle-ci,
part de
de ses
commandant ou
on a.
la personne
personne responsable
(voir
constatations an
au commandant
a la
responsable (voir
Particle 11)
11) ou
leur remplacant.
remplagant.
l'article
ou a.Aleur
§
3. En
En ce
qui concerne
concern° les
les conditions
techniques et
et d'exploitation
d'exploitation
§ 3.
ce qui
conditions techniques
auxquelles
le service
auxquelles doivent
doivent satisfaire,
satisfaire, pour
pour le
service de
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication
international,
les stations
mobiles titulaires
d'une licence,
international, les
stations mobiles
titulaires d'une
licence, les
les gouvemegouvernements
ments contractants
contractants s'engagent
s'engagent a.a ne
ne pas
pas imposer
imposer aux
aux stations
stations mobiles
mobiles
etrangeres qui
qui se
se trouvent
dans leurs
leurs eaux
eaux terrietrangeres
trouvent tomporairement
temporairement dans
territoriales,
toriales, ou s'arrAtent
s'arrete,nt temporairement
territoire, des
des condiconditemporairement stir
sur leur
leur territoire,
tions plus
cellos qui
qui sont
present
tions
plus rigoureuses
rigoureuses que
que celles
sont prevues
prevues dans
dans le
le present
Reglement. Ces
Ces prescriptions
prescriptions n'affectent
n'affectent en
en rien
qui,
Reglement.
rien les
les dispositions
dispositions qui,
etant
du ressort
ressort d'accords
d'acenrds internationaux
relatifs a.
la navigation
navigation
etant du
internationaux relatifs
a la
on aerienne,
aerionne, no
determines dans
le present
present
maritime ou
ne sont
sont pas
pas d6termines
dans le
Reglement.
Reglement.
ARTICLE
13.
ARTICLE 13.
Rapports sur
infractions.
Rapports
sur les
les infractions.
§ 1. Les infractions aa. la Convention
§
Convention on
radioou aux Reglements
Reglements des
des radiocommunications sont
administration par
les stations
communications
sont signalees
signalees a
A lour
leur administration
par les
stations
qui les constatent et ce, an
conformes au
model°
au moyen d'etats
d'etats conformes
au modele
reproduit a
A. l'appendice
5.
reproduit
l'appendice 6.
§
cas d'infractions
importantes, commises
par une
une stasta2. Dana
Dans le
le cas
§ 2.
d'infractions importantes,
commises par
y relatives
faites aa. l'administration, les representations
representations y
relatives doivent Atre
etre faites
Padministration du pays dont depend cette
cette station
station par
par les
les administrations
administrations qui
qui
les
constatent.
lea constatent.
§ 3. Si une
administration aa connaissance
connaissance d'une
§
tine administration
d'Ime infraction
la
infraction a
a la
Convention ou
on aux Reglements, commise dans
dans tine
e ddes stations qu'elle
aa autorisees, elle constate les faits, fixe les
les responsabilites
responsabilites et
et prend
prend
les
necessaires.
lea mesures necessaires.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14.
14.
Indicatifs
d'appel.
Indicatifs d'appel.

§§ 1.
lea stations ouvertes
1. (1) Toutes les
ouvertes an
international de
au service
service international
de
la correspondence
correspondance publique et
d'aexonef non
non ouet toutes les
les stations
stations d'aeronef
ouvertes an
service international
international de
publique ainsi
au service
de la
la correspondance
correspondance publique
ainsi
que les stations d'amateur, les stations experimentales
experimentales privees
les
priv&es et
et les
stations privees
prives de
doivent posseder
posseder des
des indiindide radiocommunication,
radiocommunication, doivent
catifs d'appel de la seri°
serie internationals
internationale attribuee
attribuee a.
chaque pays dans
A chsque
dans
Dans ce tableau,
tableau, la premiere
premiere
le tableau
tableau de repartition
repartition ci-dessous.
ci-dessous. Dana
ou les deux premieres
premieres lettres pr6vues
lettre on
prevues pour les indicatifs d'appel
d'appel
distinguent
la nationalite
des stations.
distinguent la
nationality des
stations.
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[282] (4)
(4) Moreover,
the inspectors
inspectors shall
have the right to demand
shall have
Moreover, the
[282]
the
production
of
the
operators'
certificates
the production of the operators' certificates although no proof of professional
qualifications may be demanded.
fessional qualifications
it
[283] §2.
§2. (1)
(1) When
administration has found it
government or an administration
a government
When a
[283]
necessary to
to resort
to the
provided for in §1 above [No. 281],
measures provided
the measures
resort to
necessary
or
when it
not been
possible to
to produce
certificates,
operators' certificates,
produce the operators'
been possible
has not
it has
or when
the
the administration
administration to which the mobile station is
or the
government or
the government
subject
be so
In addition, the procewithout delay. In
informed without
so informed
must be
subject must
dure
specified
in
article
13
should
be
followed
should necessity arise.
followed
be
should
13
article
in
dure specified
government
[284]
(2)
The
representative
the
government
or of the adminthe
of
representative
[284] (2) The
istration
which
has
inspected
the
must,
before
leaving the
station
istration which has inspected the
latter,
communicate
his
findings
to
the
commander
or
to
latter, communicate his findings to the commander or to the responsible
sible person (see article 11) or to their substitute.
[285] §3.
§3. As regards the technical and operating conditions
conditions which
[285]
mobile
international
holding aa license must satisfy in the international
stations holding
mobile stations
radio-communication
service, the
the contracting
contracting governments
governments shall bind
radio-communication service,
themselves not
not to
to impose
impose upon foreign
foreign mobile stations which are
themselves
waters,
temporarily
located
their
territorial
waters, or which may stop
territorial
their
in
temporarily located
more stringent
temporarily
in
their
territory,
conditions
stringent than those
temporarily in their territory,
which
are
provided
for
in
the
present
Regulations.
These proviRegulations.
which are provided for in the present
within
coming
sions shall
in no
no way
provisions which,
affect the provisions
way affect
shall in
sions
the
scope of
international agreements
relative to maritime or air
agreements relative
of international
the scope
Regulations.
navigation, are
are not
determined in the
the present Regulations.
not determined
navigation,
ARTICLE 13
13
ARTICLE
Reporting
of Violations
Violations
Reporting of
Regulations
[286]
of the Convention or the Radio Regulations
Violations of
§1. Violations
[286] §1.
shall be
the stations
stations detecting
detecting them
them to their
their administraby the
reported by
be reported
shall
tion
by means
means of
of statements
statements conforming
to the model shown in
conforming to
tion by
appendix 5.
a station, the rep[287] §2.
§2. In
case of
of serious
committed by a
violations committed
serious violations
In case
[287]
administration
the
to
resentations
relating
to
them
must
be
made
administration
of
be
must
them
resentations relating to
by
subject
the
country
to
which
this
station
is
the
administrations
the country to which this station
detecting them.
detecting
[288] §3.
§3. If
an administration
administration has
violation of
of the
a violation
of a
knowledge of
has knowledge
If an
[288]
Convention
or
of
the
Regulations
by
a
station
which
it
has
authorConvention or of the Regulations by a station which it has authorized, it
shall ascertain
ascertain the
the facts,
determine the responsibility, and
facts, determine
it shall
ized,
take the
the necessary
necessary action.
take

Reporting of violaReporting
violations.

Post,
1219.
Pod, p. 1599.

ARTICLE 14
14
ARTICLE
Call Signals
Signals
Call
[289]
§1. (1)
(1) All
All stations
open to the international
international service of public
stations open
[289] §1.
correspondence and
and all
aircraft stations
to the
international
the international
open to
not open
stations not
all aircraft
correspondence
service of
of public
public correspondence,
correspondence, as well as amateur stations, private
service
experimental stations,
stations, and
and private
must have call
stations, must
radio stations,
private radio
experimental
signals from
from the
international series
series assigned
country in the
assigned to each country
the international
signals
following
table.
In
this
table,
the
first
letter
or
the
first
two letters
letters
two
first
the
or
letter
first
the
table,
this
In
table.
following
station.
of
the
call
signals
show
nationality
of
the
nationality
the
show
of the call signals

Call signals.
signal
cal
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Lorsqu'une station fixe emploie, dans le service international,
(2) Lorsqu'une
plus d'une frequence,
frequence, chaque frequence est designee
designee par un indicatif
indicatif
uniquement pour
d'appel distinct, utilise
utilis6 uniquement
pour cette frequence.
frequence.
TABLEAU DE RAPARTITION
REPARTITION DES INDICATIPS
INDICATIFS D'APPEL.

Pays
Pays

Chili . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canada
. . . . .........
Canada .
.
....
Cuba.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cuba
Maroc
M
aroc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cuba .
. . . . . . . .....
. . . . . ..
Bolivie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Colonies portugaises
portugaises .............
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uruguay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Canada .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allemagne .................
Allemagne
Espagne .
. . . . . ............
EsPagne
Irlande . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mande
Japon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republique de Liberia
Liberia . . . . . . . . . . ..
Republique
.............
......
Japon .
..
..
. ....
Iran . . . . .
Japon ...................
Estonie
Estonia
...
.
...............
Ethiopie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . ....
....
Japon .......
Allemagne . .................
France
France et colonies et protectorats
protectorats . .......
Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne ..............
Hongrie ............
..............
Suisse .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Equateur
Equateur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Indicatifs
Indicatifs

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.

Suisse
Suisse . ..................
Pologne . ............
. . . . . . ..
Japon
Japon . ..............
Republique d'Haiti
d'HaIti .........
Republique
. . . ..
Republique Dominicaine ...........
Republique
Republique
Republique de Colombie
Colombie . . . . . . . ...
.
Japon . ......
.. ..........
Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republique
Republique de Panama . . . . .......
Republique de Honduras . . . . . . . . .. .
Republique
Siam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nicaragua
Republique de El Salvador .........
Repubhque
Etat de la Cite du Vatican . . . . .....
France
France et colonies
colonies et protectorats
protectorats .. . . ....
Royaume
. .....
Royaume de l'Arabie saoudite ..
Italie et colonies . ...
. . . . .......
Japon
Etats-Unis d'.Amerique
Norvege
Norv
ge
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republique
Republique Argentine
Argentine . . . . . . . . . . . .
Luxembourg
Luxembourg . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
Lithuania .
Lithuanie
. . . ............
Bulgarie ..
. . . . .......
.. ....
Grande-Bretagne .........
Grande-Bretagne
. .....
Etats-TJnis
d'Anierique . . .
Etats-Unis d'Amrique
. . . . . ......
Peron
Perou . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

CAA—CEZ
CAA-CEZ
CFA—CKZ
CFA-CKZ
CLA—CMZ
CLA-CMZ
CNA—CNZ
CNA-CNZ
COA—COZ
COA-COZ
CPA—CPZ
CPA-CPZ
CQA—CRZ
CQA-CRZ
CSA—CUZ
CSA-CUZ

CVA—CXZ
CVA-CXZ
CYA—CZZ
CYA-CZZ
D
D
EAA-EHZ
EAA—EHZ
EIA—EJZ
EIA-EJZ
EKA—ERZ
EKA-EKZ
ELA—ELZ
ELA-ELZ
EMA—EOZ
EMA-EOZ
EPA—EQZ
EPA-EQZ
ERA—ERZ
ERA-ERZ
ESA—ESZ
ESA-ESZ
ETA—ETZ
ETA-ETZ
EUA—EYZ
EUA-EYZ
EZA—EZZ
EZA-EZZ
F
F
G
G
HAA—HAZ
HAA-HAZ
HBA—HBZ
HBA-HBZ
HCA—HDZ
HCA-HDZ
HEA—HEZ
HEA-HEZ
HFA—IlFZ
HFA-HFZ
HGA—HGZ
HGA-HGZ
HHA—HHZ
HHA-HHZ
HIA—HIZ
HIA-HIZ
HJA—HKZ
HJA-HKZ
IlLA—HMZ
HLA-HMZ
HNA—HNZ
HNA-HNZ
HOA—HPZ
HOA-HPZ
HQA—HRZ
HQA-HRZ
HA—HSZ
HSA-HSZ
HTA—HTZ
HTA-HTZ
HUA—HUZ
HUA-HUZ
HVA—HVZ
HVA-HVZ
HWA—HYZ
HWA-HYZ
HZA—HZZ
HZA-HZZ
II
JJ
R
'K
LAA—LNZ
LAA-LNZ
LOA-LWZ
LOA—LWZ
LXA—TiXZ
LXA--XZ
LYA—LYZ
LYA-LYZ
LZA—L7Z
LZA--LZ

M
N

OAA—OCZ
OAA-OCZ
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station in the international
[290]
international service uses
fixed station
When aa fixed
(2) When
[290] (2)
a
more than
than one
frequency shall
designated by a
shall be designated
each frequency
frequency, each
one frequency,
more
separate call
call signal
signal used
used for
for that
country only.
only.
that country
separate
[291]
[291]

TABLE
OF ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION OF
SIGNALS
CALL SIGNALS
OF CALL
TABLE OF

Country

Chile
Chile ...............
Canada ..............
Canada
Cuba
. .
Cuba ............
Morocco
Morocco . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cuba ...........
. ...
Cuba
Bolivia
Bolivia . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Portuguese Colonies
Colonies . . . .....
Portuguese
Portugal
Portugal . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uruguay . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Uruguay
Canada
..
Canada ...........
Germany
Germany . . . . . . .......
Spain ...............
Spain
Ireland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ireland
Japan . . . . . . ........
Japan
Republic
. . . . ..
Liberia . ..
of Liberia
Republic of
Japan .......
.... ......
Japan
Iran
Iran . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan .................
Japan
Estonia
Estonia ..............
Ethiopia
Ethiopia . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan
. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan .
Germany
. . . ........
Germany ..
France and
and Colonies
Colonies and
Protectorates .
and Protectorates
France
Great Britain
. . .......
Britain ..
Great
Hungary
Hungary . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Switzerland
. . . .......
Switzerland ..
Ecuador
.
Ecuador. ............
Switzerland
. .. ..
Switzerland . . . . . ..
Poland
Poland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Japan
Japan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republic of
Haiti. . ........
of Haiti
Republic
Dominican Republic
Republic ........
Dominican
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia .......
Republic
Japan
..........
Japan .....
Iraq
Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republic
of Panama
. .....
Panama ..
Republic of
Republic
of Honduras.
Honduras
.......
Republic of
Siam
Siam . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nicaragua
Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Republic
El Salvador
Salvador ..
.....
of El
Republic of
Vatican
City State
State ......
. ..
Vatican City
France
Protectorates
Colonies and Protectorates
and Colonies
France and
Kingdom
Arabia ......
of Saudi
Saudi Arabia
Kingdom of
Italy and
Colonies ..
. ......
and Colonies
Italy
Japan
. . . . . ...
Japan ......
....
United
United States of America ..
Norway ........
. ......
Norway
Republic of
of Argentina
Argentina .......
Republic
Luxemburg ..
. . . .......
Luxemburg
....
Lithuania .........
..
Lithuania
Bulgaria ..............
Bulgaria.
Great Britain
Britain.
. . . . . . . . ...
Great
....
United States
States of America ..
United
Peru
Peru . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Call signals
signals

CAA-CEZ
CAA—CEZ
CFA-CKZ
CFA—CKZ
CLA-CMZ
CLA—CMZ
CNA-CNZ
CNA—CNZ
COA-COZ
COA—COZ
CPA-CPZ
CPA—CPZ
CQA-CRZ
CQA—CRZ
CSA-CUZ
CSA—CUZ
CVA-CXZ
OVA—CXZ
CYA-CZZ
CYA—CZZ
D
EAA-EHZ
EAA—EHZ
EIA-EJZ
EIA—EJZ
EKA-EKZ
EKA—EKZ
ELA-ELZ
ELA—ELZ
EMA-EOZ
EMA—EOZ
EPA-EQZ
EPA—EQZ
ERA-ERZ
ERA—ERZ
ESA-ESZ
ESA—ESZ
ETA-ETZ
ETA—ETZ
EUA-EYZ
EUA—EYZ
EZA-EZZ
EZA—En
F
F
G
HAA-HAZ
HAA—RAZ
HBA-HBZ
HBA—HBZ
HCA-HDZ
HCA—HDZ
HEA-HEZ
HEA—HEZ
HFA-HFZ
HFA—HFZ
HGA-HGZ
HGA—HGZ
HHA-HHZ
HHA—HHZ
HIA-HIZ
HIA—HIZ
HJA-HKZ
HJA—HKZ
HLA-HMZ
HLA—HMZ
HNA-HNZ
HNA—HNZ
HOA-HPZ
HOA—HPZ
HQA-HRZ
HQA—HRZ
HSA-HSZ
HSA—HSZ
HTA-HTZ
HTA—HTZ
HUA-HUZ
HUA—HUZ
HVA-HVZ
HVA—HVZ
HWA-HYZ
HWA—HYZ
HZA-HZZ
HZA—FIZZ
II
JJ
K
LAA-LNZ
LAA—LNZ
LOA-LWZ
LOA—LWZ
LXA-LXZ
LXA—LX74
LYA-LYZ
LYA—LYZ
LZA-LZZ
LZA—LZZ
M
N
OAA--OCZ
OAA—O(7Z
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Indicatifs
Indicatifs

Syrie
Sync et Liban . .
. . . . . .
Autriche . . . . . . . . . .
Finlande . . . . . . . . . .
Finlande
Tchecoslovaquie ..............
Tch6coslovaquie
Belgique
Belgique et colonies . . ...
...
...
Danemark .

ODA—ODZ
ODA-ODZ
0EA-0EZ
OEA-OEZ
OFA—OJZ
OFA-OJZ
OKA—OMZ
OIKA-OMZ
ONA—OTZ
...
....
ONA-OTZ
. ......
OUA—OZZ
OUA-OZZ
Pays-Bas
PAA—PIZ
Pays-Bas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PAA-PIZ
Curacao
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Curacao
PJA—PJZ
PJA-PJZ
Indas
PKA—POZ
Indes neerlandaises
neerlandaises . . . . . .; .
....
PKA-POZ
Bresil
. . . . . . . .
PPA—PYZ
PPA-PYZ
Surinam .......
PZA—PZZ
PZA-PZZ
(Abreviations) ..
Q
(Abr6viations)
. . . .........
Q
Union des R6publiques
Republiques Sovietistes
R
Sovi6tistes Socialistes .
R
Suede . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SAA—SMZ
SAA-SMZ
Pologne.
SNA—SRZ
. . . . .............
SNA-SRZ
Egypte ..................
SSA—SUZ
SSA-SUZ
Grece . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Greco
SVA—SZZ
SVA-SZZ
Turquie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TAA—TCZ
TAA-TCZ
Guatemala .
TDA—TDZ
Guatemala
. . . ...........
TDA-TDZ
Costa-Rica
Costa-Rica ................
TEA—TEZ
TEA-TEZ
. . . .. ...........
Islande .
TFA—TFZ
TFA-TFZ
Guatemala
Guatemala ................
TGA—TGZ
TGA-TGZ
France
France et colonies et protectorats
protectorats ..
THA—THZ
....
THA-THZ
Costa-Rica ................
Costa-Rica
TIA—TIZ
TIA-TIZ
France
France et colonies et protectorats
.
TJA—TZZ
protectorats .. .. ....
.
TJA-TZZ
Union
R6publiques Sovi6tistes
Union des Republiques
Sovietistes Socialistes
.
U
U
Canada
Canada .................
VAA—VGZ
VAA-VGZ
Federation
Australienne . . . . . . . . ..
Federation Australienne
VHA—VNZ
VHA-VNZ
Terre-Neuve
.............
Terre-Neuve ..
VOA—VOZ
VOA-VOZ
Colonies et protectorats
britanniques .....
VPA—VSZ
protectorats britanniques
VPA-VSZ
Indes
hides britanniques
britanniques . ...........
VTA—VWZ
VTA-VWZ
Canada . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VXA—VYZ
VXA-VYZ
Federation Australienne
Australienne . . . . . . . ...
VZA—VZZ
VZA-VZZ
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
W
d'Am6rique . .
. ..
.....
W
Mexique . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .
XAA—XFZ
XAA-XFZ
Chine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
XGA—XUZ
XGA-XUZ
France et colonies et protectorats
protectorats .....
..
XVA—XWZ
XVA-XWZ
Colonies portugaises ............
XXA—XXZ
XXA-XXZ
Birmanie
. . . ............
.
Birmanie .
XYA—XZZ
XYA-XZZ
Afghanistan
.
Afghanistan . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
YAA—YAZ
YAA-YAZ
Indes
nerlandaises. . . . . . .......
hides neerlandaises
YBA—YHZ
YBA-YHZ
Iraq
Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YIA—YIZ
YIA-YIZ
Nouvelles-Hebrides
Nouvelles-Hebrides ............
YJA—YJZ
YJA-YJZ
Union des R6publique
Sovi6tistes Socialistes.
Republique Sovietistes
.
YKA—YKZ
YKA-YKZ
Lettonie
........
Lettonie . .
YLA—YLZ
YLA-YLZ
Ville libre de Danzig . . . . . . . . . . . .
YMA—YMZ
YMA-YMZ
Nicaragua
Nicaragua . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
YNA—YNZ
YNA-YNZ
Roumanie
. . . . ...........
Roumanie.
YOA—YRZ
YOA-YRZ
Republique de El Salvador
Republique
Salvador . . . . . . . .
YSA—YSZ
YSA-YSZ
Yougoslavie
Yougoslavie . . . . . ..........
YTA—YUZ
YTA-YUZ
Venezu6la . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .
Venezuela
YVA—YWZ
YVA-YWZ
Union des Republiques
R6publiques Sovi6tistes
Sovietistes Socialistes .
YXA—YZZ
YXA-YZZ
Albanie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alba.nie
ZAA—ZAZ
ZAA-ZAZ
Colonies et protectorats
protectorats britanniques..
britanniques
ZBA—ZJZ
...
ZBA-ZJZ
Nouvelle-ZMlande . . ..........
Nouvelle-Mande
ZKA—ZMZ
ZKA-ZMZ
.
Colonies et protectorats britanniques
britanniques .....
ZNA—ZOZ
ZNA-ZOZ
. ...............
Paraguay .
ZPA—ZPZ
ZPA-ZPZ
Colonies et protectorats britanniques
ZQA—ZQZ
britanniques. .....
Union
de l'Afrique
l'AfriqueZEJz
du Sud
......
Union de
du
Sud . ..
ZVA-7ZZ
ZRA—

Bresil . . . . . . ..

. . . . .
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . .

. . . ..

.....

ZVA-ZZZ
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Country

Syria
Lebanon .........
Syria and
and Lebanon
Austria . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Finland . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
Finland
Czechoslovakia ..
. . . . . . ...
Czechoslovakia
. . .
Belgium and
Colonies . ....
and Colonies
Belgium
Denmark
. . . ........
Denmark ..
Netherlands
Netherlands ............
Curacao
....
. . .....
Curagao ...
........
Netherlands Indies
Indies . .
Netherlands
Brazil
. . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Brazil .
Surinam .............
Surinam.
(Abbreviations) ..........
(Abbreviations).
Union of
of Soviet
Socialist Republics
Republics .
Soviet Socialist
Union
Sweden ..............
Sweden
Poland
Poland . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Egypt
. ......
Egypt. ........
Greece
Greece . . . . . . . . . . . .
Turkey
Turkey ..............
Guatemala
...........
Guatemala
Costa Rica.
Rica . . . . . . . . . . ...
Costa
Iceland ..............
Iceland
Guatemala ..
. . ........
Guatemala.
France and
and Colonies
Protectorates
and Protectorates
Colonies and
France
Costa Rica
. . . . . ....
Costa
Rica .
France and
and Colonies
Protectorates
and Protectorates
Colonies and
France
Union of
of Soviet
Socialist Republics
Republics .
Soviet Socialist
Union
Canada
.
Canada ...........
Commonwealth
Australia . ....
of Australia
Commonwealth of
.
Newfoundland
Newfoundland ...........
British
and Protectorates
Protectorates . .
Colonies and
British Colonies
. ....
. ..
British
India ....
British India
Canada
.
Canada ..............
Commonwealth
Australia .....
of Australia
Commonwealth of
....
United
United States of America ..
Mexico . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mexico
China .........
China
France
Colonies and
and Protectorates
Protectorates
and Colonies
France and
Portuguese Colonies.
Colonies ........
Portuguese
Burma
Burma . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Afghanistan
Afghanistan . . . . ........
Netherlands Indies
. . . . .
Indies . ....
Netherlands
Iraq . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iraq
.
New Hebrides
Hebrides ..
. ......
New
Republics .
Union of
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist Republics
Union
Latvia ......
Latvia
Free
. ...
Danzig. ....
of Danzig
City of
Free City
Nicaragua .............
. .
Nicaragua
Rumania
. . . ........
Rumania ..
Republic of
of El
El Salvador
Salvador ....... . .
Republic
Yugoslavia
. .
Yugoslavia..............
Venezuela
Venezuela ...........
Union of
of Soviet
Republics .
Socialist Republics
Soviet Socialist
Union
Albania ..............
Albania
British
Protectorates . .
and Protectorates
Colonies and
British Colonies
New Zealand
Zealand . . . . . .
. .......
New
British
Protectorates . .
and Protectorates
Colonies and
British Colonies
Paraguay ..
. . . ........
Paraguay
British
and Protectorates
Protectorates .
Colonies and
British Colonies
Union
Africa ........
. .
South Africa.
of South
Union of
Brazil . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brazil
n-17
19347V-41-PT. n-17
193470°-41-PT.

Call
Call signals

ODA—ODZ
ODA-ODZ
0EA-0EZ
OEA-OEZ

OFA—OJZ
OFA-OJZ
OKA—OMZ
OKA-OMZ
ONA—OTZ
ONA-OTZ
OUA—OZZ
OUA-OZZ
PAA-PIZ
PAA—PIZ
PJA-PJZ
PJA—PJZ

PKA-POZ
PKA—POZ
PPA-PYZ
PPA—PYZ
PZA-PZZ
PZA—PZZ
Q
Q
R
SAA-SMZ
SAA—SMZ
SNA-SRZ
SNA—SRZ
SSA-SUZ
SSA—SUZ
SVA-SZZ
SVA—SZZ
TAA-TCZ
TAA—TCZ
TDA-TDZ
TDA—TDZ
TEA-TEZ
TEA—TEZ
TFA-TFZ
TFA—TFZ
TGA-TGZ
TGA—TGZ
THA-THZ
THA—THZ
TIA-TIZ
TIA—TIZ
TJA-TZZ
TJA—TZZ
U
U
VAA-VGZ
VAA—VGZ
VHA-VNZ
VHA—VNZ
VOA-VOZ
VOA—VOZ
VPA-VSZ
VPA—VSZ
VTA-VWZ
VTA—VWZ
VXA-VYZ
VXA—VYZ
VZA-VZZ
VZA—VZZ
W
W
XAA-XFZ
XAA—XFZ
XGA-XUZ
XGA—XUZ
XVA-XWZ
XVA—XWZ
XXA-XXZ
XXA—XXZ
XYA-XZZ
XYA—XZZ
YAA-YAZ
YAA—YAZ
YBA-YHZ
YBA—YHZ
YIA-YIZ
YIA—YIZ
YJA-YJZ
YJA—YJZ
YKA-YKZ
YKA—YKZ
YLA-YLZ
YLA—YLZ
YMA-YMZ
YMA—YMZ
YNA-YNZ
YNA—YNZ
YOA-YRZ
YOA—YRZ
YSA-YSZ
YSA—YSZ
YTA-YUZ
YTA—YUZ
YVA-YWZ
YVA—YWZ
YXA-YZZ
YXA—YZZ
ZAA-ZAZ
ZAA—ZAZ
ZBA-ZJZ
ZBA—ZJZ
ZKA-ZMZ
ZKA—ZMZ
ZNA-ZOZ
ZNA—ZOZ
ZPA-ZPZ
ZPA—ZPZ
ZQA-ZQZ
ZQA—ZQZ
ZRA-ZUZ
ZRA—ZUh
ZVA-ZZZ
ZVA-7
,
77.
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d'appel sont
de:
sont formes
form6s de:
indicatifs d'appel
§ 2.
2. Les
Les indicatifs
a)
trois lettres,
lettres, dans
dans le
le cas
cas de
de stations
stations terrestres;
terrestres;
a) trois
b) trois
trois lettres,
lettres, ou
ou trois
trois lettres
(autre
d'un seul
seul chiffre
chiffre (autre
suivies d'un
lettres suivies
b)
que 0
on 1),
dans le
le cas
cas de
stations fixes;
de stations
fixes;
que
0 ou
1), dans
c) quatre
quatre lettres,
dans le
cas de
de stations
stations de
de navire;
navire;
le cas
lettres, dans
c)
d) cinq
cinq lettres,
dans le
le cas
cas de
de stations
stations d'a6ronef;
d'aeronef;
lettres, dans
d)
e) cinq
cinq lettres,
suivies du
signal du
du code
code Morse
Morse
du signal
pr6c6d6es et
et suivies
lettres, precedees
e)
correspondant au
au "souligne"
"souligne" (.
(. ..— .- .—),
dans le
le cas
cas
), dans
correspondant
de stations
d'aoronefs effectuant
transport int&
int6effectuant un
un transport
a bord
bord d'aeronefs
de
stations a
ressant le
le fonctionnement
fonctionnement de
la Societe
Societe des
des Nations;
Nations; en
en
de la
ressant
radiotolephonie,
l'indicatif d'appel
aeronefs oat
preest prede ces
ces aeronefs
d'appel de
radiot6elphonie, l'indicatif
cede des
mots "Societe
Nations";
"Societe des Nations";
cede
des mots
f)
lettres, suivies
suivies d'un
(autre que
ou 1),
1),
que 00 ou
chiffre (autre
d'un soul
seul chiffre
f) quatre
quatre lettres,
dans
d'autres stations
mobiles;
stations mobiles;
dans le
le cas
cas d'autres
0 ou 1),
g)
une ou
on deux
soul chiffre
chiffre (autre que 0
et un seul
deux lettres et
g) une
suivi
de trois
trois lettres
lettres au
dans le
cas de
de
au plus
plus dans
le cas
d'un groupe
groupe de
suivi d'un
stations
d'amateur, de
privees et
et
experimentales privees
de stations
stations experimentales
stations d'amateur,
de
stations privoes
de radiocommunication;
radiocommunication; toutefois,
l'intoutefois, 1'inprivees de
de stations
terdiction d'employer
d'employer les
lee chiffres
et 1
no s'applique
s'applique pas
1 ne
pas
chiffres 00et
terdiction
aux
stations d'amateur.
d'amateur.
aux stations
3. (1)
Dans le
apres que
communicaque la
la communicaaeronautique, apres
service aeronautique,
le service
§§3.
(1) Dans
tion a
6t6 etablie
etablie au
an moyen
[voir §
§2,
2, d)
tion
a ete
moyen de
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel convict
complet [voir
d)
at e)],
la station
employer un
un indicatif
constitue:
abr6eg constitue:
indicatif abrege
d'aeronef pout
peut employer
et
e)], la
station d'aeronef
a)
par les
lee premiere
premiere et
et derniere
derniere lettres
de
lettres de
radiotelegraphie, par
a) en
en radiotelegraphie,
l'indicatif d'appel complet
lettres;
complet de
de cinq lettres;
l'indicatif
b)
radiotelephome, par
du proprietaire
proprietaire
par tout ou partie du nom
nom du
b) en radiotelephonie,
l'aeronef (compagnie
(compagnie ou particulier)
particulier) suivi
de l'a6ronef
suivi des deux
dernieres
la marque
marque d'immatriculation.
d'immatriculation.
dela
dernieres lettres
lettres de
dispositions de ce paragraphe
paragraphe pourront
pourront etre
etre completees
compl6etes ou
ou
(2) Les
Les dispositions
modifiees par des
accords regionaux
modifiees
des accords
regionaux entre pays
pays interesses.
L'emploi
abreges ne
no sera valable
qu'a. l'intePint&
L'emploi de ces indicatifs
indicatifs abreges
valable qu'a
rieur du
du service
service aeronautique.
rieur
aeronautique.
4. (1)
26 lettres
l'alphabet, ainsi
que les
les chiffres
chiffres dans
dans
(1) Les
Les 26
lettres de
de l'alphabet,
ainsi que
§§4.
lee cas prevus
an §
peuventftre
etre employes
indicatifs
les
prevus au
§ 2,
2, peuvent
employes pour former
former lee
les indicatifs
d'appel; lee
sont exclues.
exclues.
les lettres
lettres accentuees
accentuees sont
d'appel;
Toutefois, les
indiquees ci-dessous
(2) Toutefois,
les combinaisons
combinaisons de
de lettres
lettres indiquees
ci-dessous
ne
no peuvent
peuvent etre
comma indicatifs d'appel:
etre employees
employees comme
combinaisons commengant
commencant par A
a) combinaisons
A ou
on par
par B, ces
ces deux lettres
lettres
etant reservees
reservees pour la partie geographique
g6ographique du
du Code
Code International de
de Signaux;
national
Signaux;
combinaisons employees
dans le
le Code
International de
Sib) combinaisons
employ6es dans
Code International
de Signaux, deuxieme
deuxieme partie;
partie;')')
gnaux,
c) combinaisons
pourraient etre
etre confondues
avec les
les signaux
c)
combinaisons qui
qui pourraient
confondues avec
signaux
on avec d'autres
d'autres signaux
signaux de
de meme
memo nature;
de detresse
detresse ou
nature;
d) combinaisons
combinaisons reservees
lee abreviations
abreviations a
employer dans
dans
d)
reservees pour
pour les
a employer
les
lee services de radiocommunication
radiocommunication (appendice
(appendice 11).
11).
1
)Les combinaisons
utilisees par les
aeronefs
1)
combinaisons indiquees
indiqu6es en b)
b) pourront
pourront etre
Atre utilis6es
les a6ronefs
apres que le comite
comit6 permanent
permanent du Code International de Signaux aura donn6
spree
donne
son accord sur
our cette question et pris, en ce qui concerne
code, les mesures
concerne ce code,
necessaires
Bureau
necessaires pour &Titer
eviter toute confusion. Cot
Cet accord sera notifie par le Bureau
de l'Union.
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[292]

§2.
§2. Call signals shall
shall consist
consist of:

[293]
[294]

(a)
stations;
in the
the case of land
land stations;
(a) three letters, in
(b) three letters, or three letters followed by a
a single figure
(b)
(other than 0
stations;
0 or 1),
1), in the case of
of fixed
fixed stations;
(c) four letters, in the case of
of ship
ship stations;
stations;
(c)
(d) five letters, in the
the case
case of
of aircraft
aircraft stations;
stations;
(e)
code
followed by
by the
the Morse
(e) five letters preceded and followed
Morse code
signal corresponding
corresponding to "underlined"
in
"underlined" (.
(. .
. -— - ..—)
_),tin
the case of stations on aircraft carrying
carrying matter
matter having
having
to do with the functioning
functioning of
the League
League of
of Nations;
Nations; in
of the
in
radiotelephony, the call signal of these aircraft shall
radiotelephony,
shall be
preceded by the words "Societe des Nations";
Nations" •
(f)
followed by a
than 0
a single figure
figure (other
(other than
0
00 four letters followed
or 1),
mobile stations;
stations;
1), in the
the case of other mobile
(V)
(g) one or two letters and a
or
a single figure (other
(other than
than 00 or
(g)
1) followed by a
a group of
of not more than
than three letters,
letters,
in the case of amateur
amateur stations, private experimental
experimental
stations, and private radio stations; however,
however, the prohibition against the use of the figures
figures 0
0 and
and 11 shall
not
amateur stations.
not apply to
to amateur
stations.

[295]
[296]
[297]

[298]
[299]
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[300] §3.
§3. (1) In the aeronautical
communication has
aeronautical service,
service, after communication
has
been established
established by means of the complete call signal [see §2 (d) and
(e)] [Nos. 296 and 297],
297], the aircraft
aircraft station
an abbreviated
abbreviated
station may use
use an
call signal composed:
composed:
[301]
[302]

(a) in radiotelegraphy,
radiotelegraphy, of the first and last letters of the
complete 5-letter
5-letter call
call signal;
signal;
(b) in radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, of all or part of the name
name of
of the owner
owner
of the aircraft (company or individual)
individual) followed by
the last two letters of the
the registration mark.

[303] (2)
(2) The provisions of this paragraph
may be
be completed
paragraph may
completed or
or
agreements between the countries
changed by regional agreements
countries concerned.
concerned.
[304] The use of these abbreviated
the
abbreviated signals shall
shall be
be valid
valid only
only in
in the
interior
aeronautical service.
interior of the aeronautical
[305] §4. (1) The 26 letters of the alphabet, as well as the figures
figures in
the cases provided for in §2, may be used to form call signals; accented
accented
letters shall be excluded.
Oombinstime se$
ad
[306] (2) However, the following letter combinations
combinations may not be toCombinations
be used.
d.
used for call signals:
signals:
[307]
[308]
[309]
[309]
[310]
[310]

(a) combinations beginning
A or B,
these two
beginning with A
B, these
two letters
letters
being reserved for the geographical
geographical part of the InterInternational Code of Signals;
combinations used in the International
International Code of Signals,
(b) combinations
(b)
second part;
(c)
combinations which might be confused
confused with distress
distress signals
signals
(c) combinations
or with other signals of
of a
a similar
similar character;
character;
(d) combinations
combinations reserved for the abbreviations
used in
abbreviations to
to be
be used
in
the radio services (appendix 11).
11).

[3161
combinations indicated
308] may be used by aircraft after
[316] 1
1 The combinations
indicated in (b) [No. 3081
the Permanent
Permanent Committee of the International
International Code
has agreed
agreed on
on this
Code of
of Signals
Signals has
this
question, and after it
it has taken, so far as this code is concerned,
question,
concerned, the measures
measures
necessary to avoid any confusion. This agreement
agreement will
notified by
by the
will be
be notified
the
Bern Bureau.

Post, p. 1821.
Post,
1621.
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(1) Chaque
Chaque pays
lea indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel de
stations
de ses
ses stations
pays choisit
choisit les
§§ 5.
5. (1)
dans la
la serie
seri° internationale
interns tionale qui
lui eat
allouee et
et notifie
au Bureau
de
dans
qui lui
est allouee
notifie au
Bureau de
l'Union lea
indicatifs d'appel
qu'il a
a attribues
stations. Cette
Cette
ses stations.
l'Union
les indicatifs
d'appel qu'il
attribu6s a sea
notification ne
ne concern°
indicatifs d'appel
aux stastales indicatifs
d'appel attribues
attribues aux
notification
concerne pas
pas les
tions
aux stations
stations experimentales
privees et
aux stations
stations
experimentales privees
et aux
tions d'amateur,
d'amateur, aux
privees de
privees
de radiocommunication.
radiocommunication.
(2) Les
Les signaux
signaux distinctifs
distinctifs qui out
6t6 attribues
attribu6s aux navires lors de
ont 6et
(2)
lour enregistrement
dans la
la liste
liste des
de leur
leur pays,
en vue
vue de
pays, en
de la
la
des navires
navires de
leur
enregistrement dans
signalisation visuelle
et auditive,
concorder avec
avec
doivent, en
en general,
g6enral, concorder
visuelle et
auditive, doivent,
signalisation
lea indicatifs
d'appel des
stations de
navire.
des stations
de navire.
les
indicatifs d'appel
(3)
qu'un meme
meme indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel
ce qu'un
l'Union veille
veille a co
Bureau de
de rUnion
(3) Le
Le Bureau
no
cc que
quo les
indicatifs d'appel
plus d'une fois et A,a ce
les indicatifs
d'appel qui
ne soit
soit pas attribue
attribue plus
pourraient etre
lea signaux
signaux de dotresse,
avec
Atre confondus
confondus avec
avec les
d6tresse, ou
ou avec
pourraient
d'autres signaux
signaux de
de memo
pas attribues.
nature, no
ne soient
soient pas
attribu6s.
d'autres
meme nature,

A
RTICLE 15.
ARTICLE
15.
Documents de service.
Documents
public les
de service
service
de l'Union
l'Union dresse
dresse et
et publie
les documents
documents de
§§1.
1. Le
Le Bureau
Bureau de
suivants:
suivants:
a)
lea stations
terrestres, mobiles,
a) lea
les nomenclatures
nomenclatures de
de toutes les
stations terrestres,
fixes
international°
d'appel de la sexie
s6rie internationale
fixes ayant un indicatif
indicatif d'appel
et ouvertes
ouvertes ou
on non
noet
non 11,a la
la correspondance
correspondance publique;
publique; lea
les.nomenclatures
stations effectuant
speciaux
menclatures des
des stations
effectuant des services speciaux
et
radiodiffusion;
et des stations
stations de radiodiffusion;
freguences. Cette
freb) la liste
liste des
des frequences.
Cette liste indique toutes les frequences
attribuees aux
radiocommunication et
et
quences attnbu6es
aux stations
stations de
de radiocommunication
notifiees au
au Bureau
de l'Union
en vertu
vertu des
notifiees
Bureau de
l'Union en
des prescriptions
prescriptions
16;
de Particle
Particle 16;
c) une statistique
statistique generale des radiocommunications;
radiocommunications;
d) une
une carte
des stations
ouvertes a
correspondance
d)
carte des
stations cotieres
c6tiAres ouvertes
a la
la correspondance
publique;
publique;
e) un tableau et une carte
a etre annex6s
annexes A la
la nomennomencarte destines
destines A
cetieres et
et de
de navire,
et indiquant
clature des
des stations
stations c6tieres
navire, et
indiquant lea
les
zones et
et lea
les heures de service aabord des navires
navires dont
dont lea
les
stations sont °lassoes
classees dans
dans la
la deuxieme
deuxieme categoric>
categorie (voir
(voir
appendices 66et 7);
appendices
7);
f)
d'appel des
f) une liste
liste alphabetique
alphab6tique des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
des stations
stations
mentionnees sous a) et pourvues
indicatif d'appel
de
mentionnees
pourvues d'un
d'un indicatif
d'appel de
la
eat dressee
dressee sans
consila serie intemationale.
internationale. Cette
Cette liste
liste est
sans consinationalite. Elle
eat precede
precedee du
du tableau
deration de
de nationalite.
Elle est
tableau de
de
repartition des indicatifs d'appel figurant P'article
Particle 14.
1, a)]
publiees
§§2.
2. (1)
(1) Les
Les nomenclatures
nomenclatures des
des stations
stations [§
[§ 1,
a)] sont
sont publi6es
en fascicules
fascicules separes, ainsi qu'il suit:
c6tieres et de navire.
I. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations cotieres
II. Nomenclature des stations
II.
stations a6ronautiques
aeronautiques et d'aeronef.
d'aAronef.
III. Nomenclature des stations effectuant
effectuant des services speciaux.
spéciaux.
IV. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations fixes (Index a
a is.
la liste des irefrequences
service).
quences pour lea
les stations fixes
fixes en service).
V. Nomenclature
Nomenclature des stations
stations de
de radiodiffusion.
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[311] §5. (1)
(1) Each country shall choose
choose call signals for its stations
from the international series which is allocated
allocated to it
it and shall notify the
Bureau of the Union of the call signals which it
it has assigned to its
its
allocated
stations. This notification
notification does not concern the call signals allocated
experimental stations, and to private
to amateur
amateur stations, to private
private experimental
private
radio stations.
stations.
[312] (2) The special signals which have been allocated to ships at
at
the time of their registry in the list of ships of their country,
visual
country, for
for visual
and aural signaling, must in general agree with the
the call
call signals
signals of
ship stations.
[313] (3)
(3) The Bureau of the Union
shall see
see that
the same
signal
Union shall
that the
same call
call signal
is not allocated more than once and that those call signals which
might be confused
confused with distress signals,
signals, or
or with
with other
other signals
signals of
of aasimsimilar
ilar character, are
are not
not allocated.
allocated.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 15
15

Service Documents
of the
Union shall
prepare and
the
[314] §1.
§1. The Bureau
Bureau of
the Union
shall prepare
and publish
publish the
following
documents•
following service
service documents:
[315]

[317]

(a)
the land,
land, mobile,
and fixed
fixed stasta(a) The nomenclatures
nomenclatures of all
all the
mobile, and
tions having aa call signal from
international series,
series,
from the
the international
whether
whether or not open to public correspondence;
correspondence; the nomenclatures
menclatures of the stations operating special services
and broadcasting
broadcasting stations.
(b) The frequency
give all
the frequencies
(b)
frequency list.
list. This list shall
shall give
all the
frequencies
assigned to radio stations and
Bureau of
and reported
reported to the
the Bureau
of
the
Union pursuant
provisions of
article 16.
the Union
pursuant to
to the
the provisions
of article
16.

[318]
[319]
[319]

(c) General radio
statistics.
(c)
radio statistics.
A chart of coast stations open
to public
correspondence.
(d) A
open to
public correspondence.

[320]

(e) A
A table and a
achart to be annexed to the
nomenclature of
of
the nomenclature
coast
indicating the zones
hours
coast and
and ship
ship stations
stations indicating
zones and
and hours
of service on board ships of which the stations
stations belong to
to
the
category (see appendixes
appendixes 6
7).
the second
second category
6 and
and 7).

[321]

Service documents.
Service

Podr,
Post, pp. 1601,
Hal, 1400.
106l.

(f) An alphabetical
alphabetical list
the stations
list of the call signals
signals of
of the
stations
mentioned
315] and
and provided
provided with
mentioned in (a) [No. 3151
with a
a call
call
signal of the international
international series. This list shall
shall be
be
arranged
considering nationality.
It shall
arranged without
without considering
nationality. It
shall be
be
preceded
preceded by the
the call-signal-allocation
call-signal-allocation table
table appearing
appearing
m article 14.

[322] §2.
§2. (1)
The nomenclatures
[322]
(1) The
nomenclatures of
of stations
stations [§1
[§1 (a)]
(a)] [No.
[No. 315]
315] shall
shall
be published in separate volumes as follows:
follows:
I.
of Coast
Coast and
and Ship
Ship Stations.
Stations.
[323]
I. Nomenclature
Nomenclature of
II.
Nomenclature of
of Aeronautical
Aeronautical and
Aircraft Stations.
[324]
II. Nomenclature
and Aircraft
Stations.
[325]
III. Nomenclature
Nomenclature of
Stations Operating
Operating Special
Special Services.
Services.
[325]
III.
of Stations
IV. Nomenclature
Nomenclature of Fixed Stations
to the
of
[326]
Stations (Index
(Index to
the List
List of
Frequencies for Fixed
Frequencies
Fixed Stations in
in Service).
Service).
[3271
[327]
Broadcasting Stations.
Stations.
V. Nomenclature
Nomenclature of
of Broadcasting

Nomenclatures.
Nomenclatures.

•
1600
1500

TREATIES
TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

(2)
Dane les
nomenclatures I,
II et
chaque categorie
categorie de
de stations
stations
(2) Dans
les nomenclatures
I, II
et III,
III, chaque
est
dans une
est rangee
rangee dans
une section
section speciale.
sp6ciale.
3. La
La forme
dormer aux
aux differentes
differentes nomenclatures
la liste
liste
§§3.
forme a
a donner
nomenclatures et
et aala
des
frequences est
est indiquee
l'appendice 8.
8. Les
Les renseignements
des frequences
indiquee aa l'appendice
renseignements
&taffies sur
cur 1'etablissement
Petablissement de
de ces
ces documents
documents sont
sont donnes
donnes dans
les
detailles
dans les
prefaces,
dans
Pen-tete
des
colonnes
et
dans
les
annotations
desdits
prefaces, dans l'en-tete des colonnes et dans les annotations desdits
documents.
documents.
§
administrations notifient
notifient une
mois au
au Bureau
Bureau de
§ 4.
4. Les
Les administrations
une fois
fois par
par mois
de
l'Union, au
identiques a
celles donnees
donnees par
par l'appenl'appenl'Union,
au moyen
moyen de
de formules
formules identiques
a celles
dice
modifications et
et suppressions
apporter aux
aux
dice 8,
8, les
les additions,
additions, modifications
suppressions aa apporter
documents
susvises.
documents susvises.
La nomenclature
nomenclature des
stations cOtieres
et de
de navire
est
des stations
c6tieres et
navire est
§§5.
5. (1)
(1) La
reedit& tous
thus les
les neuf
supplement entre
entre deux
deux reeditions.
reeditions.
reeditee
neuf mois,
mois, sans
sans supplement
La nomenclature
des stations
stations aeronautiques
et d'aeronef
d'aeronef est
est r6editee
reeditee
La
nomenclature des
a6ronautiques et
thus
les
six
mois
sans
supplement
entre
deux
reeditions.
En
qui
tous les six mois sans supplement entre deux reeditions. En cc
ce qui
concerne la
la nomenclature
des stations
stations effectuant
effectuant des
des services
services speciaux
speciaux
concerne
nomenclature des
et la
is nomenclature
nomenclature des
de radiodiffusion,
le Bureau
de 1'Union
l'Union
et
des stations
stations de
radiodiffusion, le
Bureau de
decide
quels intervalles
intervalles elks
doivent etre
etre reeditees.
decide aAquels
elles doivent
r6editees.
(2)
Un supplement
recapitulatif est
est publi6
publie tous
tous les
les 33 mois
mois pour
(2) Un
supplement recapitulatif
pour
la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
is
effectuant des
services speciaux
speciaux et
stations effectuant
des services
et
taus les
pour la
nomenclature des
des stations
stations de
de radiodiffusion.
tous
les 6
6 mois
mois pour
la nomenclature
radiodiffusion.
(3) La
La liste
des frequences
frequences et
et la
des stations
stations fixes
fixes
(3)
liste des
la nomenclature
nomenclature des
qui constitue
un
index
a
la
liste
des
frequences,
pour
constitue
A
frequences,
les stations
fixes
raises en service, sont
reeditees s6par6ment
separement chaque
chaque ann6e.
annee.
fixes mises
sont r6editees
Elles sont tenues aA jour au moyen de supplements mensuels edit&
edit6s
egalement
egalement separement.
separement.
(4)
La liste
liste alphabetique
alphabetique des
des indicatifs
d'appel est
est reedit&
(4) La
indicatifs d'appel
reeditee lorsque
lorsque
le
Bureau de
le juge
juge utile.
est tenue
tenue A
au moyen
moyen
le Bureau
de l'Union
l'Union le
utile. Elle
Elle est
a jour
jour au
de supplements
supplements rnensuels
mensuels et recapitulatifs.
recapitulatifs.
6. (1)
noms des
cotieres et
et aeronautiques
aeronautiques sent
sont
§§ 6.
(1) Les
Les noms
des stations
stations c6tieres
suivis respectivement
respectivement des mots RADIO
RADIO et AERADIO.
AERADIO.
(2) Los
radiogoniometriques et des radiophares
(2)
Les noms des stations radiogoniometriques
radiophares
maritime sent
du service mobile maritime
sont suivis
suivis respectivement
respectivement des mots
GONIO et
PHARE.
GONIO
et PHARE.
(3) Les
Les noms des
(3)
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques et
et des
des radiophares
radiophares
des stations
suivis respectivement
des mots
mots AEROAEROdu service aeronautique
aeronautique sont
sent suivis
respectivement des
GONIO et
AEROPHARE.
GONIO
et AEROPHARE.
§ 7. L'appendice
L'appendice 99 contient les notations
§
notations employees
employees dans les
documents pour indiquer is
la nature et Petendue
1'etendue du service
service des
stations.
des stations.
§§ 8. Les documents
documents de
stations mobiles
doivent
de service
service dont les stations
mobiles doivent
etre
enumeres dans
dans l'appendice
l'appendice 10.
10.
etre pourvues
pourvues sont
sont enumeres
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 16.
16.

Notification
Notification et publication
publication des frequences.
administrations notifient
de l'Union,
en
§§1.
1. (1)
(1) Les
Les administrations
notifient au
au Bureau
Bureau de
l'Union, en
publication dans la liste des frequences,
vue de leur publication
frequences, les frequences
frequences
stations fixes,
assignees aux stations
terrestres, de radiodiffusion,
radiodiffusion, ainsi
ainsi que
qua
fixes, terrestres,
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[328]
II, and III,
[328] (2) In the
the nomenclatures
nomenclatures I, II,
III, each
each class
class of stations
shall occupy
occupy a
special section.
a special
section.
shall
[329]
different nomenclatures
[329] §3.
§3. The form
form for the different
nomenclatures and for the
the frefreconcerninformation concernquency list is given in appendix 8. Detailed information
ing
preparation of these documents
documents shall be given in the prefaces,
prefaces,
ing the preparation
in the headings of columns, and in the notes of the said documents.

1501
1501

Post,
1805.
p.lo5.
Pos , p.

§4. Once a
amonth, by means of forms similar to those given in
[330] §4.
administrations shall notify the Bureau of the Union
appendix 8, the administrations
of
additions, changes,
changes, and deletions
deletions to be made
made in the aboveaboveof the additions,
mentioned
mentioned documents.
[331] §5.
The nomenclature
nomenclature of
of coast and ship stations shall
shall be
be
§5. (1)
(1) The
[331]
reedited
supplements between the two rewithout supplements
every nine
nine months
months without
reedited every
editions.
aircraft stations
of aeronautical
aeronautical and aircraft
nomenclature of
editions. The nomenclature
shall
be reedited
reedited every six months without
between the
supplements between
without supplements
shall be
operating
two
reeditions.
As
regards
the
nomenclature
of
stations
operating
nomenclature
two reeditions. As
special
services
and
the
nomenclature
of
broadcasting
stations,
the
special services and the nomenclature of broadcasting
Bureau
intervals at which they
the Union shall decide upon the intervals
Bureau of the
be reedited.
reedited.
must be
[332]
(2) A
shall be published every three
supplement shall
summarizing supplement
A summarizing
[332] (2)
months for
for the
the nomenclature
nomenclature of
services,
special services,
operating special
stations operating
of stations
months
broadcasting stations.
and every six
nomenclature of broadcasting
for the nomenclature
six months
months for
and
[333]
frequency list
list and
and the
stations
of fixed stations
nomenclature of
the nomenclature
(3) The
The frequency
[333] (3)
constituting an index to the frequency list, for fixed stations in service,
constituting
shall
separately each year. They shall be kept up to
reedited separately
be reedited
shall be
date
by
means
of
monthly
supplements also edited separately.
date by means of monthly supplements
[334]
The alphabetical
list of
of call
call signals
signals shall
reedited
shall be reedited
alphabetical list
(4) The
[334] (4)
when the
Bureau of
Union considers
considers this
kept
It shall
shall be kept
this useful.
useful. It
the Union
of the
the Bureau
when
up to
to date by means of
summarizing supplements.
monthly and summarizing
of monthly
up
[335]
(1) The
coast and
and aeronautical
aeronautical stations
stations shall
shall be
be
of coast
names of
§6. (1)
The names
[335] §6.
followed respectively
respectively by the words RADIO and AERADIO.
followed
[336] (2)
of radio
direction-finding stations
stations and
the
and the
radio direction-finding
names of
The names
(2) The
[336]
radiobeacons of
followed remaritime mobile service shall be followed
the maritime
of the
radiobeacons
spectively by the words GONIO
GONIO and PHARE.
spectively
[337]
(3)
The
names
of
and radiobeacon
radiobeacon
radio direction-finding
direction-finding and
[337] (3) The names of radio
stations of
the aeronautical
aeronautical service
shall be
respectively by
be followed respectively
service shall
of the
stations
AEROPHARE.
AEROGONIO and AEROPHARE.
the words AEROGONIO
to
[338]
§7. Appendix
the symbols
symbols used
used in
in the
documents to
the documents
9 contains
contains the
Appendix 9
[338] §7.
indicate the
the nature
nature and
and the
scope of
the service
stations.
service of stations.
of the
the scope
indicate
[339]
service documents
with which
must be
stations must
which mobile stations
documents with
The service
§8. The
[339] §8.
provided are
in appendix
10.
appendix 10.
listed in
are listed
provided

Pose, P.
1617 '
p. 1617.
P
Post,t. p.
p. 1819.
119.
Ps

16
ARTICLE 16
ARTICLE

Notification and
of Frequencies
Frequencies
and Publication
Publicationof
Notification

Notification and
[340]
(1) The
of fr.
9
the publication
pNltifoatCiof
the Bureau
Bureau of the
notify the
shall notify
administrations shall
The administrations
§1. (1)
[340] §1.
quondam.
Union,
with a
a view
view to
their publication
publication in
the frequency
the "es
list, of the
frequency list,
in the
to their
Union, with
frequencies assigned to fixed, land, and broadcasting
broadcasting stations,
stations, as
frequencies

1502
1502
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[54
[54 Sr.
STAT.

la limite superieure
superieure de
de la
ces stations
sont
la puissance
puissance prevue
prevue lorsque
lorsque ces
stations sont
susceptibles
causer des
susceptibles de
de causer
des brouillages
brouillages internationaux.
internationaux.
(2) Sont notifiees,
notifiees, en
en outre,
outre, les
les frequences
frequences attribuees
attributes aux
aux stations
stations
mobiles,
experimentales privees,
privees, d'amateur
d'amateur et
effectuant
mobiles, portatives,
portatives, experimentales
et effectuant
des
des services
services speciaux.
sp6ciaux.
(3)
(3) Doivent
Doivent egalement
6galement etre
etre notifiees
de l'Union,
l'Union, en
en
notifi6es au
au Bureau
Bureau de
vue de leur publication,
publication, les frequences
sur lesquelles
regoit une
frequences sur
lesquelles regoit
une station
station
c6tiare
c6tiere pour effectuer
effectuer un
un service
particulier avec
de
service particulier
avec les
les stations
stations de
navire utilisant
utiLisant des
stabilises.
des emetteurs
emetteurs stabilises.
(4) Les frequences
frequences prevues
par le
le present
present Reglement
Reglement pour
prevues par
pour un
un
emploi commun
commun par
stations d'un
kc/s
par les
les stations
d'un service
service donne
donne [500
[500 kc/s (600
(600 m),
m),
333 kc/s (900 m),
m), 375 kc/s
(800 m)
m) etc.]
pas notifiees
kc/s (800
etc.] ne
ne sont
sont pas
notifiees au
au Bureau
Bureau
de l'Union.
de
1'Union.
(5)
(5) La notification
notification prevue
Pain& (1)
(1) doit
faite avant
mise
prevue a
a l'alinea
doit etre
etre faite
avant la
la mise
en service de
de la frequence
et suffisamment
snifisamment a
temps pour
pour permettre
permettre
frequence et
A temps
aux administrations
administrations de prendre
prendre toute
qui leur
toute mesure
mesure qui
leur semblerait
semblerait
n6cessaire en vue d'assurer une bonne
necessaire
bonne execution
de leurs
execution de
leurs services.
services.
(6)
(6) a) Toutefois, lorsque
lorsque la
la frequence
qu'une administration
frequence qu'une
administration a
a
l'intention d'assigner a une station fixe, terrestre
Pintention
ou de
de radiodiffuradiodiffuterrestre ou
est une fr6quence
sion eat
frequence se
dehors des
des bandes
bandes autorisees
autorisees
se trouvant
trouvant en
en dehors
Reglement pour le
par le present
present Reglement
le service
en cause,
cause, cette
cette adminisadminisservice en
tration fait la notification
notification prevue
prevuelinea
au moms
six mois
a l'alinea (5)
(5) au
moins six
mois
avant la mise en exploitation
exploitation de
cette frequence
frequence ou,
ou, en
en cas
de cette
cas d'urgence,
d'urgence,
au moms
moins trois mois avant
cette date.
avant cette
date.
b) La procedure
procedure de notification indiquee
indiquee ci-dessus
ci-dessus est
est egalement
egalement
observee lorsqu'une administration
administration aa l'intention
F'intention d'augmenter
observe()
d'augmenter la
la
d'apporter un changement dans les
puissance ou d'apporter
les conditions
de rayonconditions de
rayonnement
nement d'une station travaillant
travaillant deja
deli en
dehors des
autorisees,
en dehors
des bandes
bandes autorisees,
mmem
memo si la frequence
frequence utilisee
utilise() doit
doit rester
rester la
la meme.
meme.
§ 2. (1) Lorsqu'une
fr6quence est
notifi6e en
§
Lorsqu'une frequence
eat notifiee
en raison
raison de
de la
la conconclusion d'un arrangement
arrangement regional, il sera fait
cet arrangefait mention
mention de
de cet
arrangelors de la notification de
ment loss
is frequence.
de la
fr6quence.
(2) Lorsqu'un
Lorsqu'un arrangement regional prevoit
prevoit qu'une
qu'une frequence
pent
frequence peut
etre utilisee
utilise(' par plusieurs
plusieurs stations
seules
stations effectuant
effectuant un
un service
service donne,
donne, seules
l'attribution de cette frequence
frequence pour ce
l'attribution
ce service
et, eventuellement,
eventuellement, is
service et,
la
region englobee dans l'arrangement
regional sont
sont publiees.
publiees.
l'arrangement regional
§ 3. En ce qui concerne
concerne les stations
§
et de
de radiodiffustationsfixes,
fixes, terrestres
terrestres et
radiodiffusion, les administrations
administrations notifient au Bureau de "Union
un etat
etat
l'Union un
signaletique
signaletique complet pour chaque frequence
frequence attribuee
attribuee A
aces
ces stations.
stations.
§ 4. Les administrations
§
administrations notifient
notifient au Bureau de l'Union
l'Union thus
les
tous les
changements
changements qu'elles se proposent
proposent d'apporter aux
conditions de
de rayonaux conditions
rayonnement
signaletique aaete notifie conform&
nement d'une station dont l'etat signaletique
conformement
merit aux dipositions du §
§ 11(1).
(1).
§ 5. Quant aux stations
§
stations mobiles, il n'est pas fourni
fourth d'etat signal&
signaltique complet. On indique seulement
seulement pour chaque pays,
separement
pays, s6par6ment
pour chaque
categorie de stations (de navire, d'aeronef,
chaque categorie
d'aeronef, d'autres
d'autres
vehicules), les frequences
frequences attribuees
vehicules),
attribuees A
a ces stations dans
dans les
les bandes
bandes
qui
qui leur
sont reservees.
reservees.
leur sont
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well as the upper limit of the power provided
provided when these stations
stations are
capable of causing international
international interference.
interference.
[341] (2) In addition, notification
notification shall be
given of
be given
of frequencies
frequencies
assigned to mobile, portable,
portable, private
private experimental,
experimental, and
and amateur
amateur stastations, as well as those carrying on special services.
services.
[342] (3)
(3) Likewise, the frequencies used for reception by
coast
by a
a coast
station for the operation
operation of aa special service
stations using
using
service with ship
ship stations
stabilized transmitters
transmitters must also be notified to
the Bureau
to the
Bureau of
of the
the
Union, with aaview to their publication.
publication.
[343] (4) The frequencies
frequencies provided
provided for
for by
by the
present Regulathe present
Regulations for joint use by stations of a
given service
service [500
m),
a given
[500 kc
kc (600
(600 m),
333 kc (900 m), 375 kc (800 m),
cetera] shall
shall not
not be
m), et cetera]
be notified
notified to
to
the Bureau of the
the Union.
(5) The notification provided
[344] (5)
paragraph (1)
(1) [No.
[No. 340]
provided in
in paragraph
340]
frequency is placed
should be made before the frequency
and sufficiently
placed in
in service
service and
sufficiently
soon to enable the administrations to take
they might
take any
any step
step which
which they
might
necessary for the purpose of
find necessary
good operation
of their
of assuring
assuring the
the good
operation of
their
services.
(a) However, when the
[345] (6)
(6) (a)
frequency which
an administhe frequency
which an
administration intends to assign to a
afixed,
or
broadcasting
is a
fixed, land,
land, or broadcasting station
station is
a
frequency located
outside
located
of the bands authorized
authorized by
present
by the
the present
Regulations for the
service in
in question,
question, this
administration shall
shall
the service
this administration
make the notification
notification provided
provided for
[No. 344]
344] at
for in
in paragraph
paragraph (5)
(5) [No.
at least
least
six months before this frequency
frequency is
is placed
operation, or,
or, in
urgent
placed in
in operation,
in urgent
cases, at least three months before
this date.
before this
date.
[346] (b)
(b) The notification
notification procedure
procedure indicated
indicated above
above shall
shall also
be
also be
observed when an administration
increase the
the power
power or
or
administration intends
intends to
to increase
a change in the radiation conditions
effect a
conditions of
station already
already workworkof aastation
authorized bands, even if the
ing outside the authorized
is to
to
the frequency
frequency used
used is
remain the same.
[347] §2. (1) When aafrequency
frequency is notified by reason
the conclureason of
of the
conclusion of a
a regional arrangement,
arrangement, mention shall
be made
of this
arrangeshall be
made of
this arrangement at the time of the notification
the frequency.
frequency.
notification of
of the
a regional
[348] (2) When a
regional arrangement
makes the
provision that
arrangement makes
the provision
that
aafrequency
frequency may be used by several stations
carrying on
agiven
given servservstations carrying
on a
ice, only the allocation of this frequency
and, if
necfrequency for
for this
this service
service and,
if necessary, the region covered
covered by
regional arrangement
by the
the regional
arrangement shall
shall be
be
published.
Fixed, etc.,
ate., sttlon.
stations.
Fixed,
[349] §3. With regard to fixed,
broadcasting stations,
stations, the
jixed, land,
land, and broadcasting
the
administrations shall furnish the Bureau of
administrations
with a
a comcomof the
the Union
Union with
plete descriptive
descriptive list for each
frequency assigned
assigned to
to these
stations.
each frequency
these stations.
[350] §4. The administrations
the Bureau
Bureau of
the Union
Union
administrations shall
shall notify
notify the
of the
of all changes which they propose
in the
the radiation
conditions
propose to
to effect
effect in
radiation conditions
of aastation the descriptive list of which has been notified
notified in accordance
accordance
with the provisions of
of §1 (1)
(1) [No. 340].
340].
Mobile stations.
tations.
[351] §5. As to mobile stations
stations no complete descriptive
descriptive list
list shall
shall be
be
furnished. The only data given consists, for each country
for
country and
and for
each class of stations separately
separately (ship, aircraft,
aircraft, other
other vehicles),
vehicles), of
of
the frequencies
frequencies assigned to these stations within the bands reserved
reserved
to them.
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lea stations de
de navire,
indique les
Pour les
navire, on
on indique
les frequences
frequences individuelindividuelbandes de
de frequences
frequences [voir
7, §
(1), a)].
les et/ou
et/ou lea
les bandes
[voir par
par exemple
exemple art.
art. 7,
§ 21,
21, (1),
a)].
§
attribuees aux
effectuant des
services
§ 6.
6. Les
Les frequences
frequences attributes
aux stations
stations effectuant
des services
speciauz,
speciaux, aux stations
stations portatives
et aux
aux stations
privges
portatives et
stations experimentales
experimentales privees
sont indiquees
indiquees en
en bloc,
bloc, par
par pays,
memo
frequence
est
pays, lorsque
lorsque la
la meme frequence est attriattribuee a
a plusieurs stations.
Lorsqu'une de
de ces
stations. Lorsqu'une
ces frequences
frequences est
est attriattribuee A une station
determinee, elle
elle pout
etre notifiee
notifiee sous
station determinee,
peut etre
sous forme
forme d'un
d'un
etat signal6tique
kat
signaletique complet. Lea
Les frequences
frequences attributes
attribuees aux
aux stations
stations
d'amateur sont
d'amateur
swat notifiees
bloc, par
par pays.
pays. [exemple:
[exemple: 3
500 a
000
notifiees en
en bloc,
3 500
a4
4 000
ke/s (85,71
(85,71 a
m) stations
d'amateur, Canada].
kc/s
a 75
75 m)
stations d'amateur,
Canada].
§§ 7. Dana
Dans le
le cas
can d'un systAme
systeme multiplex,
toutes les
lea
multiplex, on
on indique
indique toutes
frequences
frequences porteuses
colonne 1
et, en
chacune des
porteuses dans la colonne
1 et,
en regard
regard de
de chacune
des
frequences,
repAte, dans
frequences, on repete,
colonne des
des observations
toutes les
lea
dans la colonne
observations toutes
autres frequences
frequences porteuses
porteuses du systeme
la mention
systeme avec
avec la
mention "system°
"systAme
multiplex".
multiplex".
§
Dens le
cas d'une
d'une emission
emission oi
oh la
la frequence
frequence porteuse
porteuse est
sup§ 8. Dans
le cas
est supprimee, on indique dans la colonne
qui, combinee
combine°
colonne 1,
1, une
une frequence
frequence qui,
avec le chiffre
chiffre de la colonne
colonne 9
9 (frequence
(frequence de
de modulation),
modulation), determinera
determinera
la bande
bande employee. Dans
Dana la colonne
14 (observations),
(observations), on
colonne 14
on indique
indique
que
et si la
quo la frequence
frequence porteuse est supprimee
supprimee et
transmission se
fait
la transmission
se fait
band° laterale
laterale unique.
unique.
avec une
une bande

§§9. En vue de faciliter l'utilisation
l'utilisation de la liste
hate des frequences,
frequences, le
le
mentionne sur
Bureau de l'Union mentionne
cheque page
page la
sur chaque
la gamma
gamme de
de frequences
frequences
repartition correspondant
fr6quences qui figurent
du tableau de repartition
correspondent aux frequences
figurent
sur cette page [exemple:
[exemple: 77300
sin'
a36,59
36,59 m)
m) services
services
300 aa88200
200 kc/s
kc/s (41,10
(41,10 A
fixes].
fixes].
Le Bureau
inscrit une
ou deux
dates de
de notification
§§ 10. Le
Bureau de
de l'Union
1'Union inscrit
une ou
deux dates
notification
en regard de chaque frequence
frequence notifiee par une
administration. Ces
une administration.
Ces
dates sont lea
les suivantes:
suivantes:
a) une date . de premiere
premiere notification
frequence pour
pour le
le
notification de
de la
la fr6quence
pays mteresse
interesse (colonne 3a).
3a).
b) une date de premiere
premiere notification
notification de
de la
la froquence
frequence pour
pour une
une
station determinee
&terrain& du pays interesse
interesse (colonne 3b).
3b).

Par pays, on entend le
territoire dans
he territoire
dens les
lea limites
est installee
limites duquel
duquel est
installee
la station.
egalement coname
comme un
station. On considere
considere egalement
une colonie,
un pays
pays une
colonie, un
un
protectorat,
unterritoiresoussouverainete,
protectorat, un territoire d'outre-mer ou un
territoire sous souverainete,
autorite
ou mandat.
autorite ou
mandat.
§ 11. (1)
(1) La date de notification
§
notification d'une frequence, A inserer
inserer dans
dans
la colonne
colonne 3a, est la date quo
que porte la
la communication
communication par
par laquelle
laquelle
le
Bureau de
de l'Union
1'Union aaete
6te informe
cette
le Bureau
informe de la premiere
premiere attribution de cette
frequence pour
pour le
le pays
pays indique.
frequence
indique.
(2) Lors de la premiere
(2)
premiere notification d'une frequence
frequence pour
pour une
station d'un pays, la date aa ingcrire
en regard
inscrire dans
dans la
la colonne
colonne 3b,
3b, en
regard
de cette station, est la meme que cello
la colonne
celle port&
portee dens
dans la
colonne 3a.
Si l'on
l'on attribue ulterieurement
ulterieurement la meme frequence
Si
frequence a
aune autre station
station
du meme pays, on insere en regard
regard de
de la
la nouvelle
nouvelle station,
station, dens
dans la
la
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For
individual frequencies
frequencies and/or the bands
For ship
ship stations, the individual
of
indicated [see, for instance, article 7, §21 (1)
(a) ]]
(1) (a)
of frequencies
frequencies shall be
be indicated
[No. 181].
§6. The frequencies
frequencies assigned to stations
stations carrying
special
carrying on special
[352] §6.
stations
experimental stations
stations, and to private
private experimental
portable stations,
services, to portable
indicated collectively for each country, when the same freshall be indicated
quency
several stations. When
When one of these frequencies
frequencies
quency is assigned
assigned to several
it may be notified by means of aa
a specified station, it
is assigned to a
stacomplete descriptive
amateur stafrequencies assigned to amateur
complete
descriptive list. The frequencies
3,500tions
collectively for each county [example: 3,500tions shall
shall be notified collectively
4,000
Canada].
m) amateur
amateur stations, Canada].
(85.71-75 m)
4,000 kc (85.71-75
frequencies shall
multiplex system, all carrier
carrier frequencies
a multiplex
[353] §7.
§7. In case of a
1 (see appendix 8) and, opposite each frebe indicated in column 1
other
"remarks" column, all other
repeated, in the "remarks"
there shall be repeated,
quency, there
carrier frequencies
frequencies of
system".
note "multiplex
"multiplex system".
with the
the note
system with
of the system
carrier
[354]
§8. In the case of a
transmission in which the carrier frequency
frequency
a transmission
[354] §8.
is
eliminated,
there
shall
be
indicated
in
column
1
(see
appendix
is eliminated, there shall be indicated in column 1 (see appendix 8)
combined with the figure in column 9
9 (modulation
which, combined
frequency which,
aafrequency
8), will determine the band used. In colcolfrequency) (see appendix 8),
it shall be indicated that the
umn 14 (remarks) (see appendix 8), it
carrier frequency is eliminated
eliminated and whether the transmission is made
with a
asingle sideband.
[355]
§9. In
facilitate the
frequency list, the
use of
of the frequency
the use
to facilitate
In order
order to
[355] §9.
Bureau
frequency range
shall show on each page the frequency
of the
the Union shall
Bureau of
frequencies appearof
corresponds to the frequencies
of the
the allocation table which corresponds
ing on
this page
[example: 7,300
fixed
to 36.59
36.59 m), fixed
to 8,200
8,200 kc (41.10 to
7,300 to
page [example:
on this
ing
services].
services].
record one or two notifica[356] §10. The Bureau of the Union shall record
tion dates
dates with
regard to
notified by an administrafrequency notified
to each frequency
with regard
tion
following:
tion. These dates shall be the following:
[357]
(a)
a
date
for
the
first
notification
of the
the frequency
by the
the
frequency by
[357] (a) a date for the first notification of
country concerned
8)1,
appendix 8)],
concerned [column
[column 3a
3a (see
(see appendix
country
[358] (b)
(b) a
a date
date for
for the
notification of the frequency
frequency for a
a
first notification
the first
[358]
specified station of the country concerned
[column 3b
3b
concerned [column
specified
(appendix
8)].
(appendix 8)].
[359] Country
shall be
be understood
the territory
within
territory within
to mean
mean the
understood to
Country shall
[359]
the
limits
of
which
the
station
is
set
A
colony,
protectorate,
up.
the limits of which the station
overseas
or a
a territory
territory under
or
authority, or
sovereignty, authority,
under sovereignty,
territory, or
overseas territory,
mandate shall also be considered as a
acountry.
[360]
§11. (1)
The date
a frequency,
frequency, to be inserted
of notification
notification of a
date of
(1) The
[360] §11.
in
(appendix 8), shall
communication
shall be the date of the communication
column 3a (appendix
in column
allocation
thefirst
by
first allocation
the Bureau
Bureau of the Union was informed of the
by which the
of
frequency to the
the country
country indicated.
of this
this frequency
[361] (2)
When a
frequency is first notified
notified for
for aastation of aacountry,
a frequency
[361]
(2) When
(appendix 8) opposite this station
to be written in column 3b (appendix
the date
date to
shall be
8). If the same
as that
that in column 3a (appendix 8).
the same
same as
be the
shall
same country,
frequency
assigned
station
of
the
to
another
is
later
frequency
shall
be inserted
above
the
date
of
the
first
notification
mentioned
notification
the date

;.505
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Multiplex
Multiplex system.
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colonne 3a, la date de la premiere
notification vis6e
visee ci-dessus,
premiere notification
ci-dessus, et,
et,
dans la colonne 3b, la date de
de cette
cette frequence
frequence aacette
de Pattribution
l'attribution de
cette
nouvelle
nouvelle station.
station.
(3) En cas de
sans indication
de
de notification
notification sommaire,
sommaire, sans
indication de
de nom
nom de
station, d'une frequence
frequence determinee,
seule la
la date
date de
de la
colonne 3a
3a est
determinee, seule
la colonne
est

inscrite.
(4)
(4) Aucune
Aucune date n'est indiquee
indiquee pour
pour les
les frequences
frequences notifiees
en
notifiees en
bloc de memo
meme quo
que pour les frequences
frequences attribuees
mobiles.
attribuees aux
aux stations
stations mobiles.
§§ 12. (1)
(1) Si, deux ans apres
apres la
la notification
notification d'une
d'une frequence
frequence pour
pour
une station determinee
determinee [date de la
la colonne
colonne 3bj,
la frequence
frequence notifiee
3b], la
notifie
n'a pas et6 mise en exploitation
exploitation par
par cette
cette station,
inscriptions pupustation, les
les inscriptions
1'Union sont annulees
bliees par le Bureau de l'Union
annulees a
moms que
quo Padministraa moins
l'administrainteressee, obligatoirement
tion interessee,
obligatoirement consultee
par le
le Bureau
l'Union
consultee par
Bureau de
de l'Union
six mois avant l'expiration
Pexpiration du delai precite, n'en ait demande
domande le
le mainmaintien. Dans
Dans ce
de notification
notification subsistent.
subsistent.
ce cas,
cas, les
les dates
dates de
(2) En cas de notification d'une
quo la
la station
station aa
d'une frequence
fr6quence sans
sans que
laquelle
laquelle cette frequence
frequence est
est attribuee
attribuee Boit
determinee, les
les inscriptions
inscriptions
soit determinee,
publiees
publiees seront annulees
annulees deux ans apres
moms quo
apres la
la notification
notification aa moins
que
l'administration
interessee, obligatoirement
l'administration interessee,
consultee par
par le
Bureau
obligatoirement consultee
le Bureau
frequence aaete
de l'Union, ne
no precise que
quo la frequence
ete mise
mise en
en exploitation.
exploitation.

(3) Les administrations notifient sans delai
au Bureau
Bureau de
delai au
de l'Union
1'Union
la
is. mise en service des frequences
frequences pour lesquelles
lesquelles un
etat signaletique
signaletique
un etat
complet doit figurer
figurer dans
liste des
des frequences.
frequences.
dans la
la liste
ARTICLE 17.
ARTICLE
17.

Procedure
generale rctdiotelegraphigue
radiotelegraphiuedans
Procedure generale
le service
mobile')
2).
dans le
service mobile
') 2).
§§ 1. (1)
Dans le service mobile,
(1) Dims
la procedure
procedure d6taillee
detainee ci-dessous
mobile, la
ci-dessous
est obligatoire,
obligatoire, sauf dans le cas d'appel ou
trafic de
de detresse
&tress° auquel
auquel
ou de
de trafic
l'article 24.
sont applicables
applicables les dispositions de Particle
24.
exclusivement a6ronautique
(2) Dans le service exclusivement
aeronautique la
la procedure
procedure visee
visee
au
an present article est applicable, sauf
sauf lorsque
des procedures
particulorsque des
procedures particulitres fixees
regionaux par les gouvernements
lieres
fixees dans des accords
accords regionaux
gouvernements int6resinteresses seront en
en vigueur.
vigueur.
l'6change des radiocommunications,
(3) Pour Pechange
radiocommunications, les
les stations
du service
stations du
service
mobile utilisent
utilisent les abreviations
abreviations visees
visees a
a l'appendice
l'appendice 11.
11.
En outre, dans le service mobile maritime,
les abreviations
abreviations
maritime, seules
seules les
visees A
sl'appendice
l'appendice 11 doivent etre
utilisees.
8tre utilisees.
(4)
(4) Dans les zones de trafic intense, les stations de
de navire
navire tiendront
tiendront
compte
2 (2)
(2) de Particle
l'article 21.
compte des prescriptions
prescriptions du §
§2
21.
§ 2. (1) Avant d'emettre, toute station
§
station doit ecouter
ecouter pendant
pendant in
un
intervalle suffisant pour lui permettre de s'assurer qu'eUe
qu'elle ne
no proproduira pas un brouillage nuisible
nuisible aux transmissions
transmissions s'effectuant
s'effectuant
dans son rayon d'action; si un tel brouillage
probable, la station
brouillage est probable,
station
attend
qu'elle pourrait
attend le premier arret de la transmission
transmission qu'elle
troubler.
pourrait troubler.
')1)Cette
Cett,e procedure
procedure est applicable
applicable aux ondes
courtes, dans
du possible.
possible.
ondes courtes,
dans la
la me,sure
mesure du
2) Les dispositions des §§ 2
2 et 88 sont applicables aux transmissions radiotelradiotelephoniques
phoniques du
du service
service mobile.
mobile.
2)Les
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3b
in column 3a (appendix 8) opposite the new station and,
and, in column
column 3b
(appendix 8), the date of the assignment of this frequency to this
(appendix
this
new
new station.
[362] (3) In case of summary
summary notification
notification of
specified frequency
of aaspecified
frequency
without indication of the name of the station, only the
colthe date of
of column 3a (appendix
8) shall
(appendix 8)
shall be indicated.
indicated.
[363] (4) No date shall be
for the
the frequencies
be indicated
indicated for
frequencies notified
notified colcollectively nor for the frequencies
frequencies allocated
allocated to
to mobile stations.
[364] §12. (1) If,
frequency to
If, two years
years after
after the notification
notification of
of aafrequency
to aa
specified station [the date in column 3b
(appendix 8)],
3b (appendix
8)], the
the frequency
frequency
notified has
records
has not
not been placed in
in operation
operation by
by this
this station,
station, the
the records
published by the Bureau
shall be
the
published
Bureau of the Union
Union shall
be canceled
canceled unless
unless the
administration
administration concerned, consulted, as a
acompulsory
compulsory procedure,
procedure, by
by
Bureau of the Union six
six months
the expiration
the
the Bureau
months before
before the
expiration of
of the
above-mentioned period, shall
above-mentioned
requested that it
shall have
have requested
it be retained.
retained.
dates shall
shall stand.
stand.
In this case, the notification
notification dates
[365] (2) In case of the notification
a frequency
notification of a
frequency when
when the
the station
has not
not been
the records
to which
which this frequency
frequency is
is assigned has
been specified,
specified, the
records
published shall be canceled
canceled two
two years after
after the
the notification
notification unless the
the
administration concerned,
administration
concerned, consulted, as
procedure, by
as a
a compulsory
compulsory procedure,
by
the Bureau of the Union, specifies that the
frequency has
the frequency
has been placed
placed
in
in operation.
[366] (3) The administrations
administrations shall notify the Bureau of
of the Union
Union
without delay of the placing in service
service of
frequencies, of which a
a
of the frequencies,
complete descriptive list must
appear in
must appear
in the
the frequency
frequency list.

Post, p. 1008.
Podt,
lo.

ARTICLE 17
17
ARTICLE

General Radiotelegraph
RadiotelegraphProcedure
Procedurein
General
in the Mobile Service'
Service 122
[367] §1. (1) In the mobile service,
service, the
the following
following detailed
detailed procedure
procedure
shall be obligatory except in the case of distress calls
calls or distress traffic
to which the provisions
provisions of article 24 shall
shall apply.
apply.
[368] (2) In
aeronautical service,
the procedure
In the
the exclusively
exclusively aeronautical
service, the
procedure
contemplated
contemplated in the present article shall apply, except when special
procedures, determined
determined in regional
regional agreements
agreements by the
procedures,
the governments
governments
concerned,
concerned, shall be
be in force.
of the
[369] (3) For the
the exchange
exchange of
of radio communications,
communications, stations
stations of
the
mobile service
appendix 11.
11.
service shall
shall use the abbreviations
abbreviations given in
in appendix
[372] Furthermore,
Furthermore, in the maritime mobile services only
only those
those
abbreviations given in appendix
abbreviations
appendix 11 may
may be
be used.
used.
stations shall
shall take
of
[373] (4)
(4) In heavy-traffic
heavy-traffic areas, ship stations
take account
account of
the provisions of §2(2)
of
article
21
[No.
476].
§2(2) of article 21 [No. 476].
§2. (1) Before
transmitting, any station must keep
[374] §2.
Before transmitting,
keep watch
watch over
over
harmful
aa sufficient
sufficient interval
interval to
to assure itself that it
it will cause no
no harmful
interference with the
transmissions being
being made
within its
its range;
range; if
if
interference
the transmissions
made within
such interference
interference is likely, the station
station shall await
await the first stop in
in the
the
transmission
transmission which it
it may disturb.
disturb.
[370]
[370]
[371]
[371]

1This procedure
procedure shall be applicable to short waves
so far
waves so
far as possible.
possible.
2 The provisions
provisions of
2 and 8
of §§
§§ 2
8 shal
shall be applicable
applicable to radiotelephone transtrans-

2

missions
service.
missions of the mobile service.

General
radioteleGeneral
radiotelegraph procedure
in
proceduro in
the mobile service.
snrvice.
Post, p. 1653.
1636.

Post,
Post, p. 1621.
1621.

Pee, p. 152.
1523.
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(2)
Toutefois, memo
operant ainsi,
ainsi, l'emission
remission de
de cette
station
(2) Toutefois,
meme Si,
si, en
en operant
cette station
vient
a
brouiller
une
transmission
radioelectrique
déjà
en
cours,
on
vient a brouiller une transmission radioelectrique d6ja en cours, on
appliquera
regles suivantes:
suivantes:
appliquera les
les regles

a) Dans
Dana la
communication d'une
d'une station
station terrestre
terrestre ououla zone
zone de communication
la correspondance
correspondance publique
publique ou
d'une
verte au
au service
service de
de la
ou d'une
a6ronautique quelconque,
station aeronautique
quelconque, la
la station
station dont
dont remission
1'emission
produit le brouillage
brooillage doit cesser
la premiere
cesser d'emettre
d'emettre aa la
premiere
demande
station terrestre
terrestre ou
ou aeronautique
demande de la station
aeronautique precitee.
pr6citee.
b)
déjà en
cours
b) Dana
Dans le cas
cas oii
oil une
une transmission
transmission radioelectrique
radioelectrique deja
en cours
entre deux navires vient
etre brouillee
une emission
emission
vient aaetre
brouill6e par
par une
d'un autre navire, ce dernier doit
doit cesser d'emettre
d'6mettre a
A la
la
premiere
de l'un quelconque
premiere demande de
deux autres.
autres.
quelconque des
des deux
qui demande
demande cette
c) La station qui
doit indiquer
indiguer la
duree
cette cessation
cessation doit
la duree
approximative
1'attente imposee A
approximative de l'attente
ala
la station
station dont
dont elle
elle
suspend remission.
l'6mission.
§§3. Les radiotelegrammes
radiot6elgrammes de toute
transmis par
par les
les stations
toute nature transmis
stations
de navire sont numerotes
n.umerotes par
par series
en donnant
series quotidiennes
quotidiennes en
donnant le
le
numero
1 au premier radiotelegramme
numero 1
radiotelegramme transmis
transmis chaque
jour a
chaque jour
A chaque
chaque
station terrestre
station
differente.
terrestre differente.

1

D'UNE
4. APPEL D'
UNE STATION ET SIGNAUX
SIGNAUX PRAPARATOIRES
PRAPARATOIRES
(1)
(1)

All TRAFIC.
AU
TRABIC.

Formule d'appel.
d'appel.
Formule

L'appel
est constitu6
constitue comma
L'appel est
comme suit:
suit:

trois fois, au
an plus,
plus, Pindicatif
de la
la station
station appelee;
appelee;
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
le mot
le
mot DE
DE
trois fois, au plus, Pindicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
de la
la station
d'appel de
station appelante.
appelante.
(2) Onde
Onde a
a utiliscr
utiliser pour
pour l'appel
l'appel et lea
les signaux
signaux prdparatoires.
preparatoires.

l'appcl ainsi quo pour transmettre
los signaux pr6paPour faire l'appel
transmettre les
preparatoircs,
ratoires, la station appelanto
appelante utilise
utilise l'onde
stir laquelle
la
l'onde sur
laquelle veille
veillo la
appelee.
station appclee.
(3)
Indication de l'onde
l'onde d
utiliser pour
pour le Ira*.
(3) Indication
a utiliser
trafic.

L'appel,
I'alinea (1) ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, doit
L'appel, tel qu'il est indiqu6
indique A
al'alin&
doit 6tre
etre suivi
suivi
l'abreviation rEglementaire
de Pabreviation
reglementaire indiquant
indignant la frequence
frequence et/ou le type
d'onde que
quo la station appelante se propose d'utiliser
pour transmettre
transmettre
d'utiliser pour
son trafic.
Lorsque,
A cette regle,
Lorsque, par exception a
n'est pas
de
regle, l'appel
I'appel n'est
pas suivi
suivi de
l'indication
Pindication de l'onde
Ponde a
autiliser pour
pour le
le trafic:
trafic:
appelante est une station terrestre:
a) si la station appelante
terrestre:
c'est que cette
cette station se propose d'utiliser pour
trafio
pour le
le trafio
son onde normale
la nomenclanormale de travail, indiquee
indiquee dans la
nomenclature;
ture;
b) si la station appelante
appelante est
est une station
station mobile:
mobile:
que l'onde a
c'est quo
pour le
le trafie
est A
a, choisir
choisir par
la
A utiliser
utiliser pour
trafic est
par la
station appelee.
appelee.
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[375]
precautions the
[375] (2) If,
If, however, even after
after taking
taking these precautions
the
emissions
cause interference
radio transtransemissions of
of this
this station should
should cause
interference with
with aaradio
progress, the following rules shall be
applied:
mission already in progress,
be applied:
[376]

[377]
[377]

[378]

communication zone of a
(a) In
In the communication
a land station open to the
public correspondence
correspondence service or of any
any aeronautical
aeronautical
station,
station, the
the station whose
whose emission produces
produces the interference must cease transmitting at the first request of
of
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned land or aeronautical
aeronautical station.
(b)
(b) In
In the
the case
case where
where aaradio transmission
transmission already
already in
in progress
progress
between two ships
interfered with
between
ships happens
happens to
to be
be interfered
with by
by
another ship,
must cease
cease
an emission
emission from
from another
ship, the latter
latter must
transmitting
transmitting at the first request
request of either of the other
other
two.
requeting this
indicate the
(c) The
The station
station requesting
this cessation
cessation must
must indicate
the
approximate
length of
of the
the wait
wait imposed
imposed upon
the station
approximate length
upon the
station
whose
whose emission it
it is suspending.
suspending.

[379]
Radiotelegrams of
transmitted by ship
[379] §3.
§3. Radiotelegrams
of all
all kinds transmitted
ship stations
stations
shall be numbered in daily series, assigning
assigning number 11 to
to the first
first
radiotelegram transmitted
transmitted each day to each land station separately.
radiotelegram

[380]
[380]

§4.
CALLING A STATION AND SIGNALS PREPARATORY
PREPARATORY TO TRAFFIC
§4. CALLING

[381]
[381]

(I) Method
calling
(1)
Method of calling

The
The call shall
shall consist of
of the following:
following:

not more
more than
than three times
times the call
call signal of
of the
the station
station
called;
called;
the
DE;
the word
word DE;
not more
than three
times the
the call
of the
not
more than
three times
call signal
signal of
the calling
calling
station.
station.
[382]
[382]

(2)
(2)

and for preparatory
preparatorysignals
signals
Wave to
to be used for the
the call
call and

To
preparatory signals the
the
as to
to transmit
transmit preparatory
To make the
the call as well as
the wave on
on which
which the station
station called is
calling station
station shall use the
listening.
listening.
[383]
[383]

(3)
Indication of the wave
for the
the traffic
traffic
(S) Indication
wave to
to be used for

subparagraph (1) above,
folindicated in
in subparagraph
above, must be fol[384] The
The call, as indicated
lowed
frequency
abbreviation indicating
indicating the frequency
by the
the regulatory
regulatory abbreviation
lowed by
and/or the
of wave
the calling
calling station
station proposes
proposes to use
which the
the type
type of
wave which
and/or
to transmit its traffic.
exception to this rule, the call is not followed by
an exception
[385] When,
When, as an
the indication
traffic:
for the traffic:
the wave
wave to
to be used for
of the
the
indication of
[386]
[386]

(a)
if the
station is
is a
land station:
station: it
it shall
shall mean
mean that
that
a land
calling station
(a) if
the calling
this
as
to use
use its normal working-wave,
working-wave, as
this station
station proposes to
indicated in the
nomenclature for the traffic;
traffic;
indicated
the nomenclature

[387]
[387]

(b) if
mean
it shall mean
a mobile station:
station: it
station is
is a
(b)
if the
the calling
calling station
that
wave to
to be
used for
traffic is
chosen by
for the traffic
is to be
be chosen
that the
the wave
be used
the station called.

1509
1509

1510
1510

TREATIES
TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

(4) Indication
eventuelle du
la transmission
transmission par
(4)
Indication deentuele
du nombre
nombre de
de radiotelegrammes
radiottlgrammes ou
ou de
de la
par
aerie
serie

Lorsque
station appelante
appelante a
a plus
plus d'un
d'un radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme A
a. transtransLorsque la
la station
mettre
station appelee,
les signaux
signaux preparatoires
precedents sont
mettre a
a in
la station
appelee, les
pr6paratoires precedents
sont
suivis de Pabreviation
reglementaire et du
du chiffre
chiffre sp6cifiant
specifiant le
le nombre
l'abr6viation r6glementaire
nombre
de
radiotelegrammes.
de ces radiotelgrammes.
En outre, lorsque is.
station appelante
desire transmettre
transmettre ces
ces
la station
appelante desire
radiotielgrammes
radiotelegrammes par
par serie,
serie, elle l'indique
Pabreviation
l'indique en
en ajoutant
ajoutant l'abr6viation
reglementaire
reglementaire pour
demander le
consentement de
is. station
station appelee.
appelee.
pour demander
le consentement
de la
§5.
§5.

RtPONBE
RIPONSE

AUX APPELS
TRAM.
AUX
APPELS ET
ET SIGNAUX
SIGNAUX PRiPARATOIRES
PRAPARATOIRES AU
AU TRAFIC.

(1)
reponse aux
aux appels.
appels.
(1) Forumle
Formule de
de rtponse

reponse aux
eat constituee
comme suit:
suit:
La reponse
aux appels
appels est
constituee comme
trois fois, au plus, l'indicatif d'appel
Is. station
station appelante;
appelante;
d'appel de la

le mot DE;
DE;
l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de
de la
la station
station appelee.
appelee.
(2) Ond,e
Onde de reponse.
reponse.
(2)

Pour transmettre
transmettre is.
la reponse
reponse aux appels et aux signaux
signaux prepapr6paratoires, la station appelee
appelee emploie
emploie l'onde
laquelle doit
doit veiller
veiller
l'onde sur laquelle
la
is. station
station appelante,
que la
la station
n'ait design6
designe
appelante, a.
A mains
moins que
station appelante
appelante n'ait
frequence pour
is. reponse.
reponse.
une fr6quence
pour la
Par exception
exception A
A. cette regle,
regle, quand
quand une
mobile appelle
appelle une
une
une station
station mobile
station cotiere
de 143
kc/s (2
(2 100
100 m),
m), la
is. station
station c6tiere
cetiere
c6tiere sur l'onde
l'onde de
143 kc/s
transmet is.
son onde
onde normale
normale de
de travail
travail des
des
la reponse
reponse aux
aux appels
appels sur
sur son
bandes
a 160 kc/s (3 000 A
bandes de 100 A.
A. 1
1875 m), telle qu'elle est
eat indiquee
indiguee
dans la nomenclature.
nomenclature.
(3)
sur l'onde
utiliser pour
le trafic.
trafic.
(S) Accord
Accord sur
l'onde a
a utiliser
pour le

A. Si la
is. station
est d'accord
avec la
la station
station appelante,
appelante,
station appelee
appelee est
d'accord avec
elle transmet:
transmet:
a)
reponse A
al'appel;
l'appel;
a) la reponse
b)
r6glementaire indiquant
b) l'abr6viation
l'abroviation reglementaire
indignant qu'a
qu'a partir
cc
partir de
do ce
moment
ecoute sur la frequence
moment elle &onto
le type
d'onde
fr6quence et/ou
et/ou le
type d'onde
annonc6s
almonds par la station
station appelante;
appelante;
c) eventuellement
pr6vues A
c)
eventuellement les indications prevues
Al'alinea
l'alin& (4);
(4);

d) la
la station appel6e
is. lettre K si Is.
appelee est prate
prete A
A recevoir
recevoir le trafic
trafic
de is.
la station
station appelante;
appelante;
ci c'est utile, l'abr6viation
e) 6ventuellement,
eventuellement, c
l'abreviation r6glementaire
reglementaire
et le chiffre indignant
indiquant la
is. force
signaux regus
mos (voir
(voir
force des
des signaux
l'appendice
l'appendice 12).
12).
n'est pas d'accord,
B. Si la station n'cst
d'accord, ou si elle
elle doit choisir l'onde
1'onde
A
Autiliser pour le trafic,
trafic, do
elle transmet:
transmet:
is. reponse
l'appel;
a) la
reponse aAl'appel;
b) l'abreviation
l'abreviation reglementaire
reglementaire indiquant
indignant la
is. frequence
frequence et/on
et/ou
le type
type d'onde
d'onde demandes
demand& *;
*;
indications pr6vues
c) eventuellement
eventuellement les indications
prevues a
Al'alinea
l'alines, (4).
(4).
* Dans
*
Dana le cas oi
oa le choix de l'onde
ronde a
a utiliser
la station
station
utiliser pour
pour le trafic revient a
A la
exceptionnellement, cette derniere
appelee, et si, exceptionnellement,
station ne donne
donne pas
pas l'indication
l'indication
derniere station
correspondante, le trafic a
utilisee pour 1'appel.
l'appel.
a lieu sur l'onde utilisee
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Indication, when required,
required, of the number
number of radiotelegrams
(4) Indication,
radiotelegrams or of trantransmission
mission by series
series

[389] When the calling station has
one radiotelegram
radiotelegram to
has more
more than one
to
transmit
preceding preparatory
transmit to the station called,
called, the preceding
preparatory signals
shall be followed
regulatory abbreviation
followed by the regulatory
abbreviation and by the figure
specifying the number of these radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.
[390]
[390] Furthermore, when the calling station wishes to transmit these
these
radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams in series, it
it shall so indicate by adding
adding the regulatory
regulatory
abbreviation
abbreviation requesting
requesting the consent of the station called.

[391]

§5.
§5.

REPLY TO

CALLS AND

[392]

SIGNALS
SIGNALS

PREPARATORY
PREPARATORY TO

TRAFFIC

(1)
(I) Method of reply to calls

The reply to calls shall consist of
following:
of the
the following:

not more than three times the call signal of the calling
calling
station;
station;
the word
word DE;
of the
the station
station called.
the call
call signal
signal of
called.
[393]
[3931
(2) Wave for
for reply
reply
[394] To transmit the reply to calls
to preparatory
the
calls and
and to
preparatory signals,
signals, the
station called shall use the wave on which the calling
calling station must
must
listen, unless the calling station has specified aa frequency
frequency for
the
for the
reply.
reply.
[395] As an exception
exception to this rule,
station calls
rule, when
when a
a mobile station
calls aa
coast station on the wave 143 kc (2,100
m), the coast station
shall
(2,100 m),
station shall
transmit the reply to the calls on its normal
normal working-wave
working-wave of
of the
the
bands between 100 and 160 kc (3,000
(3,000 and
and 1,875 m),
m), as
as indicated
indicated in
in
the nomenclature.
nomenclature.
[396]

(3)
Understanding as
(5) Understanding
as to the wave
wave to
to be
be used
used for
for the
the traffic
traffic

[397] A. If the station called has
understanding with
with the
has an
an understanding
the calling
calling
station, it shall transmit:
transmit:
[398] (a) the reply to the
the call;
call;
abbreviation indicating
indicating that
that from
[399] (b) the
the regulatory
regulatory abbreviation
from that
that
time on it
it is listening on the
the frequency
frequency and/or
and/or the
the type
type
of wave announced
station;
announced by
by the
the calling
calling station;
[400] (c)
(c) in some cases,
mentioned in
in paragraph
cases, the
the indications
indications mentioned
paragraph (4)
(4)
[No.
[No. 409];
409];
[401] (d) the letter K, if the station called is
is ready
to receive
receive the
ready to
the
traffic of
of the calling
calling station;
station;
[402]
certain cases,
if it
it is
is useful,
abbreviation
[402] (e)
(e) in
in certain
cases, if
useful, the
the regulatory
regulatory abbreviation
and
strength of
reand the
the figure
figure indicating
indicating the
the strength
of the
the signals
signals received.
ceived.

(See appendix
(See
appendix 12.)
12.)

preliminary understanding,
understanding, or
or if
[403] B.
B. If
If the
the station has no
no preliminary
if it
it
the wave
wave to
be used
for the
the traffic,
traffic, it
shall transmit:
must choose
choose the
to be
used for
it shall
transmit:
[404]
(a) the
to the
[404] (a)
the reply
reply to
the call;
call;
[405]
the regulatory
regulatory abbreviation
the frequency
and/or
[405] (b)
(b) the
abbreviation indicating
indicating the
frequency and/or
the type
requested;*
the
type of
of wave
wave requested;*
(c) in
in some
cases, the
the indications
[406] (c)
some cases,
indications mentioned
mentioned in
in paragraph
paragraph (4)
(4)
[No. 409].
409].
[No.

[408] *In the case
case where
where the choice
choice of the wave to be used for
to
[408]
for the traffic falls
falls to
the station called, and if, in exceptional
exceptional cases,
cases, the latter station does
not give
give
does not
shall take place
place on the
wave used
for
the corresponding indication, the traffic shall
the wave
used for
the
the call.
call.
193470--41-PT. I193470*-41—rT.
n-18
18

Post, p.
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Po,
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Lorsque
l'accord est
realise stir
devra employer
la
employer la
que devra
l'onde que
sur l'onde
est realise
Lorsque l'accord
station
appelante
pour
son
trafic,
la
station
appelee
transmet
la
la
transmet
appel6e
la
station
trafic,
son
pour
station appelante
lettre
K a la
suite des
des indications
indications contenues
contenues dans
dans sa
reponse.
sa reponse.
la suite
lettre K
(4)
dernande de transmission
par aerie.
strie.
transmissionpar
Reponse aa la demande
(4) 1Uponse
La station
une station
qui a
demando
a demande
appelante qui
station appelante
Aune
repondant a
appel6e, repondant
La
station appelee,
transmettre
see
radiotelegrammes
par
eerie
[§
4,
(4)
],
indique,
an
au
indique,
(4)
],
[§
4,
par
serie
ses
radiotelegrammes
A transmettre
moyen de
Pabreviation reglementaire,
reglementaire, son
et,
acceptation et,
ou son
son acceptation
refus ou
son refus
de l'abreviation
moyen
dans
ce dernier
cas, s'il
ya
a lieu,
lieu, elle
specifie le
le nombre
des radioradionombre des
elle sp6cifie
s'il y
dernier cas,
dans ce
s6rie.
telegrammes
qu'elle est
est prate
prete a
recevoir en
en une eerie.
A recevoir
telegrammes qu'elle
(5)
reception.
de reception.
(5) Difficultes
Difficultds de

a)
Si la
la station
station appelee
appelee est
elle r6pond
repond
recevoir, elle
de recevoir,
empAchee de
est empechee
a) Si
Pappel comme
indique a l'alinea
Palinea (3)
(3) ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
il est
est indiqu6e
comme il
a l'appel
mais elle
la lettre
K par
par le
le signal.
signal .-... ...(attente),
(attente),
lettre K
elle remplace
remplace la
mais
suivi
d'un nombre
indignant en
en minutes
la duree
probable
dur6e probable
minutes la
nombre indiquant
suivi d'un
de
Si cette
cette duree
excede 10
10 minutes
minutes
probable excede
dur6e probable
de l'attente.
l'attente. Si
(5
minutes dans
dans le
de Paeronautique);
l'a6ronautique),
service mobile
mobile de
le service
(5 minutes
l'attente
etre motivee.
motivee.
doit etre
l'attente doit
que
b) Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station
station regoit
regoit un
certaine que
Atre certaine
sans etre
appel sans
un appel
b)
cet appel
appel lui
elle ne
no doit
pas repondre
avant
r6pondre avant
doit pas
est destine,
destine, elle
lui est
cet
ailque
l'appel n'ait
n'ait ete
et compris.
compris. Lorsque,
Lorsque, par ailet6 reyete
r6pete et
que l'appel
leurs, une
une station
regmt un
appel qui
qui lui
est destine,
destine, mais
mais
lui est
un appel
station recoit
leurs,
des doutes
doutes sur
sur l'indicatif
de la
la station
station appelante,
appelante,
d'appel de
l'indicatif d'appel
aades
elle doit
immediatement en
Pabreviaen utilisant
utilisant l'abr6viarepondre immediatement
doit repondre
elle
tion
reglementaire en
en lieu
lieu et
et place
place de
d'appel
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
tion reglementaire
de
cette derniere
derniere station.
de cette
6. ACHEMINEMENT
ACHEMINEMENT DU
DU TRAFIC.
TRAFIC .
§§ 6.
(1)
de trafic.
trafic.
(1) Onde
Onde de

a)
Chaque station du
mobile transmet
transmet son trafic en
du service mobile
a) Chaque
employant, en
principe, une
une de
ses ondes
ondes de
de travail,
travail, telles
telles
de ses
employant,
en principe,
qu'elles
sont indiquees
indiquees dans
dans la nomenclature,
la
nomenclature, pour la
qu'elles sont
bande dans
dans laquelle
laquelle a
en lieu
a eu
lieu l'appel.
l'appel.
bande
6)
En dehors
son onde
normale de travail,
travail, imprimee
imprim6e en
en
b) En
dehors de
de son
onde normale
caracteres gras
gras dans
dans la
la nomenclature,
chaque station
station peut
pout
nomenclature, chaque
caractares
supplementaires de la
la memo
meme bande,
bande,
employer des
des ondes
ondes supplementaires
conformement aux
dispositions de
de l'article
21, §
§4.
4. (2).
(2).
l'article 21,
conformement
aux dispositions
c) L'emploi
L'emploi des
des ondes
d'appel pour
le trafic
trafic est
c)
ondes d'appel
pour le
est reglemente
r6glemente par
par
Particle
l'article 21.
radiotelegramme aa lieu sur une
transmission d'un radiotelegramme
d) Si la transmission
autre frequence
et/on type
type d'onde
cello sur laquelle
que celle
frequence et/ou
d'onde quo
autre
radiotelegramme
l'appel
l'appel aaete
ete effectue,
effectue, la transmission
transmission du radiotelegramme
est
de:
preced6e de:
est precedee
trois fois,
au plus,
plus, l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
appel6e;
d'appel de la
la station
station appelee;
trois
fois, au
le mot
mot DE;
DE;
le
trois
an plus,
l'indicatif d'appel de la station
station appeplus, l'indicatif
trois fois,
fois, au
lante.

et
effectuee sur la meme frequence
frequence et
est effectuee
Si la transmission
transmission est
type d'onde
d'onde que
que l'appel,
type
l'appel, la transmission
transmission du radiotelegramme
precedee, si besoin
l'indicatif d'appel
besoin est,
est, de l'indicatif
gramme est
est precedee,
de
appelee; du
de l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de
DE; de
de la
la station
station appelee;
du mot
mot DE;
is
appelante.
la station appelante.
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[407] When an agreement is reached
reached on the wave which
which the calling
station must use for its traffic, the station called shall transmit
transmit the
letter K after the indications contained
contained in its reply.

[409]

(4) Reply to the request
request for transmission
transmission by
by series
series

The station
station called,
replying to
calling station
station which
has asked
asked
called, replying
to aacalling
which has
to transmit its radiotelegrams
390],
radiotelegrams in
in series [§4 (4)] [Nos. 389
389 and
and 390],
regulatory abbreviation,
abbreviation, whether
shall indicate, by means of the regulatory
whether it
refuses or accepts and, in the latter case, if need
need be, shall specify the
the
number of radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams which it
it is ready
ready to
series.
to receive
receive in one series.

[410]
[410]
[411]

[412]

(5) Difficulties in
in reception
reception

(a) If the station called is prevented
prevented from receiving, itit shall
indicated in paragraph
reply to the call as indicated
paragraph (3)
(3) [No. 396],
396],
but it
it shall replace
replace the letter K by the signal ..-... ...
(wait), followed by aanumber
(wait),
number indicating in minutes
minutes the
probable
probable duration
probable duration
duration
duration of the wait. If
If this
this probable
exceeds
(5 minutes
minutes in
mobile
exceeds 10
10 minutes (5
in the
the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
service),
a reason must be given
service), a
given therefor.
therefor.
a station receives aacall without being
(b) When a
certain that
that
being certain
intended for it, it
this call is intended
it must not reply before the
call has been repeated
repeated and understood.
When, on the
understood. When,
other hand, a
receives a
intended
a station receives
a call
call which is intended
calling
for it, but is doubtful about the
the call
call signal of the calling
regulatory
station, it
it must reply
reply immediately,
immediately, using
using the regulatory
abbreviation
abbreviation instead
instead of
of the
the call signal of the latter
latter
station.

[413]

§6.
ROUTING OF
OF TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC
§6. ROUTING

[414]

(1) Traffic wave
(1)
wave

[415]

[416]

[417]

[418]

[419]

transmit its
its traffic
traffic
(a) Each station
station of the mobile
mobile service
service shall
shall transmit
by using,
in principle,
principle, one
one of
of its
as they
they
by
using, in
its working-waves
working-waves,tas
are
nomenclature for
m which
which
are indicated
indicated in
in the nomenclature
for the
the band in
the call was made.
(b) Outside of its normal working-wave,
working-wave, which
which is
is printed in
boldface
each station
station may
boldface type in the nomenclature,
nomenclature, each
additional waves
waves of the
band, in
accordance
use additional
the same
same band,
in accordance
with
provisions of article
(2) [No.
with the provisions
article 21,
21, §4 (2)
[No. 484].
(c) The use of calling-waves
calling-waves for
for traffic
be governed
by
(c)
traffic shall
shall be
governed by
article 21.
article
takes place
place on
(d) If
If the
the transmission
transmission of
of aa radiotelegram
radiotelegram takes
on
and/or type
which
another frequency
frequency and/or
type of
of wave than that
that on which
the call
was made,
made, the
the transmission
transmission of
of the
the radiotelegram
radiotelegram
the
call was
shall
shall be
be preceded
preceded by:
not
signal of the
station called;
not more than
than three times, the
the call signal
the station
called;
the
the word
word DE;
DE;
not
not more
more than
than three
three times, the call signal
signal of the
the calling
calling
station.
station.
If
transmission is
on the
the same
type of
If the transmission
is made
made on
same frequency
frequency and
and type
of
radiotelegram
wave as the
the call, the transmission
transmission of the
the radiotelegram
shall be preceded,
preceded, in case of
of
of need, by the call signal of
word DE;
signal
the station called;
called; by the word
DE; by the call
call signal
of
the calling
station.
of the
calling station.

Routing of traffic.
traffic.
Routing

Post,
odt, p. 1625.
125.
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(2) Longs
Longs radiotelegrammes.
radiotldegrammes.

a)
tout radiotelegramme
contenant plus
plus de
de 100
100
a) En
En principe,
principe, tout
radiot6elgramme contenant
mots
formant une
une Berle,
mots est
est considere
consider6 comme
commn formant
s6rie, ou
ou met
met fin
fin A
eerie en cours.
la serie
b)
En regle
generale, les
les longs
tant ceux
b) En
regle generale,
longs radiotelegrammes,
radiotelegrammes, tant
ceux
en
quo ceux
en langage
convenu ou
ou chiffre,
en langage
langage clair que
ceux en
langage convenu
chiffre,
sent transmis
transmis par
50
sont
par tranches,
tranches, chaque
chaque tranche
tranche contenant
contenant 50
langage clair
clair et
mots ou
ou groupes
groupes
mots dans
dans le cas
cas du
du langage
et 20
20 mots
lorsqu'il s'agit
convenu ou
chiffre.
lorsqu'il
s'agit du
du langage
langage convenu
ou chiffr6.
c)
A la
la fin
fin de
de chaque
signal... .-—
.
(?) signifiant
c) A
chaque tranche,
tranche, le
le signal
. ..(?)
signifiant
"avez-vous
jusqu'ici?" est
est
"avez-vous bien
bien regu
recu le
le radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme jusqu'ici?"
transmis. Si
tra.nsmis.
eto correctement
regue, la
Si la
la tranche
tranche aa ete
correctement recue,
la
station receptrice
receptrice repond par
la lettre
lettre K
et la
transmission
par la
K et
la transmission
du radiotelegramme
poursuivie.
du
radiotelegramme est
est poursuivie.
Suspension du
du trafic.
(3) Suspension
trajfe.

Quand une station du service mobile transmet
transmet sur une onde
onde de
de
travail d'une station
station terrestre et cause
brouillage A
a ladite
ladite
cause ainsi du brouillage
station terrestre,
terrestre, elle
travail a
A, la
la demande
demande de
de
station
elle doit
doit suspendre
suspendre son
son travail
cette derniere.
cette
derniere.
§
Du TRAFIC ET DU TRAVAIL.
TRAVAIL.
7. FIN DU
§ 7.
(1)

Signal
fin de
Signal de
de fin
de transmission.
transmission.

a) La transmission
transmission d'un
se ternaine
le
d'un radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme se
termine par
par le

signal
(fin de
transmission), suivi
suivi de
de l'indicatif
signal .
. - .. ..(fin
de transmission),
l'indicatif
d'appel de la
K.
la station
station transmettrice
transmettrice et de
de la
la lettre
lettre K.
b)
b) Dans le cas d'une
transmission par
par serie
la fin
fin de
de chaque
d'une transmission
serie,t la
chaque
radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme est
est indiquee
indiquee par
par le
signal .
.- . .et
et
le signal
.
la fin de la
eerie par
la station
station transla serie
par l'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de
de la
transmettrice et
et la
la lettre K.
K.
reception.
(2) Accuse
Accusd de
de reception.

a) L'accuse de reception d'un
radiotelegramme est
donne en
en
d'un radiot6elgramme
est donn6
transmettant
transmettant la lettre R, suivie du numero
radiotelenumero du
du radiot6l6gramme; cot accuse
accuse de
reception est
est precede,
de la
la. formule
formule
de r6ception
preced6 de
suivante: indicatif
indicatif d'appel de la station qui aa transmis,
mot DE, indicatif d'appel de la station qui a
a regu.
renu.

b) L'accuse
L'accus6 de reception
s6rie de radiotelegrammes
radiot6elgrammes est
reception d'une eerie
est
donn6
la lettre R, suivie du numero du
donne en transmettant
transmettant in
du
dernier radiotle6gramme
radiotelegTamme regu.
reception est
recu. Cet
Cet accuse
accuse de
de reception
est
preced6 de la formule ci-dessus.
precede
c) L'a,ccuse
reception est
fait par
par in
L'accus6 de
de reception
est fait
la station
station receptrice
receptrice sur
sur
la meme
que pour la
memo onde quo
in r6ponse
reponse aal'appel
l'appel [voir
[voir §§5
5 (2),
(2),
ci-dessus].
ci-dessus].
(8)
(3)

Fin
Fin du
du travail.
travail.

a) La fin du travail entre deux stations est indiquee par chacune
chacune
d'elles au
du signal ...
. (fin du
an moyen
moyen du
... .
(fin
du travail),
travail),
suivi
smvi de son propre indicatif
indicatif d'appel.
b) Pour ces signaux,
a utiliser
6)
signaux, la station emettrice
emettrice continue
continue a
utiliser
1'onde
l'onde de trafic et la station receptrice
receptrice l'onde
reponse a
l'onde de
de reponse
l'appel.

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]

[420]
[420]

[421]
[422]

[423]
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(2) Long radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams

(a) In principle, any radiotelegram
radiotelegram containing
containing more than 100
words shall be considered as forming a
a series or shall end
a
a series in
in progress.
progress.
(b) As aa general
general rule, long radiotelegrams,
(b)
radiotelegrams, both in plain
plain lanlanguage and in code or cipher language,
language, shall be transmitted in sections, each section containing 50 words in
in
the case of plain language,
language, and 20 words or groups in
in
the case of code or
or cipher.
cipher.

At the
the end
each section
(c) At
end of
of each
section the
signal..
.(?)
the signal
..-..—
(?) meanmeaning "Have
"Have you received the radiotelegram
radiotelegram correctly
correctly up
up
transmitted. If
to this point?"
point?" shall be transmitted.
If the
the section has
has
been correctly
correctly received,
received, the receiving station shall reply
by the letter K and the transmission
transmission of
of the
radiotelethe radiotelegram shall be continued.
continued.

[424]
[424]

(3)
(3) Suspension
Suspension of traffic
traffic

a station of the mobile service transmits on
When a
on a
a workingworkingthus causes
interference with
with the
the said
said
wave of aa land station and
and thus
causes interference
land station, it
at the
of the
latter.
it must suspend
suspend its work at
the request
request of
the latter.
[425]
[426]
[426]

[427]
[427]
[428]

[429]
[429]

[430]

[431]

[432]
[432]

[433]
[433]

[434]
[435]

§7.

END OF TRAFFIC AND OF
OF WORK
WORK

(1) Signal
(1)
Signalfor
for the end of transmission
transmission

(a) The transmission
of a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram shall
(a)
transmission of
be ended
shall be
ended by
by the
the
signal.
.(end of
of transmission),
the call
signal . ..(end
transmission), followed
followed by
by the
call
signal of the transmitting station
K.
station and
and the letter
letter K.
(b)
(b) In
In the case of transmission
transmission by
series, the
the end
by series,
end of
of each
each radioradiotelegram shall
be indicated
telegram
shall be
by the
the signal.
indicated by
signal . - ..— .and
and the
the
end of the series by the call signal
signal of
of the transmitting
station and the letter K.
K.

End of
traffic, etc.
etc.
End
oftraffc

(2) Acknowledgment
Acknowledgment of
of receipt

(a) The acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
receipt of
radiotelegram shall
of receipt
of aa radiotelegram
shall
the letter
letter R,
followed by
by the
the
be given by transmitting the
R followed
number of
of
of the
the radiotelegram;
radiotelegram; this
this acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
receipt shall be preceded
preceded by the following
following formula:
formula: call
receipt
call
signal of the station which has
has transmitted,
transmitted, word
word DE,
DE,
received.
call signal of
of the station
station which has
has received.
(b) The acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
of radioteleradioteleof receipt
receipt of a
a series
series of
grams shall be
transmitting the
the letter
letter R
R
be given
given by transmitting
followed by the number of the last radiotelegram
radiotelegram
received.
acknowledgment of receipt shall be
received. This acknowledgment
be
preceded by
preceded
by the
the above formula.
(c)
acknowledgment of
by the
receiv(c) The
The acknowledgment
of receipt
receipt shall
shall be
be made
made by
the receiving station
station on the same wave
the call
wave as for the reply to the
call
[see
[see §5
§5 (2)
(2) below]
below] [No.
[No. 393].
393].
(3) End
End of work

(a) The end
between two
two stations
stations shall
indicated
end of work between
shall be
be indicated
by
by each
each of
of them
means of
of the
signal ...—.—
(end
them by
by means
the signal
...-..
(end
of work),
work), followed by
call signal.
by its
its own
own call
signal.
(b) For these
station shall
to use
use
these signals, the
the sending
sending station
shall continue
continue to
the traffic wave and
receiving station
and the receiving
station the
the wave
wave for
for
call.
the reply to the
the call.

Ante, p. 11511.

Ant, p. 511.
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c) Le
Le signal
aussi utilis6
utilise lorsque
lorsque
(fin du
du travail)
travail) est
est aussi
c)
signal .
. ...
. -.. (fin
la transmission
transmission des
des radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes d'information
d'information gegela
nerale, des
n6rale,
des informations
informations moteorologiques
m6t6orologiques et
et des
des avis
avis
generaux de
securite se
se termine
termine et
et quo
la transmission
generaux
de s6curit6
que la
transmission se
se
termine dans le
radiocommunication aegrande
termine
le service
service de radiocommunication
distance avec
accuse de
de reception
ou sans
accuse
distance
avec accus6
reception differe
differe ou
sans accuse
reception.
de reception.
8. DUREE
DURAE DU
§§8.
DU TRAVAIL.
TRAVAIL.
(1) a)
a) En
En aucun
aucun. cas,
cas, dans
service mobile
mobile maritime,
maritime, le
travail
le travail
(1)
dans le
le service
sur
kc/s (600
m) no
minutes.
sur 500
500 kc/s
(600 m)
ne doit
doit &passer
depasser cinq
cinq minutes.
b) En
travail
b)
En aucun
aucun cas,
cas, dans
dans le
le service
service mobile aeronautique,
aeronautique, le
le travail
sur
&passer cinq
sur 333 kc/s
kc/s (900 m)
m) no
ne doit depasser
cinq minutes.
minutes.

(2)
frequences autres que
de 500
m) et
et
(2) Sur lea
les frequences
que celles
celles de
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
(600 m)
33 kc/s (900 m), la
duree des periodes
travail est d6termin6e:
determinee:
la duree
periodes de
de travail
a) entre
entre station
station terrestre
station mobile,
a)
terrestre et
et station
mobile, par
par la
la station
station terterrestre,
b)
par le
station receptrice.
receptrice.
b) entre stations mobiles, par
le station
ES8AIS.
§§ 9.
9. ESSAIS.

Lorsqu'il
Lorsqu'il est necessaire de
de faire
faire des signaux d'essais, soit pour
pour le
le
reglage
d'un 6metteur
emetteur avant
de transmettre
soit pour
le r6glage
reglage
reglage d'un
avant de
transmettre l'appel,
l'appel, soit
pour le
d'un recepteur, ces signaux
no doivent
de 10
secondes
signaux ne
doivent pas
pas durer plus de
10 secondes
et ils
us doivent etre
serie de
suivie de
de l'indi6tre constitues
constitues par
par une s6rie
de VVV
VVV suivie
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de la
la station qui &net
4met pour
pour essais.
essais.
ARTICLE 18.
ARTICLE
18.
Appel Onered
gknaral "a
"A tous".
types de
signaux d'appel
d'appel "a
"b, tous"
§§1.
1. Deux
Deux types
de signaux
tous" sont
sont reconnus:
reconnus:
1° appel
suivi de
in lettre
lettre K
§§ 22et
et 3);
3);
10
appel CQ
CQ suivi
de la
K (voir
(voir §§

2° appel CQ non suivi de
do la lettro
lettre K (voir §
§4).
§§ 2.
2. Les stations qui
desirent entrer en
en communication
communication avec
avec des
des
qui desirent
stations
du service
connattre le
le nom
de celles
stations du
service mobile,
mobile, sans
sans toutefois
toutefois connaitre
nom de
celles
de ces stations qui sont dans leur
d'action, peuvent
peuvent employer
leur rayon
rayon d'action,
employer
le
CQ, remplagant
l'indicatif de
la station
appellee
le signal de
de recherche
recherche CQ,
remplacant l'indicatif
de la
station appelee
dans la formule d'appel, cette formule etant suivie de la lettre K
(appel
general a
(appel general
a toutes les
les stations
stations du
du service mobile,
mobile, avec
avec demand()
demande
de
de reponse).
reponse).
§§ 3. Dans lea
trafic est intense,
Pappel
les regions ott
ot le trafic
intense, Pemploi
l'emploi de
de l'appel
CQ suivi de la lettre K est interdit. Par
Par exception,
exception, II
il pout
peut etre
8tre utilise
utilise
signaux d'urgence.
avec des
des signaux
d'urgence.
§§ 4. L'appel CQ non suivi
is lettre
K (appel
general a
toutes
suivi de la
lettre K
(appel general
a toutes
les
lea stations
stations sans demande
demande de reponse)
reponse) est employe avant la
is transmission
mi&cion des informations de toute nature destinees
destinees a
a etre Inca
ou
lues ou
utilisees par quiconque
quiconque pout
peut les captor.
capter.

54
STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

[436]

[437]

[438]
[4381
[439]
[439]
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(c) The signal .........—__ (end of
of work)
work) shall
also be
be used
used
shall also
when the transmission
transmission of radiotelegrams
radiotelegrarns of
of general
general ininformation,
meteorological information, and
formation, meteorological
general
and general
safety warnings
warnings is ended and the transmission
transmission ends
ends in
in
the long-distance
long-distance radio-communication
radio-communication service
service with
with
acknowledgment of
deferred acknowledgment
receipt or
or without
without acknowlof receipt
acknowledgment
edgment of receipt.
receipt.
§8.
§8.

DURATION
WORK
DURATION OF
OF WORK

(1) (a) In no case, in the maritime mobile service,
must the
the
service, must
work on 500 kc (600 m)
m) exceed
exceed 5
5 minutes.
minutes.
(b)
case, in
the aeronautical
aeronautical mobile
(b) In
In no
no case,
in the
mobile service,
service, must
must
(900 m)
minutes.
the work on
on 333
333 kc
kc (900
m) exceed
exceed 5
5 minutes.

Duration
of work.
Duration of
work.

[440]

(2) On frequencies
frequencies other than those of 500
m) and
333
500 kc (600 m)
and 333
kc (900 m) the duration
duration of the periods of work shall
shall be
be
determined:
determined:
[4411
(a) between
between aaland station and
[441]
mobile station,
land
and a
a mobile
station, by
by the
the land
station,
station,
[4421
(b)
[442]
(b) between mobile
mobile stations, by the receiving station.
[443]
[443]

§9.
§9. TESTS

When it
it is necessary
necessary to make test signals, either for the adjustment
of a
a transmitter
transmitter before transmitting
transmitting the call,
the adjustment
call, or
or for the
adjustment of
of
aareceiver, these signals must not last
seconds, and
and they
they
last more than
than 10
10 seconds,
must be composed of aaseries of V's followed
followed by the call signal
signal of
of the
the
station transmitting for the tests.
tests.

Teats.

Testa.

ARTICLE 18
ARTICLE
18

General
General Call "to all"
[444]

§1. Two
Twotypes of
signals "to
"to all"
shall be
§1.
of call signals
all" shall
be recognized:
recognized:
[445]
call followed
followed by
by the
(see §§2
§§2 and
3) [Nos.
[Nos.
[445] 1.
1. the
the CQ
CQ call
the letter
letter K
K (see
and 3)
447 and
and 448];
447
448];
[446]
the CQ
CQ call
call not
not followed
followed by
by the
the letter
K (see
[446] 2.
2. the
letter K
(see §4)
§4) [No.
[No. 449].
449].
[447] §2. Stations
Stations desiring to enter into
stainto communication
communication with
with stations of
however, knowing
knowing the
the names
names of
of the
the mobile
mobile service,
service, without
without however,
of
the mobile stations within their range, can use the inquiry
inquiry signal
signal CQ,
CQ,
in place of the call signal of the station called, in the calling
calling formula,
this formula being followed by the letter K
all mobile
K (general
(general call to
to all
mobile
stations, with request
request for reply).
[448] §3. In regions where traffic is heavy,
of the
CQ call
heavy, the
the use of
the CQ
call
followed
followed by the letter K shall be forbidden. As an exception, it
it can
can
urgent signals.
be used with urgent
[449] §4. The CQ call not followed by
K (general
(general call
by the letter K
call to
to
all stations without request for reply) shall be used before transmission of information of all kinds intended
intended to be read or
or used
used by
by
anyone who can
can receive
receive it.
it.

General call "to all."
all."
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ARTICLE 19.
ARTICLE
19.
Appel ct
sans demande
demand,e de
de reponse.
reponse.
plusieurs stations
stations sans
a plusieurs
Appel
L'appel
de deux
deux ou
ou plusieurs
plusieurs indicatifs
d'un
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel ou
ou d'un
L'appel OP
CP suivi
suivi de
mot
stations r6ceptrices
receptices sans
sans de(appel A
A certaines
certaines stations
demot conventionnel
conventionnel (appel
mande
de reponse)
n'est employe
que pour
pour la
la transmission
transmission des
des informande de
reponse) n'est
employ6 que
informations
nature destinees
lues ou
ou utilisees
par les
lea
mations de
de toute
toute nature
destinees aa etre
etre lues
utilisees par
personne,s
autorisees.
personnes autorisees.
ARTICLE 20.
20.
ARTICLE
Appels.
Appels.
§
Les dispositions
dispositions du
du present
present article
no sent
pas applicables
applicables aux
aux
article ne
sont pas
§ 1.
1. Les
aeronefs
quand des
des accords
entre pays
interesses ont
ont fixe
pays interess6s
fixe
accords regionaux
regionaux entre
aeronefs quand
des
particulieres et
ces procedures
et que
que ces
procedures sont
sont en
en vigueur.
vigueur.
des procedures
procedures particulieres
Ces
dispositions seront
seront neanmoins
aux a6ronefs
aeronefs
applicables aux
n6anmoins toujours
toujours applicables
Ces dispositions
qui entrent
entrent ou
on qui
qui dosirent
entrer en
communication avec
une station
station
avec une
en communication
desirent entrer
qui
du service
radiomaritime.
service radiomaritime.
du
2. (1)
(1) En
regle generale,
ii incombe
ineombe a
Ala
in station
mobile d'6tablir
d'etablir
station mobile
g6enrale, il
§§2.
En regle
la
communication avec
station terrestre.
terrestre. Elle
no pout
appeler la
peut appeler
la
avec la
la station
Elle ne
la communication
station terrestre
terrestre dans
but qu'apres
etre arriv6e
arrivee dans
dans le
le rayon
rayon d'acd'acce but
qu'apres etre
station
dans ce
tion
tion de celle-ci.
celle-ci.
(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, une
station terrestre
terrestre qui
qui aadu
trafic pour
pour une
station
une station
du trafic
(2)
une station
mobile peut
pout appeIer
cette station
station si
si elle
elle eat
droit de
de supposer
supposer que
que
est en
en droit
appeler cette
mobile
ladite station
station mobile
est a
Asa
port& et
et assure
assure l'6coute.
Pecoute.
sa portee
ladite
mobile est
3. (1)
(1) En
outre, les
lea stations
stations c6tieres
cotieres doivent,
doivent, dans toute in
la
En outre,
§§3.
mesure
du possible,
leurs appels
appels sous
"Estes
forme de
de "listes
transmettre leurs
sous forme
mesure du
possible, transmettre
d'appels" form6es
formees des
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel de
de toutes
stations mobiles
mobiles
les stations
toutes lea
d'appels"
pour lesquelles
lesquelles elks
instance, A
Ades
intervalles d6terdeteront du
du trafic
trafic en
en instance,
des intervalles
pour
elles ont
mines,
d'au moms
deux heures,
ayant fait
fait l'objet
l'objet d'accords
d'accords
mines, espaces
espaces d'au
moins deux
heures, ayant
conclus
lea gouvernements
gouvemements int6ress6s.
interesses. Les stations c6tieres
cotieres qui
conclus entre
entre les
qui
emettent leurs
appels sur
Ponde de
de 500
500 kc/s
(600 m)
m) lea
transmettent
emettent
leurs appels
sur l'onde
kc/s (600
les transmettent
sous forme
de "Hates
alphabotique, en
sous
forme de
"listes d'appels,"
d'appels," par
par ordre
ordre alphab6tique,
en y
y inserant
inserant
seulement les
lea indicatifs
d'appel de ces
lesquelles
seulement
indicatifs d'appel
ces stations mobiles pour lesquelles
elks
en instance
instance et
qui se
se trouvent
trouvent dans
rayon
elles ont du trafic
trafic en
et qui
dans leur
leur rayon
&action. Elles
Elles ajoutent
ajoutent A
propre indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel les
lea abreviations
abreviations
d'action.
a leur
leur propre
dont elles
elles veulent
faire usage
usage
pour l'indieation
l'indication de l'onde
l'onde de travail
travail dont
veulent faire
pour la
la transmission.
transmission. Les
stations cetieres
qui utilisent
utilisent des
des ondes
ondes
pour
Les stations
cotieres qui
entretenues
dehors de
entretenues en dehors
365 A
(822 a
A
,583
583 m)
m)
de la bande
bande de 365
a 515
515 lois
kc/s (822
transmettent les indicatifs
d'appel dans l'ordre
transmettent
indicatifs d'appel
convient le
l'ordre qui leur convient
mieux.
mieux.
(2) L'heure
lea stations
stations c6tieres
cOtieres transmettent
liste
L'heure A
a laquelle
laquelle les
transmettent leur
leur liste
d'appels, ainsi que lea
les frequences
frequenees et les
lea types
types d'onde
d'onde qu'elles utilisent
utilisent
cette fin
fin doivent
doivent etre
etre mentiounes
dans la
in nomenclature.
nomenclature.
a cette
mentionnes dans
(3)
(3) Les stations mobiles qui, dans cette transmission,
transmission, percoivent
pergoivent
leur indicatif d'appel, doivent
doivent repondre,
repondre, aussit6t
aussitet qu'elles le
peuvent,
le peuvent,
en observant
observant entre
entre elles,
elks, autant que possible, l'ordre dans
lequel elles
elks
dans lequel
out ete
ete appelees.
ont
appelees.
(4) Lorsque le trafic ne
no peut etre 6coul6
ecoule immediatement,
immediatement, la station
station
cotiere fait connattre
connattre A
A chaque
interess6e l'heure
cetiere
chaque station mobile interessee
Pheure pro-
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ARTICLE
19
ARTICLE 19

Call to Several
Several Stations
Call
Stations Without Request
for Reply
Reply
Request for
staby two
[450] The call CP followed
followed by
two or
or more
call signals
signals or
more call
or by
by aa code
code tions
tioCall
tstwithout
Sto several
ve request

for reply.
word (call to certain
certain receiving stations without request
for reply)
reply) forreply.
request for
shall be used only for the transmission
transmission of information
information of
of any
any nature
nature
intended to be read or utilized by anyone
anyone who
authorized.
who is authorized.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 20
20
Calling
Calling

[451] §1. The provisions of this article
article shall not
not apply
apply to
to aircraft
aircraft
when special procedures,
procedures, determined
regional agreements
agreements between
determined in
in regional
between
the countries
countries concerned,
concerned, are in force. These provisions
shall neverneverprovisions shall
theless always apply to aircraft
aircraft entering into
into or
or wishing
to
enter
into
wishing to enter into
communication
with
a
station
communication
a
radiomaritime service.
service.
of the
the radiomaritime
[452] §2. (1) As aa general rule, it
devolve upon
upon the
it shall
shall devolve
the mobile
mobile
communication with the land
station to establish communication
land station.
station. It
It may
may
call the land station for this purpose only
only after
having arrived
arrived within
after having
within
the range
the latter.
latter.
range of the
[453] (2) However, aa land station having
traffic for
for a
a mobile
stahaving traffic
mobile stait has reason to assume that
tion may call that station if it
that the
said
the said
mobile station is
its range
and is
is listening.
is within
within its
range and
listening.
[454] §3. (1)
(1) Furthermore,
stations must,
must, to
the extent
extent possipossiFurthermore, coast
coast stations
to the
ble, transmit
their
calls
in
the
form of "lists of calls"
transmit
calls" consisting of
of the
the
call signals of all mobile stations for which they have
have traffic
traffic on
on hand,
hand,
at definite
2 hours apart, which have been
definite intervals, at least 2
been estabestablished by agreements
governments concerned. Coast
agreements between
between the governments
Coast
stations which transmit their calls on the wave of 500 kc (600
(600 m)
shall
m) shall
transmit them in the form of "lists of calls",
calls", in
order,
in alphabetical
alphabetical order,
to include only the call signals of mobile stations for
they
for which
which they
have traffic on hand and which are within their
own
their range.
range. To
To their
their own
call signal they shall add the abbreviations
indicate
the
workingabbreviations to
to indicate the workingwave they wish to use in the transmission.
transmission. Coast
Coast stations
stations which
which use
use
continuous waves outside of the band
band of
of 365
365 to
to 515
kc
(822
to 582
582 m)
515 kc (822 to
m)
shall transmit the call signals
in the
most convenient
convenient
signals in
the order
order which
which is
is most
for them.
[455] (2) The time at which coast stations
their lists
lists of
stations transmit
transmit their
of
calls, as well as the frequencies
frequencies and types of waves which they
they use
use
for this purpose, must be indicated in
nomenclature.
in the
the nomenclature.
[456] (3) Mobile
Mobile stations which, during this
transmission, hear
this transmission,
hear
their call signal, must answer
answer as soon as they can, following,
far
following, so
so far
as possible, the order in which they were called.

[457]
coast

(4) When the traffic cannot be disposed of
the
of immediately,
immediately, the
station shall inform each mobile station concerned
the
concerned of
of the

c alig.
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bable
travail pourra
pourra commencer
cola est
est
bable &laquelle
laquelle le
le travail
commencer ainsi
ainsi quo,
que, si
si cela
necessaire,
frequence et
le type
type d'onde
qui seront
seront utilises
pour le
n6cessaire, la
la fr6quence
et le
d'onde qui
utilises pour
le
travail avec
elle.
travail
avec elle.
§
une station
en meme
meme
regoit, pratiquement
pratiquement en
terrestre regoit,
station terrestre
§ 4.
4. Quand
Quand une
temps,
des appels
stations mobiles,
mobiles, elle
elle decide
de 1'ordre
l'ordre
de plusieurs
plusieurs stations
decide de
temps, des
appels de
dans
stations pourront
pourront lui
trafic, sa
sa decidans lequel
lequel ces
ces stations
lui transmettre
transmettre leur
leur trafic,
d6cision
s'inspirant
uniquement
de
la
necessite
de
permettre
a
chacune
sion s'inspirant uniquement de la necessit6 de permettre a chacune
des
appelantes d'echanger
grand nombre
des stations
stations appelantes
d'echanger avec
avec elle
elle le
le plus
plus grand
nombre
possible
radiotelegrammes.
possible de radiotlegrammes.
§
(1) Lors
Lors du
du premier
de communication
communication avec
avec
6tablissement de
premier etablissement
§ 5.
5. (1)
une station
station terrestre,
toute station
peut, si
si elle
utile
mobile peut,
elle le
le juge
juge utile
une
terrestre, toute
station mobile
parce que
des confusions
sont a
craindre, transmettre
transmettre en
toutes
en toutes
parce
que des
confusions sont
a craindre,
la station
station
lettres son nom
nom tel qu'il figure
figure dans
dans is.
la nomenclature.
nomenclature. Si is.
mobile
figure pas
elle peut
mobile no
ne figure
pas encore
encore dans
dans la
la nomenclature,
nomenclature, elle
peut transmettre
transmettre
son
en toutes
nom en
toutes lettres.
lettres.
son nom
(2) La
pent, au
an moyen
PTR,
(2)
La station
station terrestre
terrestre peut,
moyen de
de Pabreviation
l'abr6viation PTR,
demander
de Jul
lui fournir les indications
indications ci-dessous:
ci-dessous:
demander A is.
la station
station mobile
mobile de
distance approximative
approximative en
marins et
et relAvement
relevement par
par
a) distance
en milks
milles marins
rapport a
is. station
station terrestre
terrestre on
bien position
indiquee par
rapport
l la
ou bien
position indiqu6e
par
la latitude
latitude et
et la
la longitude;
longitude;
la
b) prochain
b)
prochain lieu
lieu d'escale.
d'escale.
(3) Les
visees a
Panda (2)
fommies apres
autori(3)
Les indications
indications vis6es
a l'alinea
(2) sont
sont fournies
apres autoride la
is. personne
personne responsable
responsable du
du vehicule
vehicule
sation du
du commandant
commandant ou
ou de
portant la station
station mobile et seulement
seulement dans le
le cas
cas oa
oi elles sont
sont dedemandees
station terrestre.
mand6es par
par la
la station
terrestre.
6. Dans les communications
stations terrestres
stations
§§6.
communications entre
entre stations
terrestres et
et stations
mobiles,
se conforme
e,onforme aux
aux instructions
instructions donnees
donnees par
mobiles, la
la station
station mobile
mobile se
par
la
toutes lea
l'ordre et
et A
a
la station terrestre,
terrestre, dans
dans toutes
les questions
questions relatives
relatives a
a l'ordre
de transmission,
transmission, au
an choix
de is.
frequence (longueur
l'heure de
choix de
la frequence
(longueur d'onde)
d'onde)
et/ou
d'onde, et
et a
is. suspension
suspension du
du travail.
travail. Cette
et/ou du
du type
type d'onde,
a la
Cette prescripprescription
no s'applique
s'applique pas
cas de
de detresse.
tion ne
pas aux
aux cas
d6tresse.
et sauf
dans le
le cas
cas
§§7.
7. Dana
Dans lea
les echanges
6changes entre
entre stations
stations mobiles,
mobiles, et
sauf dans
de detresse,
d6tresse, la station
station appelee
appelee a
contrele du
est
a le
le contr6le
du travail, comme
comme il est
indique au
an §
§6
indiqu6
6 ci-dessus.
ci-dessus.
§
Lorsqu'une station
appelee ne
no repond
repond pas
§ 8. (1)
(1) Lorsqu'une
station appelee
pas l'appel
1'appel emis
6mis
trois fois,
trois
doit eesser
il
fois, ah. des
des intervalle,s
intervalles de deux
deux minutes, l'appel
l'appel doit
cesser et
et il
ne
plus tard.
ne peut
peut etre
Wtre repris
repris quo
que 15
15 minutes
minutes plus
tard.
communications entre une station du service
Lorsqu'il s'agit de communications
mobile
d'aeronef, l'appel
etre repiis
mobile maritime
maritime et
et une station
station d'aeronef,
I'appel peut
peut 8tre
repris
minutes plus
plus tard.
55minutes
tard.
La
appelante, avant
s'asLa station appelante,
avant de recommencer
recommencer l'appel,
l'appel, doit s'asce moment, en communisurer que
quo la station appelee n'est pas, A
a cc
avec une
station.
cation avec
une autre station.
(2)
intervalles moins
(2) L'appel
L'appel peut 8tre
etre repet6
repete A
a des intervalle,s
moms longs, s'il
n'est pas a
A craindre
brouiller des
craindre qu'il vienne brouiller
communications en
en
des communications
COWS.
cours.
§§9. Longue
Lorsque le nom et l'adresse
l'adresse de l'exploitant
l'exploitant d'une station
mobile ne
no sont pas
la nomenclature
nomenclature on
no sont
sont plus
mobile
pas mentionnes
mentionnes dans
dans la
ou ne
plus
en
concordance avec les
lea indications
indications de
de celle-ci,
il appartient
a is.
en concordance
celle-ci, il
appartient a
la
station mobile de donner
a laquelle
donner d'office a
ala station terrestre
terrestre a
laquelle elle
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probable
at which
the work
work can
can begin,
frequency
as well as the frequency
begin, as
which the
time at
probable time
it, if this
and
the work
work with it,
used in
in the
will be used
of wave
wave which will
type of
and the
the type
is
necessary.
is necessary.
[458] §4.
When a
station receives
receives calls from several mobile
a land
land station
§4. When
[458]
stations
at
practically
the
same
time,
decide as to
to the order
it shall
shall decide
stations at practically the same time, it
in
which
these
stations
may
transmit
their
traffic
to
it,
decision
its decision
in which these stations may transmit their traffic to it, its
being
based only on the necessity
necessity for permitting each calling station
being based
to exchange
exchange with
with it
it the
greatest possible
radiotelegrams.
possible number of radiotelegrams.
the greatest
to
[459]
§5. (1)
When communication
communication is
land
a land
with a
established with
is first
first established
(1) When
[459] §5.
station, every
every mobile
mobile station,
it advisable
advisable on account of
it deems it
station, if it
station,
possible confusion,
can transmit
its name
appears in
it appears
out as it
spelled out
name spelled
transmit its
confusion, can
possible
the
nomenclature. If
If the
the mobile
appear in the
yet appear
station does not yet
mobile station
the nomenclature.
nomenclature,
fully spelled out.
its name fully
transmit its
it may
may transmit
nomenclature, it
[460] (2)
Thq land
by means
the abbreviation
abbreviation PTR,
of the
means of
can, by
station can,
land station
(2) The
[460]
request
the mobile
following information:
information:
it the
the following
mobile station to give it
request the
[461]
(a)
distance in
in nautical miles and bearing with
approximate distance
(a) approximate
[461]
reference
the position
else the
station, or else
the land
land station,
to the
reference to
indicated
longitude;
indicated by latitude and longitude;
[462]
(b)
next place
of call.
call.
place of
(b) next
[462]
[463]
The information
information covered
covered by
[No. 460] shall
by paragraph
paragraph (2) [No.
(3) The
[463] (3)
be furnished
furnished by
authorization of
of the
commander or
person responor the
the person
the commander
by authorization
be
in case it
only
and
mobile
vehicle
sible
carrying
the
station
the
for
sible
is
requested
by
the
land
station.
is requested by the land station.
[464] §6.
§6. In
In communications
communications between
between land stations and mobile sta[464]
instructions given
tions,
station shall comply
given
comply with the instructions
mobile station
the mobile
tions, the
by
order and the
land station, in all questions relative to the order
by the land
time
transmission, to
and/or
(wavelength) and/or
frequency (wavelength)
choice of frequency
to the
the choice
of transmission,
time of
of the
the type
wave, and
suspension of work. This provision
provision
and to the suspension
of wave,
type of
of
shall
distress.
cases of distress.
shall not apply to eases
except
between mobile stations, and except
[465] §7.
communications between
In communications
§7. In
[465]
for
the station
station called shall
control the work as indishall control
of distress,
distress, the
cases of
for cases
cated
in §6
§6 above
above [No. 464].
cated in
a call sent three
[466] §8.
§8. (1)
(1) When
station called does not answer a
When aastation
[466]
times,
at
intervals
of
2
minutes,
the
call
must
cease
it may be
and it
cease
times, at intervals of 2 minutes, the call must
resumed only
later.
minutes later.
only 15 minutes
resumed
a station of the mari[467] In
In the
case of
communications between
between a
of communications
the case
[467]
time
an aircraft station, the call may be resumed
and an
service and
mobile service
time mobile
5
later.
5 minutes
minutes later.
[468] The
The calling
calling station,
station, before
must make cercall, must
the call,
resuming the
before resuming
[468]
another
tain that
that the
called is
is not
communication with another
not in communication
station called
the station
tain
station
that time.
station at that
[469] (2)
call may
may be repeated
at shorter
shorter intervals if there is
repeated at
The call
(2) The
[469]
no
danger
that
it
will
interfere
with
communications
in
in progress.
progress.
communications
with
will
interfere
no danger that it
[470]
the name
name and
and the
the address
operating agency of
the operating
address of the
§9. When
When the
[470] §9.
a
mobile
station
are
not
shown
nomenclature
or are no longer in
nomenclature
in
the
a mobile station are not shown
accord
with
the
data
given
therein,
it
shall
devolve
mobile
accord with the data given therein, it shall devolve upon the mobile
it
to
which
station, as
matter of
of routine,
to furnish the land station
routine, to
as aamatter
station,
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transmet du
trafic, tous
tous les
les renseignements
renseignements necessaires,
ce rap-,
rapdu trafic,
necessaires, sous
sous ce
transmet
port, en
utilisant, a
acette
fin, les
les abr6viations
abreviations appropries.
port,
en utilisant,
cette fin,
appropri6s.

21.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 21.
Emploi des
ondes dans
service mobile.
mobile.
Emploi
des ondes
dans le
le service
A. RESTRICTIONS
(TYPE B
ET DIFFUSION).
A.
RESTRICTIONS (TYPE
B ET
DIFFUSION).
1. (1)
(1) L'usage
L'usage des
des ondes
ondes du
type B
est interdit
interdit dans
dans toutes
es
§§1.
du type
B est
toutes I
les
radioelectriques.
stations radioelectriques.
Par exception,
dans les
les stations
navire, il
est admis
admis sur
cur les
les
Par
exception, dans
stations de
de navire,
il est
frequences suivantes:
suivantes:
frequences
375
pour la
375 ke/s
kc/s (800
(800 m)
m) pour
la radiogoniometrie
radiogoniom6trie seulement
seulement
425
pour le
425 kc/s
kc/s (706
(706 m)
m) pour
le trafic
trafic
500
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
(600 m).
m).
(2)
interdit aux
aux stations
stations mobiles
mobiles en
en mer
la difdif(2) Ii
I1 est
est interdit
mer d'effectuer
d'effectuer la
fusion d'emissions
radiophoniques destinees
a etre
directed'6missions radiophoniques
destinees A
8tre regues
regues directement
ment par le
le public
public en
en general.
general.
B. SANDE
365-515 KC/S
ICC/S (822-583
B.
BANDE 365-515
(822-583 is).
M).
reponse.
§§2.
2. Appel
Appel et
et rdponse.

(1) L'onde g6nerale
generale d'appel qui doit
etre employee
par toute
toute
doit 6tre
employee par
station de navire et toute station cetiere
travaillant en
c6tiere travaillant
en radiotelegraphic
radiotelegraphie
dans
entre 365
kc/s (822
m), ainsi
ainsi
dans les bandes
bandes autorisees
autoris6es entre
365 et
et 515
515 kc/s
(822 et
et 583
583 m),
que par les a6ronefs
aeronefs qui desirent
desirent entrer
entrer en
en communication
communication avec
avec une
une
c6tiere ou une station
station cetiere
de 500
kc/s (600
(600 m)
m)
station de navire, est
est l'onde
l'onde de
500 kc/s
(Al,
ou B).
(A1, A2
A2 ou
B).
brouillages dans
dans les
les regions
intense,
(2) Afin de
de reduire
reduire les
les brouillages
regions de
de trafic
trafic intense,
les administrations se reservent
reservent le droit de
considerer comme satissatisde considerer
faites les conditions de l'alinea
Pan& (1)
(1) lorsque les
d'appel attributes
attribuees
les ondes d'appel
aux stations c6tieres
cetieres pour
publique ne
ne
pour transmettre
transmettre la
la correspondance
correspondance publique
s'ecartent pas de plus de 5
5 kilocycles
kilocycles de l'onde generale
s'ecartent
generale d'appel
d'appel de
de
500 kc/s
kc/s (600 m).
m).
(3)
A un appel
gnerale d'appel
(3) L'onde de reponse
reponse a
appel emis
e,mis sur l'onde generale
d'appel
§ 2, (1)] est l'onde de 500 kc/s
mbme que cells
[voir §
ke/s (600 m), la meme
celle d'appel.
d'appel.
§3.
Detresse.
3. Dgtresse.

(1)
(1) L'onde de 500 kc/s (600 m) est l'onde
l'onde intemationale
de deinternationale de
dtresse; elle est utilisee
utilise° dans cc
navire et
et par
ce but par les stations
stations de navire
par les
les
stations d'aronef
demandent l'assistance
d'aeronef qui demandent
l'assistance des services maritimes.
naaritimes.
peut 8tre
Elle ne
no pout
etre utilisee que pour l'appel
que pour
l'appel et la reponse,
reponse, ainsi
ainsi que
pour
le trafic de detresse,
detre,sse, les signaux et messages d'urgence
d'urgence et
et de sectuite.
securit6.
peut cependant
le
(2) Par exception, cette onde pout
cependant etre utilisee
utilisee pour le
trafic dans les
indiquees au
les conditions
conditions indiquees
au §§44(3),
(3), ci-dessous.
ci-dessous.
(3) En dehors de
m), l'usage
de l'onde
l'onde de
de 500
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
(600 m),
l'usage des
des ondes
ondes
de tous
thus types comprises
comprises entre 485 et 515
583 m)
in) est
est
515 kc/s
kc/s (620 et
et 583
interdit.
interdit.
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sends traffic with all the necessary
necessary information
information in this connection,
connection,
appropriate abbreviations.
using for this purpose the appropriate
abbreviations.
ARTICLE
21
ARTICLE 21
Use
Mobile Service
Use of
of Waves
Waves in
in the AMobile
A. RESTRICTIONS
RESTRICTIONS (TYPE
(TYPE B
AND BROADCASTING)
A.
B AND
BROADCASTING)

[471] §1. (1)
(1) The use of type-B waves
waves shall be forbidden
forbidden in all radio
stations.
stations.
[472] As
As an
an exception,
exception, it shall
shall be permitted in
in ship
ship stations
stations on the
the
following frequencies:
frequencies:
375 kc
ice (800 m)
m) for radio direction-finding
direction-finding only,
425 kc (706 m) for traffic,
traffic,
500 kc
kc (600
(600 m).
m).
500

[473] (2)
sea shall
shall be
be prohibited
prohibited from
from making
making
[473]
(2) Mobile
Mobile stations
stations at
at sea
radiotelephone broadcast transmissions intended
intended to be received
radiotelephone
received by the
general public.
B. BAND
365-515 KC
KC (822-583m)
B.
BAND OF
OF 365-515
(822-583M)

[474]
[474]

§2. Calling
§2.
Calling and reply

[475]
general calling-wave
which must
[475] (1)
(1) The
The general
calling-wave which
must be used by
by all
all ship
stations and all coast stations working in radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy in the
authorized bands between 365 and 515 kc
ke (822
authorized
(822 and 583
583 m),
m), as well as
by aircraft
aircraft wishing to enter into communication
communication with
with a
a coast station
station
in) (Al,
B).
or a
a ship, shall be the wave of 500 kc (600 m)
(Al, A2,
A2, or B).
[476] (2) In order
order to reduce interference
regions of heavy
interference in the regions
traffic, the administrations
administrations reserve
right to consider that
traffic,
reserve the
the right
that the
the requirements of paragraph (1) [No. 475] are satisfied if the calling-waves
calling-waves
quirements
handling of public correspondence
assigned to coast stations for the handling
correspondence are
separated from the general calling-wave
calling-wave of 500 kc (600 m) by
not separated
more than 55kc.
[477] (3) The wave for the reply to
to a
a call
call transmitted
transmitted on
on the
the general
calling-wave
calling-wave [see §2 (1)] [No. 475] shall be the wave
wave of 500
500 kc
kc (600 m),
the
the same as
as that for calling.
calling.
[478]
[478]

§3.
Distress
§3. Distress

[479]
The wave
of 500
500 kc
kc (600
(600 m)
in) shall
be the
the international
international
[479] (1)
(1) The
wave of
shall be
distress-wave;
purpose by ship stations
stations and
and
it shall be used for that purpose
distress-wave; it
aircraft
maritime services.
services. It
It
aircraft stations
stations in
in requesting
requesting help from
from the
the maritime
traffic,
may be used
used only for calls and replies, as well as for distress traffic,
urgent and safety messages,
messages, and signals.
wave may nevertheless
nevertheless be used
used
[480] (2) By way of exception,
exception, this wave
for traffic under the conditions
below [Nos. 485,
conditions indicated
indicated in §4 (3) below
486, and 487].
487].
[481] (3) Aside from the wave of 500 kc
ke (600 m),
in), the use of waves
forbidden.
of all
all types between
between 485 and 515
515 kc (620
(620 and 583
583 m)
m) shall be forbidden.

Use

of

waves

mobe
service
mobile service.

in
n
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§4. Trafic.
7'rafi,c.
§4.

(1) Les
Les stations
stations cotieres
et de
de navire
navire travaillant
les bandes
bandes
travaillant dans
dans les
(1)
c6tieres et
autorisees
entre
365
et
515
kc/s
(822
et
583
m)
doivent
etre
en
mesure
autorisees entre 365 et 515 kc/s (822 et 583 m) doivent 8tre en mesure
de faire
usage d'au
une onde
onde en
cello de
500 kc/s
(600 m);
m) ;
de celle
de 500
kc/s (600
de
faire usage
d'au moms
moins une
en plus
plus de
quand
une onde
onde additiormelle
imprimee en
en caracteres
caracteres gras
gras dans
dans la
la
est imprimee
quand une
additionnelle est
nomenclature, c'est
c'est l'onde
Ponds normale
de travail
de la
la station.
Les
station. Les
normale de
travail de
nomenclature,
ondes additionnelles
additionnelles ainsi
ainsi choisies
pour les
les stations
stations cotieres
peuvent
ondes
choisies pour
c6tieres peuvent
etre
quo celles
celles des
stations de
de bord
ou peuvent
etre diffediff ébord ou
peuvent 8tre
8tre les
les memes
memes que
des stations
rentes. En
tout cas,
les ondes
ondes de travail
cotieres doivent
doivent
travail des stations
stations c6tieres
rentes.
En tout
cas, les
etre
choisies de
maniere A
a eviter
eviter les
les brouillages
les stations
stations
avec les
brouillages avec
de maniere
8tre choisies
voisines.
voisines.
(2) En
dehors de
leur onde
onde normale
normale de
caractere
en caractere
de travail
travail imprimee
imprimee en
En dehors
de leur
(2)
gras
dans la
les stations
et de
de bord
bord peuvent
peuvent
stations terrestres
terrestres et
gras dans
la nomenclature,
nomenclature, les
employer, dans
les bandes
bandes autorisees,
autorisees, des
qui
des ondes
ondes supplementaires
supplementaires qui
employer,
dans les
sont mentionn6es
mentionnees en
ordinaires dans
nomenclature.
dans la
la nomenclature.
en caracteres
caracteres ordinaires
sont
Toutefois,
la bande
bands de
de frequences
365 A 385
385 kc/s
kc/s (822
(822 A 779
m) est
est
779 m)
Toutefois, la
frequences de
de 365
rdservee
an service
service de
elle ne
ne peut
peut 8tre
etre utilisee
utilisee par
par
reservee au
de la
la radiogoniometrie;
radiogoniometrie; elle
Is service mobile, pour
Is. correspondance
cormspondance radiotelegraphique,
radiotelegraphique, que
quo sous
le
pour la
reserves indiquees
7.
les reserves
indiquees aaParticle
l'article 7.
(3) Par
Par exception,
condition de
de ne
ne pas
signaux de
de
(3)
exception, A condition
pas troubler
troubler les
les signaux
detresse, d'urgence
et de
d'appel et
et de
de reponse,
reponse, l'onde
l'onde de
detresse,
d'urgence et
de securite,
securite, d'appel
de 500
500
kc/s (600
(600 m)
peut aussi
8tre utilis6e:
kc/s
m) peut
aussi etre
trafic intense,
exclusivement par
par les
les
a) dans les regions
regions de
de trafic
intense, exclusivement
stations de navire
navire et
et uniquement
uniquement pour
pour la transmission
transmission d'un
radiotelegramme unique et court;
court ;
radiot6elgramme
l)') 2)
(b) dans
transmission des
des radioteleradiotele(b)
dans les
les autres regions, pour la
la transmission
grammes
radiogoniometrie, mais
discretion.
grammes et pour la radiogoniom6trie,
mais avec discretion.
(4) Dans
Dana les
les regions
de trafic
intense des
de l'Europe,
l'Europe, les
(4)
regions de
trafic intense
des cotes
c6tes de
les
navire travaillant
travaillant en ondes du type A2 dans la
gamme de
postes de navire
la gamme
365
a 550 kc/s
m), doivent
doivent utiliser,
dans la
la mesure
mesure du
365 A
kc/s (822 b.A 545 m),
utiliser, dans
du
possible, les fr6quences
frequences de 425 kc/s (706 m) et de
kc/s (625
de 480
480 kc/s
(625 m).
m).
(5)
(5) Aucune
Aucune station cotiere
employer
c6tiero europeenne
europeennc n'est
n'est autorisee
autorisee aa employer
ces frequences.
ces
frequences.
§I 5.
5. Veille.

d'augmenter la securite
securit6 de la vie humaine sur mer
(1) En vue d'augmenter
mer
(navires) et au-dessus
au-dessus de la mer
mer (aeronefs),
(aeronefs), toutes les stations du
du
ecoutent normalement
service mobile maritime qui ecoutent
normalement les ondes des
bandes autorisees entre 365 et 515 kc/s (822 et 583 m) doivent, pendant
pendant
la duree de leurs
lours vacations,
vacations, prendre
assurer
prendre les
les rnesures
mesures utiles pour assurer
l'ecoute sur l'onde de detresse
detresse [500 kc/s
Peeoute
kc/s (600 m)] deux fois par
par heure,
pendant trois minutes,
minutes, commencant
commengant a
ax
xh
moyen
h 15 et aaxxhh45, temps moyen
(T.M.G.).
de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
1)
intense sont indiquees
1
)Les regions de trafic
trafic intense
indiquees par
par la nomenclature
nomenclature des
des stastations c6ti6res;
constitutes par
cetieres; ces regions
regions sont
sont constituees
par les zones d'action des stations
stations
ctieres
cetieres indiquees comme n'acceptant
n'acceptant pas le trafic sur
sur 500 kc/s (600 m) (voir
(voir
l'appendice 9).
l'appendice
9).
))En principe,
utilisation n'est
stations de
2
principe, cette
cette utilisation
n'est permise
permise qu'aux stations
de navire
navire munies
munies
d'un dispositif
dispositif d'ecoute
d'ecoute entre signes
equivalent.
signes on
ou d'un dispositif
dispositif equivalent.
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Traffic
§4.

[483] (1)
(1) Coast and ship stations working within the authorized
authorized
bands between 365 and 515 kc (822 and 583 m) must be able to use at
least one wave besides that of 500 kc (600 m);
m); when
when an
an additional
additional
wave is printed in heavy type in the nomenclature,
nomenclature, this is
is the
the normal
working-wave
for
working-wave of the station. The additional waves thus chosen for
coast stations may or may not be the same as those of ship stations.
working-waves of coast stations must be chosen in
In any case, the working-waves
such a
a way as to avoid interference
interference with neighboring stations.

working-waves, printed
[484] (2)
(2) Besides their normal working-waves,
printed in
in heavy
type in the nomenclature,
nomenclature, land and on-board
on-board stations may use, in the
mentioned in
authorized bands, supplementary
supplementary waves which shall be mentioned
the
ordinary print.
However, the
frequenin ordinary
print. However,
the band
band of frequenthe nomenclature
nomenclature in
cies from 365 to 385 kc (822 to 779 m) shall be reserved
reserved to the radio
direction-finding
service; it
can be
be used
used by the mobile service,
service, for
for
it can
direction-finding service;
radiotelegraph correspondence,
correspondence, subject only
radiotelegraph
only to
to the
the conditions set forth
forth
in article 7.
condition that no interference
interference will
[485] (3) As an exception, on condition
result
and safety, calling and reply
for distress, urgent and
result therefrom for
signals,
the wave
wave of
used:
may also be used:
of 500 kc (600 m) may
signals, the

[486]

fa)
'a) in regions of heavy traffic, exclusively by ship stations
transmission of a
a single and short
and only
only for
for the transmission
radiotelegram;
radiotelegram; 1 2
[487]
(b)
regions, for
the transmission
transmission of
radiotelegrains
of radiotelegrams
for the
(b) in
in other
other regions,
[487]
discretion.
direction-finding, but with discretion.
and for radio direction-finding,
[488]
European coasts,
coasts, ship
traffic of
of the
the European
(4) In
In regions of heavy traffic
[488] (4)
stations working with type-A2 waves in the band of 365 to 550 kc (822
frequencies of 425 ke
to 545 m), must use, to the extent possible, the frequencies
kc
(706
m)
and
480
kc
(625
m).
(706 m) and 480 kc (625 m).
(5) No European
European coast station shall be authorized
authorized to use these
[489] (5)
frequencies.
frequencies.
[492]
§5.
Watch
§5. Watch
[492]
[493]
increase safety
safety of
and over
over
of life
life at
at sea
sea (ships),
(ships), and
(1) In
In order
order to
to increase
[493] (I)
the
sea
(aircraft),
all
the
stations
of
the
maritime
mobile
service
mobile
the sea (aircraft), all the stations of the maritime
authorized bands between
waves of
of the authorized
the waves
which normally listen on the
365 and 515 kc (822 and 583 m) must, during their working
working hours,
make the
the necessary
necessary provisions to
on the distressthe watch on
to insure
insure the
make
wave
kc (600
(600 m)]
twice per
per hour,
beginning at
3 minutes,
minutes, beginning
hour, for
for 3
m)] twice
wave [500
[500 kc

x:15 and at x:45 o'clock, Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.)
[490] 11 The
The regions
heavy traffic
traffic are indicated
nomenclature of
coast
of coast
in the nomenclature
indicated in
of heavy
regions of
[490]
stations.
regions consist
consist of the service
service areas
areas of the coast stations indistations. These regions
cated
as not
accepting traffic
traffic on
(see appendix
appendix 9).
ke (600
(600 m)
m) (see
on 500
500 kc
not accepting
cated as
[491]
only for ship stations provided
use shall be permitted only
In principle,
principle, such use
[491] 22 In
with
apparatus.
equivalent apparatus.
a break-in
break-in device
device or an equivalent
with a
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(2)
Pendant les
les intervenes
ci-dessus, en
(2) Pendant
intervalles indiques
indiqu6s ci-dessus,
en dehors
dehors des
des
emissions envisagees
Particle 24
24 (§§
(§§ 22
22 A
A, 28):
28):
emissions
envisagees aft l'article
1°
Les emissions
emissions doivent
doivent cesser
les bandes
de 480
480 a
A520
1° Les
cesser dons
dans les
bandes de
520 Ws
kc/s
(625 a
A577
(625
577 m);
m);
2° Hors
de ces
ces bandes:
2°
Hors de
bandes:
(a)
des ondes
type B
B sont
sont interdites;
(a) les
les emissions
emissions des
ondes du
du type
interdites;
(b)
les autres
emissions des
des stations
du service
mobile peuvent
peuvent
(b) les
autres emissions
stations du
service mobile
continuer; les
stations du
du service
service mobile
maritime
continuer;
les stations
mobile maritime
peuvent &outer
ces emissions
emissions sous
sous reserve
peuvent
ecouter ces
reserve express°
expresse
quo
ces stations
stations assurent
veille sur
our l'onde
l'onde
que ces
assurent d'abord
d'abord la
la veille
de
comme il
est prevu
de ce
ce
de detresse,
d6tresse, comme
il est
prevu A
a Mines,
l'alinea (1)
(1) de
paragraphe.
paragraphe.
(3)
appels dams
les bandes
autorisees entre
entre 365
365 et
et 515
kc/s
(3) Les
Les appels
dans les
bandes autoris6es
515 kc/s
(822 et
l'onde generale
d'appel
sur l'onde
generale d'appel
(822
et 583
583 m)
m) etant
etant faits
faits norraalement
normalement sur
[§
2. (1)
(1) ci-dessus],
les stations
stations du
du service
service mobile
mobile martime
martime ouvertes
ouvertes
[§ 2.
ci-dessus], les
au
service de
correspondence publique
pour leur
travail
au service
de la
la correspondance
publique et
et utilisant
utilisant pour
leur travail
des
besides doivent pendant
pendant leurs heures de veille
rester
des ondes de ces
ces bandes
veille rester
A
Pecoute sur
our 500 kc/s
a l'ecoute
sur l'onde d'appel
d'appel de leur
leur service. La
La veille
veille sur
(600
in) n'est
our les
A2 ou
ou B.
B. Coo
stations,
(600 m)
n'est obligatoire
obligatoire que
que sur
les oxides
ondes type
type A2
Ces stations,
tout
en observant
observant les prescriptions
prescriptions des
et (2)
et §
§7.
tout en
des §§5
6 (1)
(1) et
(2) et
7. (4)
(4) D,
D, me
ne
sont autoris6es
autorisees ft
&mite quo
a abandonner
abandonner cette
cette ecoute
que lorsqu'elles
lorsqu'elles sent
sont engagees
engag6es
dams
communication our
dans une communication
sur d'autres
d'autres ondes.
C.
BC /8 (3000-1875 11).
C. DANCE
BANDE 100-160 KC/S
M).
ppel et
§§ 6. A
Appel
et repartee.
reponse.
(1)
L'onde de
seulement) est
est l'onde
(1) L'onde
de 143 kc/s (2
(2 100 m) (du type
type Al
Al seulement)
l'onde
internationale d'appel employee dams
dans les communications
inteniationale
communications du service
service
mobile &
ft grande distance
distance dans les
les bandes de
de 100 A
A 160 kc/s (3
(3 000
000 aft
1
1 875 in).
m).
(2) En
(2)
En dehors
dehors de
de l'onde
l'onde de 143 kc/s
kc/s (2 100 m),
m), l'usage de
de toutes
ondes comprises
entre 140
140 et
kc/s (2
(2 143
et 22055
interdit.
ondes
comprises entre
et 146
146 kc/s
143 et
055 m)
m) est
est interdit.
(3)
reponse ft
ernis sur
our l'onde
l'onde international°
(3) L'onde
L'onde de reponse
A in
un appel 6mis
internationale
d'appel de
(1)] est:
est:
d'appel
de 143
143 kc/s (2 100
100 m) [voir §
§ 6.
6. (1)]

pour
mobile, l'onde
de 143
kc/s (2
(2 100
100 m);
pour une station
station mobile,
l'onde de
143 kc/s
m);
pour
cbtiere, son onde
oxide normale
normale de
de travail.
pour une station
station c6tiere,
travail.
§ 7. Trafic.
Trafic.

Les regles ci-dessous
ci-dessous doivent
doivent etre
etre suivies
suivies dans l'exploitation
l'exploitation des
stations du service mobile employant
employant des ondes du type Al des
bandes de 100 aft 160 kc/s (3 000 A
m):
A 11875
875 m):
(1)
station cetiere
une communication
our
(1) a)
a) Toute
Toute station
c6tiere assurant
assurant une
communication sur
6
une de ces oxides
kc/s
ondes doit faire
faire l'l'ecoute
coute sur
sur l'onde
l'onde de 143
143 kc/s
In), A
autrement dans
(2 100 in),
ft moins
rnoins qu'il n'en soit dispose
dispose autreraent
la nomenclature.
nomenclature.
b) La
cetiere transraet
tout son
son trafic
trafic sur
our l'onde
on our
b)
La station
station cotiere
transmet tout
l'onde ou
sur
les
oxides qui lui sont
les ondes
sont specialement
specialement attribuees.
attributes.
c) Une station c6tiere,
cotiere, A
ft laquelle
laquelle une ou plusieurs ondes
comprises
dans la
bande de
125 A
150 kc/s
400 A
000 m)
comprises dans
la bande
de 125
A 150
kc/s (2
(2 400
a2
2 000
m)
sont allouees,
de
allouees, possede sur
our cette ou ces ondes un droit de
preference.
preference.
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[494]
(2) During
above, outside
outside the transintervals indicated
indicated above,
During the
the intervals
[494] (2)
28):
mentioned in article 24 (§§
(§§ 22 to 28):
missions mentioned
[495]
[495]
[496]
[496]
[497]
[498]
[498]

1.
Transmissions must
(625
bands of 480 to 520 kc (625
the bands
must cease
cease in the
1. Transmissions
to
to 577 In);
m);
2. Outside
Outside these
bands:
these bands:
2.
forbidden;
(a) transmissions
transmissions of type-B waves shall be forbidden;
(b) other
other transmissions
transmissions of the mobile
service stations
mobile service
(b)
my
continue; stations of the maritime
maritime mobile
may continue;
service
transmissions on the
service may listen to these transmissions
express condition that these stations shall first
insure the watch on the distress-wave,
distress-wave, as provided
provided
for in paragraph
paragraph (1) [No. 493].

[499] (3)
(3) Since
Since calls
calls in
bands between
between 365 and 515
authorized bands
in the
the authorized
[499]
kc
(822 and
and 583)
normally made on
general calling-wave
calling-wave
on the
the general
are normally
583) are
kc (822
[§2 (1)
(1) above]
above] [No. 475], maritime
service stations open
open to the
maritime mobile service
[§2
service of
and using waves
waves from these bands for
correspondence and
of public correspondence
service
their
remain on watch on the
of watch, remain
must, during their hours of
work must,
their work
calling-wave
service. The watch on 500 kc (600 m) shall be
of their
their service.
calling-wave of
compulsory
type-A2 or -B waves.
waves. These
These stations, while
on type-A2
only on
compulsory only
observing
the provisions
provisions of §5 (1)
(1) and
(2) and §7 (4) D [Nos. 492-498
492-498
and (2)
observing the
and
515], shall be authorized
abandon this watch only when they are
to abandon
authorized to
and 515],
engaged in a
acommunication
communication on other waves.
waves.
engaged
C.
100-160 KC
SC (3,000-1,875
(3,000-1,876 1)
M)
C. BAND
BAND OF 100-160

[500]
[500]

Calling and
and reply
§6. Calling

[501] (1)
143 kc
m) (type
(type Al only) shall be the
(2,100 m)
kc (2,100
The wave
wave 143
(1) The
[501]
international calling-wave
calling-wave for
long-distance communications
communications of
in long-distance
for use
use in
international
the
1,875 m).
m).
service in the bands 100 to 160 kc (3,000 to 1,875
mobile service
the mobile
Except for the wave of 143 kc (2,100 m) the use of any
[502] (2) Except
wave between
between 140
forbidden.
m) shall be forbidden.
Ikc (2,143 and 2,055 in)
146 kc
140 and
and 146
wave
[503]
(3)
The
wave
for
the
reply
to
a
call
transmitted
the
internainternaon
the
transmitted
to
a
call
[503] (3) The wave for the reply
be:
shall
501]
[see §6 (1)] [No.
m) [see
kc (2,100 in)
of 143
143 Ice
calling-wave of
tional calling-wave
a mobile
wave of 143 kc (2,100 m),
in), for a
mobile station;
the wave
working-wave, for a
station.
a coast station.
normal working-wave,
the normal

[504]

§7. Traffic

operation of stafollowed in the operation
[505]
[505] The following rules must be followed
tions of
of the
the mobile
waves in the bands of 100 to
type-Al waves
service using type-A1
mobile service
tions
160 kc (3,000 to 1,875 m):
[506] (1)
(a) Any
coast station
station carrying
one
communication on one
on aacommunication
carrying on
Any coast
(1) (a)
[506]
of
waves must listen onthe
on the wave of 143 kc (2,100
(2,100 m),
m),
of these waves
unless
indicated in the nomenclature.
nomenclature.
otherwise indicated
unless otherwise
[507]
[5071

[508]

(b)
The coast
wave or
transmit all its traffic on the wave
station shall transmit
coast station
(b) The
on
waves which
specifically assigned to it.
which are specifically
the waves
on the
(c)
which one
more waves
waves within the band
one or more
to which
station to
A coast
coast station
(c) A
125 to
allocated,
m) have been allocated,
2,000 in)
kc (2,400
(2,400 to 2,000
150 kc
to 150
125
shall
wavea
have aaprior right to this or these waves.
shall have
193470*-41--PT.
-193470-41---Pr. u-
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d)
station du
du service
transmettant un
un
d) Touts
Toute antra
autre station
service mobile
mobile transmettant
our ces
ces ondes,
et causant
causant ainsi
ainsi du
du
trafic public
public our
sur cette
cette ou
ou sur
ondes, et
brouillage
brouillage A
a ladite station
cetiere, doit
station c6tiere,
doit suspendre
suspendre son
son
travail A
ala demands
demiere.
travail
demande de
de cette
cette derniere.
(2) a) Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une station mobile desire
etablir la
la communicacommunicadesire etablir
tion our
sur une
tine de ces ondes
oxides avec une autre
service
autre station
station du
du service
mobile, elle
l'onde de
de 143
kc/s (2
(2 100
100 m),
elle doit
doit employer
employer l'onde
143 kc/s
m),
A moins
moms qu'il
dispose autrement
dans la
la nomennomenqu'il n'en soit
soit dispose
autrement dans
clature.
clature.
b) Cette
d6signee comme oxide
Cetts onde,
oxide, designee
doit
onde generals
generale d'appel,
d'appel, doit
etre employee
employee exclusivement
exclusivement dans
PAtlantique Nord:
Nord:
dans l'Atlantique
1° pour les appels individuels et
aces
et les reponses
reponses A
ces appels;
appels;
2° pour la transmission des signaux
signaux prealables
transmission
prealables a
A la
la transmission
du trafic.
du
trafic.
(3) Une station mobile, apres avoir
avoir etabli
communication avec
etabli la
la communication
avec
une autre station du service mobile sur l'onde
Ponds generale
de
g6enrale d'appel
d'appel de
143 kc/s (2 100 m), doit, autant quo
transmettre son
son trafic
trafic
que possible, transmettre
une autre oxide
onde quelconque des bandes
sur tine
bandes autorisees,
condition de
de
autoris6es, A,a condition
ne pas troubler
no
troubler le travail en cours d'une
d'Ime autre station.
generale, toute
(4) En regle generale,
touts station
equipee pour
is service
service
station mobile
mobile equipee
pour le
sur les ondes
oxides du type Al des bandes de 100 A
A1
a 160
160 kc/s (3 000
000 A
1 875
875
m) et qui n'est pas engag6e
engages dans une
uric communication
communication sur
autre
sur uric
une autre
onde doit, en vue de permettre
oxide
permettre 1'echange
Pechange du trafic avec
avec d'autres
stations du
our l'onde
l'onde de
de 143
143
du service mobile,
mobile, revenir
revenir chaque
chaque hours
heure sur
kc/s (2 100 m) pendant 5
partir de
xh
h 35,
moyen
5 minutes
minutes aa. partir
de x
35, temps
temps moyen de
de
pr6vues, suivant
Greenwich, durant les heures prevues,
categoric, a.
laquelle
suivant la cat6gorie
Alaquelle
appartient la station envisag6e.
envisagee.

(5)
(5) a) Les stations terrestres doivent,
que possible,
possible, trans-.
doivent, autant
autant que
transmettre
mettre les appels
appels sous forme de listes
Estes d'appels;
d'appels; dans
dans ce cas,
les stations transmettent
transraettent leurs listes
Estes d'appels
heures
d'appels a
a des
des heures
d6termin6es, publiees
nomenclature, our
determinees,
publiees dans la nomenclature,
ou
sur l'onde ou
sur lea
attribuees, dans les bandes de
our
les ondes
oxides qui leur sont attribuees,
de
100 A.
a 160 kc/s (3 000 aa1
sur l'onde
1 875 m),
m), mais
mais non
non sur
l'onde de
de
143 kc/s (2
(2 100 m).
m).
Toutefois, si l'6coulement
Pecoulement de son trafic s'en
s'en trouve
trouve facifacilite, tine
une station terrestre
terrestre pout
etre autorisee
autorisee par
pout Atre
par Pautorite
l'autorit6
dont elle depend
Acommencer
depend a.
commencer ses
d'appels par
pax le
ses listes d'appels
le bref
bref
pr6ambule suivant,
preambule
our 143
(2 100
suivant, emis
emis sur
143 kc/s
kc/s (2
100 m):
m):
CQde
CQ
de ----- (indicatif de la station
station terrestre)
terrestre)
QSW------ suivi de l'indication
la longueur
de
l'indication de la
longueur d'onde
d'onde de
priorite
priorite de la station sur
our laquelle
laquelle la
la lists
transmise
liste d'appels
d'appels va
va etre
8tre transmise
aussitot
aussit6t apres. En aucun cas,
preambule ne
ne peut
repete.
cas, ce preambule
peut etre
etre repete.
b) Les stations terrestres
terrestres peuvent,
peuvent, toutefois, appeler
appeler indiviindividuellement
duellement les stations
stations mobiles A
a. une
tine heure quelconque,
quelconque,
en dehors des heures fixees
fix6es pour l'emission
P6mission des Estes
listes d'apd'appels, selon les circonstances
circonstances ou le travail qu'elles
qu'elles ont
ont a.
A
effectuer.
effectuer.
c)
c) L'onde
L'onde de 143 kc/s (2 100 m) peut etre employee pour
pour les
les
preference, utilis&
utiisee dans
appels individuels
individueis et sera, de preference,
dans ce
ce
but pendant la periode indiquee au
§ 7. (4).
an §
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service station transmitting
transmitting public traffic
(d) Any other mobile service
interference
on this or these waves and thereby causing interference
station must discontinue
discontinue its work at
with the said coast station
the
request of the latter.
the request
(2)
When a
a mobile
mobile station wishes to establish communica(2) (a) When
tion
tion on one of these waves with another station of the
mobile service, it
wave of 143 kc (2,100 m),
it must use the wave
unless otherwise
otherwise indicated
nomenclature.
indicated in the nomenclature.

[511]

(b) This wave, designated as a
a general
general calling-wave,
calling-wave, must be
used
exclusively in the North Atlantic:
used exclusively

[512]
[512]
[513]
[5131

1. For
For making
individual calls
answering these calls;
calls;
and answering
calls and
making individual
1.
2.
preliminary to the transmission of
transmitting signals preliminary
2. For transmitting
traffic.

[514] (3) A mobile station, after having established
established communicacommunicageneral callingtion with another station of the mobile service on the general
kc (2,100 m) must, so far as possible, transmit its traffic
wave of 143 ke
it does not
the authorized
authorized bands, provided it
of the
other wave of
on some
some other
interfere with
progress of another
another station.
with the work in progress
interfere
general rule, any mobile station equipped
equipped for service
a general
[515] (4) As a
kc (3,000 to 1,875 m),
type-Al waves in the band 100 to 160 ke
on type-Al
which
engaged in a
a communication on another wave, must,
which is not engaged
in
order
to
permit
exchange
of traffic with other stations of the
the
exchange
in order to permit
ke (2,100 m) for
service, return each hour to the wave of 143 kc
mobile service,
5
Greenwich mean time, during
beginning at x:35 o'clock Greenwich
5 minutes
minutes beginning
the
specified hours,
according to the
category to which the station
the category
hours, according
the specified
in question belongs.
[516] (5)
stations must, to the extent possible, transmit
transmit the
Land stations
(5) (a)
(a) Land
[516]
calls
in the form of calling lists; in this case, the stations
calls in
transmit
calling lists
at definite hours published
lists at
their calling
transmit their
in the nomenclature,
nomenclature, on the wave or waves which are
allocated
ke (3,000
allocated to them, in the bands of 100 to 160 kc
to
the waves
waves of 143 kc (2,100 m).
m), but not on the
1,875 m),
to 1,875
[517]
[517]

a land
However, if the flow of its traffic is facilitated
facilitated thereby,
thereby, a
However,
authorized by the authority
authority- to which it
station may be authorized
its calling lists by the following brief
begin its
subject to begin
is subject
preamble transmitted
transmitted on 143 kc (2,100 m):
preamble
from. .
signal).
. (land-station call signal).
. .
CQ from.
QSW
of the priority wavethe indication
indication of
by the
followed by
. .. .. followed
QSW .. .
length
of the
immediately
will be immediately
the calling
calling list will
on which
which the
the station
station on
length of
afterward transmitted.
circumstances may this pretransmitted. Under no circumstances
afterward
repeated.
be repeated.
amble be
[518]
Land stations
however, call individually mobile stacan, however,
stations can,
(b) Land
[518] (b)
tions
any time,
the hours fixed for the transoutside the
time, outside
at any
tions at
mission of
circumstances
according to the circumstances
lists, according
of calling lists,
mission
or the work to be done.
[519]
[519]

individual
(c) The wave of 143 kc (2,100 m) may be used for individual
calls
will, preferably,
preferably, be utilized to this end during
and will,
calls and
indicated in §7 (4) [No. 5151.
period indicated
the period
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D. SERVICES
SERVICES A]RONAUTIQUES.
AtRONA17TIQUE8.11))
D.

(1) Les
Les ondes
general, pour
pour les
services aeronautiaeronauti§ 8.
8. (1)
ondes cl'appel
d'appel general,
les services
ques, sont
sent les suivantes,
les regions
des accords
accords r6gioregiosuivantes, sauf
sauf dans
dans les
regions oa
of des
naux qui en disposent
disposent autrement
autrement sont
sont en
vigueur:
en vigueur:
333
(900 mn)
in)
333 kc/s (900
6
plus de
indique a
Particle 7,
6 210 kc/s
kc/s (48,31
(48,31 in)
m) en
en plus
de l'usage
l'usage indiqu6
A l'article
7,
§
21 (1)
(1) c).
c).
§ 21
D'autres frequences
frequences pourront,
etre choisies
pourront, en
en plus,
plus, etre
choisies comme
comme ondes
ondes
d'appel par des accords
accords entre
les gouvernements
interesses. Ces
Ces frefreentre les
gouvernements interess6s.
quences, ainsi
leur utilisation,
utilisation, sont
sont enumerees
ainsi que
que les
les conditions
conditions de
de leur
enumerees
dans les documents
documents de service publies
par le
le Bureau
Bureau de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
publies par
(2) Les ondes generales
gonerales de reponse
services a6ronautiaeronautireponse dans les
les services
ques sont les suivantes, sauf
sauf dans les regions
regions oh
oil des accords
accords regionaux
regionaux
autrement swat
qui en
en disposent autrement
sont en
en viguelo:
vigueur:
333 kc/s
Ws (900 m)
in)
66 210 kc/s
m) en plus de l'usage
kern (48,31 in)
l'usage indique
indique A
a l'article
l'article 7,
7,
21 (1)
c).
§§21
(1) c).
D'autres frequences
frequences pourront
pourront etre choisies
choisies comme
comme ondes
de rereondes de
ponse par des accords entre
entre gouvernements
gouvernements interesses.
Ces frefreinteresses. Ces
quences, ainsi que
que les
utilisation, sont
sont 6numeenumeles conditions
conditions de
de leur
leur utilisation,
rees dans les documents de service
service publies
le Bureau
Bureau de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
publies par
par le
(3) Les radiocoramtuaications
des stations
aeronautiques sont
sont
radiocommunications des
stations aeronautiques
reglees par des accords
accords regionaux
entre les
interesses,
regionaux entre
les gouvernements
gouvernements int6ress6s,
ailleurs, dans
sauf ce
cc qui est prevu, par ailleurs,
dans le present
present Reglement.
Reglement.
ARTICLE 22.
ARTICLE
22.

Brouillages.
Brouillages.

§ 1.
1. (1) La transmission
transmission de signaux
signaux ou
on de correspondances
correspondances supersuperflus ou dont Pidentite
l'identite n'est
Bus
/fest pas donnee
donne° est interdite a
a toutes
toutes les
les
stations.
stations.
experiences sont toleres
(2) Des essais et des experiences
toleres dans
stations
dans les
les stations
mobiles,
ne troublent
mobiles, s'ils no
troublent point le service
service d'autres
d'autres stations. Quant
Quant
aux stations autres que
que les stations
administration
stations mobiles, chaque
chaque administration
apprecie, avant de les autoriser, si les essais ou experiences
experiences proposes
proposes
sont susceptibles
susceptibles ou non de troubler
troubler le service
d'autres stations.
stations.
service d'autres
§§2. IR est recommande
recommande de transmettre
transmettre le trafic se
rapportant a
se rapportant
a la
la
correspondance pubfique
correspondance
du type
type Al,
Al, plutot
plutot que
que sur
sur
publique sur
sur des
des ondes
ondes du
des ondes du type A2 et sur des ondes du type A2, plutot
plutet que
sur des
des
que sur
ondes du type B.
§§ 3.
3. Toutes les stations du
service mobile sont
sont tenues
du service
tenues d'echanger
d'echanger
le trafic
trafic avec
necessaire pour assurer
assurer
le
avec le minimum
minimum d'energie
d'energie rayonnee
rayonnee necessaire
une bonne communication.
communication.
§§4.
4. Sauf
Saul dans les cas de detresse,
dotresse, les communications
communications entre
entre
stations de bord ne
no doivent
doivent pas troubler le travail des stations terrestres. Lorsque
Lorsque ce
cc travail est ainsi trouble,
les stations
stations de
bord qui
qui en
en
trouble, les
de bord
'))Voir l'article 21 §§ 1,
2, 3
3 pour
1
I, 2,
pour l'emploi
de I'onde
l'onde de
de 500
500 kc/s
kc/s (600
m) pour
pour
1'emploi de
(600 m)
l'appel et la
Is detresse.
detresse.
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[520] §8. (1) The general calling-waves,
calling-waves, for
for the
the aeronautical
aeronautical servservices, shall be the following, except in regions
regions where
where regional agreements providing
providing otherwise are
are in
in effect:
effect:
333 kc
kc (900
(900 m),
333
m),
6,210 kc (48.31 m) in addition to the use as indicated
article
indicated in
in article
7, §21 (1)
184].
(1) (c)
(c) [No. 184].

Ant,
Ante, p.
p. 1471.
1471.

[521] Other
frequencies may, in addition,
Other frequencies
addition, be
selected as
as callingcallingbe selected
waves by agreements
agreements between
between the interested
interested governments. These
These
frequencies,
requirements for
frequencies, as well as the requirements
shall be
listed
for their use,
use, shall
be listed
in the service
published by the Bureau
service documents published
Bureau of
of the
the Union.
Union.
[522] (2) The general waves
waves for the reply in the aeronautical
aeronautical services
services
shall be the following, except in regions
regions where
where regional
agreements
regional agreements
providing otherwise
otherwise are
effect:
are in
in effect:
333
333 kc
kc (900
(900 m),
m),

6,210 kc (48.31 m) in addition
addition to the use as indicated
article
indicated in
in article
7,
(1) (c) [No.
7, §21 (1)
[No. 184].
184].

•

Ante.
At&.p. 1471.

p.14n.

frequencies may be selected
[523] Other frequencies
selected as
for the
the reply
reply by
as waves
waves for
by
agreements
interested governments.
agreements between the interested
governments. These
frequencies,
These frequencies,
as well as the requirements
requirements for their use, shall be
be listed
in the
the service
service
listed in
documents published by the Bureau of the Union.
docUments
[524] (3) Radio communications
communications of
stations shall
shall be
be
of aeronautical
aeronautical stations
regulated
by
regional
agreements
regulated
agreements between
between the governments
governments conconcerned, except as otherwise provided
Regulations.
provided for in
in these Regulations.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
22
Interference
Interference
[525]

§1.
transmission of
§1. (1) The transmission
of unnecessary
or unidentified
signals
unnecessary or
unidentified signals

or correspondence
correspondence shall be forbidden to
to all
all stations.
stations.
[527] (2) Tests and experiments
experiments shall be
permitted in
in mobile
mobile
be permitted
stations if they do not interfere
interfere with the service
As
service of other stations.
stations. As
for stations other than mobile stations, each administration
for
administration shall
judge, before authorizing
authorizing them, whether
whether or not the proposed
or
proposed tests or
experiments are likely to interfere
interfere with the service
experiments
service of other
other stations.
stations.
recommended that traffic
[528] §2.
§2. It
It is recommended
traffic relating to
public correspondcorrespondto public
ence be transmitted on type-Al
type-A1 waves
on type-A2
type-A2 waves,
waves,
waves rather
rather than
than on
and on type-A2 waves rather than
waves.
than on type-B
type-B waves.
[529] §3. All stations of the mobile service
service shall
shall be
to exexbe required
required to
change traffic
with
the minimum of radiated
traffic
radiated power
to ininpower necessary
necessary to
sure good communication.
communication.
[530] §4. Except in cases of distress, communications
oncommunications between
between onboard stations must not interfere
interfere with the work of the land
land stations.
stations.
When this work is thus interfered with, the on-board
on-board stations
stations which
which
[526] I
1 See article
5§ 1,1, 2, and 3, for the use of the wave of 500 lto
[526]
article 21, §§
(600m)
ke (600m)
for calling and distress.

Interference.
Interenee.
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[54 S

sont la
cause doivent
transmissions ou
d'onde a
changer d'onde
ou changer
leurs transmissions
cesser lours
doivent cesser
la cause
sont
la premiere
de la
station terrestre
interessee.
terrestre interessee.
la station
demande de
la
premiere demande
Les signaux
signaux d'e,ssais
de reglage
doivent etre
etre choisis
de telle
telle
choisis de
reglage doivent
et de
d'essais et
5. Les
§§5.
maniere
qu'aucime
confusion
no
puisse
se
produire
avec
un
signal,
une
une
signal,
un
maniere qu'aucune confusion ne puisse se produire avec
abreviation,
etc.,
d'une
signification
particuliere
definie
par
le
present
le
present
par
definie
abreviation, etc., d'une signification particuliere
Reglement
Code International
Signaux.
de Signaux.
International de
le Code
ou par
par le
Reglement on
§
6. (1)
(1) Quand
Quand il
il est
est necessaire
d'emettre des
des signaux
signaux d'essais
d'essais ou
ou
necessaire d'emettre
§ 6.
de
de troubler
de la station
service de
le service
troubler le
a risque
risque de
y a
qu'il y
et qu'il
reglage, et
de reglage,
terrestre
le consentement
cette station
station terrestre
doit
terrestre doit
de cette
consentement de
voisine, le
terrestre voisine,
etre obtenu
obtenu avant
avant d'effectuer
de telles
telles emissions.
emissions.
d'effectuer de
etre
(2) Une
Une station
station quelconque
pour des
des
emissions pour
des emissions
effectuant des
quelconque effectuant
(2)
essais,
des reglages
des experiences
transmettre, autant que
doit transmettre,
experiences doit
ou des
reglages on
essais, des
possible
vitesse lente,
son indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel ou,
ou, en
en cas
besoin, son
de besoin,
cas de
lente, son
possible Avitesse
nom,
de
frequents
intervalles
an
cours
de
ces
emissions.
ces
de
au
cours
intervalles
nom, A de frequents
en
plainte en
formule une plainte
qui formula
ou l'entreprise
l'entreprise qui
§§7.
7. L'administration
L'administration ou
celle-ci:
matiere de
brouillage doit,
justifier celle-ci:
doit, pour etayer et justifier
de brouillage
matiAre
a)
les caract6ristiques
caracteristiques du
du brouillage
(frequence,
constat6 (frequence,
brouillage constate
a) preciser
preciser les
•
variations
reglage, indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel du poste brouilleur
brouilleur
de reglage,
variations de
WA eat
autres renseignements
renseignements utiles que l'on
tous autres
connu, et tons
s'il
est connu,
pent obtenir
obtenir relativement
brouilage);
au brouillage);
relativement au
peut

frequence qui lui
declarer que
brouille utilise bien la frequence
le poste
poste brouill6
que le
b) declarer
est
est attribuee;
attribu6e;
appareils de
c)
connaltre qu'elle emploie
regulierement des appareils
emploie regulierement
c) faire
faire connattre
reception
d'un type
type equivalent
meilleur utilise
type le meilleur
equivalent au type
reception d'un
dans
la pratique
service dont il s'agit.
courante du service
pratique courante
dans la
jugent utiles
administrations prennent les mesures qu'elles jugent
§§8.
8. Les
Les administrations
interieure,
legislation
avec
et
qui
sont
compatibles
leur
legislation
interieure,
pour
que les
compatibles
et qui sont
appareils
electsiques susceptibles
susceptibles de
serieusement un
un service
de troubler
troubler serieusement
appareils electriques
autorise de
maniere A
a eviter
soient employes de maniere
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication soient
autoris6
perturbations.
de telles
telles perturbations.
ARTICLE 23.
23.
ARTICLE
Installations de secours.
secours.

en mer
pour la
de la
la vie humaine
humaine en
la sauvegarde
sauvegarde de
Convention pour
§§ 1.
1. La
La Convention
determine quels
sont les
les navires
etre pourvus
pourvus d'une
doivent etre
navires qui doivent
quels sont
determine
installation de
de secours*
remplir par les
definit les
les conditions
conditions aa remplir
secours* et
et defanit
installation
installations de cette
categorie.
cette categorie.
installations
§
2. Pour
Pour l'utilisation
toutes les
les
de secours,
secours, toutes
des installations
installations de
§ 2.
l'utilisation des
prescriptions du
du present
present Reglement
Reglement doivent
doivent etre
etre observees.
observees.
prescriptions
§
3. Les
Les navires
pourvus d'une
d'une installation
installation 6mettrice
emettrice du
du type
type Al
Al
§ 3.
navires pourvus
de
ou
fonctionnement, no
l'installation de
ne peuvent
peuvent utiliser l'installation
ou A2
A2 en
en etat de
de fonctionnement,
detresse.
secours
du type
type B
B que
que pour
pour remission
signal et du trafic de detresse.
l'emission du signal
secours du
(5).
*Convention pour la
is sauvegarde
is vie humaine
humaine en mer: Article
Article 31 (5).
sauvegarde de la
*Convention
(5).
L'installation doit
doit comprendre
une installation
installaune installainstallation principale
principale et use
comprendre une
(5). L'installation
(reserve). Toutefois,
l'installation principale
principale remplit toutes
Toutefois, si l'installation
tion de secours
secours (reserve).
(r6serve), cette derniere
derniere n'est pas dans
les conditions d'une installation de secours (reserve),
ce
ens obligatoire.
ce cas
obligatoire.
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it must stop transmitting or change waves upon the first recause it
quest
concerned.
quest of the
the land station
station concerned.
[531] §5. Test and adjustment signals must be selected
selected in such a
a
confusion with a
asignal, an abbreviation,
abbreviation,
way that there will result no confusion
et cetera, having aa particular
Regulations
particular meaning defined by these Regulations
or
International Code
or by
by the International
Code of
of Signals.
Signals.
[532] §6. (1) When it
it is necessary
necessary to transmit
transmit test
test or
or adjustment
adjustment
danger of interfering with the service
service of the
signals, and there is danger
neighboring land station,
permission must be
obtained from
neighboring
station, permission
be obtained
from that
that land
land
before such transmissions
station before
transmissions are made.
[533]
[533] (2) Any
Any station making transmissions for purposes of testing,
adjusting,
possible, at frequent
frequent
must, so far
far as
as possible,
adjusting, or
or experimenting
experimenting must,
intervals
speed
transmit at
at low speed
course of
of these
these transmissions,
transmissions, transmit
intervals in the course
its
if need
need be, its name.
its call
call signal
signal or, if
[534] §7.
administration or
complaint
which makes
makes aacomplaint
or enterprise which
§7. The administration
[534]
regarding
justify the
the complaint:
complaint:
must, to support
support and justify
interference must,
regarding interference
[535]

[536]
[537]
[537]

interference noted (frecharacteristics of the interference
(a) Specify the characteristics
quency,
call signal of the
adjustment, call
variations in adjustment,
quency, variations
interfering station, if
known, and
pertinent
interfering
if known,
and such other pertinent
information as
regarding the interas may
may be obtainable regarding
information
ference);
ference);
interfered with actually uses the
that the
the station interfered
(b) State that
frequency
assigned to
it;
to it;
frequency assigned
(c) State
State that
that it
it regularly
receiving instruments
instruments of
of a
type
a type
uses receiving
regularly uses
(c)
equivalent to
practice of
of
current practice
best used
used in
in the current
to the
the best
equivalent
the
the service
service concerned.
concerned.

[538] §8.
steps as they deem
administrations shall take such steps
§8. The
The administrations
[538]
advisable
and
as
are
in
keeping
with
their
domestic
legislation in
legislation
with
their
domestic
in
keeping
advisable and as are
order
that
electrical
apparatus
capable
of
serious
interference
with
order that electrical apparatus capable of serious interference with
an
authorized
radio
service
will
be
used
in
such
a
manner
as
to
avoid
an authorized radio service will be used in such a manner as to avoid
such interference.
ARTICLE 23
23
ARTICLE
Emergency
Installations
Emergency Installations
Emergency Installan

tioE'"7
[539]
for the Safety of Life at Sea shall deter- tions.
Convention for
[539] §1.
§1. The Convention
mine which
which ships must be
emergency installation*
an emergency
be provided
provided with an
mine
and
conditions to
to be
be fulfilled
by installations
this
of this
installations of
fulfilled by
define the
the conditions
and shall
shall define
category.
category.
[540]
emergency installations, all the provisions of
§2. In the use of emergency
[540] §2.
the
be observed.
observed.
must be
Regulations must
the present
present Regulations
[541]
Ships provided
transmitting installawith aatype-A1
type-Al or -A2 transmitting
provided with
[541] §3. Ships
operating condition
shall not
not use the type-B emergency instalcondition shall
tion in operating
lation
than distress signals and traffic.
other than
transmit any other
lation to transmit

[543] *Convention
*Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea [article 31 (5)]: "The installa[543]
tion shall
installation and an emergency
installation.
emergency (reserve) installation.
a main installation
comprise a
tion
shall comprise
requirements of an
complies with all the requirements
If, however, the main installation complies
emergency
obligatory."
latter is not then
then obligatory."
installation the latter
emergency (reserve)
(reserve) installation

50 Stet. 1154.
114.
508stt.
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ARTICLE 24.
ARTICLE
24.

Signal et trafic
Signal
trafte de detrease.
dWtresse.

Signaux
et de
Signaux d'alarme,
d'alarme, d'urgenee
d'urgence et
de seeurite.
scuriti.
A. GtNA
RALITtS.
A.
GENERALITES.

§§1. Aucune
Aucune disposition du
present Reglement
ne peut
peut faire
obstacle
du present
Reglement ne
faire obstacle
a l'emploi,
l'emploi, par une station mobile en d6tresse,
detre,sse, de thus
tous les
les moyens
moyens dont
dont
elle dispose
dispose pour attirer
l'attention, signaler
sa situation
obtenir
attirer l'attention,
signaler sa
situation et
et obtenir
du secours.
secours.
§ 2. (1) La vitesse de transmission telegraphique
telkgraphique dans les cas de
§
de
detresse, d'urgence ou de
sectuite no
pas, en
de securite
ne doit
doit pas,
en general,
g6n6ral, depasser
depasser 16
16
moth
mots a.a la
la minute.
minute.
(2) La vitesse de transmission du signal
d'alarme est
indiquee
signal d'alarme
est indiquee
au
21, (1).
(1).
au §
§ 21,
B.
B. ONDEB
ONDES A
A EMPLOYER
EMPLOYER EN
DE DEITRESSE.
DATRESSE.
EN CAS
CAB DE

§ 3. (1)
a) En ma
cas de d6tresse,
§
(1) Navires.
Navires. a)
detre,sse, l'onde A
a employer
employer est
est
l'onde international°
internationale de detresse,
detresse, c'est-ardire
c'est-a-dire 500
500 kcjs
kc/s
(600 m) (voir article 21);
elle doit
doit etre,
preference, uti21); elle
8tre, de
de pr6f6rence,
utilisee en type A2
A2ou B. Les stations
qui ne
ne peupenstations de
de navire
navire qui
internationale de d6tresse
vent emettre
exnettre sur l'onde international°
detresse utilisent
utilisent
leur onde normale d'appel.
b)
Li) Les stations radiotelephoniques
radiotelephoniques de
de faible
faible puissance
puissance font
font
usage, dans cc
ce but, de l'onde d'appel et de d6tresse
detresse de
de
1 650 kc/s (182
1
(182 m), comme
comme indiqu6
indique dans
dans Particle
larticle 31.
31.
Aeronefs. Tout aeronef
aeronef en detresse doit transmettre
(2) ileronefs.
transmettre l'appel
Pappel de
de
d6tresse sur l'onde de veille des stations
detresse
stations terrestres
terrestres ou
susou mobiles
mobiles susceptibles de lui porter
porter secours;
secours; lea
ondes a
employer, quand
Pappel est
les ondes
Aemployer,
quand l'appel
est
adresse
adresse aux stations du service maritime, sont lea
les ondes
ondes de
de detresse
detresse
ou de veille de ces
ces stations.
C. SIGNAL
C.
SIGNAL DE
TRESSE.
DE DIE
DETRESSE.

§ 4. (1) En radiotelegraphie,
radiotelegraphie, le signal
§
consiste dans
signal de
de detresse
detresse consiste
dans is
le
groupe
- ...
groupe ......,,emis
et dans
emis comme
comme un
un soul
seul signe
signe et
dans lequel
lequel
les traits doivent etre cadences
lea
cadences de maniere
maniere t).
etre
nettement
&a
tre distingues
distingues nettement
des points.
radiotel6phonie, le signal de
En radiotelephonie,
consiste dans
dans l'expression
l'expression
de detresse
detresse consiste
MAYDAY (correspondant A
a la prononciation
parlee MAYDAY
prononciation frangaise
francaise de
de
l'expression "m'aider").
"m'aider").
l'expression
l'aeronef, ou
(2) Ces signaux de d6tresse
detresse annoncent
annoncent que le navire, Paeronef,
tout autre vhicule
vehicule qui emet le
est sous
la menace
menace
le signal de
de detresse
detresse est
sous la
d'un danger grave et imminent et demande une assistance
assistance immediate.
immediate.
D.
D. APPEL
APPEL DE
DE DtTRESSE.
DITRESSE.

§ 5. (1)
d6tresse, lorsqu'il
§
(1) L'appel
L'appel de detresRe,
lorsqu'il est emis
emis par radiotelegraphie
radiot6elgraphie
sur 500 kc/s (600 m), est, en regle gnerale,
generale, immediatement
immediatement precede
precede
du signal d'alarme tel quo
que cc
ce dernier est dAfini
an §
(1).
d6fini au
§ 21,
21, (1).
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24
ARTICLE 24
ARTICLE

Distress Traffic
Signal—Alarm, Emergency,
and Safety
Emergency, and
Distress Signal-Alarm,
and Distress
Traffic and
Distress
Signals
Signals
A. GENERAL
GENERAL
A.
Distress traffic and
and
Distress
[542]
No provision
of these
these Regulations
a mobile distress
prevent a
Regulations shall prevent
provision of
§1. No
[542] §1.
signal, etc.
station in
in distress
from using
available to it
it for drawing
means available
any means
using any
distress from
station
attention, signaling
position, and
obtaining help.
and obtaining
its position,
signaling its
attention,
[544] §2.
§2. (1)
When distress,
involved, the
emergency, or safety is involved,
distress, emergency,
(1) When
[544]
telegraph
speed, in general, must not exceed 16 words
transmission speed,
telegraph transmission
per
minute.
per minute.
[545]
(2) The
The transmission
transmission speed
for the
the alarm
signal is
is indicated
indicated
alarm signal
speed for
[545] (2)
in
593].
(1) [No.
[No. 593].
§21 (1)
in §21

Pod, p.
Poet.
P.

1543.

1543.

OF DISTRESS
DISTRESS
B.
WAVES TO
TO BE
BE USED
IN CASE
CASE OF
USED IN
B. WAVES

[546]

[547]
[547]

Waves to be used in

§3. (1)
ease of distress.
Ships.
(1) Ships.
(a)
In case
case of
the wave
wave to
be used
shall be the interused shall
to be
distress, the
of distress,
(a) In
national distress-wave,
distress-wave ' that
that is,
500 lie
(see
m) (see
kc (600 m)
is, 500
national
Ante. p. 1523.
article 21)
preferably be
be used in type Ante,
it must
must preferably
479]; it
[No. 479];
21) [No.
article
A2
B. Ship
Ship stations which cannot transmit on the
A2 or
or B.
international
distress-wave shall use their normal callinginternational distress-wave
wave.
wave.
(b) Low-power
Low-power radiotelephone
radiotelephone stations shall use, for this pur(b)
kc (182
pose, the
the callingcalling- and distress-wave
(182 m),
distress-wave of 1,650 Ire
pose,
Pod. p. 1567.
as
indicated in article 31.
as indicated

[548]
(2) Aircraft.
Aircraft. Any
Any aircraft
aircraft in
in distress
distress must transmit the distress
[548] (2)
call
on the
watching-wave of the land or mobile stations capable of
the watching-wave
call on
helping
the call
call is
addressed to stations
stations of the maritime
is addressed
when the
it; when
helping it;
watching-wave
service, the
to be
used are
distress-wave or watching-wave
are the distress-wave
be used
the waves
waves to
service,
of these stations.
C.
SIGNAL
DISTRESS SIGNAL
C. DISTRESS
[549]
(1) In
In radiotelegraphy,
radiotelegraphy, the
the distress
distress signal
signal shall
consist of
shall consist
§4. (1)
[549] §4.
the
... —
...,
as one
which the
the
in which
signal, in
one signal,
transmitted as
, transmitted
group ...---...
the group
dashes must
emphasized so as to
distinguished clearly from the
to be distinguished
be emphasized
must be
dashes
dots.
[550]
In radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, the
signal shall consist of the
distress signal
the distress
[550] In
(corresponding
spoken
expression
MAYDAY
(corresponding
to the French pronunMAYDAY
spoken expression
ciation
of
the
expression
"m'aider").
"m'aider").
ciation of the expression
[551] (2)
(2) These
announce that the ship, airshall announce
signals shall
distress signals
These distress
[551]
craft,
or
any
other
vehicle
which
sends
signal is
is threatdistress signal
the distress
craft, or any other vehicle which sends the
ened
requests immediate
and requests
danger and
imminent danger
and imminent
serious and
by serious
ened by
assistance.
assistance.
D. DISTRESS
DISTRESS CALL
CALL
D.

signal.
Distnes signet.
Dietnsso

[552] §5.
§5. (1)
The distress
radiotelegraphy on
distress call, when sent in radiotelegraphy
(1) The
[552]
preceded
immediately
500
kc
(600
m)
shall,
as
a
general
be
immediately
preceded by
rule,
500 kc (600 m) shall, as a general
the alarm
signal as
§21 (1)
(1) [No. 593].
in §21
defined in
is defined
the latter
latter is
as the
alarm signal
the

cal.
Distress can.
Peat. p.
p.
Pot,

1543.
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(2) Lorsque
Lorsque les
les circonstances
circonstances le
le permettent,
Pemission de
de l'appel
l'appel
permettent, l'6mission
(2)
est separee
separee de
la fin
fin du
du signal
signal d'alarme
par un
de deux
deux minutes.
minutes.
est
de la
d'alarme par
un silence
silence de
(3)
de detresse
d6tresse comprend:
comprend:
(3) L'appel
L'appel de
le signal
signal de
de detresse
trois fois,
fois,
le
d6tresse transmis
transmis trois
le mot
mot DE,
le
DE, et
et
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de la
la station
station mobile
mobile en
en detresse,
transmis trois
detresse, transmis
trois
l'indicatif
fois
fois
(4) Cet
priorite absolue
absolue sur
les autres
autres transmissions.
transmissions.
sur les
appel aa priorite
(4)
Cet appel
Toutes les
qui l'entendent
cesser immediatement
immediatement
l'entendent doivent
doivent cesser
Toutes
les stations
stations qui
toute
susceptible de
detresse et
et
troubler le
le trafic
trafic de
de detresse
toute transmission
transmission susceptible
de troubler
&outer
l'onde d'emission
de l'appel
de d6tresse.
detresse. Cet
Cot appel
appel ne
no
l'appel de
sur l'onde
d'emission de
ecouter sur
doit
adresse a
une station
station determinee
et ne
donne pas
pas lieu
ne donne
lieu
etre adress6
a une
d6termin6e et
doit pas
pas etre
de reception.
reception.
a Paccuse
1'accuse de
E. MESSAGE
MESSAGE DE DATRESSE.
E.
DPTRESSE.

6. (1)
L'appel de
doit etre
suivi aussit6t
quo possible
possible
8tre suivi
aussit6t que
de detresse
detresse doit
§§ 6.
(1) L'appel
du
mempage de
de detresse.
detresse. Ce
message comprend
comprend Pappel
detresse,
du message
Ce message
l'appel de
de d6tresse,
suivi
Paeronef ou du vehicule
velficule en detresse,
suivi du
du nom
nom du
du navire,
navire, de l'aeronef
detresse, des
des
indications
ala
indications relatives
relatives a
Ala -position de celui-ci, A
la nature
nature de
de la detresse
detresse
et a
ala
Is nature
du secours
secours demande
et, eventuellement,
tout autre
et
nature du
demand6 et,
eventuellement, de
de tout
autre
renseignement
pourrait faciliter
faciliter ce
ce secours.
renseignement qui
qui pourrait
secours.
(2)
dans son
message de
de detresse,
detresse, un
un aeronef
no pent
(2) Lorsque,
Lorsque, dans
son message
aeronef ne
peut
transmission du
du message
message
signaler sa position, il s'efforce,
s'efforce, apres
apres la
la transmission
incomplet, d'emettre
incomplet,
d'emettre son indicatif
indicatif d'appel suffisamment
suffisamment longtemps
longtemps
pour
aux stations
stations radiogoniom6triques
radiogoniometriques de
determiner sa
sa
pour permettre
permettre aux
de determiner
position.
position.
(1) En
regle generale,
generale, un
aeronef a
is mer
mer signale
signale
ou un
un aeronef
a la
En regle
un navire
navire on
§§7.
7. (1)
sa position
et longitude
longitude (Greenwich),
en employant
sa
position en
en latitude
latitude et
(Greenwich), en
employant des
des
cliffres
les degres
minutes, accompagn6s
accompagnes de
chiffres pour
pour les
degr6s et
et les
les minutes,
de l'un
l'un des
des mots
mots
NORTH ou
et de
de l'un
mots EAST
ou WEST;
NORTH
ou SOUTH
SOUTH et
l'un des
des mots
EAST ou
WEST; in
un point
point
separe
des minutes.
Eventuellement, le
separe les degres
degr6s des
minutes. Eventuellement,
le relevement
relevement vrai
vrai
et la
is distance
marins par
par rapport
rapport a
point geographique
geographigue
et
distance en
en mines
milles marins
a in
un point
etre donnes.
donnes.
connu peuvent etre
(2) Un
Un navire
navire muni
(2)
muni d'appareils
d'appareils radiotelegraphigues,
radiotelegraphiques, apres
apres avoir
avoir
transmis co
dans is
transmis
ce message
message de
de detresse,
d6tresse, transmet,
transmet, dans
la mesure
mesure du
du possible,
possible,
délai suffisamment
suffisamment long
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel du
du navire pendant un
un delai
long pour
pour
permettre aux stations terrestres
terrestres et de navire munies
radiomunies de radiogoniometres de
de determiner
sa position.
goniometres
determiner sa
position.
(3) En
un aeronef
au-dessus de
la terre
terre signale
(3)
En regle
regle generale,
g6nerale, un
aeronef en
en vol
vol au-dessus
de la
signale
sa distance
distance approxisa position
position par le
le nom
nom de
de la
la localite
localite la plus proche,
proche, sa
approximative par rapport aacelle-ci, accompagnee,
accompagnee, selon le cas, de
de l'un des
EAST ou
WEST ou,
ou, 6ventuellement,
eventuellement, des
mots NORTH,
NORTH, SOUTH,
SOUTH, EAST
ou WEST
des
indignant les
directions intermediaires.
mots indiquant
les directions
intermediaires.
§
de detresse
detresse ne
no sent
sont emis
ernis quo
sur ordre
§ 8.
8. L'appel
L'appel et
et le
le message
message de
que sur
ordre du
du
commandant
ou
commandant ou
on de la
is personne
personne responsable
responsable du navire,
navire, de l'aeronef
l'aeronef on
de tout autre vehicule
vehicule portant la station mobile.
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[553] (2) When circumstances
circumstances permit, the transmission of the
call shall be separated from the end of the alarm signal by a
a 2-minute
2-minute
silence.
The distress
[554] (3)
(3) The
distress call
call shall
shall include:
include:
the distress signal transmitted
transmitted three
three times,
times,
the word DE, and
the call signal of the mobile station in distress transmitted
transmitted three
times.
times.

[555] (4) This call shall have absolute
absolute priority over other
other transtransmissions. All stations hearing it
immediately cease all transit must immediately
transmission capable of interfering with the distress traffic,
traffic, and must listen
on the wave used for the distress
call must
not be
be sent
sent to
distress call.
call. This
This call
must not
to
any particular
particular station and shall not require an
acknowledgment of
an acknowledgment
of
receipt.
E. DISTRESS MESSAGE
MESSAGE

[556] §6. (1)
(1) The distress call must be followed
by
followed as soon as possible by

the distress message. This message
message shall include the
call
the distress call
followed by the name of the ship, aircraft,
aircraft, or the
the vehicle
vehicle in distress,
distress,
information regarding
information
regarding the position of the latter, the nature of the
the
distress and the nature of the help requested,
other further
further
requested, and
and any
any other
information which might facilitate this assistance.
information
[557] (2)
(2) When, in its distress message,
message, an aircraft is
is unable to
signal its position, it
it shall endeavor
endeavor after the transmission
transmission of
inof the
the incomplete
complete message to send its call signal long enough so
so that
that the
the radio
radio
direction-finding
direction-finding stations may
may determine
determine its
its position.
[558] §7. (1)
a ship or aircraft
(1) As aageneral rule,
rule, a
aircraft at
at sea shall
shall signal
signal
its position in latitude and longitude
longitude (Greenwich)
for
(Greenwich) using figures,
figures, for
the degrees and minutes, accompanied
accompanied by one of
words NORTH
NORTH
of the words
or SOUTH
SOUTH and one of the words EAST or
period shall
or WEST. A
A period
shall
separate the degrees from the minutes. In some
true bearbearsome cases, the
the true
ings and the distance in nautical miles from some known geographical
geographical
point may be
be given.
[559] (2) A
A ship equipped
equipped with
apparatus, after
with radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph apparatus,
after
having sent this distress message, shall transmit, to the extent practicable, the ship's call signal for a
to enable
enable the
a period long enough
enough to
the
land and ship stations equipped with radio direction-finders
direction-finders to
to deterdetermine its position.
[560] (3)
(3) As
flying over
shall signal
As a
a general rule,
rule, an
an aircraft flying
over land
land shall
signal its
its
position by the name of the
approximate distance
the nearest
nearest locality, its
its approximate
distance
from this point, accompanied,
accompanied, according
of the
according to
to the
the case, by one of
the words
words
NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, or WEST,
W.H.ST, or,
indicating
or, in
in some cases, words
words indicating
intermediate directions.
intermediate
[561]
shall be
be sent
sent only
order of
[561] §8.
§8. The
The distress call
call and message
message shall
only by
by order
of
the master or person responsible for the ship, aircraft, or
or other
other vehicle
vehicle
carrying the mobile station.

Distress message.

Distress mesage.
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§
9. (1)
Le message
message de
de detresse
detresse doit
etre repete,
intervalles,
par intervalles,
rep6te, pax
doit etre
(1) Le
§ 9.
jusqu'i
cc
qu'une
reponse
soit
regue
et,
notamment,
pendant
les
les
pendant
notamment,
et,
recue
soit
jusqu'a ce qu'une r6ponse
periodes
de
silence
prevues
A
Particle
21,
§
5.
§
5.
21,
Particle
'
prevues
silence
de
periodes
(2) Le
Le signal
signal d'alarme
d'alarme peut
peut egalement
etre repete,
si necessaire.
necessaire.
repete, si
6galement etre
(2)
(3) Les
Les intervalles
toutefois, etre
etre suffisamment
suffisamment longs
pour
longs pour
doivent, toutefois,
intervalles doivent,
(3)
quo
lee stations
stations qui
qui se
se preparent
preparent a r6pondre
repondre aient
aient le
le temps
temps de
mettre
de mettre
que les
marche.
leers
6metteurs en marche.
appareils emetteurs
leurs appareils
(4)
le cas
ob la
la station
de bord
bord en
detre,sse no
de
pas de
recoit pas
ne regoit
en d6tresse
station de
cas oi
Dans le
(4) Dane
reponse
a,
un
message
de
detresse
transmif3
cur
l'onde
de
500
reponse a un message de detresse transmis sur l'onde de 500 kc/s
(600 m),
le message
cur toute
disponible,
onde disponible,
autre onde
toute autre
r6p6t6 sur
etre repete
peut etre
message pout
m), le
(600
Paid°
de
laquelle
Pattention
pourrait
etre
attiree.
attir6e.
etre
a l'aide de laquelle l'attention pourrait
§
mobile qui
station
autre station
qu'une autre
apprend qu'une
qui apprend
station mobile
une station
plus, into
De plus,
§ 10.
10. De
message de d6tresse
mobile
est en
detresse pent
detrasse dans
le message
transmettre le
peut transmettre
en d6tresse
mobile est
l'un
l'un des cas suivants:
a)
detresse n'est
n'est pas
memo de
transmettre
le translnettre
de le
pas aa ineme
en d6tresse
station en
la station
a) la
e,lle-rneme;
elle-mene;
b)
commandant (ou
(ou son
son remplagant)
navire, aeronef ou
du navire,
remplagant) du
le commandant
b) le
autre
station intervenante
intervenante juge que
quo
la station
portant la
v6hicule portant
autre vehicule
d'autres
secours sont n6cessaires.
necessaires.
d'autres secours
11. (1)
(1) Les
Les stations
stations du
du service
mobile qui
qui regoivent
regoivent un message
service mobile
§§11.
de detrosse
trouvant, sans
possible, dans
sans doute possible,
se trouvant,
mobile se
station mobile
d'une station
d6tresse d'une
de
immediatement (voir
leur
doivent en
(voir
accuser reception immediatement
en accuser
voisinage doivent
leur voisinage
lee
§§ 18
18 et
ci-dessous). Si
Si l'appel
l'appel de d6tresse
detresse n'a pas ete
et() precede
et 19
19 ci-dessous).
les §§
du signal
signal d'alarme
ces stations
stations peuvent
peuvent transmettre
tra,nsmettre ce
cc
automatique, ces
d'alarme automatique,
du
signal
d'alarme automatique
automatique avec l'autorisation de l'autorite
Pautorite responsasignal d'alarme
§ 1), en
ble de
la station
(pour les
lee stations
mobiles voir l'art.
Part. 11,
11, §
stations mobiles
station (pour
de la
ble
prenant
de no
Paccuse de reception
reception
troubler la transmission de l'accuse
ne pas troubler
soin de
prenant soin
dudit message
effectue par
par d'autres
stations.
d'autres stations.
message effectu6
dudit
recoivent un message
(2)
stations du service
message de
service mobile qui regoivent
Lee stations
(2) Les
detresse d'une
station mobile
mobile qui,
doute possible, n'est pas dans
sans doute
qui, sans
d'une station
d6tresse
avant
leur voisinage
voisinage doivent
s'ecouler un
un court
court laps
de temps avant
laps de
laisser s'ecouler
doivent laisser
leur
d'en
accuser
reception,
afin
de
permettre
a
stations
plus
plus
proches
de
stations
a
des
permettre
d'en accuser r6ception, afin de
sans
la
station
mobile
en
detresse
de
repondre
d'accuser
reception
et
d'accuser
de
r6pondre
en
detresse
mobile
station
la
1
brouillage.t)
)
brouillage.
F.
TRAFIC DE DETRESSE.
DLTRESSE .
F. TRAFIC

§
12. Le
Le trafic
de detresse
relatifs au
messages relatifs
tous les
les messages
comprend thus
detresse comprend
trafic de
§ 12.
secours immediat
necessaire a,
detresse.
mobile en detresse.
la station
station mobile
a la
immediat necessaire
secours
§
13. Tout
Tout radiotelegramme
detresse doit comprendre
comprendre
d'un trafic de detresse
radiotelegramme d'un
§ 13.
le signal
signal de
de detresse
l'appel et
et repete
an debut
debut du prerepete au
precedant l'appel
detresse precedant
le
ambule.
ambule.
du trafic
de detresse
appartient A
station
a la
la station
detresse appartient
trafic de
direction du
§§14.
14. La
La direction
mobile en
a, la
station mobile qui,
qui, par application des
la station
ou A
en detresse
detresse on
mobile
dispositions
du §
§ 10,
10, a),
Pappel de
de detresse.
detresse. Ces
Ce,s stations
stations
emis 1'appel
a), aa emis
dispositions du
peuvent
la direction
direction du
du trafic
trafic de
de d6tresse
detresse a
aune autre station.
ceder la
peuvent ceder
indispensable, toute
touts station du service
15. (1)
(1) Lorsqu'elle
Lorsqu'elle le juge indispensable,
§§15.
detresse
mobile
du navire,
Paeronef ou
on du vehicule
v6hicule en detresse
de l'aeronef
navire, de
a proximite
proximite du
mobile a

du §§11
Les dispositions
dispositions du
11 s'appliquent
s'appliquent 6galement
egalement &
b. toute
touts station travaillant
travaillant
')9Les
mobile.
les bandes
dana
dans lea
bandes du
du service
service mobile.
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(1) The distress message must be repeated at intervals
[562] §9. (1)
until
an answer
received, and especially during the periods
been received,
answer has been
until an
492].
[No. 492].
21, §5 [No.
of
silence provided
provided for
in article
article 21,
for in
of silence
repeated, if necessary.
[563]
necessary.
[563] (2) The alarm signal may also be repeated,
long so that
[564]
(3)
The
intervals
must,
however,
sufficiently
be
however,
[564] (3) The intervals must,
transmitters
put
their
stations preparing
transmitters
may have time to
to reply
reply may
preparing to
stations
in
operation.
in operation.
[565] (4)
on-board station
answer
station in distress received no answer
the on-board
(4) In
In case the
[565]
to
a distress
distress message sent on the 500-kc (600-m) wave, the message
to a
which
may
be repeated
available wave by means of which
on any other available
repeated on
may be
attention might be attracted.
attention
[566] §10.
station which
which becomes
that
aware that
becomes aware
a mobile
mobile station
Furthermore, a
§10. Furthermore,
[566]
another
mobile
station
is
in
distress,
may
transmit
message
distress
the
transmit
may
in
distress,
is
station
mobile
another
in
of the
the following
following cases:
cases:
in either
either of

a position to
(a) when
the .station in distress
distress is not itself in a
when the
(a)
transmit it;
it;
transmit
[568]
when the
his relief) of the vessel, aircraft,
aircraft, or
(or his
master (or
the master
(b) when
[568] (b)
other vehicle
vehicle carrying
carrying the
the station
which intervenes,
station which
other
believes that
help is
necessary.
is necessary.
further help
that further
believes
[569] §11.
Stations of the mobile service which receive a
adistress
(1) Stations
§11. (1)
[569]
in their
message
from
a
mobile
station
unquestionably
unquestionably
is
which
message from a mobile station
and 19
§§18
(see
once
at
vicinity, must
must acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt thereof
vicinity,
below) [Nos.
[Nos. 587,
589]. If the distress call has not been
588, and 589].
587, 588,
below)
preceded by
an auto-alarm
auto-alarm signal, these stations may transmit this
by an
preceded
auto-alarm signal
signal with
the authorization
authorization of
of the
authority responsible
responsible
the authority
with the
auto-alarm
for the
the station
station (for
mobile stations,
see article
§1) [No.
[No. 276],
276],
11, §1)
article 11,
stations, see
(for mobile
for
taking
care not
interfere with the transmission of the acknowledgto interfere
not to
taking care
ment of
message by other stations.
of said message
receipt of
of the
the receipt
ment
[570] (2)
(2) Stations
Stations of
mobile service
service which
which receive
receive a
a distress
the mobile
of the
[570]
message
from
a
mobile
station
which
unquestionably
is
not
in their
their
in
not
is
unquestionably
which
station
a
mobile
message from
acknowledging
vicinity,
must
wait
a
short
of
acknowledging
rebefore
of
time
period
a
short
wait
vicinity, must
ceipt
thereof,
in
order
to
make
it
possible
for
stations
the
the
to
nearer
ceipt thereof, in order to make it possible for stations
mobile
station in
in distress
distress to
to answer
acknowledge receipt
receipt without
without
and acknowledge
answer and
mobile station
1
interference.'
interference.

Ante,
urn
Ante, p.
p. 15

[567]
[567]

Post, p. 1543.

p 153.
Pr

Ante, p. 1489.
p. 148.

Ant,

F.
DISTRESS TRAFFIC
F. DISTRESS
traffic.
Distress traffic.
§12. Distress
Distress traffic
traffic shall
all messages
relative to
to immeimme- •Distress
messages relative
include all
shall include
§12.
diate
assistance needed
mobile station
station in
in distress.
the mobile
by the
needed by
diate assistance
[572]
§13.
Every
distress-traffic
radiotelegram
include the
the disdismust include
[572] §13. Every distress-traffic radiotelegram must
tress signal
signal preceding
preceding the
the call and repeated
repeated at the beginning of the
tress
preamble.
preamble.
[573]
distress traffic
traffic shall
shall devolve
upon the mobile
devolve upon
of distress
control of
The control
§14. The
[573] §14.
station in
or upon
upon the
the mobile
station which,
application
by application
which, by
mobile station
distress or
in distress
station
of the
(a) [No.
[No. 567],
sent the
distress call. These
the distress
has sent
567], has
§10 (a)
of §10
provisions of
of
the provisions
may delegate the control of the distress traffic to another
stations may
station.
[574]
§15. (1)
(1) When
When it
indispensable, any station of the
it indispensable,
it considers
considers it
[574] §15.
mobile
service
in
the
proximity
of
the ship,
ship, aircraft,
vehicle in
aircraft, or vehicle
the
of
proximity
the
in
service
mobile

[571]
[571]

[577]
The provisions
of §11 shall
shall also apply to any station working in the
provisions of
[577] 11 The
bands.
service bands.
mobile service
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peut imposer
imposer silence
toutes les
les stations
du service
service mobile
peut
silence soit
soit a
a toutes
stations du
mobile dans
dans
station qui
troublerait le
le trafic
trafic de
detresse. Dans
Dana
la zone,
zone, soit
soit a
a une station
qui troublerait
de detresse.
est fait
fait usage
usage de
de Pabreviation
les deux
deux cas
cas il
il est
l'abr6viation reglementaire
reglementaire (QRT)
(QRT)
suivie du
du mot
DETRESSE; suivant
s
uivant le
cas, les
indications sont
sont adressuivie
mot DETRESSE;
le cas,
les indications
adresseulement a
a. une
station. L'emploi
L'emploi de
de Pabreviation
sees "a
"a tons"
tous" ou
ou seulement
une station.
l'abr6viation
QRT doit etre reserv6,
reserve, autant
possible, au
en detresse
et
autant que
que possible,
au navire
navire en
detresse et
aala station qui
direction du
qui exerce
exerce la direction
du trafic
trafic de
de detresse.
d6tresse.
(2) Lorsque
Lorsque la station en
vent imposer
en detresse
d6tresse veut
imposer silence,
silence, elle
elle emploie
emploie
la procedure qui vient d'être
signal de
de
d'etre indiquee,
indiquee, en
en substituant
substituant le
le signal
detresse
... au
au mot
mot DETRESSE.
DETRESSE.
detresse ...---...
§
(1) Toute
station qui
un appel
appel de
doit se
se
§ 16. (1)
Toute station
qui entend
entend un
de detresse
d6tresse doit
conformer aux
aux prescriptions
du §
5, (4).
conformer
prescriptions du
§ 5,
(4).
Toute station du service mobile qui
(2) Tonto
connaissance d'un
trafic
qui a
a connaissance
d'un trafic
de d6tresse
detresse doit suivre ce trafic,
memo si
si elle
elle n'y
participe pas.
pas.
trafic, meme
n'y participe
(3) Pendant toute
touts la dm-ee
detresse, il
il est
dur6e d'un trafic
trafic de
de d6tresse,
est interdit
interdit
a toutes les stations qui ont connaissance
a
connaissance de
trafic et
n'y participarticide ce
ce trafic
et qui
qui n'y
pant
pas:
pent pas:

a) d'employer l'onde de
[500 kc/s
(600 m)]
m)] on
de detresse
detresse [500
kc/s (600
ou l'onde
l'onde
sur laquelle aalieu le trafic
trafic de detresse;
d6tresse;
b) d'employer des
des ondes du
du type
type B.
B.
(4) Une station du
suivant un
un trafic
du service
service mobile qui,
qui, tout
tout en
en suivant
trafic
de d6tresse
detresse dont elle a
a connaissance,
connaissance, est
est capable
capable de
de continuer
continuer son
son
service normal, peut le faire, lorsque le trafic de detresse
&tress° est
bien
est bien
etabli,
6tabli, dans les
les conditions
conditions suivantes:
suivantes:

a) l'emploi des ondes
(3) est
ondes indiquees
indiqudes en
en (3)
est interdit;
interdit;
b) l'emploi
l'emploi des ondes du type Al,
qui
Al, a
a l'exception
l'exception de
de celles
celles qui
pourraient troubler le trafic de
detresse, lui
lui est
permis;
de d6tresse,
est permis;
c)
c) l'emploi des ondes des types A2
no lui
est permis
permis que
A2 ou A3
A3 ne
lui est
que
dans la ou les bandes affectees
affectees au service
service mobile
qui
mobile et
et qui
comprennent pas de frequence
frequence utilis6e
ne comprennent
utilisee pour le trafic
trafic
de detresse
detresse [la bande autour de
(600 m)
m) s'etend
de 500
500 kc/s (600
s'etend
de 385 aa550 kc/s (779 aa545
545 m)].
m)].
§ 17. Lorsque l'observation
l'observation du silence n'est plus necessaire
§
ou que
que
necessaire ou
le trafic de detresse est termine,
terrain& la station qui a
direction de
a eu la
la direction
de ce
ce
trafic transmet sur l'onde
detresse et,
s'il y
ya
lieu, sur
l'onde utffisee
l'onde de detresse
et, s'il
a lieu,
sur l'onde
utilis6e
pour ce trafic de detresse,
d6tresse, un message adresse "a taus"
tous" indignant
indiquant
que le trafic
trafic de detresse est termine.
Ce message
affecte la
forme
termin6. Ce
message affecte
la forme
suivante:
le signal de detresse,
A thus
tous CQ (trois fois),
l'appel a.
le mot DE,
DE,
l'indicatif d'appel de la station qui transmet
transmet le message (une
fois),
fois),
l'heure
l'heiffe de
depot du message,
de d6p6t
message,
le nom et 1'indicatif
l'indicatif d'appel de la station mobile qui etait en
en
detresse,
detresse,
Pabreviation "QUM".
"QUM".
l'abr6viation
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distress, may impose silence
silence either to all the stations of the mobile
service in the zone, or to any one station which may be causmg
causing
interference
interference with the distress traffic. In both cases, the regulatory
abbreviation (QRT) shall be used, followed
abbreviation
followed by the word DISTRESS;
these indications
indications shall be addressed
addressed "to all"
all" stations
stations or
or to one station
station
only, as the case may be. The use of the abbreviation
abbreviation QRT must be
reserved,
reserved, so far as possible, for the ship in distress and for the station
station
which
directing the
the distress
which is
is directing
distress traffic.
traffic.
[575] (2) When the station in
it
in distress wishes
wishes to impose silence, it
shall use the above-mentioned
above-mentioned procedure,
substituting the distress
procedure, substituting
signal
...
signal..
......for
for the
the word
word DISTRESS.
DISTRESS.
[576]
§16. (1)
(1) Any
distress call
conform to
[576] §16.
Any station
station hearing
hearing aa distress
call must
must conform
to
(4) [No.
the provisions
provisions of
of §5
§5 (4)
[No. 555].
mobile service
aware
[578] (2) Any
Any station of the
the mobile
service which
which becomes
becomes aware
to this
even if
if it
is not
not taking
taking
of distress traffic must
must listen
listen to
this traffic
traffic even
it is
part in
in it.
it.
[579]
entire duration
duration of
distress traffic,
be propro[579] (3) For
For the
the entire
of distress
traffic, it
it shall
shall be
of
this
traffic
and
which
are
hibited for all
all stations which are aware
aware of this traffic and which are
not
taking
part
in
it:
not taking part in it:
[580]
[580]
[5811
[581]

(a) to
use the
the distress
wave [500
m)] or
or the
(a)
to use
distress wave
[500 kc
kc (600
(600 m)]
the wave
wave on
on
which
which the distress traffic is taking place;
place;
(b) to
use type-B
type-B waves.
waves.
(b)
to use

[582] (4) A
which, while
following
A station of
of the
the mobile
mobile service
service which,
while following
distress traffic of which it
it is
is aware,
aware, is able to continue
continue its
its normal
normal
service, may do so, when the
established, under
the distress
distress traffic is
is well
well established,
under
following conditions:
the following
conditions:
[5831 (a)
(a) the
use of
specified in
in (3)
(3) [Nos.
[Nos. 579
581]
[583]
the use
of the
the waves
waves specified
579 to
to 581]
shall be
be forbidden;
forbidden;
[584] (b)
exception of
[584]
(b) the
the use
use of
of type-A1
type-Al waves,
waves, with
with the exception
of those
which
interfere with
the distress
distress traffic,
be
which might
might interfere
with the
traffic, shall
shall be
permitted;
permitted;
type-A2 or
-A3 waves
waves only
the
[585] (c)
(c) it shall
shall be allowed to
to use type-A2
or -A3
only in
in the
band or bands allocated to the mobile service and which
include frequencies
do not include
frequencies used for
for distress traffic
traffic [the
[the
band
(600 m)
extends from
from 385
to 550
550
band around 500
500 kc
kc (600
m) extends
385 to
kc (779
(779 to
545 m)].
kc
to 545
m)].

[586]
is no
necessary to
to observe
silence, or
when
[586] §17.
§17. When
When it
it is
no longer
longer necessary
observe silence,
or when
controlled this
the distress traffic
traffic is ended,
ended, the station
station which
which has controlled
this
where necessary,
the
traffic shall send
send on
on the
the distress-wave,
distress-wave, and,
and, where
necessary, on
on the
wave
addressed "to
"to all",
all", inwave used
used for this distress traffic,
traffic, aa message addressed
indicating
dicating that the
the distress
distress traffic is
is ended This message shall take
the following form:
form:
the distress
distress signal,
signal,
the
CQ call
call "to
(three times),
CQ
"to all"
all" (three
times),
the word
word DE,
DE,
the
call signal
of the
the station
(once),
call
signal of
station transmitting
transmitting the
the message
message (once),

time of
of filing of the message,
message,
name and call
call signal
signal of the
the mobile station
station which
which was
was in distress,
abbreviation
abbreviation "QUM".
"QUM".
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G. ACCUSE
ACCUSt DE RiCEPTION
DE DATRESSE.
RECEPTION D'UN MESSAGE
MESSAGE DE
DETRESSE.

§ 18. L'accuse
§
L'accuse de reception
de detresse
detresse est
est donne
donne
reception d'un
d'un message
message de
sous
suivante:
sous la
la forme
forme suivante:
l'indicatif d'appel de
Pindicatif
mobile en
en d6tresse
detresse (trois
(trois fois),
de la
la station
station mobile
fois),
le
mot DE,
DE,
le mot
1'indicatif
Pindicatif d'appel de la
qui accuse
reception (trois
(trois fois),
fois),
la station qui
accuse reception
le
gyoupe RRR,
le groupe
RRR,
signal de
le signal
de detresse.
d6tresse.
§§19. (1) Toute station mobile
qui donne
donne l'accus6
Paccuse de
reception
mobile qui
de reception

a.a. un message de
detresse dolt,
du commandant
commandant ou
ou de
de son
son
de detresse
doit, sur
sur ordre
ordre du

remplacant, faire
remplagant,
connaltre, aussit6t
que possible,
possible, les
les renseignements
faire connaltre,
aussit6t que
renseignements
ci-dessous dans
dans Pordre
indique:
l'ordre indique:
son nom,
son
nom,
sa position dans
dans la
forme indiquee
indiquee au
au §
§7,
7,
la forme
laquelle elle
la vitesse maximum avec
avec laquelle
vers le
le navire
navire
elle se
se &lige
dirige vers
(a6ronef ou autre
autre vehicule)
(aeronef
vehicule) en
detresse.
en detresse.
(2) Avant d'emettre
d'emettre ce
station devra
devra s'assurer
qu'elle
ce message,
message, la
la station
s'assurer qu'elle
ne brouille
brouille pas les emissions d'autres
mieux pla,cees
d'autres stations
stations mieux
placees pour
pour
apporter un secours immediat
station en
en detresse.
detresse.
immediat a
a la
la station
H. REPETITION
MESSAGE DE
REPATITION D'UN
D'UN APPEL
APPEL OU
01:1 D'UN MESSAGE
DE DETRESSE.
DATRESSE.

§§20. (1) Toute station du
mobile, qui
qui n'est
n'est pas
A. mnme
memo
du service
service mobile,
pas a
de fournir
fournir du secours et qui a
aentendu un
message de
de detresse
auquel
un message
detresse auquel
il n'a pas et6
ete donne immediatement
immediatement d'accuse
d'accuse de reception,
reception, doit
doit
prendre toutes les dispositions
dispositions possibles pour attirer
attirer l'attention
l'attention des
des
stations du service mobile qui sont en situation de
de fournir
du secours.
secours.
fournir du
(2)
(2) Dans ce but, avec l'autorisation
l'autorisation de
responsable
de rautorite
l'autorit6 responsable
de la station, l'appel
Pappel de detresse
detresse ou
de detresse
detresse peut
peut
ou is
le message
message de
etre repete. Cette repetition
repetition est, en
@tre
general, precedee
remission
en general,
precede de
de l'emission
automatique, tel que ce
du signal d'alarme
d'alarme automatique,
ce dernier
dernier est
est defini
Mini au
21.
au §
§ 21.
Un intervalle
menage entre
intervalle de temps suffisant
suffisant est menage
entre l'emission
remission du
du signal
signal
d'alarme automatique
repetition de Pappel
l'appel (ou
(ou du message)
d'alarme
automatique et la repetition
de
message) de
detresse pour que les stations mobiles dont
detresse
n'est pas
pas perdont recoute
l'ecoute n'est
permanente et qui se trouvent
alertees par le fonctionnement
manents
trouvent alertees
fonctionnement de
leur
de leur
appareil
appareil d'alarme
d'alarme automatique
automatique aient le temps
se porter
recoute.
temps de se
porter a,A l'ecoute.
La repetition
repetition de l'appel
Pappel (ou du message)
message) de
de detresse
detresse est
faite A
a. pleine
pleine
est faite
puissance,
detresse, soit sur
puissance, soit sur l'onde de detresse,
sur une
une des
des ondes
ondes qui
qui
peuvent etre employees
employees en cas de detresse
peuvent
detresse (§ 33du
du present
present article);
article); en
en
meme temps, toutes les dispositions necessaires
memo
prises pour
pour
necessaires seront
seront prises
aviser les autorites qui peuvent
intervenir utilement.
peuvent intervenir
utilement.
repete un appel
(3) Une
Uric station qui repete
appel de
detresse ou
ou un
de detresse
un message
message de
de
detresse le fait suivre du mot DE et de
detresse
de son
propre indicatif
son propre
indicatif d'appel
d'appel
transmis
transmis 3
3 fois.
fois.
I.
I. SIGNAL
SIGNAL D'ALARME
D'ALARME AUTOMATIQUE.
AITTOMATIQUE.

§§21. (1)
(1) Le
traits
transmis
traits

signal d'alarme
d'alarme
en une minute,

se compose
compose d'une serie
aerie de
de douze
douze
la duree de chaque trait
etant de
trait etant
de

1543
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G.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT
MESSAGE
G . ACKNOWLEDGMENT
RECEIPT OF A DISTRESS
DISTRESS MESSAGE

acknowledgment of receipt
[587] §18. The acknowledgment
receipt of a
adistress
distress message
message shall
be given in the following form:
form:
call signal of
(three times),
times),
of the
the mobile station in
in distress
distress (three
the
the word
word DE,
DE,
acknowledging receipt (three times),
call signal of the station acknowledging
group RRR,
RRR,
distress signal.

Acknowledgment of
of
Acknowledgment
receipt of distress mesreceipt
sage.
sage.

(1) Any mobile station
station acknowledging
acknowledging receipt
distress
[588] §19. (1)
receipt of
of aadistress
message must, on the order of the master
master or his relief,
relief, give the following information
information as soon as possible, in the order
indicated:
order indicated:
name,
its name,
position, in the
form specified
[Nos. 558,
and 560],
560],
its position,
the form
specified in.
in §7
§7 [Nos.
558, 559,
559, and
the maximum
maximum speed at which it
it is proceeding
proceeding toward
toward the
the ship
ship
(aircraft
(aircraft or other vehicle)
vehicle) in distress.
distress.

Ante, p. 1537.
Ante,
1537.

[589] (2)
(2) Before transmitting
transmitting this message
make
message the
the station
station must make
other stations
stations in
sure that it
it is not interfering
interfering with
with the
the emissions of other
in
immediate assistance
assistance to
to the
station
in
aa better position to render
render immediate
the station in
distress.
H
REPETITION
H.. REPETITION

OF A DISTRESS
DISTRESS CALL OR

MESSAGE
MESSAGE

Repetition of disRepetition
(1) Any
is not
not in
in a
[590] §20. (1)
Any station of the mobile
mobile service
service which
which is
a tress
tress call or message.
message.
assistance and
heard a
a, distress
distress message
message
position to
to render assistance
and which
which has heard
of receipt
has not
not immediately
immediately been
been
for which
which acknowledgment
acknowledgment of
receipt has
given, must take all possible steps to
attract the attention
stations
to attract
attention of
of stations
of
position to furnish help.
of the
the mobile
mobile service
service which
which are in a
a position
permission of
authority
[591] (2) For
For this purpose,
purpose, with the permission
of the authority
responsible for the station, the distress
distress call
call or
or distress message
message may
may
repetition shall
be
preceded
generally
by
transmisbe repeated;
repeated; this repetition
shall be preceded generally by transmission
auto-alarm signal
signal as
§21. A
A sufficient
sufficient interval
sion of
of the
the auto-alarm
as defined
defined in
in §21.
interval
of
between the
transmission of
of time shall
shall be
be provided between
the transmission
of the
the auto-alarm
auto-alarm
signal and the repetition of the
message) so that
that
the distress call
call (or message)
mobile stations whose watch is not permanent
permanent and which are warned
by
have time to go
by the
the sounding of their auto-alarm
auto-alarm apparatus
apparatus may
may have
on watch. Repetition
Repetition of the distress call (or message) shall be made
at
at full
full power, either on the
the distress-wave
distress-wave or
or on one of the waves
Ante, p.
p. 1535.
which
of distress
distress (§3
(§3 of
this article)
[Nos. 646,
546,
which may be
be used in
in case
case of
of this
article) [Nos.
547,
necessary steps shall be taken to
547, and
and 548];
548]; at the same time all necessary
inform the authorities
authorities whose
whose assistance
assistance may be advantageous.
advantageous.

[592]
A station which repeats
repeats a
a distress
[592] (3)
(3) A
distress call or aa distress mesmessage
shall
transmit
after
it
the
word
DE
followed
by
its
own
call
sage shall transmit after it the word DE followed by its own call
signal
signal three times.
times.
I. AUTOMATIC
ALARM SIGNAL
I.
AUTOMATIC ALARM

series of 12 dashes
[593] §21.
§21. (1)
(1) The
The alarm
alarm signal
signal shall
shall consist
consist of
of aaseries
sent in one minute,
minute, the duration of each dash being four seconds and
193470*-41—PT.
11-20
193470°-41-PT. II-20
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quatre
et la
de Pintervalle
entre deux
traits de
de une
une
deux traits
secondes et
la duree
duree de
l'intervalle entre
quatre secondes
seconde.
11 peut
peut etre
a la
ou par
un appareil
par un
appareil automaautomaetre emis
6mis A
la main
main ou
seconde. I1
tique.
Touts station
station de
navire travaillant
travaillant dans
dans la
bande de
de 365
365 A
A
tique. Toute
de navire
la bande
515 kc/s
583 m)
m) qui
qui ne
ne dispose
dispose pas
pas d'un
d'un appareil
appareil automatique
automatique
515
kc/s (822
(822 aa583
pour l'emission
Pemission du
d'alarme automatique
etre pourvue
en
pour
du signal
signal d'alarme
automatique doit
doit etre
pourvue en
permanence d'une
la seconde
seconde et
de
et de
permanence
d'une pendule
pendule indiquant
indiquant nettement
nettement la
preference munie
minute.
tour par
par minute.
d'une aiguille
aiguille trotteuse
trotteuse faisant
faisant un
un tour
preference
munie d'une
Cette
pendule
doit
etre
placee
en
un
point
suffisamment
visible
de
visible
de
Cette pendule doit etre placee en un point suffisamment
la table
table de
que Poperatem•
puisse, en
suivant du
du
l'operateur puisse,
en la
la suivant
de manipulation
manipulation pour
pour que
la
regard, donner
sans difficulte
elementaires du
du
donner sans
difficult6 aux
aux differents
differents signaux
signaux 6elmentaires
regard,
signal
d'alarme leur duree
correcte.
duree corrects.
signal d'alarme
(2)
de faire fonctionner
fonctionner les
les appareils
appareils
(2) Ce
Ce signal
signal special a
a pour
pour seul but de
automatiques
l'alarme. I1
11 doit etre
etre employe
employ6 uniquement
uniquement
automatiques donnant
donnant l'alarme.
soit
annoncer qu'un
qu'un appel
ou message
suivre, soit
soit
appel ou
message de
de detresse
detresse va
va suivre,
soit pour
pour annoncer
pour
d'avis urgent
dans ce
cc dernier
emission d'avis
urgent de
de cyclone;
cyclone; dans
dernier
pour annoncer
annoncer une
une emission
cas,
cAtieres (lament
cas, il ne
ne peut
peut etre
etre employe
employe que
que par les
les stations c6tieres
dfment autoautorisees
ris6es par
par leur
leur gouvernement.
gouvernement.
Dana les
detresse, Pemploi
d'alarme est
(3) Dans
les cas
cas de
de detresse,
l'emploi du signal d'alarme
est indique
au §
5, (1);
(1); dans
dans le
is cas
urgent de
cyclone, Pemission
de cet
set avis
au
§ 5,
cas d'avis
d'avis urgent
de cyclone,
l'emission de
avis
apres la
du signal
ne doit
doit commencer
commencer que
que deux
deux minutes
minutes apres
la fin du
signal d'alarme.
d'alarme.
appareils automatiques
automatiques destines
(4) Les appareils
destines aa la
la reception
reception du signal
signal
d'alarme
doivent satisfaire
satisfaire aux conditions
suivantes:
d'alarme doivent
conditions suivantes:
1°
ropondre an
signal d'alarme,
meme lorsque
lorsque de
nombreux postes
postes
1° repondre
au signal
d'alarme, meme
de nombreux
ii y
ya
adu brouillage
brouillage atmospherique;
atraospherique;
travaillent, et aussi
aussi quand
quand il
2°
pas mis
mis en
par des
des "atmospheriques"
"atmospheriques" ou
ou par
par des
2° n'etre
n'etre pas
en action
action par
des
signaux
is signal
signaux puissants
puissants autres
autres que le
signal d'alarme;
d'alarme;
3° posseder
posseder une sensibilit6e
sensibilite ega1e
gale aa celle d'un recepteur
recepteur detecteurd6tecteurcristal relie
antenne;
cristal
relie a
a in
la memo
meme antenne;
4°
avertir quand
4° avertir
quand son fonctionnement
fonctionnement cease
cesse d'Atre
d'etre normal.
normal.
(5) Avant qu'un
automatique d'alarme
(5)
qu'un recepteur
r6cepteur automatique
d'alarme soit
soit approuve
pour
des navires,
navires, l'administration
us relevent
s'41tre
pour l'usage
l'usage des
l'administration dont
dont ils
relevent doit
doit s'etre
assuree, par des experiences
experiences pratiques faites dans des conditions de
brouillage
brouillage convenables, que l'appareil
Pappareil satisfait aux prescriptions du
present Reglement.
(6) L'adoption du type de signal
signal d'alarme
d'alarme mentionne en (1) n'empeche
administration d'autoriser l'emploi d'un appareil
Oche pas une administration
appareil automatique qui r6pondrait
repondrait aux conditions fixees
fixoes ci-dessus et qui serait
serait
actionn6
actionne par le gignal
signal de detresse ... .... .
J. SIGNAL
SIGNAL D'URGENCE.
J.
D'URGENCE.

§§22. (1) En radiotelegraphic,
radiotelegraphie, le signal d'urgence
d'urgence consiste
consiste en trois
repetitions
repetitions du groupe XXX, transmis en separant
separant bien les lettres de
de
chaque
chaque groupe et les groupes successifs;
successifs: il est emis avant Pappel.
l'appel.
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the duration
duration of the interval between
between two dashes,
the
dashes, one
It can
can
one second.
second. It
be transmitted by hand or by means of
an automatic
automatic instrument.
instrument.
of an
Any
Any ship station working in the band of 365 to 515
(822 to
515 kc
kc (822
to 583
583 m),
m),
which
which is not provided with an automatic
automatic apparatus
apparatus for
for the
the transtransmission of the auto-alarm
auto-alarm signal, must be permanently
permanently equipped
with
equipped with
a clock distinctly marking the seconds, preferably
a
by means
of a
amovpreferably by
means of
moving hand
hand completing
completing one revolution
ing
revolution per minute. This
clock must
must be
be
This clock
placed at aa point sufficiently
placed
sufficiently visible from the
table so
that
the keying table
so that
the operator
operator may, by watching
the
watching it, easily and
difand correctly
correctly time
time the
the different
ferent elements of the
the alarm
alarm signal.
signal.
[594] (2) The only purpose of this special signal
set into
into open
signal is
is to
to set
operation the automatic
automatic apparatus
apparatus used
give the
the alarm.
alarm. It
It must
must
used to
to give
only be used either to announce that
or message
message is
to
that aa distress
distress call
call or
is to
follow, or to announce
announce the transmission
transmission of
of an
an urgent
cyclone warnwarnurgent cyclone
ing; in the latter case it can only be used
duly
used by
by coast
coast stations
stations duly
authorized
authorized by their government.
government.
[595] (3) In cases of distress, the use of the alarm
alarm signal
is indicated
indicated
signal is
urgent cyclone
in §5 (1)
(1) [No.
[No. 552]; in the case
case of
of urgent
cyclone warnings,
emission
warnings, the
the emission
of this warning must begin only two minutes
after the
the end
the
minutes after
end of
of the
alarm signal.
[596] (4) The automatic instruments intended
intended for
for the
the reception
reception of
of
the alarm signal must satisfy the
following
conditions:
the following conditions:
[597] 1.
1. They must be set into operation
operation by
by the
alarm signal
signal even
the alarm
even
when numerous stations are working, and also
also when
there is
atmoswhen there
is atmospheric interference;
interference;
[598] 2. They must not be made
made to
by "atmospherics"
"atmospherics" or
to operate
operate by
or
by powerful signals other
than the
signal;
other than
the alarm
alarm signal;
[599] 3. They must possess aasensitivity equal to
[599]
to that
that of
of a
a crystalcrystaldetector receiver connected
connected to
to the
same antenna;
the same
antenna;
[600] 4. They must give warning when their
their operation
be
operation ceases
ceases to
to be
normal.
[601] (5) Before an automatic alarm receiver
may be
approved for
for
receiver may
be approved
use on ships, the administration
administration having jurisdiction
jurisdiction must
must be
be satisfied
satisfied
by practical tests made under suitable
interference, that
suitable conditions
conditions of
of interference,
that
the apparatus
apparatus complies with the
provisions of
of these
these Regulations.
Regulations.
the provisions

36
Ante, p.
p. 15
1535.
Ante,
.

[602] (6)
(6) The adoption of the type of
signal mentioned
(1)
of alarm
alarm signal
mentioned in
in (1)
administration from
[No. 593] shall not prevent an administration
authorizing
from authorizing
the use of an automatic
automatic instrument complying
with the
the conditions
conditions
complying with
set forth above and which would be
operated by
be operated
by the
the distress
distress
signal.. .
-•
signal...
J
URGENT SIGNAL
SIGNAL
J.. URGENT

In radiotelegraphy,
[603] §22. (1)
(1) In
radiotelegraphy, the
urgent signal
shall consist
consist
the urgent
signal shall
of the group XXX transmitted three times, with the
the letters
of each
letters of
each
group, as well as the consecutive
group,
consecutive groups, well separated; it
shall be
it shall
be
sent before
before the call.

Urgent signal.
Urgent
gnl.
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(2) En
En radiotelephonie,
le signal
signal d'urgence
d'urgence consists
trois repetir6p6tien trois
consiste en
radiot6elphonie, le
(2)
tions de
de l'expression
(correspondant aala
frangaise
la prononciation
prononciation frangaise
PAN (correspondant
l'expression PAN
tions
du
mot "panne");
est emis
l'appel.
avant Pappel.
emis avant
il est
"panne"); il
du mot
(3) Le
Le signal
signal d'urgence
indique que
quo la
tin
appelante aa un
station appelante
la station
d'urgence indique
(3)
message
tree urgent
urgent a
transmettre concernant
secluite d'un
navire,
d'un navire,
la securite
concernant la
a transmettre
message tres
d'un aeronef,
aeronef, d'un
autre vehicule
cells d'une
personne quelconque
quelconque
d'une personne
ou celle
v6hicule ou
d'un autre
d'un
se trouvant
on en
bord.
vue du
du bord.
en vue
bord ou
a bord
trouvant a
se
(4)
Dana
is
service
aeronautique,
le
d'urgence PAN
est
PAN est
signal d'urgence
le signal
aeronautique,
service
le
(4) Dans
employe en
en radiotelegraphic
en radiotelephonic
indiquer quo
que
pour indiquer
radiotelephonie pour
et en
radiotelegraphie et
employ6
Paeronef qui
en difficulte
et oblige
d'atterrir, mais
n'a
qu'il n'a
mais qu'il
oblige d'atterrir,
difficulte et
est en
qui remet
l'6met est
l'aeronef
pas
besoin de
de secours
Ce signal doit etre, autant que
immediat. Ce
secours immediat.
pas besoin
possible, suivi
d'un message
donnant des
des renseignements
complerenseignements compl6message donnant
suivi d'un
possible,
mentaires.
mentaires.
(5) Le
la priorite
communicaautres communicatoutes autres
sur toutes
priorite sur
a la
d'urgence a
signal d'urgence
Le signal
(5)
tions,
celles de
de detresse,
et toutes
toutes les
les stations
stations mobiles
mobiles ou
detresse, et
sur celles
sauf stir
tions, sauf
la
ne
pas
de
terrestres
qui
Pentendent
doivent
prendre
soin
no
brouiller
soin
prendre
doivent
terrestres qui l'entendent
transmission
du message
is signal
d'urgence.
signal d'urgence.
suit le
qui suit
message qui
transmission du
(6) Dana
cas oi
oi is
employe par
tine station
station
par une
est employe
d'urgence est
le signal
signal d'urgence
le cas
(6)
Dans le
mobile, ce
ce signal
doit, en
en regle
dispositions
et sous
sous reserve des dispositions
generale et
regle generale
signal doit,
mobile,
de
(4) ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, etre
adresso a
a• tine
determinee.
station determinee.
une station
6tre adress6
de Palinea
l'alin6a (4)
que ce
§
d'urgence est
ce
les messages
messages quo
employe, les
est employe,
le signal
signal d'urgence
§ 23.
23. Quand
Quand le
signal
doivent, en
en regle
regle generale,
generale, etre
rediges en langage
langage clair,
etre rediges
precede doivent,
signal precede
sauf dans
cas des
des messages
messages medicaux,
meclicaux, entre
entre des
des navires
navires ou
on entre un
le cas
dans is
sauf
cotiere.
et tine
une station c6tiere.
navire et
signal d'urgence
24. (1)
(1) Les
Les stations
stations mobiles
entendent le signal
d'urgence
qui entendent
mobiles qui
§§24.
doivent rester
stir 6coute
&out° pendant
minutes au moins.
moms. Passe ce
pendant trois minutes
rester sur
doivent
alai, et
aucun message
message d'urgence
été entendu,
elks peuvent
peuvent
entendu, elles
n'a 6et
d'urgence n'a
si aucun
d6lai,
et si
reprendre
service normal.
normal.
leur service
reprendre lem•
bord qui
qui sont en commu(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, les
stations terrestres
terrestres et
commuet de
de bord
les stations
(2)
nication
stir des
ondes autres
autres qui
qui cellos
utilisees pour
transmission
pour la transmission
celles utilisees
des ondes
nication sur
du
signal d'urgence
et de
de l'appel
suit peuvent
continuer sans
le suit
peuvent continuer
l'appel qui
qui is
d'urgence et
du signal
anet leur
leur travail
travail normal,
normal, a
moms qu'il
message
qu'il tie
ne s'agisse d'un message
a moins
arr6t
adresse "a
(CQ).
adresse
"a tous"
tous" (CQ).
§
d'urgence ne
no peut
etre transmis
transmis qu'avec
qu'avec
(1) Le
Le signal
signal d'urgence
peut etre
§ 25.
25. (1)
rautorisation
du commandant
commandant ou
de la
la personne
responsable du navire,
navire,
personne responsable
ou de
l'autorisation du
de
on de
autre vehicule portant la station mobile.
de tout autre
de raeronef
l'a6ronef ou
(2) Dans
Dans le
le cas
d'une station
terrestre, le
le signal
signal d'urgence
d'urgence ne
no peut
peut
station terrestre,
(2)
cas d'une
etre
qu'avec l'approbation
l'approbation de
l'autorite responsable.
responsable.
de l'autorite
etre transmis
transmis qu'avec
(3)
le signal
d'urgence a
ete employe
remission d'un
employ6 avant l'emission
a ete
signal d'urgence
(3) Lorsque
Lorsque le
message destine
toutes les
et comportant
mesures a
e.
des mesures
stations et
comportant des
a toutes
les stations
message
destine a
prendre par
par les
lea stations
qui ont
ont requ
regu ce
station responsable
responsable
ce message,
message, la
la station
stations qui
prendre
de 1'emission
l'emission doit
qu'elle sait qu'il
necesqu'il n'est
n'est plus n6cesaussitot qu'elle
doit l'annuler
l'annuler aussitot
de
saire d'y
d'y donner
suite. Ce
Co message
d'annulation doit
doit egalement
egalement etre
etre
donner suite.
message d'annulation
saire
adresse "a
"a tous"
(CQ).
adresse
tous" (CQ).
K.
K.

SIGNAL DE
DE SfCURITL.
SiCURITE.
SIGNAL

§
securite consiste
consiste en trois
§ 26.
26. (1)
(1) En
En radiotelegraphic,
radiotelegraphie, is
le signal
signal de securite
repetitions du
du groupe
T'rT, transmis
en separant
les lettres de
separant bien
bien les
groupe TTT,
transmis en
repetitions
chaque groupe
les groupes
successifs. Ce
Ce signal
suivi du
mot
chaque
groupe et
et les
groupes successifs.
signal est
est suivi
du mot

54 S
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[604]
(2) In
urgent signal
of three
[604] (2)
In radiotelephony
radiotelephony the
the urgent
signal shall
shall consist
consist of
three
transmissions
(corresponding to the French
French
transmissions of
of the expression
expression PAN (corresponding
pronunciation
"panne"); it
it shall be transmitted
pronunciation of the word "panne");
transmitted before
the call.
(3) The
[605] (3)
The urgent
urgent signal
signal shall
shall indicate that
that the calling
calling station
station
has aa very urgent message to transmit concerning
concerning the safety
safety of a
a
concerning the safety
ship, an
an aircraft,
aircraft, or
or another
another vehicle,
vehicle, or
or concerning
safety of
of some
some
from on
person on
on board or
or sighted from
on board.
board.
[606]
In the aeronautical
aeronautical service, the
PAN shall
shall
[606] (4)
(4) In
the urgent
urgent signal
signal PAN
be used in radiotelegraphy
radiotelegraphy and
and in
in radiotelephony
radiotelephony to indicate
indicate that
that the
aircraft transmitting
is in
in trouble
to land,
land, but
that it
it
aircraft
transmitting it
it is
trouble and
and is
is forced
forced to
but that
is not in need of immediate help. This signal should, so
so far
far as
as possible, be followed
followed by
by a
a message giving additional
additional information.
[607] (5)
(5) The
shall have
have priority
all other
commu[607]
The urgent
urgent signal
signal shall
priority over
over all
other communications,
nications, except
except distress communications,
communications, and
and all mobile
mobile or land
land
stations
hearing it
it must take care
stations hearing
care not to interfere
interfere with
with the transmismessage which
sion of
of the
the message
which follows
follows the
the urgent signal.
[608]
(6)
In
case
the
urgent
signal
is used
by a
station, this
[608] (6) In case the urgent signal is
used by
a mobile
mobile station,
this
signal
paragraph
signal must,
must, as
as a
a general
general rule, subject to
to the
the provisions of
of paragraph
606], be addressed
(4) above
above [No. 606],
addressed to a
a definite station.
[609]
§23. When the urgent
[609] §23.
urgent signal is used
used the messages
messages which
which this
this
signal
precedes must,
signal precedes
must, as
as a
a general rule,
rule, be written in plain language,
language,
except in the
the case
case of
of medical
medical messages
messages exchanged
exchanged between
between ships
ships or
between a
ship and
between
a ship
and a
a coast
coast station.
station.
[610]
(1) Mobile
hearing the
urgent signal
signal must
listen
[610] §24.
§24. (1)
Mobile stations
stations hearing
the urgent
must listen
three minutes.
for at least
least three
minutes. After
After this
this interval,
interval, and if no urgent
urgent
message has been heard, they may resume their normal service.
(2) However,
[611] (2)
However, land
land and on-board
on-board stations
stations which
which are
are in comcommunication
on
waves
other
than
those
used
for
the
transmission
of
munication on waves other than those used for the transmission of the
the
urgent signal and the call following
following it, may continue their normal work
without interruption,
interruption, unless the message is addressed "to
all" (CQ).
"to all"
(1) The
urgent signal may be transmitted
[612] §25. (1)
The urgent
transmitted only
only with
with the
authorization
authorization of
of the master or
or of the
the person
person responsible
responsible for the
the ship,
ship,
aircraft,
carrying the mobile
mobile station.
aircraft, or any other
other vehicle
vehicle carrying
[613] (2)
(2) In
case of aa land station, the
the urgent signal may
may be
[613]
In the case
transmitted
authority.
the approval
approval of
of the responsible
responsible authority.
transmitted only with the
[614]
(3) When
signal has
has been used
used before the transWhen the
the urgent signal
[614] (3)
mission
of a
amessage
message intended
all stations
stations and
and including
including measures
measures
for all
intended for
mission of
to
be
taken
by
stations
which
have
received
this
message,
station
message,
the
station
to be taken by stations which have received this
responsible for the transmission must cancel it
it as soon as it
it knows
responsible
acting upon
it. This
upon it.
This message of
is no
no longer necessity
necessity of acting
that there is
cancelation must likewise be addressed
addressed "to
"to all"
all" (CQ).
cancelation
K.
SIGNAL
K. SAFETY SIGNAL

[615]
(1) In
In radiotelegraphy,
radiotelegraphy, the
the safety
of
safety signal
signal shall
shall consist
consist of
[615] §26.
§26. (1)
transmitted three times, with the
each
the letters of
of each
the group
group TTT, transmitted
group, as
consecutive groups, well
signal
well separated. This signal
the consecutive
as well
well as
as the
group,

Safety
s alma1

"w

L
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DE
de trois
trois fois
station qui
qui l'emet.
l'emet. Ii
I1
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de la
la station
DE et
et de
fois Pindicatif
annonce quo
cette station
station va
transmettre un
annonce
que cette
va transmettre
un message
message concernant
concernant la
la
securite de
de la
la navigation
navigation ou
ou donnant
donnant des
des avertissements
avertissements meteorolomet6orolos6curite
gigues importants.
importants.
giques
(2) En
radiotelephonie, le
mot SECURITE
SECURITE (correspondant
la
(correspondant a la
le mot
(2)
En radiotelephonie,
prononciation
frangaise du
du mot
"securite") r6pete
1.4)60 trois
est utilis6
utilise
mot "securit6")
trois fois
fois est
prononciation frangaise
comme
securite.
de securite.
signal de
comme signal
§
signal de
securite et
et le
suit sont
sont transmis
le suit
transmis
le message
message qui
qui le
de s6curit6
§ 27.
27. be
Le signal
sur
Ponde
de
detresse
ou
sur
une
des
ondes
qui
peuvent
eventuelledes
ondes
qui
peuvent
6ventuellel'onde
de
detresse
ou
sur
une
sur
ment
employees en
en cas
de detresse
detresse (voir
article).
(voir §
§3
3 du
du present
present article).
ment etre
Wtre employees
cas de
28. (1)
maritime, en.
messages
des messages
en dehors des
Dans le
le service
service mobile
mobile maritime,
§§28.
(1) Darts
dont la
transmission est
faite A
aheure
heLire fixe,
fixe, le
le signal
securite doit
doit
signal de
de securit6
dont
la transmission
est faite
etre transmis
transmis vers
vers la
la fin
fin de
de la
silence qui
qui se
se prepreetre
la premiere
premiere period()
periode de
de silence
sente (article
(article 21,
le message
est transmis
transmis immediatement
apres
21, §§5)
5) et
et le
message est
immediatement apres
sente
prevus a
Particle 32,
(3) et
et
a Particle
32, A, §§4, (3)
la periode
periode de silence; dans les
les cas pr6vus
B, §
signal de
de securite
securite et
qui le
le suit
doivent
suit doivent
et le
le message
message qui
§ 7,
7, le
le signal
§§5,
5, (1),
(1), B,
etre
repetes,
mais doivent
doivent etre
Atre repetes,
etre transmis dans
dans le plus bref
bref delai
delai possible, mais
premiere periode de
comme il
il vient
vient d'être
d'etre indique,
indiqu6, a
a la
la premiere
de silence
silence suivante.
(2) Toutes
pergoivent le signal de
securito doivent
(2)
Toutes les
les stations qui pergoivent
de s6curite
doivent
rester aa. Pecoute
l'ecoute sur l'onde sur laquelle le signal de securite aaAte
6ete emis
mis
quo le message
annonc,o soit termin6;
termine; elles doivent
doivent
jusqu'a co
ce que
message ainsi
ainsi annonc6
de brouiller
brouiller le
le
de plus observer
observer le silence our
sur toute onde
onde susceptible
susceptible de
message.
message.
(3) Les regles
applicables au
aeronautique
(3)
regles precodentes
precedentes sont
sont applicables
au service aeronautique
dans la
elles no
pas en
dans
la limite
limite oa elles
ne sont
sont pas
en opposition
opposition avec
avec des
des arrangements
arrangements
regionaux assurant a
a, la
moms
regionaux
la navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne une
une protection
protection au moins
egale.
6gale.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 25.
25.
Vacations des stations du service
Vacations
service mobile.
§
(1) Afin
de permettre
permettre Papplication
des regles
l'application des
rAgles indiquees
indiqu6es cici§ 1.
1. (1)
Afin de
dessous au sujet des heures de voile,
station du
service mobile
doit
dessous
veille, toute
toute station
du service
mobile doit
avoir une montre precise et prendre les dispositions voulues pour quo
que
celle-ci Boit
correctement reglee
sur le
temps moyen
moyen de
Greenwich
celle-ci
soit correctement
reglee sur
le temps
de Greenwich
(T.M.G.).
(T.M.G.).
(2) Le
be temps moyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T. M. G.) (compte de
a
de 0000
0000 A
2400 heures
heures a.
A partir de minuit) sera employe pour toutes les inscriptions
radioelectrique, et
et dans
dans tous
tous
criptions dans le
le journal
journal du
du service radioelectrique,
les autres documents
documents analogues
analogues des
des navires
navires obligatoirement
obligatoirement munis
munis
d'appareils
execution d'un
accord international;
d'appareils radioelectriques
radioelectriques en
en execution
d'un accord
international;
il
autant quo
de meme
memo pour
pour les
autres navires.
navires.
il en
en sera
sera autant
que possible
possible de
les autres
A. STATIONS
STATIONS TERRESTRES.
TERRESTRES.
A.
terrestres est,
autant quo
§§ 2. (1)
(1) be
Le service
service des stations
stations terrestres
est, autant
que possipossible, permanent
nuit). Toutefois, certaines stations
permanent (de jour et de nut).
terrestres
terrestres peuvent
peuvent avoir un
tin service
service de duree limitee.
Chaque admilimitee. Chaque
a cot
cet effet,
nistration ou exploitation privee, dmient
dilment autorisee
autorisee a.
effet,
heures de
fixe lea
les heures
de service
service des stations
stations terrestres
terrestres placees
placees sous son
son
autorite.
autorite.
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shall be followed by the word DE and three transmissions
of the
transmissions of
the call
call
It announces
signal of the station sending
sending it. It
announces that this
station is
this station
is
about to transmit a
a message concerning
concerning the safety of navigation or
or
giving important meteorological
meteorological warnings.
warnings.
•
[616] (2)
(2) In radiotelephony,
radiotelephony, the word SECURITY
SECURITY (corresponding
(corresponding
pronunciation of the word "securite")
to the French pronunciation
repeated three
"securit'") repeated
three
times, shall be used as the
the safety signal.
signal.
[617] §27. The safety signal and the message which
follows it
it shall
which follows
shall
be transmitted
on
the
distress-wave
transmitted
distress-wave or on
which,
on one of
of the
the waves
waves which,
in some instances, may be used in case of distress (see
(see §3
§3 of
article)
of this
this article)
[Nos. 546,
546, 547,
547, and
and 548].
548].
[618] §28.
§28. (1) In the
the maritime
mobile service,
service, apart
from messages
messages
maritime mobile
apart from
transmitted according to a
aschedule, the safety
must be
be transtranssafety signal must
mitted
mitted toward the end of the first ensuing
ensuing period
of silence
silence (article
(article
period of
21, §5) [No. 492], and the message shall be transmitted
transmitted immediately
immediately
after the period of silence; in
provided for
in article
in the cases
cases provided
for in
article 32, A,
§4 (3) and §5 (1),
(1), B, §7 [Nos. 741,
safety signal
signal
741, 744, and 747],
747], the
the safety
and the message which follows
follows it
little
it must
must be
be transmitted
transmitted with
with as
as little
delay
as
possible,
but
must
be
repeated,
as
delay
repeated,
indicated,
has just
just been indicated,
at the first ensuing period of
of silence.
silence.
[619] (2) All stations hearing
hearing the safety signal must continue
continue listenlistening on the wave on which the safety signal
signal has
been sent
the
has been
sent until
until the
message
announced has been completed;
message so announced
completed; they must moreover
moreover keep
keep
silence on all waves likely to interfere with the message.
message.

1549
1549

Ante, p.
p. 1535.
1535.
Ante,

Ante, p. 1525.
Ante,
1525.

1571, 1573.
1573.
Post, pp. 1571,

[620] (3) The foregoing
foregoing rules shall be applicable to the aeronautical
aeronautical
service so far as they are not in conflict with
with regional
regional arrangements
arrangements
providing aerial
navigation with
with at
aerial navigation
at least
least equivalent
equivalent protection.
protection.
ARTICLE 25
25
ARTICLE

Working Hours
Hours of Stations of
of the
the Mobile
Service
Mobile Service
[621] §1. (1)
(1) In order to permit the application of the rules
rules indicated
indicated
below regarding the hours of watch, every station of
of the
the mobile
mobile servservice must have an accurate clock and must take the necessary
necessary steps to
to
see that it
it is correctly adjusted to Greenwich
Greenwich mean
time (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
mean time

Working hours
of
Working
hours of
stations
stations of
of mobile
mobile
service.
service.

[622] (2) Greenwich
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.) (counted
(counted from
from 00:00
00:00 to
to
24:00 o'clock, beginning at midnight) shall
used for
for all
entries in
in
shall be
be used
all entries
the radio service
service log and in all other similar documents
documents of
of ships comcompulsorily equipped
equipped with radio apparatus
to an
an international
apparatus pursuant
pursuant to
international
agreement;
agreement; the same shall, so far as possible, apply to
to other
other ships.
ships.
A. LAND
A.
LAND STATIONS
STATIONS

[623] §2. (1)
of land
land stations
stations shall,
far as
(1) The
The service of
shall, so
so far
as possible,
possible,
be continuous (day and night). However, the duration
of the
duration of
the servservice of certain
certain land stations
be limited.
Each administration
or
stations may
may be
limited. Each
administration or
public enterprise
enterprise duly authorized
authorized to
shall determine
determine the
to this
this effect
effect shall
the
service hours of the land stations
under its
authority.
stations under
its authority.

Land
Land stations.
stations.
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(2) Les
stations terrestres
terrestres dont
pas permanent
permanent ne
ne
n'est pas
le service
service n'est
dont le
(2)
Les stations
peuvent prendre
prendre cloture
d'avoir:
avant d'avoir:
cl6ture avant
peuvent
1°
toutes les
les operations
appel de
de detresse;
dotresse;
par un
un appel
motivees par
operations motivees
1° termine
termin6 toutes
2°
ochango
thus
les
radiotelegramme,s
originaires
ou
destina2° echange tous les radiot6elgrammes originaires ou a destination
des stations
stations mobiles
mobiles qui
qui se
se trouvent
d'action
leur rayon
rayon d'action
dans leur
trouvent dans
tion des
et
avant la
effective du
du travail.
travail.
la cessation
cessation effective
leur presence
presence avant
signal6 leur
et ont
ont signale
(3)
stations aeronautiques
pendant
continu pendant
est continu
aeronautiques est
des stations
Le service
service des
(3) Le
toute la
la duree
duree du
vol dans
dans le
le ou
ou les
les secteurs
secteurs du
ou des
parcours dont
dont
des parcours
du ou
du vol
toute
is.
le service
service des
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications.
assure le
consideree assure
station consider&
la station
B.
STATIONS DE NAVIRE.
NAVIRE .
B. STATIONS

3. (1)
(1) Pour
Pour le
le service
la correspondance
publicorrespondance publide la
international de
service international
§§ 3.
que,
les
stations
de
navire
sont
classees,
suivant
is.
reglementation
reglementation
la
que, les stations de navire sont classees, suivant
interieure des
administrations dont
dont elles
dependent, en trois categories:
categories:
elles dependent,
des administrations
interieure
stations de
de premiere
premiere categorie:
categoric: ces
stations effectuent
effectuent un
un service
ces stations
stations
permanent;
permanent;
stations de
deuxieme categorie:
stations effectuent
service
un service
effectuent un
ces stations
categorie: ces
de deuxinme
stations
de dugs°
limitee, tel
est indique
l'alin ea (2) ciA l'alinea
indiqu6 a
tel qu'il
qu'il est
de
dur6e limitee,
de,ssous;
dessous;
stations de
categoric: ces
effectuent un service
stations effectuent
ces stations
de trofsieme
troisinme cat6gorie:
stations
limit& que celui des stations
stations de deuxieme
deuxieme
de duree
dur6e plus limit6e
categoric ou
fix& par le
la duree
dur6e n'est
n'est pas fixee
dont is.
ou un
un service
service dont
categorie
present
Reglement.
present Rfglement.
la deuxieme
(2)
a)
Les
de
navire class6es
classees dans is.
deuxieme categorie
categoric
de navire
stations
(2) a) Les
doivent
moms pendant
pendant la durde
duree qui
doivent assurer le service au moins
leur
est attribuee
attribuee dans
dans l'appendice
fait mention
mention
I1 est fait
l'appendice 6. II
leur est
de cette
dans is.
licence.
la licence.
de
cette duree
duree dans
b) Dans
Dana le
cas de
de courtes
courtes traversees,
assurent le service
service
travers6es, elks
elles assurent
le cas
b)
elles
pendant
par l'administration
l'administration dont ells
fixees par
pendant les heures fixees
dependent.
(3)
de service
service des
stations de
de navire
navire de
de is.
la
Le cas
cas echeant,
6ch6ant, les
les heures
heures de
des stations
(3) Le
troisieme
categorie peuvent etre mentionnees
mentionnees dans
is. nomenclature.
nomenclature.
troisieme categorie
dans la
(4)
En regle
generale, lorsqu'une station
cOtiere a
trafic en
station c6tiere
a du trafic
(4) En
regle gen6rale,
instance
categorie n'ayant
n'ayant
instance pour
pour une
une station de
de navire de la troisieme categorie
pas d'heures
d'heures fixes
fixes d'6coute
d'ecoute et
et presumee
rayon d'action
d'action de
de la
is.
pas
presumee dans
dans le
le rayon
cotiere, celle-ci
is. station
station c6tiere,
celle-ci effectue
effectue des
des appels
appels a la
station de
de navire
navire au
au
cows de la
Is. premiere
premiere demi-heure
demi-heure des
ire et
'Anodes d'ecoute
d'ecoute des
des
des Ire
et 3e periodes
cours
stations de
de navire
navire de
deuxieme categorie
service de
stations
de is.
la deuxieme
categorie effectuant
effectuant un
un service
de
huit
heures, conformement
l'appendice 6.
huit heures,
conformmeent aux dispositions
dispositions de
de l'appendice
§
stations de
de navire
le service
service n'est
pas permanent
permanent
navire dont
dont le
n'est pas
§ 4.
4. (1)
(1) Les
Les stations
ne
qu'apres avoir:
avoir:
prendre cloture
cloture qu'apres
ne peuvent
peuvent prendre

1° termine
detresse;
termine toutes les operations
operations motivees
motivees par un appel de detresse;
2° echange
quo possible
thus les
2°
6chang6 autant
autant que
possible tous
les radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme orioridestination des stations terrestres
trouvent
ginaires ou a
a destination
terrestres qui se trouvent
dans leur rayon d'action et des stations
stations mobiles qui, se trouvant
trouvant
dans leur rayon d'action, ont signal6
cessation
signale leur
lour presence
presence avant la cessation
effective du travail.
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[624] (2) Land stations the service
service of which is not continuous
continuous may
may
having:
not close
close before having:
[625] 1. Finished all operations called for by aadistress
distress call;
call;
[626] 2. Exchanged all radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams originating in or destined to
to
the mobile stations which are within their range
range and have
have signaled
their presence before the effective
effective cessation
cessation of work.
[627] (3) The service
service of aeronautical
aeronautical stations shall
shall be continuous
continuous
during the entire period of flight in the sector or sectors of the course
or courses for which the station in question
the radio
question carries
carries on
on the
radio
service.
B. SHIP STATIONS
STATIONS
B.
Ship stations.
stations.
[628] §3.
§3. (1) For the international
international service of public correspondence,
correspondence,
Ship
ship stations shall be classified into
categories according
according to
the
into three categories
to the
regulations of the administration
internal regulations
to which
they are
subject,
administration to
which they
are subject,
as follows:
[6291 stations of the first category:
[629]
category: these stations shall carry on
on aa
continuous service;
service;
[630] stations of the second category:
these stations
carry on
category: these
stations shall
shall carry
on aa
duration, as outlined in paragraph
service of limited duration,
paragraph (2)
(2)
below [Nos. 632 and
and 633];
633];
[631] stations of the third category:
category: these stations
stations shall carry
carry on a
a
service of a
a more limited
limited duration
than that
that of
of the
the
duration than
stations of the second category,
the duration
duration
category, or a
a service
service the
of which is not determined
determined by these Regulations.
Regulations.
[632] (2) (a) Ship stations classified
classified in the second category
must
category must
carry on their service at least during
to them
them in
in
during the period assigned
assigned to
appendix 6. This period shall be mentioned
mentioned in
in the license.
license.

[633] (b) In the case of short crossings, they
they shall
shall carry on
on the
the
service during the hours determined
determined by the administration
administration to
to which
which
they belong.
[634] (3)
(3) In certain cases, the service hours of stations on
on ships
ships of
the third category
category may be mentioned
mentioned in the nomenclature.
nomenclature.
[635] (4) As a
a general
general rule, when a
a, coast station has traffic on
on
hand for a
a ship station of the third category
category not having fixed
fixed listening hours which is presumed
presumed to be within the range of
coast
of the coast
station, the latter shall call the ship station during the first half hour
of the first and third listening periods
periods of ship
second
ship stations
stations of
of the second
category
category carrying on an 8-hour service in accordance
accordance with the proviprovisions of appendix 6.
(1) Ship stations the service
[636] §4. (1)
service of which is not continuous
continuous
may not close before having:
1. Finished
operations called for by aadistress
[637] 1.
Finished all operations
distress call;
call;
Exchanged, so far as possible, all radiotelegrams
[638] 2. Exchanged,
radiotelegrams originating
originating
in or destined to land stations which are within their range, and
mobile
and mobile
stations which, being within their range, have signaled
signaled their presence
before
before the effective cessation
cessation of work.
work.

Post, p. 1601.
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(2)
station
Une station
(2) Une
doit
doit communiquer
communiquer
en relation,
relation, Pheure
l'heure
en

mobile qui
pas de
de vacations
vacations d6terminees
determin.ees
qui n'a
n'a pas
mobile
la station
station terrestre,
terrestre, avec
avec laquelle
laquelle elle
est entree
entrée
elle est
a la
de
et Pheure
de reouverture
reouverture de
son service.
service.
de cleture
cl6ture et
l'heure de
de son
(3)
a) Toute
dont
et dont
un port
port et
dans un
arrivant dans
mobile arrivant
Toute station
station mobile
(3) a)
le
service eat,
suite, sur
sur le
le point
point de
cesser doit
en
de cesser
doit en
est, par
par suite,
le service
avertir la
terrestre la
la plus
plus proche
et, s'il
s'il eat
avertir
la station
station terrestre
proche et
est utile,
utile
les
terrestres avec
elle correspond
correspond
lesquelles elle
stations terrestres
avec lesquelles
les autres
autres stations
en general.
en
gene6ral.
lle ne
no doit
prendre cl6ture
cloture qu'apres
qu'apres liquidation
du
liquidation du
Elle
doit prendre
tra,fic
en instance,
instance, a
quo les
les dispositions
oh,
dispositions du
du pays
pays ot
trafic en
a moms
moins que
elle
fait escale
no le
le permettent
permettent pas.
pas.
elle fait
escale ne
b) Lors
depart, elle
elle doit
sa reouverture
reouverture la
la
doit aviser
aviser de
de sa
de son
son d6part,
b)
Lors de
ou cette
ou
int6ressees des le moment oi
on les stations terrestres interessees
reouverture
lui est
eat permise
par les
les dispositions
dispositions en
vigueur
en vigueur
permise par
reouverture lui
depart.
oh se
se trouve
trouve le
le port de
de d6part.
dans le pays oil
C. STATIONS
STATIONS D'
AtRONEF .
C.
D'AERONEF.

§
En ce
conceme le
le service
service international
in correscorresde la
international de
§ 5.
5. En
ce qui
qui concerne
pondence
d'a6ronef constituent
constituent une seule
stations d'aeronef
pondance publique,
publique, les stations
categoric.
stations effectuent
in duree
duree n'est
n'est pas
un service
service dont
dont la
Ces stations
effectuent un
cat6gorie. Ces
fixee
par le
present Reglement.
fixee par
le present
Reglement.
D.
NOMBRE MINIMtUM
MINIMUM D'OPRATEURS.
D'
OPtRATEURS .
D. CLABBE
CLASSE ET NOMBRE

international de la
§§6.
6. En
En ce qui
qui concerne
concerne le
le service international
in corresponcorrespondence pubfique
appartient A
a chaque
cheque gouvergouver
publique des stations
stations mobiles, il
il appartient
dance
nement
contractant de
prendre les
necessaires pour quo
nement contractant
de prendre
les mesures n6cessaires
que
nationalite aient
assurer
les stations
stations de sa
sa nationalit6
aient un personnel
personnel suffisant
suffisont pour assurer
un service
service efficace
efficace pendant
pendant les heures
La categoric
heures qui correspondent
correspondent aA. la
categorie
dans laquelle ces stations sont dassees;
class6es; le personnel de ces stations
devra,
compte tenu
de l'article
Particle 10,
10, §
(G. Stages
Stages professionnels)
professionnels)
devra, compte
tenu de
§ 9,
9, (G.
comporter
moms:
comporter au moins:
1° pour les stations
cat6gorie: un operateur
stations de navire de la premiere
premiere categoric:
operateur
titulaire
d'un certificat
certificat de
de ire
titulaire d'un
de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de
Ire cla,sse;
classe;
2° pour les stations de navire
categoric: un
operateur
navire de la deuxieme
deuxieme cat6gorie:
un op6rateur
titulaire
d'un certificat
de radiotelegraphiste
radiotelegraphiste de
de Ire
ire ou
on de
2e classe;
classe;
titulaire d'un
certificat de
de 2e
3° a) pour les stations de navire de la troisibme
troisieme categoric,
sauf
categorie, sauf
dans les cas
prevus aux latexes
un
cas pr6vus
litteras b) et c) qui suivent,
suivent, un
operateur
certificat de
de
operateur titulaire
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
de radiotelegraphiste
radiotdlegraphiste de
2e
2e classe;
classe;
b) pour les stations
radiob)
stations des navires auxquels
auxquels l'installation
Pin,stallation radiotelegraphique
imposee par
accords internet6l6graphique n'est pas
pas imposee
par des
des accords
internationaux, un operateur
operateur titulaire d'un certificat special,
special,
repondant aux
de Particle
Particle 10,
D, §
§6;
6;
repondant
aux conditions
conditions de
10, D,
c) pour
stations des
navires munis
installation radioradioc)
pour les
les stations
des navires
munis d'une
d'une installation
telephonique
faible puissance,
puissance, un
un op6rateur
operateur titulaire
tel6phonique de
de faible
titulaire
d'un certificat de radiotelephoniste,
r6pondant aux conradiotelephoniste, repondant
ditions
de larticle
Particle 10,
F, §
§8.
8.
ditions de
10, F,
4° a)
a) pour
les stations
stations d'a6ronef,
d'aeronef, sauf
sauf dans
dans les
les cas
prevus aux
4°
pour les
cas pr6vus
aux
alineas b) et c) qui suivent, un operateur
operateur titulaire
titulaire d'un
certificat
de Ire
ire ou
on de
de 2e
2e classe,
classe,
certificat de
de radiotelftraphiste
radiotelqgraphiste de
suiva,nt les
dispositions d'ordre
d'ordre interieur
prises par
par les
les
suivant
les dispositions
interieur prises
gouvernements dont dependent
dependent ces stations;
gouvernements
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[639] (2) A mobile
which has no fixed
mobile station
station which
fixed working
working hours
hours must
communication of
advise the land station with which it
it is in communication
of the
the
closing and reopening
reopening hours of
of its
its service.
service.
which arrives
in a
the
[640] (3)
(3) (a)
(a) Any mobile station
station which
arrives in
a port
port and
and the
service of which is accordingly
so
accordingly about to close, must so
advise the nearest
nearest land station and, if necessary, the
other land stations with which it generally communicates.
[641]
close until
until it
cleared all
traffic on
on hand,
[641] It
It must not
not close
it has
has cleared
all traffic
hand, unless
unless
the regulations
regulations of
it calls
calls prohibit.
prohibit.
of the
the country
country where it
[642]

(b) At the time of its departure,
it must
must advise
the interested
departure, it
advise the
interested
land station or stations of its reopening, as
as soon
soon as
as such
such
reopening
reopening is permitted by the regulations in force
within the
country in
the country
in which
which the port
port of departure
departure is
located.
C.
C. AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT STATIONS
STATIONS

[643] §5.
§5. With
With respect
the international
international service
of public
public
[643]
respect to
to the
service of
spondence, aircraft stations shall constitute
constitute a
spondence,
a single category.
category.
duration of which is not
stations shall carry on aa service the duration
mined by the present Regulations.
Regulations.

correcorreThese
deter-

Aircraft stations.

D. CLASS AND
AND MINIMUM
OPERATORS
D.
MINIMUM NUMBER
NUMBER OF OPERATORS

[644] §6. Concerning
Concerning the international
service of
of public
public correspondcorrespondinternational service
devolve upon each contracting
contracting govence of mobile stations, it
it shall devolve
government to
appropriate steps to have the
its
ernment
to take
take the appropriate
the stations
stations of its
carry adequate
adequate personnel
nationality carry
personnel to insure effective
effective service during the hours which correspond
correspond to the category
category in which these staclassified; taking account of
tions are classified;
of article
article 10,
10, G,
G, §9, the personnel
of these stations must include at least:
[645]
[645] 1.
1. For
For ship
ship stations
stations of
of the first
first category,
category, an
an operator
operator holdfirst-class radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph operator's certificate;
ing a
a first-class
certificate;
[646]
category, an
[646] 2. For ship stations of the second
second category,
an operator
operator
holding a
certificate;
a first- or second-class operator's certificate;
[647] 3. (a) For ship stations of the third category, except
except in
in the
the
cases provided for in paragraphs (b) and (c) below [Nos.
649], an operator holding a
asecond-class
second-class radio648 and 649],
telegraph operator's
telegraph
operator's certificate;
certificate;
[648]
For ship
which radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph equipment
is
[648] (b)
(b) For
ship stations
stations of
of which
equipment is
compulsory by international
international agreements,
agreements, an
not made
made compulsory
an
operator holding a
a special certificate
covering the
certificate covering
conditions
in article
10, D,
§6;
conditions contained
contained in
article 10,
D, §6;
[649] (c) For ship stations equipped with a
alow-power
radiotelephone
low-power radiotelephone
installation, an operator
radiotelephone
operator holding aa radiotelephone
operator's
certificate covering
operator's certificate
covering the
the conditions
conditions contained
contained
in article 10,
10, F,
F, §8;
§8;
for
in the cases provided
provided for
except in
[650] 4. (a) For aircraft stations, except
in paragraphs
paragraphs (b)
(b) and (c) below [Nos. 651 and 652],
652],
an operator holding a
second-class radiotelea first- or second-class
radiotelegraph operator's
operator's certificate,
according to provisions
provisions of
certificate, according
an internal character
character laid down by the government
government to
to
which these stations are subject;
subject;

Class and minimum
minhnum
number of operators.
operators.

Ante, p. 1487.

Ante, p. 1485.
1485.

Ante, p. 1487.
Ante,
1487.
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b)
auxquels Pinstallation
ral'installation rades aeronefs
aeronefs auxquels
b) pour
pour les
les stations
stations des
diotelegraphique
n'est pas
pas impose°
par des
des accords
accords interinterimposee par
diotelegraphique n'est
nationaux, un
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
certificat special
special
nationaux,
un operateur
operateur titulaire
repondant aux
10, D,
D, §
§6;
repondant
aux conditions
conditions de
de Particle
1'article 10,
6;
c) pour
pour les
les stations
stations des
aeronefs munis
munis d'une
installation rarad'une installation
des aeronefs
c)
diotelephonique
faible puissance,
puissance, un
operatem• titulaire
titulaire
un operateur
de faible
diot6elphonique de
d'un certificat
certificat de
aux condicondirepondant aux
radiotelephoniste, repondant
de radiotelephoniste,
d'un
tions
10, F,
F, §§8.
de Particle
l'article 10,
tions de
ARTICLE 26.
26.
ARTICLE
Ordre de
communications dans
mobile.
le service
service mobile.
dans le
de priorite
prioritedes
des communications
Ordre
L'ordre de
de priorit6
priorite des
des radiocommunications
radiocommunications dans
le service
mobile
service mobile
dans le
L'ordre
est le suivant:
suivant:
1° appels
appels de
de detresse,
detresse, messages
detresse;
messages de
de d6tresse
detresse et
et trafic de
de d6tresse;
1°
2°
communications pr6ecd6es
precedees d'un signal d'urgence;
d'urgence;
20 communications
3°
prdcedees du
du signal
signal de
de securite;
securite;
3° communications
communications precedees
4°
relatives aux relevements
relevements radiogoniometriradiogoniom6tri4° communications
communications relatives
ques;
ques;
5°
5° radiotelegraninies
radiotelegrammes d'Etat pour lesquels le droit de priorite
n'a
ete abandonne;
n'a pas et6
abandonne;
6° toutes les
les autres
autres communications.
communications.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 27.
27.
Indication
station d'origine
Indicationde
de la station
d'origine des radiotgle'grammes.
radiotelgrammes.
Lorsque, par
§§ 1.
1. Lorsque,
par suite d'homonymie,
d'homonymie, le nom d'une station est
suivi de l'indicatif de cette
cette station, on separe ce dernier
dernier du nom
Oregon/OZOC
de la station
station par une
une barre
barre de
de fraction. Exemple:
Exemple: Oregon/OZOC
(et non
(et non
Roseddor).
(et
non Oregonozoc);
Oregonozoc); Rose/DDOR
Rose/DDOR (et
non Roseddor).

du
§§2. Lors de la
la reexpedition
reexpdlition sur les
les voies
voies de communication
communication du
radiotelegramme regu d'une station mobile,
reseau general d'un radiotelegramme
mobile, la
station terrestre transmet, comme origine, le nom de la station mobile
d'oa
d'oL emane
emane le
le radiotelegramme,
radiotelegramme, tel
tel quo
que ce nom
nom figure a
a la nomennomenclature, suivi
eche,ant on
suivi du
du nom
nom de ladite station terrestre.
terrestre. Le
Le cas
cas echeant
on
applique aussi
aussi les dispositions
dispositions du
du §§1.
applique
completer
§§3. La station
station terrestre
terrestre peut, si
si elle le
le juge
juge utile,
utile, completer
l'indication du nom de
mobile d'origine par le
l'indication
de la
la station mobile
le mot "navire"
"navire"
ou
"dirigeable" place
de ladite
ladite station
ou "avion"
"avion" ou "dirigeable"
place avant le nom
nom de
station
d'origine, en vue d'eviter
d'6viter toute confusion avec
avec un bureau telegraphique
telegraphique
ou
ou une
une station fixe
fixe de meme
meme nom.
nom.
ARTICLE
28.
ARTICLE 28.

Direction
Direction d
claimer aux radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
d donner
(1) En
generale, la
la station
qui fait
usage d'ondes
d'ondes
§§ 1.
1. (1)
En regle
regle generale,
station mobile
mobile qui
fait usage
du type A2, A3
comprises dans
A3 ou B comprises
dans la bande de
de 365 aa515 kc/s
kc/s (822
(822
aa583 m) transmet sea
ses radiotelegrammes
radiotelogrammes A
ala station terrestre
terrestre la plus
proche. En vue d'accelerer
faciliter la transmission
transmission des
proche.
d'accelrer ou
ou de faciliter
des radioradiotdldgrammes
cependant les transmettre A une autre station
telegrammes elle peut
pent cependant
station
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(b) For stations on board aircraft
for which
aircraft for
which radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph
compulsory by international
equipment is not made compulsory
international
-agreements,
agreements, an operator holding a
a special certificate
covering the conditions
contained in article
conditions contained
D, §6;
article 10,
10, D,
§6;
(c)
(c) For stations on board aircraft
equipped with
aircraft •
equipped
with aa lowlowpower radiotelephone
radiotelephone installation, an operator holding
holding a
a
radiotelephone operator's certificate
radiotelephone
certificate covering the
the conconditions contained in article 10, F,
F, §8.
§8.

1555
1555

1485.
Ante, p.
p. 1485.

Ante, p. 1487.
1487.

ARTICLE
26
ARTICLE 26

Order
Priority of Communications
Communications in
Order of Priority
in the
Service
the Mobile
Mobile Service
Communications in
[653] The order
of priority
priority of
communications in
in the
mobile mobile
communications
order of
of radio
radio communications
the mobile
mobile service.
service.
service
be as
as follows:
follows:
• Order of priority.
service shall
shall be
1. Distress calls, distress messages, and
1.
and distress
traffic;
distress traffic;
2.
2. Communications
Communications preceded
preceded by
by an
an urgent
urgent signal;
signal;
Communications preceded
3. Communications
preceded by a
asafety
safety signal;
signal;
4. Communications
Communications relative to radio
direction-finding bearings;
bearings;
radio direction-finding

5. Government radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams for which
right has
has not
not
which priority
priority right
been waived;
waived;
6. All other communications.
communications.
ARTICLE 27
ARTICLE
27

Indicationof the Station
Indication
Station of Origin
Origin of Radiotelegrams
Radiotelegrams
[654] §1.
§1. When the name of a
be followed
followed by
the call
call
a station
station is
is to
to be
by the
signal of that station, because
because of homonymy, the latter shall
be
shall be
separated from the name of the station by a
afraction
Example:
fraction bar.
bar. Example:
Oregon/OZOC (and not Oregonozoc);
Oregonozoc); Rose/DDOR
Rose/DDOR (and not
not
Roseddor) .
Roseddor).
[655] §2.
§2. When
When reforwarding, over
communication channels
over the
the communication
channels of
of
the general network, aaradiotelegram
radiotelegram received
received from a
mobile station,
a mobile
station,
the land station shall transmit,
origin, the
name of
the mobile
transmit, as the origin,
the name
of the
mobile
station where the radiotelegram
radiotelegram originated, as
as that
shown
that name
name is
is shown
in the nomenclature,
nomenclature, followed
followed by the name of
station.
of the
the said land
land station.
If need be, the provisions of §1 [No. 654] shall
also be
be applied.
shall also
applied.
[656] §3. If it
it deems advisable, the land
land station
complete the
the
station may
may complete
indication
indication of the mobile station of origin by
"ship," or
or "air"airby the
the word "ship,"
plane,"
"dirigible" placed before the name
plane," or "dirigible"
the said
said station
station of
of
name of
of the
origin, for the purpose of avoiding
a
telegraph
avoiding any
any confusion
confusion with
with a telegraph
office or a
a fixed station having the same
same name.
name.

Indication
Indication of
of stasta
tion
of origin.
tion of
origin.

ARTICLE
28
ARTICLE 28
Radiotelegrams
Routing of
of Radiotelegrams
Routing of radMtel[657] §1.
(1) As
station using
-A3. egrams.
§1. (1)
As aageneral rule,
rule, aamobile
mobile station
using type-A2,
type-A2, -A3.
ega.g
of radot
or -B waves within the band 365 to 515
ke (822
(822 to
583 m)
shall send
515 kc
to 583
m) shall
send
radiotelegrams to the nearest land station.
its radiotelegrams
In order
order to
to accelerate
accelerate
station. In
or facilitate the transmission
radiotelegrams, it
transmission of radiotelegrams,
it may,
may, however,
however,
transmit them to another
another mobile station. The latter
latter shall
shall treat
treat radioradio-
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mobile.
derniere traits
ainsi regus
regus comme
comme
traite les
les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes ainsi
mobile. Cette
Cette derniere
ceux
deposes
chez
elle-meme
(voir
egalement
Particle
7
du
Reglement
ceux deposes chez elle-meme (voir egalement l'article 7 du Reglement
additionnel).
additionnel).
(2)
is station
station mobile
peut choisir
plusieurs
entre plusieurs
mobile peut
choisir entre
lorsque la
(2) Toutefois,
Toutefois, lorsque
stations terrestres
terrestres se
se trouvant
trouvant approximativement
approximativement a
ft la
is meme
memo distance,
distance,
stations
elle
la preference
qui est
est situ6e
situ& sur
is territoire
territoire
sur le
preference aft cello
celle qui
elle doit
doit dormer
donner la
du
destination on
transit normal
normal des
des radiotelegrammes.
radiotdelgrammes.
de transit
ou de
du pays
pays de
de destination
Quand
station choisie
n'est pas
pas la
plus proche,
la station
station mobile
la plus
proche, la
la station
choisie n'est
Quand is
doit
on changer
changer de
de type
type ou
ou de
frequence d'6mission
d'emission
de frequence
cesser Is
le travail
travail ou
doit cesser
premiere demande
demands faite
station terrestre
terrestre du
interesse
du service
service interesse
faite par
par la
la station
ahis
la premiere
qui est
eat reellement
reellement is
demande motivee
motives par
par le
le brouillage
brouillage
plus proche,
proche, demande
la plus
qui
que ledit
ledit travail
travail cause
cause h
a celle-ci.
celle-ci.
que
§
2. Les
utilisant soit
soit
type Al, soit
soit des
des ondes du type
mobiles utilisant
§ 2.
Les stations
stations mobiles
des ondes
A2 ou
on A3,
A3, en
de la
la bande
bands de
365 aft 515
kc/s
de 365
515 kc/s
en dehors
dehors de
du type
type A2
des
ondes du
A la
(822 h
583 m)
m) doivent,
regle generale,
generale, donner
donner la preference
preference a
en regle
doivent, en
(822
a 583
du pays de destination ou du
station terrestre
terrestre 6tablie
etablie sur le
is territoire
tenitoire du
station
pays
qui paratt
paratt devoir
devoir assurer
assurer le
is plus
rationnellement is
le transit
transit des
plus rationnellement
pays qui
radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
§
rakliotelegramme depose dans une station
l'expediteur d'un
d'un radiotelegramme
§ 3.
3. Si
Si Pexpediteur
que son radiomobile a
adesigne
designe la
radioa laquelle
laquelle il
il desire que
la station
station terrestre
terrestre ft
mobile
telegramme soit
soit transmis,
station mobile
mobile doit,
dolt, pour
pour effectuer
effectuer cette
cette
la station
telegramme
transmis, la
transmission
terrestre indiquee,
indiquee, attendre
attendre eventuellement
eventuellement
a la
la station
station terrestre
transmission a
que
conditions prevues
provues aux
paragraphes precedents
precedents soient
soient remplies.
remplies.
les conditions
aux paragraphes
que les
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29.
29.
Comptabilite
des radiotelegrammes.
Comptabilitt des
radiotelgrammes.
A.
ETABLISSEMENT DES
A. ETABLISSEMENT
DES COMPTES
COMPTES..

§
terrestres et de bord
§ 1. En principe,
principe, les taxes terrestres
bord n'entrent
n'entrent pas da,ns
dans
les
telegraphiques internationaux.
intemationaux.
les comptes
comptes t6elgraphiques
reservent la faculte
prendre entre
§§2. Les gouvemements
gouvernements se
se reservent
faculte de
de prendre
entre
eux et
et avec
exploitations privees
privees interessees
interessees des
arrangements
avec les
les exploitations
des arrangements
d'autres dispositions concemant
concernant
differents, en vue de l'adoption
l'adoption d'autres
la
notamment l'adoption,
l'adoption, autant
autant que
possible, du
du
la cornptabilite,
comptabilite, notamment
que possible,
system()
terrestres et de
systeme sous
sous lequel les taxes
taxes terrestres
de bord suivent les radiotelegrammes de
apays,
pays, par
par is
voie des
des comptes
comptes telegraphiques.
telegraphiques.
telegrammes
de pays
pays A
la voie
De tels arrangements
arrangements sont sujets A
a un accord pr6alable
prealable entre les
administrations
interessees.
administrations interessees.
§§3. Sauf arrangement
les dispositions
dispositions du
du §
§ 22
arrangement different, suivant les
ci-dessus, les
les comptes
comptes concernant
concernant ces
ces taxes
taxes sont
ci-dessus,
sont etablis
6tablis mensuellemensuellement par les administrations
administrations dont dependent
dependent les stations terrestres
terrestres
et communiques
elles aux administrations
communiques par elks
administrations interessees.
interessees.
§
(1) Dans
Dana is
cas oi
des stations
terrestres n'est
§ 44 (1)
le cas
ou l'exploitant
l'exploitant des
stations terrestres
n'est
pas
exploitsnt peut
etre substitue,
substitue, en
en cc
pas Padministration
l'administration du
du pays, cot
cet exploitant
peut etre
ce
qui
concerns les
comptes, a
Padministration de ce
cc pays.
qui concerne
les comptes,
a l'administration
pays.
(2) Les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes vises a l'article
Particle 20 §§ 9
9 peuvent entrer
entrer
eventuellement
dont is
eventuellement dans un
un compte
compte destine
destine fta Padministration
l'administration dont
le
navire
navire depend.
depend.
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telegrams
telegrams thus received
received like those filed in its own station.
7 of the Additional
article 7
Additional Regulations.)
Regulations.)

(See also

[658] (2) However, when the
mobile station
the mobile
station can
can choose
choose among
among
several land stations situated at approximately
approximately the same
same distance,
it must give the preference
preference to the station located
located on the territory of
of
the country
destination or of normal transit of the radiotelegrams.
country of destination
radiotelegrams.
When the station chosen is not the nearest, the
the mobile station
station must
must
cease working or change the type or frequency
frequency of emission upon the
first request made by the land station of the service concerned
concerned which
which
is actually the nearest, when this request is based
based upon the interferinterference which the work in question causes to the latter.
latter.
[659] §2. Mobile stations using either type-Al
waves or
or
type-Al waves
or type-A2
type-A2 or
-A3 waves, outside the band 365 to 515 kc
as
kc (822
(822 to
to 583
583 m) must, as
aa general
general rule, give preference
located on
preference to the
the land
land station
station located
on the
the
territory
territory of the country
country of destination
destination or of the country which
it
which it
appears could most reasonably
reasonably effect the transit of the radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.
[660] §3.
§3. If the sender of
in aa mobile
mobile station
of a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram filed
filed in
station
which he
he desires
has designated
designated the land
land station
station to
to which
desires his
his radiotelegram
radiotelegram
sent, the mobile station must,
cases, wait
wait until
until the
must, in
in some
some cases,
the conditions
conditions
specified
paragraphs are fulfilled, in order to make
specified in the preceding
preceding paragraphs
the transmission
transmission to
designated land station.
to the designated
station.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29
Accounting
Accounting for
for Radiotelegrains
Radiotelegrams
A. ESTABLISHMENT
ESTABLISHMENT OF
ACCOUNTS
A.
OF ACCOUNTS

[661]

§1. In
and on-board
§1.
In principle,
principle, land
land and
on-board charges
charges shall
shall not
not enter
enter into
into
international telegraph
telegraph accounts.
accounts.
Governments reserve
[662] §2. Governments
reserve the
the right to
to make
make different
different arrangearrangements among themselves
themselves and with the private enterprises
enterprises concerned,
concerned,
with a
aview to the adoption of other provisions for accounting,
accounting, notably
the adoption, so far as possible, of the
and onthe system
system in
in which land
land and
onboard charges
from country
country to
to country
country through
board
charges follow radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams from
through
the telegraph
telegraph accounts. Such arrangements
arrangements shall
shall be subject to
to a
a
prior agreement
between the administrations concerned.
concerned.
agreement between

Accounting.
Accounting.

[663] §3. In the
in accordance
the absence of aa different arrangement,
arrangement, in
accordance
6621, accounts
with the provisions of §2 above [No. 662],
accounts for these charges
charges
shall be set up each month by
administrations to
land
by the administrations
to which the land
by them
the administrations
concerned.
stations are
are subject
subject and sent
sent by
them to
to the
administrations concerned.
[664] §4
Where the land
the admin§4 (1)
(1) Where
land stations are
are not
not operated
operated by
by the
administration of
agency may
may be
substituted for
for
istration
of the country, the
the operating
operating agency
be substituted
administration of
the administration
of the
the country, so far as accounts are
are concerned.
concerned.

[665] (2)
(2) The
radiotelegrams covered
in article
article 20,
[665]
The radiotelegrams
covered in
§9 [No.
[No. 470]
470] may
20, §9
may
in some cases be entered in an account
account intended for the administration
administration
to which the
the ship is
is subject.
subject.

Ante, p.
p
Ank.
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§
5. Pour
Pour les
originaires des
des stations
de bord,
bord,
stations de
radiotelegrammes originaires
les radiotelegrammes
§ 5.
Padministration dont
dont depend
depend la
station terrestre
terrestre debite
debite Padmil'admila station
l'administration
nistration
de bord
des taxes
taxes terterd'origine des
bord d'origine
la station
station de
depend la
dont depend
nistration dont
restres,
afferente„s aux
aux parcours
sur le
le reseau
general des
des
r6seau general
parcours sur
taxes afferentes
des taxes
restres, des
voies
de telecommunication
telecommunication -— qui
qui seront
appeles taxes
dorenavant appeles
seront dorenavant
voies de
telegraphiques —,
des taxes
taxes totales
totales pergues
pour les
les reponses
reponses payees,
payees,
percues pour
-, des
telegraphiques
des
taxes
terrestres
et
telegraphiques
pergues
pour
le
collationnedes taxes terrestres et telegraphiques pergues pour le collationneou par
ment,
des taxes
taxes percues
la remise
remise par
expres, par poste
poste on
par expres,
pour la
perQues pour
ment, des
poste-avion
et
des
taxes
pergues
pour
les
copies
des
telegrammes
mulmultelegrammes
des
les
copies
pour
poste-avion et des taxes pergues
teletiples.
Pour
is.
transmission
sur
les
voies
de
communication
telecommunication
de
voies
les
sur
transmission
la
tiples. Pour
graphiques,
radiotelegrammes sont
sont traites,
traites, au
an point
de vue
des
vue des
point de
les radiotelegrammes
graphiques, les
comptes,
conformement an
telegraphique.
Reglement telegraphique.
au Reglement
comptes, conformement
d'un pays situe au6. Pour
destination d'un
radiotelegrammes aA destination
les radiotelegrammes
Pour les
§§6.
del
celui auquel
appartient la
is. station
les taxes teleterrestre, les
station terrestre,
auquel appartient
de celui
delA de
graphiques
liquider, conforraoment
dispositions ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
aux dispositions
conformement aux
a liquider,
graphiques A
A la
sont
resultent soit
soit des
des tableaux
tableaux des
afferents A
tarifs afferents
des tarifs
qui resultent
celles qui
sont cellos
d'arrangements
soit
telegraphique internationale,
correspondance telegraphique
international°,
d'arrangements
correspondance
speciaux conclus
conclus entre
entre les
administrations de
pays limitrophes
limitrophes et
de pays
les administrations
speciaux
non les taxes qui pourraient
publies par
par ces
pourraient etre
ces administrations,
administrations, et non
publies
pergues
minima par
par telegramme
methodes
ou des methodes
tel6gramme on
des minima
appliquant des
en appliquant
perques en
que ce soit.
d'arrondir
les prix
prix par
telegramme de
maniere quo
quelque maniere
de quelque
par telegramme
d'arrondir les
reglementaire de
Toutefois,
on doit
tenir compte
minimum reglementaire
compte du minimum
doit tenir
Toutefois, on
radiotelegrammes
CDE et les radiotelegrammes
cinq mots
mots pour
pour les radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrarames ODE
cinq
du regime
regime europeen.
europeen.
du
(1) Pour
radiotelegrammes a
destination des stations de
a destination
les radiotelegrammes
Pour les
§§7.
7. (1)
bord, l'administration
Padministration dont
dont depend
depend le
est debitee
debitee
d'origine est
le bureau
bureau d'origine
bord,
taxes
des
station
la
directement
par
cello
dont
depend
terrestre
depend
dont
directement par celle
terrestres
et de
bord plus
plus les
applicables au
les taxes
taxes terrestres et de bord applicables
de bord
terrestres et
le radiotelegramme
collationnement,
mais seulement
seulement dans
dans le
ob. le
radiotelegranune a
a
le cas
cas oil
collationnement, mais
6 de
§6
6t6 transmis
transmis A,
de bord.
bord. Toutefois,
cas vise au
an §
dans le
le cas
Toutefois, dans
la station
station de
A is.
ete
Particle 9
du Reglement
Padministration dont depend
d6pend le
additionnel, l'administration
Reglement additionnel,
9 du
l'article
bureau
d'origine est
debitee de
terrestre par celle dont depend
de la taxe terrestre
est debitee
bureau d'origine
is.
station terrestre.
terrestre.
la station
est toujours
(2) L'administration
L'adrainistration dont
depend le
d'origine est
le bureau
bureau d'origine
dont depend
(2)
des
debitee,
de
pays
a
pays,
s'il
y
a
lieu,
is.
voie
comptes
telepar
la
y
a
lieu,
s'il
debit6e, de pays A pays,
la station terrestre,
graphiques, et
et par
depend is.
dont depend
l'administration dont
par l'administration
graphiques,
des taxes
taxes telegraphiques,
telegraphiques, des taxes
totales afferentes
afferentes aux reponses
taxes totales
des
payees
des taxes
telegraphiques afferentes
afferentes au collationnement.
collationnement. En
taxes telegraphiques
et des
payees et
ce
qui concerne
concern° les
les taxes
taxes relatives
relatives aux
aux copies
copies des
telegrammes multiples,
des telegrammes
ce qui
il
est opere,
pour ce
telegraphiques, conformeconformeregarde les comptes telegraphiques,
ce qui
qui regarde
il est
opere, pour
ment
procedure t6elgraphique
telegraphique normale.
normale.
a is.
la procedure
ment a
(3)
depend la
la station
station terrestre
credite, pour
pour
terrestre credite,
dont depend
L'administration dont
(3) L'administration
celle dont depend la
ete tra,nsmis,
transmis, calk
autant que
que le
le radiotelegramme
la
radiotelegramme ait ete
autant
station de
de bord
bord destinataire:
destinataire:
station

aux stations
stations
a)
is. taxe
taxe de
bord; b)
revenant aux
taxes revenant
b) s'il
s'il y
ya
a lieu, des taxes
de bord;
de la
a) de
pour les reponses
de bord
bord interm6diaires,
intermediaires, de
de la
is. taxe totale pergue
reponses
pergue pour
de
payees, de
de la
is. taxe
de bord
bord relative
an collationnement,
collationnement, des taxes
relative au
taxe de
payees,
maxima fixees
le Reglement
copies des
telegraphique pour les copies
Reglement telegraphique
par le
fixees par
maxima
telegrammes
multiples.
telegrammes multiples.
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[666] §5.
§5. For
For radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams originating
with on-board
the
stations, the
on-board stations,
originating with
[666]
the
land station is subject shall debit the
administration
to which the land
administration to
is subject
subject with
administration to
station of origin is
the on-board
on-board station
to which
which the
administration
the land
pertaining to
the course
course on the
general
the general
to the
the charges
charges pertaining
charges, the
the
land charges,
system of
channels—hereinafter called telegraph
telegraph
telecommunication channels-hereinafter
of telecommunication
system
charges—the total
total charges
charges collected
collected for
and
replies, land and
for prepaid
prepaid replies,
charges-the
telegraph
charges
collected
for
collating,
charges
collected
delivery
delivery
for
collected
charges
telegraph charges collected for collating,
by special
messenger, mail
mail or
or air
charges collected
collected for
air mail,
mail, and charges
by
special messenger,
copies
of multiple
multiple telegrams.
telegrams. For
transmission over
telegraph-comover telegraph-comFor transmission
copies of
standmunication
shall be
be handled,
handled, from the standradiotelegrams shall
channels, radiotelegrams
munication channels,
Regulations.
Telegraph Regulations.
point
in accordance
accordance with the Telegraph
accounts, in
point of
of accounts,
[667] §6.
For radiotelegrams
addressed to
situated beyond
beyond
to a
a country
country situated
radiotelegrams addressed
§6. For
[667]
land station is subject, the telegraph
the one
one to which
telegraph charges
which the land
the
to be
be settled
settled in
in conformity
with the
above provisions
provisions shall be those
the above
conformity with
to
resulting
either from
from rate
tables pertaining
international telepertaining to the international
rate tables
resulting either
concluded
arrangements
graph
correspondence,
or
special
arrangements
concluded
special
from
or
correspondence,
graph
by
published
among
administrations
of
bordering
countries
and
published
countries
among administrations of bordering
be
collected
these administrations,
not the
the charges
might
collected
which might
charges which
and not
administrations, and
these
by applying
applying either
either minimum
minimum charges
for
charges per telegram, or methods for
by
rounding off
off prices
telegram in any way whatever.
prices per telegram
rounding
[668]
However, for
for CDE
for radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams
and for
radiotelegrams and
CDE radiotelegrams
[668] However,
of the
the European
European regime,
5-word minimum
minimum provided
provided for by the
regime, the 5-word
of
Regulations must
must be
taken into account.
be taken
Regulations
[669] §7.
§7. (1)
(1) For
radiotelegrams addressed
on-board stations,
stations, the
addressed to on-board
For radiotelegrams
[669]
administration
office of
of origin
origin is
subject shall be debited
debited
is subject
the office
which the
to which
administration to
directly
the land station is subject, with the land
to which
which the
that to
by that
directly by
and
on-board charges
plus the
the land
on-board charges
charges applicable
applicable
and on-board
land and
charges plus
and on-board
has been
for
collating,
but
only
in
the
case
where
the
radiotelegram
been
radiotelegram
the
where
for collating, but only in the case
covered
case
the
transmitted
to the
the on-board
station. However,
case covered
in
However, in
on-board station.
transmitted to
in
§6 of
of article
of the
Additional Regulations
Regulations [No. 893], the administhe Additional
9 of
article 9
in §6
tration to
which the
of origin
origin is
be debited
with the
the
debited with
shall be
subject shall
is subject
office of
the office
to which
tration
the land
land
charge by
land station is subject.
subject.
to which the
the administration
administration to
by the
land charge
[670]
to which
subject
office of origin is subject
the office
which the
administration to
The administration
(2) The
[670] (2)
shall always
necessary, through
through
country to country, if necessary,
from country
debited from
be debited
always be
shall
the land
the
telegraph accounts,
and by
the administration
administration to which
which the
land
by the
accounts, and
the telegraph
station is
telegraph charges, with the total charges
the telegraph
with the
is subject,
subject, with
station
appertaining
to prepaid
prepaid replies,
charges perpertelegraph charges
the telegraph
with the
and with
replies, and
appertaining to
taining
to
collating.
With
respect
to
charges
concerning
copies
of
of
copies
concerning
charges
to
respect
With
collating.
to
taining
be
shall
multiple
telegrams,
the
normal
telegraph
procedure
adopted
procedure
telegraph
normal
the
multiple telegrams,
with
respect to
to telegraph
telegraph accounts.
with respect
subject
[671]
(3)
The
administration to which
which the land station is subject
[671] (3) The administration
the
shall,
so
far
as
the
radiotelegram
has
been
transmitted,
the
credit
transmitted,
shall, so far as the radiotelegram has been
administration
to
which
the
on-board
station
of
destination
is
subject:
is
subject:
administration to which the on-board station of destination

charge;
on-board charge;
with the on-board
[672]
(a) with
[672] (a)
[673]
(b) if
if necessary,
charges accruing
accruing to
intermediate onto intermediate
the charges
with the
necessary, with
[673] (b)
board stations,
stations, with
collected for
replies,
for prepaid replies,
charge collected
total charge
the total
with the
board
and with the maximum
with the
charge relative
relative to collating, and
on-board charge
the on-board
with
charges fixed
fixed in
in the
copies of multiple
for copies
Regulations for
Telegraph Regulations
the Telegraph
charges
telegrams.
telegrams.
n-21
123470°-41-PT.
193470°-41-PT. n-21
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[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

§
8. Les
reponses aux
aux radiotelegrammes
radiotelegrammes avec
avec r6ponse
reponse payee
payee sont
sont
Les reponses
§ 8.
traitees,
a
tous
egards,
dans
les
comptes
du
service
mobile
comrae
les
les
comme
mobile
service
du
les
comptes
traitees, a tous egards, dans
autres radiot6elgrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
autres
radio telegrammes &hang&
entre stations
stations de
de bord
bord
echanges entre
les radiotelegrammes
Pour les
§§ 9.
9. Pour
a) sans
l'intermediaire de
stations terrestres:
terrestres:
de stations
sans l'intermediaire
a)
Sauf lorsque
lorsque d'autres
l'exploitation
6t6 condus,
conclus, l'exploitation
arrangements ont ete
d'autres arrangements
Sauf
dont depend
destination debite celle
cello dont
dont
bord de destination
de bord
station de
la station
depend la
dont
depend la
la station
station de
les taxes
taxes pergues,
deducpercues, d6ducde toutes
toutes les
d'origine de
de bord
bord d'origine
depend
tion
faite des
des taxes revenant A
a cette derniere station,
tion faite
b)
par l'intermediaire
terrestre:
d'une seule station terrestre:
l'intermediaire d'une
b) par
celle dont
L'adminigtration
terrestre debite
&bite cello
dont
la station terrestre
depend la
dont depend
L'administration dont
depend
la station
station de
bord d'origine
les taxes
pergues, deductaxes perques,
toutes les
de toutes
d'origine de
de bord
depend la
tion faite
taxes revenant
conformement
revenant aa cette station de bord, conformement
des taxes
faite des
tion
aux prescriptions
prescriptions du
5. Ensuite,
on opere selon les stipulations
Ensuite, on
§ 5.
du §
aux
§7;
du §7;
c)
par l'intermediaire
terrestres:
de deux stations terrestres:
l'intermediaire de
c) par
debite
L'administration
premiere station terrestre &bite
L'administration dont depend la premiere
les
cello
dont
depend
la
station
de
bord
d'origine
de
toutes
taxes
d'origine
de
bord
celle dont depend la station
bord,
de
a
pergues,
deduction
taxes
revenant
a
cette
station
des
faite
percues, deduction
selon les
§ 55 Ensuite, on opere selon
conformement aux prescriptions
prescriptions du §
conformement
stipulations du
du §
§7,
7, en
en considerant
considerant la
in premiere
premiere station
comme
terrestre comme
station terrestre
stipulations
bureau d'origine
comptes.
d'origine en ce qui concerne les comptes.
bureau

la demande
10. Pour les
radiotelegramraes qui sont achemines
achemines sur is.
les radiot6elgrammes
§§ 10.
de l'exp6diteur,
l'expediteur, en
recourant a
stations de bord interdeux stations
A une
une ou deux
en recourant
de
mediaires, chacune
chacune de
de celles-ci debite de la
revenant
bord lui revenant
la taxe de bord
mediaires,
le transit:
transit:
pour le
radiotelea)
station de bord de destination, s'il s'agit d'un radiotelea) la station
gramme
destine a
une station
bord originaire
originaire de la terre ferme, ou
de bord
station de
a une
gramme destine
des cas
cas envisages
radiotelegraphique);
parcours radiotelegraphique);
9, b)
b) et c) (second parcours
au §§9,
envisages au
des
b)
la station
d'origine, s'il
radiotelegramme
s'il s'agit d'un radiotelegramme
station de bord d'origine,
b) la
originaire d'une
d'une station
de bord
destination de la terra
ferme, ou des
terre ferme,
bord aadestination
station de
originaire
cas
radio9, b)
b) et c) (premier parcours radioet an
au §§9,
au §§9, a) et
cas envisages
envisages an
telegraphique).
telegraphique).
B. ECHANGE,
ECHANGE, VERIFICATION
VERIFICATION ET
LIQUIDATION DES COMPTES.
COMPTES.
ET LIQUIDATION
B.
11. En
En principe,
les comptes
mensuels, servant de base
base aala
comptes mensuels,
dans les
principe, dans
§§ 11.
radiopresent
vises
au
comptabilite
des
radiotelegramrnes
present
article,
les
radioradiotelegrammes
des
comptabilite
telegrammes sont inscrits individuellement
individuellement avec toutes les indications
indications
telegrammes
necessaires. Un
l'appendice 13.
Un modele de ce releve fait l'objet de l'appendice
necessaires.
Les comptes
sont envoy&
un delai
du mois
mois
trois mois
mois aapartir du
delai de
de trois
dans un
envoyes dans
comptes sont
Les
auquel
ils se
se rapportent.
auquel ils
l'acceptation d'un compte ou des obsernotification de l'acceptation
§§ 12. La notification
vations
y relatives
relatives a
de six mois prenant cours
delai de
dans un alai
a lieu
lieu dans
vations y
aIla date de son envoi.
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radiotelegrams
(674] §8.
accounts, replies to radiotelegrams
mobile service accounts,
In the
the mobile
§8. In
(674]
with prepaid
handled in every respect like other
other
be handled
reply shall be
prepaid reply
with
radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.
(675] §9.
§9. For
For radiotelegrams
between on-board
on-board stationsstationsexchanged between
radiotelegrams exchanged
(675]
1676]
Without the
intermediary of
of land stations:
the intermediary
(a) Without
1676] (a)
Except when
other arrangements
been made,
made, the operating
arrangements have been
when other
Except
enterprise
subject
on-board station of destination is subject
the on-board
which the
enterprise to which
shall
enterprise to
on-board station of origin is
to which
which the on-board
that enterprise
debit that
shall debit
subject
all charges
deducting the charges
charges due to the
charges collected, deducting
with all
subject with
latter
latter station.
[677] (b)
(b) Through
a single land station:
intermediary of a
Through the intermediary
[677]
The
administration to which the land station is subject shall
The administration
debit the
the one
one to
the on-board
on-board station of origin is subject with
which the
to which
debit
charges collected,
accruing
deduction being made of the charges accruing
collected, deduction
all charges
requirements of §5.
to such
such on-board
conformity with the requirements
§5.
station, in conformity
on-board station,
to
Following this,
stipulations of
followed.
of §7 shall be followed.
the stipulations
this, the
Following
[678]
the intermediary
two land stations:
of two
intermediary of
Through the
(c) Through
[678] (c)
The
administration to which the first land station is subject
subject
The administration
shall
debit
the
one
to
which
the
on-board
origin
subject
is
subject
of
origin
station
on-board
the
to
which
shall debit the one
with
all the
collected, deduction
deduction being
charges
being made of the charges
charges collected,
the charges
with all
requirewith
accruing
to
this
on-board
station,
in
conformity
the
accruing to this on-board station, in conformity
ments of
this, the
stipulations of
§7 shall be followed,
of §7
the stipulations
Following this,
§5. Following
of §5.
ments
considering the
the first
land station
station as the
of origin so far as
the office of
first land
considering
accounts
concerned.
are concerned.
accounts are
[679] §10.
radiotelegrams which
are routed,
sender's rerouted, at the sender's
which are
For radiotelegrams
§10. For
[679]
quest, through
through one
or two
intermediary on-board
on-board stations, each
each of
two intermediary
one or
quest,
these shall
debit with
the on-board
charge accruing
to it
it for transit:
accruing to
on-board charge
with the
shall debit
these
[680] (a)
the on-board
on-board station of destination,
destination, in the case
case of a
aradio(a) the
[680]
station,
telegram
originating
on
land
and
addressed
to
an
on-board
on-board
to
an
addressed
and
telegram originating on land
or
in
the
cases
contemplated
in
§9,
(b)
and
(c)
[Nos.
678]
and
677
[Nos.
(c)
and
or in the cases contemplated in §9, (b)
radiotelegraph route);
(second radiotelegraph
[681]
(b) the
radioof origin, in the case of aa radioon-board station of
the on-board
[681] (b)
telegram originating
on-board station
station and
and addressed
addressed to land,
an on-board
with an
originating with
telegram
or in
in the
cases contemplated
§9 (a)
(a) and in §9, (b) and (c) [Nos. 676,
in §9
contemplated in
the cases
or
677, and
radiotelegraph route).
and 678] (first radiotelegraph
677,
B. EXCHANGE,
EXCHANGE , VERIFICATION,
SETTLEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS
VERIFICATION, AND SETTLEMENT
B.

[682]
[682]

Exchange, verifica-

§11. In
In principle,
serving as the
eset
,
for tioExha
the basis for
tion, and
settlement
accounts serving
in monthly
monthly accounts
principle, in
§11.
of accounts.

radio- of counts.
the
this article,
article, radioin this
with in
dealt with
radiotelegrams dealt
of radiotelegrams
accounting of
the accounting
telegrams
shall be
be entered
entered individually
individually with
indicanecessary indicawith all the necessary
telegrams shall
Post, P
p. 1643.
p
'643
constitute appendix
shall constitute
tions.
A model
model form
form of
of this
appendix 13.
account shall
this account
tions. A
The
accounts shall
be sent
months after the month to
within three months
sent within
shall be
The accounts
which
which they refer.
[683] §12.
§12. Notice
Notice of
acceptance of an
comments concernconcernaccount, or comments
an account,
of acceptance
[683]
ing
sent within
months from the date on which the
six months
within six
be sent
shall be
it, shall
ing it,
latter
rendered.
latter is rendered.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

&kis mentionnes
dans les
deux paragraphes
§§ 13.
13. Les
Les delais
mentionnes dans
les deux
paragraphes preceprecedents
&passer les
poriodes
fixees
quand
des difficultes
difficult&
dents peuvent
peuvent depasser
les periodes fix6es quand des
exceptionnelles
presentent dans
dans le
le transport
postal des
des docudocuexceptionnelles se
se presentent
transport postal
ments
entre les
les stations
et les
les administrations
administrations dont
dont elles
elles
ments entre
stations terrestres
terrestres et
dependent.
et le
le reglement
reglement des
des comptes
comptes
dependent. Neanmoins,
Neanmoins, la
la liquidation
liquidation et
present& plus
plus de
mois apres
la date
date de
de dep6t
depOt des
radiopresentes
de dix-huit
dix-huit mois
apres la
des radiotelegrammes auxquels
ces comptes
comptes se
se rapportent
rapportent peuvent
peuvent etre
refuses
telegrammes
auxquels ces
etre refuses
par l'administration
debitrice.
par
l'administration debitrice.
Saul entente
contraire, les
dispositions suivantes
suivantes sont
sont
§§ 14.
14. Sauf
entente contraire,
les dispositions
applicables aux
comptes radiot6elgraphiques
radiotolegraphiques vises
au present
applicables
aux comptes
vises au
present article.
article.
§
15. (1)
(1) Les
comptes mensuels
mensuels sont
admis sans
sans revision
revision quand
quand
§ 15.
Les comptes
sont admis
la difference
difference entre
entre les
les comptes
comptes dresses
dresses par
par les
les deux
deux administrations
la
administrations
interessees
superieure a
a vingt-cinq
vingt-cinq francs
frs) ou
ou ne
ne
interessees n'est
n'est pas
pas superieure
francs (25
(25 frs)
depasse pas
pas 1
pour 100
100 du
de l'administration
l'administration cr6ditrice
creditrice
depasse
1 pour
du compte
compte de
pourvu quo
le montant
de ce
ce compte
compte ne
ne soit
soit pas
pas superieur
superieur a
pourvu
que le
montant de
A cent
cent
mine francs
francs (100
(100 000
lorsque le
compte dresse
mille
000 frs);
frs); lorsque
le montant
montant du
du compte
dresse par
par
l'administration creditrice
creditrice est
eat superieur
cette derniere
derniere somme,
somme, in
l'administration
superieur A
a cette
la
difference
pent pas depasser
&passer un
tin montant
montant total
total de:
de:
difference no
ne peut
premiers cent
cent mine
(100 000
000 frs);
frs);
1° 11pour
pour 100
100 des
des premiers
mille francs
francs (100
somme exc6dente.
excedente.
2° 0,5 pour 100 de
de la
la somme

(2) line
Une revision
(2)
revision commence°
eat arretee
qua, a
A, la
la suite
suite d'ecommencee est
arretee des
das que,
d'echanges d'observations
d'observations entre les administrations
administrations interessees,
la
changes
interessees, la
difference
difference a
aete
et@ ramenee
no depassant
depassant pas
pas le
maximum
ramenee t.
a une
une valeur
valeur ne
le maximum
fixe
le premier
alinea du
du present
present paragraphe.
fixe par
par le
premier alinea
paragraphe.
§
(1) Immediatement
Immediatement apres
apres Pacceptation
des comptes
comptes affRife§ 16.
16. (1)
l'acceptation des
rents an
au dernier mois
compte trimestriel,
trimestriel, faisant
faisant
mois d'un
d'un trimestre, un
un compte
l'ensemble des
ressortir le solde pour l'ensemble
est,
des trois mois du trimestre, est,
sauf arrangement
les deux
deux administrations
administrations interessees,
sauf
arrangement contraire
contraire entre
entre les
int6ressees,
dress6
dress@ par
l'administration creditrice
et transmis
transmis en
en deux
deux exemplaires
exemplaires
par l'administration
cr6ditrice et
a l'administration
a,
apres verification,
renvoie l'un
Pun des
des
l'administration debitrice
d6bitrice qui,
qui, apres
verification, renvoie
deux
revetu do
do son
deux exemplaires
exemplaires revetu
son acceptation.
acceptation.
(2) A
A defaut
d'acceptation de
ou l'autre
l'autre des
des comptes
comptes menmen(2)
defaut d'acceptation
de l'un
l'un ou
suels d'un memo
meme trimestre avant
l'expiration
du
6e
mois
qui
suit
le
avant
trimestre
trimestre auquel
auquel ces comptes
rapportent, le compte
compte trimestriel
trimestriel
comptes se rapportent,
peut,
neanmoins, @tre
etre dresse par l'administration
creditrice en vue
pent, neanmoins,
l'administration creditrice
liquidation provisoire
provisoire qui
devient obligatoire
obligatoire pour
pour l'administraPadministrad'une liquidation
qui devient
tion d6bitrice
debitrice dans les conditions fixees par le §§17 ci-dessous.
ci-dessous. Les
rectifications
dans
rectifications reconnues
reconnues ulterieurement
ulterieurement necessaires
necessaires sont
sont comprises
comprises dans
une liquidation
liquidation trimestrielle
subsequent°.
trimestrielle subsequente.
17. Le
Le compte
montant doit
doit en
en
§§ 17.
compte trimestriel
trimestriel doit
doit etre
etre verifie
verifie et
et le
le montant
etre paye dans tin
un delai
alai de six semaines
semaines a
adater
dater du jour
oi l'adminisPadminisjour oh
tration debitrice
debitrice l'a
l'a recu.
regu. Passe
delai, les
sommes dues
A une
tration
Passe co
ce delai,
les sommes
dues A
une
administration
administration par une autre sont productive,s
d'interets A
a raison
raison
productives d'interets
de 6%
a dater du lendemain
lendemain du jour d'expiration
d'expiration dudit delai.
6% par an, a
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[684] §13.
§13. The periods mentioned
mentioned in the
paragraphs
the two preceding
preceding paragraphs
[Nos. 682 and 683] may exceed
exceed the time stipulated when
when exceptional
exceptional
difficulties arise in the postal transport of
of documents between
between land
land
stations and the administrations
administrations to which they belong.
Nevertheless,
belong. Nevertheless,
the closing and settlement
settlement of accounts
accounts presented
more than
months
presented more
than 18
18 months
after the date of the filing of the radiotelegrams,
radiotelegrams, to
the accounts
to which
which the
accounts
relate, may be refused by
debtor administration.
administration.
by the
the debtor
[685] §14. In the absence of contrary arrangement,
following
arrangement, the
the following
provisions shall be applicable to radiotelegraph
considered
radiotelegraph accounts
accounts considered
in the present
present article.
article.
[686] §15.
§15. (1) Monthly
shall be
be accepted
accepted without
without revision
Monthly accounts shall
revision
when the difference
difference between
between the
by the
the two
two adadthe accounts
accounts prepared
prepared by
ministrations
ministrations concerned
concerned does not amount to
than twenty-five
twenty-five
to more than
francs (fr. 25) or does not exceed
the account
exceed one
one percent
percent of
of the
account of
of the
the
creditor administration,
that the
amount of
of this
account
creditor
administration, provided
provided that
the amount
this account
than one
thousand francs
(fr. 100,000);
100,000); when
when
be not greater than
one hundred
hundred thousand
francs (fr.
the amount of the account drawn by the
is
the creditor
creditor administration
administration is
greater than the latter sum, the difference
difference must not
not exceed
total
exceed a
a total
amount of:
of:
amount
[687]
1. 1
hundred thousand
1 percent of
of the
the first hundred
thousand francs
francs (fr.
(fr. 100,000);
100,000);
[688]
2. 0.5
0.5 percent
percent of
of the
the sum
sum in
thereof.
[688]
2.
in excess
excess thereof.
[689] (2)
A revision once
once begun
soon as,
as, following
following
(2) A
begun shall
shall cease
cease as
as soon
an exchange of comments between
between the
the administrations
administrations concerned,
concerned,
the difference has been reduced
reduced to an
exceeding the
maxan amount
amount not exceeding
the maximum fixed by the first paragraph
686,687,
paragraph of this section [Nos.
[Nos. 686,
687, and
688].
and 688].
[690] §16. (1) Immediately
Immediately after
acceptance of
of the
accounts apafter the
the acceptance
the accounts
appertaining to the last month of a
a quarter, a
a quarterly
account, setquarterly account,
setting forth the balance
balance for the whole
whole of the three
quarter,
three months
months of
of the
the quarter,
shall, in the absence of a
contrary arrangement
arrangement between
between the
the two
two
a contrary
administrations concerned,
administrations
concerned, be prepared
by the
prepared by
the creditor
creditor adminisadministration and forwarded
forwarded in duplicate to the
the debtor administration,
administration,
which, after checking
checking it, shall return one
one of
of the
two
copies
the two copies endorsed
endorsed
with
its
acceptance.
with its acceptance.
[691] (2) Failing acceptance
acceptance of one or the other of the
monthly
the monthly
accounts of the same quarter
quarter before the
the expiration
of the
sixth month
month
expiration of
the sixth
following the quarter
quarter to which
which the accounts
accounts refer,
refer, the
acthe quarterly
quarterly account may, nevertheless,
nevertheless, be prepared
prepared by the creditor
creditor administration
administration
for a
which shall
become obligatory
obligatory for
the
a provisional settlement, which
shall become
for the
conditions set
forth in
in §17
[No.
debtor administration
administration in
in the
the conditions
set forth
§17 below
below [No.
692].
692]. Corrections
Corrections subsequently
subsequently found to be necessary
necessary shall
shall be included in a
asubsequent
quarterly settlement.
subsequent quarterly
settlement.
quarterly account
[692] §17. The quarterly
account must
must be
be verified and
and the
the amount
amount
thereof must be paid within six weeks from the
on which
the date on
which the
the
debtor administration
received it.
administration has received
it. After this period, the sums
sums
due to one administration
administration by
shall bear
bear interest
by another shall
interest at
at the
the rate
rate
of 6
6 percent
percent per annum, dating from
the
day
following
expiration
from the day following expiration of
of
the said period of grace.
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be solde
solde du
du compte
compte trimestriel
trimestriel en
paye
est pay6
§§ 18.
18. (1)
(1) Le
en francs-or
francs-or est
par Padministration
a Padministration
creditrice, pour
pour un
un
l'administration debitrice
debitrice A
l'administration cr6ditrice,
par
montant equivalent
equivalent a sa
valour; ce
ce payement
pout etre
etre effectue:
effectu6:
sa valeur;
payement peut
montant
a)
choix de
debitrice, en
en or
or ou
ou au
au moyen
xnoyen de
de
a) an
au choix
de Pad.ministration
l'administration debitrice,
cheques
de traites
repondant aux
conditions prevues
prevues
ou de
traites repondant
aux conditions
cheques on
aux
alineas (2)
(2) et
et (3)
ci-dessous et
payables A
à vue
vue sur
sur la
is
(3) ci-dessous
et payables
aux alineas
capitale
une place
du pays
crediteur.
sur une
place comunerciale
commerciale du
pays cr6diteur.
capitale ou
ou sur
b)
entre les
les de
ux administrations,
Pinterpar l'interdeux
administrations, par
accord entre
b) suivant
suivant accord
mediaire
utilisant le
de is
Banque
clearing de
la Banque
d'une barque
banque utilisant
le clearing
mediaire d'une
des reglements
reglements internationaux
aBAle,
BMe,
internationaux A
des
c)
xnoyen convenu
convenu entre
interess6s.
entre les interesses.
par tout
tout autre
autre moyen
c) par
(2) En
En cas
cas de
moyen de cheques
cheques ou
ces
ou de traites, ces
payement an
au moyen
(2)
de payement
titres sont
is banque
centrale
pays oil
oh la
banque centrale
monnaie d'un pays
sont etablis
6tablis en
en monnaie
titres
d'ernission ou
on une autre
autre institution
institution officielle
d'emission achete
achete et
et
officielle d'6mission
d'emission
vend de
de l'or
ou des
des devises-or
contre la
is monnaie
monnaie nationale,
a des
des
nationale, A
vend
l'or ou
devises-or contre
taux
fixes determines
loi ou
on en
en vertu
vertu d'un
d'un arrangement
arrangement avec
la loi
determines par
par is
taux fixes
le
gouvernement.
le gouvernement.
(3) Si
Si les
les monnaies
de plusieurs
repondent A
a ces
ces conditions,
conditions,
plusieurs pays repondent
(3)
monnaies de
il
appartient a
Padminiqtration creditrice
la monnaie
monnaie
creditrice de designer
designer la
il appartient
A l'administration
faite au
au pair des monnaies
monnaies d'or.
qui lui
lui convient.
convient. La conversion
conversion est
est faite

oa la
is monnaie d'un
pays crediteur
crediteur ne repond
repond
(4) Dans le cas
cas ol
d'un pays
pas
conditions prevues
prevues A
al'alin6a
Palinea (2), et si les deux pays
pays se sont
sont
pas aux
aux conditions
mis
a ce
peuvent aussi etre
mis d'accord
d'accord A
ce sujet, les
les cheques
cheques ou
ou traites peuvent
exprimes
crediteur. Dans
Dana ce
solde est
est
exprimes en
en monnaie
monnaie du
du pays
pays cr6diteur.
ce cas, le solde
converti au pair des monnaies
monnaies d'or en monnaie
monnaie d'un
repondant
d'un pays repondant
susvisees. be
ensuite converti
converti
aux conditions
conditions susvisees.
Le resultat
resultat obtenu est ensuite
debiteur, et de celle-ci
celle-ci dans la
is monnaie
dans is
la monnaie du pays debiteur,
cours de is
du pays crediteur,
crediteur, an
au cours
la bourse de
de is
la capitale
capitale ou d'une place
place
conunerciale du pays d6biteur
debiteur au jour
cheque ou de la
is
commerciale
jour de Pachat
1'achat du cheque
traite.
traite.
(5)
is demand°
l'administration creditrice,
creditrice, lorsque
le montant
montant
(5) A
A la
demande de
de 1'administration
lorsque le
du solde depasse
&passe 5
5 000 francs-or,
francs-or, la
is date de 1'envoi
l'envoi d'un cheque
ou
cheque ou
d'une traite, la date
date de son achat
achat et son montant
montant doivent etre
etre notifies,
telegramme de service.
par l'administration
l'administration debitrice,
dobitrice, au
an moyen
moyen d'un telegramme
§
payement sont supportes
support& par
par l'administration
Padministration
§ 19.
19. Les
Les frais
frais de payement
debitrice.
debitrice.
C.
C.

DtLAIS DE CONSERVATION
CONSERVATION DES
DiLAIS
DES ARCHIVES.
ARCHIVES.

§
§ 20. Les originaux des radiotelegrammes
documents y
radiotelegrammes et les documents
y
administrations sont conserves jusqu'a
relatifs retenus par les administrations
jusqu'a la
liquidation des comptes
comptes qui s'y rapportent
rapportent et, en tout cas, au
an moins
moms
pendant dix mois, A.a compter
compter du mois qui suit le mois de dep6t
depot du
radiotelegramme, ayes
avec toutes les precautions
point
radiotelegramme,
precautions necessaires
necessaires au point
de vue du secret.
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[693] §18.
§18. (1)
(1) The balance of the quarterly
quarterly account, in gold francs,
administration to the creditor
creditor administraadministrashall be paid by the debtor administration
tion
equivalent to
payment may be made:
to its value; this payment
tion in an
an amount equivalent
either
[694]
debtor administration,
administration, either
[694] (a) at the election of the debtor
in gold or by means of checks
checks or drafts conforming
conforming
with
in paragraphs
paragraphs (2) and
stipulated in
with the requirements
requirements stipulated
(3)
697 and
and made
made payable
payable on
and 698],
698], and
(3) below
below [Nos.
[Nos. 697
sight
commercial place
of the
the
place of
the capital or on aa commercial
sight on the
creditor country,
country,
[695]
accordance with
between the
the two adwith an
an agreement
agreement between
[695] (b) in accordance
clearing of the
the
bank using
using the clearing
ministrations, through
through aa bank
Settlements at Basel,
International Settlements
Bank for International
[696]
parties.
interested parties.
other means
means agreed
agreed upon by the interested
[696] (c)
(c) by any other
[697]
In case
case payment
payment is made by means of checks or drafts,
[697] (2) In
a country
these
instruments
shall
be made out in the currency
currency of a
country
these instruments
official issuing institution
central issuing
issuing bank or another official
where the central
buys and
national currency,
currency, at
the national
currencies for the
and sells
sells gold or gold currencies
buys
fixed
pursuant to an arrangement
arrangement with
law or pursuant
rates determined
determined by law
fixed rates
the
the government.
government.
[698]
If the
countries fulfil these requireof several
several countries
the currencies
currencies of
[698] (3)
(3) If
creditor administration
administration to indicate
ments,
it shall
shall devolve upon the creditor
ments, it
it. Conversion
the
suitable to it.
Conversion shall be made at
which is suitable
the currency
currency which
the
currencies.
the par value of gold currencies.
a creditor country
[699]
currency of a
country does
In the
the event that the currency
(4) In
[699] (4)
(2)
in
paragraph
not
conform
with
the
requirements
provided
for
paragraph
(2) [No.
requirements
not conform with the
697],
and
if
both
countries
have
agreed
in
respect,
the
or
checks
this
respect,
in
697], and if both countries have agreed
drafts may
may also
also be
made out
creditor country.
the creditor
the currency
currency of the
out in
in the
be made
drafts
In that
case, the
currencies
of the gold currencies
converted at par of
shall be converted
the balance
balance shall
that case,
In
above-mentioned recurrency of a
a country which fulfils the above-mentioned
in the
the currency
quirements. The
The result
result obtained
obtained shall
converted into the curthen be converted
shall then
quirements.
rency of
of the
the debtor
and from
from the latter
latter into the currency
currency of
country, and
debtor country,
rency
the
exchange of the capital or of aa
rate of
of exchange
the rate
country, at the
the creditor
creditor country,
commercial place of
purchase of
country on the day of purchase
the debtor
debtor country
of the
commercial
the check or draft.
[700] (5)
(5) At
At the
administration, when
when the
creditor administration,
request of the creditor
the request
[700]
a check
on
which
date
the
balance
a
check
than 5,000 gold francs,
more than
balance is more
or
a
draft
is
sent,
the
date
on
which
it
is
purchased,
and
the
amount
or a draft is sent, the date on which it is purchased, and the amount
thereof,
must be
reported, by
by the
the debtor
administration, by
by means
means of
of
debtor administration,
be reported,
thereof, must
service telegram.
aaservice
[701] §19.
§19. Remittance
be borne
borne by the
the debtor adminisshall be
charges shall
Remittance charges
[701]
tration.
C. PERIOD DURING
ARE TO BE
BE PRESERVED
WHICH RECORDS
RECORDS ARE
C.
DURING WHICH
Period during which
arer
to be prenHtog

records
[702]
and the
the documents
documents relat- reco
of radiotelegrams
radiotelegrams and
The originals
originals of
§20. The
[702] §20.
served.
ing
thereto
which
are
kept
by
the
administrations
shall
be
preserved
sred.
be
preserved
shall
administrations
by
the
ing thereto which are kept
until
the
accounts
covering
them
are
settled
and,
in
any
case,
for
at
at
for
any
case,
and,
in
are
settled
until the accounts covering them
least ten
counting from
from the
month following
of
following the month of
the month
months, counting
ten months,
least
filing
of
the
radiotelegram,
with
all
necessary
precautions
to
maintain
filing of the radiotelegram, with all necessary precautions to maintain
secrecy.
secrecy.

p
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ARTICLE 30.
30.
ARTICLE
Service aeronautique
aeronautique de
correspondance publique.
publique.
Service
de correspondance
Saul arrangements
speciaux (article 13 de la Convention),
Convention), lee
les
Sauf
arrangements speciaux
d'6change
Rfglement visant la procedure d'echange
dispositions du present Reglement
comptabilite des radiocommunications
appficables, d'une
et de comptabilite
radiocommunications sont applicables,
fagon generale,
de correspondance
correspondance publique.
publique.
au service
service aeronautique
aeronautique de
facon
generale, au
ARTICLE 31.
31.
ARTICLE
Service
radiotelephoniques mobiles de faible puissance.*)
puissance.*)
stations radiotellphoniques
Service des
de8 stations
§
de ces
etre assure
assure par un operateur
operateur
stations dolt
doit etre
service de
ces stations
§ 1.
1. Le
Le service
titulaire d'un
d'un certificat
(article 10,
10, §
§8).
titulaire
certificat de
de radiotelephoniste
radiot6elphoniste (article
8).
(1) La
650 kc/s
kc/s (181,8
(181,8 in)
est A
a la
fois une
une
m) est
la fois
frequence de
de 1
1 650
§§ 2. (1)
La frequence
onde d'appel
d'appel et
et l'onde
l'onde de
de detresse
detresse pour
le service
service mobile
mobile maritime
maritime
pour le
onde
de
radiotelephonie avec
stations de navire
navire de
faible puissance
avec les
les stations
de faible
puissance
de radiot6elphonie
travaillant
dans les
(192,3
la bande
bande de 11560 A 33 635 kc/s (192,3
travaillant dans
les parties de la
a
m) dans
les services
radiotelephoniques sont
sont admis
admis
dans lesquelles
lesquelles les
services radiot6elphoniques
a 82,53
82,53 m)
(art.
7).
(art. 7, §
§ 7).
(2)
la region
en dehors
du
dehors de
de Pappel
l'appel et du
region europeenne,
europeenne, en
(2) a)
a) Dans
Dans la
trafic
messages d'urgence
d'urgence et de
trafic de
de detresse,
detresse, des
des sig.naux
signaux et messages
securite pour
lesquels elle
elle est
obligatoire, elle
elle ne
ne peut
peut etre
etre
securite
pour lesquels
est obligatoire,
employee quo
Pappel et
et la
reponse.
employee
que pour
pour l'appel
la r6ponse.
b)
Cette disposition
n'exclut pas
l'emploi des
des autres
frequences
pas l'emploi
autres frequences
b) Cette
disposition n'exclut
administrations pour
qui .peuvent
peuvent etre fixees
fixees par les administrations
pour is
le
service
stations cetieres
on des
service radioteIephonique
radiotelephonique avec des stations
c6tieres ou
stations
designees par
stations de
de navire
navire design6es
par elle.
(3)
les autres
autres regions,
regions, son
West pas
pas obligatoire.
obligatoire.
son emploi
emploi n'est
(3) Dane
Dans les
dispositions suivantes
no concernent
coneernent quo
que le service
service des
§§ 3.
3. Les
Lea dispositions
suivantes ne
stations
radiotelephoniques mobiles
mobiles qui
qui se
se servent
servent de
de la
la frequence
frequence
stations radiotelephoniques
de 1
kc/s (181,8
eomme onde
oxide d'appel
detresse, et dont
dont
m) comme
d'appel et de detresse,
de
1 650
650 kc/s
(181,8 in)
la puissance
d'onde porteuse
Pantenne ne
&passe pas
pas 100
100 watts
watts
la
puissance d'onde
porteuse dans
dans l'antenne
ne depasse
[sauf accords
accords regionaux
aPinterieur
de
[sauf
regionaux prevus
prevus aaParticle
l'article 10,
10, §§88 (4)]
(4)] A
l'interieur de
la bande.
bande.
§
4. (1)
(1) Pour
appeler les
stations c6tieres,
cetieres, Pindicatif
d'appel
§ 4.
Pour appeler
les stations
l'indicatif d'appel
ou
le nom
nom geographique
lieu, tel
tel qu'il
figure dans
dans la
nomenclature
ou le
g6ographique du
du lieu,
qu'il figure
la nomenclature
des stations
dans la nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
des
stations c6tieres
cetieres et de navire ou dans
effectuant des
des services
effectuant
services speciaux,
peut etre employe
employe comme
coname indicatif
indieatif
speciaux, peut
d'appel radiotelephonique.
d'appel
radiotelephonique.
(2) Pour
de navire,
navire, on
on peut
employer comme
(2)
Pour appeler
appeler les
les stations
stations de
peut employer
comme
indicatif d'appel
d'appel radiotelephonique
colt le
indicatif
radiotelephonique soit
le nom du navire, soit
soit un
indicatif d'appel
d'appel etabli
etabli conformement
conform6ment aaParticle
l'article 14.
14.
(3)
nationalite du navire no
(3) Dane
Dans les cas
cas ott
oh le nom et la nationalit6
ne peuvent
peuvent
certitude, Pindicatif
l'indicatif d'appel
etre etablis avec
avec certitude,
d'appel ou
on le nom sera precede
proprietaire.
du nom du
du proprietaire.
precedentes du
du present
present paragraphe
(4) Les dispositions
dispositions precedentes
paragraphe ne s'applis'applidans le cas ou
fait usage
quent pas dans
oh l'on
Pon fait
usage de dispositifs
dispositffs automatiques
automatiques de
de
signaux d'appel.
signaux
*) Le cas echeant,
peuvent Atre
etre appliques
*)
4chdant, ces dispositions peuvent
appliquees aux stations d'ae.
d'a4s
ronef.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 30
30
Aeronautical Service
of Public
Public Correspondence
Correspondence
Aeronautical
Service of

[703]
[703] In the absence of special arrangements
arrangements (article 13 of the Convention) the provisions of the present Regulations
Regulations concerning
concerning the procedure for the exchange of or accounting
communications
accounting for radio communications
shall be applicable, in a
a general way, to the aeronautical
aeronautical radio service
of public correspondence.
correspondence.

Aeronautical
service
Aeronautical service
of
of public
public correspondcorrespondence.
ence.
49 Stat. 2401.
2401.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 31
31
Service of Low-Power
Low-Power Mobile Radiotelephone
Radiotelephone Stations*
Stations*

[704] §1. The service of these stations must be performed
performed by
by an
an operator holding a
a radiotelephone
radiotelephone operator's certificate
certificate (article 10, §8).
§2. (1)
[705] §2.
(1) The frequency of 1,650 kc (181.8 m)
m) shall be
be aacallingwave and the distress-wave
distress-wave for the maritime
maritime mobile radiotelephone
radiotelephone
service with low-power ship stations working in
in the
the parts of
of the
band of 1,560 to 3,635 kc (192.3
(192.3 to 82.53 m) in which radiotelephone
radiotelephone
services are admitted (art.
(art. 7, §7).
[706]

[707]

Service of low-power
Service
low-power
mobile radiotelemobile
phone stations.
Ante, p.
p. 1487.
1487.

Ante, p. 1433.

(2) (a) In the European region, aside from distress calls
(2)
calls and
distress traffic,
distress
traffic, urgent and safety signals and messages
it is compulsory,
for which it
compulsory, it
it may only be used for
calling and reply.
(b) This provision shall not preclude
(b)
preclude the
the use
use of other frequenfrequencies which may be fixed by the administrations
administrations for radiotelephone service
telephone
service with
with coast
coast stations or
or ship stations
designated by them.
designated

[708] (3)
regions, its use shall not
(3) In other regions,
not be mandatory.
mandatory.
[709] §3. The following
following provisions shall apply only to the service of
radiotelephone stations using the frequency
(181.8
mobile radiotelephone
frequency of 1,650 kc (181.8
m) as a
acalling- and distress-wave,
distress-wave, in which the carrier-wave
carrier-wave power in
antenna does not exceed
exceed 100 watts within the band [except
the antenna
[except by
regional agreements
agreements provided for in article 10, §8 (4)] [No. 269].

Ante, p. 1487.
1487.

[710]
[710] §4. (1) In order to call coast stations, the call signal or the
geographical
it appears in the nomenclature
nomenclature of
geographical name of the place, as it
coast and ship stations, or in the nomenclature
nomenclature of stations operating
operating
special services, may be
be used as
as aa radiotelephone
radiotelephone call signal.
signal.
[711] (2)
(2) In order to
to call
call ship stations,
stations, either the name
name of
of the ship
or
conforming to the
used
or aacall signal conforming
the provisions of article 14
14 may
may be used
as a
a radiotelephone
radiotelephone call
call signal.
[713]
(3) In
In case
and the
the nationality
nationality of
of the
be
[713] (3)
case the
the name
name and
the ship
ship cannot be
ascertained beyond doubt, the call signal or the name shall be preascertained
ceded by the name of the owner.
[714] (4) The foregoing
provisions of
foregoing provisions
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not be
applicable where automatic
call-signal devices
devices are
applicable
automatic call-signal
are used.
[712] *When the occasion
occasion arises, these
these provisions
provisions may be
[712]
be applied
applied to
to aircraft
stations.

1491.
Ante, p. 1491.
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5. (1)
(1) Toute
Toute station
station c6tiere
cotiere participant
participant au
au service
service radioteleradiotele§§ 5.
phonique
doit, autant
autant quo
assurer
possible, assurer
que possible,
bande doit,
cette bande
dans cotta
public dans
phonique public
Pecoute
sur
1
650
kc/s
(181,8
m)
pendant
sea
heures
d'ouverture.
l'ecoute sur 1 650 kc/s (181,8 m) pendant ses heures d'ouverture.
(2)
la region
region europeenne,
europeenne, en
en vue
vue d'augmenter
d'augmenter la
la securite
sectuite
(2) Dans
Dans la
de
la
vie
humaine
our
mar,
toutes
les
stations
du
service
mobile
mobile
service
du
les
stations
toutes
de la vie humaine sur mer,
qui assurent
le service
navires de faible tonnage,
tonnage,
des navires
telephonique des
service telephonique
assurent le
qui
prennent, dans
dans la
la mesure
du possible,
possible, les
mesures utiles
assurer
utiles pour assurer
les mesures
mesure du
prennent,
Pecoute our
(181,8 m) une fois par
650 kc/s (181,8
de 11 650
de detresse
detresse de
sur l'onde
l'onde de
l'ecoute
heure pendant
minutes commen9ant
commengant a
ax
xh
h 00,
00, temps
temps moyen de
trois minutes
pendant trois
heure
Greenwich
(T.M.G.) de
24 h.
h. (a
(A partir
partir de minuit).
minuit).
a 24
de 00A
Greenwich (T.M.G.)
(3) Pendant
Pendant les
les intervalles
ci-dessus, en
en dehors
dehors des
des
indiques ci-dessus,
intervalles indiques
(3)
emission
emissions de
detre,sse, d'urgence
secmite, toute omission doit
d'urgence et de securite,
de detresse,
emissions
cesser dans
630 a
ke/s (184,0
,179,6 m).
(184,0 aA
670 kc/s
a1
1 670
1 630
de 1
bandes de
les bandes
dans les
cesser
§
6.
(1)
Les
stations
cotieres
at
de
navire
qui
utilisent l'onde
qui
navire
de
et
§ 6. (1) Les stations c6tieres
d'appel
de 1
1 650
650 kc/s
kc/s (181,8
(181,8 m)
m) devront
moins une
disposer d'au moms
devront disposer
d'appel de
sutra
onde dans
(192,3
bande de 11560 aa33635 kc/s (192,3
de la bande
les parties
parties de
dans les
autre onde
dans lesquelles
les services
radiotelephoniques sont admis
admis
services radiot6elphoniques
lesquelles les
m) dans
82,53 m)
aa82,53

(art. 7, §
7).
§ 7).
Cotta demcieme
sera imprimee
imprimee en caracteres
caractere,s gras dans la
onde sera
deuxieme onde
Cette
nomenclature
des stations
stations pour
eat l'onde normale
normal()
indiquer qu'elle est
pour indiquer
nomenclature des
de travail
station. Les
de travail
de ces
ces stations
stations devront
devront
travail de
Les ondes
ondes de
la station.
de is.
travail de
de
stations
les
autres
avec
les
brouillages
etre choisies de maniere
maniere a
Aeviter
eviter
brouillages
8tre
de radiocommunication.
radiocommunication.
de
(2)
leur onde
normale de travail, les stations
stations c6tieres
cotieres
onde normale
dehors de leur
En dehors
(2) En
mentionnee, des ondes
et de
peuvent employer, dans la bande mentionnee,
de navire peuvent
et
nomenclature en
supplementaires. Ces
ondes sont
indiquees dans la nomenclature
sont indiquees
Ces ondes
supplementaires.
caracteres ordinaires.
ordinaires.
caracteres
§
d'utiliser pour la
En cas de detresse, s'il n'est pas possible d'utiliser
(1) En
§ 7. (1)
radiotelephonie
internationale de detresse
detresse de 500 kc/s (600 m)
radiotelephonie l'onde internationale
ou l'onde
l'onde d'appel
at de
de 1
station
1 650 kc/s (181,8 m) la station
detresse de
de detresse
d'appel et
ou
sa
signaler
l'attention,
attirer
pour
pout
employer
autre
onde
pour
signaler
toute
peut employer
situation at
secours.
et obtenir
obtenir du secours.
situation
l'expression
(2) Le
Le signal
de detresse
detresse radiotelephonique
radiotelephonique consiste dans l'expression
signal do
(2)
parlee
prononciation fran9aise
frangaise de
(correspondant aa la prononciation
MAYDAY (correspondant
parlee MAYDAY
l'expression "m'aider").
"m'aider").
l'expression
§
is. mesure
sera pratique
pratique et raisonnable,
raisonnable, on apcela sera
oi eels,
mesure oti
§ 8.
8. Dana
Dans la
pliquera
service radiot6elphonique
radiotolephonique mobile les dispositions
dispositions conpliquera au service
cernant le
brouillages, aux
radiotelegraphique relatives aux brouillages,
le service
service radiotelegraphique
cernant
la cl6ture
services de
securite, aa is.
cloture du service
service
de detresse,
detresse, d'urgence, de securite,
services
et aux
aux appels
(articles 17, 20, 22, 24 et 25).
25).
appels (articles
et
§
9. Dana
service des stations ratiotelephoniques
ratiotelephoniques mobiles de
le service
§ 9.
Dans le
faible
puissance, la
procedure indiquee
l'appendice 14 peut
indiqu6e dans l'appendice
la procedure
faible puissance,
etre
appliquee.
etre appliqu6e.
ARTICLE
32.
ARTICLE 32.
Services
speciaux.
Servces spciaux.
A.
ATAOROLOGRE.
METkOROLOGIE.
A. M
messages meteorologiques
comportent:
meteorologiques comportent:
§ 1. Les messages
a) des
messages destines
meteorologic charges
charges
aux services
services de meteorologie
destines aux
des messages
a)
officiellement
prevision du temps et
at de la
is. protection
protection
officiellement de la prevision
aerienne;
des
maritime et aerienne;
des navigations
navigations maritime

§ 1. Lest

54STAT.]
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[715] §5. (1) All coast stations participating
participating in the public radioradiotelephone
telephone service in this band must, so far as possible, assure
the
assure the
watch on 1,650 kc (181.8 m) during their working hours.
[716] (2)
(2) In the European
European region, in order to increase
increase the safety of
of
human life at sea, all stations of the mobile service maintaining
maintaining telephone service
service with ships of low tonnage
tonnage must, so far as possible, make
make
necessary arrangements
the necessary
arrangements to keep watch on the distress-wave
of
distress-wave of
1,650 kc (181.8 m) for three minutes each hour beginning
beginning at
at x
x o'clock,
o'clock,
Greenwich
Greenwich mean time (G. M. T.), from 0
0 to 24 o'clock (beginning
(beginning at
at
midnight).
[717] (3) During the above-mentioned
above-mentioned intervals, all
all transmission,
transmission,
except distress, urgent, and safety transmissions, must
must cease
the
cease in
in the
1,630 to 1,670 kc (184.0 to 179.6 m)
bands.
m) bands.
[718] §6. (1) Coast and ship stations using the 1,650-kc
1,650-kc (181.8-m)
(181.8-m)
calling-wave must have
calling-wave
hs„ve available at least one other wave in
in those
those
parts of the band of 1,560 to 3,635 kc (192.3
(192.3 to 82.53
in which
82.53 m) in
which
radiotelephone services are admitted
§7).
radiotelephone
admitted (art. 7, §7).

n t p. 1433.
Ante,
A
e, p. 1433.

[719] This second wave shall be printed
printed in boldface
type in
the
boldface type
in the
nomenclature
nomenclature of the stations, to indicate
indicate that it
it is the
workingthe normal workingwave of the station. The working-waves
working-waves of
these stations
be
of these
stations must
must be
selected
a manner as to avoid interference
selected in such a
other radio
radio
interference with the
the other
stations.
(2) In addition to the normal
[720] (2)
normal working-wave,
working-wave, coast
ship
coast and
and ship
stations may use additional waves in the
band
mentioned.
These
the band mentioned. These
waves shall be indicated
indicated in the nomenclature
nomenclature in ordinary type.
type.
[721] §7. (1)
(1) In case of distress, if it is not possible
possible to use
use for
radiofor radiotelephony the international
international distress-wave
distress-wave of 500 kc (600 m)
m) or the
calling- and distress-wave
distress-wave of 1,650 kc
m), the
station may
kc (181.8
(181.8 m),
the station
may use
use
any other wave
wave to call attention, report its position,
position, and
and obtain
obtain help.
help.
[722] (2) The radiotelephone
radiotelephone distress signal shall
consist of
of the
shall consist
the
spoken expression MAYDAY
to the
MAYDAY (corresponding
(corresponding to
the French
French pronunpronunciation of the expression
expression "m'aider").
"m'aider").
[723] §8. So far as it
it is practicable
practicable and reasonable,
reasonable, the
the provisions
provisions
concerning
radiotelegraph service shall be applied to the mobile radioconcerning radiotelegraph
radiotelephone service
service as regards interference;
interference; distress, urgent,
and safety
safety
urgent, and
services; closing of service and calling (articles 17, 20, 22, 24,
24, and 25).
25).
mobile radiotelephone
stations,
§9. In the service of
of low-power
low-power mobile
radiotelephone stations,
appendix 14
14 of
the procedure given in appendix
of these
these Regulations
may be
be
Regulations may
applied.
ARTICLE 32
ARTICLE
32

Ante.
Ai. pp. 1507,
1507, 1519,
1531, 1535, 1549.

pp.

[724]

p. 1843.
. Pod, P.
pa143.

Special
Special Services
A. METEOROLOGY
A.
METEOROLOGY

[725]
[725]

§1. Meteorological
§1.
Meteorological messages shall include:

[726]

messages intended for meteorological
(a) messages
meteorological services
services officially
officially
charged with making weather forecasts
forecasts and with the
the
protection of maritime and
and aerial
aerial navigation;
navigation;

Meteorology.
Meteorogy.

119,
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b) des
des messages
meteorologiques destines
destines sp6cialespecialcb)
messages de
de ces
ces services
services m6t6orologiques
ment:
ment:
1° aux
stations mobiles
service maritime;
1°
aux stations
mobiles du
du service
maritime;
2° A
du service
aerien;
20
A la
la protection
protection du
service aerien;
3°
public.
3° au
au public.

Les renseignements
contenus dans
dans ces
ces messages
messages peuvent
peuvent etre:
8tre:
Les
renseignements contenus
1°
des observations
observations a
fixe;
1° des
a heure
heure fixe;
2° des
des avis
avis de
de phenomenes
phenomenes dangereux;
2°
dangereux;
3°
des previsions
previsions et
et avertissements;
avertissements;
3° des
4°
exposes de
situation m6teorologique
meteorologique generale.
generale.
de la
la situation
4° des
des exposes

(1) Les
Les differents
differents services
meteorologiques nationaux
nationaux s'ens'enservices m6teorologiques
§§2.
2. (1)
tendent
pour
Petablissement
de
programmes
communs
d'emissions
tendent pour l'etablissement de programmes communs d'emissions
de maniere
maniere A
a utiliser
les emetteurs
emetteurs les
mieux places,
places, au
au benefice
benefice de
de
utiliser les
les mieux
de
regions
&endues quo
peuvent desservir.
desservir.
que ceux-ci
ceux-ci peuvent
regions etendues
(2) Les
Les observations
contenues dans
categories
dans les categories
m6teorologiques contenues
(2)
observations meteorologiques
a) et
et b)
b) 1°
et 2°
ci-dessus (§
(§ 1)
redigees, en
dans un
code
principe, dans
un code
1) sont
sont redig6es,
en principe,
1° et
2° ci-dessus
a)
meteorologique international,
transmises par
par des
des
international, qu'elles
qu'elles soient
soient transmises
meteorologique
stations mobiles
mobiles on
qu'elles leur
soient destinees.
destinees.
ou qu'elles
leur soient
stations
§
service meteorometeorodestines A
a un
un service
§ 3. Les
Les messages
messages d'observation
d'observation destines
logique officiel
profitent des
de Pattribution
I'attribution d'ondes
officiel profitent
des facilites
facilites resultant
resultant de
logique
exclusives A
la meteorologie
synoptique et
et a
a la
la meteorologic
aerometeorologie synoptique
meteorologie a6roexclusives
A la
nautique, conformement
accords regionaux
services
regionaux etablis
6tablis par les services
nautique,
conformement aux accords
interesses pour
pour l'emploi
ces ondes.
ondes.
interesses
1'emploi de
de ces
§
Les messages
specialement A
a
mdteorologiques destines specialement
§ 4.
4. (1)
(1) Les
messages meteorologiques
Pensemble des
maritime sont
en
l'ensemble
des stations mobiles
mobiles du
du service maritime
sont emis, en
d'apres un horaire
autant quo
principe, d'apres
horaire determine
determine et, autant
que possible, aux
aux
reception pout
n'ayant
heures aa
ou leur reception
peut se faire par celles de
de ces stations
stations n'ayant
qu'un
operateur, la vitesse
&ant choisie
qu'un soul
seul operateur,
vitesse de transmission
transmission etant
choisie de
maniere
quo la
la lecture
lecture des
des signaux
signaux soit
soit possible
possible A
a un
un operateur
maniere que
operateur no
ne
possedant
quo le
2e classe.
possedant que
le certificat
certificat de 2e
(2)
"a tous"
tous" des
messages meteoro(2) Pendant
Pendant les transmissions "A
des messages
meteorologiques destines aux stations du service mobile, toutes les stations
stations
de ce service
service dont les transmissions brouilleraient
brouilleraient la reception des
des
messages en question
silence, afin
permettre
messages
question doivent
doivent observer
observer le
le silence,
afin de
de permettre
les stations
qui le
desirent de
lesdits messages.
a toutes
toutes les
stations qui
le desirent
de recevoir
recevoir lesdits
messages.
(3)
d'avertissements meteorologiques
meteorologiques sont
transmis
(3) Les
Les messages
messages d'avertissements
sont transmis
immediatement et doivent etre repetes apres la fin de la premiere
immediatement
premiere
periode de silence
21, §§5).
silence qui se presente
presente (voir article 21,
5). Ces messages
doivent
transmis sur
mobile marimaridoivent etre
6tre transmis
sur les
les ondes
ondes attribuees
attributes au
au service
service mobile
time. Leur transmission
securit6.
transmission est precedee
precedee du signal de securite.
d'inforrnation, prevus
prevus dans
les
(4) En plus des services reguliers
r6guliers d'information,
dans les
alineas precedents,
precedents, les administrations prennent
prennent les mesures necessaires
necessaires
pour que
quo certaines stations
stations soient chargees de communiquer,
communiquer, sur
sur dedemet6orologiques aux stations du
mande, des messages meteorologiques
mobile.
du service
service mobile.
(5) Les regles
regles precedentes
precedentes sont
sont applicables
applicables
la limite ou
oA elles ne sont pas en opposition
regionaux plus precis assurant aala navigation
regionaux
an moins
moms tale.
au
egale.

au
aerien, dans
au service aerien,
avec des arrangements
aerienne une
Ime protection
protection

54 S
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(b) messages
messages of these meteorological
meteorological services
services intended
intended especially:
1st, for mobile stations of the maritime
maritime service;
service;
2d, for the protection
protection of the aeronautical
service;
aeronautical service;
3d,
3d, for
for the public.

The information
information contained in these messages may be:
(1) observations
hours;
observations at scheduled
scheduled hours;
(2) notices of dangerous
dangerous phenomena;
phenomena;
(2)
(3) forecasts
forecasts and warnings;
warnings;
(4)
statements on
situation.
(4) statements
on the
the general
general meteorological
meteorological situation.

services shall ar[736] §2.
§2. (1) The various national
national meteorological
meteorological services
such
transmission programs in such
establishment of common transmission
range for the establishment
a
located for such extensive
extensive areas
a way as to use the transmitters best located
as the latter can serve.
meteorological observations
observations contained
contained in categories
[737] (2) The meteorological
(a) and (b) 1st and 2d above (§1)
727, 728, and 729] shall,
(§1) [Nos. 726, 727,
in principle,
principle, be written in an international
meteorological code,
code,
international meteorological
whether
transmitted by mobile stations or intended
intended for them.
them.
whether they
they are
are transmitted
weather-observation messages intended
official
intended for an official
[738] §3. For weather-observation
meteorological
advantage shall be taken
taken of the facilities resultmeteorological service, advantage
ing from the assignment
assignment of exclusive waves
waves to synoptic meteorology
meteorology
and to aeronautical
aeronautical meteorology,
meteorology, in conformity
conformity with the regional
regional
agreements
established by the services
services concerned
concerned for the use of these
agreements established
waves.
waves.
[739] §4.
(1) Meteorological
Meteorological messages
messages intended
intended especially
especially for
for all
[739]
§4. (1)
mobile stations
stations of the maritime service shall, in principle, be transmitted in accordance
accordance with a
a definite time schedule
schedule and, so far as
possible,
at
hours
when
they
may
be
received
possible, at hours when they may be received by those of the stations
mentioned which have but one operator, the transmission speed being
selected in such a
reading of the signals will be possible
a way that the reading
selected
a second-class
second-class certificate.
for an operator having only a
meteorological messages
[740] (2) During transmissions
transmissions "to all"
all" of meteorological
intended
of the mobile service, all stations of this service
intended for stations of
whose transmissions
reception of the messages
might interfere
interfere with the reception
whose
transmissions might
in
observe silence, in order that all stations desiring to
question must observe
in question
receive the said messages.
messages.
do so may receive
transmitted
[741]
(3)
Meteorological
warning messages
messages shall be transmitted
[741] (3) Meteorological warning
immediately
and
must
be
repeated
at
the
end
of
the
first
of
period of
immediately and must be repeated at the end of the first period
silence
ensuing
(see
article
21,
§5)
[No.
492].
These
messages
must
be
silence ensuing (see article 21, §5) [No. 492]. These messages
Their
to the maritime mobile service. Their
on the
the waves allocated to
sent on
transmission shall
be preceded
preceded by
safety signal.
signal.
by the
the safety
shall be
transmission
[742]
(4) In
In addition
provided
services provided
information services
the regular
regular information
to the
addition to
[742] (4)
for in
in the
the preceding
subparagraphs, the administrations
administrations shall take
take the
preceding subparagraphs,
for
necessary
charged
so that, upon request, certain stations will be charged
necessary steps so
with communicating
communicating meteorological
stations of the mobile
messages to stations
meteorological messages
with
service.
[743] (5)
(5) The
applicable to
to the
the aeronautical
aeronautical
shall be
be applicable
The preceding
preceding rules
rules shall
[743]
arconflict with more definite
definite regional
regional arfar as they do not conflict
service so
so far
rangements insuring
navigation.
aerial navigation.
protection to aerial
equivalent protection
at least
least equivalent
insuring at
rangements

Ante, p.1525.
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§§ 5. (1)
(1) Les messages
provenant de
et contenant
messages provenant
de stations
stations mobiles
mobiles et
contenant
des renseignements
renseignements sur
de cyclones
cyclones tropicaux
doivent
sur in.
la presence
presence de
tropicaux doivent
etre transmis, dans le plus bref alai
possible, aux
stations
delai possible,
aux autres
autres stations
mobiles
mobiles voisines
voisines et aux
aux autorites
competentes du
du premier
premier point
point de
autorites competentes
de
la
in. c6te
cote avec
avec lequel le contact
etabli. Leur
Leur transmission
est
contact peut etre 6tabli.
transmission est
precedee du signal
prec6dee
signal de
de securite.
securit6.
(2)
(2) Toute station mobile
mobile peut
son propre
les
peut ecouter,
ecouter, pour
pour son
propre usage,
usage, les
observations
observations m6teorologiques
meteorologiques 6mises
emises par
stations mobiles,
mobiles,
par d'autres stations
meme
memo quand
quand elles
elks sont adressees
adressees a
service meteorologique
meteorologique national.
national.
Aun service
Les stations
stations du service
mobile qui
service mobile
qui transmettent
transmettent des
des observations
observations
m6teorologiques,
meteorologiques, adressees
adressees A un
service meteorologique
national, ne
no
un service
meteorologique national,
sont pas tenues de repeter
observations; main
Pechange, sur
sur
r6peter can
ces observations;
mais l'echange,
demande,
demande, des renseignements
renseignements relatifs
al'tat
Petat du
du temps
temps est
est autoris6
autorise
relatifs AA
entre stations mobiles.
mobiles.
B.
SIGNAUX HORAIRES.
HORAIREB.
B. SIGNAUX
AVIS AUX
A1
TX NAVIGATEURS.
NAVIGATEURS .

§ 6. Les prescriptions
4 ci-dessus
§
prescriptions du §
§4
ci-dessus sont applicables
applicables aux signaux
signaux
horaires et aux avis aux navigateurs,
horaire,s
navigateurs, A
al'exception,
l'exception, en
en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne
les signaux horaires,
prescriptions du §
horaires, des prescriptions
(3) du
du titre
titre A.
A.
§ 4, (3)
§§ 7. Les messages
messages contenant
renseignements sur
in. presence
contenant des
des renseignements
sur la
presence de
de
glaces dangereuses,
dangereuses, d'epaves
d'epaves dangereuses
de tout
tout autre
autre danger
dangereuses ou
ou de
danger
imminent pour la
in. navigation
navigation doivent
etre transmis,
plus bref
bref
doivent etre
transmis, dans
dans le
le plus
delai possible, aux autres
alai
autres stations mobiles
mobiles voisines et aux
outwit&
aux autorites
competentes
competentes du premier point
de la
cote avec
avec lequel
le contact
point de
la c6te
lequel le
contact peut
peut
etre etabli. Ces transmissions
transmissions doivent Atre
etre prec6d6es
precedees du
du signal
signal de
de
securite.
§§ 8. Lorsqu'elles
Lorsqu'elles le
is jugent utile, et A
a condition
quo l'expediteur
condition que
l'expediteur yy
administrations peuvent
consente, les administrations
peuvent autoriser
autoriser leurs
leurs stations
stations terrestres
terrestres
A communiquer
communiquer des renseignements
renseignements concernant
avaries et
et sinistres
sinistres
concernant les
les avaries
maritimes on
presentant un
interet general
general pour
navigation, aux
aux
ou presentant
un interet
pour in.
la navigation,
agences
d'information maritime,
agences d'information
maritime, agreees
elles et
des
agreees par elles
et suivant
suivant des
conditions
elles-memes.
conditions fixees par elles-memes.
C.
C. SERVICE
SERVICE DES STATIONS
RADIOGONIOM ETRIQUES.
STATIONS RADIOGONIOMOTRIQUES.

§ 9. Les administrations
I'autorite desquelles
§
administrations sous l'autorite
desquelles sont placees
placees les
les
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometfiques n'acceptent
n'acceptent aucune responsabilite
responsabilit6 quant
quant
aux consequences
consequences resultant d'un relevement
relevement inexact ou
ou du
du fait
fait que,
quo,
pour une cause quelconque,
un relevement
relevement n'aurait
pu etre
etre donne.
quelconque, un
n'aurait pu
donne.
§ 10. Ces
§
Can administrations
administrations notifient,
pour etre
etre inserees
in.
notifient, pour
inserees dans
dans la
nomenclature
nomenclature des stations
stations effectuant
effectuant des
des services
services speciaux,
les caraccaracspeciaux, les
teristiques de chaque
chaque station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique en indiquant, pour
pour
chacune
chacune d'elles, les secteurs dans lesquels
lesquels les relevements
relevements sont
sont normalenormalement Ars.
strs. Tout changement
changement en
con renseignements
renseignements
en ce qui cone,erne
concerne ces
doit etre
Atre publie sans retard;
changement est d'une
retard; si le changement
d'une nature
nature perpermanente, ii
il doit etre communique
communique au Bureau
Bureau de l'Union.
§ 11. Dans
aeronautique, la procedure
§
Pans le service exclusivement
exclusivement aeronautique,
visee au
an present article
article est applicable,
applicable, sauf lorsque
procedures
lorsque des
des procedures
particulieres
particulieres fixees dans des accords
par les
les gouvernements
accords regionaux
regionaux par
gouvernements
interesses
seront en
vigueur.
interesses seront
en vigueur.
§§ 12. (1) L'onde normale
normale de radiogoniometrie
radiogoniometrie dans
services
dans les
les services
1'onde de 375 kc/s (800
maritimes est l'onde
Toutes les
les stations
stations radioradio(800 nn).
m). Toutes
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emanating from mobile
contain[744] §5. (1)
(1) Messages
Messages emanating
mobile stations
stations and
and containing information
information relative to the presence
presence of tropical cyclones must be
be
transmitted in as short a
a time as possible to the
transmitted
neighboring
the other
other neighboring
mobile
on
mobile stations and
and to the
the competent
competent authorities at
at the first
first point
point on
the coast with which
which contact may be established.
established. Their
Their transmission
preceded by the safety
safety signal.
shall be preceded
signal.
[745]
(2)
Any
mobile
station
may, for
its own
to the
[745] (2) Any mobile station may,
for its
own use,
use, listen
listen to
the
meteorological observations
transmitted by
even
meteorological
observations transmitted
by other
other mobile stations even
when they are addressed to aa national
national meteorological
meteorological service. The
stations of the mobile service which transmit meteorological
meteorological observameteorological service
tions addressed to a
a national meteorological
service shall
shall not be
be
required to
exchange, upon
to repeat
repeat these
these observations;
observations; but
but the
the exchange,
upon request,
request,
information relating to
conditions shall
shall be
authorized
of information
to weather
weather conditions
be authorized
between mobile
mobile stations.
stations.
between
B.
SIGNALS— NOTICES TO
B. TIME SIGNALS-NOTICES
TO NAVIGATORS
NAVIGATORS

applicable to
sig[746] §6. The
The provisions
provisions of
of §4
§4 above shall
shall be
be applicable
to time
time signavigators, with the exception, as
as regards
regards time
nals and
and to notices to navigators,
time
provisions of §4
A [No.
signals, of
of the provisions
§4 (3)
(3) of
of title
title A
[No. 741].
741].
[747] §7. Messages
Messages containing
relative to the
presence of
containing information relative
the presence
dangerous
dangerous wrecks, or
imminent danger
danger
dangerous ice, dangerous
or of
of any other
other imminent
to navigation, must be transmitted
transmitted with as
as little delay
delay as possible
possible to
the other neighboring
neighboring mobile stations and to the
competent authorithe competent
ties at the first point of the coast with which contact
contact may
may be
be estabestablished. These
transmissions must
be preceded
by the
the safety
safety signal.
signal.
lished.
These transmissions
must be
preceded by

Time
Time signals; notices
navigators.
to navigators.

[748]
When they
deem it
the
[748] §8.
§8. When
they deem
it necessary,
necessary, and
and on
on condition
condition that
that the
sender consents, the
administrations may
authorize their
sender
the administrations
may authorize
their land stastations to communicate
communicate to such
information agencies
agencies as
such maritime
maritime information
as they
choose, and under conditions
conditions laid down by themselves, information
information
concerning accidents and disasters
concerning
disasters at
at sea
sea or information
information of a
a general interest to navigation.
C.
DIRECTION-FINDING STATIONS
C. SERVICE OF RADIO DIRECTION-FINDING
STATIONS

[749] §9.
§9. The
to which
which radio
direction-finding stasta[749]
The administrations
administrations to
radio direction-finding
tions
are
subject
accept
no
responsibility
for
the
consequences
of
tions are subject accept no responsibility for the consequences of
an inexact bearing
reason whatever,
whatever, aa
bearing or
or for
for the fact
fact that,
that, for
for any
any reason
bearing could not be
bearing
be given.
given.
[750]
for insertion
in the
[750] §10.
§10. These
These administrations
administrations shall
shall notify,
notify, for
insertion in
the
nomenclature of
stations carrying
on special
special services,
services, the
the characternomenclature
of stations
carrying on
characteristics
of each
radio direction-finding
direction-finding station,
station, indicating
for each
each one
istics of
each radio
indicating for
one
the sectors
sectors in
which bearings
bearings are normally
normally reliable.
reliable. Any change
the
in which
concerning
must be
if the
be published
published without
without delay;
delay; if
this information
information must
concerning this
change
is of
of a
must be
be communicated
the
communicated to
to the
a permanent
permanent nature,
nature, it
it must
change is
Bureau of
of the
the Union.
Union.
Bureau
[751]
§11. In
In the
exclusively aeronautical
aeronautical service,
procedure de[751] §11.
the exclusively
service, the
the procedure
determined
this article
except when
when special
special procedures
procedures
article shall
shall apply,
apply, except
termined in
in this
determined in
regional agreements
the governments
governments concerned
concerned
determined
in regional
agreements by
by the
shall be in force.
[752]
radio direction-finding
wave in
the marimari[7521 §12.
§12. (1)
(1) The normal
normal radio
direction-finding wave
in the
time
shall be the wave
wave of 375 kc
All coast
coast radio
time services
services shall
kc (600
(800 m).
m). All
radio

Radio
directionfinil i
a
ng
distations.
s
o %root ionfinding
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goniometriques c6tiAres
c6tieres doivent,
doivent, en
Putiliser ).
pouvoir l'utiliser
goniometriques
en principe,
principe, pouvoir
Elba doivent,
doivent, en
outre, etre
etre aa. meme
memo de
Elles
en outre,
de prendre
prendre des
des relements
relements d'emisd'6missions
sur 500
kc/s (600
particulier pour
pour relever
les
sions faites
faites sur
500 kc/s
(600 m),
m), en
en particulier
relever les
signaux
de detresse,
d'urgence.
signaux de
detresse, d'alarme
d'alarme et
et d'urgence.
(2)
station d'aeronef
d'aeronef qui
qui se
se trouve
trouve A
a. proximit6
proximite d'une
d'une station
station
(2) Une
Une station
coder() et
a. celle-ci
relevement doit
doit
et qui
qui s'adresse A
celle-ci pour
pour obtenir
obtenir un relevement
c6tiere
faire usage
frequence de veille
veille de cette
cette station cetiere.
c6tiAre.
faire
usage de
de la
la frequence
13. La
La procedure
a. suivre
le service
service radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique eat
§§ 13.
procedure A
suivre dans
dans le
est
dorm& a.
15.
donnee
A l'appendice
l'appendice 15.
D. SERVICE
D.
SERVICE DES
DES RADIOPHARES
RADIOPHARES..

§
(1) Lorsqu'une
l'interet de
§ 14.
14. (1)
Lorsqu'une administration juge utile, dans Pinteret
la navigation
maritime et
et aerienne,
service de
d'organiser un
un service
de radiola
navigation maritime
aerienne, d'orga,niser
pout employer
employer dans
dan.s cc
phares, elle
elle peut
ce but:
radiophares proprernent
dit,s, etablis
proprement dits,
6tablis sur terre ferme
a) des radiophares
ou
amarres de
de fa9on
fagon permanente;
permanente; ces radioou sur des navires
navires anarres
phares
a. emission
circulaire ou a,a emission
e6nission direcphares sont
sont A
elmission circulaire
tionnelle
tionnelle;•
stations cotieres
b) des stations
stations 'fixes,
fixes, des
des stations
c6tieres ou
ou des stations
stations aeronautiques,
pour fonctionner
fonctionner aussi
aussi comme
COP03310 radioradionautiques, designees
designees pour
phares
dernande des
stations mobiles.
mobiles.
phares a.a la
la demande
des stations
(2) Les radiophares
radiophares proprement
emploient les ondes
(2)
proprement dits
dits emploient
ondes suivantes:
suivantes:
DallS la
radiophares maritimes,
a) Dans
la region
region europeenne,
europeenne, pour les radiophares
A, 320 kc/s
a. 938 m) et,
les ondes
ondes de
de la
la bands
bande de 290 A
kc/s (1
(1 034
034 A
et,
radiophares aeronautiques,
pour les radiophares
aeronautiques, les ondes
ondes de la bande
de
certaines ondes
ondes
de 350 A
a 365 kc/s (857 A,
A 822 m),
n), ainsi
ainsi que certaines
A
des bandes
bandes de
de 255 A.a 290 kc/s
kc/s (1
(1 176
176 aA 1
1 034 m) et
et de
de 395
395 A
organismes aeroOro415 kc/s
kc/s (759 A.
a&723
723 En.)
m) choisies
choisies par des organismes
nautiques
nautiques intemationaux.
internationaux.
b) Dans
Dana les autres
maiitimes,
b)
autres regions,
regions, pour
pour les radiophares
radiophares maritimes,
les
de la
bande de
285 a.
A. 315
053 a
a, 952
952 m)
m) et,
les ondes
ondes de
la bande
de 285
315 kc/s
kc/s (1
(1 053
et,
radiophares aeronautiques
aeronautiques des ondes
pour les radiophares
ondes choisies
choisies dans
Ws (1 546
la bande
bande de 194
194 A,A 365
365 kc/s
546 A.. 822
822 m).
m).
c)
Europe, Afrique,
radiophares direcc) En outre,
outre, en Europe,
Afrique, Asie,
Asie, les
les radiophares
directionnels
aeronautiques peuvent
tionnels (marititnes
(maritimes et
et aeronautiques
peuvent employer
employer les
les
ondes
des bandes
bandes de
de 1
1560
560 A
a. 1
(192,3 a
a184,0
et
ondes des
1 630
630 kc/s
kc/s (192,3
184,0 m)
m) et
de
A3
(179,6 A,
de 11 670 A
3 500
500 kc/s (179,6
A 85,71 m)
m) aux conditions
conditions
fixees
fixees par
par le
le §
§ 23 de
de Particle
l'article 7.
7.
L'emploi des ondes du type
eat interdit
interdit aux
radiophares
d) L'emploi
type B
B est
aux radiophares
proprement
dit,s.
proprement dits.
notifiees comme
leur
(3) Les autres
autres stations notifiees
comme radiophares
radiophares utilisent
utilisent leur
frequence
normale et
frequence normale
et leur type
type normal
normal d'emission.
d'emission.
§§15. Les
Les signaux 6mis
emis par les radiophares
permettre des
radiophares doivent
doivent permettre
des
reperages exacts
A eviter
reperage,s
exacts et precis;
précis; ils doivent etre choisis de maniere a.
eviter
eux deux
on plusieurs
plusieurs
tout doute lorsqu'il
lorsqu'il s'agit de
de distinguer
distinguer entre
entre eux
deux ou
radiophares.
radiophares.
ont organise
un service
service de
§§16.
16. Les administrations
administrations qui
qui ont
organise un
de radioradiophares prendront
prendront toutes les dispositions
dispositions necessaires
necessaires pour
pour assurer
assurer
l'efficacite et la regularite de ce
c'est-a-dire pour que les
lea
Pefficacite
cc service, c'est-A-dire

i))II est reconnu que certaines stations existantes
1
existantes ne sont pas a
meme de pouvoir
Am6me
pouvoir
utiliser cette onde, mais toute nouvelle station
station devra pouvoir prendre
prendre des reeverelevements sur 375 kc/s (800 m) et sur 500 Ws
kc/s (600 m).
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direction-finding
direction-finding stations must, in principle, be able to use it.1
it.' In
In
bearings from emissions
addition, they must be able to take
take bearings
emissions made on
on
500 kc (600 m),
in), particularly
particularly to locate distress, alarm,
alarm, and urgent
urgent
signals.
[753] (2)
(2) An aircraft station within
within proximity of a
acoast station
station and
which calls the latter to obtain a,a bearing, must use the watch frefrequency of this coast station.
[754] §13. The procedure
procedure to be followed in the radio direction-finding
direction-finding
service
service is
is given
given in
in appendix
15.
appendix 15.

Pod. P.1645.

Potp.184

D. RADIOBEACON
D.
RADIOBEACON SERVICE
SERVICE

[755] §14. (1) When an administration
administration deems it
it advisable, in the
interests of maritime
radiobeacon
maritime and aerial navigation,
navigation, to organize
organize a
aradiobeacon
service,
it may use for this purpose:
service, it
purpose:
[756] (a) radiobeacons
radiobeacons proper, established
established on land or on vessels
vessels
permanently moored; the emissions of these
radiobeapermanently
these radiobeacons may be either non-directional
directional;
non-directional or directional;
[757]

(b) fixed
or aeronautical
aeronautical stations
stations
(b)
fixed stations, coast
coast stations,
stations, or
designated
function also
radiobeacons, upon
upon reredesignated to function
also as radiobeacons,
quest of mobile stations.

[759]

(2) Radiobeacons
Radiobeacons proper
proper shall use the following waves:
waves:

[760]

[761]

[762]

[763]

(a) In the European
European region,
region, for the maritime radiobeacons,
radiobeacons,
the waves of the band 290 to 320 kc (1,034 to 938 m)
in)
and, for the aeronautical
radiobeacons, the
the waves
waves of
of
aeronautical radiobeacons,
the band 350 to 365 kc (857 to
to 822 m), as well
well as certain
certain
in)
waves of the bands 255 to 290 kc
kc (1,176
(1,176 to
to 1,034 m)
and 395 to 415 kc (759 to 723 m)
in) selected
selected by international aeronautical
aeronautical organizations.
organizations.
(b)
maritime radiobeacons,
radiobeacons, the
the
(b) In the other regions, for the maritime
waves of the band
band 285 to 315
Ice (1,053
(1,053 to 952
952 m)
m) and,
315 kc
and,
for the aeronautical
aeronautical radiobeacons,
waves taken from
from
radiobeacons, the waves
the band 194 to 365 kc (1,546
(1,546 to
to 822
822 in).
m).
(c) In addition,
addition, in Europe,
Europe, Africa,
directional radioradioAfrica, Asia, the directional
beacons (maritime and aeronautical)
aeronautical) may use the waves
1,630 kc
Da)
of the bands 1,560 to 1,630
kc (192.3
(192.3 to 184.0 m)
and 1,670
1,670 to
to 3,500
(179.6 to
85.71 in)
the
3,500 kc
kc (179.6
to 85.71
m) under
under the
conditions set
193].
conditions
set forth
forth in
in §23 of
of article
article 77 [No.
[No. 193].
prohibited for radio(d) The use of type-B waves shall
shall be prohibited
beacons proper.

[764] (3)
(3) Other stations
stations notified as radiobeacons
radiobeacons shall
shall use their
normal frequency
frequency and their normal
type of
normal type
of emission.
emission.
[765] §15. Signals
radiobeacons must permit of
Signals sent by radiobeacons
of exact and
accurate
observations; they must
must be
be chosen
in such
way as
as to
accurate observations;
chosen in
such aa way
to
eliminate
distinguishing among
eliminate all
all doubt when the
the question
question arises
arises of distinguishing
among
them
them two
two or
or more
more radiobeacons.
radiobeacons.
[766] §16.
§16. The
The administrations
administrations which
which have
radiobeacon
[766]
have organized
organized aaradiobeacon
service
necessary to assure the efficiency
efficiency and
service shall take all measures
measures necessary
and
regularity of this service,
service, that is,
regularity
is, to
to have the
the transmissions
transmissions made
[758]
It is
that certain
certain existing
stations are
are not
to use
use this
this
[758] 11 It
is recognized
recognized that
existing stations
not able
able to
wave,
wave, but all new stations must be able to take bearings
bearings on
on 375
375 ke (800
(800 m) and
and
on 500 ke (600 m).
193470°-41—rr. n-22
193470-41-PT.
ll---22

Radiobeacon Eervice.
Radobeaconeve
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emissions soient
soient faites
faites exactement
exactement aux
aux heures
heures fixees
et sur
our les
les longueurs
longueurs
fixees et
emissions
d'onde
specifiees,
mais
les
administrations
n'acceptent
aucune
responaucune
respond'onde specifi6es, mais les administrations n'acceptent
sabilite
consequences de
de relevements
inexacts obtenus
an
obtenus au
relevements inexacts
aux consequences
sabilit6 quant
quant aux
moyen
radiophares de
de ce
cc service,
service, du
du fonctionnement
fonctionnement defectueux
d6fectueux
moyen des
des radiophares
ou
Parret de
de fonctionnement
fonctionnement d'un
d'un radiophare.
radiophare.
ou de
de l'arret
17. (1)
(1) Les
Les administrations
notifient, pour
pour etre
etre inserees
inserees dans
dans la
la
administrations notifient,
§§17.
nomenclature
services sp6ciaux,
speciaux, les caeffectuant des services
des stations
stations effectuant
nomenclature des
racteristiques de
radiophare proprement
proprement dit et de chaque
chaque
de chaque
chaque radiophare
ract6ristiques
station
designee pour
fonctionner comme
y compris,
compris, s'il
s'il
radiophare, y
comme radiophare,
pour fonctionner
station d6sign6e
est
necessaire,
l'indication
des
secteurs
dans
lesquels
les
relevements
les
relevements
est n6cessaire, l'indication des secteurs dans lesquels
sont normalement
norraalement Ors.
s0rs.
sont
(2)
irregularito de fonctionnement
fonctionnement
ou toute irregularite
modification ou
(2) Toute
Toute modification
Wtre publiee
survenant
radiophares doit etre
publiee sans
service des radiophares
dans le service
survenant dans
alai;
on l'irregularit6
Pirregularite de fonctionnement
fonctionnement est d'une
si la modification
modification ou
delai; Si
1'Union.
nature
etre notifiee
notifiee au
an Bureau de l'Union.
elle dolt
doit etre
permanente, elle
nature permanente,
(3)
a)
Les
stations
cotieres
des
pays
oh
radiophares
en
sont en
des
radiophares
oh
des
pays
(3) a) Les stations c6tieres
service,
journellero.ent, en cas de besoin, des
des
service, emettent
enettent journellement,
avis de
d'irregularites de fonctionnement
fonctionnement
de changements
changements ou d'irregularites
avis
jusqu'au
ohi le
on des radiopharadiophanormal du ou
le travail
travail normal
moment oh
jusqu'au moment
res
changement permanent
permanent a
a ete
res est retabli
retabli ou, si un changement
effectue, jusqu'au
jusqu'au moment
moment oh
oh il
il peut
peut etre
etre admis
admis raisonnaraisonnaeffectu6,
blernent
quo tous
interesses ont 6te
60 pr6
preles navigateurs
navigateurs interess6s
tous les
blement que
venus.
venus.
b)
Dans le cas
cas de
changements permanents
permanents ou d'irr6gularites
d'irregalarites
de changements
b) Dans
de
precitee est publiee
publiee dans
l'information pr6cit6e
longue duree,
dur6e, l'inforraation
de longue
les
aux navigateurs
navigateurs dans
bref delai
(Mai possible.
possible.
dans le
le plus
plus bref
les avis
avis aux
ARTICLE
33.
ARTICLE 33.
Cornitg considtatif
international des radiocommunications
radiocommunications (C.C.I.R.)
consultatif international
Comitl
§
comae consultatif
radiocommunications
international des radiocommunications
consultatif international
§ 1.
1. Un
Un comit6
(C.C.I.R.)
est charge
questions radioelectriques
radioelectriques technicharge d'etudier
d'etudier les questions
(C.C.I.R.) est
ques
et les
les questions
&exploitation dont la solution depend
depend principrinciques et
questions d'exploitation
palement
d'ordre technique.
technique.
palement de
de considerations
considerations d'ordre
2. (1)
forme d'experts
&experts des administrations
administrations contractantes
contractantes
est forme
§§ 2.
(1) II
Ii est
et
groupes d'exploitations
recond'exploitations privees reconet des exploitations
exploitations privees
priv6es ou
ou groupes
flues
lea gouvemements
respectifs, qui declarent
nues par
par les
gouvernements contractants
contractants respectifs,
d6clarent
s'engagent ab. contribuer
vouloir participer
participer a
ses travaux
travaux et qui s'engagent
A ses
contribuer aux
aux
frais communs de ses
ses reunions.
reunions.
s'interessant
admis des
des organismes
organismes intemationaux
internationaux s'int6ressant
(2) Sont
Sont aussi
aussi admis
aux etudes
etudes radioolectriques
par la
la derniere
derniere confedesignes par
confeaux
radioelectriques qui
qui sont
sont design&
declarent vouloir
rence de
de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires on
ou administrative,
administrative, qui declarent
vouloir
s'engagent a11, contribuer
participer A
ases travaux et s'engagent
contribuer aux frais
frais communs
participer
1)
reunions. 1
)
des reunions.
1)Les
Lea organismes
organismes internationaux
intemationaux designes
design& par
par la Conference
Conference du Caire
Caire sont les
lee
1)
suivants:
suivants:
1. Association
Association internationale
1.
Internationale des interTts
intertts radiomaritimes
radiomaritimes (A.I.I.R.M.);
(A.I.I.R.M.);
Internationale de Navigation aerienne
(C.I.N.A.);
aeriemle (C.I.N.A.);
2. Commission internationale
radiomaritime (C.I.R.M.);
3. Comite international
international radiomaritime
International Amateur
Union (I.A.R.U.);
(I.A.R.U.);
4. International
Amateur Radio Union
5. Union internationale
Internationale de
de radiodiffusion
(U.I.R.).
5.
radiodiffusion (U.I.R.).
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exactly at fixed times and on specified
specified wavelengths,
wavelengths, but
the adminisadminisbut the
trations accept no responsibility
responsibility for the consequence
of inexact
consequence of
inexact bearbearings obtained by means of the radiobeacons of that
that service,
service, or
or those
those
of defective
defective operation
operation or cessation of
of the
the radiobeacon.
of operation
operation of
radiobeacon.
[767] §17. (1) The administrations
administrations shall notify, for insertion
insertion in
in the
the
nomenclature of stations operating
operating special services,
characteristics
services, the
the characteristics
of each radiobeacon
radiobeacon proper, and of each
to operate
operate
each station designated
designated to
a radiobeacon,
as a
radiobeacon, including, if necessary, indications
of the
sectors in
in
indications of
the sectors
which bearings are normally
normally reliable.
reliable.
irregularity of operation
[768] (2)
(2) Any modification or irregularity
operation occurring
occurring in
in
the radiobeacon
radiobeacon service must be published
published without
without delay;
delay; if
if the
the
modification
irregularity of operation
operation is
modification or irregularity
it
is of
of aa permanent
permanent nature,
nature, it
must be reported to
of the
the Union.
to the Bureau
Bureau of
Union.
[769]

(3) (a) Coast stations
of countries
where radiobeacons
in
stations of
countries where
radiobeacons are
are in
service shall transmit daily, in case of need, notices of
of
changes
irregularities in
changes or irregularities
until the
the normal
normal
in operation,
operation, until
operation of the radiobeacon
radiobeacon or
radiobeacons is
is reor radiobeacons
resumed, or, if a
a permanent
permanent change
change is made,
it can
made, until
until it
can
be reasonably
reasonably believed that all the navigators
navigators concerned
concerned
have been advised.
advised.

[770]

(b)
(b) In case of permanent
changes, or
irregularities of
permanent changes,
or irregularities
of long
long
duration, the
aforementioned information
be pubthe aforementioned
information shall
shall be
pubshortest
lished in the notices to navigators
navigators within the shortest
possible
possible time.
time.
ARTICLE 33
ARTICLE
33

InternationalRadio Consulting
International
Consulting Committee (C.
(C. C.
C. I.
I. R.)
R.)
International Radio
[771] §1.
§1. An International
International Radio Consulting
Consulting Committee
C. I.
Committee (C.
(C. C.
I. R.)
R.) cOnsultin
R CommitdoB
i
Consulting
tee.
shall be charged
with
the
study
of
technical
radio
charged
technical
questions and 'te
operating
operating questions
questions the solution of which depends
depends principally
principally upon
upon
considerations
considerations of a
atechnical character.
character.
[772] §2. (1)
(1) It
It shall be formed of experts of the contracting
contracting adminadministrations and of private
private operating
enterprises or
groups of
of private
operating enterprises
or groups
private
recognized by
operating enterprises
enterprises recognized
respective contracting
contracting govgovby the respective
ernments,
ernments, which state their desire to participate
its work
work and
participate in
in its
and
undertake
undertake to contribute
contribute to the common expense
expense of its
meetings.
its meetings.
(2) International
organizations interested
[773] (2)
International organizations
studies,
interested in
in radio
radio studies,
which shall have been designated
designated by the last plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary or
or adadministrative conference,
conference, which state their
in its
their desire to
to participate
participate in
its
work, and which undertake to contribute
contribute to
of
to the common
common expenses
expenses of
the meetings. shall also
admitted.'
also be admitted.'

[779] 11The international
organizations designated
[779]
international organizations
designated by
are
by the Cairo Conference
Conference are
the following:
following:
1. Association
internationale des interets
1.
Association internationale
interets radiomaritimes
radiomaritimes (A.
I. R.
IL M.);
M.);
(A. I.
I. I.
2. Commission internationale de navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne (C. I. N. A.);
A.);
3. Comite international radiomaritime
radiomaritime (C.
(C. I.
R. M.);
M.);
I. R.
International Amateur
Amateur Radio
R. U.);
15.);
4. International
Radio Union (I.
(I. A.
A. R.
5. Union internationals
internationale de radiodiffusion
I. R.).
radiodiffusion (U. I.
R.).
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[54

(3) La
La declaration
declaration est
adressee au
au Bureau
de l'Union,
l'Union, lequel
lequel en
en
Bureau de
est adressee
(3)
donne connaissance
toutes les
les administrations.
administrations.
connaissance a toutes
donne
(4)
exploitation privee
et organisme
organisme interinterprivee et
administration, exploitation
Chaque administration,
(4) Chaque
national
a
droit
de
mettre
fin
l'engagement
qu'il
a
pris
national a droit de mettre fin a l'engagement qu'il a pris de participer
aux travaux
notifiant an
au Bureau
de l'Union
1'Union
Bureau de
decision au
sa decision
en notifiant
C.C.I.R. en
du C.C.I.R.
travaux du
aux
qui
en
donne
connaissance
toutes
les
administrations.
Cette
notiCette
administrations.
les
toutes
qui en donne connaissance a
suit.
qui
fication
produit
son
effet
des
la
premiere
reunion
du
C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R.
du
reunion
premiere
la
des
effet
son
fication produit
§
3. Les
administrations et
exploitations privees
privies non
adherentes
non adherentes
les exploitations
et les
Les administrations
§ 3.
au
ainsi quo
les administrations
et les
organismes interinterles organismes
administrations et
que les
Reglement, ainsi
au Reglement,
nationaux
par leurs
gouvernements respectifs
respectifs qui,
no participarticiqui, ne
leurs gouvernements
reconnus par
nationaux reconnus
pant
pas de
aux travaux
C.C.I.R., n'ont pas fait
du C.C.I.R.,
travaux du
permanente aux
facon permanents
de fawn
pant pas
la
declaration prevue
etre admis
admis aux conditions
peuvent etre
2, peuvent
au §§ 2,
prevue au
la declaration
stipulees
clans
le
reglement
interieur
du
C.C.I.R.
dont il
il est question
stipulees dans le reglement interieur du C.C.I.R. dont
au §
6.
§6.
au
§
(1) Les
chaque adminisde chaque
experts de
des experts
personnelles des
d6penses personnelles
Les depenses
4. (1)
§ 4.
tration,
exploitation
privee
ou
organisme
international
supsont supinternational
organisme
ou
privee
exploitation
tration,
portees
par ceux-ci.
ceux-ci.
port6es par
(2) Pendant
gouvernements,
experts des gouvernements,
les experts
C.CI.R., les
du C.C.I.R.,
reunions du
les reunions
Pendant les
(2)
que
des exploitations
et des
intemationaux, ainsi quo
organismes internationaux,
des organismes
privees et
exploitations privee,s
des
a la franchise des
les representants
du Bureau
out droit a,
Bureau de l'Union, ont
representants du
les
telecommunications clans
conditions fixees par l'administration
Padministration
les conditions
dans les
telecommunications
organisatrice, d'accord
avec les
administrations et les exploitations
les administrations
d'accord avec
organisatrice,
privees
int6ress6es.
privees interessoes.
§
5. En
principe, les
les reunions
du C.C.I.R. ont lieu de trois en trois
reunions du
En principe,
§ 5.
ajournee
ou ajoumee
peut etre avancee on
ans.
Cependant,
une
reunion
fixee
ans. Cependant, une reunion
des
douze
demande
par
Padministration
organisatrice,
demands
de
admisur
organisatrice,
par l'administration
A
nistrations
questions a
participantes, si le nombre et la nature des questions
nistrations participantes,
examiner
le justifient.
examiner is
l'organisation du
§
Les dispositions
qui precedent
precedent concernant
concernant l'organisation
dispositions qui
6. Les
§ 6.
C.C.I.R. sont
par le reglement
annexe au present
present
reglement interieur annexe
compl6tees par
sont completees
C.C.I.R.
Reglement
appendice 16).
(voir appendice
Reglement (voir
ARTICLE 34.
34.
ARTICLE

Union.
Frais
du Bureau
l'Union.
de I'
Bureau de
Fraisdu
§
commims du
du Bureau
Bureau de
l'Union pour le service des
de l'Union
frais communs
1. Les
Les frais
§ 1.
radiocommunications ne
no doivent
doivent pas depasser, par annee, la somme
radiocommunications
de 200
200 000
francs-or.
000 francs-or.
de
§
2. Toutefois,
Toutefois, si
une depense
exceptionnellement elev6e
elevee en imdepense exceptionnellement
si une
§ 2.
annee, sans
d'une
presente
se
primes
on
documents
divers
presents
au
cours
armee,
documents
primes ou
quo
les recettes
recettes correspondantes
encaissees pendant
pendant la meme
correspondantes soient encaissees
que les
ce cas, a depasser
amiee, le
le Bureau
est autolise,
exclusivement dans cc
depasser
autorise, exclusivement
Bureau est
annee,
que le maximum du credit
le
credit maximum
maximum pr6vu,
prevu, sous la reserve quo
credit
le credit
egal A
reduit d'un montant Ogal
pour l'annee
Pannee suivante
sera reduit
a l'excedent
Pexcedent
suivante sera
pour
susvise.
susvis6.
§
La somme
de 200 000 francs-or pourra etre modifiee entre
somme de
3. La
§ 3.
deux conferences
conferences du
du consentement
consentement de
parties contractantes.
contractantes.
de toutes les parties
deux
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[774] (3) The statement
statement shall be addressed to the Bureau
Bureau of the
Union, which will give notice thereof to all the administrations.
administrations.
operating enterprise, and
[775] (4) Each administration,
administration, private
private operating
international
underinternational organization shall have the right to withdraw
withdraw its under-.
taking to participate in the C. C. I. R. work by notifying the Bureau
Bureau
of the Union of its decision. The latter
latter shall give notice thereof
thereof to
all the administrations.
notification shall
administrations. This notification
shall take effect beginning
beginning
with the C. C. I. R. meeting which follows.
follows.
[776] §3. The administrations
administrations and private operating
enterprises not
not
operating enterprises
adhering to the Regulations,
administrations, and interRegulations, as well as the administrations,
national
national organizations
organizations recognized
recognized by their respective
governments
respective governments
participating in
in the
the work
of the
C. C.
C. I.
I. R.,
which, not permanently
permanently participating
work of
the C.
R.,
have not made the statement
statement provided in §2 [Nos. 772
77.2 and 773],
773], may
may
be admitted under
conditions stipulated
under the
the conditions
stipulated in
in the
the internal
internal regulations
regulations
of the C. C. I. R. as mentioned
mentioned in §6
§6 [No.
[No. 7811.
781].
[777] §4. (1)
(1) Each
administration, private
private operating
enterprise, or
or
Each administration,
operating enterprise,
international organization
organization shall defray the personal
international
of its
its
personal expenses
expenses of
own experts.
experts.
[778] (2)
(2) During C. C. I. R. meetings, experts
experts from governments,
governments,
private
private operating enterprises,
enterprises, and international
organizations,
as
international organizations, as
well as representatives
representatives of the Bureau of the
the Union, have the
the right to
to
the telecommunications
privileges, under
under conditions
fixed
telecommunications franking
franking privileges,
conditions fixed
administration, in
in agreement
with the
the adminisadminisby the organizing administration,
agreement with
trations
operating enterprises
trations and private operating
enterprises concerned.
concerned.
[780] §5. In
In principle,
principle, the meetings of the C. C. I.
I. R. shall
shall take place
place
every three years. However, aa meeting
meeting which has
has been
scheduled
been scheduled
may be advanced
advanced or postponed
postponed by the organizing
organizing administration,
administration,
upon request
request of twelve of the participating
participating administrations,
if the
the
administrations, if
number and nature of the questions to be studied
warrant it.
it.
studied warrant
[781] §6. The preceding
preceding provisions relative
organization of
of the
the
relative to
to the
the organization
I. R. shall be supplemented
C. C. I.
supplemented by the internal
internal regulations
annexed
regulations annexed
to the present Regulations
Regulations (see appendix
appendix 16).
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ARTICLE
34
ARTICLE 34
Bureau of
Expenses of
of the
the Bureau
of the
the Union
Union

[782]
[782]

§1. The
§1.
The ordinary
ordinary expenses
of the
Bureau of
the Union
for the
expenses of
the Bureau
of the
Union for
the

radio service
exceed the amount
service must not exceed
amount of 200,000
200,000 gold francs
annually.
annually.
[783]
exceptionally high
expense is
incurred for
for
[783] §2.
§2. However,
However, if an
an exceptionally
high expense
is incurred
year, and
the corcorprinted matter
matter or
or for various documents
documents during aayear,
and the
responding revenue
revenue is not
year, the
responding
not collected
collected during
during the same year,
the Bureau
Bureau
shall be authorized,
authorized, in this case only, to exceed
credit
exceed the maximum
maximum credit
provided for,
that the
the maximum
maximum credit
credit for
provided
for, with
with the understanding
understanding that
for
following year shall be
reduced by
equal to the abovethe following
be reduced
by an amount
amount equal
mentioned excess.
excess.
mentioned
[784] §3. The sum of 200,000 gold francs
francs may
modified between
between
may be
be modified
conferences, with
with the
the consent
all the
the contracting
contracting parties.
parties.
two conferences,
consent of
of all

Expenses of Bureau.

E"pon oBua.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 35.
35.
Invitation aux
administratives.
Invitation
aux conferences
conferences administratives.
§
gouvernement charge
charge de
la convocation
des conferences
§ 1. (1)
(1) Le gouvernement
de la
convocation des
conferences
(gouvernement &ant)
fixe la
la date
date definitive
definitive des
des reunions.
reunions.
(gouvernement
gerant) fixe
(2)
Dix-huit mois avant
cette date,
date, il
II adresse
(2) Dix-huit
avant cette
adresse les
les invitations
invitations aux
aux
gouvernements contractants, qui les communiquent
gouvernements
communiquent aux exploitations
exploitations
privees
par leur
gouvernement respectif,
adherent au
privees reconnues
reconnues par
leur gouvernement
respectif, adherent
au prepresent Reglement,
intemationaux qui
peuvent
y
avoir
Reglement, et
et organismes
organismes internationaux
qui peuvent y avoir
interet.
int6ert.
(3) Le gouvernement
d'inviter les
les gouvernegouvernegouvernement gerant
gerant a
a la faculte d'inviter
merits signataires
adherents a
acte, qui
ments
signataires de
de la
la Convention,
Convention, ou
ou adherents
a cot
cet acte,
qui n'ont
n'ont
adher6 au present
pas encore
encore adhere
present Reglement.
Reglement.
§§2. (1)
reponse an
(1) Les gouvernements
gouvernements invites,
invites, en envoyant
envoyant leur r6ponse
au
gouvernement &ant,
gouvernement
transmettent la
des exploitations
exploitations
gerant, lui
lui transmettent
la lista
liste des
reconnues par eux
privees reconnues
eux qui ont demande
domande a
a etre
admises a
Ala
la conconetre admises
ference.
ference.
(2)
(2) Les demandes
organismes internationaux
intemationaux
demandes &admission
d'admission des organismes
doivent etre envoyees an
au gouvernement
gouvernement gerant
&ant (par l'entremise
Pentremise des
des
gouvernements
competents), dans
un delai
delai de
de cinq
mois a
apartir
partir de
de
gouvernements comp6tents),
dans un
cinq mois
hi
Pinvitation.
la date de l'invitation.
la conference,
conference, le
le gouvernegouverne§§ 3. (1)
(1) Six mois avant
avant la
la reunion
reunion de
de la
communique aux gouvernements
gouvernements contractants
ment gerant communique
contractants les de§ 2, (2) et les invite a
mandes visees au §
prononcer sur
sur l'acceptation
l'acceptation
a se prononcer
de
de ces demandes.
demandes.
gouvernements contractants
(2) Les gouvernements
parvenir leur
contractants doivent
doivent faire parvenir
leur
reponse
reponse quatre mois avant la
la date
date de
de la
la reunion.
reunion.

§§4. Sont admis aux
aux conferences:
conferences:
a) les delegations des gouvernements
contractants ou
ou adherents
adherents
gouvernements contractants
au present
present Reglement,
delegations des
Reglement, les d6elgations
des gouvernements
gouvernements
vises au §§ 1, (3)
(3) et les representants
representants des exploitations
exploitations
privees
privoes reconnues par
gouvernements contractants;
par les
les gouvernements
contractants;
b) les organismes
organismes internationaux
intemationaux vises
an §
§ 2,
2, (2)
(2) pour
pour lesquels
lesquels
vises au
la moitie au moms
moins des .gouvernements
gouvernements contractants
qui
contractants qui
ont repondu
repondu dans le delai
deal fix6
fixe au
3, (2) se
sont prononces
prononcos
au §§3,
se sont
favorablement.
favorablement.
§ 5. Pour les autres organismes
§
organismes internationaux,
internationaux, la decision our
sur
l'admission est prise dans
premiere assemblee
pleniere.
dans la premiere
assemblee pleniere.
ARTICLE 36.
36.
ARTICLE
Mise en vigueur du
geniral.
du Reglement general.

Le present Reglement
Reglement general
general entrera
entrera en vigueur le ler
1er janvier
janvier
1939, sauf Particle
partir du ler
Particle 77qui sera
sera applicable
applicable a
Apar&
ier septembre 1939.
1939.
En foi de quoi, lee
les delegues
respectifs ont signe ce Reglement
delogues respectifs
Reglement
exemplaire qui restera depose
general en un exemplaire
depose aux archives
archives du GouverneGouvernecertifiee conforme sera remise
ment de l'Egypte et dont une copie certifiee
remise a
a
chaque gouvernement
gouvernement contractant.
contractant.
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ARTICLE 35
ARTICLE
35

Invitation to
Invitation
Administrative Conferences
Conferences
to Administrative
[785] §1. (1)
charge of convening
[785]
(1) The government in charge
convening the conferences
conferences
shall fix
definitive date
(managing government)
government) shall
fix the
the definitive
date of
of the
the meetings.
meetings.
[786] (2)
(2) Eighteen months before this date, it
it shall send
send the
the invitainvitations to the contracting
contracting governments, which shall forward
forward them
them to the
private
recognized by their respective
respective governprivate operating enterprises recognized
governments adhering
to
the
present
Regulations,
adhering
Regulations, and to the international
international
organizations
organizations which may have an
an. interest
interest therein.
therein.
[787] (3)
government shall have the
(3) The managing
managing government
the right
right to invite
invite the
the
governments signatories to the Convention, or adhering
adhering to this
act,
this act,
which have not yet
adhered to
to the
present Regulations.
Regulations.
yet adhered
the present
[788] §2. (1)
(1) The invited governments
governments shall
shall send
to the
the managing
send to
managing
government, together
together with their reply,
reply, a
private operating
operating
a list
list of
of the
the private
recognized by them which have
enterprises recognized
have applied for admission
admission to
to
conference.
the conference.
Applications for admission
[789] (2) Applications
admission made by
international organizaorganizaby international
tions must be sent to the
managing government
government (through
(through the
comthe managing
the competent governments),
governments), within a
of five
months
from
the
date
of
a period
period of
five months from the date of
invitation.
the invitation.
[790] §3. (1) Six months before
of the
the conference,
conference, the
the
before the
the meeting
meeting of
government shall advise the contracting
managing government
contracting governments
of the
the
governments of
applications mentioned in
applications
in. §2
789] and
and invite
invite them
them to
state
§2 (2)
(2) [No.
[No. 789]
to state
their position as to the acceptance
acceptance of these
these applications.
applications.
contracting governments
governments must send their answer
[791] (2)
(2) The contracting
answer so
that it
it will reach its
destination four
the date
date of
of the
the
its destination
four months
months before
before the
meeting.
meeting.
[792] §4. The following shall be admitted
admitted to
to the conferences:
conferences:

[793]

[794]

Invitation to ad-

Invitation
ministrative
ences.
ences.

confer-

(a) the delegations of
or govgov(a)
of the contracting
contracting governments
governments or
ernments adhering to the
the delethe present Ilegulations,
Regulations, the
delegations
referred to
in §1
§1 (3)
(3) [No.
gations of the
the governments
governments referred
to in
[No.
787],
representatives of
of the
the private
787], and the representatives
private operating
operating
enterprises recognized
enterprises
recognized by the contracting
contracting governments;
governments;
(b) the international
international organizations
referred to
to in
in §2
§2 (2)
(2) [No.
[No.
organizations referred
789] concerning
concerning which
which at
at least
half of
of the
the contracting
least one
one half
contracting
governments have sent a
a favorable
favorable answer
answer within
within the
the
791].
period fixed under §3 (2)
(2) [No.
[No. 791].

international organizations,
[795] §5. As to the other international
organizations, the decision
decision as
as
to whether or not they shall be admitted
admitted shall rest with
with the plenary
plenary
assembly.
assembly.
ARTICLE 36
ARTICLE
General Regulations
Effective Date of the General
Regulations

[796] The present General
General Regulations
Regulations shall
go into
Janushall go
into effect
effect on
on January
1,
1939,
except
for
article
7,
which
shall
apply
from
September
ary 1, 1939, except for article 7, which shall apply from September
1, 1939.
1,
1939.
[797] In
the
In witness
witness whereof
whereof the respective
respective delegates
delegates have
have signed
signed the
present General
General Regulations in a
a single copy
decopy which
which shall
shall remain
remain deposited in the archives of the
Egyptian Government
Government and
and a
a certified
certified
the Egyptian
copy of which shall be forwarded
forwarded to
each contracting
to each
contracting government.
government.

Effective date of
of
Effective
general regulations.
regulations.
Ante, p.
p. 1429.
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Fait au
1938.
avril 1938.
le 88avril
Caire, le
au Cairo,
Fait
Si
gnatures.
Signatures.
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Done
Cairo, April
8, 1938.
1938.
April 8,
Done at
at Cairo,

For the
the Union
Africa and
of South
South Africa
Union of
Pour
de l'Afrique
PAfrique du
Sud, For
du Sud,
Pour l'Union.
1'Union de
the mandated
mandated territory
of
territory of
the
et
le territoire,
territoire, sous
mandat,
sous ma,ndat,
et le
Southwest
Africa:
Southwest Africa:
de
du Sud-Ouest:
Sud-Ouest:
de l'Afrique
l'Afrique du
II.J
LENTON.
H.
J..LENTON.
H.J.
LENTON.
H.
J. LENTON.
A.R.
MCLACHLAN.
A.
R. MCLACHLAN.
A. R.
R. MCLACHLAN.
A.
MCLACHLAN.
For Italian
Italian East
East Africa:
Africa:
Pour l'Afrique
orientale italienne: For
Pour
l'Afrique orientale
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
LUIGI NARDI.
NARDI.
LUIGI
Pour l'Allemagne:
PAllemagne:
Pour
DR.
PAUL JXGER.
JAGER.
DR. PAUL
PAUL
MU NCH.
PAUL MUNCH.
MARTIN
FEUERHAHN.
MARTIN FEUERHAHN.
DR.
ALFRED CZIBULINSKI.
CZIBULINS/a.
DR. ALFRED

GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
LUIGI NARDI.
NARDI.
LUIGI

For
Germany:
For Germany:
DR.
JAGER.
DR. PAUL
PAUL JAGER.
PAUL
MI/NCH.
PAUL MtNCH.
MARTIN
MARTIN FEUERHAHN.
FEUERHAHN.
DR. ALFRED
CZIBULINSKI.
DR.
ALFRED CZIBULINSKI.

Pour
Republique Argentine:
Argentine:
Pour la
la Republique
A.
COSENTINO.
A. T.
T. COSENTINO.

For
the Republic
Republic of
of Argentina:
Argentina:
For the
A.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
A. T.

Pour la
Federation Australienne:
Australie.nne:
Pour
la Federation

For
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
For the
Australia:
Australia:
J.
MALONE.
J. MALONE.
E.
J. STEWART.
STEWART.
E. J.

J.
J. MALONE.
MALONE.
E.
STEWART.
E. J.
J. STEWART.
Pour la
la Belgique:
Belgique:
Pour
C.
CAENEPENNE.
C. CAENEPENNE.
R. LECOMTE.
LECOMTE.
R.

For Belgium:
For
Belgium:
C.
CAENEPENNE.
C. CAENEPENNE.
R. LECOMTE.
LECOMTE.
R.

Pour la
Pour
la Birmanie:
Birmanie:
R.
R. NESBITT-HAWES.
NESBITT-HAWES.

For Burma:
Burma:

Pour le
le Bresil:
Pour
Bresil:

For
Brazil:
For Brazil:
RODRIGO OCTAVIO
JORDAO
OCTAVIO JORDAO
RODRIGO
RAMOS.
RAMOS.
E.A.
NoGuEIRA BRANDA.O.
BRANDAO.
E.
A. NOGUEIRA

RODRIGO OCTAVIO
RODRIGO
OCTAVIO JORDAO
JORDAO
RAMOS.
RAMOS.
E. A.
NOGUEIRA BRANDAO.
BRAND1-0.
E.
A. NOGUEIRA

R.
R. NESBITT-HAWES.
NESBITT-HAWES.

Pour
Pour la
la Bulgarie:
Bulgarie:
DR.
G. DIMITROFF.
DIMITROFF.
DR. D.
D. G.
V. PANoFF.
PANOFF.
V.

For Bulgaria:
For
Bulgaria:
D.G.
DR. D.
G. DIMITROFF.
DIMITROFF.

Pour le
le Canada:
Canada:
Pour
LAURENT
BEAUDRY.
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
RUSH.
WALTER
A. RUSH.
WALTER A.

For Canada:
Canada:

Pour le Chili:
Chili:

For Chile:
Chile:

R. SUAREZ
SUAREZ BARROS.
R.
BARROS.

Pour la Chine:
Chine:
HUANG
SUE-CHING.
HUANG SUE-CHING.

V.
V. PANOFF.
PANOFF.

LAURENT BEAUDRY.
BEAUDRY.
LAURENT

A. RUSH.
WALTER A.
RUSH.
WALTER

R. SUAREZ
BARROS.
R.
SUAREZ BARROS.

For China:
China:
HUANG
HUANG SUE-CHING.
SUE-CHING.

Pour
la Cite
Pour l'Etat
1'Etat de
de la
Cite du
du Vatican:
Vatican: For the Vatican
Vatican City
City State:
FILIPPO
FILIPPO SOCCORSI.
SOCCORSI.
FILIPPO SOCCORSI.
SOCCORSI.
FILIPPO
LUIGI
LUIGI ANGELINI-ROTA.
ANGELINI-ROTA.
LUIGI ANGELINI-ROTA.
ANGELINI-ROTA.
LUIGI
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Pour la Republique
R6publique de Colombie:
Colombie: For the Republic
Republic of Colombia:
Luis GUILLERMO
GUILLERMO ECHEVERRI
LUIS
ECHEVERRI A.
A.
LuIs
ECHEVERRI A.
LUIS GUILLERMO
GUILLERMO ECHEVERRI
A.
C.
E.ARBOLEDA.
C. E.
ARBOLEDA.
ROBERTO
ROBERTO ARCINIEGAS
ARCINIEGAS S
S..

C.E.
E.ARBOLEDA.
ARBOLEDA.
C.

ROBERTO
ROBERTO ARCINIEGAS
ARCINIEGAS S
S..

Pour les Colonies frangaises:
frangaises:
M EYER.
MEYER.

For the French Colonies:
Colonies:

Pour la Confederation
Confederation suisse:
suisse:

Swiss Confederation:
Confederation:
For the
the Swiss

M
EYER.
MEYER.
Pour
les
Colonies
portugaises:
Pour les Colonies portugaises:
Portuguese Colonies:
For the Portuguese
Colonies:
RTJI DE
DE SA
RUI
SA CARNEIRO.
CARNEIRO.
RUI
RUI DE
DE SA
SA CARNEIRO.
CARNEIRO.
MARIO
MONTEIRO
M ARIO M
ONTEIRO DE
DE M
ACEDO.
MACEDO.
MARIO
MONTEIRO
M ARIO M
ONTEIRO DE
DE M
ACEDO.
MACEDO.
HUNZIKER.
HUNZIKER.

G.KELLER.
G.
KELLER.
E.
E.METZLER.
M ETZLER.

HUNZIKER.
HUNZIKER.

G.KELLER.
KELLER.
G.

E.
M ETZLER.
E. METZLER.

Pour le Congo beige et
terri- For Belgian Congo and the
et les
les territhe manmantoires sous mandat du
du RuRudated territories of
of RuandaRuandaanda-Urundi:
anda-Urundi:
Urtindi:
Urundi:
G.
G.TONDEUR.
TONDEUR.
G.
TONDEUR.
G. TONDEUR.
Pour Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
For Costa Rica:
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M
VICTOR
M. .
VICTOR
DURAN M.
M.
VICTOR DURAN

Pour Cuba:
Cuba:
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ALFREDO
ASSIR.

For Cuba:
ALFREDO ASSIR.
AMR.
ALFREDO

Pour Curacao
Curacao et Surinam:
Surinam:

For
Curagao and
Surinam:
For Curacao
and Surinam:
G.SCHOTEL.
SCHOTEL.
G.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour le
Danemark:
le Danemark:
N. E.
HOLMBLAD.
N.
E. HOLMBLAD.
F. HEEGAARD.
HEEGAARD.
F.

For Denmark:
Denmark:
N. E.
E. HOLMBLAD.
HOLMBLAD.

Pour la Ville libre
fibre de Danzig:
Danzig:
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
ANTONI
HERBERT BLUME.
HERBERT
BLUME.

For the Free City of Danzig:
Danzig:

Pour les Iles italiennes de
de l'Egee:
1'Eg6e:

For the Italian Islands
Islands of
of the
the
Aegean Sea:
Aegean

G.
CHOTEL.
G. S
SCHOTEL.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIUSEPPE.

R.
R.FARACE
FARACE DI
DI VILLAFORESTA.
VILLAFORESTA.

Pour l'Egypte:
l'Egypte:
M. .SHAKER.
M
SHAKER.
J.W
EBB.
J.
WEBB.

F.
F. HEEGAARD.
HEEGAARD.

ANTONI
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
HERBERT BLUME.
HERBERT
BLUME.

GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIUSEPPE.
R. FARACE
R.
DI VILLAFORESTA.
VILLAFORESTA.
FARACE DI
For
Egypt:
For Egypt:
M.
SHAKER.
M .S
HAKER.
J.
J. WEBB.
W EBB.

Pour la Republique
Republique de El SalvaSalva- For the Republic
of El
Salvador:
Republic of
El Salvador:
dor:
dor:
VICTOR
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M
M. .
VICTOR
DURAN M
VICTOR DURAN
M. .
Pour l'Espagne:
GABRIEL
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ALOMAR.
ANTONIO VICENS.
ANTONIO
VICENS.
J
OSA GARRIDO.
JosE
GARRIDO.

For Spain:
GABRIEL
ALOMAR.
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ANTONIO
ANTONIO VICENS.
VICENS.
JosE GARRIDO.
Jost
GARRIDO.
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Pour
l'Estonie:
Pour l'Estonie:
G. JALLAJAS.
JALLAJAS.
G.

For
Estonia:
For Estonia:
G.
JALLAJAS.
G. JALLAJAS.

Pour les
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
d'Am6rique:
Pour
WALLACE H.
WHITE, JR.
JR.
WALLACE
H. WHITE,

For
United States
States of
of America:
America:
For the
the United
WALLACE
H. WHITE,
WHITE, JR.
JR.
WALLACE H.
STANFORD C.
HOOPER.
STANFORD
C. HOOPER.
EWELL
K. JETT.
EWELL K.
JETT.
FRANCIS COLT
COLT DE
DE WOLF.
WOLF.
FRANCIS

Pour
is Finlande:
Pour la
Finlande:
URHO
URHO TALVITIE.
TALVITIE.

For Finland:
Finland:
For

Pour la France:
Pour
France:
L. MULATIER.
L.
MULATIER.
P.
P. COMMANAY.
COMMANAY.

For France:
France:
For

STANFORD C.
C. HOOPER.
HOOPER.
STANFORD
EWELL K.
JETT.
K. JETT.
EWELL
FRANCIS
COLT DE
OLF.
FRANCIS COLT
DE W
WOLF.

URHO TALVITIE.
URHO
TALVITIE.
L.
MULATIER.
L. MULATIER.
P.
COMMANAY.
P. COMMANAY.

Pour
le Royaume-Uni
Gran- For
Pour le
Royaume-Uni de
de la
la GranFor the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
Great
of Great
de-Bretagne
l'Irlande
de-Bretagne et de l'Irlande
Britain
and Northern
Ireland:
Britain and
Northern Ireland:
du Nord:
Nord:
du
F.
W. PHILLIPS.
F. W.
PHILLIPS.
F.
PHILLIPS.
F. W
W..PHILLIPS.
A.
S. ANGWIN.
ANGWIN.
A. S.
A.S
ANGWIN.
A.
S..ANGWIN.
F. STRONG.
STRONG.
F.
F. STRONG.
F.
STRONG.
A.
H. READ.
A. H.
READ.
A.H.
READ.
A.
H. READ.
CHARLES
CHARLES W.
W. NUTTING.
NUTTING.
CHARLES
W .NUTTING.
N UrIING.
CHARLES W.
0.
G. LYWOOD.
O. G.
LYWOOD.
0. G. LYWOOD.
LYWOOD.
O.
W.
GRAHAM.
W. GRAHAM.
W .GRAHAM.
W.
GRAHAM.
W.
DUNCAN.
W. A.
A. DUNCAN.
W .A.
A. DUNCAN.
DUNCAN.
W.
Pour
is Grece:
Pour la
Grace:
STANI NICOLIS.
STANI
NICOLIS.
K. N.
N. PEZOPOULOS.
K.
PEzOPOULOs.

For Greece:
For
Greece:
STANI NICOLIS.
STANI
NICOLIS.
K. N.
N. PEZOPOULOS.
PEZOPOULOS.
K.

Pour
Pour le Guatemala:
VICTOR
DURAN M.
VICTOR DURAN
M.

For
For Guatemala:
Guatemala:
VICTOR DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.

Pour
Republique de
Honduras: For
For the
the Republic
Republic of
of Honduras:
Honduras:
Pour la
la R6publique
de Honduras:
VICTOR
DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.
VICTOR DURAN M.
VICTOR DURAN
M.
Pour la
Pour
la Hongrie:
Hongrie:
DASIRL DE
DE VEGHELY.
ViGHLLY.
DESIRk
ING. JULES
JULES ERDoSS.
ERDSSS.
ING.

For
For Hungary:
Hungary:
DESIR]
DASIRL DE
VI:GULLY.
DE VIGHELY.
ING. JULES
JULES ERD6SS.
ERDoSS.
ING.

Pour les
les Indes
hides britanniques:
britanniques:
Pour
K. PRASADA.
K.
PRASADA.
P.
J. EDMUNDS.
P. J.
EDMUNDS.
S. BANERJI.
BANERJI.
S.
H. N.
N. SHRIVASTAVA.
H.
SHRIVASTAVA.

For
British India:
For British
India:
K. PRASADA.
K.
PRASADA.
P. J.
J. EDMUNDS.
EDMUNDS.
P.
S. BANERJI.
BANERJI.
S.
H. N.
N. SHRIVASTAVA.
SHRIVASTAVA.
H.

Pour les
Indes neerlandaises:
Pour
les Indes
neerlandaises:
W. F.
EINTHOVEN.
W.
F. EINTHOVEN.
DommissE.
DOMMISSE.
G. SCHOTEL.
G.
SCHOTEL.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
SCHIPPERS.
SCHIPPERS.

For the Netherlands
Netherlands Indies:
Indies:
W.
W. F.
F. EINTHOVEN.
EINTHOVEN.
DOMMISSE.
DOMMISSE.
G. SCHOTEL.
SCHOTEL.
G.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
SCHIPPERS.
SCHIPPERS.
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Pour l'Iran:
Pour
l'Iran:
For
For Iran:
Iran:
Ad referendum
referendum du GouverneGouvernead referendum
referendum of
the Governof the
Government
l'Iran:
ment de
de 1'Iran:
ment of
Iran:
ment
of Iran:
DJEVAD
INEKY.
DJEVAD S
SINEKY.
DJEVAD S
INEK Y.
DJEVAD
SINEKY.
Pour
Pour l'Iraq:
1'Iraq:
ARMED
AKI.
AHMED Z
ZAKI.
W
S.BAILEY.
W. .S.
BAILEY.
S
ALIM TERZI.
SALIM
TERZI.

For Iraq:
Iraq:
For

Pour l'Irlande:
Pour
l'Irlande:

For
Ireland:
For Ireland:
P. S.
P.
S.O'H-IGEARTAIGH.
O'
H-EIGEARTAIGH.
T.
IN.
T. S
S..CYMIJINEACHA
O'MUINEACHAIN.
S.S
AL.
S.
S..PHIRSA
PUIRSEAL.

P.
P.S
H-EIGEARTAIGH.
S..O'
O'H-EIGEARTAIGH.
T.
OY
M ITINEACHAIN.
T. S
S..O'MUINEACHAIN.
S..S.
S
S.PUIRSEAL.
PUIRSAAL.
t

ARMED Z
AKI.
AHMED
ZAKI.

W .S
BAILEY.
W.
S..BAILEY.
S
ALIM TERZI.
TERZI.
SALIM

Pour
l'Islande:
Pour l'Islande:
G.
G.
HLIDDAL.
HLIDDAL.

For
Iceland:
For Iceland:
G.HLIDDAL.
G.
HLIDDAL.

Pour Phalle:
Pour
l'Italie:

For Italy:
Italy:
For

GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIUSEPPE.
ALBINO ANTINORI.
ANTINORI.
ALBINO

GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
ALBINO
ANTINORI.
ALBINO ANTINORI.

Pour
Japon,
Pour le
le Japon,
For
For Japan:
Japan:
Pour
Pour Chosen,
Taiwan, Karafuto,
Chosen, Taiwan,
Karafuto, For Chosen,
Chosen, Taiwan,
Taiwan, Karafuto,
Karafuto,
le Territoire a
a, bail
bail du
du KwanKwanthe Kwantung
Kwantung Leased
Leased TerriTerrithe
tung et
du
tung
et les
les Iles
Iles des
des Mers
Mers du
tory,
tory, and
Sea IsIsand the
the South
South Sea
Sud
sous mandat
mandat japonais:
japonais:
Sud sous
lands
lands under
under Japanese
manJapanese mandate:
date:
TAKEO
INO.
TAKEO I
IINO.
TEKESHI YANAGISAWA.
TEKESHI
YANAGISAWA.
TAKEO
KONO.
TAKEO KONO.
HIROMU
HIROMU OGAWA.
OGAWA.
YOHJI
YOHJI KIMTJRA.
KIMURA.
YOSHIO NOMURA.
YOSHIO
NOMURA.
TAKASI ONO.
TAKASI
ONO.
ICHIRO HAYASHI.
ICHIRO
HAYASHI.

TAKEO
IINO.
TAKEO IINO.
TEKESHI YANAGISAWA.
TEKESEI
YANAGISAWA.
TAKEO KONO.
TAKEO
KONO.
HIROMU
HIROMU OGAWA.
OGAWA.
YOHJI KIMURA.
YOHJI
KIMURA.
YOSHIO NOMURA.
YOSHIO
NOMURA.
TAKASI ONO.
TAKASI
ONO.
I
CHIRO HAYASHI.
HAYASHI.
ICHIRO

Pour
Pour la
la Lettonie:
Lettonie:
B.
EINBERGS.
B. EINBERGS.

For
Latvia:
For Latvia:
B.
EINBERGS.
B. EINBERGS.

Pour le
Pour
le Liban:
Liban:

For
the Lebanon:
For the
Lebanon:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
G.
G. NAMMOUR.
NAMMOUB.

CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
G. NAMMOUR.
G.
NAMMOUR.

Pour
Pour la
la Libye:
Libye:
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
BALDONI.
BALDONI.

Pour
la Lithuania:
Lithuanie:
Pour la
A.
TANKEVICIUS.
A. S
STANKEVICIUS.

For Libya:
For
Libya:
GNEME GIUSEPPB.
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
BALDONI.
BALDONI.

For
For Lithuania:
Lithuania:
A.S
TANKEVICIUS.
A.
STANKEVICIUS.

Pour
le Maroc:
Maroc:
Pour le
DURAND.
DURAND.

For Morocco:
For
Morocco:

Pour
le Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Pour le
VICTOR
M.
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M.

For
Nicaragua:
For Nicaragua:
VICTOR DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.

DURAND.
DURAND.
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Pour la Norvege:
Norvege:

For
Norway:
For Norway:
HERMOD
PETERSEN.
HERMOD PETERSEN.
A.
A. HAARBERG.
HAARBERG.
CUR. MEYER.
M EYER.
CHR.
ANDR.
HADLAND,
ANDR. HADLAND,
OLAF MOE.
M OE.
OLAF

Nouvelle-Zelande:
la Nouvelle-Zelande:
Pour la

For New
New Zealand:
Zealand:
For
M .B.
EssoN.
B. EssoN.
M.

PETERSEN.
HERMOD PETERSEN.
HERMOD
A.HAARBERG.
HAARBERG.
A.
CHR.
M EYER.
CHR. MEYER.
ANDR.
HADLAND.
ANDR. HADLAND.
MOE.
OLAF
OE.
OLAF M

M
B.EssoN.
EssoN.
M. .B.
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Pour la Republique
Panama:
Republique de Panama:
Victor Duran M.

For the
Panama:
of Panama:
Republic of
the Republic
For

Paraguay:
Pour le Paraguay:

For Pariguay:
Paraguay:
For
COSENTINO.
A.
T.CosENTINo.
A. T.

Pour lea
Pays-Bas:
les Pays-Bas:
DAMME.
DAMME.
H.
BOETJE.
J..BOETJE.
H. J

For
Netherlands:
For the Netherlands:
DAMME.
DAMME.
H.J
BOETJE.
J. .BOETJE.
H.

Pour le
Perou:
Pour
le Perou:
C.
A.TUDELA.
TUDELA.
C. A.

Peru:
For Peru:

Pour la
la Pologne:
Pologne:
Pour
ANTON' KRZYCZKOWSKI.
KRZYCZKOWSI.
ANTONI
JOZEF S
REERZYNSKI.
SREBRZYNSKI.
JOZEF

For Poland:
Poland:

Pour
le Portugal:
Portugal:
Pour le
DUARTE
CALHEIROS.
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
D.
ALMEIDA CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.
D. DE
DE ALMEIDA

For
Portugal:
For Portugal:
DUARTE
CALHEIROS.
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
D.
DE ALMEIDA
CARVALHO.
ALMEIDA CARVALHO.
D. DE

Sud:
Pour
la Rhodesia
du Sud
Rhodesia du
Pour la
C.
J.
SWIFT.
SWIFT.
C. J.
A.
T.HARPHAM.
HARPHAM.
A. T.

For
Rhodesia:
Southern Rhodesia:
For Southern
SWIFT.
C.J.
J.S
WIFT.
C.
A. T.
HARPHAM.
A.
T. HARPHAM.

Pour la
Roumanie:
la Roumanie:
Pour
E.GELES.
GELES.
E.
I
NG. RoscA.
ROSCA.
ING.
ING. TANASESCU.
ING.
TANASESCU.

For
Rumania:
For Rumania:
GELES.
E.
E. GELES.
ING. ROSCA.
ROSCA.
ING.
ING. TANA
SESCU.
ING.
TANASESCU.

Pour
la Suede:
Suede:
Pour la
G.
G.WOLD.
W OLD.
LITSTR6M.
A.S
IGURD LITSTRoM.
A.
SIGURD
ARTUR KARLSSON.
KARLSSON.
ARTUR

For Sweden:
For
Sweden:
G.W
OLD.
WOLD.
G.

Pour
la Syrie:
Syrie:
Pour la
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
VASSEK EL
UAYAD EL
EL Azm.
AZM.
EL M
MUAYAD
VASSEK

For
Syria:
For Syria:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
VASSEK EL
UAYAD EL
EL Azm.
AZM.
EL M
MUAYAD
VASSEK

Pour
la Tehecoslovaquie:
Tchecoslovaquie:
Pour la
ING. S
TRNAD.
ING.
STRNAD.
SVOBODA.
JAROMIR
ING.
ING. J
AROMIR S
VOBODA.
ING. OTA
TOMSKY.
ING.
OTA TOMSKY.
ING. J
OSEF BE
A
TA.
BENA.
JOSEF
ING.
BUSBK.
DR. J
AN BUSI
K.
JAN
DR.

For Czechoslovakia:
Czechoslovakia:

A.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
A. T.

VICTOR DURAN
M. .
DURAN M
VICTOR

C.
A.TUDELA.
TUDELA.
C. A.
ANTONI
KRZYCZKOWBKI.
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
J
OZEF S
REBRZYNSKI.
SREBRZYNSKI.
JOZEF

A.
IGURD LITSTRBM.
LITSTRoM.
A. S
SIGURD
ARTUR KARLSSON.
ARTUR
KARLSSON.

I
NG. STRNAD.
STRNAD.
ING.
I
NG. J
AROMIR S
VOBODA.
JAROMIR
SVOBODA.
ING.
I
NG. OTA
OTA TOMBKY.
TOMSKY.
ING.
I
NG. J
OSEF BENA.
BEKA.
JOSEF
ING.
DR. J
AN BusA
.K.
JAN
BusAK.
DR.
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Pour la Tunisie:
Tunisie:
ANSIDEI.
ANSIDEI.

Pour la
la Turquie:
Turquie:
N.
N. TONER.
TONER.

For Tunisia:
ANSIDEI.
ANSIDEI.
Turkey:
For Turkey:

N.
N.TONER.
TONER.

Pour 1'Union
l'Union des RWpubliques
Republiques For the Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist
Sovi6tistes Socialistes:
Sovietistes
Socialistes:
Republics:
PRONINE.
PRONINE.
ALEXANDRE FORTOUCHENKO.
ALEXANDRE
FORTOUCHENKO.

Pour l'Uruguay:
l'Uruguay:
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ALFREDO
ASSIR.

Pour le
le Venezuela:
V6n6zuela:
A.
L.
A. LOPEZ
LOPEZ L.
Yougoslavie
Pour la
la Yougoslavie:
ING. LJUBOMIR
LJUBOMIR TERZIC.
TERZIC.
ING. DOBRIVOJE
DOBRIVOJE PETROVIC.
ING.
PETROVIC.

PRONINE.
PRONINE.
ALEXANDRE FORTOUCHENKO.
FORTOUCHENKO.
ALEXANDRE
For Uruguay:
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ALFREDO
ASSIR.

For Venezuela:
Venezuela:
A.LOPEZ
L.
A.
LOPEZ L.
For Yugoslavia:
ING. LJUBOMIR
LJUBOMIR TERZIC.
TERZIC.
ING. DOBRIVOJE
DOBRIVOJE PETROVIC.
PETROVIC.
ING.

Pour la
Pour
la Zone
Zone espagnole
espagnole du
pro- For the Spanish Zone
ProZone of the
du prothe Protectorate
Morocco:
tectorat
tectorat du
tectorate of
du Maroc:
Maroc:
of Morocco:
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ALOMAR.
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
GABRIEL
GABRIEL
ALOMAR.
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Tableau
des tolerances
tolerances de
frequence.
de frequence.
Tableau des
(Voir
Particle 6.)
(Voir l'article

1°
frequence est
maximum admis
entre la
admis entre
l'ecart maximum
est l'ecart
de frequence
tolerance de
La tolerance
1° La
frequence reelle
reelle d'une
d'une emission
emission et
la frequence
que cette
cette emission
emission
frequence que
et la
frequence
devrait avoir
avoir (frequence
(frequence notifiee
notifiee ou
choisie par
l'operateur).
par l'op6rateur).
frequence choisie
ou frequence
devrait
2° Cet
Cet &art
resulte des
erreurs suivantes:
des erreurs
6cart resulte
2°
pr6a)
faite lors
lors de
de l'etalonnage
Petalonnage du
poste; cette erreur predu poste;
erreur faite
a) erreur
sent° un
semi-permanent;
caractere semi-permanent;
un caractere
sente
b) l'erreur
l'erreur faite
faite lors
lors de
de l'emploi
l'emploi du
variable d'une
poste (erreur variable
du poste
b)
emission
al'autre
l'autre et
des conditions effectives
resulte des
qui result°
et qui
emission A
d'emploi: temperature
tension d'alimentation,
d'alimentation,
ambiante, tension
temperature ambiante,
d'emploi:
antenne, habilete
Poperateur, etc.)
geneetc.);;cette erreur gende l'operateur,
habilet6 de
antenne,
particuliereralement faible
les autres
autres services
services est particulierepour les
faible pour
ralement
ment
importante dans
le cas
cas des
des stations mobiles;
dans le
ment importante
l'emetteur
c) erreur
due aux
lentes de
la frequence
frequence de l'emetteur
de la
variations lentes
aux variations
erreur due
c)
an
cours d'une
d'une emission.
emission.
au cours
Note. Dans
le cas
des emissions
emissions sans
la definition
precedente
d6finition precedente
porteuse, la
onde porteuse,
sans onde
cas des
Dans le
Note.
s'applique &la
frequence de
de l'onde
Ponde porteuse
suppression.
sa suppression.
avant sa
porteuse avant
la frequence
s'applique

3°
des stations
stations de
frequence de reference
reference
de navire, la frequence
cas des
le cas
Dans le
3° Dans
est
chiffres
commence l'emission et les chiffres
laquelle commence
sur laquelle
frequence sur
la frequence
est la
marques
d'un asterisque
asterisque dans
le present
present tableau
tableau ne se rapportent
rapportent
dans le
marques d'un
qu'aux
observes pendant
pendant une duree d'emission
d'emission de
frequence observes
ecarts de frequence
qu'aux karts
dix
minutes.
dix minutes.
4° Dans
de frequence,
frequence, il
ii n'est pas tenu compte de la
tolerance de
la tolerance
Dans la
4°
modulation.
Toktrances
Tol(rances

Bandes de frquenoes
frequences
(Longueurs d'onde)
(Longueurs

actuelleEmetteurs actuelleEmntteurs
ment en service et
Jusqu'au ler janvler
jusqu'au
1944 &pas
apres quoi ils se
aux
conformeront sex
Indiqufes
tolOrances indiqufts
tolerances
Is colonne
colonne 2.
2.
dans la
colonne
e1
co

m)
a 545 m)
A. De
De 10 b.
kc/s (30 000 A
a 550
550 kc/s
A.
a) Stations
Stations fixes
fixes
a)
b)
terrestres
b) Stations
Stations terrestres
frec) Stations
Stations mobiles
mobiles utilisant des frt.c)
quences
bandes
quences autres que celles des bandes
indiquees en
d)
en d)
indiquees
d)
mobiles utilisant
utilisant les freStations mobiles
d) Stations
quences
quences des bandes
110-160
kc/s (2
a 1
1 875 m) 365(2 727 a
110-160 kc/s
515 Ws
(822 a
a 583
m)')
583 m)')
515
kc/s (822
e) Stations
Stations d'aeronef
d'aeronef
e)
f) Radiodiffusion
f)
Radiodiffusion

Nouveaux 6metemetNouveaur
tears
teurs installs a
Janpartir
partir du ler jau1940.
vier 1940.

one 22
colonne
colonne

0,1%
0,1%
0,1%
0,1%

0,1%
0,1%
0,1%

0,5%
0,5%

0,1%
0,1%

0,5%*
0,5%
0,5%
50c/s
50c/s

0,3%*
0,3%*
0,3%
20c/s
20c/s

emetou de simples (metetincelles on
d'emettenrs a
1) 11
11 est
recotmu qn'il
qu'il existe dans ce service
service an
a9tincelles
un grand nombre d'emetteurs
est reconn
')
a cette condition.
satisfaire a
Ameme
teurs
qui ne sant pas a
milme de satisiaire
condition.
auto-oscillateurs qni
tears auto-oscillateurs
•
prOambule, sous 30.
* Voir preambule,
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APPENDIX 11
APPENDIX
Table
Tolerances
Table of
of Frequency
Frequency Tolerances
(See article
article 6)
6)
(See

Ante,
p. 1429.
Ant, p.
1429.

1. The frequency tolerance
tolerance is the maximum permissible
permissible separation
1.
separation
frequency of an emission and the frequency which
between the actual frequency
this emission should have (frequency
(frequency notified or frequency
frequency chosen by
the operator).
operator).
2. This separation
2.
separation results from the following errors:
error
(a) Error made when the station was calibrated;
calibrated; this error
presents aa semi-permanent
semi-permanent character.
(b)
variable from one
(b) Error made during use of the station (error variable
transmission to another and resulting from actual operating
conditions:
conditions: ambient temperature,
temperature, voltage
voltage of supply,
antenna, skill of the operator,
operator, et cetera).
cetera). This error,
which is usually small im other services, is particularly
particularly
important in the case of mobile stations.
(c) Error due to slow variations of the frequency of the trans(c)
mitter during a
a transmission.
Note.—In the
the case
of transmissions
transmissions without
without aa carrier
wave, the
Note.-In
case of
carrier wave,
the preceding
preceding
definition
applies to
definition applies
the frequency
frequency of
carrier wave
to the
of the
the carrier
wave before
before its
its suppression.
suppression.

3.
reference frequency
3. In
In the case of ship stations, the reference
frequency is the freon which the transmission begins, and
quency on
and the figures appearing
in the present table, marked by an asterisk, refer only to frequency
frequency
separations observed during a
ten-minute period of transmission.
separations
a ten-minute

4.
4. In
In the frequency
frequency tolerance, modulation
modulation is not considered.
Tolerances
Tolerances

Frequency
(wavelengths)
Frequency bands (wavelengths)

A. From
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(c)
(c)

(30,000 to 545 m):
10 to 550 kc (30,000
Fixed stations ..
. . . ......
Fixed
Land
stations
Land stations.
.. ..
......
Mobile
frequencies other
other
Mobile stations
stations using frequencies
than
indicated under
than those of
of bands
bands indicated
under (d).

(d) Mobile
Mobile stations using frequencies
frequencies of the
bands 110-160
to 1,875
1,875 m),
m),
bands
110-160 kc
kc (2,727
(2,727 to
365-515 kc (822
365-515
(822 to
to 583 m) 1
.• ......
Aircraft stations
(e) Aircraft
(f)
Broadcasting.............
(f) Broadcasting

..

. . ......

Transmitters In
in
service
service now and
transmituntil January 1,
1, New transmit1944,
after wh Ich
installed
ters installed
1944,afterwbich
date they will
beginning Janubeginning
1, 1940
1940
conform to the
ary 1,
tolerances IndiIndicated
cated in column 2
2

Column 1
1

Column 22

0. 1%
0.1%
0. 1%
0.1%

0. 1%
0.1%
0. 1%
0.1%

0. 5%
0.5%

0.
1%
0.1%

0. 5%*
5%*

0.
3%*
0. 3%*

0.
5%
0.5%
50 cycles
50
cycles

0.
3%
0.3%
20
cycles
20 cycles

it is recognized
recognized that a
agreat
great number
number of spark transmitters
self-oscillator transmitters
exist
t1It
transmitters and
and simple
simple self-oscillator
transmittes exist
in this service
service which are not able to meet these
these requirements.
requirements.
*See preamble,
preamble, under 3.
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Tolerances
Tolerances

des de

quene

Bandes de frequences
Bandes dereqens

Log

donde)

(Longueurs(Longueurs
d'onde)
d'onde)

m)
B. De
500 kc/s
(545 ft
a 200 in)
kc/s (545
a 11500
550 ft
B.
De 550
a)
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion
Stations de
a) Stations
b) Stations
Stations terrestres
terrestres
b)
c) Stations
Stations mobiles
mobiles qui
qui utilisent
utilisent la frefrt.c)
quence de
Ws (220
(220 m)
364 kc/s
de 1
1 364
quence
C.
De 1
500 a
a, 6
(1 000
000 kc/s
Ws (200
m)
50 in)
(200 fta 50
1 500
C. De
a)
Stations fixes
a) Stations
b) Stations
Stations terrestres
terrestres
b)
c)
utilisant des frt.fr6mobiles utilisant
c) Stations
Stations mobiles
quences autres
autres que celles des bandes
quences
indiquees en d)
1
h4
4000 kc/s (192,3 a
b. 75 m)
1 560
560 a
a 50 m)
4 000 a
a 66000 kc/s (75 a
4
d) Stations
Stations mobiles
mobiles utilisant les frofr6d)
lea bandes
quences
quences dans les
4
115 a
a4
165 kc/s
(72,90 h
m)
4 115
4 165
kc/s (72,90
a 72,03
72,03 in)
m)
a 54,05 m)
a5
550 kc/s (54,55 a
5 550
55 500
500 A
e)
d'aronef
e) Stations
Stations d'aeronef
f)
Radiodiffusion
f) Radiodiffusion
entre 1500
1500 et
et 1600
Ws (200et
(200 et 187,5 in)
m)
1600 kc/s
entre

200m)
entre
(187,5 et 200
in)
et 6000
6000 kc/s (187,5
1600 et
entre 1600

a 10 m)
D.
De 6
in)
a 30
30 000 kc/s (50 k
000 ft
6 000
D. De
a)
fixes
a) Stations
Stations fixes
b) Stations
terrestres
Stations terrestres
b)
c) Stations
Stations mobiles
mobiles utilisant
freutilisant des fr6c)
quences
autres que
que celles
bandes
des bandes
celles des
quences autres
indiquees
indiquees en d)
d) Stations
mobiles utilisant des frofr6Stations mobiles
d)
quences dans les
bandes
les bandes
quences
200 b.
(48,39 A.A48 m)
a 66250 kc/s (48,39
66200
m)
a 36,01 m)
330 kc/s (36,45 h
8 330
88230
230 aa8
a 27,03 m)
11
ke/s (27,27 it
100 kc/s
000 a
a 11 100
11 000
a 24 m)
12
12 340
340 aft 12 500 kc/s (24,31 a,
m)
a 18,01 in)
a 16 660 kc/s
16 460 a
Ws (18,23
(18,23 a
22 000
22 200
200 kc/s
kc/s (13,64
(13,64 a
m)
a 13,51
13,51 in)
a 22
22
000 b.
e) Stations
Stations d'a6ronef
d'aeronef
e)
f)
Stations de
radiodiffusion
de radiodiffusion
f) Stations
•Volt
3o.
Voir preambule, sous 3*.

Emetteurs actuelleactuellement en service et
jusqu'au
janvier
lerlanvier
usqu'au let
1944 apres quoi ils
us se
contormeront
conformeront aux
tolerances
indiqules
tolerances indiquees
colonne 2.
2.
dans la colonne

Nouveaux gmet&netteurs
installs A
tours instants
anpartir du
dn ler
ler Jan.
vier 1940.

colonne 1
1
colonne

colonne 2
2
colonne

50
c/s
50 c/s
0,1%
0,1%

20
20 c/s
c/s
0,05%
0,05%

0,5%
0,5%

0,1%
0,1%

0,03%
0,03%
0,04%
0,04%

0,01%
0,01%

0,1%*
0,1%*
0,04%
0,04%

0,05%*
0,05%*
0,02%
0,02%

0,1%*

0,1*

0
05%*
0,05%*

0,05%
0,05%

0,025%
0,025%

50
c/s
50 c/s
0,01%
0,01%

20
c/s
20 c/s
0,005%
0,005%

0,02%
0,02%
0,04%
0,04%

0,01%
0,01%
0,02%
0,02%

0,04%
0,04%

0,02%
0,02%

0,1%*
0,05%
0,05%
0,01%
0,01%

0,05%*
0,05%*
0,025%
0,025%
0,005%
0,005%

0,02%
0,02%
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Tolerances
Tolerances

Frequency
(wavelengths)
Frequency bands (wavelengths)

B. From
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)
(c)

Transmitters
Transmitters In
in
service now and
until January 1,
1,
New transmitwhich
1944, after which
installed
ters installed
date they will
beginning Jannbeginning
Januconform to the
ary 1,
1, 1940
tolerances
tolerances indicated in column 2
2

550 to 1,500 kc
ke (545 to 200 m):
Broadcasting
Broadcasting stations
stations ..
. .....
Land stations .
..........
Mobile stations using the frequency
frequency of
of
1,364 ke
(220 m) .........
kc (220m)

Column 1
1

Column 2
2

50
50 cycles
cycles
0.
1%
0.1%

cycles
20 cycles
0.
05%
0.05%

C. From 1,500 to 6,000 kc (200 to 50 m):
(a)
Fixed stations ..
(a) Fixed
. . . ......
(b)
stations ..
(b) Land
Land stations
. . . ......
(e)
frequencies other
(c) Mobile stations using frequencies
than those of bands
bands indicated in (d):
1,560 to 4,000'kc
4,000 ire (192.3 to 75 m) .. . .
4,000 to
to 6,000 kc (75 to 50
50 m) .
... . . .
frequencies within
(d) Mobile stations using frequencies
the bands:
m). .1
4,115 to 4,165 ko
kc (72.90 to 72.03 m).
5,500 to 5,550 kc (54.55 to 54.05 m) ..
(e)
Aircraft stations
stations ....
(e) Aircraft
. . ....
(f) Broadcasting:
Broadcasting:
(.)
between
kc (200 and
and 1,600
1,600 Ire
between 1,500 and
187.5
187.5 m)
m) ..............
between
(187.5 and
and
6,000 ke
kc (187.5
between 1,600 and 6,000
m)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50 m
6,000 to 30,000 kc (50 to 10 m):
in) :
.
Fixed stations ..
. . ......
Land stations ..
. . .......
Mobile stations using frequencies
other
frequencies other
indicated under (d).
those of bands indicated
than those
frequencies with(d) Mobile stations using frequencies
in the bands:
6,200 to
6,250 kc
48 m)
(48.39 to
to 48
m) .
.
6,200
to 6,250
kc (48.39
in) ..
8,230 to 8,330 kc (36.45 to 36.01 m)
11,000
11,100 kc (27.27 to 27.03 m) .
.
11,000 to 11,100kc
12,340 to 12,500 Ire
in) ..
kc (24.31 to 24 m)
16,460
ko (18.23
in) .
.
18.01 m)
16,660 kc
(18.23 to 18.01
16,460 to 16,660
(13.64 to 13.51 m) .
22,000 to 22,200 kc (13.64
(e) Aircraft
Aircraft stations ..........
(e)
(f)
. . ...
stations ..
Broadcasting stations
(f) Broadcasting

0.
03%
o. 03%
0.
04%
0. 04%

0. 01%
01%
0. 02%
02%

0.
1%*
0. 1%*
0.
04%
o. 04%

0. 05%*
05%*
0.
0.
02%
0. 02%

0. 1%*
1%*

0.
0. 05%*
05%*

0. 05%
05%

0.
0. 025%
025%

20 cycles
cycles

0.. 01%
01%

0. 005%
005%

0. 02%
0.
04%
0.04%

0.
01%
0.01%
0.
0. 02%
02%

0. 04%
0.04%

00. 02%
02%

I

1% *
0.
1%*
05%
0. 05%**

------

193470-41-Pr. 11-23
1934700-41-PT.
I 23

0. 1%
0.1%

cycles
50 cycles

D. From
(a)
(b)
(c)
(c)

•
preamble, under
under 3.
3.
* See
ee preamble,

0.
5%
0.5%

0. 05%
0.
05%

0. 025%
025%
0.

0.
01%
0.01%

005%
0. 005%

-----

I
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Note
1. Les
Les administrations
administrations s'efforceront
s'efforceront de
des progres
de la
la technique
de profiter
profiter des
progres de
technique
Note 1.
pour reduire
red uire progressivement
lea tolerances
tolerances de
de frequence.
frequence.
pour
progressivement les
Note
2. 11
Il eat
entendu que
que les
lea stations
de navire
travaillant dans
dans des
bandes
stations de
navire travaillant
des bandes
Note B.
est entendu
communes
observer lea
applicables aux
terrestres et
et
communes doivent
doivent observer
les tolerances
tolerances applicables
aux stations
stations terrestres
doivent
conformer a
7, §
21 (2)
(2) a).
doivent se
se conformer
a Particle
1'article 7,
§ 21
a).
Note
Les stations
stations de
de radiotelephonie
puissance inferieure
inferieure a
watts,
Note 3.
S. Les
radiot6l6phonie de
de puissance
A 25
25 watts,
utilisees
par lea
services de
phares maritimes
maritimes pour
pour les
lea relations
avec les
lea phares
relations avec
phares
utilis6es par
les services
de phares
boles
assimilees, pour
pour la
stabilito de
mobiles
la stabilit6
de frequence,
frequence, aux
aux stations
stations mobiles
isoles en
en mer,
mer, sont
sont assimilees,
indiquees en
en C
ci-dessus.
indiquees
C ci-dessus.
Note
Les bateaux
pourvus d'un
d'un emetteur
puissance inferieure
inferieure a
a 100
100
4. Les
Note 4.
bateaux pourvus
6metteur d'une
d'une puissance
pas soumis
soumis
watts
travaillant dans
la bande
bande 1
1560-4
000 kc/s
kc/s (192,3-75
560-4 000
(192,3-75 m)
m) ne
ne sont
sont pas
watts travaillant
dans la
aux stipulations
stipulations de
de la
la colonne
1.
colonne 1.
aux

APPENDICE
APPENDICE 2.
tolerances pour l'intensite des harmoniques
harmoniques des stations
Tableau des tolerances
fixes, terrestres et de radiodiffusion.')
radiodiffusion.')
(Voir l'article
Particle 6.)
(Voir
6.)
}Uncles de frequences
Bandes
fr6quences

Tolerances
Tolerances

Frequence
kc/s
Frequence inferieure
inf6rieure a
a 3
3 000
000 kc/s
(longueur d'onde
superieure a
a 100
(longueur
d'onde sup6rieure
100
m)
m)

L'intensite du
produit par
un
L'intensit6
du champ
champ produit
par un
harmonique quelconque
harmonique
quelconque doit
doit etre
Wtre infeinfrieure aa 300
naicrovolts/m a
a5
de
5 km
km de
rieure
300 microvolts/m
l'antenne d'6mission.
d'emission.
l'antenne

Frequence
000 kc/s
Frequence superieure
sup6rieure a
a 33 000
kc/s
(longueur d'onde
(longueur
d'onde inferieure
inferieure aa 100
100
m)
m)

La
harLa puissance
puissance dans l'antenne
1'antenne d'un
d'un harmonique
doit etre
en-dessous de la
la
monique doit
etre 40 db en-dessous
puissance de
fondamentale mais
ne
de la
la fondamentale
mais ne
puissance
doit en
en aucun
aucun cas
cas atre
4re superieure
superieure a 200
200
doit
milliwatts ')
milliwatts

0)
0 En ce
co qui concerne
concern° les
lea tolerances
mobiles, on s'eforcera
s'efforcera d'atteindre
d'atteindre autant qua
tolerances des stations mobiles,
que possible
possible les
les
chiffres indiques
chiffres
Indiques pour les stations fixes.
l'lntenslte des harmoniques ne wait
serait pas suparieure
chlffres fixes,
3) Un
Un emetteur dont l'intensIte
superieure aux cbiffres
fixes, mals qul
qui
cependant occasionnerait
h lea
occasionnerait des brouillages,
broulllages, devra
devrs etre l'objet
'oblet de mesures speciales
speclales tendant
tendant a
les supprimer.
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Note 1.—The
I.-The administrations
Note
administrations shall endeavor to profit by the
the progress of
of the
the
art in
in order to reduce
reduce frequency
frequency tolerances progressively.
progressively.
Note 2.-It
shall be
be understood
understood that ship stations working in shared bands
Note
2.—It shall
bands must
must
observe the tolerances
tolerances applicable
observe
applicable to land stations and
must conform
conform to
to article
article 7,
and must
7
§21 (2) (a).
(a). [No. 186].
186].
Note
S.-Radiotelephone stations with less than 25 watts'
Note 3.—Radiotelephone
watts' power,
employed by
power, employed
by
maritime
beacons for communications
communications with beacons isolated
maritime beacons
isolated at
at sea,
sea, shall
be
shall be
comparable,
reference to frequency
comparable, with reference
frequency stability, to mobile
mobile stations
stations indicated
indicated
in C above.
Note 4.—Ships
4.-Ships equipped
a transmitter, the power of
Note
equipped with a
of which
which is
is under
under 100
100
watts,
in the band of 1,560-4,000
watts, working
working in
1,560-4,000 kc (192.3-75 m),
m), shall
shall not
not be
subject
be subject
stipulations of column
to the stipulations
column 1.
1.

Ante, p. 1471.
1471.

APPENDIX 2
2
Table of
of Tolerances
Tolerances for the Intensity of Harmonics of
of Fixed,
Land,
Fixed, Land,
and Broadcasting Stations
(See article
article 6)
6)
Frequency bands

Ante, p.
Ante,
1429.
p. 1429.

Tolerances
Tolerances

Frequency
Frequency under 3,000 kc
(wavelength
(wavelength above 100
100 m)
m)

The field intensity produced by
by any
harany har-

Frequency
Frequency above 3,000 kc
(wavelength under 100 m)
(wavelength
m)

The power
power of a
a harmonic in
antenna
in the
the antenna
must be 40 db under the
power of
the power
of the
the
fundamental,
fundamental, but in no case may
may it
be
it be
above
above 200 milliwatts.
2
milliwatts.2

monic must be under 300 µv/m
pv/m at
at 5
5 km
km
from the transmitting antenna.

I

I

I With
regard to
with regard
to tolerances
tolerances for mobile
mobile stations, an attempt shall be made
made to achieve,
so far
far as
as possible,
achieve, so
possible,
the figures
figures specified for fixed stations.
A transmitter
the harmonic
A
transmitter the
harmonic intensity
intensity of which is not above the figures
nevertheless
figures specified
specified but
but which
which nevertheless
causes
must be subjected to special measures
causes interference,
interference, must
measures intended
intended to eliminate
such interference.
interference.
eliminate such
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APPENDICE
APPENDICE 3.
Tableau
des largeurs
bande de
de frequences
occupees par
les
par les
frequences occupees
de bande
largeurs de
Tableau des
emissions.
emissions.
(Voir
articles 5
5et
et 6.)
6.)
(Voir les
les articles

Les bandes
bandes de
frequences n6cessaires
necessaires aux diff6rents
differents types d'emisd'6misde fr6quences
Les
sion,
Petat actuel
actuel du
du progres
progres de
de la
technique, sont
indiquees cicisont indiquees
la technique,
en l'6tat
sion, en
dessous.
tableau est
base uniquement
d'amplisur la
la modulation
modulation d'ampliest base
uniquement sur
dessous. Ce
Ce tableau
tude.
Pour la
la modulation
modulation de
on de
de phase,
les largeurs
largeurs
phase, les
de frequence
frequence ou
tude. Pour
de bandes
bandes necessaires
necessaires pour
les diverses
emissions sont
plusieurs
sont plusieurs
diverses emissions
pour les
de
fois plus
grandes.
fois
plus grandes.
ssion
Types
Types d
d'eanission

Largenr totals
la bande
bands en
en periodos
seconds.
par seconde.
priodes par
Largeur
totale de
de la
Pour l'emission
remksion a
edeux
dour bandes
boaacies laterales.
your

AO Ondes
Ondes entretenues
entretenues pas
signapas de signsAO
lisation.
lisation.
Al
Telegraphie, onde
entretenue
onde entretenue
A1 T1eegraphie,
pure
pure
Code
Code Morse
Morse
Code
Code Baudot
Baudot
Imprimeur
Imprimeur arytbmique
arythmique

Numeriquement
is vitesse
vitesse tleteleA la
egale a
Numeriquement egale
graphique en
en bauds
bauds pour
pour la
is frequence
frequence
graphique
fondamentale, 3
largeur pour
pour
3 fois cette largeur
fondamentale,
le
harmonique, etc.
etc.
le 3e harmonique,
[Pour
code de
de 8
8 elements
temps
1eements de
de temps
[Pour un
un code

Imprimeur du
h exploraexploradu type A
Imprimeur
tion

(points
on espaces)
espaces) par lettre
lettre et 48
(points ou
elements de temps par mot, is
la vitesse
61ements
egale ah 0,8 fois la
Is vitesse
en bauds est egale
en
minute].
mots par
par minutel.
en mots
300-1
vitesses de
000, pour
pour des
des vitesses
de 50 mots
300-1 000,
par
conditions de
par minute,
minute, selon
selon les conditions
fonctionnement et
lignes
de lignes
et le
le nombre
nombre de
fonctionnement
7 ou 12) (II
(n n'est
explorees (par exemple 7
n'est
explorees
pas tenu
term compte
harmoniques dans
dans
compte des harmoniques
pas
les valeurs
valeurs ci-dessus).
ci-dessus).
lee

Telegraphie moduli% afrequence
frequence
A2 T61lgraphiemodulee
musicale

Valeurs
figurant sous Al,
Al, plus deux
deux
Valeurs figurant
modulation la
la plus
plus
fois Is
la frequenee
frequence de
de modulation
elevee.
elevee.

A3
A3 Radiotelephonie
Radiotelephonie commerciale
commerciale

nombre indique
les
Deux fois le nombre
indiqu6 par
par les
avis du C. C. I. F. (environ 6
6 000 a
&
8
000). 1)
8 000).')
15
20 000
000
15 000
000 a
A 20

Radiodiffusion
Radiodiffusion
A4
A4 File-simile
Fac-simil6

A
A peu
pen pros
pres le rapport du nombre de
composantes d'images
composantes
d'images ')
2) &
a transmettre au nombre de secondes
secondes necesnecessakes A
al'emission.
l'emission.
saires

A5
A5 Television
Television

A
A peu
pen pres le produit du nombre
nombre de
composantes d'images 2
composantes
s)) par le
le nombre
nombre
d'images transmises
transmises par
par seconde.
d'images
seconde.

i) 1Uest
reconnu
voiesetla
radiotaiephonie secrete, la largeur de
de
es trecoi
l= que pour la radiotWl6phonie
csdioteephonie A
aplusieurs voles
et la radiotelephonic
bands pent
bande
peut etre plus grande.
2.
)Deux
Deus composantes
composantes d'images, une noire et une
s)
nne blanche,
blanche, constituent
constituent un cycle; ainsi,
ainsi,la frequence
frquence de modumottle du nombre de composantes transmises
tmnsmises par
seconds.
lation egale
egale la moiti6
par seconde.
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APPENDIX 3
3
Table of Frequency-Band
Frequency-Band Widths Occupied
Occupied by the Emissions
Emissions
(See articles
articles 5
5 and 6)

frequency bands necessary for the various types of transmisThe frequency
sion, at the present state of technical development,
development, are indicated
below. This table is based solely upon amplitude
amplitude modulation. For
For
frequency or phase modulation,
frequency
modulation, the band widths necessary
necessary for the
various transmissions are many
many times
times greater.
greater.
Type of transmission

Total
the band
band in
cycles
in cycles
Total width
width of
of the
For transmission with two sidebands
sidebands

AO Continuous waves, no
signaling
Al Telegraphy,
Telegraphy, pure,
pure, continuous wave
Morse code
Baudot code
Baudot
Stop-start
Stop-start printer
printer

Scanning-type printer
printer
Scanning-type

Numerically equal to the telegraph
telegraph speed in
Numerically
in
fundamental frequency,
bauds for the
the fundamental
frequency, 33
harmonic,
times this width for the 3d harmonic,
etc.
time elements
elements (dots
(dots or
or
[For a
a code
code of
of 8
8 time
blanks) per letter
letter and 48
blanks)
48 time
time elements
per word, the speed in
bauds shall
equal
per
in bauds
shall be
be equal
to 0.8
0.8 times
times the speed in words
words per
minute.]
300-1,000, for speeds of 50 words
words per min300-1,000,
conditions of operaute, according
according to the
the conditions
operation and the
the number of
of lines scanned
scanned (for
(for
example, 7
7 or 12).
12). (Harmonics
(Harmonics are not
example,
considered
the above
above values.)
values.)
considered in
in the

Telegraphy modulated
modulated
A2 Telegraphy
to musical frequency
frequency

Figures appearing
Figures
appearing under Al,
Al, plus twice
twice the
the
frequency.
highest modulation
modulation frequency.

Commercial radiotelephA3 Commercialradiotelephony

Twice
number indicated
indicated by
by the C.C.I.F.
C.C.I.F.
Twice the number
Opinions (about
6,000 to
to 8,000).
8,000).'1
Opinions
(about 6,000

Broadcasting
Broadcasting

15,000 to 20,000.
20,000.

A4 Facsimile

Approximately
between the numthe ratio between
Approximately the
ber of picture components
components 22 to be transmitted and the number
number of seconds necesmitted
sary for the transmission.

A5 Television
Television

Approximately the product
product of
Approximately
of the
the number
number of
of
picture components
components a
3 multiplied
multiplied by
by the
the
number of pictures
pictures transmitted per second.

I'It is
irecognied
multiplechannel radiotelephony
radio
recognized that the band width may be wider for multiple-channel
radiotelephony and secret radiotelephony.
telephony.
freqmeny
2 Two picture components,
components, one black
black and one white, constitute
constitute a
acycle; thus, the modulation
modulation frequency
equals one half the number of components
components transmitted
transmitted per second.
second.

Ante, pp.
pp. 1427,1429.
Ant,
1427,1429.
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APPENDICE
Tableau indignant
une repartition
frEquences (longueurs
repartition des frequences
indiquant une
Tableau
ulted'onde)
pour servir
servir de
de base
recherches et aux experiences
experiences ulteaux recherches
base aux
d'onde) pour
rieures
sur
le
continent
americain.
americain.
continent
le
sur
rieures
(voir
l'artiele 7).
(voir l'article

1 m)
A1
30 000-300
kc/s (10 A
000 kc/s
000-300 000
30
Free;loes
Fr6qences
Mc/s

30304141444456566066667272-

41
44
56
56
60
66
72
72
78

78-- 90
90
7896
9090- 96
96-108
96-108
108-112
108-112

112-118
112-118
118-123
118-123
123-126
123-126
126-132
126-132
132-156
132-156
156-168
156-168
168-180
168-180
180-192
180-192
192-204
192-204
204-216
204-216
216-224
216-224
224-230
224-230
230-234
230-234
234-246
234-246
246-258
246-258
258-270
258-270
270-282
270-282
282-294
282-294
294-300
294-300

Longueurs
d'onde
Longueurs d'onde
re
m

Services
Services

Fixes
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
Radiodiffusion.
Radiodiffusion.
Television.
Tele1vision.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes
Television.
Tel1vision.
Fixes
Mobiles (Radiophares,
(Radiophares, aeronautiques,
aeronautiques,
et Mobiles
Fixes et
indicateurs).
indicateurs).
Television.
Te61vision.
3,
333
846-3, 333
3, 846-3,
Fixes et
et Mobiles
(y compris les systemes
systemes a6roaeroMobiles (y
Fixes
3,
125
333-3, 125
3, 333-3,
'aveugle).
baraveugle).
nautiques
d'atterrissage a
nautiques d'atterrissage
Television.
Television.
3, 125-2, 778
3,125-2,778
radiophares
lea radiophares
Fixes
Mobiles (y
(y compris
compris lee
et Mobiles
Fixes et
2, 778-2,
778-2, 679
679
2,
a l'aveugle
aeronautiques pour
pour atterrissage
l'aveugle et
atterrissage a
a6ronautiques
pour la
la localisation).
localisation).
pour
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
2,
542
679-2, 542
2, 679-2,
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes
439
2,
542-2, 439
2, 542-2,
Radiophares aeronautiques
d'orientation.
a6ronautiques d'orientation.
Radiophares
2, 439-2, 381
2,439-2,381
a6roports).
Aeronautiques (Controle
(Contr61e du trafic des aeroports).
Aeronautiques
2, 381-2, 273
2,381-2,
Fixes
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
2,
923
273-1, 92I
2, 273-1,
1T1lsign
±s~aaioumusi
Radiodiffusion
(Television).
Aelevloluij/.
1, 923-1, 786
jvaaiouaiuslon
786
1,923-1,
Fixes et
Mobiles.
et Mobiles.
Fixes
1,
786-1, 667
1, 786-1,667
Radiodiffusion
(Television).
Radiodiffusion (T616vision).
1,
667-1, 562
562
1, 667-1,
Fixes
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
1, 562-1, 471
1,562-1,471
(T1l6vision).
Radiodiffusion (Television).
Radiodiffusion
1,
389
471-1, 389
1, 471-1,
Fixes
et Mobiles.
Fixes et
1, 389-1,
389-1, 339
339
1,
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
1, 339-1, 304
1,339-1,304
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes
1, 304-1, 283
1,304-1,283
Radiodiffusion
(Tel6vision).
Radiodiffusion (Television).
1, 283-1, 220
1,283-1,220
Fixes
Mobiles.
et Mobiles.
Fixes et
1,
220-1, 163
1,220-1,163
Radiodiffusion
(Television).
Radiodiffusion (T616vision).
1,
163-1, Ill
1,163-1,111
Fixes
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
1, 111-1, 064
064
1,111-1,
(Television).
Radiodiffusion (Television),
Radiodiffusion
1, 064-1, 020
1,064-1,020
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
1, 02011 Fixes
1,020-

10-7, 317
10-7,317
7,
317-6, 818
818
7,317-6,
6, 818-5, 357
357
6,818-5,
55
5,
3575,3575
-4, 545
-4,545
5
4, 545-4,167
545-4, 167
4,
4, 167-3,
167-3, 846
4,
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APPENDIX
4
Table Showing
Allocation of Frequencies
Showing the Allocation
Frequencies (Wavelengths)
(Wavelengths) to Be
Be
Used
Future Research and Experiment on the
Used as a
a Basis for Future
American Continents
[No. 127]
(See article
article 7)
7) [No.

Ante, p. 1451.
1451.

30,000-300,000
kc (10
(10 to
to 11m)
30,000-300,000 ke
m)
Frequencies
Frequencies
me

30414144445656GO60666672-

Wavelengths
Wavelengths

m

41
44
56
60
66
72
78
78

10
-7.317
10
-7.
317
7.317-6.818
7.
317-6. 818
6.818-5.357
6. 818-5. 357
5.357-5
5. 357-5
5
-4.545
5
-4. 545
4.545-4.167
4. 545-4 167
4.167-3.846
4. 167-3. 846

78- 90
7890
9090- 96

3. 846-3. 333
3.846-3.333
3.
333-a 125
3. 333-3.

96-108
108-112
108-112

3.125-2.778
3. 125-2. 778
2. 778-2. 679
2.778-2.679

112-118
112-118
118-123
118-123
123-126
123-126
126-132
126-132
132-156
132-156
156-168
156-168
168-180
168-180
180-192
180-192
192-204
192-204
204-216
204-216
216-224
224-230
230-234
234-246
246-258
258-270
270-282
282-294
294-300

2.679
72.542
2. 679-2.
542
2.542-2.439
2. 542-2. 439
2.439-2.381
2. 439-2. 381
2.381-2.273
2. 381-2. 273
2.273-1.923
2. 273-1. 923
1.
923-1. 786
1.923-1.786
1.
786-1. 667
1.786-1.667
1.
667-1. 562
1.667-1.562
1. 562-1.
562-1.471
471
1.
1.471-1.389
1.
471-1. 389
1.
389-1. 339
1.389-1.339
1.339-1.304
1.
339-1. 304
1.
304-1. 283
1.304-1.283
1.
283-1. 220
1.283-1.220
1.220-1.163
1.
220-1. 163
1.163-1.111
1.
163-1. 111
1.111-1.064
1.
111-1. 064
1.064-1.020
064-1. 020
1.
1.020-1
1.
020-1

Services

Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting.
Broadcasting.
Television.
Television.
Amateur.
Fixed and mobile.
Television.
Television.
Fixed and mobile (aeronautical
radiobeacon
(aeronautical radiobeacon
markers).
markers).
Television.
Television.
Fixed and mobile (including
aeronautical sys(including aeronautical
tems for blind landing).
Television.
Fixed and mobile (including aeronautical
aeronautical
radiobeacons
radiobeacons for blind landing and for position-finding).
tion-finding).
Amateur.
Fixed and mobile.
orientation.
Aeronautic radiobeacons
radiobeacons for orientation.
Aeronautics
Aeronautics (control of airport traffic).
traffic).
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (television).
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (television).
(television).
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting
(television).
Broadcasting (television).
Fixed and mobile.
Amateur.
Amateur.
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting (television).
(television).
Broadcasting
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (television).
(television).
Fixed and mobile.
Broadcasting (television).
(television).
Fixed and mobile.
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5.
APPENDICE
Rapport
sur une
infraction a
telecommunications
Convention des telecommunications
a la Convention
une infraction
Rapport sur
on aux
aux Reglements
Reglements des
radiocommunications.
des radiocommunications.
ou
(Voir
13.)
l'article 13.)
(Voir l'article

Details relatifs
la station
transgressantles Reglea la
station transgressant
relatifs a
Details
ments.
merts.

d'imprimerie)
1.
Nom, s'il
s'il est
caracteres d'imprimerie)
(en caracteres
est connu
connu (en
1. Nom,
[Rernargue a)]
a)] .............
[Remarque
2.
d'appel (en
(en caracteres
d'imprimerie)
caracteres d'imprimerie).
2. Indicatif
Indicatif d'appel
3.
Nationalite, si
est connue
connue . . . . . . .
elle est
si elle
3. Nationalite,
. . ....
4.
Onde employee
employee (kc/s ou m) ..
4. Onde
5. Systeme
Systeme [Remarque
[Remargue b)].
b)]
. ...........
5.

....
.o.oo.oo..oo..

.o...

.........
o.

.....

o.............

signalant l'irregularitd.
Details
relatifs a
ala station
station signalant
Pirregu/arite.
D6tails relatifs
6.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
9.

Nom (en
(en caracteres
caracteres d'imprimerie)
d'imprimerie) ......
Nom
Indicatif d'appel
(en caracteres
d'imprimerie)
caracteres d'imprimerie).
d'appel (en
Indicatif
Nationalite
Nationalite ...............
Position approximative
[Rentargue c)] ....
approximative [Remarque
Position

Details
Details de l'irrdgularitg.
l'irregvlarite.

. ............

. . ....

..

..

..

..

10. Nom
station en commucommude la station
d)] de
[Remarque d)]
10.
Nom [Remargue
.
l'infraction .
nication aveo
commet l'infraction
avec cello
celle qui commet
nication
11. Indicatif
Indicatif d'appel de la station en communica- ..............
celle qui commet l'infraction
tion avec eelle
l'infraetion . . .
. ..........
12. Heure
Heure [Remarque
[Remargue e)]
e)] et
et date . . . . . . . .
12.
. . . . . . . . . . . .....
f)
. .
[Remarquef)]
13. Nature
de l'irregularit6
l'irregularite [Remargue
13.
Nature de

(& conrapport (It
documents aa I'appui
14.
Extraita du
du journal
de bord
bord et
et autres
autres documents
rappui du rapport
journal de
14. Extraits
n6cessaire). Heure.
au verso,
verso, si necessaire).
tinuer
tinuer au
15. Certificat.
Certificat.
que je Bache,
sache, le compte
.le certifie
certifie que
que le
le rapport
rapport ci-dessus
ci-dessus donne,
donne, autant quo
Je
rendu
exact de
ce qui aaeu lieu.
de ce
complet et
et exact
rendu complet
()..........
Date:
,19 .......
(*)
........... ....
Date: le
Commandant
contresignS par le commandant
a relevd
l'oparateur qui a
sign6 par l'operateur
doit etre
rapport dolt
etre sIgne
releva l'intraction,
l'infraction, et contresigne
*•Ce rapport
1'aeronei, ou
on le chef de la station terrestre.
du navire ou de l'adronef,
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Report of a
a Violation
Telecommunications Convention
Violation of the Telecommunications
Convention or of
of
the Radio Regulations
Regulations
(See
article 13)
(See article

Ante, p. 1491.
Ante,
1491.

Particulars
station violating
violating the
the
Particularsconcerning
concerning the station
Regulations
Regulations

1. Name, if known (in printed letters)
1.
letters) [Note (a)]..
(a)]
2. Call signal (in printed letters)
3. Nationality, if known ..............
(kc or
4. Wave used
used (ke
or in)
m) . . . .

. . . ..

..

.....
. .....

. . . . . .....

System [Note (b)] ................
5. System

....

.....
......

..........

....

......

....
.....

......
.

Particulars
Particulars concerning
station reporting
reporting the
concerning the station
the
irregularity
irregularity
6. Name (in printed letters)
letters)................
7. Call signal (in printed
printed letters)............
letters)
8. Nationality
Nationality. ..
. . . ..
..
.

. . ..
9. Approximate
Approximate position [Note (c)]
(c)]..........

.
. . .
. ...

.

o..

Details
Details of the irregularity
irregularity
10. Name [Note (d)]
communication
(d)] of the station in communication
with the station committing
committing the violation ....
11. Call signal of the station in communication
communication with the
station
station committing the violation . . . . . ...
12. Time [Note (e)] and date ...
..
..
..
. .....
13. Nature
Nature of the irregularity
irregularity [Note (f)]
WI ........

............
.. ..

..

.. .

14. Excerpts
Excerpts from ship log and
and other
other documents supporting
supporting the report
report (to be continued on reverse side, if necessary).
necessary). Time.
15. Certificate.
Certificate.
IIcertify that the foregoing
foregoing report
report represents,
represents, to the best of my knowledge,
knowledge,
a complete and accurate
a
accurate account
account of what took place.
D
ate: ........
. . . . . . 19.
19. . . . (
(*)
Date:
4). . .
. . . . . . . . . . .
(*) This report
(1
report must be signed by the operator who called attention to the violation, and countersigned
countersigned
by the master of the ship or aircraft,
aircraft, or by the chief of the land station.

1600
1600
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INDICATIONS POUR
POUR REMPLIR
FORMULE.
CETTE PORMULE.
REMPLIR CETTE
INDICATIONS
Remarque a)
a) Chaque
rapport no
ou d'une
d'un seul
seul navire ou
que d'un
ne fera mention
mention que
Chaque rapport
Remarque
seule
remarque d).
seule station, voir remarque
Remarque b) Type Al, A2, A3 ou B.
Remarque c)
c) Applicable
seulement aux
aux navires
navires et
et aeronefs,
etre exprimee
exprimee
doit etre
a6ronefs, doit
Applicable seulement
Remarque
en latitude
et longitude
longitude (Greenwich)
ou par
par un
relevement vrai et distance
distance en
en
un relevement
(Greenwich) ou
latitude et
en
mules marins
ou en
en kilometres
quelque endroit
connu.
endroit bien connu.
de quelque
kilometres de
marins ou
milles
Remarque d)
stations en
communication enfreignent
enfreignent les Reglements,
en communication
les deux stations
d) Si les
Remarque
separement pour chacune de ces stations.
un rapport sera fait separ6ment
a 2400),
2400),
Remarque
Dolt etre exprimee
exprimee par un groupe de quatre chiffres (0000 A
e) Doit
Remarque e)
temps moyen
Greenwich (T.M.G.).
(T.M.G.). Si l'infraction porte
port,e sur
our une p6riode
periode
de Greenwich
temps
moyen de
considerable, lea
heures devront
marge du n.
no 14.
indiquees dans la marge
devront etre indiquees
les heures
considerable,
irregularites, A
ft
requis pour chacune des irregularit6s,
s6pare eat
est requis
rapport separe
Remarque f) Un rapport
mains
que les erreurs
evidemment ete
n'aient
faites par la meme personne et n'aient
ete faiths
erreurs n'aient 6videmment
moins que
eu
rapports doivent etre
lieu que
que dans une courte periode de temps. Tous les rapports
eu lieu
envoyes
etablis dans la mesure du possible a
ft la machine
et etre
Atre 6tablis
exemplaires et
envoyes en deux exemplaires
ft ecrire.
&
(L'emploi du crayon indelebile
papier carbone
carbone est autoris6.)
autorise.)
indelebile et du papier
(L'emploi
POUR
ITISAGE EXCLUS/F
L'ADMINISTRATION.
DE L'ADMINISTRATION.
L'USAGE
EXCLUSIF DE
POUR I
1.
controle de l'installation
1. Compagnie ayant le contr6le
de la
la station
laquelle plainte
plainte est
eat portee.
port6e .
station contre
contre laquelle
de
l'operateur de la station tenu respon2. Nom de l'operateur
.
.
Reglements
sable de l'infraction aux Reglements
3. Mesure prise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. . . .........

..
. . . . .......
. . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.
APPENDICE 6.
APPENDICE
deuxibme
classees dans la deuxieme
service des stations de navire classees
Heures
Ileums de service
categorie.
cat6gorie.
7 ainsi que les
Al'appendice
graphiques et carte a
les graphiques
(Voir lea
l'appendice 7
lea articles 15 et 25).

Zone
Zones

Limltes
',Unites
Ouest
Ouest

Lilmltes Est
I.Iniltes
Est

Durfe
Durt,edes heures de service
de Greenwich)
(temps moyen do
Greenwich)
(T.M.O.)
8 heures
houres
8
(118)
(118)

16 henres
heures
(1118)
(116)

A 10h
de 8h h.
a 14h
de 12h ft
14h
16h a
A 18h
de
18h
de 16h
de
de 20h
20h a,a 22h
22h

6h
de Oh aA 6h
A 14h
de 8h a
de 16h aA. 18h

A
A
AtlanOcean At'antique Est,
MediterraMediterranee, Mer du
Nord, Baltique.

M
ridien
Meridien
30° W.
W.
30°
C6te du
GroenGroenland.

Meridien
Meridien 30°
30° E,
E, au
Sud de la c6te
d'Afrique,
d'
Afrique, Limites
Est de la MediMediterranee,
Mer
terranee, de la Mer
Noire et de la Baltique,
Meridien
Meridien
30° E
E au
au Nord de
la Norvege.
-

de 20h aA, 22h
22h

---------
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INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR
FILLING IN
FOR FILLING
IN THIS
THIS FORM
FORM

Note
(a) Each
Each report
Note (a)
report will
only to
one ship
or one
station.
will refer
refer only
to one
ship or
one station.

See Note
Note d.
See
d.

Note (b) Type Al,
Al, A2, A3,
A3, or
or B.
Note (c) Applicable
Applicable to ships and aircraft only; must be expressed either
either in latilatitude and longitude (Greenwich)
a true bearing
(Greenwich) or by a
bearing and distance
distance in nautical
miles or in kilometers from some well-known place.
place.
Note (d) If both communicating
Regulations, a
a separate
communicating stations violate the Regulations,
report shall be made for each one of these stations.
report
Note (e) Must be expressed
a group of four figures (0000 to 2400) Greenwich
expressed by a
Greenwich
mean time (G. M.
M. T.). If the violation covers a
a considerable
considerable period of time, the
the
hours must be shown in the margin of item no. 14.
A separate
Note (f) A
separate report is required for each irregularity,
irregularity, unless the violations have obviously
obviously all been made by the same person
person and have occurred
occurred within
short time. All reports must be forwarded in duplicate and, when
when practicable,
practicable,
must be typewritten.
typewritten.
(Indelible pencil
pencil and carbon
carbon paper may be used.)
FOR
USE OF
OF THE
THE ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION ONLY
FOR THE
THE USE
ONLY

1. Company controlling
controlling the installation of the station
against which complaint
complaint is made.
made
....
. . . . . . . . ..
2. Name of the operator
operator of the station
station held responsible
responsible
for the violation of the Regulations
Regulations .
. . . . . . . .
........
8. Action taken.
taken. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
..

. . ....
. . . .

APPENDIX 66
APPENDIX
Hours of Service
Service for Ship Stations in the Second
Second Category
Post, p. 1605; ante,
ppost
ante,
pp.
1499,
1549.
pp.
1499,p.1549.

(See
chart and map,
map, appendix
appendix 7,
also articles
(See chart
'7, also
articles 15
15 and
and 25)
25)
-

I
service (Greenwich
(Greenwich
Hours of service
mean time) (G.M.T.)
Zones

Western limits
Western

limlms
Eastern limits
8 hours
8
(II
(11 8)

16 hours
(II 16)

A
A
Eastern Atlantic
lanti
c
Ocean,
Ocean,
MediterraMediterran e
e a
an,
n
n,
North Sea,
Baltic

Meridian 30°
Meridian
W.,
W., coast of
Greenland
Greenland

from
Meridian 30
30°° E.,
south of the coast
coast
of Africa,
Africa, eastern
limits of MediterMedit,erranean,
of the
Black Sea and of
the Baltic, meridian 30° E. north
of Norway
Norway

to

88 10
12 14
14
16 18
18
20 22
o'clock
o'clock

from

to

00 66
88 14
16 18
20 22
22
o'clock

154
STAT.
[54 SAT.
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Zones
Zones

Lbnites
Limites
Ouest
Ouest

Duree
des heures de service
service
Dur6e des
(temps
moyen de
de Greenwich)
Greenwich)
(temps moyen
(T.M.G.)
(T.M.G.)

Limites
Est
Limites Est

88heures
heures
(138)
(H8)

16 heures
heures
(1116)
(H16)

B
B
4h
4h
813.
8h
12h
12h
16h
16h

a 6h
6h de
de
A
de
a 10h
10h de
de
14h de
aa 14h
de
b.
18h de
a 18h
de
de

Oh a,
2h
A 2h
Oh
411 A
a 1Oh
10h
4h
12h
14h
12h aa 14h
16h
18h
16h aa 18h
20h a
24h
A 24h
20h

Meridien
80° E,
Cote
E, C6te
Meridien80°
Ouest de
de Ceylan
Ceylan
Ouest
au Pont
Pont d'Adam,
d'Adam,
au
de
POuest, le
le
la aa l'Ouest,
de la
long
des cotes
cotes de
de
long des
l'Inde.
l'Inde.

de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de

Limite
Est
Limite Est
de
e 1
1a
a
d
ZoneB.
ZoneB.

Meridien
160° E.
Meridien 160°

de
Oh
de Oh
de 4h
4h
de
de 8h
8h
de
de 12h
12h
de

de Oh
a 6h
6h
a.
Oh A
2h de
a 2h
de 8h
a
10h
8h aa 10h
6h de
a 6h
14h
A 10h
10h de
12h aa 14h
de 12h
de 16h
16h a
22h
a 22h
14h de
aa 14h

Limite Est
Est
Limite
d
e 11 aa
d e
Zone
C.
ZoneC.

Meridien
140 ° W.
Meridien 140°

de
de Oh
de 4h
4h
de 8h
8h
de
de 20h
de

de Oh
2h
Oh aa 2h
a 2h de
a
6h
de 4h
4h b. 6h
a 6hde
6h de
a 1Oh
10h
de 8h a
1Oh de
aA 10h
a 18h
12h a
18h
de 12h
ab. 22h de
24h
de
a 24h
20h a,
de 20h

Limite
Est
Limite Est
1 aa
e 1
d e
d
Zone
Zone D.

Meridien
W, jus0° W,
Meridien 90°
qu'a. la cote de l'Aqu'alac6tedel'ACentrale,
merique
m6rique Centrale,
ensuite
la C6te
Cote
cnsuite la
1'Am6riOuest de l'Ameriet de
que Centrale
Centrale et
que
du
l'Amerique du
l'Am6rique
Nord.

de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de

de
2h de
a 2h
h
de
6hde
ab. 6h
de
a 18h de
b.
de
22h de
ab. 22h

Oh
Oh
4h
8h
8h
16h

2h
h
a 2h
aa 6h
6h
aa 14h
14h
aa 22h

a 2h de
Meridien
30° W,
W, de
de Oh a
30°
Meridien
de 12h
a 14h de
12h a
Cote
du GroenGroen- de
C6te du
a 18h de
de 16h
de
16h a
land.
land.
22h de
de 20h
20h a
a 22h
de

h
Oh
4h
12h
20h

a, 2h
21
aa 1Oh
101
aa 181
18h
22h
aa 221

Est
Limite Est
Ocean
Indien Limite
Ocean Indien
de
a
0 uest
,
d e lla
uest,
Zone A.
A.
Zone
Ocean
ArcOc6an Arctique
tique Est.

C
C
Ocean Indien
Indien
Oc6an
Est, Mer
de
Mer de
Est,
Chine,
h i n e,
C
Ocean
Pad.Ocean Pacifique Ouest.

D
Ocean
PacifiOc6an Pacifique Central.
queCentral.

E
E
Ocean PacifiPacifiOcean
que
que Est.

Oh
Oh
4h
4h
16h
16h
20h
20h

F
F
Ocean
AtlantiOc6anAtlantique
que Ouest
et
Golfe du
et Golfe
Mexique.
Mexique.

Meri
di en
M6ridien
W,
90°
90°
Golfe
du
Golfe du
Mexique,
Mexique,
Cete
Est
C6te Est
1'Ade
de l'Am6rique
merique
du Nord.
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(Greenwich
Hours of service (Greenwich
mean time) (G.M.T.)
Zones

Western limits
Western

Eastern
Eastern limits
88hours
(H
8)
(H 8)

B
B
Western InWestern
di
n
d i aa n
Ocean,
Ocean,
Eastern
Eastern
Arctic
A r c t i c
Ocean

Eastern limit
limit
of Zone
Zone A
A
of

Meridian
80°
Meridian
E.,
west coast of CeyCeyIon to the Pont
ion
d'Adam,
d'Adam, thence
westward
along
the Indian
Indian coast

C
C
Eastern InEastern
dian Ocean,

Eastern limit
Eastern
B
of Zone B

Meridian
Meridian 160° E.

China Sea,
Sea,
China
Western
Western
Pacific
Pacific
Ocean
Ocean

Meridian 140° W.
Meridian

Eastern limit
of Zone
Zone D

Meridian 90° W. to
Meridian
the
coast of CenConthe coast
tral
tral America then
the west coast of
Central America
and of North
America.

F
F
Western AtWestern
lantic
1a n t i c
Ocean and
Ocean
Gulf of
Mexico

from
00
44
88
12

to
22
66
10
10
14

J-

Meridian 30° W.,
Meridian
coast of GreenGreenland
land

to

00 22
4
4
66
8
8 10
20 22
o'clock

from
0
0
44
16

to
2
2
6
6
18

20 22
o'clock

from
from

Meridian 90°
Meridian
W., Gulf of
Mexico,
Mexico,
coast
east coast
of North
North
America
America

(H 16)

to
to
from
0
2
0
2
4
4 10
14
12 14
16 18
20 24

o'clock
o'clock

from
from

Eastern limit
of Zone C

E
E
Eastern Pacific Ocean

to
4
4
66
8
8 10
12 14
16 18
o'clock

o'clock

D
D
Central Pacific Ocean

from
from

16 hours

to
0
2
2
0
12 14
16
18
16 18
22
20 22
o'clock
o'clock

to
from
to
0
6
0
6
8
8 10
12
14
12 14
16 22
o'clock

from

to
to
0
2
0
2
44 6
6
10
88 10
18
12 18
20 24
o'clock
o'clock

from

to
to

00 2
2
44 6
6
88 14
16 22
o'clock
o'clock

from
from

to
to

00 2
2
4
10
4 10
18
12 18
20
22
20 22
o'clock
o'clock
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APPEND
ICE 7.
7.
APPENDICE
Heures
service des stations de navire classees
classees dans la deuxibme
deuxieme
de service
Heures de
categorie.
cat6gorie.
(Voir le
l'appendice 6,
ainsi que
que les
lee articles
15 et
et 25).
25).
articles 15
6, ainsi
le tableau
tableau aa, l'appendice
(Voir
Temps moyen
moyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T. M. G.).
Temps
-

-

-

- It.

l

krg•

a.

Temps moyen
ruoyen de Greenwich
Greenwich (T. M.
M. G.).

APPENDICE 8.
service.
Documents de service.
Documents
(Voir les
lea articles
16).
(Voir
articles 15 et 16).

c6tieres et de navire.
stations atieres
des stations
Nomenclature des
Tome
navire.
Tome I.
I. Nomenclature
PANTIE
PARTIE A.

COTIIRES.
STATIONS CoTIERES.
INDEX
INDEX ALPHABITIQUE
ALPHAIthIQUE DES STATIONS
de la
Nom de
station
11

Indicatif
Indicant'
d'appel
22

Voir partie B
B
Volr
page
Page

3
3
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APPENDIX 77
Service for Ship Stations in the Second
Second Category
Hours of Service
1601, 1199,
Ante, pp.
pp. 1601,1499,

(See table
15 and
and 25)
25)
(See
table in
in appendix
appendix 6,
6, also
also articles
articles 15

V

.

Lem:1.160

o

1549.
1549.

q

•

....

"E

..

a•.
.4

i

-,....

:.

Lon g.
140* W

..

e

0
...

3. Lon g.00°W

4

eri
0

•

.

0

•Long. 30'W
O'
..
". Long. 30•E
..
o
. Long. 80* E

©

(:_y

It.

2

•--....... ,

...

MEM

16

c
c

O. P. K. r
,
.. Is. ik ig.11. Kik

Greenwich
(G. M.
M. T.)
Greenwich mean
mean time
time (G.
T.)

APPENDIX
APPENDIX 8
8
Service Documents
Documents
Ante, pp.
pp. 1499,1501.
1499, 1501.
Ante,

(See articles
and 16)
16)
(See
articles 15
15 and

Volume I.
I. Nomenclature
Coast and
and Ship
Stations
of Coast
Ship Stations
Nomenclature of
Volume
PART A.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF COAST
COAST STATIONS
ALPHABETICAL

Name of the

C
i
Call signal
Call signal

See part B
page
pge

1
1

2
2

33

station
station

[54
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PARTIE
PARTIE

B.
B.

ETAT SIGNALETIQUE
SIGNALATIQUE DES STATIONS
STATIONS C6TIREES.
EoTaRES.
ETAT

(Nom du pays
}
(Nomr
du stations
pays
par
alphabetique.)
Nom
des
par ordre
ordre alphabetique.)

Nom des stations

Service

-

1I

2
2

al
an

...)rg
f'24
4
c..
kcis
kc/s

a,

(m)
(m)

33

44

5
5

09-.

-2

g S

a-

Heures
d'ouverture 9

IndleatIf d'appel

Nom

Position g6ographique exacte
exacte de
Pantenne
I'antenne emettrice
6mettrice 2)
..

DC74,

8
8^2

kW

Nature

..-..

-K

Nom
la
dela
de
stations)
station")

Puissance dans
l'autenne g)

Ondes

7

8

66

7
7

8
8

Observations')r)
Observations
:',".
...

2

E-,

99

10

2
)L'onde
I)

travail est
en caracttees
caracteres gras.
gras.
est imprim6e
mprimee en
de travail
L'onde normale
normale de
en degres,
degas, minutes
minutes et
secondes.
et secondes.
de Greenwich
Greenwich en
s) Meridien de
directivite et l'azimunt.
le
cas
d'antenne.s
directives,
il
y
a
lieu
d'indiquer
Ia ditectivit6
Pazimut.
la
d'indiquer
il
y
a
lieu
I) Dans le cas d'antennes directives,
I) Tempsmoyende
Temps moyen de Greenwich
M. G.).
G.).
(T. M.
Greenwich (T.
*)
appliquee par
etla
ctiere et
2) La
La taxe
taxe telegraphique
dupays
pays dont
la taxe appliquAe
par ce
ce pays
pays aux
station oblate
dependla station
dont d6pendla
Interieure du
telegraphique int6rieure
s)
t616grammes
limitrophes sent
sont indiquees
presente nomenclature.
nomenclature.
a la
la presente
une annexe
annexe A
dans one
indiquees dans
des pays
pays limitrophes
destination des
t6fgranmmesaAdestination
2)Meridien
2)Dana

le
6cheant, le
a lien d'indlquer,
il y
y a
privie, II
2
)8i
Si les
comptes de
taxes sont
sont liqulds
liquid6s par une exploitation
exploitation priv6e,
d'indiquer, le cas echeant,
de taxes
les comptes
9)
cette exploitation privee.
de cette
nom et
et l'adresse
Padresse de
privee.
nom
desllstes
la transmission
2)) Renseignements
les heures
transmission des
listes d'appelset,
d'appels et, si
pour la
d'appel pour
heures d'appel
concernant les
particuliers conoernant
Renseignements particuliers
possible, les
les heures
heures pendant
pendant lesquelles
les stations
stations citiires
catieres assurent
assurent P6coute
les diverses
longueurs d'onde,
d'onde,
diverses longueurs
sur les
l'6coute stir
lesquelles les
possible,
etc.
etc.
radiot6l&
dirigerles
il faut diriger
sur lesquelles
cotieres cur
les stations cotieres
2
)Pour
Pour chaque
pays, on
on dolt
indiquer la
is ou
on les
lesquelles Ii
les radiate&
doit indiquer
chaque pays,
I)
grammes destines
destin6s A
A6tre
is par
par ondes
ondes courtes
Ades
navire.
de navire.
stations de
des stations
courtes A
transmis
Atre transm
grammes
PARTIE
PARTIE

C. ETAT
NAVIRE.
STATIONS DE NAVIRE.
SIGNALkTIQUE DES STATIONS
C.
ETAT SIGNALETIQuE

ou
publi6s en deux on
Les
relatifs aa ces
sont publies
stations sont
ces stations
renseignements relatifs
Les renseignements
trois
lignes
dans
l'ordre
suivant
trois lignes dans l'ordre suivant:
ireligne.
Ire ligne.
navire, suivie
taxe du navire,.
Indicatif
d'appel au-dessous
au-dessous duquel
duquel figurera
la taxe
figurera la
Indicatif d'appel
d'un renvoi
pour designer
designer l'administration
I'exploitation
1'administration ou l'explottation
renvoi pour
d'un
privet) a
laquelle les
les comptes
taxe doivent
doivent etre
adresses. En
etre adresses.
de taxe
comptes de
A laquelle
privee
cas de
changement de
l'exploitant, un second renvoi,
1'adresse de l'exploita,nt,
de l'adresse
de changement
cas
apres la
la taxe,
taxe, donnera
la nouvelle
nouvelle adresse
et la
la date
date a
a partir
partir de
adresse et
donnera la
apres
laquelle le
le changement
changement entrera
en vigueur;
entrera en
laquelle
nom du
range A l'ordre alphabetique
alphabetique sans consideration
consideration de
navire rang6
du navire
nom
d'homonymie; dans
nationalite, suivi
l'indicatif d'appel
d'appel en cas d'homonymie;
suivi de 1'indicatif
nationalite,
ce
cas, le
le nom
et Pindicatif
separes par
de fraction;
fraction;
barre de
une barre
par une
sont separes
l'indicatif sont
nom et
ce cas,
plusieurs
ensuite, des
des notation
notation Z,
4, A,
A, etc.
etc. Lorsque
Lorsque deux
ou plusieurs
deux ou
ensuite,
stations
de navire
memo nationalite
memo nom,
nom,
le mmme
portent le
nationalit6 portent
de meme
navire de
stations de
ainsi
quo dans
oi1es
comptes de taxes
adresses
doivent etre adress6s
taxes doivent
les comptes
cas ou
dans les
les cas
ainsi que
directement
il est
fait, dans
dans un renvoi,
est fait,
navire, il
du navire,
proprietaire du
au proprietaire
directement au
mention
du nom
nom de
de la
compagnie de
de navigation
navigation ou
ou de
de l'armateur
1'armateur
la compagnie
mention du
navire;;
auquel appartient le navire
puissance
en kilowatts;
kilowatts;
dans l'antenne
1'antenne en
puissance dans
metres-amperes,
parentheses, pour
(600 m).
m). kc/s (600
pour 500
500 kc/s
entre parentheses,
metres-amperes, entre
Pour etablir le
"metres-amperes", on multiplie la hauteur
hauteur
le produit "metres-amperes",
Pour
reelle
de l'antenne
en metres a partir
partir de
de la
la ligne de charge par le
1'antenne en
r~elle de
courant efficac,e
amperes a
1'antenne;
a la
la base de l'antenne;
efficace en
en amperes
courant
nature du
du service;
service;
nature
heures
d'ouverture sous
on de renvoi.
forme de notation de service ou
sous forme
heures d'ouverture
notation
Les heures
heures indiquees
autrement que
forme de notation
que sous forme
indiquees autrement
Les
indiquees en temps moyen de
de service doivent etre indiquees
de
Greenwich
Greenwich (T. M. G.).
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PART
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF COAST STATIONS
PART B.
B . DESCRIPTIVE
(Name of the country 1in
lin alp
alphabetical
l order)
Name of
the stations
Name
of the
stations
alphbetical order)
Wave

Service

33

44

3

6
6

8

9

6

7

A

kw

55

Charges

22

E

Working hours

kc(m)

Remarks?
Remarks 7

Nature

U
0

'74
3

1I

g

Power
in the antenna

a
o
o

a
g

er

station

Exact geogeoExact
graphical
graphical
location
of
location of
the
transthe transmiffing
mitting
antenna
antenna'3

*§a
ain

Typo

Name of
Name
the
station 3

Frequencies (wavelengths) I

>r-H

10
10

I The normal working-wave
working-wave is printed in boldface type.
3
minutes, and
seconds.
3 Greenwich
Greenwich meridian,
meridian, in
in degrees,
degrees, minutes,
and seconds.
' In
3
In the case of directive
directive antennas, indicate
indicate directivity and azimuth.
azimuth.
Greenwich mean
(G.M.T.)
AGreenwich
mean time
time (O.M.T.)
I The internal telegraph
telegraph charge
charge of the country to which the coast station belongs and the charge applied
applied
by this country to telegrams addressed to adjoining countries
countries are given
given in an annex to the present
present nomenclature.
If the accounts
accounts for charges are settled by a
aprivate
private operating enterprise,
if need
be, the
name
enterprise, indicate, if
need be,
the name
and
of this
operating enterprise.
and address
address of
this private
private operating
enterprise.
' Special information concerning
I
concerning the calling
calling hours for the transmission
if possible,
possible, the
transmission of
of call
call lists,
lists, and,
and, if
the
hours during
during which coast
coast stations keep
watch on
on the
the various
wavelengths, et
keep watch
various wavelengths,
et cetera.
cetera.

' There
1
There must be indicated
indicated for each
each country
country the coast
coast station
coast stations
which radiotelegrams
station or
or coast
stations to
to which
radiotelegrams
intended for short-wave
short-wave transmission
transmission to ship stations
stations must
must be
be sent.
sent.
PART
PART C.
C. DESCRIPTIVE
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF SHIP STATIONS

The
information relating to these
two or
or
The information
these stations
stations is
is published
published in
in two
order:
three lines in the
the following order:
First line:
line:
First
the ship
ship charge,
charge, followed
by a
Call signal
signal below which
which will
will appear
appear the
followed by
a
reference
reference to indicate the administration
administration or
or private operating
operating
enterprise
enterprise to which the accounts
accounts for
charges must be addressed.
addressed.
for charges
In case of a
operating agency,
seca change of
of address
address of
of the
the operating
agency, aa second reference
reference after the charge will give the new address and
and
the date on which the change will
become effective.
will become
effective.
Name of the ship,
alphabetical order
order without
regard to
Name
ship, placed in alphabetical
without regard
to
nationality
nationality followed
followed by the
the call
call signal
signal in case
case of homonymy;
homonymy; in
in
this case, the name and call
separated by
fraction
call signal
signal shall be
be separated
by a
a fraction
bar; next, the symbols X.,
cetera. When
X, A, et cetera.
When two or
or more
more
ship
the same
as
ship stations of
of the same nationality
nationality have the
same name,
name, as
well
be sent
sent directly
well as in
in cases where
where statements
statements of charges
charges must
must be
directly
made, in
to the
the owner
owner of
of the
the ship, mention
mention shall
shall be
be made,
in a
a footnote,
footnote,
of
or of
to
of the name
name of the shipping company or
of the
the ship-owner
ship-owner to
which
which the
the ship belongs.
belongs.
Power
Power in
in the
the antenna
antenna in kilowatts.
Meter
amperes, in
parentheses, for 500 kc
kc (600 m).
Meter amperes,
in parentheses,
m).
order to
the "meter-ampere"
product, the
the real
real height
height
In order
to obtain
obtain the
"meter-ampere" product,
measured from the
transmission line,
line,
of the antenna
antenna in meters, measured
the transmission
is
amperes at
at the
the base
is multiplied by
by the effective
effective current in amperes
base
of the antenna.
antenna.
Nature of the service.
service.
Working hours shown as
service indication
indication or
note.
as aaservice
or note.
Hours shown otherwise
otherwise than in the form of service indications
i'ndications
must be given in Greenwich
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.)
19347W -41—PT.
193470°-41-PT.
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2e et
lignes.
et Se
Se lignes.
2e
(pour
la taxe,
voir Ire
ire ligne).
ligne).
taxe, voir
(pour la
Pays
dont releve
la station
station (indication
(indication abregee);
types et
indications
et indications
abregee); types
releve la
Pays dont
des bandes
bandes de
de fr6quences
frequences d'6mission.
d'ernission.
des
Les indications
indications des
bandes de
frequences sont donn6es
donnees par les
de frequences
des bandes
Les
abreviations suivantes
suivantes imprimees
en caracteres
gras:
caracteres gras:
imprimees en
abr6viations
w=
160 kc/s
kc/s
(3
875 m)
000-1 875m)
(3 000-1
160
100w= 100—
600m)
x= 375375—
500
(
800— 600
m)
( 800kc/s
500 kc/s
x=
86m)
( 200y=1
500— 33 500
kc/s
(
200—
86 m)
500kc/s
y=l 500z=4 000-22
000-22 000
kc/s
(
14
14 m)
75( 75—
000 kc/s
z=4
La signification
des abr6viations
est indiqu6e
indiquee au
au bas de chaque
abr6viations est
signification des
La

deuxieme page
nomenclature.
page de la nomenclature.
deuxieme

Ces
abreviations sont,
sont, si
necessaire, suivies
suivies de
renvois A la fin
fm de
de renvois
si n6cessaire,
Ces abr6viations
la
nomenclature,
pour
des
observations
succinctes
et
l'indication
des
l'indication
et
succinctes
observations
des
la nomenclature, pour
r6glages
frequences
(longueurs d'onde)
pour lesquelles les reglages
d'6mission pour
d'onde) d'emission
fr6quences (longueurs
sont
faits, l'onde
l'onde normale
normale de
de travail
travail &ant
imprimee en caracteres
caracteres gras.
etant imprim6e
sont faits,
Tome
Nomenclature des
d'aeronef.
aeronautiqueset d'aeronef.
stations agronautiques
des stations
II. Nomenclature
Tome II.
PARTIE
A.
PARTIE A.

AERONAUTIQUES.
INDEX
ALPHABATIQUE DES STATIONS
STATIONS AtRONATITIQUES.
INDEX ALPHABIETIQUE
Nom
la
de la
Nom de
station
station

1
1

PARTIE
B.
PARTIE B.

Indicatif
Indicattf
d'appel
d'appel

Voir partie
partie
Voir
B page
page
B

2
2

33

STATIONS AERONAUTIQUES.
ETAT SIGNALETIQUE
SIGNALLTIQUE DES STATIONS
AARONAUTIQUES.
ETAT

(Nom du pays
par ordre alphabetique.)
par orre alphab6tique.)
stations
stationsr
des stations
Nom
Nom
Nom des

Service

Ondes

a

a
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co

4

kc/s
(m)
kc/s (m)

2
2
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I

1
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tmettrice
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a
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1

8
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-
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L'onde normale de travail
I) L'onde
travail set
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l'azimnt.
directivittet
lien d'indiquer
y aalieu
d'antennes directives, il
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at l'azimnt.
le ow
cas d'antennes
Dans le
8) Dane
4
)Temps
Greenwich (T.
('r. M.
M. G.).
0.).
moyen de Greenwich
4)
Temps moyen
appliqu6e par
taxe appliqués
4
tam telegraphique
aeronantique et la tam
pays dont depend la station aeronautique
int&erire du pays
teegraphiqne Moslems
La taxe
5))La
presente
&la presents
nne annexe a
ce pays
pays anx
aux tehlgrammes
it destination
limitrophes sont indiquees
indiquees dans
dens tine
destination des pays limitrophes
teegrammes &
ce
nomenclature.
nomenclature.
le casecheant,le
2
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exploitation privee.
lieu d'indiquer,
d'indiquer, Is
cas 6cheant.le
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par sine
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Second
third lines:
lines:
Second and
and third
(For
charges, see
first line)
(For charges,
see first
line)
Country to which the station
station is subject (abbreviated indication);
indication);
types
types and
and indications
indications of
emission.
of frequency
frequency band
band of
of emission.
The indications
frequency bands
given by
The
indications of
of frequency
bands shall
shall be
be given
by the
the following
following
abbreviations
printed in
abbreviations printed
in boldface
boldface type:
type:

w=
w= 100—
100- 160
160 kc
kc
x= 375—
375- 500
500 kc
kc
y=1,500—
kc
y=1,500- 3,500
3,500 kc
z=4,000-22,000 kc
z=4,000-22,000

(3,000-1,875
m)
(3,000-1,875 m)
600 m)
(( 800—
800- 600m)
(( 200—
200- 86
86 m)
m)
(
75—
14
( 7514 m)
m)

The meaning of the
the abbreviations
shall be
be indicated
of
abbreviations shall
indicated at
at the
the foot
foot of
each
second
page
of
the
nomenclature.
each second page of the nomenclature.
These
necessary, be followed
followed by
These abbreviations
abbreviations shall, if necessary,
by footnotes
footnotes at
at
the end of the nomenclature
nomenclature for brief remarks and indication of the
frequencies of emission (wavelengths)
frequencies
(wavelengths) for which adjustments are
are
working-wave being printed in
made, the
the normal working-wave
in boldface
boldface type.
II. Nomenclature
Stations
Volume II.
Nomenclature of
of Aeronautical
Aeronautical and
and Aircraft Stations
PART A.
A. ALPHABETICAL
ALPHABETICAL INDEX
INDEX OF
PART
OF AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL STATIONS
STATIONS
Name of
of the
Name
the
station
station

ll signal
sigal
Call
al

11

1

Seepart
B
see
part B
i

I

Page
page

22

3
3

PART
B. DESCRIPTIVE
DESCRIPTIVE LIST
OF AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL STATIONS
PART B.
LIST OF
STATIONS
(Name of the countr
(Name
countryl.
alphabetical order)
order)
stationsY Jjin
in alphabetical
Name
of the
the stations
Name of
Waves
Waves

2
2
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4
4

5
5

66

P4

S kw

l

8
8

9
9

10
10

M

a

2a

7
7

Remarks
Remarks

4

L

,8

Q"
=a0a0

Working hours

U

3

Nature

g
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9
u

s,

Power in the antenna,

a

11

EE

-M

M

E xact
i ge
i
oExact
geographical locagraphical
o
a
f
fta
tion cof
the s.
transmitting
antenna
antenna 3

Frequency
(wavelength), kc (m)

the sta.
station
tion

Type

Name of
Name

For recaption
ception

Frequencies I(wavelengths), kc (m)

For transmission
mission

Service

t44

..

S

We.1
B

11
11

12
12

I The normal working-wave
working-wave is printed in boldface type.
I
degrees, minutes,
minutes, and
and seconds.
seconds.
I Greenwich
Greenwich meridian, in degrees,
I
directive antennas, indicate directivity and azimuth.
I In the case of directive
Greenwich mean time
time (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
4 Greenwich
I
internal telegraph
charge
aeronautical station is subject and the charge
I The internal
telegraph charge of the country to which the aeronautical
applied
country to telegrams
addressed to adjoining
present
adjoining countries are
are given in an annex to the present
telegrams addressed
applied by this country
nomenclature.
nomenclature.
settled by a
aprivate operating enterprise, indicate the name and address
address
*•If the accounts for charges are settled
of this private
private operating
operating enterprise.
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1
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E-.
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z
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5
5

4
4
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Nature du service
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l
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Nom et
et adresse
adresse

g

11o
.4.

0

or

'aSts

3

Fraquences I)
(longueurs)

°
do

Indlcatif
at
d'appel
d'appol

Oxides
Ondes

"
m o,o '

Nom de la station on marque
de nationalita et d'immatriculation

Les
sont rangees
par ordre
ordre alphabetique
de l'indicatif
1'indicatif
alphab6tique de
rang6es par
stations sont
Les stations
d'appel
sans
consideration
de
nationalite.
nationality.
de
consideration
d'appel sans

Type d

Type de
de Padministra- Parcours
Parcours 1'a*ronf
del'admtinistraPaeronef
tion on entrehabitue!
habituel
tionouentreett
Obserprise 4laquelle
(port
vations
(port
laquello
marque vations
marque
les
d'atdead'atcomptes
les comptes
de fadoivent
doivont atm
itre
envoyM
envoy~s

tache)
tache)

brique

10
10

11
11

2
a
E
9
9

88

7
7

travail est imprimto
I) L'onde normale de travail
imprimee en caracteres

12
12

gras.
as.

Tome
III. Nomenclature
des stations
effectuant des services
stations effeetuant
Nomenclature des
Tome III.
speciaux.
spciaux.
PARTIE
A.
PARTIE A.

ALPHAATIQUE DES
DES STATIONS.
INDEX ALPHABETIQUE
Nom
la
Nom de la
station

Indicatif
Indicatif
d'appel

Voir
partie B
B
Voir partie
page

11

22

33

PARTIE B.
B. ETAT SIGNALITIQUE
SIGNALATIQUE DES STATIONS.
PARTIE

I°
radiogoniometriques.
Stations radiogoniometriques.
1° Stations
(Nom
du pays
pays
(Nom du
Nom
de la station
Nom de

alphabtique.)
}par ordre alphabetique.)
p

p

Ondes
Oxides types
fr6quences
frdquences
(longueurs)
(longueurs)

I

2
2

1

°ia

8
:El
3
pi

ke/s
(m)

ke/s
(m)

kc/s

3
3
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a5

06

(m)
Pip

seconds.
minutes et
mtridien de
Greenwich en
en degr6s,
degas, minutes
et seconds.
de Greenwich
I) M&ridien
(T. M.
2)Temps
de Greenwich
Greenwich (T.
M. G.).
G.).
moyen de
Temps moyen
i)

0

P.

kW

77

Observations
a)
secteurs de
de
a) secteurs
relevement
relevement
normaiement
normalement
stirs et rensirs
vois aux
aux
vois
publications
publications
nationales ou
ou
nationales
Internatiointernationales do
nalos
balisage
6) heures
b)
d'ouverture
2).
s), etc.

-a-

.a

I.P

3la $
e®'^

;5 ,a

Taxes

1
1

-

0 .

or

g
Z

P

a

" or
n

b

4'.a3.
'0
.0

10
'.o
I a

Pour la transmission
des relevements
par la station gonio

m.

0

Pour transmettre
la station gonio lee
signaux requis pour
faire les Movements

40
-

Pour appeler 1F1
station gonio.

i

Nom et indicatif d'appel de la station
avec laquelle la communication dolt
etre atablie si la station gonio n'est
pas dote d'un ametteur

Oographique
gBographique
exacte I)
l)
a)
de l'antenne
a) del'antennm
r
6ceptrice de ID
la
rfceptrice
gonio
station gonio
station
b)
l'antenne
del'antenne
b) de
(
,
mettrice de la
Pmettrice
station gonio
r) de
l'antenne
de l'antenne
c)
de l'Onetteur
l'mmetteur
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visee colonne
colonne 8
8
vise

Puissance dans l'antenne de l'emetteur.

Position
Position

8
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PART
PART C.
C. DESCRIPTIVE
DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT STATIONS

kc
(m)

3

2

Country

5

6

Name and
address of
the adminis- Custom,
..,
Type of
tration or enar "
aircraft
route
terprise to
and
(Port of
which
the
make
accounts
registry)
Charges

Type

c. CO
izi g
o7::
cr r,
g'. a

Power in the antenna

7
z3

Nature of the service

1

Waves

14

Call signal

Name of station or symbol of
nationality and registration

The stations are arranged
alphabetical order
arranged in alphabetical
wi ththorder of call
call signals
signals wi
out regard
regard to nationality.
nationality.

must be sent

7

8

9

10

Remarks

11

12

working-wave is printed in boldface type.
IIThe normal working-wave

Volume III.—Nomenclature
III.-Nomenclature of Stations
Stations Carrying
Carrying on
on Special Services
Services
PART A.
A.

ALPHABETICAL
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF THE STATIONS
STATIONS

Name of
Name
station
station

signal
signal

Call
Ca

See part B
page
Page

1
1

22

3

PART

B. DESCRIPTIVE
DESCRIPTIVE LIST
LIST OF STATIONS
B.
STATIONS

1.
direction-finding stations.
1. Radio
Radio direction-finding
stations.
(Name of
of the
the country
(Name
country
Name of the station

in alphabetical order)

}in alphabetical order)
-

(m)

kw

Name and call signal of the station with which communication must be established if the dlrection-finding station is
not equipped with atransmitter

Aha

66

77

8
8

Waves
Waves

types
types
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a3

o

Call signal

umn 8
8

0

c, ke
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2
2

I

-
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(m)
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5

.
g
2
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b
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a
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Ee. g

t'S
4. °3
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(m)
(m)
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' Greenwich
Greenwich meridian, in degrees, minutes,
minutes, a
and
seconds.
nd seconds.
Greenwich mean time (G.
'Greenwich
(0. M. T.)

81
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-

Mc

S

0

kc

Power in the transmitter antenna

(a)
(a) of the receiving
receiving antenna of the directiontenna
finding
finding station
(b) of the transmitting
antenna of the direction-finding station
station
tion-finding
(c)
(c) of the antenna
antenna of the
transmitter
transmitter of the station mentioned
mentioned in col-

wa

direction-finding station

Name
Name
of the
station
station

For calling the direction-finding station

-3

Exact geographical
Exact
geographical location'
tion I

fir For the transmission of bearings by the

'Frequencies
Frequencies
(wavelengths)
(wavelengths)

I
i

-k

Remarks

ij

(a) Sectors of normally
reliable
mally reliable
bearing and referbearing
ences to national
national
international
or international
publications on
on
publications
navigational aids
navigational
(b)
(b) Working hours,
hours,'

iS
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A3 c
9g,

etc.
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a
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Stations radiophares.
radiophares.
Stations
2°O
Les
radiophares sont
sont ranges
ranges en
deux sections:
sections:
en deux
Les radiophares
a) du
maritime,
service maritime,
du service
a)
b)
du service
aeronautique.
service aeronautique.
b) du

pa
ordre aiphabetique.)
alphabttique.)
(Nom du pays
I
par ordre
station par ordre a
Nom de la station
Onde

Position
geograIndicatif
d,
a ,,,.,
Signal
phique
cfr"
Nom exacte caracteFrede la
de
ristique
rraadio-.
quence
du
eta- 'antenn
phere
Sontion emettrice radioy a gueur)
l
ieu
du
phare
radiophare I)

Type

lieu

kc/s

2

3

4

(m)

cis

(in)

1

Frequence Portee
de
modunorlotion male'
s'i l y a

7

6

5

Observations
a) secteurs
normaleNom et
ment stirs
indicatif
—nde
et renvois
d'appel de
,,,,
d'an
I
s
-P'
aux pula station A
Ireblications
Monelloon
quence
s(ion-nationales
pent trailsou intermettre tine
_„_,,,,,s
bt
""`
nationales
demande
de balisage
d'emission
6) Mures
du radiod'ouverphare
ture 3)
c) taxes, etc.
kc/s

8

10

9

11

Meridien de
Greenwich en degres, minutes et secondes.
secondes.
de Greenwich
I)l) Meridien
Les portees
portees sont
sont indiquees
indiquees en
lea stations
stations du service maritime
maritime et enkilometres
en kilometres pour
pour les
marins pour
milles raarins
en miles
')1)Les
les stations du service a6ronautique.
aexonautique.
moyen de Greenwich
M. G.).
G.).
Greenwich (T. M.
s) Temps moyen

signaux horaires.
8° Stations
emettant des
horaires.
des signaux
Stations emettant
S3
(Nom du pays
}par ordre
par ordre
Nom de pays
stau
Nom de la station

aiphabetique.)

alphabtique.)

Ondes

station
Nom de la station

Indicatif
Indlcatif

i
rappel
d'appel

Heures d'emisd'kmisHeures

Frequences
Frfquenc

O
ongueurs )
(iongueu
ke/s
ke/s

Type

sion
I)
sion I)

muhode
MEthode')1)

(m)
(in)

1
1

22

4
4

3
3

5

66

0.),
Greenwich (T. M. G.).
I) Temps moyen
moyen de Greenwich
')
Instructions generales
horaires.
les signs=
signaux boraires.
concernant lea
gEnfrales concernant
I) Instructions

4° Stations
Stations emettant
emettant des
bulletins mfleorologiques
reguliers.
meteorologiques reguliers.
des bulletins
4°

1phabtiq
pays
(Nom du
(Nom
du pays
}par ordre alphabetique.)
la station par ordre alphab6tique.)
Nom de in
Ondes

Nom de
de is
la station
station

Indicatif
TIndcatif
d'appicf
d'appei
d'appel

Frequenees
Frequenc
onguenu
(longueur
Songueurs)
kc/s
kc/s
(m)

1
1

2
2

33

Type

4

O.).
l)
mown de Greenwich
Greenwich (T. M. G.).
I) Temps moyen
1
')) Instructions
generales concernant
concernant les bulletins
bulletins meteorologiques.
meteorologiques.
Instructlons g6n6raies

H eures d'emission 1)

5

Observati
ons

6

'
)
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2. Radiobeacon
Radiobeacon stations.
stations.
Radiobeacons are arranged
arranged in
Radiobeacons
in two
two sections:
sections:
(a)
(a) maritime
maritime service
service
(b) aeronautical
aeronautical service
service
(b)
(Name of the country}
country]in alp
l
in alphabetical order)

0

1
1

2
2

3
3

S

E.
EC

4
4

66

7

9

a

a

O

.'

S
3 -

0

5

0a

- s- a

a

£.

'0o

P.
PI

(wave-

0

.e

SC"

3

'
;1

s
W

0

S-g

0

0!

aCr
0aQ

cra
a 0

a-C-

0

.0

Remarks
Remarks (a)
(a) Normallyreliable
secmallyreliablesectors and references to national
and international
publications
publications on
navigational aids3
navigational
(h)
Working hours 3
(h) Working
(c) Charges, etc.
(c)

0

l0

a

8

Calling-wave
frequency
length) (kc (m) )

0

Name and call signal of the station
to which a request for radiobeacon transmission may be sent

.

Normal range

g
Ia
.S

no

Name
of the
station

0

Modulation frequency, if any
(cycles)

Exact
Exact geographical location
location of
the transmitting
transmitting
antenna of the
radiobeacon 1I

Wave
Wave

a

(wavelength) (kc
(m))

0

alphabetical order)

Frequency

a

i

trt

,3

*0

Call signal of the radiobeacon, if any

Characteristic signal of the radiobeacon

Name of the station
Name

O

11
11

Greenwich meridian,
meridian, in degrees, minutes,
minutes, and seconds.
II Greenwich
indicated in nautical
nautical miles for stations in the maritime
maritime service and in kilometers
kilometers for
for
I The ranges are indicated
stations in the aeronautical
aeronautical service.
service.
stations
Greenwich mean time (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
I Greenwich

8.
Stations sending
sending time
signals.
S. Stations
time signals.
(Name
the countryl.
country
(Name of
of the
in alphabetical
alphabetical order)
order)
ttion tin
(Name of the
Name of
of the
the station
station
Name
Waves
Waves

Name of
of
station
the station

Call signal
signal

of
Hours of
transmission I
I

Frequen-

cies (wavecies
lengths)

Type
Type

Method i
Method

3

ke
ka
(m)
(m)

1

22

3j
'3

44

66

5
5

Greenwich mean
mean time (G.M.T.)
(G.M.T.)
I Greenwich

1

I General instructions concerning
concerning time signals.

II

Stations sending regular
regular meteorological
4. Stations
4.
meteorological bulletins.
bulletins.
(Name
country/. alphbetial order).
(Name of the countryi
in alphabetical order)
Name of the station

I

I

Waves
Waves

N am e of
Name
of
the station

1
1

Call signal
signal

2
2

FrequenFrequencies
(wave
cies
cies (wavelengths)
kc
ke

33

T

ype

4
4

' Greenwich
Greenwich mean time
time (G.M.T.)
concerning meteorological bulletins.
' General instructions
*General
instructions concerning

Hours of
of
transmission
mission I11

55

Remarks

66
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Stations emettant
emettant des
navigateurs.
avis aux navigateurs.
des avis
55°° Stations
(Nom
stations par
avec les
les indications
necessaires.)
indications n6cessaires.)
pays avec
par pays
des stations
(Nom des
a)
Service
radiomaritime.
a) Service radiomaritime.
b) Service
Service aeronautique.
aeronautique.
b)
6°
Stations emettant
emettant des
des messages
messages de
presse adresses
adresses a
itous
(CQ).
tous (CQ).
de presse
6° Stations
)
(Nom du pays
(Nom de
de la
station avec
avec les
necessaires.)
indications necessaires.)
les indications
la station
(Nom
7° Stations
emettant des avis medicaux.
medicaux.
7°
Stations emettant
ondes etalonnees.
8° Stations
emettant des ondes
Stations emettant
8°
9° (le
(le cas
cas echeant,
autres categories
categories de
stations).
de stations).
echeant, autres
9°
Tome IV.
Nomenclature des
des stations
fixes.
stationsfixes.
IV. Nomenclature
Tome
(Index A
a, la
la liste
liste des
frequences pour les
lea stations fixes en service.)
des frequences
(Index

Index
alphabetique des
rangees:
des stations rangees:
Index alphab6tique
a)
par stations
stations
a) par
Onde
Indicatif d'appel
d'appel )
Indlcatif

Station
Station

frequence
frequence

(longueur)

kern
kc/s

(m)
(m)

22

1
1

3

Atre indiqu6
i)L'indieatif
d'appel distinctif de cheque
frequence doit
dolt etre
indique en face de cette frequence.
fraquenoe.
chaque frequence
I)
L'indicatif d'appel

b)
par pays
b) par
Onde
Station

Indicatif d'appel

irequenee

\

longueur
(In)

ke/s

4

3

2

1

Observations

frequence.
do cetto
L'indicatif d'appel
distinatif do cheque
(sequence dolt etre Indlqud
indique en face de
cette frequence.
chaque frequence
d'appel distlnctif
t) L'indlcatif

radiodiffusion.
de radiodiffusion.
Tome V.
Nomenclature des
des stations
stations de
V. Nomenclature
Tome
PARTIE
PARTIE

A.
A.

STATIONS.
ALPHABETIQUE DES STATIONS.
INDEX ALPHABiTIQTJE

Nora de la
Nom

Indicatif

Voir partie B

station

d'appel

page
page

2
2

3
3

1
1
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Stations sending
sending notices
5. Stations
notices to navigators.
navigators.
(Names of the stations by countries with
with the necessary
necessary indications)
indications)

6.

7.
8.
9.

(a) Radiomaritime
Radiomaritime service.
service.
(b) Aeronautical
Aeronautical radio
radio service.
service.
Stations sending
sending press
messages addressed
addressedto all
Stations
press messages
all (CQ).
(Name of the country --------.------_)
(Name of the station with the necessary indications)
indications)
Stations
sending
medical
notices.
Stations sending medical notices.
Stations
standard frequency
Stations sending
sending standard
frequency transmissions.
transmissions.
(Stations of other classes,
(Stations
if any).
classes, if
Volume IV.
Nomenclature of
IV. Nomenclature
of Fixed
Fixed Stations
Stations
(Index to the Frequency
Frequency List for Fixed Stations in
in Service)
Service)

Alphabetical Index
Alphabetical
Index of Stations Arranged:
Arranged:
(a)
(a) by stations

Station
Station

i

signal!
Call signal

Wave
Wave
frequency
(wavelength)
frequency (wavelength)

22

33

1
1

ke
kc

(m)

' The identifying call signal
signal of each frequency
frequency must be shown opposite that frequency.
frequency.

(b) by countries
countries

Station
Station

Call signal I1

Wave
Wave
frequency
(wavelength)
frequency (wavelength)
kc
(m)

Remarks
Remarks

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

' The identifying call signal
signal of each frequency
frequency must
that frequency.
frequency.
must be
be shown
shown opposite
opposite that

Volume V. Nomenclature
Nomenclature of Broadcasting
BroadcastingStations
Stations
PART A. ALPHABETICAL
ALPHABETICAL INDEX OF STATIONS
STATIONS
Name of station

Call signal

1

2

See part
B
part B

page
page

33
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TREATIES
TREATIES

PARTIE
B.
PARTIE B.

STATIONS.
ETAT SIGNALATIQUE
SIGNALETIQUE DES STATIONS.
ETAT

(Nom du apays

(Nom du pays

}

r

alphabetique.)
ordre alphabetique.)
stationpar ordre
a stationpar
Nom
tNom de la
Nom do Ia
FrFPuisPu
,
r,
i
,.,s:
sance
g6ographique —"
quences
qu
pos ition gengraphique
g Fences Position
dans
ans
de
r'antenne
ionexacte
Nom
Indicati
Nom de la Indlcatif
(Ionexacta de l'antenne
l'anFanLeurs)
station
d'appel gueurs)
d'appel
eme tt ri
ce 1)
9
station
emettrice
kems)
91,kern
tenne
tnne
(n)
kW
(m) kW

~- 44

3

3

2
2

1
1

Nom et adresse
adresse
l'administrade l'administra'ention
ion ou
on de l'enreprise effectut
efiec tuefectuttreprise
treprise
ant
I'6mission
ant Pemission

Observations
Observations

66

77

5

5

de Greenwic
Greenwich
degree, minutes et secondes.
h en degr8s,
I) Meridien
Meridien de

Liste
des frequenees.
friquences.
Liste des
I
Administration ou compagnie exploitante

Date de raise en exploitation de la frequence par
la station dont le nom figure dons la colonne 5
(date prevue entre parentheses)

Nature du service et pays avec lesquels la
communication cot prevue ou etablie

Vitesse maximum normale de transmission
en bands 3)

Frequence maximum de modulation en kc/s pour
les types d'emission A2, A3, A4 et Special 2)

Directivite de l'antenne

Taux de modulation
e231

Types d'emission (Al, A2, A3, A4, B, Special)

Indicatif d'appel

de notification de cette frequence pour la
station dont is nom figure dons la colonne 5

Longueur d'onde approximative

de premiere notification de la
frequence pour Is pays

Puissance
dans
Pantenne 4)

2
1
i

A

o

co

6

12

13

14

—

5

-4

7.

3' 13

Frequence exacte

Date

Nom et position geographique 1) de la station
et nom du pays dont releve cette station

La,
donner A ce document
document est la suivante:
suivante:
A donner
forme a
La forme

socondes.
de Greenwich
Greenwich en degres,
degres minutes et socondes.
Meridlen de
i) Meridian
bande de fr6quences
Le chifIre
insult.°dans le colonne
colonne 9
9dolt permettre
pormettre de determiner la largeur
largeur de laslbands
frequences
chlffro aAInscrire
t)1)Le
occupeo
transmission.
occupee par la transmission.
Aucun
signe ne
no precede
le chifire,
transmission utWse
bandes laterales.
laterales. Si la transmisutilise les deux bandes
la transmission
lorsque la
chilIre, lorsque
precede le
Aucun signe
devant le chiffre
sion
n'utilise quo
une bande
Pindique en plagaut
&cant devout
chletre le signs
signe + (bande
laterale, on l'indique
bands laterale,
et une
porteuse et
la porteuse
que la
sion n'utilise
lnfuereure
frequences inferieure
laterale de
superieure a
A la frequence
frequence porteuse) ou -— (bande
(betide laterale
lateral° de frequences
frequences superieure
de trequences
laterale
porteuse).
II
frequence porteuse).
I la frenuence
en
la
fois
0,8
a
9 La
La vitesse
en bauds
bands pour
pour le
Morse international
international est approximativement
approximativement egale A (els vitesse en
code Morse
le code
vitesse en
3)
mots par minute.
9
Your la definition
definition donn6e
della* a
Al'article ler.
') Voir

APPENDICE 9.
APPENDICE
Notations
service.
Notations de service.
[Voir lee
(3), a).]
a).]
§ 4, (3),
les articles 15 et 21 §
[Voir

x
AI
JAI
A

A

.•

a6ronef de guerre
station
bord d'un
d'un navire
navire de
guerre ou d'un aeronef
de guerre
Abord
station A
appareil
automatique d'alarme
appareil automatique
radiogoniometre
radiogoniometre a.A bord d'une station mobile
station classee
classee comme
comme situee
situ& dans une
une region de trafic intense
station
pour laquelle
laquelle le
le trafic
trafic sur 500 kc/s (600 m) est restreint,
pour
conformement
A1'article
Particle 21,
(3), a)
§ 4,
4, (3),
21, §
conform6ment A
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PART

B.. DESCRIPTIVE
B
DESCRIPTIVE

STATIONS
LIST OF STATIONS

(Name of
order)
(Name
of the
the countryin
countrlin alphabetical
alphabetical order)
stationtcal
order)
Name of the station
Frequencies Exact geographical
graphical
(waveCall
location of
location
signal lengths) the transmitting
mitting
kc
antenna! 1
(m)
(m)

Name of the
Name
station
station

1
1

2
2

33

Power
Power
Name and address of
of
in
the
in the
the administration
administration
antenna
antenna
or enterprise
enterprise making the transmission
transmission
kw

4
4

55

Remarks

7
7

6
6

I

I

Greenwich meridian,
meridian, in degrees,
degrees, minutes, and seconds.
I Greenwich

Frequency
Frequency List

9

10

11

Operating administration or company

8

Date on which the frequency was placed
in use by the station, the name of
which appears in column 5(scheduled
date between brackets)

Nature of service and country in respect of which communication is
planned or established

6

Maximum normal transmission speed,
in bands

5

4
N
H
4

12

13

14

I

in
%

a
4

Maximum frequency modulation in kc
for transmission types A2, AS, A4, and
Special 2

Rate of modulation

Type of transmission (Al, A2, A3, A4,
B, Special)

b
3

Directivity of the antenna

2

Power
in the
antenna 4

in
kw

a
1

Call signal

in
rn

of notification of this frequency
for the station, the name of
which appears in column 5

Approximate wavelength

in
ke

of initial notification of the
frequency for the country

Exact frequency

Date

Name and geographical position 1 of
the station and the name of the country to which the station belongs

This document is to appear in the following
following form:

b
7

I
I1 Greenwich meridian, in degrees, minutes,
minutes, and seconds.
I
figure to be shown in column 99should
should make it possible
possible to determine the widths of the frequency
frequency
I The figure
band occupied
transmission.
occupied by the transmission.
This figure shall
shall not be preceded
transmission uses both sidebands. If the transpreceded by any sign, when the transmission
mission
mission uses only the carrier
carrier and one
one sideband,
sideband, this Is
is to be indicated by placing
placing the sign + before
before the figure
(sideband
frequency than the carrier
carrier frequency) or -— (sideband of lower
lower frequency
frequency than the
the
(sideband with higher frequency
carrier frequency).
frequency).
is approximately
approximately equal to 0.8 times the speed in
International Morse
Morse Code is
IIThe speed in bauds for the International
words per minute.
Note the
[Nos. 11,
12, 13,
141.
11, 12,
13, and
and 14].
in the
the first article
article [Nos.
the definition
definition shown
shown in
' Note

Ante, p. 1421.
Ante,
1421.

APPENDIX 9
9
APPENDIX
Service
Symbols
Service Symbols
[See
21 §4
§4 (3)
(3) (a).]
[See articles
articles 15
15 and
and 21
(a).]

X
1
71

A

*•

station
board a
awarship
warship or
or a
awar
war aircraft
aircraft
on board
station on
automatic
alarm apparatus
automatic alarm
radio direction-finder
direction-finder on
on board
board a
amobile
station
mobile station
radio
a heavy-traffic
heavy-traffic
station classified among those located in a
region for which traffic on 500 ke
kc (600 m) is limited in
accordance with article
article 21, §4 (3) (a) [No. 486].
486].
accordance

Ante, pp. 1499,1525.
1499, 1525.

p. 1525.
Ante, p.
152.
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D 30°
30°
D

DR
DR
FA
FA
FC
FC
FR
FR
FS
FS
FX
FX
1124
H24
1116
H16
118
H8
HJ
HJ
HX
HX
CO
CO
OP
CP
CR
CR
CV
CV
RC
RC
RD
RD
RG
RG
RT
RT
RV
RV

[54 STAT.
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antenne
la direction
de rayonnement
rayonnement maximum
maximum
direction de
dans la
dirigee dans
antenne dirigee
vrai,
de
30°
(exprime
en
degres
partir
du
nord
de zero aa
nord
du
de 30° (exprim6 en degr6s a partir
360,
dans
le
eons
des
aiguilles
d'une
montre)
montre)
d'une
aiguilles
360, dans le sens des
antenne
r6flecteur
d'un reflecteur
pourvue d'un
dirig6e pourvue
antenne dirigee
station
tmestre
effectuant
un
service avec
avec les
les stations
stations d'aerod'aeroservice
un
effectuant
station terrestre
nef
nef
station
effeetuant un
un service
service avec
avec les stations de
terrestre effectuant
station terrestre
navire
navire
station
receptrice seulernent,
Tell& au reseau
reseau general
general des voies
voice
seulement, reli6e
station receptrice
de telecommunication
telecommunication
de
station terrestre
soul but
de la
la seemite
securite de la vie
but de
le seul
dans le
6tablie dans
terrestre Otablie
station

humaine
humaine
station
effectuant un
de radiocommunication
radiocommunication entre
service de
un service
station effectuant
points
fixes
fixes
points
station ayant
un service
service permanent,
permanent, de jour et de nuit
ayant un
station
station
de navire
categoric effectuant
effectuant 16 heures
heures de
2e cat6gorie
la 2e
de la
navire de
station de
service
service
station
de navire
navire de
la 2e
2e categorie
categoric effectuant
effectuant 88 heures de
de la
station de
service
service
station
ouverte du
du lever
coucher du soleil (service de jour)
au coucher
lever an
station ouverte
vacations
de
station n'ayant
vacations determinees
determinees
n'ayant pas
station
exclusivement officielle
station
ouverte
a
la
correspondance
exclusivement
officielle
correspondance
la
a
station ouverte
station
ouverte
la
correspondence
publique
correspondance
la
a
ouverte
station
station
la correspondence
publique restreinte
correspondance publique
a la
ouverte a
station ouverte
station ouverte
exdusivement ab. la correspondance
correspondance d'une
ouverte exclusivement
station
entreprise privee
privee
entreprise
radiophare
radiophare circulaire
radiophare directionnel
directionnel
radiophare
station radiogoniometique
radiogoniom6trique
station
tournant
radiophare
radiophare toumant
radiophare
variable
directionnel variable
radiophare directionnel

APPENDICE 10.
APPENDICE
Documents dont
mobiles doivent etre pourvues.
pourvnes.
les stations mobiles
dont les
Documents

1'appendice 8.)
(Voir les articles
articles 3, 10, 12, 15 et l'appendice
8.)
(Voir
A. les
les "stations
de navire"
navire" d
bord des
navires obligatoirement
obligatoirement pourvus
des navires
d bord
"stations de
A.
d'une
installation radiotilegraphique:
radiotelegraphique:
d'une installation
1°
licence radioelectrique;
radioelectrique;
la licence
1° la
2° le
le certificat
certificat du
du on
operateurs;
ou des op6rateurs;
2°
3° le
le registre
(journal du
du service
radioelectrique) sur
stir lequel
service radioelectrique)
registre (journal
3°
de
les
produisent,
se
sont
mentionnes,
au
moment
oil
ils
produisent,
incidents
ils
sont mentionnes, au moment oi
echangees
communications
service
de
toute
nature,
ainsi
quo
les
communications
echangees
les
que
ainsi
service de toute nature,
avec
stations terrestres
terrestre,s ou
on des stations
stations mobiles et relatives A
a
des stations
avec des
position
la
permet,
bord
des
avis
de
sinistre.
Si
le
reglement
le
position
de
reglement
le
Si
sinistre.
de
avis
des
fois par jour sur ledit registre;
une lois
du
vehicule sera
registre;
indiquee tine
sera indiquee
du vehicule
4°
la liste
alphabetique des indicatifs d'appel;
liste alphab6tique
4° la
stations c6tieres
5°
la nomenclature
c6tieres et de navire;
navire;
nomenclature des stations
5° la

54 S
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DR
FA

antenna having maximum
directive antenna
maximum radiation
radiation in
in the
the direction
direction
of 30° (expressed in degrees
degrees from the true north, from
to
from 0
0 to
360 clockwise)
clockwise)
directive
directive antenna
antenna provided with a
areflector
reflector
land station carrying on a
aservice with aircraft
aircraft stations

FC

land station carrying on aaservice
service with ship stations

FR

receiving
connected with the general
receiving station only, connected
general network
of
network of
telecommunication
telecommunication channels
channels
land station established
established solely
the safety
life
solely for
for the
safety of
of life

FS
FX

H 24
II
H 16
H 88
HJ
HX
CO
CP
OP
CR
CV
RC
RD
RG
RT
RV
RV

1619
1619

station carrying on radio-communication
radio-communication service,
service, between
between
fixed points
station having a
acontinuous day
day and night
night service
service
ship station of the second category
category carrying
of
carrying on 16 hours of
service
ship station of the second category
category carrying
on 88 hours
carrying on
hours of
of
service
service
station open from sunrise to sunset (day
(day service)
service)
station having no specific working
working hours
hours
station open to official correspondence
correspondence exclusively
exclusively
station open to
correspondence
to public
public correspondence
public correspondence
correspondence
station open to
to limited
limited public
station open exclusively
exclusively to
correspondence of
of aaprivate
private
to the
the correspondence
enterprise
enterprise
non-directional
radiobeacon
non-directional radiobeacon
directional
radiobeacon
directional radiobeacon
radio direction-finding
station
direction-finding station
rotating radiobeacon
radiobeacon
variable directional
variable
directional radiobeacon
radiobeacon

APPENDIX
10
APPENDIX 10

Documents
With Which
Which Mobile
Documents With
Stations Must
Must Be
Be Provided
Mobile Stations
Provided
(See articles
articles 3, 10, 12, 15,
15, and
and appendix
appendix 8)
8)

A. "Ship stations"
stations" on board
board ships compulsorily
equipped with
with a
a
compulsorily equipped
radiotelegraph
installation:
radiotelegraphinstallation:
1.
1. The radio license.
license.
2. The operator(s)'
operator (s)' certificate.
certificate.
3.
3. Register (radio service log) in which
shall be mentioned,
which shall
mentioned,
at the time when
service incidents
incidents of
all kinds,
as
when they
they occur, service
of all
kinds, as
well as the communications
communications exchanged
exchanged with
with land
stations or
land stations
or
mobile stations and relating to
reports of
If the
the regularegulato reports
of disaster.
disaster. If
tions on board permit, the position
shall be
be ininposition of the vehicle
vehicle shall
dicated once a
a day
day in
in the said
said register.
register.
4. Alphabetical list of the
the call signals.
5. The nomenclature
nomenclature of
5.
of coast
coast and
and ship
ship stations.

Ante, pp.
pp. 1425,1479
1425, 1479,
Ante,

1489, 1499,
1499, 1605.
10a.
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6° la
nomenclature des
des stations
effectuant des
services sp6ciaux;
speciaux;
des services
stations effectuant
60
la nomenclature
7°
Reglement general
general et
le Reglement
Reglement additionnel
additionnel des
des radioradioet le
7° le
le Reglement
communications, ainsi
dispositions de
de la
la Convention
Convention qui
qui
les dispositions
ainsi que
que les
communications,
sont necessaires
pour l'exploitation
du service
service des
radiocommunides radiocommunil'exploitation du
necessaires pour
sont
cations A
A bord
bord des
des navires;
navires;
cations

8° les
les tarifs
telegraphiques des
des pays
adestination
destination desquels
desquels la
la
pays A
8°
tarifs telegraphiques
station
accepte
le
plus
frequemment
des
radiotelegrammes.
radiotelegrammes.
des
frequemment
le
plus
station accepte
B. les
"stations de
navire":
de navire":
B.
les autres
autres "stations
les documents
documents vises
vises aux
chiffres 1°
1° A
a5°
5° inclus
inclus sous
sous le
le titre
titre A.
A.
aux chiffres
les
C. les
"stations d'aeronef':
d'aerone:
les "stations
C.
1°
aux chiffres
2° et
et 3°
3° sous
sous le
titre A;
A;
le titre
1°, 20
chiffres 1°,
vises aux
les documents
documents vises
1° les
2° la
la nomenclature
nomenclature des
ou
et d'aeronef
d'aeronef ou
stations aeronautiques
a6ronautiques et
des stations
20
d'autres documents
les renseignements
relatifs
officiels relatifs
contenant les
renseignements officiels
d'autres
documents contenant
aux
stations aeronautiques
et aux
aux stations
qui sont
sont nened'aeronef qui
stations d'aeronef
aeronautiques et
aux stations
cessaires
station d'aeronef
pour l'execution
de son
son service.
service.
l'execution de
d'aeronef pour
A la
la station
cessaires a

11.
APPENDICE U.
Abreviations
les radiocommunications.
i employer
employer dans les
Abr6viations h
(Voir Particle
17).
I'article 17).

1.
Code Q.
Q.
1. Code
ADRAVIATIONS II'FILISABLES
DANS TOUS LES
1)2)
2)
LES SERVICES
SERVICES 1)
UTILISABLES DANS
ABREVIATIONS

A. LISTE
DES ABREVIATIONS
ADEAVIATIONS PAR
PAR ORDRE
ORDRE ALPHABsTIQUE.
ALPHABATIODE.
A.
LISTE DES
-

-

-

Abr6viation
Abrtviatiof

Question
Question

R6ponse ou
ou avis
|Rponse
avis

QRA
QRA

Quel
le nom
station?
nom de
de votre
votre station?
Quel eat
est le

. ....
Le nom
nom de ma station
station est
est .

QRB
QRB

A quelle
quelle distance
distance approximative
approximative
A
vous trouvez-vous
ma stavous
trouvez-vous de ma
tion?
tion?

approximative entre
La distance approximative
entre
nos
est de
de .
mules
nos stations
stations est
. .
. ..milles
marina (ou
kilometres).
marins
(ou. ....
. kilometres).

QRC
QRC

Par
quelle exploitation
privee (ou
(ou
Par quellc
exploitation privde
administration d'Etat)
soot
d'Etat) sont
administration
liquid& les
liquid6s
les comptes
comptes de taxes
taxes
de votre station?

Les comptes
comptes de taxes de ma station
sont liquid&
par l'exploition sont
liquidds par
tation
par l'adtation privee
privee .
. ....(ou par
l'administration
.).
ministration de l'Etat
1'Etat .....).

QRD
QRD

Oil allez-vous
venezd'oi venezOh
allez-vous et d'oil

Je vais A . .
.et je viens de ......
. .et

vous?
vous?
Voulez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer ma frt.freVoulez-vous
quence
(longueur
quence
(longueur d'onde)
exacte en
kc/s (ou m)?
m)?
exacte
en kc/s
Ma
frequence (longueur
Ma frequence
(longueur d'onde)
varie-t-elle?
varie-t-elle?
La tonalit6
tonalite de mon
mon emission estestelle reguliere?
elle
reguliere?
recevez-vous mal?
Mes sigMe recevez-vous
mal? Mes
signaux
naux sont-ils
sont-ils faibles?
faibles?
Quelle est
eat la lisibilit6
lisibilite de mes
mes signaux
5)?
naux (1
(1 da6)?

Votre
frequence (longueur
(longueur d'onde)
d'onde)
Votre frequence
kc/s (ou
(ou
exacte eat
est de ...... kc/s
.·...m).
m).
Votre
frequence (longueur
(longueur d'onde)
d'onde)
Votre frequence
varie.
vane.
La
tonalite de votre
votre 6mission
emission
La tonalite
vane.
varie.
Je
ne peux
peux pas
pas vous
recevoir.
vous recevoir.
Je ne
Vos
signaux sont
sont trop
trop faibles.
faibles.
Vos signaux
La lisibilite
de vos
vos signaux
eat
La
lisibilite de
signaux eat
....(1
(/ d
a 5).
..

QRG
QRG

QRH
QRH
QRI
QRI
QRJ
QRJ

QRK
QRK
1)Les

5).

sulvies d'un point d'interrogaton.
abreviations prennent la forme de questions quand
quand elles sont suivies
d'interrogation.
l) Les abrvisations
2)Les
Les stries
gales de signaux
signaux QA
QA a
aQD et QF AQN
QN sont reservees
au code special
special de Faeronautique.
reservees an
'aeronautlque.
2)
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Nomenclature of stations carrying on special services.
6. Nomenclature
7. The General
General Radio Regulations
Regulations and the Additional Radio
Regulations
Regulations as well as the provisions of the Convention
Convention necessary
necessary
for the operation of radio-communication
service
on
board
ships.
radio-communication
8. The telegraph
telegraph rates of the countries for which the station
frequently accepts
accepts radiotelegrams.
radiotelegrams.
most frequently
"ship stations":
stations":
B. Other
Other"ship
The documents indicated in items 11to 5
5 under part A.
C. "Aircraft stations":
stations":
1. The documents indicated in items 1, 2, and 3
3 under part A.
1.
aeronautical and aircraft
aircraft stations, or
2. The nomenclature
nomenclature of aeronautical
other documents
documents containing
information relative
containing official information
relative to
to
aeronautical
necessary to the aircraft
aeronautical and aircraft stations, necessary
aircraft
station for the performance
performance of its service.

APPENDIX 11
APPENDIX
Abbreviations To Be
Be Used
Used in Radio Communications
Abbreviations
Communications

(See article
article 17)

Ante,
Ante, p.1507.
p. 1507.

1.
Q Code
Code
1. Q
12
ABBREVIATIONS TO BE USED IN ALL SERVICES
SERVICES 12
ABBREVIATIONS

A.
IN ALPHABETICAL
A. LIST
LIST OF
OF ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATIONS IN
ALPHABETICAL ORDER
ORDER
Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

QRA

What is the name of your station?
approximate distance
At what approximate
are
are you
you from my station?

QRB

QRC

QRD
QRD
QRG

QRII
QRII
QRI
QRJ
QRJ

QRK

private operating
By what
what private
operating enenterprise (or government
government administration) are the accounts
ministration)
for charges of your station
station
settled?
Where are you going and where
do
do you
you come
come from?
from?
Will
exact
Will you tell me what my exact
frequency
(wavelength) is in
frequency (wavelength)
kilocycles
kilocycles (or
(or meters)?
meters)?
Does my frequency (wave(wavelength) vary?
length)
transmission
Is the tone of my transmission
regular?
Are you receiving
receiving me badly?
badly?
Are my signals weak?
What
What is the legibility of my signals
to 5)?
nals (/
(1 to
5)?

Answer or statement
statement

The name
name of my station is
The approximate
distance beapproximate distance
between our stations is .....
.
nautical miles
nautical
miles (or
(or ......kilokilometers).
The accounts
accounts for charges
charges of my
station are settled by the
private operating
operating enter...
. .
.private
(or by the government
government
prise (or
administration of
administration
of .. .
. ..).
).
I
am going
come
I am
going to
to .... .
. and
and I
I come
from ....
..
Your exact frequency
frequency (wavelength)
is . .
length) is.
. ..kilocycles
kilocycles (or
(or
. .
. meters).
...
frequency (wavelength)
Your frequency
varies.
The tone of your transmission
transmission
varies.
cannot receive you. Your
Your
II cannot
signals are
are too
too weak.
weak.
signals
The legibility
legibility of your signals is
....
(/ to
. (1
to 5).
6).

I1 Abbreviations take the form of
of questions
questions when they are followed
followed by a
aquestion
question mark.
The!series of
of signals
signals QA
QA to
reserved for
special code
code of
aeronautical service.
service.
for the
the special
of the aeronautical
QF to
to QN
QN are
are reserved
to QD
QD and
and QF
' The'series

1622
1622
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Question
Question

A
breviation
Abreviation

QRL
QRL

Etes-vous
Etes-vous °coupe?
occup6?

QRM
QRM
Q
RN
QRN

Etes-vous
brouille?
Etes-vous brouill6?
Etes-vous
trouble par
par les
Etes-vous trouble
les atmosatmospheriques?
pheriques?
Dois-je
l'energie?
Dois-je augmenter
augmenter 1'energie?
Dois-je diminuer
diminuer l'energie?
l'energie?
Dois-je transmettre
transmettre plus
vite?
Dois-je
plus vite?

Q
RO
QRO
QRP
QRP
QRQ
QRQ
QRS
QRS
QRT
QRT
QRU
QRU
Q
RV
QRV
QRW
QRW

Dois-je
transmettre plus
lenteDois-je transmettre
plus lentement?
ment?
Dois-je cesser is
la transmission?
transmission?
Avez-vous
quelque chose
chose pour
pour
Avez-vous quelque
moi?
moi?
Etes-vous prat?
pret?
Etes-vous
Dois-je
aviser .
.que vous
vous l'apl'apDois-je aviser
.. .
.que
pelez
pelez sur.
sur ..
.kcjs (ou...
(ou ..
m)?
.kc/s
. .m)?

QRX
QRX

Dois-je
Dois-je att,endre?
attendre? A
A quel
quel momome rappellerez-vous?
ment me
rappellerez-vous?

QRY
QRY

Quel
Quel est
est mon
mon tour?
tour?

QRZ
QRZ
QSA
QSA

Par qui suis-je
suis-je appele?
Queue est
force de
mes signaux
Quelle
est la
la force
de mes
signaux

QSB
QSB

La force de
varie-tde mes signaux
signaux varie-telle?
elle?
Ma
manipulation est-elle
est-elle corMa manipulation
correcte; mes signaux sont-ils
nets?
nets?
Dois-je transmettre
Dois-je
transmettre .
. .
. .. telet61grammes (ou
(ou un
telegramme)
un tel6gramme)
is fois?
aala
fois?
Quelle
a percevoir
Queue est la
is taxe b.
par
percevoir par
mot pour
y compris
pour ...
. ., y
compris
votre taxe telegraphique
int6elgraphique interieure?
terieure?
Dois-je
continuer la
la transmission
transmission
Dois-je continuer
mon trafic,
de tout mon
trafic, je
je peux
peux
vous ecc outer
vous
outer entre
entre mes
mes sisignaux?
gnaux?
Pouvez-vous me donner
donner accusd
Pouvez-vous
accuse
de
de reception?
reception?
Dois-je vous
le dernier
vous repeter
r6peter le
dernier
telegramme
telegramme que je vous
ai
vous ai
transmis?
transmis?
Pouvez-vous communiquer
communiquer avec
Pouvez-vous
avec
.
(ou par
par l'inl'in. ...directement
directement (ou
termediaire
termediaire de
.)?
de .
. ...)?

QSD
QSD

QSG
QSG

QSJ
QSJ

QSK
QSK

QSL
QSL
QSM
QSM

QS0
QSO

(1 a
a6)?
(l
)?
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Raponse on avis
RWponse

Je
suis occup6
°coupe (ou
Je suis
suis occup6
occupe
Je suis
(ou Je
avec .
.). Priere
avec
. .
. .).
PriBre de
de ne
ne pas
pas
brouiller.
brouiller.
Je suis
suis brouille.
brouille.
Je
Je suis
Je
suis trouble
trouble par
par les
les atmosatmospheriques.
pheriques.
Augmentez
l'energie.
Augmentez l'6nergie.
Diminuez
Diminuez l'energie.
l'energie.
Transmettez
vite (.
(. ...
Transmettez plus
plus vite
. mots
mots
par
minute).
par minute).
Transmettez plus
Transmettez
plus lentement
lentement (.
(. ....
mots
par minute).
minute).
mots par
Cessez
la transmission.
transmission.
Cessez la
Je n'ai rien
Hen pour
pour vous.
vous.
Je BUI
Je
suisSpl.&
prat.
Priere d'aviser
d'aviser ...
rap. .
. que
que je
je l'apsur. ....kc/s
pelle sur
kcis (ou
(ou ..
. .m)
...
m)..
Attendez
(au Attendez
jusqu'a
Attendez (ou
Attendez jusqu'A
ce que
que j'aie
j'aie fini
de communicommunice
fini de
quer avec
avec ....).
quer
.).
rappellerai aa ......heure
Je vous rappellerai
heure
(ou aussitot).
(ou
aussit6t).
Votre
numero .
Votre tour
tour est
est num6ro.
. . . (ou
(ou
d'aprhs
d'apres toute
touts autre
autre indication).
indication).
Vous etes appele
appele par
par .
. ....
La
vos signaux
signaux est
est
La force
force de
de vos
(1
5).
(1 a
a 5).
La force
force de vos
signaux vane.
vos signaux
varie.
Votre manipulation
Votre
manipulation est
est incor•
incor.
recte; vos
recte;
vos signaux
mausignaux swat
sont mauvais.
vais.
Transmettez
Transmettez ...
telegrammes
. .
. t61igrammes
(ou
te1lgramme) A
(on un telegramme)
ais
fois.
la fois.

La taxe
La
percevoir par
par mot
pour
taxe a
a percevoir
mot pour
....
. . est de .....
. francs, y
y
compris ma
compris
ma taxe
taxe telegraphique
telegraphique
interieure.
interieure.
Continuez
Continuez la
Is transmission
transmission de
de tout
tout
votre trafic,
votre
intertrafic, je
je vous
vous interromprai
ronaprai s'il
lieu.
s'il y
y aalieu.
Je vous donne
donne accuse
accuse de
de recepreception.
tion.
Repetez
Repetez le
le dernier
dernier telegramme
telegramme
m'avez transmis.
transnais.
que vous
vous m'avez
Je puis
communiquer avec
avec ...
Je
puis communiquer
.. .

. .
. .
. directement
.
directement (ou par l'in1'in-

termediaire de
de ..
...).
termediaire
.).
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

QRL
QRL

Are you busy?

QRM
QRM
QRN
QRN

Are you being interfered
interfered with?
Are you troubled by static?

QRO
QRP
QRP
QRQ
QRQ

Must I
I increase the power?
decrease the power?
Must I
I decrease
Must I
I transmit faster?

QRS

Must I
I transmit more slowly?
slowly?

QRT
QRT
QRU

Must
stop transmission?
Must IIstop
transmission?
Have
anything for
for me?
Have you anything

QRV
QRV
QRW
QRW

Are you ready?
Must II advise
advise .... .that
that you
you
Must
are calling him on .
. .
. ..kilocycles
. .
. meters)?
meters)?
cycles (or
(or ...
Must I
you
I wait? When will you
call
call me again?
again?

Answer or statement
statement
Answer

I
I am busy (or I
I am busy with
. . ). Please do not interfere.
fere.
I
interfered with.
I am being interfered
I
troubled by static.
I am troubled
Increase
Increase the power.
Decrease
Decrease the
the power.
power.
Transmit
Transmit faster (.
(. .
words
. .. words
minute).
per minute).
Transmit more
more slowly (...
(. .
Transmit
words per minute).
words
transmission.
Stop transmission.
nothing for you.
you.
IIhave nothing

QRY

Which
Which is
is my turn?
turn?

QRZ
QSA
QSA

By whom am IIbeing called?
called?
What is the strength of my signals (1
to 5)?
5)?
nals
(1 to
signals
Does the strength of my signals
vary?
Is
keying correct;
correct; are
are my
Is my
my keying
signals distinct?

IIam ready.
Please advise
advise ......that
that II am
Please
calling him on .....
calling
. kilocycles (or .
meters).
cycles
. .
. ..meters).
Wait (or Wait until IIhave finfinWait
ished communicating
with
ished
communicating with
.). II shall call you again
...
. .).
at .. .
immedi. .
. o'clock (or immediately).
Your turn
turn is number ...
. .. (or
according to any other indicaindicaaccording
tion).
You are being
being called
called by ......
The strength of your signals is
(/
6).
(1 to 5).
The
strength of your
your signals
signals
The strength
varies.
Your
is incorrect;
incorrect; your
your
Your keying
keying is
signals are bad.
bad.

QSG
QSG

Must
transmit .
telegrams
. .. .
. telegrams
Must IItransmit
telegram) at a
a time?
(or one telegram)

(or one
Transmit
telegrams (or
one
Transmit ...
. .
. telegrams
telegram)
time.
telegram) at aa time.

QSJ
QSJ

What is the charge to be colcollected
per word
. .
. ininlected per
word to
to .. .
cluding
internal teleyour internal
cluding your
graph charge?
Must II continue
continue the transmistransmisI can
sion of all my traffic; I
hear you between
between my signals?
signals?

charge to be collected per
per
The charge
word to .
francs,
. ...
. is .
. ....francs,
including my internal
internal teleincluding
graph charge.
graph
charge.
Continue
of
transmission of
Continue the transmission
all your
traffic; I
your traffic;
I shall
shall interall
rupt you if necessary.
rupt

QSL
QSL

Can you acknowledge
acknowledge receipt?

receipt.
IIam acknowledging
acknowledging receipt.

QSM

Must
repeat the last teleMust II repeat
gram which I
I transmitted
transmitted to
you?
Can
communicate with
with
Can you communicate
through
(or through
...
. .
. directly
directly (or

Repeat the last telegram
telegram which
which
Repeat
you transmitted
transmitted to me.
you

QRX
QRX

QSB
QSB
QSD
QSD

QSK
QSK

QSO

. .•.•)?
)?
•

19347W-41—Pm. ii--25
193470°-41-PT.
1i25

communicate with ......
II can communicate
directly (or
(or through
through .
).
. ....).
directly

1623
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Abreviation
Abreviation

Question
Question

QSP
QSP

Voulez-vous retransmettre
retra.nsmettre
A
Voulez-vous
.
. .
. ..gratuitement?
gratuitement?
L'appel de
de d6tresse
detresse recu
regu de
de.. . .
L'appel

QSR
QSR

a-t-il ete
et6 r6gle?
r6gl6?
QSU
QSU

QSV
QSV
QSW
QSW
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Reponse
R6ponse ou avis

Je
graJe retransmettrai
retransmettrai aa ...... gratuitement.
tuitement.
L'appel de
de detresse
de
..
regu de...
d6tresse regu
L'appel
ete regle
. ..
aa et6
r6gl6 par
par .
. .

Transmettez (ou
(ou Repondez)
Rdpondez) stir
sur
Dois-je transmettre
re- Transmettez
(ou r6Dois-je
transmettre (ou
kc/s (ou
m) et/ou
et/ou stir
sur
. m)
(ou .....
pondre) Bur
kc/s (ou
(Du.
·.... .kc/s
. . ..
sur.. .
.. kc/s
pondre)
ondes du
du type
Al, A2,
A3 ou
ou B.
B.
type Al,
A2, A3
ondes
m)
stir ondes
ondes du type
m) et/ou sur
Al, A2,
A2, A3,
B?
ou B?
Al,
A3, on
Transmettez
eerie de
une s6rie
de VVV
VVV
Transmettez une
Dois-je
transmettre une
tine aerie
de
s6rie de
Dois-je transmettre
...
VVVV...?
VVV ...?
vais transmettre
transmettre (ou
(ou Je
transJe transVoulez-vous
transmettre sur.
sur ..... Je
Je vais
Voulez-vous transmettre
kc/s (ou
(ou .
m) et/ou
sur
mettrai) sur.
sur ....
kc/s (ou
(ou .
. kc/s
. .
. ..
mettrai)
kc/s
. .
. .. m)
et/ou sur
in) et/ou
ondes du
du type
type
m)
et/ou stir
sur ondes
ondes
du type
type Al,
A2, A3
ou
Al, A2,
A3 ou
ondes du
Al, A2, A3 ou B.
B.
B?
B?

QSX
QSX

d'appel)
Voulez-vous ecouter
&outer .. .
J'ecoute .
(indicatif d'appel)
. .... (indicatif
(indi- J'ecoute
.. .(indiVoulez-vous

QSY
QSY

ca& d'appel)
d'appel) sur
kc/s (ou
(ou
sur......kc/s
catifs
....m)?
.m)?
Dois-je
passer a
a la
la transmission
transmission
Dois-je passer
sur.. . . kohl
(ou . .
m), sans
sans
. .
. m),
kc/s (ou
sur
changer de
type d'onde?
ou
ou
d'onde?
changer
de type

QSZ
QSZ
QTA
QTA

Dois-je passer
passer ak la
in transmission
transmission
Dois-je
stir une
made?
sur
une autre
autre onde?
Dois-je transmettre
cheque mot
mot
Dois-je
transmettre chaque
ou groupe
groupe deux
deux fois?
fois?
ou
Dois-je
annuler le t6elgramme
telegramme
Dois-je annuler
no .
s'il n'avait
pas
comme s'il
n'avait pas
n°
. ....comme
ete transmis?
transmis?
6et

QTB
QTB

Etes-vous
Etes-vous d'accord avec mon
compte de mots?

QTC
QTC

Combien avez-vous
telegramavez-vous de t6elgrama transmettre?
mes a
Quel est mon
mon relevement
relevement vrai
relativement b vous?
relativement

QTE')
QTE ')

sur . .
(ou .....
. m).
m).
sur.
.. .kc/s
kc/s (ou

Passes
stir...
la transmission
transmission sur
. . .
Passez akin
kc/s (ou
(ou .. .
m) sans
sans changer
changer
. m)
kc/s
de type d'onde
ou

la transmission
Passez
Passes a
a in
transmission sur
stir une
autre onde.
autre
Transmettez
Transmettez cheque
chaque mot ou
groupe deux fois.
groupe
Annulez le telegramme
telegramme no ......
Annulez
comme s'il
s'il n'avait pas ete
transmis.
transmis.
Je ne
tie suis pas d'accord
d'aceord avec votre
eompte de mots; je r6pgte
repete in
la
compte
premiere lettre de chaque
cheque mot
mot
premiere
et le premier
premier chiffre
chiffre de chaque
cheque
nombre.
J'ai .
telegrammes pour
pour vous
vous
J'ai
. ....t6legrammes
(ou pour
(ou
pour ...
. .).
.).

Votre relevement
relevement vrai
vrai relativerelativ ement aa moi eat de .
.. ...degree
OU
ou
ou
ou
Quel est
eat mon
mon relevement
relevement vrai
Votre relevement
vrai relativeVotre
relevement vrai
relative. ...•(indicatif
relativement
relativement a
k.
(indicatif
ment A
eat
a (indicatif
(indicatif d'appel)
d'appel) eat
d'appel)?
d'appel)?
de .
(heure)
de
. ....degree
degr6sa ......(heure)
ou
ou
ou
Quel
vrai de
de Le
Quel eat
est Ie
le relevement
relevement vrai
Le relevement
relevement vrai
vrai de
de ......(in(in.
d'appel) rela. .
. .. (indicatif
(indicatif d'appet)
reladicatif d'appel)
dicatif
d' appel) relativement
relativement A
tivement a .
(indicatif d'ap. .. .(indicatif
d'aptivement
(indicatif a'appel)
a' appel) est
eat
...... (indicatif
pel)?
pet)?
degres a ......(heure).
(heure).
de .
. .
. ..degres
QTF
Voulez-vous
m'indiquer la
In posiQTF
Voulez-vous m'indiquer
posi- La
La position
position de
de votre
votre station
sum
station sur
tion de
de ma
ma station
In base
base
tion
station stir
sur la
la
relevements pris
la base
base des
des relevements
pris
des
des relevements
relevements pris
pris par
par les
les
par
les postes
postes radiogoniometriradiogoniom6tripar les
posies
radiogoniometriques
postes
radiogoniometriques
ques que
que je
je contr6le
contreile est
eat .....
ques
que vous contrl6ez?
controlez?
latitude,
longitude.
latitude, ......longitude.
v
1
)Dans oertains
"cap vrai"
vial" et "relevement
vrai" sont
sont appeles
appeles "cap
"cap geographique"
1)
certains services aeronautiques
asronantiqnes "cap
"relAvement vrai"
geographique"
et "relevement
geographique".
"relAvement geographique".
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Question
Question

Answer or statement
statement

Will you relay to .
free of
. ...
. free
charge?
Has the distress call received
received
attended to?
from .... .been attended
to?

I will
I
will relay to ......free of
of
charge.
The distress
distress call received from
...
. .
. has been
been attended
attended to
to
by .
by
. ....
Transmit (or answer) on
Transmit
on .....
.
kilocycles
meters)
kilocycles (or
(or ......meters)

Must IItransmit (or
on
(or answer)
answer) on
......kilocycles
kilocycles (or meters)
and/or on waves of type Al,
Al,
A2, A3, or B?
Must IItransmit aaseries of V's?
V's?

QSW
QSW

Do you wish to transmit
transmit on
...
. .
. kilocycles (or .
. ....meters), and/or on waves of type
ters),
Al, A2, A3, or B?
B?

QSX
QSX

...... (call
Will you listen to .
(call
signal) on .....
signal)
. kilocycles
kilocycles (or
(or
meters)?
.....
. meters)?
Must IIshift to transmission on
on
me...
. .
. kilocycles (or ...
. ..meters), without changing
ters),
changing the
the
type of wave?
Or
or
Must IIshift to transmission on
another wave?
Must
Must II transmit
transmit each
each word
word or
or
group twice?
Must II cancel
cancel telegram
telegram no.
no.
.....
. as if it had not been
been
transmitted?
transmitted?
Do you agree with my word
count?

QSY
QSY

QSZ
QTA

QTB

QTC
QTE I
QTE'

and/or
and/or on waves of type Al,
A3, or B.
A2, A3,
B.
Transmit
Transmit aaseries
series of V's.
I am going
I
going to transmit
transmit (or
(or I
I
on ......kiloshall transmit) on
kilocycles (or .....
meters), and/
and/
. meters),
or on waves of type
type Al, A2,
A2,
A3, or
A3,
or B.
B.
I
am listening to ...... (call
(call
I am
signal)
signal) on .... .
(or
. kilocycles
kilocycles (or
meters).
......meters).
Shift
Shift to transmission on
on ...
. ..
kilocycles (or
kilocycles
(or ......meters)
meters)
without
type of
of
without changing
changing the type
wave.
Shift to transmission
transmission on another
another
Shift
wave.
wave.
Transmit
Transmit each
each word
word or group
group
twice.
twice.
Cancel
Cancel telegram no. .
.. ...as if
it had not been
it
been transmitted.
IIdo not agree
agree with your
your word
word
count; I
count;
I shall repeat
repeat the
the first
letter of each word and the
first figure of
each number.
of each
number.

telegrams have you
How many telegrams
to transmit?
What is my true bearing in relation to you?
Or
or

I
telegrams for you
you
I have .
. ....telegrams
(or for .....
. ).
).
Your
Your true
true bearing
bearing in relation
to me is .
degrees
. .
. ..degrees

What is my true bearing in relation to .. .
signal)?
. .. (call signal)?
Or
or

or
Your true bearing in relation
to
relation to
.
signal) is ...
de. .
. .
. (call signal)
.. .degrees at
at .
grees
. .... (time)
or
or

What is the true bearing
bearing of
of
in relation
relation
...
. .
. (call
(call signal)
signal) in
to .... .
signal)?
. (call signal)?

QTF

Will you give me the position
position
of my station on the basis of
of
bearings
bearings taken
taken by the radio
radio
direction-finding
direction-finding stations
which you control?
control?

bearing of ...... (call
(call
The true bearing
signal) in relation
relation to .
signal)
. .
. ..
(call signal)
signal) is
is .
degrees
(call
. ....degrees
at
(time).
at ...... (time).
The position
position of your
your station
on
station on
the basis of bearings
bearings taken by
by
the radio direction-finding
direction-finding
stations which II control is
....w
la..
Innlnitudp.
.
latitude,
.
. ..
..itiudr
. .. ... .longitude.
, a

I In certain aeronautical
services, "true
aeronautical services,
"true course"
"true bearing"
bearing" are called "geographic
course" and
course" and "true
"geographic course"
geographic bearing".
"geographic
bearing",

1625
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AbOviation
Abreviatlon

Question

QTG
QTG

Voulez-vous
transmettre votre
votre
Voulez-vous transmettre
indicatif
pendant cind'appel pendant
indicatif d'appel
quante secondes,
en terminant
terminant
secondes, en
quante
par
un trait
secondes,
dix secondes,
de dix
trait de
par un
Bur
m) pour
......m)
(ou .
kc/s (ou
sur.. ....kale
votre relque je
je puisse
prendre votre
puisse prendre
que
evement radiogoniom6trique?
radiogoniometrique?
evement
Quelle
position en lativotre position
eat votre
Quelle eat
tude et
longitude (ou
en longitude
et en
tude
d'apres
toute autre
autre indicaindicad'apres toute
tion)?
tion)?
vraie?
Quelle
eat votre
route vraie?
votre route
Quelle eat

QTH
QTH

QTI
QTJ
QTJ

QTM
QTM

QTO
QTO
QTP
QTP

QTQ
QTR
QTU
QUA

QUB

de marQueue
vitesse de
votre vitesse
est votre
Quelle eat
eke?
che?
signaux radioTransmettez
radiodes signaux
Transmettez des
electriques
et des signaux
signaux
electriques et
acoustiques
pour
sousmarins pour
acoustiques sousmarins
me
determiner
de determiner
permettre de
me permettre
mon
ma disdiset ma
relbvement et
mon relevement
tance.
tance.
Etes-vous sorti
sorti du
du bassin
du
bassin (ou du
Etes-vous
port)?
port)?
bassin
Allez-vous
entrer dans
dans le bassin
Allez-vous entrer
(ou dans
dans le
port)?
le port)?
(ou
Pouvez-vous
communiquer avec
Pouvez-vous communiquer
ma station
station aft l'aide
l'aide du
du Code
Code
ma
International
Signaux?
de Signaux?
International de
Queue
eat l'heure
l'heure exacte?
Quele eat
Queues sont
sont lea heures d'ouverQuelles
ture
de votre
station?
votre station?
ture de
.
Avez-vous
nouvelles de
de .....
des nouvelles
Avez-vous des
(indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
la station
station
de la
(indicatif
mobile)?
mobile)?
dans
Pouvez-vous
me donner,
dormer, dans
Pouvez-vous me
l'ordre,
conrenseignements con
lea renseignements
l'ordre, lea
cernant: la
visibilite, la
la hauhaula visibilit6,
cernant:
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ou avis
R6ponse on
Reponse
Je
transmettre mon
mon indicatif
vais transmettre
Je vais
d'appel pendant
sependant cinquante sed'appel
condes,
en terminant
terminant par un
condes, en
trait de
de dix
. ....
sur .
secondes, sur
dix secondes,
trait
que vous
kale
(ou .
pour quo
m) pour
... ...in)
kc/s (ou
puissiez prendre
mon relevereleveprendre mon
puissiez
ment radiogoniometrique.
radiogoniometrique.
ment
Ma position
position eat
est ...... latitude
Ma
longitude (ou d'apres
d'apres
...
. . longitude
toute
autre indication).
indication).
toute autre

. .
. deMa route
eat de ...
devraie est
route vraie
Ma
gr6s.
. ....
Ma vitesse
eat de .
vitesse de marche est
Ma
noeuds
(ou de
. kilometres)
kilometres)
. .
. .
de .
noeuds (ou
a
ft l'heure.
Je transmets
des signaux
signaux radiotransmets des
Je
electriques et
signaux acousaeonsdes signaux
et des
electriques
tiques
sousmarins pour
pour vous
tiques sousmarins
determiner votre
permettre
permettre de determiner
relevement
distance.
relevement et votre distance.
Je
viens de
de sortir
sortir du
(ou
bassin (ou
du bassin
Je viens
du
port).
du port).
Je
dans le
le bassin
bassin (ou
entrer dans
vais entrer
Je vais
dans le
le port).
port).
dans
Je
communiquer avec
avec votre
votre
vais communiquer
Je vais
station e,
Code Interdu Code
l'aide du
a l'aide
station
national
de Signaux.
Signaux.
national de
. .
. .
L'heure exacte
exacte eat .
L'heure
Les heure
d'ouverture de
ma stade ma
heure d'ouverture
Les
. .
. ..
tion
. .ft.
de ....
sont de
tion sort
Void
nouvelles de
de .
(in. ... . (inles nouvelles
Voici lea
dicatif
de la
la station
station mod'appel de
dicatif d'appel
bile).
bile).
Voici
lea renseignements
renseignements demanVoici les
des.
d6s: ...............

teur des nuages,
nuages, le vent au sol
sol
pour ..
....(lieu
(lieu d'observation)?
d'observation)
pour
recu
message regu
Quel
le dernier
dernier message
est le
Quel eat
(indicatij
. (indicatif
pour
. .
de ...
vous de
pour vous
d'appel
la station
station mobile)?
mobile)?
de la
d'appel de
d'urAvez-vous reeu
regu le signal d'urAvez-vous
genes
par .
(indicatij
. ..(indicatif
. .
fait par
gence fait
d'appel
la station
mobile)?
station mobile)?
de la
d'appel de

Le dernier
regu par moi
message recu
dernier message
Le
de
(indicatif d'appel
d'appel de la
. ....(indicatif
de .
station mobile)
est ......
mobile) eat
station
J'ai recu
regu le
fait
le signal d'urgence fait
J'ai
par
(indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
. .
. .. (indicatif
par .
la
station moblle)
mobile) a
(heure).
. ..(heure).
a .
. .
la station

QTJF
QUF

Avez-vous
signal de dele signal
regu le
Avez-vous regu
(indicatij
tresse
. .... (indicatif
par .
fait par
tresse fait
d'appel de la station
station mobile)?
d'appel

J'ai
reeu le
le signal de detresse
detresse fait
J'ai recu
par
d'appel de
. (indicatif
(indicatif d'appel
. .
par ...
la station
station mobile)
b... ....(heure).
mobile) A
la

QUG

d'amerri]
Allez-vous etre
etre force
force d'amerrir
Allez-vous
(ou
d'atterrir)?
(ou d'atterrir)7

Je
suis force
force d'amerrir
d'amerrir (ou d'atJe suis
(lieu).
terrir)
a . .... (lieu).
terrir) ft.

QITH
QUH

Voulez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer la
Is. presVoulez-vous
au
sion
barometrique actuelle
aetuelle an
sion barometrique
la meal
mert
niveau de is.

La
pression barometrique
barometrique actuelle
La pression
an niveau
niveau de
de la
mer est
eat de ...
...
la mer
au
(unitis).
(unit/s).

QUO
QUC

QUD
QUD
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MULTILATERAL— TELECOMMUNICATION— APR .8,
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1938
MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.
Question
Question

Answer or
statement
Answer
or statement

QTI
QTI

call sigWill you
you transmit
transmit your
your call
sigseconds ending
nal during 50 seconds
ending
10-second dash, on
with a
a 10-second
on
.. .
. .
. kilocycles (or
(or .
. .. ..memeters)
so that
that I
may take
your
ters) so
I may
take your
radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding bearbearings?
ings?
What is your position in latitude
longitude (or actude and
and in longitude
cording
cording to any other indicaindication)?
What is your
course?
What
your true
true course?

QTJ
QTJ

What is
your speed?
speed?
What
is your

QTM

Transmit
and subTransmit radio signals
signals and
subto
marine sound signals to
my
enable me
me to
to determine
determine my
bearing and my distance.
distance.
bearing

signals
IIam transmitting
transmitting radio
radio signals
submarine sound signals
and submarine
signals
to enable you to determine
your
your bearing and
and your disdistance.
tance.

QTO

Have you left dock (or port)?
port)?

IIhave left dock (or port).
port).

QTP
QTP

Are you going to enter dock
dock (or
port)?
port)?
Can you communicate
communicate with my
station by the International
International
Code of Signals?
What is the exact time?
What
What are the hours during
which your station is
open?
is open?
Have
Have you any
any news
news from ...
.. .
(call
signal of the
sta(call signal
the mobile
mobile station)?
tion)?
Can you give
give me,
me, in
in the followconing order, information concerning: visibility, height of
clouds, ground wind
wind at ...
. ..
(place
(place of observation)?
observation)?
What is the last message
message you
received
received from .. .
. .
. (call signal
station)?
nal of the
the mobile station)?
Have you received the urgent
urgent
signal transmitted
transmitted by
signal
by ...
. .
.
(call signal
sta(call
signal of
of the
the mobile
mobile station)?
Have you received
received the distress
signal
signal sent by .
. .
. .. (call
(call sigsignal of the mobile station)?
station)?
nal

enter dock
II am going to enter
dock (or
port).
port).
I
communicate
I am going to communicate
with your station
station by the International Code of Signals.
The exact time is .
. .
. .
.
My station is open from
from .
. ....
to .
. ...
This is the news from .
. .
. ..(call
(call
signal of the mobile station).
signal

QTH

QTQ
QTQ

QTR
QTR
QTU
QTU
QUA
QUA

QUB

QUC
QUC

QUD
QUD

QUF
QUF

QUG
QUG

Will you be forced to come
down on water
water (or
(or on
on land)?
land)?

QUH
QUH

Will you give me the present
present
barometric pressure at sea
sea
level?

I
my call
call signal
I will transmit
transmit my
signal
during 50 seconds, ending
with a
a 10-second
10-second dash, on
kilocycles (or .
me.. .. .. kilocycles
. ....meters) so that you may take
take
ters)
direction-finding
my radio direction-finding
bearings.
My position is
is ......latitude,
latitude,
.
. .
. ..longitude
longitude (or according
according
indication).
to any
any other
other indication).
My true course
course is
deis .
. ....degrees.
grees.
My speed is .
.....knots (or
(or .
.....
kilometers) per hour.

This is the information
information
quested:
. ••
.
quested: .

re-

The last message
message I
I received
. .... (call signal
from .
signal of the
the
mobile station)
station) is .
. .
. .
.
urgent sigIIhave
have received
received the
the urgent
signal transmitted
transmitted by ...
...(call
signal
signal of the mobile station)
station)
at .
. .... (time).
(time).
received the distress
II have
have received
distress
signal sent by .
. .
. ..(call
(call signal
mobile station)
nal of the mobile
station) at
. •
. .• (time).
•
I am forced
I
forced to come down on
water (or on land) at ...
. .
.
(place).
The present barometric prespres. . .
I sure at sea level is ...
(units).
I (units).
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Reponse ou
on avis
RWponse

Question
Question

Abreviation
Abraviation

vrai a suivre,
can vrai
Le
Le cap
suivre, par
par vent
vent
nul,
pour vous
diriger vers
vers moi
moi
vous diriger
nul, pour
est de
de ...
..
.degres aa.. ...
.degr6s
est

QUJ 1
)
1)
QUJ

mJn
le cap
m'I;nrinlnVr
1,1....^
.
ts{
Voulez-vous
m'indiquer
le
Vvulez,-v~~tou
vrai a
a suivre,
nul,
vent nul,
par vent
suivre, par
vrai
pour me
me diriger
diriger vers
vous?
vers vous?
pour

QUK
QUK

Pouvez-vous
m'indiquer 1'etat
Vetat
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
de in
observe a . ...
(lieu
. (lieu
mer observe
la mer
de

(heure).
(heure).
La
mer a .
(lieu ou coordon. ..(lieu
. .
La mer
Mes) est ......
nees)

QITL
QUL

ou
coordonnees)7
ou coordonnees)?
la houle
m'indiquer in
Pouvez-vous
houle
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
observee a .
ou coco(lieu ou
. (lieu
. .
. .
observee

La hou
houle
(lieu ou coordonle aa.. .. .(lieu
La
?tees)
nees) est .....

QUM
QUM

ordonnies)?
ordonnees)
Le trafil
trafic de
detresse est-il
terest-il terde d6tresse
Le
mind?
mine?

Le
trafic
ternaine.
d6tresse est termine.
ic de detresse
Le traf

I

I

RPPONSES OU
B.LISTEI
DES ABREVIATIONS
ABRiVIATIONS PAR
NATURE DES
DES QUESTIONS,
QUESTIONS, IttPONSES
OU AVIB:
AVIS:
PAR NATURE
LISTE DES
B.

Reponse
on avis
R6ponse ou

Question
Question

Abreviation j
Abrevation

---

Nom
Nom
Quel est
est le
le nom
de votre
station?
votre station?
nom de
Quel

QRA
QRA

Le nom
nom de
est .
... ..
station est
ma station
de ma
Le

Parcours
Parcours
Ot
et d'od
d'ot venezvenezallez-vous et
Oi allez-vous
vous?

QRD
QRD

Jo
vais a
et je
je viens
viens de
de ....
. ..et
a .
Je vais

Position
Position
QRB
QRB

A quelle
approximative
distance approximative
quelle distance
A
vous
trouvez-vous de ma stavous trouvez-vous
tion?
tion?

tre
La distance
approximative eni
entre
distance approximative
La
les
nos
est de
de ......mil
mines
stations est
nos stations
marina (ou
(ou ......kilometres).
kilometres).
marina

QTFI
QTH

Queue
est votre
position en
en lativotre position
Quelle est
tude
en longitude
longitude (ou
et en
tude et
d'apres
toute autre
autre indicaindicad'aprAs toute

Ma position
position est.
est ...
latitude ....
. .latitude
Ma
ite
longitude (ou
(ou d'apras
d'apres tot
toute
longitude
autre
indication).
autre indication).

tion)?
tion)?

I
QRI
QRI
QRK
QRK

Qua/iti
signaux
des signaux
Qualitd des
La
mon emission
emission estde mon
tonalite de
La tonalite
elle reguliere?
r6guliere?
elle
mes
Queue est
est la
in lisibilite
lisibilit6 de sues
Quelle
signaux
5)?
(I aa 5)?
signaux (1

La
tonalite de
votre emission
de votre
La tonalite
vane.
varie.
signaux est
La lisibilite
de vos
vos signaux
est
lisibilite de
La
.
(/ d
d5).
5).
. ..(1

Force
signaux
des signaux
Force des
QRJ
QRJ
QRO
QRO
QRP
QRP
QSA
QSA
QSB
QSB

Me
recevez-vous mal?
real? Mes
Mes
Me recevez-vous
signaux
sont-ils faibles?
faibles?
signaux sont-ils
Dois-je augmenter
augmenter l'energie?
l'6nergie?
Dois-je
Dois-je diminuer 1'6nergie?
l'energie?
Dois-je
Queue est
est in
de mes
sues signaux
signaux
force de
la force
Quelle
(/ a
d5)?
)?
(1
varie-tLa
signaux varletde mes signaux
force de
La force
elle?
elle?

Je ne
peux pas
pas vous
recevoir.
vous recevoir.
ne peux
Je
Vos
signaux soDt
soot trop faibles.
Vos signaux
Augmentez
l'energie.
Augmentez l'6nergie.
Diminuez
l'energie.
Diminuez l'6nergie.
. ....
La
de vos
vos signaux
signaux est .
force de
La force
(1 d
5).
a 6).
(1
La force
force de
de vos signaux
signaux varie.
vane.
La

g6ographique"
2)
Pans certains
aeronantiQues"cap vral"
vrai" et "relivement
"relevement vrai"
vrai" sent appeles
appeles "cap
"cap geographique"
services a6ronantiques"cap
certains services
i) Dans
at "relavement
"relevement g6ographique".
geographique".
et
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QUJ
QUJ

1

QUK
QUK

QUL

QUM
QUM

MULTILATERAL-TELECOMMUNICATION-APR.
MULTILATERAL—TELECOMM
UNICATION—APR.8, 1938
Question
Question

Answer or statement
statement

Will you please indicate the
proper course to steer toward
you, with no wind?

The proper
proper course
course to steer toward
ward me, with no wind, is
is
. .
. ..degrees
.
degrees at ......(time).

condition
Can you tell me the condition
of the sea observed
observed at .. .
. .
.
(place or
coordinates)?
or coordinates)?
obCan you tell me the surge observed at .....
. (place
(place or coordinates)??
ordinates)
traffic ended?
ended?
Is the distress traffic

The sea at .. .
. .. (place or coordinates) is .
. ....
ordinates)
The
. ....(place
The surge at .
(place or coordinates) is .
. ....
ordinates)
The
The distress
distress traffic
traffic is ended.

B. LIST
LIST OF
B.
or ABBREVIATIONS
NATURE OF
QUESTIONS, ANSWERS,
ANSWERS,
ABBREVIATIONS ACCORDING
ACCORDING TO
TO THE
THE NATURE
OF QUESTIONS,
OR STATEMENTS
OR
STATEMENTS
Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer
Answer or statement
statement

Name

QRA

What is the name of your staWhat
tion?
Route
Route

The name of
of my station is
The

QRD
QRD

Where
where
Where are
are you
you going and
and where
do you come from?

I
I am going to .....
. and IIcome
from ......

-•-

Position
Position
QRB

At what approximate
approximate distance
are
are you from
from my station?
station?

QTH
QTH

What
What is your position
position in latilati(or
tude and in longitude (or
according to any other indiindiaccording
cation)?
cation)?

The approximate
approximate distance
distance between our stations is .....
.
nautical
miles (or
(or ......kilokilonautical miles
meters).
meters).
My
is .
latitude,
My position
position is
. .
. .
. latitude,
.
longitude (or according
. .
. .
.longitude
according
to any
any other
other indication).
indication).
to

Quality
signals
Quality of
of signals
QRI
QRI
QRK
QRK

Is the tone of my transmission
transmission
regular?
What
sigWhat is
is the legibility
legibility of
of my
my signals (1
(1 to 6)?

The
your transmission
transmission
of your
The tone of
varies.
The legibility
legibility of your signals is
.. ... (1 to 6).
).

Strength of signals
signals
Strength

QRJ
QRO
QRP
QRP
QSA
QSA
QSB
QSB

Are
receiving me
badly?
Are you
you receiving
me badly?
Are
weak?
Are my signals weak?
increase the power?
Must IIincrease
Must
decrease the
power?'
I decrease
the power?
Must I
sigWhat is the
the strength
strength of
of my
my signals (1 to 5)?
Does the strength
strength of my signals
vary?

I
I cannot
cannot receive
receive you. Your
signals
are too
too weak.
signals are
Increase
Increase the power.
Decrease
Decrease the
the power.
power.
The strength
strength of your signals is
is
The
(1 to 5).
strength of your signals
The strength
varies.

called "geographe
'trne bearing" are called
course" and
aeronautical services, "true course"
certain aeronautical
I In certain
and "trail
"geographic eoarse"
course" and
"geographic bearing".
"geographic
bearing".
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-Question
Question

Abr6viation
Abrfviation

R6ponse
ou avis
RWponse on

Manipulation
Manipulation

QRQ

Dois-je
transmettre plus
plus vite?
Dois-je transmettre

QRS

Dois-je
plus lentelentetransmettre plus
Dois-je transmettre
ment?
ment?
Ma
manipulation est-elle
eat-elle corcorMa manipulation
recte;
signaux sont-ils
sont-ils
recte; mes
mes signaux
nets?
nets?
Brouillage
BrouiUage

QSD

Etes-vous brouille?
brouille?
Etes-vous
Etes-vous trouble
atmcpar lea
les atmeEtes-vous
trouble par
spheriques?
sph6riques?

QRM
QRN
QRN

Transmettez
vite (.
(. ....mots
plus vite
Transmettez plus
par minute).
minute).
par
Transmettez
plus lentement
(. ..
..
lentement (.
Transmettez plus
mots par
par minute).
minute).
mots
Votre
manipulation est
eat incorincorVotre manipulation
recte; vos
vos signaux
signaux sont maumaurecte;
vais.

Je suis
Buis brouille.
brouille.
Je
atmoJe suis
suis trouble
trouble par les
lea atmoJe
spheriques.
spheriques.

Reglage
la longueur
longueur d'onde
d'onde
de la
Reglage de
Voulez-vous m'indiquer
ma frefr6m'indiquer ma
Voulez-vous

QRG

quence
d'onde) ex(longueur d'onde)
quence (longueur
acts
en kc/s
(ou m)?
m)?
acte en
kc/s (ou
Ma frequence
frequence (longueur
(longueur d'onde)
d'onde)
Ma
varie-t-elle?
varie-t-elle?

QRH

Votre fr6quence
frequence (longueur
(longueur d'd'Votre
... kc/s
onde) exacte
kc/s
exacte est de ...
onde)
(ou
(ou ... m).
m).
Votre frequence
d'(longueur d'frequence (longueur
Votre
onde) varie.
vane.
onde)

d'onde et/ou
longueur d'onde
Choiz
la longueur
Choix de
de la
du
d'onde
type d'onde
du type
QSU
QSU

QSV
QSV
QSW

QSX
QSX

(ou rereDois-je
transmettre (ou
Dois-je transmettre
pondre)
stir... kc/s
m)
kc/s (ou
(ou ... m)
pondre) sur...
et/ou
sur ondes
du type
type Al,
Al,
et/ou sur
ondes du
A2, A3 ou B?
B?
Dois-je
transmettre une
use serie
Eerie de
de
Dois-je transmettre
VVV
?
VVV... ?
Voulez-vous
sur...
transmettre stir.
Voulez-vous transmettre
kc/s
sur ondes
ondes
m) et/ou
et/ou sur
(ou ... m)
kc/s (au
du type Al, A2, A3 ou
on B?

Transmettez (ou
(ou Repondez) sur
Bur
Transmettez
kc/s (ou
(ou ... m)
in) et/ou
et/ou sur
sur
... kc/s
A3 ou B.
ondes
ondes du
du type Al, A2, AS

Voulez-vous
&outer ...
(indica... (indicaVoulez-vous ecouter
tif
d' appel) sur
kc/s (ou
(ou.
.. .
sur ... kc/s
tif d'appel)
in)
?
m) ?

Pecoute
(indicatif d'appel)
d'appel)
J'ecoute ... (indicatif
sur .
kc/s (ou
(ou ... m).
m).
sur...
kc/s

s6rie de VVV...
Transmettez
Transmettez une aerie
VVV.
Je
vais transmettre
transmettre (au
(ou de
Je transJe vais
mettrai) sur
kc/s ou ... m)
sur ... kc/s
mettrai)
et/ou sur
stir ondes
ondes du
Al,
type Al,
et/ou
du type
A2, A3 ou B.

Changement
de longueur
longueur d'onde.
d'onde.
Changement de
QSY
QSY

|

Dois-je
passer b.
transmission
a la
la transmission
Dois-je passer
sur
k/r
Ir
(o
-.. in),
m). Rnan
stir
kc/s (ou
sans
changer de type d'onde?
d'onde?
changer
on
ou
Dois-je
In transmission
transmission
passer a
a la
Dois-je passer
stir
tine autre
onde?
sur une
autre onde?

Passez aa la
la transmission
sur ...
Passez
transmission sur
de
kc/s
(ou ... m),
m), sans changer
changer de
kc/s (ou
type
d'onde?
type d'onde?
ou
ou
sur une
Passez a
a la
transmission sur
Passez
la transmission
autre
onde.
autre onde.

Etablissement de
de la communicaEtablissernent
tion
tion
QRL

Etes-vous
Etes-vous occupe?

QRV

Etes-vous
pret?
Etes-vous pr6t?

Je suis
suis oceupe
occupe (ou
(ou Je
suis occupe
occupe
Je suis
Je
avec
... ).
). Pri&re
Priere de
ne pas
pas
de ne
avec ...

brouiller.
Je suis pret.
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer
Answer or statement
statement

Keying
QRQ

Must I
I transmit faster?

QRS

ttanamit more slowly?
slowly?
Must I
I transmit

QSD "
QSD

Is my keying correct;
correct; are my
my
signals distinct?
distinct?

Transmit
Transmit faster (.(. .... words
words
minute).
per minute).
Transmit more slowly (...
(. ..
words
words per
per minute).
minute).
Your keying is incorrect;
incorrect; your
your
signals are bad.

Interference
Interference
QRM
QRM
QRN
QRN

Are
Are you
you being interfered
interfered with?
with?
Are you troubled by static?

I
I am being interfered
interfered with.
I
I am troubled by static.

Adjustment of the wavelength
QRG
QRG

QRH
QRH

Will you tell me what my exact
exact
frequency
frequency (wavelength)
(wavelength) is in
kilocycles (or meters)?
kilocycles
Does
Does my
my frequency
frequency (wave(wavelength) vary?

Your exact freqnency
frequency (wavekilocycles (or
length) is
is .
. ...
. kilocycles
(or
.
.meters).
. .
. .meters).
Your
frequency (wavelength)
(wavelength)
Your frequency
varies.

Choice of the
Choice
the wavelength
waelength and/or
and/or
type
type of wave
QSU
QSU

QSV
QSV
QSW
QSW

QSX
QSX

on
Must IItransmit
transmit (or answer) on
kilocycles (or
...
. .
. kilocycles
(or ......meters) and/or on waves
waves of
of
or B?
B?
type Al, A2,
A2, A3, or
Must IItransmit
transmit a
aseries
of V's?
Must
series of
V's?

Transmit
Transmit -(or
(or answer)
answer) on
on .
. .
.. .
....
.meters)
kilocycles (or .
. meters)
and/or
waves of
of type
type Al,
Al,
and/or on
on waves
A2, A3,
A3, or B.
Transmit
Transmit a
a series
series of
of Vs.
V's.

Do you
you wish to transmit on I I
to transmit (or
(or II
I am
am going to
...
. . . kilocycles
kilocycles (or ......
shall transmit)
transmit) on .
. ....kiloI cycles
meters), and/or
and/or on
on waves
of
(or ...
waves of
meters),
cycles (or
. .
. meters),
meters),
Al,
type Al, A2, A3, or B?
1?
and/or on
on waves
waves of type Al,
A2,
A2, A3,
A3, or
or B.
Will you
listen to
to ..
. (call
I
listening to .
Will
you listen
. .(call
. .
. .. (call
(call
I am listening
signal)
kilocycles (or
signal) on
kilocycles (or
(or
signal) on ......kilocycles
signal)
on. ..
. .
. kilocycles
meters)?
meters).
...
. .
. meters)?
...
. .
.meters).
Change of
Change
of wavelength
wavelength

QSY
QSY

transmission on
on Shift
Shift to transmission on ......
Must IIshift to transmission
(or .
kilocycles
kilocycles (or
(or ......meters),
meters),
. .
. .
.
....
. . kilocycles
kilocycles (or
meters),
without changing
changing
without
changing the
the type
type
without changing
meters), without
of
or
the
or
or
of wave,
wave,
the type
type of wave?
transmission on
transmission
on
Must IIshift
shift to transmission
on Shift to transmission
another wave.
another wave?
another
Making
Mlaking contact
contact

QRL
QRL

Are you busy?

QRV

Are you
you ready?
ready?

IIam
am busy
busy (or
(or I
I am
am busy
busy with
.
Please do not inter. .
. ..). Please
fere.
ready.
IIam ready.
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Reponse
REponse ou
ou avis
avis

Abreviation
Abriviation

Question
Question

QRX
QRX

A quel
Dois-de attendre?
attendre? A
quel momoment me
me rappellerez-vous?
rappellerez-vous?
ment

QRY

Quel est
eat mon tour?

(ou
aussit6t).
(ou aussit6t).
Votre tour
tour eat
Votre
est numero
num6ro ... (ou
(ou
d'apris
autre indication).
indication).
d'apres toute
toute autre

QRZ
QTQ
QTQ

Par qui suis-je appele6
appele?
Pouvez-vous
communiquer avec
Pouvez-vous communiquer
a l'aide du Code
ma station A
International
International de Signaux?

Vous etes
appele par...
par...
Vous
etes appel6
communiquer avec
Je vais
vais communiquer
avec votre
station A
a l'aide du Code International de Signaux.
Signaux.

Attendez (ou Attendez
jusqu'A. ce
ce
Attendez
Attendez jusqu'a
que j'aie fini de communiquer
communiquer
avec ...
.. ).
).
Je vous
rappellerai A ... heure
heure
Je
vous rappellerai

Heure
Heure
QTR
QTR
QTU

Queue
l'heure exacte?
Quelle eat
est l'heure
lea heures d'ouverQuelles sont les
ture de votre station?
station?

L'heure exacte est...
est...
Les heures d'ouverture de ma
Lea
ma
station sont de...
de... A...
...

Taxes
Taxes
QRC

QSJ
QSJ

Par quelle
queue exploitation priv6e
privee
(ou administration
administration d'Etat)
sont liquides
liquid6s lea
les comptes de
de
taxes de votre station?

Les comptes de taxes de ma station sont liquides par l'exploi-

Quelle eat
est in
la taxe a
percevoir par
par
Apercevoir
mot pour.
pour. .
y compris
compris
. .,, y
telegraphique invotre taxe telegraphique
terieure?
t6rieure?

La taxe aApercevoir
percevoir par mot pour
pour

tation privee
(ou par
par Padtation
privge..... (ou
l'administration
de l'Etat.
ministration de
'Etat....
.)..).

.
eat de
de
.
francs, y
. .
. ..est
. .
. .
. francs,
y
compris ma taxe telegraphique
telegraphique
interieure.
interieure.

Transit
Transit

QRW
QS0
QSO

QSP
QSP
QUA

QUC
QUC

Dois-je
aviser. .
que vous
vous
Dois-je aviser.
.. .
.que
l'appelez
sur . ....kc/s
kc/s
(ou
I'appelez sur.
(ou
.
m)?
. .
. . m)?
Pouvez-vous communiquer
communiquer avec
Pouvez-vous
.
directement (ou
par I'inl'in. .
. .
. directement
(ou par
termediaire
de. ....)?
)?
termediaire de.
Voulez-vous retransmettre
retransmettre A
...
. .
. gratuitement?
gratuitement?
Avez-vous
nouvelles de.
de ..
Avez-vous des nouvelles
. .
.
(indicatif d'appel
de la
station
(indicatif
d'appel de
la station
mobile)?
mobile)
eat le dernier message recu
rev.'
Quel est
par vous
vous de.
par
de. .
(indicatif
. .
. (indicatif
d'appel
d'appel de la station
station mobile)?

Priere d'aviser.
d'aviser. ....que
que je
je l'apPriere
l'appelle
our .. ...
pelle sur
. kc/s
kc/s (ou
(ou ... m).
m).

Je puis communiquer
communiquer avec.
avec. ....
directement
directement (ouC
(ou par
par l'inter1'intermediaire de...
de ..
mediaire
.)..).
Je retransmettrai
retransmettrai A.
Je
a. ...
. gratuigratuitement.

Voici
de...... (indiVoici les
lea nouvellcs
nouvelles de
(indicatif
d'appel de la station
calif d'appel
station
mobile).
mobile).

Le dernier message regu
requ par moi
de...... (indicatif
(indicatif d'appel
de
d'appel de
de la
la
station mobile)
mobile) est.
est ....
station
.

Echange de la
la correspondance
Echange
correspondance

QRU
QSG
QSG

Avez-vous quelque
quelque chose pour
pour
moi?
transmettre. .... t1Dois-je transmettre.
telegrammes (ou un telegramme)
grammes
telegramme)
A
a la.
la fois?

Je n'ai rien pour vous.
Transmettez
. t61egrammes
Transmettez .. .. .
telegrammes

(ou un telegramme)
telegramme) h.
A in
la fois.
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer or statement
statement

QRX
QRX

Must II wait? When will you
you
call me again?

QRY

Which is my turn?

QRZ
QTQ
QTQ

called?
By whom am I
I being called?
Can you communicate
communicate with my
station by the International
International
Code of Signals?
Signals?

Wait (or
(or Wait until I
I have
have finfinished communicating
communicating with
.
. .
. .). IIshall call you again
at .....
. o'clock (or
(or immediately).
ately).
Your turn is
is number
number ...... (or
(or
according to
indiaccording
to any other indication).
cation).
You are being called by .
. ....
communicate
II am going to communicate
with your station by the
International Code of Signals.

Time
QTR
QTR
QTU
QTU

What is the exact
exact time?
What are the hours during
which
which your
your station is open?
open?

The exact time is .
. .
. .
.
My station is open from ...
. ..

to . . .

Charges
QRC
QRC

By what private
private operating
enterprise
enterprise (or government
government
administration)
administration) are
are the acacyour
counts for charges of your
station settled?
What is
charge to
What
is the
the charge
to be
be colcollected per word to .
. .
. ..ininternal telecluding your internal
graph charge?

QSJ
QSJ

charges of my
The accounts for charges
station are
are settled by the
station
the
.....private operating enterprise (or by the government
government
administration
administration of .
. .
. .
. ).
).
collected per
The charge
charge to be collected
per
word to ....is
.Is .....
francs,
. francs,
including my internal telegraph charge.

Transit
Transit
Qlt W
QllW

Must I
I advise .... .that you
on .
.
are calling him on0
. ...kilo-

QS0
QSO

Can you communicate
With
(Can
commlnunicate With

(or . . . meters)?
cycles (or

I

I
QSP
QSP

QUA
QUC
QUC

..
. .
. directly
directly

(or
(or

through
through

Please advise .... .
. that II am
calling him on ...
. .
. kilocycles (or ......meters).
II can communicate
conmunioate with .
. ....
directly (or through
through ... .
. ).

.••
. •
. )?
Will you relay to .....
. free of I
I will relay to ...
. .
. free
free of
of
charge?
charge?
charge.
Have you any news from ...
.. . This is the news from .
. ....
(call
signal of the mobile sta(call
(call signal
(call signal
signal of the mobile
mobile stastation)?
tion)?
tion).
What is
is the
you
The last message
message I
What
the last
last message
message you
I received
received
received from ...
sigfrom .. .
signal of the
. .
. (call
(cal sig. .. (call
(call signal
nal
nal of the mobile station)?
mobile
station) is ......
station)?
mobile station)
Erchange of correspondence
Erchange
correspondence

QRU
QRU

anything for
for me?
i Have you anything

QSG

i Must

, IIhave nothing for you.

II transmit .
. .
. ..tele- ,Transmit . . . telegrams (or
(or
grams (or one telegram)
telegram) at
at
grams
one telegram) at a
a time.
time.
aa time?
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TREATIES
TREATIES
Reponse ou avis
R6ponse

AbrOviation
AbrOviation

Question

QSK
QSK

Dois-je continuer
continuer la
la transmisDois-je
transmission
je
sion de
de tout
tout mon
mon trafic,
trafic, je
peux
vous ecouter
peux vous
ecouter entre
entre mes
mes
signaux?
signaux?
Pouvez-vous me
me donner
donner accuse
Pouvez-vous
accuse
de
de reception?
reception?
Dois-je
le dernier
Dois-je vous
vous repeter
repeter le
dernier
telegramme
que je
je vous
al
tel6gramme que
vous ai
transmis?
transmis?
Dois-je
Dois-je transmettre
transmettre cheque
chaque mot
mot
ou groupe
groupe deux
fois?
ou
deux fois?
Dois-je annuler
telegramme
Dois-je
annuler le
le telegramme
no
s'il n'avait
n'avait pas
no.....
. comme
comme s'il
pas
ete
transmis?
et6 transmis?
Etes-vous d'accord
mon
Etes-vous
d'accord avec
avec mon
compte
de mots?
compte de
mots?

QSL
QSL
QSM
QSM

QSZ
QSZ
QTA
QTA

QTB
QTB

QTC
QTC

Combien
de teleCombien avez-vous
avez-vous de
telegrammes a
grammes
a transmettre?
transmettre?

Continues la
la transmission
transmission de
de
Continuez
tout votre
intout
votre trafic,
trafic, .je
je vous
vous interromprai s'il
s'il y
ya
a lieu.
terromprai
lieu.
Je
de receprecepJe vous
vous donne
donne accuse
accuse de
tion.
tion.
Repetez le
dernier telegrarnme
Repetez
le dernier
t6elgramme
que vous
m'avez transmis.
transmis.
que
vous m'avez

Transmettez
Tra,nsmettez chaque
chaque mot
ou
mot ou
groupe deux
deux fois.
fois.
groupe
Annulez le
le telegramme
telegramme n°.
no. ....
Annulez
comma s'il
s'il n'avait
n'avait pas
ete
comme
pas 6et
transmis.
transmis.
Je
suis pas
pas d'accord
d'accord avee
avec
Je ne
ne suis
vette
mots; je
votre compte
compte de
de mots;
je
repete la
la premiere
premiere lettre
lettre de
de
r6epte
claque mot
et le
le premier
premier
chaque
mot et
chiffre
de ehaque
ehaque nombre.
nombre.
chiffre de
J'ai .
telegrammes pour
pour vous
vous
J'ai.
.. .telegrammes
(ou
pour. .
(ou pour...
.)..).

Mouvement.
Mouvement.
QTI
QTI

Quelle est
votre route
Quelle
est votre
route vraie?
vraie?

QTJ
QTJ

Queue est
Quelle
est
marche?
marche?

QTO
QTO

Etes-vous sorti
sorti du
bassin (ou
(ou du
Etes-vous
du bassin
du
port)?
port)?
entrer dans
Allez-vous entrer
dans le bassin
bassin
(ou dans
dans le
le port)?
(ou
port)?
Allez-vous
force d'amerrir
d'amerrir
Allez-vous etre
etre force
(ou d'atterrir)?
d'atterrir)?
(ou

QTP
QTP
QUG
QUG

QUK
QUK

QUL
QUL

votre
votre

vitesse
vitesse

de
de

Pouvez-vous
m'indiquer 1'etat
l'etat de
de
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
la
suer observe
observe a .
(lieu ou
la mer
. ....(lieu
ou
coordonnees)?
coordonnees)?
Pouvez-vous
in houle
houle
Pouvez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer la
observee a
ou coorcoorobserv6e
a .
. .
. .
. (lieu
(lieu ou
donnees)?
donnees)?

Ma route
route vraie
vraie est
de ...
deMa
est de
. .
. degres.
gres.
Ma
Ma vitesse de
de marche
marche est
est de
de .•.
. ..
noeuds
(ou de
de ......kilometkilometnoeuds (ou
res)
b. l'heure.
res) al'heure.
Je
viens de
de sortir
du bassin
bassin (ou
(ou du
du
Je viens
sortir du
port).
port).
Je vale
entrer dans
dans le
le bassin
bassin (ou
Je
vais entrer
(ou
dans le
le port).
port).
dans
Je suis
suis forc6
force d'amerrir
(ou d'atd'atJe
d'amerrir (ou
terrir)
terrir) aa .
(lieu).
. ....(lieu).
La
suer a .....
(lieu
La mer
. (lieu
donnies) est
donndes)
est. ....
.

on
ou

COOTcoor-

. .
. ..(lieu
(lieu ou coorLa houle
houle a .
coordonnas) est
donnees)
est. ..
. ..

Meteorologie
Aleteorologie
QUB
QUB

QUH
QUH

Pouvez-vous me
Pouvez-vous
donner, dans
dans
me donner,
les renseignements
l'ordre, lee
renseignements conconcernant: la
cernant:
visibilite, la
la haula visibilit6,
hauteur des
des nuages, le vent au
an sol
pour
d'observation)?
pour .
. .
. .
. (lieu
(lieu d'observation)?
Voulez-vous
Voulez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer la prespression barom6trique
don
barometrique actuelle
actuelle au
au
niveau
In mer?
niveau de
de la
mer?

Void lea
Voici
lea
mandes•
mandes:

renseignements
renseignements

dede-

La pression
pression barometrique
barometrique actuactuLa
elle au
an niveau
niveau de
de la
la mer
suer est
est de
de
(unites).
.....
. (unites).
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Question
Question

Answer or
or statement
statement

Must
continue the transmistransmisMust II continue
sion of
of all
all my traffic;
traffic; II can
hear you between
between my signals?
acknowledge receipt?
Can you
you acknowledge
receipt?

receipt.
IIam acknowledging
acknowledging receipt.

QSM
QSM

Must I
repeat the last telegram
telegram
I repeat
which I
I transmitted
transmitted to you?
you?

Repeat
the last telegram
telegram which
Repeat the
which
transmitted to me.
me.
you transmitted

QSZ

or
Must I
I transmit each word or
group
group twice?
twice?
Must I
I cancel telegram
telegram no.
.•...
.asas if
if it
it had
had not
not been
been
transmitted?
Do
Do you agree
agree with
with my word
word
count?

Transmit each
each word or
group
Transmit
or group
twice.
twice.
Cancel telegram
no. ...
. ..as
as if
if
Cancel
telegram no.
it had not been
been transmitted.
transmitted.
it

QSL
QSL

QTA
QTA

QTB
QTB

QTC

telegrams have you
you
How many
many telegrams
to transmit?

Continue
transmission of
Continue the
the transmission
all
traffic; IIshall
shall interall your
your traffic;
rupt you if necessary.
rupt
necessary.

agree with
word
IIdo
do not
not agree
with your
your word
count; I
first
count;
I shall repeat the first
letter
letter of each
each word
word and the
first
figure of each number.
first figure
telegrams for you
you
II have .. .
. .
. telegrams
(or
.).
(or for .
. ...).

Movement

QTI

What
What is your true course?

My
. ....degrees.
degrees.
My true course
course is .

QTJ
QTJ

What is your speed?

My
is .....
knots (or
. knots
My speed
speed is
.
. .
. ..kilometers)
kilometers) per hour.

QTO

Have you left dock (or
(or port)?

IIhave left dock (or
(or port).

QTP

Are you going to enter dock (or
port)??
port)
Will you be forced to come
down on water (or
land)?
down
(or on land)?

QUG
QUG

QUK
QUK

QUL

am going
going to enter dock (or
II am
port).
port).
on
II am forced to come down on
water (or on land)
land) at .. . .
water
(place).
(place).
or coorCan you tell me the condition
condition The
. .
. .
. (place
(place or
The sea
sea at .
dinates) is ...•.•
dinates)
of the sea observed at ...
. ..
(place
coordinates)?
(place or
or coordinates)?
or co. ....(place or
surge at .
Can you tell me the surge ob- The surge
ordinates) is .
ordinates)
. ....
served at (place or
or coordicoordinates)??
nates)

Meteorology
QUB

QUH
QUH

information refollow- This is the information
Can you give me, in the following order, information
conquested: .. . ........
quested:
information coning
cerning: visibility, height of
cerning:
clouds, ground
at . . .
.
ground wind
wind at.
clouds,
(place
observation)?
(place of observation)?
present barometric
barometric prespresgive me the
the present
present The present
Will you
you give
sure at sea level
level is ......
sure
barometric
barometric pressure at sea
(units).
level?

1635
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I

Radiogoniometrie
Radiogoniomdtrie
QTE
1)
QTE 1)

QTF
QTF

Quel
relevement vrai
relativeQuel est
est mon
mon relevement
Votre relbvement
relevement vrai
vrai relativevrai Votre
relativement
vous?
relativement a
ment &
a moi
de .
degres
A vous?
moi est
est de
. .
. ..degrse
ou
ou
ou
ou
Quel est mon relevement
relevement vrai
vrai relativerelativerelevement vrai
vrai Votre relevement
relativement a
(indicant d'appel)
d'appel) est
relativement
ment a
a (indicatif
a .. ...
. (indicatif
(indicatif
est
d'appel)?
degres A
a.
d'appel)?
de .
. ....degres
. .
. .. (heure)
(heure)
ou
ou
ou
ou
Quel
est le
le relevement
relevement de
Quel est
relevement vrai
de ......(in(inde ...
. .
. Le relevement
vrai de
(indicant d'appel)
(indicatif
d'appel) relativement
relativement
dicant d'appel)
d'appel) relativement
dicatif
relativement
(indicant d'appel)?
a .
. ....(indicatif
(indicatif d'appel)
d'appel)?
a. ....
. (indicatif
d'appel) est
est
de
degres a
de .
. ....degres
a .
. .... (heure).
(heure).
Voulez-vous m'indiquer
la posiposiVoulez-vous
m'indiquer la
La position de votre
votre station
sur la
station sur
la
tion de ma station sur
sur la
base
par
la base
base
base des relevements
relevements pris
pris par
relevements pris
pris par
lea
des relevements
par les
lea
les postes
postes radiogoniometerique
radiogoniom6t6rique
po
st es radiogoniom6triques
radiogoniometriques
postes
que
je contrede
latique je
contr6le est
est. ..
. .
. latique vous controlez?
contr6lez?
tude,
tude, .
. .
. ..longitude.
longitude.

QTG

Voulez-vous
transmettre votre
Voulez-vous transmettre
votre
indicatif
indicatif d'appel
d'appel pendant cinmeinquante secondes,
quante
secondes, en
en t,erminant
terminant
par un trait de
de dix
dix secondes,
par
secondes,
(ou .. .
m)
sur .
. .. .. kc/s
kc/s (ou
. .. m)
pour
pour que je
je puisse
puisse prendre
prendre
votre
relevement
radiovotre
relevement
radiogoniometrique?
goniometrique?
QTM
Transmettez des
QTM
Transmettez
des signaux
signaux radioradioelectriques
electriques et des signaux
acoustiques
acoustiques sousmarins pour
pour
me permettre de determiner
determiner
mon
relevement
et
ma
mon
relevement
et ma
distance.
distance.
QUJ
QUJ 1
')) Voulez-vous m'indiquer
m'indiquer le
le cap
cap
a suivre,
suivre, par
I vrai a
par vent
vent nul,
nul,
pour me diriger vers
vous?
vers vous?

mon indicatif
indicatif
Je vais transmettre
transmettre mon
d'appel
d'appel pendant
pendant cinquante
cinquante
secondes,
secondes, en terminant par un
un
sur •
trait de
de dix
dix secondes,
secondes, sur
. ...•
(ou ..
pour que
kc/s (ou.
. .
. m) pour
que
vous puissiez
puissiez prendre
prendre mon
mon
relevement
radiogoniometrirelevement
radiogoniom6trique.
que.
Je
transmets des
des signaux
signaux radioJe transmets
radioeletriques
et
des
signaux
eletriques
et des
signaux
acoustiques
acoustiques sousmarins
sousmarins pour
pour
de determiner
determiner
vous permettre
permettre de
votre relevement
votre
relevement et
et votre
distance.
distance.
cap vrai
par vent
vent
Le cap
vrai a
A suivre,
suivre, par
nul, pour vous diriger
diriger vers
vers mol
moi
est
degres a
a...
est de ....
. . degres
. ..
(heure).
(heure).

Suspension
du travail
Suspension du
travail
QRT

I Dois-je cesser la transmission?

Cessez
transmission.
Cessez In
la transmission.

Urgence
Urgence

QUD

I Avez-vous
Avez-vous recu
le signal
signal d'urd'urrenu le
i gence fait par
(indicant
par ...
..
.(indicatif
,
.
I la
I station
· ..
-~ ,.... 7 de
d'appel
a
appe&ae ta
station mobile)?
mobile)

ce fait
J'ai recu
recu le signal d'urgen
d'urgence
fait
par ......(indicant
(indicatifd'appel
d'appelde
de La
la
station mobile)
station
(heure).
mobile) aa ......(heure).

D4tresse
Detresse
QSR
QSR

L'appel de detresse
detresse recu de .
. .... L'appel
L'appel de
detresse regu
recu de
de .....
de detresse
.
a-t-il ete
regle?
ete regle?
aa ete regle
regl6 par
par .. .
. ..

QUF
QUF

Avez-vous
Avez-vous recu
signal de
de
recu le
le signal
. .
. (indicatif
(indicatif
detresse fait par.
par . .
d'appel
d'appel de la station
station mobile)?
mobile)?

QUM

Le trafic de
termine?
termine?

detresse
detresse

est-il
est-il

J'ai recu
regu le signal de detresse
detresse fait
fait
par ...... (indicatif
(indicatif d'appel
d'appel de
de
la station
la
station mobile) a
A ...
. .
.
(heure).
(heure).

Le trafic de d6tresse
detresse est termine.
termine.

l)Dans
vrai" et "relSvement
')Dana certains services aeronautiques
aeronautiques "cap vrai"
"relevensent vrai"
vrai" sent
sont appeigs
appelAs "cap
"cap geographique"
geographique"
St
"rslavement geographlque".
at "relivement
gtiographique".
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

Question
Question

Answer or statement
statement

Radio
direction-finding
Radio direction-finding

I
QTE I

my true
true bearing
bearing in
in rereWhat is my
lation to you?
or
or
What is my true bearing in relation to
signal)?
to. ....
. (call signal)?
lation
or
What is the true bearing of
signal) in
in relation
relation
.....
. (call
(call signal)
(call signal)?
signal)?
to .
. ...
. (call

Your true bearing in relation to
to
me
degrees
me is ...
. .
. degrees

or
Your true bearing in relation
relation to
to
.
. .
. .. (call signal)
signal) is .
. ....degrees at .. .
. .
. (time)
(time)
or
The true bearing of
of...... (call
(call
signal)
to. .....
signal) in relation to
(call
is ... .
(call signal)
signal) is.
. degrees
at ..
at.
. .
. (time).
The
The position
position of
of your station on
bearings taken
the basis of bearings
by the radio direction-finddirection-finding stations which
which I
control
I control
is
latitude, .
. .
. .
. longilongiis .
. ....latitude,
tude.
I
I will transmit my call signal
during 50 seconds, ending
with
on
with aa 10-second
10-second dash, on
.
kilocycles (or.
. .
. ..kilocycles
(or. .. .. meters)
ters) so
so that you may take
my
direction-finding
my radio direction-finding
bearings.

QTF

position
Will you give me the position
station on the basis of
of my station
bearings taken by the radio
bearings
direction stations
- finding
direction
which you control?
which

QTG
QTG

Will you transmit your call signal during 50 seconds ending
with a
a 10-second dash, on
(or. .. .
...
. .
. kilocycles
kilocycles (or.
. meters)
may take your
ters) so that IImay
radio
direction-finding bearradio direction-finding
ings?

QTM

Transmit radio signals and submarine sound signals to enmarine
able me
determine my
able
me to determine
bearing and my distance.
bearing

I
I am transmitting radio signals
and
and submarine sound signals
to enable you to determine
bearing and your disyour bearing
tance.

QUJ
QUJII

Will
indicate the
Will you please
please indicate
proper course to steer toward
toward
you, with no wind?

The proper course to steer toward
ward me, with no wind, is
. .
. (time).
. degrees at ...
.. .. .

Suspension of work
Suspension
Stop transmission.
Stop
transmission.

QRT
QRT

Must IIstop transmission?
transmission?

QUD
QUD

urgent
received the urgent
Have you received
transmitted by. .
. ..
signal transmitted
(call
stamobile stasignal of the mobile
(call signal
tion).
Distress
Distress

received the urgent sigIIhave received
.. . (call
transmitted by
by...
(call
nal transmitted
signal of the mobile station)
station)
signal
at . .. . (time).
at...

QSR

received
Has the distress call received
from .
. ...
. been attended
attended to?
from

QUF

Have you received the distress
signal sent by .....
. (call
(call signal
station)?
nal of the mobile station)?

QUM
QUM

Is the distress traffic ended?
ended?

received from
The distress call received
.
been attended to
. ....has been
by .
. .
. .
.
received the distress
II have received
signal
sigby .
. .
. .. (call sigsignal sent
sent by
nal
at
station) at
nal of the mobile station)
. .
. •
. (time).
The distress traffic
traffic is ended.

Emergency

course" and
course" and "true
"geographic course"
are called
called "geographic
"true bearing" are
"true course"
services, "true
aeronautical services,
In certain aeronautical
I in
'geographic bearing".
bearing".
'geographic
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2. Abreviations
Abreviations diverses.
diverses.
2.
Abr6viation
Abriviation

C
N
P
W
AA
AA

AB
AL
AL
AS
AS
BN
BN
BQ
CL
CL
CS
CS
DB
DB
DC
DC
DF
DF

DG
DG
DI
DI
DJ
DJ
DL
DL
DO
DO
DP
DP
DS
DS
DT
DT
DY
DY

DZ

ER
ER
GA
GA
JM
JM

MN
MN
NW
OK

Signification
Signification

Oui.
3ui.
Non.
Non.
Annonce
de telegramme
telegramme priv6
prive dans
dans le
service mobile
employer en
en
mobile (a
(a employer
le service
Annonce de
prefue).
prefixe).
Mot ou
ou mots.
Mot
Tout
employer apres
apres un
un point
pour
point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
. .
. (a
(a employer
Tout apres
aprAs .. .
demander une
une repetition).
repetition).
demander
Tout
avant .. .
employer apr4
un point
point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
pour
apres un
. .
. ((a employer
Tout avant

une repetition.
repetition.
demander
demander une
Tout
un point
point d'interrod'interroapres un
(d employer
employer apres
d'6tre transrnis
transmis (a
ce qui
qui vient
vient d'être
Tout ce
gation pour
pour demander
repetition).
demander une
une repetition).
gation
Attente.
Attente.
Tout entre
entre .. .. .
(a employer
employer apres
apres un
un point
point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
pour
. (a
Tout
demander
repetition).
une repetition).
demander une
Reponse
RQ.
Reponse ab. RQ.
Je
station.
ma station.
Je ferme
ferme ma
Indicatif d'appel
demander ou
ou faire
faire repeter
repeter un
un
(a employer
employer pour
pour demander
Indicatif
d'appel (a
indicatif d'appel).
indicatif
d'appel).
Je ne
ne puis
puis pas
vous fournir
fournir de
relevement, vous
pas dans
dans le
le
vous n'eteg
n'etes pas
de relAvement,
pas vous
Je
secteur
verifie de
cette station.
de cette
station.
secteur v6rifi6
Le
de votre
signal convient
convient pour
le relevement.
pour le
relevement.
votre signal
Le minimum
minimum de
Votre
relevement a . .. .
etait de
le
. .
. degres,
degr6s, dans
dans le
. (heure)
(heure) 6tait
de .. .
Votre relevement
secteur
cette station,
station, avec
erreur possible
deux
possible de
de deux
de cette
avec une
une erreur
secteur douteux
douteux de
degres.
degres.
Veuillez
erreur dans
relevement
Veuillez m'aviser
m'aviser si
si vous
vous constatez
constatez une
une erreur
dans in
le relevement
donne.
donn6.
Relevement douteux
douteux par
de la
la mauvaise
mauvaise qualit6
qualite de
par suite
suite de
de votre
votre signal.
signal.
Relevement
Relevement douteux
suite du
du brouillage.
brouillage.
Relevement
douteux par
par suite
Votre relevement
(heure) etait
etait de
degres, dans
le
. (heure)
de .
. .. . degr6s,
dans le
Votre
relevement ab. .. .. .
secteur
incertain de
cette station.
secteur incertain
de cette
station.
Relevement
douteux. Demandez
Demandez un
un autre
plus tard
tard
relAvement plus
RelAvement douteux.
autre relevement
ou a.
a. .
. .
. (heure).
(heure).
ou
Au dela
mules, l'erreur
l'erreur possible
possible de
relevement peut
peut atteindre
de relAvement
atteindre
Au
del& de
de 50
50 milles,
deux
degree.
deux degres.
Reglez
transmetteur, le minimum
minimum de
de votre
votre signal
signal est trop
Reglez votre transmetteur,
etendu.
6tendu.
Je ne
pas vous
vous fournir
fournir de
minimum de
de votre
votre signal
signal
Je
ne puis
puis pas
de relevement,
relevement, le
le minimum
est
etendu.
trop etendu.
est trop
Cette
bilaterale, quele
quelle est
est votre
direction approximative
est bilaterale,
votre direction
approximative
Cette station
station est
en degres
relativement a
Acette
cette station?
station?
en
degres relativement
Votre relAvement
est reciproque
utiliser seulement
seulement par
de
relevement est
reciproque (a utiliser
par la station
station de
controls d'un
d'un groupe
radiogoniometrigues lorsgu'elle
contrlse
groupe de
de stations
stations radiogoniometriques
lorsqu'elle
s'adressea
a d'autres
d'autresstations
groupe).
s'adresse
stations du meme
memo groupe).
Ici
. (a
( employer avant
avant le nom de la station
station mobile dans
dans la
la translei .. .. .
transmission
mission des
des indications
indications de
route).
de route).
Reprenez la
in transmission
(a employer
employer plus
to service
Reprenez
transmission (a
plus specialement
specialement dans
dans le
service
fixe).
fixe)•
Si je
je puis
transmettre, faites
faites une
une serie
traits. Pour
Pour arreter
ma
Si
puis transmettre,
serie de
de traits.
arr6ter ma
faites une
une serie
serie de points [a ne
ne pas
transmission, faites
utiliser sur
sur 600
pas utiliser
600
kcl
m)).
kc/ss (600
(600 m)].
Minute
minutes (a
(a employer
duree d'une
Minute ou
ou minutes
employer pour
pour marguer
marquer la
la duree
d'une attente).
attente).
Je
reprends in
transmission (a
(a employer
to
Je reprends
la transmission
employer plus
plus specialemeni
specialement dans
dans le
service fixe).
service
fie).
Nous sommes
sommes d'accord.
Nous
d'accord.
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2. Miscellaneous
Abbreviations
Miscellaneous Abbreviations
Abbreviation
I Abbreviation

C
N
P
W
AA

Meaning

Yes.
Yes.
No.
Announcing private telegram
telegram in the mobile service (to
(to be used
used as
as
a prefix).
a
Word
WMord or words.
All after .
question mark
mark to
request a
a
. .... (to be used
used after
after aa question
to request
repetition).
repetition).

AB

(to be
All before
before .. .... (to
be used
used after
to request
request a
after a
a question
question mark
mark to
a
repetition).
repetition).

AL

transmitted (to be used after
All that has just been transmitted
after a
a question
question
request a
a repetition).
repetition).
mark to request
Waiting period.
Waiting
All between
. .
. (to
(to be
between .. .
be used
used after
question mark
mark to
to request
request a
after a
a question
a
repetition).
repetition).
Answer
Answer to
to RQ.
RQ.
IIam closing my station.
Call signal (to be used
in requesting
requesting that call signal
signal be
be given
given or
or
used in
repeated).
repeated).
IIcannot give you a
calibrated sector
sector
a bearing, you are not in
in the
the calibrated
of this station.
The minimum
minimum of your signal is suitable for
for the bearing.
bearing.
. (time) was
was .
Your bearing at .....
degrees, in
in the
the doubtful
. .
. ..degrees,
doubtful
sector of this station, with a
a possible error of two degrees.
degrees.

AS
BN

BQ
CL
CS
DB

DC
DO
DF
DE
DG

Please advise me if you find an error in the
the bearing
bearing given.
given.

DI
DJ

Doubtful bearing
bearing due to the bad quality of
signal.
of your
your signal.
Doubtful bearing
bearing due to interference.
interference.

DL

Your bearing
. (time) was
. ..degrees,
bearing at .... .
was .. .
degrees, in
in the
uncertain
the uncertain

DP

sector of this station.
station.
Doubtful bearing. Request
or at
at ......
Request another bearing
bearing later,
later, or
(time).
Beyond 50 miles, possible error of bearing can
degrees.
can attain
attain two
two degrees.

DS

Adjust your transmitter,
transmitter, your minimum
minimum signal
signal is too
too broad.
broad.

DT

I cannot give you a
I
bearing, your minimum
minimum signal
signal is too
broad.
a bearing,
too broad.

DY

two-way station, what
This is a
a two-way
what is your approximate
direction, in
in
approximate direction,
degrees, in relation
relation to
to this
this station?
Your bearing
bearing is
be used
used only
of
is reciprocal
reciprocal (to
(to be
only by
by the
the control
control station
station of
a
direction-finding stations
stations when
when addressing
addressing other
other
a group
group of radio
radio direction-finding
stations
stations of the same group).
Here
used before
before the
the name
name of
of the
the mobile
mobile station
Here ...
. .. (to
(to be
be used
station in
in the
the
transmissionof routing
transmission
routing indications).
indications).
transmission (to
(to be used
used more especially
especially in
Resume transmission
in the fixed service).

DO

DZ
ER
ER

GA
JM

MN

If IImay transmit,
transmit, make a
a series of dashes.
dashes. To
To stop my transmission, make a
a series of dots [not
[not to be used on
on 500 kc
kc (600 m)].
m)].

Minute or minutes (to be used to
the duration
duration of
to indicate
indicate the
of the
the
waiting period).
waiting
period).
NW
II am
am resuming
resuming transmission
transmission (to
be used
used more
more especially
especially in
in the
(to be
the
fixed service).
service).
We agree.
OK
193470°-41-PT. TI-26
1934T0*-41—Pr.
--- 26
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Signification
Signification

Abreviation
Abrfviation

RQ
RQ
SA
SF
SF
SN
SS
TR
TU
UA
WA

WB
XS
YS
ABV
ADR
ADR

CFM
COL
COL
ITP
MSG
NIL
PBL

REF
RPT
SIG
SIG
SVC
SVC

TFC
TXT
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Designation
d'une demande.
demande.
D6signation d'une
Annonce du
du nom
nom d'une
(d employer
dans la
la transtransemployer dans
station d'adronef
d'a6ronef (a
d'une station
Annonce
mission
des indications
indications de
de passage).
passage).
mission des
Annonce du
nom d'une
fteronautique.
station aeronautique.
d'une station
du nom
Annonce
Annonce
du nom
nom d'une
efitibre.
d'une station
station c6tiere.
Annonce du
Annonce
du nom
d'une station
station de
bord (4 employer
dans la
transla transemployer dans
de bord
nom d'une
Annonce du
mission des
indications de
de passage).
passage).
mission
des indications
Envoi
une station
station mobile.
mobile.
concernant une
d'indications concernant
Envoi d'indications
Je vous
vous remercie
remereie du
prete.
concours prete.
du concours
Je
Sommes-nous d'accord?
d'accord?
Sommes-nous
Mot
apres un
un point
pour dedepoint d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
apres ... (A employer
employer apres
Mot aprbs
mander une
une repetition).
repetition).
mander
pour dedeMot avant
... (a employer
point d'interrogation
d'interrogation pour
un point
employer apres
apres un
avant...
Mot
mander
repetition).
manderune
une repetition).
Parasites atmospheriques.
atmospheriques.
Parasites
Voyez votre
votre avis
avis de
service.
de service.
Voyez
Repetez (ou
repete) les
lee chiffres
chiffres en
en abrege.
abreg6.
(ou Je
Je r6pete)
Repetez
Adresse (a
employer apres
apres un
un point
d'interrogation pour
demander
pour demander
point d'interrogation
Adresse
(d employer
une repetition).
une
repetition).
Confirmez
Je confirme).
confirme).
(ou Je
Confirmez (ou
Collationnez
(ou Je
Je collationne).
collationne).
Collationnez (ou
La
compte.
La ponetuation
ponctuation compte.
Annonce
de telegrarame
concernalat le
le service
du bord
(é employer
employer
service du
bord (A
Annonce de
telegramme concernant
en
en prefixe).
prJefie).
Je
n'ai rien
rien a vous
transmettre (4
(a employer
employer apres
une abreriation
abreviation du
apres mac
Je n'ai
vous transmettre
code
pour indiquer
indiquer que
dla
la question
question posde
posee est
eel negative).
n6gative).
que la
la reponse
reponse a
code Q
Q pour
Preambule (4
(c1 employer
employer apres
demander
pour demander
un point
point d'interrogation
d'interrogationpour
apres un
Preambule
urte repetition).
une
repetition).
R6f6renee
. .).
).
. .
. (ou
(ou Referez-vous
Referez-vous A ...
Reference ab, . .
Repetez
Je repete)
repete) (A
(a employer
employer pour
ou pour
pour dormer
donner
pour demander
demander ou
Repetez (ou
(ou Je
repetition de
de tout
tout ou
ou partie
trafie, en
en faisant
l'abriviation
repetition
partie du
du trafic,
faisant suivre
suivre l'abreviation
des indications
indications correspondantes).
des
correspondantes).
Signature (A
(a employer
d'interrogation pour
employer apres
apres un
un point
point d'interrogation
pour demander
demander
Signature
une repetition).
une
rdeptition).
Annonce
le trafie
Annonce de telegrarnme
t6legramme do service
service eoncernant
concernant le
trafio privb
priv6 (d
(d
employer en
employer
en prefixe).
prdfixe).
Trafic.
Trafic.
Texts
d'interrogation pour
pour demander
demander une
une
Texte (ct
(4 employer
employer apres
apres un
un point
point d'interrogation
repetition).
repetition).

APPEND ICE 12.
APPENDICE

Echelle
Echelle employee
employee pour exprimer la force on
ou la lisibilite des signaux.
signamt.
(Voir l'article 17.)
Force
Force

LisibilitC
Lisibilitt

QSA 1
= a
apeine
peine perQSA
1=
perceptible
ceptible
QSA
faible
QSA 2
2 =
= faible

QRK
illisible
QRK 11=
= illisible

QSA 33 =
= assez bon

QRK 3
3=
--- lisible
QRK
lisible mais
mais

QSA
4=
QSA 4
= bon
bon
QSA
= trs
tits bon
QSA 55=
bon

QRK 4
lisible
QRK
4 =
= lisible

= lisible
instants
lisible par instants
QRK 2
2 =

difficilement
difficilement
QRK
parfaitement lisible.
QRK 5
5 —
= parfaitement
lisible.
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Abbreviation
Abbreviation

-

^-

--

-

--

---

Meaning

RG
SA

Announcing
Announcing a
a request.
request.

Announcing the name of an aircraft
transAnnouncing
aircraft station (to be used in
in transmitting transit
transit data).
data).
Announcing
aeronautical station.
Announcing the name of an aeronautical
Announcing
Announcing the name
name of aa coast station.
station.
Announcing
name of a
transmitting
Announcing the name
a ship station
station (to
(to be used in
in transmitting
transit
data).
transit data).
To announce
concerning a
announce sending of
of indications concerning
a mobile station.
station.
Thank you
you for
for the
the cooperation
cooperation given.
given.
Thank
Do we agree?
Word
after .
a question
Word after
. ...
. (to be
be used
used after a
question mark
mark to request
request a
a reperepetition).
tition).
Word
Word before ...
. .
. (to be used
used after
after a
a question
question mark to
to request
request aa
repetition).
repetition).
Static.
Static.
See
See your service
service notice.
notice.
Repeat (or
(or I
I repeat)
repeat) the
the figures
figures in abbreviated
abbreviated form.
form.
Address (to
be used
to request
a repetition).
Address
(to be
used after
after a
a question
question mark
mark to
request a
repetition).

SF
SF
SN
SS
SS
TR
TU
TU
UA
UA
WA
WA
WB
WB

XS
YS
YS
ABV
ABV
ADR
ADR
CFM
COL
ITP
MSG
MSG

confirm).
Confirm (or
(or I
I confirm).
Collate (or I
I collate).
collate).
The punctuation
punctuation counts.
Announcing a
board (to
(lobe
Announcing
a telegram concerning
concerning the service on board
be used
prefix).
as a
a prefi).
IIhave nothing to transmit to you (to be used after
after an abbreviation
abbreviation
of code Q
Q to
in the
to show that
that the
the answer to
to the question asked is
is in
negative).
Preamble (to be used after a
a question
question mark
mark to request a
a repetition).
repetition).

NIL

PBL

REF
REF

Reference to .
. .... (or
(or Refer to .
. ..).
Reference
fl - / ,
T.
I-XC. .o
; - ------4VO
,&M,
CoC ;JV.C_
f
f
(to
requesting
or
dV be
O used
MI-U in
/»If rlufl
l
/ giving
Yrgvty repetition
re7kCln
Lf-- of
V.
all
all or
or part
part of
of the traffic, the
the abbreviation
abbreviation to be followed
followed by
by the
the corresponding indications).
responding
indications).
Signature (to be used after
repetition).
Signature
after a
a question mark to request
request a
a repetition).
...........

%

- WV
RPT
rrv

i Repeat
-afcp-Lea (or
(o I
A repeat)
rtel).1/

SIG

|

SVC
TFC
TXT

I

........

/

-D ---

I

Announcing a
traffic (to be
a service
service telegram concerning
concerning private traffic
used
used as a
a prefix).
Traffic.
Text (to be used
used after
after a
a question
question mark
mark to request
request a
a repetition).
repetition).

APPENDIX
APPENDIX 12
12
Scale
Used to Express Strength
of Signals
Signals
Scale Used
Strength or
or Legibility
Legibility of
Ante, p.
Ante
p. 1507.
1507.

(See
article 17)
(See article
17)

Strength

Legibility
Legibility

perceptible.
QSA 11=scarcely
=scarcely perceptible.

QRK 1
1 unreadable.
unreadable.

2=weak.
QSA 2=weak.
QSA 3=fairly good.

readable now and then.
QRK 2=
2=readable
then.
diffi3=readable, but
but with
with diffiQRK 3=readable,
culty.

4=good.
QSA 4=good.
QSA 5=very good.

4--readable.
QRK 4=readable.
QRK 5=perfectly
5=perfectly readable.
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APPEND
ICE 13.
APPENDICE
13.
Releve modele
Releve
module pour
pour la
la comptabilite des radiotelegrammes.
radiote6lgrammes.
(Voir Particle
29)
(Voir
l'article 29)

Compte des radiot6elgrammes
radiotelegrammes &hang&
6changes entre .........
(noms
l'intermediaire
... . . . .... .
(noms des pays) par l'interm6diaire
1(de la station cOtiere
c6tiere de . . . . . ...
(nationalite)
1
(ou des stations c6tieres
cotieres . ........
(nationalit6) penpendant le mois de ........
et

l

I(de

L'Administration
porta au
Dates

Bureau
d'origine

Bureau de
destination

Nombre
de mots

Credit
Fr.

cts.

Debit
Fr.

Observations

cts.

APPEND
ICE 14.
APPENDICE
service des stations radiotelephoniques
Procedure dans le service
radiot6elphoniques
mobiles de faible
faible puissance
mobiles
(Voir Particle
31).
(Voir
l'article 31).

procedure suivante
suivante est donnee
donnee A titre
titre d'exemple.
§§1.
1. La
La procedure
d'exemple.

1° A
A appelle:
appelle:
Allo B, allo
A appelle,
appelle, A
allo B,
B, A
A appelle,
appelle, radiotelegramme
radiot6elgramme
radiotelegramme pour vous,
vous, commutez.
commutez.
pour vous, radiot6elgramme
B r6pond:
repond:
2° B
Alio A, allo A, B
repond, B
Allo
B r6pond,
B repond,
r6pond, envoyez
envoyez votre
votre radioradiotelegramme, envoyez votre radiotelegramme,
telegramme,
radiot6elgramme, comcommutez.
30
A
repond:
3°
A r6pond:
Allo B, A
A repond,
r6pond, radiotelegramme
radiotlTgramme commence,
Alio
commence, de. ....
jour.. . heure. .
.. .adresse.
n°. ....nombre de mots..
mots.. ..jour..
adresse .
. ..
texte. .
.. .signature...
signature... transmission
transmission du radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme
termin6e,
r6pete, radiotelegramme
terminee, je repete,
radiotelegramme commence,
commence, de.
de. ....
n°... ...nombre de mots. ....jour. .
n°.
. .
. heure. .
. ..ad. .
. texte. .
.. .signature. ..
resse. .
..radiotelegramme
radiot6legramme tertermin6, commutez.
mine,

repond:
4° B
B r6pond:
Allo A, B
B repond,
repond, votre radiotelegramme
radiotelegramme commence,
commence,
de. ....n°. .
. . nombre de
de mots.
mots. .
. .
. jour.
jour. ....heure.
heure. ....
. .
. texte. .
adresse. .
. .
. signature. .
. ., votre radioteleradiotl6gramme terrain&
commutez.
gramme
termin6, commutez.
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APPENDIX
13
APPENDIX 13
Model
Radiotelegrams
Model Statement
Statement for Accounting
Accounting of Radiotelegrams
nU p. 1557.
Ante,

(See article
article 29)
29)
(See

A

, p. 1557.

radiotelegrams exchanged between
Account for radiotelegrams
between ...........
(name of countries) through:
and .. . .........
the coast station of .. ..........
or the coast
coast stations
stations . ...............
(nationality)
during the month
month of ........

{

The administration of
enters to the:
Dates

Office of origin

Office of destmation

Number
of words

Credit
fr.

cts.

Debit
fr.

Remarks

cts.

APPENDIX
14
APPENDIX 14
Procedure in the Service
Mobile Radiotelephone
Radiotelephone
Service of Low-Power
Low-Power Mobile
Stations
(See
(See article
article 31)
31)
§1.
§1.

is given
given by
by way
The following
following is
way of
of example:
example:
1st. A
A calling:
calling:
Hello B, Hello B, A
A calling, A
radiotelegram
A calling, radiotelegram
over.
for you, radiotelegram
radiotelegram for
for you,
you, over.
2d. B
B replying:
Hello
B replying,
replying, send
your
Hello A,
A, Hello A, B
replying, B
B replying,
send your
telegram,
over.
telegram, send your
your telegram,
telegram, over.
3d. A
A replying:
A replying,
radiotelegram begins
from ....•
Hello B,
B, A
replying, radiotelegram
begins from
.
no. ...
...number
...time
...
no
number of
of words
words .
.....date ...
time ...
address
address .
. ...
. text .....
. signature
signature .... transmission
transmission
radiotelegram ended,
radiotelegram beof radiotelegram
ended, I
I repeat,
repeat, radiotelegram
begins from
...number
of words
from ...
. ..no.
no ....
number of
words .
. .
. ..
.
...time
...text
text ...
...signa..
. ..date
date...
time ......address
address ...
signaradiotelegram ended,
ended, over.
over.
ture .
. ...
. radiotelegram
4th.
B replying:
4th. B
replying:
replying, your
Hello A, B
B replying,
your telegram
telegram begins from
from .
.....no.
no.
. ....number
.
number of words .....
. date
date ...
. ..time
time .
. ....
address
signature .
your radioradioaddress .
. ...
. text
text ...
. ..signature
. ...
. your
telegram
telegram ended, over.

1587:
Ante, p. 157.
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5°
repond:
5° A
A r6pond:
Allo B,
A repond,
exact, exact,
exact, coupons.
coupons.
Allo
B, A
r6pond, exact,
6°

A
coupe ensuite
les deux
deux stations
stations reA coupe
ensuite la
la communication
communication et
et les
reprennent 1'ecoute
Pecoute normale.
prennent
normale.

Retriarque:
commencement d'une communication,
communication, la
est
Remarque: Au commencement
la formule d'appel
d'appel est
prononcee
appelante et par la
in station
Lorsque
prononcee deux fois, et par la station appelante
station appelee.
appelee. Lorsque
la
prononcee qu'une fois.
la communication
communication est etablie,
6tablie, elle n'est prononcee
fois.

§
necessaire d'epeler
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel,
des
§ 2.
2. Lorsqu'il
Lorsqu'il est
est necessaire
d'6peler des
d'appel, des
abreviations
de service
service et
des mots,
le tableau
tableau ci-apres:
abreviations de
et des
mots, on
on utilisera
utilisera le
ci-apres:
Mere
htffre ati
transmettre
trnmnettre I))
1
1

2
2
33
4
4
5
5
66
77
88
9
9
0
0
virgule
Barre
fraction
Barre de
de fraction
Signal saparatif
separatif
Signal
Point
Point

Lettre A
a
Lettre
transmettre
transmettre
A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
II
J
J
K
L
L
M
M
N
N

Mot A
Mot
utiliser
Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Baltimore
Baltimore
Casablanca
Casablanca
Danemark
Danemark
Edison
Edison
Florida
Florida
Gallipoli
Gallipoli
Havana
Havana
Italia
Italia
Jerusalem
Jerusalem
Kilogramme
Kilogramme
Liverpool
Liverpool
Madagascar
Madagascar
New-York
New-York

Lettre a
L
Lettre
transmettre
transmettre

0
0
P
P

Q
Q

R
R
S
S
T
T
U
U
V
V
W
W
X
X
Y
Y
Z
Z

Mot a
Mot
A
utiliser
utilser

Oslo
Oslo
Paris
Paris
Quebec
Qu6bec
Roma
Roma
Santiago
Santiago
Tripoli
Tripoli
Upsala
Upsala
Valencia
Valencia
Washington
Washington
Xanthippe
Xanthippe
Yokohama
Yokohama
Zurich
Zurich

§
Lorsque la
la station
station receptrice
receptrice a
la certitude
d'avoir recu
regu cor§ 3.
3. Lorsque
a la
certitude d'avoir
correctement le radiot6elgramme,
radiotelegramme, la
la repetition
repetition visee
du §
§1
1n'est
rectement
visee au
au 4°
4° du
n'est
pas necessaire
necessaire sauf pour
avec collationnement.
pour un
un radiotelegramme
radiot6elgramme avec
collationnement.
l'on renonce
la repetition,
la station
station B
B accuse
accuse reception
radioSi l'on
renonce aala
repetition, la
reception du
du radiotelegramme transmis,
telegramme
transmis, dans
dens la forme
forme suivante:
suivante:
Allo
A, B
votre radiotelegramme,
commutez.
Allo A,
B repond,
repond, bien
bien regu
recu votre
radiotelegramme, commutez.

APPENDICE
APPEND
ICE 15.
Obtention des relevements
relIvements radiogoniometriques.
(Voir l'article 32).
I. Instructions
I.
Instructions generales.
generales.

d'appeler une ou plusieurs stations radiogoniometriques,
radiogoniometriques,
A. Avant d'appeler
pour demander
demander son relevement,
relevement, la station mobile
doit rechercher
rechercher dans
mobile doit
dans
la nomenclature:
1° Les indicatifs
pour obtenir
indicatifs d'appel
d'appel des stations a
a appeler
appeler pour
lea
obtenir les
relevement radiogoniometriques
relevement
radiogoniometriques qui
qui 1'interessent.
l'interessent.
2° L'onde
veillent,
L'onde sur laquelle les
lea stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques veillent,
et l'onde
1'onde ou
ondes sur
sur lesquelles
lesquelles elles
prennent les
ou les
lea ondes
elles prennent
lea relevements.
relevements.
3° Les stations
par
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques qui, grace
grace aa des
des liaisons
liaisons par
fils speciaux, peuvent etre groupees
station radiogoniomegroupees avec
avec la
la station
radiogoniometrique
trique aIappeler.
appeler.
I) Touts
Toute transmission
et annonolle
annonAe et se termine
par les
nombre" Mp6tes
rtpftes denu
transmisidon de chifMres
chierres est
termine par
les mots "en
"en nombre"
deux fols.
ibis.
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5th. A
replying:
A replying:
Hello B, A replying, exact, exact, cut off.
off.

6th. A
A then cuts off the communication
communication and
and the
the two
two stations
stations
resume
resume their normal listening.
Remark: At the beginning
beginning of a
a communication,
communication, the calling formula
formula shall be
be
pronounced
pronounced twice, both by the calling
calling station and the station called. When
the
When the
communication is established,
established, it
it shall be pronounced
communication
only.
pronounced once
once only.

§2.
Whenever the spelling of call letters,
§2. Whenever
letters, service abbreviations,
abbreviations, and
and
words is necessary,
necessary, the
the following
following table
table shall
shall be
be used:
used:
Figure to be
transmitted
tzansmitted I
I

11
22
33
44
5
5
6
6
7
7
8
8
99
00
Comma
Fraction
Fraction bar
Separating
Separating signal
Period

Letter to be
transmitted

A
A
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
G
H
H
II
JJ
K
L
L
M
N

Word
Word to be used

be
Letter to
to be
transmitted

Amsterdam
Amsterdam
Baltimore
Casablanca
Casablanca
Danemark
Danemark
Edison
Florida
Gallipoli
Gallipoli
Havana
Havana
Italia
Jerusalem
Kilogramme
Kilogramme
Liverpool
Liverpool
Madagascar
Madagascar
York
New York

0
0
P
P
Q
Q
R
R
S
S
T
T
U
U
V
V
W
W
X
X
Y
Z
Z

Word to be
be used
used

Oslo
Oslo
Paris
Paris
Quebec
Quebec
Roma
Roma
Santiago
Santiago
Tripoli
Tripoli
Upsala
Upsala
Valencia
Valencia
Washington
Washington
Xantippe
Xantippe
Yokohama
Yokohama
Zurich
Zurich

§3. When the receiving
receiving station is
received the
is certain that
that it
it has
has received
the
radiotelegram
correctly, the repetition provided for in
radiotelegram correctly,
in item 44of
of §1
§1 shall
shall
not be necessary except for a
a radiotelegram
radiotelegram with
repetiwith collation.
collation. If
If repetition is waived, station B
B shall acknowledge
acknowledge receipt
receipt of
of the
radiotelegram
the radiotelegram
transmitted in the following
transmitted
following manner:
manner:
Hello A, B
B replies,
replies, your radiotelegram
radiotelegram well received, over.

APPENDIX 15
APPENDIX
15
Procedure to
Bearings
to Obtain
Obtain Radio Direction-Finding
Direction-Finding Bearings
article 32)
(See article

I.
General Instructions
I. General
Instructions
A. Before calling one or more radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations, the
the
mobile station, in order to request
request its bearing,
bearing, must
the
must refer
refer to the
nomenclature
for:
nomenclature for:
1. The call signals of the stations to be called
1.
obtain the
the radio
radio
called to
to obtain
direction-finding bearings desired.
direction-finding
desired.
2. The wave on which
direction-finding stations
which the
the radio direction-finding
stations watch,
watch,
and the wave or waves on which they
they take bearings.
direction-finding stations
3. The radio direction-finding
which, by
by means
means of
of special
stations which,
special
wire connections,
connections, may be grouped with
the
radio
direction-finding
with the radio direction-finding
station to be
be called.
called.
All transmission of figures is begun and ended by the words "in figures"
figures" repeated twice.

Ante, p. 1569.

Ante, p. I6.
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B. La
procedure A
suivre par
par la
la station
station mobile
mobile depend
depend de
de diverses
diverses
A suivre
B.
La procedure
circonstances. D'une
D'une fagon
facon gen6rale,
generale, elle
elle dolt
ce qui
de ce
qui
doit tenir
tenir compte
compte de
circonstances.
suit:
suit:
1° Si
les stations
ne veillent
1°
Si les
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniom6triques ne
veillent pas
pas sur
sur la
la meme
meme
onde,
que
ce
soit
l'onde
pour
Poperation
du
relevement
ou
une
autre
onde, que ce soit l'onde pour 'operation du relevement ou une autre
onde,
les relevements
doivent etre
etre demandes
demandes separement
separement A
chaque
a chaque
onde, les
relevements doivent
station
ou group°
de stations
une onde
onde donnee.
donnee.
stations utilisant
utilisant une
station ou
groupe de
2°
veillent
int6ressees veillent
Si toutes
toutes les
les stations
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques interessees
20 Si
stir une
memo onde,
des releverelevemesure de
de prendre
prendre des
si elles
elles sont
sont en
en mesure
onde, et
et si
sur
une meme
ments stir
onde commune
commune -— qui
qui peut
etre une
autre onde
peut etre
une autre
onde quo
que
ments
sur tine
une onde
l'onde
de veille
veille - il y
les appeler
appeler ensemble,
ensemble, afin
afm quo
les
que les
y aa lieu
lieu de
de les
l'onde de
relevements
soient pris
par toutes
toutes ces
ces stations
stations A
fois, sur
stir une
une seule
seule
a la
la fois,
pris par
relevements soient
et meme
memo:, emission.
emission.
3°
Si plusieurs
radiogoniometriques sont
groupees a
al'aide
30
Si
plusieurs stations
stations radiogoniometriques
sont group6es
l'aide
de
fils speciaux,
des doit
appelee, memo
si
de fils
speciaux, une
une seule
seule d'entre
d'entre elles
doit etre
etre appelee,
meme si
toutes
sont munies
d'appareils emetteurs.
emetteurs. Dane
ce cas,
cas, la
la station
station
Dans ce
toutes sont
munies d'appareils
mobile
doit cependant,
cependant, s'il
s'il est
mentionner dans
dans l'appel,
l'appel,
mobile doit
est necessaire,
necessaire, mentionner
au moyen
des indicatifs
indicatifs d'appel,
les stations
radiogoniometriques dont
dont
stations radiogoniom6triques
d'appel, les
au
moyen des
relevements.
elle desire
desire obtenir des relevements.
C. Les
T indications
indications relatives:
relatives: a)
au signal
signal a
pour obtenh•
obtenir
a) au
A employer
employer pour
C.
le
relevement; b)
des emissions
Afaire
faire par
la station
mobile
par la
station mobile
a la
la dare°
duree des
emissions A
le relevement;
b) a
et c)
c) a Pheure
station radiogoniom6trique
radiogoniometrique consideree,
consideree,
par la
la station
et
l'heure utilisee par
sont donn6es
donnees dans
nomenclature.
dans la nomenclature.
sont
II. Rggles
Regles de
procedure.
II.
de procidure.
A. POUR OBTENIR
A.
OBTENIR UN RELIVEMENT.
RELhVEMENT.

(1) La
La station
mobile appelle
la station
station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique stir
sur
(1)
station mobile
appelle la
l'onde
la nomenclature
&ant son
son onde
de
l'onde indiquee dans
dans la
nomenclature comme
comme etant
onde de
voile. La
appelante transmet
Pabreviation QTE?
(suivie,
veille.
La station
station appelante
transmet l'abr6viation
QTE? (suivie,
radiogoniometrique est
par Pabresi la station
station radiogoniometrique
est une station
station mobile,
mobile, par
l'abr6viation QTH?) et
et indique,
indique, si
necessaire, l'onde
si n6cessaire,
1'onde qu'elle va employer
employer
pour faire prendre
prendre son relevement.
relevement. Ensuite,
Ensuite, la
la station
station appelante
appelante
attend
attend des
des instructions.
instructions.
(2) La station radiogoniom6trique
appelee invite la station apradiogoniometrique appelee
pelante
atra.nsmettre.
pelante A
transmettre.
(3) Apres
Apres avoir,
avoir, si
si necessaire,
prepare sa
nouvelle onde
(3)
ncessaire, prdpare
sa nouvelle
onde de
de transtransmission,
appelante repond
en transmettant
transmettant son
mission, la
la station
station appelante
repond en
son indicatif
indicatif
d'appel combine
combine eventuellement
eventuellement avec un
tin autre signal, pendant
pendant un
permettre le
temps suffisamment prolonge
prolonge pour permettre
le relevement.
relevement.
direction et,
(4) La
La station
station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique determine
determine la
la direction
et, si
si
l'information aA. la station
possible, le sens du relevement,
relevement, et transmet Pinformation
station
1'ordre suivant:
appelante dans l'ordre
a)
abreviation QTE;
a) abreviation
QTE;
relevement vrai en
b) relevement
degree par
rapport a
a la
radiogoen degr6s
par rapport
la station
station radiogoniometrique;
niometrique;
c) heure d'observation;
d'observation;
c)
d) si la station radiogoniometrique
radiogoniometrique est mobile, sa.
sa propre position en
latitude et
longitude, precede°
l'abreviation
tion
en latitude
et longitude,
precedee par
par l'abreviation
QTH.
QTH.
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B. The procedure
procedure to be followed by the mobile station depends
on varying circumstances.
circumstances. Generally,
Generally, the following must be taken
into account:
account:
1. If the radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations do not listen on the
1.
the same
same
it be the wave on which bearings are taken or another
another
wave, whether it
separately from each station
wave, the bearings must be requested
requested separately
station
or group of stations using a
agiven wave.
2. If all the radio direction-finding
direction-finding stations concerned
concerned listen
listen on
on the
the
to take
take bearings
common
wave—
same wave,
wave, and if
if they
they are able
able to
bearings on
on a
a common wavewhich may be aa wave other than the listening-wave—they
listening-wave-they must all
be called together, in order that the bearings may be taken by all
one and
and the
same transmission.
these stations
stations at
at the
the same
same time, on
on one
the same
transmission.
direction-finding stations
stations are
by means
3. If several
several radio
radio direction-finding
are grouped
grouped by
means
of special wires, only one of them must be
if all
all are
be called,
called, even
even if
are furfurnished with transmitting
transmitting apparatus. In this case, the mobile
mobile station
station
must, however,
however, if
the call
call by
means of
the
if it
it is necessary,
necessary, specify
specify in
in the
by means
of the
call signals, the radio direction-finding
bearings it
direction-finding stations
stations whose bearings
it
wishes to obtain.
concerning: (a) the signal to be used to obtain the
C. The data concerning:
the
bearings,
(b) the
the transmission
be made
bearings, (b)
the duration
duration of
of the
transmission to
to be
made by
by the
the
mobile station, and (c) the time used by the radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding
station
be given
nomenclature.
station in question, shall
shall be
given in
in the
the nomenclature.
of Procedure
Procedure
II. Rules of
A. TO OBTAIN
OBTAIN A
A.
A BEARING

(1) The
(1)
The mobile station
station shall call
call the
the radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding stastawatchtion on the wave indicated,
indicated, in the
the nomenclature,
nomenclature, as
as being
being its
its watching-wave. The station
shall transmit
transmit the
QTE ??
station calling shall
the abbreviation
abbreviation QTE
(followed,
the radio
station is
is a
station,
(followed, if
if the
radio direction-finding
direction-finding station
a mobile
mobile station,
abbreviation QTH ?) and indicate,
by the abbreviation
indicate, if
necessary, the wave
if necessary,
wave it
is
to use
to have
bearing determined.
The station
station calling
is going to
use to
have a
a bearing
determined. The
calling
shall then await
await instructions.
(2)
direction-finding station
station called shall direct
direct the call(2) The radio
radio direction-finding
calling
ing station to
to transmit.
(3)
prepared its
its new
wave, wherever
wherever
(3) After
After having
having prepared
new transmitting
transmitting wave,
this
required, the calling station
reply by
by sending
sending its
its call
this is
is required,
station shall
shall reply
call
with another
another signal,
signal, during
length of
signal sometimes
sometimes combined
combined with
during a
a length
of
time sufficiently
sufficiently prolonged to take the bearing.
bearing.
(4) The radio direction-finding
direction-finding station shall
direcshall determine
determine the direction and,
possible, the
the sense
sense of
bearing, and
tion
and, if
if possible,
of the
the bearing,
and transmit
transmit the
the inforinformation
calling station
in the
the following
mation to
to the
the calling
station in
following order:
order:
(a)
(a) the abbreviation
abbreviation QTE;
QTE;
(b)
the true
bearing in
in degrees
degrees from
from the
the radio
(b) the
true bearing
radio direction-finding
direction-finding
station;
station;
(c)
(c) the
the time
time of observation;
observation;
(d) if
the radio
radio direction-finding
direction-finding station
station is
mobile station,
its
(d)
if the
is a
a mobile
station, its
own
preceded by
own position in
in latitude
latitude and
and longitude, preceded
by the
abbreviation QTH.
abbreviation
QTH.
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Si
station radiogonioraetrique
n'est pas
satisfaite de
de l'op6ration,
Poperation,
pas satisfaite
radiogoniometrique n'est
Si la
la station
elle demande
station appelante
de rep6ter
repeter l'emission
Pemission indiquee
elle
demande a
a la
la station
appelante de
indiquee
sous (3).
(3).
(5)
Des quo
la station
station appelante
regu le
le resultat
resultat de
(5) Des
que la
appelante aaregu
de l'observation,
l'observation,
elle
repete
le
message
a
la
station
radiogoniometrique,
celle-ci conconelle r6epte le message a la station radiogoniometrique, celle-ci
firme
ensuite
quo
is.
repetition
est
exacte
ou,
le
cas
echeant,
is.
rectifie
est
exacte
ou,
le
cas
echeant,
la
rectifie
firme ensuite que la repetition
en reptant
le message
a nouveau.
Quand la
la station
station radiogonioradiogonioen
r6eptant le
message A
nouveau. Quand
metrique
is. certitude
quo la
is. station
station mobile
mobile a
a correctement
correctement regu
regu le
le
metrique a
a la
certitude que
message,
"fin de
travail". Ce signal
signal est alors
le signal "fin
de travail".
message, elle
elle transmet
transmet le
repete
Is. station appelante
appelante pour
que l'op6ration
Poperation est
est
pour indiquer
indiquer que
repet6 par la
terminee.
termin6e.
B.
POUR OBTENIR
OBTENIR UNE
DE DEUX
OU PLUSIEURS
PLUSIEURS STATIONS
STATIONS
UNE POSITION
POSITION DE
DEUX OU
B. POUR
RA.DIOGONIOMATRIQUES ORGANISES
EN GROUPE.
GROUPE.
RADIOGONIOMTTRIQUES
ORGANISBES EN
Si is.
appelante desire
desire etre
etre inform&
de sa
sa position
position par
informee de
par
Si
la station
station appelante
is.
de control°
groups de
stations radiogoniom6triques,
radiogoniometriques,
contr6le d'un
d'un groupe
de stations
la station
station de
station de
control° comme ci-dessus et demande
demande une
elle appelle
appelle is.
la station
de contr6le
position
).
position en utilisant
utilisant Pabreviation
l'abreviation QTF? 11).
La
controls repond
a l'appel
Pappel et,
lea stations
La station de
de controle
repond A
et, quand
quand les
radiogoniometriques
invite la
is. station
station appelante
appelante A
a transtransradiogoniometriques sont
sont pretes,
pretes, invite
mettre;
Is. position,
elle la transmet
transmet a
a la
station
mettre; ayant
ayant determine
determine la
position, elle
la station
appelante comme
l'abreviation QTF.
appelante
comme ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, en
en utilisant Pabreviation
C.
SIMULTANES DE
DE DEUX
C. POUR
POUR OBTENIR
OBTENIR DES
DES RELhVEMENTS
RELEVEMENTS SIMULTAN]S
DEUX STATIONS
STATIONS
RADIOGONIOMETRIQUES,
RADIOGONIOME
TRIQUES, OU
OU PLUS,
PLUS, ORGANISES
ORGANISES EN
GROUPE.
EN GROUPE.
Sur
is. station
station de
contrOle d'un
Sur une
une demand°
demande de
de relevements,
relevements, la
de controle
d'un
groupe de stations
stations radiogoniometriques
radiogoniometriques procede
comme en
procede comme
en B
B ci-dessus,
ci-dessus,
et
observes par
par chaque
station
et ensuite transmet
transmet lea
les relevements
relevements observes
chaque station
du
groupe, chaque
relevement etant
l'indicatif d'appel
de
du groupe,
chaque relvement
etant precede
precede de
de l'indicatif
d'appel de
is.
la station
station qui Pa
l'a pris.
pris.

APPENDICE
APPENDICE 16.
16.
Reglement
interieur du Comite
Reglement int6rieur
Comite consultatif
consultatif international
des radiocommunications.
radiocommunications. (C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.)
(Voir
33 du
(Voir radicle
1'article 33
du Reglement).
Reglement).

ARTICLE
ARTICLE PREMIER.
PREMIER.

Administration
Administration organisatrice.
organisatriee. Definition
Nfinitian et r6le.
role.
On entend
entend par "administration
"administration organisatrice",
organisatrice", l'administration
Padministration qui
d'organiser une reunion
est chargee
charges d'organiser
reunion du C.C.I.R. Son role expire
cinq mois apres la cl6ture
cloture de la reunion
qu'elle a
aorganisee.
organisee.
reunion qu'elle
1
)Les

') Les stations c6tieres,
g6n6rale, ne donnent
cotieres, en regle generale,
donnent pas de
de positions.
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direction-finding station is not satisfied
If the radio direction-finding
satisfied with the operaoperation, it shall request the calling station
station to
to repeat
repeat the
the transmission
transmission
indicated under (3).
(5) As soon as the calling station has received the result of the
observation, it
it shall repeat the message to the radio direction-finding
observation,
direction-finding
accuracy of the repetition
repetition
station. The latter shall then confirm the accuracy
necessary, shall
it by
message.
or, when necessary,
shall correct
correct it
by again
again repeating
repeating the message.
When the radio
When
radio direction-finding
direction-finding station is
is certain
certain that
that the mobile
correctly, it
it shall transmit the sigstation has received the message correctly,
repeated by the callnal "end of work". This signal shall then be repeated
ing station, as an indication
indication that the operation
operation is completed.
completed.
B. TO
POSITION FROM
FROM TWO
TWO OR
DIRECTION-FINDING
MORE DIRECTION-FINDING
OBTAIN A
A POSITION
OR MORE
B.
TO OBTAIN
STATIONS
ORGANIZED AS
AS A
A GROUP
GROUP
STATIONS ORGANIZED
If the calling station wishes to be informed of its position by the
it shall
control station of a
direction-finding stations, it
a group of radio direction-finding
call the control station as above and request a
a position, using the
abbreviation QTF? '
The control station shall reply to the call and, when the radio
direction-finding stations are ready, shall direct the calling station to
direction-finding
it has determined
determined the position, it
it shall transmit it
transmit. When it
to the calling station as above, using the abbreviation
abbreviation QTF.
C. TO
TO OBTAIN
OBTAIN SIMULTANEOUS
SIMULTANEOUS BEARINGS
FROM TWO
TWO OR
MORE RADIO
RADIO
OR MORE
BEARINGS FROM
C.
AS A
DIRECTION-FINDING STATIONS
ORGANIZED AS
A GROUP
GROUP
DIRECTION-FINDING
STATIONS ORGANIZED
Upon receiving
station of
group
of aagroup
request for
for bearings,
bearings, the control station
receiving aarequest
Upon
proceed as in B
B above,
above, and
stations shall
shall proceed
direction-finding stations
of radio
radio direction-finding
then
observed by each station of the group, each
each
bearings observed
the bearings
then transmit the
bearing being preceded
preceded by the call signal of the station which has
taken it.
it.

APPENDIX 16
Regulations of the International
International Radio Consulting
Internal Regulations
Committee (C.C.I.R.)
(C.C.I.R.)
Committee
(See
(See article 33)

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1
1
Organizing
Administration. Definition
Functions
Definition and Functions
OrganizingAdministration.
By "organizing
"organizing administration"
shall be meant the administration
administration" shall
By
in charge
charge of
of organizing
of the
shall
functions shall
the C.C.I.R. Its functions
meeting of
organizing aameeting
in
expire
it has organized.
five months
months after the closing of the meeting it
expire five

general rule, shall not give positions.
I1Coast stations, as a
a general

Axle, p.
p. 1577.
1677.
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ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.
Invitation
Invitation a
a la
la reunion.
reunion.
organisatrice fixe
exacte de
§§ 1.
1. L'administration
L'administration organisatrice
fixe le
le lieu
lieu et
et la
la date
date exacte
de
la reunion
et les
les fait
fait connattre
connattre aux
aux autres
autres administrations
Pinterla
reunion et
administrations par
par l'intermediaire du
du Bureau
Bureau de
de l'Union
moms une
une annee
annee d'avance.
d'avance.
mediaire
l'Union au
au moins
§
Six mois
au moins
moms avant
avant cette
date, l'administration
Padministration organiorgani§ 2.
2. Six
mois au
cette date,
satrice
adresse, par
Pintermediaire du
l'invitation
satrice adresse,
par l'intermediaire
du Bureau
Bureau de
de l'Union,
l'Union, l'invitation
acette
reunion A
administrations de
A
cette reunion
a toutes les
les administrations
de l'Union
1'Union international°
internationale
des
aux organismes
organismes internationaux
intemationaux vises
des telecommunications
telecommunications et
et aux
vises au
au
(2) de
de Particle
33.
l'article 33.
§§2,
2, (2)
Les
communiquent l'invitation
l'invitation aux
Les administrations
administrations communiquent
aux exploitations
exploitations
privees reconnues
reconnues par
et aux
organismes intemationaux
privees
par elles
elles et
aux autres
autres organismes
internationaux
dont
jugent utile
utile la
la participation
reunion.
dont elles
elles jugent
participation a
A la
la reunion.
Quatre
an moins
moms avant la
reunion, elks
au
Quatre mois
mois au
la reunion,
elles transmettent
transmettent au
Bureau
leur reponse,
c,elles des
privees
Bureau de
de l'Union,
l'Union, leur
reponse, celles
des exploitations
exploitations privees
reconnues
par leur
gouvemement respectif
respectif adherent
adherent au
Reglement
reconnues par
leur gouvernement
au Reglement
radiocommunications, ainsi
des organismes
organismes internainternades radiocommunications,
ainsi quo
que celles
celles des
tionaux vises a
a Pa.lin&
l'alinea precedent.
precedent.
Les organismes
organismes intemationaux
an §
internationaux vises au
§ 2,
2, (2)
(2) de
de Particle
l'article 33
33 transmettent dfrectement
reponse au
au Bureau
Bureau de
dans le
mettent
directement leur
leur reponse
de l'Union
l'Union dans
le
délai
d6lai fixe.
En ce qui concerne
concern° les pays
sont
pays oh
of les
les services radioelectriques
radio6lectriques sont
assures
exploitations privees
privees et
assures par des exploitations
exploitations privees,
privees, ces
ces exploitations
et les
les
autres organismes
organismes internationaux
intemationaux regoivent
recoivent l'invitation de
de l'admil'administration organisatrice,
des deux
deux gouvernements
gouvemements
organisatrice, par
par Pintermediaire
l'interm6diaire des
respectifs.
respectifs.
§
Sont admis
admis a
reunion:
§ 3. Sont
A la
la reunion:
adherentes ou
ou non
non
a) de droit, les
les experts
experts des administrations,
administrations, adherentes
au
Reglement des radiocommunications
(delegues), des
an Reglement
radiocommunications (delegues),
exploitations
exploitations privoes
privees reconnues
reconnuos par les
les gouvemements
gouvernements
(representants) et des organismes internatiorespectifs (reprosentants)
intemationaux (auditeurs) vises au
33;
au §§2,
2, (2)
(2) de l'article
l'article 33;

b) de droit, le directeur
Bureau de l'Union ou son representant
representant
b)
directeur du Bureau
representants des autres comites consultatifs
consultatifs interet les representants
nati
onaux ;
nationaux;
c) apres decision
l'assemblee pleni6re
decision de Passemblee
pleniere d'ouverture, les experts
(auditeurs), signal&
signales
des autres
autres organismes internationaux
internationaux (auditems),
par les
les administrations.
par
administrations.
§§4. L'administration
L'administration organisatrice,
organisatrice, cinq mois avant la reunion,
a toutes les administrations,
fait connattre
connattre a.
administrations, les commissions
commissions dont elle
elle
a l'intention
l'intention de proposer la constitution en s'inspirant de la classificaa
tion des avis et de la repartition des questions
questions entre ces commissions.
Immediatement
avant
la
date
de
l'ouverture
Immediatement
Pouverture de la reunion, les chefs
delegations se reunissent
de delegations
reunissent pour examiner
examiner ce
cc projet.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22

Invitation
Invitation to the Meeting
§1. The organizing administration
administration shall set the place and definite
date of the meeting and inform
administrations thereof
inform the other administrations
thereof
through the Bureau of the Union at least one year in
in advance.
advance.
§2. At least six months before such date, the organizing
organizing adminisadministration shall address, through the Bureau of the Union, an invitation
invitation
for this meeting to all the administrations
administrations of the International
International TeleTelecommunications Union and to all the international
communications
international organizations cited
cited
773].
in §2 (2) of article 33 [No. 773].
The administrations
administrations shall communicate the invitation to private
operating enterprises recognized
recognized by them and to
operating
to other
other international
organizations whose participation
participation in the meeting they deem useful.
At least four months
months before the meeting, they shall forward their
their
reply to the Bureau of the Union, including those
operthose of
of the private
private operating enterprises
enterprises recognized
recognized by their respective governments
governments adhering
adhering
to the Radio Regulations,
Regulations, as well
as
those
of
the
international
well as those of the international organiorganizations
zations cited in the preceding paragraph.
paragraph.
The international organizations
organizations cited
cited in §2 (2)
(2) of
of article
article 33
33 [No.
[No. 773]
773]

shall transmit their reply directly to the
the
the Bureau
Bureau of the
the Union
Union in
in the
specified period.
specified
With respect
respect to the countries
countries in
are performed
in which
which radio
radio services are
performed
operating enterprises,
operating enterprises
by private operating
enterprises, such
such private
private operating
enterprises
organizations shall receive
and other international
international organizations
receive the invitation
invitation of
the organizing
organizing administration
administration through
through the intermediary
intermediary of
of the
two
the two
respective governments.
respective
§3.
§3. The following shall be admitted to
to the meeting:
a matter of right, the experts of administrations
(a) As a
administrations adheradhering or not adhering to the Radio Regulations
Regulations (delegates),
(delegates),
of private operating enterprises
the reenterprises recognized
recognized by
by the
regovernments (representatives),
(representatives), and of
spective governments
of internainternain §2 (2)
tional organizations
organizations (observers) cited in
(2) of article
article 33
33
[No. 773].
(b) As a
a matter of right, the Director of the Bureau of
of the
the
Union or his representative
representative and the representatives
representatives of
other international
international consulting committees.
committees.
(c) After decision by the opening plenary
plenary assembly,
assembly, the
the experts
experts
organizations (observers)
of other international
international. organizations
(observers) mentioned
by the administrations.
administrations.

§4. The organizing
organizing administration,
before the meeting,
administration, five months
months before
meeting,
shall communicate
communicate to all the administrations
administrations the list of committees
committees the
the
appointment
appointment of which it
propose upon the basis
it intends to propose
basis of
of the
the
classification of opinions and the distribution of questions
classification
questions among
among
the committees.
committees. Immediately
Immediately before
before the date of opening
of the
the
opening of
meeting, the heads of delegations
shall
assemble
delegations
assemble to examine this plan.

Ante, p. 1677.
1577.
Ante,

6
Ante, p.
1677.
p. 1
Ante,
77.

A
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ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.
Assemblee pliniere
pleniere d'ouverture.
d'ouverture. Role
Role du
president de
la reunion
rgunion du
du
de la
du president
Assemble
C. C.
(7. I.. R.
R.
C.
§
1. L'assemblee
L'assemblee pleniere
pleniere d'ouverture
est pr6sid6e
presidee par
un reprereprepar un
d'ouverture est
§ 1.
sentant de
de l'administration
constitue
Cette assemblee
assemblee constitue
organisatrice. Cette
'administration organisatrice.
sentant
les commissions
commissions necessaires
necessaires et
et repartit
entre elles,
elles, par
categories,
par categories,
repartit entre
les
les questions
questions A
a traiter.
traiter. Elle
Elle designe
le president
les viceviceet le
le ou
ou les
president et
designe le
les
presidents
de la
reunion du
du C.
I. R.,
It., le
le president,
les vicele ou
ou les
president, le
C. I.
C. C.
la reunion
presidents de
presidents
et le
le ou
les rapporteurs
rapporteurs de
de chaque commission, et elle
ou les
presidents et
decide aussi
orga,nismes internationaux
dont il
il
internationaux dont
des organismes
sur l'admission
l'admission des
aussi stir
decide
est
question
an
§
3,
c)
de
Particle
precedent.
est question au § 3, c) de l'article precedent.
Le president
president de
de la
la reunion
reunion du
du C.
C. C.
C. I.
I. R. dirige les assem§§2.
2. Le
Wes
il a,
a, en
en outre,
la direction
des travaux
de
travaux de
generale des
direction generale
outre, la
plenieres; il
blees plenieres;
la
Les vice-presidents
vice-presidents pretent
assistance au
president et le
au president
pretent assistance
la reunion.
reunion. Les
remplacent en
cas d'absence.
en cas
d'absence.
remplacent
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 4.
4.
Secretariat.
Secretariat.
Le secretariat
secretariat de
de la
I. R.
est assure
assure par
le Bureau
Bureau
par le
R. est
C. I.
du C.
C. C.
reunion du
la reunion
Le
de l'Union.
1'Union.
de
ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE
Proces-verbaux
plenieres.
assemblees plenieres.
Proces-verbauxdes assemblees
En
principe, les
les proces-verbaux
assemblees plenieres
repropl6nieres ne reprodes assemblees
proces-verbaux des
En principe,
duisent
des delegues
dans leurs
lours points principaux.
principaux.
que dans
d6elgues que
les exposes
exposes des
duisent les
Cependant, chaque
chaque d6elgue
&legal a
a le
droit de
de demander
analyl'insertion analydemander l'insertion
le droit
Cependant,
tique
ou in
in extenso
extenso au
au proces-verbal
proces-verbal de
de toute
faite,
toute declaration
declaration qu'il aafaite,
tique ou
a.
condition qu'il
le texte
texte an
au plus
plus tard
tard dans les deux heures
qu'il en
en fournisse
fournisse le
a condition
qui
de la
la seance.
la fin
fin de
seance.
qui suivent
suivent la
ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

Langues et mode de votation
Langues
votation auz
aux assemblies
assemblees plenieres.
plenieres.
§ 1. Les
Les langues
langues employees
employees dans les assemblees
assemblees plenieres
sont
§
plenieres sont
celles
celles indiquees
indiquees/ aParticle
l'article 21
21 de la Convention.
Convention.
2. Dana
les assemblees
plenieres, seules
seules ont
voix deliberatives
§§2.
Dans les
assemblees pl6nieres,
ont voix
deliberatives
les
delegations des
administrations qui
contribuent aux
les delegations
des administrations
qui contribuent
aux depenses
depenses
du
service des
radiocommunications du
du Bureau
qui
du service
des radiocommunications
Bureau de
de l'Union
l'Union et
et qui
ont eu ce droit dans
dans la
la derniere
derniere conference
conference de plenipotentiaires
plenipotentiaires ou
ou
administrative.**
administrative.
* Un Etat souverain
souverain qui n'etait
n'6tait pas adherent
adherent an
au Reglement
Reglement g6n6ral
*
general des radiocommunications et qui a
adhere dans l'intervalle
communications
a adh6re
l'intervalle de deux conferences
conferences de plenipotentiaires
ou administrative,
administrative, pourra
tentiaires on
pourra avoir voix deliberative,
deliberative, en tenant compte des
principes concernant le droit de vote, etablis par Is
la Conference
principes
Conference du Caire.
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ARTICLE 33

Opening
Opening Plenary
Plenary Assembly.

Duties
the C.
C. C.
C. I.
Duties of
of the President
Presidentof the
I. R.
R.
Meeting
Meeting

§1. A
A representative
representative of the organizing
organizing administration
administration shall preside
over the opening plenary assembly. This assembly shall organize
organize the
necessary
committees and distribute among them, by categories,
categories, the
necessary committees
questions to be treated. It
It shall designate the president
president and
the vice
vice
and the
president or vice presidents
of
the
meeting
presidents
meeting of the C. C. I.
I. R., the chairman and the vice chairman
chairman or vice chairmen, and the reporter or reporters of each committee, and it
it shall also decide upon the admission
admission
international organizations
organizations mentioned
of the international
mentioned in §3 (c) of the foregoing
foregoing
article.
article.
§2. The president of the meeting of the C. C. I. R. shall conduct the
the
plenary
plenary assemblies; moreover,
moreover, he shall have general
general supervision over
over
the work of the meeting. The vice presidents shall assist the
the president and replace him in case of absence.
absence.
ARTICLE 4
4
Secretariat
Secretariat
The secretariat
secretariat for the meeting
meeting of the C. C. I. R. shall be provided
provided
by the Bureau
Bureau of the
the Union.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5
5
Minutes of Plenary
Plenary Assemblies
plenary assemblies
assemblies shall give
give only
In principle, the minutes of
of the plenary
only
delegates' statements.
the main points of the delegates'
statements. However,
However, each delegate
delegate
shall have the right to request the summary or verbatim
verbatim insertion
insertion in
in
the minutes of any statement he shall have made,
made, provided
provided he shall
hours after
the end
end of
the
supply the text thereof not later than two
two hours
after the
of the
meeting.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
6
Languages and Method of Voting in
in Plenary
Languages
Plenary Assemblies
§1.
be those
§1. The languages
languages used
used in
in the plenary
plenary assemblies
assemblies shall
shall be
those
indicated
of the
the Convention.
Convention.
indicated in
in article
article 21
21 of
§2. In plenary assemblies,
assemblies, only the delegations
§2.
delegations of those
those adminisadministrations which contribute
contribute to the expenses of the radio service
of the
the
service of
Bureau of the Union and which
which were entitled
entitled to
to vote
vote at
at the
last
Bureau
the last
plenipotentiary or
have the
plenipotentiary
or administrative
administrative conference,*
conference,* shall
shall have
the right
right
to vote.
*A sovereign state which, not having adhered to the General Radio
Radio Regulations,
Regulations,
adheres during the interval between
between two plenipotentiary
plenipotentiary or administrative
conferences,
have the right
right to vote in conformity
conformity with the principles
principles concernconferences, may have
concerning the right to vote established by the Cairo Conference.
Conference.

49 Stat. 2411.
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Toutes les
les autres
privees et
et orgaorgaautres administrations,
administrations, exploitations
exploitations priv6es
Toutes
nismes internationaux
au §2,
§2, (2)
de l'article
l'article 33,
33, le
le directeur
directeur
vises au
(2) de
nismes
internationaux vises
du Bureau
Bureau de
de l'Union
et les
des autres
autres comit6s
comites conconl'Union et
les representants
representants des
du
sultatifs
ont
seulement
voix
consultative.
Toutefois,
lorsqu'un
pays
sultatifs ont seulement voix consultative. Toutefois, lorsqu'un pays
n'est
pas represente
par une
une administration
administration ayant
ayant voix
voix deliberative,
deliberative,
n'est pas
represent6 par
les
representants
des
exploitations
privies
de
ce
pays
disposent, pour
pour
les representants des exploitations privees de ce pays disposent,
leur
et quel
soit leur
leur nombre,
nombre, d'une
d'une seule
seule voix
voix delibedelibeque soit
leur ensemble
ensemble et
quel quo
rative.
Pour les
autres organismes
les dispositions
du
dispositions du
les autres
organismes internationaux,
internationaux, les
Pour
§
c) de
sont appliquees.
appliquees.
l'article 2
2 sont
§ 3,
3, c)
de Particle
Une d6elgation
delegation qui
qui serait
empechee, pour
pour une
une cause
grave,
serait empechee,
cause grave,
§§3.
3. Une
d'assister a
la faculte
faculte de
charger de
de sa
sa ou
de ses
see voix
voix
ou de
de charger
d'assister
a des
des seances,
seances, aala
une autre
autre delegation.
Toutefois, une
memo delegation
ne peut
peut disdisdelegation ne
une
d6elgation. Toutefois,
une meme
poser
dans ces
ces conditions
des voix
voix de
plus de
de deux
deux delegations,
d6elgations, yy
conditions des
de plus
poser dans
compris
sienne on
compris la
la sienne
ou les
les siennes.
siennes.
§
n'est adoptee
adoptee si
elle ne
ne r6unit
rounit la
la majosi elle
majo§ 4.
4. Aucune
Aucune proposition
proposition n'est
rite absolue
cas d'6galite
d'egalite de
de voix
voix elle
est
des suffrages
suffrages exprimes;
exprim6s; en
en cas
elle est
rite
absolue des
ecartee.
ecart6e.
5. Les
ont lieu
levees, soit,
sur demande
demande
§§5.
Les votations
votations ont
lieu soit
soit a
a mains
mains levees,
soit, sur
d'une delegation,
par appel
appel nominal,
darts l'ordre
l'ordre alphabetique
alphabetique des
des
d'une
d6elgation, par
nominal, dans
noms
frangais des
des pays
le premier
premier cas,
les
noms frangais
pays participants.
participants. Dane
Dans le
cas, les
proc,es-verbaux indiquent
le nombre
nombre des
des delegations
delegations qui
out vote
vote
proces-verbaux
indiquent le
qui ont
pour et
et le
le nombre
de celles
out vote
vote contre
contre la
proposition; dans
dans
pour
nombre de
celles qui
qui ont
la proposition;
le
ont vote
vote pour
et cellos
le dernier
dernier cas,
cas, ils
ils indiquent
indiquent les
les delegations
d6elgations qui
qui ont
pour et
celles
qui ont
contra la
la proposition.
proposition.
ont vote
vote contre
qui
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE
Fonctionnement des commissions, sous-commissions
sous-commissions et
et sous-sousFonctionnement
sous-souscommissions.
commissions.
§
1. Les
Les commissions
Passemblee pleniere
pleniere peuvent
peuvent
§ 1.
commissions instituees
institu6es par
par l'assembl6e
se
subdiviser
en
sous-commissions,
et
les
sous-commissions
en
sousse subdiviser en sous-commissions, et les sous-commissions en soussous-commissions.
sous-commissions.
§§2. Les presidents
presidents des commissions
commissions proposent
ratification
proposent aa la ratification
de leurs commissions respectives
respectives le
le choix du president
president et du
du ou des
des
rapporteurs de chaque
sous-sous-commission.
rapporteurs
chaque sous-commission
sous-commission et sous-sous-commission.
§§3. Les presidents
presidents peuvent
peuvent inviter des experts
experts de l'industrie
l'industrie privee
privee
A participer
participer A
acertaines s6ances
seances des commissions, s'il apparatt
apparatt que
quo leur
collaboration pent
utile.
collaboration
peut etre
etre utile.
§§4. Les avis emis par les commissions
commissions doivent porter
porter l'une des
des
formules "A l'unanimit6"
Punanimite" ou
"a la
majorite", selon
selon qu'ils
qu'ils ont
formules
ou "A
la majorite",
ont ete
ete
adoptes
A la majorite
adopt& A
a l'unanimite ou
on a
majorite des votants.
§ 5. Les dispositions des articles 5
5 et 66sont applicables
§
applicables aux travaux
des commissions, sous-commissions
sous-sous-commissions. Toutesous-commissions et sous-sous-commissions.
Toutefois, seules les delegations
delgations et les representations
representations repondant
repondant aux
aux conditions fixees
§ 22 de l'article
fixee,s au §
Particle 66et designees
designees pour
pour faire partie
partie de ces
commissions,
commissions, sous-commissions
sous-commissions et sous-sous-commissions
out voix
voix
sous-sous-commissions ont
deliberative.
deliberative.
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All the other administrations,
administrations, private
private operating
operating enterprises,
enterprises, and
and
international organizations
contemplated in §2 (2)
international
organizations contemplated
(2) of article
article 33
[No. 773], the Director of the Bureau of the Union
Union and
and representatives
representatives
of other consulting committees
committees shall attend only
an advisory
advisory
only in an
a country is not represented
capacity. However, when a
by an
an adminrepresented by
administration possessing the right to vote, the representatives
representatives of the private
private
operating enterprises
enterprises of such country, as a
a whole
whole and
regardless of
of
and regardless
their number, shall be entitled to
to not
more
than
one
vote.
not more than one vote.
With regard
regard to other international organizations,
of
organizations, the
the provisions
provisions of
§3 (c) of article
article 2
2 shall be applied.
§3.
§3. Any delegation
delegation which might, for serious
serious reasons,
reasons, be prevented
prevented
from attending meetings, shall have the right to entrust its vote or
or
votes to another delegation.
delegation. However,
However, a
delegation may
may not,
a single delegation
not,
under these circumstances,
circumstances, use the votes of more
delegations,
more than
than two delegations,
including its own vote
including
vote or votes.
votes.
§4.
adopted if it is not supported
§4. No proposal shall be adopted
supported by an absolute
absolute
majority of the votes cast; in case of a
rejected.
a tie, it shall be rejected.
§5. Voting
Voting shall be conducted either
the hands,
or, at
at
either by
by raising
raising the
hands, or,
the request of a
adelegation, by roll call in the alphabetical
alphabetical order
order of
of the
the
French
participating countries. In
French names of the participating
In the
the
the former
former case,
case, the
minutes shall indicate the number
delegations
that
voted
for
and
number of
of delegations that voted for and
the number that voted against the proposal;
they
proposal; in the latter
latter case, they
shall indicate
indicate the delegations
delegations that voted for and
and those
those that voted
against the
proposal.
the proposal.
ARTICLE 7
ARTICLE
7

Functioning of Committees, Subcommittees,
Functioning
Subcommittees, and Sub-subcommittees
Sub-subcommittees
§1. The committees
committees created
created by the plenary
plenary assembly
may be
be divided
assembly may
divided
into subcommittees,
subcommittees, and the subcommittees
into
sub-subcommittees.
subcommittees into sub-subcommittees.
§2. The chairmen of the committees
committees shall propose, for ratification
ratification
by their respective committees,
committees, the selection
selection of the chairman and
one or more reporters for each subcommittee
subcommittee and sub-subcommittee.
sub-subcommittee.
§3.
§3. The chairmen may invite experts
experts from private
private industry
industry to parparticipate
ticipate in certain meetings
meetings of the committees,
committees, if it
that
it appears
appears that
their collaboration
collaboration may be useful.
§4. The opinions expressed by the committees
committees must be marked
marked
"unanimously"
"unanimously" or "by a
a majority", according
according to
to whether
whether they were
unanimously or by aamajority of
adopted unanimously
of those
those voting.
5 and 6
§5. The provisions of articles 5
applicable to the
6 shall be applicable
work of the committees, subcommittees,
subcommittees, and sub-subcommittees.
sub-subcommittees.
However,
However, only the delegations
delegations and representatives
the rererepresentatives meeting the
quirements
6 and designated
quirements of §2 of article 6
designated as members
members of such
such committees, subcommittees,
subcommittees, and sub-subcommittees
the right
right
sub-subcommittees qball
shall have the
to vote.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.
Publication des
Publication
des documents.
documents.
Le Bureau
Bureau de
prend part
part aux
travaux du
C. I.
Le
de l'Union
l'Union prend
aux divers
divers travaux
du C.
C. C.
I. R.
R.
en vue
de la
la centralisation
et de
de la
publication des
en
vue de
centralisation et
la publication
des avis
avis et
et d'une
d'une
documentation generale
Pusage des
documentation
generale aal'usage
des administrations.
administrations.
ARTICLE 9.
Assemblee
de cloture.
cloture.
Assemblee pliniere
pleniere de
§
pleniere de
de cl6ture,
cloture, le
§ 1.
1. A
A Passemblee
l'assemblee pleniere
le president
president communique
communique
la liste
des avis,
restant a
la liste
la
liste des
avis, la
la liste
liste des
des questions
questions restant
A resoudre
resoudre et
et la
liste des
des
questions
soumises par
questions nouvelles
nouvelles soumises
par les
les commissions.
commissions.
Le president
constate, le
echeant, l'adoption
l'adoption d6finitive
definitive des
§§2.
2. Le
president constate,
le cas
cas echeant,
des
exprimes. S'il
votation, les
les formules
"A
avis exprimes.
S'il y
y aalieu
lieu aa votation,
formules "a Punanimite"
l'unanimite"
majorite" s'appliquent
s'appliquent a
acette votation.
ou "a
"a la
la majorite"
§
L'assemblee pl6niere
pleniere etablit
non
§ 3.
3. L'assemblee
etablit ensuite
ensuite la liste des questions
questions non
resolues et
resolues
et des questions
questions nouvelles,
nouvelles, dont Petude
l'etude doit
doit etre
etre effectuee;
effectuee;
elle procede a
a la constitution de "Groupes
"Groupes d'administrations",
d'administrations",
chargees d'dtudier
d'etudier les
chargees
les questions
questions susdites
susdites entre
entre les reunions
reunions et de
preparer les avis a
asoumettre
R.
preparer
soumettre au C. C. I.
I. R.
Pour
chaque groupe
Pour chaque
groupe d'administrations,
d'administrations, Passemblee
l'assemblee design()
designe l'adl'administration
ministration centralisatrice
centralisatrice et les administrations, exploitations
exploitations
payees et organismes
privees
organismes internationaux
internationaux collaborateurs.
collaborateurs.
Ala
assemble() pleniere,
I. R.,
Poffre ou
ou avec
§§4.
4. A
la memo
mme assemblee
pl6niere, le
le C.
C. C.
C. I.
R., sur
sur l'offre
avec
le consentement
consentement de la delegation
delegation interessee,
l'administration
interessde, designe
designe l'administration
qui
reunion suivante
approximative de
de cette
cette
qui organisera
organisera la reunion
suivante et
et la
la date
date approximative
reunion.
reunion.

ARTICLE 10.
Repartition
payement des
frais
Repartition et payement
des frais

Les frais qui so rapportent aaune reunion du C.C.I.R. sont repartis
entre les administrations,
administrations, exploitations privees
payees et organismes
organismes internationaux participants. Pour la r6partition
reparation des frais,
frais, les
les participants
participants
contribuant chacun dans la proportion
sont divises
divises en quatre classes, contribuant
proportion
d'un certain nombre
nombre d'unites, savoir:
savoir:
ire classe: 25
unites,
Ire
25 unites,
2e classe: 20 unites,
unites,
3e classe:
classe: 15
15 unites,
4e classe:
classe: 10 unites.
Les trois premiere classes comprennent
administrations dont
comprennent les administrations
dont
gouvernements sont ranges dans les trois premieres
premieres classes
les gouvemements
classes prevues
aaParticle
'article 17 de la Convention.
Convention.
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ARTICLE 88
ARTICLE

Publicationof Documents
Publication
Documents
The Bureau of the Union shall
shall take part in the various tasks
tasks of the
the
C. C. I. R. for the purpose of centralization
centralization and publication
publication of opinions
administrations.
and a
a general documentation
documentation for the use of the administrations.
ARTICLE 9
ARTICLE
9
Closing Plenary
Plenary Assembly
Closing
Assembly
§1.
president shall
§1. At the
the closing plenary assembly, the president
shall communicommunicate the list of opinions, the list of questions still to be solved, and
committees.
the list of new questions submitted by the committees.
president shall place on record the final adoption of the
§2. The president
opinions expressed, if any. If there is occasion
occasion for voting, the exopinions
expressions "unanimously"
"unanimously" or "by a
a majority"
majority" shall apply to this vote.
§3. The plenary assembly shall then establish the list of unsolved
§3.
unsolved
made; it
it shall
questions and new questions of which a
a study is to be made;
proceed to the organization
organization of "groups
"groups of administrations"
administrations" charged
charged
proceed
above-mentioned questions
questions between meetings and
with studying
studying the above-mentioned
I. R.
with preparing opinions to be submitted to the C. C. I.
For each group of administrations,
administrations, the assembly shall designate
the
administration, and the
the collaborating
collaborating administrathe centralizing
centralizing administration,
tions, private
enterprises, and
and international
international organizations.
organizations.
operating enterprises,
tions,
private operating
§4. During the same plenary
the C. C. I.
I. R., upon the
§4.
plenary assembly, the
offer or with the consent of the delegation concerned,
concerned, shall designate
administration that is to organize
organize the next meeting, together with
the administration
the
the approximate
approximate date
date of such meeting.
ARTICLE 10
10
ARTICLE
Distribution and Payment
Payment of Expenses
Distribution

The
bo apportioned
expenses relating
relating to a
a C.
C. C. I.
I. R. meeting
meeting shall be
The expenses
operating enterparticipating administrations,
administrations, private operating
among the participating
organizations. To apportion such expenses,
prises, and international organizations.
the participants
contributing
be divided into four
four classes, each contributing
participants shall
shall be
the
according
a certain number of units, to wit:
according to a
1st class: 25 units
2d class: 20 units
3d class: 15 units
4th class: 10 units
administrations whose govinclude the administrations
The first
first three
three classes
classes shall include
ernments are
are in
in the
the first
first three
classes provided
provided for
17 of
of
for in
in article
article 17
ernments
three classes

the Convention.
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La 4e
4e classe
comprend les
dont les
les gouvernements
La
classe comprend
les administrations
administrations dont
gouvernements
sont
ranges dans
les trois
trois dernieres
classes de
de l'article
Particle 17
de la
la ConConsont ranges
dans les
dernieres classes
17 de
vention,
privees et
organismes interintervention, et,
et, en
en outre,
outre, les
les exploitations
exploitations priv6es
et organismes
nationaux
participants.
nationaux participants.
Les quotes-parts
payees selon
selon les
les dispositions
dispositions de
de
Les
quotes-parts doivent
doivent etre
etre payees
l'article
17, §
§33 (Z)
la Convention.
l'article 17,
(5) de
de la
Convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11.
11.
Reparation et
Repartition
et traitement
traitement des
des affaires.
affaires.
§
1. Apres
Apres la
la cl6ture
cleture d'une
toutes les
les questions
questions nouvelles,
nouvelles,
§ 1.
d'une reunion,
reunion, toutes
quo
les administrations,
administrations, les
les exploitations
exploitations privees
privees et
et les
les organismes
organismes
que les
intemationaux
desirent souraettre
an comit6,
comae, sont
sont adressees
au
internationaux desirent
soumettre au
adressees au
Bureau
de l'Union,
l'Union, accompagnees
accompagnees d'un
expose destine
preciser la
la
Bureau de
d'un expos6
destine a
a preciser
port&
chaque question.
question.
portee de
de chaque
Toutefois,
question nouvelle
nouvelle ne
sera mise
mise A
al'etude
Petude que
qua si
si la
la
Toutefois, une question
ne sera
demande
demande est
an moins
raoins cinq administrations
administrations participantes.
participantes.
est appuyee
appuy6e par
par au
§
nouvelle rentre
rentre dans
dans les
les attributions
d'un
§ 2. Lorsqu'une
Lorsqu'une question
question nouvelle
attributions d'un
groupe d'administrations
d'administrations existant,
existant, le
de l'Union
s'adresse a
groupe
le Bureau
Bureau de
l'Union s'adresse
PadrainiStration centralisatrice
centralisatrice dudit
dudit groupe
groupe pour
pour connattre
s'il
l'administration
connaitre s'il
accepte d'etudier
d'etuclier cette
cotta nouvelle
nouvelle question.
question. En
refus, le
le Bureau
Bureau
En cas de refus,
de l'Union
de
l'Union procede
procede scion
les prescriptions
prescriptions des
des §§
§§ 3
3et
at 4.
4.
selon les

§§3. Dans les autres cas, le Bureau
Bureau de l'Union
l'Union consulte,
consulte, par correspondance,
tous les groupes
respondance, tons
groupes d'administrations
sur l'attribution
l'attribution de
de
d'administrations sur
la question nouvelle,
a un
groupe d'administrations
d'administrations existant
existent ou,
nouvelle, A
un groupe
ou,
eventuellement,
sur la
la constitution
d'un nouveau
nouveau groupe
groupe d'adminisd'adminiseventuellement, sur
constitution d'un
trations, qui
qui serait
serait charge
chargé de
cotta question
question et
at sur
sur le
de 1'adPadde cette
le choix
choix de
ministration
pri6e d'etre
1'administration centralisatrice.
ministration qui serait
serait priee
d'etre l'administration
centralisatrice.
§ 4. Dans le cas oi
oil les
les groupes
groupes d'administrations
§
seraient d'accord
d'accord
d'administrations seraient
pour la
la constitution
pour
groupe d'administrations,
d'administrations, ils
us
constitution d'un
d'un nouveau
nouveau groupe
administrations qui pourraient
pourraient en faire
doivent indiquer les administrations
faire partie
partie et
et
celle qui pourrait etre invitee
invit6e aa etre
etre administration
administration centralisatrice.
centralisatrice.
Le Bureau de l'Union communique
communique cette
cette opinion
opinion aux
aux administrations
administrations
interessees en vue de la constitution
ce groupe d'administrations.
constitution de cc
d'administrations.
Si l'opinion des groupes
d'administrations n'est pas
groupes d'administrations
unanime, le
le
pas unanime,
1'opinion de la majorite.
Bureau de l'Union procedera
procedera suivant Popinion
ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12.

Preparationd'une reunion.
Preparation
reunion.
§ 1. Tous
documents afferents
afferents aa une reunion sont imprimes
§
Tons les documents
et distribues par le
Bureau de l'Union.
l'Union.
le Bureau
§§2. (1) Lorsque
Lorsque 1'etude
Petude d'une question
question aa6et
ete confi6e
confiee a
aun "groupe
d'administrations",
d'administrations", il
ii appartient
appartient a
a!'administration
Padministration centralisatrice
centralisatrice de
faire le necessaire
necessaire pour proceder aal'etude
1'6tude de la question.
A cot
cet effet,
question. A
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The fourth class shall include
include the administrations
administrations whose
whose governgovernments are in the last three classes of
of article
article 17
17 of
the Convention,
of the
Convention,

and, in addition,
addition, the participating
participating private operating
operating enterprises
enterprises and
and
international organizations.
international
organizations.
accordance with the
The dues must be paid in accordance
provisions of
article
the provisions
of article
17, §3 (5),
(5), of the Convention.
Convention.
ARTICLE 11
11
ARTICLE

Distribution
and Handling
Distribution and
Handling of Business
§1.
a meeting, all the new questions which
§1. After the closing of a
which the
the
administrations,
administrations, private operating enterprises,
enterprises, and international
orinternational organizations wish to submit to the committee
committee shall
shall be
be sent
sent to
the
to the
Bureau of the Union, accompanied
accompanied by a
statement specifying
specifying the
the
a statement
scope of
of each question.
a new question
question will only be admitted
However, a
admitted for study if the
request is supported
supported by at least five participating
participating administrations.
administrations.
a new question enters into
§2. When a
assignment of
an existing
existing
into the assignment
of an
group of administrations,
administrations, the Bureau
Bureau of the Union
shall consult
the
Union shall
consult the
centralizing administration
administration of
in order
order to
to ascertain
ascertain
of the
the said group
group in
whether it
it agrees to study this new question.
case of
of refusal,
refusal,
question. In
In case
the Bureau
Bureau of the Union shall proceed
in accordance
the proviproviproceed in
accordance with
with the
sions of §§3
§§3 and 4.
4.
In other cases, the Bureau
§3. In
Bureau of the
through
the Union
Union shall
shall consult, through
correspondence,
correspondence, all groups
administrations with
regard to
to the
the
groups of
of administrations
with regard
assignment of the new question
of administraadministraquestion to
to an
an existing
existing group
group of
tions, or, possibly, with regard to
of a
to the institution
institution of
a new
new group
group of
of
administrations,
administrations, which will be charged with this question
and
with
question and with
regard to the selection
selection of the administration
administration which
requested
which will
will be
be requested
to be the centralizing
centralizing administration.
administration.
§4. In case the groups of administrations
administrations agree
reference to
agree in reference
to the
the
institution of a
a new group of administrations,
administrations, they must indicate
indicate
the administrations
administrations which might
one which
will
might participate
participate and the one
which will
be invited to be the centralizing
centralizing administration.
of
administration. The Bureau
Bureau of
the Union shall communicate
communicate this opinion to the administrations
administrations concerned for the purpose of instituting this group
group of
of administrations.
administrations.
If the opinion of
administrations is
not unanimous,
of the
the groups
groups of
of administrations
is not
unanimous,
the Bureau
Bureau of the Union shall proceed
proceed in accordance
accordance with
with the
the opinion
opinion
of
majority.
of the majority.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12
12
Preparation
aMeeting
Meeting
Preparationfor
for a
§1. All documents
documents pertaining
meeting shall
shall be
be printed
printed and
and disdispertaining to
to a
a meeting
by the
the Bureau
of
the
Union.
tributed by
Bureau of the Union.
§2. (1) When the study of a
a question
question has been entrusted
entrusted to
to a
a
"group
administrations," it
it shall devolve
"group of administrations,"
devolve upon the
centralizing
the centralizing
administration
administration to
to proceed
proceed to
to the
study
to take the necessary
necessary steps
steps to
the study
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l'administration centralisatrice
centralisatrice assume
assume la
la direction
des travaux
travaux et
et aa
direction des
l'administration
competence
pour
convoquer
les
administrations,
exploitations
privees
priv6es
exploitations
competence pour convoquer les administrations,
et organismes
organismes internationaux
n'auront
reunions n'auront
Ces reunions
collaborateurs. Ces
internationaux collaborateurs.
et
lieu
quo
si
la
majorite
des
administrations
collaboratrices
sont
d'accord.
d'accord.
sont
collaboratrices
lieu que si la majorite des administrations
(2) Les
questions doivent,
doivent, dans
dans la
mesure du
r6solues
etre resolues
possible, etre
du possible,
la mesure
Les questions
(2)
par correspondance;
correspondance; l'administration
l'administration centralisatrice
peut, aa cot
effet,
cet effet,
centralisatrice peut,
par
correspondre directement
directement par
les administrations,
administrations, exploitaexploitaavec les
ecrit avec
par ecrit
correspondre
tions
et organismes
internationaux collaborateurs.
collaborateurs. Mais, si
organismes internationaux
privees et
tions privees
la
solution complete
d'une question
ne peut
pas etre
obtenue par
cette
par cette
Wtre obtenue
peut pas
question ne
complete d'une
la solution
voie,
l'administration centralisatrice
de proposer
proposer des
reunions
des reunions
droit de
le droit
centralisatrice aale
voie, l'administration
la
endroits convenables,
verbalement la
discuter v.erbalement
pouvoir discuter
de pouvoir
afin de
convenables, afin
A des
des endroits
question a
l'etude.
a l'6tude.
question
(3)
&administrations peuvent
inviter des
des experts de
peuvent inviter
groupes d'administrations
Les groupes
(3) Les
6tudes
l'industrie
privee
a
participer
a
certaines
de
etudes
et discussions,
leurs
de
certaines
A
l'industrie priv6e a participer
utile.
8tre
s'il
apparait
quo
leur
collaboration
collaboration
peut
etre
leur
que
s'il apparalt
§
L'administration centralisatrice
doit faire
rapport
son rapport
parvenir son
faire parvenir
centralisatrice doit
3. L'administration
§ 3.
la
avant
general
an
Bureau
de
l'Union
au
plus
tard
cinq
avant
date de
mois
cinq
tard
plus
au
l'Union
de
Bureau
au
general
la
reunion du C.C.I.R.
la reunion
§
4. Les
Les administrations,
exploitations privees
organismes interet organismes
privees et
administrations, exploitations
§ 4.
a
nationaux qui,
apres la
d'une reunion,
reunion, desirent
desirent collaborer a
cl6ture d'une
la cloture
qui, apres
nationaux
Petude
d'une question,
question, doivent
leur demande
Al'administrademande A
adresser leur
doivent adresser
1'etude d'une
tion centralisatrice
competente. Celle-ci
Celle-ci en informe toutes les admicentralisatrice competente.
tion
nistrations, par
par l'entremise
l'Union.
l'entremise du Bureau de l'Union.
nistrations,
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13.

d'autres organismes
dans les reunions
Representation du
reunions d'autres
organismes
du C.C.I.R. dans
Representation
internationaux.
internationaux.
que le C.C.I.R.
§
1. Si
Si d'autres
d'autres organismes
organismes internationaux
internationaux desirent quo
§ 1.
demande au
participe a
leurs reunions,
ils doivent
adresser leur demande
doivent adresser
r6unions, ils
A leurs
participe
Bureau de
de l'Union.
l'Union.
Bureau
consulte, par correspondance,
§
correspondance, toutes les
de l'Union consult°,
Bureau de
Le Bureau
2. Le
§ 2.
a l'invitation.
administrations participantes
participantes sur la suite aè. donner A
administrations
administrations
A
Les
frais
de
la
representation
a
la
charge
des
administrations
sont
Les frais de la representation
dont
charges de representer
representer le C.C.I.R.
experts charges
les experts
dependent les
dont dependent
communique aux organismes
§
3. En
En tout
tout cas,
Bureau de
de l'Union
l'Union communique
le Bureau
cas, le
§ 3.
internationaux int6resses
interesses les
decisions prises sur leur demande et en
en
les decisions
internationaux
C.C.I.R.
informe les adherents
adherents au C.C.I.R.
informe
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of
the question.
To this
centralizing administration
administration shall
the centralizing
this end,
end, the
question. To
of the
assume
the
direction
of
the
work
and
have
the
authority to call
the
work
assume the direction of
together the collaborating
administrations, private operating entercollaborating administrations,
together
prises, and
organizations. These meetings shall take
international organizations.
and international
prises,
administrations agree.
place only
collaborating administrations
majority of the collaborating
the majority
only if the
place
(2) The
The questions
questions must, so
through
possible, be solved through
so far as possible,
(2)
administration
correspondence; for
centralizing administration
purpose, the centralizing
for this
this purpose,
correspondence;
collaborating adminismay correspond
directly, in writing, with the collaborating
correspond directly,
may
trations, private
private operating
enterprises, and international organizaoperating enterprises,
trations,
tions.
However, if the
complete solution of aaquestion cannot be obthe complete
tions. However,
tained by
such means,
centralizing administration
administration shall have the
means, the centralizing
by such
tained
right
meetings at suitable places in order that the questo propose meetings
right to
tion under study may be discussed verbally.
(3)
groups of
may invite
experts from private
invite experts
administrations may
of administrations
(3) The
The groups
and discussions if it
industry
to
participate
certain
of
their
studies
in
certain
industry to participate
useful.
be
appears
their collaboration
collaboration may
that their
appears that
§3.
centralizing administration
must send
send its
its general report
administration must
The centralizing
§3. The
to
the
Bureau
of
the
Union
not
later
than
five
months
before the
to the Bureau of the Union not later than five months before
date
C. C. I. R. meeting.
of the
the C.
date of
§4.
The administrations,
administrations, private operating enterprises, and inter§4. The
national
after the closing of aa meeting, desire
which, after
organizations which,
national organizations
to collaborate
in the
the study
study of a
question, must address their request
request
a question,
collaborate in
to
to the
competent centralizing
administration. The latter shall incentralizing administration.
the competent
to
form all
administrations thereof
thereof through
the
Bureau of the
the Bureau
through the
the administrations
all the
form
Union.
ARTICLE
13
ARTICLE 13
Representation
the C.
C. C.
C. I.
R. in
the Meetings
Other International
International
of Other
Meetings of
in the
I. R.
of the
Representation of
Organizations
Organizations
§1.
If other
organizations wish
wish to
have the C. C.
I. R.
C. I.
to have
international organizations
other international
§1. If
participate
in
their
meetings,
they
must
address
their
requests
the
to
the
requests
their
participate in their meetings, they must address
Bureau
of the Union.
Union.
Bureau of
§2. The
The Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the Union
Union shall
all the participating
shall consult all
§2.
administrations, by
correspondence, as
as to
to the
to be taken on
the action to
by correspondence,
administrations,
the invitation.
invitation. The
representation shall be borne by the
of the representation
costs of
The costs
the
the
administrations to
to which
representing the
which the experts charged with representing
administrations
C. C.
C. I.
I. R. are subject.
C.
§3.
any case,
case, the
the Bureau
of the
Union shall
shall communicate
to the
the
communicate to
the Union
Bureau of
In any
§3. In
international organizations
their
on their
rendered on
decisions rendered
the decisions
concerned the
organizations concerned
international
requests
and shall
shall inform
the members
C. C.
thereof.
R. thereof.
I. R.
C. I.
the C.
of the
members of
inform the
requests and
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Protocole
final
Protocole final
au Reglement
Reglement general
radiocommunications
au
general des
des radiocommunications
(Revision
1938)
(Revision du
du Cake,
Caire, 1938)

ANNEXE

A LA CONVENTION
CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE
INTERNATIONALE
A
DES TELPCOMMUNICATIONS
TIELCOMMUNICATIONS
(Madrid, 1932).

Au moment de proceder
proceder a
a la signature du Reglement
Reglement general
general des
des
radiocommunications
radiocommunications annexe a
a la Convention internationale
internationale des teletlecommunications,
communications, les deleguns
deltas soussignes
soussignes prennent acte des
des declarad6clarasuivante,s:
tions suivantes:
1
1.

La d6elgation
delegation de 1'Allemagne
l'Allemagne declare formellement
formellement que l'Allemagne
1'Allemagne
se reserve le droit de maintenir l'usage des oxides
ondes de 105 kc/s (2
(2 857m)
et 117,5 kc/s (2
(2 553 m)
in) pour quelques services
services de presse speciaux faits
radiotelephonie.
par radiotelephonie.
2.

Republique de Colombie, vu les conditions
La Republique
conditions defavorables
dans sa
defavorables dans
region, n'accepte
n'accepte pas la limitation
limitation fixee dans la bande
bande de 4
770
a4
4900
900
4
A
kc/s (62,89 a 61,22 m) pour la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion tropicale, et emploiera
les frequences
frequences comprises dans cette bande, en respectant
respectant les droits
acquis
acquis par les services deja existants
existants pourvu qu'ils aient ete
6et prealablepr6alablement enregistres
enregistr6s au Bureau de l'Union
international° des telecom1'Union internationale
t6elcommunications, a
aBerne.
munications,
3.
Les Colonies francaises
francaises se r6servent
reservent le droit do
de continuer a
autiliser
utiliser
dans la bande de 99600 a
a 99700 kc/s (31,25 aa30,93 m) les frequences
frequences
qu'elles
actuellement, a
a moins
qu'elles utilisent actuellement,
moms qu'elles no
ne puissent obtenir
obtenir
equivalentes dans les bandes autorisees pour les
des frequences
frequences equivalentes
les
services fixes.
4.
4.
L'Administration
L'Administration espagnole
espagnole se reserve le droit de continuer a
utiliser
Autiliser
pour la radiodiffusion sur ondes comtes
frequences [9 490
courtes certaines frequences
490
kc/s (31,61 m), 9
9 860 kc/s (30,43 m), 10 365 kc/s (28,94 m)] situees
bandes des services
services fixes, jusqu'au moment oil
dans les ba,ndes
sera
oA ilii lui sera
d'obtenir
frequences equivalentes
possible d'ob
tenir des frequences
equivalentes dans
dansles
les bandes autorisees.

5.
5.
Les Etats-Unis d'Am6rique
d'Amerique se reservent
reservent la faculte d'utiliser la
bande de 21 650 '*A, 21 750 kc/s (13,86 aa 13,79 m) pour les services
services
mobiles aussi bien que pour le service de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
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Final Protocol
Protocol
to the General Radio Regulations
Regulations
Revision, 1938)
(Cairo Revision,

ANNEXED
ANNEXED TO THE
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION
INTERNATIONAL
TELECOMMUNICATION CONVENTION
CONVENTION

49 Stat. 2393.

(Madrid, 1932)

At the time of signing the
the General Radio
Radio Regulations
Regulations annexed to
to
the International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention, the undersigned
undersigned
delegates
delegates take note of the following statements:
11
The delegation
delegation of Germany states formally that Germany reserves
the right to continue
continue using the waves of 105 kc (2,857 m) and 117.5
117.5
kc (2,553 m) for some special press services carried on by radiotelephony.
2
2
Colombia, considering
unfavorable conditions
The republic
republic of Colombia,
considering the unfavorable
in its region, does not accept the limitation fixed in the band of
of
4,770 to 4,900 ke
(62.89
to
61.22
m)
for
tropical
broadcasting,
and
kc
broadcasting, and
will use the frequencies
respecting the
frequencies included in this band, while respecting
rights acquired
acquired by the already
already existing services provided they are
previously registered with the Bureau of the International
International Telecommunications
communications Union at Bern.

Reservations.
Reservations

Germany.
Germany.

Colombia.
Colombia

3
3
The
French Colonies
continue using, in the
The French
Colonies reserve the right to continue
band
frequencies they
9,700 kc (31.25 to 30.93 m), the frequencies
band of 9,600 to 9,700
equivalent frequencies
frequencies in the bands
now use, unless they can obtain equivalent
authorized for fixed services.
authorized

French Colonies.
Colonli.

44
The
Spanish administration
the right
continue using,
using,
reserves the
right to
to continue
administration reserves
The Spanish
for
short-wave broadcasting,
broadcasting, certain
frequencies [9,490
[9,490 lie
kc (31.61 m),
certain frequencies
for short-wave
9,860
located in the fixed service
(28.94 m)] located
10,365 kc (28.94
9,860 kc (30.43 m), 10,365
bands
it can
can obtain equivalent
equivalent frequencies
frequencies in the authorized
authorized
until it
bands until
bands.

Spanish administraSpanish
tion.

5
5
United
using the L
nt'
e .
reserves the option of using
The United
United States of America reserves
Ameria
services as
band of 21,650
21,650 to 21,750 kc
kc (13.86 to 13.79 m) for mobile services
broadcasting service.
well as for the broadcasting
1[The

translation.]
' [The original proclamation does not include the translation.]

States
States

ol
ot
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6.
6.
La
Finlande se
reserve le
le droit
continuer a
la bande
de
La Finlande
se reserve
droit de
de continuer
A utiliser
utiliser la
bande de
2
835 a
860 kc/s
104,9 m)
m) pour
pour ses
maritimes
2 835
a2
2 860
kc/s (105,8
(105,8 aA104,9
ses services
services mobiles
mobiles maritimes
tant qu'un
nouvel accord
accord regional
regional no
pas donne
donne la
la possibilite
possibilite
tant
qu'un nouvel
ne lui
lui aura
aura pas
de
faire autrement.
de faire
autrement.

7.

droit de
la bande
bande
La France
France se reserve
reserve le
le droit
de continuer
continuer aautiliser
utiliser dans
dans la
de 9
(31,25 a
a 30,93
30,93 m)
m) les
les frequences
de
9 600
600 a
A 99 700
700 kc/s
kc/s (31,25
frequences qu'elle
qu'elle utilise
utilise
actuellement,
moms qu'elle
no puisse
puisse obtenir
obtenir des
des fr6quences
frequences equivaactuellement, a
a moins
qu'elle ne
equivalentes
autorisees pour
lentes dans
dans les
les bandes
bandes autoris6es
pour les
les services
services fixes.
fixes.
8.
Le
se reserve
droit d'utiliser,
d'utiliser, dans
dans
Le Gouvemement
Gouvernement de
de is.
la Hongrie
Hongrie se
reserve le
le droit
550 kc/s
kc/s (583
(583 A
A. 545
545 m)
m) tel
tel service,
la bande
bande de
de frequences
frequences de
de 515
515 A
a 550
service,
dans
du Reglement
general des
dans les limites
limites du
Reglement general
des radiocommunications,
radiocommunications, qu'il
qu'il
jugera
necessaire pour
proteger les
les interets
nationaux de
Hongrie.
jugera necessaire
pour proteger
interets nationaux
de is.
la Hongrie.

9.
9.

la Pologne
Le Gouvernement
Gouvemement de Is.
les limites
Pologne se
se reserve,
reserve, d&ns
dans les
limites du
du
Reglement
radiocommunications, le
Reglement general des radiocommunications,
le droit d'utiliser
d'utiliser dans
dans
la bande de frequences
frequences de 515 A
(583 a
a. 545
545 m)
m) tel
tel service
service
a 550 kc/s (583
qu'elle jugera necessaire
les interets
interets nationaux
nationaux de
de la
is.
necessaire pour
pour proteger
proteger les
Pologne.
Pologne.
10.
10.
L'Administration
L'Administration portugaise
portugaise declare
declare formellement
formellement que
quo dans
dans le
cas
le cas
ot elle constaterait
constaterait l'impossibilite de
oA
faire ses
sea services de
de radiodiffude faire
radiodiffusion pour
territoires portugais
portugais d'outre-mer
d'outre-mer dans
dans les
les bandes
sion
pour les
les territoires
bandes allouees
allouees
a la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion sur ondes
a.
ondes courtes,
en raison
de leur
leur insuffisance,
courtes, en
raison de
insuffisance,
se reserve
reserve le droit d'employer
d'employer une frequence
toute bande
bande
frequence voisine
voisine aa. toute
od
oi il
ii ne
no lui sera pas possible de travailler.
ou les
les frequences
frequences A
a.
travailler. La
La ou
employer dans ce cas exceptionnel
exceptionnel seront
seront choisies
choisies de fagon
fawn a
a. ne
no pas
brouiller
services existants.
brouiller les
les services
existants.
11.
11.

Les delegues de la Suede declarent
declarent formellement
formellement que leur administration se reserve le droit d'utiliser la frequence
frequence de 88525 kc/s (35,19 m)
pour son service maritime jusqu'a
jusqu'e, ce qu'il
qu'il soit
possible d'obtenir
d'obtenir une
une
soit possible
frequence equivalente
equivalente pour la
frequence
is. remplacer.
12.
12.

L'Administration
L'Administration suisse se reserve le droit de continuer a
a. utiliser
utiliser
la frequence
radiodiffusion
frequence de 401 kc/s (748 m) pour
pour les emissions
emissions de radiodiffusion
de la station de Geneve, a.a mains
moins qu'une autre
autre frequence
equivalente
frequence equivalente
au
point
de
vue
de
la
propagation
la prochaine
an
is. propagation ne lui soit attribuee
attribuee par is.
conference europeenne.
europeenne. Elle est prete,
A rechercher
conference
prete, d'ailleurs, a.
rechercher un
un
arrangement special avec is
arrangement
de son
son pays.
pays.
le service
service des
des radiophaxes
radiophares de
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Finland reserves the right to continue using the band of 2,835 to
2,860 kc (105.8 to 104.9 m) for its maritime
maritime mobile services until aa
new regional agreement
agreement permits it to do otherwise.

Finland.

7
7
France reserves the right to continue using, in the band of 9,600
to 9,700 kc (31.25 to 30.93 m), the frequencies
frequencies it now uses, unless it
it
can obtain equivalent frequencies
frequencies in the bands authorized for fixed
services.

France.

8
8

Government of Hungary
Hungary reserves the right to use, in the band
The Government
of frequencies
frequencies from 515 to 550 kc (583 to 545 m),
m), such service as it
necessary to protect
shall deem necessary
protect the national interests
interests of Hungary,
within the limits of the General
General Radio Regulations.
Regulations.

Hungary.
Hungary.

9
9

The Government
Government of Poland reserves the right, within the limits
of
limits of
the General Radio Regulations,
Regulations, to use such service within the bands
of frequencies
frequencies from 515 to 550 kc (583 to 545 m) as it
it may deem
deem
necessary in order to protect the national interests
necessary
interests of Poland.

Poland.

10
10
Portuguese adminThe Portuguese administration
administration states formally
formally that in the event
event istration.
it is convinced
convinced of the impossibility
that it
carrying on
impossibility of carrying
on its broadcastbroadcasting services
Portuguese territories in the
services for the overseas
overseas Portuguese
the bands
bands allocated
cated to short-wave
of the
the insufficiency
insufficiency of
such
short-wave broadcasting, because of
of such
bands, it
it reserves the right to use a
frequency adjacent
a frequency
adjacent to
to any band
band
in which it would not be possible for it
operate. The frequency
it to operate.
frequency or
or
frequencies
frequencies to be used in this exceptional
exceptional case will be
so selected
selected as
be so
as
not to interfere with existing services.
services.

11
11
The delegates from Sweden formally state that their administraadministration reserves
reserves the right to use the frequency of 8,525 'Lc
kc (35.19 m) for
it is possible to obtain an
its maritime service until it
equivalent frefrean equivalent
quency
to
replace
it.
quency
replace it.

Sweden.

12
12

The Swiss administration
administration reserves
reserves the
using the
the
the right
right to
to continue
continue using
frequency
frequency of 401 kc (748 m) for broadcasting
broadcasting transmissions
transmissions of the
the
Geneva station, unless another frequency,
Geneva
frequency, equivalent
equivalent from
from the
the standstandpoint of propagation, is allocated to it
it by the next European
European conference. Moreover, it
a special arrangement
it is ready to seek a
arrangement with
the radiobeacon
radiobeacon service of its country.

Swiss
Swiss
tion.

administraadministra-
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13.
La delegation
des Etats-Unis
de Venezuela
quo son
son gougouLa
d6elgation des
Etats-Unis de
Venezu6la declare
declare que
vemement se
droit d'employer
ses
emetteurs
radiotelevernement
se reserve
reserve le
le droit
d'employer ses 6metteurs radiot616phoniques qui
qui travaillent
travaillent actuellement
sur les
les frequences
phoniques
actuellement sur
fr6quences de:
de:
173 kc/s
kc/s et
et 55220
220 kc/s
YVA
88 173
kc/s (36,70
(36,70 et
et 57,47
57,47 m)
m) emetteur
6metteur YVA
920 kc/s
kc/s et
et 55215
215 kc/s
(37,88 et
m) einetteur
YVB
77920
kc/s (37,88
et 57,53
57,53 m)
6metteur YVB
YVO
77842
842 kc/s et 55035 kc/s
kc/s (38,26
(38,26 et
et 59,58
59,58 m)
m) emetteur
6metteur YVO
(22,48 et
et 44,96
YVQ
13 345
345 kc/s et 66672
672 kc/s
kc/s (22,48
44,96 in)
m) emetteur
6metteur YVQ
18
295 kc/s
kc/s et
147 kc/s
kc/s (16,40
(16,40 et
et 32,80
m) emetteur
YVR
18 295
et 99147
32,80 m)
6metteur YVR
pour
effectuer de
la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion toutes
les fois
fois qu'il
le jugera
jugera
pour effectuer
de la
toutes les
qu'il le
necessaire.
necessaire.
savoir qu'elle
qu'elle n'accepte
n'accepte pas
pas les
limitations sp6cifiees
specifiees
Aussi fait-elle
fait-elle savoir
les limitations
dens les
les bandes
bandes reservees
tropicale [frequences
[frequences
dans
reservees aa la
la radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion tropicale
entre 2
000 et
et 85,71
85,71 m)
m) et
500 et
entre
2 000
et 33500
500 kc/s
kc/s (150
(150 et
et frequences
frequences entre
entre 33 500
et
pas non
plus
la
limita55200 kc/s (85,71 et 57,69
57,69 m)].
m)]. Elle n'accepte
n'accepte pas
non plus la limitation de puissance
puissance fixee.
fixee.
PAdministration de
de Venezuela
fera tous
tons les
efforts
En consequence, 1'Administration
V6enzuela fera
les efforts
possibles pour accomplir
accomplir la
par le
tableau du
possibles
la distribution
distribution ordonnee
ordonn6e par
le tableau
du
trouvait devant
situation limitant
Militant on
RG, mais si elle se trouvait
devant quelque
quelque situation
ou
portant
A ses services, l'administration
portant prejudice
prejudice a
Padministration prendra
prendra toutes les
les
mesures
priorit6
mesures necessaires pour les proteger,
proteger, tout en respectant
respectant la priorite
des
autres pays
pays et
sont deja,
enregistres
des services
services etablis
etablis dans
dans les
les autres
et qui
qui sont
deja enregistres
au
des t6elcommunications
telecommunications a,
au Bureau
Bureau de l'Union
l'Union international°
internationale des
A Berne.
Berne.
14.
14.

l'Union des Republiques
R6publiques Sovietistes
La d6elgation
delegation de l'Union.
Sovietistes Socialistes
declare
que son administration
declare formellement
formellement quo
administration se reserve
reserve le droit d'utid'utiliser our
sur son territoire les bandes de frequences
frequences suivantes:
suivantes:
I. Pour
Pour la
I.
la radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
De 150
150 aa, 160 kc/s
kc/s .
... .

sur le territoire
territoire de l'U.R.S.S.
1'U.R.S.S. se trouvant
trouvant
a l'Est
1'Est du meridien
neridien 40° Est.
Est.

De 265
265'a
1 285 kc/s et
et
de 340
340 A415
a415 kc/s
kc/s ... . . sur
de
l'U.R.S.S. se
se trousur le territoire
territoire de
de 1'U.R.S.S.
troua l'Est du meridien
vant a,
meridien 40°
en
40° Est,
Est, en
maintenant our
sur le territoire de
de la
la partie
partie
europeenne de l'U.R.S.S.
europeenne
1'U.R.S.S. les
les stations
dejaaexistantes. L'utide radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion déj
de 340
340 a
a 415
415 kc/s
lisation de is.
la bande de
kc/s
pour la
is. radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion est consideree
consideree
par l'Administration
l'Administration de
de l'U.R.S.S.
comme secondaire
secondaire completant
completant l'attribution fondamentale
fondamentale de cette bande
bande
prevue
prevye par le Reglement
Reglement general
aux
general aux
services aeronautiques
sur tout le teraeronautiques our
ritoire de l'U.R.S.S.
1'U.R.S.S.
De 55 100 A
5 200 kc/s .
. .
. .
a5
territoire de
l'U.R.S.S. se
. sur
sur le
le territoire
de l'U.R.S.S.
se troTh
trou.
vant a
A l'Est du meridien
vent
meridien 40°
40° Est.
Est.
De 15 350 a
a 15 450 kc/s .. ..
our tout
tout le
l'U.R.S.S.
. sur
le territoire
territoire de
de l'U.R.S.S.
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13
of
Unitedia. States
its Venezuela.
The
delegation from
United States of Venezuela states that its
vIInita l
States of
the United
from the
The delegation

Government
radiotelephone transmitters,
transmitters, now
Government reserves the right to use radiotelephone
working on the frequencies
frequencies of:
8,173
and
kc and
8,173 kc
kc and
7,920 kc
7,842 kc and
13,345
13,345 kc and
18,295
and
kc and
18,295 kc

5,220
5,220
5,215
5,035
6,672
9,147

kc
(36.70 and 57.47 m) transmitter YVA
kc (36.70

kc
kc
kc
kc

(37.88
(38.26
(38.26
(22.48
(22.48
(16.40
(16.40

and
and
and
and
and

57.53
59.58
44.96
32.80

m)
m)
m)
m)

transmitter YVB
transmitter
transmitter YVO
transmitter
transmitter YVQ
transmitter
transmitter YVR
transmitter

to
broadcasting any time it deems necessary.
to carry on broadcasting

It also
specified
announces that it does not accept the limitations specified
also announces
It
between
in the
the bands
reserved for tropical broadcasting
[frequencies between
broadcasting [frequencies
bands reserved
in

frequencies between 3,500
2,000
and 3,500 kc (150
(150 and 85.71 m) and frequencies
2,000 and
and
5,200 kc
and 57.69 m)]. It
It also does not accept
accept the lim(85.71 and
kc (85.71
and 5,200
itation of determined
determined power.
every
Consequently,
the administration
Venezuela will make every
administration of Venezuela
Consequently, the
but
table,
the
by
possible
effort
to
achieve
the
allocation
RG
ordered
allocation
possible effort

a situation limiting or causing prejudice
prejudice to
it find itself in a
should it
its
services,
the
administration
will
take
all
the
necessary
steps to
necessary
its services, the administration
estabservices
the
of
protect
latter, while respecting the priority
the latter,
protect the
of
Bureau
the
lished
countries, and already
already registered with
other countries,
in other
lished in
Telecommunications Union at Bern.
International Telecommunications
the International
14
The
delegation from
from the
the Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Republics states
Socialist Republics
Union of
The delegation
formally that
its administration
terrion its terriuse on
the right to use
reserves the
administration reserves
that its
formally
tory
tory the following frequency bands:

Broadcasting
For Broadcasting
I. For
From
to 160 kc [2,000
From 150 to

to 1,875 m]
m]
to
From 265 to 285 kc [1,132 to
1,053 m] and from 340 to
kc [882 to 723 m]
415 kc

kc
From 5,100 to 5,200 ke
[58.82 to
m]
57.69 ml
to 57.69
[58.82
From 15,350 to 15,450 kc
[19.54 to
m]
19.42 m]
to 19.42
[19.54

over
U.S.S.R.
over the territory of the U.S.S.R.
lying
of the meridian 40° E.
east of
lying east
over the
the territory
U.S.S.R.
the U.S.S.R.
of the
territory of
over
lying
of meridian 40° E., reeast of
lying east
taining on
on territory
territory of the Eurotaining
pean part
part of
of the
the U.S.S.R. the
pean
already-existing broadcasting
broadcasting staalready-existing
tions.
The use
use of the band 340 to
tions. The

415 kc (882 to 723 m) for broadconsidered by the adcasting is considered
ministration of
the U.S.S.R.
U.S.S.R. as
of the
ministration
secondary, supplementing
supplementing the funsecondary,
damental allocation
allocation of this band
damental
provided
General Regulathe General
provided by the
tions
services
aeronautical services
tions for the aeronautical
over the
the entire territory
territory of the
over
U.S.S.R.
S .S. R.
over
the territory of the U. S
over the
lying
of meridian
40° E.
E.
meridian 40°
east of
lying east
over the
the entire
entire territory
territory of the
over
U. S. S. R.
U.S.S.R.

Union
of
Soviet
Soviet
Socialist
Socialist Republics.
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II.
les services
services aeronautiques
sur tout
tout le
le territoire
territoire de
l'U.R.S.S.
II. Pour
Pour les
abronautiquessur
de 1'
U.R..S.
De
6
600
A
6
675
kc/s
De
12
630
A
12
770
De 6 600 A 6 675 kc/s
De 12 630 A 12 770 kc/s
kc/s
De
A8
8480
480 kc/s
kc/s
De
17 120
A 17
17 250
250 kc/s
kc/s
De 8
8 430
430 A
De 17
120 A
De
11 200
200 a,
De 23
23 100
100 A
23 200
De 11
a 11
11 300
300 kc/s
kc/s
De
i 23
200 kc/s
kc/s

15.
La delegation
de la
la Lithuanie
declare forrnellement
quo son
admiLa
delegation de
Lithuanie declare
formellement que
son administration
nistration se
droit de
maintenir la
la frequence
frequence de
de travail
de
se reserve
reserve le
le droit
de maintenir
travail de
sa station
national° de
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion dans
dans la
la bande
160 kc/s
kc/s
sa
station nationale
bande de
de 150
150 aa160
(2
000 A
jusqu'A co
possible de
(2 000
A 11875
875 m),
m), jusqu'a
ce qu'il
qu'il soit
soit possible
de trouver
trouver une
une autre
autre
frequence
sa station.
frequence appropriee
appropriee pour
pour sa
station.
16.
La delegation
delegation de
la declaration
declaration de
la
de la
la Grande-Bretagne,
Grande-Bretagne, vu
vu la
de la
d6elgation
delegation de
Lithuanie, declare
formellement que,
quo, dans
Pevende la
la Lithuanie,
declare formellement
dans l'eventualit6
tualite d'une augmentation
augmentation de
de la
la puissance
ou d'un
d'un changement
changement de
puissance ou
de
la frequence
frequence de
Kaunas, qui
qui aurait
de la
la station
station de
de radiodiffusion
radiodiffusion de
de Kaunas,
aurait
pour resultat
resultat d'augmenter
station
d'augmenter Pinterference
l'interference dejA
deja causee
caus6e par
par cette
cette station
aux services mobiles maritimes
de la Grande-Bretagne
maritimes de
Grande-Bretagne qui
qui travaillent
travaillent
dans la
la bande
bande mobile
de 150
150 a
A160
160 kc/s,
de la
la GrandeGrandemobile de
kc/s, PAdministration
l'Administration de
Bretagne se reserve
reserve le
ses services
services maritimes
le droit
droit de
de proteger
proteger ses
maritimes par
par
l'augmentation de la puissance
puissance de ses emetteurs
l'augmentation
emetteurs ou le
le changement
changement
par ces services
des frequences
frequences employees
employees par
dans cette
La
services dans
cette bande.
bande. La
delegation
dgegation de la Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne declare que
quo la
pour
la responsabilite
responsabilite pour
consequence de
toute interference
interference qui, comme
comme consequence
de la
de Papplication
l'application de
la
presente
presente reserve, serait causee
cans& dans
les services
radiodiffusion
dans les
services de
de radiodiffusion
fonctionnant dans la bande de
incomberait A
a l'admiPa dmide 150
150 aa 160
160 kc/s
kc/s incomberait
nistration lithuanienne.
lithuanienne.
nistration

17.
a la reserve
del1gation de la Lithuanie, la deleComme suite a
reserve de la delegation
gation roumaine
roumaine declare
declare formellement
formellement que l'Administration
l'Administration roumaine
roumaine
prendra toutes les mesures necessaires
necessaires pour defendre son service
de
service de
radiodiffusion contre
resulteraient.
contra les brouillages qui en resultemient.

18.
Dans
Pans le cas ou,
oh, par des mesures resultant d'une des
des declarations
declarations
quelconques
quelconques formulees ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, les
services radioelectriques
raclioelectriques des
des pays
pays
les services
parties au Reglement
Reglement general
general des radiocommunications
ra.diocommunications seraient
seraient
genes, ces pays se reservent le droit, sans porter prejudice
prejudice aux
aux tiers,
tiers,
de prendre
susceptibles d'assurer
prendre toutes les mesures susceptibles
d'assurer le
le bon
bon fonctionfonctionnement
nement de leurs services
services de toute nature. En particulier,
particulier, ces pays
pays
se reservent
a l'article
reservent le droit de ne pas attendre
attendre le delai
deal prevu A
l'article 16,
16,
§§ 1, (6) du Reglement
Reglement general des radiocommunications
radiocommunications pour la
notification des frequences.
notification
frequenc,es.
En foi
quoi, les delegues
dress6 le present
Protocole
En
foi de
de quoi,
delegues ci-dessous ont dress/51e
present Protocol°
et ils l'ont
1'ont sign6
exemplaire qui restera
signe en un
urt exemplaire
restera depose
archives du
depose aux
aux archives
du
Gouvernement de l'Egypte, lequel en remettra
certifiee
Gouvemement
remettra une copie certifiee
conforme a
a chaque
gouvernement contractant.
chaque gouvernement
contractant.
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II.
Aeronautical Services Over the Entire
II. For
Forthe Aeronautical
Entire Territory
Territoryof
of the
the U. S.
S. S.
S. R.
R.
From 6,600 to 6,675 kc [45.45 to 44.94 ml
m]
From 8,430 to 8,480 kc [35.59 to 35.38 m]
From 11,200 to 11,300 kc [26.79 to 26.55 m]
From 12,630 to 12,770 kc [23.75 to 23.49 m]
m]
From 17,120 to 17,250 kc [17.52 to 17.39 ml
m]
From 23,100 to 23,200 kc [12.99 to 12.93 ml
15

administraThe delegation from Lithuania formally states that its administrafrequency of its
tion reserves the right to maintain
maintain the working frequency
national broadcasting
broadcasting station in the band from 150 to 160 kc (2,000
to 1,875 m),
m), until it
it is possible to find another
another appropriate
appropriate frequency
frequency
for its station.

Lithuania.
Lithuania

16
16
The
delegation of
of Great
Great Britain,
Britain, in
statement by
the
The delegation
in view
view of
of the
the statement
by the
delegation from Lithuania,
Lithuania, formally declares
delegation
declares that in the event
event of
of an
an
Kaunas
increase in the power or a
a change in the frequency of the Kaunas
broadcasting station-which
station—which would have
have as a
a result an increase in
broadcasting
the interference
interference already caused by this station to the maritime
maritime mobile
services of Great Britain working in the mobile band of 150 to 160
services
kc—the administration
kc-the
administration of Great
Great Britain reserves the right to protect
maritime services by an increase
increase in the power of its transmitters
its maritime
change in the frequencies
frequencies used
or a
a change
used by these
these services within this band.
The
declares that the responsibility
responsibility for
delegation of Great
Great Britain
Britain declares
The delegation
broadcasting services
be caused
caused in
in the broadcasting
any interference
interference which
which may
may be
operating
application
of the
the application
operating in
in the
the band
band of
of 130
130 to 160
160 kc as aaresult of
reservation shall
devolve upon the
Lithuanian administration.
of this reservation
shall devolve
the Lithuanian
administration.

Great Britain.

Great Britai.

I
177
As aa result
the reservation
by the
delegation, the
the
reservation by
the Lithuanian
Lithuanian delegation,
As
result of
of the
Rumanian delegation
delegation formally
formally declares that the Rumanian
adminRumanian administration will take all necessary steps to protect its broadcasting
istration
service from the interference
interference which may result therefrom.

Rumania.
Rumania.

18
Right reserved
In
event that,
that, through
through steps
In the
the event
steps resulting
resulting from
from any
one of
any one
of the
the where
Right interference
Sreserved
occurs.
statements given
given above,
above, interference
the radio
radio services
services '.with the
statements
interference occurs
occurs with

parties to the General
Regulations, these countries
of countries parties
General Radio Regulations,
reserve the right, without prejudice to third parties, to take any
reserve
measures
measures which might assure the good operation of their services of
any kind. In particular, these countries reserve
reserve the right not to
to
any
in article
await the
the period
period provided
article 16, §1 (6) [Nos. 345 and 346]
provided for in
await
of the General
General Radio Regulations
Regulations for the notification
notification of frequencies.
frequencies.

In witness whereof the delegates
delegates listed below have drawn up this
it in one copy which shall remain deposited
deposited
protocol and have signed it
in the archives of the Egyptian
Egyptian Government, which will forward one
certified
certified copy of the same to each contracting
contracting government.

Ante. PAWL
Ante.p.1503.
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Fait
au Caire,
Caire, le
1938.
Fait au
le 88avril
avril 1938.
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Done
Cairo, April
April 8,
8, 1938.
1938.
Done at
at Cairo,

South Africa
Africa and
and
Union of
Pour l'Union
Pour
l'Afrique du
1'Union de l'Afrique
of South
du Sud,
Sud, For the Union
the
mandated territory
territory of
of
et le
sous mandat,
mandat,
the mandated
et
le territoire,
territoire, sous
Southwest Africa:
Africa:
Southwest
de l'Afrique
de
l'Afrique du
du Sud-Ouest:
Sud-Ouest:
H.
J.LENTON.
LENTON.
H. J
LENTON.
H.
J..LENTON.
H. J.
A. R.
R. MCLACHLAN.
MCLACHLAN.
A.
R. MCLACHLAN.
A.
A. R.
MCLACHLAN.
Pour
l'Afrique orientale
italienne: For
Pour l'Afrique
orientale italienne:
Africa:
For Italian East
East Africa:
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIITSEPPE.
GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
LUIGI NARDI.
LUIGI
NARDI.
LUIGI NARDI.
LUIGI
NARDI.
Pour PAllemagne:
Pour
1'Allemagne:
DR. PAUL
JAGER.
DR.
PAUL JXGER.
PAUL MtNCH.
MtINCH.
PAUL
MARTIN FEUERHAHN.
MARTIN
FEUERHAHN.
DR. ALFRED
ALFRED CZIBULINSKI.
DR.
CZIBULINSKI.

For
For Germany:
Germany:
DR.
DR. PAUL
PAUL JAGER.
JAGER.
PAUL
MI1NCH.
PAUL MtNCH.
MARTIN
MARTIN FEUERHAHN.
FEUERHAHN.
DR. ALFRED
DR.
ALFRED CZIBULINSKI.
CZIBULINSKI.

Pour
Pour la
la Republique
Republique Argentine:
Argentine:
A.
COSENTINO.
A. T.
T. COSENTINO.

For
the Republic
For the
Republic of
of Argentina:
Argentina:
A. T.
COSENTINO.
A.
T. COSENTINO.

Federation Australienne:
Pour la
la Federation
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of AusAustralienne: For
For the
Australia:
tralia:
J
J..MALONE.
MALONE.
E.
J.STEWART.
E. J.
STEWART.

J.MALONE.
MALONE.
J.
E. J
STEWART.
E.
J..STEWART.

Pour
la Belgique:
Belgique:
Pour la
C.
C. CAENEPENNE.
CAENEPENNE.
R.
R. LECOMTE.
LECOMTE.

For Belgium:
Belgium:
For

Pour la Birmanie:

For
For Burma:
R.NESBITT-HAWES.
R.
NESBITT-HAWES.

Pour le
Bresil:
Pour
le Bresil:

For
Brazil:
For Brazil:
RODRIGO OCTAVIO
RODRIGO
OCTAVIO JORDAO
JORDAO RARAMOS.
MOS.
E.
A.NOGUEIRA
E. A.
NOGUEIRA BRANDAO.
BRANDAO.

R. NESBITT-HAWES.
NESBITT-HAWES.
R.

RODRIGO OCTAVIO
RODRIGO
OCTAVIO JORDAO
JORDAO
RAMOS.
RAMOS.
E. A.
A. NOGUEIRA
E.
NOGUEIRA. BRANDAO.
BRANDXO.

C.
CAENEPENNE.
C. CAENEPENNE.
R.
R. LECOMTE.
LECOMTE.

Pour la
Bulgarie:
Pour
la Bulgarie:
DR.
D. G.
G. DIMITROFF.
DR. D.
DIMITROFF.

For
For Bulgaria:
Bulgaria:
Dr. D.
Dr.
D. G.
DIMITROFF.
G. DIMITROFF.
V.PANOFF.
PANOFF.
V.

lo Canada:
Pour le
Canada:
LAURENT
BEAUDRY.
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
WALTER
RUSH.
WALTER A.
A. RUSH.

For Canada:
For
Canada:
LAURENT
BEAUDRY.
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
WALTER
A. RUSH.
RUSH.
WALTER A.

Pour
Pour le
le Chili:
R.
SUAREZ BARROS.
R. SUAREZ
BARROS.

For
For Chile:
Chile:
R.
BARROS.
R. SUAREZ
SUAREZ BARROS.

Pour la Chine:
Pour
HUANG SUE-CHING.
HUANG
SUE-CUING.

For
For China:
China:
HUANG SUE-CHING.
HUANG
SUE-CHING.

V. PANOFF.
V.
PANOFF.

l'Etat de la Cite
Pour l'Etat
du Vatican:
Cite du
Vatican: For
Vatican City
For the
the Vatican
City State:
State:
FILIPPO SOCCORSI.
FILIPPO
SOCCORSI.
FILIPPO SOCCORSI.
FILIPPO
SOCCORSI.
LITIGI ANGELINI-ROTA.
ANGELINI-ROTA.
LUIGI
LUIGI ANGELINI-ROTA.
LUIGI
ANGELINI-ROTA.
Pour
la Republique
de Colombie:
Pour la
Republique de
Colombie: For the Republic
Republic of Colombia:
LUIS
GUILLERMO ECHEVERRI
LUIS GUILLERMO
ECHEVERRI A.
A.
Luis
ECHEVERRI A.
LUIS GUILLERMO
GUILLERMO ECHEVERRI
A.
C.
E.ARBOLEDA.
C. E.
ARBOLEDA.
C.
ARBOLEDA.
C. E. ARBOLEDA.
ROBERTO ARCINIEGAS
ROBERTO
ARCINIEGAS S.
S.
ROBERTO ARCINIEGAS
ROBERTO
ARCINIEGAS S.
S.
Pour les Colonies frangaises:
frangaises:
For
the French
For the
French Colonies:
Colonies:
MEYER.
MEYER.
MEYER.
MEYER.
portugaises:
Pour les Colonies portugaises:
For the
the Portuguese
Portuguese Colonies:
For
Colonies:
RUI DE
DE SA
CARNEIRO.
Rut
SA CARNEIRO.
RmU DE
SA CARNEIRO.
Rut
DE SA
CARNEIRO.
MARIO
MONTEIRO DE
MARIO MONTEIRO
DE MACEDO.
MACEDO.
MARIO MONTEIRO
MARIO
MONTEIRO DE
DE MACEDO.
MACEDO.
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Pour la Confederation
Confederation suisse:
Pour
suisse:
HUNZIKER.
HUNZIKER.
G.KELLER.
KELLER.
G.
E. METZLER.
E.
M ETZLER.

For the Swiss Confederation:
Confederation:
HUNZIKER.
HUNZIKER.
G.
KELLER.
G. KELLER.
E. M
ETZLER.
E.
METZLER.

Pour le Congo
Congo beige
les terriPour
beige et
et les
terri- For
For Belgian
and the
the manmanBelgian Congo
Congo and
toires
sous mandat
du RuandaRuandatoires sous
mandat du
dated territories
territories of
of RuandaRuandadated
Urundi:
Urundi:
Urundi:
Urundi:
G. TONDEUR.
TONDEUR.
G.
G. TONDEUR.
G.
TONDEUR.
Pour Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
VICTOR DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.
Pour Cuba:
Cuba:
Pour
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ASSIR.
ALFREDO

For Costa
For
Costa Rica:
Rica:
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M.
VICTOR
M.
For Cuba:
For
Cuba:
ALFREDO
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ASSIR.

Pour
et Surinam:
Surinam:
Pour Curacao
Curagao et
G.S
CHOTEL.
SCHOTEL.
G.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

For
and Surinam:
For Curacao
Curagao and
Surinam:
G.
SCHOTEL.
G. SCHOTEL.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour
le Danemark:
Pour le
Danemark:
N.
E. H
OLMBLAD.
N. E.
HOLMBLAD.
F.
H EEGAARD.
F. HEEGAARD.

For
Denmark:
For Denmark:
N. E.
H OLMBLAD.
N.
E. HOLMBLAD.
F. HEEGAARD.
F.
HEEGAARD.

Pour
la Ville
Ville libre
de Danzig:
Pour la
libre de
Danzig:
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
ANTONI
HERBERT
HERBERT BLUME.
BLUME.

For the
the Free
City of
of Danzig:
For
Free City
Danzig:
ANTON' KRZYCZKOWSKI.
ANTONI
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
HERBERT
HERBERT BLUME.
BLUME.

For the
the Italian
Italian Islands
Islands of
the
of the
Pour les
de l'Egee:
l'Egee: For
Pour
les Iles
Iles italiennes
italiennes de
Aegean
Sea:
Aegean Sea:
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
R.FARACE
FARACE DI
DI VILLAFORESTA.
VILLAFORESTA.
R.
Pour
Pour l'Egypte:
l'Egypte:
M .S
HAKER.
M.
SHAKER.
J.
EBB.
WEBB.
J. W

GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
R.FARACE
FARACE DI
DI VILLAFORESTA.
R.
VILLAFORESTA.

For Egypt:
M
HAKER.
M..S
SHAKER.
J.
J. WEBB.
W EBB.

the Republic
Republic of
of E]
El Salvador:
For the
Salvador:
Pour
la R6publique
Republique de
Sal- For
El SalPour la
de El
vador:
vador:
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M.
M.
VICTOR
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M
VICTOR
M
For Spain:
For
Spain:
Pour l'Espagne:
Pour
l'Espagne:
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
GABRIEL
ALOMAR.
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ALOMAR.
GABRIEL
ANTONIO
VICENS.
ANTONIO VICENS.
ANTONIO VICENS.
VICENS.
ANTONIO
Jos
A GARRIDO.
JosE
GARRIDO.
JOSA GARRIDO.
GARRIDO.
JosE

1'Estonie:
POUR l'Estonie:
POUR
G.
JALLAJAS.
G. JALLAJAS.

For Estonia:
For
Estonia:
G.
JALLAJAS.
G. JALLAJAS.

Pour
les Etats-Unis
d'Amerique:
Pour les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
W ALLACE H.
H .WHITE,
W HITE, J
R.
JR.
WALLACE
S
TANFORD C.
C.H
OOPER.
HOOPER.
STANFORD
EWELL K.
K .JETT.
JETT.
EWELL
FRANCIS COLT
COLT DE
DE WOLF.
W OLF.
FRANCIS

For
the United
United States
States of
of America:
America:
For the
W
ALLACE H.
H .W
HITE, Jr.
Jr.
WALLACE
WHITE,
S
TANFORD C.
C.HOOPER.
HOOPER.
STANFORD
EWELL
K .JETT.
JETT.
EWELL K.
FRANCIS
COLT DE
DE W
OLF.
WOLF.
FRANCIS COLT

Pour
la Finlande:
Finlande:
Pour la
URHO
TALVITIE.
URHO TALVITIE.

For Finland:
Finland:
For

France:
Pour
la France:
Pour la
L.
M ULATIER.
L. MULATIER.
P.COMMANAY.
P.
COMMANAY.

For
France:
For France:
L.
M ULATIER.
L. MULATIER.
P.
COMMANAY.
P. COMMANAY.

URHO
TALVITIE.
URHO TALVITIE.

the United
of Great
Great
United Kingdom
Kingdom of
For the
Pour le
le Royaume-Uni
de la
la GranGran- For
Royaume-Uni de
Pour
Britain and
Northern Ireland:
and Northern
Ireland:
Britain
de-Bretagne
et de
de l'Irlande
1'Irlande
de-Bretagne et
du
du Nord:
Nord:
F.
W. PHILLIPS.
F. W.
PHILLIPS.
W. PHILLIPS.
F. W.
PHILLIPS.
F.
A. S.
S. ANGWIN.
ANGWIN.
A.
A.S
ANGWIN.
A.
S..ANGWIN.
1934W -41-m.11-28
1--28
193470---41-Pr.
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F. STRONG.
STRONG.
F.
A. H.
READ.
A.
H. READ.
CHARLES W.
W. NUTTING.
CHARLES
NUTTING.

0. G. LYWOOD.
0.
LYWOOD.
W.
GRAHAM.
W. GRAHAM.
W.
DUNCAN.
W. A.
A. DUNCAN.

Pour
Grece:
Pour la
la Grece:
STANI NICOL'S.
STANI
NICOLIS.
PnzopouLos.
K. N.
N. PEZOPOULOS.
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F.
F. STRONG.
STRONG.
A.
H. READ.
A. H.
READ.
CHARLES W.
W. NUTTING.
CHARLES
NUTTING.
0.
0. G.
G. LYWOOD.
LYWOOD.
W.
W. GRAHAM.
GRAHAM.
W.
A. DUNCAN.
DUNCAN.
W. A.
For Greece:
For
Greece:
STANI NICOL'S.
STANI
NICOLIS.
K. N.
K.
N. PEZOPOULOS.
PEZOPOULOS.

Pour Jo
Pour
le Guatemala:
Guatemala:

For Guatemala:
For
Guatemala:
VICTOR DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.
VICTOR DURAN
VICTOR
DURAN M.
M.
Pour is
la R6publique
Republique de
de Honduras:
Honduras: For
For the
the Republic
Republic of
of Honduras:
Honduras:
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M.
VICTOR
M.
VICTOR DURAN
VICTOR
DURAN M.
M.
Pour la
is Hongrie:
Pour
Hongrie:
For Hungary:
Hungary:
For
DAsna
DE VAGHALY.
DESIRE DE
VEGHELY.
DtSIRA
DE VAGHALY.
DESIRI DE
VEGHELY.
ING.
ING. JULES
JULES ERDoSS.
ERD6SS.
ING.
JULES ERDoSS.
ING. JULES
ERDBSS.

Pour les
les Indes
Indes britanniques:
britanniques:
K. PRASADA.
PRASADA.
K.
P.
J. EDMUNDS.
EDMUNDS.
P. J.
S. BANERJI.
S.
BANERJI.
H.
SHRIVASTAVA.
H. N.
N. SERIVASTAVA.

Pour les Indes
Indes neerlandaises:
n6erlandaises:

For British
British India:
For
India:

K. PRASADA.
PRASADA.
K.
P. J.
J. EDMUNDS.
EDMUNDS.
P.
S. BANERJI.
S.
BANERJI.
H. N.
N. SHRIVASTAVA.
H.
SHRIVASTAVA.

For the
Netherlands Indies:
the Netherlands
Indies:
W. F.
W.
F. EINTHOVEN.
EINTHOVEN.
W. F.
W.
F. EINTHOVEN.
EINTHOVEN.
DOMMISSE.
DOMMISSE.
DOMMISSE.
DOMMISSE.
G.
G. SCHOTEL.
SCHOTEL.
G.
G. SCHOTEL.
SCHOTEL.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
SCHIPPERS.
SCHIPPERS.
SCHIPPERS.
SCHIPPERS.
Pour l'Iran:
For
For Iran:
Iran:
Ad
referendum du
du GouverneGouverneAd referendum
ad referendum
Governad
referendum of
of the
the Government de
de l'Iran:
l'Iran:
ment
ment
of Iran:
Iran:
ment of
DJEVAD SINEKY.
SINEKY.
DJEVAD
DJEVAD SINEKY.
DJEVAD
SINEKY.
Pour l'Iraq:
Pour
l'Iraq:
For Iraq:
Iraq:
For
AHMED
ARMED ZAKI.
ZAK/.
ARMED ZAKI.
ZAKI.
AHMED
W. S.
W.
S. BAILEY.
BAILEY.
W.
S. BAILEY.
BAILEY.
W. S.
SALIM
TERZI.
SALIM TERZI.
SALIM TERZI.
TERZ1.
SALIM
Pour l'Irlande:
Pour
l'Irlande:
For Ireland:
Ireland:
For
P. S.
P.
7
1I-EIGEARTAIGH.
S. 0
O'H-'IGEARTAIGH.
P.
S. O'H-EIGEARTAIGH.
0'H-EIGEARTAIGH.
P. S.
O'MUINEACHAIN.
T. S.
S. OMUINEACHAIN.
T. S.
T.
S. O'MIJINEACHLIN.
O'MUINEACHAIN.
S. S.
S. PUIRSEAL.
S.
PUIRStAL.
S. S.
S.
S. PUIRStAL.
PUIRSEAL.
Pour
Pour l'Islande:
l'Islande:
For Iceland:
Iceland:
For
G.
HLIDDAL.
G. HLIDDAL.
G. HLIDDAL.
HLIDDAL.
G.
Pour l'Italie:
l'Italie:
For Italy:
GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
ALBINO
ANTINORI.
ALBINO ANTINORI.
ALBINO ANTINORI.
ANTINORI.
ALBINO
Pour
Jo Japon,
Japon,
Pour le
For
Japan:
For Japan:
Pour Chosen,
Chosen, Taiwan,
Pour
Karafuto, For
Taiwan, Karafuto,
For Chosen,
Chosen, Taiwan,
Taiwan, Karafuto,
Karafuto,
le Territoire
Territoire aabail
bail du
du KwanKwanle
the Kwantung
Kwantung Leased
the
Leased TerriTerriles Iles
des Mers
Mers du
tung et
et les
Iles des
du
tory, and the South Sea
Sea
Sud sous
sous mandat
mandat japonais:
Sud
japonais:
Islands under
under Japanese
Islands
Japanese manmandate:
date:
TAKEO
TAKEO IINO.
IINO.
TAKEO
IINO.
TAKEO IINO.
TEKESHI
TEKESHI YANAGISAWA.
YANAGISAWA.
TEKESHI
YANAGISAWA.
TEKESHI YANAGISAWA.
TAKEO
TAKEO KONO.
KONO.
TAKEO
TAKEO KONO.
KONO.
HIROMU
OGAWA.
HIROMU OGAWA.
HIROMU OGAWA.
HIROMU
OGAWA.
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YOHJI KIMURA.
YOHJI
KIMURA.
YOSHIO
YOSHIO NOMURA.
NOMURA.
TAKASI ONO.
ONO.
TAKASI
ICHIRO HAYASHI.
ICHIRO
HAYASHI.

YOHJI KIMURA.
KIMURA.
YOHJI
YOSHIO NOMTTRA.
YOSHIO
NOMURA.
TAKASI
TAKASI ONO.
ONO.
ICHIRO HAYASHI.
ICHIRO
HAYASHI.

Pour la
Lettonie:
Pour
la Lettonie:
B.
EINBERGS.
B. EINBERGS.

For Latvia:
For
Latvia:
B. EINBERGS.
EINBERGS.
B.

Pour le
Pour
Liban:
le Liban:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
G.NAMMOUR.
NAMMOUR.
G.

For
For the
the Lebanon:
Lebanon:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
G.
G. NAMMOUR.
NAMMOUR.
For Libya:
For
Libya:
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GNEME
GIUSEPPE.
BALDONI.
BALDONI.

Pour
la Libye:
Pour la
Libye:
GNEME
GNEME GIUSEPPE.
GIUSEPPE.
BALDONI.
BALDONI.
Pour
Lithuanie:
Pour la
la Lithuanie:
A.STANKEVICIUS.
A.
STANKEVICIUS.

For Lithuania:
For
Lithuania:

Pour
le Maroc:
Pour le
Maroc:
DURAND.
DURAND.

For Morocco:
For
Morocco:

Pour le
Pour
J
oNicaragua:
Nicaragua:
VICTOR
VICTOR DURAN
DURAN M
M. .

For Nicaragua:
For
Nicaragua:

Pour
Pour la
la Norvege:
Norvege:
HERMOD
HERMOD PETERSEN.
PETERSEN.
A.
A. HAARBERG.
HAARBERG.
CHR.
CHR. MEYER.
MEYER.
ANDR.
ANDR. HADLAND.
HADLAND.
OLAF
on.
OLAF M
MOE.

For Norway:
For
Norway:

A.
A.STANKEVICIUS.
STANKEVICIUS.

DURAND.
DURAND.
VICTOR DURAN
VICTOR
DURAN M
M. .
HERMOD PETERSEN.
HERMOD
PETERSEN.

Pour
Pour la
la Nouvelle-Zelande:
Nouvelle-Zelande:
M
B. EssoN.
M..B.
ESSON.

A.HAARBERG.
HAARBERG.
A.
CUR. MEYER.
MEYER.
CHR.
ANDR. HADLAND.
HADLAND.
ANDR.
OLAF MOE.
MOE.
OLAF
For New
Zealand:
For
New Zealand:
M. B.
M.
B. Essow.
ESSON.

Pour la Republique
Republique de Panama:
Panama:

For the
the Republic
of Panama:
Panama:
For
Republic of

Pour
le Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Pour le
A.T.
COSENTINO.
A.
T. COSENTINO.

For Paraguay:
For
Paraguay:
A.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
A. T.

Pour les
Pays-Bas:
Pour
les Pays-Bas:

For
Netherlands:
For the
the Netherlands:
DAMME.
DAMME.
H.
J.BOETJE.
BOETJE.
H. J.

Pour
Pour le
le Perou:
Perou:

For
Peru:
For Peru:
C.
A. TUDELA..
C. A.
TUDELA.

Pour la
Pologne:
Pour
la Pologne:

For
Poland:
For Poland:
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
ANTONI
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
JOZEF SREBRZYNSKI.
SREBRZYNSKI.
JOZEF
For
For Portugal:
Portugal:
DUARTE
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
CALHEIROS.
D.DE
ALMEIDA CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.
D.
DE ALMEIDA
For
Rhodesia:
For Southern
Southern Rhodesia:
C.
J.SWIFT.
C. J.
SWIFT.
A.T.
T.HARPHAM.
HARPHAM.
A.

VICTOR
DURAN M.
M.
VICTOR DURAN

DAMME.
DAMME.
H.J
J..BOETJE.
BOETJE.
H.

C.A.
A.TUDELA.
TUDELA.
C.

ANTONI
ANTONI KRZYCZKOWSKI.
KRZYCZKOWSKI.
JOZEF
SREBRZYNSKI.
JOZEF SREBRZYNSKI.

Pour le
le Portugal:
Portugal:
Pour

DUARTE
DUARTE CALHEIROB.
CALHEIROS.
D.DE
DE ALMEIDA
CARVALHO.
ALMEIDA CARVALHO.
D.

Pour
la Rhodesia
du Sud:
Sud:
Rhodesia du
Pour la
C.
J.SWIFT.
SWIFT.
C. J.
A.
T.HARPHAM.
HARPHAM.
A. T.
Pour
la Roumania:
Pour la
Roumanie:
E.
E. GELEB.
GELES.
ING.
ING. ROSCA.
ROSCA.
ING.
ING. TANASESCU.
TANASESCU.
Pour la
la Suede:
Pour
Suede:
G.
WOLD.
G. WOLD.
A.
A. SIGURD
SIGURD LITSTRoM.
LITSTRBM.
ARTUR
KARLSBON.
ARTUR KARLSSON.

VICTOR DURAN
M.
VICTOR
DURAN M.

Roumania:
For Roumania:
For
E.GELES.
GELES.
E.

ING. ROSCA.
ING.
ROSCA.
ING.
ING. TANASESCU.
TANASESCU.
For
Sweden:
For Sweden:
G. WOLD.
G.
WOLD.
A.
A. SIGURD
SIGURD LITSTRoM.
LITSTROM.
ARTUR
KARLSBON.
ARTUR KARLSSON.
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Pour la
Syrie:
Pour
la Syrie:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.

For
For Syria:
Syria:
CIANFARELLI.
CIANFARELLI.
VASSEK
EL Azm.
VASSEK EL
EL MUAYAD
MUAYAD EL
AZM.

Pour
Pour la Tchkoslovaquie:
Tch6coslovaquie:
ING. STRNAD.
STRNAD.
ING.
ING. JAROMIR
SVOBODA.
JAROMIR SVOBODA.
ING.
TOMSKY.
ING. OTA TOMSKY.
ING. JOSEF
JOSEF BEiA.
BEKA.
ING.
DR.
JAN BUSAK.
BUSAK.
DR. JAN

For
Czechoslovakia:
For Czechoslovakia:
ING. STRNAD.
STRNAD.
ING.
ING.
JAROMIR SVOBODA.
SVOBODA.
ING. JAROMIR
ING.
OTA TOMSKY.
TOMSKY.
ING. OTA
ING.
JOSEF BETA.
BEKA.
ING. JOSEF
DR.
DR. JAN
JAN Busk.
BUSIK.

Tunisie:
Pour in
la Tunisie:

For Tunisia:
Tunisia:
For

Pour in
Turquie:
Pour
la Turquie:
N.
N. TONER.
TONER.

For
For Turkey:
Turkey:
N. TONER.
TONER.
N.

VASSEK EL
MUAYAD EL
EL Azm.
VASSEK
EL MUAYAD
AZM.

ANSIDEI.
ANSIDEI.

ANSIDEI.
ANSIDEI.

Pour l'Union
l'Union des
Socialist
Pour
des Republiques
R6publiques For the Union of Soviet Socialist
Sovietistes
Republics:
Sovietistes Socialistes:
Socialistes:
Republics:
PRONINE.
PRONINE.
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDRE FORTOUCHENKO.
FORTOUCHENKO.

PRONINE.
PRONINE.
ALEXANDRE FORTOUCHENKO.
ALEXANDRE
FORTOUCHENKO.

Pour
l'Uruguay:
Pour l'Uruguay:
ALFREDO
ALFREDO ASSIR.
ASSIR.

For Uruguay:
Uruguay:
For

Pour
V6nezuela:
Pour le
le Venezu6la:
A.
A. LOPEZ
LOPEZ L.
L.

For Venezuela:
Venezuela:
A.
A. LOPEZ L.
L.

Pour
Pour in
la Yougoslavie:
Yougoslavie:
ING. LJUBOMIR
ING.
LJUBOMIR TERZIC.
TERZIC.
ING. DOBRIVOJE
PETROVIC.
ING.
DOBRIVOJE PETROVIC.

For
For Yugoslavia:
Yugoslavia:
ING. LJUBOMIR
TERZIC.
ING.
LJUBOMIR TERZIC.
ING. DOBRIVOJE
PETROVIC.
ING.
DOBRIVOJE PETROVIC.

ALFREDO ASSIR.
ALFREDO
ASSIR.

Pour in
espagnole du
protec- For the
la Zone
Zone espagnole
du protecof the
Prothe Spanish
Spanish Zone of
the Protorat
Maroc:
torat du
du Maroc:
tectorate of
Morocco:
tectorate
of Morocco:
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ALOMAR.
GABRIEL

GABRIEL
GABRIEL ALOMAR.
ALOMAR.

Ratification.
Ratification.

AND WHEREAS
the said
revision of
of the
the General
Radio Regulations
WHEREAS the
said revision
General Radio
Regulations

49 Stat. 2399.

Protocol were
were duly
duly ratified
on the
part of
of the
and the said Final
Final Protocol
ratified on
the part
the
United States of America on August 11,
1939, and, in
11, 1939,
in accordance
accordance
with Article
Article 77of the Madrid International
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications Con-

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

vention of December 9, 1932, the Bureau of the International
International TeleTeleSwitzerland, was notified thereof
communications Union at Bern, Switzerland,
thereof on
on
August 24, 1939,
1939, by the Government of the United States of America;
America;
Now, THEREFORE,
be it
it known
that I,
Franklin D.
THEREFORE, be
known that
I, Franklin
Roosevelt,
D. Roosevelt,
President
States of America,
President of the United States
have caused
said
America, have
caused the
the said
revision of the General Radio Regulations and the said Final Protocol
Protocol
to be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
clause
clause thereof may be observed and
and fulfilled with good
good faith
by the
faith by
the
United States of America
thereof.
America and the citizens thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto set my hand and caused
caused
the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this eighteenth
September
eighteenth day of September
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
in
hundred and
[SEAL] thirty-nine,
Independence of the United States
[BEAL]
thirty-nine, and of the Independence
sixty-fourth.
of America
America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
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MULTILATERAL-REGIONAL
MULTILATERAL— REGIONAL RADIO-DEC.
RADIO— DEC.8, 1938
1938

Convention between the
Convention
(in behalf of the Canal
Canal
the United
United States of
of America (in
regional radio.
radio. Signed
other powers respecting
respecting regional
Signed at
at GuaZone) and other
temala
1938; ratification
ratificationadvised
temala City December 8, 1938;
advised by the Senate of the
United States
States July 21, 1939; ratified
ratified by the President
President of the United
instrument of ratification
States August 11, 1939;
1939; President's
President'sinstrument
ratification in
in behalf
Canal Zone deposited
Government of Guatemala
Guatemala Sepdeposited with the Government
of the Canal
tember
proclaimed by the President
tember 8,
8, 1939;
1939; proclaimed
Presidentof
of the
the United
United States
States SepSeptember
tember 18, 1939.

December
8, 1938
December 8,
1938
[T. B.
No. 949]
[T.
S. No.
949]

STATES
AMERICA.
BY THE
OF THE
UNITED S
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS a
a Regional
Radio Convention
Convention for
Central America,
America,
Regional Radio
for Central
WHEREAS
was signed
signed at the City of Guatemala on
Panama and
and the Canal Zone was
December
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries of
United
December 8, 1938,
1938, by
by the respective
of the
the United
States
Salof the
the Canal Zone, Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica, El SalStates of America, in behalf of
vador,
Guatemala, Honduras,
Honduras, with
Nicaragua and
vador, Guatemala,
with aa reservation, Nicaragua
Panama,
convention in the Spanish and English
original of which convention
Panama, the original
languages
is word
word for word as follows:
languages is
REGIONAL RADIO CONVENTION
CONVENTION
CONVENCION
REGIONAL DE RA- REGIONAL
CONVENCION REGIONAL
CENTRAL AMERICA,
AMERICA, PAPAFOR CENTRAL
DIO DE CENTRO AMERICA, PANAMA
NAMA
SUSCANAL ZONE,
NAMA AND THE CANAL
NAMA Y
Y ZONA
ZONA DEL CANAL, SUSCRITA EN
EN LA CIUDAD DE GUAGUAGUA.
SIGNED IN THE CITY OF GUATEMALA, DECEMBER
DECEMBER EIGHTH,
TEMALA, EL DIA
DIA OCHO DE DITEMALA,
DI.
TEMALA,
HUNONE THOUSAND
THOUSAND NINE HUNC1EMBRE
NOVECIENCIEMBRE DE MIL NOVECIENDRED AND THIRTYEIGHT
Y OCHO
TOS TREINTA Y

suscritos, representantes
representantes de
Los suscritos,
El
de Costa Rica, El
los Gobiernos de
Salvador,
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, en
en
Salvador, Estados
representaci6n
del
de la
la Zona
Zona del
representaci6n de
Canal,
Honduras, NiCanal, Guatemala,
Guatemala, Honduras,
caragua
de
Panama, despues de
caragua y
y Panama,
examinadas
credenciales, hasus credenciales,
examinadas sus
correcta
biendolas
encontrado en correcta
bi6ndolas encontrado
y
debida
forma,
constituyen
la
y debida forma, constituyen la
Conferencia
Regional
de
Radio
de
Conferencia Regional de Radio de
Centro
America, Panama
Panama y
y Zona
Zona
Centro America,
del
siguiente forma:
en la siguiente
del Canal, en

Sres. Ing.
Federico Mejia;
Mejla;
Ing. D.
D. J. Federico
Sres.
Villacorta;
D. Fidel
FidelVillacorta;

Regional Radio
Regional
Convention for CenConvention
tral
America, PanFantral America,
cal
ama, and the CE
C nal
Zone.

The undersigned,
representaThe
undersigned, representatives of the Governments
Governments of Costa
Rica, El
El Salvador,
United
Salvador, The United
Rica,
States
of America
America in behalf of
of the
the
States of
Canal Zone,
HonGuatemala, HonZone, Guatemala,
Canal
duras,
PanamA,
Nicaragua and Panama,
duras, Nicaragua
examination of their creafter examination
dentials, which
to be
found to
were found
which were
dentials,
in
correct and
conand proper form, conin correct
stitute
stitute the Regional Radio Conference of
America, Panaof Central
Central America,
ference
ma and
and the
the Canal
Zone, as
as follows:
follows:
Canal Zone,
ma

For the
the Republic
of Costa
Costa Rica:
Rica:
Republic of
For
Pot
la Repdblica
Repablica de
de Costa
Rica:
Costa Rica:
Por la
His Excellency Rafael Castro
Excmo.
Rafael Castro
Castro
Sr. D. Rafael
Excmo. Sr.
Quezada;
Quezada;
Quezada;
Quezada;
Pot
Repalica de El
Salvador:
El Salvador:
Por la Republica

Preamble.
Preamble.

For the
the Republic
El Salvador:
Salvador:
of El
Republic of
For
Messrs.
Mejia, and
J. Federico Mejfa,
Messrs. J.
Fidel
Villacorta;
Fidel Villacorta;

Representatives.
Representatives.
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For
States of America:
America:
For the
the United
United States
Poe'
Los Estados
Est&los Unidos:
Unixlos:
Por los
His
Excellency Fay
Allen Des
Des
His Excellency
Fay Allen
Exemo. Sr.
Sr. Fay
Fay Allen
Excmo.
Allen Des
Des
Portes;
Portes;
Portes;
Portes;
Mr.
B. Otterman;
Mr. Harvey
Harvey B.
Otterman;
Sr.
Harvey B.
Otterman;
Sr. Harvey
B. Otterman;
Lt.—Col.
David M.
M. Crawford,
Lt.-Col. David
Crawford,
Sr. Walter
Walter II.
Sr.
H. McKinney;
McKinney;
U. S. A.;
U.S.A.;
Teniente Coronel
Coronel David
M.
Teniente
David M.
Lt.—Cmdr. M.
U. S.
S.
Lt.-Cmdr.
M. W.
W. Arps,
Arps, U.
Crawford;
Crawford;
N.;
N.;
Teniente Comandante
Teniente
Comandante M.
M. w.
W.
Messrs. Gerald
Gerald C.
C. Gross,
and
Gross, and
Messrs.
Arps;
Arps;
Walter H.
McKinney.
Walter
H. McKinney.
Sr. Gerald
Gerald C.
C. Gross;
Gross;
Sr.
For the Republic of Guatemala:
Guatemala:
Poe'
La Reriblica
de Guatemala:
Por la
Repiblica de
Guatemala: For
Messrs.
Luis Schlesinger
Schlesinger CaCaMessrs. Luis
Sr. Ing.
Luis Schlesinger
Sr.
Ing. D.
D. Luis
Schlesinger
rrera;
rrera;
Carrera;
Carrera;
Arturo Peralta;
Arturo
Peralta;
Sr.
Lic. D.
Arturo Peralta;
Peralta;
D. Arturo
Sr. Lic.
Jorge
F. Sanchez;
Sanchez;
Sr.
Lic. D.
D. Jorge
Jorge F.
Sanchez;
Jorge F.
F. Sanchez;
Sr. Lie.
Ramiro
Fernandez;
Sr. Lic.
Lic. D.
Ramiro Fernandez;
Fernandez;
D. Ramiro
Ramiro Fernandez;
Sr.
J.
McElroy;
J. B.
B. McElroy;
Sr. Ing.
McElroy;
J. B.
B. McElroy;
Sr.
Ing. J.
Walter C.
Bay;
Sr. Trig.
C. Bay;
Walter
C. Bay;
Sr.
Ing. Walter
Walter C.
Bay;
For
For the Republic
Republic of Honduras:
Honduras:
Par la
La Reyablica
Honduras:
Por
Repiblica de
de Honduras:
His Excellency
Excellency Luciano
Luciano Mills
Milla
Excmo.
Luciano Milla
Milla
Excmo. Sr. D. Luciano
Cisneros;
Cisneros;
Cisneros;
Cisneros;
For the Republic
Republic of Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Poe'
La Reptiblica
Por la
Republica de
de Nicaragua:
Nicaragua: For
Excmo. Sr.
HisExcellencynildebrando
CasExcmo.
Sr. D. Hildebrando
HisExcellencyHildebrando CasCastellon;
tellen;
tell6n;
Castell6n;
Sr.
J. Phillips,
Phillips, Jr.;
Mr.
H. J.
Sr. H.
Mr. H.
J. Phillips,
H. J.
Jr.;
Phillips, Jr.;
Jr.;
Poe'
la Repalica
Republica de
de Panamd:
Panamd:
Por La
Teodoro Rudeke,
Rudeke,
Hon. Sr. D.
D. Teodoro

Ante, p. 1457.

Anc, p. 145.

Frequencies, allocaalocaFrequencies,
tions.
tions.

For
Panamd:
For the Republic of Panamd:

The Honorable Teodoro
Teodoro Rudeke,
deke,

quienes
acuerdo, y
y who by common consent,
quienes de
de comtin
comdn acuerdo,
and subsubconsent, and
sujeta a
aratificaciein
los respecsujeta
ratificaci6n de
de los
respec- ject to the ratification
ratification of
of the
the
Gobiernos, han
celebrado en
en respective
tivos Gobiernos,
han celebrado
Governments, have
respective Governments,
have conconla
ciudad de
de Guatemala,
la ciudad
Guatemala, el
el dia
dia cluded
cluded in the City of
of Guatemala,
Guatemala,
ocho
diciembre de
de mil
mil novenove- this
ocho de
de diciembre
day of
December, one
one
this eighth
eighth day
of December,
cientos
la siguiente
siguiente thousand,
cientos treinta y
y ocho,
ocho, la
thousand, nine hundred and thirtythirtyConvencion, de
de acuerdo
con las
las eight,
Convenci6n,
acuerdo con
eight, the
the following
following Convention,
Convention,
prescripciones del
prescripciones
del articulo 79,
79,pApa- in
in accordance
with the
accordance with
the provisions
provisions
secci6n, 3
rrafo 89,
89,primera
primera seccion,
3.9 subsub- of Article
Article 7, Paragraph
Paragraph 8,
8, Section
Section 1,
seccion, incisos
incisos b)
secci6n,
b) y
y c)
c) del
del ReglaRegla- Sub-section
Sub-section 3,
3, Divisions
Divisions b)
c)
b) and
and c)
mento
de Radio
El of the
mento General
General de
Radio de
de El
General Radio
Radio Regulations
the General
Regulations
Cairo, 1938, anexo
anexo a
a la
la Convencion
Convenci6n of Cairo, 1938,
1938, annexed to the
Telecomimicaciones de
de Madrid,
Madrid, International
de Telecomunicaciones
International Telecommunications
Telecommunications
1932:
1932:
Convention
of Madrid,
Convention of
Madrid, 1932:
1932:
Parte II
Parte

Part One
One
Part

ASIGNACIONES
ASIGNACIONES

ALLOCATIONS
ALLOCATIONS

En vista de
de las
las necesidades
necesidades
especiales de los
los distintos Estados
Estados
de Centro America,
America, Panam(,
Panama y
y la
respecta
Zona del Canal, en lo que respecta
a la radiodifusi6n,
radiodifusi6n, se
a
establece, en
se establece,
en

In
of the
the special
special requirerequireIn view
view of
ments of the several states of
Central
the
Central America,
America, Panama
Panama and
and the
Canal Zone with respect to broadcasting,
established, in
the
casting, there
there is
is established,
in the
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la banda de radiofrecuencia
in
radiofrecuencia de radio frequency
frequency band of 2300 kc.
2,300 kcs. a
to 2400
2400 kc.
kc. the
the following
allocation
a 2,400 kcs., la siguiente to
following allocation
tabla
table:
tabla de asignaciones:
table:
ADMINISTRACIONES
ADMINISTRACIONES

Costa
..
Costa Rica ...
El Salvador
Salvador .
.
Guatemala
Guatemala. ..
.
Hontluras
Hontiuras .. .
Nicaragua ....
Nicaragua
Panama ...
Panama.
Zona del Canal .

FRECUENCIAS EN
EN
FRECUENCIAS
KILOCICLOS
KILOCICLOS
Primarias
ecundarias
PrimariasS
Secundarias

2,
330
2, 330
2, 300
2,300
2,
320
2, 320
2,
380
2, 380
2,
350
2, 350
2,
310
2, 310
2,
390
2, 390

2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,
2,

370
370
360
360
400
400
340
340
400
400
340
340
370
370

ADMINISTRATIONS
ADMINISTRATIONS

Costa Rica.
Rica .
..
El
.
El Salvador .
Guatemala.
Guatemala ...
. .
. .
Honduras .
Nicaragua
Nicaragua ....
Panama
Panama ...
The Canal Zone.

FREQ
UENCIES IN
IN
FREQUENCIES
KILOCYCLES
KILOCYCLES
Primary
Primary Secondary
Secondary

. 2330
2330
• 2300
2300
• 2320
2320
2380
2380
• 2350
2350
2310
2.310
2390
2390

2370
2370
2360
2360
2400
2400
2340
2340
2400
2400
2340
2340
2370
2370

Parte
Parte II

Part
Part Two

PRINCIPIOS
PRINCIPIOS DE INGENIERIA
NIERIA

ENGINEERING
PRINCIPLES
ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES

engineering
The following basic engineering
Los
principios basicos
basicos
siguientes principios
Los siguientes
adopted in
been adopted
de
principles have been
fueron adoptados principles
de Ingenieria
Ingenieria fueron
order to arrive at the allocations
para
reparticion arriba
arriba order
llegar a
a la repartici6n
para llegar
above
specified:
specified:
above
especificada:
especificada:
frequency asa) The primary
primary frequency
a) Las
frecuencias primarias
primarias
Las frecuencias
a)
contiguous adminisasignadas
signments to contiguous
Administraciones con- signments
asignadas aaAdministraciones
twenty
at least twenty
must be at
trations must
tiguas, deben
deben de estar
lo trations
por lo
estar por
tiguas,
(20) kilocycles apart;
menos veinte
veinte (20) kilociclos dis- (20)
menos
tantes;
tantes;
b)
primary and secondary
secondary
b) The
The primary
b) Las
y
primarias y
Las asignaciones
asignaciones primarias
b)
assignments to the same adminissecundarias de la misma Adminis- assignments
secundarias
must be at least twenty
traciOn, deben
tration must
por lo tration
de estar
estar por
deben de
traci6n,
apart;
kilocycles
(20)
menos
(20) kilociclos disveinte (20)
menos veinte
tantes;
tantes;
c)
secondary assignments
assignments to
The secondary
c) The
c)
asignaciones secundarias
Las asignaciones
c) Las
contiguous administrations
administrations should
Administraciones contiguas, contiguous
de Administraciones
be separated
separated by
at least
least twenty
twenty
by at
deben de
estar separadas
separadas por lo
lo be
de estar
deben
(20) kilocycles,
necessary
when necessary
kilocycles, but when
menos veinte (20)
(20) kilociclos; pero (20)
menos
secondary assignments
to contigassignments to
necesario, las asigna- secondary
donde sea necesario,
uous countries
countries may
ten
only ten
be only
may be
ciones secundarias
wises con- uous
de paises
secundarias de
ciones
(10) kilocycles
kilocycles apart;
separadas (10)
estar separadas
pueden estar
tiguos, pueden
solamente diez
diez (10)
kilociclos;
(10) kilociclos;
solamente
d) All
All broadcast
frequency asbroadcast frequency
d)
d)
Todas
asignaciones
de
asignaciones
las
d) Todas
signments
shall
end
zero;
zero;
in
end
shall
signments
debefrecuencias
de
radiodifusion,
radiodifusi6n,
frecuencias de
ran terminar
terminar en
cero;
en cero;
ran
e)
La
potencia
estaciones
las estaciones
de las
e) La potencia de
primarias y
y los
los tipos
antena,
de antena,
tipos de
primarias
deben
deben ser escogidos de manera que
se
provisiones del
se ajusten
ajusten aa las provisiones
articulo 7
parrafo 89,
89,1
seccion,
1 secci6n,
799 parrafo
articulo
del Reglab) del
subsecci6n, inciso b)
3- subse,ccion,
rnento General
General de Radio de El
mento
Cairo, 1938.
Cairo,
9

e)
e) The power of primary stations
and the types
antenof the antentypes of
tions and
nae
must
be
chosen
comto
as
chosen
so
be
must
nae
ply
with
the
provisions
of
Article
Article
of
provisions
ply with the
7,
paragraph 8,
8, Section
Section I,
SubI, Sub7, paragraph
section 3,
b) of
of the GenGendivision b)
3, division
section
eral
Radio Regulations
Regulations of
Cairo,
of Cairo,
eral Radio
1938.

Basic engineering
engineering
Basic
principles.
principles.

Axle, p. 1457.
AU, p.-17.
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1678

Ante,
Ante, p.
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La
potencia de
The
stations
La potencia
The power
power of
of secondary
secondary stations
de las
las estaciones
estaciones
secundarias se
secundarias
se limita
limita a
and fifty
fifty
to two
a doscientos
doscientos is limited to
two hundred
hundred and
cincuenta
cincuenta (250)
(250) watts;
(250) vatios;
(250)
vatios;
watts;
f) Todas
f)
Todas las
las estaciones
f) All
broadcasting
stations
estaciones de
broadcasting stations
de radioradio- f)
difusien, deberan
ajustarse a
difusi6n,
deberan ajustarse
with the
requiremust comply
comply with
a las
las must
the requireestipulaciones
estipulaciones para
estaciones de
para estaciones
for broadcasting
ments for
de ments
broadcasting stations
stations as
as
radiodifusien,
en la
radiodifusi6n, contenidas
contenidas en
contained in the
the tolerance
table in
tolerance table
la contained
in
tabla de
del apendice
tabla
de tolerancia
tolerancia del
Appendix IIof the General
General Radio
ap6ndice I
I Appendix
Radio
del Reglamento
Reglamento General
General de
de Radio
Radio Regulations
Regulations of
of Cairo,
Cairo, 1938;
1938;
de
El
Cairo,
1938;
de El Cairo, 1938;
que terminen
terrainen
g) Las
Las frecuencias
frecuencias que
g)
Frequencies ending
g) Frequencies
zero
ending in
in zero
en cero
cero y
esten asignadas
asignadas and not assigned as
en
y que
que no
no esten
primary frefreas primary
como frecuencias
frecuencias primarias,
primarias, puepue- quencies
quencies may also
be used
for
also be
used for
den tambi6n
tambien usarse
para radiodifuusarse para
radiodifu- tertiary broadcasting
broadcasting on
on aa nonnonsi6n terciaria,
site
terciaria, bajo
bajo la
base de
de no
la base
no interfering
interfering basis.
use must
must
basis. Such
Such use
interferencia. Tal
interferencia.
uso deberfi,
Tal uso
debera ser
ser be modified or
or discontinued
indiscontinued inmodificado o
o suspendido
modificado
suspendido inmeinme- mediately
mediately upon notice
notice of
interof interdiatamente
diatamente al
tenerse aviso
de ference
al tenerse
aviso de
ference from the
the government
government
interferencia
interferencia del
del Gobierno
Gobierno que
que having priority
priority on
on the
the frequency
frequency
tenga prioridad en
correspon- concerned.
en la
la corresponconcerned.
diente frecuencia.
frecuencia.

Parte III
Parte
III

Part Three
Part
Three

PRINCIPIOS LEGALES
LEGALES

PRINCIPLES
LEGAL PRINCIPLES

La distribuci6n
contenida en
distribucien contenida
en
esta Convenci6n
Convencien se
basa en
en los
se basa
los
siguientes
siguientes principios
principios legales:
legales:
a) Los Gobiernos participantes
participantes
estiman
estiman que esta
esta Convencien
Convenci6n
tiene el caracter
catheter de
arreglo
de un
un arreglo
regional;
regional;
b) Los
Los Gobiernos convienen
convienen que
que
la banda de 2300 a
kcs., se
se
a 2350 kcs.,
exclusivamente para
asigna exclusivamente
para radioradiodifusi6n en Centro America y
difusion
y PaPanama, sin que este sujeta a
intera interferencia alguna por servicios
servicios de
de
ninguna clase en
en esta
esta regi6n.
region.

The distribution contained
contained in
in
this Convention
Convention is
is based
based on
on the
the
following legal
principles:
legal principles:
a) The participating
governparticipating governments consider
consider that
that this
this convenconvention has the character
character of
of a
a regional
regional
agreement;
agreement;
b) The governments agree that
that
the band 2300 to 2350
2350 kilocycles
kilocycles is
is
assigned exclusively for
broadfor broadcasting in
America and
and
in Central
Central America
Panama, subject
subject to no interference
interference
by any other services
services in
in this
this region.
region.

E
n re l
ac io n con este particular,
En
relaci6n
con este particular,

connection, it
In this connection,
it is
agreed
is agreed
that, in time of peace,
peace, the military
military
los servicios militares
militares de las fuerzas
fuerzas services of
air
of land,
land, maritime,
maritime, or
or air
terrestres, maritimas
marttimas o
o aereas de
de forces of
of the United
United States
States of
of
los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America, America operating
operating in the vicinity
vicinity
operando
operand° en la vecindad
vecindad de
de la
la of the Panama
Panama Canal Zone
Zone will
will not
not
Zona del Canal de Panama,
Panama, no
no interfere
interfere on channels
assigned for
for
channels assigned
interferiran en los canales asignainterferirin
asigna- broadcasting
broadcasting to
the Governments
to the
Governments
dos para radiodifusien
radiodifusi6n aa los
los of Central America
Central
and Panama
Panama
Gobiernos
Ameica y
Gobiernos de Centro America
y in
in this
band;
this band;
en esta
banda;
Panama, en
esta banda;

on
assigned channels. se
conviene que,
on assigned
se conviene
en tiempo
de paz,
paz,
que, en
tiempo de
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c) Para asignar
asignar un canal sepac) In order to provide a
c)
a seprado, primario de radiodifusi6n
radiodifusiOn arate, primary broadcast
broadcast channel
channel
a cada uno de los siete Gobiernos
a
Gobiernos for each of the seven Governments
representados
representados en esta Conferencia,
Conferencia, represented
represented at this Conference,
Conference,
sin canal secundario
secundario de radioradio- with no secondary
secondary broadcast
broadcast chanchandifusion en el canal primario,
difusi6n
primario, se
se nel on the primary channel, it
it is
conviene
a Honduras agreed that the frequency of 2380
conviene en asignar a
2380
la frecuencia
frecuencia de 2,380 kilociclos kilocycles
kilocycles be
be assigned to Honduras
como canal primario de radiodi- as a
a primary broadcast
broadcast channel,
fusi6n
fusion y
y queda
queda convenido
convenido por and it
it is agreed by all governments
todos los Gobiernos representados
representados represented that the
the assignment
assignment
que la asignaci6n
asignaciOn a
a Honduras
Honduras de
de to Honduras of aa primary frefrecuencia primaria en la
una frecuencia
la quency in the band 2350 to 2400
2400
banda de 2,350 aa 2,400 kilociclos, kilocycles
kilocycles does not establish
establish a
a
no establece precedente
precedente ni
ni limita
limita precedent
precedent nor limit in any way
way
en manera
manera alguna los derechos
derechos whatever rights may be held by
by
que puedan tener los Estados the United States of America
America to
Unidos de Am6rica
America al
de frefre- the use of frequencies
al uso de
band
frequencies in
in the band
cuencias en la banda
banda de 2,350 a
a 2350 to 2400 kilocycles
kilocycles subject
subject
2,400 kilociclos sujeto
sujeto a
a no inter- to non-interference
non-interference from broadferencia
ferencia de Estaciones
Estaciones de RadioAmerRadio- casting stations in Central Amerdifusi6n
difusion en Centro America y
y ica and Panama
Panama in
accordance
in accordance
Ante, p.
p. 1417.
1417.
Panama, de acuerdo
acuerdo con el Reg- with the General Radio
Radio RegulaRegula- An
lamento General
General de Radio de tions of Cairo, 1938.
El Cairo, 1938.
1938.
Noninterference
El Gobierno de los
los Estados
Estados
However,
However, the
the Government
Government of
of
Noninterference
agreement by U. S.
S.
agreement
Unidos conviene,
conviene, sin embargo,
en the
embargo, en
the United
United States
agrees that,
that,
States agrees
que, hasta donde sea posible, su
su insofar as practicable, its use in
in
uso en el area geografica
geografica comprencompren- the geographical
area covered
geographical area
covered by
by
dida por esta Conferencia
de otras
otras this Conference
Conferencia de
frequencies
Conference of frequencies
frecuencias
frecuencias distintas de
de las
las actualactual- other than those now in use
use in
mente en uso en la banda de
de 2,350
2,350 the band 2350 to 2400 kilocycles
yproporcionadas
proporcionadas and furnished to
aa2,400 kilociclos y
Conference
to the
the Conference
aa la Conferencia,
Conferencia, seran
serail bajo la will be on a
a basis of non-interfernon-interferbase de no interferir en radioradio- ence to broadcasting
broadcasting in
in Central
Central
difusi6n en Centro America
difusion
America y
y America and Panama.
Panama.
Parte IV
Part
Part Four
DISPOSICIONES
DISPOSICIONES GENERALES
GENERALES

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

Durante la vigencia
a) Durante
vigencia de esta
esta
Convencion, cada Gobierno
Gobiemo conconConvenci6n,
viene en no usar ningim
ningdn canal
primario asignado
asignado a
a otro cualcualquiera de los Gobiernos contracontratantes, except°
excepto lo previsto en otra
otra
parte de esta Convenci6n;
Convencien;
b) Los Gobiernos
Gobiernos participantes
participantes
reconocen el
elderecho
reconocen
derecho de los servicios
servicios
militares para usar la bandit
banda de

Cona) During the time this ConGovernvention is in force, each Government agrees
to use
any
agrees not to
use any
primary channel assigned to any
of the
contracting Governthe other contracting
Governments, except as provided
provided elseelseConvention;
where in this Convention;
b)
b) The participating
participating GovernGovernments acknowledge
acknowledge the right
right of
the military services to use
use the
the

Primary channels,
Primary
use limited.

Military services.
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of 2300
to 2400
2,300
2,400 kilociclos
kilociclos band
band of
2300 kilocycles
kilocycles to
2,300 kilociclos
2400
kilociclos a
a 2,400
kilocycles
for
military
purposes,
para
fines
railitares,
sujeto
a
las
para fines militares, sujeto a las kilocycles for military purposes,
and rereprovisiones
los subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions and
provisiones y
y limitaciones
limitaciones de
de los
strictions
of
paragraphs
b)
and
parrafos
b)
y
c),
parte
III,
de
esta
strictions
of
paragraphs
parrafos b) y c), parte III, de esta
b) and c),
c),
Convencion;
Part
Three,
of
this
Convention;
Part
Three, of this Convention;
Convenci6n;
Ratifications.
Ratifications.
c)
c) La
c)
The present
present Convention
La presents
presente ConvenciOn
Convenci6n sorb',
c) The
sera
Convention shall
shall
ratificada
por los
los Gobiernos
Gobiernos conbe ratified
ratified by
ratificada por
by the
con- be
the contracting
contracting
conformidad con
Governments in
in conformity
conformity with
with
tratantes de
de conformidad
con sus
sus Governments
their respective
respective constitutional
constitutional proprorespectivos
procedimientos consrespectivos procedimientos
cons- their
titucionales;
cedures;
titucionales;
cedures;
d) Las
Deposit; notifieanotifiesd)
Las ratificaciones
deposiratificaciones se
se deposid)
The ratifications
be
d) The
ratifications shall
shall be
tiion.
t
ion.
taran
la Secretaria
Secretaria de
Rela- deposited
deposited with
the Ministry
Ministry of
taran en
en la
de Relawith the
of
ciones
Exteriores del
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Foreign
ciones Exteriores
Foreign Relations
Relations of
of the
the GovernGovernGuatemala, quien
quien las
Guatemala,
ment of
las notificar6,
notificara a
a ment
of Guatemala,
Guatemala, which
which shall
shall
la
mayor brevedad
brevedad posible
la mayor
notify such
ratifications, as
as soon
soon
posible a
such ratifications,
a los
los notify
Gobiernos interesados;
Gobiernos
as possible,
possible, to
to the
interesados;
as
the Governments
Governments
concerned;
concerned;
Effective date.
e) La presente
Convenci6n enpresents Convencion
enpresent Convention
Convention shall
shall
e) The
The present
trari
en vigor
Gobiernos become
trari en
vigor entre
entre los
los Gobiernos
effective, as
as between
become effective,
between the
the
que
quo la ratifiquen, treinta
treinta dias
Governments, thirty
thirty
dias ratifying
ratifying Governments,
despues de quo
hayan sido
deposi- days after instruments
despues
que hayan
sido deposiinstruments of
ratificaof ratificatados por lo menos
dos de
los tion have
menos dos
de los
have been
deposited by
by at
at
been deposited
documentos de
de ratificaci6n
ratificacion en
la least two
documentos
en la
with the
Ministwo of
of them,
them, with
the MinisSecretaria
Secretaria de
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores try of Foreign Relations of
de Relaciones
of the
the
del Gobierno
Gobierno de Guatemala;
Guatemala;
Government
Government of
of Guatemala;
Guatemala;
Denunciation; ef.
Denunciation;
eif) La presente
,f)
presents Convenci6n
ConvenciOn podri
podrh,
f) The present
J)
present Convention
Convention may
may
1foot.
ser denunciada
denunciada por
per notificaciOn
notificaci6n be denounced
denounced by
by notification
notification adadque
quo se dirija
difij a al
Gobierno deposial Gobierno
deposi- dressed to the depository
depository GovGovtario,
tario, surtiendo efecto
efecto la
la misma
misma ernment, which shall
become effecshall become
effecen cuanto
Gobierno denundenun- tive as regards the denouncing
cuanto al
al Gobierno
denouncing
ciante,
ciente, un aflo
afio despues
de la
fecha Government
despues de
la fecha
Government one year
year after the
the
en que
quo haya sido
side recibida;
recibida;
date of receipt
receipt thereof.
thereof.
Gobierno depositario
El Gobierno
depositario notifinotifiThe depository
depository Government
Government
carfi
que reciba
cart las denuncias quo
reciba a
a shall notify all participating
participating Govtodos los Gobiernos
Gobiernos participantes,
participantes, ernments, including the denouncdenounccon inclusi6n
Gobierno deinclusion del Gobierno
de- ing Government,
Government, of
of the
denuncithe denuncinunciante;
nunciante;
ations
received;
ations received;
Texts, authenticity.
g) La
La presente
Texts,
g)
presents Convenci6n
se
Convenci6n se
g)
present Convention
g) The
The present
Convention is
is
redacta
espaiol ee ingles
redacta en espafiol
ingles y
y drafted
drafted in Spanish and English
English
ambos textos tendrim
tendrAn igual
igual fuerfuer- and
and both
have equal
equal
both texts
texts shall
shall have
za;
za;
force;
force;
Revision, proceRevision,
proceh)
It) Los Gobiernos
Gobiernos participantes
participantes
h) The participating
participating GovernIt)
Govern4dure.
reconocen
a pesar de los
reconocen que,
quo, a
los ments recognize that, in
in spite
spite of
of
esfuerzos
que se ban
esfuerzos quo
han hecho para
para the efforts
efforts which
been made
made
which have
have been
ilegar a
a un acuerdo satisfactorio, es to arrive at aa satisfactory
Heger
satisfactory agreeagreeimposible asegurar,
asegurar, sin
ir a
a la
sin ir
la ment, it
it is impossible
impossible to
to assure,
assure,
practica,
funcionamiento com- without
pritctica, el funcionamiento
without actual
operation, the
the comcomactual operation,
pletamente efectivo de este
pletamente
s,cu- pletely
este acupletely effective functioning
functioning of
of this
y por consiguiente, se
erdo, y
se hace
hace agreement,
agreement, and provision is
is acacprovisi6n
para an
su revisi6n.
provision pant
revision. Tal
Tal cordingly made
made for its revision.
revision.
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revisi6n puede hacerse
revision
hacerse por una
Conferencia
Ramada por
por
Conferencia futura, liamada
Gobiernos que
una mayoria
mayoria de los Gobiernos
ratificado esta Convenci6n;
hayan ratificado
Convencion;
i) Nada en este acuerdo sera interpretado
prevencion para
terpretado como prevenci6n
concertar
Estados Unidos
concertar por los
los Estados
Unidos
de America, otros acuerdos sobre
radio, concernientes
concernientes a
a la defensa
defensa
del Canal de Panama.
Firmada en la ciudad de Guatemala, ReptIblica
Guatemala, el
Repdblica de Guatemala,
ocho de diciembre
diciembre de mil novecientos treinta y
y ocho.

Such revision may be made by a
a
future Conference called by a
a
Governments
majority of the Governments
which have ratified this Convention;
agreements
agreements
i) Nothing
Nothing in this
this agreement
agreement notOther
precluded.
construed as
precluding
shall be construed
as precluding
the consummation
consummation by the United
United
States of America, of
of other
other radio
radio
agreements
concerning the defense
agreements concerning
of the Canal Zone.
Done in the City of Guatemala,
Republic of Guatemala,
Guatemala, on the
Republic
eighth day of December,
December, in the
year One Thousand,
Thousand, Nine Hundred and Thirtyeight.
Thirtyeight.

Costa
Costa Rica,
Rica,
R.
Q.
CASTRO Q.
R. CASTRO
El Salvador,
Salvador,
FIDEL
FIDEL VILLACORTA.
VILLACORTA.

J
FEDERICO MEJfA.
M EAA.
J. .FEDERICO

Estados Unidos
de Norte-America
Norte-America en
en representaciOn
de la
la Zona
Zona del
Estados
Unidos de
representaci6nde
del Canal,
Canal,
(United
States
of
America,
in
behalf
of
the
Canal
Zone)
(United States America, in
Canal
FAY ALLEN
FORTES.
FAY
ALLEN DES
DES PORTES.

D.
CRAWFORD.
D. M
M. .CRAWFORD.
HARVEY B.
B.OTTERMAN.
M
W .ARPS.
ARPS.
HARVEY
M..W.
OTTERMAN.
GERALD C.
GERALD
C.GRiOSS.
GROSS.
Guatemala,
Guatemala,
ARTURO PERALTA.
PERALTA.
ARTURO
L.SCHLESINGER
SCHLESINGER CARRERA.
CARRERA.
L.
RAMIRO
FERNANDEZ .
RAMIRO FERNINDEZ.
J
F.SANCHEZ.
SA.NCHEZ.
J. .F.
W ALTER C.
BAY.
WALTER
C. BAY.
J. .B.
B. McELROY.
J
M cELRoy.
Honduras,
Honduras,
con las reservas
Final,'
consignadasen el Acta Final,'
reservas consignadas
L.
ILLA CISNEROS.
L. M
MILLA
CISNEROS.
6
N.
H. CASTELL
H.
CASTELLO
N.

Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
H .J
PHILLIPS, J
R.
JR.
H.
J..PHILLIPS,
Panaind,
Panamd,
TEODORO RUDEKE.
RUDEKE.
TEODORO

1 [La

reservas en el Acta Final es como sigue:
I [La alusi6n aaestas reservas

En este
el Delegado
Delegado por
Gobierno de
solicits que
que en
Acta
acto el
por el
el Gobierno
de Honduras
Honduras solicita
en el
el Acta
En
este acto
Final,
que al
al suscribir
Convenciorrque ha
de esta
esta
originado de
ha originado
suscribir la
la Convenci6n-ue
constar que
Final, se
se haga
haga constar
Conferencia,
por su
su parte
parte lo
con las
las reservas
reservas del
del caso
caso para
para que
su Gobierno
Gobierno
lo hace
hace con
que su
Conferencia, por
resuelva
conformidad con
derechos que
puedan asistir
asistir al
al
que le
le puedan
con los
los derechos
pertinente, de
de conformidad
resuelva lo
lo pertinente,
amparo
las prescripciones
prescripciones de
de la
la Conferencia
de que
signatario.
El Cairo,
Cairo, de
que fue
fu6 signatario.
Conferencia de
de El
amparo de
de las
Translation:
Translation:
1
reference to
these reservations
reservations in
Final Act
Act is
is as
as follows:
in the
the Final
follows:
to these
The reference
1 The
At this
session, the
delegate for
the Government
Government of
Honduras requests
it
of Honduras
requests that it
for the
At
this session,
the delegate
conconvention resulting
resulting from this conbe
when the convention
Act that
that when
be recorded
recorded in
in the
the Final
Final Act
ference
signed, he
he signed
signed with
with the
to permit
permit his
his
the appropriate
appropriate reservations
reservations to
ference was
was signed,
with the rights it
Government to
resolutions, in
it
in accordance
accordance with
any pertinent
pertinent resolutions,
to make
make any
Government
to which it
it was signamay
have under
under the
the provisions
provisions of the
the Cairo conference,
conference, to
may have

tory.]
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by
by

the
AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS the said Convention has been duly ratified on the
part
of the
the United
States of
part of
United States
of America
America and the President's instrument
instrument
of ratification
behalf of
Canal Zone
Zone was
deposited with
with the
the
of the
the Canal
was deposited
of
ratification in
in behalf
Ministry
of
Foreign
Relations
of
the
Government
of
Guatemala
on
Ministry of Foreign Relations of the Government of Guatemala on
September 8,
in accordance
accordance with
with Part
(d) of
Four, paragraph
paragraph (d)
of
8, 1939,
1939, in
Part Four,
September
the said
Convention;
the
said Convention;
Ratification by
by
Ratification
AND
WHEREAS, pursuant to the aforesaid
aforesaid paragraph
paragraph (d)
AND WHEREAS,
(d) of Part
Part
Guatemala.
Guatemala.
Four of
of the
the said
said Convention,
Convention, the
of ratification
ratification of
the said
said
of the
instrument of
the instrument
Four
Convention by
by the
the Government
Government of
Guatemala was
was deposited
on May
deposited on
May
of Guatemala
Convention
10,
1939 with
with the
Ministry of
of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Government;
of that
that Government;
Relations of
the Ministry
10, 1939

U. S.;
S. ;deposit.
deposit.
U.

AND WHEREAS
it is
provided in
Four, paragraph
paragraph (e)
the said
said
(e) of
of the
is provided
in Part
Part Four,
AND
WHEREAS it

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Effective
date.
Effective date.

Convention that
that the
Convention shall
as between
between
the Convention
shall become
become effective
effective as
Convention
the
governments thirty
days after
after instruments
of ratification
ratification
thirty days
instruments of
the ratifying
ratifying governments
have been
deposited by
by at
at least
least two
two of
of them,
with the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of
them, with
have
been deposited
Foreign
the Government
Government of
of Guatemala;
Guatemala;
Foreign Relations
Relations of
of the
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known
known that I,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United
President
United States
States of America,
America, have caused
caused the
the said
said
Regional
Radio Convention
Convention to
public to
that the
Regional Radio
to be made
made public
to the
the end that
same and
article and
and clause
be observed
same
and every
every article
clause thereof
thereof may
may be
observed and
and
fulfilled with
Canal Zone,
United
fulfilled
with good faith,
faith, in behalf
behalf of
of the
the Canal
Zone, by the United

States
and the
citizens thereof
States of
of America
America and
the citizens
thereof on
on and
and from
from October
October 8,
8, 1939.
1939.
caused
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave
my hand
hand and
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and caused
the Seal of
of the
the United
States of America
affixed.
United States
America to
to be affixed.
DONE at the city
Washington this eighteenth
eighteenth day of
city of
of Washington
of September
September
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
[SEAL] thirty-nine,
of the
the United
United States
States
[SEAL]
thirty-nine, and
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
one hundred
and sixty-fourth.
of America
America the
the one
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
By
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
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Convention
United States of America
America and
and other
other members
Convention between the United

Organizationrespecting
respecting officers' competency
Labor Organization
of the International
International Labor
certificates. Adopted by the General
General Conference
Conference of the International
certificates.
International
Labor Organization,
session, Geneva, October
October 24, 1936;
Labor
Organization, twenty-first session,
ratificationadvised by the Senate of the United
subject to underunderratification
United States, subject
standings, June
IS, 1938; ratified
ratified by
States,
standings,
June 13,
by the President
President of the United States,
subject to the said
understandings, September
September 1,
subject
said understandings,
1, 1938; ratification
ratification of
General of
the United States of America registered
registered with the Secretary
Secretary General
of
League of Nations
Nations October
the League
proclaimed by the President
October 29, 1938; proclaimed
President
United States
States September
September 29, 1939.
of the United

1683
1683

1936
October 24, 193
[T. S.
[T.
No. 950]
9501
S. No.

BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
OF THE
STATES
OF AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS a
a draft convention
convention (No. 53) with regard to the establishment by each maritime country of aa minimum requirement
requirement of
capacity in the case
professional capacity
case of
of captain,
captain, navigating
navigating and
and engineer
engineer
officers in charge of watches on board merchant
merchant ships,
adopted
officers
ships, was adopted
on the twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day of October nineteen hundred and thirty-six,
by the General
General Conference
Conference of the International Labor
Labor Organization
Organization
at its twenty-first
twenty-first session held at Geneva October 6-24,
cer6-24, 1936,
1936, aa certified copy of which draft convention,
communicated
by
the
Secretaryconvention, communicated by the SecretaryGeneral
Nations, acting in conformity
General of the League of Nations,
conformity with the
requirements
nineteenth Article
Article of the Constitution
Constitution of
requirements in the nineteenth
of the
the
International
Government of the United
International Labor Organization,
Organization, to the Government
States of America as a
a Member of the said Organization,
Organization, is, in
in the
French and English languages,
languages, word for word as follows:

Officers'
Officers' CompetenCompetency Certificates
Certificates ConConcy
vention, 1936.
1936,
vention,
Preamble.
Preamble.

Conference generale
generale de
l'OrLa Conference
del'Organisation internationale
ganisation
internationale du Travail,
Convoquee
e, Geneve par le
Convoqu6e A
Conseil d'administration
d'administration du Bureau international
international du Travail,
Travail, et
et
s'y &ant
6tant reunie le 66 octobre 1936
en
session,
en sa vingt
vingt et unieme session,
Apr&
Apres avoir decide d'adopter
d'adopter

General Conference,
Internatlonal Labor
Labor
International
Organization.
Organization.

The
Conference of
The General
General Conference
of the
the
International
International Labour
Labour OrganisaOrganisation,
Having
Having been convened at Geneva by the
the Governing
Governing Body of
of the
the
International Labour
International
Labour Office,
Office, and
having
Twenty-first
having met
met in
in its Twenty-first
October 1936,
1936, and
Session on 6
6 October
Having decided
decided upon the adopadopdiverses propositions
cl tion of
of certain
certain proposals
proposals with
diverses
propositions relatives
relatives E
establishment by
chactm des pays regard to the establishment
l'institution par chacun
maritime,s d'un minimum de capacapa- each maritime country of a
a minimaritimes
requirement of professional
professional
exigible des mum requirement
cite professionnelle
professionnelle exigible
capacity in the case of
of captain,
captain,
capitaines, officiers
officiers de pont et
et capacity
capitaines,
mecaniciens remplissant
remplissant navigating
navigating and engineer officers in
officiers mecaniciens
watches on board merles fonctions
fonctions de
de chef de
de quart a
A charge of watches
chant ships,
fourth
ships, which
which is
is the
the fourth
bord des navires marchands,
marchands, ques- chant

anetalConaerence,
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tion
qui constitue
constitue le
le quatrieme
quatrieme
tion qui
point
du jour
jour de
la session,
point al'ordre
l'ordre du
de la
session,
Apres avoir
Apres
avoir decide
quo ces
prodecide que
ces propositions
positions prendraient
prendraient la
la forme
forme d'un
d'un
projet
convention internatioprojet de
de convention
internationale,
nale,
Adoption
of Draft
Adoption of
co vingt-quatrieme
vingt-quatrieme jour
jour
adopte ce
Convention.
Convention.
d'octobre mil
d'octobre
mil neuf
trente-six,
neuf cent
cent trente-six,
le proj et de convention
convention ci-apres
ci-apres qui
qui
sera denomme Convention
Convention sur
sur les
les
de capacite
brevets de
officiers,
capacit6 des
des officiers,
1936:
1936:
ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.

[54 STAT.

item on
the Agenda
Agenda of
the Session,
item
on the
of the
Session,
and
and
Having
determined that
that these
Having determined
these
proposals shall
take the
proposals
shall take
the form
form of
of a
a
International Convention,
Convention,
Draft International
adopts, this
this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
adopts,
day of
of
October
of
the
year
one
thousand
October of the year one thousand
thirty-six, the
nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six,
the
Draft Convention,
Convention, which
which
following Draft
may be cited
as the
the Officers'
Comcited as
Officers' Competency
Certificates Convention,
petency Certificates
Convention,
1936:
1936:

ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.

Application.
Application.

1. La presente
1.
presente convention
s'apconvention s'applique a tout navire
navire immatricule
immatricule
dans un territoire
regard duquel
duquel
territoire aal'egard
ladite convention
convention est en vigueur
vigueur
et effectuant
effectuant une navigation
navigation marimaritime, A l'exception:
l'exception:

Vessels
Vessels excepted.

navires de
a) des navires
de guerre;
guerre;
(a)
ships of
war;
(a) ships
of war;
b) des navires d'Etat
et des
d'Etat et
des (b) Government
Government vessels,
vessels, or
or vessels
vessels
navires au service
service d'uno
add'une adin the service of aa public
public
ministration publique, qui
qui
authority, which
are not
not enwhich are
enn'ont pas une
une affectation
affectation
gaged
gaged in
trade;
in trade;
commerciale;
commerciale;
c)
e) des navires
navires en bois de construcconstruc- (c) wooden ships of
of primitive
primitive
primitive tels
tion
tels quo
que
build such as dhows
dhows and
and
"dhows"
"dhows" et
et jonques
jonques
junks.
2. La legislation nationale peut
pout
derogations totales ou
accorder des derogations
ou
partielles pour les
les navires
d'une
navires d'une
jauge brute inferieure
inferieure a
200 tontonA 200
neaux.

ARTICLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

1. This Convention
1,
Convention applies
applies to
to
all vessels registered
registered in
territory
in a
a territory
for which this Convention
Convention is
is in
in
force and engaged in
in maritime
maritime
navigation
navigation with
the exception
exception of—
with the
of-

2. National laws or regulations
regulations
may grant exceptions or
or exempexemptions in respect of vessels of
of less
less
than 200 tons gross registered
registered
tonnage.
tonnage.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
2.
Pour
l'application
de
la
presente
Pour l'application de la presents
For the purpose
purpose of this
Conventhis Convenconvention, les termes suivants
convention,
suivants tion the following expressions have
have
doivent etre entendus
entendus comme
comme suit:
suit: the meanings
meanings hereby
hereby assigned
assigned to
to
them:
them:
`NMaster or skip"Master
ai
ser
s
per."
a) "capitaine
"capitaine ou
ou patron"
patron" signifie
signifie (a) "master
skipper" means any
"master or skipper"
any
toute
toute personne
personne chargee
charge() du
du
person having command
command or
or
or
b)Lofficier
commandement
d'und navire;
commandement
d'un
navire;
"Navigatingg officer
"Navigating
officer
b)
charge of a
avessel;
vessel;
pont chef
quart"'
in
of a
a watch."
officier de
de pont
de quart"
quart" (b) "navigating
pont chef
chef de
in charge
charge of
Watch." b) "officier
(b) "navigating officer
in charge
officer in
charge of
of
signifie toute
toute personne,
personne, A
a
watch"
a
watch"
means
any
person,
means
any
person,
l'exception
l'exception des pilotes,
pilotes, qui
qui est
est
other than aapilot,
is for
for
pilot, who
who is
effectivement
elfectivement chargee
chargee de la
la
the
time
being
actually
in
in
navigation
navigation ou de la manoeumanoeucharge
charge of the navigation
navigation or
or
vre d'un navire;
navire;
manoeuvring of
manoeuvring
of a
vessel;
a vessel;
De fini ti o
ns.
Definitions.
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"Chief engineer."
engineer."
"Chief
"chef mecanicien"
mecanicien" signifie toute (c)
c) "chef
"chief engineer"
engineer" means any
(c) "chief
personne ayant la direction
direction
permanently responsiperson permanently
permanente
permanente du service assuble for the mechanical
mechanical propulrant la propulsion
propulsion m6canique
mecanique
sion of a
avessel;
vessel;
d'un navire;
navire;
"Engineer
"Engineer officer in
d) "officier mecanicien
charge of a
a charge
m6canicien chef de (d) "engineer
"engineer officer in charge
of a
a watch."
quart" signifie toute personne
quart"
watch" means any person who
watch"
is for the time being actually
effectivement chargee
actually
qui est effectivement
conduite des machines
machines
in charge of the running of a
de la conduite
a
vessel's engines.
de propulsion d'un navire.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
3.

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

exercer ou etre
1. Nul ne peut exercer
engage
pour
a
d'un
a bord d'un
exercer
engag6
navire auquel s'applique la presente convention
convention les fonctions de
capitaine
d'officier de
capitaine ou patron, d'officier
pont chef de quart, de chef memecanicien
canicien
d'officier mecanicien
canicien et d'officier
chef
chef de quart sans etre titulaire
capacit6
constatant sa capacite
d'un brevet, constatant
d'exercer ces fonctions, delivre
&Eyre ou
d'exercer
approuve par l'autorite publique
approuve
oil le navire est immadu territoire oI
tricule.
2.
no pout
peut etre deroge aux
2. I11 ne
dispositions du present article
article qu'en CBS
cas de force majeure.

2. Exceptions to the provisions
provisions
of this Article may be made only
majeure.
in cases of force majeure.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.

ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.

4.
ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE
1.
no doit recevoir
1. Nul ne
brevet de capacite:
brevet

Certificate of com1.
1. No person shall be engaged to petency,
requirement.
perform
perform or shall perform on board
any vessel to which this Convenmaster
tion applies the duties of master
or skipper, navigating officer in
charge of a
a watch, chief engineer,
or
engineer officer in charge
a
charge of a
or engineer
certificate
watch, unless he holds a
acertificate
of competency
competency to perform such
approved by the
issued or approved
duties, issued
public authority of the territory
the vessel is registered.
where the

un

l'age minimum
a) s'il n'a atteint Page
d6livrance de
la delivrance
exige pour la
brevet;
ce brevet;
professionexperience professionsi son experience
b) si
nelle n'a eu la duree minimum
exigee pour la delivrance de
ce brevet;
c)
s'il n'a
n'a subi
succes les
les
avec succes
subi avec
c) s'il
examens organises et control& par 1'autorite
l'autorite compecomp&
tr6les
tente en vue de constater s'il
possede
n6cessaire
possede l'aptitude necessaire
pour
exercer les fonctions
pour exercer
correspondant au brevet
brevet aucorrespondant
quel il est candidat.

Requirements
Requirements
1. No person shall be granted
granted a
a certificate.
1.
certificate.
certificate
unless—
of competency
competency unlesscertificate of
(a)
reached the minimum
minimum
has reached
he has
(a) he
prescribed for the issue of
age prescribed
question;
the certificate
certificate in question;
professional experience has
his professional
(b) his
been
been of the minimum duraprescribed for the issue
tion prescribed
question;
of
the certificate
certificate in question;
of the
and
(c) he
examinathe examinapassed the
has passed
he has
(c)
organised and supertions organised
competent auvised by the competent
thority for the purpose of
testing whether he possesses
the qualifications
qualifications necessary
necessary
performing the duties corfor performing
responding to the certificate
certificate
responding
a candidate.
for which he is a

for
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2. National
National laws
laws or
or regulations
regulations
2.
shall—
shall-

(a) prescribe
prescribe a
to
age to
minimum age
a minimum
a)
fixer l'age
Peg° minimum
l'expe- (a)
et l'expeminimum et
a) fixer
a
have
been attained
attained by
and a
by and
have been
Hence
professionnelle a
aexiger
exiger
rience professionnelle
minimum
profesof profesperiod of
minimum period
des
catechaque cat&
candidats aa. chaque
des candidats
have been
to have
sional experience
experience to
sional
gorie
de brevets
de capacite;
capacit6;
brevets de
gorie de
completed
for
candidates for
by candidates
completed by
each grade
grade of
of competency
competency
each
certificate;
certificate;
(b)
provide
for the
organisation
the organisation
for
provide
(b)
conb)
prevoir
Porganisation
et
le
conle
et
l'organisation
b) pr6voir
and supervision
supervision by
the comby the
and
treile par
Pautorite comp&
comppar l'autorit6
tr6le
petent authority
authority of
one or
of one
petent
plusieurs
tente d'un
d'un ou
de plusieurs
ou de
tente
more examinations
the
for the
examinations for
more
examens en
vue de
de constater
constater
en vue
examens
purpose
whether
testing whether
of testing
purpose of
Si les
aux brevets
candidats aux
les candidats
si
candidates
for competency
competency
candidates for
de
l'aptipossedent l'apticapacit6 possedent
de capacite
certificates
possess the
qualithe qualicertificates possess
tude
pour les
fonctions
les fonctions
exigee pour
tude exigee
perfor
fications
necessary
for
necessary
fications
correspondant
aux
brevets
brevets
aux
correspondant
forming
the duties correforming the
auxquels us
candidats.
sont candidats.
ils sont
auxquels
sponding to
to the
the certificates
certificates
sponding
for which
are candidates.
candidates.
they are
which they
for
Issuance of certifiO eexam=
cates without
ination.
'nation.

3. Tout Membre de l'Organisation pout,
pendant tine
periode de
de
une periode
peut, pendant
tion
de sa
trois ans
partir de
de la,
as
date de
la date
ans a.a partir
trois
des brevets
ratification, delivrer
d6livrer des
ratification,
personnes qui
de capacite
aux personnes
capacite aux
de
passe les examens organ'ont pas passe
n'ont
2 b)
paragraphe 2
nis6s
nises en vertu du paragraph°
present article,
du present
article, pourvu:

3.
the OrganOrganof the
Member of
Any Member
3. Any
of
isation
may, during
during a
period of
a period
isation may,
from the date of its
three
years from
three years
ratification,
issue competency
competency cerratification, issue
have not
who have
tificates to
to persons
persons who
tificates
examinations organised
passed the
the examinations
organised
passed
in virtue
virtue of paragraph 22 (b) of
in
Article whothis
who—
this Article

(a) have
have in
in fact had sufficient
sufficient
possedent (a)
personnes possedent
ces personnes
a)
quo ces
a) quo
practical experience
experience of the
practical
en fait une experience
en
experience praduties corresponding
corresponding to the
la fonction
fonction
duties
de is
tique
suffisante de
tique suffisante
certificate
in question;
question; and
and
certificate in
correspondant
correspondant aux brevets
dont
il s'agit;
dont il
s'agit;
(b) have
have no
record of any serious
no record
b)
qu'aucune faute
technique (b)
b) qu'aucune
against them.
technical error
error against
technical
n'ait et6
grave n'ait
ete relev6e
relevee contre
grave
ces
personnes.
ces personnes.
ARTICLE
5.
ARTICLE 5.

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

1. Tout Membre
la
1. Each
Each Member
Member which ratifies
1.
Membre ratifiant is
shall ensure its
this Convention
Convention shall
its
present° convention
convention doit en as- this
presente
enforcement by an efficient
due enforcement
efficient
surer, par un systeme d'inspection
d'inspection due
efficace,
1' application effective.
system
system of
of inspection.
inspection.
efficace, l'application
Detention of vessels.
2. La legislation nationale doit
Detentionofvessels.
2. National
National laws
laws or regulations
regulations
2.
which
for the cases in which
provide for
prevoir les cas dans lesquels les shall
shall provide
pr6voir
may
autorites d'un Membre
Membre peuvent the
the authorities
authorities of
of a
aMember
Member may
arreter tout navire immatricule
immatricule detain
detain vessels
vessels registered
registered in its terterritoire en raison d'une ritory
of a
a breach
breach of
dans son territoire
ritory on
on account
account of
la the
infraction aux dispositions de is
infraction
Convention.
the provisions
provisions of
this Convention.
of this
present°
presente convention.
b eCommunication
3. Lorsque
icatn betComw
Lorsque les autorites d'un
authorities of aa
3.
Where the authoriticis
3. Where
tween Members.
la presente
presente Member
Membre
Membre ayant ratifie is
Member which has ratified this
infrac- Convention
une infraeconvention constatent
constatent tine
of its
a breach
breach of
find a
its
Convention find
Enforcement.
Enforcement.
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Ases dispositions
tion ft
dispositions sur un navire
irnmatricule dans le territoire
territoire d'un
immatricul6
d'un
autre Membre
Membre ayant egalement
egalement
ratifie la
autorites
ratifi6
la convention,
convention, ces autorites
devront en ref6rer
referer an
au consul du
Membre dans le territoire duquel
duquel
le navire est immatricule.
immatricule.

a vessel registered
registered
provisions on a
in the territory of another
another MemMember which has also ratified the
the
Convention,
Convention, the said authorities
shall communicate
communicate with the consul
consul
of the Member
Member in the territory
territory of
which the vessel is registered.
registered.

ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6.
6.

nationale doit
doit
1. La legislation nationale
determiner les sanctions,
sanctions, p6nales
penales
ou disciplinaires,
ft appliquer
appliquer dans
disciplinaires, A
dans
les cas oi
lea
ou lea
les dispositions
dispositions de la
presents convention
presente
convention ne sont pas
respectees.
respectees.
penales ou dis2. Ces sanctions p6nales
disciplinaires doivent etre prevues
prevues
notamment contre:
contre:
notamment
a) l'armateur
Parmateur ou son agent, le
capitaine ou is
capitaine
le patron engapersonne non titugeant une personne
laire du brevet exige
exige par la
la
presents convention;
convention;
presente
patron laisb) le capitaine ou le patron
laissant exercer l'une
fonel'une des
des fonctions definies
ft l'article
l'article 2
2 de
d6finies A
convention par
la presente
presente convention
par
une personne non titulaire
d'un brevet correspondant
correspondant au
moms
fonction;
moins ftAcette fonction;
c) les personnes obtenant par
par
fraude ou fausses pieces un
engagement
engagement pour exercer l'une
l'une
des fonctions definies A
aPartil'article 2
2 de la presente convention sans etre titulaires du
brevet requis a
ft cet effet.

1.
1. National laws or regulations
regulations
shall prescribe
prescribe penalties or disciplinary measures
measures for cases in
in
which the provisions of this Convention are not respected.

ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.

ARTICLE 7.
ARTICLE
7.

ter1. En ce qui concerns
concerne lea
les territoires
mentionnes
par
l'article
ritoires mentionnes
l'article
35 de
Constitution de
de la
la Constitution
de l'Orgal'Organisation internationale
internationale du TraTraMembre de
l'Organisavail, tout Membre
de l'Organisation qui ratifie
ratifie la presents
presente convenconvention doit accompagner
accompagner sa ratificaratification d'une declaration
declaration faisant
faisant
connattre:
connaItre:

1.
respect of
of the
territories
1. In respect
the territories
referred to in Article 35
referred
35 of the
Constitution of the International
Constitution
International
Labour Organisation,
Organisation, each MemMemwhich
ber of the Organisation
Organisation which
ratifies this Convention
Convention shall append to its ratification
ratification a
a declaration stating:

2. In particular,
particular, such penalties
or disciplinary
shall be
disciplinary measures shall
be
prescribed for cases
cases in which—
which-

(a) aa shipowner,
shipowner, shipowner's
shipowner's
agent, master or skipper has
has
engaged
engaged aa person not certificated as required by this
Convention;
Convention;
(b) aa master or skipper has
has
allowed any of the duties
defined in Article 2
2 of this
Convention to be performed
performed
by
by a
a person not holding
holding the
the
corresponding
corresponding or aa superior
superior
certificate;
certificate;
obtained by
(c) a
a person
person has
has obtained
(c)
forged documents
fraud or forged
documents an
an
engagement to
engagement
to perform
perform any
any
of the duties defined in
the
in the
said Article 2
2 without holdrequisite certificate.
ing the requisite
certificate.

a) lea
les tenitoires
territoires pour lesquels il (a) the territories
territories in respect
respect of
s'engage ftA appliquer sans
which it
which
it undertakes to
to apply
modifications les dispositions
modifications
dispositions
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the Conde la convention;
convention;
vention without modification;
modification;
193470*-41—PT. 11-29
193470--41--Pr.
I--29

Penalties or disciPenalties
plinary
plinary measures.
measures.

specified.
Cases specified.

Declaration
Declaration to
to he
he
appended to
to ratificaratificaappended
tion.
tion.
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b)
pour lesquels
il
b) les
les territoires
territoires pour
lesquels il
s'engage
a appliquer
les disdiss'engage &
appliquer les
positions
la convention,
convention,
positions de
de la
avec des
des modifications,
modifications, et
avec
et en
en
quoi
modiquoi consistent
consistent lesdites
lesdites modifications;
fications;
e) les
les territoires
territoires pour
c)
pour lesquels
lesquels lii
la
convention est
est inapplicable
inapplicable
convention
et, dans
cas, les
les raisons
raisons
et,
dans ces
ces cas,
pour lesquelles
elle est
inpour
lesquelles elle
est inapplicable;
applicable;
d) les
lesquels ii
d)
les territoires
territoires pour
pour lesquels
il
reserve sa
sa decision.
decision.

(b)
the territories
in respect
respect of
(b) the
territories in
of
which it
undertakes to
which
it undertakes
to apply
apply
the
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the ConConvention
subject to
to modificavention subject
modifications
together with
with details
details
tions, together
of
said modifications;
modifications;
of the
the said
(c) the
the territories
in respect
respect of
of
(c)
territories in
which
the Convention
which the
Convention is
is ininapplicable and
cases
applicable
and in
in such
such cases
the grounds
grounds on
on which
which it
the
it is
is
inapplicable;
inapplicable;
(d) the
the territories
in respect
(d)
territories in
respect of
of
which
reserves its
its decision.
decision.
which it
it reserves

2. Les
Les engagements
mentionn4s
2.
engagements mentionnes
aux alineas
alineas a)
a) et
du premier
aux
et b)
b) du
premier
paragraphs du
du present
paragraphe
present article
article seseront
reputes partie
integrant° de
de
ront reputes
partie integrante
la ratification
des
la
ratification et
et porteront
porteront des
effete identiques.
identiques.
effets
3.
Tout Membre
re3. Tout
Membre pourra
pourra renoncer par
nouvelle declaranoncer
par une
une nouvelle
d6claration A tout
tout ou
ou partie
partie des
des reserves
reserves
contenues
dans sa
sa declaration
declaration antecontenues dans
antrieure en
c)
rieure
en vertu
vertu des
des alineas
alineas b),
b), c)
ou d) du paragraphs
ou
du
paragraphe premier
premier du
present article.
present
article.

2.
undertakings referred
referred to
2. The
The undertakings
to
in
sub-paragraphs (a)
(a) and
and (b)
(b) of
in sub-paragraphs
of
paragraph
of this
Article shall
shall
paragraph 1
1 of
this Article
be
deemed to
to be
be an
an integral
integral part
part
be deemed
of
ratification and
and shall
shall have
of the ratification
have
of ratification.
ratification.
the force
force of
3.
Member may
may by
3. Any
Any Member
by aasubsubsequent declaration
declaration cancel
cancel in
sequent
in
whole or
or in
part any
whole
in part
any reservations
reservations
original declaration
made in its original
declaration in
in
virtue
sub-paragraphs (b),
(b), (c)
virtue of
of sub-paragraphs
(c)
or
(d) of
of paragraph
paragraph 1
1 of
this
or (d)
of this
Article.
Article.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

Les ratifications
officielles de
la
Les
ratifications officielles
de la
presente convention
presents
convention seront comcorninuniqu6es au Secretaire
Secr6taire general
inuniquees
general
Societ6 des Nations et par
de la Societe
enregistrees.
lui enregistrees.

ratifications of
of this
this
The formal ratifications
Convention shall
Convention
communishall be
be communicated to the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
the
the League
for regisLeague of Nations for
registration.
tration.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.

ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

Scope.

1.
1. La
La presente
presente convention
convention no
ne
liera que
quo les Membres
Membres de l'Organiinternationale du Travail
sation internationals
Travail
dont la ratification
ete enenratification aura
aura ete
registr6e par le Secretaire
Secr6taire general.
registree

Effective
Effective date.
date.

2.
2. Elle entrera en vigueur douze
mois apres
apres quo
que les
de
les ratifications
ratifications de
deux Membres auront &Le
ete enregisenregisSecretaire general.
trees par le Secretaire

1. This Convention
1.
Convention shall be
be
binding only
Members
only upon those
those Members
International Labour
of the International
OrLabour Organisation whose ratifications
ratifications have
been registered
the SecretarySecretaryregistered with the
General.
General.
2. It
It shall
shall come
come into force
force
twelve months after the
the date on
on
which the
which
the ratifications
ratifications of
of two
two
Members
Members have been registered
registered
with the Secretary-General.
Secretary-General.
3. Thereafter, this Convention
Convention
shall come into force for any
Member
Member twelve
twelve months
the
months after the
date on which
which its ratification
ratification has
has
been registered.
been
registered.

Bubsequent
ubsequent declaradedarations.

Ratifications,
regis-Ratifications, tegis
tration.
tration.

3.
3. Par la suite, cette convention
convention
entrera en vigueur pour chaque
chaque
Membre douze mois apres
in date
apres la
oh sa ratification
oi
ratification aura
60 enaura ete
enregistree.
registree.
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ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE
10.

ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE
10.

Aussitot
quo les ratifications de
Aussitbt que
deux Membres
Membres de l'Organisation
l'Organisation
auront
internationale du Travail auront
internationale
ete
ge6te enregistrees,
enregistr6es, le Secretaire
Secr6taire g6Societe des Nations
Nations
neral de
de la Societe
notifiera ce
notifiera
ce fait
fait a
Atous les
les Membres
Membres
de
POrganisation internationale
internationale
de l'Organisation
du Travail. Il
Illeur
no tifiera egaleleur notifiera
ment
Penregistrement des ratifiratifiment l'enregistrement
cations
qui
lui
seront
ulterieurecations qui lui seront ult4rieuretous aucommuniquees par thus
ment communiquees
l'Organisation.
de l'Organisation.
tres Membres
Membres de

ratifications of
As soon as the ratifications
International
two Members
Members of the International
Labour
have been
Labour Organisation
Organisation have
registered,
registered, the Secretary-General
Secretary-General
of the League
League of Nations
Nations shall so
notify
Members of
notify all the
the Members
of the
the
International Labour
OrganisaInternational
Labour Organisalikewise notify
tion. Ile
He shall likewise
them
of
the
registration
of ratifiratifithem of the registration of
cations which may be communications
cated subsequently
other Memcated
subsequently by other
bers
Organisation.
the Organisation.
bers of
of the

ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.

1.
Membre ayant ratifi6
ratifie
1.
1. Tout Mlembre
1. A
A Member
Member which has ratified
la
presente
convention
peut
la
this
Convention
may denounce
denounce it
la pr6sente convention peut la this Convention may
after
the
expiration
of
ten years
years
denoncer a
l'expiration d'une pépe- after the expiration of ten
denoncer
& l'expiration
which the Conon which
from the date on
la date
date from
ann6es apres
apres la
riode de dix
dix annees
vention first comes into force,
force,
en vigueur initiale vention
de la
la mise
mise en
communicated to the
convention, par
by an
an act communicated
par un
un acte by
de la convention,
communique
Secretary-General of the League
general Secretary-General
au Secretaire
Secr6taire general
communique au
registration. Such
Such
de
of Nations
Nations for registration.
par of
Nations, et
et par
Societe des Nations,
de la Societe
lui enregistre.
effect
shall not take effect
denunciation shall
La denonciation
denonciation denunciation
enregistre. La
lui
date on
year after the date
no
until one year
annee until
qu'une annee
prendra effet qu'une
ne prendra
which
it is registered.
which it
apres
ete enregistree.
enregistr6e.
apres avoir
avoir 6et
2.
Member which
which has rati2. Each Member
2.
ratifie
ayant ratifi6
Tout Membre
Membre ayant
2. Tout
fled this
this Convention
which
and which
Convention and
convention qui, dans fied
la presente
presente convention
within the year followfollownot, within
does not,
alai d'une ann6e
armee apres l'ex- does
le d6lai
expiration of the period
period
piration de
de la
la periode
p6riode de
de dix
dix ing the expiration
piration
preyears
mentioned
in
the
mentioned
ten
years
ann6es
mentionnee
paragraphe
of
au
pnragraphe
ann6es mentionn6e
ceding
paragraph,
exercise
the
the
exercise
paragraph,
ceding
prec6dent, ne fera pas usage de la
la
precedent,
provided
denunciation
provided
of
denunciation
right
faculte de d6nonciation
denonciation prevue
pr6vue par
facult6
Article, will be bound
bound
this Article,
article sera lie pour une for in this
le present
present artkle
and,
ten years and,
another period of ten
periode de
de dix annees,
annees, et, for another
nouvelle periode
denounce this
may denounce
thereafter, may
pourra denoncer
denoncer la thereafter,
par la
la suite, pourra
expiration of
of
the expiration
at the
Convention at
present° convention
convention 6,a l'expira- Convention
presente
years under
under the
of ten years
each period
period of
tion
periode de
de dix each
tion de
de chaque
chaque periode
for in
in this Article.
provided for
terms provided
annees dans
pre- terms
conditions prles conditions
dans les
ann6es
article.
vues au present article.
ARTICLE 12.
12.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
12.
ARTICLE 12.

A
l'expiration de chaque
chaque periode
periode
A l'expiration
de
*milks &
a, compter
compter de Penl'ende dix
dix annees
presente contree en vigueur de la presente
vention,
Conseil d'administrad'adninistravention, le Conseil
don du
international du
tion
du Bureau international
Travail
presenter A
a, la ConTravail devra presenter

At
the expiration
expiration of
of each
period
each period
At the
of
ten
years
after
the
coming
into
of ten years after the coming into
force
of
this
Convention,
the
Govforce of this Convention, the Governing
International
erning Body of the International
Labour
the
present to the
Office shall present
Labour Office
General Conference
Conference a
a report
report on
General

Notification
to
Notification to
Members.
Members.

Denunciation.
Denunciation.

Extensions.
Extensions.

Reports
10-year
Reports at 10-year
intervals.
intervals.
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ference
gen6rale un
sur
ference generale
un rapport
rapport sur
l'application
de la
la presente
conl'application de
pr6sente convention
et decidera
vention et
d6cidera s'il
s'il y
y a
a lieu
lieu
d'inscrire
a l'ordre
jour de
d'inscrire A
I'ordre du
du jour
de in
la
Conference
la question
sa reConference la
question de
de sa
revision
partielle.
vision totale
totale ou
ou partielle.

the working
of this
Convention
the
working of
this Convention
and shall
consider the
and
shall consider
the desirability
desirability
of
on the
the Agenda
the
of placing
placing on
Agenda of
of the
Conference
the question
its
Conference the
question of
of its
revision
in
whole
or
in
part.
revision in whole or in part.

ARTICLE 13.
ARTICLE
13.

ARTICLE 13.
13.

1. Au cas
cas oh.
oi in
la Conference
Conference
adopterait une nouvelle
nouvelle convenadopterait
convention
portant revision
totale ou
ou partion portant
revision totale
partielle
presents convention,
tielle de la
la presente
convention,
et a
a moins
moms que
quo la
in nouvelle
nouvelle conet
convention
no dispose
autrement:
vention ne
dispose autrement:

1.
the Conference
Conference adopt
1. Should
Should the
adopt
Convention revising
aa new
new Convention
revising this
this
Convention in
whole or
or in
in part,
part,
Convention
in whole
then, unless
new Convention
Convention
then,
unless the
the new
otherwise provides,
provides,
otherwise

ratification par
un Membre
a) is
la ratification
(a) the
the ratification
ratification by
Member
par un
Membre (a)
by a
a Member
nouvelle convention
de is
la nouvelle
convention
of
revising ConvenConvenof the
the new
new revising
portant
portant revision
entratnerait
revision entratnerait
tion shall ipso jure involve
involve
de
de plein droit,
droit, nonobstant
nonobstant
the immediate denunciation
denunciation
Particle
11 ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, &nonl'article 11
d6nonof this
this Convention,
of
Convention, notwithnotwithciation
immediate de
de la
is prepreciation immediate
standing the
the provisions
provisions of
of
sente convention,
sous reconvention, sous
r6above, if
if and
and when
Article 11 above,
when
serve que
quo la
is nouvelle
conserve
nouvelle conthe
revising Convention
the new
new revising
Convention
portant revision
revision soit
soit
vention portant
have come
come into
force;
shall have
into force;
entrée en
en vigueur;
vig-ueur;
entree
b)
is date
A partir
b) a
partir de
de la
date de
de Pentree
l'entree (b) as
date when
as from the
the date
when the
the new
new
nouvelle
en vigueur
vigueur de
de la
la nouvelle
revising
revising Convention
Convention comes
comes
convention
convention portant
portant revision,
revision,
into force
force this
Convention
this Convention
is presente
presente convention
la
convention cescesshall cease
cease to be
be open to
serait d'6tre
ouverte a
serait
d'etre ouverte
A is
la
ratification
ratification by the Members.
Members.
ratification des
ratification
des Membres.
Membres.
2. La presente
presente convention
convention dede2. This Convention shall
shall in any
any
meurerait
meurerait en tout cas en vigueur
vigueur case remain in
its actual
actual
in force
force in
in its
dans sa forme et
teneur pour
les form and content
et tencur
pour les
Memcontent for
for those
those MemMembres
Membres qui
l'auraient ratifiee
ratifide bers which have
qui l'auraient
ratified it
it but
have ratified
but
ratifieraient pas
con- have not ratified the
et qui ne ratifieraient
pas is
la conthe revising
revising
vention portant
portant revision.
revision.
vention
Convention.
Convention.
ARTICLE 14.
Texts,
Texts, authenticity.
authenticity.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 14.
14.

Les textes francais
francais et anglais
anglais
The French and English texts
de la pr6sente
presente convention
convention feront
feront of this Convention
Convention shall both be
foi l'un
l'un et l'autre.
l'autre.
authentic.
authentic.

AND WHEREAS it is provided
8 of the said draft convention
provided in Article 8
convention
that the formal ratifications
ratifications thereof shall be communicated
to the
the
communicated to
Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League of Nations for
registration and
in
for registration
and in
Article
Article 9
9 that the convention shall come into force
force twelve months
after the date
date on which the ratifications
ratifications of two Members of
the InterInterof the
national Labor Organization
Organization have been registered
the Secretaryregistered with
with the
SecretaryGeneral of the League of Nations,
General
Nations, and that thereafter
thereafter the convention
convention
shall come into force for any Member
shall
Member twelve months
months after the date on
on
registered;
which its ratification
ratification has been registered;
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AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
said draft convention
convention was duly ratified on the
AND
part of the United States of America subject to understandings
understandings as
part
follows:

1691
U. S. ratification
subject
understandsubject to understandings.
jugs*

"That the United States Government
Government understands
understands and construes the words 'vessels registered
registered in aa territory'
territory' appearing
appearing in
this convention
convention to include
include all vessels of the United States as
defined under
under the laws of the United States.
"That the United States Government
Government understands
conunderstands and
and construes the words 'maritime
navigation' appearing in this
'maritime navigation'
this convenconvenvention
vention to mean navigation on
seas only.
on the
the high
high seas
only.
"Nothing in this convention
"Nothing
convention shall be so construed
construed as
as to prevent
prevent
the authorities of the United States from making such inspection
inspection
referred to in article V, paragraph
paragraph 3, within the
of any vessel referred
the
jurisdiction of the United States, as may be necessary
necessary to
to determine
determine
that there has been
been a
a compliance with the
of this
the terms of
this convenconvenauthorities from withholding
tion, or to prevent
prevent such authorities
withholding clearance
clearance
to any such vessel which they find has not complied
complied with
with the
the proprovisions of the convention until such time as any such deficiency
deficiency
shall be corrected.
"That the provisions of this Convention shall apply
to all
apply to
all
territory over which the United
United States exercises jurisdiction
jurisdiction
Government of the Commonwealth
except the Government
of the
Commonwealth of
the Philippine
Philippine
Islands and the Panama
Panama Canal Zone, with respect to whicf
which this
Government reserves
Government
reserves its decision.";
decision.";
AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS the ratifications of
by
of the
the said
said draft convention
convention by

Ratification
by desRatification by
desi
gnated parties;
parties;effeceffecignated
tive
tive dates.
dates.

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the ratification of
convention by
by the
of the said draft convention
the

Registration of
S.
Reeistration
of U.
U.S.
ratification.
ratification.

Norway, New Zealand, Belgium, subject to subsequent
subsequent decisions
regarding application
regarding
application to the Belgian Congo and to territories
territories under
under
Belgian mandate, Estonia, Denmark, applicable
applicable to all Danish territories except Greenland,
Greenland, Brazil, and Egypt were registered
registered with the
Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League
League of Nations on July 7, 1937,
1937, March 29,
1938, April 11, 1938,
1938, June 20, 1938, July 13, 1938, October
October 12, 1938,
and May 20, 1939, respectively, and by such registrations the said
draft convention
convention became a
a formal convention
convention between
Norway and
between Norway
New Zealand on March 29, 1938, which came into force, pursuant
pursuant
to Article 9
9 thereof, between Norway and New Zealand on March
March 29,
1939, twelve months after the date on which the ratification
New
1939,
ratification of
of New
Zealand was registered with the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League
League of
Nations, and, pursuant to the same Article
Article came into force for
Belgium, Estonia and Denmark
Denmark on April 11, 1939, June 20, 1939 and
July 13, 1939, respectively,
respectively, and will come into force for Brazil on
on
October 12, 1939 and for Egypt on May 20, 1940;
1940;
United States of America,
America, subject to the understandings
understandings above recited was registered with the Secretary-General
League of
of
Secretary-General of the League
Nations on October 29, 1938;
1938;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS by such registration
registration the said convention
convention will
Will Come
come

into force,
force, pursuant to Article 9
9 thereof, for the United States of
America with respect to Norway, New Zealand,
Zealand, Belgium, Estonia,
Denmark
Denmark and Brazil on October 29, 1939, twelve months after the
date on which the ratification of the United States of America was
registered with the Secretary-General
registered
Secretary-General of the League of Nations, and,
pursuant to the same article,
article, will come into force for Egypt and other
Members
International Labor Organization
Members of the International
Organization whose ratifications

Effective
E
pe
ff
. ective date;
date;
scope.
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have been
been or
or may
may be
the Secretary-General
of the
the
have
be registered
registered with
with the
Secretary-General of
League
Nations subsequent
subsequent to
to October
October 29,
29, 1938,
twelve
months
League of
of Nations
1938, twelve months
after
the ratification
ratification has
or may
after the
the date
date on
on which
which the
has been
been or
may be
be registered
registered
in
each case;
case;
in each
AND WHEREAS
Exemptions
WHEREAS itit is provided
1 of the said
Exempt
ls.
ions for
for cerAND
provided in paragraph
paragraph 22of Article
Article 1
tain
vesse
in vessels.
tal
draft convention
convention that
or regulations
regulations may
may grant
draft
that national
national laws
laws or
grant excepexceptions or
exemptions in
vessels of
of less
less than
than 200
200 tons
tons gross
gross
tions
or exemptions
in respect
respect of
of vessels
registered tonnage;
tonnage;
registered

AND WHEREAS
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the United
United States
States of
an
AND
WHEREAS the
of America
America by
by an

Act, Public,
Public, No.
Congress, 1st
1st Session,
"AN ACT
ACT To
Act,
No. 16,
16, 76th
76th Congress,
Session, entitled
entitled "AN
To
exempt all
all vessels
vessels of
States of
than two
two hundred
tons
exempt
of the
the United
United States
of less
less than
hundred tons
gross
registered tonnage
tonnage from
from the
the Officers'
Compegross registered
the provisions
provisions of
of the
Officers' Competency Certificates
Certificates Convention,
1936 (being
(being International
tency
Convention, 1936
International Labor
Labor ConConference Treaty,
53, adopted
Internaference
Treaty, Convention
Convention Numbered
Numbered 53,
adopted by
by the
the International Labor
Geneva in
1936)," approved
approved March
29,
tional
Labor Conference
Conference at
at Geneva
in 1936),"
March 29,

460

u B•
s. c.,
1939 (53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 554),
554), did
did enact
enact that
U.
C. ,snpp.
BuPP. 1939
that

V
V,,
, I241.
241.

United States
hundred
". . vessels of
of the United
States of
of less than
than two hundred
tons gross
gross registered
registered tonnage
exempted from
from the
tons
tonnage are
are hereby
hereby exempted
the proprovisions of
such convention:
Provided, however,
That neither
neither .the
visions
of such
convention: Provided,
however, That
the
ratification of the
convention by
by the
the President
of the
United
ratification
the said
said convention
President of
the United
advice and
and consent
consent of the
States, nor the advice
the United
United States Senate
Senate
given thereto, nor
given
provision of the
as ratified,
nor any provision
the said
said convention
convention as
ratified,
nor
any provision
provision of
of this
this Act
shall be
be deemed
alter, amend,
nor any
Act shall
deemed to
to alter,
amend,
United States existing
at the
the time
time of
or repeal any statute
statute of
of the
the United
existing at
of
said ratification,
ratification, or thereafter enacted, with regard to any such
vessel of
tons gross
gross registered
registered tonnage.";
of less
less than two
two hundred
hundred tons
tonnage.";

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
Congress of
of the
United States
States of
America, by
by
AND
the Congress
the United
of America,
an Act,
Act, Public, No. 188,
Session, entitled
"AN
188, 76th
76th Congress,
Congress, 1st Session,
entitled "AN
ACT To make
make effective the provisions of the Officers'
Officers' Competency
Competency
C.
BuPP.
Certificates
Convention,
1936"
approved
July
17,
1939
(53
46
u.
C.
.
Buppl
Certificates
Convention,
1936"
approved
July
17,
1939
(53 Stat.
Stat.
v,
224a.
v
1049),
enact such
such legislation
legislation as
was required
give full
full force
1049), did
did enact
as was
required to
to give
force and
and
effect
to the
the aforesaid
convention;
effect to
the provisions
provisions of
of the
aforesaid convention;
Prclamation.
NOW,
Proclamation.
Now, THEREFORE, be
be it
it known
Franklin D.
Roosevelt,
known that
that I,
I, Franklin
D. Roosevelt,

President
President of the United States of
of America,
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said
said
convention to be made public to the end that the same and every
convention
article and clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled in good faith
thereof, except in
by the United States of America
America and the citizens thereof,
respect of vessels of the United States of less than two hundred
hundred tons
subject to the
gross registered tonnage, on and from October
October 29, 1939,
1939, subject
the
understandings above
above recited
understandings
legislation which
been
recited and
and to the legislation
which has
has been
enacted to make effective the provisions of the said convention
convention on
on the
the
part of the United
United States of
of America.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I
N TESTIMONY
hereunto set
and caused
I have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this
twenty-ninth day
day of
Septemthis twenty-ninth
of September in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
[SEAL]
and thirty-nine
[s&
thirty-nine and of the Independence
United
Independence of
of the
the United
States of America
the
one
hundred
and
sixty-fourth.
America
hundred
By the President:
President:
COBDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
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Convention
the United
United States of America
and other members of
America and
between the
Convention between
shipowners' liability
respecting shipowners'
the
Organization respecting
liability
Labor Organization
InternationalLabor
the International
death of seamen. Adopted by the Genor death
in
case of
of sickness, injury, or
in case
Organization, twenty-first
InternationalLabor Organization,
eral Conference
Conference of the International
eral
Senate
advised by the Senate
1936; ratification
session, Geneva,
ratification advised
October 24, 1936;
Geneva, October
session,
1938; ratiof the
United States,
States, subject to understandings,
ratiunderstandings, June 13, 1988;
the United
of
States, subject to the said
fied
by the
President of the United
said underunderUnited States,
the President
fied by
United States of America
standings, August
1988; ratification
ratification of the United
15,1938;
August 15,
standings,
October
Nations October
League of Nations
registered with
Secretary-Generalof the League
the Secretary-General
with the
registered
States Septem29,
proclaimed by
President of the United States
by the President
1938; proclaimed
29, 1938;
ber
1939.
ber 29, 1939.
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[T.
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S. No.
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AMERICA
STATES
UNITED S
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

with regard to the liability
W
HEREAS a
a draft
convention (No.
55) with
liability
(No. 55)
draft convention
WHEREAS
or
injury,
of
the
shipowner
in
case
of
sickness,
injury,
death
of
seamen,
was
sickness,
of
case
in
shipowner
the
of
hundred
adopted
on
the
twenty-fourth
October
hundred
and
nineteen
of
day
twenty-fourth
adopted on the
International
of
thirty-six,
by
the
General
Conference
the
International
Labor
Conference
General
thirty-six, by the
Organization
at its
twenty-first session held at Geneva October 6-24,
its twenty-first
Organization at
communicated by
1936,
a
certified
copy
of which
convention, communicated
draft convention,
which draft
1936, a certified copy of
conformity
in conformity
acting
the
Secretary-General
of
the
League
of
Nations,
acting
the Secretary-General of the League
Constitution
of
with
the
requirements
in
the
nineteenth
Article
the
of
with the requirements in the nineteenth
the
of
the
International
Labor
Organization,
to
the
Government
the International Labor Organization, to the Government
United
States of
America as
Member of
Organization, is,
of the said Organization,
a Member
as a
of America
United States
in
French and
and English
languages, word for word as follows:
English languages,
the French
in the
La Conference
g6nerale de
Conf6rence generale
La
l'Organisation internationale
internationale du
l'Organisation
Travail,
Convoquee
a Geneve par le
Convoqu6e A
Conseil
d'administration du BuConseil d'administration
reau
international du Travail, et
reau international
s'y
etant
le 66 octobre 1936
r6unie le
s'y 6tant reunie
unieme session,
sa vingt et unierne
en sa

d'adopter
Apres avoir decide
d6cide d'adopter
Apres
diverses propositions
propositions relatives aux
diverses
obligations de l'armateur
l'arrnateur en cas
obligations
de
d'accident ou de
maladie, d'accident
de maladie,
question
dee&
de mer, question
gens de
des gens
deces des
est comprise dans le deuxieme
qui est

The
General Conference
Conference of the
The General
International Labour
Labour OrganisaOrganisaInternational
tion,
tion,

at
Having
convened
Having been convened
Geneva by the
Governing Body
the Governing
Geneva
Office,
International Labour Office,
of the International
and having met in its Twentyfirst Session
Session on
October 1936,
6 October
on 6
first
and
Having decided
decided upon
upon the adopHaving
tion of
of certain
proposals with
certain proposals
tion
regard
to the
of the shipliability of
the liability
regard to
owner
sickness, injury or
of sickness,
case of
in case
owner in
death
seamen, which is indeath of seamen,
cluded
the second item on the
in the
cluded in
Agenda
Agenda of the Session, and

la
point aa l'ordre
du jour de is
l'ordre du
point
session,
Having determined
determined that these
Having
Apres avoir
avoir decide
que ces
decid6 quo
Apres
a
proposals shall take the form of a
propositions prendraient
prendraient la forme proposals
propositions
Draft
International
Convention,
inter- Draft International Convention,
d'un projet de
de convention Interd'un
nationale,
nationale.

Shipowners'
LiabilShipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured
Seamen)
Convention,
Seamen) Convention,
1936.
Preamble.
Preamble.

General
Conference,
General Conference,
International
Labor
International Labor
Organization.
Organization.
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Adoption of
of Draft
Draft
Convention.

Application.
Application.

Exceptions
Exceptions by
by nanational law
law or
or regulational
regulation permitted.
permitted.
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adopte, ce vingt-quatrieme
vingt-quatrieme jour
jour
d'octobre
neuf cent
cent trente-six,
trente-six,
d'octobre mil
mil neuf
le
convention ci-apres
le projet
projet de
de convention
ci-apres
qui
sera
denomme
Convention sur
sur
qui sera d6nomm6 Convention
les obligations
obligations de
l'armateur
les
de 1'armateur en
en
cas de
maladie ou
d'accident des
cas
de maladie
ou d'accident
des
gens de
1936:
gens
de mer,
mer, 1936:

adopts,
this twenty-fourth
adopts, this
twenty-fourth day
day of
of
October
of
the
year
one
thousand
October of the year one thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six,
the
nine
thirty-six, the
following Draft
Convention
which
following
Draft Convention which
may
be cited
cited as
as the
the Shipowners'
may be
Shipowners'
Liability
(Sick and
Injured SeaSeaLiability (Sick
and Injured
men)
Convention, 1936:
men) Convention,
1936:

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.

ARTICLE 1.
ARTICLE
1.

1.
presente
convention
1. La
La
presente
convention
s'applique
ft toute
toute personne
s'applique A
personne ememployee
bord d'un
d'un navire,
navire, autre
autre
ploy6e Aft bord
qu'un navire
de guerre,
qu'un
navire de
guerre, immatriimmatricule dans
dans un territoire
territoire pour
pour leleconvention est
quel la present°
pr6sente convention
est
en vigueur
vigueur et
qui effectue
habiet qui
effectue habituellement
tuelleraent one
mariune navigation
navigation maritime.
time.
2. Toutefois,
Toutefois, tout
de
tout Membre
Membre de
l'Organisation
l'Organisation internationale
internationale du
du
pr6voir dans sa
Travail pourra prevoir
legislation nationale
nationale telles
tones excepexceptions qu'il estimerait
necessaires
estimerait n6cessaires
en cc
ce qui concerne:
conceme:

1. This
This Convention
Convention applies
to
1.
applies to
all persons
employed on
all
persons employed
on board
board any
any
ship of
vessel, other
other than
than aa ship
of war,
war,
registered
in a
a territory
which
registered in
territory for
for which
this Convention
force and
this
Convention is
is in
in force
and
ordinarily
maritime
ordinarily engaged
engaged in
in maritime
navigation.
navigation.

Provided that
that any
2. Provided
any Member
Member
of the
of
the International
International Labour
Labour OrganOrganisation
may in
in its
isation may
its national
national laws
laws
or regulations
make such
such excepregulations make
excepas it
it deems
deems necessary
necessary in
tions as
in
respect ofof—
respect

a) les personnes employees A
ft bord: (a)
(a) persons
persons employed
employed on
board,
on board,
1) des
i)
des navires
navires appartenant
appartenant aft
(i)
public authorauthor(i) vessels of public
une autorite
autorite publique
publique lorsque
lorsque
ities when
ities
when such vessels
vessels are
are
ces navires
pas une
ces
navires n'ont
n'ont pas
une
not
not engaged
engaged in
in trade;
trade;
affectation commerciale;
commerciale;
ii) des bateaux de peche cOtiere;
II)
c6tiere;
coastwise fishing
boats;
(ii) coastwise
fishing boats;
iii) des bateaux
bateaux d'une jauge
jauge
less than
(iii) boats of less
than twentytwentybrute inferieure
inferieure &
ft vingt-cinq
vingt-cinq
five tons gross tonnage;
tonnage;
tonneaux;
tonneaux;
iv) des bateaux
bateaux en
en bois
bois de
de
(iv) wooden ships of
of primitive
primitive
construction
primitive, tels
tels
construction primitive,
build such as dhows
dhows and
and
que des "dhows"
quo
"dhows" et
et jonques;
jonques;
junks;
junks;
b) les personnes employees Aft bord (b) persons employed
on board
by
employed on
board by
pour le compte d'un employan employer
employer other
other than
than the
the
eur autre que
quo l'armateur;
l'armateur;
shipowner;
shipowner;
c)
c) les personnes employees,
employees, ex- (c) persons
employed solely
persons employed
solely in
in
clusivement
clusivement dans
dans les
les ports,
ports, a
a
ports in
in repairing,
cleaning,
ports
repairing, cleaning,
la reparation, an
au nettoyage,
loading
loading or
or unloading
unloading vessels;
vessels;
au chargement
ou an
an
chargement on
deau dechargement
chargement des navires;
navires;
d) les membres
membres de la
la famille
famine de
de (d) members
shipowner's
members of the shipowner's
l'armateur;
l'armateur;
family;
family;
e)
e) les
les pilotes.
(e) pilots.
(e)
pilots.
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ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
2,
ARTICLE 2,

1. Les
Les obligations
de l'armateur
l'armateur
1.
obligations de
1.
1. The shipowner shall be liable
ofdoivent
in respect of—
couvrir les risques:
doivent couvrir

Liability
Liability
owner.

a)
sickness and
and injury
injury occurring
d'accident sursur- (a)
a) de maladie ou d'accident
occurring
(a) sickness
stipule()
between the date
venus entre la date stipul6e
specified in
date specified
between
dans
contrat d'engagement
the
for
dans le contrat
d'engagement
agreement for
the articles
articles of agreement
reporting for
duty and
and the
the
commencement du
le commencement
pour le
for duty
reporting
service et l'expiration
l'expiration de 1'enl'entermination
service
engagetermination of the engagegagement;
ment;
gagement;
ment;
resulting from
such
b)
aces resultant
from such
d'une telle
telle (b)
b) de
de deces
resultant d'une
(b) death
death resulting
sickness
or
injury.
maladie
ou
d'un
tel
tel
accident.
maladie ou d'un
sickness or injury.

Sickness and injury
Sickness
during term of employment.
ployment.

2. Provided
2.
Toutefois, la legislation
nathat national laws
legislation na2.
Provided that
2. Toutefois,
may make
excepmake exceptionale peut
pout prevoir
excep- or
regulations may
prevoir des excepor regulations
tionale
tions in respect
respect of:
of:
tions:
tions
tions:

Exceptions
naExceptions by national law or
or regulational
tion
permitted.
tion permitted.

of

shipship-

death.
Resultant death.

injury incurred
otherwise than
a)
incurred otherwise
(a) injury
qui n'est
n'est pas (a)
l'accident qui
a) pour
pour l'accident
in
service of the ship;
in the
the service
navire;
service du navire;
survenu au service
injury or
or sickness
the
sickness due to the
(b) injury
b)
l'accident ou la maladie
rualadie (b)
b) pour l'accident
wilful act, default
misbeor misbedefault or
wilful
imputable A,
acte intenintenA un
un acte
imputable
injured
haviour of the sick, injured
faute intenintentionnel ou a,A une faute
or
person;
al'inconduite
Pinconduite du
or deceased
deceased person;
tionnelle ou A
malade, du blesse ou du decede;
infirmity intenc) pour
pour la
maladie ou
l'infirmit6 (c) sickness or infirmity
ou Pinfirmite
la maladie
c)
tionally concealed
concealed when the
the
tionally
dissimulee volontairement
volontairement au
dissimulee
engagement
is
entered
into.
is
entered
engagement
moment
de
l'engagement.
moment de 1'engagement.
3.
regulations
laws or regulations
National laws
3. National
3.
La legislation
legislation national()
peut
nationale pout
3. La
provide that
shipowner
that the shipowner
may provide
prevoir que
quo les obligations de may
prevoir
not be
be liable
liable in
respect of
in respect
shall not
Parmateur ne
no s'appliqueront
s'appliqueront pas shall
l'armateur
directly attribor death directly
sickness, or
concerne la maladie, ni sickness,
en ce qui concerne
utable
sickness,
if at the time
sickness,
to
utable
en
ce
qui
concerne
le
dee&
impudeces
le
concerne
ce
qui
en
of
the
engagement
person emthe
engagement
of
the
table
directement
11,
maladie,
A
la
table directement
ployed
refused
to
be
medically
medically
be
to
refused
ployed
lorsque
la
personne
employee
a
a
lorsque la personne employee
examined.
examined.
refuse
de se
se soumettre
un examen
examen
soumettre Aaun
refuse de
medical
au moment de l'engage1'engagemedical au
ment.
3.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

Refusal to be medimediRefusal
cally
cally examined.
examined.

For
the purpose
of this
Conventhis Convenpurpose of
For the
Aux
fins de
presente convende la
la presente
Aux fins
tion,
medical
mainteand
care
medical
tion,
tion
Passistance
a,
la
charge
de
charge
A
la
l'assistance
tion
nance
at
the
expense
the
shipthe
shipof
expense
at
the
nance
l'armateur
comprend:
comprend:
l'armateur
owner comprises:

Medical care and
o and
.medina ctscope.
maintenance,

(a) medical
treatment and the
medical treatment
a)
le traitement
traitement medical
et la (a)
medical et
a) le
supply
of
proper
and sufficient
sufficient
proper and
of
supply
fourniture des medicaments
medicaments
fourniture
medicines
therapeutical
therapeutical
and
medicines
et autres
th6rapeutimoyens therapeutiautres moyens
et
appliances;
appliances; and
ques de
quantite
et quantit6
qualitd et
de qualite
ques
suffisantes;
suffisantes;
(b) board
and lodging.
lodging.
board and
(b)
b)
nourriture et
et le logement.
b) la nourriture
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ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.

ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

1. The
shipowner shall
shall be
be liable
liable
1.
The shipowner
to
defray the
medical
to defray
the expense
expense of
of medical
care
and maintenance
maintenance until
until the
the
care and
sick
or
injured
person
been
has been
sick or injured person has
cured,
or until
sickness or
until the
the sickness
or
cured, or
incapacity
has
been
declared
of aa
incapacity has been declared of
permanent character.
character.
permanent
Limitation
2.
Provided
that national
national laws
laws
Limitation per2.
Toutefois,
that
legislation
la
2.
Provided
namitted.
mitted.
or
regulations
may
limit
the
liamay
limit
the
liaor
regulations
tionale
pent
prevoir
quo
l'assistionale peut pr6voir que l'assisbility
of
the
shipowner
to
defray
defray
shipowner
to
bility
of
the
tance
A,
la
charge
de
l'armateur
tance A la charge de l'armateur
the expense
expense of
and
sera
è. une
of medical
medical care
care and
sera limit&
limitee A
une period°
periode qui
qui no
ne the
maintenance to
to aa period
which
period which
pourra
etre inferieure
inferieure a
seize sese- maintenance
A seize
pourra etre
be less
sixteen
not be
less than
than sixteen
maines A
è. partir
partir du
jour de
de l'accishall not
l'acci- shall
maines
du jour
weeks
dent
debut de
de la
la maladie.
the day
day of
of the
the injury
injury
maladie.
weeks from
from the
ou du
du d6but
dent ou
or the
the sicksickof the
or
the commencement
commencement of
ness.
ness.
Provisions where
3.
Provided also
if there
there
that, if
3. Provided
also that,
3.
un syssysexiste un
s'il exists
outre, s'il
En outre,
3. En
compulsory sikns
sickness
compulsory
insurance,
etc., isse in
nsurancet,
in teme
tme
d'assurance-maladie obligais
in
force in
in the
territory
in
which
d'assurance-maladie
obligais
in
force
the
territory
in
which
force.
a scheme
scheme
the vessel
vessel is
is registered
registered a
toire, un
un system°
toire,
systeme d'assurance-accid'assurance-acci- the
dents
ou un
to seamen
obligatoire ou
un system°
systeme applying
of compulsory
compulsory
dents obligatoire
seamen of
applying to
de reparation
accidents du
sickness insurance,
acdes accidents
du tratra- sickness
insurance, compulsory
compulsory acde
reparation des
vail,
on vigueur
vigueur pour
les cident
qui soit
soit en
pour lea
vail, qui
cident insurance
insurance or workmen's
workmen's
marina
le territoire
territoire oft
for accidents,
accidents, nanamarins dens
dans le
oi le
le compensation
compensation for
navire
imraatricule, la
navire eat
est immatricule,
la legislalegisla- tional
or regulations
regulations may
tional laws
laws or
may
tion nationale
nationals pout
prevoir:
provide—
tion
peut pr6voir:
providePeriod ofliability.
Periodofliability.

L'assistance doit
etre A
1.1. L'assistance
doit etre
A la
la
charge de
de l'armateur
l'armateur jusqu'A
jusqu guericharge
gu6rison du
du malade
ou du
du bless6,
bless& ou
ou
son
malade ou
jusqu'A
constatation du
du caractere
caractere
jusqu'a constatation
permanent de
la maladie
maladie ou
permanent
de la
ou de
de
l'incapacite.
l'incapacit6.

a) quo
l'armateur cessera
a)
que l'armateur
cessera d'être
d'etre (a)
(a)
responsable
responsable a
A Pegard
l'egard d'une
d'une
personne malade
malade ou
ou blessee
bless& a
personne
A
partir du
oft cette
partir
du moment
moment oi
cette
personne a
adroit
A. Passistance
personne
droit A
l'assistance
medical°
en vertu
vertu du
system°
medicale en
du systeme
d'assurance ou
ou de
d'assurance
de reparation;
reparation;
b) que
quo l'armateur
cessera d'être
b)
l'armateur cessera
d'etre (b)
responsable,
responsable, a
A partir
partir du
du momoment prescrit
prescrit par la loi pour
pour
l'octroi
mel'octroi de
de l'assistance
l'assistance medicale en vertu du systeme
systeme
d'assurance ou
de reparation
d'assurance
ou de
r6paration
aux beneficiah•es
dudit syssysaux
ben6ficiaires dudit
teme, memo
lorsque la
teme,
meme lorsque
la perpersonne malade ou blessee
Bonne
bless& n'est
n'est
pas
pas elle-mgme
elle-meme couverte
convert° par
par
co systeme,
systeme, a
la condition
ce
a la
condition
qu'elle n'en
pas exclue
qu'elle
n'en soit
soit pas
exclue
en raison de toute
touts restriction
restriction
visant particulierement
particulierement les
lea

that
cease to
a shipowner
shipowner shall
shall cease
to
that a
be liable
liable in
respect of
a sick
be
in respect
of a
sick
or injured
injured person
from the
the
or
person from
time at
that person
betime
at which
which that
person becomes entitled
medical
comes
entitled to
to medical
benefits under
the insurance
insurance
benefits
under the
or compensation
or
compensation scheme;
scheme;
that the shipowner
shall cease
cease
shipowner shall
to
from the
the time
time
to be
be liable
liable from
prescribed
law for
the
prescribed by
by law
for the
grant
grant of
of medical
medical benefits
benefits
under
or comunder the
the insurance
insurance or
compensation
pensation scheme
scheme to
to the
the benebeneficiaries of
of such
such schemes,
ficiaries
schemes, even
even
when the
the sick
sick or
injured
when
or injured
person is
not covered
covered by
the
person
is not
by the
scheme in
scheme
in question,
question, unless
unless he
he
is
is excluded
excluded from
from the
the scheme
scheme
by reason
of any
by
reason of
any restriction
restriction
which affects
affects particularly
forwhich
particularly foreign workers
workers or
or workers
not
eign
workers not
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travailleurs etrangers
strangers ou les
les
travailleurs
travailleurs ne residant
residant pas
sur le
is territoire ob
oh is
le navire
est immatricule.
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resident
territory in
in
resident in
in the
the territory
which the vessel
vessel is
is regisregiswhich
tered.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.
5.

ARTICLE 5.
ARTICLE
5.
1.
Lorsque
la
maladie
ou
l'ac1. Lorsque la maladie ou l'ac1. Where
Where the sickness
sickness or injury
cident
incapacite de results in incapacity
cident entratne
entraine une
une incapacity
incapacity for work
travail, l'armateur
l'armateur doit payer:
the shipowner
shipowner shall be liableliable—

Incapacity for work.
Incapacity

a) tant quo
is (a) to pay full wages as long as
que is
le malade
malade ou
ou le
blesse demeure
demeure a
bless6
a bord, la
la
injured person
person
the sick or injured
totalite
salaire;
totalite du
du salaire;
remains
remains on board;
board;
a partir du
b) A
du debarquement,
debarquement, si (b) if
if the
the sick or injured person
le malade
malade ou le
is bless6
blesse a
a des
has
has dependants,
dependants, to
to pay wages
charges de famine,
totalite
charges
famille, la totalit6
in
whole
or
in
part as
as preprein whole or in part
ou une partie
partie du
du salaire
salaire selon
selon
scribed by national
scribed
national laws
laws or
or
les
prescriptions de la
legislales prescriptions
la legislaregulations from
regulations
from the
the time
time
nationals, jusqu'a,
&ition nationale,
jusqu'A gu
gueriwhen he
until he
when
he is
is landed
landed until
son
on jusqu'a
constatation
son ou
jusqu'a constatation
cured or
or the sickhas been cured
caractere permanent
la
du caractere
permanent de
de la
been
ness or
or incapacity
incapacity has been
maladie
maladie ou de Pincapacite.
l'incapacit&.
declared of
of a
apermanent
chardeclared
permanent character.
acter.

2. Toutefois, la legislation na2.
Provided that
that national
national laws
2. Provided
tionals
responsa- or
tionale pout
peut limiter la responsaor regulations
regulations may limit
limit the liabilite
pale- bility
bilit6 do
de l'armateur
l'armateur quant
quant au paiebility of the shipowner
shipowner to
to pay
pay
ment de la totalite ou d'une partie wages
part in
wages in whole
whole or in part
in rea. une
debar- spect of aa person no longer on
du salaire A
une personne
personne d6baron
periods qui no
quee a.A une
une periode
ne pourra board
board to
which shall not
to aaperiod
period which
a. seize semaines
semaines a
etre inferieure
inferieure A
A be less
from
less than
than sixteen
sixteen weeks
weeks from
l'accident on
partir du jour
jour de
de l'accident
ou du
du the day of the injury
injury or the comdebut
debut de
de la maladie.
mencement
mencement of the sickness.
3. En outre, s'il existe
exists un sys3.
Provided also
also that,
that, if
if there
there
3. Provided
obliga- is
is in
in force
in
the
territory
in
which
teme d'assurance-maladie
d'assurance-maladie obligaforce in the territory in which
d'assurance-acci- the
toire, un systeme
systeme d'assurance-acciregistered a
the vessel
vessel is registered
a scheme
dents obligatoire ou un systeme
systeme applying
seamen of compulsory
compulsory
to seamen
applying to
de
accidents du sickness
de reparation
reparation des
des accidents
sickness insurance,
insurance, compulsory
compulsory acacBoit en
lee cident insurance
insurance or workmen's
workmen's
travail qui soit
en vi'gueur
vigueur pour
pour les
marins dans le territoire ot
ot le na- compensation
accidents, nanacompensation for
for accidents,
laws or
may
vire
tional laws
or regulations
vire est immatricule,
immatricule, la legislation
legislation tional
regulations may
nationale peut
provide:
peut prevoir:
prevoir:
nationale
shipowner shall cease
cease to
(a) that
that a
a shipowner
a)
Parmateur cessera
d'être (a)
a) que
que l'armateur
cessera d'etre
be
liable in
in respect
respect of aasick
responsable A
a Pegard
sick or
or
be liable
l'egard d'une
responsable
injured person
person from
the time
personne malade
malade ou
ou bless&
injured
from the
time
blessee aa
personne
which that
person becomes
becomes
partir
at which
that person
ou cette
moment olt
partir du moment
entitled
to cash
cash benefits
benefits under
under
personne
droit aux
prestaentitled to
personne aa droit
aux prestathe
insurance or compensacompensathe insurance
du
en vertu
vertu du
en especes
especes en
tions en
systeme
d'assurance on
de
tion
scheme;
tion scheme;
ou de
systeme d'assurance
reparation;
reparation;

Limitation permitted.
ted.

Provisions where
where
Provisions
compulsory sickness
sickness
compulsory
insurance, etc.,
etc., is
Is in
In
force.
force.
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Expense of
of repatriarepatriaExpense
tion.
tion.
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b)
cessera d'etre
d'être
b) qua
que Parmateur
l'armateur cessera
responsable, A
a partir
responsable,
partir du
du momoment prescrit
prescrit par
ment
par la
la loi
loi pour
pour
l'octroi
en
l'octroi des
des prestations
prestations en
especes
systeme
espces en
en vertu
vertu du
du systeme
d'assurance ou
ou de
reparation
d'assurance
de reparation
aux
beneficiaires dudit
aux b6enficiaires
dudit syssysteme,
memo lorsque
teme, mgme
lorsque la
la perpersonne
malade ou
on bless6e
bless& n'est
sonne malade
n'est
pas
par ce
pas elle-memo
elle-meme convert°
couverte par
ce
systeme,
Ala
qu'elle
systeme, &
la condition
condition qu'elle
n'en soit
soit pas
exclue en
n'en
pas exclue
en raison
raison
touts restriction
de toute
restriction visant
visant
particulierement
les travailtravailparticulierement les
lours
lea travailleurs etrangers
etrangers on
ou les
travaillours
sur le
le
leurs no
ne residant
residant pas
pas sur
oi le
territoire ofi
is navire eat
est
immatricule.
immatricul6.

b)
the shipowner
shipowner shall
cease
b) that
that the
shall cease
to be
the time
to
be liable
liable from
from the
time
prescribed
law for
the
prescribed by
by law
for the
grant
under
grant of
of cash
cash benefits
benefits under
the insurance
insurance or
or compensacompensathe
tion scheme
the beneficiation
scheme to
to the
beneficiaries
such schemes,
schemes, even
even
ries of
of such
when the
the sick
sick or
or injured
injured perperwhen
son is
not covered
covered by
son
is not
by the
the
scheme in
in question,
question, unless
unless he
scheme
he
excluded from
the scheme
is excluded
from the
scheme
by
reason of
by reason
of any
any restriction
restriction
which
particularly forforwhich affects
affects particularly
eign workers
workers or
workers not
not
eign
or workers
resident in
in the
territory in
in
resident
the territory
which the
the vessel
which
vessel is
is registered.
registered.

ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

ARTICLE 6.
ARTICLE
6.

1.
doit supporter
lea
1. L'armateur
L'armateur doit
supporter les
de rapatriement
rapatriement de
de tout
tout
frais de
malade
&barque en
malade on
ou blesse
bless6 d6barqu6
en
cours de
par suits
de route
route par
suite d'une
d'une
accident.
maladie ou
ou d'un
d'un accident.

1.
liable
1. The
The shipowner
shipowner shall
shall be
be liable
defray the
the expense
to defray
repatriatexpense of
of repatriating every
every sick
sick or
or injured
injured person
person
who is
is landed
landed during
who
during the
the voyage
voyage
in consequence
consequence of sickness or
or
injury.
injury.
Port
to whichreturn
which return
Port to
2. Le port de rapatriement
rapatriement doit
doit
2. The
The port to
sick
to which
which the sick
is effected.
effected.
is
etre:
etre:
or
is to
to be
or injured
injured person
person is
be returned
returned
shall
shall be—
bea)
on le
le port
port d'engagement;
d'engagement;
a) ou
(a) the port at which he was en-

Charges included
included in
in
Charges
expense
expense of
of repatriarepatriation.
tion.

gaged;
gaged; or
or
b)
depart du
du navire;
b) ou
ou le
le port
port de
de depart
navire; (b) the port at which the
the voyage
voyage
commenced;
commenced; or
or
c)
du pays
pays du
malade (c)
c) ou un
un port
port du
du malade
country or
or
(c) aa port
port in his
his own country
ou du blesse on
ou du pays
pays dont
dont
the country to which
which he bebereleve is
blesse;
le malade ou le
le bless6;
longs;
longs; or
or
d)
on un
fixe par
par acac- (d) another port agreed upon by
d) ou
un autre
autre port
port fixe
le
cord entre
entre Pinteresse
l'interess6 et
et le
him and
and the
the master
master or
or shipshipParmateur, avec
capitaine ou
ou l'armateur,
avec
owner, with
with the
approval of
owner,
the approval
of
l'approbation de Pautorite
Papprobation
l'autorite
the competent
competent authority.
competent°.
comp6tente.

3. Les frais de rapatriement
rapatriement
comprendre toutes dedoivent cornprendre
d&
transport, au
penses relatives
relatives au transport,
au
et A
logement et
a la
nourriture du
la nourriture
du
malade
ou du blesse
bless6 pendant
malade on
pendant le
voyage, ainsi quo
que les
lea frais d'entred'entretien
du malade
du bless6
blesse
tien du
malade on
ou du
jusqu'au moment fixe pour son
depart.

3.
3. The expense of repatriation
repatriation
shall include all
all charges
charges for
for the
the
transportation,
transportation,
accommodation
accommodation
or injured
injured
and food of
of the sick or
person during the
his
the journey and his
maintenance up
maintenance
up to
to the
the time
time fixed
fixed
this departure.
for this
departure.
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4. Si le malade
malade ou le blesse est
est
Person
4. If the sick or injured person
person Ferson
work.
en &tat
6tat de travailler,
travailler, l'armateur
l'armateur is capable
capable of work, the shipowner
shipowner
peut s'acquitter de la prestation de
de may discharge his liability to
to rererapatriement aa sa charge en lui
rapatriement
lui patriate him by providing him with
procurant un emploi convenable
convenable A
procurant
a suitable employment on board a
a
bord d'un navire se
se rendant
rendant a, Pu.ne
l'une vessel proceeding
proceeding to one of the
the
destinations pr6vues
des destinations
prevues au para- destinations mentioned
mentioned in
in paraparagraphe 22du present article.
Article.
graph 2
2 of
of this Article.
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

1. L'armateur
L'armateur doit supporter
1.
supporter les
frais funeraires
funeraires en cas
cas de
dee&
de deces
survenu
survenu A
abord,
bord, ou
cas de
de deces
ou en
en cas
deces
survenu & terre lorsqu'au moment
moment
decede aurait
pu
de sa mort le
le decede
aurait pu
pr6tendre
, l'assistance à
pretendre a
la
charge
,,
la charge
de l'armateur.
l'armateur.

of
of

ARTICLE 7.
7.

1.
1. The shipowner shall be liable
liable

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

to
defray burial
expenses in
to defray
burial expenses
in case
case
occurring on
on board,
board, or
of death occurring
or in
in
case of death occurring on shore if
if
at the time of his death
death the
the
deceased person was entitled to
medical
medical care and maintenance
maintenance at
at
the shipowner's
shipowner's expense.
expense.
2. National laws or regulations
regulations
may provide that
that burial
burial expenses
expenses
paid by the shipowner
shipowner shall be
reimbursed
reimbursed by an insurance
insurance institution in
in cases in
in which
which funeral
funeral
benefit is payable in respect of
of the
benefit
the
deceased
person
under
deceased
laws or
regulations relating
relating to social insurance or workmen's compensacompensation.
ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
8.

nationale doit
La legislation national°
doit
exiger de l'armateur
l'armateur ou de
de son
son
representant qu'il prenne des merepresentant
sures afin de sauvegarder
sauvegarder les
les biens
biens
laisses
laisses aa. bord
malade, le
bord par
par le
le malade,
le
blesse ou le dec6de
&cede vise par
la
par la
pr6sente
presente convention.
convention.

National laws or regulations
regulations
shall require the shipowner or
or
his representative
take measmeasrepresentative to take
property
ures for safeguarding
safeguarding property
left on board by sick, injured or
or
deceased
deceased persons to
to whom this
this
Convention applies.
Convention

ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.

La legislation nationale
doit
nationale doit
prevoir des dispositions en vue
vue
d'assurer une solution rapide et
et
peu
peu cotiteuse
cotteuse des Edges
litiges auxquels
auxquels
peu
vent donner lieu les obligations
obligations
peuvent
de 1'armateur
Parmateur en vertu de la
presente convention.
convention.
presente

National laws
laws or
or regulations
regulations
shall
make provision
provision for
for securing
securing
shall make
the
the rapid
and inexpensive
inexpensive settlerapid and
settledisputes concerning
ment of disputes
concerning the
the
liability of
of the
the shipowner
shipowner under
under
this Convention.

ARTICLE 10.
10.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE
10.

2. La legislation
legislation nationale
national° peut
peut
prevoir le remboursement,
remboursement, par une
une
institution
institution d'assurance,
d'assurance, des
des frais
supportes
support& par l'armateur, lorsque
le system°
systeme d'assurance sociale
social° ou
de reparation
reparation comporte une prestapre;station pour frais funeraires.
fun6raires.

capable
capable

L'armateur peut 6tre
etre exempte
The shipowner
shipowner may -be
be exexdes obligations
obligations stipulees aux ar- empted from liability under
under ATAr-

Burial expenses.
expenses.

Reimbursement
Reimbursement by
by
insurance
insurance institution.
institution.

Safeguarding of
Safeguarding
of perpersonal property.

Settlement of
Settlement
of disputes.
putes.

1
uttronicertlfabption
mmew'

tam
ExemP
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[54 STAT.

Convention
tides 4,
4, 6
et 7
de la
4, 66and
and 77of this Convention
tides 4,
presente tides
la present°
7 de
6 et
tides
convention
dans la
la mesure
olt ces
ces in so far as such liability
liability is asmesure oi
convention dans
obligations seraient
seraient assum6es
assumees par
by the public authorities.
par sumed by-the
obligations
les pouvoirs
pouvoirs publics.
les

Equality of treatEquality
ment.

More
favorable
More favorable
agreements,
agreements, etc., not
affected.
affected.

Declarations reDeclarations
specting certain territerrispecting
tories.

ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11.

La presente
presente convention
que
convention ainsi quo
La
ce
les
legislations
nationales, en cc
les legislations nationales,
qui
c,oncerne
les
pre:stations
dues
prestations
qui concerne lea
en
vertu de la present°
presente convention,
en vertu
etre interpretees
interpretees et apdoivent 6tre
pliquees de maniere
maniere A
6, assurer
assurer
pliqu6es
a tous
taus les
l'egalite de traitement A
marins,
distinction de namarins, sans distinction
residence on
ou de race.
tionalite, de residence

Convention and national
This Convention
laws or
relating to
regulations relating
or regulations
laws
benefits
Convention
this Convention
under this
benefits under
interpreted and enshall be so interpreted
ensure equality
equality of
forced as to ensure
treatment
irrespectreatment to all seamen irrespective of nationality, domicile or race.

ARTICLE 12.
12.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
12.
ARTICLE 12.

Rien dans
dans la
in present°
presente convenRien
tion
touts loi,
toute
loi, toute
n'affecte toute
tion n'affecte
sentence, toute
coutume ou tout
toute coutume
sentence,
accord
les armateurs
armateurs et les
entre les
accord entre
marins qui
des conditions
assure des
qui assure
marins
plus
favorables que celles
prevues
celles prevues
plus favorables
par
in presente
presente convention.
par la

Nothing in
in this
Convention
this Convention
Nothing
shall affect any law, award, custom
or agreement
agreement between shiptom or
owners and seamen which ensures
more
favourable conditions than
more favourable
those provided by this Convention.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13.
13.

ARTICLE 13.
ARTICLE
13.

1.
concerne les terrice qui concerne
1. En cc
Particle 35
toires mentionnes par l'article
Constitution de l'Organisade la
la Constitution
don
internationale du Travail,
tion international°
tout Membre de l'Organisation
l'Organisation
qui ratifie la presente
presente convention
convention
dolt
accompagner sa ratification
ratification
doit accompagner
d'une declaration
declaration faisant connat-

1. In
In respect
respect of
the territories
territories
of the
1.
referred
to in
of the
Article 35 of
in Article
referred to
Constitution
the International
International
of the
Constitution of
Organisation, each MemLabour Organisation,
ber of
which
Organisation which
of the
the Organisation
ber
ratifies this Convention
Convention shall apratifies
ratification a
a declapend to its ratification
ration
ration stating:

tre:

a)
II (a) the territories
a) les
les territoires pour
pour lesquels il
territories in respect of
s'engage
a appliquer
appliquer sans
sans
s'engage A
apply
which it
it undertakes
undertakes to apply
modifications
dispositions
modifications les dispositions
the provisions of the Conde
la convention;
convention;
vention
modification;
de la
without modification;
vention without
b) les
tenitoires pour
lesquels il (b) the territories
b)
lea territoires
pour lesquels
territories in respect of
s'engage
a appliquer
les disdiss'engage A
appliquer les
which it
apply
it undertakes
undertakes to apply
positions
de la
la convention
convention
positions de
the provisions of the Convenavec des
modifications, et
en
et en
avec
des modifications,
tion
modifications,
tion subject to modifications,
quoi consistent
consistent lesdites
modilesdites modiquoi
together with details of the
fications;
fications;
said modifications;
modifications;
c)
les territoires
tenitoires pour
lesquels is
la (c) the territories
c) lea
pour lesquels
territories in respect of
convention est
eat inapplicable
convention
inapplicable
which
Convention is inwhich the Convention
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et, dans ces
ces cas,
cas, les
les raisons
raisons
applicable and in such cases
applicable
pour lesquelles elle est inthe
grounds on
it is
the grounds
on which it
applicable;
applicable;
inapplicable;
inapplicable;
II (d) the territories
d) lee
les territoires
territoires pour lesquels il
territories in respect of
reserve sa
sa decision.
decision.
reserve
which it
reserves its decision.
which
it reserves
2.
engagements mentionn6s
mentionnes
2. Les engagements
2. The undertakings referred to
aux
premier in
(b) of
of
aux alineas
alineas a) et
et b)
b) du premier
in sub-paragraphs
sub-paragraphs (a)
(a) and
and (b)
paragraphe du pr6sent
present article
of this
Article shall
paragraphe
article sese- paragraph
paragraph 11 of
this Article
shall
reputes partie
partie integrante
integrante de
de be
ront reput6s
deemed to
part
be deemed
to be
be an integral
integral part
la
ratification et
porteront des
et porteront
des of
ratification and shall have
la ratification
of the
the ratification
effete identiques.
ratification.
the force of ratification.
effets
Member may
pourra renon3. Tout Membre pourra
3. Any Member
may by a
a suba sequent declaration
declaration A
par une nouvelle declaration
declaration cancel in
cer par
r6serves con- whole
whole or in part any reservations
tout ou partie des reserves
declaration antedeclaration in
sa declaration
ante- made
tenues dans sa
original declaration
made in its original
des alineas
alin6as b),
b), c) ou
ou virtue of sub-paragraphs
rieure en vertu des
sub-paragraphs (b),
(b), (c)
(c)
of this
d) du
du paragraphe
paragraphe premier du or (d) of
of paragraph 11 of
Article.
present
article.
present article.
ARTICLE 14.
ARTICLE
14.

ARTICLE 14.
ARTICLE
14.

officielles de
Les ratifications
ratifications officielles
la
prasente convention
cornconvention seront
seront comla presente
muniquees au
general
au Secretaire
Secr6taire g6n6ral
muniquees
par
de la Societe des Nations
Nations et par
lid enregistrees.
enregistrees.
lui

The formal
formal ratifications
ratifications of
The
of this
Convention shall be communicated
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
cated to
to the
the
the League of Nations for registration.

ARTICLE
15.
ARTICLE 15.

ARTICLE 15.
15.
ARTICLE

1.
La presente
convention no
ne
pr6sente convention
1. La
liera
lee Membres
1'Orde l'OrMembres de
que les
liera que
ganisation
Internationale du Traganisation internationale
et6
ratification aura ete
vail dont la ratification
enregistree
par
Secretaire
genegeneSecretaire
par
le
enregistree
ral.
2.
Elle entrera
entrera en vigueur douze
2. Elle
mois apres
apres que
quo lee
ratifications de
de
les ratifications
mois
deux Membres
et6 enauront ete
Membres auront
deux
registrees
general.
Secretaire general.
le Secretaire
registrees par le
3. Par
Par la
cette convention
convention
suite, cette
la suite,
3.
entrera en
pour chaque
chaque
vigueur pour
en vigueur
entrera
Membre douze
douze mois
mois spree
date
apres la
la date
Membre
oA
sa ratification
ratification aura
etW enaura et6
oi sa
registree.
registree.

Convention shall be
L. This Convention
binding only
Members
those Members
upon those
binding
only upon
of
International Labour Orof the International
ganisation
ratifications have
whose ratifications
ganisation whose
been
Secretarywith the Secretaryregistered with
been registered
General.
General.
2. It
It shall come into
into force
force
2.
the date on
months after the
twelve months
which the
the ratifications
ratifications of two
which
Members
have been registered
registered
Members have
Secretary-General.
with the Secretary-General.
Convention
Thereafter, this Convention
3. Thereafter,
shall
come
into
force
any
shall come into force for any
Member twelve
twelve months after the
Member
date on
on which
which its ratification
has
ratification has
date
been registered.

ARTICLE
16.
ARTICLE 16.

ARTICLE 16.
16.
ARTICLE

As soon
as the ratifications
ratifications of
soon as
As
quo les
lee ratifications
ratifications de
Aussit6t que
two
Members
of
the
International
International
Members
deux Membres
Membres de l'Organisation
been
du Travail auront Labour Organisation have been
internationale du

Declarations to be
Declarations
integral
ratiintegral parts
parts of
of ratifications.
fications.

cancelSubsequent cancelation of reservations.
reservations.

Ratifications.
Ratifications. regisregistration.
tration.

Scope.
Scope.

Effective date.
Effective

Notification
Notification
Members.
Members.

to
to
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the Secretary-General
Secretary-General
registered, the
ete enregistr6es,
enregistrees, le
Secretaire gele Secr6taire
gs- registered,
ete
of
the
League
of
Nations
shall so
so
of
the
League
of
Nations shall
neral
de la
Societe des
Nations
la Societe
des Nations
neral de
notify
all
the
Members
of
the
the
of
the
Members
notify
all
notifiera
fait aa tous
tous les
les MemMemnotifiera ce
ce fait
OrganisaInternational Labour
Labour Organisabres de
de l'Organisation
l'Organisation interiminterna- International
bres
tion.
He
shall
likewise
notify
notify
tion.
He
shall
likewise
tionale
du
Travail.
Incur
notifietionale du Travail. I1 leur notifiethem
of
the
registration
ratifiof
ratifiregistration
of
the
them
ra
egalement
l'enregistrement
des
ra 6galement l'enregistrement des
cations
which
may
be
communibe
communications
which
may
ratifications
qui
lui
seront
nit&
ratifications qui lui seront ult&cated subsequently
subsequently by
by other
other MemMemrieurement communiqu6es
communiquees par
tons cated
rieurement
par tous
bers of
of the
the Organisation.
Organisation.
autres
Membres de
de l'Organisation.
l'Organisation. bers
autres Membres
ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTICLE

1. Tout Membre
1.
A Member
which has
ratified
Membre ayant ratifie
has ratified
1. A
Member which
may denounce
it
denounce it
this Convention
Convention may
la presente
present° convention
convention peut
pent la
la this
la
after the expiration
expiration of ten years
denoncer
l'expiration d'une
d'une p6pe- after
a l'expiration
denoncer a
date on
on which the Conriode
dix ann6es
annees apres
la date
date from the date
apres la
riode de
de dix
vention first
force, by
by
first comes
comes into force,
de la
la mise
initial° de
la vention
de la
mise en
en vigueur
vigueur initiale
de
communicated to the Secrean act communicated
convention,
un acte
com- an
par un
acte comconvention, par
tary-General of the League of
of
munique
au Secretaire
Secretaire general
general de
de tary-General
munique au
for registration.
registration. Such
la
Societe des
des Nations,
Nations, et
et par
lui Nations
Nations for
Such
par lui
la Soci6et
effect
denunciation shall not take effect
enregistre. La
denonciation ne
no denunciation
La denonciation
enregistre.
until one
the date
one year
year after
after the
date on
on
prendra effet qu'une
annee apres
apres until
qu'une ann6e
prendra
avoir ete
which
which it
it is registered.
registered.
avoir
6t6 enregistMe.
enregistrde.
2. Each
Each Member
Member which
has
Membre ayant ratifie
2. Tout Membre
ratifie
2.
which has
this Convention
Convention and
and which
ratified this
la
which
convention qui,
qui, dans
dansi ratified
la presents
presente convention
following
not, within the year
year following
alai d'une annee
armee apres
apras 1'exl'ex-- does not,
le d6lai
piration
period° de dix
dis the
la periode
the expiration
expiration of the
the period
piration de is.
period of
of ten
paragrapheB years
annees
years mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the preceding
preceding
annees mentionnee au paragraphs
precedent,
no fera
pas usage
fera pas
usage de
de la
la paragraph,
precedent, ne
paragraph, exercise
exercise the right
right of
faculte
denonciation prevue
facult6 de d6nonciation
prevueB denunciation
denunciation provided
provided for in this
par
present article
sera lie pour
pourr Article,
par le present
article sera
Article, will
will be bound for another
another
une nouvelle
nouvelle periode
periode de
de dix
une
dix annees,
annees,, period
period of
of ten
ten years
and, thereafter,
thereafter,
years and,
la suite,
suite, pourra
denoncerr may
et, par
par la
pourra d6noncel
Convention at
at
may denounce
denounce this Convention
l'expira-- the
la present°
presente convention
convention aal'expira.
the expiration
of each
period of
of
expiration of
each period
tion
dix ten years
tion de chaque
chaque petiode
p6riode de
de dix
years under the
the terms proann6es dans les
lea conditions
conditions pr6vues
annees
prevues vided
Article.
vided for
for in this Article.
au
au present
present article.
article.

Denunciation.
Denunciation.

Extensions.
Extensions.

Reports at 10-ye.r

l at
intepr
Intervals.

ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTICLE

yer

ARTICLE
18.
ARTICLE 18.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18.

A l'expiration
de chaque
periode
chaque p$riod&
A
1'expiration de
de dix annees
ann6es aa compter de l'en
do
Pen-tree en vigueur
vigueur de la presente
presente con-vention, le
le Conseil
d.'administra-*
vention,
Conseil d'administration
international di
dua
tion du Bureau
Bureau international
Travail devra
devra presenter
ala
Travail
presenter A
la ConCon ference g6enrale
generale un
f6rence
un rapport
rapport sur
suir
Papplication de
present° conl'application
de la
la presente
con vention et d6cidera
decidera s'il
ya
a liet
lieua
vention
s'il y
d'inscrire A
a l'ordre
jour de
is.a
d'inscrire
l'ordre du
du jour
de 1t
Conference la
as.i
Conference
la question
question de
de 8s
revision
revision totale ou
on partielle.
partial°.

each period
period
At the expiration of each
the coming
coming into
into
of ten
ten years
years after the
force of
this Convention,
Convention, the
the Govforce
of this
Governing Body
Body of
of the
the International
International
erning
Labour
Labour Office
Office shall present to the
General
Conference a
a report
report on
on
General Conference
Convention and
the working of this Convention
shall consider
consider the
the desirability
desirability of
of
placing on the Agenda
Agenda of the ConConference
question of its
revision
ference the
the question
its revision
in whole or in
in part.
part.
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ARTICLE
19.
ARTICLE 19.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19.
19.

1.
cas oil
Au cas
ou la
la Conference
Conference
1. Au
adopterait
une
nouvelle
convenadopterait une nouvelle convention
portant revision
totale on
ou
revision totale
tion portant
particle de la presente
convention,
partielle
pr6sente convention,
et
moms que
quo la nouvelle
nouvelle conconet aA. moins
vention
dispose autrement:
autrement:
vention ne dispose

1. Should
Conference adopt
adopt
1.
Should the
the Conference
a
a new
new Convention revising
revising this
this
Convention
in whole or
or in part,
Convention in
then, unless
unless the
the new
then,
new Convention
Convention
otherwise
otherwise provides,

Revision of
of ConvenRevision
Convention, effect.
effect.
tion,

a)
la ratification
the ratification
Member
par un
un Membre (a)
by a
a Member
a) la
ratification par
(a) the
ratification by
de
la nouvelle
nouvelle convention
of the
Convenporconvention porde la
revising Convenof
the new
new revising
entrainerait de
tion
revision entrainerait
tant revision
tion shall
shall ipso
ipso jure involve
plein
the
immediate denunciation
denunciation
1'artithe immediate
droit, nonobstant
nonobstant Partiplein droit,
notwithcle
of this
this Convention, notwithd6nonciation
ci-dessus, denonciation
cle 17 ci-dessus,
provisions of
immediate
the provisions
pr6sente constanding the
de la presente
immediate de
Article
17 above,
when
vention,
sous r6serve
reserve quo
above, if
if and
and when
Article 17
que la
vention, sous
nouvelle convention
convention portant
portant
Convention
revising Convention
the new
new revising
nouvelle
shall have
into force;
force;
entrée
have come into
en
shall
soit entree
revision soit
vigueur;
vigueur;
date when
when the new
from the
the date
b) a
partir de
de la
(b) as
as from
1'entree (b)
date de Pentree
la date
a partir
b)
revising
Convention
comes
revising Convention comes
vigueur de la
la nouvelle conen vigueur
into
force this
Convention
this Convention
into force
vention
vention portant revision, la
shall
cease to be open to ratipresente
cesserait
shall cease
convention cesserait
presente convention
Members.
fication by the Members.
d'Atre
la ratification
ratification
ouverte &la
d'8tre ouverte
des
des Membres.
Membres.
2. La
present° convention
convention de2.
La pr6sente
meurerait en
en tout
cas en
vigueur
en vigueur
tout cas
meurerait
dans sa
sa forme
forme et
pour les
et teneur pour
dans
Membres qui
ratifies et
et
l'auraient ratifi6e
qui l'auraient
Membres
no ratifieraient
ratifieraient pas la convenqui ne
tion portant
revision.
portant revision.
tion

2.
shall in any
This Convention shall
2. This
actual
in force
force in its actual
case remain
remain in
form and
and content for those Members
it but
bers which have ratified it
have
revising
not ratified
ratified the revising
have not
Convention.
Convention.

ARTICLE
20.
ARTICLE 20.

ARTICLE 20.
20.
ARTICLE

The
The French and English texts
Les
Les textes frangais et anglais
this Convention
Convention shall both be
of
de
presente convention
feront
convention feront
la pr6sente
de la
authentic.
authentic.
l'un et
et l'autre.
foi l'un

14 of
AND
WHEREAS it
is provided
provided in
in Article
Article 14
of the
the said draft convenconvenit is
AND WHEREAS
tion
that the
the formal
formal ratifications
ratifications thereof
be communicated
communicated to
to
shall be
thereof shall
tion that
the
Secretary-General
of
the
League
of
Nations
for
registration
and
and
for
registration
Nations
of
League
the
of
the Secretary-General
in Article
Article 15
15 that
that the
the convention
convention shall
shall come
come into
months
twelve months
into force
force twelve
in
after
the
date
on
which
the
ratifications
of
two
Members
of
of the
Members
of
two
after the date on which the ratifications
the
with
International
registered
Organization have been registered
Labor Organization
International Labor
Secretary-General
of
the
League
of
Nations
and
that
thereafter
the
Secretary-General of the League of Nations and that thereafter
convention shall
for any
Member twelve
months
twelve months
any Member
into force
force for
come into
shall come
convention
after
which its
its ratification
ratification has
registered;
been registered;
has been
date on
on which
the date
after the
the
on the
duly ratified
AND
said draft
convention was
ratified on
was duly
draft convention
the said
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
understandings as
part
of the United States of America subject to understandings
part of
follows:
follows:
"That the
States Government
Government understands and conUnited States
the United
"That
strues
territory' appearing
appearing in
a territory'
registered in a
'vessels registered
words 'vessels
the words
strues the
193470°-41-PT. Ii-30
193470*-41—PT.

Texts, authenticity.

U.

S.
S.

ratification
ratification

subject
understandto understandsubject to
ings.
ings.
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this convention
vessels of
of the
the United
this
convention to
to include
include all
all vessels
United States
States as
as
defined under
under the
the laws
laws of
United States.
States.
defined
of the
the United
"That the
the United
United States
Government understands
and con"That
States Government
understands and
construes
navigation' appearing
appearing in
this ConConstrues the
the words
words 'maritime
'maritime navigation'
in this
vention
mean navigation
on the
the high
seas only.
vention to
to mean
navigation on
high seas
only.
"That
the provisions
of this
this convention
convention shall
shall apply
apply to
all
"That the
provisions of
to all
territory
over which
which the
the United
States exercises
jurisdiction except
except
territory over
United States
exercises jurisdiction
the Government
of the
the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
the
Government of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands
Islands
and the Panama
Panama Canal
Zone, with
respect to
this GovernGovernCanal Zone,
with respect
to which
which this
ment
reserves its
its decision."
ment reserves
decision."
Ratification
by
Ratification
by
Belgium,
registration.
Belgium, registration.

Ratification by
U. B., registration.by

R

atification

Effective
Effective date;
date;
scope.
scope.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the ratification
ratification of the said draft convention
convention by
by
Belgium was registered
registered with the
of the
the League
of
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
League of
Nations on
1938, subject
subsequent decisions
regarding
on April
April 11,
11, 1938,
subject to
to subsequent
decisions regarding
application to the Belgian Congo and the
under Belgian
the territories
territories under
Belgian
Mandate
ratification thereof
thereof by
by the
of America,
Mandate and the
the ratification
the United
United States
States of
America,
subject to the understandings
understandings above
was registered
registered with
with the
the
above recited,
recited, was
Secretary-General
October 29,
Secretary-General on
on October
29, 1938;
1938;
AND
WHEREAS by such registrations
registrations the said draft convention
AND WHEREAS
convention bebecame aaformal convention
convention between the United States of America
America and
and
29, 1938,
Belgium on October 29,
1938, which, pursuant
15 thereof,
pursuant to
to Article
Article 15
thereof,
will come into force
force as
as between
between the
the United
States of
United States
of America
America and
and
twelve months
Belgium on October 29, 1939, twelve
months after
date on
on which
after the
the date
which
ratification of the United States of America
America was
the ratification
with
was registered
registered with
the League of
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the
of Nations,
Nations, and
to the
the
and pursuant
pursuant to
for other
same Article, will come into force, for
the Interother Members
Members of
of the
International
Organization whose ratifications
national Labor Organization
ratifications may
have been
been or
may have
or
hereafter
hereafter may be registered with the
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
League
of the
the League
of Nations subsequent to
October 29,
29, 1938,
months after
the
to October
1938, twelve
twelve months
after the
date on which the ratification
ratification has been or may
registered in
may be registered
in each
each
case;
case;
Now, THEREFORE,
Now,
THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
President of the United States
States of America, have caused the
said conthe said
convention
vention to be made public to the end that the same and every
every article
article
and clause
clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled
by the
fulfilled in
in good
good faith
faith by
the

United
United States of America and the citizens thereof, on and from October
October
29,
understandings above
29, 1939, subject to the understandings
above recited
recited and to any
exceptions
exceptions and any limitations
limitations of liability in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
provisions
be made
provisions of the convention
convention which may be
by legislation
legislation or
or
made by
regulations
regulations on the part of the United States of America.
America.
IN
I
N TE8TIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF IIhave hereunto set my
and caused
caused
my hand
hand and
the Seal of the United States of America
America to
affixed.
to be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this twenty-ninth day
of SeptemSeptemday of
ber in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
and
[SEAL] thirty-nine
Independence of the United States
States
[sF.A.L]
thirty-nine and of the Independence
of America
America the
the one hundred
of
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State:
Secretary of State:

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
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MULTILATERAL- MINIMUM AGE
AGE (SEA)-OCT.
(SEA )- OCT.24,
24, 1936
1936

Convention between
between the
United States
America and
other members
Convention
the United
States of
of America
and other
members of
of
age for
respecting minimum age
Labor Organization
International Labor
the
the International
Organization respecting
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[T. S.
S. No.
No. 952]
952]
[T.

employment of children
Conference of
children at
at sea.
sea. Adopted
Adopted by the
the General
General Conference
of
the International
InternationalLabor
Labor Organization,
Organization, twenty-second
twenty-second session,
session, Geneva,
Geneva,
October 24,
24, 1936;
ratification advised
advised by
by the
the Senate
October
1936; ratification
Senate of
of the
the United
United
States,
understandings, June
June 13,
ratified by the
States, subject to understandings,
13, 1938; ratified
the
President
said understandings,
President of the United
United States, subject to the said
understandings,
August
the United
United States
States of
registered
August 15,
15, 1938;
1938; ratification
ratificationof
of the
of America
America registered
with the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League of Nations October
October 29, 1938;
1938;
proclaimed by the President
President of the United States
proclaimed
States September
September 29,
29, 1939.
1939.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

W
HEREAS a
adraft convention
convention (No. 58) fixing the minimum age for
WHEREAS
the
children to employment
on the
the
employment at
at sea was adopted on
the admission
admission of
of children
twenty-fourth day
nineteen hundred
day of
of October
October nineteen
hundred and thirty-six, by
twenty-fourth
the
Conference of
Organization at its
of the International
International Labor Organization
the General
General Conference
certified
a certified
twenty-second
Geneva October 22-24,
22-24, 1936, a
session held at Geneva
twenty-second session
copy
convention, communicated
communicated by
by the
the SecretarySecretarycopy of which draft convention,
General
of the
the League
League of
of Nations,
conformity with
the rewith the
rein conformity
Nations, acting
acting in
General of
quirements
the nineteenth
of the InterInterConstitution of
in the
nineteenth Article
Article of the Constitution
quirements in
Organization, to the Government
Government of the United States
national Labor Organization,
of
America
as
a
Member
of
the
said
Organization,
French
Organization, is, in the French
of America as a Member
and
English
languages,
word
for
word
as
follows:
and English languages, word for word as follows:

Minimum
Minimum Age
Age
(Sea) Convention
Convention
(Sea)
(Revised),
1936.
(Revised),
Preamble.

The
General Conference
Conference of the
The General
OrganisaInternational Labour OrganisaInternational
tion,

Genet al Conference
Genetal
Conference
of the International
Labor Organization.
Organization.

l'Orgenerale de l'OrLa Conference
Conference generale
ganisation internationale
ganisation
internationale du Travail,
Convoquee
Geneve par
par le
le
a Geneve
Convoqu6e a
Conseil
d'administration
du
BuConseil d'administration
reau
international du Travail, et
reau international
&ant reunie le 22 octobre 1936
s'y etant
vingt-deuxieme session,
en sa
sa vingt-deuxieme

Having
convened at
at GeHaving been convened
Governing Body
of
the Governing
Body of
neva by
by the
Office,
the International
International Labour Office,
and
met in its TwentyTwentyand having met
second
Session
on
22
October
1936,
1936,
Session
on
22
October
second
and
and
Having
the adopadopupon the
Having decided
decided upon
Aprs
d'adopter
avoir decide
d6cide d'adopter
Apres avoir
certain proposals with retion of
of certain
diverses propositions
a tion
relatives a
propositions relatives
diverses
partial revision
of the
gard to
to the partial
revision of
la revision
revision partielle
conven- gard
partielle de la
la convenla
Convention fixing the minimum
minimum
tion
Page minimum
minimum d'add'ad- Convention
tion fixant I'age
age for
to
children to
for admission
admission of children
mission
au travail
travail age
mission des enfants au
sea adopted
adopted by
by
maritime adopt&
par la
at sea
employment at
la Confe- employment
adoptee par
maritime
Conference at
at its Second Sesti. sa deuxieme session, ques- the Conference
rence A
question forming
forming the
sPordre
inscrite A
l'ordre du jour de sion, the question
tion inscrite
Agenda
present Session,
Session, and
and
of the
the present
Agenda of
la
presents session,
session,
la presente
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Considering
that these
proposConsiderant que
que ces
Considering that
Considerant
these proposces propositions
propositions
must
take
the
form
of
a
als
must
take
prodoivent prendre
the
prendre la
form
of
a Draft
la forme
forme d'un
Draft
d'un projet
de convention
Convention,
jet de
convention internationale,
International
internationale, International
Convention,
Adoption
of Draft
Draft
Adoption of
Convention.
Convention.

Definition of "ves"vessel."
sel."

Employment of chilchi'.
Employmentof
dren under
15.
dren
under 15.
Exception.
Exception.

Certificates for
for chilchilCertificates
dren over 14.

School-shlps
or
School-ships or
training-ships.
training-ships.

adopte, ce
cc vingt-quatrieme
vingt-quatrieme jour
jour
d'octobre
mil neuf
neuf cent
cent trente-six,
trente-six,
d'octobre mil
le projet
projet de
de convention
convention ci-apre,s
ci-apres
denomme Convention
Convention
qui sera
sera d6nomme
(revisee) sur
sur Page
l'age minimum
minimum (tra(travail maritime),
maritime), 1936:
1936:

adopts,
adopts, this
this twenty-fourth
twenty-fourth day
day of
of
October
of the
the year
year one
October of
one thousand
thousand
nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-six,
the
nine
thirty-six, the
following
Draft
Convention
which
following Draft Convention which
may
cited as
as the
the Minimum
Minimum Age
Age
may be
be cited
(Revised),
1936:
(Sea) Convention
Convention (Revised), 1936:

ARTICLE 1.
1.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 1.
1.

is pr&
prePour l'application
l'application de
de la
sente
Bente
convention,
le
terme
convention,
le
terme
"navire" doit
"navi're"
doit etre
Atre entendu
entendu de
de
tous
lee bateaux,
bateaux, navires
navires ou
tous les
ou
batiments, quels
bitiments,
quels qu'ils
qu'ils soient,
soient, de
de
propri6te publique ou
propriete
ou privet,
privee,
effectuant une navigation
effectuant
navigation marimaritime, A.a Pexclusion
l'exclusion des
des navires
navires
de guerre.
de
guerre.

For
the purpose
purpose of
For the
of this
this ConvenConvention,
the term
"vessel" includes
tion, the
term "vessel"
includes
all ships and
and boats,
boats, of
of any
any nature
nature
whatsoever,
whatsoever, engaged
engaged in
in maritime
maritime
navigation,
navigation, whether publicly or
or
privately
privately owned; it
excludes ships
it excludes
ships
of war.
war.
of

ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

ARTICLE 2.
2.

1.
1. Les enfants de moms
moins de
quinze ans ne
no peuvent etre ememployes au travail a bord des
navires,
navires, autres que
quo ceux sur
lesquels
lesquels sont souls
seuls employes les
les
meme famille.
membres d'une memo
2. Toutefois, is
la legislation nanationale peut autoriser is
delila dlivrance de certificats
certificate permettant
permettant
aux enfants Ages de quatorze
ans au moins
moms d'être
d'Atre employes dans
dans

1. Children under the age of
1.
of
fifteen years shall not be ememployed or work on vessels, other
other
than vessels upon which only
members of the same family are
employed.

ARTICLE
3.
ARTICLE 3.

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

2. Provided that national laws
or regulations may provide for the
issue in respect
respect of children
children of
of
not less than fourteen years of
of
age of certificates
certificates permitting them
les cas oi
oiA une autorite
autorite scolaire
scolaire to be employed
employed in cases in which
which
ou une autre autorite
autorit6 appropriee
appropriee an educational
educational or other approapprolegislation na- priate
designees par la
is legislation
priate authority
designated by
by
authority designated
tionale s'est assuree,
tional°
assure°, spree
apres avoir
avoir such laws or regulations is
is satissatisdument
ament pris en consideration
consideration la fied, after having due regard
regard to
to
sant6
l'etat physique de l'enfant,
sante et Petat
l'enfant, the health
health and physical
physical condition
condition
que les
ainsi quo
lee avantages future
futurs of the child and to
to the
the prospective
prospective
aussi bien qu'immcdiats
qu'immediats que
qua as well as to the immediate
immediate benefit
benefit
l'emploi envisage peut comporter
Pemploi
comporter to the child of the employment
employment
pour lui, que
quo cet emploi est dans proposed, that
that such
such employment
employment
Pinteret
de l'enfant.
l'inte6rt de
l'enfant.
will be beneficial to the child.
Les dispositions
dispositions de
de l'article
Particle 2
Les
2 The provisions of Article
Article 2
2shall
ne
no s'appliqueront
s'appliqueront pas au travail not apply to work
work done
done by
by
des enfants sur les bateaux-ecoles,
bateaux-6coles, children on school-ships
school-ships or
or
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a la condition
a
condition que ce travail soit training-ships,
training-ships, provided
provided that such
such
approuve et
surveille par
Pautorite work is approved and supervised
approuve
et surveille
par l'autorit6
supervised
publique.
publique.
by
authority.
by public authority.
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
4.
ARTICLE 4.

Dans
permettre le
Dans le but
but de
de permettre
contrae
contr6le de l'application des dispositions
present° convenconvenla presente
positions de la
tion,
tout capitaine
ou patron
patron
tion, tout
capitaine ou
devra tenir un registre d'inscription
tion ou un
un role
r6le d'equipage
d'6quipage mentionnant toutes les personnes
personnes de
moms de
seize ans
ans employees
employees ah.
moins
de seize
bord,
l'indication de la date
bord, avec l'indication
de leur naissance.

In order to facilitate the enforcement of
forcement
of the
the provisions
provisions of this
Convention, every
every shipmaster
Convention,
shipmaster
shall be required to keep
keep aaregister
register
persons under
under the
of all
all persons
the age of sixteen years employed
employed on board
board his
vessel,
vessel, or
or aa list of them in
in the
the
of
agreement,
and
of
the
articles
dates of their births.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.
5.

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

La presente
presente convention
convention n'entrera
La
en
qu'apres l'adoption,
l'adoption,
en vigueur
vigueur qu'apres
par
Conference internationale
internationale
par la Conference
du
de conprojet de
du Travail, d'un projet
vention
vention portant revision de la
l'Age minimum
convention
minimum
convention fixant Page
d'admission
des
enfants
aux
aux trades
enfants
d'admission
vaux
industriels
(1919)
vaux industriels (1919) et d'un
projet de
convention portant
reportant rede convention
projet
vision
de
la
convention
concernant
vision de la convention concernant
Page d'admission
d'admission des enfants aux
l'Age
travaux non industriels (1932).
(1932).
travaux

come
This Convention
Convention shall not come
force until after the adoption
adoption
into force
by
the International
Labour ConInternational Labour
by the
ference of
Convention
of aa Draft
Draft Convention
ference
revising
Convention fixing the
the Convention
revising the
minimum
admission of
of
minimum age for admission
children
to industrial
industrial employemploychildren to
a Draft Convenment,
1919, and a
ment, 1919,
tion revising
revising the Convention
Convention concontion
of
the age
age for admission of
cerning the
children
non-industrial emchildren to non-industrial
ployment, 1932.
1932.
ployment,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 6
6

ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

Les
ratifications officielles
officielles de
de la
la
Les ratifications
presente
convention seront compresente convention
muniquees
Secretaire general
au Secretaire
muniqu6es an
de
la Societe
Societe des Nations et par
de la
lui enregistrees.
enregistrees.

The
ratifications of this
The formal
formal ratifications
Convention shall be communiConvention
cated
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
to the
cated to
League of Nations for registhe League
tration.

ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.

1.
presente convention
convention ne
no
La prdsente
1. La
de
liera
que
Membres
l'OrganiMembres
les
liera que
sation internationale
internationale du Travail
sation
dont
la
ete enreenreaura ete
ratification aura
dont la ratification
Secretaire general.
par le Secretaire
gistree par

1. This
This Convention
Convention shall be
1.
binding only
Members
upon those
those Members
only upon
binding
of the
OrLabour Orthe International
International Labour
of
ganisation
whose ratifications
have
ratifications have
ganisation whose
been
Secretarywith the Secretaryregistered with
been registered
General.
2. Subject
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of
2.
Subject to
Article
5
above
it
shall
come
into
come
it
shall
Article 5 above
force twelve
twelve months
months after the date
force
on
which the ratifications
ratifications of two
on which

2.
reserve des dispositions
dispositions
2. Sous reserve
de
entrera
5 ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, elle entrera
de Particle
l'article 5
en
spree que
mois apres
en vigueur douze mois
les
ratifications de deux Membres
les ratifications

Register of
of employees under 16.

Coming into force,
force,
Coming
conditions.
conditions.

Ratifications, regisRatificatlons,
tration.
tration.

scope.
Scope.

Effective date.
date.
Effective

TREATIES
TREATIES

1708
1708

'Adherence
'Adherence
after.

therethere-

Notifications.
Notifications.

Denunciation.
Denunciation.

Renewal for 10-year
10-year
Renewal
periods.
periods.
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auront ete
étd enregistrees
le
auront
enregistrees par
par le
Secretaire
general.
Secretaire g6n6ral.
3. Par la
cotta convention
convention
3.
la suite,
suite, cette
entrera
en vigueur
chaque
entrera en
vigueur pour
pour chaque
Membre
douze mois
apres la
la date
date
Membre douze
mois apres
oh
enreofl sa
sa ratification
ratification aura
aura ete
ete enregistree.
gistree.

Members
been registered
registered
Members have
have been
with the
Secretary-General.
with
the Secretary-General.
3.
this Convention
Convention
3. Thereafter,
Thereafter, this
shall come
come into
into force
force for
any Memshall
for any
Member
twelve
months
after
date
ber twelve months after the
the date
on
which
its
ratification
has
been
on which its ratification has been
registered.
registered.

ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
8.

ARTICLE 8.
8.
ARTICLE

Aussitot que
qua lea
lea ratifications
ratifications
Aussit6t
de deux
de
deux Membres
Membres de
de l'Organisal'Organisation
international° du
du Travail
Travail
tion internationale
auront ete
auront
6t6 enregistrees,
enregistrees, le
le Seer&
Secretaire general
general de
de la
Societe des
des
taire
la Societe
Nations
ce fait
fait a
a tous
Nations notifiera
notifi.era cc
thus les
les
Membres de
de l'Organisation
Membres
l'Organisation interinternational°
Travail. I1
Illeur
nationale du
du Travail.
leur notinotifiera egalement
Penregistrement
fiera
egalement l'enregistrement
des ratifications
ratifications qui
lui seront
des
qui lui
seront
ulterieurement communiquees
par
ulterieurement
communiquees par
thus autres
Membres de
ahganitous
autres Membres
de l'Organisation.
sation.

As
soon as
the ratifications
ratifications of
As soon
as the
of
two
Members of
of the
the International
two Members
International
Labour
Organisation have
have been
been
Labour Organisation
registered, the
registered,
the Secretary-General
Secretary-General
of the
the League
League of
of Nations
Nations shall
shall so
so
of
notify
all
the
Members
of
the
notify all the Members of the
International
Labour OrganisaInternational Labour
Organisation.
He shall
notify
tion. He
shall likewise
likewise notify
them
of the
registration of
ratifithem of
the registration
of ratifications
which may
may be
be communications which
communicated
subsequently by
by other
Memcated subsequently
other Members of
the Organisation.
bers
of the
Organisation.

ARTICLE 9.
ARTICLE
9.

ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

1. Tout
Tout Membre
1.
Membre ayant
ayant ratifie
ratifi6
in
convention peut
pent la,
la presente
pr6sente convention
la
denoncer
denoncer A l'expiration
l'expiration d'une
d'une pep&riode
de dix
dix annees
apres is.
la date
node de
annees apres
date de
de
la
la mise
vigueur initial°
mise en
en vigueur
initiale de
de la
la
convention,
convention, par
par un
acte commuun acte
communique
au Secretaire
Secretaire general
nique au
general de
la
de la
Nations, et par
par lui
lui
Societe des Nations,
enregistre.
La denonciation
enregistre. La
denonciation no
ne
prendra
qu'une aline°
apres
prendra effet
effet qu'une
annee apres
avoir ete
avoir
6et enregistree.
enregistr6e.
2.
2. Tout
ayant ratifie
ratifie
Tout Membre
Membre ayant
la presente
la
present° convention
dans
convention qui,
qui, dans
un
délai d'une
d'une annee
apres l'expiral'expiraun delai
annee apres
tion de la periode
de dix
period° de
dix annees
annees
precementionnee au paragraphe
paragraph° precedent, ne
ne fera
fera pas
pas usage
la
usage de
de la
faculte de denonciation
denonciation prevue
faculte
prevue
par
article sera
par le
le present
present article
sera lie
lie pour
pour
periode de
de dix anune nouvelle
nouvelle periode
nees, et, par
par la
la suite,
nee,s,
suite, pourra
pourra
denoncer la
denoncer
is presente
convention
presente convention
a l'expiration de
de chaque
chaque periode
de
periode de
dix annees dans lea
les conditions
conditions
prevues
au present article.
prevues an

A Member
Member which
which has
1. A
has ratified
ratified
this Convention
Convention may denounce it
it
after the expiration of ten years
from the date on which the Concomes into force, by
by
vention first comes
an act communicated
communicated to the Secretary-General of the League of
retary-General
Nations for registration.
registration. Such
Such
denunciation shall not take
effect
denunciation
take effect
until one year after the date
date on
on
which it is registered.
registered.
2.
Member which has
2. Each Member
Convention and which
which
ratified this Convention
does not, within the year
year following the expiration
expiration of the period
period
mentioned in
of ten years mentioned
in the prepreparagraph, exercise
exercise the
the
ceding paragraph,
right of denunciation provided
provided
for in this Article, will be
be bound
bound
for another period of ten
ten years
and, thereafter, may denounce
this Convention
Convention at the expiration
expiration
of each period
period of ten years under
under
the terms provided
provided for in this
this
Article.
Article.
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ARTICLE 10.
ARTICLE

A Pexpiration
de chaque
A
l'expiration de
chaque periode
p6riode
At the expiration
expiration of each period
period
de dix annees
annues A compter
compter de of ten years after the coming into
into
Pentree en vigueur de
l'entree
de la
la prepre- force of this Convention, the
sente
Bente convention, le Conseil
Conseil d'ad- Governing Body of the
the InternaInternaministration du
ministration
du Bureau
Bureau internainterna- tional Labour
present
Labour Office shall present
tional
tional du Travail
Travail devra
devra presenter
presenter to
Conference a
to the General
General Conference
a report
report
h.
A.la Conference
Conference generale
g6enrale un
un rap- on
Convention
on the
the working of
of this Convention
l'application de
port sur l'application
de la prepr& and shall consider
consider the desirability
desirability
d6cidera s'il y
y of placing on the
sente convention et decidera
the Agenda
Agenda of
of the
the
aa lieu d'inscrire
d'inscrire a
A l'ordre du jour
jour Conference
Conference the
the question of
of its
its
Conference la
de la Conference
la question de revision
revision in whole or in part.
sa revision
revision totale
totale ou partielle.
partielle.

Reports at 10-year
10-year
Reports
intervals.
intervals.

ARTICLE 11.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE

1. Au
o la Conference
1.
Au cas ou
Conference
adopterait
adopterait une nouvelle
nouvelle convenconvention
ou
totale ou
tion portant
portant revision totale
particle de
de la
la pr4sente
presente convenconvenpartielle
tion,
et A
a moins
moms quo
la nouvelle
nouvelle
tion, et
que la
convention
no dispose
convention ne
dispose autrement:
a)
a) la ratification
ratification par
par un
un Membre
Membre
convention porde la
la nouvelle convention
tant
entratnerait de
de
tant revision entratnerait
nonobstant Partiplein droit, nonobstant
l'article
cle 9
9 ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, denonciation
d6nonciation
immediate
immediate de la presente conconvention, sous
que la
vention,
sous reserve
r6serve que
la
nouvelle
convention
portant
portant
nouvelle convention
revision soit
soit entree
entrée en
en vigueur;
vigueur;
revision
b)
partir de
l'entr6e
de la date
date de Pentree
b) aa partir
en vigueur
la nouvelle
en
vigueur de
de la
nouvelle
convention portant
revision,
convention
portant revision,
la presente
presente convention
convention cesseceasela
d'être ouverte
a la ratirait d'etre
ouverte A
fication des Membres.

1. Should the Conference
Conference adopt
adopt
a
Convention revising this
this
a new Convention
Convention in whole
whole or in part,
then, unless
unless the
the new
new Convention
Convention
otherwise
otherwise provides,
provides,
Member
(a) the ratification
ratification by
by a
a Member
of
of the
the new
new revising
revising ConvenConvention
tion shall ipso
ipso jure
jure involve
involve
the immediate
immediate denunciation
denunciation
of this Convention, notwithnotwithstanding
standing the provisions of
of
Article 9
when
9 above, if and
and when
the new revising
revising Convention
Convention
force;
shall have
have come
come into
into force;
as from
from the
date when
when the
new
the date
the new
(b) as
revising Convention comes
comes
into force this Convention
shall cease to be open to ratification
cation by
by the Members.

Effect of revising
Effect
revising
Convention.
Convention.

2. La
de-.
2.
La presente
presente convention
convention demeurerait
en
tout
ces
en
vigueur
meurerait en tout cas en vigueur
dans sa
et teneur
les
pour les
forme et
teneur pour
dans
sa forme
Membres qui
ratifiee et
Membres
qui Pauraient
l'auraient ratifi6e
qui ne
ne ratifieraient
ratifieraient pas
convenla convenpas Is
qui
tion
tion portant
portant revision.
revision.

Convention shall in
any
2. This
This Convention
in any
case
case remain
remain in
in force
force in its actual
actual
form and
and content
content for those
those Members which have ratified it
it but
but
have
revising
have not ratified
ratified the
the revising
Convention.

Continuation
of
Continuation of
Convention.
present Convention.

ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12.

ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE
12.

Les textes
textes frangais
frangais et
Les
et
la
presente
convention
la presente convention
l'un et l'autre.

The French
anglais
de
French and English texts of
anglais de
this
Convention
this
Convention
shall both
both be
feront
foi
feront foi
authentic.
authentic.

Revision.

Closing to additionClosing
al ratifications.
ratifications.

authenticity.
Texts, authenticity.
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AND
provided in
in Article
Article 66of
the said
said draft
draft convention
convention
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is
is provided
of the
that the formal ratifications
ratifications thereof
thereof shall be
communicated to
be communicated
to the
the
Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League
League of
and in
in
of Nations
Nations for
for registration
registration and
Article 7
7 that, subject
5, the
the convention
convention
subject to the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article 5,
shall come into force twelve months after the
the date on which
which the
the ratiratiMembers of
fications of two Members
of the
the International
International Labor
Labor Organization
Organization
have been registered with
with the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of
of the
the League
League of
of
Nations, and that thereafter
thereafter the
convention shall
shall come
come into
force
for
the convention
into force for
any Member twelve months
months after the date on which its
its ratification
ratification
has been registered;
registered;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is provided
provided in Article
Article 55of
the said
said draft
draft convention
convention
of the
that the convention
convention shall not come into force
force until after the
adoption
the adoption
by the International
International Labor Conference
Conference of a
adraft
draft convention
convention revising
revising
the convention
convention fixing the minimum
minimum age for admission of children
children to
to
industrial employment,
employment, 1919,
1919, and a
revising the
the
a draft convention
convention revising
convention
convention concerning
concerning the age for admission of
to nonindusnonindusof children to
trial employment,
employment, 1932;
1932;
Adtion
by Igoenr:
InterAND WHEREAS
national
the convention
na
l
tid
o
n
°
1
= Labor
WHEREAS a
adraft convention
convention revising the
convention fixing
fixing the
the
Confdraft conven o isite minimum age
age for
for admission
admission of
of children
children to
industrial employment,
employment,
to industrial

U. S. ratification
sujSect.
subject toratifictin
specified
understandin gs.
understandings.

Registration ofocertaRegistration
cetain
ratifications ;comtainratifications;omingginto
in
force.
into force.

1919, and aadraft convention
convention revising
revising the convention
convention concerning
concerning the
the
age for admission
admission of children
children to
nonindustrial employment,
employment, 1932,
1932,
to nonindustrial
were adopted by the International
International Labor
Labor Conference
Conference at its twentytwentythird session on
on. June 22, 1937;
1937;
AND
AND WHEREAS
W HEREAS the
the aforesaid
draft convention
convention fixing
fixing the
the minimum
minimum
aforesaid draft

age
the admission
age for
for the
admission of children
children to employment
employment at sea,
was duly
sea, 1936, was
duly
ratified on the part of the United
ratified
United States
States of America
America subject to
underto understandings as follows:
"That the United States Government
Government understands
understands and
conand construes the words 'maritime
'maritime navigation'
navigation' appearing
appearing in
in this
this ConvenConvennavigation on the high
tion to mean
mean navigation
only.
high seas only.
"That the provisions
provisions of this Convention
Convention shall apply
all
apply to
to all
territory over which the United
territory
United States exercises jurisdiction
jurisdiction
except
except the Government
Government of the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
Islands and the Panama Canal Zone, with respect
respect to
to which this
this
Government
Government reserves
decision.";
reserves its
its decision.";
AND
WHEREAS the
draft convention
AND WHEREAS
the ratifications
ratifications of the
the said
said draft
convention by
by

Norway,
Belgium, subject to
Norway, Belgium, subject
to subsequent
subsequent decisions regarding
regarding applicaapplication to the Belgian Congo and to territories
territories under Belgian
Belgian Mandate,
Mandate,
Brazil and
and Sweden were registered
Brazil
registered with the Secretary-General
of the
the
Secretary-General of
League of Nations on July 7,
League
7, 1937, April 11,
11, 1938,
1938, October
1938
October 12,
12, 1938
and January 6, 1939,
1939, respectively, and by such registrations
registrations the
the said
said
draft convention
convention became aa formal convention between
draft
between Norway
and
Norway and
Belgium on April 11,
11, 1938,
1938, which came into force, pursuant
pursuant to
to Article
Article
7 thereof,
7
thereof, between
between Norway
Norway and
and Belgium
Belgium on April 11,
1939, twelve
twelve
11, 1939,
months after the date on which the ratification
ratification of Belgium
Belgium was
was regisregistered
with the Secretary-General
tered with
Secretary-General of the League of Nations,
Nations, and, pursuant to
suant
to the same article, will come into
into force for Brazil on October
October
12, 1939 and for Sweden
Sweden on January
January 6, 1940;
1940;
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AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the ratification of the said draft
convention by
by the
draft convention
the

United
United States of America, subject
subject to the understandings
understandings above
above recited,
recited,
was registered
Secretary-General of the League
registered with the Secretary-General
League of Nations
Nations
on October 29, 1938;
1938;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS by such registration
registration the said convention
convention will
will come
come
into force, pursuant to Article
Article 7
7 thereof, for the United States
of
States of
America with respect
respect to Norway, Belgium and Brazil on October
October 29,
1939,
1939, twelve
twelve months after the date on which the ratification
ratification of the
the
United
United States of America
America was registered with the
Secretary-General
the Secretary-General
of the League of Nations, and, pursuant
pursuant to the
article, will
will
the same article,
come into force for Sweden and
Members of
the International
International
and other
other Members
of the
Labor Organization
Organization whose ratifications
or may
be registered
ratifications have
have been or
may be
registered
with the Secretary-General
Secretary-General of the League
subsequent to
to
League of Nations subsequent
October 29, 1938, twelve
twelve months after the date on which the
ratifithe ratification has been or may be registered
each case;
case;
registered in each
Now,
I, Franklin
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
it known that I,
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin D.
President
of
the
United
States
President
of America,
America, have caused the
conthe said convention to be made public to the end
end that
the same
and every
that the
same and
every article
article
and clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled in good faith by the
United States of America
America and the
on and
the citizens
citizens thereof,
thereof, on
and from
from
October
understandings above recited
October 29, 1939, subject to the understandings
recited and
and to
any legislation
legislation or regulations
regulations in accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of the
the
convention
convention which may be made on the part of
of the United
United States of
of
America.
IN
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
caused
I have
have hereunto
hand and
and caused

the Seal of the United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States of America
America to
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this
twenty-ninth day
September
this twenty-ninth
day of
of September
in the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL] thirty-nine and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

1711
1711
Registration of U.
U. S.
S.
Registration
ratification.

Date of coming into
into
force for U. S.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

1712
1712

January 27,
1939
January
27,1939

S.

[T. S. No. 953]
[T.
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Convention
between the
States of
of America
America and
and Finland
Finland regulating
regulating
Convention between
the United
United States
military obligations
persons having
having dual
dual nationality.
nationality. Signed at
military
obligations of persons
Helsinki
January 27,
ratification advised
by the
Senate of
of the
the
Helsinki January
27, 1959;
1939; ratification
advised by
the Senate
United States
States August
1939; ratified
by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United
United
August 1,
1, 1939;
ratified by
States
ratified by
Finland September
29, 1939;
1989;
States August
August 14,
14, 1939;
1939; ratified
by Finland
September 29,
ratifications
exchanged at
Helsinki October
October 3,
8, 1939;
1989; proclaimed
proclaimed by
ratifications exchanged
at Helsinki
by
the
President of
of the
the United
United States
States October
October 7,
7, 1989.
the President
1939.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY THE
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
convention between the United States
W HEREAS a
aconvention
States of America
America and

the Republic of Finland regulating
regulating the military obligations of persons
possessing
possessing the nationality of both the High Contracting
Contracting Parties was
concluded
Plenipotentiaries at Helsinki
concluded and signed by their respective Plenipotentiaries
nine hundred
hundred
on the twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day of January,
January, one thousand
thousand nine
and thirty-nine, the original
original of which convention,
convention, in the English
English and
Finnish languages,
languages, is word for word as follows:
Texts.
Texts.

The United States of America
America

and the Republic of Finland,
Finland, being
desirous of regulating the question of exemption from military
obligations of persons possessing
possessing
the nationality of both the High
Contracting Parties, have decided
decided
to conclude a
a convention
convention for that
purpose, and have appointed
appointed as
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries.
Plentpotentlarles.

.Amerikan Yhdysvallat
SuoAmerikan
Yhdysvallat ja Suojarjestaa
men Tasavalta, haluten jiarjestaa
kysymyksen kummankin
knmmankin Korkean
Korkean
kysymyksen
Sopimuspuolen
kansalaisuuden
Sopimuspuolen
kansalaisuuden
omaavien
omaavi.en henkil6iden
henkiloiden vapauttamivapauttamisotilaallisista velvollisuukvelvollisuuksesta sotilaallisista
sista, ovat paattaneet
paattaneet tassft
tassa tarkoituksessa solmia sopimuksen ja ovat
ovat
valtuutetuikseen
rnaaranneet:
valtuutetuikseen maaranneet:

The President
President of the
the United
United States Amerikan
Amerikan Yhdysvaltain
Yhdysvaltain Presiof America:
America:
dentti:
Mr.
SCHOENFELD,
M
T. H. F. Arthur S
CHOENFELD,
Herra H.
Arthur S
CHOENH. F.
F. Arthur
SCHOENEnvoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
FELDin, Amerikan
FELDiII,
Amerikan YhdysvalYhdysvalMinister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary of
Tasavallassa oleoletain Suomen Tasavallassa
the United States of America
America
van erikoislahettilaan
erikoislahettilaan ja tayRepublic of Finland;
to the Republic
Finland;
sivaltaisen ministerin,
ministerin,
and
ja
ja
President of the Republic
The President
Republic of Suomen
Suomen Tasavallan
Tasavallan Presidentti:
Presidentti:
Finland:
ERKKO, MinisMr. Juho Elias
Eljas ERKKO,
MinisHerra Juho Eljas
Herra
Elias ERKON, SuoSuo—
ter of Foreign Affairs of the
men
Tasavallan ulkoasiainmen Tasavallan
ulkoasiainRepublic
Republic of Finland;
ministerin,
ministerin,
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FINLAND—
MILITARY OBLIGATIONS-JAN.
OBLIGATIONS— JAN.27, 1939
1939
FINLAND-MILITARY

to jotka, esitettyaan
Who, having communicated
communicated to
esitettyaan toisilleen
asiantoisilleen asianWho,
mukaisiksi havaitut valtakirjansa,
valtakirjansa,
each other their full powers found mukaisiksi
to
ovat sopineet
sopineet seuraavasta:
seuraavasta:
to be in good and due farm, have ovat
agreed as follows:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

II ARTIKLA
ARTIKLA

A
possessing the nationA person possessing
ality
both the High Contractality of both
habitually resides
ing Parties who habitually
territory of one of them and
in the territory
who is in fact most closely connected
nected with that Party shall be
exempt from all military obligations
in the
the territory of the other
tions in
Party.

Henkilo, jolla on kummankin
kummankin
Henkil6,
Korkean
Sopimuspuolen kansaKorkean Sopimuspuolen
laisuus ja joka
joka tavallisesti
tavallisesti asuu
laisuus
toisen
sopimuspuolen alueella
alueella seka
toisen sopimuspuolen
Jolla todella on lahin yhteys
yhteys siihen,
jolla
on
vapautettava kaikista sotilaalon vapautettava
velvollisunksista toisen
toisen sopilisista velvollisuuksista
muspuolen alueella.
alueella.
muspuolen

ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE

II ARTIKLA
II
ARTIKLA

present convention
convention shall be
The present
ratified
ratifications thereratifications
and
the
ratified
of shall be exchanged at Helsinki.
Helsinki.
It
It shall take effect in all its provisions
exchange
sions on the day of the exchange
of ratifications
ratifications and
and shall continue
of
in
force for the term
of ten years
term of
in force
that day.
from that
If
before the
If within six months before
expiration of ten years from the
expiration
day
which the
present conventhe present
on which
day on
tion
shall come into force,
force, neither
tion shall
High
Contracting Party notifies
High Contracting
the
the other of an intention of terminating
nating the convention upon the
expiration of the aforesaid period
period
of
convention shall
ten years,
years, the convention
of ten
remain
effect
remain in full force and effect
and
period
after the aforesaid
until
six
months
from
such
a
time
a
until six months from
as either
of the
the High
Contracting
High Contracting
as
either of
Parties
shall
have
notified
to the
the
Parties shall have notified to
terminating
other an intention of terminating
the
the convention.
In
whereof, the respecwitness whereof,
In witness
tive
signed
have signed
Plenipotentiaries have
tive Plenipotentiaries
convention and have
present convention
the present
affixed their seals thereto.

Tama sopimus
sopimus on ratifioitava
ratifioitava
Tama
ja ratifioimiskirjat
ratifioimisldrjat on vaihdettava
vaihdettava
Helsingissa.
kaikkine
Se tulee kaikkine
Helsingissa.
maarayksineen
maarayksineen voimaan ratifioimiskirjojen
paivana ja on
vaihdon paivana
iskirjojen vaihdon
oleva
voimassa
kymmenen
vuoden
oleva voimassa kymmenen vuoden
ajan sanotusta
sanotusta paivasta.

except
Exemption, except
Exemption,
in country of habitual
residence.
residence.

Ratification.
Ratification.

Effective date; duEffective
ration.
ration.

Korkea Sopikumpikaan Korkea
Ellei kumpikaan
muspuoli kuutta kuukautta ennen
ennen
muspuoli
kymmenen vuoden
vuoden paattymista
paiittymista
kymmenen
siitä paivasta
paivasta lukien, jolloin tama
tamti,
siita
sopimus on tullut voimaan, ilsopimus
tahtovansa luopua
toiselle tahtovansa
moita toiselle
sopimuksesta sanotun kymmensopimuksesta
vuotisen
ajanjakson paattyessa,
ptiattyessit,
vuotisen ajanjakson
sopimus jaa
jää voimaan sanotun
sanotun ajan
jfilkeen kunnes
kunnes kuusi kuukautta
jilkeen
on
salt paivasta,
jolloin
paivasta, jolloin
kulunut siita
on kulunut
jompikumpi
Korkea Sopimuspuoli
Sopimuspuoli
jompikumpi Korkea
on
tahtovansa
toiselle tahtovansa
ilmoittanut toiselle
on ilmoittanut
luopua
sopimnicsesta.
luopua sopimuksesta.

Termination.
Termination.

Taman
asianomaiset
vakuudeksi asianomaiset
Tiamiin vakuudeksi
taysivakaiset
edustajat
ovat taedustajat
taysivaltaiset
man
sopimuksen
allekirjoittaneet
allekirjoittaneet
man sopimuksen
sineteillaan varustaneet.
varustaneet.
ja sineteillaan

Signatures.
Signatures.

'
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Texts, authenticity.
authenticity.

Ratifications.
Ratifications.

Proclamation.
Proclamation.
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H.
F.ARTHUR
ARTHUR SCHOENFELD
SCHOENFELD
H. F.

Tehty kahtena
kahtena kappaleena,
engTehty
kappaleena, englanniksi
ja suomeksi,
jotka momolanniksi ja
suomeksi, jotka
lemmat
todistusvoilemmat tekstit
tekstit ovat
ovat todistusvoimaisia,
Helsingissa kahdentenakandentenamaisia, Helsingissa
kyramenentena seitsemantena
seitsemant ena
kymmenentena
paivana tammikuuta
tammikuuta tuhat
tuhat yhdekyhdekpaivana
sansataa kolmekymmenta
kolmekymmenta yhdekyhdeksansataa
san.
san.
ELJAS ERICK()
ELJAS
ERKKO

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Done
Done in
in duplicate,
duplicate, in the EngEnglish
lish and
and Finnish
Finnish languages,
languages, both
both
authentic, at
at Helsinki,
Helsinki, this
authentic,
this twentytwentyseventh
of January,
day of
January, nineteen
nineteen
seventh day
hundred
and thirty
thirty nine.
nine.
hundred and

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said convention
convention has been duly ratified on both
parts,
and the
ratifications of
of the
the two
two Governments
were exchanged
exchanged
Governments were
parts, and
the ratifications
October, one thousand
thousand nine
in the City
City of Helsinki
Helsinki on the
the third
third day
day of October,
nine
hundred
hundred and
and thirty-nine;
thirty-nine;
it known that I, Franklin
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
Roosevelt,
President of
United States
States of
caused the
said conconPresident
of the
the United
of America,
America, have
have caused
the said
made public
that the
and every
every article
vention to
to be
be made
public to
to the
the end
end that
the same
same and
article
and clause thereof
thereof may
may be
be observed
observed and fulfilled with
with good
good faith by
by
the United States
States of America and the citizens thereof.
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hand and caused
caused
hereunto set my
my hand
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
the city
this seventh
seventh day
day of
of October
October in
in
DONE at
at the
city of
of Washington
Washington this
the
year of
of our
our Lord
one thousand
hundred and
and thirtythirtythe year
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
[SEAL]
and of
the Independence
of the
United States
States of
[SEAL] nine
nine and
of the
Independence of
the United
of
America
the one
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
America the
one hundred
hundred and
By
the President:
President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
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Convention between
the United
States of
and other
Convention
between the
United States
of America
America and
other American
American
republics
Signed at
at Buenos
Buenos
republics respecting
respecting interchange
interchange of
of publications.
publications. Signed

December 23, 1936;
ratification advised
advised by the Senate
Aires December
1986; ratification
Senate of the
the
United
States, subject to an understanding,
United States,
understanding, August 1,
1, 1939; ratified
ratified
by the President
President of the United
United States,
said understanding,
States, subject
subject to the said
understanding,
August 14, 1939;
1939; ratification
ratification of the United
United States
States of America
America deposited
October 23, 1939;
with the Pan
Pan American
American Union
Union at
at Washington October
proclaimed by the President
Presidentof the United States November 15, 1939.
proclaimed

December
December 23,
23, 19fi
1936
9541
[T. 8.
s. No. 9541

BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED S
STATES
OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS, a
Convention on the Interchange
Interchange of Publications
Publications was
WHEREAS,
a Convention
signed at the Inter-American
Inter-American Conference
Conference for the Maintenance
Maintenance of
of
1936, by the Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
Peace at Buenos Aires on December
December 23, 1936,
of the United States of America and
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
and the
the respective
of
the
other
American
Republics,
a
true
copy
of
which
Convention
of the other American Republics, a true copy of which Convention
Portuguese and
French languages
languages is word
in the English, Spanish, Portuguese
and French
for word as follows: 1
1
convention furnished by
by
11 [The texts follow literally the certified copy of the convention
Argentine Government.]
the Argentine
Government.]

Preamble.
Preamble.
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CONVENTION ON
ON INTERCHANGE
OF PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS
CONVENTION
INTERCHANGE OF

Plenipotentiaries.
Plentpotentiaries.

Brazil:
The
The Governments
Governments represented
represented Brazil:
Jose Carlos
Soares,
Jos6
Carlos de
de Macedo
Macedo Soares,
in the Inter-American
Inter-American Conference
Conference
Oswald() Aranha,
Aranha,
Oswaldo
for
Peace,
for the
the Maintenance
Maintenance of
of Peace,
Jose de
Alves,
Jose
do Paula
Paula Rodrigues
Rodrigues Alves,
convenDesiring to
to conclude
conclude a
a convenBelie.
Lobo,
elio Lobo,
tion relative
to the
the exchange
of
Hildebrand° Pompeu
Pinto AeHildebrando
tion
relative to
exchange of
Pompeu Pinto
Accioly,
cioly,
publications,
the folfolpublications, have
have named
named the
Edmundo da
Edmundo
da Luz
Luz Pinto,
Pinto,
lowing plenipotentiaries:
lowing
plenipotentiaries:
Roberto
de Mendonga,
Roberto Cameiro
Carneiro de
Mendonga,
Rosalina
Rosanna Coelho
Coelho Lisboa
Lisboa de
de
Argentina:
Argentina:
Miller,
Carlos Saavedra
Saavedra Lamas,
Miller,
Carlos
Lamas,
Maria Luiza
Luiza Bitteneourt.
Maria
Roberto
M. Ortiz,
Ortiz,
Bittencourt.
Roberto M.
Miguel
Angel Carcano,
Miguel Angel
Carcano,
Uruguay:
Uruguay:
Jose Maria
Maria Cantilo,
Jos6
Cantilo,
Jose Espalter,
Jos6
Espalter,
Felipe
A. Espil,
Felipe A.
Espil,
Pedro
Pedro Manini
Manini Rios,
Rios,
Leopoldo
Melo,
Leopoldo Melo,
Eugenio
Martinez
Thedy,
Eugenio
Martinez
Thedy,
Isidoro
Ruiz Moreno.
Isidoro Ruiz
Moreno.
Juan Antonio
Buero,
Juan
Antonio Buero,
Daniel Antokoletz,
Daniel
Antokoletz,
Felipe
Felipe Ferreiro,
Ferreiro,
Carlos
Carlos Brebbia,
Brebbia,
Andres F.
F. Puyol,
Puyol,
Andres
Cesar
Cesar Diaz
Diaz Cisneros.
Abalcazar
Garcia,
Abalcazar Garcia,
Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Jose
G. Antufia,
Jos6 G.
Antufa,
Miguel Angel
Angel Soler,
Soler,
Julio C6sar
Cesar Cerdeiras
Julio
Cerdeiras Alonso,
Alonso,
J. Isidro
Ramirez.
J.
Isidro Ramirez.
Gervasio Posadas
Belgrano.
Gervasio
Posadas Belgrano.
Honduras:
Honduras:
Guatemala:
Guatemala:
Antonio Bermudez
Bermudez M.,
Carlos Salazar,
Salazar,
Julian
Julian Lopez
L6pez Pineda.
Jose A. Medrano,
Jos6
Medrano,
Costa Rica:
Rica:
Costa
Alfonso
Carrillo.
Alfonso Carrillo.
Manuel
F.
Jimenez,
Manuel F. Jimenez,
Carlos Brenes.
Carlos
Brenes.
Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Luis Manuel
Manuel Debayle,
Debayle,
Venezuela:
Venezuela:
Jos6
Jose Maria
Moncada,
Maria Moncada,
Caracciolo
Parra Perez,
Caracciolo Parra
Perez,
Modesto
Modesto Valle.
Valle.
Gustavo
Herrera,
Gustavo Herrera,
Alberto
&raga Fombona.
Fombona.
Alberto Zerega
Dominican
Republic:
Dominican Republic:
Peru:
Peru:
Max Henriquez
Henriquez Urena,
Urefia,
Carlos Concha,
Concha,
Tulio M.
M. Cestcro,
Cestero,
Alberto Ulloa,
Ulloa,
Alberto
Enrique Jimenez.
Jimenez.
Enrique
Felipe Barreda
Felipe
Laos,
Barreda Laos,
Diomedes
Di6medes Arias
Arias Schreiber.
Schreiber.
Colombia:
Colombia:
Corral,
Jorge Soto del
del Corral,
El
El Salvador:
Salvador:
Miguel
Miguel L6pez
Lopez Pumarejo,
Manuel
Ramirez,
Manuel Castro
Castro Ramirez,
Roberto Urdaneta Arbelaez,
Arbelasz,
Maximiliano
Maximilian° Patricio
Patricio Brannon.
Brannon.
Alberto
Alberto Lleras Camargo,
Camargo,
Mexico:
M1exico:
Jose Ignacio
Ignacio Diaz Granados.
Castillo Najera,
Francisco Castillo
Alfonso Reyes,
Reyes,
Alfonso
Panama:
Panama:
Ramon Beteta,
Beteta,
Ram6n
Harmodio Arias
Harmodio
Arias M.
M.
Juan Manuel
Manuel Alvarez
Ca,sAlvarez del
del CasJulio J.
J. Fabrega,
Julio
Fabrega,
tillo.
tillo.
Eduardo
Chiari.
Eduardo Chiari.
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United
United States of
of America:
America:
Cordell Hull,
IIull,
Welles,
Sumner Welles,
Alexander
Alexander W. Weddell,
Adolf A. Berle, Jr.,
Alexander F. Whitney,
Alexander
Charles G. Fenwick,
Michael Francis Doyle,
Elise F. Musser.
Chile:
Chile:
Miguel Cruchaga
Cruchaga Tocornal,
Luis Barros Borgono,
Borgofio,
Felix
Nieto del Rio,
F6lix Nieto
Ricardo Montaner
Montaner Bello.
Ecuador:
Ecuador:
Humberto
Albornoz,
Humberto Albomoz,
Antonio Pous,
Pons,
Jose
Jos6 Gabriel Navarro,
Francisco
Guarderas,
Francisco Guarderas,
Eduardo Salazar
Salazar Gomez.
G6mez.
Eduardo
Bolivia:
Bolivia:
Enrique Finot,
Alvestegui '
David Alvestegui,
Eduardo Diez de Medina.
Alberto
Ostria Gutierrez,
Alberto Ostria
Romero,
Carlos Romero,
Alberto Cortadellas,
Cortadellas,
Alberto
Javier Paz
Campero.
Paz Campero.
Javier
Haiti:
Haiti:
H. Pauleus Sannon,
Sannon,
Camille J. Le6n,
Leon,
Elie Lescot,
Edme Manigat,
Pierre Eugene
Lespinasse,
Eugene de Lespinasse,
Pierre
Magloire.
Clement Magloire.
Cuba:
Cuba:
Jose Manuel
Manuel Cortina,
Ramon Zaydin,
Ram6n
MArquez Sterling,
Carlos Marquez
Rafael Santos
Jimenez,
Santos Jimenez,
Rafael
Cesar Salaya,
Whitmarsh,
Calixto Whitmarsh,
Jose
Jose Manuel Carbonell.
after having deposited
Who, after
their full
powers, found
found to
to be
in
be in
full powers,
their
and due form, have agreed as
good and
follows:
Article I.
shall be
be estabestabI. There
There shall
Article
lished in the national or official

1717
1717

Establishment
Establishment of
Library
of sections
Capital of
of each of
Library of the Capital
sections in national
libraries.
Contracting Parties a
a section
the Contracting
other
dedicated to each of the other
States taking part in this Convention
Collection
Collection of repreinstallation sentative
Article II. For the installation
works.
works.
of these sections each Government
each
ment promises to provide
provide to each
of the other Parties signatory
signatory to
this Convention
Convention a
collection of
a collection
works of such character
character as to
afford an understanding
understanding of the
of their men of letters
thought of
and science.
science.
Official, etc., publiArticle
Article III. Each Government
Government cations.
cations.
agrees
accredited
agrees to provide the accredited
diplomatic
other
diplomatic missions of the other
Parties with two
Contracting Parties
copies of each of its official
official publications
lications and such other publicaare edited with official
tions as are
assistance.
These copies shall be
assistance. These
destined for the sections indicated
destined
in Article I.
National
libraries,
National libraries,
Article IV. The national or
or exchange
exchange of
works,
of works,
etc.
official Libraries
Libraries of the Capitals
official
Contracting Parties shall
of the Contracting
enter into agreements to maintain,
with the
desirable, aa
frequency desirable,
the frequency
with
of works
service
exchange
of
exchange
service
edited
in
each
one
of
them,
and of
edited in each one
photographic copies of documents
photographic
which
be of interest to
which may be
American history.
American
Previous
agreeArticle V. The present Conven- ments
affected.
not affected.
tion shall not affect obligations
previously entered into by the
previously
High Contracting Parties by virtue
agreements.
international agreements.
tue of international
Ratification.
Article VI. The present Conven- Ratification.
tion
tion shall be ratified by the High
Contracting
Contracting Parties in conformity
respective constituwith their respective
Deposit of original
Convention.
tional
procedures. The original of Convention.
tional procedures.
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Convention in
the present
present Convention
instrument shall
shall be
in English,
English,
instrument
be deposited
deposited in
in the
Spanish, Portuguese
French
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
of Spanish,
Portuguese and
and French
the
Affairs of
Certified
copies.
Certified copies.
the
and hereunto
respective
the Argentine
Argentine Republic
which shall
shall and
Republic which
hereunto affix
affix their
their respective
the City
of Buenos
Aires,
seals, at
transmit authentic
certified copies
copies seals,
at the
City of
transmit
Buenos Aires,
authentic certified
Capital of
the Argentine
of the
to the
Argentine Republic,
the Governments
Governments for
Republic,
for the
the aforeafore- Capital
the twenty-third
of the
on the
mentioned
twenty-third day
mentioned purpose
purpose of
day of
of ratification.
ratification. on
the
Deposit of ratificaratifica- The instruments of ratification
ratification
month
of
December,
1936.
month
of
December,
1936.
tions.
in the
the archives
shall be
be deposited
deposited in
archives
Argentina:
Argentina:
American Union
in
of the Pan American
Union in
CARLOS
SAAVEDRA LAMAS,
LAMAS,
CARLOS SAAVEDRA
Washington, which
which shall
shall notify
Washington,
notify
ROBERTO
ROBERTO M.
M. ORTIZ,
ORTIZ,
the signatory
of said
said
the
signatory governments
governments of
MIGUEL
CARCANO,
MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL CIRCANO,
Jost MARfA
MARIA CANTILO,
CANTILO,
JosE
deposit.
Such notification
notification shall
shall
deposit. Such
FELIPE A.
A. ESPIL,
FELIPE
ESPIL,
be
considered as
as an
of
be considered
an exchange
exchange of
LEOPOLDO MELO,
MELO,
LEOPOLDO
ratifications.

Article
ConArticle VII. The present Convention will come
come into
into effect
effect bebetween
High Contracting
Partween the
the High
Contracting Parties
which they
they
ties in
in the
the order
order in
in which
deposit
their respective
respective ratificaratificadeposit their
tions.
Duration.
Duration.
Article VIII. The
The present
present ConConvention shall
shall remain
remain in
effect
vention
in effect
enu.nciation; indefinitely but may be denounced
denounced
Denunciation; indefinitely
effect.
by means of
of one
ono year's
year's notice
notice
given to the
the Pan
American Union,
Pan American
Union,
which shall transmit
transmit it
the
it to
to the
other signatory
signatory governments.
governments. AfAfexpiration of this
ter the expiration
period
this period
the Convention
Convention shall
shall cease
in its
its
cease in
effects as regards
regards the
which
the party which
denounces it
shall remain
denounces
it but
but shall
remain in
in
effect for the
remaining High
the remaining
High
Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
Accession
of
other
Article IX.
IX. The
The present
Constato.,t
o
o
other
Article
present Constates.
vention shall be open for
for the
the
adherence
adherence and accession
accession of
of the
the
States which are not
not signatories.
signatories.
The corresponding
corresponding instruments
instruments
shall be deposited in the archives
archives
of the Pan
Pan American
American Union,
Union, which
which
communicate them
shall communicate
to the
them to
the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties.
Signatures.
Signatures.
jIn
In witness
witness whereof,
whereof, the
the above
above
mentioned
mentioned Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries sign
sign
Coming into efect

Coming into effect.

ISIDORO
ISIDORO RUIZ
MORENO,
RuIZ MORENO,
DANIEL
ANTOKOLETZ,
DANIEL ANTOKOLETZ,
CARLOS
BREBBIA,
CARLOS BREBBIA,
CESAR DIAZ
DfAZ CISNEROS.
CtSAR
CISNEROS.

Paraguay:
Paraguay:
MIGUEL
MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL SOLER,
SOLER,
J. ISIDRO
ISIDRO RAMfREZ.
RAMIREZ.
J.
Honduras:
Honduras:
ANTONIO BERM15DEZ
M.,
ANTONIO
BERM6DEZ M.,
JULIAN
JULIAN LoPEZ
PINEDA.
L6PEZ PINEDA.
Costa Rica:
Costa
Rica:

MANUEL F.
MANUEL
F. JIMENEZ,
JI3ANEZ,
CARLOS
BRENES.
CARLOS BRENES.

Venezuela:
Venezuela:

CARACCIOLO
CARACCIOLO PARRA.
PARRA PAREZ,
PPREZ,
GUSTAVO
GUSTAVO HERRERA,
HERRERA,
ALBERTO
ZAREGA FOMBONA.
FOMBONA.
ALBERTO ZEREGA

Peru:
Peru:
CARLOS CONCHA,
CARLOS
CONCHA,
ALBERTO
ALBERTO ULLOA,
ULLOA,
FELIPE
FELIPE BARREDA
BARREDA LAOS,
LAOS,
DI6MEDES
DI6MEDES ARIAS
ARIAS SCHREIBER.
SCHREIBER.
Salvador:
El Salvador:

MANUEL CASTRO
MANUEL
CASTRO RAMIREZ,
RAMIREZ,
MAXIMILIANO PATRICIO
MAXIMILIANO
PATRICIO BRANBRANNON.
NON.

Mexico:
Mexico:
FRANCISCO CASTILLO
CASTILLO NLIERA,
FRANCISCO
NAJERA,
ALFONSO REYES,
ALFONSO
REYES,
RAMoN
RAM6N BETETA,
BETETA,
JUAN MANUEL
JUAN
MANUEL ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ DEL
DEL
CASTILLO.
CASTILLO.
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Brazil:
Brazil:

Panama:
Panama:

JosE
Jost
CARLOS
MACEDO
DE
HARMODIO
HARMODIO ARIAS M.,
M.,
SOARES,
SOARES,
FA.BREGA,
JULIO J.
J. FABREGA,
JOSE
PAULA RODRIGUES
Jost DE PAULA
RODRIGUES
EDUARDO CHIARI.
CHIARI.
EDUARDO
ALVES,
ALVES,
United
States of America:
United States
HELIO
LOBO,
HELIO LOBO,
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
CORDELL
HILDEBRANDO
HILDEBRAND° POMPEU
POMPEU PINTO
SUMNER WELLES,
WELLES,
SUMNER
ACCIOLY,
ACCIOLY,
ALEXANDER
W. WEDDELL,
WEDDELL,
ALEXANDER W.
EDMUNDO
EDMUNDO DA Luz PINTO,
PINTO,
A.
BERLE, JR.,
JR.,
ADOLF A.
BERLE,
ROBERTO
CARNEIRO DE MENROBERTO CARNEIRO
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER F.
F. WHITNEY,
WHITNEY,
DONgA,
DONCA,
CHARLES
CHARLES G.
G. FENWICK,
FENWICK,
ROSALINA
COELHO LISBOA DE
ROSALINA COELHO
MICHAEL FRANCIS
MICHAEL
FRANCIS DOYLE,
DOYLE,
MILLER,
MILLER,
ELISE F.
F. MUSSER.
MUSSER.
MARfA
MARIA LUIZA BITTENCOURT.
BITTENCOURT.

Chile:

Uruguay:
Uruguay:

MIGUEL CRUCHAGA
CRUCHAGA TOCORNAL,
TOCORNAL,
LUIS BARROS
BORGOSO,
LUIS
BARROS BORGONO,

MANINI Rfos,
PEDRO MANINI
Rfos,

EUGENIO
MARTfNEZ THEDY,
EUGENIO MARTINEZ

FtLIX NIETO DEL Rio,
FELIX
RfO,

FERREIRO,
FELIPE FERREIRO,

RICARDO
RICARDO MONTANER
MONTANER BELLO.
BELLO.

ABALCAZAR GARCIA,
ABALCAZAR
GARCfA,
JULIO
JULIO

CSAR
CESAR

CERDEIRAS
CERDEIRAS

ALONSO,
ALONSO,
GERVASIO
GERVASIO POSADAS BELGRANO.
BELGRANO.

Guatemala:
Guatemala:

HUMBERTO ALBORNOZ,
ALBORNOZ,
HUMBERTO
ANTONIO
ANTONIO PONS,
PONS,
Jost GABRIEL
GABRIEL NAVARRO,
JosE
NAVARRO,
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO GUARDERAS,
GUARDER"

Bolivia:

CARLOS
SALAZAR,
CARLOS SALAZAR,

Jost
MEDRANO,
JOSE A.
A. MEDRANO,

ENRIQUE FINOT,
ENRIQUE
DAVID ALVESTEGUI,
ALViSTEGUI,
DAVID
CARLOS ROMERO,
ROMERO,

ALFONSO CARRILLO.
ALFONSO
CARRILLO.

Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:

LUIS
MANUEL DEBAYLE,
DEBAYLE,
LUIS MANUEL
Jost
MARIA MONCADA,
JOSE MARfA
MONCADA,
MODESTO VALLE.
VALLE.
MODESTO

Haiti:
Haiti:

H.
PAULEUS SANNON,
H. PAULETTS
SANNON,
CAMILLE J.
LE6N,
CAMILLE
J. LE6N,
ELIE LESCOT,
ELIE

EDMA MANIGAT,
EDME
MANIGAT,

Dominican Republic:
Republic:
Dominican
MAX HENRfQUEZ
HENRIQUEZ UREiA,
UREA,
TULIO
M. CESTERO,
TULIO M.
CESTERO,
ENRIQUE JIMENEZ,
JIMANEZ,

Colombia:
Colombia:
JORGE

Ecuador:
Ecuador:

SOTO DEL CORRAL,
SOTO
CORRAL,

PIERRE

EUGLVE
DE
EUGENE DE
NASSE,
NASSE,
CIAMENT MAGLOIRE.
MAGLOIRE.
CLEMENT

LESPILESPI-

Cuba:
Cuba:
Jost
CORTINA,
JosE MANUEL
MANUEL CORTINA,
RAM6N
RAM6N ZAYDIN,

MIGTJEL
PUMAREJO,
MIGUEL L6PEZ PUMAREJO,

CARLOS MARQUEZ
MARQUEZ STERLING,
STERLING,
CARLOS

ROBERTO
ROBERTO

RAFAEL SANTOS
SANTOS JIMANEZ,
JIMtNEZ,

URDANETA
URDANETA

ARBEARBE-

LAEZ,
LAEZ,

CtSAR
CESAR SALAYA,
SALAYA,

ALBERTO
ALBERTO

CAMARGO,
LLERAS CAMARGO,
Jost
DIAZ GRANADOS.
JOSE IGNACIO DfAZ
GRANADOS.

19347W--41--yr.
193470'-41-PT.

---
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CALIXTO WHITMARSH,
WHITMARSH,

Josh
Josi MANUEL CARBONELL.
CARBONELL.
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CONVENCION
INTERCAMBIO DE
DE PUBLICACIONES
PUBLICACIONES
CONVENCION SOBRE
SOBRE INTERCAMBIO
Brasil
Los
Gobiernos representados
Los Gobiernos
representados en
en Brasil
Jose
Carlos de
Macedo Soares,
Jos6 Carlos
do Macedo
Soares,
la Conferencia
la
Conferencia Interamericana
Interamericana de
de
Oswaldo
Aranha,
Oswaldo
Aranha,
Consolidacien de
Paz,
Consolidaci6n
de la
la Paz,
Jose
de Paula
Paula Rodrigues
Rodrigues Alves.
Jose de
Alves.
Deseosos de
concertar un
Deseosos
de concertar
un conconHelio Lobo,
Helio
Lobo,
venio sobre
Canje de
venio
sobre Canje
Hildebrand° Pompeu
Pinto Acde PublicaPublicaHildebrando
Pompeu Pinto
Accioly,
cioly,
ciones,
ban nombrado
nombrado los
los siguiensiguienciones, ban
Edmundo
Pinto,
Edmundo da
da Luz
Luz Pinto,
tes
tes Plenipotenciarios:
Plenipotenciarios:
Roberto
Carneiro de
Mendonga,
Roberto Carneiro
de Mendonca,
Argentina:
Argentina:
Rosanna Coelho
Coelho Lisboa
Lisboa de
MilRosalina
de MilCarlos Saavedra
Lamas,
Carlos
Saavedra Lamas,
ler,
ler,
Roberto
M. Ortiz,
Roberto M.
Ortiz,
Maria Luiza
Luiza Bittencourt.
Miguel
Miguel Angel Carcano,
CArcano,
Uruguay:
Uruguay:
Jose
Maria Cantilo,
Jose Maria
Cantilo,
Jose
Espalter,
Jos6 Espalter,
Felipe A.
Espil,
Felipe
A. Espil,
Pedro Manini
Manini Rios,
Rios,
Pedro
Leopoldo Melo,
Melo,
Leopoldo
Eugenio
Martinez Thedy,
Eugenio Martinez
Thedy,
Isidoro Ruiz
Moreno,
Isidoro
Ruiz Moreno,
Juan Antonio
Antonio Buero,
Buero,
Daniel
Antokoletz,
Daniel Antokoletz,
Felipe Ferreiro,
Felipe
Ferreiro,
Carlos
Brebbia,
Carlos Brebbia,
Andres F.
Puyol,
Andres
F. Puyol,
Diaz Cisneros.
Cesar Diaz
Cisneros.
Abalcazar
Garcia,
Abalcazar
Garcia,
Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Jose
G. Antuiia,
Jos6 G.
Antufia,
Miguel Angel Soler,
Soler,
C6sar
Cerdeiras
Julio Cesar
Cerdeiras Alonso,
Alonso,
J. Isidro
J.
Isidro Ramirez.
Ramirez.
Gervasio Posadas
Posadas Belgrano.
Belgrano.
Honduras:
Honduras:
Guatemala:
Guatemala:
M.,
Antonio Bernuidez
Bermddez M.,
Carlos Salazar,
Salazar,
Julien Lopez
Pineda.
JuliAn
L6pez Pineda.
Jos6
Jose A.
A. Medrano,
Medrano,
Costa
Costa Rica:
Rica:
Alfonso Carrillo.
Alfonso
Carrillo.
Manuel
Manuel F.
F. Jimenez,
Jimenez,
Carlos
Brenes.
Carlos Brenes.
Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Luis Manuel Debayle,
Debayle,
Venezuela:
Jos6
Jose Maria
Maria Moncada,
Caracciolo Parra
Parra Perez,
Perez,
Caracciolo
Modesto
Valle.
Modesto Valle.
Gustavo
Gustavo Herrera,
Herrera,
Alberto Z6rega
Zerega Fombona.
Fombona.
Repdblica
Dominicana:
Republica Dominicana:
Perd:
Peru:
Max
Henriquez Urefia,
Max Henriquez
Urefia,
Carlos
Concha,
Carlos Concha,
Tulio M. Cestero,
Cestero,
Alberto Ulloa,
Alberto
Ulloa,
Enrique Jimenez.
Enrique
Jimnnez.
Felipe Barreda Laos.
Laos.
Di6medes Arias
Di6medes
Schreiber.
Arias Schreiber.
Colombia:
Colombia:
Jorge Soto
Jorge
del Corral,
Soto del
Corral,
Salvador:
El Salvador:
Miguel L6pez
Lopez Pumarejo,
Pumarejo,
Manuel Castro Ramirez,
Roberto
Roberto Urdaneta
Urdaneta Arbeliez,
Arbelaez,
Maximiliano
Maximilian° Patricio Brannon.
Alberto Lleras
Lleras Camargo,
Camargo,
Mexico:
Jos6 Ignacio Diaz Granados.
Granados.
Jose
Francisco Castillo
Najera,
Francisco
Castillo Najera,
Alfonso
Alfonso Reyes,
Reyes,
Panamd:
Panamd:
Ramon. Beteta,
Beteta,
Ram6n
Harmodio
Harmodio Arias M.,
M.,
Juan Manuel
Manuel Alvarez
Alvarez del
del CasCasJulio J.
J. Fabrega,
Fabrega,
tillo.
tillo.
Eduardo
Eduardo Chian.
Chiari.
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Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America:
Cordell Hull,
Sumner Welles,
Alexander W. Weddell,
Alexander
Weddell,
Berle, Jr.,
Adolf A. Berle,
Jr.,
Alexander F.
Whitney,
Alexander
F. Whitney,
Charles G. Fenwick,
Michael Francis
Francis Doyle,
Elise F. Musser.
Musser.
Chile:
Chile:
Miguel Cruchaga
Cruchaga Tocornal,
Luis Barros Borgofio,
Borgoflo,
Felix Nieto del Rio,
Ricardo Montaner
Montaner Bello.
Ecuador:
Ecuador:
Humberto Albornoz,
Albornoz,
Antonio Pons,
Pons,
Jose
Jos6 Gabriel Navarro,
Navarro,
Francisco Guarderas,
Guarderas,
Eduardo Salazar
Salazar G6mez.
G6mez.
Bolivia:
Bolivia:
Enrique Finot,
David
Alvestegui,
David Alv6stegui,
Eduardo Diez
Diez de Medina,
Medina,
Alberto Ostria
Ostia Gutierrez,
Gutierrez,
Carlos Romero,
Alberto Cortadellas,
Cortadellas,
Javier Paz Campero.
Camper°.
Hait4:
Hait:
H. Pauleus Sannon,
Camille J.
J. Le6n,
Leon,
Camille
Elie Lescot,
Edme Manigat,
Manigat,
Lespinasse,
Pierre Eugene de Lespinasse,
Magloire.
Clement Magloire.
Cuba:
Cuba:
Jose Manuel Cortina,
RamOn
Ram6n Zaydin,
Carlos Marquez Sterling,
Sterling,
Rafael
Santos Jimenez,
Rafael Santos
Jimenez,
Cesar Salaya,
Calixto Whitmarsh,
Carbonell.
Jose Manuel Carbonell.
Quienes, despues
de haber
haber exexQuienes,
despues de
hibido
sus
Plenos
Poderes,
que
hibido sus Plenos Poderes, que
fueron hallados en buena y
y debida
fueron
debida
forma,
han
convenido
en
siforma, han convenido en lo
lo siguiente:
guiente:

Articulo
I.—Se creara en
Articulo I.-Se
en la
Biblioteca Nacional
Nacional u
u oficial de la
la
Capital de cada una de las Partes
Contratantes, una secci6n dedicada uno de los otros
cada a
a cada
Estados que intervienen
intervienen en
en este
este
Convenio.
Art. II.-Para
II.—Para la instalacion
instalaci6n de
de
estas secciones, cada
cada Gobierno
Gobierno se
compromete aaproveer
compromete
proveer a
acada uno
de
Contratantes de
este
de los
los otros Contratantes
de este
Convenio de una colecci6n
colecci6n de
capaces de dar concepto
obras capaces
sobre la ideologia
ideologia de
hombres
de sus
sus hombres
de estudio
estudio y
y de ciencia.
Art. III.-Cada
III.—Cada Gobierno
Gobierno se
se
compromete a
a hacer proveer
compromete
proveer aalas
misiones diplomaticas
diplomaticas de las otras
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes acreditadas
ante aqua,
aqu6l, de dos ejemplares de
cada una de sus publicaciones
publicaciones
y de todas aquellas que
oficiales y
fueren editadas con su auxilio.
auxilio.
ejemplares seran destinados
Estos ejemplares
destinados
a
a las secciones
secciones indicadas
indicadas en el
el
Articulo I.
Articulo
Art. IV.—Las
IV.-Las Bibliotecas
Bibliotecas NaNau oficiales de
cionales u
de las capitales
capitales
Partes Contratantes
Contratantes ende las Partes
entraran
traran en acuerdos
acuerdos para mantener,
mantener,
con la deseable
deseable frecuencia,
frecuencia, el
servicio de canje de las obras
editadas en cada
cada, una de ellas y
y de
documentos
copias fotograficas de documentos
que puedan tener inter&
para la
interes para
la
Historia Americana.
Art. V.-La
V.—La presente
presente ConvenConvenoh%
no
afecta
los compromisos
compromisos
ci6n
afecta los
contraidos anteriormente
anteriormente por
por las
contraidos
las
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes en virtud de acuerdos internacionales.
internacionales.
Art. VI.-La
VI.—La presente
presente Con.venConvencis%
ratificada por las Altas
ci6n sera ratificada

1721
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ysellan la
en
la presente
presente Convencion
Convenci6n en
Partes Contratantes,
acuerdo y
Partes
Contratantes, de
de acuerdo
espatiol, ingles,
portugues y
con sus
sus procedimientos
procedirnientos constiingles, portugues
y frances,
frances,
con
consti- espafol,
Aires,Capila ciudad
ciudad de
tucionales. El
El Ministerio
Rela- en la
de Buenos
Buenos Aires,Capitucionales.
Ministerio de
de RelaRepdblica Argentina,
Argentina, aalos
los
ciones Exteriores
de la
Repdblica tal
tal de
de la
la Repdblica
ciones
Exteriores de
la Repdblica
veintitres dias
mes de
de diciemdias del mnes
Argentina guardara
originales veintitr6s
diciemArgentina
guardara los
los originales
novecientos treinta
treinta
del alio
afo mil
mil novecientos
de
presente Convenci6n
Convencien y
de la
la presente
y queda
queda bre del
y seis.
seis.
encargado de enviar copias
copias certicerti- y
ficadas
ficadas autenticas
aut6nticas a
a los Gobiemos
Gobiernos Argentina:
Argentina:
para el
referido fin.
CARLOS SAAVEDRA
SAAVEDRA LAMAS,
el referido
fin. Los
Los instruinstruCARLOS
LAMAS,
ROBERTO M
ORTIZ,
M. .ORTIZ,
mentos de ratificaciOn
ratificaci6n serail
serfn de- ROBERTO
MIGUEL
MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL CARCANO,
CARCANO,
positados en los archivos
archivos de la
J
os A MARIA
JoSE
MARfA CANTILO,
CANTILO,
Union
Panamericana,
en
WashUni6n Panamericana, en WashFELIPE
ESPIL,
FELIPE A.
A. ESPIL,
deington, que notificara
notificara dicho
dicho deLEOPOLDO
LEOPOLDO MELO,
MELO,
posito
ISIDORO RUIZ
RUIZ MORENO.
p6sito a
a los Gobiemos
Gobiernos signatarios;
signatarios;
ISIDORO
MORENO.
DANIEL ANTOKOLETZ,
DANIEL
ANTOKOLETZ,
tal notificaciOn
notificaci6n valdra como canje
canje
CARLOS BREBBIA,
BREBBIA,
CARLOS
de ratificaciones.
CLSAR DfAZ
CIESAR
DfAZ CISNEROS.
CISNEROS.
Art. VII.—La
presente ConVII.--La presente
ConParaguay:
Paraguay:
vencion
entrara, en vigor entre
venci6n entrarh
entre las
las
MIGUEL
ANGEL SOLE;
MIGUEL ANGEL
SOLER,
Altas Partes
Flutes Contratantes en el
J.
RAMfREZ.
J. ISIDRO
ISIDRO RAMfREZ.
orden en que vayan depositando
Honduras:
Honduras:
sus respectivas
respectivas ratificaciones.
ratificaciones.
ANTONIO BERM6'DEZ
ANTONIO
BERM6DEZ M
M.,.,
Art. VIII.—La
VIII.-La presente
presente ConCon- JULIAN
JULIAN L6PEZ
LOPEZ PINEDA.
PINEDA.
vencion
venci6n regira
regira indefinidamente,
indefinidamente, Costa
Costa Rica:
pero podra
podr& ser denunciada
denunciada meme- MANUEL
F. JIMANEZ,
MANUEL F.
JIMEiNEZ,
diante aviso anticipado
anticipado de
de un
un alo
afio
CARLOS BRENES.
CARLOS
BRENES.
a
que lo
a la Union.
Uni6n Panamericana,
Panamericana, que
lo Venezuela:

transmitirk a
transmitira
Gobiernos
a los
los derails
demfs Gobiernos
CARACCIOLO PARRA
CARACCIOLO
PARRA PAREZ,
PEREZ,
GUSTAVO HERRERA,
GUSTAVO
HERRERA,
signatarios. Transcurrido
Transcurrido este
este plaALBERTO ZEREGA
ALBERTO
ZEREGA FOMBONA.
FOMBONA.
Convencion cesark
zo, la Convenci6n
cesara en
en sus
sus
Peru:
efectos para el denunciante,
denunciante, quequo- Peri:
CARLOS
CARLOS CONCHA,
CONCHA,
dando subsistente para las
las dernfts
demas
ALBERTO
ULLOA,
ALBERTO ULLOA,
Altas Partes Contratantes.
Alias
Contratantes.
FELIPE BARREDA
FELIPE
LAOS,
BARREDA LAOS,
Art. IX.—La
IX.-La presente ConvenConvenDI6MEDES ARIAS
DIOMEDES
ARIAS SCHREIBER.
SCHREIBER.
quedara abierta
ci6n quedara
abierta a
ala adhesion
adhesi6n El Salvador:
Salvador:
y accesi6n
y
accesion de los Estados
Estados no signaMANUEL
CASTRO RAMfREZ,
MANUEL CASTRO
RAMIREZ,
tarios. Los instrumentos corre,scorres- MAXIMILIANO
MAXIMILIAN° PATRICIO
PATRICIO BRANBRANNON.
NON.
pondientes serfn
serail depositados en
los archivos
Uni6n Panameriarchivos de la Union
Panameri- M&eico:
Mexico:
FRANCISCO
cana, que los comunicarg
comunicara a
FRANCISCO CASTILLO
CASTILLO NAJERA,
NAJERA,
a las otras
ALFONSO REYES,
ALFONSO
REYES,
Altas Partes Contratantes.
Contratantes.
RAM6N
RAMON BETETA,
BETETA,
En fe de lo cual, los PlenipotenJUAN
JUAN MANUEL
MANUEL ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ DEL
DEL
ciarios arriba
ciarios
arriba mencionados,
firm.an
mencionados, firman
CASTILLO.
CASTILLO.
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Brasil:
Brasil:
Jost
JoSE

Panama':
Panamd:

CARLOS
MACEDO
CARLOS
DE
MACEDO
HARMODIO
HARMODIO ARIAS M.,
M.,
SOARES,
SOARES,
JULIO J.
J. FABREGA,
FIBREGA,
JOSE DE PAULA RODRfGUES
Josh
RODIdGIIES
EDUARDO CHIARI.
EDUARDO
ALVES,
ALVES,
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Estados
de America:
America:
HELIO
HELIO LOBO,
LOBO,
CORDELL HULL,
H[ULL,
HILDEBRANDO POMPEU
HILDEBRANDO
POMPEU PINTO
PINTO
SUMNER WELLES,
WELLES,
SUMNER
ACCIOLY,
ACCIOLY,
ALEXANDER W.
WEDDELL,
ALEXANDER
W .WEDDELL,
EDMUND°
LUZ PINTO,
PINTO,
EDMUNDO DA Luz
ADOLPH
A. BERLE,
ADOLPH A.
BERLE, JR.,
JR.,
ROBERTO
CARNEIRO DE MENMENROBERTO CARNEIRO
ALEXANDER F.
F.
WHITNEY,
ALEXANDER
WHITNEY,
DONgA,
DONCA,
CHARLES G.
G.
FENWICK,
FENWICK,
ROSALINA
ROSALINA COELHO
COELHO LISBOA
LISBOA DE
MICHAEL
MICHAEL FRANCIS
DOYLE,
FRANCIS DOYLE,
MILLER,
MILLER,
ELISE F.
F.MUSSER.
MITSSER.
ELISE
MARIA LUIZA BITTENCOURT.
MARfA
BITTENCOURT.

Chile:
Chile:

Uruguay:
Uruguay:

MIGUEL
CRUCHAGA TOCORNAL,
MIGUEL CRUCHAGA
TOCORNAL,
LUIS BARROS
LUIS
BARROS BORGORO,
BORGONO,
MANINI Rios,
PEDRO MANINI
Rfos,
FALIX NIETO DEL Rfo,
Rfo,
FELIX
EUGENIO
MARTfNEZ THEDY,
EUGENIO MARTfNEZ
RICARDO MONTANER
BELLO.
RICARDO
MONTANER BELLO.
FELIPE FERREIRO,
FELIPE
FERREIRO,
ABALCAZAR
GARCfA,
ABALCAZAR GARCfA,
Ecuador:
Ecuador:
JULIO CESAR
CtSAR CERDEIRAS
CERDEIRAS ALONALONHUMBERTO
HUMBERTO ALBORNOZ,
ALBORNOZ,
SO,
SO,
ANTONIO PONS,
PONS,
GERVASIO POSADAS BELGRANO.
GERVASIO
BELGRANO.
Jost
NAVARRO,
JosE GABRIEL NAVARRO,
FRANCISCO
GUARDERAS,
FRANCISCO GUARDERAS,

Guatemala:
Guatemala:

CARLOS SALAZAR,
SALAZAR,

Jost A.
MEDRANO,
JOSE
A. MEDRANO,
ALFONSO
CARRILLO.
ALFONSO CARRILLO.

Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
LUIS
MANUEL DEBAYLE,
LuIS MANUEL
JoSE
MARfA MONCADA,
MONCADA,
Jost MARIA
MODESTO VALLE.

Reriblica
Dominicana:
Republica Dominicana,:
MAX HENR1QUEZ
UREA,
HENRfQUEZ URERA,
TULIO
TULIO M.
M.

CESTERO,
CESTERO,

ENRIQUE
JIMtNEZ.
ENRIQUE JIMENEZ.

Colombia:
Colombia:

SOTO DEL CORRAL,
SOTO
CORRAL,
MIGUEL LOPEZ
L6PEZ PUMAREJO,
PUMAREJO,
ROBERTO
URDANETA ARBEARBEROBERTO URDANETA
LIEZ,
LAEZ,
ALBERTO
LLERAS CAMARGO,
CAMARGO,
ALBERTO LLERAS
Jost
DfAZ GRANADOS.
JOSE IGNACIO
IGNACIO DfAz
JORGE

Bolivia:
Bolivia:
ENRIQUE
PINOT,
ENRIQUE FINOT,
DAVID
DAVID ALVISTEGUI,
ALVESTEGUI,
CARLOS
ROMERO,
CARLOB ROMERO,

Haiti:
Haiti:
H.
SANNON,
H. PAULEUS SANNON,
CAMILLE J.
CAMILLE
J. LEON,
LE6N,
ELIE LESCOT,
LESCOT,
EDMA
MANIGAT,
EDME MANIGAT,
PIERRE

EUGANE
EUGENE

DE
DE

LESPILESPI-

NAME,
NASSE,

CLEMENT MAGLOIRE.
CUMENT
MAGLOIRE.

Cuba:
Cuba:
Josh MANUEL
MANUEL CORTINA,
JoSE
CORTINA,
RAMON ZAYDIN,
ZAYDIN,
RAM6N
CARLOS MARQUEZ
STERLING,
CARLOS
MARQUEZ STERLING,
RAFAEL
JIMtNEZ,
RAFAEL SANTOS JIMENEZ,
CtSAR
CESAR SALAYA,
SALAYA,
CALIXTO WHITMARSH,
WHITMARSH,
J
OE& MANUEL
CARBONELL.
JOSE
MANUEL CARBONELL.
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CONVENVIO
SOBRE INTER
DE PUBLICACOES
PUBLICAOES
CAMBIO DE
INTER CAMBIO
CONVENC1O SOBRE

Brasil:
Os Governos
Govemos representados
representados na Brasil:
Os
Jose
Carlos de
Macedo Soares,
Soares,
de Macedo
Jose Carlos
Conferencia
Interamericana
de
Conferencia Interamericana de
Oswaldo
Oswaldo Arhana,
Arhana,
Cons°Edna° da
Paz,
da Paz,
Consolidacao
Jose
de Paula
Paula Rodrigues
Rodrigues Alves,
Jos6 de
Desejosos de
de realizar
realizar um
um conconDesejosos
Helio
Lobo,
Helio Lobo,
Hildebrand° Pompeu
Pinto AcAcvenio
sobre Intercambio
de PuPompeu Pinto
Hildebrando
PuIntercambio de
venio sobre
cioly,
cioly,
blicacoes, nomearam
nomearam os
os PlenipoPlenipoblicacoes,
Edmund.° da
Edmundo
da Luz
Luz Pinto,
Pinto,
tenciarios
que 6,
seguir se
se menmena seguir
tenciarios que
Roberto
Mendonca,
de Mendonga,
Carneiro de
Roberto Carneiro
cionam:
cionam:
Rosalina
Lisboa de
Rosalina Coelho
Coelho Lisboa
Miller,
Miller,
Argentina:
Argentina:
Maria
Luiza Bittencourt.
Bittencourt.
Maria Luiza
Carlos
Lamas,
Carlos Saavedra
Saavedra Lamas,
Roberto
Ortiz,
Roberto M.
M. Ortiz,
Uruguay:
Miguel
Oilman°,
Uruguay:
Miguel Angel
Angel Carcano,
Jose
Jose
Candle,
Jos6 Espalter,
Espalter,
Jos6 Maria
Maria Cantilo,
Pedro Manini
Manini Rios,
Pedro
Felipe
A. Espil,
Felipe A.
Espil,
Eugenio Martinez
Martinez Thedy,
Thedy,
Leopoldo
Eugenio
Melo,
Leopoldo Melo,
Boero,
Juan Antonio Boero,
Moreno.
Isidoro Ruiz Moreno.
Felipe
Felipe Ferreiro,
Ferreiro,
Daniel Antokoletz,
Antokoletz,
Daniel
Carlos Brebbia,
Brebbia,
Andres
F. Puyol,
Puyol,
Andres F.
Carlos
Cesar
Diaz Cisneros.
Cisneros.
Abalcazar
Abalcizar Garcia,
Garcia,
Cesar Diaz
Jose
Jos6 G. Antuita,
Antuia,
Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Julio
Cesar Cerdeiras
Alonso,
Cerdeiras Alonso,
Julio Cesar
Miguel
Miguel Angel
Angel Soler,
Soler,
Posadas Belgrano.
Gervasio Posadas
J. Isidro
Ramirez.
J.
Isidro Ramirez.
Honduras:
Honduras:
Antonio
Bermudez M.,
Antonio Bermddez
Julian
Pineda.
Julian Lopez
L6pez Pineda.

Costa
Rica:
Costa Rica:
Manuel
Manuel F.
F. Jimenez,
Jimenez,
Carlos Brenes.
Brenes.
Carlos
Venezuela:
Venezuela:
Caracciolo
Parra Perez,
Caracciolo Parra
Perez,
Gustavo Herrera,
Herrera,
Gustavo
Alberto Zerega
Alberto
Z6rega Fombona.
Fombona.
Peri:
Carlos Concha,
Concha,
Alberto Ulloa,
Ulloa,
Felipe
Felipe Barreda
Barreda Laos,
Laos,
DiOmedes
Arias Schreiber.
Schreiber.
Di6medes Arias
El Salvador:
Salvador:
Manuel
Ramirez,
Manuel Castro
Castro Ramirez,
Maximiliano
Patricio Brannon.
Maximiliano Patricio
Brannon.
Mexico:
Mexico:
Francisco
Najera,
Francisco Castillo
Castillo Najera,
Alfonso
Alfonso Reyes,
Reyes,
Ramon Beteta,
Beteta,
Ram6n
Juan Manuel Alvarez
Alvarez del
del CasCastillo.
tillo.

Guatemala:
Guatemala:
Carlos
Salazar,
Carlos Salazar,
Jose A. Medrano,
Medrano,
Jos6
Alfonso
Alfonso Carrillo.
Carrillo.
Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Luis Manuel
Manuel Debayle,
Debayle,
Jose Maria
Maria Moncada,
Jos6
Moncada,
Modesto
Modesto Valle.
Re'blica Dominicana:
Dominicana:
Reptiblica
M
ax Henrlquez
Henriquez Urefia,
Uretia,
Max
Tulio M.
M. Cestero,
Cestero,
Enrique Jimenez.
Enrique
Jimenez.
Colombia:
Colombia:
Jorge Soto
Soto del
del Corral,
Corral,
Jorge
Miguel L6pez
Lopez Pumarejo,
Miguel
Pumarejo,
Roberto Urdaneta
Urdaneta Arbelaez,
Arbelaez,
Roberto
Alberto Lleras Camargo,
Jose
Ignacio Diaz
Granados.
Jos6 Ignacio
Diaz Granados.
Panamd:
Panamd:
Harmodio Arias
M.,
Harmodio
Arias M.,
Julio J.
J. Fabrega,
Julio
F&brega,
Eduardo
Chiari.
Eduardo Chiari.
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Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America:
Cordell Hull,
Hull,
Sumner Welles,
Welles,
Alexander
Alexander W.
W. Weddell,
Weddell,
Adolph A. Berle,
Berle, Jr.,
Alexander F. Whitney,
Alexander
Whitney,
Charles G. Fenwick,
Michael Francis Doyle,
Michael
Elise F. Musser.
Chile:
Chile:
Miguel
Miguel Cruchaga Tocornal,
Tocornal,
Luis Barros Borgofio,
Borgono,
Felix Nieto del Rio,
Ricardo Montaner
Ricardo
Montaner Bello.
Ecuador:
Ecuador:
Humberto
Humberto Albornoz,
Albornoz,
Antonio Pons,
Jose Gabriel
Gabriel Navarro,
Navarro,
Jos6
Francisco Guarderas.
Guarderas.
Bolivia:
Bolivia:
Enrique Finot,
David Alvestegui,
Eduardo Diez de Medina,
Eduardo
Alberto Ostria Gutierrez,
Carlos Romero,
Alberto Cortadellas,
Cortadellas,
Javier Paz Camper°.
Javier
Campero.
Haiti:
Haiti:
H. Pauleus
Pauleus Sannon,
Camille J. Le6n,
Leon,
Elie Lescot,
Lescot,
&line
Edm6 Manigat,
Pierre Eugene de Lespinasse,
Lespinasse,
Clement Magloire.
Magloire.
Cuba:
Cuba:
Jos6
Jose Manuel Cortina,
Ramon Zaydin,
Ram6n
Marquez Sterling,
Carlos Marquez
Rafael Santos Jimenez,
Rafael
Jimenez,
Cesar Salaya,
Calixto Whitmarsh,
Jose Manuel Carbonell.
Os quaes, depois de terem
terem excredenciaes, que
hibido as suas credenciaes,
achados em b6a
boa e
foram achados
e devida
convieram no
seguinte:
forma, convieram
no seguinte:
Artigo I.-Crear-se-A
I.—Crear-se-â na
na BiblioBibliotheca Nacional
Nacional ou official da
capital
capital de cada uma
urns, das Partes

Contractantes
dediContractantes -uma secgdo
seccao dedicada a
a cada um dos
dos outros Essao partes
partes n.este
tados que sac,
neste
Convenio.
Artigo II.-Para
a installacao
II.—Para a
destas seccties,
secoges, cada Govern°
Governo se
se
compromette a
a fornecer
compromette
fornecer a
a cada
um dos demais
dexnais Contractantes
Contractantes
deste Convenio
dest,e
Convenio uma
tuna collec9ao
colleccao de
capazes de dar conceito
obras capazes
sobre a
a, ideologia
ideologia dos seus homens
homens
de
de estudio
estudio oode sciencia.
sciencia.
Govern° se
Artigo III.—Cada
III.-Cada Governo
se
compromette aa fornecer
compromette
fornecer ass missoes diplomaticas das outras Partes
sOesdiplomaticas
Contractantes perante
perante ella
Contractantes
ella acreacreditadas, dois exemplares
exemplares de cada
uma das suas publicagoes
officiaes
publicagoes officiaes
fossem
ee de todas aquellas
aquellas que fossem
editadas cor
corn o
editadas
o seu auxilio. Estes
exemplares sera°
destinados as
exemplares
serao destinados
secgoes
seccoes indicadas
inclicadas no Artigo I.
Artigo
Artigo IV.—As
IV.-As Bibliothecas
Bibliothecas
Nacionaes ou officiaes
Nacionaes
officiaes das capitaes
capitaes
Partes Contractantes
Contractantes
das Partes
entrardo em accerdos
entrarao
acc6rdos para manter,
corn
a
frequencia
necessaria, o
o
cor a frequencia necessaria,
servico
de
troca
das
obras
editadas
servico de troca das obras editadas
em cada uma dellas ee de copias
photographicas
photographicas de documentos
documentos que
possam
possam ter interesse
interesse para a
a Historia
Americana.
Artigo V.—A
Artigo
V.-A presente
presente Convenctio
affecta os compromisvengao nao affecta
compromissos contrahidos
contrahidos anteriormente
anteriormente pelas
Altas Parte
Parte Contractantes
Contractantes em
em
Altas
virtude de accordos
virtude
acc6rdos internacionaes.
internacionaes.
Artigo VI.-A presente
presente Convencao sera
sera, ratificada
ratificada pelas Altas
vengao
Partes Contractantes
Contractantes de accord°
Partes
acc6rdo
corn as
preceitos constitucorn
os seus preceitos
cionaes. O
0 Ministerio
Ministerio de Relacionaes.
coes Exteriores
Exteriores da Republica
9oes
Republica
Argentina conservarA
conservara os
originaes
Argentina
os originaes
Convencao ee fica
da presente
presente Convengao
fica
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da Republica
vinte
Republica Argentina,
Argentina, aos
aos vinte
encarregado
enviar copias
copias verencarregado de
de enviar
ver- da
tres dias
dias do
do mez
mez de
de dezembro
dezembro do
do
dadeiras
authenticadas aos
aos GoGo- tres
dadeiras e
e authenticadas
anno de
mil novecentos
novecentos ee trinta
trinta
de mil
vernos
para o
fim. Os
Os anno
vernos para
o referido
referido fim.
seis.
instrumentos
ratifieagno serAo
instrumentos de
de ratificagao
serao eeseis.
depositados
nos archivos
archivos de
depositados nos
de Unifin
Uniao
Argentina:
Argentina:
Panamericana, em
Panamericana,
em Washington,
Washington,
CARLOS
SAAVEDRA LAMAS,
LAMAS,
CARLOS SAAVEDRA
que communicarti,
deque
communicara o
o referido
referido deROBERTO
M .ORTIZ,
ORTIZ,
ROBERTO M.
posito aos
posito
M
IGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL CARCANO,
MIGUEL
aos Governos
Governos signatarios;
CARCANO,
signatarios;
Jos
ARI
A CANTILO,
CANTILO,
Josf M
MARfA
essa communicagito
essa
communicagao tera,
tera oovalor
valor de
de
FELIPE
A.ESPIL,
ESPIL,
FELIPE A.
troca de
ratificag6es.
troca
de ratificag6es.
LEOPOLDO
M ELO,
LEOPOLDO MELO,
Artigo VII.-A
VII.—A presente
Artigo
presente ConConI
SIDORO RUIZ
RUIZ MORENO,
M ORENO,
ISIDORO
vengfin
entrarit em
vigor entre
entre as
as
vengao entrara
em vigor
DANIEL ANTOKOLETZ,
DANIEL
ANTOKOLETZ,
Partes Contractantes
na
Altas Partes
Contractantes na
CARLOS BREBBIA,
CARLOS
BREBBIA,
CtSAR DfAZ
Df AZ CISNEROS.
CESAR
CISNEROS.
ordem em
em que
que forem
forem depositando
depositando
ordem
as suas
suas respectivas
ratificagOes. Paraguay:
as
respectivas ratificagoes.
Paraguay:
Artigo VIII.-A
VIII.—A presente
ConArtigo
presente ConMIGUEL
ANGEL SOLER,
M IGUEL ANGEL
SOLER,
J.
J. ISIDRO
ISIDRO RAMfREZ.
RAMfREZ.
venctio vigorara
vigorarit, indefinidamente,
vengao
indefinidamente,
podendo
ser denunciada
denunciada mediante
podendo ser
mediante Honduras:
Honduras:
ANTONIO BERMJDEZ
BERM 6DEZ M
ANTONIO
M.,.,
aviso
anno A
aviso antecipado
antecipado de
de urn
um anno
JULIAN L6PEZ
L6PEZ PINEDA.
JULIAN
PINEDA.
Unlit°
Panamericana que
o transUniao Panamericana
que o
transCosta Rica:
Rica:
mittirk aos
mittirfi.
demais Govemos
aos demais
Governos sigsig- Costa
M ANI) EL F.
F.JIMfNEZ,
JIMANEZ,
MANUEL
natarios.
Decomido esse
esse prazo,
natarios. Decorrido
prazo,
CARLOS BRENES.
CARLOS
BRENES.
a
Convencrin deixari
produzir
a Convengao
deixara de
de produzir
Venezuela:
effeito
oEstado
denunciante, Venezuela:
effeito para.
para o
Estado denunciante,
CARACCIOLO
PAREZ,
CARACCIOLO PARRA
PARRA PAREZ,
subsistindo
subsistindo para
para as
as demais
demais Altas
Altas
GUSTAVO H
ERRERA,
GUSTAVO
HERRERA,
Partes Contractantes.
Partes
Contractantes.
ALBERTO ZAREGA
ZkREGA FOMBONA.
ALBERTO
FOMBONA.
Artigo
presente ConArtigo IX.--A
IX.-A presente
ConPert:
Peru:
venclo
ficarfi aberta
adhestio ee
venoao ficara
aberta a adhesao
CARLOS
CARLOS CONCHA,
CONCHA,
accesstio dos
Estados nao
nAo signasignaaccessao
dos Estados
ALBERTO ULLOA,
ULLOA,
ALBERTO
tarios. Os
instrumentos respecrespeetarios.
Os instrumentos
FELIPE BARREDA
BARREDA LAOS,
LAOS,
FELIPE
DI6MEDES
ARIAS SCHREIBER.
SCHREIBER.
DI6MEDES ARIAS
tivos
Architivos sera°
serao depositados
depositados nos
nos ArchiUniao Panamericana,
Panamericana, que
que El Salvador:
vos da
da Uniao
Salvador:
os comunicark
comunicara as outras
outras Altas
MANUEL
M
ANUEL CASTRO
CASTRO RAMfREZ,
RAMfREZ,
M AXIMILIAN° PATRICIO
PATRICIO BRANMAXIMILIANO
BRANPartes
Partes Contractantes.
Contractantes.
NON.
NON.
Em fe
fe do
do que, os
os PlenipotenPlenipotenMeico:
ciarios
que acima
acima se
se nomeiam
nomeiam Mexico:
ciarios que
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO CASTILLO
I
N
TAJERA ,
CASTILLO NAJERA,
assignam
affixam seus sellos
assignam ee affixam
sellos na
na
ALFONSO REYES,
ALFONSO
REYES,
presente Convengao
presente
Convenglio em espanhol,
espanhol,
RAM6N BETETA,
BETETA,
RAM6N
inglez,
portuguez e
inglez, portuguez
e fran.cez,
francez, na
na
JUAN
JUAN MANUEL
M ANUEL ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ DEL
DEL
cidade de Buenos Aires,
Aires, Capital
CASTILLO.
CASTILLO.
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Brasil
Brasil

Panamd:
Panama:
JOSE CARLOS
DE M
MACEDO
Jost
CARLOS DE
ACEDO
HARMODIO
HARMODIO ARIAS
ARIAS M
M.,.,
S
OARES,
SOARES,
JULIO J
JULIO
J..FABREGA,
FABREGA,
OSWALDO
OSWALDO ARANHA,
ARANHA,
EDUARDO
EDUARDO CHIARI.
CHIARI.
JOSE DE
Jost
DE PAULA
PAULA RODRIGUES
RODRIGUES
Estados
Estados Unidos de Amrica:
America:
ALVES,
ALVES,
CORDELL
HULL,
CORDELL HULL,
HELIO
LOBO,
HELIO LOBO,
SUMNER WELLES,
W ELLES,
SUMNER
HILDEBRANDO
PINTO
HILDEBRANDO POMPEII
POMPEU PINTO
ALEXANDER
ALEXANDER W.
W .WEDDELL,
W EDDELL,
ACCIOLY,
ACCIOLY,
ADOLF
ADOLF A.
A.BERLE,
BERLE, JR.,
JR.,
EDMUNDO DA
EDMUND()
DA Luz
LUZ PINTO,
PINTO,
ALEXANDER F.
F.WHITNEY,
W HITNEY,
ALEXANDER
ROBERTO
CARNEIRO
DE
M
ENROBERTO CARNEIRO DE MENCHARLES
CHARLES G.
G.FENWICK,
FENWICK,
DONgA,
DONCA,
M ICHAEL FRANCIS
MICHAEL
FRANCIS DOYLE,
DOYLE,
ROSALINA
DE
ROSALINA COELHO
COELHO LISBOA
LISBOA DE
ELISE
ELISE F.
F.M
USSER.
MUSSER.
M
ILLER,
MILLER,
Chile:
Chile:
M
ARI
A LUIZA
LTJIZA BITTENCOURT.
BITTENCOURT.
MARfA
M IGUEL CRUCHAGA
CRUCHAGA TOCORNAL,
TOCORNAL,
MIGUEL
Uruguay:
Uruguay:
LUIS
BARROS BORGONO,
BORGORO,
LUIS BARROS
PEDRO
ANINI Rfos,
PEDRO M
MANINI
Rfos,
FAUX
NIETO DEL
Rfo,
FELIX NIETO
DEL RfO,
EUGENIO
ARTI
NEZ THEDY,
THEDY,
EUGENIO M
MARTfNEZ
RICARDO
ONTANER BELLO.
BELLO.
RICARDO M
MONTANER
FELIPE
FERREIRO,
FELIPE FERREIRO,
Ecuador:
Ecuador:
ABALCIZAR GARCI
A,
ABALCAZAR
GARCfA,
HUMBERTO
ALBORNOZ,
HUMBERTO ALBORNOZ,
JULIO
SAR CERDEIRAS
CERDEIRAS
JULIO CA
CISAR
ANTONIO
PONS,
ANTONIO PONS,
ALONSO
ALONSO
Jost GABRIEL
GABRIEL NAVARRO,
JosE
NAVARRO,
GERVASIO
POSADAS BELGRANO
BELGRANO
GERVASIO POSADAS
FRANCISCO
FRANCISCO GUARDERAS,
GUARDERAS,

Guatemala:
Guatemala:

CARLOS
ALAZAR,
CARLOS S
SALAZAR,
Jost A.
A.MEDRANO,
M EDRANO,
JosE
ALFONSO
CARRILLO.
ALFONSO CARRILLO.

Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:

LUIS
ANUEL DEBAYLE,
LUIS M
MANUEL
DEBAYLE,
Jost
M ARI
AM
ONCADA,
JOSE MARfA
MONCADA,
M
ODESTO VALLE.
VALLE.
MODESTO

Reyablica
Dominicana:
RepAblica Dominicana:
M
AX HENRI
QUEZ URENA,
UREA,
MAX
HENRfQUEZ
TITLIO
M .CESTERO,
TULIO M.
CESTERO,
ENRIQUE
JIMtNEZ.
ENRIQUE JIMENEZ.

EDUARDO
ALAZAR G6MEZ.
GoMEZ.
EDUARDO S
SALAZAR
Bolivia:
Bolivia:
ENRIQTJE
ENRIQUE PINOT,
FINOT,
DAVID
ALVASTEGUI,
DAVID ALVESTEGUI,
CARLOS
ROMERO.
CARLOS ROMERO.

Haiti:
Haiti:
H.
PA17LEUS SANNON,
SANNON,
H. PAULEUS
CAMILLE
J. LE6N,
LEON,
CAMILLE J.
ELIE LESCOT,
LESCOT,
ELIE
EDMA
M ANIGAT,
EDME MANIGAT,
P
IERRE EUGtNE
PIERRE
EUGENE DE
DE LESPINASSE,
LESPINASSE,
CL
AMENT MAGLOIRE.
M AGLOIRE.
CLEMENT

Cuba:
Cuba:
JosA M
ANUEL CORTINA,
CORTINA,
JOSE
MANUEL
Colombia:
RAM6N
ZAYDIN,
Colombia:
RAM6N ZAYDIN,
CARLOS MARQUEZ
MARQUEZ S
TERLING,
JORGE
CARLOS
STERLING,
J
ORGE SOTO
SOTO DEL
DEL CORRAL,
CORRAL,
M IGUEL L6PEZ
LO PEZ PUMAREJO,
PITMAREJO,
MIGUEL
RAFAEL
RAFAEL SANTOS
SANTOS J
IMtNEZ,
JIM1NEZ,
CtSAR SALAYA,
SALAYA,
ROBERTO URDANETA
ARBELLEZ,
CESAR
ROBERTO
URDANETA ARBELAEZ,
ALBERTO LLERAS
LLERAS CAMARGO,
CALIXTO W
HITMARSH,
ALBERTO
CALIXTO
WHITMARSH,
CAMARGO,
Jost M
ANUEL CARBONELL.
CARBONELL.
JOsE
MANUEL
JOSE
IGNACIO
DfAz GRANADOS.
J
osk I
GNACIO DfAZ
GRANADOS.
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CONVENTION
STIR L'ECHANGE
CONVENTION SUR
L'ECHANGE DE
DE PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS
Les Gouvernements
Les
Gouvernements represent&
repr6sentes Bresil:
Brag:
Jose
Carlos de
de Macedo
Soares,
Conference Interamericaine
ah la
la Conference
Interamericaine
Jos6 Carlos
Macedo Soares,
Oswald°
Aranha,
Oswaldo Aranha,
pour
pour le
le Maintien
Maintien de
de la
la Paix,
Paix,
Jose
Paula Rodrigues
Rodrigues Alves,
Jose de
de Paula
Alves,
Desireux
conclure un
un accord
accord
Desireux de conclure
Hello
Lobo,
Helio Lobo,
sur
de Publications,
sur l'Echange
1'Echange de
Publications, ont
ont
Hildebrando
Pompeu Pinto
Pinto AcAcHildebrando Pompeu
designe les
les Plenipotentiaires
Plenipotentiaires suidesign6
suicioly,
cioly,
vants:
Edmund° da
da Luz
vants:
Edmundo
Luz Pinto,
Pinto,
Roberto Carneiro
Cameiro de
de Mendonga,
Mendonca,
Roberto
Argentine:
Argentine:
Rosalina
Rosalina Coelho Lisboa
de
Lisboa
de
Carlos
Carlos Saavedra
Saavedra Lamas,
Lamas,
Miller,
Miller,
Roberto
Ortiz,
Roberto M.
M. Ortiz,
Maria Luiza
Luiza Bittencourt.
Maria
Bittencourt.
Miguel
Miguel Angel
Angel Circano,
Carcano,
Jose
Maria Cantilo,
Cantilo,
Jos6 Maria
Uruguay:
Uruguay:
A. Espil,
Felipe A.
Espil,
Jose Espalter,
Jos6
Espalter,
Leopoldo Melo,
Leopoldo
Melo,
Pedro
Manini Rios,
Rios,
Pedro
Manini
Isidoro Ruiz
Ruiz Moreno,
Isidoro
Moreno,
Eugenio
Eugenio Martinez
Martinez Thedy,
Thedy,
Antokoletz,
Daniel Antokoletz,
Juan Antonio
Buero,
Juan
Antonio
Buero,
Carlos
Brebbia,
Carlos Brebbia,
Felipe
Ferreiro,
Felipe Ferreiro,
Cesar Diaz Cisneros.
Andres F.
F. Puyol,
Puyol,
Andres
Paraguay:
Paraguay:
Abalcazar Garcia,
Garcia,
Abalcazar
Miguel Angel
Miguel
Angel Soler,
Soler,
Jose G.
G. Antufla,
Antuda,
Jose
Ramirez.
J. Isidro Ramirez.
Julio
Cesar Cerdeiras
Cerdeiras Alonso,
Alonso,
Julio C6sar
Gervasio
Posadas Belgrano.
Gervasio Posadas
Belgrano.
Honduras:
Honduras:
Antonio Bermudez
Bermudez M.,
M.,
Antonio
Guatemala:
Guatemala:
Julian L6pez
Lopez Pineda.
Julian
Pineda.
Carlos Salazar,
Carlos
Salazar,
Costa
Rica:
Costa Rica:
Jose A.
A. Medrano,
Medrano,
Jos6
Manuel F.
Jimenez,
Manuel
F. Jimenez,
Alfonso Carrillo.
Alfonso
Carrillo.
Carlos
Carlos Brenes.
Brenes.
Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
Venezuela:
Venezuela:
Manuel Debayle,
Luis Manuel
Debayle,
Caracciolo Parra
Perez,
Parra Perez,
Jos6
Jose Maria
Maria Moncada,
Moncada,
Gustavo
Herrera,
Gustavo Herrera
Modesto Valle.
Valle.
Modesto
Alberto
Fombona.
Alberto Zerega
Z6rega Fombona.
Perou:
Perou:
Republique Dominicaine:
Dominicaine:
Republique
Carlos Concha,
Carlos
Concha,
Max Henriquez
Henriquez Uretia,
Urefla,
Ulloa,
Alberto Ulloa,
Tulio M.
Tulio
Cestero,
M. Cestero,
Felipe Barreda
Barreda Laos.
Laos.
Enrique Jimenez.
Jimenez.
Enrique
Diomedes Arias
Di6medes
Arias Schreiber.
Schreiber.
Colombie:
Colombie:
Le Salvador:
Salvador:
Jorge Soto del Corral,
Manuel
Manuel Castro
Castro Ramirez,
Ramirez,
Miguel L6pez
Lopez Pumarejo,
Pumarejo,
Maximiliano Patricio
Mavimiliano
Patricio Brannon.
Brannon.
Roberto
Urdaneta Arbeldez,
Roberto Urdaneta
Arbelaez,
Alberto Lleras
Lleras Camargo,
Caraargo,
Merique:
Mexique:
Jos6 Ignacio
Jose
Ignacio Diaz
Diaz Granados.
Granados.
Francisco Castillo
Mien.,
Francisco
Castillo Najera,
Alfonso
Alfonso Reyes,
Reyes,
Panama:
Panama:
Ramon
Ram6n Beteta,
Beteta,
Harraodio
Arias M.,
Harmodio Arias
M.,
Juan Manuel
Manuel Alvarez
Alvarez del
del CasCasJulio J.
J. Fabrega,
Fabrega,
Julio
tillo.
tillo.
Eduardo
Eduardo Chiari.
Chiazi.
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Etats-Unis
EtatsUnis d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Cordell Hull,
Sumner Welles,
Welles,
Alexander W. Weddell,
Weddell,
Adolf A. Berle, Jr.,
Jr.,
Alexander F.
Alexander
F. Whitney,
Charles G. Fenwick,
Michael Francis Doyle,
Elise F. Musser.
Musser.
Chili:
Chili:
Miguel Cruchaga
Cruchaga Tocornal,
Tocornal,
Borgono,
Luis Barros
Barros Borgoiio,
Felix Nieto del Rio,
Ricardo Montaner
Montaner Bello.
Equateur:
Equateur:
Humberto Albornoz,
Antonio Pons,
Jose Gabriel
Gabriel Navarro,
Navarro,
Jos6
Francisco
Francisco Guarderas,
Guarderas,
Eduardo Salazar
Salazar Gomez.
G6mez.
Bolivie:
Alvestegui,
David Alvestegui,
Enrique Finot,
Eduardo Diez de Medina,
Medina,
Gutierrez,
Alberto Ostria Gutierrez,
Carlos Romero,
Alberto Cortadellas,
Cortadellas,
Javier Paz Campero.
Campero.
Haiti:
H. Pauleus
Pauleus Sannon,
Sannon,
Camille J.
Leon,
J. Le6n,
Elie Lescot,
Edme
Edm6 Manigat,
Pierre Eugene de Lespinasse,
Lespinasse,
Clement Magloire.
Magloire.
Cuba:
Cuba:
Jose
Jos6 Manuel Cortina,
Ramon
Ram6n Zaydin,
Marquez Sterling,
Carlos Marquez
Rafael Santos Jim6nez,
Jimenez,
Cesar Salaya,
Salaya,
Calixto Whitmarsh,
Jose Manuel Carbonell.
Lesquels, apres
apres s'etre
commus'8tre communique leurs
leurs Pleins Pouvoirs, trouves
et due
ont conconen bonne
bonne et
due forme,
forme, ont
venu ce qui suit:
Art.
Art. 1.—A
I.-A la Bibliotheque
Bibliotheque Nationale
Officielle de
tionale ou
ou Officielle
de la capitale
capitale

de chacune des Parties Contractantes sera creee
creee une section
section
dedi6e
, chacun des autres
dediee a
autres Etats
qui interviennent
interviennent dans
dans cet Accord.
Art. II.-Pour
II.—Pour l'installation
l'installation de
ces sections,
sections, chaque
chaque GouverneGouvernes'engage a
. pourvoir
chacun
ment s'engage
pourvoir chacun
des autres contractants
contractants de cet
cet
Accord d'une collection
collection d'oeuvres
d'oeuvres
capable de donner une idee
id6e comcapable
plete sur la tendance
tendance et la pensee
pens&
de ses hommes de lettres
lettres et de ses
savants.
savants.
GouverneArt. III.—Chaque
III.-Chaque Gouvernement s'engage
a faire parvenir aux
s'engage a
aux
missions diplomatiques
diplomatiques des autres
Parties Contractantes
Contractantes accreditees
accreditees
Parties
aupres
aupres de lui, deux
deux exemplaires
exemplaires de
chacune
chacun.e de ses publications
publications officielles et de toutes celles
celles qui
seraient editees avec
avec son aide.
seraient
Ces exemplaires
exemplaires seront destines
aux sections signalees a 1'Article
l'Article
premier.
premier.
Art. IV.-Les
IV.—Les Bibliotheques
Bibliotheques
Nationales
officielles des capiNationales ou officielles
tales des Parties Contractantes
Contractantes
entreront en accord
accord pour mainentreront
maintenir, avec la frequence
desirable,
frequence desirable,
le service d'echange
d'echange des oeuvres
copies
qu'elles editeront
editeront et des copies
photographiques
documents, qui
photographiques de documents,
peuvent
etre d'interet
d'interet pour
pour l'Hisl'Hispeuvent etre
toire Americaine.
Americaine.
presente ConvenConvenArt. V.—La
V.-La presente
engagements
tion n'affecte
n'affecte pas lea
les engagements
contractes
lea
contractes precedernment
precedemment par les
Hautes Parties Contractantes
Contractantes en
en
Hautes
d'accords internationaux.
vertu d'accords
internationaux.
VI.-La presente
Art. VI.—La
presente Convenratifiee par les Hautes
tion sera ratifi6e
Hautes
Parties Contractantes, conformconform&
Parties
procedures constituconstitument a
A leurs procedures
tionnelles.
tionnelles. Le Ministere
Ministere des
des AlAf-
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en portugais
portugais et en
en
en anglais,
anglais, en
faires Etrangeres
Etrangeres de
la Republique
R6publique en
de la
faires
frangais
et
y
ont
appose
leurs
ont
appose
leurs
et
y
frangais
Argentine conservera
lea originaux
originaux
conservera les
Argentine
dans la
la ville
ville de
de Buenos
Buenos
sceaux dans
de la
la presente
presente Convention
est sceaux
et est
Convention et
de
Aires,
Capitale
de
la
Republique
de
la
Republique
Capitale
Aires,
charge d'en
envoyer, dans
but,
ce but,
dans ce
d'en envoyer,
charge
vingt-trois, D6cemDecemce vingt-trois,
Argentine, cc
des copies
certifiees authentiques
authentiques Argentine,
des
copies certifiees
bre
mil
neuf
cent
trente-six.
cent
trente-six.
bre
mil
neuf
aux Gouvernements.
Les instruinstruGouvernements. Les
aux
ments
ratification seront
seront d6de- Argentine:
de ratification
ments de
Argentine:
poses
aux
archives
de
l'Union
poses aux archives de 1'Union
CARLOS SAAVEDRA
SAAVEDRA LAMAS,
LAMAS,
CARLOS
ROBERTO M.
M. ORTIZ,
ORTIZ,
Panamericaine, a
aWashington,
qui
ROBERTO
Washington, qui
Panamericaine,
MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL CARCANO,
CARCANO,
MIGUEL
en notifiera
notifiera le
aux GouGoudep6t aux
le depot
en
Jos A MARIA
CANTILO.
Josi
MARfA CANTILO.
vernements signataires;
signataires; cette
cette nonovernements
FELIPE
ESPIL,
FELIPE A.
A. ESPIL,
tification
equivaudra a
Pechange
a l'6change
tification equivaudra
LEOPOLDO
LEOPOLDO MELO,
MELO,
des
ratifications.
des ratifications.
ISIDORO
RUIZ MORENO.
MORENO.
ISIDORO RUIZ
Art. VII.-La
VII.—La presente
present° ConConDANIEL ANTOKOLETZ,
ANTOBOLETZ,
DANIEL
Art.
CARLOS BREBBIA,
BREBBIA,
CARLOS
vention
entrera en
les
en vientre
vientre lea
vention entrera
CASAR
DIAZ
CISNEROS.
CESAR
DfAZ
CISNEROS.
Hautes Parties
dans
Contractantes dans
Parties Contractantes
Hautes
Pordre ob
elles deposeront
deposeront leurs
leurs Paraguay:
l'ordre
oi elles
Paraguay:
MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL SOLER,
MIGUEL
SOLER,
respectives
ratifications.
respectives ratifications.
J. ISIDRO
ISIDRO RAMIREZ.
J.
RAMfREZ.
Art. VIII.-La presente
presents ConConArt.
Honduras:
vention
restera ind6finiment
indefiniment en
en Honduras:
vention restera
ANTONIO
BERW6DEZ M
ANTONIO BERM6DEZ
M.,.,
vigueur, mais
mais pourra
Atre denoncee
denonc6e
pourra etre
vigueur,
JULIAN
JULIAN L6PEZ
L6PEZ PINEDA.
PINEDA.
moyennant un
tin preavis
d'un an
an a
a
pr6avis d'un
moyennant
Costa Rica:
Rica:
l'Union Panamericaine,
qui le
le Costa
Panam6ricaine, qui
1'Union
MANUEL
F. JIMANEZ,
MANUEL
F.
JIMENEZ,
transmettra aux
aux autres
autres GouverneGouvernetransmettra
CARLOS BRENES.
BRENES.
CARLOS
ments signataires.
signataires. Ce
Ce d6lai
delai ecou6couments
V nezula:
le,
la Convention
de propro- Venezuela:
cessera de
le, la
Convention cessera
CARACCIOLO
PARRA PAREZ,
PtREZ,
CARACCIOLO PARRA
duke
ses effets
effete a
de la
la
a Pegard
l'egard de
duire ses
GUSTAVO
HERRERA,
GUSTAVO HERRERA,
Partie qui
qui l'aura
Paura &nonce°,
mais
denoncee, mais
Partie
ALBERTO ZEREGA
FOMBONA.
ALBERTO
ZLREGA FOMBONA.
restera en
en vigueur
des
vigueur aa regard
l'egard des
restera
Perou:
Perou:
autres Hautes
Hautes Parties
Contractanautres
Parties ContractanCARLOS CONCHA,
CONCHA,
CARLOS
tes.
tes.
ALBERTO ULLOA,
ULLOA,
ALBERTO
Art. IX.-La
IX.—La pr6sente
presente ConvenFELIPE
BARREDA LAOS,
LAOS,
Art.
ConvenFELIPE BARREDA
DI6MEDES
SCHREIBER.
DI6MEDES ARIAS
ARIAS SCHREIBER.
tion
ouverte aa Padhesion
tion restera
restera ouverte
l'adh6sion
des Etats
Etats non
non signataires.
signataires. Les
Les inin- Le Salvador:
des
Salvador:
struments
seront
struments correspondants
correspondants seront
MANUEL
RAMIREZ,
MANUEL CASTRO
CASTRO RAMfREZ,
MAXIMILIANO
PATRICIO BRANBRANMAXIMILIANO PATRICIO
deposes aux
de l'Union
deposes
aux archives
archives de
1'Union
NON.
NON.
Panamexicaine,
communiPanam6ricaine, qui
qui lea
les communiMexigue:
quera aux
aux autres
Hautes Parties
Parties Mexique:
quera
autres Hautes
FRANCISCO CASTILLO
FRANCISCO
CASTILLO NAJERA,
NAJERA,
Contractantes.
Contractantes.
ALFONSO REYES,
ALFONSO
REYES,
En
foi de
En foi
de quoi,
quoi, les
les PlenipotentiPl6nipotentiRAM6N
RAM6N BETETA,
BETETA,
aires
ci-apres nonames
signe la
la
aires ci-apres
nomm6s out
ont sign6
JUAN
MANUEL ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ DEL
DEL
JUAN MANUEL
presente Convention
Convention en
espagnol,
presente
en espagnol,
CASTILLO.
CASTILLO.
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Bresil:
Br~sil:
Jost
JosE

Panama:
Panama:

CARLOS
CARLOS
DE
MACEDO
SOARES,
SOARES,
Jost
JoSE DE PAULA
PAULA RODRIGUES
RODRIGUES
ALVES,
LOBO,
HELIO LOBO,
HILDEBRAND°
POMPEU
PINTO
HILDEBRANDO
POMPEU
PINTO
ACCIOLY,
ACCIOLY,
EDMUND° DA LUZ
Luz PINTO,
PINTO,
EDMUNDO
ROBERTO CARNEIRO
CARNEIRO DE MENMENDONgA,
DONCA,
ROSALINA COELHO
LISBOA DE
DE
COELHO LISBOA
ROSALINA
MILLER,
MILLER,
MARfA LUIZA BITTENCOURT.
BITTENCOURT.
MARfA

Uruguay:
Uruguay:

Rfos,
PEDRO MANINI Rfos,

PEDRO MANINI

EUGENIO MARTfNEZ
MARTfNEZ THEDY,
FELIPE FERREIRO,
FERREIRO,
CASAR
CESAR

Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis D'Amerigue:
D'Amrrique:
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
SUMNER
WELLES,
SUMNER WELLES,
ALEXANDER W.
WEDDELL,
ALEXANDER
W. WEDDELL,
ADOLPH A.
ADOLPH
A. BERLE,
JR.,
BERLE, JR.,
ALEXANDER F.
F. WHITNEY,
WHITNEY,
ALEXANDER
CHARLES G.
G. FENWICK,
CHARLES
FENWICK,
MICHAEL FRANCIS
MICHAEL
FRANCIS DOYLE,
DOYLE,
ELISE F.
F. MUSSER.
MUSSER.

Chili:
Chili:
MIGUEL CRUCHAGA
CRUCHAGA TOCORNAL,
TOCORNAL,
MIGUEL
LUIS BARROS
BORGORO,
LUIS
BARROS BORGONO,
FALIX NIETO
Rfo,
FELIX
NIETO DEL Rfo,

RICARDO
MONTANER BELLO.
BELLO.
RICARDO MONTANER

Equateur:
Equateur:

ABALCAZAR GARCfA,
GARCIA,
JULIO

HARMODIO
HARMODIO ARIAS
M.,
ARIAS M.,
JULIO J.
FABREGA,
JULIO
J. FABREGA,
EDUARDO CHIARI.
EDUARDO
CHIARI.

CERDEIRAS

ALONSO,
ALONSO,
GERVASIO POSADAS BELGRANO.
BELGRANO.
GERVASIO

Guatemala:
Guatemala:
CARLOS
SALAZAR,
CARLOS SALAZAR,

Jos A. MEDRANO.
Jost
MEDRANO.
ALFONSO
CARRILLO.
ALFONSO CARRILLO.

Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:

LUIS MANUEL DEBAYLE,
DEBAYLE,
LUIS
Jost MARIA
MONCADA,
JOSE
MARfA MONCADA,
MODESTO VALLE.
VALLE.
MODESTO

Republique
Dominicaine:
Republique Dominicaine:
MAX HENRfQUEZ
UREfA,
MAX
HENRfQUEZ UREA,
TULIO M.
CESTERO,
M. CESTERO,
TULIO
ENRIQUE
JIMANEZ.
ENRIQUE JIMENEZ.

HUMBERTO
ALBORNOZ,
HUMBERTO ALBORNOZ,
ANTONIO
ANTONIO PONS,
PONS,

Jost
GABRIEL NAVARRO,
NAVARRO,
JosE GABRIEL
FRANCISCO GUARDERAS,
GUARDERAS,
FRANCISCO

Bolivie:
ENRIQUE FINOT,
FINOT,
ENRIQUE
DAVID ALVESTEGUI,
ALVASTEGUI,
DAVID
CARLOS ROMERO,
CARLOS
ROMERO,

Haiti:

H.
PAULEUS SANNON,
SANNON,
H. PAULEUS
J. LE6N,
LEON,
J.

CAMILLE
CAMILLE

ELIE LESCOT,
ELIE
LESCOT,
Emit MANIGAT,
EDMI
MIANIGAT,
PIERRE
DE
EUGENE
DE
PIERRE EUGANE
NASSE,
NASSE,
CLtMENT MAGLOIRE.
MAGLOIRE.
CLEMENT

LESPILESPI-

Cuba:
Cuba:

Jost MANUEL
MANUEL CORTINA,
CORTINA,
Jos£

Colombie:
Colombie:
JORGE
SOTO DEL CORRAL,
CORRAL,
JORGE SOTO
MIGUEL LOPEZ
PUMAREJO,
L6PEZ PUMAREJO,
MIGUEL
ROBERTO
ARBELAEZ,
URDANETA ARBELSEZ,
ROBERTO URDANETA
ALBERTO
CAMARGO,
ALBERTO LLERAS CAMARGO,

Jost IGNACIO DfAZ GRANADOS.
GRANADOS.
Josfi

RAMON
ZAYDIN,
RAM6N ZAYDIN,
CARLOS
MARQUEZ STERLING,
STERLING,
CARLOS MARQUEZ
RAFAEL SANTOS
SANTOS JIMENEZ,
JIMtNEZ,
CLSAR
SALAYA,
CESAR SALAYA,
CALIXTO
WHITMARSH,
CALIXTO WHITMARSH,

Jost MANUEL
MANUEL CARBONELL.
CARBONELL.
JosE
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U.. 8.
ratification
s. ratifca-tion
Convention was
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the said Convention
was duly
on the
the part
part
duly ratified on
ing. nsd.
of
of America
America with
following understanding
understanding
of the
the United
United States
States of
with the
the following
made a
apart
part of
of the
the ratification:—
made
ratification:-

with an
an understandwith
understand-

Deposit.
Depot.

Proclamation.
Procamat.

"To carry
carry out
out the
provisions of
Article III,
III, bilateral
bilateral agreements
agreements
"To
the provisions
of Article
may be'entered
be' entered into
into through
exchanges of
of notes
between the
the
may
through exchanges
notes between
United
and the
the other
other Governments
Governments parties
parties to
to the
ConvenUnited States
States and
the Convenforth the
the procedures
procedures to
be followed,
followed, any
any modificamodification setting forth
to be
tions which
which may
may seem
seem advisable
advisable in
in the
the number
number of
copies of
publiof copies
of publications
cations required
required to be exchanged
exchanged under
under the said article, and
and the
the
Government
Government agencies
agencies to be responsible
responsible for
of the
the
for the
the delivery
delivery of
publications",
publications",
ratification including the
and the instrument of ratification
understanding
the said
said understanding
1939 deposited
was on October
October 23,
23, 1939
deposited in
the archives
archives of
of the
the Pan
Pan American
American
in the
Union
Washington;
Union at
at Washington;
AND WHEREAS
it is provided
provided in Article
Article VII of the said Convention
WHEREAS it
Convention
that the Convention will
the High
High ContractContractwill come
come into effect
effect between
between the
ing Parties in
in the
the order
which they
deposit their
ratificaorder in
in which
they deposit
their respective
respective ratifications;
tions;
the said
said Convention
Convention were
were deposited
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS ratifications
ratifications of
of the
deposited
in the archives of the
at Washington
by the
the
the Pan
Pan American
American Union
Union at
Washington by
Dominican Republic
Dominican
on December
December 7,
7, 1937,
1937, El
1,
Republic on
El Salvador
Salvador on
on April
April 1,
Brazil on May
1938, Brazil
24, 1938,
on June
June 23,
Guatemala on
on
May 24,
1938, Haiti
Haiti on
23, 1938,
1938, Guatemala
August 23, 1938, Honduras
Honduras on October
October 29,
Venezuela on
on NoNo29, 1938,
1938, Venezuela
vember 5, 1938,
Nicaragua on
1938, Nicaragua
1938, Panama
Panama on
on DecemDecemon December
December 6,
6, 1938,
ber 13,
13, 1938, Peru on February
February 20,
and Costa
on June
June 27,
27,
20, 1939, and
Costa Rica
Rica on
1939;
1939;
THEREFORE, be it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Now, THEREFORE,
Roosevelt,
United States
President of the United
America, have
have caused
caused the
the said
said
States of
of America,
Convention
Convention and the
the said
said understanding
understanding on
on the
the part
part of
of the
the United
United
States of America to
made public
the end
end that
that the
the same
same and
and
to be
be made
public to
to the
every part thereof may be fulfilled and observed
by the
observed in good faith
faith by
the
United
of America
America and
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
United States of
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have hereunto
caused
I
N TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand
hand and caused
the Seal of the United
United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of
this fifteenth
day of
of November
in
of Washington
Washington this
fifteenth day
November in
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine
hundred and
and
nine hundred
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
thirty-nine
Independence of
United States
States
thirty-nine and
and of
of the
the Independence
of the
the United
of America
America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
President:
By the
the President:

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT

S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER
Secretary of
Acting Secretary
of State.
State.
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LIBERIA-EXTRADITION-NOV.
LIBERIA—
EXTRADITION— NOV. 1,

1733
1733

1937

Treaty between the United
United States of America and
Liberia respecting
Treaty
and Liberia
respecting
extradition. Signed
Signed at
November I,
at Monrovia
Monrovia November
1, 1937; ratification
ratification
extradition.
ratified by
advised by the Senate
Senate of the United
United States
States August 1, 1989;
1939; ratified
Liberia
the President
Presidentof the United
United States
States August
August 80,
30, 1939; ratified
ratified by Liberia
ratifications exchanged at Monrovia
Monrovia November 21,
November 16, 1939; ratifications
1939; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
1939;
80,
President of the United
United States November 30,
1939.

November
1. 1937
November 1.1937
[T. S.
[T.
S. No.
No. 9551
955]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
STATES OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS an
Extradition Treaty
of
WHEREAs
an Extradition
Treaty between
between the
the United
United States
States of
America and
of Liberia
was concluded
by
America
and the
the Republic
Republic of
Liberia was
concluded and
and signed
signed by
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at Monrovia
Monrovia on
first day
day of
of
their respective
on the
the first
November, one
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-seven,
thirty-seven, the
the original
original
November,
one thousand
the English
word for
of which
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
being in
in the
English language,
language, is
is word
for word
word as
as
follows:
follows;

Preamble.
Preamble.

TREATY
OF EXTRADITION
EXTRADITION BETWEEN
UNITED STATES
OF
TREATY OF
BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
LIBERIA
AMERICA AND
AND THE
THE REPUBLIC
AMERICA
REPUBLIC OF
OF LIBERIA

The United
States of
the Republic
Republic of
deThe
United States
of America
America and
and the
of Liberia,
Liberia, desiring
to promote
cause of
of justice,
justice, have
have resolved
resolved to
siring to
promote the
the cause
to conclude
conclude aa
treaty
for the
the extradition
fugitives from
between the
the two
two
treaty for
extradition of
of fugitives
from justice
justice between
countries
and have
purpose the
countries and
have appointed
appointed for
for that
that purpose
the following
following
Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
The
of the
the United States
States of America:
America:
The President
President of
His
and
A. Walton, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinary and
His Excellency
Excellency Lester A.
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to Liberia;
Liberia;
Minister Plenipotentiary
The President
the Republic
of Liberia:
Liberia:
The
President of
of the
Republic of
His
Excellency C.
C. L.
of State;
His Excellency
L. Simpson,
Simpson, Secretary
Secretary of
State;
Who,
after having
having communicated
to each
full
Who, after
communicated to
each other
other their
their respective
respective full
powers,
form, have agreed
agreed upon and
powers, found to
to be
be in
in good and
and due
due form,
and
concluded the
articles:
following articles:
concluded
the following

Text.

Plenipotentiaries.

ARTICLE
ARTCLE I
I..
It is agreed that the Government
Government of the United
United States and the
It
Government
the Republic
Liberia shall,
shall, upon
upon requisition
requisition duly
duly
Government of
of the
Republic of
of Liberia
made
up to
to justice any person who may be
herein provided,
provided, deliver up
made as herein
charged with, or
convicted of,
or
of, any of
of the crimes or
charged
or may have been convicted
offenses
committed within
within
II of the present Treaty committed
offenses specified in Article II
of one
of the
the High
Parties, and
and who
who
High Contracting
Contracting Parties,
jurisdiction of
one of
the jurisdiction

Reciprocal
delivery
Reciprocal delivery
persons charged,
charged.
of persons
etc.,
with
certain
etc.,
with
certain
crimes.
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shall seek an
an asylum
asylum or
or shall
be found
found within
the territories
of the
the
shall be
within the
territories of
other; provided that such surrender shall
shall take
take place
place only
only upon
upon such
such
evidence of criminality,
evidence
criminality, as according to the
the laws
laws of
of the
the place
place where
where
the fugitive or person so charged shall
be found,
would justify
shall be
found, would
justify his
his
apprehension and commitment
the crime
crime or
or offense
had
commitment for trial if the
offense had
been there committed.
ARTICLE
IL
ABrrLE II.
Extraditablecrimes.
Extraditable crimes.

delivered up according to the provisions
Persons shall be delivered
provisions of the
present
present Treaty, who shall have been charged with or
of any
or convicted
convicted of
any
crimes or
offenses:
of the following crimes
or offenses:
1. Murder
(including crimes designated
1.
Murder (including
designated by the terms parricide,
parricide,
poisoning, and infanticide);
infanticide) ;manslaughter, when voluntary.
2. Malicious
Malicious wounding
wounding or inflicting grievous bodily harm with
with
premeditation.
3. Rape, abortion, carnal knowledge of children under the age of
of
sixteen years.
4. Abduction
Abduction or detention of women or girls for immoral purposes.
5. Bigamy.
Bigamy.
6. Arson.
7. Willful and unlawful
unlawful destruction or obstruction
obstruction of railroads,
railroads,
which endangers
endangers human life.
committed at sea:
sea:
8. Crimes committed
(a) Piracy, as commonly known and defined
defined by the law of nations,
(a)
statutes;
•
or by statutes;
(b) Wrongfully sinking or destroying
destroying a
avessel at sea or attempting to do so;
so;
(c)
(c) Mutiny or conspiracy by two or more members of the
the crew or
other persons on board of aa vessel on the
seas, for
the
the high seas,
for the
purpose of rebelling against the authority of the Captain or
or
Commander
Commander of such vessel,
violence taking
taking posposvessel, or
or by
by fraud or violence
session of such vessel;
vessel;
(d) Assault on board ship upon the high seas with intent to
(d)
to do
do
bodily harm.
9. Burglary;
Burglary; house-breaking.
house-breaking.
10. The act of breaking into and entering
offices of
the GovernGovernentering the
the offices
of the
ment or public authorities, or other buildings not dwellings with
intent to commit a
a felony therein.
11. Robbery.
Robbery.
12. Forgery or the utterance of forged papers.
papers.
13. The forgery
forgery or falsification of the official acts of the Government or public authorities, including
including Courts of Justice, or the uttering or fraudulent use of any of the same.
fabrication of counterfeit
counterfeit money, whether coin or paper,
14. The fabrication
paper,
counterfeit
counterfeit titles or coupons of public debt, created
created by National,
National,
State, Provincial,
Provincial, Territorial, Local or Municipal
Municipal Governments,
Governments, bank
bank
notes or other instruments
counterfeit seals, stamps,
instruments of public credit, counterfeit
dies and marks of State or public administrations, and the utterance,
utterance,
circulation or fraudulent use of the above mentioned
mentioned objects.
15. Embezzlement.
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defined to be abduction or de16. Kidnapping
Kidnapping of minors or adults, defined
a person or persons, in order to exact money from them, their
tention of a
their
unlawful end.
families or any other person
person or persons, or for any other unlawful
17. Larceny, defined to be the theft of effects,
effects, personal
personal property,
twenty-five dollars
dollars or more.
or money, of the value of twenty-five
18. Obtaining money, valuable
valuable securities
securities or other property
property by false
pretenses, or receiving
receiving any money, valuable securities or other property knowing the same to have been unlawfully
unlawfully obtained, where the
amount of money or the value of the property so obtained
obtained or received
received
exceeds
hundred dollars.
exceeds one hundred
19.
19. Perjury.
breach of trust by a
a bailee, banker, agent, factor,
20. Fraud or breach
executor,
officer of any company
company
executor, administrator, guardian, director or officer
or corporation,
corporation, or by any one in any fiduciary position, where the
misappropriated
amount of money or the value of the property misappropriated
exceeds one hundred dollars.
laws of both countries
countries for the
the'laws
21. Crimes and offenses against the*
slavery and slave trading.
suppression of slavery
dependent
Willful desertion
desertion or willful non-support of minor or dependent
22. Willful
dependent persons, provided
provided that the crime or
children, or of other dependent
offense is
punishable by the laws of both countries.
is punishable
offense
23. Bribery.
24.
bankruptcy laws.
24. Crimes
Crimes or offenses against the bankruptcy
25.
Crimes
or
offenses
against
the
laws
for the suppression of traffic
25. Crimes or offenses against
narcotics.
in narcotics.
offenses against the laws regulating the postal
and offenses
26. Crimes
Crimes and
service
countries, with
mails to promote
the mails
using the
respect to using
with respect
of both
both countries,
service of
frauds.
27. Extradition
shall also
also take
take place for
participation in any of
of
for participation
Extradition shall
27.
the
crimes or
or offenses
an accessory before or
mentioned as an
before mentioned
offenses before
the crimes
after the
fact, or
or in
in any
attempt to
to commit
commit any
aforesaid
any of the aforesaid
any attempt
the fact,
after
crimes
crimes or offenses.
ARTICLE III.
III.
ARTICLE

a claim of
The
of
provisions of the present Treaty shall not import a
The provisions
extradition
for any
any crime
crime or
political character,
character, nor for
of aapolitical
or offense of
extradition for
acts connected
surand no person surcrimes or offenses; and
such crimes
with such
connected with
acts
rendered
Contracting Parties in virtue
the High Contracting
either of the
by or to either
rendered by
of this
tried or
punished for
for a
or
crime or
a political
political crime
or punished
be tried
shall be
Treaty shall
this Treaty
of
offense
committed
before
his
extradition.
The
State
applied
or
or
to,
applied
State
The
extradition.
his
offense committed before
Courts
of
such
State,
shall
decide
whether
the
crime
or
offense
is
of
of
Courts of such State, shall decide whether the crime or offense is
a
political character.
charged comprises
the act
act
comprises the
offense charged
the offense
When the
character. When
a political
either
of
murder
or
assassination
or
of
poisoning,
either
consumeither of murder or assassination or of poisoning, either consummated or
fact that
that the
the offense
was committed
committed or
or
offense was
the fact
attempted, the
or attempted,
mated
attempted
against
the
life
of
the
Head
of
the
State
of
one
of
the
attempted against the life of the Head of the State of one of the
High Contracting
or against
the Sovereign
of a
a
Head of
or Head
Sovereign or
against the
Parties, or
Contracting Parties,
High
foreign State,
against the
the life
of any
of the
the family
family of
member of
any member
life of
or against
State, or
foreign
either, shall
shall not
be deemed
deemed sufficient
sufficient to
sustain that
or
such crime or
that such
to sustain
not be
either,
offense was
was of
of a
political character,
or was
was an
an act
with
connected with
act connected
character, or
a political
offense
crimes
or offenses
offenses of
of a
political character.
a political
crimes or
19347W-41—PT. n---32
n—
3,2
193470--41-PT.

Accessories,
Accessories, etc.

Political
offenses.
Political offenses.
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ArerKTY
ARTICLE IV.
Trial limited
limited
to
to
offense for which
which surrendered.

No person shall be tried for
or offense,
offense, committed
committed prior
prior
for any crime
crime or
to his extradition, other than that
for which
which he
he was
was surrendered,
surrendered,
that for
unless he has been at liberty for one
tried,
one month after having
having been
been tried,
conviction, for one
one month
after
to leave the country, or,
or, in
in case of conviction,
month after
suffered his punishment
punishment or
having suffered
or having been
been pardoned.
pardoned.
Annrup, V.
ARTICIE
V.

Time limitation,
Time
etc.

A fugitive criminal shall not be surrendered
surrendered under the provisions
provisions
hereof, when, from lapse of time or other lawful
lawful cause, according
according to
the laws of the demanding
demanding country, the criminal is exempt
exempt from
prosecution or punishment
prosecution
punishment for the offense for which the surrender
surrender
is asked.
ARTICLE VI.
ARTICLE
VI.

Person under
under prosecution in
in country
where found.

If aa fugitive criminal
criminal whose surrender
If
surrender may be claimed
claimed pursuant
pursuant
to the stipulations hereof, be actually
actually under prosecution, out on bail
bail
committed in the country where
or in custody, for a
a. crime or offense
offense committed
he has sought asylum, or shall have been
been convicted
convicted thereof,
thereof, his extradition may be deferred
and
deferred until such proceedings
proceedings be determined,
determined, and
until he shall have been set at liberty
liberty in due
due course
course of law.
Atm°Ln
VII.
ARTICLE VII.

Person claimed
claimed by
other powers.
powers.

Existing treaties
with other states not
affected.
affected.

If
If a
a fugitive
fugitive criminal
claimed by
one of
the two
parties hereto,
hereto,
criminal claimed
by one
of the
two parties
shall be also claimed
claimed by one or more
more powers pursuant
pursuant to
to treaty
treaty proprovisions, on account of crimes
offenses committed
committed within
their jurisjuriscrimes or
or offenses
within their
diction, such criminal
criminal shall
that State
whose demand
demand
shall be
be delivered
delivered to
to that
State whose
first received
is waived.
waived.
is first
received unless
unless the
the demand
demand is
This article shall not
not affect
such treaties
treaties as
as have
have previously
previously been
affect such
been
concluded
concluded by one of the contracting
contracting parties with
with other
other States.
States.
ARTICLE
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.

Citizens of
of country
Citizens
appealed to.

Under
Treaty, neither
Under the stipulations
stipulations of this Treaty,
neither of the High ConContracting
except
tracting Parties
Parties shall be bound
bound to deliver
deliver up its own
own citizens, except
in cases where such citizenship has
has been
obtained after
after the
the perpeperpebeen obtained
tration of the crime
crime for which extradition
extradition is
is sought.
sought. The
The State
State
appealed to shall decide whether the person claimed
claimed is
is its
its own
own
citizen.
ARTICLE IX.
ARTICLE
IX.

Expenses of
of arrest
arrest
Expenses
and transportation.
transportation.
and

The expense of transportation
transportation of the fugitive
fugitive shall be
be borne
borne by
by
the Government
Government which has preferred
preferred the demand
demand for extradition.
extradition.
The appropriate
appropriate legal officers
officers of the country where
where the proceedings
proceedings
of extradition
extradition are had, shall ao.sist
assist the officers
officers of the Government
Government
demanding
demanding the extradition
extradition before
before the respective
respective judges
judges and magistrates, by every
legal
means
within
their
power;
and
no claim other
other
every
within
than for the board
than
board and lodging of aa fugitive prior
prior to his surrender,
surrender,
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arising out of the arrest, detention, examination
examination and surrender
surrender of
of
fugitives under this Treaty, shall be made against the government
government
demanding the extradition;
extradition; provided, however,
however, that any officer
officer or
or
officers of the surrendering
surrendering government
government giving
officers
giving assistance,
assistance, who shall,
in the usual course of their duty receive no salary or compensation
compensation
other than specific fees
fees for services
services performed,
performed, shall
shall be entitled
entitled to
to
receive from the government
government demanding
demanding the extradition
extradition the
custhe customary fees for the acts or services performed
performed by them in the same
manner and to the same amount
amount as though
though such acts or services had
had
been performed
performed in ordinary criminal
criminal proceedings
proceedings under the laws of
of
the country of which they are officers.
ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE
Everything found in the possession
possession of the fugitive
fugitive criminal
criminal at
at the
Everything
time of his arrest, whether being the proceeds
proceeds of the crime or offense,
offense,
or
evidence in
making proof
or which
which may be material
material as
as evidence
in making
proof of the
the crime,
crime,
shall so far as practicable,
according to the laws of either
either of the
practicable, according
High
Contracting Parties,
delivered up with his person at the time
High Contracting
Parties, be delivered
of
Nevertheless, the rights of aa third party with regard
of surrender.
surrender. Nevertheless,
to
duly respected.
respected.
to the articles
articles referred
referred to
to shall
shall be
be duly

Articles seized
seized with
with
fugitive.
fugitive.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XL
XI.
The stipulations
stipulations of
of the
Treaty shall
applicable to all
all
shall be applicable
the present
present Treaty
The
territory wherever
belonging to either of the High Conwherever situated, belonging
tracting
occupancy and
of either
either
and under
under the control of
tracting Parties,
Parties, or in the occupancy
of
occupancy or
or control.
of them, during such occupancy
Requisitions for
surrender of fugitives
justice shall be
fugitives from justice
Requisitions
for the surrender
made
agents or superior
superior consular
consular offioffidiplomatic agents
the respective
respective diplomatic
made by the
cers
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
Parties. In
the absence
In the
the event
event of
of the
cers of
of the
the High
of such agents or officers from the country or where
where extradition
extradition is
sought
other
preceding paragraphs,
paragraphs, other
included in
in the preceding
sought from territory included
than
the United
United States
requisitions may be made by
States or
or Liberia,
Liberia, requisitions
than the
superior
superior consular officers.
accordance
The arrest of
of the fugitive shall be brought about in accordance
with
respective countries,
examination,
and if, after
after an examination,
countries, and
with the laws
laws of
of the respective
it
be decided,
decided, according
according to
and the
the evidence,
evidence, that
that extraextralaw and
to the
the law
it shall
shall be
dition
is
due
pursuant
to
this
Treaty,
the
fugitive
shall
be sursurdition is due pursuant to this Treaty, the fugitive shall be
rendered
prescribed in such cases.
the forms
forms of law prescribed
conformity to the
rendered in conformity
The person
person provisionally
provisionally arrested
shall be
released, unless
unless within
within
be released,
arrested shall
The
two
commitment in
either
in the
the territory of either
the date
date of
of commitment
two months
months from
from the
one of
of the
the High
High Contracting
formal requisition
requisition for surthe formal
Contracting Parties,
Parties, the
one
render
documentary proofs
proofs hereinafter
hereinafter prescribed
prescribed shall be
render with
with the
the documentary
made
aforesaid by the
diplomatic agent
superior consular
consular offioffiagent or
or superior
the diplomatic
made as
as aforesaid
consular
a consular
government, or, in his absence, by a
cer of the
the demanding
demanding government,
officer thereof.
If
the fugitive
criminal shall
crime or
or
convicted of the crime
shall have been
been convicted
If the
fugitive criminal
offense for which his surrender
sentence of
of
surrender is asked, aacopy of the sentence
offense
authenticated,
conviction took place, duly authenticated,
which such
such conviction
the court before which

Territory affected.
Territory
affected.

Requisitions.
Requisitions.

Arrest.

Release,
condition.
Release, condition.

Papers
Papers required.
requited.
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shall be produced. If, however,
however, the
is merely
merely charged
the fugitive
fugitive is
charged with
with
crime, aa duly authenticated
authenticated copy of the
the warrant
of
arrest
in the
warrant of arrest in
the
country
country where the crime was committed
committed shall be
be produced,
produced, together
together
with the evidence of criminality mentioned
mentioned in Article
Article II hereof.
hereof.
ARTICLE XII.
XII.
ARTICLE
Ratification.
Ratification.

The present Treaty, written in
in English,
shall be
the
English, shall
be ratified
ratified by
by the
High Contracting Parties in accordance
accordance with
with their
respective
contheir respective constitutional
stitutional methods, and shall take effect on
of the
the exchange
exchange
on the date
date of
of ratifications which shall take place
soon as
as possible.
possible.
place at Monrovia
Monrovia as
as soon
ARTICLE XIII.
ARTCLE
XIII.

Duration.

Signatures.
Signatures.

The present Treaty shall remain in force for aa period of five
five
years, and in case neither of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall
have given notice one year before the expiration
expiration of
of that
that period
period of
of
its intention to terminate
terminate the Treaty, it shall continue
in force
until
continue in
force until
the expiration
expiration of one year from the date on which such notice
of
notice of
termination
termination shall be given by either of the High
Parties.
High Contracting
Contracting Parties.
In witness whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed
the present Treaty and have hereunto
hereunto affixed their seals.
seals.
Done in duplicate at Monrovia
Monrovia this first day of
November, nineteen
of November,
nineteen
hundred and thirty-seven.
LESTER
WALTON
LESTER A.
A.WALToN

C.
C.L.
L. SIMPSON
SIMPSON
Ratifications ex-

hanged.t
cchanged.

Proclamation.
Iroclanatfon.

[sEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the said Treaty
Treaty has been
been duly
duly ratified
ratified on
on both
both parts,
parts,
and the ratifications
ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were exchanged
exchanged in
in the
the
city of Monrovia, on the twenty-first
November, one thousand
twenty-first day of November,
nine hundred and thirty-nine;
thirty-nine;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
it known
known that I,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, PresiNow,
be it
America, have caused the said Treaty to
dent of the United States of America,
to
be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
and clause
thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
the United
United
States of America
America and the citizens thereof.
IN
wHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
set my hand
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set
and caused
caused the
hand and
the
Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this thirtieth day of November,
November, in
in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
and
[SEAL]
[BEAL] thirty-nine, and of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
of America
America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.

FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HILL
Huu.
Secretary of State.
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navigation between the United
Treaty of friendship,
friendship, commerce, and navigation
United
States of America
America and Liberia.
Liberia. Signed
Signed at
at Monrovia
Monrovia August 8, 1988;
States
ratificationadvised
United States August 1, 1939;
ratification
advised by the Senate of the United
ratified
Presidentof the United States
States August 30, 1989;
ratified by the President
1939; ratified
ratified
by Liberia
Liberia November 16, 1939; ratifications
ratifications exchanged
exchanged at
at Monrovia
Monrovia
1939; proclaimed
November 21, 1939;
proclaimed by the President
President of the United
United States
States
November 30,
30, 1939.
1989.

8, 1938
August 8,
1938
[T.
956]
[T. S. No. 956]

BY
By THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
or AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS
W HEREAS a
a Treaty
Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Navigation
between the United
United States of America and the Republic
Republic of
Liberia
of Liberia
was concluded
concluded and signed by their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at
at
Monrovia on the eighth day of August, one thousand
nine hundred
thousand nine
hundred
and thirty-eight, the original of which Treaty,
the English
Treaty, being
being in
in the
English
language, is word for word as follows:
follows:

Preamble.
Preamble.

The United States of America and the Republic
Republic of Liberia,
Liberia, desirous
desirous
of strengthening
strengthening the bond of peace which
happily prevails
between
which happily
prevails between
them, by arrangements
arrangements designed
designed to
to promote
promote friendly
friendly intercourse
intercourse
between
between their respective
respective territories through provisions responsive
responsive
to the spiritual,
spiritual, cultural, economic
economic and
aspirations of
of
and commercial
commercial aspirations
the people thereof, have resolved to conclude
Friendship,
conclude aaTreaty of
of Friendship,
Commerce and Navigation
Navigation and for that purpose have appointed
appointed
Plenipotentiaries,
as their Plenipotentiaries,
The President of the United States of America:
America:
Extraordinary and Minister PlenipotenLester A. Walton, Envoy Extraordinary
tiary of the United States of America to the Republic
Republic of Liberia,
Liberia, and
and
The President of the Republic
Republic of Liberia:
Liberia:
His Excellency
Excellency C. L. Simpson, Secretary of State of the Republic
of Liberia,
Liberia,
Who, having communicated
powers found
found
communicated to
to each
each other
other their
their full
full powers
to be in due form, have agreed upon the following Articles:
Articles:

Text.
Text.

I'lenlpotentlariek4
I'lenpoteatiarim.

ARTICLE I
ARTICLE
I

The nationals of each of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties shall
shall be
permitted
permitted to enter, travel
travel and reside in
of the
in the
the territories
territories of
the other;
other;
to exercise liberty of conscience
worship; to
engage
conscience and freedom
freedom of
of worship;
to engage
in professional,
professional, scientific,
scientific, religious, philanthropic,
philanthropic, manufacturing
manufacturing
and commercial
commercial work of every kind without
without interference;
interference; to
to carry
carry
on every form of commercial
commercial activity
activity which
which is
is not
not forbidden
forbidden by
the
by the
local law; to own, erect or lease and occupy
occupy appropriate
appropriate buildings
buildings
and to lease lands for residential,
residential, scientific,
scientific, religious, philanthropic,
philanthropic,

Reciprocal liberty
of
Reciprocall
berty of
travel, residence,
residence, comcommerce,
etc.
merce, eto.
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manufacturing, commercial
manufacturing,
commercial and mortuary
mortuary purposes;
to employ
purposes; to
employ
agents of their choice, and generally to do anything
incidental to
to or
anything incidental
or
necessary
necessary for the enjoyment of any of the foregoing
foregoing privileges
privileges upon
upon
the same terms as nationals of the State of residence
residence or as nationals
of the nation hereafter
hereafter to be most favored by
themby it, submitting
submitting themselves to all local laws and regulations
regulations duly established.
Equality of taxes,
The nationals of either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party within the territerrietc.
tories of the other shall not be subjected to the payment
payment of
of any
any internal
internal
charges or taxes other or higher
higher than those
those that are exacted
exacted of
of and
and
paid by nationals
nationals of the State of residence.
Access to courts of
The nationals of each High Contracting
Contracting Party shall enjoy freedom
freedom
justice.
of access to the courts of justice of the other on conforming to
to the
local laws, as well for the prosecution as for the defense
defense of
of their
their rights,
degrees of jurisdiction
and in all degrees
jurisdiction established
established by
by law.
law.
Protection of perProtection
The nationals of each High Contracting
Contracting Party shall receive
receive within
within
sons and property.
the territories of the other, upon submitting to conditions
conditions imposed
imposed
upon its nationals, the most constant protection
protection and security for
their
for their
persons and property, and shall enjoy in this respect that degree of
of
protection
protection that is required by international
international law. Their property shall
not be taken without due process
process of law and without
just
without payment
payment of
of just
compensation.
compensation.
Immigration,
Immigration etc.,
statutes not affected.
ffected.

Nothing contained in this Treaty shall be construed to
affect existing
to affect
existing
statutes of either of the High Contracting
relation to
Contracting Parties
Parties in
in relation
to
emigration or to immigration
immigration or the right
either of
of the
the High
High Conright of
of either
ConInternational
International trade
tracting Parties to enact such statutes, provided, however, that
that nothnothactivities.
activities.
ing in this paragraph
paragraph shall prevent
prevent the nationals of either
either High
High ConContracting Party from entering,
entering, traveling and residing
the
territories
residing in
in the territories
of the other Party in order to carry on international
or to
to engage
international trade or
engage
in any commercial activity related to or connected
of
connected with
with the
the conduct
conduct of
international
international trade on the same terms as nationals of the most-favored
most-favored
nation.
ARTICLE
ARTICILE II
for
Civil liability for
injuries or death.
Injuries

With respect to that form of protection
protection granted
granted by National,
National, State
or Provincial
Provincial laws establishing civil liability for
for bodily
bodily injuries
injuries or
or
for death, and giving to relatives or heirs or dependents of an injured
injured
person a
a right of action or aapecuniary compensation,
compensation, such
such relatives
or
relatives or
heirs or dependents of the injured person, himself a
anational of
of either
either
of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties and injured
injured within any of the territerriregardless of their alienage or
tories of the other, shall, regardless
or residence
residence outoutside of the territory where the injury occurred,
occurred, enjoy the same
same rights
rights
and privileges as are or may be granted to nationals, and under like

conditions.
conditions.

ArnTLE
Agrxcnn III
Ill
Buildings and other
Buildings
property to be reproperty
spected.
sPected.

The dwellings,
dwellings, warehouses, manufactories,
manufactories, shops, and other places
places
of business, and all premises thereto
thereto appertaining
appertaining of the nationals of
each of the High Contracting Parties in the
the territories
territories of
of the
the other,
other,
lawfully
used
for
any
purposes
set forth in Article I, shall be respected.
lawfully
respected.
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It
domiciliary visit to, or search
search of
It shall not be allowable to make aadomiciliary
any such buildings and premises, or there to examine and inspect
inspect
books, papers or accounts,
accounts, except
except under the conditions
conditions and in conprescribed by the laws, ordinances and reguformity with the forms prescribed
lations for nationals of the State of residence
residence or nationals
nationals of the nafavored by it.
it.
tion most favored

1741
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Search
premises.
Search of
of premises.

ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV

Where, on the death of any person holding real or other immovable
property or interests therein within the territories of one High Conproperty
tracting Party, such property or interests therein would, by the laws
tracting
of
a testamentary
testamentary disposition, descend or pass to aa
or by
by a
of the country
country or
national of the other
Contracting Party, whether resident or
other High
High Contracting
national
non-resident, were he not disqualified
disqualified by the laws of the country
non-resident,
nawhere
property or interests therein
therein is or are situated, such nawhere such property
allowed a
a term of three years in which to sell the same,
tional shall be allowed
circumstances render it necesreasonably prolonged if circumstances
this term to be reasonably
sary,
and
withdraw
the
proceeds
without restraint
restraint or interthereof,
sary, and withdraw the proceeds
or administraadministraference
and
exempt
from
any
estate
succession,
probate
ference and exempt from any estate succession,
tive
charges other than those which may be imposed in like
or charges
duties or
tive duties
cases
upon the nationals of the country from which such proceeds
proceeds may
cases upon
drawn.
be drawn.
Nationals
either High Contracting
Contracting Party may have full power to
Nationals of either
dispose
of their
their personal
personal property
property of
territories
every kind within the territories
of every
dispose of
of
donation, or otherwise,
otherwise, and their heirs, legaby testament,
testament, donation,
the other, by
of the
tees
resident or nonnationality, whether resident
of whatsoever
whatsoever nationality,
donees, of
and donees,
tees and
resident, shall
such personal
personal property,
property, and may take posto such
succeed to
shall succeed
resident,
session thereof,
by themselves
acting for them, and
others acting
or by
by others
themselves or
either by
thereof, either
session
retain
or
dispose
of
the
same
pleasure
subject
to the payment
subject
pleasure
their
at
same
retain or dispose of the
of
such
duties
or
charges
only
as
the
nationals
of
Contracting
Contracting
High
the
of such duties or charges only as the nationals of
Party
within
whose
territories
such
property
may
be
or
belong
shall
Party within whose territories such property may be or
be
liable to
property left
left
like cases. In the same way, personal property
pay in like
to pay
be liable
to
nationals of
of one
the High Contracting
Contracting Parties by nationals
nationals of
of the
one of
to nationals
the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
territories
and being within the territories
Party, and
the other
of
such other
other Party,
Party, shall
to the
the payment
or
duties or
of such duties
payment of
be subject
subject to
shall be
of such
charges
only as
as the
Contracting Party within
within
High Contracting
of the High
nationals of
the nationals
charges only
whose
territories such property may be or belong shall be liable to pay
whose territories
in like cases.

Term
sale of
inTerm for
for sale
of inherited,
etc., property.
herited, etc.,
property.

Rights of disposal
disposal
and
sucession.
and suecession.

Payment of duties,
etc.
etc.

V
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V
The
of each
the High
Contracting Parties in the exerHigh Contracting
of the
each of
nationals of
The nationals
cise
right of
of freedom
worship, within
within the
territories of
of the
the
the territories
of worship,
freedom of
the right
of the
cise of
other, as
or molestaannoyance or
without annoyance
may, without
provided, may,
as hereinabove
hereinabove provided,
other,
tion
of any
of their
their religious belief or otherwise, conreason of
by reason
kind by
any kind
tion of
duct
services either
either within
their own
appropriate
any appropriate
within any
or within
houses or
own houses
within their
duct services
buildings
maintain in conthey may be at liberty to erect and maintain
which they
buildings which
venient situations,
not conpractices are not
or practices
teachings or
their teachings
provided their
situations, provided
venient
trary
to
public
morals;
and
they
shall
also
be
permitted
to
bury
their
to
be
permitted
also
shall
they
and
trary to public morals;
dead
according
to
their
religious
customs
and
convenient
convenient
suitable
in
customs
dead according to their religious

Freedom of
worshiP.
of worship.
Freedom
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places
maintained for
places established
established and maintained
for the
the purpose,
purpose, subject to
to the
the
mortuary
sanitary laws
laws and
and regulations
of the
the place
place of
of burial.
burial.
mortuary and
and sanitary
regulations of
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE
VI
Contracting Party and a
a
In the event of war between either
either High
High Contracting
third
draft for
compulsory military service
third State, such
such Party
Party may draft
for compulsory
service
permanent residence within its terrinationals of the other having aapermanent
tories and who have formally,
formally, according
according to
to its laws, declared
declared an intention to adopt
adopt its nationality
naturalization, unless such persons
persons
nationality by naturalization,
depart from
from the territories
territories of said belligerent
belligerent Party within sixty days
right to
after the declaration
declaration of war. Such right
to depart shall apply also to
persons possessing the nationality
Contracting Parties
nationality of both High Contracting
Parties
unless they habitually
habitually reside in the territory
territory of the country drafting
drafting
for compulsory military service.
Natives declaringinnNativesdeclaring
It is agreed, however, that such
such right to
depart shall not
not apply
apply to
to
It
to depart
tention to resume
resume nationality.
tionality.
country drafting
drafting for compulsory
service, who,
who,
natives of
of the country
compulsory military service,
after having become
become nationals
nationals of the other Party,
an
Party, have
have declared
declared an
intention to acquire
nationality of the country
their
acquire or resume
resume the nationality
country of their
nevertheless be entitled in respect
respect of this
birth. Such persons shall nevertheless
matter to treatment
treatment no less favorable
favorable than that accorded
accorded the nationals
situated.
of any other country
country who are similarly situated.
Military obligations.

vri
ARTcLE VII

ARTIrt-F1

Freedom of commerce
and navigation.
merce and

territories of the High Contracting
Between the territories
Contracting Parties there shall
be freedom
freedom of commerce
commerce and navigation.
each of the
navigation. The nationals of each
High Contracting Parties
Parties equally with those of
most-favored naof the
the most-favored
tion, shall have liberty freely
freely to
cargoes to
to come
come with their vessels
vessels and
and cargoes
to
territorial limits
all places, ports and waters of every
every kind within
within the territorial
of the other which are or may be
and
be open to foreign
foreign commerce and
navigation.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VIII
VIII

Duties, etc.,
etc., mostfavored-nation
favored-nation treatment.
ment.

charges of
any kind
imposed
With respect to customs
customs duties
duties or
or charges
of any
kind imposed
on or in connection.
importation or exportation,
and with reconnection with importation
exportation, and
spect to the method of levying
levying such duties or charges, and with
respect to all rules and formalities in connection
connection with importation
or exportation,
exportation, and with respect
respect to all laws or regulations
affecting
regulations affecting
the sale, taxation, or use of imported goods within the country, any
advantage, favor, privilege or immunity which
which has been or may
may
hereafter
hereafter be granted by either High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party to any
any article
article
originating in or destined for any third country, shall be accorded
accorded
immediately
immediately and unconditionally
unconditionally to the like article
article originating
originating in
or destined for the other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
With respect to the amount
amount and collection of duties on imports and
exports of every kind, each of the two High Contracting
Contracting Parties
other
binds itself to give to the nationals, vessels and goods of the other
the advantage
advantage of every favor, privilege
privilege or immunity
immunity which it
it shall
have accorded
accorded to the nationals, vessels
vessels and goods of a
a third State,
whether such
such favored
treatment
whether
favored State shall have
have been accorded
accorded such treatment
gratuitously
gratuitously or in return for reciprocal
reciprocal compensatory
compensatory treatment.
treatment.
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Every such favor, privilege
privilege or immunity which shall hereafter
hereafter be
granted to nationals, vessels or goods of a
a third State shall simultaneously and unconditionally,
unconditionally, without
without request and without compensation, be extended to the other High Contracting
Contracting Party, for
the
itself,
its
nationals,
vessels,
and
goods.
the benefit of
of itself, its nationals, vessels, and goods.
ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE
IX
Import or export
export rere.
Neither of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties shall establish or mainmain- strictions.
strictions.
tain any import or export
export prohibition
prohibition or restriction on any article
originating
destined for the territory
originating in or
or destined
territory of the other
other High
High Contracting
tracting Party, which is not applied to the like article originating
originating
in
or destined
country. Any
abolition of
of an
an import
import
in or
destined for
for any
any third
third country.
Any abolition
or export prohibition
prohibition or restriction
restriction which
which may be
granted even
even
be granted
temporarily by
by either
either High
Party in
of an
article
temporarily
High Contracting
Contracting Party
in favor
favor of
an article
originating in or destined
applied imdestined for
for a
a third country
country shall
shall be applied
mediately and unconditionally
unconditionally to
article originating
in or
or
mediately
to the
the like article
originating in
destined for the territory of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party.
Import quotas, etc.
If
Party establishes
establishes or maintains
maintains any
If either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
form
of quantitative
control of
of the
or
form of
quantitative restriction
restriction or
or control
the importation
importation or
sale of any article in which the other High
Party has
has
High Contracting
Contracting Party
an
interest,
or
imposes
a
lower
import
duty
or
charge
on
the
iman interest, or imposes a lower import duty or charge on the importation or sale of a
specified quantity of any
article than the
portation
a specified
any such article
duty
charge imposed
imposed on
such quantity,
duty or charge
on importations
importations in
in excess
excess of such
quantity,
the High
Party taking
taking such
upon request,
request,
the
High Contracting
Contracting Party
such action
action shall,
shall, upon
inform
inform the
the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party as to the total
total quantity,
quantity,
or
permitted to be
imported
article permitted
be imported
or any change therein, of
of any such article
or
imported or
or sold,
sold, or permitted
permitted to be
be imported
or sold
sold at such
such lower duty or
or
charge
a specified
specified period, and
and shall
shall allot
allot to
to the other High
charge during a
Contracting
specified period
proportion of such
such specified
period aa proportion
such
Contracting Party for such
total quantity
as originally
established or
subsequently changed
changed in
in
total
quantity as
originally established
or subsequently
any
manner equivalent
proportion of
importation
total importation
equivalent to
to the
the proportion
of the total
any manner
of
such article
the other
Party supplied
supplied
article which
which the
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
of such
during
representative period,
period, unless
unless it
mutually agreed
agreed
during a
a previous
previous representative
it is
is mutually
Neither of the High
High Contracting
Contracting
to dispense
dispense with such
such allotment.
allotment. Neither
Parties shall,
shall, by
by import
licenses, regulate
regulate the
the total
total quantity
quantity of
of imimport licenses,
Parties
portations into its
therein of any
which
in which
portations
its territory
territory or
or sales therein
any article in
the other
other High
Contracting Party
interest, unless
unless the
the total
total
Party has
has an
an interest,
the
High Contracting
quantity of
of such
such article
article permitted
permitted to
to be
be imported
or sold
sold during
during a
a
imported or
quantity
quota period
period of
of not
months shall
shall have
have been
been estabnot less
less than
than three
three months
quota
lished, and
and unless
the regulations
regulations covering
covering the
the issuance
issuance of
of such
such
lished,
unless the
licenses or
shall have
have been
made public
public before
before such
such regularegulabeen made
licenses
or permits
permits shall
tions are
put into
into force.
force.
tions
are put

Awricrx X
X
AKTICLE
If either
Party establishes
establishes or
directly
or maintains,
maintains, directly
High Contracting
Contracting Party
If
either High
or
indirectly,
any
form
of
control
of
the
means
of
international
or indirectly, any form of control of the means of international
payment,
it shall,
shall, in
administration of
control:
such control:
of such
in the
the administration
payment, it
(a) Impose
no prohibition,
prohibition, restriction,
restriction, or
delay on
on the
the transfer
transfer
or delay
(a)
Impose no
of
payment for
the growth,
produce, or
or manufacmanufacgrowth, produce,
articles the
for imported
imported articles
of payment

International
International
ments.

payPay-
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ture of
of the
the other
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
or of
payments necessary
ture
other High
Party, or
of payments
necessary
for and
to the
the importation
of such
for
and incidental
incidental to
importation of
such articles;
articles;
(b)
respect to
to rates
exchange and
and
(b) Accord
Accord unconditionally,
unconditionally, with
with respect
rates of
of exchange
taxes or
transactions in
in connection
with paypaytaxes
or surcharges
surcharges on
on exchange
exchange transactions
connection with
necessary and
and incidental
importation of
of
ments for or
or payments
payments necessary
incidental to
to the
the importation
articles the growth,
of the
the other
Conarticles
growth, produce,
produce, or
or manufacture
manufacture of
other High
High Contracting Party, treatment
no less
favorable than
than that
accorded in
in
tracting
treatment no
less favorable
that accorded
connection with
with the
any article
whatsoever the
connection
the importation
importation of
of any
article whatsoever
the
growth,
produce, or
manufacture of
of any
third country;
and
growth, produce,
or manufacture
any third
country; and
(c) Accord
unconditionally, with
respect to
all rules
rules and
formali(c)
Accord unconditionally,
with respect
to all
and formalities applying to exchange
transactions in
in connection
connection with
exchange transactions
with payments
payments
for or payments necessary and
to the
the importation
and incidental
incidental to
importation of
of
or manufacture
manufacture of
the other
other High
High ConConarticles the
the growth, produce, or
of the
tracting Party, treatment
favorable than
than that
that accorded
accorded in
in
treatment no less
less favorable
connection with the
the importation
importation of
of the
like articles
articles the
the growth,
connection
the like
growth,
produce,
or manufacture
of any
any third
third country.
produce, or
manufacture of
country.
With respect to
non-commercial transactions,
transactions, each
each High
High Contractto non-commercial
Contracting
any form
control of
the means
means of
of internainternaing Party
Party shall
shall apply
apply any
form of
of control
of the
tional payment
non-discriminatory manner
manner as
as between
the nanapayment in aanon-discriminatory
between the
tionals of the other
other High
High Contracting
and the
the nationals
nationals of
Contracting Party and
of
any
any third country.
country.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XI
XI
Government, etc.,
Government,
monopolies.

In the event
event that
that either
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party establishes
establishes or
In
either High
or
maintains aa monopoly
maintains
monopoly for
the importation,
production or
sale of
for the
importation, production
or sale
of a
a
particular product
particular
grants exclusive
privileges, formally
formally or
or in
in
product or
or grants
exclusive privileges,
to one or
effect, to
more agencies
agencies to
import, produce
or sell
sell a
particular
or more
to import,
produce or
a particular
Contracting Party establishing
product, the High
High Contracting
establishing or
or maintaining
maintaining
such monopoly,
monopoly, or granting
granting such
such monopoly
in reremonopoly privileges,
privileges, shall,
shall, in
spect of the foreign
foreign purchases
purchases of such
such monopoly
monopoly or
agency, accord
or agency,
accord
the commerce
commerce of the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
fair and
equitable
Party fair
and equitable
purchases of any article such
treatment. In
In making
making its foreign
foreign purchases
such
monopoly
agency shall
monopoly or agency
be influenced
influenced solely
solely by
by competitive
considshall be
competitive considerations such as
marketability, and
and terms
terms of
of sale.
sale.
as price,
price, quality, marketability,

ARICLE XII
ARTICLE
XII
Carriage by sea,
sea, rereciprocal
ciprocal privileges.

All articles which
which are or may
may be
imported from
from foreign
foreign
be legally
legally imported
countries into ports of the United States of America or
are or may
may
or are
be legally exported
exported therefrom
of the
the United
United States
States may
may
therefrom in
in vessels of
likewise be imported into those ports
ports or exported
exported therefrom
therefrom in
in
Liberian vessels, without
any other
without being
being liable
liable to
to any
other or
or higher
higher duties
duties
or charges
charges whatsoever
whatsoever than
were imported
imported or
or exthan if
if such
such articles
articles were
exported in vessels of the United States; and
and reciprocally,
reciprocally, all articles
articles
which are or may be legally
imported from
from foreign
legally imported
countries into
foreign countries
into
the ports of Liberia or are or may
may be legally
legally exported therefrom
therefrom in
in
Liberian
Liberian vessels may
may likewise
be imported
those ports
ports or
or exexlikewise be
imported into
into those

ported therefrom
therefrom in vessels
vessels of the United States without being
liable to any other or higher
higher duties
duties or charges
charges whatsoever
whatsoever than
if
than if
such articles
articles were imported
imported or exported
exported in
vessels.
in Liberian
Liberian vessels.
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manner there shall be perfect
perfect reciprocal
reciprocal equality in
In the
the same manner
relation to the flags of the two countries with regard to bounties,
drawbacks,
privileges of this nature of whatever
whatever denomiother privileges
and other
drawbacks, and
nation
allowed in the territories
territories of each of the
may be allowed
nation which may
Contracting
imported or exported
exported in national
national
Contracting Parties, on goods imported
vessels
drawbacks and other privileges shall
such bounties, drawbacks
so that
that such
vessels so
exported
manner be allowed on goods imported
imported or exported
also and in like manner
in
vessels of
of the other country.
in vessels

draw.

Bounties, drawBcIueties,
backs, etc.

ARTICLE XIII
XIII
ARTICLE
The nationals,
nationals, goods, products, wares, and merchandise of each
each
The
High
territories of the other shall
within the territories
Party within
Contracting Party
High Contracting
receive
as nationals,
nationals, goods,
goods, products, wares, and
treatment as
the same
same treatment
receive the
merchandise
of
the
country
with
regard
to
internal taxes, transit
transit
to internal
regard
with
country
merchandise of the
the
duties,
charges
in
respect
of
warehousing
and
other
facilities
and
duties, charges in respect of warehousing
amount of
drawbacks and export
export bounties.
of drawbacks
amount

Internal
taxes,
Internal taxes,
transit duties, etc.

ARTICLE
XIV
ARTICLE XIV
The
cargoes of one of the
other private vessels and cargoes
merchant or other
The merchant
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties shall,
shall, within
waters and
and
the territorial waters
within the
High
harbors of
the other
other Party
Party in
respects and unconditionally
unconditionally be
all respects
in all
of the
harbors
accorded the
treatment as the vessel and cargoes
cargoes of that Party,
same treatment
the same
accorded
irrespective of
of the
departure of the vessel,
vessel, or the port of
of departure
port of
the port
irrespective
destination, and
and irrespective
irrespective of
or the
destination of
of the
the destination
origin or
the origin
of the
destination,
cargo.
It
is
especially
agreed
that
no
duties
harbor,
tonnage,
of
duties
no
that
agreed
especially
is
It
cargo.
corresponding
pilotage, lighthouse,
lighthouse, quarantine,
quarantine, or other similar or corresponding
pilotage,
duties
or
charges
of
whatever
denomination,
levied
in
the name
or
name or
in
the
levied
denomination,
duties or charges of whatever
indifor
the
profit
of
the
Government,
public
functionaries,
private
for the profit of the Government, public functionaries,
viduals, corporations
corporations or
establishments of
of any
any kind
kind shall
shall be
imposed
be imposed
or establishments
viduals,
in the
the ports
ports of
of the
the territories
territories or
or territorial
territorial waters
either country
waters of either
in
upon the
of the
the other,
shall not
not equally,
under the
the
equally, under
which shall
other, which
vessels of
the vessels
upon
same
conditions, be
imposed on
on national
national vessels.
be imposed
same conditions,

reciprocal
Vessels, reciprocal

treatment.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV
Merchant vessels
vessels and
other privately
privately owned
owned vessels
vessels under the flag
and other
Merchant
of
the High
papers
the papers
carrying the
and carrying
Parties, and
Contracting Parties,
High Contracting
of the
either of
of either
required
laws in
proof of
nationality shall,
shall, both
of nationality
in proof
its national
national laws
by its
required by
within
the territorial
territorial waters
of the
Contracting Party
High Contracting
other High
the other
waters of
within the
and
on
the
high
seas,
be
deemed
to
be
the
vessels
of
the Party
whose
Party whose
of
the
vessels
the
be
to
and on the high seas, be deemed
flag
is flown.
flag is
ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE

Nationality of vvesNationality
sels.
Bob

Diechskrge

of

Discharge of
Merchant
vessels and
other privately
privately owned
owned vessels
vessels under
under the
flag tions
the flag
tions of cargoes
and other
Merchant vessels
open ports.
ports.
of
of the
the High
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
be permitted
permitted to
disto disshall be
Parties shall
either of
of either
charge
portions of
of cargoes
at any
open to
commerce in
in
to foreign
foreign commerce
port open
any port
cargoes at
charge portions
the
territories
of
the
other
High
Contracting
Party,
and
to proceed
proceed
the territories of the other High Contracting Party, and to
with
the remaining
remaining portions
of such
such cargoes
to any
any other
of
ports of
other ports
cargoes to
portions of
with the

porporat
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the
paying other
other
the same
same territories
territories open
open to
to foreign
foreign commerce,
commerce, without
without paying
or
higher
tonnage
dues
or
port
charges
in
such
cases
than
would
or higher tonnage dues or port charges in such cases than would be
be
Loading.
paid
by national
in like
like circumstances,
circumstances, and
and they
shall be
paid by
national vessels
vessels in
they shall
be
permitted to
load in
in like
manner at
at different
different ports
ports in
in the
the same
same voyage
voyage
permitted
to load
like manner
Exception;
Exception; coasting outward,
outward, provided,
however, that
trade of
of the
provided, however,
that the
the coasting
coasting trade
the High
High
trade.
Contracting Parties
Parties is
is exempt
from
the
provisions
of
this
Article
Contracting
exempt from the provisions of this Article
and from
other provisions
provisions of
this Treaty,
is to
be regulated
regulated
and
from the
the other
of this
Treaty, and
and is
to be
according
to the
laws of
each High
Party in
in relation
according to
the laws
of each
High Contracting
Contracting Party
relation
thereto. It
It is
agreed, however,
nationals and
vessels of
thereto.
is agreed,
however, that
that nationals
and vessels
of either
either
High
Contracting Party
Party shall
shall within
within the
the territories
the other
other
High Contracting
territories of
of the
enjoy
with respect
the coasting
most-favored-nation
enjoy with
respect to
to the
coasting trade
trade most-favored-nation
treatment.
treatment.
ARTICLE XVII
XVII
ARTICLE
Corporations,
Corporations, legal
legal
rights.
rights.

Limited
other corporations
corporations and
associations, whether
Limited liability and
and other
and associations,
whether
or
for pecuniary
pecuniary profit,
profit, which
have been
been or
may
hereafter
be
or not
not for
which have
or may hereafter be
organized
with and
and under
State or
organized in
in accordance
accordance with
under the
the laws,
laws, National,
National, State
or
Provincial,
of either
either High
and which
Provincial, of
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party and
which maintain
maintain
a
central office
the territories
territories thereof,
shall have
have their
their juridical
a central
office within the
thereof, shall
juridical
status recognized
recognized by
Party provided
status
by the
the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
provided
its territories
contrary to
laws.
that they
they pursue
pursue no
no aims
aims within
within its
territories contrary
to its
its laws.
They shall
They
the courts
courts of
law and
and equity,
equity, on
on
shall enjoy
enjoy free
free access
access to
to the
of law
conforming
conforming to
the matter,
matter, as
as well
well for
to the laws
laws regulating
regulating the
for the
the prosecuprosecution as for the defense of rights in all the
the degrees
degrees of jurisdiction
jurisdiction
established by
by law.
law.
established
The right of corporations
and associations
associations of
of either
Concorporations and
either High
High Conhave been
been so
so recognized
recognized by
tracting Party
Party which
which have
by the
the other
other to
to estabestabthemselves in the territories of the
lish themselves
or to
establish
the other Party
Party or
to establish
fulfill their
branch offices and fulfill
depend upon
upon
their functions
functions therein
therein shall
shall depend
governed solely
consent of
such Party
Party as
as expressed
expressed
and be governed
solely by
by the
the consent
of such
in its National,
or Provincial
Provincial laws.
National, State
State or
laws.

ARTICLE XVIII
ARTICLE
XVIII
Right to

organize

Right to etc.
organize
corporations,
etc.
corlporations,

The nationals of either High Cont
racting Party
Party shall
enjoy within
Contracting
shall enjoy
within
the territories of the other, upon compliance
compliance with the
conditions
the conditions
there imposed, such rights
privileges as
been or
may herehererights and privileges
as have
have been
or may
after be accorded the nationals of any other State with
with respect
respect to
to
organization of and participation
organization
participation in
liability and
and other
in limited
limited liability
other corcorporations and associations, for pecuniary profit or otherwise, including the rights of promotion, incorporation,
purchase and
and ownership
ownership
incorporation, purchase
and sale of shares and the holding of executive or official
official positions
therein. In the exercise of the foregoing rights and with
with respect
respect
to the regulation or procedure concerning the organization
organization or conduct
conduct
of such corporations
corporations or associations,
associations, such nationals
nationals shall be subjected
subjected
to
no
condition
less
favorable
than
those
which have been or may
to no
favorable
hereafter
hereafter be imposed upon the nationals
nationals of the most-favored
most-favored nation.
The
right of
of any
any of
of such corporations
The right
corporations or associations as may be
organized
or controlled
participated in by the nationals of either
organized or
controlled or participated
either
High Contracting
Contracting Party within the territories
High
territories of the other to exercise
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any of
of their
functions therein,
shall be
and
laws and
governed by
by the
the laws
therein, shall
be governed
their functions
any
regulations,
National, State
State or Provincial, which are in force or may
regulations, National,
hereafter
wherein
the Party wherein
the territories
territories of the
be established
established within the
hereafter be
they
propose to
foregoing stipulations
stipulations
The foregoing
to carry on
on their activities. The
they propose
do'
participation in political
organization of and participation
do not apply to organization
associations.
ARTICLE
XIX
ARTICLE XIX
corporations and associations, of either
either
The nationals, including corporations
Contracting Party
other
territories of the other
Party shall
shall enjoy in the territories
High Contracting
Party, upon compliance
compliance with the conditions there imposed, mostfavored-nation
treatment in respect of the exploration
exploration for and
favored-nation treatment
exploitation
mineral resources;
provided that neither Party shall
resources; provided
exploitation of mineral
be
mining
privileges in respect of the mining
grant rights and privileges
be required
required to grant
on
and
shale,
of
coal,
phosphate,
gas
sodium
the
public
oil,
oil
of coal, phosphate,
domestic
domain,
or
in
respect
of
the
ownership
of
corporastock
in
domain, or in respect of the ownership
tions
engaged in
in such
greater than
than its nationals,
operations, greater
such operations,
tions engaged
corporations
receive from the other Party.
associations receive
corporations and associations
Party
It
Contracting Party
understood, however, that neither High Contracting
It is understood,
shall be
paragraph to grant any applicaanything in this paragraph
required by anything
be required
shall
tion
any such
such right
privilege if
time such
application
such application
the time
if at
at the
or privilege
right or
for any
tion for
is
presented the
been
applications shall have been
similar applications
all similar
granting of all
the granting
is presented
suspended
discontinued.
suspended or discontinued.

Mining privileges.

Restriction.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XX

manufacturers, merchants and
Commercial
travelers representing
and
representing manufacturers,
Commercial travelers
traders domiciled
in the territories of either High Contracting Party
domiciled in
traders
shall on
entry into
into and
sojourn in
other
of the other
in the territories of
and sojourn
on their
their entry
shall
Party and
and on
their departure
departure therefrom
therefrom be accorded the moston their
Party
favored-nation treatment
treatment in
of customs
privileges
and other
other privileges
customs and
in respect
respect of
favored-nation
applicable
denomination
and
of
all
charges
and
taxes
whatever
denomination
applicable
of
taxes
and
charges
and of all
to
their samples.
samples.
to their
them or
or to
to them
If
either
High
Contracting
requires the presentation
presentation of an
Party requires
If either High Contracting Party
a
authentic document
establishing the
authority of a
and authority
the identity and
document establishing
authentic
commercial traveler,
traveler, aa signed
concern or concerns
concerns
by the
the concern
statement by
signed statement
commercial
represented, certified
certified by
a consular officer of the country of destinaby a
represented,
tion shall
shall be
accepted as
as satisfactory.
be accepted
tion

Commercial
Commercial
elers.

trav-

ARTICLE XXI
XXI
ARTCLE
There
shall be
be complete
of transit
through the territories
transit through
freedom of
complete freedom
There shall
including
waters of
each High
High Contracting
Party on the
Contracting Party
of each
territorial waters
including territorial
routes
most convenient
international transit, by rail, navigable
for international
convenient for
routes most
waterway,
the Panama
Panama Canal
waterways
Canal and waterways
than the
other than
canal, other
and canal,
waterway, and
and
canals which
which constitute
international boundaries,
boundaries, to persons and
constitute international
and canals
goods
from, going
going to
territories of
passing through the territories
to or passing
coming from,
goods coming
the other
High Contracting
except such persons as may be
Party, except
Contracting Party,
the
other High
forbidden
admission into
territories or goods
goods of which the imits territories
into its
forbidden admission
provided that
portation
may be
prohibited by law or regulations,
regulations, provided
be prohibited
portation may

transit.
Freedom of transit.

Exceptions.
Exceptions.
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the
foregoing shall
shall not
not be
construed to
to prevent
prevent either
Conthe foregoing
be construed
either High
High Contracting
from excluding
special
areas
within
tracting Party
Party from
excluding aliens
aliens from
from special areas within its
its
territories
to visit
law, military
military order
The
territories closed
closed to
visit by
by law,
order or
or regulations.
regulations. The
measures
of aa general
general or
either of
measures of
or particular
particular character
character which
which either
of the
the
High Contracting
Parties is
is obliged
take in
in case
an emergency
emergency
Contracting Parties
obliged to
to take
case of
of an
affecting
the State
vital interests
the country
country may,
may,
affecting the
the safety
safety of
of the
State or
or vital
interests of
of the
in exceptional
exceptional cases and for
as possible,
possible, involve
involve
for as
as short a
a period
period as
the provisions
of this
paragraph, it
aa deviation from
from the
provisions of
this paragraph,
it being
being underunderstood
of transit
transit must
must be
be observed
observed to
stood that
that the principle
principle of
of freedom
freedom of
to
the
possible extent.
the utmost possible
extent.
Persons and goods
Persons and
not be
to any
and goods in
in transit
transit shall
shall not
be subjected
subjected to
any transit
transit
in transit.
duty, or to any
or to
treatment
any unnecessary
unnecessary delays
delays or
or restrictions,
restrictions, or
to treatment
as
charges, facilities,
or any
any other
other matter
as regards
regards charges,
facilities, or
matter less
less favorable
favorable
than that accorded to
to the
the most-favored
nation.
most-favored nation.
Goods in transit must
must be
be entered
entered at
proper customhouse,
at the
the proper
customhouse, but
but
they shall be exempt
from all
or other
other similar
similar duties.
duties.
exempt from
all customs
customs or
It
understood that all goods
It is understood
in transit
territory
goods in
transit through
through the
the territory
of the United States of America and all goods
goods in transit
transit through
through the
the
territory
territory of Liberia
Liberia when warehoused
warehoused or
or otherwise
be
otherwise stored
stored shall
shall be
subject to
to storage charges.
charges.
All charges
charges imposed on
on transport
transport in
in transit
shall be
havtransit shall
be reasonable,
reasonable, having regard
regard to
the conditions
conditions of
traffic.
to the
of the
the traffic.
Arms, etc.
Arms,
Nothing in this Article shall affect
affect the
of either
the High
the right
right of
either of
of the
High
Contracting
Parties
to prohibit or
Contracting
to
or restrict
restrict the
the transit
of arms,
arms, munitransit of
munitions and
tions
military equipment
equipment in
in accordance
with treaties
convenand military
accordance with
treaties or
or convenExclusion
Exclusion from special areas.

tions that may have been or may hereafter be entered
by either
entered into
into by
either
Party with other countries.
countries.
ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXII
Gold or silver exporotatorsilvortextsor
tation or importation.
Control
Control
etc.

of

arms,
arms,

Designated prohibitions or0 restrictions.
e?
o
tions

Frontier traffic.

Frontier traic.

Customs union.
union

ustoms

Nothing in
this Treaty
shall be
Nothing
in this
Treaty shall
be construed
construed to
to prevent
prevent the
the adoption
adoption
of measures prohibiting or restricting
restricting the
the exportation
exportation or
or importation
importation
of gold
silver, or
to prevent
either
of
gold or
or silver,
or to
prevent the adoption of such measures as either
High Contracting Party may see fit with respect to the
or
the prohibition,
prohibition, or
the control, of the export or sale for
for export,
or
export, of
of arms,
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or
implements of war, and, in exceptional
exceptional circumstances,
circumstances, all
all other
other
military supplies.
military
supplies.
Subject
Subject to
under like
like circumstances
circumstances and
to the
the requirement
requirement that,
that, under
and conconditions, there shall be no arbitrary discrimination
either High
discrimination by
by either
High
Contracting Party against the other High Contracting
Contracting
Contracting Party
in favor
favor
Party in
of any third country, the stipulations
of this Treaty
stipulations of
Treaty shall
not extend
shall not
extend
to prohibitions
prohibitions or restrictions
restrictions (1)
(1) imposed on moral or
or humanitarian
humanitarian
(2) designed to protect
grounds; (2)
protect human, animal, or
or plant
plant life
life or
or
health;
(3) relating
(4) relating to the enforcehealth; (3)
relating to prison-made
prison-made goods; (4)
ment of police or
revenue laws.
laws.
or revenue
The
of this
this Treaty
Treaty do not
not extend to advantages
The stipulations
stipulations of
advantages now
accorded or which may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
States in
accorded to
to neighboring
neighboring States
in
order to
facilitate short
short frontier
order
to facilitate
frontier traffic,
traffic, or to advantages
advantages resulting
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from a
a customs union to which
which either High Contracting Party may
become aa party so long as such advantages
advantages are not extended to any
other country.
The stipulations of this Treaty do not extend to advantages
advantages now
accorded or which may hereafter
hereafter be accorded by the United States of
America, its territories
territories or possessions or the Panama
Panama Canal Zone to one
another or to the Republic
Republic of Cuba. The provisions of this
this paragraph
paragraph
continue to apply in respect of any advantages
shall continue
advantages now
now or hereafter
hereafter
accorded by the United
United States of America, its territories
territories or
possesaccorded
or possessions
or
the
Panama
Canal
Zone
to
one
another,
irrespective
of any
sions or the Panama Canal Zone to one another, irrespective of
any
political status of any of the territories
territories or possessions of
change in the political
the United States of America.

Advantages granted
granted
Advantages
terriby U. S. to its territories,
etc., or to Cuba.
Cuba.
tories, etc.,

ARTICLE
XXIII
ARTICLE XXIII
hereinabove set forth, or
Subject to any limitation or exception hereinabove
hereafter to be agreed upon the territories
territories of the High Contracting
hereafter
Contracting
provisions of this Treaty extend shall be
be underunderParties to which the provisions
stood to comprise all areas of land and water over which the Parties,
respectively, claim and exercise dominion as sovereign
sovereign thereof, except
except
respectively,
the Panama Canal Zone.

Areas affected.

ARrichu XXIV
XXIV
ARTICLE
The present
present Treaty
Treaty shall
come into
into force
force in
all of
of its
its provisions
provisions on
on
shall come
in all
The
continue in force
exchange of ratifications and shall continue
the day
day of
of the exchange
for the term of five years from that day.
If
expiration of five
years from the date
date
five years
one year
year before
before the expiration
If within
within one
on
neither High
High Concome into force, neither
shall come
which the present
present Treaty shall
on which
tracting
terminating
notifies to
to the other Party an intention of terminating
tracting Party notifies
the Treaty upon the expiration of the aforesaid period of five years,
the
Treaty shall
remain in
in full
force and
aforesaid
effect after
after the aforesaid
full force
and effect
shall remain
the Treaty
period
a time as either of the High
year from such a
and until one year
period and
Contracting
intention
to the other
other Party an intention
Contracting Parties
Parties shall have notified to
of terminating it.
it.
The
the date
date of
of the
exchange of
of ratificathe exchange
shall, from
from the
Treaty shall,
present Treaty
The present
tions, be
supplant the
Navigation
Commerce and Navigation
the Treaty
Treaty of Commerce
be deemed
deemed to supplant
tions,
between the
America and Liberia,
Liberia, concluded
concluded at
between
the United States of America
London on October
October 21, 1862.
London

Effective date;
date; duduration.

ra Effective

Termination.

Termination.

Former treaty supFormer treaty supplanted.
planted.
12 stat.
Stat. 1245.
1245.

ArrIcLE
ArTCLE XXV
The present
thereof
ratifications thereof
and the
the ratifications
ratified, and
shall be
be ratified,
Treaty shall
The
present Treaty
shall
be
exchanged
at
Monrovia
as
soon
as
possible.
soon
as
as
at
Monrovia
be
exchanged
shall
In witness
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
signed
the respective
whereof the
In
witness whereof
the
present
Treaty
and
have
affixed
their
seals
thereto.
the present Treaty and have affixed their seals thereto.
Done in
Monrovia, this
eighth day
day of
August ninenineof August
this eighth
at Monrovia,
duplicate, at
Done
in duplicate,
teen
teen hundred and thirty eight.
[SEAL]
[SEaL]

[SEAL]
[SrAL]

LESTER
A.W
ALTON
WALTON
LETER A.
C.L.
L.SIMPSN
SIMPSON
C.

Ratification.
Signatures.
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Ratifications
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Proclamation.
Proclamation.
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AND WHEREAS the said Treaty
parts,
Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,
Governments were exchanged in the
and the
the ratifications of the two Governments
on the
city of Monrovia,
Monrovia, on
the twenty-first
twenty-first day
day of
of November,
November, one
one thousand
thousand
nine hundred and thirty-nine;
thirty-nine;

THErEFORE, be it
it known that I,
Now, THEIZEFORE,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Prescaused the said Treaty
ident of the United States of America, have caused
Treaty
to be made public, to the end that the same and every article and
and
clause thereof may be observed
observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
clause
United States of America and the citizens thereof.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
and caused
caused
IN
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this thirtieth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL] thirty-nine, and of the Independence
[sEAL]
Independence of
United States
of the United
States
of America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORMS. HUaLL
HULL
COBDELL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
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Convention between the
the United
States of
Convention
United States
of America
America and
and Liberia
Liberia respecting
respecting
consular
consular officers. Signed at Monrovia October 7, 1938;
1938; ratification
ratification
advised by the Senate of the United States August 1, 1939; ratified
by
ratified by
the President
United States August 14,
President of the United
ratified by
Liberia
14, 1939;
1939; ratified
by Liberia
November 16, 1939;
1939; ratifications
exchanged at Monrovia
Monrovia November 21,
ratifications exchanged
1939; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of the United
United States
States November 30,
1939;
1939.
1939.

October 7,
7,1938
1938
IT.
No. 9571
957]
IT. S.. No.

BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
OF THE
THE UNITED
AMERICA.
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
WHEREAS
a Convention
Convention between
between the United States of America and
W HEREAS a
the Republic of Liberia,
Liberia, defining
defining the duties, rights, prerogatives
prerogatives and
immunities of consular officers of each country in the territory of
concluded and
the other country, was concluded
and signed
signed by
by their
their respective
respective
Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries at Monrovia on
on the
seventh
day
of
one
the seventh day of October,
October, one
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
thirty-eight, the
original
of
which
Conand thirty-eight,
the original of which Convention, being in the English language,
as follows:
language, is word
word for word as
follows:

The President
President of the United
United States of America
President
America and
and the President
Republic of
of defining
of the
the Republic
of Liberia,
Liberia, being
being desirous
desirous of
defining the
the duties,
duties,
rights, prerogatives
of consular
each councounprerogatives and
and immunities
immunities of
consular officers
officers of
of each
have decided
try in the
the territory
territory of
of the
the other
other country,
country, have
decided to
to conclude
conclude
convention to
appointed the
following PleniPleniaa convention
to that
that end and have
have appointed
the following
potentiaries; that is
say:
potentiaries;
is to
to say:
The President of the United States
States of
of America:
America:
Lester
Extraordinary and
Lester A. Walton,
Walton, Envoy
Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister
Minister PlenipoPlenipoto the
the Republic
tentiary of the United
United States of
of America
America to
Republic of
of
Liberia, and
Liberia,
and
The
of Liberia:
The President
President of the
the Republic
Republic of
Liberia:
His
Excellency
C.
L.
Simpson,
Secretary of
State of
of the
the RepubRepubHis Excellency C. L. Simpson, Secretary
of State
lic of Liberia,
Who,
after having
having communicated
communicated to
to each
each other
Who, after
other their
their respective
respective
full
powers, found
found to
to be
be in
in good
good and
and due
form, have
have agreed
upon
full powers,
due form,
agreed upon
the
Articles:
the following
following Articles:
ARTICLE
AwmTCLE II
Each
Contracting Parties
agrees to
to receive
receive from
the
Each of the
the High
High Contracting
Parties agrees
from the
other, consular
those of
its
ports,
places,
and
cities,
where
other,
consular officers
officers in
in those
of its ports, places, and cities, where
it may
be convenient
convenient and
which are
are open
consular representatives
representatives
it
may be
and which
open to
to consular
of any foreign
foreign country.
Consular officers
officers of
of each
each of
of the
the High
Contracting Parties
shall,
Consular
High Contracting
Parties shall,
entering upon
reciprocally in
in the
the territerriafter entering
upon their duties,
duties, enjoy
enjoy reciprocally
tories
privileges, exemptions
immunitories of the
the other
other all the rights, privileges,
exemptions and
and immunities
ties which
which are
are enjoyed
enjoyed by officers
officers of the
the same grade of
of the most
most
19347O
-41—rr. u-33
193470°-41--P.
I---33

Preamble.
Preamble.

Text.
Text.

Plenipotentiaries.
Flentpotentiaries.

Reception
of conReception of
consular officers.
officers.

Enjoyment of rights.
Enjoyment
rights,
etc.,
most
etc., accorded
accorded most
favored
favored nation.
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favored nation.
such officers
be entitled
entitled to
to
shall be
officers shall
agents, such
As official
official agents,
nation. As
favored
the
high
consideration
of
all
officials,
national
or
local,
with
whom
the high consideration of all officials, national or local, with whom
they have
receives them.
them.
which receives
in the
the State
State which
intercourse in
official intercourse
they
have official

Eastmain% etc.
Exequatunretc.

The Government
each of
the High
shall
Parties shall
Contracting Parties
of the
High Contracting
of each
The
Government of
furnish
free
of
charge
the
necessary
exequatur
of
such
consular
offiofficonsular
of
such
exequatur
necessary
furnish free of charge the
cers
of
the
other
as
present
a
regular
commission
signed
by
the
chief
the
chief
signed
by
regular
commission
present
a
the
other
as
cers of
executive
of the
the appointing
and under
great seal;
and they
they
seal; and
its great
under its
State and
appointing State
executive of
shall issue
issue to
to a
or substitute
substitute consular
consular officer
officer duly
duly apapa subordinate
subordinate or
shall
pointed by
an accepted
accepted superior
consular officer
the approbaapprobawith the
officer with
superior consular
by an
pointed
tion
or by
other competent
competent officer
of that
that
officer of
by any
any other
his Government,
Government, or
tion of
of his
Government, such
such documents
according to
to the
laws of
of the
the rerethe laws
as according
documents as
Government,
spective
countries shall
shall be
requisite for
for the
the exercise
appointee
by the
the appointee
exercise by
be requisite
spective countries
of
consular function.
the exhibition
exhibition of
or
exequatur, or
of ,an
an exequatur,
On the
function. On
of the
the consular
other
document issued
issued in
in lieu
lieu thereof
such subordinate,
subordinate, such
such conconthereof to
to such
other document
sular officer
officer shall
permitted to
and to
to enjoy
enjoy
his duties
duties and
enter upon
upon his
to enter
be permitted
shall be
sular
the rights,
rights, privileges
and immunities
this Convention.
Convention.
granted by
by this
immunities granted
privileges and
the
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II

Exemption
Exemption from ararrest;
exception.
rest; exception.

Military biffetings
billeting
Military
and
and service.
service.

Testimony in criminal cases.
cases.

Civil
cases.
Civl cases.

Testimony regardTestimony
lug official acts not reing
required.

Consular
officers, nationals
nationals of
of the
the State
State by
by which
are apapthey are
which they
Consular officers,
pointed, and
and not
engaged in
any profession,
or trade, shall
business or
profession, business
in any
not engaged
pointed,
be exempt
exempt from
from arrest
arrest except
the -commission
of
commission of
with the
charged with
except when
when charged
be
and
misdemeanors
than
offenses
locally designated as
crimes other
misdemeanors
as crimes
offenses locally
subjecting
to punishment.
punishment. Such
officers
Such officers
thereof to
guilty thereof
the individual
individual guilty
subjecting the
shall
be
exempt
from
military
billetings,
and
from
service
of
any
of
any
from
service
and
billetings,
shall be exempt from military
character
military
or
naval,
administrative
police
character
whatsoever.
or
police
administrative
or
naval,
military
In
criminal cases
cases the
the attendance
attendance at
court by
officer as aa
by aaconsular
consular officer
at court
In criminal
or by the
witness
may be
be demanded
demanded by
by the
prosecution or defense,
defense, or
the prosecution
witness may
regard for
for the
court.
all possible
possible regard
made with all
The demand
demand shall
shall be made
court. The
consular dignity
dignity and
of the
office; and
and there
there shall
shall be
be
the office;
the duties
duties of
and the
consular
compliance on
on the
part of
of the
consular officer.
officer.
compliance
the part
the consular
When the
of aaconsular
consular officer
who is
national of
of the
officer who
is aa national
When
the testimony
testimony of
State
which appoints
and is
is engaged
private occupation
occupation
him and
engaged in no private
appoints him
State which
for gain
gain is
taken in
civil cases,
eases, it
it shall
be taken
taken orally
in writing
writing
for
is taken
in civil
shall be
orally or
or in
at
his residence
residence or
or office
and with
with due
his convenience.
at his
office and
due regard
regard for
for his
convenience.
The officer
officer should,
voluntarily give
should, however,
however, voluntarily
give his testimony
testimony at the
the
trial whenever
whenever it
it is
is possible
do so
so without
without serious
serious interference
interference
trial
possible to
to do
with his
his official duties.
duties.
consular officer shall
in either
criminal
No consular
shall be required
required to
to testify
testify in
either criminal
or civil
him in
in his
his official
official capacity.
capacity.
or
civil cases
cases regarding
regarding acts
acts performed
performed by
by him

ARTICLE III
III
Exemption from
Exemption
exception.
taxes; exception.

Consular officers,
including employees
employees in
nationals of
Consular
officers, including
in aa consulate,
consulate, nationals
of
the State by which they are
in
are appointed,
appointed, other than
than those engaged
engaged in
private
occupations for
private occupations
for gain within
within the State
State where they exercise
exercise
exempt from all taxes,
their functions, shall be exempt
National, State,
taxes, National,
State,
Provincial
account of the posProvincial and Municipal,
Municipal, except taxes levied on account
of immovable
immovable property
property situated
session or ownership
ownership of
situated in,
income
in, or income
derived from property of any
any kind situated or
belonging within the
or belonging
exercise their functions.
territories of the State within which they exercise
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All
consular officers and employees, nationals of the State appointing
All consular
them, shall
shall be
be exempt
payment of taxes on the salary, fees
the payment
from the
exempt from
them,
consular
or wages
wages received
compensation for their consular
received by them in compensation
or
services.
paragraph shall apply equally
The exemptions
equally
exemptions of the foregoing paragraph
The
Contracting
to
officials
who
are
duly
appointed
one
of
the
High
Contracting
by
appointed
to officials who are duly
governmental functions in
Parties
to exercise
exercise in
its behalf
behalf essential governmental
in its
Parties to
the
territory of
of the other High Contracting Party, provided that
the territory
such officials
officials shall
shall be
nationals of the State appointing them and
be nationals
such
shall
not be
engaged in
in private
occupations for gain within the counprivate occupations
be engaged
shall not
try
to which
they are
appointing them shall
accredited. The State appointing
are accredited.
which they
try to
communicate
the other State satisfactory evidence of the appointto the
communicate to
ment and
indicate the
character of the service of the officials
the character
shall indicate
and shall
ment
to
whom
the
exemptions
Article are intended to apply.
of
this
exemptions
the
to whom
the
The
of each
Contracting Party shall have the
each High Contracting
Government of
The Government
required
own
and
right
to
lease
land
to
lease
acquire
buildings
required
to
and
right to lease land
for
or consular
premises in the territory
territory of the other High
consular premises
diplomatic or
for diplomatic
Contracting
Party
and
also
to
erect
buildings
Contracting Party and also to erect buildings in such territory for
the purposes
purposes stated
regulations.
building regulations.
to local building
subject to
stated subject
the
Lands and
and buildings
in the
territory of
of either
either High Conthe territory
situated in
buildings situated
Lands
tracting Party,
Party, of
of which
which the
High Contracting Party is the
the other High
tracting
legal
or equitable
and which
which are used
exclusively for governused exclusively
owner and
equitable owner
legal or
taxation of
mental purposes
purposes by
by that
that owner, shall be exempt from taxation
mental
every kind,
kind, National,
State, Provincial
Municipal, other than
Provincial and Municipal,
National, State,
every
assessments
for services
services or
local public
public improvements
improvements by which
or local
levied for
assessments levied
the
premises
are
benefited.
benefited.
are
the premises
ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV
Each
of the
the High
High Contracting Parties agrees to permit the entry
Each of
free
of
all
duty
without examination
of any
kind, of
furniture,
all furniture,
of all
any kind,
examination of
and without
free of all duty and
equipment
and
supplies
intended
for
official
use
consular
offices
offices
consular
the
in
use
official
equipment and supplies intended for
the
of
the
other,
and
to
extend
to
such
consular
officers
of
other
and
of the other, and to extend to such consular officers
entry
of
their
families and
as are
are its
its nationals,
nationals, the privilege
suites as
and suites
their families
whether
free
of duty
duty of
of their
their baggage
and all
all other
personal property
property whether
other personal
baggage and
free of
accompanying
the officer,
family or suite, to his post or imported
his family
officer, his
accompanying the
at any
time during
incumbency thereof;
provided, nevertheless,
nevertheless,
thereof; provided,
his incumbency
during his
any time
at
that no
no article,
of which
is prohibited
prohibited by
by the law of
which is
importation of
the importation
article, the
that
either of
the High
Contracting Parties, may be brought into its
High Contracting
of the
either

territories.
to
The
the foregoing
paragraph shall apply equally to
foregoing paragraph
of the
exemptions of
The exemptions
officials
who
are
duly
appointed
by
one
of
the
High
Contracting
Contracting
High
the
of
one
by
appointed
officials who are duly
Parties
to exercise
in its
its behalf
behalf essential
governmental functions in
essential governmental
exercise in
Parties to
the
territory
of
the
other
High
Contracting
Party, provided
provided that such
Party,
Contracting
the territory of the other High
them
officials
shall
be
nationals
of
the
appointing
and shall not
State
officials shall be nationals of the
country
be
engaged
in
private
occupations
for
gain
country to
the
within
gain
for
be engaged in private occupations
shall comthem
appointing
which they
they are
accredited. The State
are accredited.
which
municate
to
the
other
satisfactory
evidence
the
appointment
and
appointment
of
municate to the other satisfactory evidence
the
whom
to
shall indicate
indicate the
of the
the
the service of the officials
character of
the character
shall
exemptions of
this Article are intended to apply.
of this
exemptions

Application to other
Application
representatives.
representatives.

acquisition
Lease or acquisition
of
realty.
of realty.

Erection of buildErection
ings.
Government-owned
Government-owned
realty,
exemption.
realty, tax exemption.

Exception.
Exception.

Free entry of office
office
Free
supplies
personal
supplies and personal
property.
property.

Prohibited
Prohibited articles.

Application
Application to other
representatives.
representatives.
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Officers
private
Officers in private
occupation
for gain.
gain.
occupation for

It is
understood, however,
that this
not be
be extended
extended
It
is understood,
however, that
this privilege
privilege shall
shall not
to
in any
to officers
officers who
who are
are engaged
engaged in
any private
private occupation
occupation for
for gain
gain in
in the
the
countries
they are
are accredited,
with respect
respect to
save with
to governgoverncountries to
to which
which they
accredited, save
mental
supplies.
mental supplies.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE V
V

Arms and
and flags at
at
offices, etc.
offices,

Consular
officers may
outer door
of their
their respective
Consular officers
may place
place over
over the
the outer
door of
respective
offices the
the arms
arms of
their State
an appropriate
appropriate inscription
desigState with
with an
inscription desigoffices
of their
their
the coat
coat of arms
arms of
of their
nating the
the official office, and they
they may
may place the
State
automobiles employed
employed by
them in
in the
the exercise
exercise of
of their
their conconby them
State on
on automobiles
sular
functions. Such
Such officers
may also
also fly
flag of
of their
their country
sular functions.
officers may
fly the
the flag
country
on
including those
in the
the capitals
capitals of
of the
two
offices including
those situated
situated in
the two
on their
their offices
countries.
They may
likewise fly
boat or
vessel
or vessel
countries. They
may likewise
fly such
such flag
flag over
over any
any boat
employed in
in the
the exercise
consular function.
function.
employed
exercise of
of the
the consular
The quarters
consular business
business is
conducted and
and the
The
quarters where
where consular
is conducted
the archives
archives
of
consulates shall
shall at
inviolable, and
under no
no
at all
all times
times be
be inviolable,
and under
of the
the consulates
pretext
pretext shall any authorities
authorities of
of any character
character within the country
make
papers or
property dedemake any
any examination
examination or
or seizure
seizure of
of papers
or other property
posited with
with the archives.
archives. When
posited
When consular
consular officers
officers are
engaged in busiare engaged
ness
within the
the territory
territory of
the State
State where
where they
are exercising
exercising their
ness within
of the
they are
their
duties,
files and
and documents
the consulate
consulate shall
be kept
kept in
in a
aplace
place
duties, the
the files
documents of
of the
shall be
entirely separate
one where
entirely
separate from
from the
the one
where private
private or
or business
business papers
papers are
are
kept.
offices shall
shall not
be used
as places
places of
kept. Consular
Consular offices
not be
used as
of asylum.
asylum. No
No
consular
officers shall
shall be
be required
produce official
official archives
archives in
court
consular officers
required to
to produce
in court
or
as to
their contents.
contents.
or testify
testify as
to their
Upon
the death,
incapacity, or
absence of
Upon the
death, incapacity,
or absence
of aaconsular
consular officer
officer having
having
no subordinate
subordinate consular
officer at
his post,
post, secretaries
or chancellors,
no
consular officer
at his
secretaries or
chancellors,
whose
official character
character may
have previously
been made
whose official
may have
previously been
made known
known to
to
the
the State
where the
the consular
consular function
function was
the Government
Government of
of the
State where
was exerexercised,
exercise the
consular function
function of
cised, may temporarily
temporarily exercise
the consular
of the
the deceased
deceased
or incapacitated
incapacitated or absent
absent consular
while so
shall
consular officer;
officer; and
and while
so acting
acting shall
all the
prerogatives and
immunities
that
were
granted
enjoy all
the rights,
rights, prerogatives
and immunities that were granted
to the
to
the consular
consular officer.
officer.

Inviolability of offices and archives.
archives.

Separation
official
Separation of official
and private papers.
papers.

Ad interim officers.
officers.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI
VI
Communications
Communications
with officials
officials for protection
tection of countrymen
countrymen
of consuls.
consuls.
of

Right of
of interview,
intervew,
Right
etc.
etc

Consular officers
officers of
Party, nationals
of
Consular
of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party,
nationals of
the State
State by
by which
are appointed,
appointed, may,
may, within
the
which they
they are
within their
their respective
respective
consular districts, address
address the
concerned, National,
National, State,
State,
the authorities
authorities concerned,
Provincial or Municipal,
Municipal, for
for the
the purpose
purpose of
of protecting
their countrycountryProvincial
protecting their
men in the enjoyment of their rights accruing
accruing by treaty
treaty or otherwise.
Complaint may
may be
be made
for the
of those
rights. Failure
Complaint
made for
the infraction
infraction of
those rights.
Failure
upon the part of the proper authorities
authorities to
to grant redress
redress or
or to
to accord
accord
protection may
may justify
justify interposition
interposition through
the diplomatic
diplomatic channel,
protection
through the
channel,
and, in the absence
absence of aa diplomatic
diplomatic representative,
representative, a
a consul
consul general
general
or the consular
consular officer
officer stationed at the capital may apply
apply directly
directly to
to
the Government
the
of the
country.
Government of
the country.
Consular officers
officers shall
shall have
have the right
Consular
right to interview,
interview, to
to communicate
communicate
with, and to
to advise
advise their countrymen
countrymen within their consular
consular districts;
districts;
and, upon notification to the appropriate
appropriate authority,
authority, to visit any
any of
of
their
or detained
detained by
by authorities
authorities of
their countrymen who
who are
are imprisoned
imprisoned or
of
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the State in which they exercise their consular
consular functions;
functions; to
assist
to assist
them in proceedings
proceedings before or relations with such
authorities; and
such authorities;
and
to inquire
inquire into any incidents which have occurred
occurred within
within the consular
consular
district affecting the interests of their countrymen.
Nationals of either of the High Contracting Parties shall
the
shall have
have the
right at all times to communicate
communicate with the consular
officers of
their
consular officers
of their
country.
ARTICLE VII
VII
Consular
Consular officers, in pursuance
pursuance of
of their
their own
own country
of the
the laws
laws of
country
may (a)
(a) take, at any appropriate
disappropriate place
place within their
their respective
respective districts, the depositions
depositions of any occupants
occupants of vessels
own councounvessels of their
their own
try, or of any national
national of, or of any person
person having permanent
permanent
residence
within
residence
the territory of, their own
own country;
country; (b)
(b) draw
draw up,
up,
attest, certify and authenticate
authenticate unilateral acts,
acts, translations,
translations, deeds,
deeds,
and testamentary
testamentary dispositions of
of their
their countrymen,
countrymen, and
and also
also contracts
contracts
to which a
a countryman
a party; (c)
countryman is a
signatures; (d)
(c) authenticate
authenticate signatures;
(d)
draw up, attest, certify and
written instruments
instruments of
of any
any
and authenticate
authenticate written
kind purporting to express
express or embody the conveyance
conveyance or
or encumencumbrance of property of any kind within the territory
by
territory of
of the
the State
State by
which such officers are appointed, and
testaand unilateral
unilateral acts,
acts, deeds,
deeds, testamentary dispositions
dispositions and contracts relating
property situated,
relating to
to property
situated, or
or
business to be transacted, within the territories of the State by
which
by which
they
acts, deeds,
deeds, testamentary
testamentary
they are
are appointed,
appointed, embracing
embracing unilateral
unilateral acts,
dispositions or agreements executed
dispositions
executed solely by nationals
nationals of
the State
of the
State
officers exercise
exercise their
functions.
within which such
such officers
their functions.
Instruments and documents thus executed and copies and
and translations thereof, when duly authenticated
authenticated by the consular
officer,
consular officer,
under
seal, shall
shall be
received as
in the
under his official
official seal,
be received
as evidence
evidence in
the territories
territories
of the High Contracting Parties as
documents or
or authentias original documents
authenticated copies, as the case
be, and
same force
force and
case may
may be,
and shall
shall have
have the
the same
and
effect as if drawn by and executed
executed before
before a
a notary
public
notary or other
other public
officer duly authorized
authorized in the country by
by which
the consular
which the
consular officer
officer
was appointed;
appointed; provided, always,
such documents
shall have
always, that
that such
documents shall
have
been drawn and executed in conformity
conformity to the
regulations
the laws and
and regulations
of the country where they
they are
are designed
designed to
take effect.
to take
effect.

Notarial functions.
functions.
Notarial

Authentications,
Authentications,
etc.

Acceptance as eviAcceptance
dence.

Effect.
Effect.

ARTICLE VIII
VIII
ARTICLE
In case
case of
of the
of a
of either
either High
In
the death
death of
a national
national of
High Contracting
Contracting
Party in
territory of the
having in
the locality
locality
in the territory
the other
other without
without having
in the
decease any known heirs
of his decease
testamentary executors
executors by
him
heirs or
or testamentary
by him
appointed, the competent
authorities shall
at once
inform the
the
appointed,
competent local
local authorities
shall at
once inform
nearest consular officer
officer of
State of
of which
which the
deceased was
was a
of the State
the deceased
a
national of the fact of his death, in order that necessary
necessary informainformation may be forwarded
forwarded to the parties interested.
interested.
In case of the death of a
a national of
In
of either of
of the
the High
High ContractContracting Parties without will or testament whereby
whereby he
appointed
he has
has appointed
testamentary executors, in the
testamentary
other High
the territory of the other
High ContractContracting Party, the
officer of
the State
of
which
the
the consular
consular officer
of the
State of which the deceased
deceased was
was

Notice of death In
in
one country
country of a
a naother.
tional of the other.

Provisional holding
Provisional
of intestate
intestate property.
rauperty.
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a
national and
within whose
whose district
district the
deceased made
made his
home
a national
and within
the deceased
his home
at the
the time
time of
of death,
death, shall,
far as
the laws
laws of
of the
at
shall, so
so far
as the
the country
country permit
permit
and pending
pending the
the appointment
an administrator
until letters
and
appointment of
of an
administrator and
and until
letters
of
administration have
have been
been granted,
deemed qualified
to take
take
of administration
granted, be
be deemed
qualified to
charge
of the
the property
left by
by the
for the
charge of
property left
the decedent
decedent for
the preservation
preservation and
and
protection of
the same.
same. Such
consular officer
officer shall
shall have
the right
right
protection
of the
Such consular
have the
to be
be appointed
within the
of aatribunal
tribunal
appointed as
as administrator
administrator within
the discretion
discretion of
or other
other agency
agency controlling
controlling the
administration of
provided
the administration
of estates
estates provided
the laws of the
the place
place where
where the
administered so
the estate
estate is
is administered
so permit.
permit.
Whenever
a consular
consular officer
Whenever a
officer accepts
office of
administrator of
of
accepts the
the office
of administrator
the estate
of a
a deceased
estate of
deceased countryman,
himself as
such to
to
countryman, he
he subjects
subjects himself
as such
of the
the tribunal
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
or other
the appointappointtribunal or
other agency
agency making
making the
ment for all necessary
necessary purposes to
to the
the same
same extent
extent as
as a
national of
a national
of
the
country where
where he
he was
was appointed.
appointed.
the country
Arrrem
ABrca IX
IX

Representative of
Representative
nonresident heirs, etc.
nonesident
etc.

Receipt of share of
of
nonresident beneficibeneficiary.

A
officer of either High Contracting
A consular officer
Contracting Party shall within
his district have the right to appear personally
personally or by delegate
delegate in
in
all matters concerning the administration
distribution of
of the
administration and
and distribution
the
jurisdiction of the local
estate of a
a. deceased person
person under the jurisdiction
local authorauthorities for all such heirs or legatees
legatees in said estate, either
or
either minors
minors or
adults, as may be non-residents
non-residents and nationals of the country
country reprerepresented by the said consular
consular officer, with the
effect as
as if
if he
held
the same
same effect
he held
their power of attorney to represent
represent them, unless
heirs or
or legalegaunless such
such heirs
themselves have appeared,
tees themselves
appeared, either in person or by duly
duly authorized
authorized
representative.
representative.
A consular
Contracting Party may on
consular officer of either High Contracting
on behalf
behalf
of his non-resident countrymen
countrymen collect and receipt
receipt for their
their disdistributive shares derived from estates
process of
probate or
estates in
in process
of probate
or acaccruing under the provisions of so-called Workmen's
Compensation
Workmen's Compensation
Laws or other like statutes, for transmission
transmission through channels
channels preprescribed by his Government
Government to the proper distributees.
distributees.
Aim=
X
ARTILE X

Jurisdiction in marJurisdiction
itime awes.
cases.

Crimes on private
vessels in territorial
vessels
territorial
waters.
waten.

A
A consular officer shall have exclusive jurisdiction
jurisdiction over
over controcontroversies arising out of the internal order of private vessels of his country, and shall alone exercise
exercise jurisdiction in cases, wherever arising,
between
between officers and crews, pertaining
pertaining to the enforcement
enforcement of
of discipline
discipline
on board, provided the vessel and the persons charged with wrongwrongdoing shall have entered a
a port within his consular
consular district. Such
Such
an officer
officer shall
shall also have jurisdiction over issues concerning
concerning the adan
justment of wages and the execution
justment
execution of contracts relating
relating thereto
provided, however, that such jurisdiction
jurisdiction shall not exclude the
the jurisdiction conferred
diction
conferred on local authorities under existing or future laws.
When
an act committed on board of aa private vessel under the
the
When an
flag of the State by which the consular officer has been appointed
flag
appointed
and within the territorial waters of the State to which he has been
and
appointed constitutes aa crime according
according to the laws of that State,
appointed
subjecting
subjecting the person guilty thereof to punishment as aacriminal, the
the
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consular
not exercise jurisdiction except in so far as
consular officer shall not
he
to do so by the local law.
he is
is permitted
permitted to
A consular
consular officer
assistance of the local
local
officer may
may freely invoke
invoke the assistance
A
pertaining to
maintenance of
of
matter pertaining
to the maintenance
authorities in
in any matter
police authorities
of
his
internal
order
on
board
of
a
vessel
under
the
flag
country
under
internal order on board of a vessel
territorial waters
waters of the State to which he is appointed,
within the
the territorial
and
upon such
such a
arequest
request the
assistance shall be given.
the requisite assistance
and upon
A
appear with the officers and crews of vessels
consular officer may appear
A consular
under
the flag
flag of
before the judicial authorities of the
his country
country before
of his
under the
State to
he is
of observing the propurpose of
appointed for the purpose
is appointed
which he
State
to which
ceedings
or of
interpreter or
or agent.
an interpreter
as an
assistance as
rendering assistance
of rendering
ceedings or

Local aid to maintain order on shiptain
board.

Appearance
before
Appearance before
judicial authorities.
authorities.

ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

the
A
consular officer
High Contracting Party shall have the
either High
officer of either
A consular
right to
to inspect
inspect within
ports of
of the
Contracting
the other
other High Contracting
the ports
within the
right
Party within
consular district,
flag
the private vessels of any flag
district, the
his consular
within his
Party
him
destined
or
about
to
clear
for
ports
country
appointing
of
the
ports
destined or about to clear for
in
to observe
conditions and
and measures
measures taken on
sanitary conditions
the sanitary
observe the
order to
in order
board such
vessels, and
and to
to be enabled
thereby to
execute intelligently
intelligently
to execute
enabled thereby
such vessels,
board
bills
of health
health and
required by the laws of his
documents required
and other documents
bills of
to
country,
and to
inform his Government
Government concerning
concerning the extent to
to inform
country, and
which
its sanitary
regulations have been observed at ports of deparsanitary regulations
which its
vessels destined
facilitating entry
destined to its ports, with aaview to facilitating
ture by
by vessels
of such
such vessels therein.
In
right conferred
upon them
them by
by this
this Article,
conArticle, conconferred upon
the right
In exercising
exercising the
sular officers
officers shall
act with
and without
without unnecdespatch and
all possible
possible despatch
with all
shall act
sular
essary delay.
delay.
essary
ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

Inspection of vessels
vessels
Inspection
clearing for ports of
consul's country.

All proceedings
vessels of either High
relative to the salvage of vessels
proceedings relative
All
Contracting
Party
wrecked
upon
the
coasts
of the
be
shall be
the other
other shall
of
coasts
Contracting Party wrecked upon the
directed
by
the
consular
officer
of
the
country
to
which
vessel
vessel
the
to
which
directed by the consular officer of the country
belongs
within whose
whose district
the wreck
occurred, or
or
have occurred,
wreck may have
district the
and within
belongs and
by
authorized thereto by the law of that country.
person authorized
other person
by some
some other
Pending the
of such
who shall be immediately inofficer, who
such officer,
the arrival
arrival of
Pending
formed of
the occurrence,
occurrence, or the arrival
such other person, whose
of such
arrival of
of the
formed
authority
be made known to the local authorities by the conshall be
authority shall
sular officer,
officer, the
the local
shall take
necessary measures
measures
take all necessary
authorities shall
local authorities
sular
for
the protection
persons and
and the
of wrecked
propwrecked proppreservation of
the preservation
of persons
protection of
for the
erty. The
local authorities
authorities shall
interfere than
for
than for
not otherwise
otherwise interfere
shall not
The local
erty.
the
the protection
of the
the interests
interests of the
the
protection of
order, the
of order,
maintenance of
the maintenance
salvors,
these do
do not
not belong
belong to
crews that
wrecked
have been wrecked
that have
to the crews
if these
salvors, if
and to
into effect
effect the
the arrangements
arrangements made for the entry and
and
carry into
to carry
and
exportation
of the merchandise
merchandise saved. It
It is understood that such
exportation of
merchandise is
customhouse charges,
charges, unless
subjected to any customhouse
to be subjected
not to
is not
merchandise
it be intended for consumption in the country
country where the wreck may
it
have taken place.
cases
The
intervention of
of the
the local authorities in these different cases
The intervention
caused
shall
occasion
no
expense
of
any
kind,
such
be
caused
may
as
such
except
shall occasion no expense of any kind,
saved,
operations of salvage and the preservation of the goods saved,
by the operations

Salvage
Salvage of shipwrecked vessels.
vessels.

Local
Local
limited.

Intervention
Intervention
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together with such as would be incurred
incurred under
under similar
circumstances
similar circumstances
by vessels of
of the nation.
ARTCLE
ArrIcLE XIII
XIII
Territories
affected.
Territories affected.

The territories of the High Contracting Parties to
to which
which the
the proviprovisions of this Convention
Convention extend shall be understood to
to comprise
all
comprise all
areas of land, water, and air over which the Parties respectively
respectively claim
claim
and exercise dominion as sovereign
the Panama
Panama Canal
Canal
sovereign thereof, except the
Zone.
ARTICLE XIV
ARTICLE
XIV

Ratification.
Ratification.
Effective date; duEffective
ration.

Modification
Modification or terternation.
mination.

Signatures.
Signatures.

The present Convention shall be ratified
ratified and the
ratifications thereof
thereof
the ratifications
shall be exchanged at Monrovia. The Convention shall take
effect in
in
take effect
all its provisions thirty days from the day of the
ratificathe exchange
exchange of
of ratifications and shall remain in full force for the term of
years thereafter.
of five
five years
thereafter.
If
If within six months before the expiration
expiration of
aforesaid period
period
of the
the aforesaid
of five years neither High Contracting Party notifies
the other
other an
notifies to
to the
an
intention
intention of modifying, by change or omission, any of
of the provisions
provisions
of any of the Articles in this Convention or of terminating it
upon the
the
it upon
expiration of the aforesaid period, the Convention shall
in full
shall remain in
full
force and effect after the aforesaid period and until
six months
months from
until six
from
such aa time as either of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
shall have
have
notified
notified to the other an intention of modifying
modifying or
or terminating the
the
Convention.
Convention.
In witness whereof the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have signed this
this
Convention
Convention and have affixed their seals thereto.
Done in duplicate, at Monrovia,
Monrovia, this seventh day
1938.
day of
of October,
October, 1938.
LESTER
LESTER A.
W ALTON
A. WALTON

C.
L. SIMPsON
C. L.
SimpsoN

Ratifications ex-

changf
changed. tiond.

Proclamation.

exo

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SRAL]
[SEWL]

AND wHrREAs
WHEREAS the said Convention
Convention has been
duly ratified
ratified on
been duly
on both
both
parts, and the ratifications
ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were
were exchanged
exchanged
in the city of Monrovia,
Monrovia, on the twenty-first
twenty-first day
November, one
one
day of
of November,
thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine;
thirty-nine;
Now,
THERFORE, be it
known that
Now, THEREFORE, be
it known
that I,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, PresiPresident of the United States of America, have caused
caused the
the said
said Convention
Convention
to be made public, to the end that the same and every article
and clause
clause
article and
thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by
by the
the United
United
States of America and the citizens
citizens thereof.
thereof.
IN
TESIMONY WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and caused
set my
caused the
the
Seal of the United States of America to be
be affixed.
affixed.

DONE at
at the
the city of Washington this thirtieth day of November,
Dorm
November, in
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
the year
and
hundred and
[SEAL]
[sEAL]
thirty-nine, and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
thirty-nine,
of America
America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.

By the President:
President:
CORDELL Timm
Comma,
HULL
Secretary of State.
State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
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Convention and
and protocol
States of America and
Convention
protocol between the United
United States
Sweden respecting
at Washington
March 23,
Washington March
respecting double taxation.
taxation. Signed at
1939; ratification
ratificationadvised
advised by the Senate of the United
United States August 2,
2,
1939; ratified
ratified by the President
Presidentof the United States
States September
September 8, 1989;
1939;
ratified
1939; ratifications
ratified by Sweden August 21, 1989;
ratifications exchanged at Stockholm November 14, 1989;
1939; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of the United
1989.
States December 12,
12, 1939.

March 23,1939
23, 1939

No.

[T. S.
9581
s. No. 958]

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS a
aconvention
convention between
between the United States of America
America and
WHEREAS

Preamble.
Preamble.

Sweden
Sweden for the avoidance of double
double taxation
taxation and the establishment
establishment
of rules of reciprocal
reciprocal administrative
administrative assistance in the case of income
and other taxes, and a
a protocol forming
forming an integral
integral part of the
the said
said
convention, were concluded
concluded and signed by their respective
convention,
respective PlenipotenPlenipotentiaries at Washington
thousand
Washington on the twenty-third
twenty-third day of March, one thousand
original of
nine hundred
hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, the
the original
of which convention and
and
protocol being in
in the English and Swedish languages, are word for word
word
as follows:
The President of the United
America and His
Majesty
States of
of America
His Majesty
the King of Sweden, being desirous
of
taxation and
of
of avoiding
avoiding double
double taxation
and of
establishing
rules
of
reciprocal
establishing
reciprocal
administrative assistance
administrative
assistance in the
case of income and other taxes,
conclude a
a Conhave decided to conclude
vention and for that purpose have
appointed as their respective Plenappointed
ipotentiaries:—
ipotentiaries:The President of the United
States of America:
Sumner Welles,
Welles, Acting
Acting SecreSecretary of State of the United States
of America;
America; and
Majesty the King of
His Majesty
Sweden:
W.
ExtraordiW. Bostrom,
Bostrom, Envoy Extraordinary
and
Minister
PlenipotenPlenipotenMinister
and
nary
tiary
at Washington;
tiary at
Washington;
who,
having
communicated to one
one
who, having communicated
another
their
powers found
in
found in
full powers
another their full
good
and due
due form,
form, have
have agreed
agreed
good and
upon
the following
following Articles:
upon the

Amerikas FOrenta
Amerikas
Firenta Staters President samt
saint Hans Majestat
Majestat KonunKonunforanledda
gen av Sverige hava,,
hava, f6ranledda
onskan att undvika dubbelbeav 6nskan
dubbelbeskattning
och
att
faststalla
faststalla beskattning
ornsesidig
stammelser angaende
angaende 6msesidig
handrackning
betraffande inkomsthandrackning betraffande
och andra skatter, beslutit ing&
ingft
ett avtal och for
andamAl
f6r detta andarnAl
utsett sAsom sina befullmmktigade
befullmaktigade
ombud:
Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta Staters President:
Welles,
Amerikas
Welles,
Amerikas
Sumner
Forenta
tillforordnade
Forenta
Staters tillfOrordnade
Statssekreterare; och
Statssekreterare;
och
Konungen av
av
Hans Majestat
Majestat Konungen
Sverige:
Sverige:
Dess Envoye
Envoy6 exW. Bostrom, Doss
traordinaire och Ministre plenitraordinaire
potentiaire iiWashington;
Washington;
potentiaire
efter att
att hava
hava meddelat
meddelat
vilka, efter
varandra sina fullmakter,
fullmakter, som
som bebevarandra
innnits
form,
god och
och behorig
behorig form,
funnits ii god
overenskommit
f•51jande
om
f6ljande
overenskommit
bestaxamelser:
bestammelser:

Texts.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenlpotentlarles.
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Article II
Taxes referred
reerred to.
Taxes
to.

Artikel

(2) The
The
(2)
stock tax.
stock
tax.

Federal
Federal

of

ConvenConven-

Tax on profits, rerestriction.
striction.

capital
capital

(1) "The
"The
Federal
income
(1)
Federal
income
taxes",
tillaggsskatter
och
tillaggsskatter
och
skatter
"excess profits"
inbeskatter aEt "excess
profits" inbegripna;
gripna;
(2)
"The
Federal
(2) "The
Federal capital
capital
stock
tax",
stock tax",

(b)
In the
case of
of Sweden:
(b) In
the case
Sweden:

(b) shvitt
sAvitt angar
angitr Sverige:
Sverige:

(1) The National
income and
and
National income
property tax,
property
tax, including
including surtax.
surtax.

(1) statlig
inkomstoch
inkomstoch
form6genhetsskatt, tillaggsskatt
formogenhetsskatt,
tillaggsskatt
inbegnpen;
inbegrlpen;
(2) sarskild
sarskild skatt
skatt a
it f6rm6form.o(2)
genhet
genhet till staten;
staten;
(3)
inkomstskatt.
(3) kommunal
kommunal inkomstskatt.

(2)
National
(2) The
The National
property
property tax.
tax.
The communal
communal
(3) The
tax.
tax.

Scope
Scope
tion.

I

De skatter,
ayses iidetta
detta
to in
this
The taxes referred
De
referred to
skatter, sora
in this
som avses
avtal
aro:
Convention
Convention are:
avtal aro:
are:
(a)
the case
(a)
angAr
Amerikas
(a) In
(a) savitt
In the
savitt
case of
angar
of the
the United
United
Amerikas
States of
America:
States
Forenta
Stater:
of America:
F6renta Stater:
(1) The
The
Federal
income
(1)
Federal
income
taxes,
taxes, including
including surtaxes
surtaxes and
and
excess-profits
taxes.
excess-profits taxes.

gubeeqxtent
taxes.
anbeequent taxes

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

special
special
income
income

It is
is mutually
the
It
mutually agreed
agreed that
that the
present Convention
Convention shall
shall also
also apply
apply
to any other or additional
additional taxes
taxes
imposed by
either contracting
contracting
by either
subsequent to
the date
date of
State, subsequent
to the
of
signature
signature of
Convention, upon
upon
of this
this Convention,
substantially the same bases
substantially
as the
bases as
the
taxes enumerated
enumerated herein.
herein.
The benefits of
of this
Convention
this Convention
shall accrue
accrue only
citizens and
and
only to citizens
residents
residents of the United
States of
of
United States
America, to citizens
citizens and
and resiresidents of Sweden
Sweden and
to United
United
and to
States or Swedish corporations
corporations
and other entities.
entities.

Det bar
har ornsesidigt
6msesidigt overenskomDot
overenskommits att f6religgande
foreliggande avtal
avtal ocksit
ocksm
skall tillimpas
tillampas ft
a alla
alla andra
andra
skatter och tillaggsskatter,
tillaggsskatter, som
som
av flagon
nagon av
av de tva
tvft avtalslutande
avtalslutande
staterna efter undertecknandet
undertecknandet av
av
detta avtal palaggas
p&laggas enligt
enligt ii
huvudsak samma grunder som
har
som har
uppraknade
uppraknade skatter.
IIdetta avtal
avtal tillforsakrade
tillf6rsakrade forf6rmaner skola tillkomma
mailer
tillkonuna endast
endast
medborgare i
medborgare
Forenta Staterna
i F6renta
Staterna
i F6renta
och i
Forenta Staterna
Staterna boende
boende
personer samt
samt svenska
svenska medbormedborgare och i
Sverige boende
personer,
i Sverige
boende personer,
sa ock amerikanska
amerikanska och svenska
sit
svenska
eller
bolag
andra
juridiska
andra
juridiska
personer.
personer.

II
Article II

Artikel II
II

An enterprise
enterprise of
of the
the conconof one
one of
tracting States is not
not subject
subject to
to
taxation by the other contracting
contracting
State in respect
respect of its industrial
commercial profits except in
and commercial
respect of such profits
profits allocable
allocable
to its permanent establishment
establishment in
in
the latter State. The income
thus taxed in
State shall
shall
in the
the latter
latter State

Ett fOretag
f6retag hemmah6rande
hemmahorande i
i en
en
av de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna,
ar
staterna, ar
f6r beskattning
ej f6remal
foremal for
beskattning i
i den
den
andra avtalslutande
avtalslutande staten
staten for
f
Or
inkornster av
inkomster
industri och
handel,
av industri
och handel,
utom savitt
stivitt angar
anew vin.ster,
vinster, vilka
vilka
hhanf6ra sig till nagot foretaget
hanfora
foretaget
tillhorigt fast
fast driftstalle
driftstiille ii sistsisttillh6rigt
namnda stat. Inkomst,
sona
Inkomst, som sasa-
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be exempt
exempt from taxation in the
the lunda beskattats av den senare
former State.
undantagen
staten, skall vara undantagen
frAn beskattning
beskattning i
i den forra staten.
No account shall be taken, in
faststillande av skatt i
Vid faststallande
i en
en
determining the tax in one of the av de avtalslutande
determining
avtalslutande staterna skall
skall
contracting
contracting States, of the mere hansyn ej tagas till enbart inkop
purchase of merchandise
merchandise effected
effected av varor, som dar
dar verkstallts
verkstaillts av
therein by an enterprise
enterprise of the ett f6retag
foretag i
i den andra staten.
staten.
other State.
The competent authorities
authorities of
Behoriga
Behoriga myndigheter
myndigheter i
i de bluia
bada
the two contracting
contracting States
States may avtalslutande
m& genom
genom
avtalslutande staterna
staterna raft
lay down rules
rules by
by agreement
for 6verenskommelse
agreement for
overenskommelse faststalla
faststalla regindustrial ler for uppdelning av inkomster
the apportionment of industrial
inkomster
and commercial
commercial profits.
fran
frAn industri
industii och handel.

Article III
III
When an enterprise
enterprise of one of
the contracting
contracting States, by reason
reason
participation in the manageof its participation
managecapital of an
ment or
or capital
an enterprise
of the other contracting
contracting State,
State,
makes or imposes on the latter
latter in
in
their commercial
commercial or financial relafrom
tions conditions different from
those which would be made with
an independent enterprise, any
profits which should normally
normally
have appeared
appeared in the balance sheet
sheet
of the latter enterprise
enterprise but
but which
which
have been in this manner diverted
to the former enterprise
enterprise may,
may, subject to applicable
applicable measures
measures of
of appeal, be incorporated
incorporated in the taxtaxable profits of the latter enterprise.
consequent rectificarectificaIn such case consequent
tions may be made in the accounts
accounts
of the former enterprise.
enterprise.

1761
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Purchase of
of mermerPurchase
chandise.
chandise.

agreement
Rules by agreement
forapportionment.
forapportionment.

Artikel III
III
Interlocking
Interlocking manNAr
foretag, hemmah6rande
hemraahorande
Nar ett
ett f6retag,
agement or capital,
capital,
taxable profits.
i
staterna, taxable
i en av de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna,
pa grund av sin delaktighet
pA.
delaktighet iiledningen av
av ett iiden
den andra staten
staten
hemmahorande
hemmahorande foretag eller iiett
sadant foretags kapital, iihandelssAdant
eller andra ekonomiska
fOrbindelekonomiska forbindelser
ser mellan
mellan foretagen
foretagen tillAmpar
tillampar
eller bestammer
bestAimmer andra villkor
villkor An
in
dem, som skulle ha
ha tillampats
tillampats ii
forhallande till ett oberoende foretag, skola alla vinster, som
som normalt bort ing&
ingA, iidet senare
senare f6reforetagets balansrakning,
balansrakning, men
men som
som
pft detta stitt
det
pa
sitt overforts
6verf6rts till det
inriiknas
forra foretaget, kunna inraknas
ii det senare f6retagets
foretagets beskattningsbara inkomst, med mojlighet
ningsbara
msjlighet
likval
likvAl att begagna den klagorAtt
klagoratt
rat at&
som mA
sta till buds. II dylikt
fall kan erforderlig justering vidvidtagas i
i frAga om det forra
f6rra foretagets
tagets inkomstberAkning
inkomstberakning.

Article IV
IV
Artice

IV
Artikel IV

Income which
which an
an enterprise
enterprise
of one of the contracting States
derives from the operation
operation of
of
ships or aircraft registered
registered in
in that
that
State is taxable only in the State
State
registered. Income dein which registered.

Inkomst, som ett f6retag
foretag hemhemmahorande iien av de avtalslutmah6rande
statema erhaller
tabande staterna
erhiller genom
genom utovande av verksamhet
verksamhet medelst
medelst
darstatles
registrerade fartyg
eller
darstades registrerade
fartyg eller
luftfartyg, skall beskattas endast
endast

Income from
Income
from operaoperation of ships
ships or
or aircraft.

1762
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Income from real
property.

Royalties
Royalties from real
property, mines, etc.

Royalties
Royalties for use
use of
of
copyrights, patents,
eta
etc.

Dividends.
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rived by
rived
by such
an enterprise
enterprise from
from
such an
the operation of ships or
aircraft
or aircraft
not so registered shall be
subject
be subject
to the provisions of Article II.
II.

registrerats.
iiden stat dar fartygen registrerats.
Inkomst, som ett sAdant
Inkonist,
fOretag
sadant f6retag
Atnjutit
gen.om utovande
av
atnjutit genom
ut6vande av verkverksamhet medelst
medelst fartyg
fartyg eller
eller luftlufticke sAlunda
salunda registrefartyg, vilka icke
registrerats, skall behandlas
behandlas enligt
enligt reglerreglerna i
i artikel II.

Article
Article V
V

Artikel V
V

Income of whatever
whatever nature derived from real property, including
derived from the sale
of
gains derived
sale of
such property,
property, but not including
interest
interest from mortgages or
or bonds
secured by real property, shall
shall
be taxable only in the contracting
State in which the
the real
real property
property
is
situated.
is situated.

Tukonst av alla slag harrSrande
harrorande
Inkomst
fran fast egendom,
frau
egendom, inbegripet
inbegripet vinvinster pA
pa grund
av f6rsaljning
fOrsaljning av
grund av
av
sAdan egendom,
egendom, men icke
inbegrisadan
icke inbegripet ranta
hypotekslan eller
eller
rfanta aA hypotekslan
obligationer
obligationer med sAkerhet
sakerhet ii fast
fast
egendom, skall beskattas
endast
beskattas endast
i
avtaislutande statema,
i den av de avtalslutande
staterna,
dar den fasta egendomen
egendomen fir
fr
belagen.

VI
Article VI

Artikel VI
VI

Royalties
Royalties from real property
property
or in respect of the operation
operation of
mines, quarries, or other natural
resources shall be
be taxable
taxable only
only
in the contracting
contracting State in
in which
which
such property, mines, quarries,
or other natural resources
resources are
are
situated.
Other royalties
royalties and
amounts
and amounts
derived from within one of
of the
contracting States by a
a resident
resident
or by a
corporation or
or other
a corporation
other
entity of the other contracting
contracting
State as consideration
consideration for
for the
the
right to use copyrights, patents,
secret processes
processes and formulas,
trade-marks and other analogous
trade-marks
analogous
rights, shall be exempt from taxation in the former State.

Royalty Iran
fran fast egendom eller
eller
for utnyttjande av gruvor, stenbrott eller andra naturtillgangar
naturtillgangar
skall beskattas endast i
i den av
de avtalslutande staterna, iivilken
sadan
sAdan egendom eller sAdana gruvor, stenbrott
sten.brott eller andra naturnaturtillgAngar aro bolagna.
tillgAngar
belagna.
Ovriga royalties
ovriga
royalties eller andra
andra bebeden one.
lopp, som.
som Atnjutits
atnjutits fran
frAn den
ena
avtalslutande staternas
av de avtalslutande
statern.as omomrAde av person boende ii den
den
andra avtalslutande
avtalslutande staten,
staten, eller
eller
av bolag eller annan juridisk
juridisk
person hemmah6rande
hernmahorande i
sistnamni sistnamnda stat, sasom vederlag for
f6r ratten
att ut6va
utOva f6rfattarrattigheter,
forfattarrattigheter, papatent, hemliga fabrikationsmetoder
fabrikation.smetoder
och recept, varumarken
varumarken och
och andra
andra
liknande
liknande rattigheter skola undanmidanbeskattning iiden
den forra
tagas fran
frAn beskattning
forra
staten.
Staten.

Article
Article VII
VII

Artikel VII
VII

1. Dividends shall be
be taxable
taxable
(1)
(1) Utdelning
Utdelning skall beskattas
beskattas
only in the contracting
contracting State
State in
in endast iiden av de
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande
which the shareholder
resident staterna, dar den som uppbar
shareholder is
is resident
uppbar
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shareholder is a
acorporacorporaor, if the
the shareholder
tion
tion or other entity, in the contracting State in which
which such corporation or other entity is created
created
poration
or organized;
provided,
however,
organized;
however,
that
contracting State rethat each contracting
serves the right to collect and retain
applicable proto applicable
tain (subject to
visions of its revenue laws) the
the
under its revenue
taxes which, under
laws, are deductible
deductible at the source,
centum
in excess
excess of 10 per centuni
but not
not in
dividends.
of the amount of such dividends.
For the purposes of this Article
Article
the
National income and
property
and property
the National
tax imposed by Sweden shall be
deemed to be a
a tax deducted at
the source.
2. Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the provisions of Article XXII
XXII of this Convention, the provisions of this
Article may be terminated
terminated by
contracting States
either of the contracting
years from the
of two
two years
end of
at the end
Convention
date upon which this Convention
enters into
force or
or at
at any
any time
into force
enters
thereafter, provided
least six
at least
provided at
thereafter,
months' prior notice of terminato
tion is given, such termination to
become effective
effective on the first day
of
January following the expiraof January
tion of such six-month period.
In the event the provisions of this
Article are terminated, the proof—
visions of(1) Article XIII (2), in so far
(1)
as they relate to the special
property tax imposed by Swecorporaden upon shares in aa corporation;
XIV (b) (2), relat(2) Article XIV
addiof an
an addiing to
to the
the allowance
allowance of
tional
deduction from taxes on
tional deduction
dividends; and
dividends;
(3)
Article XVI, in so far as
(3) Article
they relate to exchange
exchange of information with respect to dividends,
will
will likewise
likewise terminate.
terminate.

utdelniagen
utdelningen bor eller, om den
sora
utdelningen är
som uppbar utdelningen
ir ett
bolag
eller
aiman
kuidisk
person,
bolag eller annan juridisk person,
av de
de avtalslutande
iiden
den av
avtalslutande staterna
staterna
dar bolaget
bolaget eller den juridiska
personen
organiserats.
personen bildats eller organiserats.
En var av de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna f6rbehhller
forbehAller sig likval ratten
att, i
i den man dess skattelagstiftning sa,
fOreskriver, uttaga och
sA foreskriver,
inn
ehalla skatt som enligt dess
innehalla
skattelagstiftning avdrages
egen skattelagstiftning
vid kallan, dock ej mer an 10
procent av utdelningens belopp.
Vid
tillampning av denna
derma artikel
Vid tillampning
skall
skall statlig inkomst- och formogenhetsskatt ii Sverige anses utgenhetsskatt
gora en skatt avdragen
avdragen vid killan.
(2)
Oaysett
i artikel XXII
XXII
(2) Oavsett vad i
av
detta
avtal
stadgas,
kunna
av detta
i denna artikel
bestaramelserna i
bestimnmelserna
av endera av de avtalslutande
staterna uppsagas att upphora
upphora
staterna
tvA,
ar efter avtalets ikrafttratva Ar
dan.de
dande eller vid senare tidpunkt,
forutsatt att en uppsigningstid
uppsagningstid
forutsatt
iakttagits,
m&nader iakttagits,
av minst
minst sex manader
upph6ra att
och skall avtalet upphOra
tillampas den 1
1 januari efter utuppsagningstid.
av dylik uppsagningstid.
gangen av
sadant fall skola
fojamval f6skola jainval
II sAdant
bestammelser upphora
upph6ra att
ljande bestammelser
gala, namligen:
galla,
nafmligen:

(1) f6reskrifterna
foreskriftema ii artikel
artikel
(1)
stwitt dessa avse
ayse i
i
(2) iis/vitt
XIII (2)
utgrtende sarskild skatt
Sverige utg&ende
bestiende av
av
form6genhet best&ende
a formogenhet
aktier;
(2)
i artikel
f6reskrifterna i
(2) foreskrifterna
XIV
(b) (2),
innefattande med(2), innefattande
XIV (b)
givande
tillaggsavdrag
givande av ett tillaggsavdrag
fran
skatten ft
utdelningar; samt
/ utdelningar;
frAn skatten
(3)
i artikel
artikel
f6reskrifterna i
(3) foreskrifterna
avse utsAvitt desamma ayse
XVI, s/vitt
byte
upplysningar betrafbyte av upplysningar
fande utdelningar.

Exception;
Exception; taxes
deductible at source.
deductible

Limitation.

Termination.
Termination.
Post, p.
Pot,
p. 1773.

Effect of
of termination.
tion.

Post,
Fwtop.
p. 1706.
176.
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Article
Article VIII
VIII
Interest on
on bonds,
bonds, notes,
notes, or
Interest
or
loans
shall be
be taxable
taxable only
only in
loans shall
in the
the
contracting State
State in
which the
the rerecontracting
in which
cipient of
resiof such
such interest
interest is
is a
a resident
or, in
in the
of a
acorporacorporadent or,
the case
case of
tion or other entity,
in the
the State
State in
entity, in
in
which the
the corporation
or other
corporation or
other enenException; taxes tity is created
Exception;
created or
or organized;
organ i7ed; proprodeductible at source.
source.
vided, however,
however, that
that each
each concontracting State reserves
reserves the
to
the right
right to
collect and retain
retain (subject
to apap(subject to
plicable
plicable provisions
revenue
provisions of
of its
its revenue
laws) the taxes
taxes which,
which, under
under its
its
revenue
revenue laws,
are deductible
deductible at
laws, are
at the
the
source.
source.
Interest on
on bonds,
Interest
bonds,
notes, or loans.
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Artikel VIII
VIII
Ranta
Ranta A
a obligationer,
obligationer, skuldsedskuldsedlar eller andra lanef6rbindelser
laneforbindelser
skall beskattas
skall
den av
beskattas endast
endast i
i den
av de
de
avtalslutande staterna
avtalslutande
borstaterna dar
dar borgenaren bor, eller,
denne fir
eller, om
om denne
ar ett
ett
bolag eller annan
juridisk person,
person,
annan juridisk
den stat dar
bolaget eller
eller den
dar bolaget
den jurijuridiska personen
bildats eller
organpersonen bildats
eller organiserats.
iserats. En
En var
av de
de avtalsluvar av
avtalsluforbehaller sig
sig likuktande staterna
staterna f6rbehaller
val ratten att,
väl
att, ii den
den man
man dess
dess
skattelagstiftning sa
skattelagstiftning
sA f6reskriver,
foreskriver,
uttaga och innehalla
innehalla skatt
som enenskatt som
ligt dess skattelagstiftning
skattelagstiftning avdraavdravid ktillan.
ges vid
kallan.

Article IX
Article
IX

Artikel IX
IX

in one
Gains derived in
of the
the conconone of
States from
from the
sale or
or extracting States
the sale
exchange of capital
assets by
by a
aresicapital assets
resia corporation or
dent or a
or other
other enentity of the other
other contracting
contracting State
State
shall be exempt
taxation in
in
exempt from
from taxation
the former State, provided
provided such
such
resident
resident or corporation
corporation or
or other
other
entity has no permanent
permanent estabestablishment in the former
former State.
State.

Vinster A
eller byte
byte
a forsaljning
frssaljning eller
av kapitaltillgangar,
kapitaltillgartgar, som
som iien
en av
av
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna atnjuatnjutits av i
den andra
staten boende
boende
i den
andra staten
person eller dar
hernraahorande
dar hemmahorande
bolag eller annan juridisk
person,
juridisk person,
beskattning
skall undantagas
undantagas fran
frau beskattning
i den forra staten, forsAvitt
i
fOrsavitt ej
ej den
den
fysiska eller juridiska
har
juridiska personen
personen har
fast driftstalle darstades.
d'arstades.

Article
X
Article X

Artikel
Artikel X
X

Government, etc.,
Government,
salaries and
salaries
and pensions.
pensions.

Wages, salaries
salaries and
similar comand similar
compensation and
pensions paid
paid by
by
and pensions
one of the contracting
States
or
by
contracting States or by
the political subdivisions or
or territerritories or possessions
thereof to
to
possessions thereof
individuals
individuals residing in
in the
the other
other
State shall be exempt
exempt from
from taxataxation in
latter State.
in the latter
State.

Private
Private pensions
and life annuities.

Private pensions and
life annuiannuiand life
ties derived from within one of the
contracting
contracting States and
paid to
to inand paid
individuals residing
residing in the
other conthe other
contracting State shall be exempt
exempt
from taxation in the
the former
former State.
State.

L6n,
Lon, arvode eller annan
annan liknande
liknande
ersattning
ersattning eller pension,
en av
pension, som
som en
av
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna eller
eller
darunder
darunder lydande statlig och
och komkommunal enhet, territorium
eller
territorium eller
besittning utgiver till
person
till person
bosatt inom
mom den andra
ar
andra staten,
staten, ar
undantagen fran beskattning
beskattning iiden
undantagen
den
senare
senare staten.
Enskild pension eller livranta,
livranta,
som frAn
sora
frau en
en av
av de
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande
staterna utgar
utgar till 'ikon
som bor
nAgon som
bor
i den andra staten,
i
skall undantaundantastaten, skall
gas frAn
fran beskattning
beskattning iiden
den forra
forra
staten.
staten.

Gains from sale, etc.,
of capital
capital assets.
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Article
XI
Article XI

Artikel XI
XI
Artikd

(a) Compensation
Compensation for labor or
personal services, including the
practice of the liberal professions,
shall be taxable only in the contracting State in which such sertracting
services are rendered.
rendered.
(b) The provisions of paragraph
paragraph
(a) are, however, subject to the
following exceptions:
exceptions:
A
resident of Sweden
A resident
Sweden shall be
exempt from United States tax
upon compensation
compensation for labor or
personal
performed within
personal services performed
United States of America if he
the United
falls within either of the following
following
classifications:
classifications:

(a) Ersattning
Ersattning for personligt
personfigt
arbete, ut6vning
utovning av fria yrken
inbegripen, skall beskattas
beskattas allenast
allenast
iiden av de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna,
dar arbetet utforts.

1.
1. He is temporarily
temporarily present
present
within the United States of
America
America for aa period or periods
not
exceeding a
a total
total of one
one
not exceeding
hundred
eighty days during the
hundred eighty
taxable year
compensayear and
and his compensataxable
received for
for labor
labor or pertion is received
performed as an
sonal services performed
employee
contract
employee of, or under contract
corporation
with, aa resident or corporation
or
or other entity of Sweden; or
2.
present
is temporarily
temporarily present
2. He is
in the United States of America
America
period or periods not exfor a
a period
ceeding a
a total of ninety days
during the taxable year and the
compensation
.
received for such
compensation
services does not exceed
exceed
$3,000.00
aggregate.
in the
the aggregate.
$3,000.00 in

(b) Fran bestammelsema
bestammelserna i
i (a)
skola emellertid Willa
galla foljande
undantag:
undantag:
Sverige boende
boende person skall
II Sverige
fritagen frAn
fran skatt till AmeriAmervara fritagen
icas F6renta
Forenta Stater
kas
Stater vad angar
angar
arbete,
ersattning for personligt
personligt arbete,
som utforts mom
inom Forenta
Forenta Stasaxitt nagon
fiiljande
nAgon av foljande
terna, savitt
forutsattningar foreligger:
forutsattningar
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Compensation
Compensation
personal services.
personal

for

Exceptions; resident
resident
Exceptions;
of Sweden.
Sweden.

(1) om han tillfalligtvis
tillfalligtvis vistas
(1)
i Amerikas Forenta Stater under
under
i
tidrymd
tidry:mder,
tidrymd
eller
tidrymder,
sammanlagt icke 6verstigande
Overstagande
sammanlagt
baskattnings180 dagar under
under beskattningsAret,
aret, och ersattningen uppburits
anstillning
burits pa
pa grund av anstillnmg
hos eller
avtal med
fysisk eller
eller
med fysisk
hos
eller avtal
juridisk person
Sverige, eller
eller
person iiSverige,
juridisk
(2)
(2) om han tillfalligtvis vistas
i
Forenta
Staterna under
under
i Forenta
tidrymd
tidrymder,
eller
tidrymd
sammanlagt
Overstigande
sammanlagt icke 6verstigande
90
beskattnings90 dagar under beskattningsaret, och ersattningen
samman.ersattningen sammanoverstiger 3.000 dollars.
icke Bverstiger
lagt icke

forbehaller sig
Big
anforda fall forbehaller
In such cases Sweden
Sweden reserves the II anforda
Sverige rAtt
beskattning av
ritt till
till beskattning
right
right to
to the
the taxation of such Sverige
inkomsten.
inkomsten.
income.
income.
(c)
(c) II (b) av denna artikel
(c)
(c) The provisions of paragraph
(b) of
this Article
shall angivna regler skola, mutatis muArticle shall
of this
graph (b)
galla Aven
f6r i
i Forenta
aven for
tandis, gAlla
apply, mutatis
mutatis mutandis,
mutandis, to a
a tandis,
apply,
person, som
boende person,
Staterna boende
resident
resident of the United States of Statema
Atnjuter ersattning
for ii Sverige
Sverige
ersittning fOr
America deriving
compensation Atnjuter
deriving compensation
America
personligt arbete.
utf6rt personligt
for personal
performed utfort
services performed
for
personal services

Resident of IL
U. B.
s. A.

Sweden.
within Sweden.
Exception; earnings
Foreskrifterna ii (b)
(b) och
och of
of.IEa.t%.s,
actors, artists, etc.
(d) Foreskrifterna
(d)
The
provisions of
of parapara(d) The provisions
(c)
av
denna
artikel
Aga
icke
aga
skola
artikel
denna
(c)
av
graphs
(b)
and
(c)
this
Article
Article
of
graphs (b) and (c)
skAdespelare, arantillampning aA skadespelare,
shall have
no application
to the
the tillampning
application to
shall
have no
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professional
earnings of
indiprofessional earnings
of such
such individuals
viduals as
as actors,
actors, artists,
artists, musimusicians
cians and
and professional
professional athletes.
athletes.
Article X not
not afafArticle
(e)
The
provisions
(e)
provisions of this ArtiArtifected.
cle shall
shall have
no
application
to
the
cle
have no application to the
income to which Article X relates.
relates.

Students or
Students
or business
business
apprentices.
apprentices.

Property
Property or increment of
of property.
property.

Provisions
cable.

appli-

U. S.
S. capital
capital stock
stock
tax on Swedish corporations.
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tister,
musiker eller
eller professionella
tister, musiker
professionella
idrottsman
for
som de
de
idrottsman f6r inkomster
inkomster som
atnjutit
i
utovning
av
sitt
yrke.
atnjutit i ut6vning av sitt yrke.
(e)
Bestanamelserna ii denna
(e) Bestnmmelserna
denna
artikel skola
artikel
skola icke
icke tillampas
tillimpas &
inkomst som
som avses
ayses iiartikel
inkomst
artikel X.
X.

Article XII
XII

Artikel XII
XII

Students or
or business apprenapprentices from one
contracting State
one contracting
State
residing
the other
contracting
residing in
in the
other contracting
State exclusively
purposes of
of
exclusively for
for purposes
study or for acquiring
acquiring business
business
experience shall
by
experience
shall not
not be taxable by
the latter State in respect
respect of remittances received
received by them
them from
from
within the former State for the
the
purposes of their maintenance
maintenance or
or
studies.
studies.

Studerande
eller
affarsprakStuderande eller
affarspraktikanter
fran en
av de
de avtalslutavtalsluttikanter frAn
en av
uppehalla
ande staterna,
staterna, vilka
vilka uppehalla
sig i
sig
i den
den andra
andra avtalslutande
avtalslutande
allenast for
studieandamal
staten allenast
f6r studieandamal
att forvarva
aftrserfareneller fOr
f6r att
f6rvarva affarserfarenhet, skola icke
beskattas i
icke beskattas
i den
den
senare staten fOr
av
f6r belopp
belopp som
som av
den andra
andra
dem mottagits film
fran den
till bestridande
av
statens omrade
omrade till
bestridande av
uppehalle eller
eller studier.
uppehalle
studier.

Article XIII

Artikel
Artikel XIII
XIII

In the case
case of taxes on
on property
property
Om skatt
skatt aa formogenhet
farm6genbet eller
eller
or increment
increment of property
property the folfol- formogenhetstillvaxt
f6rm6genhetstillvixt forekommer,
forekommer,
lowing provisions
provisions
shall
lowing
shall be
be skola f6ljande
foljande bestaimmelser
bestdmmelser aga
aga
applicable:
applicable:
till Ani pfling :
tillampning:
(1) If the property
of:
property consists
consists of:
(1)
(1) Darest f6rmogenheten
formogenheten bebestar
star av
av
property and
and
(a) Immovable
Immovable property
(a) fast egendom
tillegendom med
med tillaccessories appertaining
appertaining thereto;
thereto;
accessories
behor, eller
beh6r,
eller
(b)
Commercial or
indus(b) Commercial
or indusfor utovande
av
(b) foretag f6r
ut6vande av
including marimaritrial enterprises, including
foretag
handel eller
eller industri, foretag
time
time shipping and
and air
air transport
transport
for sj6fart
sjofart och luftfart
luftfart inbeundertakings;
undertakings;
gripna,
the tax may be levied only in that
that
contracting
contracting State which is
is entientitled under
under the
the preceding
preceding Articles
Articles
to tax the income from
such
from such
property.
property.
(2)
all other
other forms
forms
(2) In
In the
the case
case of
of all
tax may
may be
levied
of property,
property, the
the tax
be levied
contracting State
only in
in that contracting
State
where the taxpayer has
has his resiresidence or, in
in the
the case
case of
of aacorporacorporation or other entity, in
in the
the
contracting
contracting State where the corporation
poration or other entity has been
been
created
created or
or organized.
organized.
shall apply
The same principles shall
apply
to the United States capital
capital stock
stock

utgAr skatten
skatten allenast
allenast iiden
av de
utgAr
den av
de
avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna,
staterna, som
som enenligt f6regaende
foregaende artiklar
artiklar är
berattiar beriittigad till skatt A
ainkomst av stiklan
sAdan
formagenhet.
f6rm6genhet.
(2)
(2) For alla andra slag av forf6rm6genhet paf6res
mOgenhet
plifores skatt allenast
allenast i
i
avtalslutande staterna,
den av de avtalslutande
staterna,
dar den skattskyldige
skattskyldige bor eller, om
om
denne är
annan ]uriuriar ett
ett bolag
bolag eller
eller annan
disk person, iiden av
avtalslut
av de avtalslut
ande staterna
eller
staterna dar bolaget
bolaget eller
juridiska personen
den jmidiska
personen bildats
eller
eller organiserals.
organiserats.
Motsvarande
Motsvarande regler
regler skola
skola galta
galla
i avseende
a den iiForenta
F6renta Sta
i
ayseende a
Sta.•
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respect to corporations
corporations of
of
tax with
with respect
having capital or other
Sweden having
property in the United States of
property
America.
America.
Article
Article XIV

1767

tema
utgaonde "capital
"capital stock tax"
terna utgaende
savitt
svenska bolag med
ang&r svenska
savitt angar
kapital
egendom ii F6renta
Forenta
eller egendom
kapital eller
Staterna.
Staterna.
Artikel
Artikel XIV

Avoidance of double
double
Avoidanceof
Det
är overenskommet,
overenskommet,
att taxation,
Det ar
general proprovisions.
visions.
dubbelbeskattning skall undvikas
dubbelbeskattning
genom foljande
f6rfaringssatt:
foljande forfaringssatt:
genom
Taxation by
A.
U. S.
S. A.
by U.
Taxation
Oaysett vad som eljest stad(a) Oavsett
gas iidetta avtal aga Amerikas
Forenta
att vid faststglande
faststJllande
Stateratt
Forenta Stater
av
skatt
ft
inkomst
"excess"excessoch
A
inkomst
av skatt
profits",
tillaggsskatter
inbegripna,
inbegripna,
profits",tillaggsskatter
for
medborgare eller iiForenta
Forenta
sina medborgare
for sina
personer
Staterna boende
boende fysiska personer
eller
heramahorande juridiska
dar hemmahorande
eller dar
personer,
pa vilket
belopp pa,
det belopp
personer, ii det
skatten
pafOres inrakna
inrakna enligt
enligt
skatten pafores
m e r i k a n s k skattelagstiftning
aamerikansk
skattepliktig inkomst
inkomst av alla slag,
slag,
skattepliktig
gait.
som om detta avtal icke gallt.
Emellertid skola
Forenta Staterna
skola F6renta
Emellertid
frau salunda
beraknad inkomstshlunda beralmad
fran
i
skatt
beloppet av de i
avdraga beloppet
skatt avdraga
artikel
(3) av detta
(1) och (3)
I (b) (1)
artikel I
avtal
liknando
avtal angivna eller andra liknande
skatter,
hogst motsvarande
motsvarande
dock hbgst
skatter, dock
stt
bertiknade
sa stor andel av den beraknade
inkomstskatten, som den skattskyldiges
skattepliktiga
i Sverige skattepliktiga
skyldiges i
inkomst
utgor
i
fOrhallande
till
forhallande
i
inkomst
hans
hela
nettoinkomst.
hans hela nettoinkomst.
Taxation by
Sweby SweTaxation
(b) (1)
Oaysett vad som eljest
eljest den.
(1) Oavsett
(b)
Notwithstanding any
(1) Notwithstanding
(b) (1)
Convention, stadgas iidetta avtal ager Sverige
other provision of this Convention,
progressiv
faststallande av progressiv
vid faststallande
Sweden, in determining
determining the grad- att vid
Sweden,
f6rmogenhet,
uated
uated tax on income and property skatt fta inkomst och fOrmogenhet,
fysiska
sttvitt ang&r
angttr dar boende fysiska
of its
its residents
corporations or s&vitt
or corporations
residents or
of
personer eller
hemmahorande
dar hemmahorande
eller diir
other entities,
entities, may
may include in the personer
other
i det belopp
belopp
basis
upon which
which such tax is im- juridiska personer, i
basis upon
pa,
vilket
sklan
'Attires,
pafores,
skatt
sadan
vilket
pa
posed
all
items
of
income
and
income
of
items
all
posed
formogeninrikna inkomst eller f6rmogenproperty subject
such tax under
under inridcna
to such
subject to
property
het
slag,
fOr
vilken
skattfor
slag,
alla
av
het
the
taxation
laws
of
Sweden.
the taxation laws of
skyldighet
foreligger
enligt
svensk
foreligger
skyldighet
Sweden
shall,
however,
deduct
deduct
however,
Sweden shall,
skattelagstiftning. Emellertid
from the
tax so
so calculated
calculated that por- skattelagstiftning.
the tax
from
Sverige fran
fan den
dylikt
pa dylikt
den pit
skall Sverige
tion
of
such
tax
liability
which
the
tion of such tax liability which the skall
satt
utraknade
skatten
avdraga
skatten
utraknade
satt
taxpayer's
income
and
property
taxpayer's income and property
skattebetalarens
som skattebetalarens
andel som
stor andel
sA stor
exempt
Sweden sIt
from taxation in Sweden
exempt from
ini
Sverige
icke
skattepliktiga
skattepliktiga
icke
i
Sverige
the provisions of this Conunder the

It is
agreed that double taxais agreed
It
tion shall
shall be avoided
avoided in
followin the followtion
ing
ing manner:
(a) Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding any other
other
(a)
provision
of
this
Convention,
Convention, the
provision
United
States
of
America
in deterUnited States of America in
mining the
the income and
and excessmining
all surtaxes,
includingallsurtaxes,
taxes, including
profits taxes,
citizens or residents or
its citizens
of its
corporations,
corporations, may include in the
basis
which such taxes are
basis upon which
imposed
all items of income taximposed all
able under
under the
the revenue laws of
able
America as
the United States of America
though this
this Convention had not
though
come into
United
effect. The United
into effect.
come
States
of
America
shall,
however,
America
of
States
deduct
the amount
amount of
of the taxes
deduct the
specified
in
Article
I
(1) and
I
specified in Article (b) (1)
(3)
of
this
Convention
or
other
(3) of this Convention
like
taxes
from
the
income
tax
income
like taxes from
thus
computed
but
not
in
excess
excess
thus computed but not
of
of that portion of the income tax
liability which
taxpayer's net
the taxpayer's
which the
liability
income
taxable in Sweden bears
income taxable
to his
net income.
his entire net
to
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Deduction, for
Deduction,
for tax
tax
collected
collected at source.

Deduction
U. S.
S. A.

by

Reciprocal exchange
Reciprocal
exchange

of information.
information.
of

vention bears to his entire income korast
komst eller formOgenhet
form6genhet utgor
utg6r ii
and property.
property.
forhallande
forhallande till hans hela inkomst
inkomst
eller formogenhet.
f6rm6genhet.
(2) There shall
allowed
(2)
(2)
shall also be
(2) Sverige skall dessutom
be allowed
dessutom fran
fr&n
by Sweden
Sweden from its National
National sin statliga inkomst- och
formooch f6rmoincome and property tax
tax a
a deducgenhetsskatt medgiva
deduc- genhetsskatt
medgiva ett
ett avdrag
tion offsetting the tax deducted
deducted svarande
svarande mot den vid kallan ii
at the source in the United States Amerikas
Amerikas FOrenta
Forenta Stater avdragavdragof America, amounting to not less na skatten, ej understigande
understigande 55
than 55per centum
centum of the dividends procent
procent av Adana
s&dana utdelningar
utdelningar fran
fran
from within the United
United States
of Forenta
States of
Forenta Staterna, som aro foreAmerica and subject
such tax
tax mal
subject to such
mâl for dylik beskattning
beskattning i
i Svein Sweden. It
the rige. Det är
It is agreed that
that the
iar overenskommet,
verenskommet, att
att
United States of America
America shall Forenta Staterna skola medgiva
medgiva
allow a
against the
a similar credit against
the dar boende svenska medborgare
United States income tax
tax liability
liability ett liknande avdrag Ita deras
dents
of citizens of Sweden residing in
in federala inkomstskatt.
inkomstskatt.
the United States of America.
Article
XV
Article XV

XV
Artikel XV

With a
a view to the more effeceffective imposition of the taxes
taxes to
to
which the present Convention relates, each of the contracting
contracting
States undertakes, subject to reciprocity, to furnish such information in the matter of taxation,
which the authorities
authorities of the State
concerned have at their disposal
or are in a
aposition to obtain under
under
their own law, as may be of
of use to
to
the authorities
authorities of the other
other State
in the assessment of the taxes in
question and to lend assistance
in
assistance in
the service of documents
condocuments in
in connection therewith.
therewith. Such information and correspondence
correspondence relating to the subject matter of
this Article shall be exchanged
exchanged between the competent
competent authorities
authorities
of the contracting States
the
States in
in the
ordinary
ordinary course or on demand.

For att astadkomma
astadkorama storre
st6rre efeffektivitet
fektivitet i
i den beskattning som
som
avses
ayses iidetta avtal forbinder
forbinder sig
sig
en var av de avtalslutande
avtalslutande stastaterna att, under
under forutsattning
f6rutsattning av
av
omsesidighet, tillhandahalla
tillhandahalla sasabeskattningsdana upplysningar
upplysningar i
i beskattningsavseende,
ayseende, som rayndighetema
myndigheterna hahava tillgang till eller enligt sin
egen
sin egen
lagstiftning
lagstiftning kunna anskaffa,
anskaffa, och
och
vilka kunna vara av varde for
myndigheterna iiden andra staten
myndigheterna
staten
vid p&forande
paforande av namnda skatter,
sa ock att bitrada med delgivning
sIt
av handlingar
handlingar i
samband darmed.
darmed.
i samband
Utbyte av upplysningar och skriftvaxling som ayses
vaading
avses i
i denna
denna artikel
artikel
sker mellan
rnellan behoriga
behoriga myndigheter
myndigheter
iide avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna utan
utan
sarskild begaran eller pa
pa grund
grund av
av
sarskild framstallning.
framstillning.

XVI
Article XVI

Information by U.
Information
U.S.
S.
Swedauthorities to Swedsh authorities.
ish
authorities.

TAT.
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Artikel XVI
XVI
1. In accordance
accordance with the
the pre(1)
(1) Pa,
Pa satt
satt i
i nast
nast foregaende
f6regaende
ceding Article, the competent
competent au- artikel angives skola behoriga
behoriga
thorities of the United States of myndigheter i
i F6renta
Forenta Staterna
Staterna
America
America shall forward to the com- sa
sft snart som m6jligt
mojligt efter utut1.
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petent authorities
authorities of Sweden
Sweden as
soon as practicable after the close
of each calendar
calendar year the following
information relating to such calendar year:
(a)
addresses
(a) The
The names and addresses
Sweden
of all addressees
addressees within Sweden
deriving from sources within the
deriving
United States of America
America dividends, interest, royalties, pensions, annuities, or other fixed
or determinable
determinable annual or periodical income, showing the
amount of such income with
respect to each addressee;
addressee;
particulars which
which the
(b) Any particulars
competent
United States aucompetent United
thorities may obtain from banks,
savings banks or other similar
similar
concerning assets
institutions concerning
belonging to individuals
individuals resident
resident
in Sweden or to Swedish corporations or other
entities;
other entities;
porations
(c) Any particulars
particulars which the
competent United States authorities may obtain from inventories
property
case of property
in the
the case
tories in
passing
concerning
passing on death concerning
contracted with individdebts contracted
uals resident in Sweden or
Swedish corporations
corporations or other
entities.
2. The competent
competent authorities
forward to
to the
the comcomof Sweden shall forward
authorities of the United
petent authorities
soon as
as soon
America as
States of America
practicable after the close of each
practicable
calendar year the following
infollowing incalendar
formation relating to such calformation
endar year:
year:
(a)
The particulars
particulars contained
contained
(a) The
in the
to the
forms delivered
delivered to
in
the forms
Swedish
connecin connecauthorities in
Swedish authorities
tion with the payment to individuals or
corporations or
or other
other
uals
or corporations
entities
whose addresses
addresses are
entities whose
United States
States of
the United
within the
America
dividends on shares
America of dividends
in a
a corporation
corporation or
participaor participain
tion
cooperative
in cooperative
certificates in
tion certificates
societies,
on .bonds
and interest
interest on
societies, and
or
other similar
similar securities;
securities;
or other
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gAngen av varje kalenderar
kalenderAr tillhandahlla behoriga
behoriga myndigheter
handahilla
myndigheter
filljande upplysningar
ii Sverige foljande
upplysningar
hanf6rande
hanforande sig till kalenderaret:
kalenderaret:
(a)
(a) namn och
och adress
adress for alla
alla
fysiska och juridiska personer
personer i
i
Sverige, vilka fran
frAn kallor
killor inom
Forenta Staterna erhallit
erhAllit utdelning, ranta, royalty, pension,
fivranta eller annan besion, livranta
bestamd eller till beloppet beraknelig arlig eller peiiodisk
intakt,
periodisk intakt,
med
angivande av
beloppet a
med angivande
av beloppet
sadan
fraga om
varje
sadan intiikt
intaikt i
i fraga
om varje
adressat;
(b)
u
.pplysningar som
som myndig(b) upplysningar
heter i Forenta Staterna
Staterna evenfain banker,
tuellt ma erhalla
erhAlla fran
sparbanker eller andra liknande
sparbanker
mstitutioner
rorande tillgodoinstitutioner r6rande
havanden tillhoriga personer
personer bohavanden
ende iiSverige eller svenska bolag eller andra svenska
svenska juridiska
juridiska
personer;
personer;
(c) upplysningar
upplyqningar som veder(c)
borande myndigheter
myndigheter iiForenta
Staterna eventuellt ma erhalla
erhAlla
fran
bouppteckningar i
i anledfrAn bouppteckningar
odsf all angaende
angaende
dodsfall
ning av d
n
s
l
it
n
Jder till
till personer boende ii
skulder
Sverige eller svenska bolag eller
andra svenska juridiska personer;
Informal ion by
(2) Belioriga
myndigheter i
ty
i Swedish
a.n,;,.lt.'
is
(2)
Behoriga myndigheter
nu thori tW Ito
uU. S. authorities.
Sverige skola
soul mtijligt
mojligt . s .ut'"""he.
snart som
skola sa snart
Sverige

efter utgAngen av varjo
varje kalenofter
behoriga
tillhandahalla
dear
tillhandahalla
derar
myndigheter i
FOrenta
i Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta
myndigheter
Stater
hanupplysningar banfoljande upplysningar
Stater fOljande
fOrande sig till kalenderaret:
kalenderilret:
forande
(a) upplysninar,
upplysninsar, vilka
forevilka f6re(a)
ligga i.de uppgifter, som overOverligga
lamnats till
myndigtill svenska myn
lamnats
samband med utbetalutbe
heter ii samband
ning till fysiska personer, bolag
eller
personer
eller andra juridiska personer
Forenta Staterna
Staterna
i Forenta
med adress i
av
utdelningar A
anA aktier
aktier och anav utdelningar
delsbevis
rAntor a
A oblidelsbevis eller av rantor
gationer eller
varandra dylika
dylika vareller andra
gationer
depapper;
depapper;
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(b)
(b) The
contained
The particulars
particulars contained
in permits
accorded to
permits accorded
to indiindividuals resident in
in the
the United
United
States of
to United
United
of America
America or
or to
States corporations
corporations or
other enenor other
tities to
tities
to enable
enable them
them to
to acquire
acquire
immovable
for business
business purposes
purposes immovable
property situated in
Sweden;
in Sweden;
(c) Any particulars which
which the
the
central
central Swedish authorities
authorities may
may
obtain from
savings
obtain
from banks,
banks, savings
other similar
banks or other
institusimilar institutions concerning
concerning assets
assets belonging
belonging
to individuals
individuals resident
resident in
in the
the
United States
States of
of America
or
America or
to United States corporations
corporations
or other
entities;
other entities;
(d) Any particulars
particulars which
which the
the
central Swedish authorities may
may
obtain from
inventories in
the
from inventories
in the
case of property passing
passing on
on
death, concerning
concerning debts
debts concontracted
tracted with individuals
individuals resiresident in the United
United States
States of
of
America, or
United States
States corcoror United
porations or
or other
entities;
other entities;
(e) A
A list
list of
and
(e)
of the
the names
names and
addresses of all
all United
United States
States
citizens resident in
in the
the United
United
States of America who have
have
made declarations
declarations to
the Cento the
Central Committee
Committee in
in Stockholm
Stockholm
in charge
charge of
of the
the taxation
taxation of
of
taxpayers
taxpayers not resident
resident in
in SweSweden for purposes
of the
the Swedish
purposes of
Swedish
tax on income and property;
property;
(f) Particulars concerning
concerning anannuities and pensions,
pensions, public
public or
or
private, paid to individuals resiresident in the United States
States of
of
America.
America.

Mutual assistance
In collection
in
collection of taxes,
etc.
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(b)
om
(b) upplysningar
upplysningar iibeslut
beslut om
tillstand f6r
for personer
personer boende
boende ii
F6renta
Staterna eller
Forenta Staterna
eller f6r
for dair
crar
hemmah6rande
hemmahorande bolag
eller andbolag eller
andjuridiska personer
personer att
att f6r
for
ra juridiska
affarsandamal forvarva
affarsandamM
Svef6rvarva i
i Sverige belagen
belagen fast
egendom;
fast egendom;
(c)
upplysningar som
(c) upplysningar
som vedervederb6rande svenska
borande
svenska myndigheter
myndigheter
eventuellt
eventuellt ma
mA, erhAlla
erhalla fran
frail banbanker, sparbanker
sparbanker eller
eller andra
andra likliknande
institutioner r6rande
nande institutioner
rorande tilltillgodohavanden
godohavanden tillhOriga
tillh-riga perpersoner boende iiF6renta
Forenta Staterna
Staterna
eller dar
dar heramahorande
bolag
eller
hemmah6rande bolag
eller andra
andra juridiska
personer;
eller
juridiska personer;
(d) upplysningar
cen(d)
upplysningar som
som de
de centrala myndigheterna
myndigheterna ii Sverige
Sverige
eventuelltma
eventuelltmA erhalla'franboupperhallaTrart bouppteckningar
teckningar iianledning
anledning av
av dodsclodsfall angaende
angaende skulder
skulder till
till perpersoner boende
boende iiF6renta
FOrenta Staterna
Staterna
eller dar hemmahorande
hemmahorande bolag
bolag
eller andra juridiska
personer;
juridiska personer;

(e) en forteckning
forteckning upptaganupptagande namn och adresser
A alla
adresser A
alla
amerikanska medborgare
med
medborgare med
hemvist ii FOrenta
F6renta Staterna,
Staterna,
vilka till den centrala
centrala taxetaxeringsnlamnden
ringsnAmnden.
ii Stockholm,
Stockholm,
som har att verkstalla
verkstilla taxering
taxering
av skattskyldiga
skattskyldiga utom
riket,
utom riket,
hava avgivit deklaration
deklaration till
till
ledning
for svensk
till
ledning for
svensk taxering
taxering till
inkomst- och
fOrrnogenhetsf6rmogenhetsskatt;
skatt;
(f)
upplysningar rorande
rorande livliv(f) upplysningar
rantor, avensom
avensom pensioner pa
pi
grund av allman eller
eller enskild
enskild
tjanst till personer
personer med
med hemhemvist iiForenta
Forenta Staterna.

Article XVII
XVII

Artikel XVII
XVII

Each contracting
contracting State
State underundertakes, in the case of
of citizens
citizens or
or
corporations or other entities of
of
the other contracting
contracting State,
State, to
to
lend assistance and support
in the
the
support in
collection
collection of the taxes to which the
the
present Convention relates,
relates, totogether with interest, costs,
and
costs, and
additions to the taxes and
and fines
fines
not being of aa penal character.
The contracting
contracting State making
such
making such

Envar
Envar av de avtalslutancte
staavtalslutande staterna forbinder
fOrbinder sig
sig att,savitt
att, savitt angar
angar
medborgare eller
medborgare
eller bolag
bolag eller
andra
eller andra
juridiska
personer
juridiska personer tillh6rande
tillhorande den
den
andra
avtalslutande
andra
avtalslutande
staten,
staten,
lamna
lannia bitrade
bitracie och
handrackning
och handrackning
for indrivning av sadana skatter
skatter
foreliggande avtal ayser,
som foreliggande
tilliavser, tillika med ranta,
kostnader, samt
samt
ranta, kostnader,
tillaggsbelopp till
tillAggsbelopp
till skatterna
skatterna och
och
viten utan straffrattslig
straffrattslig karaktar.
karaktar.
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collection
responsible to Den av de avtalslutande
collection shall be responsible
avtalslutande stastathe other contracting
contracting State for the terna, som
verkstaller indrivindrivsom verkstailler
collected.
sums thus
thus collected.
ningen, skall gentemot
gentemot den
andra
den andra
avtalslutande staten vara anavtalslutande
svarig for
fBr de pa dylikt satt indrivna
beloppen.
na beloppen.
Enforcement
Ent
orcement by
by
In the case of applications for
Dar fraga är
frarastallning
ar om
om framstfillning
one State of revenue
claims
of
the
other.
enforcement of
revenue rOrande
enforcement
of taxes,
taxes, revenue
rorande indrivning av skatter,
contracting skola
claims of
of each
each of
of the contracting
frail
skola sadana
sadana skatteanspak
skatteanspr&k fran
States which have been finally de- en
av de
staterna
en av
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
termined shall be accepted
termined
accepted for
for som vunnit
vimnit laga kraft erkannas
erkannas
enforcement by the
enforcement
the other
other con- sasom
sAsom exigibla av den andra avtaltracting
tracting State and collected in that
that slutande staten och indrivas
indrivas dar
dar
accordance with
State in
in accordance
with the
the laws
laws i
i enlighet med dess
dess lagstiftning
lagstiftning
applicable to
applicable
to the enforcement
enforcement and
and betraffande
betriffande indrivning av
av egna
egna
collection of its own taxes. The skatter.
collection
Den stat, till vilken
State to which
which application
application is
is made
made framstallningen
framstallningen gjorts, skall
skall joke
icke
required to enforce vara
shall not be required
vara pliktig att
att tillgripa verkverkexecutory measures
measures for which
which stAllighetstitgarder,
stAllighetsatgirder, som
som ej aro ii
executory
iverensstammelse med lagstiftthere
lagstiftin the law overensstammelse
there is no provision in
gjort
i den stat som
som gjort
of
of the
the State making the
the appli- ningen i
frarastallningen.
framstillningen.
cation.
cation.
Framstallningarna skola
Framstiallnigarna
skola atfoljas
atfoljas
The applications
applications shall
shall be accomaccomThe
av
sadana
handlingar
som
enligt
sadana
handlingar
panied
by such
such documents
documents as are
panied by
lagstiftningen
i
den
gor
lagstiftningen
i
den
stat
som
gor
required
the State
the laws of the
required by the
framstallningen
erfordras
for
framstillningen
erfordras
for
att
making
to estabestabthe application
application to
making the
adagalagga
att
skatteanspraken
Adagalagga
att
skatteanspraken
lish
the taxes
have been
been
taxes have
lish that
that the
vunnit laga kraft.
determined.
finally determined.
Conservancy, prior
prior
skatteanspraket joke
icke vunnit to
Om skatteanspraket
If the
revenue claim has not
not
the revenue
If
to final
final determination
determination
of
claim.
stat, till
till vilken
vilken
ma den
den stat,
been finally
finally determined
State laga kraft, ma
determined the State
been
anmodan
gjorts, pa anmodan
framstallning gjorts,
to
application is made may, framstallning
to which
which application
andra staten
vidtaga saBAstaten vidtaga
av den
den andra
at the
the request of the
the other con- av
at
atgarder for
tracting
for ansprakets
anspr&kets sadana atgarder
measures dana
take such
such measures
State, take
tracting State,
overensstamma
kerstallande som overensstamma
authorized kerstallande
as are authorized
of conservancy
conservancy as
skatf6rstnamnda statens skatmed den
den forstnamnda
former med
revenue laws of the former
by the revenue
telagstiftning.
telagstiftning.
State.
Article XVIII
.XVIII
The
competent authority of
The competent
each
of the
the contracting
States
contracting States
each of
shall
be entitled
obtain, through
through
to obtain,
entitled to
shall be
diplomatic
channels, from the comcomdiplomatic channels,
petent authority
authority of
other conof the
the other
petent
tracting State,
State, particulars
particulars in
in concontracting
crete cases
applicato the
the applicarelative to
crete
cases relative
tion
to citizens
citizens or
to corporations
or to
corporations
tion to
or other entities
former
entities of the former
or
State,
of the
taxes to
to which
which the
the
State, of
the taxes
present
Convention relates.
With
relates. With
present Convention

Artikel XVIII
XVIII
Obtaining
particObtaining of partic.
Behorig
Behorig mynclighet
myndighet iien var av ulars
ulars as
as to
to applicaar berat- tion of taxes.
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna är
tigad att
Ldiplomatisk
diplomatisk vag
frau
vag fran
att aI
tigad
motsvarande
myndighet
i
den
andmotsvarande myndigheti den andi
erhalla upplysningar
upplysningar i
ra staten erhILila
sarskilda
taxering till
i och for
for taxering
sarskilda fall i
i
avtal angivna
angivna skatter av
i detta avtal
medborgare,
medborgare, bolag eller andra juridiska
personer, hemmahorande
i
hemmahorande i
ridiska personer,
den
forra staten.
Betraffande uppstaten. Betraffande
den f6rra
lysningariandra
behorig
skall beh6rig
lysningar i andra fall skall
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Exceptions to
to rule
of mutual assistance.

Refusal
requests.
Refusal of requests,
specified
reasons.
specifed reasons.

Taxpayer's claim of
double taxation,
taxation.
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respect to particulars
particulars in
in other
other
authority of
of
cases, the competent
competent authority
contracting States will
each of the contracting
give consideration
consideration to requests
requests from
from
of the
the competent
competent authority of
the
contracting State.
State.
other contracting

myndighet
avtalmyndighet iien var av de avtalslutandestaterna
beak ta framstaillframstallslutandestaterna beakta
ningar
film motsvarande
motsvarande myndigningar fran
myndighet i
den
andra
i
andra staten.

Article XIX
XIX

XIX
Artikel XIX

In no case shall the
the provisions
provisions
XVII, relating
of Article XVII,
relating to mutual
assistance in the collection
collection of
of
taxes, or of Article
XVIII,relating
ArticleXVIII,relating
to particulars
particulars in
in concrete
concrete cases,
be construed
construed so as to impose
impose upon
upon
either of the contracting
contracting States
the obligation
obligation
(1) to carry
carry out administrative
administrative
measures
measures at variance
variance with the regulations and practice
ulations
practice of either contracting State, or
(2) to supply particulars
which
particulars which
procurable under
under its own
are not procurable
legislation or that of the State
legislation
making application.
application.

Foreskrifterna ii artikel XVII
XVII
F6reskrifterna
rorande
rorande omsesidig
6msesidig handrhckning
handrackning
for
skatteindrivning eller iiartikel
artikel
f6r skatteindrivning
XVIII
meddelande av upp.
up p•
XVIII rarande
rorande meddelande
lysningar
lysningar ii shrskilda
sarskilda fall skola
joke anses medf6ra
raedfora skyldighet
skyldighet for
for
icke
nAgon
flagon av de avtalslutande
staterna
avtalslutande staterna

The State to which
which application
application
information or assistis made for information
ance shall comply as soon as
possible with the request addressed
addressed
Nevertheless, such
to it. Nevertheless,
such State
State
may refuse to comply with the
request for reasons of public policy
policy
or if compliance
compliance would involve
violation
violation of a
a business, industrial
or trade secret or practice.
practice. In
soon
such case it shall inform, as soon
as possible, the State making
making the
application.
application.

forvaltningsat(1) att vidtaga f6rvaltningsatgirder,
endera av
garder, som avvika Iran
frAn endera
de avtalslutande
avtalslutande staternas
staternas lagstiftning eller praxis, eller
eller
(2) att lamna
lamna upplysningar,
upplysningar, som
Bora
(2)
icke kunna erhhllas
dess
erhallas enligt dess
egen lagstiftning
lags tiftning eller
eller lagstiftlagstiftningen i
gar framstallframstalli den stat, som gor
ningen.
ningen.
framstallDen stat, till vilken framstallfling
erhallande avupplysningav upplysningning om erhallande
skall
ar eller handrickning
handrackning gjorts, skall
aft snart sig g6ra
gOra later
lAter efterkomma
efterkorama
sa
gjorda framstailningen.
framstallningen. Dock
Dock
den gjorda
in& ifragavarande
ifregavarande stat vagra
ma
vigra att
att
efterkomrna framstallningen
framstallningen pa
ph
efterkomma
grund
grund av allmanna
allmtinna hiinsyn
hansyn eller
eller
om bifall till framstiillningen
framstallningen skulle
innebara krankning
krankning av en industriell hemlighet eller affirshemaffairshemlighet
lighet eller affarskutym.
affiirskutym. IIdylikt
dylikt
fall skall namnda
namnda stat sh
som
sa snart som
m6jligt
mojligt underratta
underratta den
den stat, som
som
gjort framstallningen
framstallningen

Article XX
XX

XX
Artikel XX

Where a
a taxpayer
taxpayer shows proof
that the action of the revenue
revenue authorities of the contracting
contracting States
has resulted in double taxation
taxation in
in
his case in respect
respect of any of the
taxes to which the present
present Convention relates, he shall be entitled
entitled

Pavisar
Phvisar skattskyldig,
skattskyldig, att Atatgarder som vidtagits av de avtalslutande staternas
staternas myndigheter
myndigheter
for honom
honora medfort dubbelbeskattdubbelbeskattning betralffande
betrafrande skatter
skatter som avses
ayses
i detta avtal,
i
avtal, skall han vara
vara berattigad att haremot
haremot gora
Ora erinran
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to lodge a
a claim with the State
State of
of
citizen or,
which he is
is a
a citizen
or, if
if he
he is not
not
aacitizen of either of the contracting States, with the State of which
taxpayer
he is
is aaresident,
resident, or,
or, if
if the
the taxpayer
is aa corporation
corporation or other entity,
which it
it is
is crecrewith the
the State in which
ated or
or organized.
organized. Should the
the
claim
be
upheld,
the
competent
claim be upheld, the competent
authority
authority of such State may come
to
agreement with the competo an agreement
competent
of the other State
State
tent authority of
equitable avoidance
with aaview to
to equitable
avoidance
of the double taxation in question.

hos den
den stat vars medborgare
medborgare han
ar, eller, om han joke
icke ar
är,
är medbornagondera av
gare i
i nagondera
av de
de avtalslutande staterna, hos
hos den stat,
stat, dar
dar
i fraga om
han är
ar boende, eller, i
person,
bolag eller annan juridisk person,
den stat dar derma
denna bildats eller organiserats. Anses erinran grungrundad, kan behorig myndighet iisistnamnda
traffa 6verenskomoverenskomnamnda stat
stat traffa
myndighet i
i
melse med behorig
behorig myndighet
skaligt
staten fen.
f6r att pa skaligt
den andra staten
dubbelbeskattningen
satt undvika dubbelbeskattningen
iifraga.

XXI
Article XXI

Artikel XXI
XXI

authorities of
of
competent authorities
The competent
the
contracting States
States may
the two contracting
prescribe
regulations necessary
to
necessary to
prescribe regulations
interpret and carry out the provisions of this Convention. With
respect
provisions of this
to the provisions
respect to
Convention
to exchange
exchange
relating to
Convention relating
of
information, service of
of docuof information,
ments
assistance in the
mutual assistance
ments and
and mutual
collection
collection of taxes, such authorities may,
agreement,
ties
may, by common agreement,
prescribe rules
concerning matters
matters
rules concerning
prescribe
of
application
forms of application
of procedure,
procedure, forms
and replies
replies thereto,
thereto, conversion
conversion of
and
currency,
disposition
currency, disposition of amounts
collected, minimum
minimum amounts
amounts subsubcollected,
ject
collection and related
related matto collection
ject to
ters.
XXII
Article
Article XXII

Behoriga myndigheter
myndigheter i
i de bada
Beh6riga
avtalslutande staterna Aga
iga medavtalslutande
foreskrifter erforderliga
erforderliga for
dela f6reskrifter

The
Convention shall
present Convention
The present
be ratified, in the case of the
United
America, by the
United States of America,
President, by
by and
and with
with the
the advice
President,
and consent
of the Senate,
Senate, and
and in
in
consent of
and
the case
of Sweden,
His MaMaby His
Sweden, by
case of
the
jesty
the King,
the consent
consent
with the
King, with
jesty the
of the
Riksdag. The
ratifications
The ratifications
of
the Riksdag.
shall be exchanged
Stockholm.
at Stockholm.
exchanged at
shall
This Convention
shall become
Convention shall
This
effective on
the first
first day of Janon the
effective
uary following
of
exchange of
the exchange
following the
uary
the instruments
ratification
instruments of ratification
the

ratificeras
Detta avtal skall ratificeras
F6renta
savitt
anew
Amerika,s
Forenta
Amerikas
anger
s&vitt
Stater,
av
Presidenten
med
senaStater, av Presidenten
och
for
tens
rad
och
godkannande
godkannande
tens rad och
Sveriges
del
av
Hans
Maj:t
KoKoMaj:t
Hans
av
Sveriges del
nungen med
med riksdagens
riksdagens samtycke.
samtycke.
nungen
skola
Ratifikationshandlingarna
skola
Ratifikationshandlingarna
utvaxlas iiStockholm.
Stockholm.
utvaxlas

Ratifications;
hRaU'ons;
change.

tratia iikraft
kraft den
Avtalet skall trada
narmast efter utbyte av
1
januari nfirmast
1 januari
ratifikationsinstrurnenten och skall
ratifikationsinstrumenten
tillAmpas A
inkomst som
atnjutits
som Atnjutits
a inkomst
tillimpas

Effective date;
Effective
date; apw
plication.
plication

Regulations, etc.
Regulations,
etc.

f6retolkning och tillampning av forevarande
detta
Vad angir
angar detta
avtal. Vad
varande avtal.
avtals foreskrifter
f6reskrifter om utbyte av
upplysningar,
delgivning av handupplysningar, delgivning
Ungar och
Omsesidig handrackaing
handrackning
och 6msesidig
lingar
for
ma namnda
for skatteindrivning
skatteindrivning ma
myn.digheter
overenskomma om
myndigheter 6verenskomma
regler
ferfaringssatt, foravseende f6rfaringssatt,
regler ayseende
men
for framstallningar
och svar aa
framstallningar och
men for
desamma,
omrakning av
av valuta,
valuta,
desamma, omrakning
disposition
medel,
disposition av indrivna medel,
minsta
belopp som framstallning
framstiillning
minsta belopp
om
avse samt andra
indrivning ma ayse
om indrivning
likartade
sporsmal.
likartade sp6rsmAl.
XXII
Artikel XXII
ex«*
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Duration.
Duration.

Termination.

Signatures.

Signatures.

authenticity.
Texts, authenticity.

TREATIES
TREATIES

and
shall apply
apply to
to income
income realized
and shall
realized
and
after that
that
and property
property held
held on
on or
or after
date. The Convention
shall reConvention shall
remain in
force for
for a
a period
period of
of five
five
main
in force
years and
indefinitely thereafter
thereafter
years
and indefinitely
but may be terminated
by either
either
terminated by
contracting State
State at
at the
the end
end of
the
contracting
of the
five-year
at any
five-year period
period or
or at
any time
time
thereafter, provided
least six
thereafter,
provided at
at least
six
months'
prior
notice
of
months' prior notice of terminatermination
has been
been given,
termination has
given, the
the termination
to become
become effective
effective on the
the
tion to
first
the
following the
first day
day of
of January
January following
expiration of
period.
expiration
of the
the six-month
six-month period.
In witness whereof
whereof the respecrespective
have signed
signed
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
this
this Convention
Convention and
and have affixed
affixed
their
their seals hereto.
hereto.
Done in
in duplicate,
duplicate, in
in the
the EngDone
English and
and Swedish
Swedish languages,
languages, both
both
authentic,
authentic, at
at Washington,
Washington, this
this
twenty-third day
day of
March, ninetwenty-third
of March,
ninehundred and
teen hundred
and thirty-nine.
thirty-nine.

[54 STAT.
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och
fOrmogenhet som innehafts
och f6rmogenhet
innehafts
namcda dag. Avtalet
Avtalet
Aeller efter namnda
forbliva iikraft under en tids.
skall f6rbliva
tidsfern ar, och darefter
darefter
period av fern
titan tidsbegransning,
tidsbegransning, med ratt
ratt
utan
dock for
avtalslutande
dock
f6r en var av de avtalslutande
staterna att upp,saga
detsarnma
staterna
uppsaga detsamma
till utgfingen
av
femarsperioden
utgAngen
femarsperioden
varje tidpunkt darefter
eller till varje
darefter
under fSrutsattning
forutsattnin.g att minst sex
rafinaders foregaende
foregg„ende uppsagning
uppsagning
mknaders
Urkrafttradandet skall
iakttagits. Urkrafttradandet
fig-arum
den 1
1jaimari
aga
rum den
januari efterutglingefterutgangsexmanadersperiod.
en av dylik sexmanadersperiod.
harb„ hava de
Till bekraftelse
bekraftelse hiar
Ws, staternas
staternas befullmaktigade
befullmaktigade
bada
undertecknat detta avtal
ombud undertecknat
och forsett detsamma med
m.ed sina
sins.
sigill.
Som skedde
skedde iitvA
tvgt. exemplar, pa
p&
engelska och svenska
svenska spraken,
spriiken,
vilka hada
bada aga lika vitsord, i
i
Washington den
den tjugotredje
Washington
tjugotredje mars
nittonhun.dra
trettionio.
nittonhundra trettionio.

For
the President
President of
of the
United States
States of
of America:
America:
For the
the United
S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
[SEAL]
SUMNER
[SEAL]
For His
the Ring
of Sweden:
For
His Majesty
Majesty the
King of
Sweden:
W .BOSTROM
BOBTRoM
[SEAL]
W.
[SEAL]

Protocol.

Definitions.
"Permanent
"Permanent establishment."
lishment."

PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

PROTOKOLL
PROTOKOLL

At
signing the
the
At the
the moment
moment of
of signing
Convention for the
avoidance of
Convention
the avoidance
of
double
taxation, and
double taxation,
and the
the establishestablishment
of rules
ment of
rules of
of reciprocal
reciprocal adminadministrative
istrative assistance
assistance in
in the case
case of
income and
this day
day
income
and other
other taxes,
taxes, this
concluded
between the
concluded between
the United
United
States of
States
America and
and Sweden,
Sweden,
of America
the
the undersigned
undersigned Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
have agreed that
that the
the following
following proprovisions
shall form
form an
an integral
integral part
part
visions shall
of the
the Convention:
of
Convention:
Convention:
1. As
As used in
in this Convention:
(a)
term "permanent
(a) The
The term
"permanent esestablishment" includes
includes branches,
tablishment"
branches,
mines and oil wells, plantations,
plantations,
factories, workshops,
factories,
wareworkshops, warehouses,
agencies, instalhouses, offices,
offices, agencies,
installations,
lations, and other
other fixed
fixed places
places
of
enterprise but
but
of business of
of an
an enterprise

undertecknandet denna
Vid undertecknandet
denna dag
av
mellan Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta
av avtal
avtal mellan
Forenta
Stater
Sverige for
Stater och Sverige
for undvikande
undvikande
av dubbelbeskattning
dubbelbeskattning och
och fastfaststallande av
bestammelser angaangftstallande
av bestammelser
ende eansesidig
handrackning be6msesidig handrackning
betr'ffande
traffande inkomstoch andra
andra skatskatinkomst- och
ter hava
hava undertecknade
undertecknade befullbefullter
mAaktigade ombud 6verenskommit
maktigade
overenskommit
foljande bestammelser
bestararnelser skola
att foljande
utgora en integrerande
integrerande del av avutgora
talet:
1.
mening skall:
1. I
I detta avtals mening
(a) begreppet
"fast driftbegreppet "fast
stale" innefatta
innefatta filialer, gruvor
gruvor
stalle"
och oljekallor,
oljekällor, plantager,
plantager, fabfaboch

magasin, konkonriker, verkstAder,
verkstader, magasin,
tor, agenturer, anlaggningar
anlaggningar och
och

andra
andra, ett foretag tillhorande
tillhora,nde
fasta afftirsstiillen,
affarsstillen, men icke in-
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casual or
does not include the casual
merely storage
temporary use of merely
facilities. A
A permanent
permanent estabfacilities.
corpoa subsidiary corpolishment of a
ration shall not be deemed
deemed to be
a
establishment of
permanent establishment
a permanent
the
parent corporation.
corporation. When
When
the parent
an enterprise
enterprise of one of the contracting States carries on busithrough
ness in the other State through
estaban employee
employee or agent, estabthere, who has general
lished there,
authority to contract
contract for his
authority
employer or principal, it
it shall
employer
permanent
a permanent
be deemed to have a
latter
establishment in the latter
establishment
State. But the fact that an
enterprise of one of the conenterprise
tractmg
tracting States has business
dealings in the other State
a bona fide commisthrough a
commission agent, broker or custodian
shall not be held to mean that
enterprise has aapermanent
permanent
such enterprise
establishment
establishment in the latter State.

(b) The term "enterprise"
"enterprise"
includes every form of undertaking
carried on by
taking whether carried
an
partnership, corindividual, partnership,
an individual,
poration,
other entity.
any other
or any
poration, or
(c) The
"enterprise of
The term "enterprise
(c)
one of
of the
the contracting
contracting States"
one
means,
may be,
means, as the case may
"United States
States enterprise"
enterprise" or
"United
"Swedish
enterprise".
"Swedish enterprise".
(d)
"United States
The term "United
(d) The
enterprise" means an enterprise
enterprise"
carried on in the United States
carried
a resident of
of America by a
America
the
the United States of America
a United States corporaor by a
tion or other entity; the term
"United States corporation
corporation or
"United
other
other entity" .means aa partnership,
corporation or
entity
or other entity
ship, corporation
created or
or organized
organized in
in the
created
America or
United States of America
under the
law of the United
the law
under
America or of any
of America
States of
Territory of the United
United
or Territory
State or
States of America.
America.
"Swedish enter(e) The term "Swedish
prise" is defined in the same
manner, mutatis mutandis, as
the
the term "United States enterprise".

begrip
.
aen allenast
allenast tillfallig eller
eller
begripa
kortfnstig
anvandning av
av uppkortfristig anvandning
lagsplats.
dotterforetag
Ett dotterf6retag
lagsplats.
tillhorigt fast driftstalle skall
tillhorigt
icke
anses utgora
utgora ett fast
fast driftdrifticke anses
moderf6retaget. Om
Om
for moderfOretaget.
stalle fsr
hemmahorande iien
foretag hemmahorande
ett foretag
avtalslutande staterna
av de avtalslutande
bedriver affarer
affarer ii den
den andra
bedriver
darstades etabstaten genom en darstades
eller
befattningshavare eller
lerad befattningshavare
generell fullhar en generell
som liar
agent, som
makt att aysluta
kontrakt for
avsluta kontrakt
sin arbetsgivare
huvudman,
arbetsgivare eller huvudman,
skall
anses hava ett fast
skall det anses
i sistnamnda stat.
driftstalle i
Men
omstiindigheten att
den omstandigheten
Men den
hemmahorande iien
ett foretag
f6retag hemmahOrande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna
av de avtalslutande
uppratthaller affarsf6rbindelser
affarsforbindelser
uppratthaller
i
andra staten genom f6rfori den
den andra
fristA,ende kommismedling av fristiende
siona•r, maklare
maklare eller ansvarig
sionar,
forvaltare skall icke anses
anses inf6rvaltare
nebitra, att ett dylikt
dylikt f6retag
foretag
nebara,
liar fast driftstalle
andra
driftstialle iiden andra
har
staten;
staten;
(b) uttrycket
uttrycket "firetag"
"foretag" in(b)
begripa
forebegripa varje slag av f6retagsverksamhet,
den
tagsverksamhet, vare sig den
uttivas
person, komav enskild
enskild person,
utivas av
panjonskap,
panjonskap, bolag eller annan
juridisk
person;
juridisk person;
(c)
"foretag hemuttrycket "foretag
(c) uttrycket
mahora,nde
en av de avtalmahBrande ii en
alit
staterna" betyda allt
slutande staterna"
efter omstandigheterna
"f6reomstandigheterna "foreefter
Staterna" eller
eller
Forenta Staterna"
tag ii Forenta
"svenskt fsrctag";
"svenskt
foretag";
(d)
"foretag iiF6rForuttrycket "fSretag
(d) uttrycket
Staterna" betyda ett fBreforeenta Staterna"
Forenta Staterna
tag, som ii Forenta
bedrives av dar boende
boende person
person
bedrives
eller
eller av bolag eller annan juridisk person
Forenta Staterna;
Staterna;
person iiF6renta
disk
uttrycket "bolag
"bolag eller annan
annan
uttrycket
juridisk person
Forenta Stai F6renta
person I
juridisk
terna"
kompanjonskap,
terna" betyda kompanjonskap,
bolag
eller annan
juridisk perannan juridisk
bolag eller
eller organison, som bildats eller
serats ii Amerikas
Amerikas Forenta
serats
Stater
lagstiftningen
Stater eller enligt lagstiftningen
nAgon
Staterna eller nagon
Forenta Staterna
iiForenta
dess
delstat eller nAgot
nagot dess
dess delstat
territorium;
territorium;
(e) uttrycket
fore"svenskt f6reuttrycket "svenskt
(e)
tag"
defuueras pa
samma satt,
satt,
pa samma
tag" definieras
mutatis mutandis,
mutandis, som "We"firemutatis
tag
Forenta Staterna".
Staterna".
i Forenta
tag i

"Enterprise."
"Enterprise."

"Enterprise of one
"Enterprise
of the contracting
contracting
States."
States."

"United
"United
enterprise."
enterprise."

States

"United
"United States corporation
or
other
other
poration
entity."
entity."

"Swedish enterpri"..
87
8(li s
h
prise"

1776
1776
"Corporation."
"Corporation."

Citizen of one State
not residing in either.

Swedish tax on untax on
Swedish
divided
estates.
divided
estates.

"Life
"Life annuities."
annuites."
Ante, p.
p 1784.
Ate,
17.

TREATIES
TREATIES

2.
The
term
"corporation"
2. The
term
"corporation"
associations, jointjointiincludes
n c 1 u d e s associations,
stock
companies, and
stock companies,
and insurance
insurance
companies.
companies.
3.
A citizen
citizen of
of one
one of
3. A
of the
the
contracting
not residing
contracting States
States not
residing
in either
either shall
be deemed,
deemed, for
in
shall be
for the
the
purpose of
of this
Convention, to
purpose
this Convention,
to be
be
contracting
aa resident
resident of
of the
the contracting
State of
of which he
he is
is aacitizen.
citizen.
When doubt
doubt arises
arises with
with respect
When
respect
to
respect to
the
to residence
residence or
or with
with respect
to the
taxable
status of
of corporations
corporations or
or
taxable status
other
competent
other entities,
entities, the
the competent
authorities of
the two
contracting
authorities
of the
two contracting
question
States may
may settle
settle the
the question
by
agreement.
by mutual
mutual agreement.

4. The provisions of Swedish
Swedish
the taxation
of
law concerning
concerning the
taxation of
undivided estates
of deceased
the undivided
estates of
deceased
persons
apply where
where
persons shall not
not apply
the beneficiaries
the
beneficiaries are
directly liable
are directly
liable
to taxation
taxation in
United States
States
in the
the United
of America.
5. The term "life annuities"
annuities" re-

[54 STAT.
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2. Uttrycket
Uttrycket "bolag"
inbegriper
2.
"bolag" inbegriper
aktiebolag och
och foraktiebolag
f6rsakringsbolag.
sakringsbolag.

foreningar,
foreningar,

3. En
medborgare iien
en av
3.
En medborgare
av de
de
avtalslutande staterna,
staterna, som
ej
avtalslutande
som ej
bor i
av dessa
des,sa stater,
bor
i flagon
nagon av
stater,
skall vid
av detta
detta
skall
vid tillampning
tillampning av
avtal anses
bo i
den stat,
vars
avtal
anses bo
i den
stat, vars
m.edborgare han
ban är.
medborgare
ar.
I
handelse av
av tvivelsmAl
tvivelsmal rorande
rorande
I handelse
frAgan om
om var
var en
en person
person skall
fragan
skall
awes
vara boende
eller om
om var
var
anses vara
boende eller
bolag
eller andra
perbolag eller
andra juridiska
juridiska persaner
beskattningsayseende skoskosoner iibeskattningsavseende
la
anses hora
mA vedervederla anses
hora hemma,
hemma, ma
borande
borande myndigheter
bada
myndigheter ii de
de bada
avtalslutande staterna,
avgoavtalslutande
staterna trails,
trAffa avgorande
rande genom imsesidig
omsesidig overen6verenskoramelse.
skommelse.
4. F6reskrifterna
Foreskrifterna iiElven*
lagsvensk lagstiftning
stiftning rorande
rorande beskattning
beskattning av
av
oskifta
dtidsbon skola
ej aga
aga tilltilloskifta d6dsbon
skola ej
liampning dar
lampning
dar d6dsbodelagarna
dodsbodelagarna
aro
direkt
direkt
skattskyldiga
skattskyldiga
ii
Amerikas F6renta
Amerikas
Forenta Stater.
Stater.

5.
5. Uttrycket
Uttrycket "livranta"
"livranta" iiartikel
artikel

ferred to in Article X of this Con- X
X ayser
visa faststalld
faststalld summa,
snmma,
avser viss
vention means a
sum paypay- som enligt given farbindelse
a stated sum
forbindelse utbeutbe-

able
at stated
stated times
able periodically
periodically at
times
during
life, or
or during
during a
a specified
during life,
specified
number
obliganumber of
of years,
years, under
under an
an obligation to make the
the payments
payments in
in conconpaid for
sideration of a
agross sum paid
such
obligation.
such obligation.
Swedish
wedish "tees
"fes tax."
t."
6.
Swedish so-called
so-called "fees
"fees
6. The
The Swedish
tax"
(bevillningsavgift for
tax" (bevillningsavgift
offor vissa
vissa ofbased on
on
fentliga forestallningar)
forestillningar) based
gross income
affects
income in so far
fax as it
it affects
such individuals
individuals as
actors, artists,
artists,
such
as actors,
musicians
musicians and
professional athathand professional
letes shall be deemed
an inindeemed to
to be
be an
Ante,
p. 1767.
Aaf, p.
1767.
come tax for the purposes
come
purposes of Article
cle XIV
XIV (a).
(a).
Taxes
Taxes deducted
deducted
The
credit
for taxes provided in
from dividends and
from
Interest.
interest.
Article XIV
XIV shall have
have no applicaapplication to
to taxes deducted
at the
the
deducted at

periodiskt pa
talas periodiakt
pA, bestamda
bestamda tidtidpunkter under
under livstid
eller visst
visst
punkter
livstid eller
ar sasom
angivet antal Ar
sasom vederlag
inbetalningar.
for gjorda inbetalningar.

6.
De svenska
bevilbaingsavgif6. De
svenska bevillningsavgifterna for vissa
terna
vissa offentliga
offentliga forestallforestallningar, utgaende
utgA,ende A
bruttoinkomst
A bruttoinkomst
for artister, musiker och
och profesprofessionella idrottsmain,
idrottsman, m.fl.
m.fl. skola
skola vid
vid
tillampning av artikel XIV
tillampning
XIV (a)
(a)
anses vara skatter
anses
skatter aAinkomst.
inkomst.

Avdraget
Avdraget for skatter
skatter enligt artikel XIV skall icke
icke aga
Aga tilliampning
tillampning
a s/dan
A
sadan skatt A
Autdelning
utdelning eller ran-
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source from
dividends and interest
interest
source
from dividends
except
provided in
extent provided
except to the extent
paragraph (b) (2)
(2) of that Article.
application of the proIn the application
visions of this Convention
Convention the benefits of section 131 of the United
States Revenue
Revenue Act
Act of 1938, relatStates
ing
foreign taxes,
taxes,
ing to credits for foreign
shall
credit
the credit
accorded, but the
shall be
be accorded,
XIV (a)
(a)
provided for in
in Article XIV
United
States
shall not extend to
excess-profits taxes nor to the surexcess-profits
on personal holding
tax imposed on
companies.
companies.
of each of the con7. Citizens
Citizens of
tracting States residing within the
contracting State shall not
other contracting
be
subjected in the latter State
be subjected
to
to other or higher taxes than are
imposed
citizens of
of such
such
the citizens
upon the
imposed upon
latter State.
8.
provisions of
of this Con8. The provisions
vention
construed to
to
be construed
shall not be
vention shall
deny or
or affect
any manner the
in any
affect in
deny
right of
of diplomatic
diplomatic and
and consular
consular
right
officers to other or additional
additional exofficers
emptions
or which
enjoyed or
now enjoyed
emptions now
may
hereafter
be
granted
such
to such
may hereafter be granted to
officers, nor
nor to
to deny to either of
officers,
the
contracting States the right to
the contracting
subject to
its own
own diplotaxation its
to taxation
subject
matic and consular officers.
9. The
provisions of the present
present
9.
The provisions
Convention
construed
not be
be construed
shall not
Convention shall
to
restrict in any
manner any
any exany manner
to restrict
emption,
credit or
or other
other
deduction, credit
emption, deduction,
allowance
accorded by the laws of
allowance accorded
one
of the
contracting States
in the
the
States in
the contracting
one of
determination
of the
the tax
imposed
tax imposed
determination of
by
by such State.
10.
In the
the administration
of the
administration of
10. In
provisions
this Convention
reConvention reof this
provisions of
lating
to exchange
of information,
information,
exchange of
lating to
service of
of documents,
documents, and mutual
service
assistance in
collection of taxes,
in collection
assistance
fees
and
costs
incurred
ordiin the
the ordifees and costs incurred in
nary
course
shall
be
borne
the
by
borne
be
shal
course
nary
State
to
which
application
is
made
application
State to which
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i vita, som avdragits vid kallan, i
dare
i (b) (2)
dare man
man an som stadgas i
av samma artikel.
Vid
Vid tillampning
tillampning av
av detta avtal
avtal
skola
skola de
de formaner,
formaner, som inbegripas
i Section 131 av Forenta Staternas
i
52 Stat. 506.
62
06.
inkomstskattelag
inkomstskattelag av 1938 betraf- 26
U. S.
8. O.,
0., Supp.
utlindska skat- V, § 131.
fande avdrag for
f
stir utlandska
excess-profits
U. S. excess-profits
ter,
medgivas, men avdraget
avdraget jam- taxes
ter, medgivas,
and surtax on
on
personal holding comlikt artikel XIV (a) skall icke ut- personal
panies.
panies.
strackas att gala
galla skatt i
i Forenta
strackas
Staterna
"excess-profits" eller
Staterna aa "excess-profits"
Worts "personal
"personal
tillaggsskatt som paforts
companies".
holding companies".
Taxes on citizens
citl2ens of
7. Medborgare
Medborgare iien av de avtal- other
other State.
State.
staterna, vilka aro boslutande staterna,
satta
avt5dslutande
andra avtalslutande
satta i
i den
den andra
staten,
senare
skola ej ii den senare
staten, skola
statett
Sr andra eller
eller
for
forem&l f
staten vara foremal
higre skatter
skatter an
an dem,
dem, som
som paforas
p&foras
h6gre
doss egna
egna medborgare.
medborgare.
dess
8. Vad
Vad ii detta avtal stadgas toExemptionsgranted
diplomatic and
diplomatic
offcers.
consular officers.
&got satt
satt consular
pa n&got
skall icke anses pft
inkrakta pa
pA, eller
berora diploeller berora
inkrakta
matiska och
och konsulara
befattningskonsulara befattningsmatiska
havares ratt
andra eller
langre
eller langre
till andra
ratt till
havares
gaende
undantag, som nu
nu Atnjutas
atnjutas
g&ende undantag,
eller
framdeles ma
mft beviljas, eller
eller framdeles
of State to
to
betaga
nagondera
av
de avtalavtal- taxRight
av de
nagondera
betaga
its own officers
officem
slutande staterna
staterna ratten
beatt beratten att
slutande
skatta
sina
egna
diplomatiska
och
skatta sina egna diplomatiska och
konsulara befattningshavare.
befattningshavare.
konsulara
Exemptions, deducdeduc
Exemptions,
9.
Vad ii detta
detta avtal
6veren- Mons,
avtal tiveren9. Vad
etc., not aftions, eto.,
fected.
fected.
skornmits skall
skall icke
arises pa
nagot
pa nagot
icke anses
skommits
satt inkrakta
pa undantag,
undantag, avdrag
inkriakta p&
satt
eller
medsom medlattnader som
eller andra
andra lattnader
givits
i en av
lagstiftningen i
enligt lagstiftningen
givits enligt
de
staterna vid fastde avtalslutande
avtalslutande staterna
stallande
dess skatter.
stallande av doss

,

10.
Vid tillampning av avtalets
10. Vid
bestammelser
utbyte av
r6rande utbyte
bestimmelser rorande
upplysningar,
delgivning av handupplysningar, delgivning
lingar
handrackning
och omsesidig
6msesidig handrackning
lingar och
betraffande skatteindrivning
skola
skatteindrivning skola
betraffande
avgifter och kostnader, som fdreforeavgifter
komma vid
vid sedvanligt
forfarande,
sedvanligt forfarande,
komma
balms av
den stat,
stat, till
framtill vilken
vilken frambaras
av den

Mutual assistance,
costs.
etc., payment
payment of
ofcosts.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

but extraordinary
extraordinary costs incident
incident to staillning
stiihlning skett, men extraordin
extraordin ara
ära
special forms of procedure
procedure shall be kostnader
kostn.ader pa grund av anvanborne by the applying State.
dande av speciella
speciella forfaringssatt
fOrfaringssatt
dande
baras av den stat, som gjort frambaras
stall ningen.
stallningen.
Information held
held
Information
11. Documents and other comcom11. Handlingar
11.
Handlingar
confidential.
confidential.
och
andra
munications
information con- meddelanden
munications or information
meddelanden eller
dari f6reforedari
under kommande
tained therein, transmitted
transmitted under
upplysningar, vilka
kommande upplysningar,
the provisions
provisions of this Convention
Convention enligt f6reskrifterna
foreskrifterna iidetta avtal
by one of the contracting
contracting States overlanmats
6verlamnats fran en av de avtalavtalto the other contracting
contracting State slutande
slutande staterna
staterna till den andra
shall not be published,
published, revealed
or staten, ma icke
revealed or
icke off
entliggiiras,
offentligg6ras,
disclosed to any person
person except to uppenbaras
uppenbaras eller utlamnas till
till
the extent permitted
permitted under the nagon utom iiden man sadant medmedlaws of the latter
latter State with gives enligt lagstiftningen
lagstiftningen ii den
respect
respect to similar documents, com- senare staten iifraga
'raga om liknande
munications or information.
munications
information.
handlingar,
meddelanden
meddelanden och
och
npplysningar.
upplysningar.
12. As used with respect
respect to
12. DA
uttrycket "vunnit
"vunnit laga
laga
Da uttrycket
Ante, p.
p. 1770.
revenue claims in Article XVII
XVII kraft"
kraft" ii artikel XVII brukas
brukas ii
"Finally deter"Finally
deter- of this Convention the term fraga om skatteansprak,
skatteansprak, skall det
det
mined,"
mined," definition.
definition.
"finally determined"
"finally
determined" shall be
be anses
arises innebitra:
innebara:
deemed to mean:
(a) In the case of Sweden,
Sweden,
claims which have been finally
finally
established,
established, even though still
revision by exceptional
exceptional
open to revision
procedure;
procedure;
(b) In the case of the United
States of America, claims
claims which
which
are no longer appealable,
appealable, or
or
which have been determined
determined by
by
decision of a
acompetent
competent tribunal,
which decision has become
become final.
final.
"Competent au"Competent
thority," etc.
thority,"

13. As used in this Convention
Convention
the term "competent
"competent authority"
authority"
"competent authorities"
or "competent
authorities" means,
in the case of the United States of
America,
Secretary of the
America, the Secretary
Treasury
Treasury and in the case of SweSweden, the Finance
Finance Ministry.
14. The term "United
"United States of
of
America" as used
used in
in this
ConvenAmerica"
this Convention in a
a geographical
geographical sense includes only
Terrionly-the States, the
the Territories of Alaska and Hawaii, and
the District of Columbia.

(a) sAvitt
savitt anghr
angar Sverige,
Sverige, att
att
ansprEtket slutligen
sluthgen faststallts,
anspriket
fastst'illts,
aven
riven om det fortfarande
fortfarande kan
andras genom extraordinart
extraordinart forfarande;
farande;
(b)
(b) shvitt
savitt
angto
Forenta
anger
Staterna,
Staterna, att skatteanspraket
skatteanspaket
langre kan iverklagas
overklagas eller
ej langre
eller
att det faststallts
faststtallts genom
genom
avgOrando av
av
ett slutgiltigt avgorando
vederborlig
vederb6rlig myndighet.

13. Uttrycken
13.
Uttrycken "behorig
"behorig myndighet" eller "beh6riga
"behoriga myndigheter" enligt detta avtal betyda for
for
Forenta Staternas
Forenta
Staternas vidkomm.ande
vidkommande
Secretary of the Treasury"
Treasury"
"the Secretary
och f6r
fOr Sveriges
Sveriges vidkomnaande
vidkommande
finansd epartementet.
finansdepartementet.
"United
"United States
States of
of
i detta avtal uttrycket
14. Dar i
uttrycket
America."
America."
"Amerikas Forenta
Forenta Stater"
"Amerikas
Stater" anvandes ii geografisk
geografisk bemarkelse,
skall det anses
arises innefatta
allenast
innefatta allenast
delstatema, territorierna
Alaska
delstaterna,
territorierna Alaska
och Hawaii samt
saint distriktet
distriktet Columbia.
Interpretation and
Interpretation
and
15.
15. Should any
any difficulty
difficulty or
or
Skull° svArighet
svarighet eller
15. Skulle
application.
application.
eller tvidoubt arise as to the interpretainterprets- velsmal uppkomma
uppkomma rorande tolk-

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]
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SWEDEN- DOUBLE TAXATION-MAR.
TAXATION- MAR .23, 1939
1939
SWEDEN-DOUBLE

tion
application of the present
or application
tion or
Convention,
Convention, or its relationship to
Conventions
between one of the
Conventions between
contracting
contracting States and any other
State,
State, the competent authorities
of
the contracting
contracting States
States may
of the
settle
question by mutual
settle the question
agreement.
agreement.
16.
Convention and
The present Convention
16. The
Protocol
deemed to
Protocol shall not be deemed
affect
exchange of notes beaffect the exchange
tween the
the United
United States
Amerof AmerStates of
tween
ica
providing relief
Sweden providing
and Sweden
ica and
from double income taxation on
shipping profits, signed March
March
shipping
31, 1938.
this twentyWashington,this
Done at Washington,
third day of March,
March, nineteen
nineteen
third
hundred
hundred and thirty-nine.

tillampningen av foreningen eller tillanapningen
varande
eller dess forhAlvarande avtal eller
lande
till
mellan
mellan en av de
till
avtal
lande
avtalslutande staterna
staterna och en
avtalslutande
myntredje
behoriga rayntredje stat, skola behoriga
digheter
avtalslutan.de stadigheter ii de avtalslutande
terna
genom
avgorande genom
terna traffa avgorande
orasesidig
overenskommelse.
6msesidig 6verenskommelse.
16. FOrevarande
Forevarande avtal och proinverka ftA
tokoll
tokoll skola icke anses in.verka
giltigheten
notevaxlingen den
giltigheten av notevaixlingen
Forenta Sta31
mellan. Forenta
31 mars 1938 mellan
terna och
omsesidigt
om omsesidigt
Sverige om
och Sverige
terna
fritagan.de
fritagande av inkomstskatt av
in.komst harrorande
harrorande fran
Iran rederirorederiroinkomst
relse.
Som skedde
skedde iiWashington
Washington den
Som
tjugotredje
nittonhundra
nittonhundra
mars
tjugotredje
trettionio.

SUMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER
W .BOSTR6M
BOSTRoM
W.

Secretary
Secretary of State.

Signatures.
Signatures.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

nine
hundred and forty.
nine hundred
caused
IN TESTIMONY
have hereunder
hereunder set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
I have
WHEREOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
the Seal of the United States of America to
DONE at
the city
of Washington
this twelfth
twelfth day
day of
December,
of December,
Washington this
city of
at the
DONE
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
hundred
nine
in the year of our Lord one thousand
[SEAL]
thirty-nine,
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
thirty-nine, and of the Independence of the United States
[SEAL]
of
America the
the one
one hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred and
of America
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

52 Stat. 1490.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

AND
the said
convention and
and the said protocol
protocol have been
said convention
WHEREAS the
AND WHEREAS
duly
ratified on
on both
ratifications of the two Governthe ratifications
and the
parts and
both parts
duly ratified
ments
were exchanged
exchanged at
at Stockholm
day of
of Novemfourteenth day
the fourteenth
on the
Stockholm on
ments were
ber, one
thirty-nine;
hundred and thirty-nine;
nine hundred
thousand nine
one thousand
ber,
AND WHEREAS,
as is
is provided
the said
said convention
convention
XXII, the
Article X.XII,
in Article
provided in
WHEREAS, as
AND
shall become
become effective
effective on
on the
first day
January following the exof January
day of
the first
shall
change of
instruments of ratification;
ratification;
of the instruments
change
Now,
THEREFORE,
be
it
known
that
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
that I,
known
it
be
Now, THEREFORE,
caused the said conPresident
of
the
United
States
of
have
America,
of
States
United
the
of
President
public
vention
and
the
said
protocol
made
to the end that the
made
be
to
protocol
said
vention and the
same
and
every
article,
clause
and
part
thereof
be observed
observed and
and
may
thereof
part
and
clause
same and every article,
the
and
fulfilled
with
good
faith
by
the
United
America
of
States
United
fulfilled with good faith by the
citizens
thereof
on
and
from
the
first
day
of
January,
thousand
thousand
one
January,
of
day
citizens thereof on and from the first

By the
the President:
By

Arrangement regarding shipping
shippin g
garding
not affected.
affected.
profits not

Exchange
of ratifiExchange of
cations.
cations.

Proclamation.

Effective
data
Effective data
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Februar 15,1939
February
15, 1939
[T.
No. 959]
[T. S.
S. No.
959]
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TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Treaty between
between the
United States
the United
of America
States of
America and
and Monaco
Monaco respecting
respecting
extradition. Signed at
at Monaco
Monaco February
extradition.
February 15, 1939; ratification
ratification
advised by the Senate of the United
States August
ratified by
United States
August 1,
1, 1939;
1939; ratified
by
the President
Presidentof the United
United States
States August 30,
ratified by
Monaco
30, 1939;
1939; ratified
by Monaco
February
February 13, 1940; ratifications
ratifications exchanged at
at Monaco
Monaco February
February 27,
27,
1940; proclaimed
proclaimedby the President
Presidentof
1940;
the United
United States
of the
States March
March 27,
27, 1940.
1940.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.
BY THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preambl.

Texts.
Texts.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentarles.

WHEREAS an Extradition
Extradition Treaty
Treaty between
of
W HEREAS an
between the United States of
America and His Most Serene Highness
America
Highness the
Sovereign
Prince
of
the Sovereign Prince of
Monaco
concluded and
Monaco was concluded
signed by
by their
their respective
and signed
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries
in Monaco on the fifteenth
fifteenth day of
thousand nine
nine
of February, one
one thousand
hundred and thirty-nine, the original of
which Treaty,
Treaty, being
being in
the
of which
in the
English and the French
French languages, is
is word
for word
word as
word for
as follows:
follows:
EXTRADITION TREATY
EXTRADITION

'
EXTRADITION
TRAITE D
D'EXTRADITION

The
Government of the United
The Government
States of America
America and
Most
and His
His Most
Serene Highness
Highness the
the Sovereign
Sovereign
Prince of Monaco, desiring
to assure
desiring to
assure
aabetter administration
administration of
justice in
in
of justice
both countries,
have resolved
countries, have
to
resolved to
conclude a
a treaty
treaty for
for the
the extradiextradition of fugitives
fugitives from justice
justice and
and
have appointed
appointed for that
that purpose
purpose
the plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries designated
designated
to wit:
below, to
wit:
The President of the United
United
of America:
America:
States of
Paul C. Squire,
Squire, Consul
Consul of
of the
the
United States of
of America
at Nice,
America at
Nice,
France, and at Monaco;
Monaco;
His Most Serene
Serene Highness
the
Highness the
Sovereign Prince
Prince of
of Monaco:
Monaco:
Henry Mauran,
Minister PleniPleniMauran, Minister
potentiary, Secretary of
of State
State of
of
the Principality
of Monaco;
Monaco;
Principality of
Who, after
after having
communihaving communicated to each other
other their
their full
full

Le Gouvernement
Le
Gouvernement des
des EtatsEtatsd'Am6rique et
Unis d'Amerique
Altesse
et Son
Son Altesse
Ser4nissime le Prince
Serenissime
Prince Souverain
de
Souverain de
Monaco,
d6sirant assurer
Monaco, desirant
assurer une
meilune meilleure administration
administration de
la Justice
Justice
de la
dans les deux Pays, ont
de
ont resolu
resolu de
conclure un Traite pour
pour l'extradil'extradition des malfaiteurs
malfaiteurs fugitifs
fugitifs et
et ont
ont
nomm6, A
nomme,
a cet effet, les
les PleniPlenipotentiaires ci-apres
potentiaires
ci-apres design6s,
designes, sasavoir:
voir:

des Etats-TJnis
Le President
President des
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique:
d'Am6rique:
Paul C. Squire,
Squire, Consul
Consul des
des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Am6rique a
a Monaco
Monaco
en residence
Nice;
en
residence a
a Nice;
Son Altesse Ser6nissime
Serenissime le
le Prince
Prince
Souverain
Souverain de Monaco:
Monaco:
Henry Mauran, Ministre
PleniMinistre Plenipotentiaire, Secr6taire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat de
de
la Principaut6
Monaco;
Principaute de Monaco;
lesquels, apres s'etre
s'etre communicommuniqu6 leurs pleins pouvoirs trouves
qué
trouv6s

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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MONACO— EXTRADITION— FEB . 15, 1939
MONACO-EXTRADITION-FEB.

powers found in good and due en bonne et due forme, sont conform, have agreed upon the fol- venus des articles suivants:
lowing
lowing articles:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

ARTICLE PREMIER
PREMIER
ARTICLE

The High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties
Les Hautes Parties ContracContracagree to surrender to each
other tantes s'engagent
each other
A se livrer
s'engagent A
livrer recirecireciprocally
reciprocally persons who, having proquement les individus qui, pourbeen prosecuted
prosecuted for or convicted
convicted suivis ou condemn&
condamn6s pour l'un des
of any of the crimes or offenses crimes ou dents
specifies a
d6lits specifies
Al'article
specified
specified in the following article, suivant, commis dans la juridiccommitted within the jurisdiction tion de l'un des deux Etats auront
auront
of one of the two States shall have cherche
cherch6 un asile ou seront trouves
trouv6s
sought an asylum or
or shall be sur le territoire de l'autre.
l'autre.
found on
on the territory of
of the
the
other.
Nevertheless, the extradition
extradition
Toutefois, Pextradition
l'extradition n'aura
shall not take place except in aa lieu que dans le cas oà
of l'existence
case where the existence
existence of the vio- de l'infraction sera constat6e
constatee de
lation is shown in such manner
facon que
quo les lois du
oil
manner telle fagon
du Pays oi
trouve justifieraient
that the laws of the country where le fugitif sera trouv6
justifieraient
arrestation et sa mise en jugethe fugitive is found would justify son arrestation
his
prosecution if the rnent
delit y
ment Si
si le
le crime ou
ou d6lit
y avait
his arrest
arrest and prosecution
ete commis.
crime or offense had been com- 6te
mitted there.
mitted
there.
ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

ART. 2.
2.
ART.

granted for
for
Extradition shall be granted
the following
following crimes and offenses:
offenses:
1.
parricide, assassi1. Murder,
Murder, parricide,
nation, poisoning, infanticide;
manslaughter, when voluntary;
manslaughter,
assault with intent to commit
commit
murder;
murder;
abortion, bigamy;
2. Rape, abortion,
3. Arson;
4. Stealing accompanied by one
circumstances:
the following
following circumstances:
of the
violence,
threats,
housebreakhousebreakviolence, threats,
skeleton keys; stealing
comstealing coming, skeleton
mitted
inhabited
in an inhabited
mitted at
at night in
house;
committed by
by sevhouse; stealing committed
eral
persons or by one person beareral persons
ing arms;
5.
Forgeries in
in a
a public
or auaupublic or
5. Forgeries
in aacommercial
commercial
thentic document,
document, in

L'extradition sera
sera accord&
pour
L'extradition
accordee pour
dents suivants:
les crimes et d6lits
1—Meurtre,
assassinat,
l-Meurtre, parricide, assassinat,
empoisonnement, infanticide;
empoisonnement,
infanticide;

2—Viol,
2-Viol, avortement,
avortement, bigamie;
bigamie;
3—Incendie
volontaire;
3-Incendie volontaire;
4—Vol
4-Vol avec l'une des circonstances
violence, mesuivantes: violence,
mestances suivantes:
effraction, fausses clefs;
clefs; vols
vols
nace, effraction,
commis la nuit dans une maison
habitee; vol
coramis par
plusieurs
par plusieurs
habitee;
vol commis
personnes
ou par un individu porpersonnes on
d'armes;
teur d'armes;
5—Faux
ecriture publique on
ou
5-Faux en ecriture
authentique.
comauthentique, en ecriture de corn-

Reciprocal
surrenReciprocal surrender
proseder of persons
persons prosecuted
cuted for
for certain
certain
crimes.
crimes.

Restriction.
Restriction.

Extraditable crimes.
crimes.
Extraditable
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or bank
paper, in
private docuor
bank paper,
in a
a private
document; use
said forgeries;
forgeries;
ment;
use of
of the
the said
6. Counterfeiting,
Counterfeiting, falsifying
falsifying or
or
6.
alteration
paper
money,
alteration of
of coin
coin or
or paper money,
bonds
or coupons
coupons of
public debts,
debts,
bonds or
of public
bank
of State;
State; utterutterbank notes;
notes; seals
seals of
ance
of the
the articles
articles thus
ance or
or use
use of
thus
counterfeited, falsified
falsified or
or altered;
counterfeited,
altered;
7. Breach
Breach of
trust, embezzle7.
of trust,
embezzlement,
whether by
by public
deposiment, whether
public depositaries,
or by
or public
taries, or
by ministerial
ministerial or
public
officers;
embezzlement by
officers; embezzlement
by a
a hired
hired
person
prejudice of
person to
to the
the prejudice
of his
his
employer,
embezzlement or
or abemployer, embezzlement
abstraction by an innkeeper,
carrier,
straction
innkeeper, carrier,
boatman, or
agents, when
or their agents,
when
such acts are
punishable by
the
are punishable
by the
laws of both countries
countries and
and when
when
the amount
the
the sums
or values
values
amount of
of the
sums or
concerned
concerned in the offense
offense is
is not
not less
less
than two hundred
hundred dollars
or five
five
dollars or
thousand
thousand francs;
francs;
8. Obtaining
Obtaining money,
money, securities
securities
8.
or other property
property under
under false
false prepretenses,
such acts
acts
tenses, and
and theft,
theft, when
when such
are punishable
are
of
punishable by
by the
the laws
laws of
both countries and
and when
when the
the
amount of the sums or values
values
affected by the violation is not
affected
not
less than two
hundred dollars
or
two hundred
dollars or
five thousand
francs;
five
thousand francs;
9. False swearing, false
false witness,
witness,
subornation
subornation of
of witnesses,
witnesses, experts
experts
or interpreters;
interpreters;
or
10.
Child-stealing, abduction
10. Child-stealing,
abduction of
of
aaminor boy under the age of
of 14
or
14 or
age of
aagirl
girl under
under the age
of 16;
16;

11.
Kidnapping or
11. Kidnapping
illegal dedeor illegal
tention;
tention;
12. Wilful
Wilful and
unlawful oband unlawful
obstruction or destruction
destruction of
railof railendanger human
ways, which may
may endanger
human
life;
life;
13. a. Piracy,
by the
law of
of
Piracy, by
the law
nations;
nations;
b. The act by any
any person,
person,
being or not being one of the crew

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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merce
ou de
de banque,
banque, en
en 6criture
ecriture
merce ou
privee; usage
usage desdits
faux;
priv6e;
desdits faux;
6—Contrefacon, falsification
falsification ou
ou
6-Contrefagon,
alteration
de monnaie,
alteration de
monnaie, papier
papier
monnaie,
raonnaie, titres
ou coupons
coupons de
de
titres ou
dettes publiques,
publiques, billets
billets de
banque;
dettes
de banque;
sceaux de
de l'Etat;
emission ou
ou
sceaux
l'Etat; emission
objets ainsi
usage des objets
ainsi contrefaits,
contrefaits,
falsifies ou
ou alter6s;
alter& ;
falsifies
7—Abus
de confiance,
confiance, d6tournedetourne7-Abus de
ment soit par
depositaires
par des d6positaires
publics, soit par des officiers
officiers miminist6riels
nis
teriels ou publics;
de tournement
publics; detournement
par une personne
salariee au
au
personne salari6e
prejudice
de son
patron, detourneprejudice de
son patron,
detournement
ment ou soustraction
soustraction par
par auberaubergiste, voiturier,
voitmier, batelier
batelier ou
ou leurs
leurs
giste,
pr6poses,
preposes, lorsque
lorsque ces
ces actes
actes sont
sont
punis par les
les lois
lois des
deux Pays
Pays et
et
punis
des deux
lorsque le
le montant
montant des
des sommes
on
lorsque
sommes ou
valeurs
sur lesquelles
lesquelles porte
porte l'invaleurs sur
l'infraction
n'est pas
pas inferieure
inferieure aa 200
fraction n'est
200
dollars
5.000 francs;
francs;
dollars ou
ou 5.000
8—Obtention d'argent,
d'argent, de
de titres
8-Obtention
titres
de valeur
valeur ou
on autres
autres biens;
escrobiens; escroquerie, vol,
lorsque ces
ces actes
actes sont
vol, lorsque
sont
punis par les lois
lois des
des deux
deux Pays
Pays
et lorsque le montant
montant des sommes
sommes
on
valeurs sur
porte
ou valeurs
sur lesquelles
lesquelles porte
l'infraction
l'infraction n'est pas
pas inferieur
inferieur A
200
dollars ou
5.000 francs;
francs;
200 dollars
ou 5.000
9—Faux serment,
serment, faux
temoi9-Faux
faux t6moignage,
gnage, subordination
subordination de
de temoins,
temoins,
cl'experts ou
ou d'interpretes;
d'interpretes;
d'experts
10-Vol
d'enfant, enlevement
10—Vol &enfant,
enlevement
d'un mineur
mineur au-dessous
au-dessous de
quad'un
de quatorze ans ou d'une fille au-dessous
au-dessous
de
seize ans;
ans;
de seize
11-Sequestration ou
11—Sequestration
ou detention
detention
illegale;
illegale;
12-Obstruction ou destruction
12—Obstruction
destruction
volontaire et
volontaire
et illegale
illegale des
des voies
voies
ferrees qui puisse
fexTees
puisse mettre
mettre en danger
danger
personnes;
la vie des personnes;
13-a/ Piraterie
13—a/
Piraterie d'aprs
d'apres le droit
droit
des
gens;
des gens;
b/ Le fait, par tout
tout indiou non de
vidu faisant partie on
de
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of aa seagoing vessel or
ship, of
or ship,
of
taking possession of such
such vessel
vessel
by fraud or violence;
violence;
c. Wrongfully
Wrongfully destroying,
sinking, stranding or causing
the
causing the
loss of aavessel at
at sea;
sea;

l'equipage
l'equipage d'un navire ou bAtiment
batiment
de mer, de s'emparer
s'enaparer dudit batibatiou
violence;
ment par fraude
fraude ou violence;
c/ Destruction, su
bmersion,
submersion,
6chouement
echouement ou
on perte d'un navire
en mer dans une intention
intention coupable;
d. Revolt
Revolt or conspiracy,
conspiracy, by
by
d/ Revolte
R6volte ou complot, par
persons on
two or more persons
on board
board a
a deux ou plusieurs personnes
personnes a
a,
vessel on the high seas, against
against bord d'un navire en haute mer,
mer,
the authority of the captain or
or contre l'autorite
ou
l'autorit6 du capitaine
capitaine ou
master;
patron;
e. Assault on board a
a vese/
a, bord
e/ Agression A
bord d'un
sel on the high seas with intent to
to navire
navire en haute mer avec intenintenkill or inflict serious injuries;
injuries;
tion de commettre un homicide
homicide
ou de faire des blessures graves;
graves;
14. Crimes
Crimes and offenses
offenses com14-Crimes et Wits
14—Crimes
delits commis conmitted against the laws of both tre les lois
Pays sur
sur la
lois des
des deux Pays
la
countries on the suppression
suppression of suppression
suppression de l'esclavage et la
la
slavery and the slave trade;
trade;
traits;
traite;
15. Fraudulent
Fraudulent receiving
receiving and
15-Recel
15—Recel frauduleux
frauduleux des objets
concealment
concealment of articles or values
values ou valeurs obtenus A
a. l'aide d'un
a crime or an crime ou d'un delit, lorsque
obtained through a
lorsque cet
cet
offense, when such act
act is punishpunish- acts
acte est puni par les
les lois
lois des deux
able under the laws of both councoun- Pays et lorsque le montant desdits
desdits
tries and when the amount of the objets ou valeurs
valeurs n'est pas infeinf.
&
said articles or values is
is not less
less rieur aa 200 dollars ou 5.000
5.000 francs;
francs;
than two hundred dollars or five
thousand francs;
francs;
thousand
16. Crimes and offenses
offenses relating
relating
16—Crimes
16-Crimes et delits relatifs aala
to the traffic in women and chil- Traite des femmes et des enfants;
enfants;
dren;
17. Crimes and offenses covered
covered
17—Crimes et
prevus par
par
17-Crimes
et delits pr6vus
by the laws concerning the
the use of les lois concernant
concernant l'usage
l'usage et le
le
and traffic in opium and
and other
other Trafic de l'Opium
l'Opium et autres stupestupenarcotics.
narco
tics.
fiants.
Attempts,
etc.,
Attempts, etc.,
Extradition
Extradition shall also be granted
granted
L'extradition sera
aussi accordee
accordee commit
L'extradition
sera aussi
commit offenses.
offenes.
for the attempt to commit the acts pour la tentative des faits enume6num6listed above, for participation or
or res ci-dessus,
ci-dessus, pour la participation
participation
complicity in the
faits,
complicity
the said acts, when
when ou complicite dans
dans lesdits
lesdits faits,
participation or lorsque cette tentative, participasuch attempt, participation
complicity is
punishable accordcomplicity
is punishable
complicit6 sera
accord- tion ou complicite
sera punissable
punissable
ing to the laws of the two coun- d'apres la
la legislation
legislation des deux
deux Pays.
Pays.
tries.
ARTICLE III
III
ART. 3.
ART.
3.
Requisitions
Requisitions
Les
demandes d'extradition
d'extradition sesefor extradition
extradition
Les demandes
shall be made by the diplomatic ront faites
faiths par
par les
les agents diploagents, or, in their absence, either
d'absence de
either matiques, ou,
ou, en cas
cas d'absence
de
193470--41-PT.
19347W-41—PT. xi-35
i--35

to
to

Requisitions for
for ex=Requisitions
tradtion
tradition.
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Accompanying docAccompanying
doouments.

Procedure.
Procedure.

Arrest.

In Monaco.

In Monaco.

In II.
U. B.
S. A.
A.

In

urgent
cases.
Urgent cases.

Release, condition.
condition.
Release,
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Pays soit
soit du
du siege
siege
from the
the country
country or
or its
its seat of
of ceux-ci, soit du Pays
Gouvernement, par lea
government, by the
les Consuls
government,
the consuls
consuls or du Gouvernement,
ou Agents consulaires.
consular agents.
consular
If
demande concern°
concerne un fugiIf the requisition
requisition concerns
concerns aa Si la demande
fugitive who
condamne contradictoirement,
contradictoirement,
fugitive
who has
has been
been convicted
convicted tif condamne
after a
accompagn6e d'une
a hearing in court (contra- elle devra etre accompagnee
d'une
dictoirement), it must be accomexpedition authentique de la sensendictoirement),
accom- expedition
authenticated tence; si elle concerne
concerne un fugitif,
panied with aa duly authenticated
fugitif,
sentence; if it
copy of
of the
the sentence;
conit concerns
concerns soit simplement inculpe, soit cona
damn6 par contumace ou par
par
a fugitive who has merely been damne
clef aut, elle sera accompagnee
charged with a
charged
a crime or offense or defaut,
accompagn6e d'une
convicted in his default or absence, copie authentique
mandat
authentique du mandat
it
with a
a d'arret
d'arret et des depositions ou
it must be accompanied with
tres preuves sur lesquelles le
le
duly authenticated
authenticated copy of the as
autres
warrant of arrest and of the depodepo- mandat a
a6et
ete d6cern6.
decerne. La proceproceevidence upon dure d'extradition
d'extradition sera suivie consitions or other evidence
which such warrant was issued. formement
formement aux lois en vigueur
vigueur
The procedure
procedure of extradition
extradition shall
shall sur la matiere dans le Pays requis.
be followed
according to the laws
followed according
regulating extradition in force
force in
the country on which the requisition is made.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV

ART.
4.
ART. 4.

The
arrest of
of the
The arrest
the fugitive
fugitive crimicrimirequested on
informanal may
may be requested
on information
telegraph, of
the
tion even by telegraph,
of the
existence
existence of a
judgment of
of convicconvica judgment
tion or
of a
of arrest.
tion
or of
a warrant
warrant of
arrest.
Monaco, the
In Monaco,
application for
the application
for
the
arrest shall
shall be
the arrest
be addressed
addressed to
to
the Minister of
of State, who
shall
who shall
transmit
the proper
proper auautransmit it
it to
to the
thority.
In the United States of America,
the
application for
shall be
the application
for arrest
arrest shall
be
addressed
to the
Secretary of
of
addressed to
the Secretary
warrant
State, who shall
shall deliver
deliver a
a warrant
certifying that
application is
certifying
that the
the application
is
regular
the comregular and requesting
requesting the
petent
authorities to
take action
petent authorities
to take
action
in conformity
thereon in
conformity with
with law.
law.

L'arrestation du criminel
crirainel fugitif
L'arrestation
peut etre
demand& sur avis meme
Wtre demandee
mmme
telegraphique
Pexistence d'une
tel6graphique de l'existence
sentence de condamnation
sentence
condamnation ou d'un
mandat d'arret.
A Monaco,
A
Monaco, la demande d'arrestation est adressee
adress6e au Ministre
qui la
la transmet
d'Etat, qui
transmet a.A l'Autorite comp6tente.
competente.

In each country, in case of ur-

Dans chaque Pays, en cas
d'urgence, le magistrat competent
comp6tent
peut 8tre
etre saisi directement
directement de la
demande
demande d'arrestation
conform&
d'arrestation conformment aux lois en vigueur.
Dans lea
les deux Pays, la personne
mise
arretee provisoirement
provisoirement sera mist)

arrest
gency, the
the application
application for
for arrest
may
to the
the
may be addressed
addressed directly to
competent
magistrate in
competent magistrate
in conformconformity with the laws in force.
force.
In both
person
In
both countries,
countries, the
the person
provisionally
provisionally arrested
shall be
arrested shall
be

Aux Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, la
demande d'arrestation
d'arrestation est adresdemande
Secretaire d'Etat qui desee au Secr6taire
livrera un mandat constatant
constatant
qu'elle est rdguliere
reguli.ere et requerant
requ6rant
lea Autorites
les
Autorites competentes
comp6tentes d'y donner suite conformement
conforraement a
a la
la Loi.
Loi.
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released, if, within aa period of en liberto
libert6 si, dans un delai
alai de
forty days from the date of arrest quarante jours a
dater de l'arrestaAdater
Monaco, or from the date of tion
in Monaco,
Monaco ou
ou du
du mandat
tion a
/. Monaco
mandat de
de
commitment in the United States depot
dep6t aux Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique,
of America,
America, the formal requisition
requisition la
la domande
demande reguliere
reguliere d'extradifor extradition
extradition accompanied
accompanied with tion, accompagnee
accompagnee des pieces prethe documents
documents prescribed in the scrites a.
l'article precedent, n'a
a l'article
foregoing article has not been pas ete presentee
L'Agent
pr6sentee par L'Agent
submitted by the diplomatic
diplomatic agent diplomatique
diplomatique du Pays requerant
requerant
of the country making
making the requirequi- ou, en son absence, par un Consul
absence, by aa ou Agent consulaire
sition or, in his absence,
cc Pays.
consulaire de ce
consul or consular
consular agent of said
country.
ARTICLE V
V
ART.
ARTICLE
ART. 5.
5.
Les
The contracting
contracting Parties shall
ne
contractantes no
Les parties contractantes
obligees de livrer leurs
not
deliver up their seront pas obligees
not be bound to deliver
own citizens or subjects under the propres citoyens ou sujets, en
vertu des stipulations
stipulations du present
stipulations of this treaty.
trait&
traite.
ART. 6.
6.
ART.
ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE
No person shall be surrendered
surrendered
offense for which his extraif the offense
a political
requested is
is of a
dition is requested
character, or if he proves that the
character,
requisition for his surrender
surrender has,
requisition
in fact, been made with aaview to
try
offense
or punish
punish him for an offense
try or
of aapolitical character.
character.
If any question arises as to
whether a
a case comes within the
provisions
of this
this article, the
provisions of
authorities of the Government
Government on
which the requisition is made
shall decide.
However,
violation
the violation
However, when the
comprises the act of murder,
assassination
poisoning, either
assassination or poisoning,
consummated
attempted, the
the
or attempted,
consummated or
fact
fact that
that the offense was committed
or attempted
the
attempted against the
mitted or
the Sovereign
Sovereign or Head of
life of the
any State,
the life
life of
against the
State, or against
any
family, shall
of his
his family,
any member
member of
deemed sufficient
sufficient to susbe deemed
not be
such crime or offense
tain that such
of aa political
political character, or that
is of
it
has any
with crimes
crimes
connection with
any connection
it has
or offenses
offenses of
of a
political character.
a political
or

Aucun individu ne sera livre si
l'infraction pour laquelle
laquelle son extradition
demand& a
caractere
a un caractere
dition est demand6e
politique
quo la
ou s'il prouve que
politique on
demande
d'extradition a
6et faite
faite
a ete
demande d'extradition
en
but de le pourdans le
le but
realite dans
en realite
suivre
punir pour une
suivre ou de le punir
infraction de caractere
caractere politique.
infraction
Si la question s'eleve de savoir
savoir
les previsions
cas rentre
rentre dans les
si le cas
de
disposition qui precede, la
de la disposition
decision
appartiendra aux Autodecision appartiendra
rites du Pays requis.
Cependant, lorsque l'infraction
l'infraction
meurtre on
ou
comprend l'acte de meurtre
d'empoisonnement,
d'assassinat ou d'empoisonnement,
accompli, soit tente, le fait
soit accompli,
6te commise ou
que l'offense aa ete
entreprise contre
du
les jours
jours du
contre les
entreprise
Souverain ou
on Chef
Chef d'un Etat quel
Souverain
qu'il soit,
lea jours de
ou contre
contre les
soit, ou
qu'il
n'importe quel membre
sa
membre de sa
n'importe
famine,
ne
sera
pas
estime
suffisant
famille, ne sera pas estime suffisant
soutenir quo
ce crime ou
que co
pour soutenir
delit
est
d'un
caractere
politique,
delit est d'un caractere politique,
avec
a quelque
quelque rapport avec
qu'il a
ou qu'il
on delfts
caractere
delits de caractere
des crimes ou
politique.
politique.

Delivery by a
a country of its own citizens,
citizens,
etc.

Political offenses.
offenses.
Political

Decision as to nature
Decision
of offense.
offense.

Assassination,
Assassination, etc.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII
VII
Trial limited
Trial
to
offense for which
which suroffense
rendered.
rendered.

for

Prior
same
Prior trial for same
act.

Time limitation.

Timelimitation.

Person under
under prosePerson
prosecution
cution in
country
where found.
where

surrendered by
one
No person surrendered
by one
of the High Contracting Parties
to the other shall be prosecuted,
judged or punished for any
any crime
or offense committed prior
prior to
to his
his
extradition, other
extradition,
other than
than the ofoffense for which his surrender was
fense
accorded, and no person shall
shall
be arrested or detained by civil
process for a
a cause prior to the
extradition, unless, in either case,
he has been at liberty for one
month to leave
leave the country, after
after
having been tried, or, in case of
conviction, after having either
served his sentence
sentence or obtained
pardon.

ART. 7.
7.

Aucun individu livre
livrd par
par une
des hautes parties contractantes
juge
aa l'autre ne sera poursuivi,
poursuivi, jug6
ou
aucune infraction
infraction
ou puni
puni pour aucune
commise anterieurement
a. son
son
anterieurement A
extradition, autre que celle
cello pour
pour
laquelle sa remise a
a ete
6te accord&
accord6e;;
aucun individu ne sera arrete
arrete ni
ni
&tem' au civil pour une
tme cause
cause
d6tenu
anterieure
a. l'extradition,
rextradition, A.
moins
ant6rieure A
Amoins
qua,
que, soit dans un cas, soit dans
dans
de
l'autre, IIil n'ait eu la liberte
liberte de
quitter de nouveau le
le Pays
Pays penpenapres avoir
juge,
dant un
un mois,
mois, apres
avoir été
ete juge,
ou, en cas de condamnation,
condamnation, apres
apres
avoir soit subi sa peine, soit
soit
obtenu sa grAce.

ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE
VIII

ART. 8.
8.
ART.

Extradition
shall not
Extradition shall
not be
be granted,
granted,
under the stipulations of this Convention, if the person claimed has
been tried for the same act
act in
in the
the
requisition is
country to which the requisition
subsequent to
addressed, or if, subsequent
to the
the
acts with which he is charged, the
prosecution or the conviction,
prosecution
conviction, the
the
action or the sentence has become
barred by limitation, according
according to
to
the law of
country.
of the
the said country.

L'extradition ne sera pas acL'extradition
accordee,
cord6e, en vertu des stipulations de
la pr6sente
present° Convention, si l'individu reclame
jugepour le
reclamd a
a ete jug6
mama
ou,
mmem fait dans le Pays requis, ou,
si depuis les
lea faits qui lui sont imputes, les poursuites
poursuites ou is
la condamnation, is
la prescription de l'action
l'action
ou de is
d'apres
la peine est acquise d'apras
is loi de ce Pays.
la

ARTICLE IX

ART. 9.
9.

If, at the time of the requisition,
requisition,
Si l'individu re:cisme
reclam6 est pourthe person claimed
claimed is being
being pros- suivi au moment de is
la demande,
ecuted, or has been convicted
convicted of a
a ou se trouve condamne
condamne pour un
crime or offense committed
committed in the crime ou un delit commis dans le
country
country of refuge, his extradition
extradition Pays de refuge,
refuge, son extradition
extradition
may be deferred until such prose- pourra etre diff6ere
differee jusqu'A
quo
jusqu'a ce que
cution is terminated,
terminated, and/or until ces poursuites soient terminees
termin6es
he has been released in conformity
conformity et
ait ete mis en
at jusqu'a
jusqu'A, ce qu'il alt
with law.
libert6 conformement
conformement a.a la
liberte
Is loi.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE X

Person claimed by
other powers.
powers.

[54 STAT.

ART. 10.
ART.
10.

If the person claimed by one of
of
Si l'individu reclame
reclam6 par l'une
l'ime
the High Contracting Parties, in des hautes parties contractantes
contractantes
virtue of this treaty, is also claimed
claimed en vertu du present Trait6
Traite est
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by one or more other Powers on
account of crimes or offenses comrespective jurismitted in
in their respective
dictions, his extradition shall be
granted to the State whose demand is received first; unless the
Government from which extradiGovernment
tion
tion is
is asked is bound by treaty,
concurrent demands, to
in case of concurrent
accord
preference to the one that is
accord preference
first in date, in which event that
followed, unless also
be followed,
rule shall be
an arrangement
arrangement exists between the
demanding Governments
Governments which
demanding
would decide
decide the preference
preference either
on
account
of
the
gravity of the
on account
offenses
committed
offenses committed or for any
other reason.

aussi reclarne
r6clame par une ou plusieurs
autres Puissances, du chef de
crimes ou d6lits
Wits commis dans leurs
juridictions respectives,
respectives, son exaccord& a
A l'Etat
tradition sera accordee
dont la demande
demande aura ete regue
revue la
premiere, A
amoms
moins que le Gouvernement
ment requis ne soit tenu par
Trait&
Trait6, dans le cas de demandes
concurrentes,
d'accorder la preconcurrentes, d'accorder
ference a
A celle qui est la premiere
en date, et alors on se conformera
conformera
6galement
A moms
moins egalement
a cette regle, a
qu'il n'existe entre les Gouvernements
requerants un arrangement
arrangement
ments requ6rants
preference,
d6ciderait de la preference,
qui deciderait
soit a
a raison de la gravite
gravit6 des infractions
commises, soit pour tout
fractions cornmises,
autre
motif.
autre

ARTICLE XI

ART. 11.
11.
ART.

seized which were
All articles
articles seized
in
the possession of the person to
in the
be surrendered
surrendered at the time of his
arrest,
whether they are the proarrest, whether
ceeds
crime or offense
ceeds of the crime
charged,
charged, or can be used as elements to establish the proof of
the
offense, shall, so far
the crime or offense,
as
as practicable, and if the competent authority of the State
petent
applied to orders the delivery
thereof,
be given up at the time
thereof, be
extradition
is
effected.
extradition
the
Nevertheless, the rights of third
parties
parties with regard to the articles
aforesaid
shall be duly respected.
aforesaid shall

&talTous lea
les objets saisis qui 6taian moment de son arrestation,
arrestation,
ent, au
en
possession de la personne a
en la possession
proviennent du crime
livrer, qu'ils proviennent
ou
charge ou
A sa charge
d6lit releve a
ou délit
gulls
pui,ssent servir d'elements
qu'ils puissent
pour
6tablir la preuve du crime ou
pour etablir
du
&lit seront, autant
autant que possidu delit
ble,
comp6tente de
l'autorite competente
ble, et
et si l'autorite
l'Etat requis en ordonne la remise,
oi l'extradidelivres
delivr6s au moment oa
s'effectuera. Toutefois, les
tion s'effectuera.
dont
droits
droits des tiers sur les objets dont
II
dilment respectes.
respectes.
seront dfment
il s'agit
s'agit seront

ARTICLE
XII
ARTICLE XII

ART.
12.
ART. 12.

The
occasioned by
expenses occasioned
The expenses
examination and delivthe arrest, examination
ery
persons claimed shall
the persons
ery of the
be
Government reby the Government
borne by
be borne
questing
questing the extradition. HowGovernment shall not
ever, such Government
have
expense for the
to bear any expense
have to
services of such public officers or
functionaries of the Government
Government
functionaries

Les
occasionn6s par l'arresfrais occasionnes
Les frais
l'interrogatoire et la remise
tation, l'interrogatoire
des
reclames seront A
individus reclames
des individus
la charge
charge du Gouvemement
Gouvernement requerant.
Toutefois, ce GouvemeGouvernequ6rant. Toutefois,
ment
supporter lea
les
a supporter
n'aura pas a
ment n'aura
frais
Al'intervention
l'intervention
rapportant a
frais se rapportant
de
fonctionnaires ou officiers pude fonctionnaires
blics
du Gouvernement
Gouvemement requis
dont
requis dont
blics du

Articles seized
Articles
seized with
with

fugitive.

Expenses
Expenses of arrest
arrest
transportation.
and transportation.
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Ratifications.
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Duration.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Ratifications exRatifications exchanged.
changed.
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from
from which
which extradition
extradition is
is sought
sought
as
receive a
fixed
salary
from the
the
as receive
a fixed salary from
State.
State. It
It is
is understood
understood that
that the
charge for
for the
the services
such
charge
services of
of such
public officers
as
public
officers or
or functionaries
functionaries as
receive only
only fees
perquisites
receive
fees or
or perquisites
their customary
customary
shall not
not exceed
exceed their
fees for
acts or
fees
for the
the acts
or services
services perperthem had
such acts
or
formed by
by them
had such
acts or
services been
been performed
performed in
ordiservices
in ordinary criminal
nary
criminal proceedings
proceedings under
under
the
country of
of which
the laws
laws of
of the
the country
which
the
extradition is
is requested.
the extradition
requested.

le ministere
les services
sont
le
ministere ou
ou les
services sont
remuneres
un traitement
traitement fixe
fixe
r6mun6r6s par
par un
de l'Etat.
de
l'Etat. 11
I est
est entendu
entendu que
que les
les
frais
aux fonctionnaires
frais dus
dus aux
fonctionnaires ou
ou
officiers
publics, dont
les actes
actes ou
officiers publics,
dont les
ou
services sont
remuneres par
des
services
sont r6mun6res
par des
emoluments
ou honoraires
honoraires ne
ne deemoluments ou
depasseront
pas le
le chiffre
chiffre des
honopasseront pas
des honoraires
reguliers qu'ils
qu'ils auraient
auraient
raires reguliers
touches pour
les services
ou actes
touches
pour les
services ou
actes
accomplis ou
eux si
accomplis
ou rendus
rendus par
par eux
si ces
ces
actes
avaient concerne
actes ou
ou services
services avaient
concerne
procedure penale
une procedure
penale ordinaire
ordinaire
suivant les
les lois
lois du
du Pays
suivant
Pays requis.
requis.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII
XIII

ART. 13.
ART.
13.

This treaty
take effect
effect in
This
treaty shall
shall take
in
Le present
Le
present Traite
Traite sera
execusera execu30
after the
the date
30 days
days after
date of
of the
the exex- toire
toire trente
trente jours
jours apres
apres 1'echange
Pechange
change
of ratifications,
ratifications, and
shall de
change of
and shall
ratifications et
et ne
ne s'appliquera
de ratifications
s'appliquera
not
not operate
operate retroactively.
retroactively.
qu'aux
at d6lits
delfts commis
commis
qu'aux crimes
crimes et
en vigueur.
vigueur.
apres sa mise
mise en
The ratifications of
treaty
of this
this treaty
Les ratifications
Les
ratifications en
en seront
seront
shall be
at Monaco
as echangees
be exchanged
exchanged at
Monaco as
6changees a
Monaco aussit6t
aussitet que
qua
a Monaco
soon as
as possible,
possible, and
con- possible, at
soon
and it
it shall
shall conet il continuera
continuera a
a proprotinue to produce
produce its effects for aa duire ses effets pendant
pendant six
six mois
mois A
period of six months
after either
of partir de la
months after
either of
la denonciation
denonciation qui
qui en
en
the High Contracting
Contracting Parties shall
shall serait faite par l'une
l'une des
des deux
deux
have given notice
have
of its
intention hautes
notice of
its intention
hautes parties
contractantes.
parties contractantes.
to
it.
to terminate
terminate it.
I
N WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the
the rere—
IN
EN FOI
QUOI, leS
EN
FOI DE
DE QUOI,
les PlenipotenPlenipotenspective
Plenipotentiaries have
Plenipotentiaries
have tiaires respectifs ont signe
signe les
les
signed the
signed
both in
in articles
the above
above articles
articles both
ci-dessus tant
tant en
articles ci-dessus
en langue
langue
English
English and
and French
French and
and have
have frangaise
francaise qu'en langue
langue anglaise et
hereunto
affixed their
seals.
hereunto affixed
their seals.
y ont
y
ont appose
appose leurs
leurs cachets.
cachets.
DONE,
in duplicate,
at Monaco,
DONE, in
duplicate, at
Monaco,
FAIT, en
FAIT,
double, A
a, Monaco,
Monaco, ce
ce
en double,
this fifteenth day of February,
February, in
in quinzieme
quinzieme jour de Fevrier
Fevrier de
de l'an
the year nineteen hundred
hundred and
and dix
neuf cent
trente neuf.
neuf.
dix neuf
cent trente
thirty-nine.
thirty-nine.
PAUL C.
QUIRE
PAUL
C. S
SQUI
IRE

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

H MAURAN
M AURAN
H

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

AND
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
Treaty has
has been
duly ratified
ratified on
both parts
said Treaty
been duly
on both
parts

and the ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were exchanged
in
exchanged in
Monaco
twenty-seventh day of February, one thousand nine
Monaco on the twenty-seventh
hundred and
and forty;
hundred
forty;
AND WHEREAS
after
WHEREAS the said Treaty shall take effect thirty days after
the date of the exchange of ratifications
ratifications in
accordance with
with Article
in accordance
Article
XIII thereof;
XIII
thereof;

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

MONACO—
EXTRADITION— FEB. 15,
MONACO-EXTRADITION-FEB.
15, 1939
1939

Now, THEREFORE,
be it
THEREFORE, be
it known
known that
that I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,

1789
Proclamation.
Proclamation.

President
President of the United States of America,
America, have caused the said Treaty
Treaty
to be made public to the end
and
end that
that the
the same
same and
and every article
article and
clause thereof may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the
United States
of America
America and
United
States of
and the
the citizens
citizens thereof
thereof on
and from
from the
on and
the
twenty-eighth day of March, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
twenty-eighth
hundred and forty.
forty.
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
I
N TESTIMONY
hereunto set
set my
and caused
caused
my hand
hand and
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
Washington this
DONE at the city of Washington
this twenty-seventh
twenty-seventh day
day of March,
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
[SEAL] forty,
forty, and
of the
the Independence
of the
the United
States of
[SEAL]
and of
Independence of
United States
of
America the
the one
one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

Effective date.

Effectivedate.
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December 3,1938
3, 1938
December
[T.
No. 9801
9601
a'. S.
S. No.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Treaty
between the
the United
of America
America and
and Iraq
respecting comcomTreaty between
United States
States of
Iraq respecting
merce and navigation.
Signed at Baghdad
Baghdad December
merce
navigation. Signed
December 3,
3, 1938;
1938;
ratification
advised by the
ratification advised
the Senate
States August
August 1,
1939;
Senate of
of the
the United
United States
1, 1939;
ratified
Presidentof the United
United States
ratified by the President
30, 1939;
1989; ratified
ratified
States August 30,
by Iraq
Iraq May 1, 1940;
1940; ratifications
ratifications exchanged at
at Baghdad
May 20,
Baghdad May
20,
1940; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of
of the
United States
States May
the United
May 29,
29, 1940.
1940.
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
OF THE
TH.E. UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
UN1TED STATES
AMIEIOA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Premble.

WHEREAS
W KERF.As a
a Treaty of Commerce
Commerce and Navigation between
the
between the

United States of America
America and the Kingdom of Iraq
Iraq was
was concluded
concluded
and signed by their respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
Baghdad
on the
Plenipotentiaries at
at Baghdad on
the
third day of December,
December, one thousand
thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight,
the original of which Treaty, being in
English and
and Arabic
in the
the English
Arabic
languages,
languages, is word for word as follows:
follows:
TREATY OF COMMERCE AND
TREATY
AND NAVIGATION
BETWEEN
NAVIGATION BETWEEN
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND THE KINGDOM OF IRAQ.
IRAQ.
Texts.
Texts.

The

7 Stat. 189.

47 Stat.

1819.

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

United States
States of
America and
and His
His Majesty
Majesty the King of Iraq,
The United
of America
taking cognizance
taking
cognizance of
of the
provisions
of
Article
of the
the Convention,
Convention,
the provisions of Article 7
7 of
signed at London January
signed
January 9, 1930, to which the United States of
of
America,
Great
Britain,
and
Iraq
America,
Britain,
are Parties, whereby on
on the
the termitermination of the special relations existing between
between His Britannic
Britannic Majesty
Majesty
and His Majesty the King of Iraq, negotiations
be entered
negotiations shall
shall be
entered into
into
between
between the United
United States and Iraq for the conclusion
conclusion of
of a
a treaty
treaty
in regard to their future
future relations,
relations, have resolved to conclude a
treaty
a treaty
of Commerce
Commerce and Navigation
Navigation and for that purpose have appointed as
as
their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA:
AMERICA:

PAUL KNABENSHUIE,
PAUL
KNARENSHIIE,
Minister
Minister Resident
Resident of the United States
States of
of America
America at
at
B
aghdad.
Baghdad.
HIs MAJESTY
MAJESTY THE
KING OF
HIS
THE KING
OF I
RAQ:
IRAQ:
Excellency Sayid Tow,
His Excellency
SWAM;
Towvr ih. AL
AL SWAIDI,
Minister for Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.

Who, having communicated
communicated to each other their full
full powers
powers found
found
to be in due form, have agreed
agreed upon the following articles:
articles:
Article I.
1.
Mutual
accordingof
Mst
f^aora
ion
In respect
of import
import and
most-favored-nation
most-ifaoredi-ntion
In
respect of
and export
export duties, all other charges imposed
imposed
treatment.
treatment,
on or in connection with
or exportation,
and the method
on or in connection with importation
importation or
exportation, and
method
of
duties and
and charges,
charges, as well as in respect of transit,
of levying
levying such
such duties
warehousing and
customs formalities,
formalities, and the treatment of commerwarehousing
and customs

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]
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IRAQ
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cial traveler's samples, the United States of America will accord to
Iraq and Iraq will accord to the United States of America, its
its territerriunconditional most-favored-nation
tories and possessions, unconditional
most-favored-nation treatment.
treatment.
Therefore,
Therefore, no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the importation into or the disposition in the United States of America, its
portation
its
territories or possessions,
possessions, of any articles
articles the growth, produce or manumanufacture of Iraq than are or shall be payable on like articles the growth,
growth,
produce or manufacture
produce
manufacture of
any other
foreign country.
of any
other foreign
country.
Similarly, no higher or other duties shall be imposed on the
importathe importation into or the disposition in Iraq of any articles
the growth,
growth, produce
produce
articles the
or manufacture of the United States of America, its
territories or
or posits territories
possessions, than are or shall be payable
payable on
growth,
on like articles
articles the
the growth,
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any
country.
any other foreign
foreign country.
Similarly, no higher or other duties
in the
the United
duties shall
shall be
be imposed
imposed in
United
States of America, its territories
territories or possessions,
possessions, or in
on the
the
in Iraq, on
exportation
exportation of any articles to the other or to any
territory or
or possespossesany territory
sion of the other, than are payable
payable on
like articles
articles
on the exportation
exportation of
of like
to
country.
to any
any other
other foreign
foreign country.
Any advantage, of whatsoever
whatsoever kind, which either High
High Contracting
Contracting
Party may extend to any article,
growth, produce
produce or
or manufacture
article, the growth,
manufacture
of any other foreign country shall simultaneously
unconditionally,
simultaneously and
and unconditionally,
without request and
compensation, be
extended to
the like
like
and without
without compensation,
be extended
to the
article the growth, produce or manufacture
other High
Conmanufacture of the
the other
High Contracting Party.
tracting
Party.
The stipulations
stipulations of this
regarding the
the treatment
treatment to
acthis Treaty
Treaty regarding
to be
be accorded by each High Contracting
the other
Contracting Party to the
the commerce of
of the
other
do not extend:
extend:
(a)
(a) to the advantages
advantages now accorded
may hereafter
accorded or which
which may
hereafter be
be
accorded by the United States of America, its
possessions
its territories
territories or possessions
or the Panama Canal Zone to one another or
of Cuba.
Cuba.
or to the
the Republic
Republic of
The provisions of this paragraph
paragraph shall continue to
respect of
to apply
apply in
in respect
of
advantages now or hereafter
hereafter accorded
any advantages
of
accorded by the
the United States
States of
America,
America, its territories or possessions
possessions or the
Zone to
to
the Panama Canal
Canal Zone
one another, irrespective
irrespective of any change
change in
political status
of any
any
in the
the political
status of
of the territories
territories or possessions of the
of America;
the United
United States of
America;
(b) to any advantages
advantages in customs matters which Iraq
grant
Iraq may
may grant
to goods the produce or manufacture
manufacture of Turkey, or
or of
of any
country
any country
whose territory
territory was in 1914 wholly included
included in
in the
Ottoman Empire
Empire
the Ottoman
in Asia;
(c)
(c) to any advantages
may in
future be
be accorded
accorded
advantages which
which are, or
or may
in the
the future
within a
exceeding ten
by either Party to
to purely
purely border
border traffic
traffic within
a zone
zone not
not exceeding
ten
miles (15
(15 kilometres)
kilometres) wide on
either side
frontier:
on either
side of the
the customs
customs frontier;
advantages in customs matters
(d) to any advantages
matters which
are, or
in the
which are,
or may
may in
the
future be accorded
accorded to States in customs union
Conunion with either
either High
High Contracting Party so long
advantages are
not accorded
accorded to
tracting
long as such
such advantages
are not
to any
any other
other
State.
Article
H
Article II
Having regard to the volume and nature of the
the trade between
between the
the

Exaptoan.

Exceptions.

t

or

gizi
Pmhib
Uonsitigsimporta
ni~o"s

two countries
all that
countries it
it is agreed that in
in all
that concerns
concerns matters
matters of
of proexP°1111*
pro- *ad
"iwrbt.
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hibitions
and exportations
each of
of the
the
hibitions or
or restrictions
restrictions on
on importations
importations and
exportations each
two
will accord,
whenever they
they may
may have
have recourse
recourse to
to the
the
two countries
countries will
accord, whenever
said prohibitions
or restrictions,
restrictions, to
to the
the commerce
commerce of
of the
other
country
said
prohibitions or
the other country
treatment equally
equally favorable
to that
to any
treatment
favorable to
that which
which is
is accorded
accorded to
any other
other
country
that in
the event
event either
either country
maintains
country and
and that
in the
country establishes
establishes or
or maintains
import or
customs quotas,
quotas, or
or other
other quantitative
quantitative restrictions,
restrictions, or
or any
any
or customs
import
system of
foreign exchange
exchange control,
the share
of the
the total
permissible
system
of foreign
control, the
share of
total permissible
importation
of any
product or
or of
of the
made available
the total
total exchange
exchange made
available
importation of
any product
for importation
importation of
other country
country shall
shall be
equal
for
of any
any product
product of
of the
the other
be equal
to
in the
such product
product which
which such
such other
other country
country
to the
the share
share in
the trade
trade in
in such
enjoyed
previous representative
representative period.
enjoyed in
in aaprevious
period.
Article III
Article
III
Treatment of
of vessels.

Coasting
coasting trade.
trade.

Vessels of the United States of America will enjoy in Iraq and
Iraqi
in the
United States
States of America
treatment not
not
America treatment
will enjoy
enjoy in
the United
Iraqi vessels
vessels will
less
favorable than
accorded to
national vessels
vessels
to national
vessels or the vessels
than that
that accorded
less favorable
nation.
favored nation.
of the most
most favored
The coasting trade of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties is exempt from
the
Article and
provisions of
this
other provisions
of this
provisions of
of this
this Article
and from
from the
the other
the provisions
Treaty, and
and is
is to
to be
laws of
High
Treaty,
be regulated
regulated according
according to
to the
the laws
of each
each High
Contracting Party
Party in
thereto. It
It is
is agreed,
agreed, however,
Contracting
in relation
relation thereto.
however, that
that
vessels of
of either
Contracting Party
Party shall
terHigh Contracting
shall enjoy
enjoy within
within the
the tervessels
either High
ritory of
of the
other with
respect to
to the
the coasting
trade the
the mostmostritory
the other
with respect
coasting trade
favored-nation treatment.
treatment
favored-nation
Article IV
Article
IV

Reservations.
Reservaons.
Gold
or silver.
silver.
Gold
Munitions.
Munitions.

Neutrality, etc.

Protection

Protection ohealth,
of health,
life, or national treasures.

ureW

State monopolies.

State monopolies.

Revenue or
or police
police
Revenue
laws.
Foreign purchases of
state monopoly.

Fsoreign.prs

Nothing
prevent the adoption
Nothing in this Treaty
Treaty shall
shall be construed to prevent
of measures
measures prohibiting
or restricting
restricting the
the exportation
or importation
importation
of
prohibiting or
exportation or
adoption of
as either
either
of gold or silver,
silver, or
or to
to prevent
prevent the adoption
of such
such measures
measures as
Government
see fit
to the
the control
control of
the export
export or
Government may see
fit with
with respect
respect to
of the
or
sale for export of arms, ammunition
ammunition or implements of war, and in
exceptional
circumstances, all other military
exceptional circumstances,
military supplies. It
It is
is agreed,
agreed,
further,
in this
construed to
prevent the
the
further, that
that nothing
nothing in
this Treaty
Treaty shall
shall be
be construed
to prevent
adoption or
enforcement of
measures relating
to neutrality
rights
adoption
or enforcement
of measures
relating to
neutrality or
or to
to rights
and obligations arising under the Covenant
Nations.
Covenant of
of the League
League of
of Nations.
Subject
requirement that,
that, under
under like circumstances
Subject to the requirement
circumstances and
and conbe no
arbitrary discrimination
discrimination by
either High
ditions, there
there shall
shall be
no arbitrary
by either
High
Contracting
Contracting Party against the other High Contracting
Contracting Party in favor
favor
of any third country, nothing in
Treaty shall
shall be
be construed
to
in this
this Treaty
construed to
restrict the right of either High Contracting
Contracting Party to impose (1)
(1) prohibitions
to protect
protect human,
human, animal,
or plant
hibitions or restrictions
restrictions designed
designed to
animal, or
plant
health or life or national treasures
treasures of artistic, historical or archaeological value; (2)
(2) prohibitions or restrictions
restrictions applied
applied to products which as
regards
regards production
production or trade are
may
in
the future
future be
be subject
subject within
within
are or
or may in the
the country to state monopoly or monopolies exercised
exercised under state
state concontrol; or (3)
regulations for the enforcement
(3) regulations
enforcement of revenue or police laws.
Each
Each of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties agrees that, in respect of the
foreign purchases
purchases of any state monopoly for the importation, production, or
or sale
sale of any commodity
having such
such monopoly
monopoly
commodity or of
of any agency having
privileges,
privileges, the commerce
commerce of the other High Contracting Party shall

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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receive
receive fair and equitable treatment, and that, in making its foreign
purchases,
purchases, such monopoly or agency will be influenced
influenced solely by those
considerations
normally be taken into account
considerations which would normally
account by aaprivate
entreprise interested solely in purchasing
commercial entreprise
purchasing goods on the
most favorable terms.
Article V
V
Should measures be taken by either High Contracting
Contracting Party seriaffecting the chief
exports of the
the Party
ously affecting
chief exports
the other
other Party,
Party, the
Party taking
taking
such measures
measures will give sympathetic consideration
consideration to any representarepresentawhich the
make in
respect to
to such
measures.
tions which
the other
other Party
Party may
may make
in respect
such measures.
If agreement
agreement with respect to
If
to the question or questions
questions involved
involved in
in
representations shall
reached within
such representations
shall not have
have been reached
within ninety
ninety days
from the date of the receipt of the said representations
representations the GovernGovernrepresentations may,
notwithstanding
the
ment making the representations
may, notwithstanding the proviprovisions of Article
Article VII, terminate
termination to be
terminate this Treaty, such termination
effective at the expiration of thirty days from the date
date of
of the
the receipt
receipt
of
of aa notification given subsequent to the
the expiration
expiration of
of the ninetyday period provided herein.

Conditions of
of termination.
mination.

Article VI
Article
VI
Article 77
of existing
existing
of
The present Treaty shall, from the day on which it
it comes into convention
convention supsupplanted.
planted.
supplant Article 7
convention between
force supplant
7 of the convention
between the United States 47
Stat. 1819.
47 Btat.
1819.
of America and Great
Great Britain
Britain and
and Iraq signed
signed at London
London January
commerce and navigation
navigation are concerned.
9, 1930, in so far as commerce
concerned.

Article
Article VII
VII
Effective
date ;duduEffective date;
The
Treaty shall
The present
present Treaty
shall take
take effect
effect in
in all its provisions on the ration.
ration.
thirtieth day after the exchange
ratifications, and shall continue
exchange of ratifications,
three years from that day.
day. If
If neither
neither High
High
in force for the term
term of three
Contracting Party notifies to
Contracting
to the other at
at least one
one year
year in advance an
an
intention of terminating
terminating the Treaty upon the expiration
expiration of the aforesaid period of three years, the Treaty shall remain in full force and
aforesaid period and until one year from such a
effect after the aforesaid
a time
Contracting Parties shall have notified to the
as either of the High Contracting
other an intention of terminating the Treaty.
Article
Article VIII
The
present Treaty
ratifications thereof
thereof
and the
the ratifications
Treaty shall be
be ratified and
The present
shall
as possible.
possible.
Baghdad as
as soon as
exchanged at Baghdad
shall be exchanged
In
witness whereof
Plenipotentiaries have
the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
have signed the
In witness
whereof the
Treaty and have affixed
affixed their seals thereto.
present Treaty
Done
duplicate in
which have
languages, which
Done in
in duplicate
in the
the English
English and Arabic languages,
the
and shall
force, at
Baghdad this
3rd day
this 3rd
day
have equal
equal force,
at Baghdad
same value
value and
shall have
the same
1938, of
corresponding with the
of the Christian Era, corresponding
of December,
December, 1938,
Shawaal, 1357, of the Hijra.
10th. day of Shawaal,
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

PAUL KNABENSHUE
KNABENSHITE
PAUL
T.SWAIDI
SWAIDI
T.

Ratification.
Ratification.

Signatmue
Signatures.
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AND
WHEREAS the said Treaty has been duly ratified on both parts,
AND WHEREAS
parts,
and
the
ratifications
and
ratifications of the two Governments
Governments were
exchanged in
in the
were exchanged
the
city of Baghdad on the twentieth
twentieth day
day of
May, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine
of May,
hundred and forty;
forty;

1799
Ratifications
Ratifications
changed.

AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS the said Treaty, in accordance
accordance with
with Article
Article VII
VII

thereof,
thereof, shall take effect
effect on the thirtieth day after
exchange of
of
after the
the exchange
ratifications,
ratifications, that is to say, on June nineteenth,
nineteenth, one
one thousand
thousand nine
nine
hundred and forty;
forty;
Now,
it known that
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFOR; be it
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
that I,
I, Franklin
Roosevelt, PresiPresident of the United
United States of America, have
caused the
the said
said Treaty
have caused
Treaty
to be made public to the end that the same
same and
and every
every article
article and
and
clause thereof may be observed and
by the
the
and fulfilled
fulfilled with
with good
good faith
faith by
United States of America and the citizens thereof,
United
on and
and after
the
thereof, on
after the
nineteenth day of June,
thousand nine hundred
nineteenth
June, one thousand
and forty.
forty.
hundred and
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
I
N TESTIMONY
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
and caused

the Seal of the United
United States of
of America
America to
affixed.
to be
be affixed.
DoNE
at
the
city
of
Washington
DONE
Washington this twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day
day of
of May,
May, in
in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
forty,
hundred and
and forty,
[SEAL]
[mud and of the Independence
Independence of the United States
of America
America
States of
the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By the President:
President:
COmDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.

193470°-41-PT.
19347V-41—m. n-36
36

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Effective
Effective date.

exex-

1800

September 15,
September
15, 1938
98
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Convention between
between the
the United
Convention
United States
of America
America and
States of
and Canada
Canadarespecting
respecting
emergency regulation
regulation of level of Rainy Lake and
and of other
other boundary
boundary
waters in
in the
at Ottawa
Ottawa September
15,
waters
the Rainy
Rainy Lake
Lake watershed.
watershed. Signed
Signed at
September 15,
1938; ratification
by the
the United
United States
States August
August SO,
30,
1938;
ratificationadvised
advised by
the Senate
Senate of
of the
1940; ratified
ratified by
by the
President of
of the
United States
1940;
1940;
the President
the United
States September
September 10,
10, 1940;
ratified by
His Majesty
in respect
of Canada
Canada May
ratifiratified
by His
Majesty in
respect of
May 19,
19, 1989;
1939; ratifications
exchanged at
at Ottawa
Ottawa October
October 3,
3, 1940;
1940; proclaimed
proclaimed by
cations exchanged
by the
the
President
States October
October 18,
18, 1940.
1940.
Presidentof
of the
the United
United States
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY
STATES
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

Preamble.
Pramble.

866Stat.is48.
Stat. 8448.

Text. Te.

WHEBEAs,
a convention
between the
WnEREAs, a
convention between
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
and Canada,
Canada, providing
providing for
for emergency
regulation of
the level
level of
of
and
emergency regulation
of the
Rainy Lake
the Rainy
Lake waterRainy
Lake and
and of
of other
other boundary
boundary waters
waters in
in the
Rainy Lake
watershed, as
as recommended
Commission estabestabshed,
recommended by
by the
the International
International Joint
Joint Commission
lished pursuant
pursuant to
the provisions
of the
signed at
at WashingWashinglished
to the
provisions of
the treaty
treaty signed
ton on January
questions arising between
January 11, 1909, relating
relating to questions
between the
the
United
United States
and Canada,
was signed
signed by
their respecrespecStates of
of America
America and
Canada, was
by their
tive plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries at Ottawa
of September,
September, one
Ottawa on the
the 15th day
day of
one
thousand nine hundred and thirty-eight,
thirty-eight, the original
original of
conof which
which convention
for word
as follows:
vention is
is word
word for
word as
follows:
The United
States of
America and
Majesty the
the King
King of
United States
of America
and His
His Majesty
of
Great
Great Britain, Ireland and the British
British dominions
dominions beyond
the
Seas,
beyond the Seas,
Emperor
in respect
respect of
Canada,
Emperor of India,
India, in
of Canada,
Desirous of providing for emergency
of
emergency regulation of the level of
Rainy Lake and of the
boundary waters
the Rainy
Rainy
the level of
of other boundary
waters in
in the
the interests
Lake watershed,
watershed, in such a
a way
way as
a,s to protect the
interests of
of the
the
States of America
inhabitants of the United States
America and
Canada, and,
and Canada,
and,
agreement the
Accepting as a
abasis of agreement
following recommendations
the following
recommendations
International Joint Commission
Report
made by the International
Commission in its Final Report
dated May 1,
1, 1934,
1934, on the
concerning Rainy
Lake and
and
the Reference
Reference concerning
Rainy Lake
the boundary waters
waters flowing into and from that
particthat lake, and particularly in answer to Question
Question 2
2 of that Reference,
Reference, namely,
namely,
that it
it would be wise and in the public interest that the ComCommission be clothed with power to determine
unusual
determine when
when unusual
extraordinary conditions exist throughout
or extraordinary
throughout the
the watershed,
watershed,
whether by reason of high or low water, and that
that it
it be emempowered
to adopt
powered to
measures of
as to
adopt such
such measures
of control
control as
to it
it may
may seem
seem
proper
proper with respect
respect to existing dams at Kettle Falls
InterFalls and
and International
national Falls, as well as
future dams
or works,
works, in
in the
event
as any
any future
dams or
the event
of the Commission determining
determining that such unusual or extraorextraordinary conditions
conditions exist.
exist.
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Have resolved to conclude
conclude a
and
a convention for that purpose and
have accordingly
accordingly named as their plenipotentiaries:plenipotentiaries:—
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

The President of the United States of America:
America:
JOHN FARR
FARR SIMMONS,
SIMMONS, Charge
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim of
of the
the United
United
Charge d'Affaires
JOHN
States
America at Ottawa;
States of America
His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British
dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, for Canada:
Canada:
KING, Prime
Prime
LYON MACKENZIE
MACKENZIE KING,
WILLIAM
The
Right Honourable
ILLIAM LYON
The Right
Honourable W
Minister, President
Secretary of State
President of the Privy Council and Secretary
External Affairs;
for External
Affairs;
Who,
communicated to each other their full powers,
powers,
Who, after
after having
having communicated
found
due
agreed
follows:
agreed
as
follows:
in
good
and
due
form,
have
found
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

Powers,
of InInPowers, etc.,
etc., of
International Joint Commission, established
established pursuant to
The International
ternational Joint
ternational
Joint
Commission.
Commission.
the provisions of the treaty
treaty signed at Washington
Washington on the 11th
of January,
January, 1909,
1909, relating
relating to questions arising between the
day of
Canada, is hereby clothed
clothed with
United States of America and Canada,
determine when emergency
emergency conditions exist in the Rainy
power to determine
Lake watershed,
whether by reason of high or low water,
water, and the
watershed, whether
Commission
empowered to adopt such measures of conCommission is hereby empowered
respect to existing dams at
it may
may seem proper with respect
trol as to it
Kettle
Falls and International
to
International Falls, as well as with respect to
Kettle Falls
any existing
existing or
or future
boundary waters of the
works in boundary
future dams or works
any
Rainy
Lake watershed,
Commission shall deterin the
the event the Commission
watershed, in
Rainy Lake
mine that
emergency conditions exist.
exist.
such emergency
that such
mine
ARTICLE II
II
Ratification; effecRatification;
effecThis
accordance with the con- tive
ratified in accordance
shall be ratified
convention shall
This convention
tive date.
date.
Contracting Parties and shall take effect
effect
forms of
of the Contracting
stitutional forms
immediately
ratifications which
which shall take
the exchange
exchange of ratifications
immediately upon the
place at Ottawa as soon as possible.

IN WITNESS
have
plenipotentiaries have
undersigned plenipotentiaries
the undersigned
WHEMROF, the
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
signed the
convention and have hereunto affixed their seals.
present convention
the present
signed
Done in
in duplicate
duplicate at
at Ottawa
Ottawa this
this fifteenth
fifteenth day
of September,
September,
day of
Done
A. D.,
D., 1938.
J
OHN FARR
FARE SIMMONS
SIMMONS
JOHN

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

KING
W. L.
MACKENZIE
ACKENZIE KING
L. M
W.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Ratifications exAND WHEREAS,
the said
said convention
convention has
duly ratified
Ratifications
exboth changed.
on both
ratified on
has been
been duly
WHEREAS, the
AND
exchanged
parts
and
the
ratifications
the
Governments
were
exchanged
changed.
Governments
the
two
of
ratifications
parts and the
at
at Ottawa
Ottawa on October 3, 1940;
Now,
be it
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Proclamation.
Presi- Proclamation.
Roosevelt, PresiI, Franklin
that I,
it known
known that
THEREFORE, be
Now, THEREFORE,
dent
caused the said conthe United
United States of America, have caused
of the
dent of
every article
vention to be made public to the end that the same and every
and
thereof may be
observed and fulfilled with good faith by
be observed
clause thereof
and clause
the United States of America and the citizens thereof.
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I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WRERFOF,
hereunto set
set my
and caused
caused
IN
W RHEOF, II have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
the Seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE
at the
the city
this eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of
of October
DONE at
city of
of Washington
Washington this
October
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
[sax]
forty, and
the
United
States
[SEAL] forty,
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the United States of
of
America
the one
one hundred
America the
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKIIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
COBDELL
CORDE:LL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
OTHER THAN

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN TREATIES
OTHER
Arrangement between
between the
United States
States of
America and
and Canada
relating
Arrangement
the United
of America
Canadarelating
exchange of
of notes
by exchange
to air
transport services.
services. Effected
Effected by
notes signed
signed August
August
to
air transport
effective August 18,
18, 1939;
1939; efective
18, 1939.

August
199
August 18,
18, 1939
[E. A.
A. S.
S. No.
No. 159]
159]
[E.

The Canadian
Secretary of State for External
Canadian Secretary
External Affairs (Mackenzie
(Mackenzie
King) to the American Minister
Minister (Roper)
OFFICE or
OFFICE
OF
THm
SECIETARY
STATE
FOR EXTERNAL
EXTFNAL AFFAIRS
THE S
ECRETARY OF
OF S
TATE FOR
AFFAIRS

No. 166

C
ANADA
CANADA
OTTAWA, August 18, 1939.

OTTAWA, August 18, 1939.

SI:

recently
II have the honour to
to refer
refer to
to negotiations
negotiations which have
have recently
taken
place
between
the
Government
of
Canada
Government
and
the
Government
taken place between the Government of Canada
of
America for the
conclusion of
the conclusion
of aa reciprocal
reciprocal
of the United
United States
States of America
arrangement
transport services.
arrangement relating
relating to
to air transport
It
understanding that
it has
has been
been agreed
of the
agreed in the course of
that it
It is
is my
my understanding
negotiations, now terminated,
as
arrangement shall
shall be
be as
terminated, that
that this arrangement
negotiations,
follows:
follows:
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN CANADA AND THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF
ARRANGEMENT
AMERICA RELATING
RELATING TO AIR TRANSPORT
SERVICES
AMERICA
TRANSPORT SERVICES

ARTICLE I
I

Having
in mind
mind the
desirability of
of mutually
and propromutually stimulating
stimulating and
the desirability
Having in
moting
the sound
sound economic
economic development
development of
beair transportation
transportation beof air
moting the
United States
Arrangement
Canada, the Parties
Parties to this Arrangement
States and Canada,
tween the United
air transport
transport services
and development
development of air
agree that
that the establishment
establishment and
between
their respective
territories by
enterprises holding
holding
by air
air carrier
carrier enterprises
between their
respective territories
proper
authorizations from
their respective
be
shall be
Governments, shall
respective Governments,
from their
proper authorizations
governed
following provisions.
the following
governed by the

Purpose.
rurpoe.

AirricLE
II
ARTICLE II
The
Arrangement shall
shall apply
to continental
continental United
United States
States
apply to
The present
present Arrangement
of
their
to Canada, including their
of America,
America, including Alaska, and to
territorial
territorial waters.
waters.
The privileges
by this
this Arrangement
Arrangement shall
be available
available only
only
shall be
accorded by
The
privileges accorded
carrier enterprises
enterprises bona fide
owned and controlled
controlled by nationals
fide owned
to air carrier
of the respective Parties.
1805

Area affected.
Area
afected.

Limitation.
Limitatio.
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AsTIrrall
ARTicLE III
III
Permits for
Permits
for non-stop
non-stop
services.
services.
Post,
2422.
Post, p. 2422.

Inland non-stop
non-stop
services, U. 8.-Alaska.
S.-Alaska

carrier enterAir carrier
operating
prises, operating
rights.

Adjustment of deAdjustment
tails.

Each of the Parties agrees,
to compliance
with its
its laws
agrees, subject
subject to
compliance with
laws
and regulations,
regulations, to grant to air carrier
carrier enterprises
of the
the other
other Party
enterprises of
Party
permits for non-stop services
services through the air space
space over
over its
its territory
territory
between
between two points within the territory of
other Party;
Party; provided
of the other
provided
however that inland non-stop
non-stop services
services between
between the United
United States
States and
and
Alaska
Alaska shall be the subject
subject of
separate understanding.
understanding.
of a
a separate
Each Party further agrees, subject to compliance
compliance with
with its
its laws
laws
regulations and on aa basis of reciprocity,
and regulations
grant operating
reciprocity, to
to grant
operating
rights to the air carrier
carrier enterprises
Party for
for the
enterprises of
of the other
other Party
the operaoperation of international
international services between a
aplace
place in
in the
the territory
of one
territory of
one
Party and a
a place in the territory
territory of the other
other Party.
Party.
The details of the application
principle of
of reciprocity
reciprocity conconapplication of
of the
the principle
tained herein
herein shall be the subject of amicable adjustment
adjustment between
the
between the
competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the Parties to this
competent aeronautical
this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
ARTICLE IV
IV

Application for op.
oration,
transmittal
diplomatic
ethrough
d
channels

Any air carrier enterprise
Party applying
applying for
for permission
enterprise of
of either
either Party
permission
iplomato to operate
operate in territory
territory of the other Party shall
shall be
be required
required to
to transmit
transmit
its application
application through
through diplomatic
channels in
accordance
with
diplomatic channels
in accordance with Ar1925.
53 Stat.
tat. 12.
tide III (c) of the Air Navigation Arrangement effected by an Article III (c) of the Air Navigation Arrangement effected
exexchange of notes
between
the
two
notes between
Parties,
July 28,
28, 1938.
1938.
Parties, signed
signed on
on July
Issuance of permits
r Slienses;
requir
The air carrier
oor
licenses; requireenterprises of
carrier enterprises
Party will
will be
be required
required to
to qualify
of each
each
Party
qualify
t
ments.
S
wnr
before the competent
before
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the other Party unregulations before being
der the latter's applicable
applicable laws and regulations
permitted
being permitted
to engage in the operations
operations contemplated
contemplated by
this Arrangement,
Arrangement, and
by this
and
upon so qualifying
qualifying will be
or licenses
licenses by
by such
such
be issued
issued permits
permits or
authorities accordingly.
accordingly.
a^Popni
transitt

ARTICLE V
ARTICLE
V
Determination
ooff
terms of permits, etc.

Validity,
Validity,
permit.

etc.,
etc.,

of
of

Mutual enjoyment
enjoyment
Mutnal
of privileges.
privileges.

The terms of the permits referred to in Article IV, the airports
airports to
to
be used by the respective
respective services, the routes or
to be
be flown
or airways
airways to
flown
within the respective
territories of the Parties between
respective territories
between the
the designated
designated
airports,
and
other
appropriate
details
of the conduct
airports,
appropriate
conduct of
air
of the air
transport
transport services contemplated
contemplated by this Arrangement,
shall be
deArrangement, shall
be determined
aeronautical authorities
termined by the competent
competent aeronautical
authorities of
of the
the Parties.
Parties.
Any permit issued by the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities for
for the
the
air transport
transport services
services contemplated
contemplated hereunder
hereunder shall be valid
valid only
only so
so
long as the holder thereof
authorized by its own
long
thereof shall be authorized
own GovernGovernment to engage in the service
service envisaged
envisaged by such permit.
permit. The
The holding
holding
of such permit shall be subject
of
subject to compliance
compliance by the holder with
with all
all
applicable
Government and with all
applicable laws of the issuing
issuing Government
all valid
valid rules,
rules,
regulations and orders issued thereunder.
thereunder. Such
regulations
Such permit may
not be
be
may not
revoked for any cause other than non-compliance
non-compliance with such
revoked
such laws,
laws,
rules, regulations
regulations or orders or for such reasons
the public
public interest
interest
reasons as
as the
may require.
ABTrcLE
ARTICLE VI
VI
Each
Each of
of the
the Parties
Parties hereto agrees not to impose, and to use its best
best
efforts
to
prevent
imposition of, any restrictions or limitations
efforts to prevent the
the imposition
limitations as
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to airports,
airports, airways
airways or connections
connections with other transportation
to
transportation services
services
and
facilities
and
in general
general to be utilized within
within its
territory which
which
its territory
might be competitively
competitively or otherwise disadvantageous
disadvantageous to
to the
the air
air carrier
carrier
enterprises
enterprises of the
the other
other Party.
Party.
ARTICLE VII
ARTICLE
VII

The aircraft
operated by United States
Airworthiness
Airworthiness rereThe
aircraft operated
States air carrier
carrier enterprises
enterprises shall
shall
quirements.
quirements.
conform at all times with the airworthiness
airworthiness requirements
conform
prescribed
requirements prescribed
by the
the competent
authorities of the
by
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
for
the United
United States
States for
aircraft
transportation of
aircraft employed
employed in air transportation
the
character
contemplated
of the character contemplated
by this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
The aircraft operated
operated by Canadian
Canadian air carrier
carrier enterprises
enterprises shall
shall
conform at all times with the airworthiness
airworthiness requirements
requirements prescribed
prescribed
by the competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of Canada
Canada for
for aircraft
aircraft ememauthorities of
ployed in air transportation
transportation of the
contemplated by
by this
the character
character contemplated
this
Arrangement.
Arrangement.
The competent
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
of the
Parties hereto
hereto may
may
authorities of
the Parties
communicate
a view to bringing
communicate with a
bringing about
of safety
safety
about uniformity
uniformity of
standards
operations contemplated
standards for the operations
contemplated by
by this
this Arrangement
Arrangement and
and
compliance therewith, and whenever
compliance
whenever the need therefor
appears the
the
therefor appears
Parties may enter into an agreement
agreement prescribing
prescribing such
uniform
safety
such uniform safety
standards.
ARTICLE VIII
VIII
The matter of the transportation
transportation of mail shall
be subject
subject to
to
shall be
agreement
agreement between the competent
authorities of
both Parties.
competent authorities
of both
Parties.

Mail transporta.
transportsMail
thin.
tion.

ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE
IX

The operations contemplated hereunder
shall be
conducted subject
subject
hereunder shall
be conducted
to the applicable terms of the Air Navigation Arrangement
effected
Arrangement effected
by an exchange
exchange of notes between
between the two Parties
Parties signed
signed on
July
on July
28, 1938.
1938.

Conduct
Conduct of
of operations.
53 Stat. 1925.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE X
X

This Arrangement shall remain in force for aaperiod
of two
two years
years
period of
and thereafter
thereafter until terminated
terminated on
months notice
notice given
given by
by either
either
on six
six months
Government to the other
other Government.
Government.
I shall be glad to have you inform me whether
I
it is
the understandunderstandwhether it
is the
ing of your Government that
that the terms of the arrangement
arrangement agreed
agreed to
to
in the negotiations
negotiations are as above set forth.
is suggested
forth. If
If so,
so, it
it is
suggested that
that
the arrangement
arrangement become effective
effective on this date.
date. If
your Government
Government
If your
concurs in this suggestion the
of Canada
regard it
it
the Government
Government of
Canada will
will regard
as becoming effective
effective on
on this
this date.
date.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.

The Honourable

W
L.MACKENZIE
W..L.
MACKENZIE KING
KiNG
Secretary of
Secretary
for External
of State for
Ewternal Affairs
Affairs
Canada
Canada

The UNITED
STATES
UNITED S
TATES MINISTER
MINISTER TO
TO CANADA,
CANADA, Ottawa.
Ottawa.

Duration;
Duration; termination.

Effective
Effective date
date.

1808
1808

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
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THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
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The American
Minister (Roper)
to the
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State
the Canadian
(Roper) to
American Minister
The
for External
Affairs (Mackenzie King)
External Affairs
for
No.
101
No. 101

Agreement by
by
Agreement

S. A.
U. S.
A.

LEGATION OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES
THE UNITED
LEGATION
OTTAWA,
ANADA.
CANADA.
OTTAWA, C
August
18, 1939.
1939.
August 18,

S
IR:
SIR:
acknowledge the receipt
I have the honor to acknowledge
I
receipt of your note of August
August
18, 1939,
1939, in
you communicated
communicated to
to me
the terms
terms of
reciprocal
of aareciprocal
me the
which you
in which
18,
America and Canada
arrangement between
United States
Canada
States of America
the United
between the
arrangement
relating
services, as
by you
you to have
been
have been
understood by
as understood
transport services,
to air
air transport
relating to
agreed to
in negotiations,
negotiations, now
terminated, between
between the
the Government
Government
now terminated,
to in
agreed
of
States of
of America
America and
and the
the Government
Government of
of Canada.
Canada.
United States
the United
of the
The
terms of
arrangement which
communicated to
to
which you have communicated
this arrangement
of this
The terms
me
follows:
are as follows:
me are
ARRANGEMENT
UNITED STATES
STATE S OF
BETWEEN THE UNITED
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN

AMERICA
AMERICA AND
CANADA BELA
TING TO
TRANSPORT SERVICES
SERVICES
AIR TRANSPORT
TO AIR
RELATING
CANADA

ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE I
Having
mind the
the desirability
desirability of
mutually stimulating
stimulating and proproof mutually
in mind
Having in
moting the
the sound
of air
air transportation
between
transportation between
development of
economic development
sound economic
moting
the United
United States
and Canada,
Canada, the
the Parties
Parties to
to this
Arrangement agree
agree
this Arrangement
States and
the
that the
and development
of air
air transport
transport services
services bedevelopment of
establishment and
the establishment
that
tween their
their respective
respective territories
territories by
by air
carrier enterprises
enterprises holding
holding
air carrier
tween
proper
respective Governments,
Governments, shall
shall be
be
their respective
from their
authorizations from
proper authorizations
governed by
by the
the following
following provisions.
provisions.
governed
Amnia
II
ARTICLE II
The
present Arrangement
Arrangement shall
apply to
to continental
continental United
United States
shall apply
The present
of America,
America, including
including Alaska,
Alaska, and
including their
their terriCanada, including
and to Canada,
of
torial waters.
waters.
torial
The privileges
privileges accorded
accorded by
by this
this Arrangement
shall be available
available
Arrangement shall
The
only
air carrier
carrier enterprises
enterprises bona
bona fide
fide owned
owned and
and controlled
controlled by
by
to air
only to
nationals
of the
the respective
Parties.
respective Parties.
nationals of
ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III
Each
agrees, subject to compliance
compliance with its laws and
of the
the Parties
Parties agrees,
Each of
regulations, to
grant to
to air
enterprises of
of the
the other
Party
other Party
carrier enterprises
air carrier
to grant
regulations,
permits
space over its territory
services through
through the air space
for non-stop
non-stop services
permits for
provided
between two points within the
territory of the
Party; provided
the other Party;
the territory
between
however
inland non-stop
non-stop services
services between
between the United States and
that inland
however that
Alaska shall
be the
understanding.
separate understanding.
subject of aaseparate
shall be
the subject
Alaska
compliance with its laws
Each Party
subject to compliance
laws and
Each
Party further
further agrees, subject
regulations and
to grant
grant operating
operating rights
rights
of reciprocity,
reciprocity, to
and on
on aa basis
basis of
regulations
to
enterprises of
the operation
operation of
of the other
other Party for the
carrier enterprises
to the
the air
air carrier
in the territory
international
place in
territory of one Party
between aaplace
services between
international services
Party.
the territory
territory of the
the other Party.
and a
a place
place in the
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reciprocity conThe details of the application of the principle of reciprocity
tained herein shall be the subject of amicable
amicable adjustment
adjustment between
between the
competent aeronautical
authorities of the Parties to this Arrangement.
aeronautical authorities
Arrangement.
ARTICLE IV
ARTICLE
IV
Any air carrier
carrier enterprise of either
either Party applying
applying for permission
permission
territory of the other Party shall be required to transmit
to operate in territory
transmit
its
application through diplomatic
channels in
accordance with
with Article
its application
diplomatic channels
in accordance
TU (c) of the Air Navigation
Navigation Arrangement
Arrangement effected by an exchange
III
of notes between
between the two Parties, signed
signed on July 28, 1938.
The air carrier enterprises
enterprises of each Party will be required
required to qualify
before the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the other Party under
applicable laws
permitted
and regulations
regulations before being permitted
laws and
der the latter's
latter's applicable
contemplated by this Arrangement, and
to engage
engage in
in the operations
operations contemplated
upon so qualifying will be issued permits or licences
licences by such
such
authorities accordingly.
ARTICLE
V
ARTICLE V
The
referred to in Article IV, the airports
airports to
to
The terms of the permits referred
flown
be used
used by
by the
the respective services, the routes or airways to be flown
within the respective territories of the Parties
Parties between
designated
between the designated
airports,
appropriate details
details of the conduct of the air
air
other appropriate
airports, and other
transport services
contemplated by this Arrangement,
Arrangement, shall be deservices contemplated
transport
termined by the competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the Parties.
Parties.
competent aeronautical
termined
Any
competent aeronautical
authorities for the
aeronautical authorities
by the competent
permit issued
issued by
Any permit
air
services contemplated
shall be
only so
so
be valid
valid only
hereunder shall
contemplated hereunder
transport services
air transport
long
authorized by its own Government
Government
the holder thereof shall be authorized
long as the
to
envisaged by such permit. The holding of
engage in the service envisaged
to engage
such
subject to compliance
compliance by the holder with all
such permit shall be subject
applicable
laws
of
the
issuing
Government
with all
valid rules,
rules,
all valid
and with
applicable laws of the issuing Government and
be
regulations
and
order.;
issued
thereunder.
Such
permit
may
not
permit
regulations and orders issued thereunder.
revoked
for
any
cause
other
than
non-compliance
with
such
laws,
revoked for any cause other than non-compliance with such
rules, regulations
regulations or
interest
for such reasons as the public interest
or for
or orders or
rules,
may require.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI
VI
Each
of the
Parties hereto
agrees not
best
to impose,
impose, and to use its best
not to
hereto agrees
the Parties
Each of
efforts
to
prevent
the
imposition
of,
any
restrictions
or
limitations
or
limitations
restrictions
efforts to prevent the imposition of, any
as
airways or
or connections
connections with
with other
other transportation
transportation servservto airports,
airports, airways
as to
ices and
and facilities
facilities in general
utilized within its territory
territory which
which
be utilized
general to be
ices
might be
otherwise disadvantageous
disadvantageous to the air carbe competitively
competitively or otherwise
might
rier
enterprises of
Party.
of the other Party.
rier enterprises
VII
ARTICLE VII

AR'fICLE

The
by United
enterprises shall
air carrier
carrier enterprises
States air
United States
operated by
aircraft operated
The aircraft
conform at all times with the airworthiness
requirements prescribed
prescribed
airworthiness requirements
conform
by
the competent
United States
States for
for
of the
the United
authorities of
aeronautical authorities
by the
competent aeronautical
contemplated
character contemplated
transportation of the character
aircraft employed in air transportation
by this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
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The
aircraft operated
by Canadian
Canadian air
enterprises shall
shall
operated by
air carrier
carrier enterprises
The aircraft
conform
at
all
times
with
the
airworthiness
requirements
prescribed
conform at all times with the airworthiness requirements prescribed
by
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of Canada
Canada for
for aircraft
emaircraft emby the
the competent
ployed
in
air
transportation
of
the
character
contemplated
this
by
the
character
contemplated
ployed in air transportation of
Arrangement.
Arrangement.
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
The competent
authorities of the Parties hereto may
communicate with a
bringing about uniformity of safety
a view to bringing
standards for the
Arrangement and
this Arrangement
and
the operations
operations contemplated
contemplated by this
standards
compliance therewith,
therefor appears the
whenever the need therefor
compliance
therewith, and whenever
Parties
prescribing such uniform safety
agreement prescribing
enter into an agreement
Parties may enter
standards.
ARTICLE
ArrricLE VIII
VIII
subject to agreetransportation of mail shall be subject
The matter of the transportation
ment
between the
of both
authorities of
both Parties.
Parties.
ment between
the competent
competent authorities
Airrnam IX
IX
ARTICLE
subject
conducted subject
The operations contemplated
contemplated hereunder
hereunder shall be conducted
applicable terms of the Air Navigation Arrangement
Arrangement effected
effected
to the applicable
by an exchange
exchange of notes between
between the two Parties signed on July 28,
1938.
ARTICLE
X
ARTICLE X
Arrangement shall remain
remain in force
force for aaperiod of two years
This Arrangement
terminated on six months notice given by either
either
and thereafter until terminated
Government
Government to the other Government.

Effective
ffective date.
date.

I am instructed to state that the terms
I
terms of the arrangement
arrangement as communicated to me are agreed
agreed to by my Government.
Government.
I am further instructed
instructed to inform
I
inform you that my Government
Government concurs in your suggestion that the arrangement
arrangement become effective
effective on
on
this date and will accordingly
regard it as becoming effective
effective on
accordingly regard
on
this date.
IIavail myself of the occasion to renew to you, Sir, the assurances
assurances
consideration.
of my highest consideration.
The Right Honorable
Honorable

C.ROPER.
ROPER.
DANIEL C.

The S
SECRETARY
ECRETARY OF
or STATE
STATE FOR EXTFSNAL
A_FFAIRS, Ottawa.
Ottawa.
EXTERNAL AFFAR8s,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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PANAMA-NEUTRALITY-AUG.
25, 1939
1939

Agreement between the
the United
States oJ
of America
America and
and Panama
respecting
Panamarespecting
United States
Agreement
signed August 25, 1939.
exchange of notes signed
neutrality.
Effected by exchange
neutrality. Effected

August 25, 193
1030
August
[E. A.
A. S. No.
No. 1601
160]
[E.

S.

PanamanianSecretary of
American Ambassador
The American
Ambassador (Dawson) to the Panamanian
Foreign Relations
Communications (Garay)
Foreign
Relations and Communications
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
38 EMBASSY
N.
Note No.
Note
Note
hNo. 38
38 EMBASSY OF
Panamd, August 25,
1939
Panamd, August 25, 1989
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
protocol signed by the Secretary
Secretary
Government assumes that the protocol
My Government
on October
of
and the
Minister of
of Panama
Panama on
October 10, 1914,
1914, dealing
the Minister
of State
State and
Republic of Panama
with hospitality extended
extended in the waters
waters of the Republic
Panama
and of the Canal Zone to belligerent vessels of war or those employed
employed
by belligerent
prosecuting or aiding hostilibelligerent powers for the purpose of prosecuting
ties is still in force. However,
However, it
it would be appreciated
appreciated if in view
view of
signify
Panama
would
existing circumstances, the Government
Government of Panama
it shares the view of the United States as to the present
present
in writing that it
force and effect of this protocol.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
conassurances of my highest conAccept,
sideration.
sideration.
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM DAWSON
His Excellency
Excellency
Senor
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY,
Doctor Don
Don NARCISO
Sefior Doctor
Relations
Secretary
Foreign Relations
Secretary of Foreign
and
and Communications.
Communications.

Secretary of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Communications
Relations and Communications
PanamanianSecretary
The Panamanian
(Garay)
Ambassador (Dawson)
American Ambassador
(Garay) to the American
SECRETARIA DE
EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
SECRETARfA
Y COMUNICACIONES
Y
COMUNICACIONES
Departamento
Diplomdtico
DepartamentoDiplonuitico

D .D.
No. 1890
1890
D.
D. No.

1989.
PANAMA
Agosto 25
de 1989.
£5 de
PANAMA,,Agosto

S
ENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SEROR
Tengo
el honor de manifestar
Vuestra Excelencia,
respuesta
Excelencia, en respuesta
a Vuestra
manifestar a
Tengo el
a
quo el Gobierno de Panama
Panama
nota No. 38 de esta fecha, que
a su
su estimable nota
considera
firmado en Washington
Oetubre
Washington el 10 de Octubre
considera que el Protocolo firmado
de
1914 por
por el
en los Estados Unidos de America,
de Panama
Panama en
el Ministro
Ministro de
de 1914
Dr. Eusebio
Eusebio A.
Morales, y
y el
Estados
de Estado de los Estados
el Secretario
Secretario de
A. Morales,
Dr.
Unidos, Robert
Lansing, esta
este actualmente
vigente y
puede ser aplicado
y puede
actualmente vigente
Robert Lansing,
Unidos,
por ambos
cuandoquiera quo
eircunstancias lo
lo requieran.
las circunstancias
que las
paises cuandoquiera
ambos pafses
por
Aprovecho
oportunidad para
Excelencia las
para reiterar
reiterar aa Vuestra Excelencia
Aprovecho la oportunidad
seguridades
mi mas
rues alta
alta y
y distinguida
distinguida consideracien.
consideraci6n.
de mi
seguridades de
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY,
NARCISO
Secretario de
F.xteriores
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Secretario
yy Comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones.
Su
Excelencia don
W ITSJAM DAwSON,
DAWSON,
don Wn..IAM
Su Excelencia
Embajador
de
los
Estados
Unidos
Unidos de America,
Estados
de
los
Embajador
Presente.
Presente.

38 Stat.
2042.
tat. 2042.
38
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[Translation]
[Translation]
SECRETARIAT
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
SECRETARIAT OF
RELATIONS
AND COMMUNICATIONS
AND
COMMUNICATIONS
Diplomatic
Department
Diplomatic Department

D.
1890
D. D.
D. No.
No. 1890
P
ANAMA,August
R5, 1939.
1939.
PANAMA,
August 25,

Mn. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.

I have the honor to advise
I
advise Your
Your Excellency
Excellency in
to your
your esteemed
esteemed
in reply
reply to
note no. 38 of this date that the
Panama considers
considers
the Government
Government of
of Panama
that the protocol signed at Washington
Washington on
October 10,
10, 1914,
1914, by
by the
on October
the
Minister of Panama.
Panama in the United States
of America,
America, Dr.
Dr. Eusebio
Eusebio
States of
A. Morales,
Morales, and the Secretary
Secretary of State of the
the United
United States, Robert
Robert
Lansing,
applied by both
Lansing, is at present in effect
effect and may be applied
both countries
countries
whenever
whenever circumstances
require.
circumstances require.
I avail myself of the
I
opportunity to
renew to
to Your
Excellency
the opportunity
to renew
Your Excellency
the assurances
my highest
assurances of my
highest and most
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
most distinguished
NARCISO
GARAY,
NARCISO GARAY,

Secretary of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations
Communications.
and Communications.

His
Excellency
His Excellency
W ILLIAM DAWSON,
DAWSON,
WILLIAM
Ambassador of
States of
Ambassador
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America,

City
City

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]
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Agreement between the United
United States
and Argentina
Argentina respectrespectStates of America
America and
ing military
military aviation
aviation instructors.
instructors. Signed September 12, 1939;
1939;
effective September 12,
12, 1939.

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

CONTRATO
CONTRATO

The President of the United
States of America, by virtue of
of
the authority conferred
conferred by the
the
Act of Congress, approved
May
approved May
19, 1926,
1926, as amended
amended by an Act
Act of
Congress, May 14,
14, 1935,
1935, having
authorized the detail
detail of
of United
United
States Army Air Corps officers
officers
to
to assist the Argentine
Argentine War
War DeDepartment, the following conditions
are agreed
agreed between
Ambasbetween the
the AmbasArgentine Republic
Republic
sador of
of the
the Argentine
at Washington,
Washington, as representative
representative
and agent of the Argentine
Argentine MinMinistry of War, hereinafter
referred
hereinafter referred
to as the Party of the
the First Part,
and the Secretary
Secretary of War of
the
of the
United States of America
America as representative
resentative and agent of certain
officers of the Air Corps,
United
Corps, United
States Army, hereinafter
hereinafter referred
referred
to as
of the
Second
as the Parties of
the Second
as Officers
of
the
Regular
Part or as
Officers of the Regular
Army of
of the United
United States of
of
America
America who have been detailed
to their duties by the Secretary
Secretary of
of
War of the United States
States after
after apapproval of the compensation
compensation and
emoluments
emoluments herein stipulated.
stipulated.

Habiendo
Habiendo el Presidente
Presidente de los
los
Estados
Estados Unidos de Am6rica,
America, por
por
virtud de la autoridad
antoridad conferida
conferida
por Ley del Congreso
Congreso aprobada
aprobada el
el
Mayo de
de 1926
y reformada
reformada
19 de Mayo
1926 y
por Ley del Congreso
Congreso del
de
del 14
14 de
Mayo de 1935, autorizado
autorizado la
Mayo
la
designaci6n
designaciOn de oficiales del Cuerpo
Aereo
Ejercito de
Aereo del Ejercito
U. U.,
U.,
de los E. E.
E. U.
para cooperar
el Ministerio
Ministerio
para
cooperar con el
Argende Guerra
Guerra de la Republica
Repdblica Argentina, se aceptan
las condiciones
condiciones
aceptan las
quo a
se expresan
expresan y
y
que
a continuacien
continuaci6n se
que
quo han
ham sido convenidas
convenidas entre
entre el
el
Embajador de is
ArEmbajador
la Repdblica
Repdblica Argentina
como regentina en Washington
Washington como
representante
y agente
del MinisMinispresentante y
agente del
terio de Guerra
Guerra de la Reptiblica
Repdblica
Argentina, en adelante
adelante referido
referido
como
contracomo la.
la Primers
Primera Parte
Parte contratante
y
el
Ministerio
de
Guerra
de
tante y el Ministerio de Guerra de
los Estados Unidos de
America
de America
de
como representante
representante y
y agente de
los oficiales
Cuerpo Areo
Aereo del
del
oficiales del
del Cuerpo
Ejercito de los E. E.
Ejercito
E. U. U.
U. en adelante referidos como las Segundas
Segundas
Partes oo como los
oficiales del
los oficiales
Ejercito Regular
Regular de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos
previa aproaproUnidos de
de America,
America, previa
bacien de la
is remuneraci6n
remuneracien y
y emobaci6n
emolumentos aqui
lumentos
aqui estipulados.

TITLE II

TITULO
TITULO I
I

DUTIES AND
AND DURATION
DURATION
DUTIES

1813
1813

September 12,
September
12, 1939
1939
[E. A.
A. S.
S. No.
No. 161]
161]
[E.

Peat, p.
2320.
Post,
p. 2320.

44 Stat.
Stat. 565;
565; 49
49 Stat.
Stat.
44
218.
218.
10 U.
U. S.. C.
C.
§
540;
10
C
540;
Supp. V,
V, §§540.
540.
Supp.

OBLIGACIONES
OBLIGACIONES Y
N
Y DURACIO
DURACI6N

Articulo 1°.
Article 1. The Parties
Parties of
1° . For
Por el presente
present()
of the
the
contrato
hereby agree:
agree:
contrato las Segundas
Segundas Partes se
Second Part hereby
se
comprometen a:
comprometen
a) To place at
disposicien de
la
a) Poner
Poner aa disposici6n
at the
the disposal of
of
de la
the Party of the First Part all Primera Parte todos sus conocitheir technical and
y profesionales
profesionales
tecnicos y
and professional
professional mientos tecnicos

Duties
and duraduraDuties and
tion.
tion.
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informantes e
insactuando como informantes
capacities, acting
technical adad- actuando
e insacting as
as technical
tructores con relacion
is aviarelaci6n aala
visers and instructors with
with regard
regard tructores
akin cuando asi
requeridos
asi seen
to aviation when
sean requeridos
when so requested
requested by
by ci6n
de Guerra
de is
the Minister
Argentine por el Ministerio
Ministerio de
Minister of
Guerra de
of War,
War, Argentine
la
Republica
Argentina;
Repdblica Argentina;
Republic;
Republic;
b)
al Comandante
b) Asesorar
b) To advise the
Asesorar al
the Commanding
Comandante de
Commanding
de
Fuerzas Aereas
cooperando
Officer of
Forces las Fuerzas
Aereas cooperando
of the
the Army Air
Air Forces
el en
en todas
todas las
las materias
materias relacooperating
cooperating with him in all
relaall mat- con 61
tivas a
a las mismas,
pertaining to same,
same, prescribprescrib- tives
inismas, prescribiendo
prescribiendo
ters pertaining
curses y
en la
is
ing the
the courses
and assisting
assisting in
in the
courses and
y cooperando
cooperando en
the los cursos
instruccion;
instruction;
instruction;
instrucci6n;
A instruir personalmente
personalmente en
en
c) To instruct
instruct personally
in
c) A
personally in
their capacities as instructors
of sus caracteres
caracteres de profesores
profesores de
de
instructors of
bombing, aerial
aerial gunnery, aerial
bombardeo, de tiro a6reo,
aereo, de
aerial bombardeo,
de
tactics aerea,
vuelo a
ciegas y
tactics, blind and
and night flying
a6rea, de vuelo
flying and
and tactica
a ciegas
y
navigation, as regards both theory
theory nocturno
nocturno y
y de navegaci6n,
navegacion, tanto
and flying,
flying, the students
como en
en vuelo,
vuelo,
students who are
are en la parte te6rica como
detailed to them in
in a
a complete
complete aalos alumnos quo
los designen
designen
que se les
subject en un curso completo
course dealing with the
the subject
completo de las mamafor which they shall draw
draw up
up aa terias,
terias, pars
para el cual deberka
deberan conprogram
program in accordance
accordance with the feccionar
feccionar los programas
programas segdn
segfm las
las
directives of
of the
Commander of
of directivas
directives
the Commander
directives del Comandante
Comandante de
de las
the Army;
Army;
the Air Forces
Forces of
of the
Fuerzas
Fuerzas Adreas
Adreas del Ejercito;
Ej6rcito;
d) To obey without
without any
reserany reserd) Cumplir sin restricci6n
restricci6n alguvations except such as may
may be
be na, excepto
except° las obligaciones
obligaciones que
quo
required
required by the obligations
obligations of
of los
les imponen
imponen sus juramentos como
their oaths as
as officers
officers of
of the
the oficiales del Ej6rcito
Ejercito de los E. E.
E.
United States Army, the orders of
of U. U., las 6rdenes del servicio
servicio que
quo
the service which may be given
given se les
lea impartan
impartan por el Ministerio
Ministerio
to them by the Minister of War de Guerra oo su
an debido
reprodebido repreto sentante,
or his lawful
lawful deputy,
deputy, relative
relative to
sentante, relativas
relatives al desempefio
the performances
performances of their duties.
duties. de sus funciones. Caso
Caso contrario
In case of non-compliance
non-compliance with faculta
faculta a
a la
is Primera
Primers Parte para
this provision the Party of the cancelar
canceler el presente
presente contrato
contrato en
en
First Part shall be empowered
empowered to las condiciones
condiciones que
quo establece
establece el
el
cancel the present
present contract, under
under Artfculo
Articulo 9°;
9°;
the conditions set forth in Article
Article 9;
e) The Parties of
the Second
Second
of the
e) Las Segundas Partes
Partes partiPart shall participate
participate in such
such air
air ciparan
ciparan en los vuelos quo
scan
que sean
flights as may be required
required in
ihi the necesarios
necesarios para
pars el cumplimiento
ctunplimiento
performance of
their duties;
duties; properformance
of their
pro- de sus obligaciones
obligaciones y
y con
is condicon la
vided further, that the Argentine
Argentine cion
ci6n de quo
que el Gobierno Argentino
Argentin°
Government shall place an
Government
an airair- pondr(t
pondri aeroplanos
aeroplanos aa disposici6n
disposicion
plane at their disposal
disposal for
for such
such de las Segundas Partes
Partes para
pars efecefecperiodic flights as may be required
required tuar los vuelos peri6dicos
quo
peri6dicos que
to maintain their status as pilots
pilots sean
necesarios para
seen necesarios
pars mantener
mantener
under United States Army Regu- sus entrenamientos
entrenamientos de pilotos

54 STAT.]
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lations. In making flights no
no
liability is assumed by the Parties
of the Second Part
Part for damage
damage
caused to equipment, or for death
or injury to others incident
incident to
to any
accident in which
which he
he may be ininvolved under the provisions of
this contract.
officer will assure
The senior officer
assure
normally the direct relations with
with
the Minister of War, the Chief of
of
Staff of the Army and the Commanding Officer
Officer of the Air Force.
Force.

como lo requieran
requieran los Reglamentos
Reglamentos
del Ejercito
Ejercito de los E. E. U. U.
Al efectuar
efectaar vuelos las Segundas
Segundas
Partes no asumen
asumen responsabilidad
responsabilidad
alguna
alguna por daftos causados
causados al
equipo o
muerte a
o por daftos oo muerte
a
otros como resultado
resultado de cualquier
cualquier
accidente
accidents en que
quo tomen
tomen parte
dentro de las estipulaciones
estipulaciones del
presente contrato.
contrato.
presente
El oficial de
mayor categoria
categorfa
de mayor
sera
serk el encargado
mantener
encargado de mantener
regularmente
regularmente las relaciones
relaciones con el
Ministerio de Guerra, el Estado
Ministerio
Mayor General
General de Ejercito
y el
Ej6rcito y
Comando de las Fuerzas Aereas.
Comando
A6reas.
Articulo
Articttlo 2°. Este contrato
contrato durara
afo desde la fecha de su
ray& un aflo
su
firma.
firma.

Article 2.
2. This agreement
agreement shall
continue in effect for
period of
for aa period
one year from the date of its signasignature.
Article 3. The present agreepresente conArticulo 3°.
S°. El presente
ment is subject to extension
by trato puede ser extendido
extendido por
por
extension by
mutual consent at its expiration
expiration consentimiento
mutual
consentimiento mAtuo
mituo aa su venfor aa period
period of
cimiento, por un nuevo periodo
perfodo de
of one
one year.
cimiento,
un
un ano.
Article 4.
4. It
It is agreed that the Articulo 4°. Se conviene quo
que los
services to be rendered
rendered by
by the servicios que deban prestar
prestar las
Parties of the Second Part, as set
set Segunda,s
Partes segdn
segim se
Segundas Partes
se esteestaArticulo 1° se consideraforth in Article 1,
1, shall be sus- blece en el Articulo
quo
any of
of ran suspendidos,
pended in the event that any
suspendidos, en
en el
el caso
caso de
de que
the armed forces of Argentina
cualquiera
de
las
Fuerzas
Armadas
Argentina cualquiera de las Fuerzas Armadas
Argentina tome
engage in activities other than de la Rep%lice
Replblica Argentina
normally carried on during
actividades que
quo
those normally
during parte en otras actividades
quo se ejercen normaltimes of peace. It
It is agreed fur- aquellss
aquellas que
tiempo de paz. Se
ther that in case of war being mente en tiempo
Se
conviene ademas
ademas que
quo en easo
declared between
caso
declared
between the Argentine conviene
guerra enenRepublic and any
declaraci6n de guerra
any other nation, de declaracion
Argentina y
y
Repdblica Argentina
or between
between the United States and tre la Republica
cualquiera otra nacion,
any
present cualquiera
naci6n, o
o entre
any other nation, the present
y cualquiera
cualquiera
Estados Unidos y
agreement
agreement shall at once be con- los Estados
otra naciOn,
inmediato se
se conconnaci6n, de
de inmediato
sidered terminated, subject to the otra
siderara rescindido
rescindido el presente
presente
return of the officers, their families siderara
contrato, disponiendose
and household
disponi6ndose el regreso
household effects to the contrato,
families y
los oficiales,
oficiales, sus familias
United States, as
y
as indicated in
in de los
efectos personales
personales aalos E.
efectos
E. E. U. U.
Articles 13, 14, 15, 16 and 19.
en la forma indicada
.Articuindicada en los Articulos 13, 14,
14, 15,
15, 16
16 yy 19.

193470*--41--FT.11-----37
193470°--41--.
I--37
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Article 5.
5. It
It is
and
is stipulated
stipulated and
Article
agreed that
of
that while
while the
the Parties
Parties of
agreed
the Second
Second Part
shall be
employed
Part shall
be employed
the
under this
agreement, or
or any
any
this agreement,
under
extension
thereof, the
the Party
Party of
of the
the
extension thereof,
engage the
the
First
Part will not
not engage
First Part
services
of any
any personnel
personnel of any
any
services of
other
foreign government
government for
for the
other foreign
duties
and purposes
contemplated
purposes contemplated
duties and
by
expressly
unless expressly
by this
this agreement,
agreement, unless
agreed
to between
between the Argentine
agreed to
Government
Government
Government and the Government
of
the United
United States.
States.
of the

Articulo 5°.
Se establece
establece y
y concon5°. Se
Articulo
viene
durante la
vigencia del
del
viene que
que durante
la vigencia
presents
contrato o
o cualquiera
cualquiera
presente contrato
prorroga
del mismo,
Primers
pr6rroga del
mismo, la
la Primera
Parts
utilizar los
los servicios
servicios
Parte no
no podrii,
podra utilizar
de personal
personal alguno
alguno de
otro gogode
de otro
bierno extranjero
extranjero para
pars las
la,s oblioblibierno
gaciones y
propositos contemplay prop6sitos
contemplagaciones
dos
en este
contrato, fuera
fuera del
del
dos en
este contrato,
caso en
que ello
ello sea
expresamente
caso
en que
sea expresamente
convenido por
per el
el Gobierno
Gobierno ArgenArgenconvenido
tin°
y
el
Gobierno
de
los
E.
tino y el Gobierno de los E.
E. E.
U.
U.
U.U.

TITLE
II
TITLE II

TITULO II
II
TITULO

REQUISITES
CONDITIONS
REQUISITES AND
AND CONDITIONS

REQUISITOS Y
Y CONDICIONES
CONDICIONES
REQUISITOS

6°. Las
ParArticle 6. The Parties of the Sec- Articulo
Articulo 6°.
Las Segundas
Segundas Partes se
prese comprometen
comprometen por
ond Part hereby agree
agree not to
to tes
por el
el predivulge nor by any means
means to dis- sente
contrato aa no
no divulgar
divulgar o
o
sente contrato
close
close to
to any foreign government
government revelar
por ningdn
ninem medio,
medio, cualrevelar por
cualor person whatsoever
whatsoever any secret
secret quier secreto
secrete o
confidencial
o asunto confidencial
or confidential matter of which
which que
que llegue
Ilegue a
aser
ser de
de su
su conocimiento
conocimiento
become cognizant
cognizant as a
a como una
they may become
una consecuencia
consecuencia natural
de
natural de
natural consequence
consequence of their func- sus
por cualquier
cualquier
sus funciones,
funciones, o
o por
it being
tions, or in any other way, it
being otro
otro medio;
medio; quedando
quedando establecido
establecido
understood that this requisite
requisite hon- que este requisito
understood
requisite subsistira
subsistirfi, honoorably continues even after the rablemente
de buena
buena fe
fe aun
sun
rablemente yy de
expiration or cancellation
cancellation of the despues
expiration
vencimiento o
o cancelscanceladespues del vencinaiento
present or any other subsequent
subsequent ci6n
cite del
presents contrato
del presente
contrato oo de
de
agreement.
agreement.
cualquier
subsiguiente.
cualquier otro
otro subsiguiente.
Article
entire stay
Article 7. During the entire
Articulo 7°. Durante
toda is
la esDurante toda
Republic at the tada en
in the Argentine Republic
en la
la Repdblica
Repdblica Argentina
Argentina al
al
service of the Party of the First
service
First servicio
Primers Parte,
Parte, las
servicio de la Primera
las
Part, the Parties of the Second
Second Segundas
Segundas Partes
gozarin de los
los
Partes gozaran
Part shall be entitled to the bene- beneficios
beneficios que los reglamentos
reglamentos del
fits which the Argentine
Army Ejercito
Argentine Army
Ejercito Argentino
Argentin° conceden
conceden a
asus
sus
Regulations provide
provide for its officers
officers oficiales
oficiales del
del mismo
mismo grado.
grade.
of corresponding
corresponding rank.
Article 8. In case the Party of
de que
la
Articulo 8°. En
En case
caso de
que la
the First Part should desire that Primera
Primers Parte deseara
serdeseara que los serthe services of the Parties of the vicios
vicios de
de las
las Segundas
Segundas Partes
Partes fuefueextended beyond
Second Part be extended
beyond ran prorrogados mb.s
mis alla
allit del peripertthe period stipulated
stipulated in Article 2,
2, odo
ode estipulado
en el
el Articulo
2°
estipulado en
Articulo 2°
as referred to in Article 3, written segun
segain se establece
establece en el Articulo
proposal
proposal to that effect must be 3°, debera
debera, presentar
presentar una propuesta
propuesta
before the ex- escrita
made three months before
escrita en
en tal
tal sentido,
sentido, tres
tree meses
meses
piration of the present agreement.
piration
agreement. antes
del presents
antes del
del vencimiento
vencimiento del
presente
contrato.
contrato.
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Cancelation
Caneelation
agreement
Article
Article 9. The present agreement
presente contrato Sion.
Articulo 9°. El presente
sion.
cancelado por cualquiera
cualquiera
cancelled by either of the puede
may be
be cancelled
puede ser cancelado
Parties subject to thirty (30) days' de las dos Partes previa notificacon
notice in writing.
presentada con
ci6n por escrito, presentada
anticipaci6n.
treinta dias de anticipacion.
Articulo
A los efectos del
Articulo 10°. A
Article 10. For the purposes of
presente contrato la familia
familia de un
the present contract the family of presente
an
include oficial se considera
considera compuesta
compuesta por
por
an officer is construed to include
esposa y
y los hijos que
quo de el
wife and
and dependent children.
la esposa
his wife
dependen.
dependen.
Articulo
11°. Despues
cada
Despu6s de cada
Article 11. After each year of
Articulo 110.
alio
de
servicio
Gobierno
con
el
service with the Argentine
GovArgentine
ano de servicio
Argentin°, o
o fraccion
fracci6n en caso de
ernment, or proportional part Argentino,
thereof,
should
this
contract
be
terminar
este
contrato
antes del
contrato antes
thereof, should this contract
Segundas
plazo de un afo,
ano, las Segundas
terminated prior to one year, the plazo
terminated
are Partes
Parties of the Second Part are
tendran derecho aaun mes
Partes tendran
proporindivid ually entitled to one month's de
fracci6n proporlicencia, oo fraccion
de licencia,
individually
sueldo.
proportional part thereof cional, con goce de sueldo.
leave or proportional
with pay.
Articuto 12°. De
la licencia menmenDelalicencia
Articulo
Article 12. The leave cited in
articulo precedente
precedente
the preceding
preceding Article may be cionada en el articulo
spent
foreign countries, subject
subject se podra
el extranpodra hacer uso en el
in foreign
spent in
instrucciones
las instrucciones
a las
standing instructions
instructions of the jero, sujeto a
to the standing
del Ministerio
Ministerio de Guerra
Department vigentes del
United States War Department
acerca de las
concerning visits to foreign coun- de los E. E. U. U. acerca
concerning
extranjeros. En
tries.
paises extranjeros.
a previously
previously visitas aa paises
In all cases, a
tries. In
sera menester
menester forlos casos
casos sera
written
application, containing
todos los
containing full todos
written application,
esprevio por espedido previo
details,
addressed to the approappro- mular un pedido
details, addressed
crito conteniendo
conteniendo todos los depriate
priate Argentine Army authority, crito
militar
will
Unused por- talles,
talles, a
a la autoridad
autoridad militar
necessary. Unused
will be necessary.
tions of
argentinacorrespondiente. Las lileave including that argentinacorrespondiente.
of such leave
tions
deriving
cencias de que
quo no han hecho
hecho uso y
y
deriving from the previous indi- cencias
qua deriven
previos
deriven de los previos
vidual contracts shall be cumula- las que
contratos
podrin acuindividuales podr&n
contratos individuales
tive from year to year.
mularse de un afio
alto a
aotro.
mularse

TITLE III

TrruLo III
III
TITULO

COMPENSATIONS
COMPENSATIONS

REIIIINERACI6N DE
SERVICIOS
DE SERVICIOS
REMUNERACI6N

Article
13.
For the services
services
For
Article 13.
specified in
Article 11 of this conin Article
specified
tract
officers of the Regular
Regular
tract the officers
Army of
of the
the United States of
Army
the
America shall
receive from the
shall receive
America
Argentine Government
Government monthly
Argentine
compensation
in pesos,
pesos, national
national
compensation in
money,
additional
of legal tender, additional
money, of

Por
Articulo 13. .
rno
A los servicios
especificados
en
el
Articulo
1° del
especificados en el
presente
contrato,
los
oficiales
oficiales del
presente contrato,
Ejercito de los E. E. U. U. recibiEjercito
ran
Art
dicui°
81 Gobierno
Go1b
8
:e
entino una
Argentino
del
ran
remuneracion mensual
mensual en pesos
remuneraci6n
moneda nacional
nacional de curso legal
moneda
quo se agregarA
agregara al pago que
quo recique

1817
provt.
provi-

Compensations.
Compensatlons.

1818
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Gobierno de los Estados
to the
allowances which biran del Gobierno
pay and allowances
the pay
to
acuerdo con estas
de acuerdo
ment of
United States, ac- bases:
of the United
ment
cording to the following schedule:
1.400
Mayor y
yOficial Jefe
Mayor
1400
Major
Officer
1400
Chief Officer
and Chief
Major and
1.300
Mayor
Mayor
1300
1300
Major
1.200
Capitanes
1200
1200
Captains
1.100
1. 100
Tenientes
Primeros
1100
First Lieutenants
Lieutenants
serân pagaderos
pagaderos
Esos salarios seran
The
shall be payable
payable
said salary shall
The said
at
Ultimo
cads
siendo
mes,
de
cada
dia
dltimo
el
on
day of
it
each month, it
of each
last day
on the
the last
entendido
que
dicha
remuneracion
remuneraci6n
entendido
being hereby stipulated that
is que reciban
reciban del Gobierno de
neither
compensation nor the yy la
said compensation
neither said
los
serin gravadas
U. U. no seran
E.
E.
los
pay
and
allowances
which
rethey
pay and allowances
ningiin
impuesto
del Gobierno
impuesto
ningun
con
ceive
from
the
Government
of
the
ceive from the Government
y
presente y
al
Argentin°
en
vigor
Argentino
United
States,
shall
subject
to
be
shall
United States,
aprobara por el Gobierno
si se aprobara
que si
Argentine Government
Government tax que
any Argentine
o imnow in force,
other Argentino un impuesto o
if any other
that if
force, and that
now
is remuneraci6n
remuneracion sera
sera, aupuestos, la
tax
imposed by the puestos,
tax or taxes are imposed
mentada para
pars cubrir tales
tales impuesArgentine
Government, the com- mentada
Argentine Government,
tos.
increased as tos.
shall be so increased
pensation shall
taxation.
to cover
cover this taxation.
Articulo 14°. El goce de la
Article
1.4. The compensation
compensation
Article 14.
estipulada
remuneracion
estipulada en el
remuneraci6n
set
begin
Article 13 shall begin
in Article
set forth in
el dia
comenzara
Articulo
comenzark
din
13°
from
date of signature
signature of this
from the date
en
is
contrato
el
contrato
de
este
firma
la
de
such
agreement in the case
case of such
agreement
oficiales
estuvieran
estuvieran
que
los
caso
de
officers
as
may
be
in
the
Argentine
Argentine
officers as
Republica
Republic
that time, and in the
the en ese tiempo en la Repdblica
at that
Republic at
Is designadesignsofficei Argentina; en el caso de la
case of any newly assigned
assigned officer
ci6n de un nuevo oficial el goce de
shall begin on the date of leaving
leaving el.&
remuneracion empezartt
din
empezarh el dia
New York, traveling by sea. The la remuneraci6n
compensation shall continue unti
until de salida de Nueva York viajando
compensation
remuneraci6n concontract por mar. La remuneraci6n
the termination
termination of this contract,
terminaci6n de
tinuara hasta la terminaci6n
trave tinuartt
required to travel
plus the time required
contrato mas
mks el tiempo neceby
Buenos este contrato
the usual sea route from Buenos
by the
pars el viaje por la
Is ruts
ruta maAires
sucl sario para
Aires to New York, plus such
ordinaria de Buenos Aires
ritima ordinaria
additional
may cover
cover the
thi ritima
additional time as may
is coaa Nueva York, agregando la
leave periods.
rrespondiente
periodos de
rrespondiente aa los periodos
licencia.
licencia.
Articulo
Primers Parte
Articulo 15°. La Primera
the
Article 15. The Party of the
pager&
necesarios de
necesarios
los
gastos
pagara
expense
First Partwill
Part will furnish the expenses
transporte
y
y
por tierra aa
por
mar
transporte
necessary
of
transportation
neces„ary
if
of transportation
del
Ejercito
by
land
Parties
of
oficiales
Ejercito
de los
los
oficiales
o
the
of
sea
and
by land
the Second Part, their families
families, E. E. U. U., sus familias, sus efecincluyendo el autohousehold effects and baggage
baggage, tos personales, incluyendo
household
movil, por adelantado,
adelantado, provey6nproveyenadvance m6vil,
including automobile, in advance,
the
familie doselos siempre de pasajes de
the officers and their families
being
furnished with first-clas
first-class primers
primera clase.
being furnished
accommodations.
accommodations.

Unidos
they receive
Govern- Unidos
the Governfrom the
receive from
they
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Article
Article 16. An
An additional allowallowance of one-half
one-half month's
month's compensation
be provided
provided in
pensation will
will be
in
advance
by
the
Argentine
Governadvance by the Argentine Government to cover expenses of locating
and housing any additional
additional officer
officer
may proceed
and his
his family as may
proceed to
to
the Argentine
under
Argentine Republic
Republic under
this
contract.
this contract.

Articulo .16°.
otorgará por
16°. Se otorgar&
por
adelantado
adelantado una bonificaci6n
bonificacion adicional de un medio
cional
medio mes de romuremuneraci6n, destinada
neracion.,
destinada a
a compensar
compensar
originados por cambio
cambio
los gastos originados
de residencia
residencia de las Segundas
Segundas
Partes y
y sus familias, si un nuevo
oficial fuera enviado aala Repdblica Argentina
Argentina de acuerdo
acuerdo a
este
a este
contrato.
contrato.
Article
Article 17. The
Articulo 17°. Los
Articulo
canThe cases of
of canLos casos de cancellation
celacion mencionados
mencionados en el
cellation mentioned in Article 99 celaci6n
el ArArshall be compensated as follows:
follows: ticulo
tfculo 9° seran
seran compensados
compensados en la
is
siguiente forma:
a)
if
a) Si los
Estados Unidos, relos Estados
a) The
The United
United States may, if
reinterest so
inter& publico,
pablico,
the public interest
so requires, queridos por su interes
ordena el regreso
regreso en
cualquier
recall at any time
time any or all
en cualquier
all of the ordena
officers,
officers, substituting
los
substituting for them
them tiempo de uno oo de todos
todos los
sustituy6ndolos por otros,
other officers acceptable
acceptable to the oficiales,
oficiales, sustituyendolos
Gobierno Argonacuerdo con el Gobierno
Argentine Government, all
all ex- de acuerdo
Argengastos originados
penses in connection
connection therewith
therewith tino; todos los
los gastos
originados
being incumbent upon
Govern- por este motivo
upon the
motivo corresponderan
corresponderan. al
the Government of the United States of Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
America. Si por el pedido
America.
request of
pedido del
America. If
If on the request
of the de America.
Argentine
Government, any
Gobierno .Argentino
Argentino alguno de los
Argentine Government,
any memmem- Gobierno
oficiales es
llamado a
asu
su pals
pals por
por
es llamado
ber of the officers
officers is recalled
recalled for
for oficiales
atm causa
is terminacien
de
causa que la
due
terminaci6n de
due or just
just cause other than
than the otra
enfermedad, todos
sus servicios
servicios oo enfermedad,
termination
termination of his services or illtodos
ill- sus
with los gastos relacionados
relacionados con este
ness, all
all expenses
este
expenses connected
connected with
retomo, si hubiera
hubiera justa
justa causa,
the return shall be incumbent
incumbent retorno,
incumben al Gobierno
upon the
Gobierno de los
the United States
States of
of incumben
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
America.
America.
b)
propuesta
de cancelacancelab)
If
cancellation
of
this
conb)
Si
la
propuesta de
b) If cancellation of this concien
fuera
presentada
a
pedido
de
ci6n
fuera
presentada a pedido de
tract be effected
effected on the request
request of
of
los
the United
Estados Unidos de America,
America,
United States
States of
of America, all
gastos para
pars el
regreso de
de
todos los
los gastos
el regreso
expenses of the
the return of
of the
the todos
los
oficiales
y
sus
efectos
personales
officers and all effects thereof
officers
thereof to los oficiales y sus efectos personales
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno
seran satisfechos
satisfechos por
the United States
States shall
shall be borne seran
Estados Unidos de America;
America;
United de los Estados
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
si Is
propuesta de
de cancelaci6n
cancelacien se
se
la propuesta
should cancelcancel- si
States of
of America;
America; should
efectuara
a
pedido
del
Gobierno
effected on
be effected
on the
the initiative
initiative efectuara a pedido del Gobierno
lation be
Argentin°, o
como resultado
resultado de
o como
de
of
Argentine Government,
of the
the Argentine
Government, or
or Argentino,
Republics
guerra entre la
la Repdblica
as
as a
a result
result of
of war
war between
between the una guerra
Argentina y
y un Gobierno
Gobierno extranextranArgentine
Republic and
Argentine Republic
and aa foreign
foreign Argentina
o como resultado de los casos
casos
government or as the
government
the result
result of
of the jero o
Articulo 4°,
4°, todos
todos
en el
el Articulo
contingency envisaged
envisaged in Article previstos en
contingency
estara,n a
cargo del
del
gastos estaran
a cargo
4,
Government shall
4, the
the Argentine
Argentine Government
shall los gastos
Gobierno Argentino.
Argentin°.
Gobierno
bear these costs.

1819
1819

1820

Exemption from cus
cusExemption
duties.
toms duties.
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Articulo
Primers Parte
Articulo 18°. La Primera
Article
Party of
the
Article 18.
18. The
The Party
of the
otorgara, por is
anual
provide for
la licencia
First Part will
licencia anual
will not
not provide
for no otorgara
remuneracion oo bonifiannual leave any additional
additional allowallow- ninguna remuneraci6n
adieional, salvo la estipuestipuance or compensation
than melon
caci6n adicional,
compensation further
further than
13°y
that stipulated in Article 13 and lada en el Ardenlo
Artfculo 13°
y mencionada
Artfculo 14°.
mentioned in Article 14.
nada en el Articulo
mentioned
Articulo
bonificacion
Article 19. The additional
additional allowallowArticulo 19°. La bonificaci6n
ance of Article 16 for the Parties
Ardenlo 16° otorParties adicional del Articulo
Segundas Partes
sera
gada a
of the Second Part shall be paid
a las
las Segundas
Partes serh
paid gada
is Primera
Primers Parte por
por
pagada por la
by the Party of the First Part
Part pagada
adelantado y
y antes de la salida
salida
prior to departure
departure from present
present adelantado
station in the United States
oficial en
States pro- de su actual residencia oficial
ruts
ceeding by the usual traveled
traveled los Estados Unidos por la ruta
ordinaria.
route.
Article 20. The household efmobiliario, el
Articulo 20°.
20°. El
El mobiliario,
an equipaje,
incluyendo un
autofects and baggage, including
including an
equipaje, incluyendo
un autoautomobile,
arriving in m6vil
mOvil de
oficiales que
quo lleguen
lleguen
automobile, of officers arriving
de los oficiales
the
Argentine Republic
Republic additional
the Argentine
is Repdblica
Republics Argentina
Argentina como
additional a
a la
to
complement° o
o en reemplazo
reemplazo de
de
to or
or in
in replacement
replacement of the
the complemento
original officers,
exempt los oficiales actualmente
officers, shall be exempt
actualmente en serserfrom customs duties in the ArAr- vicio,
vicio, estarkn
estaran libres
derechos
libres de derechos
gentine Republic,
Republic, or if such cuscus- aduaneros
aduaneros en la Rep
Repdblica
ablica Artoms duties are imposed and gentina;
gentina; pero si tales derechos
required, an equivalent
equivalent additional fueran
fueran impuestos y
y exigidos,
exigidos, la
Is
allowance to cover such charge
charge Primera
Primera Parte abonara
abonara una bonishall be paid by the
the Argentine
Argentine ficacion
ficaci6n adicional
adicional equivalente
equivalente para
Government.
Government.
cubrir dicho gasto.
gasto.
Article 21.
21. The
The compensation
compensation
Articulo 21°. La compensacion
compensaci6n
Articulo
for transportation
transportation and
and traveling
traveling por transporte
transporte y
y gastos de viaje
Argentine Repubexpenses in the Argentine
Repub- en is
la Reptiblica
Repdblica Argentina,
Argentina, origilic necessitated
necessitated by the Argentine
Argentine nada por comisiones
comisiones oficiales en
official business in compliance
compliance cumplimiento
cumplimiento del Artfculo
Ardenlo 1° sera
with Article 1
1 will be provided otorgada
otorgada de acuerdo con las conaccording to conditions
conditions specified
specified diciones
according
diciones especificadas
especificadas en el Arin Article 7.
Menlo 7°.
7°.
ticulo
Article 22. a) Should any of the Articulo 22°. a) En caso de que
quo
Parties of the Second Part become las Segundas Partes
Partes o
o alguna de
ill, he shall be cared for by the ellas contrayesen
contrayesen alguna enfermeenfermeArgentine
Government in such
Argentine Government
such dad, seran
seran hospitalizadas
hospitalizadas por el
hospital, after consultation,
consultation, as Gobierno
Argentino en el lugar
Gobierno Argentin°
lugar
considered suitable; any
may be considered
any quo
que se considere
considere apropiado,
apropiado, previa
previa
perform his consulta;
officer unable to perform
consulta; cualquier
cualquier oficial incaincaduties by reason of long con- pacitado
pacitado de cumplir con sus oblitinued physical disability
disability shall be gaciones
gaciones por razones
razones de continuada
continuada
changed.
imposibilidad
imposibilidad fisica
fIs i
ca debera
deberh ser
cambiado.
eambiado.
b) If any of the Parties of the
b) Si alguna
alguna de las Segundas
Second Part, or one of his family, Partes oocualquier
cualquier miembro de
de su
su
Argentine ReRe- familia llegara
should die in the Argentine
legara aa fallecer
fallecer en is
la
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Republica Argentina
Argentina durante el
public
present or any Repiblica
while the present
public while
contrato o
o
que este contrato
extension
agreement is in tiempo
tiempo en que
of this agreement
extension of
prorrogas est6
este
cualquiera de sus pr6rrogas
force,
Part cualquiera
force, the Party of the First Part
tomarS
Primera Parte
Parte tomarb,
la Primera
vigor, la
en vigor,
shall
transported en
shall have the body transported
medidas necesarias
ne,cesarias para
para que el
las medidas
such place in the United States las
to such
cuerpo sea
sea transportado
transportado al lugar
lugar
as
Should cuerpo
family may decide. Should
the family
as the
Estados Unidos que
que decida
decida
the
deceased be
be any
los Estados
Parties de los
any of the Parties
the deceased
familia. En caso de ser el
of the
the Second
la familia.
agreement is.
Part this agreement
Second Part
of
fallecido alguna
algtma de las Segundas
Segundas
will
considered terminated
terminated with fallecido
be considered
will be
Partes este
considecontrato se consideeste contrato
reference
fifteen days after Partes
him fifteen
to him
reference to
respecto terminado quince
a su
su respecto
his
death, and
compensation will rarfi.
rara a
and compensation
his death,
y las comdIas despu6s
despues del deceso y
corabe
specified in Articles dias
provided as specified
be provided
pensaciones y
y remuneraciones
remuneraciones que
13,
16, 19 and 20, payable pensaciones
13, 14, 15, 16,
serail las especificadas
especificadas
otorgarin ser&n
to the widow
widow of the Party of the se otorgaren
to
13,
en
los
Articulos
13,
14,
15, 16,
16, 19
Articulos
los
Second
Part
other
person
who
en
person
other
or
Part
Second
y
20,
pagadera,s
a
la
oo aa
viuda
a
la
by
pagaderas
20,
may
be
designated
writing
in
y
designated
may be
cualquier
otra
persona
designada
designada
persona
otra
cualquier
the
Party
of
the
Second
any
Part
Second
the Party of the
por esciito
por las
Segundas Partes
las Segundas
escrito por
time
continuance of por
the continuance
during the
time during
la
durante
momento
en
cualquier
momento
durante is.
cualquier
en
widow
this
contract,
provided
such
this contract, provided
estipucontrato,
vigencia
este
de
be
vigencia
or
other
person
will
comnot
or other person will
que la
is. viuda
is. persona
persona
o la
viuda o
landose que
pensated
accrued leave of lfindose
the accrued
for the
pensated for
compensada
designada
serfs,
compensada
sera
no
furdesignada
the deceased,
deceased, and provided
the
por la
is. licencia
licencia proporcional
proporcional que
que
ther that
that these
these compensations
compensations be por
ther
que
corresponderla
al
fallecido
y
y
fallecido
al
corresponderia
paid
within
fifteen
days
the
the
of
paid within fifteen days
pagaser&n
estas
remuneraciones
seran
remuneraciones
estas
death
of
the
Party
of
the
Second
death of the Party of the
das
dentro de los quince dias de
das dentro
Part.
Part.
ocurrida
is. muerte
muerte del oficial.
ocurrida la
Articulo
23°.
En
En testimonio de
23°.
Articulo
Article
28. In faith whereof, the
Article 23.
todo
lo
que,
los
abajo firmados,
firmados,
abajo
los
que,
undersigned, being
being duly author- todo lo
undersigned,
estando
debidamente
autorizados,
autorizados,
debidamente
ized, sign
agreement in estando
present agreement
the present
sign the
ized,
el presente
presente contrato en dos
dos
firman el
two
in duplicate,
duplicate, each one in firman
texts in
two texts
en
textos
por
duplicado,
uno
cada
the
Spanish and English lan- textos por duplicado,
the Spanish
idioma
espafiol
e
ingles,
boy
doce
hoy
guages, this
twelfth day of Sep- idioma espafiol e ingles,
this twelfth
guages,
de septiembre
de rail
novecientos
mil novecientos
septiembre de
tember,
hundred and
and de
nineteen hundred
tember, nineteen
y nueve
Washington,
en Washington,
nueve en
treinta y
thirty-nine,
Washington, D. C., treinta
thirty-nine, in Washington,
D.
C., Estados
Estados Unidos
de America.
America.
Unidos de
D. C.,
United
States of America.
America.
United States
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

FELIPE A
ESPIL
A ESPIL
FELIPE

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

HARRY
OODRING
WOODRING
T. W
HARRY T.
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Agreement
between Egypt
the United
States of
America concerning
concerning
Agreement between
Egypt and
and the
United States
of America
of parcel
parcel post,
post, with
with regulations
of execution;
at
the exchange
exchange of
regulations of
execution; signed
signed at
Cairo
17,1939
andat Washington
Cairo July 17,
1989 and
13, 1939;
1939; approved
approved
Washington September
September 13,
and ratified
and
ratified by the President
of the
United States
States September
September 18,
18, 1939.
1989.
Presidentof
the United

AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN EGYPT AND
AND THE UNITED
UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA
CONCERNING THE EXCHANGE
AMERICA CONCERNING
EXCHANGE
OF PARCEL POST.
POST.
The undersigned,
undersigned, provided
provided with
full powers
powers by
their respective
with full
by their
respective
governments,
governments, have
mutual consent
consent and
and subject
subject to
to ratification
ratification by
by
have by
by mutual
the competent
competent superior
superior authorities,
drawn up
up the
Agreeauthorities, drawn
the following
following Agreement:
ment:
ARTICLE I.
I.
ARTICLE
Object of
of the
the Agreement.
Agreement.
Contracting parties.
Contractingparties.

Post,

Post, p.
1832.
p.1832.

Between
Between the
the United
United States of America
America (including
(including Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
Puerto

Rico, the Virgin Islands,
Guam, Samoa,
Samoa, and
Hawaii) on
one hand,
hand,
Islands, Guam,
and Hawaii)
on one
may be
and Egypt
Egypt on the other
other hand, there may
under the
the
be exchanged
exchanged under
denomination of parcel
denomination
parcel post, parcels
parcels up to
maximum weight
weight
to the
the maximum
and
indicated in the Regulations
and the
the maximum
maximum. dimensions
dimensions indicated
Regulations of ExeExecution.
cution.
ARTICLE II.
ARTICLE
II.

Transit
Transit parcels.
parcels.
Right
Right of transit.
transit.

Administrations
as
Administrations as

intermediaries.
intermediaries.

1. Each
Postal Administration
Each Postal
Administration guarantees
guarantees the
the right
of transit
transit
right of
through its service, to or from any country
country with which
it has
has parcel
parcel
which it
post communication,
communication, of
parcels originating
in or
or addressed
addressed for
for dedeof parcels
originating in
the other
livery in the service
service of the
contracting Administration.
Administration.
other contracting
2. Each Postal Administration
Administration shall
shall inform
the other
other to
to which
inform the
which
countries parcels
parcels may be sent
through it
it as
as intermediary,
intermediary, and
and the
the
sent through
amount of the charges
charges due to it
it therefor, as well
as other
other conditions.
well as
conditions.
accepted for
3. To be accepted
onward transmission,
transmission, parcels
parcels sent
sent by
by one
one of
for onward
of
the contracting
contracting Administrations
Administrations through
through the
the service
service of
of the
the other
other
Administration must comply
Administration
comply with the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed from
from
time to time by the intermediate
intermediate Administration.
Administration.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE III.
III.
Postage and
Postage
fees.
and fees.

Collection from
,ollection
from

a8
sender.

Prepayment.
Prepayment.

Administration of origin
1. The Administration
origin is entitled
entitled to
to collect
collect from
from the
the
sender
of each
each parcel
postage and the fees for requests
sender of
parcel the postage
requests for inforinformation
a parcel
mation as to the disposal of a
parcel made after it
it has
been posted,
posted,
has been
and also, in the case of insured
insured parcels
insurance fees
fees and
the
parcels,7 the
the insurance
and the
fees for return
return receipts that may from
from time to
to time
time be
be prescribed
prescribed by
by
its regulations.
2. Except
in the
the case
case of
redirected parcels, the
2.
Except in
of returned
returned or
or redirected
the postage
postage
and
such
of
the
fees mentioned in the preceding
preceding section
and
section as
applias are
are applicable must be prepaid.
prepaid.
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1939
1,
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EGYPT— PARCEL POST-pt.
POST Sept.
Sept 13,1939
13,1939

ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
Preparation
parcels.
Preparationof parcels.
Every
parcel shall
be packed
manner adequate
length
adequate for the length
in aamanner
packed in
shall be
Every parcel
of
the
journey
and
the
protection
of
contents
as set forth in the
contents
the
of
protection
the
of the journey and
Regulations of Execution.
Regulations

Packing.
Packing.
Post, p. 1832.
1832.
Post,

AirricLE
ARTICLE V.
Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.
1.
following articles
are prohibited
parcel
transmission by parcel
prohibited transmission
articles are
The following
1. The
post:
post:
(a)
A letter
letter or
the nature
nature of aa letter.
having the
communication having
or aa communication
(a) A
Nevertheless, it
it is
is permitted
to enclose
enclose in a
invoice,
a parcel an open invoice,
permitted to
Nevertheless,
confined to
to the
the particulars
particulars which
and also a
a
constitute an invoice, and
which constitute
confined
simple copy
copy of
of the
address of
the parcel,
with mention of the address
parcel, with
of the
the address
simple
of the sender.
(b)
An enclosure
bears an
address different from that
an address
which bears
enclosure which
(b) An
placed
on
cover
of
the
parcel.
the
placed on
(c)
Any live
animal, except leeches.
live animal,
(c) Any
(d)
Opium, morphine,
morphine cocaine, and other
other narcotics.
narcotics.
d) Opium,
(e)
Any article,
the admission of which is forbidden
forbidden by the Cusarticle, the
e) Any
toms
or
other
laws
or
regulations
in
either
country.
force
in
toms or other laws or regulations
(f) Any
explosive or
or inflammable
inflammable article,
and in general, any
article, and
Any explosive
(f)
article
which is
dangerous, including articles
is dangerous,
of which
conveyance of
the conveyance
article the
be aa source
which
from
their
nature
or
packing
source of danger
danger to
may
packing
or
nature
their
from
which
postal
soil or
damage other parcels.
or damage
may soil
or may
employees or
postal employees
(g) Obscene
or immoral
immoral articles.
Obscene or
(g)
currency
(h) It
is, moreover,
moreover, forbidden
forbidden to
to send
coin, bank notes, currency
send coin,
It is,
(h)
gold, or
notes,
or
any
kind
of
securities
payable
to
bearer;
platinum,
bearer;
to
payable
securities
of
kind
any
or
notes,
silver
(whether manufactured
manufactured or
precious stones, jewelry, or
not);;precious
or not)
silver (whether
other
precious articles
articles in
uninsured parcels.
parcels.
in uninsured
other precious
2.
any of
of these
these prohibitions
handed
prohibitions is handed
contravening any
parcel contravening
When aaparcel
2. When
proceed
over
by
one
Administration
to
the
latter
shall
proceed
in
latter
the
other,
the
to
over by one Administration
accordance
with its
laws and
and inland
regulations. Explosive or ininland regulations.
its laws
accordance with
flammable articles,
as well
and other articles
pictures, and
documents, pictures,
as documents
well as
articles, as
flammable
injurious
morals may be destroyed on the spot by the
public morals
to public
injurious to
Administration
which has
them in the mails.
found them
has found
Administration which
The
fact
that
a
parcel
contains
letter or a
communication having
a communication
aaletter
contains
parcel
a
that
The fact
the nature
nature of
entail return of the parcel
parcel
may not in any case entail
letter, may
of aaletter,
the
to the
the sender.
sender. The
The letter
letter is,
marked for collection
collection of postage
however, marked
is, however,
to
due from
regular rate.
addressee at the regular
the addressee
from the
due
The
two Administrations
advise each
other, by means of the List
each other,
Administrations advise
The two
of Prohibited
International Bureau
Bureau of the
the International
by the
published by
Articles published
Prohibited Articles
of
Universal
Postal
Union,
of
all
prohibited
articles.
However,
they do
However,
articles.
prohibited
Universal Postal Union, of all
not assume
assume on
on that
any responsibility
responsibility towards the customs or
account any
that account
not
police
or the sender.
authorities, or
police authorities,
3. If
wrongly admitted
the post
neither returned
returned to
are neither
post are
to the
admitted to
parcels wrongly
If parcels
3.
origin
nor
delivered
to
the
addressees,
the
Administration
of origin
Administration
origin nor delivered to the addressees, the
must
be
precisely
informed
of
the
treatment
accorded
to
parcels.
the
to
accorded
treatment
the
of
informed
must be precisely

Articles prohibited
prohibited
Articles
transmission.
tramusnlsion.

of

eto.
Coin; gold,
gold, eta.
Coin;

Parcel contravening
contravening
Parcel
prohibitions, action to
be taken.
betaken.

of Prohibited
Prohibited
List of
Articles.
Articles.

Parcels wrongly
wrongly admitted.
mitted.

ARTICLE
VI.
ARTICLE VI.
Insurance.
Insurance.
Parcels
be insured
up to
to the
the amount
amount of
500 gold francs or its
of 500
insured up
may be
Parcels may
However,
equivalent
in
the
currency
of
the
country
of
However, the
origin.
country
the
of
equivalent in the currency
Chiefs of
of the
Postal Administrations
the two
councontracting countwo contracting
of the
Administrations of
the Postal
Chiefs

Maximum amomt.
amount.
Maximum
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tries may, by mutual consent, increase
this maximum
increase or decrease
decrease this
maximum
amount of insurance.
Indemnity, limitalimitatidemnity,
A parcel
cannot give
parcel cannot
give rise to the right to an indemnity
indemnity higher
higher than
than
tion.
the actual value of its contents, but it is permissible to insure
insure it
for
it for
only part of that value.
ARTICLE
ATICLE VII.
VII.

Responsibility. Indemnity.
Responsibility.
Indemnity.
Ordinary parcels.
Ordinaryparcels.

Insured
Insured parcels.
parcels.

Indemnity, compucomputation.

andemnity,

Indirect damages,
Indirect
damages,
etc.

e.

1. The
The Postal
Postal Administrations
Administrations of the two contracting
1.
contracting countries
will not be responsible
responsible for the loss, abstraction, or damage
of an
an
damage of
ordinary parcel.
2. Except
Except in the cases mentioned
following, the Admentioned in the Article following,
ministrations
responsible for the loss of insured parcels
ministrations are responsible
mailed in
in
parcels mailed
one of the two contracting countries for delivery
delivery in the other
other and
and
for the loss, abstraction
abstraction of, or damage to their contents, or
or a
a part
part
thereof.
The sender, or the addressee
addressee if he proves
proves that
that the
the sender
sender has
has waived
waived

his rights in his favor, is entitled to compensation
compensation corresponding
corresponding
to the actual amount
amount of the loss, abstraction,
abstraction, or
or damage.
The
damage. The
calculated on the basis of the actual
amount of indemnity is calculated
value
actual value
(current price or, in the absence
price, the
the ordinary
ordinary estiestiabsence of current price,
mated value) at the place where and the time when the parcel
was
parcel was
accepted
accepted for mailing; provided in any case
that the
indemnity may
may
case that
the indemnity
not be greater than the amount for which the parcel was insured
insured and
and
on which the insurance
insurance fee has been collected, or the
maximum
the maximum
amount of 500 gold francs.
3.
3.

No indemnity
indemnity is paid for indirect damages or
or loss
of profits
profits
loss of

resulting from the loss, rifling, damage, nondelivery,
nondelivery, misdelivery, or
or
delay of an insured parcel dispatched
dispatched in accordance
accordance with
with the
the

conditions
of the
the present
present Agreement.
conditions of
Agreement.
4. In the case where
indemnity is payable
for the
the loss
loss of
parcel
where indemnity
payable for
of aaparcel
or for the destruction
destruction or abstraction
abstraction of the
whole of
of the
the contents
the whole
contents
thereof
thereof, the sender is
return of
of th
post
alcharges,
charges, if
is entitled
entitled to
to return
thee postal
if
iclaimed.
However,
the
insurance
fees
claimed.
insurance
are
any
case
returned.
not
in
returned.
Loss, etc, of certain
transit insured par5. In the absence
the contrary
contrary between
between the
absence of special agreement
agreement to
to the
the
cels.
caes.
countries involved, which agreement
agreement may be made
made by correspondence,
correspondence,
no indemnity
indemnity will be paid by either country for
the loss,
loss, rifling,
rifling, or
or
for the
damage of transit insured parcels
that is,
is, parcels
parcels originating
in a
parcels, that
originating in
a
country not participating
participating in this Agreement
destined for
for one
Agreement and destined
one of
of
the two contracting
contracting countries
countries or parcels
parcels originating
originating in
in one
of the
the
one of
two contracting countries and destined for
country not
participatfor aacountry
not participating in this Agreement.
Insured parcels refoured
parcels
rhie 6. When an insured
forwarded
to a third
insured parcel originating
originating in
in one
one country
country and
destined
and destined
country, etc.
country,
etc.
to be delivered in the other country
country is reforwarded
to
reforwarded from
from there
there to
to aa
third country or is returned to aathird country at the
of the
the request of
the
sender or of
of the addressee,
addressee, the party entitled
entitled to
indemnity in
in
to the
the indemnity
case of loss, rifling, or damage occurring
occurring.subsequent to the
the reforwarding
warding or return of the parcel by the original country
of destinadestinacountry of
tion, can lay claim, in such aacase, only to the indemnity
which the
the
indemnity which
country where the loss, rifling, or damage
country
damage occurred
consents to
to pay,
pay,
occurred consents
or which that country
is obliged to pay in accordance
country is
accordance with
with the
the agreeagreement made
made between the countries directly interested
ment
interested in the reforwarding or return. Either
Either of the two countries
countries signing the present
present
Agreement
Agreement which wrongly forwards an insured
insured parcel to
to aa third
country is responsible
responsible to the sender
sender to the same extent
extent as
as the
the country
country
of origin, that is, within the limits of the present
present Agreement.
Agreement.
eturof
Return
of
chag es
charges.

postal
po

t
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is responsible
7. The
The sender
7.
sender is
responsible for
for defects
defects in the packing
packing and insufsealing of insured
Moreover, the
ficiency in the closing and
and sealing
insured parcels.
parcels. Moreover,
two Administrations
Administrations are released
responsibility in case
case of
released from all responsibility
loss, rifling, or damage caused by defects
defects not
not noticed
noticed at
at the time of
mailing.

1825
Defective packing.
Defectivepacking.

ARTICLE VIII.
ABTIciL
VIII.

Exceptions to the principle
principle of responsibility.
Exceptions
responsibility.
The Administrations are relieved
responsibility:
relieved from all responsibility:
(a) In case of parcels
(a)
parcels of which
which the addressee
addressee has accepted
accepted delivery
without reservation.
(b) In case of loss or damage through force majeure (causes
(causes
beyond control)
option
control);;although either Administration
Administration may at its option
and
recourse to
to the
the other
Administration pay
for
and without
without recourse
other Administration
pay indemnity
indemnity for
loss or damage due to force majeure even in cases where
where the Administration of the country
country in the service of which the loss or damage
occurred recognizes that the damage
force majeure. The
damage was due to force
country responsible
abstraction, or damage
responsible for the loss, abstraction,
damage must decide,
in accordance
legislation, whether
whether this loss, abstracaccordance with its internal legislation,
tion, or damage was due to circumstances
circumstances constituting
constituting aacase of force
majeure.
majeure.
responsibility not having been proved otherwise,
otherwise,
(c) When, their responsibility
parcels in consequence
consequence of the destrucdestructhey are unable to account
account for parcels
documents through
through force majeure.
majeure.
tion of official documents
(d) When the damage
damage has been caused
caused by the fault or negligence
sender, or of the addressee,
addressee or the representative
either, or
of the sender,
representative of either,
when it
it is due to the nature of the article.
(e)
prohibited articles.
articles.
(e For parcels which contain prohibited
(f) In case the sender of an insured
insured parcel,
parcel, with intent to defraud,
shall declare the contents to be above their real value;
value; this rule, however , shall not prejudice any legal proceedings
necessitated by the
ever,
proceedings necessitated
legislation of the country of origin.
because of false declaration
declaration
Customs because
(g) For parcels seized by the Customs
of contents.
(h)
(h) When
When no
no inquiry or application
application for indemnity has been made
by
representative within a
a year commencing
commencing with
by claimant
claimant or
or his representative
the
following the
parcel.
the day
day following
the posting of the insured parcel.
(i)
which contain
contain matter of no intrinsic value, or
(i) Por
For parcels which
perishable
which did not
stipulations of
perishable matter, or
or which
not conform
conform to the stipulations
this Agreement,
Agreement, or which were not posted in the manner prescribed;
prescribed;
but the country responsible for the loss,
loss, rifling, or damage
damage may pay
indemnity in respect of such parcels
parcels without
without recourse
recourse to the other
other
Administration.
Administration.

Exceptions to the
Exceptions
principle of
of responsibility.
bility.

ARTICLE
IX.
ARTICLE IX.
Termination
Termination of
of responsibility.
responsibility.
Administrations cease
which they
parcels of which
they
cease to be responsible
responsible for parcels
Administrations
have
internal regulations
regulations
with their
their internal
delivery in
in accordance
accordance with
have effected
effected delivery
nature.
the same nature.
for parcels of the
Responsibility is,
maintained when
when the
or, in
in
the addressee
addressee or,
however, maintained
Responsibility
is, however,
case of
return, the sender makes
reservations in taking
taking delivery
delivery of
makes reservations
case
of return,
which have
damaged.
abstracted or damaged.
have been
been abstracted
contents of which
aaparcel the contents

Termination of rereTermination
sponsibility.
sponsibility.
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ARTICLE X.
X.
ARTICLE

Obligation
Obligation to
compensation.
to pay
pay compensation.
Obligation to pay
pay
compensation.
compensation.

The obligation to pay compensation,
compensation, as
as well
well as
as the
postage charges
charges
the postage
refunded, rests with the
due to be refunded,
to which
the office
office
the Administration
Administration to
which the
of origin of the parcel is subordinate.
subordinate. However,
in cases
cases where
where the
However, in
the
compensation
compensation is paid to the
addressee in
in accordance
accordance with
Article VII,
VII,
the addressee
with Article
Section 2, second
second _paragraph,
the obligation
obligation shall
shall rest
with the
paragraph, the
rest with
the
Administration of
Administration
of destination.
destination.
The paying Administration
The
Administration retains the
right to
to make
make aa claim
claim
the right
against the responsible
responsible Administration.
Administration.
ARTICLE XI.
XI.

Period
Period for
of compensation.
compensation.
for payment
payment of
Period for payment
of compensation.

Pofed foenrsation

Deferred payment.
Deterred
payment.

Payment if matter
nine months.
deferred nine

deferred

month.

1. The payment of
of compensation
parcel shall
shall be
compensation for
for an
an insured
insured parcel

be
made
claimant as soon as possible
made to the rightful
rightful claimant
possible and
and at
at the
latest
the latest
within aa period
period of one year
year counting from
the day
day following
following that
that
from the
on which the application
application is
is made.
made.

However, the
responsible for
However,
the Administration
Administration responsible
making payment
payment may
may
for making
exceptionally defer
exceptionally
defer payment
payment of indemnity
indemnity for
for aa longer
period than
than
longer period
stipulated if,
if, at the expiration
that stipulated
expiration of
not been
been
of that
that period,
period, it
it has
has not
able to determine
determine the disposition
disposition made
made of
the article
article hi
question or
or
of the
in question
the responsibility
responsibility incurred.
incurred.
2. Except
Except in
payment is
2.
in cases
cases where payment
exceptionally deferred
deferred as
as
is exceptionally
provided
in the
provided in
the second
second paragraph of the foregoing
foregoing section,
section, the
the Postal
Postal
Administration
which undertakes
undertakes payment of compensation
Administration which
compensation is
authoris authorized to pay indemnity on behalf
of the
the Office
Office which,
which, after
after being
being duly
duly
behalf of
informed
application for indemnity, has
informed of the application
let nine
months pass
pass
has let
nine months
without settling
settling the
the matter.
matter.
ARTICLE
Arrrici.n XII.
XII.

Fixing of
Fixing
responsibility.
of responsibility.
Fixing
Fixing of responsibility.

1.
Until the contrary is proved,
responsibility for
1. Until
proved, responsibility
for an
an insured
parcel
insured parcel
rests with the Administration
Administration which,
rests
having received
th e parcel
parce l
which having
received the
reservations
without making
making any reserva
ti ons and
and being
being put
possession of
of all
all
put in
in possession
the
regulation means
means of investigation,
the regulation
investigation, cannot establish
establish the
the disposal
disposal
of
of the parcel.
parcel.
2. When the loss, rifling, or damage
2.
damage of
of an
an insured
insured parcel
parcel is
is detected
detected
upon
upon opening
opening the
the receptacle
receptacle at the receiving
receiving exchange
exchange office
office and
and
has been
been regularly
dispatching exchange
has
regularly pointed
pointed out to the dispatching
office,
exchange office,
the
responsibility
the responsibility falls on the Administration
which the
the latter
latter
Administration to
to which
office
belongs, unless it
office belongs,
it be proved
proved that the
the irregularity
irregularity occurred
occurred in
in
the service
service of the receiving
receiving Administration.
Administration.
3. If
the loss, rifling, or damage
3.
If the
damage has taken
in the
the course
of
taken place
place in
course of
transportation, without its being possible
transportation,
to establish
establish on
the territory
territory
possible to
on the
or
in the
or in
the service
service of which
which country the act took
took place,
the Offices
Offices
place, the
involved bear the loss in equal
shares.
equal shares.
4. The
The Administration
4.
Administration paying compensation
compensation takes over
over to
to the
the exextent
tent of
of the
the amount paid, the rights of the
the person
person who
who has
has received
it
received it
in any
anyaction
which may
in
action which
may be taken
taken against the addressee,
the sender,
sender,
addressee, the
or a
a third party.
party.
5.
regarded as lost is subsequently
5. If
If aaparcel
parcel which
which has been regarded
subsequently found
found,
the person to wh
om compensation
comp
ensati on h
as b
een paid
paid must be informed
whom
has
been
must be informed
that he
is at
that
he is
at liberty
liberty to
to take possession
possession of the parcel against
repayment
against repayment
of compensation.
of the amount
amount of
compensation.
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ARTICLE XIII.
ARTICLE
XIII.
Repayment of compensation.
compensation.

1. The Administration
Repayment of
of com.
corn.
Repayment
Administration responsible
responsible for the loss,
rifling, or
damage,
loss, rifling,
or damage,
pensation.
and on whose account the payment
payment is
effected, is
to repay
repay the
the pensation.
is effected,
is bound
bound to
amount of the indemnity
indemnity to the country
effected payment.
payment.
country which has effected
This reimbursement
reimbursement must take place without delay, and
and at
at the
the latest
latest
within the period
period of nine months after notification
notification of
of payment.
payment.
2. These repayments to the creditor
creditor country must
made withwithmust be
be made
out expense for that Office,
Office, by money order or
money valid
valid
or draft,
draft, in
in money
in the creditor country, or in any other way
upon mutually
way to
to be
be agreed
agreed upon
mutually
by correspondence.
correspondence.
ARTICLE XIV.
XIV.
ARTICLE
Certificate
Certificate of mailing.
mailing. Receipts.
Certificate of
mailCertificate
of mailThe sender will, on request
request at the time of mailing an
ordinary (un(unan ordinary
ing.
ing.
insured) parcel, receive
a certificate
insured)
receive a
office
certificate of mailing
mailing from
from the
the post
post office
where the parcel is mailed on a
the purpose;
and
a form provided
provided for
for the
purpose; and
each country may fix aareasonable
reasonable fee
fee therefor.
therefor.
Receipt.
Receipt.
The sender
sender of an insured
insured parcel
parcel receives
at the
time
receives without
without charge,
charge, at
the time
receipt for
for his
his parcel.
of posting, aareceipt
parcel.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XV.
XV.
Return
receipts and inquiries.
Return receipts
inquiries.

1. The sender of an insured parcel may obtain an
1.
advice of
of delivery
delivery
an advice
upon payment
payment of such additional
additional charge,
any, as
as the
the country
country of
charge, if
if any,
of
origin of the parcel shall stipulate
stipulate and under
conditions laid
laid down
under the
the conditions
down
in the Regulations.
Regulations.
2. A fee may be charged
charged at the option of the country of origin on
on
a request for information
a
information as to the disposal of an ordinary
ordinary parcel
parcel and
and
also for an insured parcel made after it has been posted if
sender
if the sender
has not already paid the special fee to
obtain an
of delivery.
delivery.
to obtain
an advice
advice of
charged at the option of
3. A
A fee may also be charged
country of
of origin
origin
of the country
in connection
of any
any irregularity
connection with any complaint of
prima
irregularity which
which prima
facie was
was not
fault of
the Postal
facie
not due
due to
to the
the fault
of the
Postal Service.
Service.

Advice of
Advice
of delivery.
delivery.

Inquiries.
Inquiries.

Complaints.
Complaints.

ARTICLE XVI.
ARTICLE
XVI.
Recall and change of address.
address.
Recall and change
of
the addressee,
addressee, the
So long as a
a parcel has not been delivered
delivered to the
the
Recallandchangeof
address.
sender may recall it or cause its address to be changed.
changed. The Postal
Postal add
Administration of the country of origin may collect
Administration
collect and retain
retain for
this
for this
service the charge
by its
The requests
for recall
recall
charge fixed
fixed by
its regulations.
regulations. The
requests for
or change
change of address
address of parcels
parcels to
the United States
to be delivered
delivered in
in the
United
States
of America shall be addressed to the Central
Central Administration at WashWashington;
ington; those relating
relating to parcels
parcels for delivery in
shall be
be adadin Egypt
Egypt shall
dressed to the claims
claims Office,
Office, Postal Administration,
Administration, Cairo.
Cairo.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVII.
XVII.

Customs charges.
Customs
charges.
are subject
The parcels
parcels are
subject to
to all customs laws and regulations in force

Collection from ad-

all customs laws and regulations in force
Collecton from addressee.
in the country of destination. The duties collectible on that account
account r
are collected from the addressee on delivery
delivery of the
the parcel
parcel in accordaccordance with the customs regulations
regulations of the country of destination.
destination.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE XVIII.
XVIII.
Customs charges
charges to
to be
be canceled.
canceled.
Customs
Returned
Returned or
or redirected parcels.

The customs charges on
parcels sent
sent back
to the
the country
of origin
on parcels
back to
country of
origin
or redirected
redirected to
another country
country shall
shall be
canceled both
both in
in Egypt
Egypt and
and
to another
be canceled
in the United States
States of
of America.
America.
ARTICLE XIX.
AirmcLE
XIX.
Fee for
for customs
clearance.
Fee
customs clearance.

Collection from adadCollection
dressee.

The office of delivery may collect from the addressee
addressee either
either in
in rerespect of delivery
delivery to
to the
the Customs
Customs and
and clearance
through the
the Customs
Customs
clearance through
or in respect
respect of
of delivery
delivery to
Customs only,
only, a
fee not
exceeding 50
50
to the
the Customs
a fee
not exceeding
centimes gold
per parcel.
parcel.
centimes
gold per
ARTICLE XX.
XX.
ARTICLE

Delivery to the addressee.
Delivery
addressee. Fee for delivery at the place of address.
address.
Delivery to addresDelivery
see; fee.
fee.

Parcels are delivered to the addressees
addressees as
as quickly
quickly as
possible in
in acacas possible
cordance with the conditions in force
force in the country of
of destination.
destination.
This country may
in respect
may collect
collect in
respect of
of delivery
delivery of
of parcels
parcels to
the
to the
addressee, aafee not exceeding
exceeding 50 centimes
centimes gold
gold per
parcel. The
per parcel.
The same
same
fee may
charged, if
for each
presentation after
after
may be
be charged,
if the
the case
case arises,
arises, for
each presentation
the
the first
at the
place of
of business.
business.
first at
the addressee's
addressee's residence
residence or
or place
Notice of nondelivNotice
In
the parcels
In the event
event the
are not
not delivered
delivered at
at the
the addressee's
addressee's resiresiparcels are
ery.
dence or place of business,
business, the
is duly
duly advised
advised at
the time
the addressee
addressee is
at the
time
of arrival of the parcel.
parcel. The country
country of
destination may
may collect
collect aa
of destination
fee for the notice sent
sent to
the addressee
for the
This fee
fee
to the
addressee for
the purpose.
purpose. This
exceed the inland
should in no case exceed
for the
prepayment of
of an
an
inland charge
charge for
the prepayment
ordinary letter.
ordinary
letter.
ARTICLE
XXI.
ARTICLE XXI.

Warehousing charges.
charges.
Parcels
Parcels
"General
"General
etc.
etc.

addressed
addressed
Delivery,"
Delivery,"

destination is authorized to collect
The country of destination
collect the
the warehousing
warehousing
charge fixed by its
Deits legislation
legislation for
for parcels
parcels addressed
addressed "General
"General Delivery"
livery" or which
which are not claimed within the prescribed
period. This
This
prescribed period.
charge
exceed five francs
charge may in no case exceed
francs gold.
gold.
ARTICLE XXII.
XXII.

Missent parcels.
Missent
parcels.
Ordinary parcels.

Ordinary parcels, when missent, are reforwarded
reforwarded to
correct
to their
their correct
destination by the most direct route at the disposal
disposal of the reforwardreforwarding Administration.
Administration. They
be charged
charged with
with customs
customs or
or
redparcels
ing
They must
must not
not be
Insured
parcels.
other charges by that Administration.
Administration. Insured
Insured parcels,
parcels, when
when missent, may not be reforwarded
reforwarded to their destination
as insured
insured
destination except
except as
fd
mail. If
If this
impossible, they
must
be
returned
to origin.
origin.
this
is
impossible,
they
must
be
returned
to
Refund, if returned.
rund, if retned.
reforwarding involves
When the reforwarding
of the
the parcel to
the office
office
involves return
return of
to the
of origin, the retransmitting
retransmitting Administration
Administration refunds to that
office
that office
Rforwr to
the credits received
received and
reports the
the error
bulletin of
of verification.
verification.
and reports
error by
by aabulletin
Reforwarding to a
thd countr
third
country.
o a
When the reforwarding
reforwarding involves
dispatch of aa parcel
involves dispatch
parcel to a
a third
country and if the amount
amount credited
credited to the retransmitting
retransmitting AdminisAdminisexpenses of retransmission
tration is insufficient
insufficient to cover
cover the expenses
which
retransmission which
retransmitting Administration
it has to defray, the retransmitting
Administration allows
to the
allows to
the
Administration to which it forwards
forwards the parcel
parcel the credits
credits due it;
Ordinary parcels.
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it then recovers the amount of the deficiency
deficiency by claiming
claiming it
it from
from the
office of exchange from which the missent _parcel
parcel was directly received. The reason for this claim is notified
notified to the latter by means
of a
bulletin of verification.
a bulletin
ARTICLE XXIII.
XXIII.
Reforwarding.
Re
orwarding.

1. A parcel may be redirected
redirected in consequence
consequence of the addressee's
addressee's
change
change of address in the country of destination, at the request of
of
sender or
either the sender
or the addressee.
addressee.
The reforwarding of a
contracting couna parcel within one of the contracting
tries gives rise to collection of the supplementary
supplementary charges
charges provided
provided
for by the Administration of that country. The same is true, if
if
occasion arises,
arises, in regard to delivery
delivery of such parcel to another
another person
original place of destination. These charges
at the original
charges shall not be
be canceled even in case the parcel is returned to origin or reforwarded
reforwarded to
another country.
2. If
If a
a parcel must be reforwarded
countries
reforwarded to one of the two countries
signatory to the present Agreement,
Agreement, it
it is liable
liable to
to new postage
charges and, if occasion arises, new insurance
fees, unless
unless such
such
insurance fees,
charges
charges and fees have been paid in advance.
advance. The new postage
postage and
fees are collected from the addressee
the Administration
effecting
addressee by the
Administration effecting
delivery.
delivery. Insured parcels
parcels must be reforwarded
reforwarded as such.
3. At
At the
the request
the sender
or addressee,
addressee, parcels
parcels may
may also
also be
be
3.
request of
of the
sender or
reforwarded
Insured parcels
parcels may
may
reforwarded or returned
returned to another
another country. Insured
not, however, be reforwarded or returned
returned except as such. The
senders may mark the parcels: "Do not forward
country."
senders
forward to aa third
third country."
In
parcels must
other councounIn that case the parcels
must not be reforwarded
reforwarded to
to any other
try. In case of loss, rifling, or damage
damage of an insured
insured parcel reforwarded to another country or returned by that country, the indemwarded
nity is decided
decided upon exclusively
accordance with the
provisions
exclusively in accordance
the provisions
of Article VII, Section
Section 6.

Reforwarding; supReforwarding;
plementary
plementary charges.
charges.

Ante,
Ante, p. 1S24.
1S24.

ARTICLE XXIV.
ARICLE
XXIV.
Nondelivery.
Nondelivery.
1.
parcels returned
returned to the sender
sender are liable to new
1. Undeliverable
Undeliverable parcels
postage charges as
insurance fees
necessary, and are
postage
as well
well as
as insurance
fees if
if necessary,
returned as parcels
parcels of
which they were
were received.
received.
returned
of the
the same class in
in which
and are collected
collected by the
The charges are collectible from the sender and
Administration which
Administration
which delivers
delivers the
the parcels
parcels to him.
2.
sender must state how his parcel
parcel
2. At
At the time
time of mailing, the sender
is to
to be
nondelivery; that
is the
sender
that is,
the sender
event of nondelivery;
is
be disposed
disposed of
of in the event
following
must
and the
the despatch
despatch note
note with
with one of is,
the following
mark the
the parcel
parcel and
must mark
notes:
parcel should be returned
sender."
returned to sender."
nondelivery, the parcel
case of nondelivery,
"In case
"In
of nondelivery,
nondelivery, the
the parcel
parcel should
considered as
as
"In case
case of
should be
be considered
abandoned."
abandoned."
"In
case of
of nondelivery,
the parcel
parcel should
be delivered
to
.
fl
."
delivered to
should be
nondelivery, the
"In case
No
note of similar
similar
provided for above
above or note
note other
other than those
those provided
No note
import
except as
in Article
XXIII, Section
Section 3.
3.
Article XXIII,
as provided
provided in
import is
is permitted,
permitted, except
3. Barring
Barring contrary
contrary instructions, undeliverable
undeliverable parcels
returned
parcels are returned
3.
to
origin, without
previous notification
30 days
arrival
days after
after their
their arrival
to origin,
without previous
notification, 30
Parcels which the addressee
addressee refuses to
at the office
office of destination. Parcels
accept shall
returned immediately.
In all
cases, the
the reason
reason for
for
shall be
be returned
immediately. In
all cases,
accept
nondelivery
must be
indicated on the
the parcel.
be indicated
nondelivery must

Undeliverable
Undeliverable
cels.
esis.

parpar
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4.
Parcels liable
or corruption
corruption may
may be
be sold
sold immeimmedeterioration or
liable to
to deterioration
4. Parcels
diately, even
the outward
outward or
or return
return voyage
voyage without
without
on the
route, on
even en
en route,
diately,
previous notice
without judicial
formality for
for the
the benefit
benefit of
of the
the
judicial formality
and without
notice and
previous
rightful party.
party.
rightful
If
any reason
reason sale
is impossible,
the deteriorated
deteriorated or
or corrupted
corrupted
impossible, the
sale is
If for
for any
articles are
are destroyed.
destroyed. The
sale or
destruction gives
rise to
to the
the
gives rise
or destruction
The sale
articles
making
of a
is sent
sent to
the Administration
Administration of origin.
to the
which is
a report
report which
making of
at
5.
Undeliverable parcels
parcels which
sender has
abandoned may, at
has abandoned
the sender
which the
5. Undeliverable
the
of a
be sold
profit of
of the
the
the profit
for the
sold for
period, be
a 30-day
30-day period,
the expiration
expiration of
Administration
of the
the country
destination. However,
in the case
case
However, in
country of
of destination.
Administration of
of
an insured
which must be
be sent to the
up which
is made
made up
a report
report is
parcel, a
insured parcel,
of an
Administration
country of
origin. Likewise,
Likewise, the AdminisAdminisof origin.
the country
of the
Administration of
tration
of the
the country
of origin
origin must
must be
be advised
when an insured
insured
advised when
country of
tration of
returned to origin.
parcel which
is undeliverable
undeliverable is not returned
parcel
which is
6.
provisions of
of Article
Article XXV,
Section 2,
2, shall
shall be
applied
be applied
XXV, Section
The provisions
6. The
nondelivery,
to a
aparcel
parcel which
is returned
returned in
of nondelivery,
consequence of
in consequence
which is
to
ARTICLE XXV.
XXV.
ARTICLE
Charges.
Charges.
Credits.
Post,
1832.
Post, p. 1832.
Reforwarding or reReforwarding
turn to origin.
origin.

1.
exchanged between
contracting countries,
countries,
the contracting
between the
each parcel
parcel exchanged
1. For
For each
of destination
the dispatching
dispatching office
office credits
credits to
the office
office of
destination in the parcel
parcel
to the
the
bills the
the quotas
quotas due
the latter
latter and
indicated in the Regulations
Regulations
and indicated
to the
due to
bills
Execution.
of Execution.
reforwarding or return to origin of a
aparcel, if
if new
2. In
In case
case of reforwarding
postage and
and new
new insurance
insurance fees
the case
case of insured
insured parcels)
parcels) are
(in the
fees (in
postage
is treated
collected
redispatching office,
office, the parcel
parcel is
treated as if
if it
it had
collected by
by the
the redispatching
redispatching office reoriginated in
country. Otherwise,
Otherwise, the redispatching
in that
that country.
originated
due to it; namely,
namely, as the
covers
other office
the case
office the quota due
covers from the other

may
be:
may be:
(a) The charges
Section 11above.
prescribed by Section
charges prescribed
(a)
(b) The
The charges
charges for reforwarding
reforwarding or return.
return.
(b)
Reforwarding
Reforwarding or reIn
case of
reforwarding or
to
a
country, the accrued
accrued
third country,
or
return
to
a third
case
of
reforwarding
n
turn to a
a third councharges,
that is,
of the
charges mentioned
(a) and
(b) above
and (b)
mentioned in (a)
try.
the charges
is, such
such of
charges, that
applicable, shall
follow the parcel;
parcel; but in the case that the
shall follow
as are
are applicable,
because they
they
third
concerned refuses
charges because
to assume the
the charges
refuses to
third country
country concerned
case may
cannot be collected
collected from the
may
addressee or the sender, as the ease
the addressee
cannot
be,
for any
reason, they
back to the reforbe charged
charged back
they shall
shall be
any other
other reason,
be, or
or for
county.
warding country.
Return or reforreforReturn
In the
of aaparcel
transit through
reforwarded in transit
returned or reforwarded
parcel returned
the case
case of
In
warding In
in transit.
one
intermediary
of the
the two Administrations
Administrations to or from the other, the intermediary
one of
it for any additional
to it
Administration
may claim also
the sum due to
also the
Administration may
territorial
service provided,
with any
any amounts
amounts due
due to
to
together with
provided, together
or sea
sea service
territorial or
any
or Administrations
Administrations concerned.
Administration or
any other
other Administration
Arrimm
XXVI.
A cTILE XXVI.
Postal
other than those
prescribed not to be collected.
those prescribed
charges other
Postal charges
Postal charges,
charges, restriction.

The parcels
parcels to
which this
applies shall
shall not be subject
subject
Agreement applies
this Agreement
to which
The
to any
contemplated by
by the
the different
different
than those
those contemplated
other than
charges other
to
any postal
postal charges
articles
articles hereof.
ARTICLE XXVII.
XXVII.
AWrIcUL
Air
parcels.
Air parcels.

Air surtax.

The
Chiefs of
the Postal
of the
the two
two contracting
The Chiefs
of the
Postal Administrations
Administrations of
contracting
countries
have the
to fix
fix by
by mutual
mutual consent
consent the
the air
air surtax
surtax and
and
countries have
the right
right to
other
conditions in
in the
the case
the parcels
parcels are
by the
other conditions
case where
where the
are conveyed
conveyed by
the
air routes.
air
routes.
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ARTICLE XXVIII.
XXVIII.
ARTICLE

service.
Temporary
of service.
suspension of
Temporary suspension
such as will justify
In extraordinary
extraordinary circumstances
circumstances such
justify the measure,
measure,
In
parcel-post serveither
suspend the parcel-post
temporarily suspend
either Administration may temporarily
it to certain
certain offices, on conice, either entirely or partially, or restrict it
dition of giving
immediate notice, if necessary
telegraph, to the
necessary by telegraph,
giving immediate
dition
Administration.
other Administration.

Temporary suspensuspenTemporary
sion of service.
v

noer c

ARTICLE
XXIX.
ARTICLE XXIX.
Matters
provided for in the present agreement.
agreement.
not provided
Matters not

Agreement, all quespresent Agreement,
1. Unless
Unless they are provided for in the present
tions concerning
concerning requests
requests for recall or change
change of address of parcels,
tions
settlement
the obtaining
receipts, and the settlement
and disposition of return receipts,
obtaining and
the
of
insured parcels
parcels shall be
connection with insured
in connection
claims in
indemnity claims
of indemnity
Universal Postal
treated in
Postal
provisions of the Universal
the provisions
with the
in accordance
accordance with
treated
Convention and
and its
its Regulations
Execution, in so far as they are
of Execution,
Regulations of
Convention
applicable
provisions. If
If the
the foregoing
foregoing provisions.
contrary to the
are not contrary
and are
applicable and
legislation of the United
case
is not
not provided
for at all, the domestic legislation
provided for
case is
States
decisions made by one country
or of
of Egypt, or the decisions
of America,
America, or
States of
or
applicable in the respective
respective country.
other are applicable
the other
or the
Agreement
2.
details relative
application of the present Agreement
relative to the application
The details
2. The
will
Regulations of Execution,
Execution,
Administrations in Regulations
two Administrations
by the two
fixed by
be fixed
will be
completed by mutual conprovisions of which may be modified or completed
the provisions
correspondence.
of correspondence.
way of
by way
sent by
3. The
The two
Administrations notify
each other mutually
mutually of their
notify each
two Administrations
3.
laws,
ordinances, and
tariffs concerning
exchange of parcel
parcel post,
concerning the exchange
and tariffs
laws, ordinances,
as
well as
all modifications
modifications in
in rates
rates which
which may
may subsequently
subsequently be
of all
as of
as well
made.
)0(X.
ARTICLE XXX.

Matters not herein
herein
Matters
provided for.
provided

Universal Postal
Universal
Convention,
to
Convention, etc., to
govern.
2049, 2105.
2105.
Post, pp. 2049,

Details to be fixed
fir.ed
by
by mutual consent.

Mutual notice
postal laws, etc.

Duration of
of the Agreement.
Duration
1.
Agreement shall
shall become
effective on
ratification but, pendon ratification
become effective
This Agreement
1. This
ing ratification,
it may
be put
put into force
administratively on a
adate
force administratively
may be
ratification, it
ing
to be
mutually settled
between the
Administrations of
of the two
the Administrations
settled between
be mutually
to
countries.
2.
as long
it has
has not
been terminated
terminated
not been
as it
long as
effect as
in effect
remain in
shall remain
It shall
2. It
six
advance by
by one or the other of the two Adminisin advance
months in
six months
trations.
Done in
Washington, the 13th
lath day of
and signed at Washington,
duplicate and
in duplicate
Done
September 1939
1939 and
and at
Cairo, the
17th day
July 1939.
1939.
of July
day of
the 17th
at Cairo,
September
[sEAL]
[SEAL]

JAMES A
A FARLET
FARLEY
JAMES
The
Postmaster
General
of
the
United
States
of
America.
America.
of
States
United
the
of
The Postmaster General

[sEAL]
[SEAL]

M WAGUIH
W AGUIH
M
The
Postmaster General
of Egypt.
General of
Acting Postmaster
The Acting

0

193470*-41—PT.
--- 38
193470 -41-PT. it-38

Entry into force.

Entry ntoforce.

Duration.

Duraton.

Signatures.

s'"gna

of
of
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REGULATIONS OF
REGULATIONS
OF EXECUTION
EXECUTION FOR
POST
FOR THE
THE PARCEL
PARCEL POST
AGREEMENT.
AGREEMENT.
The following
following detailed
detailed Regulations
Regulations for
for the
the Execution
of the
Parcel
Execution of
the Parcel
Post Agreement
Agreement have
been agreed
by the
Chiefs of
of the
the Postal
Postal
have been
agreed upon
upon by
the Chiefs
Administrations
Administrations of
United States
States of
America and
and Egypt.
Egypt.
of the
the United
of America
ArricLE
1.
AmBTCLE 1.

Limits of weight
weight and
and size.
size.
Limits
ofweight and
Limits of weight and
size.

1. The
The parcels
be exchanged
under the
provisions of
of this
this
1.
parcels to
to be
exchanged under
the provisions
Agreement may
may not
Agreement
(10 kilograms)
in weight
weight nor
not exceed
exceed 22
22 pounds
pounds (10
kilograms) in
nor
the following
the
following dimensions:
dimensions:
Greatest
4 feet, on
Greatest length
length 4
42 inches
on condition
condition that
that parcels
parcels over
over 42
inches
but not over 44
41 inches
long do
do not
exceed 24
24 inches
inches in
in girth;
inches long
not exceed
girth; that
that
parcels
parcels over 44 inches
inches but
46 inches
inches long
not exceed
exceed 20
20
but not
not over
over 46
long do
do not
inches in girth; that parcels
parcels over
inches but
but not
not over
over 48
over 46
46 inches
48 inches
inches
not exceed
inches in
and that
up to
to 3%
3%
long do
do not
exceed 16
16 inches
in girth;
girth; and
that parcels
parcels up
in
feet i
n length do not exceed 6
6feet in length
length and girth combined.
combined.
The limit of weight
weight and maximum
maximum dimensions stated
above
stated above
changed from
may be changed
from time to
time by
by agreement
made through
through
to time
agreement made
correspondence.
correspondence.
2. In
In regard
calculation of
regard to the exact calculation
of the
dimensions,
the weight
weight and
and dimensions
indications furnished
the indications
furnished by
office will
will be
accepted
by the
the dispatching
dispatching office
be accepted
save in
in case
obvious error.
error.
save
case of
of obvious
AirrieLE 2.
ARTICLE
2.

Preparation
Preparation of
parcels.
of parcels.
Preparation
Preparation of parparcels.
cels.

1. The name and address
and of the
address of the sender and
addressee must
the addressee
must
be written legibly
legibly and
and correctly,
correctly, on
the parcel
parcel itself
itself if
if possible,
possible, or
or
on the
on a
a label or
parcel.
or tag securely
securely affixed
affixed to
to the
the parcel.
It is recommended
recommended that a
a duplicate
It
duplicate of
of the
the address
be inserted
inserted in
address be
in
every parcel, especially when the
of aa tag
tag for
for the
is
the use of
the address
address is
rendered
rendered necessary
necessary by the packing or form of the parcel.
parcel.
which the name
Parcels on which
name of
the sender
sender or
or of
of the
the addressee
addressee is
of the
is
indicated merely by initials are not admitted,
indicated
admitted, unless
initials are
are
unless the
the initials
the adopted
adopted trade name of
or addressee
addressee which
which is
generally
of the
the sender
sender or
is generally
understood.
understood.
Addresses
Addresses in ordinary pencil are not admitted.
adadmitted. However,
However, addresses written in
in indelible
previously dampened
dampened surface
surface
indelible pencil
pencil on
on aapreviously
are accepted.
accepted.
are
2. Each parcel
parcel must be packed in such a
a manner
manner that
that the
the conconprotected over the whole route, and in such aa way as
tents are protected
as to
to
prevent the contents from
from damaging other
other parcels
or objects
objects or
or
parcels or
injuring postal agents. The packing must protect the
the contents
contents
sufficiently that, in case of rifling, the traces
traces thereof
sufficiently
thereof may be easily
easily
discovered.
discovered.
Insured parcels must be closed
closed and securely
securely sealed
sealed with wax
wax or
or
otherwise. Ordinary parcels
the option
option of
of the
parcels may
may be
be sealed
sealed at
at the
the
sender or careful tying
sufficient as
mode of
of closing.
closing.
tying is sufficient
as aamode
a protective
As a
protective measure, either
either Administration
Administration may
may require
require that
that
a special imprint or mark of
of the
a
appear on
on the
wax or
or lead
the sender
sender appear
the wax
lead
seals closing insured
insured parcels
service.
parcels mailed
mailed in
in its
its service.
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The
Administration of the country of destination
destination is auCustoms Administration
The Customs
To that
contents.
the
thorized
to
open
the
parcels
order
to
inspect
inspect
in
parcels
the
open
to
thorized
end, the
fastenings may be broken. Parcels
other fastenings
any other
or any
seals or
the seals
end,
opened by
by the
the Customs
must be
be refastened
refastened and also officially resealed,
Customs must
opened
except in
the case
case of
of ordinary
parcels which
which were
were not sealed by the
ordinary parcels
in the
except
senders
the first instance.
in the
senders in
address side an insurance
3.
parcel must bear
bear on the address
insured parcel
Each insured
3. Each
number
bear a
alabel
label with
with the
the word
"Insured" or this word
word "Insured"
must bear
and must
number and
must be
stamped on the
the parcel.
or stamped
marked or
be marked
must
4.
For insured
insured value must appear
appear
the amount of insured
parcels, the
insured parcels,
4. For
on
the
parcel
and
on
the
dispatch
note
in
currency of the country
country of
currency
in
note
dispatch
the
on
on the parcel and
origin
and in
in gold
gold francs,
roman letters
letters spelled
spelled out in full, and
in roman
francs, in
origin and
in
arabic
figures.
Also,
the
exact
weight
each parcel in pounds
of
weight
exact
the
Also,
in arabic figures.
entered by the Adminand
ounces or
or in
grams must be entered
kilograms and grams
in kilograms
and ounces
istration
of origin
origin (a)
(a) on
address side of the parcel and (b)
on the address
istration of
on
the dispatch
the place
place reserved
reserved for this purpose.
in the
note in
dispatch note
on the
5.
or postage
stamps affixed
affixed to insured parcels must
postage stamps
labels or
The labels
5. The
be
that they
injuries to the packing.
conceal injuries
cannot serve to conceal
they cannot
so that
spaced so
be spaced
Neither may
may they
they be
wrapping so as
folded over two faces of the wrapping
be folded
Neither
cover the
the edge.
to cover
6. Liquids
Liquids and
easily liquefiable
substances must be sent in aa
liquefiable substances
and easily
6.
double
receptacle.
Between
the
first
(bottle,
(bottle, flask, box, etc.) and
first
the
Between
double receptacle.
the
second (box
(box of
metal, strong
strong wood,
cardboard,
corrugated cardboard,
strong corrugated
wood, strong
of metal,
the second
or
fibreboard, or
or receptacle
receptacle of equal strength),
strength), there
of fibreboard,
carton of
strong carton
or strong
absorbent
must be
left a
aspace
space to
to be
be filled
sawdust, bran, or other absorbent
with sawdust
filled with
be left
must
material in
in sufficient
absorb all the liquid in case the
quantity to absorb
sufficient quantity
material
receptacle is
broken.
is broken.
receptacle
7. Powders
packed in strong
powder form must be packed
in powder
dyes in
and dyes
Powders and
7.
boxes of
of tin
or other
other metal
placed in
soldering, must be placed
which, after soldering,
metal which,
tin or
boxes
a way as to avoid all damage
turn
in substantial
substantial outer covers
covers in such a
turn in
articles.
to other articles.
ARTicrx
ARTICLE 3.
Customs declarations
dispatch, notes.
notes.
and dispatch
declarationsand
Customs
1.
The sender
shall prepare
declaration for each parcel
parcel
customs declaration
one customs
prepare one
sender shall
1. The
sent from
country upon
upon a
aspecial
special form
form provided
provided for the pureither country
from either
sent
pose
the country
country of
of origin.
by the
pose by
description of the
The
customs declaration
shall give a
general description
a general
declaration shall
The customs
parcel, an
statement in detail of its contents
contents and value, date
an accurate statement
parcel,
of mailing,
gross and
and net
weight, the
address,
the sender's name and address,
net weight,
mailing, gross
of
and
name and
and address
securely
addressee; and shall be securely
the addressee;
of the
address of
the name
and the
attached
in the
the case
case of
parcels sent to the United
United States
of parcels
parcel in
the parcel
to the
attached to
of
the dispatch
dispatch note
in the
case of parcels
parcels sent to
the case
note in
to the
or to
America, or
of America,
Ejrypt.
Egypt.
owever, as
as an
foregoing, only one customs
exception to the foregoing,
an exception
However,
uninsured
declaration
may
serve
for
many
as
three
uninsured parcels mailed
mailed
many
as
for
serve
declaration may
simultaneously
by the
same sender in the United States of America
America to
the same
simultaneously by
the same
same addressee
addressee at
at the
the same
versa, in
in Egypt, and vice versa,
address in
same address
the
which case
case the
the customs
declaration shall show,
show , in addition to the
customs declaration
which
number
particulars set
forth in
paragraph, the total number
in the preceding paragraph,
set forth
particulars
of parcels
parcels comprising
attached
shipment; and shall be securely attached
the shipment;
comprising the
of
to one
of the
parcels i
n the
for the United
States of
United States
parcels for
of parcels
case of
the case
in
the parcels
one of
to
parcels for Egypt.
America, or
to the
dispatch note in the case of parcels
the dispatch
or to
America,
The parcels
parcels comprising
shipment shall be clearly
clearly marked
the entire shipment
comprising the
The
in such
case with
numerator of which will
the numerator
number, the
fractional number,
a fractional
with a
such case
in

Customs declaraCustoms
tions.
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indicate
indicate in arabic figures
figures the
the parcel
parcel and
denominathe number
number of
of the
and the
the denominator the number of parcels
parcels comprising
comprising the
the shipment;
for example,
example, if
if aa
shipment; for
single shipment
shipment were
were composed
of 33 parcels,
parcels, each
each parcel
parcel would
would be
be
composed of
numbered, respectively,
respectively, 1/3,
1/3, 2/3,
numbered,
2/3, and
and 3/3.
3/3.
2. The
sender shall
shall also
prepare one dispatch
accordance
2.
The sender
also prepare
dispatch note in accordance
with the forms in use in the country
country of origin
each parcel
parcel or
for
origin for
for each
or for
consignment of three ordinary
each consignment
ordinary parcels
sent from
the same
same sender
sender
parcels sent
from the
to the same addressee
addressee and
and mailed
mailed simultaneously.
simultaneously.
The dispatch notes
parcels sent
to the
the United
United States
States of
of
notes relating
relating to
to parcels
sent to
America must be attached
attached to the parcels
parcels to which
which they
they relate;
relate; those
those
relating to parcels
parcels sent to Egypt
Egypt must be
forwarded with
the regular
regular
be forwarded
with the
mails.
3.
The Administrations
responsibility for the correctness
3. The
Administrations accept no responsibility
correctness
information on the customs
of the information
customs declarations
declarations or
or on
on that
that part
part of
of
the dispatch note
filled in
by the
public.
note which
which is
is filled
in by
the public.
ARITCLE
4.
ABTmcLE 4.

Return receipts.
Return receipts.
Returnreceipts.

1. When a return
return receipt
receipt is
is requested,
requested, the office of origin places
1. When a
on the parcel
the
words
or letters "Avis de
parcel
de reception",
"Return
reception", "Return
receipt requested", or
R." The
The office
of origin
origin or
or any
any other
other office
office
or "A. R."
office of
appointed
appointed by the dispatching
dispatching Administration
fill out
out a
a return
Administration shall
shall fill
return
receipt form and attach it
it to the parcel to which it
it relates
relates in
in the
the case
case
of parcels for the United States
States of America,
America, or
to the
the dispatch
dispatch note
or to
note
in the case of parcels
parcels for Egypt. If
the form
form does
does not
not reach
reach the
the
If the
office of destination,
destination, that office
office makes
makes out
out aa duplicate.
duplicate.
2. The office of destination,
destination, after having
duly filled
filled out
out the
return
having duly
the return
receipt
form returns
receipt form,
returns it
it free of postage to the address
address of
of the
the sender
sender
of the parcel.
3. When the sender applies for aareturn
receipt after
return receipt
after a
a parcel
has
parcel has
been mailed, the office
origin duly
duly fills
return receipt
form
office of
of origin
fills out
out a
a return
receipt form
it to aaform of inquiry which
and attaches
attaches it
which is
is entered
entered with
with the
the details
details
concerning
concerning the transmission
transmission of
the parcel
parcel and
then forwards
forwards it
it to
to
of the
and then
the office
office of destination of the parcel.
the case
of the
the due
due delivery
parcel. In
In the
case of
delivery
of the parcel, the office of destination
destination withdraws
the inquiry
form
withdraws the
inquiry form
and the return receipt is
is treated
manner prescribed
prescribed in
in the
the
treated in
in the
the manner
foregoing section.
foregoing
section.
Awric
L
-p 5.
ARTIcLE
5.
Receptacles.
Receptacles.

Receptacles.
Receptacles

Administrations of
1. The
The Postal
Postal Administrations
of the
the two
two contracting
contracting countries
shall provide the respective
respective bags necessary
necessary for the
shall
the dispatch
dispatch of
of their
their
parcels and each bag shall be marked
marked to show
the name
name of
of the
the office
office or
show the
or
country to which it
it belongs.
belongs.
2. Bags must be returned
returned empty
empty to the dispatching
dispatching office
by the
the
office by
next
Empty bags to be returned
next mail.
mail.. Empty
returned are made up in
in bundles
bundles of
of
ten, enclosing
ten,
enclosing nine bags in one. The
The total number
number of bags
bags returned
returned
shall be entered on the
parcel bills.
the relative
relative parcel
bills.
3.
The cost
3. The
cost of any empty parcel bag
bag proved after investigation
to
investigation to
have been lost will be paid by the
the Administration
have
Administration responsible
responsible for
for
the loss.
1.
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ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICni
Method
parcels.
Method of
of exchange
exchange of parcels.
exchanged in
sealed
in sacks duly
duly fastened
fastened and sealed
shall be
be exchanged
1. The
The parcels
parcels shall
by the offices
offices appointed
appointed by agreement
agreement between
between the two Administrations
tions and shall
shall be dispatched
dispatched to
to the country of destination by the
the
country
country of origin at
at its
its cost
cost and by such means as it provides.
2. Insured
Insured parcels
shall be
be enclosed
in separate
enclosed in
separate sacks
sacks from those
2.
parcels shall
in
which ordinary
ordinary parcels are contained,
in which
contained, and the labels of sacks
containing
insured parcels
parcels shall
distinctive
with such
such distinctive
containing insured
shall be
be marked
marked with
symbols as may from time to time be agreed
agreed upon.
upon.

Exchange
Exchange of
of parcels.
parcels.

ARTICLE
7.
ARTICLE 7.
Billing of parcels.
parcels.
Billing
1.
Separate parcel
prepared for the
ordinary parcels
1. Separate
parcel bills must be
be prepared
the ordinary
parcels on the other hand.
on the one hand and for the insured parcels
The
prepared in duplicate. The
The original
original is
is sent
sent in
are prepared
The parcel
parcel bills
bills are
the regular
regular mails
mails while
while the
duplicate is inserted in one of the sacks.
the duplicate
the
containing the parcel
parcel bill is designated
designated by the letter "F"
The sack containing
traced in a
traced
a conspicuous
conspicuous manner on the label.
ordinary parcels included in each dispatch to the United
2. The ordinary
States
America are to be entered
entered on the parcel
parcel bills to show the
States of
of America
of parcels and the total net weight thereof. The
total number of
ordinary parcels included
included in each dispatch
dispatch to Egypt are to be entered
entered
ordinary
on the parcel bills to show the number
number of each category
category of parcels
according
according to their weight. The credit due for each category will
also be shown.
3. Insured parcels
parcels shall be entered individually on the parcel
bills
bills to
to show the insurance
insurance number and the name of the office of
origin. In the case of insured parcels for the United States of
America the
must also
also be
be shown.
parcels must
the total net weight
weight of all the parcels
America
In the case of insured parcels for Egypt the weight and the insurance
amount for
each parcel
parcel must
must also
also be
be shown.
shown.
for each
amount
decouvert" must be entered separately
separately on the
"i decouvert"
4. Parcels
Parcels sent "a
parcel bills.
Returned or redirected
individually on
5. Returned
redirected parcels must be entered individually
"Re"Returned" or "Rethe parcel bills
bills and be followed by the word "Returned"
directed", as the case may be. A
A statement
statement of the charges
charges which
directed",
"Observations"
may be due on these parcels should be shown in the "Observations"
column.
6. The total number of sacks comprising each dispatch must also
be shown on the parcel bills.
7. Each dispatching exchange office numbers the parcel bills in
the upper left-hand corner in accordance
accordance with an annual series. The
preceding year must be mentioned
first
mentioned on the first
last number of the preceding
bill
year.
bill of
of the
the following
following year.
8. The exact method of advising parcels or the receptacles containing them sent by one Administration in transit through the other,
together with any details of procedure
procedure in connection
connection with the advice
of such parcels
parcels or receptacles
receptacles for which provision
provision is not
not made
made in this
this
Agreement, shall be settled by mutual agreement through correAgreement,
spondence between the two Administrations.
Administrations.

Billing
Billing of
of parcels.
parcels.
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ARIICLE
8.
ARicSLE8.
Verification by
the exchange
exchange office.
office.
Verification
by the
Verification by exohmage
office.
change office.

1. Upon
Upon receipt
receipt of
of aa dispatch,
the exchange
office of
of destination
destination
exchange office
dispatch, the
1.
proceeds to
entries in
bill must
must be
be verified
verified
parcel bill
in the
the parcel
it. The
The entries
to verify
verify it.
proceeds
exactly. Each
error or
must be
immediately to
to
be brought
brought immediately
omission must
or omission
Each error
exactly.
the knowledge
knowledge of
the dispatching
office by means of aa
exchange office
dispatching exchange
of the
the
bulletin
A. dispatch
dispatch is
considered as
having. been
been
as having
is considered
of verification.
verification. A
bulletin of
found in
order in
when no
no bulletin
of verification
verification is
is
bulletin of
regards when
in all
all regards
in order
found
made
made up.
up.
If
an error
error or
irregularity is
receipt of a
a dispatch, all
found upon receipt
is found
or irregularity
If an
objects which
which may
may serve
serve later
later on
on for
for investigations
or for
for examination
examination
investigations or
objects
of requests
requests for
for indemnity
be kept.
must be
indemnity must
of
2.
exchange office
office to
bulletin of
verifiof verifito which
which aa bulletin
dispatching exchange
2. The
The dispatching
cation is
is sent
it after
having examined
it and
and entered
entered thereon
thereon
examined it
after having
returns it
sent returns
cation
its
if any.
is then
then attached
parcel
attached to the parcel
That bulletin
bulletin is
any. That
its observations,
observations, if
bills
of the
the parcels
parcels to
which it
it relates.
relates. Corrections
parcel
Corrections made on aaparcel
to which
bills of
considered as
bill
which are
justified by supporting
supporting papers
papers are considered
not justified
are not
bill which
devoid
devoid of value.
value.
3. If
necessary, the
the dispatching
office may
may also
also be
be advised
advised
exchange office
dispatching exchange
If necessary,
3.
by telegram.
at the
of the
Office sending
telegram.
such telegram.
sending such
the Office
expense of
the expense
telegram at
by
4.
case of
of a
a parcel
bill, a
aduplicate
duplicate is
a
prepared, a
is prepared,
parcel bill,
of shortage
shortage of
4. In
In case
copy of
of which
is sent to the exchange
origin of the
the dispatch.
dispatch.
exchange office of origin
which is
copy
a corresponding
5. The
office of
corresponding
receives from a
which receives
exchange which
of exchange
The office
5.
office a
a parcel
which is
is damaged
or insufficiently
packed must redisinsufficiently packed
damaged or
parcel which
office
patch such
such parcel
parcel after
repacking, if
necessary, preserving
preserving the origiif necessary,
after repacking,
patch
nal packing
packing as
possible.
far as
as possible.
as far
nal
If the
is such
such that
contents of the parcel
parcel may have
that the contents
the damage
damage is
If
been abstracted,
officially open the parcel
parcel and
first officially
must first
the office
office must
been
abstracted, the
verify
its contents.
contents.
verify its
In
case the
of the
be verified
verified before
before and
and
will be
the parcel
parcel will
the weight
weight of
In either
either case
after
be indicated
on the
wrapper of
parcel itself.
itself.
of the
the parcel
the wrapper
indicated on
and be
repacking, and
after repacking,
That indication
be followed
"Repacked at -the note
note "Repacked
followed by the
will be
indication will
That
and
the agents
who have
effected such repacking.
repacking.
have effected
agents who
of the
signature of
and the
the signature

Awriatz
ArTCLE 9.
Payment.
Payment.
Payment.
Payment.

1.
each parcel,
parcel, ordinary
ordinary or insured,
payment
insured, sent
sent to Egypt, payment
1. For
For each
shall
be made
made as
shall be
as follows:
follows:
1.25
parcel weighing
1.25 gold
gold franc per
per parcel
weighing up
up to
to 55kilograms.
kilograms.
2.25 gold
gold francs
per parcel
parcel exceeding
exceeding 55kilograms
in weight
up to
to
2.25
francs per
kilograms in
weight up
10 kilograms.
kilograms.
10
For parcels
parcels sent
sent to the
the Sudan,
Sudan, payment
payment shall be made as follows:
follows:
francs per
per parcel
parcel weighing
22 gold
gold francs
weighing up
up to
to 55kilograms.
kilograms.
33gold francs per
weighing up
kilograms.
per parcel
parcel weighing
up to 10
10 kilograms.
2. For .each
each parcel,
parcel, ordinary
ordinary or
or insured,
insured, sent to
to the United States
of
America or
to its
its possessions,
payment shall
be made
made as
follows,
or to
possessions, payment
shall be
as follows,
of America
based
each dispatch:
based on
on the
the bulk net
net weight
weight of each
dispatch:
0.70 gold
gold franc
per kilogram
parcels for
the United
United States
0.70
franc per
kilogram for
for parcels
for the
States
proper.
proper.
1.05 gold
per kilogram
kilogram for
parcels for
for the
S. Virgin
Virgin
1.05
gold franc
franc per
for parcels
the U.
U. S.
Islands and Puerto Rico.
1.85
per kilogram
kilogram for
for parcels
for Hawaii,
Hawaii, Guam,
Guam, and
and
1.85 gold
gold franc
franc per
parcels for
Samoa.
Samoa.
francs per kilogram
kilogram for parcels
parcels for Alaska.
2.20 gold francs
3.
quotas and
charges above mentioned
may
3. The terminal
terminal quotas
and transit
transit charges
mentioned may
be reduced
reduced or
or increased
on three months
previous notice given by
be
increased on
months previous
by
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increase shall remain in
one country to the other. The reduction
reduction or increase
force for at least one year.
Office of the country of
of
4. In respect of insured parcels, the Post Office
origin shall allow to the Post Office of the country of destination
destination for
for
land service aa rate of 19 gold centimes
centimes for each
If
each insured parcel. If
the country of destination provides
dispatching
provides a
a sea service, the dispatching
centimes for each
each
office shall allow an additional rate of 20 gold centimes
insured parcel.
AirricLE
ARTICLE 10.
Accounting.
Accounting.
1. At the end of each quarter, each Administration
Administration makes up an
account on the basis of the parcel
parcel bills.
2. These accounts
accounts shall be submitted
submitted to the examination
examination of the
corresponding
corresponding Administration
Administration in the course of the month
month following
following
the quarter
quarter to which
which they relate.
recapitulation, transmission, examination,
acceptance
3. The recapitulation,
examination, and acceptance
of these accounts must not be delayed
delayed and
and the payment
payment of the
balance shall take place, at the latest, at the expiration of the following quarter.
4. The balance resulting from adjustment
adjustment of the accounts
accounts between
between
the two Administrations
Administrations is paid by a
draft drawn
drawn on New York,
a sight draft
or
upon by
or by
by some
some other means
means mutually
mutually agreed
agreed upon
by correspondence.
correspondence.
The expenses
expenses of payment are chargeable
chargeable to the debtor Administration.
Administration.

Accounting.
Accounting.

AwncLE
ARTICLE 11.
11.
Miscellaneous
notifications.
Miscellaneous notifications.
The Administrations
Administrations shall
communicate to
to each
summary
shall communicate
each other
other aa summary
The

provisions of their laws or regulations applicable
parcels
of the provisions
applicable to the parcels
exchanged
contracting countries,
exchanged between
between the two contracting
countries, and
and other items
necessary for
carrying out
parcels.
out the
the exchange
exchange of parcels.
necessary
for carrying

Notifications.
Notifcations.

Effective date;
date; dudu,effectve
Regulations shall come into operation
These Regulations
These
operation on the day on which ration.
the
Parcel Post
force and shall have
have the same
the Parcel
Post Agreement
Agreement comes
comes into force
duration
Agreement.
duration as
as the
the Agreement.
Si
gnatures.
Done
and signed at Washington,
day of
Signatures
Washington, the 13th day
duplicate and
Done in
in duplicate
September
17th day
day of
of July
July 1939.
1939.
September 1939
1939 and
and at Cairo,
Cairo, the 17th
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[sEAL]
[SEAL]

JAMES
A FARLEY
FARLEY
J
AMES A
The
Postmaster General
General of the United
America.
United States of America.
The Postmaster
M WAGUTH
W AGUIH
M

Postmaster General
General of Egypt.
The Acting Postmaster

Approval and
and ratifiratifiApproval
The
foregoing Agreement
States cation.
United States
between Egypt
Egypt and the United
Agreement between
cation.
The foregoing
of America
America concerning
concerning the
of parcel
parcel post
and the
the RegulaRegulapost and
exchange of
the exchange
of
tions of
Execution thereof
been negotiated
negotiated and
and concluded
concluded with
with
have been
tions
of Execution
thereof have
my advice
advice and
and they
ratified.
and ratified.
are hereby
hereby approved
approved and
consent and
they are
my
and consent
In testimony
have caused
caused the
the seal
of the
the United
States
seal of
United States
whereof, IIhave
In
testimony whereof,
to
hereunto affixed.
be hereunto
to be
[sEAL]
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
[sEALI]
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.
W ASHINGTON, September
18, 1939.
1939.
September 18,
WASHINGTON,

1838
1838

August 14, 1939
August
September 13, 1939
1939
September
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Agreement
Barbados and
the United
United States
States of
of America
America for
and the
between Barbados
Agreement between
the exchange
post, with
regulations of
of execution;
execution; signed
signed
with regulations
of parcel
parcel post,
exchange of
the
at
14, 1939
and at
at Washington
September 13,
13,
Washington September
1939 and
August 14,
at Bridgetown
Bridgetown August
1939; approved
the President
President of
of the
United States
the United
by the
ratified by
and ratified
approved and
1939;
September
20, 1939.
1939.
September 20,
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE
POSTAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
THE POSTAL
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
OF
BARBADOS AND
AND THE
ADMINISTRATION
POSTAL ADMINISTRATION
THE POSTAL
OF BARBADOS
OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
FOR THE
THE EXEXAMERICA FOR
STATES OF
OF THE
CHANGE
PARCEL POST.
BY PARCEL
PARCELS BY
OF PARCELS
CHANGE OF

parties.
Contracting parties.

The
Postal Administrations
Administrations of
of Barbados
Barbados and
the United
United States of
and the
The Postal
America (including
(including Alaska,
Alaska, Puerto
Puerto Rico,
Rico, the
Islands, Guam
Guam,
Virgin Islands,
the Virgin
America
Samoa,
Hawaii) agree
effect a
direct exchange
of
exchange of
regular direct
a regular
to effect
agree to
and Hawaii)
Samoa, and
parcels
between Barbados
United States.
States.
the United
and the
Barbados and
parcels between
AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT

I..
ARTICzLE I
ARTICLE
Limits
and size.
of weight
weight and
Limits of
1. The
The parcels
be exchanged
exchanged under
under the
the provisions
provisions of this AgreeAgreeto be
parcels to
1.
ment
exceed 22
in weight
weight nor
the following
following dimennor the
22 pounds
pounds in
not exceed
may not
ment may
sions:
sions:
Dimensions.
Greatest
length, 44feet,
feet, on
on condition
condition that
that parcels
parcels over
over 42 inches
inches but
but
Dimensions.
Greatest length,
exceed 24 inches in girth; that parcels
parcels
inches long do not exceed
not over
over 44 inches
not over
over 46 inches long do not exceed
over
exceed 20 inches
inches but not
over 44 inches
in girth;
girth; that
that parcels
over 46
46 inches
inches but
48 inches
inches long do
but not
not over 48
parcels over
in
not exceed
exceed 16
16 inches
inches in
girth; and
and that parcels
parcels up to 31/2
31/2 feet in length
in girthnot
and girth
do
not exceed 66feet
feet in length
length and
girth combined.
do not
Alteration permitThe
and maximum dimensions
dimensions stated above may
The limit
limit of weight and
ted.
be
from time
time to
time by
by agreement
agreement made through correto time
changed from
be changed
spondence.
spondence.
2.
In regard
regard to
to the
of the
the weight
weight and
dimensions,
and dimensions
exact calculation
calculation of
the exact
2. In
dispatching office
furnished by the dispatching
office will be accepted
accepted
the indications
indications furnished
save in
in the
case of
of obvious
error.
obvious error.
the case
save
Weight.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II.
II.
Transit of
parcels.
Transit
of parcels.
Right of transit.
transit.

Administrations
Administrations as

intermediaries.
Intermediaries.

1. The
The two
two Administrations
Administrations guarantee
the right
right of transit
for
transit for
guarantee the
1.
parcels over
over their
territory to
to or
or from
which they
they
country with which
from any
any country
parcels
their territory
parcel-Rost communication.
respectively have parcel-post
2.
Each Postal
inform the
the other
other to
to which
which
shall inform
Administration shall
Postal Administration
2. Each
countries parcels
may be
be sent
sent through
through it
it as
as intermediary,
and the
intermediary, and
countries
parcels may
amount
charges due
to it
it therefor,
therefor, as
as well as
other conditions
conditions
as other
due to
amount of
of the
the charges
to which
parcels are
subject. Transit parcels
parcels shall be
to
be subject to
which the
the parcels
are subject.
to
the
Agreement and
and the
Regulations so
so
the Detailed
Detailed Regulations
of this
this Agreement
the provisions
provisions of
far
as they
applicable.
they are applicable.
far as
ARTICLE
ABTICz III.
Prepayment of
of postage.
postage. Rates.
Prepayment
Rates.

Prepayment
of postPrepayment ofpost

age.

The prepayment
prepayment of the postage on a
a parcel shall be compulsory,
compulsory,
a redirected
redirected or returned
except m the case of a.
returned parcel.
parcel.
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ARTICLE
IV.
ARTICLE IV.
Territorial
rate.
Territorialrate.

1. For prepaid
prepaid parcels, ordinary or insured, sent to Barbados, payfollows, based on the bulk net weight of such
ment shall be made as follows,
parcels
parcels included in each dispatch:
dispatch:
4
4 cents per pound.
2. For prepaid parcels, ordinary or insured,
insured, sent to the United
America or to its possessions, payment shall be made as
States of .America
parcels included
included in
follows, based
based on the bulk net
net weight
weight of
of such parcels
in
dispatch:
each dispatch:
6
parcels for the United States of America.
America.
6 cents per pound for parcels
3
3 cents per pound for parcels for the U. S. Virgin Islands, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Guam, and Samoa.
66cents
cents per
per pound
pound for
for parcels
parcels for
for Alaska.
Alaska.
3. In addition,
addition, the following transit charges,
charges, based on the bulk
prepaid parcels, ordinary
net weight of the parcels, shall be
be paid for prepaid
possessions of the United States of America:
America:
or insured, sent to the possessions
66cents per pound when only sea service is provided.
10 cents per pound when only land service is provided.
service are provided.
13 cents
cents per pound when both land and sea service
terminal quotas and
mentioned may
and transit charges above
above mentioned
4. The
The terminal
be reduced
previous notice given by
reduced or increased on three months previous
country to the other.
reductions or increases shall hold
other. These reductions
one country
good for at least one year.
5.
between the two Administraparcel exchanged
exchanged between
5. For
For each
each insured
insured parcel
tions,
allowed to the country
country of
of destination
destination as an
tions, one cent will
will be allowed
insurance
insurance terminal credit in addition to the terminal credits stated
in
Also, for insured
insured parcels for the possessions of the
2. Alo,
in Section 2.
United
charges stated
stated in Section 33
addition to
to the transit charges
United States in addition
an insurance
insurance credit of one cent for each land
will be
be paid
paid an
above, there
there will
or
or sea
sea service involved.
allowed in respect
respect of parcels sent from one
to be
be allowed
6. The amounts to
Administration
onward transmission
transmission to a
a third
other for onward
to the other
Administration to
country
intermediary Administration.
Administration.
be fixed
fixed by the intermediary
country shall be

Rates.
Rates.

Transit charges.
Transit

Terminal quotas
Terminal
and transit charges,
charges,
and
modifications.
modifications.

Insurance terminal
Insurance
terminal
credits.

Forwarding allowallowForwarding
ance.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE V.
V.

rate.
Sea rate.
Each
of the
two Administrations
to fix
fix the rate
be entitled
entitled to
shall be
Administrations shall
the two
Each of
for
sea service
service which
which it
it provides.
for any sea

Sea rate.
Sea

ARTICLE VI.
VI.
Fee for
for clearance
Customs. Fee for
for delivery to the
the Customs.
through the
clearance through
Fee
addressee.
addressee.
The
Administration of
of destination
collect in respect of dedestination may collect
The Administration
livery to
the addressee
addressee and
in respect
delivery to
to the Customs and
of delivery
respect of
and in
to the
livery
clearance through
through the
the Customs,
Customs, or
or in
in respect
to the
the CusCusof delivery
delivery to
respect of
clearance
toms only,
fee not
exceeding 50
50 centimes
centimes per
other
or such
such other
per parcel
parcel or
not exceeding
only, aa fee
toms
fee
from time
to time
time fix
similar services
services in
in its
its parcelparcelfix for
for similar
time to
as it
it may
may from
fee as
post
relations with
with other
other countries
generally.
countries generally.
post relations

Collection of fees.
fees.
Collection

ARTICLE VII.
VII.
ARTICLE
Customs and
non-postal charges.
charges.
and other
other non-postal
Customs
Customs charges
other non-postal
non-postal charges
be paid
by
paid by
shall be
charges shall
all other
and all
charges and
Customs
the
of parcels,
except as
as provided
provided otherwise
otherwise in
this
in this
parcels, except
the addressees
addressees of
Agreement.

adPayment by addressees;
exception.
dresees; exception.
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Airrraz
VIII.
ARTICLE VIII.
Warehousing
charge.
Warehousing charge.
Warehousing charge.
Warehousingcharge.

Each of the
two Administrations
Administrations may collect any warehousing
warehousing
the two
Each
charge
fixed.
by
its
regulations for
for a
parcel which
is addressed
addressed
which is
a parcel
regulations
its
by
charge fixed
"Poste Restante"
the prescribed
prescribed
within the
claimed within
not claimed
is not
which is
or which
Restante" or
"Foste
period.
period.
This
charge shall
shall in
no case
five francs.
francs.
exceed five
case exceed
in no
This charge
ARTICLE IX.
IX.
ARTICLE
Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.

Postal parcels, rere
striction.

parcels,

striction.

Exception.

Exception.

Articles prohibited
Artiles prohnbited
transmission.

Coin; gold, etc.

1.
1. Postal
Postal parcels must not contain any letter, note, or document
document

having
having the character
character of an actual and personal correspondence,
correspondence, or
adpackets
of any
any kind
bearing an
an address
other than
that of
the adof the
than that
address other
kind bearing
packets of
dressee of
of the
or of
persons dwelling
dwelling with
with him.
him.
of persons
parcel or
the parcel
dressee
parcel an open invoice
It
permissible to
enclose in aa parcel
to enclose
however, permissible
It is,
is, however,
confined
particulars which
which constitute
constitute an invoice.
the particulars
to the
confined to
enclose in aaparcel:
2.
is also
forbidden to
parcel:
to enclose
also forbidden
It is
2. It
a source
(a) Articles
from their
their nature
nature or
or packing
packing may be a
which from
Articles which
(a)
parcels.
of danger
employees or
or may
damage other parcels.
or damage
soil or
may soil
to postal
postal employees
danger to
of
(b)
Explosive, inflammable,
inflammable, or
or dangerous
(including
substances (including
dangerous substances
(b) Explosive,
loaded metal
caps, live
live cartridges,
cartridges, and matches).
matches).
.
metal caps,
loaded
bees, leeches, and silkworms which
except bees,
(c) Living
Living animals,
which
animals, except
(c)
must be
be packed
suitably constructed
constructed boxes.
in suitably
packed in
must
(d) Articles
of which
is forbidden
forbidden by law, or by
which is
admission of
the admission
Articles the
(d)
regulations.
the customs
customs or
other regulations.
or other
the
an obscene
(e)
obscene or immoral
immoral nature.
Articles of an
(e) Articles
to senoin;old,in;
It is,
is, moreover,
forbidden to
send coin; platinum, gold, or silver,
moreover, forbidden
whether
or unmanufactured;
unmanufactured; precious
stones, jewelry,
jewelry,
precious stones,
manufactured or
whether manufactured
or
articles in
in uninsured
uninsured parcels.
parcels.
precious articles
or other
other precious

be
shall be
the post
rcel which
which has
3. A. parcel
has been
been wrongly admitted to
to the
post shall
Paelnglyarcel wrongly admitted
returned to the country of origin, unless
mittdisposi
returned
unless the Administration
Administration of
otherwise.
destination
by its
its regulations
dispose of
of it
it otherwise.
to dispose
regulations to
authorized by
is authorized
destination is
Parcel
contains aaletter or communiparcel contains
fact that
that aa parcel
Nevertheless, the fact
Parcel containing
Nevertheless,
letter. le.
cations
cations which constitute
constitute an actual and personal correspondence
correspondence shall
not, in
in any
return of
of the
country of origin.
parcel to the country
the parcel
entail return
case, entail
any case,
not,
Disposition
dangerous substances and articles
ex
Disposition of
of ex4. Explosive, inflammable,
inflammable, or dangerous
articles
plosivea, etc.
of an
an obscene
or immoral
immoral nature
shall not be returned
returned to the country
country
nature shall
obscene or
of
ovesec.
of
of origin; they shall be disposed of by the Administration which has
its own internal
found
in the
mails in
accordance with its
in accordance
the mails
them in
found them
regulations.
regulations.
Parcel wrongly
wrongly adadParcel
5. IfIf aaparcel wrongly admitted to the post is neither returned to
mitted,
advice
of
to the
the addressee, the Administration
origin nor
nor delivered
delivered to
Administration of origin
origin
origin
treatment.ai
treatment.
manner of the treatment accorded
in a
a precise
precise manner
shall be
be informed
accorded to
to
informed in
shall
are necessary.
may take
take such steps as are
the parcel
it may
necessary.
that it
in order
order that
the
parcel in

Parcel wrongly admitted, disposition.

ARTICLE
X.
ARTICLE X.

delivery.
Advice of
of delivery.
Advice
A.dvice of delivery.
Advice

ofdelvery.

Fee.

Fe&.

1. The sender may obtain an advice
advice of delivery for an insured
insured
parcel under
conditions prescribed
prescribed for postal packets by the Conunder the
the conditions
parcel

vention of the Postal Union. An advice of delivery
delivery cannot
cannot be obtained for an uninsured
uninsured parcel.
2. The Administration of origin may collect from the sender who
requests an advice of delivery, such fee as may from time to time
be prescribed
prescribed by its regulations.
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ARTICLE XI.
XI.

ARTICLE

Redirection.
Redirection.
consequence of the addressee's
redirected in consequence
1.
1. A parcel may be redirected
change of address in the country of destination. The Administration
Administration
redirection charge prescribed by its
of destination may collect the redirection
internal regulations. Similarly, a
a parcel may be redirected from
Agreement to
one of the two countries which are parties to this Agreement
provided that the parcel complies with the conanother country, provided
ditions required for its further conveyance
conveyance and provided, as a
a rule,
that the extra postage is prepaid at the time of redirection,
redirection, or documentary evidence
evidence is produced
produced that the addressee will pay it.
2. Additional charges levied in respect of redirection
redirection and not paid
2.
by the addressee or his representative
representative shall not be canceled in case
of further redirection or of return to origin, but shall be collected
without
from the addressee
addressee or from the sender as the case may be, without
prejudice to the payment of any special charges incurred which the
Administration of destination
destination does not agree to cancel.
Administration

Redirection.
Redirection.

ARTICLE XII.

ARTICLE

parcels.
Missent parcels.

be dispatched,
dispatched,
Parcels
received out
out of
or wrongly
wrongly allowed
allowed to
to be
of course,
course, or
Parcels received
accordance with the provisions
shall be retransmitted
retransmitted or returned
returned in accordance
1 and 2, of the De15, Sections
Sections 1
of Article
2, and
and Article
Article 15,
Section 2,
of
Article 1, Section
tailed
tailed Regulations.
ARTICLE
XIII.
ARTICLE XIII.

Missent parcels.

Missentparcels.

Post, pp. 1847, 185L

Pt.pp.

1847, 1851

Non-delivery.
Non-delivery.

parcel
1.
sender may
may request
at the
time of
that, if
if the
the parcel
of posting
posting that,
the time
request at
1. The
The sender
delivered as
treated as
it be either
either (a)
(a) treated
as addressed,
addressed, it
cannot be delivered
abandoned, or
second address in the
tendered for
for delivery at aa second
abandoned,
or (b) tendered
destination. No other alternative
alternative is admissible.
admissible. If
If the
country of
of destination.
sender
himself of this facility, his request must appear on
avails himself
sender avails
the
dispatch note
analogous to
conformity with or analogous
note and
and must be in conformity
the dispatch
one of the following forms:
"If not
abandon."
as addressed,
addressed, abandon."
not deliverable
deliverable as
"If
"
"If
1)
addressed, deliver to
deliverable as addressed,
"If not deliverable
The
The same
same request must also be written on the cover of the parcel.
2.
a
request by the sender to the contrary, a
the absence
absence of aa request
2. In
In the
returned to the sender
sender withparcel that cannot be delivered shall be returned
out
expense thirty days after its
and at his expense
notification and
out previous notification
arrival at
at the
the office
office of destination.
arrival
Nevertheless,
refused by the addressee
addressee
which is definitely refused
parcel which
Nevertheless, aa parcel
returned immediately.
shall be returned
3.
due on
on returned
returned undeliverable
parcels shall be
undeliverable parcels
charges due
3. The
The charges
recovered in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
XXVIII.
Article XXVIII.
of Article
provisions of
the provisions
recovered

Nondelivery.

Nondellvery.

Post,
P

p. 1845.
,P
1846.

Airmax
ARICLE XIV.
Cancelation of
charges.
of customs charges.
Cancelation
Cancelation of cus-

The customs
customs charges
charges on
parcels sent
sent back
country of
of origin
origin tosclhaios
the country
back to
to the
on parcels
toms charges. o cusThe
or
canceled both in Barbados
or redirected
redirected to another country shall be canceled
and the
the United
United States of
of America.
and
Airricnn
XV.
ARTICLE XV.
Sale.

Destruction..
Destruction.

Articles
of which
which the
to be
be exexis to
or corruption
corruption is
deterioration or
the early
early deterioration
Articles of
pected,
and
these
only,
may
be
sold
immediately,
even
when
in
transit
in
transit
when
even
immediately,
be
sold
pected, and these only, may

Sale or destruction.

sale

destrucon.

1842
1842
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on
outward or
or return
return journey,
journey, without
without previous
previous notice
or judicial
judicial
notice or
the outward
on the
formality. If
for any
any reason
sale is
is impossible,
the spoilt
putrid
or putrid
impossible, the
spoilt or
If for
reason aasale
formality.
articles shall
shall be
be destroyed.
ARTICLE
XVI.
ARTICLE XVI.
Abandoned
parcels.
Abandoned parcels.
Abandoned parcels.
parcels.
Abandoned

Parcels which
addressees and which the
Parcels
which cannot
cannot be delivered
delivered to the addressees
senders
have abandoned
not be
be returned
returned by
by the
the Administration
Administration
shall not
senders have
abandoned shall
of destination
destination, but
be treated
its regulations.
with its
regulations.
treated in
in accordance
accordance with
but shall
shall be
of
No
shall be
be made
the Administration
Administration of
destination against
against
of destination
made by
by the
No claim
claim shall
the
Administration of
in respect
such parcels.
parcels.
respect of
of such
of origin
origin in
the Administration
ArricLE
ARBTIC XVII.
XVII.
Inquiries.
Inquiries.

In
quiries.
Inquiries.

1.
fee not
not exceeding
charged for every
every
exceeding 60 centimes
centimes may be
be charged
1. A
A fee
inquiry concerning
concerning a
a parcel.
parcel.
No fee
be charged
charged if
if the
sender has
paid the
the special
special
No
fee shall
shall be
the sender
has already
already paid
fee
fee for
for an advice
advice of
of delivery.
delivery.
if made
2. Inquiries
Inquiries shall
shall be admitted
admitted only if
made by
by the
the sender within
within
the
of one
one year
from the
the day
day following
following the
posting
of posting
the date
date of
the period
period of
year from
of the
parcel.
of
the parcel.
3.
an inquiry
is the
an irregularity
irregularity in
in the
the postal
postal
3. When
When an
inquiry is
the outcome
outcome of
of an
service,
the inquiry
fee shall
refunded.
service, the
inquiry fee
shall be
be refunded.
ARTICLE
XVIII.
ARTICLE XVIII.

Insured
nsured parcels.
parcels.
Insurance
Insurance fee.
fee.
Dispatch
Dispatch fee.
fee.
Receipt.
Receipt.

Insured parcels.
and conditions.
conditions.
Insured
parcels. Rates
Rates and
1.
Parcels
may
be
insured
220 in Barbados,
1.
insured up to the sum of £20
Barbados, or
$100 in the
$100
America.
the United States
States of
of America.
Administration of origin is entitled to collect from the
2. The Administration
sender of
of an
insured parcel,
to its
its
fee fixed according
according to
parcel, an insurance
insurance fee
sender
an insured
internal regulations.
internal
regulations.
3. The
The Administration
Administration of
also entitled
entitled to
to collect
of origin
origin is
is also
collect from
from
the
sender of
an insured
insured parcel
parcel a
not exceeding
exceeding 50
50
a dispatch
dispatch fee
fee not
of an
the sender
centimes.
centimes.
4. A receipt must be given free of charge
posting to
charge at the time of posting
the sender
of an
an insured.
insured parcel.
the
sender of
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIX
XIX..
Fraudulent
insurance.
Fraudulentinsurance.

Fraudulent
Fraudulent
ance.
ance.

Insurinsur-

The insured
may not
exceed the
the actual
actual value
value of the
the contents
insured value
value may
not exceed
The
parcel, but
part of
of this value.
value.
is permitted
permitted to
to insure only
only part
of the parcel,
but it
it is
The fraudulent
insurance of aaparcel
parcel for
for aasum exceeding the actual
The
fraudulent insurance
value
to any
egal proceedings
may be
which may
any legal
proceedings which
value shall
shall be
be subject
subject to
admitted by the
the country of origin.
origin.
admitted
the laws
laws of the
A
parcel the
contents of
of which
value may.,
may,
which have
have no
no pecuniary
pecuniary value
the contents
A parcel
however,
insured for
for a
nominal sum in order
obtain the
the safeorder to obtain
be insured
a nominal
however, be
guards
of
insurance system.
system.
guards
of the
the insurance
e,
ArricLE
ARTICLE XX.
Responsibility for
or abstraction.
abstraction.
Responsibility
for loss,
loss, damage,
damage, or

Insured
Insured parcels.
parcels.

1. Except
Except in
in the cases
1.
cases mentioned
mentioned in the following
following article, the two
two
Administrations
insured parcels
parcels
Administrations shall be
be responsible
responsible for the
the loss of insured
and
or abstraction
of their
contents or
or of
of a
a
and for
for the
the loss,
loss, damage,
damage, or
abstraction of
their contents
part
thereof.
part thereof.
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head
claimant is entitled under this head
rightful claimant
other rightful
The sender or other
to
compensation corresponding
corresponding to the actual amount
amount of the loss, abto compensation
straction, or damage. The
compensation for an insured
amount of compensation
The amount
straction,
parcel shall
exceed the amount for which it
it was insured.
insured.
shall not exceed
parcel
abstraction occurs
In
occurs in the service
In cases where the loss, damage, or abstraction
of the
the country
of destination,
destination, the Administration
Administration of destination may
country of
of
without
pay
addressee at its own expense
expense and without
compensation to the addressee
pay compensation
consulting the Administration
provided that the addressee
addressee
Administration of origin, provided
consulting
can
sender has waived
addressee's
waived his rights in the addressee's
the sender
can prove
prove that the
favor.
favor.
2.
compensation, indirect
indirect loss or loss
the amount of compensation,
calculating the
2. In
In calculating
of
consideration.
shall not be taken into consideration.
of profits shall
3. Compensation
Compensation shall
current price of goods
on the current
calculated on
shall be calculated
3.
of
which the goods were
time at which
and time
of the
the same nature at the place and
accepted
the absence of current price, at the
for transmission
transmission or, in the
accepted for
ordinary estimated
estimated value.
value.
ordinary
4.
Where compensation
compensation is due for the loss, destruction,
destruction, or complete
4. Where
damage
insured parcel
abstraction of the whole of
parcel or for the abstraction
of an
an insured
damage of
the contents,
sender is entitled
return of the postage also, if
entitled to return
the sender
contents, the
the
claimed.
claimed.
5. In
all cases,
ariRes, the disthe insurance
insurance fees and, if the case arises,
cases, the
5.
In all
patch fee
fee shall
retained by the
concerned.
the Administrations
Administrations concerned.
be retained
shall be
patch
contrary between
6.
the absence
absence of
of special
special agreement
between the
agreement to the contrary
6. In
In the
countries involved,
involved, which
agreement may
may be
be made
correspondence,
made by correspondence,
which agreement
countries
indemnity will be paid by either country for the loss of transit
transit
no indemnity
a country
insured parcels; that is, parcels originating
originating in a
country not particiinsured
pating
this Agreement
Agreement and
and destined
contracting
for one of the two contracting
destined for
in this
pating in
countries
or parcels
parcels originating
originating in
contracting counone of the two contracting
in one
countries or
tries
Agreement.
participating in this Agreement.
a country not participating
tries and destined for a
7. When
insured parcel
parcel originating
originating in one country
country and destined
destined
an insured
7.
When an
to
be delivered
delivered in
other country
reforwarded from there to a
a
country is reforwarded
the other
in the
to be
third
country or
is returned
returned to
country at the request
request of the
to aathird country
or is
third country
sender or
or of
of the
addressee, the party
party entitled to the indemnity
indemnity in
the addressee,
sender
case
of loss,
or damage
occurring, subsequent
subsequent to the refordamage occurring
rifling, or
loss, rifling,
case of
warding
parcel by the original
original country of destination
destination
warding or return of the parcel
can
such a
acase,
case, only
to the
the indemnity
indemnity which the country
only to
in such
claim, in
lay claim,
can lay
where
occurred consents to pay, or which
damage occurred
loss, rifling, or damage
the loss,
where the
that country
accordance with the agreement
agreement made
pay in accordance
is obliged to pay
country is
that
between the
the countries
countries directly
directly interested
reforwarding or
interested in the reforwarding
between
Agreement
return.
Either of
of the
the two
two countries
countries signing the present Agreement
return. Either
which
insured parcel
country is
parcel to aa third country
an insured
wrongly forwards an
which wrongly
responsible
to the
sender to
the same
same extent
extent as the country
country of origin,
to the
the sender
responsible to
that
is, within
limits of
of the
the present
present Agreement.
Agreement.
the limits
within the
that is,

1843
1843
Compensation.
Compensation.

Return of
of postage
postage
Return
of parcel.
perm,
on loss of

Retention of
fees.
of fees.
Retention
transit inLoss of
of transit
sured
parcels.
sured parcels.

Insured parcels reforwarded to a
a third
forwarded
country,
country, etc.

AMICLE
XXI.
Aimcrl XXI.
Exceptions
responsibility.
principle of responsibi7ity.
to the principle
Exceptions to
The
two Administrations
responsibility:
relieved from all responsibility:
shall be relieved
Administrations shall
The two
(a)
In cases
cases beyond
majeure).
(force majeure).
beyond control (force
(a) In
(b) When,
responsibility not having
having been proved otherwise,
otherwise,
their responsibility
When, their
(b)
they
unable to
account for
for parcels
parcels in
in consequence
consequence of
of the destructo account
are unable
they are
tion
of official
official documents
cause beyond
beyond control
control (force
(force
through aa cause
documents through
tion of
majeure).
majeure).
(c)
When the
been caused
the fault
fault or
or negligence
negligence
by the
caused by
has been
damage has
the damage
(c) When
of
the sender,
sender, or
or when
when it
it arises
arises from
nature of the article.
the nature
from the
of the
(d)
the contents
contents of
under the ban of one
of which
which fall under
parcels the
For parcels
(d) For
of
the prohibitions
in Article
Article IX.
mentioned in
prohibitions mentioned
of the
(e) For
For parcels
been fraudulently
insured for
for a
sum
a sum
fraudulently insured
have been
which have
parcels which
(e)
parcels seized by the
exceeding the actual
actual value of the contents, or parcels
exceeding
Customs for
declaration of contents.
false declaration
for false
Customs

the
Exceptions to the
Exceptions
principle of responsibility.
bility.
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(f) In respect
respect of parcels regarding
sender has
has not
not made
made
regarding which the
the sender
inquiry
inquiry within the period prescribed
by Article
XVII.
prescribed by
Article XVII.
(g) In respect of any parcels
parcels containing
containing precious stones, jewelry,
jewelry,
or any article of gold, silver, or platinum exceeding $500
$500 or
or £100
£100
in value not packed
a box of the size prescribed
packed in a
prescribed by
by Article
SecArticle 6,
6, SecRegulations.
tion 3, of the Detailed
Detailed Regulations.
(h) For parcels which contain matter of no intrinsic
intrinsic value
value or
or
perishable matter, or which do not conform
conform to the
stipulations of
of this
this
the stipulations
Agreement, or which were not posted in the manner
prescribed; but
but
manner prescribed;
the country responsible
responsible for the loss,
or damage
damage may
may pay
pay
loss, rifling, or
indemnity in respect of such parcels without recourse
recourse to
the other
other
to the
Administration.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXII.
XXCI.

Termination of responsibility.
Termination
respansibziity.
Termination of
of reresponsibility.

The two Administrations
Administrations shall cease to be responsible
responsible for parcels
accordance with their
which have been delivered
delivered in accordance
regulatheir internal regulations and of which the owners or their agents
agents have
have accepted
accepted delivdelivery without reservation.
Responsibility
Responsibility is, however, maintained when
when the
the addressee
addressee or,
or, in
in
case of return, the sender makes reservations
in taking
delivery of
of
reservations in
taking delivery
a parcel the contents
contents of which have been
a
been abstracted
or damaged.
damaged.
abstracted or
ARTiCLE
ARTICLE XXIII.
XXIII.

Payment of
of comPayment
compensation.
pensation.

Payment of compensation.
Payment
compensation.
•
The payment of compensation
compensation shall be undertaken
by the
the AdminAdminundertaken by
istration of origin except
except in the cases indicated in Article
Article XX,
XX,
Section 1, where
where payment
payment is made by
Admini
st
ra ti on o
esti na by th
thee Administration
offd
destination. The Administration
Administration of origin may, however,
however, after
after obtaining
obtaining
senders consent,
the sender's
consent, authorize
authorize the Administration
of destination
to
Administration of
destination to
settle with the addressee. The paying
paying Administration retains the
settle
the
right to make aaclaim against the Administration
responsible.
Administration responsible.
ARTIcLn XXIV.
ARTICLE
XXIV.

Period for payment
of compensation.

Period
Period for payment of compensation.
1.
Compensation shall be paid as soon as possible and, at the latest,
1. Compensation
latest,
within one year from the day following
following the date
of the
inquiry.
date of
the inquiry.
2. The Administration
Administration responsible
responsible for making
payment is
is authorauthormaking payment
ized
to settle
settle with the claimant
ized to
claimant on behalf of the other AdministraAdministration
tion if the latter, after
after being duly informed
informed of the application,
has
application, has
let nine months pass without giving aadecision
decision in the
the matter.
matter.
3. The Administration
Administration responsible
3.
responsible for making
making payment
payment may,
may, exexceptionally, postpone
ceptionally,
postpone it beyond the period of one year when
when a
a decidecision has not yet been reached
reached upon the question
the loss,
question whether
whether the
loss,
damage, or abstraction
abstraction is due
due to a
cause beyond control.
control.
a cause
ABTICLE
ARTICLE XXV.
XXV.
Incidence of cost of compensation.
compensation.
Incidence

Incidence of
of cost of
compensation.
compensation.

1. Until the contrary is proved
proved responsibility
1.
responsibility shall rest with
the
with the
Administration
havig received
Administration which, having
received the parcel
parcel from the other
other
Administration
Administration without
without making any reservation and
having been
and having
been
furnished
with all
all the
the particulars
furnished with
particulars for investigation
investigation prescribed
prescribed by the
regulations, cannot establish either proper
regulations,
proper delivery
delivery to the
addressee
the addressee
or his
his agent,
disposal of the parcel.
or
agent, or other proper disposal
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When the loss, rifling, or damage of an insured parcel is de2. When
exchange office and
receiving exchange
tected upon opening the receptacle
receptacle at the receiving
and
after it
it has been regularly pointed out to the dispatching
exchange
dispatching exchange
office, the.
the responsibility falls on the Administration
latter
Administration to which the latter
office,
office belongs, unless it be proved that the irregularity
irregularity occurred
occurred in the
service
Administration.
of the receiving
receiving Administration.
service of
If, in the case of a
aparcel dispatched
dispatched from one of the two coun3. If,
tries
delivery in the other, the loss, damage,
damage, or abstraction
abstraction has
tries for
for delivery
possible to prove in
occurred in course of conveyance
being possible
it being
conveyance without it
occurred
the service
irregularity took place, the two
the
service of which country the irregularity
Administrations shall bear the amount of compensation
compensation in equal
equal
Administrations
shares.
concerned takes
Administration concerned
compensation, the Administration
4. By
By paying compensation,
amount paid, the rights
rights of the person
person who
over to the extent of the amount
may be taken against
against
compensation in any action which may
has received compensation
sender,' or aathird party.
the addressee, the sender
parcel which has been regarded
subsequently
regarded as lost is subsequently
5. If
If a
a parcel
found,
person to whom compensation
compensation has
found, in whole or in part, the person
liberty to take
take possession
possession of
been paid shall be informed that he is at liberty
the parcel
parcel against
amount paid as compensation.
compensation.
of the amount
repayment of
against repayment
the
XXVI.
ARTICLE XXVI.

origin.
Repayment of
of the
compensation to the Administration
Administration of origin.
the compensation
Repayment
The Administration
Administration responsible
payment
responsible or on whose account the payment
The
is
X.XIII is bound
bound to repay the
accordance with Article XXIII
is made in accordance
a period of six months after
amount
compensation within
within a
after
amount of the compensation
notification
of payment.
payment. The
amount shall be recovered
recovered from the
The amount
notification of
Administration responsible through the accounts provided for in
Administration
Article
Article 21 of the Detailed Regulations.
The Administration
of which
the responsibility
responsibility is duly proved and
which the
Administration of
The
which
has originally
compensation is bound to bear
pay compensation
to pay
declined to
originally declined
which has
all
resulting from the unwarranted
in
unwarranted delay in
charges resulting
additional charges
the additional
all the
payment.
payment.
ARTICLE XXVII.
XXVII.

Repayments.
Repayments.

Post, p. 1853.
PoA,

Credits for conveyance.
Credits
For
parcel dispatched
from one of the two countries for
dispatched from
each parcel
For each
office
dispatching office shall allow to the office
in the
the other, the dispatching
delivery in
of
the rates
rates which
which accrue
to it
it by virtue
virtue of the provisions
provisions
accrue to
destination the
of destination
of Articles IV and V.
V.
For
parcel dispatched
dispatched from
from one
the two
two countries
countries in
in transit
transit
of the
one of
each parcel
For each
through the
dispatching office
office shall
shall allow
allow to
to the
the other
other
the dispatching
other, the
the other,
through
office the
the rates
for the conveyance
insurance of the parcel.
conveyance and insurance
due for
rates due
office

Credits for conveyCredits
ance.
anoe.

Ante, p.
p. 1839.
Ante,

ARTICLE XXVIII.
XXVIII.
ARTICLEz
Claims in
of redirection
redirection or
or return.
return..
in case
case of
Claims
In
case of
of the
redirection or
of a
parcel from
from one
one country
country to
a parcel
or return
return of
the redirection
In case
the other,
the retransmitting
Administration shall
claim from
from the
shall claim
retransmitting Administration
other, the
the
other Administration
the charges
charges due
to it
and to
to any
any other
other AdminAdminit and
due to
Administration the
other
istration
part in
in the
the redirection
or return.
The claim
claim shall
shall be
be
return. The
redirection or
taking part
istration taking
made
parcel bill
bill relating
relating to
the parcel
parcel is
is
which the
in which
mail in
to the
the mail
on the
the parcel
made on
forwarded.
forwarded.

Claims in case
C898 of
of
Claims
redirection or return.
return.
redirection
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ARTICLE
ARTIcLE XXIX.
XXIX.

Charge
Charge for redirection
the country
of destination.
destination.
redirectionin,
in the
country of
Charge for redirecCharge
tion in country of
destination.
destination.

In case of
In
further redirection
redirection or
or return
to the
the country
country of
of origin,
origin, the
the
of further
return to
redirection charge
prescribed by Article
redirection
charge prescribed
XI shall
shall accrue
accrue to
the country
Article XI
to the
country
which redirected
redirected the
the parcel
within its
its own
parcel within
own territory.
territory.
ARTICLE
XXX.
ARTICLE XXX.
Miscellaneous
fees.
Miscellaneous fees.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous fees.

The following fees shall be retained
retained in
by the
the Administration
Administration
in full by
which has
them:
has collected
collected them:
(a)
(a) The fee for advice of
delivery referred
to in
in Article
Article X.
X.
of delivery
referred to
(b)
(b) The inquiry fee referred
referred to in Article
_Article XVII,
XVII, Section
1.
Section 1.
(c) The dispatch fee for an insured
insured parcel
(c)
parcel referred
referred to
to in
in Article
Article
XVIII, Section
Section 3.
3.
XVIII,
(d) The delivery fee
fee and the fee
for customs
clearance referred
to in
fee for
customs clearance
referred to
in
Article
VI.
Article VI.
ARTicLE
XXXI.
ARTCLE XXXI.

Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous provisions.
_provisions.
and cen-

Francs and
times.
tip,.p. 202.
Post,
2002.

Postal charges.
Postal

Temporary suspenTemporary
suspension of service.

Mutual arrangearrangeMutual
ment of details.

f detas.

Application
of InInAppication of
ternal regulations.

1. The francs and centimes mentioned
mentioned in this Agreement
Agreement are
are gold
gold
francs and centimes
centimes as defined
defined in
in the
the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal Union
Union ConvenConvention.
tion.
2. Parcels shall not be subjected
subjected to any postal
postal charges other than
than
contemplated in this Agreement
Agreement except
those contemplated
mutual consent
consent of
of the
the
except by
by mutual
two Administrations.
circumstances either
3. In extraordinary
extraordinary circumstances
either Administration
Administration may
may temtemporarily
partially, on
porarily suspend the parcel-post
parcel-post service, either
either entirely or partially,
on
condition of giving immediate
immediate notice,
notice, if
if necessary
necessary by
telegraph, to
to the
by telegraph,
the
other Administration.
other
Administration.
4. The two Administrations
Administrations have drawn up the following Detailed
Detailed
Regulations for insuring the execution
present Agreement. FurRegulations
execution of the present
ther matters
matters of detail, not inconsistent with
general provisions
of
with the
the general
provisions of
this Agreement
Agreement and not provided for
the Detailed
Regulations may
may
for in
in the
Detailed Regulations
be arranged
arranged from
time by
mutual consent.
consent.
from time
time to
to time
by mutual
5.
The internal
regulations of Barbados and of the United
5. The
internal regulations
United States
of America shall remain
remain applicable
applicable as regards
regards everything
everything not
pronot provided for by the stipulations
contained in
stipulations contained
present Agreement
.Agreement and
and
in the present
in the Detailed
Regulations for
Detailed Regulations
for its
execution.
its execution.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XXXII.
XXXII.
Entry into force and
and duration
Entry
duration of the Agreement.

Entry into
force
force
and
duration of Agreeand duration
ment.

Signatures.

This Agreement
Agreement shall come into force on the 1st day of November
November,
1938,
remain in operation
1938, and shall remain
operation until the expiration
expiration of
of one year
year
from the date on which it may have been denounced
denounced by
by either
either of
of the
the
two Administrations.
Administrations.
In witness whereof the undersigned, duly authorized for that purIn
pose, have signed the present Agreement,
their seals
seals
Agreement, and have
have affixed
affixed their
thereto.
Done in duplicate
Washington on the 13th day of September
duplicate at Washington
September 1939
1939
and at Bridgetown
Bridgetown on the 14 day of August
August 1939.
EA
[s
L]
[szAL]

JAMEs
JAMES A
A FAtURL
FARLEY

The Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral
General of the United States of America.
Amerioa.
H.
H.BLACKMAN
BLACKMAN

The Colonial
ColonialPostmaster
Barbados.Acting
Postmaster of Barbados.
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Sept. 13, 1939
Sept

DETAILED REGULATIONS
CARRYING OUT THE
DETAILED
REGULATIONS FOR CARRYING
PARCEL POST AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
THE POSTAL
POSTAL
ADMINISTRATION
BARBADOS AND
ADMINISTRATION OF BARBADOS
AND THE POSTAL
POSTAL
ADMINISTRATION OF THE UNITED
ADMINISTRATION
UNITED STATES
OF AMERAMERSTATES OF
ICA.
ARTicLE
ARTICLE 1.
Circulation.
Circulation.

1.
forward by the routes
1. Each Administration
Administration shall forward
and means
means
routes and
which it uses for its own parcels, parcels delivered
delivered to it
it by the
the other
other
Administration for conveyance
conveyance in transit through
Administration
through its
its territory.
territory.
2. Missent parcels shall be retransmitted
retransmitted to
proper destinadestinato their proper
tion, by the most direct route at the disposal of the
retransthe office
office retransmitting them. Insured parcels, when missent, may not be reformitting
warded to their destination
except as insured mail. If
destination except
is imIf this is
impossible, they must be returned to origin.

Circulation.
Circulation.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2.
2.

transmission. Provision
Method of transmission.
Provision of
of bags.
bags.
1. The exchange
exchange of parcels
parcels between
between the
two countries
the two
countries shall
shall be
be
effected
appointed by agreement
effected by the offices appointed,
the two
two AdAdagreement between
between the
ministrations. The parcels
parcels shall be dispatched
dispatched to
to the
the country
country of
of
destination by the country
country of origin at its cost and by
by such
such means
means
as it provides.
2. Parcels shall be exchanged
between the
two countries
countries in
bags
exchanged between
the two
in bags
duly fastened and sealed.
In the absence
In
absence of any arrangement
arrangement to
the transtransto the contrary,
contrary, the
mission of parcels
parcels dispatched
dispatched by one of the
countries
the two contracting
contracting countries
in transit through
effected "a decouvert".
through the other shall be effected
decouvert'.
3. A
A label showing the office
office of exchange
origin and
and the
the office
office
exchange of origin
of exchange
exchange of destination
destination shall be attached
neck of
each bag,
bag,
attached to
to the
the neck
of each
the number of parcels contained
contained in the bag being
being indicated
indicated on
on the
the
back of the label.
4. The bag containing
containing the parcel bill and other documents
documents shall
shall be
be
distinctively labeled.
labeled.
5. Insured parcels shall be forwarded
forwarded in
bags. The
neck
in separate
separate bags.
The neck
label attached
attached to any bag containing one or more insured
insured parcels
parcels
shall be marked with any distinctive
symbol that
may from
time to
to
distinctive symbol
that may
from time
time be agreed upon by the two Administrations.
Administrations.
6. The weight of any bag of parcels shall
shall not exceed 36 kilograms
kilograms
(80 pounds
pounds avoirdupois).
avoirdupois).
7. The Postal Administrations
Administrations of Barbados
Barbados and
the United
United
and of the
States of America shall provide the respective
respective bags necessary
necessary for
for the
the
dispatch of their parcels
parcels and each bag shall be
marked to
to show
be marked
show the
the
name of the office or country
country to
it belongs.
belongs.
to which
which it
8. Bags must be returned empty to the dispatching
dispatching office by the
next mail. Empty bags to be returned are to be made
made up in bundles
of ten, enclosing
enclosing nine bags in one. The total number
bags
number of
of bags
returned shall be entered on the relative
returned
relative parcel
parcel bills.
bills.
9. Each Administration shall be required
the value
value
required to make
make good
good the
of any bags which it
it fails to return.
return.

193470°-41-PT. rf
n--39
193470*-41—PT.
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Method
Method of trans
transmission.
mrvison.

Provisions as
to bags.
bag&
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as to
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.Airrici.v,
ARTICLE 3.
3.
Information
to be
be furnished.
furnished.
Information to
Information to
to be
be
furnished.

1. Each
Each Administration
shall communicate
communicate to
to the
other AdminisAdministhe other
Administration shall
1.
tration
all necessary
necessary information
of detail
in connection
connection
detail in
on points
points of
information on
tration all
with
the exchange
of parcels
parcels between
two Administrations
Administrations and
and
the two
between the
exchange of
with the
also:—
also :(a)
names of
can forward
forward parcels
parcels
which itit can
to which
countries to
of the
the countries
The names
(a) The
handed over
it.
over to
to it.
handed
(b)
The routes
available for
for transmission
of the
the said
parcels
said parcels
transmission of
routes available
(b) The
from the
entry into
its territory
territory or
or into
its service.
service.
into its
into its
of entry
the point
point of
from
(c)
The total
total amount
to be
be credited
to it
the other
other AdministraAdministrait by
by the
credited to
amount to
(c) The
tion for
destination.
tion
for each
each destination.
(_d)
accompany
number of customs declarations which must accompany
(d) The
The number
each parcel.
parcel.
each
(e)
Any other
other necessary
information.
necessary information.
(e) Any
2. Each
to the
the other
other the
the names
names
make known
known to
shall make
Administration shall
2.
Each Administration
of the
the countries
to which
which it
it intends
to send
send parcels
in transit
transit through
through
parcels in
intends to
countries to
of
the
the other.
other.
ARTICLE
ARmcLE 4.
Fixing of
of equivalents.
equivalents.
Fixing

Fixing of equivaFixing
lents.

Administration shall be at
parcels, either Administration
In
fixing the charges
charges for parcels,
In fixing
be convenient
liberty to
to adopt
adopt such
such approximate
equivalents as may be
convenient in
approximate equivalents
liberty
its own
own currency.
currency.
its
5.
ARTICLE
ARTICLEp 5.
Make-up of parcels.
parcels.
Make-up

Make-up
Make-up of parcels.

Packing.
Packing.

Every
shall :—
Every parcel
parcel shall-(a) Bear
exact name
and address
address of
sender and of the adof the
the sender
name and
the exact
Bear the
(a)
dressee in
characters. Addresses
in pencil
pencil shall
shall not be
allowed
be allowed
Addresses in
Roman characters.
dressee
in Roman
except that
that parcels
parcels bearing
addresses written
written with indelible
indelible pencil
pencil on
bearing addresses
except
a
previously dampened
accepted. The address
address shall
surface shall
shall be accepted.
dampened surface
a previously
it
attached to it
be written
the parcel
itself or on aalabel so
so firmly attached
parcel itself
on the
be
written on
that
cannot become
detached. The
sender of
of a
parcel shall be
The sender
a parcel
become detached.
that it
it cannot
advised to
to enclose
enclose in
in the
the address
together with
a
with a
of the
address together
parcel aacopy
copy of
the parcel
advised
note
address.
his own
own address.
note of
of his
name of
of the
the sender
Parcels
sender or of the addressee
addressee is indiParcels on
on which
which the name
not admitted,
admitted, unless the initials are the
merely by
by initials are not
cated merely
adopted trade name
name of the
addressee which is generally
the sender
sender or
or addressee
generally
adopted
understood.
understood.
(b)
adequate for
for the
length of
of the
the journey
(b) Be
Be packed
packed in a
a manner
manner adequate
the length
journey
and
the contents.
contents.
and for the
the protection
protection of the
Articles
injure postal
postal employees
Articles liable
liable to injure
parcels
employees or
or to damage other parcels
shall
packed as to
prevent any
so packed
to prevent
any risk.
risk.
shall be so
Ordinary
parcels may
at the
the option
option of
the sender,
sender, or
or carecareOrdinary parcels
may be
be sealed
sealed at
of the
ful
ful tying
tying is
is sufficient
sufficient as
as a
a mode of closing.
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE
Special packing.
packing.
Special

Special
Special packing.

1. Liquids and substances
substances which easily
1.
easily liquefy
liquefy shall be packed in
two receptacles. Between the first receptacle
receptacle (bottle, flask, pot, box,
etc.) and the second
second (box of metal or of stout wood, strong carton of
fibreboard,
receptacle of equal
equal strength)
space which
which
fibreboard, or receptacle
strength) shall be left aaspace
other absorbent
material in
in
shall be filled with sawdust, bran, or some other
absorbent material
sufficient
sufficient quantity to absorb all the liquid contents in the case of
breakage.
breakage.
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2. Dry coloring powders
powders such.
such as aniline
aniline blue, etc., shall be admitted
admitted
only if enclosed
enclosed in stout metal boxes placed
placed inside
inside wooden
wooden boxes with
with
sawdust
sawdust between
between the
the two receptacles.
receptacles.
3. Every parcel
parcel containing
containing precious
article
precious stones, jewelry,
jewelry, or any article
platinum exceeding
$500 or
be
of gold, silver, or platinum
exceeding $500
or £100
£100 in value
value shall be
packed in aabox measuring not less than 33feet 66inches
inches (1.05 meters)
in length and girth combined.
combined.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
7.
dispatch notes.
Customs declarations
declarationsand dispatch
1.
1. The sender shall prepare
prepare one customs
customs declaration
declaration and one dispatch note for each parcel sent from either
either country, on a
special form
a special
provided for the purpose by the country of origin.
The customs declaration
declaration shall give aageneral description
description of the parcontents and value,
of
cel, an accurate statement in
in detail of its contents
value, date of
weight, the sender's name and address,
address, and the name
mailing, gross weight
and address
address of the addressee; and shall
shall be securely
securely attached
attached to the
parcel.
However,
foregoing, the use of only one
one
However, as an exception
exception to the foregoing,
customs declaration
any
declaration may be allowed
allowed for a
a single consignment
consignment of any
number of uninsured parcels sent by the same sender
sender to the
the same
addressee at the same time. In.
declaration shall
addressee
In this case
case the customs declaration
show, in
to the
the particulars
set forth
forth in
in the
parashow
in addition to
particulars set
the preceding
preceding paraparcels comprising
shipment, and shall
comprising the shipment,
graph, the total number of parcels
be securely
securely attached
attached to
to one
one of
of the
parcels. The
the parcels.
The parcels
parcels comprising
comprising
the entire shipment shall be clearly
clearly marked
marked in such case with a
afracarabic figures,
tional number, the numerator
numerator of which will indicate, in
in arabic
figures,
parcel, and the denominator
denominator the number
parcels
the number of the parcel,
number of parcels
shipment; for example, if
single shipment
shipment were
were comcomprising the shipment;
if a
a single
parcel would be numbered
1/15,
posed of 15 parcels, each parcel
numbered respectively
respectively 1/15,
2/15, 3/15,
3/15, etc.
The dispatch note shall also be securely
securely attached
parcel.
attached to the parcel.
2. The Administrations
Administrations accept no
responsibility for the
correctness
no responsibility
the correctness
declarations or dispatch
dispatch notes.
of the customs declarations
notes.

Customs
Customs
tions
tions and
and
notes.
notes.

declaradeclaradispatch
dispatch

ARTICLE 8.
ARTICLE
8.
Advice of delivery.
Advice
1.
1. Insured parcels
parcels for which
which the senders
senders request an advice
advice of delivery shall be very prominently
"Advice of delivery"
delivery" or
or
prominently marked "Advice
"A. R."
2. Such parcels
parcels shall be accompanied
accompanied by a
a form
form similar to that
that
annexed to the Detailed Regulations
Regulations of the Convention
annexed
Convention of the
the Uniprepared
versal Postal Union. This advice of delivery
delivery form shall be prepared
by
Adminby the
the office
office of
of origin or by any other office appointed by the Administration of
of origin
origin and
and shall
firmly attached
attached to
dispatch note
to the dispatch
shall be
be firmly
istration
parcels sent to Barbados
Barbados
of the
the parcel to
to which it
it relates in the case
case of parcels
and to
to the
the parcel
parcel to
to which
which it relates in
in the
the case
case of parcels
parcels sent
sent to the
United
of America.
If it
it does
not reach
reach the
the office
of destinadoes not
office of
States of
America. If
United States
tion, that
that office
make out
form.
officially a
a new
new advice
advice of
of delivery
delivery form.
tion,
office shall
shall make
out officially
3.
duly filled out the form,
3. The
The office of
of destination,
destination, after having duly
shall
post, unenclosed
and free of
of postage
postage to
it, by
by ordinary
ordinary post,
unenclosed and
shall return
return it,
the address of
of the sender of the parcel.
4. When
When the
the sender
sender makes
makes inquiry
inquiry concerning
an advice
advice of
of delivery
delivery
concerning an
4.
which has
after a
interval, action
reasonable interval,
action
has not
not been
been returned
returned to
to him
him after
a reasonable
which
shall
taken in
in accordance
with the
the rules
in Article
Article 9
9
laid down
down in
rules laid
accordance with
shall be
be taken

Advice of delivery.
delivery.
Advice
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following.
not be
be charged,
charged, and
the
following. In
In that
that case
case aa second
second fee
fee shall
shall not
and the
office of
of origin
shall enter
enter at
the top
top of
of the
the form
form the
words "Duplicate
"Duplicate
office
origin shall
at the
the words
advice
advice of
of delivery".
delivery".
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.
Advice
delivery applied
after posting.
posting.
Advice of
of delivery
applied for
for after
Advice of
delivery
Advice
of delivery
applied for
applied
for after
after postpost-

ing.

When the sender applies
an advice
delivery after
after an
insured
applies for an
advice of
of delivery
an insured
parcel has
has been
been posted,
posted, the
of origin
origin or
any other
other office
office appointed
appointed
the office
office of
or any
Administration of origin shall
by the Administration
shall fill
of delivery
delivery
fill up an advice of
attach it
form and shall attach
it to a
of inquiry
to which
which postage
postage stamps
stamps
a form
form of
inquiry to
representing the fee prescribed
prescribed by the Convention of the Universal
Universal
have been affixed.
Postal Union have
affixed.
The form of inquiry
accompanied by the
inquiry accompanied
advice of
form
the advice
of delivery
delivery form
shall be treated according
Article 18
18 with
the
according to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of Article
with the
single
that, in
in the
the case
ease of
of the
the due
of the
the parcel,
parcel, the
single exception
exception that,
due delivery
delivery of
the
of destination
destination shall withdraw
office of
the form
form of
of inquiry
aid shall
withdraw the
inquiry afid
shall rereturn the advice of delivery
delivery form in the manner
manner prescribed
prescribed in
in paraparagraph
of the
preceding Article.
Article.
graph 33of
the preceding
ARTICLE 10.
10.
ARTICL
Indication, of
Indication
of insured
insured value.
uvalue.

Indleston
Indication
mred
sured value.
vable.

of
of Inin-

Every insured parcel and the relative
dispatch note
shall bear
bear an
relative dispatch
note shall
an
indication of the insured
in the currency
insured value in
of the
the country
of origin.
origin.
currency of
country of
The indication on the parcel
parcel shall
shall be both in
in words
and in
in figures.
figures.
words and
ARTICLE
ARTILE 11.
11.
Insurance
numbers,labels,
and seals.
Insurancenumbers,
labels, and
seals.

Insurance
Iouranoa numbers,
numbers,
labels, and
seals.
labels
and seal.

Every insured parcel
parcel and
and its
dispatch note
as well
well shall
shall bear
bear on
on the
the
its dispatch
note as
address side an insurance
insurance number
number and aasmall
small red
with the
the indiindired label
label with
cation "Insured"
"Insured" or "Valeur
large letters
letters or
or these
these words
words
"Valeur declare"
declaree" in
in large
shall be marked
marked or stamped
stamped on the
and on
on the
the dispatch
dispatch note.
note.
the parcel
parcel and
The wax or other seals, the labels of whatever
whatever kind, and
and any
any postage
postage
stamps affixed to
shall be
be so
so spaced
spaced that
that they
they cannot
cannot
to insured
insured parcels
parcels shall
conceal injuries to
cover. Moreover,
the labels
and postage
to the cover.
Moreover, the
labels and
postage
folded over two
stamps, if any, shall not be folded
two sides
sides of
of the
the cover
so as
as
cover so
the edge.
edge.
to hide the
ARTICLE 12.
12.
ARnCLB
Sealing of parcels.
parcels.
Sealing

Sealing
of insured
Sealing of
insured
panels.
parcel

Every insured parcel shall
shall be
of wax
wax or
or by
by lead
lead
be sealed
sealed by
by means
means of
or other seals, the seals being sufficient
sufficient in number
to render
render it
it imimnumber to
possible to tamper
tamper with
with the
the contents
without leaving
an obvious
obvious trace
trace
contents without
leaving an
Administration may
of violation. Either Administration
require aa special
design
may require
special design
or mark of the sender
on the
sealing of
of insured
insured parcels
parcels mailed
mailed in
in its
its
sender on
the sealing
service, as aameans of protection.
protection.
The Customs Administration
The
Administration of the country of destination
destination is
authorized
authorized to open the parcels.
parcels. To
To that
the seals
seals or
or other
that end,
end, the
other
fastenings
fastenings may be broken.
broken. Parcels opened by the
the Customs
Customs must
must be
be
refastened and also officially
refastened
officially resealed.
resealed.
The senders of insured parcels
parcels shall be strongly recommended
recommended to
to
furnish
whenever possible,
furnish the relative dispatch
dispatch note, whenever
possible, with an exact
exact
reproduction
reproduction of the seal referred
referred to above.
above.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13.
13.
Indication of
weight of
insured parcels.
parcels.
Indication
of weight
of insured
The
The
parcel
parcel
(a)
(b)
(b)

Indication oweight
of weight
Indication
or in
m pounds and ounces
grams or
exact
weight in
in grams
ounces of each
each insured
exact weight
of insured parcels.
o°n ured par e s
originshall
entered by
the Administration
by the
Administration of origin
be entered
shall be
On the address side of the parcel.
On
the dispatch
in the
place reserved
reserved for
for this purpose.
the place
dispatch note,
note, in
On the

Ma'am 14.
ARTICLE
14.
Date-stamp
impression.
Date-stamp impression.

note shall be impressed by
dispatch note
Each parcel
parcel and
and the
relative dispatch
the relative
Each
the
on the
the address
address side,
side, with aa stamp showing the
the office
office of posting, on
place and date of posting.

Date-stamp impresDatetstampimpresion.

n.

AirricLE 15.
ARTICLE
Retransmission.
Retransmission.
1. The
Administration retransmitting
retransmitting a
a missent
missent parcel
parcel shall not
1.
The Administration
it.
levy
non-postal charges
charges upon it.
levy_customs
customs or other non-postal
parcel to the country
When an Administration
Administration returns such aa parcel
from
it has been directly received,
it shall refund the credits
received, it
which it
from which
received
means of a
verification note.
a verification
report the error by means
received and report
In other cases, and if the amount
amount credited to it is insufficient to
which it has to defray, the
retransmission which
cover the
the expenses of retransmission
retransmitting Administration
Administration to
Administration shall allow to the Administration
retransmitting
it forwards
forwards the parcel the credits due for onward conveyance;
conveyance;
which it
it
it from
of the
the deficiency
deficiency by claiming it
the amount
amount of
then recover
recover the
it shall then
the office
exchange from
which the
parcel was
was directly rethe missent parcel
from which
office of
of exchange
the
ceived. The reason for this claim shall be notified to the latter by
ceived.
means of a
a verification note.
2. When
parcel has
been wrongly
wrongly allowed
allowed to be dispatched in
has been
2.
When aa parcel
consequence of an error attributable
postal service and has for
attributable to the postal
consequence
this
reason to
to be
country of
Administration
origin, the
the Administration
of origin,
to the
the country
be returned
returned to
this reason
which
Administration from
sends the
the parcel
parcel back shall allow to the Administration
which sends
which
respect of it.
credited in respect
it was
was received the sums credited
which it
consequence of the reredirected, in consequence
3. The charges on aa parcel redirected,
a
error on the part of the sender, to a
addressee or of an error
moval of the addressee
Barbados or the United
America has
United States of America
country with
with which Barbados
parcel-post
Administration
communication shall be claimed from the Administration
parcel-post communication
to
charge for conveyance
conveyance
forwarded, unless the charge
parcel is forwarded,
to which the parcel
is
case the parcel shall be
paid at
at the time of redirection, in which case
is paid
dealt
if it
directly from the retransaddressed directly
it had
had been
been addressed
with as
as if
dealt with
In case the third
of destination.
destination. In
new country
country of
the new
mitting country to the
country
to which
which the
forwarded refuses to assume the
parcel is
is forwarded
the parcel
country to
charges because
sender or the
because they cannot be collected from the sender
charges
addressee,
the case
may be,
or for
for any
other reason,
reason, they shall be
any other
be, or
case may
as the
addressee, as
charged back
back to
the country
country of origin.
to the
charged
parcel which
redirected unpaid.
retransmitted in its
unpaid shall be retransmitted
which is redirected
4. A
A parcel
original
dispatch
accompanied by the original dispatch
be accompanied
packing and shall be
original packing
whatsoever, has to be repacked
repacked or
reason whatsoever,
for any
any reason
If the parcel, for
note. If
if
original dispatch
replaced by aasubstitute
substitute note, the
to be
be replaced
has to
dispatch note has
if the
the original
name
number
of origin of the parcel and the original serial number
of the office
office of
name of
and, if
office shall be entered
entered both
at that office
if possible,
possible, the date of posting at
and,
on
note.
the dispatch
dispatch note.
and on the
on the parcel and

Retranamisidon,
Retransmissin.
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ARTICLE 16.
ARTICLE
16.
Return
o/ undeliverable
undeliverable parcels.
Return of
parcels.
Return
of undeundeReturn of
1. If
If the
the sender
undeliverable parcel
parcel has
not
1.
sender of
of an
an undeliverable
has made
made aarequest
request not
liverable
parcels.
liverable parcels.
provided for
by Article
of the
Agreement, the
Adminp: 1841.
1841.
Ante, -p.
provided
for by
Article XIII,
XIII, Section
Section 1,
1, of
the Agreement,
the Administration of
of destination
destination need
with it
it but
but may
return the
the
istration
need not
not comply
comply with
may return
parcel
to the
country of
of origin,
origin, after
after retention
the prescribed
prescribed
parcel to
the country
retention for
for the
period.
period.
2. The
Administration which
returns a
to the
sender shall
shall inin2.
The Administration
which returns
a parcel
parcel to
the sender
dicate clearly
on the
the parcel
on the
relative dispatch
dispatch
dicate
clearly and
and concisely
concisely on
parcel and
and on
the relative
cause for
for non-delivery.
information may
may be
be furnished
furnished
note the
the cause
non-delivery. This
This information
in manuscript
in
manuscript or
stamped impression
impression or
or aalabel.
label. The
The
or by
by means
means of
of aastamped
original
dispatch note
to the
the returned
returned parcel
parcel must
be sent
sent
original dispatch
note belonging
belonging to
must be
back to
the country
country of
parcel.
back
to the
of origin
origin with
with the
the parcel.
3. A
A parcel
parcel to
returned to
sender shall
shall be
on the
the parcel
parcel
3.
to be
be returned
to the
the sender
be entered
entered on
bill with the word
word "Rebut"
"Rebut" in
column. It
It shall
shall be
be
in the
the "Observations"
"Observations" column.
charged like
consequence of
dealt with and charged
like aaparcel
parcel redirected
redirected in
in consequence
of the
the
removal
of the
addressee.
removal of
the addressee.
ArricLE
ARTICLE 17.
17.
Sale.
Destruction.
Sale. Destruction.
Sale or
destruction.
Bale
or destruction.
Ante, p.
p. 1841.
1841.
Ante,

When
an insured
insured parcel
parcel has
sold or
or destroyed
destroyed in
in accordance
accordance
When an
has been
been sold
with the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article XV of
of the
of the Agreement,
Agreement, aareport
report of
the
copy of
of which
which shall
shall be
be transtranssale or
or destruction
destruction shall
shall be
be prepared,
prepared, aacopy
mitted to
to the
Administration of
of origin.
mitted
the Administration
origin.
AwricLE 18.
18.
ArICLE

Inquiries concerning
Inquiries
concerning parcels.
parcels.
Inquiries
Inquiries concerning
concerning
parcels.
parcels.

For inquiries concerning
concerning parcels
have not
not been
been returned,
returned, aa
parcels which have
form shall
form
used similar
to the
annexed to
to the
Detailed
shall be
be used
similar to
the specimen
specimen annexed
the Detailed
Regulations of the Parcel Post
Agreement of
the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal
Post Agreement
of the
Union. These forms shall be forwarded
the offices
offices appointed
appointed by
by the
the
forwarded to
to the
Administrations to deal with them
two Administrations
them and they shall be dealt with
with
in the manner mutually
mutually arranged
arranged between
between the two
two Administrations.
Administrations.
ARTICLE 19.
19.
ARTICLE
Parcel
Parcel bill.
bill.

bills.
Parcel
Parcel bills.

1.
1. Separate
Separate parcel
parcel bills must be prepared
for the
the ordinary
ordinary parcels
on
prepared for
parcels on
the one
for the
insured parcels
on the
the other
other hand.
hand.
one hand,
hand, and
and for
the insured
parcels on
The
parcel bills
are prepared
prepared in
in duplicate.
The original
original is
in
The parcel
bills are
duplicate. The
is sent
sent in
duplicate is inserted
inserted in one of
the regular mails, while the duplicate
of the
the sacks.
sacks.
containing the parcel
The sack containing
parcel bill
designated by
by the
letter "F"
"F"
bill is designated
the letter
traced in
traced
conspicuous manner
manner on
on the
the label.
in a
a conspicuous
label.
2. The ordinary parcels
parcels included
in each
dispatch are
are to
be entered
entered
included in
each dispatch
to be
on the parcel
parcel bills to show
show the total number of parcels
parcels and the total
total
net
weight thereof.
net weight
3. Insured parcels
parcels shall he
be entered
entered individually
individually on
the parcel
bills
on the
parcel bills
insurance number and the
to show the insurance
the office
office of
of origin.
origin. The
The
the name
name of the
parcel bills must also show
show the total net
parcels.
net weight
weight of the parcels.
4. Parcels sent "a decouvert"
decouvert" must be entered separately
separately on the
4.
parcel
bills.
parcel bills.
5. Returned or redirected
redirected parcels
parcels must be entered
entered individually
individually on
on
the parcel
be followed
parcel bills and be
followed by
the word
word "Returned"
"Returned" or
by the
or "Redi"Redirected"
rected" as the case may be. A statement
statement of the charges
charges which
which may
may
be due on these parcels should be shown
shown in
serva ti ons "
in the uOb
aObservations"
column.
column.
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6.
number of sacks comprising each
each dispatch must also
The total number
6. The
bills.
be shown on the parcel bills.
7. Each
dispatching exchange
exchange office
office numbers
numbers the parcel
parcel bills in the
Each dispatching
7.
upper left-hand
left-hand corner
accordance with an annual series. The
in accordance
corner in
upper
first
mentioned on the first
last
of the
the preceding
year must be mentioned
preceding year
number of
last number
bill
following year.
of the following
bill of
8.
receptacles containcontainparcels or the receptacles
method of advising parcels
8. The
The exact method
ing them sent
through the other
Administration in transit through
one Administration
by one
sent by
ing
connection with the advice
together with any details of procedure
procedure in connection
together
of such
parcels or
for which
which provision is not made in this
receptacles for
or receptacles
of
such parcels
Agreement, shall
shall be settled
mutual agreement
through correspondcorrespondagreement through
by mutual
settled by
Agreement,
Administrations.
between the two Administrations.
ence between

ARTICLE 20.
irregularities.
Notification of irregularities.
Check by offices of exchange. Notification
Check by offices of
1.
Upon receipt
of a
dispatch, the
the exchange
destination exchange;
oftficaiof
excha^bynotification
of destination
office of
exchange office
a dispatch,
receipt of
1. Upon
of
irregularities.
parcel bill must be verified
proceeds
verify it.
The entries
entries in
in the
the parcel
verified of irregularities.
it. The
to verify
proceeds to
exactly. Each error or omission must be brought immediately
immediately to
exchange office by means of aabullethe
dispatching exchange
knowledge of the dispatching
the knowledge
tin
of verification.
verification. A
A dispatch
dispatch is considered
having been found
found
considered as having
tin of
in order
order in
in all
all regards
when no
no bulletin
made up.
verification is made
bulletin of verification
regards when
in
If
irregularity is found upon receipt of aa dispatch, all
error or irregularity
an error
If an
objects which
investigation or for examination
examination
which may serve later on for investigation
objects
of requests
of
requests for indemnity, must be kept.
2. The
The dispatching
dispatching exchange
exchange office to which a
abulletin of verificaverifica2.
tion is
sent, returns
returns it
it after
entered thereon
thereon
it and entered
examined it
after having examined
is sent,
tion
its
observations, if any. That bulletin is then attached to the parcel
its observations,
bills
parcels to which it
it relates. Corrections made on a
aparcel
parcel
bills of the parcels
considered as
bill
which are
supporting papers are considered
by supporting
justified by
not justified
are not
bill which
devoid of value.
3.
the dispatching
dispatching exchange
exchange office
office may also be advised
If necessary,
necessary, the
3. If
by telegram,
telegram, at
at the
the expense
Office sending such telegram.
telegram.
of the
the Office
expense of
by
4.
In case
of shortage
shortage of a
duplicate is prepared,
prepared, a
a
a duplicate
a parcel bill, a
case of
4. In
exchange office of origin of the dispatch.
which is sent to the exchange
copy of which
5.
The office
exchange which
which receives
receives from aacorresponding
office
corresponding office
of exchange
office of
5. The
a
parcel which
which is
damaged or
insufficiently packed must redispatch
redispatch
or insufficiently
is damaged
a parcel
such parcel
parcel after
after repacking,
repacking, if
if necessary,
necessary, preserving
preserving the original
such

packing as far as possible.
packing
If
damage
far as is
i
possible.
s such
that the
the contents
contents of
of the
the parcel
may have
have
parcel may
such that
damage
the as
If the
been
the office
must first
first officially
parcel and
open the parcel
officially open
office must
abstracted, the
been abstracted,
verify
verify its contents.
In
either case,
parcel will be verified before
before and
of the parcel
weight of
the weight
case, the
In either
after repacking,
repacking, and
wrapper of
of the parcel itself.
the wrapper
on the
indicated on
and indicated
after
That
indication will
will be
by the
"Repacked at
"7,
at note "Repacked
the note
followed by
be followed
That indication
repacking.
and
the signature
of the
agents who
who have effected such repacking.
the agents
signature of
and the
ArricLE 21.
ARTICLI
Accounting for
for credits.
credits.
Accounting

1.
At the
of each
each quarter,
quarter, the
makes
Administration makes
creditor Administration
the creditor
end of
the end
1. At
up
an account
account on
basis of
the parcel
parcel bills.
of the
the basis
on the
up an
2. These
These accounts
accounts shall
shall be
be submitted
to the
the examination
of the
the
examination of
submitted to
2.
corresponding Administration
in the
the course
course of
of the
the month
month following
following
Administration in
corresponding
to which they relate.
quarter to
the quarter
3. The
The recapitulation
transmission, examination,
examination, and acceptance
acceptance of
recapitulation, transmission,
3.
these accounts
must not
be delayed.
delayed. The
The payment
of the balances
balances
payment of
not be
accounts must
these
shall take
take place,
at the
the latest,
latest, at
following quarter.
expiration of the following
at the
the expiration
place, at
shall

Accounting
credits.

for

oredting for
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4. The balance resulting from
from adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the accounts
accounts between
between
the two Administrations
Administrations is paid by
draft drawn
on the
the Capital
Capital
by a
a sight draft
drawn on
a commercial
or a
commercial city of the creditor
creditor Administration,
Administration, or
or by
by some
some means
means
mutually
mutually agreed upon by correspondence.
correspondence. The
The expenses
expenses of
of payment
payment
are chargeable
chargeable to
to the
debtor Administration.
Administration.
the debtor
22.
ARTICLE 22.

Entry into
into force and duration
of the Detailed
Entry
duration of
Detailed Regulations.
Regulations.
Entry into
Entry
into force
force and
and
duration of
duration
of the
the DeDetailed
tailed Regulations.
Regulations.

Signatures.
Signatures.

The present
Regulations shall come
present Detailed Regulations
into force
on the
the day
come into
force on
day
on which the Parcel
Parcel Post Agreement
Agreement comes into
force and
and shall
shall have
have
into force
the same duration as the Agreement.
Agreement. The
Administration concerned
concerned
The Administration
shall, however,
however, have the
the power by
by mutual
consent to
modify the
the details
details
mutual consent
to modify
from time to
to time.
time.
Done in duplicate
duplicate at Washington
Washington on
day of
of September
1939
on the
the 13th
13th day
September 1939
and at Bridgetown
Bridgetown on the 14 day
day of
of August
August 1939.
1939.
[EALI]
[sF.A.rd

JAMES A
A FARLEY
JAMES
FARLEY

The Postmaster
PostmasterGeneral
Generalof the
United States
States of
of America.
America.
the United
H.
II.BLACKMAN
BLACKMAN

The Colonial
Colonial Postmaster
Postmasterof
Barbados. Acting
of Barbados.
Acting
Approval
Approval and
and ratiratification.
fication.

foregoing Agreement
The foregoing
Agreement between the United
United States
States of
America and
and
of America
Barbados concerning
parcels by
concerning the
the exchange
exchange of parcels
parcel post
post and
and the
by parcel
the
Detailed Regulations for its execution
execution have been
been negotiated
negotiated and
and conconcluded with my advice
advice and consent
and are
are hereby
hereby approved
approved and
and
consent and
ratified.
ratified.
In testimony whereof
In
whereof IIhave
have caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
to
States to
be
affixed.
be hereunto
hereunto affixed.
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
President.
By the President.
CORDELL
CoRDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
WASHINGTON,
W ASHINGTON, September £0,
20, 1939.
1939.
[SEAL]
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Oct. 17, 1939

Agreement between the United States of America and Argentina
Argentina for
oficial publications.
the exchange of official
publications. Effected by exchange of notes
notes
signed September 30 and
October 17, 1939; effective October 17, 1939.
signed
and October

The Argentine Minister
Ministerfor Foreign
Foreign Affairs and
(Cantilo) to
and Worship
Worship (Cantilo)
American Ambassador (Armour)
the American
MINISTERIO DE
DE
MINISTERIO
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES Y
RELACIONES
Y CULTO
CULTO
D. A. P.
P.
D.
BUENOS AIRES,
AIRES, setiembre
setiembre SO
30 de
de 1939.
1989.
BUENOS
SENOR
SENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMEATADOR:
Con referencia
referencia a
a la nota de esa Embajada
Embajad.a n° 1022,
1022, de enero
enero 12
12
manifestar aaV. E. el acuerdo del Gobierno
ppdo.,11 tengo el honor de manifestar
Argentino para celebrar con el Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de
publicaciones
America el siguiente Convenio sobre intercambio
intercambio de publicaciones
oficiales:
Habrh un
publicaciones entre el Gobierno
Habrfi.
ira canje completo de publicaciones
Gobierno de la
Repdblica
Republica Argentina y
yel Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America,
America,
el que se realizara
realizarfi en la siguiente forma:
l°.-La
1°.—La Oficina de canje oficial por parte de la Repdblica
RepAblica Argentina
Argentina
y Culto, por medio de su
su
es el Ministerio de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Exteriores y
Cuarta Seccien.
Secci6n. La Oficina de canje oficial para la trasmision
trasmisi6n de
publicaciones
Smithsonian
publicaciones de los Estados Unidos de America
America es la Smithsonian
Institution.
2°.—Las remesas de dichas publicaciones
canjeadas serfin
2°.-Las
publicaciones canjeadas
seran recibidas
a
Reptiblica Argentina por la Cuarta
Cuarta Secci6n
Seccien del Minisa nombre de la Republica
terio de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores y
y Culto; aa nombre de los Estados
Unidos de America
America por la Biblioteca del Congreso
3°.-E1 Gobierno de la Republica
3°.—E1
Repdblica Argentina
Argentina proporcionara,
proporcionara regularcoleccien completa de las publicaciones
publicaciones
mente en un ejemplar, una colecci6n
oficiales
oficiales de sus varios departamentos,
departamentos, oficinas, secciones
secciones e
e instituextender&
ciones. Se adjunta lista de tales entidades.
entidades. 22 Esa
Esa lista se extendera
manera que incluya, sin necesidad
necesidad de negociacien
de manera
negociaci6n posterior, toda
creara en lo sucesivo.
nueva oficina que el Gobierno creara
4°
Gobierno de
los Estados
America proporcionara
4° El
El Gobierno
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
proporcionara
regularmente
en un
ejemplar una
de las
las publicapublicsregularmente en
un ejemplar
una coleccion
colecci6n completa
completa de
ciones oficiales
de sus
sus varios
varios departamentos,
ciones
oficiales de
departamentos, oficinas,
oficinas, secciones
secciones e
e
iustituciones.
tales entidades.
Esa lista
se
entidades. 33 Esa
lista se
instituciones. Sc
Se adjunta
adjunta lista
lista de
de tales
extenderâ de
de manera
manera que
que incluya,
induya, sin
necesidad de
posextendera
sin necesidad
de negociacien
negociaci6n posGobierno creara
creara en lo
lo sucesivo.
terior, toda
toda oficina
oficina nueva
nueva que el Gobierno

1 [No impresaj
impresa.]

3
2[Vease pag. 1865.]
1865j
3

s[Para
[Para la lista suministrada
suministrada por el Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America,
pag. 1859.]
vease pAg.

1855
1855

September
30 and
and
September
30
October 17, 1939
[E.A.
.
No.
1621
IE. A. S. No. 162]
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5° Con respecto
respect° aa las
las entidades
la actualidad
no editan
editan
entidades que
que en
en la
actualidad no
publicaciones
publicaciones y
que no
no figuran
figura.n en
en las
las listas
adjuntas, se
entiende que
que
y que
listas adjuntas,
se entiende
las
publicaciones que
lo futuro
futuro dichas
dichas entidades
entidades serrn
serân
las publicaciones
que editen
editen on
en lo
remitidas
remitidas en
un ejemplar.
en un
ejemplar.
6° Ninguno de los Gobiernos
Gobiernos estara
obligado por
por el
el presente
presente
estar. obligado
acuerdo a
a proporcionar
proporcionar publicaciones
publicaciones confidenciales,
confidenciales, formularios
formularios oo
circulares
no sean
sean de
catheter pdblico.
circulares que
que no
de carkcter
pdblico.
7° Ambas
Ambas Partes Contratantes
7°
se harin
cargo de
de los
los gastos
gastos postales,
Contratantes se
haran cargo
postales,
ferroviarios,
ferroviarios, maritimos y
y otros
otros originados en
su propio
propio pafs
pals en
en cumcumen su
plimiento del
del presente
presente Acuerdo.
Acuerdo.
Partes expresan
expresan su
8° Ambas
Arabes Parte,s
su voluntad
voluntad de
de apresurar,
apresurar, en
sea
en cuanto
cuanto sea
los envios
posible, los
envios de
de sus
sus publicaciones.
publicaciones.
no se considerarit,
considerarA como
9° El presente
present° Acuerdo
Acuerdo no
como modificaci6n
modificacion de
de los
los
convenios
canje ya
convenios de canje
ya existentes
las entidades
entidades de
de ambos
ambos
existentes entre
entre las
Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.
estuviere de
Si el Gobierno
Gobierno de V. E. estuviere
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
el texto
text° transcrito,
transcrito,
con el
con la recepcien
recepci6n de la
la nota
V. E.
identica aala
la presente,
presente, mi
mi Gobierno
Gobierno
nota de
de V.
E. identica
considerara concluido
considerarft
concluido el
el Acuerdo
Acuerdo anterior.
anterior.
esta oportunidad
Aprovecho esta
oportunidad para
pare, reiterar
al senor
senor Embajador
Embajador las
las
reiterar al
seguridades
mi ms
seguridade,s de ml
alta y
y distinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
consideracion.
mIs alta
Jos8
Jos AMAufA
MARfA. CANTILO
A S. E.
E. el sefor
A
senor NORMAN
NORMAN ARMOUR,
ARMOUR ,
Embajador
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
y Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
de
Estados Unidos
de America.
America.
Unidos de
.

[Translation]
[Translation]

MINISTRY OF
MINISTRY
OF
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
FOREIGN
AFFAIRS AND
WORSHIP
AND WORSHIP
D. A.
A. P.
P.
D.
BUENOS AIRES,
AIRES, September
BUENOS
September 30,
30, 1989.
1989.
MR. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
With reference
reference to the
Embassy's note
12 last,'
last,'
the Embassy's
note No.
No. 1022
1022 of
of January
January 12
I have the honor to inform
inform Your Excellency
I
Excellency that
that the
Argentine GovGovthe Argentine
ernment
ernment agrees to conclude
conclude with
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States
with the
United States
the following
following agreement
agreement proposed
proposed by
United States
States for
for the
the exexby the
the United
change
of official
change of
publications:
official publications:

There shall be a
a complete
complete exchange
There
exchange of publications
publications between
between the
the
Government
Government of the Argentine Republic
Republic and
and the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States of America,
America, to
be effected
effected as
as follows:
follows:
to be
l.-The
1.—The office of official
official exchange on the part
part of
of the
the Argentine
Argentine
Foreign Affairs
Republic is the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs and
and Worship,
Worship, through
the
through the
medium
medium of its Fourth Section. The office of official
official exchange
exchange for
for the
the
transmission of publications
the United States
publications from the
States of
of America
America is
is the
the
Smithsonian
Smithsonian Tnstitution.
Institution.
2.-The
2.—The remittance
remittance of such exchanged
exchanged publications
publications shall
shall be
be received
received
on
behalf
of the Argentine
on
Argentine Republic
Republic by the Fourth
Fourth Section
Section of
of the
the
Ministry
behalf of
Ministry of
of Foreign Affairs
Affairs and
and Worship;
Worship; on behalf
of the
the United
United
States
States of America by the Library
Library of
of Congress.
Congress.
4[Not
4 [Not printed.]
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1
37
9'
1
1939
9
Oct. 17,
1939

30, 1939

Government of the Argentine
Republic shall supply regu3.-The Government
Argentine Republic
larly in one copy a
a complete collection
collection of the official publications
publications of its
various departments, offices, sections, and institutions. A
A list of these
enclosed., This list shall be extended in such a
a way as to
entities is enclosed.°
include, without requiring subsequent
formalities, any new office
subsequent formalities,
which the Government
Government may establish hereafter.
hereafter.
Government of the United States of America
4.-The Government
America shall supply
regularly in one copy aacomplete collection
publications of
collection of the official
official publications
of
A list of
its various departments, offices, sections, and institutions. A
of
these entities is enclosed.
enclosed.°6 This list shall be extended in such a
away
way
as to include, without requiring subsequent
subsequent formalities,
formalities, any new office
office
which the Government
Government may establish
establish hereafter.
5.-With regard to entities which at present do not
not issue publications
and which do not figure in the enclosed
enclosed lists, it is understood
understood that the
publications
publications which such entities may issue in the future
future shall
shall be
transmitted in one copy.
6.-Neither of the Governments
Governments shall be obliged
obliged by the present
present
agreement to supply confidential
publications, forms, or circulars
confidential publications,
circulars that

are not of a
character.
a public
public character.
7.-Both contracting
contracting parties
parties shall
be responsible
responsible for
postal, railway,
shall be
for postal,
railway,
maritime, and
originating in
own country
in fulfuland other expenses
expenses originating
in their
their own
country in
fillment
agreement.
fillment of the present
present agreement.
8.-Both
8.-Both parties express their
to hasten,
as much
much as
their desire to
hasten, as
as possible,
possible,
the forwarding of their publications.
publications.
9.-The
9.-The present agreement
agreement shall
considered as
as aamodification
modification
shall not
not be
be considered
of
agreements on
exchange already
existing between
the entities
entities of
of
of the
the agreements
on exchange
already existing
between the
both Governments.
Governments.
If
Excellency's Government
Government should
to the
text
If Your Excellency's
should be
be agreeable
agreeable to
the text
reception of
note from
from Your
Your
quoted above, with
with the
the reception
of an
an identical
identical note
Government will consider the
Excellency, my Government
foregoing agreement
to
the foregoing
agreement to
be concluded.
IIavail myself of this opportunity
opportunity to reiterate
Excellency the
the
reiterate to
to Your
Your Excellency
assurances of
assurances
of my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
Jost MARf
JosA
MARfAACANTILO
CANTILO

The American Ambassador
Ambassador (Armour) to the
the Argentine
Argentine Minister
Minister for
Jor
Foreign Affairs and Worship (Cantilo)
Foreign
(Cantilo)
No.
76
No. 76

EMBASSY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
17, 1939.
1939.
Buenos Aires, October
October 17,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
note of
of SeptemIn acknowledging
acknowledging the receipt
receipt of
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's note
September
30,
1939,
I
have
the
honor
to
inform
Your
Excellency
that the
ber 30, 1939, I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that
the
Government of
United States
agrees to
conclude with
GovernGovernment
of the
the United
to conclude
States agrees
with the
the Governof the
the Argentine
the following
proposed in
ment of
Argentine Republic
Republic the
following agreement,
agreement, proposed
in
the
Embassy's note
no. 1022
1022 of
for the
exchange of
the Embassy's
note no.
of January
January 12,
12, 1939,
1939, 77for
the exchange
of
official publications.
official
publications.
&[See p. 1865.]
1865.]
e[For list as furnished
States, see p. 1859.]
1859.1
0
furnished by the Government
Government of the United States,

5

7

7

[Not printed.]
printed.]
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There shall
shall be
complete exchange
exchange of
of official
official publications
between
There
be a
a complete
publications between
the Government
Government of
and the
the United
United
the
of Argentina
Argentina and
the Government
Government of
of the
accordance with
with the
the following
following
States, which shall
shall be
be conducted
conducted in accordance

provisions:
provisions:

"1. The
exchange office for
of publications
publications
"1.
The official
official exchange
for the transmission of
America is the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution. The
of the United States
States of
of America
exchange office
is the
Ministry of
of
official exchange
office on
on the part
part of Argentina
Argentina is
the Ministry
Foreign Affairs.
Foreign
Affairs.
"2.
sendings shall be
received on
on behalf
of the
the
"2. The exchange
exchange sendings
be received
behalf of
United States of America
Congress; on behalf of
United
America by
by the
the Library
Library of Congress;
of
Argentina by the Fourth
Section of the Ministry
Argentina
Fourth Section
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
"3.
United States of America
America shall furnish
furnish
"3. The Government
Government of the United
regularly in one copy a
official publications of its several
a full set of the official
A list of
departments, bureaus, offices, and
and institutions. A
of such
such instruattached (List No.
be extended
extended to
to
mentalities is attached
No. 1).
1).8 This
This list shall
shall be
include,
include, without the necessity
necessity of subsequent
subsequent negotiation,
negotiation, any new
new
offices that the Government
Government may
may create
create in the future.
"4.
Government of
in one
one
"4. The Government
of Argentina
Argentina shall furnish regularly
regularly in
copy a
a full set of the official
official publications
publications of its several
several departments,
bureaus, offices,
offices, and institutions.
institutions. A
list of
of such
such departments
departments is
is
A list
attached
attached (List No. 2).9
2).
be
extended
to
include,
without
This list shall
shall be extended to include, without
the necessity of subsequent
subsequent negotiation,
negotiation, any new offices that the
Government may create
Government
create in the future.
"5.
"5. With respect
respect to instrumentalities which at this time do
do not
not
issue publications
publications and which are not mentioned
mentioned in the attached
attached lists,
it is understood that publications
publications issued in the
the future by
by those instrumentalities shall be furnished
furnished in one copy.
"6. Neither Government
Government shall be obligated
obligated by
by this agreement
agreement to
confidential publications, blank forms, or circular letters
furnish confidential
letters not
not
a public nature.
of a
nature.
"7. Each
agreement shall bear the postal,
"7.
Each party to the agreement
postal, railroad,
railroad,
steamship, and other charges arising in its
its own country.
"8.
"8. Both parties express their willingness
willingness as far as possible to
expedite shipments.
"9. This agreement
agreement shall not be understood
understood to modify the already
already
existing exchange
agreements between
exchange agreements
between the various instrumentalities
instrumentalities
of the two Governments".
Governments".
8

8

In accordance
accordance with the suggestion
suggestion contained in Your Excellency's
Excellency's
referred to, the Government
note above referred
Government of the
the United
States will
will
United States
consider this exchange
exchange of notes as constituting an agreement.
IIavail myself
myself of this opportunity to
Excellency the
the
to renew
renew to Your Excellency
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
assurances
NORMAN
ARMOUR
NORMAN ARMOUR
His
CANTILO,
His Excellency
Excellency Doctor Josh
Jost MARfA
M ARI
ACANTILO,
Ministerfor
ForeignAffairs and Worship,
Minister
for Foreign
Etc., etc.,
etc., etc.
etc.
Etc.,
88 [For list, see
see p. 1859.]
' [For
[For list as furnished
furnished by the Government of
of Argentina,
Argentina, see
see p. 1865.]
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Sept. 30, 1939

17, 1939
-17,1939

[
LIST NO.
NO .1]
1]
[LIST
OF
INSTRUMENTALITIES
AND I
LIST
OF THE
VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS
NSTRUMENTALITIES OF
DEPARTMENTS AND
THE VARIOUS
LIST OF
PUBLICATIONS OF
THE UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT,
THE PUBLICATIONS
OF WHICH
W HICH
GOVERNMENT, THE
UNITED STATES
THE
THE PRINCIPAL
NOTE OF
ARE TO
To BE
BE FURNISHED,
W ITH NOTE
OF THE
PRINCIPAL
TOGETHER WITH
FURNISHED, TOGETHER
ARE
EXCHANGE.
THE
IN
INCLUDED
S
ERIAL
PUBLICATIONS
TO
BE
I
NCLUDED
IN
THE
EXCHANGE.
BE
TO
PUBLICATIONS
SERIAL
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
Crops and
and markets,
markets, monthly
monthly
Crops
Department leaflet
Department
Farmers'
bulletin, irregular
irregular
Farmers' bulletin,
Journal of Agricultural
semi-monthly
research, semi-monthly
Agricultural research,
Journal
Miscellaneous
publication
Miscellaneous publication
Technical bulletin,
bulletin, irregular
irregular
Technical
Yearbook
of agriculture,
agriculture, bound
bound
Yearbook of
Agricultural economics bureau
bureau
Agricultural
Agricultural
situation, monthly
Agricultural situation,
Statistical
bulletin
Statistical bulletin
Report, annual
Agricultural engineering
engineering bureau
bureau
Agricultural
Report, annual
annual
Report,
industry bureau
bureau
Animal industry
Service and
announcements
regulatory announcements
and regulatory
Service

bureau
Biological
Biologicalsurvey bureau
American fauna
fauna
North American
Report, annual
annual
Report,
bureau
soils bureau
Chemistry and
and soils
Chemistry
Soil survey reports
Report,
Report, annual
Dairy
bureau
industry bureau
Dairyindustry
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Entomology
quarantine bureau
bureau
plant quarantine
and plant
Entomology and
Report,
Report, annual
Experiment
stations office
Experiment stations
Experiment station
record, monthly
station record,
Experiment
Report
agricultural experiment stations, annual
Report on agricultural
Extension service
service
Extension
monthly
Extension
service review, monthly
Extension service
administration
Food and
drug administration
and drug
Food
Forest service
Forest
Report, annual
annual
Report,
bureau
Home
Home economics bureau
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Information office
Information
Report,
Report, annual
Plant
industry bureau
bureau
Plantindustry
Public
bureau
roads bureau
Publicroads
Public
journal of
of highway
monthly
research, monthly
highway research,
roads, journal
Public roads,
Report,
Report, annual
Soil
service
conservationservice
Soil conservation
Soil
conservation, monthly
monthly
Soil conservation,
Report, annual
annual
Report,
bureau
Weather bureau
Climatological data
data for
S., monthly
monthly
U. S.,
for U.
Climatological
Monthly
weather review
review
Monthly weather
CENTRAL
TATISTICAL BOARD
BOARD
STATISTICAL
CENTRAL S
Report, annual
Report,
CIVIL
AUTHORITY
AERONAUTICS AUTHOR/TY
CIVIL AERONAUTICS

1859

1860

INTkARNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
CIVIL
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
CIVIL SERVICE
Official
register of
of the
the U.
bound
S., annual, bound
U. S.,
Official register
Report, annual
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
Annual
of the
the Secretary
Commerce
of Commerce
Secretary of
report of
Annual report
Census bureau
bureau
Census
census
Decennial census
Decennial
Biennial census
manufactures
of manufactures
census of
Biennial
Birth, stillbirth and
and infant mortality statistics, annual
Birth,
Financial
statistics of cities over 100,000,
100,000, annual
annual
Financial statistics
Financial
governments, annual
and local governments,
state and
statistics of state
Financial statistics
Mortality statistics, annual
annual
Mortality
County and
and city
jails, prisoners,
prisoners, annual
annual
city jails,
County
Prisoners in
state and
prisons, annual
annual
federal prisons,
and federal
in state
Prisoners
Coast and
and geodetic
geodetic survey
Coast
Special publications
bureau
Fisheries
Fisheries bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
Fishery circular
Investigational
report
Investigational report
Foreign
bureau
and domestic commerce bureau
Foreignand
Commerce reports,
reports, weekly
weekly
Commerce
Comparative law
series, monthly
law series,
Comparative
Foreign commerce
bound, annual
navigation, bound,
and navigation,
commerce and
Foreign
Monthly
summary of foreign
foreign commerce
commerce
Monthly summary
Statistical abstract,
abstract, annual
annual
Statistical
business
Survey of current business
Survey
Trade information
bulletin
information bulletin
Trade
Trade
series
promotion series
Trade promotion
Lighthouses
bureau
Lighthouses bureau

navigationbureau
and navigation
Maritime inspection
inspection and
bureau
Maritime

Merchant marine
annual
statistics, annual
marine statistics,
Merchant
Merchant
vessels of
United States,
States, annual
annual
the United
of the
Merchant vessels

National bureau
of standards
standards
bureau of
National
Circular
Journal of research,
research, monthly
Technical news bulletin, monthly
Patent office
Patent
office
Official gazette, weekly
Official
trademarks, annual
annual
Index of trademarks,
patents, annual
annual
Index of patents,
CONGRESS
CoNasGSS
Congressional record,
record, bound
Congressional
Congressional directory, bound
bound
Congressional
Statutes at large, bound
bound
Statutes
Code of laws and supplements, bound
House
representatives
House of representatives
Journal, bound
bound
Journal,
Documents, bound
Reports,
Reports, bound
Senate
Senate
Journal,
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
bound
Reports, bound
Reports,
COURT or
CLAIMS
COURT
OF CLents
decided
Report of
of cases
cases decided

APPxAL
AMD PATENT
CUSTOMS AND
COuBT
OF CUSTOMS
COURT or
PATENT APPEALS
Reports (decisions),
(decisions), bound
Reports
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DISTRICT OF
or COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT

of the
the local
Reports
the various
various departments
local government
government
departments of
of the
Reports of
EMPLOYEES'
COMMISSION
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
Reports, annual
annual
Reports,
FARM
CREDIT ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FARM CREDIT
Report,
annual
Report, annual
News
for farmer
farmer cooperatives,
cooperatives, monthly
monthly
News for
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Decisions
Decisions
INSURANCE
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
DEPOSIT I
NSURANCE CORPORATION
CORPORATION
FEDERAL

FEDERAL
H OME LOAN
BANK BOARD
BOARD
LOAN BANK
FEDERAL HOME
monthly
Federal home
loan bank
bank review,
review, monthly
home loan
Federal
FEDERAL
H OUSING ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
FEDERAL HOUSING
Report, annual
annual
Report,
portfolio, monthly
Insured mortgage
mortgage portfolio,
Insured
FEDERAL
COMMISSION
POWER COMMISSION
FEDERAL POWER
Report,
Report, annual
FEDERAL•
SYSTEM
RESERVE SYSTEM
FEDERAL RESERVE
Federal
bulletin, monthly
monthly
reserve bulletin,
Federal reserve
Report,
annual
Report, annual
FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Decisions,
bound
Decisions, bound
GENERAL
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
OFFICE
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
bound
Decisions
of the
the comptroller-general,
comptroller-general, bound
Decisions of
GOVERNMENT
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
Report, annual
annual
Report,
Documents
Documents office
Documents catalog,
catalog, biennial
biennial
Documents
Monthly catalog
catalog
Monthly
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
Report,
annual (relating
chiefly to
to public
lands)
public lands)
(relating chiefly
Report, annual
Education
Education office
Bulletin
Bulletin
Pamphlet
series
Pamphlet series
School
life, monthly
monthly except
except July
and August
August
July and
School life,
Vocational
education bulletin
bulletin
Vocational education
General
offic
Generalland office
Geological survey
survey
Geological
Bulletin
Bulletin
Professional
paper
Professional paper
Water
supply papers
papers
Water supply
Housing
authority
Housing authority
bureau
Mines bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
Minerals yearbook
yearbook
Minerals
Technical
paper
Technical paper

National
bituminous coal
coal commission
National bituminous
National park
service
park service
National

bureau
Reclamation
Reclamation bureau
monthly
Reclamation era,
era, monthly
Reclamation

1861
1861

1862

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
INTERSTATE
COMMEBCE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Report,
Report, annual
annual
Annual report
on statistics
statistics of
of railways
railways
Annual
report on
Interstate commerce
reports (decisions),
(decisions), bound
bound
Interstate
commerce commission
commission reports

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT
JusTICE
DEPARTMENT
report of
of the
Annual report
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
Opinions
of the
Opinions of
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
Prisons
bureau
Prisonsbureau
Federal Offenses,
annual
Federal
Offenses, annual
LABOR DEPARTMENT
LABOR
DEPARTMENT
Report,
Report, annual
annual
Children's bureau
Children's
bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
The Child, monthly
monthly news
news summary
summary
Employment Service
Employment
Service

Immigration and
Immigration
naturalization service
service
and naturalization
Labor
division
Labor standards
standardsdivision
Bulletin
Bulletin
Industrial
Industrial health
health and
and safety
safety series
series
Labor
bureau
Labor statistics
statistics bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
Monthly
review
Monthly labor
labor review
Women's
bureau
Women's bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
LIBRARY
OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF
Report,
bound
Report, annual,
annual, bound
Copyright
Copyright office
office
Catalog
of copyright
Catalog of
copyright entries
entries
Documents division
Documents
division
Monthly
Monthly checklist
checklist of
of state
publications
state publications
Legislative
service
Legislative reference
reference service
State
biennial, bound.
bound.
State law
law index,
index, biennial,

MARITIME COMMISSION
MARITIME
COMMISSION
Maritime commission
commission reports
reports
Report
foreign commerce,
Report on water-borne
water-borne foreign
commerce, annual
annual
NATIONAL ACADEMY
OF SCIENCES
NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF
SCIENCES
Report, annual
annual
Report,
NATIONAL ADVISORY
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
NATIONAL
AERONAUTICS
COMMITTIEE FOR
FOR AERONAUTICS
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Bibliography
Bibliography of
aeronautics, annual
annual
of aeronautics,
Technical reports
reports
Technical

NATIONAL ARCHIVES
ARCHIVES
NATIONAL
Report,
Report, annual
annual
Federal register, bound
bound
NATIONAL
LABOR RELATIONS
RELATIONS BOARD
NATIONAL LABOR
BOARD
Report,
Report, annual
annual
Decisions
Decisions
NATIONAL
NATIONAL MEDIATION
MEDIATION BOARD
BOARD
Report,
Report, annual
annual
NATIONAL
RAILROAD An.rusxmENT
ADJUSTMENT BOARD
NATIONAL RAILROAD
BOARD
Awards
Awards
NATIONAL RESOURCES
ComMurnZ
NATIONAL
RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Reports
Reports
NAVY DEPABTMBNT
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
Annual
report of
of the
Secretary of
Annual report
the Secretary
the Navy
of the
Navy
Engineering bureau
bureau
Engineering
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Hydrographic office
office
Hydrographic
Publications
Publications
Marine
Marine corps
corps
Medicine and
Medicine
and surgery
surgery bureau
bureau
Naval medical bulletin, quarterly
quarterly
Annual report
report of
of the
the surgeon
Annual
surgeon general
general
Naval war
Naval
war college
college
International law
law situations,
annual, bound
bound
International
situations, annual,
Nautical almanac
office
Nautical
almanacoffice
American ephemeris
nautical almanac,
almanac, annual
American
ephemeris and
and nautical
annual
American nautical
almanac, annual
annual
American
nautical almanac,
Navigation bureau
Navigation
bureau
Navy directory,
directory, quarterly
Navy
quarterly
Register, annual
Register,
annual
Supplies
Supplies and
and accounts
accounts bureau
bureau
Naval expenditures,
expenditures, annual
annual
Naval
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
POST
Postal guide,
guide, annual
with monthly
monthly supplements
supplements
Postal
annual with
Annual
the postmaster
postmaster general
Annual report
report of
of the
general
Postal
savings system
system
Postalsavings
Annual
Annual report
report
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES
PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
Addresses, messages
Addresses,
messages
Railroad retirement
retirement board
board
Railroad
Report, annual
annual
Report,
Reconstruction finance
finance corporation
corporation
Reconstruction
Reports
Reports
RURAL
ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION
ADMINISTRATION
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Rural
news, monthly
monthly
Rural electrification
electrification news,
S
ECURITIES AND
AND EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
EXCHANGE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Decisions
Decisions
Report,
annual
Report, annual
S
MITHSONIAN I
NSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Ethnology bureau
bureau
Ethnology
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Bulletin
Bulletin
National museum
museum
National
Report,
annual
Report, annual
S
OCIAL S
ECURITY BOARD
BOARD
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Social Security
bulletin, monthly
monthly
Social
Security bulletin,
Report,
Report, annual
annual
S
TATE DEPARTMENT
STATE
DEPARTMENT
Arbitration series
Arbitration
series
Conference series
series
Conference
Executive agreement
agreement series
series
Executive
Foreign
relations, annual,
bound
annual, bound
Foreign relations,
Latin
American series
series
Latin American
Press
releases, weekly
weekly
Press releases,
Territorial papers
papers of
the United
bound
United States,
States, bound
of the
Territorial
Treaty series
series
Treaty
Treaty information
information bulletin,
monthly
bulletin, monthly
Treaty
SUPREME COURT
COURT
SUPREME
Official reports, bound
bound
10
193470°--41-PT.
193470*-41—rr. --

Sept
30, 1939
1039
Sept.
30,
t 17,
7, 1939
Oct.
1939
Oct. 17,
1939

1863
1863

1864
1864

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
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TARIFF COMMISSION
COMMISSION
TARIFF
Report annual
annual
Report
Miscellaneous series
Miscellaneous
Reports
TAX
BOARD
APPEALS BOARD
TAX APPEALS
reports
Board of
appeals reports
tax appeals
of tax
Board
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Annual
of the
the state
finances
state of finances
report of
Annual report
Combined
statement of receipts, expenditures,
expenditures, balances,
balances, etc.
etc.
Combined statement
Treasury
bound
decisions, bound
Treasury decisions,
bureau
Budget bureau
Budget, annual,
annual, bound
bound
Budget,
division
Bookkeeping
warrantsdivision
Bookkeeping and warrants
Digest
of appropriations,
annual
appropriations, annual
Digest of
Coast
guard
Coast guard
Register, annual
annual
Comptroller of the currency
currency
Comptroller
Report, annual
Report,
I
NTERNAL REVENUE
BUREAU
REVENUE BUREAU
INTERNAL
Internal revenue
revenue bulletin,
bulletin, weekly
weekly
Internal
Annual
commissioner of internal revenue
of the
the commissioner
Annual report of
Statistics of income
income
Statistics
M
INT BUREAU
MINT
BUREAU
Report, annual
Narcotics bureau
bureau
Narcotics
Procurement
division
Procurement division
Public health
health service
Public
National
health bulletin
institute of health
National institute
Public
irregular
health bulletin, irregular
Public health
Public
weekly
reports, weekly
health reports,
Public health
Report, annual
Venereal disease
disease information,
information, monthly
monthly
Venereal
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
Report, annual
annual
Medical bulletin,
bulletin, quarterly
Medical
W
AR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR
Report of the Secretary
Secretary of war, annual
Report
general's department
department
Adjutant general's
Official army register, annual
annual
Official
semi-annual
Army list and directory, semi-annual
Army medical
library
medical library
Army
Index-catalog
Index-catalog
department
Engineer
Engineer department
Report of the chief of
of engineers
commercial statistics
statistics of
of water-borne
water-borne
engineers (incl. commercial
Report
commerce), annual
annual
commerce),
Rivers and harbors
harbors board.
board. Port series
series
Rivers
General
corps
Generalstaff corps
Insular
affairs bureau
Insular affairs
Report, annual
Medical department
department
Medical
Report
surgeon general, annual
annual
Report of the surgeon
Military intelligence
division
intelligence division
Military

guard bureau
bureau
National guard
National
Ordnance
department
Ordnance department

general
Quartermaster general
Quartermaster
Signal office
Signal
W
ORKS PROGREss
PROGRESS ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
WORKS
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Sept.
30,
ARGENTINA-EXCHANGE
PUBLICATIONS- opt
ARGENTINA—
EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS
Sept. 17
30, 1939
1939
— Oct.
Oct. 17,
17, 1939
1939
[
LIST NO.
[LIST
NO. 2]
2]
NOMINA DE
DE PUBLICACIONES
PUBLICACIONES OFICIALES
OFICIALES
NOMINA

CONGREO8

NACIONAL

cc:m(11,ms° NACioNAL

y Senadores
anuales).
Diario de Sesiones
Sesiones de las Camaras
Camaras de Diputados y
Senadores (Tomos
(Tomos anuales).
Leyes Na,cionales
Nacionales (anual)
Boletin de la Biblioteca del Congreso Nacional
Nacional (Bimestral)
Boletfn
CORTE SUPREMA
SUPREMA DE
DE LA
LA NACION
NACION
CORTE

Suprema de Justicia de la Naci6n.
Fallos de la Corte Suprema
MINIBTERIO DEL INTERIOR
INTERIOR
MINISTERIO

Memoria anual
Memoria
Publicaciones
asuntos de politica
Publicaciones especiales sobre asuntos
politica interna
Caja Nacional
Postal
Caja
Nacional de Ahorro
Ahorro Postal
Memoria anual
Memoria
Boletfn estadfstico
estadfstico eeinformativo.
informative. (mensual).
Boletin
(mensual).
Departamento
Nacional del Trabajo
Departamento Nacional
Trabajo
Investigaciones
Sociales (peri6dicas).
(peri6dicas).
Investigaciones Sociales
Boletfn Informativo.
Informativo. (Bimestral).
(Bimestral).
Boletin
Policia de la Capital
Policia
Capital
Memoria anual
Memoria
Boletfn
Estadfstica y
Jurisprudencia. (Trimestral).
(Trimestral).
Boletin de Estadistica
y Jurisprudencia.
Departamento Nacional
Nacional de Higiene
Higiene
Departamento
Boletfn Sanitario (mensual).
(mensual).
Boletin
"Suplemento"
"Suplemento"
Publicaciones especiales
especiales sobre asuntos de salud pdblica.
Publicaciones
Direccion de Aeronautica
Direcci6n
Aerondutica Civil
Boletfn de Aeronautica
Aerontfutica Civil (anual).
Direccion
General de
Correos yy Telegrafos
Direcci6n General
de Correos
Telegrafos
Memoria anual.
Memoria
Telegrafos (anus!)
Gufa Oficial de Correos y
y Telegrafos
(anual)
ComisiOn
Comisi6n Nacional
Nacional de Casas
Casas Baratas
Baratas
Memoria Anual
Popular (trimestral)
La Habitaci6n
Habitaci6n Popular
Comision Nacional
Cultura
Comisi6n
Nacional de Cultura
Publicaciones
Publicaciones especiales
especiales peri6dicas.
peri6dicas.
Comision
y Aguas Minerales
Minrales
Comisidn Nacional
Nacional de
de Climatologia
Climatologfa y
Publicaciones especiales peri6dicas.
peri6dicas.
Publicaciones
MINISTERIO
RELACIONE8 EXTERIORES
EXTERIORE8 T
CULT°
MINIBTERIO DE RELACIONES
T CULTO

Memoria anual.
Memoria
Informaciones
Informaciones Argentinas
Argentinas (quincenal).
(quincenal).

publican tambien
ediciones en
frances
Se publican
tambien ediciones
en frances

ee ingles.
ingles.
Gufa
de los
cuerpos diplomatico
diplomatico y
y Consular
Consular argentinos
argentinos y
extranjeros en la
Gula de
los cuerpos
y extranjeros
argentina.
argentina.
Publicaciones
sobre asuntos de politica
politica internacional.
Publicaciones especiales
especiales sobre
internacional.
Institut° Nacional
Nacional de la Nutricion
Instituto
Nutricion
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
La
familias en
Buenos Aires,
(peri6dica).
Aires, (peri6dica).
las familias
en Buenos
La alimentaci6n
alimentaci6n de las
Publicaciones especiales peri6dicas.
peri6dicas.
Publicaciones

1865
186519
1865

1866
1866

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS OTHER
Sociedad de
de Beneficencia
Beneficencia de
la Capital
Capital
de la
Sociedad
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Loterta
National
Beneficencia Nacional
de Beneficencia
Loterta de
Memoria
Memoria anual.
MINISTERIO DE
DE HACIENDA
HACIENDA
MINISTERIO
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Publicaciones especiales
especiales sobre
caracter financiero.
financiero.
de caracter
asuntos de
sobre asuntos
Publicaciones
Direccian
de Estadistica
Estadistica
General de
Direcci6n General
Anuario del
Comercio Exterior.
Exterior.
del Comercio
Anuario
Boletin del
Comercio Exterior (semestral)
del Comercio
Boletin
Informaciones del
del Comercio
Comercio Exterior
(trimestral).
Exterior (trimestral).
Informaciones
Contadurta General
NaciOn
General de la Naci6n
Contadurfa
Memoria
anual.
Memoria anual.

Banco Central
Central de
Argentina
Repiblica Argentina
la Repalica
de la
Banco

Memoria anual.
anual. Se
publican tambi6n
tambien ecliciones
&maces eeingles.
ediciones en frances
Se publican
Memoria
Revista Economics
(peri6dica).
Econ6mica (peri6dica).
Revista
Suplemento
de la
Revista Econ6mica
Econ6mica (mensual).
la Revista
Estadistico de
Suplemento Estadistieo
Banco de
de la
la Nation
Argentina
Naci6n Argentina
Banco
Revista
del Banco
Banco de la
Argentina (mensual).
Naci6n Argentina
la NaciOn
Revista del
Banco
Hipotecario Nacional
National
Banco Hipotecario
Memoria
Memoria anual.

Aduanas
Direccian General
General de Aduanas
Direcci6n
Boletin
mensual.
Boletin mensual.
Caja
de Jubilaciones
Jubilaciones y
yPensiones
Pensiones Civiles
Cidles
Nacional de
Caja National

Memoria anual.
Memoria

Caja Nacional
National de
Ferroviarias
de Jubilaciones
JubilacionesFerroviarias
Caja

Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Caja
National de Jubilaciones
Empleados yy Obreros
Obreros
Jubilaciones de Empleados
Caja Nacional
Empresas Particulares
Particulares
de Empresas
Memoria anual.
Memoria
Caja
de Jubilaciones
Bancarias
JubilacionesBancarias
Nacional de
Caja National
Memoria
anual.
Memoria anual.
Comisien
National del Censo Industrial
Industrial
Comisi6n Nacional
Publicaciones
peri6dicas.
especiales peri6dicas.
Publicaciones especiales
Casa de
de la
la Moneda
Moneda
Casa
Memoria
anual.
Memoria anual.
MINISTERIO DE
E INSTRUCCION
INSTRUCCION PUBLICA
PUBLICA
JUSTICIA E
DE JUSTICIA
MINISTERIO
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Pdblica (Bimestral)
6 Instrucci6n
Instrucci6n Publics
Boletin del
del Ministerio
Ministerio de
de Justicia
Justicia é
Boletin
Boletin
Oficial (diario).
(diario).
Boletin Oficial
Boletin
Judicial (diario).
(diario).
Boletin Judicial
ComisiOn
Cullura
de Cultura
Nacional de
Comision National
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Ohms y
y autores
autores (peri6dica).
(peri6dica).
Obras
Cuadernillo
de CuItura
Teatral (peri6dica).
(peri6dics.).
Cultura Teatral
Cuadernillo de
caracter cultural.
especiales de caracter
Publicaciones
Publicaciones especiales

Bibliotecas Populares
Comision Protectora
Protectorade Bibliotecas
Comisi6n
Memoria anual.
anual.
Memoria
Boletin Bibliografico
Bibliografico (bimestral).
(bimestral).
Boletin
caracter cultural.
Publicaciones especiales
especiales de caracter
Publicaciones
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Sept. 30, 1939
OF PUBLICATIONS-Ot.
ARGENTINA—
EXCHANGE OF
PUBLICATIONS
Oct. 17,, 1939
1939
ARGENTINA-EXCHANGE
Academia
Letras
Argentina de Letras
Academia Argentina

Boletin
Academia Argentina de Letras (trimestral).
la Academia
Boletin de la
Patronato
Nacional de Menores
PatronatoNacional
Infancia
Infancia yy Juventud (trimestral).

CienciasSociales
y Ciencias
Facultad de Derecho
Derecho y
Facultad
Boletfn
Mensual del Senainario.
Seminario.
Boletin Mensual
Boletfn
del Instituto
Instituto de
Ensefianza Practice.
Practica.
de Ensefanza
Boletin del
Facultad de Ciencias
Ciencias Econ6micas
Econ6micas
Facultad
Revista
de Ciencias
Econornicas (mensual).
(mensual).
Ciencias Econ6micas
Revista de

Letras
Facultad de Filosofia
Filosofia y
y Letras
Facultad
Sus
Seminarios publican peri6dicamente
boletines.
peri6dicamente boletines.
Sus Seminarios

Institutos Penales
Direccion
General de Institutos
Penales
Direcci6n General
Memoria
y Estadlstica
Estadfstica (anual).
Memoria y
Revista
Penitenciaria"
"Penal yy Penitenciaria"
Revista "Penal

Educaci6n
Consejo Nacional
Nacional de EducaciOn
Consejo
El Monitor
ComaIn (mensual).
(mensual).
Educaci6n Comun
la Eklucacion
de la
Monitor de
El
Memoria anual.
Inspeccian
Justicia
General de Justicia
Inspecci6n General
Boletfn Informativo
Informativo (mensual).
Boletin
Academia Nacional
Nacional de Medicina
Boletfn mensual.
mensual.
Boletin

Inteleclual
Comisi6n
Nacional de Cooperacion
Cooperaci6n Intelectual
Comisi6n Nacional
(peri6dico)
Boletfn Bibliogrifico
BibliogrAfico Argentino
Argentino (periOdico)
Boletin
Publicaciones especiales
especiales de caracter
cultural.
cardcter cultural.
Publicaciones
Facultad de
de Agronomia
Veterinaria
Agronomia yy Veterinaria
Facultad

investigaci6n.
Publicaciones especiales
especiales de
sus institutos de investigacion.
de sus
Publicaciones
Facultad de
Ciencias Ezactas
Exactas Fisicas
Naturales
Fisicas yy Naturales
de Ciencias
Facultad

investigaci6n.
Publicaciones especiales
especiales de sus institutos de inyestigacion.
Publicaciones
Biblioteca
Nacional
Biblioteca Nacional
Revista
de la
la Biblioteca
Biblioteca Nacional
(peri6dica).
Nacional (peri6dica).
Revista de
Publicaciones especiales
peri6dicas de
carlicter cultural.
cultural.
de caracter
especiales peri6dicas
Publicaciones
Memoria anual.
Memoria
Archivo General
General de la Naci6n
Nacion
Archivo
Publicaciones especiales
peri6dicas de caracter
hist6rico.
caracter historic°.
especiales peri6dicas
Publicaciones
Academia
Historia
Nacional de la Historia
Academia Nacional
Historia Argentina
Argentina (peri6dica)
(periOdica)
Historia
Publicaciones
hist6rico.
caracter historic°.
especiales de caracter
Publicaciones especiales

1867
1867

1868
1868

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Las
Litoral, La
Plata, C6rdoba,
Tucuman editan
editan
Las Universidades
Universidades Nacionales
Nacionales del
del Litoral,
La Plata,
C6rdoba, yy Tucuman
publicaciones
especiales por
por intermedio
de sus
sus distintas
distintas Facultades.
Facultades.
publicaciones especiales
intermedio de
Cuyo, recientemente
recientemente creada, ha
ha ofrecido
ofrecido ya
ya a
a ]a
la
La Universidad
Universidad Nacional
Nacional de Cuyo,
Embajada
canje de publicaciones.
publicaciones.
Embajada de los Estados Unidos canje

MINISTERS°
DE GUERRA
MINISTERIO DE
GUERRA

Memoria anual.
Memoria
Bole
tin Militar.
Boletin
Revista "El
"El Soldado Argentino".
Argentino".
Revista
Revista "Tiro y
Gimnasia"
Revista
y Gimnasia"
Revista de la Sanidad.
Militar
Revista
Sanidad Militar
Boletin "El
"El CabaUo".
Caballo".
Boletfn
isurtsTzum
DE MARINA
MINISTERIO DE
MARINA
Memoria (anual).
Prefectura General
(annul).
Memoria de la Prefectura
General Maritima
Marftima (anual).
Publicaciones Navales.
Navales.
Revista de Publicaciones
Tabla de Mareas (annul).
(anual).
Almanaque Nautico (anual).
(anual).
Almanaque
Anales Hidrograficos.
Anales
Hidrograficos.
Derroteros de la Costa.
Lista de Faros y
y Balizas.
Balizas.

tres dltimas
(estas tree
filtimas publicaciones
son "ocasionales",
aparecen cada
c,ada
publicaciones son
"ocasionales", es decir, aparecen
tree afos).
anos).
dos o
o tres
MINISTER.I0
MINISTERIO DE
DE AGRICULTIIRA
AORICULTURA

anual.
Memoria annul.
Almanaque
Almanaque del Ministerio
Ministerio de Agricultura
(anual).
Agricultura (anual).
M. A. N. (mensual).
(mensual).
Boletin de estadistica
estadistica agropecuaria
agropecuaria (mensual).
(mensual).
Boletin
Policia Sanitaria
Boletfn de Policfa
Sanitaria (mensual)
Estadistica de is
Estadistica
la Pesca (peri6dica)
(peri6dica)
Granos. Semillas
Semillas Selectas
Selectas (mensual).
(mensual).
Noticioso (peri6dica).
(peri6dica).
Boletin Tabacalero (mensual).
(mensual).
Junta
Reguladora de
de Vinos
Vinos
Junta Reguladora
Memoria (anual)
Boletin Informativo (mensual).
(mensual).
Publicaciones especiales.
especiales.

Junta
Nacional del Algod6n
junta Nacional
Algodan
Memoria anual.
Boletin mensual.
Publicaciones
Publicaciones especiales.

Comision Nacional
Nacional de Granos
y Elevadores
ComisiOn
Granos y
Elevadores
Memoria anual.
Memoria
Catalogo de los patrones
y lino
Catglogo
patrones oficiales de trigo, avena, cebada, centeno
centeno y
lino (anual).
Publicaciones especiales.
Publicaciones

Direcci6n
DirecciOn Nacional
Nacional de Tierras
Tierras y
Colcmias
y Colonias
Boletin mensual.
Direcci6nde Minas
Minas yyGeologia
Direccidn
Estadlstica
minera (peri6dica)(peri6dica).
Estaclistica miners
Publicaciones especiales
peri6dicas.
Publicaciones
especiales peri6dicas.
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t.

1939

Sept 30, 1939

Oct.
17, 1939
1939
Oct. 17,

Junta Nacional
de Carnes
Carnes
Junta
Nacional de

especiales semanales,
Publicaciones especiales
semanales, mensuales
mensuales y
y anuales.
Memoria anual.
Comisilm Regulodora
y Comercio
Comercio de la Yerba Mate
Comisi6n
Reguladora de la Producci6n
Producci6ny
Memoria anual.
Boletin Informativo
(periedica).
Informativo (peri6dica).
MINISTEE10
MINIBTERIO DE
DE OBRAS
°BRAS PUBLICAB
PUBLICAB
Memoria anual.
anual.
Ferrocarrile,s
Ferrocarrilesdel Estado
Memoria anual
Guia Horaria
Horaria (semestral).
(semestral).
Gufa
Guts del Turista (anual).
Gufa
Programs Semanal de Administraci6n
Administracion
Programa
Boletln de Servicio
Boletin
Direcci6n Nacional
Direcci6n
Nacional de Vialidad
Vialidad
Memoria anual.
Direccion de Parques
Nacionales
Parques Nacionales
Direcci6n
Memoria
anual
Memoria anual
Guts. °finial
de Parques
Nazionales (tres
(tree ediciones
anuales).
ediciones anuales).
oficial de
Parques Nacionales
Gufa
Yacimientos
Petroliferos Fiscales
Fiscales
Yacimientos Petroliferos
Memoria anual
anual
Memoria
Boletin
Petroleras. (mensual).
(mensual).
Informaciones Petroleras.
Boletin de Informaciones
Obras Sanitarias
la Nacion
Naci6n
Obras
Sanitariasde la
Memoria anual.
Memoria
Boletin
Obras Sanitarias
Sanitarias de
(mensual).
de la
la Naci6n
Naci6n (mensual).
de las
las Obras
Boletin de
Direecian
General de Ferrocarriles
Ferrocarriles
Direcci6n General
Estadistica
Explotacion.
Ferrocarriles en Explotaci6n.
de los
los Ferrocarriles
Estadistica de
Direccion General
NavegaciOn y
Puertos
y Puertos
General de Navegacidn
Direcci6n
Anuarios Hidrograficos.
HidrogrAficos.
Resumen mensual del Estado de los rios.
Resumen

1869

1870
1870

April 1,
1, 1939
[E. A.
A. S.
S. No.
[E.
No. 1631
1631

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[54
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Agreement and
and supplementary
exchange of
notes between
the United
States
supplementaryexchange
of notes
between the
United States
of America and
and Turkey
Turkey respecting
respecting reciprocal
trade. Signed
Signed at
at Ankara
Ankara
reciprocaltrade.
April 1,
April
1, 1939; proclaimed
proclaimed by the
the President
President of
of the
the United
United States
States April
April
6,
1939; effective
5, 1939;
effective provisionally
provisionally May
5, 1939;
1989; ratified
ratified by
by the
the Grand
Grand
May 6,
National
National Assembly
Assembly of
of Turkey
June 20,
20, 1989;
the Grand
Grand
Turkey June
1939; ratification
ratification by
by the
National
National Assembly
Assembly of
of Turkey
Turkey notified
to the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
notified to
States of America September 9, 1939;
1939; President's
President's proclamation
proclamation, comcommunicated
municated to the Turkish Government
November 20,
20, 1939;
effective
Government November
1939; effective
definitively November 20, 1989;
1939; supplementary
supplementary proclamation
proclamation by
by the
the
President
President of the
States November
30, 1939.
1989.
the United States
November 30,
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
BY
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.

19 U.S.
U. S. C.
135'19
C. U
i. 13511354;
135113M; Supp. V,
V, If
i1351'352.
1352.
Ante, p. 107.

WHEREAS
W HEREAS it
it is provided
provided in the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930 of
the Congress
Congress
of the

of the United States of America,
as amended
amended by
by the
of June
America, as
the Act
Act of
June 12,
12,
1934, entitled "AN
ACT
To amend the Tariff Act of 1930"
"AN
1930" (48
amending Act was extended
Stat. 943), which amending
extended by
Joint Resolution
Resolution
by Joint
of Congress,
approved March 1,
Congress, approved
Stat. 24),
24), as
as follows:
follows:
1, 1937 (50
(50 Stat.
"Sec. 350.
350. (a) For the purpose of expanding
expanding foreign
foreign markets
markets
for the products
products of the United
United States (as a
ameans
of assisting
assisting in
in
means of
the present emergency
emergency in restoring
restoring the American
American standard
standard of
of
living, in overcoming
overcoming domestic
domestic unemployment
unemployment and the
present
the present
economic depression,
depression, in increasing
purchasing power
power of
the
increasing the purchasing
of the
American
American public, and in establishing
establishing and maintaining
maintaining a
a better
better
relationship
branches of American
relationship among various
various branches
American agriculture,
agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce)
commerce) by regulating
admission of
of
regulating the admission
foreign goods into the United States
States in accordance
accordance with
the
with the
characteristics and needs
characteristics
needs of various branches
branches of American production so that foreign markets
markets will be made available
available to
those
to those
branches of American
American production
production which require
require and are capable
of developing
developing such
of
such outlets by affording
affording corresponding
corresponding market
market
opportunities
products in the United States,
opportunities for foreign
foreign products
States, the
the
President, whenever he finds
finds as a
a fact that any existing duties
or other import restrictions
restrictions of the United
United States or any foreign
foreign
country are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
restricting the foreign trade
of the United
United States
States and that the purpose above declared
declared will
be promoted by the means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, is authorized
authorized
from time to timetime—
"(1)
"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements
with foreign
foreign
agreements with
governments
governments or instrumentalities
instrumentalities thereof; and
"(2)
"(2) To proclaim
proclaim such modifications
modifications of existing
existing duties
and
duties and
other import restrictions,
additional import restrictions,
restrictions, or such additional
restrictions,
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or such continuance,
continuance, and for such minimum periods,
periods, of existing
customs or excise treatment of any article covered
foreign
covered by foreign
agreements, as are required or appropriate
trade agreements,
appropriate to
to carry
carry out
out
agreement that the President has entered
any foreign trade agreement
entered into
into
hereunder.
hereunder. No proclamation
proclamation shall be made increasing
deincreasing or
or decentum any existing
creasing by more than 50 per
per centum
existing rate of
of duty
duty
or transferring
transferring any article
article between the dutiable and free lists.
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions
shall apply
apply
restrictions shall
to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture
manufacture of all foreign
foreign
countries, whether imported directly,
directly, or indirectly:
indirectly: Provided,
Provided,
That the President may suspend the application
application to articles the
the
growth, produce, or manufacture
manufacture of any country because
because of its
discriminatory treatment
discriminatory
treatment of American
American commerce
commerce or because
of
because of
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend
the
tend to defeat
defeat the
purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed
proclaimed duties and
other import restrictions shall
shall be in effect
effect from and after such
such
time as is specified
specified in the proclamation.
proclamation. The
The President
may at
President may
at
any time terminate
terminate any such proclamation
proclamation in whole
whole or in part."
part."
WHEREAS
W HEREAS I,
I,Franklin
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
States
President of the United
United States
of America,
America, have found as a
duties and other
other
a fact that certain
certain existing
existing duties
restrictions of the United States
import restrictions
States of America
America and the Turkish
Turkish
Republic are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
of
restricting the
the foreign trade of
the United States of America
America and that the
purpose declared
declared in
in the
the said
said
the purpose
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the said Act
Act of June
June 12, 1934, as
extended by the said Joint Resolution
Resolution of Congress, approved
approved March
March

1,
by aaforeign
1, 1937, will be promoted by
foreign trade
trade agreement
between the
the
agreement between
United States of America and the Turkish
Turkish Republic;
Republic;
WHEREAS
W HEREAS reasonable
reasonable public notice of the intention
intention to
negotiate such
such
to negotiate
foreign trade agreement
agreement was given and the views presented
presented by persons
negotiation of such agreement
interested in the negotiation
received and
agreement were received
and
considered;
considered;
WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, after seeking and obtaining
obtaining information
information and
advice with
and advice
respect
respect thereto
thereto from the United States Tariff Commission,
Commission, the
the DeDepartments
partments of State, Agriculture, and Commerce,
from other
other
Commerce, and from
sources, II entered into a
foreign Trade Agreement
a foreign
Agreement on
on April 1, 1939,
through my duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiaries,
of
Plenipotentiaries, with the President of
the Turkish Republic,
Republic, through his duly
duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries,
Schedules annexed
thereto, in
in the
the
which Agreement,
Agreement, including
including two
two Schedules
annexed thereto,
as follows:
English and Turkish
Turkish languages,
languages, is in
in words
words and
and figures
figures as
follows:

19
135119 17. S.C.1$ 13511354; Supp. V, §§ 136135
1352.
.
1 Ante,
2 p. 107.
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TRADE AGREEMENT
STATES OF
OF
TRADE
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AND THE TURKISH
AMERICA AND
TURKISH REPUBLIC
of
The President of the United States
States of
of America
America and
and the President of
the Turkish Republic,
Republic, being desirous of strengthening
traditional
strengthening the traditional
bonds
commercial relations
bonds of friendship and of
of extending
extending commercial
relations between
between
the two countries by granting mutual and
and
and reciprocal
reciprocal concessions
concessions and

Purpose declared.
declared.
Purpose

1872
1872
Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
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advantages
for the
have decided
decided to
to conclude
conclude aa
the promotion
promotion of
of trade,
trade, have
advantages for
Trade
that purpose
appointed their
their PleniPlenihave appointed
and for
for that
purpose have
Trade Agreement
Agreement and
potentiaries
as follows:
follows:
potentiaries as
The President
President of
of the
United States
of America:
America:
States of
The
the United
Mr.
John
V.
A.
MacMurray,
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
and
Mr. John V. A. MacMurray, Ambassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
the
Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to the
Turkish
Republic,
and
Turkish Republic, and
Mr.
Robert F.
Embassy of
of the
F. Kelley,
Kelley, First
First Secretary
Secretary of
of Embassy
Mr. Robert
United
States
of
America;
and
United States
The
of the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic:
Republic:
The President
President of
Mr. Stikrii
Saracoglu, Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
the
Minister of
of the
Mr.
iSukrii Saracoglu,
Turkish
Republic, and
and
Turkish Republic,
Mr.
Numan Menemencioglu,
Ambassador, Secretary
Secretary General
General
Mr. Numan
Menemencioglu, Ambassador,
Affairs;
of the Ministry
Ministry of Foreign Affairs;
Who,
communicating to each
their respective
Who, after communicating
each other
other their
respective full
powers, found to be in good and due form, have agreed
agreed upon the
following Articles:
Articles:
following
ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE

Imports from United States.
Post, p. 1878.

Natural or manufactured
manufactured products
originating in the United States
Natural
products originating
States
America, enumerated
described in
Schedule I
of America,
enumerated and described
in Schedule
I annexed
annexed to
to this
Agreement, shall, on their importation
importation into the territory
Agreement,
territory of
of the Turkish
Turkish
Republic, be accorded
accorded the tariff reductions
reductions provided
provided for
for in the
the said
Schedule.
Republic should
should
In the event that the Government
Government of
of the Turkish
Turkish Republic
increase the duties provided
provided for in the said Schedule, such increased
increased
duties shall not be applied to the said products
products until two months after
the date of their promulgation.
promulgation.
If
expiration of
of two
two months
months an
an
If before
before the
the expiration
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid period
period of
agreement between
between the two Governments has not been reached
reached with
respect to such compensatory
compensatory modifications
Agreement as
modifications of
of this
this Agreement
as may
may
be deemed
Government of the United
United States of
deemed appropriate,
appropriate, the Government
America shall be free within fifteen
appliAmerica
fifteen days
days after
after the date of the application of such increased
duties to terminate
terminate this Agreement
Agreement in its
increased duties
notice.
entirety on thirty days' written notice.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22

Imports from
Imports
from TurkTurkish
Republic.
ish Republic.
Post,
p. 1880.
1880.
Post, p.

Natural or manufactured
Turkish Remanufactured products
products originating
originating in the
the Turkish
public, enumerated
public,
enumerated and
and described
described in
in Schedule
II annexed
annexed to
to this
Schedule II
this
Agreement, shall,
shall, on
Agreement,
on their
their importation
importation into
into the
the United
United States
States of
of
America, be
be exempt
America,
exempt from
from ordinary
ordinary customs
customs duties
duties in
excess of
of those
those
in excess
said Schedule,
the conset forth and provided for in the
the said
Schedule, subject to the
conditions therein set
ditions
set out.
The said
said products
shall also
be exempt
from
out. The
products shall
also be
exempt from
all other
duties, taxes,
taxes, fees,
charges or
or exactions,
exactions, imposed
imposed on
on or
or in
in
all
other duties,
fees, charges
connection
connection with importation, in excess
excess of those imposed on the day of
the signature
signature of
of this
this Agreement
or required
required to
be imposed
imposed thereafter
thereafter
Agreement or
to be
under
laws of
United States
under laws
of the
the United
States of
of America
America in
in force
force on
on the
day of
of the
the
the day
signature of
signature
this Agreement.
of this
Agreement.
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ARTICLE 3
3
ARTICLE

The provisions of Articles 1
1 and 2
2 of this Agreement
Agreement shall not preGovernment of either country
vent the Government
country from imposing at any time on
on
a charge
the importation of any product a
charge equivalent
equivalent to an internal
internal tax
imposed in respect of aalike domestic
domestic product or in respect
respect of aaproduct
product
from which the imported
produced
imported product
product has been manufactured
manufactured or produced
in whole or in part.

Imposition
of charges
Impositionofcharges
on imports.

ARTICLE 4
ARTICLE
4

Natural
manufactured products
Natural or manufactured
originating in the United States
products originating
of America
America or the Turkish Republic shall, after
after importation
importation into the
internal taxes, fees, charges
or
other country, be exempt from all
all internal
charges or
exactions other or higher
higher than those payable
payable on like products
products of nationexactions
al or foreign
foreign origin.

Limitation on inin.
ternal taxes, etc.
ternal

ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE
5
Natural or manufactured
products originating in the United
manufactured products
United States
States
of America,
America, enumerated
enumerated and described
in Schedule
I,
and
natural or
or
described in
Schedule I, and natural
manufactured products originating
originating in the
the Turkish
Republic,
enumermanufactured
Turkish Republic, enumerated and described
described in
shall be
be permitted
imported
in Schedule
Schedule II,
II, shall
permitted to
to be
be imported
into the other country
country without
any
prohibition
or
restriction
whatwithout any prohibition or restriction whatsoever.
soever.
Nevertheless,
reserve the right to impose
Nevertheless, the two Governments reserve
quantitative
on the
the importation
enumerated
quantitative restrictions
restrictions on
importation of
of products
products enumerated
and
described
in
the
said
schedules
in
conjunction
with
governmental
and described in the said schedules in conjunction with governmental
measures

Freedom of
of imports.
imports.
Freedom
1878.
Post, p. 1878.

Post, p.1880.
p.1880.
Post,

Quantitative
restricQuantitative restrictions.
tions.

regulate the production
or to
production or market
market supply or
(a) operating
operating to regulate
control the prices of like domestic products
products or
or
such
(b) tending to increase
increase the labor costs of production
production of such
products;
products;
Provided, however, that
any
Provided,
that the
the Government
Government proposing
proposing to impose
impose any
such
quantitative restriction
restriction is satisfied,
measures
such quantitative
satisfied, in the
the case of
of measures
subparagraph (a) of
described in subparagraph
of this paragraph,
paragraph, that such quantiquantieffective operation of such
such
tative restriction
restriction is necessary
necessary to assure
assure the effective
measures, and, in the case of measures
described
in
subparagraph
(b),
measures,
measures described in subparagraph (b),
that
such
measures
are
causing
the
domestic
production
of
the
product
product
that such measures are causing the
concerned
to be
be injuriously
affected by
by imports
constitute an
an
imports which
which constitute
concerned to
injuriously affected
abnormal
proportion
of
the
total
consumption
of
such
product
in
abnormal proportion of the total consumption of such product in
relation
to
the
proportion
supplied
in
the
past
by
foreign
countries.
relation to the proportion supplied in the past by foreign countries.
If the
either of
of the
two countries
proposes to
to estabestabof either
the two
countries proposes
If
the Government
Government of
lish
or
change
such
import
restrictions,
it
shall
give
written
notice
lish or change such import restrictions, it shall give written notice
thereof to
other Government
at least
least two
they are
are
thereof
to the
the other
Government at
two months
months before
before they
put
into
force.
If
an
agreement
between
the
two
Governments
put into force. If an agreement between the two Governments
concerning
proposed measures
reached before
before the
the expiration
expiration
is not
not reached
the proposed
measures is
concerning the
of
the
said
period
of
two
months,
the
other
Government
shall be
be free,
free,
of the said period of two months, the other Government shall
within
fifteen days
days after
after the
of any
restriction or
or
any such
such restriction
the application
application of
within fifteen
change,
to terminate
terminate the
present Agreement
Agreement in
entirety on
thirty
its entirety
on thirty
in its
the present
change, to
days' written notice.

Notice of proposed
proposed
change.
change.
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ARTICLE 66
ARTICLE
Most-favored-nation
Most-favored-nation

treatment.
treatment.

Unconditional most-favored-nation
shall be
be accorded
accorded
treatment shall
most-favored-nation treatment
Unconditional
by
the
Government
of
each
country
to
the
commerce
other
the other
of the
by the Government of each country to the commerce of
country
with
respect
to
customs
duties
or
charges
imposed
on
or in
in
country with respect to customs duties or charges imposed on or
connection
with
imports
or
exports
and
the
method
of
levying
such
connection with imports or exports and the method of levying such
duties
or charges,
charges, with
to all
all regulations
regulations and
and formalities
formalities in
in
respect to
with respect
duties or
connection
with
importation
or
exportation,
the
or
imported
of imported
or
use
sale
the
connection with importation or exportation,
products
the country,
transit, warehousing,
warehousing, the
the transshipment
transshipment
country, transit,
within the
products within
of
goods,
the
re-exportation
of
goods,
and
with
respect
to
official
to official
with
respect
and
of goods, the re-exportation of goods,
charges
applicable
to
these
various
operations.
charges applicable to these
Unconditional
most-favored-nation treatment
treatment shall
shall likewise
likewise be
be acacUnconditional most-favored-nation
corded by
by the
Government of
of each
each country
commerce of the
country to the commerce
the Government
corded
other
with respect
respect to
all duties,
duties, charges
charges or
other
exactions other
or exactions
to all
other country
country with
than customs
duties imposed
orin connection W ith imports or exports.
on orinconnectionwithimportsorexports.
imposed on
customs duties
than
In awarding
awarding contracts
contracts for
for public
nonpurchasing nonand in purchasing
public works
works and
In
military supplies,
Government of
shall discrimicountry shall
of neither
neither country
the Government
supplies, the
military
nate
country in
of any
any third country.
in favor
favor of
the other
other country
against the
nate against

7
ARTICLE
Anumm 7
No limitation, etc.,
No
etc.,
upon
imports; excepupon imports;
exceptions.
tions.

Imposition of quan-

titative
titative itimt°rfiectlinoanns,
restrictions,
etc.

Allocations.
Allocations.

No prohibition,
restriction or
limitation of
of any
any kind
kind shall
shall be
be imimor limitation
prohibition, restriction
No
posed by
by the
either country
country upon
importation of
of
the importation
upon the
of either
Government of
the Government
posed
natural or
manufactured products
products originating
country or
originating in the other country
or manufactured
natural
upon the
the exportation
exportation of
manufactured products destined
destined
of natural
natural or manufactured
upon
provided below.
below.
as provided
country, except as
for the other country,
5 of this Agreement,
provisions of Article 5
Subject to the provisions
Agreement, either of
prohibitions or quantitative
the two Governments
Governments may impose prohibitions
quantitative restrictions upon
importation of
originating in the other
other
products originating
of products
upon the
the importation
strictions
country as well as upon the exportation
exportation of products destined for the
provided that importation
importation of the like products origiother country, provided
exportation of the same products
products to
nating in all third countries, or exportation
all third countries,
countries, respectively,
respectively, is similarly
similarly prohibited
prohibited or restricted.
restricted.
If
Government of
of either
either country
quantitative restrictions
restrictions
If the
the Government
country applies
applies quantitative
country has
to the importation
importation of any products in which the other country
an interest, and these restrictions are implemented
implemented by quantitative
quantitative
allocation
allocation among the various exporting countries, there shall be alloalloimportations
cated to the other country aa proportion
proportion of the total importations
equivalent to the proportion
proportion of the imports of such product supplied
supplied
by the other country
country during aa representative
period prior to the
representative period
establishment
establishment of the restrictions
restrictions in question.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 88

Control
Control of
of means of
international
pay
international
p a y -ment.
ment.

In
the Government
In the event that the
Government of either
either of the two countries
countries
shall establish
establish or maintain, either
either directly
directly or indirectly, any form
form of
control
of international
international payment,
payment, it
in all
all aspects
control of the means of
it shall,
shall, in
aspects
of the administration
administration of such control,
control, accord
accord to the other country
unconditional
unconditional most-favored-nation
most--favored-nation treatment.
It is agreed
provision does not affect
It
agreed that this provision
affect the provisions
provisions of
Article
9.
Article 9.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9
The
Government of
undertakes that, so long
Republic undertakes
of the
the Turkish Republic
The Government
as
it maintains,
maintains, directly
control of the
directly or indirectly, any form of control
as it
it will provide, in any calendar
means
international payment, it
calendar year,
of international
means of
for the
transfer of
payments for
commercial importations
importations of natural
for commercial
of payments
the transfer
for
or manufactured
America,
originating in the United States of America,
products originating
manufactured products
or
Turkish Republic
imported into
territory of the Turkish
Republic during the calthe territory
into the
imported
which
endar
year in
question, an amount
foreign exchange
exchange which
of free foreign
amount of
in question,
endar year
commercial
shall not
not be
less, in
proportion to the total value of the commercial
in proportion
be less,
shall
calendar year, than
imports of
Turkish Republic
Republic during the said calendar
the Turkish
of the
imports
commercial
of
the
amount
corresponding
the
proportion
the
total commercial
proportion
to
the amount corresponding
from
period
the
in
America
imports
supplied
United
America
period
from
of
States
United
the
by
imports supplied
January
1,
1935
December
1937.
31,
December
to
January 1, 1935

Free

foreign

change provisions.
provisions.

ex-

ARTICLE 10
10
ARTICLE

treatment to be
The
provisions of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement relating
relating to the treatment
The provisions
accorded by
by the
the United
United States
America and
and the Turkish Republic,
of America
States of
accorded
respectively,
the commerce
of the other
other country shall apply, on the
commerce of
to the
respectively, to
part of
the United
States of
of America,
America, to
continental territory of
the continental
to the
United States
of the
part
the United
States of
and such
such of
possessions
territories and possessions
of its territories
America and
of America
United States
the
as are
included in
its customs
signature of
territory on the day of the signature
customs territory
in its
are included
as
this
provisions of this Agreement
Agreement relating
relating to mostThe provisions
Agreement. The
this Agreement.
favored-nation
however, to all the territories
territories
apply, however,
shall apply,
treatment shall
favored-nation treatment
under
the sovereignty
sovereignty or
or authority
authority of
United States of America,
America,
the United
of the
under the
other
Panama Canal Zone.
the Panama
than the
other than

Scope ofAgreement.
of Agreement.
Scope

ARTICLE 11
11
ARTICLE
The
this Agreement
Agreement shall not apply
apply to:
of this
provisions of
The provisions
(a)
advantages
now
accorded
which
hereafter be accorded
accorded
may
or
accorded
now
advantages
(a)
frontier
facilitate
by
either
country
to
adjacent
countries
in
to
facilitate
frontier
order
countries
by either country to adjacent
side of
either
on
traffic
within
a
zone
not
exceeding
fifteen
kilometers
fifteen
exceeding
not
traffic within a zone

Advantages to
Advantages
provisions inwhich provisions
applicable.
applicable.
Adjacent
Adjacent countries.
countries.

frontier;
the frontier;
Customs
union.
Customs union.
(b)
advantages resulting
union to which either the
customs union
resulting from aacustoms
(b) advantages
a
United
of America
America or
the Turkish
Turkish Republic
Republic may become a
or the
States of
United States
third
any
to
accorded
party,
so
long
as
such
advantages
are
not
accorded
party, so long as such advantages
country;
Territories
detached
Territoriesdetached
(c)
advantages which
the Turkish
accorded or may
may from Ottoman
has accorded
Republic has
Ottoman EmTurkish Republic
which the
(c) advantages
pire.
pire.
hereafter
accord in
the matter
customs tariff
tariff affecting
affecting products
the customs
of the
matter of
in the
hereafter accord
the Ottoman
originating
within
the
territories
detached
in
1923
Ottoman
from
originating within the territories detached in
Empire;
Empire;
U. S. trade with
with
possessions, etc.
(d) advantages
advantages now
accorded or
which may
may hereafter
hereafter be accorded
accorded possessions,
or which
now accorded
(d)
by
the United
of America,
America, its
territories or
possessions, or
the
or the
or possessions,
its territories
States of
United States
by the
Panama
Canal
Zone,
to
one
another
or
to
the
Republic
Cuba,
of
Panama Canal Zone, to one another or to the Republic
irrespective of
any change
in the
status of
of any
any of
of the
the terripolitical status
the political
change in
of any
irrespective
tories or
possessions of
the United
America.
United States of America.
of the
or possessions
tories
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ARTICLE 12
12
ARTICLE

Nothing in
in the present Agreement
Agreement shall
shall be
be construed
construed to
to prevent
prevent the
the
adoption of measures
measures prohibiting
restricting
the
exportation
or
prohibiting or
or restricting the exportation or
Arms, ammunition,
ammunition, importation
etcArms,
of
gold
silver,
or
to
prevent
the
importation
or
prevent
the
adoption
of
such
adoption
of
such
etc.
measures as either Government
respect to
to the
control
measures
Government may
may see fit
fit with
with respect
the control
of the export or sale
sale for export
ammunition, or
or implements
implements
export of arms,
arms, ammunition,
of war, and, in exceptional
circumstances, all
military supplies.
exceptional circumstances,
all other
other military
supplies.
Neutrality measmeas- Nothing in the present
present
Agreement
shall
prevent
Agreement
the adoption
adoption or
or
ures.
ures.
enforcement
enforcement of measures
measures relating
relating to
neutrality.
to neutrality.
Provisions not to
to
Subject
to the
the requirement
that, under
like circumstances
circumstances and
and
extend
Subject to
requirement that,
under like
extend to certain
certain prohibitions, etc.
hibitions,etc.
conditions, there
discrimination by either
either
conditions,
there shall
shall be no arbitrary
arbitrary discrimination
country against the other country in favor of
third country,
country, the
the
of any third
Agreement shall not extend
provisions of this Agreement
prohibitions or
or
extend to
to prohibitions
restrictions:
restrictions:
Gold or silver.

Gold or silver.

security;
(a) relative to public security;
(b) imposed
imposed on moral or humanitarian
humanitarian grounds;
grounds;
(c) designed
designed to protect public health
health or
or the
the life
of animals
life of
animals or
or
plants;
(d) relative
relative to prison-made
prison-made goods;
goods; or
(e) relative to measures taken
taken for the enforcement
enforcement of police
police or
or
revenue laws.
ARTICLE 13
ARTICLE
13
Adjustments.
Adjustments.

Right
to terminate
terminate
Right to
Agreement.
Agreement.

In the event that either the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
America
Government of
of the
America or the Government
the Turkish
Republic adopts
adopts any
any
Turkish Republic
measure which, even though
though it
it does not
conflict with
with the
terms of
not conflict
the terms
of this
this
is considered
considered by
Agreement, is
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the other
other country
country
to impair the
to
Government which
the effectiveness
effectiveness of
of the
the Agreement,
Agreement, the
the Government
which
consider such
has adopted
adopted any such measure
measure shall consider
such representations
representations and
and
other Government
proposals as the other
Government may
may make
make with
with aaview
view to
to effecting
effecting
aamutually satisfactory
satisfactory adjustment
adjustment of
matter. If
If no
no agreement
agreement
of the
the matter.
is reached with respect
respect to
to such
such representations
representations or
or proposals
within
proposals within
thirty days after they
received, the
they are
are received,
the Government
them
Government making
making them
shall be free, within fifteen days
days after
after the
expiration of
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid
the expiration
period of thirty days, to terminate
this Agreement
terminate this
in its
its entirety
entirety on
on
Agreement in
sixty days'
notice.
sixty
days' written
written notice.
ARTICLE
14
ARTICLE 14

When
When rate
rate of
of exexchange
change prejudicial.
prejudicial.

In the event that the rate of exchange
exchange between
between the
currencies of
the currencies
of
the United
United States of America
America and the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic
Republic varies
varies conconsiderably
the signature
siderably from the rate
rate obtaining
obtaining on the day of the
signature of
this
of this
Agreement,
if it
it considers
Agreement, the Government
Government of either country,
country, if
considers the
the
change in rate so substantial
substantial as to prejudice
prejudice the
the industry
or comcomindustry or
merce of the country
country,-,shall
shall be free to propose
propose negotiations
negotiations for
for the
the
modification
Agreement. If
modification of this Agreement.
If such negotiations
negotiations have
have not
not
resulted
resulted in an agreement
agreement within a
aperiod of
of thirty
thirty days,
the GovernGoverndays, the
ment
ment which has proposed
proposed them shall be free
free to terminate
terminate this
this AgreeAgreement in its entirety on thirty days'
written notice.
days' written
notice.
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ARTICLE
15
ARTICLE 15
Nothing in
in this
this Agreement
deemed to affect the rights and
Agreement shall be deemed
Nothing
obligations arising
Commerce and Navigation
Navigation
arising out of the Treaty of Commerce
obligations
between the
United States
States of
America and the Turkish Republic,
of America
the United
between
signed
October 1, 1929.
signed at Ankara on October

not
Specified treaty not
affected.
affected.
46 Stat. 2743.
2743.

ARTICLE
16
ARTICLE 16
Agreement to be
bet
proclaimed by the President of prAeimeentt
The
Agreement shall be proclaimed
proclaimed, etc.
present Agreement
The present
Grand
the
United
States
of
America
and
shall
be
by
the
ratified
the United States of America and
National Assembly
Turkey.
Assembly of Turkey.
National
Dates of coming into
Datesof cominginto
The
come provisionally into force on May force.
Agreement shall come
present Agreement
The present
5, 1939.
The Agreement
Agreement shall
come definitively
definitively into force
force on the
shall come
1939. The
5,
America
of
States
day on
shall
Government of the United States America shall
the Government
which the
on which
day
have
Government of the Turkish
officially to the Government
communicated officially
have communicated
Republic
the proclamation
United States of
President of the United
the President
of the
proclamation of
Republic the
America
Republic on its part
part
Government of the Turkish Republic
the Government
and the
America and
shall
informed the Government
United States of America
America
Government of the United
have informed
shall have
Assembly
of
Agreement by the Grand National Assembly
ratification of the Agreement
the ratification
of the
of Turkey.
Duration.
The
shall remain
remain in
in force,
force, subject
subject to the provisions
provisions of Duration.
Agreement shall
The Agreement
accordance with the
terminated in accordance
Articles
it is terminated
and 14, until it
13 and
Articles 1, 5, 13
provisions set forth below. The Government
Government of either
either country
country may
provisions
December 31, 1940
terminate
December 31, 1939,
1939, December
Agreement on December
this Agreement
terminate this
or December
December 31, 1941, in each case on two months'
months' written notice.
or
After December
Agreement, if not previously
previously terminated,
terminated,
1941, the Agreement,
31, 1941,
December 31,
After
shall continue
in force
force subject
subject to
provisions of Articles 1, 5, 13
to the
the provisions
continue in
shall
and
six months from the day on which the Government of
until six
14 until
and 14
either country
country shall
given notice to the other Government
Government of
have given
shall have
either
terminate the Agreement.
intention to terminate
its intention
Signatures.
In
whereof the
respective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
signed Signatures.
have signed
the respective
witness whereof
In witness
this Agreement
affixed their seals hereto.
Agreement and have affixed
this
Done
in duplicate,
in the
languages, both
English and Turkish languages,
the English
duplicate, in
Done in
authentic, at
at the
the City
City of
of Ankara,
1°' day
April, nineteen
nineteen
of April,
day of
this 1'
Ankara, this
authentic,

hundred and thirty-nine.
hundred
JOHN V.
V. A.
A.MACMURRAY
MACMURRAY
JOHN
ROBERT
F.KELLEY
KELLEY
ROBERT F.

9.
$. SARACOGLU
SARACOGLU
N
M ENEMENCIOGLII
N MENEMENCIOGLU

[SEAL)
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE I
I

NOTr:
NoTx: The percentages
percentages of reduction
reduction set forth
column of
this
forth in
in the
the fourth
fourth column
of this
Schedule shall apply
apply to the rates of duty as
in the
the third
third column
column of
of this
this
as set
set forth
forth in
Schedule
Schedule or as subsequently
subsequently modified.
modified.
No. of
of
Turkish
Turkish
tariff

Ex 72 C-3
Ex 75 C
C

Ex 176 B
B
Ex 195

Ex 201 B
B
442
Ex 477

Ex 523
Ex 537

Ex 617 B
B
Ex
619
Ex 619
Ex
Ex 619
619
Ex 660
662
662

663
663

Description
Description of
of Articles
Articles

Rate of
of
Rate
in
duty in
Turkish
Turkish
Percentage
Pounds Percentage
per 100
100
of
per
of
kilograms reduction
reduction
kilograms
kilograms reduction

Cattle hides:
with or
or without
without hair,
hides: fresh,
fresh, with
hair, not
not
worked, salted or pickled
pickled in lime,
weighing 18
18
lime, weighing
kilos (including
(including 18)
18) and
over
6.
00
and over
6.00
Worked
skins:
Worked skins:
Glazed
Glazed goat skins,
skins, weighing
than 4.5
4.5
weighing more
more than
grams per square
square decimeter
decimeter (excluding
(excluding
morocco)
morocco)
1000.
00
1000.00
(Glazed kid skins weighing
(Glazed
weighing more than 4.5
4.5
grams per square
square decimeter
decimeter are
are dutiable
dutiable
number)
under this number)
Dried prunes (counting
(counting 110 prunes
prunes or less per
kilo)
per kilo)
Canned prunes and
and prune
prune juice:
juice:
sugar
A. Without
"Without sugar
B. With sugar
sugar
Canned asparagus
asparagus
Thread
Thread (rubber)
Asbestos,
Asbestos, bitumen
bitumen and the like, and articles of
of
these materials (including those
containing in
in
those containing
their composition
composition or texture
fibers or
texture rubber or fibers
or
base metals and those which are manufactured
manufactured
and mixed with
with paper,
paper, cardboard,
cardboard, plaster,
plaster,
cement, paints or other
other ordinary
ordinary materials)
materials)
(combined or not with other materials):
(combined
materials):
C All kinds of plastic
Ex C
construction matemateplastic construction
rials
Ex D Bands (including
(including automobile
automobile brake
brake
lining)
Iron and steel plates and sheets (plain or corrucorrugated) and
and hoops or
or bands:
bands:
Ex B-2 Galvanized
Galvanized with zinc, up to a
thicka thickmillimeters
ness of 3
3millimeters
Furniture
Furniture of iron and parts:
Ex A
A Only cabinets,
cabinets, boxes and
and drawers,
with
drawers, with
or without
without visible indexes,
indexes, for
for
filing purposes
filingpurposes
1. Plain and
and painted
painted
2. Gilded, varnished
varnished or others
others (corn(combined
bined or not with other mamaterials)
Motion picture
picture films

5%
5%

40%
40%

48. 00
00 75%
75%
48.
70. 00
00 75%
75%
70.
112.50
75%
112.
50 75%
120. 00
00 75%
75%
120.
62. 50
50
5%
62.
5%

6.00
6.00

5%
5%

37. 50
37.50

5%
5%

3. 75
3.75

5%
5%

30.00 20%
20%
30.00
37. 50
50
37.
3. 75
75
3.

per kilogram
Radio receiving sets, complete or incomplete,
incomplete, including tubes
and
loud-speakers
tubes
loud-speakers
500. 00
500.
00
Non-assembled detached
Non-assembled
detached radio parts
500.
500. 00
00
Sewing
machines, machines
Sewing machines,
machines for embroidering
embroidering and
and
tulle
tulle weaving,
weaving, and mechanical
mechanical parts and spare
parts thereof, (excluding
(excluding needles) (including
(including
those electrically
electrically driven)
17. 50
17.
50
Typewriters,
registering machines,
Typewriters, calculating
calculating and registering
machines,
and machines
machines for counting,
counting, grouping
grouping and classiclassifying, and parts thereof
thereof (including
(including those electrielectrically driven):
driven):
A. Weighing
5 kilos
Weighing up to 5
60. 00
60.
00
B. Weighing
over
B.
Weighing 5
5kilos
kllos and over
30.00
30.
00
Tables, bases, covers
Tables,
covers and stands for sewing machines
and typewriters
typewriters
chines and
12. 00
12.00

20%
20%
5%
5%

75%
75%
88%
88%

5%
5%

12%
12%
12%
12%
5%
5%
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No. of
of
No.
Turkish
tariff
tariff

Ex 666

667

695 D

Ex 703 D
Ex
Ex 709
760

Ex 853
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of
Rate of

duty in
in
Turkish
Turkish
Pounds

Description of
of Articles
Articles

Percentage

_per 100
of
red00
tion
kilograms reduction
reduction
kdlogtam

refrigerating machines
machines and
All kinds of electric refrigerating
apparatus (assembled,
(assembled, unassembled):
unassembled):
apparatus
weighing up to 50 kilos
15. 00 12%
12%
A. The whole weighing
15.00
B. The whole weighing
weighing 50 kilos and over up
up
to 150 kilos
12.00 12%
12%
whole weighing 150 kilos and over
over up
C. The whole
to 500 kilos
10. 00 12%
12%
10.00
D. The whole weighing
weighing 500 kilos and over up
up
to 2,000 kilos
9. 00
12%
9.00
12%
H. The whole weighing 2,000 kilos and over
over
up to 10,000 kilos
8. 00 12%
8.00
12%
weighing 10,000
10,000 kilos and over
over
7. 00
12%
V. The whole weighing
7.
00 12%
Automotive vehicles:
Automotive
vehicles:
transport of
A. Automotive vehicles for the transport
of
persons:
persons:
1. Weighing
60%
1.
Weighing up to 900 kilos
75. 00
00 60%
2. Weighing
and over
over up to
to
Weighing 900 kilos and
1,300 kilos
35. 00 60%
60%
35.00
3.
kilos and over up
up
3. Weighing 1,300 kilos
to 1,750 kilos
45. 00 60%
60%
45.00
0
4. Weighing 1,750 kilos
kilos and over up
to 2,000 kilos
175. 00 60%
60%
175.00
5. Weighing 2,000 kilos and over
over
250.
00 60%)
60%
250.00
automotive vehicle
vehicle chassis,
chassis,
B. All kinds of automotive
with or without motor (wheels with or
or
without tires and tubes):
tubes):
48. 00 60%
60%
1. Weighing
Weighing up to 750 kilos
4&00
2. Weighing
to
Weighing 750 kilos and over up to
1,100 kilos
21. 00 60%
60%
21.00
3. Weighing
kilos and over up
Weighing 1,100 kilos
25.50
to 1,500 kilos
25. 50 60%
60%
4. Weighing
up
Weighing 1,500 kilos and over up
126.00 60%
to 1,750 kilos
60%
180. 00 60%
5. Weighing
60%
over
Weighing 1,750 kilos and over
automotive vehicles
vehicles for the transC. Bodies of automotive
350. 00 60%
60%
port of persons
150. 00 60%
D. Body parts, not specially
specially provided
provided for
for
60%
H. Chassis parts of automotive
automotive vehicles,
vehicles, not
not
45. 00 60%
60%
specially provided
for
45.
provided for
wheels for automotive
automotive
V. Wheels and parts of wheels
60%
vehicles and rims
rims of iron
iron or steel
40. 00 60%
Heavy mineral oils and their residues
residues (machine
(machine
Heavy
mazout, motorine
motorine and other
other such
such comcomoils, mazout,
bustibles and residues, tars: the light fraction
fraction
bustibles
exceed
distilling below 270 degrees must not exceed
5%
10%)
1.00
5%
10%)
45.00 10%
Typewriter ribbons
10%
Typewriter
waterproofing preparations)
preparations)
Varnish (only
(only liquid waterproofing
24.00
A. With bronze, aluminium,
aluminium, and
24. 00 20%
20%
colors
and colors
for
preparations intended
intended for
insecticide preparations
All kinds of insecticide
destruction of rats, fleas and other
other parasites
parasites
the destruction
(powders, pastes,
pastes, liquids
liquids and
and other
other
and insects
insects (powders,
forms) (including
(including the weight
inner conweight of the inner
forms)
5.00
5%
tainers)
5.
00
5%
tainers)
Specialties for which import
permits have been
been
import permits
Specialties
Government
issued by the Government
Ex
only toothpastes
toothpastes
50%
First class,
class, only
Ex B-1
B-1 First
50%
ad
ad val.
val. 550%
%

1

collected even if the
the amount
amount of the reduced
reduced duties
duties isless
isles'
the amount
amount of
of the reduced duties will be collected
1) Only
Only the
than 30%
of the
C. I.
value.
the C.
I. F.
F. value.
than
30%of

193470*-41-PT. I1-41
193470--41-PT.
-- 41
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SCHEDULE II
SCHEDULE
NOTE: The
of this
this Schedule
be construed
construed and
and given
given the
the same
same
The provisions
provisions of
Schedule shall
shall be
NOTE:
effect, and
and the
the application
application of
collateral provisions
provisions of
the customs
the United
of the
United
of collateral
of the
customs laws
laws of
effect,
States to
of this
be determined
determined in
so far
far as
may be
as may
be
in so
Schedule shall
shall be
provisions of
this Schedule
States
to the
the provisions
practicable as
as if
provision of
respectively in
in the
the
appeared respectively
of this
this Schedule
Schedule appeared
practicable
if each
each provision
statutory provision
provision noted
in the
the column
column at
the left
the respective
at the
left of
of the
respective descriptions
descriptions
statutory
noted in
of articles.
In the
the case
case of
of articles
which are
are subject
subject on
on the
the
this Schedule,
Schedule, which
articles enumerated
enumerated in
in this
In
day of
signature of
of this
to additional
or separate
ordinary customs
additional or
separate ordinary
this Agreement
Agreement to
day
of the
the signature
duties, whether
or not
not imposed
imposed under
the statutory
statutory provision
noted in
the column
column
under the
provision noted
in the
duties,
whether or
at
of the
description of
of the
the article,
article, such
such separate
separate or additional
the respective
respective description
at the
the left
left of
duties shall
continue in
force, subject
subject to
reduction indicated
in this
Schedule
this Schedule
indicated in
to any
any reduction
in force,
duties
shall continue
or hereafter
provided for,
until terminated
terminated in
in accordance
with law,
shall not
accordance with
law, but
but shall
not
or
hereafter provided
for, until
be increased.
„United
,United
States
Tariff
Act
Tariff Act

of 1930
130
Paragraph
Paragraph

Description of Articles
Articles
Description

38
38
47
47

VaIonia
extract, not
not containing
containing alcohol
alcohol
Valonia extract,
Licorice, extracts
rolls, or
or other
other
of, in
in pastes,
pastes, rolls,
extracts of,
Licorice,
forms
specially provided
provided
tobacco not specially
Cigarette leaf tobacco
601
unstemmed
for, if unstemmed
740
Figs, fresh, dried, or in brine, valued at 77cents
or more per pound
742
Raisins made from seedless
seedless grapes
Filberts:
757
Shelled
Pistache nuts:
761
Not shelled
Shelled
762
Poppy
Poppy seed
seed
762
764
Canary
seed
Canary seed
764
Axminster, Savonnerie,
Savonnerie, Aubusson,
Aubusson,
1116 (a) Oriental,
Oriental, Axminster,
and other carpets, rugs, and mats, not made
on a
a power-driven
power-driven loom, plain or figured,
whether woven
woven as separate
separate carpets, rugs,
rugs,
or mats, or in rolls of any width

1541 (a)
1552
1602

1633

1647
1670

1672
1681
1755

Cymbals and parts thereof, not specially
specially
provided for
provided
Meerschaum,
crude
or
unmanufactured
Meerschaum, crude
unmanufactured
uncompounded and
Licorice root, natural and uncompounded
and
in a
a crude state, not advanced
advanced in value or
condition by shredding, grinding, chipping,
condition
crushing, or any other process or treatment
treatment
whatever beyond
beyond that essential to proper
whatever
proper
packing and the prevention
prevention of decay or deterioration pending manufacture, not conterioration
taining alcohol
unmanufactured, and borate
Borax, crude or unmanufactured,
of lime, borate of soda, and other borate
material,
material, crude
crude and unmanufactured,
wamanufactured, not
not
specially provided for
for
Chromite or
chrome ore
or chrome
Valonia, whether crude or advanced
VaIonia,
advanced in value
or condition
condition by shredding, grinding, chipnot
ping, crushing, or any similar process, not
containing alcohol,
alcohol, not
not specially
specially provided
for
provided for
Emery ore
ore
Furs and fur skins, not specially provided for,
undressed:
undressed:
Hare and marten
marten
Sausage casings, weasands, intestines, bladders, tendons, and integuments, not specially provided for; all the foregoing
foregoing produced from sheep, lambs, and goats

Rates of duty
duty

N%
ad
val.
7%%
ad val.
15% ad
ad val.
15%
300
30t per lb.

30 per
3S
per lb.
lb.
1%0
1l% per lb.
80 per lb.
8#
1%0 per lb.
l1%
2%0
2%f per lb.
160 per 100 lbs.
16(
lb.
/
4
3
0per
Y4
per lb.

300 per square foot,
but not less than
45%
45% ad val.
val.
20% ad val.
10%
10 0 ad val.

Free

Free
Free
Free

Free

Free

Free
Free

Free
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AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:

ANKARA, April
April I,
1, 1939.
1939.
ANKARA,

have the
the honor
Agreement
to the provisions of the Trade Agreement
refer to
to refer
honor to
IIhave
between our two
Governments signed this day and to inform Your
two Governments
between
Excellency that
understanding of the agreement
agreement with respect to
my understanding
that my
Excellency
the
application
of
reached
during
the negotiations, is as
reached
9,
Article
of
the application
follows:
1. The
The total value of the commercial imports from the United States
1.
of
America
into the
the territory
territory of
Republic during the period
Turkish Republic
the Turkish
of the
of America into
from
January
1,
to
December
31,
mentioned in Article
Article 9,
mentioned
1937,
to
December
1935
from January 1,
the
of the
imports
commercial
the
is
10.91
percent
of
commercial
of
value
total
the
is 10.91 percent of
It
Turkish
Republic
from
all
the
same
period.
It
is
during
sources
all
Turkish Republic from
exchange
foreign
agreed
that,
in
determining
the
of
exchange
which
free
amount
agreed that, in determining the
shall be
be made
made available
percentage shall be applied to
each year, this percentage
available each
shall
into the territory
the
total
value
of
the
commercial
imports
territory of the
the total value of the commercial
question,
in
Turkish
Republic
from
all
sources
during
year
question, after
the
Turkish Republic from all sources during
the value of
which
by
amount
deducting from such total value the
deducting
the utilifrom
year,
same
the
commercial
resulting, during
imports resulting,
commercial imports
the
zation
of
the
credits
provided
for
in
Agreement
with
United
the
zation of the credits provided for in
27,
May
on
signed
Ireland,
Kingdom
Great Britain and North
Kingdom of Great
were
1938,
and
the
Agreement
with
Germany,
the
of
which
principles
1938, and the Agreement with Germany, the
established in
October, 1938, at Ankara, exceeds the payments
payments made
in October,
established
the said credit
of
during that year
accordance with the provisions
credit
year in accordance
during
agreements.
This
deduction
has
been
decided
upon
for
the reason
reason
decided
agreements. This deduction has been
that
total value
commercial imports into the Turkish Republic
value of commercial
the total
that the
will
be temporarily
temporarily increased
increased to an abnormal extent by imports under
under
will be
the
governmental
credits
mentioned above.
above.
the governmental credits mentioned
The
of available
available free
free foreign
foreign exchange
exchange envisaged in Article
amount of
The amount
9, shall
be applied
applied to payments
commercial imports originating
originating
payments for commercial
shall be
9,
sovereignty or authority of the United
in all the territories under the sovereignty
America.
States of America.
2.
amount of
of free
mentioned above which
exchange mentioned
free foreign exchange
The amount
2. The
9 shall be utilized
shall
available each year under Article 9
utilized for
made available
be made
shall be
the transfer
transfer of
commercial imports in the chronsaid commercial
the said
for the
payments for
of payments
the
ological
in which
which requests
made.
exchange are made.
requests for exchange
order in
ological order
3.
view of
of the
the fact
fact that the
Republic derives
derives its princithe Turkish Republic
In view
3. In
pal
exchange from
from the export of products, the
foreign exchange
free foreign
of free
supply of
pal supply
sale
of which
which has
it is understood
it may not
understood that it
character, it
seasonal character,
a seasonal
has a
sale of
be
to avoid
avoid temporary
available free foreign
making available
in making
temporary delays in
possible to
be possible
exchange
the transfer
transfer of
payments for
for commercial
imports origicommercial imports
of payments
for the
exchange for
nating
the United
It is agreed that the proviAmerica. It
of America.
States of
United States
in the
nating in
sions
of Article
do not
not preclude
preclude seasonal
delays in making available
seasonal delays
9 do
Article 9
sions of
free
foreign exchange
exchange for
for transfer
of the
said payments
within any
payments within
the said
transfer of
free foreign
calendar
year.
calendar year.
4. If
If the
the Government
the Turkish
Republic should
should not
a
not be in a
Turkish Republic
of the
Government of
4.
position,
through
lack
of
free
foreign
exchange,
a
result
of
unforeunforeof
a
result
as
exchange,
foreign
free
of
lack
through
position,
seen developments
affecting adversely
Turkish
the Turkish
commerce of the
the commerce
adversely the
developments affecting
seen
Republic,
to
make
available
the
amount
of
free
foreign
exchange
foreign
free
of
amount
the
available
make
to
Republic,
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agreed upon
in Article
9, the
United States
agreed
upon in
Article 9,
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
States of
of
America and
Government
of
the
Turkish
Republic
shall
enter
into
America
and the
the Government of the Turkish Republic shall enter into
negotiations for
for the
the purpose
of reaching
an arrangement
arrangement satisfactory
negotiations
purpose of
reaching an
satisfactory
to the two Governments.
Governments.
5.
an integral
part of
the Trade
5. The present
present note
note constitutes an
integral part
of the
Trade AgreeAgreement signed this day.
Accept, Mr. Ambassador,
Ambassador, the assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
considerahighest consideration.
tion.
S. SARACOGLU
SARACOGLIT
~.
OHN V.
MACMIIRRAY,
Mr. J
JOHN
V. A.
A. MACMURRAY,
Ambassador
Extraordinary and
Ambassador Extraordinary
and
Plenipotentiary
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
Plenipotentiaryof
of the
to the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic.
to
Republic.

Mr.

Amerika Birlesik Devletleri Reisi
Reisi ve
ye Parkiye
Cilmhuriyeti Reisi,
Tfirkiye Ciimhuriyeti
Reisi,
lid memleket
raeinleket arasmdaki
arasmdaki ananevt
dostluk
baglarmi
kuvv-etlendirmek
iki
ananevt dostluk baglarmi kuwetlendirmek
milnasebetleri, ticaretin
ticaretin inkisafmi
ye
ve ticart muinasebetleri,
inkisafmi teminen
teminen masterek
muiiterek ve
mutekabil imtiyaz ve
mtitekabil
ye menfaatler
menfaatler bahsederek
bahqederek tevsi eylemek arzusile
arzusile
bir Ticaret
Ticaret Anla§masi
Anlasmasa akdetmeye
ye bu maksatla
maksatla
akdetmeye karar vermisler ve
.Amerika Birleqik
Birlesik Devletleri
Devletleri Reisi:
Amerika
Reisi:
Turkiye
Torkiye Ciimhuriyeti
Ctimhuriyeti nezdinde Birlesik Amerika
Amerika Devletleri
FeyDevletleri FevkalAde BüyUk
Biiyiuk Elgisi
E1lisi ve
kalide
ye Murahhasi
Murahhasi

BAY J
BAY
OHN V.
A. MAC MURRAY
JOHN
V. A.
ye
ve

Birlesik Amerika Devletleri Btlyiik
Byiiyk Elgiligi
Elçiligi Baskatib:
Baskatib:
BAY
ROBERT F.
BAY ROBERT
F. KELLEY'
KELLEY' yi
yi

Tiirkiye Ctimhwiyeti
Cimhuriyeti Reisi:
Hariciye Veldli
Hariciye
Vekili
BAY
$tOKRB SARACOLU
BAY St)Oat
SARACO6LII

Hariciye Vektileti
Vekaleti Kâtibl
Katibi Umumisi, Btiytik
Biytik El
Elcii

ye
ve

V8
ve

BAY
NUMAN MENEMENCialLte
BAY NUBIAN
MENEMENCIO4LU' 1111
nu

murahhas tayin eylemislerdir.
eylemiglerdir.
Mezkur
yekdigerlerine teblig edip
Mezkiir Murahhaslar
Murahhaslar salahiyetnamelerini
salithiyetnamelerini yekdigerlerine
bunlan
bunlari usuliine
usultine muvafik bularak asagidaki maddeler tizerinde
tizerinde mutabik
mutabik

kalmislardir:
kalmslardir:

M ADDE II
MADDE

Bu anlasmaya
anlasmaya merbut
merbut IIsayll
sayili listede tadat ve tarif edilmis olan,
Amerika
miistahsalAt,
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri
Devletleri menseli tabit veya mamul mustahsalat,
Tiurkiye
Ciimhuriyeti arazisine
TOrkiye Cfirahuriyeti
arazisine ithallerinde, mezkir
mezktir listede derpi§
derpis
edilmii
edeceklerdir.
edilmis bulunan tarife tenzilatmdan
tenzilitmdan istifade
istifade edeceklerdir.
Tufrkiye
Cumhuriyeti Hiukfmeti
derpi§ edilmis olan
Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Htikiimeti mezkfr
mezkiar listede derpis
olan
resimleri
arttlrdhg
edilmis olan resimler,
recimleri arttirdigi takdirde, bu suretle tezyit edilmi
nesirleri
nesirleri tarihinden iki ay gegmeden mezkfr
mezkiir mustahsalata
mitstahsalata tatbik edilmeyecektir.
meyecektir.
Salifizzikir
miuddetin inkizasmdan once,
5nce, iki Hiikfmet
Saliftizzikir iki
lid ayhk milddetin
Hrikilmet

arasmda,
anlapmada munasip goriilecek
arasmda, bu aniatimada
gortilecek tavizi mutazammm
mutazarnmin tadi-
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lata mtitedair
miitedair bir mutabakat
hasil olmadrgt
olmadici takdirde Amerika Birlesik
lAta
mutabakat laasil
Birlesik
Devletleri
edilmis resimlerin tatbiki tariDevletleri Hukfmeti,
IHükimeti,bu suretle tezyit edilmi§
itibaren on bes
anlasmanm temammi,
hinden itibaren
be giin
gun iqinde,
iginde, bu anlasmamn
temammt, otuz gun
giin
evvelden tahriren ihbar etmek
evvelden
etmek sartile feshetmekte
feshetmekte serbest olacaktlr.
olacakto.
M
ADDE 2
MADDE
2
Bu anlasmaya
anlasmaya merbut
merbut II
II sayth
listede tarif
ye tadat edilmis
edilmi§ olan,
saylh listede
tarif ve
olan,
Tilrkiy3
men§eli tabit veya mamul miistahsalat,
miistahsalat, Amerika
Tiirkiy3 Ciimhuriyeti
Ctimhuriyeti menseli
Amerika
Birlesik Devletlerine
Devletlerine ithallerinde, mezkur
mezketr listede beyan
beyan olunan
olunan
sartlar dahilinde, bu listede
listede derpis
derpi§ ye
olanlarm fevkinde
ve tesbit edi1rni
edilmii olanlarm
alelAde gfimruk
alelade
gurnrnk resimlerinden
resimlerinden muaf tutulacaktlr.
tutulacaktir. Mezkr
Mezketr mfistahmiistahimzasl tarihinde mevzu olanlarm
salat, bu anlasmanm
anlasmanm imzasi
olanlarm veya bu
bu ananlasmanm imzasi
imzasl guntinde
gin:Lunde meri
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri
mer'i bulunan Amerika
Kanunlarma
Kanunlarnaa miisteniden
mfisteniden bilahare
bilahare vazedilmesi
vazedilmesi icap edecek
olanlarm
edecek olanlarm
fevkinde
ithalat fizerine
uzerine mevzu
fevkinde ithalfit
mevzu veya ithalatla muinasebattar
miinasebattar diger
diger
butiin
batiin vergi, riisum,
mtikellefiyetlerden de
muaf
rusum, floret,
ucret, harg veya muikellefiyetlerden
de muaf
tutulacaktir.
tutulacaktlr.
M
ADDE 3
MADDE
3

anlasmanm 11inci ve 2
2 nci maddeleri
Bu anlasmanm
maddeleri ahkirm,
ahkAmu, iki
iki memleketten
memleketten
Htikennetini, herhangi
bir mfistahsalin
birinin Hutikmetini,
herhangi bir
bir zamanda,
zamanda, herhangi
herhangi bir
muistahsalin
muimasil yerli bir muistahsale
ithaline, inumasil
mfistahsale veya ithal olunan miustahsalin
mfistahsatin
temamen veya krsmen
temamen
kismen imal
imal veya istihsalinde
istihsalinde kullanilan
kullanilan bir
bir inilsmtistahsale mevzu dahilt bir teklife muadil bir teklif vazetmekten
vazetmekten menetmeyecektir.
meyecektir.
M
ADDE 4
4
MADDE

Amerika
Devletleri veya Ttirkiye
Turkiye Ciimhuriyeti
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri
Ctimhuriyeti menseli
menseli
tabil
tabit veya mamul miistahsalat,
milstahsala,t, diker
diger memlekete
memlekete ithallerinden
ithallerinden sonra,
sonra,
millt
menseli mUmasil
milli veya ecnebi menseli,
miistahsaller igin
miumasil miistahsaller
igin vacibuttediye
olanlardan gayri veya daha yiiksek bettiin
olanlardan
bitiun dahilt retsum,
riisum, tcret,
ucret, harg
harg
veya muikellefiyetlerden
miikellefiyetlerden muaf tutulacaktir.
tutulacaktir.
M
ADDE 55
MADDE

IIsayili
sayth listede tadat ve tarif edilmi§
Birle§ik Devedilmis olan, Amerika Birlesik
menseli tabit veya mamul miistahsalat
letleri men§eli
mfistahsaat ile II
sayth listede tadat
tadat
II sayhi
ve
ye tarif edilmi§
Ttirkiye Cumhuriyeti
Cilmhuriyeti menseli tabit veya mamul
mamul
edilmis olan, Tuirkiye
miistahsalatm, diger memlekete,
mustahsalitm,
memlekete, herhangi bir memnuiyet veya tahdide tabi olmaksizm
olmakstzm ithaline mfisaade
muisaade edilecektir.
Hfiknmetlerce mfittehaz:
Bununla beraber, her iki Htikamet,
Hukfimet, Hukfimetlerce
miittehaz:
a) Muimasil
Milmasil yerli mfistahsalatm
mevmiistahsalatm istihsalini
istihsalini veya
veya piyasa
piyasa mevcudunu tanzim veya fiatlarnu
eden
fiatlarim kontrol etmeyi istihdaf eden
veya
veya
b) bu kabil miistahsalatm istihsaline muteallik
mutealiik iscffik
ma,liyetini
iscilik maliyetini
yokseltmeye
miincer olabilecek
olabilecek
yukseltmeye muncer
tedbirler ile
mfiterafik olarak,
mezketr listelerde
listelerde tadat
tadat ve
ye tarif
edilmi§
tedbirler
ile muiterafik
olarak, mezkur
tarif edilmiq
olan mustahsalatm
mfistahsalatm ithaline mikdar
tanditleri
vazetmek
halriont
mikdar tahditleri vazetmek hakkim
muhafaza
mikdar tandidi
vazetmeyi
muhafaza eder. Bununla beraber, bu kabil
kabil mikdar
tahdidi vazetmeyi
det§iinen
flUkthnetin,
bu
fikramn
(a)
bendinde
tasrih
olunan
tedabirin
duiiinen IHikimetin, bu fikramn (a) bendinde tasrih olunan tedabirin
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mevzuubahs olmasi
olmasa halinde
mikdar tahdidinin
tandidinin bu
bu gibi
gibi
kabil mikdar
bu kabil
halinde bu
mevzuubahs
tedbirlerin muessir
mtessir bir
surette tatbikini
temin icin
igin liizumlu
ltizumlu olduguna
olduguna
tatbikini temin
bir surette
tedbirlerin
ve (b)
olunan tedabirin
tedabirin mavzuubahs
mavzuubahs olmasa
olmasl halinde
tasrih olunan
bendinde tasrih
(b) bendinde
ve
de, bu
bu kabil
natistahsifin dahili
istihsaline,
dahilt istihsaline,
mevzuubahs miistahsalin
tedbirlerin, mevzuubahs
kabil tedbirlerin,
de,
bu miistahsalin
mfistahsalin umumf
istihlkinin ewelce
evvelce ecnebi
memleketler tarataraecnebi memleketler
umumt istihlakinin
bu
fandan
temin olunan
nisbetine nazaran
gayri tabil
tabii bir
teskil
bir nisbetini
nisbetini teskil
nazaran gayri
olunan nisbetine
fmdan temin
eden
muzir bir
icrayl tesir
kanaat
tesir edecegine
edecegine kanaat
bir sekilde
sekilde icrayl
dolayisile muzir
ithalat dolayisile
eden ithalAt
getirmis olmasi
olmasl mesruttur.
getirmis
Her
iki memleketten
memleketten. birinin
tandidatim
ithalat tahdidatii
Huikmeti, bu kabil ithalAt
birinin Hilknmeti,
Her iki
tesis
veya tadil
etmeyi dustindfign
bu tahdidatm
tandidatm mer'iyete
mer'iyete
takdirde, bu
diigtindiiiu takdirde,
tadil etmeyi
tesis veya

konmasmdan
iki ay
evvel key
fiyeti diger
diger Hilkilmete
tahriren
Hiuklmete tahriren
keyfiyeti
ay evvel
az iki
en az
konmasmdan en
ihbar edecektir.
aybk miiddetin
mtiddetin inknasindan
once, iki
inkizasmdan once,
iki ayhk
MezkUr iki
edecektir. Mezknr
ihbar
Hilkamet arasmda,
tedbirlere muteallik
bir mutabakat
mutabakat
miteallik bir
diiugiinlen tedbirlere
arasmda, diistintlien
Hiikemet
hasil olmadigi
takdirde, diger
bu kabil
tandid veya
thdilin
veya tadilin
kabil tahdid
iHuk6met, bu
diger Htikilmet,
olmadigi takdirde,
hasil
tatbikini
mateakip
15
giin
iginde,
bu
anlasmanm
tamamun,
30
gun
giin
tatbikini miiteakip 15 gun iginde, bu anlsomanm tamammi,
olacaktir.
evvelden
tahriren
ihbar
etmek
sartile
feshetmekte
serbest
olacaktar.
evvelden tahriren ihbar etmek sartile feshetmekte
M ADDE 6
6
MADDE
tki
birinin Hukumeti
Hiiktimeti tarafmdan
tarafindan diger memleketin
memleketin
her birinin
memleketten her
Iki memleketten
ticaretine,
ithaltd veya
bunlarla miinasebattar
miinasebattar
veya bunlarla
mevzu veya
ihracata mevzu
veya ihracata
ticaretine, ithalat
olarak
clan gilinrnk
har9lar ve bu kabil
gimriik resimleri veya harglar
vazedilmi§ olan
olarak vazedilmis
rfisum
harglarm istifa tarzi
tam ve
ye ithalat veya ihracata miteallik
ratiteallik
veya harglarm
rusum veya
btittin nizamat
'ye merasim,
edihnis olan
clan muistahsamtistahsamemlekete ithal edilmis
merasim, memlekete
nizamat ve
butuin
antrepolara vaz'i, aktaremteanm transiti, antrepolara
satli veya istimali, emteamn
latm satis
masa, emteanm
emteamn tekrar ihracl
ihraci ve
ye bu muhtelif
muhtelif ameliyelerin
ameliyelerin tabi oldugu
masl,
resrat
masarif
hususunda
salt=
en
miisaad
eye mazhar millet
miusaadeye
ziyade
resmi masarif hususunda gartsiz
muamelesi
bahsedilecektir.
muamelesi
lid
tarafidan diger memleketin
Hukumeti tarafmdan
birinin Htiknmeti
lki memleketten
memleketten her birinin
miinasebettar
veya
ticaretine,
veya
bunlarla mtinasebettar
mevzu
ihracata
ithalat
ticaretine,
biltmum vergi,
olarak
clan giimriik risumundan
rnsumundan gayri bilfimum
vazedilmis olan
olarak vazedilmis
miisaadeye
harg veya mukellefiyetler
milkellefiyetler hususunda dahi sartsiz en ziyade mtisaadeye
mazhar Millet muamelesi
muamelesi bahsedilecektir.
bahsedilecektir.
Nafia
muteallik mukavelelerin
mukavelelerin akdi ve
ye gayri askerf
asked malzeme
Nafia islerine
islerine miiteallik
diger
mtibayaasa hususunda
hususunda lid
Htiktimeti diger
memleketten her birinin Htukmeti
iki memleketten
mtibayaasl
memlekete ücUncu
farkl bir muamele
ti'tinci bir memleket nef'ine olarak farkh
memlekete
tatbik etmeyecektir.
M ADDE 7
7
MADDE

memleket
Iki memleketten her birinin
ha
birinin Hiiukmeti
Htikometi tarafmdan, diger
(liter memleket
memlekete
men§eli tabil
tabit veya mamul
menseli
mamul miistahsalat
mfistahsahlt ithalati
ithalA,d veya diger meralekete
asagidaki hususat
ihracati uizerine,
mustahsalat ihracata
tabit veya mamul mtistahsalat
fizerine, asagadaki
hususat
tahdid vazedilmeyecekvazedilmeyecekmitstesna,
mustesna, higbir nevi memnuiyet, takyit veya tandid
tir.
isbu
anlasmamn 55inci maddesi
ahkilma mahfuz
sartile, iki
Itbu anlasmanm
maddesi ahkAm,
mahfuz kalmak
kalmak *artile,
iki
mustahsalAt ithalAtl
Hiukfmetten
Hfikametten her biri,
bin, diger memleket
memleket menseli miistahsalat
ithalata
fizerine oldugu gibi diger memlekete mfistahsaliit
mustahsalat ihracata
ihracati tizerine
iizerine de
therine
butun
vazedebilir,
bean
qart
mikdar
tahdidati
memnuiyet
veya
memnuiyet
tandidata vazedebilir, bean sart ki btitfin
muistahsalAt ithalati
uiigncii memleketler
fiviincü
menaleketler menseli mumasil
mtimasil miistahsalit
ithalata veya aym
biitfn figtincti
tiignci memleketlere ihracati,
mustahsalatm bfittin
mustabsalAtm
ihracata, miitenaziran,
mutenaxtran,
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muiabih
tahdid edi1mi
edilmis olsun. tki
Iki memleketten
miisabih surette
surette men veya tandid
memleketten
her birinin
alakadar bulundugu
bulundugu herhangi
birinin Iiiukmeti, diger memleketin
memleketin alakadar
bir mtistahsal
miistahsal ithalah
ithalAtl iizerine
tizerine mikdar tahdidatl
tandidati vazettigi
vazettigi ve bu
tahditler
ihracatgl memleketler
memleketler arasmda
tanditler muhtelif ihracatgi
arasmda mikdar tahsisatl
tahsisati
diker memlekete
verilmek suretile tatbik edildigi takdirde, diger
memlekete umurat
umumt
ithalatm, mevzuubahis tahdidatm
tandidatm tesisine tekaddiim
tekaddtim eden
eden temsill
temsilI
memleket tarafmdan
tarafmdan temin olunan
bir devre
devre zarfmda
zarfmda diger memleket
olunan bu kabil
miustahsal ithalati nisbetine muadil bir nisbeti tahsis edilecektir.
miistahsal
M ADDE 88
MADDE

Iki memleketten
memleketten her birinin
tki
birini' n Hfilkumeti,
HtikAmeti, beynelmilel tediye vasitalan
vasltalan
iuzerinde,
tizerinde, dogrudan dogruya veya bilvasita,
bilvasita, herhangi bir
bir kontrol te'sis
te'sis
veya idame ettigi takdirde, bu kabil
kabil kontrolun
her cephecephekontrolun tedvirinde
tedvirinde her
den (liter
diger memlekete §artsiz
sartsiz en ziyade musaadeye
mtisaadeye mazhar
mazhar millet
millet
muamelesi bahsedecektir.
muamelesi
bahsedecektir.
$urasl
Surest mukarrerdir ki bu htiktim,
ahkamim ihlâl
hiukium, 99 uncu madde ahkammni
ihAll
etmeyecektir.
etmeyecektir.
MADDE
M
ADDE 9
9

Turkiye
Ciumhuriyeti HUkluneti,
Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
vasitalan
Huikmeti, beynelmilel tediye
tediye vasitalan
kontroltin/i
kontroltmii herhangi bir sekilde, dogrudan
dogrudan dogruya
bilvasita,
dogruya veya bilvasita,
miiddetce, herbir takvim yahnda,
idame ettigi maddetee,
mevzuubahs takvim
ylhnda, mevzuubahs
takvim
ylhnda
Cumhuriyeti arazisine
yilmda Tirkiye
Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
arazisine ithal edilen Amerika
Amerika Birlegik
Birlesik
Devletleri mengeli
menseli tabit veya
mitstahsalatm ticarel
ithalatma
Devletleri
veya mamul muistahsalatm
ticart ithalatma
muiteallik
mtiteallik tediyatm transferi için,
zarfmda Tuirkiye
Ttirkiye
iqin, mezkar
mezkUr takvim yth
ylh zarfmda
Cimhuriyetinin
ticart ithalatunn
Ctimhuriyetinin dear/
ithalatmm mecmu klymetine
hymetine nisbetle,
nisbetle, Amerika
Amerika
Birlesik Devletlerinden
Devletlerinden 1
vel 1937
1 Kanunusani
KAnunusani 1935 den
den 31 Kanunuev
KAnunuewel
1937
ye kadar olan miiddet
maldet zarfmda
mecmuu
zarfinda yapilmis
yapilmg olan
olan ticart
ticart ithalat
ithalat mecmuu
nisbetine tekabtil
serbest d6viz
&wiz
tekabul eden meblagdan
meblagdan dun olmayacak
olmayacak bir serbest
meblAga
edecegini taahhiit
taahhtit eder.
meblagi temin edecegini
M ADDE 10
MADDE
10

Bu anlasmanm,
anlasmamn, Amerika
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri ve Tuirkiye
Ttirkiye CumluniCiimhuriyeti tarafmdan,
tarafmdan, miitenaziran,
diger memleket
memleket ticaretine
ticaretine bahsedilecek
mutenaziran, diger
bahgedilecek
muameleye milteallik
miiteallik htiktimleri,
Devletleri cihehuikumnleri, Amerika Birlesik Devletleri
cihetinden, Amerika Birlegik
Birlesik Devletlerinin kit'a arazisine
anla9„.arazisine ve bu
bu anlagmanm
imzasi guniinde
manna imzan
gU•ntinde Amerika
Amerika Birlesik
Birleik Devletleri giimr/ik
Omit& arazisine
arazisine
dahil
bulunan
tatbik edilecektir.
Mamafih,
dahil bulunan arazi
arazi ve
ve mutasarnfata
mutasarrfata tatbik
edilecektir. Mamafih,
bu anlasmanm
ziyade mtisaadeye
Millet muamelesine
bu
anlasmanm en
en ziyade
miisaadeye mazhar
mazhar Millet
muamelesine
milteallik
htiktimleri, Panama Kanal
Kanah mrntakasmdan
mmtakasmdan gayri,
gayri, Amerika
Amerika
miuteallik huiikmleri,
Birlesik
Devletlerinin
hakimiyeti
veya
sultan
altmdaki
bilttin
Birlegik Devletlerinin hakimiyeti veya sultasl altmdaki butun araziye
araziye
tatbik edilecektir.
edilecektir.
tatbik
M ADDE 11
11
MADDE

Bu anlasma
anlasma hiikiimleri:
hukuimleri:
lid memleketten
binitarafmdan
a) Iki
memleketten biri
tarafmdan hemhudud
hemhudud memleketlere
memleketlere huduhududun
kilometreyi tecaviuz
tecavtiz etmeyen
dun her iki tarafmda
tarafmda on
on beer
be§er kilometreyi
etmeyen bir
bir mmmmtake
hudud ticaretini
kolaylastirmak igin
veya
taka dahilinde
dahilinde hudud
ticaretini kolaylastirmak
igin bahsedilmi'
bahsedilmia s veya
ilerde
bahsedilecek olan
menfaatlere,
ilerde bah§edilecek
olan menfaatlere,
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b)
Birlesik Devletleri
Devletleri veya
bini
b) Amerika
Amerika Birlesik
veya Tiirkiye
Tiirkiye Ctimhuriyetinin
Ciimhuriyetinin biri
tarafmdan
akdedilecek
bir
gtimrilk
ittihadmdan
mtitevellit
menfaattarafmdan akdedilecek bir gumriik ittihadmdan miitevellit menfaatlere, bu
menfaatler herhangi
herhangi iiuuncu
uçüncü bir
bahsedilmedigi
lere,
bu menfaatler
bir memlekete
memlekete bahsedilmedigi
mtiddetce,
middetce,

c)
tarafmdan 1923
Osmanli imperator1923 de Osmanh
imperatorCimhuriyeti tarafmdan
c) Ttirkiye
Turkiye Cfmilurriyeti
lugundan aynlan
ayrilan arazi
gtimrtik tarifesi
tarifesi baldbakiarazi menseli
men§eli milstahsalata
mistahsalata giimruik
lugundan
bahsedilmis veya ilerde bahsedilecek
menfaatlere,
bahsedilecek olan menfaatlere,
mmdan bahsedilmig
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri
d) Amerika
Devletleri arazi
arazi veya
veya mutasarnfatmdan
mutasarrifatmdan herhervukua gelecek
gelecek tadilata
tadilata baklmaksizm,
baktimaksizm,
hangi birisinin
birisinin siyast
siyast statilstin.de
statiusunde vukua
Amerika Birlesik
mutasarnfan. veya
Panama
veya Panama
Amerika
Birlesik Devletleri, arazisi veya
veya mutasarfati
kanah mmtakasmin
mmtakasmin birbirlerine
birbirlerine veya Ktiba
Kiiba Ctimhuriyetine
Cuimhuriyetine bahsetmis
bahsetmis
olduklan veya
bahsedecekleri menfaatlere
menfaatlere gamil
amil olmayacaktir.
olmayacaktir.
olduklan
veya ilerde bahsedecekleri
M ADDE 12
MADDE
12
isbu
ohm veya gfumiui
gtimiis ihracat
ihracat
i§bu anlasma
anla§ma htiktimlerinden
hikiimlerinden hig birisi altm
veya ithalatam
tandit eden tedabir almmasim,
ahnmasuu, veya iki
ithalatim men veya tahdit
Hakbmetten her hangi
silJi, cepane veya harp
malzemesinin
birinin silah,
harp malzemesinin
Hiukimetten
hangi bininin
ye istisnai
istisnat ahvalde
levazunnun ihracmm
ihracinur veya
ve
ahvalde diger bflciimle
bilcumle harp
harp levazimmm
veya
ihrac igin
kontrolti hususunda
hususunda miinasip gorecegi
gorecegi tedbirlerin
tedbirlerin
iGin sataTrun
satinmm kontrolu
ittihazmr
menedecek mahiyette tefsir
tefsir edilmiyecektir.
edilmiyecektir. t§bu
Isbu anlasma
anlasma
ittihazmI menedecek
hiiktimlerinin
Mg
birisi
bitarafiaga
mtiteallik
tedabir
ittihaz
ve
tatbihuikmlerinin hie
bitarafliga miteallik
kine mani
math teskil etmiyecektir.
etmiyecektir.
Miimasll
serait altmda, lid
memleketten herhangi
herhangi biri
bini
Mumasil ahval ye
ve §erait
iki memleketten
tarafmdan iiQiincii
tigtincti bir memleket nef'ine olarak digeri aleyhine indt
indt
Burette
edilmemek §artile
sartile bu anlasmanm
anlasmanm
surette farkh bir muamele tatbik edilmemek
hiiktimleri:
hikiiumleri:
a) Amme eraniyetine
mtiteallik,
emniyetine miteallik,
AWAY veya insant maksatlarla
maksatlarla mevzu,
mevzu,
b) AhlakI
c) Amme slhhatini
athhatini veyahut hayvan
hayvan veya nebat hayatmi
hayatrm himayeye matuf,
d) Hapishanelerde
Hapishanelerde imal edilmis esyaya muteallik
mtiteallik veya
veya
ahnmis tedabire
e) asayis veya varidat Kanunlannm
Kanunlannin tatbiki iglu
icin almmi?
tedabire
muteallik
§amil degildir.
mutealhk memnuiyet veya takyitlere sarnil
M
ADDE 13
13
MADDE

Amerika
.Amerika Birlesik Devletleri Htikttmeti
Tiirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Hukimeti veya Tirkiye
Ciimhuriyeti
Huk.meti
anla§ma ahkAmma
ahknmma mugayir olmamakla beraber, diger
diger
Htiktimeti isbu anlasma
memleket Htikilmetince
mtiessiriyetini ihlal
ihl&1 edici mahimemleket
Hiukimetince anlasmarun
anlamanmn miiessiriyetini
mahiyette telakki
telákki edilecek
edilecek herhangi
herhangi bir tedbir ittihaz ettigi takdirde, bu
gibi tedabiri
Hukimet, mes'elenin tarafeynce
tedabiri ittihaz eden Htikttmet,
tarafeynce mucibi
memnuniyet
tHuklmetince yapilamemnuniyet §ekilde
seldlde halli hususunda diger taraf Htiktimetince
yapdate§ebbUs ye
ve teklifleri
bilecek tesebbils
teklifleri nazan itibare alacaktir. Bu gibi tesebbuis ve tekliflerin
teklifierin tebellbgu
icinde bunbus
tebellttgu tarihinden itibaren otuz gun iginde
hasil olmadrgi
olmadigl takdirde, tesebbils
lara miteallik
milteallik bir
bin mutabakat
mutabakat haul
ye
tesebbus ve
teklifleri yapan Hu'ikmet,
ginliik miiddetin
Hiikttmet, salifiizzikir
saliftizzikir otuz giinliik
milddetin hitagiin icinde, igbu
mmdan itibaren on beg
besgun
isbu anlasmanm temamim
temammt altmis
altmis
ewelden tahriren
§artile feshetmekte
gun evvelden
tahriren ihbar etmek sartile
feshetmekte serbest olacaktir.
caktr.
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MADDE 14
14
MADDE

paralar araCiimhuriyeti paralan
Tirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Amerika
Birleaik Devletleri
Devletleri ile Ttirkiye
Amerika Birlesik
tarihindeki kura
imzasi tarihindeki
anlasmamn imzast
smdaki kambiyo kurunun, isbu
iabu anlaamanin
smdaki
nazaran
eheramiyetli derecede
derecede tahavviil
tahavvill etmesi halinde, iki memlenazaran ehemmiyetli
ketten
her birinin
birinin Huikimeti,
Hakiimeti, kurdaki degi.ikligi
degisikligi memleketin sanayi
ketten her
veya
ticaretini zarardide
edecek derecede
derecede ehemmiyetli
telAkki ettigi
ehemmiyetli telakki
zarardide edecek
veya ticaretini
takdirde, bu
igin miizakere
mt1zakere teklifinde bulunmakta
bulunmakta
tadili i;in
anlasmanm tadili
bu anlaamanm
takdirde,
miiddet icinde
serbest olacaktlr.
olacaktar. Bu miizakereler
mtizakereler otuz giinliik
gtinlfik bir mtiddet
iginde bir
bit
serbest
mutabakata varmadigi
mtizakere teklifinde bulunmus
bulunmua olan
varmadlgi takdirde, miizakere
mutabakata
gun ewelden
Hükfirnet
iabu anlaamanm
tenaammt otuz gtin
evvelden tahriren ihbar
ihbar
anlasmanm temamml
Hiiukmet isbu
etmek
aartile fesihte
olacaktlr.
fesihte serbest olacaktir.
etmek sartile
MADDE 15
15
MADDE
Bu
anlaamanm hicbir
Tearinievvel 1929 da Ankara'da
Ankara'da
hiikmii, 11 Tesrinievvel
hiqbir bUkmü,
Bu anlasmamn
Ciimhuriyeti
imza edilmis
edilmi olan
olan Amerika
Amerika Birleaik
Devletlerile Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Birlesik Devletlerile
imza
mutevellit hukuk
arasinda
ticaret ve
muahedenamesinden mfitevellit
seyrisefain muahedenamesinden
ve seyrisefain
arasrnda ticaret
ve
ihlal eder maiaiyette
edilmeyecektir.
mahiyette telekki edilmeyecektir.
vecaibi ihlal
ve vecaibi
MADDE
16
MADDE 16

ilan ve
Bu
anlaama Amerika
Amerika Birlesik
Birleaik Devletleri
Devletleri Reisi tarafmdan ilên
Bu anlasma
Ttirkiye
Bt.iytik Millet
Meclisi tarafmdan
tarafmdan tasdik olunacaktir.
ohmacaktir.
Millet Meclisi
Turkiye Biiyyk
muvakkaten meriyet
Bu
anlasma 55Mayis
Maps 1939
meriyet
tarihinden itibaren muvakkaten
1939 tarihinden
Bu anlasma
flUkfimemevkiine girecektir.
girecektir. Anlaama
Birleaik Devletleri HukfimeAnlasma Amerika Birlesik
mevkiine
tinin,
Amerika Birleaik
Devletleri Reisi
tarafmdan yapilan.
ilâni
yapllan ilaA
Reisi tarafmdan
Birlesik Devletleri
tinin, Amerika
Tiirkiye
Hiiktimetine resmen
War edecegi
edecegi ve
ye diger
diger
resmen is'ar
Cumhuriyeti HuikOmetine
Tiirkiye Ciimhuriyeti
taraftan da
Ttirkiye Cumhuriyeti
Ctimhuriyeti Htikftmetinin,
Ttirkiye Buiyik
Bilytik Millet
Millet
Hiukfmetinin, Tiirkiye
da Tiirkiye
taraftan
Meclisi
anlavaanin tasdik
edildigini Amerika Birlesik
tasdik edildigini
tarafindan anlasmanm
Meclisi tarafmdan
Devletleri Iltikametine
bildireeegi gun kat't olarak meriyet mevldine
mevkiine
Hukumetine bildirecegi
Devletleri

girecektir.
Anlasma 1,
1, 5,
13 ve
14 uncti
ahldnu mahfuz kalmak
kalmak
maddeler ahkamn
unci maddeler
ve 14
5, 13
Anlasma
kadar
feshedilinceye
sartile
asagida
tasrih
olunan
hatimler
dairesinde
feshedilinceye
dairesinde
hiiukmler
olunan
tasrih
asagida
sartile
Hiukfmeti
memleketten
meriyet
mevkiinde
kalaeaktir.
Iki
memleketten
her
birinin
Htiktimeti
iki
kalacaktir.
mevkiinde
meriyet
anlasmayi
31 Klanunuevvel
Kanunuevvel 1939,
Kanunuevvel 1940 veya 31
1939, 31 Kanunuevvel
anlasmayi 31
Kanunuevvel
1941
tarihlerinde
ye
her
defasmda iki ay evvelden
evvelden
ve
tarihlerinde
1941
Kanunuevvel
den
tahriren
ihbar
etmek
aartile
feshedebilir.
Birincikttnun
1941
Birincikanun
31
feshedebilir.
sartile
tahriren ihbar etmek
13
1,
sonra,
anlaama,
daha
evvel
fesh
edilmemia
oldugu
takdirde
1,
5,
13
takdirde
olduku
edilmemii
fesh
ewel
sonra, anlasma, daha
iki
0artile,
ye
14
tincti
maddeler
htiktimleri
mahfuz
aartile,
memleketkalmak
mahfuz
ve 14 unci maddeler hukiimleri
ten
anlaamaya nihayet
nihayet
tarafmdan anlagmaya
Huikfmeti tarafmdan
digerinin Hiikfuneti
veya digerinin
birii veya
ten bin
vermek
niyetinin
diger
Hilkflmete
bildirildigi
tarihten
itibaren
daha
bildirildigi
Hiuk6mete
vermek niyetinin diger
altt
ay
mtiddetle
meriyet
mevkiinde
kalmakta
devam
edecektir.
edecektir.
devam
kalmakta
mevkiinde
alti ay muddetle meriyet
Yukandaki
maddelerle vazolunan
tasdik etmek
etmek tizere
iizere
hiikimleri tasdik
vazolunan hiiktinaleri
Yukandaki maddelerle
mUhUrmiuhurher
iki
taraf
murahhaslan
bu
anlaamayi
etmialer
ve
etmisler
imza
anlasmayi
bu
her iki taraf murahhaslan
lemislerdir.
nusha
Her
muteber olmak
ingilizce ye
Tiirkce iki niisha
ve Tirkqe
izere Ingilizce
olmak tizere
de muteber
ikisi de
Her ikisi
olarak
Ankara'da
1
Nisan
1939
da
tanzim
edilmistir.
tanzim
da
olarak Ankara'da 1 Nisan 1939
J
OHN V.
MACMURRAY
A. MACMURRAY
V. A.
JOHN
ROBERT
F.
KELLEY
ROBERT F. KELLEY
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

$. SARACOGLU
SARACOGLU
$.
N MENEMENCIOGLU
MENEmExciooLu
N
[SEAL]
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LISTE II
Not.—Bu listenin dordfincii
siltununda tesbit olunan
olunan tenzilAt
tenzilat ytizdeleri,
Not.-Bu
dBrdiinci sitununda
yiizdeleri, listenin
listenin
ugtincti
gOsterilen riisum
rtisum hadlerine
bunlarm muahharen
uguncui stitununda
siitununda g6sterilen
hadlerine veya
veya bunlarin
muahharen
sekillerine tatbik
tatbik olunacaktir.
muaddel gekillerine
olunacaktlr.
Turk Tarifa
Tfirk
Tarife
numarasi
numarasl

72 C
C3
3 den
den
C den
75 C

Esyanm
einsi
Egyanm cinsi

Resimhaddl
Resim
haddi Tenzuat
Ten
yUz
yiiz kilodan
kilodan Tnilt
Turk
Ti'rk Limn
Lirasi Msbeti
nisbeti

oktiz
Okiuz veya
veya inek derileri:
Yas, ttiylti
veya
Yas,
tiylii veya tilystiz,
tuiysiuz, islenmemis,
islenmemin, tuzlu
tuzlu veya
kirece batirdmis,
ye ondan
batlrlmli, 18 kilo
kilo (18
(18 dahil)
dahil) ve
yukan
6. 00
yukan olanlar
olanlar
6.00
islenmis deriler:
tslenmis
deriler:
gramdan yukan
yukan
Beher desimetre murabbat
murabbai 4.5 gramdan
olan kegi glaseleri (maroken.
°Lan
(maroken harig)
1000. 00
00

%
% 55
%40
%40

(Beher desimetre
desimetre murabbal
murabbat 4.5
4.5 gramdan
gramdan
yukan olan oglak glaseleri
glaseleri de bu numaraya
numaraya
g6re
tarifelenir)
gore
176
B den
den
176 B
195 den

201 B den
442
477 den

523 den

537 den
637

617 B
B den

619 dan
619 dan
660 dan

662

663

Erik,
kuru (kilosunda
110 dane
veya daha
daha az
as dane
Erik, kuru
(kilosunda 110
dane veya
dane
bulunanlar)
48. 00
00
Erik konserveleri
konserveleri ve
ye erik usareleri:
A-$ekersiz
A-Sekersiz
70.
00
70. 00
R--*ekerli
112.
50
B-$ekerli
112. 50
Ku§ konmaz konserveleri
konserveleri
120. 00
00
Kug
120.
(kaueuktan)
62. 50
50
Tel (kauguktan)
62
Asbestos (amyant) bitumen
ye .mtliabihleri
milsabihleri ve
bituimen ve
ve
bunlann
bmalarin mamulati
maraulfitt (terkibinde veya
vcya nescinde
kauguk veya elyaf veyahut maadini adiye
bulunanlar vu
kit, mukavva,
gimento ye
bulunanlar
ve kat,
mukavva, algi,
algi, pimento
ve
boya
mevaddi adiye lie
boys gibi mevadch
ie mahluten mamul
olanlar da
dahildir) (mevaddi
(mevaddt saire lb
milrettep
da dahildir)
ile miirettep
gayri mtirettep):
veya gayn
murettep):
C
C den-hamur
den-hamur halinde her turlu
thrill malzemei
malzemei
insaiye
insaiye
6. 00
6.00
D den-Seritler
den-$eritler (otomobil fren seritleri
dahilseritleri dahildir)
37. 50
50
Demir veya
veya gelik sag ye
veya
ve levhalar
levhalar (dilz
(duz veya
oluklu)ve
oluklu)ve genberlik
cenberlik veya serit:
B
2 den-cinko
B2
den-Cinko galvanizli ve
ve kahnligt
kahnhgl fig
iig
milimetreye kadar olanlar
olanlar
3.
75
3.75
Demir mobilya ve
ye bunlartn
bunlarnn aksami:
aksami:
A
dan-Yalnz dolap, kutu,
A dan-Yalniz
kutu,' eekmecelerden
cekmecelerden
dosya
griiniir
dosya tasnifine
tasnifine mahsus,
rnahsus, gortintir
endeksli
endeksli olanlar veya olmiyanlar
olmlyanlar
1-Sade ve
boyall
ye boyah
30.
30. 00
00
2-Yaldlzh,
2-Yaldizh, sirh
sins ye
ve saireli (mevaddl saire
di
sake ile mtirettep
murettep olsun
olmasm)
olmasin)
37.
37. 50
50
Sinematograf filimleri
Sinematograf
3.
3. 75
75
b'ir kilodan
bir
Radyo ahize cihazlan
cihazlan tamam
tamam veya natamam
oparl6rler dahildir
dahildir
lambalar ve oparlerler
500. 00
00
500.
Radyo
birlestirilmemis mtiteferrik
miiteferrik pargalar
Radyo icin
igin birlestirilmemis
pargalar
500. 00
500.
00
Dikiq
Dikis makineleri,
makineleri, isleme ve till
makineleri ye
til makineleri
ve
bunlann makine aksami
aksanm ve
btmlann
ye yedek pargalan
pargalan
(igneleri
(igneleri miistesnadir) (elektrikli olanlar dahil)
17.
50
17.50
Yazi, hemp,
hesap, kaylt
kayit makineleri
makineleri ve
ye tadat, tefrik ye
ve
tasnife
tasnife mahsus makineler
makineler ve bunlarm aksami
aksami
(elektrikli olanlar
olanlar da dahildir)
dahildir)
A-Sikleti bes
be kiloya kadar olanlar
olanlar
60.
00
60. 00
B-Sikleti be
bes kilo ve ondan yukan
yukan
30.00
30.
00
sB-,Sikleti
Diki
ve
yazl
makinelerine
ait
masa,
tabla, kapak
Dikis ye yazt makinelerine
kapak
ve ayaklan
ayaklan
12. 00
00
12.

%75
%75
%75
%75
%75
%75
%75
%75
%
% 55

%
% 55
%
% 5
5

% 5
%
5

%20
%20
%20
%20
% 5
5
%
%75
%75
%88
%88
%
% 55

%12
%12
%12
%12
% 5
5
%
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I-Mabad
LISTE I-Mabad

Turk
Tarifa
Tiurk Tarife
unmans'
nurarasl

666 dan

667

695 D

703 D den
709 dan
760
853 den

nuTarasi

Esynnin einsi
cinsi
Esyanm

Resimhaddi
Resimhaddi
y/iz
3retz kilodan
kilodan TenzilAt
.
nisbt
yuzkloidas
iTurkLirasr
Lirasl- nisbeti
Tiirk

tebrid makine
ye cihazlari
Her nevi elektrikli
elektrikli tebrid
makine ve
cihazlarl
(kurulmus kurulmamis)
kurulmamis)
A-Tamammm sikleti 50 kiloya kadar
A-Tamammin
15. 00
%12
15.00
B-Tamamuun sikleti 50 kilo ve
B-Tamammm
ve ondan
ondan
yukari
%12
yukar 150 kiloya kadar
12. 00
00 %12
C-Tamammut
C-Tamammm sikleti 150 kilo
kilo ye
ve ondan
yukan 500 kiloya kadar
yukari
kadar
10. 00 %12
D-Tamammin sikleti 500 kilo ye
D-Tamammm
ve ondan
yukari
yukarl 2000
2000 kiloya kadar
kadar
9. 00
00 %12
H-Tamamunn
H-Tamammm sikleti 2000 kilo ve ondan
yukari 10.000 kiloya kadar
%12
yukarl
kadar
8. 00
00 %12
V-Tamammm
sikleti 10.000 kilo ye
V-Tamammm sikleti
ve ondan
yukart
7. 00
00 %12
%12
yukarl
7.
Zatillhareke
Zatiilhareke arabalar:
A-Binek otomobilleri
otomobilleri
kadar
75. 00
%60
1. Sikleti
Sikleti 900 kiloya
kiloya kadar
75.
00 %6
2. Sikleti
Sikleti 900 kilo
kilo ye
ve ondan
ondan yukari
yukan
kadar
%60
1300 kiloya kadar
35. 00 %60
3. Sikleti 1300
1300 kilo
kilo ve ondan yukari
yukar
kadar
45. 00
%60
1750 kiloya kadar
45.00%60
4. Sikleti 1750 kilo ve
ye ondan yukari
yukar
%60
2000 kiloya kadar
175.00
175. 00
%60
5. Sikleti 2000 kilo ve ondan yukari
yukari
%60
250. 00 %60
B-Her nevi otomobil
otomobil arabalarmm
arabalarmm sasisi,
twig,
motorlil,
lastikli
motorli, motorsilz
mot6rsiiz (tekerlekleri lastikli
olsun olmasm)
%60
1. Sikleti 750 kiloya kadar
48. 00 %60
yukari
2. Sikleti 750 kilo ve ondan yukan
1100 kiloya kadar
21. 00 %60
%60
yukari
3. Sikleti 1100 kilo ve ondan yukarl
1500 kiloya kadar
25.
%60
25. 50 %60
yukari
4. Sikleti 1500 kilo ve ondan yukarl
1750 kiloya kadar
126.
%60
126. 00
00 %60
5. Sikleti 1750 kilo ve ondan yukari
180. 00 %60
%60
yukarl
karoseri kisml
kismi
350. 00
%60
C-Binek otomobillerinin
otomobillerinin karoseri
D-Karoserinin baska yerde zikrolunmayan
zikrolunmayan
D-Karoserinin
parcalari
150.
00 %60
%60
parqalarl
150.00
H-Otomobil arabalarmn
arabalarinin baska yerde isim%60
lerile zikredilmeyen
zikredilmeyen sasi aksami
aksaml
45. 00
00 %60
V-Otomobil arabalarunn
arabalarmm tekerlelderi
tekerlekleri ve
ye aksami ve
ye demir veya gelik jantlar
jantlar
060
saml
40. 00 7
%60
Agir
yaglari ve tortularl
tortulari (makine yaglari,
yaglar,
Aglr maden yaglarl
naazot,
ye tortular,
mazot, motorin gibi mahrukat ve
katranlar: 270 dereceden
dereceden evvel takattur
takattur eden
katranlar:
kismi %
tecaviiz etmeyecektir)
etmeyecektir)
1.
hafif klsml
% 10u tecaviiz
1. 00 %
% 55
Yazi makinesi seridi
%10
45. 00
00 %10
Vernikler (yalniz su gegmez hale koymaya
koymaya mahsus
Vernikler
olan mayi intistahzarat)
miistahzarat)
A-Bronzlu,
24.
00 %20
%20
A-Bronzlu, aliiminyomlu
aliiminyomlu ye
ve boyali
boyall
24.00
Minna mahsus her
Fare, pire
pire ve emsali hasarat itlafma
sair
mustahzarat (toz, macun, mayi ye
ve sair
nevi mfistahzarat
sekillerde) (ig
sekillerde)
(ig kaplarm
kaplarnn sikleti
sikleti dahildir)
dahildir)
5. 00
00 %
% 5
5
Ithaline Hiukmetin
Hilkiimetin miisaade
OBmusaade etmis
etmis oldugu M
miistahzarat:
B 1
Fund, yalniz di
macunlari
%50
digsmacunlarn
1 den-Birinci
den-Birinci smlf,
kiyntetin- %50
kiymetin%50
den
den

1)
kiymetin %30
dun olsa
'Asa dahi
dahi bu
tenzilatli riisum
riisum aluur.
alimr.
risum Cif
Cif klymetin
%30 undan
undan dun
bu tenzilatli
1) Isbu
igbu rilsum

1889

1890

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
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LISTE II
Not.—Bu
listenin ahkaml,
ahkmi, tatbik
imkani nisbetinde,
her bir
Not.-Bu listenin
tatbik imkani
nisbetinde, sanki
sanki bu
bu listenin
listenin her
bir
Tarife Kanununun,
esyanin cinsine
cinsine ait
alt hanenin
solundaki siltuhikmii, Tarife
Kanununun, esyanmn
hanenin solundaki
siltumukabil hukmiinde
hiikmiinde mevcut
mevcut imis
gibi tefsir
tefsir edfiecek
nunda kayith
kaylth elan
olan mukabil
imig gibi
edilecek
ye
hiikmil haiz
Devletlerinin
ve onunla aynl
aym hiikmii
haiz olacagi
olacagi gibi
gibi Birlesik Amerika
Amerika Devletlerinin
Giimrilk Kanunlarmm
Kanunlarmm fer'i hfikiimlerinin
bu liste
liste hiukimlerine
hukiimlerine sureti
Giimriik
hukumlerinin bu
sureti
tatbiki de yine tatbik
tatbik imkamn
imkani nisbetinde sanki bu listenin
listenin her bir
bir
hiikmi1 Tarife
esyanm cinsine
hanenin solundaki
huikmii
Tarife Kanununun
Kanununun esyanm
cinsine ait
ait hanenin
solundaki &Ausiitukayith olan mukabil
mukabil hiikminde
hiikmilnde mevcut
mevcut imi
nunda kaylth
imis gibi
gibi tayin
tayin ve
ve tesbit
tesbit
olunacaktir.
olunacaktir.
imza edildigi
edildigi g'in
gun
Bu cetvelde tadat
tadat olunan
olunan maddelerden
maddelerden isbu
i§bu anlasmanin
anlasmanm imza
munzam veya miiteferrik
alelade gumriuk
gilmrilk ritsumuna
bulunanlar
miteferrik alelade
riisumuna tabi
tabi bulunanlar
varsa bu riisum
sit hanenin solundaki
siitunda
risum alAkadar
alAkadar esyanm cinsine ait
solundaki siitunda
kayith Tarife Kanunu ahkamma
ahkAmina tevfikan
tevfikan vazedilmis
vazedi]mis olsun veya olmasin
olmasin
bu listede gosterilmis
olunmus tenzilata
tâbi
g6sterilmig veya
veya bervechi
berve9hi ati
ati tesis
tesis olunmus
tenzilata tabi
sakit oluncaya
oluncaya kadar
mer'i olacak
olmak sartile
gartile Kanunen
Kanunen hiikilmden
huikiimden saklt
kadar mer'i
olacak
fakat tezyid olunmayacaktir.
olunmayacaktir.
Skieslk
Birleglk
Devletler
Devletler
1930 Tarife
Kanunu
Paragraft
Bsyanin eins1
Gumriik resrai
Paragrafl
Egyanin
cinsi
GQimrlik
resmi
38
47

601
740
742
757
757

761

etmeyen
Palamut hillAssun,
huilasasi, /spirt()
Ispirto ihtiva.
ihtiva etmeyen

Kiymeti
Klymeti ilzerinden
iuzerinden %
7,5
7,5
Meyan.
Mu hifttsasi,
macun, rub
Kiymeti uzerinden
Meyan kokit
ilzerinden %
hiilasasi, macun,
ruloo halinde Klymeti
veya sair sekillerde
sekillerde
15
15
sign- Beher libresinden 30
Baska yerde tahsisen zikrolunmamis
zikrolunmampg sigayaprak tiittm,
sent
rahk yaprak
tiitun, saph
sent
inch, taze, kurutulmus
Incir,
kurutulmus veya sa1amura
salamura hallibresinin kiymeti
inde, libresinin
kiymeti 7
7 sent
sent veya
veya daha
yukan olanlar
olanlar
Beher libresinden
yukar
libresinden 33sent
sent
gekirdeksia taze fizilmden
Kuru iiztim,
Uiztm, gekirdeksiz
Beher libresinden 134
lzilmden Beher
1%
mustahsal
sent
mistahsal
sent

Fmdlk:

Kabuksuz
Kabuksuz

Fistlk:

Kabuklu
Kabuksuz

762
764
1116 (a)

1541 (a)
(a)
1552
1602

1633

1647
1670

1672
1681
1755

Hashas
tohumu
Hashas tohumu
Kusyerni
Kusyemi
Axminster, Savonnerie,
Savonnerie, Aubusson
Sark, Axminster,
Aubusson ye
ve
sair kilim, hah ve
ye yol
yol kilimleri,
kilimleri, kuvvei
kuvvei
muharrikeli tezgAhlarda
muharrikeli
yapilmanals, sade
tezgahlarda yapllmamis,
ekilhi, ya ayrt
bali ye
veya sekilli,
ayr ayri
ayrn kilim, hall
ve yol
kilimleri
kilimleri halinde ve
ye yahut da herhangi bir
geni6likte
genislikte top halinde dokunmus.
dokunmus.
Ziller (musiki aleti)ve
aleti)ve bunun
basks
bunun aksami,
aksaml, baska
yerde tahsisen zikrolunmamis
zikrolunmamli
Life
tai, ham
islenmemis
Lile tasi,
ham veya islenmemia
Meyan k6kii,
ve islenmemis
ve ham bir
bir
kokii, tabit ye
islenmemis ye
halde, ufalama, 6giltme,
Ogiltme, yontma, ezme
veya
muvafik sekilde ambalajlaveya matluba
matluba muyafik
ambalajlamak veya iraal
imal olununcaya
uritimeye
olununcaya kadar giiriimeye
math
liizumlu olanlardan
olanlardan
mani olmak hususunda liizumlu
gayri diger herhangi bir usul veya muamele
gayri
ile kiymeti
kiymeti veya seraiti tekemmul
tekemmill ettirilmemis, ispirto ihtiva etmeyen
rilmemis,
etmeyen
islenmemis, ye
do
Boraks, ham veya islenmemis,
ve borat d6
so, borat do sud, ve diger boratlar, ham
i6lenmemi8, basks
ba§ka yerde tahsisen
veya islenmemis,
zikrolunmami
zikrolunmamis
Kromit veya krom cevheri
Palamut,
Paiamut, gerek
gerek ham ve gerek ufalama,
ufalama,
ogutme, yontma, ezme veya sair
miimasil
ogiltme,
Bair milmasil
usullerle hymet
kiymet veya seraiti tekemmil
tekemmif
ettirilmi
ispirto
ettirilmis
ihtiva etmeyen, baska
zikrolunmams
yerde tahsisen zikrolunmamis
Zimpara
Zumpara cevheri
cevheri
Kiirk ve kurkliuk
kfirkliik deriler, baska
bal,ska yerde tahsisen zikrolunmamis,
zikrolunmamnu, terbiye
terbiye edilmemis:
tavean
taysan ve sansar
Sucukluk bagirsak, grtlak,
girtiak, em'a, mesane,
sinir ve zarlar, basica
baska yerde zilaedilmisikredilmiyenler:
yenler: koyun,
koyun, kuzu ve
ye kegilerden
kegilerden istihsal
olunanlar
olunanlar

Beher libresinden
Beher
libresinden 88sent
sent

Beher
Beher libresinden
libresinden

134
1%
sent
Beher libresinden
libresinden 2%
24
Beher
sent
sent
libresinden
sent
100 lib
resinden 16 sent
Beher
Beher libresinden
8
/
4 sent
libresinden S/
sent

Beher
Beher ayak murabbainmurabbamdan 30 sent,
dart
sent, fakat
fakat
klyn
kiymeti
ilzerinden %
%
leti izerinden
45de
45den
asagi olmamak
ohnarnak
n asagi
garti le.
sartile.
Klyme
Kiymeti
20
ti fizerinden
ilzerinden % 20
Klyme
Kiymeti
ti iizerinden
iizerinden %
% 10

Muaf

Muaf
Muaf

Muaf
Muaf

Muaf
Muaf

Muaf
Mud
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TRADE— APR .1, 1939
TURKEY-RECIPROCAL

ANKARA 1
Nisan 1989
1939
1 Nisan
ANKARA
BtYCK ELgr,
ELgI,
BAY BtUYK
Anlasmasi
bugiin imzalanan Ticaret Anlasmas]
llukllmetlerimiz
arasmda bugtin
Hiikfmetlerimiz arasmida
htikiiralerine
maddenin tatbiki
miizakereler esnasmda 99 uncu maddenin
huikuimlerine atfen, mtizakereler
anlamakta oldugumu
bakumndan varlan
varilan itilafi asagulaki
asagidaki sekilde anlamakta
bakunmdan
Ekselansmiza bildirmekle
eref eylerim.
bildirmekle kesbi seref
Ekselansmiza
Ciumhuriyeti arazisine
1—Amerika Birlesik Devletlerinden
arazisin.e
Devletlerinden Tiirkiye Cumhuriyeti
1-Amerika
olan,
Kanunusani 1935 den 31 Kanunuevvel
tarihine kadar clan,
Kanunuevvel 1937 tarihine
1 Kanunusani
9
ithalAtm mecmuu
mecmuu
zarfmda vaki ticart ithalatm
mezkfr miiddet zarfmda
maddede mezkar
9 uncu
uncu maddede
klymeti
Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyetinin
biltimum
ayni devre zarfmda bilumum
Ciimhuriyetinin aym
klymeti Tiirkiye
i dir.
kiymetinin % 10,91 i
menabiden
mecrau kiymetinin
menabiden vaki ticart ithalatmm mecmu
Suresi
mukarrerdir ki her sene disponibl olacak serbest d6viz
doviz mikdarmikdari$urasi mukarrerdir
$imalt Irlanda
Biiuyk Britanya ve Simalt
tun
irlanda
yiizde nisbeti, Buytik
nin tayininde, bu yazde
Mattehit Kiralhlg
KiraRig]. ile 27 Mayis 1938 tarihinde imza edilmis olan
Miittehit
anlasma ye
esaslari 1938 Tesrinievvelinde
Ankara'da tesbit edilmig
edilmis
Tesriniewelinde Ankara'da
ve esaslar
anla§ma
istimali
olan Alman
derpi edilmi§
edi1mi bulunan kredilerin istimali
ile derpis
anlasmasi ile
Alman anlasmasi
olan
yekinunun
klymeti yektinunun
dolayisile ayni sene zarfmda
zarfmda yapilan ticart ithalat kiymeti
dolayisile
sene zarfmda
zarfinda mezkar
anlasmalari ahktumna
yapdan
ahkmmuna tevfikan yapilan
mezkir kredi anlasmalar
oosene
tediyati
asan kisnu
kisnu mevzuubahs
Tiirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Cimhuriyeti
sene zarfmda Turkiye
mevzuubahs sene
tediyatl asan
arazisine
bilfunam menabiden
menabiden vaki ticart ithalat
mecmu kiymetinden
klymetinden
ithalAt mecmu
arazisine bilim-um
dastirtildakten
sonra bakiye kalacak
meblaga tatbik edilecektir. Bu
kalacak meblaga
diiusirildiikten sonra
tarh
olmasmm sebebi,
verilmis olmasmm
karar verilmis
yapilmasma karar
ameliyesinin yapilmasina
tarh araeliyesinin
Tiirkiye
ithalatin mecmu klymetinin
klymetinin
Cumhuriyetine vaki ticart ithalAtm
Tiurkiye Cunahuriyetine
ithalAt doyukarida
mezkftr Htikttmet
yapilacak ithalat
Hukfmet kredileri yolu ile yapilacak
yukanda mezkfr
Jayisile
muvakkaten anormal
edecegi keyfiyetidir.
tezayiit edecegi
derecede tezaytit
anormal derecede
layisile muvakkaten
mikdar
9
maddede derpis olunan disponibl serbest d6viz
&Wiz mikdan
9 uncu
uncu maddede
Amerika Birlesik
hakimiyet veya sultasi
sultasi altmda bulunan
Devletlerinin hakimiyet
Birlesik Devletlerinin
Amerika
bütfln arazi
ticart ithalat
ithalat tediyatma
tediyatma samil
amil olacaktir.
olacaktir.
menseli ticarl
arazi menseli
biitiin
2
-9 uncu madde mucibince
olacak yukarda
yukarda
mucibince her sene disponibl olacak
2-9
miiteallik
mezkAr
serbest doviz
d8viz mikdart
s6ziu edilen ticart ithalata mtiteallik
mikdar sorti
mezkAr serbest
tediya tin transferinde
transferinde &Wiz
taleplerinin yapildigi
yapildig] tarih sirasma gore
doviz taleplerinin
tediyatm
kullarnlacaktir.
kullanilacaktlr.
satislan
golirinin satislan
3—Ttirkiye Ctimhuriyetinin
esash serbest doviz gelirinin
Ciimhuriyetinin csash
3-Tirkiye
mevsime
ihracatindan miitevellit olmasma
olmasma
miistahsalat ihracatlndan
olan mtistahsalAt
tabi clan
mevsime tabi
binaen
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri menseli ticart ithalata mtltealbinaen Amerika
tediyatm
igin serbest doviz disponibilitesi
disponibilitesi temininde
transferi i&in
tcdiyatm
lik
tabiidir. !urasl
muvakkat
teahhtirlerin oniine
Ontme geqilemiyecegi
gecilemiyecegi tabitdir.
Surasi mukmuvakkat teahhurlerin
zarfmda
yil
her
arrerdir
ki
9
uncu
ahkanu
bir
takvim
yih
zarfmda
ahkalm
madde
9
arrerdir ki
mezkilr
tediyat
transferleri
igin
serbest
doviz
disponibilitesi
temini
temini
disponibilitesi
doviz
serbest
icin
transferleri
tediyat
mezkir
hususunda
mevsim
teahhtirlerine
math
teskil
etmiyecektir.
etmiyecektir.
mani
teahhuirlerine
mevsim
hususunda
4—Tarkiye Cthnhuriyeti
Htikiimeti Tuirkiye
Ttirkiye Cumhuriyeti
Ctimhuriyeti ticaretini
ticaretini
Cimhuriyeti Hiukmieti
4-Tuirkiye
gayri
mtisait
sekilde
tesiri
altmda
birakan
gayri
hadisatin
hadisatm
memul
altmda
tesiri
sekilde
miisait
ga.yr
neticesi
serbest diviz
doviz noksanllhi
noksanlig] dolayisile
madde ile
ile
uncu madde
dolayisile 99 uncu
olarak serbest
neticesi olarak
kabul
olunan
serbest
dOviz
disponibilitesini
edecek
vaziyette
temin
disponibilitesini
doviz
serbest
kabul olunan
bulunmadigi
Amerika Birlesik
Birlesik Devletleri Hiikumeti
Flatimeti ve
takdirde Amerika
bulunmadigi takdirde
Tiirkiye
Camhuriyeti
Rakiimeti
her
iki
Atikamet
sayara memsayam
icin
HiikOmet
iki
her
HiikOmeti
Tiirkiye Ciimhuriyeti
nuniyet
bir
anlasmaya
varmak
maksadile
mtizakerata
giriseceklerdir.
giri§eceklerdir.
miizakerata
maksadile
varmak
nuniyet bir anlasmaya

1891
1891

1892
1892

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES

5-Bu mektup
mektup bugun
imzalanan ticaret
ticaret anlasmasmm
anlaamasinm
5-Bu
bugiin imzalanan
pargasuu
teakil eder.
parcasum teskil
Ihtiramati faikammn
faikamm hatfen
kabulanti rica
Hat ederim
ederim. Bay
Ihtiramatl
ldtfen kabulfinii
Bay
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ayrilmaz
ayrllmaz bir
bir

Thayak Elci.
Bfiyiik
Elgi.
S.
SARACOGLU
$. SARACOGLU

Bay
OHN V.
V.A.
AC MURRAY
M URRAY
Bay J
JOHN
A. M
MAC
Tiirkiye
nezdinde
Turkiye Cumhuriyeti
Cimhuriyeti nezdinde
Birlefik
Amerika Devletleri
Birleqik Amerika
Devletleri
Fevkalade Biuyuk
Rayak Elsisi
Elgisi ve
Ye Murah,hasq,
Fevkaldde
Murahhasl
Ankara
Ankara
W
HEREAS the
the said
said Agreement
was supplemented
an exchange
exchange
WHEREAS
Agreement was
supplemented by
by an

C.

Ante,
1875.
Ante p. 1875.

between the
of notes between
the Ambassador of the
the United
United States of
of America
America
at Ankara and the Minister for
Turkish Repubfor Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
of the
the Turkish
Republic, relating to the application
application of Article 99 of the Agreement,
Agreement, which
notes are word for word as follows:
follows:
ANKARA 1
1Nisan
Nisan 1939
1939
ANKARA
"BAY BiYUiK
Biivaic ELgi:
"BAY
ELqI:

"Huktmetlerimiz arasmda bugiin
"Hiikametlerimiz
bugan imzalanan
imzalanan Ticaret Anlaaraasi
Anlasmasl
huikimlerine atfen, mfizakereler
hakiimlerine
muizakereler esnasmda
esnasmda 99 uncu maddenin
maddenin tatbiki
bakmnmdan
itilafi aaagidaki
asagidaki geki]de
bakimmdan varilan itiláh
anlamakta oldugumu
oldugumu
seki]de anlamakta
Ekselansmlza
Ekselansmiza bildirmekle
bildirraekle kesbi seref
eref eylerim:
eylerim:
"1-Amerika Birlesik
Devletlerinden Tiirkiye Ciimhuriyeti
"1-Amerika
Birleaik Devletlerinden
Ciimhuriyed arazisine
11KAnunusani
KAnunusani 1935 den 31 KAnunuevvel
liAnunuevv-el 1937 tarihine kadar olan, 9
9
uncu maddede mezkar
mezktr maddet
zarfmda vaki ticart ithalAtm
miiddet zarfmda
ithalAtm mecmuu
mecmuu
Tarkiye Cimhuriyetinin
Ciimburiyetinin ayra
devre zarfmda
bilumum menamenakiymeti Turkiye
aym devre
zarfmda bilumum
biden vaki ticart ithalAtmm
ithalatmm mecmu klymetinin
kiymetinin % 10,91 iidir. $urasl
Surasi
mukarrerdir ki her sene disponibl
diviz mikdannin
disponibl olacak serbest doviz
mikdarmm
tayininde, bu yazde
yiizde nisbeti, Biiyiik
ye Sims.11
Biiyuk Britanya ve
$imalt Irlanda
irlanda
Mittehit Kiralhgi
Kirallhg ile 27 Maps
Mayis 1938 tarihinde imza edihnia
Miittehit
olan
edilmis olan
anlasma ve esaslan
Tesriniewelinde Ankara'da
anlaama
esaslan 1938 Tegrinievvelinde
tesbit
edilmig
Ankara'da tesbit edilmis
ile derpig edilmis
olan Alman anlasmasl
anlagraasi lie
edihnia bulunan kredilerin istimali
dolayisile ayni sene zarfmda
zarfmda yapilan ticart ithalat kiymeti
lkymeti yekanunun
yekanunun
o sene zarfmda
o
zarfmda mezkar
anlaamalan ahkamma
ahktunma tevfikan
mezkOr kredi anlasmalan
tevfikan yapilan
yapilan
asan kismi
kisnu mevzuubahs
tediyati agan
mevzuubahs sene zarfmda
zarfmda Turkiye
Tarkiye Ciimhuriyeti
Camhuriyeti
arazisine bilumum menabiden
ithalat mecmu luymetinden
Inymetinden
menabiden vaki dear'
ticari ithalAt
diifiriilduikten sonra bakiye kalacak
dturanildakten
kalacak meblAga tatbik edilecektir.
edilecektir. Bu
Bu
tarh ameliyesinin
yapilmasma karar verilmig olmasuun
ameliyesinin yapilmasma
olmasmm sebebi,Tarkiye
sebebi, Tuirkiye
Cuimhuriyetine vaki dear'
ticari ithalam
ithalatm mecmu kiymetinin
klymetinin yukanda
Curnhuriyetine
mezkur flUkniet
Hfukumet kredileri yolu ile
dolaylsile
mezkikr
lie yapilacak ithalAt dolayisile
muvakkaten
muvakkaten anormal derecede
derecede tezayiit
tezayat edecegi keyfiyetidir.
"9 uncu maddede derpis
derpi§ olunan disponibl serbest
mikdan
serbest doviz
d6viz mikdarl
Amerika
hakimiyet veya sultasi
sultasl altmda
Amerika Birlegik Devletlerinin
Devletlerinin ha,kimiyet
altmda bulunan
bulunan
butun arazi mengeli
men§eli ticari
batim
dead ithalat tediyatma
amil olacaktir.
olacaktir.
tediyatma samil
uncu madde mucibince her sene disponibl olacak yukarda
"2-9 men
mezkfr serbest doviz
szuii edilen ticari
mezkiar
daviz mikdan sozii
dear' ithalata
nrateallik
ithalata muteallik
tediyatm
d6viz taleplerinin
tediyatm transferinde dtiviz
taleplerinin yapildig
yapildigi tarih sirasma gore
kullasulacaktar.
kullanilacaktar.
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"3-Tiirkiye Ciimhuriyetinin
satillan
"3—Tiirkiye
Cilmhuriyetinin esash serbest doviz
dOviz gelirinin satislari
mevsime tabi olan mtistahsalfit
mUistahsalat ihracatmdan
olmasma
ihracatmdan miitevellit
matevellit olmasma
binaen Amerika
Amerika Birlesik
ticart ithalitta
binaen
Birlesik Devletleri
Devletleri menseli
menseli ticart
ithalata miiteallik
miteallik
tediyatm
tediyatm transferi
transferi igin serbest &viz
d6viz disponibilitesi temininde
temininde
muvakkat
teahhiurlerin on'ine
tabildir. $urasi
muvakkat teahhtirlerin
&lune gegilemiyecegi
gegilemiyecegi tabitdir.
Surast mukarrerdir
9 uncu madde ahkamn
karrerdir ki 9
ahkanu her bir takvim ylh
yth zarfmda
zarfmda mezkiir
mezktr
transferleri igin serbest dtiviz
doviz disponibilitesi
tediyat transferleti
disponibffitesi temini hususunda
hususunda
mevsim teahhtirlerine
teahhiirlerine mani
etmiyecektir.
math teskil etmiyecektir.
"4-Tiirkiye
Ciimhuriyeti Hiukfmeti
Tiirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Ciimhuriyeti ticare"4—Turkiye Ctimhuriyeti
HUkiuneti Ttirkiye
tini gayri miisait
tesiri altmda blrakan
mtisait sekilde teshi
birakan gayri memul hAdisatn
httdisatm
neticesi olarak serbest doviz
&viz noksanhgt
lb
noksanhgi dolayisile 9
9 uncu
uncu madde ile
kabul olunan serbest &Wiz
disponibilitesini temin edecek vaziyette
doviz disponibilitesini
bulunmadigi takdirde
bulunmadti
takdirde Amerika
Amerika Birlesik Devletleri HukAmeti
Hilkitmeti ve
Ttirkiye
litikftmeti her
lltiktimet igin gayam
ayam memnuTuirkiye Ctimhuriyeti
Cimhuriyeti Hiukfmeti
her iki
iki Hiikfmet
memnuniyet
anlasmaya varmak maksadile
maksadile mu'zakerata
mtizakerata giriseceklerdir.
giriseceklerdir.
niyet bir
bir anlasmaya
"5—Bu
bugtin imzalanan
ticaret anlasmasmm
ayrilmaz
"5-Bu mektup
mektup bugun
imzalanan ticaret
anlasmasmm ayrlmaz
bir
pargasmi teskil
bir pargasmi
teskil eder.
"litiramati faikamm
faikamm lutfen
Elgi.
"Ihtiramati
lutfen kabultinti
kabulunii rica ederim
ederim Bay Bilytik
Buiiyik Elii.
S. SARACOGLU
SARACOGLII
S.
"Bay
OHN V.
V. A.
A. MACMURRAY
MACM IIRRAY
"Bay J
JOHN
Tarkiye
Camhuriyeti nezdinde
nezdinde
Turkiye Camhuriyeti
Birlecik
Birleqik Amerika Devletleri
Devletleri
Fevkalacle Bayak
Fevkaldde
Biuyk Elgisi
Elgisi ye
ve Murahhast,"
Murahhas"
Ankara
Ankara
ANKARA, April
1939
ANKARA,
April 1,
1, 1939
"M R. M
INISTER:
"MR.
MINISTER:
"I
acknowledge the
honor to
to acknowledge
the receipt
receipt of your note of today's
today's
"I have the honor
date
containing a
astatement
of your
the agreement
date containing
statement of
your understanding
understanding of
of the
agreement
reached with
with respect
respect to
the application
application of
of Article
to the
Article 9
9 of
of the
the Trade
Trade
reached
Agreement signed
Agreement
signed this day, which is as follows:
"1.
United
imports from
from the United
"1. The
The total value
value of the
the commercial
commercial imports
Republic during
during
America into
into the territory
territory of
of the Turkish Republic
States of
of America
the
in
to December
December 31, 1937, mentioned
mentioned in
the period
period from
from January
January 1, 1935 to
Article 9,
9, is
is 10.91
percent of
of the
the total
total value
value of
the commercial
imports
of the
commercial imports
Article
10.91 percent
of the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic
Republic from
all sources
sources during
during the
period. It
It
the same period.
from all
of
is agreed
of free
free foreign
foreign exchange
exchange
in determining
determining the
the amount
amount of
is
agreed that,
that, in
which shall
shall be
year, this
this percentage
be
percentage shall
shall be
made available
available each
each year,
which
be made
applied to
total value
value of
of the
commercial imports
imports into
into the
territory
the territory
the commercial
to the
the total
applied
of the
the Turkish
sources during
during the
the year
year in
of
Turkish Republic
Republic from
from all
all sources
in question,
question,
after deducting
deducting from
amount by
by which
which the
the value
value
after
from such
such total
total value
value the
the amount
of commercial
commercial imports
resulting, during
the same
same year,
year, from
from the
the
during the
of
imports resulting,
utilization of
provided for
in the
with the
United
for in
the Agreement
Agreement with
the United
of the
the credits
credits provided
utilization
Kingdom of
of Great
Britain and
signed on
on May
May 27,
27,
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, signed
Great Britain
and Northern
Kingdom
1938,
and
the
Agreement
with
Germany,
the
principles
of
which
were
were
the
principles
of
which
1938, and the Agreement with Germany,
established in
in October,
1938, at
at Ankara,
Ankara, exceeds
made
the payments
payments made
exceeds the
October, 1938,
established
during
that
year
in
accordance
with
the
provisions
of
the
said
credit
during that year in accordance with the provisions of the said credit

Ante, p 1875.
5
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agreements. This
deduction has
has been
been decided
decided upon
for the
the reason
reason
agreements.
This deduction
upon for
that
value of
imports into
into the
the Turkish
Republic
that the
the total
total value
of commercial
commercial imports
Turkish Republic
will be
temporarily increased
increased to
imports under
will
be temporarily
to an
an abnormal
abnormal extent
extent by
by imports
under
the
governmental credits
credits mentioned
mentioned above.
the governmental
above.
"The
amount of
free foreign
foreign exchange
"The amount
of available
available free
exchange envisaged
envisaged in
in
Article
9, shall
be applied
applied to
to payments
payments for
commercial imports
imports origiorigiArticle 9,
shall be
for commercial
nating
under the
the sovereignty
sovereignty or
or authority
authority of
of the
nating in
in all
all the
the territories
territories under
the
United
United States of America.
"2. The
amount of
of free
above which
which
"2.
The amount
free foreign
foreign exchange
exchange mentioned
mentioned above
shall
be
made
available
each
year
under
Article
9
shall
be
utilized
for
shall be made available each year under Article 9 shall be utilized for
the
transfer
of
payments
for
the
said
commercial
imports
in
the
the transfer of payments for the said commercial imports in the
chronological order
in which
which requests
for exchange
exchange are
are made.
made.
chronological
order in
requests for
"3.
In
view
of
the
fact
that
the
Turkish
Republic
derives its
its
"3. In view of the fact that the Turkish Republic derives
principal supply
exchange from
from the
the export
of
products,
principal
supply of
of free foreign exchange
export of products,
the
character, it is understood
understood that
the sale of
of which has aaseasonal character,
that it
it may
may
not be possible to avoid temporary
temporary delays in making available free
exchange for
transfer of payments
payments for
foreign exchange
for the
the transfer
for commercial
commercial imports
imports
originating in the United States of America. It
It is agreed that the
provisions of Article 99 do not preclude
preclude seasonal
seasonal delays
delays in
in making
available
available free foreign
foreign exchange
exchange for transfer of the said payments
within
within any calendar year.
"4. If the Government
Government of the Turkish Republic should not be in aa
"4.
position, through lack of free foreign exchange,
exchange, as a
aresult of unforeseen developments
developments affecting
affecting adversely the commerce
commerce of the Turkish
Turkish
Republic, to make available the amount of free foreign exchange
agreed
Government of the United
agreed upon
upon in
in Article 9, the Government
United States
States of
of
America
Government of the Turkish Republic shall enter into
America and the Government
into
negotiations
arrangement satisfactory
negotiations for the purpose
purpose of reaching
reaching an arrangement
satisfactory
to the two Governments.
Governments.
"5.
"5. The present note constitutes
constitutes an integral part of the Trade
Agreement signed this day.
Agreement
"I have the honor to confirm Your Excellency's
Excellency's understanding
understanding of
of
the agreement thus reached.
"Accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
"Accept,
"Mr.
SARACOUIT,
"Mr. StTERtt
StCKRti SARACOSLU,
Minister of
Minister
oj Foreign
ForeignAffairs
Affairs
oj
Republic".
of the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic".

J
OHN V.
V.A.
MACMIIRRAY
JOHN
A. MACMURRAY

WHEREAS
import
WHEREAS such modifications
modifications of existing duties and other import
restrictions
continuance of existing customs and excise
restrictions and such continuance
treatment as are set forth and provided for in the said Agreement,
Agreement,
thereunto annexed and the said notes, are required
the two Schedules
Schedules thereunto
required
appropriate to carry out the said Agreement;
Agreement;
and appropriate
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Ante, p.
1877.
p. 1877.
it is stipulated
stipulated in Article
Article 16 of the said Agreement that it Ante,
shall be proclaimed
President of the United
proclaimed by the President
United States of America
America
and shall be ratified by the Grand
Grand National
National Assembly of Turkey, and
that the Agreement shall come definitively
definitively into force on the day on
Government of the United States
which the Government
States of America
America shall have
communicated officially to the Government
communicated
Government of the Turkish
Turkish Republic
the proclamation
proclamation of the President of the United States of America
and the Government
Government of the Turkish Republic,
Republic, on its part, shall have
informed
informed the Government
Government of the United States
States of America
America of the
National Assembly
ratification of the Agreement by the Grand National
Assembly of
Turkey;
Turkey;
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS it is also provided in Article 16 that the Agreement
Agreement
shall come provisionally
provisionally into force on May 5, 1939;
1939;
Proclamation.
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
that I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
Now,
be it
it known
known that
Roosevelt, Proclamation.
President of the United States of America,
authority
America, acting under the
the authority
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930,
1930, as amended
amended by the said Act
Act
conferred
48
50 Stat.
48 Stat.
Stat. 943
943;;50
Stat.
of June 12, 1934, as extended
extended by the said Joint Resolution.
Resolution of March 1, 24.
24.
19
C.
S.
C.
§§
135119
U.
.C.
§§
13511937, do hereby proclaim the said Agreement,
1937,
Agreement, including
including the said 1354; Supp.
Supp. V
V,§111351,J§13511352.
Schedules and notes, to the end that the same and every
every part thereof
thereof 1352.
Schedules
Ante, p.
p. 107.
107.
Ante,
observed and fulfilled
America and
the United
United States
States of America
fulfilled by the
may be observed
the citizens
citizens thereof provisionally
from May 5, 1939,
1939, and
provisionally on and from
definitively on and from the day on which
which the Government
Government of the
definitively
United
proclamation
United States of
of America
America shall have
have communicated
communicated this proclamation
officially
Turkish Republic
Republic and the GovernGovernofficially to the Government of the Turkish
ment of the Turkish Republic, on its part, shall have informed
informed the
Government of the United States of America
of
America of the ratification of
the Agreement
Agreement by the Grand
Grand National
National Assembly of Turkey as provided
Agreement.
vided for
for in Article 16 of
of the Agreement.
Pursuant to the
(2) of the said Tariff
Pursuant
the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2)
amended by
June 12,
12, 1934,
extended
of June
1934, as extended
by the said
said Act of
1930, as
as amended
Act of 1930,
by
the
said
Joint
March
1937,
I
time to
1937,
I
shall
from
of
March
1,
Joint
Resolution
by the said
time
notify
the
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
of
the
countries
with
the
countries
time notify the Secretary of the Treasury of
respect
to
which
application
of
the
duties
herein
proclaimed
be
is
to
respect to which application of the duties herein proclaimed
suspended.
suspended.
I
N TESTIMONY
Seal of
United
have caused
caused the
the Seal
of the
the United
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
affixed.
be hereunto affixed.
America to be
States of
of America
DONE at
the city
city of
Washington this
this fifth
fifth day
of April
in the
the year
year
day of
April in
of Washington
DONE
at the
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thirty-nine
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine
[sEAL]
of the
of the
United States
of America
America
States of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
[SEAL] and
and of
the one hundred
hundred and sixty-third.
sixty-third.

WHEREAS
W HEREAS

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

193470*--41--rT.1i----42
42
193470.--41-_r. II-
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[
SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION]
PROCLAMATION]
[SUPPLEMENTARY
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A

19
C. .S. C.
§§ 1351135119 V.
C
. .§
1354;
1354; Supp. V, §§ 13511352.
1352.
Ante, p. 107.
107.
Ante,

Supp. V, §§
p.

W
HEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
of April
April 5,
did make
make public
public
WHEREAS,
proclamation of
5, 1939,
1939, IIdid
the
including two
two Schedules
annexed thereto,
thereto, which,
the Trade
Trade Agreement,
Agreement, including
Schedules annexed
which,
pursuant to
Section 350
350 (a)
(a) of
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of 1930
of the
the Congress
Congress
of the
Act of
1930 of
pursuant
to Section
of the
United States
States of
of America,
as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June 12,
12,
America, as
of
the United
1934, entitled
"AN ACT
ACT To
To amend
of 1930"
1930" (48
(48 Stat.
Stat.
amend the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
1934,
entitled "AN
943),
which amending
amending act
was extended
by Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
of
act was
extended by
943), which
Congress
March 1,
(50 Stat.
24), I
entered into
into on
on
Congress approved
approved March
1, 1937
1937 (50
Stat. 24),
I entered
April
1, 1939
1939 with
with the
the President
Republic, in
in order
order that
that
April 1,
President of
of the
the Turkish
Turkish Republic,
including the
Schedules and two
incorthe said agreement
agreement including
the said Schedules
two Notes incorproclamation should be observed
fulfilled with
porated in
in the said proclamation
observed and
and fulfilled
United States of America
citizens thereof
America and the
the citizens
thereof
good faith
faith by
by the United
provisionally
definitively on and from
and from May 5, 1939 and definitively
provisionally on and
the day
on which
which the
of the
the United
United States
of America
America
the
day on
the Government
Government of
States of
should have
have communicated
aforesaid proclamation
proclamation officially
officially to the
the
should
communicated my aforesaid
Government of
Government of the
Republic and the Government
of the
the Turkish Republic
Government
Turkish Republic
Republic on its part should have informed the Government
Government
of the United States of America of the ratification
ratification of the agreement
agreement
by the Grand National
National Assembly
Turkey as provided for in Article
Assembly of Turkey
16
16 of
of the agreement;
agreement;
AND WHEREAS,
as provided
provided for
in Article
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid trade
trade
AND
WHEREAS, as
for in
Article 16
16 of
agreement, the
the Government
of the
United States
States of
America was
was
agreement,
Government of
the United
of America
officially notified by the Government
Government of the Turkish Republic
Republic on
officially
on
September 9, 1939 of the ratification
ratification of the agreement
agreement by the Grand
Grand
Assembly of Turkey on June 20, 1939,
National Assembly
1939, and the proclamation of the said agreement
by
the
President
of the United States of
agreement
America
executed
on
April
5,
1939
was
communicated
America executed
1939
communicated officially
officially to the
Government
Republic on November
November 20, 1939.
Government of the Turkish
Turkish Republic
Now,
THEREFORE, I,
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
President of
NOW, THEREFORE,
I,Franklin
Franklin D.
of the
the
America, supplementing
United States of America,
supplementing my said proclamation
proclamation of
hereby make
make known
known and
proclaim that
the said
said trade
trade
April 5, 1939
1939 do hereby
and proclaim
that the
schedules annexed
agreement, including the two schedules
annexed thereto and the two
notes aforesaid, came into force definitively
definitively on November
1939;
November 20, 1939;
wherefore,
I do hereby call
wherefore, I
call upon the United
United States of America
America and all
the citizens thereof to observe and fulfill the said agreement
agreement with good
faith definitively
definitively on and from that date.
IN
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
the Seal of the United States
States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this thirtieth day of November,
November, in
the year of our Lord one thousand
thousand nine hundred and thirty[SEAL] nine,
Independence of the United
[BEAL]
nine, and of the Independence
United States of
America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
of State.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
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Agreement
between the
of America
America and
the United
November 17, 1938
Kingdom November
1938
and the
United Kingdom
the United
United States
States of
Agreement between
No.
of Great
Britain and
and Northern
Ireland respecting
reciprocal trade.
trade. [E.A.s.
[
E.A.S.N
C). 164
164]
respecting reciprocal
Northern Ireland
Great Britain
1938; proclaimed
proclaimedby the President
Signed at Washington
Washington November 17, 1938;
President
effective provisionally,
provisionally, with
of the United States November 25, 1938;
1938; effective
the exception of article
XI and Schedule III,
in article
article
article XI
III, as provided
provided in
after January
January 1, 1939;
1939; ratified
ratified by His Majesty in
XXIV,
XXIV, on and after
in
respect of the United
proclamation and
and
United Kingdom September
September 18, 1939; proclamation
respect
ratification
exchanged at
ratification exchanged
at London November 24, 1939;
1939; supplementary
supplementary
proclamation
President of the United
proclamationby the
the President
United States
States December
December 6, 1939;
entire agreement
provided
entire
agreement effective definitively December
December 24, 1939, as provided
in.
exchanges of notes.
in article
article XXIII. And exchanges
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
UNITED S
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS it
it is provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
WHEREAS
of the United
United States of America,
America, as amended
June 12,
amended by the Act of June
1934, entitled "AN
"AN ACT To amend the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930"
1930" (48 Stat.
943),
amending Act was extended
Resolution of
extended by Joint Resolution
943), which
which amending
Congress,
1937 (50 Stat. 24), as follows:
follows:
Congress, approved March 1, 1937
"Sec.
purpose of expanding
foreign markets
expanding foreign
the purpose
"Sec. 350.
350. (a) For the
for the products of the United States (as a
a means of assisting
American standard of
emergency in restoring
restoring the American
in the present emergency
overcoming domestic unemployment
present
unemployment and the present
living, in overcoming
economic
depression, in
increasing the purchasing
purchasing power of the
in increasing
economic depression,
a better
American public, and in establishing
establishing and maintaining
better
maintaining a
American
relationship
American agriculture,
agriculture,
relationship among various branches of American
industry,
commerce) by regulating
admission of
regulating the admission
industry, mining, and commerce)
foreign
accordance with the
foreign goods into the United States in accordance
American procharacteristics
branches of American
characteristics and needs of various branches
duction
so that foreign markets will be made available to those
duction so
branches of American
American production which
which require and
and are capable
of
developing
such
outlets
by
affording
corresponding
market
market
corresponding
by
affording
of developing such outlets
opportunities
for
foreign
products
in
United
the
States,
in
the
United
products
opportunities for foreign
President,
whenever
he
finds
as
a
fact
that
any
existing
duties
that
any
existing
as
a
fact
he
finds
President, whenever
or
import restrictions
of the
foreign
any foreign
United States or any
the United
restrictions of
or other
other import
country are
burdening and
restricting the
foreign trade
trade
the foreign
and restricting
are unduly
unduly burdening
country
of the
the United
United States
States and
that the
the purpose
purpose above
above declared
declared will
and that
of
be promoted
hereinafter specified,
specified, is authorized
authorized
the means
means hereinafter
by the
be
promoted by
timefrom time to time—
"(1) To
To enter
into foreign
agreements with
with foreign
foreign govgovtrade agreements
foreign trade
enter into
"(1)
ernments
or
instrumentalities
thereof;
and
thereof;
and
ernments or instrumentalities
"(2) To
To proclaim
proclaim such
such modifications
modifications of existing duties and
"(2)
other
import
restrictions,
or
such additional
additional import restrictions,
restrictions,
other import restrictions, or such
or
such
continuance,
and
for
such
minimum
periods,
existing
or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing
customs
or
excise
treatment
of
any
article
covered
by
foreign
foreign
by
covered
customs or excise treatment of any article

Preamble.
Preamble.

19 U.
C. .S. C.
1351c.. U 1351V,
1352.
1354; Supp. V,
Ante,p.
107.
Ante, p. 107.
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trade agreements,
required or
or appropriate
to carry
any
trade
agreements, as
as are
are required
appropriate to
carry out
out any
foreign trade
trade agreement
the President
has entered
entered into
hereforeign
agreement that
that the
President has
into hereunder. No
be made
made increasing
increasing or
or decreasing
under.
No proclamation
proclamation shall
shall be
decreasing
by more
more than
centum any
any existing
existing rate
or transtransby
than 50
50 per
per centum
rate of
of duty
duty or
between the
dutiable and
and free
free lists.
lists. The
The
ferring any
any article between
the dutiable
proclaimed
restrictions shall
shall apply
apply to
to
proclaimed duties
duties and
and other
other import
import restrictions
manufacture of all
counarticles the
the growth, produce,
produce, or manufacture
all foreign counimported directly, or
That the
the
tries, whether
whether imported
or indirectly: Provided,
Provided, That
President
application to articles the
President may suspend the application
the growth,
produce,
country because of its disdisproduce, or
or manufacture
manufacture of
of any
any country
criminatory treatment
commerce or because
because of other
criminatory
treatment of
of American
American commerce
other
acts
defeat the
acts or policies which
which in his
his opinion
opinion tend to
to defeat
the purposes
set forth in
and the proclaimed
duties and other
other
in this
this section;
section; and
proclaimed duties
import restrictions
restrictions shall be in.
in effect from and after such time
as is
is specified
the proclamation.
The President
President may
may at
at any
any
as
specified in
in the
proclamation. The
terminate any
such
proclamation
in
whole
or
in
part."
time terminate
any such proclamation in whole or in part."

19 II
.C.§§
1351§§ 135119
U..S
S.C.
1354;
Supp. V, §
§ 1352.
1352.
1354; Supp.
Ante, p. 107.
107.

Purposes declared.
Purposes
declared.

W
HEREAS I
Franklin. D.
Roosevelt, President
the United
United States
States
WHEREAS
I,,Franklin
D. Roosevelt,
President of
of the
of America,
America, have found as
existing duties
other
as aafact that certain existing
duties and
and other
United States of America
America and the United
import restrictions of the United
Kingdom of Great
Northern Ireland, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland,
Great Britain
Britain and Northern
non-selfgoverning Colonies, Protectorates
and certain British
British non-selfgoverning
Protectorates and
and
Protected States, are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
foreign
Protected
restricting the foreign
trade of the United States of America
America and that the
purpose declared
declared
the purpose
Tariff Act of 1930,
1930, as amended by the said Act of June
June 12,
in the said Tariff
Congress, approved
approved
1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution of Congress,
March 1, 1937,
1937, will be promoted by a
aforeign trade
trade agreement
agreement between
between
America and the United
the United States of America
United Kingdom of Great
Great
Northern Ireland;
Britain and Northern
Ireland;
WHEREAS
W
HEREAS reasonable
reasonable public notice of the intention
intention to negotiate
agreement was given and the views presented by
such foreign trade agreement
persons interested
interested in the negotiation of such agreement
agreement were received
received
and
considered;
and considered;
W
HEREAS, after
seeking and
and obtaining
information and
advice with
with
WHEREAS,
after seeking
obtaining information
and advice
respect
respect thereto from the United States Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission, the DepartDepartments of
of State,
and Commerce,
Commerce, and
and from
from other
other sources,
sources,
ments
State, Agriculture,
Agriculture, and
I entered into aa foreign
November 17, 1938,
I
foreign Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement on November
1938,
through my duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the
King of Great Britain, Ireland
Ireland and the British Dominions
Dominions beyond the
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of India, in respect
respect of Great
Great Britain and Northern
Northern
Ireland, through
through his duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiaries,
Plenipotentiaries, which
which AgreeAgreement, including four Schedules
thereto, is in words and
and
Schedules annexed
annexed thereto,
figures as follows:
follows:

The President of the United States of America
America and His Majesty
Majesty
the King of Great Britain,
Britain, Ireland
Ireland and the British Dominions
Dominions beyond
beyond
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect
respect of Great Britain and Northern
Northern
Ireland;
Ireland;

reciprocal concessions
advantages in order to
to
Desiring to grant reciprocal
concessions and advantages
facilitate
facilitate and extend mutual relations
relations of trade and commerce;
commerce;
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Taking into account the absence of any restriction
restriction upon the settlecommercial obligations
ment of commercial
obligations arising out of such relations;
relations;
Have resolved
a Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement and have
resolved to conclude a
have appointed
appointed
for this purpose as their Plenipotentiaries:
Plenipotentiaries:
The President
President of the United
United States
States of
of America:
America:
Secretary of State of the United
Mr. Cordell Hull, Secretary
United States of America;
America;
and
Ireland and the British
His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland
Dominions beyond
beyond the
the Seas,
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of
of India:
India:
For Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland:
Ireland:
The Right Honorable Sir Ronald Charles Lindsay, G. C. M. G.,
K. C. B., C. V. 0., his Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
and
at Washington, and
Arnold Edersheim
Edersheim Overton, Esquire, C. M. G.,
G., M. C.,
C., a
a Second
Secretary
Secretary in his
his Board
Board of Trade;
Trade;
communicated to
each other their full
powers, found
found
Who, having communicated
to each
full powers,
in good and due form, have agreed
agreed as follows:
follows:

1899
1899

Plenipotentiaries.
Plenipotentiaries.

ARTICLE I
ARTICLE
I
The
Agreement shall apply
apply are, on the
The territories to which this
this Agreement
the
part of the United
United States
America, the
the continental
territory of
the
States of
of America,
continental territory
of the
I.Tnited
United States of America and
and such
such of
of its territories
territories and possessions
as are
are included
included in
on the
the day
of the
the signature
signature of
of
as
in its
its customs
customs territory
territory on
day of
Majesty the King of Great
Great
this Agreement; and, on the part of His Majesty
Britain, Ireland
Dominions beyond
beyond the Seas, Emperor
Ireland and
and the British Dominions
Emperor
referred to as His Majesty
Majesty the King),
King), Great
Great
of India (hereinafter referred
Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland, Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, the British non-selfgoverning Colonies, Protectorates
Protectorates and Protected
(except the
governing
Protected States (except
Commission Territories
Territories in
Basutoland,
High Commission
in South Africa,
Africa, namely, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland
Protectorate and
Swaziland, and
Bechuanaland Protectorate
and Swaziland,
and excluding
excluding any
territories in the region of the Persian
Persian Gulf) and the Mandated
Mandated
Territories of Palestine
Palestine including Trans-Jordan,
Trans-Jordan, the Cameroons
Cameroons under
under
Mandate, Tanganyika
Tanganyika Territory
Territory and Togoland
Togoland under
under
British Mandate,
relating to mostBritish Mandate.
Mandate. The provisions
provisions of
of this Agreement
Agreement relating
mostfavored-nation treatment shall apply, however,
however, to all territories
territories under
under
favored-nation
the
America, other
other
the sovereignty
sovereignty or authority
authority of
of the United
United States of America,
than the Panama Canal Zone.

Territories embraced.
Territoriesembraced.

ARTICLE II
II
ARTICLE
1.. Articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the territories
1.
of
subjected, upon imParty shall not
not be subjected,
of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
portation into the territories of the other, from whatever
whatever place
arrivmg,
charges of any kind or to any
any
arriving, to other
other or
or higher duties or charges
burdensome than those to which
formalities other or more burdensome
rules or formalities
which
manufacture of any other
other
the like
like articles the growth, produce or manufacture
country are
are subject.
subject.
foreign country
2.
exported from the territories of either
either High
High Contracting
Contracting
2. Articles
Articles exported
other
subjected to other
not be
be subjected
the territories of
of the other shall not
Party to
to the
or
duties or
or charges
charges of
of any
any kind
or to
any rules
rules or
or formalities
formalities
kind or
to any
or higher
higher duties
other
which the like articles
articles
than those
those to which
other or more
more burdensome
burdensome than
exported to
other foreign
country are
subject.
exported
to any
any other
foreign country
are subject.
3. Any advantage,
advantage, favor, privilege
been
privilege or immunity which has been
or
hereafter be
territories of either High
High ConConbe granted
granted in the territories
or may
may hereafter
tracting Party
Party in
in respect
respect of
of any
originating in
m or destined
for
destined for
any article
article originating
tracting
any
other foreign
foreign country
in regard
to customs
customs duties
other
regard to
duties and
and other
country in
any other

Most-favored-nation
Most-favorod-nation
treatment.
treautmuot.

1900
1900

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
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charges
of any
imposed on
or in
with importation
importation
in connection
connection with
kind imposed
on or
charges of
any kind
or exportation,
.
g such
duties or
charges, to
to
or charges,
of levym
levying
such duties
to the
the method
method of
or
exportation, to
all matters
matters concerning
concerning the
charges imposed in
m
and charges
the rules,
rules, formalities
formalities and
all
connection with
or exportation,
and to
to all
or regureguall .laws
laws or
exportation, and
with importation
importation or
connection
lations affecting
sale or
use of
of imported
within those
those territerrigoods within
lations
affecting the
the sale
or use
imported goods
tories,
accorded immediately
immediately and
and unconditionally
m
. respect
respect
unconditionally in
shall be
be accorded
tories, shall
of the
the like
like article
article originating
originating in
for the
territories of
of the
the
the territories
in or
or destined
destined for
of
other High
Party.
Contracting Party.
other
High Contracting
ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE
Internal
etc.
taxes, etc.
Internal taxes,

Articles
the growth,
of the
the territories
of
territories of
produce or
or manufacture
manufacture of
growth, produce
Articles the
either High
Contracting Party
Party shall,
shall, after
after importation
importation into
into the
the
either
High Contracting
territories of
of the
be exempt
from all
all internal
taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges
exempt from
internal taxes,
territories
the other,
other, be
or exactions
other or
higher than
than those
those payable
payable on
on or
or in
connection
in connection
or higher
or
exactions other
with like
domestic or any other
as otherwise
otherwise
except as
other origin, except
of domestic
with
like articles
articles of
required by
laws in
in force
force on
on the
signature of this AgreeAgreeday of
of the
the signature
the day
by laws
required
ment and subject, in the case of the United States of America, to the
constitutional limitations
limitations on
on the
the authority
authority of
of the
the Federal
Federal Government.
Government.
constitutional
ARTICLE
ARTICLE IV
IV

Freedom of imports
and exports.
exports.

1.
on
imposed or
or maintained
maintained on
be imposed
or restriction
restriction shall be
1. No prohibition
prohibition or
either High Contracting
Contracting Party
territories of either
into the territories
the importation
importation into
from whatever
arriving, the growth, produce
produce or
or
place arriving,
article, from
whatever place
of any
any article,
manufacture
other High Contracting
Contracting Party,
manufacture of the territories of the other
to which the importation
importation of the like article the growth, produce
produce or
or
manufacture of any other foreign country is not similarly .subject.
manufacture
2. No prohibition or restriction
restriction shall be imposed
imposed or maintained
maintained .on
the exportation of any article
article from the territories
territories of either
either High
Contracting
Party to
to the
the territories
territories of the other, to which the exportaContracting Party
tion
like article
article to
to any other
other foreign country
country is not similarly
similarly
tion of the like
subject.
subject.

Allocations when
Allocations
imports regulated.
regulated.

ARTICLE V
ARTICLE
V

If imports of any article into any of the territories
territories of either High
Contracting
reguated either as regards
Contracting Party should be regulated
regards the total
amount permitted to be imported
imported or as regards the amount
amount permitted
permitted
to be imported at a
aspecified
specified rate
rate of duty, and if shares are allocated
allocated to
allocated to the territories
countries of export
export, the share allocated
territories of the other
High .Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall be based
based upon
upon the proportion of the
oun t
ri
es su
ppli edby the
total imports
imports of such article
article from all foreign
foreign c
countries
supplied
the
territories of that High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party in past years, account
account
m so far as practicable
practicable in appropriate
cases of any special
being taken in
appropriate cases
factors which may have
affected or may be affecting
have affected
affecting the trade in that
that
article. In those cases in which a
ofone of
ofth
a territory of
thee High Conrelatively large supplier
suppli ero
y such
such article,
ar ti cl
e,the
tracting Parties i
issaarelatively
offan
any
Party imposing
regulation shall, whenever
whenever
High Contracting Party
imposing the
the regulation
practicable, consult with the other High Contracting
Contracting Party
practicable,
Party before
the share to be allocated
territory is determined. If
allocated to such territory
If the share
share
allocated .should, otherwise
otherwise than from temporary and unavoidable
unavoidable
allocated
High Contracting
Cont
rac tin
causes, fail to be supplied, the High
Party imposing the
regulation may, after due consultation with the other, adjust the
allocation to meet the new situation
situation thus created.
ARTICLE VI
ARTICLE
VI

"Most-favored-

'lost-tavorednation
treatment"
treatment"
nation
construed.
construed.

Agreement providing
All the provisions of this Agreement
providing for most-favoredmost-favorednation treatment
treatment shall be interpreted
interpreted as meaning
meaning that such treatment
treatment
shall be accorded
accorded immediately
immediately and unconditionally,
request
unconditionally, without request
or compensation.
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ARTICLE
VII
ARTICLE VII

The provisions of this Agreement
which are
Agreement do not extend to
to favors
favors which
or may hereafter
hereafter be granted
granted in the territories
territories of either High Contracting Party
Party
(1) to facilitate frontier
frontier traffic with an adjoining country;
country;
(2) in virtue of aa customs union which has already been, or may
hereafter be, concluded
concluded with another
hereafter
another country.
country.

Provisions inappli.
inappli•
Provisions
designated
cable to designated
favors.

ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE
VIII
Contracting Party
Party should
1. If either High
High Contracting
should establish aa monopoly
monopoly
importation into
or the
production or
or sale
in the
the territories
territories of
of
for the importation
into or
the production
sale in
that High
grant
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party of
of aa particular
particular article, or should
should grant
exclusive privileges
exclusive
privileges to one or
or more
more agencies
agencies for any
any of these purposes,
purposes,
measures to
enable
or if
if either High
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party should
should take measures
to enable
such aamonopoly
monopoly to be established
established or such exclusive
exclusive privileges to
to be
granted, the
territories of the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
granted,
the commerce
commerce of
of the
the territories
treatment in
respect of the
Party shall receive
receive fair
fair and
and equitable
equitable treatment
in respect
purchases of such
foreign purchases
such monopoly
monopoly or
or agency.
agency. To this
this end such
making its
its foreign
foreign purchases
purchases of
of any
any
monopoly or
or agency
agency will, in making
article,
be influenced
influenced solely
solely by
considerations, such as those
those of price,
article, be
by considerations,
quality, marketability
sale, which
ordinarily be
quality,
marketability and terms of
of sale,
which would
would ordinarily
taken
private commercial
commercial enterprise
enterprise interested
interested
taken into account
account by a
a private
solely
purchasing on
most favorable
favorable terms.
in purchasing
on the
the most
solely in
2.
public works and in
in purchasing
purchasing supfor public
In awarding
awarding contracts
contracts for
2. In
plies,
against
shall discriminate against
High Contracting
Contracting Party shall
plies neither High
manufacture of
territories of the
produce or
or manufacture
of the territories
articles the growth, produce
foreign
other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting Party in favor of those of any other foreign
country.

Monopolies.
Monopolies.

Contracts
C zs.
ntraets
etc. for public
public
works, etc.

ARTICLE
IX
ARTICLE IX
1.
Articles the
manufacture of
States
of the
the United States
produce or
or manufacture
1. Articles
the growth, produce
of
annexed to
Agreement shall, on
to this Agreement
specified in
in Schedule
Schedule IIannexed
of America
America specified
their
Kingdom of Great
Great Britain and
their importation
importation into
into the United Kingdom
Northern
accorded the
arriving, be accorded
whatever place
place arriving,
Ireland, from whatever
Northern Ireland,
treatment
Schedule.
the said Schedule.
treatment provided
provided for in the
2. If,
United Kingdom
Kingdom is satisfied
satisfied
Government of
of the United
If, however, the
the Government
2.
after inquiry
any article
growth, produce
produce or manufacture
article the
the growth,
(a) that
that any
after
inquiry (a)
of the
the United
of America
of the
the description
specified in Schedule
description specified
States of
America of
of
United States
being imported
Kingdom at less than
than the
United Kingdom
sold in
in the
the United
imported and sold
IIis
is being
comparable price in the United States of America,
allowance being
America, due allowance
comparable
made for
for costs
costs of
transportation and
and other
other charges
charges incidental
incidental to
to
of transportation
made
making delivery
delivery of
of the
article imported
imported
any such article
(b) that
that any
the goods,
goods, or (b)
making
into the
Kingdom is
the subject
bounties or subsidies
subsidies
export bounties
is the
subject of export
into
the United
United Kingdom
in the
the United
United States
of America,
and that
in consequence
consequence of
of the fulthat in
America, and
States of
in
filment
of either
either of
the foregoing
foregoing conditions
conditions a
or industry
in the
the
industry in
a trade
trade or
of the
filment of
United Kingdom
is or
affected; then, notor is
is likely to be injuriously-affectedUnited
Kingdom is
withstanding
anything in
in paragraph
paragraph 1
1 of
.Article, the Governof this
this Article,
withstanding anything
ment
consultation
shall be at liberty, after consultation
Kingdom shall
United Kingdom
of the
the United
ment of
with
the Government
the United
United States
States of
America, in
in cases
cases coming
of America,
of the
Government of
with the
under (a)
above, to
to take
take such
measures as
as the
the two
Governments may
may
two Governments
such measures
under
(a) above,
deem
and appropriate
appropriate in
in order
order to
to act
as an
an effective
effective deterdeteract as
deem necessary
necessary and
rent
to the
the practice
practice in
in question;
question; and,
coming under
under (b)
(b) above,
in cases
cases coming
and, in
rent to
to impose
impose such
or charges
on the
the article
article concerned
concerned as
as
charges on
duties or
such additional
additional duties
to
may
to compensate
compensate for
for the
bounty or
or subsidy.
subsidy.
the bounty
be required
required to
may be
3.
Any measures
measures taken
taken under
under the
the preceding
paragraph shall
shall be
be
preceding paragraph
3. Any
withdrawn
as soon
soon as
as the
which gave
gave rise
their
rise to their
circumstances which
the circumstances
withdrawn as
imposition have
have ceased
operate.
to operate.
ceased to
imposition

Designated imports
Designated
United Klingdom.
Kingdom.
Into United
P081, p.
p. 1907.
1907.
Post,

Countervailing
Countervailing du
ties, etc.
ties,

1902

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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ARTICLE X
X
ARTICLE
Designated
imports
Designated Imports
into Newfoundland.
into
Newfoundland.
Post, p.
p. 1919.
1919.
Post,

Countervailing duduCountervailing
ties ,etc.
ties
,etc.

1.
Articles the
the growth,
growth, produce
or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
the United
United
produce or
1. Articles
States of
m Schedule
II annexed
annexed to
to this
Agreement
this Agreement
Schedule II
specified m
America specified
of America
States
shall,
importation into
into Newfoundland,
from whatever
whatever place
place
Newfoundland, from
on their
their importation
shall, on
arriving, be
be accorded
the treatment
treatment provided
provided for
for in
in the
said Schedule.
Schedule.
the said
accorded the
arriving,
2. If,
If, however,
the Government
Government of
Newfoundland is
is satisfied
after
satisfied after
of Newfoundland
however, the
2.
inquiry
that any
article the
the growth,
growth, produce
produce or
manufacture of
of the
or manufacture
any article
(a) that
inquiry (a)
United States
States of
of the
the description
description specified
specified in
in Schedule
Schedule II
II
America of
of America
United
is being
being imported
sold in
in Newfoundland
at less
less than
than the
comthe comNewfoundland at
and sold
imported and
is
parable price
in the
United States
States of
of America,
America, due
due allowance
allowance being
being
the United
price in
parable
made for
charges incidental
incidental to
other charges
and other
of transportation
transportation and
costs of
for costs
made
making
delivery of
or (b)
that any
any such
such article imported
(b) that
goods, or
of the
the goods,
making delivery
into
is the subject of export
export bounties or subsidies in the
into Newfoundland
Newfoundland is
United States
States of
America, and
that in
in consequence
consequence of
of the
the fulfilment
fulfilment of
and that
of America,
United
either
of the
Newfoundland
conditions aatrade or industry in Newfoundland
the foregoing
foregoing conditions
either of
is
or is
to be
injuriously affected;
affected; then,
notwithstanding anythen, notwithstanding
be injuriously
is likely
likely to
is or
thing in
in paragraph
of this
Government of Newfoundland
Newfoundland
the Government
this Article,
Article, the
paragraph 11of
thing
shall be
be at
between the Government
Government of the
consultation between
liberty, after consultation
at liberty,
shall
United Kingdom
and the
the Government
Government of the United
States of America,
United States
Kingdom and
United
under (a) above, to take such measures as the Governin cases
cases coming under
ments may
necessary and appropriate
appropriate in order to act as an
may deem necessary
ments
effective
practice in question;
question; and, in cases coming
effective deterrent to the practice
under
impose such additional duties or charges on the
above,' to impose
(b) above
under (b)
article
compensate for the bounty or
concerned as may be required to compensate
article concerned
subsidy.
3. Any
Any measures
measures taken
taken under the preceding
preceding paragraph
paragraph shall be
3.
withdrawn
circumstances which gave rise to their
as soon as the circumstances
withdrawn as
imposition
imposition have ceased to operate.
ARTICLE
XI
ARTICLE XI

Imports
into desigdesigImports into
nated British
territonated
British territories,
ries, etc.
etc.
Post, p.
1924.
Post,
p. 1924.

Articles
manufacture of the United
United States of
of
Articles the growth, produce or manufacture
America
Schedule III annexed to this Agreement
Agreement shall, on
America specified in Schedule
their
importation into
the territories
Schedule in
territories named in the said Schedule
into the
their importation
respect of which they are specified,
specified, from whatever
whatever place arriving, be
accorded the treatment provided
provided for in the said Schedule.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XII
XII

Designated Imports
imports
Into U. S.
POSi,
1954.
ost, p. 1954.

nesignated

Schedules o deemed
Agre
inthedlpesrt
integral part of
Agree-

ment.
ment.

Articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any
any of the territories
this Agreement
the part
of His
His Majesty
Majesty the
tories to
to which
which this
applies on
on the
part of
the
Agreement applies
King,
described in Schedule IV annexed
annexed to this
enumerated and described
King, enumerated
Agreement, shall, on their importation
Agreement,
importation into the United
United States of
of
America, from whatever
whatever place arriving, be exempt from ordinary
customs duties other or higher than those set forth
forth and provided for
for
customs
in the said Schedule
Schedule IV, subject
therein set out.
subject to the conditions therein
The said articles shall also be exempt from all other duties, taxes,
fees, charges or exactions of any kind, imposed on or in connection
connection
with importation,
importation, in excess of those imposed on the day of the sigthereafter under
nature of this Agreement
Agreement or required to be imposed
imposed thereafter
under
laws of the United States of America
America in force
force on the day of the signature of this Agreement.
Agreement.
ARTICLE XIII
XIII
ARTICLE
The
this Agreement,
and the
the notes
included
notes included
Agreement, and
to this
annexed to
Schedules annexed
The Schedules
in them, shall have force and
Agreeand effect
effect as integral
integral parts of the
the Agree-

ment.
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ARTICLE XIV
XIV
ARTICLE
Charge
equivalent
Charge equivalent
The
Article X, Article XI and Article to
of Article IX, Article
provisions of
The provisions
to internal tax.
imposition at any time
XII
prevent the imposition
Agreement shall not prevent
of this Agreement
XII of
equivalent to an internal
a charge
on
importation of
charge equivalent
internal
of any
any article of a
the importation
on the
tax imposed
in respect
respect of a
a like domestic
domestic article or in respect of a
a
tax
imposed in
commodity
from which
article has been
produced or
been produced
the imported
imported article
which the
commodity from
manufactured
whole or in part.
manufactured in whole

ARTICLE XV
XV
ARTICLE
1.
restriction or
quantitative regularegulaor any form of quantitative
prohibition, restriction
1. No
No prohibition,
tion, whether
whether or
connection with
cenwith an agency of cenin connection
operated in
or not
not operated
tion,
tralized control,
shall be
be imposed
maintained in the
United Kingthe United
or maintained
imposed or
control, shall
tralized
dom
Newfoundland on
on the
the importation
of any
any article the
or sale
sale of
importation or
or Newfoundland
dom or
growth,
manufacture of the United States of America
America
or manufacture
produce or
growth, produce
specified
respectively; or in any territory
territory named
named
II, respectively;
m Schedules
Schedules IIor II,
specified m
in
on the
or sale
article specified
specified
of any such article
sale of
importation or
the importation
III on
Schedule III
in Schedule
in
that Schedule
Schedule in
of such territory;
territory; or in the
the United States
respect of
in respect
in that
of
America on
on the
the importation
importation or
of any
growth, prodarticle the growth,
any article
sale of
or sale
of America
uce or
of any
territories to
which this Agreement
Agreement
to which
the territories
of the
any of
manufacture of
or manufacture
uce
applies on
of His
His Majesty
enumerated and dethe King, enumerated
Majesty the
part of
the part
on the
applies
scribed in
as otherwise
provided in the
expressly provided
otherwise expressly
except as
IV, except
Schedule IV,
in Schedule
scribed
said Schedules
II, III
III or
or IV,
IV, as the
case may be.
the case
I, II,
Schedules I,
said
2. The
The foregoing
foregoing provision
provision shall
shall not
apply to quantitative regulanot apply
2.
tions
form, which
either
imposed by either
be imposed
hereafter be
may hereafter
which may
in whatever
whatever form,
tions,' in
High
the importation
importation or sale of any article the
on the
Party on
Contracting Party
High Contracting
growth,
conmanufacture of the territories of the other, in conor manufacture
produce or
growth, produce
junction
or measures under governmental
governmental
measures or
governmental measures
with governmental
]unction with
authority
(a)
control the
market supply,
production, market
the production,
or control
to regulate
regulate or
operating to
(a) operating
quality
or price of
growth, producproducthe like article of domestic growth,
of the
quality or
manufacture; or
or manufacture;
tion or
(b) operating
operating to
increase the
labor costs of
production of the like
of production
the labor
to increase
(b)
article
of domestic
production or
manufacture;
or manufacture;
growth, production
domestic growth,
article of
Provided,
that the
the High
Party proposing to
Contracting Party
High Contracting
however, that
Provided, however,
impose any
any such
quantitative regulation
satisfied, in
in the case of
is satisfied,
regulation is
such quantitative
impose
measures described
described in subparagraph
subparagraph (a) of this paragraph,
paragraph, that such
such
measures
operation
quantitative regulation
regulation is
necessary to
effective operation
secure the effective
to secure
is necessary
quantitative
of such
measures described
described in subcase of measures
the case
in the
and, in
measures, and,
such measures,
of
paragraph (b), that such measures are causing
causing the domestic
domestic producparagraph
tion of
the article
article concerned
to be
affected by imports
injuriously affected
be injuriously
concerned to
of the
tion
which
constitute an
proportion of
consumption of
of the total consumption
abnormal proportion
an abnormal
which constitute
such
article in
proportion supplied in the past by
by
relation to the proportion
in relation
such article
foreign
foreign countries.
3.
High Contracting
Contracting Party
proposes to
to impose
or
impose or
Party proposes
either High
Whenever either
3. Whenever
to
effect a
a substantial
substantial alteration
alteration in
regulation auquantitative regulation
any quantitative
in any
to effect
thorized
by the
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, that
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party
that High
the preceding
thorized by
shall
give notice
writing to
to the
other and
and shall, upon
upon
the other
effect to
that effect
to that
m writing
notice m
shall give
request,
enter into
into consultation
consultation regarding
regarding the
matter. If
If agreement
agreement
the matter.
request, enter
is
not reached
within thirty
days after
after the
the notice
notice the
the
of the
receipt of
the receipt
thirty days
reached within
is not
High
Contracting Party
giving such
such notice
be free
free to
to impose
impose or
or
shall be
notice shall
Party giving
High Contracting
alter the
the regulation
at any
any time,
High Contracting
Contracting Party
other High
the other
and the
time, and
regulation at
alter
shall
free within
fifteen days
days after
such action
action is
taken to
to terminate
terminate
is taken
after such
within fifteen
be free
shall be
this Agreement
in its
on giving
giving thirty
thirty days'
days' notice
in writing
writing
notice in
entirety on
its entirety
Agreement in
this
effect.
to that effect.

No quantitative
quantitative regNo
ulation, etc.
etc.
ulation,

Post, pp. 1907,1919.
1907, 1919.
Post,pp.
Post, p. 1924.
1924.
Post,

Post, p.
p. 1954.
1954.
Post,
Exceptions.
Exceptions.

Notice to
to other
Notice

party of proposed
proposed
party
change.
change.

Right to
to terminate.
Right

1904
1904

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

Not applicable
applicable to
to
designated quantitaquantitative
regulations.
tive regulations.
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4. The
provisions of
paragraph 1
1of
not apply
apply to
to
4.
The provisions
of paragraph
of this
this Article
Article shall
shall not
quantitative regulations,
whatever form,
imposed by
by either
High
quantitative
regulations, in
in whatever
form, imposed
either High
Contracting Party
Party on
or sale
of any
any article
article the
growth,
Contracting
on the
the importation
importation or
sale of
the growth,
produce or
of the
the territories
of the
the other
other High
High Contracting
Contracting
produce
or manufacture
manufacture of
territories of
Party, in
with a
amultilateral
agreement, binding
binding both
High
Party,
in connection
connection with
multilateral agreement,
both High
Contracting Parties,
Parties, designed
regulate or
control the
the international
international
Contracting
designed to
to regulate
or control
marketing
marketing of
of such
such article.
article.
ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE

Prohibitions,
rxohibitions,
excluded.

etc.,
etc.,

Sanitary,
etc., measSanitary,etc.,
ures.
ures.

Obligations
under
Obligations under
certain international
certain
international
agreements.
agreements.

Gold or silver.
Gold
Traffic in arms.
arms.

Neutrality, etc.
etc.
Neutrality,
Engagement in war,
Engagement
war,
etc.
etc.

Prison-made goods.
goods.
Police
laws.
laws.

or revenue
revenue

1. The provisions of this Agreement
1.
Agreement shall not extend
extend to prohibitions
prohibitions
or
restrictions
or restrictions
imposed for
for the
(a) imposed
of public
public health
or on
on moral
or. huhuthe protection
protection of
health or
moral or.
manitarian
grounds;
manitarian grounds;
(b) imposed
(b)
imposed for
for the
protection of
of animals
animals or
or plants,
including
the protection
plants, ,including
measures
measures for
for protection
against disease,
dicsPase, degeneration
or exexprotection against
degeneration or
well as
tinction as well
as measures
measures taken
taken against
against harmful
seeds, plants
plants
harmful seeds,
and animals;
and
animals;
(c) imposed
imposed by
by either
High Contracting
Party in
pursuance of
either High
Contracting Party
(c)
in pursuance
of
obligations under international
obligations
force on
on the
the day
day
international agreements
agreements in
in force
of the signature
signature of
of this
Agreement by
which that
that High
Conthis Agreement
by which
High Contracting
Party is
tracting Party
is bound;
bound;
(d) relating
relating to the importation or
or exportation
exportation of
gold or
or silver;
silver;
of gold
(e) relating
(e)
relating to
control of
of the
the traffic
traffic in
in arms,
arms, ammunition
or
to the
the control
ammunition or
implements of war, and, in exceptional
exceptional circumstances,
circumstances, all
all other
other
military supplies;
military
supplies;
(f) relating to neutrality
neutrality or
or to
to public
public security;
security;
(f)
(g) imposed by
by either
either High
should that
that Party
Party
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party should
(g)
be engaged
engaged in
be
or war.
in hostilities
hostilities or
war.
2. The provisions
provisions of Article
Article XV
XV shall
shall not
not extend
extend to
to prohibitions
prohibitions
or
restrictions
or restrictions
(a) relating
relating to
prison-made goods;
goods;
to prison-made
(b) relating to the enforcement
enforcement of
of police
or revenue
revenue laws.
laws.
police or
ARTICLE XVII
ARTICLE
XVII

Ad valorem rates of
dutlemmrates
duty,
etc.
pp. 1907,
1919.
Post, pp.
907, 1919.

P

Post, p. 1964.

,p

.

articles the
In respect of articles
the growth,
of the
the
growth, produce
produce or
or manufacture
manufacture of
United States
States of
America specified
United
of America
specified in Schedules IIor II, imported
imported into
the United Kingdom
the
Kingdom or Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, respectively,
respectively, and
and of
articles
of articles
the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any
any of
territories to
to which
which
of the
the territories
this Agreement
applies on
on the
Majesty the
King, enumerenumerthis
Agreement applies
the part
part of
of His
His Majesty
the King,
ated and described
described in Schedule
Schedule IV, imported into the United
United States
States of
of
America,
America, on which ad valorem
valorem rates of duty, or duties based
based upon
upon or
or
regulated
regulated in
in any manner
manner by value, are
are or may be
be assessed,
assesse d, the
the general
general
principles
which dutiable
valuee i
issdetermined
principles on which
dutiable valu
det
ermi
ne din
i
n each
eac hof
of the
the importimportmg territories,
ing
territories, on the day of the signature of this Agreement,
Agreement, shall not
not
be altered to the detriment
detriment of importers.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII

Where rate of exexchange
change prejudicial.
prejudicial.

If aa wide
wide variation
variation should occur
between
If
occur in the rate
rate of
ofexchange
exchange between
the
currencies
the currencies of the United States of America
America and the United Kingdom,
Contracting Party
dom, and if either High Contracting
Par ty should consider
consider the
the variavariation so
so substantial
tion.
substantial as to prejudice
prejudice the industries
industries or commerce
commerce of the
the
territories of that High Contracting
Contracting Party,
Party, such High Contracting
Contracting
Party shall be free to propose nego
tiations for
f
or the
the modification
modi
icati
f
on of
of
negotiations
this
agreement
is not reached
this Agreement; and if agr
eem en tis
reached within thirty
thirty days
days
after the
the receipt
receipt of
of such proposal,
after
proposal, the High Contracting
Contracting Party making
the proposal
terminatee the
proposal shall be free to terminat
the Agreement
Agreement in its
entirety
its entirety
on
on giving thirty days' notice in writing
writing to that effect.
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ARTICLE XIX
XIX
ARTICLE
Each
High Contracting
Contracting Party reserves
reserves the right to withdraw or to
Each High
modify
any concession
territory of that High Conin any
any territory
granted in
concession granted
modify any
tracting Party
Party on
described, or specified,
specified,
enumerated and described,
any article enumerated
on any
tracting
Agreement, or to impose
in any
any of
of the
annexed to this Agreement,
Schedules amiexed
the Schedules
in
quantitative regulations
regulations on
on the importation
importation of any such article
article into
quantitative
that
if, as
the result
result of
extension of such concession to
of the extension
as the
territory if,
that territory
other foreign
countries, any
any such
such country
benefit
obtains the major benefit
country obtains
foreign countries,
other
of
the concession,
concession, and
and if
in consequence
consequence imports
article conthe article
imports of the
if in
of the
cerned
such an
an extent
threaten serious
serious injury to
to
extent as to threaten
to such
increase to
cerned increase
producers in
territories of
Contracting Party:ProParty: Prothat High Contracting
of that
the territories
in the
producers
vided,
before any
any action
action authorized
authorized by this Article is taken, the
That before
vided, That
High Contracting
proposing to take
action shall give the
such action
take such
Party proposing
Contracting Party
High
other
thirty days'
days' notice
that
thereof in writing and shall consult with that
notice thereof
other thirty
High
concerning the proposed
proposed action.
Contracting Party concerning
High Contracting

Right
Right to withdraw,
withdraw,
etc.,
concessions.
etc., concessions.

Previous written
Previous
notice to be given.
notice

ARTICLE XX
XX
ARTICLE
Adjustments.
either High
territory of either
Should
be adopted
any territory
High Adustments.
in any
adopted in
measure be
any measure
Should any
this
terms
the
Contracting
Party
which,
while
not
conflicting
with
terms
of
conflicting
Contracting Party which, while not
Agreement,
to the
the other
Party to have the
Contracting Party
High Contracting
other High
appears to
Agreement, appears
effect of
impairing any
objects of the Agreement,
Agreement,
the objects
of the
any of
or impairing
nullifying or
of nullifying
effect
the first
first High
Party shall
shall consider
consider such
such representations
representations
Contracting Party
High Contracting
the
and proposals
make, with
with a
a view
effecting aa
view to effecting
may make,
other may
the other
as the
proposals as
and
mutually satisfactory
satisfactory adjustment
matter.
the matter.
adjustment of the
mutually

ARTICLE XXI
XXI
ARTICLE
Except as
otherwise required
required by
by Article
Agreement or
of this Agreement
III of
Article III
as otherwise
Except
by
any of
of the
annexed hereto:
hereto:
Schedules annexed
the Schedules
by any
(a)
in the
the Agreement
shall entitle His Majesty
Majesty the King
Agreement shall
Nothing in
(a) Nothing
to claim
claim the
any treatment,
preference or privilege
privilege which
treatment, preference
of any
benefit of
the benefit
to
may
be accorded
accorded exclusively
exclusively by the
United States
States of
the United
time be
any time
at any
may at
America,
its territories
possessions or
the Panama
Zone to
Canal Zone
Panama Canal
or the
or possessions
territories or
America, its
one
another or
or to
the Republic
of Cuba.
Cuba. The
provisions of this
The provisions
Republic of
to the
one another
subparagraph
shall continue
continue to
to apply
apply in
in respect
respect of
any benefits now
of any
subparagraph shall
or
hereafter accorded
accorded by
United States
States of
of America,
America, its territhe United
by the
or hereafter
tories or
the Panama
Canal Zone
to the
the Philippine
Philippine
Zone to
Panama Canal
or the
possessions or
or possessions
tories
Islands,
irrespective
of
any
change
in
the
political
of the
status
political
the
in
change
any
Islands, irrespective of
Philippine
Islands.
Philippine Islands.
(b)
Nothing in
in the
Agreement shall entitle the United States of
the Agreement
(b) Nothing
America
preference or privilege
treatment, preference
of any treatment,
benefit of
the benefit
claim the
to claim
America to
which
may at
time be
be in
in force
between territories
exclusively between
force exclusively
any time
at any
which may
Majesty's
under the
sovereignty of
Majesty the
King or under His Majesty's
the King
of His
His Majesty
the sovereignty
under
protection
or suzerainty;
special customs privileges which
which
suzerainty; or of any special
protection or
may be
be accorded
accorded in
articles the
the growth,
growth, produce
produce or manuto articles
in Palestine
Palestine to
may
facture of
State the
territory of
which in
in 1914 was
included
wholly included
was wholly
of which
the territory
of any
any State
facture
in Asiatic
Asiatic Turkey
Turkey or
or Arabia.
in

Parties excluded
excluded
preffrom designated
designated preffrom
erential treatment.
treatment.
erential
Trade of U.
tr. S., etc.
Trade

Trade of
of United
United
Trade
Kingdom. etc.
Kingdom,

ARTICLE
XXII
ARTICLE XXIT
Nothing in
in this
Agreement shall
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to affect
affect the
the rights
rights
this Agreement
Nothing
or obligations
of either
either High
Party under
under any
treaty
any treaty
Contracting Party
High Contracting
obligations of
or
or other
other international
international instrument
between them
them on
the day
day
on the
in force
force between
instrument in
or
of the
the signature
signature of
Agreement.
of the
the Agreement.
of

Existing rights and
and
obligations.
obligations.

1906

INTERNATIONAL AGREEmENTS
HKR THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OT
OTHER
TREATIES
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ARTICLE XXIII
XXIII
ARTICLE
Agreement to
to
Agreement
proclaimed, etc.
proclaed,etc.

bee

Entry
force.
Entry into
into force.

This Agreement
the United
Agreement shall be proclaimed
proclaimed by the President of the
United
States
America and
shall be ratified by His Majesty
States of
of America
and shall
Majesty the
the King.

ItIt shall enter definitively into force thirty days after the exchange
exchange of
of
instrument of
ratification and
proclamation, which
the instrument
of ratification
and aacopy
copy of the
the proclamation,
which
shall take place
soon as
possible.
place in
in London
London as
as soon
as possible.
ARTICLE X_.
XIV
ARTICLE
XXIV

Provisional applicadesignated artion of designated
articles.
Post, p. 1924.

tProvisionalnapepcaPost, p. 9.

the definitive
Pending the
definitive coining
into force
of this
this Agreement
Agreement as
as
coming into
force of
provided in Article XXIII,
XXIII, the provisions thereof
thereof other
other than those
those of
of
of Schedule
Article XI and of
Schedule III
applied provisionally
on and
and
III shall
shall be
be applied
provisionally on
after January
January 1,
terminate the
the provisional
provisional
1, 1939,
1939, subject
subject to aaright
right to
to terminate
application of the Agreement
Agreement pursuant
pursuant to the provisions of
of paragraph
paragraph
33of Article XV and of Article XVIII. The provisional
provisional application
application
of Article XI and of Schedule III
the several
III shall
shall be effected
effected as to
to the
several
provisions
thereof as soon
soon as
as may
be possible.'
possible.'
provisions thereof
may be
ARTICLE XXV
XXV
ARTICLE

Duration.
Duration.

Si gnatures.
Signatures.

Subject to
to the
the provisions
paragraph 3
of Article
Article XV
XV and
and of
of
Subject
provisions of
of paragraph
3 of
Article
XVIII, this
this Agreement
Agreement shall
shall remain
in force
force until
December
Article XVIII,
remain in
until December
31, 1941,
unless at
1941, and, unless
at least
least six
six months
before December
December 31,
310941,
months before
1941,
either
either High
shall have
have given
given notice
notice in
in writing
writing to
to
High Contracting
Contracting Party
Party shall
the other of intention
to terminate
terminate the Agreement
intention to
Agreement on
date, it
it
on that
that date,
shall remain in
in force thereafter
thereafter until
until the
expiration of
of six
six months
from
the expiration
months from
the date
date on which such
such notice
shall have
have been
been given.
given.
notice shall
In witness whereof
whereof the respective
respective Plenipotentiaries
In
have signed
signed this
Plenipotentiaries have
this
Agreement
and have
Agreement and
affixed hereto
have affixed
hereto their
their seals.
seals.
in duplicate,
Done at the city of Washington,
Washington, in
duplicate, this
this seventeenth
seventeenth day
day
of November, one
one thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and thirty-eight.
thirty-eight.
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
R.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
[
SEAL]
R. C.
[SEAL]
A.
E. OVERTON.
OVERTON.
[SEAL]
A. E.
[SEAL]
I1[See
[See footnotes
footnotes to the respective
respective territories Included In
in Schedule
Schedule III.]
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I
PART
PART II

manufacture of
of the
NOTE: Articles the growth, produce or manufacture
the United
United

States of America specified in this Part
Part shall not, on
on their
importation
their importation
into the United Kingdom, from whatever
place arriving, be subject
subject
whatever place
to duties or charges of any kind other or higher
higher than
than those set out in
this Part in respect of such articles except that where
where any of the articles specified in Section A, Part I,
I, of this Schedule
Schedule which are
are liable
liable in
whole or in part on the day of the signature
signature of this Agreement
Agreement to
to
Excise Tariff
Tariff
duties set forth in Part 55 or
or Part
Part 66 of "Customs
"Customs and
and Excise
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland
Ireland in
in
operation
operation on the 20th August, 1938", published by
Majesty's
by His Majesty's
authority of
Stationery Office under the authority
of the Commissioners of
of His
His
Majesty's
Majesty's Customs and Excise,
Excise, they shall continue
subject to
to
continue to be subject
force or
changed by
by law.
such duties at rates now
now in
in force
or as
as subsequently
subsequently changed
law.
SECTION A

SECTION A
Article
Article

Wheat
Wheat in
in grain
grain
Maize in grain, other than flat white maize
maize
Rice, husked, including cargo rice and cleaned
rice
cleaned rice
rice
whole, but not including broken rice
Oatmeal
Oatmeal (including all cuts of oatmeal,
oatmeal, oat
oat groats,
groats, oat
oat
oatmeal or ground oats;
flour and feeding oatmeal
oats; but not
not
including
including oat husks, oat dust or oat husk
meal);
husk meal);
rolled cats
cats and
oats
and flaked
flaked oats
Maize starch
starch
Linseed cake and linseed meal
meal, other than herring
herring meal
meal
Fish meal,
Crushed oyster
oyster shells
Hams, not preserved in
in airtight
airtight containers
N OTE: The
The quantity
hams perperNOTE:
quantity of
of United
United States
States hams
mitted to be imported shall
of
shall be
be the
the subject
subject of
consultation from time to time between
between the two
Governments.
Governments. The quantity
quantity shall
shall not
not be
be less
nor more than the
than 500,000 cwts. a
a year, nor
quantity_ which could,
quantity
could, in the
the opinion of
of the
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom Government,
Government, be
be accommodated
accommodated
on the United Kingdom market
without causing
market without
causing
instability in the prices of hams and/or bacon.
bacon.
The provisions
provisions of this Schedule
Schedule in respect
respect of
of both
both
the duty and quota treatment
treatment of hams shall,
shall,
after the expiration
expiration of three
subject to
to
three years,
years, be subject
revision by the Government of the United Kingdom after consultation with the Government
Government of
the United States of America.
Pork, chilled or frozen
regulate quantiquantiNOTE: The right is reserved to regulate
tatively
chilled or frozen,
frozen,
tatively the
the imports
imports of pork, chilled
into the United Kingdom.
Pigs'
containers
Pigs' tongues, preserved
preserved in
in airtight containers
prePigs' heads,
pigs' offal,
offal, edible,
edible, not
Pigs'
heads, pigs' feet and
and pigs'
not precontainers
served in airtight containers
Sausage casings, wholly of animal
animal origin
Sausage
Fresh or raw fruit:
Apples
Pears

Rate of Duty
Duty
Rate

Free
Free
Free
Free
70. per lb.
%d.

5s. Od.
Od. per
per cwt.
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
Free
Free

Free
Free

cent, ad valorem
10 per cent.
Free
Free
10 per cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
as. Od. per cwt. from
from
3s.
16th August to 15th
15th
April inclusive
inclusive
3s. Od. per cwt. from
1st August to 31st
31st
January inclusive

1907
1907

1908

1908

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
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I—Continued
SCHEDULE I-Continued
Article

Rate
Ra
te of Duty

10 pe:
perr cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
unshelled
10
Pecan nuts, shelled or unshelled
Fruit preserved
preserved by
heat and
and fruit
fruit
or artificial
artificial heat
chemicals or
by chemicals
Fruit
(other than
than fresh
fresh fruit)
preserved by
artificial cold;
cold;
by artificial
fruit) preserved
(other
but
preserved in sugar:
but not
not including fruit preserved
Free
Free
Grapefruit
Grapefruit
Dried apples,
dried pears,
dried peaches
dried
pears, dried
peaches and dried
apples, dried
Dried
7s. 0(
Od.
i. per cwt. or 10
nectarines
7s.
nectarines
per cent.
cent. ad valorem,
valorem,
per
whichever
ichever is the
wh
greater
ater
gre
3s. 6d.
cwt.
per cwt.
3s.
6d 1.per
Apples, other than dried apples
Ripe black olives in brine, imported
acontainer
container when
when
imported in a
Ripe
gross weight
weight (including
weight of the con(including the weight
the gross
15
cent. ad valorem
15 per
peDrcent.
tainer) does not exceed one cwt.
tainer)
Fruit
of
the
following
descriptions,
preserved
in syrup:
syrup:
Fruit of the following descriptions, preserved in
2s. 3c
3d.
per cwt.
cwt.
1. per
2s.
Apples
r cent. ad valorem
15 pe
per
valorem
Apricots
flavouring
Cherries, stoned, with or without
added flavouring
without added
Cherries,
15 pe
per
ar cent. ad valorem
matter
15
Fruit
mixtures of fruit
fruit (but not including
viz., mixtures
Fruit salad, viz.,
mixed
containing not less than four
four
mixed fruit
fruit pulp) containing
separate descriptions of fruit,
fruit, in which
which each
each of at
at
least four
descriptions constitutes
per
constitutes at least 88 per
least
four descriptions
cent,
description represents
represents more than
cent. and no one description
50
fruit in the mixweight, of all the fruit
50 percent., by weight,
5s. 64
6d.
5s.
d. per cwt.
ture (excluding syrup)
Free
Grapefruit
Free
Grapefruit
Loganberries
4s. 04
Od.
4s.
Loganberries
I. per cwt.
Peaches
15 pf
per
er cent. ad valorem
15
valorem
Peaches
15 p(
per
cent. ad valorem
er cent.
15
Pears
valorem
Pears
58. 04
Od.
Pineapples
5s.
Pineapples
I. per cwt.
following descriptions, sweetened or
or
Fruit juices of the following
concentrated or
unsweetened,
including such juices concentrated
or
unsweetened, including
preserved or flavoured:
Grapefruit juice
Grapefruit
Free
Orange juice, including such juice containing the
detached
excluding cut or
or
detached cells of the fruit but excluding
pulped oranges containing
containing the peel
Free
Prune juice
pfer cent. ad valorem
10 per
Pineapple juice
10 pf
per
valorem
er cent. ad valorem
Citrus fruit pectin in powder form
10 pI
er cent.
per
cent, ad valorem
valorem
Oysters
shell, of
the variety
Oysters in
in shell,
of the
variety mare°
ostrca virginica
virginica
15 pI
per
valorem
er cent. ad valorem
Salmon, chilled or frozen
%d. per
per lb.
Fish, preserved
preserved in airtight containers,
containers, the following:
Salmon
Salmon
10 pt
per
valorem
er cent,
cent. ad valorem
Oysters
15 pi
per
valorem
er cent. ad valorem
Pilchards,
the fish commonly
commonly known
known as
as
Pilchards, other
other than
than the
"sardines"
"sardines"
7s. 66d.
id. per cwt. or 10
perr cent.
cent, ad valorem,
valorem,
pe
whichever
is
wt
lichever
the
eater
greater
grf
Prawns and shrimps
10 pper
er cent. ad valorem
valorem
Honey
0d. per
5s. Od.
per cwt.
cwt.
Lard
Free
Oleomargarine, oleo oil and refined
Oleomargarine,
refined tallow, not including
including
premier jus
premier
10 p
per
valorem
per cent,
cent. ad valorem
A. B. gums
10 pper
cent, ad valorem
valorem
er cent.
following descriptions,
Vegetables of the following
preserved in
in
descriptions, preserved
including vegetables
and
airtight containers, but not including
vegetables and
pickles preserved in vinegar:
vinegar:
Asparagus
Asparagus
10 pper
cent, ad valorem
valorem
er cent.
Maize,
Maize, including maize on cob (sweet
(sweet corn)
corn)
per cent. ad valorem
10 per
Beans,
with
or
without
flavouring,
but
Beans,
without
but not including beans in pod
20 per
per cent. ad valorem
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Tomato juice, preserved in airtight containers
containers
Boron minerals,
minerals, crude, and concentrates
and
concentrates of boracite and
rasorite
rasorite
Hardwood, not further prepared
prepared than square
square sawn
Persimmon
cornel wood in logs,
Persimmon wood, hickory wood and come!
planks, square cut blocks or lengths, or blocks or
or
lengths of rectangular
rectangular cross section tapered
tapered by sawing
sawing
prepared or
manuon one or more sides,
sides, not further prepared
or manufactured
factured
Wood and timber
timber of coniferous
coniferous species, other
than boxother than
boards, railway
railway sleepers
sleepers and
and sleeper
sleeper blocks, square
square
or manufactured:
manufactured:
sawn but not further
further prepared or
Eleven inches or more in width throughout
throughout its
its
length
length
Other:
Other:
Valued at £18. Os.
Os. Od. or
Valued
or more
more per
per standard
standard
but
Valued at £17.
£17. Os. Od. or more per standard but
less
standard
less than
than £18. Os. Od.
Od. per
per standard

Rate of Duty
Rate
Duty

cent. ad valorem
10 per cent,
valorem
Free
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem

Free

16s. per
per standard*
16s. per standard

10 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
less
cent. ad
ad
less one
one per
per cent.
valorem for each
four
valorem
each four
shillings
the
shillings by which the
Provided
Government of
value
exceeds £16.
£16.
Provided that if the Government
of the
the United
United
value exceeds
States
Government of
Od. per
per standard
standard
States notifies the
the Government
of the
the United
United
16s. Od.
Kingdom that the tax imposed
imposed on the importaimportation
tion of lumber
lumber into the
the United
United States
States under
under
Section 601 (c) (6) of the
Revenue Act
Act of
of 1932,
1932,
the Revenue
amended, has
been removed;
so
as amended,
has been
removed, then,
then, for
for so
long as imports
imports into the United States of lumber and timber described
described in Paragraph
Paragraph 401 of
of
the
in
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930
1930 and
and originating
originating in
Canada are exempt from
from ordinary
customs
ordinary customs
duties and charges
charges in excess of 50 cents
cents per
per
thousand board feet,
feet, imports
imports into the United
United
thousand
Kingdom of wood and timber
timber of coniferous
coniferous
species originating
originating in the United States
of
species
States of
America shall be accorded
customs
treatment
accorded customs treatment
as follows
follows instead
instead of that
that provided
provided for
for above:above:—
Wood and timber of coniferous
coniferous species,
species,
other than box-boards,
railway sleepers
sleepers
box-boards, railway
not
and sleeper
sleeper blocks, square sawn but not
prepared or manufactured:
manufactured:
further prepared
Nine inches or more in width throughout its length and 15 feet or more in
in
Free
length
Free
Other:
Valued at £18. Os.
Os. Od. or more per
per
Free
standard
standard
Free
Valued
Od. or
more, but
but
Valued at
at £16. 4s. Od.
or more,
cent, ad
less than
than £18. Os.
Os. Od.
Od. per
per standard
standard 10
10 per
per cent.
ad valorem
valorem
less one
one per cent. ad
valorem for each four
four
valorem
shillings
shillings by which the
value exceeds
exceeds £16.
£16. Os.
Os.
Provided
whenever for a
a period of
value
Providedfurther that, whenever
Od. per
per standard
standard
Od.
average value
value
any four consecutive
consecutive months the average
United Kingdom
Kingdom from
of the imports into the United
sawn softwoods
all countries
countries of sawn
softwoods (exclusive of
planed or dressed softwoods),
softwoods), as now shown
shown in
in
the
United
the monthly Trade
Trade Returns of
of the United
Kingdom
Kingdom under
under that heading,
heading, either
either exceeds
exceeds
£14. Os. Od. per standard or is less than £10.
after consultation
Os. Od. per standard; then, after
consultation

*The
The standard referred to throughout
paragraph is the standard
standard of 165 cubic feet.
feet.
throughout this paragraph

1909
1909

1910
1910

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
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Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

United States,
States,
with the Government
Government of
of the
the United
each
value limitations
forth in
in all
of
each of the value
limitations set forth
all of
the
relating to
to wood
wood and
and
the above
above concessions
concessions relating
timber
species may
may be increased
increased
timber of coniferous
coniferous species
£1. Os.
Os. Od.
standard for
for
in the
the one case by £1.
Od. per
per standard
each complete
by which
which such
such
each
complete pound
pound sterling
sterling by
average value
value exceeds
£13. Os. Od.
Od. per
average
exceeds £13.
per standard
standard
or may
be decreased
in the
other case
case by
by £1.
£1.
or
may be
decreased in
the other
standard for
each complete
Os. Od. per standard
for each
complete pound
pound
sterling by which such average
value is less
average value
than £11.
EU- Os.
per standard;
Os. Od. per
standard; but the
the value
value
limitations set forth
forth in the
the above
above concessions
concessions
restored as soon as possible
possible after
after the
shall be
be restored
conditions which gave rise to these
these modificaconditions
tions no longer
longer exist.
exist.
10 per
cent, ad
valorem
natural
Asphalt and bitumen, natural
10
per cent.
ad valorem
Free
Sulphur
Free
Free
Cotton, raw
Free
Cotton linters,
linters, unbleached
Free
Cotton
unbleached
Free
Cotton waste,
waste, unmanufactured,
unmanufactured, that
that is
is to
say,
waste
to say, waste
arising in any process
process up
to and
and including
including spmnning
spinning or
arising
up to
or
in
the
doubling
process
or
(not
being
a
waste piece
of
in the doubling process or (not being a waste
piece of
tissue
or
of
a
like
material)
in
the
knitting
or
weaving
tissue
of a like material) in the knitting or weaving
or ancillary
ancillary finishing
which has
has not
been
finishing processes,
processes, which
not been
subjected to any process
prooess after becoming
becoming waste
Free
Free
Free
Rosin (colophony)
Rosin
(colophony)
Free
Furskins, of
of the following descriptions, raw, dried, salted
salted
Furskins,
or pickled, but
but not
not further
further treated:
Muskrat (Ondatra)
(Ondatra)
Free
Fox:
Silver (Vulpes)
Free
Silver
(Vulpes)
Free
Cross (Vulpes)
Free
Red (Vulpes)
(Vulpes)
Red
Free
Free
Gray (Urocyon)
Free
Arctic (Alopex)
Free
Raccoon
(Procyon)
Raccoon (Procyon)
Free
Skunk (Mephitis)
(Mephitis)
Free
Civet cat (Spilogale)
(SPilogale)
Free
Opossum (Didelphis)
(Didelphis)
Opossum
Free
Mink (Mustela)
(Mustela)
Free
Otter (Lutra)
(Lutra)
Free
Otter (Enhydra)
Sea Otter
(Enhydra)
Free
Seeds, of the following kinds:
Meadow fescue
(featuca pratensis)
Meadow
fescue (festuca
prateneis)
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
meadow grass
Smooth stalked meadow
grass (poa pratensis)
pratenais)
10 per cent. ad valorem
Agroatis,
variety alba
Agrostis, variety
alba
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Timothy
Timothy (phleum
(phleum pretense)
pratense)
10 per
per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
mother of pearl,
Shells (other than mother
pearl, trochus and other
other
hard shells, including
including fresh
fresh water
water shells, possessing
possessing
the characteristic
characteristic nacre of pearl shell),
shell), not in any way
prepared or worked
prepared
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Iron and steel bolts, whether threaded
threaded or not, bolt ends,
set screws and screw studs, and
and other screws
screws for metal,
and nuts, whether tapped or not (including washers
washers
assembled
assembled with any of those articles):
articles):
(a) Not exceeding
exceeding %2
'42 inch
inch in maximum
maximum thread
diameter and of a
a value
value exceeding £16.0s.0d.
per
Cwt.
per cwt.
15 per
valorem
per cent.
cent. ad valorem
%a inch but not exceeding
(b) Exceeding
Exceedin5 %2
94 2 inch
inch
exceeding 1%2
in maximum thread
thread diameter
diameter and
and of a
a value
exceeding
exceeding £10.0s.0d.
£10.0s.0d. per cwt.
15 per cent. ad valorem
(c) Exceeding 1
%2 inch but not exceeding
%a inch
inch
'i2
exceeding H%
in maximum thread
thread diameter
diameter and
and of a
a value
exceeding £6.5s.0d.
cwt.
exceeding
£6.5s.0d. per
per cwt.
15 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem
(d) Exceeding
Exceeding Ys6 inch in maximum
thread
maximum thread diameter
diameter
and of aavalue exceeding
exceeding £5.0s.0d. per cwt.
cwt.
15 per cent. ad valorem
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Furniture
Furniture made wholly or mainly of metal (including
(including
furniture), the following:
aseptic hospital furniture),
following:
Tables
Tables

Stands, desks and counters
(other than pedestal chairs with
with reclining
reclining
Chairs (other
movement),
movement), stools and seats
Bookcases
Bookcases and bookshelves
Cash and deed boxes
boxes
Drawers
Drawers and cupboards
cupboards
Shelving
Storage bins and storage racks
Office letter racks and letter trays
Lockers
including filing cabinets,
cabinets, made wholly
wholly
Safes and cabinets, including
or mainly of metal
Tools, the following:
following:
Tools
Saws (other than power-driven
and surgical
surgical
power-driven saws and
a value of 3s. 9d. or more
more each
each
saws) of a
serrated part
part exceeds
exceeds
Files and rasps of which the serrated
including nail files
66 inches in length, but not including
Broaches
Broaches
Wrenches and spanners, excluding
excluding chain
chain pipe
pipe
Wrenches
wrenches and adjustable
adjustable pipe wrenches
wrenches having
wrenches
movable jaw, and one or
one fixed jaw, one movable
including other pipe wrenches
wrenches
more springs, but including
and tap wrenches
Braces, not including
including breast drills and hand drills
chills
Vices of all kinds
Screw plates
Threading dies and taps
Pipe cutters
Non-portable
Non-portable lifting jacks
appliances for fitting tyres
Tyre levers and other appliances
Medical and surgical appliances
appliances (other than articles
Medical
manufactured
wholly or mainly of wire),
wire), the following:
following:
manufactured wholly
Arch supporters for feet
Artificial
Artificial limbs
Crutches
Crutches
Fracture appliances
appliances in
splints and
and
in the form of splints
Fracture
similar supports
Trusses
Artificial teeth, crowns and facings (excluding
(excluding teeth,
Artificial
crowns and facings for specimen purposes mounted on
on
crowns
having a
a number
indelibly impressed
impressed
or having
number indelibly
metal strips
strips or
thereof):
or embossed on the front thereof):
(a)
Wholly or partly of metal
(a) Wholly

(b) All others
instruments and
following:
and appliances,
appliances, the following:
Dental instruments
Amalgam instruments, of avalue exceeding is. 6d. each
Amalgaminstruments,ofavalueexceedingls.6d.each
a value
mounted on
on mandrel, of a
Brushes, bristle, mounted
exceeding 1%d.
1%d. each
each
exceeding
Burnishers, of a
a value exceeding Is.
is. Od. each
Burnishers,
exceeding 9d. per dozen
a value exceeding
Burs, of a
Carvers,
value exceeding
exceeding Is.
is. 5d. each
each
Carvers, of aavalue
Elevators, of a
a value exceeding
exceeding 4s. 3d. each
Engines,
exceeding £18.
value exceeding
electric, dental, of aa value
Engines, electric,
Os. Od. each
Excavators,
a value exceeding
exceeding is.
Is. Od. each
Excavators, of a
Files,
exceeding is.
each
Is. 2d. each
a value
value exceeding
Files, of a
Forceps, of a
a value exceeding
each
exceeding 9s. Od. each
Gags,
exceeding Is.
is. 3d. each
a value
value exceeding
mouth, of a
Gags, mouth,
Mirrors, mouth,
exceeding 6d.
each
6d. each
of a
a value
value exceeding
mouth, of
Mirrors,
193470.-41—Pr.
193470°--41-PT.
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Rate of Duty

15
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
15 per
per cent.
15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

cent.
per cent,
per cent.
cent,
per cent.
cent.
per cent,
cent.
per cent,
cent.
per cent,
per cent,
cent.
per cent.

ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad

valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem

cent, ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent.
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
whichever
or 9d. each, whichever
greater
is the
the greater
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem

cent,
15 per cent.
15 per cent,
cent.
cent,
15 per cent.
15 per cent.
15 per cent.
15 per cent,
cent.
15 per cent.
cent,
15 per cent.

ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad

valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem

valorem
20 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
cent, ad valorem
valorem
20 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
20 per cent.
valorem
20 per cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem

10s.
hundred or
or
per hundred
10s. Od. per
cent, ad valovalo20 per cent.
rem,
whichever is the
rem, whichever
greater
greater
Od. per
per hundred or
or
2s. Od.
cent. ad va20 per cent.
is
lorem, whichever
whichever is
the greater
greater
20
ad valorem
valorem
20 per cent. ad
20
per cent.
20 per
20
20 per
per cent.
20
cent.
20 per cent.
20 per
per cent.
20
20 per
per cent.
cent.
20

ad
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

valorem
ad valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
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appliances—Continued.
Dental instruments and appliances-Continued.
instruments, of a
a value
exceeding
Plastic filling instruments,
value exceeding
Is. 5d. each
each
Pluggers, of a
is. 2d.
a value exceeding
exceeding Is.
2d. each
each
Probes and explorers,
value exceeding
exceeding is.
Od.
explorers, of
of aa value
Is. Od.
each
Pyorrhoea instruments,
instruments, of a
a value
exceeding is.
value exceeding
Is. 3d.
3d.
each
each
Scalers and prophylactic
instruments, of a
a value
value
prophylactic instruments,
exceeding Is.
is. 6d. each
exceeding
Spittons, of aavalue
exceeding £8.
value exceeding
£8. Os.
Os. Od.
Od. each
Spotlights, electric,
electric, complete
with attachment
attachment for
complete with
for
fitting to pedestals
pedestals or units,
of
a
value
units, of a value exceeding
exceeding
£3.0s.0d. each
each
Stoppers,
Stoppers, of a
a value exceeding
exceeding 18.9d.
ls.9d. each
Trimmers, of a
a value exceeding
exceeding 9d. each
Trimmers
each
Dental plate fixative powder
powder
Sound amplification
amplification apparatus
apparatus (other
hearing aid
aid
(other than hearing
appliances designed for the use of
the
of the
the deaf),
deaf), the
following:
following:
Amplifiers
Amplifiers
Loud speakers
speakers
Dictating machines,
machines i. e. machines of
types used
used for
for
of the types
recording dictated correspondence;
recording
and reproducing
reproducing
correspondence; and
machines
machines and record
record shaving
shaving machines
adapted for
for
machines adapted
use in connection
connection therewith
therewith
Accumulators (electric
Accumulators
(electric storage batteries)
apparatus (including
Electrical cooking
cooking apparatus
industrial elecelec(including industrial
apparatus) and
heating elements
elements theretrical cooking apparatus)
and heating
therefor
Electrical heating apparatus (including
industrial elecelec(including industrial
trical
trical heating apparatus) and heating
heating elements
elements theretherefor
Electrically
machines of the types used
Electrically operated
operated machines
used for
for
household purposes,
domestic and household
purposes, the
the following:
following:
Food mixers
Dish washers
washers
Drink mixers
Fruit juice extractors
extractors
Electrically
Electrically operated
operated machines,
machines, the following:
following:
Hair clippers
Hair
clippers
Dry
Dry shavers
shavers

tractors:
Agricultural tractors:
Tracklaying tractors of a
a type suitable
Tracklaying
suitable for hauling
hauling
or pushing
pushing implements, with or without
without separate
power take-off, but not including
including machines
specially adapted
adapted for other purposes, in which
which
the track is ancillary
ancillary
Other than tracklaying
tracklaying tractors
tractors
Air
compressors and
exhausters
Air and
and gas
gas
compressors
and exhausters
Injectors
for
boilers
Injectors
for
boilers
Injectors for boilers
Cash registers,
with
or
without
registers, with
without one or more cash drawers,
drawers,
with or without accumulating
accumulating registers (totalizers)
(totalizers)
and with or without tape recording,
recording, printing
printing and
ticket issuing
issuing devices
devices
ticket
Dairy machinery,
machinery, other
other than cream
cream separators,
separators, the
the folfollowing:

Mlking machines
Milking
machines
Other
Other kinds
kinds
Automatic
multi-head
Automatic multi-head glass
glass bottle
bottle making machines
Automatic
multi-head machines
Automatic multi-head
machines of the types used for:
(a) Making glass stems for electric
electric lamps
(b) Exhausting
valves
(b)
Exhausting electric
electric lamps and valves
Dry cleaning and laundering machines (other
Dry
(other than hand
hand
operated machines of the
operated
the types used
used for domestic
domestic purposes), the following:
poses),
leaners and
and washers
Cleaners
Driers
Driers15

ringers
Wringers
Ironing machines
machines
and any combination thereof.
and

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

20 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
20
20 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
20
20 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
20
20 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
20
20 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
20
ad valorem
valorem
20 per cent. ad
cent.
20 per cent.
20
per cent.
cent,
20 per
20
per
cent,
20 per cent.
10 per
per cent.
cent,
10

ad valorem
valorem
ad
ad valorem
ad
valorem
ad
ad valorem
valorem
ad
valorem
ad valorem

25 per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
25 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem

10
per cent,
ad valorem
10 per
cent. ad
valorem
15
per cent,
ad valorem
15 per
cent. ad
valorem
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent.
cent,
15 per cent.
per cent.
15 per
15 per cent.
cent,
cent,
15 per
per cent.

ad
ad
ad
ad
ad
ad

valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem

15 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem

per cent.
cent. ad
valorem
25 per
ad valorem
15
cent. ad
valorem
15 per cent.
ad valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem

20
20 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem

15 per cent. ad valoreir
valorem
cent, ad valorem
15 per cent.
valorem
20
per cent.
ad valorem
valorem
20 per
cent. ad
15 per cent
cent. ad valorem
valorem
15
cent. ad
valorem
15 per
per cent.
ad valorem
15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem

15 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad
15
15 Per
per cent.
ad
cent. ad
15
15 per
per cent.
cent, ad
15 per cent.
cent, ad
per cent ad

valorem
valorem

valorem
valorem

valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
valorem
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Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

Office
following kinds, other than
machinery of the following
Office machinery
punched cards:
machines
operated in
in conjunction with punched
machines operated
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Accounting machines
machines
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
15 per
Calculating
Calculating machines
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Adding
Adding machines
cent, ad valorem
Listing
15 per cent.
machines
Listing machines
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per
Bookkeeping
Bookkeeping machines
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
machines
Billing machines
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Posting machines
machines
Posting
and
typewriters
combination thereof, including typewriters
any combination
and any
incorporated
machines.
incorporated in these machines.
Typewriters,
with or without
without cases (not including
including elecTypewriters, with
tric
typewriters, accounting,
accounting, adding, listing, booktric typewriters,
incorpotypewriters incorpokeeping
machines or typewriters
keeping or billing machines
exceeding 22 pounds
rated
a weight exceeding
pounds and
therein), of a
rated therein),
£3.
Od. per machine
10s. Od.
£3. 10s.
of
machine
exceeding £6. Os. Od. per machine
value exceeding
of a
a value
Other office
machinery of the following
following kinds:
office machinery
Other
15
valorem
15 per
per cent. ad valorem
Addressing machines
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Letter
opening machines
machines
Letter opening
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Letter
sealing machines
machines
Letter sealing
Machines, other
specially
a type specially
typewriters, of a
other than typewriters,
Machines,
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
cheques
adapted
mechanical writing of cheques
adapted for the mechanical
15 per cent. ad valorem
Stamp affixing machines
Machines
automatic proMachines of the types used for the automatic
correspondence, with or
duction of typewritten
typewritten correspondence,
duction
without motors,
motors, but
typewriters
but not including typewriters
without
per cent. ad valorem
15 per
used
therewith
in connexion therewith
used in
15 per cent. ad valorem
Coin sorting,
sorting, counting
machines
wrapping machines
and wrapping
counting and
Coin
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Perforating machines
machines
valorem
cent. ad valorem
15 per cent,
Postage
franking machines
Postage franking
following:
Packing and
machines, the following:
labelling machines,
and labelling
Packing
Cappers, sealers
sealers (excluding
sealing ma(excluding carton sealing
Cappers,
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
chines)
closers
and closers
chines) and
Carton and
bread wrappers
including
not including
wrappers (but not
and bread
Carton
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
20 per
bread slicers)
valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem
Labelling machines
machines
Labelling
20 per
cent, ad valorem
valorem
per cent.
20
Can casing machines
valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem
machines with weighing
weighing devices
devices
Filling machines
20 per cent. ad valorem
20
Paper
making and
and board making
making machines
Paper making
20
per cent. ad valorem
20 per
Portable
pneumatic tools
electric or pneumatic
Portable electric
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
20
Marine outboard
outboard motors
Marine
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
15 per
Typesetting
Typesetting machines
Rotary
machines, that is to say,
printing machines,
newspaper printing
Rotary newspaper
printing of
rotary
printing machines
machines designed for the printing
rotary printing
newspapers
and the
the like
and
from reels of paper, and
like from
newspapers and
cent. ad valorem
valorem
per cent.
15 per
equipped
with cutting
and folding
folding mechanism
mechanism
cutting and
equipped with
Automatic cardboard
forming and lining
cardboard box and carton forming
Automatic
20
valorem
20 per cent. ad valorem
machines
machines
Pumps of
of the
types used
oil
for the delivery of petrol and oil
used for
the types
Pumps
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
at garages
and filling stations
garages and
at
Electrically
refrigerators, having a
a storage
storage caoperated refrigerators,
Electrically operated
pacity
12 cubic
cubic feet, and complete
complete meexceeding 12
not exceeding
pacity not
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
refrigerators
chanical
chanical units for such refrigerators
Air conditioning
comprising
self-contained, comprising
machines, self-contained,
conditioning machines,
Air
elements
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
and
cooling, control of humidity,
for cooling,
elements for
cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent.
circulating of air
air
sewing
Sewing
being, in the case of hand sewing
heads, being,
machine heads,
Sewing machine
machines, machines
separable cabior separable
stands or
without stands
machines without
machines,
net work
and, in
the case
of treadle
treadle or
or power
power operated
operated
case of
in the
work and,
net
machines,
machines without stands or separable
separable cabimachines, machines
net
work
and
without
equipment
for
providing
net work and without equipment for providing motive 15 per cent,
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
power
Textile
following kinds:
the following
machinery of the
Textile machinery
cent, ad valorem
15 per
per cent.
Warp tying machines
Warp
per cent. ad valorem
15 per
Warp drawing
drawing machines
machines
Warp
20
cent, ad valorem
20 per cent.
Circular knitting
machines
knitting machines
Circular
15
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Vacuum cleaners,
electrically operated
cleaners, electrically
Vacuum
Machinery
belting of
of leather
leather over % inch thick and not
Machinery belting
more than
than 24
inches wide,
value not less than
of aa value
wide, of
24 inches
more
10 per
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
10
cwt.
£30.
per cwt.
Od. per
Os. Od.
£30. Os.

1913
1913

1914
1914
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SCHEDULE
Article
Artice

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

Machinery
belting of
of rubber
and gutta
gutta
balata and
(including balata
rubber (including
Machinery belting
percha)
and canvas,
canvas, of
value not less
than £12. 10s.
less than
of a
a value
percha) and
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
100per
Od.
1
0d. per cwt.
Hardwood flooring
or strips,
strips, planed
and tongued
tongued
planed and
blocks or
flooring blocks
Hardwood
17% per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad vavaand
planed and
and otherwise
otherwise manufactured
manufactured
17%
or planed
grooved or
and grooved
lorem
lorem
Hardwood parquet
of
composed of
in sections
sections composed
flooring in
parquet flooring
Hardwood
17% per
per cent.
cent. ad
vablocks or
strips glued
joined together
together
ad va17%
otherwise joined
or otherwise
glued or
or strips
blocks
lorem
lorem
Tool
handles of wood, the following:
following:
Tool handles
Fork,
and spade
handles, of
the box
"D"
box or "D"
of the
spade handles,
shovel and
Fork, shovel
Free
type,
whether riveted
riveted or
not
Free
or not
type, whether
15 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
15
tool handles
Other tool
10 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
10
Plywood,
with softwood
softwood
Plywood, faced with
Articles
manufactured wholly
wholly or partly of wood, the
Articles, manufactured
following:
following:
6 feet and
height and
and width not less than 6
a height
of a
Doors of
is. 6d.
6d. each
each or 20 per
per
Is.
respectively
22feet respectively
cent,
ad
ad valorem,
cent.
whichever
is
the
whichever
greater
greater
Oak staves
not further
than sawn
(whether
sawn (whether
prepared than
further prepared
staves not
Oak
10 per
cent ad
valorem
ad valorem
per cent,
10
cylindrically or otherwise)
cylindrically
20 per
per cent.
cent. ad
valorem
ad valorem
20
Other oak staves
Other
Oak
sections of
of cask
cask heads not dowel-holed
dowel-holed or
Oak sections
pegged and
heads consisting
a single
single
consisting of a
cask heads
and cask
pegged
10 per
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
10
per cent.
circular
circular sheet of oak
Cask heads
of oak,
oak, other
than those
a
consisting of a
those consisting
other than
heads of
Cask
20
ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad
20 per
per cent.
single circular sheet
Cask hoops,
hoops, including
including hoopwood
hoopwood in
strips, notched
in strips,
Cask
20 per
per cent. ad valorem
20
or
the ends
at the
jointed at
otherwise jointed
or otherwise
Hoopwood in
in the form of strips of rough
rough wood,
Hoopwood
whether straight
straight or coiled,
coned, but not including
including
whether
valorem
ad valorem
cent. ad
10 per cent.
strips
notched or otherwise
otherwise jointed
jointed at the ends
strips notched
20 per cent. ad valorem
Wooden
Wooden bungs and shives
Wooden boot last
last blocks roughly shaped by sawing
sawing
or
turning, but not
further manufactured
10 per cent. ad valorem
manufactured
not further
or turning,
and
stretchers and
boot and shoe lasts, stretchers
Other wooden boot
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
20 per
trees
trees Wooden golf club head blocks roughly
roughly shaped
shaped by
by
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
but not
not further
further manufactured
manufactured
sawing, but
Wooden gun, carbine,
carbine, and rifle stock blocks, roughly
roughly
Wooden
shaped by sawing,
sawing, and
planed or
and such blocks planed
shaped
polished, but not further
further manufactured
manufactured
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Pencil slats of wood
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Women's and girls' outer garments
costumes,
garments being costumes,
Women's
dresses, coats and skirts made
dresses,
made entirely of woven
cotton, and of aa
fabrics, consisting wholly of cotton,
exceeding 4s. Od. per garment, excluding articles
articles
value exceeding
lace net or
or
which consist wholly or partly of lace or lace
material resembling
resembling these, or which at any stage of
material
a
manufacture have been
been subjected,
subjected, as to the whole or a
manufacture
embroidery by hand
hand or
part thereof, to aa process of embroidery
machine needlework
cut
needlework, stiletto work, borer
borer work, cut
work
work or drawn thread
thread work, or to a
aprocess
process producing
producing
20 per cent.
effect
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
aasimilar effect
girls' footwear,
following:
Women's and
and girls'
footwear, the following:
overshoes, slippers and sanBoots, bootees, shoes,
shoes, overshoes,
a value
descriptions, of a
value exceeding
exceeding 10s. Od.
Od.
dals of all descriptions,
a
including articles
a pair (but
(but not including
articles made
made wholly or
except
partly of rubber, balata or gutta
gaits percha,
percha, except
where the outer part of
of the
the 'uppers,
'uppers, apart from
from
stichings, fastenings
fastenings or ornaments,
ornaments, is made enen2s. Od. per pair or 15 per
tirely of leather or leather
leather and elastic)
cent,
ad valorem,
cent. ad
whichever
the
is
whichever
greater
Paracifin
egreater
Paraffin
wax
10 per
per eent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
Paraffin wax
10
Boric
valorem
(refined)
.
...
20 per cent
Aent. ad valorem
Bori acid
acid (refined)

1915
1915
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Article

Borax (refined)
Sodium chromate
Sodium bi-chromate
extract
Chestnut extract
Carbon black from natural gas
Carbon
varnishes containing one or more of each of the folOil varnishes
lowing ingredients,
ingredients, viz., resins, drying oils,
oils, thinners
varnishes
and driers, but not including cellulose ester varnishes
preparations containing pigments
and preparations
Petroleum jelly not containing
containing any other substance
Soft soap
Hard soap, other than abrasive
abrasive soap and toilet soap
Hard
Shaving soap and cream and brushless
brushless shaving
shaving cream
cream
Hide leather, undressed,
following:
undressed, the following:
Bellies and shoulders
shoulders for soles
Hides and skins, undressed, the following:
Hides
Pickled splits other than grain splits
Reptile leather, undressed, of the following descriptions:
descriptions:
Snake, lizard,
lizard, crocodile
crocodile and alligator skins, not
shaped
Leather, dressed, the following:
following:
Waxed
splits, not chrome
chrome tanned
tanned or shaped,
other
shaped, other
Waxed splits,
than grain splits
dressed, of the following descriptions:
descriptions:
Reptile leather, dressed,
Snake, lizard,
lizard, crocodile
not
crocodile and alligator skins, not
Snake,
any process
process other than
shaped or subjected to any
colouring
or dressing
dressing and colouring
dressing or
Glace
kid, being chrome
tanned goatskin of smooth,
smooth,
chrome tanned
Glace kid,
polished finish,
finish, not shaped
shaped
polished
Scrap
or waste of chrome tanned calf, kip or hide
Scrap or
leather, being
being leather
of a
a kind
not used
used in the uppers
kind not
leather of
leather,
of boots and shoes
leather, not
Dressed pigskin,
pigskin, peccary
carpincho leather,
peccary and carpincho
Dressed
shaped
Women's handbags
and pochettes,
or not,
fitted or
whether fitted
pochettes, whether
handbags and
Women's
made
partly of leather
leather or material
material resembling
resembling
or partly
wholly or
made wholly
leather,
neither the length
leather, without key locks, of which neither
nor the
handle, exceeds
exceeds 12
exclusive of the handle,
width, exclusive
the width,
nor
each
value exceeding
exceeding 4s. Od. each
a value
inches, and of a

Rate
Rate of Duty

20 per
10 per
8s. Od.
Od.
10 per
10 per

15
10
15
15
15

cent. ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad valorem
valorem
cent.
per cwt.
valorem
cent. ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad valorem

per cent. ad valorem
per
per cent. ad valorem
per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
per
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
per cent. ad valorem
per

10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem

valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
15 per
per cent. ad valorem

valorem
15 per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem

is. Od.
Od. each or 20 per
per
Is.
cent.
ad valorem,
whichever
the
is
whichever
greater
greater

manufactures, the following:
following:
Paper manufactures,
envelopes
including the
the paper
paper envelopes
Paper dress patterns, including
15
per cent.
cent. ad
15 per
enclosed
in which they are enclosed
Vulcanized fibre in reels, coils, sheets, strips, rods or
Vulcanized
16% per cent.
cent,
16%a
manufactured
not further manufactured
tubes, not
lorem
Face and hand towels, made wholly of paper, of aa
weight when
equivalent to not less
extended equivalent
when fully extended
weight
than 10
pounds to
to the
ream of
sheets of double
double
480 sheets
of 480
the ream
10 pounds
than
16% per cent.
crown
measuring 20 inches by 30 inches
crown measuring
lorem
lorem
Serviettes and handkerchiefs,
handkerchiefs, not printed,
printed, of a
supera superServiettes
ficial area
area not
not exceeding
exceeding 400 square inches, made
ficial
extended
wholly of paper,
paper, of a
a weight when fully extended
wholly
equivalent to not less than 7
pounds to the ream
7 pounds
equivalent
of
sheets of
double crown measuring
measuring 20 inches
of double
480 sheets
of 480
16% per cent.
by 30 inches
lorem
lorem
Motor
(complete with
Motor cars and chassis for motor cars (complete
engines)
calculated
power and upwards, calculated
horse power
engines) of 25 horse
(Registration
in
accordance with the Road Vehicles
Vehicles (Registration
in accordance
33%
per cent.
33% per
and
1924
and Licensing) Regulations, 1924

valorem
valorem

ad va-

ad va-

vaad va-

ad va...
!lorem
10 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
10

sheeting wholly of rubber imported
imported as such
Sheets or sheeting
Tubing and
and piping, wholly
(including comwholly of rubber (including
Tubing
pounded
rubber, vulcanite
or
balata or
ebonite), balata
and ebonite),
vulcanite and
pounded rubber,
gutta percha,
value exceeding
exceeding 2s.
2s. Od.
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
10 per
per pound
pound 10
Od. per
of aa value
percha, of
gutta

1916
1916
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SCHEDULE
Article
Article

Rate of Duty

Tubing
and piping,
or partly
(including
Tubing and
piping, wholly
wholly or
partly of
of rubber
rubber (including
compounded rubber,
rubber, vulcanite
vulcanite and
and ebonite),
balata
compounded
ebonite), balata
or gutta
gutta percha,
throughout
or
percha, reinforced
reinforced or
or armoured
armoured throughout
10 per
ad valorem
valorem
its
length with
with metal
wire or
or strip
strip
its length
metal wire
10
per cent.
cent. ad
Tubing and
(not including,
as
Tubing
and piping
piping (not
including, when
when imported
imported as
such, articles
articles comprised in the
the two
two items immediately
immediately
preceding),
manufactured partly
rubber (including
(including
preceding), manufactured
partly of rubber
compounded
vulcanite and
balata
compounded rubber,
rubber, vulcanite
and ebonite),
ebonite), balata
or
or other
other
or gutta
gutta percha,
percha, with
with or
or without
without nozzles
nozzles or
1%d. per lb. or 15 per cent.
fittings
fittings attached
attached thereto
1ld.perlb.orl5percent.
whichad valorem, whichever is the greater
Material
consisting of
with a
a textile
Material consisting
of rubber
rubber sheeting
sheeting with
textile
backing, not
20
valorem
not made up
up
20 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
film base,
sensitized,
Celluloid (cellulose
(cellulose nitrate)
nitrate) film
base, not sensitized,
scrap and
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
and celluloid scrap
and waste
10
Felt base floor covering, being floor covering
covering of which
other bitumenised
bitumenised
the base is bitumenieed
bitumenised paper or other
material
felted material
15 per cent. ad valorem
Oil baize and other
other oilcloth (including oilskin)
oilskin) and
and
leather cloth, not made up, being fabrics
fabrics with
cotton
with aacotton
brim,
excluding fabricaconsisting
consisting only of cotton
base, but excluding
cotton
and rubber
2d. per lb. or 15 per
cent. ad valorem,
valorem,
whichever
whichever
is
the
greater
greater
Hair, being hair of the tails or manes
manes of horses, asses,
mules and
of pigs,
pigs, hogs
hogs and
and
and bovine
bovine animals, and
and hair
hair of
boars, dressed and/or dyed,
dyed, but not further processed
processed
or manufactured
manufactured
.
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Complete pipe organs
organs and complete
net
Complete
complete reed
reed organs, not
including organs
electrieal amplification
including
organs with
with electrical
amplification
25 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Gramophones
Gramophones with electrical
electrical amplification,
including
amplification, including
radio-gramophones
radio-gramophones
25 per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Gramophone records for reproducing
reproducing music
music
Gramophone
25 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
preparations of the following
following descriptions
descriptions (ox..
Toilet preparations
(excluding bath salts and
eluding
and essences,
essences, prepared
prepared fullers earth
earth
and soap):
and liquid
for
Tooth paste or powder
powder and
liquid preparations
preparations for
dental purposes and mouth
mouth washes
washes
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Toilet paste
paste or
powder
or powder
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Toilet cream
cream
20 per cent. ad valorem
Lipstick, rouge
rouge and
greasepaint
and greasepaint
20 per
per cent. ad valorem
Hair dyes
dyes
20 per
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
Preparations
Preparations for use in manicure
manicure or chiropody
chiropody
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Other preparations
preparations for use on the hair,
hair, face
face or body 20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Printers'
Printers ink
17%
l'7); per cent.
cent, ad valorem
rem
Appliances, apparatus, accessories
accessories and requisites
requisites for
for
following:
sports, games, gymnastics or athletics,
athletics, the
the following:
Coin or disc operated
operated Machines
thereof
machines and parts thereof
20 per cent. ad valorem
Fishing tackle, the following:
following:
Rods wholly
wholly or mainly of iron or steel
15 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
Reels, of a
a value of not
less than fis.
8s. Od. each 15 per cent. ad valorem
not lees
valorem
a value exceeding
exceeding 12s. 6d. each
Golf clubs, of a
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
exceeding 4s. M.
Golf club shafts, of a
avalue exceeding
6d. each 20 per cent.
ad
valorem
cent,
valorem
Golf tees of wood
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Golf club bags
20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Oars
and paddles
bags
Oars and
for rowing boats
boats and canoes
canoes
20 per
cent.
ad
valorem
per cent,
valorem
Stationery, the following:
following:
Drawing
Drawing ink
ink
17% per cent.
cent, ad valorem
rem
Paste
Past; and mucilage in small
small containers
containers
15 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
Rubber bands
Rubber
15 per
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
Rubber erasers,
eraers, of a
a value exceeding
exceeding is.
Is. 8d. per
pound
15 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Parts for files
sent. ad valorem
valorem
20 per sent
List binders
;
20 per eea.
cent: ad valorem
valorem
Indexers
Indexenrs
20 ptr
slt. 'Sd
ad valorem
90
per cent
valorem
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Rate of Duty

Stationery, the following—Continued
following-Continued
Stationery,
exceeding
Paper clips wholly of wire, of a
a value
value exceeding
Paper
4%d. per pound
1%d. per lb. or 20 per
per
ld.
pound
4yd.
cent.
cent. ad valorem,
whichever
is
the
is
whichever
greater
greater
20 per
Pen
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Pen nibs
SECTION B
B
SECTION
Article
Article

Rate of Duty

Veal
containers 20 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
preserved in airtight containers
edible, not preserved
Veal offals, edible,
NOTE: The right to regulate quantitatively
quantitatively the imUnited Kingdom
Kingdom is
offals into the United
of veal offal:3
ports of
reserved.
reserved.
Dried
apricots
10s. 6d. per cwt.
Dried prunes and dried apricots
10s. 6d. per cwt.
Raisins
Corsets and similar body supporting
supporting underCorsets
garments and brassieres, excluding articles
articles
garments
lace or
consist wholly or partly of lace
which consist
material resembling these, or
net or material
lace net
which at
at any
of manufacture
manufacture have
any stage of
which
a part
part
been subjected, as to the whole or a
thereof,
embroidery by hand
hand
process of embroidery
thereof, to aa process
or
machine needle
work, stiletto work,
needle work,
or machine
borer
work or drawn
thread
drawn thread
borer work, cut work
work,
or to
to a
a process
a similar
similar
producing a
process producing
work, or
effect:
corn- Where no comny corn(a) Where
any
cornof the silk or Where ar
value of
Where the value
(a)
is silk
ponent is
ponent is silk
artificial silk component
ponent
component or the
artificial
aggregate of
the values of all such
of the
aggregate
components, as
case may be,
as the case
components,
exceeds 5
5 per cent. but does
does not
exceeds
exceed
aggrecent. of the aggre20 per cent.
exceed 20
gate of the values
values of all the comis. 8d. per lb. or
4s.
Od. p(
per
or Is.
sr lb. or
4s. Od.
ponents of the article
25 per cent.
25 per
per cent.
25
cent.
ad
valorem,
valorem,
ad valorem,
whichever is
whichever
whichever
is
whichever
greater
the greater
greater
the greater
the value of the silk or artifiWhere the
(b) Where
component or the aggreaggrecial silk component
all such
such comgate of the values of all
ponents, as the case may be, does
exceed 5
cent. of the aggre5 per cent.
not exceed
the values of all the comgate of the
4d. per lb. or
or 20
20
9d. per lb.
20 4d.
lb. or 20
9d.
of the article
ponents of
per cent.
cent. ad
per
per cent.
cent.ad
ad vaper
valorem,
valorem,
lorem,
whichlorem, whichwhichever is
is
ever
is the whichever
the greater
greater
greater
greater
(c)
Where no
artificial silk is
or artificial
silk or
no silk
(c) Where
20
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
20 per
present
Stockings
and socks
or
silk, or
wholly of silk,
made wholly
socks made
Stockings and
containing
components the value
containing silk components
whereof
20 per
per cent. of
aggreof the
the aggreexceeds 20
whereof exceeds
gate of
components
values of all the components
the values
of the
gate
12s.
ad
12s. Od. per lb. or 43% per cent. ad
thereof
thereof
is the
valorem,
whichever
the
valorem, whichever
greater,
greater, provided that in no
case shall
shall the duty exceed
exceed
case
per dozen
dozen pairs
10s. Od. per
per cent. ad valorem
7% per
Patent
leather, not
not shaped
Patent leather,
NOTE:
This rate
duty will
bewill not beof duty
rate of
NOTE: This
come
suitable opporopporuntil aa suitable
operative until
come operative
tunity
for legislation
legislation arises;
arises; but
it will
will
but it
tunity for
be
given effect
not later
later than
Au1st Authan 1st
effect not
be given
gust,
gust, 1939.

1917
1917

1918
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Article

I
— Continued
I-Continued

P
ART II
II
PART

contained in articles specified
specified
Added sugar contained
in
I, Section
Schedule
Section A,
A, of this Schedule
in Part
Part I,

Nam:
As regards
content of
of
the sugar
sugar content
NOTE: As
regards the
articles the
preferential duty
such articles
the preferential
any such
margins allowed
United KingKingin the
the United
margins
allowed in
respect of the sugar content
content of
dom in respect
similar British Empire articles
shall
articles shall
main
be stabilised as long as the main
preferential duty margins in
in respect
respect
preferential
such remain
remain
imported as such
of sugar imported
If such margins
margins in respect
respect
stabilised. If
of sugar imported
are changed,
changed,
imported as such are
the preferential
preferential duty
margins in
duty margins
respect
of
content of any of
respect of the sugar content
articles specified
specified in Part
Part I, Section
Section
the articles
A, of this Schedule
Schedule shall be changed
changed
correspondingly.
correspondingly.
Similarly, the rates of
of duty
duty on the
sugar content
article specified in
content of any article
Schedule
Part I, Section A, of this Schedule
shall remain unchanged
unchanged as long as the
main rates of duty on sugar imported
unchanged. If such
such
as such remain unchanged.
imported as
rates of duty on sugar imported
such are changed,
changed, the
the rates
rates of duty
on the sugar content of any article
specified in Part I, Section A, of this
Schedule
changed correcorreSchedule shall be changed
spondingly.
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Nora: In the course of the discussions
discussions
NOTE:
leading
signed this
Agreement signed
leading to the Agreement
day, the United
United States
States Government
Government
have asked for a
a reduction
reduction in the
have
preference
accorded
in
United
preference accorded in the United
Kingdom to Empire
tobacco. The
Empire tobacco.
Government of the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Government
have recognised
recognised that this request is
is
one to which the United
United States
Government have
have attached
attached much
Government
much
importance
but they
have been
been
importance
prevented from entertaining
entertaining it
prevented
it by the
existence of Agreements
Agreements with several
Governments within the British EmGovernments
of
pire which guarantee
guarantee continuance
continuance of
the present
present margin
margin of preference
preference until
August, 1942. The Government
of
Government of
Kingdom will be prepared
prepared
the United
United Kingdom
before decisions are
are taken
taken as to the
the
preference after August,
August,
level of the preference
it
1942, to examine the position
position as it
possibility of
then stands and the possibility
reducing the margin
margin of preference.
preference.
Meanwhile
it will not be increased.
Meanwhile it
increased.
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NOTE: Articles
manufacture of the United
Articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
United
States of America specified in this Schedule
Schedule shall not, on their importation into Newfoundland,
Newfoundland, from whatever
whatever place arriving, be subject to
to
duties or charges
charges of any kind other or higher
higher than those specified
specified in
the
column •nor
duties or
the third column;
nor shall
shall the said
said articles
articles be
be subject
subject to
to duties
or
charges of any kind which
which exceed the duties or charges
charges applicable
applicable to
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any territory
like articles the growth, produce
territory
under the sovereignty of His Majesty
Majesty the King
King or under His Majesty's
Majesty's
suzerainty or protection
suzeraintyprotection by more than the margin
margin of preference
preference
indicated in the fourth column.
column.
The provisions
provisions of the foregoing
foregoing paragraph
paragraph shall not apply to those
rates of duty or margins of preference
preference marked with an asterisk. In
respect of these items it
recognised that the equilibrium
equilibrium of
it is recognised
of the
Agreement
Agreement would be disturbed
disturbed if the rates of duty or margins
margins of
preference
preference so marked were increased
increased above the rates
rates or margins
shown. In such a
a case it
it is agreed
agreed that the Government
Government of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom would, after consultation
consultation with
Government of
with the Government
Newfoundland, enter
Government of
of the
the
Newfoundland,
enter into
into discussions
discussions with
with the Government
States not less than
date on which
which such
United States,
than thirty days
days before
before the
the date
such
increased rate of duty or margin of preference
preference becomes
becomes effective,
restoring the equilibrium
It is
with aa view to restoring
equilibrium of the
the Agreement.
Agreement. It
Government of
United Kingdom
would
further agreed that
that the Government
of the United
Kingdom would
procedure if a
a preference
preference were
adopt the same procedure
were accorded
accorded on any
article specified
territory under
under the
sovereignty
article
specified in this Schedule to
to any territory
the sovereignty
Majesty's suzerainty
suzerainty or protecof His Majesty the King or under His Majesty's
protection which does not enjoy such aapreference
preference on the
the day of
of the signaAgreement.
ture of this Agreement.
The
Schedule shall
interpreted as
The provisions
provisions of
of this
this Schedule
shall be
be interpreted
as though they
had been
been included
included in
in the
the Newfoundland
Newfoundland tariff law
law in
in force
force on the
the day
amendment to that law.
of the
the signature
signature of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement by an
an amendment
Newfoundland Tariff
Tariff
Item No.

15
38
39

41
76

ex 77

ex 78
ex
79
79
ex 80
80
ex

93

Description of Goods
Goods
Class or Description

Wheat meal and flour
Beef, salted, in barrels
Pork, salted, including
including heads, jowls,
etc., in barrels or half-bartongues, etc.,
rels
tongues, dry
salted or
or
Hams and
and tongues,
dry salted
pickled
Fruit—raw:
Fruit-raw:
Apples
Apples
Fruit—raw:
Fruit-raw:
pumpkins, lemons,
Oranges, melons, pumpkins,
peaches,
limes, grapes, grapefruit, peaches,
cherries,
plums, apricots, cherries,
pears, plums,
gooseberries,currants,strawberries,
currants, strawberries,
gooseberries,
pineapples, pomegranates,
pomegranates, guava,
pineapples,
shaddocks, mangoes
mangoes and similar
similar
shaddocks,
green
fruits
green fruits
Dried
curdates); curDried fruits (other than dates);
rants and
raisins, N.
E. S.
S.
N. E.
and dried
dried raisins,
rants
Prunes, figs and fig-cake
Natural-dried
sultana type
type raisins,
raisins,
Natural-dried sultana
otherwise
ThompNatural Thompotherwise known as Natural
son's
in
in bulk
bulk or in
Raisins, in
Seedless Raisins,
son's Seedless
package
package
Lard,
compound and similar subLard, lard
lard compound
stances,
stearine of all
stances, cottolene and stearine
kinds,
kinds, N. E. S.

Rate of Duty

Margin
Preference
Margin of Preference

Free
$1.55
per brl.
$1.55 per

Nil*

$1.55 per
per brl.

Nil*

$0.03 per lb.
$0.03

Nil*
Nil*
Nil

Free
$0.02
$0.02 per lb.
Free

Nil*
Nil*

Free
perr cent. ad
30 pe
valorem
val
lorem

Nil*

1919
1919

1920

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OnzihR THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

STAT.
[54 STAT.

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE II—Continued
II-Continued
NewfoundNewfoundland Tariff
Item No.

94

Class
Description of
Goods
of Goods
Class or
or Description

Rate
Duty
Rate of Dnty

Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference

preserved, sterilized
Milk and cream, preserved,
sterilized or
or
condensed,
milk powders,
incondensed, and
and milk
powders, including
the
weight
of
immediate
covcluding the weight of immediate coverings
erings

161 Tobacco,
Tobacco, manufactured,
manufactured, for pipe
pipe smok161
ing only
ing
only
162 Tobacco,
Tobacco, manufactured,
manufactured, commonly
commonly
used in
cigarettes or
for both
both
used
in making
making cigarettes
or for
pipe and
and cigarette smoking
smoking
pipe
manufactured
164 Cigarettes,
Cigarettes, manufactured
249 Felt, for pulp and paper machines
machines
Free
Free
adzes
353
all kinds, N. E. S.; adzes,
853 Axes, saws of all
cleavers, hatchets,
hatchets, hammers and
tools of all kinds, edged
edged or not, for
hand use, N. E. S.,
including bench
bench
S. including
machines, wedges, sedges,
sledges, crow-bars,
crow-bars,
machines,
track tools, picks and
and
cant-dogs, track
wrenches and
and pliers of all
eyes, wrenches
shovels and spades of iron and
and
kinds; shovels
metals; wooden
wooden shovsteel or other metals;
els, tool and implement
implement handles of all
kinds, N. E. S.

354

Anvils, vices, files and rasps, rules of all
kinds, N. E. S.; mallets and gauges,
smiths' bellows, horse shoes,
shoes, diasmiths'
glaziers' use, glass cutters
monds for glaziers'
emery
and emery

381

382

383

Cinematograph apparatus
apparatus and camCinematograph
eras of all kinds and parts therefor 45 pe
per
ir cent. ad
valorem*
val
lorem*
Electric motors and generators,
Electric
generators, N. E. S.,
switchboards
switchboards and accessories
accessories theretransformers and
and accessories
accessories
for, transformers
therefor, condensers,
therefor,
condensers, capacitors,
capacitors, converters, oil circuit breakers,
voltage
breakers voltage
and induction
induction regulators,
lightning
regulators, lightning
arresters,
auto
starters
and
arresters, auto starters and commutators, motor control apparatus,
apparatus,
domestic lighting
lighting sets
Electric wires and cables (insulated),
Electric
(insulated),
insulators, electric lamps including
bulbs and shades, meters,
meters, wiring
wiring
devices such as switches,
switches, sockets,
devices
porcelain knobs and tubes; teleporcelain
phone and
and telegraph
instruments,
telegraph instruments,
and parts thereof
thereof not capable
capable of
other use; magnetos
magnetos and spark plugs —
-

Radio receivers
receivers and
and transmitters
transmitters and
and
parts thereof
not capable of other
other
thereof not
use

Nil
Nil
Nil

10 per cent.
ad valorem
valorem

10 per cent.
ad valorem

858 Builders',
Builders', cabinet
cabinet makers', upholsterers'
358
upholsterers'
trunkmakers' hardware, includand trunkmakers'
hinges and
ing furniture
furniture springs, hinges
locks, N.
8.; screws, commonly
N. E. S.,
commonly
called wood screws, of iron, steel,
steel,
called
brass or other metal (plated or not)
and machine
other screws,
screws,
machine and other
coal boxes
boxes and coal
coal scoops,
scoops,
N. E. S.; coal
buckets and slop
slop pails; traps
traps of iron
iron
or other metal, including
including rat and
mouse traps, wholly or partially
made of wood
wood

ex 369

Nil
Nil

per cent.
10 per
valorem
ad valorem
Nil

per cent.
10 per
valorem
ad valorem

10 per cent.
ad valorem

30 per cent.
ent. ad Nil
Nil
valorem* valorem*
-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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SCHEDULE
NewfoundNewfoundland Tariff
Tariff
Item No.

385

386
387
387
401

403
403

410
410

441
442
442

443
443

463
463
ex 464

Class or Description of Goods

Rate of
of Duty
Rate

Margin
Preference
Margin of Preference

Electric batteries
batteries of all kinds, including
including
Electric
storage batteries,
batteries, dry cell batteries
storage
(single and multiple cell), flashlight
flashlight
batteries,
primary
batteries, primary
batteries, galvanic batteries,
batteries, N. E. S.
and secondary
secondary batteries,
(includElectrically-driven
appliances (includElectrically-driven appliances
ing razors and hair trimmers),
trimmers), N. E. S.
Electrical
appliances for cooking
cooking and
Electrical appliances
45 per cent.
heating
cent, ad
valorem*
Hand and power machinery
machinery and dupliHand
cate parts thereof, N. E. S.,
S., such
such as:
drilling
machines, fan blowers,
blowers, portdrilling machines,
able forges,
forges, pumps, turning
turning lathes,
fretsaw machines,
machines, scroll
scroll saw
saw mafretsaw
chines, and dating, ruling, paging
paging
and perforating
perforating machines, including
pens
machinery of aa
pens for same, and machinery
kind not manufactured
manufactured in this
welding outfits
Island, N. E. S. and welding
Machinery
therefor, such
such as:
parts therefor,
Machinery and 'parts
wood-working
mawood-working and saw mill maturbines,
chinery, steam engines
engines and turbines,
chinery,
gas engines,
engines, stationary
stationary engines (not
gas
marine),
engines, N.
N. E. S.,
marine), motor engines,
elevators,
water wheels and turbines, elevators,
steam
for
steam and hot water boilers for
power
purposes, furheating purposes,
power and heating
S., horse
radiators, N. E. S.,
naces and radiators,
machines, hoisting
engines,
hoisting engines,
power machines,
N. E. S., concrete
concrete mixers,
mixers, rock
rock
crushers, cranes and derricks, digcrushers,
ging
dredging machines
machines and
and grips
or dredging
ging or
and buckets therefor
therefor

Nil
Nil
Nil

10 per
per cent.
ad vrlorem
vrlorem

10

Machinery
machinery,
Machinery and parts of machinery,
N. E. S.
Free
Free
Cotton yarn and twist
goods, wholly or mainly of cotPiece goods,
ton,
printed or dyed or not, not made
ton, printed
20
cent. ad
per cent,
20 per
up
manner
any manner
up in
in any
valorem*
lorem*
va,
Made up
up or partly made up articles,
Made
mainly of cotton (except
(except
wholly or mainly
apparel),
S., such as: quilts,
apparel), N. E. S.,
45
per
er cent,
cent. ad
45 pe
sheets, towels
towels and curtains
curtains

valorem*
valorem*
Free

per cent.
ad valorem
valorem

Nil

55per cent. ad
valorem
valorem

cent. ad
ad
55per cent.
valorem

Men's
and youths' long rubber boots
Men's and
women
Boots, shoes and slippers for women
and
footwear being of
children; such footwear
and children;
a
leather or imitation leather, and of a
value
country of exportation
exportation
value in the country
ad
35
per
ad 55per cent. ad
:r cent,
cent. ad
35 pe
of
or more per pair
$1.00 or
of $1.00
valorem
valorem
valorem*
va lorem*
467
Hats, caps, bonnets and hat, cap and
467 Hats,
cent, ad
5 per cent.
55 pe
per
cent, ad 5
er cent.
55
bonnet shapes, of any material
valorem
valorem*
lorem*
va
ex
Readyrnade clothing,
wholly or mainly
clothing, wholly
468 Readymade
ex 468
of material
than wool,
wool, for
other than
material other
of
women and girls,
costumes,
girls, viz: costumes,
women
35 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad 5
5 per cent. ad
35
skirts
dresses, coats and skirts
valorem
valorem
valorem*
valorem*
ex
material not
not
Undergarments of any material
469 Undergarments
ex 469
knitted, for
and boys,
boys, viz:
viz:
men and
for men
knitted,
pyjamas, shirts, undercollars, pyjamas,
cuffs, collars,
35 per
cent, ad
ad 55per cent. ad
per cent.
35
vests and like garments
valorem
valorem
valorem*
valorem*

1921

1922
1922

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTI
TER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

SCHEDULE II—Continued
II-Continued
SCHEDULE
NewfoundNewfoundland
land Tariff
Item No.
No.
Item

470
470
481
481

521

Class
of Goods
escription of
Goods
or IDescription
Class or

Rate of Duty

Gloves and mitts of any
any material,
material,
Gloves
N.
S.
N. E.
E. S.
Acids, drugs
and medicinal,
chemical
medicinal, chemical
drugs and
Acids,
and pharmaceutical
pharmaceutical preparations,
preparations,
and
when
containing alcohol,
alcohol, N. E. S.,
S.,
when not
not containing
such
acetic acid,
acid,
tartaric acid,
such as
as acetic
acid, tartaric
carbonate of amcream of tartar, carbonate
arsenic, boracite,
boracite, borate
borate of
monia, arsenic,
lime, borate
borate of magnesium,
magnesium, borax,
lime,
brimstone, bromides,
carbide of calbromides, carbide
brimstone,
cium, carbonic acid gas, chlorides,
glycerine,
cyanides, glycerine,
hydrate, cyanides,
chloral hydrate,
hydrogen peroxide, iodine
iodine, saltpetre
saltpetre
hydrogen
soda compounds,
compounda, Peruvian
Peruvian bark
bark
soda
opium,
and quinine
quinine salts;
opium, quinine and
disinfectants
insecticides, exexand insecticides,
disinfectants and
tracts, patent and proprietary
proprietary preppowders, troches,
troches,
arations, pills, powders,
lozenges, syrups, cordials,
cordials, bitters,
lozenges,
anodynes, tonics, plasters, liniments,
anodynes,
salves, ointments,
ointments, pastes,
pastes, drops,
waters, essences,
essences, essential
essential oils and
oils, oiled silk; absorbent
absorbent cotton,
cottonwool, lint,
lint, lambswool,
lambewool, tow,
cottonwool,
gauze and oakum,
oakum, etc., prejute, gauze
pared for
in surgical dressings;
dressings;
for use in
pared
medicated surgical
surgical belts,
belts,
plain and medicated
pessaries and
and suspensory
suspensory bandages
pessaries
of all kinds; refined cod liver oil, and
compounds of which cod liver oil
forms
part; liquorice
liquorice
forms aa prominent
prominent part;
paste, liquorice
liquorice in rolls and stick,
when
known as Spanish
Spanish
quality known
when of aa quality
liquorice;
Burgundy pitch, vaseline
vaseline
liquorice; Burgundy
and all medicinal preparations
preparations of
petroleum
petroleum
manufactures of
Printing paper and manufactures
paper, N.
transparent cellulose
cellulose
E. S.;
.; transparent
paper,
N. E.
wrapping paper,
paper, writing
writing paper, wrapwrapwrapping
toilet paper, blotting
blotting
ping paper, toilet
paper; sand, glass, flint and emery
paper;
papers; emery
emery cloth; millboard;
papers;
millboard;
strawboard in sheets or
strawboard
or rolls;
rolls; cardboard; ruled,
ruled 1 bordered
coated
bordered and coated
paper papetnes;
papetries; paper
paper bags or sacks
sacks
when not printed
printed upon

Automobiles or motor cars, and
and other
other
569 Automobiles
similar
vehicles and tyres for
for
similar motor
motor vehicles
same
570
670

M-1006

Parts and
and accessories,
accessories, including
including jacks,
called, for autoradiator cement, so called,
cars or other
other similar
similar
mobiles or motor cars
vehicles, N. E. S.
motor vehicles,

Lard, neutral stock, lard on
oil to be used
used
in manufactures
manufactures
M-1007
M-1007 Lard, lard stock; milk testing
testing substances, milk powder, cocoanut,
stances
cocoanut,
cottonseed, oleo, olein
olein beef,
beef, olive,
olive,
palm, sesame and other oils; paraffin
wraffin
liners,
ire
and
wax; parchment
way
parchment liners,
imported by menumanu- fasteners, when Imported
facturer of butterintr
butterne ,Ot•
fasturers
or -oleo-oleo-;
Margaritiff
margarne
when imported
imported
M-1014 Tobacco
Tobacco leaf and
stems when
wad stems
by licensed
-—
licensed manufacturers in bond
bond

Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference

Nil

10 per cent.
ad valorem
valorem

10 per cent.
valorem
ad valorem
10
10 per cent.
valorem
ad valorem

10 per cent.
valorem
ad valorem
Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil

54
STAT.]
54STAT.]
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SCHEDULE IT—Continued
II-Continued
SCHEDULE
NewfoundTariff
land Tariff
Item
No.
Item No.

Class
Description of Goods
Goods
or Description
Class or

Rate of Duty
Rate

imported
Tobacco leaf stripped, when imported
by licensed
bond
—
manufacturers in bond
licensed manufacturers
by
M-1041
Mining
machinery of all kinds, costing
costing
Mining machinery
M-1041
at
shipment not less
less than
place of shipment
at the place
$100 per machine or piece, and not
mountings
including
repair parts, mountings
including repair
and
accessories, when used solely for
and accessories,
prospecting,
quarrying, oiloilprospecting, mining, quarrying,
boring, pumping
refining and of
pumping and refining
boring,
manufactured in this
kind not manufactured
aa kind
coal
drills, coal
Island,
rock drills,
Island, viz: (a) rock
cutters,
powerpower-loaders and powercutters, power-loaders
shovels;
(1D) pumps of all kinds to be
shovels; (b)
from
used
pumping water or oil from
for pumping
used for
the
(c)
workings to the surface; (c)
the workings
hoisting engines, haulage
haulage engines
engines and
hoisting
conveying machinery
used for
machinery to be used
conveying
lifting,
conveying coal or
hauling or conveying
lifting, hauling
surface;
ore from
from the workings
workings to the surface;
ore
(d)
machinery for
crushers or other machinery
(d) crushers
use in
in facilitating
facilitating the refining
refining of coal
use
machinery of all
or
or ore; (e) special machinery
kinds to be used in washing, concentrating,
reducing and refining
refining
centrating, reducing
coal, ore
manuand oil, or for the manuore and
coal,
drills
facture
prospecting drills
of brick; (f) prospecting
facture of
of
kinds; miners' diamonds and
all kinds;
of all
diamond set
set bits
bits for
for diamond drills;
drills;
diamond
(g) oil-boring
oil-boring drills and special ma(g)
chinery
for pumping
pumping and refining
refining oil;
chinery for
to
(h) cranes
cranes and derricks,
derricks, when used to
(h)
or transport coal or ore from the
lift or
workings
cars; (i)
steamers or cars;
to steamers
workings to
steam
combustion
steam engines, internal combustion
engines,
electric generators, electric
engines, electric
steam
motors,
motors, air compressors and steam
operation
boilers to be used for the operation
of any
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned maanof off the
of
chinery. The importation
importation of machinery.
chinery under
section is subject
subject
under this section
chinery
o be made
to rules
and regulations
made
regulationto to
rules and
to
by
the Commissioner
Commissioner for Finance,
by the
and
subject to the provisions in
is subject
and is
such cases
cases provided
provided for under the
such
Customs and
and Excise
Excise Act, 1938,
Customs
whereby
mentioned in this
whereby articles mentioned
section shall
shall be dealt with as
section
smuggled goods
goods if
if used for any
any
smuggled
which
other purpose
purpose than that
that for which
other
Free
they are
are here
here set
set forth
forth
they
pulp-making
M-1044
All special paper and pulp-making
M-1044 All
machinery
apparamechanical apparaand mechanical
machinery and
tus,
the same
manusame cannot be manuwhen the
tus, when
factured
within this
this Island,
Island, both for
factured within
the original
original installation and the
the
further extension
extension of the same, but
but
further
not in
substitution for old, subject
in substitution
not
to the
the rules
regulations to be
and regulations
rules and
to
made
sioner for
for
Commissioner
the Commi's
by the
made by
Free
Finance
Finance
M-1063
paper when imported
imported by bona
bona,
Printing paper
M-1063 Printing
fide
the purpose
being
purpose of being
for the
printers, for
fide printers,
bookbinders
printed
printed upon; and bookbinders'
cloth,
leather, marble
marble paper
paper and
cloth, leather,
paper
by
imported by
when imported
board, when
paper board,
bookbinders
and printers
for use in
in
printers for
bookbinders and
bookbinding
bookbinding
M-1015

Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference

Nil

10 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad
10
valorem
valorem

1923

1924
1924

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREA TIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SCHEDULE
III
SCHEDULE III
NOTE:
Articles the
or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
the United
United
produce or
the growth,
growth, produce
NOTE: Articles
States of
in this
this Schedule
Schedule shall
shall not,
their imimnot, on
on their
specified in
of America
America specified
States
portation into
into the
the territory
respect of
of which
which they
they are
are specified,
specified,
in respect
territory in
portation
from whatever
whatever place
place arriving,
arriving, be
subject to
to duties
duties or
or charges
charges of any
be subject
from
kind which
by more
more than
than the
the margins
margins indicated
indicated in
respect of
in respect
which exceed
exceed by
kind
such articles
the duties
or charges
charges of
any kind
kind applicable
applicable on
on importaimportaof any
duties or
articles the
such
tion to
to the
like articles
articles the
the growth,
produce or manufacture
manufacture of any
any
growth, produce
the like
tion
territory under
under the
the sovereignty
under
the King or under
His Majesty
Majesty the
of His
sovereignty of
territory
Ms Majesty's
except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
provided
or protection,
protection, except
suzerainty or
His
Majesty's suzerainty
in
Schedule.
in this Schedule.
The currencies
currencies in
which specific
specific amounts
amounts are stated are those in
in which
The
which the
duties of the
specified on
concerned are specified
the territories
territories concerned
the customs
customs duties
which
the
signature of this
this Agreement.
Agreement.
of the
the signature
the day of
The provisions
Schedule shall be interpreted
interpreted according to
of this
this Schedule
The
provisions of
the
and regulations
regulations in
in force
respective territories
territories on
in the
the respective
force in
the tariff
tarff laws
laws and
Agreement.
of this Agreement.
day of the signature
signature of
the day
If
Government of
Government of the United States notifies the Government
If the Government
the United
United Kingdoin
the tax
tax imposed
imposed on the importation
importation of
that the
Kingdom that
the
lumber into the United States
States under
under Section 601 (c)
(a) (6)
(6) of the Revenue
Revenue
lumber
63 Stat. 415.
1932, as
has been
removed; then,
then, for
for so
so long
long as
been removed;
amended, has
as amended,
of 1932,
Act of
8npp. Act
tt.Sc,
266 U.
Ei. 0., Stipp.
imports into the United
United States
States of lumber
lumber and timber described in
vi§3424. '
46 Stat.8629.
of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of 1930
and originating
originating in
in Canada
Canada are
1930 and
Act of
401 of
Paragraph 401
1001 Paragraph
4
19 sat
U. S. 0. i
§1001,
exempt from ordinary
ordinary customs duties and charges m
in excess of 50
per. 401.
Par.
401.
cents
Government of the United Kingthousand board feet, the Government
cents per thousand
dom undertake
undertake that, with
concurrence of the Government
Government of
with the concurrence
Canada
timber specified
specified in this Schedule
Schedule originating in
lumber and timber
Canada, lumber
the
United States
America shall not, on importation into the terriStates of
of America
the United
tories
specified, be subject to other or
or
tories in respect of which they are specified,
hiOier duties or
articles
than those applicable to the like articles
or charges
charges than
higher
originating
Empire; except that the forethe British Empire;
part of the
originating in any part
going
territory in Africa.
Africa.
going does not relate to any territory
NORTHERN
NORTHERN RHODESIA
RHODESIA'

NOTE: The provisions
provisions of this Schedule
Schedule shall not apply to any
any
NOTE:
preferences accorded
accorded by Northern
Rhodesia exclusively
exclusively to the Union
Union
Northern Rhodesia
preferences
Southern Rhodesia and High Commission
Commi' smon Territories
Territories
of South Africa, Southern
Basutoland, Bechuanaland
Bechuanaland Protectorate
Protectorate
in South Africa, namely, Basutoland,
and Swaziland.
Article

Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Prefernce
Preference
Maximum

Oatmeal
Oatmeal
Milk, condensed,
condensed, full cream
Vegetables, preserved
Vegetables,
preserved
Electrical machinery
machinery and materials,
materials, n. e. e. [Tariff
[Tariff Item
No. 119 (a)]
No.
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
Self-contained
comprising
elements
cleaning
elements for cooling, control of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
and circulating of air
and omnibuses
Motor cars, motor
motor charabancs
charabancs and
omnibuses [Tariff
Item No. 129 (a)]
Item
Parts and spare parts and accessories
accessories for motor cars,
charabancs and omnibuses
omnibuses (except electric
motor charabancs
separately imlamp bulbs,
bulbs, tyres and
and tubes, when
when separately
ported) [Tariff Item
Item No. 129 (b)]

4%d. per hundred lbs.
6d. per hundred lbs.
55per cent. ad valorem

10 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
55per cent. ad

10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem

10 per cent. ad valorem

into
s givemby
[Notice that the coneessicms
in respeet
respect of
Northern Rhodesla
Rhodes& had
bad been
been pat
put
into fore
mire was
given by th
the
concessons in
ofNorthem
[Notie
2s, 19o,
Bitish
Embassy in Washington
British Embassy
Washington to the Seretary
Secretary of
of State
State ianuary
hammy 23,
1339, and
and Febrnary
VehrtiarY 28s,
2S. 1329.1
1939.1
I

TAT.]
STAT.]
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RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938
1938
BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
GREAT BRITAIN—

III-Continued
SCHEDULE HI—Continued
SCHEDULE
Article
Article

Maximum
Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference

accessories for motor trucks and motor
motor
parts and accessories
Spare parts
trailers for the
conveyance of goods and trailers
vans for the conveyance
(except electric
electric lamp bulbs, tyres and tubes when
when
same (except
(c)]
separately) [Tariff Item No. 130 (c)]
imported separately)
Typewriters
Typewriters
(except typewriters)
Office machinery (except
Weighing and calculating machinery
machinery
Weighing
Grease, anti-friction
lubricating
anti-friction and lubricating
Grease,
Turpentine
Turpentine
Tyres for motor cars, trucks and vans
Tyres
Tubes for motor cars, trucks and vans
Tubes

10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per cent. ad valorem
5
5 per cent. ad valorem
cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per cent.
5
cent, ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent.
4d. per lb.
per lb.
3d. per

Present
Margin
Present Margin
Meats (except
fresh meats)
(except bacon and ham and fresh
Meats
Present Margin
Margin
Lamps and
lampware [Tariff Item No. 116 (d)]
and lampware
Lamps
Present
Margin
Present Margin
A icultural machinery and implements
implements
Agricultural
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Mining
machinery (including
(including buckets and tip trucks)
Mining machinery
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Electric batteries
Electric
Chassis
for motor
motor cars,
cars, motor charabancs
charabancs and omnibuses
Chassis for
imported
for bodies
bodies to be built in Northern
Rhodesia
Northern Rhodesia
imported for
Present Margin
Margin
Present
[Tariff
Item No. 129 (c)]
[Tariff Item
Motor trucks
trucks and motor vans for the conveyance
conveyance of
Motor
goods,
and trailers
trailers for the same [Tariff
[Tariff Item No. 130
goods, and
Present
Margin
Present Margin
(a)
and (b)]
(a) and
Railway machinery,
locomotives and railway
railway
including locomotives
machinery, including
Railway
Present
Present Margin
stock
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Tools, mechanics
mechanics
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Traction engines,
engines, tractors and parts
Traction
Wireless telegraphy
telephony instruments
instruments and
and telephony
telegraphy and
Wireless
apparatus used
in the
working thereof,
thereof, except
except batthe working
used in
apparatus
Present
Margin
Present Margin
teries
batteries):
Radio
accessories (except batteries):
apparatus and accessories
Radio apparatus
licensed by the PostWhen imported by persons licensed
Margin
Present Margin
master-General to conduct
conduct a
a public radio
radio service
service Present
master-General
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Other
Bricks:
Bricks:
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Fire
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Other
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Earths and clays
Earths
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Rosins, gums and shellac
Present Margin
Margin
Present
extracts
Soap,
Soap, soap powder and extracts
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Varnish
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Perfumery and toilet preparations
preparations (non-spirituous)
(non-spirituous)
Perfumery
Present Margin
Margin
Present
compounds
Potassium compounds
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Rubber hose
Rubber
Present Margin
Margin
Present
unmanufactured
Wood, unmanufactured
Stationery, n.
Stationery,
D. e. e.:
Loose
binders [Tariff
[Tariff Item No.
and binders
covers and
leaf covers
Loose leaf
Present Margin
Margin
Present
297 (a) ]]
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Other
(c) ]I
Item No. 297 (b) and (c)
[Tariff Item
Other [Tariff
Present
Margin
Gramophones,
phonographs and
and records
Present Margin
therefor
records therefor
Gramophones, phonographs
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Films,
cinematograph
Films, cinematograph
Photographic
(except
materials, n. e. e. (except
apparatus and materials,
Photographic apparatus
[Tariff
process cameras
imported by lithographers)
lithographers) [Tariff
cameras imported
process
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Item No. 324]

Wheat flour
Wheat
Lard, animal,
and edible
edible meat fats
animal, and
Lard,
instruments
Surgical and dental instruments
lubricating
Oil, lubricating
Books,
newspapers
and
matter
printed matter
Books, newspapers and printed

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

1925

1926
1926

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OT HKR THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

[54 S
TAX.
STAT.

SCHEDULE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Article

Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
SOMALILAND
PROTECTORATE :
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
and accessories
cars, trucks
omniParts and
accessories for
for motor
motor cars,
trucks and
and omniand tubes)
buses (except tyres and
Self-contained
air
conditioning
machines
comprising
Self-contained air conditioning machines comprising
elements
of humidity,
cleaning and
elements for
for cooling,
cooling, control
control of
humidity, cleaning
and
circulating of air
circulating

per cent.
cent. ad
valorem
55 per
ad valorem
ad valorem
valorem
55 per
per cent,
cent. ad
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
55per

GAMBIA (COLONY
PROTECTORATE)
GAMBIA
(COLONY AND
AND PROTECTORATE)
Motor cars [Tariff Item No. 19 (1)]
(1)]
Motor
Motor car parts
Motor
parts and
and accessories
accessories [Tariff
[Tariff Item
Item No. 19
19 (2)]
(2)]
preserved
Fish, canned or preserved
Grease
Grease
Self-contained
machines comprising
Self-contained air
air conditioning
conditioning machines
comprising elecontrol of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
and
ments for cooling, control
circulating of air
circulating
Timber:
Undressed
Undressed
Dressed

4
4

15
15 per cent,
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
15 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
15
2s.
hundred lbs.
2s. Od. per hundred
per hundred
hundred lbs.
Is. Od. per

5 per cent,
5
valorem
cent. ad valorem
2s. 6d. per thousand
thousand sup.
feet
feet
6d. per thousand
thousand sup.
2s. 6d.
feet
feet

Wireless
Wireless instruments
instruments and
and apparatus
apparatus
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Machinery: Other industrial and manufacturing
Machinery:
manufacturing [Tariff
[Taiff
Item No. 53 (5)]
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Present
Margin
Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Present Margin
Wheat flour
Wheat
Oil, lubricating
lubricating

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

GOLD COAST (COLONY
(COLONY AND PROTECTORATE)
PROTECTORATE)
Cinematograph films
Cinematograph
films
Nil
Nil
Electric
Electric household
appliances and apparatus
household appliances
apparatus
Nil
Nil
Refrigerators,
mechanical refrigerators
refrigerators and
Refrigerators, including mechanical
and rerefrigerating machinery
machinery
frigerating
Nil
Nil
Self-contained air
Self-contained
comprising
air conditioning machines comprising
humidity, cleaning
elements for cooling, control of humidity,
cleaning
and circulating of air
Nil
Nil
Fish, canned or preserved
Nil
Nil
Flour
(except wheat
Flour and meal (except
wheat flour)
flour)
Nil
Nil
Fruit, canned and bottled
Nil
Nil
Jams, jellies and preserved
preserved fruits
Nil
Nil
Grease
Grease
Nil
Lard, animal
Lard,
Nil
Nil
dressed
Leather, dressed
Nil
Meats, smoked
smoked or cured
cured
Nil
lubricating
Oil, lubricating
Nil
condiments
Pickles, sauces and
and condiments
Nil
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Nil
Tobacco, manufactured:
Tobacco,
manufactured:
Cigarettes
Nil
(except cigars
Other kinds (except
cigars and
and snuff)
snuff)
Nil
trucks and omnibuses Nil
Tyres and tubes for motor cars, trucks
Vegetables, dried, canned
Vegetables,
canned or preserved
preserved
Nil
unmanufactured
Wood and timber, unmanufactured
Nil
Zinc manufactures
Nil
Casks, shooks, staves and headings
Nil
Wheat flour
Nil
Fruit, fresh
Ni
Nil
4 [Notice that the concuss:ken in respect of Somaliland Protectorate had been put into
given
aW gien
[Notie that the conceios in repect of Bomaland Prtectorte had been pat into formulae
by the Brittih
British EJmbassy
Embassy in
to
the Seaetary
Secretary of
State February
and 5,
211, 1939.1
in Washington
Wahington
to the
of Btate
Fernry77and
.]
l3B
o
4 [Notice that the oonceesions in respect
of Gambia
came Ito
into ftote
force on Deeentber
6,1938.was given
.'[Noti.tha.tth.e
painoa
mbia came
IOBmubee 5,i1raSra
U by the
Brtiham
British
Xmhmy
Embassy in
In wahinton
Washington toto
the tmetiry
Secretary of
of Btata
State Janmi
January 1i0,
10. 1.
NM]
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GREAT
ITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
TRADE-NOV.
BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
GREAT BR
SCHEDULE III-Continued
III—Continued
SCHEDULE

Article
Machinery:
Machinery:
Mining
and dredging
dredging
Mining and
Typewriters
Typewriters
Motor
cars,
trucks
and omnibuses
omnibuses
Motor cars, trucks and
Parts and
and accessories
accessories for
for motor
cars, trucks and
and
motor cars,
Parts
buses
buses
cars and railway rolling
Carriages (except
motor cars
(except motor
Carriages
and
parts thereof
thereof
and parts

Maximum
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference

omnistock)

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

NIGERIA (COLONY
PROTECTORATE)
AND PROTECTORATE)
(COLONY AND
NIGERIA
Guns,
unrifled
Guns, unrifled
Films,
cinema
Films, cinema
Machinery:
Machinery:
Electrical
Electrical
Mining
Mining
Adding
calculating
and calculating
Adding and
Musical
instruments:
Musical instruments:
Pianos
organs
and organs
Pianos and
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Oil,
Turpentine
Turpentine
Wheat
flour
Wheat flour
Cornmeal
Cornmeal
Grain
(except rice)
rice)
Grain (except
Jams,
jellies and
and fruit,
fruit, canned
canned or bottled
Jams, jellies
Vegetables
(except fresh)
fresh)
Vegetables (except
Lard,
animal
Lard, animal
Spirits
than brandy,
gin, liqueurs, rum
brandy, gin,
other than
(potable) other
Spirits (potable)
and
whisky
and whisky
Timber
Timber
Tobacco:
Tobacco:
Unmanufactured
Unmanufactured
Manufactured (except
(except cigars
and cigarettes)
cigarettes)
cigars and
Manufactured
Books, printed
printed
Books,
Casks,
shooks, staves
headings
and headings
staves and
Casks, shooks,
Electrical
appliances and apparatus
apparatus
household appliances
Electrical household
Refrigerators,
mechanical refrigerators
refrigerators and
and
including mechanical
Refrigerators, including
refrigerating
machinery
refrigerating machinery
Self-contained
conditioning machines
comprising eleelemachines comprising
air conditioning
Self-contained air
ments
cooling, control
control of
of humidity,
cleaning and
and
humidity, cleaning
for cooling,
ments for
circulating
of air
circulating of
Grease
Grease
Typewriters
Typewriters
Motor cars,
cars, trucks
and omnibuses
omnibuses
trucks and
Motor
Parts
including tyres and tubes, for
for
accessories, including
and accessories,
Parts and
motor
cars, trucks
omnibuses
and omnibuses
trucks and
motor cars,

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

SIERRA LEONE
(COLONY AND
PROTECTORATE) a
AND PROTECTORATE)
LEONE (COLONY
SIERRA

including accesMotor vehicles
vehicles (except
(except motor cycles) including
accesMotor
sories, tools
(but not
not spare
spare parts)
implements (but
and implements
tools and
sories,
purimported with
such vehicles
and included
the purin the
included in
vehicles and
with such
imported
chase price
[ex Tariff
Tariff Item
No. 33
33 (a)]
(a)]
15 per cent. ad valorem
Item No.
same [ex
of same
price of
chase
Trailers
to be
be used
in connection
motor vehicle
vehicle
connection with aa motor
used in
Trailers to
15 per cent. ad valorem
(except
Item No.
33 (b)]
valorem
No. 33
Tariff Item
[ex Tariff
cycle) [ex
motor cycle)
(except aa motor
cycles)
Parts
and accessories
for vehicles
vehicles (except
motor cycles)
(except motor
accessories for
Parts and
valorem
ad
shown under
under Tariff
No. 33
per cent.
valorem
15 per
33
Item No.
Tariff Item
shown
Electrical and
telegraphic apparatus
10 per cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
10
apparatus
and telegraphic
Electrical
Self-contained air
air conditioning
conditioning machines
comprising eleelemachines comprising
Self-contained
and
ments for
for cooling,
of humidity,
cleaning and
humidity, cleaning
control of
cooling, control
ments
circulating of
of air
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
55per
per cent.
air
circulating
hundred Ibs.
Fish, canned
preserved
3s.
lbs.
ld. per hundred
3s. ”id.
or preserved
canned or
Fish,
ld. per hundred
3s. 134d.
Fruit, canned
and bottled
bottled
hundred lbs.
canned and
Fruit,
f[Notice
[Notice that
that the
the concessions
concessions in
respect of
been put
given by the British
was given
force was
nto force
put into
Leone had been
Sierra Leone
of sierra
in respect
Embassy in
in Washington
Washington to
to the
the Secretary
of State January
25, 1939.1
January25,1939.]
SecretarT of
Embassy

193470°-41—P1'. II-44
II--1144
193470°-41-PT.

1927
1927

1928
1928

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SCH ii,DULE III—Continued
III-Continued
SCHEDULE
Maximum Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Article
Article

Typewriters
Typewriters
ilk, condensed
condensed
Milk,
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Turpentine
Turpentine
Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Lumber, sawn or
dressed
partly dressed
wholly or partly
or hewn, wholly
Lumber,

12s. 6d. each
each
2s. Od. per thirty-six lbs.
Imperial gallon
3d. per Imperial
4}id. per
per Imperial
Imperial gallon
4%d.
3d. per lb.
5s. Od.
Od. per thousand
5s.
sup. feet
feet

Carriages
and parts
thereof (except
(except motor
and
motor vehicles
vehicles and
parts thereof
Carriages and
trailers)
trailers)
Grease
machinery
dredging machinery
Mining and gold dredging
Pianos and organs
Tyres
cars, trucks
omnibuses
trucks and omnibuses
and tubes for motor cars,
Tyres and

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Wheat flour
flour
Wheat
Fruit, fresh
Instruments, scientific
Instruments,
Lard, animal

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

CEYLON
CEYLON
Refrigerators
Refrigerators
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
comprising
machines comprising
Self-contained
cleaning
elements for cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
circulating of air
and circulating
Fruit, dried or
preserved without
without sugar
sugar (exor otherwise
otherwise preserved
Fruit,
and currants, dates
dates and
and raisins)
cept canned fruit and
Tanks and drums of iron and steel, black painted
painted or
or
Tanks
galvanized
galvanized
Petroleum (refined):
(refined): Lubricating
Lubricating oil
Petroleum
Typewriters and parts thereof
thereof
Typewriters
Wireless
and apparatus
Wireless goods and

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

6

Cereal foods (prepared)
(prepared)
Cinematograph
(sound and silent)
Cinematograph films (sound
Electrical machinery:
machinery:
Electrical
Motors
Transformers
converters
Transformers and converters
Electrical goods and apparatus:
Electrical
accessories
Lighting accessories
Washing machines
Washing
Other
electrical goods and apparatus
apparatus (except
(except wires
wires
Other electrical
and
telephone
lamp bulbs,
bulbs, telegraph
telegraph and telephone
and cables,
cables, lamp
apparatus,
other than
batteries and
than wireless,
wireless, and batteries
apparatus, other
accumulators)
Raisins
Raisins
Fruit, fresh:
Fruit
grapes
Apples and grapes
Other
Machinery:
Machinery:
Cranes, hoists and lifting
Pumping
Pumping
Motor cars (including
(including engines
engines and
and chassis)
chassis)
Motor lorries,
lorries, vans, omnibuses
omnibuses and
and tractors
tractors other than
diesel engined (including
(including engines and chassis)
Parts
for
motor
cars,
motor
lorries,
vans,
Parts
lorries, vans, omnibuses
omnibuses and
and
tractors,
tractors, other than diesel
diesel enened
magnetos,
engined (except magnetos,
splash proof accumulators
accumulators and
and tyres and tubes)
Paints
colours
Paints and colours
Perfumery, cosmetics, powder
powder and toilet preparations
preparations
(except perfumed
(except
perfumed spirits)
products, other.than bacon and
and hams
Pig products,
Games and athletic
athletic materials
materials (except
(except rubber
rubber balls)

cent. ad valorem
valorem
55 per cent,
55 per cent. ad valorem
5 per
5
per cent. ad
ad valorem
5
cent, ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent.
1O per gallon
10l
cent, ad valorem
valorem
55 per cent.
5
cent, ad valorem
5 per cent.

Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Margin
Present Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin

coneeszdons
pot
given by
by the
the Bttt
Mitt* Ernnnto fares
wasgidve
had been
been
r was
pt into
the lcon
slom in
n respect
respe of Ceylon
Ceylon bad
I•[Notice
[Notice that the
boy in
In W
ahiogton to the Eiemetary
Beetmb of State March
2 l.
MarIh 24$
bossy
Washington
19$04

STAT.]
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GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938

SCHEDULE III-Continued
III—Continued
SCHEDULE
Article

Maximum Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Advertising matter, viz. Trade
catalogues,
Trade circulars and catalogues,
Nil
show cards, plates and frames
Nil
Maps and charts
Nil
Milk foods
Nil
Oil and floor cloth
Nil
HONG KONG'
KONG
Motor
omnibuses
cars, trucks and omnibuses
Motor cars,
Nil
chargeable on
registration fee chargeable
NOTE: The first registration
omnibuses the manumotor cars,
cars, trucks and omnibuses
facture of the United States of America
shall not
not
America shall
facture
exceed by more than 15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem the
exceed
registration fee chargeable
chargeable on motor cars,
first registration
British Empire
Empire manuomnibuses of British
trucks and omnibuses
facture. The right is reserved
reserved to substitute
substitute an
facture.
import duty for this fee but such duty shall not
import
valorem the
cent. ad valorem
exceed by more than 15 per cent,
chargeable on motor cars, trucks and omniduty chargeable
buses of
manufacture.
of British Empire manufacture.
buses
STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
SETTLEMENTS s

Nil
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
chargeable on
NOTE: The first registration fee chargeable
motor
trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses the manumanumotor cars, trucks
of America
America shall
shall not
facture of the United States of
more than 15 per cent,
valorem the
cent. ad valorem
exceed by more
fee chargeable
motor cars,
chargeable on motor
first registration fee
Empire manutrucks and omnibuses of British Empire
substitute an
reserved to substitute
facture. The right is reserved
shall not
import duty for this fee but such duty shall
exceed by
valorem the
15 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
than 15
by more
more than
exceed
chargeable on motor cars, trucks and omniduty chargeable
buses
of British Empire
Empire manufacture.
manufacture.
buses of
FEDERATED
STATES'
MALAY STATES'
FEDERATED MALAY
Hosiery
of pure silk
Hosiery of
Leather,
Leather, dressed
Wireless
and
radio-gramophones, valves and
Wireless receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
other
wireless parts
accessories (except
(except transparts and accessories
other wireless
apparatus)
mitting apparatus)
Electric batteries
and hand
hand lamps
torches and
batteries for torches
Electric
canned:
Fish, canned:
Salmon,
or blue
silver
and silver
back and
blue back
sock-eye or
red, sock-eye
Salmon, red,
Self-contained air
air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
Self-contained
humidity, cleaning
elements
cleaning
elements for cooling, control of humidity,
circulating of air
and circulating
Motor
cars, trucks and omnibuses
Motor cars,
NOTE: The
chargeable on
fee chargeable
registration fee
first registration
The first
NOTE:
motor
and omnibuses
omnibuses the manumanutrucks and
cars, trucks
motor cars,
facture
of the United
United States
of America
America shall not
States of
facture of
exceed by more
valorem
more than 15 per cent. ad valorem
exceed
the first
first registration
fee chargeable
chargeable on motor cars,
registration fee
the
trucks and
of British
Empire manumanuBritish Empire
omnibuses of
and omnibuses
trucks
facture. The
The right
reserved to
to substitute
substitute an
is reserved
right is
facture.
import duty
for this
this fee but
shall not
not
but such
such duty shall
duty for
import
exceed by
by more
more than
than 15
valorem the
the
cent. ad valorem
per cent,
15 per
exceed
duty
on motor
motor cars,
cars, trucks
omniand omnitrucks and
chargeable on
duty chargeable
buses
Empire manufacture.
manufacture.
of British
British Empire
buses of

valorem
cent. ad valorem
55 per
per cent,
5
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
5 per
5
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
5 per
10
ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad
per cent,
10 per
7%
per cent.
ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad
73 per
5 per
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
Nil
Nil

7 (Notice that the concessions in respect of Hong Kong had been
into force
by the
the British
force was given by
put into
[Notice that the concessions in respect of Hong Kong had been put
Embassy in Washington
Secretary of State May 27, 1939.]
1939.1
Secretary
to the in
Washington
$
[Notice
that
the
concessions
respect
of
the
Straits
Settlements
had
been
put
into
force
was
given by
by
*[Notice that the concessions in respect of the Straits Settlements had been put into force was given
the
Washington to
Secretary of State
State January
25, 1939.
1939.]
January 25,
to the
the Secretary
in Washington
Embassy in
the British Embassy
[Notice
that
the
concessions
in
respect
of
the
Federated
Malay
States
had
been
put
into
force
given
given
was
into
force
put
been
*[Notice that the concessions in respect of the Federated Malay States had
by the
the British
British Embassy
Embassy in
in Washington
Washington to
Secretary of
January 25,
25, 19394
139.1
of State January
to the Secretary
by

1929

1930

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SCHEDULE HI—
Continued
III-Continued
SCHEDULE
Article
Article

Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Tobacco
cigarettes
cigars, cigarettes
(excluding cigars
manufactured (excluding
Tobacco, manufactured
and snuff),
sale to the public in airtight
airtight
for sale
imported for
snuff), if imported
and
Present Margin
Margin
Present
containers
tins or containers
Present Margin
Margin
Present
evaporated
Milk, evaporated
Electric
and accumulators
accumulators (except
(except for torches
batteries and
Electric batteries
Present
Margin
Present Margin
and
lamps)
hand lamps)
and hand

Advertising matter
matter
Advertising
Asphalt
bitumen
and bitumen
Asphalt and
Blacking and
for leather)
(except for
polishes (except
and polishes
Blacking
Cereals,
(except wheat flour
flour and
and vermivermimanufactured (except
Cereals, manufactured
celli)
celli)
Cinematograph
apparatus and
and films
films
Cinematograph apparatus
Dental
Dental paste
Disinfectants, weedkillers
other insecticides,
insecticides, liquid
and other
weedkillers and
Disinfectants,
Felt, roofing
fresh:
Fruit, fresh:
Pears, apples,
apples, grapefruit,
grapes and oranges
oranges
grapefruit, grapes
Pears,

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Fruit
and preserved:
preserved:
dried and
Fruit dried
Nil
Nil
and apples
kaisins,
prunes and
apples
aisins, prunes
Nil
Nil
Fruit
juice
Fruit juice
Nil
Nil
Grease, lubricating
lubricating
Grease,
and tools:
Implements and
Nil
Nil
Axes, hatchets
adzes
hatchets and adzes
Nil
Nil
rasps
Files and rasps
Machinery:
Machinery:
Nil
dredging materials
materials
Dredges and dredging
(marine), the motive
Internal combustion
combustion engines (marine),
power
derived from
kerosene or
from petrol,
petrol, kerosene
is derived
of which
which is
power of
Nil
Nil
other spirits
Nil
Printing and bookbinding
bookbinding
Nil
Nil
Pumps
Nil
Typewriters
Typewriters
Nil
Nil
Maps and plans
Nil
Nil
Oilcloth and linoleum
linoleum
Nil
Nil
Paints and enamels (prepared,
(prepared, ready mixed)
Nil
Stoves and grates
grates for domestic
domestic purposes
Nil
Tin plates
Tractors
steam-rollers when
when used
used for agricultural
agricultural
Tractors and steam-rollers
purposes and not registerable
registerable for use on
mining purposes
and mining
Nil
'public
public thoroughfares
JOHOREIO
l0
JOHORE
canned:
Fish, canned:
7% per cent. ad valorem
7%
Salmon
back and silver
silver
Salmon, red, sock-eye or blue back
55per cent. ad valorem
Leather, dressed
dressed
Leather,
comprising eleconditioning machines
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
Self-contained
ments
ments for cooling, control of humidity, cleaning and
cent. ad valorem
valorem
65per cent.
circulating of air
circulating
Nil
omnibuses
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
registration fee chargeable
Nonr: The first registration
NOTE:
chargeable on
ears, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses the manufacmanufacmotor cars,
United States of America
America shall not
not
ture of the United
exceed by more than 15 per cent,
cent. ad valorem the
exceed
first registration fee chargeable
chargeable on motor cars,
omnibuses of British Empire manutrucks and omnibuses
reserved to substitute an
The right is reserved
facture. The
import
import duty for this fee but such
such duty shall not
cent. ad valorem the
exceed by
by more
more than
15 per
per cent,
than 15
exceed
duty chargeable
chargeable on motor
motor cars, trucks
trucks and omnibuses of British Empire
manufacture.
Empire manufacture.

manufactured (excluding
Tobacco,
Tobacco, manufactured
(excluding cigars, cigarettes
cigarettes and

snuff), if imported
imported for sale to the public
snuff),
public in airtight
airtight tins
or containers
Present Margin
Present
Milk,
evaporated
Milk, evaporated
Present Margin
Margin

' [Notce
thatthe
Eoneom in respect
repee of Jobte
bad been
beaput Into
Ten hi
by theBritibh
m[Notice that the
concessions
Inhore had
into ftre
force wee given
British EmbIm In
Wahinston to the Secretary
Seorfee of State April
Apt 5, 1S,
NIR]
bassy
in Washington
19311.1
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BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
GREAT BRITAIN—
RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938
SCHEDULE
III—Continued
SCHEDULE III-Continued
Article

Maximum Margin
Maximum
Margin of Preference
--

Advertising matter
Advertising
Asphalt
Asphalt and bitumen
leather)
Blacking and polishes (except for leather)
Cereals, manufactured
(except wheat
wheat flour and vermicelli)
manufactured (except
Cinematograph apparatus
apparatus and films
Cinematograph
Dental paste
Disinfectants, weedkillers
insecticides, liquid
weedkillers and other insecticides,
Disinfectants,
accumulators
Electric batteries and accumulators
Felt, roofing
roofing
Fruit, fresh:
Pears,
grapes and oranges
Pears, apples,
apples, grapefruit, grapes
dried and preserved:
preserved:
Fruit, dried
Raisins,
Raisins, prunes and apples
Fruit juice
Grease, lubricating
lubricating
Grease,
Hosiery of pure silk
Hosiery
Implements and tools:
Implements
Axes,
hatchets and adzes
Axes, hatchets
Files
and rasps
Files and
Machinery:
Dredges
and dredging
dredging materials
Dredges and
Internal
combustion engines (marine),
(marine), the motive
Internal combustion
kerosene
power
derived from petrol, kerosene
which is derived
of which
power of
or
spirits
or other
other spirits
Printing and bookbinding
Pumps
Pumps
Typewriters
Maps
Maps and plans
linoleum
and linoleum
Oilcloth and
Paints and
enamels (prepared,
ready mixed)
(prepared, ready
and enamels
Paints
Stoves and grates
grates for domestic purposes
purposes
Stoves
Tin plates
Tractors and steam-rollers
steam-rollers when used for agricultural
agricultural
Tractors
and mining
mining purposes
purposes and
registerable for use on
not registerable
and not
and
thoroughfares
public thoroughfares
Wireless
radio-gramophones, valves and
and
receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
Wireless receiving
other
accessories (except
(except transother wireless parts and accessories
mitting
apparatus)
mitting apparatus)
"
KEDAH n
KEDAH

Leather, dressed
dressed
Leather,
Hosiery
pure silk
silk
of pure
Hosiery of
comprising
machines comprising
Self-contained
conditioning machines
Self-contained air conditioning
elements
for cooling,
cooling, control
control of humidity,
cleaning
humidity, cleaning
elements for
and circulating
circulating of
air
of air
and
Motor
omnibuses
trucks and omnibuses
cars, trucks
Motor cars,
NOTE:
chargeable on
first registration fee chargeable
NOTE: The first
motor
cars,
trucks
the manufacomnibuses the
and omnibuses
motor cars, trucks and
ture
America shall not
States of America
of the United States
ture of
exceed by
more than
than 15 per
valorem the
cent. ad valorem
per cent,
by more
exceed
first
fee chargeable
cars,
motor cars,
on motor
chargeable on
registration fee
first registration
trucks
manuomnibuses of British Empire manutrucks and omnibuses
facture.
The
right
is
reserved
to
substitute
an
facture. The right is reserved to substitute an
import
duty for this fee but such duty shall not
import duty
exceed
by more
than 15
per cent.
cent, ad
valorem the
the
ad valorem
15 per
more than
exceed by
chargeable on motor cars, trucks and omniduty chargeable
manufacture.
of British Empire manufacture.
buses of

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

55 per cent. ad valorem
valorem

5 per
5
per cent. ad valorem
valorem

55per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
Nil

Tobacco, manufactured
cigars, cigarettes
cigarettes
(excluding cigars,
manufactured (excluding
Tobacco,
and
imported for
to the
public in
airtight
in airtight
the public
sale to
for sale
if imported
snuff), if
and snuff),
tins
or
containers
Present Margin
Margin
tins or containers
Milk,
evaporated
Present Margin
Margin
Milk, evaporated
Advertising
matter
Advertising matter
Asphalt
bitumen
Asphalt and bitumen

Nil
Nil

"
that the
concessions in
in respect
respect of
of Kedah
put into
into force
force was
was given
given by the British Embeen put
had been
Kedah had
the concessions
[Notice that
" [Notice
1939.
Washington to the Secretary of State April 5, 19391
in Washington
bassy in

19 32
1932

INTERNATIONAL
OT Eis,R THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGRF.EMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SCHEDULE II--Continued
DI—Continued
SCHEDULE
Article

Mash:num Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Blacking
leather)
Blacking and polishes (except for leather)
Cereals,
wheat flour
flour and
and vermivermiCereals, manufactured
manufactured (except
(except wheat
celli)
Cinematograph apparatus
and films
films
Cinematograph
apparatus and
Dental paste
Disinfectants, weedkillers
and
other
insecticides, liquid
weedkillers
other insecticides,
batteries and accumulators
Electric batteries
accumulators
Felt, roofing
roofing
Fish, canned:
canned:
Salmon, rod,
sock-eye or blue back
back and silver
Salmon,
red, sock-eye
Fruit, fresh:
fresh:
grapefruit, grapes
grapes and oranges
oranges
Pears, apples, grapefruit,
Fruit, dried and preserved:
preserved:
Raisins, prunes and apples
apples
Fruit juice
Grease, lubricating
Implements and tools:
Implements
adzes
Axes, hatchets and adzes
Files and rasps
Machinery:
Machinery:
Dredges and dredging
Dredges
dredging materials
materials
Internal combustion
Internal
combustion engines (marine),
(marine), the motive
kerosene or
power of which is derived
derived from petrol, kerosene
or
other spirits
Printing and bookbinding
bookbinding
Pumps
Typewriters
Typewriters
Maps and plans
Oilcloth
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and enamels (prepared,
(prepared, ready
ready mixed)
Paints
grates for
for domestic
domestic purposes
purposes
Stoves and grates
Tin plates
Tractors
steam-rollers when used for agricultural
agricultural
Tractors and steam-rollers
and mining purposes and not registerable
registerable for use on
on
public thoroughfares
thoroughfares
Wireless receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
radio-gramophones, valves and
other wireless parts and accessories
(except transmittransmitaccessories (except
apparatus)
ting apparatus)

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil

KELANTAN a12
KELANTAN
for torches
and hand
hand lamps
lamps
Electric batteries for
torches and
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
Self-contained
conditioning machines
comprising
elements for cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
circulating of air
Fish, canned:
canned:
Salmon, red, sock-eye
Salmon,
sock-eye or blue back and silver
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
Wireless receiving
receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
radio-gramophones, valves
valves and
other wireless parts and accessories
accessories (except transmittransmit.
ting apparatus)
apparatus)
Leather, dressed
dressed
Hosiery of pure silk
Hosiery

10 per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per cent,
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
7%
per cent.
1
cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
5
valorem
55per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem

Tobacco,
manufactured (excluding
cigars, cigarettes
Tobacco, manufactured
(excluding cigars,
cigarettes and
and
snuff), if imported
imported for sale to the public in airtight
airtight tins
tins
or containers
containers
Present Margin
Electric
accumulators (except
Electric batteries and accumulators
(except for torches
and hand lamps)
Present Margin
Margin
Milk, evaporated
evaporated
Present Margin
Margin
matter
Advertising matter
Nil
Nil
Asphalt and bitumen
Nil
Blacking and polishes (except for leather)
Nil
leather)
Nil
Cereals, manufactured
manufactured (except
(except wheat
wheat flour
flour and vermivermicelli)
Nil
Nil
II mottos that the concessions
respect of
of Kelantan
been put
by ths
British
"oNtieU
otabna in repect
Kebntan had been
put into fon*
mfoewas
u given
given by
th Britih
mZWXy in
In Washington
Washfington to the Secretary
fmetary of
of Mats
State 411141939.1
Aptel 13
i9m.)
EsnWay
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BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
GREAT BRITAIN—
RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
TRADE-NOV.
1938
SCHEDULE ITI—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Article
Article

Maximum Margin
Preference
Margin of
of Preference

Cinematograph apparatus
Cinematograph
Dental paste
Disinfectants, weedkillers
weedkillers and other insecticides,
insecticides, liquid
liquid
Felt, roofing
Films, cinematograph
cinematograph
fresh:
Fruit, fresh:
Pears, apples, grapefruit,
grapefruit, grapes
grapes and oranges
oranges
Fruit, dried and preserved:
preserved:
Raisins, prunes and apples
Fruit juice
Grease,
Grease, lubricating
lubricating
Implements and tools:
Axes, hatchets
hatchets and adzes
adzes
Files and rasps
Machinery:
Machinery:
Dredges and dredging materials
materials
Internal combustion
(marine), the motive
combustion engines (marine),
power of which
which is derived
petrol, kerosene
kerosene
derived from petrol,
or other spirits
Printing and bookbinding
Pumps
Typewriters
Typewriters
Maps and plans
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and enamels (prepared, ready mixed)
Stoves and grates
grates for domestic purposes
purposes
plates
Tin plates'
Tractors and steam-rollers
steam-rollers when used for agricultural
agricultural
Tractors
mining purposes and not registerable
registerable for use on
on
and mining
thoroughfares
public thoroughfares

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

PERLIS 133

canned:
Fish, canned:
Salmon, red, sock-eye or blue back and silver
Hosiery of pure silk
Leather, dressed
Motor cars, trucks
trucks and
omnibuses
Motor
and omnibuses
NOTE: The first registration
registration fee
fee chargeable
chargeable on
motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses the manufacmanufacmotor
ture of the United States of America shall not
valorem the
exceed by more than 15 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
chargeable on motor
motor cars,
first registration fee chargeable
trucks
trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses of
of British Empire
Empire manufacmanufacture. The right is reserved to substitute an imimnot export duty for this fee but such
such duty
duty shall
shall not
exceed by more than 15 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
ceed
valorem the
chargeable on motor cars, trucks and omniomniduty chargeable
buses of British
British Empire manufacture.
buses
manufacture.
Self-contained air conditioning
Self-contained
comprising
conditioning machines comprising
elements for cooling, control
control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
and
circulating of air

7% per cent. ad
ad valorem
7%
valorem
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per
5
per
cent.
ad
valorem
5 per
valorem
Nil
Nil

5
cent, ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent.

Tobacco, manufactured
manufactured (excluding
cigarettes and
and
(excluding cigars, cigarettes
Tobacco,
snuff),
airtight tins
snuff), if imported for sale to the public in airtight
or
Present Margin
Margin
Present
or containers
Present Margin
Margin
Milk, evaporated
evaporated
Present
Advertising
Advertising matter
Asphalt and bitumen
Asphalt
Blacking and polishes
polishes (except for leather)
Cereals, manufactured
manufactured (except
(except wheat flour and vermivermiCereals,
celli)
Cinematograph apparatus
apparatus and films
Cinematograph
Dental paste
Disinfectants, weedkillers
Disinfectants,
weedkillers and
and other
other insecticides,
insecticides, liquid
liquid

Nil
Nil
Nil

•

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Is
[Notice that
Perlis had been put into
into force was
given by
by the
the British Embassy
was given
l[Notice
that the concessions in respect of Periis
in Washington to the Secretary of
of State April 5,1939.1
5,1939.1

1933
1933

1934

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
HER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OT
OTHER
THAN TREATIES
SC
H
SCHEDULE

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

III—Continued
III-Continued

Article
Article

Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Electric batteries and
and accumulators
accumulators
Felt, roofing
fresh:
Fruit, fresh:
grapes and oranges
oranges
Pears, apples, grapefruit,
grapefruit, grapes
preserved:
Fruit, dried and preserved:
Raisins,
Raisins, prunes and apples
Fruit juice
Grease, lubricating
lubricating
Implements and tools:
tools:
Axes, hatchets and adzes
Files and rasps
Machinery:
Machinery:
Dredges and dredging
dredging materials
materials
Internal combustion
engines (marine),
(marine), the motive
combustion engines
which is derived from petrol, kerosene
kerosene or
power of which
or
other spirits
other
bookbinding
Printing and bookbinding
Pumps
Typewriters
Typewriters
Maps and plans
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and enamels
enamels (prepared,
(prepared, ready mixed)
purposes
Stoves and grates' for domestic purposes
Tin plates
Tractors and steam-rollers
steam-rollers when used
used for agricultural
agricultural
and mining purposes
purposes and
and not registerable
for use
registerableBor
use on
on
public thoroughfares
thoroughfares
Wireless receiving
receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
radio-gramophones, valves
valves and
other wireless parts
parts and accessories
accessories (except transmitting apparatus)
mitting

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

TRENGGANU"
TRENGGANU
I
Electric batteries for torches and hand lamps
lamps

per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
10 per
Fish,
canned:
Fish, canned:
Salmon, red, sock-eye or blue
blue back and silver
silver
7%
cent, ad
ad valorem
7%per cent.
hosiery
Hosiery of pure silk
55per
per cent. ad valorem
Leather, dressed
dressed
valorem
55per cent. ad valorem
Motor
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Self-contained
machines comprising
comprising eleeleSelf-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
ments for cooling,
cooling, control of
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
circulating of air
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
55per cent.

Tobacco,
manufactured (excluding
Tobacco, manufactured
cigars, cigarettes
cigarettes and
(excluding cigars,
and
snuff), if imported for sale to the public in airtight
snuff),
airtight tins

or containers
Present Margin
Margin
accumulators (except
Electric batteries
batteries and accumulators
(except for torches
and hand lamps)
Present Margin
Machinery:
Machinery:
Dredges and dredging materials
materials
Present Margin
Margin
Pumps
Present Margin
Milk, evaporated
Milk,
evaporated
Present Margin
Margin

Advertising matter
Advertising
Asphalt and bitumen
bitumen
Blacking and polishes
polishes (except for leather)
leather)
Cereals, manufactured(except
flourand
manufactured (except wheat
wheat flour
and vermicelli)
vermicelli)
Cinematograph
Cinematograph apparatus
apparatus and films
Dental paste
Disinfectants,
weedaillers and other insecticides,
insecticides, liquid
Disinfectants, weedkElers
Enamels
Enamels
roofing
Felt, roofing
Fruit,
Fruit, fresh:
apples, grapefruit,
grapes and
and oranges
oranges
_Pears,
ears, apples,
grapefruit, grapes
Fruit, dried and preserved:
preserved:
Fruit,
applas
Raisins, prwmes
prunes and apples

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
,

Protiee tbat
the dcenasdos
oonesesktne to
of Tzeospinn
bat been put
Put iBto
bita iere
Sewn was
was ghin
abaft by the British
British
obeen
d
raspeqta
it respect
tWashington
thAe
1-ieti4e
JXmbasiyn
tUeBea
Smfters
in Wsbnuton
to t•be
fiecretary
State ApUil
Aptil S,1930.1
of Btte
IS.]
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TAT.]

TRADE-NOV.
GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE III—Continued
III-Continued
Article
Article

Fruit juice
lubricating
Grease, lubricating
Implements
Implements and tools:
Axes, hatchets and
and adzes
adzes
Files and rasps
Machinery:
Machinery:
Internal combustion engines (marine),
(marine), the motive
kerosene or
power of which is derived from petrol, kerosene
or
other spirits
Printing and bookbinding
bookbinding
Typewriters
Typewriters
Maps and plans
Oilcloth and linoleum
(prepared, ready mixed)
Paints (prepared,
Stoves and grates
domestic purposes
grates for domestic
purposes
Tin plates
Tractors and steam-rollers
steam-rollers when used for agricultural
agricultural
registerable for use on
and mining
mining purposes
purposes and not registerable
on
public thoroughfares
thoroughfares
Wireless receiving sets, radio-gramophones,
radio-gramophones, valves and
and
other wireless parts and accessories (except transmittransmitting apparatus)
apparatus)
MAURITIUS Is
MAURITIUS
'5
Asphaltum or bitumen
bitumen for road making
making
Bacon and hams
hams (except canned)
Fruit:
Preserved (not in sugar)
and currants)
currants)
Dried (except dates, raisins and
Accessories
other than tyres and
and
Accessories and component parts, other
tubes, for motor vehicles and
and chassis
chassis (except
(except tractors,
tractors,
tubes,
motor cycles
cycles and
sidecars)
motor
and sidecars)
Rubber manufactures
manufactures (except tyres and tubes, boots
and shoes and toys)
Typewriters
Typewriters
Varnish
Varnish
Electrical goods:
Wireless apparatus
apparatus and parts thereof
Wireless
thereof
Stoves and household
household appliances
Electrical goods of every other
description (except
Electrical
other description
(except
bulbs) [Tariff Item No. 61 (c)]
(c)]
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
lubricating
Grease, lubricating
Amophos
Amophos
Substances imported
imported by agriculturists
persons
agriculturists or other persons
for the destruction
destruction of animals, vermin, insects
insects and
other parasites

Maximum Margin
of Preference
Maximum
Margin of
Preference

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
hundred kilos
Rs. 11per hundred
hundred kilos
Rs. 55 per hundred
15 cents per kilo
15
ni
cent. ad valorem
valorem
7% per cent.
20 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
734 per cent. ad valorem
7%
5
cent, ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent.
Rs.
Its. 1.50 per hectolitre
hectolitre

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin

Nil
Blacking and polishes
Nil
Clay, pipe and fire (unprepared)
Fruit, fresh:
Nil
Apples and pears
Motor
exclusively for
for
and parts (imported
(imported exclusively
Motor tractors and
Nil
Nil
agricultural purposes)
agricultural
Nil
Rosin
Rosin
Nil
Nil
or stemmed
stemmed
Tobacco, unmanufactured,
unmanufactured, not butted or
CYPRUS
CYPRUS"16
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
Fruit, canned
33per
per cent.
Motor
cars and parts thereof
(except tyres
and tubes)
thereof (except
tyres and
Motor cars
15
per cent,
ad valorem
valorem
[ex Tariff Item No. 71]
15 per
cent. ad
Self-contained
conditioning machines
comprising elemachines comprising
Self-contained air conditioning
ments
cooling, control
control of
of humidity,
and
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
for cooling,
ments for
5
cent. ad
valorem
circulating
ad valorem
5 per
per cent.
circulating of air
Is I[Notice
[Notice that
concessions in
in respect
respect of
had been
put into
was given
given by
by the
the British
British
been pnt
into force
force was
of Mamititur
Mauritius had
that the
the concessions
Embassy
Washington to the Secretary of State January
January 25, 1939.1
1939.1
Embassy in Washington
16 [Notice
concessions in
respect of
of Cyprus had been
been put into force
force was
was given by the
the British
British Emin respect
[Notice that
that the concessions
bassy in Washington
Secretary of State February
7, 1939.]
bassy
Washington to the Secretary
February 7,1939.]

I

1935
1935

1936
1936

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

STAT.
[54 STAT.

SCHEDULE
III-Continued
SCHEDULE III—Continued
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Article
Article

lubricating, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Oil, lubricating,
Oils, non-edible,
linseed
cotton and linseed
than cotton
other than
Oils,
non-edible, othet

2s. Od.
per hundred
hundred okes
okes
2s.
Od. per
2s. Od.
Od. per
per hundred
hundred okes
okes
2s.

Tyres
cars
and tubes for motor cars
Tyres and
thereof
Wireless apparatus
apparatus and parts
parts thereof
Wireless

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Margin
Present Margin

Agricultural machinery,
machinery, except
except ploughs
Agricultural
Typewriters and parts thereof
Typewriters
Windmills

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

MALTA 17
MALTA
I
Fruit,
preserved
Fruit, preserved
Chassis
automobiles imported
imported without
without bodies for
of automobiles
Chassis of
industrial purposes
purposes (exclusive
(exclusive of parts)
industrial
Motor
over £100
£100 each
each (except
motor
(except motor
Motor vehicles valued at over
vehicles
tractors, motor cycles and sidecars
sidecars and motor vehicles
tractors,
for tramways or railways),
railways), including
including parts and accesaccessories (except tyres and tubes)
Wireless sets, accessories
accessories and parts thereof
thereof
Wireless
Self-contained air conditioning machines
machines comprising eleSelf-contained
ments for cooling, control of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
circulating
circulating of air

5
per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
5 per
15
ad valorem
valorem
15 per cent. ad

15 per
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
per cent.
15
5
ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent. ad
5
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
5 per

unmanufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured
Typewriters and adding machines
machines
Typewriters

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present

purposes
Machinery
agricultural purposes
implements for agricultural
Machinery and implements

Nil

BAHAM A is
i
BAHAMAS

NOTE: In
case of
of articles
articles marked
marked with an asterisk,
asterisk, the present
present
the case
In the
NOTE:
margins
preference shall
understood to mean
mean the present
present relationrelationshall be understood
of preference
margins of
ships between
between the
the duties
duties or
or charges
importation to such
applicable on importation
charges applicable
ships
produce or manufacture
United States of
of
manufacture of the United
articles the growth, produce
America and
charges applicable
importation to the
applicable on importation
and the duties or charges
America
of any British Empire
like articles the growth, produce or manufacture of
country.
Self-contained air conditioning
comprising
machines comprising
conditioning machines
Self-contained
elements for cooling,
cooling, control of
of humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
elements
circulating of air
valorem
55 per
per cent. ad valorem
air
Fruit:
Fresh (except
charged with duties
(except apples and fruits charged
of the Tariff Act,
under
Schedule of
Second Schedule
under the Second
1986)
6 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
6%
1936)
6 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
6%
Dried
Jams, jellies and preserved
preserved fruits
fruits
6 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
6%
Grease, lubricating
6% per cent. ad valorem
lubricating
Motor
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
15 per
omnibuses
Motor cars, trucks
trucks and omnibuses
Parts and accessories
motor cars,
cars, trucks and omniaccessories for motor
buses (except tyres and tubes)
tubes)
valorem
15 per cent. ad valorem
Oil, lubricating
gallon
lubricating
4d. per gallon
6% per cent. ad valorem
Paints
valorem
2d. per thousand linear
linear
Shingles
inches
inches
Soap, common, washing
%d. per lb.
Stationery
6%
per cent. ad valorem
6% per
Tobacco, manufactured:
manufactured:
Fine cut
16% per cent.
cent, ad
ad valovalo16%
rem
rem

Other than fine cut
3d. per lb.
ad.
6%
Toilet
Toilet preparations,
preparations, including toilet soaps
6% per cent. ad valorem
canned
Vegetables, canned
6% per cent.
6%
cent ad valorem
valorem
concessons inn respeet
I [NoUe
esct of
MAlta bed
bhd beau
gnt into epu
e was
was gtven
In
[Notice that the onneessions
ofMalta
been put
given by the British EmBra-

bar
in in Washingtoo
of State March
Ma*
1State IA
14, MO.
U
Washingto n to the Seretry
Becreta.ry of
U *sthat
in
bad
put
by the
the Britsh
Brithh
thapt the connexionseosi-no
Ifnrespect
espeot of
of Bahama
Bnbi
lr
|t into ghee
mam* was given
gien by
abmeWy
f Washington
Wahto
n to the Secretary
Secreety of StatJb
i 7,
Binbeasy in
Maks lull
7IOl
-
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TRADE-NOV.

III-Continued
SCHEDULE III—Continued
Article

Whisky:
Whisky:
Overproof in bulk
Overproof
Underproof
Underproof in bottles
bottles

Aerated mineral
mineral waters
Ammunition, all kinds
Bacon and hams
Bags, trunks and valises
Beef and pork, pickled
pickled and salted
Biscuits
Boots and shoes, leather
leather
Chinaware, earthenware
earthenware and pottery
Coffee, roasted or prepared,
prepared, but not concentrated
concentrated
Dynamite
Dynamite
Electrical apparatus
Electrical
Enamelware
Enamelware
cinematograph (except educational)
Films, cinematograph
educational)
Fish, canned
canned
Furniture
Furniture
Glass and glassware
Grains:
Grains:
Chicken and
and dairy
dairy feed
feed
Haberdashery
Haberdashery and millinery
Hardware
Hats and caps
Hay
Lard, animal
animal
Matches
Matches
Milk, unsweetened
unsweetened
Musical instruments
Nails,
iron
Nails, other than iron
Oilcloth and linoleum
linoleum
Paper
Paper
Starch
Starch
Syrup
Syrup and
and molasses
Tinware
Toys and games
Twine
Hominy*
Hominy*
Cornmeal*
E
ggs *
Eggs*
Meat, fresh*
dressed*
Poultry and game, dressed*
Vegetables, fresh (other
(other than potatoes)*
potatoes)*
Vegetables,
Vegetables, fresh, potatoes*
potatoes*
Vegetables,
Fresh fruit:
Oranges,
grapefruit*
Oranges, lemons and grapefruit*
motor cars, trucks
omnibuses
trucks and omnibuses
Tyres and tubes for motor

Books, printed
printed
Cigars
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
NOTE:
set
margin of preference
preference set
NOTE: The
The maximum
maximum margin
margin between
between the
the
relates to
to the
the margin
forth above
above relates
duties
applicable on importaimportaduties and
and other
other charges
charges applicable
tion
cigarettes the
or manufacture
of
produce or
manufacture of
tion to
to cigarettes
the produce
the
and
duties and
America and
and the
the duties
States of
of America
the United
United States
other
charges applicable
importation to cigaapplicable on importation
other charges
territory
manufacture of any territory
rettes the produce or manufacture
Empire other
cigarettes made
other than cigarettes
of the British
British Empire
entirely of
British
grown within
within the
the British
entirely
of tobacco
tobacco grown
Empire.
Fertilisers
Fertilisers
Insecticides
Insecticides
Packages,
native produce
the exportation
exportation of native
empty, for the
Packages, empty,

Maximum Margin
Preference
Maximum
Margin of Preference

Od. per proof
4s. Od.
proof gallon
Od. per dozen reputed
8s. Od.
reputed
quarts
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

1937

1938
1938

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
HKR THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OT
OTHER
TREATIES

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

SCHEDULE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Article
Article

Nil
Nil
Nil

Plants,
and bulbs
Plants, roots, seeds
seeds and
bulbs
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,
Wire fencing
BARBADOS 19
°
BARBADOS

10
ad valorem
valorem
Electrical apparatus
appliances
10 per cent.
cent. ad
Electrical
apparatus and appliances
15
ad valorem
valorem
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
15 per cent. ad
Motor
Parts
cars, trucks
trucks and omniParts and
and accessories
accessories for motor cars,
omni15 per cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
buses (except tyres and tubes)
Tobacco,
manufactured:
Tobacco, manufactured:
6d. per lb.
Plug, stick, or twist
per lb.
Cigarettes
2s. Od.
Od. per
Snuff
3d. per lb.
b.
Other kinds (except cigars
cigars and
and cheroots)
Is. 3d. per lb.
Wood and timber, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Wood
Pitc pine:
p
ine:
Pitch
ndressed
Undressed
8s. per thousand sup.
or
feet of one inch or
less
thickness (and
less in thickness
inch
exceeding one inch
pro rata)
88. per thousand
Wholly or partly dressed
8s.
thousand sup.
inch or less
feet of one inch
in thickness (and exceeding one
one inch
inch pro
ceeding
rata)
purple heart,
heart,
Other kinds (except green heart, purple
bullet wood, fustic
fustic and locust):
locust):
Undressed
Undressed
8s. per
per thousand
thousand sup.
feet of one inch or less
thickness (and exexin thickness
ceeding one inch pro
rata)
Wholly or partly
partly dressed
dressed
thousand sup.
8s. per thousand
inch or
or
feet of one inch
thickness (and
(and
less in thickness
exceeding one inch
inch
exceeding
pro rata)
rata)
Present
Mules
Present Margin
Margin
Blacking and polishes
Present Margin
Margin
trucks and
omnibuses
Tyres and tubes for motor cars,
cars, trucks
and omnibuses
Present Margin
Margin
Oilmeal and oilcake
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Fruit:
Dried, including currants, figs, prunes and raisins,
other than candied
candied or crystallised
crystallised fruit and fruit
fruit
in liquid
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Canned and bottled
bottled
Present Margin
Margin
bottles
Glass bottles
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Maize or cornmeal
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Grease
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Hardware
Hardware
Present Margin
Margin
Implements and tools (except agricultural)
agricultural)
Present Margin
Margin
Lard, animal
Present Margin
Margin
Pork, pickled
pickled
Present Margin
Margin
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Present Margin
Margin
Perfumery,
(except perPerfumery, cosmetics and toilet requisites
requisites (except
fumed spirits and soaps)
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Photographic appliances and accessories (except
Photographic
(except films)
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Turpentine
Present
Present Margin
Typewriters
and
parts
thereof
Typewriters and parts thereof
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Vegetables,
Vegetables, canned
canned
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Wood and timber, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Wood
Shooks and
staves
and staves
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Headings
Present Margin
Margin
" [Notice that
that the concessions
coneladon in respect
respeet of
0
of Buar.do
Barbados had been
been put into force v
was given
Oven byIthe
*Abe Brtb
Mash
me-my in Wasington
Aim a
Ml
15J..
ltmy
Washington to the Se~tary
Secretary of State April
nal
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TRADE-NOV.
GREAT BRITAIN—
RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL

III-Continued
SCHEDULE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
Article

Maximum
Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum Margin

manufactured:
Wood and timber, manufactured:
House, office and store furniture
furniture
Books, printed
printed
Books,
Tobacco, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Leaf, unstemmed
unstemmed

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
BERMUDA
20
BERMUDA 20

flour
Wheat flour
Eggs
Fruit, dried
Fish,
Fish, canned
canned
Meats:
Meats:
Beef
pickled or salted
Beef and veal, pickled
Pork, pickled or salted
animal
Lard, animal
Electrical supplies
accessories
Radios and accessories
Hardware
Hardware
Lumber
lubricating
Oil, lubricating

valorem
5 per cent.
5
cent, ad valorem
13d.
1Y
4d. per dozen
dozen
134
1Y4 per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
1Y4per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
1I

Horses
Horses and mules
Cattle feed
feed
Cattle
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Fresh (except potatoes and onions)
Canned
Canned
Dried
and beans
Dried peas and
Cream,
fresh
Cream, fresh
Ice
cream
Ice cream
Fruit, bottled
canned
or canned
bottled or
Fruit,
Jams
Jams and jellies
Fruit,
Fruit, fresh:
Citrus
Citrus
Watermelons
Watermelons
Lime juice and other juices
Fish, shell
Meats:
Bacon
hams
and hams
Bacon and
Canned
bottled
Canned or bottled
Poultry
game
and game
Poultry and
Mineral waters
waters
Mineral
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
NOTE:
The maximum
maximum margin
preference set
of preference
margin of
NOTE: The
forth above relates
between the
margin between
relates to the margin
forth
duties and
applicable on importaimportacharges applicable
other charges
and other
duties
tion to
cigarettes the produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of
to cigarettes
tion
the United
of America
and
and the duties and
America and
States of
United States
the
other charges
charges applicable
applicable on importation
cigaimportation to cigaother
rettes the
the produce
manufacture of any terrior manufacture
produce or
rettes
tory of
of the
cigarettes
British Empire other than cigarettes
the British
tory
made entirely
of tobacco
tobacco grown
grown within
within the
entirely of
made
British
Empire.
British Empire.
Manufactured
cigarettes and
than cigars, cigarettes
other than
tobacco, other
Manufactured tobacco,
snuff
snuff
NOTE: The
The maximum
maximum margin
margin of
preference set
set
of preference
NOTE:
forth
relates to the
margin between
between the
the margin
above relates
forth above
duties
and other
other charges
charges applicable
applicable on importaduties and
tion
manufactured tobacco
the produce
produce or
tobacco the
to manufactured
tion to
manufacture
States of America
America and
the United States
of the
manufacture of
the
duties and
and other
imon imapplicable on
charges applicable
other charges
the duties
portation to
manufactured tobacco
tobacco the
the produce
produce or
or
to manufactured
portation
manufacture
any territory
territory of the
Empire
the British
British Empire
of any
manufacture of
other
of
entirely of
made entirely
tobacco made
manufactured tobacco
than manufactured
other than
tobacco
British Empire.
within the British
grown within
tobacco grown

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Y per
11%
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
1Y4
134 per
per cent.
cent. ad valorem
valorem
1IY44per
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
valorem
10 per cent. ad valorem
cent, ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent.
ni
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
7% per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
1134
Y4per
1% per
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
134

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Present Margin
Margin
Present

20 [Notice
usiotice that
been put into force
force was
was given
given by the British
British
Bermuda had been
respect of Bermuda
in respect
the concessions
concessions in
that the
20
14,1939.1
Embassy in Washington
March 14,
1939.]
Secretary of State March
Washington to the Secretary

1939

1940

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
TREATIES
OTHER THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 S
TAT.
STAT.

SCH
EDULE ]1I—Continued
III-Continued
SCHEDULE
Maximum Margin
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Article
Article

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,
Present Margin
Margin
Biscuits
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Coffee
Coffee
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Confectionery
Confectionery
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Groceries
Groceries
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Yeast
Yeast
Present Margin
Margin
Boots and shoes of leather
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Chinaware
Margin
Present Margin
Cooking stoves
Margin
Present Margin
Cosmetics
Cosmetics
Cotton:
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Piece
goods
Piece goods
than
Other
cotton goods
goods (including
clothing, other
other than
(including clothing,
Other cotton
Present Margin
Margin
Present
hosiery)
hosiery)
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Cotton
clothing (excluding
(excluding hosiery)
hosiery)
Cotton and silk clothing
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Engines and
parts thereof
thereof
and parts
Engines
Present Margin
Present
Furniture
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Glass
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Glassware
Glassware
Margin
Present Margin
Hats and caps
Margin
Present Margin
Kitchenware
Kitchenware
Linen:
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Clothing
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Other linen goods
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Millwork
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Musical instruments
Present Margin
Present
Paints and varnishes
varnishes
Present Margin
Present
Paint oil
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Paper,
wrapping
Paper, wrapping
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Photographic
Photographic supplies
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Rayon
(excluding hosiery)
clothing (excluding
Rayon clothing
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Sanitary supplies
Sanitary
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Silk
Silk clothing (excluding hosiery)
Present Margin
Present
Hosiery
Hosiery of silk
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Soap flakes and other cleansing
cleansing materials
materials
Present Margin
Present
Soap,
Soap, laundry
Present Margin
Present
Stationery
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Typewriters
adding machines
machines
Typewriters and adding
Present Margin
Margin
clothing
Woollen clothing
Yachts,
motor or sail (not
commercial use)
Present Margin
Margin
(not for commercial
Yachts, motor

Books
accounting purposes)
Books (except those for accounting

Nil
Nil

BRITISH GUIANA
GUIANA
BRITISH
Fish (except Morocut)-smoked,
Morocut)—smoked, dried, salted or fresh,
when
storage
when imported in cold storage
Fruit, fresh:
fresh:
Apples
Lard, animal
Lard,
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
comprising
conditioning machines
Self-contained
humidity, cleaning
cleaning
elements for cooling, control
control of humidity,
and circulating of air
Machinery:
Machinery:
Agricultural
Agricultural
Mining
Lumber:
Lumber:
Undressed
Undressed
Dressed
Dressed

$1.00 per cwt.
$1.00

60f
60¢ per barrel of 160 lbs.
$1.50
$1.50 per hundred lbs.
55 per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
5
valorem
5 per cent. ad valorem
5 per cent. ad valorem
5
valorem

$2.00
$2.00 per thousand
thousand feet,
measure
board measure
$2.00 per thousand
measure
feet, board measure

(except electro-medical
apparatus (except
Electrical
Electrical goods and apparatus
electro-medical
apparatus
wires and cables)
cables)
apparatus and insulated
insulated wires
Present Margin

54 STAT.]
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GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938

SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE III-Continued
III—Continued
Article
Article

Maximum
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference

Explosives:
Explosives:
other explosives
explosives for blasting
blasting
Dynamite, and all other
purposes
Gunpowder, rack-a-rock
blasting
Gunpowder,
rack-a-rock and fuses, for blasting
purposes
Oilcake
Oilcake and oilmeal
Fish, canned
canned
Fruit:
Dried (except
(except currants)
currants)
preserved (except pineapples)
Canned or preserved
pineapples)
Farinaceous
Farinaceous preparations
preparations (except flour,
flour, cornmeal
cornmeal and
and
oatmeal)
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Greases and fats
Pitch
furniture of iron and steel
House, office cabinet or store furniture
Implements and tools and parts thereof:
Agricultural
Other kinds
Machinery:
Machinery:
Electrical
Electrical
Marine
Marine
Office
Printing
Printing
Rice
Rice
Sugar
Sugar
Other
agricultural, mining,
sewing
mining, sewing
Other kinds
kinds (except agricultural,
machines
water and sewerage
sewerage
machines and parts and water
machinery)
machinery)
Accessories
Accessories and appliances
Motor
and omnibuses
cars, trucks and
Motor cars,
Parts
accessories for
cars, trucks
and omniomnitrucks and
for motor
motor cars,
and accessories
Parts and
buses (except
tubes)
(except tyres
tyres and
and tubes)
buses
Musical
instruments (except pianos and organs)
Musical instruments
Oilcloth
Oilcloth
appliances
Photographic instruments and appliances
Scientific
instruments and
and appliances
(except electrical)
electrical)
appliances (except
Scientific instruments
(except perPerfumery,
cosmetics and toilet requisites
requisites (except
Perfumery, cosmetics
fumed
soap)
and soap)
spirits and
fumed spirits
Polishes and blacking
Tar
Tar
Tins, drums
containers of
of iron
iron and steel
similar containers
and similar
Tins,
drums and
Wood
unmanufactured for
confor making
making conand timber,
timber, unmanufactured
Wood and
tainers for
goods of
local manufacture
or production
production
manufacture or
of local
tainers
for goods
Aircraft
thereof
parts thereof
and parts
Aircraft and
Books
Books
Films,
cinematograph
Films, cinematograph
Fruit,
grapefruit)
oranges and grapefruit)
apples, limes, oranges
fresh (except apples,
Fruit, fresh
Tobacco,
leaf, if
if in
packages containing
containing not
not less than
in packages
in leaf,
Tobacco, in
Ibs:
400 lbs:
Containing not
25% and
more than
than
and not more
than 25%
not less
less than
Containing
38% of
of moisture
38%
moisture
Containing less
moisture
25% of moisture
less than 25%
Containing

Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

HONDURAS sl1
BRITISH HONDURAS
BRITISH
Motor
cars and
and motor
vehicles, n.
e. i.
i. [Tariff
Item No.
No.
n. e.
[Tariff Item
motor vehicles,
Motor cars
15 per
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
15
per cent.
26 (g)]
NOTE: The
appliof duty
duty applirate of
specific rate
minimum specific
The minimum
NOTE:
cable
cars the
of the
the
manufacture of
the manufacture
to motor
motor cars
cable to
United States
exceed $60
$60 each
each
shall not
not exceed
of America
America shall
States of
United
Parts and
and tubes)
tubes) for
for
tyres and
(except tyres
accessories (except
and accessories
Parts
15 per
ad valorem
valorem
vehicles
in Tariff
Tariff Item
No. 26
26 (g)
(g)
cent. ad
15
per cent.
Item No.
vehicles in
an[Notice
that the
concessions in
respect of
British Honduras
Honduras had
had been put into force
force was given bythe
by the
of British
in respect
the concessions
Notice that
British Embassy
in Washington
January 25, 1930.]
1939.
State January
Secretary of State
to the Secretary
Washington to
Embassy in
British

1941

1942

INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES
OTHER THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

STAT.
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SOH 14:DULE III—Continued
III-Continued
SCHEDULE
Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum Margin

Article
Article

Self-contained
machines comprising
comprising
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
elements for
control of
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
and
elements
for cooling,
cooling, control
circulating of air
circulating
Fruit,
Fruit, dried
dried
Farinaceous
Farinaceous preparations:
preparations:
Cornflour
Other cereal
cereal foods
foods (except
(except arrowroot, macaroni,
macaroni,
sago, tapioca
sago,
tapioca and
and starch)
starch)
Fruits, candied, crystallised,
crystallised, canned
canned and
and bottled
bottled
House
of iron
iron or
or other
other
House, office cabinet
cabinet or
or store
store furniture
furniture of
metal
Perfumery and toilet preparations
preparations (except
perfumed
Perfumery
(except perfumed
spirits)
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Canned
Canned
onions, potatoes
potatoes and garlic)
Fresh (except onions,

Apparel, wearing (except hosiery,
hosiery, shirts,
shirts, vests,
singlets
Apparel,
vests, singlets
other men
men's
underwear)
and other
s underwear)
Biscuits, bread and cakes
Blacking and polishes
polishes (except
(except woodwork
woodwork polishes)
polishes)
Brooms
brushes (household)
(household)
Brooms and
and brushes
Tyres and
for motor
and omnibuses
and tubes
tubes for
motor cars,
cars, trucks
trucks and
omnibuses
Cement
Cement
Cocoa, prepared
prepared (except sweetmeats)
Coffee, ground or otherwise prepared
prepared
Confectionery, including
including flavouring
flavouring syrups
syrups
Cordage
Cordage, rope
rope and
and twine
twine
Eggs, fresh
Electrical
Electrical apparatus, including
including radio
radio receiving
and
receiving sets and
parts thereof
Films, cinematograph
cinematograph
Fruits, fresh
Nuts, edible
Cornmeal
oatmeal
Cornmeal and oatmeal
India rubber manufactures
manufactures
Implements and tools (except agricultural
agricultural and for use on
Implements
on
poultry farms)
poultry
Lard,
Lard, animal
Lamps and lampware

5
per cent.
cent, ad
ad valorem
valorem
5 per
per cent.
valorem
55per
cent. ad valorem
per cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
55per
valorem
55per cent,
cent. ad valorem
10
valorem
10 per cent.
cent. ad valorem
per cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per
valorem
10 per
per cent. ad valorem
per cent,
ad valorem
valorem
55per
cent. ad
valorem
55per cent. ad valorem

Present
ieeent
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Machinery
accessories:
Machinery,1 including
including accessories:
,
Electric lighting
Electno
Present Margin
Marine
Marine
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Sawmill
Sawmill
Present
Present Margin
Pork, pickled
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Metals and metal
metal manufactures:
manufactures:
Barbed wire, hog
staples for same
hog fencing and
and staples
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Nails, spikes, rivets, clinches and
and wire of iron and
and
steel
Present Margin
Margin
Musical instruments of
of all kinds, not being toys
toys
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Oil:

Lubricating
Linseed, raw and boiled
boiled
Medicinal
Medicinal and essential
Oilcloth and linoleum
linoleum
Painters' colours and materials:
materials:
Dry or in paste form
including ready mixed
Prepared, including
Turpentine
Paper manufactures,
manufactures, other
Paper
e. 1.
other kinds, n.
n. e.i.
No.
(d)]
No.81
81 (d)]
Pickles,
sauces and condiments
condiments
Pickles, sauces
Salt
fine and
and rock
rock
Salt, coarse,
eoarse, fine

[Tariff Item

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin

54 STAT.]
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GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE--NOV.17, 1938
1938
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE III—Continued
III-Continued
Article
Article

Maximum
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference

polishing and soft soap
Soap, common, including laundry,
laundry, polishing
Spices
Spices
Tobacco, unmanufactured:
Tobacco,
unmanufactured:
Black leaf and similar brands
brands
Other kinds
Tobacco, manufactured:
manufactured:
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Typewriters, adding machines
thereof
Typewriters,
machines and parts thereof
Vegetables, onions and potatoes
potatoes
Vegetables,
Wood and timber, manufactured:
manufactured:
Wood
Furniture and cabinet
cabinet ware
Other kinds
Wood and timber, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Lumber sawn or hewn:
hewn:
Lumber
Undressed
Undressed
Wholly or partly dressed
Books, printed, not being account books
Agricultural
Agricultural implements and tools
Agricultural machinery,
machinery, including accessories
accessories
Agricultural
Metals and metal manufactures:
manufactures:
Metals
Rafting chains and timber dogs
Rafting
Railway
stock and material and
Railway and tramway iolling stock
parts and accessories
accessories therefor
Stationery other than paper:
Slate pencils
Printing ink
ink
Printing
Tractors and parts
parts thereof
thereof
Tractors
Trailers and
and wagons
wagons and parts
accessories
parts and
and accessories
and carts
carts and
Trailers
agricultural purposes
for agricultural
Trucks and
and trailers
parts and accessories
thereof imaccessories thereof
and parts
trailers and
Trucks
mahogany
ported for use in connection with chicle and mahogany
operations
JAMAICA
22
JAMAICA 22
Corn
Tobacco,
manufactured:
Tobacco, manufactured:
Cigarettes
NOTE:
maximum margin
set
of preference
preference set
margin of
The maximum
NOTE: The
forth above relates to the margin between
between the
forth
duties and other charges applicable
importaapplicable on importation to cigarettes
the produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture
cigarettes the
tion
of the
the United
and the duties
duties
America and
States of
of America
United States
of
and other
other charges
charges applicable
importation to
to
on importation
applicable on
and
cigarettes
manufacture of any
produce or manufacture
the produce
cigarettes the
territory of the British Empire other
other than
cigarettes manufactured
manufactured within the British
cigarettes
Empire
containing
50
per
cent,
or
more
more of BritEmpire containing 50 per cent.
ish Empire tobacco.
tobacco.
Other
(except cigars)
Other (except
Confectionery
Confectionery
Self-contained
machines comprising
comprising
conditioning machines
air conditioning
Self-contained air
elements for
for cooling,
of humidity, cleaning
cleaning
control of
cooling, control
elements
and
and circulating of air
Electrical apparatus
apparatus for generating electricity
electricity
Electrical
Telegraph and telephone
apparatus
telephone apparatus
Telegraph
Lumber, sawn or hewn:
hewn:
Lumber,
Undressed
Undressed
dressed
Wholly or partly dressed

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Ni

Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

is. Od.
Od. per hundred
hundred Ibs.
lbs.
is.
is.
lb.
Is. Od. per lb.

10d. per lb.
10d.
5
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
5 per
per cent.
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
55per
*i per
cent. ad
ad valorem
valorem
2~
per cent.
2%
per cent.
cent. ad
valorem
ad valorem
2%per
8s.
thousand feet,
feet,
per thousand
8s. per
sup. measurement,
measurement, of
of
one inch thick
8s.
per thousand
thousand feet,
feet,
8s. per
sup. measurement, of
one inch thick

22 [Notice that the
concessions in
in respect
of Jamaica
Jamaica had
had been
been put
put into
given by
by the
Erttish EmEmthe British
was given
force was
into force
respect of
22[Notice that the concessions
Secretary of State January
January 25,
25, 1939.
0391
bassy in Washington to the Secretary

193470
°-41—PT. II---45
u-45
193470°-41-PT.

1943

1944

INTERNATIONAL
AGRMEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54
TAT.
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SO
H EilDIJLE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III--Continued
Article
Article

Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference
Maimum

Biscuits, bread and
and cake:
cake:
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Sweetened
Sweetened
Present Margin
Unsweetened,
Unsweetened, not
not in
in bulk
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Fish, canned
Present
Margin
Fruit,
Fruit fresh:
Present
Margin
Apples
Present Margin
Apples
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Other kinds
Present Margin
Margin
Fruit, dried
Present
Present
Margin
Jams, jellies and preserved
Present Margin
preserved fruits
Jams,
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Wheat
Pulse:
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Beans and peas, whole
Present Margin
Margin
Lard,
Present
Lard, animal
animal
Meats:
Present Margin
Margin
Fresh
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Pork,
Present
Pork, pickled
pickled
Present
Margin
Tongues,
Tongues, wet, salted
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Bacon and hams
Present Margin
Margin
Sausages, wet, salted or cured
Present
Sausages,
Hardware
Hardware
Present Margin
Margin
[Tariff Item
Item No.
Present
No. 46j
46]
[Tariff
Present
Margin
Typewriters
Present Margin
Typewriters
Hoops, shooks, staves
staves and headings
headings of wood (for
(for putting
Present Margin
Margin
up island produce)
Present
produce)
Present
Margin
Tin manufactures
manufactures (except ingots)
Present Margin
Motor ears,
trucks and
and omnibuses
Present
Margin
Present Margin
omnibuses
Motor
cars, trucks
Parts and
accessories for
motor cars,
cars, trucks
and omniParts
and accessories
for motor
trucks and
Present Margin
Margin
buses (except tyres and
and tubes)
Asphalt, other than pitch
Asphalt,
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Baking powder
Present
Present Margin
Brooms and brushes
Margin
Carriage parts
for motor
motor vehicles
and railway
Carriage
parts (except
(except for
vehicles and
railway
rolling stock)
stock)
Present Margin
Margin
Eggs
Present Margin
Electrical
(including radio
sets and
Electrical apparatus
apparatus (including
radio receiving
receiving sets
and
Present Margin
parts thereof)
Present
Margin
Fibre
Fibre manufactures
manufactures
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Films, cinematograph
cinematograph
Present Margin
Glassware
(except bottles, lamps, lamp chimneys
Glassware (except
chimneys and
table glassware)
glassware)
Present Margin
Margin
Grease, lubricating
lubricating
Present Margin
Margin
Hemp manufactures
manufactures
Present
Present Margin
Margin
perch& manufactures
(except
India rubber
rubber and
and gutta
gutta percha
manufactures (except
boots and shoes and tyres and tubes)
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Instruments, scientific
surgical
Instruments,
scientific and surgical
Present Margin
Margin
Leather, dressed
dressed and undressed
undressed
Present Margin
Margin
Machinery and parts thereof:
Machinery
thereof:
As enumerated
enumerated in Fourth
Fourth Schedule
(a)
Schedule (Sec. 5) No.
No. 33(a)
of Tariff
Tariff law No. 4
4 of 1925
Present Margin
Other
roadmaking machinOther (except fire engines
engines and
and roadmaking
machinery)
Present Margin
Molasses and syrup
Molasses
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Oilcloth (including linoleum)
linoleum)
Present Margin
Margin
Painters' colours
Painters'
colours and materials
Present
Margin
Present
Paper (except playing
playing cards,
cards, writing, fruit wrapping,
cardboard
cardboard guards
guards for island produce, hoops and shooks
of cardboard
cardboard or paper)
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Perfumery
Perfumery
Present Margin
Margin
Photographic apparatus
apparatus and chemicals
photographic
Photographic
chemicals for photographic
use
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Rosin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Saddlery and harness
harness
Present Margin
Margin
Stationery (except writing
writing paper)
Present Margin
Margin
Vegetables, fresh (except potatoes,
potatoes, onions
Vegetables
onions and garlic)
Present Margin
Margin
Wallboards,
Wallboardiii, fireproof
Present Margin
Margin
Wax
wax
Margin
Present Margin
Furniture of wood
Present Margin
Margin

54 S
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GREAT BRITAIN—
BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
TRADE-NOV.
RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
1938
SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE III—Continued
III-Continued
Article
Article

Maximnm
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference
Preference

Aircraft and parts
Aircraft
Implements and tools:
Implements
Agricultural
Agricultural
Artisans
Musical instruments
Musical
Railway
Railway rolling stock
stock

Present Margin
Margin

Advertising matter
Advertising
produce
Bags and sacks for putting up island produce
Bees, beehives
apparatus
beehives and beekeeping
beekeeping apparatus
Books, printed
printed
Glucose
Hoops and shooks of iron and steel
cardboard or paper
paper
Hoops and shooks of cardboard
Insecticides and vermin killers
Insecticides
propagation or cultivation)
Plants, seeds and bulbs (for propagation
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,
Wire screen
screen cloth
Wire

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
Self-contained
conditioning machines
machines comprising
comprising eleSelf-contained air conditioning
cleaning and
ments for cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
circulating of air
5
cent, ad valorem
5 per cent.
circulating
Meats:
Meats:
Present Margin
Margin
Fresh
Present Margin
Margin
Beef, pork and tongues, pickled or salted
Present Margin
Margin
Smoked, dried or cured, including
including bacon
bacon and hams Present
Present Margin
Margin
Lard, animal
Present Margin
Margin
Lumber, undressed
undressed and dressed
Lumber,
Nil

Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured
CAYMAN
ISLANDS
CAYMAN ISLANDS

Self-contained
air conditioning
comprising elemachines comprising
conditioning machines
Self-contained air
ments for
for cooling,
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning and
cooling, control of
ments
55per
circulating of air
per cent.
cent, ad valorem
valorem
circulating
Bacon,
shoulders and beef and pork, pickled
pickled
Bacon, hams and shoulders
Nil
Nil
or salted
Nil
Nil
Lard, animal
Lard,
Nil
Tobacco, leaf and plug
Tobacco,
Nil
Nil
undressed and dressed
Lumber, undressed
ANTIGUA "
ANTIGUA
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
comprising eleSelf-contained
cleaning and
cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
ments for cooling,
5
cent, ad valorem
valorem
5 per cent.
circulating of air
circulating
8s.
feet,
8s. per thousand feet,
spruce, fir and hemlock
hemlock
white pine, spruce,
Lumber, pitch pine, white
sup. measurement,
measurement, of
of
one inch thick
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Mules
Bags and sacks:
Present
Margin
Present Margin
produce
exportation of produce
For the exportation
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Other
Other
Present Margin
Margin
Biscuits,
Present
unsweetened
Biscuits, bread and cakes, other than unsweetened
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Boots
leather
Boots and shoes of leather
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
Parts
accessories for motor cars, trucks
trucks and omniParts and accessories
Present Margin
Margin
buses, including
Present
and tubes
tyres and
including tyres
buses,
roe was
even by
by the
British EmEns.
2I [Notice that the concessions in respect of
of Antigua had
been put into
the British
was given
into to
force
had been
2" [Notice that the concessions in
bassy in Washington
Washington to the Secretary of State February 7,
7, 1939.
1939.I

1945

1946
1946

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN

STAT.
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SC 1
1
-1
1
4DTJLE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Article

Linseed
cakemeal
Linseed oilcake
oilcake and
and cakemeal
Chemicals:
Chemicals:
Calcium carbide
Other kinds
(including radio receiving
Electrical apparatus (including
receiving sets
sets and
and
parts thereof)
Fruit:
Dried
Canned and bottled
bottled
Cornmeal
Cornmeal
Farinaceous preparations
preparations (except
(except arrowroot)
Farinaceous
arrowroot)
Grease
Haberdashery and millinery (except
Haberdashery
(except hosiery)
Hardware
Hardware
Implements and tools:
Implements
Agricultural
Other kinds
India rubber and gutta percha
percha manufactures
manufactures (except
(except
tyres and tubes)
Lard, animal
Lime, building
Meats:
Smoked or
including bacon
and hams
Smoked
or cured,
cured, including
bacon and
hams
Beef and pork, pickled
salted
pickled or salted
Canned
Musical instruments
Musical
Oil, lubricating
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and colours
colours
Turpentine
Turpentine
Perfumery and toilet
toilet preparations,
containing perperpreparations, not
not containing
fumed spirits
Spirits, whisky
Cigarettes
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Potatoes, other
other than
sweet
than sweet
Canned
Canned

Fruit, fresh (except
(except apples)
Manures
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,

Maximum
of Preference
Preference
Maximum Margin
Margin of

Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS
ST. CHRISTOPHER-NEVIS
Self-contained
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines comprising
comprising
elements for cooling,
cooling, control of humidity,
humidity, cleaning and
and
circulating of air
per cent,
ad valorem
valorem
55per
cent. ad
Mules
Mules

Bags and
and sacks:
sacks:
For the exportation of produce
Other
Other
unsweetened
Biscuits, bread and cakes, other than
than unsweetened
Boots and shoes of leather
leather
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
Parts and accessories
accessories for motor cars, trucks
trucks and omnibuses including tyres and
buses
and tubes
tubes
cakemeal
Linseed oilcake
oilcake and
and cakemeal
Chemicals:
Chemicals:
Calcium carbide
carbide
Other kinds
Electrical apparatus
apparatus (including
receiving sets and
(including radio
radio receiving
parts
parts thereof)
Fruit:
t.
Canned and bottled
bottled
Dried
Cornmeal
Cornmeal
Farinaceous preparations
preparations (except
(except arrowroot)

Margin
Present Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin

Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present

STAT.]
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BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
TRADE-NOV.
GREAT BRITAIN—
RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
SCHEDULE III-Continued
IH—Continued
SCHEDULE
Article

Maximum Margin
Preference
Margin of Preference

Grease
Haberdashery and millinery (except hosiery)
Haberdashery
Hardware
Hardware
Implements and tools:
Implements
Agricultural
Other kinds
India rubber and gutta percha
manufactures (except
percha manufactures
(except
tyres and tubes)
tubes)
Lard,
Lard, animal
Lime, building
Meats:
Beef and pork, pickled or salted
Canned
Smoked or cured, including bacon
bacon and hams
Musical instruments
lubricating
Oil, lubricating
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and colours
Turpentine
Turpentine
Perfumery and toilet
toilet preparations,
preparations, not containing
containing perPerfumery
fumed spirits
Spirits, whisky
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Potatoes, other than sweet
Canned
Wood and timber, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Wood
Lumber, white pine, spruce, fir and hemlock
hemlock
Lumber, pitch pine

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin

(except apples)
Fruit, fresh (except
Manures
Tobacco,
unmanufactured
Tobacco, unmanufactured

Nil
Nil
Nil
DOMINICA
DOMINICA

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin

24

24

Self-contained air
air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
comprising
Self-contained
elements
for cooling,
cooling, control
control of
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning
elements for
and circulating of air
air
per cent. ad valorem
55per
Lumber,
white pine, spruce,
8s. per
per thousand
thousand feet,
hemlock 8s.
spruce, fir and hemlock
pitch pine,
pine, white
Lumber, pitch
sup, measurement,
of
sup.
measurement, of
inch thick
one inch

Mules
Bags and
exportation of
of produce
produce
and sacks,
sacks, other
other than
than for the exportation
Bags
unsweetened
Biscuits, bread and cakes, other than unsweetened
Boots and shoes of leather:
Where the price per pair does not exceed 2s.6d.
not
2s.6d. but not
price per pair exceeds 29.6d.
Where the
the price
58.0d.
5s.0d.
Where the price per pair exceeds 5s.0d.
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
Motor
Parts
and accessories
accessories for
for motor
ears, trucks
and omniomnitrucks and
motor cars,
Parts and
including tyres and tubes
buses, including
Linseed
oilcake and
and cakemeal
Linseed oilcake
Chemicals:
Chemicals:
Calcium carbide
Other kinds
Electrical
and
radio receiving
receiving sets and
(including radio
apparatus (including
Electrical apparatus
parts thereof)
Fruit:
Canned and bottled
Canned
Dried
(except apples)
Fresh (except
Cornmeal

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present

44
concessions in respect of Dominica
Dominica had been put into force
force was given by the British
that the concessions
4 [Notice
[Notice that
Embassy
Washington to the Secretary
secretary of State February
28, 1939.1
139.]
February 28,
in Washington
Embassy in

1947

1948

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
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SOH
NDULE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Article
Article

Maximum Margin
of Preference
Preference
Maximum
Margin of

Farinaceous preparations
preparations (except
Farinaceous
(except arrowroot)
arrowroot)
Grease
Grease
Haberdashery
Haberdashery and millinery
millinery (except
(except hosiery)
hosiery)
Hardware
Implements and tools, other
Implements
than agricultural
agricultural
other than
India rubber and gutta percha
manufactures (except
(except
percha manufactures
tyres and tubes)
Lard, animal
animal
Lard,
Lime, building
building
Meats:
Beef and pork, pickled
pickled or salted
Canned
Canned
Smoked or cured, including bacon
and hams
Smoked
bacon and
hams
Musical instruments
instruments
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Oilcloth and linoleum
linoleum
Paints and colours
Turpentine
Turpentine
Perfumery and toilet preparations, not containing
containing perperfumed spirits
Spirits, whisky
whisky
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Canned
Canned
Potatoes, other than
than sweet
sweet

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Bags and sacks for the exportation
exportation of produce
produce
Implements and tools, agricultural
agricultural
Manures
Tobacco,
Tobacco, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
In packets
packets of less
less than 200 lbs.
In other packets
packets

Nil
Nil
Nil

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Marg9i.
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Nil
Nil

MONTSERRAT
MONTSERRAT 2ss
Self-contained
conditioning machines
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
comprising
elements for cooling, control of
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
cleaning
and circulating of
of air
air
5 per cent.
5
cent. ad valolem
valorem
Mules
Mules
Bags and sacks:
exportation of produce
For the exportation
produce
Other
Biscuits, bread and cakes, other than unsweetened
unsweetened
Boots and shoes of leather
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
Parts and accessories
accessories for motor
motor cars,
cars, trucks and omniomnibuses, including
including tyres
tyres and tubes
tubes
Linseed
Linseed oilcake and cakemeal
cakemeal
Chemicals:
Calcium carbide
Other kinds
Electrical
Electrical apparatus
apparatus (including
(including radio receiving
receiving sets and
parts thereof)

Present Margin

Canned and bottled
Dried
Dried
Cornmeal
Farinaceous preparations
preparations (except
(except arrowroot)
arrowroot)
Grease
Haberdashery
millinery (except
Haberdashery and millinery
(except hosiery)
hosiery)
Hardware
Hardware

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
,Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Marin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin

Fruit:
Fru

Implements and
Implements
and tools:
tools:
Agricultural
Other kinds

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Isent
Margin
Present
Marghi

B
oti In
sttisconel
tthat
= Bwcetary
paletof
in respect
ss"'Notice
the commodore
In
of Montserrat horadewasi
been
pat Into force was given by
hY the Btrah
British
beoptbn
*mb~p
Wuhbington
to
o(
Btat May
M1y 27.
17.had
1959]
Ncrose.
Washington
to the Secretary
State
—
_
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GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938

SCHEDULE III-Continued
III—Continued
Article

Maximum
Margin of Preference
Maximum Margin

manufactures (except
India rubber and gutta percha
percha manufactures
(except
tyres and tubes)
Lard, animal
animal
Lime, building
Meats:
Meats:
salted
Beef and
and pork, pickled or
or salted
Canned
Canned
Smoked or cured, including bacon
bacon and hams
Musical instruments
lubricating
Oil, lubricating
Oilcloth and linoleum
linoleum
Oilcloth
Paints and colours
Paints
Turpentine
Turpentine
Perfumery and
preparations, not containing perand toilet preparations,
Perfumery
fumed spirits
Spirits, whisky
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Canned
Canned
Potatoes, other than sweet
sweet
Potatoes,
Wood and timber, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Lumber,
hemlock
Lumber, white pine, spruce, fir and hemlock
Lumber,
pitch pine
pine
Lumber, pitch
Fruit,
(except apples)
Fruit, fresh
fresh (except
Manures
Manures
Tobacco, unrnanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Nil
Nil
Nil

VIRGIN ISLANDS
ISLANDS
VIRGIN

machines comprising
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
Self-contained
humidity, cleaning
elements for cooling,
cooling, control
control of humidity,
cleaning
and
circulating of
air
cent. ad valorem
valorem
55per cent.
of air
and circulating
Mules
Mules
Bags and sacks:
exportation of produce
For the exportation
Other
Other
Biscuits, bread and cakes, other than unsweetened
unsweetened
Boots and shoes of leather
leather
Motor
omnibuses
Motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
Parts and accessories
accessories for motor cars, trucks
trucks and omnibuses,
including tyres
tyres and tubes
buses, including
Linseed
oilcake and cakemeal
cakemeal
Linseed oilcake
Chemicals:
Calcium carbide
carbide
Calcium
Other kinds
kinds
Other
Electrical
apparatus (including radio receiving
receiving sets
sets and
Electrical apparatus
parts
thereof)
parts thereof)
Fruit:
Canned and
and bottled
bottled
Canned
Dried
Dried
Cornmeal
Cornmeal
Farinaceous
preparations (except
(except arrowroot)
Farinaceous preparations
Grease
Grease
Haberdashery and
(except hosiery)
hosiery)
millinery (except
and millinery
Haberdashery
Hardware
Hardware
Implements
agricultural
than agricultural
other than
tools, other
and tools,
Implements and
India rubber
and gutta
gutta percha
percha manufactures
(except
manufactures (except
rubber and
India
tyres and
and tubes)
tubes)
tyres
Lard, animal
animal
Lard,
Meats:
Beef and
and pork,
pork, pickled or salted
Beef
Canned
Canned
Smoked
or cured,
including bacon
bacon and
hams
and hams
cured, including
Smoked or
Musical
instruments
Musical instruments

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margm
Present

Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin.
Present

1949
1949

1950

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
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SCHEDULE III—Continued
III--Continued

SOH KDULE
Article
Article

Maximum Margin of Preference
Preference
Maximum

Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Oilcloth and linoleum
Paints and colours
Turpentine
Turpentine
Perfumery
Perfumery and toilet preparations,
containing
preparations, not containing
perfumed spirits
Spirits, whisky
Cigarettes
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
Canned
Potatoes, other than sweet
Lumber, pitch pine, white
white pine, spruce,
spruce, fir
fir and
and hemlock
hemlock

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin

Fruit, fresh (except apples)
apples)
Implements and tools, agricultural
Implements
agricultural
Lime, building
Manures
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Tobacco,
-

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
TRINIDAD
TOBAGO 2
"

Telegraph
Telegraph and telephone
telephone apparatus
apparatus
Wireless goods and apparatus
apparatus
Fish:
Fish:
Pilchards, canned
canned
Fruit, fresh (except
(except apples
apples and
and limes)
limes)
Hosiery of silk
Hosiery of artificial
artificial silk
silk

Lard, animal
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
NOTI: The maximum margin
preference set
NOTE:
margin of preference
set
forth above relates to the
the margin between
between the
duties and
other
charges
applicable on importaand
charges applicable
importation to cigarettes
cigarettes the produce or manufacture
manufacture of
the United States of America and the
the duties and
other charges applicable
applicable on
on importation
to cigarimportation to
rettes the produce or manufacture
manufacture of
of any
any territory of the British Empire
Empire other than cigarettes
made
British Empire grown
made wholly or in part of
of British
grown
tobacco.
tobacco.
Lumber, sawn or hewn:
hewn:
Undressed
Undressed
dressed
Wholly or partly dressed
exceeding 3000 lbs. in weight
Motor cars exceeding
weight [Tariff Item No.
No.
21 (d)
(d) (II)]
(II)
Motor lorries and vans [Tariff
[Tariff Item No. 21 (e)]
Chassis with or without engines, or
or fitted
fitted tyres,
tyres, conconstructed solely for commercial
commercial use
Parts and accessories
accessories for vehicles
vehicles shown
shown in
Tariff Item
Item
in Tariff
Nos. 21 (d) (II) and (e)
Tyres and tubes for motor
motor cars, lorries and vans
Linseed cake and meal
meal
Clocks and watches
watches (except electric
electric clocks)
clocks)
Confectionery
Confectionery
Electrical
Electrical goods and apparatus (except wires and
and cables,
cables,
electric lighting
telegraph and telephone
telephone apparatus, electric
lighting
appliances, accessories,
accessories, fittings and parts thereof,
thereof,
batteries and accumulators)
batteries
Cinematograph and
and projection
projection apparatus,
apparatus, electrically
electrically
operated

10 per
per cent. ad valorem
10 per
per cent,
cent. ad valorem
$1.20
$1.20 per hundred lbs.
5 per cent. ad valorem
5
valorem
The equivalent
equivalent of 9d.
pair
per pair
The
The equivalent
equivalent of 6d.
pair
per pair
8S per lb.
80
35i
35f per lb.

$2.00
$2.00

per thousand
feet
thousand feet
per thousand feet
feet

Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin

Present Margin
oske that tthe o a in respe of Trndad Onme into fore on Deember 2,1ts, wgtven by
'the Bam y W
h ngton to the Serenty of Btate Jam ry 10, low.]

Lbtotice that the coneeesdons in tesPset of Trinidad mule into lam on Deeataber 2, 1922, wasglyen by
the with& lithshass9 in Washington to the Secretory ot State ianuary 10, 19301
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GREAT
GREAT BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
BRITAIN— RECIPROCAL TRADE-NOV.
TRADE— NOV.17, 1938
SCHEDULE
III—Continued
SCHEDULE III-Continued
Article

Maximum
Preference
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference

accesPhotographic and cinematograph
cinematograph appliances
and accesappliances and
Photographic
sories, n. e. s. (except photographic chemicals)
Films, cinematograph:
cinematograph:
Blank
Blank films
films
Exposed films:
Positives:
News films admitted
admitted as such by the
the Collector of Customs and Excise
Other
Fireclay
Fruit:
Apples, fresh
fresh
Canned or bottled, in syrup
Canned
Dried
Fruit juice (except
(except lime juice),
juice), unfermented,
conunfermented, not containing added spirit and not liable to duty as table
water
water
Wheat
Wheat flour
Farinaceous
arrowroot)
preparations (except arrowroot)
Farinaceous preparations
lubricating
Grease, lubricating
Hardware,
s.
hollow-ware, n. e. a.
other than hollow-ware,
Hardware, other
Implements
Implements and tools:
Artisans'
Artisans' tools
[Tariff Item No. 53 (b)]
Other kinds [Tariff
Machinery and parts and accessories thereof
thereof (except
(except
Machinery
machinery)
marine machinery)
Pork, pickled or salted
Iron
thereof (except pigiron;
pigiron;
manufactures thereof
Iron and steel and manufactures
hoop
ingots, blooms, billets and slabs; bars and rods; hoop
coated, not coated
coated and
and
and strip;
strip; plates and sheets, coated,
railway material;
material;
tinned; railway rails and other railway
hollow-ware,
fencing wire; wire nails and staples; and hollow-ware,
n. e. a.)
s.)
(except
Non-ferrous metals and manufactures
manufactures thereof (except
Non-ferrous
alloys
hollow-ware; brass
aluminium,
aluminium, other than hollow-ware;
brass and
and alloys
copper unwrought in blocks, ingots,
ingots, etc. and lead
of copper
manufactures thereof)
and manufactures
Oil, lubricating
appliances and parts thereof
Scientific instruments
instruments and appliances
Scientific
Syrup
Wood
unmanufactured:
timber, unmanufactured:
Wood and
and timber,
Shooks, staves and headings, oak, white

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin

Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Present
Present Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin

Implements and tools:
horticultural (except
Agricultural and horticultural
(except secateurs)
secateurs)
Nil
Tobacco,
Tobacco, unmanufactured:
unmanufactured:
Leaf,
per cent. moisture
Nil
than 25 per
less than
containing less
Leaf, containing
7
GRENADA 27
GRENADA
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
Self-contained
elements for cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning
elements
5
valorem
5 per
per cent. ad valorem
circulating of air
air
and circulating
Cattle
animal foods
Cattle and other animal
Confectionery,
including chocolate
chocolate creams
and sweetcreams and
Confectionery, including
meats of all kinds
Electrical
apparatus (including
and
radio receiving
receiving sets and
(including radio
Electrical apparatus
thereof)
parts thereof)
Fruit:
Canned and bottled
Dried
Cornmeal
Grease
Hardware
Hardware

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

27 [Notice
that the
the concessions
concessions in
in respect
had been
Into force
force was
given bythe
by the British
British
was given
put into
been put
of Grenada
Grenada had
respect of
"7
[Notice that
Embassy in
Washington to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
1939.
State April 12, 1939.1
in Washington
Embassy

1951

1952

1952

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTakat THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SC
H HOULE III—Continued
SCHEDULE
III-Continued
Maximum
Margin of
of Preference
Preference
Maximum Margin

Article
Article

Lard, animal
Meats,
smoked or
or cured,
including bacon
hams
cured, including
bacon and
and hams
Meats, smoked
Beef
or salted
Beef and
and pork,
pork, pickled
pickled or
salted
Oil, lubricating
lubricating
Paper,
other than newsprint
newsprint and playing
cards
Paper, other
playing cards
Perfumery, not including perfumed
perfumed spirits
Soap, common,
common, including
including laundry,
and soft
soft
laundry, polishing
polishing and
Soap,
soap
Lumber, sawn or hewn:
Undressed
Undressed
Wholly or partly dressed
dressed

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Books, printed
printed
Tobacco,
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured

Nil
Nil
Nil

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Present Margin
Present
Margin

ST.
LUCIA 22
ST. LUCIA
a
Self-contained air conditioning
conditioning machines
machines comprising
comprising
Self-contained
elements
cleaning
elements for cooling, control of
of humidity,
humidity, cleaning
55per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem
and circulating
circulating of air
Flour bags
Margin
Present Margin
Electrical
Electrical apparatus:
apparatus:
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Wireless sets and components
Present
Margin
Present Margin
accumulators
Batteries and accumulators
Present Margin
Margin
Other kinds
Fruit:
Canned or bottled
bottled
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Canned
Present Margin
Margin
Dried
Dried
Cornmeal
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Lard, animal
Present Margin
Margin
Present
pickled
Present
Meats, salted or pickled
Present Margin
Margin
Oil, lubricating
Present Margin
Present
Perfumery,
Perfumery, not
not including
including perfumed
perfumed spirits
spirits
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Shooks, staves and headings:
headings:
exportation of agricultural
If imported for the exportation
produce
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Other
Present
Present Margin
Margin
Lumber, sawn or hewn:
hewn:
Undressed
Undressed
Present Margin
Margin
Present
Wholly or partly dressed
dressed
Present
Present Margin
Margin

Tobacco,
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured

Nil
Nil
VINCENT "111
ST. VINCENT

Self-contained
conditioning machines
comprising
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
elements
elements for cooling,
cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning
and circulating of air
55per cent. ad valorem
valorem
Cattle and other animal foods (except
and pollard)
pollard)
(except bran and
Electrical apparatus:
apparatus:
Electrical
Radio
Radio receiving
receiving sets and parts thereof
Other electrical
electrical apparatus
apparatus (except wires
wires and cables)
Fruit, dried
Cornmeal
Cornmeal
Grease
Hardware (except
enamelled ware)
Hardware
(except enamelled
Lard, animal
animal
Beef and pork,
..
rk, pickled or salted
salted
office
furniture of iron and steel
House, o
.. cc cabinet or store
store furniture
Oil, lubricating
Paper (except
(except newsprint
newsprint and
and playing
playing cards)
cards)
Perfumery,
Perfumery, not including
including perfumed
perfumed spirits
spirits
Barrels and puncheons,
puncheons, empty:
empty:
New, for exporting
exporting molasses
molasses
exporting other
For exporting
other produce
produce

Present Margin
Margin
Present

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

Present Margin
Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin

"[Notice
coomons in respect
rspeot of
t. lcal
gmc was
WR even
gtve by the
*lice that the cotweesfens
of St.
Lucia bad beel
been put
put into
into force
the Britksh
British
Eba
Seretary of
of stat
May 27.
3 1939.)
1 9.oheB
Iinoassy in Washington to the Secretary
State May
[Notice that
the concessions
concessions in
In respect
rani lo
nto brces
Irene was given
given by the British
lritish
Vinaent had
ad been
been putt
espeot of St. Vincent
INotice
that
Eranay in Washington to the Secretary of State March 1K 1939.1
EInny in Washington to the Secretary of State March 14, 1430.1
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RECIPROCAL TRADE—
NOV.17, 1938
GREAT BRITAIN—
BRITAIN-RECIPROCAL
TRADE-NOV.
1938

SCHEDULE III-Continued
HI—Continued
Article
Article

Maximum
Preference
Maximum Margin
Margin of Preference

Yeast
Lumber, sawn or hewn:
Undressed
Undressed
Wholly or partly dressed

Present Margin
Margin
Present Margin
Margin

Books, printed
Tobacco, unmanufactured
unmanufactured

Nil
Nil

Present
Margin
Present Margin

FIJI
FIJI

30

"

Self-contained
conditioning machines
Self-contained air conditioning
machines comprising
elements for cooling,
cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning
and circulating
air
circulating of air
Fish
Fruit:
Fresh
Fresh
Dried
Dried
Preserved
Preserved
Vegetables:
Vegetables:
(except potatoes)
potatoes)
Fresh (except
Preserved
Preserved
Grease,
lubricating
Grease, lubricating
agricultural
Implements, agricultural
Implements,
Machinery,
Machinery, mining
Tractors and parts
parts thereof
thereof (other
(other than road tractors)
tractors)
Tractors
Motor vehicles (except
(except motor tractors and motor cycles
cycles
and
component parts and accessories
accessories thereof,
and sidecars),
sidecars), component
other than tyres and tubes (except motor trucks
declared to be imported
imported solely for use in the transdeclared
of ore and waste in mines and mine treatportation of
103]
ment works) [ex Tariff Item No. 103)
lubricating, in containers
than one gallon
containers of not less than
Oil, lubricating,
Turpentine

clockware
Clocks and
and clockware
Electrical goods
apparatus:
goods and apparatus:
Electrical
Lamp bulbs:
exceeding 88watts
Not exceeding
exceeding 80 watts
Exceeding 8
8 watts but not exceeding
Exceeding
Exceeding 80 watts
Other
Other
Films, cinematograph
cinematograph
Linoleum
Linoleum
Machines, agricultural
Tyres and tubes for motor cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses

5
5 per cent. ad valorem
valorem
cent. ad valorem
10 per cent.
valorem
10 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per cent,
cent. ad valorem
valorem
10 per
per cent,
cent. ad valorem
10
10
10
10
10
10

per
per cent.
cent,
per cent.
cent,
per
cent,
per cent.
per cent.
cent.
per cent.
per cent,
cent.

valorem
ad valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem
valorem
ad valorem

15 per
per cent. ad valorem
3d. per gallon
gallon
3d. per gallon
gallon
Present Margin
Margin

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin
Margin

"
BRITISH SOLOMON
SOLOMON ISLANDS n
comprising
conditioning machines
Self-contained
Self-contained air conditioning
machines pox:ising
cooling, control of humidity, cleaning
cleaning
elements for cooling,
circulating of air
and circulating
Motor cars,
cars, trucks and omnibuses
omnibuses
Motor
Parts
omnifor motor
motor cars, trucks and omniand accessories
accessories for
Parts and
buses (except tyres and tubes)
Oil,
mineral origin)
origin)
of mineral
(other than of
Oil, lubricating
lubricating (other
Tobacco, manufactured:
manufactured:
Cut
Plug
Stick

7% per cent.
valorem
7%
cent. ad valorem
1%d. per gallon
1%cl.
gallon
is.
Is. 3d. per lb.
4%d. per lb.
4%d.
4%d. per lb.
4%d.
Present Margin
Present
Margin
Present Margin
Margin
Present

Enamel
Enamel and tinware
Machinery, electric, oil and steam
lubricating (of mineral
Oil, lubricating
mineral origin)

55per cent. ad valorem
7% per cent. ad valorem
valorem
7%

I
nt

Nil

se0 }Notice
into force was
was given
given by the British Embassy
Embassy
concessions in respect of Fiji had been put into
]Notice that the concessions
in Washington
Washington to the Secretary
Secretary of State February
7,1939 .
February 7,1939.]
force
was
given
been
put
into
slands
had
British
Solomon
in
respect
of
the
concessions
[INotice
that
the
1
SI Notice
concessions
So omon Wands had been
given
British Embassy
Secretary of
of State
State March
1939.)
24,1939.1
March 24,
Washington to the Secretary
Embassy in Washington
by the
the British

1953
1953

INTERNATIONAL AGRBEMINTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTRNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

1954

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE IV
NOTE:
provisions of
Schedule shall
shall be
be construed
construed and
and
NOTE: The
The provisions
of this
this Schedule

given the
application of
of collateral
collateral provisions
provisions of
of
given
the same
same effect,
effect, and
and the
the application
the
customs laws
of the
United States
States to
provisions of
of this
this Schedule
the customs
laws of
the United
to the
the provisions
Schedule
be i
practicable, as
as if
shall be
be determined,
determined, insofar
insofar as
as may
may be
practicable,
if each
each provision
provision
of this
n the
statutory provision
provision noted
of
this Schedule
Schedule appeared
appeared respectively
respectively in
the statutory
noted
at the
of the
the respective
of articles.
articles.
in the column at
the left
left of
respective descriptions
descriptions of
In the
in this
this Schedule,
Schedule, which
which is
is
In
the case
case of
of any
any article
article enumerated
enumerated in
subject
Agreement to
additional
subject on
on the day
day of the signature
signature of this Agreement
to any
any additional
or separate
separate ordinary
whether or not
ordinary customs duty, whether
not imposed under the
statutory provision noted in the column at the left of the respective
respective
description of the article, such separate
additional duty
conseparate or additional
duty shall continue m
force, subject
subject to
to any
in this
this Schedule
Schedule or
or
tinue
m force,
any reduction
reduction indicated
indicated in

hereafter provided
for, until
with law,
law, but
but
hereafter
provided for,
until terminated
terminated in
in accordance
accordance with
shall not be increased.
increased.
provided for
for in
Schedule zwith
with respect
respect
In the case of
of any
any article
article provided
in this
this Schedule,
United States duty than is specified
herein is
to which a
a lower rate of United
specified herein
is
provided for pursuant
pursuant to any trade
trade agreement
agreement concluded
concluded under section
section
provided

350
Tariff Act
such lower
lower rate
rate shall
shall not
not
as amended,
amended, such
of 1930,
1930, as
Act of
the Tariff
350 of
of the
be
deemed to
by reason
reason of
of any
any provision
this
be deemed
to be
be rendered
rendered ineffective
ineffective by
provision of
of this
Schedule.
any reduction
reduction shall
shalt be made
rio,te of
01(11.4*
In the event that
that any
made in the rate
duty of
applicable to wools, not specially
e
pecialiy
34 cents
cents per
per pound
pound of
of clean
dean content
content applicable
46
u Stat.
Sat8t. 647. O4
provided
for, in the grease
or washed,
provided for,
grease or
washed, under
tinder paragraph
(b) of
of the
the
paragraph 1102
1102 (b)
it U. a.
S. 0. 41011004
19
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930,
part of
of any
any rate
rate of
of duty
provided for
for
par.
(b).
pa. 1102Cbo.
'. Tariff
1930, the
the specific
specific part
duty provided
(except as to articles
articles valued at not more than
in items 1106, 1107 (except
$1 per pound), 1108, 1109 (a) (except
(except as to articles valued at not more
than 80 cents per pound),
1112, 1113,
1113, 1114 (b),
(b), (c),
pound), 1109 (b),
(b), 1110,
1110, 1112,
and (d), 1115 (a) (except
(except as
as to
to articles valued
valued at not
not more than
than $4 per
pound), 1115 (b), and
and. 1119 (except as to articles valued at not more
than 80 cents per pound) shall, insofar as it
it applies to articles wholly
or in chief value
value of wool of sheep, be reduced
reduced (calculated
(calculated to the nearest
nearest
cent per pound) by the same ratio as such rate of 34 cents per pound
pound
reduced rates
of clean content is reduced,
reduced, and the reduced
rates thus calculated
calculated
effective ninety
ninety days after
after the
with respect to such articles shall be effective
the
said date on which such reduced
reduced rate applicable
applicable to wools, not specially
specially
provided
provided for, in the grease
grease or washed,
washed, is effective,
effective, and shall remain
remain in
effect
period during
effect during the remainder
remainder of the period
during which such reduced
reduced
rate is in effect.
46 Stat. 943.
19 U. S. 0. 1351.

,4 U.tat. .

United
United
States
Tariff Act
Act
130
of 1930
Paagraph
Paragraph

1
1

1
1
5
5
77
13

Description of Artide
Artile
Description

Rate of Duty

Carbon dioxide, weighing
weighing with
with immediate
immediate concontainers and carton,
carton, one pound or less per carton If
10 per lb. on concontents, immediate
containers,
containers, and
carton

Stearic acid, valued
valued at more
more than 8
8 cents
cents per
per
0 Iund
pound
15%
15% ad val.

Sodium
,': •,um alginate

Ammonium carbonate
carbonate and
Ammonium
bicarbonate
and bicarbonate
Blackings,
powders, liquids,
Blackings, powders,
liquids, and
and creams
creams for
cleanfor cleaning or polishing,
ing
polishing, not
not specially
specially provided
provided for,
and
for, and
alcohol
not containing alcohol
20
Chalk or
whiting or
Chalk
or whiting
or Paris
Paris white,
white, precipitated
precipitated
27 (a) (2) Metacresol,
Metacresol, orthocresol,
orthocresol, and paracresol,
paracresol, all
all the
the
and (5)
foregoing having a
a purity of 75 per centum
centum or
or
more,
more, but
centum, and
and metametabut less
less than
than 90
90 per
per centum,
having a
a purity of
paracresol having
of 75
75 per
per centum or
or
more
more

20%
val.
20% ad vaL
10 per lb.
12%% ad val.
123%
vaL
15% ad vaL
15%

•
20% ad val.
val. and
a33 per lb.
3340

54
STAT.]
4 STAT.]
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued
United
United
States
Tariff Act
Act
Tariff
of 1930

Paragraph
Paragraph

27 (b)
(b)'.

Description
Article
Description of Article

Rate
Rate of Duty

a purity of 90 per centum or
Orthocresol having
having a
10%
more
10% ad val.
1%0
1%i per lb.
paracresol, having
Metacresol
Metacresol and paracresol,
having a
a purity
purity of
of 90
90
27 (b)
per
15%
per centum
centum or more
more
15% ad val.
3Mf per Ib.
lb.
3~t
combinations,
(1) Cellulose acetate,
compounds, combinations,
acetate, and compounds,
31 (a) (1)
or mixtures containing
containing cellulose
acetate:
cellulose acetate:
In blocks, sheets, rods, tubes, powder, flakes,
flakes,
briquets, or other forms, whether
whether or not
not
colloided, and waste
waste wholly or in chief value
of cellulose acetate, all the foregoing
foregoing not
made into finished
finished or partly finished
finished
made
articles
250 per lb.
24
cellulose (except cellulose
cellulose aceAll compounds
compounds of cellulose
31 (b) (2) All
cellulose
pyroxylin and other cellulose
tate, but including pyroxylin
compounds, comcomethers), and all compounds,
esters and ethers),
binations, or mixtures of which
which any such combinations,
material of chief value:
value:
component material
pound is the component
specialpartly finished
finished articles not specialFinished or partly
ly provided
provided for, made in chief value
value from
from
transparent sheets, bands, or strips not
exceeding
three one-thousandths
one-thousandths of one
exceeding three
50%
50% ad val.
inch in thickness
34
Dried pawpaw juice or papain,
papain, natural
natural and un34
compounded,
edible, and
and not specially
specially procompounded, not edible,
vided
advanced in value
value or condition
condition by
vided for, but advanced
shredding, grinding, chipping, crushing, or any
any
beyond
whatever beyond
treatment whatever
process or treatment
other process
proper packing
packing and the preventhat essential to proper
tion of decay
decay or deterioration
manudeterioration pending manufacture,
alcohol
5% ad val.
5%
containing alcohol
and not containing
facture, and
38
Extracts, dyeing and tanning, not containing
containing
38
alcohol:
15%
15% ad val.
Sumac
Sumac
10% ad val.
10%
M
yrobalan
Myrobalan
ni%
7,% ad val.
Mangrove
Mangrove
Flavoring
extracts and natural or synthetic
synthetic fruit
Flavoring extracts
39
esters, oils, and essences,
essences, all
all the
flavors, fruit esters,
foregoing
containing alcohol,
alcohol, and not
not
foregoing not containing
15%
15% ad val.
specially provided
provided for
25% ad val.
41
Isinglass
10% ad val.
val.
10%
Writing and copying ink
43
110 per lb.
Magnesium
precipitated
carbonate, precipitated
Magnesium carbonate,
49
50 per lb.
magnesia
Magnesium oxide or calcined
calcined magnesia
Magnesium
49
30 per gal.
Sod oil
52
70 per gal.
gal.
processed
Sperm oil, refined
refined or otherwise
otherwise processed
52
240
2,4 per lb.
Spermaceti wax
52
grease:
Wool grease:
52
Containing
centum of free
2 per centum
Containing more than 2
;40
SO per lb.
fatty acids
Containing
Containing 22 per centum or less of free fatty
10
10 per
per lb.
acids and not suitable
suitable for medicinal
medicinal use
Suitable
medicinal use, including adeps
Suitable for medicinal
20 per lb.
lanae, hydrous or anhydrous
anhydrous
%0 P
per lb.
per
Palm-kernel oil
Palm-kernel
54
NOTE: No Federal internal tax in excess
excess of
the rate
per pound now
provided
now provided
of 33 cents
cents per
rate of
the
for
section 602%
Revenue Act
Act of
of the Revenue
602% of
in section
for in
1934, as amended,
amended, shall be imposed
imposed in the
palm-kernel oil.
respect of palm-kernel
United States in respect
In
that the United States shall
event that
In the event
cease
internal tax with
with respect
respect
cease to impose an internal
to
oil, the
of this
this
provisions of
the provisions
palm-kernel oil,
to palm-kernel
Schedule with
respect to the tariff
tariff treatwith respect
Schedule
effect
shall cease to be in effect
such oil shall
ment of such
rate in excess of 1
per
1 cent per
no tariff rate
but no
pound shall be imposed on such oil.

and
and

1956
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INTERNATIONAL
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SCHEDULE
IV—Continued
SCHEDULE IV-Continued

United
United
States
States
Act
Tariff Act
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

58
61
65
65 (a)

Description
Description of
of Article
Article

68
72

73
73

75
75
80

80
81
82

(a)
201 (a)
a)
202 (a)

202 (a)

(a)
205 (a)

Rate of Duty
Duty

Patchouli oil, not
12),
2% ad
ad vall
vak.
Patchouli
not containing
containing alcohol
alcohol
124%
perfumed (whether
Bath salts, if perfumed
(whether or
or not having
medicinal properties)
properties)
37%% ad
ad val.
val.
medicinal
37S%
Paints, colors, and
pigments, commonly
commonly known
known as
and pigments,
students', or children's
children's paints or
or
artists', school, students',
colors:
colors:

66

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

(2) In tubes, jars,
jars cakes,
cakes, pans,
other
pans, or other
forms, not exceeding
one-half
exceeding one and one-half
weight each, and
valued at
20
pounds net weight
and valued
at 20
dozen pieces,
cents or more per dozen
pieces, and not assembled in paint sets, kits, or color outsembled
outfits:
In tubes
tubes or jars
2¢ per tube
tube or jar
25
25% ad
ad val.
val.
and 25%
In cakes, pans, or other
other forms
forms
1)(10per cake,
IYl1
cake, pan,
form and
and
or other form
25% ad val.
*
25%0
(4) In bulk, or in any form
form exceeding
exceeding one and
and
one-half
one-half pounds net weight
weight each
per oz.
az.
56 per
Enamel paints, consisting
consisting of pigments or colors
colors
ground
ground in or mixed
mixed with varnish, not specially
specially
provided for
provided
15% ad v
15%
val.
Ultramarine blue, dry, in pulp, or ground in or
Ultramarine
mixed
mixed with oil or water, wash and
and all other
other
blues
blues containing
containing ultramarine,
valued at
at more
ultramarine, if
if valued
more
than
than 10 cents per
per pound
3f per lb.
30
Lead pigments:
pigments:
Litharge and red lead
Litharge
lead
2340 per lb.
2go
All pigments containing
containing lead, dry or in pulp,
or ground in or mixed with oil or water,
not specially
specially provided
provided for, and not in chief
value of suboxide
suboxide of lead
20%
20% ad val.
Umbers, crude or not ground
)4 80per lb.
Yie
Synthetic iron-oxide
iron-oxide and iron-hydroxide
iron-hydroxide pigments,
pigments,
not specially
specially provided
provided for
15% ad val.
15%
val.
5 per centum
Spirit varnishes, containing
containing 5
centum or more
of methyl alcohol
alcohol
15%
15% ad val.
val.
Varnishes, including so-called
so-called gold
gold size
size or
or japan,
japan,
not specially
provided
for
specially provided
15% ad val.
15%
val.
Toilet soap valued at more than 20 cents per
per
pound
20%
20% ad val.
val.
Leather soap, including
specially
including saddle soap, not specially
provided for
10%
10% ad val.
Sodium chloride or salt, in bulk
40
4 per 100 lbs
Sodium hydrosulphite,
hydrosulphite, hydroaulphite
compounds,
hydrosulphite compounds,
and all combinations
combinations and mixtures
mixtures of the
the foreforegoing
35%
35% ad val.
val.
Bath brick,
brick, not specially
specially provided
provided for
15%
15% ad val.
Clay floor and wall tiles, glazed,
provided
glazed, however provided
for in paragraph
paragraph 202 (a) of the Tariff Act of
of
1930, valued at more
more than
than 40 cents per square
and except
except
foot (except ceramic
ceramic mosaic
mosaic tiles
tiles and
quarries or quarry tiles)
tiles)
26 1 per sq. ft.,
ft., but
260
but
not less than 30
30
nor more than
60% ad val.
60%
val.
five-eighths
Quarries or quarry tiles not less than five-eighths
inch in thickness:
thickness:
Valued at not more
more than 40 cents per square
foot
foot
50 per
per sq.
sq. ft.,
ft., but
56
but
25
not less than 25
nor more
more than
than
70%
ad val.
val.
70
% ad
Valued
foot 30%
Valued at more than 40 cents
cents per square foot
30% ad val.
Plaster rock or gypsum
gypsum, ground or calcined
calcined
_
$1.40 per ton
$1.40

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
United
United
States
Tariff Act
Tariff
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

207

207
207
207
210
211

212
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued
IV-Continued
Description of Article

Clays or earths, including
including common blue clay and
and
Gross-Almerode glass pot clay, not specially
specially
Gross-Almerode
provided for:
provided
Unwrought and unmanufactured
Unwrought
unmanufactured
Wrought or manufactured
Wrought
manufactured
China clay or kaolin
Fuller's earth:
Unwrought and unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Unwrought
Wrought or manufactured
manufactured
than 97 per centum
centum of
Fluorspar containing
containing more than
calcium fluoride
Rockingham earthenware,
earthenware, valued
Rockingham
valued at not less than
$1.50 per dozen
dozen articles
Earthenware
crockery ware composed
composed of aa
Earthenware and crockery
nonvitrified absorbent
absorbent body, including
including white
white
nonvitrified
semiporcelain earthenware, and
and
granite and semiporcelain
cream-colored ware, terra cotta, and stoneware;
stoneware;
cream-colored
foregoing which
which is tableware,
tableware, kitchenkitchenany of the foregoing
ware, or table or kitchen utensils, painted, colcolgilded, printed,
enameled, gilded,
ored, tinted, stained, enameled,
ornamented, or decorated
manner:
decorated in any manner:
exceeding six and five-eighths
five-eighths
Plates not
not exceeding
inches
diameter, and valued at not less
less
inches in diameter,
dozen; plates exceeding
exceeding
than 60 cents per dozen;
five-eighths inches,
inches, but not exceedexceedsix and five-eighths
one-eighth inches in diameter,
ing eight and one-eighth
valued at not less than 70 cents per
per
and valued
exceeding eight and onedozen; plates exceeding
onenine and
exceeding nine
eighth inches, but not exceeding
one-eighth inches in diameter, and valued
valued
one-eighth
exat not less than $1.05 per dozen; plates exone-eighth inches in diamceeding nine and one-eighth
$1.25 per
per
eter, and valued at not less than $1.25
valued at
saucers, valued
dozen; cups and their saucers,
not less than $1.25
$1.25 per dozen
dozen cups and
and
not less than
dozen saucers; cups valued at not
80 cents per dozen;
dozen; saucers valued at not
less than 45 cents per dozen;
dozen; all the foregoing, not specially provided
provided for

Rate of Duty

$1 per ton
ton
$2 per ton
$1.75 per
per ton
$1.75
$1 per ton
ton
ton
$2 per ton
per ton
$4.20 per
124%
12S% ad val.

10(
100 per dozen pieces
pieces
30% ad val.
val.
and 30%

China, porcelain,
vitrified wares,
wares, includporcelain, and other vitrified
ing chemical porcelain ware, compesed
compesed of a
avitrified
when broken
broken
nonabsorbent body which when
fied nonabsorbent
shows a
or
semivitrified or
a vitrified or vitreous, or semivitrified
semivitreous fracture, and all bisque and parian
parian
wares, including
including clock cases with or without
movements, plaques,
plaques, pill tiles, ornaments,
ornaments,
movements,
charms,
statuettes, mugs, cups,
charms, vases, statues, statuettes,
composed
all other articles composed
steins, lamps, and all
wholly
wholly or in
in chief value of such ware (except sanitary
therefor); any
any
and fittings
fittings therefor);
ware and
and parts
parts and
itary ware
of
centum or
containing 25 per centum
the foregoing
foregoing containing
of the
more of calcined
calcined bone:
bone:
Plain white,
white, not
not painted,
painted, colored,
colored, tinted,
Plain
stained,
printed, or
or ornagilded, printed,
ornastained, enameled,
enameled, gilded,
mented or decorated
decorated in any
manner, and
and
any manner,
mented
manufactures in
chief value
value of such ware,
in chief
manufactures
for:
not specially provided for:
Tableware, kitchenware,
and
table and
kitchenware, and
and table
Tableware,
40%
val., but
but
40% ad val.,
kitchen utensils
not less than 5~
N
per doz. separate
30%
pieces and 30%
ad val.
40% ad val.
Other
Other

1957

1958

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTB.hR THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

United
United

States
Tariff Act
Act
of 1930
Paragraph

213

214
216

216
218 (a)

218 (b)
(b)

218 (b)
218 (f)
(f)

226

228 (b)
(b)

231

[54 STAT.
SPAT.

SC H MDULE IV—Continued
IV-Continued
SCHEDULE

Description of Article
Description
Article

Rate
Rate of Duty

stained, enameled,
enameled,
colored, tinted, stained,
Painted, colored,
gilded, printed,
ornamented or decorated
decorated
printed, or ornamented
chief
in any manner, and manufactures
manufactures in chief
value of such ware, not specially
provided
specially provided
for:
Tableware, kitchenware,
kitchenware, and
and table and
and
Tableware,
45% ad val.,
val., but
but
kitchen
kitchen utensils
45%
50
not less than 5S
doz. separate
per doz.
pieces and 35%
pieces
35%
ad val.
ad
45%
ad val.
Other
45% ad
Other
Graphite or plurnbago,
refined:
plumbago, crude or refined:
Amorphous
5%
5% ad val.
Amorphous
Crystalline lump, chip, or dust
15% ad val.
15%
Ground Cornwall
Cornwall stone
20%
Ground
20% ad val.
Brushes,
material composed, and
and
whatever material
Brushes, of whatever
wholly or partly manufactured,
manufactured, for electric
motors, generators,
generators, or other electrical machines
machines
or appliances;
appliances; plates, rods, and other forms, of
of
whatever
material composed,
whatever material
composed, and wholly or
partly manufactured,
for
manufacturing
into
manufactured,
manufacturing
the aforesaid
aforesaid brushes
brushes
25%
25
% ad val.
Articles or wares
wares composed
Articles
composed wholly or in part of
carbon or graphite, wholly or partly manufacmanufac30%
tured, not specially
specially provided
provided for
30% ad val.
Biological,
Biological, chemical, metallurgical,
metallurgical, pharmaceupharmaceutical, and surgical articles and utensils of all
kinds, including all scientific
scientific articles, and
utensils,
utensils, whether used for experimental
expeamental purposes in hospitals, laboratories, schools or unicolleges, or otherwise,
versities, colleges,
otherwise, all the foregoing (except articles provided
provided for in paragraph
paragraph
going
subparagraph (e) of paragraph
of
217 or in subparagraph
paragraph 218 of
unfinished,
the Tariff Act of 1930),
1930), finished or unfinished
wholly
wholly or in chief
chief value
value of fused
fused quartz
quartz or fused
40% ad val.
silica
40%
(except gauge glass tubes),
tubes), rods, canes, and
Tubes (except
tubing, with ends
ends finished or unfinished,
for
unfinished, for
whatever
purpose used, wholly or in chief value
whatever purpose
30%
ad val.
30% ad
of fused quartz
quartz or fused silica
Gauge
chief value
lass 35%
5 ad val.
Gauge glass tubes, wholly
wholly or in chief
value of
of glass
kitchen articles
all
articles and utensils, and all
Table and kitchen
specially proarticles of every description not specially
chief value
value of
of
vided for, composed wholly or in chief
mold or
glass, blown
blown or partly blown in the mold
however provided
otherwise, if cut or engraved,
engraved, however
for in paragraph
paragraph 218 (f) of the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of 1930,
and valued at not less
less than $1
$1 each
each (except
(except
articles primarily
purprimarily designed
designed for ornamental
ornamental purdecorated chiefly
chiefly by engraving
engraving and valued
valued
poses, decorated
at not less than $8 each)
45%
45% ad val.
Spectacle and eyeglass lenses
lenses of glass or pebble,
molded or pressed,
pressed, or ground and polished to a
a
spherical,
cylindrical, or prismatic
spherical, cylindrical,
prismatic form, and
and
polished plane
coquille glasses,
glasses,
ground and polished
plano or coquille
wholly or partly manufactured,
manufactured, with the edges
unground, valued at $10
unground,
$10 or more
more per dozen
dozen pairs 25%
25% ad val.
val.
Photographic lenses, finished or unfinished,
unfinished, not
Photographic
provided for, valued
specially provided
valued at $5 or more
each
30%
30% ad val.
Provided, That cameras
cameras shall not be accorded
accorded
Provided,
virtue of this item
aa reduction
reduction in duty by virtue
Smalts, frostings, and all ceramic and glass colors,
Smelts,
colors,
fluxes, glazes, and enamels,
enamels, all the foregoing,
foregoing,
ground
15% ad vaL
15%
val.
ground or pulverized
pulverized

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
United
unitea
States
Act
Tariff Act
of 1930
Paragraph

Paragraph

301
302
312
316

319
321

327
329

329
335
337

339

339

343
343
343
343
345
345
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE IV-Continued
IV—Continued
Article
Description of Article

Rate
Rate of Duty

Iron in pigs and iron kentledge, not containing
containing
more
four-hundredths of 11 per centum of
more than four-hundredths
of
phosphorus
phosphorus
750
75¢ per ton
Chrome metal or chromium
chromium metal
(k)
metal
25% ad val.
25%
Sashes and frames of iron or steel
Sashes
15%
15% ad val.
Wire rope
(a)
2¢ per lb., but not
not
2X%
less than 17%
17% nor
nor
more than 35%
35%
ad val.
(a)
Iron or steel anchors
anchors and parts thereof
thereof
15%
15% ad val.
Antifriction
Antifriction balls and rollers, metal
metal balls and
and
rollers commonly
commonly used in ball or roller bearings,
rollers
finished or unfinished, for whatever
whether finished
whatever use
intended
intended
25%
8¢ per lb. and 25%
ad val.
Castings of malleable
malleable iron for heel
heel and other plates
Castings
for boots and shoes
10% ad val.
10%
Chains of iron or steel, used for the transmission
transmission of
power, of not more than two-inch
two-inch pitch and concontaining more than three parts
parts per
and
per pitch,
pitch, and
parts thereof,
thereof, finished
finished or unfinished,
unfinished, all the forevalued at not less than 40 cents per
going if valued
per
pound
25%
25% ad val.
Chains used for the transmission
transmission of power, and
parts
provided for
parts thereof,
thereof, not specially
specially provided
for
25% ad val.
25%
Grit, shot, and sand of iron or steel, in any form
%O
% per lb.
Card clothing not actually and permanently
permanently fitted
fitted
to and attached to carding machines
machines or to parts
thereof
importation:
thereof at the time of importation:
When manufactured
manufactured with round iron or untempered round steel wire
tempered
15% ad val.
15%
When manufactured
manufactured with
with tempered
tempered round
round
plated wire, or other than
steel wire, or with plated
with felt face,
face,
round iron or •steel wire, or with
wool face, or rubber-face
rubber-face cloth containing
containing
35% ad val.
wool
35%
Carbonated water siphons
siphons which
which are table, houseCarbonated
hold, kitchen, or hospital utensils, composed
composed
wholly or in chief
chief value of copper, brass, steel, or
or
wholly
than aluminum),
other base metal (other than
aluminum), not
not
plated with platinum, gold, or silver, and not
not
plated
specially provided for
25% ad val.
specially
25%
household, kitchen,
kitchen, and hospital utensils,
Table, household,
provided
specially provided
and hollow or flat ware, not specially
for:
35% ad val.
Plated with silver on nickel silver or copper 35%
wholly or in chief value of copper
copper
Composed wholly
(including
copper in alloys other than
(including copper
brass),
platinum, gold, or
or
brass), not plated with platinum,
silver, and not specially provided
35%
val.
provided for
35% ad val.
Composed
value of
or in chief value
of pewter,
Composed wholly or
not plated
plated with platinum, gold, or silver,
25%
val.
and
provided for
25% ad
ad val.
and not specially
specially provided
needles, not specially
specially
Tape, knitting, and all other needles,
30%
val.
provided for, and bodkins
bodkins of metal
30% ad
ad val.
provided
Needle
books, furnished
furnished with
with assortassortor needle books,
Needle cases or
and valued at not less
less
ments of needles only, and
30%
ad val.
val.
$1.25 per
than $1.25
per dozen
dozen cases or books
books
30% ad
Saddlery and harness
harness hardware:
hardware:
Saddlery
swivels, and all
Buckles, rings, snaps, bits, swivels,
other articles of iron, steel, brass, composition, or other metal, not plated
plated with gold
gold or
or
silver, commonly
commercially known
known as
commonly or commercially
20%
harness hardware
20
% ad val.
hardware
All articles of iron, steel, brass, composition,
composition,
or
gold or
or other metal, not plated
plated with gold
silver, commonly
commonly or
silver,
or commercially
commercially known as
25% ad
ad val.
saddlery or riding bridle hardware
hardware
25%
val.
saddlery
val.
with gold or silver
silver 30% ad val.
All the foregoing, if plated with
193470°-41—PT.
193470°-41-PT. n-46
I---46

1959

1960
1960

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OT rriftR THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54 STAT.
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SOH
United
United
States
Tariff Act
Act
1930
ofI10
Paragraph
Paragraph

346
346

349
350
351

853
353

853
353

353

353

353

353

Description
Article
of Article
Description of

Rate of
of Duty

Belt
buckles, trouser
and waistcoat
waistcoat
Belt buckles,
trouser buckles,
buckles, and
buckles, shoe
buckles, and
and parts
buckles,
shoe or slipper
slipper buckles,
parts
made wholly
wholly or
steel, or
or
thereof, made
or partly
partly of
of iron,
iron, steel,
other base metal:
Valued at more
more than
than 20 and not
not more
more than
7f per
100 and
and 10%
10%
50 cents per hundred
7¢
per 100
ad val.
Valued
not more
Valued at more
more than 50 cents and not
than
$1.66% per
10¢ per
per 100
and
than $1.66%
per hundred
hundred
10~
100 and
10%
10% ad val.
provided for
%fi per
per
Buttons of metal, not
not specially
specially provided
for
%i
per line per
and 10%
10%
gross and
ad val.
Pins with
solid heads,
without ornamentation,
ornamentation, not
not
Pins
with solid
heads, without
and not commonly
commonly
plated with
with gold
gold or silver,
silver, and
known as jewelry:
jewelry:
Hair pins and dressmakers'
dressmakers' or
30% ad
or common pins
pins 30%
ad val.
val.
Pens
for;
Pens, not specially
specially provided
provided for:
Of plain or carbon.
12¢ per gross
carbon steel
12#
Wholly or in part
other metal
140 per
per gross
gross
Wholly
part of other
metal
14s
Any
Any of the
the foregoing
foregoing with
with nib
nib and barrel
barrel in
one piece
=
15¢ per gross
150
Electrical telegraph
and typeElectrical
telegraph (including printing and
apparatus, instruments (other than
writing) apparatus,
laboratory), and devices,
devices, finished or unfinished,
laboratory),
unfinished,
value of
17%%
ad val.
val.
wholly or
or in
in chief value
of metal
metal
17%%
ad
Cordage
having as an essential
feature
Cordage machines having
essential feature
element or
finished or ununan electrical
electrical element
or device,
device, finished
wholly or in chief value
value of metal,
and
finished, wholly
metal, and
not specially
specially provided
provided for
20% ad
val.
20%
ad vaL
Tobacco cutting machines
industrial cigarette
cigarette
machines and industrial
making machines,
machines, having as an essential
essential feature
an electrical
element or device, finished or ununelectrical element
finished, wholly or in chief value
value of metal, and
not specially provided
provided for
22%% ad val.
22%%
Machines
packaging pipe tobacco,
tobacco, machines
machines
Machines for packaging
for wrapping cigarette
cigarette packages,
packages, and
and machines
machines
for wrapping candy;
candy; combination
combination candy cutting
and wrapping
wrapping machines;
machines; all the foregoing having as an essential
essential feature
element
feature an electrical
electrical element
device, finished or unfinished,
or device,
unfinished, wholly
wholly or in
chief value of metal,
metal, and not
specially provided for 17%%
17% % ad val.
not specially
val.
Internal-combustion engines
Internal-combustion
engines having
having as an essential
feature an electrical
electrical element
element or device, finished or
unfinished,
unfinished, wholly
wholly or in chief
chief value of metal, and
not specially
specially provided for:
Carburetor type
type
17%% ad
ad val.
Carburetor
17%%
val.
type:
Other than carburetor
carburetor type:
Horizontal
weighing not over five
Horizontal type, weighing
thousand pounds each
each
17% % ad val.
17%%
Other than horizontal
horizontal type, weighing
weighing not
not
over two
two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred pounds
pounds
each
IN%
17%%ad val.
Electrical signaling,
signaling, radio, welding,
ignition
welding, and ignition
apparatus,
apparatus, instruments
instruments (other than laboratory),
laboratory),
and devices; electrical
electrical generators,
generators, transformers,
transformers,
converters,
double current and motor
converters, double
motor generators,
generators,
dynamotors,
dynamotors, and all other articles suitable for
for
producing, rectifying,
rectifying, modifying,
or
producing,
modifying, controlling,
controlling, or
distributing electrical
electrical energy,
energy, and
and articles
articles having
as an essential feature an electrical
electrical element
element or
device, such
such as electric
electric motors,
motors, locomotives,
locomotives,
portable tools, furnaces,
heaters,
furnaces,
refrigovens, refrigerators, and signs (except telephone,
telephone, wiring,
diagnostic, and therapeutic
apparatus,
instrutherapeutic apparatus,
flashlights,
ments, and devices, primary
primary cells,
cells, flaahlights.
switches
fans, blowers,
blowers, washing
washing
switches, switch
switch gear,
gear, fans,
machines,
machines, and machines not herein
provided for
for
herein provided
by name which
dutiable underI
which would be dutiable
under p
yam-

54STAT.]
54 STAT.]
United
United
States
States
Tariff Act
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of 1930
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353

353
353

355
355
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IV—Continued
SCHEDULE

Description
Description of Article
Article

Rate of
Duty
Rate
of Duty

graph 372 of the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930 if of a
a kind
kind
which could be designed to operate
such
operate without
without such
electrical
except articles
electrical element or device, and except
of a
a class or kind
kind with respect
respect to which
which United
United
been reduced
States import duties have been
reduced or bound
against increase
pursuant to any Agreement
Agreement
increase pursuant
heretofore
under section
section 350
of such
heretofore concluded under
350 of
such
amended) ;all the foregoing,
foregoing, not specially
specially
Act, as amended);
unfinished, wholly or in
provided for, finished or unfinished,
in
provided for heretochief value of metal, and not provided
heretofore in any item numbered
numbered 353 in this Schedule
Schedule 25%
25% ad val.
Machines having as an essential feature
Machines
feature an
an elecelectrical element or device and which
which would
would be
dutiable under paragraph
paragraph 372 of the Tariff Act
Act
of 1930 if of a
which could be designed
to
a kind which
designed to
operate without such electrical
electrical element or device
(except articles of a
kind with respect
respect to
(except
a class or kind
to
which United States import
import duties have been
been
reduced or bound against increase pursuant
pursuant to
to
any
Agreement heretofore
heretofore concluded
concluded under secsecany Agreement
tion 350 of such Act, as amended); all the foregoing,
specially provided for, finished
finished or ungoing, not specially
finished, wholly or in chief value
value of metal, and
and
finished,
not provided
heretofore in any item numprovided for heretofore
bered 353 in this Schedule
Schedule
27%% ad val.
27X%
val1.
Parts, not specially
specially provided
provided for, finished
finished or unfinished, wholly or in chief
chief value
value of metal, of any
finished,
articles provided for in any item numbered
numbered 353
articles
Schedule, shall be dutiable at the same
in this Schedule,
which they are
rate of duty as the articles of which
parts.
Table, butchers',
cooks', hunting, kitchen,
carving, cooks',
Table,
butchers', carving,
bread, cake, pie, slicing, cigar, butter, vegetable,
cheese, canning, fish, carpenters'
carpenters' bench,
bench,
fruit, cheese,
curriers', drawing, farriers', fleshing,
fleshing, hay, sugarcurriers',
tanners', plumbers',
painters',
plumbers', painters',
beet, beet-topping, tanners',
palette,
knives, forks,
palette, artists', shoe, and similar knives,
and steels, and cleavers,
cleavers, all the foregoing,
foregoing, finished
provided for:
ished or unfinished,
unfinished, not specially provided
With handles of mother-of-pearl,
mother-of-pearl, shell, ivory,
8fi
each and
25%
and1 25%
8q. each
deer, or other animal horn
ad val.
ad
val.
With handles plated with and in chief
chief value
l00 each and 25%
10¢
of silver
ad val.
val.
than plated
plated with
handles of
of silver (other than
With handles
silver), or other metal
metal than aluminum,
aluminum,
silver),
l60 each and 35%
35%
16t
nickel silver, iron or steel
ad val.
solid bone,
handles of hard rubber, solid
With handles
celluloid, or any pyroxylin, casein, or
celluloid,
similar material:
Table, carving, cake, pie, butter, fruit,
4f each and 25%
25%
40
cheese, and fish
ad val.
80 each and 35%
35%
8t
Other
ad val.
steel if
With handles of wood or wood and steel
designed for other
other than
than housespecially designed
hold,
kitchen,
or
butchers'
use,
or
with
hold, kitchen, or butchers' use, or with
nickel silver
silver or
or steel
steel other than
handles of
of nickel
austenitic:
austenitic:
If less
four inches
inches in length, excluexcluthan four
If
less than
each and 25%
25%
20 each
sive of handle
ad val.
If four
inches in
in length
over, exclusive
exclusive
or over,
length or
If
four inches
of
(except hay forks and fourof handle
handle (except
each and 25%
25%
4f each
tined
forks)
tined manure
manure forks)
ad vaL

1961
1961

1962

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

United
States
Tariff Act
Act
of 1930
1930
of
Paragraph
Paragraph

355
855

355

356

357
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Description
Article
Description of Article

of Duty
Rate of

handles of any
including
With handles
any other
other material, including
handles of wood or wood and
those with handles
specially designed for other than
steel not specially
household, kitchen, or butchers'
household,
butchers' use:
If less than four inches in
excluIf
in length,
length, excluN each
each an!
and
35%
sive of handle
1 35%
2S
val.
ad val.
inches in length
length or over, exclusive
exclusive
If four inches
handle (except
(except hay
forks and fourof handle
hay forks
35%
N each
each ant
and1 35%
tined manure forks)
80
ad val.
Any of the foregoing
without handles:
handles:
foregoing without
With blades
blades less
less than six inches
inches in
20 each
and
25%
in length
length 2S
each an<
d 25%
ad val.
ad
With blades six inches or more
more in
With
in length
length
(except hay forks and four-tined
four-tined
40 each
each ane
and
25%
manure forks)
40
d 25%
ad val.
val.
Hay forks and four-tined
manure forks, all the foreHay
four-tined manure
going, finished
finished or unfinished,
not specially
prounfinished, not
specially provided for, with handles
handles of any material
other
material other
than those specifically
specifically mentioned
mentioned in paragraph
paragraph
355 of the Tariff Act
Act of 1930, if four inches
inches in
in
length or over, exclusive
of handle
12%
exclusive of
20
and
2j each ant
d 12%
ad val.
Hay forks and four-tined manure
finished
manure forks, finished
not specially
specially provided
for any
any of
or unfinished,
unfinished, not
provided for,
the foregoing
handles, with blades
blades six
foregoing without handles,
inches or more in length
4
12%
2# each and
an,d 12%
ad val.
Planing-machine
knives, tannery
Planing-machine knives,
tannery and leather
leather
knives, paper and pulp mill
knives, tobacco
tobacco knives,
mill
knives, shear blades, circular
circular cloth cutters, circircular cigarette
cigarette cutters, and
cular cork cutters,
cutters, circular
and
all other cutting knives and blades used in
in
power or hand machines
machines (except knives and
and
blades for meat-cutting,
meat-cutting, meat-slicing,
meat-slicing, or meatchopping machines)
chopping
20% ad val.
20%
Pruning and sheep shears, and blades for the same,
finished or unfinished, valued
valued at more than
than $1.75
$1.75
per dozen
IN
100 each and12*.6%
22X%
ad val.
Safety razors, and safety-razor
and frames
safety-razor handles and
frames 5f
N each an
and
d 15%
15%
ad val.
safety razors:
razors:
Blades for safety
In Strips
strips
%
%0 each an
and
15%
Ld 15%
ad val.
All other, finished or unfinished
3% each
%0
each an
and
15%
.d 15%
ad val.
Pyrometers and moisture testers which are
scientific or laboratory
laboratory instruments,
instruments, apparatus,
apparatus,
utensils,
utensils, or appliances,
appliances, and parts thereof, wholly
wholly
or in chief value of metal,
metal, and not plated
plated with
with
gold, silver, or platinum,
platinum, finished
finished or unfinished,
unfinished,
and not specially provided
provided for
25%
25% ad val.
Shotguns and rifles
rifles valued
valued at more than $50 each
32%
% ad val.
vw
324%
Al.
Ships' logs, standard
chronometers having
having
standard marine
marine chronometers
spring-detent
spring-detent escapements,
escapements, and
and depth-sounding
depth-sounding
mechanisms,
instruments; all the
mechanisms, devices, and instruments;
foregoing
foregoing intended
intended or suitable for measuring
measuring
time, distance,
distance, or speed, whether or not in eases,
cases,
containers, or housings:
housings:
Valued at more than
$10 each
(1) Valued
than $10
each
$2.25
$2.25 each
each
(2) Any
Any of the foregoing
foregoing shall be subject
subject to an
additional duty of
32%%
aL
3254% ad vi
val.
(3) Any
foregoing containing
Any of
of the
the foregoing
ontaining jewels
jewels
shall be gubleet
auo :to
to an
shalt
additional
cumun additionual
c
mulative
ative duty
duty of
t
12o
12540 for ea
each
such
oh such
jewel
lewel

54
TAT.]
54 S
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued
IV-Continued

Description
Article
Description of Article

Rate of

hereunder for any of the articles
Parts specified
specified hereunder
Schedule shall be
specified in item 368 (a) of this Schedule
dutiable as follows:
dutiable
follows:
(1) Parts (except plates provided
provided for in
clause
subparagraph 368 (c)
(c) of
clause (2) of subparagraph
the
and jewels)
jewels)
of 1930, and
the Tariff
Tariff Act of
imported
shipment with
in the
the same
same shipment
imported in
complete
mechanisms,
complete movements,
movements, mechanisms,
devices, or
or instruments,
instruments, provided
provided for in
devices,
item
368 (a)
of this
Schedule (whether
(whether
(a) of
this Schedule
item 368
or
not suitable
suitable for
for use
use in
in such
such moveor not
ments, mechanisms,
mechanisms, devices,
devices, or instruments)
struments)
but
shall not be
be
of this
this item shall
but this
this clause
clause of
applicable
to that
that portion
all the
portion of all
applicable to
parts
shipment which
which exceeds
in
exceeds in
in the
the shipment
parts in
value 1%
1% per
per centum
centum of
of the value of
of
value
such complete
complete movements,
movements, mechanisms,
mechanisms,
such
devices, or
or instruments
instruments
devices,
(6) All
All other
other parts
parts (except
(except jewels
jewels and except
except
(6)
provided for in subparagraph
subparagraph
those provided
368 (c) (2), (3), (4),
(4), and (5)
(5) of the
1930)
Tariff Act of 1930)
Motor cycles,
whether finished
finished or
unfinished
or unfinished
cycles, whether
Motor
Parts (except tires and except parts wholly
wholly or in
cycles, finished or
chief value of glass) for motor cycles,
unfinished, not specially provided for
unfinished,
Internal-combustion
engines:
Internal-combustion motor-boat engines:
Carburetor
Carburetor type
Other
carburetor type,
weighing not
type, weighing
than carburetor
Other than
more than two thousand
thousand five hundred
hundred
pounds each
each
Bicycles
with or
without tires, having
having wheels in
or without
Bicycles with
diameter (measured
(measured to the outer
outer circumference
circumference of
diameter
tire):
the tire):
Over twenty-five
twenty-five inches

Over
nineteen
Over nineteen
inches
inches

but
but

not
not

over

twenty-five
twenty-five

Not over nineteen inches
inches

371
371

Frames for bicycles

372
372
372
372

Reciprocating
(except locomotives)
engines (except
steam engines
Reciprocating steam
Sewing machines,
provided for:
for:
not specially
specially provided
machines, not
Sewing
each
Valued at not more than $75 each
Valued at
each
$75 each
at more than $75
Valued
Steam
turbines
Steam turbines
Lace-making
machines for
for making
making
and machines
machines, and
Lace-making machines,
lace curtains,
nettings (except
Levers
(except Levers
and nettings
nets, and
curtains, nets,
lace
or go-through
machines)
go-through lace machines)
or
Circular knitting
knitting machines,
machines, finished
unfinished
or unfinished
finished or
Circular
Braiding, lace
lace braiding,
braiding, and
machines,
insulating machines,
and insulating
Braiding,
and
all
other
similar
textile
machinery,
finished
and all other similar textile machinery, finished
specially provided for
or unfinished,
unfinished, not specially

372
372
372
372
372
372
372
372

Duty
Duty

22%% ad va
val.
22%%
1.

1.
324% ad
ad va
val.
32%%
10%
ad val.
val.
10% ad
15%
ad val.
val.
15% ad
17%
ad val.
va1.
17k% ad

1.
lni% ad
val.
ad va
17T%
$2.50 each,
each, Ibut
not
but not
$2.50
less than
15 nor
nor
less
than 15
more than
than 30%
30%
more

ad val.

$2
$2 each,
each, but
but not
not
less than 15 nor
more
than
30%
more than 30%
ad val.
$1.25
but not
not
$1.25 each, but
less than
than 15 nor
nor
more than
than 30%
30%
more
ad val.
$1.25
each, but not
$1.25 each,
less
less than 15 nor
more than 30%
ad val.
10%
ad val.
val.
10% ad
15%
ad val.
val.
15% ad
15%
ad val.
val.
15% ad
20% ad
ad val.
val.
20%
15%
15%
20%
20%

ad
val.
ad val.
ad
val.
ad val.

20%
val.
ad val.
20% ad

1963

1964
1964
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Description
of Article
Description of
Article

Textile machinery,
finished or
or unfinished,
machinery, finished
unfinished, not
not
specially
for, for
manufacturing
specially provided
provided for,
for textile
textile manufacturing
or
of fabrics
or
or processing
processing prior
prior to
to the
the making
making of
fabrics or
woven,
or felt
felt articles
articles not
not made
made
woven, knit, crocheted,
crocheted, or
from
(except worsted
bleaching,
from fabrics
fabrics (except
worsted combs,
combs, bleaching,
printing, dyeing, or finishing
machinery, and
finishing machinery,
and
machinery
textile filaments,
machinery for
for making
making synthetic
synthetic textile
filaments,
bands,
bands, strips,
strips, or sheets)
or unfinished,
unfinished, not
not
Textile machinery,
machinery, finished
finished or
specially provided
provided for
and not
not provided
for
specially
for, and
provided for
heretofore in any
numbered 372
372 in
this
heretofore
any item numbered
in this
Schedule (except
(except worsted
worsted combs, machinery
Schedule
machinery
making synthetic
textile filaments,
filaments, bands,
bands,
for making
synthetic textile
or bleaching,
strips, or
or sheets, looms, or
bleaching, printing,
printing,
dyeing, and
and finishing
machinery, and
and not
infinishing machinery,
not including any article
article of a
class or kind
kind with
with
a class
respect to which United
United States
States import
import duties
have been
been reduced or bound
bound against
against increase
increase
pursuant
trade agreement
agreement heretofore
heretofore
pursuant to any trade
concluded under section 350 of the
concluded
Tariff Act
Act
the Tariff
of
amended)
of 1930,
1930, as
as amended)
Cordar
machines, finished
unfinished, not
Cordage machines,
finished or
or unfinished,
not
specially
specially provided
provided for
for
Combination eases
cases and sharpening
sharpening mechanisms
mechanisms
for safety razors
razors
Tobacco
cutting
machines
and
industrial
cigarette
Tobacco cutting machines and industrial cigarette
making machines, finished or unfinished,
unfinished, not
not
specially provided
specially
provided for
for
Machines
packaging
pipe
tobacco,
machines
Machines for
for packaging pipe tobacco, machines
for wrapping
wrapping cigarette
cigarette packages,
packages, and
and machines
machines
for wrapping candy;
candy; combination candy cutting
cutting
and wrapping
wrapping machines;
machines; all
all the foregoing,
foregoing, finfinished or unfinished,
not
specially
unfinished,
specially provided for
Internal-combustion
Internal-combustion engines, finished
finished or
or unfinunfinished, not specially
specially provided
provided for:
Carburetor type
Carburetor
Other than carburetor
carburetor type:
Horizontal type, weighing not
Horizontal
not over
over five
five
thousand pounds each
thousand
each
Other than horizontal
horizontal type, weighing
weighing not
not
over
over two thousand five
five hundred
hundred pounds
each
each
Parts, not specially provided
for, wholly or in chief
provided for
value of metal or porcelain,
porcelain, of any articles
articles proprovided for in any item numbered
numbered 372
872 in this
this
Schedule, shall be dutiable
Schedule,
dutiable at the
same rate
rate of
of
the same
duty as the articles of which they are
are parts.
parts.
drainage tools, and
Shovels, spades, scoops,
scoops, and drainage
composed wholly or in chief value
parts thereof,
thereof, composed
value
of metal, whether
whether partly
partly or wholly
wholly manufacmanufactured
Forks, hoes, and
and rakes, all the
the foregoing
foregoing if agriculagricultural
tural hand tools, and parts thereof, composed
composed
wholly or in chief
whether partly
chief value of metal, whether
partly
or wholly manufactured
manufactured
Aluminum, and alloys (except those
those provided
provided for
for
in paragraph
paragraph 302 of the Tariff Act of 1930) in
in
which aluminum is the component
component material
material of
of
chief value,
value, in coils, plates, sheets, bars,
bars, rods,
rods,
circles, disks, blanks,
blanks, strips,
strips, rectangles,
rectangles, and
and
squares
Seamless brass tubes
tubes and tubing
Bronze tubes
tubes

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

20%
ad val.
val.
20% ad

25% ad vaL
vat
25%
20% ad val.
vat
20%

224% ad vat
val.
22)4%
22%
22%%
ad val.
val.

17%%
17%% ad val.
17)4% ad val.
17%

17%
% ad val.
17)4%
17X% ad val.
17)4%

15% ad vat
val.

75%
val
7)4% ad val.

661 per lb.
40 per
per Ib.
lb.
40
494 per
per lb.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
'United
United
States
States
Tariff
Tariff Act
Act
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

389
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395
397
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Description of Article
Article
Description

Nickel,
provided for in
(except those provided
and alloys (except
Nickel, and
paragraph 302 or 380 of the Tariff Act of 1930)
paragraph
which nickel is the component
material of
of
component material
in which
chief value:
chief
Tubes and tubing
and
addition, if
rolled, cold drawn,
drawn,
and in
in addition,
if cold rolled,
or cold worked
worked
collapsible tubes, and
Bottle caps of
of metal, collapsible
sprinkler tops:
sprinkler
waxed, lacquered,
lacquered,
If not decorated, colored, waxed,
enameled, lithographed,
enameled,
lithographed, electroplated, or
embossed in color
If
waxed, lacquered,
lacquered, enamIf decorated, colored, waxed,
electroplated, or ememeled, lithographed, electroplated,
bossed in color
material composed,
whatever material
print blocks,
blocks, of whatever
Used print
cutting designs
designs
used for printing,
printing, stamping, or cutting
wares not specially
specially provided for, if comArticles or wares
chief value
value of silver
silver
posed wholly or in chief
Articles or wares not specially
specially provided
provided for, if
Articles
plated with
copper
with silver on nickel silver or copper
plated
Containers, not specially
specially provided for, wholly or
or
in chief value of tin plate, but not plated with
colored with gold
platinum, gold, or silver, or colored
lacquer
wares not
provided for, comspecially provided
not specially
or wares
Articles or
value of iron,
iron, steel, or
or
posed wholly or in chief value
(except lead),
lead), but not plated
other base metal (except
colored with
with
with platinum, gold, or silver, or colored
manufacwhether partly or wholly manufacgold lacquer, whether
tured:
tured:
Luggage
hardware
Luggage hardware
Typewriter spools and parts of carbonated
carbonated
Typewriter
water siphons
Cases
sharpening devices
devices for safety
Cases and sharpening
razors; tricycles,
tricycles, including
including velocipedes,
velocipedes,
razors;
each; baby carvalued at $2.75 or more each;
fittings; styluses; and golf club
club heads
riage fittings;
provided for, if
or wares not specially provided
Articles or
but
composed wholly
wholly or in chief
chief value
value of lead, but
composed
or
not plated with platinum, gold, or silver, or
colored with gold lacquer, whether
whether wholly or
partly manufactured
manufactured

Rate of Duty
Duty
Rate

12,%
1*4% ad val.
5% ad val.
5%

25%
val.
% ad val.
25
35%
35% ad val.
40% ad val.
40%
50% ad val.
35%
35 % ad val.

22%
val.
2234% ad val.

30% ad val.
30%
25%
% ad val.
25

2234%
ad val.
val.
22%
% ad

30 per
lb., bu
butt not
not
per lb.,
30
than 223
224 nor
nor
less than
more than 45%
ad val.

Furniture
wholly or partly
chairs), wholly
(other than chairs),
Furniture (other
finished,
chief value
value of wood, and
finished, wholly or in chief
25%
ad val.
val.
25% ad
not
specially provided
provided for
not specially
Tennis-racket
badminton-racket frames,
and badminton-racket
Tennis-racket and
wholly
value of wood,
wood, valued at $1.75
$1.75
chief value
in chief
wholly or in
20%
ad val.
vaL
or
20% ad
or more each
Molasses and
and sugar
sirups, not
provided
specially provided
not specially
sugar sirups,
Molasses
for,
which contain
(exsolids (exnonsugar solids
soluble nonsugar
contain soluble
for, which
cluding any
any foreign
foreign substance
that may
may have
have
substance that
cluding
been added)
of
centum of
per centum
than 66per
to more
more than
equal to
added) equal
been
the
solids:
soluble solids:
the total
total soluble
per gal.
gal.
Testing
per centum
centum total
total sugars
sugars %t
Yf6 per
48 per
above 48
not above
Testing not
J for
1Y600
additional
for
Testing
48 per
'Y0s additions
total sugars
per centum total
above 48
Testing above
each per
per centum
centum
each
total sugars
sugars
of total
of
fractions of
and fractions
a per centum in
a
proportion
proportion

1965

1966

INTEBNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
United
United
States
Tariff Act
Act
Tariff
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

505
506

603
605
704
705
706
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714
718 (b)
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719
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SCH NDULE IV-Continued
IV—Continued
SCHEDULE

Description of
of Article
Description
Article

Provided, That such molasses and
Provided,
sirups
and sugar
sugar sirups
for
entered, or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from warehouse,
warehouse, for
consumption in any calendar
calendar year
year in excess
excess
consumption
of an
an aggregate
of one million
million five
five
aggregate quantity of
hundred thousand
thousand gallons per
per annum
annum shall
not be entitled
duty by
by
entitled to a
a reduction
reduction in
in duty
virtue of this item. Such molasses
molasses and
and
sugar sirups in excess
one million
million five
five
excess of
of one
hundred
hundred thousand gallons
gallons per annum shall
higher rates
customs
not be subject to higher
rates of customs
duties than are in effect
of the
the
effect on
on the
the day of
•
signature of this Agreement.
signature
Agreement.
Salicin
Sugar candy and all confectionery
not specially
specially
confectionery not
provided for, valued at
or more
per
at 66 cents
cents or
more per
pound
Manufactured or unmanufactured
unmsnufactured tobacco,
tobacco, not
Manufactured
not
specially provided for
Cigarettes
Cigarettes

Rate of Duty

35% ad
ad val.
val.
35%
20% ad val.
val.
20%
35¢ per lb.
lb.
35f
and
$2.25 per lb.
lb. and
12%% ad
ad val.
val.
123%

Venison, fresh, chilled,
chilled, or
frozen, not specially
specially
Venison,
or frozen,
proviled
f
or
provided for
per lb.
33¢ per
Extract of meat, including
including fluid
fluid
15#
15 per lb.
Meat pastes (other
(other than liver
liver pastes),
pastes), prepared
prepared
or preserved, not specially
specially provided
provided for,
for, packed
packed
in air-tight containers
containers weighing with
with their
their contents not more than three
three ounces each
6¢ per lb.,
lb., but not
6f
not
10% ad
less than 10%
.ral
val.

Birds, dead, dressed
dressed or undressed,
undressed, fresh,
fresh, chilled,
chilled,
or frozen (except
(except chickens,
chickens, ducks,
geese,
ducks, geese,
guineas, and
and turkeys)
5¢ per
per lb.
50
Horses, unless imported for immediate
immediate slaughter,
valued
valued at more than $150
$150 per head
head
17%% ad va
val.
1.
17%%
Fish, prepared
prepared or preserved
any manner,
manner, when
preserved in any
when
packed in air-tigiat
air-tight containers
packed
weighing with their
containers weighing
their
contentsnotmorethan
contents not more than fifteen
fifteen pounds
each (except
(except
poundseach
fish packed in oil or in oil and
and other substances):
substances) :
Herring, smoked or kippered
kippered or in tomato sauce,
packed
immediate containers
packed in immediate
containers weighing
weighing with
contents more
15% ad
ad val.
val.
their contents
more than
than one pound each
15%
Fish,
pickled
or salted
salted substances
(except fishand
packed
in
oil
Fish,
or i
pickled
n oil and
or other
(except fish
packed
except
i
n fish
oil
or in oil and other substances and except fish
packed in air-tight
containers weighing
air-tight containers
weighing with
with
their contents not more than fifteen pounds
pounds

each):
each):
(2) Cod, haddock,
(2)
haddock, hake, pollock,
pollock, and
and cusk,
mak,
skinned nor boned
neither skinned
boned (except that
the vertebral column
column may
may be removed),
removed),
when containing
containing more than 43 per
centum of moisture by weight
centum
weight
;i0 per
%i
per lb.
(4) Herring, whether
(4)
whether or not
not boned, in immediate containers weighing
weighing with
with their contents more than fifteen
fifteen pounds each and
containing
containing each
each more than ten pounds
pounds
of herring, net weight: If known comcommercially as full herring, when imported
imported
and entered
consumption during the
entered for consumption
period
period from December
December 15 to the followng January
ing
January 31, inclusive,
inclusive, in any yearsyears;
or if valued at 6
6 cents or more
more per pound
pound %f
,(4 per lb. ne
net
wt.
t wt.
720(a)(3)
Herring,
smoked
or
kippered
(except
720(a)(3)
kippered
herring
packed in oil or in oil and
other
substances and
and
substances
and
except herring
herring packed
packed in air-tight containers
containers
weighing with their
contents
not
more
their contents
more than
fifteen pounds
fifteen
iv nnds each),
each)" eviscerated,
eviscerated, split,
split, skinned,
skinned,
n to
or
divi
•
into
ns
(but
not
boned)
74 per
per lb.
)
or
divied
i
portions
(but
not
boned)
2#
lb.
a21(c)
Fih paste and fh
721(e)
Fish
fisheauce
s8aoe
20% ad val.
vaL

STAT.]
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued
SCHEDULE
IV-Continued

Description of Article
Description

barley and barley
barley flour
flour
Patent barley

Rate
Rate of
of Duty

20 per lb.

Oatmeal,
oats. oat
oat. grit.
and similar
similnr oat
Oatmeal, rolled oats,
grits, and
noa
products
products
10%
val., but
but
10% ad val.,
than 40
not less than
nor more than 80
nor
cents per hunhuncents

733

736
736
738
743
747
747

751
753
754
758
763
763
764
774

781
781
781
802

802
802
802
806 (a)
(a)

806 (b)

808

901
(a)
901 (a)

Biscuits, wafers, cake, cakes, and similar baked
baked arforegoing by whatticles, and puddings, all the foregoing
ever name known, whether
whether or not containing
chocolate, nuts, fruits, or confectionery
confectionery of any
kind
kind
Lingon or partridge berries, in their natural
natural concondition or in brine
Berries
frozen, and
Berries (including blueberries),
blueberries), edible, frozen,
and
not specially
specially provided for
Malt vinegar
natural state,
brine
Limes, in their natural
state, or
or in
in brine
Pineapples not in bulk
Pineapples
Pineapples, prepared
prepared or preserved,
preserved, and
not spespePineapples,
and not
cially provided
provided for
All jellies, jams, marmalades,
marmalades, and fruit butters
butters
fresh, dried,
dried, prepared,
prepared, or
Cut flowers, fresh,
or preserved
preserved
Orchid plants
Coconuts
Clover seed, not specially
specially provided
for
provided for
Rye grass
grass seed
seed
Turnip and rutabaga
rutabaga seeds
seeds
Celery in its natural state, when imported
imported and
and
entered for consumption
consumption during
during the period
from
period from
April 15 to the following July 31,
31, inclusive, in
in
any year
Mustard
seeds
(whole)
Mustard seeds (whole)
Mustard, ground or prepared
bottles or otherMustard,
prepared in bottles
otherwise
Curry
and
curry
powder
CuIry and curry powder
Whiskey of all types and
and classes,
classes, not consisting
consisting in
in
any part of distilled spirits which
which have
have not
not been
been
aged in wooden containers
least four years
containers at least
prior to the date the whiskey
whiskey is entered,
entered, or
or
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption
consumption
containers holding each one
one gallon or less
Rum, in containers
Gin
Gin
Bitters of all kinds containing
containing spirits
Cherry juice, prune
prune juice, or prune wine,
wine, and
and all
all
other fruit juices and fruit sirups, not specially
provided for, containing less than one-half
one-half of
of
1
alcohol
1 per centum of alcohol
Concentrated
purposes,
Concentrated lime juice, fit for beverage
beverage purposes,
whether
powdered, or solid form
whether in liquid, powdered,

dreld
dred nnnnrl
pounds

15%
15% ad val.

%0 per lb.
%0
17%%ad
17%%
ad va
val.
1.
4¢
40 per
per proof
proof gal.
1X¢
1%0 per
per lb.
350 per crate
crate of 2.45
ft
cunhic ft.
cubic

1%0 per lb.
20% ad val.
20%
25%
25% ad val.
15% ad val.
15%
go
each
Y4 each
20 per lb.
lb.
1%0 per
per lb.
lb.
30 per lb.
O

O

10 per
per lb.
1/0
1Y4 per lb.
7%0 per lb.
7~%
2%0
2 1 ¢ per lb.

$2.50 per pr
proof
$2.50
oof gal.
$2.50 per proof
$2.50
pr oof gal.
$2.50 per pr
proof
$2.50
oof gal.
$2.50 per pr
proof
$2.50
oof gal.

350 per gal.
350 per gal. on the
35$
the
quantity of unquantity
concentrated natconcentrated
ural fruit
fruit juice
contained
contained therein as shown by
chemical analysis
chemical

lemonade, soda
soda water, and
Ginger ale, ginger beer, lemonade,
beverages containing
containing no
alcohol, and
similar beverages
no alcohol,
and
beverages containing
containing less than one-half
one-half of 1
1 per
centum
of
alcohol,
not
specially
provided
for
100 per gal.
gal.
centum
not specially provided for
10
Cotton yarn,
warps, in
yarn, including
including warps,
in any
any form,
form, not
not
Cotton
bleached, dyed,
dyed, colored, combed, or plied:
bleached,
plied:
Of numbers
numbers exceeding
number 60 but not exexceeding number
23%
ad val.
val. and, in
in
ceeding number
number 80
ceeding
23% ad
addition thereto,
addition
thereto,
for each number
number
above number 60,
Ko of
of 1%
1% ad
ad val.
No
val.
25% ad val.
Of numbers exceeding
exceeding number 80
80
25%
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued
SCHEDULE
IV-Continued

Description of Article
Description
Article

Rate of Duty

Cotton
including warps,
Cotton yarn,
yar, including
warps, in
in any
any form,
form,
bleached, dyed, colored,
colored, combed, or plied:
bleached,
plied:
numbers exceeding
number 60 but not exOf numbers
exceeding number
28% ad
ad val.
val. and,
and, in
in
28%
ceeding number
number 80
80
addition thereto,
addition
thereto,
number
for each number
above number
number 60,
60,
above
Xo of
of 1%
1% ad
ad val.
val.
3o
30% ad
number 80
Of numbers exceeding
exceeding number
30%
ad val.
val.
Cotton cloth, not bleached, printed, dyed, or colored, containing yarns the average
average number
number of
of
whieh—
whichDoes not exceed
exceed number
number 102, if valued
valued at more
% ad
ad val.
val, and,
and,
than 70
70 cents
cents per pound
pound
than
7%%
in addition thereto,
for each
numto, for
each number, %4
4 of
of 1%
1% ad
ad
ber,
val.
Exceeds
number 102
Exceeds number
33% ad
ad val.
val.
33%
The minimum
minimum rate
rate of
duty on any cotton cloth,
cloth, not
not
of duty
The
bleached,
colored, to
be imimbleached, printed, dyed, or colored,
to be
posed under paragraph 904 (a)
the Tariff Act
(a) of the
Act
of 1980
1930 shall be
%00 per
per average
average
%of
number per lb.
number
Cotton cloth, bleached
bleached (but not including
including any
any
article of a
respect to which
a class or kind with respect
which
United States import
duties have
have been
been reduced
reduced
import duties
bound against
pursuant to any trade
or bound
against increase
increase pursuant
agreement heretofore
heretofore concluded
concluded under section
section
agreement
350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended),
conamended), conyarns the
the average number
number of whichwhich—
taining yarns
Does not exceed number
number 60, if valued at more
more
than 80 cents
cents per
per pound;
pound; or exceeds
exceeds number
number
60 but does not exceed
number 90,
exceed number
90, if valued
valued
10% ad
ad val.
val. and,
at more than $1.20
$1.20 per pound
10%
and,
addition theretherein addition
to,
for
each
numto, for each number, Y4
gof
of 1%
1% ad
ad
ber,
val.
Exceeds number 90
36% ad
ad val.
val.
36%
Cotton cloth,
cloth, printed,
printed, dyed,
dyed, or colored
colored (but not
not
including any article
article of a
class or kind with
a class
respect to which United
United States import
import duties
have been
been reduced or bound
bound against increase
pursuant to any
any trade agreement
agreement heretofore
heretofore
concluded
concluded under section 350
360 of the Tariff Act
Act
of 1930, as amended),
amended), containing
containing yarns the
average number of which—
average
whichDoes not exceed number
number 60, if valued at more
than 90 cents per pound; or exceeds number
number
60 but
but does not exceed number
number 90, if valued
valued
at more than $1.40
$1.40 per pound
12% ad
12%
ad val.
val. and,
and, in
addition thereto,
addition
number,
for each number,
Y
4 of 1%
ad vaL
val.
Y
1% ad
Exceeds number 90
39% ad val.
39%
val.
The additional
additional duty to be levied, collected,
collected, and
Act
paid under paragraph
paragraph 904
904 (d) of the Tariff Act
woven with 8
of 1930 on cotton cloth woven
8 or more
Jacquard, lappet, or swivel
harnesses, or with Jacquard,
swivel
attachments, or with two or more colors or kinds
kinds
of filling shall
shal be
5% ad val.
val.
5%
Cloth, in chief value
value of cotton, containing wool
40
40 ad val.
Tracing cloth
cloth
20% ad val.
20
val.
Cotton window
window hollands
20 ad val.

54
STAT.]
54STAT.]

United
United
States
Tariff Act
Tariff
Act
1930
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

907
907
907
909
909

909
912
(a)
913 (a)

913 (b)
(b)
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919
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920
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1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
1001
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued
IV—Continued
SCHEDULE

Description of
Article
Description
of Article

Oilcloths (except silk oilcloths
oilcloths and
and oilcloths
oilcloths for
floors)
floors)
specially proFilled or coated
coated cotton cloths
cloths not
not specially
vided
for
vided for
Waterproof
wholly or in chief
chief value of cotton
cotton
Waterproof cloth, wholly
or
vegetable fiber, whether
whether or not in part
part
or other vegetable
of
of India
India rubber
Pile
whether or not the pile
Pile fabrics, cut or uncut, whether
covers the entire surface, wholly
wholly or in chief value
of cotton:
Corduroys, fifty-two inches or more in width,
valued at 50 cents or more per square yard
valued
fifty-two inches or
Plushes and chenilles, fifty-two
$1 or more per
per
more in width, valued at $1
square yard
square
Twill-back velveteens,
velveteens, valued at 65 cents or
Twill-back
more per square yard
Velveteen polishing cloths, wholly
wholly or in chief value
value
of
60 cents or more per square
cotton, valued at 60
of cotton,
yard
wicking,
Spindle banding, and lamp and stove wicking,
other vegevegechief value of cotton or other
in chief
or in
wholly or
table fiber
wholly or in chief
machinery, wholly
Belts and belting, for machinery,
value
vegetable fiber
fiber or of
value of cotton or other vegetable
cotton
other vegetable
fiber and India rubber
rubber
vegetable fiber
or other
cotton or
rubber
(except belts and belting in part of India rubber
(except
and
valued at
than 40 cents per pound)
at less
less than
and valued
wholly
Rope used
used as
belting for
machinery, wholly
for textile machinery,
as belting
Rope
or in
in chief
chief value
of cotton
value of
or
Handkerchiefs and
woven mufflers,
mufflers, wholly or in
in
and woven
Handkerchiefs
finished or unfinished,
value of cotton, finished
unfinished, not
not
chief value
hemmed, shall be subject to duty as cloth; and,
hemmed,
hemstitched
hemmed or hemstitched
addition, if hemmed
in addition,
Clothing
and articles
every
of wearing
wearing apparel of every
articles of
Clothing and
description,
wholly or in part,
manufactured wholly
description, manufactured
wholly
chief value
value of cotton, and not
or in
in chief
wholly or
specially provided for:
Coats
valued at
valued
each; vests valued
more each;
$4 or more
at $4
Coats valued
at
dozen; dressing
dressing gowns,
gowns,
$24 or more per dozen;
at $24
including bathrobes and beach
beach robes,
including
valued at $2.50 or more each;
each; underwear
underwear
valued
separate
valued at
dozen separate
$9 or more per dozen
at $9
valued
pieces; and pajamas
valued at $18
$18 or more
pajamas valued
pieces;
per
per dozen suits
Shirt
collars and cuffs, of cotton, not specially proShirt collars
vided for
Lace window
window curtains,
curtains, nets, nettings,
nettings, pillow shams,
Lace
and bed
all other fabrics
articles,
and articles,
fabrics and
and all
sets, and
bed sets,
and
by whatever
Jacquardplain or Jacquardknown, plain
name known,
whatever name
by
figured, finished
finished or
or unfinished,
partly
wholly or partly
unfinished, wholly
figured,
manufactured, for
for any
whatsoever, made
made on
use whatsoever,
any use
manufactured,
the Nottingham
wholly or
machine, wholly
lace-curtain machine,
Nottingham lace-curtain
the
in chief
chief value
value of
other vegetable
fiber
vegetable fiber
or other
cotton or
of cotton
in
Manufactures,
wholly or
or in
in chief
value of cotton,
cotton,
chief value
Manufactures, wholly
not
specially provided
provided for:
for:
not specially
Terry-woven towels
valued at 45 cents or
towels valued
Terry-woven
more each;
printers' rubberized
rubberized blanketing;
blanketing;
each; printers'
more
molded cotton
cotton and
and rubber
fishing
packing; fishing
rubber packing;
molded
nets valued
at 50
per pound;
pound;
more per
50 cents
cents or more
valued at
nets
ladder
badminton nets; and
and yarns
yarns in
tapes; badminton
ladder tapes;
chief value
value of
of cotton
cotton containing
containing wool
chief
Flax, not hackled
hackled
Flax,
Flax,
hackled, including
including "dressed
"dressed line"
line"
Flax, hackled,
Flax tow and flax noils
mils

Rate of Duty

15%
15% ad val.

20% ad val.
20%
25% ad val.
25%

30% ad val.
30%
30% ad val.
30%
37%
val.
37~ % ad vaL

31
4% ad vat
val.
314%
20%
20% ad val.

20%
20% ad val.
25% ad val.

10% ad val.
10%

20% ad
ad val.
20%
14 per
pieces
per doz. pieces
156
5% ad val.
and 5%

50% ad
val.
ad vaL
50%

30% ad
val.
ad val.
30%
yif
per lb.
lb.
JYper
”if
lb.
per lb.
f per
%f
per lb.
lb.
%¢ per
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SCHEDULE IV—Continued
SCHEDULE
IV-Continued
United
States
Act
Tariff Act
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

1003
1003

1004 (a)
1004 (b)
1006

1008

1009 (a)
(a)

Description
of Article
Description of

Twist,
cordage, bleached,
dyed,. or
and cordage,
bleached, dyed,
or
Twist, twine, and
otherwise
more jute
lute
otherwise treated,
treated, composed
composed of two
two or more
yarns or
rovings twisted
twisted together,
the size
size of
of the
the
yarns
or rovings
together, the
yarn or roving
single yarn
roving of
of which
which is—
isCoarser
than twenty-pound
Coarser than
twenty-pound
Twenty-pound
Twenty-pound up to but not including
including tenpound
pound
Ten-pound
but not including five-pound
five-pound
Ten-pound up to but
Five-pound
and finer
Five-pound and
finer
Provided,
article assessed
assessed with
with
Provided, That
That no
no article
duty under
under this item shall
shall be subject
subject
additional duty under
under
to any separate
separate additional
paragraph 1003 of the
the Tariff Act
1930
paragraph
Act of 1930
Single
flax:
Single yarns,
yarns, of
of flax:
Not finer than sixty lea
lea
Finer than sixty lea
lea
Threads,
twines ' and
composed of
or
Threads, twines,
and cords,
cords, composed
of two
two or
more yarns of flax twisted
twisted together
Gill nettings, nets, webs,
webs, and seines,
seines, and other
other
Gill
nets for fishing,
specially provided
provided for:
fishing, not specially
Wholly or in chief value of flax and valued at
more than $1 per pound
Wholly or in chief
hemp and valued
valued
Wholly
chief value of hemp
more than 60 cents per pound
at more
Woven
fabrics,
wholly
of
jute,
not
specially
Woven fabrics,
of
not specially proprovided for:
for:
Not bleached,
bleached, printed, stenciled,
painted,
stenciled, painted,
dyed, colored,
colored, or rendered
rendered noninflammable
noninflammable
Bleached, printed,
printed, stenciled, painted,
painted, dyed,
dyed,
colored,
or
rendered
noninflammable
colored,
rendered noninflammable

Rate of Duty

4%0
lb.
434 per
per lb.
60 per
per lb.
68
7%0 per
7,0
per lb.
100 per
10¢
per lb.

25% ad val.
25%
val.
15%
val.
15% ad
ad val.
30% ad val.
30%

30% ad val.
30%
30% ad val.
30%

10 per lb.
lb.
1I
10 per
per lb.
lb. an
and
10%
d 10%
1~

ad val.
val.

Woven fabrics, not including
including articles
finished or
or
Woven
articles finished
unfinished,
unfinished, wholly or in chief value
value of flax
flax (except such as are commonly
commonly used as
as paddings
paddings or
or
interlinings in clothMg),
exceeding thirty and not
not
clothing), exceeding
exceeding one
exceeding
one hundred threads
threads to the
the square
square inch,
inch,
counting
weighing not less
counting the warp and filling, weighing
than four and not
not more than twelve ounces
ounces per
per
yard, and exceeding
exceeding twelve inches
inches but not
square yard,
exceeding
inches in width
width
50% ad
ad vaL
val.
exceeding thirty-six
thirty-six inches
50%
1009 (b) Woven fabrics,
fabrics7 such as are
are commonly
commonly used
used for
for
paddings or
paddings
or mterlinings
interlinings in clothing:
clothing:
Wholly or in chief value of flax,
flax, or hemp, or
of which these
these substances
substances or either
either of
of them
is the component
material of chief value,
component material
exceeding thirty and not
exceeding one
one
not exceeding
hundred and twenty threads to the square
square
counting the warp
inch, counting
warp and
and filling, and
weighing not less than four and one-half
weighing
and not more than twelve
twelve ounces per
square yard
30% ad
square
30%
ad val.
Wholly
Wholly or in chief value
value of jute, exceeding
exceeding
square inch, counting
thirty threads to the square
counting
the warp and filling, and weighing
weighing not
not less
than four
four and one-half
ounces and
and not
not more
one-half ounces
than twelve
twelve ounces per
30%
per square yard
30% ad val.
1010
including articles
Woven fabrics, not including
articles finished
finished or
unfinished,
unfinished, of flax, hemp,
hemp, ramie, or other vegevegetable fiber, except
cotton, or of
which these
except cotton,
of which
these subcomponent material
stances or any of them is the component
material
of chief value,
20% ad val.
value, not specially
specially provided for
20%
1011
Plain-woven
including articles
Plain-woven fabrics, not including
articles finished
finished
unfinished, wholly
or unfinished,
wholly or in chief value of flax,
hemp, ramie, or other vegetable
vegetable fiber, except
except
weighing less
thanfour
cotton, weighing
less than
four ounces per square
yard
20% ad val.
yard
val.
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1014
1014

1014
1014

1014
1014

1016
1016

1017
1017
1019
1019

1020
1020
1021
1021
1105
(a)
1105 (a)
and
(b)
and (b)
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE IV—Continued
IV-Continued

Description
Description of Article

Table damask, wholly
wholly or in chief value
value of flax, and
and
all
articles, finished
finished or
or unfinished,
unfinished, made
or cut
cut
all articles,
made or
from
such damask:
damask:
from such
Not
and thirty
thirty threads
threads
one hundred
hundred and
Not exceeding
exceeding one
to
square inch,
inch, counting
the warp
warp and
and
counting the
to the
the square
filling
filling
threads to
to
Exceeding
hundred and
and thirty
thirty threads
Exceeding one
one hundred
the
square inch,
the warp
and
warp and
inch, counting
counting the
the square
filling
filling
Towels,
or unfinished,
chief
wholly or in chief
unfinished, wholly
finished or
Towels, finished
value of
flax:
of flax:
value
Not exceeding
one hundred
and twenty
twenty
hundred and
Not
exceeding one
threads to
to the
the square
square inch,
inch, counting
the
counting the
threads
warp
warp and
and filling
filling
Exceeding
one hundred
twenty threads
to
threads to
and twenty
hundred and
Exceeding one
and
warp and
the square
square inch,
inch, counting
counting the
the warp
the
filling
filling
Napkins, finished
or unfinished,
wholly or
chief
or in chief
unfinished, wholly
finished or
Napkins,
of flax:
flax:
value of
Not
exceeding one
one hundred
hundred and
and thirty
thirty threads
threads
Not exceeding
and
to the
the square
square inch,
inch, counting
warp and
the warp
counting the
to
filling
filling
Exceeding
one hundred
hundred and
thirty threads
to
threads to
and thirty
Exceeding one
the square
the warp
and
warp and
counting the
inch, counting
square inch,
the
filling
filling
pillowcases, wholly
wholly or in chief value of
Sheets and pillowcases,
flax, hemp,
hemp, or
or ramie,
ramie, or
these substances
substances
of which
which these
or of
flax,
material of chief
component material
or any
of them
them is the component
or
any of
value
value
of vegeHandkerchiefs, wholly
wholly or
or in
chief value
value of
in chief
Handkerchiefs,
table fiber,
fiber, except
except cotton,
cotton, finished
or unfinished:
unfinished:
finished or
table
Not hemmed
Not
hemmed
Hemmed or
hemstitched, or
or unfinished
having
unfinished having
or hemstitched,
Hemmed
handdrawn threads
not including
including hand(but not
threads (but
drawn
kerchiefs
made with
with hand
hand rolled
rolled or hand
kerchiefs made
made
hems)
made hems)
Shirt collars
wholly or
in part
part of flax
flax
or in
cuffs, wholly
and cuffs,
collars and
Shirt
Bagging for cotton,
cotton, gunny cloth, and similar fabBagging
composed of
rics, suitable
suitable for
of
cotton, composed
covering cotton,
for covering
rics,
single yarns
yarns made
made of
jute, jute
butts, or other
jute butts,
of jute,
single
vegetable fiber,
fiber, not
not bleached,
dyed, colored,
colored,
bleached, dyed,
vegetable
exceeding sixstained,
printed, not
sixnot exceeding
or printed,
painted, or
stained, painted,
teen
to the
the square
square inch,
counting the
inch, counting
threads to
teen threads
warp
and weighing
than thirtythirtymore than
weighing more
filling, and
and filling,
warp and
two
per square
square yard
two ounces
ounces per
Linoleum, including
including mats and
and rugs:
rugs:
Linoleum,
Inlaid
Inlaid
Other,
including corticine
corticine and
and cork
cork carpet
carpet
Other, including
Felt-base floor
provided
specially provided
not specially
coverings, not
floor coverings,
Felt-base
for
for
Wool and hair wastes:
wastes:
Top
waste, slubbing
slubbing waste,
waste, and
and
roving waste,
waste, roving
Top waste,
ring
waste
ring waste
Garnetted waste
waste
Garnetted
Noils, carbonized
carbonized
Noils,
Noils, not
not carbonized
carbonized
Noils,
Thread
yarn waste
waste
or yarn
Thread or
Card or
burr waste,
waste, carbonized
carbonized
or burr
Card
Card
waste, not
not carbonized
carbonized
or burr
burr waste,
Card or
Wool
for
provided for
specially provided
not specially
wastes not
Wool wastes
Shoddy,
extract
wool extract
and wool
Shoddy, and
Mungo
Mungo
Wool
rags
Wool rags
Flocks
Flocks

Rate of Duty
Rate

30%
30% ad val.
25% ad
ad val.
val.
25%

50%
50% ad val.
20% ad
ad val.
val.
20%

val.
30%
30% ad val.
25% ad
ad val.
val.
25%

25% ad
ad val.
val.
25%
20% ad
ad val.
val.
20%

35% ad
ad val.
val.
35%
20¢ per
doz. and
and
20f
per doz.
5%
ad val.
val.
5% ad

Yio0
•oo per
per lb.
32%
val.
ad val.
32% ad
25%
val.
ad val.
25% ad
25%
val.
ad val.
25% ad
340
lb.
per lb.
34¢ per
180
lb.
per lb.
18¢ per
210 per
lb.
210
per lb.
160 per
lb.
per lb.
16¢
150 per
lb.
per lb.
15¢
180 per
lb.
per lb.
18¢
140 per
lb.
per lb.
14¢
140 per
lb.
141
per lb.
140
per lb.
lb.
14¢ per
90
lb.
9¢ per
per lb.
90
per lb.
lb.
9¢ per
50
per lb.
lb.
5¢ per

1971
1971

1972

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

United
United
States

[54
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[54 STAT.

SC H 14,DULE IV—Continued
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Tariff
Tariff Act
Act

of 1933
1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

Description of
of Article
Article
Description

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Bate

1106
1106

Wool, and
and hair
the kinds
kinds provided
provided for
for in
in
Wool,
hair of
of the
Schedule
11 of
of 1930,
if carcarSchedule 11
of the
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
1930, if
bonized, or
advanced in
or by
any
or advanced
in any manner
manner or
by any
process
manufacture beyond
beyond the
the washed
or
process of
of manufacture
washed or
scoured condition,
condition, including
including tops, but
not
but not
37¢ per
per lb.
lb. and
and
further advanced
further
advanced than roving
370
12 1% ad
ad val.
val.
12%%
1107
chief value
value of wool,
Yarn, wholly or in chief
wool, other than
Angora
rabbit hair:
hair:
Angora rabbit
30¢ per
lb. and
and 30%
30%
per pound
pound 30#
Valued at not more than 60 cents per
per lb.
ad val.
Valued at more than 60
more
Valued
60 cents
cents but not more
$1 per pound
pound
36¢ per
lb. and
and 30%
30%
than $1
36¢
per lb.
ad val.
Valued at more than
than
than $1
$1 but
but not more than
$1.50 per pound
40¢ per
per lb.
and 30
30%
40i
lb. and
%
ad val.
Valued at more
more than $1.50
$1.50 per pound
40¢ per
per lb.
30%
401
lb. and 30
%
ad val.
1108
Woven fabrics,
fabrics, weighing -. not
not more
more than
than four
ounces per square
square yard, wholly
chief value
ounces
wholly or in chief
of wool,
wool, except fabrics having the warp
warp wholly
wholly
of cotton or other vegetable
vegetable fiber:
fiber:
Valued at not more than $1.25
$1.25 per
50¢ per lb.
per pound
500
lb. and
and
37%
ad val.
373% ad
val.
Valued at more than
not more
more than
than
than $1.25
$1.25 but
but not
$2 per pound
50¢ per lb.
50(
lb. and
and
3734%
374% ad val.
Valued at more than $2
$2 per
per pound
pound
50
per lb. and
50N per
3736%
37% ad val.
1108
Woven fabrics, weighing
weighing not more
more than
four
than four
ounces per square
square yard, wholly or in chief
value
chief value
of wool, and having
having the warp wholly
wholly of cotton
or other vegetable fiber:
Valued at not more than $1
$1 per
per pound
40
per lb. and
and
3734% ad
ad val.
val.
3734%
Valued at more than
than $1
$1 but not more
more than
than
$1.50 per pound
400
40¢ per lb. and
and
3734% ad val.
37J%
Valued at more
than
$1.60
more
$1.50 per pound
400 per lb. and
and
400
37%%
3736% ad val.
1109 (a) Woven fabrics,
fabrics, weighing
weighing more
more than
than four ounces
per square yard, wholly
wholly or in chief value
value of wool
wool
green billiard
(except woven green
billiard cloths,
cloths, in the piece,
weighing more than eleven
eleven ounces but
but not
more
not more
ounces per square yard, wholly
than fifteen
fifteen ounces
wholly of
of
wool):
Valued at not more than 80 cents per
pound
per pound
40O
40¢ per lb. and
and
45% ad
ad val.
val.
45%
Valued at more than 80 cents but not more
mere
than $1.25 per
per pound
50f per lb. and
50¢
40% ad
ad val.
40%
Valued at more than $1.25
$1.25 but not more than
$2 per pound
50¢ per lb. and
40% ad
ad val.
val.
40%
Valued at more than $2 per pound
Valued
500
50¢ per lb. and
and
35% ad val.
1109
(b) Felts,
belts, blankets,
blankets, jackets,
or other
of
11
09 (b)
Felts, belts,
jackets, or
other articles of
machine clothing, for papermaking,
papermaking, printing, or
or
other machines,
machines, when
when woven,
woven, wholly or in chief
value of wool,
wool, as units or in the
the piece, finished
finished
Iinfiniahivi •
or unfinished:
Valued at not more than $1.25
Valued
$1.25 per pound
50
500 per Ib.
lb. and 25%
ad
ad. van.
val.
Valued
$1.25 but not more
Valued at more than $1.25
more than
$2 per pound
C50
500 per lb. and
Valued at mo than $2 per pound
r%lb.ad
ad val.
val.

at more
more than
Valued at
than $2
per pound
pound
$2 per

50
peIb.
5014per
lb. and 3094
BO%
advald
ad
val.
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE IV-Continued
IV—Continued
Description
Description of Article
Article

Pile fabrics, whether or not
not the pile
pile covers the
entire surface, wholly or in chief
chief value of wool,
and all articles, finished or unfinished,
unfinished, made
made or
or
cut from such pile fabrics:
fabrics:
If the pile is wholly
wholly cut or wholly
wholly uncut
440
44( per lb. and 40%
ad val.
If the pile is partly
partly cut
440
40%
44¢ per lb. and 40
%
ad val.
Blankets, and similar articles
articles (including
(including carriage
carriage
and automobile
rugs), made
automobile robes and steamer rugs),
as units or in the piece, finished
finished or unfinished,
unfinished,
wholly or in chief value of wool,
wool, not exceeding
exceeding
three yards in length:
Valued at not more than $1
per lb. and 36%
$1 per pound
30¢ per
36%
ad val.
Valued at more than $1 but not
not more than
Valued
$1.50 per pound
33¢ per lb. and
and 36%
33¢
ad val.
Valued at more than $1.50
$1.50 per pound
40¢ per lb. and
and 36%
40¢
ad val.
Felts, not woven,
woven, wholly or in chief
chief value of wool:
Valued at not more than $1.50
$1.50 per pound
30¢ per lb. and
and 30%
30%
30a
ad val.
Valued at more than $1.50
per pound
40¢
40d per lb. and 35%
35%
Valued
$1.50 per
ad val.
ad
val.

exceeding twelve
twelve
Fabrics, with fast edges, not exceeding
therefrom;
inches in width, and articles made therefrom;
suspenders, braces,
braces, cords, and
tubings, garters, suspenders,
cords and tassels; all the foregoing,
foregoing, wholly or in
50¢ per lb. and 40%
chief value of wool
40%

ad val.
val.
ad
Hose and half-hose, finished
wholly
finished or unfinished, wholly
or in chief value of wool:
$1.75 but not more than
than
Valued at more than $1.75
50¢
50 per lb.
$3 per dozen pairs
ad val.
50¢ per lb.
50i
Valued at more than
than $3 per dozen pairs
ad val.
Gloves and mittens, finished or unfinished, wholly
wholly
or
valued at more than
or in chief value
value of wool, valued
50¢
per lb.
50 per
$3.50 per dozen pairs
ad
val.
ad val.
Knit underwear,
wholly
underwear, finished or unfinished, wholly
or in chief value of wool:
400 per
Valued at not more than $1.75
$1.75 per pound
er lb.
40
Valued

$1.75 per pound
Valued at more than $1.75
1114
1114 (d)

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

35%
and 35
%
and
and 25%

40%
and 40%

and 30%
30%

ad val.

50:per
and 30%
30%
500
per lb. and
ad val.
val.
ad

Outerwear and articles of all kinds, knit or croOuterwear
cheted,
unfinished, wholly
wholly or in chief
chief
cheted, finished or unfinished,
value
wool, and
provided for
for
and not specially
specially provided
value of wool,
similar
(except hats, bonnets, caps, berets, and similar
articles):
articles):
Infants' outerwear
valued at
at more than
than $2
$2 per
per
outerwear valued
Infants'
pound:
pound:
Jersey fabric knit in
Made or cut from Jersey
50¢ per
per lb.
lb. and
and 25%
25%
501
machine
a circular machine
plain stitch on a
•
ad val.
50¢ per
per lb.
and 50%
50%
lb. and
50¢
Other
ad val.
val.
Other than
than infants'
infants' outerwear:
Other
outerwear:
Valued
Valued at more than $2 but not more
500 per
per lb.
lb. and
and 40%
40%
than $5
$5 per pound
50S
ad val.
500 per
per Ib.
lb. and
and 30%
30%
Valued
50
more than $5
$5 per
per pound
Valued at more

ad val
vaL

1973
1973

1974

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

United
United
States
Tariff Act
Act
of IWO
1930
Paragraph
Paragraph
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SCHEDULE

Description
Description of
of Article
Article

Rate of Duty
Rate

1115 (a)
(a) Clothing
and articles
articles of
1115
Clothing and
of wearing
wearing apparel
apparel of
of every
every
description, not
crocheted, manufacnot knit
knit or crocheted,
tured
wholly or
part, wholly
wholly or
or in
chief value
tured wholly
or in
in part,
in chief
value
(except hats,
of wool
wool (except
hats, bonnets, caps, berets,
berets, and
and
except bodies,
similar articles, and
and except
bodies, hoods,
forms, and shapes for
caps,
for hats, bonnets, caps,
similar articles):
articles):
berets, and
and similar
330 per lb. and
330
and 30%
30%
Valued at not more
pound
Valued
more than $4 per
per pound
ad val.
500 per lb. and
and 30%
30%
500
Valued at more than
than $4
pound
$4 per pound
ad val.
1115 (b) Bodies, hoods, forms, and shapes, for hats, bonbonberets, and
and similar
wholly or
nets, caps, berets,
similar articles,
articles, wholly
crocheted
in chief value of wool but not
not knit
knit or crocheted
value of knit,
crocheted, or
or
nor made in chief value
knit, crocheted,
woven material,
material, if blocked
trimmed (includ(includblocked or
or trimmed
berets, and
and
ing finished hats, bonnets,
bonnets, caps, berets,
similar articles),
articles), and
at more
more than
than $12
and valued
valued at
$12
40C
and
per dozen
40S per lb. and
dozen
40
ad val.
val. and
and
40%0 ad
in
addition 8S
80
in addition

1116 (b) Carpets, rugs, and mats,
mate, of oriental
oriental weave
weave or
or
made on aa power-driven
weaves, made
powerdriven loom;
loom; chenille
Axmineter carpets, rugs,
rugs, and mats;
the foreforeAxminster
mats; all
all the
going, plain
figured, whether woven as sepplain or figured,
separate carpets, rugs, or
or mats,
mats, or
or in rolls
rolls of any
any
width
1117 (a) Aaorninster
Axminster carpets, rugs, and mats, not specially
specially
provided for;
provided
for; Wilton
Wilton carpets, rugs, and
and mats;
Brussels carpets,
velvet or taptapcarpets, rugs, and mats; velvet
estry carpets, rugs, and mats;
mats; and carpets, rugs,
and mats, of like character
character or description;
description; all
the foregoing, if valued at more than 40 cents
per square
square foot
foot
1117 (c) Floor coverings,
coverings, including
including mats
mate and druggets,
wholly
wholly or in chief value
value of hair of the Angora
Angora
goat, not specially
specially provided
for:
provided for:
Valued at not more than 40 cents per square
foot
foot
Valued
Valued at more than 40 cents per square foot
1119
Tapestries
upholstery goods (not including
Tapestries and upholstery
pile fabrics),
fabrics), in the piece
or otherwise,
piece or
otherwise, wholly
wholly
or in chief value of wool

1120
1207
1209

measuring not
Cloth samples measuring
not more than
than one
one hunhunsquare inches
dred and four
four square
inches in area, wholly or
or
in chief value
value of wool, not specially
provided for
specially provided
Garters, suspenders, and braces, wholly or in chief
chief
value of silk or of silk and India rubber,
rubber, and not
not
specially
provided for, whether
whether or not Jacquardspecially provided
Jacquardfigured
figured
Handkerchiefs
woven mufflers,
mufflers, wholly
Handkerchiefs and woven
wholly or in
in
chief
chief value of silk, finished
finished or
valued
or unfinished,
unfinished, valued
at more than $5 per dozen:
dozen:
Not hemmed:
hemmed:
block-printed by hand
If block-printed
Other
Other
Hemmed
hemstitched:
Hemmed or hemstitched:
block-printedby
If block-printed
by hand
Other

nfr article
per
article

40% ad val.
40%

40%
40% ad val.

30% ad val.
30%
40%
40% ad val.

Subject
Subject to aapplicaDDplicable rates
rates of duty
duty
imposed
imposed
uupon
pon
woven fabrics
fabrics of
of
woven
wool
wool in
in item
1108
1108 or
or 1109 (a)
nf
of thi.a
this Shpndrlle
Schedule

25 % ad val.
25%

35%
35% ad val.

30%
30% ad val.
40%
40% ad val.
35%
35% ad vaL
45
45% ad vaL
val.
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SCHEDULE IV-Continued

Description of
of Article
Article

Rate of Duty
Duty
Rate

Sheathing paper, roofing paper, deadening
deadening felt,
sheathing felt, roofing
roofing felt or felt roofing, whether
whether
or not saturated or coated
coated
10%
10% ad val.
val.
Papers commonly or commercially
commercially known
known as
stereotype
coated or unstereotype paper, carbon
carbon paper, coated
coated, and pottery paper;
paper; any of the foregoing,
foregoing,
colored or uncolored,
uncolored, white or printed:
Weighing not over six pounds to the ream,
Weighing
and whether in sheets or any other form,
valued at more than 15 cents per pound
pound
valued
4¢ per
ar id 15%
4¢
per lb. and
15%
ad val.
Weighing over six pounds and less than ten
Weighing
pounds
pounds to the ream, valued at more
more than
15 cents per pound
40 per lb. and 10%
10%
40
ad val.
pounds or more
India and bible paper
paper weighing
weighing ten pounds
more
and less than twenty and one-half
one-half pounds
pounds to the
ream
2¢ per lb. and 10%
10%
2f
ad val.
Simplex decalcomania
paper
not
decalcomania
printed
2NO per
per lb. and
2%0
10% ad val.
10%
All boxes of paper or papier-mach6
papier-mâché or wood covered
covered
or lined with paper and provided
provided for in paragraph 1405 of the Tariff Act
1930, but not
Act of 1930,
including boxes covered
covered or lined with cotton
cotton or
or
other vegetable
vegetable fiber
fiber
per lb. and
and 10%
10%
50 per
ad val.
Unsensitized
sensitized for
for use
use
Unsensitized basic paper, to be sensitized
in photography
55%
% ad val.
val1.
Pictures, calendars, cards, placards,
other
placards, and other
composed wholly
articles, composed
wholly or in chief value
value of
paper lithographically
whole or in
lithographically printed in whole
in
part from stone, gelatin, metal, or other material (except
(except boxes, views
views of American
scenery
American scenery
or objects, and music, and illustrations
illustrations when
when
forming part of a
a periodical
newspaper, or of
periodical or newspaper,
bound or unbound books, accompanying
accompanying the
same),
same), not specially provided for
for in paragraph
paragraph
1930,
1406 or elsewhere in the Tariff Act of 1930,
exceeding twenty one-thousandths
inch
exceeding
one-thousandths of one inch
in thickness, and valued at more than 35 cents
cents
6f
per pound
60 per lb.
lb.
Handmade paper, and paper commonly
or comHandmade
commonly or
mercially
machine
mercially known as handmade
handmade or machine
handmade paper,
above weighing
handmade
paper, all the above
weighing 88
over per ream, and valued
pounds or over
valued at 50 cents
20
per lb. and
and 10%
10%
pound
or more per pound
20 per
ad val.
ad
val.
Drawing paper,
whether made by hand
paper, whether
hand or mamapounds or
and
chine, weighing
weighing 88 pounds
or over per
per ream,
ream, and
20 per lb. and 10%
10%
20
valued
pound
valued at 410
40 cents
cents or
or more per
per pound
ad val.
envelopes, filled or unfilled,
unfilled, whether
whether the
the
Paper envelopes,
contents are dutiable
dutiable or free, not specially
procontents
specially proThe same rate of
vided for
vided
duty as the paper
paper
from which
which made
addition
and in addition
thereto:
If plain
plain
2%%
2%% ad vaL
embossed, printed,
printed,
If bordered, embossed,
lined
5% ad vaL
val.
tinted, decorated,
decorated, or lined
5%
15% ad val.
If lithographed
lithographed
15%
Hanging
or
printed, lithographed,
lithographed, dyed,
dyed, or
paper, printed,
Hanging paper,
--10 per
per lb.
lb. and
10%
10
and 10%
colored
ad
val.
val
ad

n--47
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Rate

15% ad
ad val.
val.
15%
Blotting paper
Blotting
Filtering paper,
valued at
at 75
75 cents
or more
per
more per
cents or
paper, valued
Filtering
2%0 per
per lb.
lb. and
and
pound
2%
% ad
7%0
ad val.
1410
Unbound books
of all
books of
of all
all
kinds, bound
bound books
all kinds,
books of
Unbound
1410
kinds except
except those
bound wholly
wholly or in part
part in
those bound
kinds
leather,
books bound
bound
of books
printed pages
pages of
sheets or
or printed
leather, sheets
wholly
or in
in part
in. leather,
pamphlets, music
music
leather, pamphlets,
part in
wholly or
in
matter, all the
in books or sheets, and printed matter,
foregoing not
provided for (except unspecially provided
not specially
foregoing
bound prayer
books and sheets or
or
prayer books
or bound
bound or
printed pages of prayer books; except
except tourist
tourist
printed
literature
containing historical,
geographic,
historical, geographic,
literature containing
time
similar information,
table, travel, hotel, or similar
time table,
places or travel
travel facilities
chiefly with respect to places
States; and exexcontinental United States;
outside the continental
cept diaries):
734%
% ad val.
7%
authorship
Iff of bona fide foreign
foreign authorship
20%
20% ad val.
All other
Allother
slate books, engravings, maps, and
Blank books, slate
1410
charts, not specially
provided for (except diaries,
diaries,
specially provided
20 % ad
and address
addreas books)
20%
ad val.
vaL
notebooks, and
Book bindings
bindin
wholly or in part of
of leather, not
not
1410
15% ad val.
specially provided
provided for
15%
specially
lof per pack and
10;
1412
Playing cards
10% ad
ad vaL
val.
10%
1501
Yarn, slivers, rovings,
rovings, wick, rope, cord,
cord, cloth,
(a) Yarn,
1501 (a)
tape, and tubing,
tubing, of asbestos,
asbestos and
and
asbestos, or of asbestos
without wire,
spinnable fiber, with or without
any other spinnable
20 % ad val.
and all manufactures
the foregoing
foregoing
manufactures of any of the
1501 (b) Molded, pressed,
formed articles,
part of
articles, in part
pressed, or formed
asbestos, containing
containing any
any binding
agent, coating,
coating,
binding agent,
or filler, other than hydraulic
hydraulic cement or syn20% ad val
val.
20%
thetic resin
20% ad val.
1502
Lawn-tennis
table-tennis balls and golf balls
20%
Lawn-tennis and table-tennis
1502
Footballs and other balls, finished or unfinished,
designed
not specially provided
provided for, primarily
primarily designed
for use in physical
exercise (whether
(whether or not such
such
physical exercise
element of sport),
sport), except
except
exercise involves
involves the element
20%
20 % ad val.
rubber
balls wholly or in chief value of rubber
1502
Field-hockey sticks and guards, polo mallets,
mallets, tableField-hockey
croquet mallets,
mallets, golf clubs, soccer
soccer
tennis bats, croquet
guards, and tennis nets
20% ad val.
val.
1409
1409
1409

1602
1502

1504 (b)
(4)

1506

1506

1506

165%advaL
Golf tees
tees
Golf
15% ad val.
hoods, composed
Hats, bonnets, and hoods
composed wholly
wholly or in
chief value
sewed and blocked
blocked or
of straw,
straw, if
if sewed
chief
value of
doz. and 30%
$15 or more per dozen
dozen $2 per doz.
trimmed, and valued at $15
ad val.
Toilet brushes, ornamented, mounted,
mounted, or fitted
wholly or
with gold, silver, or platinum, or wholly
partly plated with gold,
gold, silver, or platinum,
enameled
30% ad val.
whether or not enameled
which are comBrushes, the handles
handles or backs of
of which
posed wholly
wholly or in
in. chief value
value of products other
other
provided for in paragraph
paragraph 31 of the
than those provided
Tariff Act
Act of 1930:
1930:
valued at more than 12 cents
Tooth brushes valued
if
25%
each
1 each and 25%
ad vaL
vat
valued at more than
Other toilet brushes valued
Other
than 40
cents each
10 each and 25%
cents
25%
val
ad val.
Hair pencils
20 each, but not
Hair
pencils in quills or otherwise
otherwise
less than 20 nor
less
more than 40%
ad val.
advL
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States

1510

Description
Description of Article

Rate of
Duty
Rate
of Duty

specially provided
provided for:
Buttons, not specially
Horn and composition
composition horn
horn
35%
35% ad val.
1513
Toys, not specially provided
provided for:
Figures or images of animate
animate objects, not havhaving any movable
movable member or
or part, wholly or
in chief value of metal
metal and valued
valued at 21
cents
figures or images
images
cents or more per pound; figures
of animate objects,
objects, having any movable
member or part but not having
having a
a spring
mechanism, wholly or in chief value of metal
and valued at 30 cents or more per pound;
pound;
model airplane
gas, wholly
wholly or
construction sets,
airplane construction
in chief value of metal, valued
valued at 75 cents
or more each; construction
construction sets (other than
wholly
sets), wholly
model airplane construction
construction sets),
or in chief value of metal, valued
valued at 30
cents or more per pound; stuffed animal
figures not having
having a
mechanism, not
a spring mechanism,
over six inches in height and
and valued
valued at 35
cents or more each, or over
over six inches but
but
not over eleven
eleven inches in height
height and valued
valued
at $1 or more each, or over
over eleven
but
eleven inches but
not
fourteen inches in height and
not over fourteen
valued at $2 or more each, or over fourteen
fourteen
inches in height and valued at $3.50 or more
each; and building blocks or bricks, valued
valued
45% ad val.
45%
at 8
cents or more per pound
pound
8 cents
1514
Emery
manufactures of
Emery wheels, emery files, and manufactures
1514
garnet or artificial
corundum, garnet
which emery, corundum,
component material
material of chief
is the component
abrasive is
value, not specially provided for (except
(except wheels
wheels
10% ad val.
10%
corundum or silicon carbide)
value of corundum
in chief value
not
articles not
1518
Boas, boutonnieres, wreaths, and all articles
1518
composed wholly or in
specially provided for, composed
mentioned in
of any
any of the feathers mentioned
chief value
value of
paragraph 1518 of the
the duty provisions of paragraph
40% ad val.
val.
40%
Tariff Act of 1930
1519 (a)
dressed fur skins
skins (except
(except silver or
(a) Dressed furs and dressed
black fox, coney,
coney, rabbit, hare,
hare, dog, goat,
goat, kid, and
including plates, mats,
mats,
not including
sealskins, and not
fur sealskins,
crosses of dressed dog, goat,
goat,
linings, strips, and crosses
15%
val.
15% ad val.
or kid skins)
2
20%
val.
0% ad
ad val.
All the foregoing,
foregoing, if dyed
dyed
1523
Human hair
hair tops, roving, and yarns, of which
Human
human hair
component material
chief
material of chief
hair i'i8 the component
human
3f per
per lb.
lb. and
and 1234%
12%%
30
value
ad val.
1523
Press cloth, of which
which human
human hair is the component
component
1523
4f per
per lb.
lb. and
and 30%
30%
4i
material of chief value
ad val.
1523
Press cloth,
of which
component
camel's hair is the component
which camel's
cloth, of
Press
1523
20% ad val.,
val., but
but
20%
material of chief value
value
material
not less than
than 15t
15f
per lb.
30%
30% ad val.
1523
Hair
press cloth, not
specially provided
provided for
not specially
Hair press
1523
1526 (a)
(a) Hats,
Hats, caps,
trimmed or unand hoods, trimmed
bonnets, and
caps, bonnets,
1526
including bodies,
plateaux,
bodies, hoods, plateaux,
trimmed, including
forms, or
or shapes,
bonnets, composed
composed
or bonnets,
shapes, for hats or
forms,
wholly or
or in
in chief
fur of
the rabbit,
rabbit,
of the
value of
of fur
chief value
wholly
beaver, or
other animals
animals:•
or other
beaver,
For
or boys' wear,
wear, valued at more than
For men's or
$16 per doz. and
$48 per dozen
dozen
15% ad vaL
val.
15%
For women's
girls' wear, valued
more
valued at more
or girls'
For
women's or
50% ad
ad val.
val.
than $48
dozen
50%
$48 per dozen
$18 and
and not more than
than $18
$1 each
and 40%
40%
each and
$1
1526 (b)
value of silk
silk or opera hats, in chief value
Men's silk
(b) Men's
1626
ad val.
vaL
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Description

Rate of
of Duty
Rate
Duty

1527(c)
(2)Cigar and
lighters, designed
designed to
to be
be worn
worn
and cigarette
cigarette lighters,
1527(c)(2)Cigar
on
apparel or carried
on or
to
carried on
or about
about or
or attached
attached to
on apparel
the
or unfinished,
unfinished, composed
the person,
person, finished
finished or
composed
wholly or
chief value
value of
other than
than gold
gold
wholly
or in
in chief
of metal
metal other
platinum (whether
(whether or
enameled, washed,
washed,
or not
not enameled,
or platinum
covered, or
plated, including
rolled gold
gold plate),
plate),
including rolled
covered,
or plated,
or (if
(if not
composed in
of metal
metal and
and
or
not composed
in chief
chief value
value of
if not
dutiable under
under clause
clause (1)
(1) of
of subparagraph
subparagraph
if
not dutiable
(e) of paragraph
paragraph 1527 of the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930)
(c)
set
with and
and in
in chief
chief value
value of
of precious
or semiprecious or
set with
precious
atones, pearls,
cameos, coral,
coral, amber,
pearls, cameos,
precious stones,
imitation
precious or semiprecious
semiprecious stones,
imitation precious
stones, or
imitation
per
pearls, and valued
valued above
above $5
$5 per
imitation pearls,
Y20
each and
and Yof
¢ each
dozen
per
doz. for
each
for each
per doz.
10
the value
exvalue ex1, the
ceeds 200 per
doz.,
ceeds
perdoz.,
and 25%
25% ad
ad val.
and
val.
nettinga made on the bobbinet
bobbinet machine,
1529 (a)
(a) Nets and nettings
not
embroidered:
not embroidered:
Wholly or in chief value
having
value of cotton and having
twenty-five or more
holes
more holes
and twenty-five
two hundred
hundred and
45%
ad val.
46% ad
per square
square inch
inch
value of silk
60%
60% ad val.
Wholly or in chief value
Wholly
chief value of rayon
rayon or other
other
Wholly or in chief
synthetic textile
65% ad val.
val65%
synthetic
textile
wholly or in chief value of wool,
half-hose wholly
1529 (a)
(a) Hose and half-hose
embroidered
manner:
embroidered in any manner:
Valued at not more than $3.50 per dozen
dozen
65% ad
pairs
65%
ad val.
val.
Valued
dozen pairs
50% ad vaL
val.
50%
Valued at
at more
more than
than $3.50 per dozen
1530 (b)
leather provided
subparaprovided for in subpara(b) Leather (except leather
(d) of
of paragraph
paragraph 1530 of the Tariff Act of
graph (d)
1930), made from hides
hides or skins of cattle
cattle of the
bovine species:
species:
(1)
belting leather
leather (including
offal),
or belting
(including offal),
(1) Sole or
rough, partly
finished, finished,
finished, curried,
curried,
rough,
partly finished,
or cut or wholly or partly manufactured
manufactured
inner soles,
soles, blocks,
blocks, strips,
strips,
into outer or inner
counters, taps, box toes, or
or any
any forms or
or
shapes suitable for conversion
conversion into
boots
footwear, or belting
10% ad
ad val.
boots, shoes, footwear,
10%
(2)2)leather
leather
boots,welting
10%
10% ad val.
(3)3leather
leather to be used in the manufacture
manufacture of
harness or saddlery
saddlery
10% ad
10%
ad val.
val.
(4) side upper
upper leather
(including grains
grains and
leather (including
splits),
leather made
splits), and
and lining leather
made from
calf or kip skins,
finished,
skins, rough, pertly
partly finihed,
or finished,
finished, or cut or wholly
wholly or partly
partly
manufactured
manufactured into
into uppers, vamps, or
any forms or shapes suitable
for converany
suitable for
footwear (not
(not
sion into boots, shoes, or
or footwear
including
including patent
patent leather or calf or kip
leather other than lining
lining leather):
leather):
leather
Bide
upper splits, wax
wax or rough,
rough, not
not
Side upper
cut or
wholly or partly manufacor wholly
tured into uppers, vamps,
vamps, or any
forms or shapes suitable
suitable for conversion into boots, shoes, or footwear
10%
10% ad val.
Other
12X%
Other
12%% ad val.
(5) collar, bag, case, glove,.
glove, garment, or
or strap
leather,
in
leather, in
bi the rough,
ro
m the white, crust,
or russet,
partl finshed,
1%
russet: Pertly
•
or finished
finished
15% ad val.
(6) leather to be used-in
ued in the manufacture
(0)
manufacture of
footballs, basket
basket balls, sooer.ball,
footballs,
sOCCer balls, or
15% ad vaL
medicine balls
15%
val.
(7) all other, rough, partly finished,
finished, fihed
finished,
or curried, not specially
10% ad va.
specially provided
provided for
val.
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Rate of Duty

1530 (c) Leather
Leather (except leather provided
provided for in subparasubparagraph
of
graph (d) of paragraph
paragraph 1530 of the Tariff
Tariff Act of
1930), in the rough, in the white, crust,
crust, or russet,
1930),
partly finished, or finished:
finished:
If made from sheep or lamb
lamb skins:
Imported to be used in the manufacture
manufacture of
boots, shoes, or footwear, or cut or
or
wholly or partly
partly manufactured
manufactured into
uppers, vamps, or any forms or shapes
suitable for
conversion into boots,
boots,
suitable
for conversion
footwear
10% ad val.
shoes, or footwear
10%
20% ad val.
Other, not including chamois
If made from goat or kid skins
skins, and not
imported to be used in the
the manufacture
manufacture of
imported
boots, shoes,
shoes or footwear, or cut or wholly
wholly or
manufactured into
uppers, vamps,
vamps, or
partly manufactured
into uppers,
or
any forms or shapes suitable
suitable for conversion
conversion
into boots, shoes, or footwear
20% ad vaL
val.
20%
If made from reptile skins or shark skins, and
imported to be used in the manufacture
manufacture of
imported
footwear, or cut or wholly or
or
boots, shoes, or footwear,
partly manufactured
into uppers,
or
vamps, or
uppers, vamps,
manufactured into
partly
suitable for conversion
conversion
any forms or shapes suitable
into boots, shoes, or footwear
10%
10% ad val.
Pigskin leather:
If imported to be used in the manufacshoes, or footwear,
footwear, or cut
of boots,
boots, shoes,
ture of
into
manufactured into
or wholly
wholly or partly manufactured
uppers, vamps, or any forms or shapes
conversion into boots,
suitable for conversion
10% ad val.
val.
10%
or footwear
footwear
shoes, or
1*470 ad val.
12,%
Other
leather made
made from hides or
or
Glove and garment leather
(including fish, reptiles,
reptiles,
skins of animals
animals (including
and
including sheep,
sheep, lambs,
and birds, but
but not including
goats,
goats, kids, pigs, hogs, or cattle of the bovine
the
species),
used in the
species), not imported to be used
manufacture
shoes or footwear,
manufacture of boots, shoes,
or cut or wholly or partly manufactured
manufactured into
uppers, vamps, or any forms
forms or shapes
conversion into boots, shoes, or
suitable for conversion
footwear
15%
15% ad val.
footwear
imported to
Rough-tanned
leather, not imported
Rough-tanned walrus leather,
be used in the manufacture
manufacture of boots,
boots, shoes,
shoes,
wholly or partly
or footwear, or cut or wholly
manufactured into uppers,
uppers, vamps,
vamps, or any
manufactured
into
suitable for conversion
conversion into
forms or shapes
shapes suitable
boots,
15% ad val.
15%
or footwear
footwear
shoes, or
boots, shoes,
1530
made from goat or
Vegetable-tanned rough leather made
(c) Vegetable-tanned
1530 (c)
sheep
commercially known
known
(including those commercially
sheep skins (including
10%
as
10% ad val.
as India-tanned goat or sheep skins)
1530
made from
from hides
cattle of
of the
the
of cattle
or skins
skins of
hides or
(d) Leather
Leather made
1530 (d)
bovine species,
printed, embossed,
grained, printed,
embossed,
bovine
species, grained,
ornamented,
decorated, in
any manner
manner or to
to
in any
ornamented, or
or decorated,
any extent
extent (including
finished in
in gold,
gold,
leather finished
(including leather
any
silver, aluminum,
aluminum, or
or like
other
effects), or
or by
by any
any other
like effects),
silver,
process (in
tanning) made into fancy
to tanning)
fancy
process
(in addition
addition to
leather
wholly
the foregoing
foregoing cut or wholly
any of the
leather,, and any
or
partly manufactured
manufactured into
uppers, vamps,
vamps, or
or
into uppers,
or partly
any
or shapes
shapes suitable
suitable for
for conversion
conversion into
into
any forms
forms or
boots, shoes,
footwear, all
all the
the foregoing
foregoing by
or footwear,
boots,
shoes, or
whatever
name known,
known, and
to whatever
use
and to
whatever use
whatever name
applied
20% ad
ad val.
vaL
20%
applied
1530 (e)
(e) Boots,
shoes, or
or other
(including athletic
footwear (including
other footwear
Boots, shoes,
1530
or sporting
boots and
shoes), made
made wholly
wholly or
or in
in
and shoes),
or
sporting boots
chief value
value of
process or
or method
method
by the
the process
of leather
leather by
chief
known
not specially
specially provided
provided for
for
50f per pair, but
50p
and not
as welt,
welt, and
known as
not less than
than 10
nor more than
than
nor
20% ad val.
20%
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1530
(f)
1530 (f)

Harness
valued at
per set, single
$70 per
than $70
more than
at more
Harness valued
harness
valued at
at more
saddles valued
valued
$40, saddles
than $40,
more than
harness valued
at
$40 each,
each, saddlery,
and parts
saddlery, and
than $40
at more
more than
20%
ad val.
val.
(except metal
metal parts) for any
any of the foregoing
20% ad
(except
1530 (f)
made wholly
or in
pigskin or imiof pigskin
in part
part of
wholly or
Saddles made
(f) Saddles
1530
20% ad
tation
pigskin
val.
20%
ad val.
tation pigskin
1530
Saddles and
and harness,
specially provided
provided for,
not specially
harness, not
(f) Saddles
1530 (0
and
thereof, except
except metal
finished
parts. finished
metal parts,
parts thereof,
and parts
15% ad
vaL
ad vaL
15%
or unfinished
unfinished
1531
Bags, baskets,
belts, satchels,
cardcases, pocketsatchels, cardcases,
baskets, belts,
Bags,
1531
books,
jewel boxes,
boxes, portfolios, and other boxes
books, jeweland cases,
jewelry, wholly or in chief
chief value
value
cases, not jewelry,
and
of
leather or
manufactures of
or parchment,
parchment, and manufactures
of leather
leather,
rawhide, or parchment,
parchment, or of which
which
leather, rawhide,
leather,
rawhide, or
parchment is the component
component
or parchment
leather, rawhide,
provided
material of chief value, not specially
specially provided
material
for (not
(not including
purses, change
change purses,
purses,
coin purses,
including coin
for
billfolds, bill cases,
cases, bill rolls, bill purses, bankbankbillfolds,
note cases, currency
cases ' cardcurrency cases, money eases,
cases,
license cases, pass cases,
cases, passport cases,
eases,
cases, license
letter
cases and
goods) :
flat leather goods):
similar fiat
and similar
letter cases,
Leads,
and similar
similar
leashes, collars, muzzles, and
Leads, leashes,
20% ad
ad val.
val.
20%
equipment
dog equipment
Belts and buckles designed
designed to be worn on the
17%% ad val.
' • 17%%
person
25%
25 % ad val.
Other articles
Any of the
the foregoing
foregoing permanently
permanently fitted and
furnished with
drinking,
bottle, drinking,
with traveling, bottle
furnished
luncheon, sewing, mknicure,
manicure, or
dining or luncheon,
35%
35 % ad val.
similar sets
1532 (a) Men's gloves, wholly or in chief value
value of leather
leather,
whether wholly or partly
partly manufactured,
manufactured, and
prs.
$4.50 per doz. prs.
twelve inches in length
length
not over twelve
each inch or fraction thereof
thereof in excess
excess of
For each
2U
per doz.
doz. prs.
prs.
twelve
25# per
inches
twelve inches
addition thereto, on all
in addition
Provided, That, in
each
the foregoing
foregoing there shall be paid each
duties:
cumulative duties:
following cumulative
of the
the following
When
machine seamed, otherwise
When machine
50f per
per doz.
doz. ps.
pre.
overseamed
50O
than overseamed
$2.50 per
per doz.
pre.
doz. prs.
$2.50
When
seamed by hand
hand
When seamed
When lined with cotton, wool, silk,
When
$1.75
$1.75 per
per doz. prs.
fabrics
or other fabrics
$2.00 per
per doz. prs.
When trimmed with
with fur
per doz.
pre.
dos. prs.
$2.50 per
leather or fur
with leather
When lined vrith
Noaided
further, That
That all the foregoing
foregoing
Powidedfurther
val.
30% ad val.
shall be dutiable
dutiable at not less
less than
1532 (a)
Women's and children's
children's gloves,
gloves, wholly
wholly or in chief
chief
(a) Women's
value of leather,
leather, lined, or
or trimmed with fur, and
value
not over twelve
twelve inches
inches in length:
length:
$4 per
per doz. prs.
prs.
hand
When seamed by hand
prs.
$5 per doz. prs.
seamed by hand
band
When not seamed
each inch or fraction
thereof in excess of
For each
fraction thereof
25S
24 per doz. prs.
twelve inches
Provided, That, in addition thereto,
thereto, on all
Provided,
the foregoing
foregoing there shall be paid
paid each
each
cumulative duties:
of the following
following cumulative
duties:
When machine
machine seamed,
seamed, otherwise
otherwise
$1 per doz.
doz. prs.
$1
than overseamed
overseamed
$3.50
doz. prs.
$S350per dos.
hand
When seamed
seamed by
by land
wool, silk,
When lined with
with cotton, wool,
silk, or
or
$2 per
doz. prs.
$2
per doz.
other fabries
fabrics
other
doz. prs.
prs.
$2 per doz.
When
When trimmed with fur
$2
per doL
doe. pr
pre.
$2. per
When.
at fur
When lined with leather or
Thi a a t the- foregfoing
Provided
further,
fuvbiw, That
Poided
35
ad v.
vat
lado
notllaw
lMtb
3
3%ad
ebell
.
bef dutiable # not
-
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IV-Continued
SCHEDULE IV—Continued
SCHEDULE
Description
Description of Article

1532 (b) Gloves wholly or in chief value of leather made
made
from horsehides
horsehides or cowhides
cowhides (except calfskins),
calfskins),
whether wholly or partly manufactured
manufactured
Artificial flies and snelled
spelled hooks, finished or un1535
Artificial
finished
finished
1535
Leaders
or
casts,
finished
or unfinished, valued
valued at
at
Leaders
$2 or more per dozen
1535
Fishing rods valued at $10
$10 or more each,
each, and reels
Fishing
each, finished or unvalued at $3.50 or more each,
finished, not specially provided
provided for
value of whale1537 (a) Manufactures
wholly or in chief value
whaleManufactures wholly
provided for
bone, not specially provided
1537 (b) Golf-ball centers
centers or
or cores, wound
wound or unwound,
unwound,
wholly or in chief value
value of India rubber
rubber or guttaguttapercha
1537
(b)
Manufactures
composed
wholly
or
in
chief
of
value
of
1537 (b) Manufactures composed wholly in
rubber known as "hard
"hard rubber"
rubber" (except
(except
India rubber
syringes),
provided for,
for, finished or
specially provided
syringes), not specially
unfinished
1541
(a) Musical
Musical instruments not specially
specially provided
provided for:
1541 (a)
known as
Sets of tuned bells of the types known
chimes or peals, and parts of any of the
foregoing
thirty-four
1541
containing not more than
than thirty-four
1541 (c) Carillons containing
thereof
bells, and parts thereof
Carillons
containing more
more than thirty-four
thirty-four bells,
Carillons containing
and parts thereof
1542
Phonograph,
gramophone,
or
graphophone
records,
Phonograph, gramophone, or graphophone records,
1542
specially provided
provided for
for
not specially
1545
Sponges:
Sponges:
Commercially
yellow, grass,
or
grass, or
as yellow,
known as
Commercially known
velvet
Hardhead or reef
colors, pastels, pen and
and
(a) Paintings in oil or water colors,
1547 (a)
reproduccopies, replicas,
replicas, or reproducink drawings, and copies,
which
tions
foregoing which
any of the same, all the foregoing
of any
tions of
provided for
works of art, not specially provided
are works
Common tobacco pipes and
and pipe bowls made
Common
1552
wholly
per
of clay, valued at more than 40 cents per
wholly of
gross
1552
Tobacco
wholly or in chief
chief value of
of
pipe bowls, wholly
Tobacco pipe
1552
wood or root, in whatever
whatever condiother wood
brier or other
tion of
whether bored or unbored,
unbored,
of manufacture,
manufacture, whether
tion
(except
tobacco pipes having such bowls (except
and tobacco
tobacco pipes, wholly finished,
having bowls
bowls
finished, having
tobacco
chief value of brier-wood,
valued
brier-wood, valued
wholly or in chief
$1.20 per dozen):
dozen):
than $1.20
at less than
Valued
less than $1.20 per dozen
at less
Valued at
Valued
Valued at $1.20 or more but not more than $5
per dozen
Valued
dozen
at more
more than $5 per dozen
Valued at
1552
1552

1552
1552

Cigar
and cigarette
holders, not
provided
specially provided
not specially
cigarette holders,
Cigar and
for,
of manufacture,
manufacture,
condition of
in whatever
whatever condition
for, in
wholly or partly finished,
finished, or whether
whether
whether wholly
bored or unbored

Rate
Rate of Duty

15%
15% ad val.
45% ad
45%
ad val.
35%
ad val.
35 % ad

30% ad
30%
ad val.
12Y4% ad val.
12%%
15% ad
ad val.
15%

25%
ad val.
25% ad

30%
ad val.
30% ad
20% ad
ad vaL
val.
10% ad val.
val.
10%
15% ad val.
15%
15% ad
ad val.
15%
7%
ad val.
val.
7%
% ad

15%
ad val.
15% ad
22%%
ad val.
val.
22~% ad

2%0
and 40%
40%
each and
2%0 each
ad val.
val.

50 each
each and
and 50
50%
ad
% ad
5¢
val.
2%e each
each and
and 40%
40%
2%0
val.
ad val.
50 each
and 30%
30%
each and
50
ad val.

Mouthpieces for
or for
for cigar
cigar and
cigarette
and cigarette
pipes, or
for pipes,
Mouthpieces
holders, of
of whatever
material composed,
and in
composed, and
whatever material
holders,
whatever
manufacture, whether
whether
of manufacture,
condition of
whatever condition
wholly
whether bored or
finished, or whether
wholly or partly finished,
2M each
each and
and 30%
30%
2~%
unbored
unbored
ad val.

1981

1982

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
0THit,lt THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

United
States

Tariff Act
Act
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph
1552
1552
1552
1552

STAT.
[54 STAT.

SC
H It DULE IV-Continued
IV— Continued
SCHEDULE
Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

Description of
of Article
Article
Description

Pouches for
chewing or
or smoking
smoking tobacco,
tobacco, finished
finished
Pouches
for chewing
or
partly finished,
value of
or in
in chief value
of
or partly
finished, wholly or
leather
35%
ad val.
val.
35% ad
leather

Cases suitable
for pipes,
pipes, or
for cigar
cigarette
cigar or
or cigarette
or for
suitable for
Cases

holders,
finished or
finished
holders, finished
or partly
partly finished
Cigar and
and cigarette
cigarette cases
thereof, finished
finished
cases and
and parts
parts thereof,
Cigar
or
unfinished, not
specially provided
wholly
or unfinished,
not specially
provided for,
for, wholly
or in chief value
value of leather
leather
1554
Walking
valued at
dozen,
at $5
$6 or more
more per dozen,
1554
Walking canes, valued
finished
unfinished
finished or unfinished
1555
Waste, not specially
specially provided
provided for
1606
horses imported
imported by
citizen of the United
United
by aacitizen
(a) Dogs
Dogs and horses
1606 (a)
and
(b)
States
for breeding
breeding purposes
purposes
specially for
States specially
and (b)

1552
1552

1609
1609

30% ad
ad val.
30%
35% ad
ad val.
val.
35%
25% ad
ad val.
val.
25%
7%% ad
ad val.
val.
74%
Free,
to the
the
subject to
Free, subject
provisions of parprovisions
agraph 1606
1606 (a)
(a)
agraph
and (b),
(b), Tariff
Tariff
and
1930
Act of 1930

Annetta
thereof, not containing
containing
extracts thereof,
Annatto and extracts
Free
alcohol
alcohol
1612
Arrowroot, crude or manufactured,
arrowroot
manufactured, and arrowroot
1612
Arrowroot,
starch
starch and flour
Free
asbestos, unmanufsetured:
Free
unmanufactured: Crudes
Chrysotile asbestos,
1616
1617 r!- Waste
Waste bagging,
and waste
waste sugar
sack cloth
cloth
Free
Free
sugar sack
bgging, and
1617
1621
books of the
the Old or
or New
1621
Bibles, comprising the books
bound or unbound
unbound
::Testament,
Testament, or both, bound
Free
Books, engravings,
(4AI:dogs, bound
bound
engravings, photographs,
photographs, etchings,
1628
or unbound, maps and charts imported
imported by
authority or for the use of the United States or
for the use of the Library of Congress
Free
Congress
Free
Hydrographic charts and publications
for
publications issued for
1629
Hydrographic
exchanges by scientific
their subscribers
subscribers or exchanges
scientific or
or
associations or academies,
literary associations
academies, and publicapublics' tions of individuals for gratuitous
circugratuitous private circulation,' not advertising
and public
lation
advertising matter, and
public docudocuments issued by foreign
foreign Governments;
Governments; books,
maps, music, engravings,
engravings, photographs,
photographs, etchings,
etchings,
lithographic
or unbound, and
lithographic prints, bound or
charts, which have been
been printed
charts,
printed more than
twenty years at the
the time of
of importation
Free
twenty
Provided,
That where
where any
any such books have
have
Provided, That
been rebound
rebound wholly
in part
wholly or In
part in leather
leather
within such period,
placed
period, the binding so placed
upon such boolni
booka shall
shall be
be dutiable as book
br in part
bindings wholly
wholly •
pert of leathere
leatheri not
for
provided fOr
specially
specialy provided
1631
incorporated or eetabAny society or
or institution incorporated
estab-:
halted solely
solely for religious
philosophical, educaeduce- •
lished
religious, philosophical,
'tioa;, scientific,
''•tionitlis
scientific, or
or Itteraig
forth..
literary purposes,
thei •
putpose, •or
or for
eneouragement of the fine
encouragement
fine arts, or any college,
college,
academy,
academy, seminary of learning
learning in the
school, or seminary
-United States, or any State or public
public library,
may import
import free
free of duty any
any book, map, music,
engraving,
photograph, etching, lithographic
•-en
ving, photograph,
lithographic
use or for the enen. print,
print, or chart,
chart for its own use
couragement
fine arts, and
couragement of the fine
and not
not for
for sale,
sale'
and regulations
regulations as
Secretary
under such rules
rules and
as the
the.eeretary
of the Treasury
Treasury may
prescribe
may prescribe
Free
1645
erude, not ground, bolted,
.1645
Chalk, crude,
bolted, precipitated,
precipitated, or
;otherwise manufactured
manufactured
•Lotherwise
Free
Chromite
orahr
rm on n - .
1647
Claromite or
eliroineore
•
'Free
'Free
:f

• I.
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1651

1653
1653
1656
1665
1665
1668
1668

1669
1669

1670
1670

1681
1681

1683
1683
1684
1684
1685
1685

1686
1686
1691
1691
1692
1692
1697
1697
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SCHEDULE
IV-Continued
SCHEDULE IV—Continued
Description
of Article
Description of

Coal-tar
products:
Acenaphthene,
anthracene
Acenaphthene, anthracene
Coal-tar
having a
centum,
a purity of less than 30 per centum,
having
benzene, carbazole
carbazole having a
a purity of less than
cymene, fluorene,
65 per centum, cumene,
cumene, cymene,
fluorene,
methylanthra,cene,
methylnaphthalene, naphmethylanthracene, methylnaphtlialene,
thalene which after the removal
removal of all
all the water
water
present has a
point less than
than seventya solidifying point
nine degrees
degrees centigrade,
centigrade, pyridine,
pyridine, toluene,
anthracene oil,
xylene, dead or creosote oil, anthracene
pitch of coal tar, pitch of blast-furnace
blast-furnace tar, pitch
pitch
water-gas tar, crude
crude coal
of oil-gas tar, pitch of water-gas
tax, crude blast-furnace
tar, crude oil-gas
oil-gas tar,
blast-furnace tar,
tar,
distillates of any
any
water-gas tar, all other distillates
crude water-gas
subjected to disof these tars which on being subjected
one
tillation yield in the portion distilling below one
hundred and ninety degrees centigrade
quancentigrade aa quan5 per centum
centum of the
tity of tar acids less than 5
these
original distillate,
distillate, all mixtures
mixtures of any of these
original
distillates and any
any of the foregoing pitches, and
and
all other materials
materials or products
found
products that are found
naturally in coal tar, whether
whether produced
produced or
obtained from coal tar
tax or other
other source, and not
not
specially
paragraph 27 or 28 of
for in paragraph
provided for
specially provided
Title IIof the Tariff Act of 1930
Cocoa
cacao beans, and shells thereof
Cocoa or cacao
Coir fiber
Curling stones
Diamonds,
advanced in
or uncut, and not advanced
Diamonds, rough or
natural state
condition or value from their natural
state by
other process,
process,
splitting, cutting, or other
cleaving, splitting,
whether
whether in their natural form or broken,
glaziers' and
engravers' diamonds,
diamonds, any
any of the
the
and engravers'
glaziers'
foregoing
miners' diamonds, and
foregoing not set, miners'
dust
diamond dust
Patchouli leaves and
pawpaw juice
juice or
and dried pawpaw
Patchouli
papain,
advanced
a crude state, not advanced
which are in a
papain, which
in value or condition
shredding, grinding,
by shredding,
condition by
in
any other process or
chipping, crushing, or any
treatment
that essential to
to
whatever beyond that
treatment whatever
proper packing and the
the prevention
decay or
or
prevention of decay
deterioration pending manufacture,
not
manufacture, and not
deterioration
containing alcohol
containing
materials:
Dyeing or tanning materials:
Logwood,
bark, whether crude
Logwood, and mangrove bark,
or advanced
advanced in value or condition
condition by
by
or
shredding,
chipping, crushing,
crushinf, or
shredding, grinding, chipping,
any
eontaming
similar process, and not containing
any similar
alcohol
Furs and
and fur
skins, not
not specially
specially provided
provided for, unfur skins,
Furs
dressed:
Caracul, ermine,
fitch,i fox (other than
ermine, litch
dressed: Caracul,
silver or
black fox),
fox), lamb,
lamb, kid, sheep,
sheep, goat
goat,
or black
silver

marten, monkey,
monkey, pony,
pony, sable, skunk, and
squirrel
squirrel
Goldbeaters'
molds and
goldbeaters' skins
and goldbeaters'
Goldbeaters' molds
Sisal,
dressed or
manner
or manufactured
manufactured in any manner
not dressed
Sisal, not
Prepared fertilizer
fertilizer mixtures,
mixtures, castor-bean
pomace,
castor-bean pomace,
Prepared
and nitrogenous
all the foregoing
foregoing
materials, all
nitrogenous materials,
and
used
chiefly
for
fertilizers
or
chiefly
an inas
chiefly
fertilizers
used chiefly
gredient in
manufacture of
fertilizers
of fertilizers
the manufacture
in the
gredient
Gums and
and resins:
resins: Damar,
Damar, dragon's
dragon's blood, and
Gums
myrrh
myrrh
Hides
and skins
the India
India water
water buffalo
buffalo imof the
skins of
Hides and
ported
to be
be used
used in
in the
manufacture of
of rawhide
rawhide
the manufacture
ported to
articles
articles
Hones,
grindstones
whetstones, and grindstones
Hones, whetstones,
India
rubber and
and gutta-percha,
gutta-percha, crude,
crude, including
India rubber
jelutong
or
pontianak,
and gutta
gutta siak
sink
jelutong or pontianak, and

Rate of Duty
Duty

Free
Free
Free
Free

Free

Free

Free

Free
Free
Free

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

1983
1983

1984
1984

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN

United
States
Tariff Act
Act
Tariff
of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

1699
1699
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SCHEDULE TV—Continued
IV-Continued

Description of
Article
Description
of Article

Rate of
of Duty
Duty
Rate

Iridium,
rhodium, and
and rutherutheIridium, osmium,
osmium, palladium,
palladium, rhodium,
nium, and
native combinations
combinations thereof
thereof with
with one
one
nium,
and native
another
with platinum
platinum
Free
another or
or with
Free
1701
Ivory tusks
tusks in
their natural
natural state
or cut
cut vertically
1701
Ivory
in their
state or
vertically
across the grain
grain only,
only, with
left intact
intact
Free
with the
the bark
bark left
Free
Asphaltum and bitumen
Free
1710
Asphaltum
bitumen
Free
1714
Manuscripts,
not specially
provided for
Free
1714
Manuscripts, not
specially provided
for
Free
Cornwall stone,
Free
1719
Cornwall
stone, unmanufactured
unmanufactured
Free
Columbium ores
ores or
crude, or
or not
not adad1719
Columbium
or concentrates,
concentrates, crude,
vanced
condition by
by refining
refining or
or grindgrindvanced in
in value
value or
or condition
process of
of manufacture,
manufacture, not
ing, or
or by other process
not
specially provided
Free
provided for
Free
Derris
and tuba
tuba or
or tube
tube root,
crude or
or unun1722
Derris root,
root, and
root, crude
manufactured,
specially provided
Free
manufactured, not specially
provided for
for
Free
Needles, hand
hand sewing
sewing or darning
darning
Free
1724
Needles,
Free
1725
Nets or finished sections
otter
sections of nets
nets for use
use in otter
trawl fishing, if composed
composed wholly
or in
wholly or
in chief
chief
value of manila
Free
Free
1726
Newspapers and periodicals,
periodicals, unbound
Free
1726
Newspapers
unbound
Free
Copra palm
and palm-nut
Free
1727
Copra,
palm nuts, and
palm-nut kernels
kernels
Free
1731
Oils, distilled
distilled or
or essential:
essential:
Cinnamon citronella,
citronella, and
and lime,
foreCinnamon,
lime, all
all the
the foregoing not containing
containing alcohol
alcohol
Free
:
Free
1732
Expressed
extracted palm-kernel
palm-kernel oil,
rendered
1732
Expressed or
or extracted
oil, rendered
unfit for use as food
food or for any but mechanical
mechanical or
or
manufacturing purposes,
by such
manufacturing
purposes,by
such means as shall
shall
be satisfactory to tie
tile Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury
and under
under regulations
regulations to be prescribed
prescribed by him Free
Free
Nora:
NOTE: No Federal
Federal internal
internal tax in excess of
provided
the rate of 3
3 cents per pound now provided
602% of the Revenue Act of
for in section
section 602%
1934,
1934, as amended,
amended, shall be imposed in
in the
United
United States in respect of palm-kernel oil.
1735
Duplex
not printed
printed
Free
Duplex decalcomania
decalcomania paper
paper not
Free
1736
Parchment
Free
Parchment and vellum
vellum
Free
1744
Platinum, wamanufadured
bars,
unmanufactured or
or in
in ingots,
ingots, bars,
sheets,
sheets, or plates
plates not less than one-eighth
one-eighth of one
one
inch
inch in thickness,
thickness, sponge,
Free
sponge, or scrap
Free
1750
Rag pulp; gaper
paper stock, crude, of every descripdesoription, including
grasses, fibers,
fibers rags,
waste
inclumng all
all grasses,
rags, waste
(including jute, hemp,
hemp, and
and flax waste),
shavings,
waste), shavings,
clippings, old paper,
clippings,
paper, rope
and
rope ends,
ends, waste rope, and
waste
other waste
not specially
specially
waste bagging,
bagging, and
and all other
waste not
provided for,
for,including
provided
including old gunny
gunny cloth,
old
coth, and old
gunny bags, used chiefly for paper making, and
no longer suitable
Free
suitable for bags
Free
1759
Sheep dip
Free
Free
Seal skins (not
skins), raw
Free
1765
(not fur
fur seal
seal sinsn),
Free
1768 (1) Spicesand
Spices and spice
seeds:
spice seeds:
Cloves;
cinnamon chips;
Cloves; cinnamon
cinnamon and cinnamon
chips; ginpreserved or candied;
ger root, not preserved
candied; nutmegs; and pimento
pimento (allspice); all of the
foregoing, if unground
Free
Free
1771
Stamps: Postage or revenue
revenue stamps, canceled
canceled or
uncanceled,
and
government
stamped envelopes
uncanceled,
government stamped
envelopes
or post cards
cards bearing
bearing no other printing than the
official imprint
imprint thereon
thereon
Free
official
Free
1776
Strontianite or mineral
carbonate and
Strontianite
mineral strontium carbonate
celestite
Free
celestite or mineral
mineral strontium sulphate
Free
1777
Free
Sulphur in any form
1782
Locust or earob
carob beans, and pods
prods and seeds thereof Free
Free
1783 (b) Tea not speciallypeialy provided
provided for
Free
Free
1786
Tin in bang,
bar, blocks
blocks or pi,
value of
1786
pigs, alloys
alleys in chief
chief value
of
tin not specially provided for, and grain
grain or granulated
ncling scrap
sap tin plate
ee, subject
the
ulated and scrap tin, including
plata
Free,
subject to the
provisions of
of
provisions
17135,
.paragraph
ih-l~rrp
..
17°ot"
h
Tariff Act oof
Ta10f
1930
1930
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1801
1803 (2)
(2)
1807

1810

1811
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SCHEDULE
SCHEDULE IV—Continued
IV-Continued
Description
Description of Article

Rate of Duty

Provided,
Provided, That the Government
Government of the United
States
States of America reserves the right
right to withdraw
draw the concession hereby
granted if
at
hereby granted
if at
January 1,
1939,
an export
export
any time
time after
after January
1, 1939, an
tax is charged
in Nigeria
ore and
charged in
Nigeria on tin ore
and conconcentrates exported
exported to
States of
of
centrates
to the
the United
United States
America other
or
different
from
any
America
other than
than or different from any
tax which
export tax
may at
same time
be
which may
at the
the same
time be
charged on
on tin ore
charged
concentrates exexore and
and concentrates
ported to any part of the British
British Empire."
Empire.a2
Tobacco stems
stems not
cut, ground,
ground, or
pulverized
Free
not cut,
or pulverized
Free
Turtles
Free
Turtles
Free
Witherite,
Witherite, crude,
unground
Free
crude, unground
Free
Mahogany
Mahogany and
the log
Free
and satinwood,
satinwood, in
in the
log
Free
Original
Original paintings
oil, mineral,
mineral, water,
or other
other
paintings in
in oil,
water, or
colors,
colors, pastels, original drawings
drawings and
and sketches
sketches
in
ink, pencil,
in pen, ink,
water colors,
artists'
pencil, or
or water
colors, artists'
proof etchings unbound,
unbound, and
engravings and
and engravings
and
woodcuts unbound,
unbound, original
original sculptures
statuwoodcuts
sculptures or
or statuary, including
ary,
more than
than two
replicas or
or
including not
not more
two replicas
reproductions
the same
same
Free
reproductions of
of the
Free
Stained
glass and
Stained or painted
painted window
window glass
and stained
stained or
or
painted
glass windows
are works
painted glass
windows which
which are
works of
of art
art
imported
to be
be used
used in
houses of
imported to
in houses
of worship,
worship, valued
valued
at
$15 or
or more
per square
square foot,
when imported
imported
at $15
more per
foot, when
expressly for
to an
an incorporated
incorporated
for presentation
presentation to
religious
Free
religious society
society
Free
Works
of art
Works of
rugs and
made after
after
art (except
(except rugs
and carpets
carpets made
the
illustration of
the
the year 1700),
1700), collections
collections in
in illustration
of the
progress
the arts,
marble,
progress of
of the
arts, works
works in
in bronze,
bronze, marble,
terra
or porcelain,
artistic
terra cotta,
cotta, parian,
parian, pottery,
pottery, or
porcelain, artistic
antiquities,
objects of
of art
art of
antiquities, and
and objects
of ornamental
ornamental
character
educational value
which shall
shall have
have
character or
or educational
value which
prior to the year
been produced
produced prior
year 1830,
1830, but
but the
the
free
free importation
importation of
such objects
objects shall
be subject
subject
of such
shall be
to such
regulations as
as to
antiquity as
as
to
such regulations
to proof
proof of
of antiquity
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury may
may prescribe.
prescribe.
the
of the
Violins,
violoncellos, and
and double
basses, of
Violins, violas,
violas, violoncellos,
double basses,
of
all sizes,
sizes, made
made in
the year
year 1800
1800 or
year
Free
all
in the
or prior
prior year
Free

Revenue Act
Revenue
of
1932, as
as
of 1932,
amended
amended
Section

601 (c)
(c) (4)
(4) Fuel
Fuel oil
from petroleum,
oil derived
601
oil derived
derived from
petroleum, gas
gas oil
derived
and 630 from
from petroleum,
derivatives of
of
and630
petroleum, and
and all
all liquid
liquid derivatives
crude
petroleum; and
and
gasocrude petroleum;
and lubricating
lubricating oil;
oil; and gasoline
or other
and paraffin
paraffin and
other
line or
other motor
motor fuel;
fuel; and
and other
petroleum wax
products; any
any of
petroleum
wax products;
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
sold for
use as
as fuel
supplies, ships'
ships' stores,
stores, sea
sea
sold
for use
fuel supplies,
stores, or
or legitimate
legitimate equipment
equipment on
on vessels
stores,
vessels of
of war
war
of the
the United
States or
of any
nation, or
or
of
United States
or of
any foreign
foreign nation,
vessels
in the
fisheries or
vessels employed
employed in
the fisheries
or in
in the
the whalwhaling business,
business, or
or actually
actually engaged
engaged in
trade
ing
in foreign
foreign trade
or trade
the Atlantic
and Pacific
Pacific ports
ports of
of
or
trade between
between the
Atlantic and
the United
States or
between the
States
the
United States
or between
the United
United States
and any
of its
possessions, under
and
any of
its possessions,
under regulations
regulations
prescribed with
the approval
approval of
of the
Secretary of
of
prescribed
with the
the Secretary
Exempt
from taxes
taxes
the
Exempt from
the Treasury
Treasury
imposed
imposed in
in Sec.
Sec.
601 (c)
(c) (4)
of the
the
601
(4) of
Revenue Act
Act of
Revenue
of
1932,
asamended
1932,asamended
"
[Notice that
necessary action
been taken
taken in
in Nigeria
to runov.e
reinoye, as
es from
the
, [Notice
that the
the necesary
action had
had been
Ngeria to
rom January
an uary 1,i,1939,
W tthe
theretofore existing
existing differential
differential export
export duty
was given
given by
by the
•ah Embassy
in Washington
Washington
theretofore
duty on
on tin
tin ore
ore was
the Brit-bh
hmyin
to
January 3,
3, 1939.]
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State January
193.]
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W HEREAS such
modifications of
duties and
and other
other import
import
existing duties
of existing
such modifications
WHEREAS
restrictions
and
such
continuance
of
existing
customs
and
excise
treatexcise
and
customs
existing
of
continuance
such
and
restrictions
ment
as
are
set
forth
and
provided
for
in
the
said
Agreement
the
and
Agreement
said
the
in
for
provided
and
forth
set
are
as
ment
four
Schedules
thereunto
annexed
are
required
and
appropriate
to
to
appropriate
and
required
are
annexed
thereunto
Schedules
four
Ante, p.1908.
P. 190M.
Ane,

carry out
Agreement;
said Agreement;
out the said
carry

W
HEREAS it
is provided
provided in
said Agreement
Agreement that
the said
of the
XXIII of
Article XXIII
in Article
it is
WHEREAS
it
shall
be
proclaimed
by
the
President
of
the
United
States
America
of America
United-States
the
of
President
the
by
proclaimed
be
it shall
and shall
shall be
ratified by
by His
His Majesty
the King
Great Britain, Ireland
Ireland
of Great
King of
Majesty the
be ratified
and
and the
the British
beyond the
India, and
Emperor of India,
Seas, Emperor
the Seas,
Dominions beyond
British Dominions
and
that
shall enter
definitively into
into force
force thirty
thirty days after
after the exchange
enter definitively
it shall
that it
of the
the instrument
and a
copy of
of the
proclamation;
the proclamation;
a copy
ratification and
of ratification
instrument of
of
Ante, p. 1908.
XXIV of the said Agreement
W
HEREAS it
in Article
Article XXIV
Agreement
provided in
is provided
it is
WHEREAS
Ante, p.1w.
that, pending
the definitive
the Agreement, the
into force of the
coming into
definitive coming
pending the
that,
Ante,
pp. 1902, 1994. provisions thereof other thap
than those of Article XI and of Schedule III
III
Ase, pp. 1902, 12
shall be
applied provisionally
on and
after January
January 1, 1939, subject
subject
and after
provisionally on
be applied
shall
to
right to
to terminate
the provisional
Agreement
application of the Agreement
provisional application
terminate the
to aaright
Ante,
1904. pursuant to the provisions of paragraph
paragraph 33of Article XV and of Article
190 190o.
pp. 1903,
Ane, pp.
XVIII, and
application of Article XI and of
provisional application
the provisional
that the
and that
XVIII,
Schedule
III shall
shall be
be effected
provisions thereof
thereof as
to the several provisions
effected as to
Schedule III
Proclamation.
Procamation.

48s4
Stat. 043;
Stat.
43; 500stat.
Btat.
24.
19 U.
8. C.
C. 01331u.S.
Oit
ia
1354;Supp. V, 1352.
Ante,
107.
p. i7.
Ante, p.

Ante,

p. 1908.

Ante,

p. 1906.

Aile,p.190o.

Ae, p. 190o.

48 Stt.93;
Stat. 943; 50
Stat.
50Stat.
48
i9
II.
8.
C.
1351.
19Ue p.i0 131.
Ante, p. 107.

8
soon as may be possible;
possible; as
I, Franklin
Now, m
EREFORE, be it known that I,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
THEREFORE,
President
of the United States
States of America,
America, acting under the authority
President of
conferred by the said Tariff
conferred
Tariff Act of 1930,
1930, as amended
amended by the said Act
Act
Resolution
Joint
extended by the said
of June 12, 1934, as extended
Resolution of March
March
Agreement, including the said
1, 1937,
1937, do hereby proclaim
proclaim the said Agreement,
said
thereof may be observed
Schedules, to the end that the provisions
provisions thereof
observed and
and
Schedules,
fulfilled with
faith by
by the United
America and the
United States of America
good faith
with good
fulfilled
citizens thereof,
for in
in Article
Article XXIV,
XXIV, provisionally
provisionally on
provided for
as provided
thereof, as
citizens
and
pending the definitive
definitive coming
corning into force
1939, pending
1, 1939,
January 1,
after January
and after
of
Agreement, and definitively
definitively thirty days after the exchange
exchange of
of the Agreement,
ratification of His Majesty, as
proclamation for the ratification
my proclamation
of this
this my
copy of
aacopy
for in Article
provided
Article XXIII
XXIII of the said Agreement.
provided for
PURSUANT
PURSUANT to the proviso in Section 350 (a) (2)
(2) of the said Tariff
Tariff
June
of
Act of 1930, as amended
1934, as extended
extended
amended by the said Act June 12, 1934,
Act
1, 1937,
1937, IIshall from time to
by the
Resolution of
of March
March 1,
to
Joint Resolution
said Joint
the said
by
respect
time notify
notify the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury of the countries with respect
time
to which
application of the duties herein
herein proclaimed
proclaimed is to be suspended.
suspended.
which application
to
hereunto set my hand and caused
have hereunto
I have
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEnEOr,
WHEREOY, I
caused
IN
America to be affixed.
the Seal of the United States of America
affixed.
Dorm
at the
city of
of Washington
Washington this twenty-fifth
twenty-fifth day of November
November
the city
DONE at
and
hundred
nine
Lord one thousand
year of our Lord
in the year
States
United
the
of
Independence
[szAn]
thirty-eight and of the Independence
[SEAL] thirty-eight
America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-third.
of America
By the President:
President:
HULL
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary if State. __
_

to t
_tSecreyte

Stase

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

lX

IL\

.l]
tesato elnduded
rimpctive territories
n
Nes
footnotes to
to the reepective
Included innhe8dulen
Schedule ta.1footSots
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[
SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION]
PROCLAMATION]
[SUPPLEMENTARY
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
BY THE
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
W
HEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
proclamation of November
November 25, 1938 IIdid make
WHEREAS,
public
Schedules annexed
annexed
Agreement, including four Schedules
the Trade Agreement,
public the
1930
of 1930
Act
Tariff
of
thereto,
which,
pursuant
Section
350
(a)
the
Tariff
to
pursuant
which,
thereto,
the
as
of
the
Congress
of
the
United
States
America,
amended
by
America,
of
States
United
the
of
Congress
the
of
Act
Tariff
To
Act
of
June
12,
entitled
"AN
amend
the
Act
ACT
"AN
entitled
1934,
12,
June
of
Act
of
(48 Stat.
Stat. 943),
943), as extended
Resolution of Congress
by Joint Resolution
extended by
1930" (48
of 1930"
November
into on November
entered
approved
March
1,
1937
(50
Stat.
24),
I
entered
I
Stat.
(50
1937
1,
March
approved
with His
plenipotentiary,
17,
1938,
through
my
duly
empowered
plenipotentiary,
empowered
duly
my
through
17, 1938,
DominBritish
the
Majesty
the
King
of
Great
Britain,
Ire
.
'Find
and
Ireland
Britain,
Great
of
King
Majesty the
Great
of
ions
beyond
the
Seas,
Emperor
of
in
respect
Britain
India,
of
Emperor
Seas,
the
ions beyond
plenipotentiary,
and
Northern
Ireland,
through
his
empowered
plenipotentiary,
empowered
duly
his
through
and Northern Ireland,
in
order that
that the
the said Agreement,
including the said Schedules,
Schedules, should
Agreement, including
in order
United
be
observed
and
fulfilled
with
faith
the
United States of
by
faith
good
with
be observed and fulfilled
provided for in
America
and
the
citizens
thereof
provisionally,
as
provided
in
provisionally,
thereof
America and the citizens
and
1939,
1,
January
Article
XXIV
of
the
Agreement
on
and
after
January
1,
1939,
after
Article XXIV of the Agreement
definitively thirty
days after
after the
exchange of the aforesaid
aforesaid
the day of the exchange
thirty days
definitively
for
America
of
States
United
the
proclamation
of
the
President
of
United
States
America
for
proclamation of the President
XXIII
Article
in
the
ratification
of
His
Majesty
provided
for
Article
XXIII
of
provided
as
the ratification of His Majesty
the
Agreement;
the said Agreement;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
aforesaid proclamation
of the
the said
said Agreement
Agreement
proclamation of
the aforesaid
AND
by
the
President
of
the
United
States
of
America
the
ratification
ratification
the
and
America
of
by the President of the United States
of the
the said
by His
His Majesty
in respect
respect of Great Britain
Majesty in
Agreement by
said Agreement
of
London
and
Northern
Ireland
were
exchanged
at
London on the twentytwentyand Northern Ireland were exchanged
thirty-nine;
fourth
day
of
November,
one
thousand
nine
hundred
thirty-nine;
and
hundred
nine
fourth day of November, one thousand
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
be it
it known
known that
Roosevelt,
D. Roosevelt,
Franklin D.
I, Franklin
that I,
Now,
my said
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
supplementing
supplementing
President of the United States of America,
and
proclamation
of
November
25,
1938,
do
hereby
make
known
proclamation of November
Schedules
four
proclaim
that
the
said
Trade
Agreement,
including
Schedules
the
including
proclaim that the said Trade Agreement,
annexed
thereto, will
come into
force definitively
definitively on December 24,
into force
will come
annexed thereto,
1939,
the
thirtieth
clay
after
the
exchange
proclamation and
and
1939, the thirtieth day after the exchange of my proclamation
His
Majesty's
ratification
as
aforesaid,
and
I
do
call
upon
hereby
His Majesty's ratification as aforesaid, and I do
the United
United States
America and
thereof to observe
observe and
and the citizens thereof
of America
States of
the
definitively
fulfill
the
same
and
every
article
and
part
thereof
definitively
with
fulfill the same and every article and part
good faith
and from that day.
on and
faith on
good
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
set my
and caused
caused
hand and
my hand
hereunto set
have hereunto
WHEREOF, IIhave
IN
affixed.
be
the
Seal of
America to
of America
States of
United States
the United
of the
the Seal
DONE at
city of
day of
of December, in
in
sixth day
this sixth
Washington this
of Washington
the city
at the
DONE

, the
hundred and thirtythirtythe year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred
[SEAL] nine, and of the Independence of
the
United
States of
United States
the
of
EAL] nine, and of the Independence

America the
one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
the one
America
FRANK-UN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

19 U. B.
S. C.
C. I 13611351-19
Bnpp. V, 51382.
MM.
1354; Snpp.
Ante, p. 107.

190.
Ante, p. 1905.
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EXCHANGES OF NOTES
NOTES
EXCHANGES
The
Secretary of
State (Hull)
to the
the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
The Secretary
of State
(Hull) to
(Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE,
DEPARTMENT
STATE,
Washington,
Washington, November 17, 1938.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I
of
I have the honor to propose that, in -view of the importance of
maintaining
to the
the international
international exchange
exchange of
of
maintaining conditions
conditions favorable
favorable to
goods,
supplement those
provisions of the
goods, and
and in
in order
order to supplement
those provisions
the Trade
Agreement
signed this
relate to
to import
import and
and export
export duties
duties
Agreement signed
this day
day which
which relate
each of
High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties to the AgreeAgreeand regulations,
regulations, each
of the
the High
ment
representations
consideration to
to any representations
ment shall
shall give sympathetic
sympathetic consideration
which
questions concerning
access
respect to questions
concerning access
which the other
other may make with respect
to raw materials.
Excellency's
IIhave the
the honor to
to suggest that
that this note
note and Your
Your Excellency's
thereto accepting
proposal shall be regarded as conaccepting the above
above proposal
reply thereto
thig sense.
stituting an
an agreement
agreement in this
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
His Excellency
Excellency
The
Sin RONALD
LINDSAY,
The Honorable
Honorable SIm
RONALD LINDBAY,
B., C. V. O.,
P. C., G. C. M. G., K. C. B.,
British Ambassador.
British
Ambassador.

Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay) to the Secretary
Secretary of State (Hull)
The British
British Ambassador
(Hall)
BRITISH
EMBASSY,
BRITISt
EMBASSY,
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C., November
November 17th, 1938.

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
YOUR
EXCELLENCY,
IIhave the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your Note of today's date proposing
proposing that, in view of the importance
maintammy
importance of mntaintinng
international exchange
conditions favourable to the international
exchange of goods, and in
order to supplement
supplement those provisions
provisions of the Trade
Trade Agreement
signed
Agreement signed
this day which relate to import and export
export duties and regulations,
regulations,
Agreement shall
each of
of the High Contracting
Contracting Parties
Parties to the Agreement
shall give
sympathetic consideration
consideration to any representations
which the other
sympathetic
representations which
may make with respect
respect to questions
questions concerning
concerning access
access to raw materials.
I
I have the honour in accepting
accepting this proposal, to confirm that Your
Excellency's
with this Note in reply shall be regarded
Excellency's Note together with.
as constituting
constituting an agreement
agreement in
in the
the above
above sense.
IIhave the honour to be, with the highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Your Excellency's
Excellency's most obedient, humble
humble servant,
servant,
R.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R. C.
The Honourable CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary
United States,
Secretary of State of the United
Washington,
O.
Washington, D. C.

Secretary of State (Hull)
(Hull) to the British
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay)
The Secretary
British Ambassador
DEPARTMENT OF
or STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT

Washington, November
17, 1938.
1938.
Washington,
November 17,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to make the following
following statement of my understanding of the agreement
agreement reached,
reached, with reference
reference to certain
certain special
special
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Kingdom Delegations
duties, between the United States and United
United Kingdom
in connection
connection with the Trade Agreement
Agreement signed
signed this day.
a mutual understanding
understanding that no
These conversations
conversations have disclosed a
countervail the payanti-dumping
anti-dumping duty, or new or additional duty to countervail
a bounty
ment or bestowal
bestowal of a
bounty or grant, will be imposed
imposed on articles the
manufacture of any of the territories
growth, produce
produce or manufacture
territories to which
which the
Government of the United
Trade Agreement
Agreement applies, without the Government
Government of the United States of America, as the
Kingdom or the Government
an
Government, through an
case may be, first having given the other Government,
respect
representations with respect
informal notice, an opportunity
opportunity to make representations
decision to impose
impose any such
such duty will be
to the proposed duty. No decision
informal notice, unless
made within thirty days after the date of the informal
earlier decision
decision is required by law. Any representations
representations submitted
an earlier
response to such a
carefully
a notice will be carefully
Government in response
by either Government
considered
Government.
by the other Government.
considered by
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest considAccept,
eration.
His Excellency
Excellency
The
Honorable S
IR RONALD
RONALD LINDSAY,
LINDSAY,
SIR
The Honorable
P. C., G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. V. 0.,
0.,
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.
British

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

The British
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay) to the
Secretary of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)
the Secretary
The
British Ambassador
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRITISH
Washington,
19S8.
Washington, D. C., November 17th, 1938.

YOUR
EXCELLENCY,
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
the honour
to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your Note of
honour to
have the
II have
to-day's date
containing a
a statement
statement of
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's underunderdate containing
to-day's
standing of
of the agreement
reference to certain special
with reference
reached, with
agreement reached,
standing
duties,
between the
States and
United Kingdom
Kingdom Delegations
Delegations
and United
United States
the United
duties, between
in connection
Agreement signed this day.
Trade Agreement
with the Trade
connection with
in
These
understanding that no
mutual understanding
a mutual
disclosed a
have disclosed
conversations have
These conversations
anti-dumping duty, or new or additional
additional duty to countervail
countervail the payanti-dumping
ment or
bestowal of
or grant,
imposed on articles
articles
grant, will be imposed
bounty or
of a
a bounty
or bestowal
ment
the growth,
growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
which
he territories
territories to which
any the
of any
the
the Trade
Agreement applies,
without the
United
he Government
Government of the United
applies, withothe
the
Trade Agreement
States of
of America
Kingdom, as the
United Kingdom,
the Government
Government of the United
America or the
States
case may
may be,
be, first
first having
Government, through
through an ingiven the other Government,
having given
case
formal notice,
notice, an
respect to
make representations
representations with respect
to make
an opportunity
opportunity to
formal
the proposed
any such
such duty will be made
impose any
to impose
No decision
decision to
duty. No
the
proposed duty.
within
informal notice
notice, unless
unless an
within thirty days after the date of the informal
earlier decision
required by
by law.
representations submitted
submitted by
Any representations
law. Any
is required
decision is
earlier
either
Government in
response to
notice will
be carefully
carefully conconwill be
such aanotice
to such
i response
either Government
sidered
by the
the other
Government.
other Government.
sidered by
I
to confirm
Excellency's understanding
of
understanding of
Your Excellency's
confirm Your
honour to
the honour
I have
have the
the agreement
reached.
agreement thus reached.
the
I
have the
honour to
to be,
be, with
the highest
consideration, Sir,
Sir,
highest consideration,
with the
the honour
I have
Your
most obedient,
obedient, humble
servant,
humble servant,
Excellency's most
Your Excellency's
R.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R. C.
The
HULL,
CORDELL HULL,
Honourable CORDELL
The Honourable
Secretary of
of State
State of
of the
United States,
the United
Secretary
Washington,
C.
D. C.
Washington, D.
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The
of State
State (Hull)
to the
British, Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
The Secretary
Secretary of
(Hul) to
the British
(Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF

Washington, November
November 17,
17, 1938.
Washington,
1938.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
the honor
honor to
you, with
with reference
reference to
to the
Trade AgreeIIhave
have the
to inform
inform you,
the Trade
Agreement signed
this day,
that the
the United
States of
of America
America will,
will, in
in the
the
ment
signed this
day, that
United States
special circumstances,
circumstances, refrain
refrain from
under the
of
special
from claiming
claiming under
the provisions
provisions of
the Agreement
other than
than Article
or the
the Schedules
Schedules any
any advantages
the
Agreement other
Article III
III or
advantages
now accorded
accorded or
or which
which may
accorded by
by any
any territories
territories
may hereafter
hereafter be
be accorded
under the
the sovereignty
sovereignty of
of Pis
the King
King of
of Great
under
His Majesty
Majesty the
Great Britain,
Britain,
and the
Ireland and
the British
Dominions beyond
the Seas,
Emperor of
of
British Dominions
beyond the
Seas, Emperor
under His
India, or under
His Majesty's
Majesty's protection
or suzerainty,
suzerainty, to
to which
which the
the
protection or
Trade Agreement
Trade
Agreement applies,
applies, to
under His
Majesty's
to any
any territory
territory under
His Majesty's
mandate which is administered
administered as
as an
an integral
integral portion
portion of
territory
of territory
under His Majesty's
Majesty's sovereignty
or which
which is
in
sovereignty or
or protection
protection or
is joined
joined in
a customs
customs union
with a
territory under
under His
a
union with
a territory
His Majesty's
Majesty's sovereignty
sovereignty
or protection.
or
protection.
If
If any
any territories
territories under
Majesty's sovereignty,
sovereignty, protection
protection or
under His
His Majesty's
or
suzerainty
suzerainty to which the Agreement
Agreement applies
should become
become free,
free except
applies should
except
in relation
States of
relation to the
the United
United States
of America,
to grant
grant preferential
America, to
preferential
treatment to Palestine
Palestine or
tariff treatment
Trans-Jordan, the
Government of
of
or Trans-Jordan,
the Government
the United States will give
give sympathetic
sympathetic consideration
to any
any requests
requests
consideration to
addressed
it for
addressed to it
for consent
consent to
to the
preferential tariff
tariff
the granting
granting of
of preferential
treatment
particular articles
articles of Palestine
treatment to particular
Palestine or
or Trans-Jordan
Trans-Jordan origin.
origin.
II avail myself
occasion to
myself of this occasion
to renew
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
assurances of my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
His
Excellency
His Excellency
The Honorable
Honorable S
The
IR RONALD
RONALD LINDSAY,
LINDSAY,
SIR
P. C.,
C., G.C.
P.
G. C. M.
K. C.
C. B.,
B., C.
V. 0.,
0.,
M. G.,
G., K.
C. V.
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.
British.

The British
to the
the Secretary
British Ambassador (Lindsay) to
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRITISH
Washington, D.
D. C.,
Washington,
C., November
1938.
November 17th,
17th, 19S8.

Yana ExcLMcT,
EXCELLENCY,
Youa
I have the honour to acknowledge
I
acknowledge the receipt
receipt of your Note
of
Note of
today's date informing
informing me,
with reference
reference to
to the
the Trade
Agreement
me, with
Trade Agreement
of America
will, in
signed this day, that the United States of
America will,
in the
the special
special
circumstances, refrain
circumstances,
refrain from claiming under the provisions of the
Agreement other than Article L11
III or the Schedules
Agreement
Schedules any advantages
advantages
now accorded
be accorded
accorded or which
which may hereafter
hereafter be
accorded by
by any
territories
any territories
sovereignty of His
under the sovereignty
nig Majesty the
the King
King or
or under
under His Majesty's
Majesty's
protection
which the
protection or suzerainty
suzerainty, to which
the Trade
en tapplies,
applies, to
to
Trade Agreem
Agreement
any
which is
any.territory-under His Majesty's
Majesty's mandate
mandate which
is administered
administered as
as
an integral portion of territory
territory under
His Majesty's
under His
sovereignty or
or
Majesty's sovereignty
protection
joined in
protection or which is joined
in aa customs
customs union
union with
with a
a territory
territory
under
sovereignty or
under His Majesty's sovereignty
or protection.
protection.
Excellency's Note further
further states
states that
Your Excellency's
that if
if any
any territories
territories under
under
His Majesty's
sovereignty, protection
protection or suzerainty
Majesty's sovereignty,
suzerainty to
to which
which the
the
Agreement applies should
should becme
Agreement
become free,
free, except
except in
relation to
to the
the United
United
in relation
grant preferential ttariff treatment
States of
of America,
America, to grant
to Palestine
reatment to
Palestine

TransJordan, the Government of the United States will
or Trans-Jordan,
give
will give
sympathetic consideration
consideration to any requests addressed to it
consent
sympathetic
it for consent

STAT.]
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preferential tariff
to the granting
granting of preferential
tariff treatment
treatment to particular
particular articles
of
Palestine or
of Palestine
or Trans-Jordan
Trans-Jordan origin.
origin.
I have taken note with pleasure
pleasure of Your Excellency's
I
Excellency's communicommunication in the above sense.
I have
I
have the honour to be, with the highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Your Excellency's
Excellency's most obedient, humble servant,
servant,
R.C.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R.
The
HULL,
The Honourable
Honourable CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State of the United
Secretary
United States,
States,
Washington,
D. C.
Washington, D.
C.

British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay) to the Secretary
Secretary of State (Hull)
The British
BRITISH
EMBASSY,
BRITISH EMBASSY,

YOUR
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,

Washington, D. C., November 17th, 1938.

I
to refer
refer to
Article XI
XI and
III of the
Schedule III
to Article
and Schedule
I have
have the
the honour
honour to
Agreement signed this day, relative
relative to the tariff concessions
concessions to
Trade Agreement
America by the territories
territories listed
be accorded to the United States of America
Schedule; and, in
trade and
position regarding
regarding trade
order that
that the position
in order
in that
that Schedule;
commerce between
United States
States of America
America and certain terricommerce
between the United
tories under His Majesty's sovereignty,
sovereignty, suzerainty,
protection or
suzerainty, protection
tories
mandate may be made clear, I
attention to
I have the honour to invite attention
mandate
various
America have, by virtue of various
the fact that the United States of America
conventions and
and treaties,
for many
many years
years enjoyed
enjoyed equality
equality of tariff
treaties, for
conventions
treatment with
with all
other countries,
Kingdom,
including the United Kingdom,
countries, including
all other
treatment
following territories
territories among others:
in the following
Kenya
Kenya
Uganda
Zanzibar
Zanzibar
Nyasaland
Nyasaland
Tanganyika
Tanganyika Territory
The
The Cameroons under British Mandate
Togoland
British Mandate
Mandate
under British
Togoland under
Palestine
Trans-Jordan.
Palestine and Trans-Jordan.
The United
United States
many_years
enjoyed
years also enjoyed
America have for many
States of America
The
equality of
tariff treatment
with the
the United
and other
Kingdom and
United Kingdom
treatment with
of tariff
equality
countries in
Hong Kong,
Gibraltar, the Straits Settlements and Hong
in Aden,
Aden, Gibraltar,
countries
with the
the exception
Settlements and Hong
Hong
Straits Settlements
Gibraltar, the Straits
that in
in Gibraltar,
exception that
with
Kong preferential
preferential tariff
treatment is given to tobacco,
tobacco, liquors and
tariff treatment
Kong
wines and
and spirits.
instructed to inform you that there is no
I am
am instructed
spirits. I
wines
present
to extend
preferential tariff
tariff treatment
treatment to
to additional
additional
extend preferential
intention to
present intention
products
territories.
in these
these territories.
products in
Imports
territories
America into the territories
States of America
United States
Imports from the United
mentioned
amounted in recent
recent
have amounted
paragraphs have
two paragraphs
above two
in the
the above
mentioned in
years to
to more
more than
than a
aquarter of
United
total import trade of the United
of the total
years
States
of America
America into
the colonies
colonies and
and into
under His
into territories under
into the
States of
Majesty's
suzerainty, protection
protection or mandate.
mandate.
Majesty's suzerainty,
I
to be,
with the highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
be, with
honour to
the honour
I have
have the
Your
Excellency's most
servant,
humble servant,
obedient, humble
most obedient,
Your Excellency's
R.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R. C.
The
Honourable CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
The Honourable
Secretary
State of
of the
United States,
States,
the United
of State
Secretary of
C.
Washington, D. C.
193470°-41-1!r.
--- 48
193470--41-PT. jr-48

Ante, pp.
pp. 1902,
1924.
Ante,
1902,1924.
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The
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
to the
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
The Secretary
(Hull) to
the British
(Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

17, 1938.
1988.
Washington, November 17,

I have the honor to
I
acknowledge the
your note
of today's
today's
to acknowledge
the receipt
receipt of
of your
note of
date setting out the position
the tariff
tariff treatment
treatment which
which
position with regard
regard to the
is accorded
accorded to goods of United
in certain
certain territories
territories under
under
United States
States origin
origin in
His Majesty's
Majesty's sovereignty,
sovereignty, suzerainty,
suzerainty, protection
protection or
or mandate.
mandate.
I note with pleasure
I
pleasure Your Excellency's
that there
there is
no
Excellency's statement that
is no
present
present intention of extending
extending preferential
preferential tariff treatment
treatment to
products
to products
in
m Aden, Gibraltar,
Gibraltar, the Straits
Settlements and
and Hong
Hong Kong
in addiaddiStraits Settlements
Kong in
tion to those mentioned
note.
mentioned in
in your
your note.
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
highest conconExcellency, the
the renewed
my highest
sideration.
His
Excellency
His Excellency
The Honorable
Honorable Sin
The
SIR RONALD
RONALD LINDSAY,
LINDSAY,
P. C.,
C., G.
G. C.
M. G.,
B., C.
C. V.
V. 0.,
0.,
P.
C. M.
G., K.
K. C.
C. B.,
British Ambassador.
British
Ambassador.

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL

The British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of State (Hul)
(Hull)
BRITISH EMBASSY,
BRITISH
EMBASSY,
Washington,
D. C.,
C., November
17th, 1938.
1988.
Washington, D.
November 17th,

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
YOU
EXCELLTENCY,
I have the honour to inform you that, as the result of
I
of conversations
conversations
which have taken place in the course of the negotiation
negotiation of the Trade
Agreement signed this day,
Agreement
ofthe
the U
nitedKingdom
Kingdom
day, the
the Government
Government of
United
will consult the parties to the
Rubber Regulation
Regulation
the International
International Rubber
Agreement
Agreement as to the possibility,
possibility, subject
to the
the main
main objects
of the
the
subject to
objects of
Agreement as set out in the Preamble
Preamble thereto not being
Agreement
prejudiced, of
being prejudiced,
of
amending the
Agreement so as
as to
to permit
permit the
the exportation
exportation of
of rubber
rubber
the Agreement
planting material to countries not parties
to it.
parties to
it.
I have the honour to be, with the highest consideration,
I
consideration, Sir,
Sir,
Your Excellency's
Excellency's most obedient,
obedient, humble
humble servant,
servant,
R.C.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R.
The
Honourable CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
The Honourable
Secretary of
of the
United States,
States,
Secretary
of State of
the United
Washington, D.
Washington,
D. C.
C.

The Secretary
Secretary of State (Hull) to the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT or
TATE,
OF S
STATE,
Washington,
November 17,
Washington, November
17, 1988.
1938.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your note of today's
today's
date informing
informing me that, as the result
of conversations
conversations which
which have
have
result of
taken place in the course
course of the negotiation
negotiation of
of the
the Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement
signed this day, the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom will consult
consult
International Rubber
Rubber Regulation
the parties to the International
Regulation Agreement
Agreement as to
the possibility,
possibility, subject to the main objects
objects of
the Agreement
Agreement as
as set
set
of the
out m the Preamble thereto not being prejudiced,
prejudiced, of amending
amending the
the
Agreement
Agreement so as to permit the
exportation of
rubber planting
planting material
material
the exportation
of rubber
to countries not parties to it.
it.
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IIhave taken note with pleasure
pleasure of Your Excellency's
Excellency's communication in the above sense.
Accept, Excellency,
assurances of my highest conExcellency, the renewed assurances
sideration.
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
His Excellency
Excellency
The Honorable
SIR RONALD
The
Honorable SIR
RONALD LINDSAY,
LINDSAY,
P. C., G. C. M. G., K. C. B., C. V.
V. 0.,
0.,
British
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.
The Secretary
Secretary of State (Hull)
(Hull) to the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE,
DEPARTMENT
STATE,
Washington, November 17, 1938.
Washington,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
During the course
course of the negotiation
negotiation of the Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement signed
signed
it has been explained
this day, it
explained that the fruit growers
growers of certain parts
of.the British Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Nations, together with the United
United
Kingdom producers, have for some time past cooperated
cooperated in an organization called the Empire Fruits Council, which has made
made arrangearrangements concerning
concerning the shipment
shipment of apples to the United Kingdom
market from
overseas, with
maintaining a
a stable and
from overseas,
with the
the object of maintaining
market
remunerative market
and of avoiding,
avoiding,
concerned and
market in the interests of all concerned
remunerative
either of oversupply
oversupply or of shorttemporary periods either
so far as possible, temporary
age. It
It is understood that British Empire producers of citrus fruits
represented on this Council.
are also represented
It has been represented
represented to me that the cooperation
cooperation of the exporting
It
interests in the United
apple..
only other major applewhich is
is the only
States, which
United States,
interests
orderly
exporting
assistance in securing the orderly
country, would be of great assistance
exporting country,
marketing of the
the apple crop and would be of no less benefit to them
marketing
than
inform you that the
than to the other suppliers. IIhave the honor to inform
Government
States of America
America inclines to the view
Government of the United States
that
in the
general interest that the
shipment of apples to the
the shipment
the general
is in
that it
it is
United
Kingdom market
planned as to avoid excessive
so planned
should be so
market should
United Kingdom
variations in supplies and prices, and that it
it will call the attention of
variations
United States
exporting interests
the desirability
cooperating
of their cooperating
desirability of
to the
interests to
States exporting
United
with the Empire
feasible
arrangements as may be feasible
Council in such arrangements
Empire Fruits Council
with
United Kingdom
Kingdom market.
apples to the United
supply of apples
the orderly supply
to assure the
In
the foregoing
connection, your attention
legislation
attention is invited to legislation
foregoing connection,
In the
approved June 10, 1933)
1933)
Congress, approved
in effect (Public No. 39, 73d Congress,
which
regulation of exports of apples (and pears)
pears)
the regulation
provides for the
which provides
from the
the United
quality. Under this
grade or quality.
on the basis of grade
States on
United States
from
Act, the
regulations which
which require
require
has issued regulations
Agriculture has
the Department
Department of Agriculture
Act,
that all
apples (and
shipped to
to foreign
foreign countries
countries meet certain
pears) shipped
(and pears)
all apples
that
export standards.
standards. The
these regulations
is to
make large
large shipshipto make
regulations is
effect of
of these
The effect
export
ments
fruit to
British or
other foreign
markets impossible.
foreign markets
or other
to British
of low-quality
low-quality fruit
ments of
I
that up
to the
the present
present no
similar arrangements
arrangements have
no similar
up to
I understand
understand that
been made
made for
for planning
planning the
the shipment
United
the United
to the
citrus fruits to
of citrus
shipment of
been
Kingdom market,
market, but
but that
producers have
have
Empire producers
British Empire
certain British
that certain
Kingdom
expressed
desire for
for some
some form
arrangement for
for the
the orderly
orderly marmarof arrangement
form of
a desire
expressed a
keting
of citrus
citrus fruits
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, with a
aview
avoiding
view to
to avoiding
fruits in
in the
keting of
disturbances
resulting from
sudden fluctuations
fluctuations in
in supplies. II have
from sudden
disturbances resulting
the
to inform
you that,
if the
supplying countries
(incountries (inprincipal supplying
the principal
that, if
inform you
the honor
honor to
cluding
foreign countries)
countries) should agree
arrangements
cooperate in arrangements
agree to cooperate
cluding foreign
for
the orderly
orderly supply
supply of
of citrus
United Kingdom
Kingdom market,
to the United
citrus fruits to
for the
the Government
Government of
America would
attencall the !ittenwould call
States of America
United States
of the
the United
the
tion
United States
States exporters
exporters to
desirability of
cooperating in any
of cooperating
the desirability
to the
of United
tion of
feasible arrangements
arrangements to this end.
feasible

Stat. 123.
123.
48 Stat.
U. S.
C. if
881i 58177 U.
S. C.
589.
589.
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of this
to renew
renew to
Excellency the
the
IIavail
avail myself
myself of
this opportunity
opportunity to
to Your
Your Excellency
assurances
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
assurances of
of my
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Excellency
His Excellency
The
SIR RONALD
LINDSAY,
The Honorable
Honorable SIR
RONALD LINDSAY,
P. C.,
C., G.
C. M.
K. C.
B., C.
C. V.
V. 0.,
0.,
P.
G. C.
M. G.,
G., K.
C. B.,
British, Ambassador.
Ambassador.
British

The British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary
(Hull)
Secretary of State (Hull)
BRITISH
EMBASSY,
BRITISH EMBASSY,

Washington, D. C., November 17th, 1938.
1938.
Washington,

YOUR
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
I have the honour
I
honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your Note of
of
to-day's date concerning
marketing of apples and citrus
fruits,
concerning the marketing
citrus fruits,
and to confirm
confirm. Your Excellency's
Excellency's understanding
understanding of the position as
as
therein set out.
IIhave taken note with pleasure
pleasure of the information
information and assurances
assurances
conveyed
conveyed to me in Your Excellency's
Excellency's communication.
communication.
I have the honour to be, with the
I
the highest
highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Sir,
Your Excellency's
Rxcellency's most obedient, humble servant,
R. C.
R.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
Honourable CORDELL
The Honourable
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary
of the United
Secretary of State o
United States,
Washington, D.
D. C.
C.
Washington,

The Secretary
Secretary of State (Hull)
(Huli) to the British
British Ambassador (Lindsay)
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE,
STATE,

p. 1900.
Ante, p.
1WO.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

Washington, November 17, 1938.

IIhave
the honor
state, with reference
reference to Article IV of the Trade
have the
honor to
to state,
Trade
Agreement signed this day, that in the event of the Government
Government of
regulate, in connection
the United Kingdom
Kingdom deciding to regulate
connection with
with a
a recomrecommendation of the International
International Beef Conference,
Conference, imports of any type
of beef or veal, including
including offals thereof, imported from the United
United
States of America, the Government
Government of the United States of America
America
would not claim for such products any freedom from quantitative
quantitative
a right would otherwise
regulation to which a
otherwise exist by virtue
virtue of
of the
the proprovisions
Article IV.
IV.
visions of
of the said
said Article
It
understanding that the Government
It is my understanding
Government of the United Kingdom would not impose any regulation
regulation of imports in the circumstances
described
described in the foregoing
foregoing paragraph
the countries
countries
paragraph unless exports from the
represented on the Conference
Conference were being
being regulated
regulated by the countries
concerned in accordance
accordance with plans approved
concerned
approved by the Government
Government of
of
the United Kingdom, and that before
before imposing such quantitative
regulation the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
consult
Kingdom would
would consult
with the Government
Government of the United
America regarding
United States
States of America
regarding the
proposed
proposed action.
action.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
ation.
CORDELL EHULL
HULL
CORDELL
His Excellency
His
Excellency
The Honorable
Honorable S
IR RONALD
RONALD LNDAY,
LINDSAY,
SIB
P. C., G.
P.
G. C.
C. M.
M. G.,
G., K. C.
C. B.,
B., C.
C. V.
V. 0.,
O.,
British
British Ambassador.
Ambassador.
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The British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay) to the Secretary of State (Hull)
(Hull)
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRITISH
Washington.,
Washington, D.
D. C., November 17th, 1938.

YOUR
YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
IIhave the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt of your Note of to-day's
reference to Article
Article IV of the Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement
date informing me, with reference
Government of the United
United
signed this day, that in the event of the Government
Kingdom deciding
deciding to.
to regulate, in connexion
connexion with a
arecommendation
recommendation
of the International
International Beef Conference,
Conference, imports of any type of beef or
veal,
including offals thereof, imported
imported from the United States of
veal, including
America, the Government
United States of America
America would not
America,
Government of the United
to
freedom from quantitative
quantitative regulation
regulation to
claim for such products any freedom
provisions of the
which a
aright would otherwise
otherwise exist by virtue of the provisions
which
said Article IV.
pleasure of Your Excellency's
Excellency's communicacommunicanote with pleasure
IIhave
have taken note
honour to confirm your
your undersense, and
and have
have the honour
tion in
in the above sense,
Kingdom would not
standing that the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
standing
impose any regulation
regulation of imports in the circumstances
circumstances described in
impose
paragraph unless exports
the foregoing
foregoing paragraph
exports from the countries represented
represented
concerned
by the
the countries
countries concerned
regulated by
Conference were
were being regulated
on the
the Conference
United
Government of the United
with plans approved
approved by the Government
in accordance
accordance with
Kingdom, and that
imposing such quantitative
quantitative regulation
regulation
that before imposing
Kingdom,
the Government of the United Kingdom
Kingdom would consult with the
regarding the proposed
Government of the United
United States of America regarding
proposed
Government
action.
highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
honour to be, with the highest
IIhave the honour
Your
Excellency's most
most obedient,
obedient, humble
humble servant,
servant,
Your Excellency's
R.C.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R.
The
Honourable CORDELL
HULL,
CORDELL HULL,
The Honourable
Secretary of
States,
United States,
the United
of State of the
Secretary
Washington,
D. C.
C.
Washington, D.
The
British Ambassador
(Lindsay) to
Secretary of
of State (Hull)
to the Secretary
Ambassador (Lindsay)
The British
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRITISH

Washington, D.
D. C.,
17th, 1938.
1938.
November 17th,
C., November
Washington,

YOUR EXCELLENCY,
EXCELLENCY,
YOUR
With
the discussions
place in concontaken place
have taken
which have
discussions which
to the
reference to
With reference
nexion
negotiation of the
Trade Agreement
Agreement signed this day
the Trade
the negotiation
nexion with the
concerning
determining dutiable value in
of determining
methods of
and methods
the bases
bases and
concerning the
the United
United Kingdom
United States
States of America
America and the
and the United
Kingdom and
the
desirability
in so
so far
far as
possible, any
any uncertainties
uncertainties in
as possible,
of removing,
removing, in
desirability of
respect
these matters,
matters, IIhave
have to
to assure
you that
Government of
that the
the Government
assure you
of these
respect of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom will
be ready
ready to
to afford
to the
the
full opportunity
opportunity to
afford full
will be
the
Government of
United States for
between reprereprefor consultation
consultation between
the United
of the
Government
sentatives
Governments concerning
concerning general
general problems of
the two
two Governments
of the
sentatives of
valuation as
well as specific
difficulties of
application which may
of application
specific difficulties
as well
valuation
arise from time
time.
time to
to time.
arise
I
hearing from
you that
that the
Government
the Government
from you
appreciate hearing
much appreciate
should much
I should
of
the United
States will
be ready
afford opportunity
opportunity for
for
to afford
ready to
will likewise
likewise be
United States
of the
such consultation.
consultation.
I
have the
honour to
consideration, Sir,
the highest
highest consideration,
with the
to be,
be, with
the honour
I have
Your Excellency's
most obedient,
servant,
humble servant,
obedient, humble
Excellency's most
Your
R.C.
C.LINDSAY
LINDSAY
R.
The
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
Honourable CORDELL
The Honourable
Secretary of
of State
State of
the United
United States,
of the
Secretary
Washington, D.
C.
Washington,
D. C.

Anl

Ante,, p.
p.

1900.
1900.
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The Secretary
State (Tru,11)
to the
the British
British Ambassador
Ambassador (Lindsay)
(Lindsay)
(Hul) to
of State
The
Secretary of

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

DEPARTMENT
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT OF
Washington,
Washington, November 17, 1938.

have the
the honor
honor to
receipt of your note of today's
to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt
IIhave
date in
which have taken
reference is made to the discussions which
in which
which reference
date
place
in connection
connection with
with the
negotiation of
the Trade
Agreement
Trade Agreement
of the
the negotiation
place in
signed
this day concerning
concerning the
determining
bases and methods of determining
the bases
signed this
Kingdom and the United States of
dutiable value in the United Kingdom
America and the desirability
desirability of removing, in so far as possible, any
any
uncertainties in
in. respect of
of these matters.
afford full opporopporGovernment will be ready to afford
your Government
that your
You state that
tunity
consultation between
representatives of the two GovernGovernbetween representatives
for consultation
tunity for
ments
general problems
problems of valuation
valuation as well as specific
specific
ments concerning,
concerning general
difficulties of
application which
which may arise from time to time.
of application
difficulties
I
Government of the United
you that the Government
assure you
I have
have the
the honor to assure
States will
will likewise
afford full opportunity
opportunity for consultalikewise be ready to afford
States
tion
between representatives
concerning these
Governments concerning
representatives of the two Governments
tion between
matters.
assurances of my highest considAccept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
Excellency, the renewed
Accept,
eration.

Excellency
His Excellency

The
Honorable SBI
SIR RONALD
LINDSAY,
The Honorable
RONALD LINDSAY
P.
0. M.
0.,
K. C. B., C. V. 0.,
P. C., G.
G. C.
M. G.,
G., K.
British.
Ambassador.
BritishAmbassador.

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
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CUBA-RECIPROCAL
CUBA—
RECIPROCAL TRADE-DEC.
TRADE— DEC.18,
18, 1939
1939

Supplementary
agreement and
and an accompanying
accompanying protocol between the
Supplementary agreement

and Cuba respecting
States of America and
United States
United
respecting reciprocal
reciprocal trade.
trade.
Signed at
at Washington
1939; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
Washington December 18, 1939;
President
of the United
United States
States December 19, 1939;
1989; proclaimed
President
proclaimed by the President
of the Republic of Cuba
Cuba December 22, 1939; proclamations
proclamations exchanged
at Habana
Habana December 22, 1939;
1939; supplementary
supplementary proclamation
proclamation by the
at
the
President of the United States December
President
elective December
December 22, 1989;
1939; efective
December
23, 1939.
1939. .And
And exchange
exchange of notes.
notes.

1997

December l8,
18, 1939
December
939
1
[E. A.
S. No.
No. 165]
65]
[E
A.S.

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED S
STATES

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
W
HEREAS it
is provided
provided in
in the
the Tariff
Act of
of 1930
of the
the Congress
Congress
WHEREAS
it is
Tariff Act
1930 of
America, as amended by the Act of June
of the United States of America,
June 12,
1934, entitled "AN ACT To amend
Tariff Act of
of 1930"
(48 Stat.
Stat.
amend the Tariff
1930" (48
943),
Resolution of Con943), which amending Act was
was extended
extended by
by Joint
Joint Resolution
Congress, approved
approved March
March 1,
24), as follows:
follows:
1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24),

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding
expanding foreign
foreign markets
products of the United
United States
States (as a
means of
of assisting
for the products
a means
assisting in
in
the present emergency
emergency in restoring the American
American standard
standard of
of
living, in overcoming
overcoming domestic unemployment
unemployment and the
present
the present
economic depression,
increasing the
the purchasing
purchasing power
of the
the
economic
depression, in
in increasing
power of
American public, and
American
and in
in establishing
establishing and maintaining
maintaining aa better
relationship
branches of American
relationship among various branches
American agriculture,
agriculture,
admission of
of
industry, mining, and
and commerce)
commerce) by
by regulating
regulating the
the admission
States in accordance
accordance with the
foreign goods into the United States
characteristics
various branches
of American
American proprocharacteristics and needs of various
branches of
duction
be made
available to
to those
those
duction so that foreign
foreign markets
markets will be
made available
branches of American production
production which
which require
require and are capable
corresponding market
of developing
developing such outlets by affording
affording corresponding
market
opportunities for
products in the United
United States, the
opportunities
for foreign
foreign products
whenever he finds as a
afact that any existing duties or
or
President, whenever
foreign
other import restrictions
restrictions of the
the United
United States
States or any foreign
restricting the
country are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
the foreign
foreign trade
of
States and
and that
declared will
will be
be
of the
the United
United States
that the
the purpose
purpose above
above declared
promoted
specified, is authorized
authorized from
from
promoted by the means
means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
time—
to timetime to
"(1) To
agreements with
foreign
"(1)
To enter
enter into foreign
foreign trade agreements
with foreign
governments
governments or
or instrumentalities
instrumentalities thereof;
thereof; and
"(2)
"(2) To proclaim such modifications
modifications of existing duties and
and
other import
or such
such additional
additional import
restrictions,
other
import restrictions,
restrictions, or
import restrictions,
or such
such continuance,
continuance, and
for such
minimum periods,
existing
or
and for
such minimum
periods, of
of existing
customs
or excise
treatment of
any article
article covered
covered by
by foreign
foreign
of any
customs or
excise treatment
trade agreements,
carry out
out
trade
agreements, as
as are
are required
required or
or appropriate
appropriate to
to carry

Preamble.
Preamble.

19 U. S.
S. CI.
135119
C. II
If 13511354; Supp. V,
V, § 1352.
1352.
Ante, p. 107.
Ante,

1998

33 Stat.
Btat. 2136.
2M38.

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
SPAT.
[54

any
that the
has entered
entered into
into
any foreign
foreign trade
trade agreement
agreement that
the President
President has
hereunder.
No
proclamation
shall
be
made
increasing
or
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or dedecreasing
than 50
per centum
centum any
any existing
existing rate
rate of
duty
creasing by
by more
more than
50 per
of duty
or transferring
any article
between the
the dutiable
and free
free lists.
lists.
or
transferring any
article between
dutiable and
The
proclaimed
duties
and
other
import
restrictions
shall
apply
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to
the growth,
or manufacture
of all
all foreign
foreign
to articles
articles the
growth, produce,
produce, or
manufacture of
countries,
whether
imported
directly,
or
indirectly:
Provided,
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That
the President
President may
suspend the
the application
application to
to articles
articles the
That the
may suspend
the
growth, produce,
produce, or manufacture
manufacture of any country because of its
discriminatory
treatment of American
American commerce
of
discriminatory treatment
commerce or because
because of
other
acts
or
policies
which
in
his
opinion
tend
to
defeat
the
other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the
purposes set
forth in
in this
this section;
section; and
and the
the proclaimed
proclaimed duties
duties and
and
purposes
set forth
other
import
restrictions
shall
be
in
effect
from
and
after
such
other import restrictions shall be in effect from and after such
time
may at
at
time as is
is specified
specified in
in the
the proclamation.
proclamation. The
The President
President may
any
time
terminate
any
such
proclamation
in
whole
or
in
part.
any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part.
"(b)
shall be
be construed
to prevent
prevent
"(b) Nothing
Nothing in
in this
this section
section shall
construed to
application, with respect to rates
rates of duty
duty established
established under
under
the application,
this section pursuant
pursuant to agreements
countries other than
agreements with countries
Cuba, of the provisions
provisions of the treaty
treaty of commercial
commercial reciprocity
reciprocity
concluded between
United States
Republic of Cuba
between the United
States and the Republic
on
11, 1902,
1902, or
preclude giving
giving effect to an
an. exclusive
on December
December 11,
or to
to preclude
agreement with Cuba concluded
agreement
modifying
concluded under this section, modifying
the existing preferential
preferential customs treatment of any article the
growth, produce, or manufacture
manufacture of Cuba: Provided,
Provided, That the
duties payable on such an article
article shall in no case be increased
increased or
decreased
decreased by more than
than 50 per centum of the duties
duties now payable
payable
thereon."
thereon."

W HEREAS, pursuant
pursuant to
said Tariff
Act of
of 1930,
1930, as
as amended,
WHEREAS,
to the
the said
Tariff Act
amended,
an exclusive and preferential
preferential Trade Agreement
Agreement was entered
entered into
between
between the United
United States
States of America and the Republic
Republic of Cuba on
on
49 s§tat.
Stat. 86u.
8559.
August 24,
Agreement IIdid make public
24, 1934, which Agreement
publics by my proclaproclamation of August 24, 1934,
1934, and which Agreement
Agreement is now in force
countries;
between the two countries;
WHEREAS
W HEREAS I, Franklin
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United
United States
States
of America, have found as a
a fact
fact that certain existing duties
duties and other
import restrictions
restrictions of the United States of America
America and the Republic
restricting the foreign
of Cuba are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
foreign trade of the
United States of America and that the purpose declared
declared in
in. the said
48 stat.
Stat. 943;
Stat. Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
4s
93; 50 stat.
amended
by
the
said
Act of June
June 12, 1934,
1934, as
24.
19
U. S.. C.
44 135l1351- extended by the said Joint Resolution
i9
u.
c.
a
Resolution
of
Congress,
approved
March
1,
Congress, approved
1,
132.
1354; Supp.
Sapp. V, § 1352.
Ante,
Ante. p.107
p. 10. .
1937, will be promoted by a
a trade agreement
agreement to supplement
supplement and amend
amend
the exclusive and preferential
preferential Trade Agreement
Agreement entered into between
between
the United States of America
and
the
Republic of Cuba on August 24,
America
1934;
1934;

WHEBEAS,
reasonable public
W
EIRREAS, reasonable
public notice of the intention to negotiate
such supplementary
trade
agreement was given and the views presupplementary
agreement
negotiation of such agreement
sented by persons
persons interested
interested in
in: the negotiation
agreement
were
were received
ceived and considered!.
considered
,

54
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1939

WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, after seeking and obtaining
obtaining information
information and
and advice
advice with
with

respect thereto from the United States Tariff Commission,
Commission, the
the DepartDepartCommerce, and
ments of State, Agriculture,
Agriculture, and Commerce,
from
other
sources,
and from other sources,
II entered into an exclusive and preferential
preferential Trade
Agreement
on
Trade Agreement on
December 18, 1939, through my duly
Plenipotentiary,
duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiary,
Republic of Cuba, through
with the President of the Republic
through his
his duly
duly ememPlenipotentiary, to supplement
powered Plenipotentiary,
supplement and
amend
the
exclusive
and amend the exclusive
preferential Trade Agreement
and preferential
into between
between the
the two
two
Agreement entered
entered into
countries on August 24, 1934,
1934, which supplementary
supplementary Agreement,
Agreement, inincluding an accompanying
accompanying Protocol, in
and
Spanish
lanin the
the English
English and Spanish languages, is in words and figures as
as follows:
follows:

1999

2000
Text.
Text.

49 Stat. 3359.
49
tat. 559.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

The President of the United
United States of America and the President of
the
Republic
of
Cuba,
being
desirous of
still further
further the
the
the Republic of Cuba, being desirous
of strengthening
strengthening still
traditional bonds
friendship and
and commerce
between their
respective
traditional
bonds of
of friendship
commerce between
their respective
countries by
maintaining the
the basis
basis of
of reciprocal
reciprocal preferential
preferential treatment
treatment
countries
by maintaining
in
their
commercial
relations,
and
of
making
certain
changes
in the
the
in their commercial relations, and of making certain changes in
provisions
of
the
trade
agreement
between
the
United
States
of
Amerprovisions of the trade agreement between the United States of AmerWashington on August 24,
24,
ica and the
the Republic
Republic of Cuba signed
signed at Washington
1934, have
1934,
to conclude
conclude a,
for that
that
have resolved
resolved to
a stpplementary
supplementary agreement
agreement for
purpose and have, through their respective
Plenipotentiaries, agreed
purpose
respective Plenipotentiaries,
agreed
on the following Articles:
Articles:
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE

Items amended.
amended.

Stat. 3s7,
3576, 3682,
1.
Items 58-0,
98-B,165-C,
165-0, 225,
and 270-G
225, 256-I)
256-D and
270-G of
of Schedule
Schedule II
49 St.
3S58
1. Items
58-C, 98-B,
3608,
3616,, 3622,
3628. of
Agreement of
of August
August 24,
1934, are
are amended
amended to
to read
read as
as follows:
follows:
masee
3Q362a
of the
the Agreement
24, 1934,

Tariff
Tariff
Item
Item

Articles
Description of
of Articles

Column 11
Minimum Column
Column 2
2
Minimnm
preferential Maximum
Maximum
preferential
reduction
of
reduction
rates of
Spaduty. Spa
to the
eine rates in
United dfic
States
Cuban pesos
pesos
States
Cuban

58-C
58-0

specifically classified
classified, ininIn articles of
of all
all kinds not
not specifically
cluding refrigerators
ice, T_
_100 Kgs.
cluding
refrigerators which
which use ice,
T -___-100

45%
45%

3.
3. 30
30

98-B

Chemical products
products not
classified, when
when
not specifically
specifically classified,
containers, including
in small containers,
including baking powder
powder or
or
artificial leavening,
leavening, G.
artificial
G. W.
T --------...---- Kg.
Kg.
W. T

40%
40%

0.
042
0. 042

wood, including
including spruce
spruce (Picea
(Picea sp.),
Other ordinary wood,
sp.),
form, in logs,
regardless of size
size or
or form,
logs or
or rough
rough sawn
or unpinned,
strips, G. W
unplaned, but excluding
excluding strips,
--_100
W_
100 Kgs.

20%
20%

0.
0. 20

165-C

225
225-A
225-B

256-D
270-G

Mechanical
combination refrigerators
refrigerators and
Mechanical combination
and other
other machines and apparatus
apparatus not
industrial use and
not for
for industrial
specifically classified:
not specifically
classified:
Mechanical
combination refrigerators
Mechanical combination
refrigerators of all kinds,
valorem
Ad valorem
apparatus not for industrial
Other machinery
machinery and
and apparatus
Industrial
use and not specifically
including loose
specifically classified,
classified, including
accessories for the
parts and accessories
the same,.-Ad
same,.. ..Ad valorem
valorem

30%
30%

11. 9%
11.9%

30%

15. 06%
15.96%

Of oats
oats, including
Including oats prepared
food (rolled oats),
oats),
prepared for food
G.
---------.......
100
G. W-..--.--W
100 Kg.
Ks.
Salmon,
T -----.----.............-------Salmon, T
- Kg.

207
20
35%
35i,

1. 30
0. 1.30
0.
O. 039

54
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El Presidente de los Estados Unidos de America
Am6rica y
y el Presidente
Presidente de
la Reptiblica
Repdblica de Cuba, deseosos de estrechar
aun mSs
estrechar aim
mas los lazos
lazos tradirespectivos paises
cionales de amistad y
paises mediante
cionales
y comercio
comercio entre sus respectivos
el mantenimiento
mantenimiento de la base del trato preferencial
preferencial reciproco
reciproco en sus
relaciones comerciales,
comerciales, y
efectuar cierta,s
modificaciones en las
relaciones
y de efectuar
ciertas modificaciones
estipulaciones
entre los Estados Unidos de
estipulaciones del convenio comercial entre
firmado en Washington
Washington el 24 de
America y
y la ReptIblica
Repdblica de Cuba, firmado
agosto de 1934, ban
concluir un convenio
con.venio suplementario
han resuelto concluir
suplementario a
a ese
y han acordado por medio de sus respectivos
re,spectivos Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios
objeto y
los siguientes articulos:
ARTICULO II
ARTICULO
1.—Las Partidas 58-C,
58—C, 98-B,
98—B,165—C,
270—Cr, de la
la
165-C, 225, 256—D
256-D yy 270-G,
1.-Las
Convenio de
modificadas y
y
de agosto
agosto de 1934, quedan modificadas
de 24 de
Lista I
I del Convenio
redactadas
de
la
siguiente
manera:
manera:
siguiente
redactadas

Partida
Partida

58-C
98-B
98-B

165-C
165-C

225
225
225-A
225-A
225-B
225-B

256-D
256-D
270-G
270-G

Descripcion de los ArtIcnios
Descripci6n
Articulos

Columns 22
Derechos
Derechos
Columns I1 mAximos
miximos de
Columns
ReducciOn
aduana.
aduana.
Reducci6n
preferencial
Derechos
preferencial Derechos
minima a
a especificos
especlflcos
los
pesos
en pesos
los Estados on
Unidos
Unidos
cubanos

tarifados especialEn articulos
artlculos de todas clases no tarifados
mente, incluyendo
neveras para uso de hielo,
las neveras
mente,
incluyendo las
45%
3. 30
T_
45%
30
--------------- 100 Kgs.
T.--------------Productos quimicos
especialmente,
no tarifados
tarifados especialmente,
quimicos no
Productos
cuando
envases menores, inclusive el
cuando vengan en envases
baking
artificial, P. B. T
T-.-.
levadura artificial,
powder oolevadura
baking powder
40%
0. 042
40%
042
100 Kgs.
Las
demas maderas ordinarias,
incluyendo el abeto
ordinarias, incluyendo
Las demas
tamafo oo forma,
(Picea sp.),
sp.), en cualquier
cualquier tamaiio
forma, en
troncos o
aserrada en bruto o
o sin cepillar
cepillar pero
o aserrada
20%
0. 20
excluyendo las
las cintas,
cintas, P.
P. B
B---------- 100 Kgs.
Kgs.
20%
excluyendo
Refrigeradores
y las
las
mecanica y
combinaci6n mectinica
Refrigeradores de combinacion
demSs mAquinas
sean para
pars uso
uso
no sean
aparatos que
que no
maquinas y
y aparatos
demos
industrial y
tarifados especialmente:
especialmente:
y no tarifados
industrial
Refrigeradores de combinaci6n
combinachin mecanica
mecanica de todas
Refrigeradores
30% 11. 9%
clases,
Ad
30%
9%
Ad valorem
valorem
clases,------------------------Las demas
demas maquinas
Bean para
no sean
que no
y aparatos
aparatos que
m&quinas y
Las
uso
no tarifados
tarifados especialmente,
especialmente, ininy no
industrial y
uso industrial
cluyendo
las piezas
Buenas y
pars los
accesorios para
y accesorios
piezas sueltas
cluyendo las
30%
mismos,.. ---------------------- Ad valorem
valorem
30% 15. 9%
98%
mismos,
De
la avena
avena preparada
preparada para
para aliinclusive la
avena, inclusive
De avena,
20%
1.30
mento (rolled
(rolled oats),
oats), P. B
100 Kgs.
30
B..-------------100
mento
35%
0.039
Salmon, T----------------T
lg.0.
039
k.g.
--------Salm6n,

In 1.

2002
2002
Additional
Additional items.
49 Stat.
Btat. 3576.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

2.
Item 64
—B of
Schedule I
the Agreement
of August
August 24,
2. Item
64-B
of Schedule
I of
of the
Agreement of
24, 1934,
shall be
be designated
item 64
—C and
and the
the following
additional items
items shall
shall
shall
designated item
64-C
following additional
be inserted
in the
numerical order:
be
inserted in
in the
the said
said Schedule
Schedule in
the proper
proper numerical
order:

Tariff
Tariff
Item

Description
Articles
Description of
of Articles

64-B
64-B
78
78
78-D
78-D

78-E
102-G

147-E
244-D
244-D
270-I
inserted.
Note inserted.
49 Stat. 3622.

Stat. a80.
NM.
49 stat.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Column 11
Minimum
Minimum
preferential
preferential
reduction
reduction
to
to the
the
United
United
States
States

Submarine cables
of all
all kinds,
elsewhere specispeciSubmarine
cables of
kinds, not
not elsewhere
fied,
T
Kgs.
--- 100
100 Kgs.
fied, T----------------------Resins
and gums:
Resins and
gums:
Reclaimed rubber
rubber in
sheets, T.--100
T.._ _100 Kgs.
Kgs.
Reclaimed
in lumps
lumps or
or sheets,
NOTE:
There shall
be classified
reclaimed rubber
rubber
NOTE: There
shall be
classified as
as reclaimed
that which
obtained by
by the
melting or
purifying
that
which is
is obtained
the melting
or purifying
of
scrap vulcanized
vulcanized rubber
and which
of scrap
rubber and
which contains
contains aa
quantity
of combined
and other
properties
quantity of
combined sulphur
sulphur and
other properties
characteristic of
of reclaimed
rubber, provided
provided that
that
characteristic
reclaimed rubber,
the
chemical analysis
analysis shows
it
the corresponding
corresponding chemical
shows that
that it
is reclaimed
not natural
natural rubber
rubber directly
is
reclaimed and
and not
directly vulvulcanized.
canized.
Vulcanized
smooth, corVulcanized rubber or gutta-percha,
gutta-percha, smooth,
rugated or grooved,
imported as
grooved, in rolls or sheets, imported
material for the manufacture
manufacture of articles,
Kg.
raw material
articles, T_
T-Kg.
The residue products of the refining
refining of animal fats
which contain more than 60 percent
percent of free fatty
acids, provided
provided they
are imported
they are
imported by
by the indusindustrialists
be employed
exclusively in
in
trialists themselves
themselves to
to be
employed exclusively
mining and that their
their employment
employment is guaranteed
guaranteed
manner established
established or
or
under oath in the usual manner
established by the
the Treasury
Treasury Dewhich may be established
partment,
100 Kgs.
partment, G. W
W------- -------------__100
Kgs.
Fabrics of the hair or fleece
fleece of the angora goat
goat (mo(mohair) mixed with cotton,
cotton, rayon or both, in the
piece or not
Ad valorem
valorem
piece
not made
made up ---------_Ad
Peanut
containers of not over one pound,
Peanut butter in containers
T .---....
..----------Kg.
Mackerel, T
Mackerel,
Kg.
T----------- .................
Kg.

Column 2
2
Column
Maximum
Maximum
rates of
of
rates
duty. Spe.
Sipe
duty.
chic
idfe rates in
in
Cuban
pesos
Cuban pesos

50%
50%

1. 50
50

30%
30%

0. 70
0.70

35%
35%

0715
00. 0715

20%
20%

0. 20
20

40%
40%

16. 25%
16.25%

20%
20%
30%
30%

0. 144
0.
144
0.
0. 028
028

Agreement of August 24, 1934 is hereby
3. Schedule II of the Agreement
hereby
amended by inserting after
after item 253-B the following:
NOTE:
N
OTE: The tariff treatment
treatment of rice of United
United States
States origin
imported into Cuba
Cuba may be modified
modified by the Government
Government of the
Republic
Republic of Cuba with
with the consent of the Government
Government of the
United States of America
America notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
provisions of
II of this Agreement
Article II
Agreement and of items 253-A
253 —
A and 253-B
253 —
B of
this Schedule.
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE
II

Addition to note.
49 Stat. 3636.

50 Stat. 904.
904.
711.8.
7 U. S. C., Supp. V.
H 1111-1L22.
1111-1122.
Post,
pPot, pp. 2654,267&
26M.276.

1. Item 501 of Schedule II
1.
II of the Agreement
Agreement of August 24, 1934,
1934, is
adding the following
following additional paragraphs
paragraphs to the note
amended by adding
to the said item:
If, at any time after the issuance of aapublic notice
notice pursuant
pursuant to
the provisions of the preceding
President of the
the
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, the President
United States of America gives public
public notice that the suspension
suspension
1937, which
which he proclaimed
on
of title II of the Sugar Act of 1937
proclaimed on
September 11,
terminated, the rates of
11 1939, has been or will be terminated,
of
duty on articles enumerated and described
described in item 501 of this
Schedule, entered,
Schedule,
entered, orwithdrawn
or withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption
consumption
on or after the day following
following the filing
filing of
of such
such public notice with
the Division
Division of Federal Register
Register of the United States National

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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2.-La Partida 64-B de la Lista IIdel Convenio
Convenio de 24 de agosto de
siguientes Partidas adicionales
y las siguientes
designada Partida 64-C, y
1934, sera designada
adicionalea
serttn
insertadas en dicha Lista en el orden
orden num6rico
numeric° correspondiente:
correspondiente:
serin insertadas

Partida

6464-BB

78
78-D
78- D

Descripciln de los Articulos
DescripelEn
Artieulos

Columns 2
2
Columna
Dereebos
Derechos
1 mtiximos
mIximos de
Columna
Columns 1
Redueoion
aduana.
Reduocion
preferencial Derechos
Derechos
preferenclal
minima
espeelticos
minima a especlficos
los Estados
Estados
en pesos
en
pesos
los
Unidos
oubanos
cubanos
Unidos

Cables submarinos
submarinos de todas
todas clases, para
para los cuales
cuales
T---------100
no se provee
provee en otra parte, T
__100 Kgs.
Resinas y
y gomas:
T-100 Kgs.
Cauchd regenerado
regenerado en masas o
planchas, T_100
o planchas,

50%
50%

1. 50
50
1.

30%
30%

0.
70
0.70

35%
35%

0. 0715
0.

20%
20%

0.
20
0.20

40%
40%

16.25%
16. 25%

20%
20%
30%
30%

0. 144
0.
144
0. 028
0.

regenerado, el
NOTA: Se clasificarl
clasificara como cauchd regenerado,
obtenido por la fusi6n o
o purificacion
desperdipurificaci6n de desperdivulcanizado, y
y que
manufactura de cauchd vulcanizado,
cios de manufactura
y
combinado y
contenga una cantidad
cantidad de azufre
azufre combinado
contenga
cauchd recaracterfsticas del cauchd
propiedades caracteristicas
otras propiedades
generado, siempre y
cuando que mediante
mediante el
y cuando
generado,
analisis
qufmico correspondiente
determine
correspondiente se determine
analisis quImico
directacauchd natural directay no cauchd
regenerado y
que es regenerado
mente vulcanizado.
vulcanizado.
78-E
78-E

102-G
102-G

147-E
147-E
244- D
244-D
270-I
270-I

Cauchd o
o gutapercha
corrugagutapercha vulcanizados, lisos, corrugaCauchd
o planchas,
planchas, importados
estriados, en rollos o
importados
dos oo estriados,
como
manufactura de
materia prima para la manufactura
como materia
artfculos,
------- Kg.
T------------------articulos, T
refinaci6n de grasas aniLos residuos producto de la refinacion
acidos
60% de &ides
males, que contengan mas del 60%
grasos
importen por los
que se importen
siempre que
libres, siempre
grasos libres,
exclusipropios industriales
industriales para ser empleados
empleados exclusipropios
vamente en la mineria
minerfa y
y que su empleo
empleo se garantice
juramento en la forma
forma usual establecida
establecida
tice bajo juramento
establezca por la Secretaria
Secretarfa de Hacienda,
Hacienda,
oo que
que se establezca
P. B-----------------------------100
B_
100 Kgs.
Kgs.
P.
Tejidos de pelo o
o lana de cabra de angora
angora (mohair)
Tejidos
o ambos, en
mezclados
aIgod6n o
o raydn
en
ray6n o
mezclados con algod6n
valorem
piezas o
o sin confeccionar,
_Ad valorem
confeccionar,------..---Ad
una
Mantequilla de manf
mayores de una
mani en envases no mayores
Mantequilla
Kg.
libra,
T
libra, T..----------------------------Escombro (mackerel),
T -------------------- Kg.
(mackerel), T
Escombro

3.-La
agosto de 1934 queda
queda enmenenrnende 24 de agosto
del Convenio de
I del
Lista I
3.-La Lista
siguiente:
dada anadiendo
253-B lo siguiente:
despues de la Partida 253-B
afiadiendo despues
dada
NOTA: El
trato arancelario
arancelario aplicable
aplicable al arroz originario
originario de
El trato
NOTA:
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos a
su importacien
podra ser modiCuba, podra
importaci6n en Cuba,
a su
los
ficado
por el
Gobiemo de
Republica de Cuba con el consenticonsentide la Repdblica
el Gobierno
ficado por
miento
del Gobiemo
Estados Unidos
America, no
Unidos de America,
los Estados
de los
Gobierno de
miento del
obstante
lo estipulado
en el
el Artfculo
de este Convenio
Convenio y
y en
II de
Articulo II
estipulado en
obstante lo
las
253-B de esta Lista.
y 253-B
253-A y
las Partidas 253-A
ARTICULO II
II
ARTICULO
1.-La
Partida 501
de la
Lista II
del Convenio
de 24
24 de
de agosto
de
agosto de
Convenio de
II del
la Lista
501 de
1.-La Partida
queda
modificada
mediante
la
inclusion
de
los
siguientes
'Arraparrasiguientes
los
de
la
inclusi6n
queda modificada mediante
fos adicionales
Nota aa dicha Partida:
a la Nota
adicionales a
fos
Si,
posterior a
notificacion pdblica
ptiblica
la notificaci6n
a la
momento posterior
cualquier moment.°
en cualquier
Si, en
prevista
en las
del parrafo
plank) precedente,
precedente, el PresiPresiestipulaciones del
las estipulaciones
prevista en
dente
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
aviso pdblico
pliblico de
diera aviso
America thera
de America
de los
dente de
que
la suspension
de 1937,
1937, por
por
Azucarera de
Ley Azucarera
la Ley
II de
de la
Titulo II
del Titulo
suspensi6n del
que la
el
prodarnada el
11 de
septiembre de
de 1939,
1939, ha sido
sido oosera termide septiembre
el 11
61 proclamada
nada,
los adeudos
adeudos aplicables
aplicables a
artfculos enumerados
enumerados y
ydescritos
a los articulos
nada, los
en
Partida 501
esta Lista,
Lista, importados
extrafdos de almacen
almacen
o extrafdos
importados o
de esta
501 de
la Partida
en la
y admitidos
del dfa
registro
siguiente al mistro
dia siguiente
despues del
en oo despues
a consumo
consumo en
admitidos a
y
de tal
tal aviso
aviso pdblico
la Divisi6n
Divisien de
de Registro
de los
los
Federal de
Registro Federal
en la
pdblico en
de
1934,
1934,

2004
2004

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

Archives, shall
determined without
regard to
to the
provisions
the provisions
without regard
be determined
shall be
Archives,
of
the
preceding
paragraph
which
shall
thereafter
cease
to
have any
any
have
to
cease
thereafter
paragraphwhichshall
preceding
the
of
force or effect.
force
Notwithstanding the
the provisions
provisions of the preceding
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, if
Notwithstanding
the powers
vested i
n the
Secretary of
Agriculture of
of the
the United
United
of Agriculture
the Secretary
in
powers vested
the
States
America under
under title
II of
of the
the Sugar
Sugar Act
1937 expire
expire
of 1937
Act of
title II
of America
States of
and
President of
the United
United States
States of
of America
America gives
gives public
of the
the President
and the
notice that
that no
to that
in title
provided for m
that provided
equivalent to
limitation equivalent
no limitation
notice
II of
of the
the Sugar
Sugar Act
the importation
importation into,
into, or the
the maron the
1937 on
of 1937
Act of
II
keting in,
States of
America of
of sugar
sugar originating
originating in the
of America
United States
the United
in, the
keting
•
Republic of
imposed or
provided for by law, the
or provided
been imposed
has been
Cuba has
of Cuba
Republic
rates of
articles enumerated
enumerated and described
described in item 501
on articles
duty on
of duty
rates
of
this Schedule
Schedule entered,
entered, or
or withdrawn
withdrawn from
from warehouse,
warehouse, for conof this
siimption
on or
or after
day.following
following the filing
filing of such public
the day
after the
sumption on
notice
of Federal Register, shall be
Division of
aforesaid Division
the aforesaid
with the
notice with
determined without
without regard
regard to
the provisions
provisions of Column 2
2of this
to the
determined
Schedule but
but such
rates of
of duty
duty shall
shall not exceed those
those in effect
effect
such rates
Schedule
on August
If, however,
however, at any time after the issuance
1934. If,
24, 1934.
August 24,
on
of any
public notice,
notice, an
an equivalent
on
equivalent limitation is imposed on
such public
any such
of
the
..Jr the
marketing in, the United States of
the marketing
into, or
importation into,
the importation
America of
originating in the Republic
Republic of Cuba, the
sugar originainating
of sugar
America
America shall give public notice
President of
United States of America
the United
of the
President
of such
fact and the
rates of duty on such articles,
articles,
maximum rates
the maximum
such fact
of
entered,
withdrawn from
warehouse, for consumption
consumption on or
from warehouse,
or withdrawn
entered, or
after the
notice with the
following the filing of such public notice
the day following
after
aforesaid Division
Federal Register, shall again be those set
of Federal
Division of
aforesaid
forth
subject to the provisions
provisions of
2 of this Schedule, subject
forth in Column 2
this paragraph.
paragraph.

50
Stat. 904.
904.
50 Stat.
7
S. C.,
V,
SBpp. V,
U.S.
C., Stipp.
7 U.
1111-1122.
11111-1122.

60 Stat.
Stat. 903.
903.
50
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Bunn.
V,
77U.
Supp. V,
I 1101.
1101.
Items
Items amended.
amended.
49
3842,
3838, 3642,
Stat. 3638,
49 Stat.
3644.
3644.

The
term "sugar"
"sugar" as
preceding paragraphs
paragraphs
in the two preceding
as used in
The term
(c) of the Sugar Act
shall mean "sugar"
101(c)
"sugar" as defined in Section 101
shall
of 1937.
2. Items 601, 603, 605, the note
note following
following item 605, and items 771
and 802
of Schedule
Schedule II
II of
Agreement of August 24, 1934,
1934, are
of the Agreement
802 of
and
amended to read as follows:
Tariff
Tariff
Act
of
Actof
1920
1930
ParaPrapph
itrsPh

Description of Articles
Articles
Description

Column 1
Column
I
Minimum
Column 2
2
Column
Minimum
preferential
Maximum rates
rates of duty.
dutypreferential Maximum
reduction Specific
Specific rates
rates In
in United
redution
to Ouba
Cuba
dollars
States dollars

601
601

when
Wrapper tobacco,
tobacco, and
and filler tobacco
tobacco when
Wrapper
packed with more than
than 85 per
per
mixed or packed
centum of wrapper
wrapper tobacco,
tobacco, if unstemmed
unstemmed
centum
601 Filler
Filler tobacco,
tobacco, not specially
specially provided
provided for,
than cigarette
tobacco:
cigarette leaf tobacco:
other than
If stemmed
stemmed
If
unstemmed
If unstemmed

20% 0. 25 per lb.
20%
lb.
0. 175 per lb.
20% 0.

603

20%

Scrap tobacco

provided
NOTE:
Filler tobacco,
tobacco, not
not specially
specially provided
NOTE: Filler
for, unstemmed or stemmed (other than
tobacco), and scrap tobacco,
cigarette leaf tobacco),
tobacco,
the
the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the
withdrawn
entered, or withdrawn
Republic of Cuba, entered,
consumption in excess
warehouse, for consumption
from warehouse,
excess
(unstemmed equivaof a
a total quantity (wastemmed
22,000,000 pounds
lent) of 22,000,000
lent)
pounds in any calendar
calendar
duty as
year after 1939, shall be subject to duty
enumerated
though such
such articles were not enumerated
Schedule, but the
in this Schedule,
and described
described in
exceed
shal not exceed
thereon shall
rates of
of duty thereon

20%
20%

1. 20 per lb.

0.175 per lb.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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Archivos
Unidos, seran
serail determinados
determina,dos
Nacionales de los Estados Unidos,
Archivos Nacionales
pArrafo preceestipulaciones del parrafo
sin
consideracien las estipulaciones
en consideraci6n
tomar en
sin tomar
o surtir efecto
tener validez o
dente
dente que en lo sucesivo dejara de toner
alguno.
precedentes, si
No
parrafos precedentes,
estipulado en los dos parrafos
obstante lo estipulado
No obstante
halls, investido
investido el Secretario
Secretario de
facultades de que se halla
expiraran las facultades
America de acuerdo
Agricultura de los Estados Unidos de America
acuerdo con el
Agricultura
Azucarera de 1937, y
y el Presidente
Presidente de los
II de la Ley Azucarera
Titulo II
Estados Unidos
diem aviso pdblico
pliblico de que no ha
Unidos de America diera
Estados
sido impuesta
impuesta o
estipulada por una ley ninguna
ninguna limitaci6n
limitacien equio estipulada
sido
Azucarera de 1937
valente a
ala estipulada
estipulada en el Titulo II
II de la Ley Azucarera
valente
Unidos de America
America
venta en los Estados Unidos
importaci6n oo yenta
la importacion
sobre la
Repdblica de Cuba, los tipos de derecho
de
originario de la RepAblica
azucar orig.inario
de azacar
enu.merados y
y descritos
descritos en la Partida
Partida
a los articulos enumerados
aplicables a
almac6n y
501
de esta
y admitidos
extraidos de almacen
importados ooextrados
Lista importados
esta Lista
501 de
consumo en
siguiente al registro de tal aviso
despues del dia siguiente
en oo despues
aaconsumo
Divisi6n de Registro
mencionada Division
pablico
Registro Federal,
Federal,
publico en la antes mencionada
consideraci6n las estipulaciones
serfin
estipulaciones
determinados sin tomar en consideracion
seran determinados
de
la Columna 2
2 de
de esta Lista, pero tales tipos de derecho no
de la
excederftn de los
embargo,
aplicables el 24 de agosto de 1934. Sin embargo,
los aplicables
excederin
si
en cualquier
cualquier momento
monaento despues de la publicaci6n
publicacien de tal notifisi en
cacion, una
limitacion equivalente
imporequivalente fuera impuesta sobre la imporuna limitaci6n
caci6n,
taciOn o
yenta en
America de azucar
azilcar
los Estados Unidos de America
en los
o venta
taci6n
originario
de la
la Repliblica
Estados
de Cuba, el Presidente de los Estados
Republica de
originario de
Unidos de
dud. aviso
publico de tal hecho y
y los tipos
aviso pdblico
America dara
de America
Unidos
o
maximos de
de derecho
derecho aplicables
aplicables a
articulos importados o
tales articulos
a tales
maximos
extrados de
almacen y
y admitidos
consumo en oodespues del dia
a consume
admitidos a
de almacen
extraidos
siguiente al
de tal
tal aviso
pnbhco en
mencionada
en la antes mencionada
aviso puiblico
al registro
registro de
siguiente
Division de
de Registro
Federal, serail
aquellos estableestableseran otra vez aquellos
Registro Federal,
Divisi6n
cidos en
en la
la Columna
Columna 2
2 de
sujeci6n aa las estipuesta Lista, con sujecien
de esta
cidos
laciones de
parrafo.
este pfirrafo.
de este
laciones
parrafos preceLa
segim se
se emplea en los phrrafos
"azucar" segun
palabra "azdcar"
La palabra
dentes significarh
significar& "azdcar"
"azticar" tal como
definida en la
como se halla defimda
dentes
Seccion 101
1937.
Azucarera de 1937.
de la Ley Azucarera
(c) de
101 (c)
Secci6n
2.—Las
601, 603,
Nota al pie de la Partida 605, yy
la Nota
605, la
603, 605,
Partidas 601,
2.-Las Partidas
las
Partidas 771
771 y
la Lista
Lista II
Convenio de 24 de agosto de
del Convenio
II del
de la
802 de
y 802
las Partidas
1934, quedan
Is siguiente manera:
manera:
redactadas de la
y redactadas
modificadas y
quedan modificadas
1934,
Ley
de AranAranLey de
eel de
de Aduana
Aduana
cel
de
los
E.
E. U.
U.
delos
de 1930
de
1930
Parrato
Ptrrafo

DeecripciOn
los Artlulos
ArtIonics
Desoripli6n de loe

Tabaco de
de capa,
caps, y
y de tripa
trips cuando esta este
Tabaco
mezclada o
o envasada
35% de
mas del 35%
envasada con mils
mezclada
caps, sin despalillar
despalillar
capa,
601 Tabaco
Tabaco de
de tripa,
que no
se proves
provea
no se
el que
para el
tripa, pars
601
especialmente, con
excepcion del tabaco
con excepci6n
especialmente,
en
pars cigarros:
rama para
en rama
Despalillado
Despalillado
Sin
despalillar
Sin despalillar
Picadura
603 Picadura

Columns 2
2
Columna
1 Derechos
Columna
Columns 1
Derechos maximos
maxims. de
de
aduana.
Reduccl6n
Reduccifm
aduans.
Deneehos especlflios
preferenclal
especIfIcos en
en
preferenclal Derechos
a
d6lares de los Estados
minima a
Mares
Estados
minima
Unidoe
Cuba
Unidos

601
601

NOTA: Se
Se estipula
estipula que
que el
tabaco de
de tripa
trips
el tabaco
NOTA:

pars el
que no
especialmente, sin
provea especialmente,
se proven
no se
el que
para
despalillar o
(con excepcien
del
excepci6n del
despalillado (con
o despfilillado
despalillar
tabaco para
pars cigarros)
cigarros) y
y la
picadura, conseconsela picadura,
tabaco
chados,
producidos o
manufacturados en
en Is
la
o manufacturados
chados producidos
Repeblica
de Cuba,
Cuba, e
eimportados
importados o
o extrafdos
extraidos
Repdbiica de
de
almacen
y
admitidos
a
consume
en
una
de almac6n y admitidos a consumo en una
cantidad superior
superior a
22,000,000 de
en
libras en
de libras
a 22,000,000
cantidad
cualquier
natural despues
(en su
de 1939 (en
despu6s de
aio natural
cualquier ano
equivalente en
en tabaco
tabaco sin
despalillar) quedaran
quedarin
sin despalillar)
equivalente
sujetos al
tales
mi tales
como si
derechos como
de derechos
pago de
al pago
sujetos

articulos no
hallaren enumeraclos
descritos
enumerados yydescritos
sehallaren
no se
articulos

20%
20%

1.20 por
per lb.
1.20

20%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

0.25 por lb.
0.175 por lb.
0.175 por lb.

2005

2006

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
Tariff
Tariff
Act of
1930
1930
Paragraph
graph

Description of Articles
Articles
Description

[51 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

Column 11
Minimum
Column 2
2
Minimum
preferential Maximum
Maximum rates
rates of duty.
preferential
Specific rates
rates in
in United
United
reduction Specific
Cuba
States dollars
to Cuba
States

those
effect on
those in effect
on August
August 24, 1934. For the
the
purposes of this note,
purposes
note, the
the quantity
quantity (un(unstemmed equivalent)
equivalent) of
stemmed
of unstemmed
unstemmed filler
filler
tobacco shall
actual net weight as
tobacco
shall be its
its actual
determined for the assessment
duties or
determined
assessment of duties
taxes in
in the
States, and
and the
the quanquantaxes
the United
United States,
equivalent) of
stemmed
tity (unstemmed
(unstemmed equivalent)
of stemmed
tobacco shell
133 per
per
filler and scrap tobacco
shall be
be 133
centum of the actual net weight as
as decentum
termined for the
the assessment
assessment of duties
duties or
or
taxes in the United States.
605

Cigars and cheroots
cheroots of all kinds

20%
20%

771

White or Irish potatoes (other than certified
certified
seed potatoes)
seed
potatoes) when
when imported
imported and
and entered
for consumption during
during the
the period from
from
any year
year to the last day of
December 11 in any
the following
following February,
February, inclusive
inclusive

per lb. and
and
2.25 per
12)4% ad
ad valovalo12%%
rem
rem

50%
50%

0.30 per 100 lbs.

Rum
holding each one gallon or
Rum, in containers holding
less
less

20%
20%

2.00
per proof
proof gal
2.00 per
Ion
lon

802

ARTICLE III
III
ARTICLE
treatment of
Equal treatment
of
imports.
49 Btat.
Stat. 3564.

49 Stat. 8670.
8670.

3636.
49 Stat. 36

Agreement of August 24,
Article VIII of the Agreement
24, 1934, is amended
amended to
read as
follows:
read
as follows:
Articles the
growth, produce
or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
the United
United
Articles
the growth,
produce or
States
of America
America or
or the
the Republic
Republic of
of Cuba
Cuba shall,
shall, after
after importation
importation
States of
into the other
other country,
country, be exempt from all internal taxes, fees,
charges or
or exactions
other or
than those
onke
li
charges
exactions other
or higher
higher than
those payable
payable on
like
articles of
of national
articles
national or
any other
foreign origin,
origin, subject,
m the
the
or any
other foreign
subject, in
case of the United
States of America,
America, to
to the constitutional
case
United States
of the Federal
Government.
limitations on the authority
authority of
Federal Government.
produce or manufacture
Articles the growth, produce
manufacture of the United
States of America enumerated
enumerated and described
described in
in Schedule
Schedule II
Agreement, with
annexed to this Agreement,
with respect
respect to which aarate of duty
is specified
in Column
the said
specified in
Column 2
2 of the
said. Schedule,
Schedule, shall
shall be
be exempt
exempt
from all
fees, charges
charges or
or exactions,
exactions, in
in excess
from
all other
other duties
duties, taxes,
taxes, fees,
excess
of those imposed
of
imposed on September
September 3,
3, 1934,
or required
to be
be imposed
imposed
1934, or
required to
Republic of
of Cuba
Cuba in
in force
force on
thereafter by laws of the Republic
on September
September
3,
1934. The
The provisions
of this
this paragraph
paragraph shall
shall not
not apply,
apply,
3, 1934.
provisions of
however, to the tax of
however,
of 1%
1% percent
percent on
sales and
and incomes
incomes
on gross
gross sales
November 8,
8, 1935,
to
referred to in Decree-Law
Decree-Law No. 393 of November
1935, or to
any increase
made in
in the
general rate
of such
such tax.
tax.
any
increase which
which may
may be
be made
the general
rate of
or manufacture
Articles the growth,
growth, produce or
manufacture of
of the
the Republic
Republic
of Cuba enumerated
in Schedule
Schedule II
enu.merated and described
described in
II annexed
annexed to
to
this Agreement
shall, on
Agreement shall,
on their
into the
the United
United
their importation
importation into
States of America,
be exempt
America be
exempt from
from all
all duties
duties other
other than
than ordinary
ordinary
customs
and all taxes,
customs duties arid
taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges or
or exactions,
exactions, imposed
imposed
on or in connection
connection with importation,
importation, in excess
excess of those imposed
imposed
required to be
on September 3,
q, 1934, or required
be imposed
imposed thereafter
thereafter by
by
laws of the United States
of America
States of
America in
in force
force on
on September
3,
September 3,
1934.
1934.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
Ley de Arancel de Aduana
Aduana
eel
de
U.
de los
los E.
E. U.
de 1930
Parrett)
PArralo

605
771

802
802
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Descripcion
Artfculos
Descripci6n de los Artfeulos

Lista, pero los tipos de derechos
en esta
este Lists,
derechos aplicables
mayores que los vigentes en 24
cables no seran
serán mayores
24
de agosto de 1934. A los fines de esta
este estipucantidad de tabaco
tabaco de tripa
trips sin deslaci6n, la cantidad
palillar
palillax (en su
an equivalente
equivalente sin despaiillar)
despalillar) serA
sera
la
is de su peso neto real seg6n
este se determina
determine
segdn 6ste
para
la fijaci6n
fijaci6n de derechos
pars Is
derechos o
oimpuestos
impuestos en los
Estados Unidos, y
is cantidad
y la
cantidad (en su equivalente sin despaliller)
tabaco de tripa
tripe desdespalillar) de tabaco
paned° y
palillado
y picadura
picadura sera,
sera la del 133%
133% del peso
seglin este se determine
Is
neto real segdn
determina pars
para la
derechos o
impuestos en los Estados
Estados
fijaci6n de derechos
o impuestos
Unidos.
Tabacos y
y cherutos de todas clases
clases
Papas blancas o
o irlandesas (con excepci6n
excepci6n de
pars semilla) cuando
seen
las certificadas
certificadas para
cuando sean
importadas
y admitidas a
importadas y
a consumo
consumo dentro
perfodo comprendido
el 10
del perfodo
comprendido entre el
1° de
diciembre de cualquier
cualquier afio y
dia
diciembre
y el filtimo
dltimo dls
de febrero
febrero siguiente, ambos inclusive
inclusive
Ron, en recipientes
recipientes con capacidad
de un galon
capacidad de
gal6n
o
o menos cads
cada uno

Columns 2
2
Columna
Columna
1 Derechos
Columns 1
maximos de
Derechos mAximos
de
Reducci6n
Reduccion
aduana.
preferencial Derechos
preferencial
Derechos especficos
especfficos en
en
minima a
a
d6lares
Mares de los Estados
Estados
Cuba
Unidos
Unidos

20%
20%

2.25 por lb. y
y
2.25
12-%% ad va12-ji%
lorem
lorem

50%
50%

0.30
por 100
100 lbs.
lbs.
0.30 por

20%
20%

2.00
galen de
de
2.00 por
por gal6n
prueba
prueba

AETICULO
ARTICULO III
III
El Articulo VIII del Convenio
Convenio de 24 de agosto
agosto de
queda
de 1934,
1934, queda
modificado
y redactado
redactado de la siguiente
siguiente manera:
modificado y
manera:
Los
cosechados, producidos
Los articulos
articulos cosechados,
producidos o
o fabricados
fabricados en los
Estados Unidos de America
America o
o en Is
estaran
la Republica
Repfblica de Cuba estaran
exentos despues
importacian en el otro pais,
pals, de todos los
despues de su importaci6n
exacciones interiores distintos o
o
impuestos, derechos, cargas o
o exacciones
mayores que los pagaderos sobre analogos
articulos de origen
origen
analogos articulos
nacional o
sujecion, en el caso de los
o de otro pals
pais extranjero,
extranjero, con sujeci6n,
Estados Unidos de America, a
constitucionales
a las limitaciones
limitaciones constitucionales
de las facultades
facultades del Gobierno Federal.
fabricados en los
Los articulos
articulos cosechados,
cosechados, producidos
producidos o
o fabricados
Estados Unidos de America, enumerados
Lists
enumerados y
y descritos en la Lista
I
Convenio, con respecto
cuales se especifica
I anexa a
a este Convenio,
respecto a
a los cuales
especifica
un tipo de derecho en la
is Columna
Columna 2
2 de dicha Lista,
Lists, quedaran
exentos de todos los demas impuestos, derechos, cargas
cargas o
exaco exacciones, en exceso de los establecidos
establecidos el 3
septiembre de 1934 o
o
3 de septiembre
cuya
is Republica
Republica
posterior fuese
fuese exigida
exigida por
por leyes
leyes de la
cuya imposicion
imposici6n posterior
de
septiembre de 1934. Las estipulaciones
estipulaciones
de Cuba
Cuba vigentes el
el 3
3 de septiembre
de
parrafo no
no seam
aplicables, sin
impuesto
sin embargo,
embargo, al impuesto
seran aplicables,
de este
este parrafo
del
sobre la
is. venta
vents bruta
y sobre
las entradas
bruta y
sobre las
entradas mencionado
mencionado
del 1-,i%
1-%% sobre
en
Decreto-Ley No.
No. 393,
de noviembre
noviembre de
1935, ni
ni a
a
de 1935,
de 8
8 de
393, de
en el
el Decreto-Ley
cualquier
aumento que
que pueda
puede efectuarse
en el
el tipo
general de
tipo general
de
efectuarse en
cualquier aumento
tal impuesto.
Los articulos
en la
is ReReLos
articulos cosechados,
cosechados, producidos
producidos oo fabricados
fabricados en
pUblica de
de Cuba,
Cuba, enumerados
enumerados y
y descritos
descritos en
en is
Lista II
II anexa
anexa a
a
la Lista
publica
este
Convenio, quedaran
exentos a
asu
su importacien
en los
los Estados
Estados
importaci6n en
quedaran exentos
este Convenio,
Unidos, de
de todos
todos los
los derechos
derechos con
con excepci6n
exc,epcien de
de los
los derechos
derechos
Unidos,
ordinarios de
aduana y
y de
los impuestos,
impuestos, derechos,
derechos, cargas
cargas
de todos
todos los
de aduana
ordinarios
exacciones establecidos
establecidos sobre
sobre o
relaci6n con
con is
importaci6n,
la importaci6n,
o en
en relaci6n
ooexacciones
en exceso
aquellos vigentes
vigentes el
el 3
3de
de 1934
1934, o
ocuya
cuya
septiembre de
de septiembre
de aquellos
en
exceso de
imposicien
por leyes
leyes de
de los
los Estados
Estados
exigida por
posterior fuese
fuese exigida
imposici6n posterior
Unidos
de America
el 3
de septiembre
septiembre de
de 1934.
1934.
3 de
vigentes el
Unidos de
America vigentes
19347W-41—PT. II---49
n-49
193470--41-PT.

2007
2007

2008
2008
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154 STAT.
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No internal
internal Federal
Federal taxes
shall be
be imposed
imposed on
articles the
the
on articles
taxes shall
No
growth,
of the
the Republic
Republic of
Cuba enuenuof Cuba
or manufacture
manufacture of
growth, produce
produce or
merated and
described in
item 501
501 of
of Schedule
II annexed
this
to this
Schedule II
annexed to
in item
merated
and described
Agreement in
excess of
those imposed
imposed on
on September
September 3,
1937, or
or rere3, 1937,
of those
in excess
Agreement
quired to
to be
thereafter by
laws of
the United
United States
States of
of
of the
by laws
quired
be imposed
imposed thereafter
America in
effect on
September 3,
3, 1937.
1937.
in effect
on September
America

49 Stat.
Stat. 3636.
3636.
49

provisions of Article
Article IIand Article
Article III of this Agreement
Agreement
The provisions
and of
the third
third paragraph
shall not
not prevent
prevent the
the
Article shall
paragraph of
of this
this Article
and
of the
Government
the United
of America
America from
from imposing
imposing at
at
United States
States of
of the
Government of
any
importation of any article a
a charge equivalent
equivalent
any time on the importation
to an
an internal
tax imposed
respect of
domestic article
article
of aa like
like domestic
imposed in
in respect
internal tax
to
or
commodity from .which the imported article
article
respect of aa commodity
or in
in respect
has
manufactured or
or produced
or in part.
whole or
in whole
produced in
been manufactured
has been

49 Stat.
Stat. 3559,
3559, 3561.
49
3561.

ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE
Duration
AgreeDuration of
of Agreement.
ment.
49
3568.
49 Stat.
Stat. 3568.

49
49 Stat.
Stat. 3566.
3566.

Duty on
Duty
on sugar,
sugar, etc.
etc.
49
Stat. 3569.
3569.
49 Stat.

49 Stat. 3636.

Termination
Termination
Agreement.
Agreement.

of
of

Measures considconsidMeasures
ered
ered as nullifying,
nullifying, etc.

Termination of
of
Agreement.
Agreement.

1.
The second
second paragraph
paragraph of
of Article
XVII of the Agreement
Agreement of
of
Article XVII
1. The
August
24, 1934,
1934, is amended
changing the period at the end
end
amended by changing
August 24,
following:
thereof to aacomma and adding the following:
subject
and
subject to the provisions of Article XI and the third and
fourth paragraphs
paragraphs of this Article.
2. The third paragraph
Agreement of August
August
paragraph of Article XVII of the Agreement
24, 1934,
1934, is amended
follows:
amended to read as follows:
24,
Notwithstanding
provisions, if the rates of duty
foregoing provisions,
Notwithstanding the foregoing
Agreement
II annexed
specified in Column 2
2of Schedule II
annexed to this Agreement
specified
Schedule should be increased
increased in
item 501 of the said Schedule
in respect of item.
provisions set forth in the note to the
accordance
the said
with the provisions
accordance with.
Republic of Cuba may propose
501, the Government
propose
Government of the Republic
item 501,
negotiations for the modification
modification of this Agreement.
Agreement. If agreenegotiations
ment with respect
reached within thirty
proposal is not reached
respect to such proposal
Government of the United
days following receipt
receipt thereof
thereof by the Government
Cuba
States of America, the Government
Government of the Republic
Republic of Cuba
8411 be free, within fifteen days after the expiration of the aforeshall
terminate this Agreement in its
said period of thirty days, to terminate
entirety on thirty days' written
written notice.

XVII of the Agreement
3. Article XVII
Agreement of August 24, 1934,
1934, is amended
amended
by adding the following
paragraph after
following new paragraph
after the third paragraph
paragraph of
of
the said Article:
Article:
It is further agreed
agreed that, in the event that the Government
Government of
It
of
either country adopts any measure
measure which, even though it
it does
not conflict with the terms of this Agreement, is considered
considered by the
Government
Government of the other country
country to have
have the effect of nullifying
nullifying
which
or impairing any object of the Agreement,
Agreement, the Government
Government which
consider such written
has adopted any such measure
measure shall consider
written
representations and proposals as the other
other Government
Government may make
make
representations
effecting a
a mutually
mutually satisfactory
satisfactory adjustment
adjustment of
of
with a
a view to effecting
the matter; if no agreement is reached
reached with respect
respect to such
representations
proposals within
representations or propogals
within thirty days after they are
received, the Government
Government which
which made
received,
inalle them shall be free,
free, within
fifteen
fifteen days after the expiration
expiration of the aforesaid
aforesaid period of thirty
days, to terminate
terminate this Agreement
Agreement in its entirety
entirety on thirty days'
days'
written notice.
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No se estableceran
estableceran impuestos
impuestos internos
internos federales
federales sobre
sobre los
o fabricados
fabricados en la Repdblica
articulos cosechados,
cosechados, producidos
producidos o
Reptiblica
articulos
de
y descritos
descritos en la Partida 501 de la Lista II
enumerados y
Cuba, enumerados
de Cuba,
3 de sepsepanexa aa este Convenio, mayores que los vigentes en 3
imposicion posterior fuese
fuese exigida
exigida por
por
o cuya imposici6n
tiembre de 1937 o
vigentes el 33 de sepAmerica vigentes
leyes de los Estados Unidos de America
tiembre de 1937.
Articulo III de este
Las
estipulaciones del Articulo
Articulo II y
y del Articulo
Las estipulaciones
y del tercer parrafo
parrafo de este Articulo
Articulo no impediran que
Convenio y
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America pueda imponer
imponer
el Gobierno
moment° sobre la importaci6n
importacien de cualquier
cualquier articulo
en cualquier
cualquier momento
interno establecido
carga equivalente
establecido con
a un impuesto intern°
equivalente a
una carga
semejante oocon respecto aauna
domestico semejante
a un articulo domestic°
respecto a
materia de la cual el articulo importado
importado haya sido fabricado
fabricado o
o
materia
o en parte.
producido en todo o
ARTICULO
IV
ARTICULO IV
1.—El
Convenio de 24 de
parrafo segundo del Articulo XVII del Convenio
1.-El phrrafo
agosto de
de 1934,
1934, queda
cambiando el punto que aparece
aparece
enmendado cambiando
queda enmendado
agosto
afadiendo lo siguiente:
al
y aidadiendo
al final del mismo por una coma y
y a
a los pacon sujecien
estipulaciones del Articulo XI, y
sujeci6n aalas estipulaciones
con
rrafos
tercero y
este Articulo.
cuarto de este
y cuarto
rrafos tercero
2.—El tercer
Articulo XVII del Convenio
Convenio de 24 de
del Articulo
parrafo del
tercer parrafo
2.-El
siguiente
la
de
agosto
y redactado
siguiente manera:
redactado
modificado y
1934, queda modificado
de 1934,
agosto de
No obstante
anteceden,
estipulaciones que anteceden,
las estipulaciones
en las
establecido en
lo establecido
obstante lo
No
Si los
los tipos
tipos de
derecho especificados
en la
la Columna
Columna 22de la Lista II
especificados en
de derecho
si
anexa
respecto a
a la Partida 501 de dicha
Convenio con respecto
a este Convenio
anexa a
Lista
fueran aumentados
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
fijadas
estipulaciones fijadas
las estipulaciones
con las
aumentados de
Lista fueran
Repdblica de
en
la Nota a
Gobierno de la Republica
dicha Partida 501, el Gobierno
a dicha
en la
Cuba
modificacien de este
negociaciones para la modificaci6n
proponer negociaciones
podra proponer
Cuba pod.ra
Convenio.
respecto aatal propoSi no se llegare aaun acuerdo con respecto
Convenio. Si
sicion
dentro de los
siguientes al recibo de la misma
dias siguientes
treinta dias
los treinta
sici6n dentro
por
por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America, el Gobierno
de
de Cuba
dentro de los
quedara en libertad, dentro
Cuba quedarit
Repdblica de
la Reptiblica
de la
quince
dias
siguientes
a
la
terminacien
del
treinta dias
treinta
de
plazo
del
terminaci6n
la
a
siguientes
dias
quince
antes
mencionado, de
de terminar
terminar este
Convenio en su totalidad
este Convenio
antes mencionado,
con
con treinta dias de aviso por escrito.
3.—El Articulo
Articulo XVII
Convenio de
1934, queda
queda
24 de agosto de 1934,
de 24
del Convenio
XVII del
3.-E1
modificado mediante
adicion del siguiente
siguiente parrafo
&Tao nuevo despues
despues
la adici6n
mediante la
modificado
del
Articulo:
parrafo de dicho Articulo:
tercer pirrafo
del tercer
Se
estipula
adembs
en el
caso de que
que el Gobierno
Gobierno de
el caso
que, en
Se estipula ademas que,
cualquiera
de los
paises adoptase
adoptase cualquiera
cualguiera medida
medida que
dos paises
los dos
cualquiera de
aunque
no estuviera
estuviera en
en conflicto
con las
las estlpulaciones
estipulaciones de
de este
este
conflicto con
aunque no
Convenio, el
Gobierno del
del otro
pals considerara
considerara que produce el
otro pais
el Gobierno
Convenio,
efecto de
de anular
anular o
o alterar un
cualquiera de este Conun objetivo cualquiera
efecto
venio, el
haya adoptado
adoptado una
una medida
medida tal,
tal, tomara
tomará en
que haya
Gobierno que
el Gobierno
venio,
consideracion
las proposiciones
representaciones escritas
escritas que el
y representaciones
proposiciones y
consideraci6n las
otro
hacer con
con el
el objeto
un arreglo
arreglo
llegar aaun
de llegar
objeto de
pudiera hacer
Gobierno pudiera
otro Gobierno
matuamente
de la
la cuestion;
se legare
llegare a
un
a un
si no
no se
cuesti6n; si
satisfactorio de
mutuamente satisfactorio
acuerdo
con respecto
representaciones o
o proposiciones
proposiciones
tales representaciones
respecto aa tales
acuerdo con
dentro de
de los
los tremta
su recibo,
Gobierno que
el Gobierno
recibo, el
a su
siguientes a
dias siguientes
tremta dfas
dentro
las hubiere
hubiere hecho
hecho quedara
quedari en
en libertad
dfas
libertad dentro de los quince dias
las
siguientes a
ala
plazo de
treinta dias
dias antesmencioantesmenciode treinta
del plazo
terminaci6n del
la terminacion
siguientes
nado,
en su
su totalidad
totandad con tremta
treinta
Convenio en
este Convenio
terminar este
de terminar
nado, de
dfas de aviso
escrito.
aviso por escrito.
dias
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ARTICULO V
V
ARTICULO

ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
Present Instruments
Presentintsm
pent
deemed
deemed integral part
part

of prior
Agreement.
of
priorAgreement.

Stat. 3559.
3559.
49 stat.

Proclamation in
in
Proclamation
U.
t f[ S. and Cuba.

Entry into
into force.
force.
Entry

Signatures.
signatures.

Authenticity
Authenticity
texts.

[54 STAT.

El
presente Convenio y
y el ProEl presente
The
and
The present
present Agreement
Agreement and
constituiran parte
accompanying Protocol
anexo constituirhn
the accompanying
Protocol shall
shell tocolo anexo
Convenio de 24 de
integral del Convenio
constitute an
of the
the integral
integral part
part of
constitute
an integral
Agreement
agosto de 1934.
Agreement of August 24,
24, 1934.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VI
VI

ARTICULO
VI
ARTICULO VI

Agreement shall
The present
present Agreement
proclaimed by the President
President
be proclaimed
America
of the United States of America
Reand by the President
President of the Reconformity
in conformity
public of Cuba in.
with the laws of their respective
respective

sera proEl presente Convenio serh
mulgado
Presidente de los
mulgado por el Presidente
Estados
America y
y
Unidos de America
Estados Unidos
por el Presidente
Presidente de la Repdblica
Repdblica
conformidad con las
de Cuba,
Cuba, de conformidad
'eyes de sus respectivos
respectivos paises.
leyes
Entrara en vigor
vigor el dia siguiente
EntrarA
del
proclamas reslas proclamas
del canje
canje de las
pectivas
Presidente de
los
de los
del Presidente
pectivas del
Estados Unidos de America
America y
y del
Presidente
RepAblica de
Presidente de la RepAblica
efectuark en la
la
cual se efectuarA
Cuba, el °nal
ciudad
ciudad de la Habana tan pronto
come
como sea posible.
respectivos
En fe de lo cual los respectivos
Plenipotenciarios
firmado este
Plenipotenciarios han firmado
Convenio y
y le han fijado sus
Convenio
sellos.
Hecho
duplicado, en los idioHecho en duplicado,
mas ingles
ingles y
y espanol,
espafol, ambos autenticos, en la ciudad
ciudad de Washington,
Washington,
ticos,
a
los dieciocho
dieciocho dias del mes de
a los
diciembre
diciembre de 1939.

countries. It
It shall enter into force
force
on the day following the exchange
of the proclamation
proclamation of the President of the United States of
America and the proclamation
proclamation of
Republic of
the President of the Republic
take place
place in
in.
Cuba, which shall take
Habana as soon as possible.
In witness whereof the rerespective Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
respective
Agreement and have
signed this Agreement
affixed their seals
seals hereto.
of
duplicate, in
the EngDone in duplicate,
in. the
"both
lish and Spanish languages,
languages, 'both
authentic, at the city of Washington,
this eighteenth
eighteenth day
day of
of Deton, this
December,
1939.
cember, 1939.

United States of America:
America:
For the President of the United
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State
Secretary of State
of the United States of America

For the President of the Republic
Republic of Cuba:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

PEDRO
ARTN EZ FRAGA
PEDRO M
MARTfNEZ
FRAGA
Extraordinary and
and PleniAmbassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
Cuba
potentiary of the Republic of Cuba

STAT.]
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CUBA-RECIPROCAL
TRADE-DEC.
CUBA—
RECIPROCAL TRADE—
DEC.18, 1939
1939

PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL

PROTOCOLO

The undersigned,
undersigned, the duly emempowered
Plenipotentiaries of their
powered Plenipotentiaries
respective
respective
Governments,
Governments, have
agreed on the following Articles
with regard
interpretation
regard to the interpretation
of the trade agreement
agreement between
between
America
the United States of America
and the Republic of Cuba, signed
signed
August 24, 1934, as amended
amended by
by
supplementary agreement
the supplementary
agreement
which they have signed this day:

Los infrascritos,
infrascritos, PlenipotenciaPlenipotenciarios debidamente
debidamente acreditados
acreditados de
respectivos Gobiernos, han
sus respectivos
acordado
acordado los siguientes
siguientes Articulos
Articulos
relacion con
interpretacion
en relaci6n
con la interpretaci6n
del Convenio
Convenio Comercial
Comercial entre los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America y
y la
la
Repdblica
Repdblica de Cuba, firmado el 24
24
de agosto de 1934, tal y
come ha
y como
side modificado
modificado por el Convenio
Suplementario que han
firma&
Suplementario
han firmado
hoy:

ARTICLE I
I
ARTICLE

ARTICULO II
ARTICULO

The term
The
term "duty"
"duty" as
as used
used in
in

La palabra
palabra "derecho",
"derecho", tal yy
Articulo II
como se emplea en el Articulo
del Convenio
Convenio de 24 de agosto de
1934,
relacion con los comprocompro1934, en relaci6n
misos
asumidos por
per los Estados
Estados
misos asumidos
Unidos
America y
y en el
Unidos de America
el Articulo
Convenio, se
culo III
III de
de ese Convenio,
entender&
continda refirienrefirienentender& que continua
dose a
a los derechos
derechos ordinarios
ordinarios de
aduana.

Article II of the Agreement
Agreement of
August 24, 1934, in relation to the
undertakings of the United States
undertakings
America and in Article III of
of America
Agreement shall be underthat Agreement
stood to continue to refer to
ordinary customs
ordinary
customs duties.
duties.

ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

I of
The provisions of Article I
the Agreement
24, 1934,
Agreement of August 24,1934,
shall not be construed to be in
conflict with Section 3424 of the
Internal
Revenue Code of the
Internal Revenue
America.
of America.
United States of
ARTICLE
III
ARTICLE III
The term
term "duties"
"duties" as
in the
the
as used
used in
The
first
sentence
of
Article
XIII
of
first sentence of Article XIII of
the
Agreement
of
August
24,
1934,
the Agreement of August 24, 1934,
shall
be understood
to refer
refer to
to
understood to
shall be
rates of duty.

2011
2011

Interpretation of
of
Interpretation

trade agreement.
agreement.

49 Stat. 3559.

"Duty"
"Duty" construed.
construed.
49 Stat. 3559.

49 Stat. 3561.

ARTICULO
II
ARTICULO II
Lumber.
Lumber.
Las
disposiciones del Articulo II 49
Las disposiciones
3559.
Stat. 3559.
del
Convenio de 24 de
de agosto de
del Convenio
1934,
serail interpretadas
interpretadas como
come
1934, no seran
opuestas
is Secci6n
Seecien 3424 del
opuestas aa la
53 Stat. 415.
Codigo
Impuestos 'Memos
Internos de 53
C6digo de Impuestos
26 U.
C.,
26
U. S.. C.,
V,
13424.
3S424.
V,
los Estados Unidos de America.

Ehipp.
Bupp.

ARTICULO
III
ARTICULO III
"Duties"
"Duties"
palabra "derechos"
"derechos" tal
tal yy strued.
La palabra
strued.
49 Stat. 3567.
come se
se emplea
Is primera
primers frase
frase
emplea en la
como
Art1culo XIII
Convenio de
del Articulo
XIII del Convenio
entendera
24 de agosto de 1934, se entendera
que se refiere
de derecho
los tipos de
que
refiere aalos
adeudos.
ooadeudos.

con-

2012
2012

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN

INTERNATIONAL

IV
ARTICULO
ARTICULO IV

ARTICLE IV
IV
ARTICLE
"Become inoperainopera"Become

tive."
tive."

40 Stat. 338.
MS.
49Stat.

[54
TAT.
STAT.
[54 S

ItIt is
i agreed
agreed that the words,
"become inoperative",
which apapinoperative", which
"become
pear
in the
the English
of the
the
text of
English text
pear in
Note
501 of
of Schedule
II
Schedule II
to Item
Item 501
Note to

of the
24,
August 24,
of August
Agreement of
the Agreement
of
1934, express
meaning inthe meaning
express the
1934,
of the
tended
the Governments
Governments of
by the
tended by
two
and that
that the
corthe corcountries, and
two countries,
responding
should
text should
Spanish text
responding Spanish
in
read
efecto" in
sin efecto"
"quedaran sin
read "quedaran
place of
of "fuesen
derogaclas".
"fuesen derogadas".
place
Si
gnatures.
whereof, the respecwitness whereof,
In
In witness
sigatres.
signed
tive Plenipotentiaries
Plenipotentiaries have
have signed
tive
have affixed
this Protocol
Protocol and
affixed
and have
this
their seals
seals hereto.
hereto.
their
Authenticity
of
in duplicate,
Done
Authenticity of
in
duplicate, in the
texts.
texts.
English
languages,
Spanish languages,
and Spanish
English and
both authentic,
authentic, at
at the
city of
of
the city
both
Washington, this
this eighteenth
day
eighteenth day
Washington,
of December,
1939.
December, 1939.
of

Se conviene
conviene en
que las
las palabras
palabras
en que
Se
"become
inoperative",
quo
apareapareque
inoperative",
"become
a
cen
en
el
text°
ingles
de
la
Nota
a
Nota
la
de
ingles
texto
el
en
cen
del
II
Lista
la
II
la
de
501
Partida
la
Convenio de
de 24
24 de
de agosto
agosto de 1934,
Convenio
expresan el significado
significado deseado
expresan
por
los Gobiernos
Gobiernos de los dos paises
por los
y
quo
el
text° espafol
espaiiol correspony que el texto
diente
deberit
decir
"quedaran
decir "quedaran
de
deberS
diente
"fuesen
de
sin
efecto"
"fuesen
lugar
en
efecto"
sin
derogadas".
derogadas".
En fe
respectivos
de lo cual, los respectivos
fe de
En
Plenipotenciarios
han
firmado
este
este
firmado
han
Plenipotenciarios
han fijado
Protocol° y
le han
fijado sus
y le
Protocolo
sellos.
sellos.
Hecho en duplicado,
duplicado, en los
Hecho
idiomas
espahol, ambos
arabos
y espafiol,
idiomas ingles y
de
ciudad
autenticos,
en
ciudad
Washla
aut6nticos,
ington,
ington, aa los dieciocho dias del
mes de diciembre
diciembre de 1939.
mes

For the
the President
President of the United
America:
United States of America:
For
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
Secretary of State
of
United States
States of America
of the
the United
For the
the President
President of
Republic of Cuba:
of the Republic
For
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

PEDRO M
ARTI
NEZ FRAGA
FRAGA
MARTfNEZ
PEDRO

Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and PleniPleniAmbassador
potentiary
of the Republic of Cuba
potentiary of

p. 2010.
2010.
Ante, p.

Ante,

modifications of existing
W HEREAS, such
existing duties and other
other import
import
such modifications
WHEREAS,
restrictions
such continuance
of existing
existing customs
customs and excise
excise
continuance of
and such
restrictions and
supplementary
for in the said supplementary
treatment as
as are
forth and
and provided
provided for
set forth
are set
treatment
required and
Protocol, are required
Agreement, including
and
accompanying Protocol,
the accompanying
including the
Agreement,
appropriate
carry out
out the
the said
said supplementary
supplementary Agreement,
Agreement, including
including
to carry
appropriate to
the
accompanying Protocol;
Protocol;
the accompanying
supplementary
Article VI of the said supplementary
in Article
AND
is provided
provided in
it is
WHEREAS, it
AND WHEREAS,
President
Agreement
that it
shall be
United
proclaimed by the President of the United
be proclaimed
it shall
Agreement that
States
and by
the President
President of the Republic of Cuba
Cuba in
by the
America and
of America
States of
it shall
conformity with
with the laws of the respective countries,
countries, and that
that it
shall
conformity
proclamation
the
of
exchange
the
enter
into force
the day
proclamation
following
day following
on the
force on
enter into
of
of the
of America
America and
and the proclamation
proclamation
States of
United States
the United
President of
the President
of the
Cuba:
of
Republic
the
of
the President
President of
of
of
of the
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Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be it
that I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
it known that
Roosevelt,

President
President of the United States of America,
America, acting under the authority
conferred
conferred by the said Tariff Act of 1930, as amended
Act
amended by the said Act
of June 12, 1934, as extended by the said Joint Resolution
Resolution of March
March 1,
1937,
proclaim the said supplementary
1937, do hereby
hereby proclaim
Agreement, includsupplementary Agreement,
ing the said Protocol,
Pro tocol, to the end that the same
same and every part thereof
may be observed and fulfilled with good faith by the United States of
America
America and the citizens
citizens thereof
thereof on and after the day following
following the
exchange
proclamation of the President of the United States
exchange of the proclamation
of America and the proclamation
President of the Republic
Republic of
proclamation of the President
of
Cuba, as provided for in Article VI of the said supplementary
supplementary AgreeAgreement.
IN
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
set my
my hand
caused
I have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
and caused

the Seal of the United
United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE
DONE at the city of Washington
day of December,
Washington this nineteenth day
in the year of our Lord
Lord one
thousand nine
nine hundred
one thousand
hundred
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

and
thirty-nine, and
and of
of the
the Independence
the
Independence of
of the
and thirty-nine,
United States of America
America the
one
hundred
and
sixtythe one hundred and sixtyfourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

2013
2013
Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Stat.
48 Stat.
Stat. 943; 50
50 Stat.
24.
135119 U. S.. C. §§
§. 13511354; Supp.
Sapp. V,
V, §
§ 1352.
107.
Ante, p. 107.

Effective date.
Effective

Ante, p. 2010.

2014
2014
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[54 STAT.

[
SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION]
PROCLAMATION]
[SUPPLEMENTARY
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
TATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
STATES
UNITED S
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, by my proclamation
proclamation of December
December 19, 1939, IIdid make
public
the
exclusive
and
preferential
supplementary
Trade Agreement,
public the exclusive and preferential supplementary Trade
including
an
accompanying
Protocol,
pursuant
to Section 350
pursuant
which,
including an accompanying Protocol,
of
the
Tariff
Act
of
1930
of
the
Congress
United
States of
States
United
of
the
Congress
of
the
of the Tariff Act of 1930
America,
as
amended
by
June
entitled
"AN
ACT
ACT
"AN
entitled
12,
1934,
June
Act
of
the
by
amended
America, as
19 13.
S.
C.
1351To
amend
the
Tariff
Act
of
1930"
(48
Stat.
943),
as
extended
by
Joint
Joint
by
extended
as
943),
Supp. V,3352
1354; Stipp.
V, §1352. To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48 Stat.
Ante,p.
Resolution of Congress approved March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), I
I
Ante, p. 107.
107.
Resolution
1939 with the President
President of the Republic
December 18, 1939
into on December
entered into
of Cuba,
to the end
Agreement, including
including the said Prothe said
said Agreement,
end that the
of
Cuba, to
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled with good faith by the United
United
tocol, should be observed
citizens thereof on and after
after the day followfollowStates of America and the citizens
proclamation of the President
aforesaid proclamation
President of the
ing the exchange of the aforesaid
America and the proclamation
President of
proclamation of the President
of America
States of
United States
Ante,
Republic of Cuba, as
Article VI
said
in Article
VI of the said
the Republic
as provided
provided for in
An, p.
p. 2010.
2010.
Agreement;
Agreement;
AND WHEREAS
p"ocof 13"cElamgaet
IaLlo
a
n
n
sra.
WHEREAS the proclamation
proclamation of the President of the United
President of the
proclamation of the President
States of America and the proclamation
Habana on December
Republic of Cuba were
were exchanged
exchanged at Habana
December 22,
22, 1939;
1939;
Proclamation.
I, Franklin
Proclamation.
NOW, THEREFORE,
Now,
THEREFORE, be it known that I,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
America, supplementing
supplementing my said
United States of America,
President of the United
proclamation of December
December 19, 1939, do hereby make known and
proclamation
supplementary Trade Agreement, including
proclaim that the said supplementary
Comin g into
into force
force the said Protocol, signed on December
1939, will
coming
December 18,
18, 1939,
will come into force
of
Agreement.
of Agreement.
I do hereby call upon the United
December 23, 1939, wherefore,
wherefore, I
on December
thereof to observe
America and the citizens thereof
observe and fulfill
fulfill the
States of America
every article and part thereof
thereof with good faith on and from
and every
same and
December 23, 1939.
hand and
I
N TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, IIhave
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and caused
caused
have hereunto
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
the Seal of the United
Washington this twenty-second
DONE
twenty-second day of DeDONE at the city of Washington
cember,
year of
of our Lord one thousand nine
in the
the year
cember, in
[sEA.r..]
hundred
thirty-nine and of the Independence
Independence of
hundred and thirty-nine
[SEAL]
America the
hundred and
the one hundred
States of America
the United
United States
sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
CORDELL IIIILL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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EXCHANGE OF
SECRETARY OF
BETWEEN THE SECRETARY
NOTES BETWEEN
OF NOTES
EXCHANGE
AMERICA AND
STATES
STATE OF
UNITED S
TATES OF AMERICA
AND
THE UNITED
OF THE
STATE
CUBAN AMBASSADOR
AMBASSADOR
THE CUBAN

Secretary of State (Hull)
The Cuban
Ambassador (Martinez
Fraga) to the Secretary
(Martinez Fraga)
CubanAmbassador
The
EMBAJADA DE
DE CUBA
CUBA
EMBAJADA
W
ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.
C.
WASHINGTON,
18
1989.
diciembre de 1939.
18 de diciembre
EXCELENCIA:
EXCELENCIA:
insertada al final
Tengo el
el honor
honor de
referirme a
ala nota que ha sido insertada
de referirme
Tengo
de
is Partida
Partida 253
253 de
concluido
I del Convenio Comercial concluido
la Lista I
de is
de la
entre
la Repdblica
y los Estados Unidos de America el 24 de
Cuba y
Repfiblica de Cuba
entre la
agosto
estipulacion. del
Comercial SupleConvenio Comercial
del Convenio
una estipulaci6n
por una
1934, por
de 1934,
agosto de
mentario
entre is
ylos Estados Unidos de America,
Repdblica de Cuba y
la Rept%lice,
mentario entre
firmado en
Washington en el dia de hoy.
boy.
en Washington
firmado
Como
Vuestra Excelencia,
is intenci6n
intencion de mi
Excelencia, es la
a Vuestra
informado a
he informado
Como he
Gobierno
prestar
ulterior
consideracien
a
posibilidad
de mejorar
mejorar el
la
a
consideraci6n
ulterior
prestar
Gobierno
importado en Cuba,
trato
arancelario otorgado
americano importado
otorgado al arroz americano
trato arancelario
participaci6n en las
mejora que
se mantendria
mantendria en vigor mientras
mientras la
is participacien
que se
mejora
necesidades
con.sumo de
de azdcar
azdcar de los Estados Unidos
Unidos que pueda
pueda
del consumo
necesidades del
no
Cuba,
ser
abastecida
por
athcar
originario
is
Republica
Cuba,
sea
de
Repdblica
la
de
originario
azucar
por
abastecida
ser
moclificada
perjuicio de
Cuba en
relacien con la
is establecida
establecida en las
en relaci6n
de Cuba
en perjuicio
modificada en
estipulaciones relativas
Is. Ley .Azucarera
Estados
Azucarera de los Estados
cuota de la
a cuota
relativas a
estipulaciones
Unidos de 1937.
Entiendo que
que mi
ml Gobierno
Gobierno formule
formule un arreglo aa
caso de que
que en el caso
Entiendo
aceptable al Gobierno
este objeto
Gobierno de Vuestra
Vuestra
y tal arreglo resulte aceptable
objeto y
este
Excelencia,
podrA,
ser
aplicado
al
arroz
americano
importado
en
Cuba
importado
americano
arroz
al
aplicado
ser
podrA
Excelencia,
yy
no
obstante
lo
estipulado
en
el
Articulo
II
y
Partidas
253—A
253-A
las
en
y
II
Articulo
el
en
estipulado
lo
no obstante
a
condici6n,
253—B
de
la
Lists
I
del
Convenio
agosto
de
1934,
a
condicion,
de
24
de
Convenio
del
I
Lista
la
253-B de
a
sin embargo,
embargo, de
que en
en el
caso de
de que
ponga termino
termino a
Gobierno ponga
mi Gobierno
que ml
el caso
de que
sin
las
este
trato
mks
favorable,
las
estipulaciones
relativas
al
arroz,
de
arroz,
relativas
estipulaciones
las
favorable,
este trato mas
Partidas 253—A
y253-B
253—B de
mencionada del Convenio
I antes
antes mencionada
Lista I
la Lists
de is
253-A y
Partidas
firmado
el
24
de
agosto
de
1934,
entraran
de
pleno vigor.
nuevo en pleno
de
entraran
1934,
de
agosto
firmado el 24 de
Aprovecho
esta
oportunidad
pars
reiterar
a
Vuestra
Excelencia
Excelencia las
Vuestra
a
reiterar
para
oportunidad
esta
Aprovecho
seguridades
de
ml
mas
alta
consideracien,
consideraci6n,
alta
mas
mi
de
seguridades
MARTfNEZ
FRAGA.
MARTfNEZ FRAGA

A Su
Excelencia
Su Excelencia
A

M T. CORDELL
HULL,
CORDELL HULL,
Mr.
Secretario de Estado,
Estado,
Secretario
Washington.

2015
2015

2016
2016
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[54 STAT.

[Translation]
[Translation]

EMBASSY OF
OF CUBA,
CUBA,
EMBASSY

W ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.
C.
WASHINGTON,
December 18,
1989.
18, 1939.
December

p. 2002.

Ante,
Ade, p. 2002.

500Stat.
Stat. 904.
7
7 U. S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
§§ 1111-1122.

904.

§51111-122.

stat.

49 Stat. 3560,
3560, 362%
3822
49
aante, p. 2002.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I
honor to
to refer
to the
the note
note which
after
which has been inserted after
refer to
have the
the honor
I have
Item
Schedule IIof
of the
the trade
entered into between
the
between the
trade agreement
agreement entered
253 of
of Schedule
Item 253
on August
24, 1934,
1934, by aa provision
United States and
United
and Cuba
Cuba. on
August 24,
provision of the
supplementary
trade agreement
agreement between
States and Cuba
the United States
between the
supplementary trade
signed
Washington on this day.
signed at Washington
It is,
intention of my
Government to
my Government
informed you, the intention
I have
have informed
It
is, as
as I
consideration to the possibility of arranging
arranging an improveimprovegive further consideration
American rice imported into Cuba,
ment
treatment of American
ment in the tariff treatment
such
to remain in effect so long as the share of United
improvement to
such improvement
States
consumption requirements
sugar which may
supplied by
may be supplied
of sugar
requirements of
States consumption
sugar
Cuba's
Republic of Cuba is not altered to Cuba's
the Republic
sugar originating in the
disadvantage
disadvantage as compared with that established
established in the quota provisions of the United States Sugar Act of 1937.
1937.
It
understanding that in the event
event that my Government
Government
It is
is my understanding
arrangement for this purpose and such arrangement
arrangement is
devises an arrangement
American
Government it
it may be applied to American
to your Government
acceptable to
found acceptable
II
imported into Cuba notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions of Article II
rice imported
of
August
the
agreement
Schedule
I
of
and Items 253-A
253—A and 253-B
253—B of Schedule I
agreement
August
24, 1934,
1934, provided,
provided, however,
however, that in the
the event such improved
improved treattreat24,
Government, the provisions
provisions relating
relating to rice
terminated by my Government,
ment is terminated
aforesaid Items 253—A
253—B of Schedule IIof the trade
253-A and 253-B
in the aforesaid
agreement signed
on August
August 24, 1934,
1934, shall again come into full effect.
signed on
agreement
I
avail myself
myself of this opportunity
opportunity to renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
I avail
assurances
of
my
very
high
consideration.
consideration.
assurances of my very
M ARTN EZ FRA.GA.
FRAGA
MARTfNEZ
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Mr. CORDELL
HULL,
Mr.
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary
of State,
Secretary of
State,
Washington, D.
C.
D. C.
Washington,

Fraga)
The Secretary
Secretary of
State (Hull)
Cuban Ambassador
Ambassador (Martinez
(Martinez Fraga)
(Hull) to
to the
the Cuban
The
of State
DEPARTMENT
STATE,
OF STATE,
DEPARTMENT or
W ASHINGTON,
WASHINGTON,
December 18,
18, 1939.
1939.
December
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

this date,
date, in which
of this
to acknowledge
note of
which
your note
acknowledge your
the honor
honor to
IIhave
have the
of your
you
state that
that it
is the
the intention
intention of
your Government
Government to give
give further
further
it is
you state
consideration to
to the
of improving
the customs
customs treatment
treatment of
of
improving the
consideration
the possibility
possibility of
such improvement
American
rice imported
American rice
imported into Cuba, such
improvement to remain in
effect
so long
long as
as the
share of
of United
United States
States consumption
consumption requirements
requirements
effect so
the share
of sugar which may be supplied by sugar originating
originating in the Republic
Republic

54
STAT.]]
54 STAT.
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2017
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of Cuba is not altered to Cuba's disadvantage
disadvantage as compared
with that
that
compared with
established
established in the quota provisions of the United
United States Sugar
Sugar Act of
of
1937.
I
I further have the honor to confirm
confirm your understanding
understanding that the
note which has been inserted, by a
a provision
provision of the supplementary
supplementary
trade agreement between the United States and Cuba signed at
Washington
Washington on this day, after Item 253 of Schedule
Schedule I
trade
I of the trade
agreement entered
entered into between
between the United States and Cuba on
agreement
August 24, 1934, will make possible
possible the application
application of such an arrangement in the event it
it is desired by your Government
Government and is
is
found acceptable
acceptable by my Government,
Government, notwithstanding
notwithstanding the provisions
of Article II
II and items 253-A
253—A and 253-B
253—B of Schedule
agreement
Schedule I
I of the agreement
of August 24, 1934.
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my
highest conAccept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
my highest
sideration.
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL

Excellency
His Excellency
PEDRO MARTfNEZ
MARTN EZ FRAGA,
PEDRO
FRAGA,
Ambassador of
the Republic
Republic of
Cuba.
Ambassador
of the
of Cuba.

50 Stat. 904.
904.

7
U. S. C.,Supp.V,
C., Supp. V,
7U.S.
§§ 1111-1122.
1111-1122.
§§

Ante,
p. 2002.
Ante, p.
2002.

49 Stat.
Stat. 3560,
3560, 3622;
3622;
49
ante, p.
2002.
ante,
p. 2002.

2018
2018

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

June 14,
14, 1G39
1539
June
[L
A. S.
S. No. 186j
1661
[E. A.

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

Arrangement between
America and
and Liberia
Liberia respecting
respecting
of America
United States
States of
between the
the United
Arrangement
air
by exchange
exchange of
signed June
June 14,
14, 1939;
1989;
of notes
notes signed
Effected by
air navigation.
navigation. Effected
effective June
1939.
15, 1939.
June 15,
effective
The American
American Minister
(Walton) to
of State
State
Secretary of
Liberian Secretary
to the
the Liberian
Minister (Walton)
The
(Simpson)
(Simpson)
No. 190a
190a
No.

Air navigation
navigation
agreement
agreement with Liberia.

OF AMERICA
STATES
LEGATION or
OF TH
THE UNTrrD
UNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA
LmEATION
M ONROVIA, LIBERIA
LIBERIA
MONROVIA,
June 14,
14, 1939
Jane
1939

EXCELLENCY:
ExCETTiENc:
Navigation
have the
the honor
honor to
to set
set forth
forth below
below the
the terms
terms of the Air
Air Navigation
IIhave
Agreement
United States
Liberia as
as understood
understood by
by
States and
and Liberia
the United
between the
Agreement between
me to
approved in
in the
course of
of the
the negotiations
negotiations recently
recently
the course
been approved
to have
have been
me
conducted
by the
the Legation
Legation with
with your
Department of
of State:
State:
your Department
conducted by
AIR
AGRPEMPNT BETWEEN
BETwEEN THE
TILE UNrED
UNITED S
TATES AND
AND LIBERIA
LIBERIA
STATES
NAVIGATION AGREEMENT
Ant NAVIGATION
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11

Application.
Applicatton.

continental United
(a)
arrangement shall
apply to
to continental
United
shall apply
The present
present arrangement
(a) The
States of
of America,
America, exclusive
of Alaska,
and to
to Liberia,
Liberia, including
including their
their
Alaska, and
exclusive of
States
territorial waters.
waters.
territorial
aircraft
set forth, civil aircraft
hereinafter set
(b) Subject
Subject to
to the
the conditions
conditions hereinafter
(b)
registered
this arrangement
arrangement and
not engaged
engaged in
and not
to this
Party to
by either
either Party
registered by
passage above
regular scheduled
shall be
liberty of passage
above
be accorded
accorded liberty
services, shall
scheduled services,
regular
and of
landing upon
upon the
territory of
the other
other Party.
Party.
of the
the territory
and
of landing
ARTICLE 22

Safety
manta.
ments.

require.
require-

operating in the territory
territory of the other
other
Aircraft of either Party operating
(a) Aircraft
personnel
Party must be airworthy. The members of the operating personnel
necessary qualifications,
qualifications, and also possess airman
airman cermust have the
the necessary
competent authorities of the country of registificates issued by the competent
tration.
(b) The aircraft
aircraft of each
earh Party, their crews, passengers
passengers and goods
carried thereon shall, while within the territory
territory of the other Party,
be subject to the laws in force in that territory, including all regulations relating to air navigation applicable to foreign aircraft, the
transport
and order, as
transport of passengers
passengers and goods, and public safety and
concerning immigration,
quarantine, cuswell as any regulations
regulations concerning
immigration, quarantine,
toms, and clearance.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 33

Most-favored-naMost-favored-na-

tion treatment.
Lion

In respect to the establishment
operation of air routes and air
air
establishment and operation
transport
services
and
all
matters
pertaining
thereto,
the
transport services
pertaining
nationals and
and
aircraft of the United States of America
America shall receive most-favored-

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

LIBERIAAIR NAVIGATION-JUNE
NAVIGATION- JUNE 14.
14, 1939
LIBERIA-AIR
1939

2019
2019

nation treatment
treatment in Liberia.
Liberia. However,
However, the United States of America
America
may not claim any rights in respect of such routes
routes and air transport
transport
services
services if it should be unwilling
unwilling to accord
accord similar rights to the
Government
Government or nationals of Liberia.
Liberia.
ARTICLE 4
ARTICLE
4
The present arrangement shall be subject to termination by either
either

Termination.
Termination.

Party upon six months' notice given in writing to the other Party.
I should be pleased
I
pleased if you would inform me whether
whether your Government accepts the foregoing text as the text which
which was agreed
agreed to in
in
If so,
so, my
Government suggests
the course of the
the recent
recent negotiations. If
my Government
that the agreement
June 15,
15, 1939.
agreement become effective on June
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
highest consideraconsideraAccept,
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my highest
tion.

Effective date.

Efectve date.

LESTER
A. W
ALTON
LESTER A.
WALTON
American Minister
Minister
His Excellency C
LARPNcE L. Sn!draw,
CLARENCE
SIMPSON,
Secretary of State
Liberia
Secretary
State of the Republic of Liberia
Monrovia
Monrovia

Secretary of State
The Liberian
LiberianSecretary
State (Simpson) to the American
American Minister
(Walton)
580a/D.F.
580a/D.F.

DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
M ONROVIA, LIBERIA.
LIBERIA.
MONROVIA,
June 14,
June
14, 1939.

S
IR:
SIR:
acknowledge the receipt of your note of June
IIhave the honor to acknowledge
14,
requesting to
whether my Government
accepts
14, 1939 requesting
to be informed
informed whether
Government accepts
acknowledgment as the text of
the text set forth in the note under acknowledgment
of
Navigation Agreement
Agreement between
between Liberia and the United
United States
the Air Navigation
which was agreed to in the course of the negotiations
negotiations recently conconwhich
ducted by the Department of State with the Legation.
Legation. The text as
ducted
Legation's note is as follows:
follows:
set forth in the Legation's
AM NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
THE UNITED
STATES AND
AND LIBERIA
LEBERIA
BETWEEN TIE
UNIrm STATES
AIR
ARTICLE
I
ARTICLE I

(a) The
The present
arrangement shall
apply to
continental United
United
(a)
present arrangement
shall apply
to continental
States
America, exclusive of
Liberia, including
including their
States of America,
of Alaska,
Alaska, and to Liberia,
their
territorial waters.
territorial
(b) Subject
to the
the conditions
hereinafter set
set forth,
forth, civil
civil aircraft
aircraft
conditions hereinafter
(b)
Subject to
registered
by either
either Party
Party to
this arrangement
not engaged
in
and not
engaged in
to this
arrangement and
registered by
regular scheduled
shall be
liberty of
passage above
of passage
above
regular
scheduled services,
services, shall
be accorded
accorded liberty
and of
landing upon
of the
Party.
upon the
the territory
territory of
the other
other Party.
and
of landing

l
Agreement by Li-

beaeemt
beria.

by L-

2020
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ARTIC
LE II
ARTICLE
II

(a) Aircraft
territory of
of the
the other
other
Aircraft of either Party
Party operating
operating in the territory
Party must be airworthy.
members of the operating
personnel
airworthy. The members
operating personnel
must have the necessary
necessary qualifications,
airman cerqualifications, and also
also possess
possess airman
certificates issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities of the country
country of
of regisregistration.
(b) The aircraft of each Party, their crews, passengers
(b)
passengers and goods
goods
the territory
the other
Party,
carried thereon shall,
shall, while within
within the
territory of
of the
other Party,
be subject to the laws in force
all regularegulaforce in
in that
that territory, including
including all
navigation applicable
tions relating to air navigation
foreign aircraft,
aircraft, the
applicable to foreign
transport
passengers and goods, and public safety and order, as
transport of passengers
regulations concerning
well as any regulations
immigration, quarantine,
customs,
concerning immigration,
quarantine, customs,
and clearance.
ARTICLE
ARTI
CLE III
II

In respect of the establishment
establishment and operation of air routes
air
routes and
and air
transport services and all matters
matters pertaining
pertaining thereto, the nationals
nationals
and aircraft of the United States of America
America shall receive
receive mostfavored-nation treatment
treatment in Liberia.
favored-nation
Liberia. However,
However, the United States of
of
America
America may not claim any rights in respect
such routes and
and air
air
respect of such
transport
transport services
services if it should be unwilling to accord
accord similar rights
to the Government
Government or nationals
nationals of Liberia.
Liberia.
ARTI
CLE
ARTICLE

IV
I

The present arrangement
arrangement shall be subject to termination by either
either
Party upon six months' notice given in writing to the other Party.
IIam glad to assure you that my Government
Government accepts
accepts the foregoing
foregoing
text as the text which was agreed to by it in the course of the recent
recent
negotiations. My Government also accepts
accepts your Government's
Government's sugsuggestion that the agreement
agreement become effective
effective on June 15,
15, 1939 and
and
becoming effective on that date.
will accordingly
accordingly regard it as becoming
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
consideration.
Honorable
Honorable LaBsT
LISTER A.
WArrmi,
A. WAImTN,

SimPam
C. L.
L. SIMPSON
of State.
Secretary of

Minister
Minister of the United States of America,
Monrovia.
Monrovia.
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LITHUANIA-PARCEL
POST-DEC.
LITHUANIAPARCEL POSTDEC.4, 28, 1939
1939

Agreement between the United
United States of
Agreement
Lithuania for
of America
America and
and Lithuania
for the
exchange
parcel post;
post; signed
signed at Kaunas
Kaunas December
December 4,
exchange of parcel
4, 1939, and at
Washington December
December 28, 1939; approved
approved and ratified
Washington
ratified by the President
President
January 5,
5, 1940.
of the United
United States
States January
1940.

December 4,
4, 1939
1939
December
December 28,
28, 1939
1939
December

PARCEL
POST AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BEPARCEL POST
BE- PASTO
PA S
sTO SIUNTINIU
SIUNTINIU. SUTARTIS
SUTARTIS TARP
TWEEN
TWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
LIETUVOS IR JUNGTINIU
JUNGTINIU,
LIETUVOS
AMERICA
AMERICA AND LITHUANIA
LITHUANIA
AMERIKOS VALSTYBIU
VALSTYBIU,
of concluding
concluding
For the purpose
purpose of
an
arrangement for
the exchange
an arrangement
for the
exchange
of parcel-post
parcel-post packages
packages between
of
between
the United States
States of America
America (in(including Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
Hawaii, Puerto
Puerto
cluding
Rico, Guam,
and the
VirSamoa, and
the VirRico,
Guam, Samoa,
gin Islands
Islands of the United States)
and
Postmaster
Lithuania, the
the Postmaster
and Lithuania,
General of
States of
General
of the
the United
United States
America and
General
Director General
and the
the Director
America
of Posts
Posts and
and Telegraphs
Telegraphs of
of LithuLithuof
ania,
by virtue
of authority
authority vested
vested
virtue of
ania, by
in them,
upon the
have agreed upon
in
them, have
following articles:
articles:
following

Tikslu sudaryti
pato
sudaryti sutarti
sutart| pasto
siuntiniams apsimainyti tarp Lietu.vos
Jungtiniu Amerikos
Amerikos Valtuvos ir JungtiniV
stybiu (su Alaska,
Alaska, Avaji.
Avaju l Portorikos, Gvamos, Samuvos ir J'lngJungtiniu
Virginia Salomis),
Salomis),
tiniy Valstybiu
ValstybiV Virging
Vyriausias Lietuvos PaSto
Pagto ir TeleTeleVyriausias
grafo Direktorius
Vpiausias
Direktorius ir Vyriausias
Jungtiniu Amerikos
Valstybiia
Jungtinil
Amerikos Valstybiu
Pasto
pasiremdami
Pagto Direktorius,
Threktorius, pasiremdann
suteikta teise, susitare
susitare sitaip:
gitaip:
jiem suteikta

ARTICLE
1.
ARTICLE 1.

1 STRAIPSNIS.
1
STRAIPSNIS.

Object of
of the
the Agreement.
Agreement.
Object

Sutarties dalykas.
Sutarties
dalykas.

Ordinary, insured,
insured, and
collectand collectOrdinary,
on-delivery
parcels are
are admitted
admitted
on-delivery parcels
in
the reciprocal
reciprocal relations
under
relations under
in the
the
conditions set
below.
forth below.
set forth
the conditions
Such
sent in
also be
be sent
may also
parcels may
Such parcels
transit through
through either
either country
country
transit
under
the conditions
conditions prescribed
prescribed
under the
time by the interfrom
to time
time to
from time
mediate
Administration.
mediate Administration.

Tarpusavio
priTarpusavio apsimainyme
apsimainyme priimami
gennaunusta
tytomis sqlygostaygoimami iemiau
nustatytomis
mis paprasti,
ivertmti ir
ir isperigpermis
paprasti, jvertmti
kamojo mokescio
mokegio siuntiniai.
siuntiniai. Tolde
kamojo
Tokie
siuntiniai, taip pat,
bati
siuntiniai,
pat, gali buti
siunciami
siun6iami tranzitu
tranzitu per bet
bet kuria
kuria
ii dvieju
alij, tairpininkaujansiu
dviojr
Aliu,
tarpininkaujanOjos
Valdybos laikas
nuo laiko
laikas nuo
laiko
Cios Valdybos
nustatytonus salygornis.
nustatytomis
s4lygomis.

A.
INAND INORDINARY AND
A. ORDINARY
SURED PARCELS.
PARCELS.
SURED

A. PAPRASTI
PAPRASTI IR
IR IVERTINTI
IVERTINTI
A.
SIUNTINIAI.
SIUNTINIAI.

ARTICLE
2.
ARTICLE 2.

2S
TRAIPSNIS.
2
STRAIPSNIS.

Limits
of weight
and size.
size.
weight and
Limits of

Svorio ir
ir dydiio
dydtio ribos.
ribos.
Svorio

1.
parcel shall
exceed 44
44
shall exceed
1. No
No parcel
pounds
kilograms) in
in weight
weight
(20 kilograms)
pounds (20
nor
the following
following dimensions:
dimensions:
nor the
Length, 4
(120 centimeters);
centimeters);
4 feet
feet (120
Length,
provided
that parcels
over 42
42
parcels over
provided that
inches
(105 centimeters)
centimeters) but
not
but not
inches (105
over
44 inches
inches (110
centimeters)
(110 centimeters)
over 44
long do
not exceed
exceed 24
24 inches
inches (60
(60
do not
long
centimeters)
in girth;
that parcels
parcels
girth; that
centimeters) in

1. Siuntinys
virgyti 44
44
neturi virsyti
Siuntinys nettni
1.
svaru
(20 kilogram)
nei
kilogramu) svorio
svorio nei
svaru (20
i4mieru:
siu ismieru:
figis, 4
4 pedos
pedos (120
(120 centimetrk)
centimetru)
Ilgis,
su
salyga, kad
kad siuntiniai
vir§ 42
42
siuntiniai virs
su salyga,
coliu (105
centimetry) bet ne
(105 centimetru)
coliV
daugiau kaip
coliu (110
(110 centikaip 44
44 coliu
daugiau
metru) ilgio
ilgio nevirgytu
24 coliu
coliu (60
nevirsyti 24
metri)
centimetria) apirnties;
kad siunsiunapimties; kad
centimetri)

Purpose
declared.
Purpose declared.

Types of
parcels.
of parcels.
Types

Administrations
A
dministrat ionlsas
s
Intermediaries.
Interluediarii's.

Weight.
Weight.

1)imensions.
Dimensions.

2022
2022

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OT HKR THAN
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vial 44 coliij
(110 centimecentimecoliy (110
over 44
44 inches
inches (110
(110 centimeters)
centimeters) tiniai virs
over
coliy
try) bet ne daugiau kaip 46 coliv
inches (115 centi- trig)
46 inches
but not over 46
nevirgytn
centimetry) ilgio nevirsyty
meters) long do not exceed
exceed 20 (115 centimetrn)
meters)
colim (50 centimetrn)
centimetru) apimties
inches (50
centimeters) in girth; 20 coliy
(50 centimeters)
inches
coliu (115
siuntiniai virs
virg 46 coliv
(115
and that
parcels over
over 46
inches ir kad siuntiniai
46 inches
that parcels
and
centimetru) bet ne daugiau kaip
4 centimetri2.)
centimeters) but not over 4
(115 centimeters)
centimetrn) ilgio
pedy (120 centimetru)
centimeters) long do not 44 pedn
feet (120 centimeters)
coliv (40 centimetru)
centimetrn)
nevirsytu 16 coliy
exceed 16 inches (40 centimeters)
centimeters) nevirgytn.
exceed
apimties.
in girth. Parcels which are
are three apimties.
kinin ilgis yra trys
Siuntiniai, kuriy
one-half feet (105
(105 centimeters)
centimeters)
and one-half
puss pedos
pedos (105 centimetrai)
centimetrai)
su puse
or less in length may not exceed
exceed su
makau, neturi
nettni virAyti
virgyti 6
6p6ed
pedn
6
(180 centimeters) in length arba ma~iau,
6 feet (180
(180 centimetru),
centimetrn), ilgi
apimtj
ilg ir apimti
(180
and girth combined.
and
paemus.
kartu paemus.
2. Kas liecia
ligia tikslu
tiksln siuntiniy
siuntiniv
2. As regards the exact calculacalculadydiio apskaidiavima,
apskaidavima, tai
tion of the weight and dimensions svorio ir dyd~io
igsiuntimo istaigos
istalgos nurodomi
nurodorai duoof parcels, the view of the dis- issiuntimo
raenys bus laikomi teisingi,
teisingi, isskyigskypatching office shall be accepted,
accepted., menys
atsitikimus, kur klaida yra
rus atsitikimus,
except in cases of obvious error.
aigki.
aiski.

ARTICLE 3.
ARTICLE
3.
Postage and
fees.
Postage
ndfe.

Prepayment.
Prepayment.

Addresses.
Addresses.

Postage
Postage and
andfees.
1.
The
Administration
1.
Administration of origin
is entitled to collect from the
sender of each parcel such postage
informaand fees for requests for information as to the disposal of a
a parcel
posted., and
and
made after it has been posted,
insured parcels,
also, in the case of insured
insurance fees and fees for
for
such insurance
return receipts as may from time
to time be prescribed
prescribed by its regulations.
2. Except in the case of returned or redirected
redirected parcels, the
postage and such of the fees mentioned in the preceding section as
are applicable
applicable must be prepaid.
prepaid.

33 STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
Pa&o
ir rinkliavos.
rinkliavos.
PaSto mokestis ir
1.
Igsiuntimo Valdyba
Valdyba turi teise
1. Issiuntimo
kiekvieno siuntinio
siuntinio siuntejo
siuntejo
imti is kiekvieno
pagto mokesti
mokesti ir rinkliavas
toki pasto
cini, kaip
prasymus suteikti Jiniu,
uA pragyinus
pasielgta
ji idavus
pasielgta su siuntiniu, ji
pagtan, o
o paduodant
paduodant Ivertintus
ivertintus
pastan,
draudinao rinksiuntinius, tokias draudimo
pranegiran rinkliavas ir iteikimo pranesimu
laikas nuo laiko
laiko bus
liavas, kokios laikas
vidaus taisyklemis
austatytos.
taisyklemis austatytos.
jos vidaus
2. Pagto
aukgtesneje
Pasto mokestis ir aukstesneje
2.
pastraipoje
rinkliavos t
pastraipoje nurodytos rinkliavos,
pritaikyti, turi buti
blti
kurias galima pritaikyti,
sumokamos is anksto, igskyrus
isskyrus
sumokamoe
atsitikimus, kai siuntiniai gradasiunaarai.
iinami arba dasiunaiami.

ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE

STRAIPSNIB.
44 STRAIPSNIS.

Preparation
Preparationof parcels.
parcels.

Siuntiniv paruoSimas.
parv,okimas.
Siuntinilt
Siuntejo ir gavejo
gavejo pavadini1. Siuntejo
adresai visada
visada turi buti
biiti
mai ir adresai
aigkiai
uIrasomi, kai
aiskiai ir teisingai uiragomi,
gams, ant paties siuntinio
siuntinio arba
galima,
ant
prilipintos prie jo
Jo ,ymeles,
Aymeles, o
ant prilipintos
dydEio
kai del siuntinio
siuntinio formos ar dydlio
buna uOrasomas
siuntinio adresas bans
uiragomas
tik ant priristos
pririgtos prie siuntinio kor-

1.
1. The name and address of the
must
sender and of the addressee must
correctly written
be legibly and correctly
written in
every case when possible on the
parcel itself or on aalabel gummed
thereto, and, in the case of parcels
parcels
addressed by tag only because
because of
their shape or size, must also be
a separate slip which
which teles,
written on a
tai siuntejo
siuntejo ir
gavejo pavapavair gavejo
teles, tai
slip must be enclosed
enclosed in the parcel. dinimai ir
buti, taip
ir adresai
adre,sai turi
tun bud,
It
It is recommended
such pat, usragomi
recommended that such
uiraAomi ant atskiros korte-

address slips be enclosed
enclosed in
hi all les,
kuri idedama
idedama jsiuntini.
siuntini.
PatePatai
les, kuri
parcels.
deti iI
risme,
adreso korteles
korteles doti
riama tokias adreso
visus siuntinius.
giuntinins.
visus

54 STAT.]
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LITHUANIA—
PARCEL POST—
LITHUANIA-PARCEL
POST-DEC.
DEC.4, 28, 1939
1939

Parcels will not be accepted
accepted
when sent by or addressed
addressed to
initials, unless the initials are the
adopted trade
trade name of the
the senders
or addressees.
Addresses
Addresses in ordinary pencil are
allowed, but copying
copying ink or
not allowed,
surface preindelible pencil on aa surface
viously dampened may be used.

kuriv siuntejai
siuntejai arba
Siuntiniai, kuriu
gavejai
ga.vpjaa.paiymeti
pa.kyiteti micialais, jei tie
gavej4
uunalaa nera
nera siunteju
munteju arba gaveju
inicialai
pnsumtas firmos
firmos pavadinimas,pagpavadinimas, pa §prisiimtas
tan nepriimami.
Adresus rasyti
raAyti paprastu
paprastu piegtupiestuneleidfiama, bet kimiskus
kimigkus arba
ku neleidliama,
neigtrinamus pieAtukus
alima varneistrinamus
piestukus galima
ton
pirmiau sudrelunto
toti ant pirnmau
sudrekinto pavirpavirgiaus.
Siaus.
Customs declaraCustoms
2. The sender shall prepare one
Siuntejas surago
viena tions.
suraso po vieni
2. Siuntejas
customs declaration
declaration for each par- muitines deklaracijA
deklaracija kiekvienam
kiekvienam
smn6ia.mam is
i Lietuvos
Lietuvos siuntiniui
cel sent from Lithuania and
and two siunciamam
customs declarations
muitines deklaracijas
deldaracijas
declarations for each par- ir po dvi muitines
cel
United States of kiekvienam
kiekvienam siuneiamam
i6 Jungsiunciamam is
cel sent from the United
tiniu Amerikos
Amerikos Valstybii
Valstybiu siunAmerica,
America, upon aaspecial form pro- tiniu
vided
specialiai tam tikslui skirvided for the purpose, which cus- tiniui, specialiai
a tuose blankuose.
blankuose. Siose
giose muitines
toms declarations shall give a
deklaracijose duodama
duodama bendras
general
description of the parcel, deklaracijose
general description
siuntinio apragymas,
an accurate
accurate statement in detail of siuntinio
apragymas, tiksliai nusacontents and value, date of koma smulkus siuntinio indelis ir
its contents
iSsiuntimo laikas, svoris,
mailing, the weight, the sender's
sender's verte, igsiuntimo
siuntejo pavadinimas
pavadinimas ir adresas,
and address, and the name siuntejo
name and
adresas ir
pavadinimas ir adresas
addressee; and gavejo pavadinimas
and address of the addressee;
tvirtai pririsamos
pririgamos prie siunsecurely tied to the parcel. jos tvirtai
be securely
shall be
siuntiniu muitines
muitines
Ivertintu siuntinii
tinio. Ivertintu
The customs
customs declarations
declarations of in- tinio.
The
deklaracijos turi
bad atiymetos
turi buti
sured parcels must
be marked or deklaracijos
must be
sured
ranks, arba iymele arba spaudu
spaudu
ranka
labeled or
or stamped
stamped "Insured".
"Insured".
labeled
"Insured"
(Ivertintas).
"Insured" (Tvertintas).
3. Valdybos
Valdybos neatsako ui
u mui3. The
accept
Administrations accept
3.
The Administrations
deklaraciju surasymo
suragymo teisinresponsibility for
correct- tines deklaracijy
for the correctno responsibility
gwna.
ness of the customs declarations.
declarations. guma.
Siuntiniai turi buti
bad uitaisyti
uitaisyti Packing.
4. Siuntiniai
4.
packed in 4.
4. Parcels must be packed
medlio d6eese
deiese arba kitoj kokioj
kokioj
boxes
boxes of wood or other strong mediio
atitinkamoj kelio
kelio
tvirtoj mediiagoj atitinkamoj
material adequate
adequate for the length
length tvirtojmediiagoj
material
indelio apsauga. Paprasti Ordinary
of the
the journey
and for the protec- ilgi ir indelio
journey and
of
parcels.
Ordinary parcels.
bati uidaromi
uidaromi ant- Sealing.
gali buti
siuntiniai gall
tion
Ordinary siuntiniai
contents. Ordinary
of the contents.
tion of
Sealing, etc.
spauduoj
ant,
plombuoj
ant
a
r
b
a
arba
plombuojant
spauduojant,
parcels
may
be
closed
by
of
by
means
parcels may be closed
kitaip.
otherwise.
wax, lead seals, or otherwise.
parcels.
parcels.
Ivertinti siuntiniai turi bati Insured
Ivertinti
Insured parcels
parcels must
closed
must be closed
Insured
Sealing, etc.
Sealing
uidaryti ir saugiai
saugiai ulantspauduoti
uiantspauduoti
securely sealed with wax or uidaryti
and securely
paskynmo salis
Flails
otherwise, but
but the country
country of laku ar kitaip, bet paskyrimo
otherwise,
ir paprastus
kaip ir
teisq juos, kaip
turi teisg
destination shall have the right to turi
destination
teise nuatidaryti (su Wise
open them
ordinary siuntinius, atidaryta
as ordinary
well as
them as well
open
pleAti ir antspaudas),
antspaudas), ju indeliui
parcels (including the
right to plesti
the right
parcels
Taip atidaryti siuntibreak the
the seals) in order
inspect patikrinti. Taip
order to inspect
break
vel uitaisomi
uitaisomi ir oficialiai
niai vel
the contents. Parcels which have niai
uiantspauduojaini isskyrus
askyrus pabeen so
closed uiantspauduojami
so opened shall be closed
been
prastus siuntmius,
siuntuuus, kuriuos
kunuos nera
again and
except prastus
officially sealed, except
and officially
again
reikalo
antspauduoti,
jie nejei tie
antspauduoti,
reikalo
that
in
the
of
ordinary
parcels
parcels
ordinary
of
case
the
in
that
juos
uos
antspauduoti,,j
siunt6jo antspauduon
buvo siuntejo
they need
they buvo
sealed if they
be sealed
not be
need not
they
paduodant
pagtan.
pastan.
paduodant
were
not
sealed
the
sender
in
sender
by
sealed
were not
the first instance.
Kiekviena Valdyba
siunti:
Valdyba gali siuntiKiekviena
Either
may reAdministration may
Either Administration
nio apsaugojimo
apsaugojimo tikslu reikalaub
reikalauti
quire
quire aaspecial impress or mark of nio
linybos pastan
paAtan iveriduotu jos iinybos
the
sender in
in the sealing
insured iduotu
sealing of insured
the sender
antspaudavime spetintu siuntinii antspaudavime
parcels
service, as aa tintm.siuntiniu
in its service,
mailed in
parcels mailed
cialaus
ispaudo ar ienklo.
siuntejo ispaudo
cialaus siuntejo
means of
of protection.
protection.
means
,
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Labels, stamps,
stamps, etc.
etc.

Liquids, etc.
etc.

Powders, etc.

'owders, etc.

prohibited
Articles
Articles prohibited
transmission.
transmission.

OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

address side, each in5. On the address
sured parcel
must bear
bear a
with
a label
label with
parcel must
sured
the
"Insured", or
stamped
or be stamped
word "Insured",
the word
or marked
marked with the same
same word
word in
or
close proximity
proximity to
the number
number
to the
close
given the
parcel, and
and it
it must
must also
given
the parcel,
bear an indication
indication of the amount
amount
bear
of the
insured value,
value, mentioned
mentioned
of
the insured
fully
currency of
in the currency
legibly in
and legibly
fully and
the country
country of
origin and in
roman
in roman
of origin
the
letters.
amount must be
letters. This amount
converted
converted into gold francs by the
sender or
origin,
of origin,
the office
office of
or by the
sender
conversion is
and the result of the conversion
added
descripthe original
original descripbelow the
added below
tion.
6.
The labels
stamps on
on ininor stamps
labels or
6. The
sured
placed
be so
so placed
parcels must be
sured parcels
that they cannot
cannot serve to conceal
conceal
injuries
injuries to the covers. They must
not
sides of the
not be folded over two sides
as to hide
hide the edge.
cover so
so as

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

5. Kiekvieno
Kiekvieno ivertinto siuntinio
adreso
adreso puseje arti siuntinio numerio turi bati
bud ~ymele
Aymele su godgiu
dodfiu
"Insured"
(Ivertmtas), arba uWdeudé"Insured" (Ivertintas),
spaudas ar paiymejimas
paIymelimas su tuo
tas spaudas
pat godIiu.
Aodfiu. Taip pat, ir ivertinimo suma turi büti
buti pilnai ir
aigkiai uhagyta
siuntinio adreso
adreso
uWrasyta siuntinio
aiskiai
puseje igsiuntimo
alies valiuta ir
puseje
issiuntimo salies
lot,yuu raidemis.
raidemis. Siuntejas arba
arba
lotynu
issiuntimo
igsmntimo Istaiga
staiga turi isversti
igversti sit
it
sumit
frankus. Isvertimo
Igvertimo
suma i aukso frankus.
Memiau issiuntimo
daviniai irasomi
iragomi gemiau
igsiuntimo
Aalies
vafiutoje ikeikgtos
isreikstos sumos.
salies valiutoje
6. kineles
6.
2ymeles ir spaudai ant iverbud uWdedami
uidedami
tintu siuntiniu turi bfiti
taip, kad jie negaletu paslepti
suoalojimu. Jos neturi
apdaro saalojimu.
bflti uilenkiamos
uglenkiaraos per dvi apdaro
biti
nepasleptu siuntinio
puses, kad nepaslptu

bliaunos.
briaunos.
7. Any liquid or any substance 7. Bet kokie skysciai
skygiai arba lengskystangios med~iagos
medgiagos turi
which easily liquefies must be vai skystandios
had ugtaisomos
dvigubuose apdauftaisomos dvigubuose
receptacle. bati
packed in aa double receptacle.
Between the
ruose.
Tarp vidujinio apdaro
Tarp
(bot- ruose.
receptacle (botinner receptaele
the inner
Between
doges ir
etc.) and the (buten°,
(butelio, flakono, puodo, dees
pot, box, etc.)
tle, flask, pot,
(metalo, tvirto
virsutinio (metal°,
outer (box of metal, strong wood, t. t.) ir virgutinio
banguoto kartono
medlio, tvirto banguoto
corrugated cardboard, or medgio,
strong corrugated
arba tvirtu fibro
fibro lenteliu
lenteliu dees
deges
receptacle of arba
fibreboard, or receptacle
strong fibreboard,
panagaus tvirtumo
tvirtumo apdaro)
apdaro)
a arba panasaus
equal strength) shall be left a
paliekama tuscia
tug6ia vieta,
vista, kuri uWpilWpilspace
filled with paliekama
which shall be filled
space which
sawdust,
pakankamu kiekiu piuvenu,
piuvenu,
or some other ab- doma pakankamu
sawdust, bran, or
sorbent
in. sufficient
selenu arba
arba kitos
kites skysti sugeriansufficient quan- selenV
material in
sorbent material
6ios mediiagos,
sudul us
medhiagos, kad mdui suduius
to absorb all the liquid con- cios
tity to
sustgertu. Visas
visas skystimas.
susigertu
tents in
in the
the case
case of breakage.
breakage.
tents
8. Milteliai
Milteliai arba milteliu formos
8. Powders and dyes in powder
powder
daiai turi bad
form must be packed
packed in metal daiai
bilti uitaisomi
uitaisomi metaliform
containers which containers
13116
dieutese, kurios turi bati
containers must nese dautese,
containers
idedamos ijtvirtus isorinius
igorinius apdaouter idedamos
enclosed in substantial outer
be enclosed
covers so as to afford
afford the utmost
labiausiai apsaugoj
us
apsaugojus
utmost rus, kad kuo labiausiai
drauge siundiamas
siun6iamas pasto
pagto
kitas drauge
protection
accompanying kites
protection to the accompanying
siuntas.
mail matter.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5.
5.

5
5STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.

Prohibitions.
Prohibitions.
1. The following articles are
prohibited transmission
transmission by parcel
prohibited
post:
A letter or a
acommunication
communication
(a) A
having the nature of an actual
actual and
personal correspondence.
correspondence. NeverNevertheless, it
it is permitted to enclose
in a
parcel an open invoice
invoice concona parcel
fined
particulars which confined to the particulars
stitute an invoice, and also a
a simple copy of the address of the
parcel, that of the sender being

Draudirnai.
Draudimai.
draudiiama
1. Pagto
Pasto siurttiniais
siuntiniais draudiiama
siusti sie
gie daiktai:

added.

Laigkai arba ragtai
rastai turi
(a) Laiskai
asmenigko arba
arba aktualaus
aktualaus susirasisusiragiasmenisko
nejimo pobud|.
pobadi. Taciau
Taeiau i siuntini
nejimo
leidiiama Wed
atvira, apribotf
apribota
deti atvira,
leidfiama,
daiktaraffio privalumais,
privalumais, daiktadaiktarascio
raltiir,
paprastasiuntinio
siuntinio
rasti ir, taip pat, paprasti
adreso nuoraa4,
nuoraga, pridedant
pridedant ir siungunadres.
tejo adresa.
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(b) An
enclosure which
which bears
An enclosure
(b)
an
address other
other than
than that of the
an address
addressee
of the
parcel or that of
the parcel
addressee of
a
living with
with him.
person living
a person
(c) Any
live animals
(except
animals (except
Any live
(c)
leeches).
leeches).
which the
(d)
Any article
article of
of which
(d) Any
admission
is not
authorized by the
not authorized
admission is
customs
or other
laws or
regulaor regulaother laws
customs or
tions
force in
in either
either country.
in force
tions in
(e) Any
explosive or
inflammaor inflammaAny explosive
(e)
ble article
and, in
general, any
in general,
article and,
ble
article of
of which
conveyance is
which the conveyance
article
dangerous.
dangerous.
2.
When a
a parcel
parcel contravening
contravening
2. When
any
of these
these prohibitions
prohibitions is
handed
is handed
any of
over
Administration to the
one Administration
by one
over by
other,
the latter
latter shall
shall proceed
proceed in
in
other, the
accordance
its
with its laws and its
accordance with
inland
regulations.
inland regulations.
3.
The two
two Postal
Postal Administra3. The
tions shall
shall furnish
furnish each other with
tions
a
list of
of prohibited
prohibited articles; but
a list
they
not thereby
thereby undertake
undertake
will not
they will
any
responsibility whatever toany responsibility
wards
the police, the Customs
wards the
Authorities,
of
senders of
the senders
or the
Authorities, or
parcels.
parcels.

(b) Indelis,
kurio biut
ban paiypayIndelis, ant kurio
(b)
meta
kitas adresas negu siuntinio
meta kitas
gyvenancio
gavejo
su juo gyvenan6io
arba su
gav6jo arba
asmens.
asmens.
(c)
gyvi gyvuliai (issky(igskyVisokie gyvi
(c) Visokie
rus siurbeles).
siurbeles).
rus
kuriy
(d) Bet
Bet kokie
kokie daiktai, kurin
(d)
ivegimas
yra uldraustas
uldraustas vienos
vienos
iveiimas yra
muitiniu
ar
galies veikian6ais
veikian6iais muitinin
kitos salies
ar kitos
arba
istatymais bei taisykitais istatymais
arba kitais
ldemis.
klemis.
(e)
Bet kokie sprogsta arba
(e) Bet
bendrai
lengvai
ugsidega daiktai
daiktai ir bendrai
lengvai uisidega
bet kokie
kokie daiktai,
pervegikuriu pervelidaiktai, kurin
bet
mas sudaro
pavojaus.
sudaro pavojaus.
mas
Procedure ifif parcel
parcel
Procedure
2.
Atsitikimuose, kada siun- contravenes
2. Atsitikimuose,
contravenes prohibitions.
tinys, priestaraujqs
priegtaraujas bet kuriems
tinys,
ig Ain
yra vienos Valdydraudimu, yra
sii draudimn,
is
bos perduotas
perduotas kitai,
pastaroji
si pastaroji
kitai, 6
bos
elgiasi
savo istatymus
pagal savo
juo pagal
su juo
elgiasi su
ir
savo vidaus
taisykles.
vidaus taisykles.
ir savo
3.
Pagto Valdybos
patiekia
Valdybos patiekia
Abi Pasto
3. Abi
viena
kitai uidraustiu
uidraustnjveti
daiktn
jveiti daiktV
viena kitai
saragus,
bet tuo
tuo jos
jos neprisiima
neprisiima
sxrasus, bet
jokios atsakomyb6s
atsakomybes nei
nei policij9s
policijos
jokios
nei
siuntinin
organi, nei siuntiniu
muitin6s organn,
nei muitines
siuntejn ativilgiu.
siunt6ej

ARTICLE
6.
ARTICLE 6.

TRAIPSNIS.
66S
STRAIPSNIS.

Customs duties.
duties.
Customs

Muito rinkliavos
rinkliavos
Muito

The parcels
be subject
subject in
shall be
parcels shall
The
the country
country of
of destination
destination to all
the
customs duties
all customs
customs
and all
duties and
customs
regulations in
force in
that country
country
in that
in force
regulations
of its customs
for the
protection of
the protection
for
revenue,
customs duties
duties
the customs
and the
revenue, and
properly
thereon shall
chargeable thereon
properly chargeable
accordbe
collected on
delivery, in accordon delivery,
be collected
ance
with the
the customs
regulations
customs regulations
ance with
of
the country
country of
destination.
of destination.
of the

an

Customs duties and
salyje siuntiniams
Paskyrimo
siuntiniams recustomstL'""'
Paskyrimo galyje
gulations.
taikoma
rinkliavos
muito rinkliavos
visos muito
taikoma visos
Saly, apsauir visos
visos veikiancios
veildangios toj galy,
ir
gojimui
iplaukn, muito
muito iplaukij,
jos muito
gojimui jos
taisykles. Tinkamai
Tinkamai uidetos muito
taisykles.
rinkliavos
siuntinius
isieskomos, siuntinius
rinkliavos igiegkomos,
igduodant, prisilaikant
prisilaikant paskyrimo
paskyrimo
isduodant,
galies
taisyklin.
muito taisykliu.
salies muito

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.

7
STRAIPSNIS.
7 STRAIPSNIS.

Method of
of exchange
of parcels.
parcels.
exchange of
Method

Siuntiniu apsimainymo
apsimainymo badas.
bidas.
Siuntinii

1. The
parcels shall
shall be
be exexThe parcels
1.
changed
in sacks
sacks duly
duly fastened
fastened
changed in
and sealed,
sealed, by
offices appointed
appointed
the offices
by the
and
by agreement
between the
the two
twc
agreement between
by
Administrations, and
and shall
shall be
be disdisAdministrations,
patched to
the country
country of
destinaof destinato the
patched
tion by
the country
of origin
origin at
its
at its
country of
by the
tion
ii
cost
and
by
such
means
as
it
means
such
by
and
cost
provides.
provides.
en2. Insured
Insured parcels
parcels shall
be enshall be
2.
closed
in separate
fron
sacks from
separate sacks
closed in
those in
are
parcels are
ordinary parcels
which ordinary
in which
those
contained and
the labels
labels of sacks
sacks
and the
contained

2025
2025

abiejn
apsimaino abiejq
Siuntiniais apsimaino
1. Siuntiniais

paskirtos
Valdybn
susitarimu paskirtos
Valdybu susitarimu

istaigos tinkamai uidarytuose
uidarytuose ir
jstaigos
uose ir
ugantspauduotuose mai
maiguose
ulantspauduotuose

igsiuntimo salis
galls juos
juos siuncia
snmeia I
issiuntmno
ir
paskyrimo sali
gali savo
gomisir
savo lee16omis
paskyrimo
tokiomis
priemonemis, kokias ji
ji
tokiomis priemonemis,
gall patiekti.
patiekti.
gali
2. Tvertinti
siuntiniai uitaisomi
uitaisomi
Ivertinti siuntiniai
2.
atskiruose
situatinin
paprastu siuntiniu
nuo paprasti
atskiruose nuo
maiguose ir maids
maign su ivertintais
maisuose
siuntiniais
gymeles atzymimos
atiymimos
siuntiniais tymeles

Exchange of
of parcels.
parcels.
Exchange

2026
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containing insured
insured parcels
parcels shall
tokiais igskiriamais
genklais, kokoisskiriamais kenklais,
shall be
be tokiais
susitarta
marked
marked with such
such distinctive
distinctive symsym- kius laikas nuo laiko bus susitarta
vartoti.
bols as may-from time
time to time
time be
be vartoti.
agreed upon.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

Billing of pares.

Riding of parcels.

Returned or
or redrediRetumed
rected parcels.

8 STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
8

Siuntinitp
parcels.
Siuntinim ira§ymas
irasymas i lak§tus.
Billing of parcels.
lakstus.
1. The insured parcels and the
1.
1. Ivertinti
siuntiniai ir paprapapra1.
Ivertinti siuntiniai
ordinary parcels are entered
entered in
in sti
iragomi i atskirus
ordinary
sti siuntiniai
siuntiniai irasomi
atskirus
separate parcel
parcel bills. The parcel siuntiniu
separate
siuntinii lakstus.
lak§tus. Siuntiniu lakbills are prepared
prepared in duplicate.
duplicate. gtai
stai surasomi
suragomi dviejuose
dviejuose egzemThe original is sent
plioriuose. Originalas
sent in the
Originalas siun6iamas
the regular
regular plioriuose.
siunciamas
mails,
mails while the duplicate
duplicate is in- paprastu
paprastu pastu,
pagtu, o
o dublikatas
dublikatas
serted in one of the parcel sacks.
sacks. idedamas
idedamas j
viena siuntiniui
siuntiniu maisa.
j viena
The sack containing the parcel Maisas,
Maiga,s, kuriame
ktuiame idetas
detas siuntiniu
bill is designated
designated by the letter lakstas
lakgtas atlymimas
atlyinimas raide
raid° "F",
"F",
"F" conspicuously
conspicuously marked on the aiskiai
aigkiai js
ja Irasant
iragant 4ymeleje.
Aymeleje.
label.
2. The ordinary
ordinary parcels inin2. Paprasti
Paprasti siundiami
siun6iami kiekvienu
kiekvienu
cluded in each dispatch sent
cluded
sent to pastu
pagtu i Lietuva
Lietuva siuntiniai
siuntiniai irasomi
iragomi
Lithuania
Lithuania are to 130
be entered in t siuntiniu
siuntiniu lakstus
lakgtus bendru
bendru skaiskaiby Ziumi,
bulk on the parcel
parcel bills, but by
6iumi, bet paskirstyti kategorikategoriclasses of parcels (a) up
up to 11kilo- jomis: (a) iki 11kilogramo
kilogram° svorio,
gram in weight, (b) from 11 to 55 (b) nuo
DUO 1 iki 5
5kilogramu,
(c) nuo
nuo
kilogramy, (c)
kilograms, (c) from 5
5 to 10 kilo- 5
kilogramu, (d) nuo
10 iki
iki
5 iki 10 kilogramn,
nuo 10
grams, (d) from 10 to 15 kilo- 15 kilogrami
kilogramu ir (e) nuo 15 iki
grams, and (e) from 15 to 20
kilogram.
20 20 kilograms.
kilograms.
The ordinary
ordinary parcels
parcels included
included
Paprasti
siuntiniai, siunciami
siungiami
Paprasti siuntiniai,
in each dispatch
dispatch sent to the kiekvienu
kiekvienu pastu
pagtu i Jungtines
Jungtines AmeAmeUnited States of America
America are
are to rikos Valstybes,
Valstybes, irasomi
iragomi siuntinik
siuntiniu
be entered on the parcel bills to
to lakstuose
lakgtuose nurodant
nurodant bendra
bendr4 siunaiunshow the total number
number of parcels
parcels tiniu
skaioiu ir bendra
bendril ju
net°
tinii skai6iy
jy neto
and the total net weight thereof. svori.
svorj.
Insured parcels shall be entered
Ivertinti siuntiniai irasomi
jra§omi ij
individually on the parcel bills to siuntiniq
lak§tus kiekvienas
kiekvienas atskiatskisiuntiniu lakstus
show the insurance
msurance number and rai, nurodant
jvertinirno numeri
numen
nurodant ivertinimo
the name
name of the office of origin.
ir padavimo
.
ttaigos pavadinimit.
ir
padavimo je
istaigos
pavadinima.
In the case
case of insured parcels
IvertintV
IvertinN siuntmi
stuntiniu siundiamy
siun6iamy
for Lithuania,
Lithuania, the .parcel bills
bills iILietuva
Lietuva siuntiniu
smntiniv lakstuose
lakAtuose turi,
tun,
must also show the indication
indication of taip pat, bud
nurodyta svorio
b ti nurodyta
the division of weight to which kategorija,
kategorija, kuriai siuntinys prithe parcel belongs.
belongs.
Idauso.
klauso.
In the case of insured parcels
parcels
IvertintV siuntiniu,
Ivertintv
siuntiniv, siunciamV
siun6iamv ij
for the United States of America,
America, Jungtines
Jungtines Amerikos Valstybes,
the parcel bills must also show the siuntiniu
lakstuose, turi, taip pat,
siuntiniu lakgtuose,
total net weight of the parcels.
buiti
bilti nurodyta
nurodyta bendras
bendras siuntiniu
siuntmii.
net° svoris.
neto
3. Returned
3.
Returned or redirected
redirected parGraiinamieji arba dasiunciadasiun6ia3. Graiinamieji
cels must be entered individually
individually mieji siuntiniai tun
bud tiragyti
turi buti
irasyti
on the parcel bills and must be siuntiniu laligtuose
lakstuose skyrium, ties
followed
followed by the word
word "Returned" kiekvienu
paymint ir Aodj
kiekvienu paiymint
odj "Reor "Redirected", as the case may turned"
turned" (Grainamas)
(Grahnamas) arba "Redi"Redibe. A
A statement
statement of the charges rected"
rected" (DasiunEiamas)
(Dasiun6iamas) fiurint
iiiirint
which may be due on these parpar- reikido.
u Aims
reikalo. Nustatytas
Nustattatas u1
Siuos siuncels
cels should be shown in the tinius mokestis
mokestis turi buti
bud nurodytas
nurodytas
"Observations" column.
column.
(Pastab4) skiltyje.
"Observations" (Pastaby)
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4.
4. The total
total number of sacks
sacks
4.
skai6ius maisu
mai§u su4. Bendras skaicius
comprising
comprising each dispatch
dispatch must daranciu
kiekviena pasta
dari.m6iy kiekviena
pat, irgi turi
also be shown on the parcel bills. bat'
lak§tuose.
biti nurodytas
nurodytas siuntiniu
siuntiniu lakstuose.
5. Parcels
a decouvert
must- 5. Palaidai (a d6couvert)
Parcels sent a,
decouvert must
decouvert) siunbe entered separately
separately on the par- 6iamieji
aamieji siuntiniai turi buti
bati jrairacel bills.
gomi
lakAtus atskirai.
atskirai.
somi Ijsiuntiniu
siuntiniu lakstus
6. Each dispatching
dispatching office of 6. Kiekviena
iAsiuntimo apsiKiekviena issiuntimo
exchange shall number the parcel
parcel mainymo istaiga numeruoja
exchange
numeruoja siunbills in the upper left-hand corner, tiniu
tinig lakstus
lakAtus vir§utiniame
virsutiniame kairiacommencing each
each year a
a fresh
fresh jams
commencing
pradedant kiekviejame kampe, pradedant
series
exchange nais
series for each office of exchange
numeracija
nauja numeracija
nais metals
metals nauja
of destination.
number kiekvienai
destination. The last number
paskyxn-imo apsimainyapsimainykiekvienai paskyrimo
of the year shall be shown on the rao
istaigai atskirai.
atsle ai. Paskutinis
mo istaigai
Paskutinis
parcel bill of the first dispatch
dispatch of met
numeris nurodomas
nurodomas pirmojo
metuunumeris
kitu metu
pato siuntiniu
the following year.
siuntiniu lakste.
metu pasto
7.
7.
tikslaus 'Ado,
7. The exact method of adbU7. Del
Del tikslaus
budo, kaip,
kaip, butent, irasyti
irayti ij siuntiniu
siuntiniu lakstus
lak§tus
vising parcels or the receptacles
receptacles tent,
containing
Valdybos siunciamus
siun6iamus trancontaining them sent by one Ad- vienos
vienos Valdybos
antraja siuntinius ar
ministration
through zitu
ministration in transit through
zitu per antraja
tokiais siuntiniais,
maisus su tokiais
siuntiniais, kaip
together with any de- maiAus
the other, together
tails of procedure
connection ir del bet kokiu vykdymo smulkprocedure in connection
tails
susijusig su
su tokiu
siuntiniu
tokiu siuntiniu
with
menu, susijusli
such parcels or menu,
advice of such
the advice
with the
mai§ijsu
jraysiuntiniais jrasyreceptacles
su tokiais siuntiniais
receptacles for which provision is ar maiBU
§ioje sutartyje
kurios Sioje
sutartyje nenustanot
shall mu, kuxios
Agreement, shall
in this Agreement,
not made
made in
Valdybos susitaria
susitaria tarpube settled
agreement tytos, abi Valdybos
by mutual
mutual agreement
settled by
be
susirasinedamos.
correspondence between
between savyje susirainedamos.
through correspondence
the two
two Administrations.
Administrations.
the
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 9.
9.

9STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
9

Insurance.
Insurance.

Siuntiniu
jvertinimas.
Siuntiniuivertinimas.

2027

Parcels in
In transit.
Parcels
transit.

Maximum amount.
amount.
1.
Siuntinio siuntejas gali
gall siun- Maximum
1. Siuntinio
1.
sender of a
a parcel
parcel may
1. The
The sender
Litu, kai
1200 Litu,
tini ivertinti iki 1200
have the
the same
a tint
same insured up to a
have
siuntuays paduodamas
paduodamas pastan
patan Liesum not
not exceeding
hundred siuntmys
two hundred
exceeding two
sum
dolerii sumos,
arba iki 200 doleriu
dollars,
mailed in the United tuvoje arba
dollars, when mailed
pastan
paduodamas patan
States of
or 1200
1200 litas, kai siuntinys paduodamas
America, or
of America,
States
Jungtinese Amerikos Valstyb6se.
Valstybese.
Jungtinese
when
Lithuania.
in Lithuania.
mailed in
when mailed
Abi
pasilieka sau teisq
teis
Abi Valdybos
Valdybos pasilieka
Both Administrations
reserve
Administrations reserve
Both
susirainejimo bfdu
bildu
tarpusavyje susiraninejimo
the
right to arrange by mutual tarpusavyje
the right
didesni ar
ausitarusios nustatyta
nustatyti didesnj
agreement
through correspondcorrespond- susitarusios
agreement through
maesni, negu 6ioje
sioje sutartyje nuence
for a
limit of maiesni,
lower limit
or lower
a higher
higher or
ence for
maksimuma.
fvertinimo maksimuma.
insurance than
than that
that mentioned
mentioned in statyta, jvertinimo
insurance
this Agreement.
Obligatory InsurinsurObligatory
abieju Valdyby
Valdybu ance.
2. Visi tarp abieju
2. The
insurance of
of all
all parcels
parcels
The insurance
2.
ance.
apsimainomi
siuntiniai,
kuriu
containing
coin, bank
paper apsimainomi siuntiniai, kuriu inbank notes, paper
containing coin,
metahniai pinigai,
pinigai,
sudaro metaliniai
money,
bullion, jewelry,
jewelry, or
any deli sudaro
or any
money, bullion,
baiaknotai, popieriniai
popieriniai pinigai,
pinigai,
other
precious article
article exchanged
exchanged banknotai,
other precious
sidabro
lydiniai,
brangear
aukso
between
the
two
Administrations
between the two Administrations
nybes arba
arba kiti brangus
brangus daiktai
nybes
is
is obligatory.
obligatory.
turi
btitinai ivertinami.
jvertinami.
turi bad
buti bitinai
pithJei
metaliniais piniJei siuntinys
siuntinys su metahniais
If
containing coin,
parcel containing
If aa parcel
pithgais,
banknotais,
popieriniais
pinipopieriniais
banknotais,
gais,
bank
notes,
paper
money,
bullion,
bank notes, paper money, bullion,
gals, aukso
aukso ar
ar sidabro
sidabro lydiniais,
jewelry,
or any
precious gais,
any other precious
jewelry, or
brangenyberais ar kokiais
kokiais kitais
article,
is mailed
mailed uninsured,
uninsured, it
it brangenyb6mis
article, is
brangiais
. daiktais
daiktais buvo
paduotas
buvo paduotas
shall
insurance by brangiais
under insurance
shall be placed under
patan
kaip
nejvertintas
siuntinys
z
smuntinys,
neivertintas
kaip
pastan
the
post
office
which
first
observes
the post office which first observes
tai pato
kuri pirmoji
pirmoji
istaiga, kuri
pasto jstaiga,
the fact
fact of
of its
its having been mailed tai
the
jj
siuntini, priskiria ji
toki siuntinj,
pastebi tokj
uninsured
and treated
in accordaccord- pastebi
treated in
uninsured and
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regulations of
of the
ance with
with the regulations
country placing
placing the
matter under
under
the matter
country
insurance.

ivertintu siuntiniu
pasielgia
siuntiniv ir pasielgia
prie ivertintt
su juo
juo pagal
taisykles salies
alies
su
pagal vidaus
vidaus taisykles

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 10.
10.

10 STRAIPBNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.

Return
receipts and
Return receipts
and inquiries.
inquiries.

Iteikimo pranesimai
pranegmai ir
ir paie§kojipaieskojiIteikimo

priskyrusios jj
prie ivertintu
ivertintu siunsiunji prie
priskyrusios
tiniu.
tiniv.

mai.
mai.

1. Ivertinto
siuntinio siuntejas
Ivertinto siuntinio
1.
gall gauti jteikimo
pranaima,
iteikimo pranesima,
gali
sumokedamas u
u tai
tai siuntinio
siuntinio isi§sumokedamas
siuntirao
alies nustatyta
nustatyta papildopapildosiuntimo salies
majj
jei toks
toks mokestis
mokestis
maji mokestj,
mokesti, jei
yra.
yra.
Inquiries.
Inquiries,
2. IAsiuntimo
galis gall
gali imti
Issiuntimo salis
iF siuntejo savo nuoiifira
nuoiiura nustaty
patenkinimui siunrinkliava patenkinimui
tytatzt rinkliav4
t6jo
pranegti jam kas
tejo pragymo
pragymo pranesti
padazyta su paprastu siuntiniu
padaryta
arba
jvertintu siuntiniu,
su Ivertintu
arba ir su
kuris jau paduotas pastan,
pagtan, bet
bet
kurio siuntejas nebuvo dar sumokejcs
specialaus iteikimo
jteikimo pranekejes specialaus
Aim°
mokegio.
aimo mokescio.
Complaints.
Complaints.
A
A fee may also be charged,
charged, at
nsiuntimo salis
galls gali,
gall, taip pat,
Issiuntimo
imti mokesti
the option of the country of origin, savo nuofiura
nuaiiira inati
mokestj sarysy
sEtrygy
in connection
nusiskundimais del
connection with any complaint
complaint su bet kokiais nusiskundimais
kokiu netikslumu
ivykusiu,
of any irregularity
irregularity which prima
prima bet
bet kokig
netikslumn ivykusiV,
facie
pagto tarnybos
facie was not due to the fault of aiskiai, ne del pasto
the Postal Service.
kalt6s.
kaltes.
Marking of parels,
parcels,
Marking
3. When an
an advice
advice of delivery
3. Kai
norima gauti iteikimo
iteikimo
3.
delivery
Kai norima
3.
etc.
issiunis desired, the sender or office of pranegima,
siuntejas arba igsiunpranesim, siuntejas
istaiga, aiskiai
aigkiai pastebimai
origin shall write or stamp on the timo istaiga
customs declaradeclara- uirago
parcel and the customs
spauda ant
ant
usdeda spauda
utrago arba uideda
tion in a
siuntinio ir ant muitine,s
muitines deklaa conspicuous manner, the
the siuntinio
words "Return receipt
requested", racijos
racijos su iodiiais "Return receipt
receipt
receipt requested",
"Advice of delivery requested",
requested", requested",
requested", "advice
"advice of delivery
delivery
"Advice
R."
or the letters "A.
"A. R."
requested"
(Pragoma atsiysti
atsiusti iteijterrequested" (Prasoma
kimo pranesimas)
prandima) arba raidemis
"A.
R.".
"A. R.".
Advice
of delivery.
dvice of
delivery.

Ordinary parcels.
Ordinary
parces.

Insured parcels.
parcels.
Insured

1.
insured
1. The sender
sender of an insured
parcel may obtain an advice
advice of
of
delivery upon payment
payment of such
such
additional charge,
charge, if any, as the
additional
country of origin of the parcel
stipulate.
shall stipulate.
2. A
A fee may be charged, at the
option of the country
country of origin,
on a
information as to
a request for information
disposal of an ordinary
ordinary parcel
the disposal
insured parcel
and also of an.
an insured
parcel made
has been
been posted
posted if the
after it has
already paid the
sender has not already
special fee to
special
to obtain
obtain an advice
advice of
delivery.
delivery.

ARTICLE 11.
11.
ARTICLE

11
STRAIPSNIS.
11 STRAIPSNIB.

Indemnity.
Indemnity.

Atlyginima,s.
Atlyginimas.

1.
1. Neither the sender
sender nor the
addressee
addressee of an
an ordinary
ordinary (unin(uninsured) parcel shall be entitled to
compensation for the
the loss of
of the
parcel
abstraction of
or
parcel or for the abstraction
of or
damage to its contents.
2. Except in cases of loss or
or
through force
force majeure as
damage through
that term
is defined
defined by
by the
the legal
that
term is
legal
decisions or rulings of the country
decisions
country
service of which
which the
in the service
the loss
loss or
or
damage occurs, when
when an
damage
an insured
insured
parcel has been lost, rifled,
rifled, or
parcel
sender or other
other
damaged, the sender

1.
Paprasto (neivertinto)
(neivertinto) siun1. Paprasto
tinio nei siuntejas, nei adresatas
netmi teises gauti
gaud atlygininuki!g
neturi
atlyginima ul
siuntinio dinguna
arba jo turinio
turnno
dingimnn arba
igpleginut ar sugadinim4.
isplgeima
sugadinima.
2. Isskyrus
igskyrus atsitikimus,
atsitikimus, kai
2.
siuntinys dingsta
dingsta arba yra sugadisugadnamas per "force maijeure"
majeure" (del
naliugainnu
gamtos klhu1ii), taip
nenugahmu gamtos
kaip tas terminas suprantamas
suprantamas
teisitais nutarimais
taisyklemis
teisetais
nutarimais ar taisyklemis
tea Adios,
tarnyboje dingitos
ialies, kurios tarnyboje
sugadinimas jvyko,
ivyko, dinmas ar sugadinimas
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rightful claimant
is entitled
an
rightful
claimant is
entitled to
to an
indemnity corresponding
corresponding to
indemnity
to the
the
actual
amount of
loss, rifling,
rifling, or
or
actual amount
of loss,
damage,
on the
the actual
based on
actual value
value
damage, based
at
at the time and
and place of mailing
mailing
of
damaged
of the
the lost,
lost, rifled,
rifled, or
or damaged
article; unless the
the loss, rifling,
rifling, or
damage has
arisen from
damage
has arisen
from the
the fault
fault
or negligence
negligence of
of the
the sender
sender or
or the
or
addressee,
representative
addressee, or of the
the representative
of either,
the nature
nature of the
the
either, or
or from
from the
of
article;
the iudenathat the
indemarticle; provided
provided that
nity
exceed the sum
sum for
for
nity shall
shall not exceed
which
the required
required insurance
insurance fee
fee
which the
was paid
country of
of origin.
origin.
was
paid in
in the
the country

While, as
the precedas stated
stated in
in the
precedWhile,
ing
paragraph, the AdministraAdministraing paragraph,
tions are
are not
not obligated
obligated to
pay
to pay
tions
indemnity in the case of
of loss
loss or
or
damage due
to force
force majeure,
majeure,
due to
damage
either Administration
may, at
its
at its
either
Administration may,
option
and without
without recourse
to
recourse to
option and
the
pay ininAdministration, pay
the other
other Administration,
demnity
for loss
loss or
or damage
damage due
due
demnity for
to
majeure even
in the
the cases
cases
even in
to force
force majeure
where
the Administration
of the
the
where the
Administration of
country
service of which
which
the service
in the
country in
the loss
occurred recogrecogloss or
or damage
damage occurred
the
nizes
damage was
was due
to
due to
the damage
that the
nizes that
force
majeure.
force majeure.
3.
In the
the absence
absence of
of special
3. In
to the
the contrary
agreement to
contrary beagreement
tween
countries involved
involved
the countries
tween the
(which agreement
agreement may
made
may be made
(which
through
correspondence) no inthrough correspondence)
demnity will
be _paid
by either
either
paid by
will be
demnity
country for
the loss,
or
loss, rifling,
rifling, or
for the
country
damage of
insured parcels
parcels
of transit
transit insured
damage
originating in
contwo conin one
one of
of the
the two
originating
tracting
for
addressed for
countries addressed
tracting countries
delivery in
not
country not
some other
other country
in some
delivery
a
party to
Agreement or
to this
this Agreement
a party
originating in a
a third
third country
originating
addressed
to one
one of
of
delivery to
for delivery
addressed for
the
contracting countries.
countries.
two contracting
the two
4.
In case
insured parcel
parcel
case an
an insured
4. In
originating in
in one
one country
country and
and
originating
addressed for
delivery in
in the
other
the other
for delivery
addressed
country
or returned
returned
is forwarded
forwarded or
country is
from
the country
adoriginal adof original
country of
from the
dress to
country, the rightto a
a third country,
dress
ful claimant
claimant shall be entitled to
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usio, apiplegto
gusio,
apiplesto ar
ar sugadinto
sugadinto iverg.
tinto sinntuno
siuntinio siuntejas,
tint°
siuntejas, ar
ar kitas
kitas
kuris teisetas
iegkovas turi
teisetas ieskovas
turi teisc
teise
gauti atlyginima
atlyginima atitinkanti
atitinkanti tikr4gauti
tikra1q dmgimo,
jq
dingimo, apiplegimo
apiplesimo ar
ar sugadisugadirumo
kura apskaiCiuojama
nimo verte,
verte, kuri
apskaiciuojama
pasiremiant tikraja dingusio,
pasireraiant
dingusio, apiplisto ar sugadinto
sugadinto daikto verte
plegto
tuo laiku ir
ir toj
toj vietoj,
vietoj, kurioj jis
jis
buvo
tik
buvo paduotas
paduotas pagtan,
pastan, jei
jei tik
apiplegunas arba sugadingimas, apiplesmias
sugadinimas
neivyko del siuntejo, addinimas neivyko
resato arba
arba vieno bet kurio ig
ju
is jJV
igaliotinio kaltes
apsileidimo
igaliotinio
kaltes ar
ar apsileidimo
arba del
paEos daikto
prigimties
arba
del pacios
daikto prigimties
salyga, kad atlyginirn
atlyginimas
ir su sQlyga,
as nevirgytu
sumos, atitinkamai
atitinkamai ug
uW
sytu tos
tos sumos,
kuria igsiuntimo
issiuntimo galiai
galiai buvo
buvo sumosumokuria
keta ivertinimo
keta
Ivertinimo mokestis.
mokestis.
Loss due to force
Nors,
esanCioj undeure.
Nors, kaip aukggiau
auksciau esancioj
mnjeure.
pastraipoj nustatyta,
Valdybos
nustatyta, Valdybos
pastraipoj
neprivalo moketi
moketi atlyginimq
atlyginima tars
tais
neprivalo
sugaatvejais,
dingimas arba
arba sugaatvejais, kai
kai dingimas
dinimas
ivyksta del
del nenugalimu
nenugalimu
dinimas ivyksta
gamtos
majeure), tajegu (force
(force majeure),
tagamtos jegtj
giau kiekviena
gall, savo
Valdyba gali,
savo
ciau
kiekviena Valdyba
nuogifira
atsiklausdama anannuoliurra ir ne
ne atsiklausdama
trosios Valdybos,
Valdybos, moketi
moketi atlyginimau
arba sugadinima
sugadinim4
nima
uz dingim4
dingima arba
ivykusi del
nenugalimu gamtos
gamtos
ivykusi
del nenugalimu
jegij.
net ir
tokiais
ir tokiais
majeure), net
(force majeure),
jegu (force
atvejais, kada
Valdyba tos
alies,
tos salies,
atvejais,
kada Valdyba
kurios tarnyboje
tarnyboje dingimas
dingimas arba
kurios
sugadinimas ivyko, pripa~ista,
pripagista, kad
kad
sugadinimas
gala
ivyko del
del nenugalimui
nenugalimu gamtos
Aala ivyko
jegv. (force
(force majeure).
majeure).
jegu
Transit insured
insured parparTransit
3. Nesant
abieju suinsuin- eels.
tarp abieji
3.
Nesant tarp
cels.
prieteresuotu
saliu atskiro,
atskiro, tam
tam prieteresuotVy galiv
grip, susitarimo
susitarimil
singo,
susitarimo (toki susitarima
susirasinejimu kegalima
irma sudaryti susiraginejimu
viena iig si6.iJ.u dvieju
dvieju galiu
saliy
liu),), ne
ne viena
nemoka
atlygimmo ug
nemoka atlyginimo
u dingima,
dingimn,
apipleginui
sugadinimit iverapipleaims arba
arba sugadinima
tint4 tranzito
tranzito siuntiniv,
paduotu
siuntiniu, paduotu
tintq
pagtan
ktnioje ig
sudaranaiv
is sudaranciy
bet kurioje
pastan bet
gi4 sutarti
galiv ir
ir adresuotu
adresuotu
sia
sutart{ saliv
iteikimui
kurioj kitoj
galy, kuri
kuri
kitoj saly,
jteikimui kurioj
nera
arba
sutarties, arba
dalyve gios
sios sutarties,
nera dalyve
paduotu
kurioj nors
non tregiol
trecioj
pastan kurioj
paduotu pagtan
galy
ir adresuotu
iteikti kurioj
kurioj
adresuotV iteikti
saly ir
nors
i sudaranciV
sudaran6iu sias
gia sutartj
sutarti
nors is
galiu..
saliu.
Forwarded or reForwarded
4. Tais
kada paduotas
paduotas turned
Tais atvejais,
atvejais, kada
4.
parcels.
parcels.
pagtan
galy ir
ir adresuotas
adresuotas
vienoj saly
pastan vienoj
iteikti
galy ivertintas siunshmjteikti antroj saly
tinys
arba gradasiunciamas arba
yra dasiungiamas
tinys yra
ginamas
i salies,
alies, kuriai
kuriai jis buvo
buvo
iinamas i§
tiesioginiai adresuotas,
adresuotas, j kuria
kuria
tiesioginiai
nors
tregia saali,
alj, tai
tai teisetas
iegkoteisetas ieskonors treia
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only
indemnity, if
if any,
any, for
for
such indemnity,
only such
any loss,
loss, rifling,
or damage
damage which
which
rifling, or
any
occurs
subsequent to
the redisredisto the
occurs subsequent
patch of
of the
Varcel in
in the
the country
country
the parcel
patch
of original
original address,
country
as the country
address, as
of
in
or damage
damage
rifling, or
loss, rifling,
the loss,
which the
in which
occurred is
obligated
is willing or obligated
occurred
to pay
under any
any agreement
agreement in
pay under
to
force between
between the
countries directthe countries
force
ly
in the
forwarding or
the forwarding
involved in
ly involved
adhering
return.
country adhering
Either country
return. Either
to
this Agreement
Agreement which
which impropimpropto this
erly
insured parcel
parcel to
erly forwards an insured
third country, shall be responsiresponsiaathird
ble therefor
extent of liability
liability
the extent
to the
therefor to
ble
origin to the
of the
country of origin
the country
of
sender
within the
the limit
limit of
of indemindemsender within
nity
fixed by
by this
Agreement.
this Agreement.
nity fixed
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dingimq,
vas
koki d
.
ingima, apiv-as ui bet kokf
jvykusj
sugadinima,
ar
lesima
plarma
ay
sugadimma,
ivykusi
p
siuntinio
po
no pasiuntimo
pasmntimo pakeistu
p o1 aunty
i galies,
ahes, kuriai
kuriai jis buvo
,dresu is
aadresu
tiesioginiai
tun terse
teise
adresuotas, turi
tiesioginiai adresuotas,
atlyginima, jei jis
toki atlygimma,
tik toki
;auti tik
ggauti
gaunai koki,
emant bet
bet kokia
kokia
kokj, einant
]jij gauna,
sutartimi
veikian6ia tarp tiesiosutartirm veikiancia
githai
grainime arba dasiuntime
g,dniai gTainirne
suinteresuotu
sutinka arba
arba
aliy, sutinka
ssuinteresuotVy Aaliu,
privalo
moketi ta
ta salis,
alis, kurioj
i)rivalo mok6ti
ngimas, apipleimas
apiplaimas ar sugasugalingimas,
(di
Bet kuri
kuri is
suriAtu
is suristu
ivyko. Bet
linimas ivyko.
(dinimas
sutartimi saliy,
§aliu, netinkamai
netinkamai
ia sutartimi
I ia
asiuntnsi ivertints,
ivertinta siuntinj
siuntini i
Ipasiuntusi
okia nors
nors tre6ia,
tre6ia gali,
ali, yra atsakokia
kinga
tai siuntejui
siuntejui i§siuntimo
issiuntimo
uz tai
1kinga u
galiai
nustatytomis atsakominatsakorainsaliai nustatytomis
gumo
salygomis, .§ios
sios sutarties
gumo ssygomis,
nustatytose
atlyginimui ribose.
ribose.
nustatytose atlyginimui
5. No
indemnity
5.
Joks prasymas
pragymas atlyginimui
atlyginimui
5. Joks
for indemnity
application for
No application
5.
Time
limitation.
Timelimitation.
will
be entertained
claim gauti
nesvarstomas, jeigu ieskovas
ie§kovas
nesvarstomas,
gauti
I
unless aaclaim
entertained unless
will be
pareiarba jo igaliotinis
or
an initial
gaiiotinis neiteikia
neiteikia .parerinquiry, oral or writ- arba
initial inquiry,
or an
kalavimo atlyginimui
be filed by claimant
ten, shall
claimant or kalavimo
atlyginimui gauti
pint arba
arba
shall be
ten,
his
within a
year nepadaro
paie§kojirao
nepadaro pirmojo paieskojimo
a year
representative within
his representative
vienV metq
fodziu ar rastu
commencing
with the day followfollow- Aodliu
ragtu per vienu
metu
commencing with
ing
the insured
insured laikotarpi,
skaitant nuo dienos
laikotarpi, skaitant
of the
posting of
the posting
ing the
parcel.
sekan6ios
ivertinto siuntinio
sekaneios po ivertinto
parcel.
idavimo pagtan.
pastan.
idavimo
Indirect, etc., dam6. No compensation
compensation shall be
6. Jokio
'Tokio atlyginimo
atlyginimo nemokama
nemokama
6.
s
ages..
age
given for loss, injury,
injury-,or damage ul
nuostolius, iala
alt, ar islaidas,
i§laidas,
ui nuostolius,
kurios buvo isdava,
consequential upon,
upon, i.e.,
i§clava,, t.
t. y., kilo
indirectly kurios
i. e., indirectly
consequential
arising from,
the loss,
loss, nondelivery,
nondelivery, netiesioginiai
netiesloginiai is
is bet kokio siisto
siusto
from, the
arising
jvertinto siundamage, misdelivery,
misdelivery, or delay
pagal ai sutarti
sutarti ivertinto
delay of pagal
damage,
any
insured parcel
transmitted tinio
6mo dingimo,
dingimo t neiteikimo,
neiteikimo, sugaparcel transmitted
any insured
iteikimo arba
under
arba
Agreement, nor for dinimo, klaidmgo iteildmo
this Agreement,
under this
parcels
pavelavimo ii
ji iteikti,
teikti, nei ui
ut siunCustoms pavelavimo
the Customs
by the
seized by
parcels seized
muitineje sukonbecause of
declaration of tinius, kurie buvo muitineje
false declaration
of false
because
contents.
fiskuoti del neteisingo
neteisingo indelio nurocontents.
dymo deklaracijoje.
deklaracijoje.
dymo
atlyginimo nemokama
nemokama
7. Jokio atlyginimo
ndemniLosses
Loma not indemni7. No indemnity
indemnity will be paid
paid
lable.
for
insured parcels
parcels which contain
ui ivertintus
limit, insiuntinius, kuriy
ivertintus siuntinius,
for insured
contain ui
intrinsic value nor deli sudaro neturi jokios tikros
matter of no intrinsic
genda daikperishable matter or matter vertes daiktai, greit genda
for perishable
arba daiktai, kurie yra uiprohibited transmission
transmission in the tai, arba
prohibited
siuntiniu paktais,
pastais,
drausti siusti siuntiniy
parcel-post mails exchanged
exchanged be- drausti
gia sutartimi
tween
contracting AdminisAdminis- apsimainomais
apsimainomais tarp Sia
tween the contracting
Valdybu arba kurie nesisuriSty Valdybi
trations, or which did not conform suratu
gios sutarties nuostatais
nuostatais
Agree- derina su sios
to the stipulations of this Agreement,
paduoti pa§tan
ment, or which were not posted in arba kurie nebuvo paduotipaAtan
tvarktt, ta6iau
ta6iau
Exception.
the manner
manner prescribed;
prescribed; but the paid
nustatyt4 tvark4,
the
pagal nustatyta
Exception
atsakinga ui dinahsis, kuri yra atsakinga
country responsible
responsible for the loss, Mks,
country
sugadinima,
rifting, or
dinyt, apiplegima
apiple'nims arba sugadinim%
or damage may pay indem- dima,
rifling,
u~ tokius
moketi atlyginima
atlyginimau
parcels gall
m respect of such parcels
gali moketi
nity m
without recourse
recourse to the other esuntinius
neatsiklausdaraa ansiuntinius neatsiklausdama
Administration.
Valdybos.
Administration.
trosios Valdybos.
Reimbursement
for
8.
Either of
of the AdministraAdministra8. Either
Reimabnement tor
Valdybv gall
6ii ValdybV
Kiekviena Rig
8. Kiekviena
postage,
tions may
option reimburse
reimburse savo
at its
its option
may at
nuofitra siuntinio
eiuntinio visisko
visifiko
tions
etc.
savo nuoiiira
postg etc.
the rightful claimant in the event
event dingimo,
viso jo indelio nepataidingimo, viso
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irreparable dam- somo sugadinimo
complete loss, irreparable
of complete
sugadinimo arba viso indelio
contents, or rifling of igpleimo
entire contents,
age of entire
i§pleg;
imo atvejais
atvejais graiinti
graginti teiseentire contents for the amount of tam ieskovui,
iegkovui, jeigu jis to reikapostage or special charges borne lauja, sumoketus uA
xi§ ivertinta
ivertinta siunby
insured parcel, if claimed. tini pagto
specialius mokesiius.
mokegius.
y an insured
pasto ar specialius
The
insurance fees are not re- Draudimo
Draudimo rinkliava jokiu atveju
atveju
The insurance
negraiinama.
turned in any case.
negr4ainama.
9.
responsibility will be adatsakomybes neprisi9. No responsibility
9. Jokios atsakomybes
mitted for insured parcels which imama
imama u
ul ivertintus
siuntinius,
i|vertintus siuntmius,
isaiskinti del tokiu
cannot be accounted for in con- kuriv
tokiv
kuriu negalima kakkinti
cannot
sequence of
dokumentij dinoficialiu dokumentu
of the destruction of of- siuntiniv
siuntiniu oficialiv
sequence
documents through causes gimo per nenugalimas
nenugalimas gamtos jeficial documents
gas.
beyond control.
gas.
beyond
siuntinio siuntejui,
siuntejui,
10.
10. Ivertinto
Ivertinto siuntinio
the sender, addressee,
case the
In case
10. In
insured parcel, gavejui,
gavejui, savininkui ar savininko
or owner
owner of an insured
or his
his representative
representative shall at any igaliotiniui
igaliotiniui bet kuriuo
kiniuo laiku stmosamoor
indeli esant ditime
knowingly allege the contents ningai nurodiius ind6el
time knowingly
s negu jis tikrai yra
vertes:
desn6s verte
to
above their real value, or desnes
be above
to be
samoningai ir laisvu noru
whenever
fictitious, or arba s4moningai
any false, fictitious,
whenever any
kokius neteisingus,
neteisingus,
patiekus bet kokius
knowingly patiekus
fraudulent
evidence is knowingly
fraudulent evidence
apgaulingus paprasimanytus ar apgaulingus
and
wilfully introduced,
introduced, the Ad- prasimanytus
and wilfully
atsakingoji uA atlyginirodymus, atsakingoji
ministration
responsible for the rodymus,
ministration responsible
teist,
pasilieka sau teise,
ma Valdyba
Valdyba pasilieka
indemnity reserves the right with- ma
indemnity
rinkliaviA ar
ar
jokiq rinkliavu
negra0indama jokiv
to negralindama
out
refund of fee or postage to
out any refund
mokegio, atsisakyti
atsisakyti mok6ti
moketi
pasto mokes6io,
to pa§to
decline
indemnity or to
pay indemnity
decline to pay
moketi toki atlyatlyginima arba mok6ti
pay
indemnity as may in its atlyginima
such indemnity
pay such
savo nuofiiara
nuoiiara ranginima, koki ji savo
discretion
considered equitable
equitable ginima,
discretion be considered
tinkamu, patiektuju
patiektnjv iroda esant tinkamu,
in
the light
evidence pro- da
the evidence
of the
light of
in the
gviesoje. Sios
gios taisykles
taisykles vykdymu 6viesoje.
duced. The enforcement
enforcement of this dymm
nesokliudys jokiu
jokw teisini9
teisiniv
dymas nesukliudys
rule
shall not
prejudice any
any legal dymas
not prejudice
rule shall
uisikoldij ieskovas
iegkovas bfltu
bfitij nisiveiksmu, kokiu
proceedings
which such fraudufraudu- veiksmv,
to which
proceedings to
apgaulingais patarnaves tokiais apgaulingais
lent
evidence may
rendered tarnavcp
have rendered
may have
lent evidence
rodymais.
the
claimant liable.
the claimant
11. Ivertintain
siuntiniui dinIvertintam siuntiniui
11.
When an
an insured article has
11. When
gus, esant
esant apiplestam
apiple§tam arba sugadamaged, the gus,
been
been lost, rifled, or damaged,
Asiuntimo Valdyba
Valdyba iSi§dintam, issiuntimo
Administration
of origin shall pay dintara,
Administration of
moka atlyginima
atlyginima teisetam
teisetam ieskoiegkoindemnity to
the rightful
rightful claimant
claimant moka
to the
indemnity
grekiau ir ne veyekaip galima greiciau
vui kaip
as
as possible and at the latest vui
as soon as
laikometu laikovienv. metki
per vieni
liau kaip per
within
one year count- liau
of one
period of
a period
within a
tarp', skaitant
skaitant nuo lutos
parei§po pareiskitos po
ing with
day following that on tarpi,
the day
with the
ing
ismokepadavimo dienos; Sis
ks kmokekimo padavimo
which the
is made, 1dmo
application is
the application
which
paskyrimo Aalies
alies
atliekamas paskyrimo
imas atlieka,mas
which payment
be made on jimas
shall be
payment shall
which
saskaiton, jel
jei §i
Valdyba
i Valdyba
Valdybos saskaiton,
account
of Valdybos
Administration of
the Administration
of the
account of
dingima, apipleslim
apiplekma
atsakinga ui .dingima,
destination, if that Administra- atsakinga
destination,
sugadimma ir jeigu apie
ape tai
arba sugadinimai
tion
responsible for
the loss,
loss, arba
for the
is responsible
tion is
tinkamai informuota.
informuota.
buvo tinkamai
rifling, or
or damage,
been buvo
and has been
damage, and
rifling,
notified.
duly notified.
12.
ksiuntimo Valdyba,
Ta6iau issiuntimo
12. Ta6iau
12.
the AdministraAdministraHowever, the
12. However,
auldtesniame paragrafe
paragrafe nurodytion of
cases aukstesniame
the cases
in the
may, in
origin may,
of origin
tion
tais atvejais,
atvejais, gali,
gali, ikratinais
isimtinais atsitiindicated
in the
the foregoing
foregoing section, tais
indicated in
ismokekimais,
atideti
atlyginimo
igmokeatlyginimo
atid6ti
kimais,
exceptionally
defer
payment
of
inexceptionally defer payment of innegu nustatyta
ilgesniam negu
ima ilgesniam
demnity
a longer
longer period than jima
for a
demnity for
terminui
iam terminui
aikotarpiui, jei ji kam
that
stipulated if,
if, at
expiration laikotarpiui,
the expiration
at the
that stipulated
nustatyti, kas su
negalejo nustatyti,
of
period, it
been able praejus, negalejo
has not been
it has
that period,
of that
rupimuoju siuntiniu atsitiko arba
to
the disposition made rupimuoju
determine the
to determine
atsakyti.
ji atsakyti.
u. ji
turi u
kas turi
of
the article
article in
or the kas
question or
in question
of the
responsibility
incurred.
responsibility incurred.
13. Except
Except in
in cases
where pay13. Isskyrus
Igskyrus atsitikimus, kai
paycases where
13.
isimties keliu atidedamokejimas
merit
is
exceptionally
deferred
as
mokejimas
ikmties
ment is exceptionally deferred as
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Payment of indemPayment
nity.
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reAdministration responsible.
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provided
in the
foregoing section,
section,
the foregoing
provided in
the country
of origin
origin is
is authorized
authorized
country of
the
to pay
indemnity on
behalf of
of the
the
on behalf
pay indemnity
to
country of
of destination
that
if that
destination if
country
country has,
induly inbeing duly
after being
has, after
country
formed of
application for
for ininthe application
of the
formed
demnity, let
let nine
pass
months pass
nine months
demnity,
without settling
the matter.
settling the
without
14. The
obligation of
paying the
of paying
The obligation
14.
indemnity shall
shall rest
the
with the
rest with
indemnity
country to
which the mailing
to which
country
office is
is subordinate.
subordinate. That
That counoffice
try
make a
on the
claim on
a claim
can make
try can
country
say,
to say,
that is to
responsible, that
country responsible,
against
the Administration
Administration on
the
on the
against the
territory or in the service of which
took
damage took
the loss, rifling, or damage
place.
15.
country responsible
responsible for
15. The country
the
damage and on
rifling, or damage
the loss, rifling,
whose
payment is
is made
account payment
whose account
is
bound to repay
country
to the
the country
repay to
is bound
making
payment on its behalf,
making payment
without
without delay and within not
more than
nine months after rethan nine
more
ceiving notice of payment,
payment, the
ceiving
indemnity paid.
amount of indemnity
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nurodvta ankstesniame
nas kaip nurodyta
nmas
issiuntimo galis
skirsnyje,
galls igaliokirsnyje, igsiuntimo
sa
igmoketi atlyginima
atlyginimtt paskyama ismoketi
j:jaraa
salis
imo Aalies
alies saskaiton, jei ta galls
rrimo
badama
b udama tinkamai informuota apie
u siuntini,
eikalavima, atlyginti u0
rreikalavima,
to
nesutvarke per devynis
t o reikalo nesutvarkb
menesius.
naenesius.
14. Prievole
atlyginimEt
Prievole moketi atlyginima
14.
aliai, kuriai
kwiai priklauso isigoalieka galiai,
ppalieka
salisgalireiiuntimoistaiga. Sioji
iojigalis
gall reissiuntimoistaiga.
atsakingos
kalauti
atlyginimo is
ig atsakingos
Ikalauti atlyginimo
iS Valdybos,
alies, t. y.
y.tg
Valdybos, kurios teritensialies,
tarnyboje dingimas,
,orijoje arba tarnyboje
ttorijoje
jvysugadinimas ivyIpipleimas arba sugadinimas
sapiplegimas
Iko.
ko.
Atsakomingoji u2
15. Atsakomingoji
u dingima,
sugadinimps salis,
ipipleimna arba sugadinim4
galls,
aapiplegima
igmoketa atlykurios saskaiton ismoketa
Ikurios
ginimas,
neatideliodama ir
is ne
no
gginimas, turi neatideliodama
devyniV menesii
veliau
menesiu
Iveliau kaip per devyniu
aikotarpi po gavimo pranesimo
1laikotarpj,
pranegimo
apie
igraokejimit grattpie atlyginimo ismokejimq
inti ismoketo
gmti
igmoketo atlyginimo suma
suma
iSaliai, kuri ismokejo
galiai,
igmokejo atlyginim.a
atlyginimit
'os vardan.
jos
grauinamas kre16. Atlyginim
as graginamas
Atlyginimas
Saliai
iitoriai g
ditoriai
aliai nemokamai
nemokamai pasto
pagto
6ekiais arba esaniais
esan6iais
perlaidomis, Eekiaisaaniais
]perlaidomis
apy
vartoje kreditoreje
kreditoreje salyje
galyje piniiipyvartoje
gais
ktuiuo kitu savitarpiai
savitarpiai
Igals ar bet
bet kuriuo
susitartu
susiraginejimus budu.
bildu.
Esusitartu per susirasinejimus

16. Repayments
Repayments are
be made
made
to be
are to
16.
free of cost to the creditor country
by means
means of
of either
either a
amoney
money order
order
by
or in money valid in the
a draft, or
or a
creditor
by such other
or by
creditor country, or
means
may be
be mutually
agreed
mutually agreed
as may
means as
upon by correspondence.
correspondence.
17. Until
proved,
kitaip z atsaneirodyta kitaip,
17. Kol neirodyta
is proved
contrary is
Until the contrary
17.
vertinta siuntini
responsibility for an insured
insured parcel
parcel 1
komybe
ut ivertinta
stuntini
komybb uit
responsibility
rests with
with the
country which, tenka
priemusi siunfaliai,t kuri, priemusi
tenka §aliai
the country
rests
having
received the parcel without
tini be jokiu
joktv pastabi
pastabv ir gavusi
without tinj
having received
koimi reikalingas
making any observation
observation and
and being visas pate6kojimui
reikalingas ikad su siunfurnished all necessary
necessary particulars nias,
nias, negali
trodyti, kad
siunnegali Irodyti,
furnished
tinkamai pasielgta.
for inquiry, is unable to show its tiniu buvo tikamai
proper disposition.
apiplesimas arba
34 dingimas,
dingimas, apiplegimas
arba
Jei
If the loss, abstraction,
abstraction, or
sugadinimas ivyko kelyje ir
is negacourse sugadinimas
damage has occurred in the course
damage
tarnyboje
conveyance without
without its being lima nustatyti kurioje tarnyboje
of conveyance
suinteresuotos
which tas atsitiko, tai suinteresuotos
possible to ascertain
ascertain in which
possible
atsako lygiomis
service the irregularity
place, Pagto
irregularity took place,
Pasto Valdybos atsako
service
the Postal Administrations
Administrations con- dalimis.
cerned bear the loss in equal
shares.
18. Ug
ivertinto siuntinio
siuntinio dinri- 18.
UI ivertinto
18. Responsibility
Responsibility for loss, rifling, or damage of
of an
an. insuredpararba sugadiinsured par- gima, apiplegima
fling,
apiplefim* arba
pima, gavimo
gavuno apsimainymo
apsimainymo istaigos
cel discovered
discovered by the receiving
receiving nima,
office
pasteheta atidarant
is tinmailus ir
exchange at the time of pastebUeta
atidarant maigus
office of exchange
opening
duly kamai
opening the receptacles
receptacles and duly
pranegimu
patikrinimo pranegimu
notified to the dispatching office
office of
apsimainymo
of praneAta
issiuntimo apsimanymo
praneita asiuntimo
VaMyba, kuriai
exchange by bulletin of verificaverifica- istaigai, atsako Valdyba,
exchange
Adminis- priklauso
iisiuntimo apsimainymo
apsimainymo
tion, shall fall upon the Adminictpriklauso iisiuntimo
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tration
to which
which the
dispatching
the dispatching
tration to
office
of exchange
subordinate
is subordinate
exchange is
office of
unless
that the loss,
proved that
be proved
it be
unless it
rifling,
damage occurred
occurred in the
or damage
rifling, or
service
of the
Adminisreceiving Administhe receiving
service of
tration.
tration.
19.
propresponsibility of propThe responsibility
19. The
erly enclosing,
packing, and sealenclosing, packing,
erly
ing insured
upon the
rests upon
parcels rests
insured parcels
ing
sender,
the postal service
service of
and the
sender, and
neither
will assume liacountry will
neither country
bility
for loss, rifling,
rifling, or damage
bility for
arising from
defects which may
may
from defects
arising
not be
observed at
the time of
at the
be observed
not
posting.
posting.

istaiga,
kad dingineirodyta, kad
jei nejrodyta,
istaiga, jei
mas,
arba sugadiniapiplesimas arba
mas, apiplaimas
mas
ivyko gavimo
gavimo Valdybos
Valdybos tarmas ivyko
nyboje.
nyboje.

ARTICLE 12.
12.
ARTICLE

12
STRAIPSNIS.
12 STRAIPSNIS.

2033
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Defective packing,
19.
siuntiniv in- etc.Defective
ivertintu siuntiniu
UA ivertintv
19. US
ipakavima
dello tinkam4
tinkama idejima, ipakavirn4
delio
ir antspaudavim4
antspaudavimn atsako siuntejas
ir
tarnyba
ir ne
no vienos
vienos salies
alies pasto
paSto tamyba
ir
neatsako ul
u dingima,
dingim4, apiplesima
apipleginui
neatsako
arba
sugadinim4 ivykusi
ivykusj del truarba sugadinima
kumv,
kurie galejo
bati nepastegalejo biti
kumi, kurie
heti
iduodant siuntini.
beti iduodant

Tranzito
siuntiniai.
Tranzito siuntiniai.
Transit parcels.
parcels.
Transit
1. Kiekviena
Kiekviena Valdyba
laiduoja
Valdyba laiduoja
1.
1. Each
Administration guarEach Administration
1.
per savo teritorija
teritorija
teise per
tranzito teise
antees
the right of transit over its tranzito
antees the
arba i§
tun
su kuria
kuria ji turi
salies, su
is §alies,
territory to or from any country i arba
territory
siuntiniv apsimainym4,
apsimainyma, siunwith
parcel-post paSto
pasto siuntinii
which it has parcel-post
with which

communication,
origof parcels origcommunication, of
inating
inating in or addressed for delivery in the
the territory of the other
ery
contracting Administration.
Administration.
contracting
Administration shall inEach Administration
2. Each
form
other to which countries
the other
form the
and
and under what conditions parcels
may
be sent
through it as intersent through
may be
mediary.
3.
To be accepted
accepted for onward
3. To
parcels sent by one
transmission, parcels
of the
the contracting
contracting Administrations
of
through
the service
service of the other
through the
Administration must comply with
Administration
the
prescribed from
conditions prescribed
the conditions
time
intermediary
to time by the intermediary
time to
Administration.
Administration.

adretiniams iSsivstiems
i arba
arba adreissiustiems is
tiniams
suotiems i antrosios
antrosios susitarusios
susitarusios
suotiems
Valdybos
Valdybos teritorija.

ARTICLE 13.

13
STRAIPSNIS.
13 STRAIPSNIS.

Check by office of exchange.

apsimainymo
tikrinimas apsimainymo
Siuntinii4 tikrinimas

2.
Kiekviena Valdyba
pranek
Valdyba pranesa
2. Kiekviena
antrajai j
salis ir kokiomis
kurias Sails
j kurias
antrajai
sillygomis siuntinius
sisti
siuntinius galima siusti
s4lygomis
per j*
tarpininkt.
kaip tarpininke.
ji kaip
per

Eight of transit.
transit.
Right

Administrations as
Administrations
intermediaries.
intermediaries.

3.
Kad vienos
vienos i
susitarusiv
iA susitarusiV
3. Kad
Valdybv siunciamieji
siunSiamieji per
per antroValdybu
Bios
Valdybos tarnyba
tarnyba siuntiniai
sios Valdybos
bfitv
priimti .tolimesniam
tolimesniam pasiunpasiunbutu priimti
timui,
jie turi
tun atitikti
tarpininkauatitikti tarpininkautimui, jie
jandios
Valdybos laikas nuo laiko
jancios Valdybos
nustatytas sqlygas.
salygas.
nustatytas

lstaigoj
e.
istaigoje.

Check by office
office ol
of
Check
1. Gavus
Gavus siuntiniv
path% gavimo
gavimo exchange.
siuntinii pasta,
1.
1.
On the receipt of a
a parcel
parcel
exchange.
1. On
apsimailiymo
istaiga
tikrina.
tikrina.
ji
Istaiga
apsimainymo
mail, the receiving
receiving office of exmail,
siuntiniai turi buti rupeTvertmti siuntiniai
change shall
shall check it.
it. The in- ivertinti
change
pagal lydimuosius
tikrinami pagallydimuosms
stingai tikrinami
sured parcels must be carefully
carefully stingai
sured
dokumentus.
Kiekvienas
Kiekvienas pastecompared
accompanying dokumentus.
the accompanying
with the
compared with
arba netikslunetiksluskirtumas arba
betasis skirtumas
bills.
discrepancies or irreg- betasis
bills. Any discrepancies
tuojau pranestas
mas turi
briti tuojau
pranatas
turi buti
ularities
shall be immedi- mas
noted shall
ularities noted
iSsiuntimo apsimainymo
apsimainymo istaigai
ately
reported to the dispatching issiuntimo
ately reported
Jei praprapranesimu. Jei
patikrinimo praneSimu.
office
of exchange
exchange by means of a
a patikrinimo
office of
neSimas nebus
nebus tuojau
pasivstas,
tuojau pasivstas,
bulletin
of verification.
If report
report nesimas
verification. If
bulletin of
bus laikoma,
lailcoma, kad
kad pastas ir
tai bus
is
not made promptly, it will be Lai
is not
lydimieji
dokumentai
buvo
buvo tvardokumentai
lydimieji
the
and
assumed
assumed that the mail
visais ativilgiais.
ativilgiais.
koje visais
accompanying
accompanying bills were in every koje
respect
proper order.
respect in proper
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2. Randamiems
siuntiniu paste
pate
Randamiems siuntiniq
2.
2. In
discrepany discrepof any
case of
the case
In the
2.
bet
kokiems
skirtumaras
arba
arba
skirtumams
kokiems
bet
ancies
or
irregularities
in
a
mail,
ancies or irregularities m a mail,
vedama
netikslumams, turi bfti
bud vedama
such
record shall
be kept
will netikslumams,
kept as will
shall be
such record
tokia registracija,
registracija,
netikslumu tokia
tu netikslumu
permit
the furnishing
of inforinfor- tu
furnishing of
of the
permit of
su galinciais
galin6iais iskilti
iskilti
sarysy su
kad sarygy
mation regarding
the matter
matter in
in kad
regarding the
mation
paiakojimais arba
arba reikareikaveliau paieskojimais
connection
any subsequent
subsequent veliau
with any
connection with
investigation
indem- lavimais atlyginti, galima butu
investigation or claim for indemtuo reikalu
reikalu suteikti
suteikti iniu.
tuo
nity
which may
be made.
made.
may be
nity which
3.
Jei siuntiniu
siuntiniu lakstas
lak5tas negautas,
negautas,
3. Jei
3. If
parcel bill
is missing
a
missing a
bill is
a parcel
If a
3.
turi biti
bitti surasyta
sura§yta jo
dublikatas
jo dublikatas
duplicate
be made
made out
out and turi
shall be
duplicate shall
ir jo
jo nuorasas
nuoragas turi
bad pasiustas
pasiustas
turi bfti
a
sent to
to the
dispatching ir
the dispatching
copy- sent
a copy
iAsiuntimo apsimainymo
apsimainymo istaigai,
istaigai,
office
of exchange
from which
which the issiuntimo
exchange from
office of
i5 kurios
kurios pagtas
buvo gautas.
gautas.
pastas buvo
is
dispatch
received.
was received.
dispatch was
4. Ant
ivertintu siuntiniV
siuntiniu turintwin4.
Ant ivertintu
4. Insured
evibearing eviparcels bearing
Insured parcels
4.
iij plesimo ar
apgadinimo yymiv,
Aymiu,
ar apgadinimo
damage must ciu
dence
of violation
violation or damage
dence of
padaryta apie
apie tai pastaba,
pastaba,
buti padaryta
turi bliti
have the
noted on them and tun
facts noted
the facts
have
büti patvirtinta
patvirtinta spaudu
spaudu
turi biti
kuri turi
be
stamp of the kmi
marked with the stamp
be marked
tos istaigos,
kuri pastaba
pastaba daro,
daro,
istaigos, kuri
office
docu- tos
or aadocunote, or
the note,
making the
office making
arba kartu
kartu su siuntiniais
siuntiniais turi
ment
attention to
the arba
to the
drawing attention
ment drawing
dokumentas apapsiunciama dokumentas
bati siun6iama
violation or
or damage
damage must be had
violation
raAantis
plegima ar apgadinims.
apgadinima.
rasantis plesima
forwarded with
with the
parcels.
the parcels.
forwarded

ARTICLE 14.
ARTICLE
14.

14
TRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
14 S

jriatlikimo ir
Muito formalumq
forma2umit atlikimo
ir Vricustoms formalities
Fees for
formalities and
and Muito
for customs
Fees
statymo
rinkliavos. Saugojimo
Saugojimo
for delivery.
charges.
Demurragecharges.
statymo rinkliavos.
delivery. Demurrage
for
mokestis.
mokestis.
Charges
collectible
Charges collectible
addressee.
from addressee.

o add

'

Redirection.
RedirecUn

1. The Administration
1.
Administration of the

1.
Paskyrimo
1. Paskyrimo

gales
salies

Valdyba
Valdyba

country
gall igidkoti
adresato ui
u muito
country of destination may
may collect
collect gali
isieskoti is adresato

formalumu. atlikima
ne
atlikima mokesti, no
from the addressee for the fulfil- formalumu
a didesni
1 litas arba 15 amer.
customs formalities
formalities a
didesni kaip 1
ment of customs
centu ui
siuntinj.
kiekviena siuntini.
ui kiekviena
exceeding 15 cents or centu
charge not exceeding
11litas for each parcel.
isieIteikimo Valdyba gali isiesAdministration of de2. Iteikimo
2. The Administration
koti is
ut siuntinio
siuntinio priadresato ui
is adresato
collect from the adad- koti
livery may collect
rinldiava no
ne didesne kaip
statyms rinkliav4
dressee
a fee not statyma
dressee for delivery a
1 litas 50 centu
centv arba 25 amer.
exceeding
or 1
1 litas
litas 60 1
cents or
25 cents
exceeding 25
ui kiekviena
kiekviena siuntinj ir
ir
parcel and an centai ul
centas for each parcel
pristatymo mokestj
papildom4ji pristatymo
additional delivery charge of like papildomaji
kiekviena
a parcel is tokio .pat didumo ui kiekviena
amount for each time a
megimma siuntinj pristatyti
pristatyti adrepresented
residence of the megininm
presented at the residence
siltui j
nepavykusio
i namus po nepavykusio
addressee after one unsuccessful
unsuccessful satui
addressee
pirmoj opristatymo.
plata ty Lao.
pirmojo
presentation.
presentation.
Kiekviena Valdyba tais atveAdministration may 3. Kiekviena
3. Each Administration
adresatas siuntinio
smntinio neatreasonable storage or de- jais, kai adresatas
impose reasonable
tikra paskyrimo
siima per tam tikra
murrage charges in case the ad- suma
dressee
accept delivery of salies
galies Valdybos
nustatyta laika,
Iaikt,
Valdybos nustatyta
dressee fails to accept
any
parcel within such reasonable
gall uideti
uhleti atitinkam
atitinkam4 sandelio
reasonable gali
any parcel
saugojimo mokesti.
mokesti.
prescribed by the Ad- arba
arba saugojimo
time as is prescribed
ministration of the country
country of
ministration
destination.
destination.
ARTICLE 15.
15.
ABTICLE

15
15 STRAPBNIS.
STRAIPBNIS.

Redirection.
Redirection.

Dasiuntimas.
Dasiuntimas.

1.
Any parcel
kiekviena siuntini
siuntinj dawithin
UI kiekviena
1. Ui
parcel redirected
redirected within
1. Any
destination or siust4
the
siusta paskyrixno
alies viduje arba
of destination
paskyrimo salies
the country of
delivered
addressee iteikta
an alternate
alternate addressee
to an
jteikta pirmykscioje
pirm k§§ioje adresavirno
delivered to
adresavimo
at
jstaigoje pagal
pagal palms%
gab
office of address jstaigoje
the original
original office
at the
adresa gali
pakeista adresa
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shall be
be liable
liable to such additional
additional
shall
charges as
prescribed
as may be prescribed
charges
by the
the Administration
Administration of that
by
country.
2. When
When a
redirected
a parcel is redirected
2.
to either
country, new postage as
either country,
to
well
insurance fees, in the
new insurance
as new
well as
case of insured parcels (which,
when redirected,
redirected, must be diswhen
patched in
the same kind of mails
in the
patched
as
prepaid,
received) may, if not prepaid,
as received)
be
delivery and
be collected upon delivery
retained
Administration
by the Administration
retained by
making
collection. The Admaking the collection.
ministration
delivery shall
making delivery
ministration making
fix the
the amount
amount of such fees and
fix
postage when
not prepaid.
when not
postage

buti imama
imama tos salies
alies Valdybos
Valdybos
bati
nustatytas papildomas
papildomas mokestis.
mokestis.
nustatytas

2: Dasiun6iant
Dasiunkant siuntinj i bet
2.
saliu, naujas
kun
iij dvieju
dvieju Aaliu,
naujas
siu
kuria4
paAto
ir, kai siunciama
siun6iama
mokestis ir,
pasto mokestis
ivertintas
siuntinys (toks, daivertintas siuntinys
siunelant,
buti pasiustas toturi bad
siun6iant, twit
pastu, kokiu jis
kios
ruiies paAtu,
pat rakes
kios pat
buvo gautas),
nauja draudimo
gautas), nauja
buvo
rinkliava, jei
jei nepaimta
i anksto,
nepaimta is
rinkliava,
siuntini iteigall bud
ikeAkomi siuntinj
buti isieskomi
gali
kiant ir
ir pasilaikomi
pasilaikomi tos Valdybos,
kiant
kuri
juos ikeikalavo.
isreikalavo. Kai tokios
kuri juos
rinkliavos
pa§to mokestis nebuir pasto
rinkliavos ir
vo
dydj
sumok6ti, ju dydi
anksto sumoketi,
is anksto
vo i
nustato
siuntinj itsikianti
itsikianti Valnustato siuntini
dyba.
dyba.
3.
Ivertinti siuntiniai
dasiunsiuntiniai dasiun3. Ivertinti
3.
Insured parcels
parcels shall not be
3. Insured
sali
6iarni
arba
graiinami
j
kita
galj
kita,
i
graIinami
arba
6iami
another
to
forwarded
or
returned
another
forwarded or
salyga, kad
kad jie dasiundasiunsu sslygg,
tiktai su
forwarded tiktai
country unless they are forwarded
arba grafinami
jvertintu
grsainami ivertintu
ciami arba
or returned
returned as insured mail. Send- kami
or
bUdu. Siuntejas
Siuntejas gali
gali ant ivertinto
ers may
may indorse insured parcels budu.
ers
atiymeti: "Do
"Do not forsiuntinio atiymeti:
"Do
not forward
a third coun- siuntinio
to a
forward to
"Do not
country" (Ne dato aathird country"
ward to
try",
which event the parcels ward
in which
try", in
atveju
ir tuo atveju
traia sal),
AA), .ir
i tre6i
siusti j
shall
forwarded to any siusti
shall not be forwarded
jokil
i
nedasiun6iamas
siuntinys
nedasiun6mmas
jokia
siuntinys
other
country. Unless
Unless such parother country.
kita
Aalj. Jei
ant ivertinto
jvertinto siunant
Jei
salj.
kita
cels
are
indorsed
indicate
that
indicate
to
cels are indorsed
tinio nem,
atfymejimo
siuntejo atiymelimo
nera siuntejo
the
wish them tinio
not wish
do not
senders do
the senders
pageidavima,
siuntejo
nurodan.ko
pageidavima,
nurodan6io
other
forwarded
to
country
any
to
forwarded
nebiut
kad siuntinys
nebatu
siuntinys
than that
that of mailing
within the kad
mailing or within
than
dasiust as i jokisa
jokia kita
kita sali,
6ali,
dasiustas
they
country
of
address,
original
country of
sali
padavimo
Askyrus
siuntmio
6al
siuntmio
isskyrus
may be
be forwarded
a third
forwarded to a
may
arba
kuria
jis buvo
tiesioiniai
tiesioginiai
buvo
jis
kuris
i
arba
as
country
if
they
forwarded
forwarded
are
they
if
country
vertinta,s siuntiadresuotas, tai ivertintas
insured mail.
Insured parcels
parcels adresuotas,
mail. Insured
insured
tre6ia
nys
gali
buti
dasiunkamas J
1traia
dasiun6iamas
buti
gali
nys
may
be
returned
to
sender
in
the
returned
may be
bus
kad
Aalj,
bet
su
salyga,
kad
jis
salyga,
su
bet
sali,
a
accordance
country in accordance
third country
a third
Iverbadu.
dasiunkamas jvertintu
Ivorjvertintu
dasiun6iamas
parwith
a
return
address
the
on
address
with a return
tintas siuntinys
siuntinys gali
gall bati
biti sugracels,
if they
they can be returned
returned as tintas
cels, if
fintas
siuntejm i treia
tre6ia s14a1I
ali pagal
siunt6jui
iintas
insured
mail.
In
case
of
loss,
the
In
insured mail.
paiymeta
ant
smntinio
grahnimo
grailnimo
siuntinio
ant
paiymet4
rifling, or
or damage of an insured
insured

rifling,

parcel
forwarded or returned to a
a
parcel forwarded
third
country, indemnity
indemnity will be
third country,
paid only
only in accordance
accordance with the
paid
stipulations of
Section
of Article 11, Section
stipulations
4, of
Agreement.
this Agreement.
of this
4,

ARTICLE
16.
ARTICLE 16.

adresa,
gralinti jverivergalima gr4ainti
ji galima
jei jj
adresa, jei
tintu
badu. Dasiqstam
Dasiustam arba gr4gratintu badu.
ali ivertintam
iintam
tre6ia4 al
intam i tre6i4
apiplesiuntiniui
esant f
:
ippledingus, esant
siuntiniui dingus,
atlyginimas
Atam arba
arba sugadintam,
sugadintam, atlygimmas
stam
sutarties
Amokanias
tik pagal
pagal sios
Aios sutaFties
ismokamas tik
vienuolikto
straipsnio, ketvirtos
ketvirtos
vienuolikto straipsnio,
pastraipos nuostatus.
nuostatus.
pastraipos

Insured
parcels.
Insured parcels.

2029.
.LAte,
Ante,1p.
3.
2029 .

16 STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
16
mokeseiai,
kurie iia
ia
mokesiai, kurie
nenustatyti, neturi
neturt bSti
bat"
nenustatyti,

Kiti pagto
Postal
other than
than those pre- Kiti pasto
charges other
Postal charges
sutartimi
sutartimi
scribed
not
to
be
collected.
scribed not to be collected.
imami.
imami.

Siuntiniams,
taikor.
aa si
kuriems taikoma
Siuntiniams, kuriems
The parcels
to which
Agreethis Agreewhich this
parcels to
The
sutartis, neturi
neturi bati
taikoma jokie
jokr
taikoma
blti
sutartis,
ment
applies shall
not be
be subjected
subjected
shall not
ment applies
kurie
kiti pasto
pagto mokesciai
mokes6iai kaip
kaip tie, kurr
to
any postal
postal charges
other than kiti
charges other
to any
numatyti.
jos
ivairiais
straipsniais
numatyti.
straipsniais
ivairiais
jos
those
contemplated by
by the
differthe differthose contemplated
ent articles
articles hereof.
ent

Restriction on postRestriction

al charges.
clarges.
al
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Recall and change
Recall
of address.

Nondelivery.
Nondelivery.

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

[
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 17.
17.

17
STRAIPSNIS.
17 STRAIPSNIS.

Recall
of address.
address.
Recall and
and change
change of

Siuntinio atsaukimas
atiaukimas ir
ir adresu
adresu
Siuntinio
palceitimas.
pakeitimas.

So long as aaparcel has not been
been
delivered to the addressee,
addressee, the
delivered
the
sender may recall
recall it
it or
or cause its
its
address to be altered. The rerechange of
of
quests for return or change
which must
conform to
address, which
must conform
to
the rules laid down by the domestic regulations of the
the contracting Administrations,
to
tracting
Administrations, are
are to
be addressed
addressed to the Central Administration at Washington
Washington when
when
they relate to parcels sent to the
the
Uruted States of America, and
United
and to
the exchange offices when they relate to parcels sent to Lithuania.
Lithuania.

Kol siuntinys
siuntinys nera jteiktas
iteiktas adadresatui, siuntejas
siuntejas gall pareikalauti
pareikalauti
graiinti arba
jo
ji atgal graqinti
arba pakeisti jo
adresa. Pareitkimai
muntini grPareiskimai siuntin
graind arba adresa
adresa pakeisti, kurie
kurie
Linti
turi atitikti susitarusiu
Valdybu
susitarusiu Valdyby
vidaus taisykliu
taisykliu reikalavimus, adadresuojami
siuntiniu apsimainymo
resuojami siuntiniq
apsimanymo
istaigoms, kai
jstaigoms,
kai jie
jie lieEia
lieia siuntinius
siuntinius
pasiustus
pasiistus i Lietuva ir Centralinei
Centralinei
Valdybai Vatingtone
Vasingtone (Central Administration at Washington),
ministration
Washington), kai
tie pareiskimai
pareitkimai lie6ia
siuntinius
tie
lie6ia siuntinius
pasiustus
Jungtines Amerikos
Amerikos
pasiustus i Jungtines
Valstybes.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18.

18 STRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
18

Nondelivery.
Nondelivery.

Neiteikimas.
Neteikimas.

1. In the absence
1.
1.
Nesant siunt6jo
siuntejo pareitkimo
absence of a
a request
1. Nesant
request
pareiskimo
by the sender to the contrary, aa priesingai
prietingai pasielgti,
pasielgti z siuntinys,
siuntinys,
parcel which cannot be delivered
delivered kurio nesalima
negalima iteikti,
teikti, grqainamas
grainamas
shall be returned
returned to the sender
sender siuntejui
siuntejm be
be atskiro
atskiro pranetimo.
pranesimo.
previous notification.
notification. Naujas
without
previous
Naujas pasto
patto persiuntimo
persiuntuno mokemokeNew postage as well as new indraudimo
in- stis, taip pat, nauja draudimo
surance fees, in the case of
of insured rinkliava
rinkliava ut
ivertintus siuntinius
ul ivertintus
parcels
parcels (which must
must be returned
returned (kurie turi bud
gragnti tuo pat
pat
bfiti grqainti
in the same kind of mail as re- bfdu.
biidu z kaip jie buvo gauti),
gauti), gali
gall
ceived), may be collected
ceived),
collected from the bud
it siuntejo ir
buti itietkomi
ifieskomi is
ir pasipasisender
sender and retained by the Ad- laikomi tos Valdybos,
Vaidyhos, kuri juos
ministration making the colleccollec- itietkojo.
isiegkojo.
tion.
tion.

2. The sender of a
a parcel may 2. Siuntinio
Siuntinio siuntejas
siuntejas paduodapaduodarequest, at the time of mailing, mas siuntini,
siuntinj, gali
gall reikalauti,
reikalauti, kad,
kad :
that if the parcel cannot be
be dede- jei siuntinio nebus galima iteikti
jteikti
livered as addressed, it shall be pap'
duota adresa, jis bQtuV
but arba
arba
pagal duot4
either
either (a) treated as abandoned
abandoned (a) laikomas
laikomas atsisakytiniu, arba
or (b) tendered
tendered for delivery
delivery at aa (b) kad jis batu
bfiti iteiktas
jteiktas papasecond
second address in the country
country of skyrimo
skyrimo salyje
Aalyje pagal kits
kita adres4.
adresa.
destination. No other alternative
alternative Joks kitas
Etas pasirinkimas
pasinnkimas neleiis admissible. If the sender
sender avails diamas. Jei siuntejas
siuntejas pasinaudopasinaudohimself
himself of this facility, his request
request ja .ia
Ma longvata, jo
Jo pageidavimas
pageidavimas
must appear
appear on the parcel
parcel and on
on turi bud
buti paiyinetas
pafymetas ant siuntinio
the customs declaration
declaration tied to
to ir ant muitines
muitines deklaracijos, kuri
the parcel and must be in concon- pritvirtinama
pritvirtinama prie
rrie siuntmio.
siuntmio. Paor analogous
analogous to
to one
formity with or
one geidavimas
geidavimas turi
tun. atitikti
bud
atitikti arba buti
of the following forms.
forms.
panasus
viena Aiu
panatus i viena
giu formu:
formu:
"If not deliverable
deliverable as
as adad"If
"If not deliverable as adaddressed .....
Abandon."
Abandon."
dressed ...... .. .Abandon".
Abandon".
(Neiteikus.pagal adresa ......
laikyti
laikyti atsisakytiniu).
ats
tiniu).
"If not deliverable
deliverable as ad"If
`If not deliverable
deliverable as ad25
dressed ..... Deliver to
dressed
to ..... "
dressed .......
. Deliver
Deliver to

. . ..........

".
" (Neiteikus
(Nejteikus

pag
Part' adres
adres4 . . . . . . . . . . ..
jtatkti.
itek

. ..

. . . .

. ).
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.
3. Except as otherwise
otherwise proundeliverable parcels
vided, undeliverable
parcels in
both countries
countries will be returned
returned to
the senders at the expiration of
of
thirty days from the date of receipt at the post office
office of destination, while refused
refused parcels will be
returned at once, the parcels in
each
each case
case to
to be marked to
to show
show
the reason for nondelivery.
nondelivery.
deteriora4. Articles liable to deterioration or corruption,
corruption, and these
these only,
may, however, be sold immediimmediately even
even on
on the outward
outward or
or rereturn journey, without previous
notice
notice or judicial formality, for the
benefit of the right party.
If for any reason
reason aasale
sale is imposimpossible, the spoilt or worthless articles shall be destroyed. The sale
destruction shall be recorded
recorded
or destruction
and report made to the Administration of
of origin.
Undeliverable parcels
which
5. Undeliverable
parcels which
the sender
sender has marked
marked "Abandon"
"Abandon"
may
may be sold at auction
auction at the expiration of thirty days; but in case
such disposition is made of insured parcels, proper
proper record will be
made and the Administration of
origin
disposition
origin notified
notified as
as to the disposition
made
The AdminAdrainmade of
of the
the parcels.
parcels. The
istration of origin shall
shall also be
be
notified when for any reason an
insured parcel which
which is not delivered is not returned to the country
of origin.
ARTICLE 19.
ARTICLE
19.

Customs charges
charges to
to be
be canceled.
Customs
canceled.
Provided
formalities prepreProvided the
the formalities
authorities
scribed by
by the customs
customs authorities
concerned are fulfilled,
cusconcerned
fulfilled, the
the cusso-called,
toms charges, properly
properly so-called,
on parcels
parcels sent back to the country of
origin, or
to antry
of origin,
or redirected
redirected to
another
canceled,
other country
country shall
shall be
be canceled,
both in
in the
the United
United States
States of
America
America and
and in Lithuania.
Lithuania.
ARTICLE

20.
20.

3. Jeigu nenustatyta
3.
nenustatyta kitaip,
abiejiu
aliu neiteikti
ableiv galiv
neiteikti siuntiniai
graminami siuntejams
graimami
trisdegimsiuntejams trisdesim6iai dieni
praslinkus nuo
diemj praslinkus
flue siuntinio
gavimo paskyrimo
paskyrimo pa§to
pasto istaigoje
istaigoje
gtvimo
dienos, tuo tarpu siuntiniai, kuriuos atsisakyta
atsisakyta priimti, gralimmi
grrainami
tuojau. Ant siuntiniu
kiekvienu
siuntiniu kiekvienu
atveju daroma
daroma paiymejimai, nurodant ji
neiteikimo prielastj.
prielasti.
ju neiteikimo
genda arba
4. Ta5iau
Taciau greit genda
arba greit
puva daiktai,
puva
daiktai, ir tiktai tokie, gall
buti tuojau parduodami
bud
parduodami kelyje
kelyje
siunciant arba
juos smaiant
arba graginant,
grq4inant, be
jokio i§
is anksto pranesimo
pranegimo ar
ar
juridink
puss
juridiniu formalumv
formalumu teisetos
teisetos puses

2037

Sale; destruction.
destruction.
Sale;

naudai.
naudai.
priegagiu jy
jtj
Jei del bet kiniv
kuriu prieiasiyi
pardavimas negalimas, tai sugede
ar nustoje vertes
vertes daiktai
daiktai sunaikisunaikinami. Apie pardavima
ar sunaipardavima ar
surasoma aktas
kinima suragoma
aktas ir prane§ama
issiuntimo Valdybai.
Valdybai.
gama igsiuntimo
5.
5. Neiteikti siuntimai,
siuntimai, ant kuriu
kurivi
siuntejas
padare
paiymejima
siuntej
as
padare
paiymejima
"Abandon"
(Laikyti atsisaky"Abandon"
(Laikyta
atsisakytiniu), gali
gall biti
buti parduoti
parduoti is
i§ vartiniu praslinkus
trisde§im6iai
iytiniu
praslinkus trisdesimniai
dienv, bet atvejuose,
atvejuose, kai taip
dienV,
taip
daroma su ivertintais
daxoma
ivertintais siuntiniais,
tai surasoma
surakma atskiras aktas
aktas ir
pranegama issiuntimo
igsiuntimo Valdybai
pranesama
apie siuntiniu
siuntinin likim4.
Igsiuntimo
likima. Issiuntimo
Valdybai, taip pat, pranegama,
Valdybai,
pranesama,
neijei del bet kurios priegasties
prieiasties nelteiktas
teiktas ivertintas
jvertintas siuntinys
siuntinys nebuvo
nebuvo
graiintas
grEitintas issiuntimo
i§siuntimo saliai.
galiai.
STRAIPSNIS.
19 STRAIPSNIS.
Muito rinkliaiv,
rinkliam panaikinimas.
panaikinimas.
Jei atitinkamy
atitinkamu muitinin
muitiniu nustatyti muito formalumai
formalumai buvo athkti,
prasmo
lkti, tai
tai tikraja
tikraja lodgio
todiio prasmo
muito rinkliavos, grafinant
gratinant siuntini ji issiuntimo
igsiuntimo Bal
§alii arba
arba ji
dasiundiant j
Mt
Ml, panaidasiunciant
i kita
sali,
panaikinamos
kinamos tiek Lietuvoje,
Lietuvoje, tiek JungJungtinese
tinese Amerikos
.Amerikos Valstybese.
Valstybese.

CancelatIon
'anoelation of
or cus•
*us
toms charges.
toina
charges.

20 STRAIPSNIS.
STRIPSNIS.

Retransmission.
Retransmission.

Uisi stu siuntiniu
siuntinigdasiuntimas.
Uisiustu
dasiuntimas.

1.
ordinary
parcels
1. Missent
Missent ordinary
parcels
forwarded to their destinashall be forwarded
destination by the most direct route at
at
the
the disposal
disposal of the
the reforwarding
reforwarding
Administration,
Administration, but must not be
marked with
with customs or
or other
other

1.
Uisiusti paprasti
1
: qsiesti
paprasti siuntiniai
dasiunciami j
i j
u paskyrimo
dasmnpami
paskyrimo viet
viet4
4
trumpia
:
usiusiuiunciancios
dasiunaantios Valtrumpiasiu
Valdybos
dybcT lanioje
esan5iu keliu, bet dadafinioje esanciu
sniqapneioji Valdyba
Valdyba neturi
neturi juos
juos
siun6iandioji
apdetl muito ar kitais mokeapdeti

Retranamission.
Retranmniblso

2038
2038

Customs declaration.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

UAsiusti ivertinti siunsciais. UIsiusti
charges by
by the
the reforwarding
charges
reforwarding AdAd- saais.
tiniai dasiunaami
dasiunciami i paskyrimo
ministration.
Missent
insured finial
ministration.
Missent insured
galim a
parcels shall
shall not
be reforwarded
reforwarded to
to vieta, tiktai tada, kada juos galima
parcels
not be
büdu. Jeigu
Jeigu ju
ivertintu budu.
ju
their destination
can dasiusti ivertintu
destination unless they can
negalima dasiusti
dasiusti ivertintu
biidu,
ivertintu budu,
be
as insured
mail. If
be forwarded
forwarded as
insured mail.
If negalima
igsiuntimo Sali.
gali.
they
cannot be
forwarded as
in- tai
tai jie
jie graiinami
grainami i issiuntimo
they cannot
be forwarded
as insured mail, they shall
be returned
returned
sured
shall be
countryof
to the country
of origin.
dasiuntim4 sudaro
is retransmission
retransmission in2. Jei toki .dasiuntim4
2. When th
this
as i igsiuntimo
grAinimas
issiuntimo
return of the parcels
parcels to siuntinio gramim
volves the return
tin dasiuncianti
dasiun6ianti apsimaiapsimaithe office of origin, the retrans- istaig4,
jstaiga, tai
is.taiga, paaiskinusi
paaigkinusi klaidq
klaid4
mitting office of exchange
exchange shall
shall nymo istaiga,
pranegimu, perveda
perveda
patikrinimo pranesimu,
credit that office with the allow- patikrimrao
kreditus.
ifsiuntimo gahai
ahiai gautus kreditus.
ances received
received after having called
called 168'11316mo
attention to the error
error by means of
attention
verification note.
aaverification
contrail case and if the
Priegingu
igsiunIn the contrary
Priesingu atveju ir jei issiundispatch- timo
timo Istaigos
istaigos dasiuntimo
dasiuntimo istaigai
istaigai
amount allowed by the dispatchin office to the retransmitting duotos
duotos- sumos nepakanka
nepakanka dasiuning
dasiuncover the timo islaidoms
office is insufficient
insufficient to cover
iglaidoms padengti, kurias
expenses of retransmission
retransmission which
which jai teko sumoketi,
expenses
suraoketi, tai skirtumas
skirtumas
defray, it shall
a all recover
it had to defray,
padarant issiuntimo aprecover igieglkomas
iMieskomas padarant
difference by making a
a suit- simainymo
the difference
simainymo istaigos siuntiniu
siuntiniu lakable amendment
parcel bill gte
amendment to the parcel
igtaisyma. Sio
gio
Ate atitinkam4
atitinkam4 istaisyma.
office of ex- igtaisymo
of the dispatching
dispatching office
istaisymo prieiastis turi buti
bud prareason for this n.eAta
change. The reason
nesta minimal
minimal istaigai patikrinimo
patikrinimo
amendment shall be notified
notified to the prane
amendment
Aim u.
pranesimu.
verificasaid office by means of aaverification note.
When a
3. When
a parcel has been
been
3.
3. Kai siuntinys klaidingai paallowed to be dispatched
dispatched siim6iamas
wrongly allowed
pato tarnybos
tarnybos papasiunciamas del pasto
in consequence
consequence of an error on the darytosklaidos
dary-tos klaidos irdel
ir del tos
pmeiasties
tosprieeasties
service and has
part of the postal service
has tun boa
grt.
iiintas issiuntimo
igsiuntimo sabati gr0intas
for this reason
reason to be returned
returned to liai, tai gr4linimo
grOmimo .eiga yra ta pati,
the country
country of origin, the pro- kaip
kali? siuntinj
sitmtini grainant
gralmant i/siuntimo
igtsiuntim.o
cedure followed shall be the same jstaigon
utuuntimo.
istaigon del uisiuntimo.
as if the parcel had to be sent back
to the dispatching
consedispatching office in consequence of missending.
missending.
parcel shall be
4. A redirected parcel
4. Prie dasiunciamo
dasiun6iamo siuntinio
accompanied by the customs
accompanied
customs decladecla- turi bilti
issiuntimo jstaiistaibad prideta
prideta Asiuntimo
ration prepared at the office
office of goje parasyta
paraAyta muitines deklaracideklaracicase the parcel, for any ia.
origin. In ease
ja. Atveju, kai siuntinys del bet
bet
reason whatsoever, has to be kuriu
kuriv prieiasciq
prieias6iv turi buti
bad is
i naujo
repacked or the original
original customs uitaisytas
uitaisytas arba
arba jei pirm.ykAte
pirmykste muideclaration replaced by aa sub- tines deklaracija
declaration
biti pakeista
deklaracija turi hati
stitute declaration,
declaration, it
essential kita
it is essential
deklaracija, tai butina, kad
kita deklaracija,
that the name of the office
office of siuntinio iksiuntimo
ig,siuntimo istaigos
jstaigos pavaorigin of the parcel and the origorig- dinimas ir pirmykstis
pirmykgtis jo eiles
eiles
inal serial number
inal
number appear on the numeris
num.eris batu
butV paiymetas
payinetas ant siunparcel and that the name of the tinio ir kad siuntinio issiuntimo
isiuntiino
office of origin of the parcel appear
appear jstaigos
istaigos pavadinimas
pavadinimas buti
butij pasypaiyon the customs declaration.
declaration.
metas muitines deklaracijoje.
deklaracijoje.
ARTICLE
21.
ARTICLE 21.

Bag
Bag&

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

21 &mamma.
STBaPsNIs.

Receptacles.
Receptacles.
Magai.
Maikai.
•
1. Each Administration shall
1,
1. Kiekviena
Kiekviena Valdyba
parepina
Valdyba paraipina
provide the bags necessary
necessary for the reikalingus
raikalingus maifins
maius savo
savo siuntiniu
siuntiniv
dispatch of its parcels. The bags siuntimui.
ni maiai
sinntimui. Tu
Tufa
mairati griinagraiina-

54 S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]
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shall
returned empty to the
shall be returned
country of origin by the next mail.
Empty bags shall be made up in
bundles of ten (nine bags enbundles
closed in one) and the total numclosed
advised
ber of such bags shall be advised
on
the parcel bill.
on the
indicate in
It is necessary to indicate
2. It
the parcel bill, both the number
of
preparation
of sacks used for the preparation
of
of the dispatch and the number of
empty sacks returned. With the
aid
each
aid of these indications, each
a conAdministration
exercises a
Administration exercises
return of the recepreceptrol over the return
belonging to it. In case
tacles belonging
10
that this control shows that 10
per cent
the total number of
cent of the
per
a year have not
sacks used during a
been returned, the value of the
prepaid to
missing sacks must be prepaid
the dispatching
dispatching office.

rai
igsiuntimo saliai
§aliai artimiausiu
artimiausiu
mi issiuntimo
pagtu.
Tugti
maigai uitaisomi
u§taisomi
Tusti maisai
pastu.
rygulisis po daimt
maistt (devyni
desimt maisu
rysuliais
maigai
view)) ir siu
ii maisu
mai§4
i viena)
maisai sudeti j
bendras skai6ius
skaikius nurodomas
nurodomas
bendras
lakste.
siuntiniv lakgte.
siuntiniu

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22.

22
TRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
22 S

Charges.
Charges.

Mokeseiai.
Mokes&iai.

1. For
For parcels
parcels dispatched
by
dispatched by
1.
one
one country to the other, the dispatching
Administration shall pay
patching Administration
to the
Administration
receiving Administration
the receiving
to
terminal credit
credit as follows:
aa terminal
(a)
originating in
For parcels originating
(a) For
Lithuania addressed
addressed to the United
Lithuania
States of America:
70 centimes
centimes per kilogram, based
70
on the
the bulk
each
bulk net weight of each
on
dispatch.
(b) For
originating in
parcels originating
For parcels
(b)
the
United States of America adthe United
Lithuania:
dressed to Lithuania:
85 centimes
centimes gold
gold for
for each
parcel
each parcel
85
not over 1
1kilogram in weight.
not
125
centimes gold
for each pargold for
125 centimes
5 kilograms in
1 up to 5
over 1
cel over
weight.
225 centimes
centimes gold for each par225
cel
kilograms in
over 55 up to 10 kilograms
cel over
weight.
350 centimes
centimes gold for each par350
cel
cel over 10 up to 15 kilograms in
weight.
500 centimes
gold for
each parfor each
centimes gold
500
cel
over 15
15 up
up to
kilograms in
20 kilograms
to 20
cel over
weight.
These terminal
terminal credits
credits may be
These
reduced
increased on three
or increased
reduced or
months'
notice given by
previous notice
months' previous
one
country to the other. These
one country
reductions
or increases
increases shall hold
reductions or
good
good for at least one year.

1.
Ili siuntinius,
pasivstus is
siuntinius, pasiustus
1. Ui
vienos salies
alies ij kita,
kit, issiuntimo
igsiuntimo
vienos
Valdyba moka gavimo Valdybai
Valdybai
Valdyba
naokestj:
galini mokesti:
Si galinj

19347W-41—m
n--51
193470"-41-PT. n-51

lalate reikalinga
reikalinga
Siuntiniu lakste
2. Siuntiniv
skai6ius mais,
nurodyti tiek skaikius
maign., panurodyti
pastui ultaisyti, tiek skaivartotq pa§tui
vartotu
6ius grafinamu
grainaamj tus6iu
tug6iv maisu. Siu
kiekviena Valnurodymv
Valpagalba, kiekviena
nurodymu pag.alba,
dyba
kontroliuoja jai priklaudyba kontroliuoja
san6iv
graginima. Jei Si
§i
maisu gra4inima.
sanciu maigq
kontrole
parodytv, kad 10 nuosimnuogimkontrole parodyti,
eii). pavartotu
pavartotv per vienus metus
6ci
bendro maiui
mai
skagiaus
skai6iaus nebuvo
bendro
sugragnta, tai trukstamu
trkstam4 maisy
maigv
sugr4ainta,
verte turi buti atlyginta
atlyginta issiunigsiunvert6
timo jstaigai.

is
(a) Ug
pasiustus i§
UI siuntinius pasivstus
(a)
Lietuvos
Jungtines Amerikos
Amerikos
Lietuvos i Jungtines
Valstybes:
70 santimu
santimv ui
ug kilograma
kilogram4 pagal
70
kiekvieno
pagto bendr4
bendra neto svor
svorj.
kiekvieno pasto
i.
(b)
siuntinius pasiustus
pasivstus is
i§
Ui siuntinius
(b) UA
Jungtiniv
Valatybiv ij
Amerikos Valatybi
Jungtiniq Amerikos

Lietuv4:
85
85 aukso sant. ul kiekv. siuntinj
iki 11kg svorio
siun125
ul kiekv. gun125 aukso sant. ui
tinj
5 kg svorio
1 kg iki 5
nuo 1
tini nuo
225
225 aukso sant. ui kiekv. siuntinj
tini nuo 55kg iki 10 kg svorio
350
ug kiekv. siunaukso sant. ui
350 aukso
tinj nuo
nuo 10
kg iki 15 kg svorio
10 kg
tini
500
ul kiekv. siun500 aukso sant. uI
tinj
kg iki 20 kg svorio
15 kg
nuo 15
tini nuo

gie

mokes6iai gall
bud
gali buti
galiniai mokesciai
Sie gnliniai
sumatinti
arba padidinti,
vienai
padidinti, vienai
suma inti arba
galiai pranesus
pranegus apie tai antrajai
antrajai
saliai
Sie sutris
i§ anksto. gie
menesius is
tris menesius
malinimai
padidinimai gaarba padidinimai
mafinimai arba
lioja
maiiausiai vienerius metus.
meths.
lioja maiiausiai

Charges.
Charges.

2040
2040

Ante, p.
2034.
Ante,
p.20.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES

2. Sum
as, kurias
kurias reikia
reilda atlyatly2.
The amounts
amounts to
to be
2. The
be allowed
allowed
2.
Sumas,
siuntimus, siunoiamus
i§
in respect
respect to
to parcels
parcels sent
from one
one ginti
in
sent from
ginti u
u0 siuntinius,
siunciamus is
toliraesniain
Administration to
to the
the other
other for
Administration
for vienos
vienos Valdybos
Valdybos j
i kit
kitaatolimesniam
bet kurios
kurios siu
§iu
onward
trancanksion to
posses- persiuntimui
onward transmission
to aa possespersiuntimui ij bet
§aliu kolonijas
arba ijtreeiit
sion of
either country
or to
to a
sion
of either
country or
a dvieju
dviejV sali
kolonijas arba
treci,
§alj, nustato
nustato tarpininkaujancioji
tarpininkaujan.aji
third country
country shall
fixed by
by the
the sali,
third
shall be
be fixed
Valdyba.
intermediate
Administration.
Valdyba.
intermediate Administration.
3. U1
HA kiekvien
kiekviena
siuntinji ne3. On
On every
every parcel
parcel returned
returned or
or
3.
3.
ne4 siuntin
grOint4 arba
arba dasiistq
dasiusta
redirected unpaid
redirected
unpaid by one
one of the apmoketai
apmoketai grainta,
is vienos
vienos siu
§iu dvieji
dvieju Valdybu
Valdybu ij
Administrations to
other, is
two Administrations
to the
the other,
graEnan6ioji arba
arba dasidasithe returning or retransmitting
retransmitting antra,
antra, grkinancioji
Valdyba turi
teisQ isieikeAdministration
Administration shall be entitled to uneianoioji
uncianEioji Valdyba
turi teise
antrosios Valdybos:
recover from the other Adminis- §koti
skoti is
is antrosios
Valdybos:
tration:
(a) Mokescius,
Mokesaus, nustatytus
nustatytus sio
io
(a) The charges
charges prescribed
prescribed by
(a)
straipsnio
skirsnyje,
Section 1
1 above.
straipsnio 11skirsnyje,
(b) Mokescius
Mokesoius u
dasiuntima
(b)
reforward(b) The charges for reforward(b)
ul dasiuntim.n
arba
graiiniin
ing or
ing
or return.
return.
arba gr4inima,
(c)
(c) Muito forraalurau
(c) The
The customs
customs clearance,
clearance, de(c)
formalauni atlikimo,
atlikimo,
charges proir saugojimo mokeseius,
livery, and
and storage
storage charges
pro- pristatymo
pristatymoirsaugojimomokes6ius,
vided for in Article 14.
numatytus
numatytus 14 straipsnyje.
gralinalat
In case of reforwarding
reforwarding or
or rere- Dasnmoiant
Dasiunciant arba
arba gr4ainant
tre6i4 §alj,
a third country, the siuntinj
turn to a
siuntin} ijtrecia
Sali, mineti
mineti mocharges mentioned shall follow
follow kesciai
kegiai seka siuntini,
siuntinh bet jei trealis,negaledama
ju isieskoti
ike§koti
the parcel; but in case the third 6ioji
cioji salis,
negaledama jiu
country concerned
refuses to as- iis adresato
concerned refuses
iurint atsitikimo,
adresato arba,
tuba, §ituint
atsitikimo,
sume the charges because
because they siuntejo arba del bet kurios kitos
kites
cannot be
cannot
be collected
collected from
from the ad- piigasties
prieIasties atsisako prisiimti
siuos
prisiimti giuos
dressee or sender, as the case may mokegius,
tel jie
lie uidedami
i§mokescius, tai
uIdedami isbe, or for any other
other reason,
reason, they
they siuntimo saliai.
Aaliai.
shall be charged
charged back
back to the
the
country of
of origin.
origin.
parcel returned
returned
In the case
case of
of a
a parcel
Graiinant arba dasiunciant
dasiunnant
Graminant
or redirected unpaid in transit siuntint
neapinoketai tranzitu
tranzitu per
siuntin neapmoketai
per
through one of the two Adminis- viena
vien4 is
siu dvieju
16 giu
Valdybu i
dvieju Valdybi
trations to or from the other, the arba is antrosio,
antrosios, tarpininkaujanti
tarpininkaujanti
intermediary office may claim also istaiga
istaiga gali,
gali taip
taT pat, reikalauti
the sum due to it
priklausan6ios jai sumos ui
ul bet
bet
it for any
any addi- priklausanilos
tional
or sea
sea service
tional territorial
territorial or
service propro- koki
papildomajji lemOs
kaki jos atlikts
atlikta papildomaji
emes
vided,
together with
with any
amounts ar jtros
vided, together
any amounts
patarnavima, kartu su
j
Oros patarnftvima,
an bet
due
any other
Administration kokiais mokes
due to
to any
other Administration
iais, priklausan6iais
mokes6iais,
priklausan6iais
or
concerned.
or Administrations
Administrations concerned.
bet kuriai kitai suinteresuotai
suinteresuotai
Vaidybai arba Valdyboms.
Valdybai
ARTICLE
23.
ARTICLE 23.

23 S
STRAIPSNIS.
TRAIPSNIS.

Accounting.
Accounting.

Aconting.

Accounting.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

1. Terminal
Terminal parcels.
.parcels. At
1.

Atsiskaitymas.
the

creditor
end of each quarter the
the creditor
country
shall prepare
account
country shall
prepare an
an account
of
of the amount due
due to
to it in
in respect
respect
of the parcels received
received in excess
of
those dispatched.
dispatched.
of those
2. Transit
Transit parcels.
parcels. Each Administration shall also prepare
prepare
quarterly an account
account showing the
sums due for parcels sent by the
other Administration for onward
onward
trammission.
transmission.

1.
siuntiniai. KiekvieKiekvie1. Galiniai
Galiniai sinntjniaj.

no meti
metu ketvir6io gale kreditore
salis sustato saskait4
saskaita priklausanAdis
priklausanciai jai sumai u1
&al
u siuntmius, kurie
jos buvo gauti didesniame
dide,sniame kiekyje
kiekyje
negu jos buvo i§siusta.
issiysta.
2.
2. Tranzitiniai
Tranzitiniai siuntiniai.
eiuntiniai. KiekKickviena Valdyba .sustato, taip pat,
kas met
metV
kas
y ketvirti ssskaita,
ssskaittl, nuronumdan&i4 jai priklausancias
sumas
dan64
pziklausanaas suma,s
ui antros Valdybos
Valdybos jai pasiistus
pasiustus
tolimeeaiam persiuntimui
tames:dam
persiuntimui siuntirains.
nius.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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3.
These accounts
accounts shall be sub3. Rios
s4skaitos siundamos
3. These
atisiunciamos ati3.
Sios saskaitos
of the tinkamai
mitted
to the
the examination
examination of
tinkamai Valdybai
Valdybai patikrinti,
patikrinti, jei
mitted to
corresponding Administration,
Administration, if galima,
galim.a, begyje
begyje menesio
menesio sekancio
sekando
corresponding
possible in
in the
the course
course of
of the
the month
month po
pripo ketvh•do,
sitskaita pripossible
kuriam saskaita
ketvirbio, kuriam
to klauso.
which follows
quarter to
the quarter
follows the
klauso. Bendruju
sitskaitu sumos
which
Bendriyji saskaitV
which they
relate.
The
tota s neturi
The totals
neturi bati
bfiti kei6iamos,
keidamos, bet visos
visos
they relate.
which
should not
be summarily
altered rastos
buti prane§amos
prane§amos
summarily altered
turi bati
not be
rastos klaidos
klaidos turi
should
but any
any errors
errors which may
santraukorais.
may be dis- skirtunru
skirtumu santraukomis.
but
covered
must form
form the
subject of
of
the subject
covered must
statements
differences.
statements of differences.
4. SaskaitV
S4skaitu sustatymas,
sustatymas, pasiunpasiun4. The
The compilation,
transmis4.
compilation, transmis4.
sion,
verification, and
and acceptance
timas, patikrinimas
acceptance timas,
patikrinimas ir patvirtinision, verification,
turi bUti
atliekama kaip
kaip
buti atliekama
of the
the accounts
accounts must
effected mas
mas turi
must be effected
of
greidau, ir
saskaitos liekair stiskaitos
galima greifiau,
as
as possible, and
and the pay- galima
early as
as early
ment
resulting from
from the balance
balance na
sum.okama veliausiai
veliausiai pries
prie§ sena sumokama
ment resulting
u ketvircio
ketvirdo pabaiga.
pabaig4.
metV
kancio met
must
be made at the latest before kando
must be
following quarter.
the end
end of the following
quarter.
the
balPayment of
of balPayment
5.
stiskaitu liekanu
liekanq sumoke- ances
5. au
iuV saskaitu
5.
Payment of
balances due
the balances
of the
5. Payment
ances due.
due.
abieju Valdybu
Valdybu atliekatarp abieju
jimas tarp
accounts between
between the jim.as
on these accounts
mas cekiais
6ekiais per
per Naujorka
Naujork4 arba
arba
two Administrations
Administrations shall be ef- mas
two
bet kuriuo
kitu bildu,
del kurio
kmio
budu, del
kuriuo kitu
fected by
means of drafts on New bet
by means
fected
abi Valdybos
savitarpiai susiraValdybos savitarpiai
York, or
or in
other manner
manner abi
any other
in any
York,
susitartu.
Mokejimo
Mok6jimo
sin6damos susitartV.
which may
may be
upon mu- §inedaraos
agreed upon
be agreed
which
Alaidas padengia
padengia skolingoji Valtually by
by correspondence
between islaidas
correspondence between
tually
dyba.
the two
two Administrations,
Administrations, the ex- dyba.
the
payment
pense attendant
attendant on the payment
pense
being at
at the
the charge
charge of the
indebted
the indebted
being
Administration.
Administration.
B.
COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
B. COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
SERVICE.
SERVICE.
ARTICLE
24.
ARTICLE 24.

B. ISPERKAMOJO
IgPERIC.AMOJO
B.
MOKESIO SIUNTINIAI.
SIUNTINIAI.
MOKESIO
24
TRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
24 S

Subject.
Subject.

Dalykas.
Dalykas.

1. Parcels
Parcels having
charges to
to be
having charges
1.
collected
delivery shall
shall be
be
on delivery
collected on
accepted for
for mailing
mailing to
any money
money
to any
accepted
order
post office
the United
in the
office in
order post
States of
in Lithuania.
of America
America or in
States

1. Siuntiniai,
Siuntiniai, kuriuos
pristatant
kuriuos pristatant
1.
reikia
mokes6ius, priisreikalauti mokescius,
reikia ikeikalauti
imami
pasiuntimui i kiekvien4
kiekvien4
imami pasiuntimui
pato istain
operasu perlaidu
perlaidu operaistaiga an
pasto
cijomis Lietuvoje
Jungtmese
arba Jungtinese
Lietuvoje arba
cijomis
Amerikos
Valstybese.
Amerikos Valstybese.
2.
I§perkamojo mokescio
mokesdo siun2. Isperkamojo
tiniais priimami
priimami tik ivertinti
ivertinti siuntiniais
tiniai.
tiniai.
3.
gios sutarties
sutexties 24-35 straip3. §ios
sniu nuostatai
tranzitimu
neapima tranzitiniu
nuostatai neapima
sniu
iAperkamojo
siuntuuu.
mokescio siuntiniu.
isperkamojo mokesdo

2.
Collect --on
parcels
delivery parcels
on --delivery
2. Collect
shall be
accepted only
when inonly when
be accepted
shall
sured.
3. The
The provisions
the Articles
Articles
of the
provisions of
3.
24-35 of
this Agreement
Agreement do
do not
not
of this
24-35
cover transit
collect-on-delivery
transit collect-on-delivery
cover
parcels.
ARTICLE
25.
ARTICLE 25.

25
STRAIPSNIS.
25 STRAIPSNIS.

Postage and
and Jees.
fees.
Postage

Paito
mokestis ir
ir rinkliavos.
rinkliavos.
Pasto mokestis

1. Parcels
Parcels bearing
bearing charges
for
charges for
1.
collection
delivery shall
be subsubshall be
on delivery
collection on
ject to
the postage
rates, fees,
fees,
postage rates,
to the
ject
conditions of
other
and other
mailing, and
of mailing,
conditions
formalities
applicable to insured
formalities applicable
parcels
trade charges.
charges.
without trade
parcels without
The
origin is
of origin
Administration of
The Administration
entitled
collect from
from the
the sender
sender
to collect
entitled to

1. Siuntiniams
gperkamuoju
su igperkamuoju
1.
Siuntiniams su
mokeseiu taikoma
taikomieji jverivertaikoma taikomieji
mokes6iu
tintiem-s siuntiniams
siuntiniam,s be iAperkamoi§perkamotintiems
jo
mokesdai, rintinpasto mokesciai,
jo mokesdo
mokescio paAto
kliavos,
sfilygos ir
it kiti
priemimo sqlygos
kliavos, priemimo
formalumai.
Valdyba
IDsiuntimo Valdyba
formalumai. lkiuntimo
turi
be atitinkamo
atitinkamo pafto
pa§to
teisL be
turi taisu
mokegio
rinkliavu ifiet4koti
iSiekoti
ir kitu
kitq rinkliavu
mokescio it

Parcels
accepted.
Parcels accepted.

Postageand
and fees.
fees.
Postage

Additional fee.
fee.
Additional

2042
2042

Maximum
amount.
Maximum amount.

Reductions,
eduation. do.
etc.

Remittance of
of c.o.d.
Remlttwn
o.o.d.
char
ges.
charges.

Colltion charge.
Collection
charge.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

of each
each parcel
parcel mailed
mailed collect-onof
collect-ondelivery, such
collect-on-delivery
delivery,
such collect-on-delivery
fee,
to the
the required
required
fee, in
in addition
addition to
postage
fees, as
may be
postage and
and other
other fees,
as may
be
prescribed
by its
its regulations.
regulations.
prescribed by
2. The
The postage
postage rates
2.
rates and
and fees
fees
shall
the counentirely to the
counshall belong entirely
try
collecting them.
them. No
No special
try collecting
special
account of
of these
these fees
is to
to be
be made
made
account
fees is
between
two Administrations
between the two
Administrations
except as
as stated
stated in
Article 22.
except
in Article
22.

i6 kiekvieno
kiekvieno siunciamo
siun6iamo iAperkamu
ibperkamm
is
mokes6iu siuntinio
siuntejo tokia
toki4
mokesciu
siuntinio siuntejo
i6perkamojo mokescio
mokes6io rinkliava,
rinkliav4,
isperkamojo
kokia butv
vidaus taisyklemis
kokia
bfutV jos
jos vidaus
taisyklemis
nustatyta.
nustatyta.
2. Pagto
mokesgiai ir rinkliavos
rinkliavos
2.
Pasto mokesciai
visigkai
priklauso juos
juos isieskoigiegkovisiskai priklauso
jusiai
Jokios specialios
specialios Mi
jusiai galiai.
saliai. Jokios
siuV
rinklia'cry.
saskaitos tarp
abieju
rinkliavu saskaitos
tarp abieji
Valdybu
nevedamos, isskyrus
igskyrus kaip
kaip
Valdybu nevedamos,
22 straipsnyje
nu.matyta.
22
straipsnyje numatyta.

ARTICLE 26.
ARTICLE
26.

26 S
TRAIPBNis.
26
STRAIPBNIB.

Amount of
Amount
of C.
C. O.
O. D.
D.

liperkamojo mokesbio
mokesJio suma.
suma.
ISperkamojo

mokesgio sumos
1. Igperkamojo
Isperkamojo mokescio
1. The maximum amount to be
collected on delivery
maksimumas yra vienas gimtas
delivery shall be maksimumas
simtas
doleriv. Si
gi suma
suraa kiekvienu metu
dollars. This doleriu.
one
hundred
btiti padidinta
padidinta arba sumaginta
amount may be increased
increased or de- gall buti
suma~inta
creased at any time by mutual abiem Valdybom tuo reikalu saviagreement through correspondsusiraginejimv. keliu susiagreement
correspond- tarpiai susirasinejimi
Administra- tarus. Isperkamojo
Igperkamojo mokescio
mokegio suence between
between the two Administrations. The amount to be col- ma visada igreigkiama
isreiskiama doleriais ir
lected on delivery
delivery shall invariably
invariably centais.
expressed in dollars
dollars and cents.
be expressed
2. When the sender
a
sender makes
makes a
2. Siuntejui padavus pragym4
prasym,
request
reduction or
panaikinti isreiigreirequest for
for any reduction
or cancan- sumatinti
sumaiinti arba panaikinti
celation
celation of the
the amount to be col- kalautirut
igperkamojo mokescio
mokeseio
kalautina isperkamojo
the request
request suma,
lected on
on delivery,
sum, ta
tit reikala
apsimainydelivery, the
reikala tvarko apsimainyshall be handled between
istaigos, per kurias ejo siuntibetween the
ex- mo istaigos,
the exchange offices
change
offices which
which have
have handled
handled n.ys,
nys, ne bent bUit
batii kitaip susitarta
the
parcel, unless
agreed per susirasinejimus.
susira ginejimus.
the parcel,
unless otherwise
otherwise agreed
to
to through correspondence.
correspondence.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 27.
27.

27
27 STRAIPSNIB.
STRAIPSNIS.

Settlement.
Settlement.

Atsiskaitymm.
Atsiskaitymas.

1. The
The entire amount
amount of the
mokes6io
1.
1. Visa i6perkamojo
isperkamojo mokescio
jog joknj
collect-on-delivery
without suma, nei6skaitipat
collect-on-delivery charges without
neisskaitant 16
i1 jos
jokiv
any deduction
deduction for money order fee perlaidos
perlaidos pasiuntimo
pasiuntnno arba isperkai6perkamoke,s6io
i6ie6kojimo
or collection charges is to be re- mojo
mokescio
isieskojimo
mitted to the sender by means of rinkliavi,
rinkliarq, pasiunciama
pasiun6iama siuntejui
an international
international money order. tarptautine
tarptautme pasto
pa6to perlaida.
perlaida. IteiThe post office delivering
delivering the col- kianti i6perkamojo
isperkamojo moke,s6io
mokescio sumslunlect-on-delivery parcel will collect
collect tinj jstaiga
lect-on-delivery
i6ie6ko is
i6 adresato
lstaiga isiesko
adresato
from the addressee
addressee the full amount
amount pilnat
piln4 iAperkamojo
igperkamojo mokescio
mokesoio suma
suma
of the collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery charges ir papildomai
perlaidi
papildomai dar tokius perlaidu
and in addition thereto
thereto such
such mokesgius,
mokesiius, kurie reikalingi isperigpermoney order fees as are required
required kamojo
kamojo mokescio
mokeseio sumos
sumos persiuntipersiuntito remit the amount of the collect- mui siuntejui
smntejui Ijigsiuntimo
iisiuntimo gali.
sali.
on-delivery
charges to the sender
sender
on-delivery charges
in the country of origin.
country effecting
effecting de2. The country
isperkamojo mo2. Isduodanti
Igduodanti igperkamojo
a collect-on-delivery
livery of a
collect-on-delivery par- kegio
kescio siuntinj
siuntini galis
Aalis gali
gall savo
cel may, at its option, collect
collect aa nuolifira
nuoififra igtiegkoti
isiekoti ig
is adresato tam
reasonable
excess of tikra suma,
reasonable amount not in excess
sum, no didesne kaip 30
30
five cents (30 centas) from the
the cent
centkv (penki am. centai) kaip
collection charge;
addressee as a
a collection
charge; isieAkojimo
mokesti, bet 6i
iiekojimo raokestj,
Ai suma
but this amount is not to be de- neturi buti
atskaitoma is
i6 iAieekobti atsakaitoma

TAT.]
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ducted from the collection charges
which are remitted to the sender.
3. Examination
Examination of the contents
collect-on-delivery parcel by
of a
a collect-on-delivery
the addressee
addressee is prohibited until
collect-on-delivery charges
the collect-on-delivery
charges and
and
any other charges that may be due
collected even
thereon have been collected
addressee
though the sender or addressee
action
may make request that such action
permitted.
be permitted.

tos i§perkamojo
suraos,
isperkamojo mokeseio
mokescio sumos,
tos
kuri
kuri siuneiama
siunciama siuntejui.
siuntejui.
3.
Adresatui, kol
kol jis
jis nesumokejo
nesumokejo
3. Adresatui,
i§perkamojo
mokeseio ir
ir bet
bet kokii
kokiu
isperkamojo mokescio
kitu
susidarusiV raokeseiu,
mokesciu, neleikit
n susidarusiu
&lama
tikrinti isperkamojo
i§perkamojo
dfiama tikrinti
siuntinio indelio,
siuntinio
inde,lio, net
net ir
ir tuo
tuo atveju,
atveju,
kai siuntejas
kai
siuntej as arba
arba adresataspaduoadresatas paduokad toks
toks veiksmas
da praymil,
prasyma, kad
vedismas
bran leistas.
leistas.
buti

ARTICLE 28.
28.
ARTICLE

28
TRAIPSNIS
28 S
STRAIPSNIS

orders.
Collect-on-delivery money
money orders.
Collect-on-delivery

Thperkamojo mokes6io
mokesoio perlaidos.
perlaidos.
ISperkamojo

1.
money
1. Every advice of aa money
country in
order issued in either country
collect-on-delivery
payment of collect-on-delivery
charges on aa parcel must show
collect-on-delivery (inplainly the collect-on-delivery
sured) number of the parcel and
O. D." or the
bear the letters "C. 0.
conword "Reraboursement"
"Remboursement" in aaconspicuous position.
position.
spicuous

1.
Kiekvienoje isperkamojo
i§perkamojo
Kiekvienoje
1.
mokeseio perlaidoje,
perlaidoje, pasiustoje
pasiustoje
mokescio
i§
kinios siu
ii dvieju
dvieju sahl
§ahu
is bet
bet kurios

collect-on-delivery
2. The collect-on-delivery
advice lists shall
money order advice
in addition to the usual deshow, in
collect-on-delivery (intails, the collect-on-delivery
sured) number
No
of the parcels. No
number of
sured)
collect-on-delivery money order
order
collect-on-delivery
remitter's
shall be listed unless the remitter's
name
payee's name and
name and the payee's
included.
exact address are included.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 29.
29.

2043

C. o. d.
money
C.
d. money
orders.

sumokejim.ui siuntinio isperkamojo
i§perkamojo
sumok6jimui

mokeseio sumos,
sumos, turi
turi buti
bad aiskiai
ai§kiai
mokescio
irayta
vietoje siunsiuniraSyta pastebimoje
pastebimoje vietoje
tinio isperkamojo
i§perkamojo mokescio
mokeseio (iver(jvertinio
tinimo) numeris
ir atiymeta
raides
at~ymeta raid6s
tinimo)
numeris ir
"C.O.D." arba
arba £odis
iodis "Rembourse"Rembourse"C.O.D."
ment"
mokestis).
(Isperkamasis mokestis).
ment" (16perkamasis
per2.
mokeseio per2. Uperkamojo
Isperkamojo mokes6io
iniy
be paprastu
laidu
sar.a§uose be
paprastu imiu
laidu sarasuose
nurodoma
siuntinio gsperkamojo
iperkamojo
nurodoma siuntinio
mokeseio
(ivertinimo) numeris.
numeris.
mokescio (ivertinimo)
perJokia
mokescio perisperkamojo mokeseio
Jokia i§perkamojo
laida
stira§4 be
be siunsnmneirasoma Ijsarasa
laida neira§oma
tejo pavadinimo
pavadinimo ir
ir tikslaus
adretikslaus adretejo
sato
adreso bei
bei pavadinimo.
pavadinimo.
sato adreso
29
TRAIPSNIS.
29 S
STRAIPSNIS.

Exchange
coiled-on- liperkamojo
mokeseio siuntini4 apISperkamojo mokescio
of collect-onbilling of
and billing
Exchange and
delivery
simainymas
iraiymas i lakitus.
lakitus.
ir iragymras
simainymas ir
parcels.
delivery parcels.
1. Parcels
with collect-on-decollect-on-de1.
Parcels with
livery charges
charges shall
be exchanged
exchanged
shall be
livery
through
the same
offices as
as are
same offices
through the
appointed
exchange of inthe exchange
appointed for the
sured parcels
collect-onparcels without collect-onsured
delivery charges.
exchanges
charges. The exchanges
delivery
shall
effected in direct disbe effected
shall be
patches in
in sacks
sacks containing
containing nothpatches
ing
but collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery parcels,
ing but
O. D." or the word
letters "C. 0.
the letters
"Remboursement" being entered
"Remboursement"
conspicuously in the docuvery conspicuously
ments
covering them,
as on
well as
as well
them, as
ments covering
the
the labels of the sacks. Such
separate
parcels
parcels will be listed in ceparate
bills
respect to each
each
bills to show, in respect
parcel, the
collect-on-delivery numthe collect-on-delivery
parcel,
office and state of origin,
post office
ber, post
collect-on-delivery amount.
and the collect-on-delivery

1.
mokeseio siunsiun1. I§porkamojo
Isperkamojo mokescio
timais
apsimainoma per
tas papaper tas
tiniais apsimainoma
bias
kurios paskirtos
apsipaskirtos apsicias isti!igas,
istaigas, kurios
mamyta ivertintais
ivertintais siuntiniais
siuntiniais be
be
mainyti
i§perkamojo mokescio.
mokeseio. ApsimaiApsimaiisperkamojo
nymas vykdomas
tiesiogimais papavykdomas tiesioginais
nymas
Atais mai
maguose,
nededama
kuriuos nededama
uose, jjkuriuos
Atais
tik isperkanieko daugiau,
daugiau, kaip tik
i§perkanieko
mojo mokescio
mokeseio siuntinius,
ju dodosiuntinius, jy
mojo
kumentuose bei
bei mai§u
iymelese
maisy iymelSse
kumentuose
labai aiAlciai
at ymint raides
raides
aiskiai atiymint
labai
Jodi "Rembourse"C.O.D."
"Remboursearba §odi
"C.O.D." arba
ment" (Isperkamasis
(I§perkamasis mokestis).
mokestis).
ment"
atskirus
siuntiniai irasomi
Sie siuntimai
id-agouti
atskirus
Sie
slimlalatus,
nurodant kiekvieno
kiekneno siunlakAtus, nurodant
tinio i§perkamojo
numokesgio nuisperkamojo mokeseio
tinio
melt
pato istaigi
istaiga bei
bei
issiuntimo pasto
merl, i§siuntimo
valstybq
mokescio
isperkamojo mokesdio
ir i§perkamojo
valstybe ir
sum.
suma.

billExhobne
Exchange and Miling.
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Ante, P.
p. 2
2033.
033.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

2. Upon receipt
receipt of a
a dispatch of
collect-on-delivery parcels
parcels at the
collect-on-delivery
exchange office
office of the country
exchange
country of
of
destination,
dispatch must
destination, the
the dispatch
must be
be
carefully checked
checked and
otherwise
and otherwise
treated
provided in
treated as
as provided
in Article
Article 13.
13.

Gavus isperkamojo
igperkamojo mokescio
mokeseio
Gavus
siuntiniu
siuntiniv pasta
pagta paskyrimo salies
alies
apsimainymo
istaagoje, tas
apsimainymo jstaigoje,
tas pagtas
pastas
bad rupestingai
rapestingai patikrintas
turi buti
btiti atlkta,
at]ikta, pagal
pagal
ir visa kita turi
turi buti
13
nurodymus.
13 straipsnio
straipsnio nurodymus.

ARTICLE 30.
ARTICLE
30.

30
STRAIPSNIS.
30 STRAIPSNIS.

Lists of collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery money
orders.
orders.
Separate lists.
lists.
Separate

Unpayable money
money
Unpayable

orders.

orders.

Fraud.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

liperkamojo mokesSio
mokes6io perlaid4i
perlaidzi,
Isperkamojo
scira§ai.
sqrasai.
Naujorko ir Kauno
Kauno istaigos .yra
yra

The offices of New York
York and
and of
Kaunas shall be the only
only ones to
to
send lists
lists of collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
money orders, and such money
money
orders shall be listed
listed separately
separately
from the ordinary money orders
and the list shall
shall be marked
"Collect-on-delivery" or "Rem"Collect-on-delivery"
boursement".
boursement".

vieninteles
istaigos, kmios
smnvienint6els istaigos,
kurios siuntineja igperkamojo
mokeseio perpertin6ja
isperkamojo mokescio
sEtragus.
ios perlaidos
laidu sarasus.
Sios
perlaidos
iragornos atskirai
nuo paprastu
paprastv
irasomos
atskirai nuo
perlaidv
ir ju
ji. sarasai
saragai at~ymimi
atymimi
perlaidg ir
iodiiais
"Collect-on-Delivery"
iodiiais
"Collect-on-Delivery"
(Igperkaarba "Remboursement"
"Remboursement" (Isperkam.asis
mokestis).
masis mokestis).

ARTICLE
31.
ARTICLE 31.

31
31 STRAIPSNIB.
STRAIPSNIS.

Unpayable
Unpayable money
money orders.
orders.

Neilmoketos
perlaidos.
Neinmoketos perlaidos.

1.
collect-on-delivery
1. The collect-on-delivery
money orders which have
have not been
been
reason
paid to the
the payee
payee for any
any reason
shall be subject to the disposition
disposition
of the Administration
Administration of the councowltry of origin of the parcels
parcels to which
which
they relate.
2. When it
it appears that the
collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery service
service was
was used
used
in furtherance
furtherance of a
a scheme
scheme to
to dedefraud, payment
payment of
of the
the money
money ororfraud,
ders in question will be wi
t
1Theld,
withheld,
if practicable,
practicable, and the orders disposed of in accordance
accordance with the
equities of each case
under the
the
case under
rules and regulations
regulations of
of the councouncollect-ontry of origin of the collect-ondelivery parcels
parcels involved.
involved.
delivery
3.
col3. As
As for other formalities, collect-on-delivery
lect-on-delivery money orders shall
shall
be subject to the provisions governing the money
money order exchange
exchange
between the two countries.

1. Neigmoketos
adresatui del
Neismok6tos adresatui
kurios prielasties
priaa„sties isperkamojo
igperkamojo
bet kurios
mokegio
perlaidos tvarkom.os
mokescio
perlaidos
tvarkomos
pagal siuntiniu,
siuntiniv, kmiems
perpagal
kuriems tos
tos perlaidos atitinka, issiuntimo
igsiuntimo salies
alies
laidos
Valdybos nuoliiura.
nuolifirit•

ARTICLE 32.
32.
ARTICLE

32 S
STRAIPSNIS.
TRAIPSNIS.

2. Paaiskejus,
2.
Paaigkejus, kad isperkamojo
igperkam.ojo
mokescio
makesdio operacija
operacija buvo panaudota
dots vykdymui kokio apgavimo

piano, mnuimu
mimmq perlaidu
perlaidv ilanokejipiano,
ismokeji-

mas, ]ei
jei tas galma,
gahma, sulaikomas
sulaikomas ir
mas,
ir
perlaidomis elgiam.asi
su perlaidomis
elgiamasi pagal
pagal
ldekvieno
reikalth eieikiekvieno atsitikimo
atsitikimo reikala,
n.att i§perkamojo
mokes6io siunnant
isperkamojo mokescio
tmnj ikiuntimo
alies nustatytais
nustatytais
tinii
issiuntimo salies
desniais
desniais ir vidaus taisyklemis.
3. Kas del kitg
kitv formalumy,
formalumv, tai
tai
isperkamojo mokescio
Aperkamojo
m.okes6io perlaidoms
taikoma
taikoma veikia
veikia tarp abiejV
abiejv Aaliu
galiq
perlaidoms apsimainyti
perlaidoms
apsimainyti nuostatai.
nuostatai.

Responsiilityfor
Responsibility
collect-on-delivery Atsakomybe
for collect-on-delivery
Atsakomybe uz
u iAperkamojo
iiperkamojo mokemo/ceparcels.
parcels.
s6io
sio siuntinius.
Responsibility.
Beeponslbility.

1. In case an insured
1.
insured collect-oncolleet-on1. Ivertintam
1.
Tvertintana iSperkamojo
isperkamojo modelivery parcel
parcel has been lost,
lost kescio
kesao siuntiniui
siuntiniui dingus, esant
esant
rifled, or damaged,
post
alapiplestam
damaged, the posta
arba sugadMtam,
sugadintam,
apiplatam
Administrations
responsible as Pasto
Administrations are responsible
Pa§to Valdybos
Valdybos un
n jj
ji atsakingos,
for an insured parcel, in
in conformconform- kaip u&
11
u ivertinta
ivertinttt siuntinj,
shmtini, pagal
pagaill
ity with the provisions in Article straipsnio
straipsnio nuostatus.
nuostatus.
11.
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collect-on-delivery
2. When a
a collect-on-delivery
parcel
been delivered to the
parcel has been
addressee
addressee but the charges have not
been
been remitted, the sender or other
rightful claimant
an
claimant is entitled to an
indemnity
corresponding to the
indemnity corresponding
collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery amount not remitted;
mitted; provided that he has made
his claim in due time and unless
delivery without collecting the
the delivery
charges
fault
charges has arisen from the fault
negligence of the sender or from
or negligence
transmission of the contents
the transmission
parcel-post mails being proin parcel-post
hibited.
hibited.
This stipulation
stipulation also applies to
the
when a
amount
a lower amount
case when
the case
collect-on-delivery
than the full collect-on-delivery
collected from the addrescharge is collected
see.
The
provided for in
indemnity provided
The indemnity
this section may not in any case
exceed
the
collect-on-delivery
the collect-on-delivery
exceed
amount.
3. As to the fixing of the responsibility and the payment of the
indemnity,
indemnity, the same stipulations
shall be applied as are provided for
insured parcels
collect-onparcels not sent collect-oninsured
delivery.
4.
collect-on-delivery
a collect-on-delivery
When a
4. When
parcel
parcel for which indemnity has
been
recovered, the postis recovered,
paid is
been paid
master at the delivering office will
master
deliver
parcel and collect the
the parcel
deliver the
charges, hold
amount and
hold such amount
charges,
request instructions
instructions from the Adrequest
ministration to which his office is
ministration
subordinate. If the addressee,
subordinate.
however, refuses
to accept aa rerefuses to
however,
covered parcel
and pay- the
parcel and
covered
charges, the postmaster will hold
charges,
it and
seek instructions
instructions as
likewise seek
and likewise
it
to
disposition. In the latter
its disposition.
to its
case, the
the Administration
Administration responsicase,
ble for
for the
the indemnity
indemnity shall deterble
mine the
the disposition
disposition to
to be
of
made of
be made
mine
the parcel
parcel involved.
the

ikerkamuo2. Kai siuntinys su isperkamuoadresaju mokeseiu
mokesciu buvo iteiktas adresatui, bet pinigai nebuvo pasiysti,
pasiusti,
teisbtas
siuntejas arba kitas kuris teisetas
ie§kovas
atlyginint4,
teise j
j atlyginima,
ieskovas turi teisg
lygi
ikerkamojo molygu nepasivstai
nepasiustai isperkamojo
keseio
salyga, kad jis
kescio sumai, su sqlyga,
iteike nustatytu
paie§nustatytu laiku savo paieskojime
iteikimas
kojim4k ir kad siuntinio iteikimas
be
ikerkamojo mokescio
mokesoio igiegkoisieskobe isperkamojo
jimo ivyko
ivyko ne del siuntejo
siuntejo klaidos
arba
siuntinio
apsileidimo ir jei siuntinio
arba apsileidimo
indelis nebuvo
nebuvo u§draustas
siusti
uidraustas siusti
siuntiniu
pastuose.
siuntiniu patuose.

ARTICLE 33.
33.
ARTICLE
Marking
of collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery
Marking of
parcels.
parcels.

33 S
TRAIPSNIS.
33
STRAIPSNIS.
Iiperkamojo mokesjio
siuntini4
mokescio siuntini4
Igperkamojo
iymijimas.
zymejimas.

1.
Each collect-on-delivery
parcollect-on-delivery par1. Each
cel
cel and the relative customs declaration
must bear
bear on
on the
the address
claration must
side
impression
conspicuous impression
the conspicuous
side the
of
stamp or
or label
reading
label reading
of aa stamp
"COLLECT --ON
DELIVERY"
ON --DELIVERY"
"COLLECT
or
0. D."
"REMBOURSED." or "REMBOURSE"C. O.
or "C.
MENT",
in close
close proximity
proximity
and in
MENT", and

isperkamojo moI. Kiekvienas
1.
Kiekvienas ikerkamojo
keseio
atitinkama
siuntinys ir jo atitinkama
kescio siuntinys
muitines
deklaracija turi tureti
muitines deklaracija
adreso
puseje ai§ku
aisky spaudo atspauadreso puseje
su
iymele an
prilipinta iymelc
arba prilipint4
da arba
uirau "COT,T,F,CT
"COLLECT ON DELIVuirasu
ERY" arba
arba "C.
"C. 0.
arba
O. D." arba
ERY"
"REMBOURSEMENT"
"REMBOURSEMENT" (ISpirk-

Indemnity to sendIndemnity
etc.; conditions.
conditions.
er, etc.;

is desnis taikomas
taikomas ir tais atveSis
jais,
adresato iiieglkota
isieskota ne
kai i
is adresato
jais, kai
pilna
sums.
mokescio suma.
isperkamojo mokeseio
pilna ikerkamojo
Maximum
indemMaximum indemgio
.
je pastraipoje
numatytas at- nity.
pastraipoje numatytas
Sioje
nity.
lyguumas
joluu atveju negali virlyginimas jokiu
§yti
suntos.
mokescio sumos.
isperkamojo mokeseio
kyti ikerkamojo
3. Atsakomybes
nustatym.e ir
Atsakomybes nustatyme
3.
agyginim.o
ikaokejime taikoma
taikoma
atlyginimo ismokejime
tie
nuostatai, kurie nustapatys nuostatai,
tie patys
tyti
siuntiniams be
ivertintiems siuntiniams
tyti tvertintiems
igperkamoj
mokescio.
isperkamojoomokeseio.
Procedure after
after rereProcedure
ikerkamojo mokescio
mokeseio covery
4. Kai isperkamojo
covery of
of lost,
lost, etc.,
etc.,
parcel.
parcel.
siuntinys,
u kuri atlyginimas
atlygmimas
siuntinys, ui
jau
sumoketas atsiranda,
atsiranda, iteikimo
jau sumoketas
pato
viaininkas siunslimistaigos virsininkas
pasto jstaigos
tins
ikeikalaudamas motini iteikia, isreikalaudamas
kesoius
nurodyraij is
i§
praso nurodymy
kescius ir prago
Valdybos,
jstaiga prikuriai jo istaaga
Valdybos, kuriai
klauso.
Titeiau, jei adresatas
adresatas atsiklauso. Taciau,
siuntinj ir
sako
priimti atrast4 siuntini
sako priimti
sumoketi
pato
mokescius, tai pasto
sumok6ti mokeseius,
virgininkits
siuntini sulaiko ir taip
virsininkas siuntinj
pat
nurodymy, kaip
an juo
kaip su
pat prao
praso nurodymu,
asielti. Pastaruoju
Pastaruou atveju atsapasilgti.
goji u
atlygimmft Valdyba
Valdyba
ui atlyginima
kingo]
nustato
tokiu
nustato kaip pasielgti su t,okiu
siuntiniu.
siuntiniu.

Marking.
Marking.

2046

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES

to these words there
there must appear
appear
the number given the
the parcel
parcel
which shall be the insured
insured number
number
(only one original number)
number) and
after it
it must be shown in roman
roman
letters and in arabic
arabic figures,
figures, the
exact amount of the collect-oncollect-ondelivery charges which should not
not
include the additional
additional money order
order
fees that will be collected
collected in
in the
country making delivery
the
delivery of the
parcel
parcel for making the remittance
remittance
to the sender in the country
country of
of
mailing.
mailing.
2. In addition to being marked
marked
or labeled in the manner
indicated
manner indicated
in Section 1
1 above, each
each collect-oncollect-ondelivery parcel may have a
a collectcollecton-delivery tag attached
on-delivery
attached in a
aform
form
mutually agreed
agreed upon.
upon.

ARTICLE
34.
ARTICLE 34.
Redirection; recall.
recall.
Redirecton;

Nondelivery.
Nondellvery.

p..

Ante,
P. 2036*
Antco.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

tinai, su isperkamuoju
igperkamuoju mokesciu).
mokegiu).
Netoli nuo tokio paiymejimo
paiymejimo turi
turi
bfbti
briti nurodytas
nurodytas duotasis siuntiniui
numeris, kuris yra
jo ivertinimo
ivertinimo
yra jo
numeris (tiktai vienas originalus
numeris
originalus
numeris), ir po juo tun sekti
numeris),
lotynu
raidernis ir
lotynu raidemis
ir arabu
arabiu skaitskaitmenimis parasyta
paragyta, tiksli
tiksli isperkaigperkamojo mokeseio
raojo
Alpermokescio suma. J[ isperkamojo
karo.ojo mokescio
mokes6io sum4
sums, papildopapildoraoji
perlaidos rinkliava,
rinkliava, kuri
kuri bus
moji perlaidos
bus
isieskota
igiegkota siuntinio isdavimo
igdavim.o salyje
galyje
sumos
sumos persiuntimui siuntejui
siunt6jui i
siuntinio padavimo
padavimo sali,
gali, neiskaineiskaitoma.
2. Be to, kad siuntiniai turi Mid
buti
atkymeti
atiym.eti arba tureti
tureti uilipintq
uilipint4
pirmoje papavymele, pagal duotus
duotus pirmoje
straipoje, virsuj,
virguj, nurodymus,
nurodymus, kiekkiekstraipoie,
vienas isperkamojo
igperkamojo mokegio
mokescio siuntinys dar gall
pritvirtint4
gali tureti pritvirtints
prie jo bendrai
bendrai susitartos
susitartos formos
fonnos
iperkamojo mokescio
igperkamojo
moketho iymele.
34 STRAIPBNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.

Redirection.
Redirection. Recall.
Dasiuntimas. Greginimas.
Dasiuntimas.
Graqinimas.
1.
1. Unless
Unless mutually
mutually otherwise
otherwise
1. Jei
1.
Jei tarpusavy
tarpusavy kitaip nesusinesusiagreed, collect-on-delivery
agreed,
collect-on-delivery parcels
parcels tarta, isperkamojo
ikerkamojo mokegio
mokescio siunsiunshall not be reforwarded
reforwarded to aa tiniai
tiniai j
tre6i4 gali
nedasiun6iami.
i trecis
sali nedasiunciami.
third country.
2. The sender of a
a collect-oncollect-on2. Isperkamojo
Iporkamojo mokescio
mokegio shinsiundelivery
delivery parcel may cause
it to
to be
cause it
be tinio sluntejas
siuntejas gali
gail siuntini atatrecalled
recalled upon complying
complying with
such gaukti,
with such
saukti, atlikdamas
atlikdam.as tokius
formalutokius formalurequirements
be estabrequirements as
as may
may be
estab- mus, kurie
kurie yra
yra tokiara
reikalui nutokiam reikalui
nulished in this connection
connection by
by the
the statyti siuntinio padavimo
padavimo Salyje.
ialyje.
country of origin.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 35.
35.

35 S
TRAIPSNIS.
35
STRAIPSNIS.

Nondelivery.
Nondeivery.

Neiteikimas.
Neiteikimas.
Siuntejas
pasirupinti, kad,
Siuptejas gali
gall pasirapinti,
jeigu joisperkamojomokescio
Jo iAperkamoj omokes6io siunsiuntinio
timo nebiuty
nebptu galima iteikti pagal
pagal
pirmyksti adresa,
pirmykgti,
aclresti, su
su juo
juo bfitu
batu
pasielgta kaip kitaip,
ldtaip, bftent,
bfitent, panapanapasielgta
Siai
giai kaip su siuntmiais
siantiniais be isperigperkamojo
kamojo mokescio
mokes6io ir kaip tas nunustatyta
statyta 18
straipsnyje.
18 straipsnyje.

The
provide, in case
case
The sender
sender may provide,

his collect-on-delivery
collect-on-delivery parcel
parcel is undeliverable as originally
deliverable
originally addressed,
addressed,
for other disposition to
to be
be made
made of
of
it, the same as in the case of parparcels without trade charges
charges and
and as
as
stipulated in Article
Article 18.
C. FINAL PROVISIONS.
PROVISIONS.

C. GALUTINIAI
GALUTINIAI NUOSTATAI.
NUOSTATAI.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 36.
36.

36
STRAIPSNIS.
36 STRAIPSNIS.

Matters
Matters not provided
in the
the
provided for in
Agreement.
Matters not
herein
Matter
not heein
1. All matter
concerning rematters concerning
rovided I.
provided
or.
quests for recall or change
change of
of
address of insured
insured parcels,
the
parcels, the
obtaining and disposition
disposition of return
return

Nenumatyti sioje
Nenutnatyti
lioje sutartyje dalykai.
1. Visi
reikalai lie4ia
ivertintu
1.
Visi reikalai
lie5ia ixertintu
siuntinii
siuntiniv atgauldmo
attlaukimo arba adreso
pakeitimo
pakeitimo praFymus,
prafiymus, ji
ji iteikimo
iteikirao
prane/iimn
pranelcinw iggavim*,
ilgavimi , jais
ptis pasigag.-

STAT. ]
54 STAT.]
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receipts therefor, and the adjustindemnity claims in conment of indemnity
nection therewith not covered
covered by
by
governed
this Agreement shall be governed
provisions of the Universal
by the
the provisions
Convention and
and the
the
Postal Union Convention
Detailed Regulations for its ExeDetailed
cution, and of the Postal Money
between
Order Convention in force between
Order
countries, insofar as they
the two
two countries,
are
inconsistent
applicable and not inconsistent
are applicable
with
Agreewith the provisions of this Agreement, and then, if no other arrangement has been made, the inrangement
ternal legislation,
legislation, regulations,
regulations, and
rulings of the United States of
Lithuania, accordAmerica and of Lithuania,
mg
country involved, shall
shall
ing to the country
govern.
General of
2. The Postmaster General
America and
the United
United States of America
the
Director General
General of Posts and
the Director
Telegraphs of
shall have
Lithuania shall
of Lithuania
Telegraphs
authority jointly to make from
authority
correspondence
time by correspondence
time to time
modifications
and modifications
changes and
such changes
and further
regulations of order
further regulations
and
necesand detail as may become necessary to facilitate the operation of
the
contemplated by this
the services contemplated
Agreement.
3. The
Administrations shall
3.
The Administrations
communicate
to each
other from
each other
communicate to
time
to time the
provisions of
the provisions
time to
their laws
laws or
or regulations
applicable
regulations applicable
their
to
conveyance of parcels by
to the conveyance
parcel
post.
parcel post.

naud9jima ir
ir su
su jais
jais susijusiV
susijusiu
naudojima
atlyguumo reikalavimu
tvarkyma,
reikalavimu tvarkyma,
atlyginimo
sioj sutarty,
kurie nenumatyti
nenumatyti Aioj
sutarty,
kurie
sprendiiami pagal
Pa-Pasaulines Paspagal Pasaulines
sprend~iami
to Sajungos
Sajungos Konvencija
Konvencija ir
ir jos
jos
to
Vykdym.o taisykles
pagal veiveiVykdymo
taisykles ir
ir pagal
Salig Pasto
kian6ia tarp abiejV
abieju galiu
Pato
kianl~a
Perlaidu
Sutarti, tiek
tai yra
yra
kiek tai
tiek kiek
Perlaidi Sutarti,
kiek tai nepriepritaikoma ir kiek
nepriepritaikoma
Atarauja sios
Aios sutarties
nuostatams,
sutarties nuostatams,
starauja
kai jokio
jokio kito
susitarimo nebera,
nebera,
kito susitarimo
ookai
dalyka nuleraia
taisykles,
vidaus taisykles,
nulemia vidaus
dalyka
desniai ir
ir istatymai
arba
Lietuvos arba
istatymai Lietuvos
desniai
Jungtiniu Amerikos
Amerikos Valstybiu,
Valstybiu,
Jungtiniu
yra lieciama.
liaiama.
kuri Aalis
salis yra
iurlnt kuri

37.
ARTICLE 37.
ARTICLE

37 S
TRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
37

2.
Lietuvos Pasto
Pato ir
ir
2. Vyriausias
Vyriausias Lietuvos
Telegrafo
Direktorius ir
Jungtiniu
ir Jungtiniy
Telegrafo Direktorius
Amerikos
Valstybiu Vyriausias
Vyriausias
Amerikos Valstybiy
Pato
Direktorius turi
savituri teiso
teise saviPasto Direktorius
tarpiu
padaryti
susirasinejimu padaryti
tarpiu susiraknejimu
laikas
laiko tokius
pakeitimus
tokius pakeitimus
nuo laiko
laikas nuo
ir
tokias
nustatyti tokias
ir nustatyti
ir inaisymus
istaisymus ir
tolimesnes tvarkos
smulkir smulktvarkos ir
tolimesnes
menu
taisykles, kokios
kokios pasirodytq
pasirodytu
menu taisykles
esan6ios reikalingos
reikalingos palengvinti
palengvmti
esan6ios
6ios
patarnumatytiems patarsios sutarties
sutarties numatytiems
navimams
vykdyti.
navimams vykdyti.
3. Valdybos
Valdybos laikas
laikas nuo
laiko
nuo laiko
3.
pranaa viena
istatymu
savo istatym'
kitai savo
viena kitai
pranesa
ar taisykliu
lieciancius
nuostatus, liaian6ius
ar
taisykliV nuostatus,
siuntiniu siuntirna
siuntiniu papasiuntima siuntiniq
siuntiniy
stais.
kais.

Pod, pp. 2049, 2105.
2105.
Post,

Modifications, etc.,
Modifications,
by mutual consent.

Mutual notice
notice of
of
Mutual
postal laws.
laws, etc.
postal

operaciju sustabdymas.
sustabdymas.
Temporary suspension
of service.
Laikinas operaciju
service. Laikinas
suspension of
Temporary
Either
temmay temAdministration may
Either Administration
porarily
suspend the
the insurance
insurance and
and
porarily suspend
the collect-on-delivery
services, in
collect-on-delivery services,
the
whole or
when there are
part, when
or in part,
whole
special
d
oing so,
or
so, or
doing
for .
reasons for
special reasons
restrict them
them to
offces; but
to certain offices;
restrict
on
the condition
previous and
that previous
condition that
on the
opportune
notice of
of such aa measopportune notice
ure is
given to
other AdminisAdministhe other
to the
is given
ure
tration, such
such notice
notice to
to .be given by
by
tration,
the most
most rapid
rapid means,
means, if
if necessary.
necessary.
the

Kiekviena Valdyba, kai tam
yra.
,ypatingu
gall iverprieiasciu, gali
ypatingy prieiagiu,
yra
tuumo
mokescio
isperkamoio mokegio
tinimo ir Aperkamojo
pa,tarnavimus
laikinal visai arba
patarnavimus laikinai
dalinai
nutraukti arba jas apriboti
dalinai nutraukti
pavedant tam
tam tikroms
tikroms istaigoms,
pavedant
bet
ygj
kad apie toki iygi
bet su salyga, kad
bus
pranata antrajai
antrajai Valdybai
Valdybai
bus pranesta
ir tinkamai. Toks pranelaiku ir
knias, jei
jei reikalinga,
reikalinga, tun biti
biati
Simas,
perduotas
grei6iausiomis susisieperduotas greiciauslomis
kimo
priemonemis.
kimo priemonemis.

ARTICLE
38.
ARTICLE 38.

38 S
TRAIPSNIS.
STRAIPSNIS.
38

Duration of
of Agreement.
Agreement.
Duration

Sutarties galiojimo
laikas.
galiojimo laikas.
Sutarties

1.
sutartis isigalioja
ir jos
jos
isigalioja ir
1.
Agreement shall
shall take
take
1. gi
Si sutartis
1. This
This Agreement
operacijos pradeda
pradeda veikti
veikti
effect
thereunder apimtos
apimtos operacijos
operations thereunder
and operations
effect and

Temporary supensuspenTemporary
sion of services.
sion

Notice.

Effective date
date.
Effective

2048
2048

Duration.
Duration.

Si
gnatures.
Signatures.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL

shall begin on a
a date to be muturautubetween the Adally settled between
ministrations
countries.
two countries.
ministrations of the two
2. It
It shall
remain in
in force
force until
2.
shall remain
one of the two contracting
Adraincontracting Administrations has given
given notice to the
istrations
months in advance,
advance, of
other, six months
terminate it.
its intention to terminate

saliy VaIdybu
Valdybu savitaxpiai
savitarpiai
abiejq
abieju ga,liu
sutarta diena.

2. Ji galioja iki viena is susitarusiu Valdybu
tarusiu
Valdybu pranesa
pranega antrai
antral
apie sutarties nutraukim..
nutraukima. Nutarnmas
limas sutarti nutraukti turi buti
btiti
pranegtas
susitarusiai Valpranestas antrai susitarusiai
d.ybai
Aegis menesius
prieg numadybai sesis
menesius pries
toma sutarti nutraukti
nutraukti diena.
diena.
and. signed
signed at
gi
sudasyta dviejuose
dviejuose
Ai sutartis sudaryta
Done in duplicate
duplicate and
Washington,
December 28, 1939, egzemplioriuose
egzernplioriuose
ir pasiragyta
pasiratyta
Washington, December
and at Kaunas,
Kaunas, 4. 12. 1939.
Kaime 1939 m. gruodio
gruodAio 4d.
Kaune
December 28, 1939.
ir Vagingtone
Vasingtone December
[SEAL]
IUS
[SEAL]
JA.MES A
[SEAL] V
V BIRUTAVIO
BIRUTAVIoIUS
A PARLEY
FARLEY
[SEAL] JAMES
Postmaster General
General of the United
Vyriausias Lietuos
Lietuvos PaAto
Pato ir TeleUnited Vyriusias
Postmaster
grafo Direktorius.
Direktorius.
States of America.
V
RTS
V BIRUTAVIO
BIRUTAVIITUS

Director General
General of Posts
Posts and
and
Director
Telegraphs of Lithuania.
Lithuania.
Telegraphs
Approval
Approval and
and ratiratfication.
fication.

[54
PAT.
STAT.
[54 S

[SEAL] JAMES
JAMES A
A PARLEY
FARLEY
[SEAL]
Vyriausias
Jungtinilk Amerikos
Vyriausias Jungtini4i
Valstybiu Pa~to
Pagto Direktorius.
Direktorius.
Valstybi4

United States
between the United
The foregoing Parcel Post Agreement
Agreement between
of America and Lithuania
Lithuania has been negotiated
concluded with
negotiated and concluded
my advice and consent
consent and is hereby approved and ratified.
In testimony
whereof, II have caused
caused the seal of the United
United
testimony whereof,
States to be hereunto affixed.
affixed.
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT

By the President,

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of State.

WASHINGTON,
W
ASHINGTON, January
January 6,
5, 1940.
1940.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

UNIVERSAL
CONVENTION-MAY
UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONVENTION—
MAY 23, 1939

Universal Postal
Universal
Postal Convention.
Convention. Signed at Buenos Aires
Aires May 23,
28, 1939;
ratified
and approved
approved by the Postmaster
ratified and
January 12, 1940;
Postmaster General
General January
approved
approved by the President
PresidentJanuary
January25, 1940.
1940.
CONVENTION
POSTALE
CONVENTION POSTALE
UNIVERSELLE')1)
UNIVERSELLE

UNIVERSAL POSTAL
POSTAL
UNIVERSAL
CONVENTION *
CONVENTION
*

CONCLUE ENTRE
CONCLUE
ENTRE

CONCLUDED
BETWEEN
CONCLUDED BETWEEN

L'AFGHANISTAN,
L'UNION
DE AFGHANISTAN,
L'AFGHANISTAN,
L'UNION
DE
AFGHANISTAN,
the UNION
UNION
OF
the
OF
L'AFRIQUE
L'AFRIQ
UE DU
UD, L'ALBANIE,
DU S
SUD,
L'ALBANIE,
SOUTH AFRICA,
SOUTH
AFRICA, ALBANIA,
ALBANIA, GERGERL'ALLEMAGNE,
L'ALLEMAGNE, leS
les ETATS-UNIS
ETATS-UNIS
MANY,
the U
NITED STATES
STATES OF
MANY, the
UNITED
D'AMtRIQ
UE,
l'ensemble
D'AMfRIQUE,
1'ensemble des
des
AMERICA,
AMERICA, the
the whole
the
whole of
of the
POSSESSIONS des
des ETATS-UNIS
POSSESSIONS
POSSESSIONS OF THE
THE UNITED
U NITED
POSSESSIONS
D'AMARIQTJE, le
OYAUME DE
DE
D'AMERIQUE,
le R
ROYAUME
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA, the
the KINGK INGSTATES
L'ARABIE SAOUDITE,
SAOUDITE, la
L'ARABIE
la RtREDOM OF
SAUDI ARABIA,
ARABIA, the
DOM
OF SAUDI
the
PUBLIQ
UE ARGENTINE,
PUBLIQUE
ARGENTINE
R
EPUBLIC,
the
ARGENTINE, la
COMla COMARGENTINE
REPUBLIC,
the
MONWEALTH DE
DE L'AUSTRALIE,
L'AUSTRALIE,
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA,
MONWEALTH
COMMONWEALTH
AUSTRALIA,
la BELGI
QUE, la
COLONIE DU
DU
BELGIUM,
COLONY OF THE
la
BELGIQUE,
la COLONIE
BELGIUM, the
the COLONY
THE
CONGO BELGE,
BELGE, la
la BOLIVIE,
10
BELGIAN CONGO
BELGIAN
CONG0i. BOLIVIA
BOLIVIAULBRABRACONGO
BOLIVIE, le
ItSIL, la
la BULGARIE,
CANAZIL, BULGARIA,
HILE,
BRfSIL,
BULGARIE, 10
le CANAZIL,
BULGARIA, UANADA,
CANADA, CHILE,
DA,
10 CHILI,
CHILI, la
la CHINE,
CHINA, the
the REPUBLIC
R EPUBLIC OF COCOCHINA,
la RARECHINE, la.
DA, le
LOMBIA, the
EPUBLIC OF
OF COSTA
COSTA
PUBLIQ
UE DE
COLOMBIE, la
la RtLOMBIA,
the R
REPUBLIC
REPUBLIQUE
DE COLOMBIE,
PUBLIQ
UE DE
DE COSTA-RICA,
RICA,
the R
EPUBLIC OF
OF CUBA,
RICA, the
la
REPUBLIC
CUBA,
COSTA-RICA, la
PUBLIQUE
D
ENMARK, the
the FREE
OF
DENMARK,
FREE CITY
CITY OF
R APUBLIQUE DE
ANEle D
DANEDE CUBA,
CUBA, 10
R]PUBLIQUE
D
ANZIG, the DOMINICAN
D OMINICAN REPUBR EPUBDANZIG,
MARK,
VILLE LIBRE
ANDANLIBRE DE
DE D
la VILLE
MARK, la
LIC, EGYPT,
EGYPT, the
the REPUBLIC
R EPUBLIC OF
OF
ZIG,
la IUPUBLIQ
UE DOMINID OMINILIC,
R]PUBLIQUE
ZIG, la
EL
ALVADOR, E
CUADOR, SPAIN,
SPAIN,
EL S
SALVADOR,
ECUADOR,
CAINE, L'EGYPTE,
la R
APUBLIR]PUBLIL'EGYPTE, la
CAINE,
the whole
whole of
the
SPANISH COLof the
the SPANISH
QUE DE
DE EL
ALVADOR, L'EQUAL'EQUAQUE
EL S
SALVADOR,
ONIES,
ESTONIA,
FINLAND,
ONIES,
ESTONIA,
FINLAND,
TEUR, L'ESPAGNE,
1'ensemble
L'ESPAGNE, l'ensemble
TEUR,
FRANCE, ALGERIA,
ALGERIA, the
the FRENCH
FRANCE,
des
COLONIES
ESPAGNOLES,
ESPAGNOLES,
COLONIES
des
COLONIES
AND PROTECTORATES
PROTECTORATES
COLONIES AND
L'
EsToNIE, la
la FINLANDE,
FINLANDE, la
la
L'ESTONIE,
IN INDOCHINA,
INDOCHINA, the
the whole
whole of
of the
the
FRANCE,
I
CS COLOCOLOL'ALGERIE, les
FRANCE, L'ALGARIE,
other FRENCH
FRENCH COLONIES,
COLONIES, the
the
other
NIES
FRANPROTECTORATS FRANET PROTECTORATS
NIES ET
U NITED K
INGDOM OF GREAT
G REAT
UNITED
KINGDOM
gAts,
DE L'INDOCHINE,
L'INDOCHINE, 1'ensemble
l'ensemble
CAIS DE
BRITAIN
BRITAIN AND N
NORTHERN
ORTHERN IREIREdes autres
COLONIES FRANFRANautres COLONIES
des
LAND, the
the whole
whole of
of the
the BRITISH
B RITISH
LAND,
gAtsEs, le
OYAUME-UNI DE
DE
le R
ROYAUME-UNI
CAISES,
COLONIES,
O VERLA GRANDE-BRETAGNE
DE
COLONIES, including
including the
the OVERET DE
LA
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET
SEA
the PROTECSEA TERRITORIES,
TERRITORIES, the
PROTECL' IRLANDE DU
ORD, l'ensemble
l'ensemble
NORD,
DU N
L'IRLANDE
TORATES and
the TERRITORIES
TERRITORIES
and the
des Colonies
Colonies britanniques,
britanniques, y
ycomcornunder SUZERAINTY
M ANDATE,
under
SUZERAINTY or MANDATE,
les Territoires
pris lee
pris
Territoires d'outre-mer,
d'outre-mer,
G REECE, GUATEMALA
the RER EGUATEMALA L the
lee Protectorate
lee Territoires
Territoires GREECE,
les
Protectorats et les
PUBLIC OF
OF H
AITI, the
the REPUBLIC
itEPUBLIC
PUBLIC
HAITI,
sous suzerainete
mandat,
sous mandat,
suzerainete ou sous
sous
OF HONDURAS,
H ONDURAS, H
UNGARY, BRITBRITHUNGARY,
la
le GUATkMALA,
OF
la RtRiGUATEMALA, la
la GahcE,
GRECE, le
ISH
INDIA, I
RAN, IRAQ,
IRAQ, IREIREISH INDIA,
IRAN,
PITBLIQUE
D'HAITI, la
1
U PUBLIla RPPUBLIPUBLIQUE D'HAITI,
LAND,
ICELAND, ITALY,
ITALY, the
the whole
whole
LAND, ICELAND,
QUE DU
ONDURAS, la
la HONGRIE,
H ONGRIE,
DU H
HONDURAS,
QUE
of the
TALIAN COLONIES and
and
of
the I
ITALIAN
LINDE
UE, L'IRAN,
L'IRAN,
L'INDE BRITANNIQ
BRITANNIQUE,
POSSESSIONS other
than ITALITALL'IRA
Q, L'IRLANDE,
POSSESSIONS
other than
L'ISLANDE,
L'IRLANDE, L'ISLANDE,
L'IRAQ,
IAN
AFRICA, ITALIAN
ITALIAN EAST
EAST
IAN EAST
EAST AFRICA,
L'ITALIE,
l'ensemble des
des COLOCOLOL'ITALIE, 1'ensemble
AFRICA, JAPAN,
JAPAN, CHOSEN,
CHOSEN, the
the
AFRICA,
NIES et
Possessions ITALIENNES
ITALIENNES
et Possessions
whole of
other JAPANESE
JAPANESE
of the
the other
autres
orientale whole
autres que l'Afrique orientale
D EPENDENCIES, LATVIA,
LATVIA, the
the
DEPENDENCIES,
italienne, I'Afrique
l'Afrique orientale
orientate itaitaitalienne,
LEVANT STATES
FRENCH
LEVANT
STATES UNDER
UNDER FRENCH
lienne,
10 JAPON,
JAPON, le
CHOSEN,
le CHOSEN,
lienne, le
imprintees en
en caracres
carat:Ores
modifies sont
sent imprimesa
1
)Nota.—Les
dispositions nouvelle-s
nouvelles ou
ou moclifzies
1)
Nota.-Les dispositions
ttaliques.
italiques.
*[Translation by
Post Office
Department.)
Office Departmer
by Post
*[Translation
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INTERNATIONAL
H11.111 THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER
AGREEMENTS OT
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

l'ensemble
autres D
1PENDEPENdes autres
l'ensemble des
DANCES JAPONAISES,
JAPONAISES, is,
la LETLETDANCES

TONIE,
ETATS DU
DU LEVANT
LEVANT
TONIE, les ETATS
SOUS MANDAT
M ANDAT FRANgAIS
SYRIE
(SYRIE
FRANCAIS (
SOUS
ET LIBAN),
LIBAN), la
la REPUBLIQUE
RAPUBLIQUE DE
DE
ET
LIBA
RIA,1 aLITHUANIE,I0 LUXE31LIBERIA,laLITHUANIE,leLuXEM(a
l'excluBOURG, le
10 MAROC
M AROC (
A
., l'excluBOURG,
sion
10
ESPAGNOLE), le
de la
la ZONE ESPAGNOLE),
sion de
M
AROC (ZONE
(
ZONE ESPAGNOLE),
ESPAGNOLE), le
10
MAROC
M
EXIQUE, le
ICARAGUA, la
la
NICARAGUA,
le N
MEXIQUE,
NOUVELLE-ZENOROGE2 is
uvviLLE-Mla No
NORVEGE
LANDE,
la
R 1PUBLIQUE .DE
.DE
la REPUBLIQUE
LANDE,
PANAMA,
le
PARAGUAY,
les
les
le PARAGUAY,
PANAMA,
SURIPAYS-BAS, CURAgA0
CURACAO et SITRIPAYS-BAB,
NAM,
NDES NtERLANDAISES,
NEERLANDAISES,
INDES
les I
NAM, 10S
10
is COMMONWEALTH
COMMONWEALTH
PEROU, la
le P1ROU,
DES PHILIPPINES,
PHILIPPINES, la
is POLOGNE,
POLOGNE,
DES
10
COLONIES PORPORles COLONIES
PORTUGAL, les
le PORTUGAL,
TUGAISES DE L'AFRIQUE
L'AFRIQUE OCCITUGAISES
PORDENTALE,
leS C
OLONIES FORCOLONIES
DENTALE, les
TUGAISES
DE L'AFRIQUE
L'AFRIQUE ORIENORIENTUGAISES DE
TALE,
DE
L'ASIE
et
de
de
et
L'ASIE
DE
TALE,
L'OcAANIE,
R OUMANIE, la
is
la ROUMANIE,
L'OCEANIE, la
RAPUBLIQ
UE DE
SAINT-MARIN,
DE SAINT-MARIN,
REPUBLIQUE
10
SIAM, is
uknE, la
CONFADAla CONFEDEla S
SUEDE,
le SIAM,
RATION
la TCHECOTCH1COSUISSE, la
RATION SUISSE,
SLOVAQ
UIE, la
is TITNISIE,
TURla TURTUNISIE, is
SLOVAQUIE,
QUIE,
REPUBLIDES RAPUBLIL'UNION DES
QUIE, L'UNION
Q
UES SOVI1TIQ
UES SOCIALISTES,
SOCIALISTES,
QUES
SOVIETIQUES
DE L'URUla RAPUBLIQ
UE 0.
0. DE
L'URUREPUBLIQUE
la
GUAY,
L'ETAT DE
LA CIT]
CIT1 DU
DU
DE LA
GUAY, L'ETAT
VATICAN, les
les ETATS-UNLS
DE
ETATS-UNIS DE
VATICAN,
LE
VAN1ZUELA, L'YEMEN
L'Y/MEN ET
ET LE
VENEZUELA,
ROYAUME
R OYAUME DE
DE YOUGOSLAVIE.
Y OUGOSLAVLE.

49
Stat.2751.
49 Stat.271.

Coouitation.
Constitution.

PlenipotentiLes soussign6s,
soussignes, PlenipotentiLes
sires
des Gouvernements
des Pays
Pays
Gouvernements des
aires des
ci-dessus enuraeres,
reunis
s'etant reunis
enumeres, s'etant
ci-dessus
en
Aires en
en
& Buenos
Buenos Aires
en Congres
Congres a
de la
la Convenvertu
de l'article
Particle 13
Conven13 de
vertu de
tion
universelle conclue
conclue
tion postale
postale universelle
au
le 20
20 mars
1934, out,
an Caire
Caire le
mars 1934,
ont,
d'un
d'un commun accord et sous
reserve de
revise ladite
ladite
de ratification,
ratification, revise
reserve
Convention
aux
conformement aux
Convention conformement
dispositions suivantes:
suivantes:
dispositions
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[54 STAT.
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M
ANDATE (SYRIA
(
SYRIA AND
AND LEBLEBMANDATE
ANON), the
the REPUBLIC
R EPUBLIC OF
OF LILIANON),
BERIA, LITHUANIA,
LITHUANIA, LUXEMBURG,
LUXEMBURG,
BERIA,
M OROCCO (EXCEPT
(EXCEPT THE
THE SPANSPANMOROCCO
ISH
OROCCO (SPANISH
(
SPANISH
MOROCCO
ZONE), M
ISH ZONE),
ZONE), MEXICO,
M EXICO, NICARAGUA,
N ICARAGUA,
ZONE),
N
ORWAY, NEW
N EW ZEALAND,
ZEALAND, the
the
NORWAY,
R
EPUBLIC OF
OF PANAMA,
PANAMA, PARAPARAREPUBLIC
GUAY, the
the NETHERLANDS,
N ETHERLANDS, CUCUGUAY,
RAgA0 AND
AND SURINAM,
SURINAM, the NETHN ETHRAgAO
ERLANDS INDIES,
INDIES, PERU,
PERU, the
the
ERLANDS
COMMONWEALTH OF
PHILOF THE
THE PHILCOMMONWEALTH
PORTUGAL,
IPPINES,
POLAND, PORTUGAL,
IPPINES, POLAND,
COLONIES
PORTUGUESE
the
PORTUGUESE
COLONIES
the
IN
W EST AFRICA,
AFRICA, the
the PORTUPORTUIN WEST
GUESE COLONIES
IN EAST
AFEAST AFCOLONIES IN
GUESE
RICA, IN
IN ASIA
A SIA AND
O CEANIA,
AND OCEANIA,
RICA,
R UMANIA, the
the R
EPUBLIC OF
OF
REPUBLIC
RUMANIA,
SWEDEN,
SAN M
ARINO, SIAM,
SIAM, SWEDEN,
MARINO,
SAN
the
S
WISS CONFEDERATION,
CONFEDERATION,
SWISS
the
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA,
T
UNISIA,
TUNISIA,
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA,
TURKEY, the
U NION OF
OF SOVIET
SOVIET
the UNION
TURKEY,
EASTSOCIALIST REPUBLICS,
R EPUBLICS, the
the EASTSOCIALIST
ERN R
EPUBLIC OF
OF URUGUAY,
U RUGUAY,
ERN
REPUBLIC
the VATICAN
STATE, the
the
CITY STATE,
VATICAN CITY
the
U
NITED STATES
STATES OF
V ENEZUELA,
OF VENEZUELA,
UNITED
Y
EMEN, AND
AND THE
K INGDOM OF
OF
THE KINGDOM
YEMEN,
Y UGOSLAVIA.
YUGOSLAVIA.

The undersigned,
undersigned, plenipotenplenipotenThe
Governments of the
tiaries of the Governments
countries above enumerated,
enumerated, being assembled
assembled in Congress at
at
Buenos
Buenos Aires by virtue of Article
13 of the Universal
Universal Postal Convention concluded
concluded at Cairo on
March
March 20, 1934, have, by common
subject to ratimon consent and subject
fication, revised
revised the said Convention
read as follows:
vention to read

TITRE I.
I.
TITRE

TITLE II

POSTALE
DE L'UNION
L'UNION POSTALE
UNIVERSELLE.
UNIVERSELLE.

UNIVERSAL
POSTAL
UNIVERSAL POSTAL
UNION
UNION

CHAPITRE
I.
CHAPITRE I.

CHAPTER II
CHAPTER

ORGANISATION
RESSORT
ORGANISATION ET RESSORT
DE
IIIINION.
DE L'UNION.

ORGANIZATION AND EXTENT
EXTENT
ORGANIZATION
OF
UNION
OF THE
THE UNION

ARTICLE PREMIER.,
PREMIER.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 1
1
ARTICLE

Constitution
de 1'Union.
l'Union.
Constitution de

Constitution of
of the
the Union
Union
Constiution

which
Les Pays
Pays entre lesquels
con- The countries between winch
lesquels est conLes
clue is
present° Convention
Convention forfor- the present
Convention is conpresent Convention
la presente
clue
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merit, sous la denomination
d6nomination d'Ument,
universelle, un seul
nion postale universelle,
l'echange
territoire postal pour Pechange
territoire
reciproque
correspondances.
r6ciproque des correspondances.
a 6galement
egalement
L'Union postale a
pour objet d'assurer Porganisal'organisapour
tion
perfectionnement des
et le perfectionnement
tion et
divers
services postaux internadivers services
tionaux.
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE
Adhesions nouvelles.
nouvelles.
Adhesions

Procedure.

eluded form, under
under the name
name of
eluded
a single
Universal
Postal Union, a
Universal Postal
postal territory
territory for the reciprocal
postal
exchange
correspondence.
exchange of correspondence.
The purpose of the Postal
Union is also to assure
assure the organization and perfection
perfection of the variinternational postal
ous international
postal services.
services.
ARTICLE 22
ARTICLE
New adhesions.
adhesions. Procedure
Procedure
New

Any country
country is permitted at
Tout
Pays est admis en tout
Tout Pays
adherer a
a, la Convention. any time to adhere to the Cona adherer
temps a
vention.
vention.
shall be
Notice of the adhesion shall
L'adhesion
L'adhesion doit etre notifiee par
through diplomatic
diplomatic channels
channels
vole diplomatique au
an Gouverne- given through
voie
Government of the Swiss
the Government
to the
merit de
Confederation. Suisse to
la Confederation
de la
ment
Confederation and by the latter to
et
Gouverne- Confederation
celui-ci aux Gouvernepar celui-ci
et par
Governments of all the counments de
l'Union. the Governments
de tous les Pays de 1'Union.
ments
tries of the Union.
ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 33

Convention
Arrangements
Convention et Arrangements
de l'Union.

Convention and
and Agreements of the
Convention
Union

The
regular-mail service
service is govThe regular-mail
Le
service de
de la poste
poste aux lettres
Le service
the provisions of the
erned by the
est r6gl
regle par
dispositions de la erned
les dispositions
par les
est
Convention.
Convention.
Convention.
Convention.
Other
services, such as those
those of
Other services,
D'autres services,
que ceux
tels qua
services, tels
D'autres
insured letters and boxes, parcel
des lettres
lettres et
bones avec valeur
valeur insured
et des bottes
des
orders, postal checks,
money orders,
post, money
declaree, des
coils postaux,
postaux, des post,
des colis
d6clar6e,
collection orders, and subscripsubscripmandats de
poste, ides
virements collection
des virements
de poste,
mandats
newspapers and periodipostaux,
a recouvrer
recouvrer tions to newspapers
valeurs a
des valeurs
postaux, des
et
abonnements aux journaux cals, form the subject of Agreedes abonnements
et des
ments between
between countries
countries of the
et
&fits p6riodiques,
periodiques, font
l'objet ments
font l'objet
et ecrits
d'Arrangements
entre Pays
Pays de
de Union.
d'Arrangements entre
l'Union.
1'Union.
binding
Agreements are binding
Such Agreements
Ces
Arrangements no
sont obline sont
Ces Arrangements
only upon countries which have
y only
gatoires
pour les Pays qui y
gatoires que pour
adhered
adhered to them.
ont adhere.
Adhesion
to one or more of
Adhesion to
L'adhesion a
aun ou plusieurs de
L'adh6sion
is subject to
those
agreements
agreements
ces
Arrangements
est
soumise
aux
ces Arrangements est soumise aux
the provisions
2.
provisions of Article 2.
dispositions
de l'article
Particle 2.
dispositions de
ARTICLE 4.
4.
ARTICLE
Regleraents d'execution.
d'ex ecution .
Reglements

Purpcoe.
Purpose.

Adhesions.
Adhesions.

Procedure.
Procedure.

Regularmail
Regular-mal

ice.
ice.

servaerv-

Other services.
Other

Countries bound
bound by
Agreements.
Agreements.

Adhesions.
Adhesions.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 44
Regulations
of Execution
Regulations of

eThe Postal
Postal Administrations
Administrations of
Regulations of Eieof cution.
The
Les
Administrations postales
postales
Les Administrations
c
u'"on
draw
Union
the
the
countries
of
Union
of
countries
the
des
Pays
de
l'Union
arretent
d'un
des Pays de 1'Union arretent d'un
up, by
by mutual
agreement, in the
mutual agreement,
commun
accord, dans
des RegleRegle- up,
dans des
commun accord,
of Execution,
form
of
Regulations
Execution,
Regulations
form
ments
d'execution,
les
mesures
ments d'execution, les mesures
measures of order and detail
the measures
d'ordre
et de
de detail
detail necessaires
necessaires A the
d'ordre et
necessary for the execution
execution of the
Pexecution de
la Convention
Convention et
et necessary
de la
l'execution
Convention and the Agreements.
Convention
des
Arrangements.
des Arrangements.
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTH ER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

ARTICLE 5
ARTICLE
5

ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

Restricted unions;
Restricted
special agreements.
special

to particiOption to
pating contrie.
countries.
pating

Domestic
Domestic legislation.

Restricted
Restricted Unions.
Unions. Special
Unions restreintes.
restreintes. Arrangements
Arrangements
Unions
Agreements
speciaux.
sp6ciaux.
The countries
countries of the Union and,
and,
Les
et, pour
pour
Les Pays de l'Union
1'Union et,
insofar as
their legislation
legislation is not
as their
autant
que leur
no s'y
s'y insofar
autant que
leur legislation
legislation ne
opposed to it, the
Administrathe Administraoppose
les Administrations,
Administrations, opposed
oppose pas,
pas, les
peuvent etablir
des Unions
Unions resres- tions, may establish restricted
peuvent
6tablir des
special agreeUnions and make
make special
treintes
prendre entre
entre eux
eux des Unions
treintes et prendre
themselves concernarrangements
special= concernant
concernant ments among themselves
arrangements speciaux
Lea objets
traitgs dans
la. Conven- ing the subjects dealt with in the
les
objets traites
dans la
Convention and its Regulations,
tion et dans son Reglement, 4
d la
la Convention
that
condition toutefois de ne
no pas
condition
pas yy on the condition, however, that
introduce therein any
introduire des dispositions moins
moms they do not introduce
introduire
provisions less favorable,
favorable, for the
favorables,
pour le public, que
quo provisions
favorables, pour
public, than
those which
which are
procellos qui sont pr6vues
prevues par ces public,
than those
are procelles
vided for by those Acts.
Actes.
La.
meme faculte eel
granted to
La mime
est accordge
accordee The same option is granted
our Pays
Pays qui participent
which participate
participate in
in
aux
participent aux the countries which
Arrangements
Arrangements et, le cas echeant, the Agreements
Agreements and, as the case
Administrations, en ce qui may be, to their Administrations,
Administrations,
aaleurs Administrations,
concern° les objets vises par
par ces in regard
concerne
regard to the subjects contemlated by those Acts and their
Actes et leurs 1?eglements.
Rkglements.
plated
Regulations.
Regulations.
ARTICLE 6.
6.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 66
ARTICLE

Legislation
interieure.
Legislation int6rieure.

Domestic
legislation
Domestic legislation

stipulations de la ConvenConvenLes stipulations
The provisions of the Convention et des Arrangements
Arrangements de tion and Agreements
Agreements of the Union
Union
l'Union ne
no portent pas atteinte A do not affect the legislation
1'Union
legislation of any
any
la
in legislation
legislation de chaque Pays dans country
country
concerning
anything
concerning
anything
tout ce qui n'est pas expresstiment
expressement which
which is not expressly
expressly provided
provided
prevu
for
pr6vu par ces Actes.
for by those Acts.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 7.
7.

Administatio
Administsations
Intermedlarle.
Inteemedlarles.

Relations
exceptionnelles.
Relations exceptionnelles.
as Les
aa
Les Administrations
Administrations qui
qui desserdesservent des territoires
territoires non compris
dans l'Union
1'Union sont tonnes
tenues &etre
d'etre les
interm6diaires des autres Admiintermediaires
nistrations. Les dispositions de la
nistrations.
la
Reglement
Convention et de son Reglement
sont applicables A
a ces relations
exceptionne.11es.
exceptionnelles.

Colonies,
Colonies, etc.,
eta-. concon-.

sidded as units.

@Mend as units.

[54
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ARTICLE 77
ARTICLE
Exceptional relations
relations
Exceptional
Administrations
Administrations which serve territories not comprised
ritories
comprised in the
Union are bound to act as intermediary for the other AdministraAdministramediary
tions. The provisions of
of the Convention
vention and its Regulations
Regulations are
are
applicable to such exceptional
applicable
exceptional

relations.
relations.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 8.
8.

ARTICLE 88
ARTICLE

Colonies,
Colonies, Protectorats,
Protectorats, etc.
etc.

Protectorates, etc.
Colonies, Protectorates,
The following are considered
considered as
forming a
a single country or aa
forming
Administration of the UnUnsingle Administration
ion, as the case
case may be, in the
ion,
sense
sense of the Convention
Convention and
Agreements, particularly
in regard
regard
Agreements,
particularly in
Conto their right to vote
vote in
inCongresses and
and Conferences
gresses
Conferencesand in

comme formant
formant
Sont consider&
considres comme
un
on une
Adun soul
seul Pays
Pays on
une seule
seule Administration de l'Union, suivant
ministration
suivant
cas, au
le cas
an sons
Is Convention et
sens de la
des Arrangements
Arrangements en ce
conce qui concerne, notamment,
notamment, leur droit de
vote
Congras, aux Confraences
vote aux Congres,
Conferences
et
Pintervalle entre
et dans l'intervalle
entre lea
les reunions ainsi que
quo leur contribution
contribution

the interval between
between meetings,
meetings, as

54
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Bureau internainterna- well as their contribution
contribution to the
d6penses du Bureau
aux depenses
International Butional de l'Union
expenses of the International
l'Union postale univer- expenses
tional
Universal Postal Union:
selle:
reau of the Universal
Possessions des 1°
whole of the Possessions
The whole
l'ensemble des Possessions
1° The
1° l'ensemble
of
d'Amerique comEtats-Unis
the United States of
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
of the
America, comprising
comprising Hawaii,
Porto-Rico,
prenant Hawai, Porto-Rico,
prenant
Puerto
Rico, Guam, and
Puerto Rico,
Guam
Guam et les Iles Vierges des
Etats-Unis d'Amerique;
d'Amerique;
the Virgin Islands of the
Etats-Unis
United
States of America;
America;
United States
2° The
The Colony
Colony of the Belgian
2°
2°
beige;
2" la Colonie du Congo beige;
Congo;
Congo;
The whole
whole of the Spanish
3° l'ensemble
Pensemble des Colonies espaespa- 3° The
30
Colonies;
Colonies;
gnoles;
4° Algeria;
Algeria;
40 l'Alg6rie;
4°
l'Algerie;
4"
The French
and ProColonies and
French Colonies
Protectorats 5
5°0The
Colonies et Protectorate
5 ° les Colonies
tectorates in Indochina;
Indochina;
tectorates
francais
de l'Indochine;
l'Indochine;
frangais de
whole of the other
other French
French
6° The whole
6°
Colonies 6°
1'ensemble des autres Colonies
6° Pensemble
Colonies;
Colonies;
frangaises;
frangaises;
The whole
whole of the British
7° The
7°
ensemble des Colonies
Colonies bri- 7°
7° l'l'ensemble
Colonies, including
including the OverColonies,
tanniques,
y compris les Tertanniques, y
sea Territories,
Territories, the Prosea
ritoires
d'outre-mer, les ProProritoiresd'outre-mer,
tectorates and the Territectorates
tectorats
et les
Territoires
les Territoires
tectorats et
tories under
under Suzerainty
Suzerainty or
tories
sous
sous
ou sous
suzerainete ou
8soS suzerainete
Mandate;
Mandate;
mandat;
mandat;
80
whole of the Italian
The whole
8° l'ensemble
l'ensemble des Colonies et 8° The
8°
Colonies
and Possessions
and
Colonies
autres
Possessions
italiennes autres
Possessionsitaliennes
other
East
than Italian East
other than
que
orientale itaital'Afrique orientale
que l'Afrique
Africa;
Africa;
lienne;
lienne;
9° Italian
Italian East Africa;
Africa;
9°
9° I'Afrique
l'Afrique orientale
italienne;
orientale italienne;
9°
10°
Chosen;
Chosen;
10°
10° le Chosen;
10"
whole of the other Jap11° The whole
11° l'ensemble
Pensemble des autres De- 11°
110
anese
Dependencies;
Dependencies;
anese
pendances
japonaises;
japonaises;
pendances
Curacao and
Surinam;
and Surinam;
12° Curacao
12°
Curacao et Surinam;
Surinam;
120 Curagao
The
Netherlands
Indies;
Indies;
Netherlands
The
13°
13°
les
Indes
neerlandaises;
neerlandaises;
130 les Indes
Portuguese Colonies in
14° The Portuguese
14°
les Colonies
Colonies portugaises de 14°
140 les
West
Africa;
West Africa;
l'Afrique occidentale;
occidentale;
l'Afrique
Portuguese Colonies in
15° The Portuguese
15°
Colonies portugaises
portugaises de 15°
les Colonies
15" les
East
Africa, Asia
Asia and OceOceEast Africa,
l'Afrique orientale,
orientale, de
de l'Asie
l'Afrique
ania.
ania.
et
de l'Oceanie.
l'Oc6anie.
et de
30

50

120
130

9.
ARTICLE 9.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 99

the Convention
Convention to
to
of the
Application
de la
Convention aux Application
Application of
la Convention
Application de
Colonies,
Protectorates,
etc.
Protectorates,
Colonies,
Colonies,
Protectorate,
etc.
Colonies, Protectorats,
1.
contracting party may
Any contracting
1. Any
1.—Toute
Partie contractante
contractante
1.-Toute Partie
declare,
either
at the time of its
either
declare,
peut declarer,
declarer, soit
au moment
moment de
soit au
peut
adhesion,
signature,
ratification
or adhesion,
ratification
signature,
sa
signature,
de
sa
ratification
ou
ratification
sa
sa signature, de
its
or
subsequently,
that
acceptsubsequently,
or
de
adhesion, soit
soit ult6rieureulterieureson adhesion,
de son
Convention
ance
of
the
present
Convention
the
of
ance
par
ment,
que
l'acceptation
elle
l'acceptation
ment, que
oversea
includes all its colonies, oversea
de la
com- includes
Convention corapresente Convention
la presente
de
territories, protectorates
protectorates and territerritories,
tous
prend
toutes
see
Colonies,
thus
Colonies,
ses
toutes
prend
suzerainty or manunder suzerainty
tories under
ses Territoires
Pro- tories
d'outre-mer, ProTerritoires d'outre-mer,
ses
date, or
certain of them only.
certain
or
date,
tectorats
ou
Territoires
sous
suzeTerritoires
tectorats ou
The said declaration, unless
unless made
rainete
sous mandat
mandat ou
ou certains The
ou sous
rainete ou
at
the
time
Conventhe
signing
of
time
the
at
d'entre
eux
seulement.
Ladite
Ladite
seulement.
eux
d'entre
to the
addressed
tion,
shall
addre-ssed
be
shall
tion,
declaration, a
moins qu'elle ne Government of the
A moms
declaration,
ConSwiss
the
of
Government
la
de
soit
faite
au
simoment
au
soit faite
federation.
federation.
gnature de
de la
la Convention,
Convention, devra
gnature
etre
adressee au
Gouvernement
au Gouvernement
etre adressee
de
Confederation Suisse.
la Confederation
de la

Application of ConApplication
vention to colonies
colonies,
vention
protectorates, etc.
protectorates,
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2. The Convention will apply
2.-La Convention
apply
2.—La
Convention ne
no s'applito the
the colonies,
colonies, oversea
oversea ternternonly to
Territoires only
qu'aux Colonies, Territoires
quera qu'aux
tones,
protectorates
or
territories
tones,
protectorates
or
territories
d'outre-mer,
Protectorate
on
Terd'outre-mer, Protectorats ou Terunder suzerainty
or mandate
mandate in
in
suzerainty or
ritoires sous
ou sous
ritoires
sous suzerainete
suzerainet6 ou
sous under
whose
name
declarations
have
whose
name
declarations
have
au nom
nom desquels
desquels des
mandat au
des
made by
1.
by virtue of
of Section 1.
declarations auront
auront ete
faites en
declarations
6te faites
en been made
vertu du
du §
§1.
vertu
1.
3.
contracting party
party may
Denunciation.
Denunciation.
3.-Toute
3. Any
Any contracting
may
3.—Toute Partie contractante
Governtime address
address to the Governpout
an at any time
peut en tout temps adresser
adresser au
Confederation
Gouvernement
de is.
Confedera- ment of the Swiss Confederation
Gouvernement de
la Confederanotification with a
a view to dea notification
tion Suisse unto
notification en vue a
une notification
application of the
nouncing the application
de
l'application de
de is.
de denoncer
denoncer l'application
la nouncing
Convention to any colony, overoverConvention , toute
tout Convention
touts Colonic,
Colonie, tout
territory, protectorate
protectorate or terrisea territory,
Territoire
Territoire d'outre-mer,
d'outre-mner, ProtectoProtecto- sea
mandate
suzerainty or mandate
rat on
Territoire sous suzerainet6
suzerainete tory under suzerainty
ou Territoire
name of which that party
mandat au
an nom
duquel in the name
ou sous mandat
nom duquel
declaration by virtue
cette Partie aa fait une declaradeclara- has made aadeclaration
Section 1. That notification
notification
tion
Cette notition en vertu du
du §
§ 1. Cette
noti- of Section
become effective
effective one year
year
fication produira
produira sea
diets un an will become
ses effets
receipt by
by the
apres la
is date de sa reception
reception par
par after the date of its receipt
Government of the Swiss ConConle Gouvernement
Gouvernement de la Confect&
Conf6d&- Government
federation.
federation.
ration Suisse.
Transmission of
of
4.-Le
Gouvernement de la
Government of the Swiss
Swiss
la
4. The Government
4.—Le Gouvernement
copies
of declarations,
copies of
Confederation will transmit
transmit to
etc.
Confederation
Suisse communiConfederation Suisse
communi- Confederation
contracting parties
parties a
copy
all the contracting
quera aatoutes lea
a copy
les Parties contrac- all
declaration or
notification
tantes copie de chaque
chaque declaration
declaration of every declaration
or notification
on notification
notification /*cue
Sections 1
1
ou
received by virtue of Sections
recue en vertu
vertu des received
to 3.
§§ 1
1A3.
Territory excluded.
excluded.
Territory
5.-Les
dispositions du present
5.—Les dispositions
present
5. The provisions of the present
present
5.
article ne
no s'appliquent
s'appliquent a
A aucune Article
Article do not apply to any
any colony,
Colonie, aucun Territoire
Territoire d'outre- oversea
oversea territory, protectorate
protectorate or
or
Protectorat on
under suzerainty
suzerainty or manmer, aucun Protectorat
ou Terri- territory
territory under
toire sous suzerainete
suzerainet6 ou
ou sous
date enumerated
enumerated in the Preamble
sous date
mandat qui figure dans
dans le
le pre- of the Convention.
ambule de la Convention.
Limitation.
Limitation.

Extent ofthe
of the Union.
Union.
Extent

ARTICLE 10.

ARTICLE 10
ARTICLE
10

Ressort de l'Union.
l'Union.

Extent of
of the Union
The following
following are considered
considered
as belonging to the Universal
Universal
Postal Union:
offices established
established
(a) The post offices
by countries of the Union in territories not included in
ritories
in the Union;
Union;

consider& comme apparteapparteSont consideres
nant a
a l'Union
l'Union postale
postale universelle:
universelle:

bureaux de poste etablis
a) les bureaux
6tablis
par des Pays de l'Umon
l'Union dans des
territoires non compris
territoires
compris dans
l'Union;
l'Union;
b) is.
la Principaute
Principaut6 de Liechten(b)
(b) The Principality of LiechLiechcomme relevant del'Adminisde l'Adminis- tenstein, as belonging
stein, cornme
belonging to the
tration des postes suisses;
suisses;
Postal Administration
Administration of Switzerland;
zerland;
c) lee
les Iles Feroe,
F&ro, comma
comme faisant
faisant
(e) The Faeroe Islands
Islands as form(c)
partie
peril() du Danemark, at
et le GroanGroen- ing
and GreenGreening part of
of Denmark,
Denmark, and
land, comma
l'Admi- land
comme relevant de 1'Admibelonging to the Postal
land,.as belonging
Postal
nistrationdes
nistration des postes
postes duDanemark,
du Danemark, Administration
Administration of Denmark,
Denmark, in its
en qualite de colonie
danoise;
colonie danoiee;
capacity as a
a, Danish colony;
colony;
capacity
les Possessions
d) lea
Possessions espagnoles
espagnoles de
on
(d) The Spanish possessions
possessions on
is c6te
cote septenttionale
la
septentrionale d'Afrique, the north
north coast
coast of
of Africa,
Africa, as
as
comma faisant partie
pa tie de l'Espagne;
comme
l'Espagne; forming
forming part
of Spain;
part of
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e)
Vallees d'Andorre,
d'Andorre, corame
comme
e) les
les Vallees
desservies par
1'Administration des
par l'Administration
desservies
espagnoles et l'Administra1'Administrapostes espagnoles
tion des
frangaises;
postes francaises;
des postes
tion
•
Principaute de Monaco,
* f) la Principaute
1'Administrarelevant de l'Administracomme relevant
tion
des postes de France;
tion des
g) Walfisch-Bay,
Walfisch-Bay, comme faisant
faisant
g)
partie
l'Afrique du
1'Union de 1'Afrique
partie de l'Union
Sud; Basutoland
Swaziland,
Basutoland et Swaziland,
Sud;
relevant de l'Administral'Administracomme relevant
tion
l'Union de
postes de l'Union
tion des postes
l'Afrique du Sud.
l'Afrique

(f)
The Principality
Principality of Mon(f) The
aco, as belonging
belonging to the Postal
aco,
Administration of
of France;
France;
Administration
(g)
Walvis Bay,
forming
Bay, as forming
(g) Walvis
South Africa;
Africa;
part of the Union of South
Basutoland and Swaziland,
Swaziland, as
Basutoland
belonging
Adminisbelonging to the Postal Administration
tration of the Union of South
Africa.

ARTICLE
11.
ARTICLE 11.

ARTICLE
11
ARTICLE 11

Arbitrages.
Arbitrages.

Arbitration
Arbitration

1.—En cas
dissentiment entre
de dissentiment
cas de
1.-En
deux
ou plusieurs
membres de
plusieurs membres
deux ou
l'Union
relativement A
a l'interprePinterpre1'Union relativement
tation
la Convention et des
de la
tation de
Arrangements ainsi
ainsi que
leurs
que de tears
Arrangements
Reglentents d'execution
ou de la
d'exzcution on
RBglements
responsabilite d6rivant,
derivant, pour une
responsabilit6
Administration, de l'application
Papplication
Administration,
de
Actes, la question en litige
ces Actes,
de ces
est r6glee
reglee par
par jugement
jugement arbitral.
est
A
cet effet,
effet, chacune
Adminisdes Adminischacune des
A cet
trations
cause choisit un autre
trations en cause
membre
de l'Union
l'Union qui
qui n'est
pas
n'est pas
membre de
directement
interesse darts
l'affaire.
dans l'affaire.
directementint6ress
Au
l'une des
des Administraoi l'une
cas oil
Au cas
tions en
en desaccord
donne pas
pas
ne donne
desaccord no
tions
suite a
une proposition
d'arbitrage
proposition d'arbitrage
a une
suite
dans le
le d6lai
alai de
six mois, ou de
de six
dans
neuf mois
mois pour
les Pays
Pays eloignes,
eloign6s,
pour les
neuf
le Bureau
si la
la
international, si
Bureau international,
le
demande lui
lui en
en est faite, provoque
provoque
demande
a
son tour
tour la
designation d'un
la d6signation
A son
arbitre
par l'Administration
l'Administration dedarbitre par
faillante
ou en designe un luifaillante ou
lame,
d'office.
mnme, d'office.
2.—La decision
decision des
est
arbitres est
des arbitres
2.-La
clonnee
majori to absolue
absolue des
la majorite
A la
donnee a
voix.
3.—En
cas de
de partage
des voix,
voix,
partage des
3.-En cas
les
arbitres choisissent,
choisissent, pour
les arbitres
trancher le
le differend,
differend, une autre
trancher
Administration 6galement
egalement desindesinAdministration
teressee dans le litige.
teress&e
A d6faut
defaut d'une
d'une entente
le
entente sur le
A
choix,
cette Administration
Administration est
est
choix, cette
designee par
le Bureau internapar le
designee
tional parmi
parmi les
de
membres de
les membres
tional
l'Union
non proposes par les
1'Union non
arbitres.
193470° --4I --PT.11----52
n-52
193470'-41-1'T.
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Valleys of Andorra, as
(e) The Valleys
French
served by the Spanish and French
Postal Administrations;
Administrations;
Postal

of
Arbitration of
disagreement be- Arbitration
1. In case of disagreement
putes.
putes.
tween two or more members of
tween
Union as to the interpretation
interpretation
the Union
Convention and AgreeAgreeof the Convention
ments, as well as their Regulations
Regulations
ments,
responsiof Execution, or as to the responsibility
bility imposed upon an Administration by the application
application of those
question in dispute is
Acts, the question
settled by arbitration.
arbitration. To that
end,
Administrations
of the
the Administrations
end, each of
concerned
chooses another memconcerned chooses
which is not
ber of the Union which
directly interested
interested in the matter.
matter.
directly
If
If one
one of the Administrations
involved in the dispute does not
not
involved
take
a proposal for
any action on a
take any
a period
arbitration within a
period of six
months, or nine months in the
case of distant countries, the
International
request
Bureau, if aarequest
International Bureau,
is made of it
it to thE.t
tha effect,
effect, calls
upon
upon the defaulting Administration to appoint an arbitrator, or
appoints one itself officially.
appoints
Decision.
arbitra- Decision.
2. The decision of the arbitraabsolute mators is made on an absolute
jority
votes.
jority of votes.
Tie vote, etc.
etc.
3. In case of aa tie vote, the Tie
arbitrators, for the purpose of
arbitrators,
difference, choose
the difference,
settling the
another Administration
Administration which
another
interest in the
likewise has no interest
dispute.
In
case of disagreement
disagreement as to aa
In case
Administration is
choice, that Administration
designated by the
International
the International
designated
members
among the members
Bureau from among
the Union not proposed by the
of the
arbitrators.

disdis-
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4.—S'il s'agit
s'agit d'un
differend
d'un differend
4.-S'il
concernant l'un
Arrangements,
des Arrangements,
1'un des
concernant
lee
arbitres ne
no peuvent
peuvent etre deles arbitres
sign&
en dehors
Administrades Administradehors des
signes en
tions
qui ex6cutent
executent cet
Arrangecet Arrangetions qui
ment.

4. If
it is
is a
a question of aa disIf it
4.
pute concerning
concerning one
one of the Agreepute
ments, only
Administrations
only such Administrations
ments,
Agreement may
execute that Agreement
as execute
arbitrators.
designated as arbitrators.
be designated

ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
12
ARTICLE 12

Withdrawal from the Union.
Union. Terl'Union. Cessation
Cessation de Withdrawal
Sortie de 1'Union.
mination
participation
in the
participation
of
mination
participation
aux
Arrangements.
Arrangements.
aux
participation
Agreements
Agreements
the
contracting party
party- has the
Any contracting
Chaque
Partie contractante
contractante aa Any
Chaque Partie
the
from
withdrawing
withdrawing
of
option
1'Union
la
faculte
de
retirer
de
Minion
retirer
se
de
la facult6
Union or of ceasing to participate
ou
participation aux Union
sa participation
cesser sa
de cesser
ou de
in
given
Agreements by notice given
the Agreements
in the
Arrangements
moyennant
avertismoyennant
Arrangements
one year in advance
advance through diploa l'avance
Bement donne
un. an a.
Pavance one
donne un
sement
Governpar voie
an Gou- matic channels to the Governdiplomatique au
voie diplomatique
par
ment of the Swiss Confederation
Confederation
Confederation ment
vernement de la Confederation.
Governand by the latter to the Governcelui-ci aux Gou- and
Suisse et par celui-ci
Suisse
contracting countries.
countries.
ments of the contracting
vernements des
contractants. ments
Pays contractants.
des Pays
vernements
CHAPITRE II.
CHAPITRE
CONGRES
CONFERENCES.
CONGRES.. CONFERENCES.
COMMISSIONS.
COMMISSIONS.

CHAPTER II
II
CONGRESSES. CONFERENCES.
CONFERENCES.
CONGRESSES.
COMMITTEES
COMMITTEES

ARTICLE 13.
13.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 13
ARTICLE

Congres.
Congres.

Congresses
Congresses

1. Delegates
1.
Delegates from the countries
Pays de
de
1.—Les
delegues des
des Pays
1.-Les d6elgu6s
the Union
Union meet
meet in Congress
Congress not
of the
l'Union
reunissent en
Congres of
en Congres
se r6unissent
l'Union se
after the efyears after
five years
than five
later than
au
apres la later
tard cinq ans apres
plus tard
au plus
fective date of
the Acts of the preof the
date de
de mise
mise aa. execution
execution des
des fective
date
ceding Congress,
Congress, with
with a
a view
view to
Actes
precedent, en ceding
Congres precedent,
du Con.gres
Actes du
revising or
or completing
completing those Acts,
vue
Actes A revising
soumettre ces Actes
vue de souniettre
necessary.
on de les
lee completer, s'il if necessary.
revision ou
a lieu.
yy a
Each country
is represented
represented at
at
country is
fait representer
representer
Each
Representatives.
Chaque
Pays se
se fait
Chaque Pays
Representatives.
Congress by one or more plenthe Congress
on plusieurs the
Congres par un ou
au Congres
delegates, provided
provided
ipotentiary delegates,
deleg.ues
pl6nipotentiaires munis, ipotentiary
delgues plenipotentiaires
necessary credentials,
credentials, by
by
par leur Gouvemement,
Gouvernement, des pou- with the necessary
It may, if
Government. It
Ii peut,
pout, au their Government.
n6cessaires. II
voirs necessaires.
represented by the
necessary, be represented
representer par necessary,
se faire representer
besoin, se
delegation of another country.
la
delegation d'un.
d'un autre Pays. delegation
la d6elgation
it is understood
understood that aa
Toutefois,
qu'ime However, it
Toutefois, il est entendu qu'une
delegation may be charged
charged with
delegation ne
no peut
pent etre chargee delegation
delegation
representing only
only two countries,
que
representation de deux representing
de la representation
que de
including the one by which
which it was
y compris celui qui l'a
l's including
Pays, y
originally accredited.
accredited.
originally
primitivement accredit6e.
accreditee.
primitivement
Votes.
deliberations, each counDane
deliberations, chaque
In the deliberations,
Dans lee
les deliberations,
vote.
try
vote.
Pays
dispose d'une seule
voix.
seule voix.
try has but one vote.
Pays dispose
lieu
2.
Congress fixes
fixes the
fixe le
2.-Chaque
Each Congress
subsequent meeting
meeting
2.—Chaque Congres
Congres fixe
le lieu
2. Each
Subsquent
place.
meeting-place of the next Conde reunion du Congres
Congres suivant.
swvant. meeting-place
pla e '
gress. The latter is called
called topar les
Celui-ci est convoque
lea soins
soins gress.
convoqu6 par
Celui-ci
the Government of the
gether by the
du
Gouvernement du Pays dans gether
du Gouvernement
in which
it is to be held,
which it
country m
lieu, apres country
avoir
doit
lequel
lequel
entente il
ilavec
doltleavoir
Bureauinternalieu, apres
entente avec le Bureau interna- in consultation with the InternaGovern6ga- tional Bureau. That Governtional.
Gonvernement est igaCe Gouvernement
tional. Ce
likewise charged
chaszed with notiment is likewise
lement
Is notificanotifica- ment
charg6 de la
lement chargé
Governments of
of the
fying all the Governments
Gouvernements des fying
les Gouvernements
thus lea
tion a,a tous
Meetings.
Meetings.
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countries of the Union
Pays
decisions countries
Union of the dePays de l'Union des decisions
prises par
par le
le Con
gres.
cisions made
made by the Congress.
Congres.
prises
ARTICLE
14.
ARTICLE 14.

ARTICLE
14
ARTICLE 14

Ratifications.
execution Ratifications.
Ratifications. Mise aa execution
Ratifications. Entry into force
et duree
des Actes
Actes des Congres.
et
duree des
duration of
of the
the Acts of Conand duraticm,
gresses

sont
Les
Actes des Congres sont
Les Actes
ratifies aussit6t
aussitot que possible et les
ratifies
ratifications sont communiquees
au
communiqu6es au
ratifications
Gouvemement du Pays, siege du
Gouvernement
Gouvernement
Congres, et par ce Gouvemement
aux
Gouvernements des Pays conaux Gouvernements
tractants.
tractants.

Ces
Actes sont mis A
a execution
execution
Ces Actes
mgme
simultanement
simultanement et ont la meme
duree.
Des
fixe pour la mise a
jour fix6
Des le jour
execution
adopt& par un
des Actes adoptes
execution des
Congres, tous les Actes du ConCongres,
gres precedent
precedent sont abroges.
gres

The Acts of Congresses
Congresses are ratified
as soon
possible, and the
soon as possible,
fied as
ratifications are communicated
communicated to
ratifications
the Government
Government of the country
the
where
where the Congress was held, and
Government to the Govby that
that Government
ernments of the contracting
contracting counernments
tries.
case that
that one or more of the
In case
contracting countries
countries do not raticontracting
fy one or another of the Acts
signed
signed by them, the latter will
nevertheless
nevertheless be valid for the
countries
have ratified
countries which have
them.
Those
effect
Acts are put into effect
Those Acts
simultaneously
simultaneously and have the same
duration.
From the date fixed for the enActs adopted
into force of the Acts
try into
by
a Congress,
Congress, all the Acts of the
by a
preceding
abrogated.
preceding Congress are abrogated.

ARTICLE
15.
ARTICLE 15.

ARTICLE 15
15
ARTICLE

Congres
extraordinaires.
Congres extraordinaires.

Extraordinary
Congresses
ExtraordinaryCongresses

Pans le cos
oft une ou plusieurs
cas of
Dans
ne ratides Parties
Parties contractantes
contractantes no
des
fieraient pas l'un ou l'autre
l'autre des
fieraient
Actes
sign& par elles, ceux-ci n'en
Actes sign6s
seraient
moins valables pour
pas moms
seraient pas
les Etats
Etats qui
les auront
auront ratifies.
qui les
les

Lorsque la
la demande
en est faite
demande en
Lorsque
on
par les deux tiers
approuvee par
ou approuvee
moms des Pays contractants,
contractants,
au moins
un.
Congres extraordinaire
extraordinaire est
un Congres
Muni
entente avec le Bureau
apres entente
reuni apres
international.
international.
Les regles
aux articles
articles
edictees aux
regles edictees
Les
13
et 14
14 sont
applicables aux
sont applicables
13 et
delegations, aux deliberations
deliberations et
delegations,
aux
Congres extraordiextraordides Congres
Actes des
aux Actes
naires.
ARTICLE 16.
16.
ARTICLE

Ratification of Acts
Ratification
of Congresses.
Congresses.
of

Validity.

Effect and duration.
duration.
Effect

Abrogation of Acts
Acts
Abrogation
preceding Congress.
Congress.
of preceding

Extraordinary ConConExtraordinary
An extraordinary
extraordinary Congress
Congress is gresses.
An
gresses.
called together
together by agreement
agreement with
called
the International
Bureau when
when a
a
International Bureau
the
request to that effect is made or
request
approved by at least
least two-thirds of
approved
contracting countries.
the contracting
Rules applicable.
The
down by Articles
Articles Rules applicable.
laid down
rules laid
The rules
applicable to the
and 14 are applicable
13 and
delegations, the deliberations,
deliberations, and
delegations,
extraordinary Conthe Acts of extraordinary

gresses.

ARTICLE 16
16
ARTICLE

Congresses
Regulationsfor Congresses
Each Congress draws up the
Chaque Congres
Congres arrete
arrete le regleChaque
necessary regulations
regulations for its work
ment
necessaire a
et necessary
travaux et
ses travaux
A sea
ment n6cessaire
deliberations.
and deliberations.
sea delib6rations.
deliberations.
Ases
Reglement
des Congres.
Reglement des

17.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 17.

ARTICLE
17
ARTICLE 17

Conferences.
Conferences.

Conferences
Conferences

Regulations.
Regulations.

Conferences on
on adadconsfernes
the ministrative
charged with
Conferences
Conferences charged
with the
quesDes Conferences
chargees de
Conferences chargees
Des
tions.
examination of
purely administra- tion
of purely
l'examen
purement examination
questions purement
de questions
l'examen de
questions may be called totive questions
adininistratives peuvent
peuvent etre re
re- tive
administratives
gether at
the request or with the
at the
unies
ou avec l'assen- gether
demande ou
a la demande
unies ala
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timent
deux tiers
an rascals
moins des
tiers au
des deux
timent des
Administrations
Administrations de l'Union.
Elles sont
convoquees apres
sont convoquees
Elles
entente
internaBureau intern.ale Bureau
avec le
entente avec
tional.
Chaque
Conference arrete
arrete son
son
Chaque Conference
reglement.
reglement.

Committees.

consent
consent of at least
the
Administrations
the Administrations
They are
are called
called
They
agreement with the
agreement
Bureau.
Bureau.
Each
Each Conference
own regulations.
regulations.
own
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two-thirds
two-thirds of
of the Union.
together
together by
International
International

draws up its

ARTICLE 18.
18.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 18
18
ARTICLE

Commissions.
Commissions.
Les
Commissions charg6es
chargees par
par
Les Commissions
un
Congres on
Conference de
ou une Conference
un Congres
Petude
plusieurs quesou de plusieurs
d'une on
l'etude (rune
tions determinees
convoqu6es
sont convoquees
determin6es sont
tions
par
international apres
Bureau international
le Bureau
par le
entente, le
PAdavec 1'Adecheant, avec
cas echeant,
le cas
entente,
ministration
oh ces Comministration du Pays ol
missions
r6unir.
doivent se reunir.
missions doivent

Committees
Committees
charged by a
a ConCommittees charged
Conference with the
gress or aa Conference
study of
of one
one or
or more partarticular
particular
study
questions
are called
together by
called together
questions are
International Bureau, in conthe International
necessary, with the
sultation, if necessary,
country
Administration
Administration of the country
where
are to
to
Committees are
such Committees
where such
meet.
CHAPTER III
In
CHAPTER

CHAPITRE III.
CHAPITRE

IN THE
INTERTHE INTERPROPOSITIONS DANS
DANS L'
INTER- PROPOSITIONS
PROPOSITIONS IN
L'INTERPROPOSITIONS
VAL
BETWEEN MEETINGS
MEETINGS
VAL BETWEEN
VALLE
RPUNIONS .
DES REUNIONS.
VALLE DES

ARTICLE 19
19

ARTICLE
19.
ARTICLE 19.

Introduction of propositions
propositions
Introduction
Introduction des
des propositions.
propositions.
Introduction
Introduction
interval between meetr6unions,
l'intervalle des reunions,
the interval
In the
Introduction of
Dans Pintervalle
propositions.
propositions.
toute Administration
Administration aa le droit ings
ings any
any Administration
Administration has the
right to
address to
the other Adto the
to address
d'adresser aux autres AdministraAdministra- right
d'adresser
ministrations, through the intertions, par l'intermediaire
Pintermediaire du Bu- ministrations,
tions,
International Buof the International
mediary of
reau international, des proposi- mediary
concerning the
propositions concerning
reau, propositions
tions
concernant la Convention,
Convention, reau,
tions concernant
Convention, its Final Protocol,
son
Regle- Convention,
et son RWgleson Protocole final at
and its
its Regulations.
Regulations.
and
ment.
The
accorded to
The same right is accorded
Le
accord6 aux
mime droit est accorde
Le memo
Administrations
Administrations of the coundes Pays partici- the Administrations
Administrations des
participating in the AgreeAgreetries participating
pant aux Arrangements
Arrangements en ce qui tries
regard to those AgreeAgreeconcern°
ments in regard
Arrangements, leurs ments
concerne ces Arrangements,
and
Reglements et
at leurs
Protocoles ments,
ments, their Regulations, and
leurs Protocoles
Reglements
their Final Protocols.
their
finals.
Support
neoessary.
In
order to be
considered, all
all
delib6ration,
mises
support necessary.
be considered,
Pour Atre
etre mi'
ses en deliberation,
In order
propositions introduced
an
introduced by an
propositions introduites
introduites propositions
les propositions
toutes les
Administration in the interval
Pin- Administration
Administration dans 1'inpar une Administration
between meetings must be suptervalle
reunions doivent etre between
tervalle des reunions
appuyees
moms deux autres ported
ported by at least two other
appuyes par au moins
proposi- Administrations.
Administrations. Such proposiAdministrations. Ces proposiAdministrations.
ignored when the Intertions
lorsque le tions are ignored
restent sans suite lorsque
tions restent
national Bureau does not receive,
receive,
recoit pas, national
international ne
Bureau international
no regoit
Bureau
necessary
n6ces- at the
the same time, the necessary
nombre necesen
memo temps, le nombre
en mAme
number of declarations
declarations of
of support.
declarations d'appui.
number
d'appui.
saire de declarations
20.
ARTICLE 20.

proxxm
Rumination;
Pr''
KmdTUhnr~O
oedure.

AirricLE
ARTICLE 20

Ezamination
Examen des propositions.
propositions.
Examination of propositions
propositions
Examen
Every
Tonto
SOUIrlis0 i
submitted
Toute proposition est soumise
proposition is submitted
Every proposition
following procedure:
to the following
is procedure
procedure suivante:
la
A
period of six months is alUn
laiss6
A period
d6eai de six mois est laisse
Un dela
lowed for the Administrations to
aux
Administrations Dour exami- lowed
aux Administrations
examine the propositions
propositions and
cas 6ch6
le cas
et, le
proposition et,
la proposition
ner is
echo- examine
.
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ant, pour
parvenir leurs
lours
faire parvenir
pour faire
ant,
observations au Bureau
Bureau internainternaobservations
tional.
Les amendements
amendements ne
no sont
tional. Les
pas admis.
reponses sont
sont
Les r6ponses
admis. Les
pas
reunies
Bureau
reunies par les soins du Bureau
international et
communiqu6es aux
et conamuniquees
international
Administrations
invitation
Administrations avec invitation
de se
prononcer pour
contre.
ou contre.
pour on
se prononcer
de
Cenes qui
n'ont pas
parvenir
pas fait parvenir
qui n'ont
Celles
leur vote
vote dans
(Mai de six mois
un delai
dans un
leur
sont considerees
comme s'absteconsiderees comme
sont
precites compnant. Les
Les .&lids
delais precites
nant.
tent
la date
date des circude la
partir de
tent a partir
laires du
international.
Bureau international.
du Bureau
laires

send in their observations, if
send
any, to the International
International Bureau.
Amendments
Amendments are not admitted.
assembled by the
The replies are assembled
International Bureau and comInternational
Administramunicated to the Administramunicated
invitation to proprotions, with an invitation
nounce themselves
themselves for or against.
against.
nounce
Those which
have not sent in
which have
Those
their
within a
a period of six
their votes within
!months are considered
considered as abstainmonths
g. The periods
periods above mening.
tioned are
are counted
counted from
from the dates
of
circulars of the Internathe circulars
of the
tional Bureau.
If
concerns an
proposition concerns
the proposition
If the
Si
proposition concerne
concerne un
la proposition
Si la
Agreement, its Regulations, or
ou Agreement,
Arrangement,
son Reglement
Reglement on
Arrangement, son
their Final Protocols, only the
seules les their
leurs
finals, seules
Protocoles finals,
leurs Protocoles
Administrations which
which have adadh6r6 a Administrations
Administrations
Administrations ayant adher6
Agreement may
hered to that Agreement
cet Arrangement
peuvent prendre hered
Arrangement peuvent
cet
procedure inpart aux
aux operations
operations indiquees
indiquees ci- take part in the procedure
part
dicated above.
dessus.
dessus.
ARTICLE 21
21
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
21.
ARTICLE 21.

Conditions of approval
approval
Conditions

Conditions d'approbation.
d'approbation.
Conditions
1.
become effec1. In order to become
1.—Pour
devenir executoires,
ex6cutoires,
1.-Pour devenir
must obtive,
propositions
the
tive,
les
propositions
doivent
reunir•
r6unir:
doivent
les propositions

tain
tain::
a)
l'unanimite
des
suffrages,
s'il
(a) Unanimity
Unanimity of votes, if it is
(a)
s'il
suffrages,
des
a) l'unanimite
s'agit
do l'addition
de nouvelles
nouvelles a
a question of adding new provi1'addition de
s'agit .de
modifying the provisions
dispositions ou
ou de
de la
la modification
provisions
modification sions or modifying
dispositions
33
des dispositions
des Titres
et II
II of Titles IIand II
II or of Articles 33
I et
Titres I
dispositions des
des
68,
to
65
to
61
54
37,
to
et
des
articles
33
a
37,
M
a
59,
61
a
to
59,
63,
A
61
59,
a
54
37,
a
33
articles
des
et
63,
a68,
68, 70
82 de
de la
la ConvenConven- 70 to 82 of the Convention,
Convention, of any
a 82
70 a
65 &
63, 65
of its Final ProtoArticles
the
of
tion,
do
tons
les
articles
de
son
Articles
Protoson
de
articles
les
tous
de
tion,
101, 105, 116,
Articles
of
or
col,
Protocole
final
et
des
articles
101,
Articles
Protocole final et des articles 101,
164, 175 and 196 of its Regula105 116,
116, 164,
164, 175
175 et
Regulason 164,
de son
196 de
et 196
105
tions;
Reglement;
Reglement;
Two-thirds of the votes, if it
(b) Two-thirds
b)
tiers des
suffrages,
(b)
des suffrages,
deux tiers
les deux
b) les
of modifying proviquestion
a
is
s'il
s'agit
de
la
modification
des
a
question
s"il s'agit de la modification des
mentioned
those mentioned
sions
dispositions
autres
quo
celles
qui
s
.ions other than
than
qui
celles
quo
autres
dispositions
paragraph;
preceding
in
sont
mentionnees
a
l'alinea
precethe
preceding
paragraph;
l'alina precsont mentionnees

dent;
dent;
A simple majority, if it is aa
(c) A
c)
s'agit
s'il s'agit
absolue, s'il
majorite absolue,
la majorite
c) la
of interpreting
de
l'interpretation
des
dispositions
question
interpreting the
the proprodispositions
des
de l'interpretation
its
Convention,
of
de
la
Convention,
de
son
Protocole
visions
the
de la Convention, de son Protocole
Regulations,
its
or
Protocol
Final
final
et
de
son
Reglement,
hors
le
Regulations,
le
hors
Reglement,
son
de
et
final
cas de
de dissentirnent
a except in the case of disagreement
disagreement
soumettre A
a soumettre
dissentiment a
cas
as
arbitration
to
submitted
be
to
l'arbitrage
prevu
l'article
11.
arbitration
as
11.
l'article
prevu
1'arbitrage
provided for
Article 11.
by Article
for by

provided

Conditions of
of approval.
proval

Unanimity
Unanimity of votes.

Two-thirds of votes.
Two-thirds

Simple
Simple majority.

Determination of
Determination

2.—Les
fixent les
conditions.
les .2. The Agreements fix the con- conditions.
Arrangements fixent
2.-Les Arrangements
conditions
auxquelles
est
suborwhich the .approval
approval of
conditions auxquelles est subor- ditions to which
concerning them is
propositions
donnee
des proposi
ro positions concerning them is
proposi-- p
l'approbation des
donn6e l'approbation
subject.
tions
qui
les
concernent.
subject.
tions qui les concernent.
ARTICLE
22.
ARTICLE 22.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22
22

decisions
of decisions
Notification of
Notification des
Notification
resolutions.
des resolutions.
Notification
modifications
and
to
Les additions
additions et
modifiesAdditions
modifications
les modificaet les
Les
Agreethe AgreeConvention,
the
of
tions
apportees
a
la
Convention,
Convention,
tions apportees A la Convention,

Notification of
Notification

changes.
changes.
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Effective date
date.
Effective

Operation.
Operation.

OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

aux
et aux
aux Protoaux Arrangements
Arrangements et
coles finals de ces Actes sont consacrees par une
declaraton diploune declaration
sacrees
matique quo
que le Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
Confederation Suisse est charge
charge
la Confederation
d'etablir
transmettre, a
la
A la
d'6tablir et
et de transmettre,
demande du
du Bureau
Bureau international,
international,
demande
Gouvernements des Pays conaux Gouvernements
tractants.
at les modificamodificaLes additions
additions et
tions
RBglements at
et
tions apportees
apport6es aux Reglements
A, leurs
lours Protoeoles
Protocolas finals sont conconA
statees at
notifiees aux AdministraAdministraet notifiees
international.
tions par le Bureau
Bureau international.
II
cot de meme des interpretainterpr6ta1 en est
tions Visees
a l'article
Particle 21,
tisees A
21, §§ 1,
1,
lettre c).

ments and the Final
Final Protocols of
those Acts
Acts are
sanctioned by
by a
a
are sanctioned
those
diplomatic
declaration which
which the
the
diplomatic declaration
Government of the Swiss
Swiss ConfedGovernment
up
eration is charged with making up
request
transmitting, at the request
and transmitting,
of the International
International Bureau, to
Governments of the contractcontractthe Governments
countries.
ing countries.
modifications
Additions to and modifications
Additions
of
Regulations and their
their
of the Regulations
Final Protocols
Protocols are drawn up and
communicated
communicated to the Administrations by the International
International Butrations
reau. The same applies to the
interpretations contemplated
contemplated in
interpretations
Article 21,
21, Section 1, letter
letter (c).
Article
(c).

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 23.

ARTICLE
23
ARTICLE 23

Effective date
deei"aions
Effective
date of decisions
Execution des resolutions.
Execution
No addition or modification
modification
Toute addition ou modification
modification
adopted is effective
effective until at least
least
adopt&
executoire quo
adoptee n'est excutoire
que trois adopted
three months
months after its notification.
moms, apres sa
so. notifi- three
mois, au moins,
cation.
CHAPITRE IV.
CHAPITRE
IV.

CHAPTER IV

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL.
INTERNATIONAL.
DU BUREAU

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAU

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 24.
24.

ARTICLE 24
24
ARTICLE

Attributions generales.
generales.
Attributions
1.—Un Office central,
central, fonction1.-Un
nant A
aBerne sous la
is denomination
denomination
de Bureau international
international de PUnion
l'Union
postale universelle, at
place sous
et plac6
la
surveillance de l'AdminisIa haute surveillance
sort d'ortration des postes suisses, sert
et
gane de liaison, d'information
d'information et

General functions
Generalfunctions
1. A
Office, operating
1.
A central Office,
at Berne
Berne under the name of
International Bureau
Bureau of the UniInternational
Postal Union,
Union, and placed
versal Postal
under the supervision
supervision of the Swiss
Admmistration.,serves as
Postal Administration,
an organ of liaison, information
information
consultation for
and consultation
for the
the countries
of the Union.
That Bureau
Bureau is charged, in
particular, with assembling,
assembling, coorparticular,
dinating, publishing and distributing information
information of all kinds coninternational postal
cerning the international
giving, at the request
request
service; with giving,
of the interested parties, an opinopinm dispute; with
ion on questions in
making known requests for modification of the Acts
Acts of the Confication
with giving notice of the
gress; with
adopted; and, in general,
general,
changes adopted;
with
undertaking such studies
studies and
with undertaking
work
work in connection
connection with
with editing
and arranging
arranging material as the
Convention, the Agreements
Agreements and
Convention,
their Regulations
Regulations may assign
assign to
their
it, .or
or which may be entrusted
entrusted to
it in
m the interests of the Union.
"Union.

de consultation aux Pays de

Functions,
duties,
Functions, duties,
etc.
etc.

[54
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l'Union.
1'Union.
Ce Bureau est
cot chargé,
charge, notamcoordonner, de
ment, de reunir,
r6unir, de
de coordonner,
de
publier et de distribuer
distribuer les
les renseignements
toute nature
nature qui
gnements de toute
qui ininteressent le service international
tere,ssent
des postes; d'6mettre,
d'emettre, A
A, la
is dedomande des Parties en cause,
in
cause, un
avis our
questions litigieuses;
litigieuses;
sur les questions
d'instruire les demandes
demand.es en modification des Actes du Congres;
Congres; de
chaiagements adopt&
notifier les changements
adoptes
et, en g6enral,
general, de
proceder aux
de proceder
aux
etudes et
at aux travaux
redaction
travaux de redaction
documentation que
quo la
Is Conou de documentation
Convention, lea
at leurs
vention,
les Arrangements
Arrangements et
Reglements lui attribuent
attribuent on
dont
Reglements
ou dont
il
l'int6t de
ii serait saisi dans Pinteret
l'Union.
1'Union.
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2.-Il intervient, a
2.—I1
a titre &office
d'office
liquidacompensation, dans la liquidade compensation,
tion des comptes de toute nature
relatifs
international des
au service
service international
relatifs au
Administrations
postes, entre les Administrations
intervention.
cette intervention.
qui reclament
reclament cette

2. It
It acts as aa clearing-house
clearing-house
for the settlement
settlement of accounts of
all kinds relative
relative to the international
postal service, between
between
tional postal
Administrations requesting
requesting such
such
Administrations
intervention.
intervention.

ARTICLE
25.
ARTICLE 25.

ARTICLE 25
25
ARTICLE

Depenses du Bureau international.
international.
Depenses

International
Expenses of the International
Bureau

1.—Chaque
CongrAs arrete le
1.--Chaque Congres
chiffre maximum
que peuvent atmaximum que
chiffre
teindre
depenses
annuellement les d6penses
teindre annuellement
ordinaires du Bureau international.
international.
ordinaires
depenses, ainsi que les frais
Ces d6penses,
donnelieu
extraordinaires
lieu
extraordinaires auxquels donne
la
Congres, d'une
la reunion
r6union d'un Congres,
Conference
Conference ou d'une Commission,
et
que pourraient enfrais que
et les frais
trainer
speciaux contrainer des travaux sp6ciaux
fies
ft ce
supportes en
sont support&
ce Bureau sont
fies A
commun
commun par tous les Pays de
l'Union.
l'Union.
divis6s, A
2.—Ceux-ci sont divises,
h cet
2.-Ceux-ci
effet,
chacune
7 classes dont chacune
effet, en 7
contribue
payement des decontribue au payement
penses
proportion ci-apres:
ci-apres:
la proportion
dans la
penses dans
1i

'r classe, 25 unites

re

2
38e
4e
4
5e
5'

,,

7e

>

26
38

0

,
,

e
680
6
78

20
20
15
,,
10
10 ,
5
,
5
))
33 >
11unite.
unite.

3.—En
nouvelle,
d'adh6sion nouvelle,
cas d'adhesion
3.-En cas
le Gouvernement
Gouvern.ement de
Conf6edrade la
la Confederale
tion
determine, d'un comcornSuisse determine,
tion Suisse
mun accord
accord avec
Gouvern.ement
le Gouvernement
avec le
mun
du
interesse, la
classe dans
la classe
Pays int6resse,
du Pays
laquelle celui-ci
celui-ci doit
doit etre
au
range au
8tre range
laquelle
point
repartition des
de la repartition
de vue de
point de
frais
Bureau international.
international.
du Bureau
frais du

TITRE II.
TITRE
II .
REGLES D'ORDRE
D'ORDRE
R]IGLES

2061
postal
Settlement of postal
Settlement
accounts.
accounts.

of maximum
Fixing of
maximum
Fixing
1.
Congress fixes the max- expenses.
1. Each
Each Congress
imum figure for the ordinary anexpenses of the International
International
nual expenses
Bureau.
Bureau.
Sharing of
of expenses.
expenses.
Those expenses,
expenses, as well as the Sharing
extraordinary expenses arising
extraordinary
from the meeting of aaCongress, aa
Conference or a
a Committee, and
Conference
incurred in connecconnecthe expenses
expenses incurred
special work entrusted
entrusted
tion with special
shared by all
Bureau, are shared
to that Bureau,
the countries of the Union.

latter are divided, for
2. The
The latter
that
each
7 classes, each
that purpose,
purpose, into 7
of which contributes
contributes to the payment of the expenses
expenses in the following proportion:
proportion:
class,
1st class,
2d
"
2d
3d
3d ""
4th ""
5th ""
5th
6th
6th ""
7th
7th ""

Proportionate
share.
Proportionate share.

25 units
20 "
"
"
15 "
10
10 ""
5
"
5
"
3
"
3 "
11unit

3.
new adhesion,
In case
case of aa new
3. In
the Government
the Swiss
Government of the
the
Confederation determines,
determines, by mumuConfederation
agreement with the GovernGoverntual agreement
concerned,
ment of the country concerned,
to
latter is to
the class in which the latter
placed for the
apportionment
the apportionment
be placed
expenses of the InternaInternaof the expenses
tional Bureau.
Bureau.

adhesions.
New adhesions.

II
TITLE
TITLE II
GENERAL REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS

GENERAL.
GENERAL.

CHAPITRE
UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
ARTICLE 26.
26.
ARTICLE

SOLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER
SOLE
ARTICLE
26
ARTICLE 26

Liberty of transit
Liberte de
transit.
de transit.
Libert6
1.
Liberty of
of transit is guar1. Liberty
1.—La liberte
est
liberte de transit est
1.-La
anteed
throughout
the entire territhroughout
anteed
garantie
dans
le
tenitoire
entier
entier
garantie dans le territoire
Union.
tory of the Union.
de l'Union.
l'Union.

Liberty of
of transit.
transit.
Lbty

2062
2062
Limitation.

Limitation.

Insured articles.

Insured articles.

Air-mill parcels.

Ar-mlparoes.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

2.—La
des
du transit
transit des
libert6 du
2.-La liberte

Temporary
suspenTemporary suspension
services.
of servies.
sion of

Monetary
standard.
Monetarystandard.

2. Liberty of transit for parcel

sent by the land and sea
coils postaux d
a acheminer
acheminer par les
lee post to be sent
colis

territory
to the territory
limited to
voies terrestres
terrestres et
et maritimes
est routes is limited
maritimes est
voies
countries participating
participating in that
that
limit& au
au territoire
des Pays
Pays of countries
territoire des
limit6e
service.
service.
participant a
ace
cc service.
service.
participant
Insured
articles may be sent in
Les
valour declaree
Insured articles
declar6e
avec valeur
envois avec
Les envois
closed mails through
through the
peuven,t transiter
transiter en
d6pAches transit in closed
en depeches
peuvent
which do
countries which
closes par
par le
le territoire
territoire des
territory of countries
Pays territory
des Pays
closes
or
n'assurent pas le service des not take part in such service, or
qui n'assurent
maritime services where
where rereby maritime
l'espece on
ou par des by
envois de l'espece
sponsibility for
for insured
articles
insured articles
services
maritimes pour lesquels sponsibility
services maritimes
acc
accepted
not
bcoun
to
t
t
trc
eec
s epted by the countries,
la
responsabilite des valeurs n'est
n'est is
la responsabilit6
of
those
pas
acceptee par
les Pays, mais
main but the responsibility
par lea
pas acceptee
responsibility
se')
;
d
i
itiht
t et
oo
la
n
t
t
t
hose
rie s,
ays est countries is limited to that prela responsabiht
responsabilite de ce
cess Pays
limitee A.
registered articles.
for registered
pour scribed
scribed for
prevue pour
h cello
celle qui est prevue
limitee
lea
recommandes.
lea envois
envois recommandes.
3. Liberty of transit for air3.—La liberte
liberto du transit des
3.
S.-La
guaranteed throughthroughcolis-avion est garantie
garantie dans
is guaranteed
parcels is
dans le mail
mail parcels
colis-avion
territory of the
territoire entier de l'Union. Tou- out the entire territory
However, the AdminisAdministefois,
Union. However,
Administrations qui Union.
tefois, lea Administrations
adhered
trations which have not adhered
n'ont
adhere A
al'Arrangement
l'Arrangement trations
n'ont pas adher6
Agreement concerning
concerning parne to the Agreement
concernant
coils postaux no
les colis
concernant lee
to
post may not be obliged to
peuvent
obligees de participer
participer cel post
etre obligees
peuvent etre
participate in the
transmission of
the transmission
lea voies participate
A Pacheminement
l'acheminement, t par les
air-mail parcels
parcels by the land
land and
terrestre,s
maritimes, des colis- air-mail
terrestres et marittmes,
avion.
sea routes.
avion.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Prohibition against
against
Prohibition
unauthorized
charges.
unauthorized charges.

[54 STAT.

27.
27.

ARTICLE
27
ARTICLE 27

Interdiction de taxes non pr6vues.
prevues. Prohibition
unauthorized
against unauthorized
Prohibition against
Interdiction
charges
charges
Ii est interdit de percevoir
percevoir des
II
It
It is forbidden to collect postal
quelque nature
charges of any
any kind whatever
whatever
nature charges
taxes postales, de quelque
quo ce
cc soit, autres que
quo celles
cellos qui other than those prescribed
prescribed by
que
prevues par la Convention
Convention et
et the Convention
Convention and
and. Agreements.
Agreements.
sont pr6vues
les Arrangements.
Arrangements.
ARTICLE 28.
28.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 28
28
ARTICLE

Suspension
temporaire de
de services.
services.
Suspension temporaire

Temporary suspension
suspension of services

Lorsque, par suite de circonLorsque,
extraordinaires, une Adstances extraordinaires,
de
ministration se voit obligee de
et
suspendre
temporairement
et
suspendre temporairement
maniere generale
ou partielle
g6enrale on
d'une maniere
l'execution
est
l'execution de services, elle est
te,nue d'en donner immediatement
immediaternent
tenue
an besoin par telegraphe,
telegraphe, a
avis, au
ou aux Adminisl'Administration on
l'Administration
Administrations interessees.
trations
int6ressees.

exceptional
a result of exceptional
When, as a
circumstances,
Administration
circumstances an Administration
obliged to suspend the
finds itself obliged
execution
services temporarily,
temporarily,
execution of services
it is bound to
in whole or in part, it
give notice
immediately,
thereof immediately,
notice thereof
give
necessary, to the
by telegraph
telegraph if necessary,
Administration
AdministraAdministration or Administrations concerned.

ARTICLE 29.
29.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
29
ARTICLs 29

Monnaie-type.
Monnaie-type.

Monetary standard
Monetary
The franc used
used as the monetary
unit in the provisions
provisions of the ConAgreements is the
vention and Agreements
gold
centimes weighweighgold franc of 100 centimes

Le franc pris
unite
comme unit6
pris comme
dispositiona de
les dispositions
monetaire dans lee
is
Convention et des ArrangeArrangela Convention
franc-or &
a 100 cencenments est le frano-or

54
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times d'un
d'un poids
poids de
10/31°6 de ing 10/31 of aagram and having aa
de 10/31
times
fineness of 0.900.
gramme et
et d'un
d'un titre
titre de
de 0,900.
fineness
0,900.
gramme
ARTICLE 30.
30.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 30
30
ARTICLE

Equivalents.
Equivalents.

Equivalents
Equivalents

Dans chaque Pays de l'Union,
d'apres une
les
etablies d'apres
taxes sont 6tablies
les taxes
equivalence correspondant
correspondant aussi
equivalence
exactement quo
que possible, dans la
exactement
valeur
monnaie de cc
a la valour
ce Pays, a
monnaie
du franc.

each country
country of the Union,
In each
the postage rates are fixed accordcorresponding
ing
equivalents corresponding
ing to equivalents
the value
value
as
possible to
to the
as possible
as exactly
exactly as
of the franc in the money of that
that
country.

ARTICLE 31.
31.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 31
31
ARTICLE

Formules.
Formules.

Langue.
Langue.

1.—Les
A l'usage des
1.-Les formules a
Administrations
Administrations pour leurs relations reciproques
etre r6diredir6ciproques doivent 6tre
gees en
langue frangaise,
ou
francaise, avec ou
en langue
gees
sans
traduction interlineaire
interlineaire dans
sans traduction
une autre
moms que
quo les
autre langue, a.a moins
une
Administrations int6ress6es
interessees n'en
n.'en
Administrations
disposent autrement
autrement par une endisposent
tente directe.
2.—Les formules a.
A l'usage du
2.-Les
public
doivent comporter
comporter une trapublic doivent
duction
interlin6aire en langue
duction interlineaire
frangaise,
lorsqu'elles ne sont pas
frangaise, lorsqu'elles
imprimees
imprim6es en cette langue.
3.—Les
et didicouleurs et
textes, couleurs
3.-Les textes,
est
mensions des
des formules dont il eat
mensions
question aux
doivent 6tre
etre
et 22doivent
§ 11et
aux §§
question
ceux
que
prescrivent
les
Regleles
prescrivent
que
ceux
Convention et des
ments de la Convention
Arrangements.
4.—Les
Administrations peu4.-Les Administrations
vent s'entendre
s'entendre au sujet de la
la
vent
longue a
corresemployer pour la corresA employer
langue
pondance de service dans leurs
pondance
relations reciproqu
es.
reciproques.
relations
ARTICLE 32.
32.
ARTICLE

Cartes d'identite.
1.—Chaque
Administration peut
peut
1.-Chaque Administration
delivrer, aux personnes qui en font
font
d6livrer,
la demande,
cartes d'identite
des cartes
demande, des
la
valables comme
comme pieces justificavalables
tives
pour toutes
transactions
les transactions
toutes les
tives pour
effectuees par les bureaux de poste
effectuees
des Pays
Pays qui
qui n'auraient
pas notifie
notifi6
n'auraient pas
des
leur
ref us de les
les admettre.
leur refus
2.—L'Administration
2.-L'Administration qui fait
delivrer une
carte d'identito
d'identit6 est
une carte
delivrer
autorisee a
a. percevoir,
percevoir, de ce chef,
autoris6e
une
taxe qui
ne peut etre suqui no
une taxe
a70 centimes.
perieure A

Equivalents.
Equivalents.

Forms. Language
Language
Forms.
1.
1. The forms used by the
Administrations in their reciproAdministrations
cal relations
relations shall be drawn up in
language, with or
the French language,
without
translation
without an interlinear translation
in
language, unless the
another language,
in another
Administrations
concerned arAdministrations concerned
range
otherwise by direct agreerange otherwise
ment.
2.
used by the
2. The forms used
public shall
interlinear
include an interlinear
shall include
public
translation in the French lanIantranslation
page when
when they are not printed
guage
m that
language.
that language.
in
3. The texts, colors and dimensions
forms mentioned
mentioned in
sions of the forms
Sections
2 shall be those
1 and 2
Sections 1
prescribed by the Regulations of
the
Convention and of the Agreethe Convention
ments.
may come
Administrations may
4. Administrations
to agreements
language
agreements as to the language
to
employed for official corto be employed
respondence
reciprocal
respondence in their reciprocal
relations.

Forms.
Forms.

Use of
of French
French lanUse
guage.
guage.

Texts, dimensions,
dimensions,
Texts,
etc.
etc.

correspondOfficial correspondence.
ence.

ARTICLE 32
32
ARTICLE
cards
Identity cards

1. Any
Administration may
Any Administration
1.
issue,
persons who apply for
issue, to persons
them, identity cards valid as
proof
of identity for all postproof of
office
office business in the countries
which have not given notice of
refusal to admit them.
their refusal
2.
The Administration
Administration issuing
2. The
to
an identity
identity card
card is
is authorized
authorized to
an
collect aa charge
charge therefor
therefor not excollect
ceeding 70 centimes.
centimes.
ceeding

Identity
of identity
Issuance of
Issuance
cards.

Charge.
Charge.
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from reRelease from
Release
responsibility.
sponsibility.

Validity.
Validity.

3.—Les Administrations
Administrations sont
sont
3.-Les
degagees
responsabilite
degagees de toute responsabilit6
lorsqu'il est etabli
quo la livraison
livraison
etabli que
lorsqu'il
d'un
payement
ou le payement
envoi postal ou
d'un envoi
d'un
lieu sur la prpreeu lieu
mandat aaeu
d'un mandat
sentation
d'identite
carte d'identite
d'une carte
sentation d'une
reguliere.
regulibre.
Elles ne
no sont
sont pas,
pas, non plus, resElles
ponsables des consequences
consequences quo
que
ponsables
peuvent
entratner la
la perte, la
peuvent entratner
soustraction
remploi fraudufraudusoustraction ou l'emploi
r6guleux
(rune carte d'identit6
d'identite rev.leux d'une
here.
litre.
4.—La carte
carte d'identite
d'identite est
e,st va4.-La
labia pendant
arts a
Apartir du
pendant trois ans
lable
jour
oie son
emission.
son emission.
jour de

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

released
Administrations are released
3. Administrations
from
it is
responsibility when it
from all responsibility
proved
that a
a mail
mail article
article was
proved that
delivered or a
a money
money order
order paid
delivered
upon presentation
presentation of a
a valid
upon
identity card.
Neither are they
they responsible
Neither
theft
for the consequences
consequences of loss, theft
or fraudulent
fraudulent use
a valid
use of a
or
identity card.

TITRE III.
III.
TITRE

4. The
valid
is valid
card is
The identity card
4.
for three years from the date of

issue.
issue.

TITLE
III
TITLE III

CONCERNING
PROVISIONS CONCERNING
CONCER- PROVISIONS
DISPOSITIONS
CONCERDISPOSITIONS
CORRESPONDENCE
POSTAL CORRESPONDENCE
WANT LES
TS CORRESPONCORRESPON- POSTAL
NANT
DANCES
POSTALES.
DANCES POSTALES.
CHAPITRE
I.
CHAPITRE I.
GENPRALES.
DISPOSITIONS
DISPOSITIONS GtNtRALES.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

33.
33.

Objets
correspondance.
Objets de correspondance.
Articles
of corre
correArticles of
spondence; definition.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER II
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL

ARTICLE
33
ARTICLE 33
Articles
correspondence
Articles of correspondence

d'objets de
La denomination
denomination &objets

correarticles of correThe term articles

tres, aux cartes postales
postales simples
et
avec r6ponse
reponse payee,
aux papay6e, aux
et aveo
piers
d'affaires, aux imprimes, aux
aux
piers d'affaires,
impressions
impressions en relief b.A l'usage des
aveugles, aux echantillons
echantillons de maraveugles,
chandises,
aux petits paquets
paquets et
chandises, auz
aux
,,Phonopost*.
aux envois dits «Ph,onopost*.
est
Le service des petits paquets
paquets eat
limite
conviennent
limit6 aux pays qui conviennent
de rassurer
l'assurer dans leurs relations
relations
reciproques
r6ciproques ou dans une seule
direction.
direction.

and
reply-paid post cards, comand reply-paid
mercial papers, prints, raised print
for the blind, samples of merchanmerchandise,
packets, and PhonoPhonodise, small packets,
post articles.

ARTICLE 34.
ARTICLE
34.

ARTICLE 34
34
ARTICLE

Taxes et conditions
conditions gne6rales.
generales.

Postage rates
rates and general
general
Postage
conditions
conditions

letters, single
correspondance s'applique
let-. spondence
spondence applies to letters,
s'applique aux letspondene; defntion. correspondance

Small
packets.
Small packets.

The
service of small
small packets is
The service
which
countries which
to the countries
limited to
agree to execute it in their reagree
ciprocal relations
relations or in one direcciprocal
tion only.

Postage rates.
rates.
Postage
d'affranchisse1.—Les taxes d'affranclaisse1.--Les
1. The
The postage rates for the
Limits
of weight
Limits of
weight
and
dimensions.
merit pour le
le transport
transport des objets
objets transportation
transportation of
of articles
articles of correcorreand dimensions.
ment

de correspondance
correspondence dans toute
touts
l'etendue de l'Union, y
y compris
l'etendue
leur remise
remise an
domicile des destiau domicile
nataires
pays oil
oil le service
service
les pays
nataires dans lea
de distribution est
eat on
ou sera organise,
les limites de
que lea
ganise, ainsi quo

spondence throughout the entire
spondence

extent of
of the
the Union,
including
Union, including
extent
their
delivery at the residence of
their delivery
the addressees
addressees in
in countries
countries where
where
the
delivery service is or may be
the delivery
established, and the limits of
established,

54 STAT.]
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poids et de dimensions
poids
dimensions sont
sont fixees weight and dimensions,
dimensions / are fixed
fixed
indications
accordance with the indications
conform6ment aux indications du in accordance
conformement
tableau
tableau ci-apres:
ci-apres:
of
following table:
table:
of the following

50

50

levee reponse payee
Papiers d'affaires
Minimum de taxe
Imprimes

as

P

&

d

a§

__

_ <

.gli
:-S

2.—Les limites
limites de
de poids
de
et de
poids et
2.-Les
dimensions
ne s'applis'appli§ 11ne
au §
fixees au
dimensions fixees
quent
aux correspondances
recorrespondances repas aux
quent pas
latives
au service
service postal,
postal, dont
il
dont il
latives au
est
question a
l'article 49,
49, +I§ 1,
1,
a l'article
est question
ci-apres.
ci-apres.
3.—Dans
les relations
relations avec
les
avec les
3.-Dans les
Administrations
ont donne
donne
qui ont
Administrations qui
lenr consentement,
chaque AdAdconsentement, chaque
leur
ministration a
faculte de
conde conla faculte
a la
ministration

(Length, breadth, and thickness combined, 80 cm.;
I but the greatest dimension may not exceed 28 cm.

3

03
I
a
o
.1
0

As for letters.
Prints sent open in the form of folded or unfolded
cards are subject to the same minimum limits as
post c,ards.

I

Maximum 16 by 10.8 cm.; minimum 10 by 7cm.

Length, breadth, and thickness combined, 90 cm.;
but greatest length, 60 cm.; in rolls: length and twice
the diameter, 100 cm.; but greatest length, 80 cm.

s-3 1

2o s°
g

I

Comme pour lea lettres.
Les imprimes expedies A decouvert sous forme de
cartes pliees ou non pliSes sont soumis aux memes
limites minima quo lea cartes postales.
,
Longueur, largeur et ipaisseur additionnees: 60 cm.,
sans que la plus grande dimension puisse &passer
26 cm.

.e
a
0

a

,J

S.

Zig
0

""

f,.

2 7kg
4 500g
8
8 1kg
40
16
430 g
10

12kg

c

re
20 {

g

}
echelon de poids
Ipar echelon supplementaire
Lewes f
ler

3-

....
.a
50
te

Impressions en relief pour les aveugles .
1000
Echantillons de marchandises
50
Minimum de tame
Petits paquets
60
Minimum de tare
ler Echelon de poida_ __
Envois .Pflonopost....1 par echelon supple- }
20 1
mentaire

Z

I

Limites

,:i

passe
r 8015X10,5
seira
1
cm.
If
.
Minima: 10X7 cm.
24
4 2kg
20
4 2kg (3 kg pour lea
volumes expIdles isolement)

2
2
2

Longueur, largeur et epaisseur additionnees: 90 cm.,
sans que la plus grande dimension puisse &passer 60
. cm.; en rouleaux: longueur et deux fois Is diametre:
100 cm., sans quo la plus grande dimension puisse dl-

-
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A
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2. The
limits of
of weight
weight and
and
2.
The limits

fixed by Section
dimensions fixed
Section 11 do
dimensions
not apply
apply to
to the correspondence
correspondence
not
relative
relative to the postal service
service menin Article
tioned
Article 49,
49, Section
Section 1,
1,
tioned in

hereafter.

3. In
In relations
relations with AdminisAdminis3.
trations which have
have given
given their
their
Administration has
consent, each Administration
the option of granting
granting to news-

fater.
Frnked
Franked matter.

Po.p.24.
pea. p. 2074.
Newspaperss and
Newspaper
and
"

Periciclicals.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ceder
aux journaux
journaux et
et 6crits
ecrits papers
periodicals published
published
ceder aux
]papers and periodicals
n its country
periodiques
dans son
country a
a reduction of 50
50
periodiques publies
publi6s dans
son pays
pays im
ime
de 50%
50% sur
le tarif
tarif per
cent in the general rate for
per cent
for
une reduction
r6duction de
sur le
general
des imprim6s,
imprimes, tout
reserving the right
right
general des
tout en
en se
se prints,.
])rints, while reserving
to limit that reduction to newsreservant le
le droit
droit de
cette to
reservant
de limiter
limiter cette
papers and periodicals
reduction aux
journaux et
periodicals sent direct
direct
reduction
aux journaux
et ecrits
ecrits papers
periodiques exp6di6s
expedies directement
publishers or their repreby the publishers
repreperiodiques
directement 1by
sentatives. There are excluded
Catalogs,
par les
les editeurs
on leurs
mand.a- E
sentatives.
excluded
atalogs, etc.
etc.
par
6diteurs ou
leurs mandataires.
reduc- from
regardless of
of
from the reduction, regardless
taires. Sont
Sont exclus
exclus de
de la
la r6duc;he regularity
tion,
quo soit
Boit is
regularity of their publication,
publication,
tion, quell°
quelle que
la regularite
r6gularit6 the
commercial prints such as catscatade leur
publication, les
les imprim6s
imprimes, commercial
de
leur publication,
commerciaux tels
this que
quo catalogues,
prospectuses, price lists, etc.
ogs, prospectuses,
commerciaux
catalogues, logs,
prospectus
prix courants,
courants, etc.
prospectus, prix
etc.
Bookt sheet msic,
Les
Administrations
Books,
music,
Les Administrations
peuvent
Administrations
with
peuvent
Administrations may
may also,
also, with
etc.
the consent of the Administrations
Administrations
egalement, avec
consentement the
avec le consentement
egalement,
of destination,
destinataires, of
destination, grant the same
des Administrations
Administrations destinataires,
reduction, irrespective
conceder la
memo reduction,
reduction, quels
quels reduction,
irrespective of the sendconceder
la meme
quo soient
soient les
expediteurs, aux
ers, to books and pamphlets,
pamphlets,
que
les expediteurs,
aux ors,
livres et
papiers de
de sheet-music
and maps
maps which
which do
do
sheet-music and
livres
et brochures,
brochures, aux
aux papiers
musique
contain any publicity
publicity or
admusique et aux
aux cartes
cartes geographigeographi- not
not contain
or adques qui no
contiennent aucune vertising
vertising other than that appearne contiennent
publicite
publicite ou
on r6clame
reclame autre
entre quo ing on the covers
covers or fly-leaves
fly-leaves of
cello qui figure sur
stir la
Is couverture these
celle
these articles.
ou lee
c,es envois.
les pages de garde de ces
Miimm charge.
charge.
D'une maniere
Minimum
Thane
In
general manner,
the Admaniere generale,
generale, les AdAdIn aa general
manner, the
Administrations
out ministrations
ministrations expeditrices
expeditrices qui ont
ministrations of
of origin which have
have
admis en principe
de accepted,
admis
principe la
La reduction
reduction de
accepted, in
in principle,
principle, the reducreduc60% se reservent la
50%
la faculte de
de tion of
of 50
50 per cent, reserve
reserve the
the
fixer,
lee envois vises aux ler
1er right
articles confixer, pour
pour les
right to fix,
fix, for the
the articles
conc?,-dessus, un
templated in
in the
the 1st
1st and
and 2d
parset 2e alineas
alin&as ci-dessus,
un mansmini- templated
2d paramum de perception
perception qui,
qui, tout en graphs above, aa minimum charge
restant dans
which, while
while remaining
restant
dans les
lee limites des 50%
50% which,
remaining within
within
de reduction,
reduction, ne soit
soil pas inferieur
inferieur the limits of the reduction
reduction of 50
d la taxe applicable
a
applicable aux memes
lames per
cent, is
is not
not lower
lower than
than the
the
per cent,
objets dans
dans tour
leur service interne.
objets
interne,
charge
applicable to
same
charge applicable
to the
the same
articles in their domestic service.
Restriction
on ararRestriction on
4.—Les
autres que
lee
4.
Articles other
other than
than regisregis4.-Les envois
envois autres
que les
4. Articles
tides.
tiles.
lettres recommandees
recommandees sous enve- tered
letters in
in sealed
sealed envelopes
tered letters
envelopes
loppe close ne peuvent renfermer
renfermer may
contain coins, bankbankmay not contain
des pieces
pikes de monnaie, des billets notes,
paper money
notes, paper
money or any values
values
de banque, des billets de monnaie
monnaie payable
payable to
to the
the bearer;
bearer; manufacmanufacou
quelconques an
au tured
au des valeurs quelconques
tured or unmanufactured
unmanufactured platiplatiporteur, du platine, de l'or ou
on de num,
gold or
silver; precious
precious
num, gold
or silver;
l'argent, manufactures
l'argent,
manufactures ou
on non, des stones,
stones, jewelry,
other precious
precious
jewelry, or
or other
pierreries, des bijoux et autres articles.
articles.
objets precieux.
precieux.
Enclosures intended
intended
5.—Les Administrations
Administrations des
des
5. The
The Administrations
Administrations of
the
5.-Les
5.
of the
forEnclosures
other than
addressee.
dressee.
pays d'origine et de destination
destination countries
origin and
and destinacountries of
of origin
destinala facult6
ont is
faculte de traitor,
Belau leur
lour ton
have the
the option
option of
of treating,
treating,
traiter, selon
tion have
legislation interne,
interne, les lettres qui in
accordance with
with their
in accordance
their domestic
domestic
contiennent des documents ayant
ayant legislation,
legislation, letters
letters which
which contain
contain
le caractere
caractere de correspondence
correspondence documents
having the
the character
character
documents having
actuelle
personnelle a
A l'adresse
actuelle et personnelle
l'adresse of
correspondence
of actual
actual personal
personal correspondence
de personnes
que le desti- addressed
personnes autres quo
addressed to persons other than
nataire on
ou les
habitant the
lee personnes
persormes habitant
the addressee
persons residing
addressee or
or persons
residing
avec ce dernier.
'with the
the latter.
latter.
with
Commernal
6.-Sauf les
Commerchtl papers,
papers,
6.—Sauf
lee exceptions
exceptions prevues
pr6vues
6. With
With the
the exceptions
pro6.
exceptions proetc.
au
les papiers d'af- vided
an Reglement,
Reglement, lee
vided for
for in
in the
the Regulations,
Regulations,
faires,
les imprimes,
e impresfafres, lee
imprimes, (es
irnpres- commercial
papers, prints, prints
commercial papers,

STAT.]
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l'usage des aveugles, les for the use of the blind, samples of
sions da l'usage
echantillons
marchandises et merchandise,
6chantillons de marchandises
merchandise, and small packets
shall:
les petits paquets:
a) .doivent etre conditionnes
conditionnes de
(a)
(a) be made up in such aa way
maniere a
a pouvoir etre facilement
facilement as to be able to be easily
easily inmaniere
verifies;
spected;
v6rifi6s;
spected;
b) ne
no peuvent
peuvent porter aucune
aucune
(b)
bear any annotation
annotation or
or
(b) not bear
annotation ni contenir aucun docu- contain
contain any document
document having the
ment ayant le caractere
caractere de cor- character
character of actual personal corment
respondanc eactuelle
actuelle et
personnelle ;respondence;
respondence;
etpersonnelle;
respondance
c) ne
no peuvent contenir aucun
aucun
(c)
(c) not contain any postage
prepayment,
timbre-poste, aucune formule d'af- stamp or form of prepayment,
canceled or uncanceled,
uncanceled, or any
oblit6ers ou non, canceled
franchissement, °Miter&
franchissement,
paper representing
papier representatif
representing aavalue.
repr6sentatif d'une paper
ni aucun papier
valeur.
samples of mer7.—Les paquets
paquets d'echantillons
7. Packages
Packages of samples
d'echantillons
7.-Les
contain any
de
marchandises ne
no peuvent ren- chandise may not contain
de marchandises
salable value.
article having aasalable
fermer aucun objet ayant
ayant une article
valeur marchande.
marchande.
8.—Le
service of Phonopost
Phonopost
service des envois "Pho- 8.
8.-Le service
8. The service
Pays qui se articles
articles is limited to the countries
nopost" est limite aux Pays
pour which
sont
declares
d'accord
d'accord pour
which have agreed to exchange
sont declares
ech,anger ces
leurs such
dans leurs
soit dans
such articles, either in their reenvois, soil
ces envois,
echanger
relations reciproques,
reciproques, soil
relations or in one direcsoit dans un ciprocal
ciprocal relations
relations
tion only.
soul sons.
sens.
seul
Les
dispositions applicables
The provisions
applicable to
provisions applicable
applicables aux The
Les dispositions
likewise applicable
applicable to
lettres s'appliquent
egalement aux letters are likewise
s'appliquent egalement
lettres
envois
"Phonopost" en tout ce qui Phonopost
Phonopost articles, in regard to
envois "Phonopost"
everything not expressly prepour everything
n'est
expressement prevu pour
pas expressement
n'est pas
latter class of
of
scribed for the latter
cette
derniere categorie
d'envots.
categorie d'envois.
cette derniere
articles.
articles.
9.
inclusion in aa single
9. The inclusion
9.—La
envoi
r6union en un seul envoi
9.-La reunion
package of articles
articles of correspondcorrespondd'objets
correspondance de ca- package
de correspondance
d'objets de
ence of
classes (grouped
(grouped
different classes
of different
tegories
group6s) ence
diff6rentes (obj ets groupes)
tegories differentes
the
under
authorized
is
authorized
articles)
est
autorisee
dans
les
conditions
dans
est autoris6e
Regulaconditions fixed
fixed by the Regulaconditions
fixees
Reglement.
fixees par le Reglement.
tions.
10. With
With the exceptions
exceptions pro10.—Sauf les
exceptions prevues
prevues
les exceptions
10.-Sauf
and
137
the
Convention
and
Convention
by
for
vided
Reglepar
la
son
Regleet
Convention
la
par
its Regulations,
Regulations, articles which do
ment, il
flux its
donn6 cours aux
n'est pas donne
il n'est
ment,
envois qui
qui ne
no remplissent
remplissent pas les not fulfill the conditions preenvois
scribed by the present
present Article
conditions requises
present scribed
requises par le present
conditions
the
corresponding
Articles
Articles
corresponding
the
and
article
at
les
articles
corresles
par
et
article
Regulations are not forthe Regulations
of the
Rbglement.
pondants du Reglement.
warded.
Articles
Articles which have been
Les objets
auraient ete
objets qui auraient
Les
wrongly accepted
accepted shall be readmis
tort doivent
etre renvoyes wrongly
doivent 6tre
admis aatort
the country of origin.
to the
turned to
d'origine. turned
1'Administration d'origine.
A l'Administration
Administration of
Toutefois,
1'Administration de des- However, the Administration
Toutefois, l'Administration
destination is
authorized to deis authorized
tination
remettre destination
autorisee les remettre
est autoriseea
tination est
addressees.
flux
ce cas, elle liver them to the addressees.
Dans ce
destinataires. Dans
aux destinataires.
case, it
it applies to them,
a case,
Jour applique,
applique, s'il y
yaalieu,
lieu, les taxes In such a
leur
rates and suret surtaxes
surtaxes prevues
prevues pour
cat& if need be, the rates
pour la cat6et
charges prescribed
prescribed for the class
gorie
dans charges
correspondances dans
de correspondances
orie de
correspondence in which they
laquelle les font placer leur
Jour con- of correspondence
Laquelle
placed because of
have to be placed
tenu,
leur poids ou leurs dimen- have
tenu, lour
their contents,
contents, weight or dimensions. En ce
ce qui concerne les their
sions.
exceeding
As for articles exceeding
sions. As
envois depassant
limites de sions.
depassant les limites
envois
weight-limits fixed
fixed
maximum weight-limits
poids maxima
ils the maximum
fixes au §§ 1, us
maxima fixees
poids

Samples of merchandise.

t

"Phonopost"
serv" serv
"Phonopos

ice limited.
limited.

Provisions applicaProvisions
ble.

Grouped
Grouped articles.

Articles
Articles
warded.
warded.

Wrongly
Wrongly
articles.

not

for-

accepted
accepted

Articles exceeding
exceeding
Articles
Smite.
weight limits.
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1, they may be rated
peuvent
taxes d'apres
leur by Section 1,
peuvent etre
Atre tax6s
d'aprfs leur
in accordance
accordance with their actual
poids
poids reel.
reel.
weight.
ARTICLE 35
35
ARTICLE
ARTICLE
35.
ARTICLE 35.
Prepayment
Prepayment

Affranchissement.
Affranchissement.
En
regle generale,
tons les
envois
En regle
generale, tous
les envois
design&
doivent 6tre
etre
l'article 33
33 doivent
a Particle
designes a
completement
affranchis
par
par
affranchis
completement
l'expediteur.
1'expediteur.
Unprepaid,
aretc., arUnprepaid, etc.,
11
n'est pas
donne cours
cours aux
aux
11 n'est
pas donne
ticles.
envois non
non ou
insuffisamment afou insuffisamment
envois
franchis autres
et
lettres et
que les
les lettres
autres quo
franchis
les
ni aux
aux
simples, ni
postales simples,
les cartes
cartes postales
cartes postales
payee
avec reponse
r6ponse payee
cartes
postales a,vec
dont
les deux
no sent
pas
sont pas
parties ne
deux parties
dont les
entierement
affranchies an
au momoentierement affranchies
ment
d6p6t.
ment du depet.
Prepayment.
Prepayment.

general rule, all the artia general
As a
cles designated
designated in Article 33 must
must
be fully prepaid by the sender.
Articles other than letters and
single post cards which are unsingle
insufficiently prepaid,
prepaid or insufficiently
or reply post cards both halves
of which are not fully prepaid at
not
the time of mailing, are not
dispatched.
dispatched.

ARTICLE
36.
ARTICLE 36.

ARTICLE 36
ARTICLE
36

on unprepaid
or insuffiTaxe
cas d'absence
d'absence ou
unprepaid or
insuffiou d.'insuffid'insuffi- Charge
Charge on
Taxe en
en cas
ctently prepaid
correspondence
ciently
prepaid correspondence
sauce d'affranchissement
d'affranchissement.
sance
En
cas d'absence
d'absence ou
En cas
ou d'insuffid'insuffidance
et sauf
sance d'affranchissement
d'affranchissement et
les
par l'artide
'article
prevues par
les exceptions
exceptions prevues
Part, pp. 2078,
2078, 2137, 54,
Post,
re,comenvois recomles envois
pour les
6, pour
§ 5,
64, §
2138.
mandes et par
mandes
par I'article
Particle 147, §§ 3,
4
et 5,
Reglementpour certaines
certaines
4 et
5, du
du Reglementpour
categories d'envois
reexpedies, les
les
d'envois r6exp6di6s,
categories
lettres
et les
les cartes
cartes postales
postales simples
lettres et
sent passibles,
charge des
des
la charge
sont
passibles, A la
destinataires, d'une
taxe double
destinataires,
d'une taxe
double du
montant
de
1' affrancbi ssement
montant
de l'affranchissement
manquant,
quo cette taxa
manquant, sans
sans que
taxe
puisse etre inferieure
puisse
a, 5
inf6rieure &
5 centimes.
centimes.
Improperly
disImproperly disLe memo
m8me traitement
traitement pout
peut etre
patched articles.
articles.
patched
applique, dans
les cas
cas precites,
aux
applique,
dans les
precites, aux
autres objets
objets de
de correspondance
autres
correspondance
qui auraient
ete transmis
transmis a
tort an
qui
auraient et6
&tort
au
pays de
de destination.
destination.

nnpreCharge on =prepaid,
correspondpaid, etc.,
etc., correspondence.

With the exceptions provided
provided
for by Article 54, Section 5, for
for
registered
Article
registered articles, and by Article
147, Sections 3, 4, and 55 of the
147,
Regulations for certain classes of
Regulations
redirected articles, letters and sinredirected
gle post cards
cards not prepaid or
or
insufficiently prepaid are liable to
insufficiently
charge equal
equal to double the
aa charge
amount
to
amount of the missing postage, to
be paid by the addressee;
addressee; but that
that
charge
charge may not be lower than 55
centimes.
centimes.
same treatment may be
The same
applied,
applied, in the cases
cases above contemplated, to other articles
articles of
templated,
correspondence
correspondence which have been
been
improperly
improperly dispatched
dispatched to the
country of destination.
destination.
country

ARTICLE 37.
37.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 37
ARTICLE
37

Surtaxes.
Surtaxes.

Surcharges
Surcharges

Extraordinary
Extraordinary services.

objet transporte
Pour tout objet
transport6 par
des services extraordinaires
extraordinaires donspeciaux, il
ii
nant lieu a,A des frais speciaux,
pout etre pergu, en sus des taxes
peut
fixees
fix6es par Particle
'article 34,
34, une
une surtax°
surtaxe
en rapport avec
avec ces
ces frais.

Reply-paid
Reply-paid post

Lorsque le tarif d'affroachisseLorsque
d'affrainchissement de la carte postale
postale simple
comprend la surtaxe autoris6e
autorisee par
l'alinta precedent, ce memo
l'alinea
m6me tarif

There may
may be collected,
collected, in
addition to the rates fixed by
Article 34, for every
every article
article transported
ported by extraordinary
extraordinary services
involving special
sur-ssur
p
ao
lsexpenses,
expenses,
o a u
invLigvei
proportionate to a
those
charge n proportionate
those
expenses.
ch
expenses.
When the rate of prepayment
prepayment
card includes
of the single post card
includes
the surcharge
surcharge authorized
authorized by the
preceding
paragraph, the same
preceding paragraph,

cards.
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est
applicable a
a chacune
chacune des par- rate is applicable
applicable to each half of
est applicable
ties
de la
avec r6re- the reply-paid post card.
postale avec
carte postale
la carte
ties de
ponse
ponse payee.
ARTICLE
38.
ARTICLE 38.

ARTICLE 38
38
ARTICLE

Taxes speciales.
speciales.
Taxes

charges
Special charges

1.—Les
Administrations sont
sont
1.-Les Administrations
autorisees a
a frapper d'une taxe
autorisees
additionnelle,
selon les
disposiles disposiadditionnelle, selon
tions de
de leur legislation,
legislation, les obtions
d'exjets remis
remis aa leurs
services d'exleurs services
jets
pedition en
en dernibre
derniere limite
d'heure.
limite d'heure.
pedition
2.—Les objets
adresses poste
objets adresses
2.-Les
restante peuvent
peuvent etre
par
frappes par
etre frappes
restante
Administrations des pays de
les Administrations
destination
speciale qui
la taxe speciale
de la
destination de
serait
par leur legislation
legislation
prevue par
serait prevue
nature du
pour
objets de
de meme nature
les objets
pour les
regime
interne.
regime interne.
3.—Les
Administrations des
Administrations
3.-Les
pays de
destination sont
autorisees
sont autorisees
de destination
pays
percevoir une
speciale de 40
taxe speciale
une taxe
aapercevoir
centimes au
maximum pour
chaque
pour chaque
au maximum
centimes
petit paquet
paquet remis
remis au
destinataire.
au destmataire.
petit
augmentee de
Cette taxe
taxe peut
peut etre augmentee
Cette
20 centimes
centimes au
maximum en cas
au maximum
20
de
remise aadomicile.
de remise

ARTICLE 39
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
39.
ARTICLE 39.
Objets
Objets

passibles
de
passibles de
dou ane.
douane.

Late fees.
ees.
Administrations are Late
The Administrations
1. The
authorized to
to charge
charge late fees in
authorized
accordance with
with the
the provisions of
accordance
their own
legislation for articles
own legislation
their
posted in their
their services for disposted
patch after
after the
the mails
mails have closed.
patch
General delivery
delivery
ceneral
2.
Articles addressed
addressed to general
general charges.
2. Articles
delivery may
may be
the chge
subjected by the
be subjected
delivery
Administrations
Administrations of the countries
of
destination to such special
of destination
charge
prescribed by
by
as may be prescribed
charge as
their
legislation for
articles of
of
for articles
their legislation
in the domestic
the same
same kind in
the
service.
service.
Special ccharges.
arges.
3.
The Administrations
Administrations of the special
3. The
are
countries
of
destination
are
destination
of
countries
authorized to
a special
levy a
to levy
authorized
charge of
of 40
most
centimes at most
40 centimes
charge
packet delivered
for each
delivered
each small packet
for
charge
to the
addressee. That
That charge
the addressee.
to
may
be increased
increased by
centimes
20 centimes
by 20
may be
delivery at
at most
most in
in case
case of
at
of delivery
at
the addressee's
addressee's residence.
residence.
the

droits
droits

de
de

Les
et les
les imimpaquets et
petits paquets
Les petits
primes
de droits
droits de
doude doupassibles de
prim6s passibles
ane sont
sont admis.
admis.
ane
et
lettres et
Ii
meme des lettres
de memo
est de
en est
II en
des
marchandises
de marchandises
6chantillons de
des echantillons
contenant
objets passibles
passibles de
de
des objets
contenant des
droits
de douane
douane lorsque
le pays
pays
lorsque le
droits de
de
son concondonne son
a donne
destination a
de destination
sentement.
sentement.
Les
de vacvacet de
serums et
de serums
envois de
Les envois
cins, b6n6ficiant
beneficiant de
de l'exception
l'exception
cins,
stipulee a
Particle 123
Regledu RBgle123 du
a Particle
stipulee
ment, sont
tous les
dans tous
admis dans
sont admis
ment,
cas.
cas.
ARTICLE 40.
40.
ARTICLE

Dutiable
articles
Dutiable articles
Small packets
packets and
and prints liable
Small
to
customs duty
duty are admitted.
to customs

Dutiable articles.

The same
same applies
applies to
to letters
letters
The
and samples
samples of
merchandise conof merchandise
and
taining dutiable
dutiable articles
articles when the
taining
country of
destination has
given
has given
of destination
country
its
its consent.
Shipments
vacserums and vacShipments of serums
cines, benefiting
benefiting by the exception
exception
cines,
the
stipulated by
by Article
of the
Article 123 of
stipulated
Regulations, are admitted
admitted in all
Regulations,
cases.
cases.

Post, p. 2123.
2123.
Pot,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 40
40

Controle douanier.
douanier.
Contr6le

Customs inspection
inspection
Customs

L'Administration
pays desdesdu pays
L'Administration du
tinataire est
est autorisee
autorisee aA, soumetsoumettinataire
tre au
controle douanier
douanier les
envois
les envois
au controle
tre
cites aa larticle
Particle 39
39 et,
le cas
cas
et, le
cites
echeant,
les ouvrir
ouvrir d'office.
d'office.
echeant, aA, les

The
of the
Administration of
The Administration
country of destination
destination is authorcountry
ized to
to submit
submit the articles menized
tioned
in Article
Article 39
39 to customs
tioned in
to
inspection and,
necessary, to
and, if necessary,
inspection
them officially.
open them

Customs inspection.

2070
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ARTICLE
41.
ARTICLE 41.

ARTICLE 41
41
ARTICLE

Droit
dedouanement.
de d6douanement.
Droit de

Customs-clearance
Customs-clearancefee

Les envois
contr6le
soumis au contrele
envois soumis
Les
douanier
dans le
pays de
de destinale pays
douanier dans
tion
peuvent etre
ce
de ce
frappes de
etre frappes
tion peuvent
chef,
au titre
postal, d'un
d'uu droit de
titre postal,
chef, au
dedouanement de 40 centimes au
dedouanement
maximum par envoi.

Articles submitted
submitted to customs
customs
Articles
inspection in the country of
of
inspection
destination
charged on
destination may be charged
that account, by the postal
postal service,
with a
a customs-clearance
fee
customs-clearance fee
ice, with
of 40 centimes
centimes at most per article.

42.
ARTICLE 42.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 42
42
ARTICLE

Droits de
douane et autres droits
de douane
Droits
non postaux.
postaux.
non
Les
Administrations sont
autosont autoLes Administrations
risees
a percevoir,
lea destinedestinapercevoir, sur les
risees A
lea droits de
envois, les
taires des envois,
douane et
autres droits non
tous autres
et tous
douane
postaux eventuels.
eventuels.
postaux

Customs
and other
nonother nonduties and
Customs duties
postal charges
charges
postal

ARTICLE 43.
43.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
43
ARTICLE 43

Envois
francs de
de droits.
d.roits.
Envois francs

Prepayment
Prepayment of customs duty, etc.

les
1.—Pans lee
relations entre lee
les relations
1.-Dans
pays qui
qui se
(leder& d'accord
se sont declares
pays
peua
cet 6gard,
egard, les expediteurs
exp6diteurs penA cet
vent
Aleur charge, moyenvent prendre A
nant
pr6alable au budeclaration prealable
nant declaration
reau
depart, la totalit6
totalite des
reau de d6part,
droits
postaux et non postaux dont
droits postaux
grev6s A
lea envois sont groves
A, la livraison.
livraison.
les

1.
relations between counIn relations
1. In
tries
which have come to an agreeagreetries which
ment
senders may,
ment to that effect, senders
by
previous declaradeclaraa previous
means of a
by means
tion
at the office
office of mailing,
tion at
assume
payment of the whole of
assume payment
the
postal and non-postal
non-postal charges
charges
the postal
with
articles are
the articles
which the
with which
assessed
assessed on delivery.
In
senders must
case, senders
a case,
such a
In such
amounts as
promise to pay such amounts
may be claimed by the office of
destination,
need be, post
destination, and, if need
sufficient
sufficient surety.

Payment
charges
Payment of charges
sender.
by sender.

Surety.

Commission fee.
fee.
Commiaaon

Limitation.
Limitaton.

Dans
les expediteurs
Pans ce cas, lee
expediteurs
doivent s'engager
lee
payer les
s'engager a.a payer
doivent
reelspourraient etre r6clasommes qui pourmient
mees
le bureau destinataire
destinataire et,
parle
mees par
le
echeant, verser
verser des arrhes
cas dcheant,
le cas
suffisantes.
suffisantes.
L'Administration
L'Administration

destinataire

eat autorisee A.
percevoir un droit
droit
A percevoir
est
peut d6pasno pout
depasde commission
commission qui ne
ser 40
40 centimes
centimes par
par envoi.
envoi. Ce
ser
droit
celui qui
ind6pendant de celui
est independent
droit eat
eat
Particle 41.
41.
prevu aA. l'article
est prevu
2.-Toute
a le
2.—Toute Administration
Administration a
droit de limiter le service des
francs de droits aux objets
objets
envois francs
recommand6s.
recommandes.
ARTICLE 44.
44.
ARTICLE

Administrations are auThe Administrations
thorized to collect
from the
collect from
thorized
addressees of mail articles the
addressees
customs
duties and all other nonnoncustoms duties
postal
charges which may be due.
postal charges

Administration of destinaThe Administration
authorized to collect aa
tion is authorized
commission fee which may not
commission
exceed
exceed 40 centimes per article.
independent of the one
This fee is independent
provided
41.
provided for by Article 41.
Administration has the
Any Administration
2. Any
right
to limit
prepayment
limit this prepayment
right to
service to registered articles.
articles.
ARTICLE 44
ARTICLE

Cancelation of customs duty and
Annulation
Annulation des droits de douane Cancelation
et autres
autres droits
other non-postal
other
non-postal charges
charges
droits non postaux.
et
Cancelatlon of
Cancelation
non-postal charges.
charges
non-postal

Les
s'engagent
Administrations s'engagent
Les Administrations
intervenir aupres
aupres des services
a intervenir
interesses de leur pays pour que
quo
intresses
lea droits de douane
douane et autres
les
annules
droits non postaux soient annul&
renvoy&s au pays
les envois renvoyes
sur lea
d'origine, detruits pour cause d'a-

The Administrations
Administrations undertake
to
representations to the
to make representations
interested
interested services of their counwith a
a view
view to having the
tries with
customs duties
duties and other noncustoms
charges annulled on articles
postal charges
returned to the country of origin,
returned
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vane
complete du contenu ou destroyed
destroyed because of complete
varie complete
reexpedies
deterioration
contents, or
deterioration of the contents,
r6expedi6s sur un tiers pays.
a third country.
forwarded
forwarded to a
ARTICLE
45.
ARTICLE 45.

ARTICLE 45
ARTICLE
45

Envois
expres.
Envois expres.

Special-delivery
articles
Special-delivery articles

Special-delivery
at.
r.
spiic
"'le
correspondence tides.
1.
of correspondence
Articles of
1. Articles
senders,
the
of
request
the
are
at
the
are,7 at
delivered to the addressees by
delivered
special messenger
messenger immediately
immediately
after
after their arrival, in countries
les Administrations
Administrations consentent
a whose Administrations
Administrations agree to
consentent A
les
se charger
charger de
de ce
dans lours
undertake that service in their
leurs undertake
service dans
ce service
se
reciprocal
relations
reciproques.
reciprocal relations.
relations reciproques.
Pee.
spe- F"
known as
2. Such articles, known
2.—Ces
as spequalifi6s «exenvois, qualifies
2.-Ces envois,
in
liable,
are
articles,
cial-delivery
pres*,
sont
soumis,
en
sus
du
port
cial-delivery
articles,
port
pres,, sont soumis, en sus
addition .to the regular postage,
ordinaire, aa une
une taxe
speciale addition
postage,
taxe sp6ciale
ordinaire,
a special
s'elevant,_ an
an mon- to a
special fee amounting
amounting at least
least
minimum, au
au minimum,
s'6levant,
ordinary
tant de
de l'affranchissement
l'affranchissement d'une
d'une to the postage on an ordinary
tant
single-rate letter, and at most to
lettre ordinaire
de port
et single-rate
simple et
port simple
ordinaire de
lettre
This fee must be
au maximum
maximum A
60 centimes.
centimes. Cette 60 centimes.
A60
au
prepaid.
fully
taxe
etre acquittee
acquittee completedoit etre
taxe doit
ment
l'avance.
a l'avance.
ment a
Special m'essng
messenger
sPl
3. When
addressee's resi- fes
the addressee's
When the
3.—Lorsque
3.-Lorsque le domicile du des- 3.
local
the
dence
is
situated
outside
tinataire se
se trouve en dehors du dence is situated
tinataire
office of
of
delivery zone of the office
rayon de
distribution locale du delivery
de distribution
rayon
destination, delivery by special
bureau de
de destination, la remise destination,
bureau
may give rise to the
messenger may
a la messenger
par
donner lieu a.
par expres pent donner
collection of a
a supplementary
supplementary
perception
d'une taxe complecompl& collection
perception d'une
that colcharge
exceeding
exceeding
not
charge
de
mentaire
concurrence
jusqu'A concurrence
mentaire jusqu'a
lected in
service for
domestic service
in the domestic
pour les objets lected
fixee pour
celle
est fixee
qui est
celle qui
of the same kind.
articles of
de meme nature
regime in- articles
du regime
nature du

1.—Les objets
corresponobjets de correspon1.-Les
dance
demande des exla demande
a la
sont, a
dance sont,
pediteurs, remis
domicile par
remis aa. domicile
pediteurs,
porteur special
imm6diatement
special immediatement
porteur
apres
l'arrivee, dans
les pays dont
dans les
apres l'arriv6e,

de meme
terne.
However,
La
toutsHowever, special delivery is
n'est touteexpres n'est
par expres
remise par
La remise
obligatory in such cases.
fois pas
pas obligatoire
obligatoire dans
cas.
not obligatory
ce cas.
dans ce
fois
articles
Special-delivery
4.
4.—Les
objets
expres
non
corn4.
Special-delivery
.
articles
4.-Les objets expres non comof
amount
total
which
upon
pletement
affranchis
pour
le
monwhich
the
total
amount
pletement affranchis pour le monadvance
payable
tant
total
des
taxes
payables
A
the
charges
payable
in
advance
a
tant total des taxes payables
l'avance
prepaid are dedeles has not been prepaid
par les
distribu6s par
sont distribues
l'avance sont
means,
ordinary
the
livered
moyens
ordinaires,
a.
moms
qu'ils
hvered
by
ordinary
qu'ils
moyens ordinaires, a moins
treated as
n'aient
ete trait&
as
expres unless they have been treated
comme expres
traites comme
n'aient et6
by
articles
special-delivery
par
le
bureau
d'origine.
Dana
special-dehvvy
by the
the
ce
par le bureau d'origine. Dans
latter
In the
demier
cas, les
les envois
envois sont
sont taxes
taxes office of origi.
origin.
the latter
dernier cas,
in
rated
are
articles
the
d'apres
les
dispositions
de
l'article
case,
the
articles
are
rated
in
Particle
de
les dispositions
d'apres
the provisions
36.
accordance
with the
provisions
with
accordance
36.
of
Article 36.
36.
of Article
permissible for
is permissible
5. It
5.—ll est
loisible aux
aux AdminisAdminis5.
It is
for AdAdest loisible
5.-in
one
only
make
to
ministrations
trations
de
s'en
tenir
a.
un
seul
essai
ministrations
to
make
only
one
essai
seul
un
a
trations de s'en tenir
special
deliver
to
attempt
de
remise
par
expres.
Si
cet
essai
attempt
by
de remise par exprbs. Si cet essai
est
l'objet peut
peut etre
messenger. If such attempt
attempt is
is
etre messenger.
infructueux, l'objet
est infructueux,
may be
article
the
unsuccessful,
traite
comme un
the article may be
un envoi ordinaire. unsuccessful,
trait6 comme
treated as
as an
an ordinary
ordinary article.
article.
treated
ARTICLE
46.
ARTICLE 46.
Interdictions.
Interdictions.

Ante, p. 2058.
p. 28
A,

Unsuccessful delivdeUvery attempts.

ue

ARTICLE
46
ARTICLE 46
Prohibitions
Prohibitions

1.—L'expedition des
des objets
objets vis6s
vises
1. The
The sending
sending of
of the
the articles
articles
1.
1.-L'expedition
dans la
la colonne
ci- mentioned
mentioned in
Column 1
1 of
of the
in Column
tableau cidu tableau
1 du
colonne 1
dans
19347W-41—PT.
11--53
193470--41-PT. u--53

17nprepaid articles.
artile-.
unprepald

artiles.
Prohibited articles.
Prohibited

2072
2072
Treatment of
of
Treatment
wrongly accepted
accepted ararwrongly
ticles.
ticles.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

apres est
interdite. Lorsque
Lorsque les
les
apres
est interdite.
envois
contiennent ces
obj eta
ces objets
qui contiennent
envois qui
out
admis A
atort
tort a
aPexpedition,
l'exp6dition,
ont et6
6t6 admis
ils
traitement indile traitement
ils doivent
doivent subir le
que
2.
colonne 2.
la colonne
qu6 dans is
Traltement
Traitement des envois
admis ft8 tort
tort

Articles
Arcles

Treatment of articles
articles
wrongly
wrongly accepted
accepted

11

2
2

11

2
2

}

Reservation.
Reservation.

table
When
is prohibited.
prohibited. When
below is
table below
mail
them have
containing them
mail articles containing
been
accepted for mailing,
wrongly accepted
been wrongly
they
treatment
undergo the treatment
they shall undergo
indicated in Column
indicated
Column 2.

Objets
Objets

Les objets qui, par leur
a) Lesobjetsquiiparleur
nature on leur emballage,
prpenvent preballage, peuvent
senter du
du danger
danger
senter
pour I
lea
CS agents, salir
salir
on deteriorer
deteriorer les
les corcorrespondences;
respondances;
b)
les objets
passibles de
de
b) lea
objets paaasbles
ae douane
douane
droits de
(sant
les exceptions
(sauf les
exceptions
prevues a
a l'artile
Particle
prevues
traitor selon
39) ainsi
qua leas
les a tratter
les
selon les
39)
ansi que
raglernents
rgtlements inteechantillonsexpedies
echantillonsexp6edie
stems
PAden
vae
de l'Adrieurs de
nombre en
en vue
en nombre
ministration qui
ministration
d'eviter
Is pereepperepd'eviter la
an constate
oonstate is
tion
droits;
la
en
tion de
de ces
ces droits;
c)
Peplum, la
la morphine,
presence; toutetoutepresence;
morphine.
c) l'opium,
la
et
fois, les objets
objets
atres
fois,
la cocaine
ea
et entree
vises
sous 0)
no
stupeilants;
viste sons
c) ne
stpediants;
sent
en auerro.css
sonten
anemcas
d) lesobets
les objets dontl'admisdont Padmission oula circulation
ni
sionoulacirculation
ni aehemtnes
achemints a
eat
interdite dans
destination,
ni
ni
le
destination,
est interdite
dans le
delivres aux
our despays
destination;
desdlivres
pays de
de destination;
tinatairea,nironvivant%
tinataires,nirene) les
les animanx
animaux vivants,
Perception:
voyte aPorigine;
voyes
al'orlgtne;
l'exeeption:
1?
des sang1I des
des abeilles,
abeilles, dessangsaes
sues et des vers a
sole:
sole;
et des deparasitesof
f°
t? des parasites
structeurs
d'inseetes`
structeurs d'insectes
au
nocifs destinésl
noeifs
destins au
amtrIlle
ea incontrole de ces
sectes
&chantes
sectes et &bangle
entre les
les institutions
entre
institutions
officiellement
teemofficietement reeonflues;
nues;
f)
les
matieres
explosibles,
aAdltruire
explosibles,
f) les matires
detruire sur
our place
place
inflammables on
ou danpar PAdminisl'Adminisgereuses;
tration qui en
on
gereuses;
tration
g)
obseenes on
constate la preou
constate
0) les
les objets
objets obscenes
immoraux;
sence.
sence.
immoraux;

Notification of disNotification
posal.
posal.
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2. — D ans les cas oi
oil des
2.-Dans
des envois
envois
admis a tort aA. Pexpedition
l'expedition ne
seraient ni renvoyes a
a. Porigin
l'origine, ni
remis
remis au destinataire,
destinataire, 'Adlminisetre intration expeditrice doit 8tre
inforrnee,
precise, du
formee, d'une maniere pr6cise,
A ces
traitement
traitement applique
applique A.
ces envois.

tle

(a) Articles
Articles which,
which, by
(a)
their nature
nature or packpacktheir
ing, may
may expose
expose
ing,
postal employees
employees to
danger, or soil or
damage the
the mails;
(b)
Articles liable
liable to
cus(b) Article
to cusduty (with the
toms duty
exceptions provided
exceptions
To be
be treated
acin acfor by Article 39),
39), as To
treated in
cordance with
with the
the
well as samples sent
cordance
domestic regulain quantities
quantities for the
the
domestic
tions of
purpose of avoiding
avoiding
tions
of the
the Adpurpose
ministration
ministration
ofsuch
such
the collection of
which
discovers
which
duty;
duty;
their presence;
presence;
(c) Opium,
Opium, morphine,
cotheir
morphine, co(c)
however, the articaine, and other narhowever,
caine,
cles
mentioned
cles
mentioned
cotics;
eotics;
under (c) are in
in
under
(d) Articles whose admisno case either
either forsion or circulation
circulation is
warded to
destinawarded
to destinaprohibited
in the
prohibited In
tion,
delivered to
to
tion, delivered
country
country of destinadestinaaddressees or
or
the addressees
tion:
returned to orlorireturned
(c) Live
animals, with
(e)
Live animols,
with the
exception
of:
exception
gin;
°
1°
1 Bees, leeches and silkworms;
worms;
2°° Parasites
2
Parasites and
and predators of injurious
injurious insects intended for
for the
control of such insects and
and exchanged
exchanged
between officially
between
officially
recognized
recognized agencies;
agencies;
(f) Explosive, inflammadestroyed on
on
inflamma- To be destroyed
()
the spot by the
the
ble or dangerous
dangerous subAdministration
Administration
stances;
which
discovers
(g) Obscene
or immoral
immoral
which discovers
Obscene or
(g)
their presence.
presence.
articles.

2. In cases where articles
wrongly accepted
accepted for mailing are
neither returned
returned to origin nor
delivered to the addressee,
delivered
addressee, the
dispatching Administration
Administration shall
dispatching
be
he notified, in a
a precise
precise manner,
manner,
made of such
of the
the disposal made
such articles.
cles.
3. Moreover,
Moreover, the right is reserved for any country not to
convey in
m transit in open mail
over
over its territory
territory articles
articles other
other
than letters and post cards in regard
gard to which the legal provisions
regulating the conditions
regulating
conditions of their
publication or circulation
circulation in that
that
country have
county
have not been
been observed.
observed.

3.—Est
reserve le
3.-Est d'ailleurs reserv6
no pas
droit de tout
tout pays de ne
pas
effectuer, sur son territoire,
territoire, le
le
transport en
decouvert
transport
en transit A.A d6couvert
des objets
objets autres
autres quo
que les
les lettres
lettres et
et
les
cartes postales,
postales, A
a Pegard
les cartes
1'6gard desdesquels ii n'a pas ete
satisfait aux disquelsiln'a
t satisfait
dispositions legales qui reglent les
les
conditions de leur
leur publication
publication on
ou
circulation dans ce
cc pays.
de leur circulation
Ces objets doivent
doivent 8tre
etre renvoyes
Such articles
shall be returned
articles shall
returned
l'Administration
&origi' ne.
1 Administration dorigine.
to the country
country of origin.
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ARTICLE 47.
47.
ARTICLE

Modalites
d'affranchissement.
Modalites d'affranchissement.

47
ARTICLE 47
ARTICLE
Methods of
of prepayment
prepayment
Methods
1. Prepayment
Prepayment of postage
postage is
1.

1. -— L'affranchissement
L'affranchissement
est
1.
means of
by means
effected either
of posteither by
timbres- effected
opere,
au moyen
de timbresmoyen de
soit au
oper6, soit
age stamps
valid in the country
country
stamps valid
pos
te valables
valables dans
pays d'origine age
le pays
dans le
poste
correspondence
of origin
origin for
the correspondence
des parti- of
for the
pour
la correspondance
correspondance des
pour la
private individuals,
individuals, or by
of private
cullers, soit
au moyen
moyen d'empreintes
d'empreintes of
soit au
culiers,
of impressions
impressions of stamping
de machines
affranchir, officielleofficielle- means
means of
machines aA, affranchir,
de
adopted and
officially adopted
ment adoptees
machines officially
fonctionnant machines
et fonctionnant
adoptees et
ment
immediate
under the
the immediate
operating under
sous le
controle immediat
immediat de operating
le contr6le
sous
control of
the Administration;
Administration; or,
of the
l'Administration ou,
ou, en ce qui control
1'Administration
case of
of prints,
prints, by
by means
means of
concerne
moyen in
the case
in the
au moyen
imprimes, au
les imprimes,
concerne les
printed or otherwise
otherwise
impressions, printed
presse d'im- impressions,
d'empreintes
a la
la presse
d'empreintes A
a system of
obtained, when
such a
when such
proced6 obtained,
primerie
par un
autre procede
un autre
ou par
primerie ou
indicia is
authorized by the dodois authorized
lorsqu'un
systeme d'impression
&impression indicia
tel systeme
lorsqu'un tel
mestic regulations
regulations of
of the AdminAdminest autorise
par les
reglements mestic
les reglements
autorise par
est
istration of
origin.
of origin.
interieurs
de
l'Administration istration
de l'Adrninistration
int6rieurs
d'origine.
d'origine.
The following
2. The
following are considered
considered
2.
dfcomme dfi2.—Sont
consid6ers comme
2.-Sont consider&
as duly
duly prepaid:
prepaid: Reply
post cards
cards
Reply post
ment affranchis:
affranchis: les
cartes-re- as
les cartes-rment
postbearing
printed
or
adhesive
adhesive
or
printed
bearing
ponse
portant,
imprimes
ou
cones,
coll6s,
ponse portant, imprimes ou
age stamps
of the
the country
country of issue
stamps of
des
timbres-poste du pays d'6misd'emis- age
des timbres-poste
of such
such cards;
cards; articles
articles regularly
regularly
sion
de ces
ces cartes,
cartes, les envois of
sion de
prepaid for
their first
first transmistransmisfor their
regulierement
affranchis pour
pour leur prepaid
regulierement affranchis
sion on
which the
additional postthe additional
on which
et dont le com- sion
premier
parcours et
premier parcours
age has
has been
been paid
before their
their
paid before
acquitte age
plement de
ete acquitte
taxe aa ete
de taxe
plement
newspapers
as
redirection;
as
well
newspapers
well
as
redirection;
que
ainsi
avant
leur
reexpedition,
ainsi
quo
avant leur reexpedition,
newspapers and
or packages
of newspapers
packages of
les journaux
journaux ou
ou paquets
paquets de jour- or
les
periodicals
whose
address
address bears
whose
periodicals
la
dont
naux et
et ecrits
p6riodiques
6crits periodiques
naux
words Abonnements-poste
Abonnements-poste (Subthe words
suscription porte
porte la
mention the
la mention
suscription
which are
are sent
mail) which
by mail)
scription by
"Abonnements-poste" et qui sont
sont scription
"Abonnements-poste"
.Agreement concerning
concerning
the Agreement
under the
expedies en
en vertu
vertu de
l'Arrange- under
de l'Arrangeexp6di6s
subscriptions to
newspapers and
to newspapers
ment
concernant les
les abonnements
abonnements subscriptions
ment concernant
periodicals.
aux journaux
et ecrits
ecnts perwthques.
p6riodiques. periodicals.
journaux et
aux
4S.
ARTICLIE 4S.

ARTICLE

Means of
of indicatig
indicating
Means
prepayment.

ym

Items considered
considered
Items
prepaid.

ARTICLE 48
48
ARTICLE

of correspondence
correspondence on
on
Affranchissement
des eorresponPrepayment of
correspon- Prepayment
Affranchisseient des
board
ships
boitrd ships
dances
Abond
des navires.
navires.
bord des
dlances A
Prepayment
corof coryflaynit of
Ir,'"p
Correspondence mailed
mailed on the Tv
Correspondence
n,siamdence
on board
hoard
xmdencte on
Les correspondances
correspondences d6poseos
deposees
Les
ships.
ships.
a
on board a
high seas,
seas, in
in the
the box
box on
d'un high
en
pleine mer
mer dens
la botte
botte d'un
dans la
en pleine
handed to
to postal agents
or handed
vessel, or
les mains des vessel,
navire ou
ou entre
entre les
navire
board or
or to
to the
commanders of
the commanders
on board
ou on
agents
des postes
postes embarqu6s
embarques ou
agents des
barring
prepaid,
vessels,
may
be
prepaid,
be
may
vessels,
des
navires
de navires
commandants de
des commandants
contrary agreement
between the
between
agreement
contrary
peuvent
etre
afTranchies,
sauf
ararsauf
peuvent etre affranchies,
concerned, by
Administrations concerned,
rangement contraire
les Ad- Administrations
entre les
contraire entre
rangement
stamps
means
of
the
postage
stamps and
postage
the
of
means
moau
ministrations interessees,
interess6es,
ministrations
rates of
postage
according
to
the
postage
the
to
according
yen de
de timbres-poste
timbres-poste et
le
d'apres le
et d'apres
yen
the country
to which
which the
the said
said
to
country
the
tarif
du
pays
auquel
appartient
ou
ou
appartient
tarif du pays auquel
it
which
by
vessel
belongs
or
by
which
it
is
or
belongs
vessel
dont d6pend
depend ledit
ledit navire.
navire. Si
le
Si le
dont
mailing
maintained. If
If the
mailing on
the
maintained.
depot
a.
bord
a
lieu
pendant
le
pendant
depot A bord a lieu
place during the
takes place
board takes
stationnement aux
aux deux
points board
deux points
stationnement
stay at
at one
of the
the two
two terminal
terminal
of
one
stay
extremes
du
parcours
ou
dens
dans
ou
extremes du parcours
one
or
points
of
the
voyage
or
at
one of
voyage
the
of
points
l'une
des escales
intermediaires,
escales intermediaires,
l'une des
the ports
ports of
of call,
call, the
the prepavment
prepayment
the
l'affranchissement
n'est
valable
valable
l'affranchissement n'est
is valid
valid only
it is effected
effected by
if it
only if
quo
s'il est
est effectue
effectue au
moyen de
de is
au moyen
que s'il
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means of
postage stamps
and
of the
the postage
stamps and
timbres-poste
d'apres 10
tarif means
timbres-poste et d'apres
le tarif
according to the postage
postage rates of
du
dans les
lea eaux
eaux duquel
du pays dans
duquel se
se according
country in whose waters
waters the
the country
trouve le navire.
vessel happens
vessel
happens to be.
be.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Franking privilege.
privilege.

49.
49.

Franchise postale.
Franchise

Franking privilege
Franking
privilege

1..-- Sont exonerees
exonerees de toutes
taxes
correspon.dances
taxes postales lea
les correspondances
relatives au service postal (khanechandes
gees entre les Administrations
Administrations des
postes, entre
postes,
entre ces Administrations
Administrations
international, entre
et le Bureau international,
lea bureaux de
des pays
pays de
do
les
de posts
poste des
bureaux et
l'Union, et
et entre
entre ces
ces bureaux
et lea
les
Administrations
cellos
Administrations ainsi
ainsi quo
que celles
dont le transport
franchise est
eat
transport en franchise
expressement
previa par les disexpress6ment prevu
positions de la Convention,
Convention, des
des
Arrangements et
RegleArrangements
et de lours
leurs Reglements.
ments.
2.—Sauf
lorsqu'ils sont
graves
2.-Sauf lorsqu'ils
son greves
de remboursement,
remboursement, les
lea envns
envoys desdesprisonniers de
guerre ou
tines aux prisonniers
de guerre
ou
expidies
(*element
expedis par eux
eux sont
sont 6galement
excmkres
do toute,s
exoneres de
toutes taxes postales,
postales,
aussi bien dans lea
d'origine
les pays d'origine
et
destination quo
et de
de destination
que dans
dans lea pays
pays
intermediaires.
interm6diaires.
memo des correscorres1E en eat
est de meme
pondances concernant
lea prison..
concernant lee
prisonniers de guerre, expediees
there
expedi6es ou
regues, soit
reues,
soit directement,
directement, soit
soit a
lea butitre d'interm.ediaire,
d'interm6diaire, par les
bureaux de renseignements
renseignements qui seraient etablis
Otablis 6ventuellement
eventuellement pour
pour
personnes dans des pays
ces personnes
pays belli&ants ou dans
lea pays /mitres
gerants
dana lee
neutres
ayant recueilli des
des belligerants
beligerants sur
sur
territoire.
leur territoire.
Les belligerents
recueillis et
et
belligerants recueillis
internes
sont
intern& dans un pays neutre
neutre sont
assimiles aux prisonniers
prisonmers de guerre
proprement
proprement dits en ce qui concerns
concerne
Papplication
ciI'application des dispositions cidessus.
dessus.

Correspondence relating to
to
1. Correspondence
the
service exchanged
bethe postal
postal service
exchanged between Postal
Postal Administrations,
Administrations, bebetween
tween those Administrations
Administrations and
and
the
Bureau, between
the International
International Bureau,
between
post offices of countries
countries of
of the
Union, and between
between those
those offices
offices
and the Administrations,
as well
well
Administrations, as
as that for which
which the
the franking
franking
privilege
expressly provided
privilege is expressly
provided
by the stipulations of the
the ConConvention, the Agreements
Agreements and
and their
Regulations, is exempt
exempt from
Regulations,
from all
all
postal charges.
2. Except
0.
Except when they bear C. O.
D. charges, mail articles addressed
addressed
prisoners of war or mailed by
by
to prisoners
them are likewise
likewise exempt from all
a
charges, not
postal charges,
not only in the
countries of origin and destination
countries
destination
but also in the intermediary
mtermediary councountries.
tries.
The same is true
true of correspondcorrespondence concerning
concerning prisoners
prisoners of war,
sent or received
received either directly or
or
as intermediary
intermediary by the informainformation offices which may be estabestabpersons in
lished on behalf of such persons
belligerent countries
belligerent
countries or m
in neutral
neutral
countries
which have
have received
received
countries which
belligerents
belligerents on their territory.
territory.

ARTICLE 50.
ARTICLE
50.

Coupons-reponse.
Coupons-reponse.
Reply coupon&

Reply copons.

sdomtpri.

Saint Price.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 49
49

Des coupons-reponse
coupons-reponse sont mis
mis

Belligerents
Belligerents received
received and iniiiterned
tuned in a
a neutral
neutral country are
assimilated
prisoners of war
amimilated to prisoners
war
properly
properly so called, insofar as the
application
application of the above
above provisions is concerned.
concerned.
ARTICLE 50
50
ARTICLE
Reply coupons
coupons
Reply

Reply coupons are placed on
on
en vents
vente dans les
lea pays de l'Union. sale in the countries
Up:ion.
countries of the Union.
Le prix de yenta
vente en eat
est deterd6terTheir
Their selling-price
selling-price is determmed
determined
Administrations in- by the interested
mine par les Administrations
interested Administrations,
Administrations,
tWressdes, mais no pent
teressees,
pent 6tre
etze in- but may not be less than 28 cenfrieur a
A 28 centimes
ferieur
centimes ou A
a. Pequil'qui- times
times or the equivalent
equivalent in money
money
valent dans la monnaie du pays de of the country selling
selling them.
them.
debit.
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echangeable
Chaque coupon est 6changeable
dans tout pays contre un timbre
ou
representant l'afou des
des timbres representant
franchissement d'une lettre ordinaire de port simple originaire de
ce pays A
a. destination
destination de 1'6tranger.
l'etranger.
reservee A
a. chaque
en outre,
outre, r6serv6e
Est, en
pays
depot
facult6 d'exiger le depot
la faculte
pays la
simultane
coupons-r6ponse et
simultan6 des coupons-reponse
des
correspondance a
a.
envois de correspondance
des envois
affranchir
&hang° de ces
affranchir en echange
coupons.

Each
exchangeable in
coupon is exchangeable
Each coupon
stamp or stamps
any country for aastamp
representing
representing the postage on a
asingle-rate ordinary letter originatoriginataddressed
ing in that country and addressed
to
foreign country.
country.
to a
a foreign
Moreover, the right is reserved
Moreover,
for
country to require
require that
for any country
the reply coupons and the articles
correspondence for the prepayprepayof correspondence
ment of which they are to be
exchanged be presented
presented at the
exchanged
same time.
same

ARTICLE
51.
ARTICLE 51.

ARTICLE 51
51
ARTICLE

Retrait.
Retrait.

Modification
Modification d'adresse.

Withdrawal.
Withdrawal.

1. The sender of an article of
correspondence
cause it
it to
correspondence may cause
be
or
withdrawn from the mails or
be withdrawn
have
its address
changed, proaddress changed,
have its
vided
not
such article has not
that such
vided that
been
delivered to the addressee.
been delivered
made to
The request to be made
A 2. The
2.—La demande
formukr a.
A formuler
demande a
2.-La
that effect is sent by mail or by
cet effet est transmise, par voie that
the
telegraph at the expense of the
t6elgraphique, telegraph
postale ou par voie telegraphique,
who shall pay, for every
sender, who
aux
l'expediteur qui doit sender,
frais de l'expediteur
aux frais
applicharge.apphpayer,
demande par request by mail, the charge
pour toute demande
payer, pour
voie
a cable to aa single-rate registered
applicable a
taxe applicable
postale, la taxe
voie postale,
request by
une
recommandee de port letter; and, for every request
une lettre recommandee
telegraph, the charge for the
simple
et, pour
demande par telegraph,
pour toute demande
simple et,
voie
tel6graphique, la taxe du telegram.
voie telegraphique,
telegramme.
telegramme.
If
withdrawal or
If the request for withdrawal
Si la
demande de retrait
retrait ou de
la demande
Si
to
modification of address relates to
modification
concerne modification
d'adresse concerne
modification d'adresse
simultaneseveral articles mailed simultanesimultan- several
plusieurs
plusieurs envois remis simultanesame office by the
ment
meme bureau par le ously at the same
ment au meme
same sender
sender addressed
addressed to the
meme
expediteur a
A l'adresse du same
mnme exp6diteur
addressee, the sender.pays,
meme
l'expediteur same addressee,
destinataire, l'expediteur
m~me destinataire,
every request
request by mail, the
paie, pour
toute demande
demande postale,
postale, for every
pour toute
paie,
charge applicable
singleapplicable to one singlela
une .seule charge
applicable aA. une
taxe applicable
Fa taxe
letter; and,
and, for
registered letter;
lettre recommandee
recommandee de port simple rate registered
lettre
every request by telegraph,
telegraph, the
et, pour toute demande tele- every
et,
charge for the telegram containgraphique, la
telegramme charge
du telegramme
taxe du
la taxe
graphique,
ing the
particulars of all the
the artithe particulars
contenant
lea donnees
tons les ing
de tous
donnees de
contenant les
contemplated.
cles contemplated.
envois vises.
Reexpedition.
Rdexpedition.

Rebuts.
Rebuts.

1.—En
changement de
cas de changement
1.-En cas
residence
du destinataire,
destinataire, les
lea objets
residence du
de
correspondance lui sont reexde correspondance
pedies,
moms que
quo l'expediteur
l'expediteur
pedies, a.a moins
n'ait
interdit la
reexpedition par
par
la reexp6dition
n'ait interdit
une
annotation portee
port& sur
sur la susune annotation
cription
une langue
connue
langue connue
en une
cription en
dans
le pays
de destination.
pays de
dans le

Right reserved.
reserved.
Right

Change of address
address
Change

1.—L'expediteur
objet de
1.-L'expediteur d'un objet
correspondance peut
pout le faire
retirer
faire retirer
correspondance
modifier
du service ou en faire modifier
cet objet n'a pas
l'adresse tant que cot
ete livre au destinataire.
destinataire.
et6

ARTICLE 52.
52.
ARTICLE

Exchangeability.
Exchangeability.

Withdrawal; change
Withdrawal;
of address.
address.

Charge.
Charge.

ARTICLE 52
52
ARTICLE
Forwarding. Undelivered
Undelivered
Forwarding.
spondence
spondence

corre-

1. In
change of resicase of change
1.
In case
dence
by the addressee,
addressee, articles of
dence by
correspondence
forwarded to
correspondence are forwarded
him,
unless the sender
sender has forhim, unless
bidden
the forwarding
ssnotaby eaa
forwarding bL
bidden the
side
tion placed on the address
ad
in.
language known in
country
in the country
in a
a language
of
of destination.
destination.

Forwarding.
F""
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Undeliverable

Undeliverable
respondence.
respondence.

cor-
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2.-Les correspondances
correspondances tombees
tomb6es
2. Correspondence
Correspondence which
which is un2.—Les
deliverable shall be returned
en rebut
doivent etre
returned imrenvoy6es deliverable
etre renvoyees
en
rebut doivent

mediately to the
country of
immediatement au
au pays
the country
of origin.
origin.
immediatement
pays d'origine.
d'origine. mediately
3.-Le
d6lai
de conservation
conservation des
retention
for
3.—Le
Mai
3.
The
period
of
retention
for
wpondenco.
spondence.
correspondence held at the discorrespondances
Farelees en
en insins- correspondence
correspondances gardees
tance A
a, la
la disposition
tance
disposition des
des destinadestina- posal of the addressees or adgeneral delivery
delivery is
is fixed
taires ou adressees
restante dressed to general
adress6es poste restante
fixed
fixe par les
lee reglements
reglements du
du pays
pays by the regulations
regulations of the country
countiy
est fix6
destination. Toutefois, co
alai of
of destination.
destination. However,
such
de destination.
ce delai
However, such
no
depa.sser, en
ne peut depasser,
en regle
regle generale,
g6enrale, period may not exceed
exceed two months
deux
dan.s des
cas as
rule, except
except in
in pardeux rams,
mois, sauf
sauf dans
des cas
as aa general
general rule,
parparticuliers
l'Administration de ticular
particuliers oà
Adnumsoi l'Administration
ticular cases
cases where
where the
the Adminisdestination juge necessaire
necessaire de
de le
le tration of destination
destination deems
deems it
it
prolonger jusqu'a,
an necessary
jusqu'A quatre
quatre mole
mois au
four
necessary to
to extend
extend it to
to four
maximum. Le renvoi
ren_voi au pays months at most. The
The return
return to
to
d'orisine doit avoir lieu dans
d'origine
dans un the country
country of
must take
of origin must
Mai plus court,
Si Fexpediteur
delai
court, si
l'expediteur l'a
l'a place within aa shorter period,
period, if
deman.de
annotation portee the sender
demand par 1111.0
une annotation
sender has so requested
requested by a
a
suscription en une longue
sur la suscription
langue notation placed
placed on the
the address
connue dans le pays de destination.
destination. side in
language known
known in the
in aalanguage
country of destination.
country
Prints.
Prints.
4.-Lea imprimns
4.—Les
imp/Imes d6nues
demi& de
4. Prints without value are not
valour no
valeur
ne sont pas ren.voyes,
renvoyes, sauf returned,
returned, unless
unless the sender
sender has
si l'expediteur
l'expediteur en a
demandiS le requested
a demand6
requested their return
return by a
a notaannotation portte
portee tion placed on
retour par uric
une annotation
article. Regon the article.
Les imprimes
imprimes recomsur l'envoi. Les
recom- istered prints
prints shall always
always be
mond& doivent toujours
toujours etre
mandes
etre returned.
returned.
renvoyes.
renvoyes.
No extra charge for
5.—La reexpedition
d'objets de
de
reexpedition d'objets
ec. exeox- 5.-La
forwarding, etc.;
5. The forwarding of articles
articles of
of
forwarding,
ceptions.
ceptions.
correspondance
de pays
correspondance de
ou correspondence
pays apays
a pays ou
correspondence from country
country to
to
renvoi au
an pays d'origine
cl'origme no
leur renvoi
ne country, or their return
return to the
donne
perception d'aucun
d'aucun country
donne lieu
lieu a in
la perception
country of origin,
origin, does not give
supplement de
sauf lea
supplement
de taxe,
taxe, sauf
lea ex- rise to the collection of any addiceptions prevues auIteglenaent.
au Reglement.
tional charge,
charge, apart from the exceptions provided for by the
Regulations.
Forwarded or e
6.-Les objets de corresponFotrsded or r
6.—Les
correspon6. Forwarded
turned articles.
Forwarded or returned
returned arardonce qui
sent reexpedi6s
reexp edies ou
ou tomb&
dance
qui sont
tomb&s ticles of correspondence
correspondence are dede'en rebut sont lila&
livres aux destinadestina- livered to the
addressees or senders
the addressees
taires ou aux expeditems
expediteurs centre
contre upon payment
of the
the charges
charges due
due
payment of
payement
payement des taxes dont ils ont
out on them on departure,
departure, on arrival
grev6s au depart,
l'arrivee ou or in
ete grey&
depart, A
A, l'anivee
the course
course of
transmission,
in the
of transmission,
en cours
cours de route par suite de as a
aresult of redirection
redirection after the
rdexpedition
reexpedition au-dela du premier
premier first transmission, without
without prejuparcours, sans
sans prejudice
rem- dice to the repayment
parcours,
prejudice du
du remrepayment of the cusboursement des droits
droits de
boursement
de douane
douane toms duties or other special
ou autres frais speciaux
dont le
Is charges which the country of desspdciaux dont
pays de destination
destination n.'accorde
n'accorde pas tination does not agree to cancel.
cancel.
l'annulation.
annulation.
eneral-delivery
7.-En
General-delivery,
7
.
—En cas
de
reexpedition sur
sur
cas
de
rexpdition
7. In case of forwarding
etc., fees canceled.
forwarding to
on de non-remise, la
un autre pays ou
la another
another country,
country, or
or of non-denon-detaxe de poste restante, le
is droit de livery, the general-delivery
general-delivery fee,
fee,
dedouanement, le
dedouanement,
is droit de comcom- the customs-clearance
customs-clearance fee,
fee, the
mission,
mission is
tare compl6mentaire
complementaire commission
la taxe
commission fee, the additional
d'expres et Is
d'expre;
special de
le droit special
de special-delivery
special-delivery fee,
fee, and the spesperemise aux destinataires
destinataires des
des petits cial fee
fee for the delivery
delivery of small
small
paquets sont annules.
annules.
packets to the addressees,
addressees, are
canceled.
canceled.
Retention

of corre-

of corre-

re-

,

,
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53.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 53.

A RTICLE 53
53
ARTICLE

de
Reclamations et
et demandes de
Reclamations
renseignements.
renseignements.

Inquiries
requestsfor informaand requests
Inquiries and
tion

2077
2077

Inquiries and re1.—La reclamation
reclamation ou la de1.
inquiry or request for in- questsforinformation.
1.-La
1. An inquiry
quests for information.
Fee.
mande
renseignements con- formation
de renseignements
formation as to the disposal made Fee.
mande de
cernant tout
tout envoi peut donner of any article may give rise to the
cernant
a fee of 40 centimes
collection of a
centimes
lieu
perception d'un droit de collection
la perception
lieu aa la
40
centimes au
au maximum.
maximum.
at most.
40 centimes
That fee is collected
collected only once
Ce
droit n'est
qu'une
perqu qu'une
n'est percu
Ce droit
requests for inseule
fats pour
reclamations ou for inquiries or requests
pour les reclamations
seule fois
concerning several arles
demandes de renseignements
renseignements formation concerning
les demandes
simultaneously by
concernant
concernant plusieurs envois de- ticles mailed simultaneously
addressed to the
poses simultan
ement par le meme
memo the same sender addressed
simultanement
poses
addressee.
expediteur
m8me same addressee.
l'adresse du meme
expediteur aa l'adresse
destin at aire.
destinataire.
As
fee
registered articles, no fee
As for registered
les envois
En
qui concerne
concerne les
ce qui
En ce
collected if the sender
sender has alrecommandes,
aucun droit n'est is collected
recommandes, aucun
ready paid the special
special fee for a
a
deja ac- ready
a déjà
percu si
1'expediteur a
si l'expediteur
percu
quitte le
le droit
special pour
pour un
un avis return receipt.
droit special
quitt6
de reception.
reception.
de
Time limit.
2. Inquiries are accepted
accepted only Time
2.
2.—Les reclamations
sont
reclamations ne sont
2.-Les
year,
within
the
period
one
one
of
period
within
an
d'un
admises
que
dans
le
alai
delai
le
dans
que
admises
counting from the day following
dep6t counting
lendemain du depot
du lendemain
a compter
compter du
the date of mailing of the article.
de l'envoi.
l'en.voi.
de
However, every
every Administration
.Administration
However,
Chaque Administration
Administration est,
Chaque
comply with simple
toutefms,
tenue de
donner suite is bound to comply
de donner
toutefois, tenue
information presented
presented
requests for information
aux
demandes de ren- requests
simples demandes
aux simples
receives
which itit receives
that period which
seignements, introduites
in.troduites apres
apres ce
ce after that
seignements,
another Administration
Administration refrom another
alai,
dont elle
est saisie
une from
par une
saisie par
elle est
delai, dont
articles mailed
mailed less than
autre
sujet garding articles
au .sujet
Administration au
autre Administration
previously.
moins de two years previously.
d'envois
expedies depuis moms
d'envois expedies
deux
ans.
deux ans.
Acceptance of inAcoeptance
3.
Administration is quiries,
3. Every Administration
3.—Chaque
Administration est
quiries, etc.
3.-Chaque Administration
and
accept inquiries
inquiries
obligee
reclamations obliged to accept
les reclamations
d'accepter les
obligee d'accepter
requests for
information concernconcernfor information
et
les demandes
demandes de
renseignements requests
de renseignements
et les
ing articles
articles mailed
mailed on
on the
territory
territory
the
ing
sur
concernant
des
envois
deposes
sur
depos6s
envois
des
concernant
Administrations.
other Administrations.
le
Administra- of other
d'autres Administraterritoire d'autres
le territoire
tions.
Return
fee.
Return oftee.
4. When an inquiry or a
a re4.—Lorsqu'une
ou
reclamation ou
4.-Lorsqu'une reclamation
been
quest
for
information
has
been
a quest for information
de renseignements
une
renseignements a
demande de
une demands
a fault of
necessary through a
ete motivee
motivee par
par une
une faute de made necessary
ete
the
service, the
the fee collected
collected thereservice,
the
chef
service,
le
droit
pergu
est
ce
de
pergu
droit
le
service,
for is returned.
returned.
restitue.
restitue.

II.
CHAP/TR E II.
CHAPrrRE

II
CHAPTER II

ENVOIS
ES.
RECOMMANDES.
ENVOIS RECOMMAND

REGISTERED ARTICLES
REGISTERED

ARTICLE 54.

A
RTICLE 54
54
ARTICLE

Taxes.
Taxes.

Charges
Charges

1.
correspond1. The articles of correspond1.—Les objets
corresponde corresponobjets de
1.-Les
33 may
Article
ence
designated
in
Article
designated
ence
dance design&
l'article 33 peua l'article
designes a
dance
under registration.
vent
expedies sous recomman- be sent under
etre expedies
vent etre
dation.

Registration;
charges.
charges.
2064.
Ante, p. 2064.

2078

Receipt.

Special fee
fee for cerSpecial

tain risks.

Collection ofinissing
ofmissing
Collection
Menge.
POa.

Return receipts;
receipts;
charge, etc.

Loss of
registered
articles.
LOM
of registered
articles.

Seirmr
Seism by cretoa.
customs.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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2.
The postage
postage on all
registered
all registered
2. The
2.—La taxe
tout en.voi
reenvoi retaxe de
de tout
2.-La
articles
be
advance.
in
be
paid
must
articles
commande
doit
etre
acquittee
command6 doit etre acquitt6e A
It consists of:
It
l'avane,e.
se compose:
compose:
Elle se
l'avance. Elle
postage on
(a) The ordinary postage
a) du
port ordinaire
de l'envoi,
l'envoi,
ordinaire de
a)
du port
according to its class;
the article, according
selon
nature;
sa nature;
selon sa
(b)
of
registration fee of
A fixed
fixed registration
(b) A
b) d'un
d'un droit
droit fixe
fixe de
de recommenrecommanb)
centimes at most.
dation
centimes au maxi- 40 centimes
dation de 40 centimes
mum.
registration fee appliThe fixed registration
Le
recommandation
fixe de recommendation
Le droit fixe
post
a post
cable to the reply half of a
afferent
A. la partie ,Reponse,
ateponse* cable
afferent A
carte postale
no pout
etre card can not be legally paid by
peut 6tre
postale ne
d'une carte
anyone but
sender of that
but the sender
valablement
i.ue par l'ex- anyone
que
acquitt6 q
valablement acquitte
half.
half.
pediteur
partie.
de cette parte.
pediteur de
A receipt shall be delivered
delivered
3. A
3. —
recepisgo doit
dolt etre
etre
- Un
Un recepisse
3.
charge to the sender
sender of aa
gratuitement, an
moment without charge
au moment
delivre gratuitement,
article at the time of
du depot,
envoi registered
registered article
d'un envoi
APexpediteur
l'expediteur d'un
d6p6t, a
du
mailing
mailing.
recommend&
recommande.
4. Countries
to underunderdisposed to
ountries disposed
4.
4.—Les pays
disposes A
A se
pays disposes
4.-Les
arising from force
charger
den take risks
risks arising
pouvant d6ririsques pouvant
des risques
charger des
rn,ajeure (causes beyond control)
ver
du cas
cas do
force majeure
sont majeure
majeure sont
de force
ver du
authorized to collect a
aspecial
autorises a percevoir
percevoir une taxe are authorized
autoris6s
for
speciale
40 centimes
au maxi- charge of 40 centimes at most for
centimes an
de 40
sp6ciale de
registered article.
mum pour
cheque envoi
envoi recom- each registered
pour chaque
mum
mend&
mande.
5.
Unprepaid or
or insufficiently
insufficiently
5. —
5. Unprepaid
envois recommend&
recommand.s
- Les
Les envois
5.
registered articles which
non ou
affranchis prepaid registered
insufisamment afFran.chis
non
ou insuffisarnment
qui
auraient et6
ete transmis
transmis a tort
been wrongly sent to the
tort have been
qui auraient
country of destination
destination are liable,
sont pas- country
destination sent
pays de destination
au pays
sibles,
Ala
at the
expense of the addressees,
addressees,
destinataires, at
la charge
charge des destinataires,
sibles, A
the expense
d'une taxe
egale au
au raontant
montant de to aa charge equal to the amount
taxe egale
d'une
of the missing postage.
l'afiranchissement
manquant.
l'affranchissement manquant.
ARTICLE
55.
ARTICLE 55.

ARTICLE 55
55
ARTICLE

Avis de reception.
r6ception.

Return receipts

L'expediteur d'un
d'un envoi recomL'expediteur
peut demander un avis de
mande pent
reception en
moment
reception
en payant,
payant, au
au moment
depot, un droit fixe de SO
cen80 cendu d6p6t,
times au maximum.
maximum.
reception pout
peut etre
L'avis de reception
domande
posterieurement au depot
demandeposterieurement
dep6t
l'envoi dans
an et
de Penvoi
clans le delai
alai d'un an
moyennant
moyennant la taxe prevus
prevus A, Parl'arreclamations.
ticle 53 pour les r6clamations.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 56.
56.

The sender of aaregistered article may request a
receipt
a return receipt
by paying, at the time of mailing,
aa fixed charge of 30 centimes at
at
most.
The return
return receipt may be remailing of the
quested after the mailing
article, within the period of one
article,
payment of the
year and
and upon payment
prescribed by Article
Article 53 for
for
fee prescribed
inquiries.
iquires.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 56
56

Etendue
Etendue de la responsabilite.
responsabilite.

Extent of
of responsibility
responsibility
Extent

1.—Sauf les cas pr6vus
prevus A
a Parti1.-Sauf
l'article 57 ci-aprs,
ci-apres,_ les
lee AdministraAdministrarepondent de la perte des
tions repondent
envois recommand(s.
recommandes.
L'expkditeur a
L'expediteur
a droit, de ee chef,
A une indemnite
indemnit6 dont le montant
montant
est fix6
eat
fixe A
a50 francs par objet.

exceptions provided
provided
1. With
With the exceptions
for by Article
Article 57 following,
following, Administrations
ministrations are responsible for
the loss of registered
registered articles.
articles.
entitledi on that
The sender is entitled,,
account, to indemnty
, ' the
account,
indemnity,
amount of which
which is ftixd
fixed at 50
francs per
per article.
2.—Les Administrations
Administrations n'as2.-Les
n'as2. Administrations assume no
sument aucune
responsabilit6
aucune
responsabilite responsibility for articles seized
seized
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par la
la by
pour
envois saisis par
the customs
customs as aaresult
les envois
pour les
result of false
by the
douane
declara- declaration
douane par suite de fausse declarecontents.
declaration of their contents.
leur contenu.
contenu.
tion de
tion
de leur
ARTICLE 57.
57.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 57
57
ARTICLE

Exceptions
au principe
Exceptions au
principe de
de la
la
responsabilite.
responsabilit6.

principle of
Exceptions to
the principle
of
Exceptions
to the
responsibility
responsbility

Les
sont degaageLes Administrations
Administrations sont
gees de
de toute
responsabilite pour
pour
gees
toute responsabilit6
la
perte d'envois
d'envois recommandes:
recommandes:
la perte
a)
de force
a) en
en cas
cas de
force majeure;
majeure;
toutefois, la
la responsabilite
subresponsabilite subtoutefois,
siste
aregard
de l'Administration
l'Administration
siste A
l'6gard de
coua accepte
de couexpeditrice
accepte de
expeditrice qui
qui a
vrir
les risques
risques de
majeure
de force
force majeure
vrir les
(article
4). Le
resLe pays
pays res54, §
§ 4).
(article 54,
perte doit,
ponsable
la perte
doit, suivant
suivant
de la
ponsable de
sa
interieure, decider
si
decider si
legislation interieure,
sa legislation
cette
est due
des circoncircondue a
A des
cette perte
perte est
cas de force
stances
constituent un
un cas
force
stances constituant
majeure;
majeure;

Release
responfrom responRelease from
Administrations are released
released sibility
Administrations
sibility in
certain
in certain
cases.
from
from all responsibility
responsibility for loss of cases.
registered articles:
registered
(a) In
In case
case of
of force
force majeure;
majeure;
(a)
however, responsibility
however,
responsibility is maintained
regard to an Administained in regard
tration
has undertration of origin
origin which has
force
taken to cover risks of force
majeure
(Article 54, Section 4).
majeure (Article
The country
country responsible
responsible for the
accordance
loss must decide, in accordance
with its domestic
domestic legislation,
legislation,
whether such loss is due to circumstances
of
constituting aa case of
cumstances constituting
force majeure;
majeure;
Jorce
(b) When, proof of their responsibility not having been fursponsibility
nished otherwise,
otherwise, they can not
nished
account for articles as a
aresult of
destruction of
service records due
of service
destruction
to
of force
force majeure;
majeure;
to aacase
case of

b)
de leur
leur
preuve de
la preuve
lorsque, la
b) lorsque,
adresponsabilite n'ayant
n'ayant pas
pas 6et
ete adresponsabilite
ne peuministree
peuelles ne
autrement, elles
ministr6e autrement,
vent
compte des
des envois
envois par
par
rendre compte
vent rendre
suite
de la
la destruction
destruction des
des docudocusuite de
ments
service resultant
d'un cas
cas
resultant d'un
de service
ments de
de
force majeure;
majeure;
de force
(c)
When it
it is
is aaquestion of arti(c) When
c)
dont
d'envois dont
s'agit d'envois
c) lorsqu'il
lorsqu'il s'agit
contents fall within
le contenu
contenu tombe
tombe sous
sous le
le coup
coup des
des cles whose contents
le
prohibitions laid
the scope
scope of the prohibitions
interdictions prevues
articles the
aux articles
prevues aux
interdictions
Ante, pp.
pp. 2066,
2066, 2067,
2067,
34, Sections 4
4 2071.
Articles 34,
down by Articles
34,
4 et
6, lettre
lettre c),
et 46,
1; down
46, §§1;
c), et
et 6,
§§ 4
2071.
34, §§
and
6, letter (c),
(c), and 46, Section 1;
and 6,
(d)
sender has not
(d) When the sender
d)
forn'a forl'expediteur n'a
lorsque l'expediteur
d) lorsque
made any inquiry within the
mule
aucune reclamation
reclamation dans
dans le
le made
mul6 aucune
of one year contemplated
period of
contemplated
delai
d'un an
an prevu
prevu a
53. period
l'article 53.
A Particle
delai d'un
by Article
Article 53.
53.
ARTICLE
58.
ARTICLE 58.
Cessation
de la
la responsabilite.
responsabilit6.
Cessation de

ARTICLE
58
ARTICLE 58
Termination of
of responsibility
responsibility
Termination
Termination of
of rereTermination

Administrations
Administrations cease to be re- sponsibility.
Les Administrations
cessent d'&d'êsponsibility.
Administrations cessent
Les
sponsible for registered articles
tre
responsables des
envois rere- sponsible
des envois
tre responsables
delivery of which they have
the delivery
command& dont
ont effeceffec- the
elles ont
dont elles
commandes
conditions preunder the conditions
effected under
tile la
la remise
dans les
les conditions
conditions effected
remise dans
tue
their domestic
domestic reguby their
scribed by
prescrites
in- scribed
reglement inleur reglement
par leur
prescrites par
lations for articles of the same
terieur pour
les envois
envois de
de memo
meme lations
pour les
terieur
nature.
nature.
nature.
nature.
59
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 59
ARTICLE
59.
ARTICLE 59.
Payement de
de l'indemnite.
l'indemnite.
Payement
L'obligation de
l'indempayer Pindemde payer
L'obligation
nite incombe
a 1'Administration
l'Administration
incombe A
nite
dont
releve le
le bureau
expecliteur
bureau expediteur
dont releve
de l'envoi,
l'envoi, sous
sous reserve
reserve de son
de
droit de
de recours
recours contre
contre l'Adminisl'Adminisdroit
tration responsable.
responsable.
tration

Payment
of indemnity
indemnity
Payment of
The obligation
obligation of
of paying
paying ininThe
demnity falls
the AdminisAdminisupon the
falls upon
demnity
tration
tration to which the office of oriathe article belongs,
belongs, subject
subject
gin of
to its
its right
make a
against
a claim against
to make
right to
to
the responsible
responsible Administration.
Administration.
the

niPayment
r
ya yment

nity.

of
of indemindem-
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ARTICLE 60
60
ARTICLE

Delai
de payement
de l'indemnit6.
Pindemnite. Period
D6lai de
payement de
Period for
for payment
of indemnity
indemnity
payment of
Period for payment.
Periodforpayment.

Postponement.
Postponement.

1.-Le payement
l'indem1.—Le
payement de Pin
demnite doit avoir lieu
lieu le plus
plus tot
t6t possible et, au plus tard, dans
dans le
alai
du
delai de six mois aA. compter
compter du
lendemain
lendemain du jour de la reclamareclamation. Ce d6lai
Mai est port6
porte aa neuf
neuf
mois dans les relations avec les
pays Oloignes.
eloign6s.
L'Administration
expeditrice qui
L'Ad
ministration exp&litrice
n'accepte pas de se charger
charger des
risques derivant
d6rivant du cas de force
force
majeure peut cliffOrer
diff6rer le reglement
reglement
alai
de Pindemnite
l'indemnite au-dela
au-dela du delai
prevu à
a,relines
l'alin6a precedent
precedent lorsque
lorsque
la question de savoir si la perte de
Pespece
l'envoi est due a
a un cas de
de l'espcce
n'est pas tranchee.
tranchee.
2.—L'Administration d'origine
2.-L'Administration
desinteresser l'exest autorisee
autorisee aa d6sinteresser
pediteur pour le compte
compte de 1'Adl'Administration
interm6diaire ou
ministration intermediaire
on desdestinataire
tinataire qui, rkulierement
r6gulierement saisie,
aa laisse
laiss6 s'ecouler
s'ecouler trois mois sans
donner de solution aa, l'affaire;
dormer
l'affaire; ce
delai est porte
port6 aasix mois dans les
Mai
relations avec les pays eloignes.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 61.
61.

Determination
responsabilite.
Determination de la responsabilite.
Responsibility
Responsibility
loss.

for
for

Receiving adminisadministration.

Administration
Administration of
of
intermediation or destination.

Pozt, p. 2154.
Post,

1.
indemnity must
1. Payment
Payment of indemnity
must
take place as soon as possible,
and
possible, and
within the
the period
period of
at the latest within
of
counting from
from the
the
six months,
months, counting
day following
following the
the date
date of
of the
the ininday
quiry. That
period is extended
to
quiry.
That period
extended to
nine months
in relations
relations with
with disdisnine
months in
tant countries.
countries.
A dispatching
Administration
A
dispatching Administration
which does not accept
accept risks
risks arising
from force majeure
majeure may
may postpone
postpone
settlement
indemnity besettlement for the
the indemnity
beyond the
prescribed by
the
the period
period prescribed
by the
preceding paragraph
when the
preceding
paragraph when
question of knowing
knowing whether
the
question
whether the
loss of the article was due to a
a case
case
of that kind
kind has
has not
yet been
been
not yet
settled.
2.
2. The Administration
of origin
Administration of
origin
authorized to settle with the
is authorized
the
sender on behalf
of an
Adminissender
behalf of
an Administration of intermediation
intermediation or
or desdestination which,
duly notified,
notified, has
has
tination
which, duly
let three months
setmonths pass without settling the matter;
matter; that
period is
is
that period
extended to six
extended
six months in
in relations with distant countries.
ARTICLE 61
61
ARTICLE
Fixing
responsibility
Fixing of responsibility

1.—Jusqu'a
1.-Jusqu'a preuve du contraire,
contraire,
contrary is proved,
1. Until the contrary
la responsabilite
responsabilit6 pour la perte responsibility
the loss
of aaregresponsibility for
for the
loss of
regd'un envoi recommand6
recomm.ande incombe
incombe A istered article falls on the AdminAdminl'Administration qui, ayant regu
regu istration which, having received
l'Administration
received
l'objet sans faire d'observation
d'observation et the article
article without
making any
any
without making
etant
&ant mise en possession
possession de thus
tous observations, and,
and, being
being furnished
furnished
les moyens reglementaires
reglementaires d'in- all particulars
particulars of inquiry
preinquiry prevestigation,
ne peut 6tablir
vestigation, no
etablir ni la scribed by the regulations, can
d6livrance
au destinataire
delivrance an
destinataire ni, s'il
s'il not establish
establish either delivery
delivery to
to
reguliere the addressee
yy a
a lieu, la transmission
transmission r6guliere
addressee or regular
regular transmisa
a l'Administration.
l'Administration suivante.
suivante.
sion to the next
Administration,
next Administration,
as the case may be.
Une Administration
Tine
Administration interm6internu5An Administration
Administration of intermeintermediaire ou destinataire
destinataire est, jusqu'a
jusqu'a diation or destination
destination is, until
until the
preuve du contraire,
contraire, degag6e
d6gag6e de contrary
contrary is proved, released from
from
toute responsabilit6:
responsabilite:
all responsibility:
responsibility:
lorsqu'elle a
a) lorsqu'elle
a observe
observe les
les disdis(a)
(a) When it has observed
observed the
positions de l'article
Particle 162,
16.e, §§3, du provisions
provisions of Article
Article 162,
162, Section
Section
Reglement;
Reglement;
3, of the Regulations;
Regulations;
b) lorsqu'elle
lorsqu'elle peut 6tablir
etablir qu'elle
qu'elle
(b)
it can establish that
that
(b) When it
n'a ete saisie de la r6clamation
reclamation it did not receive
receive the inquiry until
qu'apres la destruction
destruction des docu- after the destruction
qu'apres
destruction of the service
ments de service relatifs A
al'envoi
l'envoi records relating
relating to the
the article
recherch6, le delai de garde
pr6vu sought, the retention-period
recherché,
garde prevu
retention-period pre-
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l'article 181
Reglement etant
6tant scribed by Article
181 du
du Reglement
A l'article
Article 181 of
of the Regexpire; cette
cette reserve
reserve no
expire;
ne porte
porte pas
pas ulations
ulations having
having expired;
expired; this
this resresatteinte
reclamant. ervation
atteinte aux droits du reclamant.
ervation does
affect the
the rights
rights
does not
not affect
of the claimant.
a eu lieu
Toutefois, si la perte a
However,
if the
the loss
loss has
taken
However, if
has taken
en
transport sans
sans qu'il
qu'il soit
soit place in the course of transmisen cours
cours de
de transport
transmispossible d'etablir
sur le
le territoire
possible
d'etablir sur
territoire sion, without
without its
being possible
possible
its being
ou dans le
le service
service de
de quel
quel pays
pays le to determine
determine on
on the territory
territory or
les AdministraAdministra- in the service
fait s'est accompli,
accompli, les
service of what
what country
country the
tions
supportent le
en cause supportent
le domdom- loss
tions en
loss occurred,
the Administraoccurred, the
Administramage par
par parts
egales.
parts egales.
mage
tions
bear the
the loss
in
tions concerned
concerned bear
loss in
equal
equal shares.
shares.
2.—Lorsqu'un
objet recommanrecomman2.-Lorsqu'un objet
2. When
registered article
article
2.
When a
a registered
de a
ete perdu
dans des circonscircons- has been
perdu dans
de
a ete
under circumstances
circumstances
been lost under
tances de
de force
force majeure,
majeure, l'Ad1'Ad- of
tances
Administramajeure, the
the Administraof force
force majeure,
ministration sur le territoire
territoire ou tion
ministration
on whose
whose territory
or in
in
territory or
tion on
la perte
perte whose
service de
whose service
loss took
de laquelle
laquelle la
dans le
le service
took place
place
the loss
service the
eu lieu
lieu n'en
n'en est
responsable is
is not
not responsible
responsible therefor
therefor to the
est responsable
aa eu
envers
l'Administration expeditrice
expedi trice Administration
Administration of
origin unless
envers l'Administration
unless
of origin
quo si
si les
pays se
se chargent
chargent both
undertake risks
arisrisks arisles deux
deux pays
que
both countries
countries undertake
des risques
risques derivant
cases of
of force
force majeure.
de ing from cases
derivant du cas de
des
force
majeure.
force majeure.
and
3.—Les
et
customs duties
douane et
duties and
droits de douane
3. The
The customs
3.-Les droits
autres dont
Pannulation n'a pu
other charges
canc,elation it
it
pu other
autres
dont l'annulation
whose cancelation
charges whose
to obtain
obtain are
impossible to
etre obtenue
tombent a
a la charge has
has been
been impossible
obtenue tombent
etre
charged to
the Administrations
Administrations
to the
des Administrations
Administrations responsables
responsables charged
des
responsible
for the
the loss.
responsible for
de la
la perte.
Administration which
which
4. The Administration
a ef4.—L'Administration
4.-L'Administration qui a
fectue
de Pindeinnite
effected payment
payment of the inhas effected
l'indemnite has
payement de
fectue le
le payement
est subrogoe,
concurrence demnity
is subrogated
up to
to the
the
subrogated up
demnity is
jusqu'A concurrence
est
subrogee, jusqu'A,
of such
indemnity in the
such indemnity
du
montant do
amount of
indemnit6, amount
de cette
cette indenanite,
du montant
has rewho has
person who
dans les
la personne
personne qui
qui rights
of the
the person
rights of
de la
droits de
dans
les droits
for all
all eventual
eventual recourse
recourse
it for
ceived it
6ven- ceived
l'a
tout recours evenpour tout
l'a regue,
revue, pour
the addressee,
the sender,
sender,
addressee, the
against the
tuel, soit
soit contre
le destinataire,
destinataire, against
contre le
tuel,
third parties.
parties.
or third
soit
l'expediteur ou
contre or
ou contre
contre l'expediteur
soit contre
des tiers.
tiers.
des
5.
In case
subsequent recovof subsequent
case of
5. In
5.—En
ulde decouverte
decouverte ulcas de
5.-En cas
consida registered
registered article considery of a
terieure d'un
recommande ery
envoi recommand6
d'un envoi
t6rieure
person to whom
the person
as lost, the
ered as
considere
per- ered
la perperdu, la
comme perdu,
consider6 conune
been paid
shall be
be
paid shall
has been
indemnity has
sonne
A, qui
6et indemnity
a ete
l'indemnite a
qui Pindenmite
sonne A
may obtain
obtain posposhe may
that he
advised that
payee
doit 8tre
etre avisee
avisee qu'elle
peut advised
qu'elle peut
payee doit
of the
upon repayarticle upon
the article
session of
prendre
l'envoi con- session
de Penvoi
possession de
prendre possession
the amount
of the inamount of
of the
ment of
tre restitution
de ment
montant de
du montant
tre
restitution du
demnity.
demnity.
l'indemni
l'indemnite.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

62.
62.

Poet, p.
Post,
p. 2178.
2176.

Undeterminable reUndeterminable
sponsibility.
sponsibility.

Loss by force
force mamapure.
jeure.

Customs duties,
duties, etc.
etc.
Customs

Subrogation.
Subrogation.

Recovery
Recovery
article.
article.

of
of

lost
lost

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 62

of the
Remboursement
de l'indemnit6
Pindemnite Repayment
to the
the
the indemnity
indemnity to
Repayment of
Remboursement de
Administration,
of origin
l'Administration exp6ditrice.
expeditrice.
origin
Administration of
a l'Administration
1.—L'Administration
responsa1.-L'Administration responsacompte de laquelle
ble ou pour le compte
le
est effectue
effectue en
en conconle payement
payement est
formite
est tenue de
60 est
de Particle
l'article 60
formit6 de
rembourser
al'Administration
PAdministration exexrembourser A
peditrice,
dans un delai de trois
peditrice, dans
mois
l'envoi de
de la
la
de l'envoi
compter de
mois 1).a compter
notification du payement,
payement, le monnotification
tant
l'indemnite effectivement
effectivement
de l'indemnite
tant de
payee
l'expecliteur.
a l'expediteur.
payee a

Reimbursement
for
Reimbursement for
1. The
Administration which
which indemnity
1.
The Administration
indemnity paid.
paid.
is
on whose
behalf
whose behalf
or on
responsible, or
is responsible,
payment
is made
made in
accordance
in accordance
payment is
with Article
bound to reimArticle 60, is bound
with
burse
the Administration
Administration of oriburse the
a period
gin, within
within a
period of three
gin,
months, counted
counted from the
the sending
sending
months,
of the
payment,
notification of payment,
the notification
of
indemnity
for
the amount
actually
the
amount of
of indemnity
actually paid
to the
the sender.
sender.
paid to
actually
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Si
Pindemnite dolt
If the indemnity must be paid
supetre supdoit etre
Si l'indemnit6
portee par
several Administrations
Administrations in conAdministra- by several
plusieurs Administrapar plusieurs
port6e
article
with
formity
tions
en
conformite
de
Particle
61,
formitywith
article 61, the whole
61,
tions en conformit6 de l'article
indemnity due must be
Pintegralite
de l'indemnite
Pindemnite due
due of the indemnity
l'int6gralit6 de
doit
verse° a
Administral'Administration turned over to the AdministraAl'AcIministration
etre vers6e
doit etre
expeditrice,
alai menorigin, within the period
men- tion of origin,
le dMlai
dans le
expeditrice, dans
tionne
a l'alin6a
Palinea proc6dent,
precedent, par
par mentioned
mentioned m the preceding parapara tionne A
Adminstrala
qui, graph, by the first AdmmistraAdministration qui,
la premiere
premiere Administration
ayant
dfiment recu
re- tion which,
which, having duly
duly received
received
l'envoi rereGu Penvoi
ayant dAment
dame,
no peut
pout en
etablir la
is transtrans- the article inquired about, can
en 6tablir
clame, ne
mission
reguliere an
cor- not establish its regular transmisservice corau service
mission r6gulire
respondant.
II appartient
A, cette
cotta sion to the corresponding
corresponding service.
appartient A
respondant. I1
is
It
Administration
de
recuperer
sur
It
incumbent
upon that Adminsur
Administration de recuperer
recover from the other
les
other
Administrations respon- istration to recover
autres Administrations
les autres
sables is
&entwine de
Administrations any
responsible Administrations
de responsible
quote-part eventuelle
la quote-part
sables
chacune
le d6domdedom- share of each of them
them in the indemdans le
d'elles dans
chacune 4Velles
magement
droit.
laity paid to the rightful claimant.
nity
'ayant droit.
de Payant
magement de
A l'AdMethod
reim.
2
.
—Le remboursement
remb
ours ement A,
reimbursement of the
2.-Le
2. The reimbursement
Method of relmburaement.
a
Administration is effected
creditor Administration
s'effectue creditor
ministration creanciere
creancisre s'effectue
effected
ministration
br ement.
Adminsans frais
frais pour
pour cette
cette Adrninistrawithout expense for that AdroinAdministra- without
sans
a
tion,
soit au
an moyen
d'un mandat
mandat istration by means of either a
moyen d'un
tion, soit
a check or aa draft
de
poste, d'un
cheque on
d'une money
money order, a
ou d'une
d'un cheque
de poste,
sight on the capital
trait° payable
avue
vue sur
sur is
payable at sight'
capital or
capitale payable
la capital°
payable A
traite
on sur
commercial city of the creditor
creditor
a commercial
du a
commerciale du
place commercial°
une place
sur une
ou
pays creancier,
creancier, soit
especes country, or in corn
coin current
current in that
soit en espaces
pays
country.
ayant
cours dans ce pays.
ayant cours
Lorsque
is responsabilite
When responsibility
responsibility has been
6te
a ete
responsabilit6 a
Lorsque la
reconnue, de
acknowledged as well as in the
que dans le acknowledged,
meme quo
de memo
reconnue,
prevu a
Particle 60, §
§ 2, le case contemplated
contemplated by Article 60,
A l'article
cas pr6vu
montant de
Pindemnite peut
pent 4galeegale- Section
2, the amount of indemSection 2,
de l'indemnite
montant
recovered
ment
sur le
nity may likewise be recovered
le nity
d'office sur
repris d'office
etre repris
ment etre
pays
responsable par
vole d'un from the responsible
responsible country offila voie
par is
pays responsable
decorapte
quelconque, soit directe- cially through any account, either
either
decompte quelconque,
ment,
par Pintermediai're
directly or through
through the intermedil'interm.diaire directly
soit par
ment, soit
&nue Administration
Administration qui
ary of an Administration
Administration which
which
6change Iary
qui &hangs
d'une
regularly exchanges
lierement des d6comptes
diScomptes avec regularly
exchanges accounts with
regulibrement
the responsible
Administration.
l'Administration
responsible Administration.
the
responsable.
l'dministration responsable.
period
expiration of the period
At the expiration
Passe
dela de trois mois,
mois,. 1l
is3
Passe le delai
of three months, the sum due to
sorame due a
a l'Administratior
l'Administration of
somme
Administration of origin bears
productive d'in.
expeditrice
din-- the Administration
est productive
expeditrice eat
interest at the rate of 55per cent a
a
comptelr interest
l'an A. compter
A. raison de 5% yan
teret Braison
year, counting
counting from the date of
of
dudilt year,
l'expiration dudit
jour de respiration
du .jour
expiration
expiration of the said period.
d6lai.
delta.
Time limit.
Timelitmt.
3. The Administration
3.-L'Administration
Administration of orid'originme 3.
3.-1/Administration d'origine
repayment of the
ne
pout reclamer
gin may claim repayment
rembourse - gin
reclamer le remboursene peut
responsible
ment
Pindemnite A.
PAdminis-- mdemmty
a l'Adminis
ndemnity from the responsible
ment de l'indemnit6
Administration only within the
the
tration responsable
responsable que
quo dans
dens 1I
lee Administration
tration
delai
an. A. compter
Penvoii period of one year
year,, counting from
compter de l'envo
delai d'un asn
de la
is notification
is. perte, ou
ou,,the
the date of sending the notificanotificanotification de la
de
occasion
Pexpirationn tion
y aalieu, du jour de l'expiratioi
s'il y
tion of the loss; or, if occasion
du
prevu a
A. Particle
larticle 60, §§2. arises, from the date of expiration
dlai prevu
du delai
of the period contemplated
contemplated by
Article 60, Section
Section 2.
Article
4.-L'Administration
in
Dsy
Delay
In mapin g
4.—L'Administration dont llaa
An Administration whose
whose re4. An
payment;
penalty.
stabli e sponsibility
eat d0ment
respoirabilite
&anent etablie
is duly
duly established
responsabilite eat
established
sponsibility is
I a and
a qui
d'abord decline
and which
d6clin6 le
a tout d'abord
et
qui a
to
declined to
whih has at first declined
doi t pay
l'indemnit6 dolt
payement
payment de l'indemnite
indemnity must bear all
pay the indemnity
expenses resulting
le frai
tous les
s the
preadre Asa
Sa charge tons
frais
the, additional expenses
prdre
accessoires rasulta:nt
resultant du retatr
retardd. from the unjustified delay
delay in makmakacoessoirea
noit justifie
justffie apport6
apporte an
payement.;. ing payment.
au payemeni
non
makin
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5.—Les
Administrations peu5.-Les Administrations
6
vent
s'entendre pour liquider p
vent s'entendre
pé-indemnit6s
riodiquement
indemnites
les
riodiquement
exp6diqu'elles
payees aux expediont payees
qu'elles ont
teurs et
dont elles
des out
reconnu le
ont reconnu
et dont
teurs
bien-fonde.
bien-fond6.
CHAPITRE III
III..
CHAPITRE

Periodical settlesettlePeriodical
5
Administrations may
may agree
agree ments.
5. Administrations
to make periamong
themselves to
among themselves
odical
settlements of
of the
the indemniodical settlements
ties which
which they have
have paid to the
ties
senders
justness of
of which
which
the justness
and the
senders and
they
recognized.
have recognized.
they have

CHAPTER
III
CHAPTER III

ENVOIS
CONTRE REMENVOIS CONTRE
BOURSEMENT.
BOURSEMENT.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
ARTICLES
ARTICLES

ARTICLE
63.
ARTICLE 63.

ARTICLE 63
63
ARTICLE

Taxes
conditions.
Taxes et conditions.

Liquidation.
Liquidation.

recom1.--Les correspondances
correspondances recom1.--Les
mandees
expediees
etre expedi6es
peuvent etre
mandees peuvent
contre
remboursement dans les
contre remboursement
relations
entre les pays dont les
relations entre
Administrations
conviennent d'asAdministrations conviennent
surer ce
ce service.
service.
surer
2.—Les
exp6dies contre
objets expedies
2.-Les objets
aux
remboursement
sent soumis aux
remboursement sont
formalites
et aux
taxes des envois
aux taxes
formalites et
l'exprecommandes. En outre, l'experecommandes.
diteur paie
l'avance:
paie A l'avance:
diteur
peut
a)
taxe fixe
qui ne petit
fixe qui
une taxe
a) une
envoi
depasser 40
centimes par
par envoi
40 centimes
depasser
et
un droit
proportionnel de
de 3%
X%
droit proportionnel
et un
au
maximum du
montant du
du montant
au maximum
que
remboursement, s'il
desire quo
s'il desire
remboursement,
ce
moyen
au moyen
liquide au
soit liquide
montant soit
ce montant
d'un
mandat de
de remboursement
remboursement
d'un mandat
emis
a son profit;
gratuitement A
6mis gratuitement
b) une
tine taxe
taxe fixe
de 20
centimes
20 centimes
fixe de
b)
au
la
demande la
s'il demande
maximum, s'il
au maximum,
liquidation
au moyen
d'un versemoyen d'un
liquidation au
ment
courant postal
compte courant
en compte
ment en
dans
le pays
pays de
de destination
destination de
dans le
l'envoi.
l'envoi.
3.—Le
mode de
de liquidation
liquidation
3.-Le mode
prevu
2, lettre
lettre b),
admis
n'est admis
b), n'est
au §§2,
pr6vu an
quo
si les
Administrations ininles Administrations
que si
teressees se
d'appliquer
chargent d'appliquer
se chargent
teress6es
ce
procede de
liquidation. L'AdL'Adde liquidation.
ce proc6d6
ministration
destination verse
verse
de destination
ministration de
en
compte courant,
au moyen
moyen
courant, au
en compte
d'un
bulletin de
de versement
versement du
du
d'un bulletin
régime
enmontant enle montant
int6rieur, le
regime interieur,
caisse
sur le
destinataire, apres
le destinataire,
caiss6 sur
deduction
d'une taxe fixe de 20
deduction d'une
centimes
au maximum
maximum et
et de
la
de la
centines au
taxe
ordinaire des
versements apapdes versements
taxe ordinaire
plicable
service interieur.
interieur.
son service
dans son
plicable dans
4.—Quel
que soit
soit le
le mode
mode de
de
4.-Quel que
liquidation, le
maxunum
montant maximum
le montant
liquidation,
du remboursement
egal a celui
cella
est egal
remboursement est
du
qui est
est fixe
pour les
mandats de
les mandats
fix6 pour
qui
poste
destination du
d'onpays d'oridu pays
A destination
poste a
gine
de l'envoi.
l'envoi.
gine de

conditions. Settlement
Rates and conditions.
Rates
condiaid condiRates and
1.
Registered articles may be tions.
1. Registered
tions.
sent C. 0.
between
0. D. in relations between
sent
countries whose Administrations
Administrations
countries
agree to perform
perform such service.

0. D. are
2. Articles
Articles sent C. 0.
subject to the conditions
conditions and rates
applicable to registered
registered articles.
applicable
Moreover,
sender pays in adMoreover, the sender
vance:
(a)
A fixed fee which may not
(a) A
exceed 40 centimes
centimes per article
article and
exceed
proportional fee of %
3 per cent at
aaproportional
most
0. D.
most of the amount of the C. 0.
such
charge,
if he desires
desires that such
charge, if
amount be settled by means of a
a
amount
C. 0.
0. D. money order issued free
of charge
charge in
in his
favor;
his favor;
of
(b)
A fixed
fee of 20 centimes
centimes at
fixed fee
(b) A
requests settlement
settlement by
most, if he requests
a current
current
means of a
a transfer to a
means
postal-check account
account in the counpostal-check
try
destination of the article.
article.
of destination
try of
settlement
3. The method of settlement
contemplated
letter
contemplated by Section 2, letter
(b),
permitted only if the Ad(b), is permitted
ministrations concerned
concerned underministrations
take
procedure for
take to apply such procedure
settlement. The Administration
Administration
settlement.
of
destination turns over to the
of destination
current account,
account, by means
means of a
a
current
domestic
bulletin, the
transfer bulletin,
domestic transfer
amount collected
collected from the addressee,
fee
a fixed fee
deducting a
after deducting
dressee, after
of
centimes at most and the
of 20 centimes
applicable
ordinary transfer
transfer fee applicable
ordinary
domestic service.
service.
its domestic
in its
4.
Irrespective of the method of
4. Irrespective
settlement, the maximum
maximum amount
settlement,
of the
0. D.
D. charge is equal
C. 0.
the C.
of
to that fixed
orders
fixed for money orders
to
addressed to the country of origin
addressed
of the article.

Settlement.
Settlement.

Maximum charge.
Maximum
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Money
which
If which
mmeY
in
charge
expressed.

Collection.
Collection.

arrangement contraire,
5.-Sauf arrangement
contraire,
5.—Sauf
le montant
du remboursement
le
montant du
remboursement est
eat
exprim6 dans la
du pays
la monnaie
monnaie du
pays
d'origine de l'envoi.
l'envoi. Toutefois,
Toutefois,
versement en
compte
en cas de versement
en compte
courant postal
term dans
le pays
pays
courant
postal tenu
dans le
destination de
de l'envoi,
l'envoi, ce
de destination
ce monmontant doit etre indiqu6
indique dans
dans la
la
pays.
monnaie de ce pays.

5. In the absence
absence of
of contrary
contrary
agreement,
agreement, the amount of
of the
the
C. 0.
charge is
is expressed
expressed in
O. D. charge
in
money of the country
of origin
country of
origin of
of
the article. However, in
in case
case of
of
transfer to aa current
current postal-check
postal-check
account held in
in the
the country
of
country of
destination of the article,
destination
article, such
such
amount shall
shall be
indicated in
in
be indicated
country.
money
of
that
country.
6.-Chaque
Administration a
a
6.—Chaque Administration
6. Each Administration
the
Administration has
has the
la faculte d'adopter,
d'adopter, pour la per- option of adopting, for
for the
the colleccollecception du droit proportionnel
proportionnel tion of the proportional
conproportional fee conpr6vu au §§ 2, lettre
prevu
lettre a), Pechelle
l'6chelle templated
templated by Section
Section 2,
2, letter
letter
le mieux a
qui r6pond
repond lo
sea cona ses
con- (a), the scale which is
is most
most conconvenances de service.
venances
venient for its
its service.
ARTICLE 64.
ARTICLE
64.

CanoelationormodCance/ation ormod-

mention
ifioation of
of amount.
amount.

Request provisions.
provisions.

Responsibility
Responsibility
loss
articles.
oAnt
of articles.

for
for

Ante, pp.
pp. 2078,2079.
Ante,

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ARTICLE 64
64
ARTICLE

Annulation ou
Aruaulation
on modification
modification du
du Cancelation
Cancelation or modification of the
montant du remboursement.
montant
remboursement.
amount to be collected
L'expediteur &ma
L'expediteur
d'un envoi
envoi recomrecomThe sender
sender of aa registered
registered
grove de
de remboursement
mande greve
remboursement C. 0.
O. D. article
article may
may request
request
peut demander le dtrevement
pout
d6grevement total or partial
partial cancelation
cancelation of
of the
the
total ou partiel
partiel ainsi
ainsi que
que l'augl'aug- amount
collected, or an
amount to be collected,
an inmentation
mentation du montant du
du remrem- crease
crease therein. In the latter
case,
latter case,
boursement. Dans
Dans ce dernier
dernier cas,
ca,s, he must pay, for the amount
amount of
of the
the
il doit payer pour le
lpour
ii
montant de
de increase, the proportional
proportional fee fixed
fixed
la majoration
majorationle droit
droit proportionnel
proportionnel by Article
Article 63.
63.
fire
63.
fixe par
parParticle
l'article63.
Les demandes de cette
nature
cette nature
Requests
Requests of this
this nature
nature are
are
soumises aux mames
sont sounaises
memos disposidisposi- subject
subject to the same provisions
provisions as
as
tions quo
lea demandes
que les
demandes de
de retrait
retrait requests
requests for withdrawal
withdrawal or change
ou de modification d'adresse.
on
crathesse.
of address.
address.
Si la demande
demand° de
clegrevement
de d6grevement
If the request for total or partotal ou partiel ou d'augmentation
&augmentation tial cancelation
caneelation of the C. O.
0. D.
D.
du montant du remboursement
remboursement charge or an increase therein
therein
doit etre transmise par voie
voie teletel&
be sent by telegraph,
telegraph, the
graphique, la taxe du telegranune
tel6gramme must
charge
for the telegram
is intelegram
is
inest augment&
augment6e de Is
eat
la taxe
taxe applicable
applicable creased by the rate applicable
applicable to
to
B une lettre recommand6e
a,
recommandee de
de port
port a single-rate registered
a
single-rate
registered
letter.
simple.
ARTICLE 65.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 65
65
Responsabilite
Responsabilite en ens
cas de perte de
de
'envoi.
Penvoi.
La perte d'un envoi recomrecommand6 grove
greve de remboursement
remboursement
mande
engage
responsabilite du service
engage la responsabilite
conditions deterdeterpostal dans les
lea conditions
minees par les
lea articles 56 et 57.
57.
ARTICLE

66.
66.

Responsibility
in case of
Responsibility in
of loss of
of
articles
articles
The loss of aaregistered
registered C.
C. O.
0. D.
D.
article involves the responsibility
responsibility
of the postal service under the
conditions laid down by Articles
conditions
Articles
56 and
57.
and 57.
ARTICLE 66
66

ARTICLE

Garantie
Guarantee of
of sums
Garantie des sommes encaiss~es
encaissees Guarantee
colsums regularly
regularly colreguliArement.
leered
regulierement.
Guarantee of
of sums
sums
regularly collected.
collected.

lected

Les sommes
sommes encai
encaissees reguLes
u ues, The
t sums
whcollected
Thefl
sums regularly
regularly
t
Lea
t du
du destinatafre,
destienataire, ctur« eucollected
lièrement
es from
lirement
d dtn t
, u'elles
the
addresse,
addressees, whether or
converties en
aient et6
ete ou non converties
ei not
been converted
not they
they have
have been
converted
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verges en
mandats de poste ou vers6es
compte courant
gacourant postal,
postal, sont
sont gacompte
l'exp6diteur dans les conranties a
a l'expediteur
ranties
ditions d6terminees
determinees par l'Arrangel'Arrangement
mandats de
les mandats
ment concernant
concernant les
prescriptions
poste ou par
par les prescriptions
service des cheques et
et
regissant le service
virements postaux.
postaux.

into money orders
orders or turned
turned over
to a
a current
acto
current postal-check
postal-check acthe sender
count, are guaranteed
guaranteed to the
sender
count,
under
conditions laid
laid down
down
under the
the conditions
by
concerning
by the
the Agreement
Agreement concerning
money orders,
orders, or
or by the
the proviprovigoverning the postal-check
postal-check
sions governing
service.

ARTICLE
67.
ARTICLE 67.

ARTICLE
67
ARTICLE 67

2085
2085

Indemnite
non-encaisse- Indemnity in
cas de
de non-encaisseIndemnite en cas
in case of non-collection,
non-collection,
ment du
montant du
rembourseinsufficient or
or fraudulent
coldu remboursedu montant
fraudulent colment
insufficient
lection of
of the
the C.
C. O.
0. D.
D. charge
ment, d'encaissement
insuffisant
charge
lection
d'encaissement insuffisant
ment,
ou frauduleux.
frauduleux.
ou
Indemnity or nonIndemnity
de- collection,
1. If
If the
been dearticle has been
1.—Si
l'envoi a
a6te
&A livre
the article
livr6 au des-.
des1.
1.-Si l'envoi
collection, etc.
etc.
without
addressee without
to the addressee
tinataire sans
encaissement du livered
livered to
sans encaissement
tinataire
amount of the
montant
remboursement, l'ex- collecting
collecting the
the amount
du remboursement,
montant du
C. 0.
0. D.
charge, the sender
sender is
pediteur
droit a
une indemnite,
D. charge,
indemnite, C.
A une
a droit
p6diteur a
provided
6et entitled
entitled to indemnity, provided
ait ete
pourvu
qu'une reclamation
reclamation ait
pourvu qu'une
has been
been made
made
inquiry has
that inquiry
formulee
alai d'un,
an that
d'un an
le delai
dans le
formulae dans
year prethe period
period of one year
within the
prevu
al'article
moms que within
et aa. moins
l'article 53 et
pr6vu A
by Article
Article 53,
53, and
and unless
2077.
unless Ante, p. 2077.
scribed by
le non-encaissement
dii aa scribed
soit da
ne soit
non-encaissement no
le
fault
the non-collection
non-collection is due to fault
ou a
a une negligence
une
negligence de sa the
une faute on
on his
his part, or unor negligence
negligence on
part,
le contenu
contenu de
l'envoi or
de l'envoi
que le
ou que
part, ou
less the
contents of the article
the contents
ne
tombe sous
sous le
coup des inter- less
le coup
ne tombe
prohibitions laid
the prohibitions
come under the
dictions
articles 34, come
pr6vues aux articles
dictions prevues
Ante, pp. 2066, 2067,
34, Sections
Sections 44 2071.
down
by Articles
Articles 34,
down by
§§ 4
et 6,
6, lettre
lettre c),
46, §
2071.
§ 1.
1.
c), et
et 46,
4 et
§§
and
6,
letter
(c),
and
46,
Section
1.
1.
Section
and 6, letter (c), and 46,
Deficiency or
or fraud.
The
applies if the sum Deficiency
same applies
The same
Ii
en est
meme si la somme
de memo
est de
I1 en
collected
from
the
addressee
is
addressee
the
from
encaissee du
destinataire est
est in- collected
du destinataire
encaiss6e
lower than
the amount of the
than the
ferieure au
au montant
rembourse- lower
montant du rembourseferieure
charge indicated,
indicated, or
or if
if
D. charge
C. 0.
O. D.
ment
indique ou
on si
si l'encaissement
l'encaissement C.
ment indiqu6
the
collection has been made
the collection
frauduleusement.
effectu6 frauduleusement.
6et effectue
aa ete
fraudulently.
fraudulently.
In no case
indemnity
case may the indemnity
In
L'indemnite
ne pourra
pourra &passer,
depasser,
L'indemnit6 ne
amount to
be collected
collected
to be
the amount
exceed the
en aucun
aucun cas,
montant du
du rem- exceed
le montant
cas, le
en
on
on delivery.
boursement.
boursement.
Subrogation.
2. The
The Administration
which Subrogation.
Administration which
2.
2.—L'Administration
efqui aa ef2.-L'Administration qui
has effected
of the inpayment of
effected payment
fectue
de l'indemnite
lindenmite has
payement de
le payement
fectue le
demnity is
subrogated up to the
is subrogated
est
subrogee, jusqu'a
concurrence demnity
jusqu'A concurrence
est subrogee,
amount of
such indemnity
indemnity in the
of such
du
de cette
indemnite, amount
cette indemnite,
montant de
du montant
person who has rerethe person
dans les
droits de
de la
la personne
personne qui rights of the
les droits
dans
ceived it
recourse
eventual recourse
it for
for all eventual
l'a
pour tout
even- ceived
recours 6ventout recours
regue, pour
l'a recue,
against the
the addressee,
addressee, the
the sender,
sender,
tuel,
soit contre
contre le
le destinataire,
destinataire, soit
soit against
tuel, soit
or third
third parties.
contre l'expediteur
contre des
des or
ou contre
l'expediteur ou
contre
tiers.
tiers.

ARTICLE
68.
ARTICLE 68.

ARTICLE 68
68
ARTICLE

Sums regularly
Indemcollected. Indemregularly collected.
Sommes
encaissees regulierement.
regulierement. Sums
Sommes encaissees
nity.
Payment
and
recourse
Indemnites. Payement
et recours.
nity. Payment and recourse
recours.
Payement et
Indcmnites.
L'obligation
payer les
les sommes
sommes
de payer
L'obligation de
encaissees
ou l'inl'inr6gulierement ou
encaissees regulierement
demnite
dont il
il est
question a
s
est question
demnite dont
l'article
l'Adminisincombe aal'Adminis67 incombe
l'article 67
tration
dont releve
le bureau
bureau exreleve le
tration dont
pediteur
de l'envoi,
reserve de
sous reserve
l'envoi, sous
pediteur de
son droit
droit de
de recours
recours contre
contre l'Adson
ministration responsable.
responsable.
ministration

Payment of
of collecPayment
The
obligation of paying the tions,
The obligation
etc.
sums
regularly
collected,
or
the
or
collected,
regularly
sums
indemnity
to in Article
Article
referred to
indemnity referred
67, falls
the Administration
Administration
upon the
falls upon
67,
to
the office
office of
of origin
origin of
of the
which the
to which
article
its
to its
subject to
belongs, subject
article belongs,
right
claim against
against the
a claim
make a
to make
right to
responsible
Administration.
responsible Administration.
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Period for indemnity payment.
Ante, p. 2080.
Ante,
2080.

Lr14... STAT.
STAT.
[54

ARTICLE 69.
69.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 69
69
ARTICLE

Delai de
payement.
Dflai
de payement.
Les
60
Les dispositions
dispositions de
de Particle
'article 60
concernant lee
concernant
les delais de payement
payement
de Pindemnite
l'indemnit6 pour
pour la
la perte
perte d'un
recommando s'appliquent
s'appliquent
envoi recommande
au payement
payement des sommes
sommes enencaissees
caiss6es ou de Pindemnite
l'indemnit6 pour lee
les
envois contre remboursement.
remboursement.

Period for
for payment
Period
payment
The provisions
of Article
Article 60
60
The
provisions of
concerning
the periods
periods for
concerning the
for paypayment of
indemnity for
the loss
loss of
ment
of indemnity
for the
of
a,
article are
are applicable
a registered
registered article
applicable
to
sums colcolto the payment of the
the sums
lected or of the indemnity
indemnity for
for
lected
C.
0. D.
C. 0.
D. articles.

ARTICLE 70.
ARTICLE
70.

ARTICLE 70
70
ARTICLE

Determination de la responsabilite.
Determination
responsabilite.
ing

bility.
bi

of respons-

Fixin g of re°P
°°°1-

Ante,
p. 2080.
Ausp.8oA.

Ane, pp. 2
207
Ante,
078,

20.

2071

Repayment of
at advances.

Ante, p.
2081.
p. 281.

Fixing of
responsibility
Fixing
of responsibility
The payment by the dispatchexpeditrice, des sommnes
sommes enen- ing
tion expeditrice,
Administration of
of the
the sums
sums
ing Administration
caissees r6gulierement
regulierement ou
on de Pinl'in- regularly
regularly collected,
collected, or
or of the indemnite prevue
demnit6
prevue a
a Particle
l'article 67 se
se demnity
demnity provided
Article
provided for by
by Article
le conapte
fait pour
pourle
compte de l'AdminisPAdminis- 67,
behalf of
of the
the
67, is effected
effected on
on behalf
tration destinataire.
destinataire. Celle-ci est Administration
Administration of destination.
destination.
responsable, à
moms qu'elle
qu'elle ne
responsable,
A moins
ne The latter is responsible,
responsible, unless
puisse
pmsse prouver que
quo la faute est due it can prove
prove that
that the
the irregularity
irregularity
A la non-observation
A
non-observation (Pune
d'une dispodispo- was due to the failure of the diedisl'Adrninis- patching
sition regleraentaire
r6glementaire par
par l'Adminispatching Administration
Administration to
to obobtration
tration. expeditrice.
expeditrice.
serve
serve aa provision
provision of
of the regulations.
tions.
En cas d'encaissement
d'encaissement fraudufrauduIn
fraudulent collection
In case of fraudulent
collection
leux a.
in suite de is.
A la
la disparition,
disparition, as aaresult of the loss of a
0. D.
a C. 0.
dans le service, d'un envoi contre
contre article in the service, the responremboursement, la respon.sabilite
remboursement,
responsabilit6 sibility of the Administrations
Administrations
des Administrations
Administrations en cause est involved
involved is determined
determined in accordaccordd6terminee selon
determinee
selon les
lee regles pr6vues
prevues ance with the rules laid
down
laid
down
by
^A, Particle
l'article 61 pour la perte
parte d'un Article 61 for the loss of a
a regisenvoi recoraman.de.
recommand6. Toutefois,
Toutefois, la
is. tered article. However, the
the reresponsabilite
reeponsabilite d'une AdministraAdministra- sponsibility
sponsibility of
intermediate
of an intermediate
interm6diaire qui ne
tion intermediaire
no participe Administration
not
Administration which does
does not
pas au service des remboursements
remboursements participate
participate in the C. 0.
0. D. servservest limitee
A celle qui est
limit& a.
prevue ice is limited
eat prevue
limited to that prescribed
prescribed
les envois by Articles
aux articles
articles 56 et 57 pour lea
Articles 56 and 57
57 for regisrecommandes.
recommandes. Les
Les autres Ad- tered articles. The other Administrations supportent par parts
parts ministrations
ministrations pay the amount not
not
egales le montant non couvert.
couvert.
covered in equal
equal shares.

Le
par l'Administrabe payement,
payement, par
PAdministra-

ARTICLE 71.
71.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 71
71

Rem.boursement
Remboursement des
des sorames
sommes
avaneees.
avancees.

Repayment of sums advanced

L'Administration
L'Administration

destinataire

The Administration
Administration of destina-

nistration expeditrice
expeditrice dans les
lee conconditions pr6vues
A Particle
l'article 62 les
prevues a
lee
sommes
sommes qui ont
out 6t6
ete avancees
avancees pour
pour
son compte.

Administration of origin,
Administration
origin, under
under
the conditions prescribed
prescribed by Article 62, for the sums which have
have
been advanced on its behalf.
behalf.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 72.
72.

ARTICLE 72
72
ARTICLE

est tenue
tenue de rembourser
rembourser a.
l'Admi- tion is bound
A l'Admibound to reimburse
reimburse the

0. O.
0. D.
a
D. money
money orders
orders and transfer
buletins
bulletins
1.-Le montant d'un maxdatde
1.—Le
raandat de
1.
1. The amount of
of a
a C. 0.
O. D.
D.
remboursement qui, pour un
tin motif mney
order which,
wbich, for any remoney order
reap
Mandats de remboursement et
Mandate
bulletins de versement.
versement.

C. 0. D.
moae
D. money

orders.
C. O.

MGUL
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quelconque, n'a pas ete pays
paye au
ben6ficiaire,
beneficiaire, n'est pas rembourse
rembourse a
l'Administration
l'Administration. d'emission.
d',emission. 11
est
I est
tenu a
A la disposition du b6nefiNile&
ciaire par l'Administration
l'Administration expediexpeditrice de l'envoi greve
grev6 de remboursement
boursement et revient
revient definitivedefinitivement a
a cette Administration
Administration apres
l'expiration du d6lai
Mai legal
l6gal de pres-

son, has not been paid to the
repaid to the
the AdminisAdminispayee, is not repaid
tration
It is held at the
tration of issue. It
disposal
disposal of the payee by the AdAdministration
ministration or origin of the C. 0.
0.
D. article, and finally reverts to
Administration, after
after the
that Administration,
the
expiration
expiration of the period prescribed
prescribed
by law.

A
4gards, et sous
A tous les autres egards,
les reserves pr6vues
prevues au Reglement,
Reglement,
les mandats de remboursement
remboursement
fix6es
sont soumis aux dispositions
dispositions fixees
par l'Arrangement
l'Arrangement concernant
concernant les
mandats de poste.
2.—Lorsque,
2.-Lorsque, pour une
une cause
cause
quelconque, un bulletin de versement emis en conformite
conformite des prescriptions de Particle
l'article 63 ne peut
etre port6
au credit du beneficiporte an
aire indique par l'expdditeur
l'expediteur de
l'envoi contre remboursement,
remboursement, le
montant
ce bulletin doit 6tre
montant de cc
etre
l'Administration qui l'a
Pa
mis, par l'Administration
encaisse, A
a la disposition
disposition de l'Adencaiss6,
ministration d'origine
ministration
d'origine pour etre
l'envoi.
paye a
a l'expediteur
l'expediteur de l'envoi.
Si ce
cc payement
payement ne pout
peut etre
ii est procede comme.il
effectue, il
1.
est prevu au §§ 1.

In all other
other respects,
respects, and apart
apart
from the exceptions laid down by
the Regulations,
Regulations, C. 0.
O. D. money
money
orders are subject to the proviprovisions of the Agreement
concerning
Agreement concerning
money orders.
orders.
money
Transfer bulletins.
2. When, for any reason, a
a Transfer
transfer
transfer bulletin issued in accordance
cordance with the provisions of
of
Ante, p.
p. 2083.
2083.
Article 63 can not be entered
entered to Ante,
the credit of the payee
payee indicated
indicated
by the sender
sender of the C. 0.
O. D.
amount of such
bullearticle, the amount
such bulletin shall be placed,
placed, by the Administration which has cashed it,
at the disposal
disposal of the AdministraAdministration of origin,
origin, to be paid to the
sender of the article.
sender
payment can not be
If this payment
effected, the procedure
effected,
procedure outlined
outlined
in Section
Section 1
1is followed.
followed.

cription.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

73.
73.

ARTICLE 73
ARTICLE
73

Bonification
Bonification de la taxe et du droit
droit Sharing
0. D. charges
charges andfees
Sharing of C'.
C. O.
de remboursement.
L'Administration d'origine boniL'Administration
a l'Administration
fie A
l'Administration de destination, dans les conditions prescrites
par le Reglement,
Reglement, une quote-part
quote-part
fixe de 20 centimes
centimes par remboursement,
4
% de la somme
%%
ment, plus y
somme totale
des mandate
remboursement
mandats de remboursement
p
ayes.
payes.
CRAPITRE IV.
IV.
CHAPITRE
ATTRIBUTION
DES TAXES.
TAXES.
ATTRIBUTION DES
TRANSIT.
FRAIS DE TRANSIT.

0. D.
Sharing of
of C.
C. 0.
D.
The Administration
Administration of origin
origin charges
charges and
fees.
and fees.
credits the Administration
Administration of destination,
tination, under the conditions
fixed
fixed by the Regulations,
Regulations, with a
a
fixed quota
quota of 20 centimes
centimes per
fixed
C. 0.
O. D. article, plus X
4 per cent
cent
amount of C. 0.
of the total amount
O. D.
money orders paid.

CHAPTER IV
CHAPTER
IV
RETENTION
POSTAGE.
RETENTION OF POSTAGE.
TRANSIT CHARGES
CHARGES
TRANSIT

ARTICLE 74.
74.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 74
74
ARTICLE

Attribution
des taxes.
Attribution des
taxes.

Retention
postage
Retention of postage

Retention
tention of postExcept
in cases
cases expressly
pro- ,R
Except in
expressly proof potSauf les
les cas
cas express6ment
expressement pr6vus
prevus
age.
Sauf
vided
the
Convention,
each
for
by
the
Convention, each
par la Convention, cheque
chaque AdAdretains the whole
Administration retains
entier les Administration
ministration garde en entier
it collects.
collects.
of the postage which it
taxes qu'elle a
a pergues.
percues.
193470
193470 —41—Pr.
-41-Pr. n-54
-54
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Transitcharges.
Transit charges.

OTHER THAN
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
ARTICLE 75.
ARTICLE
75.

ARTICLE 75
75
ARTICLE

Frais de
transit.
Frais
de transit.

Transit
charges
Transit charges

1.-Les
correspondances
1.-Les correspondances
echangees en
entre
6chang6es
en depeches
d6epches closes
closes entre
deux Administrations,
au moyen
deux
Administrations, au
moyen
des
services d'une
d'une ou
on de
de plusieurs
des services
plusieurs
autres
Administrations (services
(services
autres Administrations
tiers),
sont soumises,
soumises, au
au profit
profit de
tiers), sont
de
chacun
des pays
dont
chacun des
pays traverses
traverses ou
ou dont
les
services participant
participent an
an transles services
transport, aux frais de
indiques
de transit indiques
dans
dans le
le tableau
tableau suivant:
suivant:

Articles of correspondence
correspondence
1. Articles
exchanged in
in closed
mails between
exchanged
closed mails
between
Administrations, by means of
of
two Administrations,
services of one or
the services
or more
more other
other
Administrations (third services),
services),
Administrations
the benefit
benefit of
are liable,
liable, for
for the
of each
each
countries traversed
traversed or whose
whose
of the countries
services participate
in the
the conconservices
participate in
veyance, to
the transit
charges
veyance,
to the
transit charges
indicated
indicated in the following table:
table:

1° Parcours territoriaux:
1?
Ju.squia
Jusqn'a 1000 km
.m........
Au-dela de 1000 jusqu'a
2000
Au-del
ousqu'a 2000
km
km--------Au-delti
2000 juscpfil
Au-delA de 2000
junsqn'A 3000
000
km
Au-dela de 3000
Au-del8
3000 jusqu'a 6000
6000
km
.
Au-delit
Au-dela de
de 6000
6000 Juana%
jusqu'a 9000
9000
km
km..............
Au-del de 9000
000 km
km--... ----.
Au-dela

Par kilogramme
kilogramme

Per kilogram
kilogram

de lettres
et
tres et
d'autres
d'autres
de
objets
objet8
cartes
cartes
postales
postales

of
of
letters of
of other
other
letters
articles
and
and
articles
post
post

Fr. c.
c.
Fr.

Fr.
Fr. C.
c.

- 60
60
-.

-.08
-. 08

-.
80
-. 80

-.12
-. 12

1.20

-.16
-. 16

2.2.-

24
-. 24

2.80
3.60

32
-. 32
-.40
-. 40

2° Parcours maritimes:
maritimes:
Jusqu'B
marins..
Jason% 300 milles marina
-.60
-. 60
Au-del& de 300
Au-deli
SOO jusqu'a
1600
jusqu'a 1500
milles
rallies marina
marins..
......
1.60
Entre
Entrel'Europe at
et l'Amerique
du
Nord
du Nord...........
2.40
Au-dela
Au-deli de 1500
jusqu% 6000
6000
100 jusqu'a
millet'
marina ............
milles marins.
3.20
Au-dela
Audelli de 6000
milles marina
000 milles
4.80
marine 4.60
Maritime maioe.
Maritime
aareies.

Transit by two or
or
more Administation.
Administrations.

[54STAT.
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-.08
-. 08
2A3
-. 20
-.
-. 32

cards
cards

1. Territorial
transit:
1o
Territorial transit:

Up to
to 1,000 km
km ....---...
From
2,000
--.
From 1,000 to 2
,
093km...
From 2,000 to
to 3,000
3,000 km
km ...-.
From
From 3,000
to 6,000
km -....-.
From
3,000 to
6,000 km
From 6,000 to 9,000 km -.From
Over 8,000
9,000
Over
0 km --. ___.....

Fr. c.

Fr. c.
c.
Fr.

0.60
0.60
O. 80
0.80
1.20
2.00
2.80
280
3.60

0.08
O. 12
0.12
0.18
0.16
0.24
0.32
0.40

So
Ss Maritime transit:
transit:
1:rp
miles ..--Up to
to 300
300 nautical
nautical miles
From 300
nautical
From
300 to
to 1,500
1,500 nautical
miles -.miles
......
Between Europe
Europe and
and North
North
Between
America .-----.---.---America
From 1,500 to 6,000
nautical
From
6,000 nautical
miles -......
miles
...........
Over 6,000
8,000 nautical
nautical miles
Over
miles ..--.

0.60
0.60

0.08
008

1.60
1.60

0.20

2.40

0.32

3.20
4.80

0.40
0.60
0.60

-.40
-.
40

-.60
-.
60

2.-Les frais de transit pour le
transport maritime sur un
trajet
un trajet
n'excedant pas 300 milles
n'excedant
milks mantis
marns
sent fixes
au tiers des sommes
fixes an
pr6vues
prevues an
Si l'Administration
au §§1, si
mteressee
mteressee recoit
deja, du chef
des
re9oit d6ej,
chef des
d6peches transportees,
la remudepeches
transportees, Is
neration afferente
neration
afferente an
au transit
transit territerritorial.
3.-En cas de transport
transport maritime effectu6
effectue par deux ou plusieurs
plusieurs
Administrations, lea
les frais
frais du
Administrations,
du par-.
parcours maritime total no
cows
peuvent
ne peuvent
pas depasser
d6passer 44 francs 80 par kilogramme de lettres
lettres et de cartes
cartes
postales et 60 centimes
centimes par kilogramme d'autres
d'autres objets. Le cas
echeant,
ces montants
deheant, coo
montttnts maxima
maxima
sont repartis
reparti' s entre les Administrations participant
participant an
au transport, au
prorata
parcourues.
prorata des distances pareourues.

mari2. The transit charges for
for mariconveyance on a
time conveyance
not
a route not
exceeding
miles are
are
exceeding 300 nautical
nautical miles
fixed at one-third the amounts
amounts
set forth in Section 1, if
if the
Adthe Administration concerned already
already
receives, on account
account of the mails
transported, compensation
compensation for
for
transported,
territorial
territorial transit.
3. In the case
case of maritime
transit effected
effected by two or more
more
Administrations, the
total marimariAdministrations,
the total
time transit charges may
may not exceed 4
4francs 80 centimes
centimes per
per kilokilogram of letters and post cards or
or

60
centimes
per kilogram of
other
60
articles.When
centimes per kilogram
arises,
other
articles.
When occasion
occasion ofarises,
maximum amounts
amounts are
those maximum
are divided
between the Administravided between
tions taking part in the transporproportion to the distation in proportion
tances
tances traversed.
traversed.
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4.—Sont
ser4.-Sont consider&
consideres comme
comme services tiers,
tiers, aamoms
vices
moins d'arrangement
d'arrangement
contraire, les
les transports
transports maritimes
maritimes
effectu6s directement
effectues
directement entre deux
deux
pays au moyen de navires
navires de Pun
l'un
d'eux
que les
les transports
d'eux ainsi
ainsi que
transports
effectu6s
effectues entre deux bureaux
bureaux d'un
l'intermediaire de
de
meme pays
pays par
par l'interm6diaire
services d'un autre pays.

contrary agreement,
agreement,
4. Barring
Barring contrary
transportation effected
maritime transportation
effected
directly
two countries
directly between
between two
countries
by
of one
one of
of them,
by means of
of ships
ships of
them,
as well as
conveyance effected
effected
as conveyance
between two
two offices
offices of
of one
one and
and the
the
between
same country
through the intersame
country through
mediary
mediary of services
services of
of another
another
country,
as aa third
country, is considered as
third
service.
service.
5. Small
packets, newspapers
newspapers
5.
Small packets,
or packages
packages of newspapers
newspapers and
and
periodicals sent
sent by
periodicals
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
Agreement
concerning subscripAgreement concerning
subscriptions to newspapers
newspapers and periodiperiodicals, as well as insured boxes sent
sent
Agreement conby virtue of
of the
the Agreement
concerning
cerning insured letters and boxes,
are considered
considered as
as other
articles in
in
are
other articles
regard
transit.
regard to
to transit.

5.-Sont
comme
5.—Sont consider6s
consider& comme
autres objets,
co qui
le
autres
objets, en
en ce
qui concerne
concerne le
transit, les
les petits
petits paquets,
les
transit,
paquets, les
journaux
journaux ou paquets
paquets de journaux
et
et ecrits
6crits peliodiques
periodiques expedies
exp6dies en
en
vertu de
vertu
de l'Arrangement
1'Arrangement concernant
concernant
les abonnements
aux journaux
les
abonnements aux
journaux et
et
ecrits
ecrits periodiques
p6riodiques ainsi que les
boites
boites avec valour
valeur declare°
declaree exexpediees en vertu
pediees
vertu de l'Arrangement
l'Arrangement
concernant les
les lettres
lettres et
les boites
boites
concernant
et les
avec
declaree.
avec valeur
valeur d6clar6e.
6.—Les d6peches
depeches mal
mal dirig6es
dirigees
6.
are concon6. Missent
Missent dispatches
6.-Les
dispatches are
qui .conconsiderees, en ce qui
con- sidered,
sont consid6r6es,
sidered, in
in regard
regard to the payment
payment
as if
if they
they had
of transit
transit charges,
payement des frais de of
charges, as
cerne le
le payement
had
normal route.
followed their
their normal
transit,
si elles
des avaient
avaient followed
comme si
transit, comme
suivi leur
lour voie normale.
ARTICLE 76.
ARTICLE
76.

ARTICLE
76
ARTICLE 76

Exemption
frais de
de transit.
transit.
Exemption de
de frais

Freedom
from transit
transit charges
charges
Freedomfrom

Sont exempts
exempts de
frais de
de
de tous
tous frais
Sont
transit
territorial ou
les
ou maritime,
maritime, les
transit territorial
correspondances en
en franchise
posfranchise poscorrespondances
tale mentionnees
al'article
49, les
les
l'article 49,
tale
mentionnees A
cartes
renvoyees
postales-r6ponse renvoy6es
cartes postales-reponse
au pays
pays d'origine,
les envois
envois r6exreexd'origine, les
au
pedies, les
rebuts, les
les avis
de
avis de
les rebuts,
pedies,
reception, les
mandats de
de poste
poste et
et
les mandats
reception,
tous autres
au
documents relatifs an
autres documents
tous
service
les plis
plis
notamment les
postal, notamment
service postal,
concernant
postaux.
les virements
virements postaux.
concernant les

The following
following are
are exempt
from
The
exempt from
all territorial
or maritime
all
territorial or
maritime transit
transit
charges:
correspondence sent
charges: The
The correspondence
sent
free
free of
of postage
postage mentioned
mentioned in
in
Article 49;
49; reply
Article
reply post
post cards
cards rereturned
to the
the country
country of
of origin;
turned to
origin;
redirected articles;
articles; returned
returned ununredirected
deliverable
return redeliverable articles;
articles; return
receipts;
orders; and all
other
ceipts; money orders;
all other
documents
relating to
to the
the postal
postal
documents relating
service, particularly
correspondservice,
particularly correspondence
to postal
checks.
postal checks.
ence relative
relative to

ARTICLE 77.
77.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 77
77

Services extraordinaires.
extraordinaires.
Services

Extraordinary
Extraordinaryservices
services

2089
Third service.
service.
Third

Newspapers, etc.
Newspapers,
etc.

Missent dispatches.
dispatches.
Missent

Transit charges.
Transit
charges.
Matter exempt.

2074.
Ante, p. 2074.

Extraordinary
Extraordinary
The
specified in services.
charges specified
The transit
transit charges
Les frais
frais de
de transit
specifies aa
Les
transit sp6cifies
services.
Article
75
do
not
apply
to
transto
transnot
apply
75
do
Article
l'article
75
no
s'appliquent
pas
au
pas
au
75
ne
s'appliquent
l'article
portation by
of extraordiextraordimeans of
by means
transport
au moyen
de services
services portation
moyen de
transport au
created or
or
services specially
specially created
nary services
extraordinaires specialement
cr6es nary
specialement ere&
extraordinaires
by one
one Administration
Administration
maintained by
ou
Adminis- maintained
par une
une Adminisou entretenus
entretenus par
at the
the request
request of
one or
or more
more other
other
of one
tration sur
d'une ou
ou at
demande d'une
sur la
la demande
tration
The conditions
conditions
Administrations. The
de plusieurs
Administra- Administrations.
autres Administraplusieurs autres
de
conveyance are
are
class of
of conveyance
for that
that class
tions. Les
Les conditions
conditions de
de cette
cette for
tions.
fixed by
agreement bebemutual agreement
by mutual
categoric
de transports
re-- fixed
sont r6transports sont
categorie de
Administrations conconthe Administrations
tween the
glees
gre a
Admi- tween
les Admigr6 entre les
A gre
de gr6
glees de
cerned.
cerned.
nistrations interessees.
interessees.
nistrations

2090
2090

Transit ocost.

Basis for
for charges.
charges.

Arbitration.
Arbintration

Ants, p. 2065.

Ac p.20

Exchange
Exchange of closed
mails with
with warships.
warships.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 78.
78.

ARTICLE 78
78
ARTICLE

Payements
decomptes.
Payements et
et decomptes.

Payments and
and accounts
accounts
Payments

1.-Les
1.—Les frais de transit
transit sont A
is
la charge
charge de
de l'Administration du
du
pays d'origine.
2.-Le
2.—Le decompte
decompte general
general de
can
de ces
frais
lieu d'apres
les donnees
de
frais a
a lieu
d'apres les
donn6es de
releves
statistiques etablis,
releves statistiques
6tablis, une
une
fois
fois tous
tous les
les trois
trois ans, pendant
pendant me
une
periode
quatorze jours. Cette
Cette
periode de
de quatorze
period()
aving-huit
periode est portee A
ving-huit jours
jours
depeches echangecc
pour les d6pches
6changes moms
moins
les
de six
six fois
fois par
par semaine
semaine par les
pays quelconque.
services d'un
d'un pays
quelconque.
determine la
Le Reglement
Reglement d6termine
Ia
periode et
la duree
duree &application
periodo
et la
d'application
statistiques.
des statistiques.
3.—Toute Administration est
est
autorisee A
asoumettre A
al'appreciPappreciation d'une Commission.
Commission d'arbitres
d'une statistique
statistique qui,
les resultats
r6sultats d'une
d'apres elle, differeraient
differeraient trop de
de
resift& Cet
la realite.
Cet arbitrage
arbitrage ant
est consconstitue ainsi
ainsi qu'il
ant pr6vu
prevu b
titu6
qu'il est
I'article
Particle 11.
11.
Les arbitres ont
on.t le droit de fixer
fixer
des
en bonne justice le montant des
frais de transit a
A payer.

1. The
The cost
of transit
transit is
borne
1.
cost of
is borne
by
of the
the
by the
the Administration
Administration of
country of
country
of origin.
general accounting
accounting for
for
2. The general
charges is effected
such charges
effected on the
taken once
basis of statistics taken
every
years, during
during a
aperiod
period
every three
three years,
of
fourteen days. That period
period
of fourteen
is extended
extended to twenty-eight
days
twenty-eight days
for
for dispatches exchanged
exchanged less than
six times a
aweek through
through the services
ices of any
any country.
country.
Regulations determine
determine the
The Regulations
period
length of
of application
application
period and
and length
of the statistics.
3.
is au3. Any
Any Administration
Administration is
auboard of
of
thorized to submit
submit to
to aa board
consideration the rearbiters for consideration
sults of
of statistics which, in its
its
greatly from
from
opinion, differ too greatly
reality. Such arbitration
arbitration is effected in accordance
accordance with the
provisions of Article
11.
Article 11.
The arbitrators are authorized
authorized
The
determine the proper
proper amount
amount
to determine
charges to be
of transit
transit charges
be paid.

ARTICLE
79.
ARTICLE 79.

ARTICLE 79
79
ARTICLE

Echange de depeches closes avec
Echan.ge
avec
des
batiments de guerre.
des bAtiments

F.Tchange of closed mails
mails with
with
Exchange
warships
warships

1.-Des
d6peches closes peuvent
1.—Des depeches
peuvent
etre echangees
echangees entre lea bureaux
bureaux de
poste de l'un des pays contractants
contracts.nts
et les
lee commandants
divisions
commandants de divisions
navales ou
on bitiments
navales
batiments de guerre
guerre de
de
ce meme
memo pays en station
station a
a. l1'tran'Wronger, ou
on entre le commandant
commandant
divisions navales
navales on
d'une de
de con
ces divisions
ou
d'un de con
ces batiments
bAtiments de guerre
d'une autre
et le
le commandant
commandant d'une
autre
division ou
on. d'un autre
autre bAtiment
batiment
du meme pays, par l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire
des services territoriaux
tenitoriaux ou
on marimarltimes d'autres pays.
2.-Les coiTesponclances
correspondances de
2.—Les
toute nature comprises dans
dams ces
con
depeches doivent
&tre exclusiveexclusivedepeches
doivent etre
ment A
a. l'adresse ou en
on provenance
provenance
des 6tats-majors
etats-majors et des equipages
6quipages
des bitiments
bAtiments destinatai.res
exdestinataires on
ou expediteurs des
tarifs
p!diteurs
des depeches;
depeches; lea
les tarifs
et conditions d'envoi
d'envoi qui leur
lour
applicables sont determines,
sont applicables
determines,

1. Closed mails may be exchanged between the post offices
offices
changed
contracting
of any one of the contracting
countries and
and the commanding
commanding
countries
officers of naval
officers
naval divisions or
or warwarcountry staships of the same country
tioned
or between
between the
the
tioned abroad,
abroad, or
commanding officer of one of
commanding
those naval divisions or warships
and the commanding
commanding officer of
another
division or
another division
or ship of
of the
same
same country, through the interintermediary
mediary of land or sea services
services of
of
other countries.
countries.
Correspondence of all kinds
2. Correspondence
comprised
dispatches shall
comprised in such dispatches
be exclusively
addressed to or
or
exclusively addressed
sent by the officers
officers and
and crews of
of
the ships of destination
destination or origin
origin
conof the mails; the rates and conditions of dispatch applicable
applicable to
according to
to
them are determined,
determined, according
its domestic
domestic regulations,
regulations, by the
the
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d'apres
reglements interieurs,
int6rieurs,
d'apres ses reglements
postes du
par l'Administration
l'Administration des postes
pays auquel
auquel appartiennent
les
appartiennent les
pays
batiments.
bAtiments.
3.—Sauf arrangement
arrangement contraire
contraire
3.-Sauf
int6resAdministrations interesentre les Administrations
l'Administration postale exexsees, l'Administration
peditrice
on
destinataire des
destinataire
peditrice ou
depeches
redes'agit est reded6peches dont
dont il s'agit
vable,
Administrations
les Administrations
envers les
vable, envers
intermediaires, de
de frais
de transit
transit
frais de
intermediaires,
calcules
conformement aux discalcules conformement
positions
de l'article
l'article 75.
positions de

3.
Barring contrary
contrary agreement
agreement
3. Barring
between the
Administrations conthe Administrations
between
cerned, the
Postal AdministraAdministracerned,
the Postal
tion dispatching
receiving the
tion
dispatching or
or receiving
the
mails in
in question
mails
question is indebted
indebted to
to
the intermediate
intermediate Administrations
the
Administrations
charges calculated
calculated in
for transit
transit charges
accordance with
provisions of
of
the provisions
accordance
with the
Article
75.
Article 75.

DISPOSITIONS
DIVERSES.
DISPOSITIONS DIVERSE&

VARIOUS PROVISIONS
VARIOUS

ARTICLE

Failure to
to observe
transit
observe liberty of transit
libert6 de Failure
liberte

Lorsqu'un pays
n'observe pas
pas
pays n'observe
Lorsqu'un
les dispositions
26 conconl'article 26
de l'article
dispositions de
les
cernant la
is, liberto
les
transit, les
de transit,
liberte de
cernant
Administrations ont le droit
droit de
Administrations
supprimer
service postal
avec ce
ce
postal avec
le service
supprimer le
pays.
Elles doivent
pr6aladonner prealadoivent dormer
ays. Elles
blement avis
de cette
par
mesure par
cette mesure
avis de
blement
telegramme aux
aux Administrations
Administrations
telegramme
interessees.
int6ressees.
ARTICLE

81.
81.

Engagements relatifs
relatifs aux
aux mesures
mesures
Engagements
penales.
penales.
Les
contractants s'engas'engaPays contractants
Les Pays
gent
proposer aa
A proposer
ou a
prendre, ou
A prendre,
gent a
leurs
legislatifs respecrespecpouvoirs legislatifs
leurs pouvoirs
tifs, les
les mesures
necessaires:
mesures necessaires:
tifs,
a)
la contrefagon
contrefacon
punir la
a) pour
pour punir
des
timbres-poste, des
couponsdes couponsdes timbres-poste,
cartes
reponse
internationaux et des cartes
reponse intemationaux
d'ulentite
postales;
d'identitepostales;
b) pour
ou la
la mise
mise
l'usage ou
punir l'usage
b)
pour punir
en
circulation:
en circulation:

de
1° de

Postal Administration
Administration of
the councounPostal
of the
try to
which the
the ships belong.
try
to which

ARTICLE
80
ARTICLE 80

80.
80.

Inobservation
la
de la
Inobservation de
transit.
transit.

timbres-poste
centretimbres-poste contrefaits ou
déjà servi,
servi,
ayant deja
ou ayant
faits
ainsi que
que d'empreintes
d'empreintes
ainsi
contrefaites ou
ou ayant
ayant
contrefaites
déja,
de machines
machines
servi de
deja servi
de
ou de
a affranchir
affranchir ou
presses
d'imprimerie;
presses d'iinprimerie;
2°
mr6ponse incoupons -- reponse
de coupons
20 de
tern
ationaux contrefaits;
contrefaits;
ternationaux
3°
de caries
postale,s
d'identite postales
cartes d'identite
30 de
contrefaites;
contrefaites;
19
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Failure to
to observe
observe
Faiure
When a
ob- liberty
country does not obWhen
a country
of transit.
transit.
liberty of
Ante, p. 2061.
2061.
serve
provisions of Article 26
26 Ante,
serve the
the provisions
concerning
liberty of
of transit, Adconcerning liberty
ministrations
right to
to
the right
have the
ministrations have
discontinue
postal service with
discontinue postal
that
country. They
They must
must give
that country.
measure
advance notice,
of that measure
notice of
advance
by
the AdministraAdministrato the
telegraph to
by telegraph
concerned.
tions concerned.

ARTICLE
81
ARTICLE 81
Obligations
relative to
penal
to penal
Obligations relative
measures
measures
Obligations relative
The contracting
contracting countries
countries unun- topal
u.'
The
to penal mt
measures.

dertake to adopt, or to propose to
dertake
their respective
legislative bodies,
respective legislative
their

the necessary
measures:
the
necessary measures:
(a) For
For punishing
counterthe counterpunishing the
(a)

feiting
postage stamps, interfeiting of postage
national
national reply coupons, and postal
identity
cards;
identity cards;
(b)
punishing the use or
For punishing
(b) For
placing in circulation
circulation of
placing
counterfeit or used
used post(1) counterfeit
age stamps, as well
as counterfeit
counterfeit or used
used
impressions
impressions of stampmachines or
ing machines
printed indicia;
printed
internation(2) counterfeit
counterfeit internation(2)
al
coupons;
al reply
reply coupons;
idenpostal idencounterfeit postal
(3) counterfeit
tity cards;
cards;
tity

Counterfeiting.

ountereiti

2092
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Fraudulent
Fraudulent use
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identity cards.
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emploi fraudufraucluc)) pour punir I'emploi
(c) For punishing
fraudu(c)
punishing the frauduregular identity
identity cards;
cards;
leux de
cartes d'identite
leux
de cartes
lent use
d'identit6 regulzfres;
rgulieres; lent
use of
of regular
c

Fraudulent maimd) pour
pour interdire
et r6primer
reprim.er
and supsup(d) For
For prohibiting
prohibiting and
d)
interdire et
factureU
facture, etc.,man
etc., of
stamps.
operations frauduleuses
toutes operations
frauduleuses de
de pressing
pressing all fraudulent
fraudulent operations
operations

Unlawful mailing of
Unlaw/ulmsaingof
narcotics.

Effective date and
and
Effective
duration.

Signatures.

fabrication et de mise en
en circulacirculation, de vignettes et timbres en
tion
en
usage dans le service
service postal,
postal, contrefaits ou imites de telle manisre
maniere
qu'ils pourraient
pourraient etre confondus
les vignettes et timbres emis
avec lea
parl'Administration
par l'Adrninistration d.'un
d'un des Pays
contractants;
contractants;
e) pour
pour empecher
et, le
le cas
cas
e)
empecher et,
echeant,
Pinsertion &opium,
cheant, punir l'insertion
d'opium,
de morphine,
cocaine ou d'aud'aumorphine, de cocaine
stup6fiants dans des envois
tres stupefiants
envois
postaux en favour
faveur desquels
desquels cette
cette
insertion
ne serait
msertion no
serait pas express&
ment autorisee
autorisee par la Convention
Convention
lea Arrangements.
Arrangements.
et les

of manufacture
and placing
in circirmanufacture and
placing in
culation
culation of embossed
embossed or adhesive
in the
the postal
postal service,
service,
stamps in use in
counterfeited or imitated
which are counterfeited
be
in such a
a way that
that they
they could be
confused with embossed
confused
embossed or adhesive stamps issued
issued by one
one of the
contracting countries;
countries;
contracting
(e) For preventing, and, if oc(e)
ocarises, punishing the insercasion arises,
tion of opium, morphine, cocaine
cocaine
or other narcotics in mail articles
in favor of which such insertion
insertion is
is
not expressly
expressly authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Convention
Convention and Agreements.
Agreements.

• DISPOSITIONS
DISPOSITIONS FINALES.
FINALES.

FINAL
PROVISIONS
FINAL PROVISIONS

ARTICLE
82.
ARTICLE 82.

ARTICLE 82
ARTICLE
82

Mise a,a execution
execution. et duree de
de la
la Effective date
date and duration
duration of the
Convention.
Convention.
Convention
La presente
presents Convention sera
The present
present Convention
will
Convention will
execution le 1
mise A
aexecution
er juillet
1940 become
ler
juillet 1940
become effective
effective on July 1, 1940,
1940,
vigueur pendant
et demeurera
demeurera en vigueur
pendant and will remain
remain in
an
in force for an
un temps ind6termin6.
indetermine.
indefinite period.
indefinite
period.
En foi de quoi, lea
les PlenipotenPl6nipotenIn faith
faith of which,
which, the plenipoplenipotiaires
Gouvernements des tentiaries of the Governments
daises des Gouvemements
Governments of
Pays ci-dessus
ci-dessus en:tuner&
ant signe the countries above
Hnum6ers ont
above enumerated
enumerated
la presents
en un
presente Convention
Convention en
un have
have signed the present ConvenConvenexemplaire
restera depose
exemplaire qui resters
depose aux tion in one copy, which
which will be
Archives du Gouvemement
Gouvernement de la filed in the Archives of the
Rbpublique ArFentine
Argentine et dont
Republique
dent une Government
Argentine ReGovernment of the Argentine
copie
chaque Partie.
copie sera remise a
acheque
Partie. public, and a
acopy of which
which will be
delivered to each
delivered
each party.
Fait A
3M
mai Done
b. Buenos Aires, le
le 23
Done at Buenos
Buenos Aires,
Aires, May 23,
1939.
1939.
1939.
1939.
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Pour
l'Afghanistan:
Pour l'Afghanistan:

Pour le Canada:
Pour
Canada:
JOHN
A. S
SULLIVAN.
JOHN A.
ULLIVAN.
Pour
l'Afrique du Sud:
Pour I'' Union
Union de l'Afrique
H.
H.BEAULIEU.
BEAULIEU.
J.N.
REDELINGHUYS.
J.
N. REDELINGHUYS.
R.
H. MAC
R.H.
M AC NABB.
NABB.
H
C.W
AIN.
H..C.
WAIN.
Pour
Pour le Chili:
Chili:
Pour
l'Albanie:
Pour l'Albanie:
ALBERTO SEPJLVEDA
ALBERTO
SEPtLVEDA
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.
Pour l'Allemagne:
Pour l'Allemagne:

Pour
Pour les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unisd'Amerique:
Pour James W. Cole:
Pour
Cole:
J
OHN E.
JOHN
E. LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
J
OHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
STEWART M
W EBER.
STEWART
M..WEBER.

Pour
Pour la
La Chine:
Chine:

H.
CHIEN.
H. K.
K. CHANG
CHANG CHIEN.

Pour
Pour la
La Republique de Colombie:
CoZombie:
Pour R.
Pour
R. Urtbe
Uribe Escobar:
Escobar:
E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.
E.CARRIZOSA.
E.
CARRIZOSA.

Pour l'ensemble des
Pour
des Possessions
Possessions des
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d' Amerique:
Pour
La Republiue
Republive de
Pour la
de Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
Pour James
Pour
James W. Cole:
ALBERTO bErC
TLVEDA
ALBERTO
SEPaLVEDA
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
JOHN
LAMIELL.
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
S
TEWART M.
M .WEBER.
W EBER.
STEWART

Pour
l'Arabie
Pour le Royaume de l'Arabie
Saoudite:
Saoudite:
Pour
Pour La
la Republique
Republique Argentine:
A.C.
ESCOBAR.
A.
C. ESCOBAR.
A.FUNES
LASTRA.
A.
FUNES LASTRA.
R.
R.TULA.
TULA.
R. R.
F.VIzQuEz.
F.
VAZQUEZ.
M .SIENZ
BRIONES.
M.
SAENZ BRIONES.
RAiL
RAtL C.
C.MIGONE.
M IGONE.
CARLOS H.
H .SAL.
SAL.
CARLOS
R.A.
AN.
R.
A. P
PAN.
G.A.
A. GARCfA.
GARCfA.
G.
I.Rufz
Rufz MORENO.
M oRENo.
I.
A.
T.COSENTINO.
A. T.
COSENTINO.
Pour la Commonwealth de
Pour
l'Australie:
l'Australie:
M
B.HARRY.
M..B.
HARRY.
A.SLADDIN.
SLADDIN.
A.

Pour
La Belgique:
Pour la
0. SCHOCKAERT.
0.
ScRocsAERT.
Pour
Congo beige:
Pour La
la Colanie
Colonie du Congo
E.MONS.
M ONS.
E.
Pour
Pour La
la Bolivie:
PEREZ ABABTO.
ABASTO.
PiREZ
J. Gmo.
CANEDO.
J.
GMO. CANEDO.
J. LIEVANA.
LIEVANA.
J.
Pour le Breed:
Pour
Bresil:

CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.

Pour
La Republique de Cuba:
Cuba:
Pourla
J
ONTALVO.
J..A.
A. M
MONTALVO.
A.
TORRADEMt.
A. TORRADEMC.
J
ES1S
S LAGO
LAGO LUNAR.
LUNAR.
JES6s
Pour le
Is Danemark:
Pour
Danemark:
ARNE KROG.
ARNE
KROG.

Pour La
Pour
la Ville
Vile Libre
libre de Danzig:
Danzig:
RENt M
ACHALSKI.
RENE
MACHALSKI.

Pour
La Republique
Dominicaine:
Pour la
Republigue Dominicaine:
TULIO M.
M .UESTERO.
TULIO
CESTERO.
M.
ARANGUIZ.
M .ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ AR
ANGUIZ.
Pour
Pour l'Egypte:
I'Egypte:
M .WAGUIH.
W AGIIIII.
M.
Pour
La Rizablique
Salvador:
Pourla
Republique de
de El Salvador:
Jost
VILLEGAS MUNOZ.
M UROZ.
JosE VILLEGAS
Pour
l'Equateur:
Pour l'Equateur:
F.UUARDERAS.
F.
GUARDERAS.
L.
G.DILLON.
DILLoN.
L. G.
Pour l'Espagne:
l'Espagne:
Pour
Pour
Pour l'ensemble des Colonies
Colonies
espagnoles:
espagnoles:

Pour I'Estonie:
l'Estonie:
Pour

G. JALLAJAS.
G.
JALLAJAS.

Pour la
La Finlande:
Pour
Finlande:

NIILO ORASMA.
ORASMAA.
NIILO

Pour
la France:
France:
Pour La
RAtL
CAMARATE.
RATL CAMARATE.
ED.
ED. QUENOT.
QUENOT.
VIANNA.
JOAQIfM
JOAQUI
M VIANNA.
L.
GENTHON.
L.
GENTHON.
Pour Confucio Augusto PamPour
P.
GRANDSIMON.
P. GRANDSIMON.
plona:
plona:
F.
NAVECH.
F.
NAVECH.
RAiffL
CAMARATE.
RA6L CAMARATE.

Pour
PourLa
la Bulgarie:
Bulgarie:
M .GI
A ORGHIEW.
M.
GHEORBHnIW.

Pour l'Algtrie:
l'Algie:
P
AOLI.
PAOLI.
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Japon:
Pour is
le Japon:
Pour
lee Colonies et Protectorats
Protectorate Pour
Pour les
IWATARO UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
UCHIYAMA.
frangais de
de l'Indochine:
franOais
l'Indochine:
S
EHTI OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
OKAZAKI.
Pour
autres Colonies
Colonies
Pour l'ensemble des autres
JIRO NAKAYAMA.
JIRO
NAKAYAMA.
frangaises:
frangaises:
TOSIO YAMATO.
Tosio
YAMATO.
R.
BOURGOIN.
R. BOURGOIN.
Pour le
Pour
is Chosen:
SEHTI OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
OKAZAKI.
Pour le Royaume-Uni de La
Pour
la GrandeGrandeKEISI
FUKUDA.
KEISI FUKUDA.
Bretagne
l'Irlande du Nord:
Bretagne et de l'Irlande
Nord:
D.
LIDBURY.
D. J
J..LIDBURY.
Pour l'ensemble
attires
Pour
l'ensemble des
des autres
D.
0. LUMLEY.
D. 0.
LUMLEY.
Dependances
japonaises:
Dependancesjaponaises:
E.
E. P.
P. BELL.
BELL.
I
WATARO UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
UCHIYAMA.
A.L.
L.W
ILLIAMS.
A.
WILLIAMS.
KANJI
TO.
KANJI I
ITO.
Pour
l'ensemble
Pour l'
ensemble dee
britan- Pour
des Colonies
Colonies britanLa Lettonie:
Pourla
nigues, y
y campris
Lee Territoires
Territoires
niques,
compris les
DR
J
DR
J..BUSER.
BUSER.
d'outre-mer, les
lee Protectorate
et les
d'outre-mer,
Protectoratset
les
L.
ROULET.
L. ROULET.
Territoires
au
Territoires 80114
sous euzerainete
suzerainete ou
sous
mandat:
sous mandat:
Pour
lee Etats
Pour les
Etats du Levant sous
Mandatfrangais
Mandatfrangais(Syrie et Liban):
Liban):
Pour
Pour la
La Grece:
Grece:
M
M..ITSCLA.T.
USCLAT.
V.
V.DENDRAMIS.
DENDRAmIs.
Pour
La Republique de Liberia:
Pourla
Liberia:
S.CAMILIA
RIS.
S.
CAMILIARIS.
DIXON
BROWN.
DIXON BROWN.
Pour is
Guatemala:
Pour
le Guatemala:
Pour La
Lithuanie:
Pour
la Lithuanie:
M.
M .ARROYO.
ARROYO.
J.AUKSTUOLIS.
J.
AUKSTUOLIS.
B.
B. BLANESCIUNAS.
BLAVESCIUNAS.
Pour
la Republique d'Haiti:
Pour La
d'Haiti:
FAusTni
G.TRONGE.
TRoNok.
FAUSTIN G.
Pour
Pour is
le Luxembourg:
0.
S
CHOCKAERT.
O.
SCHOCKAERT.
Pour
la
Ripublique
du
Honduras:
Pour la Republique
Honduras:
ARTURO
MEJfA
NIETO.
ART
uttO M
EJfA NIETO.
Pour le
Pour
is Maroc
(a l'exclusion
l'exclusion de
Maroc (d
de la
la
Zone espagnole):
Zone
espagnole):

Pour
La Hongrie:
Hongrie:
Pour la

H
F.DussoL.
H..F.
DUSSOL.

Pour
Pour Uncle
l'Inde britannique:
britannique:

Pour is
Pour
le Maroc (Zone espagnole):
Pour is
Mexigv,e:
Pour
le Meique:

MORD.
M ORD. AL
AL HASAN.
HASAN.
H.
ERATH.
H. L.
L. J
JERATH.
N.
CHANDRA.
N. CHANDRA.

ALFONSO G6MEZ
GOMEZ M
ORENTfN.
ALFONSO
MORENTfN.
ALMADA BECERRA.
BECERRA.
ALMADA
E.VALDES
VALDA3GENES.
GENES.
E.

Pour
Pour l'Iran:
l' Iran:

DR. A.
A.A.
DR.
A. DAFTARY.
DAFTARY.

Pour
is Nicaragua:
Pourle
Nicaragua:
RUBEN DARfO.
RustN
DAuto.

Pour
'ray
Pour l'l'Iraq:
D.J.
D.
J.LIDBURY.
LIDBURY.
D.
D. 0.
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
E.
E. P.
P. BELL.
BELL.
A.
L. WILLIAMS.
A.L.
W ILLIAMS.

Pour
La Norvage:
Norage:
Pour la
STEN HAUGO.
HAUG.
STEN
OSKAR
HOMME..
OSKAR HOMME.,

Pour la
Pour
La Nouvelle-Zelande:
Nouvelle-Zilancle:
J.MADDEN.
M ADDEN.
J.

Pour l'Irlande:
l'Irlande:
Pour
P. DE
P.
DE BLACA.
BLICA.
S
PUIRSEAL.
S..S
S..PUIRSEAL.

Pour
Republique de Panama:
Pour la
La Republique
Panama:
VIAL.
VIAL.

Pour l'Islande:
l'Istande:
ARNE KHOO.
ARNE
KBOG.

Pour le
Pour
is Paraguay:
Paraguay:
HIGINIO ARBO.
flxoniio
ARBO.
RAM6N
RAMO
NLARA
LARA CASTRO.
CASTRO.
J
Pk...REz ACOSTA.
ACOSTA.
J..F.
F. PfEREZ

Pour l'
Italie:
Pour
l'Italie:

lea Poy#-Bas:
Pewit-Bits:
Pour l'ensemble
l'ensemble des Olgnies
Pouw le
Coloni et Pour

Possessions itatiennee
italennes adtes
Possessions
attires que
que
l'Afrique orientale
orientate italienne:
i

. . -.'
· P,»--italienne:
Pour l'Afr.cu
l'Afrique orientale
orientate
ltene:

D'ETYNSTEE.
DUYNSTBEE.
VAN
(SG R.
VAN Goon.

:

w C
Pour
Curacao et
Slirinftnil
'wak«
et
owaao
Pour

Hooouweoomm
:i.
Hoomcwomtum0:.,
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Pour lee
les Indes
Indes neerlandaises:
Pour
neerlandaises:
VAN DOOREN.
DOOREN,
VAN
HAJENIUS
HAJENIUS
P. J.
LEEMEYER.
P.
J. LEEMEYER.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
Pour
Perou:
Pourle Perou:
ERNESTO CACERES.
ERNESTO
CACERES.
pour J
ORGE CHAMOT.
CHAMOT.
pour
JORGE
ERNESTO
ERNESTO CACERES.
CACERES.

2095

Pour Ie
le Siam:
Pour
Siam:

LUANG KOVID
KOVID APAIVONGSE.
APAIVONGSE.
LUANG

Pour
La Suede:
Pour la
GUNNAR LAGER.
LAGER.
GUNNAR
THURE NYLITND.
THURE
NYLUND.
ALLAN H
ALLAN
ULTMAN
HULTMAN

Pour La
Pour
la Conlederation
Confederation Suisse:
DR
J..BUSER.
DR J
USER.
L.ROULET
ROTTLET
L.

Pour la
La Commonwealth
Commonwealth des
Pour
Pourla
Tcheco-Slovaquie:
Pour
La Tch,eco-Slovaquie:
Philippines:
Philippines:
Pour la Tunisie:
Pour
Tunisie:
F.
F. CUADERNO.
CUADERNO.
ED. QUENOT
ED.
QUENOT
Pour
Pour la Pologne:
Pologne:
Pour la
La Turquie:
Turquie:
Pour
RENE M
MACHALSKI.
RENA
ACHALSKI.

APTULAHAT
APTULAHAT AKSIN
AKSIN
ad referendum
referendum

M
M..HERWICH.
HERWICH.
T.
AR0/4.
T. J
JARON.

Pour le Portugal:
Pour
Portugal:

DUARTE CALHEIROS.
DUARTE
CALHEIROS.
A. BAsTos
BASTOS GAVIXO.
A.
GAvao.
J. QUADRIO
QUADRIC, MORXO.
M ORAO.
J.

Pour
I'Union des Republiques
Pour l'Union
Sovietues
Socialistes:
Soietiques Socialistes:
P.
P. GLINKINE
GLINKrINE
V.IVANOV
IVANOV
V.

Pour la Republique O.
0. de l'' Uruguay:
Uruguay:
Pour
lee Colonies
Colonies portugaises
Pour les
portugaises de
de Pour
F.
A.
COSTANZO
F.
A.
COSTANZO
l'Afrique
I'Afrique occidentale:
occidentale:
ARNALDO DE
ARNALDO
DE PAIVA
PAIVA
CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.

ADOLFO AGORIO
AGORIO
ADOLFO

M ARIO MONTEIRO
M ONTEIRO DE
DE M
ACEDO
MARIO
MACEDO

E.GANTEAUME-TOVAR
GANTEAUME-TOVAR
E.
F.VELEZ-SALAS
VtLEZ-SALAS
F.

Pour l'Etat
La Cite
Pour
l'Etatde la
Cite du Vatican:
RO
MULO
ETCHEVERRY
R6MULO
ETCHEVERRY
Pour les Colonies
portugaises
Pour
Colonies portugaises
BONEO.
BONEO.
de l'Afrique orientale,
orientale, de l'Asie
et de l'Oceanie:
l'Oceanie:
Pour les
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis de Venezuela:
Pour
Pour
Roumanie:
Pour la Roumanie:
C.
TEFANESCO.
C. S
STEFANESCO.
N .M
GEORGESCO.
N.
M..GEORGESCO.
Pour
Republique
la Ripublique
Pour La
Mann:
Marin:

de SaintSaint-

Pour
Pour I' Yemen:
Ybmen:
Pour
Pourle Royaume de Yougoslavie:
SVET.
M..DRAGICEVIC
DRAGICEVIC
SVET. M
M
MILOMIR
ILOMIR L.T.
LJ. MICIC.
M ICIC.

considered the provisions of the foregoing
foregoing
Having examined
examined and considered
Convention, siened
Aires on
of May,
May, 1939,
on the
the 23rd
23rd day
day of
at Buenos
Buenos Aires
Convention,
signed at
revising the
the Lniversal
Postal Convention
which was concluded
concluded at
at
Convention which
Universal Postal
revising
Cairo on
the 20th
1934; the
the same
same is
me, by
by virtue
virtue
is by
by me,
day of
of March,
March, 1934;
Cairo
on the
20th day
of the
the powers
powers vested
vested by
by law
law in
in the
Postmaster General,
General, hereby
hereby ratified
ratified
the Postmaster
of
and
and with
with the
President
consent of
of the
the President
the advice
advice and
and consent
by and
and approved,
approved, by
of the United States of America.
This
ratification is
applicable to the
United States
States of
of America, the
the United
is applicable
This ratification
insular
mentioned in
of America
America mentioned
of the United States of
possessions of
insular possessions
Article 8
8 (1°),
Canal Zone.
Zone.
and the
the Panama
Panama Canal
(1°), and
and to
to Samoa
Samoa and
Article
In witness
witness whereof,
caused the
seal of
of the
the Post
Office DepartDepartthe seal
Post Office
In
whereof, IIhave
have caused
ment of
the United
United States
States of
America to
to be
hereunto affixed
affixed this
12th
this 12th
be hereunto
of America
of the
ment
day of
of January,
January, 1940.
day
1940.
[SEAL]

Ratification and apRatification
proval
proval by Postmater
Postmaster
Ocuaral.
Oeneral.

Arte,
203.
Ante, p. 2063.

JAMES
JAMES A
A FARLEY
FARLEY

Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.

I
above-mentioned Convention,
and in
in te,stitestiConvention, and
the above-mentioned
I hereby
hereby approve
approve the
mony
thereof have
the seal
seal of
of the
States of
of America
America
the United
United States
have caused
caused the
mony thereof
to be hereto affixed.
[sEAL]
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
[SEAL]
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
Washington January
January 25,
194(
25, 1940.
Washington

by
_Aproval
p
lpi=
by tbh
the
PresidelmL
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THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER

PROTOCOLE
FINAL DE
DE
PROTOCOLE FINAL
LA
CONVENTION.
LA CONVENTION.

PROTOCOL OF
FINAL
FINAL PROTOCOL
OF
THE CONVENTION
CONVENTION

Au moment
moment de
procAder A la
la
Au
de proceder
signature de
la Convention
Convention postale
signature
de la
universelle
c,onclue A is.
cc
date de
de ce
la date
universelle conclue
jour,
sousPlenipotentiaires sousles Plenipotentiaires
jour, les
sign&
cc qui
signs sont convenus
convenus de ce
suit:
I.

At
of proceeding
proceeding to
to
moment of
At the
the moment
sign
Universal Postal
Postal ConvenConventhe Universal
sign the
tion
on the
the present
present
concluded on
tion concluded
date, the
the undersigned
undersigned plenipotenplenipotendate,
tiaries
have agreed
agreed as
as follows:
follows:
tiaries have

Retrait.
Modification d'adresse.
d'adresse.
Retrait. Modification
Provisions not
not
applicable to
to Great
Great
applicable
Britain, etc.
Britain,
Ante, p. 2075.

Les
l'article 51
Les dispositions de Particle
no
s'appliquent pas
e, la.
pas A
la Grandene s'appliquent
Bretagne, ni d
aceux des Dominions,
Colonies et
Colomes
et Protectorats
Protectorats britanniques dont la
is. legislation
legislation interiint6ricure no
retrait ou la
is.
eure
ne permet pas le retrait
modification d'adresse
d'adresse de correcorremodification
spondances A
a la
is. demands
demande de
spondances
l'expediteur.
l'exp6diteur.

II.

Equivalents
Equivalents.
Equivalents; maxiEquivalents
mimum and minimum
limits.

limits.

Ante, p. 2064.
Ane,p.2064.

maxima et
et
Limites maxima
minima.
minima.

I
Withdrawal.
Withdrawal.

Change of
of address
address
Change

The
provisions of Article 51 do
The provisions
apply to Great Britain, nor to
to
not apply
those
Dominions,
those of the British Dominions,
Colonies
Colonies and
and Protectorates, whose
domestic
domestic legislation does not perwithdrawal or change of
mit the withdrawal
address
at the
correspondence at
address of correspondence
request
request of the sender.

II
Equivalents. Maximum and
Equivalents.
limits
minimum limits

1.--Chaque pays
1.
Each country
country has
the option
option
pays aais.
la facult
de
1.—Chaque
faculte de
has the
1. Each
of
majorer
de 40%
40% ou
ou de
de of increasing
increasing by 40 per cent, or of
majorer de
de r6duire
reduire de

20% au maximum les taxes pre20%
conform&
vues a
A Particle
l'article 34, §§1, conformement aux indications
indications du tableau
ci-apres:
ci-apres:

Limitos
Limiter
Limite

decreasing by 20 per cent, at
at
decreasing
most, the
by
most
the postage
postage rates fixed by
Article 34, Section
Section 1, in accordaccordance with the indications of the
ance
table:
following table:

Limitos

Itmites
Ltmites

MiniMaxiMint- Maximum mum
limits
limits
mit limits

in
Insusuferieures
Ierleures perieures
pereure,

reader echelon._
Ipremior
ohelon ....
Lettresfar
Lettree4par echelon
ehelon supplesupplmelataire
mentare.........
plus-laimples.Cartes postalesreoreponportales aveoreponSe
e payee_
payee
Papier' d'affaires,
Par
50
Papiers
d'afaies,
par 80
:

grauna-., -------

Centimes Centimes
Centime!
18`
28
16

taxe _
m&a:tfm
lumide taxe--_____ __
mimnm
Imprlmes,
60 grammes_
grammes
Imprimis, par 50
Impressions en relief
re lie pour
lea aveugles, par 1000
les
grammes
grammes
....
Echantillons
Echantillons de merchanmarhandises,
dises, par
par 50 grammes
grammeas
minimum de taxe
miimnum
taxe.--6
Petits paquets,
pequeta, par 50
grammes ---..---grammes
minimum de taxe---.
taxe
minimnm
R7WOU"Plionopost":
Efoie ".Phoaposr':
premier &Won
cdetenlo------par dchio
echelon nuppdh.eusupptimentaire_
tairc
---------

Basis
Basis of
of rates
rates
chosen.
chosen.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

9, of
9,6
t,e

16,8
le,s
19
,8

113.8

SS, 6

3,1
S.I
16
5,2

5,6
s6,
088
18
5,6
6,6

1,8
IS,
1,9

2,8
s,8

.8,
S.I
S,lii

6,6
6.6
ff, S

18,8
16,S

6.4

11,3

Sler. 4

11,2
68
68

311
st

is
II
8
8

21

81

.

14

Les
taxes choisies
choisies doivent,
auLes taxes
doivent, autant que possible, etre entre
taut
entre elles
elles
memes proportions
proportions que
dans les memos
Tie
les taxes de base, chaque
chaque Adminisles
d'arrondir
tration ayant la
is. faculte
faculte d'arrondir

Letters:
Lettera:
That
unit
First unlt..----------------.......
unit
Each additional unit--..
Post cards:
Poet
cards:
Single
Stngle
.--.---------------With reply paid
paid.............----------Commercial
Commercial papers:
Papers:
Each BO
grams
Each
0 grams-....-.......
Minimum charge--.------charge
Minimum
Prints: Each
0 grams
grams----...
Each 50
--.
Raised print
print for the blind: Each
1,000
grams .-----------.
1,000 grams
Samples of
of merchandise:
merchandise:
Samples
Each 50
grams
Each
0 grams-------------.
Minimum charge
charge ------Minimum
Small packets:
Small
packets:
Each 50 grams------------grams
Minimum
charge -------Minimnm cnharge
"Ptionopost"
articles:
"Phonopot" articles:
First
unit
First unit---.
Each additional
additional unit
unit ....-Each

----

.,~~~

Centimes
118
9.6
9.6

CenCentimes
28
16.8
16.8

9.
9.6
19.2
19.2

18.8
18. 8
33.8
3.

2
3.2
2
3.2

6.6
5.6
28
5.8
6.

116

1.6

2.8
2.8

3.2
6.4

6.6
5.6
11.2
11.2

32
82

4
6.4

11.2
11. 2
66
56

12
12

21
21

8

14
14

,-21

The rates chosen shall,
shall, as
as far as
as
possible,
possible, be in the same
same proportion
tion among
among themselves,
theqxselves, as the
the
basic
Adroielatration
basic rates„
rates, each,
each, Administration
having
option of rounding
rounding off
having tjhe
the option
off
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ses
en moins
mains selon
ses taxes
taxes en
en plus
plus ou
ou en
selon its rates
rates higher or lower
lower as the
les convenances
le
suivant les
convenances case may be, in order
le cas
cas et
et suivant
order to suit the
de son
son systeme
systeme monetaire.
monetaire.
convenience
convenience of its monetary
monetary system.
2.—Le tarif adopte
adopte par un pays
2.-Le
pays
Unpaid or insuffiinsuffiUnpaid
2. The rates adopted
adopted by aacoun- cient
cient postage.
postage.
s'applique
percevoir A try are applicable to the charges
s'applique aux
aux taxes
taxes aapercevoir
charges
Parnvee par
par suite
d'absence ou
l'arrve
suite d'absence
ou to be collected
collected upon arrival as aa
d'insuffisance
d'insuffisance d'affranchissement.
d'affranchissement. result of absence or insufficiency
insufficiency
of prepayment.
prepayment.

III.

III
III

Once
avoirdupois.
Once avoirdupois.

Avoirdupois
Avoirdupois ounce
ounce

Ii est
mesure d'exd'exI1
est admis,
admis, par
par mesure
ception, quo
cause
ception,
que les pays qui,
qui, a
a cause
de leur
leur regime
interieur ' no
de
r6gime interieur,
ne peupeuvent adopter
adopter le type de poids
poids
metrique decimal,
decimal, ont
out la
faculte
m6trique
la faculte
d'y substituer
substituer Ponce
avoirdupois
l'once avoirdupois
d'y
(28,3465
grammes) en
assimilant
en assimilant
(28,3465 grammes)
once A
20 grammes
grammes pour les
a 20
11 once
dits "Phono"Phonoles envois dits
lettres et les
post"
onces a
A 50 grammes
post" et
et 22 onces
pour les
les papiers
papiers d'affaires,
imd'affaires, iipour
primes, impressions
impressions en relief d
prim6s,
l'usage
des aveugles,
echantillons et
et
aveugles, echantillons
l'usage des
petits paquets.
paquets.

It is agreed,
It
agreed, as an exceptional
exceptional
measure, that countries which, on
account of their domestic
account
domestic legislation, can not adopt the decimal
decimal
metric system
system of weights, have
therefor
the option.
option of substituting therefor
the avoirdupois
avoirdupois ounce (28.3465
(28.3465
grams),
grams), assimilating one ounce to
20 grams for letters and PhonoPhonoarticles, and 2
2ounces
ounces to 50
post articles,
grams for commercial
commercial papers,
grams
prints, raised print for the use
samples and small
of the blind, samples
packets.
packets.

IV.

IV
IV

Depot de
de correspondances
correspondances a
Depot
Petranger.
l'6tranger.

Mailing of correspondence
correspondence in
in
Mailing
another country
country
another

Aucun
d'achemin'est tenu
tenu d'achemipays n'est
Aucun pays
ner,
aux destinani de
de distribuer
distribuer aux
ner, ni
taires,
les envois
expedique des
des expedienvois que
taires, les
teurs
quelconques domicili6s
domicilies sur
teurs quelconques
son
tenitoire deposent
deposent ou font
font
son territoire
etranger en
deposer
dans un
en
un pays &ranger
deposer dans
vue
b6enficier des taxes plus
vue de beneficier
basses
qui y
y sont
etablies. La
La
sont etablies.
basses qui
reFle s'applique
distinction,
sans distinction,
s'applique sans
regle
smt aux
aux envois
prepares dans
le
dans le
envois prepares
soit
pays habite
par l'expediteur
et
l'exp&diteur et
habite par
pays
transportes
ensuite A travers
la
travers la
transportes ensuite
frontiere, soit
soit aux
aux envois
conenvois confrontilre,
fectionnes dans
dans un
un pays
&ranger.
pays etranger.
fectionnes
L'Administration
le
a le
int6ressee a
L'Administration interessee
droit,
les objets
en
objets en
de renvoyer
renvoyer les
ou de
droit, ou
question a
a l'origme,
ou de
les
de les
l'origine, ou
question
frapper de
de ses
interieures.
taxes interieures.
ses taxes
frapper
Les modalites
de la
Is. perception
des
perception des
modalit6s de
Les
taxes sont
sont laissees
choix.
a son
son choix.
laissees a
taxes

Avoirdupois ounce.
ounce.
Avoirdupois

Mailing of correMailing
No country
country is bound to forward spondence
spondence in another
another
or deliver
deliver to addressees
addressees articles country.
which any senders domiciled
domiciled on
its territory
territory mail or cause to be
mailed in a
aforeign
foreign country
country with a
a
view to profiting by lower
lower rates
which are established
established there.
there. The
rule applies, without distinction,
prepared in the
either to articles
articles prepared
country inhabited
inhabited by the sender
sender
subsequently transported
and subsequently
across the border, or to articles
prepared
foreign country.
country.
prepared in aa foreign
concerned
Administration concerned
The Administration
either to return the
has the right either
articles in question
question to origin or to
charge them with its domestic
domestic
charge
postage rates. The methods of
postage
collecting the charges
charges are left to
collecting
its discretion.

V.
V.

V
V

Coupons-reponse.
Coupons-reponse.

Reply
coupons
Reply coupons

Administrations have
have the
the opopAdministrations
Les
Administrations ont
faont la
la faLes Administrations
the sale
undertaking the
not undertaking
tion of not
culte de
pas se
charger du
du debit
debit tion
se charger
ne pas
de no
culte
of
coupons.
of reply coupons.
des coupons-reponse.
des
coupons-r6ponse.

Reply coupons.
coo
Reply
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VI.
Registration
eistration fee.

fee.

Ante,
2078.
Ante p. 2078.

Droit de recommendation.
recommandation.
Les pays qui ne
no peuvent
peuvent pas
fixer A
a 40 centimes le droit de

recommandation
A Particle
'article
recommendation prevu a

54,
autorises A percevoir
percevoir
54, §
§ 2,
2, sont
sent autorises
pouvant s'elever
s'elever jusqu'a
un droit pouvant
jusqu'a
centimes ou eventuellement
50 centimes
eventuellement
iusqu'au
jusqu'au taux fixe
fix6 pour leur service
interieur.
mtrieur.
VII.
Services aeriens.
aeriens.
Proons
Consen-idof of cons
eredrSpart
part
Conven-

tjttion,
ion, etc.

Les dispositions
concernant le
le
dispositions concernant
Les

f_rA STAT.
STAT.
[54

VI
VI
Registration fee
Registration
Countries which
which can not
Countries
not fix at
at
registration fee
40 centimes the registration
fee
contemplated by
54, Seccontemplated
by Article 54,
tion 2,
authorized to
to collect
2, are authorized
collect a
a
much
fee which may amount
amount to as much
as 50 centimes, or
or their
their domestic
domestic
registration fee if
registration
if this is higher.
VII
VII

Air
Air services
services
concerning the
the
The provisions
provisions concerning

transport
transport de la poste
poste aux
lettres transportation
aux lettres
transportation of regular
regular mails by

aerienne sont
annexes a air are appended
par voie aerienne
sent annexees
appended to the
Universal
the Universal

Modifications.

la Convention
Convention postale
postale universelle
univeiselle
Ia
comae fais
. ant
et sont
sent considerees
considerees comme
faisant
integrante de
et de
de
partie integrante
de cello-ci
celle-ci et
son Reglement.
Rtglement.
Toutefois,
To
utefois, par derogation
derogation aux
dispositions gendrales
dispositions
g6nerales de la ConConvention,
vention, la modification
Nis
modification de ces
dispositions
dispositions peut
pent etre
6tre envisagee
envisag~e de
a, autre par me Conference
temps A
une
Conference
comprenant lee
representants des
comprenant
les representants
Administrations
Administrations directement
directement ininteressees.
teressees.

Postal Convention and are conconsidered as
integral
as forming an
an integral
part of it and its Regulations.

However, by exception
exception to the
the
However,
general provisions
provisions of the Convengeneral
tion, the modification
modification of
of those
those
provisions may be undertaken
undertaken
from
from time to time by a
aConference
comprising
representatives of
of
comprising the
the representatives
the Administrations
Administrations directly ininterested.
Calling
ealing of
of ConferonferConference pout
Cette Conference
pout etre
etre conconThat Conference
called
Conference may be called
e
ence.
voquee
vogue° par l'interm6diaire
Vintermediaire du
du BuBu- together
together through
through the intermediary
intermediary
reau international
international it
a la dem.ande
demande of the International
International Bureau,
the
Bureau, at the
de trois au moins
moins de ces AdminisAdminis
. -request of at least three
three of those
tration.s.
trations.
Administrations.
Submission
ubmission of proro
L'ensemble des dispositions
dispositions proL'ensemble
All
All the provisions
provisions proposed by
by
posals.
P
posees par
posees
devra that Conference
par cette Conference
Conference devra
Conference shall
shall be subsubetre soumis,
soumis, par 1'intermndiaire
l'intermediaire du mitted, through
medium of
of the
the
through the medium
Bureau international, au vote
vote des InternationalBureau,
International Bureau, to the other
other
l'Union. Ls
Pays de 1'Union.
La decision
decision countries
countries of the Union,
Union, to be
be
voii voted upon. The decision will
sera prise a
A la
la majorite des
des voix
exprimees.
exprimes.
be made on aa majority
majority of the
votes cast.
votes
VIII.
VIII
VIII
liberte du
transit Ezeeption
Exception 4
a la
la liberti
du transit
Exception to liberty of transit
transit for
des petits paquets.
paquets.
small packets
small

Modfltoa.

Union of Soviet
Socialist
Republics.
Socialist
Republics.
Exception to li
Exception
liberty
.."
I
of transit for small
packets.
packets.
Ante, p. 201.
2061.

Par derogation
Par
derogation aux dispositions
dispositions By exception
exception to the provisions
provisions
de l'' article
article 26 de la
la Convention,
Convention, of Article 26 of the Convention,
I'Administration
l'Administration des postes de
de the Postal Administration
Administration of the
I'Union
Sovigti- Union of Soviet
l'Unicrn des RKpubliques
Republiques SovietiSoviet Socialist Republics
Republics
ques Socialistes
Socialistes eel
est autorisee
autorisee d is authorized
authorized to refuse the transit
transit
ne pas admettre
admettre le8
tie
lee petits
paquets of small packets
petits paquets
packets over its territories,
territories,
transit par
ses territoires
territores,
en transit
par see
' dtant
etant with the understanding
understanding. that this
entendu
restriction s'aps'a
entendu que
wue cette
cette restriction
restriction
restriction will apply
apply indiscrimimdiscrimipliquera tndistinctement
pliquera
4 taus
zndistinctement a
tous les nately to all the countries
countries of the
'Union.
pays de I'Union.
Union.
Union.

•
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IX

speciaux de transit par le Special
Frais speciaux
Special transit
transit charges
charges for the
Transsiberien
Transandin.
Transsiberien et le Transandin.
Trans-Siberian
Trans-Siberian and Trans-Andean
dean routes
routes
Par derogation
derogation aux dispositions
dispositions
de l'article 75, §§ 11 (Tableau),
l'Administration
i'Union
l'Administration postale de l'Union
Sovietiques Sodes Republiques
Republiques Sovi6tiques
cialistes est autoris6e
autorisee A
a percevoir
percevoir
les frais de transit par la voie du
Transsiberien
Transsib6rien pour les deux directions (Mandchourie ou Vladivostok),
a raison
francs 50
vostok), A
raison de
de 4
4 francs
par kilogramme
kilogramme de lettres et de
cartes postales et de 50 centimes
par kilogramme
kilogramme d'autres
d'autres objets,
pour les distances
distances depassant
d6passant 6000
kilometres.
L'Administration de
RepubliL'Administration
de la
la R6publique Argentine
autorisee a
Argentine est autorisee
A per30
cevoir un supplement
supplement de 30
centimes sur les frais de transit
transit
mentionnes
Particle 75,
75, §
§ 1,
1,
mentionn6s a
A l'article
chiffre 119,, de la Convention, pour
chaque kilogramme de correscorreschaque
pondance de toute nature transpondance
portee
section
port6e en
en transit par la section
argentine du ,Ferrocarril
«Ferrocarril Trasandino.
andinon.
9

X.

By exception
provisions
exception to the provisions
of Article 75, Section 1
1 (Table),
(Table),
Administration of
of the
the
the Postal Administration
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is authorized
authorized to collect
collect transit
transit
charges for the Trans-Siberian
Trans-Siberian
Railway
Railway for both routes (Manchuria or Vladivostok) at the rate
churia
of 4
4 francs
francs 50 centimes
centimes per kilokilogram of letters and post cards
centimes per kilogram of
of
and 50 centimes
other articles, for distances
distances exother
ceeding 6,000 kilometers.
ceeding

Special transit
transit
charges.
charges.
Trans-Siberian
Trans-Siberian
Railway.

The
The Administration
Administration of the Argentine Republic
Republic is authorized
authorized to
collect aacharge of 30 centimes
centimes in
addition to the transit charges
addition
mentioned
Section
mentioned in Article 75, Section
1,
Figure 1°,
1°, of the Convention,
Convention,
1, Figure
for each kilogram of correspondcorrespondence of any kind carried in transit
transit
by
Argentine section of the
by the
the Argentine
the
-Andean Railway.
Trans-Andean
Railway.

Trans-Andean Rail.
RailTrans-Andean
way.
way.

ki

X

warehousing charges
charges at
d'entrepot speciaux
sp6ciaux aA Aden. Special warehousing
Frais d'entrep6t
Aden
Aden
A
minisl'AdminisA titre
titre exceptionnel,
exceptionnel, l'Ad
tration d'Aden
d'Aden est
ft
est autorisee
autoris6e A
tration
percevoir
centimes
de 40 centimes
percevoir une taxe de
par sac pour toutes les depeches
depech,es
entreposees
Aden, pourvu que
entreposees ah Aden,
cette
Administration ne
ne regoive
regoive
cette Administration
territorial
aucun droit de transit territorial
ou
ces d6&ches.
devechea.
ou maritime
maritime pour
pour ces

As an exceptional
exceptional measure, the
Administration of Aden is authorauthorAdministration
ized to collect a
charge of 40 cencena charge
times per sack for all dispatches
dispatches
warehoused at Aden,
Aden, provided
provided that
that
warehoused
the said Administration
Administration does not
receive any territorial
territorial or maritime
maritime
receive
transit charges
transit
charges for such dispatches.

XI.
XI.

XI
XI

Special warehousing
warehousing
Special
charges at
at Aden.

charges for
for transshipment
transshipment
Frais
transbordement Special
Special charges
de transbordement
Frais speciaux
speciaux de
exceptional measure,
Excep tionnellement, 1
'Admini
measure, the
As an
an exceptional
l'AdminisExceptionnellement,
Portuguese Administration
Administration is
is autration portugaise
portugaise est
A Portuguese
est autorisee
autorisee A
tration
collect 40 centimes
centimes per
per
thorized to
to collect
percevoir 40
pour thorized
40 centimes
centimes par sac pour
percevoir
sack for
transshipped at
at
for all mails
mails transshipped
transbordses sack
d6peches transbordees
toutes les depeches
the port of Lisbon.
au
de Lisbonne.
Lisbonne.
port de
au port

Transshipment
Transshipment
Lisbon.
Lisbon.

at

2100
2100

INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

XII.

[54 STAT.
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XII
XII

left open
open to
to the
countries
Protocole
ouvert aux
aux Pays
Pays Protocol
the countries
Protocol left
laiss6 ouvert
Protocole laisse
not represented
represented
non representes.
not
repr6sent6s.
Protocol
to
Protocol left open to
countries not represented.

Le
ouvert aux
aux
Protocole reste
reste ouvert
Le Protocole
Pays de
de 1'
Union, non
represents
non represent&
I'Union,
Pays
au Congres,
Congres, pour
permettre
leur permettre
pour leur
au
d'adherer a
la Convention
Convention et
et aux
aux
d'adherer
a la
conArrangements qui
ote conqui y
y ont
ont 6te
Arrangements
ou A
a l'un
clus, ou
on seulement
seulement a
Pun ou
clus,
l'autre d'entre
cl'entre eux.
eux.
l'autre

The
Protocol remains
remains open
open to
to
The Protocol
the countries
countries of
of the
the Union
Union which
which
the
were not
not represented
represented at
the ConConat the
were
gress,
in order
order to
them to
to
to permit
permit them
gress, in
adhere to
to the
the Convention
Convention and
and
adhere
Agreements concluded
concluded there,
or
there, or
Agreements
merely to
to one
one or
another of them.
them.
or another
merely

XIII.

XIII
XIII

Protocole
laisse ouvert
aux Pays
countries
Pays Protocol
Protocol left open to the countries
ouvert aux
Protocole laisse
represent& pour
et
represented
signatures and
represented for signatures
signatures et
pour signatures
representes
adhesions.
adhesions
adhesions
adhesions.
Signatures and adhesions of countries
countries
hesions
represented.
represented.

Period for notificaPeriod
adhesions.
tion of adhesions.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Le Protocole
Protocole demeure
demeure ouvert
ouvert en
en
Le
faveur
des Pays
Pays dont
les reprerepre
dont les
faveur des
sentants n'ont
n'ont signe
aujourd'hui
sign6 aujourd'hui
sentants
que la
la Convention
ou un
un certain
certain
que
Convention ou
nombre seulement
seulement des
des ArrangeArrangenombre
ments arretes
arretes par
par le
le Congres,
Congres, A
ments
l'effet de
de leur
d'a,dherer
leur permettre
permettre d'adhrer
l'effet
aux
autres Arrangements
sign&
aux autres
Arrangements signes
ce jour,
on A l'un
ou a l'autre
l'autre
l'un ou
ce
jour, ou
eux.
d'entre eux.
d'entre

Protocol remains
remains open to
The Protocol
countries whose representarepresentathose countries
have today signed only the
tives have
Convention or only a
acertain numConvention
Agreements drawn
drawn up
ber of the Agreements
purpose
by the Congress, for the purpose
of permitting
permitting them to adhere to
the other Agreements
Agreements signed on
this date, or to one or another of
of
them.

XIV.
XIV.

XIV
XIV

Mai
notification des
des
Delai pour
pour la
la notification
adhesions.
adhesions.

Period for notification
adhesions
Period
notification of adhesions

Les
prevues aux
aux artiartiLes adhesions
adhesions prevues
cles
XII et
et XIII
devront Atre
etre
XIII devront
cles XII
notifiees, en
diplomatique,
notifiees,
en la
la forme
forme diplomatique,
par
Gouvernements interesses
par les
les Gouvernements
interesses
au
Republiau Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
la R4publique 'Argentine
'Argentine et
et par
par celui-ci
celui-ci aux
aux
que
autres
de l'Union.
autres Etats
Etats de
l'Union. Le
Le deal
delai
accorde
auxdits Gouvernements
Gouvernements
accord6 auxdits
pour
notification expirera
expirera le
pour cette
cette notification
le
ler
juillet 1940.
ler juillet
1940.

in
The adhesions
contemplated in
adhesions contemplated
The
Articles
XII and
and XIII
XIII shall
shall be
be
Articles XII
communicated by
the respective
communicated
by the
respective
Governments, through
through diplomatic
diplomatic
Governments,
channels,
to the
of
channels, to
the Government
Government of
the
Argentine Republic,
and by
by
the Argentine
Republic, and
the
latter to
to the
the other
other States
States of
of
the latter
the Union.
the
Union. The
period which
The period
which is
is
allowed to
said Governments
allowed
to the
the said
Governments
to
make such
such notification
will exexnotification will
to make
pire on
on July
July 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
pire
In faith
faith of
of which,
which, the
underthe underIn
signed
signed plenipotentiaries
plenipotentiaries have
have
drawn
up the
the present
present Protocol,
Protocol,
drawn up
which will
will have
have the
the same
same force
force
which
and validity
if its
its provisions
provisions
and
validity as
as if
were included
the text
text of
the
of the
included in
in the
were
Convention itself,
itself, and
and they
they have
have
Convention
signed it
it in
one copy,
copy, which
which will
will
in one
signed
be
be filed
filed in
in the
the Archives
Archives of
of the
Government of
of the
the Argentine
ReArgentine ReGovernment
public, and
and a
a copy
copy of
of which
which will
will
public,
be
delivered to
to each
each party.
party-.
be delivered
Done at Buenos
Aires, May
May 23,
23,
Buenos Aires,
1939.
1939.

En
foi de
les PlenipotenPlenipotenEn foi
de quoi,
quoi, les
tiaires ci-dessous ont
dress6 le
le
tiaires
out dresse
present
qui aura
present Protocole,
Protocole, qui
aura la
la
meme force
force et
et la
la mgme
memo valeur
valeur que
que
meme
si
sea dispositions
dispositions etaient
etaient inserees
si ses
inserees
dans
de la
Convenla Convenle texte
texte memo
meme de
dans le
tion et
et ils
l'ont signe
tion
us Pont
signe en
en un
un exemexemplaire qui
qui restera
restera depose
depose aux
plaire
aux
Archives du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement de
de la
Archives
la
174publique
tine
R6publique Argentine
Argentine et
et dont
dent une
copie sera
achaque
copie
sera remise
remise A
chaque Partie.
Partie.
Fait
Aires, le
Fait aa Buenos
Buenos Aires,
le 23
23 mai
mai
1939.
1939.
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Pour
Pour l'Afghanistan:
l'Afghanistan:

Pour le Bresil:
Pour
Bresil:
RAII
L CAMARATE.
CAMARATE.
RAiL
Pour l'l'Union
Pour
Union de l'Afrique du Sud:
JOAQUI
M VIANNA.
JOAQUfM
VIANNA.
J.J.N.
N. REDELINGHUYS.
REDELINGHUYS.
Pour
Pour Confucio
Confucio Augusto PamPamH. C.
C. W
H.
AIN.
WAIN.
plona:
plona:
RAIL
RAtL CAMARATE.
CAMARATE.
Pour l'Albanie:
Pour
l'Albanie:
Pour
Pour la
Bulgarie:
la Bulgarie:
M.
M .GHEORGHIEW.
GRAORGHIEW.
Pour l'Allemagne:
Pour
Pour les Etats-Unis
Pour
Etats-Unis d'
Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Pour James
Pour
James W. Cole:
JOHN
J
OHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
J
OHN E.
AMIELL.
E. L
LAMIELL.
STEWART
S
TEWART M
W EBER.
M..WEBER.

Pour
Pour le Canada:
Canada:

JOHN
JOHN A.
A.SULLIVAN.
SULLIVAN.
H.BEAULIEU.
H.
BEAULIEU.
R.
R.H.
H.MAC
M AC NABB.
NABB.

Pour
Pour le Chili:
Chili:
ALBERTO
ALBERTO

SEPtLVEDA
SEP1TLVEDA

Pour
Pour l'ensemble des Possessions
Possessions des
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Etats-Unis
Pour James
Pour
James W. Cole:
Pour la
Chine:
Pour
la Chine:
JOHN
J
OHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
STEWART
S
TEWART M
W EBER.
M. .WEBER.

Pour
Pour le Royaume de
Saoudite:
Saoudite:

H.K.
K.CHANG
CHANG CHIEN.
H.
CHIEN.

Pour la
la Republique
Republique de Colombie:
Pour
CoZombie:
Pour
Pour R. Uribe
Uribe Escobar:
Escobar:
E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.
l'Arabie
l'Arabie
E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.

Pour la Republique
Republique Argentine:
Pour
Argentine:
A. C.
A.
C.ESCOBAR.
ESCOBAR.
A. FUNES
A.
FUNES LASTRA.
LASTRA.
R. R.
R. TULA.
R.
M..SAENZ
M
SSENZ BRIONES.
BRIONES.
RAUL C.
RAtI.
C.MIGONE.
M IGONE.
CARLOS H.
AL.
H. S
SAL.
R. A.
A. PAN.
R.
PAN.
G.
A. GARCfA.
G.A.
GARClA.
I.
I.Rufz
RT
AZ M
ORENO.
MORENO.
A. T.
A.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
Pour
Pour la
de
la Commonwealth
Commonwealth de
l'Australie:
l'Australie:
M
B.HARRY.
M..B.
HARRY.
A.
A.SLADDIN.
SLADDIN.

Pour
Pour la Republique de Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
A LBERTO SEPaLVEDA
SEPtLVEDA
ALBERTO
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.

Pour
Republique de
Pour la
Ia.. Republique
de Cuba:
Cuba:
J..A.
J
A.M
ONTALVO.
MONTALVO.
A. TORRADEMC
A.
TORRADEME.
JEsftS
JEStS LAGO
LUNAR.
LAGO LUNAR.

Pour
Pourle Danmark:
Danemark:
ARNE
ARNE KROG.
KROG.

Pourla Ville libre de
Pour
Danzig:
de Danzig:
RENt
MACHALSKI.
RENE MACHALSKI.
Pourla Republique Dominicaine:
Pour
Dominicaine:
TITLIO M.
M .UESTERO.
TULIO
CESTERO.
M..ALVAREZ
ALVAREZ AR
M
A
NGUIZ.
ARANGUIZ.

Pour
Pour la Belgique:

Pour
Pour l'Egypte:
I'Egypte:
M..WAGUIH.
M
W AGUIH.

Pour la
Pour
Colonie du Congo
la Colonie
Congo beige:
belge:
E.MONS.
M ONS.
E.

Pour
la Republique
Pour la
de El
Republique de
El Salvador:
Salvador:

0.
CHOCKAERT.
O. S
SCHOCKAERT.

Pour
Pour la
la Bolivie:
Bolivie:

PEREZ
FiREZ ABASTO.
ABASTO.
J. .GMO.
J
GMO. CANEDO.
CANEDO.
J.LIEVANA.
LIEVANA.
J.

JOsE VILLEGAS
Jost
UROZ.
VILLEGAS M
MUROZ.

Pour
Pour I'Equateur:
l'Equateur:

F.GUARDERAS.
F.
GUARDERAS.

L.
G. DILLON.
L.G.
DILLoN.
Pour l'Espagne:
l'Espagne:
Pour
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Pour l'
ensemble des
des Colonies
Colonies
Pour
l'ensemble
espagnoles:
espagnoles:

Pour
l'Iran:
Pour l'Iran:
DR.
A.A.
A.DAFTARY.
DAFTARY.
DR. A.

Pour l'Estonie:
l'Estonie:
Pour

Pour
l' Iraq:
Pour l'Iraq:
D.
J.LIDBURY.
D. J.
LIDBURY.
D
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
D. .0.
E.P.
P.BELL.
BELL.
E.
A.L.
L.W
ILLIAMS.
A.
WILLIAMS.

G.JALLAJAS.
JALLATAS.
G.

Pour la
Finland,e:
Pour
la Finlande:
NIILO °BASK/S.A.
NIILO
ORASMAA.
Pour la
la France:
France:
Pour
ED.
QUENOT.
ED. QUENOT.

L.GENTHON.
GENTHON.
L.

P.GRANDSIMON.
P.
GRANDSIMON.

F.NAVECH.
F.
NAVECH.
Pour V
Algerie:
l'Ag6erie:
Pour
P,kom.
PAOLI.

OA STAT.
STAT.
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Pour l'Irlande:
l' Mande:
Pour
P.
BLICA.
P. DE
DE BLACA.
S.S.
S.PUIRSEAL.
S.
PUIRSEAL.
Pour
l'Islande:
Pour l'Islande:
ARNE
KROG.
ARNE KROG.

Pourl'Italie:
Pour
l'Italie:

Pour l'ensemble
1' ensemble des
des Colonies
et
Colonies et
Pour
et Protectorate
Protectorats Pour
les Colonies
Colonies et
Pour lee
Possessions
italiennes
autres
que
Possessions
italiennes
autres
que
frangais de
l'Inclochine:
frangais
de l'Indochine:
l'Afrigue
orientate italienne:
itatienne:
e orientale
l'Afriq
Pour l'
ensemble des
autres Colonies
Colonies
Pour
l'ensemble
des autres
Pour
l'Afrique orientale
orientate italienne:
ita2ienne:
Pourl'Afrique
frangaises:
franfaises:
R.BOURGOIN.
R.
BOURGOIN.
Pour is
Japon:
Pour
le Japon:
IWATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
Pour le
Royaume-Uni de
de la
GrandePour
le Royaume-Uni
la GrandeSEHTI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
Bretagne
et de
de l'Irlande
l'Irlande du
du Nord:
Nord:
Bretagne et
JIRO NAKAYAMA.
NAKAYAMA.
JIRO
D.
D. J
J. .LIDBURY.
LIDBURY.
TosIO
YAMATO.
TOSIO YAMATO.
D.
0. LUMLEY.
D. O.
LUMLEY.
E.
BELL.
E. P.
P. BELL.
Pour
Pour is
le Chosen:
Chosen:
A.
W ILLIAMS.
A. L.
L. WILLIAMS.
SEHTI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
Pour l'ensemble
l'ensemble des
d,es Colonies
Colonies bribriPour
KEISI FUKUDA.
KEISI
FUKUDA.
tanniques,y
tanniques,
y comprislesTerritoires
comprisles Territoires
d'
outre-mer, les
lee Protectorate
Pour l'ensemble
l' ensemble des
des autres
autres DepenDepend'outre-mer,
Protectorats et
et Pour
les Territoires
Territoiressous
dances japonaises:
japonaises:
dances
suzerainete on
ou
lee
sous suzerainete
sous
80n8 mandat:
manclat:
I
WATARO UCIIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
KANJI ITO.
KANJI
Pour la
La Grece:
Pour
Grace:
V.
DENDRAMIS.
V. DENDRAMS.
Pour La
Lettanie:
Pour
la Lettonie:
S
CAMILII
IRIS.
S..CAMILIbRIS.
DRJ.
J.BUSER.
DR
BUSER.
L.ROULET.
L.
ROULET.
Pour
le Guatemala:
Pour le
Guatemala:
M
M. .ARROYO.
ARROYO.
Pour lee
Pour
les Etats
Etats du
du Levant
Levant smcs
sous
Pour
La Republique
Republique d'Haiti:
&Haiti:
Pourla
FAUSTIN
G.TRONGE.
TRowGi.
FAUSTIN G.

Mandatfrangais (Syrie
(Syrie et
Mandatfranfais
et Liban):
Liban):
M .USCLAT.
M.
USCLAT.

Republique de
de Liberia:
Liberia:
la Republique
Pour La
Honduras: Pour
Pour
Republique du
du Honduras:
la Republique
Pour La
DIXON BROWN.
BROWN.
DIXON
NIETO.
ARTURO
MEJfA NIETO.
ARTURO MEJfA.
Pour la
La Hongrie:
Hongrie:
Pour
Pour l'Inde
britannique:
Pour
l'Inde britannique:
M OHD. AL
AL HASAN.
MOHD.
HABAN.
H .L.
H.
L. JERATH.
JERATI.
N.
N. CHANDRA.
CHANDRA.

Pour
Pour La
la Lithuanie:
Lithuanie:
J.AUKSTUOLIS.
AUKSTUOLIS.
J.
B.BLAVESCIUNAS.
BLAVESCIUNAS.
B.
Pour le
Luxembourg:
Pour
le Luxembourg:

0.
SCHOCKAERT.
O. SCHOCKAERT.
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Pour le Maroc
Maroc (a
(4 I'exclusion
l' exclusion de la
Pour
la Pour
Pour le
to Portugal:
Portugal:
Zone espagnole):
espagnole):
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
CALHEIROS.
DUARTE
H. F.
H.
F. DussoL.
DUSSOL.

Pour
Maroc (Zone espagnole):
espagnole):
Pourle Maroc

GAVIXo.
A.
BASTOS GAVIXO.
A. BASTOS
J. Q
UADRIO MORXO.
MORXO.
QUADRIO
J.

Pour lee
portugaises de
Pour
les Colonies portugaises
l'Afrique occidentale:
occidentale:
ALFONSO G6MEZ
G6MEZ MORENTIN.
MORENTfN.
ALFONSO
ARNALDO
DE PAIVA
PAIVA CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.
ARNALDO DE

Pour le
Pour
le Mexique:

ALMADA
BEcEnnA.
ALMADA BECERRA.
GENES.
E.
E. VALDAS
VALDiS GENES.

Pour lee
portugaises de
les Colonies
Colonies portugaises
Pour
orientale, de l'Asie et
l'Afrique orientate,
del'Oceanie:
l'Oceanie:
de

Pour le Nicaragua:
Pour
Nicaragua:
RUIAN
DARfO.
RUBIN DARfO.

MARIO MONTEIRO
MONTEIRO DE
DE MACEMACEMARIO
DO
DO

Pour la Norvege:
Pour

STEN
HAUG.
STEN HAUG.
OSKAR HOMME.
HOMME.
OSKAR

Pour
Pour la Roumanie:
C. STEFANESCO.
STEFANESCO.
C.
N. M.
GEORGESCO.
M. GEORGESCO.
N.

Pour la
la Nouvelle-Zelande:
Pour
J.
J. MADDEN.
MADDEN.

Panama:
Pour la
la Republique de Panama:
Pour
VIAL.
VIAL.

Pour
Republique
la Republique
Pour la
Mar-in:
Marin:

de

SaintSaint-

Pour
to Siam:
Siam:
Pourle
LUANG
KOVID APAIVONGSE.
APAIVONGSE.
LUANG KOVID

Pour
Paraguay:
Pour le Paraguay:
ARBO.
HIGINIO ARBO.
HIGINIO
RAM6N LARA
LARA CASTRO.
CASTRO.
RAM6N
J. F.
F. PEREZ
PAREZ ACOSTA.
ACOSTA.
J.

Pour
Slade:
Pourla Suede:
GUNNAR LAGER.
LAGER.
GUNNAR
THURE NYLUND.
NYLUND.
THURE
ALLAN HULTMAN
HULTMAN
ALLAN

Pour
lee Pays-Bas:
Pays-Bas:
Pour les
DUYNSTEE.
DUYNSTEE.
VAN
GOOR.
VAN GOOR.

Pour la
ConLederation Suisse:
la Confederation
Pour

Pour Curacao
Surinam:
et Surinam:
Curacao et
Pour

DR J.
J. BUSER.
BusEn.
DR

HooGEwooNING.
HOOGEWOONING.

L. ROULET
ROULET
L.

Pour les
lee Indes neerlandaises:
neerlandaises:
Pour

Pour la
Tchlco-Slovaquie:
la Tcheco-Slovaquie:
Pour

VAN
DOOREN.
VAN DOOREN.
HAJENIUS
HAJENIUS
P.
J. LEEMEYER.
LEEMEYER.
P. J.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour la
la Tunisie:
Tunisie:
Pour

UENOT
QUENOT
ED. Q

Pour La
Turquie:
la Turquie:
Pour

Pour le Perou:
Perou:
Pour

AKSIN
APTULAHAT AKSIN
APTULAHAT

ERNESTO
CACERES.
ERNESTO CACERES.
pour
JORGE CHAMOT.
CHAMOT.
pour JORGE
ERNESTO
CACERES.
ERNESTO CACERES.

ad referendum

F.
CUADERNO.
F. CUADERNO.

Pour
l' Union
Union des Republiques
Pour 1'
Sovietiques Socialistes:
Socialistes:
Sovietiques
P. GLINKINE
GLINKINE
P.
V.
IVANOV
V. IVANOV

Pour
Pologne:
la Pologne:
Pour la
RENE
MACHALSKI.
RENE. MACHALSKI.
M.
HERWICH.
M. HERWICH.
T.
JARON.
T. JARa.

Pour
Republique 0.
de l'Urul' UruO. de
la Republique
Pour La
guay:
F.
COSTANZO
A. COSTANZO
F. A.
ADOLFO
AGORIO
ADOLFO AGORIO

Pour la
Commonwealth
la Commonwealth
Pour
Philippines:
Philippines:

19347W-41-PT.
1t-55
55
193470'-41-PT. I1--

des
des
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Pour
l'Etat de la
Vatican: Pour
Pour l'Etat
la Cite du
du Vatican:
Pour l'Yemen:
l'Yemen:
RoMULO ETCEEEVERRY
BONE o.
R6MULO
ETCHEVERRY BONEO.

Pour lee
Pour
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unisde Venezuela:
E. GANTEAUME-TOVAR
GANTEAIIME-TOVAR
E.
VALEZ-SALAS
F. VPLEZ-SALAS

Pour
Pourle Royaume de Yougoslavie:
SVET.
SVET. M
M. .DRAGICEVIC
DRAGICEVIC
MILOlefIR
1.4J. MICIC.
M ICIC.
MILOMIR LJ.

La del6gation
delegation de 1'Union
PUnion de
1'Afrique du Sud declare
l'Afrique
quo
d6clare que
l'acceptation par
l'acceptation
par elle de
de la present°
presente
Convention comprend
compren.d le Territoire sous mandat
l'Afrique du
mandat de l'Afrique
Sud-Ouest.
Buenos Aires, le
le 23 mai 1989.
1939.
J.
J. N. REDELINGHITYS.
REDELINGHUYS.
H. C. WAIN.
WAIN.

of
The delegation
delegation of the Union of
South Africa
Africa declares that
that the
acceptance by it of the present
acceptance
present
Convention comprises
comprises the ManMandated Territory
Territory of Southwest
Southwest
Africa.
1939.
Buenos Aires, May
May 23, 1939.

Ratification
and apRatificationandapHaving examined
and considered
considered the
examined and.
the provisions
provisions of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
by Postmaster
Protocol, signed
signed at
Buenos Aires on
on the
the 23rd
23rd day
of May,
1939,
a eray Pomas er Final Protocol,
General.
at Buenos
day of
May, 1939,
relative
Universal Postal Convention
relative to the Universal
Convention of Buenos Aires,
Aires, signed
signed
the same day; the same is by me, by virtue of the powers
powers vested by
by
law in the Postmaster General, hereby
hereby ratified
ratified and
and approved,
by and
approved, by
and
with the advice
advice and consent of the
President of
the United
States of
of
the President
of the
United States
America.
ratification is applicable
This ratification
applicable to the United
States of
of America,
America,
United States
possessions of the United States of America
the insular possessions
America mentioned
mentioned
Ane, p.
Ante,
P. 2053.
2053.
in Article 8
8 (10),
(1°), and to Samoa and the Panama Canal Zone.
Zone.
In witness whereof, IIhave
have caused
caused the
the seal
the Post
Office Departseal of
of the
Post Office
Department of the United States of America
America to be hereunto affixed this 12th
12th
day of January, 1940.
1940.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
JAMES
A FARLEY
FABLEy
JAMES A
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.

proval
P]

Approval
Approval
President.
President.

by the
by
the

IIhereby approve the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Final Protocol, and in testimony thereof have caused
caused the seal of the United
United States
States of
of America
America to
to
be hereto affixed.
affixed.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

By the President:

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
Washington
Washington January
January 25, 1940.

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
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REGLEMENT
D'EXECUTION REGULATIONS
RtGLEMENT D'EXECUTION
OF EXECUEXECUREGULATIONS OF
DE LA CONVENTION
CONVENTION
TION
TI-IE UNIVERSAL
TION OF
OF THE
UNIVERSAL
UNIVERSELLE.
POSTALE UNIVERSELLE
POSTAL
CONVENTION
POSTAL CONVENTION
Les
soussignes, vu
vu l'artiele
de
Les soussign6s,
'article 4
4 de
in
postale universelle
universelle
la Convention
Convention postale
conclue a
a Buenos Aires,
conclue
Aires, le
le 23
23 mai
1939,
nom de
leurs AdAd1939, ont,
ont, au
au nom
de leurs
ministrations respectives,
ministrations
respectives, arrete,
mesures
d'un commun
commun accord, les mesures
suivantes pour
pour assurer
assurer l'execution
l'execution
suivantes
de ladite Convention:
Convention:

The undersigned, in view of
Article 44 of the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal
Convention concluded
at Buenos
Buenos
Convention
concluded at
have, in
23, 1939,
1939, have,
Aires on
on May
May 23,
the name
name of
of their
their respective
respective AdAdthe
ministrations,
up, by
by comministrations, drawn
drawn up,
common consent,
consent, the following
following measures to
the execution
of
ures
to assure
assure the
execution of
the said Convention:
Convention:
the

TITRE
I.
TITRE I.

TITLE II
TITLE

DISPOSITIONS GENERALES.
GENERALES.
DISPOSITIONS

GENERAL
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS

CHAPITRE
UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE UNIQUE.

SOLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER
SOLE

ARTICLE
101.
ARTICLE 101.

ARTICLE 101
101
ARTICLE

Transit en
depeches closes
et
closes et
en depeches
Transit
transit a
a &convert.
decouvert.
transit

Transit
closed mails
mails and
and tran.qit
transit
in closed
Transit in
in open
mail
open mail
in

1.—Les Administrations
peuAdministrations peul.-Les
vent s'exp6dier
s'expedier reciproquement,
reciproquement,
vent
par l'intermediare
l'intermediare d'une ou de
par
plusieurs d'entre
elks, tant
des
tant des
d'entre elles,
plusieurs
depeches closes que des corresd6peches
pondances
suivant
d6couvert, suivant
a &convert,
pondances a
les besoins
besoins du
du trafic
et les
les concontrafic et
les
venances du
du service.
service.
venances
2.—La
corresdes correstransmission des
2.-La transmission
pondances a
a decouvert
decouvert aa une Adpondances
ministration intermediaire
interm6diaire doit se
ministration
limiter strictement
strictement aux
aux cas
cas oi
oiu.la
la
limiter
confection de
depeches closes,
closes, soit
soit
de depeches
confection
pour le
le pays
pays de
de destination
destination meme,
meme,
pour
soit
pour un
un pays
plus proche
de
proche de
pays plus
soit pour
ce dernier,
dernier, ne
se justifie
justifie pas.
ne se
ce

Use of
closed and
and
Use
of closed
may send re- open
1.
Administrations may
1. Administrations
open mails.
mails.
ciprocally, through
the intermediintermediciprocally,
through the
ary of
or more of them,
them, both
both
ary
of one
one or
closed mails
and correspondence
correspondence
closed
mails and
in open
mail, in
accordance with
with
in accordance
in
open mail,
needs of the
the traffic and the
the needs
requirements
of the
service.
the service.
requirements of
Open mail
mail to
to interinterOpen
2.
The transmission
corre- mediate
transmission of corre2. The
mediate AdministraAdministration, limitation.
limitation.
spondence in
in open
to an
an tion,
mail to
open mail
spondence
intermediate Administration
Administration must
must
intermediate
be
to cases
cases where
where
strictly to
be limited
limited strictly
the
preparation of
of closed
closed mails,
mails,
the preparation
either for
for the
country of
of destinadestinathe country
either
tion
for aa country
nearer
country nearer
itself or
or for
tion itself
the
latter, is
not justified.
is not
justified.
the latter,

ARTICLE 102.
102.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
102
ARTICLE 102

Echange en
depeches closes.
closes.
en d6peches
Echange

Exchange
in closed mails
mails
Exchange in

1.—L'echange
correspondes correspon1.-L'6change des
dances
depeches closes
regle
est regl6
closes est
en d6epches
dances en
d'un commun
commun accord
les AdAdentre les
accord entre
d'in
ministrations
int6ress6es.
ministrations interessees.
11
est obligatoire
des
de former
former des
obligatoire de
II est
depeches
closes toutes
les fois
fois
toutes les
depeches closes
qu'une
Administrations interinterdes Administrations
qu'une des
mediaires
en fait
la demande,
demande, se
se
fait la
mediaires en
basant
le fait
que le
nombre
le nombre
fait que
sur le
basant sur
de correspondances
d6couvert
correspondances aa &convert
de
est de
de nature
a entraver
entraver ses
sea
nature A
est
operations.
operations.

Measures
adopted.
Measures adopted.

Ante, p.
p. 2051.
2051.
Ante,

Exchangein
in closed
closed
Exchange
1. The
exchange of
of correspondcorrespond- mails.
1.
The exchange
mails.
ence
in closed
closed mails
governed
mails is governed
ence in
by
agreement between
between the
the
mutual agreement
by mutual
Administrations
concerned.
Administrations concerned.
It is
up
to make
make up
obligatory to
It
is obligatory
closed
whenever one of the
mails whenever
closed mails
intermediate
Administrations so
intermediate Administrations
requests, basing its request
request on the
requests,
fact that
that the
in
articles in
the number
number of articles
fact
open mail
such as
as to
to hinder
its
hinder its
is such
mail is
open
operations.
operations.
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2. The
Administrations through
through
2.
The Administrations
2.-Les
par
2.—Les Administrations
Administrations par
closed mails
mails
l'intermediaire
desquelles des
whose intermediary
l'intermediaire desquelles
intermediary closed
des ded6- whose
peches
closes sont
sont A expedier
expedier are to be exchanged
shall be
be duly
duly
exchanged shall
peches closes
advance.
doivent etre preven.ues
pr6venues en temps
temps notified in advance.
opportun.
opportun.
Alteration
teraton in
In ex3.-En cas de changement
changement dans
3.—En
3. In
an
3.
In case
case of alteration
alteration in
in an
change, etc.
un service d'echange
depeche exchange
d'6change en
exchange of closed mails estaben depeches
etabli entre deux
closes 6tabli
lished between
between two AdministraAdministradeux AdminisAdminis- lished
trations par l'intermediaire
l'intermgdiaire d'un
trations
intermediary of
of
d'un tions through the
the intermediary
ou de plusieurs pays tiers, l'Admi- one
more third
third countries,
countries, the
the
one or more
nistration d'origine
d'origine de
Administration of origin
disde la
la deptche
depeche Administration
origin of
of the disen donne
donne connaissance
connaissance aux
aux Ad- patch gives notice
notice thereof
the
thereof to the
ministrations de ces
ministrations
ces pays.
Administrations of those countries.
Administrations
countries.
S'il
s'agit d'une
S'il s'agit
d'une modification If it
it is a
aquestion of
of aachange in
in
dans la
la voie d'acheminement
d'acheminement des the routing
routing of the dispatches,
dispatches, the
depAch,es,
a suivre
dep&ches, la
la nouvelle voie a
suivre new route to be followed should be
be
&tre indiquie
doit tire
indiquee aux Adminis- indicated
Administrations
indicated to the Administrations
trations qui
trations
qui effectuaient preceprece- which have
previously effected
the
have previously
effected the
demment le
Is transit,
que transit,
transit, tcbndis
tandis que
transit, while the former
route is
is
former route
l'ancienne
l'ancienne voie
vole est signalee,
signalie, pour indicated, as
as information,
information to
to the
the
memoire,
Administrations qui Administrations
m4moire, aux Administrations
Administrations which will subseassureront de,sormais
transit. quently perform such transit.
assureron
desormais c,e
ce transit.
Notification.
Notifcation.

103.
ARTICLE 103.

ARTICLE
103
ARTICLE 103

Acheminement des correAcheminement
spondances.
spondances.

Routing of
of mails

ARTICLE

Routing of mails.
Routg

Mient

Missent article.
articles.

Optional
Optional routes.
rote.

Unpaid or insuffiinsuffipostage
cient postage.

1.-Chaque Administration
1.—Chaque
Administration est
est
oblig6e d'acheminer, par lea
obligee
vies
les voies
lesplusrapides
les
plus rapides qu'elle emploie pour
ses propres envois, les
sea
lea depeches
depeches
closes et les
lea correspondances
correspondances A
d6couvert qui lui sont livrees
decouvert
livrees par
une autre Administration.
Administration.
Lorsqu'une
Lorsciu'une depeche
d6p8che se compose
de plusieurs sacs, ceux-ci
ceux-ci doivent,
autant que
r6unis
quo possible, rester remus
et etre
8tre achemines
mnme
achemines par le meme
courrier.
courrier.
Les objets de toute nature
nature mal
diriges sont, sans aucun
delai,
aucun delai,
r6expedi6s
reexpedies sur leur destination
destination par
par
la voie
vole la plus prompte.
2.-L'Administration
2.—L'Administration du pays
d'origine a
a is
la faculte
facult6 d'indiquer
d'indiquer la
la
voie a
A suivre par les
vole
lea depeches
closes qu'elle exp6die,
expediez pourvu
pourvu que
que
l'emploi de cette vole
voie n'entratne
pas, pour une Administration
Administration ininterm6diaire,
termediaire, des frais sp6ciaux.
speciaux.

Sous la memo
mInme reserve,
reserve, les
lee Administrations
ministrations intervenant dans le
transport doivent tenir compte
transport
compte de
de
la vole
A suivre
portee par l'exvole A,
M AW ° port&
pediteur
pediteur sur
our les
lea envois
envois qui
qui lour
leur
sent
A decouvert.
d6couvert.
sont transmis a,
3.-Les Administrations
3.—Les
Administrations qui
quit
usent de la
is faculte
faculte de percevoir
percevoir des
taxes
taxes suppl6mentaires,
supplementaires, en
en reprerepr6-

1.
Each Administration
Administration is
1. Each

bound to
to forward
forward by
by the
the most
most
bound

rapid routes which it employs
employs for
for
its own dispatches
dispatches the closed mails
mails
articles in open mail which
which
and articles
delivered to it by another
another
are delivered
Administration.
Administration.
When aa mail is composed
composed of
of
several sacks,
as
several
sacks, they shall, as far as
possible, remain
remain together
be
together and be
forwarded in the same dispatch.
forwarded
dispatch.
Missent articles
kinds are
Missent
articles of all kinds
are
forwarded
forwarded without any delay
delay to
to
their destination
most
destination by
by the
the most
rapid route.
rapid
2. The Administration
Administration of
the
2.
of the
country
country of origin has the option of
indicating the route
route to
followed
to be followed
by the closed mails which it
it dispatches, provided
that the
the ememprovided that
ployment of that route
route does
does not
not
involve special expenses
expenses for an
an
intermediate Administration.
Administration.
intermediate
reservation, the
With the same reservation,
the
Administrations
intervening in the
Administrations intervening
the
transportation
account
transportation shall
shall take account
of
of the route to be followed
followed indicated by the sender on articles sent
sent
to them in open
open mail.
mail.
3.
3. Administrations which
which make
use of the option of
of collecting
collecting
supplementary charges,
charges, represent-
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sentation
sentation des frais extraordinaires
extraordinaires
afferents
voies, sont
sont
afferents a
A, certaines
certaines voies,
libres de no
ne pas
pas diriger
diriger par ces
ces
voies les correspondances
correspondances non ou
insuffisamment
insuffisamment affranchies.
affranchies.

ing the extraordinary
big
extraordinary expenses
expenses
pertaining to certain
pertaining
certain routes, are
at
liberty not
to send
unprepaid
at liberty
not to
send unprepaid
or
insufficiently prepaid
correor insufficiently
prepaid correspondence by
by those
those routes.
routes.
spondence

ARTICLE 104.
104.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 104
104

Pays 6loign6s.
eloignes.
Pays

Distant countries
countries
Distant

1.-Sont
consideres
comme
1.—Sont
consider&
comme
1loignes les pays entre lespays eloignes
quels la duree
duree des
des transports
transports par la
la
voie de
de mer
la plus
plus
voie
de terre
terre ou
ou de
mer la
rapide est de plus de dix jours
ainsi que
que ceux
ceux entre lesquels
lesquels la
la
frequence moyenne
frequence
moyenne des
des courriers
courriers
est inferieure
inf6rieure A
a deux voyages
voyages par
par
mois.
mois.
2.—Sont assimil6s
assimiles aux
2.-Sont
aux pays
pays
ce qui concerne
eloignes, en ce
concerne les
les
Convention et
et
delais prevus
pr6vus par
par la Convention
les pays
pays de tres
les Arrangements,
Arrangements, les
grande &endue
etendue ou
ou dont les voies
interieures sont
sont
de communication
communication int6rieures
peu d6veloppees,
developpees, pour
peu
pour les
les quesquestions oh
oii ces
un
ces facteurs jouent
jouent un
tions
role preponderant.
preponderant.
r6le
3.—Le Bureau
international
Bureau international
3.-Le
vises aux
aux
dresse la
la liste
liste des
des pays vis6s
§§ 1
1et
et 2.
§§

1.
Countries between
between which
which the
the
1. Countries
shortest transit
transit time by land or
or
shortest
sea is
as well
well
sea
is more
more than
than ten
ten days,
days, as
as those
between which
which the
the averas
those between
average frequency
mails is less
less
age
frequency of
of the mails
than two
trips a
a month,
conthan
two trips
month, are
are considered
sidered as
as distant countries.
2.
Countries of
of very
ex2. Countries
very great
great extent, or
those whose
whose internal
internal
tent,
or those
routes
of communication
communication are but
routes of
little
developed, for
for questions
questions
little developed,
where
decisive
play aadecisive
those factors
factors play
where those
part,
are assimilated
to distant
distant
assimilated to
part, are
countries,
regard to
to the
the periods
periods
in regard
countries, in
prescribed
Convention and
and
the Convention
prescribed by the
Agreements.
Agreements.
3. The
International Bureau
Bureau
3.
The International
prepares
list of
of the
the countries
countries
prepares aa list
mentioned
in Sections
Sections 11 and 2.
mentioned in

ARTICLE
105.
ARTICLE 105.

ARTICLE 105
105
ARTICLE

Fixation des
equivalents.
des Equivalents.
Fixation

Fixing of equivalents
equivalents
Fixing

1.—Les Administrations
Administrations fixent
1.-Les
les equivalents
des taxes
taxes et
et
les
equivalents des
Convention et
droits
et
par la
la Convention
pr6vus par
droits prevus
les
Arrangements apres entente
les Arrangements
avec l'Administration
postes
des postes
avec
1'Administration des
suisses,
appartient de
de
il appartient
laquelle il
suisses, aalaquelle
les
par l'internotifier par
faire notifier
les faire
international.
mediaire
Bureau international.
du Bureau
m6diaire du
La
memo procedure
procedure est
est suivie
suivie en
en
La mmme
cas de
changement d'equivalents.
d'4quivalents.
de changement
cas

1.
fix the equivequiv1. Administrations
Administrations fix

alents of the rates and fees
fees
alents
contemplated by the Convention
Convention
contemplated
Agreements by agreement
agreement
and Agreements
with the Swiss Postal AdministraAdministration,
Administration
which latter Administration
tion which
shall give notice of the equivalents
through
intermediary of the
through the intermediary
International
Bureau. The same
International Bureau.
procedure is followed
followed in case of
procedure
change of
equivalents.
of equivalents.
change
The
The equivalents
equivalents or changes of
Les
equivalents ou
changeou les
les changeLes equivalents
equivalents can
not enter into
can not
ments d'equivalents
no peuvent
peuvent equivalents
d'equivalents ne
ments
except on the
the first of a
a
entrer
quo le
premier force except
le premier
en vigueur
vigueur que
entrer en

t6t, qumze
quinze
d'un
nuns et,
et, au plus tOt,
d'un mois
jours
leur notification
par le
le
notification par
apres leur
jours apres
Bureau international.
international.
Bureau
Ce
Bureau dresse
dress° un
un tableau
tableau
Cc Bureau
indignant,
chaque pays, les
indiquant, pour chaque
equivalents
taxes et
droits
et droits
des taxes
equivalents des
et renmentionnes
er alinea,
1"r
alin6a, et
au l
mentionn6s au
seignant, le
le cas
ca,s 4ch6ant,
echeant, sur
le
sur le
seignant,
pourcentage de
de la
majoration ou
la majoration
pourcentage
de la
de taxe
taxe appliqu6e
appliquee
la reduction
reduction de
de
Proen vertu
de l'article II
II du
du Proen
vertu de
tocole final
de la
la Convention.
Convention.
final de
tocole

month,
and at
at the
the earliest
earliest fifteen
fifteen
month, and
days
by
notification by
their notification
after their
days after
International Bureau.
the International
That Bureau
Bureau makes
makes up a
a table
That
each country,
country, the
indicating, for each
equivalents of the rates
rates and fees
equivalents
mentioned in the first
first paragraph,
paragraph,
mentioned
showing
percentage of inshowing the percentage
crease
reduction, if any, made
crease or reduction,
in the
article
the rates by virtue of article
in
II
of the
Protocol of the
the Final Protocol
II of
Convention.
Convention.

Distant, etc.,
etc., councounDistant,
tries.

List.

Fixing
Fiing
lents.
lents.

of
of

equivaequiva-

Notice.
Notice.

Entry into
into force.
force.
Entry

Tablet
Tables.

Ante, p.
p. 206.
2096.
Ante,

2108
2108
Monetary fractions.
Monetary
fractions.

Equivalent
inEquivalent for indemnity.
deianity.

Ante, p.
p.2078.
Ane,
2078

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

2.-Les
r2.—Les fractions mon6taires
monetaires resultant
complement de
de taxe
taxe
sultant du
du complement
applicable
correspondances
aux correspondances
applicable aux
insnffisamment affranchies
affranchies penpeuinsuffisamment
vent
arrondies par
par les
lea AdAdvent etre
6tre arrondies
ministrations
en effectuent
effectuent la
la
ministrations qui
qui en
perception.
ajouter
A ajouter
La somme
somme a
perception. La
de ce
pout exceder
exceder la
la
ce chef
chef ne peut
de
valour de 5
valeur
5 centimes.
centimes.
3.-Chaque Administration
3.—Chaque
Adminis tration
notifie directement
notifie
directement au Bureau
international
fire par
par
l'equivalent fixe
international Pequivalent
prevu.e A
l'indemnitA pr6vue
elle pour Pindemnite
l'article
Convention.
Particle 56 de la Convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

106.
106.

[54 S
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2.
resulting
fractions resulting
2. Monetary
Monetary fractions
from
from the additional charge applicable
correspondence
to shortpaid
shortpaid correspondence
cable to
may
Admay be
be rounded
rounded off by the Administrations
collect such
ministrations which collect
charge. The sum to be added on
account may not exceed the
that account
amount of 55 centimes.
amount
Each Administration
Administration noti3. Each
Bureau difies the International
International Bureau
rectly of the equivalent
equivalent fixed by it
for
indemnity contemplated
contemplated
for the indemnity
by Article
56 of
of the
the Convention.
Convention.
Article 56
by
ARTICLE
106
ARTICLE 106

postage-paid
Timbres-poste
empreintes d'- Postage
and postage-paid
stamps and
Postage stamps
et empreintes
Timbres-poste et
impressions
impressions
affranchissement.

Colors.

Letter.

Post card.

Single-rate print.

Single-rate print,

Stamping -machine
Impressions. - machine

Samping

Lettering, etc.

Lettering, et.

Prepaid prints.
Prepaid
Ante,
p. 2073.
Ane, p.2073.

1.-Les
timbres-poste repre1.
Les
timbres-poste
reprelea
taxes-types
taxes-types de
sentant
les
l'Union
on leurs equivalents dans
darts
1'Union ou
Is
monnaie de chaque
chaque pays
pays sont
la monnaie
confectionnes dans
dans lea
les couleurs
couleurs
confectionn6s
suivantes:
en bleu, le timbre representant
representant
is
simple;
la tare
taxe d'une
d'une lettre de
de port simple;
—

en rouge, le timbre representant
representant
is
la taxe d'une carte postale;
en vert, le timbre representant
representant
is
imprime de port
la taxe d'un imprim6
simple.
Les empreintes
empreintes produites par les
lea
machines a
a affranchir doivent
couleur rouge vif, quelle
etre de couleur
quelle
quo soit la
is valeur qu'elles reprerepr6que
sen tent.
sentent.
2.-Les timbres-poste
et les
2.—Les
timbres-poste et
lea
empreintes d'affranchissement doiempreintesd'affranchissementdoiautant que
quo possible
vent porter, autant
possible
latins, l'indication
Pindication du
en caracteres
caractereslatins,
lour
pays d'origine
d'origine et
et mentiormer
mentionner leur
valour d'affranchissement
d'apres
valeur
d'affranchissement d'apres
le
tableau des
equivalents adoptes.
adoptes.
le tableau
des equivalents
L'indication
L'indication du nombre
nombre d'unit4s
d'unitAs
on
Punite monemon&
ou de fractions
fractions de l'unit6
taire,
a exprimer
cette
taire, servant A
exprimer cette
valour, eat
est faite en chiffres arabes.
En ce qui concerne
les imprimes
concenie lea
d'empreintes
affranchis an
au moyen d'empreintes
a la
d'imprimerie
obtenues a
is presse d'imprimerie
on
procede d'imou par
par un
un autre
autre proced6
pression
de la
la (Jonvenpression (article
(article 47 de
Convenlea indications
indications du
pays d'orition), les
dupays
gine
d'affranchissegine et de la
la valeur
valeur d'affranchissement peuvent
peuvent etre remplacees
remplacees par
is
le nom
nom du bureau &origin.°
d'origine et
et la

1. The postage stamps
1.
stamps representing
basic rates
the
rates of the
senting the basic
Union or their equivalents
equivalents in the
Union
money of
are made
made
of each country
country are
money
up
up in
in the
the following
following colors:
The stamp representing
representing the
postage on aa single-rate
single-rate letter, in
postage
blue;
blue;
The stamp representing
representing the
rate for a
red;
rate
a post card, in red;
representin
The stamp representing
the
postage on a
a single-rate
single-rate print,
prmt, in
green.
green.
Impressions
stampImpressions produced
produced by stampbright red,
ing machines
machines shall be bright
whatever
represent.
whatever value they represent.
2. Postage
and postage2.
Postage stamps and
postageshall bear, in
paid impressions shall
characters as far as possible,
Latin characters
the indication
indication of the country of
origin, and
and mention their postage
postage
value in accordance
accordance with the
table
table of equivalents
equivalents adopted. The
number of monetary
monetary units or
fractions of the unit serving
fractions
serving to
to
express
express that value is indicated in
Arabic figures.
Arabic
As for prints prepaid
prepaid by means
of indicia,
inclicia, printed or otherwise
obtained (Article 47 of the
Convention), the indication of
the country of origin and the postage value
value may be replaced
replaced by the
name of the office of origin and
the note Taxe
Taxa perdue
pergue (postage collected), Port
lected),
Port pay6 (postage paid),
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(Port or
mention ,,Taxe
Taxe perque,,,
pergue», «Port
expression.
That
mention
similar expression.
or aa similar
paye» ou une
une expression analogue. note may be worded in French or
paye,
Cette
mention peut 8tre
etre libell6e
libellee en in
the language
language of the country of
Cette mention
in the
frangais
longue du pays origin;
abbreviated,
ou dans la langue
it may also be abbreviated,
frangais ou
origin; it
revetir e. g.: T. P.
d'origine;
peut aussi revetir
P. or P.
P. P. In all cases,
elle pout
d'origine; cue
abr6ege, par exemple the indication
indication adopted
adopted shall be
une forme abregee,
«T. P.
OU «P.
P. P.,,.
P.». Dans tous inclosed
underscored with a
a
P.,)) ou
,T.
inclosed or underscored
les cas,
l'indication adoptee doit heavy line.
cas, l'indication
les
etre
soulignee d'un
encadree ou soulign6e
etre encadree
fort
fort trait.
Commemorative,
Commemorative,
3.—Les
timbres-poste commd3. Commemorative
Commemorative or charity etc.,
comm3.
3.-Les timbres-poste
etc., stamps.
moratifs
ou de charite, pour les- stamps, for which an additional
moratifs ou
addition to
quels un supplement de taxe est a
a charge is to be paid in addition
postage value, shall be made
the postage
payer
ind6pendamment de la va- the
payer independamment
way as to avoid any
a way
doivent up
leur
up in such a
d'affranchissement, doivent
leur d'affranchissement,
doubt as to that value.
etre confectionnes
confectionnes de fagon A doubt
8tre
eviter
tout doute
doute an
au sujet de cette
6viter tout
valour.
valeur.
Perforations.
may be Perforations.
Postage stamps may
4. Postage
4.—Les timbres-poste
peuvent
timbres-poste peuvent
4.-Les
perforaetre
marques A
al'emporte-piece
l'emporte-piece de marked
marked with distinctive perforaetre marques
conditions fixed
faxed
under the conditions
perforations
distinctives selon
selon les tions, under
perforations distinctives
Administration which has
the Administration
by the
l'Adminis- by
conditions
conditions fixees par l'Admunsissued
issued them.
tration qui
emus.
les aaemis.
qui les
tration
TITRE II.
II .
TITRE

TITLE II
II

ACCEPTCONDITIONS
D'ACCEPTACONDITIONS FOR
FOR ACCEPTD'ACCEPTA- CONDITIONS
CONDITIONS
OF
ARTICLES
ANCE
TION
DES
OBJETS
DE
ANCE
OF
ARTICLES
OF
DE
TION DES OBJETS
CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDANCE.
CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDANCE.
CHAPITRE I.
I.
CHAPITRE

CHAPTER II
CHAPTER

ALL
APPLICABLE TO ALL
PROVISIONS APPLICABLE
DISPOSITIONS APPLICABLES
APPLICABLES PROVISIONS
DISPOSITIONS
CLASSES
ARTICLES
ARTICLES
OF
CLASSES
A
TOUTES LES
CATRGORIES
LES CATEGORIES
A TOUTES
D'ENVOIS.

ARTICLE 107.
107.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 107
107
ARTICLE

Preparation and
address
and address
Preparation
adresse.
Conditionnement et adresse.
Conditionnement
Administrations shall
1. The Administrations
1.—Les Administrations
Administrations doi1.-Les
public:
advise
the
advise
vent
recommander au
au public:
vent recommander
(a)
To address
address mail articles in
(a) To
a)
l'adresse en
caracen caraclibeller l'adresse
de libeller
a) de
Latin
characters,
place the
and to place
characters,
Latin
Ores
et de
de is
mettre dans
la mettre
latins et
teres latins
address
lengthwise, in
in such a
away
lengthwise,
address
le
sens
de
la
longueur
de
fagon
a
A
facon
de
le sens de la longueur
for
space
as
leave
the
necessary
space
necessary
leave
to
as
menager
la place
place necessaire
necessaire pour
pour
menager la
labels;
or
the
service
notations
labels;
service
the
les
mentions
on
etiquettes
de
etiquettes
les mentions ou
service;
service;
(6)
indicate the address in
(b) To indicate
b)
1'adresse d'une
d'une
d'indiquer l'adresse
b) d'indiquer
a
precise
and
complete manner, so
complete
and
precise
a
maniere precise
precise et
complete, afin
et complete,
maniere
that the
the dispatch of the article
that
que
l'acheminement
de
l'envoi
et
et
l'envoi
de
que l'acheminement
addressee
delivery to the addressee
sa remise
remise au
au destinataire
destinataire puissent and its delivery
sa
may
be effected
effected without
research;
research;
without
be
may
avoir
lieu
sans
recherches;
recherches;
avoir lieu sans
or
stamps
(c)
To
postage
postage
place
To
(c)
c)
d'appliquer les
timbres-poste
les timbres-poste
c) d'appliquer
postage-paid impressions
impressions in the
postage-paid
ou
les
empreintes
d'affranchissed'affranchisseempreintes
ou les
upper right-hand
corer of the
right-hand corner
ment
l'angle droit
du upper
superieur du
droit superieur
A l'angle
ment a
address
side;
side;
cOte
de la
suscription;
la suscription;
c6t6 de
(d) To
the name
name and
indicate the
To indicate
(d)
d)
d'indiquer le
le nom et le do- address
d) d'indiquer
of the
either on
on
either
sender,
the
of
address
micile
au recto
l'expediteur, soit an
de l'expediteur,
micile de
the front
(preferably in the upper
upper
(preferably
front
the
et
de preference
preference du
du cote gauche de
et de

Preparation and
and adad.
Prepration
dress.
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left-hand corner,
corner, in
left-hand
in such a
a way
way as
not to
to affect
affect either
either the
the clarity
clarity of
of
not
address or the
application of
the address
the application
the service
notations or
or labels)
the
service notations
labels) or
or
on
back;
on the back;
(e) To
articles of
of all
all
(e)
e)
To use, for articles
e) d'utiliser pour
pour les
les envois
envois de
de
dont kinds, envelopes whose
whose dimendimentoute nature
nature des
des enveloppes
enveloppes dont
les dimensions
dimensions ne soient
soient pas inin- sions are not
not less than 10
10 centiferieures a
meters in
a 10 cm. en longueur
longueur et 77 meters
in length and
and 77centimeters
centimeters
cm. en largeur;
width;
largeur;
in width;
conditionner solidement
articles
f) de conditionner
solidement
(f) To make
make up their
their articles
leurs envois, particulierement
sits securely, particularly
particularly if
are
particulierement s'ils
if they
they are
sont destines
destines a
.51oignes; addressed to distant countries;
A des pays
countries;
pays 6loignes;
d'ajouter le
Lettre
g) d'ajouter
le mot gLettrea
,Lettre, du
(g) To add the word Lettre
c6te
ctite de l'adresse
l'aclresse des lettres
qui, en (letter) on the address
address side of
lettres qui
of
raison de leur
Zen,-volume
raison
reason of their
volume on
ou dee leur
leur letters
letters which, by
by reason
their
conclitionnement, pourraient
pourraient etre
conditionnement,
packing, may be misetre volume or
or packing,
prises
d'autres envois;
prises pour
pour d'autres
envois;
taken for other articles.
taken
h) en ce qui concern°
concerne les
les envois
envois
(h) On articles sent at
at the
expedies
a. la
is taxe reduite,
expedi6s A
r6duite, d'in- reduced
reduced rate, to indicate, by
by
diquer, par des
tales annotations
des annotations
annotations telles
Papiers
annotations such as: Papiers
dm- d'affaires
d'affaires*, aImque 4<Papiers
dPapiers d'affaires,,
papers),
d'affaires (commercial
(commercial papers),
prunes , ,Echantillon,,
oEchantillon*, ,Petit
aPetit Imprimes
primes*,
(prints), Echantillon
EchantiUon
paquet»,
paquet*, etc.,
etc., la
is cat6gorie
categoric a
A la- (sample),
Petit paquet
paquet (small
(sample), Petit
ifs appartiennent.
quelle ils
appartiennent.
packet), etc.; the class to which
which
packet),
they belong.
2.—Les
envois de toute nature,
nature,
2.-Les envois
2. Articles of any kind whose
whose
dont
cote reserve
dont le
le c6te
reserve aa. Padrasse
l'adresse aa address side has been wholly or
en partly divided
ete divise, en tout
tout ou
ou en partie,
partie, en
divided into
into several spaces
spaces
plusieurs cases destinies
destinees a.
recevoir intended to receive
a recevoir
receive successive
successive
des adresses successives, ne
sont addresses
ne sont
admitted.
addresses are not admitted.
pas admis.
3.-Les timbres non posta
postaux
3.—Les
ux et
et
3. Non-postage
Non-postage stamps
and
and
les vignettes
vignettes de
bienfaisance on
de bienfaisance
ou charity or other stamps
stamps capable
capable
autres susceptibles
susceptibles d'être
confon- of being mistaken
d'etre confonmistaken for
postage
for postage
dus avec les timbres-poste, ne
no stamps may not be affixed to the
peuvent etre
cote de address side. The same applies
Wtre appliques du
du c6t6
la suscription.
is
suscaiption. Ii
eat de memo
II en est
meme to imprints of stamps which
des empreintes de timbres qui might be
be confused
confused with postagepostagepourraient etre
confondues avec paid impressions.
Wtre confondues
impressions.
les empreintes
lee
empreintes d'affranchissement.
d'affranchissement.
4.-Les correspondances
4.—Les
correspondances du ser4. Correspondence
Correspondence of the postal
vice postal expddiies
expediees en
franchise service
en franchise
service sent under frank shall bear
bear
de port doivent porter au recto on the front the note Service
l'annotation
<Service
l'annotation a
Service des postes*
postes, des postes
posies (postal service)
service) or
or a
a
ou une mention analogue.
similar
similar notation.
fawn
is clarte
fagon aane nuire iii
ni aala
clart6 de
de
l'adresse, ni a
l'adresse,
a Papplication
l'application des
mentions ou etiquettes
etiquettes de service,
verso;
soit au verso;

Non --postage
postage
Non
stamps, etc.

Correspondence
Correspondence of
postal service sent
sent
under frank, notation.

General
- delivery
delivery
G ener al articies.
articles.

ARTICLE 108.
ARTICLE
108.

ARTICLE 108
108
ARTICLE

Envois poste restante.
restante.

General-delivery
General-delivery articles
articles

L'adresse
envois exp6di6s
expedies
L'adresse des
des envois
posts
restante doit indiquer
poste resta,nte
indiquer le
nom du destinataire. L'eraploi
L'emploi
d'initiales, de chiffres,
chiffres, de simples
simples
prenoms,
prenoms, de nomssupposes
noms supposes on
ou de
marques conventionmIlles
quelconventionnelles quelconques n'est pas adults
conques
admis pour cos
ces
envois.
envois.

articles sent
The address of articles
sent to
to
general delivery shall indicate
the name
name of the addressee.
addressee. The
The
use of initials, figures,
figures, simple
given names,
names, fictitious names, or
or
conventional marks of any kind,
conventional
is not permitted for such articles.
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1939
UNIVERSAL POSTAL
109.
ARTICLE 109.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 109
109
ARTICLE

enveloppe aapanneau.
Envois sous enveloppe

in panel envelopes
Articles in
Articles

2111

Articles in panel enArticles
1.—Les
enveloppe A 1.
Articles in
in transparent-panel
transparent-panel velopes.
1.-Les envois sous enveloppe
1. Articles
velopes.
the
panneau
transparent
sont
admis
under
admitted under
envelopes are
are admitted
envelopes
panneau transparent
conditions suivantes:
following conditions:
conditions:
aux conditions
following
(a) The
shall lie
lie parallel
parallel
panneau doit etre dispose
panel shall
The panel
le panneau
(a)
a) le
parallelement a
the longest
longest dimension,
dimension, so that
that
a la plus grande to
to the
parallelement
address of
of the addressee
addressee apfaGon que l'adresse the
dimension, de fagon
the address
dimension,
same direction
direction and
destinataire apparaisse
apparaisse dans pears
the same
in the
pears in
du destinataire
the application
of the
the date
date stamp
le
meme sens
sons et
et que 1'application
l'application the
application of
le mmme
not hindered;
hindered;
is not
du
A date ne soit pas is
timbre a
du timbre
entravee;
entravee;
(b)
transparency of the
The transparency
b) la transparence
transparence du panneau
(b) The
b)
panel shall
assure perfect
perfect legilegishall assure
doit
lisibilite panel
doit assurer une parfaite lisibilit6
bility of
address, even
even by
the address,
of the
de
memo A
a la lumiere bility
de l'adresse, meme
artificial light,
light, and
and shall
shall not interartificielle,
no pas emp6cher
empecher artificial
artificielle, et ne
fere with
with the
application of aa
the application
l'
application d'une ecriture;
ecriture; les fere
l'application
written note;
note; panel envelopes
envelopes
enveloppes
a panneau
panneau dont la written
enveloppes A
whose vitrified
part allows reflecreflecvitrified part
reflets whose
partie
partie vitrifiee provoque des refiets
artificial light
light are
are excluded;
excluded;
of artificial
tion of
exclues; tion
lumiere artaficielle
artificielle sont exclues;
la lumiere
Ala
(c) Only
the name
and address
address
name and
Only the
(c)
c) seuls
a,dresse du
et adresse
les nom et
seuls les
c)
appear
of
the
addressee
shall
appear
shall
addressee
the
of
A
apparattre
destinataire
doivent
apparaltre
a.
destinataire
contents of
the panelpanel; the
the contents
of
through the
travers le
le panneau; le contenu de through
travers
in
the
envelope
shall
be
folded
in
such
folded
be
shall
envelope
the
renveloppe
doit
etre
pile
fagon
fagon
de
plie
etre
l'enveloppe doit
address can not be
way that
that the
the address
a way
que l'adresse
trouver a.
puisse se trouver
ne plisse
l'adresse no
que
wholly
or
partly
covered as aa
covered
partly
or
wholly
partie,
masquee,
en
tout
ou
en
tout
masquee, en
result of
slipping;
of slipping;
result
glissement;
par suite de glissement;
(d)
The address
shall be
indibe indiaddress shall
(d) The
d) radresse
indiquee,
l'adresse doit etre indiqu6e,
d)
legibly, in
in pen
pen and ink or in
cated legibly,
d'une fagon
bien lisible, a.A l'encre cated
faQon bien
d'une
adwhose adarticles whose
typewriting; articles
oua.
machine A
a &lire;
lea typewriting;
ecrire; les
la machine
A la
ou
in ordiordinary
are written
written in
ordinary or
dresses are
envois
radresse eat
ecrite au dresses
est &rite
dont l'adresse
envois dont
are not
not admitted.
admitted.
pencil are
indelible pencil
ne indelible
crayon
crayon-encre no
au crayon-encre
crayon ou all
sont
sont pas admis.
Entirely transparEntirely
2. Articles
entirely transtrans- ent,
in entirely
Articles in
2.
2.—Les
enveloppe
etc., envelopes.
etc.,
envois sous enveloppe
2.-Les envois
open-panel
parent
envelopes
or
open-panel
or
envelopes
parent
entierement
a. pantransparente ou A
entierement transparente
envelopes are
are not
not admitted.
envelopes
neau
no sont
sont pas admis.
ouvert ne
neau ouvert

ARTICLE 110.
110.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
110
ARTICLE 110

Envois soumis
contr61e
soumis au control°
Envois
douanier.

Articles subject
subject to
to customs
customs
Articles
inspection
inspection

Articles
Articles subject to
1. Articles
submitted to customs
Articles to be submitted
1.
Inspection.
1.—Les
au
customs Inspection.
soumettre au
envois aa. soumettre
1.-Les envois
inspection shall bear on
customs inspection
control°
douanier doivent
doivent 8tre
etre customs
contr61e douanier
conforming
front aagreen label conforming
revetus, au
au recto,
recto, d'une
d'une etiquette
etiquette the front
revetus,
Post, p. 2190.
appended.
to
Model
C
1
hereto
appended. Post,
hereto
1
C
Model
to
1
C 1
verte, conforme
au modele
models C
conforme au
verte,
In
regard
to
small
packets,
the
packets,
small
to
regard
In
ci-annexe.
En ce
qui concerne
concerne
ce qui
ci-annex6. En
obligatory
affixing of that label is obligatory
lea petits
petits paquets,
paquets, l'apposition
de affixing
1'apposition de
les
all cases.
in all
cette
est obligatoire
obligatoire dans
dans in
etiquette est
cette etiquette
tous les
lea cas.
cas.
tous
Appending of
of sepAppending
If
the country
destination arate
country of destination
If the
declarations.
arate declarations.
Si
le pays
remige
destination l'exige
de destination
pays de
Si le
prerequires
it
or
if
the
sender
sender
ou si
l'expediteur le
le pr6fere,
prefere, lea
les requires it or if the
si l'expediteur
ou
mentioned in the
articles mentioned
fers, the articles
envois
l' alinea pr6cedent
precedent fers,
A l'alin6a
vis6s a
envois vises
preceding
paragraph are also acparagraph
preceding
sont,
en
outre,
accompagnes
de
de
sont, en outre, accompagnes
companied by
prescribed numby the prescribed
declarations en
en douane
douane s6parees,
separees, companied
declarations
ber
of separate
customs declaradeclara- Pot,
customs
separate
of
ber
conformes
au
modele
C
2
cici2
2191.
conformes au modele C
C 22 Post, p. 2191.
Model
tions
conforming
to
Model
C
conforming
tions
annexe et
et au
au nombre
nombre prescrit;
present; ces
ces
annex6
attached
hereto
appended,
attached
sedeclarations sont
reliees a.
envoi hereto appended,
a 1l'envoi
sont reliees
declarations
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exterieurement
exterieurement et d'une
d'une maniere
maniere
solide par un croise de ficelle
on
ficelle ou
inserees dans l'envoi memo.
Dans
mbme. Dans
ce cas, la
hi partie
garde sup6rieure
superieure de
de
l'6tiquette
l'etiquette C1
C 1 est seule
seule apposee
apposee
our l'envoi.
sur
Prints,
serums, and
and
Prnts, seums,
En ce qui concerne lee
les imprimes
vaccines.
les envois de serums et
et lee
vaccine,
et de
de vaccins,
I'absence de l'etiquette
l'absence
l'itiquette 0
C1
1 ne
me peut
pent
entratner
entrainer le renvoi de ces objets
objets an
au
bureau
bureau d'origine.
d'origine.
Responsibility not
2.—Les Administrations
n'assuResponsibity
dnot2.-Les
Administrations n'assuassumed
by Administrations.

Delivery free
Delivery
free of
of
charge.
charge.

Prepayment bullebullePrepayment
tin.
tin.

2193.
Pos, pp.
pp. 2192,
2192, 2193.

Post,

Letters.
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curely to the outside
outside of
the article
of the
article
by aa crossed string or
inserted
or inserted
within the article
article itself. In
In this
this
case, only the upper part
part of
of the
the
label C
C 1
affixed to
article.
1 is affixed
to the
the article.

In regard
regard to prints, and shipshipments of serums and vaccines,
vaccines, the
the
absence
label C
C 1
1 can
can not
absence of
of the label
not
involve
involve the return
return of
articles
of those articles
to the office of origin.
2. The Administrations
Administrations do
do not
not
responsabilit6 du
ment aucune
aucune responsabilite
du assume any responsibility
responsibility for
for the
the
chef des declarations
declarations en
on douane,
douane, customs declarations,
declarations, regardless
regardless
sous quelque
quelque forme qu'elles
qu'elles soient
soient of the form in which
they are
are
which they
faites.
f
sites.
made up.
ARTICLE
111.
ARTIcLE 111.

ARTICLE
111
ARTICLE 111

Envois francs
francs de
de droits.
droits.

Prepayment of customs duty, etc.
Prepayment
etc.

1.-Les envois a
1.—Les
remettre aux
aux
A remettre
destinataires francs de
destinataires
tons droits
de tous
droits
doivent porter our
recto l'ensur le
le recto
l'entbte
tete tres apparent
apparent (,Franc
aFranc de
de
droits.
droits* ou
on une mention
mention analogue
analogue
dans la langue du pays d'origine.
darts
d'origine.
Ces envois sont pourvus, du cote
c6t6
de la susciiption,
suscription, d'une etiquette
etiquette de
de
couleur jaune portant
portant egalem.ent,
egalement,
en gros caracteres,
on
caracteres, l'indication
<Franc de droits*.
droits».
.Franc
2.-Tout
2.—Tout envoi expedi6
expMie franc
franc de
de
droits est accompagne
accompagne d'un
d.'un bulkbulletin d'affranchissement
d'affranchissement conforme
confoi-me
an modele C
3 ci-annexe, confecC3
confectionn6 en carton de
donne
jaune
de couleur
couleur jaune
et dont le recto est rempli
rempli par
par le
le
bureau expediteur.
expediteur. Le bulletin
bulletin
d'affranchissement est solidement
solidement
attache a
a l'envoi.
attaché

1. Articles
1.
Articles to be delivered
delivered to
to
the addressees
addressees free of all charges
charges
shall bear at the top of the address
address
side the conspicuous heading
heading Franc
Franc
droits (free of charges) or
de droits
or a
a
similar notation in the
the language
language
of the country of
of origin.
origin. Such
Such
articles
articles shall bear, on the
address
the address
side, a
ayellow label
label also bearing in
in
large letters the notation Franc
de
Franc de
droits (free of charges).
droits
charges).
2. Every article
article sent free
free of
of
charges is accompanied
charges
accompanied by
preby aa prepayment bulletin conforming
payment
to
conforming to
Model C
C 33 hereto appended,
Model
appended,
made of yellow cardboard,
cardboard, the
the
front of which
which is filled
filled in
in by
the
by the
office of mailing. The
The prepayprepayment bulletin is securely attached
attached
to the article.

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE IL
II.

CHAPTER II
II

DISPOSITIONS
DISPOSITIONS SPECIALES
SPRCIALES
APPLICABLES A
APPLICABLES
A CHAQUE
CHAQUE
CATEGORIE
CATEGORIE D'ENVOIS.
D'
ENVOIS.

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
SPECIAL
APPLICABLE
APPLICABLE TO
EACH
TO EACH
CLASS
CLASS OF ARTICLES
ARTICLES

ARTICLE 112.
ARTICLE
112.

ARTICLE 112
ARTICLE
112

Lettres.
Lettres.

Letters

Aucune condition de forme
forme on
ou
de fermeture n'est exigee
pour les
exigee pour
les
lettres, sous reserve de l'observation des prescriptions
prescriptions de Particle
l'article
109. La place necessaire
necessafre an
recto
au recto
pour l'affranchissement,
Paffranchissement, l'adresse
Pad_resse
et les mentions ou etiquettes
6tiquettes de
de
service doit
dolt etre laissee
bliss& entiereentirement libre.

No condition
condition of form or sealing
is prescribed
prescribed for letters, provided
provided
that the stipulations
stipulations of Article
Article
109 are observed. The necessary
necessary
space
space must be left absolutely free
free
on the front for the prepayment,
prepayment,
the address, and the service
service notes
or labels.
labels.
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ARTICLE 113.
113.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
113
ARTICLE 113

Cartes
simples.
Cartes postales
postales simples.

Single
post cards
cards
Single post

2113
2113

1.-Les cartes postales doivent
1.—Les
doivent
cards.
1. Post cards shall
shall be made of Post
Postcards.
8tre confectionnees
confectionn6es en
etre
carton ou
en carton
ou cardboard,
cardboard, or of paper strong
en papier assez consistant
consistant pour enough not to hinder manipulamanipulane
no pas entraver
entraver la
la manipulation.
manipulation.
tion.
tion.
Sent assimilees
assimilees aux cartes
posSont
cartes possheets of
of paper
Folded sheets
whose
paper whose
tales
papier repliees
repliees two inner faces
tales les feuilles
feuilles de
de papier
faces have been
been glued
glued
dont les deux faces
dont
internee ont
faces internes
ont completely
completely one
over the
the other,
other,
one over
ete collees
collees completement
completement l'une
l'une sur so that
articles do
do not
not run
run
that other
other articles
l'autre,
objets the
l'autre, de
de sorte
sorte que
que d'autres
d'autres objets
slipping inside,
inside, are
are
the risk of slipping
ne
risquent pas
ne risquent
pas de
de s'y fourvoyer.
fourvoyer. assimilated
assimilated to post cards.
Les cartes
cartes postales
Les
postales doivent
doivent porPost cards
cards shall bear, at the top
ter, en tete
tote du
du recto, le
le titre of
of the
the address
address side,
the heading
heading
side, the
,Carte
«Carte postale,
postale» en frangais
frangais ou Carte
Carte postale
postale (post
card) in
(post card)
in French
French
1'equivalent
de ce
ce titre
P6quivalent de
titre dans
dans une or
or the
the equivalent
equivalent of
of that heading
heading
autre
autre langue.
langue. Ce
Ce titre n'est pas in another language.
language. That headobligatoire pour
pour les
les cartes
emanant ing is not obligatory
obligatoire
cartes 4manant
obligatory for cards of
de l'industrie
l'industrie privee.
private
private manufacture.
manufacture.
Sending
postcards
2.—Les
2.
Post cards
cards shall
be sent
sent unin
ecerseciof
o
.
fpostcards
postales doivent
cartes postales
2.-Les cartes
2. Post
shall be
un- j
uninclosed.
etre expediees
&convert, c'estc'est- inclosed,
etre
expedi6es aa d6couvert,
without wrapper
wrapper or
or
inclosed, i.
i. e.,
e., without
a-thre
sans bande
bande m
enveloppe.
ni enveloppe.
a-dire sans
envelope.
envelope.
Reserved,
Reserved, etc.,
etc.,
3.—La
droite au
an moins
moms
moitie droite
3. At least
least the right
3.-La moitie
right half
half of the spaces.
spaces.
du front
du
l'adresse du
du recto est
est reserve°
reservee A l'adresse
is reserved
for the
the address
address
front is
reserved for
destmataire
at aux
mentions ou
ou of the addressee
aux mentions
destinataire et
addressee and
service
and the service
etiquettes
notes or
or labels;
the postage
postage stamps
stamps
les timbres- notes
de service;
service; les
labels; the
etiquettes de
poste
ou empreintes
empreintes d'affranchisseor postage-paid
postage-paid impressions
impressions shall
d'affranchisse- or
poste ou
ment
appliques au
au be
doivent etre
etre appliques
be applied
applied to
to the front,
front, and, as
ment doivent
far as
possible, to
the right
half of
of
as possible,
to the
right half
recto
autant que
possible, sur far
que possible,
et, autant
recto et,
la
droite de
The sender
sender may use
de la carte.
carte. the
the card. The
partie droite
la partie
L'ex-pediteur
dispose du
verso et
and the left
left half
half of the
the back and
et the
du verso
L'exp6diteur dispose
front, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
de
partie gauche
gauche du
recto, sous
sous front,
du recto,
la partie
de la
following.
Section 4
4 following.
4 Section
du §§ 4
reserve
des dispositions
dispositions du
reserve des
ci-apres.
ci-apres.
Attachment of desAttachment
4. It
forbidden to
join or
or ignated
to join
4.
It is
is forbidden
4.-11
interdit de joindre
joindre
est interdit
4.-Il est
ignated articles.
articles.
merchandise
attach samples
samples of merchandise
ou
cartes postales
postales attach
aux cartes
d'attacher aux
ou d'attacher
or similar
similar articles
articles to
to post
post cards.
des
de marchandises
marchandises or
echantillons de
des echantillons
photoHowever, illustrations,
illustrations, photoou
analogues. TouteToute- However,
objets analogues.
ou des
des objets
graphs, stamps
stamps of any kind,
fois,
des vignettes,
vignettes, des
des photo- graphs,
fois, des
labels and
and clippings
clippings of any kind,
graphies,
des timbres
timbres de
de toute
toute labels
graphies, des
paper or other
other very thin
thin
of paper
espece,
etiquettes et
et des
cou- of
des coudes etiquettes
espece, des
as address
address labels
labels
material, as
as well
well as
pures
de toute
toute sorte,
sorte, en
en papier
papier material,
pures de
or slips to be folded back,
back, may be
ou
autre matiere
tres mince,
de or
mince, de
matiere tres
ou autre
thereto, on
on condition
that
affixed thereto,
condition that
memo
d'adresse affixed
des bandes
bandes d'adresse
que des
m~me que
such articles
such aa
articles are not of such
ou
des feuilles
feuilles a
replier, peuvent
peuvent such
A replier,
ou des
nature as to alter
alter the character
character
y
cones, a
a condition
condition que
ces nature
que ces
Wtre colles,
y etre
of the
the post
post cards,
they
that they
cards, and that
objets
soient pas
de nature
nature A of
pas de
ne soient
objets no
completely to
to the
the card.
adhere completely
alterer le
le caractere
caractere des
cartes adhere
des cartes
alterer
These articles
may be
be placed
only
placed only
articles may
postales et
qu'ils soient
complete- These
soient completepostales
et qu'ils
on the
back or
or on the left half
the back
ment adherents
adherents a
la carte.
Ces on
carte. Ces
a la
ment
of the
the address
address side
side of
of the
the post
post
objets ne
peuvent etre
que of
colles que
Wtre coil&
ne peuvent
objets
card, except
except address
or
labels or
address labels
sur
gauche card,
la partie
partie gauche
sur la
ou stir
le verso
verso ou
sur le
which may occupy
occupy the
du
recto des
des cartes
sauf slips, which
postales, sauf
cartes postales,
du recto
entire front. As for stamps of
les
etiquettes d'adresse
d'adresse entire
ou etiquettes
les bandes
bandes ou
to be
mistaken
be mistaken
kind likely
likely to
any kind
qui
peuvent occuper
le recto.
recto. any
tout le
occuper tout
qui peuvent
for poAtage
stamps, they
they may
be
may be
postage stamps,
Quant aux
aux timbres
timbres de
de toute
toute espece,
espece, for
Quant
placed
only
on
the
back.
back.
on
the
only
placed
susceptibles
d'être
confondus
avec
avec
susceptibles d'etre confondus
les timbres
ils
d'affranchissement, us
timbres d'affranchissement,
les
no sont
sont admis
qu'au verso.
verso.
admis qu'au
ne
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Treatment if condicondiWm; not fulfilled.
tions
fulfilled.

5.—Les cartes
postales ne
no rem5. Post
Post cards
cards not
not fulfilling
the
5.
5.-Les
cartes postales
fulfilling the
remdown for that
that
les conditions
plissant pas
pas les
conditions prescriprescri- conditions laid down
articles are treated as
as
d.'envois class of
of articles
tes pour
pour cette categorie
cat6gorie d'envois
howsont traitees
lettres d
al'extrait6es comme
comme lettres,
I'ex- letters with the exception, howwhich the
the irreguception
toutefois de cellos
ception, toutefois,
celles dont ever,
ever, of those on
on which
irreguNrregularite reszle
of the
applical'rrdgularit6
resulte seulement de larity
larity consists
consists solely of
the applical'application de l'affranchissement
l'affranchissement tion of the
stamps on
the back.
back.
I'application
the stamps
on the
au
verso. Ces
on verso.
sont conCes dernieres
dernieres sont
latter are considered
considered as uncon- The latter
siderees
iderees comme non affranchies
affranchies et
are treated
treated accordaccordet prepaid and are
traitees
traites en consequence,
consequence, selon la
depending upon
classifila ingly, depending
upon the
the classificategorie
categorie d
laquelle eles
cites appartienappartien- cation
d laquell
cation to which they belong, based
based
nent
neat d'apres
d'apres leur
leur teee
texte ou leurs
lers on the text
which. they
they contain or
or
text which
dimensions.
dimensions.
their
their dimensions.
dimensions.
ARTICLE

Beply

- padd
Reply paid
cards.

pot
poet

114.
114.

ARTICLE 114
114
ARTICLE

postales avec
avec reponse
Cartes postales
reponse
p
ayee.
payee.

Post cards
cards with reply paid
paid
Post

1.-Les
1.—Les cartes
cartes postales
avec repostales avec
rponse payee doivent
presenter au
an
doivent presenter
recto, en langue frangaise,
frangaise, comme
comme
titre sur la premiere
premiere partie:
partie: «Carte
,,Carte
postale avec r6ponse
reponse payee,;
payee* ;sur
str
postale
la seconde
seconde partie: a
Carte postalepostale,,Carte
reponse*. Les
Les deux
deux parties
r6ponse».
parties doidoiremplir, chacune,
vent d'ailleurs remplir,
chacune,
les autres conditions
conditions impos6es
imposees a
ala
carte postale simple;
sont
simple; elles sont
repli6es l'une sur 1'autre
repliees
l'autre de fawn
fagon
quo
superieur
que le pli forme le
le bord sup6rieur
et no
ne peuvent etre fermees
fermees d'une
maniere quelconque.
quelconque.
maniere

1. Post cards with reply
1.
reply paid
shall have on the front, in the
shall
French language,
heading
French
language, as
as the heading
of the first part: Carte
Carte postale
postale
avec reponse
reponse payee
payee (post
(post card with
with
reply paid), and Carte
Carte postalereponse (reply post card)
the
reponse
card) on
on the
second part. Each of the two
halves shall,
fulfill the
the
shall, moreover,
moreover, fulfill
other conditions
conditions laid down for a
a
single post card;
card; they are
folded,
single
are folded,
one over
that the
over the other, so
so that
the
fold forms the upper
and
upper edge,
edge, and
may not be fastened
fastened in any
any
manner.
manner.
2. The address of the reply
reply
card shall be found on the inside
inside
of the article.
It is permissible
It
permissible for the sender
sender
indicate his name
and address
address
to indicate
name and
reply half.
half.
on the front
front of the
the reply
The sender is also authorized
authorized
to have printed on the back
the
back of
of the
repl3r, card
card a
a questionnaire
questionnaire to
to be
be
reply
filled
addressee.
filled in by the addressee.

2.-L'adresse
2.—L'adresse de la carte-reponse
carte-reponse
dolt
doit se trouver a
Pinterieur de
a l'interieur
Penvoi.
1'envoi.
11 eat
est loisible ftAPexpediteur
l'exp6diteur d'indiquer son nom et son adresse
adresse au
an
recto de la partie «Reponse*.
aReponse*.
L'expditeur eat
est egalement
L'expediteur
6galement autorise
twig ft
imprimer au
an verso
Bfaire imprimer
verso de
carte-reponse un questionnaire
la carte-reponse
questionnaire
destine a
aetre rempli par le destinadestinataire.
Prepayment of reFtepymat
3.-L'affranchissement
3.—L'affranchissement de la
7.
Py.
partie oReponse*
au moyen de
«Reponse* an
timbres-poste
timbres-poste du pays qui a
aemis
ennis la
la
carte n'est valable
que si les deux
valable quo
parties de la carte postale
postale avec
r6ponse
sont parvenues
reponse payee sent
parvenues adherentes
herentes du pays d'origine
d'origine at
et si la
la
aReponse, est
partie «Reponse«
eat expediee
exp6diee du
ol elle est
pays oh
eat parvenue
parvenue par
par la
la
a destination
poste •a
destination dudit pays
d'origme.
d'origine.
Treatment if condiSi
sofa pas
tb
Mt
llSend.
Si ces
ces conditions
conditions no
ne soft
pas
tions not fulfilled.
remplies,
comme
remphes, elle est
eat trait6e
traitee comma
carte postale
postale non affranchie.
affranchie.
Addressee, eta.
Addrnes,
etc.
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3. The prepayment
prepayment of the reply
half by means of postage stamps
of the country
country which has issued
the card is valid only if both
both halves
halves
of the post card with reply card
have
have arrived
arrived joined
joined together
together from
the country
country of origin and if the
reply half
half is sent from the country
where it
it was received
received by mail and
is addressed
addressed to the said country
country of
of
origin.
rf
If those conditions are not fulfilled, it is treated
filled,
treated as an unprepaid
waprepaid
post card.
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ARTICLE 115.
115.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 115
115

d'affaires.
Papiers d'affaires.

Commercialpapers
Commercial
papers

2115
2115

.1.—Sont
consider& comme
comme papa1.--Sont consideres
1.
following are considered
1. The following
considered Commercial
Commercial papers.
piers d'affaires, aa condition
pers
qu'ils as
condition qu'ils
commercial papers,
papers on
on condicondias commercial
n'aient
n'aient pas le caractere
caractere d'une tion
they do
do not
not have
have the
the
tion that
that they
correspondance
correspondance actuelle et per-- character
character of actual
actual personal
correpersonal correpieces et
et tous
tons spondence:
sonnelle, toutes
toutes les
les pieces
spondence: All papers
papers and docudocules documents
ou dessines
dessines en
en ments, wholly
les
documents ecrits
6crits ou
wholly or
or partly
partly written
written
tout ou partie, tels que les correscorres- or
or drawn;
drawn; such
such as
as out-of-date
out-of-date
pondances
— lettres ouvertes
ouvertes et
pondances--lettres
et * articles
articles of correspondence
(opened
correspondence (opened
cartes postales-de
postales—de date ancienne
ancienne letters and post cards) which
which have
have
qui
tteint leur
leur but
but primiprimi- already
qui ont
ont déjà
d6ja a
atteint
already reached
their original
original desreached their
destif,
tff, et leurs copies, les pieces de tination, and copies thereof;
thereof; papaprocedure, les
procedure,
les actes
actes de
de tout
tout genre
genre pers of legal
legal procedure;
docuprocedure; docuofficiers ministe- ments
dresses par les officiers
ments of all kinds drawn up
by
up by
rids, les
ou conriels,
les lettres de voiture
voiture ou
con- ministerial
ministerial officers;
officers; waybills
waybills or
or
naissements, les
factures, certains
certains bills
naissements,
les factures,
certain
bills of
of lading; invoices;
invoices; certain
documents des
&as- documents
documents
des compagnies
compagnies d'asdocuments of
of insurance
coininsurance comsurance,
on extraits
extraits panies;
surance, les
les copies
copies ou
copies of
panies; copies
extracts from
from
of or extracts
d'actes
sous seing
seing priv6
prive 6crits
ecrits sur
d'actes sous
sur documents
documents under
under private
private seal
seal writwritpapier
lea ten on
papier timbre ou non timbre,
timbre, les
stamped or
or unstamped
unstamped
on stamped
partitions
ou feuilles
feuilles de
partitions ou
de musique
musique paper;
scores or
paper; scores
or sheets of music in
manusciites,
manuscrits d'oud'ou- manuscript;
manuscrites, les
les manuscrits
manuscripts of
manuscript; manuscripts
of works
works
vrages
ou de
journaux exp6dies
expedies or newspapers
vrages ou
de journaux
newspapers sent separately;
separately
isolement, les
les devoirs
originaux et
isolement,
devoirs originaux
original and
corrected exercises
exercises of
of
et original
and corrected
corriges
d'eleves, A
a l'exclusion
l'exclusion de
de students,
corriges d'6elves,
any notes
students, but without
without any
notes
relating directly
directly to
to the
executoute
indication ne
not relating
toute indication
ne se rapportant
rapportant not
the execupas directement
directement a
Pexecution du
of the
the work.
work.
tion of
pas
A l'ex6cution
du tion
travail.
travail.
noReference slips, noSuch documents
documents may
may be
ac- Reference
Ces documents
peuvent etre
Such
be acCes
documents peuvent
Utre
tations.
tations.
companied by
slips or
or
by reference
reference slips
accompagn es de
rappel ou
accompagn6s
de fiches
fiches de
de rappel
ou companied
bordereaux d'envoi
d'envoi portant
portant les
the following
following or
or
bordereaux
notes bearing
les notes
bearing the
mentions suivantes
notations:
Enumeration
similar notations:
Enumeration
mentions
suivantes on
ou des
des indicaindica- similar
tions analogues:
analogues: enumeration
enumeration des
the pieces
composing the
shipof the
pieces composing
the shiptions
des of
to correspondment, references
pieces composant
composant l'envoi,
l'envoi, r6feref& ment,
references to
correspondpieces
between the
the sendsendrences a
ence exchanged
exchanged between
rences
a une
une correspondance
correspondance echanechan- ence
the addressee,
addressee, such
as:
gee
l'expediteur et
et le
le destinaer and
and the
such as:
gee entre
entre l'exp6diteur
destina- er
V
taire, telles
que:
taire,
telles que:
"Inclosure
letter
"Inclosure
for
our
letter
<Annexe
lettre du
,,Annexe a
A notre
notre ]ettre
du_ --_
addressed to
to M.
M.
aM
Notre reference
reference---_- of ------------- addressed
M ----- Notre
• Our
Our reference
reference
-----------.
References
du client
*.
client ---. a.
References du
Customer's ref-----------.
Customer's
reference
erence
."
.----------Out-of-date
Out-of-date correspondence
correspondence
Les correspondances
correspondances de
de date
date
Les
bear canceled
canceled postage
stamps
may bear
postage stamps
ancienne
munies des
des may
etre munies
peuvent etre
ancienne peuvent
or postage-paid
postage-paid impressions
which
timbres-poste
on des
impressions which
timbres-poste obliteres
obliteres ou
des emem- or
have served
pay the
the original
served to
to pay
original
preintes
qui ont
ont servi
servi A
a leur
leur have
preintes qui
postage.
postage.
affranchissement primitif.
affranchissement
primitif.
2. The
following are
also conconThe following
2.—Sont
are also
2.-Sont egalement
6galement consider&
consideres 2.
commercial papers,
sidered as
as commercial
papers, even
even
comme
d'affaires, mgme
mgme sidered
comme papiers
papiers d'affaires,
have the
the character
character of
when they
they have
of
quand us
caractere d'une
d'une when
quand
ils revetent
revetent le
le caractere
actual and
and personal
personal correspondcorrespondcorrespondance
actuelle et
person- actual
et personcorrespondance actuelle
All articles
articles containing
corence: All
containing cornelle,
contenant des
des ence:
tous les envois
envois contenant
nelle, tons
respondence exchanged
between
exchanged between
objets
de correspondance
correspondance echanges
&hang& respondence
objets de
students in
in schools,
schools, provided
provided that
that
entre
d'ecoles, d
que students
d condition
condition que
entre eleves
eleves d'ecoles,
such articles
articles are sent through
through the
the
ces envois
envois empruntent
l'intermedi- such
ces
empruntent l'intermediintermediary of
of the heads of
of the
the
directeurs des
des ecoles
aire des directeurs
eeoles inin- intermediary
aire
schools
concerned.
schools concerned.
teressees.
teressees.
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Form and
and makeup.

Form

makeup.

Post,
2120.
Post, p. 21.

3.-Les papiers d'affaires
Commercial papers are sub3. Commercial
3.—Les
d'affaires sont
sont
subcc qui
concerne la
la ject, in regard to form
form and
and makesoumis, en
makeen ce
qui ooncerne
conditionnement, aux
aux up, to the provisions laid down
forme et
down
et le conditionnement,
dispositions prescrites
1'article by Article
prescrites A
a Particle
Article 119 hereafter
hereafter for
for prints.
119 ci-apres
ci-apres pour les impriraes.
imprimes.
ARTICLE 116.
ARTICLE

Imprimes.
Imprim6s.
Articles considered
considered
as prints.

Ezcluions.
Exelwdons.

Motion-picture
films, etc.

Stationery
Stationery articles.

Feet cards.
Poet
OuIda

[54 STAT.
[54

ARTICLE
116
ARTICLE 116
Prints
Prints

1..-- Sont consideres
consider& comme irnfollowing are
considim- 1. The following
are considprimes,
prims, les journaux
journaux et ouvrages
ered as
Newspapers and
and
ouvrages ered
as prints:
prints: Newspapers
periodiques,
livres, les broperiodiques, les livres,
periodicals,
bro- periodicals,
books, pamphlets,
pamphlets,
chures,
chures, les papiers de musique,
musique, les sheet-music,
sheet-music, visiting cards, adadcartes de
cartes
proofs, ende mite,
visite, lea
les cartes-adresse,
cartes-adresse, dress cards,
cards, printing proofs,
engra- gravings, photographs
les epreuves d'imprimerie,
d'imprimerie, les
les graphotographs and albums
vures, les photographies
photographies et les containing
containing photographs,
photographs, pictures,
albums contenant
contenant des photographotogra- drawings, plans, maps,
maps, patterns
patterns to
to
phies, les images, les
les dessins,
dessins, be cut out, catalogs, prospectuses,
prospectuses,
plans, cartes geographiques,
pa- advertisements,
geographiques, paadvertisements, and
and printed,
printed, enentrons e,Adecouper, catalogues,
catalogues, pros- graved, lithographed
lithographed or
or autoannonces et
pectus, annonces
et avis divers,
divers, graphed
graphed notices
of various
various kinds,
kinds,
notices of
imprim6s, grav6s,
unprimes,
graves, lithographies
lithographies ou and, in general, all impressions
impressions or
or
autographies,
autographies, et, en g6enral,
general, toutes reproductions
reproductions obtained
obtained on
on paper
paper
les impressions ou reproductions
reproductions or other
other material assimilable
assimilable to
obtenues sur papier ou
on autre paper, on parchment
or on
on cardparchment or
cardmatiere assimilable au
an papier, cur
sur board, by means of printing,
printing, enparchemin ou stir
an moyen
moyen graving,
sur carton, au
graving, lithography,
lithography, autography
typographie, de la gravure,
de la typographic,
gravure, or any
any other
other easily recognizable
recognizable
de la lithographic
lithographie et
et de Pautol'auto- mechanical
mechanical process,
process, with
with the exexgraphie,
graphie, ou de tout autre proc6d
procede ception of the copying
copying press,
press,
mecanique
mecanique facile a reconnattre,
reconnattre, stamps with movable
movable or
or immovhormis le decalque,
decalque, les timbres a.A able type, and the
typewriter.
the typewriter.
caracteres
caracteres mobiles ou
on non
non et la
machine a
A, ecrire.
machine
2.-La taxe des imprim6s
2.—La
impritays n'est
2. The print rate does not apap2.
pas applicable aux imprimes
imprimes qui
qui ply to prints which
any
which bear any
portent des signes quelconques
quelconques marks capable
capable of constituting a
a
susceptibles de constituer un Iansusceptibles
lan- conventional
conventional language,
language, or, with
conventionnel, ni, sauf les
gage conventionnel,
les the exceptions
exceptions specifically
specifically authorexceptions
explicitement autorisees
exceptions explicitement
autorisees ized by Articles
.Articles 117 and 118 hereherepar les articles 117 et
et 118 ci-apres,
ci-apres, after, to those
those whose text has
A ceux dont le texte a
modifie been modified
a ete modifi6
modified after printing.
spree
apres tirage.
3.-Les
3.—Les films cin6matographicinematographi3.
3. Motion-picture
Motion-picture films, phonophonoques, les disques pour gramo- graph records,
records, as well as perforphones ainsi
papiers perper- ated papers
ainsi quo
que les papiers
papers intended
intended to be used
fores destin6s
for&
destines A
a etre adapt&
adaptes e,a on automatic musical instruinstrudes instruments de
musique autode musique
auto- ments, are not admitted at the
matiques ne
no sont pas
au print rate.
pas admis
admis au
taiif
tarif des imprimes.
imprimes.
II en est de meme
meme des articles
I1
articles
The same applies to articles
articles
de papeterie proprement
proprement dits, des of stationery
stationery properly so called,
l'instant oi
il apparalt
l'instant
ofi ii
apparatt clairement
clairement when
when it appears clearly
clearly that
that the
quo la partie imprimee n'est
n.'est pas printed
printed text is not the essential
Pessentiel
l'essentiel de l'objet.
part of the article.
4.-Les
4.
— Les cartes portant
portant le titre
titre 4. Cards bearing
bearing the heading
heading
*Carte
*Carte postalepostale* ou
on Pequivalent
l'equivalent de Carte
Carte postale
postale (post
(post card)
the
card) or
or the
ee titre dans une langue
langue quelquel- equivalent
ce
equivalent of that heading in
in any
any
conque sont admises
conore
admises au
an tarif
des language
tarif des
language are admitted at the
imprim&s,
imprimes, pourvu qu'elles repon- print
print rate, provided that
that they
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dent
generales applident aux
aux conditions
conditions g6n6rales
cables
aux irnprimes.
cables aux
imprim6s. Celles
Celles qui
qui
ne remplissent
ces conditions
ne
remplissent pas
pas ces
conditions
sont traitees
trait6es comme cartes postales ou 6ventuellement
eventuellement cornme
comme
lettres, par
disposilettres,
par application
application des
des dispositions de l'article
113, §
5.
Particle 113,
§ 5.

fulfill the general
general conditions
conditions applicable
plicable to prints. Those
Those which
which
are
do not fulfill such conditions are
treated
treated as post cards,
cards, or, if occasion arises, as letters, by application of the provisions
provisions of Article
113, Section
Section 5.

ARTICLE 117.
ARTICLE
117.

ARTICLE
117
ARTICLE 117

Objets assimiles
assimil6s aux imprimes.

Articles assimilated
prints
assimilated to prints

Sont
assimilees aux
aux imprimes,
Sont assimilees
imprim6s,
qu'elles sont
sont d6pos6es
deposees dans
dans
en tant
tant qu'elles
les conditions
conditions prescrites
par les
les
les
prescrites par
reglements
reglernents interieurs
interieurs de
de l'Administration d'origine
d'origine les
les reproducreproductions, par
un procede
tions,
par un
proc6de mecanique
m6canique
de
de polygraphie,
polygraphie, chromographie,
chromographie,
etc.,
faite a
etc., d'une
d'une copie-type
copie-type faite
a la
la
plume
a ecrire.
&lire.
plume ou
ou a
A la
la machine
machine A
Ch,acune
reproductions peut
Chacune de
de ces
ces reproductions
yeut
recevoir les
recevoir
les annotations
annotations autorisees
autoris6es
pour les
imprimes.
pour
les imprimes.
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assimilated
The following
following are assimilated
assimilated Articles assimilated
to prints.
to prints, provided that they are
mailed
mailed under
under the conditions prescribed by the domestic
domestic regularegulascribed
tions of the Administration
Administration of
origin: Reproductions,
Reproductions, by a
a mechanical process
process of polygraphy,
polygraphy,
chanical
chromography, etc.,
etc., of a
a manumanuchromography,
typewritten original.
script or typewritten
Each such reproduction
reproduction may receive the annotations
annotations authorized
authorized
for prints.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 118.
118.

ARTICLE
118
ARTICLE 118

Imprimes. Annotations
Annotations et
Imprimes.
annexes
autorisees.
annezes autoris6es.

Prints.
Prints. Authorized annotations
annotations
and
inclosures
and inclosures

Prints; authorized
authorized
It is
permissible, on the
the out- annotations
Prints;
is permissible,
1.—I1 est
est permis,
permis, a
l'exterieur
1. It
1.--I
a l'exterieur
in*art1ic
annotations and Inside and
of all
all print
print articles:
articles: closures.
et
l'interieur de
de tous
tons les
and inside of
nd i
oures
envois side
et a.
a l'int6rieur
les envois
d'imprimes:
d'imprimes:
Sender's name,
name, etc.
etc.
Sender's
(a) To indicate
name, title,
indicate the name,
a) d'indiquer
d'indiquer les
a)
les nom,
nom, qualite,
qualite,
profession, firm and address of the
profession,
raison sociale
sociale et
et adresse
adresse profession,
profession, raison
the date
de
l'expediteur et du destinataire,
destinataire, sender and the addressee, the
de l'expediteur
la date
date d'expedition,
signature, of mailing, the signature, telela signature,
d'exp6dition, la
la
telegraphic adle
d'appel au
au telephone,
telephone, phone number, telegraphic
le numero
numero d'appel
current postall'adresse
telegraphiques, dress and code, and current
l'adresse et
et le
le code telegraphiques,
le
compte courant
ou ban- check or bank account of the
courant postal ou
le compte
caire
de l'expediteur
qu'un sender, as well as an order or entry
l'expediteur ainsi
ainsi qu'un
caire de
number relating
relating exclusively
exclusively to the
numero d'ordre
d'immatricula- number
ou d'immatriculanum6ro
d'ordre ou
article;
tion
rapportant exclusivement
exclusivement article;
tion se rapportant
l'envoi;
a l'envoi;
Corrections.
(b)
correct mistakes
mistakes in print- corrections.
(b) To
To correct
b)
de corriger
d'imfautes d'imb) de
corriger les
les fautes
ing;
ing;
pression;
pression;
Reference bymarks,
by marks,
(c) To
out, underline
or Reerence
underline or
To strike
strike out,
c)
biller, de
de souligner
souligner on
ou
de biffer,
c) de
etc.
inclose
by
means
of
marks
certain
marks
certain
et
inclose
by
means
of
d'encadrer,
au
moyen
de
traits,
d'encadrer, au moyen de traits,
passages in the printed
certains
certaines parties
parties words or passages
mots ou
ou certaines
certains mots
done with the
text, unless
unless that is done
du
imprime, a
moms que
quo ces
ces text,
a moins
texte imprim6,
du texte
intention of constituting
constituting correoperations ne
soient faites
le intention
faites dans
dans le
ne soient
operations
dessein de
de constituer
cor- spondence.
une corconstituer une
dessein
respond ance .
respondance.
permissible to indiindi2. It
It is also permissible
2.—I1
outre, permis
perrais
en outre,
2.-Il est,
est, en
add:
cate or add:
d'indiquer
ou d'ajouter:
d'ajouter:
d'indiquer ou
Maritime
move(a) On
notices concerning
concerning the
the ments.
Maritime move(a)
On notices
a) sur
sur les
les avis
concernant les
les
avis concernant
a)
m
departure
and
arrival
of
nts
ships:
arrival
of
and
departs
des navires:
navires: departure
arriv6es des
et les
les arrivees
departs et
The dates and hours of such
les
dates et
des departs
departs
et heures
heures des
les dates
departures and
arrivals, as well
well
and arrivals,
et arrivees
quo les
noms des departures
les noms
ainsi que
et
arrivees ainsi
the names
names of
of the ships and
depart, as the
de depart,
navires et
et des ports de
the
departure, call
call and
the ports
ports of departure,
d'arrivee;
d'escale et d'arrivee;
arrival;
arrival;
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lea avis de passage:
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(b) On
On travelers'
travelers' announceannounce(b)

ments:
ments:

The name
of the
traveler, the
the
le nom
du voyageur,
date,
le
nom du
voyageur, la
la date,
The
name of
the traveler,
date, hour
and name
name of
of the
place
l'heure
et le
is. localite
par date,
l'heure et
le nom
nom de
de la
localit6 par
hour and
the place
which he
he contemplates
laquelle
ainsi que
quo through
laquelle II
il compte
compte passer
passer ainsi
through which
contemplates
passing, as
as well
well as
as the
l'endroit
descend;
l'endroit ol
oil ilil descend;
passing,
the place
place where
where
he intends
intends to stop;
Order blanks, etc.
etc.
Orderblanks,
c) our
sur lea
les bulletins de con(c)
com(c) On order and subscription
subscription
mande,
souscription ou d'offre,
d'ofre, blanks
mande, de sousoription
blanks for publications,
publications, books,
engravings and
pieces
relatifs
ouvrages de librairie,
newspapers, engravings
and pieces
relatifs A.Ades
des ouvrages
librairie, newspapers,
gravures, mormor- of
of music:
music:
livres, journaux, gravures,
ceaux de musique:
The
the number
of
lea
les ouvrages
ouvrages et le nombre des
des
The works
works and
and the
number of
ordered or
or offered,
offered, the
exemplaires
exemplaires demandes
demandes ou offerts,
offerts, copies
copies ordered
the price
price
of such
as well
as annotale
such works,
works, as
well as
annotale pnx
prx de
de ces ouvrages
ouvrages ainsi que of
representing elements
elements affectaffecttions representing
des annotations
annotations representant
representant des tions
elements
constitutifs du
the price,
price, the
method of
the method
of paypaydu prix,
prix, le
le ing
ing the
elements constitutifs
mode
payement, l'6dition,
redition lea
ment, the
the edition,
edition, the
names of
of
mode de
de payement,
les ment,
the names
the authors
authors and
publishers, the
noms
noms des auteura
auteurs et
et des editeurs, the
and publishers,
the
le
numero du catalogue
catalogue et
catalog number
number and the words
le num6ro
et les catalog
mots
gbroche*, «cartonne*
on broche
paper-bound),
acartonn6* ou
broch6 (stitched or paper-bound),
mots vbroch6e,
cartonne
(boards), or
or retie
(bound);
4x relie* ;
cartonne
(boards),
relie (bound);
freli6e;
Library
Librar forms.
orms.
d) sur
les formules utilisees
utilises par
sue lee
par
(d) On forms
forms used
used in connection
connection
lee services
les
services de prets
prots des bibliothebibliothe- with loans from libraries:
ques:
lee
titres des
number
les titres
des ouvrages,
ouvrages, le
le nombre
nombre The titles of the books, number
des
exemplaires demand&
des exemplaires
demandes ou
ou en- of copies requested
requested or
or sent, names
auteurs et
publishers, catalog
catalog
voyes, les noms des auteurs
et des of authors or publishers,
editeurs,
lee numeros du
catalogue, numbers, number
number of days perraitiditeurs, les
du catalogue,
permitis
accorde pour
le nombre
nombre de
de jours
jours accorde
pour ted for reading, name of the
la
lecture, le
is nom de la personne
personne person
person desiring to consult
consult the
la lecture,
desirant
consulter l'ouvrage
ainsi book,
book, as well as other brief indicadesirant consulter
l'ouvrage ainsi
que
indications sommaires
que d'autres
d'autres indications
sommaires tions relating to the works in
in
se r#frant
rtferant auz
aux ouvrages
ouvrages en
en quesques- question.
question.
se
tion;
tion;
e) sur
Illustrated, etc.,
our les
cartes illustrees,
illustrees ; les
les
les cartes
(e) On illustrated
illustrated cards,
cards,
cards.
cartes
visits imprimees
imprimees ainsi
cartes de
de visite
ainsi printed
printed visiting
visiting cards,
cards, as
as well
well as
as
que
our les
do Noel et de
que sur
les cartes
cartes de
de on Christmas
Christmas and New
New Year
Year
nouvel an:
cards:
felicitations, remercongratulations,
des souhaits, felicitations,
Good wishes,
wishes congratulations,
elements, compliments
compliments de conciements,
con- thanks,
thanks, condolences
condolences or other
doleance
formules de forms of politeness
dol6ance ou autres formules
politeness expressed in
in
politesse
cin.q mots five
five words or by means of five
politesse exprimes
exprim6s en cinq
five
on
cinq initiales conventional
ou an
au moyen
moyen de
de cinq
conventional initials at most;
conventionnelles,
conventionnelles, an
au maximum;
maximum;
Printing
Printing proofs.
proofs.
f) our
sur les 6preuves
()
f)
epreuves d'imprimerie:
d'imprimerie:
(f) On printing
printing proofs:
lea
changements et additions
additions
changes and additions as
les changements
Such changes
ala correction,
corrections, form and
and
qui se rapportent
rapportent A
correction, relate to corrections,
a
A la
la forme et aa. l'impression
l'impression ainsi
ainsi printing, as well as notes
notes such as
que
que des
des mentions
tirer (ready
(ready for printing),
mentions telles
telles quo
que aBon
<Bon Bon d
d tirer
on Vu-Bon ii
aa. tirer*,
tirer», «Vu-Bon
aVu-Bon a.A tirer*
tirer, ou
4 tirer
tirer (6.
(O. K. for printanalogues se rap- ing), or any similar note relating
toutes autres analogues
portant
is. confection
confection de
portant a.a la
de Poul'ou- to the preparation
preparation of the work.
vrage. En
En cas de
de manque de place, In case of lack of space, the addilee
peuvent etre
faiths tions may be made
les additions peuvent
etre faites
made on separate
our des
sur
sheets;
des feuilles
feuilles speciales;
spciales;
sheets;
P^shion plates,
g) sur
(g)
fashion plates,
Fashion
plates,
our lea
les images de mode, les
(g) On
On fashion
plates, maps,
maps, etc.
cartes
geographiques, etc.:
cartes geographiques,
etc.:
etc.:
etc.:
[es couleurs;
les
couleurs;
The colors;
colors;
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Current price lists,
h) sur
les listes
prix courants,
courants,
de prix
listes de
h)
sur les
(h) On
On current
current price
lists, offers
offers etc.Current
(h)
price lists,
de for
les offres
for advertisements,
advertisements, market
market and
and
les cotes de
d'annonces, les
les
offres d'annonces,
bourse
et de
marche, les
les circulaires
circulaires stock
de march6,
commercial cirbourse et
stock quotations,
quotations, commercial
de
et les
les prospectus:
prospectus:
culars and prospectuses:
prospectuses:
commerce et
de commerce
des chiffres;
chiffres;
Figures;
Figures;
des
toutes
annotations reprerepreAny other
representother notations
notations representAny
autres annotations
toutes autres
sentant
des elements
constitutifs ing elements affecting
affecting the prices;
elements constitutifs
sentant des
des
prix;
des prix;
etc.
(i)
news- Books, etc.
i) sur
sur les
livres, brochures,
brochures, jourOn books,
books, pamphlets,
pamphlets, news(i) On
les livres,
i)
n
aux, pho
tograp hies, gravures,
gravures, papers,
papers, photographs, engravings,
engravings,
photographies,
naux,
papiers de
sheet-music, and,
and, in general, on
gen6ral, sheet-music,
en general,
et, en
musique et,
de musique
papiers
engraved,
litholithoengraved,
sur toutes
toutes les
ate- all
all printed,
productions litteles productions
sur
raires ou
ou artistiques
artistiques imprim6es,
imprimees, graphed
autographed literary
graphed or autographed
raires
productions:
or artistic
artistic productions:
gray-6es, lithographi6es
lithographiees ou autoauto- or
grav6es,
grap hiees :
graphiees:
A
a
of a
consisting of
A dedication
dedication consisting
une
dedicace consistant
consistant en un
une dedicace
and, on phototribute; and,
simple tribute;
simple hommage
hommage et,
les pho- simple
et, sur les
simple
engravings, a
cona very conor engravings,
graphs or
tographies
gravures, une le- graphs
tographies ou gravures,
cise explanatory
explanatory legend
legend and other
other
gende explicative
explicative tres succincte
succincte cise
gende
concerning
information concerning
summary information
ainsi
quo d'autres
indications summary
d'autres indications
ainsi que
the photograph
photograph or engraving
engraving itself;
sommaires se referant
referant aà la pho- the
sommaires
tographie
ou d
ala
la gravure
gravure elle-meme;
tographie ou
(j)
On passages
passages cut
cut from
news- Press clippings.
from news(j) On
j) sur
sur les
les passages
passages d6coupes
decoupes de
de
j)
papers
and
periodicals.
journaux et
publications p6rioperio- papers and periodicals.
et publications
journaux
diques:
The name,
name, date,
number and
and
date, number
The
le
la date,
date, le
numero et
le numero
le titre,
titre, la
publication from
the publication
of the
address of
dont address
l'adresse de
publication dont
de la publication
l'adresse
which
the article is taken.
taken.
which the
l'article est
est extrait.
extrait.
l'article
change of
of
Advices of change
(k)
On advices
advices of change of address.
k) sur
sur les
les avis
avis de
(k) On
changement
de changement
k)
address.
address:
address:
d'adresse:
d'adresse:
The
new address
sender
of the sender
la nouvelle
nouvelle adresse
adresse de
de l'expediaddress of
The new
l'expedila
and the
the effective
or
thereof, or
date thereof,
effective date
teur
la date
laquelle le
change- and
le changea laquelle
date a
et la
teur et
address and
of the
the
and the
the date of
ment prend
cours, ou
ran- the
old address
the old
encore l'anou encore
prend cours,
ment
change.
cienne
a laquelle
laquelle change.
date d
la date
et la
adresse et
cienne adresse
le changement
realise.
ete realise.
a ete
changement a
le
Methods for making
Methods
3. The additions and correc- additions
3.
3.—Les additions
correcles correcet les
additions et
3.-Les
and correcadditions and
tions.
1
contemplated in Sections
Sections 1
2 peu- tions contemplated
tions prevues
§§ 1
1 et 2
pr6vues aux §§
tions
2 may be made
made by hand
hand or
or
vent
faites a la
la main ou
ou par and 2
etre faites
vent etre
by any
any mechanical
mechanical process.
process.
quelconque. by
un procede
mecanique quelconque.
proc6d6 mecanique
un
Proofs; manuscript.
manuscript.
permissible to Proofs;
it is
is permissible
4. Finally,
Finally, it
4.-11
enfin, permis
permis de
de
est, enfin,
4.-Il est,
attach:
attach:
joindre:
joindre:
(a)
To corrected
or uncorunco rcorrected or
(a) To
a) aux
aux 6preuves
d'imprimerie
epreuves d'imprimerie
a)
rected printing
printing proofs:
proofs:
rected
corrigees ou
ou non:
non:
corrigees
The
manuscript belonging
belonging
The manuscript
le manuscrit
s'y rapportant;
rapportant;
le
manuscrit s'y
thereto;
thereto;
Involve of
of article
article
Invoice
(b)
articles of
of the
the classes
classes sent.
To articles
(b) To
b)
aux envois
categories
des caterries
envois des
b) aux
sent.
letter
mentioned
under
Section
2,
Section
under
mentioned
mentionnees
sous
§
2,
lettre
mentionnees sous § 2, lettre i):

la facture
ouverte se rapportant
rapportant
la
facture ouverte
A
envoye, reduite
ses
a ses
r6duite a
a l'objet
l'objet envoye,
enonciations
constitutives;
enonciations constitutives;
c)
tots les
imprimes:
les imprimes:
c) aAtons
une carte,
carte, une
une enveloppe
enveloppe ou une
une
bande,
de l'adresse
l'adresse de
munie de
bande, munie
l'expediteur de
de l'envoi
l'envoi et
affranchie
et affranchie
l'expediteur
pour
le retour
au moyen
moyen de timretour au
pour le
bres-poste
pays de
destination
de destination
du pays
bres-poste du
de
de l'envoi.
l'envoi.
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(i):
An
covering the
invoice covering
open invoice
An open
article
its essenessento its
reduced to
sent, reduced
article sent,
tial terms;
terms;
tial
(c) To
To all
prints:
all prints:
(c)
A card,
card, envelope
envelope or
or wrapper
wrapper
A
bearing
of the sender
address of
the address
bearing the
of
the article
prepaid for the
and prepaid
article and
of the
reply
postage stamps
stamps
of postage
means of
by means
reply by
of
the country
of destination
of
destination of
country of
of the
the
the article.
article.

Prepaid reply card,
etc.

2120
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INTERNATIONAL

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 119.
119.
Imprimes.
Imprimes.

Conditionnement
des
Conditionnement des
envois.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLE 119
119

Prints.
Prints. Make-up of packets

1.-Les imprimes
1.—Les
imprimes doivent
doivent etre,
Atre, 1. Prints shall
either
shall be
be placed
placed either
soit places sous bande, sur rouleau
rouleau,z under wrapper, in rolls, between
between
entre des cartons, dans
dans un
etui boards, in
un etui
open case,
case, or
an
in an open
or in
in an
ouvert on
enveloppe non
non unsealed
ou dans une enveloppe
unsealed envelope,
envelope, provided, if
if
fermee music,
munie, s'il y
y a
a lieu, de need be, with
removable
with easily removable
fermoirs ladles
re- fasteners offering
faciles aa enlever
enlever et a reoffering no danger,
or
danger, or
placer et n'offrant aucun danger, be fastened
fastened with aastring which is
is
soit entoures
Boit
entoures d'une fi.celle
ficelle facile
facile a
a easily untied.
denouer.
denouer.
Prints without
Priets
without
2.—Les imprim6s
imprimes presentant
presentant
2.-Les
wrapper,
etc.
2. Prints in the shape
shape and
and
consistance d'une consistency
la forme et la consistance
consistency of aacard may be sent
sent
Utre expedies
carte peuvent etre
expedies a
A open, without wrapper, envelope
envelope
d6couvert sans bande, enveloppe
decouvert
enveloppe or fastening.
fastening. The same
same mode of
of
ou lien. Le meme mode d'exped'exp- dispatch
dispatch is
is allowed
allowed for
for prints
prints
dition est admis pour les imprim6s
iraprimes folded in such a
a way
they
way that they
plies de fagon
fawn qu'ils no
se can not become unfolded
ne puissent
puissent se
route.
unfolded en
en route.
deplier pendant
depller
pendant le
le transport.
transport.
Reserved, etc.,
Reserved,
etc.,
3.-La
3.—La moitie
moitie droite
droite au
an moins
moms du
noose.
3. At least the right half
the
half of
of the
recto des imprimes
expedies sous front of prints
imprimes expedies
prints sent in the form
form of
of
forme de cartes, yy compris les
lone
les cards, including
including illustrated post
post
cartes
cartes illustrees
illustrees beneficiant
is, cards benefiting
b6n6ficiant de
de la
reduced
benefiting by the
the reduced
reservee a
taxe reduite, est
eel reservee
d PadresI'adres- rate, is reserved
reserved for
for the
the address
address of
of
se du destinataire
destinataire et aux mentions
mentions the addressee
addressee and the
the service
service
ou
on etiquettes
etiquettes de service.
Les notations or labels.
Lee
postage
labels. The postage
timbres-poste
timbres-poste ou
on empreintes
d'af- stamps or postage-paid
empreintes d'afpostage-paid impresfranchissement
franchissement doivent &re
appli- sions shall be applied
etre appliapplied to the front
front
ques
au recto et, autant
qués an
autant que
que pos- and, as far as possible, to the right
right
sible, sur
sur la
la partie
partie droite
carte. half of the card.
sible,
droite de
de la
la carte.
Make-up of packets.
Make-upopackets.
4.-Dans tous lea
4.—Dana
lea cas, lea
les envois
4. In all cases, the articles
articles shall
shall
doivent etre conditionnes
conditionnes de
de facon
fagon be made
made up in such a
a way that
that
que d'autres objets
quo
objets ne
no risquent
pas
risquent pas other articles do not run the risk
de s'y fourvoyer.
of becoming
becoming lost within them.
rnts;
Prints;
packets.

makeup
make-up

of

of

ARTICLE 120.
ARTICLE
120.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 120
120

Objets
a= impressions
en Articles
Objets assimiles
assimils auz
impressionsen
raised print
Articles assimilated
assimilated to raised
print
relief 4
4 l'usage
I'usage des aveugles.
for the blind
Articles
Articles
blind.

for

the

cliches portant
Les cliches
portant des signes
signes de
de

Plates bearing characters
characters for the

for the
cecographie sont
aux use of the blind
la cecographie
sont assimiles
assimilUs au
blind are assimilated
assimilated to
to

impressions
impressions en relief d
a l'usage
l'usage des
des raised prints for the
the blind.
blind.
aveugles.
II
Ii en est
eel de meme des enregistreenregistreThe same applies to sound
sonores destines uniquement recordings
ments sonores
recordings intended
intended only for the
4 l'usage
I'usage des aveugles, 4
4
d condition use of the blind, provided that
that
qu'ilssoient expedies
qu'ils
par un
institut they are sent by an
ezpedies par
un institut
an officially
officially recogrecogpour
pour aveugles officiellement
officidlement reccrnnu
reconnu nized institution for the blind or
or
ou adresses
on
adresses 4un tel
telinstitut.
institut.
addressed
addressed to such an institution.
ARTICLE 121.
121.

ARTICLE

Echantillons. Annotations
Echantillons.
Annotations
autorisees.
autoris6es.
Etampkcauthorbed
Bampl«;authoxd
aimotatioms.
amott"ons.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 121
121
Samples.

Authorized annotations
Authorized
annotations

nI
est permis d'indiquer
11 eat
d'indiquer a
& la
It is permissible
permissible to
indicate, by
by
It
to indicate,
main ou par un procede
procWde mkanique,
mecanique, hand or by aa mechanical
mechanical process,
process,
A l'extrieur
a.
l'exterteur ou A
a l'interieur
l'interieur des
des on the outside or inside of pack-
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ce
envois
et, dans cc
d'echantillons et,
envois d'echantillons
dernier cas,
l'echantillon meme
sur l'echantillon
cas, cur
dernier
relay relaspeciale y
ou
sur une
une feuille speciale
ou sur
tive,
les nom,
qualite, profession,
profession,
nom, qualite,
tive, les
l'exraison
sociale et
et adresse
adresse de
de l'exraison sociale
pediteur
et du destinataire
destinataire ainsi
p6diteur et
la signaque
la date
date d'expedition,
signad'expedition, la
que la
ture, le
au teled'appel au
num6ro d'appel
le numero
ture,
t6elgraphone,
l'adresse et le code telegraphone, l'adresse
phiques,
le compte
compte courant
courant postal
phiques, le
on
1'exp6diteur, une
bancaire de l'expediteur,
ou bancaire
marque de
de fabrique
fabrique ou
ou de marmarque
sommaire
chand,
une indication
indication sommaire
chand, une
fourau fourrelative
fabricant et an
au fabricant
relative au
nisseur
de la
la marchandise
on conmarchandise ou
nisseur de
laquelle
cernant
la personne
personne aa laquelle
cernant la
que
ainsi que
l'ichantillon est destine, ainsi
l'chantillon
des
on d'imd'ordre ou
numeros d'ordre
des numeros
toutes
matriculation,
et toutes
des prix et
matriculation, des
autres
annotations representant
representant
autres annotations
des
elements constitutifs
constitutifs des prix,
des elements
des
indications relatives
relatives au poids,
des indications
la dimension
dimension ainsi
au
A la
m6trage et a
au metrage
qu'
celles
et cellos
disponible et
la quantite
quantite disponible
qu'aa, la
preciser
qui
pour preciser
n6cessaires pour
sont necessaires
qui sont
la
provenance et
et la
nature de la
la nature
la provenance
marchandise.
marchandise.
ARTICLE

122.
122.

Echantillons. Conditionnement
Condition.nement
Echantillons.
des
envois.
des envois.

ages of
samples, and,
and, in
latter
in the
the latter
of samples,
ages
case, on
the sample itself or on aa
on the
case,
special sheet
relative thereto, the
sheet relative
special
firm and
name,
profession, firm
title, profession,
name, title,
address of
the sender and of the
of the
address
well as the date of
addressee, as
as well
addressee,
mailing,
telephone
signature, telephone
the signature,
mailing, the
number,
telegraphic address and
number, telegraphic
code,
current postal-check
postal-check or bank
code, current
account of
sender, aamanufacof the sender,
account
turer's mark
trade-mark, a
abrief
brief
or trade-mark,
mark or
turer's
indication
concerning the manuindication concerning
facturer
and the
jobber of the
the jobber
facturer and
merchandise
concerning the
merchandise or concerning
person to
to whom the sample is adperson
dressed,
order or entry
dressed, as well as order
numbers,
other
any other
and any
prices and
numbers, prices
annotations
representing elements
annotations representing
affecting
particulars
price, particulars
the price,
affecting the
relative
to weight,
measurements
weight, measurements
relative to
and
as well as the quantity
and size, as
available,
necessary
available, and such as are necessary
to
determine the
the origin
characand characorigin and
to determine
ter
of the
merchandise.
the merchandise.
ter of

ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Samples.
Samples.

122
122

Make-up of
of packets
packets
Make-up

1. Samples
Samples of merchandise shall
1.
1.—Les echantillons
6chantillons de mar1.-Les
be placed in sacks, boxes or rechandises doivent
dans be
places dans
Wtre places
doivent etre
chandises
envelopes.
movable envelopes.
des sacs,
des bottes
ou des en- movable
bottes ou
sacs, des
des
veloppes
mobiles.
veloppes mobiles.
2. Articles
of glass
glass or
other
or other
2.
Articles of
ou
2.—Les objets
verre on
objets en verre
2.-Les
fragile
materials,
articles
containmaterials,
fragile
envois
autres
matieres
fragiles,
les
les
fragiles,
autres matieres
ing liquids,
liquids, oils,
oils, fatty
fatty substances,
de
liquides, huiles,
corps gras, ing
huiles, corps
de liquides,
dry
powders
(whether
dyes or
or
dyes
(whether
powders
dry
non,
poudres
seches,
colorantes
on
ou
colorantes
seches,
poudres
not), as
as well
as articles
articles containing
containing
well as
qui contien- not),
ainsi que
que les
les envois qui
ainsi
live bees,
leeches and silkworm
bees, leeches
nent des
des abeilles
abeilles vivantes
vivantes des live
nent
the parasites
parasites mentioned
mentioned
or the
eggs, or
sangsues,
graines de vers A eggs,
des graines
sangsues, des
1 of
of the ConArticle 46,
46, Section
Section 1
in Article
a I'article
sole
ou des
parasites vises d
radicle in
des parasites
soie ou
accepted for transmistransmisvention, are accepted
sont admis vention,
46,
la Convention
Convention sont
de la
1, de
46, §§I,
as samples
merchandise,
samples of merchandise,
sion as
au transport
transport comme
echantillons sion
comme echantillons
au
that they
are packed
in
packed in
they are
provided that
de
qu'ils provided
pourvu qu'ils
marchandises, pourvu
de marchandises,
manner:
following manner:
the following
soient
conditionnes de
maniere the
de la maniere
soient conditionnes
suivante:
sulivante:
(a) Articles
Articles of
other
of glass or other
(a)
a) les
les objets
verre ou autres
en verre
objets en
a)
fragile materials
materials shall
securely
shall be securely
in atieres fragiles
fragiles doivent
em- fragile
etre emdoivent etre
matieres
packed (in boxes of metal,
metal, wood
ball&
(bottes en
metal, packed
en metal,
solidement (bottes
balles solidement
or strong
strong corrugated
pasteboard),
corrugated pasteboard),
en bois
on en
ondule de
de or
carton ondule
en carton
bois ou
en
so as
danger to postal
all danger
avoid all
to avoid
as to
qualite solide),
de maniere
a so
maniere A
solide), de
qualit6
and the
mails;
the mails;
employees and
prevenir tout
danger pour les employees
tout danger
pr6venir
correspondances;
agents
et les
ances;
les correspond
agents et
(b) Liquids,
Liquids, oils
oils and
and substan(b)
b) les
liquides, huiles
corps
et corps
huiles et
les liquides,
b)
which easily
easily liquefy
liquefy shall be
ces which
facilement hquefiables
etre ces
doivent etre
liquefiables doivent
facilement
hermetically sealed
in hermetically
inclosed in
inseres
recipients her- inclosed
dans des recipients
ins6r6s dans
Each receptacle
shall
receptacle shall
containers. Each
metiquement fermes. Chaque
red- containers.
Chaquer6cim6tiquementfermes.

Packing, etc.

Special
directions.
Specialdirections.

Ante, p. 2071.
Ante,

Glass, etc.

Liquids, etc.
etc.

2122
2122

Fatty substances.
substances.

Dry powdered dyes,
Drypowdereddyes,
eetc.

t.

Live bees,
bees, leeches,
leeches,
Live
eetc.
te.

Hermetically
sealed
Hermetically sealed
containers.

ontaner.

singleartihe.k

Single articles.
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of
in aa separate box
box of
pient
doit etre
etre place
dans une
une be placed in
pient doit
place dans
metal, strong wood or strong
botte
metal, en
bois metal,
botte speciale
speciale en
en metal,
en bois
corrugated pasteboard
containing
pasteboard containing
resistant
en carton
de corrugated
resistant on
ou en
carton ondule
ondul6 de
qualite
material
qualit6 sonde
solide game
garme de
de sciure
sciure de
de sawdust, cotton or spongy material
bois,
de coton
coton ou
in. sufficient
sufficient quantity to absorb
bois, de
ou de
de matiere
matiere in
spongieuse en
en quantite
quantite suffisante
of
breakage of
spongieuse
suffisante the liquid in case of breakage
pour absorber
absorber le
le liquid°
receptacle. The
The lid of the
the
pour
liquide en
en cas
cas de
de the receptacle.
fastened in such aa
bris
be couverde
bris du
du recipient.
recipient. Le
couvercle box shall be fastened
de la
is. bone
doit etre
easily
de
botte doit
etre fixe
fix6 de
de way that it can not be easily
detached;
maniere
detacher detached;
maniere qu'il
qu'il no
ne puisse se
se detacher
facilement;
facilement;
c) les
lea corps
difficilement
corps gras
gras difficilement
(c) Fatty substances
substances which
which do
liquefiables, tels
this que
quo lea
les onguents,
onguents, not easily liquefy,
liquefy, such as ointliquefiables,
le savon
savon mou,
mon, lee
resines, etc.,
etc., ments,
ments, soft soap, resin, etc.,
etc., as
le
les resines,
silkworm eggs, the transainsi quo
que les graines
graines de
de vers
vers a soie,
soie, well as silkworm
which presents
presents fewer
fewer
dont
transport offre
dont le transport
offre moles
moins mission of which
d'inc,onvenients, doivent
doivent etre
d'inconvenients,
etre en- difficulties,
difficulties, shall be inclosed
inclosed in an
an
fermes sous une premiere
or
ferm6s
premiere enveenve- inside cover (box, bag of linen or
parche- parchment,
parchment, etc.),
etc.), which shall
shall itself
loppe (botte, sac en toile, parcheitself
nun, etc.),
etc.), placee
placee elle-mAme
elle-memo dans be
mmn,
e placed in aasecond
second box of wood,
une seconde
seconde botte
en metal
metal or stout, thick leather;
leather;
une
botte en bois,
bois, en
metal
on en
on cuir fort et
metal ou
et epais;
epais;
colorantes,
d) les poudres seches
seches colorantes,
(d) Dry powdered
powdered dyes such as
quo le bleu d'aniline,
d'anifine, etc., aniline blue, etc., are not admitted
telles que
ne sont admises quo
que dans
dans des -unless inclosed
inclosed in stout tin
boxes,
tin boxes,
bottes en fer-blanc
fer-blanc resistant,
r6sistant, pla- placed in turn inside wooden
wooden
cees
c6es A
a leur tour
tour dans des bottes
bottes boxes, with sawdust between
between the
the
en bois avec de la sciure entre les two packings. Dry non-coloring
non-coloring
deux emballages.
emballages. Les
Les poudres
poudres powders
powders shall be placed in boxes of
of
seches non
doivent etre
seches
non colorantes
colorantes doivent
etre metal, wood or pasteboard;
pasteboard; those
placees dans des bottes
metal, boxes themselves
placees
bottes en metal,
themselves shall be inclosed
inclosed
en bois ou en carton;
carton; ces bottes in aa bag
parchment;
bag of
of linen or parchment;
doivent etre
doivent
etre elles-memes
elles-memes enferenfermees dans un sac en toile ou en
en
parchemin;
parchemin;
e) les abeilles rivantes
vivantes,2 lea
e)
tee sangsang..
(e)
(e) Live
Live bees, leeches
leeches and parasues et les
Les parasites
parasites doivent etre sites shall
shall be inclosed
inclosed in boxes so
enfermes dans des
disposees constructed
des bottes disposees
constructed as to avoid all danger.
de facon
fagon a
a eviter
6viter tout danger.
3.-Les
3.—Les objets qui se gateraient
3.
3. Articles which
which would
would deteris'ils etaient
taient emballes
emballms d'apres lee
les orate if packed in accordance
accordance
generales peuvent, excepexcep- with the general
regles generales
general rules may, as an
an
tionnellement, etre
tre admis
admis sous
sous exception,
exception, be admitted in
in aa herheremballage hermetiquement
hermetiquement ferfor- metically
un emballage
metically sealed container. The
The
me. II
11 en est de meme
maze pour
pour lee
les same applies
applies to samples
samples of indusichantillons
ichantillons de produits
inclustriels trial or vegetable
produits industriels
vegetable products
products mailed
et vigetaux
vegetaux mis aa la
la poste sous
sous um
un under seal by the manufacturer
manufacturer
emballage fermi
par la
emballage
ferme par
la fabrique
fabrique or sealed by the inspection
inspection auon scenes
virifi- thorities
ou
scelles par
par une autorite
autorite de verifithorities of the country of origin.
cation
cation du pays
pays diorigine.
d'origine. Dans In such cases,
cases, the AdministraAdministraces cas, les Administrations
Administrations interesint6res- tions concerned
concerned may require
require the
peuvent exiger
sees peuvent
exiger quo
que l'expedil'exp6di- sender or the addressee
addressee to facilifaciliteur on
ou le destinataire
destinataire facilite tate inspection
inspection of the contents,
la verification
is.
verification du contenu, soit en
en either by opening
opening certain articles
ouvrant quelques-uns
quelques-uns des envois
envois indicated by them, or in some
some
design6s
designes par elks,
d'une entre
elles, soit d'une
autre other satisfactory
satisfactory manner.
manner.
maniere
maniere satisfaisante.
4.-n n'est pas exige
exig6 d'embal4.—I1
d'embal4. No
No packing is required for
for
lage pour les
lea objets d'une
d'une seule
seule articles consisting
consisting of
of a
a. single
single
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piece, tels que pieces de
bois,
de bois,
pieces metalliques,
m6talliques, etc.,
pieces
etc., qu'il
qu'il n'est
n'est
commerce
pas dans les usages du commerce
d'emballer.
d'emballer.
5.-L'adresse du
5.—L'adresse
du destinataire
destinataire
doit etre indiquee, autant
autant que
que
possible, sur
sur l'emballage
l'emballage ou
sur
possible,
ou sur
l'objet lui-meme.
lui-meme. Si
Si l'emballage
l'emballage
ou l'objet no
ne se
se prete
prate pas
pas aa,
l'inscription de
l'inscription
de l'adresse
l'adresse et
et des
des
indications
service ou
indications de service
ou a, l'applil'application des timbres-poste, il
il doit
doit
8tre fait usage d'une
d'une etiquette
etre
etiquette
volante, de preference
preference en parcheparchemin, attache()
min,
solidement. 11
en
attachee solidement.
II en
meme lorsque
est de memo
lorsque le
le timbrage
timbrage
est
provoquer la
est susceptible
susceptible de
de provoquer
la
deterioration
de l'envoi.
det6rioration de
l'envoi.

2123

piece, such as pieces
pieces of wood,
metal, etc.,
etc., which it
it is not
not the
the
custom of the trade to pack.
5. The address of the addressee
indicated, as far as possishall be indicated,
ble, on the wrapper
wrapper or on the
article itself. If the packing
packing or
the article is not suitable
suitable for
for the
the
inscription
inscription of the address
address and
service
service information,
information, or for
for the
the
application
application of the
postage stamps,
stamps,
the postage
use shall be made
made of aa tag, preferably of parchment,
parchment, to be securely attached. The same applies when stamping
stamping is likely to
damage the article.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 123.
123.

ARTICLE 123
123
ARTICLE

Objets assimiles
Objets
aux echantillons.
assimil6s aux
6chantillons.

Articles assimilated
to samples
Articles
assimilated to
samples

Addressing,
Addressing, etc.
etc.

Sont admis
Sont
admis au
au tarif
tarif des
des echantilechantillons: les cliches d'imprimerie, les
ions:
les
patrons
isoles, les
les clefs
clefs
patrons decoupes isoles,
isolees,
isoldes, les
fratches coupees,
les fleurs
fleurs fratches
coupees,
les
les objets
d'histoire naturelle
naturelle (aniobjets d'histoire
(animaux
maux et
plantes s6ch6s
seches on
et plantes
ou conconserves,
serves, specimens
specimens geologiquas,
geologiques,
etc.),
tubes de
de serum
serum ou
de vaccin
etc.), tubes
ou de
vaccin
et
objets pathologiques
pathologiques rendus
renclus
et objets
inoffensifs
inoffensifs par
leur mode
par leur
mode de
de prepre
paration et d'emballage.
d'emballage. Ces objets, a
a l'exception
tubes de
jets,
l'exception des
des tubes
de
serum
serum et
et de
vaccin expedies
dans
de vaccin
exp6di6s dans
un
par les
un interet
interet general
general par
les laboralaboratoires ou institutions officiellement
officiellement
reconnus,
no peuvent
envoy&
reconnus, ne
peuvent etre
8tre envoyes
dans
but commercial.
Leur
dans un
un but
commercial. Leur
emballage
etre conforme
conforme aux
aux
emballage doit
doit 8tre
prescriptions
prescriptions generales
generales concernant
concernant
les echantillons
echantillons de
de marchandises.
marchandises.
les

or vaccine
vaccine and
and pathological
obpathological objects rendered
jects
rendered inoffensive
inoffensive by
by their
their
of preparation
mode of
preparation and
packand packing. Those articles,
articles, with
with the
the exexception of tubes of
of serum
serum and
and vacvaccine
sent in
cine sent
in the
the general
general interest
interest
by laboratories
laboratories or
or institutions
institutions
officially
officially recognized,
recognized, may
may not
not be
be
sent for commercial
commercial purposes.
purposes.
packing shall
Their packing
be in
in accordshall be
accordance with the general
general regulations
regulations
concerning
concerning samples
samples of
of merchanmerchandise.
dise.

ARTICLE
124.
ARTICLE 124.

ARTICLE 124
ARTICLE
124

Objets groupes.
Objets
groupes.

Grouped articles
articles
Grouped

1.—La
1.-La relmion
reunion dans
dans un
un seul
seul
envoi
d'objets de
de correspondance
correspondance
envoi d'objets
de
categories differentes
est limitee
limitee
de categories
differentes est
aux papiers
d'affaires, aux
aux
papiers d'affaires,
aux imimprimes,
l'exception des
impresprimes, aa l'exception
des impressions en
des aveusions
en relief
relief a
l'usage des
A l'usage
aveugles,
de margles, et
et aux
aux echantillons
echantillons de
marchandises sous
chandises
sous reserve:
reserve:
a)
chaque objet
objet pris
pris isolea) que
que chaque
isolwent
&passe pas
limites qui
ment no
ne depasse
pas les
les limites
qui
lui
lui sont
applicables quant
quant au
poids
sont applicables
au poids
et
dimensions;
et aux
aux dimensions;

1.
The inclusion
in a
a, single
single
1. The
inclusion in
packet
packet of
of articles
of correspondcorrespondarticles of
ence
ence of different
different classes
classes is
limited
is limited
to commercial
commercial papers,
prints
papers, to
to prints
other than
other
than raised
raised print
for the
the
print for
blind, and
blind,
to samples
of mermerand to
samples of
chandise,
on condition:
condition:
chandise, on

Grouped articles.
Groupedrticles.

(a) That
each article
article taken
(a)
That each
taken
singly does not
exceed the
the limits
limits
not exceed
which are
are applicable
applicable to
to it
it in
which
in
regard
weight and
and dimensions;
regard to
to weight
dimensions;

Conditions.
Conditloms.

following are admitted
admitted at
The following
at

the sample rate:
rate: Electrotypes,
Electrotypes,
cut out patterns
patterns sent singly, keys
keys
sent singly, fresh cut flowers, artinatural history
history (dried or precles of natural
served
served animals
animals and plants, geological specimens, etc.), tubes
tubes of
of serum
serum

Articles
Articles assimilated
to samples.

2124
2124

Articles
Articles of
of different
different
classes.
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b) que
quo le
poids total
total ne
b)
le poids
ne depasse
d6passe
pas
kilogrammes par
envoi;
par envoi;
pas 2
2 kilogrammes
c) que
quo la
la taxe
suit au
taxe payee
payee soit
au
c)
moms
la taxe
minimum des
moins la
taxe minimum
des .papapiers
si l'envoi
l'envoi contaent
contient
d'affaires si
piers d'affaires
des
taxe
d'affaires, et
et la
la taxe
des papiers
papiers d'affaires,
minimum
echantillons s'il se
minimum des 6chantillons
compose
d'imprimes et
et d'echantild'echantilcompose d'imprimes
ions.
lons.
2.—Ces dispositions
apne sent
sont ap2.-Ces
dispositions no
plicables qu'aux
objets soumis
qu'aux objets
soumis A
plicables
la
memo taxe
Lorsqu'taxe unitaire.
unitaire. Lorsqu'la meme
une
Administration constate
constate la
la
une Administration
memo envoi d'obreunion dans un mgme
taxes differentes,
differentes,
jets passibles
passibles de
de taxes
cot
poids
cet envoi
envoi est frappe pour son poids
total de la taxa
taxe afferente
aff6rente ala categmie
dont le tarif est le plus eleve.
dove.
gorie dent
ARTICLE
AR'
TICLE

125.
125.

Petits paquets.
1.—Les
paquets sent
sont sou1.-Les petits paquets
mis
dispositions prescrites
mis aux dispositions
pour les echantillons
echantillons de marchanmarchandiscs
concern° le
dises en ce
ce qui
qui concerne
le condiconditionnement et
et Pemballage.
l'emballage.
invoices, etc.
Open invoices,
2.-11
2.-Il est permis d'y inserer
ins6rer une
facture ouverte, reduite
reduite a
ses
a ses
enonciations constitutives, ainsi
pinsi
enonciations
simple copie
copie de
qu'une simple
de la
la suscripsuscripavec mention
tion de l'objet
l'objet avec
mention de
de
Padresse
l'expediteur.
l'adresse de l'expediteur.
Names
Names and ad3.—Les
adresse des exex3.-Les nom et adresse
dresses of
of senders.
pediteurs doivent
doivent figurer
figurer &l'extepediteurs
l'ext6rieur des envois.
Small packets.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 126.
126.
articles.
Phonopost articles.

STAT.
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(b) That the total weight
(b)
weight does
not
exceed 22kilograms per packet;
packet;
not exceed
(c) That
That the postage
postage paid is
is
(c)
charge for
at least
least the minimum
minimum charge
for
commercial papers
papers if the packet
packet
commercial
contains commercial
commercial papers, and
and
contains
charge for samples
the minimum
minimum charge
samples
if it is composed
composed of prints and
samples.
2. These provisions
provisions are appli2.
cable only to articles subject
subject to
to
rate per unit. When
When
the same rate
Administration detects
detects the
an Administration
the
inclusion in one and the same
packet of articles
articles liable to differpacket
ent
ent rates, that packet is charged,
for
for its
its total weight, with the rate
applicable to the class for which
applicable
'highest.
the rate is highest.
ARTICLE 125
125
ARTICLE
Small packets
packets
Small
1.
Small packets
packets are
are subject
1. Small
subject
to
provisions laid
to the
the provisions
laid down
down for
for
samples of
of merchandise
merchandise in
in regard
regard
samples
to
and packing.
packing.
to preparation
preparation and
2.
permissible to
inclose
2. It
It is
is permissible
to inclose
therein an
an open
open invoice,
invoice, reduced
reduced
therein
to
its essential
essential elements,
as well
well
to its
elements, as
as
copy of
of the
the address
as a
a simple
simple copy
address
of the
the article
article with
mention of
of the
the
of
with mention
address
sender.
address of
of the
the sender.
3. The
names and
and addresses
of
3.
The names
addresses of
the senders
shall appear
appear on
on the
the
the
senders shall
outside of
of the
the packets.
packets.
outside
ARTICLE 126
126
ARTICLE

Envois "Phonopost".
"Phonopost" articles
articles
"Phonopost"
1.—Les
1.-Les envois "Phonopost"
"Phonopost" 1.
1. Phonopost
Phonopost articles
articles containing
containing
contenant
ph,onogra- phonograph
contenant des disques
disques phonograrecords shall be
phonograph records
be inproteges par
par closed in
phiques doivent etre proteges
m strong unsealed envelopes.
une enveloppe solide
solute nonfermee.
non fermee.
2.—L'expediteur doit mention2.-L'expediteur
2. The sender shall mention in
ner
en. caracteres
tree apparents,
apparents, conspicuous
ner en
caracteres tres
conspicuous characters
characters on the
cur
outre front of the envelope, in addition
sur le recto
recto de l'enveloppe, outre
lee
indications ordinaires,
les indications
ordinaires, le mot to the ordinary
annotations, the
the
ordinary annotations,
"Phonopost". II
R est loisible d'im- word Phonopost.
"Phonopost".
Phonopost. It
It is permispermisprimer au
an. recto, en une on.
ou plu- sible to print on the front, in one
primer
sieurs
sieurs longues,
langues, une
une notice
notice rdatzve
relative d
d or more languages,
languages, an explanatory
explanatory
la
reproduction sonore
sonore notice
la maniere
maniere de reproduction
notice concerning
concerning the manner of
l'enregistrement du disque.
de l'enregistrement
disque.
reproducing
record.
reproducing the record.
S.-I est permis
3.—R
permis d'inserer
d'inserer dans 3.
It is
is permitted
permitted to
to inclose,
inclose,
3. It
l'envoi, convenablementproteges,
convena,blementprotegtes,des
l'envoi,
des adequately
adequately protected,
protected, the necesaiguilles
devant semir
a obtenir
la sary
aiguilles devant
servir d
obtenir la
sary needles
needles for the reproduction
reproduction
reproduction de l'enregistrement.
of
the record.
record.
of the
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TITLE III
III
TITLE

ENVOIS RECOMMANDES.
RECOMMANDES.
ENVOIS
AVIS DE RECEPTION.
RECEPTION.

REGISTERED
REGISTERED ARTICLES.
ARTICLES.
RETURN RECEIPTS
RETURN
RECEIPTS

CHAPITRE
CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
UNIQUE.

S
OLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER
SOLE

ARTICLE 127.
ARTICLE
127.

ARTICLE 127
127
ARTICLE

recommancles.
Envois recommand6s.

Registered articles
Registered
articles

1.—Les envois recommand6s
recommandes
1.-Les
doivent porter au recto l'en-tete
Pen-tete
tres apparent
apparent "Recommand6"
"Recommande" on
ou
une mention analogue dans
dans la
d'origme.
langue du pays d'origine.

1. Registered
Registered articles shall bear
bear
on the
the address
on
the conspicaddress side the
conspicuous
uous notation
notation Recommande
Recommande (reg(registered), or a
a similar notation
notation in
language of the country
the language
country of
origin.
origin.
With the exceptions
exceptions below,
below, no
special
special conditions
conditions as to form,
sealinu
of the
the address
address
sealing or
or wording
wording of
are
are laid
laid down for
articles.
for such
such articles.

Marking, etc.
Marking,
etc.

Sauf les exceptions ci-apres,
ci-apres,
aucune condition sp6ciale
speciale de forme,
de fermeture
fermeture ou de libelle de
Padre
.sse
n'est exigee pour ces
ces
1'adresse
envois.
envois.
2.—Les
2.-Les objets de corresponcorresponArticles of
of correspondence
2. Articles
correspondence
dance qui portent une adresse
adresse &rite
crite which bear an address
address written
in
written in
an crayon ou constitute
constituee par des pencil
au
or consisting
consisting of
of initials
are
pencil or
initials are
mitiales no
a la not accepted
initiales
ne sont pas admis A
accepted for registration.
registration.
reconunandation.
recommandation.
Toutefois, l'adresse des envois
However,
However, the address
address of artiautres que
quo ceux qui sont expedies
other than
than those
which are
are
exp6dies cles
cles other
those which
panneau trans- sent
sous enveloppe aa panneau
in transparent-panel
transparent-panel enveenvesent in
parent pent
etre 6crite
&rite au crayon- lopes
parent
peut 8tre
lopes may be written with indelible
pencil.
encre.
ible pencil.
Registry require
requireRegistry
3.—Les envois recommand6s
recommandes
3.-Les
3.
3. Registered
Registered articles
shall bear,
bear, ments.
articles shall
ments.
revetus, a
Pangle in the
doivent etre revetus,
a l'angle
the left-hand
left-hand corner of the
the
gauche de la suscription,
address side, a
gauche
suscription, d'une address
a label
label conforming
conforming
2194.
conforme au modele
modele C
C 4
4 hereto
appended, Post,p. 2194.
to Model
Model C
etiquette conforme
C 44 to
hereto appended,
indication in
Latin characcharacci-annexe,
in Latin
ci-annex6, avec l'indication
l'indication en with indication
ters of
the name
name of
of
earacteres latins de la lettre «
RD, ters
of the
the letter
letter R,
caracteres
,R»,,
R, the
the office
office of
of origin
the order
order
origin and
du nom du bureau
bureau d'origine et du the
and the
number of the
number
the article.
article.
numero d'ordre
d'ordre de l'envoi.
num6ro
However, it
for
it is permissible
permissible for
Toutefois, il est permis aux Ad- However,
whose domestic
Administrations whose
ministrations dont le regime in- Administrations
domestic
ministrations
legislation at
at present
present opposes
the
opposes the
s'oppose actuellement
actuellement a legislation
terieur s'oppose
of labels
labels to
to defer
defer the
the adoption
adoption
l'emploi des etiquettes d'ajoumer
d'ajourner use of
measure and
and to
to use,
use, for
the
for the
la mise a
a execution
execution de cette mesure of this measure
designation of
of registered
articles,
registered articles,
et d'employer
designation designation
d'employer pour la designation
reading Recommande
stamps reading
Recommande (reg(regrecommandes des tim- stamps
des envois recommandes
istered) or
R, beside
beside which
which shall
shall
bres «
Recommande» ou
ou «R
», A istered)
or R,
bres
aRecommand,,
R,,,
appear the
indication of
of the
the indication
the office
office
cote desquels doivent figurer l'indi- appear
c6t6
that of
of the
order
of origin
origin and
and that
the order
cation du
du bureau d'origine
d'origine et
et celle
celle of
likenumber. Those
Those stamps
stamps shall
shall likedu
numero d'ordre. Ces timbres number.
du num6ro
applied in
the left-hand
left-hand
wise be applied
in the
doivent etre
egalement a wise
Wtre apposes egalement
doivent
corner
corner of the
the address
address side.
side.
l'angle
gauche de
l'angle gauche
de la
la suscription.
order number
shall be
be
4. No order
number shall
4.—Aucun
numero d'ordre ne
no
4.-Aucun numero
on the
the front
front of
of registered
registered
placed on
dolt
an recto des
des objets
objets placed
doit etre porte
port6 au
intermediate AdAdarticles by the
the intermediate
recommandes
recommandes par les Administra- articles
ministrations.
ministrations.
tions intermediaires.
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of

Marking of retrn
return
receipts.

receipts.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ARTICLE
128.
ARTICLE 128.

ARTICLE 128
128
ARTICLE

Avis de
de reception.
Avis
reception.

Return receipts
receipts
Return

l'expediteur
1.--Les envois dont rexpediteur
1.—Les
demande un avis de r6ception
demand°
reception doivent
au recto,
l'annotation
recto, Pannotation
porter, au
vent porter,
tres
apparent° «Avis
de r6ception,
reception,'
<Avis de
tres apparente
on
l'empreinte
d'un
d'un timbre
timbre
1'empreinte
ou
«A. R.».
R.*. L'expediteur
L'expediteur doit
doit indiindi,A.
quer
rexterieur de
de l'envoi
son nom
nom
l'envoi son
quer aaI'exterieur
et
caractereslatins.
en cara,ctereslatins.
son adresse
adresse en.
et son

return receipt
receipt shall
requests aa return
Irequests
bear,
on.
front,
conspicuthe
conspicuthe
front,
bear,
on
1
ous
notation: Avis
Avis de
de reception
reception
<)us notation:
(return
receipt); or
or the
of
imprint of
the imprint
(return receipt);
a
The sender
sender shall
shall
R. The
a stamp:
stamp: A.
A. R.
mention
name and
and address
address on
on
mention his
his name

1.
sender
for which the sender
1. Articles
Articles for

the
outside of the article, in Latin
Latin
the outside
characters.
characters.
Prescribed form.
Prescribedform.
2.--Ils snt
accompanied by aa
They are
are accompanied
2. They
sont accompagn6s
accompagnes d'une
consistency of a
a post
form of the consistency
formule
de la
is consistence
consistance d'une
crune form
formule de
conformcard, light red in color, conformcarte postale,
postale, de
rouge card,
couleur rouge
de couleur
carte
Post, pp. 219,219.
2195, 2196. clair, conforme
Pot,
conforme an
au model°
modele C
C 55 hereto apC 5
5 ing
Model C
ing to Model
pended; that form
form is made
made up by
ci-annexe; cette
est etablie
6tablie pended;
formule est
cette formule
ci-annex6;
other
office of origin or any other
par le
le bureau
tout the office
ou par
par tout
d'origine on
bureau d'origine
par
designated by the
autre bureau
par l'Adl'Ad- office
office to be designated
designer par
autre
bureau é,A designer
origin
and
Administration of origin,
mmistrataon
et renme
r6unie Administration
expeditrice et
ministration expeditnce
fastened securely
securely to the outside of
a,
robjet exterieurement
d'une fastened
et crime
exterieurement et
a l'objet
it does not reach
maniere solide.
solid°. Si
elle ne
ne parvient
parvient the article. If it
Si elle
maniSre
destination, the latter
the office
office of destination,
pas an
bureau de
de destination,
destination, the
au bureau
pas
makes up a
a new
new return
officially makes
nouvel officially
celui-ci dresse
d'office un
un nouvel
dresse d'office
celui-ci
receipt.
receipt.
avis
de reception.
r6ception.
avis de
The weight
weight of
return-receipt
of the
the return-receipt
The
Ii
compte du
du poids
poids
tenu compte
pas tents
II &est
n'est pas
considered in calculatcalculatde la
ravis de
de reception
reception form is not considered
de l'avis
la formule
formule de
de
pour le
le calcul
calcul de
la tare
d'affranchis- ing the postage.
taxe d'affranchisde la
pour
sement.
sement.
Return to sender.
sender.
3.-Le bureau de destination
3.—Le
destination
3. The office of destination rePost, pp.
pp. 2195,2196.
2195, 2196. renvoie la formule C 5, dfiment turns
Post,
C 5, duly comthe Form C
renvoie is formule C 5, dement
remplie,
dans le
le counier
nsire, pleted,
in. the
ordinary mail,
the ordinary
ordinaire,
courrier ordi
pleted, in
remplie, dans
cover and free of postage,
a.a decouvert
et en
en franchise
franchise de
de without
without cover
d6couvert et
port,
radresse de
de to the address of the sender
sender of the
de Pexpediteur
l'expediteur de
port, a,.l'adresse
article.
Pobjet.
r'objet.
Failure to
to return to
to
4.-Lorsquel'expediteurr&elame
Failure
4
.—Lorsque I' expediteur Adam.°
makes in4. When the sender makes
sender.
lui quiry about a
un
avis de
de reception
qui ne
ne lui
receipt
a return receipt
r6ception qui
un avis
eat
pas parvenu
parvenu dans
clads which has not reached
reached him within
dans lea
les delais
est pas
voulus,
eat proc6d6
procede conformeconform& a
areasonable
reasonable period, the procedure
procedure
i est
voulus, ii
ment
traceesakl'article
Particle set forth in
in. Article 129 hereafter
hereafter
aux regles
regles trac6es
ment aux
129 ci-apres.
ci-apres. Dans
Dane ce
ce &Ls,
n'est is followed.
followed. In such a
a case, a
a
cas, il
il n'est
129
pas pergu
une deuxieme
deuxieme taxa
et le
le second
taxe et
second fee is not collected,
collected, and
perqu une
pas
bureau d'origine
en tete
tete de
de the
inscrit en
bureau
d'origine inscrit
the office
office of origin enters at the
the
is formule
formule C
mention -DupliaDupli- head
C 55la
la mention
la
head of the Form C
0 55 the note:
cats de
de reception,
reception, etc.".
etc."
cata
de l'avis
l'avis de
Duplicata de l'avis
Duplicata
reception
I'avis de reception
etc.
receipt reetc. (duplicate return receipt
requested, etc.).
etc.).
ARTICLE
129.
ARTICLE 129.
Avis
de reception
reception demand6
demande posteAvis de
rieurement au
depot.
rieurement
au d6p6t.
Pkomibed
form.
Preserbedfton.

1.-Lorsque rexpediteur
l'expediteur de1.—Lorsque
domande un
avis de
postereception postmande
un avis
de reception
rieurement
au depot
d6p6t de
rieurement an
de 1'envoi,
Penvoi, le
Pat,
pp. 2196,2196.
Po~t,pp.
2162196. bureau d'origine remplit
remplit une formule
5.
mule C
C 5.

ARTICLE 129
129
ARTICLE

Return receipts
receipts requested
requested after
mailing
mailing
sender requests
requests a
a
1. When the sender
return receipt
receipt after
after mailing
mailmg the
fills out
article, the office of origin fills
C 5.
aaForm C
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La formule C
est attach&
C 5
5 est
attachee aa The Form
5 is attached
Form C
C5
attached to aa
une reclamation
reclamation C
C 13
13 mentionnee
mentionnee tracer, Form
Form C
mentioned in
in Post,
C 13,
13, mentioned
Poet, pp. 2195,
2195, 2196,
2196,
& l'article
1'article 153 ci-apres;
2143.
ci- apres; cette
cette reclar6cla- Article
Article 153 hereafter;
hereafter; that
that tracer,
tracer, 2206, 2207, 2143.
mation,
mation, apres avoir
revetue after having
avoir ete
et6 revbtue
having been provided with
with
timbre-poste representant
d'un timbre-poste
representant la
la a
a postage
representing the
postage stamp
stamp representing
the
traitee selon
taxe due, est traitee
selon lea
les prespres- fee payable, is treated
treated in
in accordaccordcriptions dudit article 153,
153, sauf
sauf ance
ance with the provisions of
of the
the
que, en cas de distribution r6guquo,
regu- said Article 153,
except that,
that, in
153, except
in
liere de l'envoi, le
Here
de case of regular
le bureau
bureau de
regular delivery of the
destination
retire la
la formula
C 13
13 article, the office of destination
destination retire
formule C
destination
et renvoie la formule C
C5
5a
a l'origine
1'origine removes
removes the
the Form
Form C
13 and
reC 13
and remaniere prescrite a,a l'article
de la maniere
Particle turns
turns the
the Form C
C 55 to
in
to origin
origin in
128, §
§ 3.
3.
the manner
prescribed by
by Article
Article
manner prescribed
128,
Section 3.
128, Section
3.
2.-Les
2.—Les dispositions particulieparticulie2.
2. The special
special provisions
Provisions appliprovisions adoptappliadopt- eProvisions
cable.
res adoptees
adoptees par
les Administrapar les
Administra- ed by the
the Administrations
Administrations by
by
tions en vertu de
de l'article
l'article 153
153 cici- virtue of Article 153 hereafter,
hereafter,
aprbs, pour la transmission des for the transmission
apres,
transmission of
of inquiries
inquiries
reclamations
d'envois recommanreclamations d'envois
recomman- for registered articles,
are appliappliarticles, are
des, sont
sont applicables
applicables aux
aux dede- cable
cable to requests
return rererequests for
for return
mandes d'avis
for- ceipts made
d'avis de
de reception
reception formade after
mailing.
after mailing.
mulees
mulees posterieurement
posterieurement au
au depot.
dep6t.
TrrnE IV.
IV.
TITRE

TITLE
IV
TITLE IV

ENVOIS
ENVOIS CONTRE
CONTRE REMREMBOURSEMENT.
BOURSEMENT.

COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
COLLECT-ON-DELIVERY
ARTICLES
ARTICLES

CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
UNI QUE.

SOLE CHAPTER
SOLE
CHAPTER

CHAPITRE

ARTICLE

130.
130.

ARTICLE

130
130

Indications
porter sur
l'envoi. Notations
Indications a
a porter
sur l'envoi.
Notations to
the article
article
to be
be made
made on
on the
1.—Les
recommandes
1.-Les envois
envois recommand&s
1. Registered C. 0.
articles
O. D. articles
greves
remboursement doivent
grey& de remboursement
doivent shall bear
bear on the address
address side
the
side the
recto, d'une
maniere tres
porter au
au recto,
d'une maniere
tres conspicuous
conspicuous heading
heading RembourseRembourseapparente,
apparente, l'en-tfte
Pen-tete *RembourseuRembourse- ment (collect on delivery),
delivery), folfolment*,
suivi de
ment,, suivi
de l'indication
l'indication du
du lowed
the amount
lowed by the
amount of
of the
the trade
trade
montant
montant du
remboursement en
du remboursement
en charge, spelled
spelled out
out in
in full
full in
in
caracteres latins,
toutes lettres
lettres Latin
caracteres
latins, en
en toutes
characters, and in
Latin characters,
in Arabic
Arabic
en chiffres
arabes, sans
et en
chiffres arabes,
figures, without
without erasure
or corcorsans ratures
ratures figures,
erasure or
ni surcharges,
ni
surcharges, memo
meme approuvees.
approuv6es. rection,
rection, even
even if
if certified.
certified.
2.—L'expediteur
doit indiquer
2.-L'expediteur doit
2. The sender shall
indicate on
on
indiquer
shall indicate
au
de l'envoi
son nom
at son
son the front of the article
au recto de
l'envoi son
nom et
name
article his
his name
adresse en
adresse
caracteres latins.
en caracteres
latins. LorsLors- and address
address in
characters.
in Latin
Latin characters.
le montant
encaisse est
est A
averver- When
que le
montant encaiss6
When the amount collected
collected is
is to
to
compte courant
courant postal
ser en
current postalpostalen compte
turned over
postal be turned
over to
to a
a current
dans le
le pays
pays de
dans
account in
in the
country of
of
de destination
destination ou
the country
ou check account
d'origine,
l'envoi doit
en destination
d'origine, l'envoi
destination or
origin, the
the article
doit porter,
porter, en
or origin,
article
outre,
cote de
de la
la suscription,
outre, du
du cote
shall also
also bear,
bear, on
on the
the address
address
suscription, shall
l'annotation
suivante libellee
l'annotation suivante
the following
notation in
in
following notation
libellee en
en side, the
francais
dans une
autre langue
French or in
in another
another language
language
frangais ou
ou dans
une autre
langue French
connue dans
pays de
de destinathe country
country of
of destinadestinaconnue
dans le
le pays
destina- known in the
tion:
tion:
tion:
"To
be credited
credited to
current
"To be
"A porter
"A
credit du
compte
porter au credit
to current
du compte
courant
postal N°
de
postal-check account
account No.
No. __--__courant postal
N° --de M.
M. postal-check
M.
at .---___
-------A ---------------- of M.-------------_
at
by the
check office
office
, kept
kept by
term
par le
bureau de
de cheques
the check
tenu par
le bureau
cheques ------ ,
of
of---------------d.----------.
If

Notations required.
required.
Notations
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ARTICLE
131.
ARTICLE 131.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 131
131

Etiquette.
Etiquette.

Label

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

C.
0. D.
articles shall
shall bear,
bear, on
on
C. O.
D. articles
centre rembourserembourseLes envois
envois contre
an orange-colored
orange-colored label
label
ment doivent
doivent etre
etre revetus,
the front,
front, an
ment
revetus, au
au the
Post, p.
p. 2194.
2194.
C6
6 hereto
hereto
Post,
conforming to Model
Model C
recto,
couleur conforming
recto, d'une etiquette
6tiquette de couleur
Post, p.
Post.
p. 2194
2194;; ante,
appended. The label,
Form
C 4,
ate, orange
orange conforme
conforme au modele
C 6
6 appended.
label,
Form
C
model° C
p. 2125.
p.
2125.
prescribed by Article 127, Secci-annexe.
L'etiquette model°
ci-annex6. L'6tiquette
modele C
C 44 prescribed
imprint of
of the special
special
prevue par Particle
ou tion 3, or the imprint
pr6vue
larticle 127, §
§ 3, ou
place, shall be
l'empreinte
timbre sp6cial
special en
en stamp taking its place,
l'empreinte du timbre
applied as far as possible in the
tenant
applique° applied
tenant lieu doit
doit etre
etre appliquee
upper corner
label, Form
autant
quo possible
A, l'angle
Pangle upper
corner of the label,
autant que
possible A
06.
superieur de
Petiquette modele
modele 06.
C6. C6.
sup6rieur
de l'6tiquette
However, it
for
However,
Toutefois, il est loisible aux
it is permissible
permissible for
Administrations to make use, inAdministrations de
Administrations
de faire usage, an
au Administrations
mentioned
pr6vues a stead of the two labels mentioned
lieu des
des deux etiquettes
6tiquettes prevues
preceding paragraph,
paragraph, of
of
Patin& pr6c6dent,
precedent, d'une seule in the preceding
l'alinea
conforming to
etiquette
conform° au
a single label conforming
etiquette conforme
au mod.ele
modele a
Post,
p. 2194.
2194.
Post, p.
Model C
C7
7hereto
hereto appended,
appended, bearC
ci-annexe, portant
portant en caracC 7
7 ci-annex6,
carac- Model
characters the name
nom. du bureau
in Latin
Latin characters
latins le
le nom
bureau ing in
teres latins
office of origin, the
d'origine, is
umoro of the office
the letter
d'origine,
la lettre R, Ic
le n
num6ro
article,
d'ordre de
de l'envoi
l'envoi et
et un triangle
triangle R, the order number of the article,
orange-colored triangle
triangle on
on
orange oii
de couleur orange
oih figure le mot
mot and an orange-colored
which appears the word RemttRemboursement*
tRemboursement»..
0. D.).
boursement (C. O.
Label.
Label.

ARTICLE 132.
132.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 132
132

Mandat
de remboursement.
remboursement.
Mandat de

C.
0. D.
C. O.
D. money order

C. 0.
D. money
C.
O. D.
money
order.
order.

Sauf
prevu A, Particle
183
Except in the case
case contemplated
Sauf le
le cas
cas prevu
l'a rticle 133
contemplated
ci-apres, tout
every
ci-apr&s,
tout envoi
envoi contre
contre remrem- by Article 133 following, every
boursement eat
boursement
est accompagne
accompagn6 d'une
d'une C. O.
0..D.
D. article
article is
accompanied by
is accompanied
formule
de mandat
rembourse- a
formule de
mandat de
de remboursea form
form of C. 0.
order
O. D. money order
ment
ment en
carton resistant,
cou- of
en carton
r6sistant, de
de coustrong cardboard,
cardboard, of
of light
light green
green
of
strong
Post, pp.
pp. 2197,
2197, 2198.
2198. leur
Post,
leur vert
vert clair,
conforme au
an modele
modele color
clair, conforme
conforming to Model
Model C
C 8
8
color,, conforming
C8
8ci-a,nnexe.
Cette formula
C
ci-annex6. Cette
formule doit
doit hereto appended.
appended.
That form
form
porter Vindication
du montant
montant du
porter
Vindication du
du shall indicate the amount
amount of the
remboursement
dans la
la monnaie
monnaie C. 0.
remboursement dans
O. D. charge in
in the currency
currency
du pays
d'origine et
en regle
regle of the country of origin,
du
pays d'origine
et en
origin, and, as
as a
a
generale,
indiquer Pexpediteur
generale, indiquer
general rule,
rule, indicate
the sender
l'expediteur de
de general
indicate the
sender
l'envoi
comme b6enficiaire
beneficiaire du
Penvoi comme
du of the article as the payee of the
mandat. Lorsque
mandat.
Lorsque le
le reglement
reglement money
money order.
order. When
When the
the regularegulade l'Administration
le tions of the Administration
de
l'Administration d'origine
d'origine le
Administration of
of
permet, l'expediteur
permet,
l'exp6diteur a
a la
la faculte
facult6 origin permit, the
the sender
sender has
has the
de mentionner
mentionner sur
sur ce
titre, aux
lieu option of mentioning
de
ce titre,
aux lieu
mentioning on that
that
et place
place de
de son
adresse, le
le titulaire
titulaire order, instead
et
son adresse,
instead of his address,
address, the
et le
le numero
numero d'un
compte courant
courant holder and number
et
d'un compte
number of a
a current
current
postal term
le pays
pays d'origine
d'origine postal-check
postal
tenu dans
dans le
postal-check account held in the
ainsi que
quo le
bureau qui
qui tient
tient ce
ce country of origin,
ainsi
le bureau
origin, as well as the
compte. Chaque
Chaque Administration
Administration office
compte.
office where
where that account
account is kept.
eat
libre de
de faire
&dresser aux
aux Any Administration
est libre
faire adresser
Administration is at liberty
bureaux d'origine
bureaux
d'origine des
des envois
envois on
ou aa to cause money orders relating to
d'autres
sea bureaux
bureaux lea
man- articles originating
d'autres de
de ses
les manoriginating in its service
service
data
envois origiorigi- to be addressed
dats afferents
afferents aux
aux envois
addressed to the offices of
naires de
naires
de son
son service.
service.
others
origin of the articles, or to others
offices.
of its offices.
reuni d'une
Le mandat est
eat Muni
d'une
The money order is securely atmanibre
maniere solide
solide h
Pobjet auquel
auquel il
ii tached
A l'objet
tached to the article to which
which it
it
se rapporte.
rapporte.
se
relates.
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ARTICLE 133.
ARTICLE
133.
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ARTICLE 133
133
ARTICLE

Versement en compte
Versement
compte courant
courant Transfer
Transfer to a
a current
current postal-check
postal dans
dans le
le pays de destinadestinaaccount
account in
in the country of destidestition
l'envoi.
tion de l'envoi.
nation
the article
article
nation of
of the
Tout envoi dont le montant
montant
Every
amount,
Every article whose
whose amount,
encaisse doit etre verse en compte when collected,
collected, is
to be
be turned
turned over
is to
over
courant postal dans le pays
pays de to a
a current
postal-check account
current postal-check
account
accompagn6, sauf in the
destination est accompagne,
the country
country of destination is
arrangement contraire,
arrangement
contraire, d'un bulle- accompanied,
accompanied, barring
barring contrary
contrary
tin de versement conforme
conforme A
a, la
la agreement,
a transfer bulletin
agreement, by a
formule
formule prescrite dans le service conforming
conforming to
the model
model preto the
preinterieur de ce pays. Le bulletin scribed in the domestic service
of
service of
compte that country. The bulletin
doit designer le titulaire du compte
bulletin shall
crediter et contenir
contenir toutes les designate the holder of the account
A crediter
account
autres indications quo
comporte to be credited,
que comporte
credited, and shall contain
le texte de la formule, a
, l'exception
l'exception all other information
information called
called for by
by
du montant
montant a,
A crediter qui sera the text
with the
the
text of
of the
the form,
form, with
inscrit par l'Administration
1'Administration de
de exception
exception of the
amount to
be
the amount
to be
destination apres encaissement
encaissement du credited,
credited, which will be entered
montant du remboursement.
remboursement. Si by the Administration
Administration of
destiof destile bulletin de versement est pourvu nation after
after collecting
collecting the
amount
the amount
y men
d'un coupon,
coupon, l'expediteur
l'expediteur y
men-: of
0. D.
D. charge.
If the
the
of the
the C.
C. 0.
charge. If
tionne son nom et son adresse amsi
ainsi transfer bulletin
bulletin has
has a
a coupon,
coupon,
que les autres indications
indications qu'il the
sender mentions
mentions thereon
thereon his
his
the sender
juge n6cessaires.
necessaires.
name and
address, as
as well
well as
as such
such
name
and address,

Transfer bulletin.
bulletin.

other information
he deems
other
information as
as he
deems
necessary.
necessary.
Le bulletin de versement
versement est
The
bulletin is
is attached
attached
The transfer
transfer bulletin
reuni solidement A
al'objet.
securely to
the article.
article.
securely
to the
ARTICLE 134.
134.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
134
ARTICLE 134

Conversion du montant du rem- Conversion
Conversion of
the amount
amount collected
collected
of the
boursement.
boursement.
Sauf entente
entente contraire, le monmontant du remboursement
remboursement exprime
exprime
dans la monnaie du pays d'origine
d'origin.e
de l'envoi est converti
converti en monnaie
du
du pays
pays destinataire
destinataire par
par les
les soins
soins.
de l'Adrninistration
1'Administration de
de ce
ce pays,
pays, qui
qui
se sort
sert du taux de conversion dont
elle fait usage pour
pour les mandats de
do
poste a
Adestination
destination du
du pays
pays d'orid'origine des envois.
envois.

Conversion of
collecConversion
of oollec
Barring contrary
Barring
contrary agreement,
agreement, tions.
the amount
the
charge,
amount of the
the trade
trade charge,
expressed
the country
country
expressed in
in money
money of
of the
of origin
is convertconvertorigin of
of the
the article,
article, is
ed into money of the country
country of
destination
destination by the Administration
Administration
of that
that country,
country, which
makes use
use
of
which makes
of the conversion
conversion rate which it
it
employs
employs for
money orders
orders desdesfor money
tined
tined for the country
country of origin
origin of
the articles.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 135.
135.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 135
135

Divergence entre les indications
indications du
between indications
indications of
of
Divergence
du Difference between
the amount
of the
D.
the
amount of
the C.
C. 0.
montant du remboursement.
remboursement.
O. D.
charge
charge

En cas
cas de
divergence entre
entre les
En
de divergence
les
indications du montant du
remdu remindications
boursement
figurant sur
sur l'envoi
l'envoi et
boursement figurant
et
cur
plus
sur le
le mandat,
mandat, la
la somme
somme la
la plus
elevee doit
etre encaiss6e
encaissee sur
sin' le
6lev6e
doit 8tre
destinataire.
destinataire.

Settlement of dedeSettlement
In case
difference between
case of difference
between livery
charges.
charges.
the indications
indications of the amount of
of
the charge
charge to be collected
collected on
on
delivery shown
the article
article and
and
delivery
shown on
on the
the higher
higher
on the money order,
order, the
sum shall be collected
collected from the
addressee.
addressee.
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Refusal
Refusal to pay.
pay.

Payment
Payment required
required
when addressee is
is
away.
away.

Period
Period for payment.

Return to sender.
Return

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTH ER THAN
THAN TREATIE
TREATIESS

Si celui-ci
celui-ci refuse
refuse de verser
verser cette
cette
somme, l'envoi
Penvoi petit
byre,
peut etre
etre livre,
Pexception prevue
sauf l'exception
pr6vue cr-apres,
ci-apres,
contre payement
payement de la
incontre
la somme inf6rieure, mais sous reserve qu'un
ferieure,
qu'un
payement complementaire
sera efefcompl6mentaire sera
fectue, s'il
reception
s'il y
y aa lieu,
lieu, des
des reception
des renseignements
renseignements qui seront
seront
PAdrainistration expefournis par l'Administration
exp&
ditrice. Si le destinataire
destinataire n'accepte pas cette condition,
est
condition, il
il est
sursis
a la
minis a
is livraison de l'envoi.
Pans
lee cas,
demand()
Dans tous les
cas, une
une demande
renseignements est transmise
de reiaseignements
trancrmise
immediatement a
immediatement
b PAdministration
1'Administration
expeditriee
expeditrice qui doit y
y repondre,
repondre,
dans le plus court delai possible,
possible,
en pr6cisant
precisant le montant
exact du
montant exact
du
remboursement et en appliquant,
remboursement
appliquant,
le cas echeant,
6ch6ant, lee
prescriptions de
les prescriptions
l'article
Particle 187,
ci-apres.
137, §
§ 2, ci-apres.
Lorsque le destinataire
destinataire est de
passage
passage ou doit s'absenter,
s'absenter, le
le
payement
payement de la
is sotrune
is plus
somme la
plus
6levee
elevee est toujours
toujours exige. En
En cas
cas
de refus, l'envoi n'est
West Hare
livr6 qu'a,
qu'A
r6ception de is.
la reponse
la reception
r6ponse a is
la
demande de renseignernents.
renseignements.

If the latter
latter refuses
refuses to
to pay
pay that
that
sum, the
article may be
be delivered,
delivered,
the article
except as provided below, upon
payment of the lower sum,
but
sum, but
with the understanding
understanding that
that an
additional payment
payment is to
be made,
made,
to be
if necessary,
necessary, upon receipt
receipt of
of the
the
information
by
information to be furnished
furnished by
origin. If
If
the Administration
Administration of origin.
addressee does
does not
not accept
the addressee
accept
that condition,
condition, delivery
delivery of the
the
article is postponed.
In all cases, aarequest
request for
for inforinforimmediately to
to the
the
mation is sent immediately
Administration of origin, which
which
Administration
thereto as soon as
as
shall reply thereto
possible,
possible,
stating the precise
precise
amount to be collected,
collected, and
and
applying, if occasion
applying,
occasion arises, the
provisions
Article 137, Section
Section
provisions of
of Article
2,
hereafter.
2, hereafter.
When the addressee
addressee is
When
is traveling
traveling
or must be away,
away, payment
payment of the
higher sum is always required.
required.
In case of refusal,
refusal, the article
article is
is
not delivered until reply is rereceived
ceived to the request for inforinformation.

ARTICLE
136.
ARTICLE 136.

ARTICLE
136
ARTICLE 136

Delai de payement.
payement.
Le montant du remboursement
remboursement
doit etre paye
dolt
pay6 dans un delai
delai de
sept jours a compter du lendemain
lendemain.
1'envoi an
de l'arrivee
Parrivee de Pen.voi
au bureau
destinataire. Ce delai
destinataire.
pent etre
d6lai peut
etre

Period for payment
Period
The amount
amount to be collected
collected
shall be paid within aa period
of
period of
seven days,
counting from
from the day
day
days counting
following
following the arrival of the article
at the office
office of destination.
destination. That
That
period may be extended
extended to one
one
month
month at most when the
the domestic
legislation
legislation of the country
country of
of destination so requires. At the expiperiod of retention,
ration of the period
retention,
the article is returned to the office
of origin.
origin. The sender
sender may,
howmay, however, by an annotation,
annotation, request
request
immediate return
the immediate
return of the article
article
in case that the addressee
addressee does
not pay the amount
amount of the
the C.
C. O.
0. D.
D.
charge when the article is first tendered
dered for delivery.
delivery. Tmmediate
reImmediate return
turn is also
also effected
effected if the addressee,
addressee,
on presentation,
presentation, has formally
formally rerefused to make any payment.

ARTICLE
137.
ARTICLE 137.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 137
137

porte
mole au
an maximum
port6 a
a un mois
maximum
egislation interne du
lorsque lalalegislation
du
pays de destination l'exige. A
I'expiration
l'expiration du delai
delai de
garde,
de garde,
1'objet
l'objet est renvoye
renvoy6 au bureau
d'orlgine.
d'ongine.
L'expediteur
pent
L'expediteur
peut
toutefois demander,
demander, par une
une annotation, le retour immediat de
l'objet au cas off
oil le destinataire
ne
no payerait
payerait pas le montant
montant du
remboursement
lors de la
remboursement lore
is premiere
presentation.
presentation. Le renvoi
hnraediat
renvoi immediat
a egalement
a
egalement lieu si le destinataire,
lors
la presentation,
presentation, a
lore de is
a formellement refuse tout payement.

Annulation on
du
ou modification
modification du
montant du remboursement.
montant
remboursement.

governing reRules governing
quests.
quests.

[54 STAT.

Cancelation
Cancelation or
of the
the
or modification of
amount to be collected on delivery
l.-Les
demandes d'annulation
1.—Les demandes
d'annulation
1. Requests
1.
Requests for cancelation
cancelation or
or
modification du montant
ou de modification
montant du modification
modification of the amount to be

54 STAT.]
54
Si.]
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remboursement sont soumises
remboursement
an x collected
soumises aux
collected are subject to the
the rules
rules
regles et formalites
formalites prescrites p
par
prescribed
ar and formalities
formalities prescribed
by
by
larticle
l'article 150 ci-apres.
ci-apres.
Article 150 hereafter.
hereafter.
Poet, p.
p. 2141.
2141.
Post,
S'il s'agit d'une
d'une demande
demande tele
tele-- In case of a
a telegraphic
telegraphic rere- Telegraphic rerequests.
quests.
graphique, celle-ci
celle-ci doit
etre concon- quest, it shall be confirmed,
doit Atre
confirmed, by
by
firm6e,
firmee, par le premier courrier
courrier,, the first mail, by a
a postal request
request
par une demand()
demande postale accomaccom- accompanied
accompanied by the facsimile
pagn6e
pagnee du facsimile
facsimile dont
dont il
il est
es t mentioned
mentioned in Article 150,
150, SecSecquestion aa l'article
1, ci
l'article 150,
150, §§ 1,
ci-- tion 1,
1, hereafter, bearing at the
apres, et
en tete
l'annota- head the notation, underlined
et portant en
tote l'annotaunderlined
tion soulign6e
soulignee au crayon de couleur
couleur in colored pencil: Confirmation
Confirmation
Confirmation
«Confirmation de la demande
demande teletel6- de la
demande telegraphique
/a demande
telegraphique du
graphique du
graphique
.0.
du .
. ...,.
....... "
" (confirmation of the
the
telegraphic
telegraphic request
request of
of.......)
Dans
Dana ce cas, le
bureau destinadestina- In that case, the office of
le bureau
of destidestitaire se borne a
retenir l'envoi,
la nation merely holds the article
Aretenir
l'envoi, a
Ala
reception
reception du t6elgramme,
telegramme, et
et at
at-- on receipt of the telegram,
telegram, and
and
tend la confirmation
confirmation postale
postale pour
pour waits for confirmation
confirmation by mail
mail
faire droit a
demande.
A la
la demande.
before complying
complying with the request.
before
request.
Toutefois,
1'Administration desToutefois, l'Administration
desHowever, the Administration
Administration
tinataire peut, sous
sous sa
sa propre
propre of destination
destination may
may, on its own
own
responsabilit6,
responsabilite, donner
donner suite
suite a,a une
une responsibility,
responsibility, comply
comply with a
ateleteledemande
demande telegraphique
telegraphique sans
sans atat- graphic
graphic request without awaiting
tendre cette confirmation.
confirmation.
confirmation.
such confirmation.
2.—Excepte le
le cas
cas prevu
pr
a
2.-Excepte
Mail requests.
A
2. Except
Except in the case concon- Mail
Ante, p. 2129.
2129.
Ante,
133, toute
l'article 188,
demande par
par templated
toute demande
templated by Article
Article 133,
133, every
every
voie postale de modification
modification du
du request by mail for
for modification
of
modification of
montant du remboursement
remboursement doit
dolt the amount to be collected
collected on
on
Atre
accompagn6e d'une
etre accompagnee
d'une nouvelle
nouvelle delivery shall be accompanied
accompanied by
by
formule de
mandat de
de remboursede mandat
rembourse- aanew C. O.
0. D. money-order
money-order form
form
ment indiquant le montant
montant rectifie.
rectifie. indicating the correct amount.
Lorsqu'il s'agit d'une
d'une demande
demande
case of a
a request
request by teleteleIn case
par voie telegraphique,
telegraphique, le
le mandat
mandat graph, the C. 0.
order
O. D. money order
de remboursement
remboursement doit
doit etre
rem- shall be replaced
etre remreplaced by the office of
of
plac6 par
place
bureau destinataire
par le
le bureau
destinataire destination
destination under
under the conditions
dans lea
les conditions
conditions determin6es
determinees fixed by Article 140 hereafter.
hereafter.
par l'article /40
140 ci-apres.
ci-apres.
ARTICLE 138.
138.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
138
ARTICLE 138

Reexpedition.
Reexpedition.

Forwarding
Forwarding

Les envois reconunandes
recommandes grey&
greves
Registered
Registered C. O.
0. D. articles
de remboursement
remboursement peuvent
peuvent etre
etre may be forwarded
country
forwarded if
if the country
reexpedies si le pays
reexpedies
de la
pays de
la nouvelle
nouvelle of new destination
destination carries on the
the
destination assure,
destination
avec celui
celui d'oriassure, avec
d'ori- C. 0.
O. D. service with the
the country
country
gine, le service des
des envois de
de cette
the artiarticette of origin. In such
such aacase, the
cat6gorie.
categoric. Dans
Dana ce
les envois
envois cles are accompanied
ce cas, les
accompanied by C.
0. D.
C. 0.
D.
sent
sont accompagnes
accompagnes des
des formules
money-order forms made
formules money-order
by
made out
out by
de m
a n d a t s de remboursement
mandats
remboursement the service
service of origin.
origin. The AdAd6tablies
etablies par
par le
le service
ministration of new
service d'origine
new destination
destination
d'origine. ministration
L'Administration de la nouvelle
L'Administration
nouvelle proceeds
proceeds to settle for the C. O.
0. D.
D.
destination
destination procede
a la
procede A
charges as if the
the article
article had
had been
been
la liquidaliquida- charges
tion des remboursements
remboursements comme
direct.
comme sent to it direct.
si les envois lui avaient
avaient ete
ete expeexpedies directement.
Les envois dont
Articles on which
Articles
which the amount
le montant
montant endent le
amount
encaisse
doit etre
caisse doit
en compte
compte collected
collected is to be turned over to
etre verse
verse en
account
courant
a current postal-check
courant postal
le pays
postal dans
dans le
postal-check account
pays de
de a
of destinadestination
destination piimitif
ne peuvent
peuvent in the original
original country of
primitif ne
destination may not be forwarded.
forwarded.
etre reexpedies.
reexpedies.

Forwarding
Forwarding of reglsregistered articles.

ExcePtionException.
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREPMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

ARTICLE 139.
139.
ARTICLE

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ARTICLE 139
139
ARTICLE

money
Issuance of
of the C. 0. D. money
mandat de
Emission du mandat
de rembourserembourse- Issuance
order or transfer
transfer bulletin
order
ment on
versement
ou du
du bulletin
bulletin de
de versement.

Issuance otf .O.D.

Issuance of C. O. D.

money order,
etc.
money
order,etc.

Inquiry.
Charge inquiry.

Transferbulletins.
Transfer
bulletins.

Les bulletins de versement
versement des
envois
dont
envois contre remboursement,
remboursement, dont
le montant doit etre porte
porte aa. un
compte courant
courant postal dans le
le
pays de destination,
destination, sont traites
d'apres le regime
regime int6rieur
in terieur des
cheques et virements postaux
postaux de
ce pays.

Immediately after collecting
collecting the
Immediately
amount
amount of the C. 0.
O. D.
D. charge,
destination, or
the office
office of destination,
or any
any
other office
office designated
designated by the
other
Administration of destination,
destination, fills
Administration
fills
in the part of the C. 0.
O. D. money
money
order
"Service Informaorder entitled "Service
tion", and, after placing
placing its date
stamp thereon, returns it
it free of
of
postage to the address indicated.
indicated.
postage
When
request for
information
When aarequest
for information
as to the exact amount of the
0. D. charge has
C. O.
has been sent
sent to
the Administration
Administration of origin, the
sending of the money order is
postponed
postponed until the
the reply is
is
received.
received.
transfer bulletins of C. 0.
The transfer
O.
amounts are to
D. articles whose amounts
current postalbe transferred
transferred to aacurrent
check account
account in the country of
of
destination are
treated in accorddestination
are treated
ance with the domestic
domestic regularegulaance
country concerning
tions of that
that country
concerning
postal checks and
and transfers.

ARTICLE 140.
140.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 140
140

Imrnediatement apres
spree avoir
Imm6diatement
avoir enencaiss le montant
remboursecaisse
montant du remboursement, le bureau de
destination, ou
de destination,
ou
tout autre bureau
bureau &gigue
d6sign6 par
par
l'Administration destinataire,
destirtataare, rem1'Administration
remplit la partie «Indications
JIndications de
services
services du mandat
mandat de
de rembourseremboursespree avoir appose
appose son
son
ment et, apres
timbre
adate,
le renvoie
renvoie sans
sans taxe
timbre A
date, le
taxe
a. l'adresse
Padresse indiqu6e.
indiquee.
A
Lorsqu'une demande
demande de renseignements
cur le montant exact
seignements sur
exact
remboursement a
aete adressee
adressee a.
du remboursement
a
l'Administration
d'origine, il
1'Administration d'origine,
il est
sursis a
a. l'envoi
l'envoi du
du mandat
mandat jusqu'a
jusqu'a,
sursis
reponse.
la reception
reception de la
la reponse.

Annulation
Annulation ou remplacement
remplacement des Cancelation
replacement of
of
Cancelation or replacement
formules de mandate
mandats de remC. 0.
D. money-order or transferC.
0. D.
transferboursement ou de bulletins de
boursement
bulletin
bulletinforms
versement.
Caneelation,
etc.
Canoelatlon, etc.

Lost,
TLot, etc.,
etc., forms.
farms.

1.—Les formules
formules de mandate
1.-Les
mandats de
remboursement
deviennent inremboursement qui deviennent
utilisables pour cause de diverindications du
du
gence entre
entre lee
les indications
montant du remboursement
on
montant
remboursement ou
par suite d'armulation
d'annulation on
ou de modification
memo quo
fication du montant, de meme
que
lee
les formules de bulletins de versement devenues inutilisables
ens
inutilisables en cas
d'annulation du montant du remd'annulation
boursement, sont d6truites
detruites par les
boursement,
soins de l'Administration
l'Administration destinadestinataire des envois.
taire
2.—Les formulas
afferentes aux
2.-Les
formules aff6rentes
envois greves
remboursement
grev6s de remboursement
qui,
quelconque,
qui, pour un motif quelconque,
sont renvoyes
renvoyes a
a l'origine
l'origine doivent
doivent
etre annules
annulees par les
lee soins
coins de
l'Administration
l'Administration qui effectue
le
effectue le
renvoi.
3.—Lorsque les
lea formules aff6affe3.-Lorsque
rentes aux envois
envois groves
greves de rem-

1. C. 0.
O. D. money-order
1.
money-order forms
forms
which become
become useless
of
useless because
because of
difference
between the indicaindicadifference between
tions of the amount to be collected or as a
aresult
result of cancelation
cancelation
or modification
modification of the amount, as
well as transfer-bulletin
transfer-bulletin forms
forms
which have become
become useless in
in
case
case of cancelation
cancelation of the amount
amount
of the trade charge,
charge, are destroyed
destroyed
destinaby the Administration
Administration of destination of the articles.
O.
2. The forms relating
relating to C. 0.
D. articles which are returned
to origin for any reason
reason shall be
canceled by the Administration
Administration
canceled
which effects
effects the return.
which
3. When forms relating
relatio to C.
C..
0. D. articles are lost,
O.
lost, misplaced
misplaced.
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boursement
boursement sont 6gar6es,
egarees, perdues
ou
detruites avant
ou d6truites
avant l'encaissement
l'encaissement
du
du montant
montant du
du remboursement,
remboursement, le
le
bureau
bureau destinataire
destinataire en
en etablit
etablit des
des
duplicata sur formule
formule C
C 8
duplicata
8 ou
ou sur
sur
formule
formule de bulletin
versement,
bulletin de versement,
selon le
cas.
selon
le cas.

or destroyed
destroyed before the amounts
amounts
of the
the trade
charges are
collected,
of
trade charges
are collected,
the office of destination
destination makes up
duplicates on Form C
C 8, or on the
transfer-bulletin
transfer-bulletin form, as the case
may
may be.

ARTICLE
141.
ARTICLE 141.

A RTICLE 141
ARTICLE

2133
2133

Past. pp.
pp. 2197,
Post,
2197, 2198.
2198.

de remboursement
non Undelivered
Mandats de
remboursement non
Undelivered or unpaid
unpaid C.
C. 0.
0. D.
delivres
delivres ou non
non encaisses.
encaisses.
money orders
orders
Les
Les mandats
mandats de
de remboursement
remboursement
qui n'ont
etre d6livres
delivres aux
qui
n'ont pu
pu etre
aux
beneficiaires sont,
apres avoir
avoir &Le
beneficiaires
sont, apres
6et
eventuellement soumis
sounds a
ala
la formaforma6ventuellement
lite
lit6 du
du visa
visa pour
pour date,
date, quittances
quittances
par
par l'Administration
l'Administration d'origine
d'origine des
des
envois
quo ces titres concernent
envois que
concernent et
et
portes en compte aa l'Administraport&
tion qui
tion
qui les
les a
a emis.
emis.
Ii
est de
de lame
des mandats
I1 en
en est
mgme des
mandats
de
qui ont
ont ete
de remboursement
remboursement qui
ete
remis aux
aux ayants
ayants droit, mais dont
le montant
encaisse.
ete encaiss6.
le
montant n'a pas ete
Toutefois, ces
an
Toutefois,
ces titres
titres doivent, au
prealablel etre
remplaces par
des
par des
pr6alable,
etre remplaces
automations de
de payement
payement dresdresautorisations
sees
par l'Administration
d'origine
sees par
1'Administration d'origine
des
des mandats.
mandats.
ARTICLE
142.
ARTICLE 142.

Undelivered
Undelivered or unC.
which it
it paid
C. 0.
O. D.
D. money
money orders
orders which
0. D. money
C. O.
has
impossible to
to orders.
has been
been impossible
to deliver to
the payees
payees are,
the
are, after
having been
after having
been
submitted,
if necessary,
the
submitted, if
necessary, to
to the
formality
formality of
indorsement for
for exexof indorsement
tension
receipted by
tension of validity,
validity, receipted
by
the Administration
the
Administration of
of origin of
of the
the
articles to
articles
to which such orders
orders redebited in
late, and
and debited
in the
the account
account
to the
the Administration
Administration which
to
which has
has
issued them.
them.
issued
The
0. D.
The same
same applies to C. O.
have been
money orders
orders which
which have
been
delivered to
the payees,
payees, but
whose
delivered
to the
but whose
amounts have
have not
not been
collected.
amounts
been collected.
However,
However, such
first
such orders
orders should
should first
be replaced
replaced by
authorizations for
be
by authorizations
for
payment made
by the
the Adminpayment
made up
up by
Administration
of origin
of the
the orders.
orders.
istration of
origin of

A
RTICLE 142
ARTICLE

Decompte des
des mandats
mandats de
de remrem- Account
Account of
C. 0.
orders
O. D.
D. money
money orders
of C.
Decompte
boursement.
boursement.
1.—Sauf entente
contraire, le
le
entente contraire,
1.-Sauf
decompte relatif
aux mandats
mandats de
de
relatif aux
decompte
remboursement
pay& est
est etabli
6tabli
remboursement payes
sur
formule conforme
modele
conforme an
au modele
sur formule
C
au compte
compte
et joint
joint au
ci-annex6 et
C 99 ci-annexe
mensuel
mandats de
de poste.
des mandats
mensuel des
2.—Dans
cc compte
compte particulier,
particulier,
2.-Dans ce
qui
est accompagn6
accompagne des
des mandats
mandats
qui est
de reinboursement
pay& et
et quitquitremboursement payes
de
tances,
mandats sont
inscrits
sont inscrits
les mandats
tanc6s, les
(Inns l'ordre
des bubualphab6tique des
dans
1'ordre alphabetique
reaux (d'6mission
d'emission et
et suivant
suivant l'ordre
l'ordre
reaux
numerique
leur inscription
aux
inscription aux
de leur
numlnriquo de
registres
de ces
L'Adbureaux. L'Adces bureaux.
registres (ol
ministration
le compte
compte
6tabli le
qui aaetabli
ministration qui
adult de
de la
totale do
de sa
sa
somrne totale
la somtne
deduit
creance le
le montant
montant des
et
taxes .et
des taxes
crdance
droits revenant
revenant a
al'Administration
l'Administration
droits
correspondante, conformement
conformement A
correspondante,
Particle 73
73 de
la Convention.
Convention.
de la
l'article

Accounting, etc.
etc.
1. Barring
Barring contrary
contrary agreement,
agreement, Accounting,
the
to C.
C. 0.
1).
O. 1).
the account
account relative
relative to
money orders
paid is
is made
made up
up on
on
money
orders paid
2199.
Post. p. 2199.
a
agreeing with Model
C9
9 Post,
a form agreeing
Model C
hereto appended,
appended, and
is attached
attached
hereto
and is
to the
the monthly
money-order acmonthly money-order
count.
2. In
In this
this individual
individual account,
account, Entries.
which
is
accompanied
by
paid
by
the paid
which is accompanied
and receipted
0. D.
D. money
money
receipted C.
C. O.
and
orders,
orders are
in
are entered
entered in
the orders
orders, the
of the
the
the alphabetical
order of
alphabetical order
the
offices
of issue
and in
in the
the numerinumeriissue and
offices of
cal
order of
of their
entry in
the
in the
their entry
cal order
records of
of those
those offices. The
The
records
Administration which
which has
made
has made
Administration
up the
the account
account deducts,
deducts, from
from the
the
up
total
its credit
credit balance,
balance,
amount of
of its
total amount
the amount
of the
and
charges and
the charges
the
amount of
fees due
to the
the corresponding
corresponding
due to
fees
Administration,
in
accordance
accordance
in
Administration,
Ante, p.
1). 2087.
with
of the
Convention. A.i,
the Convention.
73 of
Article 73
with Article

2134
2134
Verification and
Verification
settlement.
settlement.
Post,
Post, p. 2199.
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3.—Le solde
du compte
C9
9 est
est
compte C
solde du
3.-Le
ajoute, autant
celui
a celui
possible, a
que possible,
autant quo
ajoute,
du
compte mensuel
des mandats
mensuel des
du compte
de
etabli pour
pour la
memo
la meme
poste etabli
de poste
periode.
verification et
et la
La verification
periode. La
liquidation de
comptes sont
sont
ces comptes
de ces
liquidation
effectuees
les regles fix6es
fixees
selon les
effectu6es selon
par l'Arrangement
et le Reglement
Rfglement
l'Arrangement et
par
des
mandats de
poste.
de poste.
es mandats
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3. The
balance of the account
account
The balance
3.
C 9
far as possible,
added, as far
is added,
9 is
C
to
moneythat of the monthly moneyto that
order
account made up for the
order account
same
period.
verification
The verification
same period.
accounts
settlement of those accounts
and settlement
are effected
effected in
accordance with
in accordance
are
the rules
rules fixed by
Agreement
by the Agreement
the
and
money
concerning money
Regulations concerning
and Regulations
orders.

TITRE
V.
TITRE V.

TITLE
V
TITLE V

OPERATIONS UPON
UPON DEOPERATIONS
AU DEPART
ET OPERATIONS
DEPARTET
OPERATIONSAU
PARTURE
AND ARRIVAL
ARRIVAL
PARTURE AND
A
L'ARRIVEE.
A L'ARRIVPE.
CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE

SOLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER
SQLE

ARTICLE
143.
ARTICLE 143.

ARTICLE
143
ARTICLE 143

Application du timbre
timbre a date.
Application

Application
date stamp
of the date
Application of

1.-Les correspondances
1.—Les
correspondences sont
frappCes au recto par le bureau
frappees
bureau
d'origine
d'un timbre
timbre indignant,
indiquant,
d'origine d'un
autant que
quo possible
caracteres
possible en caracteres
autant
latina,
date du
la date
d'origine et la
lieu d'origine
latins, lee lieu
depet a
ala poste.
dep6t
pourvues
Dans
ues de
localites pourv
Dans les localites
plusieurs bureaux
bureaux de poste, le
plusieurs
timbre doit indiquer
indiquer quel est le
timbre
bureau de d6ept.
depOt.
bureau
L'application du timbre pr6vu
Application not obliL'application
prevu
gatory in designated
precedents n'est
pas
cases. in designated aux alinas
alineas precedents
if est pas
obligatoire pour les corresponcorresponobligatoire
dences
affranchies au moyen
moyen d'emdances affranchies
preintes
machines a affranchir
affranchir
de machines
preintes de
si lindication
l'indication du lieu d'origine et
si
de
dep6t Ala poste figure
la date du depot
de la
dans
L'appli.caces empreintes. L'applicadans ces
tion du
du timbre
timbre dont il
D. s'agit
s'agit n'est
tion
pas non
non plus
exigee pour les objets
plus exig6e
pas
recommandes, a
reduit non recommandes,
tarif reduit
a tarif
condition quo
salt
d'origine soit
le lieu &origins
que is
condition
envois.
sur ces envois.
indique sur

Application
Application of date
stamp.
amp

Bt .

post1. Correspondence
is
Correspondence
1.
marked on the front
front by the office
office
marked
of origin
origin with
indicating,
a stamp indicating,
with a
of
in Latin
far as poscharacters as far
Latin characters
in
sible, the place of origin and the
sible,
date
mailing.
date of mailing.
In localities
several post
having several
localities having
In
offices, the
indicate
the stamp shall indicate
offices,
which is the office of mailing.
which

The application
application of the stamp
The
contemplated
preceding
contemplated in the preceding
paragraphs is not obligatory
paragraphs
correspondence prepaid
prepaid by
for correspondence
means of impressions
impressions of stamping
means
machines
indication of the
the indication
machines if the
place
date of mailing
place of origin and date
appears in such impressions.
appears
Neither
application of the
is the application
Neither is
stamp in
required for unin question required
stamp
registered
articles at the reduced
registered articles
rate, on condition
condition that the place
indicated on such
of origin is indicated
articles.
Cancelation.
Cancelation.
2.-Tous
timbres-poste vapostage stamps
stamps
2. All valid postage
2.—Tous les timbres-posts
shall be canceled.
canceled.
shall
lables
doivent Atre
etre obliter6s.
obliteres.
lables doivent
canceled
Postage stamps not canceled
Les
obliteres
timbres-poste non obliter6s
Les timbres-poste
the
oversight on the
par
d'erreur on
d'omission through error or oversight
ou d'omission
suite d'erreur
par suite
of the service of origin shall
part of
dans
le service
doivent part
d'origine doivent
service d'origine
dans le
marked through with aa heavy
be marked
ou etre biffes
d'un fort trait on
biff6s d'un
etre
other
canceled in some other
annul&
or canceled
line or
d'une autre maniere par le line
annules d'une
manner by the office which debureau qui
Pirregularite, manner
constate l'irregularite,
qui constate
bureau
irregularity, but they
mais
us no
sent pas frappes
frappes du tects the irregularity,
ne sont
mais ils
with the date
are not struck with
timbre
a date.
timbre a
stamp.
3. Missent
correspondence, exMissent correspondence,
3.
3.-Les correspondances
Aliment, etc.,
etc., cor3.—Les
correspondances mal
mal
corMissnt,
respondence.
cept unregistered
unregistered articles
articles at rea tarij cept
diriges, 8auf
'spondne".
dirigees,
sauf les objets a
reduit
doivent duced rate, shall be struck with the
recommands, doivent
non recommandes,
riduit non
impression of the date stamp of the
etre
frappees de
l'empreinte du impression
de l'empreinte
6tre frapp6es
arrives through
timbre aa, date du bureau auquel office at which it arrives
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elles sont parvenues
parvenues par erreur.
erreur. error. This obligation is imposed
Cette obligation
obligation incombe non
non not only upon fixed post offices,
offices,
seulement aux bureaux s6dentaires,
seulement
sedentaires, but also upon
upon traveling
traveling post
post
mais aussi aux bureaux
bureaux ambuambu- offices as far as possible.
lants, dans la mesure du possible.
possible.
L'empreinte
L'empreinte doit etre apposee
apposee au The impression shall be
be placed
placed
i s'agit
verso des objets quand
guand ii
s'agit de on the back
back in the case of letters,
lettres et au
lettres
redo lorsgu'il
s'agit de
au recto
lorsqu'il s'agit
de and on the front in the case
case of
of post
post
cartes postales.
postales.
cartes
cards.
4.-Le timbrage
4.—Le
timbrage des corresponcorrespon4. The postmarking
postmarking of correcorredances deposees sur les navires in- spondence
on board
board ships
spondence mailed
mailed on
ships
combe aa l'agent des postes ou a is incumbent
combo
incumbent upon the postal
l'officier du bord charge
l'officier
charge du service agent
agent or the officer
officer on board in
ou, A
a leur d6faut,
Want, au bureau de charge
charge of the service, or in
in their
their
poste de l'escale auquel ces cor- absence
absence upon the post office at
at
respondances sont livrees A de- the port
port of call where such correcorreconvert. Dans ce cas,
le bureau
bureau spondence
couvert.
cas, le
spondence is delivered
delivered in open
les frappe de son timbre aadate
date et
et mail. In such aa case, the offce
office
y
y appose
appose la mention «Navireo,
.Navire,,, strikes the articles
articles with its date
date
,Paquebot,
Paquebot* ou toute autre anaana- stamp and places
places on them the
logue.
note Navire
Navire (ship),
(ship), Paquebot
Paguebot
(mail steamer),
steamer), or a
asimilar notation.
5.-Le
bureau destinataire
5.—Le bureau
destinataired'une
d'une 5. The office
office of destination
destination of aa
carte
carte postale
replbSe payee
postale avec reponse
payee reply-paid
reply-paid post card may apply
apply its
peut appliguer
appliquer son timbre
timbre si4 date
date date stamp on the left side of the
the
du c6te
cote gauche
gauche du redo
partie front
recto de la
la partie
front of the reply
reply half.
"Reponse".
"Reponse".

Correspondence
Correspondence
mailed
mailed on board ships.
ships,

a

ARTICLE 144.
ARTICLE
144.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 144
144

express.
Envois expres.

articles
Special-delivery articles

Les envois a
a remettre
remettre par expres sont pourvus,
pourvus, autant quo
que
a cBte
possible a
ceste de l'indication
l'indication du
lieu de destination,
destination, d'une etiquette
imprimee, de couleur
imprimee,
couleur rouge fonce,
fonce,
portant en gros caracteres
caractbres le mot
Expres 0.
',Exprs,,.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 145.
145.

Special-dell very ar.
ar•
Articles to be specially
specially delivered
delivered Special-delivery
tides,
ticles.
shall have affixed, as far as possible beside the indication
indication of the
place of destination,
destination, a
a printed
printed
abel of dark red color
label
color bearing in
in
large characters
largo
word Expres
characters the word
(special delivery).
delivery).

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 145
145

Envois non affranchis
affranchis ou insufUnprepaid or insufficiently
insuf- Unprepaid
insu
y prepaid
prepaid
fisamment affranchis.
articles
articles
1.-Les
1.—Les correspondances
correspondances pour
1. Articles of correspondence
correspondence
lesquelles
lesquelles une taxe quelconque
is to
to be
be
quelconque doit
doit on which any charge is
percue post6rieurement
posterieurement au
either from
etre pergue
collected after mailing, either
au collected
dep6t,
depot, soit sur le destinataire, soit the addressee,
addressee, or
the sender
sender
or from
from the
sur l'exp6diteur,
sur
l'expediteur, en
en cas
undecas de
de mise
mise in the case of return as undeliverable, are marked
en rebut, sont frappees du timbre liverable,
marked with the TTT
T (taxe a
a payer) A
a l'angle droit stamp (postage due) in the upper
superieur du recto; l'indication
l'indication en
right-hand corner of the front;
front;
sup6rieur
en right-hand
francs and cenfrancs et centimes du montant A the indication in francs
cenpercevoir est inscrite en chiffres
chiffres times of the amount to be collected
collected
is entered
entered in very
figures
tres lisibles, a
cote de ce
cc timbre.
very legible
legible figures
Ac6t6
beside that stamp.
stamp.
2. The application
application of the
T2.
2.—L'application du
2.-L'application
the Tdu timbre
timbre T
T
indication
l'indication du montant
ainsi que l'indication
montant stamp, as well as the indication
to be
collected, is
is
a percevoir
percevoir incombent a
l'Admi- of the amount to
A l'Admibe collected,
193470°-41-PT.
193470°-41—PT. n-57
II---57

Marking
Marking of
of unpre
unprepaid, et.,
etc., articles.
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incumbent
incumbent upon the Administration
tion of origin, or, in case of reforwarding
or return as undeliverwarding or
able, upon
upon the redispatching
redispatching Adable,
ministration.
ministration.
However, if it
it is aa question of
However,
Toutefois, s'il s'agit
sagit d'envois
Toutefois,
articles coming
coming from
from countries
appliquent articles
provenant
provenant de pays qui appliquent
which
apply
rates in rerates
reduced
apply
which
des
taxes
reduites
dans
lea
relales
dans
des taxes reduites
redispatcbing Adlations with the redispatching
tions
tions avec l'Administration re- lations
ministration, the amount
amount to be
expeditiice, le
perc,e- ministration,
montant aa percele montant
exp6ditrice,
indicated by the Adcollected is indicated
l'Administra- collected
indique par PAdministravoir est indique
ministration
effects delivery.
delivery.
ministration which effects
tion
distribution.
effectue la distribution.
qui effe,ctue
tion qui
3.—L'Admmistratiou de
de distridistridelivering AdministraAdmmistra3. The delivering
3.--L'Administration
bution
frappe Penvoi
è. tion marks the article with the
taxe A
de la tare
1'envoi de
bution frappe
postage to be collected.
collected.
of postage
amount of
percevoir.
percevoir.
bearing the
4. Every article not bearing
4.—Tout
4.-Tout envoi ne portant pas 4.
T-stamp is considered
considered as duly prele timbre
timbre T
T est
comme T-stamp
consid6r6 cornice
est consider()
le
accordingly, save
and treated accordingly,
paid and
dilment
affranchi et traite en con- paid
dfment aftranchi
m
m case of obvious error.
sequence, sauf erreur evidente.
evident°.
s6quence,
Account is not taken of post5. Account
tenu eompte
compte des
pas tenu
n'est pas
5.-11 n'est
stamps or postage-paid
postage-paid image stamps
timbres-poste et des empreintes
empreintes age
timbres-poste
pressions not valid for prepayd'affranchissement
valables pressions
d'affranchissement non valables
a case, the figure
figure
Dans ce ment. In such a
pour
l'affranchissement. Dana
pour Paffranchissement.
beside such
(0) is placed beside
zero (0)
a zero
cas,
&Hire zero (0) est place a
Ie chiffre
cas, le
cete de
ces stamps
stamps or impressions, which shall
timbres-poste ou de ces
de ces timbres-poste
c8te
inclosed in pencil.
pencil.
empreintes, qui doivent etre en- be inclosed
empreintes,
crayon.
cadres au crayon.

nistration d'origine
d'origine ou, en cas de
nistration
reexpedition ou
de mise
mise en rebut,
ou de
r6expedition
reexpeditrice.
l'Administration reexpeditrice.
g PAdministration

Presumption
prePresumption of prepayment.
Payment.

Invalid stamps, etc.
etc.

prepayof prepayReturn of
ment bulletins.

ARTICLE
146.
ARTICLE 146.

ARTICLE 146
146
ARTICLE

Renvoi des bulletins d'affranchissed'affranchisseRenvoides
ment.
Recuperation des droits
ment. Recuperation
avances.
livraison au des1.-Apres la Livraison
1.—Apres
tinataire
franc de
d'un envoi franc
tinataire d'un
droits,
le bureau
bureau qui
qui a
afait l'avance
droits, le
des
ou autres pour
des frais de douane on
le
eompte de Pexpediteur
l'expediteur comle compte
plete, en
lea
concerne, les
en ce qui le concerne,
plete,
au verso
mdications qui figurent
figurent an
indications
du
et
d'affranchissement et
bulletin d'affranchissement
du bulletin
transmet
dernier, accompagn6
ae,compagne
transmet ce dernier,
des
justificatives, au bureau
des pieces justificatives,
d'origine de l'envoi;
Penvoi; cette transmission
enveloppe
mission aa lieu sous enveloppe
fermee,
sans indication du conferm6e, sans
tenu.
Toutefois.
,chaque
chaque AdministraToutefois,

prepayment bulletins.
Return of prepayment
Recovery
charges advanced
Recovery of charges

1.
delivery to the
1. After
After the delivery
addressee of an article free of
addressee
charges, the office which
which has adcharges,
vanced the customs or other
other
vanced
charges on
sender
on behalf of the sender
charges
completes, in
in regard to itself, the
completes,
indications which
which appear on the
back of the prepayment
prepayment bulletin,
bulletin,
back
and transmits
the latter, accomtransmits the
and
papers,
panied by the supporting papers,
to the
the office
office of origin
origin of the
the article;
article;
to
such transmission
transmission is effected in a
a
such
sealed envelope,
without indicaenvelope, without
sealed
contents.
of the contents.
tion of
However,
each Administration
Administration
However, each
has the
par has
right to cause the return
effectuer, par
tion
ale droit
de faire
faire effectu.er,
the right
droit de
tion ale
prepayment bulletins bearing
bureauxspecialement
des bureaux
specialement design6s,
designes, of prepayment
to be
effected by
by offices
offices
le renvoi des bulletins d'affran- charges
be effected
charges to
designated, and to rechissement grev6s
greves de frais et de
de specially
specially- designated,
quest that
demander quo
soient quest
les bulletins soient
que lee
bulletins be sent
demander
that the bulletins
tin bureau
bureau d6termine.
determine. to a
a certain office.
office.
transmis a,A un
of the office
office to which
which
lee The name of
Le nom du bureau auquel lea
the bulletins
renvoy6s eat the
doivent etre
6tre renvoyes
bulletins are to be returned is
bulletins doivent
indicated, in all cases, by the
tous les cas, par le indicated,
inscrit, dans tons
office of
of origin of
of the article on
on
bureau expéditeur
expediteur de l'envoi au office
bureau
d'affranohisse- the front of the prepayment bullerecto du bulletin d'affranchissetin.
ment.
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2.-Lorsqu'un
2.—Lorsqu'un envoi qui porte
porte
Duplicate bulletin.
bulletins.
2.
the Duplicate
2. When an article bearing
bearing the
l'indication -Franc
Vindication
((Franc de droits,
droits>. notation
de droits
droits (free
(free of
of
notation Franc
Franc de
parvient au service
service destinataire
destinataire charges) reaches the office of
of
sans bulletin
d'affranchissement,destination without
sans
bulletin d'affranchissement,
without any
any prepayprepayle bureau charge
charge du dedouanement
d6douanement ment
ment bulletin, the office
office charged
charged
6tablit
etablit un duplicata
duplicata du
du bulletin
bulletin with the customs
customs clearance
clearance makes
makes
sur lequel II
il mentionne
mentionne le nom
nom du
du up aa duplicate
duplicate bulletin,
bulletin, on
on which
which
pays d'origine
autant quo
d'origine et, autant
que it
it mentions
mentions the name of the
the councounpossible, la
date du
du dep6t
depet de
la date
de try of origin
origin and, as far
far as
posas posl'envoi.
1'envoi.
sible, the date of
sible,
mailing of
of the
the
of mailing
article.
article.
Lorsque le bulletin
bulletin d'affrand'affranWhen
prepayment bulletin
When the prepayment
chissement est perdu apres
chissement
apres livrailivrai- is lost after
after the delivery
delivery of the
son de l'envoi, un
duplicata est
un duplicata
est article, aa duplicate
duplicate is
is prepared
prepared
etabli dans les memes
memes conditions.
conditions. under the same conditions.
Cancelatlin on re.
Cancelatim
re3.-Les
3.—Les bulletins
bulletins d'affranchissed'affranchisse3. Prepayment
3.
Prepayment bulletins bebe- turn
of article.
article.
ment afferents
afferents aux
aux envois
envois qui,
qui, longing
longing to articles which are
are rerepour
un motif
pour un
motif quelconque,
quelconque, sont
sont turned
turned to
origin for
for any
any reason
reason
to origin
renvoyes
l'origme doivent
doivent etre
renvoyes aa l'origine
etre shall be canceled
canceled by the
the AdminisAdminisannul&
par les
soins de
l'Adminis- tration
annules par
les soins
de 1'Administration of
destination.
of destination.
tration
tration destinataire.
destinataire.
converCurrency conver.
4.-A
la reception
reception d'un bulletin
4.—A la
bulletin
4. On receipt of aa prepayment
prepayment sion.
sion.
d'affranchissement indiquant
d'affranchissement
indiquant les
les bulletin indicating
indicating the
the charges
service paid by the service
frais debourses
debourses par
par le
le service
service of destination,
destination,
destinataire,
destinataire, l'Administration
l'Administration the
Administration of
of origin
origin conconthe Administration
d'origine convertit
convertit le
montant de
d'origine
le montant
verts the
those charges
charges
de verts
the amount
amount of
of those
into its
which
ces frais
frais dans
dans sa
sa propre
propre monnaie
monnaie a into
its own
own money
money at
at aarate
rate which
un
no doit
pas etre
etre supsup& shall not be higher
un taux
taux qui
qui ne
doit pas
higher than the rate
rieur an
rieur
fixe pour
remission fixed
au taux
taux fixe
the issuance
of money
money
fixed for
pour R'6mission
for the
issuance of
mandats de
des mandats
destina- orders destined
de poste
poste a,
a destinadestined for
the correfor the
corretion
pays correspondant.
correspondant. Le
tion du
du pays
sponding country. The
The result
result of
of
Le sponding
resultat de la
est inin- the conversion
resultat
la conversion
conversion est
conversion is
indicated in
in the
the
is indicated
dique dans
dans le
le corps
corps de
de la
formule body
dique
la formule
body of the
the form
and on
on the
the
form and
et sur
sur le
le coupon
lateral. Apres
Apr& coupon
et
coupon lateral.
coupon at the side.
having
side. After having
recouvre le
montant des
avoir recouvr6
le montant
des recovered
the amount
recovered the
amount of
of the
the
frais,
bureau d'origine
d'origine remet
h, charges,
charges, the
the office
of origin
origin dedefrais, le
le bureau
remet .A
office of
livers the
the coupon
coupon of
bulletin,
l'expediteur
coupon du
du bulletin
bulletin livers
l'expediteur le
of the
le coupon
the bulletin,
et, le
le cas
cas echeant,
les pieces
pieces justiand, if need be,
supporting
be, the
et,
the supporting
6chbant, les
justi- and,
papers,
to the
the sender.
papers, to
ficatives.
ficatives.
sender.
ARTICLE 147.
147.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 147
147

Envois reexpedies.
Envois
reexpedies.

Forwarded
Forwarded articles
articles

I.—Les
adres1.
1.-Les correspondances
correspondances adresI. Correspondence
Correspondence addressed to
persons who
sees a,
des destinataires
destinataires ayant
have changed
changed their
who have
sees
A des
their
ayant persons
change
de residence
residence is considered
change de
considered as
as adadresidence sont
sont concon- residence
siderees comme
comme adressees
directe- dressed
from the
the place
place of
of
dressed directly
directly from
sid6rees
adressees directeplace of
new destito the
ment du
du lieu
lieu de
the place
of new
destiment
lieu d'origine
d'origine au
au lieu
de origin to
nation.
nation.
la
nouvelle destination.
la nouvelle
destination.
2.
are not
not prepre2. Articles
Articles which
which are
2.—Les
insuffi2.-Les envois non ou
ou insuffior which
which are
insufficiently
are insufficiently
samment
pre- paid, or
samment affranchis
affranchis pour
pour leur
leur preprepaid for the first
part of
of their
their
first part
mier parcours
parcours sont
sont frappes
frappes de
de la
mier
la prepaid
with the
the
marked with
taxe qui
leur aurait
aurait 6et
été appliques
taxe
qui leur
appliquee journey, are marked
s'ils
adresgs directedirecte- charge
charge which
which would have
have been
been
s'ils avaient
avaient ete
ete adressgs
them if
had been
been
applied to
to them
if they
they had
ment
d'origine au
lieu de
de applied
ment du
du point
point d'origine
au lieu
addressed
directly from
from the
point
addressed directly
the point
adestination
nouvelle.
la
destination nouvelle.
1
to the
the place
of new
destiof origin to
place of
new destination.
nation.
3. Articles
Articles regularly
regularly prepaid
3.
prepaid
3.—Les
envois regulierement
3.-Les envois
regulierement afaffor the
the first
of their
their journey
first part
part of
journey
franchis
pour leur
leur premier
premier parfranchis pour
par- for

Forwarded
Frwarded

articles.
mtces.

Unprepaid, etc
etc.. aatUis

'd.,

Articles prepaid for
Articls
Prepaid for
part
of journey.
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complement de
cours, et dont
dont le compl6ment
de
afferent au parcours ult6rieur
taxe afferent
ulte,rieur
n'a pas eto
6et acquitt6
acquitte avant leur
leur
reexpedition,
reexpedition, sont frappes
d'une
frapp6s d'une
taxe tale
6gale A
ala difference
difference entre
entre le
le
prix d'affranchissement
d'affranchissement d6jA
déjà acacquitt6 et celui qui aurait
quitto
aurait ete
pergu
6et percu
si les envois avaient ete
expedies
Wt6 exp6dies
primitivement
primitivement sur leur
lour nouvelle
destination.
4.-Les envois primitivement
primitivement
4.—Les
adresses
A l'interieur
1'int6rieur d'un
adresses a
d'un pays
pays et
et
diment
dAment affranchis
affranchis scion
Is. r6gime
regime
selon le
int6rieur sont consider&
interieur
consid6res comme
des envois regulierement
affranchis
regulierement affranchis
pour leur premier parcours.
parcours.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

and on which the additional
additional
charge for their subsequent
subsequent transtransmission has not been paid before
before
their redirection
redirection are marked
marked with
with
a charge equal to the difference
a
difference
between the amount of
between
postage
of postage
already paid and that
which
that which
would
would have been
collected if
the
been collected
if the
articles had originally been
been sent
sent
to their new destination.
destination.
Articles
for interior
Articles for
nterior
4. Articles originally
delivery.
originally addressed
addressed
to the interior
interior of a
and
a country
country and
duly prepaid in accordance
with
accordance with
the domestic rates are considered
considered
as articles regularly
regularly prepaid
for
prepaid for
their first transmission.
transmission.
Franked articles.
artices.
5.-Les
5.—Les envois
envois ayant circulV
circuld
5.
5. Articles
Articles originally
originally sent
sent free
free
primitivement
primitivement en franchise
franchise postale of postage
postage in
domestic service
in the
the domestic
service
dans
l'int6rieur d'un pays sent
darts Pinterieur
sont of aa country are marked
with the
the
marked with
frappes
frappes de la taxe qu'ils auraient
ouraient charge
charge to which
which they would have
have
di
da acquitter s'ils avaient
avaient ete
et6 adres- been
been liable if they had been
been adses directement
directement du point (Porid'ori- dressed
dressed directly from
from the
the point
point
gine au lieu de la destination
destination of
of orgin
origin to
the place
of new
new
to the
place of
nouvelle.
destination.
destination.
a
stamp.
Uv .testamP.
6.-Lors de la
r6expedition, le
6.—Lors
is reexpedition,
6. At the
the time
time of
of forwarding,
forwarding,
bureau reexpediteur
r6expediteur applique
applique son
son the redispatching
redispatching office
applies its
office applies
its
timbre a
a date au recto des envois
envois date stamp on the front in the
the
sousforme
sous
forme de
de cartes
cartes et
et an
au verso
verso de
de case of articles in the form
of
form of
toutes les autres
categories de
toates
autres categories
de cards, and on
the back
back for
for all
all
on the
corresponclances.
correspondances.
other classes
classes of mail.
mail.
L
Incorrectly
Incorrectly addri,3addr
-z
7.-Les
7.—Les correspondances
correspondences ordi7.
ed articles.
Ordinary or registered
articles.
7. Ordinary
registered artiartinaires ou recommandees
recommandees qui sont
sont cles which
which are returned to the
the
renvoytes aux
renvoyees
sex expedi,teurs
pour senders for completion
expediteurs pour
completion or correccorrecqu'ils en completent
completent ou
ou en
reed- tion of the address are
en rectiare not
connot confient
Bent l'adresse,
l'adresse, ne
no sont
pas consont pas
con- sidered
sidered as
as redirected
correspondredirected correspondsid6eres,
siderees, lors de leur
lour remise dans
darts ence when
when returned
returned to the
service;
the service;
le service,
is.
service, comme des corresponcorrespon- they
they are treated
treated as new correcorredances
dences reexpediees;
reexpecliees; elles sont
sont traitrai- spondence,
spondence, and are therefore
therefore
tees
tees comme de nouveaux
nouveaux envois
et liable to new postage charges.
envois et
charges.
deviennent, par suite, passibles
passibles
d'une nouvelle taxe.
Customs
duties, etc.
Custosdutes,eto.
8.-Les
8.—Les droits
droits de douane et les
Recovery.
8. The customs
customs duties
and
duties and
autres droits non
non postaux
postaux dont
dont other non-postal charges
charges whose
whose
1'annulation
l'annulation n'a pu etre
obtenue cancelation
6tre obtenue
cancelation it has been
been impossible
impossible
A la reexp6dition
a
reexpedition ou au
renvoi to obtain upon redirection
au renvoi
redirection or
a Porigine
'origine (article 149
ci-apres) return
149 ci-apres)
return to origin (Article 149
here149 hererecouvr6s, par voie de remsont recouvres,
rem- after) are recovered,
recovered, through
through the
the
boursement, sur l'Administral'Administra- C. O.
0. D. service,
service, from
the AdAdfrom the
tion de la nouvelle destination.
destination. ministration
ministration of new
new destination.
destination.
Dans
Darts ce
cc cas, l'Administration
l'Administration de
de In that case, the Administration
Administration
la destination primitive joint
joint a
a of original destination
destination attaches
attaches
l'envoi une note
note explicative
explicative et
et un
un
to the article an explanatory
explanatory note
note
Pot,pp.2197,
Part,
pp. 2197, 2198.
219. mandat
de remboursement
mEuadat de
remboursement (mo- and a
O. D. money
aC. 0.
money order (Form
dle
del° C
8).
C 8).
cC 8).
8).
remboursement
Si le service de remboursement
If the C. 0.
O. D. service
service is not in
in
n'existe pas dans les relations entre operation
operation between
between the AdminisAdminisles Administrations
Administrations interessees,
interess6es, les
lea trations concerned,
concerned, the charges
droits en cause sent
sont recouvr6s
recouvr& par
par in question
question are recovered
recovered through
through
voie
vole de correspondance.
earrespondance.
correspondence.
correspondence.
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9.-Dans le cas ou
oi l'essai
9.—Dans
l'essai de
de
remise d'un objet expres A
adomicile
domicile
par un porteur
porteur special est
eat reste
reste
infructueux,
infructueux, le bureau r6expedireexpediteur doit biffer l'6tiquette
Petiquette ou
is
ou la
mention «Expreso
,Expres, par deux forts
forts
traits transversaux.

9. In
In case that the
attempt
the attempt
to deliver an article at
at the
the adaddressee's
dressee's residence
residence by special
special mesmessenger has been
been unsuccessful,
the
unsuccessful, the
redispatching office shall
redispatching
strike out
out
shall strike
the label or the
notation Expras
Expres
the notation
(special delivery)
(special
delivery) by
by means
of two
means of
two
heavy
heavy transverse
lines.
transverse lines.

ARTICLE 148.
ARTICLE
148.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 148
148

Enveloppes
Enveloppes de r6exp6dition
reexpedition
enveloppes collectrices.
collectrices.
enveloppes
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Unsuccessful atUnsuccessful
atdelivery.
mp at
at delivery

tempts
te
ts

et Forwarding
Forwarding envelopes
and collective
collective
envelopes and
envelopes
envelopes

1.-Les
1.—Les objets de correspon
correspon-- 1.
Ordinary
Ordinary mail
mail with
1. Articles of ordinary correcorre- corrected
corrected address.
address.
dance
r6exp4dier à
dance ordinaires aareexpedier
une spondence
a une
spondence to be forwarded
forwarded to one
one
meme personne ayant
ayant change
change de
de and the same
same person
has
person who
who has
residence
residence peuvent etre
etre inseres
inseres dans
dans changed
changed his residence
residence may
may be
be
des enveloppes
enveloppes speciales
speciales conformes
conformes inclosed in special envelopes
envelopes conconau modele C
C 10
fournies forming to Model C
10 ci-annexe,
ci-annexe, fournies
2201.
Post, pp. 2200, 2201.
C 10
10 hereto
hereto Post,
par les Administrations
Administrations et
sur leset sur
les- appended,
appended, furnished
furnished by
by the
the AdAdquelles doivent
inscrits ministrations,
quelles
doivent seuls
seuls etre
etre inscrits
ministrations, on which shall
shall be
be
le nom et la nouvelle
du written
nouvelle adresse
adresse du
written only
only the
the name
name and
new
and new
destinataire.
destinataire.
address
address of
addressee.
of the
the addressee.
Exclusions.
2.-I1 ne peut etre
2.—I1
insere dans
etre insere
dans
2.
2. Articles
Articles subject
subject to
to customs
customs Exclusions.
ces enveloppes
enveloppes des
a soudes envois
envois A
sou- examination
examination or articles whose
whose
mettre
mettre au controle
ni form, volume or
controle douanier,
douanier, ni
or weight
weight gives
gives
des objets dont is
le volume
la forme,
forme, le
volume rise to risks of
of tearing
tearing may
may not
not
et le poids
polds risqueraient
risqueratent d'occasiond'occasion- be included
included in such
envelopes;
such envelopes;
ner des d6chirures;
dechirures; le
global the
le poids global
of an
an envelope
the total
total weight
weight of
envelope
d'une enveloppe et de
de son
contenu and its contents shall
son contenu
shall in
no case
in no
case
ne doit en auctm
&passer 500
aucun cas
cas depasser
500 exceed
exceed 500
500 grams.
grams.
grammes.
grammes.
of envelope.
3.-L'enveloppe
3.—L'enveloppe doit
etre predoit etre
pre3.
3. The envelope
envelope shall
shall be
be prepre- Sealing
Sealng f envelope.
sentee
sentee ouverte.au
bureau reexpereexpe- sented open to
au bureau
to the reforwarding
reforwarding
diteur pour lut
lui permettre
permettre de
de perper- office, to permit
to collect
collect such
such
permit it
it to
cevoir, s'il y
y aa lieu,
lieu, les
les complecompl& additional
charges, if
if any,
as may
additional charges,
any, as
may
ments de
de taxe
taxe dont
dont les
les objets
objets be duo
due on the articles
which it
it
articles which
qu'elle contient pourraient
pourraient etre
etre contains, or
to indicate
indicate on
or to
on such
such
passibles
passibles ou
d'indiquer sur
sur ces
ces articles
ou d'indiquer
articles the charges
charges to
to be
colbe colobjets is
percevoir a
la taxe
taxe a
a percevoir
a Parl'ar- lected on arrival
arrival when the
the adadrivee,
Hy
6e, lorsque le complement
complement d'af- ditional
ditional postage
not been
postage has
has not
been
franchissement
franchissement n'est pas
acquitto. prepaid.
pas acquitte.
prepaid. After
After verification,
the
verification, the
Apres
Apr& verification,
verification, le
le bureau
bureau rere- forwarding
forwarding office
office seals
the enveenveseals the
exp6diteur
expediteur ferme l'enveloppe
et y
l'enveloppe et
y lope and applies
applies the
T-stamp to
to
the T-stamp
applique,
applique, le cas
cas echeant,
echeant, Is
le timbre
timbre it if necessary,
necessary, indicating
indicating in
in
T avec
l'indication, en
en francs
T
avec 1'indication,
francs and
and centimes
centimes the
the total
total
francs et
et francs
centimes, du
total des
centimes,
du montant
amount of the charges
montant total
charges to
be colcoldes amount
to be
taxes a
percevoir.
a percevoir.
lected.
lected.
n on ar4.-A l'arrivee
4.—A
destination, the
4.
On arrival
l'arrivee a
A destination,
4. envelope
On
arrival
may at
at
be destination,
destination,
opened and rivearlc"tlo
ri zincation
I'enveloppe peut
l'enveloppe
peut etre
ouverte et
etre ouverte
et the envelope may be opened and
son contenu
contenu verifie
verifie par
par le
Is bureau
bureau its
its contents verified
verified by
by the
the office
office
distributeur,
distributeur, qui
qui pergoit,
pergoit, s'il
s'il y
of delivery,
collects the
the
delivery, which
y aa (of
which collects
lieu,
de taxe
lieu, les
les complements
complements de
additional charges
charges not
not already
taxe non
non iadditional
already
paid,
any.
acquitt6s.
acquittes.
if any.
Ipaid, if
5.-Les objets
Ordinary articles
articles of
of correcorre- ShpUmall.
5. Ordinary
objets de
5.—Les
corresponde corresponadresses, soit
aux sspondence
addressed either
to sailsaildance ordinaires
ipondence addressed
ordinaires adress6s,
either to
soit aux
ors and
marins et passagers
on board
board one
one
passagers embarques
and passengers
passengers on
embarques cors
sur
memo navire,
navire, soit
sur un
to persons
un meme
the same
same ship,
soit aades
ship, or
des peror to
per- and
emnd the
persons
on

ShiP
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part in
in aajoint voyage, may
prenant part en commun A taking part
sonnes prenant
likewise be treated in accordance
accordance
un voyage,
peuvent etre
etre trait&
trait6s likewise
un
voyage, peuvent
provisions of Sections 11
egalement
lea dispositions
dispositions with the provisions
d'apres les
6galement d'apres
to 4.
4. In that case, the collective
des
4. Dana
cas, les
lea to
Dans ce
ce cas,
1 I
a 4.
des §§
§§ 1
envelopes shall be marked
marked with
enveloppes
doivent Atre
etre envelopes
collectrices doivent
enveloppes collectrices
address of the
navigation
revetues de
du navire,
navire, the
the ship, navigation
the address
l'adresse du
de Padresse
revetues
which
ou de
de or travel agency, etc., to which
de navigation
navigation on
de l'agence de
delivered.
voyage,
a, qui
qui elles
doivent they are to be delivered.
elles doivent
voyage, etc.,
etc., A
etre remises.
ARTICLE 149.
ARTICLE
149.

tomb& en rebut.
Envois tomb6s

cuse

Correspondence
dofaOs.cservice.
dcenestic

Undeliverable articles
Undeliverable
articles

returning correspond1. Before returning
ence which has not been delivered
delivered
reason to the Administrafor any reason
office of destition of migin
origin, the office
nation shall indicate
indicate in a
aclear and
nation
French
concise manner, in the French
language, on the back of such articause of the non-delivery,
cles, the cause
in the following form: Inconnu
(unknown),
(unknown), Refuse (refused),
(refused), En
En
voyage
(traveling), Parti
Parti
(re(traveling),
moved),
rgclatne (unclaimed),
moved), Non reclamg
(unclaimed),
Decede
Dedced (deceased),
(deceased), etc. In the
case of post cards and prints in
the form of cards,ithe reason for
the
non-delivery iss indicated on
the non-delivery
the right half of the front.
indication est
eat fournie par
Cette indication
That indication
indication is furnished by
by
l'application
on l'apaffixing a
a
l'application d'un
d'un timbre
timbre ou
l'ap- applying
applying aa stamp or affixing
position d'uns
etiquette. Chaque
Chaque label. Each Administration
d'une 6tiquette.
Administration has
Administration a
Administration
a la faculte
faculte d'ajoud'ajou- the option of adding
adding aatranslation
translation
traduction, dans sa propre in its own language
ter la traduction,
language of the cause
is. non-remise of non-delivery,
langue, de la cause de la
other
non-delivery, and any other
et lea
les autres indications
indications qui lui indications which may be conconviennent.
conviennent.
venient for it.
Le bureau de destination
destination doit
doit
destination shall
The office of destination
buffer
lea indications
biffer les
indications de
de lieu
lieu qui is
le strike out the indications
indications of place
concernent et porter au recto
recto de which concern
concern it, and place on the
1
'obj et is.
mention a
Retour
b.
l'objet
la mention
,Retour,
A front of the article the note Retour
cOte
c6te de l'indication
1'indication du bureau (return),
(return), beside the indication of
d'origine. II
11 doit, en
en outre,
outre, apap- the office of origin. It
It shall also
pliquer son timbre
timbre a
pliquer
a date an
au apply its date stamp
stamp to the back
back
verso des lettres et an
au recto des of letters
letters and the front of post
cartes postales.
cards.
2.-Le renvoi
2.—Le
renvoi des
des corresponcorresponre2. Undelivered
Undelivered articles are redances tombees en
en rebut se fait,
fait, turned either singly or in aaspecial
Boit isolement, soit en ime
soit
une Hasse
liasse bundle labeled Rebuts (undeliverspeciale
speciale Aliquot&
6tfquet6e gliebuts..
«Rebuts».
able mail
mail matter).
matter).
correspondances recommanrecommanLes correspondances
Registered
Registered articles which are
dees tombees
tombees en rebut sont ren- undeliverable
d6es
undeliverable are returned
returned to the
voyees
an bureau d'echange
d'echange du exchange
voyees au
exchange office of
of the country of
pays d'origine
d'origine comme
comma s'il s'agis- origin as if it
it were
were a
a question
question
salt
correspondances recom- of
sait de correspondances
of registered correspondence
correspondence admandees
adiriger sur ce pays.
mand6es A
dressed to that country.
dressed
of
3.—Les correspondances
3. Correspondence
3.
Correspondence of
of the
the dododu
correspondances du
3.-Les
of
rtime
tombent en mestic service
interieur qui tombent
regime int6rieur
service which is undelivrebut
restitution erable and must, for
return to the
rebut et
et doivent,
doivent, pour restitution
for return

Indication
of cause
Indication of
of nondelivery.
nondelivar.

et
Return.
R u.

ARTICLE 149
149
ARTICLE

1.-Avant de renvoyer
1.—Avant
renvoyer A l'Administration d'oritine
d'origine lea
les corresministration
pond.ances
pondances non
non distribuees
distribu6es pour
bureau
motif quelconque,
quelconque, le bureau
un motif
indiquer d'une
d'ime
doit indiquer
de destination
destination doit
maniere claire
claire et
et concise, en lanlanmaniere
frangaise, an
verso de
de ces
au verso
gue francaise,
objets,
la cause
cause de
Is, non-ramise
objets, la
de la
non-remise
sous
suivante: inconnu,
inconnu,
sous la forme
forme suivante:
refuse,
parti, non
non
refuse, en voyage, parti,
reclame,
d6c6d6, etc. En ce qui
reclam6, decede,
concerne les
lea cartes
concerne
cartes postales
postales et
et lea
les
imprimes
cartes, la
la
forme de
de cartes,
imprimes sous forme
indiqu6e
non-remise est indiquee
cause de la non-remise
sur la moitie
droite du recto.
moiti6 droite
recto.
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exp6diteurs, etre envoy6es
aux expediteurs,
envoyees A
A senders,
senders, be
be sent
sen tto
t
o a
a foreign
f
ore i
gn councounl'Petranger,
tranger, sont trait6es
traitees d'apres
d'apres try, is
treated in accordance
accordance with
with
les
ar ti cl
e 147.
/47 .
les dispositions
dispositions d
dee l'
l'article
the provisions
provisions of
of Article
Article 147.
147.
Ante, p. 2137.
2137.
4.-Les
4.—Les cor
re
sp
on dances pour
pou
correspondances
4.
Correspondence
r
Correspondence
for
seamen
Correspondence
Correspondence adfor
seamen
adles marins
et autres
au t
res personnes
les
marins et
personnes,,and
dressed In
in care
care of
of aa
and other persons
addressed in
in dressed
persons addressed
consul.
adressees
ns
d'
un
C
onsu
l
e
adress6es aux
aux soi
soins d'un Consul ett care
care of aa Consul and returned
returned by
by
rendues
ciau
au bureau
bureau de
de
rendues par
par celuicelui-ci
post office
him to the
the post
office as
as ununposte comme
comxne non
non reclamees,
reclaraees ,doidoi
claimed shall
- claimed
shall be
be treated
as rebuts.
rebuts.
treated as
vent etre
re b
uts.
etre traitees
traitees comme rebuts.
Le montant des
be
taxes per9ues
pergues
des taxes
The amount
amount of
of the
the charges
charges colcol- Refund
Refund of charges.
charges.
sur ces correspondances
correspondances doit
doit etre
etre lected
lected on such correspondence
correspondence
restitue.
shall
shall be
be refunded.
refunded.
ARTICLE
150.
ARTICLE 150.
Retrait.

Modification
Modification d'adresse.
d'adresse.

ARTICLE
150
ARTICLE 150

Withdrawal.
Withdrawal. Change
Change of address
address

1.—Les demande
re t
ra it d
de
1.-Les
demandess d
dee retrait
e
1. Requests for withdrawal
withdrawal of
of Form ofrequest.
of request.
correspondances ou
correspondances
de modifies
m odifica-- correspondence
ou de
correspondence or for
change of
of
for change
tion d'adresse
nnen t li
eu
A
d'adresse do
donnent
lieu
A address
address give
give rise to the preparaprepara1'6tablissement,
Petablissement, par
l'expediteur,
par l'expediteui
, tion, by the sender, of aa form
form
d'une Comrade
conforme au
au model
model e
d'une
formule conforme
e agreeing
agreeing with Model
C 11
11 hereto
Model C
Post, pp.2202,2203.
pp. 2202, 2203.
hereto Po.
C 11
11 ci-annex6;
ci-annexe; une
une seule
seu l
e formul
formulee appended;
C
appended; a
a single form may
may be
be
peut etre utilisee
utilise() pour
pour plusieurs
plusieur s used for several
several articles
articles mailed
mailed
envois remis
remis simultaneme
n t au
simultanement
ai simultaneously
simultaneously at the
same office
office
the same
memo
bureau par
par le
memo ex
meme bureau
le mnme
ex - by the same
same sender
sender addressed
addressed to
to
pediteur
pediteur a
A l'adresse
l'adresse du
du memo
memi the same
same addressee.
addressee. In submitsubmitdestinataire.
destinataire. En
En remettant
remettan tce
tte ting that request to the post
cetti
post office,
office,
demande
demande au
bureau de
poste,, the sender shall prove his
au bureau
de poste
identity
his identity
l'expediteur doit
justifier de
sonland
doit justifier
de soi
and produce
produce the
certificate of
of
the certificate
identite et produire, s'il
s'il yy a mailing,
mailing, if any.
After
he has
After he
has
lieu, le bulletm
bulleti de deptpt.
d6p6t. Apres
Apre proved
proved his identity,
identity, for which
which the
the
justification, dont
la justification,
dont l'Administral'Administra. Administration
Administration of the country
country of
of
tion du pays
pays d'origine
la origin assumes responsibility, the
d'origine assume
assume la
responsabilit6, il est
responsabilite,
est procede
proc6d6 de
de procedure
procedure is as follows:
follows:
la maniere
maniere suivante:
suivante:
la
si la
la demande
est destinee
destine° aA
a) si
demande est
(a) If
If the
request is
is intended
intended Request
Request by
mail.
the request
bymail.
Atre
etre transmise
transinise par
voie postale,
la to be sent by mail, the form, acpar voie
postale, la
acformule, accompagnee
fac- companied by a
accompagn6e d'un
d'un faca perfect
perfect facsimile
facsimile
simile
de l'enveloppe
ou de
simile parfait
parfait de
l'enveloppe ou
de of the envelope
envelope or address
address of
of the
the
la suscription de l'envol,
l'envoi, est
ex- article, is sent directly, under
est exunder
p6diee
pediee directement, sous
sous p11recompli recom- registered
registered cover, to the office
office of
of
mande, au bureau
destinataire;
bureau destinataire;
destination;
destination;
b)
demande doit
etre faite
faite
b) si
si la
la demande
doit etre
(b)
(b) If the request is
to be
be made
by tele
taleis to
made Request
Request by
par voie t6elgraphique,
telegraphique, la
la forrnule
formule by telegraph,
telegraph, the
the form
turned grap
graP .
form is
is turned
est deposee
deposee au
service t6elgraphitelegraphi- over to the telegraph
au service
telegraph service,
service,
charge d'en
que chargé
transmettre les
les which is charged
d'en transmettre
charged with transmittransmittermes au
bureau de
poste des-.
au bureau
de poste
des- ting the terms thereof
thereof to the post
post
tinataire.
Le telkramme
tinataire.
be
t6elgramme est
est office of destination. The teleteleredige en langue
longue francaise.
frangaise.
gram is worded
French
worded in the French
language.
2.-A la reception
2.—A
la formule
reception de
de la
formule
2. On
2.
of the
the Form
Form C
C 11
11
Searches.
On receipt
receipt of
Searches.
Fed, pp. 2202, 22103.
C
C 11 ou du t6elgramme
telogramme en
en tenant
tenant or the telegram taking its
place, JPW pp .2202223.
its place,
lieu, le
bureau destinataire
destinataire rere- the office of destination
le bureau
searches
destination searches
cherche la correspondance
cherche
correspondance signal&
correspondence in
in question
question
signalee for the correspondence
et donne
donne A
A la
demande la
suite and takes the necessary
la demande
la suite
necessary action.
n6cessaire.
necessaire.
Si
la recherche
recherche est
est infructueuse,
Si la
search is
if the
the
If the search
infructueuse,
is fruitless, if
si l'envoi a
a déjà
dejA ete
ett remis
remis an
delivered
au destidesti- article has already been delivered
nataire ou si la demand()
par voie
voie to the addressee, or
demande par
or if
if the
the teleteletelegraphique n'est pas
telegraphique
pas assez
assez exex- graphic
graphic request
request is not
explicit
not explicit
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Exchange of
Exchange
of requests.

Expenses.
Expenses.

Use of
Use
service.

telegraph
telegraph

correction of
Simple correctlon
address.

Inquiries
relative to
to
Inquiries relative
ordinary articles.
ordinary
articles.

225.
Post.
PP. 220,
not, nos.
Pout, pp.
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plicite pour
permettre de
recon.- enough to permit the article to be
de reconpour permettre
plicite
surely recognized,
recognized, the fact is renattre serement
fait surely
le fait
1'envoi, is
strement l'envoi,
nattre
ported at
once to the office
office of
of
at once
est signale
au ported
immediatement an
signal6 immediatemeiat
est
origin, which
applicant
which advises the applicant
bureau d'origine,
previent origin,
qui en pr6vient
d'origine, qui
bureau
accordingly.
accordingly.
reclamant.
le reclamant.
3. Any Administration
Administration may re3.—Toute
Administration pent
3.
peut
3.-Toute Administration
addressed to
demander, par
notification quest, by aanotification addressed
par une notification
demander,
Bureau, that the
adressee au
au Bureau
Bureau international,
International Bureau,
international, the International
adress6e
exchange of requests
requests concerning
concerning it
quo
demandes, en exchange
que Pechange
l'6change des demandes,
effected through the intermedice qui
concerti°, soit effectu6
effectue be effected
la concerne,
ce
qui la
Administration or
ary of its central Administration
l'entremise de son Administra- ary
par Pentreraise
specially designated.
designated.
tion centrale
centrale ou
on d'un
d'un bureau an
an office
office specially
specialement designe.
d6sign6.
sp6cialement
In
Dans les
Pechange des
exchange of reIn case that the exchange
cas oa
oi l'echange
Dans
les cas
quests is effected
effected through the indemandes
s'effectue par Ventrel'entre- quests
demandes s'effectue
termediary of the
pais°
des Administrations
centrales, termediary
central Adminthe central
Administrations centrales,
mise des
account shall be taken
ii doit etre
Wtre tenu compte des de- istrations, account
il
requests sent directly by the
mandes
expediees directement
directement par
par of requests
mandes exp&di6es
origin to the offices of
of
les
bureaux d'or
bureaux offices
offices of origin
d'origineeaux bureaux
les bureaux
destination, to the extent that
de destination,
destination, iga
n
ns ce
cc sens que destination,
dans
de
correspondence in
question is
y relatives the correspondence
in question
is
correspondances y
les correspondances
delivery pending
pending
sant exclues
exclues de
is, distribution
distribution withheld
withheld from delivery
de la
sent
arrival of the request
request from the
jusqu'a
Parrivee de
demande the arrival
de la
la demands
jusqu'a l'arriv6e
central Administration.
de l'Administration
l'Aelministration. centrale.
centrale.
central
Administration.
usent
Administrations
Administrations which
which avail
Administrations qui usent
Les Administrations
themselves of the option
option provided
provided
au premier
premier themselves
de la faculte
pr6vue an
facult6 prevue
charge les for by the first
first paragraph
paragraph assume
prennent A leur charge
alinea prennent
frais que
quo peut
pout entrainer
entralner la trans- any expense which may be inmission,
dons leur
service int6rieur,
interieur, curred
curred by the transmission,
transmission, in
leur service
mission, dans
domestic service, by mail or
par voie postale on
telegraphique, their domestic
ou t6l6graphique,
des communications
communications a
a echanger
echanger telegraph, of the communications
communications
to be exchanged
exchanged with the office
office of
avec le bureau destinataire.
destinataire.
destination.
destination.
Le
ala voie
telegraphiEmployment of the telegraph
Employment
telegraph
recours A
voie t6l6graphiLe recours
que est
obligatoire lorsque l'expedi- service is obligatory
obligatory when the
eat obligatoire
lui-meme fait usage de cette sender himself has made
made use of
a lui-mame
teur a
voie
bureau destinataire that
that service,
service, and when the office
office
que le bureau
voie et
et quo
no pout
prevenu en temps of destination
destination can not be advised
advised
ne
peut pas etre prevenu
in time by mail.
utile par la voie postale.
ARTICLE 151.
151.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 151
151
ARTICLE

Simple correction
d'adresse.
correction d'adresse.
correction d'adresse
Une simple correction
(sans modification
modification du nom ou de
qualite du destinataire)
destinataire) pout
peut
la qualit6
demandee directement
directement par
etre demandde
l'expediteur au
destinal'exp6diteur
au bureau
bureau destinataire,
c'est-a-dire sans Paccomp]isl'accomplistaire, c'est-a-dire
formalit6s prescrites
sement des formalites
changement d'adresse
d'adresse
pour le changement
proprement dit.
dit.

address
correction of address
Simple correction
A simple correction of address
address
A
(without modification
modification of the name
or description of the addressee)
may be
may
be requested directly-by the
sender of the office of destination;
destination;
sender
that is to say, without
without fulfilling
fulfilling
the
prescribed for
the formalities
formalities prescribed
change of
of address
address properly
properly so
change
called.

ARTICLE
152.
ARTICLE 152.

ARTICLE
152
ARTICLE 152

Inquiries. Ordinary
Ordinary articles
articles
Reclamations. Envois
Envois ordinaires.
ordinaires.
Inquiries.
Reclamations.
1.
Every inquiry
relative to an
inquiry relative
1.—Toute reclamation
reclamation relative
1. Every
1.-Toute
article gives rise to the
ordinary article
ordinaire donne
a urt
un envoi ordinaire
donne lieu A
a ordinary
of a
a form
agreeing
l'etablissement d'ime
form agreeing
formule con- preparation of
d'une formula
l'6tablissement
Model C
0 12 hereto appended.
appended.
mod&0
C 12 ci-aimexe.
ci-annexe. with Model
au modele
forme an
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reclamaLe bureau qui regoit
recoit la reclamation transmet
transmet directement
directement cette
formule, sans lettre d'envoi et sous
ferm6e, au bureau
enveloppe fermee,
bureau corenveloppe
respon
.dant.
avoir
Celui-ci, apres avoir
respondant.
recueilh les
lee renseignements
renseignements lakesrecueilli
n6cessaires aupres du destinataire
destinataire ou de
l'expediteur,
1'expediteur, selon le cas, renvoie
la formule de la meme maniere au
bureau qui l'a dressee.
dressee.

The office which
which receives the
inquiry sends that form directly,
without letter of transmittal,
transmittal,
in aa sealed envelope
envelope,' to the corresponding
responding office.
office. The latter,
after
after having obtained
obtained the necesnecessary
sary information
information from the addressee or from
from the sender,
the
dressee
sender, as
as the
case may be, returns the form in
manner to the office
the same manner
which
prepared it.
which has prepared
Si la reclamation
reconnue
inquiry is seen to be
reclamation est reconnue
If the inquiry
fondee,
demier bureau
bureau fait well founded, the latter office
fond6e, ce dernier
office
parvenir la formule a
a son Admi- sends the form to its central
central
nistration centrale en vue des in- Administration, for purposes of
of
nistration
further investigation.
vestigations ulterieures.
ulterieures.
Une seule formule pout
etre
peut etre
A single form may be used for
for
plusieurs envois remis several
several articles
articles mailed simultaneutilisee pour plusieurs
simultanement au
an meme bureau ously at the same office by the
simultanement
sender addressed
addressed to the
meme expediteur
expediteur a l'adresse same sender
par le meme
addressee.
same addressee.
du meme destinataire.
destinataire.
2. Any Administration
Administration may repeut
2.—Toute
Administration pent
2.-Toute Administration
anotification
notification addressed
addressed
demander, par une notification
notification quest, by a
demander,
International Bureau,
Bureau, that
that
adressee au Bureau international,
international, to the International
adressee
inquiries concerning
concerning its service be
que les
lee reclamations
reclamations quiconcernent
qui concernent inquiries
Adminson service soient transmises a,
a son transmitted to its central Adminoffice specially
specially
Administration
centrale ou &
a un istration or an office
Administration centrale
designated.
designated.
bureau specialement
design&
specialement designe.
C 12 shall be returned
3.—La
formule C
0 12
etre 3. Form C
12 doit
doit etre
3.-La formule
Administration of origin of
l'Administration d'orid'ori- to the Administration
renvoyee Aa l'Administration
article inquired
inquired about in acgine de
de Penvoi
les the article
reclame selon lee
l'envoi reclame
gine
cordance with the provisions
provisions of
conditions prevues a
a l'article
Particle 153, cordance
conditions
Article 153,
153, Sec. 5, hereafter.
§
ci-apres.
5, ci-apres.
§ 5,
153.
AR
TICLE 153.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 153
153
ARTICLE

Reclamations.
recomReclamations. Envois
Envois recomm and es .
mand6s.

Inquiries.
Registered articles
Inquiries. Registered
articles

Transmittal.
Transmittal.

Post,pp. 2204,
Post,
2204, 2205.

Inquiries relative to
1. Every inquiry
inquiry relative to a
a Inquiries
1.
1.—Toute reclamation
reclamation relative
1.-Toute
registered
registered articles.
registered
article
made
on
a
article
is
made
a
un
envoi
recommande
est
etablie
a un envoi recommande est etablie
Poet. p)p.
pp. 2205,
2207.
220, 2207.
agreeing with Model C
C 13
13 Post,
stir
formule conforme
au form agreeing
conforme au
sur une
une formule
hereto
hereto
appended,
appended,
which
shall
be
modele
C
13
ci-annexe
qui
dolt
modele C 13 ci-annexe qui doit
possible,
accompanied, as far as possible,
etre
accompagnee, autant
autant que accompanied,
etre accompagnee,
by
a
facsimile
of
envelope
or
a
facsimile
the
envelope
or
possible,
d'un
fac-simile
deyenvepossible, d'un fac-simil6 de l'enveaddress of the article.
loppe ou
on de
de la
la suscription
de address
suscription de
loppe
l'envoi.
(3. O.
0. D.
articles.
D. articles.
inquiry concerns
concerns aa C.
If the inquiry
Si la
la reclamation
concerne un
un
reclamation concern°
Si
C.
0.
D.
it
also
also
be
article,
it
shall
O.
envoi
contre
remboursernent,
elle
elle
envoi contre remboursement,
accompanied by a
aduplicate
duplicate of the
doit etre
etre accornpagnee,
en outre, accompanied
accompagnee, en
doit
2197, 2198.
2198.
Post,pp. 2197,
money
order
C
8
transfer Post,
money
C
8
or
by a
a transfer
d'un
duplicata
de
mandat
C
8
ou
ou
C
8
de
mandat
d'un duplicata
bulletin,
bulletin,
be.
as
the
case
may
selon
versement, selon
bulletin de versement,
d'un bulletin
le cas.
Use of single
single form.
for Use
A single form may be used for
Une
formule peut
.
e A
Une seule
seule formule
peut etr
etre
mailed
simultaneseveral
articles
simultaneseveral
articles
utilisee
pour
plusieurs
envois
renus
remis
envois
utilisee pour plusieurs
ofice by the
same office
the
simultanement
bureau ously at the same
simultan6ment au meme bureau
same
sender
addressed
to
the
same
sender
addressed
same
par
le
meme
expediteur
a
l'adresse
a
l'adresse
par le meme exp6diteur
addressee.
addressee.
destinataire.
mgme destinataire.
du meme
Procedure.
inquiry is, as a
a general Procedure.
2. The inquiry
2.—La
reclamation
est,
re&
en
regle
est,
2.-La reclamation
rule,
by
the
office
of
of
office
sent
directly
generale,
envoyee directement
par
directement par
generale, envoyee
destination;
le bureau
bureau d'origine
bureau de
de origin to the office of destination;
au bureau
d'origine au
le
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transmission a
a such transmission
transmission takes
takes place
place
destination; cette
cette transmission
lieu sans lettre d.'envoi
d'envoi at
et sous without letter of transmittal
transmittal and
enveloppe fermee. Si le bureau
a sealed envelope. If
bureau in a
If the
destinataire eat
fournir office of destination is in a
est en etat
6tat de fournir
a, posiles renseignements
information as
as to
renseignements sur le
le sort tion to furnish information
to
Pen.voi, 11
is the final disposal made of the
definitif de
de l'envoi,
il complete
the
complete la
formule et
at is
an bureau
la retourne au
the form
form and
and
bureau article, it
it completes the
d'origine.
returns it to the office
office of origin.
origin.
Lorsque le sort de Penvoi
l'envoi no
ne When
When the disposal of the article
peut etre etabli par le bureau
bureau de can not be established by the
destination, ceIui-ci
constate le
destination,
celui-ci constate
office of
of destination,
destination, the
latter
le office
the latter
at la
Is reexpedie
fait sur is
la formule et
reexpedie states the fact on the
the form and
au bureau
bureau d'origine en y
y ajoutant,
to the
the office
office of
origin,
ajoutant, returns
returns it
it to
of origin,
autant que
quo possible,
possible, une
unz dezlaradeclara- attaching
attaching thereto,
thereto, when
when possible,
tion du destinataire
destinataire constatant
eonstatant a
a declaration
declaration of the addressee
qu'il n'a pas requ
regu Penvoi.
Dana stating
stating that he
has not
received
l'envoi. Dans
he has
not received
ce cas, l'Administration
l'Administration d'origine the article. In
the
In that case,
case, the
complete
la formule
y indi- Administration
complete is
formule en y
of origin
origin comcomAdministration of
quantlesdonneesdela
gnant
les donnees de la transmission
transmission pletes the form by indicating
aala premiere Administration
Administration inter- thereon
thereon the particulars
particulars of dismediaire.
Elle l'adresse
ensuite & patch
mediaire. EUe
l'adresse ensuite
patch to the first intermediate
intermediate
cette derniere
derniere Administration,
Administration, qui Administration.
Administration. It
transIt then
then •transy
see observations
observations et
y consign.°
consigne ses
this latter
latter Administraet is
la mits it
it to this
Administratransmet 6ventuellement
eventuellement a
a l'Adl'Ad- tion, which
which places its observations
observations
ministration
ministration suivante. La re- thereon
thereon and transmits it
the
it to
to the
clamation passe ainsi d'une
d'une AdAd- following Administration,
Administration, if any.
any.
ministration A
1'autre jusqu'a ce
a l'autre
ce The inquiry thus
one
thus passes
passes from
from one
que
qua le sort de l'envoi
l'envoi reclame
r6clam6 soit
soit Administration
Administration to another
another until
until
etabli. L'Administration
qui a
6tabli.
L'Administration qui
a the disposal of the article
inarticle ineffectu6 la remise au
effectue
an destinataire,
destinataire, quired
quired about
about is established.
established. The
The
on
le cas
echeant, ne
no peut
pout Administration
ou qui, le
cas echeant,
Administration which
which has effected
effected
etablir ni
ni is
trans- delivery
ni la remise, ni
la transdelivery to the
addressee, or
or
the addressee,
mission r6guliere
regu]iere a.
Imo autre which can not prove
a une
prove either
either dedeAdministration,
fait livery
Administration, constate
constate le
le fait
livery or regular
regular transmission to
to
sur is
is renvoie
la formule et la
renvoie a another
another Administration,
Administration, as the
l'Administration d'origine.
l'Administration
d'origine.
case may be, shows the fact
on
fact on
the form and returns it
it to the
Administration of origin.
Administration
3.—Toutefoi8, 8
l'Administra3.-Toutefois,
si l'Administra3.
3. However
AdministraHowever if the Administration
d'origine ou
tion d'origine
ou ('Administration
l'Administration tion of origin or of destination
destination
de destination
destination le demande, la
is requests it, the inquiry is first
first
reclamation est transmise
transmise de prime transmitted
transmitted from office
to office,
office,
office to
abord de
de bureau
en following
abord
bureau a
a bureau
bureau en
following the same route as the
suivant la meme
memo vole
d'achemine- article.
voie d'acheminePenvoi.
ment que 1'envoi.
Pans
lea recherches
se
Dans ce cas, les
recherches se
In that case, the investigations
investigations
poursuivent
poursuivent depuis 1'Administral'Administra- are continued
continued from the AdminAdmintion d'origine jusqu'a l'Adminisl'Adminis- istration of origin as far as
as the
the
tration de destination
destination en
en obserobser- Administration
of.destination,
obAdministration of
destination, obprocedure visee
vis6e an
au dernier
vant la procedure
dernier serving the procedure indicated
indicated
alinea du §
§ 2.
2.
in theast
the last paragraph
paragraph of Section 2.
inal4.—Toute
4.-Toute Administration
Administration pout
peut
4. Any Administration may
may reredemander, par une notification
notification quest, by
addressed
by a
a notification
notification addressed
adressde au
an Bureau
Bureau international,
international, to the International
adressee
Bureau, that
that
International Bureau,
quo
qui concerque les Mciamations
reclamations qui
concer- inquiries concerning
service be
concerning its service
nent son service soient trauma's
es transmitted to its
transmises
Adminits central
central AdminA
a, son Administration
Administration centrale
centrale ou
ou istration or an office
office specially
specially
aa. un bureau specialement
specialement designe.
designe. designated.
designated.
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5.-La formule C
5.—La
et les
les pieces
C 13
13 et
pieces
y
y annex6es
annexees doivent, dans tous les
les
cas,
cas, faire retour
retour a
a l'Administration
l'Administration
d'origine
d'origine de l'envoi reclame,
dans
reclame, dans
possible et
le plus bref
bref alai
d6lai possible
et au
au plus
plus
un alai
de trois
tard dans
dans un
d6lai de
trois mois
mois A
partir de la date
date de la
reclamation.
la reclamation.
Ce delai
Mai est
est port6
porte a
Ce
A six
six mois
mois dans
dans
les relations avec les pays eloignes.
eloignes.
6.-Les dispositions
6.—Les
dispositions qui
qui precedent ne
no s'appliquent
s'appliquent pas
pas aux
aux cas
cas
de spoliation
spoliation de &Oche,
d6peche, manque
manque
de d6epche
depeche ou autres
cas semblasemblaautres cas
comportent une
bles qui comportent
une cormscorrespondance plus
plus 6tendue
&endue entre
entre les
pondance
les
Administrations.
Administrations.
ARTICLE 154.
154.
ARTICLE

Post,
2207.
Post, pp. 2206, 2207.

Exceptions.

ARTICLE
154
ARTICLE 154

Demandes
Demandes de renseignements.
renseignements.

Requests for
information
for information

de renseignements
renseignements
Les demandes de
relatives
relatives 4
envois ordinaires
ordinaires ou
on
d des envois
recommandes sont
suivant
sont traitees
traitees suivant
les regles
regles fizxes
fixees respectivement aux
aux
articles
articles 152 et
et 153.
153.
ARTICLE 155.
155.
ARTICLE

5. The Form C
and the
the
C 13 and
papers attached
attached thereto
thereto shall
in
shall in
all cases
cases be returned
returned to
to the
the AdAdministration
ministration of origin
origin of the article
article
inquired
inquired about
within the
shortabout within
the shortest period
period possible,
and at
at the
the
possible, and
a period of three
latest within a
months, counting from
the date
date
from the
of the inquiry. That
That period
is
period is
extended to six
extended
six months in
in relarelations with distant countries.
countries.
6. The foregoing
foregoing provisions do
do
not apply
apply to cases of rifling
rifling of
of
mails, shortage
of a
a dispatch
dispatch or
or
shortage of
other similar cases
cases which involve
involve
more extended
correspondence
extended correspondence
between
between the Administrations.
Administrations.
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Requests
Requests for information
information concon- Requests for
for Inforinforcerning ordinary
cerning
ordinary or
or registered
registered mation.
articles are treated in
articles
in accordance
accordance
with
provisions fixed
with the provisions
fixed by
by
Articles
Articles 152 and 153 respectively.
respectively.
ARTICLE
155
ARTICLE 155

Reclamations et demandes
Reclamations
de renren- Inquiries
demandes de
Inquiries and requests
for informainformarequestsfor
seignements concernant
seignements
concernant des
des enentzon
concerning articles
tion concerning
articles mailed
mailed
autre pays.
vois deposes dans
dans un autre
pays.
in
in another
another country
country
Dans les cas
53,
cas prevus
prevus a
A l'article
l'article 53,
§
3, de
de la
les formules
§ 3,
la Convention,
Convention, lesformules
C
C 13 concernant
C 12 et C
concern,ant les
reclamales reclamations
de renseignetions ou les
les demandes
demandes de
renseignements sont transmises
l'Administransmises a
A l'Administration d'origine.
d'origine. La
La formule
C
formule C
13 doit etre
accompagnee du
etre accompagn6e
du
recepisse de dep6t.
depot.
recepisse

In the case
In
case contemplated
contemplated by
by
Article 53,
53, Section
3, of
of the
the ConConArticle
Section 3,
vention, the
the forms
forms C
C 12
12 and
13
vention,
and C
C 13
concerning
inquiries or requests
concerning inquiries
for information
information are transmitted
transmitted
to the Administration
Administration of
of origin.
origin.
The Form C
C 13
accom13 shall be
be accompanied by the
the certificate
certificate of
of
mailing.
mailing.
L'Administration
doit
L'Administration d'origine
d'origine doit
The Administration
Administration of
of origin
origin
etre mise en
6tre
en possession de
de la
la forfor- shall be put in possession
possession of
of the
les delais
prey= a
mule dans les
delais prevus
A form within the periods
prescribed
periods prescribed
l'article 53
53 de la Convention.
by Article 53 of the
Convention.
the Convention.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 156.
156.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 156
156

Emploi
Emploi de timbres-poste
timbres-poste presumes
presumes
frauduleux
frauduleux ou d'empreintes
d'empreintes concontrefaites de machines
a affranmachines A
affrand'imprimerie.
chir ou
ou de
de presses
presses d'imprimerie.
dispoSous reserve
reserve expresse des
des dispositions que comporte
comporte la legislation
legislation
de chaque
la procedure
procedure cichaque pays, la
ciapres est suivie pour la
la constataconstata-

Employment of
of postage
prepostage stamps
stamps presumed to be fraudulent
fraudulent or
or of
of
counterfeit impressions
impressions of
counterfeit
stampof stamping machines
or printed
machines or
printed indicia
indicia
Subject
expressly to
the proproSubject expressly
to the

mailed in
Articles mailed
in
another country.
country.
Ante, p. 2077; post,
Ante,
port,
2204-2207.
pp. 2204-2207.

Fraudulent postage
postage

Fraudulent

stamps, etc.
visions of the legislation
legislation of
of each samp, etc
country, the following
following procedure
procedure
is followed
followed for establishing
establishing the
the

2146
2146

Post, p. 2208.

pat, p. 2208.

Report of
proceedReport
of prooeed-

logs.

Pod, p. 220.

Post, p. 2209.

Transmittal
Transmittal to
to
origin.
country of origin.
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use,
prepayment of postthe prepayment
for the
use, for
age,
of fraudulent
stamps
fraudulent postage stamps
age, of
or
counterfeit impressions
impressions of
or counterfeit
stamping
stamping machines or printed
indicia:
indicia:
When the presence
presence on any
(a) When
article
fraudulent stamp
article of aa fraudulent
(counterfeit
(counterfeit or already used) or
of
counterfeit impressions
impressions of
of counterfeit
stamping
machines or printed
stamping machines
indicia is detected upon dispatch,
indicia
impression is not
the stamp
stamp or impression
altered in any way, and the article,
article,
accompanied
agreeing
accompanied by aa form agreeing
Model C
C 14 hereto appended,
C 14
conform°
14 ci-annexe,
ci-annexe, with Model
conforme an
au model°
modele C
est
adresse sous
addressed under
under official regisrecom- is addressed
enveloppe recomsous enveloppe
eat adress6
au bureau des- tered
tered cover
cover to the office of desmandee d'office an
tinataire. Un exemplairedecetavis
form
exemplairedecetavis tination. A copy of that form
tinataire.
est
transmis ' pour information,
transmitted to the Administrainformation, is transmitted
est transmis,
aux
origin
d'o- tions of the countries of origin
des pays
pays d'oAdministrations des
aux Administrations
rigine
destination;
and destination, for their informarigine et de destination;
tion.
b)
an destina(b) The article is not delivered
delivered
remis au
1'envoi n'est rends
b) Penvoi
(b)
taire, convoque
constater la to
to the
the addressee,
addressee, who is sumconvoqu6 pour constater
taire,
contravention, quo
pale is
moned to establish
establish the violation,
le port
port moned
que s'il paie
contravention,
dtt, fait
fait connattre
unless he
the postage
postage due,
connattre le nom et l'a- unless
da,
he pays
pays the
et met
met a
A la
la makes known the name and addresse de
de Pexpediteur
l'expediteur et
disposition de la poste, apres
awes avoir
avoir dress of the sender, and places
pris connaissance
connaissance du contenu, soit
soit at the disposal of the post office,
office,
l'envoi
ender s'il est inseparable
inseparable after having
having taken note of the
I'envoi entier
du
delit, soit la partie de contents, either
either the entire article,
du corps
corps du d6lit,
Penvoi (enveloppe,
portion if it is inseparable
bande, portion
inseparable from the evi(enveloppe, bands,
l'envoi
de
dence of the violation, or the part
part
contient la sus- dence
etc.) qui
qui contient
de lettre,
lettre, etc.)
cription et
et l'empreinte
l'empreinte ou
mile
(envelope, wrapper,
le timbre
timbre of the
cription
article (envelope,
the article
eomme frauduleux. Le part of letter, etc.)
etc.) which contains
contains
signale comme
resultat de la convocation
est coneon- the address and the impression
impression
r6sultat
convocation eat
state
con- or stamp pointed out as fraudustate par
par un
un proces-verbal
proces-verbal conform
ci-annexe, lent. The result of the summons
formee au
au modele
modle C
15 ci-annexe,
C 15
et par is set forth in aareport of proceedsigne par
agent des
pastes et
des postes
proceedpar 1'1'agent
signs
le destinataire.
destinataire. Le refus
refus eventuel ings conforming
conforming to Model
Model C
C 15
15
de
dernier est
sur ce hereto
constatW cur
eat constate
hereto appended,
appended, signed
signed by the
de ce
ce dernier
document.
postal
addressee.
postal agent and the
the addressee.
If the latter
latter refuses, the fact is
stated in that document.
stated
document.
Le
est transmis,
Le proces-verbal
proces-verbal est
The report is transmitted, with
e, l'appui,
Pappui, sous recom- supporting
supporting papers,
papers, under
under official
official
avec pieces A
mandation
mandation d'office, a,A l'Adminis- registration,
registration, to the Administracountry of origin,
tration du pays d'origine, qui yy tion of the country
donne
que e,omporte
comporte an
sa which takes the necessary
donne la suite
suite quo
necessary action
action
thereon in accordance
accordance with
with its
legislation.
thereon
legislation.
Administrations dont
dent la
whose legislala Administrations whose
Les Administrations
legislalegislation ne permet pas la pro- tion
does not permit the procedure
tion does
under letters
letters -(a)
(a)
cedure prevue sous lea
lee lettres a) contemplated
c6dure
contemplated under
informer and (b)
of
(b) above
above shall
aball give
give notice of
ci-desss doivent en informer
et b)
b) ci-dessus
le Bureau
Bureau international
international aux
International
aux fins
fins de
de the fact to the International
Adminis- Bureau for the information of the
notification aux autres Adminisother Administrations.
Administrations.
trations.
other

tion de
pour l'affranchisl'affranchisl'emploi, pour
tion
de Pemploi,
cement, de
timbres-poste fraudufraudude timbres-poste
sement,
leux ou
ou d'empreintes
contrefaites
d'empreintes contrefaites
leux
de machines
de
ou de
affranchir ou
de
machines A.A affranehir
presses
d'imprimerie:
presses d'imprimerie:
a) lorsque
presence, cur
un
sur un
la pr6sence,
lorsque la
a)
queleonque, d'un
d'mi timbreenvoi quelconque,
poste
(contrefait ou
frauduleux (contrefait
poste frauduleux
ayant deja,
servi), ou d'empreintes
d'empreintes
de6j servi),
contrefaite,s
aaffranaffranmachines &
contrefaites de machines
chir
d'imprimerie est
presses d'imprimerie
de presses
chir ou de
constatee au depart, la
figurine
la figurine
constatee
et
reest alteree
alter& d'aucune
d'aucune facon
facon et
n'est
Penvoi, accompagne
accompagne d'un
d'un avis
avis
l'envoi,
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TITRE
VI..
TITRE VI

TITLE
VI
TITLE VI

ECI LANGE DES ENVOIS.
ENVOIS.
EC(IIANGE

EXCHANGE OF MAILS
MAILS
EXCHANGE

CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE
UNIQUE.

SOLE CHAPTER
SOLE

157.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 157.

ARTICLE 157
157
ARTICLE

Feuilles
d'avis.
Feuilles d'avis.

Letter bills
bils

1.—Les feuilles
accomfeuilles d'avis accom1.-Les
prignant
depeches sont conp)ialhant les d&p&ches
formes
C 16
16 ci-annexe.
ci-annexe.
inodele C
forTmes aau model°
Elles
sous des enenplacees sols
sont placees
Elles sont
veloppes
couleur bleue
portant
bleue portent
veloppes de
de couleur
'indication
en
gros caracteres
caracteres l'indication
en gros
“Feuille
d'avis,.
.F'euille d'avis*.
2.—Le bureau
expecliteur remrembureau exp6diteur
2.-Le
tous les
plit
la feuille d'avis avec
avec tons
lea
plit la
details qu'en
comporte la
contexla contexqu'en comporte
(dtails
ture et
et en
compte des
disdes distenant compte
en tenant
ture

1. The letter bills accompanyaccompany1.
ing the dispatches
dispatches are in conformity with Model
Model C
C 16 hereto
hereto
formity
appended. They are
placed in
are placed
appended.
blue envelopes
envelopes bearing
bearing in
in large
large
blue
characters the
indication Feuille
Feuille
the indication
characters
d'avis (letter
bill).
(letter bill).
d'avis
2.
office fills
fills
dispatching office
2. The
The dispatching
letter bill with all the details
in the letter
called for by the text, observing
provisions:
the following provisions:

positions
van t
es:
suivantes:
positions sui
presence d'enLa presence
a)
Tableau I: La
a) Tableau
vois
ordinaires A
afaire
faire remettre
remettre par
par
vois ordinaires
expres est
signalee par un trait
est signalee
expres
soulignant la
mention corresponcorresponla mention
soulignant
dante;
dante;
b.
)Tableau
Tableau II:
Sauf arrangeII: Sauf
b)
ment contraire,
contraire, lea
bureaux exles bureaux
ment
pediteurs numerotent
lee feuilles
feuilles
numerotent les
p6diteurs
(l'avis d'apres
d'apres une
une serie
aerie annuelle
annuelle
d'avis
chaque bureau de destination
pour chaque
lorsque lea
ne sont pas
les &pitches
depeches no
lorsque
formees tons
jours. Chaque
les jours.
tous lea
forniees
depeche prend,
prend, dans
cas, un
ce cas,
dans ce
depeche
numero distinct,
distinct, memo
s'il s'agit
s'agit
meme s'il
num6ro
d'une depeche
emsupplementaire emd6peche supplementaire
d'une
pruntant is
mem° vole
le
ou le
voie ou
la meme
pruntant
meme navire
is d6epche
&Oche
que la
navire que
meme
ordinaire.
A
is premiere
expedition de
premiere expedition
A la
chaque annee,
armee, la
doit porter,
porter,
feuille doit
la feuille
chaque
outre le
le numero
numero d'ordre
d'ordre de
de la
is
outre
d&Oche, celui
is dernire
derniere decelui de la
depeche,
peche de
de Yana*
precedente.
1'annee precedente.
peche
Le
nom du
du navire
emporte
qui emporte
navire qui
Le nom
la
Ie
lorsque le
indique lorsque
est indique
depeche est
la &Oche
bureau expediteur
est A
a meme
meme de
expediteur est
bureau
le connattre;
le
connattre;
c)
Tableau III:
III: II
II peut
etre
peut @tre
c) Tableau
fait usage
usage d'une
d'une ou
plusieurs
de plusieurs
oni de
fait
liqtes speciales
an momoconformes au
sp;ciales conforrnes
lites
soit pour
Me
(1 17
17 ci-annexe
ci-annexe, Boit
l('tle (C
remplacer in
V, soit
pour
soit pour
tableau v,
le tableau
reripl)fcr
men/1r cornnle
eomme feuille
d'avis supplsupplefeuille d'avis
servir
mentaire.
llerntaire.
L'emploi
listes spesp.&
de listes
exclusif de
I'crnploi exclusif
ciales
l'Adminisobligatoire si l'Adminisest obligatoire
ciales est
tration
en fait
fait la
in
destination en
de destination
tration de
demande.
Les listes
dont ii
it s'agit
s'agit
listes dont
demande. Lms
doivent indiquer
numro
mhne numero
le meme
indiquer le
doivent

Letter bills.
bills.
Letter
Post, p.
p. 2210.
2210.
Poet,

Details required.
required.
Details

(a) Table I: The presence of
specially
ordinary articles to be specially

a line
delivered is
indicated by a
line
is indicated
delivered
underscoring the
corresponding
the corresponding
underscoring

notation:
notation:
(b)
(b) Table II: Barring contrary
agreement, the
the dispatching
dispatching offices
offices
agreement,
according
number the
the letter
letter bills according
number
an annual series for each office
to an
of destination, when the dispatches are
are not formed
every day.
formed every
patches
In that
that case,
dispatch takes
case, each dispatch
In
separate number, even if it is a
a
aa separate
question of
of a
a supplementary
supplementary disquestion
patch taking
route or the
the
the same
same route
taking the
patch
same ship
ship as
ordinary disthe ordinary
as the
same
patch.
patch.
For
first dispatch
dispatch of
each
of each
the first
For the
year, the
bear, in addiaddishall bear,
bill shall
the bill
year,
tion to
the serial
serial number
number of
of the
the
to the
tion
dispatch, that
that of
of the
the last disdisdispatch,
patch of
the preceding
preceding year.
year.
of the
patch
The name
name of
the ship
which
ship which
of the
The
carries the
the dispatch
dispatch is
is indicated
indicated
carries
a
when
the dispatching
dispatching office is in a
when the
it;
position to know it;
(e) Table
Use may be
III: Use
Table III:
(c)
made of
one or
or more
more special
special lists
lists
of one
made

C 17 hereto
conforming to Model
hereto
Model C
conforming
appended, either
either to
Table
replace Table
to replace
appended,
V or
to serve
as a
supplementary
a supplementary
serve as
V
or to
letter bill.
bill.
letter

The exclusive use of special
The
lists
is obligatory
if the Adminisobligatory if
lists is
tration of
requests.
destination so requests.
of destination
tration
The
in question
question shall indicate
lists in
The lists
the same
serial number
number as
as the
the one
one
same serial
the

Post, p. 2211.

-
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Creation of additional tables, etc.

I;se of negative letUse
ter bill.

Closed
Closed mails by certain ships of intermetain
Administration.
diate Administration.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
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mentioned on the letter bill of the
d'ordre que celui qui est mentionns
mentiona mentioned
d'ordre
corresponding dispatch.
sur
d'avis de la
sur la
la feuille d'avis
la clepech,e
d6peche corresponding
dispatch.
corre
spondante
correspondante.
Lorsque
Estes sont
Lorsque plusieurs
When more than one list
plusieurs listes
sont
list is
employees,
employees, elks
elles doivent etre
6tre nu- employed, they shall be nummerotees.
bered.
Le nombre
nombre des envois recomThe
The number of
of registered
registered artimend& qui peuvent
peuvent etre
mandes
etre inscrits
inscrits cles which
which may be entered in one
sur une seule et meme liste
hate and the same special
limited
special list is limited
speciale
eat limite
a60;
60;
sp6ciale est
limit6 A
to 60;
Tableau IV:
d) Tableau
IV: Le
Le cas echeant,
6cheant,
occasion arises,
arises,
(d) Table IV: If occasion
le nombre des sacs vides apparteapparte- the number of empty sacks
sacks benant A
h une Administration
Administration sutra
autre longing to an Administration
Administration
cello a
laquelle la depeche
eat other
que celle
Alaquelle
other than the one
which the
depeche est
one to
to which
adressee doit etre mentionn6
inentionne dispatch
adressee
dispatch is addressed
addressed shall be
separement avec indication
indication de mentioned separately,
separement
separately, with indicette
cette Administration.
Administration.
cation of that Administration.
Sont, en outre, mentionnees
mentionnees an
letters on official
official
au
The open letters
tableau IV lea
lettres de service business and the various comles lettres
ouvertes et lea
les communications
communications on
ou munications
munications or notes
notes of
of the disrecommendations
diverges du burecommandations diverses
patching office relative
relative to
to the
bu- patching
the
trait au ser- exchange
exchange service
service are also menreau expoditeur
exp6diteur ayant trait
vice d'echange;
d'echange;
tioned in Table IV;
Tableau V: Ce tableau
e) Tableau
tableau est
eat
Table V: This Table is set
set
(e) Table
l'inscription des envois
destine A
a l'inscription
envois aside for the entry
entry of the regisregisrecommand6s
recommend& lorsqu'il n'est pas tered
tered articles when exclusive use
exclusivement fait usage
usage de listes is not made of special lists.
exclusivement
speciales.
speciales.
Dana le cas o'
on lea
AdministraDans
les Administrathat the corresponding
corresponding
In case that
tions correspondantes
correspondantes se sont en- Administrations
Administrations have agreed upon
tendues pour l'inscription
l'inscription glob
ale the bulk billing of registered
globale
registered
des objets recommand6s
recommend& sur lea
lee articles in the letter bills, the
feuilles d'avis, le nombre total de
de total number
articles shall
number of such articles
ces objets doit etre indiqu6
indique en
en be indicated
indicated in figures
figures and spelled
spelled
chiffres et en toutes lettreg.
lettres.
out in full.
Lorsque
depeche no
When the dispatch does not
not
Lorsque la depeche
ne contient
contient
When
pas d'envois recommandes,
recommandes, Is.
la men- contain
registered articles,
contain any registered
eat portee
portee au
tion «Neant*
,,Neant est
au tableau the note Neant
entered in
Nkant (nil)
(nil) is entered
in
V.
Table V.
Table
3.—Les
Administrationspeuvent
3.-Les Administrations
peuvent
3. Administrations
Administrations may come
s'entendre pour creer d'autres to an agreement
s'entendre
agreement to create
create other
tableaux ou rubriques
rubriques sur la
is. feuille tables
tables or headings
headings in the letter
neces- bill, when they
d'avis lorsqu'elles le jugent n6cesthey deem it necessary.
notamment, They
saire. Elba
Elles peuvent, notamment,
They may, in particular,
particular, arrange
lea tableaux
tableaux V
disposer les
V et VI concon- Tables V
V and VI in accordance
form6ment
leurs besoins.
formement A lours
their requirements.
requirements.
with their
4.—Lorsqu'un bureau
4.-Lorsqu'un
bureau d.'echange
d'echange
When an exchange
exchange office has
4. When
n'a aucun objet
objet A
a livrer A
a un
tin no articles to deliver to a
correa correbureau correspondant,
correspondent, et que, dans sponding
sponding office,
office, and when, in
in
lea
relations entre lee
relations between
between the AdministraAdministrales relations
les AdministraAdministra- relations
interessees, lee
tions intressees,
les feuilles d'avis tions concerned, the letter bills are
no
numerotees par appli- not numbered, by application of
ne sont pas numeroties
of
Section 2,
(b), that office
office
cation du §
2, lettre b),
b), ce
§ 2,
ce bureau Section
2, letter (b),
se borne 4
a envoyer une
beak merely
une feuille
merely sends
sends a
anegative
negative letter bill
d'avis negative
negative dans la prochaine
proahaine in the next dispatch.
depeche.
d6peche.
5. Quand lee
mails must be
5. When closed mails
5.-Quand
les depeches
d6pches closes
loses
doivent etre transmises
transmises au moyen
moyen sent
sent by means of ships which the
the
de
Administration to
de navires que
que l'Administration
l'Administration intermediate
intermediate Administration
intermediaire
dependent which
belong does
rev:interm6diaire dont Us
ils d6pendent
which they belong
does not
not regu-
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n'utilise
regulierement pour
n'utilise pas r6gulierement
pour ses
ses
propres transports,
transports, le poids des
lettres
et autres
autres objets
doit 6tre
etre
lettres et
objets doit
indique
de ces
deindique cur
sur l'adresse
l'adresse de
ces de
peches
1'Administration
peches lorsque
lorsque l'Administration
chargee
d' assurer l'embarquement
l'embarquement
chargee d'assurer
le demande.
le
demande.

larly utilize for the transportation
transportation
of its
its own
the weight
weight of
of the
the
own mails,
mails, the
letters
articles shall be
letters and other articles
indicated in the address of such
indicated
when the Administration
Administration
mails when
charged
charged with assuring the embarkation so requests.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 158.
158.

ARTICLE
158
ARTICLE 158

Transmission des envois
Transmission
reconimandes.
recommand6s.

Transmission
registered articles
Transmission of
of registered
articles

.1.—Les
envois recommand6s
recommend& et,
1.-Les envois
lieu, les
listes speciales
speciales
y a
a lieu,
les listes
s'il y
prevues a,
l'artiele 157,
A l'article
157, §§ 2, sont
prevues
un ou
ou plusieurs paquets
paquets
reunis en
en un
ou sacs
etre
doivent 8tre
ou
sacs distincts
distincts qui
qui doivent
convenablement
enveloppes ou
ou
convenablement enveloppes
fermes
et cachet&
plombes de
ou plomb6s
cachetes ou
fermes et
maniere
preserver le
le contenu.
conten.u.
en preserver
maniere aaen
Les
envois recommandes
recommend& sont
sont
Les envois
classes
dans chaque
cheque paquet
paquet d'apres
d'apres
classes dans
leur
Quand
ordre d'inscription.
d'inscription. Quand
leur ordre
on
emploie plusieurslistes
plusieurs Estes sp6ciales,
sp &ides,
on emploie
chaeune d'elles
d'elles est
enliassee avec
avec
chacune
est enliassee
les objets
objets recommandes
recommend& auxquels
les
elle se
elle
se rapporte.
rapporte.
Sous reserve
reserve d'entente
les
entre les
d'entente entre
Sous
Administrations interessees
interessees et
loreet lorsAdministrations
que le
le volume
envois recomrecomvolume des
des envois
que
mandes
le permet,
envois peupeuces envois
permet, ces
mandes le
vent etre
etre inseres
inseres dans
l'enveloppe
dans l'enveloppe
vent
speciale contenant
d'avis.
feuille d'avis.
la feuille
contenant la
speciale
Cette enveloppe
etre cach,etee.
cachetee.
doit etre
enveloppe doit
Cette
En aucun
ca,s, les
les envois
envois rereEn
aucun cas,
command&
peuvent etre
conetre conne peuvent
command6s ne
fondus avec
avec les
correspondences
les correspondances
fondus
ordinaires.
ordinaires.
2.—Au paquet
paquet d'envois
d'envois recomrecom2.-Au
mend& est
est attach6e
attach& exterieureexterieuremandes
ment, par
croise de
ficelle,
de ficelle,
un crois6
par un
ment,
l'enveloppe speciale
speciale contenant
con tenant la
la
I'enveloppe
feuille d'avis;
lorsque les
envois
lea envois
d'avis; lorsque
feuille
recommend&
sont renfermes
renfermes dans
dans
recommandes sont
un sac,
est fix&
fix6e
enveloppe est
ladite enveloppe
sac, ladite
un
au
col de
sac.
ce sac.
au col
de ce
3.—S'il
ya
plus d'un
d.'un paquet
ou
paquet on
a plus
3.-S'il y
sac d'envois
d'envois recommandes,
recommandes, chacun
chacun
sac
des paquets
paquets ou
on sacs
suppl6mensacs supplemendes
taires
est muni
6tiquette
d'une etiquette
muni d'une
taires est
indiquant
contenu.
du contenu.
nature du
la nature
indiquant la
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Separate
Separate packets
packets for
1. Registered
Registered articles, and,
and, if
if registered
registered articles, etc.
occasion
occasion arises, the special lists
mentioned
Article 157, Section
mentioned in Article
2, are made up into one or more
separate
packets or sacks
sacks, which
separate packets
shall be suitably
suitably wrapped
wrapped or inclosed and sealed
sealed with wax or lead
in such a
amanner as to protect the
contents. The registered
registered articles
are arranged
arranged in each packet
packet according
cording to their entry numbers.
numbers.
When several special lists are
used, each of them is tied up with
the registered
registered articles to which it
relates.
Subject to agreement
agreement between
Subject
the Administrations
Administrations concerned,
concerned,
and when
when the volume of registered
registered
articles permits it, such articles
articles
included in the special
shall be included
envelope containing
containing the letter bill.
envelope
That envelope
envelope shall be sealed.
In no case
case may
may registered
registered articles be mixed with
with ordinary
ordinary correspondence.
respondence.
Envelope contain2. To the outside of the packet ingEnvelope
letter bill.
bill.
of registered
registered articles is attached,
attached,
crossed string, the
by means of a
a crossed
special
special envelope containing
containing the
registered arletter bill; when
when the registered
ticles are
are contained
contained in
in a
asack,
sack, the
the
ticles
envelope is tied to the neck of
of
said envelope
such sack.
Labeling of addi3. If there
there is more than one Labeling
tional sacks.
sacks.
tional
packet or sack
sack of registered
registered arpacket
ticles, each of the supplementary
supplementary
ticles,
packets or sacks
sacks is provided
provided with
packets
indicating the nature
nature of
aa label indicating
the contents.
contents.

ARTICLE 159.
159.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 159
ARTICLE
159

Transmission
des envois
envois expres.
expres.
Transmission des

Transmission of special-delivery
special-delivery
Transmission
articles
articles

1.
Ordinary special-delivery
special-delivery ar1. Ordinary
1.—Les
envois expres
ordinaires
expres ordinaires
1.-Les envois
tides
tied
together
in a
aspecial
special
together
ticles
are
tied
sont
reunis
en
une
Hasse
speciale
sont r6unis en une liasse spciale
having aalabel bearing
bearing the
munie
portant en
en bundle having
6tiquette portant
d'une etiquette
munie d'une

Ordiny articles.
artcles.
Ordhtary
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gros
caraeteres is
men.tion Expreso
gros caracteres
la mention<,Expres*
bureaux d'6d'eet inseres,
inser6s, par les
les bureaux
change,
Penveloppe contenant
contenant
change, dons
dans l'enveloppe
is
la feuille d'avis qui accompagne
accompagne
is depeche.
la
d6peche.
Toutefois, si cette
enveloppe
Toutefois,
cette enveloppe
doit etre fix6e
fixee au col du sac des
envois recommandes
envois
recommandes (article 168,
158,
§
Hasse des envois
envois expres cot
§ 2), la liasse
est
places dons
is sac exterieur.
placee
dans le
exterieur. La
La
presence,
&Oche, des
presence, dans la depeche,
des
correspondances
c,orrespondane,es de l'espece
respece cot
est
alors
&molted° par
alors annonce
a une
une fiche
fiche
places dans l'enveloppe
renveloppe contenant
contenant
placee
Is feuille d'avis. La memo
prola
meme procedure
cedure est
cot suivie lorsque
Iorsque les envois
is
expres n'ont pu
pu etre
etre joints aa la
feuille d'avis en raison de leur
leur
nombre, de
de leur forme
forme ou de
de leurs
leurs
dimensions.
dimensions.
2.—Les
envois expres
expres recom2.-Les envois
mandes sent
sant classes,
6, leur
leur ordre,
ordre,
mandes
classes, A
parmi les autres envois recommand6s
mandes et is
mention «ExpresD
la mention
,Expres»
est
portee dans
cot port&
dons la
is colonne
colonne cObseruObservations
, du tableau V de is
vations*
la fenille
feuille
d'avis ou des listes sp6ciales,
speciales, en
regard de Pinscription
chacun
l'inscription de chacun
d'eux. En cas d'inscription
d'inscription gloglobale, la presence
presence d'envois
recomd'envois recommamas a
mandes
A remettre
remettre par
par expres
expres est
est
signalee simplement
simplement par la
is mensignalee
,Expresa on
tion aExpres*
is
au tableau V de la
feuille d'avis.

(special delivery)
note Exprgs
Expr~s (special
delivery) in
large
characters and
inserted by
by
large characters
and inserted
exchange offices in the
the exchange
the envelope containing
letter bill
bill
containing the letter
which
which accompanies
accompanies the dispatch.
dispatch.
However, if
if that
envelope must
must
However,
that envelope
be affixed to the neck of the
the sack
of registered
articles (Article
(Article 158,
158,
registered articles
Section 2),
2), the bundle of specialspecialdelivery
placed in the
delivery articles is
is placed
the
outside sack. The presence
presence in
in
that
the dispatch of articles of that
kind is then announced
announced by a
a slip
placed
placed inside
inside the envelope containcontainproing the letter
letter bill.
bill. The same
same procedure
it has
cedure is followed when it
has not
been possible to inclose the special-delivery articles with the letcial-delivery
ter bill because
because of their number,
form or dimensions.
dimensions.
2. Registered
Registered special-delivery
special-delivery
articles are arranged
arranged in order
order
among
other registered
among the other
registered articles, and the note
note Expre,s
Expres (special
delivery) is placed
placed in the Observadelivery)
ObservaV of
the
tions column of Table V
of the
letter bill or of the special lists,
opposite the entry concerning
concerning
each of them. In case of bulk
billing, the presence
presence of
registered
of registered
articles to be specially delivered
delivered
is indicated
indicated simply by the note
Expr& (special delivery)
Exprgs
delivery) in Table
V
letter bill.
V of the letter
bill.

ARTICLE 160.
160.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
160
ARTICLE 160

Confection des d6peches.
depeches.

Preparation
Preparation of dispatches
dispatches
general rule,
articles
1. As a
a general
rule, articles
bundles
are sorted and tied in bundles
according to the nature of the
according
the
correspondence,
correspondence, letters
letters and
and post
post
cards being included
cards
included in the same
same
bundle, and
newspapers and periperibundle,
and newspapers
odicals being made up into packets, apart
apart from those containing
containing
ordinary
bundles are
ordinary prints. The
The bundles
designated by labels bearing the
designated
indication
indication of the office of destination or redispatch
redispatch of the articles
contained in the bundles.
bundles. Articontained
cles of
capable of
of correspondence
correspondence capable
being tied in bundles
bundles shall be
being
arranged in the direction
arranged
direction of the
the
Prepaid articles
articles are
address.
Prepaid
separated
from those which are
separated from
unprepaid or shortpaid,
shortpaid, and the
unprepaid
labels of bundles of articles
articles which
are unprepaid
unprepaid or shortpaid
shortpaid are
marked
marked with the T-stamp.

1.-En
gn6erale, lea
1.—En regle generale,
les objets
sont classes
sent
enliasses par nature
classes et enliasss
de correspondances,
lettres et
correspondances, lea
les lettres
et
les cartes postales &ant
Etant comprises
comprises
les
dans is
Hasse et les
journaux
la meme liasse
les journaux
et ecrits
periodiques devant faire
emits periodiques
I'objet
Pobjet de liasses distinctes
distinctes de celles
celles
des imprimes ordinaires.
Les
liasses sont designees
designees par des
etiquettes portant I'indication
l'indication du
du
bureau destinataire
destinataire ou reexpedireexpedibureau
teur des envois
envois insures
inseres darts
les
dans les
liasses. Les objets de corresponcorrespondance
dance susceptibles
susceptibles d'8tre
d'être enliasses
enliasses
doivent
6tre disposes
disposs dans le
doivent etre
is sens
sons
de l'adresse. Les objets affrancthis
affranchis
sont separes
sent
separes de MIX
qui ne
no is
sent
ceux qui
le sont
pas ou le
is sont
sent insuffisaminent
insuffisamment et
les etiquettes
tiquettes de liasses
lasses d'objets
non ou insuffisamment
insuffisamment affranchis
affranchis
sont frapp6es
sent
frappees du timbre T.
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Les lettres
lettres portant
portant des traces
d'ouverture, de deterioration
on
d'ouverture,
deterioration ou
d'une
doivent etre munies d'ime
d'avarie doivent
menticn du fait et frappees du
menticn
timbre a
Pa
a date du bureau qui l'a

constate.
constate.
exp6dies
Les mandats de poste expedies
a dec,ouvert
decouvert sont reunis en une
hasse distincte, qui dolt
doit etre
liasse
inseree dans un paquet ou
on sac
inser6e
contenavt
des objets
objets recommandes
recommandes
contenant des
et keentuellement
eventuellement dans
dons is
on
le pa,quet
paquet ou
et
sac
valeurs declarees.
declarees. Si la
sac avec
avec valeurs
depeche
comprend ni objets
depeche ne comprend
declarees,
valeurs declare:es,
recommandes
recommand6s ni valeurs
dans
les mandats sont places dens
l'enveloppe contenant la feuille
feuille
1'enveloppe
enliasses avec celle-ci.
celle-ci.
d'avis ou enliass6s
2.—Les depeches sont renfer2.-Les
convenablemees dans des sacs convenableplomb6s et
clos, cachet&
ou plombes
cachetes on
ment clos,
etiquetes.
etiquetes. Lorsqu'il est fait usage
de
passee deux
de ficelle,
ficelle, elle doit etre pass&
d'6tre
fois autour du col avant d'être
nouee. Les empreintes
empreintes des canou6e.
chets
reprochets ou des plombs doivent reprotrbe .licaracteres latins tres
duire, en cara,cteres
d'origme
sibles, le nom du bureau d'origine
ou
une indication
indication suffisante pour
ou une
permettre
determiner ce bureau.
de determiner
permettre de
Les 6tiquettes
etiquettes des depeches doiLes
vent
en toile, carton fort, par6tre en
vent etre
chemin
une
coll6 sur line
ou en papier cone
chemin ou
planchette;
dans les relations entre
planchette; dens
bureaux
il peut etre
limitrophes, il
bureaux limitrophes,
fait usage d'etiquettes
papier
d'etiquettes en papier
fort.
sont confec4tiquettes sont
Les etiquettes
fort. Les
tionnees
dans les
les couleurs
couleurs suitionnees dans
vantes:
vantes:
a)
vermilion, pour les
a) en rouge vermilion,
contenant des envois recomsacs contenant
mandes;
mandes;
b)
ne
les sacs no
blanc, pour les
b) en blanc,
contenant
des lettres
et des
des
lettres et
que des
contenant que
cartes
postales ordinaires;
ordinaires;
cartes postales
c) en
clair, pour
pour les
les sacs
en bleu
bleu clair,
c)
contenant
exclusivement d'autres
d'autres
contenant exclusivement
objets
ordinaires;
objets ordinaires;
d)
pour les sacs convert, pour
en vert,
d) en
tenant
vides
seulement des sacs vides
tenant seulement
renvoyes
1'origine.
renvoy4s aal'origine.
Les sacs
sacs contenant
contenant de
corresde la corresLes
pondance
pondance ordinaire mixte (lettres,
postales et autres
cartes postales
tres, cartes
objets)
munis de
doivent etre mums
objets) doivent
retiquette blanche.
1'6tiquette
L'emploi d'6tiquettes
d'etiquettes de
couleur
de couleur
L'emploi
rouge
vermilion, blanche
bleu
et bleu
blanche et
rouge vermilion,
claw
est obligatoire;
revanche,
en revanche,
obligatoire; en
clair est
193470°-41—PT.
11-58
193470°-41-PT. 11-58
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Damaged, etc.,
etc., letLetters bearing
bearing traces of open- ters.
Letters
ters.
deterioration or damage
damage shall
ing, deterioration
be marked
marked with a
mention of the
a mention
fact and be struck with the date
stamp of the office
office which has
detected
detected it.
Money orders.
orders.
Money orders
orders sent uninclosed Money
are tied in a
a separate
separate bundle,
which shall be included in aapacket or sack containing
containing registered
registered
articles and, in appropriate
appropriate cases,
in the packet or sack
sack of insured
insured
articles. If the dispatch
dispatch does not
not
contain either
either registered
registered or insured articles, the orders are
placed in the envelope containing
containing
letter bill or tied up with the
the letter
latter.
Closing,
of
Closing, etc.,
etc., of
2. Dispatches
inclosed in sacks.
Dispatches are inclosed
sacks.
sacks suitably
suitably closed, sealed with
wax or lead,
lead, and labeled.
labeled. When
When
made of string, it
it shall be
use is made
passed twice
twice around the neck
neck of
passed
the sack before being tied. The
imprints on the wax or lead seals
imprints
reproduce, in very legible
shall reproduce,
Latin characters,
characters, the name of the
indication
office of origin or an indication
sufficient
sufficient to permit that office to
determined.
be determined.
Labels, etc.
etc.
The labels of the dispatches
dispatches Labels,
shall be of cloth, strong cardboard,
board, parchment, or paper
pasted
a wooden
wooden block; in
pasted on a
relations
adjacent offices,
offices,
between adjacent
relations between
use may be made of labels
labels of
of
strong paper.
The labels are
Color designatlons.
designations.
made up m the following colors:
colors; Color

(a) In vermillion
vermillion red, .for
for sacks
containing
registered articles;
articles;
containing registered

(b) In white, for sacks containordinary letters and post
ing only ordinary

cards;
cards;
(c) In light blue, for sacks
(c)
containing only ordinary other
containing
articles;
articles;
(d)
(d) In
In green, for sacks containsacks returned
returned to
only empty sacks
ing only

origin.

containing mixed ordiSacks containing
nary correspondence
correspondence (etters,
(letters, post
nary

cards
'bear
articles) shall bear
and other articles)
cards and
the white
white label.

The use of vermillion
vermillion red, white
The
and
light blue labels is obligand light
atory;
on the other
green
other hand, green
atory; on
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labels are
used only
only if the Adminare used
les
etiquettes vertes
sont utilisees
utilis6es labels
vertes sont
les etiquettes
destination
so deof
destination
istration
settlement
si
l'Administration
de
de
si
l'Administration
seulement
mands.
destination
l'exige.
destination Pexige.
Data to be furThe
indication,
Les etiquettes
labels bear the indication,
The labels
etiquettes portent 1'indicaPindicanished.
printed in
in small
small Latin characters,
tion
imprimee en
en petits
petits caracteres
caracteres printed
tion imprimee
of the
the name of the dispatching
latins du
du nom
bureau expediexpedi- of
du bureau
nom du
latins
office, and, in heavy
heavy Latin
Latin characcharacteur et,
et, en
en caracteres
caracteres latins
leans gras,
gras, office,
teur
name of the
the office of
ters, the name
du nom
du bureau
destinataire, ters,
bureau clestinataire,
nom du
du
the
preceded by
precedes
moth destination, preceded
des mots
respectivement des
precedes respectivement
de (from)
(for)
(from) and pour (for)
words de
de* et
et <Tour*.
Dana
lea Cohanchan- words
Dans les
<pours.
,<de*
exchanges berespectively. In exchanges
ges
entre lee
pays eloignes
non respectively.
doignes non
les pays
ges entre
tween distant
distant countries
not efcountries not
effectues par
des services
services marlmari- tween
par des
effectues
direct maritime
maritime services,
services,
fected by direct
times directs,
directs, ces
ces indications
sent fected
indications sent
times
indications are
completed by
are completed
eompletees par
de la
Is those indications
la mention
mention de
par Is
completees
mention of the date of dispatch,
date
&expedition, du
de the mention
du numero
numero de
date d'expedition,
Penvoi
le cas
cas echeant,
du port
number of the mail, and the
port the number
&chant,du
l'envoi et,
et, le
debarkation, if any, if the
de debarquement
debarquement si
si l'Adminisl'Adminis- port of debarkation,
de
Administration concerned
concerned so reAdministration
tration
interessee le
le domande.
demande.
tration interess6e
quests.
The
indicate legibly,
shall indicate
Les sacs
doivent indiquer
indiquer (Pune
The sacks shall
d'une
sacs doivent
Les
characters, the office or
Latin characters,
en caracteres
facon lisible,
lisible, on
caracteres latins, in Latin
fagon
country of origin, and shall bear
le
bureau ou
ou le
pays d'origine,
d'origine, et
et country
le pays
le bureau
the note
note Postes (posts) or some
porter la
is mention
oPostesn ou
ou the
mention «Postes»
porter
similar note characterizing
characterizing
toute
analogue les
signalant other similar
les signalant
autre analogue
toute entre
them
comme depeches
postales.
dispatches.
as postal dispatches.
them as
d6peches postales.
comme
Intermediate offices
offices shall not
not
Intermediate
Les
bureaux intermediaires
ne
intermrdiaires no
Les bureaux
place any serial number on labels
doivent
porter aucun
aucun numero
num6ro place
doivent porter
d'ordre sur
sur lea
sacs of
des sacs
of sacks
sacks or packets of closed mails
les etiquettes
etiquettes des
d'ordre
ou
paquets de
depeches closes
closes en
en in transit.
de depeches
ou paquets
transit.
transit.
Small or
or negative
negative
3.-Sauf
arrangement contraire,
Barring contrary
contrary agreement,
3. Barring
3.—Sauf arrangement
dispatches.
dispatch
negales d6epches
depeches peu
pen volumineuses
voluraineuses ou
ou dispatches of small size or negales
dispatches are simply wrapnegatives
sont simplement
simplement enen- tive dispatches
negatives sont
paper in such aa
veloppees
papier fort
ma- ped
de main strong
strong paper
fort de
ped in
de papier
veloppees de
there
eviter toute
deterioration manner as to avoid all harm
harm to
A eviter
toute deterioration
niere a
du contenu,
fi.celdes et
sealed
pus ficelees
et cache-.
cache- the contents,
du
contenu, puis
contents then tied and sealed
tees
on plombees.
plombees.
with wax or lead.
with
tees ou
Sealing.
.
EEn
cas de
de plombage,
En cas
plombage, ces deIn case of lead sealing, those
peches
etre conditionshall be prepared
in
prepared in
condition- dispatches shall
peches doivent
doivent etre
nees
de telle
facon que
quo Is.
ficelle ne
no such a
a way that the string can
can
la ficelle
nees de
telle fagon
d6tachee. LorsLors- not be detached.
puisse
pas 6tre
etre detaches.
puisse pas
detached. When they
qu'elles
no contiennent
des9 contain
contain nothing but ordinary corqu'elles ne
contiennent quo
que des
elddr
correspondences ordinaires,
they may be faselleee respondence,
correspondances
ordinaires, ales
respondence, they
peuvent
etre fermees
moyen tened
tened by means of gummed seals
peuvent etre
fermees an
au moyen
de
'Indi- bearing
de cachets
cachets gommes
gommes portant
bearing the printed indication of
portant l'indication
du bureau
de the dispatching
dispatching office
office or Adminiscation imprunee
imprimee d
bu
bureau on
ou de
s ses
Addre
Addresses.
.'
'Administration expeditrice.
expeditrice. Les
l'Administration
Les tration.
tration. The addresses
addresses of the
the
packets shall comply,
suscriptions des
doivent packets
paquets doivent
suscriptions
des paquets
comply, in regard
and the
correspondre,
5jui concerne
indications and
printed indications
en ce
ce qui
concerne to the printed
correspondre, en
colors, with
the provisions
provisions laid
laid
et lea
leei colors,
lea indications
imprimees et
with the
les
indications imprimees
couleurs,
prescriptions prevues
prevues down by
Section 22 for the labels
by Section
couleurs, aux
aux prescriptions
au §§2
pour lea
lea etiquettes
des sacE
sacsi of sacks of mail.
6tiquettes des
au
2 pour
de
correspondences.
de correspondances.
more than
than
Use aof more
4.-Lorsque
4.
When the
number or
ou le
or volume
volume
the number
4.—Lorsque le nombre
nombre on
le
4. When
one sack
sack.
of the
the mails requires the employemployvolume
envois exige
exige l'emploi
l'emploii of
volume des
des envois
ment of
of more
more than
than one sack,
de
sacs distincts
distinctfs ment
d'un sac,
sac, des
des sacs
de plus
plus d'un
separate sacks shall
shall be used, as
doivent,
autant que
quo possible,
possible, etre
etre separate
doivent, autant
far as possible:
possible:
utilises:
utilises:
letters and post cards;
cards;
(a) For letters
a) pour
lea lettres
cartes poe
poset cartes
lettres at
pour les
a)
t
ales ;
tales;
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b) pour
les autres objets; le cas
cas
pourles
echeant,
6chbant, des sacs distincts doivent
doivent
encore etre utilises pour les petits
etiquettes de ces
paquets; les etiquettes
derniers sacs portent la mention
mention
oPetits paquets
».
.Petits
paquets,,.
Le paquet ou sac des envois
recommand6s,
recommandes, reuni avec la feuille
is fagon prevue a
d'avis de la
SParticle
1'article
158, §§ 2, est place dans un des
sac
sacs de lettres ou dans un sac
special; le sac exterieur
exterieur dolt
doit porter,
en tout cas, Petiquette
l'6tiquette rouge.
Lorsqu'il y
ya
a plus d'un sac d'envois
recommandes,
recommand6s, les sacs supplementaires ne contenant
contenant quo
que des
objets recommandes
que
recommandes autres quo
des lettres et des cartes postales peuvent
peuvent etre expedies a
l'etiquette
decouvert munis de Petiquette
rouge.
5.—L'etiquette du sac ou pa5.-L'6tiquette
quet renfermant
is feuille d'avis,
renfermant la
meme
celle-ci est
est
est negative,
negative, est
si celle-ci
meme si
revetue de la
is lettre F
F
toujours revetue
apparente.
maniere apparent°.
d'une maniere
tracee d'une
6.—Le poids de chaque sac no
ne
6.-Le
doit
kilogrammes.
30 kilogrammes.
d6passer 30
doit pas
pas &passer
7.—Les
d'6change inbureaux d'echange
7.-Les bureaux
serent autant que possible, dans
leurs propres depeches
d6peches pour un
determine, toutes
detoutes les d&
bureau d6termin6,
petites dimensions
dimensions (pade petites
peches de
quets ou
qui leur
parviennent
leur parviennent
ou sacs)
sacs) qui
quets
pour ce bureau.

(b) For
articles; if
occa(b)
For other
other articles;
if occasacks shall
shall
sion arises,
arises, separate
separate sacks
also be used for small
small packets;
packets;
the
these latter
latter sacks
sacks
the labels
labels of
of these
Petits paquets
paquets (small
bear the note
note Petits
packets).
packets).
The packet
packet or
registered
or sack of
of registered
articles, tied together
together with the
letter bill
letter
bill in the manner preprescribed by Article
158, Section
Section 2,
2,
scribed
Article 158
m one
the letter
sacks
is placed
placed in
one of
of the
letter sacks
or in
in a.
a separate
sack; the
the outside
outside
separate sack;
case bear the
sack shall in any
any case
red
there is
red label.
label. When
When there
is more
more
than one
registered ararthan
one sack
sack of
of registered
ticles, the
the additional
additional sacks
sacks conconticles,
taining nothing but
but registered
registered
letters and
articles other than letters
post
cards may
may be
be sent
uninpost cards
sent uninclosed, bearing
bearing the red label.

Sacks containing
containing
Sacks
registered articles.
registered

Ante, p.
p. 2149.
2149.
Ante,

bill..
5. The
of the
the sack
or packet
packet Letter bill.
5.
The label
label of
sack or
containing the
the letter
letter bill,
even if
containing
bill, even
the
negative, is always
always
the latter is
is negative,
marked
the letter
letter F,
F, traced
marked with
with the
traced
in a
aconspicuous
conspicuous manner.
in
Weight.
6. The
The weight
weight of
of each
each sack
shall Weight.
6.
sack shall
not exceed
exceed 30
kilograms.
30 kilograms.
not
Treatment of small
Treatment
7. As
As far
far as
possible, the ex- dispatches.
7.
as possible,
dispatches.
change
offices
insert
in
their
own
change offices insert in their own
dispatches for
for a
a given
given office,
office, all
all
dispatches
dispatches of
of small
small dimensions
dimensions
dispatches
(packets or
or sacks)
which reach
reach
(packets
sacks) which
that office.
office.
them for
for that

ARTICLE 161.
161.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 161

Remise des
des d4peches.
depeches.
Remise

Delivery
Delivery of dispatches
dispatches

entre
1.—La remise
depeches entre
des depeches
remise des
1.-La
deux bureaux
bureaux correspondants
s'efcorrespondants s'efdeux
fectue suivant
dispositions
les dispositions
suivant les
fectue
prises par
les Administrations
Administrations ininpar les
prises
teressees.
t6ressees.
Seuls les
les sacs
et paquets
signales
paquets signal&
sacs et
Seuls
par des
des etiquettes
etiquettes rouges
rouges doivent,
doivent,
par
au
de la
etre
livraison, etre
la livraison,
moment de
au moment
soumis
une verification
complete
verification complete
soumis aaune
de leur
leur fermeture
conet de leur confermeture et
de
ditionnement.
Quant aux
autres
aux autres
ditionnement. Quant
sacs et
verification en
en
la verification
paquets, la
et paquets,
sacs
est facultative
facultative et
sont toujours
toujours
et ils
ils sont
est
rends globalement.
globalement.
remis
2.—Les
depe'ches doivent
doivent etre
etre
2.-Les d6epches
livrees en
en bon
bon etat.
Cependant,
6tat. Cependant,
livr6es
une depeche
depeche no
pas etre
reetre rene peut
peut pas
une
fusee pour
d'avarie. LorsLorscause d'avarie.
pour cause
fusee
qu'une depeche
est regue
en maumauregue en
depeche est
qu'une
vais etat
par un
un bureau
interbureau inter6tat par
vais
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delivery of dispatches
1. The delivery

between two
two corresponding
offices
corresponding offices
between

Delivery
Delivery
patches.

of

dis-

is effected
effected in accordance
accordance with the
conditions prescribed by the Adconditions
ministrations
concerned.
ministrations concerned.
Only the sacks and packets
designated
at
designated by red labels need, at
the time
time of delivery,
delivery, be subjected
subjected
to complete
complete verification
verification of their
closing and condition.
condition. As for the
other sacks and packets, their
verification is optional and they
they
verification
are always
always delivered
delivered in bulk.
Damaged
Damaged
Dispatches shall be delivered
delivered patches.
2. Dispatches
patches.
condition. However, a
a
in good condition.
dispatch may not be refused
refused because
damage. When a
a disof damage.
cause of
patch
condition
received in bad condition
is received
patch is
it shall
an intermediate
intermediate office, it
by an

disdis-
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mediaire, elle doit
etre mise
'nig° telle
mediaire,
doit Atre
quelle
sous nouvel
nouvel emballage.
quelle sous
emballage. Le
Le
bureau
effectue le reemballage
reemballage
bureau qui effectue
indications de l'6tiPetidoit porter les indications
original° cur
nouvelle
sur la
la nouvelle
quette originale
etiquette
apposersurcelle-ciune
6tiquette et apposersurcelle-ciune
empreinte de
a date,
empreinte
de son
son timbre
timbre A
precedee
mention aReempr6ced6e de la mention
Re6embelle
balle a
A -_-----_------ .

Post,
p. 221.
2212.
Podt, p.

By office
of destinadestinaoffice of
tion.

Bulletin
of verffiesBulletin of
verifietion.

be placed, just as it
it is, under
under new
packing.
which effects
effects
packing. The office which
the repacking
repacking shall enter the
indications of the original label on
on
indications
the new label and place
place on the
latter an imprint of its date stamp,
latter
preceded
preceded by the note Remballe 4
(repacked at -.-----).
-------- (repacked
)

ARTICLE 162
ARTiCLE
Verification
depeches.
Verification des dep&ches.
Verification of dispatches
dispatches
Verification
1.—Lorsqu'im
bureau inter1.
intermediate office
1. When an intermediate
1.-Lorsqu'un bureau
mediaire
proceder au roamdismediaire doit procder
reem- must proceed
proceed to repack aa disbailage
depeche, il en
it verifies
verifies the contents
ballage d'une d6epche,
en verifie
verifie patch, it
contenti s'il presume
presume quo
thereof if
if it
it presumes
presumes that
that they
le contenu
que celui- thereof
they
ci n'est pas reste
remained intact.
intact.
have not remained
rest6 intact.
Ii dresse un
1,11i bulletin de verificaverificaII
It makes
makes up a
bulletin of veriIt
a bulletin
conforme an
modele C
0 18 fication
tion conforme
au mod&le
fication conforming
conforming to Model C
C
ci-annexe en se conformant
aux 18 hereto appended,
ci-annex6
conformant aux
appended, complying
complying
dispositions du §§ 33 ci-apres.
ci-aprts. Ce with the provisions of Section 33
bulletin est
envoye au
est envoy6
au bureau
bureau hereafter.
hereafter. That bulletin is sent
sent
d'echange
d'echange d'oh is
ete to the exchange
la depeche
depeche aa 6t6
exchange office from which
adressee an
revue; une copie en est adressee
au the dispatch
dispatch was
received; a
a copy
was received;
copy
d'origme et une
une autre est
est thereof is addressed
bureau d'origine
addressed to the office
inseree
is d6peche
depeche r6emMom- of origin and another
ins6ree dans la
another is inserted
inserted
bailee.
ball6e.
in the repacked
repacked dispatch.
2.—Le bureau
2.-Le
bureau destinataire
destinataire veriv6ridestination
2. The office of destination
fie si la
is depeche
depeche est an
complet et si
si verifies whether
au complet
dispatch is
whether the dispatch
les inscriptions
inscriptions de is
la feuille d'avis
d'avis intact, and whether
whether the entries
et, le can
echeant, des Estes
cas 6ch6ant,
listes spesp6 on the letter
letter bill, and on the speciales d'envois recommandes
recommend& sent
sont cial lists of registered
registered articles, if
if
exactas.
do manque d'une any, are correct. In case of
exactes. En cas de
depeche ou d'un on
depAche
ou plusieurs
plusieurs sacs shortage
shortage of a
a dispatch, or of one
en faisant partie, d'objets recom- or more sacks forming part theremandes, d'une
d.'avis, d'une of, of registered
mandes,
d'une feuille d'avis,
registered articles,
articles, of a
letter
a letter
lists special°
liste
speciale d'envois recommanrecomman- bill, of aa special list of registered
registered
d6s,
des, ou lorsqu'il s'ag,it
s'agit de toute articles,
articles, or when
when it
it is aa question
autre irregularite,
irrngularite, le fait est
est conscons- of any other irregularity,
irregularity, the fact
fact
tate immediatement
immediatement par deux is established
once by two
established at once
agents. Ceux-ci font les rectifirectifi- employees. The latter
latter make the
cations necessaires
n6cessaires sur les feuilles necessary
corrections on the bills or
or
necessary corrections
ou listes
on
Estes en ayant soin
coin de biffer les lists, taking care to strike out the
indications erron6es
erronees de maniere
maniere A
a erroneous items in such a
indications
manner
a manner
laisser reconnaitre
reconnaitre les inscriptions
inscriptions as to allow the original entries to
to
primitives.
primitives. A
A moins
moms d'une erreur
erreur be recognized.
recognized. Except in case
case of
evident°, les
les rectifications
evidente,
rectifications prevapr6va- obvious
obvious error, the corrections
corrections prelent cur
declaration originate.
sur is
la declaration
originale. vail over the original statement.
Lorsqu'un bureau
recoit des feufemLorsqu'un
bureau reooit
When an office
office receives
receives letter
letter
ales
spiciales qui
iies&aria
d'avisou des
des listes
listes speciales
qui bills
which are not
not
bills or
or special lists which
ne
lui song
pas destines,
destinies, il
it envoie
envoie ces
ces intended
ne lui
sontpas
intended for it, it
sends those docdocit sends
documents au bureau
bureau de destinadestina- uments to the office
office of destination,
destination,
riglemente internes
internee is
tion ou,
o, si see
s8s rgemes
le or, if its
regulations so
its domestic
domestic regulations
prescriwen,
prescrivent, des copies certifiies
certifies prescribe,
prescribe, certified
certified copies thereof.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Verification by inVerification
termediate office.
termediate

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

conformes.
conformes.

162.
162.

3.—Les faits constates sent si3.-Les
3. The facts established
established are
gnales, an
d'un bulletin cle
au moyen d'un
de reported by means of aa bulletin
bulletin
verification,
&origin.° of verification
verification to
to the office of
of
vrification, an
au bureau
bureau d'origine

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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de
en cas de manet, en
d6peche et,
la depeche
de in
quant
dernier bureau
quant reel, au dernier
intermediaire, par le premier courintermediaire,
rier
verification
utilisable apres verification
rier utilisable
complete
d6p6che.
de la &Oche.
complete de
Les indications
bulletin
indications de ce bulletin
Les
doivent
exactement
aussi exactement
specifier aussi
doivent specifier
paquet ou
que
possible de
de quel
quel sac, paquet
que possible
objet
il s'agit.
objet il
Tin
duplicata du bulletin
bulletin de
Un duplicata
les
envoy6, dans lea
verification est envoye,
verification
memes conditions
que l'original,
l'original,
conditions que
memes
l'Administration dont releve le
a l'Administration
bureau d'oriene
de la
depeche,
la &Oche,
d'origine de
bureau
lorsque cette
cette Administration
Administration l'exilorsque
ge.
s'agit d'irregularid'irregulariLorsqu'il s'agit
ge. Lorsqu'il
tes
permettant de
importantes permettant
tes importantes
presumer une
une perte
perte ou
ou me
une spoliapresumer
tion, l'enveloppe
l'enveloppe ou le sac ainsi
ainsi
tion,
cachet ou plomb
que
ficelle et le cachet
la ficelle
que la
de
fermeture du
paquet ou
ou du sac
du paquet
de fermeture
des
envois recommandes
recommandes sont,
des envois
autant
que possible,
au
joints au
possible, joints
autant que
bulletin de
de verification
verification destine au
bulletin
bureau
d'origine. Ti
Il en est de
bureau d'origine.
memo de
de l'enveloppe
l'enveloppe ou
on du sac
meme
exterieurs,
leur
ficelle, leur
leur ficelle,
avec leur
exterieurs, avec
etiquette,
on plomb
cachet ou
leur cachet
etiquette, leur
de
fermeture, chaque
fois que
chaque fois
de fermeture,
l'envoi de
de ces
pieces justificatives
justificatives
ces pieces
l'envoi
est
possible.
est possible.
Dana
avec les AdmiAdmil'echange avec
Dans l'echange
l'envoi d'un
nistrations
qui exigent
exigent l'en.voi
nistrations qui
duplicata, les
les pieces
pieces justificatives
justificatives
duplicata,
mentionnees ci-dessus
ci-dessus sont
sent ananmentionnees
nexees
au duplicata.
duplicata.
nexees au
Pans
les cas
cas pr6vus
prevus aux
aux §§
et
§§ 11et
Dans les
2,
le bureau
bureau d'origine
d'origine et,
le cas
cas
et, le
2, le
bureau
echeant,
le
dernier
bureau
dernier
le
echeant,
d'echange
peuvent,
intermediaire peuvent,
d'6change intermediaire
en outre,
outre, etre
etre avises
telepar t616avises par
en
gramme aux
aux frais
frais de
l'Administrade l'Administragramme
tion qui
qui expedie
expedie celui-ci.
celui-ci.
tion
Un
telegraphique doit
doit etre
etre
avis telegraphique
Un avis
emis
que la
&Oche
la d6peche
fois que
les fois
toutes les
emis toutes
presents des
des traces
evidentes de
de
traces 6videntes
pr6sente
spoliation, afin
le bureau
que le
afin que
spoliation,
expediteur on
prointermediaire proou intermediaire
expediteur
cede sans
aucun retard
retard aa1'instrucl'instrucsans aucun
cede
tion de
l'affaire et,
et, le
le cas
6ch6ant,
cas echeant,
de l'affaire
tion
avise
par telegram-me
t6l6gramme
egalement par
avise egalement
l'Administration
precedente pour
pour
I'Administration precedente
la
l'enquete.
de l'enquete.
continuation de
la continuation
4.—Lorsque
l'absence d'une
d'une de
de4.-Lorsque l'absence
peche est
est le
le resultat
resultat d'un
d'un defaut
defaut
peche
de coincidence
ou
courriers ou
des courriers
coincidence des
de
lorsqu'elle est
est dfment
dilment exphquee
expliquee
lorsqu'elle
sur le
l'6taremise, l'etade remise,
bordereau de
le bordereau
sur
blissement d'un
bulletin de
v6rificade verificad'un bulletin
blissement
tion
n'est necessaire
necessaire que
que si
la
si la
tion n'est
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origin
the dispatch,
dispatch, and, in case
of the
origin of
of
shortage, to the last interof actual
actual shortage,
mediate
mail
mediate office, by the first mail
available after complete verificaavailable
tion
of the
the dispatch.
tion of
The
indications of that bulletin
The indications
shall specify
possible
specify as exactly as possible
shall
what sack,
article is
sack, packet or article
what
involved.
involved.
dupli
Sending of dupli
A duplicate
duplicate of the bulletin of
of cate,
A
cate, on demand.
demand.
the
under
verification
is
sent,
is
verification
same conditions
conditions as the
the original,
original,
same
which
to the
Administration to which
the Administration
to
dispatch
the office
office of
of origin
origin of the dispatch
the
belongs, when
when that AdministraAdministrabelongs,
tion
so demands.
it is a
a
When it
demands. When
tion so
question
irregulariimportant irregulariof important
question of
presumpto the presumpties
giving rise
rise to
ties giving
tion
or rifling,
envelope
the envelope
rifling, the
loss or
of loss
tion of
or
as well
well as the string and
and
sack as
or sack
the
or lead seal
seal which fastens
wax or
the wax
the
packet or
registered
or sack of registered
the packet
articles are,
when possible,
possible, atare, when
articles
tached to
bulletin of verificaverificathe bulletin
to the
tached
tion addressed
office of
the office
addressed to the
tion
origin. The
same applies
applies to the
The same
origin.
outer envelope
or sack,
sack, with
its
with its
envelope or
outer
lead seal,
string, label
wax or lead
and wax
label and
string,
whenever the
transmission of such
the transmission
whenever
pieces of
possible.
evidence is possible.
of evidence
pieces
In
with Adminexchange with
the exchange
In the
istrations which
require the sendwhich require
istrations
ing of
duplicate, the
the supporting
of aa duplicate,
ing
evidence
mentioned above
above is atevidence mentioned
tached
to the
the duplicate.
duplicate.
tached to
contemplated by
In the
the cases contemplated
In
office of
Sections 1
2, the office
and 2,
1 and
Sections
origin,
intermediate
and the last intermediate
origin, and
exchange
office, if
if any, may also
exchange office,
be
by telegram
telegram at the
advised by
be advised
expense
of the
the Administration
Administration
expense of
telegram.
sending
the telegram.
sending the
Telegraphic notice
notice shall be
Telegraphic
given whenever
whenever the
the dispatch
dispatch
given
shows
traces of
of rifling,
rifling, in
evident traces
shows evident
order
the dispatching
dispatching or
or
that the
order that
intermediate office may proceed
proceed
intermediate
without
any delay
investigate
delay to investigate
without any
the
matter, and,
and, if
if need
advise
need be, advise
the matter,
Administration,
the
preceding
Administration,
the preceding
likewise by
telegram, for the
by telegram,
likewise
continuance of
of the
the investigation.
investigation.
continuance
4.
When the
the absence
absence of a
a dis4. When
patch is
is the
the result
of a
afailure
failure of
result of
patch
mails to
connect, or
or when
when it
it is
to connect,
mails
duly explained
on the
the waybill,
waybill, the
explained on
duly
preparation of
bulletin of verof aa bulletin
preparation
ification is
not necessary,
necessary, unless
is not
ification
the
dispatch does
does not
reach the
not reach
the dispatch

Telegraphic notices.
notices.
Telegraphio

Traces
of rifling,
rifling, etc.
Traces of

When bnlletin
bulletin is
When
unnecessary.
unnecessary.
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AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN

Return of bulletin
receiving office.
by receiving

Presumption of
Presumption
of corcor.
rectness.
-

Transmittal of bulletins.

Return
Return
sia;kk&
socka.

of

empty

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

depeche no
parvien.t pas
pas au
bureau office
office of destination
destination by the next
depeche
ne parvient
au bureau
next
destinataire
le plus
plus prochain
mail.
destinataire par
par le
prochain mail
courrier.
L'envoi du duplicata
duplicata prevu
L'envoi
pr6vu au
The sending of the duplicate
au
§
pent etre
si l'on
presume provided for by Section 3
§3
3 peut
etre differe
differ6 si
l'on presume
3 may be
quo
que le
le manque
manque de is
la depeche
d6epche postponed
postponed if it is presumed that
that
ou d'une
d'une the shortage
provient d'un retard
retard ou
shortage of the dispatch
dispatch is
is due
due
fausse direction.
direction.
to delay
delay or misdirection.
misdirection.
is rentree
Des la
rentr6e d'une
d'une depeche
d6epche
When
When a
adispatch,
dispatch, the absence of
of
dont l'absence avait ete
Ate signalee which had
reported to the
the
had been reported
au bureau d'origine
cas office of origin, and to the last
d'origine et, le cas
last
echeant,
au
dernier
bureau
6ch6ant,
au dernier
bureau intermediate
office, if
if
intermediate exchange
exchange office,
d'6change
d'echange intermediaire,
intermediaire, il
ii y
y a
a any, is located,
located, it
it is necessary to
to
lieu d'adresser
bureaux send a
d'adresser I
A ces bureaux
asecond
second bulletin of verificaverificasecond bulletin do
verification tion to the said offices announcing
un second
de verification
announcing
annongant la
is r6ception
reception de cette
cette the receipt
receipt of
of that
mail.
that mail.
depeche.
depehe.
5.—Les
5.-Les bureaux
bureaux auxquels sont
sont
5. The
The offices to
to which
which the
the
adress6s les
adresses
lee bulletins de v6rificaverifica- bulletins
bulletins of verification
verification are adadrenvoien.t le
tion les renvoient
le plus
plus prompteprompte- dressed return them
them as promptly
promptly
possible spree
lea avoir
avoir as
ment possible
apres les
having examined
as possible after
after having
examined
examines et y
mentionne them, and
examines
y avoir mentionn6
and after
after having
having entered
entered
leurs observations,
observations, s'il yy aalieu.
thereon their
their observations,
thereon
observations, if
if any.
Si ces bulletins no
ne son.t
sont pas
If those
those bulletins
bulletins are
not reare not
rerenvoyes a
al'Administration
renvoyes
l'Administration &orid'ori- turned to the Administration
Administration of
of
gine
gin° dans le delai de deux mois a origin within the period
period of two
compter de la date de leur expediexpedi- months, counting
counting from
from the date
consideres, jusqu'A
jusqu'a of their issue, they are considered,
tion, ils sent
sont consid6ers,
considered,
preuve du contraire, comme
comme da- until the contrary
contrary is proved,
proved, as
merit
ment accept&
acceptes par
par les
les bureaux
bureaux duly accepted
accepted by the offices
offices to
to
auxquels ils ont ete adreRses.
adresses.
which they were
were addressed.
addressed.
mois
Ce delai est porte
porte aaquatre
quatre mois
That period
period is extended
extended to four
four
dans lee
relations avec les
les relations
les pays months in relations with distant
distant
eloignes.
eloignes.
countries.
6.—Lorsqu'un
bureau r6ceprecap6.-Lorsqu'un bureau
receiving office
office upon
6. When a
a receiving
tionnaire auquel la v6rification
verification de which the verification
verification of
of the
is depeche
fait dispatch
la
d6peche incombait n'a
n'a pas fait
dispatch was incumbent
incumbent has
has not
d'origine et,
parvenir au bureau
bureau &origins
at, le sent to the office
office of origin,
origin, and
and
cas
echeant, au dernier
dernier bureau
bureau to the last intermediate
cas 6ch6ant,
intermediate exchange
d'echange
intermediaire, par
d'6change intermediaire,
par le
le office,
office, if any, by the first
first mail
premier courrier utilisable apres
apres is
la available
available after verification
verification, a
abulverification,
cons,tatant letin reporting
v6rification, un bulletin constatant
reporting any irregularities,
irregularities,
irregularites quelconques,
des irregularites
quelconques, il est it is considered,
considered, until the contrary
considere,
preuve du conconsider6, jusqu'a,
jusqu'a preuve
con- is proved, as having received the
traire, comme
comme ayant requ
regu la de- dispatch and its contents. The
peche et son contenu.
peche
contenu. La
La meme
meme same presumption exists in the
the
presomption exist°
existe pour les irreguirregu- case of irregularities
irregularities which
which have
larites dont la mention
mention a
aete
ete omise
omise not been
been mentioned,
mentioned, or which
which
ou signal6e
signal& d'une maniere
maniere incom- have been
been reported
in an
an incomreported in
incomplete dans le bulletin de verificaverifica- plete manner, in the bulletin
bulletin of
of
tion.
tion.
verification.
verification.
7.—Les
de verifica7.-Les bulletins
bulletins de
verifica7. The bulletins
bulletins of verification
verification
les duplicata
tion et lea
duplicata sent transmis and the duplicates
duplicates are
are transsous ph
pli recommand6.
recommande.
registered cover.
mitted under registered
ARTICLE
163.
ARTICLE 163.

ARTICLE 163
ARTICLE
163

Renvoi des sacs vides.

Return of empty sacks
1. Barring
1.
Barring contrary agreement
agreement
between
between the corresponding
corresponding Administrations, sacks shall be rere-

1.--Sauf arrangement con1.—Sauf
contraire entre les
lea Administrations
Administrations
wrrespondantes, les sacs
doivent
correspondantes,
sacs doivent
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etre
etre renvoyes
renvoyes vides, par
propar le
le prochain courrier,
courner, dans
depeche
dans une
une d6peche
directe.pour le pays auquel ces sacs
appartiennent.
Le
nombre des
appartiennent.
be nombre
sacs renvoyes
renvoyes par chaque
chaque d6peche
&Oche
dolt etre
mscrit sous
sous la
la rubrique
rubnique
doit
etre inscrit
,Indications
service, de
de la
«Indications de service*
la
feuille d'avis.
d'avis.
feuille
Le
be renvoi
entre les
renvoi est effectue
effectu6 entre
les
bureaux d'echange
d'echange design&
a, cet
cot
designes A
effet.
effet.
Les sacs vides
vides doivent etre
roul6s
convenables; le
mules en paquets
paquets convenables;
planchettes a
cas ech6ant,
echeant, les planchettes
etiquettes
ainsi que
etiquettes
etiquettes ainsi
que les
les etiquettes
en
parchemin ou
autre
en toile,
toile, parchemin
ou autre
matiere
doivent etre
etre placees
matiere solid°
solide doivent
placees
l'interieur des sacs. Les
Les papa1l'int6rieur
quets
quets doivent
doivent etre
etre revetus
revetus d'une
d'une
etiquette
indignant le
le nom
nom du
du
etiquette indiquant
bureau
d'echange d'oi
d'oA les sacs
bureau d'echange
sacs ont
ont
ete
recus, chaque
chaque fois
qu'ils sont
sont
ete recus,
fois qu'ils
renvoyes
l'intermediaire d'un
d'un
renvoyes par
par l'intermediaire
autre
bureau d'echange.
autre bureau
d'echange.
Si les
les sacs vides
vides A
a renvoyer
renvoyer ne
no
sont pas
pas trop
nombreux, ils
sont
trop nombreux,
ils peupeuvent
places dans
les sacs
vent etre
etre places
dans les
sacs concontenant
correspondance; dans
le
tenant ht
la correspondance;
dans le
cas contraire,
contraire, ils
etre
cas
ils doivent
doivent etre
places
a part
cacheplaces A
part dans des sacs cacheetiquetes au
nom des
des bureaux
bureaux
t6s, etiquetes
au nom
d'echange.
etiquettes doivent
doivent
d'echange. Les
Les etiquettes
porter
la mention
mention «Sacs
porter la
BSacs vides*.
vides,.
2.—Dans le
cent/151e
cas oil
oi le contr6le
2.-Dans
le cas
exerce
une Administration
sur
par une
Administration sur
exerc6 par
le renvoi
des sacs
sacs qui
lui appartienappartienle
renvoi des
qui lui
nent
demontrerait que
quo 10%
10% du
du
nent d6montrerait
nombre total
sacs utilises
utilis6s
des sacs
nombre
total des
pendant une
une annee
armee pour
pour la
la conconpendant
fection des
des depeches
depeches n'ont
6t6
n'ont pas
pas 60
fection
renvoyes avant
avant la
la fin
fin de
de cetto
cetto
renvoyes
armee,
l'Administration qui
no
qui ne
ann6e, l'Administration
peut etablir
le renvoi
vides
des sacs
sacs vides
renvoi des
etablir le
peut
est tenue
a 1'Adl'Adde rembourser
rembourser A
est
tenue de
ministration exp6ditrice
expeditrice la
valour
lavaleur
ministration
des sacs
manqu ants. Le
Le rembourrembourdes
sacs manquants.
sement doit
doit egalement
avoir lieu
si
lieu si
sement
egalement avoir
le nombre
sacs manquants
manquants
nombre des
des sacs
le
n'atteint
10% mais
mais excede
50
excede 50
pas 10%
n'atteint pas
unites.
unites.
Chaque Administration
Administration fixe,
fixe,
Chaque
periodiquement
et uniformement
uniformement
p6riodiquement et
pour toutes
toutes les
qui
de sacs
sacs qui
les especes
especes de
pour
sont utilis6s
utilises par
sea bureaux
bureaux
par ses
sont
d'echange, une
en
moyenne en
valeur moyenne
une valeur
d'echange,
francs et
commumque aux
aux
la communique
et la
francs
Administrations interessees
interessees par
par
Administrations
l'intermediaire
du Bureau
interBureau interl'intermediaire du
national.
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turned
turned empty, by the next mail,
in a
a direct dispatch
dispatch for the councountry to which such sacks
sacks belong.
The number of sacks returned
returned by
each mail shall be entered
under
entered under
the Service Information
Information heading
heading
of
bill.
of the letter
letter bill.
return is
is effected
effected between
The return
between
the
exchange offices
offices designated
the exchange
designated
for
that purpose.
for that
purpose.
sacks shall
be rolled
The empty
empty sacks
shall be
rolled
up in suitable
suitable bundles; the
the label
blocks,
blocks, as well as the labels
labels of
of
cloth, parchment
or other
other strong
strong
cloth,
parchment or
material,
any, shall
shall be
be placed
placed
material, if
if any,
inside the sacks. The bundles
inside
bundles
shall be provided
provided with a
a label indicating
dicating the name
the exchange
exchange
name of the
office from which the sacks
office
sacks were
received, whenever
received,
whenever they
they are rereturned
through the
the intermediary
intermediary
turned through
of
another exchange
of another
exchange office.
If
the empty
empty sacks
sacks to
to be
be rereIf the
turned
numerous,
turned are not
not too
too numerous,
they
may be
be placed
placed inside
inside the
the
they may
sacks
containing the correspondcorrespondsacks containing
ence; otherwise,
shall be
be
ence;
otherwise, they
they shall
placed
in separate
sealed sacks
sacks
placed in
separate sealed
labeled
the names
of the
the
labeled with
with the
names of
exchange offices.
offices. The
The labels
labels shall
exchange
shall
bear
the note
note Sacs
Sacs vides
vides (empty
bear the
(empty
sacks).
sacks).
Reimbursement
Reimbursement
2. In case
case that the check
check made
made unreturned
sacks.
unreturned sacks.
by an
an Administration
Administration on
on the
the reby
return of
sacks belonging
turn
of sacks
belonging to it
it
shows that
that 10
10 per
cent of
of the
the total
shows
per cent
total
number of
of sacks
sacks used
used during
during a
number
a
year
for the
preparation of
the preparation
of disdisyear for
patches have not been returned
returned
patches
before the
of that
that year,
year, the
the
before
the end
end of
Administration which
can not
not
Administration
which can
prove the return
return of
of the empty
empty
prove
sacks
bound to reimburse
the
sacks is bound
reimburse the
dispatching
Administration for
for
dispatching Administration
the value
value of
of the
the missing
sacks.
the
missing sacks.
Reimbursement
be efefshall also
also be
Reimbursement shall
fected if
if the
the number
number of
of missing
missing
fected
sacks
not reach
per cent
cent
reach 10
10 per
does not
sacks does
but
exceeds 50
sacks.
50 sacks.
but exceeds
value.
Average vanle.
Each Administration
fixes, pepe- Average
Administration fixes,
Each
riodically,
and uniformly
all
uniformly for all
riodically, and
kinds
which are used
used by
of sacks
sacks which
kinds of
its
exchange offices,
offices, an
an average
average
its exchange
value
and communicommuniin francs,
francs, and
value in
cates it
it to
to the
Administrations
the Administrations
cates
concerned through
through the intermeconcerned
diary of
of the
Bureau.
International Bureau.
the International
diary

for
for
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
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TITRE VII.
TITRE
VII.

TITLE
VII
TITLE VII

DISPOSITIONS
CONCERDISPOSITIONS CONGERNANT
FRAIS
LES
FRAIS
NANT
DE TRANSIT.
TRANSIT.

PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS CONCERNING
CONCERNING
TRANSIT
TRANSIT CHARGES
CHARGES

CHAPITRE I.
I.
CHAPITRE

CHAPTER
CHAPTER II

OPERATIONS
STATISTIQUE.
OPERATIONS DE
DE STATISTIQUE.

STATISTICAL
OPERATIONS
STATISTICAL OPERATIONS

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 164.
164.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 164
164

Statistique
des frais de transit.
transit.
Statistique des

Transit statistics
Transit
statistics
1.
The transit charges collecti1. The
at seq. of the
ble under Articles 75 et
Convention are computed
Convention
computed on the
taken once
basis of statistics taken
every
alternately
every three years, and alternately
during the
the first fourteen
fourteen or
twenty-eight
twenty-eight days of the month
of
(luring the first
first
of May
May or during
fourteen
fourteen or twenty-eight
twenty-eight days
following the 14th of October.

Computation of
of
Computation
1.-Les
1.—Les frais de transit exigibles
exigibles
transit charges.
en
execution des
des articles
et sui75 et
suiAts, p.. 2088.
en execution
articles 7-5
Ante,
2088.
vants de la Convention
Convention sont
sont
Statistics.
etablis sur
sur is.
de statistiques
statistiques
Statistics.
6tablis
la base
base de
dressees uric
thus lea
dressees
une fois tous
les trois
ans et alternativement
pendant
alternativement pendant
lea quatorze
quatorze ou vingt-huit
vingt-huit preles
miers jours
jours dii
de mai
du mois
mois de
mai on
ou
pendant les quatorze
quatorze ou
ou vingthuit premiers jours qui suivent le
14 octobre.
The
during
La statistique est
eat dresses
dressee penThe statistics
statistics are taken during
is. deuxieme
deuxieme ann6e
annee de
second year
triennial
dant la
de chaque the
the second
year of each
each triennial
periode triennale.
triennale.
period.
p6riode
Les
confectionnees aa Dispatches
Les depeches
d6peches confectionnees
Dispatches made up on board
ships are included in the statistics
bord des navires sont comprises
comprises ships
dans les statistiques lorsqu'elles
when they are unloaded
unloaded during
lorsqu'elles when
sont deb
arqu ees
Is. poriode
d6barqu
6es pendant
pendant la
p6riode the statistical
statistical period.
de
statistique.
de statistique.
2.—La statistique
statistique d'octobred'octobre2.-La
2. The statistics
statistics of October2.
Octobernovembre 1939 ainsi
ainsi quo
que les November, 1939, as well as the
comptes y
y relatifs,
relatifs, dresses d'apres
d'apres accounts relating
relating thereto made
les dispositions de Is.
Convention up in accordance
la Convention
accordance with the provi49
Stat. 2741.
49Stat.
2741.
du Caire,
s'appliqueront jusqu'a
Caire, s'appliqueront
jusqu'a sions of the Convention of Cairo,
fin
1940.
will apply up to the end of 1940.
1940.
fin 1940.
La statistique de mai 1942
The statistics of May,
May, 1942,
s'appliquera
1941,1942
years 1941,
1941, 1942
s'appliquera aux
aux annees
annees 1941,
194* will apply to the years
et 1943;
1948; celle d'octobre-novembre
d'octobre-novembre and 1943;
1943; those of October-NoOctober-Noet vember, 1945, to the years 1944,
1945 aux annees 1944, 1945 et
1944,
1946.
1945 and 1946.
1946.
Provisional annual
Provisional
annual
3.-Les payements
payements annuels
annuels des
3.—Les
3. The annual payments of
payments.
frais
frais de
de transit
effectuer en
en transit charges to be made on the
transit a
a effectuer
raison d'une statistique
statistique doivent
doivent basis of aaset of statistics shall be
etre continu6s,
continues, provisoirement,
provisoirement, continued
continued provisionally,
provisionally, until the
jusqu'a ce
cc quo
lea comptes
comptes etablis
que les
6tablis accounts
accounts made
made up in accordance
accordance
cl'apres
is. statistique suivante with the following
following statistics are
d'apres la
are
soient
consider& approved
soient approuves
approuves ou consideres
considered as autoapproved or considered
Poet, p.
p. 218.
2185.
Post,
(article matically accepted
comme admis de plein droit (article
accepted (Article 173
ci-apres). A
A ce
cc moment, il hereafter).
173 ci-apres).
hereafter). The adjustment of
est procede
is. regularisation
regularisation des the payments made
procde6 a
Ala
made provisionally
provisionally
payements effectues A
payements
A titre pro- is undertaken
undertaken at that time.
visoire.
visoire.
Revision of
transitRevision
of transit4.-Lorsqu'il se produit tine
une
4.
When an important modifimodifi4.—Lorsqu'il
4. When
charge accounts.
barge acconnts.
modification
importante
dans cation
modification
cation takes place in the
the routing
routing
Pacheminement des correspon- of
of correspondence
correspondence from one councounl'acheminement
dances d'un pays pour tin
et try for another,
another, and if such modidances
un autre et
fication affects a
a period
period or peripenmodification affecte
affecte tine
si cette modification
une fication
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periode ou des p6riodes
periodes s'elevant
s'elevant
A un total d'au moms
moins douze mois,
chaque Administration
Administration interessee
chaque
interessee
peut demander
revision des
peut
demander une
une revision
des
comptes
frais de
de transit.
comptes de frais
transit. Dans
Dans
ce cas, les sommes A
apayer par les
Administrations expeditrices
expeditrices sont
Administrations
sont
determinees d'apres
les services
determinees
d'apres les
services
intermediaires
reellement
emintermediaires
reellement
ployes,
les poids
totaux qui
qui
ployes, mais
mais les
poids totaux
servent
base aux
aux nouveaux
nouveaux
servent de
de base
comptes doivent
doivent normalement
comptes
normalement etre
etre
les
depeches
les memes que ceux des
des d6peches
expediees pendant
la periode
periode de
expedi6es
pendant la
de
statistique
au §
statistique mentionnee
mentionnee au
§ 1.
1.
Lorsqu'une
de
Lorsqu'une entente
entente sur le mode de
repartition
obtenue,
ne pout
peut etre obtenue,
r6partition no
une
speciale doit
dolt etre
etre
une statistique
statistique speciale
dress& pour
regler le
le partage
partage de
de
pour regler
dressee
ces
divers services
services
entre les
les divers
ces poids
poids entre
empruntes. Aucune
modification
Aucune modification
empruntes.
dans
l'acheminement des
cormsdes corresdans l'acheminement
pondances
pour un
determine
pays determine
un pays
pondances pour
n'est
comm.eimportante
consideree commeimportante
n'est consideree
Si
pas de
de plus
plus de
de 5000
n'affecte pas
si elle
elle n'affecte
francs
les comptes
comptes entre
entre
an les
par an
francs par
l'Admirustration
d'origine et
et 1'Adl'Adl'Administration d'origine
ministration
interesinterm6diaire interesministration intermediaire
see. Si
Si la
la modification
modification depasse
depasse
see.
cette somme,
somme, elle
elle a
sa repercussion
repercussion
a sa
cette
sur
decomptes de
l'Administrade l'Administrales d6comptes
sur les
tion d'origine
d'origine avec
avec les
Administrales Administration
tions qui
ont effectue
effectue le
le transit
transit
qui ont
tions
anterieurement et
Administraet les
les Administraanterieurement
tions qui
qui l'assurent
l'assurent post6rieureposterieure
tions
ment a
survenue,
A la
la modification
modification survenue,
ment
meme lorsque
la reduction
reduction des
des
lorsque la
meme
comptes n'atteint
pour cercerpas pour
n'atteint pas
comptes
taines Administrations
Administrations le
le minimum
minimum
taines
fixe. La
revision
d'une revision
demande d'une
La demande
fixe.
des comptes
cas 6ch6ant,
echeant,
le cas
et, le
comptes et,
des
d'une statistique
peut
sp6ciale pout
statistique speciale
d'une
etre
faite lorsque
lorsque la
modification
la modification
etre faite
dans
corresdes corresl'acheminement des
dans l'acheminement
pondances
dont il
s'agit a
dure au
au
a dur6
il s'agit
pondances dont
moms
neuf mois.
Toutefois, les
les
mois. Toutefois,
moins neuf
donnees
cette statistique
statistique ne
ne
de cette
donnees de
sont
prises en
consideration que
quo
en consideration
sont prises
Si
la periode
periode de
douze mois
mois est
est
de douze
si la
reellement
accomplie.
r6ellement accomplie.
Si, lors
statistique speciale,
speciale,
lors d'une
d'une statistique
Si,
il
etabli que
que les
les poids
poids totaux
totaux
il est
est 6tabli
des
courriers khan&
deux
entre deux
echang6s entre
des courriers
Administrations et
et transportes
transport& par
par
Administrations
une tierce
tierce Administration
augont augAdministration ont
une
mente de
de 100%
100% ou
diminue de
de
ou diminue
mente
50%
aux donnees
donnees de
de
rapport aux
par rapport
50% par
la derniere
periodique
statistique periodique
dernire statistique
la
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ods amounting
amounting to
to a
a total
total of
of at
at
ods
any Adleast twelve
twelve months,
months, any
Administration concerned
concerned may
may reministration
quest a
a revision
revision of the
quest
the transittransitcharge
charge accounts.
accounts. In
In that
that case,
the sums to be paid by the dispatching Administrations
Administrations are determined
accordance with
the
termined in
in accordance
with the
intermediate services
intermediate
services actually
emactually employed, but
the total
weights
ployed,
but the
total weights
which
which serve as the basis for the
new accounts
be
accounts shall normally be
the
same as
of the
the dispatches
dispatches
the same
as those
those of
during the statistical
sent during
statistical period
period
mentioned in
in Section
Section 1.
1. When
When
mentioned
an agreement
agreement as
as to
manner of
of
an
to the
the manner
division can
be reached,
reached,
division
can not be
special statistics
statistics shall
be taken
taken in
in
special
shall be
order to
to adjust
adjust the
the apportionorder
apportionment of
those weights among
among the
ment
of those
employed. No
various services
services employed.
modification
in the
the routing
of
modification in
routing of
correspondence
for a
a given
given councouncorrespondence for
try
is considered
as important
important
try is
considered as
unless
it affects
the accounts
unless it
affects the
accounts
between
between the
the Administration
Administration of
origin
intermediate AdAdorigin and
and the
the intermediate
ministration
ministration concerned
concerned by more
than
If the
5000 francs
francs a
a year. If
than 5000
modification exceeds
exceeds that
that amount
amount
modification
it has
its effect
effect on
on the
the accounts
accounts
it
has its
of the
the Administration
of origin
origin
of
Administration of
Administrations which
which
with the
the Administrations
performed the transit prehave performed
viously and
and the
the Administrations
viously
Administrations
which perform
perform it
to
which
it subsequent
subsequent to
the
modification brought
brought about,
the modification
about,
reduction of the
even when the reduction
accounts does
does not
not attain
attain the
the prepreaccounts
scribed minimum
Adscribed
minimum for certain Ada
ministrations.
ministrations. The request
request for a
revision of
of the
accounts, and,
and, if
if
revision
the accounts,
need be, for special statistics,
statistics z may
be made
made when the
modification in
in
the modification
be
the
correspondence
the routing
routing of the correspondence
lasted at least
least
in question
question has lasted
nine
However, the remonths. However,
nine months.
sults
those statistics are
are not
sults of those
taken
into consideration
unless
taken into
consideration unless
the
of twelve
twelve months
is
months is
the period
period of
actually
completed.
actually completed.
Basis for charges
Basis
If, when
when special
special statistics are special
If,
special cases.
taken,
it
is
found
that
the
total
that
the
total
is
found
taken, it
weights
exchanged
of the
the mails
mails exchanged
weights of
between
and
Administrations .and
between two
two Administrations
transported
third AdminisAdminisby aa third
transported by
tration
have increased
increased by 100
tration have
per
cent or
or diminished
diminished by
per
by 50
50 per
per cent
cent as
as compared
compared with
with the
the results
results
cent

In
in
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AGREEMENTS OTHIM
OTHER THAN

memo, lorsqu'une
lorsqu'une AdminisAdminisDe mgme,
intermesh aire constate,
tration intermdliaire
constate,
da,ns
s qui
ctui suivent la
is
dans les six mom
mois
statistique, qu'il waste
1438
existe entre
entre les
expeditions faites par ime
expeditions
ine autre
Ad
ministration pendant
Administration
pendant is.
la periods
periode
de statistique
statistique et le trafic normal
normal
difference de 20%
une difference
20% au moms
moins
su_r les poids totaux
totaux du transport,
sur
l'Administration interessee
pout
l'Administration
int6ress6e pent
exiger
Petablissernent d'une
nonexier l'6tablissement
d'une nouvelee statistique si
si les
les comptes
comptes
entre deux Administrations
Administrations sent
affect& d'une modification
affectes
modification de plus
de 5000 francs par an.

of the last statistical
statistical period,
period, and
that the account of the third Administration would undergo, for
for
that reason, a
a modification
modification of
more than
than 5000 francs a
ayear,
year, the
new weights
weights established
established shall
serve as the basis
basis for
transit
for the transit
charges
charges due to that AdministraAdministration.
tion.
Likewise, when
when an intermediAdministration establishes,
establishes,
ate Administration
during the six months
months following
following
the statistics,
statistics, that
that a
a difference
of
the
difference of
20 per cent
cent at least in the total
weights conveyed
between
conveyed exists between
the dispatches
dispatches sent by another
another
Administration
during the
the stastaAdministration during
tistical period and the normal
tistical
traffic, the
the Administration
contraffic,
Administration concerned may demand the taking
cerned
taking of
of
new statistics, if the accounts
accounts
between two Administrations
Administrations are
between
affected
modification of more
affected by aamodification
than 5000 francs
francs a
year.
than
a year.

ARTICLN 165.
165.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 165
165

et quo le compte
compte de la tierce
tierce
Administration
cc chef
Administration subirait de ce
une
modification de
une modification
de plus de 5000
5000
francs par
par an, les
les nouveaux
nouveaux poids
constates doivent servir
servir de base
pour
pour les frais
frais de transit
transit dus a cette
Administration.
Demand for new
statistics; condition.
statistics;

STAT.
[54 STAT.

Confection et designation
designation des Preparation
of
Preparation and designation
designation of
depeches closes pendant la
d6peches
la peclosed
during the statisclosed mails during
statisriode de statistique.
statistique.
period
tical period
Preparation, etc.,
of
Preparation,
etc., of
1.-Pendant cheque
chaque
periode
1.—Pendant
periode de
de
1. During each statistical pec
closed mails during
statistique, l'6change
Pechange des
des correscorres- riod, the exchange
statisticalperiod.
statistique,
statistical
period.
exchange of correspondpondences en d6epches
depeches closes
pondances
closes a
B ence in closed mails across the
travers le
on an
le territoire
territoire ou
au moyen
moyen territory
means of the servterritory or by means
servdes services d'une ou de plusieurs ices of one or more
more intermediate
Administrations
intermediaires Administrations
interm6diaires
Administrations gives rise to the
donne lieu aa Putilisation
sacs employment
l'utilisation de
de sacs
employment of separate
separate sacks
for
sacks for
distincts pour les alettres et lee
les letters
letters and post cards
cards and for other
cartes postales*
et pour
pour lee
amitres articles.
cartes
postaless et
lea «autres
articles.
objets*.
Le nombre
notnbre des
utilises pour
pour
des sacs
sacs utilises
number of sacks utilized
utilized for
for
The number
la
la confection d'une
d'une depeche
depeche doit the preparation
must
preparation of a
a dispatch must
gtre
uit au
an strict
etre r'
reduit
strict minimum.
minimum.
be reduced
reduced to the strict minimum.
minimum.
L'obligation
sacs The obligation of preparing sepL'obligation de former des sacs
distincts
lettres et cartes arate
distincts pour les 4lettres
arate sacks
sacks for letters andpost cards
postales*
postales, et pour
pour les cautres
cautres ob- and for other articles
articles does not apply
jets8
s'applique pag
pas aux
aux dejets* ne
me s'applique
de- to dispatches
dispatches whose total gross
peches dont le poi&
pois brut
brut total weight does not exceed
exceed 33kg., i. e.,
.,
n'est
superieur a
i5'
kg., c'est-dc'est-a- the
n'est pas superieur
S kg.,
the average
average weight
weight considered
considered in
in
dire au
dire
an poids
poids moyen mis en compte
compte the accounts for light sacks by
PA,
p. 2165.
21&
pour
Post,
p.
pour les
les sacs
de virtue
sacs lifers
leIers en
en vertu
vertu de
virtue of Article 173 hereafter.
hereafter.
l'article 173
173 ci-aprs.
Particle
ct-apris.
Chaque Each
Each Administration
Administration therefore has
Administration aa &rtc
Administration
facuW, the option, in such cases, of indone la face,
pareil cas, de rmunir
en pareil
rtunir tcrus
les cluding all the articles in a
tous les
a single
objets en un,
scut sac Tut
set alors sack, which
un seul
ui est
which is then counted as an
"L. C.". 11
It est L. C.. sack. It
compte comme sac "L.
It is understood,
understood, howbien
tetle deptche
bien entendu qu'une
qu'une telle
dEpeche ever, that
that such
such a
a dispatch
may
dispatch may
pent comprendre
ne peut
comprendre aucun autre
autre not contain any other
other sack giving
sac dormant
an payement de rise to the payment of transit
donnant lieu
lieu au
transit
frais
frais de transit.
charges.
charges.
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Lorsque le
volume des
d6peches
des depeches
le volume
Lorsque
le
permet, les
les sacs
sacs distincts
d'objets
distincts d'objets
le permet,
A. 0.),
categories (L. C. et A.
de
toutes categories
de toutes
pour
une mgme
meme destination,
destination,doivent
pour une
sac colleccollecetre r6unis
reunis dans
dans un seul sac
etre
teur.
teur.
2.—Par
d6rogation aux disposi2.-Par derogation
159,
tions des
158 et 159,
articles 158
des articles
tions
chaque Administration
Administration a
ala faculte,
facult6,
chaque
pendant is.
de statistique,
statistique,
p6riode de
la periode
pendant
de comprendre
les objets recomrecomde
comprendre les
mandes et
et les envois
expres, autres
envois expres,
mand6s
que
les lettres
postales,
les cartes postales,
lettres et les
que les
destin6s aux
dans
dans un des sacs destines
autres objets,
faisant mention
mention
en faisant
objets, en
autres
de
ce fait
fait sur
sur la
la feuille d'avis; mais
de ce
si,
aux articles
articles 158
conformement aux
si, conformement
et
159, ces
compris dans
objets sont compris
ces objets
et 159,
un
de lettres,
lettres, ils
ils sont
consider6s
sont consider&
sac de
un sac
corame
lettres en ce qui concerne
concerne
comme lettres
statistique.
la statistique.
3.—Pendant
period° de
de stala p6riode
3.-Pendant is.
tistique,
toutes les
d6peches
les depeches
toutes
tistique,
etre
echangees en
en transit
transit doivent
doivent etre
Echangees
munies, en
en dehors
dehors des
6tiquettes
des etiquettes
munies,
speciale
ordinaires, d'une
d'une etiquette
etiquette speciale
ordinaires,
portant
en gros
caracteres la
la
gros caracteres
portant en
mention «Statistique*,
,Statistique,, suivie de
mention
l'indication
15
kilogrammes,, <15
,5 kilogrammes*,
l'indication «5
kilogrammes* ou
ou
kilogram30 kilogramn «30
kilogrammes,
mess selon
scion is.
poids
de poids
categorie de
la categorie
mes,
(article 166,
166, §§1,
L'etici-apres). L'6ti1, ci-apres).
(article
quette ,Statistique»
«Statistique* doit porter
porter
quette
en outre
outre la
la mention
mention «L.
C.* ou
ou
(L. C.,
en
«A. O.
suivant le
le cas.
cas.
0.,, suivant
,A.
4.—En
ce qui
qui concerne
concerne les sacs
4.-En ce
qui ne
contiennent que
quo des
sacs
des sacs
ne contiennent
qui
vides
correspondances
des correspondances
ou des
vides ou
exemptes de
transit
de transit
frais de
tous frais
de tous
exemptes
(article 76
de la
Convention), la
la Convention),
76 de
(article
mention <Statistique,,
«Statistique* est
est suivie
suivie
mention
du mot
mot «Exempt*.
,Exempt,.
du
5.—Lorsque des
sacs composant
composant
des sacs
5.-Lorsque
is. d6epche
&Oche sont
reunis dans
dans un
un sac
sac
sont r6unis
la
collecteur,
celui-ci doit
doit etre
pourvu
etre pourvu
collecteur, celui-ci
de
l'etiquette speciale
speciale «Statisde l'etiquette
4,Statistique*,
la mention
mention
laquelle la
sur laquelle
tique», sur
«S. C..
C.* est
est ajoutee.
Les indicaindicaajout6e. Les
«S.
tions
statistique
la statistique
concernant la
tions concernant
qui
figurent sur
sur les
les sacs
interieurs
sacs int6rieurs
qui figurent
no
repetees sur
le sac
sac
sur le
pas r6p6tees
sont pas
ne sont
collecteur.
collecteur.

When
When the volume of the mails
separate sacks
sacks of artipermits, the separate
(L. C. and A. 0.)
cles of all kinds (L.
same destination
destination
for one and the same
shall be inclosed in aasingle collective sack.
exception to the provi2. By exception
Articles 158 and 159,
sions of Articles
every Administration
Administration has the option, during
during the statistical period,

ARTICLE
166.
ARTICLE 166.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 166

2161

Optional inclusions.
inclusions.
Optional
Ante, p. 2149.

of
and specialspecialof including
including registered
registered and
delivery
letters
other than letters
articles other
delivery articles
and post cards in one
one of the sacks
intended for other articles,
articles, mentioning that fact on the letter bill;
but if, in accordance
accordance with Articles
158 and 159, those articles
articles are
included
included in aasack of letters, they
are
considered as letters insofar as
are considered
concerned.
the statistics are concerned.
3.
statistical period
period
3. During the statistical
transit
dispatches exchanged
exchanged in transit
all dispatches
addition to the ordishall bear, in addition
nary labels, a
aspecial label bearing
in large
large letters
Statistique
letters the note Statistique
in
(statistics), followed
followed by the indica(statistics),

Statistical label.
label.
Statistical

or
tion
15 kilograms,
kilograms, or
kilograms, 15
5 kilograms,
tion 5

kilograms, according to the di30 kilograms,
vision of weight
weight (Article 166,
166,
vision
Section 1,
1, hereafter).
hereafter). The statisSection
tical label shall also bear the note
C. or A. 0., as the case may be.
L. C.

4. In regard to sacks which
which
contain nothing
nothing but empty sacks,
contain
correspondence exempt from all
or correspondence
transit charges
charges (Article
(Article 76 of the
Convention),
Statistique
the note Statistique
Convention), the
is followed by the word Exempt.

Empty sacks,
sacks, etc.
Empty

Ante,
2089.
Ante, p. 2089.

Collective sack.
sack.
5. When
When the sacks composing
composing Collective
the dispatch
inclosed in a
a
dispatch are inclosed
collective
collective sack, the latter shall be
provided
special Statisprovided with the special
tique
label, on which the note S. C.
tique label,
indications conis added.
added. The indications
cerning
appear
statistics which appear
cerning the statistics
on
the inside
inside sacks are not reon the
peated
collective sack.
on the collective
peated on

Constatation du
of the
number of
of sacks
sacks and
and
the number
Fixing of
et Fixing
sacs et
de sacs
nombre de
du nombre
Constatation
du poids
poids des
des depeches
weight of
of closed
closed mails
mails
weight
closes.
d6p&ches closes,
du
1. For dispatches
1.—En ce
ce qui
les
dispatches which give
concerne les
qui concerne
1.-En
payment
to
depeches
qui
donnent
lieu
au
payerise
the
payment of transit
d6peches qui donnent lieu au payement de
de transit,
transit, le
bureau charges, the dispatching
dispatching exchange
exchange
le bureau
frais de
de frais
ment

Thing number of
of
Fixing
sacks
and weight
weight of
of
sacks and
closed
mails.
closed mails

2162
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OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

d'echange
expediteur fait usage
d'6change expediteur
d'une feuille d'avis sp6ciale
speciale conconforme au
on modele
C 19 ci-annexe.
modble C
ci-annexe.
I1 inscrit A
It
a cette feuille d'avis
le
d'avis le
nombre de sacs en les repartissant,
repartissant,
dans les categories
categories
le cas echeant,
6ch6ant, dans
suivantes:

Post, p. 2213.
Pot.
2213

office makes use of
of a
special letter
letter
a special
conforming to Model C
bill conforming
C 19
19
hereto appended. It
It enters on
that letter bill the number of
of
sacks, dividing them, if
occasion
if occasion
arises, into the following classes:
classes:

Nombre de sacs dont le poids brut
Description
&passe 5
d5passe 15
des sacs
ne d6passe
kg sans
pas 5kg
exeeder 15 kg saus exeisder 30 kg
(sacs legers)
kg (sacs
(saes lourds)
moyens)
2

3

Number
Number of sacks whose
whose
gross weight
weight
gross
Description of the
the
Decription
sacks

4

L. C.

exceeds
exceeds
exceeds
does
does
5kg.
g. exceeds
15 kg.
not
but
bu
kg.
but
exceed not
not Int
15
exceed
b not 80
5ig.
kg.
kg.
not
k0
kg(light

sacks)
sacks)

1
1

A. 0.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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22

(medium
dium
sacks)

33

(heavy

'heavy
sacks)
sacks)
44

L. C.
C.
L.

Nombre de sacs exempts de frais de transit:____

A.
0.
A. 0.
Number of sacks exempt from
transit
Number
from transit
charges

Number
exempt
Number exempt
from transit charges.
from
transit charges.

Le nombre
nombre de sacs exempts de
number of sacks
sacks exempt
exempt
The number
frais
Atre le total de from transit
frais de transit doit etre
transit charges shall be the

ceux qui portent Vindication
'indication «StaSSta- total of those bearing the indicatistique--Exempt,,,,d'apres
d'apr&s les
tistique—ExemptD
lea pre- tion Statistique-Exempt
Statistique—Exempt in
in acacscriptions de
Particle 165,
165, §
de l'article
§ 4.
4.
cordance
cordance with the provisions
provisions of
of
Article 165,
165, Section
Section 4.
4.
2.-Les
feuilles
2.—Les indications des forille,s
2.
2. The entries in the letter bills
bills
d'avis sont v6rifiees
verifiees par
par le bureau
bureau are verified by the exchange
exchange office
d'echange destinataire.
d'echange
destinataire. Si
Si ce
bu- of destination.
ce budestination. If that
that office finds
finds
reau constate
constate une erreur
lea an error in the
erreur dons
dans les
the numbers
numbers entered,
entered,
nombres inscrits, if
is it corrects
il rectifie
rectifie la
corrects the bill and immediimmedifeuille et signale
signal° immediatement
immdiatement ately reports the error to the disl'erreur au bureau d'echange
d'echange exex- patching
patching exchange
exchange office by means
means
p6diteur
pediteur au moyen
moyen d'un bulletin of aa bulletin of
of verification
verification conconde verification
verification conforme
conforme au
au modele
modele forming
C 20
forming to Model C
20 hereto
hereto
C
C 20 ci-annex6.
ci-annexe. Toutefois,
Toutefois, en
en ce
ce appended.
However, in
in regard
regard to
to
appended. However,
qui concerne
conoerne le poids d'un
d'un sac, the weight of aa sack, the statestatel'indication da
d'echange ment
du bureau d'dchange
ment of
of the
dispatching exchange
the dispatching
exchange
expediteur est tenue pour valable,
valable, office is considered
considered as valid
valid unless
unless
Amoins
que le poids
moms quo
poids reel no
ne &passe
d6passe the actual
actual weight
weight exceeds
exceeds the
the
de plus de 250 grammes
grammes le poids
poids maximum
maximum weight
weight of the class in
maximum de la
is categoric
categorie dans
dans which that sack
sack has been entered
entered
laquelle ce sac a
60 inscrit.
a ete
by more than 250 grams.

Verification.
Verification.

Poet, p.
p. 2214.
Pot,
214.

167.
ARTICLE 167.

ARTICLE 167
167
ARTICLE

Confection des releves
releves des
des
d6p8ches
depeches closes.

Preparation
of statements
statements for
closed
Preparationof
for closed
mails
mails

1.-Aussit6t quo
que possible apres
1.—AussitOt
la
is cl6ture
cloture des operations
operations de
de stastatistique,
tistique, les bureaux
bureaux destinataires
destinataires
dressent
dressent en autant d'expeditions
d'expeditions
qu'il y
a d'Administrations
y a
d'Administrations ininteressees,
teressees, y
cello du
lieu
y compris celle
du lieu

1.
soon as
as possible
possible after
after the
the
1. As soon
close of statistical
statistical operations,
operations, the
the
close
offices
offices of destination make
make up,
in
up, in
as many
many copies
copies as there
are Adthere are
Administrations
ministrations concerned,
concerned, includincluding that of the country
country of
of origin,

ARTICLE

Statements
closed mails.

for
for
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de depart,
d6part, des releves
relev6s conformes
conformes
au
modele C
C 21 ci-annexe
ci-annex6 et
et transau modele
mettent ces
releves aux
ces releves
aux bureaux
mettent
d'echange
de l'Administration
l'Administration exexd'6change de
peditrice pour
etre rev6tus
revetus de
de leur
leur
p6ditrice
pour etre
acceptation.
Ces bureaux,
bureaux, apres
acceptation. Ces
les releves,
relev6s, les transavoir
accepte les
avoir accepte
m
ettent a
a leur
Administration
leur Administration
mettent
centrale
qui les
les repartit
repartit entre les
centrale qui
Administrations
interessees.
Administrations int6ress6es.
2.—Si les
C 21 ne
ne sont
sont pas
les releves
relev6s C
2.-Si
parvenus
d'echange
aux bureaux d'6change
parvenus aux
de
l'Administration expeditrice
exp6ditrice ou
de l'Administration
leur
innombre inparvenus en nombre
sont parvenus
leur sont
d6lai de
de trois mois
suffisant
dans le
le Mai
suffisant dans
(quatre
mois dans
dans les
echanges
les echanges
(quatre mois
avec
eloignes), A compter
compter
pays eloignes),
les pays
avec les
du
jour de
Pexpedition de
is.
de la
de 1'exp6dition
du jour
comprendre
derniere
d6epche a comprendre
derniere depeche
dans
statistique, ces
ces bureaux
bureaux
la statistique,
dans is.
dressent
eux-memes lesdits
lesdits releves,
relev6s,
dressent eux-m6mes
en
nombre suffisant,
suffisant, d'apres
leurs
d'apres leurs
en nombre
mscrivant
indications et en mscrivant
propres indications
la mention:
sur
d'eux is.
chacun d'eux
sur chacun
“Les relev6s
releves C
C 21 du
du bureau des,Les
tinataire no
pas parvenus
parvenus dans
dans
ne sont
sont pas
tinataire
le alai
reglementairen. Es
les
Ils les
d6lai r6glementaire».
le
transmettent ensuite
ensuite a
A leur
leur Admitransmettent
nistration centrale
les repartit
r6partit
qui les
centrale qui
nistration
e,ntre les
les Administrations
Administrations en
en cause.
cause.
entre

statements conforming
Model
statements
conforming to
to Model
C 21
appended, and
and transtransC
21 hereto appended,
mit such
such statements
statements to the exexchange offices
offices of
of the
dispatching
change
the dispatching
Administration to
to be
be indorsed
indorsed
Administration
with their
Those
Those
with
their acceptance.
acceptance.
offices, after
having accepted
accepted the
offices,
after having
statements,
statements, transmit
them to
transmit them
to
their
their
central
Administration,
central
Administration,
which distributes
them among
the
which
distributes them
among the
Administrations
Administrations concerned.
concerned.
2.
If the
the Forms
C 21
21 have
not
2. If
Forms C
have not
reached the exchange
exchange offices
offices of
of
reached
the Administration
Administration of origin, or
the
if
there in
if they
they have
have not
not arrived there
in
sufficient
within aa pepesufficient numbers,
numbers, within
riod of three
three months
months (four months
riod
in
in exchanges
exchanges with distant countries),
tries), counting
counting from
from the
the date of
dispatch
mail to
to be
be
dispatch of
of the
the last
last mail
included in the statistics, those
offices
up the
the
offices themselves
themselves make
make up
said
sufficient numbers
numbers
said forms
forms in
in sufficient
in
accordance with
their own
own
in accordance
with their
records,
and enter
records, and
enter on each one of
them
note: Les
releves C
C 21 du
them the
the note:
Les releves
bureau
pas
destinataire ne sant
sont pas
bureau destinataire
parvenus
reglemenle delai
delai reglemenparvenus dans
dans le
taire
Forms C
C 21 from the
taire (The Forms
office
destination did
did not arrive
office of
of destination
within
the prescribed
period).
prescribed period).
within the
They
then transmit
their
transmit them to their
They then
central Administration,
Administration, which
which disdiscentral
tributes them
them among
among the
the AdminisAdministributes
concerned.
trations concerned.

ARTICLE 168.
168.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 168

Liste des
closes 6chang6es
echangees
des depeches
d6p6ches closes
Liste
en transit.
transit.
en

List of
of closed
mails exchanged
exchanged in
in
closed mails
List
transit
transit

1.—Aussitot
possible et,
et, au
au
que possible
1.-Aussitot quo
plus tard,
dans un
trois
de trois
un Mai
d6lai de
plus
tard, dans
mois apres
apres chaque
de
periode de
chaque periode
mois
statistique, sauf
is. voie
voie
cas oil
of la
le cas
sauf le
statistique,
d'acheminernent n'a
con6tre conn'a pu etre
d'acheminement
statee dans
dans ce
co d6lai,
alai, les
Admiles Admistatee
nistrations qui
exp6di6 des
ont expedie
qui ont
nistrations
depeches en
en transit
transit envoient,
sur
envoient, sur
d6peches
formule conforme
au modele
modele C
C 22
22
conforme au
formule
6-annexe, la
liste de
de ces
ces depeches
d6epches
la liste
ci-annexe,
aux
differentes Administrations
Administrations
aux diff6rentes
dont elles
ont emprunte
l'interemprunt6 Pinterelles ont
dont
mediaire.
m6diaire.
2.—Si
cette liste
liste indique
des
indique des
2.-Si cette
depeches en
qui, d'apres
les
d'apres les
en transit
transit qui,
depeches
dispositions
165, ne
l'article 165,
de Particle
dispositions de
donnent
1'6tablissement
A Petablissement
lieu a
pas lieu
donnent pas
d'un
releve C
elle doit
porter
doit porter
C 21,
21, elle
d'un relev6
une
telle que
que
explicative, telle
mention explicative,
une mention

1.
possible, and
and at
at
1. As
As soon as
as possible,
the
period of three
latest within a
a period
the latest
statistical pepemonths after
after each
each statistical
riod,
except in cases
cases where
where the
riod, except
route
not be
be determined
determined
could not
route could
within
that period,
period, the Adminiswithin that
trations which
sent dishave sent
which have
trations
patches in
send a
a list of
in transit
transit send
patches
such dispatches
dispatches on
on a
form agreeagreea form
such
ing with
with Model
Model C
C 22 hereto
hereto aping
pended to
to the
the various
various AdminisAdminispended
trations whose
whose intermediary
intermediary they
they
trations
have employed.
employed.
have
2.
If that
that list
list indicates
indicates disdis2. If
patches in
in transit
which, in actransit which,
patches
provisions of
cordance with
the provisions
with the
cordance
Article
give rise
rise to
to the
do not
not give
165, do
Article 165,
C 21, it
preparation
it
of a
a Form C
preparation of
shall
explanatory note,
an explanatory
bear an
shall bear

2163
Post,
2215.
Post,p. 2215.

Procedure
forms
Procedure if forms
not received,
received, etc.
etc.
not

Exchange
of lists.
lists.
Exchange of

Post, p. 2216.
Post,

Explanatory notes.
notes.
Explanatory

Ante, p. 2160.
Post, p. 2215.
2215.
Pod,
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEM ENTS OTHER
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

«Sacs
vides*,
.Sacs vides»,
exemptes».
exemptes*.

aCorrespondances such as: Sacs
(empty sacks),
Sacs vides (empty
«Correspondances

Correspondances exemptes (corre(correCorrespondances
spondence
exempt from transit
transit
spondence exempt
charges).
charges).

ARTICLE
169.
ARTICLE 169.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 169
169

avec
Depeches closes
echangees avec
closes echang6es
Depeches
des
bAtiments de
de guerre.
guerre.
des bAtiments

exchanged with
Closed mails exchanged
warships
warships
It is incumbent
incumbent upon the
the AdIt
ministrations of countries
countries to
which warships belong
belong to make
up the Forms C
C 21 relative
relative to
dispatched or received
received
the mails
mails dispatched
Mails
Mails disdisby those vessels.
patched
during the statistical
patched during
period
destined for warships
warships shall
period destined
bear,
date of disthe date
on labels,
labels, the
bear, on
patch.
In
such dispatches are
In case that such
forwarded, the forwarding
forwarding AdAdforwarded,
ministration so advises the AdAdministration
ministration of the country
country to
ministration
which the vessel belongs.

II
incorabe aux Administrations
Administrations
n incombe
des pays
dont relevent
with war- des
pays dont
relevent des
des hetibatiles
ments de
dresser les
de dresser
de guerre
guerre de
ments
Post, p. 2215.
2215.
Prt,p.
relev6s C
C 21
21 relatifs
relatifs aux
d6p$ches
releves
aux depeches
expediees on
par ces
ces bAtihetirevues par
on recues
expediees
ments. Les
expedites,
Les depeches
depches expediees,
ments.
periode de statistique,
pendant la
statistique,
la periode
pendant
Padresse des
des bAtiments
d.e guerre
guerre
batiments de
a l'adresse
doivent porter,
des etiquettes,
etiquettes,
porter, sur
sur des
doivent
la date
date d'expedition.
d'expedition.
la
Dans
o ces
ces depeches
depeches sont
sent
le cas
cas ot
Dans le
reexpediees,
l'Administration r6rer6exp&diees, l'Administration
expeditrice en
en inform°
I'Adminisinforme PAdminisexpeditrice
tration du
du pays
pays dont
le bAtiment
dont le
bAtiment
tration
releve.
releve.

Closed mails
mails exexClosed
changed with warged
ships.

Transit
Transit bulletin.
bulletin.

Post,
Post, p.
p. 2217.
2217.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 170.
170.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 170
170

Bulletin de transit.
1.—Lorsque
suivre et
1.-Lorsque la route A,Asuivre
transport A,
utiliser
Autiliser
les services de transport
pour les depeches
depeches exp6diees
expediees penstatistique sont
sent
p6riode de statistique
dant la periode
inconnus on
incertains, l'Adminisl'Adminisou incertains,
inconnus
doit, A,A la dodetration d'origine dolt,
l'Administration desmande de l'Administration
tinataire, preparer
chaque
preparer pour chaque
tinataire,
depeche
couleur
depeche un bulletin de couleur
verte conforme au models
0 23
modele C
ei-annexe.
L'Administration
ci-annexe.
L'Administration d'ori.
pout 6galement
egalement expedier
expedier ce
ce
gineepeut
formelle
bulletin sans une demande
demande formelle
bulletin
l'Administration destinataire,
de l'Administration
destinataire,
Si les circonstances
circonstances paraissent
paraissent
si
Pexiger.
l'exiger.
depeches
Les feuilles d'avis des depeches
l'etablissement
qui donnent
donnent lieu ah Petablissement
etre reverovedudit bulletin doivent etre
Pannotation tres
tres
tues, en tete, de lannotation

Transit
Transit bulletin

apparente aBulletin
de transit*.
transit*.
,Bulletin de
apparente
La mgme
memo mention soulignee au
an
portee sur
stir les
crayon rouge est portee
etiquettes speciales aStatistique*
etiquettes
dont il est question a
AParticle
Particle 165.

Sending, etc.,
bulSending,
etc., of
ofbulletin.
letin.

[54 STAT.
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2.—Le
doit
2.-Le bulletin de transit doit
etre transmis
transmis A
adecouvert
ddeouvert avec les
Atre
depeches auxquelles
auxquelles IIse
il se rapporte,
depeches
differents services qui particiaux differents
pent
A leur transport. Dans
pent a
bureaux
interess6, les bureaux
pays interesse,
chaque pays

When the route to be followed
followed
1. When
and
transportation services
services
and the transportation
to be utilized for mails dispatched
during the
statistical period
period are
the statistical
during
unknown or uncertain, the Adunknown
ministration
ministration of origin shall, at the
Administration of
request of the Administration
destination, prepare
prepare for each
each disdestination,
patch aa bulletin,
bulletin, green in color,
patch
conforming to Model C
C 23 hereto
appended. The Administration
Administration
appended.
of
of origin
origin may also send such bulletin without a
formal request
request
a formal
from the Administration
Administration of destination,
circumstances appear
appear
tination, if circumstances
to require
it.
require it.
to
letter bills of the dispatches
dispatches
The letter
which give rise to the preparation
preparation
of the said bulletin
bulletin shall
shall be
marked
marked at the head with the
conspicuous notation: Bulletin de
conspicuous
transit (transit bulletin).
bulletin). The
transit
same notation, underlined in red
pencil, is
special
is entered
entered on the special
pencil,
Statistire
labels men(statistical) labels
Statistique (statistical)
tioned in
m Article 165.
2. The
inmsit bulletin shall be
The transit
2.
sent in
in open
with
open mail, together with
sent
the dispatches
to which
it relates,
which it
dispatches to
the
which parparservices which
to the different services
transportation.
in their transportation.
ticipate in
concerned, the
In each country concerned,
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d'6change
d'entr6e et de sortie, A
d'echange d'entree
a exchange
exchange offices
offices of entry
entry and
and del'exclusion
l'exclusion de tout autre bureau parture,
parture, to the exclusion
exclusion of all
interm6diaire, consignent sur le other intermediate
intermediaire,
intermediate offices,
offices, enter
enter
bulletin les renseignements
renseignements con- on the bulletin
bulletin the information
information
cernant
cernant le transit effectue
effectue par eux. concerning
concerning the transit effected
effected by
Le dernier bureau
bureau d'6change
d'echange inter- them. The last intermediate
intermediate exm6diaire transmet le bulletin C
mediaire
C 23 change
change office sends the bulletin
bulletin
au bureau de destination.
destination. Le C
C 23 to the office of destination.
destination.
bulletin est renvoy6
renvoye ensuite par ce The bulletin is then returned by
bureau
bureau d'origine l'appui
bureau au bureau
l'appui that office to the office of origin
orih in
in
du releve
relev6 C
C 21. Lorsqu'un bulle- support of the Form C
C 21.
21. When
When
tin de transit dont l'expedition
ete a
l'expedition a
a et0
a transit bulletin whose issuance
demandee
demandee ou est annoncee
annoncee en was requested
requested or is announced
announced at
tote
tete de la feuille d'avis fait d6faut,
defaut, the head of the letter bill is missdestination est tenu ing, the office of destination is
le bureau de destination
reclamer sans aucun
de le r6clamer
aucun retard.
retard. bound to make inquiry about it
without any delay.
delay.
ARTICLE 171.
171.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 171
ARTICLE
171

Derogations
Derogations aux
articles 166, 167
aux articles
167
et 170.
170.

Exceptions to Articles 166, 167,
Exceptions
and 170

Chaque
a la
Chaque pays a
country has the option
la fctculte
faculte de Each country
mares pays,
notifier aux autres
pays, par
par of notifying
notifying the other countries,
l'intermediaire du Bureau
Bureau interinter- through the intermediary
I'intermediaire
i
intermediary
oof the
the
national, que lee
les bulletins
national,
International Bureau, that the bulbulletins de InternationalBureau,
verification,
verification modele C 20, les letins of verification,
20,
verification, Form C
C 20,
releves modele
modle C 21 et les bulletins
bulletins the statements,
statements, Form C
21, and
and
C 21,
transit modele C 23
de transit
28 doivent the
the tronsit
Form C
C 23,
23,
transit bulletins, Form
adresses a
4 son Administration
etre adresses
Administration are to be addressed
addressed to its central
Administration.
Administration.
centrale.
centrale.
darts ce
cc cas,
case, takes
Cette derniere
derniere est, dans
cas, The latter, in that case,
substituee
bureaux d'echange
d'echange the place of the exchange
exchange offices
offices for
for
substitute aux bureaux
preparation of the statements
statements
l' etablissement des releves C 21 the preparation
pour l'etablissement
conformity with
with the proC 21 in conformity
conformement aux prescriptions
prescriptionsde C
visions
of Article
Article 167,
167, Section
Section 2.
2.
visions of
l'article
I'article 167, §
§ 2.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 172.
172.

ARTICLE
172
ARTICLE 172

Services
Services extraordinaires.
extraordinaires.

Extraordinary
Extraordinary services

Independamment
des transports
transports
Ind6pendamment des
aeriens, sont
souls consid6res
consider&
sont seuls
comme services extraordinaires
extraordinaires
dormant lieu a
ades frais de transit
donnant
transit
speciaux, le service
service entretenu pour
pour
sp6ciaux,
le
le transport
transport territorial
territorial accelere
accel6r6
de
Indes et
et les
de la
la Male
Malle dite
dite des
des Indes
les
services
speciaux automobiles
automobiles Paservices sp6ciaux
lestine
Sync-Iraq.
lestine ou
ou Syrie-Iraq.
CFIAPITRE
II.
CHAPITRE II.

2165

Post, p.
Po,
p. 2217.
2217.

Post, p. 2215.
2215.

Designated
Designated
tions.

excep-

Post,
Pos, pp. 2214, 2215,
2215,
2217.
2217.

serv.
Apart from transportation
transportation by
by imExtraordloary
Extraordinary eeryApart
Ices.
air mail, the service maintained
maintained s'
for the accelerated
conveyaccelerated land conveyance of the so-called
so-called India Mail,
and the special motor services
services
from Palestine or Syria to Iraq,
are alone considered
considered as extraorextraordinary services giving
giving rise
rise to
special transit
transit charges.
special
charges.

CHAPTER II
CHAPTER
II

COMPTABILITf.
COMPTABILIT
E. RtGLEMENT
REGLEMENT
COMPTES .
DES COMPTES.

ACCOUNTING .ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT
ACCOUNTING.
OF ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS

ARTICLE
173.
ARTICLE 173.

ARTICLE 173
ARTICLE
173

Transit-charge
account
Transit-chargeaccount
Compte des frais de transit.
1.
preparation of
of transit
transit
1.—Pour
1.-Pour Petablissement
l'6tablissement des
des
1. For
For the
the preparation
accounts, the
the light,
medium or
or
comptes de transit,
transit, les
les sacs legers,
legers, accounts,
light, medium

Tranait-dme
cou
Tiarrit-chine acsecount.

2166
2166
Ante,
2161.
Ante, p.
p.211.

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

sont
moyens ou
on lourds,
lourds, tels qu'ils sont
moyens
d6finis a.A Particle 10,
166, sont portes
definis
port&
en
compte respectivement
pour
respectivement pour
en compte
lea
poids moyens
3, 12 on
ou 24
moyens de 3,
les poids
kilogrammes.
kilogrammes.
2.—Le poids
poids des
closes
d6epches closes
des depeches
2.-Le
est
le
13, selon 10
ou 13,
26 on
multipli6 par 26
est multiplie
cas,
etle produit
de base aa. des
sert de
produit sort
cas, etle
etablissant en
particuliers etablissant
en
comptes particuliers

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

heavy
heavy sacks, as defined by Article
166,
considered as having
166, are considered
their average
average weights
weights of 3, 12 or
their
24 kilograms
respectively.
kilograms respectively.

2. The
closed
weight of the closed
The weight
2.
multiplied by 26 or 13,
mails is multiplied
as the
the case
case may be, and the prodas
uct
as the basis for individserves as
uct serves
ual accounts
showing, in francs,
accounts showing,
francs
lea sommes
annueiles reve- ual
sommes annuelles
francs les
the
annual
payments
due to each
each
payments
annual
the
nant
a.
chaque
Administration.
nant Achaque Administration.
Administration.
Administration.
In case
case that the multiplier
multiplier 26 or
In
multiplicateur
ou le
Dana
1e multiplicateur
Dans le cas oh.
the
correspond to the
not correspond
13 does not
26
no repond
an trafic 13
r6pond pas au
26 on 13 ne
normal traffic,
traffic, the Administranormal,
lea Administrations
Administrations in- normal
normal, les
concerned come
come to an agreetions concerned
ladop- tions
teressees
s'entendent pour
pour Padopteressees s'entendent
ment
the
adoption
another
of another
adoption
the
for
ment
tion
d'un
autre
multiplicate
ur
multiplicateur
autre
tion d'un
ann6es aux- multiplier which holds good durles annees
pendant lea
qui vaut pendant
years to which the statising the years
quelles s'applique la statistique.
quelles
tics apply.
apply.
Lo
dresser les
lea comptes
comptes
The duty of making up the
de dresser
soin de
Le soin
accounts is incumbent
incumbent upon
upon the
incombe
cre- accounts
l'Administration ereincombe a.A PAdministration
creditor Administration,
Administration, which
anciere
lea transmet
transmet A
a. l'AdPAd- creditor
anciere qui les
debtor
transmits them to the debtor
transmits
ministration debitrice.
debitrice.
ministration
Administration.
Administration.
3. In order to
account of
to take account
3—Afin de tenir
compte du
3.
tenir compte
3.-Afin
sacks and packpackweight of the sacks
the weight
l'emballage the
poids
poids des sacs et de Pemballage
well as of the classes of
as well
ainsi
categories de cor- ing, as
des categories
que des
ainsi quo
correspondence exempt from all
tous correspondence
respondances exemptes
exemptes de tons
respondances
frais de
conformite des transit charges in accordance
accordance with
en conformite
transit en
de transit
frais
Ante, p. 2089.
2089.
dispositions
provisions of Article 76 of the
the provisions
dispositions de Particle
Particle 76 de la
is the
amount of
of
Convention,
du Convention, the total amount
Convention, le montant total du
account for closed
closed mails is recompte
depeches closes
closes est
eatt the account
des d6peches
compte des
duced by 10 per cent.
redmt
de 10%.
r6duit de
4.
individual accounts
accounts are
4. The individual
4.—Les
comptes particulierf
particulierss
4.-Les comptes
duplicate on forms
double expedition
expedition,, made up in duplicate
dresses en double
sent dresses
au model<
Post,
2218, 2215. sur formule conforme
Post, pp. 2218,2215.
C 24 hereto
agreeing with Model C
conforme an
modelee agreeing
les appended,
C
ci-annexe, et d'apres les
appended, on the basis of the
24 ci-annex6,
C 24
21. They are sent
sent
C 21.
transmins statements
statements C
releves
C 21.
21. Ils
Es sont
sent transmis
relevds C
Administration
aus.-toto the dispatching
dispatching Administration
a.Al'Administration
expeditrice ausl'Administration exp6ditrice
soon as possible, and at the latsitot
possible et, au plus
pluss as soon
que possible
sit6t quo
a period of ten months
tard, dans
darts un delai
mois3 est within a
d6lai de dix moii
tard,
following the expiration
expiration of the
suivant
is period°
period&e following
l'expiration de la
suivant l'expiration
period, accompanied
accompanied by
de
des8 statistical period,
accompagnes deo
de statistique, aceampagnes
C 21.
the relative statements C
releves
C 21
21 y
relatifs.
y relatifs.
releves C
5. If the Administration
Administration which
which
5.
L
5.—Si
l'Administration qui ia
5.-Si l'Administration
individual account
account
n't r has sent the individual
envoye
particulier n'a
envoy6 le compte particulier
received any corrective
corrective
recu aucune
recti - has not received
observation reedaucune observation
requ
observation within
within an interval of
d<e observation
ficative dans un intervalle
irttorvalle de
ficative
quatre
mois A
a. compter
compter de
l'envoi,, four months, counting from the
de l'envoi
quatre mois
date of transmission,
transmission, that
that account
account
ce
comma 3 date
consider6 comme
est considere
ce compte eat
is
automatically
considered as automatically
is considered
draft.
admis de plein droit.
accepted.
accepted.
iticrienn 174.
174.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 174
ARTICLE

IntervenGeneral annual
annual account.
account. IntervenDecompte general
general annuel.
annual. Inter- General
Decompte
lion of
of the
International Bureau
Bureau
vention du
du Bureau
Bureau international.
international . tion
the International
vention
oenera amnal a-

General annual account.

oCMt.

1.
Barring contrary
1. Barring
contrary agreement
agreement
contraire entre
1.--Sauf entente contraire
1.—Sauf
erttre
Administrations conthe Administrations
between the
lea
Administrations interessees,
interess6es, le between
les Administrations
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decompte general comprenant
comprenant les cerned,
decompte
general account
corned, the general
account covercoverannuelle- ing
frais de transit est etabli
6tabli annuellemg transit charges is made up
up
international. annually
ment par le Bureau international.
annually by the International
International
Bureau.
Bureau.
2.-Aussit6t quo
que les comptes
2.—AussitOt
2. As soon as the individual acparticuliers
particuliers entre deux Adminis- counts between
between two Administratrations sont approuves
approuves ou con- tions are approved
considered
approved or considered
sider&
sideres conune
comnme admis de plein
plein as automatically
automatically accepted
accepted (Article
5), chacune 173,..
droit (article 173, §
§ 5),
Section 5),
Ad173, Section
5), each of those
those AdAdministrations transmet
transmet ministrations
de ces Administrations
transmits without
without
ministrations transmits
sans retard, au Bureau
Bureau interna- delay,
delay, to the International
International Bureau
Bureau,
tional, un relev6
releve conforme au
au an account
account conforming to Model
Model
modele C
C 25 ci-annexe
modele
ci-annex6 et indiindi- C
C 25 hereto appended
appended and indignant les montants totaux
quant
totaux de
de ces
ces cating the total amounts
amounts of those
comptes. En
meme temps,
comptes.
En meme
temps, une
une accounts.
accounts. At the same time, aa
copie du
adressie A copy of the account is addressed
copie
du releve
releve est
est adressee
addressed
l'Administration
Lors to the Administration
I'Administration interessee.
interessee. Lors
Administration concerned.
concerned.
reception d'un relev6
releve ernade la r6ception
ema- Upon
Upon receipt of an account
account coming
Administration, le from one Administration,
nant d'une Administration,
Administration, the InBureau international
avertit ternational
international en avertit
Bureau so advises the
ternational Bureau
l'autre Administration
Administration interessee.
interessee. other Administration
Administration concerned.
concerned.
Dans le solde, il est fait abandon
abandon
Centimes are ignored
Centimes
ignored in the balcentimes.
des centimes.
ances.
En cas de differences
differences entre les
In case
case of difference
difference between
between
indications
four- the corresponding
indications correspondantes
correspondantes fourcorresponding items
items furnished
furnished
nies par
par deux Administrations,
Administrations, le
le by two Administrations,
Administrations, the InBureau international
international les invite a ternational
ternational Bureau invites them
se mettre d
'accord et a
d'accord
Alui indiquer
indiquer to come to an agreement
agreement and to
definitivement arre- communicate
les sommes d6finitivement
communicate to it the sums defitees.
nitely arrived at.
Lorsqu'u.ne
Administration seuLorsqu'une Administration
When only one of the AdminisAdminislement a
afourni
fourth le relev6
releve C
C 25, les trations has furnished
furnished the Form
indications de cette Administra- C
25, the amounts indicated by
C 25,
tion font
foi, a
quo le that Administration
Administration hold good,
good,
font foi,
a moins
moins que
tion
releve
corresponding staterelev6 correspondant
correspondant de l'Ad- unless the corresponding
stateministration
the Internaministration retardataire
retardataire no
ne par- ment is received
received by the
vienne au Bureau
Bureau international
international tional Bureau from
from the Adminisen temps
temps opportun
pour Fetaarrears in time for the
en
opportun pour
l'eta- tration in arrears
blissement du prochain d6compte
decompte preparation
preparation of the next general
blissement
general annuel.
annual account.
gen6ral
Pans
In the case provided for by ArDans le cas prevu
prevu aa Particle
l'article
178, §
releves doivent porter
173,
§ 5,
5, les releves
porter ticle 173, Section 5, the accounts
la
Aucune observation
observation shall bear the note: Aucune obla mention
mention ,Aucune
de l'Administration
n'est servation
servation de l'Administration
I'Administration debil'Administration debitrice
d6bitrice n'est
delai
trice n'est parvenue
parvenue dans le alai
regle- trice
parvenue dans
delai regledans le ddai
reglementaire
men
taire .
reglernentaire (No observation
observation rementaire».
ceived from the debtor
debtor Adminisceived
tration within the prescribed
tration
prescribed period).
metagree to
If two Administrations
Si deux
deux Administrations
Administrations se
se metAdministrations agree
to
a special
special settlement,
settlement, their
their
tent d'accord pour faire un regle- make a
C 25 bear the note: Compte
ment special,
special, leurs
leurs releves C
C 25 Forms C
regle a
part—ct titre
titre d'infornation
d'iriformatton
portent
Compte regle
rkle rHgle
c part-d
portent la
la mention
mention a,Compte
a part
part -— a
titre d'information,
d'informationn (Account settled separately—for
separately-for
A titre
A
purposes of information);
information); and are
et ne
ne sont
le purposes
dans le
sont pas
pas compris
compris dans
et
not included
included in the general annual
decompte
general annuel.
decompte general
account.
3.
International Bureau
3. The International
3.—Le Bureau international
international
3.-Le
makes up, at the
the end of
of each year,
year,
etablit,
ann6e, makes
6tablit, aa la fin de chaque annee,
which
sur is
releves qui lui sont
sont on the basis of the forms which
la base des releves
193470*-41—PT.
193470°-41-PT.

n-59
--- 59

2167
2167

Transmission.
Transmission.

Poat, p.
p. 2219.
Port,
2219.

Post, p. 2219.
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reached it
to that
that time
time
parvenus jusque-là
qui sont have
up to
it up
have reached
et qui
jusque-la et
parvenus
and
which
are
considered
as
duly
consider&
comme
admis
de
plein
duly
as
considered
are
which
and
de
plein
admis
consideres comme
accepted, aa general
general account
account of
of
droit, un
general annuel
annuel accepted,
decompte g6enral
un decompte
droit,
transit
charges.
If
occasion
cc a s i o n
If
o
des
frais
de
transit.
cas
echecharges.
transit
6chcas
Le
des frais de transit.
complies with
the rule
rule
with the
it complies
ant,
a, in
arises, it
la regle arises,
se conforme
conforme A
ant, il se
laid down
by Article
Article 164,
Section
164, Section
fix& a,
pour les laid
down by
3, pour
164, §§3,
A Particle
l'article 164,
fixe
3,
annual payments.
payments.
3, for annual
payements annuels.
annuels.
payements
The account
account indicates:
indicates:
The
Le decompte
indique:
Le
decompte indique:
(a) The debit
debit and credit
credit of each
each
a)
l'Avoir de
chaque
(a)
de chaque
et l'Avoir
Doit et
a) le
le Doit
Administration;
Admistration;
Administration;
Administration;
Administr
(b) The
The debit
b) le
solde debiteur
on le
or credit balance
debit or
(b)
le solde
solde
d6biteur ou
b)
le solde
of each
each Administration;
Administration;
crediteur de chaque
cheque Administra- of
crediteur
tion;
(c) The
The sums
sums to
to be
be paid
paid by
by the
the
(c)
les
c) lea
lea sommes
sommes a.A payer par lea
c)
debtor Administrations;
Administrations;
Administrations
debtor
d6bitrices;
Administrations debitrices;
(d) The
The sums to
received by
to be
be received
d)
lea sommes
arecevoir
recevoir par les
(d)
sommes A
d) les
the
Administrations.
creditor Administrations.
the creditor
Administrations cr6ancires.
creancieres.
Administrations
The International
proBureau proInternational Bureau
The
Le Bureau
international proLe
Bureau international
ceeds by
way of
compensation in
cede
compensation, de
of compensation
by way
de ceeds
de compensation,
voie de
par vole
cede par
manner as to restrict to the
such aamanner
maniere
restreindre au
an rninimlilll
minimum such
maniere a,a restreindre
minimum the
the number
number of
of payments
a effecpayements a.
effec- minimum
le nombre des payements
to be made.
tuer.
4.
The general
annual accounts
general annual
4. The
g6n6raux
4.—Les
decomptes generaux
4.-Les decomptes
transmitted to the AdminWtre transmis aux shall be transmitted
annuels doivent etre
istrations by
International
the International
by the
Administrations
Administrations par le Bureau istrations
Bureau as soon as possible, and at
international, aussitot
que pos- Bureau
aussit6t quo
international,
latest before
before the expiration
expiration of
an plus tard, avant Iexl'ex- the latest
sible et, au
quarter of the year folfolfirst quarter
piration du premier trimestre de the first
preparation.
that of their preparation.
lowing that
Vann& qui suit celle
cello de leur lowing
I'ann6e
6tablissement.
etablissement.
ARTICLE 175.
ARTICLE
175.

175
ARTICLE 175
ARTICLE

Liquidation des frais de transit.

transit charges
Settlement of transit
charges

1.-Le
1.—Le solde rsultant
resultant du de-

balance resulting from
1. The balance
g6neral annuel du Bureau
Bureau the general annual account
compte general
account of the
international ou
on des reglements
re.gleraents International
international
International Bureau or from
6ch6- special
speciaux, y
y compris,
compris, le cas ech.especial settlements, including, if
speciaux,
ant,
pr6vue a.A occasion
r6gularisation prevue
occasion arises, the adjustment
ant, la regularisation
adjustment
l'article .164,
164, §
§ 3, est paye par provided
Particle
provided for in Article 164, Section
Section
A 1'Adl'Administration debitrice
debitice a.
l'Ad- 3, is paid by the debtor
l'Administration
debtor Adminministration creanciere
creanciere de l'une istration to the creditor
ministration
creditor AdminAdminsuivantes:
istration in one of the following
following
des manieres
manieres suivantes:
istration
manners:
manners:
a)
l'Administration
debtor
a) au choix de l'Administration
(a) At the choice of the debtor
Administration in gold or by
au moyen de Administration,
debitrice, en or on
ou an
d6bitrice,
means of checks or drafts
drafts fulfilling
r6pondant means
cheques ou de traites repon.dant
cheques
prescribed by Secprevues au §
§2
2 the
the conditions prescribed
aux conditions prevues
payable at
la tion
sur la
a vue our
hereafter and payable
ci-apres et payables
payables a
tion 22 hereafter
ci-apres
capitate ou
on our
rime place
place com- sight in the capital or in a
a comsur une
capitale
mercial
mercial city of the creditor counmerciale du pays creancier,
creancier, on
ou
merciale
try;
try' or
(b) Following
Following agreement be(4)
b) suivant accord entre les deux
two Adinistrations,
Administrations,
Administrations,
Pintermedi- tween
tween the two
par l'intermediAdministrations, par
intermediary of aabank
barque utilisant
utilisant le through the intermediary
d'une banque
aire d'une
service of the
transfer service
utilizing the transfer
service
service des virements de la Ban- utilizing
for International
International SettleBank for
Internatio- Bank
que
Reglement& Internatioque des Reglements
ments at Basel, or by any other
naux
par tout autre ments
Bale ou par
naux aa. Bile
means.
moyen.
moyen.
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2.-En cas de payement
2.—En
payement au
moyen de cheques ou traites, ces
cheques
cheques ou traites sont exprimes
en monnaie
oil la
la banbanmonnaie d'un pays oi
en
d'emission ou
on une
que centrale d'6mission
autre institution
institution officielle d'emison des
sion achete
achete et vend de l'or ou
contre la
la monnaie nadevises-or contre
d6tertionale a
a des taux fixes detertionale
mines par la loi ou en vertu d'un
arrangement
erneGouvernearrangement avec le Gouv
men
t.
ment.
monnaies de plusieurs pays
Si les monnaies
repondent
a ces conditions, c'est
repondent a
au pays crdancier
creancier de designer la
la
monnaie qui lui convient. La
monnaie
conversion
conversion se fait au pair des
monnaies d'or.
monnaies

2.
2. In case of payment by means
of checks
checks or drafts, such checks
checks or
expressed in money of
drafts are expressed
aa country where the central bank
of issue or other official issuing
institution buys and sells gold or
currency for national
money
national money
gold currency
at
by law
at fixed
fixed rates determined
determined by
or by virtue
virtue of an agreement
agreement with
the Government.
Government.
the

several counmoneys of several
If the moneys
tries
conditions, it is
tries fulfill
fulfill those conditions,
incumbent
creditor counincumbent upon the creditor
try to designate the money which
is convenient
convenient for it. The conversion is effected
effected at the gold
gold par
rate.
countries have
the two countries
3. When
When the
3.—Lorsque les deux pays se
3.-Lorsque
come to an agreement on that
sont mis
d'accord A
a ce sujet, les come
mis d'accord
sont
checks or drafts may
subject, the checks
cheques
peuvent etre subject,
ou traites peuvent
cheques on
expressed in money
money of the
also be expressed
exprimes aussi
aussi en monnaie du pays also
exprnmes
creancier,
Si cette monnaie creditor country, even if such
meme si
cr6ancier, memo
money
. does
condidoes not fulfill the condine
ne repond pas aux conditions pre- money
vues
§ 2.
2. Dans ce cas, le solde tions laid down by Section 2. In
au §
vues au
converted
balance is converted
case, the balance
est
an pair
pair des monnaies that case,
converti au
est converti
rate into money of
d'or
monnaie d'un pays reponr6pon- at the gold par rate
d'or on monnaie
a country
fulfilling the conditions
conditions
country fulfilling
dant
prevues au
an a
dant aux conditions prevues
prescribed by Section
Section 2. The
2. Le
Le resultat
resultat obtenu est ensuite prescribed
§§2.
converted
obtained is then converted
converti
monnaie du pays result obtained
converti dans la monnaie
debtor country
debiteur
celle-ci dans la
la monmon- into money of the debtor
de celle-ci
debiteur et de
and from
latter into money of
from the latter
naie
an cours de and
pays creancier au
du pays
naie du
the creditor
creditor country at the rate of
la
de la
la capitale
d'une the
capitale ou d'une
bourse de
la bourse
exchange prevailing
capital
prevailing in the capital
place
commerciale du
pays debi- exchange
du pays
place commerciale
a commercial
commercial city of the
teur
au jour
jour de
de /'achat
cheque ou or in a
du chequeou
l'achat du
teur au
debtor country on the day of purdebtor
de la traite.
chase of the check
check or draft.
chase
4. When
When the amount of the
4.—Lorsque le montant du solde
sokle
4.-Lorsque
balance exceeds
exceeds 5000 gold francs,
depasse
5000 francs-or,
francs-or, la date de balance
depasse 6000
sending of
check or
of aacheck
the date of sending
l'envoi
d'un cheque
traite, the
d'une traite,
cheque ou d'une
l'envoi d'un
draft,
of
its
purchase
and
purchase
the
date
draft,
la
date
de
son
achat
et
son
monmonson
et
achat
la date de son
creditor
tant
Si l'Administration
l'Administration its amount shall, if the creditor
doivent, si
tant doivent,
Administration so requests, be
creditrice
etre no- Administration
lui etre
demande, lui
le demande,
creditrice le
communicated to it by telegram
telegram
tips par
par telegramme
telegramme et
frais. communicated
ses frais.
et da see
tifies
expense.
own expense.
at its
its own
5.
expenses of payment
payment are
5. The expenses
5.—Les
frais de
payement sont
sont
de payement
5.-Les frais
borne by
debtor AdministraAdministrathe debtor
by the
support& par
par l'Administration
de- borne
l'Administration desupportes
tion, with the
exception of exthe exception
bitrice a
ex- tion,
frais exdes frais
d l'exception
l'exception des
bitnce
traordinary expenses,
expenses, such as the
tra,ordinaires,
tels les
frais de
de traordinary
les frais
traordinaires, tels
clearing
imposed by the
fees,
clearing
clearing,
imposes
par
le
pays
clearing, imposes par le pays
creditor country.
country.
creditor
crediteur.
crediteur.
6. The
payment above men6.
The payment
6.—Le payement
doit
precite doit
payement precite
6.-Le
made as soon as
shall be made
tioned shall
etre
effectue dans
plus bref
delai tioned
bref delai
le plus
dans le
etre effectue
possible,
at
the latest before
and
possible,
possible
et,
au
plus
tard,
avant
avant
possible et, au plus tard,
period of four
expiration of aaperiod
the expiration
Pexpiration d'un
d'un delai
delai de quatre
quatre the
l'expiration
counting
the date
date of
from
counting
months,
mois
a
partir
de
la
date
d'envoi
du
du
mois a partir de la date d'envoi
account by
the account
transmission of the
decompte par le Bureau interna- transmission
decompte
International Bureau,
Bureau, or of
tional ou
ou de
a payer, the International
l'invitation a
de l'invitation
tional
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the invitation to pay sent by the
creditor
Administration to the
creditor Administration
debtor
Administration when it
it is
is
debtor Administration
a
accounts settled
a question of accounts
separately.
separately. That period may be
extended to five months in relaextended
countries.
between distant countries.
tions between
After
exAfter those periods have exPasse
sommes dues
d6lais, les sornmes
ces delais,
Pass6 ces
interest
pired, the sums due bear interest
sont
productives d'interet
d'int6rAt aaraison pired,
sont productives
a year,
de 5%
jour at the rate of 55 per cent a
compter du jour
5% l'an,
l'an, ait compter
de
counting
date of expiracounting from the date
d'expiration desdits
desdits delais.
delais.
d'expiration
tion of the said periods.
payment has not been
been
7. If
If payment
7.—Si
payement n'est pas efle payement
7.-Si is
effected one year after
after the expirafectue
l'expiration des effected
apres l'expiration
an apres
un an
fectue un
delais fixes an
eat loisible A tion of the periods fixed by
au §§6, il est
dlais
it is permissible
permissible for the
Section 6, it
l'Administration creanciere,
cr6anciere, en ce Section
l'Administration
creditor Administration,
Administration, in the
qui
concerne tee
sommes dont
is creditor
dent le
lee sommee
qui concern
which the account
account
le Bureau case of sums for which
decompte est etabli
par is
itabli par
dcompte
International
is made up by the International
international, d'eri
informer ledit
ledit is
d'en informer
international,
advise the said
Bureau
l'Administra- Bureau, to so advise
Bureau lequel invite l'Administradebtor
Bureau, which invites the debtor
d- Bureau,
payer dans un detion debitrice itApayer
Administration to pay within a
a
lai
tie doit pas depasser
depasser quatre Administration
qui ne
lai qui
period which
which shall not exceed
exceed four
four
period
mois.
mois.
months.
If
the sums
sums conIf payment
payment of the
Si le
des sommes
sommes prprele payement
payement des
Si
templated in the preceding
preceding paravues d
l'alinea precedent
precedent n'est pas templated
rues
& l'alinra
effected at the expirais not effected
effectue a
d l'expiration
l'expiration de ce
cc nou- graph is
effectue
period, the
Bureau international
international tion of that new period,
veau delai, le Bureau
International Bureau
Bureau enters
enters them
lee
decompte International
dans le decompte
figurer dans
les fait figurer
following general
general annual
in the following
general
a. l'Avoir
l'Avoir in
general annuel suivant, A
de
l'Administration creanciere.
creanciere. account, to the credit of the
de 1'Administration
creditor Administration. In
In this
Dane
ce cas,
can, des
interas composes
composes creditor
des intr8ts
Dans ce
compound interest
interest is due;
I'in- case, compound
qe lindus, c'est-4-dire
sont
c'est-d-dire Tie
sont due,
e., the interest is added to the
ter&
capital d
d la fin i. e.,
au capital
ajoute au
tfers set
est ajoute
each year,
jusqu'au moment principal at the end of each
chaque annee
armee juaqu'au
de chaque
until the time of payment.
du payement.
In.case of application of the
d'application des dispoEn cas d'application
provisions of the preceding
preceding paraparal'alinea precedent,
precedent, le provisions
sitions de 1'alin6a
graph, the general
general annual account
account
decompte general
general dont il s'agit
s'agit graph,
d6compte
m question and those for the four
et ceux des quatre annees qui sui- in
years following,
following, shall not, as far as
vent ne doivent, autant
autant que
quo pos- years
contain, in the balances
sible, pas contenir, dans les
lea soldes possible,
possible, contain,
du Tableau
Tableau 2, des sommes A
apayer of Table 2, any amounts to be
defaulting Adminispar l'Administration
l'Administration defaill
ante aa. paid by the defaulting
d6faillante
creanciere inte- tration to the creditor AdminisFAdministration ereanciere
tration concerned.
concerned.
ressee.
ress6e.
adressee
par l'Administration
cr6l'Administration ereadressee par
anciere
l'Administration clebid6bianciere aa l'Administration
trice,
quand il
II s'agit
c,ompte
d'un compte
s'agit d'un
trice, quand
regle a
a, part.
etre
peut 6tre
d6lai pout
part. Ce délai
regle
porte 11,, cinq
cinq mois
dans les
lea relarelamois dans
port6
tions
eloign6s.
pays eloignes.
entre pays
tions entre

Arrearage.
Arrearage.

TITRE VIII.
VIII.
TITRE

TITLE VIII
VIII
TITLE

DISPOSITIONS
VERSES.
DIVERSES.
DISPOSITIONS Dr

VARIOUS PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
VARIOUS

UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE

SOLE CEHPTEB
CHAPTER
SOLE

ARTICLE
176.
ARTICLE 176.

Airrxcian 176
176
AwnTCLI
coupons
Reply coupons
Reply coupons
coupons conform
conform to
1. Reply
Model C
0 26
26 hereto
hereto appended.
appended.
Model
printed, on paper having
having
They are printed,
in the watermark
watermark the letters
UP
U in large characters,
characters, under
under
U
P U

Coupons-reponse.
Coupons-rdpoxse.

aepiy coupoa.
Pb. .p. a

Reply coupons.
I. p. MD.

sont
1.—Les coupons-rIponse
coupons-r6ponse sont
1.-Les
conformes
modMee C
C 26 ciconformes au model°
annexe. Ba
sont imprims,
imprim6s, sur
sur
Ils sont
annexe.
papier portant
portant on
lea
filigrane lee
en filigyane
papier
grands caracteres,
lettres UPU en grands
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interna-- the supervision
par les soins du Bureau internasupervision of the InternaInternational qui les livre aux AdminisAdminis-- tional Bureau,
furnishes
Bureau, which
which furnishes
trations au prix coAtant.
cottant.
them to the Administrations
Administrations at
at
cost.
2.—Chaque Administration
Administration a
ala
2.-Chaque
is
Options.
2. Each
Each Administration
Administration has the Options.
facult6:
faculte:
option:
a) de donner aux coupons-recoupons-r6(a)
(a) Of giving the reply coupons
coupons
ponse une perforation
perforation distinctive
distinctiveB a
a distinctive
distinctive perforation
perforation which
which
qui ne nuise pas aa, la lecture
lecture duI does not interfere
interfere with the reading
reading
texte et no
ne soit pas de nature
nature a,bi of the text and is not of such a
a
entraver
verification de
ces3 nature as to hinder
entraver la v6rification
de ces
hinder verification
verification of
valeurs;
valeurs;
coupons;
the coupons;
b) de modifier, a,a la main ou au
(b)
(b) Of modifying,
modifyin, by hand or
or
procede d'impression,, by means
moyen d'un proc6d6
means of aa prutting
printing process,
les the selling price indicated
le prix de vente indique sur les
indicated on the
coupons.
coupons.
coupons.
Value of
of reply
rob coucouValue
3.—Dans
decomptes entre
3.-Dans les d6comptes
accounts between
between Ad- pons.
3. In accounts
pons.
Administrations, la valeur
valour desi ministrations, the v
Administrations,
of
reply
value
a
ofreply
coupons-reponse est cakulee
a, coupons
coupons-reponse
calculee A
coupons is calculated
calculated at the rate
raison de 28 centimes par unite.
of
28 centimes
centimes
unit.
28
ministrations,
e per
thete
the
settlement.
4.—Sauf entente
entente contraire, les
4.-Sauf
4. Barring contrary
contrary agreement,
agreement, Annual settlement.
coupons &hang&
echanges sont envoy&
envoyes exchanged
exchanged coupons
coupons are sent annuannuellement, au plus tard dans ally, at the latest within
annuellement,
within a
aperiod
period
un delai
(Mai de trois mois apres ex-- of three
three months
months after the expirapiration de l'annee,
Pannee, aux AdminisAdminis- tion
ion of
ofthe7
ar , to the AdminisAdministhe year,
trations
trations which have issued them,
6mis, avec trations
trations qui les ont emis,
l'indication globale de leur nombre with
with an indication
1'indication
indication of their total
number
number and value.
et de leur valeur.
Procedure.
5.—Aussitot que deux AdminisAdminis5. As soon as two Administra5.-Aussit6t
Administra- Procedure.
d'accord sur tions have
have come to an agreement
agreement
trations se sont mises d'accord
echanges as to the number of coupons exle nombre des coupons &hang&
changed in their reciprocal
relareciprocal relar6ciproques, changed
dans leurs relations reciproques,
elles dressent chacune
chacune et trans- tions, they each
each make up and
mettent au Bureau international
international transmit
transmit to the International
International
27 Bureau a
a statement conforming
conforming to
releve conforme au modele C
027
un relev6
Post, p. 2221.
2221.
ci-annexe
indiquant le
C 27 hereto
hereto appended,
appended, Post,
le solde
solde débid6bi- Model C
ci-annex6 indiquant
teur ou crediteur,
crediteur, si ce
cc solde de&- indicating the debit or credit balbalance exceeds 25
25
passe
reglement ance, if such balance
et si
si un
un reglement
passe 25
25 francs et
francs and if special settlement
settlement
special n'a pas 6et
ete pr6vu
prevu entre les francs
spcial
provided for beA d6faut
defaut d'accord has not been provided
deux pays. A
tween the two countries.
countries. In the
dans un Mai
d6lai de six mois, l'Ad- tween
absence of an agreement
agreement within
within a
a
son absence
cr6anciere etablit son
ministration creanciere
decompte et
et 1'envoie
l'envoie au
Bureau period of six months, the creditor
creditor
au Bureau
decompte
Administration makes up its acAdministration
international.
international.
count and sends it to the International Bureau.
In case that only one of the
Dans le
le cas
cas ou
ou l'une
l'une des AdAdfurnishes
its
ministrations seulement fournit
fournit Administrations furnishes
statement, the indications
indications of the
son
releve, les
de celuicelui- statement,
les indications
indications de
son releve,
latter are considered
considered as valid.
foi.
ci font fol.
The balance
included by the
balance is included
Le
Le solde
solde eat
est compris
compris par
par le
International Bureau in an annual
Bureau international
international dans un de- International
payment takes place
compte
et le
payement a
a account and payment
le payement
annuel et
compte annuel
prescribed
lieu
dans les
les conditions
pr6vues under the conditions prescribed
conditions prevues
lieu dans
Ante,
Antr, p.
p. 21118.
216.
by Article 175.
b.
Al'article 175.
Small balanam.
balance*.
When,
be6.
When,
in
the
relations
be6.—Lorsque,
dans
les
rapports
6.-Lorsque dans les rapports
Administrations, the
entre deux Administrations,
Administrations, le tween two Administrations,
annual balance does
does not exceed
exceed
solde annuel
&passe pas
25 annual
solde
annuel ne
ne d6passe
pas 25
the debtor AdministraAdministrafrancs the
francs, l'Administration
debitrice 25 francs,
francs,
l'Administration debitrice
released from all payment.
tion is released
eat exoneree
exon&r6e de tout payement.
est
,
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ARTICLE

ARTICLE 177
177
ARTICLE

177.
177.

cards
Identity cards

Cartes
Cartes d'identite.
Issuance
of identity
identity
lanance of
cards.

c

Forms.
Post, p. 2222.
Po,
p. 2222

Requirements.
Requirements.

Renewal of
card.
Renewal
ofcard.
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1.-Chaque Administration
Administration dodeAdministration desig1. Each
Each Administration
desig1.—Chaque
services which
which
nates the offices or services
signe les
les bureaux
lea services
services nates
signe
bureaux ou
ou les

identity cards.
delivrent les
cartes d'illentite.
issue identity
d'identite. issue
les cartes
qui d6livrent
on
2. Such cards are made up on
2.—Ces cartes
sont etablies
etablies sur
2.-Ces
cartes sont
sur
Model C
28
C 28
forms agreeing
agreeing with Model
des forraules
formules conformes
des
conforraes an
au modele
model. forms
appended. Those forms
hereto appended.
C
28 ci-annexe.
formules sent
sont hereto
C28
ci-annexe. Ces
Ces formules
furnished at cost by the Interfournies
an prix
coitant, par le are furnished
fournies,t au
prix cotttant,
national
national Bureau.
Bureau.
mternation.al.
Bureau international.
3. At the time of application,
3.-Au
3.—Au moment de la
is demande,
demandc,
3.
the applicant
applicant submits
his photophotosubmits his
requerant remet
le requerant
remet sa photographic
photographie the
graph and proves
proves his identity.
et
identity.
et justfie
justifie de
de son:
son' identite.
identity. Les graph
Administrations fix
"fix the necThe Administrations
Administrations
edictent lea
lea prespres- The
Administrations 6dictent
requirements so that cards
criptions
neeessaires pour
criptions n6cessaires
pour que les
les essary requirements
may not
not be
be issued
issued until
after
cartes ne soient delivrees
qu'apres may
until after
cartes
delivr6es qu'apres
careful investigation
investigation as to
to the
the
examen
Piden.tite du
examen minutieux
minutieux de
de l'identite
du careful
identity of
the applicant.
applicant.
identity
of the
requerant.
employee enters
enters that appliThe employee
L'agent inscrit cette demande
deman.de
L'agent
tm registre,
Pencre cation in aa register; fills in with
registre, rem.plit
remplit a.
A l'encre
sur -un
caracteres latins
characters, all
all
et en caracteres
latins tenths
toutes les
les ink, and in Latin characters,
indications que
comp9rtela formule the information
information called
called for by the
indications
quecomportela
de carte d'identite,
d'id.entite,fixe
identity card; affixes
affixes the
ixe sur cello-ci
celle-ci form of identity
is
Pendroit dedo- photograph
designated
la photographic
photographie a.a l'endroit
photograph to it in the designated
signe, applique mi-partie sm.
photosur cette place; applies, half on the photophotographie
mi-partie sur la graph
photographie et mi-partie
graph and half on
on the card, aa
carte un timbre-poste representant
representant postage stamp representing
representing the
la taxe pergue et annule cette charge collected; and cancels
that
cancels that
figurine au moyen d'une empreinte
empreinte stamp by means of a
a very neat
neat
bien nette du timbre 16
impression of the date stamp.
Adate.
stamp.
I1
Ii appose ensuite de nouveau
nouveau
He then also applies an impresl'empreinte de ce timbre
timbre ou de son
son sion of that stamp or
l'empreinte
or his official
officiel,j de maniere
sceau officiel
qu'elle seal in such a
maniere qu'elle
a manner that it
porte a,
partie supesup& appears
a is
la fois sur la partie
appears both on the
the upper
upper part of
rieure de la
is photographie
photographie et sur la the
the photograph
photograph and on the card,
reproduit cette em- then reproduces
carte, puis reproduit
reproduces that impression
impression
preinte it
troisieme page de
a la troisitme
de is
la on the third
third page of the card, signs
carte, signe
sign. celle-ci
celle-ci et
is remet
et la
remet a.A the latter, and delivers it
it to the
the ininPinteresse
l'interesse apres avoir recueilli
recueilli sa
sa terested
terested party
party after
after obtaining
obtaining his
his
signature.
signature.
signature.
4.-Lorsque
4.—Lorsque la physionomie
physionomie du
the appearance
appearance of the
4. When the
titulaire s'est modifies
modifiee an
point holder becomes changed to such
titulaire
au point
n.e reponde plus
qu'elle ne
plus a
Ais
la photophoto- an extent that it
it no longer
longer agrees
graphie
is with the photograph
graphie ou au signalement,
signalement, la
photograph or descripdescripcarte
renouvelee.
carte doit etre renouvelee.
renewed.
tion, the card shall be renewed.
5.-Chaque
5.—Chaque pays conserve
conserve la
is
Each country reserves
reserves the
5. Each
delivrer les
lea cartes
faculte de d6livrer
cartes d'- right to issue identity
identity cards for
for
identite du service international
international the international
identit6
international service
service in acaescion les
lea regles
lea cordance
selon
regles appliquees
appliquees pour lee
cordance with the rules applicartes en usage dans son service
cartes
service cable to cards
cards used in its domestic
domestic
interieur. -•
int§rieur.
service.
service.
peuvent
Les Adm.inistArationa
Admnitrations peuvent
Administrations may
may attach a
Administrations
a
to Form
C W3
to receive
receive
ajouter, •11,
A la
la forint&
foriule C
leaflet to
C 2$,
28, iu leaflet
Fonm C
28 to
destin6
A 'ecewir
feuillet .
destine a
tecer "des
des suckspecipl
he
annotations as may.be
such special .annotation,4
annotations Spetialcs
i;ptit les beannotations
spiala por
service.
I the
the apmestiq
domestic service.
irq

twins
de leur
leer service
soins de
service in
mtei
*

,
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ARTICLE
178.
ARTICLE 178.

ARTICLE
178
ARTICLE 178

Dopeches echangees
6chang6es avec des
Depeches
bAtiments de
de guerre.
guerre.
bAtiments
1.—L'etablissement
d'un
d'un
1.-L'etablissement
echange,
depeches closes,
closes, entre
entre
6change, en
en depeches
une
postale et des
une Administration
Administration postale
divisions
ou des
des bfitiments
batiments
divisions navales
navales ou
de
nationalite, ou
meme nationalit6,
de guerre
guerre de meme
navale ou un
entre
wae division
division navale
entre une
batiment
de guerre
et une
une autre
autre
guerre et
bAtiment de
bAtidivision
navale ou
ou un autre batidivision navale
ment
de guerre
guerre de memo
nationalimeme nationaliment de
te,
autant que
quo
notifie, autant
te, doit
doit etre
etre notifie,
possible
l'avance, aux
aux AdminisAdminisA l'avance,
possible h
trations
Mtermediaires.
trations interm6diaires.
2.—La
suscription de
ces dedde ces
2.-La suscription
comme suit:
peches est
redigee comma
est redig6e
peches
bureau de---------------de
Du bureau
navale
laa division
division navale'
(nationalite)
de
(nationalit6) de
(designation de
la
de la
(designation
(Pays).
Pour
division) A
a------ (Pays).
division)
Pour
le batiment
batiment (natio(natiole
nalite) le
le (nom
du
(nom du
nalite)
bAtiment) a----bAtiment)

Mails exchanged
exchanged with
warships
Mails
with warships

OU
ou

De
la division navale (naDe la
(d6signationalite)
de (designationalite) de
tion
de la
la division)
a_ _ (Pays).
division) a(Pa
tion de
Du
(nationalite) jas)
batiment (nationalit6)
Du batiment
le (nom
batiment) Ah_
du bAtiment)
le
(nom du
Pour
le bureau
de ----bureau de
Pour le

Malls
exchanged
exchanged
Mails
1. Notice shall be given, as far with
1.
with warships.
warships.
as possible in advance,
advance, to the
intermediate
intermediate Administrations,
Administrations, of
exchange
the establishment
establishment of an exchange
of closed mails between
between a
a Postal
Postal
Administration
Administration and naval divisions or warships of the same
nationality, or between
between one naval
division or warship and another
another
naval division
division or warship
warship of the
same nationality.

2. The address of such disworded as follows:
follows:
patches is worded

Wording of address
address.
Wording

From the
office of ----------------the office
From
the
naval
the------------naval
(nationality)
(nationality)

of--------division of
division
(name of division)
For
(Country)
(Country)
For at
at
at-----------------the -------- ship----ship
the
(nationality) (name
(name of ship)
(nationality)

at
at-----------------or
From
the----------From the
(nationality)
(nationality)

naval

division
of----------division of

(name of division)
(name

(Country)
at
(Country)
at-----------From the
ship -.
ship
From
the -----(nationality)
(name of ship)
ship)
(nationality) (name
at
at------------For
office of
of--------For the
the office

on
ou
De la
navale (na(oftla division
division navale
De
tionalite) de
(d6signade (designationalite)
tion de
la division)
a_ _
--_ (Pays).
pa
tion
de la
division) a_
''
Du bfitiment
(nationalite)
batiment (nationalit6)(
Du
le
(nom du
du batiment)
bitiment)
le (nom
A-------------------J

or
or
From
the
---From the-----(nationality)
(nationality)
division
division of

naval
naval

.

(name of
of division)
(name
division)

at
.------------at. --.--- -From
ship --- From the -------- ship
(nationality)
(nationality)

(Country)
(Country)

(name of ship)

at
at----------------------

Ia division
division navale
navale
la
(nationalite)
de
(nationalit6) de
(designation
de la
la
(designation de
division)
(Pays).
division) a------ (Pays).
Pour
Pours
le batiment
(natiole
batiment (nationalite)
le (nom du
du
nalite) le(nom
batiment)
batiment) A-----

naval
the
the----------(nationality)
(nationality)

F.,

For

division of--------of
division

(name
(name of division)

at
at-----------------the
ship ---the ------- ship

(Country)
(Country)

(nationality) (name
(name of ship)
(nationality)

at
at-----------------

3.—Les depeches
3.
Dispatches addressed
addressed to or
or
3. Dispatches
A destination
destination
depeches a
3.-Les
ou
divisions navales
coming from naval
naval divisions or
navales coming
de divisions
ou provenant
provenant de
ou
de bAtiments
batiments de
de guerre
guerre sont
sont warships
warships are forwarded,
forwarded, in
in the
ou de

Forwarding, etc.

2174

Retention, etc.
Retention,
etc.

Dispatches in care
of consul.

Dispatches considconsdered
wred as being in transit.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
0TH KR THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

acheminees, sauf indication
acheminees,
indication d'une
d'une
vole
speciale sur
les
voie speciale
sur l'adresse,
1'adresse, par
par les
voies
dans les
les
voies les
les plus
plus rapides et
et dans
memos
conditions que
quo les
les d6peches
depeches
mmems conditions
echangees
de poste.
6chang6es entre
entre bureaux
bureaux de
poste.
be capitaine
paquebot
Le
capitaine d'un
d'un paquebot
postal qui transporte
transporte des
des apaches
depeches
a
destination d'une division
Adestination
division navale
on d'un bAtiment
batireent de guerre
guerre les
ou
k la disposition
disposition du comtient A
mandant de la division on
ou du
bitiment
prevision
bAtiment destinataire
destinataire en prevision
celui-ci viendrait
en
du cas oii
oi celui-ci
viendrait lui en
demander
route.
demander la livraison
livraison en route.
4.-Si
le bAtiments
4. Si les
bittiments ne
no se trouan lieu de destination
vent pas au
destination
quand les depeches
d6epches a
A lour
leur adresse
y
y parviennent, cos
sont
ces depeches
depeches sont
conservees au bureau
conservees
bureau de poste
jusqu'a leur retrait par le destireexpeditiou sur
our un
nataire ou lour
leur r6expedition
un
autre point. La reexpedition
reexpedition pout
peut
etre denaandee,
PAdramisdemand6e, soit
soit par
par l'Administration
tration postale
postale d'origine,
d'origine, soit
soit par
par
le commandant
commandant de la division
division
navale on
ou du batiment
bAtiment destinataire, soit enfin par
pax un Consul
de meme
meme nationalite.
nationalite.
5.-Celles des depeches
d6peches dont ii
il
5.—Celles
s'a
.
git qui portent
s'agit
portent la mention
mention aA-ux
<Aux
soms
soins du Consul d
d ... . sont
sont conconsignees
Consulat indique.
signees au
au Consulat
indique.
ulterieurement, a
Elles peuvent ulterieurement,
A la
demande du Consul, etre reinter6inte
grees dans le service postal et
et
reexpediees
on
reexp6diUes Bur
sur le lieu d'origine
d'origine ou
sur line
our
une autre destination.
6.—Les
destination
6.-Les depeches
depAches h,A destination
d'un batiment de guerre
guerre sont conconsiderees comme 6tant
etant en transit
transit
jusqu'e,
an commancommanjusqu'a leur remise au
dant de ce
batiment, alors
ce bAtiment,
alors meme
meme
auraient ete
Wte primitivequ'elles auraient
primitivement adressees aux soins d'un
bureau de poste on
Consul
ou a
A un Consul
charge de
de servir
servir d'agent
d'agent de transtransport intermediaire;
intermediaire; elles ne
ne sont
sont
done pas considerees
comma etant
considerees comme
etant
parvenues
a,
leur adresse
adresse tant
parvenues A
tant
et6 livrees
livr6es au
qu'elles n'ont pas Ate
au
batiment
btitiment de guerre destinataire.
destinataire.

ABTICLI 179.
179.
Airriciog
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absence of any indication
absence
indication of a
a
special route in the address, by
by
the most rapid routes, and under
under
the
same conditions
conditions as
as dispatches
dispatches
the same
exchanged between
between post offices.
exchanged
The captain
captain of
mail steamer
steamer
of a
a mail
carrying mails addressed
addressed to
to a
carrying
a
naval
warship holds
holds
naval division
division or warship
them at the disposal
disposal of the comcommanding
manding officer
officer of the division
division
or
vessel of destination,
case
or vessel
destination, in
in case
that the latter
latter should happen
happen to
request their delivery en route.
request
found at
at
4. If
If the ships are
are not found
the
destination when
the place
place of destination
the
dispatches addressed
addressed to
to them
them
the dispatches
dispatches are
arrive there, such dispatches
held at the post office until they
withdrawn by the addressee
addressee
are withdrawn
forwarded to another point.
or forwarded
point.
Redirection may
requested
Redirection
may be
be requested
Adminiseither by the Postal Administration of origin or by the comtration
manding officer of the naval
naval division or vessel of destination;
destination; or,
finally, by a
a Consul of
of the same
nationality.
nationality.
5. Those of the dispatches
dispatches in
question which bear the
the note:
note:
Aux
sans du Consul d
d -------Aux soins
(in care
care of the Consul of ----_--)
are delivered
delivered to the Consulate
Consulate
indicated. Later on, they may,
indicated.
may,
at the request of the Consul, be
turned back to the postal service
and returned
returned to the place
place of
of
another
origin or forwarded to another
destination.
destination.
6. Dispatches
Dispatches addressed
addressed to
to aa
warship are considered
considered as
as being
being
warship
transit up to their delivery
in transit
delivery to
the
commanding officer
officer of
of that
that
the commanding
ship, even if they were originally
originally
addressed
addressed in care
care of a
a post office
office
Consul charged with
or to aaConsul
with servserving as intermediate
forwarding
intermediate forwarding
agent;
agent; they are not, therefore,
considered as having arrived at
considered
at
their
their address as long as they have
not been
been delivered to the wardestination.
ship of destination.
AuncLE
179
ARTICLiE 179

Bulletins d'affranchissement.
Bulletins
Prepayment bulltins.
bulletins. Accounting
d'affranchissement. Prepayn
Accounting
Decompte
Decompte des frais de douane,
clouane, etc.
I for
customs charges, etc.
fo customs
etc.
Accounting ffor weAawaoftiug
-.s
tame
thanes, eta
teromebug,
eta

1.--Le
decompte relatif aux
1. The
The accounting
accounting for
.-- Le d6compte
aux 1.
for customs
customs
par charges, etc.,
frais de douane, etc.,
etc., debours&s
deboursds par
etc., paid out by each Ad-
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chaque Administration
le
Administration pour
pour le
effectue
compte d'une autre, est
est effectu6
particuliers
au moyen
moyen de
de comptes
comptes particuliers
mensuels
mensuels conformes
conformes au
au modele C
C
29 ci-annexe,
29
ci-annexe, qui sont etablis
6tablis par
par
l'Administration
debitrice dans la
l'Administration d6bitrice
la
monnaie
du pays
monnaie du
pays creancier.
creancier. Les
Les
bulletins d'affranchissement
d'affranchissement sont
inscrits
alphabetique des
des
inscrits par
par ordre
ordre alphab6tique
bureaux
qui ont
fait l'avance
des
bureaux qui
ont fait
l'avance des
frais et
et suivant
frais
numerique
suivant l'ordre
l'ordre numerique
qui
leur a
donne.
qui leur
a ete
6et donne.
Si les deux
deux Administrations
Administrations interessees
assurent egalement
teressees assurent
egalement le
le
postaux dans
service des colis
colis postaux
dans leurs
relations reciproques,
relations
r6ciproques, des
elles peuvent
peuvent
comprendre, sauf
contraire,
comprendre,
sauf avis
avis contraire,
dans les
decomptes des
des bulletins
dans
les decomptes
bulletins
d'affranchissement de
dernier
d'affranchissement
de ce
ce dernier
service,
ceux de
poste aux
service, ceux
de la
la poste
lettres.
lettres.
2.—Le
compte particulier,
ac2.-Le compte
particulier, accompagne des
compagn6
des bulletins
bulletins d'affrand'affranchissement, est
transmis a
a l'Adl'Adest transmis
chissement,
ministration cr6anciere
creanciere an
au plus
plus
ministration
tard
la fin
suit celui
celui
a la
fin du mois qui suit
tard a
auquel
il se
se rapporte.
rapporte. I1
Ii n'est
pas
n'est pas
auquel il
dresse
de compte
compte negatif.
negatif.
dresse de
3.—La verification
des comptes
comptes
v6rification des
3.-La
a
fixees par
par
dans les
les conditions
conditions fixees
a lion
lieu dans
le Reglement
Reglement des
mandats de
de
des mandats
le
poste.
poste.
4.—Les decomptes
donnent lieu
lieu
d6comptes donnent
4.-Les
liquidation special°.
Chaque
speciale. Chaque
une liquidation
aaune
Administration
toutefois,tdepeut, toutefois
Administration peut,
mander
comptes soient
sment
que ces
ces comptes
mander que
annexes aux
aux comptes
comptes des
des mandats
mandats
annexes
de
CP 15 ou
ou
ou aux
aux comptes
comptes CP
de poste ou
CP
des colis
colis postaux.
postaux.
CP 16
16 des

2175
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ministration
ministration on behalf of another,
another,
is
effected by
by means
individis effected
means of
of individual monthly accounts
accounts conforming
conforming
to Model
C 29
29 hereto
hereto apap- Post,
to
Model C
Post, p. 2223.
pended,
pended, which are made
made up
by the
the debtor
debtor Administration
Administration in
in
money
money of
of the
the creditor
creditor country.
prepayment bulletins are
The prepayment
are Prepayment
Prepayment bulleentered
alphabetical order
entered in the alphabetical
order tins.
which have adof the offices which
vanced
and in
in the
the
vanced the
the charges,
charges, and
numerical
order which
which has
has been
numerical order
been
given
given them.
them.
Inclusion of regularInclusion
If
Administrations con- mail
If the two Administrations
service.
service.
cerned
participate in
the
cerned also
also participate
in the
parcel-post service
parcel-post
service in their recipreciprocal relations,
they may,
in the
rocal
relations, they
may, in
the
absence
contrary notification,
notification,
absence of
of contrary
include in
accounts of
of preinclude
in the
the accounts
prepayment bulletins
bulletins relative
relative to
payment
to the
the
latter service
those relative
relative to
latter
service those
to the
the
regular-mail service.
service.
regular-mail
Transmission
Sc.
Transmission of 3c2. The
The individual
account, acac- Counts.
2.
individual account,
counts.
companied by
by the
prepayment
companied
the prepayment
bulletins, is
bulletins,
is transmitted
transmitted to
to the
the
creditor
Administration, at
at the
the
creditor Administration,
latest by
the end
the month
month
latest
by the
end of
of the
following the
one to
to which
which it
it
following
the one
relates. No
are
relates.
No negative
negative accounts
accounts are
made up.
made
Verification.
3. Verification
Verification of
of the
the accounts
accounts Verification.
3.
takes
place under
under the
the conditions
conditions
takes place
Regulations of the
the
fixed by the Regulations
Agreement
concerning
money
money
concerning
Agreement
orders.
orders.
Settlement.
rise to
to Settlement.
4.
The accounts
accounts give
give rise
4. The
Each
a
special
settlement.
Each
settlement.
a special
Administration may,
remay, however,
however, reAdministration
quest that
that such
such accounts
accounts be apquest
pended either
to the
money-order
the money-order
either to
pended
accounts or
or to
to the
the parcel-post
parcel-post
accounts
accounts C
CP
15 or
16.
P 15
or C
CP
P 16.
accounts

ARTICLE 180.
ARTICLE
180.

ARTICLE
180
ARTICLE 180

Formules
l'usage du public.
public.
a l'usage
Formules a

Forms for the use of the public
public
Formsfor

En
vue de
de l'application
Papplication des disdisEn vue
positions
Particle 31,
2, de
la
31, §
§ 2,
de la
de l'article
positions de
Convention,
sont
considerees
consid6eres
sont
Convention,
comme formules
formules a
l'usage du
du
a l'usage
comme
public
les formules:
formules:
public les
C 1
douane),
de douane),
(Etiquette de
C
1 (Etiquette
C
(Declaration en
douane),
en douane),
C 22 (Declaration
C3
(Bulletin d'affranchissed'affranchisse3 (Bulletin
C
ment),
ment),
C5
reception),
de reception),
5 (Avis
(Avis de
C
C8
remboursede rembourseC
8 (Mandat
(Mandat de
ment),
ment),
C 10
10 (Enveloppe
(Enveloppe de
reexpedide reexpediC
tion),
tion),

In
view of
the application
application of
the
of the
In view
of the
provisions of
of Article
Article 31,
31, Section
Section 2,
2,
provisions
of the
Convention, the
following
the following
the Convention,
of
considered as forms
Forms are considered
for the
the public:
public:
use of
of the
for
the use
C1
(customs label),
label),
1 (customs
C
C2
(customs declaration),
declaration),
C
2 (customs
C3
(prepayment bulletin),
bulletin),
3 (prepayment
C
o5
(return receipt),
receipt),
5 (return
C
C8
8 (C.
D. money
order),
O. D.
money order),
C
(C. 0.
C 10
10 (forwarding
(forwarding envelope),
envelope),
C

Forms for use of the
public.
2083.
Ante, p. 2063.

Post.
Pot. pp. 2190 IL
fl.
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INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
retrait
(retrait
modification d' adresC 11
f
modification
(Demande
se,
modification du
du
(Demande
se, modification
de
montant
montant du
du remremboursement).
boursement).
(Reclamation d'un envoi
0C 12 (Reclamation
envoi
ordinaire non
parvenu),
non parvenu),
C 13 (Reclamation
o
(Reclamation. d'un envoi
recommande,
recommande, etc.),
etc.),
C 26 (Coupon-reponse),
o
(Coupon-r6ponse),
o 28 (Carte d'identit
didentite postale).
postale).
C

C
C 12 (inquiry
(inquiry about an ordinary
ordinary
article not received),
article
received),
C
C 13 (tracer for a
a registered
registered
article,
article, etc.),
etc.),
C
o 26 (reply coupon),
coupon),
(C 28 (postal identity card).
card).

ARTICLE
181,
ARTICLE 181.

ARTICLE 181
181
ARTICLE

D6lai
Delai de garde des documents.
documents.
Period for
for retention
Period
retention
Les
documents
service interdu service
of
of documents.
docments.
etre conserves
conserves
national doivent 4tre
pendant nne
me period°
minimum de
de
pendant
p4riode minimum
deux ans 4
d partir
partir du
dti. lendemaimi
lendemain, de
de
la
date a
4 taguelle
ces documents
documents
la date
laqueUe ces
se rgfrent.
referent.
ARTICLE 182.
182.
ARTICLE

Telegraphic address.
Telegraphicaddress.

PAT.
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C 11 (request for
for return,
change
C
return, change
of address,
modification of
of
address, or modification
0. D. charge),
charge),
C. O.

Period for retenion
Period
retention of documents
The records
records of the international
international
service shall be kept
service
kept for a
a minimum
mom period of two years, counting
from the day following
following the date
date to
to
which
which such documents
documents refer.

ARTICLE 182
ARTICLE
182

Adresse telegraphique.
Adresse
telegraphique.
Telegraphic
address
Telegraphicaddress
Les Administrations
Administrations font usage, Administrations
Administrations make
make use,
use, for
for
posur
les communications
gr
a_ telegraphic
pour les
communications tel6
tel6gratelegraphic communications
communications
phiques qu'elles
qu'elles echangent
entre which
6changent entre
which they
exchange among
among
they exchange
elles,
elks, de l'adresse
l'adrease telegraphique
telegraphique themselves
themselves, of the telegraphic
telegraphic
*tPostgen*, suivie de l'indication
4xPostgen*,
1'mdication address Postgen,
POstgen, followed
followed by
by the
the
de la
is ville
vine oi
oa se trouve
trouve le
Is siege
siege de
de name of the city
city in which the
the
l'Adm in i
stration. centrale.
centrals.
l'Administration
central
central Administration
Administration is located.
Pour
Pour les communications
arcscommunications adresFor communications
communications addressed
addressed
sees& 4 des bureauz
bureaux autres
autre8 que
que to offices
offices other
other than
than the
the Central
Central
l'Administration
Administration centrale
centrals du pays Administration
Administration in
in the
the country
country of
of
de destination,
destination, I'adresse
Padresse telegratelegra- destination,
destination, the
the telegraphic
telegraphic adadsuurie dress
phique doit
doit etre
tre aPostbur*
oPostbur suvie
dress shall be Potsbur,
Post bur,followed
followed by
by
de Iindication
rildication de la ville
4laquele
aquelle the name
iUe a
name of the city
city to which the
the
le telegramme
tlegramme est adreme.
adresst.
is
telegram is addressed.
addressed.
telegram
IX .
TITRE IX.

TITLE IX
IX
TITLE

BUREAU INTERNATIONAL.
INTERNATIONAL.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
BUREAU

CHAPITRE UNIQUE.
CHAPITRE
UNIQUE.

SOLE CHAPTER
CHAPTER
SOLE

.s.ancLE 183.
183.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 183
183
ARTICLE

Congres et Conferences.
Conferences.
Functions of
Functions
of InterInterinternational prepare
Le Bureau international
prepare
national
Bureau.
national Bureau.
les travaux des Congres
lea
et d
es
CongrOs et
des
Conf6rences. I1
Conferences.
II pourvoit aux
aux imimpressions
pressions et &
sIt
la distribution des
des
documents n6cessaires.
document;
necessaircs.
Attendance
Attendanm of direcLe Directeur
Directeur de co
Bureau
ce Bureau
tor.
tor.
assiste aux seances
s6ances des Convis
Congrs et
amiste
des Conferences
Confrences et prend
prend part
aux
part aux

Congresses and
and Conferences
Conferences
Congresses
The International
International Bureau
Bureau preprepares the agenda
agenda for Congresses
Congresses
and
and Conferences.
It provides
provides for
for
Conferences. It
the
and distribution
distribution of
of
the printing
printing, and
the necessary
necessary documents.
documents.
The director
director of that Bureau
attends the
the sessions
Congresses
sessions of Congresses
Conferences and
and Conferences
and takes part
part
discussions, sans
deliberative. in the discussions, without the
discussions,
sans wax
voix dlibrative.
power of voting.,
voting.
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ARTICLE 184.
ARTICLE
184.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 184
184

Renseignements.
Renseignements. Demandes de
modification
des Actes.
Actes.
modification des

Information.
Requests for
for
Information. Requests
modification of
of the
Acts
modification
the Acts

Le
Le Bureau
Bureau international
international doit
doit se
se
tenir en tout temps A
la disposition
disposition
ala
des membres
pour leur
membres de 1'Union
l'Union pour
leur
fournir, our
les questions
relatives
fournir,
sur les
questions relatives
au service, les renseignements
renseignements dont
dont
ils pourraient
is
pourraient avoir
avoir besoin.
besoin.
I1 instruit
instruit les
Ii
les demandes
de
demandedes de
modification ou d'interpretation
d'interpr6tation
modification
des dispositions qui regissent
regissent
l'Union et
l'Union
et notifie
notifie les
le„s r6sultats
resultats des
des
consultations.
consultations.

The International
International Bureau
Bureau shall
hold itself at all times at the disdisposal of members
members of the
the Union,
furnish them, on questions
to furnish
questions relative to the service, such informainformation as
as they may require.
require.
It
a statement of
It prepares a
of
modification or interrequests for modification
pretation of the provisions governing the Union, and makes
makes
known the results of consultaconsultations.

ARTICLE 185.
ARTICLE
185.

2177

Furnishing
Furnishing of
of inforinfermotion,
mation.

Requests for modifimodifiRequests
cation,
cation, etc.,
etc., of
of provisions.

ARTICLE 185
185
ARTICLE

Public
ations.
Publications.

Publications
Publications

1.-Le
1.—Le Bureau
Bureau international
international Aredige, è.A l'aide
'aide des documents qui
qui
sont mis a
a sa disposition, un
journal special
special en langues allemande, anglaise, espagnole
espagnole et fran-

1. The
The International
1.
International Bureau
Bureau
publishes, with the aid of
of the
the
documents
documents which
which are
are placed
placed at
at
its disposal, a
special journal
journal in
in
a speial
the German, English, Spanish
Spanish
and French
French languages.
It publishes, in accordance
2. It
with the information
furnished
information furnished
under
under the provisions
provisions of Article
193 hereafter,
hereafter, an official digest
digest
information of
of all information
of general
general
interest concerning
interest
concerning the execution
execution
Convention and
of the
the Convention
and the RegRegulations in each country.
country.
ulations
Similar digests concerning
concerning the
Similar
the
execution of the Agreements
execution
Agreements are
published at the request
published
request of the
Administrations participating
Administrations
participating in
in
those Agreements.
3. The International
International Bureau
also publishes, with the aid of
of the
information furnished
information
furnished by
by the Administrations:
ministrations:
(a) A
information
A digest of information
concerning the organization
concerning
organization of
of the
Administrations
Union and
Administrations of the
the Union
and
their domestic
domestic services;
services;
(b)
A digest of
applied
(b) A
of the rates applied
Administrations in
their
by the Administrations
in their
domestic services;
services;
domestic
(c)
articles;
(c) A
A list of prohibited
prohibited articles;
lines;
(d) A
A list of steamship
steamship lines;

gaise.
gaise.
2.-41 publie
infor2.-ln
publie,l d'apres
d'apr&s les
les informations fourmes
fourrues en vertu des
prescriptions de l'article
Particle 193 ciprescriptions
apres, un recueil
recueil officiel
officiel de tous
les renseignements
d'interet g6ne
generenseignements d'int6ret
ral concernant
concemant l'ex6cution
Pexecution de
de la
la
Convention et du Reglement
Reglement dans
Convention
chaque pays.
Des
analogues concerconcerDes recueils
recueils analogues
Arrangements
nant l'execution
l'ex6cution des Arrangements
sont publies
our la
la demande
demande des
des
publiCs sur
Administrations participant
participant a
ces
Administrations
A ces
Arrangements.
Arrangements.
3.-Le Bureau
Bureau international
3.—Le
international
publie
egalement, au
au moyen
moyen des
publie egalement,
des
elements fournis par les Adminiselements
Administrations:
a)
renseignements
a) un
un recueil
recueil de
de renseignements
our
sur l'organisation
l'organisation des AdministraAdministrations de 1'Union
l'Union et our
sur leurs
services
internes;
services internes;
b)
taxes applib) un
un recueil
recueil des
des taxes
appliquees
Administrations dans
qu6es par les Administrations
leur service interne;
c) une
des objets
interdits;
c)
une liste
liste des
objets interdits;
d) une
lignes de
de paquepaqued)
une liste
liste des
des lignes
bots;
bots;
(e) A
A list
list of
of distances
distances in
in kiloe)
une liste
des distances
kilo(e)
kiloe) une
liste des
distances kilometers on land routes;
routes;
metriques afferentes
afferentes aux parcours
parcours meters
metriques
territoriaux;
territoriaux;
(f) A
of distant
distant countries
countries
f
tine liste
A list
list of
(f)
f)
) une
liste des
des pays
pays eloignes
6loigns et
et
thereto;
and countries assimilated
assimilated thereto;
a,ssimiles;
assimil&s;
A table
(g) A
table of equivalents.
equivalents.
g)
tableau des
equivalents.
g) un
un tableau
des equivalents.

Special Journal.
ournal.

Digest
Digest of information.
tion.

Post, p. 212.
2182.
Pot,

Other
publlatlons.
Other publications.
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

Communication
of
Communication of
certain modifications.
modifications.

4-Les modifications
4.—Les
modifications 6ventueventu-
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4. Any modifications
modifications made
made in
in
4.

various documents
documents enumerenumerelles apportees
aux divers
divers docudocu- the various
apportees aux
elles

2 and 3
com3 are comments
aux §§
et 33sont
sont ated in Sections 2
2 et
6nume6rs aux
§§ 2
ments enumeres
municated
circular.
municated by circular.
notifides
circulaire.
notifiees par
par circulaire.
doeDistribution of
5.-Les documents
of doo
documents published by
by
5. The documents
5.—Les
documents publies
publies par
umemts.
International Bureau
Bureau are disle Bureau
international sont dis- the
the International
Bureau international
mts.
Administrations dans tributed among the Administratribues aux Administrations
number
in proportion
proportion to the number
tions in
la
proportion du
du nombre
nombre d'unites
d'unites tions
la proportion
contributive units assigned
assigned to
contributives
of contributive
chacune of
assignees A.a chacime
contributives assignees
each of them by application
application of
Welles
par application
application de l'article
Particle each
d'elles par
Ante, p.
Ante,
26.
p. 2061.
Article 25 of the Convention.
Article
25 de la Convention.
Additional
Les exemplaires
exemplaires suppleirtentaires
docuAdditional copies of those docusupplementaires
Les
requested by AdministraAdministrade
seraient re- ments requested
documents qui seraient
de ces
ces documents
separately, at
at
tions are paid for separately,
dames par les Administrations
Administrations tions
clamds
cost price.
price.
d'apres lein
leur cost
sont payee
pay6s A.a pad,
part, d'apres
prix de
de revient. •
Postal dictionary
dictionary of
6.-Le Bureau international
international eat
est
6. The International
International Bureau is
6.—Le
the world.
worl
charge de publier un dictionnaire
charged with publishing an alphadictiomiaire charged
betical dictionary
dictionary of all
ail the post
post
alphabetique de
tons lea
les bureaux betical
de tons
alphab6tique
offices in the world, with special
special
de poste du monde, avec une men- offices
mention of those of such
such offices
offices
special° pour ceux de ces mention
tion sp6ciale
bureaux charges
charges de services
services which
which have
services qui charged with services
bureaux
generalized. That
That
yet been generalized.
encore generalises.
generalis6s. not yet
ne sont pas encore
Ce
dictionnaire eat
an courant
courant dictionary
dictionary is kept up to
est tenu
tenu au
Ce dictionnaire
to date by
any
ou de means of supplements,
supplements, or in
supplements on
in any
au moyen
moyen de supplements
touts
maniere quo
Bureau other manner
which the Internamanner which
que le Bureau
Internatoute autre maniere
international
convenable.
Bureau deems convenient.
tional Bureau
international juge convenable.
Distribution.
Le dictionnaire
dictionnaire est
cot distribue
distribue aux
The
dictionary is distributed
distributed
The dictionary
at
Administrations
a raison de 10 among the
Administrations A
the Administrations
Administrations at
copies for each
exemplaires par unite contributive the rate of 10 copies
each
exemplaires
assignee A
a chacune d'elles par ap- contributive
contributive unit assigned to each
each
assignee
application of Article
Particle 25 de is
la Con- of them by application
Article
plication de larticle
Ante,
2061.
Ante,p.p. 2l.
vention. Les exemplaires
exemplaires supsup- 25 of the Convention. Additional
Additional
plementaires demand&
lee copies
demandes par les
copies requested
requested by Administraplementaires
Administrations sont payes
pay& b. part, tions are paid for separately,
Administrations
separately, at
cost price.
d'apres leur prix de revient.

Annual report.

Official language.
Official

Beply
i4y
idel

coupons;

Identity awls.
cars.

ARTICLE
186.
ARTICLE 186.

ARTICLE
186
ARTICLE 186

Rapport
Rapport annuel.
Le Bureau international
international fait sur
sa gestion un rapport annuel qi
qui
eat
lee
est communique
communique a
A toutes
toutes les
Administrations.

report
Annual report
The International
InternationalBureau makes
an annual report of
of its operations,
which is sent to all the Administrations.

ARTICLE
187.
ARTICLE 187.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 187
187

Lang-ue
Bureau
Langue officielle du Bureau
international.
international.

Officio
.] language
of the
the InternaInternetlanguage of
fficial
twnal Bureau
Bureau
twual

The official
official language
language of the Indu Bureau
Bureau
La langue officielle du.
international
eat la langue
langue franfran- ternational
French
ternational Bureau
Bureau is the French
international est
gaise.
language.
Seise.
language.
ARTICLE 188.
188 ,
ARTICLE 188.
AwrIcLE
188.
ABTCLE
Reply ceupetut.
Identity cards
card
Coupons-reponse. Cartes
Reply
cotpota. Idily
Coupons-r6ponse.
d'identite.
d'identit6.
.-The International
Le Bureau
Bureau- in.tern.ational
cot
International Bureau
Bureau is
international eat
Le
with causing
chargé
confectiormer .lea
causing reply coucoules charged .
do faire confectionner
charg6 de
coupoits4eponse
lea cartes pons and identity
identity cards to be
he
coupons-rponse et les
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d'identite et
approvisionner, manufactured,
et d'en
d'en approvisionner,
d'identit6
manufactured, and with supplysur leur demande,
demande, les AdministraAdministra- ing them to the Administrations
Administrations
tions.
tions.
on request.
request.
ARTICLE
189.
ARTICLE 189.

ARTICLE
189
ARTICLE 189

Balance et
et liquidation
liquidation des
des
Balance
comptes.
comptes.

Balancing
of
Balancing and settlement of
accounts
accounts

1.-Le Bureau international
international est
1.—Le
charge d'operer
d'operer la
balance et
et la
la
la balance
charge
liquidation
liquidation des comptes de toute
internanature
service internaau service
relatifs au
nature relatifs
tional des
postes entre les Admides postes
tional
nistrations
declarent vouloir
vouloir
qui declarent
nistrations qui
intermediaire.
son
emprunter
son
intermediaire.
emprunter
Celles-ci se
effet,
a cet
cet effet,
se concertent,
concertent, a
Celles-ci
entre elles
elles et
Bureau.
ce Bureau.
et avec
avec cc
entre

4.—Les Administrations
qui emAdministrations qui
4.-Les
pruntent
Bul'intermediaire du Bupruntent l'intermediaire
reau
pour la
In balance
balance
international pour
reau international
et
la liquidation
des decomptes
decomptes
liquidation des
et la
peuvent
cesser d'user
interde cet interd'user de
peuvent cesser
mediaire
trois mois
mois apres en avoir
mediaire trois
donne
avis.
donne avis.

1.
International Bureau is
1. The International
charged with effecting
effecting the balanccharged
settlement of accounts
accounts of
ing and settlement
all kinds relating
relating to the interservice between
national postal service
national
Administrations which express
their desire to use its intermediary. The latter come to an
agreement
between
agreement to that effect between
themselves
themselves and with the Bureau.
request of the Ad2. At the request
ministrations
concerned,
teleministrations concerned,
graphic
graphic accounts may also be
transmitted to the International
transmitted
Bureau, to be included
included in the
striking of balances.
balances.
3. Each
Administration
Administration reserves the
the right to make
make up, at
serves
its option, special accounts
accounts for
various branches
service,
branches of the service,
various
and to settle them, at its convenience, with its correspondents,
correspondents,
venience,
without employing the intermeintermeInternational Bureau,
diary of the International
gives notice of
to which it merely gives
branches of the service and
those branches
the countries for which it requests
its offices.
offices.
4. Administrations
4.
Administrations which emintermediary of the Inploy the intermediary
ternational Bureau in balancing
balancing
ternational
accounts may cease
settling accounts
and settling
intermediary three
to use that intermediary
notice
months after having given notice
thereof.

ARTICLE 190.
190.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 190
190
ARTICLE

Etablissement
des comptes.
Etablissement des

Preparation
accounts
Preparationof accounts

1.—Lorsque
comptes partipartiles comptes
1.-Lorsque les
culiers ont
debattus et
et arrearrete debattus
ont ete
culiers
tes
d'un commun
commun accord,
les Admiaccord,lesAdmitesd'un
nistrations d6bitrices
debitrices transmettent
transmettent
nistrations
aux
Administrations creancieres,
creancieres,
aux Administrations
pour chaque
nature d'operations,
d'op6rations,
chaque nature
pour
une reconnaissance,
en
etablie en
reconnaissance, etablie
une
francs et
centimes, du
montant
du montant
et centimes,
francs
deux comptes
de la
des dux
balance des
la balance
de
particuliers, avec
de
l'indication de
avec l'indication
particuliers,
l'objet
la creance
de la
in pTie-.
et de
creance et
de la
i'objet de
rode a
elle se
rapport°.
se rapporte.
laquelle elle
a laquelle
riode

1.
1. When the detailed accounts
have been checked
agreed
checked and agreed
upon,
Administrations
debtor Administrations
the debtor
upon, the
transmit to the creditor Administrations, for each
each class of operations,
acknowledgment, stated
tions, an acknowledgment,
in
francs and centimes, of the
in francs
amount
of the
the balance
balance of the two
amount of
detailed
indicaaccounts, with indicadetailed accounts,
tion
subject of the
the credit
credit
the subject
of the
tion of
and
the period to which it relates.
and the

Ad2.—Sur la demande des Ad2.-Sur
ministrations interessees,
les dedeint6ressees, les
ministrations
comptes
peuvent
tdlgraphiques peuvent
comptes telegraphiques
aussi
etre indiques
an Bureau
Bureau
indiques au
aussi etre
international
pour entrer
dans la
la
entrer dans
international pour
compensation
compensation des soldes.
3.—Chaque Administration
Administration concon3.-Chaque
serve
le droit
d'etablir a
a son choix
droit d'etablir
serve le
des
decomptes speciaux
speciaux pour
dipour dides decomptes
verses branches
service et d'en
d'en
du service
branches du
verses
operer a
le regleregleconvenance le
sa convenance
a sa
op6rer
correspondants,
ment avec
avec ses correspondants,
ment
sans employer
employer l'intermediaire
l'intermediaire du
sans
elle
Bureau international,
auquel elle
international, auquel
Bureau
se
pour quelles
quelles
indiquer pour
A indiquer
borne a
se borne
branches
de service
service et
et pour
pour quels
quels
branches de
pays
elle reclame
offices.
r6clame ses offices.
pays elle

Balancing and settlement of accounts.
accounts.

Telegraphic
Telegraphic
accounts.

accounts.
Special accounts.

Use of intermediary.
intermediary.

Detailed accounts.
accounts.
Detailed

2180
General accounts.
General
aonnts.

Other systems.
systems.

credit tables.
Credit
table.

Examination
bxm
na t i o n
by Bureau.

balance
General balance
sheet.
sheet.

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
A GREEMENTS OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIE
S

Sauf
Saul entente
entente contraire,
contraire, l'AdmiPAdmi-

nistration qui d6sire,
desire, pour sa
sa
comptabilit6
comptabilite int6rieure,
interieure, avoir
avoir des
des
comptes g6enraux,
generaux, doit lea
etablir
les 6tablir
elle-meme
al'acl'acelle-mmme et lea
les soumettre
soumettre A
ceptation de l'Administration
l'Administration corcorrespondante.
Les Administrations peuvent
peuvent
s'entendre
s'entendre pour pratiquer
pratiquer un
antra
un autre
systeme
systeme dans leurs relations.
relations.
2.-Chaque Administration
2.—Chaque
Administration
adresse au
au. Bureau international
international
mensuellement ou trimestriellemensuellement
trimestriellement, si des circonstances
raent,
speciales
circonstances sp6ciales
Ie rendent desirable, un
le
un tableau
tableau indiquant son Avoir du chef
dignant
chef des
des
decomptes particuliers
decomptes
ainsi que
quo
particuliers ainsi
le total des sommes dont elle eat
est
creanciere
creamier° envers chagime
des AdAdchacune des
ministrations
ministrations contractantes;
contractantes; chacheque cream°
creance figurant
figurant dans ce
cc
tableau doit 6tre
etre justifiee
into
justifiee par une
reconnaissance
reconnaissance de l'AdministraPAdministration d6bitrice.
debitrice.
Ce tableau doit
dolt parvenir au
an
Bureau
Bureau international
international le 19 de
chaque
cheque mois ou du premier
premier mois
de chaque
trimestre au plus tard.
cheque trimestre
A
d6faut, il
A defeat,
B. n'est
West compris
compris que
quo dans
dans
la liquidation du mom
mois ou du trimestre suivant.
3.-Le
3.—Le

Bureau

international
international

examine,
examine, en rapprochant
rapprochant les
lea rereconnaissances,
connaissances, BI
lea tableaux
tableaux sont
si les
sont
exacts.
exacts. Toute rectification
rectification necesnecessaire est
notifiee aux Administraeat notifies
tions interessees.
interessees.
Le Doit de cheque
chaque Administration envers une autre
entre est reporte
report6
dans
tableau recapitulatif;
darts un tableau
recapitulatif; l'adl'addition des sommes portees darts
dans lea
les
diverses
diverses colonnes
c,olonnes de ce tableau
tableau
forme le
is solde d6biteur
debiteur global
global de
chaque
cheque Administration.
Administration.
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Barring
contrary- agreement,
agreement, an
an
Barring contrary
Administration
Administration which desires,
desires, for
for
its own accounting
accounting purposes,
to
purposes, to
have general accounts, shall make
make
them
them up itself, and submit them
them
to the corresponding
Administracorresponding Administration for acceptance.
acceptance.
Administrations may
Administrations
may come to
agreements to apply
agreements
apply another
another syssystem in their relations.
relations.
Administration address2. Each Administration
addresses to the International
Bureau
International Bureau
monthly,
monthly, or quarterly,
quarterly, if special
circumstances
render it
it desirable,
desirable,
circumstances render
aatable
table indicating
indicating its credit resulting from the detailed
detailed accounts, as
as
well as the total of the sums
sums due
due
to it
it by each of the contracting
contracting
Administrations; each credit
credit figurAdministrations;
fluring in that table shall be justified
justified
by an acknowledgment
acknowledgment from the
the
debtor Administration.
Administration.

That table shall reach
reach the
the InInternational
by the
the 19th
19th of
of
ternational Bureau
Bureau by
each month or
of the
the first
or of
first month
month
of each quarter at the latest.
Otherwise,
Otherwise, it
it is carried over for
for
settlement
settlement to the
the account
account for
the
for the
following month or
following
or quarter.
3. The International
International Bureau
Bureau
examines,
examines, by comparing
comparing the acknowledgments,
knowledgments, whether
whether the
the
tables are correct. Notice
Notice of
tables
of
any necessary
is given
necessary correction
correction is
given
to the Administrations
Administrations concerned.
concerned.
The debit
debit of each
each AdministraAdministration to another
another is carried
carried over
over to
to
a recapitulatory
a
recapitulatory table
sum of
of
table;ithe sum
the amounts entered
entered m
in the varivarious columns
columns of that table constitutes the total debit balance of
of
each Administration.
Administration.
each

ARTICLE 191.
191.

ARTICLE 191
191

g6n6rale.
Balance generale.

General balance
balance sheet
General
sheet
1. The International
International Bureau
Bureau
assembles the tables and recapitassembles
recapitulations into a
a general
general balance
sheet indicating:
total debit
debit and
and credit
credit
(a) The total
of
Administration'
of each Administration
(le)
credit balance
(b) The debit
debit or credit
balance
of
Administration;
of each
each Administration;

1.-Le
1.—Le Bureau international
international
reunit les
lea tableaux
tableaux et les
lea r6capirecapitulations en une balance
generale
balance g6enrale
indiquant:
indignant:
a) le total du Doit
Doit et
et de
l'Avoir
de l'Avoir
de chaque
chaque Administration;
b) is
le solde
solde debiteur ou le solde
solde
crediteur de chaque Administracrediteur
Adniinistration;

c) les
a payer
lea sonmmes
sommes a
par les
les
payer par
(c) The sums
the
qums to be paid by
by the
Administrations debitrices
Administrations
d6bitrices et
et la
la debtor Administrations, and the
the
rxpartition de ces
*partition
ces sommes
sommes entre
entre distribution of those
those sums among
lea Administrations creancires.
creancieres.
the creditor Administrations.
Administrations.
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1.1 veille,
mesure du
I1
veille, dans la mesure
possible, a
Ace que chaque Administration n'ait A
a, effectuer, pour se
liberer,
lib6rer, qu'un ou deux payements
distincts.
Toutefois, l'Administration
l'Administration qui
se trouve habituellement
habituellement a.
A decoud6couvert envers
envers une autre AdministraAdministration d'une somme superieure
a, 50,sup6rieure A
000 francs a
a le droit de reclamer
reclamer
des acomptes.
Ces acomptes
tant
acomptes sont inscrits, tant
par l'Administration creanciere
cr6anciere
que par l'Administration
l'Administration debitrice,
d6bitrice,
au bas des tableaux aa adresser au
Bureau international.

As far as possible,
possible, it sees that
that
each
Administration does not have
each Administration
make more than one or two
to make
separate
separate payments
payments in order to
settle its obligations.
However, an Administration
Administration
which habitually
habitually finds aa sum exceeding 50,000 francs
it by
francs due to it
another Administration
Administration has the
right to claim payments on account.
Such remittances
remittances are entered,
entered,
by both the creditor
creditor and the debtAdministrations, at the botor Administrations,
which they
they
tom of the tables which
address
International
address to the
International
Bureau.
2. The acknowledgments
acknowledgments transmitted to the International
International Buclassified
reau with the tables are classified
according to Administrations.
according
Administrations.
They serve as the basis for
They
settlement
each
settlement of the accounts of each
of the Administrations
concerned.
Administrations concerned.
In the balance-sheet
balance-sheet shall appear:
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Classification of acClasification
.2.—Les
2.-Les reconnaissances
reconnaissances transknowledgments.
knowledgments.
raises
mises au Bureau international
dassees par
avec les tableaux sont class6es
Administration.
Elles servent de base pour
l'etablissement de la liquidation
liquidation
l'6tablissement
des comptes
comptes de chacune
chacune des Adint6ressees. Dans
ministrations interessees.
cette
cette liquidation doivent figurer:
a)
afferentes aux
(a)
relative to the
sommes aff6rentes
(a) The sums relative
a) les sommes
special accounts
accounts concerning
concerning the
comptes sp6ciaux
speciaux portant sur les special
various exchanges;
various
exchanges;
divers echanges;
echanges;
(b) The total of the sums resultresultb) le
total des
des sommes
resultant
sommes resultant
b)
le total
special accounts
de
tons les comptes speciaux par ing from all the special
de tous
Administrarapport
Administra- relating to each of the Administrachacune des Administrarapport aa. chacune
concerned;
tions concerned;
tions int6ress6es;
interessees;
totals of the sums due
(c) The totals
A (c)
sommes dues a
les totaux des sommes
c) les
creditor Administrations
Administrations
Administrations cr6ancrean- to all the creditor
toutes les Administrations
service, as
cieres
cieres pour chaque branche du for each branch of the service,
their grand
grand total.
service ainsi que leur total general. well as their
That total must be equal to
Ce total doit etre 6gal
egal au total
debit appearing
appearing in the recadu
recapi- the debit
du Doit
Doit qui figure dans la r6capipitulation.
tulation.
At the bottom of the balancebalanceAu bas du bordereau
bordereau de liquidabalance is struck bebalance est
etablie entre sheet, the balance
est etablie
tion, la
la balance
le Doit et l'Avoir r6sultant
resultant des tween the debit and the credit
resulting from the tables adadresses par les Adminis- resulting
tableaux adresses
dressed by the Administrations
trations au Bureau
Administrations to
international. dressed
Bureau international.
trations
International Bureau. The
Le montant net du Doit ou de the International
credit
l'Avoir doit etre egal au solde net amount of the debit or credit
equal to the debit or
debiteur
crediteur must be equal
d6biteur ou au solde crediteur
credit balance
balance carried into the
porte
in balance g6nerale.
generale. En credit
port6 dans la
general balance
sheet. Moreover,
Moreover,
balance sheet.
outre,
bordereau indique
les general
indique les
le bordereau
outre, le
indicates the AdministraAdministraAdministrations
Administrations en faveur des- the sheet indicates
favor of which the payquelles le payement
payement doit etre tions in favor
effected by the
effectue
d- ment is to be effected
1'Administration deeffectu6 par l'Administration
debtor Administration.
debtor
Administration.
bitrice.
The balance
balance sheets shall be
bordereaux de liquidation
liquidation
Les bordereaux
Administrations contransmis aux Ad- sent to the Administrations
doivent etre transrais
International Buministrations interess6es,
interessees, par le cerned by the International
ministrations
Bureau international,
international, au plus tard reau by the 22d of each month at
Bureau
the latest.
le 22 de chaque mois.
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Payment.
Payment.

Ante,
p. 2168.
Ante, p.2168.

Small balances.
balances.
small

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

ARTICLE
192.
ARTICLE 192.

ARTICLE 192
192
ARTICLE

Payement.
Payement.

Payment

Le payement
payement des sommes
sommes dues,
dues,
en vertu d'un
par une
une
d'uneeliquidation,
liquidation, par
Administration
Administration A
A. une
Tale autre AdAdministration,
ministration, doit etre
effectue
etre effectue
aussitet quo
aussitot
que possible et
et au
au plus
plus
tard quinze jours apres
apres la
la receprecepliquidation
tion du bordereau
bordereau de liquidation
par l'Administration
l'Administration debitrice.
debitrice. Les
dispositions de l'article
Particle 175,
.175, §
§ 1,
1,
sont applicables
applicables en
en cc
concern.e
ce qui concerne
les autres conditions de payement.
Les dispositions
dispositions du §
§ 6
6 dudit
dudit
article font regle en cas de
de nonpayement
payement du solde
solde dans le
le delai
d6lai
fixe.
Les soldes debiteurs
d6biteurs ou crediteurs n'exc6dant
tours
n'excedant pas 500 francs
francs
peuvent etre reportes
report& a.
Ala liquidation du mois suivant, a.Ala condition
condition
toutefois quo
que les Administrations
Administrations
interess6es soient en rapport meninteressees
mensuel avec le Bureau international.
international.
I1
Ii est fait mention
mention de
ce report
de ce
report
les recapitulations
dans lee
recapitulations et dans
dans
les
lee liquidations pour
pour lee
Adminisles Adminiscr6ancieres et debitrices.
trations creancieres
d6bitrices.
L'Administration
L'Admin is tration debitrice
fait
d6bitrice fait
parvenir,
parvenir, le cas ech6ant,
echeant, a
a. l'Administration
ministration creanciere,
reconcr6anciere, une
une reconnaissance
naissance de la somme due, pour
port6e au prochain
etre port&
prochain. tableau.
tableau.

Payment of the sums
sums due,
due, by
Payment
by
a balance sheet, by one
virtue of a
Administration to another AdAdministration
Administration, shall be
ministration,
as
be made
made as
soon as possible, and at the latest
latest
fifteen
fifteen days after receipt
receipt of
the
of the
balance sheet
sheet by the debtor
Addebtor Administration. The
of
ministration.
The provisions
provisions of
Article 175,
175, Section 1, are
are appliapplicable in regard
other conconregard to the
the other
ditions of payment.
payment. The
proviThe provisaid ArtiArtisions of Section
Section 66of the
the said
cle govern
govern in case of non-payment
non-payment
of the balance
balance within the period
period
fixed.
fixed.
Debit or credit balances
balances not
not
exceeding 500 francs
exceeding
francs may
be carcarmay be
ried over
over to the balance
balance sheet for
for
the following
following month; provided,
provided,
however,
however, that the AdministraAdministrations concerned
concerned are in
in monthly
monthly
communication
communication with the
Interthe International
national Bureau..
Mention is
is
Bureau. Mention
made
made of such carrying
carrying over
over in
in the
the
recapitulations
recapitulations and in the settlement accounts for the creditor
creditor
and debtor Administrations.
Administrations. The
The
debtor Administration, in such
such a
a
case, sends the creditor
Adminiscreditor Administration
acknowledgment of the
tration an acknowledgment
sum due, to be carried
carried over
to the
the
over to
next table.

ARTICLE 193.
193.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
193
ARTICLE 193

Communications A,a adresser
Communications
adresser
Bureau international.
international.
Communications to
Communications
to
be addressed to
to InterInternational Bureau.
Bureau.

Ask,
Ante, p.
p. 210&
21s0.
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1.-Les
1
.—Les

Administrations
Administrations

be addressed
addressed to
to
au Communications
Communications to
to be
International Bureau
Bureau
the International
se

Administrations
1. Administrations

communicommuni-

transmettent,
transmettent, par
par Pintermediaire
l'interm6diaire cate to one another, through the

du Bureau international,
international, la
la colleccollec- intermediary
intermediary of
of the
the International
International
tion en trois exemplaires
exemplaires de leurs Bureau, a
a triplicate collection
collection of
timbres-poste et des impressions- their postage
postage stamps
stamps and
and specispecitypes de leurs machines
machines aA. affranaffran- men impressions of their stampstampchur,
indication de la date
chir, avec indication
date A
a ing machines, with indication
of
indication of
partir de laquelle lee
les timbres-poste the date
date from which postage
des emissions
emissions anterieures
anterieures cessent
°assent stamps of previous issues
issues cease
cease to
to
d'avoir cours.
be valid.
2.-Elles doivent, en outre, com2.—Elles
cornalso communi2. They shall also
communimuniquer
muniquer au Bureau international:
international: cate to the International Bureau:
Bureau:
a)lamentionqu'ellesontadoptee,
a)
lamen.tion qu'ellesontadoptee,
which they
they
(a) The annotation which
par application de Particle
par
106, have adopted, by application
l'article 106,
application of
of
§2,
comme equivalent
equivalent de
2, comme
de Pexpresl'expres- Article 106, Section
Section 2,
2, as
as the
the
imon Taxe persue,
sion
penile* ou
on .Port
,Port equivalent of
expression Taze
Taxe
of the expression
pave ;
payes;
perms
or Port
Port paye;
perSue or
pay6;
b) leas
lea taxes mod6r4es
qu'ellea
mod6eree qu'elles
(b) The reduced
reduced rates which
which
(b)
ont adoptees
adopt6es en vertu de
out
Particle 5
5 they have adopted by
de l'article
by virtue
of
virtue of
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de la Convention
Convention et l'indicatioi
l'indicationn Article
Article 55 of the Convention,
Convention, and
and
des relations auxquelles
auxquelles ces taxel
taxess an indication
indication of the
the relations
relations to
to
applicables;
sont applicables;
which such
such rates are applicable;
applicable;
c) l'indication des surtaxes
surtaxess
(c)
(c) An
An indication
indication of
of the
the sursurqu'elles percoivent pour frais
frais de
d4e charges which
which they
they collect
collect as
as
transport extraordinaire
extraordinaire en verti
vertuu extraordinary
extraordinary transit
transit charges
charges by
by
des articles 37 et 77 de la Conven
Conven-- virtue
virtue of Articles 37 and
and 77
77 of
of the
tion ainsi que la nomenclature
nomenclature de,
desi Convention,
Convention, as well
well as aalist of
of the
the
pays auxquels s'appliquent ces
ce,s countries
countries to which such
such sursursurtaxes et, s'il yy aa lieu,
lieu, la
la desid6si - charges
apply, and,
charges apply,
and, if
necessary,
if necessary,
gnation des services qui en moti
moti--a a designation
designation of
of the
the services
services
perception;
vent la perception;
which give rise
to their
their collection;
collection;
rise to
tousles
renseignementsutilei
d) tous
les renseignements
utiles3
(d) All
(d)
necessary information
All necessary
information
concernant
concernant les prescriptions
prescriptions douadoua.- concerning
concerning their
their customs
customs or
other
or other
nieres ou autres ainsi quo
meres
que les
leEs regulations, as well as
as the
the prohiprohiinterdictions ou restrictions
restrictions reglant
r6glani bitions or restrictions
restrictions concerning
concerning
l'importation et le transit des
deEs the importation
importation and transit
transit of
of
envois postaux
postaux dans leurs
services;; mail
leurs services
mail articles
in their
their services;
services;
articles in
e) le nombre de declarations en
er
(e) The
(e)
The number
number of
of customs
customs
6ventuellement exige pouI
douane eventuellement
pourr declarations,
declarations, if any, required
required for
for
les envois soumis au contrele
controle s articles
articles subject
subject to
to customs
examcustoms examdouanier a
a, destination
douanier
destination de
de leur
leuir ination addressed
addressed to
to their
their councounpays et les langues dans lesquelles
lesquellesi tries,
tries, and
and the
the languages
in which
which
languages in
ces declarations
declarations peuvent etre
re-- such declarations
etre redeclarations may
may be
be worded;
worded;
digees;
digees;
f) 1'indication
l'indication qu'elles admet(f)
to whether
whether
() Information
Information as
as to
tent ou non, dans les envois
or not
not they
admit, in
in articles
articles prepreenvois affran- or
they admit,
chis au tarif des lettres ou des paid
paid at
letter or
or sample
sample rate,
rate,
at the
the letter
echantillons,
echantillons, des objets passibles
articles liable
customs duty;
passibles articles
liable to
to customs
duty;
douanede droits de douane;
g) la
distances kilokilo(g)
g)
la liste
liste des
des distances
(g) A
A list of distances
distances in
in kilokilometriques pour les
m6triques
les parcours
parcours terri- meters on land
land routes
routes followed
followed in
in
toriaux suivis
toriaux
suivis dans
leur pays
par their
dans leur
pays par
their countries
countries by
dispatches in
in
by dispatches
les depeches
d6peches en transit;
transit;
transit;
de paquepaqueh) la liste
liste des
des lignes de
(h) A
(h)
A list
list of
the steamship
lines
of the
steamship lines
bots en partance
partance de leurs ports et
et whose
ships leave
whose ships
their ports
and
leave their
ports and
utilisees pour le transport
transport des are
are used
used for
of
for the
the conveyance
conveyance of
depeches, avec indication des par- mails,
mails, with
indication of
of the
with indication
the
cours, des distances
distances et des
durees routes, distances, transit
des durees
transit times
times
de parcours entre le port
between the
the port
port of
of embarkation
embarkation
port d'em- between
barquement
barquement et chacun des
of the
the subsequent
subsequent ports
ports
des ports and each of
d'escale successifs,
successifs, de la periodicite
periodicite of call, frequency
frequency of
of the
the service,
service,
du service et
the countries
countries to
to which
which the
the
and the
et des
des pays
pays auxquels les
les and
maritime, en
en cas
cas maritime
maritime transit
transit charges
are to
to
frais de transit maritime,
charges are
d'utilisation des paquebots,
paquebots, dmdoi- be paid if use is made
made of
the
of the
steamships;
payes;
steamships;
vent etre
etre payes;
i) leur liste des
et
(i) Their
(i)
Their list
list of
of distant
distant councoundes pays eloignes
eloignes et
tries
countries assimilated
assimilated
assimiles;
tries and
and countries
assimil6s;
thereto;
thereto;
j)
sujet de
la
j) leur decision
(j) Their
Their decision
in regard
to
(j)
decision au
au sujet
decision in
de la
regard to
faculte
facult6 d'appliquer
option of
of applying
applying or
or not
not
d'appliquer ou
ou non
non cercer- the option
taines dispositions generales
la applying
applying certain
general proviprovicertain general
generales de
de la
sions of
sions
the Convention
Convention
of the
Convention et du Reglement;
Reglement;
Convention and
and
Regulations;
Regulations;
(k)
Appropriate
information
renseignements utiles
sur
(k) Appropriate
k) les renseignements
utiles sur
information
leur organisation
concerning their
their organization
and
organisation et
organization and
et leurs services
services concerning
domestic services;
internes;
internes;
domestic
services;
int&
(1) Their
Their
domestic
postales int(1)
1)
1) leurs taxes postales
domestic
postage
Postage
rates.
rates.
rieures.
rieures.
193470*-41—FT.
193470°-41-PT. I--
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Ante, p. 2052.
Atc,
02.

nt pp. 2088, 2089.
Ante,
A
e,pp. 2068, 2.
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INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

Notice of
of change.
change.
Notice

Matter to be furfurnished Bureau.

3. Notice
Notice of any modification
modification
3.—Toute modification
modification aux ren3.-Toute
information contemplated
contemplated
the information
in the
seignements vises
an §
§2
2doit Utre
etre in
vis6s au
seignements
in Section
Section 2
2shall
without
given without
shall be given
in
notifiee sans retard.
notifiee
delay.
4. Administrations
Administrations shall furnish
4.—Les
Administrations doivent
doiven.t
4.-Les Administrations
Bureau with
International Bureau
the International
fournir
Bureau international
international the
au Bureau
fournir an
documents
deux exemplaires
exemplaires des documents
documents two
two copies of the documents
they publish,
publish, in regard to
which they
qu'elles
tantt sur le which
qu'elles publient, tan
domestic and
and the interservice
quo sur
le
e service
service both the domestic
sservice
itrieur que
service interieur
national services.
international.
international.
ARTICLE
194.
ARTICLE 194.
Statistique
generale.
Statistique gen6rale.

Annual preparation
of general statistics.

Pod,
222g.
Pot, pp.
pp. 2224,
2224,2229.

Use of periodical
periodical
statements.
statements.

Counting of articles.
Counting
article.

Intermediate
Intermediate
mate.
mate.

Forms.
onnr .

esti-

[54 STAT.
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194
ARTICLE 194
ARTICLE

General
statistics
General etatieties
1. The
International Bureau
The International
1.
1.—Le Bureau
Bureau international
international
1.-Le
up a
a set
set of general statisg6enrale makes
makes up
dresse tme
statistique generale
une statistique
tics
each year.
pour
annee.
tics for each
pour chaque ann6e.
For
purpose, the
the AdminisAdminisA cet
cot effet,
Administrations
that purpose,
For that
les Administrations
A
effet, les
it a
aset
statistical
set of statistical
aussi trations
serie aussi
trations send it
lui font parvenir une eerie
complete as posas complete
complete
que possible de rensei- information,
information, as
complete quo
agreeing with
forms agreeing
gnements statistiques sur
formules sible,
surformules
sible, on forms
30 and
and C
C 31 hereto
C 30
eonformes aux modeles C
C 30 et Models
Models C
conformes
C 31 ci-annexes.
ci-annexes. Le tableau
tableau C
30 appended.
is sent
sent
C 30
C 30 is
C
Table C
appended. Table
at the end of the month of
of
A la fin du mois de out
est transmis a
out at
of each year; but
the inforjufilet de chaque ann6e,
armee, mais
mnis les July
but the
juillet
July of
renseignements compris
compris dans
clans les mation
comprised in Parts I, II,
renseignements
mation comprised
furnished
table is furnished
II et IV de ce
co tableau
ne and IV
that table
tableau no
IV of that
parties I, II
once every
three years;
years;
every three
quo thus
tous les trois ans; only
only once
sont fournis
fourns que
le tableau C
egalement Table
C 31
likewise sent out
C 31 est 6galement
31 is likewise
Table C
a is
la once
transmis tous les trois ans, a
once every three years, on the
information furmeme
renseign.ements same date. The information
mmme date. Les renseignements
fournis se rapportent
rapportent toujours A nished always
always relates
relates to the prefournis
Pannee
precedente.
l'annee precedente.
ceding year.
year.
ceding
2. Service
operations which give
2
.—Les operations de service
service qui
2.-Les
2.
Service operations
detailed recording
recording form
donnent
lieu a. enregistrement
enregistrement rise
donnent lieu
rise to detailed
font
periodical statepriodiques, the subject of periodical
de releves periodiques,
font l'objet de
ments
effectu6es.
d'apres les dentures
ecritures effectuees.
ments based on the actual records.
operations a
a
3.—Pour
3.-Pour toutes les autres operaall other operations,
3. For all
annie count is made each
tions, il est proced6
procede chaque
chaque aunts
each year of articles
comptage des objets de toute of all kinds,
kinds without
without distinction
distinction
a un comptage
entre les between
between letters, post cards, comdistinction entre
nature, sans
sans distinction
mercial papers,
papers, prints, samples
lettres, cartes postales, papiers mercial
d'affaires imprimes,
packets;
d'affaires,
imprimes, echantillons
echantillons of merchandise,
merchandise, and small packets;
marchendises et petits
de marchandises
petits paquets and,
and, at least once every three
moms thus
sans, a
a years,
years, aa count
count is made of the
et, au
au moins
tous les trois
trois ans,
un denombrement
differentes different
corresponddenombrement des diff6rentes
different classes of correspondcategories
correspondences.
categories de correspondances.
ence.
Each
Administration itself fixes
Administration fixe elleelleChaque Administration
Each Administration
and duration of such
such
memo
et la
is duree de ces the
meme Pepoque
I'epoque et
time and
the time
comptages.
comptages.
counts.
4. In
interval which elapses
elapses
4.—Dans l'intervalle
Pintervalle qui s'ecoule
the interval
4.-Dans
In the
4.
les statistiques speciales,
special statistics, the
sp6ciales, le between
entre lea
between special
different classes
numbers of the different
denombrement des differentes
ditffrentes catecat- numbers
denombrement
accordance with
chiffres are estimated in accordance
les chiffres
d'apres les
gories est fait d'apres
proportional figures taken
taken from
proportionnels tires de la
la, prceprece- proportional
proportionnels
preceding special
special statistics.
statistics.
speciale.
the preceding
dents statistique speciale.
dente
The International Bureau
5.—Le Bureau
fait
5. The
international fait
Bureau international
5.-Le
priAts and distributes the statisdistribue les formules
'armies print
imprimer et distribue
each
tical forms to be filled in by each
de
statistique a
chaque tical
parchaqua
&remplir par
de statistique
It furnishes,
furnishes, to
Administration.
II
U fournit aux Administration. It
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Administrations
IfL Administrations
Administrations qui en font la
Administrations which
which so request,
demande toutes les indicationE
demande
indications all necessary
necessary information
information concernconcernn6cessaires sur les regles a
necessaires
A suivre
suivr( ing the
the rules
rules to be followed in
pour assurer
assurer l'unifornute
l'unifornmt6 des
des operaopera - order
order to assure uniformity
uniformity in
in
tions de statistique.
statistical operations.
operations.
statistical
ARTICLE
195.
ARTICLE 195.

D6penses du Bureau
Depenses
Bureau international
international.

ARTICLE 195
195
ARTICLE

International
Expenses of the International
Bureau
Bureau

1.-Les
1.—Les depenses ordinaires
ordinaires du
1. The ordinary expenses
Limitation.
expenses of the
Limitation.
Bureau
ne doivent
doiventiInternational
Bureau international no
International Bureau
Bureau shall
shall not
not
pas depasser, par armee,
ann6e, la somme exceed the sum of 350,000
350,000 francs
de 350,000 francs.
a
a year.
2.-L'Administration
2.—L'Administration des postes
postes
2. The
The Swiss Postal Adminis- supervion.
Supeevision.
suisses surveille les d6penses
depenses du
du tration supervises
supervises the
the expenses of
of
Bureau international,
international, fait les
les the International
International Bureau, makes
avances
n6cessaires et etablit
avances necessaires
etablit le the necessary
necessary advances,
advances,
and
compte annuel qui est commucommu- makes up the annual
annual account
account
niqu6 aux autres Administrations. which is communicated
nique
communicated to the
the
other Administrations.
Administrations.
3.-Les
3.—Les sommes avanc6es
avancees par
par
Repayments.
3. The sums advanced
advanced by
by the
the Repayment.
l'Administration
l'Administration des postes suisses, Swiss Postal Administration
Administration in
in
suivant le §
§ 2, doivent etre
6tre rem- accordance
accordance with Section
Section 2
2 shall
shall
boursees par les Administrations
Administrations be repaid by the debtor Adminisd6bitrices
debitrices dans le plus bref delai
délai trations as soon as
as possible, and
and
possible, et an
au plus tard avant le 31
31 at the latest before the 31st
31st of
of
decembre de Pannee
l'annee d'envoi du December
December of the year
year in which
which
compte. Passe ce (Iasi,
delai, les som- the account
account is sent out. After
After
mes dues sont productives d'in- that period, the sums
slITTIR due
due bear
bear
teret au profit de ladite AdminisAdminis- interest, payable
payable to the said AdAdde 5%
l'an, A ministration, at
tration a
A raison de
of 5
5
5% l'an,
at the
the rate
rate of
compter du jour d'expiration
d'expiration dudit
dudit per cent
cent a
ayear, counting from the
Mar.
d6lai.
date of expiration
expiration of the said
said
period.
4.-Les pays de l'Union sont
4.—Les
4. The countries of
of the
the Union
Union classificatlon
Classification of
classes ainsi qu'il suit en vue de la
la are
classified as follows,
follows, in
are classified
in view
view co" un't
repartition
repartition des frais:
of the distribution
distribution of the expenses:
expenses:
re classe: Union de l'Afrique
l'Afrique
1st class: Union of South Af11"
du Sud, Allemagne, Etats-Unis rica, Germany,
Germany, United States
States of
d'Amerique, Republique
Republique ArgenArgen- America, Argentine
Argentine
Republic,
Republic,
tine, Commonwealth
Commonwealth de
de l'Austral'Austra- Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Australia,
Australia, CanCanChine
Espagne, ada, China, Spain, France,
lie, Canada, Chine,
France, United
France,
Royaume-eni de
Royaume-Uni
Kingdom of Great Britain and
la Kingdom
Grande-Bretagne
Grande-Bretagne et de l'Irlande Northern
Ireland, British India,
Northern Ireland,
India,
du Nord, Inde britannique,
New Zealand,
britannique, Italic,
Italie, Italy, Japan,
Japan, New
Zealand,
Japon, Nouvelle-Mande,
Nouvelle-Zelande, Pologne, Poland,
Poland, Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist
Republiques SovieUnion des Republiques
Republics;
Sovi- Republics;
tiques Socialistes;
Socialistes;
class:2°
2ee classe :—;
2d class::-;
33° classe: Ensemble des Posses- 3d class: Whole
Whole of the PossesPossessions des Etats-Unis
sions
Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, sions of the United States of
of
Belgique, Bresil, Egypte, Algerie,
Belgique,
America; Belgium, Brazil, Egypt,
Alg6rie, America;
Colonies et
francais Algeria, French Colonies and ProColomes
et Protectorats
Protectorats frangais
Protectorates in Indochina,
de l'Indochine, Ensemble
Indochina, Whole
Whole of
of
Ensemble des
des auau- tectorates
other French Colonies,
Colonies, the
francaises, Ensemble
Ensemble the other
tres Colonies frangaises,
the
des Colonies
britanniques, y
Whole of the British Colonies,
Colonies britanniques,
Colonies, iny comcom- Whole
cluding the Oversea
pris
pris les Territoires
Territoires d'outre-mer,
d'outre-mer, cluding
Oversea Territories,
Territories,
Protectorates and the Terriles Protectorats
Protectorate et les Territoires
Territoires the Protectorates
under Suzerainty
Suzerainty or
or Mansous
suzerainete ou sous
so8U mandat,
8ous suzeraineti
mand,at, tories under
ManMexico, Netherlands,
Mexique, Pays-Bas, Indes neerlanMexique,
date; Mexico,
neerlan- date;
Netherlands,
emintries.
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Netherlands Indies, Rumania,
daises,
Roumanie, Suede, Con- ]Netherlands
Roumanie,
daises, .
Swiss Confederation,
Confederation,
Sweden, Swiss
federation Suisse, Tch6co-SlovaTcheco-Slova- Sweden,
federation
Turkey, KingDzecho-Slovakia, Turkey,
Royaume de You- (Czecho-Slovakia,
Turquie, Royaume
quie, Turquie,
dom
Yugoslavia;
iom of Yugoslavia;
goslavie;
goslavie;
4th class: Denmark,
Denmark, Finland,
4th
48 classe:
classe: Danemark,
Danemark, Finlande,
4"
]Eungary, Ireland, Chosen, NorHongrie,
Mande, Chosen,
Chosen, Nor- Hungary,
Hongrie, Irlande,
Portuguese Colway, Portugal, Portuguese
vege,
Colonies portu- way,
vege, Portugal, Colonies
onies in West Africa, Portuguese
gaises
l'Afrique oc,cidentale,
occidentale, onies
de l'Afrique
gaises de
East Africa, in Asia
Asia
in East
Colonies in
Colonies
portugaises de l'Afrique Colonies
Colonies portugaises
Oceania;
oriental°,
l'Ock.anie; and Oceania;
et de l'Oceanie;
1'Asie et
de PAsie
orientale, de
R& 5th class: Bulgaria, Chile, Re5
classe: Bulgarie,
Bulgarie, Chili, Re5'8 classe:
public
Colombia, Estonia,
public of Colombia,
Estonie,
publique
de
Colorabie,
Estonia,
Colombie,
de
publique
Morocco (exGreece, Iran, Latvia, Morocco
Maroc (a Greece,
Lettonie, Maroc
Greco, Iran,
Iran Lettonie,
Grece,
Morocco
Zone),
cept
Spanish
Zone),
Morocco
the
cept
Pexclusion
de
is.
Zone
espagnole),
espagnole),
la
de
l'exclusion
Zone), Peru, Tunisia;
Maroc
espagnole), Prou,
Peron, (Spanish Zone),
Maroc (Zone espagnole),
Tunisie;
Tunisie;
6th class:
class: Afghanistan,
Afghanistan, Albania,
Albania,
6th
6
classe: Afghanistan,
Albanie,
Afghanistan, Albanie,
6'8 classe:
Costa
of
Bolivia,
Republic
Rica,
Republic
Bolivia,
Costa-Rica,
de
Bolivie,
Republique
Costa-Rica,
Bolivie, R6publique
Republic of Cuba, Free City of
Republique de
Cuba, Ville libre Republic
de Cuba,
Republique
Republic,
de Danzig,
Domini- Danzig, Dominican Republic,
R6publique DominiDanzig, Republique
de
Salvador, Ecuador,
Republic of El Salvador,
caine,
R6publique de El Salvador, Republic
caine, Republique
Republic of Haiti,
Guatemala, Republic
Equateur,
Guatemala, Republique
Republique Guatemala,
Equateur, Guatemala,
Honduras, Italian
Republic of Honduras,
d'Haiti, Republique
Republique du Honduras,
Honduras, Republic
d'Haiti,
LuxemAfrica,
Lithuania,
LuxemLithuania,
Africa,
East
LithuaAfrique
italienne,
orientaleitalienne,
Afriue orientate
Nicaragua, Republic
Republic of Panme,
Luxembourg, Nicaragua,
Re- burg, Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, R&
me, Luxembourg,
Paraguay, Curagao
Curacao and Surama, Paraguay,
publique
publique de Panama, Paraguay, ama,
Eastern Republic of
Curacao
et Surinam, Siam, Re- inam, Siam, Eastern
Curagao et
Uruguay, United
United States of Venepublique 0.
de l'Uruguay,
PUruguay, Etats- Uruguay,
0. de
publique
zuela;
zuela;
Unis de V6n6zuela;
Venezuela;
7th
7th class: Kingdom of Saudi
classe:-Royaume
7ee classe
7
:—Royaume de l'AraBelgian
Colony of the Belgian
Arabia, Colony
bie Saoudite, Colonie
Colonie du Congo Arabia,
Congo, Whole of the Spanish
beige,
Ensemble des Colonies es- Congo,
belge, Ensemble
Iceland, Whole of
Colonies, Iraq, Iceland,
pagnoles,
Islande, Ensemble Colonies,
pagnoles, Iraq, Islande,
Italian Colonies and Possesthe Italian
Colonies et Possessions
Possessions italien- the
des Colonies
sions
other than Italian East
sions other
V'Afriue orientale
autres que l'Afrique
on
nes autres
Africa, Whole
Whole of the Japanese
Japanese Deitalienne
Ensemble des Depen- Africa,
italiennel Ensemble
pendencies other than Chosen,
que le pendencies
autres qua
dances japonaises autres
Levant States
States under
under French
French ManChosen, Etats du Levant sous Levant
Chosen,
Lebanon), RepubRepub(Syria and Lebanon),
date (Syria
Mandat frangais
francais (Syrie et Liban),
Liba.n), date
Mandat
Commonwealth of
Common- lic of Liberia, Commonwealth
Republique
Republique de Liberia, Commonof
Republic of
Philippines, Republic
the Philippines,
wealth
Philippines, Republi- the
des Philippines,
wealth des
Marino, Vatican City State,
San Marino,
que
Saint-Mann, Etat de la San
que de Saint-Mann,
Yemen.
Cite
Yemen.
Cite du Vatican, Yemen.

and
Effective
Effective date
date and
duration
duration of regulaSons.
tions.

DISPOSITIONS FINALES.
FINALES.
DISPOSITIONS
ARTICLE 196.
ARTICLE

FINAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
FINAL
ARTICLE
196
ARTICLE 196

dur6e du
execution. et duree
Mise aa execution
Reglement.
Reglement.
ex&
Le
Reglement sera axepresent Reglement
Le present
toire A partir au
u jour de la mise
mi'.s°
du
cutoire
en
Convention
vigueur de la Convention
en vigueur
postale universelle.
universelle.
postale
cette
111 aura la meme
memo duree que
quo cotta
soit
Convention,
moins qu'il ne soit
Convention, aa moms
renouvele
commun accord
accord
renouvele d'un commun
int6ress6es.
lea Parties interessees.
entre les

Effective
duration of the
the
date and duration
Effective date
Regulations
Regulations

cu

The
present Regulations
Regulations will be
The present
in force
force from the effective date of
in
the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal Convention.
Convention.
the

They will
will have
have the same duraThey
tion
unless
as that Convention, unless
tion as
they
they are renewed by mutual
agreement among the parties conagreement
cerned.
Done
Aires, May
May 23,
Buenos Aires,
at Buenos
Done at
mai
2S thai
Aires, le ft3
Fait
Buenos Aires,
Fait aa Buenos
1939.
1939.
1939.
19S9.
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Pour l'Afghanistan:
Pour
l'Afghanistan:
Pour l'Union
1' Union de l'Afrique du Sud:
Pour
J
J..N.
N. REDELINGHUYS.
REDELINGHUYS.
H.
W AIN.
H. C.
C. WAIN.

Pour
Pour l'Albanie:
l'Albanie:
Pour l'Allemagne:
Pour
Pour les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
Pour
Pour
James W. Cole:
Pour James
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN

JOHN
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
STEWART
M. .W
WEBER.
S
TEWART M
EBER.

Pour
la Bulgarie:
Pour La
Bulgarie:

M .GHEORGHIEW.
GHAORGHIEW.
M.

Pour is
Pour
le Canada:
Canada:

JOHN A.
A.SULLIVAN.
SULLIVAN.
JOHN
H.BEAULIEU.
BEAULIEU.
H.
R. H.
M AC NABB.
NABB.
R.
H. MAC

Pour is
Pour
le Chili:
Chili:

ALBERTO SEPrLVEDA
SEP15LVEDA
ALBERTO
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.

Pour
Pour La
la Chine:
Chine:
H.
H. K.
K. CHANG
CHANG CHIEN.
CHIEN.

CoZombie:
Pour La
la Republique
Republique de Colombie:
Pour
Pour l'ensemble des Possessions
Possessions des Pour
Pour R. Uribe
Urtbe Escobar:
Pour
Escobar:
Etats-Unis
Etats-Unisd'Amerique:
E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.
Pour James
Pour
James W. Cole:
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
J
OHN E.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
E. LAMIELL.
S
TEWART M
EBER.
STEWART
M..W
WEBER.

Pour le Royaume de l'Arabie
Pour
l'Arabie
Saoudite:
Saoudite:
Pour la
Argentine:
Pour
la Republique
Republique Argentine:
A.C.
C.ESCOBAR.
ESCOBAR.
A.
A.FUNES
FUNES LASTRA.
LASTRA.
A.
R. R. TULA.
M .SAENZ
&LENZ BRIONES.
BRIONES.
M.
RAlfiL C.
IGONE.
C. M
MIGONE.
RAIL
CARLOS H.
H.SAL.
SAL.
CARLOS
R.
A.PAN.
PAN.
R. A.
G.A.
GARCI
A.
A. GARCfA.
G.
I. Rufz
Rufz MORENO.
M ORENO.
I.
A.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
A. T.

Pour la
La Commonwealth
de
Pour
Commonwealth de
l'Australie:
I'Australie:
M .B.
B.HARRY.
HARRY.
M.
A.S
LADDIN.
A.
SLADDIN.

E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.

Pour La
Costa-Rica:
Pour
la Republique
Republique de Costa-Rica:
ALBERTO
SEPtLVEDA
ALBERTO SEPULVEDA
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.

Pour
La Republique
Pour la
Ripublique de Cuba:
J.A.
A.MONTALVO.
M ONTALVO.
J.
A.
TORRADEMt.
A. TORRADEME.
J
EStS LAGO
LUNAR.
JEStS
LAGO LUNAR.
Pour
Dartemark:
Pour le Danemark:
ARNE KROG.
ARNE
KROG.
Pour La
Ville libre
de Danzig:
Danzig:
Pour
la Ville
libre de
Pour la
La Republique Dominicains:
Dominicaine:
Pour
TULIO
M .CESTERO.
CESTERO.
TULIO M.
M
ALVAREZ ARANGUIZ.
ARINGUIZ.
M..ALVAREZ

Pour l'Eapte:
Pour
l'Egypte:

M .WAGUIH.
wAGUIH.
M.

Pour
la Belgique:
Belgique:
Pour la
0. S
CHOCKAERT.
O.
SCHOCKAERT.

Pour
La Rexublique
Salvador:
Republique de El Salvador:
Pour la
Jost
VILLEGAS Mufoz.
M UNOZ.
JosE VILLEGAS

Pour
La Colonie
Colonie du
du Congo
belge:
Congo beige:
Pourla
E.MONS.
M oNs.
E.

Pour
l'F,quateur:
Pour l'Equateur:
F.
G17ARDERAS.
F. GUARDERAS.
L.
G.DILLON.
DILLON.
L. G.

Pour
la Bolivie:
Bolivie:
Pour La
ABASTO.
PtREZ ABASTO.
PEREZ
J
GMO. CANEDO.
CANEDO.
J..Gmo.
J
LIEVANA.
J..LIEVANA.
Pour le Bresil:
Bresil:
Pour

Pour l'Espagne:
Pour
l'Espagne:
Pour
Pour l'ensemble
l'ensemble des Colonies
espagnoles:
espagnoles:

Pour l'Estonie:
l'Estonie:
Pour
RAtL
CAMARATE.
RAfL CAMARATE.
G. JALLAJAS.
G.
JALLAJAS.
J
OAQUI
M VIANNA.
VIANNA.
JOAQUfM
Pour
PamConfucio Augusto PamPour Confucio
Pour
la Finlande:
Finlande:
Pour La
plona:
plona:
NIILO
ORASMAA.
NIILO ORASMAA.
RAlfrL
CAMARATE.
RA-6L CAMABATE.

Signatures.
Sgnaturea
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Pour
France:
la France:
Pour la
ED.
QUENOT.
ED. QUENOT.
L.
GENTHON.
L. GENTHON.
P.GRANDSIMON.
GRANDSIMON.
P.
F.
NAVECH.
F. NAVECH.
Pour
Pour l'Algerie:
P
AOLI.
PAOLI.
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Pour I'Islande:
Pour
l'Islande:
ARNE KROG.
KROG.
ARNE
Pour l'Italie:
Pour
Pour l'ensemble
l' ensemble des Colonies
Colonies et
Pour
Poseessions italiennes
italienneeautres
autres que
Possessions
orientate italienne:
italienne:
l'Afrique orientale

Pour lee
Protectorate Pour
Pour 1'Afrique
l'Afrique orientale
orientate italienne:
italienne:
Pour
les Colonies
Colonies et
et Protectorats
frangais de
l'Ind,ochine:
francais
de l'Indochine:
Pour
Japan:
Pour is
le Japon:
Pour
ensemble des autres
mares Colonies
IWATARO UCHITYAA.
UCBIYAMA
IWATARO
Pour l'l'ensemble
S
EIITI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKL
SEIITI
frangaises:
franyaises:
R.
BOURGOrN.
R. BOuJXGOIN.

J
IRO NAKAYAMA.
NAKAYAMA.
JIRO
TOSIO
Tosio YAMATO.
YAMATO.

Pour
drandePouris
le Royaume-Uni de la &uncleBretagne
is Chosen:
Chosen:
Bretagne et de l'Irlande
l'Irlandedu
du Nord: Pour
Pour le
D.J
SEIITI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKI.
D.
J..LIDBURY.
LIDBUEY.
SEIITI
D.0.
LUMLEY.
KEISI FUKUDA.
FUKUDA.
D.
O. LUMLEY.
KEISI
E.P.
BELL.
E.
P. BELL.
A.L.
W ILLIAMS.
A.
L. WILLIAMB.
Pour
l'eneemble des autres
autres
Pour l'ensemble
Dependances japonaises:
japonaises:
Dependances
Pour
ensemble des
britanPourl'l'ensemble
des Colonies
Colonies britan1WATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
niques, y
lee Territoires
Territoires
niques,
y compris
compris les
KANJI ITO.
ITO.
KANJI
d'outre-mer, les
lee Protectorate
et les
d'outre-mer,
Protectoratset
les
Territoires
Territoires sous suzerainete
ou Pour
suzerainete ou
La Lettonie:
Pour la
sous mandat:
mandat:
DR J.
J.BUSER.
BUSER.
DR
L.
ROULET.
L. ROULET.
Pour la
Pour
la Grace:
Grece:
V.DENDRAMIS.
DENDRAMIS.
V.
Pour
Pourles Etats
Etats du
du Levant sous
S.CAMILItRIS.
Mandat rancais (Syrie et
S.
CAMILIERIS.
Mandatfrancais
et Liban):
M .TJSCLAT.
M.
USCLAT.
Pour le
is Guatemala:
Pour
Guatemala:
M .ARROYO.
M.
ARROYO.
Pour
Pour la
La Republigue
Republique de Libria:
Liberia:
DIXON
BROWN.
DIXON BROWN.
Pour
Republique d'Hati:
d'Haiti:
Pour La
la RBpubliqg
FAUSTIN
TRONGt.
FAUSTIN G.
G. TRONGO.
Pour
La Lithuanie:
Lithuanie:
Pourla
3. AUKSTUOLIS.
AUKSTUOLIS.
J.
Pour la
Pour
La Rhpublique
Republique du Honduras:
Honduras:
B.
B. BLAVESCIUNAS.
BLAVESCIUNAS.
ARTURO M
MEJfA
AltruttO
EJfA NIETO.
NIETO.
Pour
Pour le
is Luxembourg:
Pour La
Pour
la Hongrie:
Hongrie:
0.
CHOCKAERT.
0. S
SCHOCKAERT.
Pour
PourHide
'l'nde britannique:
britannique:
M
OHD. AL
AL HASAN.
MOHD.
HASAN.
H.
JERATH.
H. L.
L. JERATH.
N. CHANDRA.
N.
CHANDRA.
Pour l'Iran:
l' Iran:
Pour

DB.
A. A.
A. DAFTARY.
DR. A.
DARTARY.

Pour l'Ira:
l'Iraq:

D.
Libirunr.
D.. J. a.
IbBMr.
D.
O.LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
D. 0.
E. P.
E.
P.BELL.
A.L.
ILLIAMS.
A.
L. W
WmLAMs.

Pour
Pour l'Irlande:
l'Irlande:
P.
Di BLIcA.
P. DE
BLICA.
S. S.
S.PUIBsAI.
PUIRSIIAL.
S.

Pour le Maroc
Maroc (4
Pour
(a l'exclusi'mt
I'exdusion de la
la
Zone
Zone espagnole):
H.F.
H.
F. DussoL.DUSSOL.'
Pour le Maroc (Zone espagnole):
espaejnole):
Pour
Pour le
Is Mexique:
Pour

ALFONSO
M ORI4N'FI
N.
ALFONSO G6MEZ
G6Mrz MobsurNN.
AIMADA
RA.
ALMADA BECER
BECEiRA.
E.
E. VA.I.DtS
VAD as GENES.
Gimes.

Pour
le Nicaragua:
Pour is
R UBIN DARfo.
RuBNs
DARfo.
Pour
Pour La
la Norrege:
Nonge:
STIF
STEN HAUG.
HAUG.
OSKAR HoXM..
Holum
OsBAB

•
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Pour la Nouvelle-Zelande:
Pour
J.
J.MADDEN.
M ADDEN.
Pour
Republique de Panama:
Pour la Republique
Panama:
VIAL.
VIAL.

Pour le Paraguay:
Pour
Paraguay:
HIGINIO ARBO.
HIGINIO
ARBO.
RAM6N LARA
LARA CASTRO.
RADON
CASTRO.
J.
PEREZ ACOSTA.
J.F.
F.PAREZ
ACOSTA.
Pour
Pour les
lee Pays-Bas:
Pays-Bas:
DUYNSTEE.
DUYNSTEE.
VAN GOOR.
VAN
GOOR.

Pour Curacao
Pour
Curacao et
et Surinam:
Surinam:
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
Pour les
lee Indes neerlandaises:
Pour
neerlandaises:
VAN
DOOREN.
VAN DOOREN.
HAJENIUS
HAJENIUS
P. J
P.
LEEMEYER.
J..LEEMEYER.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour
Perm:
Pour is
le Perou:
ERNESTO
CICERES.
ERNESTO CACERES.
pour J
ORGE CHAMOT.
CHAMOT.
pour
JORGE
ERNESTO CACERES.
ERNESTO
CACERES.

Pour
la Roumanie:
Pour la
Roumanie:
C.S
TEFANESCO.
C.
STEFANESCO.
N.
GEORGESCO.
N. M
M..GEORGESCO.

Pour
Republique de Saint-Marin:
Pour la Republique
Saint-Mann:
Pour le Siam:
Pour
Siam:
LUANG KOVID
KOVID APAIVONGSE.
LUANG
APAIVONGSE.
Pour
Pour la Suede:
Suede:
GUNNAR
LAGER.
GUNNAR LAGER.
THURE
NYLUND.
THURE NYLUND.
ALLAN HULTMAN
ALLAN
HULTMAN

Pour la
la Confederation
Pour
Confederation Suisse:
Suisse:
DRJ.
J.BUSER.
DR
BUSER.
L.
L. ROULET
ROULET
Pour
Pourla
la Tchico-Slovaquie:
Pour la
Tunisie:
Pour
la Tunisie:

ED.
ED. QUENOT
QUENOT

Pour
La. Turquie:
Pour la
Turquie:
APTITLAHAT AKSIN
APTULAHAT
AKSIN
ad referendum
referendum

Pour
Pour la
des PhilipPhilip- Pour
la Commonwealth des
Pour1'
I' Union
Union des
des Republiques
pines:
pines:
Sovietiques Socialutes:
Socialtstes:
F. CUADERNO.
F.
CUADERNO.

Pour
Pour la Pologne:
Pologne:
M.
M .HERWICH.
HERWICH.
T.J
Anoir.
T.
JARON.
Pour le Portugal:
Pour
Portugal:

DUARTE
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
CALHEIROS.
A. BASTOS
A.
BASTOS GAVIXO.
GAVIXO.
J
QITADRIO M
ORA°.
J..QUADRIO
MORXO.

P. GLINKINE
P.
GLINKINE
V.IVANOV
IVANOV
V.

Pour
Republique 0.
Pour la Republique
0. de
l'Uruguay:
l'
Uruguay:
F.
F.A.
A.COSTANZO
COSTANZO
ADOLFO AGORIO
ADOLFO
AGORIO

Pour l'E'tat
l'Etat de la Cite du Vatican:
Pour
Vatican:
R6MULO
ETCHEVERRY BONEO.
R6MULO ETCHEVERRY
BONEO.

Pour lee
Venezuela:
les EYats-Unis
Etats-Unis de Venezuela:
Pour
portugaises de
Pour les Colonies
Colonies portugaises
de Pour
E.
GANTEAuME-TOVAR
E.
GANTEAVME-TOVAR
l'Afrique
I'Afrique occidentole:
occidentale:
F.
F.VLLEZ-SALAS
VtLEZ-SALAS
ARNALDO DE
DE P
AIVA
ARNALDO
PAIVA
CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.
Pour
Yemen:
Pour l'
I'Yemen:
Pour lee
Pour
les Colonies
Colonies portugaises
portugaises
orientate, de l'Asie
Pour le Rayaume
de l'Afrique
l'Afrique orientale,
Royaume de Yaugoslavie:
'Asie et Pour
Yougoslavie:
SVET. M
DRAGICEVIC
SVET.
l'Ocianie:
de l'Oceanie:
M..DRAGICEVIC
MARIO
MONTEIRO
M
ARIO M
ONTEIRO DEMACEDO
DE M ACEDO
M ILOMIR LJ.
L .M
ICIC.
MILOMIR
MICIC.
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2190
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INTERNATIONAL AGRFMNIFINTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
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1
L.)
(Itagl., art.
art, 110,
ler al.)
110, '1 1, lay
(Rgl.,

DOITANE
DOUANE
(pent Otre
et-re ouvert
ouvert d'office)
d'office)
(pent

----------------------A
remplir seulement
senlement en cas d'absence
d'absence de
de
A remplir

d6tacher.
s6par6e; sinon ba (Masher.
declaration &bares;
declaration

Nature de
merchandise —
la marchandise
de la
Nature

-

-

Poide net
net
Poids
Valour Valer

-

(Dimensions:
44>(62 mm.,
couleur verte)
mm., couleur
(Dimensions: 44X62

S.
[54 STAT.

C22

(Regl.,
110,
(Regl., art. 110,
LIEU
D'EXPEDITION
LIEU D'EXPtDITION

w

A)
I I,
1, 2e aL)

LIEU DE DESTINATION
114

w
ADMINISTRATION DE8
DES POSTES d
d ........
ADMINISTRATION

.. ...............

........

........ __
.......I--...........

DtCLARATION EN DOUANE
DOUANE
DMCLARATION
M

(Nom et
et adreses
desttnatairs)
du dttwnaoirs)
adrte du
(Norm

ENVOIS
ENVOI8

~II

Nombre
Nombre

I
1

Espece
Eepace

04

CONTENU
DESIGNATION
DESIGNATION DU OONTENU

VALEUR
POIDS
POID8
VALEUE
avec indication
pILeo
d Tu
Brut
Net
| Net
Brat
precise
de
I
'unite
pr6oise de 'unit
l
GramnmAe I
I Grammes
Grammes
monetaire employee
employee Grammes
mon6taire

ftOI

a

ez

.

·
4

-

5

OBSERVATIONS
OBSERVATIONS

77

66

09
Pays d'orlgias
Pay
d'orlione on

de fabriction
fabsiaadoa di
de
de
Is marchaadie:
marchandise:
Ie

^

-.

- -

to
le

.

1919-

L'expediteur
L'exp6dteur,

· ·--

(Dimensions:
on 14S8X210
3.48x210 mm.)
125X176 ou
(Dimeuaioa: 125x176

· · ·----- ·--------

Co

S(
Recto)
0 3
(Recto)

(.
gi, art.
t 2)
2)
(tAl,
art. 111,
111, I

COUPON
COUPON

PAYS D'ORIGEgE
PAYS
D'ORIGINE -_ ...........

I

Timbre du- bu
'orinTe
d

_

H

Timbre du
du bureau
Timbre
bureau. d'origine
d'oriiiine

.
BULLETIN
.BULLETIN
D'AFFRANCHISSEMENT
D'
AFPRANOBISSM IEN
...._..........
..—.") N
NV-

L...........................
&clan% de
de Fr.
Fr.
dgclar6e
L'erpediteur d
d .----L'erpediteur

-

*)

a . .. .

...................

A l'adresso
l'adresse de

Ng

.-._

adpoi;6epose.
-- &...
........

--

...... ---.

_

-

_----

.....
.........

z

--------

—

...

....
- . .....
.......................

..*---- -

(Ara de
4 destination)
d stination)
(4ifu

dolt
franc.
doit etre renal,
remis franc..............

ap

..

vletu
&_..........
10"e "
leuk

-.......

Taw
pa............
...........----_.....

-

—

derd.....-'

—

avec
valour deelarde
vee valeur
declaree de

pour M .....................-

de

, expedid
eedi.....i

..................

.,

I

(.10tia Ot
et nustire)
(aJo
mono)

I3

de tous
tops droita.
de
droits.

_

Qt

(Biemodurs de
(Sisnar
is rempidtteur)
Pa.repitr)

a
oA
paye Ie droits indiciado
aa pay6'Ies
indiqus au verso.

,-.. ..................
....

A
bureau d----..
d
au bureau
A renvoyer
renvoyer au

---.----

(Indiquer
le nom
nom du
du bureau
bureau chargé
frail' on,
le Cu
oelui
ch(d6nt, celdu
charg6 du
du reeouvremont
recouvremont des
des frals
on, le
cu eeheent,
(Indiquer le
du
bureau auquel
formula doit
renvoyee.)
auquel la
Is formule
doit etre
6tre renvoy6d.)
du bureau
**)
Indiquer la
la nature
nature de
*) Indiquer
de Yobjet.
'objet.
5
X148 nun:,
mmn, couleur iaune)
(Dimensions: 10
105x148
iatule)

w

C
.(Verso)
C3
3 .(Verso)

(Dolt etre
etre imprime
inverse du
du recto)
recto)
imprim6 en
en stens
sens inverse
(Doit

DETAIL DES DROITS
DUS
DROITS DUB
D1TAIL
(dans la
la monnaie
monnaie du pays
pays
(dans
destinataire)
destinataire)

TOTAL
DES FRAIS
DRBOURSIS
FRAIS DEBOURSRS
TOTAL DES
(Voir
le detail
le coupon)
coupon)
sur le
detail sur
(Voir le

Timbre du bureau.
qui a fait l'avance
des fraia

.... ........... ....
/

Droits
do douane
douane
Droits do

en ehiffres
chiffres arabes
en
arabes

__...............
--.....
...-

Drolt de
commission
de eommission...
Droit

...................(dans
du•pays
l'envoi)
destination de l'envoi)
pays de destination
la monnaie
monnaie du
(dans la

i
‘
l
.
...
%••• ......... -* /

de dedouanement
dedouanement
Droit de

..-----.
............

Autros
frais
Autros frais

.........
..........__
.

en
chiffres arabes
arabes
en chiffres

—......_ ---

Qs
l'Administration d'origine
renvoi)
de l'envoi)
d'origine de
par l'Administration
(a convertir
convertir par

.......

..

soit
soit
Total
Total

.
soit 1
')).............

..............
_

Date
Pavane°
Date de 1'avance

registre
No du •registre

Bureau
qui a
a fait
fait
Bureau qui
l'avauce
l'avauee

Signature de
de l'agent
l'agent
Signature

Timbre du
di bureau
recounant
recounant
.•

Converti par
par
Converti

......

./.
•

egitre darrive
Registre
d'arrivee
Reglstre d'arrive

.
:
.

(Signature de
de l'agent)
(Signature
l'agent)

Timbre du bureau
bureau
recouvrant
recouvrant

..........

/

,/

%......, ...•••••.•'
.....

*) km
=
faP
irwir is rowel.
r-L
*/
his Isin
Is =sok
es so WON

No
N°"...

"

i

...

.

/
..

.•/.
-.......... •
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2194
2194

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN

04
4

(Itbgl.,
127, §
§3)
3)
(Rbgl., art. 127,

R

LAUSANNE

1

No 460

(Dimensions: 13x37
(Dimensions:
13X3 7 mm.)

C66

(Rt,g1., art.
art. 131,
131, ler
al.)
(Ragl.,
ler al.)

(Dimensions: hauteur 18 m., base 37 m., ouleur orange)
(Dimensions: hauteur
hauteur 18
base 37
37 mm.,
ram., couleur
orange)
(Dimensions:
18 ram.,
mm., base
eouleur orange)

07
07

(Regl.,
(RBgl., art. 131, 243
2e

I

LAUSANNE

aL)

1

R
I --

i
(Le
eouleur orange)
orange)
(Li triangle en eoulenr

[54 S
TAT.
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(Recto)
C 55 (Recto)
(Regl., art.
art. 128,
(REgl.,
128,5

Timbre
du bureau
Timbre du
bureau
renvoyaut I'avi
Facia
renvoyant

ADMINISTRATION DES POSTES
ADMINISTRATION
.

RECEPTION
RPCEPTION

...............................

AVIS DE
(A remplir par tL
le bureau
bureau d'origine)
d'origine)
(A

Envoi recommando
recommand6 (
(

))')

.-

Lettre
Lettroe
Bone }avec
valeur d6clar6e
declaree
Botte
avec valcur
Colin
Colis J

)

de...----.....')

PAYEMENT
PAYEMENT

.........
.......

••••.',....
.........

rd

z

.\

I

I

(A
remplir par
par l'expediteur
menqui men(A rempllr
I'exp6diteur qui
liongera
ekleaeous son
son &dream
adresse eomplbte)
complete)
tionnera ci-dessous

H
I-

*'

o

m

M

Mandat
de__
Mandat de
de poste
poste de

I 2)
2)

.

-.

.-.

...-. ... ..........
.
..

.-

s)
-_____)

depose.....au
au bureau de poste
poste d-.--....
d6pos

a
le ................
.

19

sons le No

___..

expediem par
par M-.
M._ ____....................
expddid-.

et adresse_
adresod- i M

--

--

(Rue
numiro)
(Rue *1
et numiro)

__0-1

(Pays
destination)
(Past do
do deatination)

a .~-..-.--Indigene dasu
dams ila parathto
venetian* Is
')2) Indiquer
I* nature
nature de rum!
rTnvol
(Immo,
imprined, etc.).
ec.).
(bet. imprim,
') Bitter
BlUfor heInbadieationa
I ala inatile.

(Lieu
do destination,
pros earaeteres)
(Lieu de
destination, en
en gros
caractires)

SERVICE
SEBVICE DES POSTES
POSTES

.

--

(Dimensions:
(Dimension: 105x148
105X148 mm.,
mm., couleur rouge
rouge clair)
clair)

c-

Cn

I

(Verso)
00 5
6 (Verso)

..

M
r-I
I
I 'envoi
'envoi
Le soussign6
declare que
mentionn
soussigne declare
quo -mentionne d'autre
d'autre part
part
le mandat
mandat

I

livrd
livr6
a
dt6 damentle
a et6
dtament-- le..............__...............................1....-

pay6
PaY 6

Signature 1
Signature
1))

Timbre du bureau
death:021re
destlntalire
...........

du
da destinataire:
destinataire:

w
de
de l'agent
l'agent du
du bureau
bureau destinataire:
destinataire:

I

./

-

. . .-

-..... .. .... ................. ....... .......

...... .

......

...

................ ................-...... ...........................................................
...................... I............

•
............ ••
'%°,°**.,°*******°/

1)
Cot avis
lee *dements
rAlemnnts du pays de destination le comportent, par regent
1) Clot
aria doit
dolt etre sind
Sind per
par Ie
Is destinatire
destinataire on, sd
el les
du bureau
bureau
ragent du
destinatlire et
dostinataire
at renvoy6 par Is
premier errier
searrier directemene
1a preder
direetemen I l'exp6diteur.
I'rexpediteur.'

-- -

..

..

C
(Recto)
C 88 (Recto)
(Re(l.,
132. rer
(RieL, art.
art. 13S.
ler al.)
I.)

COUPON
COUPON

Pays de destination de l'envoi greve de remboursement
remboursement.
..............

(Pent
detache par le
(Peut etre
Atre d6tach6
destinataire
maodat)
destinataire du
du mandat)
Montant du remboursement en chiffres
arabes
chiffres arabes

Service des
correspondance
des objets
objets de
de correspondance

MANDAT. DE RBMBOURSEMENT
REMBOURSEMENT INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL
de
de
de lIs comma
somme de

*~

par M.-........--l'adresse de.
de..-.......
81', Pedrosa°

_F~~ll
Pl*

-

z0

Pour l'envoi
l'eovoi h/lt
N ............................... ...expdid
lIe
..--.......... ....... ...-.....-..
expedie le.
19
. . 19--Payable & X. ... .....
Payable
...
.-.........
----.
---........
__
.................
Lieu de destination
destination.
....
..................................--...-Bee
Bbe et numero....
num6ro..................
................
Pays de.
de destination.....
...............--...................

INDICATIONS DE
DE SERVICE')
INDICATIONS
SERVICE')
Timbre du breau
Timbre
bureau
d'
miuion
dIraission

Timbre du Wren
d'Ainission

•

Num5re
Num6ro
Date

<1i

a

(l4. Tnitti en toutes lettres
(11)r.nnitei
Mitres et en caractres
caracteres Mans)
latins)

19--

zCd

M
(en chiffres
&Wm. arabes)
Arabs.)
(en

pour 1'envoi
l'envoi N'..
apos6 le...
d6pos6
--....

......

g
a. ....
.........................

....

ct

old
0
I

Somme
Somme
r
verge.
ve
e

Burman
Pare

)kt-

.
.Signmture
,lagontqui aa dires
mandat:
Signature de
do loagont
anent° le
1(1.2:menden:

--- I
.•••••"/

.)

empllr par TAdministration
I'Admlnlstrntion
Indications A remplIr
moment du remboureement.
mboursement.

(Monnele
di Ppys
(Menne(' du
pays
destinataire de reflect
detntre
de rembo
reeve d. renthourcement)
sement)

destinataire de Tem)
spree encaissemout
destinataire
Ientol apros
enciassement do
du

(Dimeneions: 114 X
(Dimensions:
x 162 ou 105 X
x 148 mm.,
mm., couleur vert clair)
clair)

10

,.,j

0
(Verso)
8 (Verso)
08
__

a lieu)
(Cadre
reserv6 aux endossements,
ya
lien)
endossements, s'il y
(Cadre r6serv6

-QUITTANCE
DESTINATAIRE
QUITTANCE DU DESTINATAIRE
part
d'autre part
Rev
k somme indiqu6e
indiquee d'autre
Beu la
Lieu
Lie

- --

- --...

19

18---

Le
Le

destinataire:
Signature du dertinataire:
-I

Registre
d'arriv6e
egistrs d'arriv‘e

No -

Ng

--

4--

...........----

Tbubs•
du
bureau payeur
wear
dui bureoa
Timb

)

d _

.-.................

C9

9

(1:egl., art.
142, S 1)
1)
(liEgl.,
art. 142,

................-

COMPTE
COMPTE PARTICULIER
PARTICULIER
pour
le eompte
eompte de
'Administration dd.....
pour le
de 1'Administration

..

......... .... ................ ........

. . . . .--. .................................................
..................................... ......

pendant
mobs d..
pendant le
le mois
d

....

..........................-

19__
1......
9..........................
I

Numero
Num6ro

Data
Date

d
'emission
d 'mission

d'emission
d'6mission

1

2

3

I

Montant
mandate
Montant des
des mandates

1

Bureau dd'emission
Bureau
'miwion

4
4

,:

r

%
y'

% du
du totaltotal....--

Quote•part
flu)
Quote-part fixe
(-- par
par mandat).--/
mandat) ..
(.

0<-

Observations
Observations
G

5

Total

5

ci

M

-

N.
N°
d'ord'ordre
dre
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des mandats
mandats de
remboursement ,pay
pays
l'Administration d ...............................
des
de remboursement
s par
par 1'Administration

54 STAT.]

ADMINISTRATION DES
DES POSTES
ADMINISTRATION
POSTES

1i···i·-·

0

i

Bente an
profit de
de l'Admi
l'Admi
Reste
au profit
nistration
nistration

d. .. m

1
...................
i..n.......

(Dimensions: 210
210 x
x 297
297 mm.)
mm.)
(Dimensions:

0 10
(Recto)
C
10 (Recto)

(Mgt.,
art. 148,
1.)
(Rggl., art.
348, §1 1.)

- .Ii

m

Pent etre
par le
bureau dJestuter
distrIbuteur
e1bwau
ouvert par
Wtre ouvert
Pout
-liontant des
pereevoir & percevoir
des taxes
taxes ft
Montant

I
Timbre
data
Tiambre I date
........ «..
... .
I
s.
/
:

SERVICE DES POSTES

(Nem
an ikatinststr•
du
dee Vagent
at.)
voag9, sta.)
doe voyage,
angent du bureau de
du navirs,
ncaire, do
nom
. nom
dleeumtgre es
(Nom du

deAux
soins de
Aux soins

-

Ir

.....
....",.....

.4111.••••••

§

(Ru---a .
(Rue
mu lf
(K
R<* it suaaire)

rI

-u)----

(Bureau
da destinaotn)
destination)
(Bureau de
•s••••••.....o......

(Pay.
dretiufon)
(Paye de &Muddies)
7

mm.)
(Dimensions:
229 mm.)
162 xx 229
(Dimensions: 162

-

if
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UNIVERSAL POSTAL
POSTAL CONVENTION—
CONVENTION-MAY
1939

A
A pr6senter
presenter ouvert au
bureau de poste

/
f

2201

2202
2202

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREPMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

111 (Recto)
(Recto)
(Regl., art,
1)
(l.,
rt. 150, if1)

ADMINISTRATION DES
POSTER
ADMNISTRATION
DES POSTEB
s

a_
d----..

BUREAU d
d.- ...
BUREAU

STAT.
[54 STAT.

........................

RETRAIT 2)
)
f- BETRAIT
DEMANDE I)
1) DE
DE4 MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION D'
ADRESSE
DEMANDE
D'ADRESSE
2

MODIFICATION
LMODIFICATION

2)
2)
DU
TA NT
REMBOURSEMENT 2
DU M OON TAN
T DU
DU REMBOURSEMENT
'))

ON

adze:wee
9
w
w

--

... ...-

-.-

DEMANDE PAR
PAR VOIE
VOTE POSTALE
DEMANDE
POSTALE
(Note &
it tran.smettre
phireeommand6
recommend() et
aux frais
hale du
reentrant)
(Note
transmettre sous
sous pli
et aux
du requ6rant)
L
I.

DEMANDE DE
DE RETRAIT
2)
DEMANDE
RETRAIT 2)

Priere
Priee de renvoyer an
an bureau
bureau d--______
d-....-..-

....-

(d'origise)
...........................
'origiue)
(nature de
de l'objet)
(nature
'objet)
19._ et
.......-......
............................
19.-_
et

..

..

pour
pour etre
tre remis a Sexpeditenr
epditer I--.-........................................................
numfao
num6ro

-.

adreseb--adreats--

i votre
votre bureau
bureau le-le-....

...

dont In
:Inscription eat
conforms au
an fae-simil6
fac-simil6 ei-joint.
1a suseription
est conforme

IL

DEMANDE
DE MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION D'ADRESSE
2)
DEMANDE DE
D'ADRESSE 2)

Priere de
do substituer
Prier,
substituer ............................................-..
(tette indication)
(tede
indication)
aa -.-.--..... .........
(idle noire
indication) our
suseription
..-..
---.......
.......(telle
autre indication)
r la sur
usription
do L
..
....-.......
................(nature
I'objet) num6ro.......___
the
L.—
(nature de l'objet)
numero________
adresse-19— d
du bureau
d-- ---adress6-- a
& votre
votre bureau
bureau le
le._- ... ..
....
u......
ure
d
...........--........--.......................
et dont la
Is soscription
snscription est
cot conforme
conform, au
fac-simile ei-joint.
-...---..
au fac-simil6
ci-joint.
III. DEMANDE
DEMANDE D'ANNULATION
D'ANNULATION OIT
OUDE
DE MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION DU MONTANT
MONTANT DU,
DU. REMBOURSEMENT
REMBOURSEMENT 2)
2)

Priere')
Priere
')
Pri. e')
I

r

d'annuler
d'amnuler
11
{de
reduire a
- ----de rfduire
a
-de
porter
4
porier
.I .... ;. ...............
(.de
de
rgduire
...... A
I .
(eaters
do l'obios)
(I
ature d..
obl>«t)
...............
.......
..

. ..... .......-.............. .....
- Ie
— . ...........-......
.—
le remboursement
remboursement grevant
grevant
(mont.ne, I.
Illtrre)
(erontenl,
los unSl
tinted& en
on toutf.
tout. Wert.)
..................
e .ro.......
....... ......_-- .... du bureau
burenu d..
.......
.num
numero.
d..—
•-.-..
.......... .........

adress6.-— le—
adresse- .......le

. ..
19 .................
..
............. ........ ......
— ......
--___-----..
(adroitm,
(adru4. areas
-meti du donna:Mrs)
d.Itinatir.)
' i;';i ii.................................................................
i 'iim';";'
io'
................... ..... .... ........ .... ................ ..............
it
la enseription
ui-joint.
et dont 1a
sulciption eat
set conforms
conforms an
au fee-simile
fae-simil6 ci-joint.
Ciloint le
remboursement rectifid
8).
Ci-joint
le mandat
mandat the
de renmboursement
rectifi ').
19—
19

.-- ............. .........
.. ..... ...................
Timbre
Timbre du bureau

r

!-

k

,

_, le
le_
..........
..

Le Chef du bureau
bureau
a'o
0. ilmane
'ol
mane la
la demande:
demands:

.

i

............. ........ ,

.....--

i

.........
.... ...

.........
.....
........ -

'

Biffer le
re-to au
ou le
i 0 Differ
to recto
suivant
le versa,
vero..uiant
. le
1eam.
.
') Biffer
Btltfrr les
le inldicatioa.
e
\..
%
',I
indicatiovie inutl5.
Inutile.
•
. -. .*... . .)) Differ
Bilfer Yindloattou.
l'indicrtio.. .'i
',..._..,"
all y
Dee,
y •
a lieu.
(Dimensions:
(Dimensions: 210 x
mm.)
X 297
297 mmn.)

—

--..............- -.-.....19....-...-

Signature
de l'expediteur:
l'expediteur:
Signature de

..

—

......... ................

.- .. ....... .
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VOIE TiLtGRAPHIQUE
DEMANDE PAR VOLE
TELAGRA_
PHIQUE
DEMANDE
(Telegramme
aux frais du reclamant)
reelamant)
(T1eegramme aux
DEMANDE DE RETRAIT 1)
1)
I. DEMANDE
Renvoyer
objt )...........
(tel objet).-------___—_
Ren oJyer (let
le
adresee
-. -.
le —._—.--.______
-adre(76 --.- -.-.......................--.--..-----

-

.-. .--

-__---_—___
--- (numeroa)
(numero) —
..-..-.........
............... ...........................
_19w..
19.______
a
(adresse ezacte
ezacte du
du destinatairs)
destinataire)
(adreasse
h...--..
-..---.--

-

............
(eeex
......---- 1--.........................

.

-- ----

. ....
-----.---

...........----

---

t'envoi, cachet e6vntuel,
(Description: Indication
l'expediteur, format a
&eland, asnotaannotacouleur de l'envoi,
et contour
d It'expiditeur,
eventueUc.de
Indication iventueUe
(Description:
-------------------tions
nature)
de tante
toute nature)
signet de
tions et sigma
--,,-.-...-------- ·.....-....-..-..... -.
...
--··- -...--. -- ---........
-o............--..----..
. .
_ . ........
..............................
...................
..........
Postes
Postes
(Bans signature)
signature)
(Sans

1)) 2)
II. DEMANDE
DEMANDE DE MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION D'ADRESSE 1
IL
. .-indication)
(tette
- b.
-.-Substituer
r i (tellc
BSbstituer (teUe indication)
sa
nor ("atre
(nature
----.
satire indication)
indicatiom)
autre
--------.....
dreoausrr)--..-.....
de
bordereas d'um
d'un eavoi
envoi avec valeurs a
recouvrer)
I'objet, bordereau
de vobjet,
(numiro) -----.----------(numEro)
--_
-__.--le
19
h
(adresse exaete
du destinataire)
destinataire)
zacte du
.. (adresse
19 -..
__l-I---.adresse
adressM
-......... .... ------.... ..
-....... .-.....
.
- . . .....
.

-

. ........... .............
....

-----...

------... -.-------

(Description:
(wand, axialto
annotat'envo. cachet Eventuel,
de Perm»,
format et couleur de
I'expediteur, format
de l'expediteur,
evntuelle de
Indicatios iventuelle
(Description: Indication

........................--.....................
nature) -.---------------------.---..-.------------------------...-.--toute
. .........
tions
de touts
nature)
ou nature)
tionis
ig s de
ti
s ett signes

. ... _.

III. DEMANDE
DEMANDE
III.

.....-.
...

-

..

.
.......
....... .......

D'ANNULATION
D'ANNULATION

OU DE
DE

Tastes
Postes
(Sans signature)
signature)
(Sawn

MODIFICATION
MODIFICATION DU

MONTAN?' DU
DU REMBOURSEMENT')
REMBOURSEMENT ') '))
PfONTANT

Annuler remboursement
remboursement
Reduire
remboursement
remboursement
...... ..............--.....
.. .
.
......
dire a
{ Porter
Porter el
(montant, lea
testes lettres)
lettres)
en toutes
es unites
unitea en
(moantat,
A
..--......................
num
..
........
(nature de l'objet)
l'objet) .-------(natlre
e du destinataire)
(adresse exate
exaete
deatinatatre)
19 —.—._ h (adman
-_-- 19
..... --------.......-..................
adras6 ............
,)

)

•-•

.....

. .......

.........................

.. . . .
. .................................
.
_

.... .......
le ......

-....

-

.....

.

. ....... . .......
.........

.. .. -...---... ,

...........

Pastes
Postes
signature)
(Sans signature)
-

.

.......

19
19......

.-....

Timbre du bureau
Timbre

in Ohef
Ohef du
bureau
du bureau
Le
d'oa
6mane la
demande:
la demaude:
d'ob emane

........-s-

.N..

..,..

..
..
;
i

//

')
')')

Signature
Signature de
de l'expditeur:
l'expediteur:

—

1
Slifer
I..
Indications
inutile..
inutilea.
le L
dicatio
SBIffr
II ne pent
am
aatiMait,
to .s
em keheant,
in fee-simile
pees.
p.r In poast.
Lae-sim16par
r6eeption du
qu'prbn rieeption
demand epa'aprte
cette demande
· tette
cshtnst, a

') II

pust etra.. ti.ftit, c. b>

S1
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OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

12 (Recto)
(Recto)
0(I 12
(Real.,
art. 152,
152,
(BegL, art.
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION DES
DES POSTER
POSTES

1)
8 1]

Timbre
du bIure.
bureau
nimbr du
impbditeur
der la demnd
demand*
apdinr dde

,f

BEU -d
BUREAU
d
BURtEAU da-

RECLAMATION
D'1IN ENVOI
ORDINAIRE NON
NON PARVENU
RLCLAMATION D'UN
ENVOI ORDINAIRE
PARVENU
-

(EXPSDITEUR OU
OU DESTINATAIRE)
L BEN8EIGNEMENT8
RENSEIGNEMENTS A
A FOURNDEt
L
FOURNIB PAR
PAR LE
LE RECLAMANT
BRICLAMANT (EXPEDITEtU
DESTINATAIRE)
Domande:3
Demandes
1I

Reponse'
RBponses
2

a)
Penni (iettre,
postale.
,papiers
papier* d'affaires,
d'affaires,
a) Natters
Natue de I'erni
(lIttre, carte posiotat
Journal
imprint.% chaatitloa
sat Won o#
on petit
paquet)
joural ea
o Satre
arutre 'iaprimi,
petit paquwt).
.b) Adrese
Adresse portee
port& sri
sui Penvoi.
.b)
l'envoL
e)) Quedle
Quells eat
exact' du
du destinatairet
est l'adresse
l'adreuae exact
destinatairef

.

-_-

d) L'envoi
etait-il volumineuxt
volumineuxf
d)
L'envoi dtait-il

--

.....-

Qua renfermait-ilt
exact et
complet
e) Qua
renfermait-il! (SigneIntent
(Sigtnaemeit exsti
acwa exact
et comppet
qua
quo possible).
posuib
f) Date
Date precise
precise ou
on approximative
approsintative du Urn
f)
d6p6t
g) lions
g)
Nom et
et domicile
domicile de
de l'expediteur.
l'expediteur.-.

poste.
1a poste.
LI In

-.

.).... ............. ...
.......

.
.

I)
fructuenses, &
1 qui,
qui, de
de l'expediteur
h) Ea
En cas
eas de recherche'
reeherrhes frutctueuse,
l'expdditeur
ou
doitan faire
fain parveuir
parvenir Penni
reclam e
l'envoi reciam41
ou du
du destinstaire,
deotinataire, doit-o

_

RENSEIONEMENT8 A
IL RENISEIGNEMENT8
A FOURNLR
PAR L'EXPEDITEUR
FOURNIB PAR
L'EXPEDITEUR
i) L'envol
affraneld et,
et, dint
l'affirmatin, qulle
quelle
i)
L'envol itait-il
tait-il affrauehi
dan l'afiratiTv,
Etat
apposes?
Ia valour
vleur des
dtait Is
des timbresposte
timbres-poate appooat

..............................

j)
Date et
depth /
In poste
poste.............
J) Date
et bean
heure du
du d6ept
& la

-

depot a-t-l
leu an
b) Le depat
a4-11 ea
eu lieu
an gulebet
guiebet on
esA 1 lla boltes
bolts? Dane
se
Da ee
denier cis,
Whet
dernier
ues, isk quells
qualle bolte
I) Le
1)
Ia ddpot
deiSnt wt-il
4441 did
Weave par
par l'espediteurbilmeme
on
dt edfeetu6
I'expditeur. lul-msme ou
par un
in tiert
tiers? Dana
denier as,, par
goalie personnel
par
Dens eee deraier
pr quelle
personnet
at)
particuliers du bureau
bureau d'origine.
d'origine.
9) Renseignements
Renseignements particuliers

--

prsn.

o...

d

tro

re.-voy
oi t

e

La
formate doit
rearoyee (Dmensi:
I.__.
presente formule
La present*
doit tire
tre reavoyee
a -

-

...-.
. .

...........--- ..

. ...
__ ...........
...

... .....

----2X

.........................................

m_.

(DimensionsU:
(Dimensions: 210x297
210x297 ma.)
mns.)

..............
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IIL
IlL

RENf3EIGNEMENTS
DESTINATAIRE EN CAB
CAS DE
POURNIB PAR LE DESTINATAIBE
ENBEIGNEMENTS A POURN131
ORDINAIBE NON
ReCLAXATION
lYITN ENVOI
ENVOI OBDINAIRE
BiCLAMATION DIUN
NON PARVENU
-

Demandes
Demedes

-

Beponses
B6poaoer
•
'

ma destinxtairei
a)
L'eavoi est-il
oat-il parvenu
deatinatahal
parveau an
) I/evoi

o) Le
Les eorrespondanees
sont-elles
an
onut-elle d'ordinaire retirdes au
eorrespondaes
e)
domicilet
bureau de poste on distal:m(1es
distribudeo it&domicile?
bureau

-

eut
p) A
confides dau
danii le premier
premier east
A qui sont-elles cotfiee
p)

ua
0
Da= Ie
Is second
sant-tales senates
abutment an
rewmiss directemeat
ecowd ea,
es, sont-ell
fJ Dams
destinataire
me prson9
personae attaehbe
attach/a I
BOA service,
ervice,
& son
onuA
& uo
destitaire on
ue bolte
on
depositors dams
dine une
botte partilclihre
particulars/ Le ea
can
ou bien d6pos6es
&Want,
bone eat-elle
est-elle biea
bins fermn
iermde et rigularement
r6guliremenat
ctte bolte
ehc nt, tette
ludo
levie?I

r) La
La perte
(lea produite sonde eorrespondances
eorrepondances s'est-elle d6ji
perte de
r)
vent?
Dana l'affirmative,
provenance des
idiquer la provenance
iaffirmative, indiciner
vent» Dans
correspondaneas
perdues.
orresponduees perdue&

.

bure de dstination.
s)
partinliers du
destination.
dn bureau
s) Renseignceneats
Benesigemeats partieuliers

La prsente
primate formule
formula doit
dolt We
renvoyde
etre renvoy6e
La

I

it

-

2206
2206

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

0 13
(Recto)
C
13 (Recto)
(We,
art. 153,
153, iI 1)
1)
(RBgL,art.
ADMINISTRATION
DES POSTES
POSTES
ADINMISTRATION DE8
d.
d.

Timbre du
bureau d'orfie
Warless
Timbre
du bourea

d---

RtCLAM.ATION
RECLAMATION

A romplir dans lo service d'origins

BUREAU
BURBEAU d
d

Van esnoi
envoi reeeinroana6
d'un
reommaude (
(

(a) rembeureement
(
)) (a)
rembornement (-

lettre

on gsnne —b'de valour dficlarfle de (
ond'nne
bolt. de valsur deda4e de (

.s
o

0

-..-

)

-

)
(b) remboursement
remboursement ((
) (b)

trofte

)

eoatenaut
eontenant ((

)
(9)
) (o)

depos6--. par
par m
diposo
M

le
Ie

-

sons lI
le No
sons
N. --

19

-19-

an
A •
mu bureau
bureau di

l'adreese euivante:
euivante:
L'adreae
1&

a
*0

e5

(d)
(d)

faiant l'objet d'une
d'nne demande
et faisant
demande d'avis de
do r6eptionreception__

4

tz,

A remplir dans le service de destination

....

Le so
soussign6
d6claie qua
Penvoi mama:ilk:mg
6t6 dfiment
&Intent livr6
h I'ayant
l'ayant droit
dealt le
rLe
gutn6d&.lare
que l'envoi
umentionn6 aa 6t
ivr6 &
e

2

La
montaut
Le montant

:
11

Le manta:4
remboureement a
tanumnis an
bureau de
de cbqum
ehiquee postalx
postaux d
d
L
Le
montaat du
du remboumsement
a gte
t triaulmf
an buresu

11
a

vi

I

a

-C
I

o
:
o

--

19-

du
remboursemtnt a
a 6t6
l'espediteur de
de l'envoi
par le
le mandat
mandat N?--N 9___ le
9
97_
du rembourement
6tf tranamis
trnamls hl'exp6diteur
l'euvoi par
le-- 11
19---

No -No

le

19
- 19

=octant du
du remboursement
remboursement a
gt6 mis
en compte
courant postal
le-19—
j Ltoe montant
a 6tf
mis en
compte eourant
postal le
19--.
Le
Chef du
du bureau
distributeur:
Le Chef
bureau distributeur:

-

par le
le mandat
mandat
par

Timbre
du buar
bureau
Tiabnr du
distributeur
..."".

-L

//
;

-_

I

_--_

\\...........,/
non-distribution

t

A
I

(a)
(c)

declare qua
qua 1'envoi
Penni suementionn6-_—
.3 'Le
Le emissive
sousdigen d6ciare
usmentionn-..
est
instance an
an bureau
bureau d..
d -- __
at
et encore
ncore en instance
renvoy6 au
au bureau
d'origine le
le ..aa 6t6
6t6 renvoy
bureau d'origine
reexp6d16 le..-.--.
le
aa 6t6
et6 r6exp6di6

_....-_......_

. ----... -

--..-.....

_

---..--..----.---..-...--.

.---.....--.

19
19

...-..

......

19,.
.........

)

n
'eat pas
parvenu an
de destination.
La declaration
declaration du
du destintaire
destinataire esat
eat ci-jointe.
ci-jointe.
n'est
pas parvenu
au bureau
bureau de
destination. La
Le
Chef du
du bureau
bureau distributeur:
distributeur:
Le Chef

2

Timbre do
du intremt ddistributear

aTiobre

du bure

di-trtbmr

/k
(a)
(0)
(b)
(e)
(c)
(d)
(d)
(e)
(e)
(/)
U)

Lett:re,
baprint6, ebantillon,
Lettr. faprim6.
chantillon, eta.
ete.
Mentant
la v.leor
valour d6ciroe.
declare,.
Montont de
de I1
Description du
Descriptlon
du contemn,
cotnren, natant
u.Int quo
quo possible.
po.ible.
Cadre kremplir
remplir pur
par l'arpidtteur
on. 11
mentionner l'
Padres**
et complte.
emanate.
Cadran
'erxpiditear o,
b &dant,
d6a.t, par
par les1bureau
bureau Corigine;
d'oriine; mentiosar
dressn*eaacto
xct et
Bifferle
C &chased.
Buffer,
le . rue
khenBt
Indiquer
emaciate.
Indlquer Padrease
I'adr.euo exacts
uto et ccmplate.
97

(Dimensions: 210x297
'um
(Dimensions:
210X2
min.))
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(Verso)
C
kREMPLIR
REMPLIR
A

SEULEMENT DANS
00 LE
L'ENVOI
SORT DE L'ENVOI
LE SORT
CAS 00
LE CAS
DANS LE
SEULEMENT
PRIVUES AU RECTO
ETRE
RECHERCHES PRAVUES
LES RECHERCHES
PAR LES
PTABLI PAR
TTRE ATABLI

A

j

r

I

L'envoi
designe d'autre
d'autre part
part a
dams la
la d6pche
&paella du
du bureall
d'ilehange
bureau d'hange
ins6r6 das
itvinsert
a RAS
L'enaoi dsignS

ddo

b

11
. u
g

19 -19

-

N'A

PU

d-.-................---

(.._e
envoi) pour
pour la
bureau d'eebange
d ..................---d'6ehange d
le bureau
envoi)
(Timbre du burewa
bureau
Timbre

|

I1

'*

/

du tableau
V de
de la
la feuille
hate spciale.
speciale.
d'avis ou de la liste
feuille d'avis
tableau V
du
feuille d'envoi.
de la gentile
d'envoi

---le No
rrt sous
.de

11 a dtd intuit
sons le Na
n

Signature:
8
Signature:

\

.- ........................-du bureau
d6pehe du
damts la dipaalm
L'envol
d'autre
6tb imadrd
bureau d'aehne
d'eohange d___..-----n6e dans
urt aa 64
a'satre part
^
Aa~.
rT:>,..i &taiga,
do

19 -

_____

(_.envoi)
pour le
d'kehange dd
bureau d'6ehange
le bureau
(-.envoi) pour

--

-

breau
du bureau
Timbre du
sle.
p
sit.e
d'avis eea de la
da tableau
tableau V
V de la
lah list.
apdeiale.
feuille d'avie
IS fenille
du
i
a feuiUe d'euvei.
dd
de
feuille d'envn
d'envol.
[
d la fenille

A remplir dans lea services intermediaires.

N
sous le
he No
dt6 inscrit sous
n11 a
a ete

\

k
\

Signature:
Signaturo:

J

G

Ig
1

L'envoi
d'autre part
6te ins6re
insdre dams
bureau d'6ehangJ
d'ilabangt d_----d.
d6pchbe du bureau
dans la &Oche
part aa 6t
d6sign d'autre
L'envoi demigod
19
19

du ..... _-......du.

-d-....-----.
envoi) pour
he bureau
bureau d'echange
d'6ehange d--___________
pour le
(.-_envoi)
-...- (._e
Timbre du
du b-ur
bureau
Timbre

dte inserit
inscrit sous le
N.
nII aa 6t6
Ic No------

-

du tableau V
V de
de la
feuille d'avis
cal de
speiale.
liste speciale.
la hate
de la
d'avis ou
la feuille

du tableau

feuille d'envoi.
&envoi.
la feuille
de la
Signature:
Bignature:

-- ---

Iv

_
....--

-- -

.

-.-.--

.. /.-

bureau d'eehango
d6p&che du
L'envoi
etc inmrW
lustre dams
dans 1a
In diptiche
du bureau
d'khan. d-....................--............
d_
-part aa 6et
d'autre part
d4eigne d'autre
L'envoi demigod
du.........

....

--

19 19

(__• envoi)
envoi) pour
d'delsange d-.-...
d
pour le bureau d'6ehange
(-

..

_.......---

Timbre
du bur*o«
bureau
Timbre ds
du tableau V de In faun's d'avis ou de la lists *phials.
a it6 inserit sous le No

do
gentile d'envoi.
d'envol.
b feuille
de la
Signature:
Signature:

-

L
REPONSV
BEPONBE

v

DEFINITIVE
D-FINITIVE

tablbr Is
di l'Administration destinataire
on, le
le eas
ess belaant,
intermAdiaire qui n
no pout
peat &tab&
is
I'Adminitration inutrmtdiire
de l'Adrainistration
ehant, de
l'Adminltration destinataire ou,
de
ouivut
.transmission regulire
regulars de
de I'enuvi
Pommel riciarna
d. I'Aduminitratim
',Administration animate.
reldam &
.traumision

2208

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
OTHER THAN
TREATIES

[.r.s—s STAT.
STAT.
[54

14
C 14

(Rae.. art.
158. letti
kW, a)
a)
rt. 156,
(lW.
ADMINISTRATION DES
DES POSTES
POSTES
ADMIESTBATION

Tibr, dui
Timbre
du bur.u
bureau
aspediteur
expditeu,

d ------.---.

1

k

BUREAU
BUREAU d
d -

.........
AVIS
AVIS

DE
L'ENVOI
DE L'ENVOI

soUS recommandation
sons
recommendation d'offiee,
d'office, de l'objet
robjet de correspondence
decrit ei-apres
paraissant revetu
revet
eorrespondance dferit
ci-apres paraissant
machine a affranchir. ')
d'im timbre-poste
fraudnieux on
d'nne empreinte
empreinte contrefaite
contrefaite deJ
de{ machine i affranchir.')
d'un
timbre-poste frauduleux
ou d'une
presse d'lbnpdMerl.
d'imprimerie. ')
p
pe

Nature de Pobjet

Bureau d'origine at
date d'expidition

Indication
Copt. textuelle de redress°

de
gularite
Pirre-

Observationa

presunthe
a

8

•

•

•

i
s)

') Biefr
1a mention
mewton inutile.
Differ is
hmute.
Le
Chef du
du bureau:
bureau:
Li Chef

(Dimensions:
(Dimesdion: 148 x
X 210 mm.)
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o015
15

(Rdel.,
156. Inns
6)
tr b)
rn 156,
(Rkl.. art.

Tir.o
Timbre di
du b.rao
bureau
de dotia
destination
ti
dd

ADMINISTRATION DEB
DES POSTES
POSTE8
ADMINISTRATION

I

-

PROMS- VEABAL
PROCiS-VERBAL
dreese
8
drese6 A

-..

passok
1211iVOISelle
postle universele

1

81 de la Coventlon
par
Particle Si
Convent/ors
application de l'article
par application
leglement.
at de
ISO de son Reglement
P'article Ise
de Particle
et

Emploi d'un
franduleux on
on d'une
empreinte contrefaite
contrefaite
d'une empreinte
timbre-poste frauduleux
d'un timbre-,poste
Emploi
11l'en•
Sifter,

..I.
on
I.
vast le VW

rSiat.
*es

1

do
de

-

de
ostre, de
Ventre
eonoadle.
isdie••
tioss.

g) Ntre
Nature d
d•
e)
(lotr.....1
rlavoi 0.t.n., papier*
o
fnra
ire.
to
f
L
d' ffahot
d'a
imprint&
ilpril6o
deltas/Mon,
etalS

A affranehir.
machine A
{machine
affranehir. ')')
l

c

mil
'anitmil

sent
cent
neuf cent

presse
d'imprimerte.
d'inprdsie.
e

)
)

,,toe

19-19--

agissnt
des postes
pees a8
agissant
des
on Bl'artiele lS
podstauniverselle et do
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III. SERVICE
POSTAL
II.
SERVICE POSTAL
ordinaires
Oft jets de
Jeffrey ordinoires
aou lettres
de la
la poste aux
Objets
et
et recommandes:
recommand6s:

Service
Service
interior's
int6rieur

Wenn
Envois soumis
taxa (Nombre):
(Nombre):
soumis aft lan taxo
Envois
23 I-23
;olono..
Lettres
affranchies ................
Lettres affranchios
24
_-_
24
s
non
affranebies .............
>
non affranchies
Cartes postales
et avec
reponse
avec riponse
(simples et
postalos (simples
Cartes
25
25
payee) ...........................
pay6e)
26
Pepiers d'affaires
d'affaires ...................
Papiers
27
Imprimes ...........................
Imprime
bis
;7bL
bnpressionsenretlefpourles.svestgles
reaswv! csle 47
a!prcsSonrcnreaiefpou
28
28
Echentillons de
de merchandises
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Echantillons
23
Petits paquets
........... 29
.........
paquets
Petits
·
.29
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bh
"Phonopost'
"Phonopost ....................
Envois admis
Ramis ft ais franchise
franchise de
do port
port
Xnvois
(Nambre) ........................
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Tp(aux -des
des envois
insults aux
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Tpoaux
-,
30, 57
57 ft
et an
ft
j23 A
98 at
64, 91
91 itk 98
& 64,
a 30,
23 ft
'esnee'23
30
(Nombre) ....................
130 (Nombre)
Envois
recommandes trouv6s
trouves parmi
par=
Envois recommand6s
lea
correspondences inserites
inscrites aux coles correspondances
Manes
31, 65,
99 et
(Nombre) ..
et 131
131 (Nombre)
65, 99
lonnes 31,
Envois
"par avion"
mien" tronves
lea
parmi lea
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Envois "par
correspondences
inscrites aux
aux coeocorrespondances inscrites
(Nombre) ..
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lonnes 31, 65. 99 et 131 (Nombre)

I
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international
Service international
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r
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.........................
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"par
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les
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....................
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-
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IV.

Expedition |I Transit
Transit
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Cheques et virements
Cheques
postaux:
virements postauz:
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—
-
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recommandees
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recommandees
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les
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et
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148
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V.

RESULTAT
FINANCIER
RtSULTAT FINANCIER
.
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CoTonne

'Maas
-

,
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Recettes.
Recettes.

Frames

Depenses.
Ddpenses

timbres-pos156 Produit
Produit 'de
'de Is
a vents
vente des timbres-poste et
mitres formules
formules d'affranto
et autres
d'affranalinement ...................
chissement
157
157

Recettes
effectuees en numrraire
numeraire (v
(y
Becettes effectu6es
eompris
b affranehirl
compels lea
lee machines I
affranchirl_____

158
158

Taxes perques
transport des
Taxes
pergnes pour
pour le transport
voyageurs
surpoids de
voyageurs et
et pour
pour surpoids
de habagages
recettes diverses.
diverges. _
gages at
et autres
autres rcettes

159
159

Bonifications
reques des AdministraBonifigations recess
tions
etrangeres ................
tions etrangers

160 Total des
des recettes
reeettes................
160

Fose
Fr-s

aIloan|

Csionno

.--_-

161 rraitements
161
raitements et
emoluments:
et emoluments:
a)
des fonetionnaires
fonctionnaires et
et employd
employes
a) des
b)
des
facteurs
antics agent!
agents
et autres
b) des facteurs et
ublternes ................
Mibalternes
162 &chat
162
chat et
at entretien
entretien des bitiments
bitiments et
du materiel
des postes,
feats de
de lopostes, frais
du
matdriel des
cation, de
de chauffage
chauffage at
d'eclai
et d'eclairacation,
ge,
fournitures
do
bureau
et
ge, fournitures do bureau et au
ties menus
menus frais
frais .............
tres

163
i ferFeats de
transport par leI
let voies
voies
de transport
263
Frais
Tees, pav6es,
payees, macadamiades,
macadamisees, marim
rees,
times,
fluviales
et
seriennes
(y
et
arriennes
fluviales
times,
oompris
les frais
de construction
construct
frais de
oompris lea
at d'entretien
d'entretien des voitures
voitures Ipuset
tales kinsi
ainsi qua
les subventions
subventions aux
que les
tales
entrepreneurs
de relais
poste)
relais de pos
entrepreneurs de

—

164

Indemnites pour perte et avi
avarie
Indemnitee
d
'envois postaux
postaux
........
d 'envoi

165

ubventions aux
aux compagnies
de nacompagnies de
Subventions
vigation
vigation ....................

_

166
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unifications payees
Adminispay6es aux Admi
Bonificetions
trations etrangeres
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---

167
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diverse,
Autros

168

otal des
des depenses
dpenes ............
Total

169
—
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otal des
des recettes
recettes ...........
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.....

--
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169 Excedent
xe6clent des
recettes ...........
180
des -eettes
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Excddent
Excedent des dpense..........
depenses

1
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Ratification and
apand approval
by Postmaster
p
c eneral.b
General.

Ratification

Ante, p.
Anc,
p. 2053.
2053.

Approval by
Approval
President.
President.

the
the
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Having
examined and
provisions of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
Having examined
and considered
considered the
the provisions
Regulations,
Aires on
on the
day of
May, 1939,
1939,
the 23rd
23rd day
of May,
Buenos Aires
signed at
at Buenos
Regulations, signed
relative
to the
Postal Convention
Convention of
of Buenos
Buenos Aires,
signed
Aires, signed
the Universal
Universal Postal
relative to
the same
day; the
the same
same are
are by
by
vested by
the powers vested
by me, by virtue
virtue of the
the
same day;
law
Postmaster General,
General, hereby
hereby ratified and approved, by and
the Postmaster
law in the
with
consent of the President
President of the
the United States
with the
the advice
advice and consent
of America.
America, the
applicable to the United States of America,
This ratification
ratification is applicable
United States of America
America mentioned
mentioned in
insular possessions of the United
Panama Canal
Article 8
8 (1°), and to Samoa and the Panama
Canal Zone.
Office DepartIn witness whereof, IIhave caused the seal of the Post Office
ment of the United States of America
America to be hereunto affixed this 12th
day of January, 1940.
J
AMES A
A FARLEY
[SEAL]
JAMES
FARLEY
[SEAL]
Postmaster
Postmaster General.
General.
I
hereby approve
approve the
above-mentioned Regulations,
and in testitestiRegulations, and
the above-mentioned
I hereby
America to
United States of America
mony thereof have caused the seal of the United
be hereto affixed.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
[SEAL]
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
[SEAL]
By the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State
Washington January
January 25, 1940.
Washington
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CONCERNING
CONCER- PROVISIONS
DISPOSITIONS
PROVISIONS CONCERNING
DISPOSITIONS CONCERT
H Ii
TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION
NANT LE
LE TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT DE
THE
NANT
OF
LETTRES
REGULAR MAILS BY
OF REGULAR
LA
POSTE AUX LETTRES
LA POSTE
PAR VOIE
VOTE AERIENNE.
AERIENNE.
AIR
AIR
PAR

CHAPITRE I.
GIfNNERALES.
DISPOSITIONS
DISPOSITIONS GENERALES.
ARTICLE
PREMIER.
ARTICLE PREMIER.

I
CHAPTER I
GENERAL PROVISIONS
PROVISIONS
GENERAL
ARTICLE I
I
ARTICLE

correspondence admitted
admitted
Articles of correspondence
Objets de
de correspondance
correspondance admis Articles
Objets
to aerial
aerial transportation
transportation
to
au
transport a6rien.
aerien.
au transport
Articles admitted.
admitted.
Articles
1. There
There are
are admitted
admitted to aerial
1. Sont admis
transport
1.
au transport
admis au
1.-Sont
transportation, over
over all or part of
aerien,
tout ou
partie du
du par- transportation,
ou partie
sur tout
a6rien, sur
the route,
all the
articles desigthe articles
route, all
d6sign6s aA, the
cours,
tous les
objets design&
les objets
cours, tous
Ante,
2064.
p. 2064.
Ante, p.
nated in
in Article
Article 33
33 of the Convenainsi nated
Particle
33 de
Convention ainsi
la Convention
de la
l'article 33
orders,
tion,
as
well
as
money
colmoney
as
que
les mandats
mandats de
de poste, les tion, as well
que les
lection orders,
orders, and
subscriptions
and subscriptions
valeurs a
recouvrer et les abon- lection
a recouvrer
valeurs
by mail.
mail. Such
articles take, in
Such articles
nements-poste.
pren- by
Ces envois prennements-poste. Ces
case, the
the name
name of air-mail
air-mail
that case,
ce cas, la denomination
nent, dans
denomination that
dans ce
nent,
correspondence.
de "Correspondances-avion".
correspondence.
"Correspondances-avion".
de
Registration, etc.
etc.
Registration,
2. The
mentioned in
articles mentioned
The articles
2.
2.—Les
mentionnes a
objets mentionn6s
2.-Les objets
Article 33
33 of
of the
the Convention
Convention may
Convention peuParticle 33
peu- Article
33 de la Convention
l'article
be submitted
submitted to
to the
formality of
of
the formality
vent
etre soumis
soumis A
A, la
la formalite
formalite de be
vent etre
registration and
be sent
sent C. 0.
O. D.
and be
la
groves de registration
recommandation et greves
la recommandation
remboursement.
remboursement.
Insured letters
letters and
and
Insured
3.
Insured letters
boxes boxes.
and boxes
letters and
boxes.
3. Insured
3.—Les
lettres et
bones
et les bottes
3.-Les lettres
air
by
may
also
be
transported
air
avec
valeur d6claree
declaree peuvent etre may also be transported
avec valeur
in relations
relations between
between countries
egalement
transportees par
par la voie in
egalement transportees
which agree
agree to exchange
exchange articles
de
Pair dans
dans les
relations entre which
les relations
de l'air
route.
of
that
kind
by
that
that
by
kind
pays
qui
admettent
d'echanger
that
of
d'echanger
admettent
pays qui
des objets
Pespece par cette
de l'espece
objets de
des
voie.
Marking.
Marking.
4. Air-mail
articles shall be
Air-mail articles
4.
avion
4.—Les correspondances
correspondances --anion
4.-Les
marked very
very clearly
clearly on the front
front
la mention marked
doivent porter
porter an
au recto la
doivent
a
Avion" or a
with the
the words
"Par Avion"
words "Par
une with
avion" ou
tres
apparente "Par
"Par anion"
on une
tres apparente
language
in the language
indication in
similar indication
mention
langue similar
analogue dans la langue
mention analopue
of
the country
origin.
country of origin.
of the
du
d'origine.
pays d'oritgne.
du pays
ARTICLE 2.
2.
ARTICLE

2
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 2

Liberte
de transit.
Liberte de

transit
Liberty
Liberty of transit

La
prev-ue a
de transit prevue
libert6 de
La liberte
Particle 26
de la
Convention est
la Convention
26 de
l'article
garantie
aux
correspondancesaux correspondancesgarantie
avion dans
le territoire
territoire entier
entier de
dans le
avion
l'Union,
les Administrations
Administrations
que les
l'Union, que
intermediaires
prennent part ou
interm6diaires prennent
non au
reacheminement des corresau reacherainement
non
pond ances.
pondances.

The liberty
of transit
provided
transit provided
liberty of
The
for
in Article
26 of
of the
the ConvenConvenArticle 26
for in
tion
guaranteed to air-mail coris guaranteed
tion is
respondence throughout
throughout the entire
respondence
territory
of the
the Union,
Union, whether
whether or
territory of
not
Administraintermediate Administrathe intermediate
not the
tions take
part in
in the
forwarding
the forwarding
take part
tions
of
the correspondence.
correspondence.
of the

ARTICLE 3.
3.
ARTICLE

Liberty of
of transit.
transit.
Liberty
2061.
p. 2061.
Ante, p.

ARTICLE 3
3

correspondence
air-mailcorrespondence
of air-mail
Dispatch of
correspon- Dispatch
Acheminement
des
corresponAcheminement des
dances-avion.
dances-avion.

Dispatch of
air-mal
of airmail
Dispatch

correspondence.
1. Administrations
which make
make correspondene.
Administrations which
1.
1.—Les
Administrations qui se
1.-Les Administrations
use
of
aerial
communications
for
for
communications
aerial
of
use
aeservent
des
communications
communications
servent des
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[54 STAT.
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riennes
transport de
de leurs
leurs the transportation
riennes pour
pour le
le transport
transportation of their own
own
propres
correspondances
sont correspondence
propres correspondances
sont
correspondence are
bound to
to forforare bound
tenues
d'acheminer, par ces memes
memes ward by those same routes the
tenues d'acheminer,
communications, les corresponcommunications,
correspon- air-mail
air-mail correspondence
correspondence received
received
dances-avion qui leur parviennent
parvielan.ent by them from
from other AdministraAdministraAdministrations.
des autres Administrations.
tions.
Administrations
2.—Les
Administrations qui ne
2.-Les
Administrations
ne
2. Administrations
Administrations having no
having no air service.
having
service.
disposent
d'un service
service aerien
disposent pas
pas d'un
a6rien air service forward
forward air-mail
air-mail coracheminent
correspondences- respondence
acheminent les correspondancesrespondence by the most rapid
rapid
phis rapides routes utilized
avion par les voies les plus
utilized by the mails.
utilisees
utilis6es par la poste.
poste.
I en est de memo
II
mgme si, pour une
for any
any
The same
same applies if, for
raison quelconque,
Pacherainement reason,
quelconque, l'acheminement
reason, dispatch by such
such other
other
par ces autres voies
voies offre des means
means offers advantages
advantages over an
avantages sur une voie aerienne
aerienne existing
avantages
air route.
existing air
route.
cudstante.
existante.
Routing.
3.—Le
tern
3.-Le cas echeant,
ech6ant, il est tenu
3. If
arises, account
3.
If occasion
occasion arises,
account
compte des indications de vole
taken of the indications of
voie is taken
of
d'acheminement portees sur
d'acheminement
sur les routing
routing placed
placed on air-mail articles
articles
correspondances-avion par
par les ex- by
correspondances-avion
senders, provided
provided that the
by the
the senders,
pediteurs, sous reserve que
quo la vole
pediteurs,
voie routing asked for is normally
normally
demand&
Boit normalement
normalement uti- utilized for the
demand6e soit
transportation of
the transportation
of
Rade
pour les transports
lisee pour
transports postaux
postaux mails on the stretch concerned,
concerned,
sur le .
parcours interesse
intress6 et que and that dispatch by such route
l'achemznement
Pachemsnement par
par ceffe
cette voie n'enn'en- does not result in considerable
considerable
tratne
&One pas
line perte de temps con- delay
pas une
delay in the arrival of the articles
sideable dams
siderable
l'arrivee 4
dans l'arrivee
d destination
destination at destination.
de l'envoi.
4.—Les
4.-Les depeches-avion
depAches-avion closes
closes
4. Closed air-mail
air-mail dispatches
dispatches
doivent etre
etre acheminees
acheminees par la voie
voie shall be sent by the route redomande° par l'Administration
demand6e
l'Administration du
du quested by
Administration of
by the Administration
of
quo the country of origin, provided
pays d'origme,
d'origine, sous
sous reserve
reserve que
provided
cette voie soit utilisee par l'Adl'Ad- that such route is utilized
utilized by the
ministration du pays de transit
transit Administration
transit
Administration of the transit
transmission de ses propres country for the transmission of
pour la
la transmission
of
depeches.
depeches.
its own dispatches.
Aorddents.
Acoodent.
5.—Lorsque, par suite
5.-Lorsque,
suite d'un acciWhen, as the result
result of
acci5. When,
of an
dent
dent survenu en cours
cours de route,
route, un
un accident
accident occurring
occurring en route,
route, aa
poursuivre son
continue its
avion no
ne peut poursuivre
son plane can not
not continue
its trip
voyage
is courrier
ccrarrier aux
the mail
mail at
at the
voyage et
et livrer
livrer /e
aux and deliver the
the stops
stops
escales prevues,
prevues, le personnel
du scheduled,
personnel du
scheduled, the personnel
personnel on board
liord
au shall
shall deliver
the dispatches
to the
the
bord doit remettre les depeches
depAches au
deliver the
dispatches to
bureau de poste le plus
proche du post office nearest to the place of
plus proche
of
lieu de l'accident
l'accident ou
qualifie the accident
ou le plus qualifie
accident or best qualified to
reacheminement du
pour le reacheminement
du cour- reforward
That office,
reforward the mails.
mails. That
office,
ner. Ce bureau,
bureau, apres constataconstata- after determining
tier.
determining the condition
condition
tion de Petat
eventuellement, of the damaged
l'6tat et, 6ventuellement,
damaged correspondence
correspondence
la remise
ta
remise en
en etat des
des corresponcorrespon- and repairing
repairing it
it if
if necessary, forforendommagees, dirige
dingo les
dances endommagees,
les wards the dispatches to the offices
offices
depeches sur
bureaux destined6peches
sur les
les bureaux
destina- of destination
destination by the most rapid
taires
twos par les voies les plus rapides.
rapides. routes.
6.—Les
circonstances de
6.-Les circonstances
acde Paccil'acci- 6. The circumstances
circumstances of the acdent et les constatations
constatations faites
faites cident
cident and the facts determined
determined
signalees par bulletin de
sont signalees
de veriveri- are reported
reported by bulletin
bulletin of verifiverifidestinataires cation
fication aux bureaux destinataires
cation to the offices
offices of destination
destination
des dep6ches
accidentees; une copie of the dispatches
dispatches involved;
involved; a
acopy
copy
depeches accidentees;
du bulletin
buletin est adressee
adressee au bureau of the bulletin
bulletin is addressed
addressed to the
dispatches.
d'origine des depeches.
depeches.
office of origin of
of the dispatches.

54
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4.
ARTICLE 4.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 4
4

transportation over part
part of
Aerial transportation
Acheminement par
par la
la voie
aerienne Aerial
voie a6rienne
Acheminement
the route only
sur une
seulement du
partie seulement
une partie
sur
parcours.
parcours.
1.—A
d'ordre
moins de difficultes d'ordre
1.-A moms

pratique, l'expediteur
expediteur peut depratique,
mander
que sa
sa correspondance
correspondance soit
mander que
expedite
la voie
voie aerienne
adrienne sur
par la
exp6diee par
du parcours.
une
partie seulement
parcours.
seulement du
une partie
2.—Lorsqu'il
de cette fause de
2.-Lorsqu'il use
porter sur
mite, l'expediteur
l'expediteur doit porter
culte,
sa c,orrespondance
correspondance l'annotation, en
sa
et en
langue
d'origine et
pays d'origine
du pays
langue du
langue
frangaise: "Par
"Par avion de
langue frangaise:
a. ------ "
A la fin de
". A
A
.-aerienne, les
la transmission
lee etiditransmission aerienne,
la
queues
"Par avion"
avion" mentionnees
mentionnees
quettes "Par
d
ainsi que
quo les
lee
ci-apres ainsi
24 ci-apres
l'article 24
d Particle
6tre
annotations speciales
speciales doivent etre
annotations
biffees
d'office par deux forts traits
biffees d'office
tranaversaux.
transversaux.
ARTICLE 5.
5.
ARTICLE

difficulties
Unless practical
practical difficulties
1. Unless

transportaAerial tranportation
over
par of rote
route
A over
l
rpart
tion

therefrom, the sender
would result
sender only.
only.
result therefrom,
would
may request
that his
correspondhis correspondrequest that
may

ence be dispatched by air over
over
ence
a part of the route.
only a
When he exercises this op2. When
tion,
sender shall indicate
indicate on
tion, the sender
his
correspondence in the lanhis correspondence
guage
of the country of origin
guage of
and in
French: "Par
"Par avion de
in French:
and
air
air mail
(By -..
"" (By
a .4----from ----- to _-----).
). At the
from
transmission, the
end of the aerial transmission,
"Par
Avion" labels mentioned in
"Par Avion"
hereafter, as well as the
24 hereafter,
Article 24
special annotations,
annotations, shall be offispecial
cially crossed
crossed out by, means
means of
cially
two
transverse lines.
two heavy transverse

Post, p. 2248.
2248.
Pot,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 5
5

Rates and
conditions for
general conditions
and general
generales d'ad- Rates
Taxes et conditions generales
correspondadmission
of
air-mail
cbrrespondair-mail
of
admission
mission
des
correspondancescorrespondancesmission
ence
avion.
1. Air-mail
Air-mail articles are liable,
1.—Les
correspondances-avion,
correspondances-avion 1.
1.-Les
addition to
the regular
postage
regular postage
to the
in addition
acquittent, en sus des taxes postales in
special surcharge
surcharge for
to aa special
rates, to
reglementaires, une surtaxe spe- rates,
reglementaires,
aerial transportation,
transportation, the amount
amount
il ap- aerial
ciale
transport aerien doit U
ciale de transport
of which
be fixed by the
shall be
which shall
partient
l'Administration du pays of
partient a, l'Administration
Administration of
of the
country of
of
the country
Administration
d'origine
'origine de fixer le montant.
origin.
origin.
surcharge is also due
aerial surcharge
The aerial
due The
La
aerienne est due
surtaxe aerienne
La surtaxe
for
air-mail
articles
articles which are
air-mail
for
eg(gement pour
correspondancesles correspondancespour lee
egalement
in accordaccordcharges in
all charges
from all
exempt from
amon
sont exemptes de toutes exempt
avion qui sont
ance
with
Article
49,
Section
2, of
2,
Section
49,
Article
with
ance
de
dispositions
les dispositions
d'apres lee
taxes d'apres
Convention.
the Convention.
Particle
Convention. the
§ 2, de la Convention.
'artile 49, §
2. In
considered as
relations considered
In relations
2.
2.—Dana les
lea relations consi2.-Dans
services (Article
(Article 14,
ordinary services
derees
comme services ordinaires ordinary
der6es comme
that surSection
8,
hereafter),
hereafter),
8,
Section
(article
14,
§
ci-apres),
cette
ci-apres),
8,
§
(article 14,
charge shall
shall not
exceed 15 cennot exceed
15 charge
surtaxe ne
no doit pas d6passer
depasser 15
surtaxe
per 20
grams and
1000
per 1000
and per
20 grams
times per
centimes
grammes et par times
20 grammes
par 20
centimes par
for
kilometers
of
the
air
route;
route;
air
the
of
kilometers
1000 kilometres
kilometres de parcours aerien;
aerien;
1000
cards and
and money
money orders, it
it
post cards
pour
lea cartes
cartes postales
man-. post
et les manpostales et
pour les
article
is
15
centimes
at
most
per
per
most
at
centimes
15
is
data de
eat de 15 cenelle est
poste, elle
de poste,
dats
per 1000
1000 kilometers
of the
kilometers of
and per
times au
au maximum
maximum par
par objet
par and
et par
objet et
times
air
route.
air
a6rien.
kilometres de parcours aerien.
1000 kilometres
Uniform
surcharges shall be
Uniform surcharges
uniformes doivent
Des
doivent
Des surtaxes uniforme,s
the territory
fixed
for
territory of one
all
for
fixed
territoire
etre
fixees
pour
tout
tenitoire
le
etre fixees
of destination,
destination, regardless
regardless
country of
d'Im
quo country
d'un pays de destination, quel que
of
the
route
used.
route
the
of
utilise.
soit
l'a,cherainement
soit l'acheminement
In relations
between countries
countries
relations between
In
Dana lea
les pays
relations entre lea
les relations
Dans
of
Europe,
the
surcharge
amounts
amounts
surcharge
the
Europe,
of
d'Europe,
la
surtaxe
s'eleve
au
s'le6ve
surtaxe
d'Europe, la

Aerial
urhare.
Aerial surcharge.

And, p. 2074.
Ante,
Ordinary
ervi
Ordinary service&
2241.
Pod, p.
P. 2241.
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Extraordinary servExtraordinary
ices.

Articles other than
Articles
letters, etc.

Optional collection.
collection.

Prepayment.

p.

Ante.
2073.
Ante, p. 2073.

maximum A
a 15 centimes
centimes par 20
maximum
grammes,
quelle que soit la disgrammes, quell°
tance.
3.—Les surtaxes
surtaxes des corresponcorrespon3.-Les
dances-avion
transportees par les
dances-avion transportees
services extraordinaires
(arecle 14,
extraordinaires (article
services
fix6es compte
ci-apres) sont fixees
9, ci-apres)
§§ 9,
extraordinaires que
frais extraordinaires
des frais
tenu des
Putilisation
services occaoccal'utilisation de ces services
sionne.
4.—Pour
autres que
4.-Pour les objets autres
les
lettres, cartes
cartes postales, mandats
les lettres,
de
a recouvrer, les
poste et valeurs a
de poste
surtaxes pergues
application
par application
percues par
surtaxes
des
peuvent etre reduites
3 peuvent
2 et 3
des §§ 2
au minimum.
aa 1/5 an
ont la
5.—Les
la
Administrations out
5.-Les Administrations
faculte
no percevoir
aucune s
ursurpercevoir aucune
facult6 de ne
aerien, sous
transport a6rien,
de transport
taxe de
a donner
dormer au
d'information a
reserve d'information
pays de
destination et d'un accord
de destination
pays
prealable avec les pays de transit.
pr6alable

6.-Les surtaxes
surtaxes doivent etre
6.—Les

at
at most
most to 15 centimes per 20
regardless of the distance.
grams regardless
surcharges for air-mail
air-mail
3. The surcharges
correspondence transported by excorrespondence
traordinary services
services (Article
(Article 14,
traordinary
9, hereafter) are fixed to
Section 9,
take
account of the extraordinary
extraordinary
take account
expenses
expenses to which the use of those

services
gives rise.
rise.
services gives
4.
articles other than let4. For articles
money orders
post cards, money
ters, post
and collection
collection orders, the
the surand
collected by application
application
charges collected
may be reof Sections 22 and 33 may
a minimum
duced
duced to a
minimum of .
5. Administrations have
have the
option of not collecting
collecting any surtransportation,
charge for aerial transportation,
on condition
give incondition that they give
formation
country of
formation to the country
destination and that a
previous
a previous
destination
agreement
agreement has been made with
the transit countries.
the
surcharges shall be pre6. The surcharges
paid
paid at the time of mailing.
7. The surcharge
surcharge for a
a reply
reply
post
separately
ost card is collected separately
half at the place of mailfor each half
ing of each
each of those halves.
halves.

acquittees au depart.
depart.
acquittees
7.—La
surtaxe d'une carte pos7.-La surtax°
pergue
tale avec reponse payee est pergue
pour
chaque partie
partie separement,
separement, au
an
pour chaque
point de
depart de chacune
chacune de ces
de depart
point
parties.
8.
correspondence is
8. Air-mail correspondence
8.—Les
correspondances-avion
8.-Les correspondances-avion
sont
affranchies dans les conditions
conditions prepaid
prepaid under the conditions fixed
sont affranchies
pr6vues
l'article 47 de la Con- by Article 47 of the Convention.
Convention.
prevues par Particle
regardless of the nature
vention. Toutefois,
egard However,
However, regardless
et sans 6gard
Toutefois, et
vention.
correspondence, the preala
correspondances, of such correspondence,
de ces
ces correspondances,
A
la nature
nature de
l'affranchissement
payment may be represented
represented by
Atre repre- payment
peut etre
l'affranchissement peut
figures,
sente
sente par une mention manuscrite, aahandwritten notation, in figures,
expressed in
collected, expressed
the sum collected,
en
la somme
sorrune pergue, of the
de la
chiffres, de
en chiffres,
money of the country of origin,
exprimee
pays money
en monnaie
monnaie du pays
exprimee en
in the following form:
d'origine sous la forme:
"Taxe perpue
pergue (postage
collectuTaxe penile:
Fr. c.,
c.*
(postage collect"Taxe
«Taxe
perdue: Fr.
ed): Fr.
Fr. c. "
"
Cette
figurer
notation may appear
appear
That notation
Cette mention peut, soit figurer
dans
hand-stamp
ou sur une either in aa special hand-stamp
sp6ciale on
une griffe special°
dans une
impression or on aaspecial adhesive
figurine ou etiquette speciale,
special°, soit impression
finally, it
it may
stamp or label, or, finally,
encore etre simplement
portee, stamp
simplement portee,
simply indicated
indicated on the address
par un procede quelconque,
quelconque, du be
be simply
process
cote
suscription de Pobjet.
l'objet. side
side of the article by any process
c6te de la suscription
doit whatever.
Darts
mention doit
Dans tons
tous les cas, la mention
whatever. In all cases, the notaetre
shall be supported
supported by the
A date du tion shall
6tre appuyee du timbre a
bureau d'origine.
date stamp of the office of origin.
bureau
ARTICLE
ARTICLE

Unprepoid
Unprepaid alr-mafl
air-mail
coneepondenee.
cn-pondenoe.

[54 STAT.

6.
6.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 66 -

Correspondances-avion n
it o
Unpreyaid or insufetly
insufficiently preo nn Unprepaid
Correspondances-avion
paul
air-mail correspondence
corrspodence
insuffisamment
affranchies
on insuffisamment
affranchies ou
pa ai-mail
affranchies,
affranchies.
1.
In case
case of
of total lack of pre1. In
1.—En cas d'absence
d'absence totale d'af1.-En
payment, air-mail
air-mail correspondence
correspondence
franchissement, les
lee
corresponcorrespon- payment,
franchissement,

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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accordance with the
dances-avion
confor- is
is treated in accordance
traitees conforsont traitees
dances-avion sont
Ante, p.
p. 2068.
2088.
of Ate,
Articles 35 and 36 of
mement aux
aux dispositions
dispositions des arti- provisions
provisions of Articles
mement
Convention. Les the Convention. Articles
des 35
Articles whose
35 et 36 de la Convention.
cles
prepayment at the time of mailobj
eta dont
dont l'affranchissement
Paffranchlssement pos- prepayment
objets
tal
n'est pas
pas .obligatoire
obligatoire au
an depart
obligatory are sent by
depart mg
ing is not obligatory
tal n'est
means.
sont
transnus
voles
ordithe
ordinary
means.
voies
ordinary
les
par
sont transmis
naves.
naires.
Insufficient prepay
prepayInufflcient
insufficient pre- ment.
2.
In case
case of insufficient
2. In
d'insuffisance d'afcas d'insuffisance
2.-En cas
ment.
correspondence
franchissem
. ent,
les corresponcorrespon- payment,
payment, air-mail correspondence
franchissement,
dances-avion
transmises par is sent by the air route when the
sont transmises
dances-avion sont
la
Pair lorsque les taxes postage
postage paid represents at least
voie de l'air
la voie
acqintt6es
representent
moms
amount of the aerial surmoins
au
the
representent
acquittees
of
aerienne. charge.
le
montantde
charge. The Administrations
Administrations of
de la surtaxe aerienne.
le montant
Les Administrations
d'origine ont
ont origin have the option of sending
Administrations d'origine
Les
la faculte
faculte de
de transmettre
such correspondence
correspondence by the air
air
transmettre ces cor- such
la
respondances par
Pair route
route when the postage
postage paid reprela voie de l'air
par la
respondances
lorsque les
les taxes
taxes acquittees
repr6- sents
sents at least 25 percent of the
acquittees repr6lorsque
surcharge.
sentent 25%
25% au
montant amount of the aerial
aerial surcharge.
moins du montant
au moins
sentent
aerienne.
surtaxe aerienne.
de la surtaxes
Ante, p. 2068.
Les dispositions
dispositions de
The
provisions of Article
Article 36 of Atep.2068
36
The provisions
l'article 36
de Particle
Les
de
la Convention
Convention sont
applicables the Convention are applicable
applicable in
sont applicables
de la
en
la perception
collection of charges
perception regard to the collection
concerne la
qui concerne
ce qui
en ce
des
taxes non
non acquittees
depart, not paid at the time of mailing.
acquittees au depart.
des taxes
Transmission by orTdinanSomnbyor
articles not bearing at dinary
.—Lors de
de la
transmission par
3.
When articles
3. When
par
means.
la transmission
3.-Lors
suraerial
the
of
percent
vole
ordinaire
des
envois
ne
least
25
percent
aerial
porleast
ne
envois
voie ordinaire des
tant pas
25% au
au moms
charge are sent by the ordinary
ordinary
de la sur- charge
moins de
pas 25%
tant
tare
aerienne,
le
bureau
de
depot
the office of mailing or the
means,
dep6t
de
bureau
le
taxe aerienne,
exchange office shall strike out
on
le bureau
d'echange doit
biffer exchange
doit biffer
bureau d'echange
ou le
air
annotations relative
toute
annotation
relative
annotations
relative to the .air
all
transau
relative
toute annotation
port aerien
aerien et
et indiquer
brievement transportation,
transportation, and indicate briefbriefindiquer brievement
port
les motifs
motifs de
la transmission
transmission par ly the reason for transmission
transmission by
de la
les
voie
ordinaire.
the
ordinary
means.
the
voie ordinaire.
ARTICLE 7.
7.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 77
ARTICLE

correspondence
Distribution des
des correspondancescorrespondances- Delivery of air-mail
air-mail correspondence
Distribution
avion.
1.—Les
correspondances-avion
1.
correspondence!, is
Air-mail correspondence
1. Air-mail
1.-Les correspondances-avion
delivered as rapidly
sent distribuees
rapidly as possible,
les meilleures delivered
dans les
distributes dans
sent
conditions
de rapidite
rapidite possibles
least be included
included in
in
et and shall at least
possibles et
conditions de
doivent
au moms
etre comprises
delivery following .its
comprises the first delivery
moins Atre
doivent au
dans
arrival at the office of destination.
destination.
qui arrival
distribution qui
premiere distribution
la premiere
dans is
suit
leur arrive()
bureau de
au bureau
arrivie au
suit leur
distribution.
distribution.
option of
2.—Les
is facul2. Senders have
have the option
of
ont la
expediteurs out
2.-Les expediteurs
te
de demander
la remise
requesting delivery
delivery at the addressaddre1.
3sdomi- requesting
remise aa. domidemander la
t6 de
cile
porteur special
special immOresidence by special carrier
carrier
ee's residence
imme- eel's
par porteur
cile par
diatement apres
en acimmediately after
after arrival, by payac- immediately
l'arrivee, en
apres Parrivee,
diatement
quittant la
taxe speciale
speciale d'expres ing the special-delivery
special-delivery fee
fee proprola taxe
quittant
prevue par
l'article 45
is vided for by Article 45 of the
de la
45 de
par l'article
prevue
option exists
n'-- Convention.
Convention.
faculte n'
Convention. That
That option
exists
Cette facult6
Convention. Cette
between
relations
in
only
existe
les relations entre
between councoindans les
que dans
existe que
pays
qui ont
ont organise
le service
or.gan7ed the
the
service tries which have organized
organise le
qui
paysenvois
des
expres
dans
leurs
relaspecial-delivery
service
in their
special-delivery
des envois expres dans leurs relareciprocal relations.
reciproques.
tions
tions
3.—Lorsque
reciproques.
le reglement du reciprocal
3. When
Whenrelations.
the
regulations of
the
of the
the regulations
3.
3.-Lorsque le reglement du
it,
permit
pays de
destination le
country of destination
it,
les country
permet, les
le permet,
de destination
pays
office
the
ask
addressees
destinataires
peuvent
demander
addressees
may
ask
the
office
destinataires peuvent demander
an bureau
bureau chargé
de la
delivery to have
charged with the delivery
distribu- charged
la distribucharge de
au
arriving
correspondence
tion
quo
les
correspondances-avion
air-mail
correspondence
arriving
tion que les correspondances-avion

Delivery.

Special-carrier servSpecial-crrier
ice.
ice.

Ante, p. 2071.
2071.
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Delivery
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parvenant a
a leur adresse
adresse leur
parvenant
arrivee.
soient remises des leur arrivee.
Administrations
ce cas,
cas, les
les Administrations
Dans cc
destinataires sont autorisees
autorisees a
destinataires
percevoir, au moment
moment de
de la
la distridistripercevoir,
bution, un droit special qui ne
pourra
etre superieur
la taxe
taxe
pourra etre
sup6rieur a
A la
d'expres
l'article 45 de
d'expres prevue par Particle
la Convention.
4.—Moyennant
remuneration
4.-Moyennant remuneration
supplementaire, les
supplementaire,
les Administrations peuvent,
peuvent, apres
apres entente,
entente, proceder A
ala remise A
adomicile
domicile par des
ceder
par
moyens speciaux,
speciaux, notamment
notamment par
utilisation des tubes pneumatiques.
utilisation
pneumatiques.

addressed to them
them delivered
delivered to
to
addressed
upon arrival. In that case,
them upon
the Administrations
Administrations of destinaauthorized to collect, at
tion are authorized
special fee
fee
the time of delivery, a
a special
which may not be higher than the
special-delivery fee provided for
special-delivery
by Article 45 of the Convention.

ARTICLE
8.
ARTICLE 8.

ARTICLE 8
8
ARTICLE

additional compensation,
4. For additional
compensation,
Administrations may, after agreeagreeAdministrations
undertake delivery
delivery at the
ment, undertake
residence of the
the addressee
by
residence
addressee by
special means; for example,
example, by
the use of pneumatic
pneumatic tubes.

Reexpedition et
renvoi des cormreturn of air-mail
air-mail
Reexpedition
et renvoi
corre- Redirection
Redirection and return
spondances-avion.
correspondence
correspondence
spondances-avion.
Redirection and
reRedirection
and re
turn of
of air-mail
air-mail correcorreturn
spondence.
spondence.

Undeliverable
Undeliverable
respondence.

1.-Les correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion
1.—Les
adressees a,
destinataires ayant
adressees
a des destinataires
ayant
change de residence
reexresidence sont r6expediees
destinatapediees sur
sur la
la nouvelle
nouvelle destinatation par les moyens de transport
transport
ordinaires, A
a. moins
moms que le destinadestinetaire n'ait demande
demande expressement
expressement
reexpedition par la voie adrienne
la reexpedition
aerienne
bureau
et n'ait paye d'avance
d'avance au bureau

correspondence ad1. Air-mail correspondence
persons who
dressed to persons
who have
have
changed
residence is forchanged their residence
warded
destination by
warded to the
the new destination
the ordinary means, unless the
addressee
expressly requested
requested
addressee has expressly
redirection
redirection by air mail and has
paid in advance, to the forwardforwarding office,
office, the aerial surcharge
surcharge for
for
corcor- reexpediteur
surtaxe aerienne
aerienne the new route. Undeliverable
reexpediteur la surtax°
Undeliverable
du nouveau
nouveau parcours.
Les cordu
parcours. Les
cor- correspondence
correspondence is returned to
respondances tombees
tombees en rebut
rebut origin by the ordinary means.
respondances
a, l'origine
sont renvoyees
renvoyees A
l'origine par la
la
vole ordinaire.
ordinaire.
voie
2.—Si
ran2.-Si la reexpedition
reexpedition ou le ren2. If redirection
redirection or return is
vol
ordinaires effected
ordinary means,
voi aalieu par les moyens ordinaires
effected by the ordinary
is poste, l'etiquette
Petiquette "Par avion"
avion" the Par
de la
Par avion
avion label and all notaat ton
to annotation
annotation se rapportant
rapportant tions relative to transmission by
et
toute
a
is voie the air route shall be crossed out
a is
la transmission par la
out
aerienne doivent etre
d'office officially
aerienne
6tre biffees
biffees d'office
officially by means
means of two heavy
heavy
au moyen de deux forts traits transverse
transverse lines.
lines.
transversaux.
CHAPITRE II.
II.
CHAPITRE

Postage rates, etc.

CHAPTER
CHAPTER II
II

ENVOIS
ENVOIS RECOMMANDES
RECOMMANDES OU
OU
AVEC VALEUR
VALEUR DECLARRE.
DPCLAREE.

REGISTERED
REGISTERED OR INSURED
ARTICLES
ARTICLES

ARTICLE 9.
9.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 99

Envois recommandds.
recommandes.

Registered articles
articles
Registered

Les
sont
Les envois
envois recommend&
recommandes sont
postales et consoumis aux taxes postales
ditions generales
generales d'admission prevues pax
Es separ is
la Convention. Ils
acquittent, en outre, les
lee memes
m&nes
aeriennes que
quo les
envois
surtaxes aeriennes
lee envois
ordinaires.
ordinaires.

Registered articles
articles are subject
subject
Registered
to
general
postage rates and general
to the postage
conditions for admission
admission provided
conditions
for by
by the
the Convention.
Convention. They
They
for
also liable to the same
same aerial
are also
ordinary articles.
surcharges as ordinary
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ARTICLE
10.
ARTICLE 10.

ARTICLE 10
10
ARTICLE

Avis
reception.
de reception.
Avis de

Return
Return receipt

Each Administration
is authorAdministration is
Chaque
auEach
Administration est auChaque Administration,
consider the weight of the
ized to consider
poids ized
torisee
tenir compte du poids
d tenir
torisee a
computing
form in computing
receipt form
rkcep- return
return receipt
de la
la formule
formule de
de I'avis
l'avis de recepde
the aerial
aerial surcharge.
surcharge.
la surtaxe
tion pour
pour le
le cal
cut de la
surtaxe the
calcul
tion
airienne.
arienne.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 11
ARTICLE 11.
11.
•
ARTICLE

Consideration of
onideration
weight.

of

Responsibility
Responsibility

Responsabilite.
Responsabilite.
Les
Administrations
assument
Les Administrations assument
a.A 1'egard
Pegard des envois recommand6s
recommandes
achemines par voie a6rienne
aerienne la
la
achemin6s
memo
responsabilite que pour les
meme responsabilit6
autres envois recommand6s.
recommandes.
autres

Administrations assume,
assume, in reAdministrations
gard
to registered
registered articles sent
sent
gard to
by
air route, the same rethe air
by the
sponsibility
as for
registered
for other registered
sponsibility as
articles.

ARTICLE 12.
ARTICLE

12
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 12

d6claree.
Envois
Envois avec valeur declaree.

Insured articles
articles
Insured
1.
Administrations
which acac1. Administrations which
cept
insured articles for transporcept insured
tation by
by air
mail are authorized
authorized
air mail
tation
to collect,
account of such
such
on account
collect, on
to
articles,
special insurance fee,
articles, aa special
the
which they are to
amount of which
the amount
fix.
fix.
The sum
of the
the ordinary
ordinary insum of
The
surance fee
fee and the special fee
surance
shall not
not exceed
double the limit
exceed double
shall
fixed
by Article
3, letter
(c),
letter (c),
Article 3,
fixed by
of the
concerning inAgreement concerning
the Agreement
of
sured letters
letters and
and boxes.
sured

Responsibility.
Responibi"t3'

s

SpeCial
feSpecial

insurance

Insuran

1.—Les Administrations
Administrations qui ad1.-Les
•
mettent
les envois
envois avec valeur
mettent les
a6rien sont
declaree an
au transport aerien
declar6e
autorisees &
A. percevoir
percevoir du chef de
autorisees
ces envois
un droit special d'asenvois un
ces
surance dont elles
elks fixent le
surance
montant.
montant.
Le
droit d'assurance
d'assurance
du droit
total du
Le total
ordinaire
ordinaire et du droit special ne
doit pas
d6passer le double de la
pas depasser
doit
l'article 3, lettre
limite
fixee par Particle
limite fix6e
concernant
c),
l'Arrangement concernant
de l'Arrangement
c), de
les lettres et les bottes avec valeur
valour
les
Responsibility prodeclaree.
declaree.
2.
articles passpass- visions.onsibility proAs for insured articles
2. As
2.—En
qui concerne
concerne les ence qui
2.-En ce
ing in transit in closed mails
vois
declaree qui ing in transit in closed
vois avec valeur declaree
through
territory of countries
through the territory
par
transitent en
en depeches
d6peches closes
transitent
not
adhering
aforesaid
to the aforesaid
adhering
not
non
le
territoire
pays
adherents
de
territoire
le
Agreement,
or passing
passing in
in transit
transit
or
Agreement,
les
a. l'Arrangement
l'Arrangement concernant
concernant
&
the
where
through
air
services
where
services
air
envois de
de l'espece
l'espece ou
transitent through
ou qui transitent
envois
accept
not
countries
concerned
do
accept
concerned
countries
pour
par
des
services
aenens
pour
par des services aeriens
responsibility,for
for insured
insured articles,
lesquels les
n'ac- responsibility
les pays en cause n'aclesquels
of those counthe
responsibility
responsibility
the
des
ceptent
pas
is
responsabilite
responsabilite
ceptent pas la
that provided
tries
is
limited
provided
to
limited
is
tries
s
valeurs,
la responsabilite
responsabilite de ces
valeurs, la
for
registered
articles.
articles.
registered
for
t
est
qui
celle
A
pays
est
a.
cellp
limitee
pays est
prevue
les envois
envois recompour les
pr6vue pour
mandes.
mandes.
CHAPITRE
III.
CHAPITRE III.

ATTRIBUTION
SURTAXES
DES SURTAXES
ATTRIBUTION DES
DE
FRAIS DE
AERIENNES. FRAIS
AERIENNES.
TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT..

III
CHAPTER
CHAPTER III

RETENTION
AERIAL SURSUROF AERIAL
RETENTION OF
CHARGES.
TRANSPORTATION
CHARGES. TRANSPORTATION

CHARGES
CHARGES

ARTICLE 13.
13.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 13

surtaxes.
Attribution
Attribution des surtaxes.

surcharges
Retention of surcharges

Each Administration
Administration retains
Each
Chaque
Administration garde
Chaque Administration
the
whole
of the
the aerial
surcharges
aerial surcharges
of
whole
the
en
enter les surtaxes aerienne
aeriennes
en entier
which
it has
has collected.
collected.
it
which
qu'elle
pergues.
a pergues.
qu'elle a

sorRetention of sr-

Retend"
ebarrf.

2240
2240

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

Aerial
transportaAerial
transportaion charges for closed
tion
closed
0 nails.
mails.
Ante,
p. 2088.
Ante, p.

ti

2088.

Intermediate
AdIntermediate Ad
In
inistrations; transministrations;
portation
charges.
p ortation charges.

Internal
Internal transportatransportation.
tion.

Uniform
rates.
Uniform rates.

Administration

to

which
charges aren
are
hich charges
w
payable.
ayable.
ps

Direct
settlements.
Direct settlements.
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ARTICLE 14.
14.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 14
ARTICLE
14

Praia
transport aerien
Frais de
de transport
a6rien des
des
depeches
dep6ches closes.

Aerial
transportation charges
charges for
Aerial transportation
closed mails
mails

1.-Les
dispositions de Particle
1'article
1.—Les dispositions
1. The provisions
provisions of Article 75
75
75 de la Convention,
Convention, concernant
concernant of the Convention concerning
concerning

les
s'appliquent transit charges
les frais de transit, ne s'appliquent
charges apply to air-mail
aux correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion .que correspondence
correspondence only for its transpour
territonaux mission
pour leurs parcours territoriaux
mission,sif any, by land or sea.
ou maritimes eventuels.
dventuels.
Les
transport aerien
adrien des
Les frais
frais de
de transport
des
The
transportation
The aerial transportation
correspond ances-avion expediees
correspondances-avion
exp6di6es charges
charges for air-mail articles sent
sent
en dep&ches
depeches closes
la in closed dispatches
closes sont
sont aa la
dispatches are collectible
collectible
l'Administration du
from the Administration
Administration of the
charge de l'Administration
du pays from
the
d'origine.
country of origin.
country
2-Chaque
Administration qui
2.—Chaque Administration
qui
2. Every
Every Administration
Administration which
assure le transport
transport des
des corresponcorrespon- assures the transportation
transportation of airdances-avion
aerienne mail correspondence
dances-avion par la voie
voie aerienne
correspondence by the air
air
comme Administration
Administration interme- route, as intermediate
intermediate AdminisAdminisdiaire
une tration,
diaire a
a droit, de ce
tration, is entitled, on that
that acce chef,
chef, aft une
bonification de frais de transport. count, to payment of transportabonification
transportaCes frais
Gee
calcules d'apres
frais sont calcules
charges. These
These charges
charges are
d'apres la tion charges.
longueur effective des lignes
longueur
lignes sur computed
computed in accordance
accordance with the
lesquelles la depeche
on les envois
lesquelles
depehe ou
envois actual length of the routes over
over
transportes. Si
Si l'avionfait
l'avion fait which the
ont ete transportes.
the dispatch
dispatch or the articles
escale d
4 plusieurs
plusieurs aeroports,
aeroports, la
escale
have been carried. If
la have
If the plane
bonification est
est due
due jusqu'd
bonification
jusqu'd I'aero- stops at several airports, the payport
oU le dichargement
dichargement a
port oz
a lieu.
ment is due as far as the airport
airport
where the unloading takes place.
place.
where
3.-Des frais
transport doidoi- 3. Transportation
3.—Des
frais de transport
must
Transportation charges must
vent etre
etre bonifies
bonifies egalement pour le also be paid for transportation
vent
transportation
Pinterieur du pays
transport dans l'int6rieur
within the country
country of destination.
destination.
pays within
de destination.
destination. Gee
Ces bonifications
bonifications These
These payments
payments must be uniform
doivent etre
etre uniformes pour tous
tous for all the routes traversed in the
les parcours effectu6s
effectues dans
dans le domestic service; they
they are comcomreseau interieur,•
interieur- elles
elles sont cal- puted in accordance
accordance with the
culees d'apres la distance
distance moyenne
moyenne average
average length of
of all the routes
de tous
tous les parcours effectues
effectues sur traversed
traversed in the domestic service
service
le reseau
reseau interieur
interieur et leur
the
leur impor- and
and their importance
importance for the
tance pour le trafic international.
tance
international. international
service.
international service.
4.—Les
transport aff&
affe4.-Les frais de transport
4. The transportation
transportation charges
charges
rents
meme parcours
rents aa un m6me
parcours aerien
aerien relative
relative to one and
and the same air
toutes les
sont uniformes
uniformes pour
pour toutes
les route are uniform for all AdminisAdminisAdministrations qui font emploi trations
trations using that service withde ce service sans participer
participer aux
aux out
operating
out participating
participating in the
the operating
frais d
'exploi t
ation.
d'exploitation.
costs.
5.—Sauf
exceptions pr6vues
5. With the exceptions
exceptions provided
provided
pr6vues
les exceptions
5.--Sauf les
aux §§ 6
6 et 77ci-apres,
ci-apres, les frais
frais de
de for in Sections 66 and 77 following,
following,
transport
transport aerien
aerien sont
sont payables
payables aa the aerial transportation
transportation charges
charges
I'Administration
l'Administration des postes du are
are payable
payable to the Postal Adminoh se trouve l'a6roport
Paeroport dans
pays oh
dans istration
istration of the country in which
which
lequel les depeches
d6epches out
ont ete
6et prises
prises the airport where the
dispatches
the dispatches
en charge par le service
service aerien.
aerien.
been taken in charge by the
have been
service is located.
located.
air service
6.—L'Aclministration qui
6.-L'Administration
qui remet
remet
An Administration
Administration which
which de6. An
ft
A une entreprise
entreprise de
de transport
transport livers
livers to an air-transport
air-transportenterprise
aerien des depeches
depeches destinees
destinees a
aemconveyance by
em- mails intended
intended for conveyance
prunter successivement
plusieuts several
prunter
successivement plusieurs
several separate air services
services in
services adriens
petit, si succession
aeriens distincts peut,
succession may,
may, if it has agreed
agreed
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elle est d'accord
d'accord avec les Adminis- with the intermediate
intermediate Administrations intermediaires,
trations
intermediaires, regler
regler didi- trations,
trations, settle directly
directly with that
rectement
entreprise les
les enterprise
rectement avec cette entreprise
enterprise for the transportation
transportation
la totalite
totalite charges
frais
frais de
de transport pour la
charges for the whole route. The
du
Administrations intermediate
du parcours. Les Administrations
intermediate Administrations,
Administrations, for
intermediaires
cote, le their part, have the right to reintermediaires ont, de leur c6t6,
droit
de demander
demander l'application
l'application quest the application pure and
droit de
pure
et simple
simple des
dispositions simple of the provisions
pure et
des dispositions
provisions of Section 5.
du
5.
du §
§ 5.
7.—Par derogation
7.-Par
derogation aux
aux stipulastipula- .7. By exception
exception to the protions des
reserve A
a. visions of Sections 55 and 6, every
est reserve
des §§
§§ 5
5 et 6,
6, est
every
tions
chaque Administration
dont de- Administration
chaque
Administration dont
Administration maintaining
maintaining an air
air
pond
un service
aerien le
de service reserves the right to collect
service aerien
le droit
droit de
pend un
collect
percevoir
directly from each Administration
percevoir directement
directement de
de chaque directly
Administration
Administration
utilizing that service
service the transce ser- utilizing
qui utilise ce
Administration qui
vice
les frais
transport afferents
afferents portation
portation charges for the whole
whole
frais de
de transport
vice les
la totalite
totalite du
du parcours.
parcours.
route.
aala
8.—Le
appliquer
8.
rate to be applied
applied
tarif de
de base
base a.A appliquer
8.-Le tarif
8. The basic rate
aux reglements
compte entre
entre in the settlement
aux
reglements de
de compte
settlement of accounts beles
du chef
des tween Administrations
chef des
Administrations for ordiles Administrations
Administrations du
transports aeriens
aeriens ordinaires
ordinaires (ser- nary aerial transportation
transports
transportation (ordivices ordinaires)
ordinaires) est
fix6, par kilokilo- nary services) is fixed, for each
each
vices
est fixe,
weight and for
for
gramme
gramme de poids brut et par
par kilogram
kilogram of gross weight
each kilometer, at 6
6 thousandths
kilometre, a
a. 6
6 milliemes
milliemes de
de franc
franc each
kilometre,
of a
franc at most. That rate is
au
maximum. Ce
Ce tarif
est appliappli- of
a franc
tarif est
au maximum.
proportionally to fractions
proportionnellement aux frac- applied proportionally
que proportionnellement
of a
kilogram.
tions
de kilogramme.
tions de
kilogramme.
a kilogram.
The dispatches
dispatches or articles carLes depeches
on correspondances
correspondance,s
d6peches ou
Les
domestic service
service of the
transportees dans
dans le
interne ried by the domestic
le service
service interne
transportees
meme countries
soumises au memo
countries are subject to the same
des pays
pays sont soumises
corresponding
pays correscorres- rate, unless the corresponding
moins que les
les pays
tarif, d
d moms
agree to collect no paycountries agree
pondants ne
mis d'accord
d'accord countries
soient mis
ne se soient
pondants
transportation.
pour
bonifica- ment for such transportation.
ne percevoir
percevoir aucune
aucune bonificapour ne
tton
transport.
ce transport.
du chef de
de ce
tion du
transportation rate specThe transportation
9. The
9.—Le
tarif de transposport
transport specifie
spcifi6
9.-Le tarif
ci-dessus
ci-dessus ne s'applique pas aux ified above does not apply to
effected by means
transportation effected
moyen de
de transportation
transports effectues
effectues au moyen
transports
of services
creation and
services whose creation
services
dont la
la creation
creation et
et Pentrel'entre- of
services dont
upkeep give rise to extraordinary
extraordinary
tien necessitent
necessitent des frais extra- upkeep
(extraordinary services).
services).
expenses (extraordinary
ordinaires
(services
extraordi- expenses
(services extraordiordinaires
charges relatransportation charges
naires).
transport The transportation
Les prix de transport
naires). Les
those services
are fixed,
fixed, for
for
services are
to those
afferents
a. ces
services sont
sont fixes,
tive to
fix6s, tive
ces services
afferents a.
Administrathe Administraby the
kilogram by
each kilogram,
par kilogramme,
les AdminisAdminis- each
par les
par
kilogramme, par
which such services betions to which
trations
services de- tions
dont ces
ces services
trations dont
applied proportionproportionpendent; ils
ils sont appliques
pro- long; they are applied
appliques propendent;
fractions of a
a kilogram.
ally to fractions
portionnellement aux
aux fractions
de ally
fractions de
portionnellement
kilogramme.
kilogramme.
transportation charges
The transportation
10. The
10.—Les
pretransport prede transport
frais de
10.-Les frais
payable for
for
mentioned are also payable
cites
sont dus
aussi pour
corres- mentioned
pour les corresdus aussi
cites sont
exempt from
pondances
exemptes de
de frais
frais de
de articles which are exempt
pondances exemptes
transit charges. Misdirected
Misdirected or
transit.
depeches ou
corres- transit
ou corresLes d6peches
transit. Les
dispatches or articles are
missent dispatches
pondances
dg- mis.sent
ou dedirigees on
mal dirigees
pondances mal
considered, for purposes
purposes of paytournees
sont considerees,
ce considered,
en ce
consideres, en
tournees sont
of transportation
charges, as
transportation charges,
ment of
qui concerne
concerns le
des ment
payement des
le payement
qui
having
followed
their
normal
route.
route.
normal
their
followed
having
frais
de
transport
comme
ci
elles
elles
frais de transport comme si
for the
conveyance of
of
the conveyance
However, for
avaient suivi
normale. However,
voie normale.
leur voie
suivi leur
avaient
dispatches
to
be
forwarded
by
by
forwarded
be
to
dispatches
de
transport de
pour is
le transport
Cependant,
Cependant, pour
services, the interdepeches 4
par des
des extraordinary services,
reexpedier par
d riexpedier
depeches
Administration may remediary Administration
services
extraordinaires, l'Admi- mediary
extraordinaires,
services

Basic rate.
rate.

service.;
Domestic service.

Extraordinary servExtraordinary
ices.
ices.

Payment of transPayment
portation charges in
in
portation
designated cases.
designated

2242
2242

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
0111hR THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

Pod, pp. 2246,
2248, 2247.
Post

to
No payment
payment
countries flown over.
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[54 STAT.
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nistration intermediaire
intermediaire peut exiger
geiger
nistration
la restitution
frais de transtransdes frais
restitution des
la
port.
compte des frais de
Le compte
port. Le
transport airien
s'effedue alors
alors
aerien s'effectue
transport
selon
21, §§
§§ 1I et 3, des
l'article 21,
selon Particle
Dispositions.
Dispositions.
11.—Les
Administrations des
des
11.-Les Administrations
survoles n'ont droit ft
Aaucune
pays survol6s
remuneration
lea d6peches
depeches
remuneration pour les
transportees
aerienne auauvoie a6rienne
par voie
transportees par
territoire.
dessus de leur territoire.

quire
quire reimbursement
reimbursement of the transportation charges.
accountcharges. The accountportation
transportation
ing for the aerial transportation
charges then takes
place according
takes place
charges
to Article
21, Sections
Sections 11and 3, of
to
Article 21,
these
Air-Mail Provisions.
Provisions.
these Air-Mail
11.
Administrations of coun11. Administrations
flown over have no right to
tries flown
dispatches
compensation for dispatches
any compensation
transported
over their tertransported by air over
ritory.

ARTICLE
15.
ARTICLE 15.

15
ARTICLE 15
ARTICLE

charges for aerial
aerial
Frais
transport des
correspon- Transportation
Transportation charges
des corresponde transport
Frais de
correspondence in
in open mail
mail
correspondence
dances-avion ft
decouvert.
a d6couvert.
Exchanges
open
Exchanges in open
mail.
mal.

1.—Les frais
transport des
frais de transport
1.-Les
correspondances-avion
qui sont
sont
correspondances-avion qui
echanOes A
ft decouvert
decouvert entre deux
echangees
Administrations doivent
doivent 6tre
etre calAdministrations
lea dispositions
dispositions de
d'apres les
cules d'apres
Particle 14,
/4, §§ 1
4 10.
1a
A44et 88d
l'article
Pour determiner
lea frais de
determiner les
transport, le poids net de ces
majore de 10%.
10%.
envois est majore

Payments.

2.—L'Administration
2.-L'Administration qui remet
des correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion en trantrandes
sit a
decouvert A
ft une autre
autre
A decouvert
Administration doit
dolt lui payer
payer en
Administration
transport calles frais de transport
entier lea
miles pour
aerien
le parcours
parcours aerien
tout le
pour tout
cules
ulterieur.
ulterieur.

1.
transportation charges
charges
1. The transportation
for
air-mail correspondence
correspondence exfor air-mail
changed in open mail between two
changed
Administrations shall be calcuAdministrations
lated in accordance
accordance with the prolated
visions
1 to
visions of
of Article 14, Sections 1
4
4 and 88 to 10.
In order
order to determine
determine the transportation
weight
portation charges, the net weight
of
articles is increased
increased by 10
of such
such articles
per cent.
which deAdministration which
2. An Administration
livers air-mail correspondence
correspondence in
livers
another
transit in open mail to another
the
Administration shall pay it
Administration
it the
transportaentire amount of the transportathe
charges calculated
calculated for all the
tion charges
subsequent
subsequent aerial transmission.

IV.
CHAPITRE IV.
CHAPITRE

CHAPTER IV
IV
CHAPTER

INTERNATIONAL.
BUREAU INTERNATIONAL.

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU
INTERNATIONAL

ARTICLE 16
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 16.
ARTICLE

to
Communications to be addressed
addressed to
adresser au
Communications A
a adresser
an Communications
Communications
aux

to
International Bureau
Bureau and to
the International

doivent
1.—Les
Administrations doivent
1 .- Les Administrations
communiquer
au Bureau
Bureau internainternacommuniquer an
tional,
au moyen
moyen d'une
d'une liste
liste concontional, au
forme au
au modele
modle AV 1
1 ci-annexe,
ci-annexe,
lea renseignements
renseignements utiles
utiles comerconcerles
nant la
is poste
poste a6rienne.
aerienne.
nant

1.
Administrations shall
1. The Administrations
communicate to the International
International
communicate
Bureau, by means of aa list con1 hereto
forming to Model A
AV
V 1
forming
appended,
necessary informaappended, the necessary
tion
concerning the air-mail servtion concerning
ice.
2. The list
contemplated in Seclist contemplated
2.
tion
transmitted regu1 shall be transmitted
tion 1
larly twice
twice a
a year, at least one
larly
week before
before the opening
of the
opening of
week
Nosummer and
services. Nowinter services.
and winter
summer
tice of
modification shall be
of any modification
tice
given
delay.
given without delay.

Bureau international
international
Administrations.
Administrations.

Communications to
to
Bommunications
Ad.
Bureau
and to Administrations.
initrations.
Post, P.

Peavp.22S68..
2258

et

2.—La liste
lists prevue au §
§1
dolt
1 doit
2.-La

etre envoyee
regulierement deux
deux
envoyee regulierement
Atre
fois
an une
une semaine
au moms
moins
semaine au
par an
fois par

avant
d'et6
l'ouverture du service d'ete
avant l'ouverture
at
Touts moet du service d'hiver. Toute
dification
sans
notifi6e sans
dification doit etre notifiee
retard.

the Administrations
Administrations
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international
3.—Le
3.-Le Bureau international
3. The International
Bureau
International Bureau
renseignements prepares, on the basis of the indresse, d'apres les renseignements
1 et formation
consign& sur les formules AV 1
consign6s
formation contained
contained in the forms
communications qui lui A
les autres communications
AV
V 1
1 and the other communicacommunicaparviennent, une liste de renseigne- tions which it
receives, a
a list of
it receives,
ments generaux concernant
concernant le general information
concerning
information concerning
service postal
postal aerien.
a6rien.
the air-mail service.
service.
generale, qui dolt
doit That general
general list, which shall
shall
Cette liste generale,
1, est conform
correspondre au modele
modele AV 1,
Model A
AV
V 1, is discorrespondre
conform to Model
repartie sans delai
tributed without delay among-the
among•the
d6lai entre les Ad- tributed
repartie
ministrations.
Administrations.
Le Bureau
Bureau international
international est
The International
International Bureau is
charge egalement
charged with making up
egalement de dresser des also charged
indicating the lines of
postales maps indicating
cartes indiquant les lignes postides
international airdomestic and international
de communications
aeriennes in- domestic
communications aeriennes
communications of all counterieures et internationales
internationales de tous mail communications
t6rieures
les pays.
tries.
4. For
For provisional
information,
4.—A
ren.seignement
provisional information,
4.-A titre de renseignement
copy of the list A
A V
contemV 11contemprovisoire, une copie de la liste AV aa copy
1 is sent directly
plated in Section 1
directly
1
1 visee au §§11est transmise directe- plated
Administration to all
Administration A
a by each Administration
ment par chaque Administration
toutes les Administrations
Administrations qui en Administrations
Administrations which express
receive it.
their desire to receive
desir.
expriment le d6sir.
5.
Administrations also
5. The
The Administrations
5.—Les Administrations
Administrations com5.-Les
regularly, at least
reguliere- communicate
communicate regularly,
muniquent, en outre, regulierebefore the beginning
beginning
moms quinze jours avant fifteen days before
ment, au moins
Admmistraof each season, to all Administrahe commencement
commencement de chaque
sal- of
chaque saile
Administrations tions with which they are conson, A toutes les Administrations
air lines, the complete
by air
avec
elks sont reliees nected
nected by
lesquelles elles
avec lesquelles
schedules of
the air lines of their
of the
des lignes aeriennes,
riennes, les ho- schedules
par deslignesrie
domestic and international
international servcomplets des lignes ariennes
aeriennes domestic
raires complets
In relations with other
other
reseaux interieur et inter- ices.
de leurs reseaux
Administrations, such informainformanational.
national. Dans les relations avec Administrations,
furnished only on request.
Administrations, ces in- tion is furnished
autres Administrations,
les autres
dications sont
fournies seulement
seulement
sont fournies
dications
sur demande.
CHAPITRE V.

2243
General
General information
list.
list.

Post,
Post, p. 2268.

Maps.
Map.

Provisional infer.
InforProvisional
mation.
mation.
Post, p. 2288.
2258.
Post,

Schedules, etc.
etc.
Schedules,

CHAPTER
CHAPTER V

OF
ACCOUNTING. SETTLEMENT
SETTLEMENT OF
COMPTABILITE.
REGLEMENT ACCOUNTING.
TE. REGLEMENT
COMPTABILI
ACCOUNTS
ACCOUNTS
DES
COMPTES.
DES COMPTES.
ARTICLE 17.
17.
ARTICLE

A RTICLE 17
ARTICLE

d6compte.
Statistique de decompte.

Accounting statistics
statistics

1.
accounting for
1. The general accounting
aerial
transportation charges
charges is
aerial transportation
effected
accordance with staeffected in accordance
tistical tables
tables made
made up during the
tistical
seven
following the 14th of
days following
seven days
June
and. the 14th of November
November
June and
of
each year.
year. The results
of the
results of
of each
June
for
June statistics form the basis for
the payments
summer
due for the summer
payments due
the
service;
November are
service; those of November
used for the winter
winter service.
Statistics concerning
concerning services
services
2. Statistics
2.—Les statistiques
statistiques concernant
concernant
2.--Les
which do
do not
not operate
operate during the
des
fonctionnent which
des services qui ne fonctionnent
regular statistical
made
statistical periods are made
pas
pendant les periodes de statis- regular
pas pendant

1.—Le
decompte general
general des
1.-Le decompte
a lieu
frais
frais de transport aerien a
d'apres
statistiaues
d'apres des releves statistiques
etablis
6tablis dans les sept jours qui suivent
le 14 novembre
et le
14 juin et
le 14
vent le
de
annee. Les donnees de
de chaque
chaque annee.
ferment la
statistique de juin forment
la statistique
base
des bonifications
bonifications dues pour
base des
le service
service d'ete; celles de novembre
comptent
pour le
le service
service d'hiver.
comptent pour

Method, etc.
Method,

Special cases.
ases.
Spedal

2244
2244'

Extraordinary servExtraordinary
ices.
ices.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

tique
regulieres sont
sont etablies
tique r6gulieres
etablies apres
apres
entente entre
entente
entre lea
les Administrations
Administrations
interessees.
int6ressees.
3.—En ce qui
concerne lee
ser3.-En
qui concerne
les serextraordinaires, l'
Adminisvices extraordinaires,
I'Administration chargee
chargee du
du transport
transport par
par
tration
aerienne a
voie aerienne
a la faculte
facult6 de demander
que les
lea reglements
de
mander que
reglements de
compte aient lieu, trimestrielletrimestriellemeat
la
ment ou semestriellement,
semestriellement, sur
sur la
base du poids brut des depeches
d6epches
10%
ou du poids net majore de 10%
des envois a
Adecouvert
d6couvert transports
transportes
reellement
reellement pendant la
Is periods°
p6riode envisagee. Dans
Dana ce cas, les disposivisagee.
tions des articles 19,
19, 21
21 et 22
22 ciciapres sont appliquees
appliquees aala constaconstatation du poids et
et aaPetablissement
l'etablissement
etant entendu
entendu que
des comptes, etant
que
lea releves AV 3
doivent
les
3 et AV 44 doivent
etre etablis
8tre
6tablis mensuellement
mensuellement pour
pour
tons
lea transports
effectous les
transports aerien.s
aeriens effectuees.
tu6es.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 18.
18.
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agreement between
between the
up after agreement
the
Administrations concerned.
concerned.
Administrations
3. As concerns
concerns extraordinary
extraordinary
3.
services, the
Administration
services,
the Administration
charged with the transportation
transportation by
by
charged
air has the option of requesting
that the settlement
settlement of accounts
accounts be
quarterly or semiannually,
made, quarterly
semiannually,
of
on the basis of the
the gross weight
weight of
dispatches, or the net weight
weight
the dispatches,
increased
increased by 10 percent
percent of the
the
articles
actually
articles in open mail,
mail, actually
transported
transported during the period
involved.
ease, the
the
involved. In such aa case,
provisions of Articles 19, 20, and
21 hereafter
hereafter are applied to the
ascertainment
ascertainment of weight and preparation of accounts, with the
the
understanding
statements
understanding that the
the statements
A
A V 33and A
AV
V4
are to be made up
4 are
t hly for
monthly
all air
air transportation
transportation
mon
for all
effected.
ARTICLE 18
18
ARTICLE

Preparation of ordinary
aerial
ordinary or aerial
Confection des d6p&ches
Confection
depeches ordinaires
ordinaires Preparation
dispatches
dispatches during the statistical
statistical
ou des d6peches-avion
depeches-avion pendant
pendant
periods for air-mail
transportaperiods
air-mail transportales periodes
periodes de statistique
statistique des
charges
tion charges
transport aerien.
frais de transport
Aerial
Aerial
transportatransportation charges.
charges.
Ante, p. 2160.

Air-mail correAir-mail
correspondence,
spondence, notation.

Indication of date
Indication
and weight.
weight.

Les dispositions
dispositions de l'article
Particle 165
d'execution de la
is
du Reglement
Reglement d'execution
Convention
Convention no
ne s'appliquent
s'appliquent pas
aux statistiques
statistiques biannuelles
biannuelles pour
l'evaluation
Pevaluation des frais du transport
transport
a6rien.
aerien.
pendant la
Toutefois, pendant
la
periode de ces statistiques,
les
statistiques, les
etiquettes ou suscriptions de
de depeches
contiennent des correspeches qui contiennent
pondances-avion doivent porter,
pondances-avion
porter,
maniere apparent°,
d'une maniere
apparente, Is
la mention "Statistique-avion".
"Statistique-avion".

provisions of
The provisions
of Article 165
165
of the Regulations
Regulations of Execution
Execution
of the Convention do not apply
apply
to the semiannual
semiannual statistics for the
fixing of aerial transportation
transportation
charges. However,
However, during
such
during such
statistical periods, the labels or
or
addresses of dispatches containing
containing
air-mail correspondence
air-mail
correspondence shall bear
bear
the conspicuous
conspicuous notation
notation StatiStatistique-avion (air-mail statistics).
stique-avion

ARTICLE 19.
ARTICLE
19.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 19
19

Constatation
Constatation du poids des depeches-avion et des correspondancorrespondances-avion.
1.-Pendant
1.—Pendant les periodes
periodes de statistique, is
d'expedition et le
la date d'expedition
le
la depeche
poids brut de is
depeche sont indiques sur Petiquette
l'etiquette ou
diqu&
on sur la
suscription exterieure
exterieure de la
is d&
depeche. L'insertion
Oche.
depechesL'insertion de d6epchesavion entrantes
entrantes dans une autre
autre
depeche de meme nature eat
&Oche
est

Fixing
Fixing the weight of air-mail
air-mail dispatches and
and correspondence
correspondence
1.
During the
statistical peri1. During
the statistical
ods, the date of dispatch and
and the
gross weight
weight of the mail are indicated on the label or outside
address
address of the dispatch. The
inclusion of air-mail
air-mail dispatches
dispatches in
of the
the same
same kind
another dispatch
dispatch of
kind
is prohibited.
prohibited.

interdite.
interdite.
Si lee
les lettres
cartes postales
lettres et les
lee cartes
postales
If the letters and post cards, as
ainsi que lee
autre,s objet
objets sent
les autres
cornsont well
well as the other articles, are
are com-
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a dispatch carried
carried by
depeche transrgunis dans
trans- bined in a
une dgpeche
dans tine
reunis
pour les- routes for which aa reduced translignes pour
portge
des lignes
sur des
portee stir
quelles
tin tarif
transport portation
de transport
reduit de
portation charge is applied to
tarif rgduit
quelles un
0., the weight
weight of each
each of the
s'applique aux
aux A.
A. 0.,
poids de A. O.,
0., le poids
s'applique
chacune
categories doit two classes must be shown in
des deux categories
chacune des
poids addition to the total weight on the
etre
indique en outre du poids
etre indiqug
total
cur l'etiquette
cur la
outer address
address of the disla sus- label or outer
ou sur
l'etiquette on
total sur
cription extgrieure
dgpeche. patch. In such case, the weight
de la depeche.
exterieure de
cription
wrapping (sack or
Dans
ce cas,
cas, le
le poids de l'embal- of the outer wrapping
Dans ce
package) is added
added to the weight
weight of
lage exterieur
on paquet) est package)
exterieur (sac ou
lage
other articles.
ajoutg
autres objets. the other
poids des autres
au poids
ajout6 an
If a
collector sack is used, its
a collector
sac collecEn cas
cas d'emploi
d'emploi d'un sac
En
weight is ignored.
ignored.
est neglige.
teur,
le poids
poids de
negligg. weight
sac est
de ce
ce sac
teur, le
2. In case
case that open-mail
open-mail corre2.—Dans
le cas
cas ou
corresoi des corres2.-Dans le
spondence intended
intended to be redisA d6couvert,
pondances a
decouvert, destinees
destinees spondence
pondances
patched by the air route is invoie patched
reacheminees par voie
etre reacheminees
A etre
aerienne, sont
sont comprises dans une cluded in an ordinary or air-mail
aerienne,
correspondence,
dispatch, such correspondence,
depeche ordinaire
on dans une dispatch,
ordinaire ou
depAche
correspon- made up into aa special bundle
depeche-avion, ces correspondepAche-avion,
labeled Par
mail), is
Paravion (by air mail),
dances,
reunies en une liasse spe- labeled
dances, reunies
conforma list conformaccompanied by a
sont accompanied
male 6tiquetee
etiquetee i(Par
avion*, sont
*Par avion*,
ciale
hereto apap2 hereto
Model A V 2
to Model
ing to
accompagnees
bordereau con- ing
accompagnees d'un bordereau
weight of the corThe weight
pended. The
2 ci-annex6.
forme
modele AV 2
ci-annexe. pended.
au modele
forme an
respondence in transit in open
Le
correspondances en respondence
Le poids des correspondances
indicated separately
separately for
for
is indicated
mail is
a decouvert
transit
decouvert est indique mail
transit h.
each country
country of destination.
destination. If
separement
pour chaque pays de each
separement pour
destination.
depeche-avion an air-mail dispatch contains
destination. Si une depche-avion
transit air mail destined to several
renferme
correspondances- transit
des correspondancesrenferme des
countries for which the transit
transit
d decouvert
avion
transit 4
&cowed d
4 countries
en transit
avon en
charges are uniform, these charges
charges
destination
plusieurs pays pour charges
destination de plusieurs
shown as one entry on the
sont are shown
lesquels les
les frais
transit sont
de transit
frais de
lesquels
relations between
between
V 2.
2. In relations
AV
frais en
uniformes, on inscrit
en list A
inscrit ces frais
uniformes,
countries which have agreed
agreed not
position du countries
commun comme
une position
comme une
commun
collect any payment
payment for redisto collect
bordereau
AV 2.
2. Dans
Dans les
rela- to
les relabordereau AV
domestic service,
by their domestic
patch by
tions entre
entre les
qui se
se sont patch
pays qui
les pays
tions
the weight
weight of
of the
the articles in open
open
ne percevoir the
mis d'accord
pour tie
d'accord pour
mis
mail
for
the
country
destinaof
country
the
for
mail
du
aucune
bonification
du
chef
du
chef
du
bonification
aucune
itself is
is not
not indicated. The
tion itself
rgatheminement par
par la voie aeriagri- tion
reacheminement
letter bill is provided with the
enne dans
leur reseau
rgseau interne,
interne, le
is letter
dans leur
enne
note "Bordereau
V 2" (List A
AV
"BordereauA V
poids des
des correspondances
&eau- note
correspondancesa4 decoupoids
Transit countries
countries have the
vert pour
is pays
pays de
de destination
destination 2). Transit
pour le
vert
requesting the use of
option of requesting
meme
&est pas
pas indique.
La option
indique. La
meme n'est
V 22 showing
showing the
A V
lists A
special lists
feuille
revetue de la special
est revetue
d'avis est
feuille d'avis
important countries
countries and air
most important
mention
2*. Les
Les most
AV 2".
"Bordereau AV
mention 4(Bordereau
routes in aafixed order.
pays de
out la
la faculte
de routes
facult6 de
transit ont
de transit
pays
demander
l'emploi de
de bordereaux
bordereaux
demander l'emploi
speciaux AV
AV 2
dans
mentionnant dans
2 mentionnant
speciaux
un
ordre fixe
les lignes
et les
pays et
les pays
fixe les
un ordre
aeriennes les
les plus
plus importants.
importants.
aeiennes
3.
entries are
are verified
verified
yenThose entries
3. Those
3.—Ces indications
indications sont
sont veri3.-Ces
exchange office of destinathe exchange
flees
bureau d'echange
d'echange by the
le bureau
par le
fiees par
tion. If
If that
that office
office finds
finds that
that the
destinataire.
ce bureau cons- tion.
Si ce
destinataire. Si
weight
of
the
dispatches
weight
actual
tate
que
le
poids
reel
des
depeches
depeches
tate que le poids reel des
differs by
by more
100 grams,
grams,
than 100
more than
differe
de plus
plus de
100 grammes
grammes et differs
de 100
differe de
that
articles
mail
open
the
of
that
and
celui
des
correspondances
4
decoucelui des correspondances d decoumore than
than 20
grams, from
from the
20 grams,
by more
vert de
plus de
20 grammes
grammes du by
de 20
de plus
vert
the
corrects
weight
announced,
it
corrects
it
announced,
weight
poids
annonce,
il
rectifie
l'etiquette
1'6tiquette
rectifie
il
poids annonce,
label or
or the
AV 2
2and immediimmedithe list A
ou
bordereau AV
AV 2
2 et
signale label
et signale
le bordereau
ou le
reports the
the error
error to the
ately reports
1'erreur au bureau
immediatement l'erreur
bureau ately
immediatement

2245
2245

Redispatched mail.
mail.
Redispatched

Post, p.
p. 2259.
2259.
Post,

Post,
Podt, p. 2259.

Verification.
Verification.
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d'echange
par bulletin
bulletin
d'6change expediteur
expediteur par
verification. Lorsqu'il
s'agit
de verification.
Lorsqu'il s'agit
de d6epches
depeches closes,
closes, une
une copie
copie de
de
de
ce bulletin
bulletin est
est adressee
adressee A chaque
chaque
Administration interm6diaire.
Administration
intermediaire. Si
les differences
poids constatees
differences de
de poids
constat6es
restent dans les limites precitees,
pr6cit6es,
les indications du bureau expeexpditeur sont tenues
tenues pour valables.
valables.

dispatching exchange
exchange office
office by
by
dispatching
bulletin of verification. When
it
When it
is aa question of closed mails, aa
copy of that bulletin is addressed
addressed
to each
each intermediate
intermediate AdministraAdministradifferences in weight
tion. If the differences
weight
detected
remain within the limits
detected remain
above mentioned,
mentioned, the entries
of
entries of
the dispatching
dispatching office
office are considered as valid.
sidered

ARTICLE 20.
ARTICLE
20.

ARTICLE 20
ARTICLE
20

Liste des depeches-avion
d6ephes-avion closes.
List of
of dosed
closed air
Aussit6t
Aussit6t que possible
possible et, en
en
mails.
tout cas, dans un delai
délai d'un mois
apres
statisaprs chaque periode
p6riode de statistique, les Administrations
ont
Administrations qui
qui ont
expedie des d6p8ches-avion
depeches-avion closes
expedi6
closes
envoient, sur une formule C
envoient,
C 22
Ante, p. 2216.
Ant,
2216
appropri/e,
appropriee, la liste de ces depeches
depeches
aux differentes
differentes Administrations
Administrations
dont elles
elks ont emprunte
emprunte les services
aeriens, y
y compris,
compris, le cas
aeriens,
cas echeant,
6ch6ant,
celle de destination.
cells
destination.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 21.
21.

List of closed air
air mails
mails
As soon as possible, and in any
case within aaperiod of one month
after
after each statistical
statistical period, the
the
Administrations which
disAdministrations
which have dispatched
patched closed air mails send a
a
list of such dispatches, on an
appropriate Form C
C 22, to the
appropriate
different
different Administrations
Administrations whose
air services
services they have
have used, including
cluding that of destination, if
if

occasion
occasion arises.
arises.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 21
21

Compte des frais de transport
transport Account of air-transportation
air-transportation charges
aerien regles sur la base des
aerien
settled
basis of
settled on the basis
of statistics
statistics
statistiques.

1.-Pendant
1.—Pendant les periodes
periodes de
de
During the statistical pepe1. During
statistique, les
statistique,
in- riods, the intermediate
les Administrations
Administrations inintermediate Administermediaires prennent
prennent note,
termediaires
note, dans
dans trations take note, on aa form
Post, p.
p. 2260.
2260.
Post,
un relev6
un
releve conforme
conforme au
an modele
modele AV
AV agreeing with Model
AV
V3
3hereto
hereto
Model A
3
indiques sur
sur appended, of the weights indicated
3 ci-annexe, des
des poids
poids indiques
indicated
les etiquettes
etiquettes on
ou suscriptions
suscriptions ex- on the labels or outside adterieures des depeches-avion
qu'- dresses of the air-mail dispatches
d6peches-avion qu'dispatches
elles ont
out reacheminees
reacheminees par la voie
voie which they have reforwarded
reforwarded by
aerienne, soit dans leur reseau
aerienne,
reseau in- the air route, either
either in
in their
their dodoterne, soit au-dela
au-dela, des
frontieres mestic,
des frontieres
mestic services or
or beyond the
de leur pays. En ce qui
gui concerns
concerne frontiers
frontiers of their countries.
countries. As
As
correspondances-avmon 44 decou- concerns
les correspondances-amon
concerns air-mail articles in open
open
qui leur
leur parviennent
vert gut
parviennent des mail which
which reach them from
other
from other
autres Administrations
autres
Administrations et qu'elles
gu'elles Administrations
Administrations and which they
reacheminent par
aerienne, forward
reacheminent
par la
la voie
voie aerienne,
forward by air, a
a statement
statement like
like
Post,
2261,2259.
Poa, pp.
p. 2261,2259.
un releve
relev6 conforme au
modele AV
an models
AV Form A
hereto appended
appended is
A V
V 44 hereto
ci-annexe est dresse
les prepared
44 ci-annexe
dresse d'apres
d'apres les
accordance with
prepared in accordance
with the
the
indications figurant sur les bordeborde- indications
appearing on the lists
indications appearing
lists
reaux AV 2. Les correspondancescorrespondances- A
A V
V 2. Air-mail
Air-mail articles
articles cond,ans les depeches
avion contenues dans
depeches tained in ordinary dispatches are
ordinaires sont
sant soumises au
an meme
meme subjected
subjected to the same procedure.
procedure.
procede.
separes sont
.on Separate
procId. Des
Des releves sgpares
Separate statements
statements are
are prepared
preptre1
dresses
chaque bureau
bureau d'eresses pour chaque
d'- for each
each dispatching
dispatching exchange
exchang
change expediteur de depechesdepeches- office
office of
air dispatches
air-mail
of air
dispatches or
or air-mail
ou de correspondances-avion
avion on
correspondances-avion articles
articles in open mail.
a decouvert.
dcouvert.

Settlement on
on basis
Settlement
basis
of statistics.
ol
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2.—Les Administrations
Administrations de des2.-Les
tination qui assurent le reachetination
reached6epches-avion ou de
minement de depeches-avion
correspoudances-avion par la voie
vole
correspondances-avion
aerienne
aerienne dens
dans leur reseau interne
procedent de la
name maniere.
la meme
maniere.
procedent
3.—Aussitot qua
3.-Aussit6t
que possible et, au
plus tard, six semaines apres
apres la
la
cloture
operations de statiscl6ture des operations
tique, les releves AV 3
3 et AV 44sont
sont
transmis en double
double expedition aux
bureaux d'echange
d'echan.ge exp6diteurs
expediteurs
pour etre
8tre revetus de leur acceptaavoir
tion. Ces bureaux, apres avoir
ac,cepte les releves, les transmetaccept6
tour a
tent a
a leur tour
Aleur Administracentrale qui en fait parvenir
parvenir
tion centrale
exemplaire A
ft l'Admimstration
1'Administration
un ezemplaire
centrale
creanciere.
centrale cr6anciere.
4.—Si
crean4.-Si l'Administration
1'Administration cr6anciere n'a regu
aucune observation
observation
requ aucune
rectificative
intervalle de
rectificative dans un intervalle
compter de l'envoi, les
trois mois ftAcompter
releves sont consid6rds
consider& comme
comma
Dans les
admis de plein droit. Dana
eloignes, ce
relations entre pays eloigns,
a quatre
quatre mois.
delai est porte A

2. The Administrations
Administrations of desdestination which assure the reforreforwarding
dispatches or of
warding of air dispatches
air-mail articles by air in their
their
domestic services
services proceed
proceed in the
domestic
same manner.
Forwarding
stateForwarding of
of state.
3. As soon as possible, and at
at ments.
3.
the latest six weeks after the close
close
statistical operations,
operations, the forms
of statistical
2280, 2281.
A V
V 3
A V 4
4 are sent in Post, pp. 2260,2261.
A
3 and A
duplicate
duplicate to the dispatching
dispatching exchange offices
offices for acceptance.
acceptance.
offices, after accepting
Those offices,
accepting the
statements, send them in turn to
statements,
their central Administration,
Administration,
their
which forwards
forwards a
a copy to the
which
central Administration
Administration of the
central
creditor country.
4. If the creditor
Administracreditor Administrareceived any statestatetion has not received
ment of differences
differences within an interval of three months, counting
terval
transmittal, the
from the date of transmittal,
statements
considered as autoautostatements are considered
matically accepted.
accepted. In relations
relations
matically
between distant
distant countries,
countries, that
that
between
period is extended to four months.
period

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 22.
22.

ARTICLE
22
ARTICLE 22

transport
Compte des frais de transport

account
transportation account
Aerial transportation

aerien.
a6rien.

1.
1. The gross weights of the dispatches, and the net weights
weights inpatches,
creased
creased by 10 per cent of the
articles
articles in open mail, shown in the
statements A
V 33 or A
V 4, are
AV
A V
statements
multiplied
multiplied by aafigure determined
by the frequency
frequency of the
the summer
summer
services; the products
and winter services;
obtained serve as the basis
thus obtained
accounts showing,
showing,
for individual accounts
in francs,
francs, the transportation
transportation
charges due to each AdministraAdministracharges
six-month
tion for the current six-month
period.
period.
2. The duty of preparing
preparing those
2.—Le
soin de dresser ces
2.-Le soin
accounts is
is incumbent
incumbent upon the
comptes incombe ftA l'Administra- accounts
creditor Administration,
which
Administration, which
tion cr6anciere
creanciere qui les transmet A
ft creditor
transmits them
debtor
to the debtor
them to
transmits
l'Administration
debitrice.
1'Administration debitrice.
Administration.
Administration.
3.
accounts are
The individual
individual accounts
3. The
3.—Les comptes
comptes particuliers
particuliers
3.-Les
made up
duplicate and transup in duplicate
sont dresses
dresses en double expedition
expedition made
possible to the
soon as
as possible
mitted as soon
qua possible ft
A mitted
aussit6t que
et transmis aussitot
If
the
If the
debtor Administration.
Administration.
l'Administration
d.ebitrice. Si debtor
debitrice.
l'Administration
Administration has not
creditor Administration
l'Administration
l'Administration creanciere
creanciere n'a creditor
any statement
of differdifferstatement of
received any
rectifica- received
regu
aucune observation
observation rectificarequ aucune
1.—Les
brute des d6peches
depeches
1.-Les poids bruts
et les poids nets major&
majores de 10%
des envois a
rant
a decouvert, figu
figurant
dans les releves
releves AV 3
3 ou AV 4, sont
multiplies par un chiffre etabli
d'aprs la frequence
services
d'apres
frequence des services
d'et6 et
at d'hiver; les produits ainsi
obtenus servent
servent de base a
A des
obtenus
comptes particuliers
comptes
particuliers etablissant
6tablissant en
en
francs les prix de transport reverevenant ft
Administration
a chaque Administration
semestre en cours.
cours.
pour le
le semestre
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Presumption of acPresumption
acceptance.
ceptance.

Basis for accounts.
accounts.
Basis

2280, 2281.
pp. 2260,2261.
Post, pp.

Preparation and
and
Preparation
transmission.
transmission.

Presumption
of acPresumption of
ceptanoe.
ceptance.

2248

General account.

General account.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

tive
intervalle de trois
trois
tive dans un intervals
mois
a compter
l'envoi, ce
ce
mois A
compter de 1'envoi,
compte est consid6r6
considere comma
comme admis
de
Dana les relations
de plein
plein droit.
droit. Dans
relations
Mai est
entre pays
pays eloignes,
eloignes, ce
ce delai
porte
quatre mois.
porte 4
4 quatre

ences within an interval of three
ences
months, counting from the date
transmittal, such accounts
accounts are
of transmittal,
considered
automatically acacconsidered as automatically
relations between
cepted. In relations
between discountries, this period is extant countries,
tended to four months.
tended

ARTICLE 23.
23.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 23
23

Decompte general.
general.
Decompte

General account
account
General
absence of contrary
In the absence
contrary
agreement
agreement between the Administrations concerned,
concerned, the general
general
account
of
air-transportation
account
air-transportation
charges is made up twice a
a year
year
charges
by the
International Bureau,
the International
Bureau, in
by
accordance with the rules fixed
accordance
fixed
for
the transit-charge
account.
transit-charge account.
for the

Sauf entente contraire
contraire entre
entre les

Administrations interessees,
is d&
deAdministrations
int6ressees, le
frais de transcompte general des frais
etabli deux fois
par
port aerieu
ae6ren est
est etabli
fois par
an
is Bureau
international
an par
par le
Bureau international
d'apres
fixee,s pour le
d'apres les regles fixees
decompte des
transit.
decompte
des frais
frais de
de transit.

CHAPTER
VI
CHAPTER VI

CHAPITRE VI.
CHAPITRE
VI.

Designation
Designation of airmailcorrespondence.
mailcorrespondence.

Designation of airDesignation
mail
dispatches.
mail dispatches.

DISPOSITIONS DIVERSES.
DIVERSES.
DISPOSITIONS

VARIOUS PROVISIONS
VARIOUS
PROVISIONS

ARTICLE
24.
ARTICLE 24.

ARTICLE
ARTICLE 24
24

Signalisation des correspondancescorrespondancesSignalisation
avion.
Les correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion sont
revetues, au depart, d'une
&tine etiquette speciale
specials ou d'une empreinte
comportant les
de couleur
couleur bleue
bleue comportant
mots "Par
"Par avion"
avion" avec traduction
traduction
facultative dans la langue du pays
d'origine.

Designation
Designation of air-mail
air-mail
correspondence
correspondence
correspondence is proproAir-mail correspondence
vided, at the time of mailing,
vided,
with a
a special blue label or imwith
print bearing
bearing the words Par
Par avion
print
(by air mail),
mail), with an optional
translation
translation into the language
language of
country of origin.
the country

ARTICLE 25.
ARTICLE
25.

ARTICLE 25
25
ARTICLE

Signalisation des depeches-avion.
depeches-avion. Designation
Signalisation
air-mail dispatches
dispatches
Designation of air-mail
Lorsque les correspondancesair-mail articles
articles give
correspondances- When the air-mail
avion donnent lieu aa. la formation
formation rise to the formation
avion
formation of separate
separate
de depeches
celles-ci dispatches
dispatches, the latter
latter shall be made
d6peches distinctes, celles-ci
doivent etre confectionnees
confectionnees avec up with blue paper or by means
du
papier bleu ou au moyen
either entirely
entirely blue or
or
du papier
moyen de of sacks either
sacs, soit entierement
entierement bleus, soit
bearing wide blue stripes.
soit bearing
portant de larges bandes bleues.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE 26.
26.

airmail.
Dispatch of air
mail.
Ante, pp. 2147,
2147, 2149.
2149.

[54 STAT.
[54

Mode d'expedition
d'expedition des correspondances-avion.
pondances-avion.
1.—Les
1.-Les dispositions des articles
157, §
§ 2, lettre a), et 159 du Regle157,
d'execution de is
ment d'execution
la Convens'appliquent, par analogie,
tion s'appliquent,
aux correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion insrees
serees dans ds
des d
depeches ordidpches
naires. Les etiquettes des liasses
liasses
doivent porter l'annotation
'annotation "Par
avion".
avion".

ARTICLE 26
26
ARTICLE
Method

of dispatching
dispatching air-mail
air-mail
correspondence
correspondence
1. The provisions of Articles
157, Section 2, letter (a), and 159
157,
of the Regulations
Regulations of Execution
Execution
of
Convention are
are applied,
applied, by
of the
the Convention
analogy,
analogy, to air-mail correspondence
included in
in ordinary disence included
patches. The labels
labels of
of the bundles shall bear the annotation
dles
avian (by
(by air mail).
Par avion

TAT.]
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2249

Registered articles.
articles.
En cas d'insertion de corresIn
registered Registered
In case
case of inclusion
inclusion of registered
pondances-avion
recommand6es air-mail
pondances-avion recommandees
ordinary disair-mail articles in ordinary
dans des d4epches
depeches ordinaires, la patches, the note Par
Par avion shall
shall
mention "Par avion" doit etre be entered
place prescribed
prescribed
entered in the place
2 by Section 2
portee
aforesaid
port6e a
Ala place prescrite au §§2
2 of the aforesaid
Ante,
mention Article 159 for the note Expres Ante, p. 2150.
dudit article 159 pour la mention
4
,
Expreso.
delivery).
*Expres".
(special delivery).
Insured
Insured articles.
correspondancesinsured
S'il s'agit de correspondancesIf it is aa question of insured
area inserees
included in ordiins6r6es air-mail articles included
d6clar~e
avion avec valeur decl
depeches ordinaires,
ordinaires, la nary dispatches, the note Par
Par
dans des d6peches
entered in
in the ObservaObservamention "Par avion"
port& anion
avion is
is entered
avion" est portee
mention
dans la colonne "Observations"
"Observations" tions
insured bills,
tions column of the insured
des feuilles d'envoi en regard de opposite the entry of each of them.
l'inscription
chacune d'elles.
d'elles.
1'inscription de chacune
reforArticles to be rotorArticles
Air-mail articles
articles sent in tran- warded.
2. Air-mail
2.—Les
correspondances-avion
2.-Les correspondances-avion
warded.
an
air-mail
in
expediees
transit
a
decouvert
sit
in
air-mail
open
mail
A
decouvert
en
expediees
dans une d6epche-avion
depeche -avion on
ou dans or ordinary dispatch, which are
reforwarded by the air
air
une depeche
ordinaire et qui
qui to be reforwarded
d6peche ordinaire
country of destinar6achemin6es par route by the country
8tre reacheminees
doivent etre
dispatch, are tied in
a6rienne par le pays desti- tion of the dispatch,
voie aerienne
special bundle
labeled Par
Paravion.
bundle labeled
r6unies aaspecial
depeche, sont reunies
nataire de la d6epche,
tine liasse speciale 6tiquetee
etiquetee
en une
"Par avion".
Formation of sepa3.
country may rate
3.—Le pays de transit peut
3. The transit country
peut
3.-Le
rate bundles.
bundles.
formation of separate
liasses request the formation
demander la formation de Eames
demander
speciales par pays de destination. bundles by countries of destinasp6ciales
that case,
case, each
each bundle
Dana
eat tion. In that
Dans ce cas, chaque liasse est
a label bearing
bearing
revetue d'une etiquette portant
portant is provided with a
revAtue
note: Par
Paravion pour ------__ _". the
pour----".
the note:
la mention "Par avion pour_
(by
air mail for ------- ).
(by air

ARTICLE
27.
ARTICLE 27.

ARTICLE 27
27
ARTICLE

Transbordement
depkchesdes depechesTransbordement des
anion.
avion.

Transfer of
of air
dispatches
air dispatches
Transfer

Barring contrary
contrary agreement
agreement bebeBarring
Administrations conconthe Administrations
Sauf entente contraire entre les tween the
cerned, the
the transfer
transfer en route, in
Administrations
interessees,
le cerned,
int&essges,
Administrations
airport, of mails
transbordement
transbordement en cours de route, one and the same airport,
which employ
several separate
separate air
air
employ several
dans tin
de- which
aeroport, des dmeme aeroport,
un memo
dans
services in succession, is effected
effected
empruntent successivesuccessive- services
peches qui empruntent
through the intermediary
intermediary of the
ment
a6riens dis- through
ment plusieurs services aeriens
Administration of the country
tincts,
l'intermediaire Administration
par l'intermediaire
se fait par
tincts, se
where the transshipment
transshipment takes
a where
de
Administration du pays ou a
l'Administration
de l'
This rule
rule does
does not
apply
not apply
place. This
lieu le transbordement.
Cette place.
between
made
when
the
transfer
is
made
between
transfer
regle
no
s'applique
pas
lorsque
ce
lorsque
pas
s'applique
rAgle ne
performing successive
successive
machines performing
transbordement a
a lieu entre des machines
transbordement
assurant les sections suc- sections of one and the same
appareils assurant
service.
service.
meme service.
cessives d'un memo
ARTICLE 28.
28.
ARTICLE

Transfer of air dispatches.

ARTICLE 28
28
ARTICLE

Annotations to
to be
be made
made on
on the
the letter
letter
Aporter sur les feuilles Annotations
Annotations a
of
insured bills, and labels of
bills, insured
d'avis,
sur les feuilles d'envoi et bills,
d'avis, sur
dispatches
air-mail
air-mail dispatches
sur
etiquettes des depechesd6pechessur les etiquettes
avion.
insured bills
bills
The letter bills and insured
etlesfeuilles
Les fannies d' avis et
les feuilles d'Lesfeuillesd'avis
dispatches
air-mail dispatches
accompanying air-mail
accompagnant des d6pechesdepeches- accompanying
envoi accompagnant
be provided,
provided, in
their headin their
shall be
avion doivent etre revetues dans shall

Annotations on letAnnotations
ter bills, etc.

2250
2250
Ante, p.
248.
p. 2248.
Anc,
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

ings, with
Par avion
avion label or
with the Par
"Par ings,
leur en-tete
l'6tiquette "Par
en-tate de Petiquette
mentioned in Article
avion" on
ou de l'empreinte
l'empreinte vide
visee d
a the imprint mentioned
24. The
The same
same label
label or imprint is
Particle
memo etiquette
etiquette on
ou 24.
La meme
24. La
l'article24.
affixed
labels
or addresses
labels
the
to
affixed
les
empreinte
est
applique°
sur
appliqu6e
empreinte
etiquettes ou suscriptions
suscriptions de ces of such dispatches.
etiquettes
depeches.
d6peches.
ARTICLE
29.
ARTICLE 29.

ARTICLE 29
29
ARTICLE

clearance of correspondcorrespondDedouanement
correspon- Customs clearance
Dedouanement des corresponliable to duty
ence liable
dances passibles de droits de
douane.
Customs clearance
clearance
The
steps
Administrations take steps
The Administrations
Les Administrations
Administrations prennent
prennent
Les
correspondence liaof correspondence
accelerate, as far as possible,
to accelerate,
autant to
ble to duty.
accelerer autant
des
mesures pour accelerer
des mesures

the clearance
clearance of
air-mail correcorreof air-mail
quo possible
possible le dedouanement
dedouanement des the
que
spondence liable
liable to customs
customs duty.
correspondances-avion
correspondances-avion passibles de spondence
de douane.
droits de
ARTICLE
30.
ARTICLE 30.

ARTICLE
30
ARTICLE 30

provisions of the
Application
Application of the provisions
dispositions de la Application
des dispositions
Application des
Convention and Agreements
Agreements
Convention
Convention et
Arrangements.
et des Arrangements.
Convention
Scope.
Scope.

Les dispositions
dispositions de la ConvenConvenLes
tion
Arrangements ainsi
des Arrangements
tion et des
quo
Reglements, excepque de leurs Reglements,
tion
faith de l'Arrangernent
l'Arrangement des
tion faite
coils postaux et de son Reglement,
Reglement,
colis
applicables en tout ce qui
sont applicables
expressement regle
regl6 par
n'est pas expressement
precedents.
les articles precedents.

The provisions
provisions of the ConvenAgreements, as well as of
tion and Agreements,
Regulations, with the excepexceptheir Regulations,
Parcel-Post Agreement
Agreement
tion of the Parcel-Post
and its
its Regulations,
Regulations, are applicaand
ble in everything which is not expressly regulated
regulated by the foregoing
foregoing
pressly
Articles.

ARTICLE 31.
31.
ARTICLE

ARTICLE 31
31
ARTICLE

date and
duration of
of the
and duration
Effective date
Mise
Mise aa execution et duree des Effective
Provisions adopted
Provisions
Dispositions adopt6es.
adoptees.
Dispositions
Effective
Effective date and
duration.
duration.

presentes Dispositions seLes presentes
executoires a
a partir
partir du jour
ront executoires
de la mise en
en vigueur de la Conde
vention.
memo duree
duree que
quo
auront la mgme
Elles auront
Amoms
moins qu'elles
cette Convention,
Convention, a
cette
renouvel6es d'un comne soient renouvelees
ma' accord
accord entre les Parties
mun
interessees.
interessEes.
Fait cld Buenos Aires, le 23 mai
1939.

Provisions will be
The present Provisions
effective
put into force from the effective
date
of the Convention.
date of
They
have the same duraThey will have
Convention, unless
tion as that Convention,
they are renewed
renewed by mutual agreethey
among the parties concerned.
concerned.
ment among
Done at Buenos Aires, May
23, 1939.
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Pour I'Afghanistan:
l'Afghanistan:
Pour

Pour
Le Canada:
Canada:
Pour le
JOHN A.
A.SULLIVAN.
SULLIVAN.
JOHN
Pour
l'Union de l'Afrique du Sud:
Pour l'Union
H.BEAULIEU.
BEAULIEU.
H.
J
N.REDELINGHUYS.
REDELINGHUYS.
J..N.
R.H.
AC NABB.
NABB.
H. M
MAC
R.
H.C.
AIN.
WAIN.
H.
C. W
Pour le Chili:
Chili:
Pour
Pour
l'Albanie:
Pour l'Albanie:
ALBERTO
SEPtLVEDA
ALBERTO SEP6LVEDA
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.
Pour l'Allemagne:
l'AUemagne:
Pour
Pour
La, Chine:
Pour la
Chine:
Pour les
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Pour
H.
K.CHANG
CHANG CHIEN.
CHIEN.
H. K.
Cole:
Pour
James W. Cole:
Pour James
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
Pour
Republique de Colombie:
Pour la Republique
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
Pour
R. Uribe
Uribe Escobar:
Escobar:
Pour R.
STEWART M.
M .WEBER.
W EBER.
STEWART
E.CARRIZOSA.
E.
CARRIZOSA.
E.CARRIZOSA.
E.
CARRIZOSA.
Possessions des
Pour
Pour l'ensemble des Possessions
Etats-Unis
d'Amerique:
Etats-Unisd'Amerique:
Pour
La Republique de Costa-Rica:
Costa-Rica:
Pourla
Cole:
Pour James
James W. Cole:
Pour
ALBERTO
SEPtLVEDA
ALBERTO SEPtLVEDA
JOHN E.
LAMIELL.
E. LAMIELL.
JOHN
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.
J
OHN E.
E. LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
STEWART M
EBER.
M. .W
WEBER.
STEWART
Pour
La Republique de Cuba:
Cuba:
Pourla
J.A.
ONTALVO.
J.
A. M
MONTALVO.
l'Arabie
Pour le
is Royaume de l'Arabie
Pour
A.TORRADEME.
TORRADEME.
A.
Saoudite:
Saoudite:
JES4B LAGO
LAGO LUNAR.
LUNAR.
JES6S
Pour
Argentine:
Pour la Republique Argentine:
A.C.
C.ESCOBAR.
ESCOBAR.
A.
A.FUNES
FUNES LASTRA.
LASTRA.
A.
R.
TULA.
R. R.
R. TULA.
BRIONES.
M..SXENZ
M
SA.ENZ BRIONES.
RAtL
M IGONE.
RA6L C.
C. MIGONE.
CARLos H.
SAL.
H. SAL.
CARLOS
A. P
PAN.
R. A.
R.
AN.
A. GARCI
GARCfA.
G.
A.
G. A.
I.RU
I
ZM
ORENO.
MORENO.
I.
Rufz
A.
COSENTINO.
A. T.
T. COSENTINO.

Pour le
is Danemark:
Danemark:
Pour

Pour la
La Commonwealth
de
Commonwealth de
Pour
l'Australie:
I'Australie:

Pour La
Salvador:
la Republique de El Salvador:
Pour

HARRY.
M
M..B.
B. HARRY.
A.SLADDIN.
SLADDIN.
A.

Pour
La Belgique:
Pour la
Belgique:
0.
SCHOCKAERT.
O. SCHOCKAERT.

ARNE
KROG.
ARNE KROG.

Pour
la vile
Libre de
Danzig:
de Danzig:
Ville libre
Pourla
RENE
M ACHALSEL
RENE MACHALSKI.
Pour
Republique Dominicaine:
Dominicaine:
la Republique
Pour La
M..CESTERO.
TULIO
TULIO M
°ESTERO.
M. ALVAREZ
A
NGUIZ.
ARANGUIZ.
ALVAREZ AR
M.
Pour l'Egypte:
Pour
l'Egypte:

M. WAGUIH.
W AGUIH.
M.

JOSEVILLEGAS
VILLEGAS MUSOZ.
M UROZ.
JoSE

Pour l'Esuateur:
l'Equateur:
Pour

F.
UUARDERAS.
F. GUARDERAS.
L.G.
G.
DILLort.
DILLON.
L.

Pour
l'Espagne:
Pour l'Espagne:

Pour
La Colonie
Colonie du Congo beige:
belge:
Pour la
E.MONS.
MoNs.
E.

ensemble des Colonie
Colonies
l'ensemble
Pour l'

Pour la
La Bolivie:
Pour

Pour l'Estonie:
l'Estonie:
Pour

PEREZ ABASTO.
ABASTO.
PEREZ
J
CANEDO.
J..Gmo.
GMO. CANEDO.
J.LIEVANA.
J.
LIEVANA.

Pour le Bresil:
Bresil:
Pour

RAtTL CAMARATE.
CAMARATE.
RAtiL
VIANNA.
J
OAQUI
M VIANNA.
JOAQUfM
Pour Confucio Augusto
Pour
Pamplona:
Pamplona:
RAtL UAMARATE
CAMARATE.
RAiL

La Bulgarie:
Pour la

M .GH
EORGHIEW.
M.
GH*ORGHIEW.

espagnoles:
espagnoles:

G.
ALLAJAS.
JALLAJAS.
G. J

Pour
La Finlande:
Finlande:
Pourla
NIILO
ORASMAA.
NIILO ORASMAA.
Pour
La France:
France:
Pourla
ED.
QUENOT.
ED. QUENOT.
L.
GENTHON.
L. GENTHON.
P.
GRANDSIMON.
P.
GRANDSIMON.
F.
NAVECH.
F.
NAVECH.
Pour l'Algirie:
'Algbie:
PAOLI.
PAOLI.

Signatures.
Signatures.
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Pour lee
Pour
Colonies et Protectorate
Pour le Japon:
les Colonies
Protectorats Pour
Japon:
IWATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
francais
l'Indochine:
frangaisde l'Indochine:
IWATARO
SEIITI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
Pour P
ensemble des
autres Colonies
Pour
l'ensemble
JIRO NAKAYAMA.
NAKAYAMA.
JIRO
des autres
Colonies
frangaises:
TOSIO
YAMATO.
francaises:
Tosio YAMATO.
R.
BOURGOIN.
R. BOURGOIN.
Pour
Chosen:
Pour is
le Chosen:
S
EIITI
OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
OKAZAKI.
Pour
Pourle
le Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de
de la
la GrandeGrandeKEISI FUKUDA.
FUKUDA.
KEISI
Bretagne
Bretagne et de I'Irlande
Mande du Nord:
D. J
D.
LIDBURY.
J. .
LIDBURY.
D.
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
D. O.
E.P.
BELL.
E.
P. BELL.
A.L.
ILLIAMS.
A.
L. W
WILLIAMS.

Pour l'ensemble
Pour
Pensemble des autres
autree
Dependances i_aponaises:
Dependances
japonaises:
I
WATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
KANJI I
TO.
KANJI
ITO.

Pour la Lettonie:
Pour
ensemble des
des Colonies
britan- Pour
Pour P
l'ensemble
Colonies britanDR
J.BUSER.
DR J.
BUSER.
niques,
niques, yy compris lee
les Territoires
Territoires
L.
ROULET.
L. ROULET.
d'outre-mer, lee
et les
lee
d'outre-mer,
les Protectorate
Protectoratset
Territoires
Territoires sous
sous suzerainete
suzerainete OIL
ou Pour
lee Etats
Levant sous
Pourles
Etats du
du Levant
sous
sous
mandat:
sous mandat:
Mandat
Mandat frangais
(Syrie et
et Liban):
Liban):
frangais(Syrie
M
.
USCLAT.
M.
USCLAT.
Pour la
Pour
la Grece:
V.
DENDRAMIS.
V. DENDRAMIS.
Pour la
Pour
la Republique de
de Liberia:
Liberia:
S.
CAMILIERIS.
S.CAMILItRIS.
DIXON BROWN.
BROWN.
DIXON
Pour le Guatemala:
Pour
Guatemala:
M .ARROYO.
ARROYO.
M.
Pour la Republique d'Haiti:
Pour
d'Haiti:
FAUSTIN
F
AUSTIN G.
TRONGt.
G. TRONGE.
Pour
la Republique du Honduras:
Pour la
Honduras:
ARTURO M
ARTURO
EJ1A NIETO.
NIETO.
MEJfA

Pour la Hongrie:
Hongrie:
Pour
Pour
britannique:
Pour l'Inde
l'Inde britannique:
M ORD. AL
AL HASAN.
HASAN.
MOHD.
H.L.
JERATH.
H.
L. JERATH.
N.
N. CHANDRA.
CHANDRA.
Pour
Iran:
Pour P
l'Iran:
DR. A.
A. A.
DR.
DAFFARY.
A. DAFTARY.

Pour la
Pour
Lithuanie:
la Lithuanie:
J.AIIKSTUOLIS.
J.
AUKSTUOLIS.
B.
B. BLAVESCIUNAS.
BLAVESCIUNAS.
Pour le
le Luxembourg:
Pour
Luxembourg:

0.
SCHOCKAERT.
O. SCHOCKAERT.

Pour
Maroc (d
Pour le
is Maroc
(a I'exclusion
l'exclusicm, de
la
de la
espagnole):
Zone espagnole):
H.F.
F.DUSSOL.
DussoL.
H.

Pour
Pour le Maroc
Maroc (Zone espagnole):
Pour
is Mexique:
Pour le

ALFONSO G6MEZ
G6MEZ MORENTfN.
M ORENTfN.
ALFONSO
ALMADA BECERRA.
BECERRA.
ALMADA
E.VALDEi
VALDiS GENES.
GENES.
E.

Pour
Nicaragua:
Pour is
le Nicaragua:
RUIAN DARfO.
RIUBEN
DARfO.

Pour
Pour l'Irav
l'Iraq:
D.
D. J
J..LIDBURY.
IDBURY.
D.
D. 0.
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
E.P.
P.BELL.
E.
BELL.
A. L.
L. W
WILLIAMS.
A.
ILLIAMS.

Pour
Pour la Nouvelle-Zelande:
Nouvelle-Zelande:

Pour
Pour l'Irlande:
l'Irlande:
P. DE
P.
DE BLACA.
BLACA.
S..S
S..P
PUIRSEAL.
S
UIRSEAL.

Pour la Republique de Panama:
Pour
Panama:
VIAL.
VIAL.

Pour l'Islande:
Pour
l'Islande:
ARNE KROG.
ARNE
KROG.
Pour
l'Italie:
Pour l'Italie:

Pour
Norvege:
Pour la
la Norvege:
S
TEN HAUG.
HAUG.
STEN
OSKAR
OSKAR HOMME.
HOMME.

J.
J.MADDEN.
M ADDEN.

Pour
Paraguay:
Pour le Paraguay:
HIGINIO ARBO.
ARBO.
HIGINIO
RAM6N
RAM6N LARA
LARA CASTRO.
CASTRO.
J.F.
F.PEREZ
PiREZ ACOSTA.
ACOSTA.
J.

Pour
Pour lee
Pays-Bas:
les Pays-Bas:
Pour
Pour l'ensemble des
des Colonies
Colonies et
et
DUYNSTEE.
DUYNSTEE.
Possessions italiennes
Possessions
italiennes autres
mares que
VAN GOOR.
GOOR.
VAN
I'Afrique orientate
l'Afrique
italienne:
orientale italienne:
Pour Curasao
Curacao et Surinam:
Surinam:
Pour
Pour P'Afrique
PAfrique orientate
italienne:
orientle italienne:
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
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Pour
neerlandaises:
Pour les Indes neerlandaises:
VAN
VAN DOOREN.
DOOREN.
HAJENIITS
HAJENIUS
P.
J. LEEMEYER.
LEEMEYER.
P. J.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.
Pour le Pgrou:
Pour
Perou:

ERNESTO CA
CERES.
ERNESTO
CACERES.
pour
CHAMOT.
pour JORGE
JORGE CHAMOT.
ERNESTO CACERES.
ERNESTO
CACERES.

Pour La
Pour
la Commonwealth
Commonwealth des
Philippines:
Philippines:
F.
CUADERNO.
F. CUADERNO.

Pour la
La Pologne:
Pologne:
Pour

RENt
MACHALSKI.
RENE MACHALSKI.
M.
M. HERWICH.
HERWICH.
T.
JAR0*.
T. JARON.

Pour le Portugal:
Pour
Portugal:

DUARTE
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
CALHEIROS.
A. BASTOS
A.
BASTOS GAVIXO.
GAVIXO.
J.
QUADRIC/ MORXO.
MORAO.
J. QUADRIO

Pour le Siam:
Pour

LUANG KOVID
KOVID APAIVONGSE.
APAIVONGSE.
LUANG
Pour La
Pour
la Suede:
GUNNAR LAGER.
LAGER.
GUNNAR
THUILE NYLUND.
NYLUND.
THURE
ALLAN HULTMAN
HULTMAN
ALLAN
Pour
Pour la
la Confgdgration
Confederation Suisse:
DR J.
J. BUSER.
BUSER.
DR
L.ROULET
ROULET
L.
Pour
Tcheco-Slovaquie:
Pour La.
la Tchkco-Slovaquie:
Pour La
Pour
la Tunisie:
Tunisie:

ED. QUENOT
QUENOT
ED.

Pour La
Pour
la Turquie:

APTULAHAT AKSIN
AKSIN
APTULAHAT
ad
ad referendum
referendum

Pour l' Union des Republiques
Rgpubliques SovieSovigPour
agues
Socialistes:
tiques Socialistes:
P.
P. GLINKINE
GLINKINE

V. IVANOV
IVANOV
V.

Pour la
Republique 0.
de l'
l' Uruguay:
Uruguay:
O. de
laRepublique
Pour lee Colonies
portugaises de
de Pour
Pour
Colonies portugaises
F.
A.
F.
A.
COSTANZO
occidentale:
l'Afrique occidentale:
DE PAIVA
PAIVA CARVALHO.
RNALDO DE
CARVALHO.
ARNALDO

ADOLFO AGORIO
AGORIO
ADOLFO

Vatican:
Pour l'Etat
l'Etat de la Cite du Vatican:
de Pour
Pour
lee Colonies
portugaises de
Pour les
Colonies portugaises
R6MULO ETCHEVERRY
BONEO.
ETCHEVERRYBONEO.
R6MULO
l'Afrique
l'Afrique orientate,
orientale, de l'Asie et
de l'Ocianie:
l'Oceanie:
Pour
Pourlee
les Eta,ts-Unis
Etats-Unisde Venezuela:
MARIO MONTEIRO
DE
MONTEIRO DE
MARIO
E.
GANTEAUME-TOVAR
E. GANTEAUME-TOVAR
MACEDO
MACEDO
F.
F. VtLEZ-SALAS
VELEZ-SALAS
Pour
La Roumanie:
Pour la
Roumanie:
Pour
Pourl'Yemen:
C. STEFANESCO.
STEFANESCO.
C.
Pour
Yougoslavie:
le Royaume de Yougoslarie:
Pour Le
N.
GEORGESCO.
M. GEORGESCO.
N. M.
DRAGICEVIC
SVET.
M. DRAGICEVIC
SVET. M.
MILOMIR
La. M
ICIC.
MILOMIR LJ.
MICIC.
Saint-Marin:
Pour
-Mann:
PourLa
la Republique
Ripublique de Saint
Ratification and
and apapRatification
considered the provisions
Having examined and considered
Having
provisions of the foregoing
foregoing proval
Postmaster
proval by Postmaater
General.
Air-Mail
Provisions, signed
signed at Buenos
day of May, General.
Aires on
on the 23rd day
Buenos Aires
Air-Mail Provisions,
Convention of Buenos Aires,
Universal Postal
1939,
1939, relative
relative to the Universal
Postal Convention
Aires,
powers
signed the same day; the same are by me, by virtue of the powers
vested by law in the Postmaster General, hereby ratified and approved
approved,
by and with the advice and consent of the President
President of the United
States
States of
of America.
America.
applicable to the United
United States
States of America,
America, the
This ratification
ratification is applicable
insular
possessions of the United
United States
States of America
America mentioned in
insular possessions
Ante, p. 2053.
2053.
Article
and to
and the
Canal Zone.
Zone.
the Panama
Panama Canal
to Samoa
Samoa and
(1°), and
8 (1°),
Article 8
In
witness
whereof,
I
have
caused
the
seal
of
the
Post
Office
DepartDepartPost
Office
of
the
the
seal
caused
In witness whereof, I have
ment
America to be hereunto
hereunto affixed
affixed this
States of America
of the
the United States
ment of
.A
12th day of January,
January, 1940.
JAMES
A. rAKiLEY
FARLEY
dAMES A.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
Postmaster
General.
Postmaster General.
Air-Mail Provisions,
Provisions, and
and
I
hereby approve
above-mentioned Air-Mail
the above-mentioned
approve the
I hereby
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
States of
of
United States
in testimony
testimony thereof
thereof have caused the
in
America to be hereto
hereto affixed.
FRANK
UN D
ROOSEVELT
[SEAL]
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
[SEAL]
President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary
Washington
January 25, 1940.
Washington January

Approval
Approval
President.

by the
the
by
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FINAL PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL OF THE
PROTOCOLE FINAL
PROTOCOLE
FINAL DES DIS- FINAL
PROVISIONS
CONCERNPROVISIONS
CONCERNPOSITIONS CONCERNANT
POSITIONS
CONCERNANT
ING THE
THE TRANSPORTATRANSPORTALE TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT DE LA
TION OF REGULAR
REGULAR MAILS
MAILS
LETTRES PAR
POSTE AUX LETTRES
BY AIR
AERIENNE.
VOIE AERIENNE.
I.
Frais
Aerial transportatransportaAerial
tion charges for closed
mails.
mails.

Ante, p. 2240.

Ante,

p. 22.

I

aerien des Aerial
transportation charges
charges for
de transport a6rien
Aerial transportation
for
depeches closes.
d6pAches
closed mails

Administrations de l'Inde
Les Administrations

The
Administrations of British
The Administrations
British

Republiques Sovietiques
Republiques
Sovietiques Socialistes ont la facult6
faculte de percevoir,
percevoir,
pour chaque parcours
leur
parcours de leur
reseau
aerien interne,
les frais
de
r6seau aerien
interne, les
frais de
transport
transport prevus
prevus a
Particle 14.
/4.
a 1'article

Republics have the opSocialist Republics
collecting, for each section
section
tion of collecting,
of their domestic air systems, the
transportation charges provided
provided
transportation
for in Article 14.

II.

II
II

britannique
Soviet
et de
de l'Union
britannique et
l'Union des
des India and the Union of Soviet

reducing the weight-unit
weight-unit
Facult6 de r6duire
Faculte
reduire Pechelon
l'echelon de Option of reducing
poids unitaire
unitaire des corresponair-mail correspondence
correspondence
corresponfor air-mail
dances-avion.
dances-avion.
Option
Option of
of reducing
reducing
weight unit.

Ante, p. 2235.
Ante,p.225.

Administrations dont
Les Administrations
dent le
systeme
le permet
permet out
systeme de
de poids
poids le
ont la
la
faculte d'adopter
d'adopter des echelons d'un
poids inferieur
inferieur A
a celui
celui de
20
poids
de 20
grammes
grammes prevu A
a l'article
Particle 5, §
§ 2.
surtaxes est
Dans ce cas, la surtaxe
est fixee
fix6e
Pechelon de poids adopt&
suivant l'6chelon
adopte.

Administrations whose
Administrations
whose system
weights permits it
it have the
of weights
weight
option of adopting units of weight
lower than that of 20 grams
grams pro5, Section 2.
vided for in Article 5,
surcharge is fixed
fixed
In that case, the surcharge
accordance with the scale of
of
in accordance
weight adopted.
weight
adopted.

III.

III
III

Surtaxes exceptionnelles
Exceptional surcharges
of
exceptionnelles en favour
faveur Exceptional
surcharges in favor of
de certains pays d'Europe.
d'Europe.
certain European
countries
certain
European countries
Exceptional
surExceptional curcharges.

Ante, p.
p. 2235.
2235.

Ant,

Les Administrations
Administrations d'Europe
d'Europe
qui,
situation
qui, par suits
suite de
de la
la situation
geographique de leurs
leurs pays, eproug6ographique
eprouvent
difficult& A
a adopter
vent des
des difficultes
adopter une
surtaxe uniforme
uniforme pour toute
touts 1'Eul'Eusurtaxe
rope sont autoris6es
autorisees a
percevoir
A percevoir
des
des surtaxes
surtaxes proportionnelles
proportionnelles aux
aux
distances, suivant
suivant les dispositions
dispositions
I'article 5, §§2.
de Particle
Cette faculte
facult6 est accord&
accordee egalement
d'Europe
ment aux autres
autres pays
pays d'Europe
pour leur trafic avec
avec les pays
raentionn6s A
a Palin&
mentionnes
l'alinea precedent.
pr6cedent.
mai
Fait da Buenos Aires, le 23 mai
1939.

AdminiRtrations
of
Europe
Administrations
of
Europe
whichz due to the geographic
geographic
which.
situation of their countries, find
situation
find
it difficult
difficult to adopt a
a uniform
it
surcharge for all Europe, are
surcharge
authorized to collect surcharges
surcharges
authorized
in proportion to the distances, in
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of
accordance
Article 5, Section 2.
That option is also granted to
other
other European countries in their
relations
relations with the countries
countries mentioned in the preceding
preceding paragraph.
Done at Buenos Aires,
Aires, May 23,
1939.
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Pour l'Afghanistan:
l'Afghanistan:
Pour
Pour l'
Union de l'Afrique
l'Afrique du Sud:
l'Union
Pour
J.N.
N.REDELINGHUYS.
REDELINGHUYS.
J.
H.C.
C.WAIN.
W AIN.
H.

Pour l'Albanie:
l'Albanie:
Pour
Pour
Pour l'Allemagne:

Pour
Bulgarie:
Pour La
la Bulgarie:
M .GHBORGHIEW.
GHAORGHIEW.
M.

Signatures.
Signatures.

Canada:
Pour le Canada:
Pour

JOHN A.
A.S
ULLIVAN.
SULLIVAN.
JOHN
H.BEAULIEU.
BEAULIEU.
H.
R.
AC NABB.
NABB.
H. M
MAC
R. II.

Pour le Chili:
Chili:
Pour

SEP6LVEDA
ALBERTO
EPtILVEDA
ALBERTO S
Pour
lee Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
Pour les
CONTRERAS.
CONTRERAS.
Pour
James W. Cole:
Pour James
J
OHN E.
LAMIELL.
E. LAMIELL.
JOHN
Pour
La Chine:
Chine:
Pourla
JOHN E.
LAMIELL.
E. LAMIELL.
JOHN
H.
K.CHANG
CHANG CHIEN.
CHIEN.
H. K.
S
TEWART M
EBER.
WEBER.
M. .W
STEWART
Pour
Colombie:
Republique de Colombie:
la Republique
Pour La
Possessionsdes
l'ensemble des Possessions
Pour l'ensemble
Pour R. Uribe
Escobar:
Uribe Escobar:
Pour
Etats-Unis d'Amerique:
d'Amerique:
Etats-Unis
E.
CARRIZOSA.
E. CARRIZOSA.
Cole:
Pour James
James W. Cole:
Pour
E.CARRIZOSA.
CARRIZOSA.
E.
JOHN E.
LAMIELL.
E. LAMIELL.
JOHN
JOHN E.
E.LAMIELL.
LAMIELL.
JOHN
Pour La
Costa-Rica:
la Republique de Costa-Rica:
Pour
STEWART M.
M .WEBER.
W EBER.
STEWART
ALBERTO SEPaLVEDA
SEPtLVEDA CONCONALBERTO
TRERAS.
TRERAS.
Pour
l'Arabie
Pourle Royaume de l'Arabie
Suoudite:
Saoudite:
Pour
Rtublique de Cuba:
Cuba:
la RBpublique
Pour La
J
A.MONTALVO.
ONTALVO.
J..A.
Pour
La Republique
Argentine:
Republique Argentine:
Pour la
A.
TORRADEMA.
A. TORRADEMt.
A.
ESCOBAR.
A. C.
C. ESCOBAR.
JEStS LAGO
LUNAR.
LAGO LUNAR.
JESTS
A.
LASTRA.
A. FUNES
FUNES LASTRA.
R.R.
R.TULA.
TULA.
R.
Pour le
Danemark:
le Danemark:
Pour
M
BRIONES.
SAENZ BRIONES.
M. .SIENZ
ARNE KROG.
KROG.
ARNE
MIGONE.
RAlfrL
C.M
IGONE.
RA6L C.
CARLOS H.
H.S
AL.
SAL.
CARLOS
Pour La
Ville libre
Danzig:
libre de Danzig:
la Ville
Pour
R.A.
A. PAN.
PAN.
R.
RENA
ACHALSKI.
MACHALSKI.
RENA M
G.
GARCfA.
A. GARCfA.
G. A.
MORENO.
Rufz M
I.RUfZ
ORENO.
I.
Pour
La Republique
Dominicaine:
Republique Dominicaine:
Pour la
A.T.
T.COSENTINO.
COSENTINO.
A.
TULIO
UESTERO.
M..CESTERO.
TULIO M
M .ALVAREZ
INGUIZ.
ARbNGUIZ.
ALVAREZ AR
M.
de
la Commonwealth de
Pour La
Pour
l'Australie:
Pour
l'
te:
Pourl'Egypte:
HARRY.
M.
M .B.
B.HARRY.
MVAGUIH.
WAGUIH.
M.
A.SLADDIN.
SLADDIN.
A.
Pour la
La Republique
Republique de El Salvador:
Salvador:
Pour
Pour la
La Belgique:
Belgique:
Pour
MUROZ.
Josh VILLEGAS
VILLEGAS M
UROZ.
JOSE
0.
CHOCKAERT.
O. S
SCHOCKAERT.
Pour
l'
PourI'Eguateur:
Pour La
Colonie du
beige:
Congo belge:
du Congo
la Colonie
Pour
F.VARDERAS.
F. GUARDERAS.
E.MONS.
M ONS.
E.
L.
G.DILLON.
DILLON.
L. G.
Pour
La Bolivie:
Pour la
PAREZ
ABASTO.
PEREZ ABASTO.
J.GMO.
Gmo. CANEDO.
CANEDO.
J.
J.LIEVANA.
LIEVANA.
J.

Pour l'Espagne:
l'Espagne:
Pour
Pour
Pour l'ensemble
espagnoles:
espagnoles:

des

Bresil:
Pour
Pourle Bresil:
Pour l'Estonie:
l'Estonie:
Pour
RA151. CAMARATE.
CAMARATE.
RA1L
G.
JALLAJAS.
G. JALLAJAS.
J
OAQIAM VIANNA.
VIANNA.
JOAQUfM
Pour
Confucio
Augu,sto
PamPamAugusto
Confucio
Pour
Pour La
Finlande:
la Finlande:
Pour
plona:
plona:
NIILO
ORASIKAA.
NIILO ORASMAA.
Re& CAMARATE
CAaK&ATD.
RA&L

Colonies
Colonies

2256
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INTERNATIONAL
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THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

Pour
Pour la
la France:
France:
ED.
ED. QUENOT.
QUENOT.
L.
GENTHON.
L. GENTHON.
P.
P. GRANDSIMON.
GRANDSIMON.
F.NAVECH.
F.
NAVECH.
Pour
l'Algerie:
Pour l'Algerie:
PAOLI.
PAOLI.

[54 STAT.
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Pour
Pour l'Islande:
l'Islande:
ARNE KROG.
ARNE
KROG.
Pour l'Italie:
l'Italie:
Pour

Pour l'ensemble des
Pour
Colonies et
des Colonies
et
Possessions
Possessions italiennes
italiennes autres
autres que
l'Afrique orientale
orientale italienne:
italienne:

Pour
Colonies et Protectorats
Pour les Colonies
Protectorate
Pour
orientale italienne:
Pour l'Afrique orientale
italienne:
franvais de l'Indochine:
frangais
l'Indochine:
Pour le Japon:
Japon:
Pour l'ensemble des autres
Pour
autres Colonies Pour
IWATARO
I
WATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
francaises:
francaises:
SEIITI
S
EIITI OKAZAKI.
OKAZAKI.
R.
R.BOURGOIN.
BOCTRGOIN.
JIRO
JIRO NAKAYAMA.
NAKAYAMA.
TOSIO
YAMATO.
Tosio YAMATO.
Pourle Royaume-Uni
Royaume-Uni de la GrandePour
GrandeBretagne et
Bretagne
et de l'Irlande
l'Irlande du
du Nord:
Nord:
D.
D.J.
J.LIDBURY.
LIDBURY.
Pour le Chosen:
Pour
Chosen:
D.
D.0.
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
SEIITI OKAZAKI.
SEIITI
OKAZAKI.
E.
P.BELL.
BELL.
E. P.
KEISI FUKUDA.
FUKUDA.
KEISI
A. L.
A.
ILLIAMS.
L. W
WILLIAMS.

Pour
Pour l'ensemble des autres
autres
Pour
Pour l'ensemble des
britandes Colonies
Colonies britanDependances
Dependances japonaises:
japonaises:
niques, yy compris les
niques,
les Territoires
Territoires
I
WATARO UCHIYAMA.
UCHIYAMA.
IWATARO
d'outre-mer, les Protectorats
d'outre-mer,
Protectorate et
les
et les
KANJI ITO.
ITO.
KANJI
Territoires
Territoires sous suzerainete ou
ou
sous mandat:
sow
mandat:
Pour la
Pour
La Lettonie:
Pour La
Pour
Grace:
la Grece:
V.
DENDRAMIS.
V. DENDRAMIS.
S..CAMILIERIS.
S
CAMILIARIS.
Pour
Pour le Guatemala:
Guatemala:
M..ARROYO.
M
ARROYO.

Pour
Ripublique d'Hauti:
Pour la Republique
d'Hani:
FAUSTIN G.
FAUSTIN
G.TRONGE
TRONGI..

Pour
Republique du Honduras:
Pour la
La Republique
Honduras:
ARTURO
ARTURO MEJfA
M E.71A. NIDTO.
NIETO.

Pour
Pour la
Hongrie:
la Hongrie:
Pour
Pour l'Inde britannique:
britannique:
MOHD.
M
OHD. AL
AL HASAN.
HASAN.
H.
H.L.
JERATH.
L. JERATH.
N.
N.CHANDRA.
CHANDRA.

Pour
Pour l'Iran:
l' Iran:

A. A.
A. DAFPARY.
DAFTARY.
DR. A.

Pour
Iraq:
Pour l'I'Iraq:
D. J.
D.
J.LIDBURY.
LIDBURY.
D.0.
D.
0. LUMLEY.
LUMLEY.
E.P.
P.BELL.
E.
BELL.
A.
A.L.
L.W
ILLIAMS.
WILLIAMS.

Pour
Pour l'Irlande:
l'Irlande:

P.
DE BLACA.
BLICA.
P. DE
S
PUIRSEAL.
S..S
S..PUIRSFEAL.

DRJ.
J.BUSER.
BUSER.
DR
L.ROULET.
L.
ROULET.

Pour
Pour les Etats
Etats du
du Levant
sous
Levant sous
Mandat
Mandat frangais
francais
(Syrie
et
(Syrie
et
Liban):
Liban):
M..USCLAT.
M
USCLAT.

Pour La
Pour
de Liberia:
Liberia:
la Republique de
DIXON
DIXON BROWN.
BROWN.
Pour
Pour la
La Lithuanie:
Lithuanie:

J..AUKSTUOLIS.
J
AUKSTUOLIS.
B. BLAVESCIUNAS.
BLAVESCIUNAS.
B.

Pour le Luxembourg:
Pour
0. SCHOCKAERT.
SCHOCKAERT.
O.
Pour le Maroc
Maroc (d
Pour
(4 l'exclusion
I'exclusion de
de la
la
Zone espagnole):
H.
H .F.
F.DUSSOL.
DussoL.
Pourle Maroc
Pour
Maroc (Zone espagnole):
espagnole):
Pour le Mexique:
Pour
ALFONSO
ALFONSO G6MEZ
G6MEZ MORENTfN.
M ORENTIN.
ALMADA
ALMADA BECERRA.
BECERRA.
E.
E.VALDES
VALIASGENES.
GENES.
Pour Le
Pour
le Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
RUBiN
RUBEN DA.R10.
DARfo.
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Pour
Colonies portugaises
portugaises
Pour les Colonies
orientale, de l'Asie
de l'Afrique orientale,
et
l'Ocianie:
de l'Oceanie:
et de
MACEDO
M
ARIO M
ONTEIRO DE
DE M
ACEDO
MONTEIRO
MARIO

Pour
Pourla Norvege:
STEN HAUG.
HAUG.
STEN
OSKAR
HOMME.
OSKAR HOMME.
Pour la
La Nouvelle-Zelande:
Nouvelle-Zelande:
Pour
J
M ADDEN.
J..MADDEN.

Pour
la Republique
Panama:
Republique de Panama:
Pour la
VIAL.
VIAL.
Pour le
Paraguay:
le Paraguay:
Pour

Pour
Saint-Mann:
Republique de Saint-Marin:
la Republique
PourLa
Pour
Siam:
le Siam:
Pour is
APAIVONGSE.
LUANG
KOVID APAIVONGSE.
LUANG KOVID

ARBO.
HIGINIO ARBO.
HIGINIO
RAMoN
CASTRO.
LARA CASTRO.
RAM6N LARA

J
F.PAREZ
ACOSTA.
PEREZ ACOSTA.
J..F.

Pour
Pour la Suede:
GUNNAR LAGER.
LAGER.
GUNNAR
THURE NYLUND.
NYLUND.
THURE
ALLAN HULTMAN
HULTMAN
ALLAN

Pour les
Pays-Bas:
les Pays-Bas:
Pour
DUYNSTEE.
DUYNSTEE.
VAN GOOR.
GOOR.
VAN

Pour La
Confederation Suisse:
la Confederation
Pour
DR J.
J.BUSER.
BUSER.
DR
L.ROULET
ROITLET
L.

Surinam:
Pour
Curacao et
St Surinam:
Pour Curacao
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour La
Tcheco-Slovaquie:
la Tchico-Slovaquie:
Pour

Pour
n&erlandaises:
Indes neerlandaise,s:
Pour les _rides
VAN DOOREN.
DOOREN.
VAN
HAJENIUS
HAJENIUS
P.
J.LEEMEYER.
LEEMEYER.
P. J.
HOOGEWOONING.
HOOGEWOONING.

Pour la Tunisie:
Tunisie:
Pour

ED.
QUENOT
ED. QUENOT

Pour
La Turquie:
Turquie:
Pour la
APTULAHAT
AKSIN
APTULAHAT AKSIN
ad referendum
referendum

Pour
Perou:
Pour le Perou:
ERNESTO
CACERES.
ERNESTO CACERES.
pour
JORGE CHAMOT.
CHAMOT.
pour JORGE
ERNESTO CACERES.
CA CERES.
ERNESTO

Commonwealth
Pour
La
Commonwealth
Pour la
Philippines:
Philippines:
F.CUADERNO.
F.
CUADERNO.

Pour
la Roumanie:
Pour La
C.
TEFANESCO.
STEFANESCO.
C. S
N.
GEORGESCO.
M..GEORGESCO.
N. M

Pour 1'
Union des Ripubliques
SoRIpubliques Sol'Union
Pour
Socialistes:
vietiques Socialistes:
des

Pour La
Pologne:
la Pologne:
Pour

RENt
ACHALSKI.
MACHALBKI.
RENE M
M
HERWICH.
M. .HERWICH.
T.
T.JARON.
JARok.

Pour
Portugal:
Pour le Portugal:
DUARTE CALHEIROS.
CALHEIROS.
DUARTE
A.BASTOS
BASTOS GAVIiO.
GAVIXO.
A.
J
ORX0.
MOBRO.
QUADRIO M
J. .QUADRIO

P.GLINKINE
GLINKINE
P.
V.I
vANov
IVANOV
V.

Pour La
l'UruRepublique 0. de 1'Urula Republique
Pour
guay:
guay:
F.
COSTANZO
A. COSTANZO
F. A.
ADOLFO
AGORIO
ADOLFO AGORIO

Pour
l'Etat de la
Vatican:
Cite du Vatican:
la Cite
Pour I'Etat
R6MULO ETCHEVERRY
ETCHEVERRY BONEO.
BONEO.
R6MULO
Pour les
les Etats-Unis
Venezuela:
Etats-Unis de Venrzuela:
Pour
E.GANTEATME-TOVAR
GANTEAUME-TOVAR
E.
F.VELEZ-SALAS
VALEz-SALAs
F.

Pour
Pour l'Yemen:

is Royaume de Yougoslavie:
Pour le
Pour les
les Colonies
portugaises de Pour
Colonies portugaises
Pour
S
VET. M.
M .DRAGICEVIC
DRAGICEVIC
SVET.
occidentale:
l'Afrique occidentale:
ARNALDO DE
DE PAIVA
PAT VA CARVALHO.
CARVALHO.
ARNALDO

M
ILOMIR L
.T. MICIC.
M ICIC.
LJ.
MILOMIR
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AV
AV 22

2)
(art. le,
19, §I 2)

ADMINISTRATION
EXP1:DITRICE
ADMINISTRATION EXPEDITRICE
DiP&CHE:
DE LA DEPSCHE:

(.. s.,
--.

-.-

.. .... .............................

ADMINISTRATION DESTINATAIRE
DESTINATAIRE
ADMINISTRATION
DE
DEFAME:
DE LA
LA DAPICHE:

..........
.. ..

-L.................
...............
......

Timbre du bureu
bureau
Timbre
erpediteut

.............
L........
.. L....-....
L..... ..................
,-

Timbre
bureau
Timbre du bureau
destin-atire
destinataire

BORDEREAU
BORDEREAU

I'm"ur

"" ...........

DES
DES CORBESPONDANCES-AVION
CORRESEONDANCES•AVION
DES POIDS
POIDS DES

I

\
••...

i
--

I/

rdinaire
ordinaire
contenues
dens la
Is d6p1chbe--clepeche
contenues das
.arion
-aion

du
bureau d'6change
d'ecbange d
du bureau
d

--

.

--.----......................

......

pour
Is bureau
pour le
bureau d'echange
d'ebhange d.----___________—__
d-...............-................
expediee
I. .
exp6di6e lo

...........

.....................

,1--........ •IS

i--

h-

m.

..

.
Numero
Num6ro

Nome
deetination
des pays de
de deatiation
Noms des

d'ordre
d'ord&e
I__

des
des eorrespondances-avion
correspondances-aion

Pals
Poids net
net
Grammes
Grammes

Observations
Observation

2
2

3
3

4
*

9

(Dimensions: 210X2
210x297
(Dimension:
7 mm..)
rm-)

)
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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[51 STAT.
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AV 3
3
AV

(art.
21,
(art. 21,
ADMINISTRATION EXPEDITRICE
EXPIDITRICE
ADMINISTRATION
DE LA
LA DAPECHE:
DEPEOH.E:
DE

0
1)
§ 1)

ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION REACHEMINANT
REACI1EMINANT
DEP£CHE:
LA DRP-CHE:

TRANSPORT
AERIEN DE
DE DEPECRES-AVION
CLOSES
DEIPfACHES-AVION CLOSES
TRANSPORT AlRIEN
Re'eve des
poids brute
brute des
des deptsehes-avion
bureau d'echange
d'echange
par le
le bureau
rdachemiinea par
dipkehes-avion reacheminees
des poids
Relev6

d
la statistique 1) du
la periode
p6riode de In
Date
I Date
Numero

d'exPe -

Bureau
Bureau
d'origine

N-

Breaeau
Bureau de
de

destination

d'origine
destination
d'rdre
d'ito
dition
| destintion
l P
d'ordre
dor du bureau
l
de
d'origine
a depeche
depeche
de Is
d'origine

N

1
1121
I
-

I

2-

44

3
3

La depdehe
La
d6peche
Rd r6aehereaeheaaet6
me par
par
min6e
vole
voie serienne
aerienne
d
ft
b

55

____ ........._
6
6

pendant
pendant

d .--.-

an
an -...................................

------.----

1919

N
Poids brat
brut
Poida
N' 9
ge de la depeehe
deue^
la ligne
o la aepeca Obeervations
Observations
shrienne
a6rienne
Grammes
Grammes
utzilisee
utilis6e

77

8
8

99

I

Total
Total

I
-

-.

-

le
le

-..---

...-

-

1919

--

_

____le

,le

.I........e
......
_---

19—
19-

Vu
et acceptS:
accepts:
Vu et
Le Chef
d'origine:
Le
Chef du bureau
bureau d'origine:

Le
Chef du
bureau transitaire:
transitaire:
Le Ohef
du bureau

3) LonqU
a)
Loma. leb
le dcompte
dlcontpti a
a lies
ban des
pads leentnnt
sdelleseent tensport6.s
transposal's, b
Is re*iv
releve est
set (asbU
Stabil par
per msL.
Lola.
se mu
aIr Is bhau
de] poids
2

(Dimensions: 210x297
(Dimension:
10X297 ram.)
nmn.)

AV
AV44
(art.
1)
(art 21,
21, i§ 1)
ADMINISTRATION EXPEDITRICE
ADMINISTPATION
EXPEDITRICE
DE
LA DEPECHE:
DE LA
DfPfCHE:

0
.

ADMINISTRATION DESTINATAIRE
ADMINIST1ATION
DESTINATAIBE
DE LA
DEPEOHE:
DE
LA DISPEHE:

TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT AERIEN
AiRIEN DE CORRESPONDANCES-AVION
CORRESPONDANCES-AVION
4r

-orion

Relev6 du
dos corrcspondances-avion
correspondances-avion contenues
dans lee
1° 7
du poids net dcs
contenue dans
lea d6pbehesdepchesa
ordnuures
ordinaireas
du bureau
du
bureau d'eekange
d'echange d-

..

........

pour to
bureau d'ochange
d'6change d
pour
le bureau
d...................-..

expediSes pendant
do la
In statistique
1) du--....expadiaes
pendant In
la periode de
statistique 1)
Poids
des correscormsPoids des

Date

Nr
N'
d'ordre
d
'ordre

11

Date
N'
N'
d'
exp&di
d' espediaes du
du
de
la
dela
tion
&Oche bureau
bureau
dipehe
d,
origine
d'origine
a
a

a
2

edestinies
.

N' de la
N''
Is
ligne
ligne

pondances
avion
pondanees-avion
destinees
au pays
pays
destin6es an

arienne
" rienne
utilige
utilis6e

de reception de

II

Grammes
Grammes
_- 5

19

....

0

Poids not des correspondances-avion
Poidsdestin
not des
eorrespondances-avion
B d
d'autres
Ses b.
'autres pavs
pays

intermedialres
intermsdiaires

.

-......

............ .......................... ....

Parcours
Pareours ahriena
asriens

de reception de la
la
d6peche
depecoe 2)
2)

4
4

...

Grammes
Grammes
__

Pays
Parcours
aerien
Pays de
Pareours aerien
dans
des. destination
dans le
le pays
pays de
de destination
2)
tination 2)

ObserCheer.
vations
vations

02

Granunes
Grammes

e
6

77

8
a

9ft

Ie3
i
0
0
Total
Total

Lonqere le domnpt-e
· lile
ur la
1. base
b as d-i
rellmenet transportas,
tralportlh, Ie
relcvi st
tlab!i par mole.
./) Lonna*
iteompte a
lien ter
dee poid.
polds rdellement
to Mesa
sot ftaldi
mois.
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L- eosoner
t 7
7 b•
an soot
ront remplies
ronplist quo dan
pysy
./
coleuses
It
doss 1
le ea*
eas oa
at lI
le pa
is de dutinatio
destination due
des correpondances-avon
correepondanees.avion se charge
charge de tear
lIur
rsiaeeh
inemnt per
par Is
roie sarienne
rlie.ne kI I'intrlieur
do son territolre.
LH corr.spondftnc
-arlon detiunis
localit6 do
Ia -roport de
rdaeltessInement
la Sole
l'interieur de
territoire. Les
correspondenewavion
deetinees &
I In loeslit6
de ra6roport
de re.
r6eptbion tune
duedprche-aion
a'entren pas
pa. dans
°option
dip4ebe.asion n'entrent
to ealcul
dans le
calcul do
do poids.
1v

-

--

,

,l

............

....

..

-----........-.........

, le.............................................
19 ....-..Vu
Vu ett accept6:
accept6
Le Chef
du bureau
bureau d'origine:
d'origine:
La
Chef du

brau transitaire:
Le Cbef
Met du bureau
trausitaire:

(Dimensions: 210X297
210x297 mm.)
Rum.)
(Dimensions:
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Ratification
and
apRatfication
and apconsidered the
the provisions
Having examined
examined and
and considered
provisions of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
by Postmaster
Postmaster
proval
Iproval by
General.
general.
Final Protocol to the Air-Mail
Air-Mail Provisions,
Provisions, signed at Buenos Aires on
on
the 23rd day of May,
May, 1939, relative
relative to
Convento the Universal
Universal Postal
Postal Convention of Buenos Aires, signed the same day;
day; the same is by
by me,
me, by
by
virtue of the powers vested by law in
Postmaster General,
in the Postmaster
General, hereby
hereby
ratified
approved, by and with the advice
ratified and approved,
advice and consent
consent of the
President of the United States
States of America.
This ratification
applicable to
United States
of America,
America, the
the
ratification is applicable
to the United
States of
insular possessions of the United
of America
America mentioned
mentioned in
United States
States of
in
Ante, p.
2053.
Ante,
p.206.
Article 8
8 (1°), and to Samoa and the Panama Canal Zone.
In witness whereof, I
caused the seal
Office DepartDepartI have caused
seal of the Post Office
ment of the United States
States of America
America to be hereunto affixed
affixed this 12th
12th
day of January, 1940.
[SEAL]
J
AMES A.
A. FARLEY
FARLEY
[SEAL]
JAMES
Postmaster General.
Postmaster
General.
Approval
by the
Approval by
the
IIhereby approve the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Final Protocol
President.
President.
Protocol to the
the AirMail Provisions, and in testimony thereof
the
thereof have caused
caused the seal
seal of
of the
United States of America
affixed.
America to be
be hereto
hereto affixed.
[SEAL]
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
Washington January
Washington
January 25, 1940.
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NEW
ZEALAND—CERTIFICATES OF
OF AIRWORTHINESSAIRWORTHINESS--Jan.
30 ,1940
Ja. 30,1940
NEW ZEALAND-CERTIFICATES

Feb.28,
28, 1
1940
Feb.
94 0

America and
Arrangement
and New Zealand
Zealand
States of America
United States
the United
between the
Arrangement between
respecting certificates
exairworthiness for export. Effected by excertificates of airworthiness
respecting
change
January 30 and February
February 28, 1940; effective
of notes
notes signed January
change of
March
1, 1940.
1940.
March 1,
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January 30
30 and
and
January
February 28,
23, 1940
1940
February
[E.
A.
8.
No.
167]
[E. A. 8. No. 187]

General (Pinkerton)
The American
American Consul
Consul General
(Pinkerton) to the Prime
Prime Minister
Minister of
of
The
Zealand (Savage)
the
of New Zealand
the Dominion
Dominion of
A MERICAN CONSULATE
CONSuLATE GENERAL
GENERAL
AMERICAN
WPI.LINGTON, NEW
ZEALAND
NEW ZEALAND
WELLINGTON,

January 30,
30, 1940
1940
January

Siat:
SIR:

Arrangement
I
I have the honor to set forth below the terms of the Arrangement
between the United States and New
New Zealand
Zealand relating
relating to the imbetween
portation into New Zealand of aircraft
aircraft components
aircraft and aircraft
portation
by me to have
manufactured
in
understood
have been
been
as
States
United
the
manufactured
approved in the course of the negotiations
negotiations recently conducted
conducted by the
Consulate General
Minister:
General with the Office of the Prime Minister:
STATES OF AMERICA
ARRANGEMENT
BETWEEN THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA AND
AND
ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
THE DOMINION
DOMINION OF
ZEALAND RELATING
RELATING TO THE IMPORTATION
IMPORTATION
NEW ZEALAND
OF NEW
THE
AND AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
INTO
NEW ZEALAND
ZEALAND OF AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT AND
COMPONENTS
INTO NEW
MANUFACTURED
UNITED STATES
STATES
MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED
A
RTICLE I—SCOPE
or ARRANGEMENT
ARRANGEMENT
I-SCOPE OF
ARTICLE

(a) This
Arrangement applies
applies to
civil aircraft
aircraft and
and to aircraft
aircraft
to civil
This Arrangement
(a)
America,
of
States
United
continental United States
components
the continental
constructed in the
components constructed
including Alaska,
Alaska, and
and exported
to the
the Dominion
New Zealand.
Dominion of New
exported to
including
(b)
This
Arrangement
shall
extend
to
complete
aircraft
of all
aircraft
to
complete
extend
shall
(b) This Arrangement
Zealand
New
into
types,
and
to
aircraft
components
when
imported
into
Zealand
imported
when
types, and to aircraft components
a complete
as
merchandise and
and not
complete aircraft.
aircraft.
not as aapart of a
as merchandise
procedure,
import
classifying
(c)
procedure, aircraft
aircraft and
and
the purpose of classifying
(c) For the
of aircraft
general
aircraft
components
are
divided
into
three
general
classes
aircraft
into
divided
are
aircraft components
Units,
as follows:
follows:
Units, as
(1) Class II Units are defined
aircraft or airdefined as any complete aircraft
(1)
craft
approvals in themselves,
themselves
components having type approvals
craft components
or
any major
aircraft structural parts
assemblies of aircraft
major assemblies
or any
exported not as a
part of aacomplete
complete aircraft.
a part
exported
Items
this class include, among others, complete airItems in this
craft, aircraft
aircraft engines,
engines, propellers,
propellers, appliances,
appliances, and such
such
craft,
major
structural parts as wings, tail surassemblies of structural
major assemblies
faces, ailerons and fuselages.
(2) Class
Units are
are defined
defined as any
assemblies or parts, other
other
any assemblies
II Units
Class II
(2)
than those
included in
in Class
which directly
directly influence
influence the
I, which
Class I,
those included
than
airworthiness of
component, except
except
aircraft component,
or aircraft
an aircraft
aircraft or
of an
airworthiness
small standard
Items in this class
class
materials. Items
and materials.
parts and
standard parts
small
include components
components not
not having
type approvals in themhaving type
include
selves
as any
any structural
structural part or assembly of an
such as
selves, such
aircraft,
any functioning
structural part of an
or structural
functioning or
and any
aircraft, and
engine
or propeller,
propeller, except
except small standard parts.
engine or
193470-41—PT. U
fI--65 65
193470--41-rT.

Application.
Application.

Classification of
of air.
air.
Claslficatlon
craft
units.
cratt units.
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(3)
III Units
Units are
are defined
small standard
standard parts
parts and
and
as small
defined as
Class III
(3) Class
materials not
type approvals
in themselves.
Items
themselves. Items
approvals in
materials
not having
having type
in this
this class
include, among
others, sound-proofing
sound-proofing mamaclass include,
among others,
in
terials,
cowling, ventilation
ventilation equipment,
equipment, tires,
bolts, nuts,
nuts,
tires, bolts,
terials, cowling,
pins, and
standard ball or roller bearings.
and standard
rivets, cotter
cotter pis,
ARTICLE
IMPORTATION OF
or CLASS
CLASS IIUNITS
UNITS
ARTICLE II—
II-IMPORTATION
The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of New Zealand
Zealand will confer
confer
The
the
same
validity
upon
Certificates
of
Airworthiness
Export
for
Export
Airworthiness
the same validity upon Certificates of
issued by
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
the United
United States
of the
issued
by the
the competent
for complete aircraft subsequently
subsequently to be registered
registered in New Zealand,
Zealand,
and
for other
Units imported
Zealand, as
such
as if
if such
imported into
into New
New Zealand,
other Class
Class I
I Units
and for
certificates
issued pursuant
pursuant to the regulations
regulations in force
force on
certificates had been issued
the
applicable documents
documents
receipt of the applicable
Zealand, upon
upon receipt
the subject in New Zealand,
requirements prescribed
prescribed by
and technical
technical data specified in special requirements
Zealand authorities
authorities pursuant to Article III of this Arrangethe New Zealand
ment.
"Certificate of Air"Certificate
As used in this Arrangement,
"Certificate of AirworthiArrangement, the term "Certificate
worthiness for Exworthiness
port" defined.
defined.
port"
ness
document issued
competent aeroby the competent
issued by
for Export" means
means aa document
ness for
nautical
certifying that, at the time
the United
United States,
States, certifying
nautical authorities of the
issuance thereof, a
specific
aircraft Unit identified by specific
of the issuance
a specified aircraft
markings
or otherwise,
inspection by a
aqualified
qualified
been found,
found, after inspection
markings or
otherwise, has been
representative
authorities, to comply with any special rerepresentative of such authorities,
quirements specified by the New Zealand authorities
authorities as provided
provided in
quirements
Article III of this Arrangement;
Arrangement; and
Article
Importation of Class
Importation
I
I Units
Units into New Zealand.

(1) to conform
conform to a
which the
the competent aeronautical
aeronautical
a type which
authorities
States have found
found to be of
authorities of the United States
proper
design, material,
construction and
material, specifications, construction
proper design,
performance
operation,• or
or
for safe
safe operation;
performance for
(2)
airworthy (either generally
subject to special
generally or subject
to be airworthy
(2) to
conditions).
conditions).
ARTICLE III-SPECIAL
III--SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
ARTICLE
Special requireSpecial
ments.
ments.

The
competent aeronautical
authorities of New Zealand
Zealand may
may make
make
The competent
aeronautical authorities
Airworthiness for Export
Export
upon Certificates
Certificates of Airworthiness
the validity conferred
conferred upon
and the importation
importation and use of Class II
II and Class III Units dependent
fulfillment of
which are
are
pendent upon the fulfillment
of any special
special requirements
requirements which
by
them
for
the
issuance
of
certificates
of
for the time being specified
specified by them for the issuance of certificates of
airworthiness,
or
for
the
use
of
similar
Units,
in
New
Zealand,
proairworthiness,
similar
New Zealand,
communicated to the United
United
vided such requirements
requirements shall have
have been
been communicated
States authorities
authorities 60 days or more
more prior to the date
date of shipment of
aircraft Unit or Units involved. Pursuant to Article
Article VII, the
the aircraft
details of such special
special requirements
requirements shall be communicated
communicated by the
authorities of
Zealand directly
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of New Zealand
directly to the
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United States.

ARTICLE
II Ulirrs
UNITS
ARTICLE IV-IMPORTATION
IV— IMPORTATION OF
or CLAss
CLASS II
Inspection
Inspection Tag, etc.,
etc.,
required.
required.

The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of New Zealand
Zealand will apimportation and use of Class
Clakg II
II Units provided each Unit
prove the importation
Unit
or shipment of like Units is accompanied
accompanied by an Inspection
Inspection Tag and

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

AIRWORTHINESS
NEW
ZEALAND— CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS
NEW ZEALAND-CERTIFICATES

Jan.
30, 1940
1940
Jan. 30,
1940
28,
Feb.
Feb. 28,
1940
Feb. 28, 1940
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by
technical data specified
requirements prescribed
prescribed
specified in the special requirements
the technical
by the
by
authorities of New Zealand
Zealand pursuant
pursuant
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
the competent
by the
Arrangement.
to Article III of this Arrangement.
"Inspection Tag"
Tag"
"Inspection
a defined.
As
term "Inspection
"Inspection Tag" means a
Arrangement, the term
As used in this Arrangement,
defined.
document
qualified representative
representative of the competent
competent aerodocument signed by aaqualified
nautical authorities
authorities of the United
United States, certifying that at the time
nautical
affixed has
of
specified Unit to which the tag is affixed
thereof, the specified
issuance thereof,
of issuance
been
inspected and approved
airworthy by such authorities.
approved as airworthy
been inspected

UNrrs
OF CLASS III
ARTICLE
V— IMPORTATION or
III UNITS
ARTICLE V-IMPORTATION
Manufacturer's
inManufacturer's inThe
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of New Zealand will ap- voice
The competent
required.
required.
Unit
of Class III Units
prove the
the importation
Units provided each Unit
use of
importation and use
prove
or shipment
of like
like Units
Units is
is accompanied
manufacturer's invoice
a manufacturer's
by a
accompanied by
shipment of
or
forth
which shall set
set forth
which

(1)
such Units
Units were
manufactured for use with aircraft
aircraft or
or
were manufactured
that such
(1) that
aeronautical
aircraft components
components for
which the
the competent
competent aeronautical
for which
aircraft
authorities of
of the
the United
issue Certificates
Certificates of
States issue
United States
authorities
Airworthiness
Export;
Airworthiness for Export;
(2)
the Units
Units are
are new
and were
accordmanufactured in accordwere manufactured
new and
that the
(2) that
applicable
ance with
approved specifications,
specifications, naming the applicable
with approved
ance
specifications;
specifications;
which the Unit
(3) full
full details
the conditions
conditions under
Unit may
under which
of the
details of
(3)
be operated,
operated, such
such as
as permissible
permissible loads
and information
information of
of
loads and
be
like nature,
necessary; and
and
if necessary;
nature, if
like
(4) with
with respect
to materials,
materials, their
certain
conformity with certain
their conformity
respect to
(4)
specimens
a report of tests of specimens
stated
specifications and a
stated specifications
taken
from the
consideration.
under consideration.
material under
the material
taken from
ARTICLE
COMPULSORY AND
NON-COMPULSORY MODIFICATION
M ODIFICATION
AND NON-COMPULSORY
VI--CoMPULsoRY
ARTICLE VI—
(a) As
Arrangement, the
modifica"compulsory modificathe term "compulsory
this Arrangement,
in this
used in
As used
(a)
tion"
means a
modification of
of an
aircraft Unit required
required by the coman aircraft
a modification
tion" means
petent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United States. The term
petent aeronautical
but
modification approved, but
a modification
"noncompulsory modification"
modification" means a
"noncompulsory
not required,
with respect
respect to
aircraft Unit, by the competent
competent
to an aircraft
required, with
not
United States.
aeronautical authorities
of the
the United
authorities of
aeronautical
(b)
The
competent
aeronautical
authorities of
of the
the United
States
United States
authorities
aeronautical
competent
The
(b)
shall arrange
arrange for
the effective
to the competent aerocommunication to
effective communication
for the
shall
Particulars of compulsory
nautical authorities
authorities of
New Zealand
of the Particulars
compulsory
Zealand of
of New
nautical
modifications
affecting aircraft
Units of
make and model as
such make
of such
aircraft Units
modifications affecting
have
been imported
imported under
this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
under this
have been
(c) The
aeronautical authorities
the United
States
United States
of the
authorities of
competent aeronautical
The competent
(c)
shall, to
to the
the extent
extent that
they may
may from
to time
time deem
deem practicable
practicable
time to
from time
that they
shall,
and
desirable, advise
competent aeronautical
authorities of New
aeronautical authorities
the competent
advise the
and desirable,
Zealand
of
the
provisions
of
noncompulsory
modifications
affecting
Zealand of the provisions of noncompulsory modifications affecting
imported
been
have
aircraft Units
Units of
such make
make and
and model
model as have
imported
of such
aircraft
pursuant to
to this
Arrangement.
this Arrangement.
pursuant

defined.
Terms defined.

Notice of
of modfiesmodificaNotice
tions.
tions.

ARTICLE VII-DInICT
VII— DIRECT C
ORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
ARTICLE
(a) The
The competent
competent aeronautical
of each
Party shall
shall
each Party
authorities of
aeronautical authorities
(a)
fully
Party
keep
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
of
the
other
Party
other
the
of
authorities
keep the competent aeronautical
and currently
all their
regulations in
force in
regard to
in regard
in force
their regulations
of all
informed of
currently informed
and

Exchange
inforExchange of inarmation
concerning rregmation conenng

Mations.
ulations.
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airworthiness of aircraft
aircraft Units
Units and
and any
any changes
changes therein
that may
may
the airworthiness
therein that
from time to
to time be made.
made.
(b) In
event that,
as a
of difficulties
difficulties encountered
serv(b)
In the
the event
that, as
a result
result of
encountered in
in servthe competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical
ice (such
(such as
as structural
structural failure,
failure, etc.),
etc.), the
authorities of New
should suspend
or prohibit
the further
further
New Zealand
Zealand should
suspend or
prohibit the
operation of aircraft
aircraft imported
imported pursuant
pursuant to the terms of this ArrangeArrangement, they shall promptly inform
inform the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authoriauthorities of the United States of
nature of
difficulties encountered.
of the nature
of the difficulties
encountered.
(c) The furnishing
by this
this ArrangeArrangefurnishing of the information
information required
required by
notification of
ment and the notification
pursuant to
to Article
Article
of special
special requirements
requirements pursuant
IIII shall be communicated
communicated. by
by the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
the competent aeronautical authorities
of one Party directly to
authorities of
of the
to the
the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
the
other Party. All questions
procedure to be
followed in
in the
the appliappliquestions of
of procedure
be followed
cation of the provisions of
Arrangement shall
shall be
be the
of the present
present Arrangement
the
subject
subject of direct correspondence,
necessary, between
between the
the
correspondence, whenever
whenever necessary,
competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of the Parties.
Parties.
ARTICLE
TERMINATION
ARTIcLE VIII—
VIII-TERMINATION
Duration ofarrangeof arrangeDuration
ment.
ment.

Effective
date.
Effective date

The present Arrangement
Arrangement shall be subject
subject to termination
termination by either
either
months' notice
to the
the other
other Party.
Party upon
upon six
six months'
notice given
given in
in writing
writing to
Party.
IIshould be pleased
pleased if you would inform me whether your Government accepts
accepts the foregoing text as the text which was agreed to
in the
the
to in
course of the recent
recent negotiations. If
If so, my Government
Government suggests
suggests
Arrangement become
become effective on March
that the Arrangement
March 1, 1940.
I have
I
have the honor to
to be,
be, Sir,
Sir,
obedient servant,
Your obedient
servant,
L.C.
C.PINKERTON,
PINKERTON,
L.
American Consul
Congul General.
Amerioan
General.
The Right Honorable
Honorable MICHAEL
JOSEPH SAVAGE,
SAVAGE, P.
P.C.,
C.,
MICHAE JOSEPH
Prime Minister
Minter of
Prime
of the Dominion
Domirnon
of
Zealand,
of New
New Zealad,
"Wellington.
Wellington.
Special Requirements Specified
Specified by the New
Special
New Zealand Aeronautical
Aeronautical Authorities
for the
States Aircraft
and Aircraft
the Importation
Importation of
of United
United States
Aircraft and
Aircraft Components
Components
Into
of New
New Zealand
as of
of March
1940.*
Into the
the Dominion
Dominion of
Zealand as
March 1,
1, 1940.*

License, etc.,
License,
etc., rerequired.
quired.

1. (a) A
1.
A Licence to Import, issued by the competent
competent authorities
authorities
of New Zealand, shall be required
shipment of
of aircraft
aircraft
required for
for each shipment
Units. With respect
respect to Class I
the License
License to
to Import,
toI Units
Units the
Import, together with a
a Certificate
Certificate of
Compliance, must
be produced
produced at
at the
of Compliance,
must be
the
time release is secured
secured of such shipment
shipment of Class II Units
the
Units from
from the
customs authorities
authorities of New Zealand.
"Certificate
"Certffcate of
of CornComAs
used
in this Arrangement,
"Certificate of
Arrangement, the term "Certificate
Compliance"
of Compliance"
pliane"
pilaus" defined.
defined.
means aa document issued by the competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
*
of terms, see
* Subject to change.
change. For definition
definition of
see Arrangement between
between the
United States of
of America
America and the Dominion
Dominion of New
New Zealand relating to
to the
the
importation into New
Zealand of
aircraft and aircraft units manufactured in
New Zenland
of aircraft
the United States, effective
effective March
March 1, 1910.
1940.

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

AIRWORTHINESS
NEW ZEALAND-CERTIFICATES
ZEALAND
CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINES
AIRWORTHINESS

330, 1940
Jan. 39,
Jan.
- 1940
1Feb.
KJ
CD, 28,, 1940
y4

manufacturer certifying
certifying that
that
of the United States to aaUnited States manufacturer
produced by such manufacturer, complies
particular Class IIUnit, produced
complies
aaparticular
with
special requirements
importation of Class I
I
requirements for the importation
all of the
the special
with all
Units into New Zealand.
separate application
application for
a separate
prospective importer shall file a
(b) The
The prospective
aeronautical authorities of
Import with the competent aeronautical
aa License
License to Import
New
Zealand for
shipment of aircraft
aircraft Units. Such
Such application
application
for each shipment
New Zealand
shall be supported by full information:
information:

2267
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Application for
for 1iliApplication
cense.

Aircraft:
Each Complete Aircraft:
(1) With Respect to Each
(1)
aircraft,
(i) The type of aircraft,
(U
. ) The
(ii)
The type of engine/s, and
(hi) The type of propeller/s,.
(iii)
Air(2)
Other Aircraft Units or Shipments of AirWith Respect
Respect to Other
(2) With
craft
Units:
craft Units:
aircraft Unit, and
(i) The type of aircraft
(ii)
aircraft in which the Unit may be installed
(i) The aircraft
or
or used, if any,
and
considered by the New Zealand
Zealand authorities
authorities at whose diswill be considered
and will
cretion the granting of aalicense remains.
Prerequisites
(c)
The actual
actual License
License to
to Import
not be
be issued until
until the
Prerequisites for isIswill not
Import will
(c) The
suance of license.
documents
data specified
special requirements
suance o
3icense.
requirements 3
in special
specified in
technical data
and technical
documents and
(a), (b),
and (c)
have been
received from
United States manufrom the United
been received
(c) have
(b), and
(a),
aeronautical authorities of
competent aeronautical
facturer and approved by the competent
New Zealand.
Anticipation ofissue
(d) In
In cases
considered to
to be
be of sufficient
sufficient urgency,
urgency, per°tissue
per- in Anticipation
are considered
which are
cases which
(d)
urgent cases.
mission to
anticipate the
the issue
issue of
License to
to Import
for a
Class II urgent cases.
a Class
Import for
of aaLicense
to anticipate
mission
Unit or Class II
II Unit which is the first of its make and model
model to
Unit
be imported,
modifications in aa model
incorporates changes or modifications
imported, or incorporates
be
previously
Zealand, may be given subject to reNew Zealand,
imported into New
previously imported
ceipt
aeronautical authorities
authorities of New Zealand of
competent aeronautical
the competent
by the
ceipt by
assurance
required information
information has
manufacturer that the required
assurance from the manufacturer
actually
been despatched,
despatched, but the actual license will not be issued
actually been
until
the technical
technical data
model have been
the make and model
to the
relative to
data relative
until the
received.
Notice of
(e)
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of ismmune
leseence.
United States Notice
of the United
competent aeronautical
The competent
(e) The
will be
directly by
the competent
competent aeronautical
authorities of
aeronautical authorities
by the
advised directly
be advised
will
New
Zealand of
the issue
or contemplated
issue of
of a
aLicense
to ImImLicense to
contemplated issue
issue or
of the
New Zealand
port
in
respect
to
a
Class
I
or
a
Class
II
Unit
of
American
manuport in respect to a Class I or a Class II Unit of American
facture.
etc., to
2.
The competent
competent aeronautical
authorities of
of the
United States beDocuments,
Documents,
to
the United
aeronautical authorities
tarnished by
byetc.,
II. S.
8.
2. The
U.
furnished
adreceipt
data
shall
furnish
the
following
documents
and
data
upon
of
shall furnish the following documents and
Zealand
authorities of New Zealand
vice from
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
the competent
from the
vice
be
will
or
that
a
License
to
Import
has
issued:
been
that a License to Import
(a) With
to Each
Each Class
Class I
Unit Imported into New
I Unit
Respect to
With Respect
(a)
n

i

Zealand:
Zealand:

(1) Certificate
Certificate of Airworthiness
Airworthiness for Export.
(1)
(2)
Loading schedule
schedule if applicable.
(2) Loading
The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United
The
States
of Airworthiness
Airworthiness for
for Export
Export
Certificates of
issue Certificates
shall issue
States shall
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under
the Arrangement
Arrangement effective
March 1, 1940, only in
effective March
under the
respect to
to new
aircraft Units.
For the purpose of this
Units. For
new aircraft
respect
clause,
no aircraft
Unit shall
regarded as new if it
shall be regarded
aircraft Unit
clause, no
has been
been flown
flown or
or used
aircraft in
in flight
flight for more
an aircraft
in an
used in
has
than
fifty (50)
hours before
the date
shipment to New
date of shipment
before the
(50) hours
than fifty
Zealand.
(b)
Respect to
Aircraft of Its
Its Make and Model
First Aircraft
the First
to the
With Respect
(b) With
States
to Be
Be Imported
Zealand from the United States
Imported into New Zealand
to
(in
in (a)
above) :
(a) above):
listed in
items listed
the items
to the
addition to
(in addition

flight test report.
Type
(1)
(1)
(2) Rigging
Type flight
information
test report.
when applicable.
applicable.
when
information
2Rigging
(3) Three-view
containing general
general dimensions.
dimensions.
Three-view drawing, containing
(3)
aircraft limi(4) Approved
Approved aircraft
aircraft specification
describing the aircraft
specification describing
(4)
tations in
and containing
containing a
approved
a list of approved
detail and
in detail
tations
standard and
optional equipment.
equipment.
and optional
standard
(5) A
A list
of the
approved drawings
drawings of the aircraft
aircraft structure,
the approved
list of
(5)
including
numbers and titles.
drawing numbers
including drawing
(c) With
the First
First Aircraft
a Make and Model
Aircraft of a
to the
Respect to
With Respect
(c)
Previously
into New
Zealand which
Incorporates
which Incorporates
New Zealand
Imported into
Previously Imported
Changes
Modifications:
or Modifications:
Changes or
(1)
type of flight test report, if prepared.
Revised type
(1) Revised
(2)
applicable.
information, if applicable.
rigging information,
Revised rigging
(2) Revised
(3)
Revised three-view
three-view drawing, if prepared.
(3) Revised
(4) Approved
Approved aircraft
aircraft specifications
specifications showing
showing the changes
changes or
or
modifications from the original
original specifications
specifications submitted
submitted
modifications
for
the model,
to Special
Special Requirement
(4).
Requirement 22 (b) (4).
pursuant to
model, pursuant
for the
modifications
(5)
Drawing list revised to show the changes and modifications
(5) Drawing
from the
list submitted
the model, pursuant
pursuant
for the
submitted for
original list
the original
from
to
Requirement 2
(5).
2 (b) (5).
Special Requirement
to Special
Drawings, etc., to

t
furnished by.
be furnished
by II. 8.
manufacturers.
manufacturers.

the
3. The
The United
States manufacturer
manufacturer shall
shall forward
forward directly
directly to
to the
United States
3.

authorities of New Zealand the following:
competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
following:
(a)
Respect to
the First
First Aircraft
of Its
Make and
and Model
Model
Its Make
Aircraft of
to the
With Respect
(a) With
States:
to
Imported into
New,Zealand
United States:
Zealand from the United
into New
be Imported
to be
(1)
A complete
set of
structure, showing
showing
aircraft structure,
drawings of the aircraft
of drawings
complete set
(1) A
dimensions and
materials of
which
component parts, which
of all component
and materials
dimensions
drawings
contained on the list furnished
furnished by the United
are contained
drawings are
States
pursuant to the provisions of Special
authorities pursuant
States authorities
Requirement
(5).
Requirement 2
2 (b) (5).
(2)
A stress
stress analysis
analysis summary
for all members
members of the
showing for
summary showing
(2) A
primary
structure their
their design
design load,
load, size, material,
material,
primary structure
strength,
margin of safety.
strength, and margin
(3)
Instruction manuals
manuals for
for the
the care
care and operation
operation of the air(3) Instruction
craft and
and its
its engine/s
engine/s and propeller/s, if available.
craft

and Model
(b)
First Aircraft of aa Make and
to the First
respect to
With respect
(b) With
Zealand, which Incorporates
Previously
Incorporate's
Previously Imported into New Zealand,
Changes or Modifications:
Modifications:
Changes
(1) A
showing the changes and modidrawings showing
of drawings
set of
complete set
A complete
(1)
fications
drawings of the model submitted
submitted
original drawings
fications in the original
(1).
Requirement (3)
pursuant to Special
Special Requirement
(3) (a)
(a) (1).
(2)
A revised
revised stress
stress analysis
changes and modanalysis summary if such changes
(2) A
ifications have affected
affected the primary
primary structure.
ifications
(3)
Revised instruction
instruction manuals for the care and operation
operation of
(3) Revised
propellers, if
aircraft and its engines
if available.
engines and propellers,
the aircraft
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Unit
(c)
With Respect
Respect to
to the
Each. Class
and Class
Class II
II Unit
I and
Glass I
of Each
First of
the First
(c) With
to
be Imported
into New
Zealand from the United
United States
Stales
New Zealand
Imported into
to be
Aircraft:
Complete Aircraft:
not
as a
Component of a
a Complete
a Component
not as
(1)
of specifications
specifications descriptive
if not adedescriptive of the Unit, if
set of
A set
(1) A
quately
included in
in data
data previously
previously furnished for the airquately included
craft
which the
the Unit
Unit may
may be installed
installed or used.
in which
craft in
(2) A
A repair
stating limits of accuracy
accuracy,
Unit, stating
the Unit,
for the
manual for
repair manual
(2)
recommended overhaul
overhaul times,
times, and
and similar
similar information, if
if
recommended
such
manual has
has been
been issued,
issued, and
if such information
information is
and if
such aamanual
not
in data
furnished for the compreviously furnished
data previously
contained in
not contained
plete aircraft
aircraft in
which the
may be
installed or used.
be installed
Unit may
the Unit
in which
plete

Imported into New
(d)
With Respect
Respect to
to Each
Class I
Unit Imported
I Unit
Each Class
(d) With
Zealand:
Zealand:
(1) A
A Certificate
Compliance.
of Compliance.
Certificate of
(1)
(2)
Information in
in the
the nature
of Service
Service Bulletins,
Bulletins, etc. issued
issued
nature of
(2) Information
from time
time to
time by
manufacturer pertaining to such
such
the manufacturer
by the
to time
from
aircraft and
Unit subsequent
subsequent to the shipment
shipment
aircraft Unit
and aircraft
aircraft
thereof.
Compliance with
with
Compliance
4.
Aircraft, aircraft
aircraft engines,
engines, propellers,
appliances of all de- Regulations.
and appliances
Regulations.
propellers, and
4. Aircraft,
scriptions
fully either
either (1)
(1) with
with the
applicable provisions
the applicable
comply fully
shall comply
scriptions shall
of
Parts of
the Civil
Civil Air
Regulations issued
issued by the
Air Regulations
of the
following Parts
the following
of the
competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of the
States, as revised
revised
United States,
the United
competent aeronautical
to May
31, 1938:
May 31,
to
Part 04-Airplane
04—Airplane Airworthiness
Airworthiness
Part
Part
13—Aircraft Engine
Engine Airworthiness
Airworthiness
Part 13-Aircraft
Part 14-Aircraft
14—Aircraft Propeller
Airworthiness
Propeller Airworthiness
Part
Part 15-Aircraft
15—Aircraft Equipment
Airworthiness
Equipment Airworthiness
Part
or (2)
with the
requirements of
of said
Air RegulaRegulaParts of the Civil Air
said Parts
the requirements
(2) with
or
amendments
further
all
or
tions
as
revised
to
May
31,
1938
any
further
amendments
plus
1938
31,
May
to
revised
as
tions
or revisions
provided that
aeronautical
competent aeronautical
the competent
if the
that if
thereof, provided
revisions thereof,
or
aerocompetent
authorities
of
New
Zealand
shall
have
notified
the
competent
notified
have
shall
Zealand
New
of
authorities
amendments
such
nautical
authorities
of
the
United
States
that
any
amendments
States
United
the
of
authorities
nautical
such further
or revisions
not acceptable,
acceptable, or
if such
further amendments
amendments or reor if
are not
revisions are
or
aeronautical
visions
have not
not been
been communicated
to the
competent aeronautical
the competent
communicated to
visions have
of shipdate
authorities
of
New
Zealand
sixty
(60)
days
prior
the
date
the
to
prior
days
(60)
sixty
Zealand
New
of
authorities
or rement
of
the
aircraft
Unit,
compliance
with
the
amendments
amendments
the
with
compliance
Unit,
aircraft
the
of
ment
visions
in question
not entitle
entitle aircraft
Units to be imported
aircraft Units
shall not
question shall
visions in
under these
these requirements.
requirements.
under
Designated requirerequireDesignated
5.
shall be
made in
in all
protection against
against ments.
ments.
for protection
aircraft for
all aircraft
be made
Provision shall
5. Provision
the
effect of
of static
static electricity
refueling.
while refueling.
electricity while
the effect
6.
Provision
shall
be
made
all aircraft
aircraft to
to prevent
prevent accidental
accidental
in all
6. Provision shall be made in
or
unauthorized
operation
of
air
controls
and
throttles,
and
to avoid
to
and
or unauthorized operation of air controls and throttles,
shut-off
accidental
interference
with
the
ignition
switches
fuel
shut-off
and
accidental interference with the ignition switches
valves.
valves.
7.
The aircraft
structure shall
shall be
investigated for
and comply
comply
for and
be investigated
aircraft structure
7. The
with
the
British
center
of
pressure
back
(CPB)
condition
normal
for
condition
(CPB)
with the British center of pressure back
category aircraft.
aircraft.
category
8.
be fitted
with dual ignition.
fitted with
shall be
engines shall
All engines
8. All
so arranged
9.
All
ignition
switches
of
the
"toggle" type
shall be so
arranged
type shall
9. All ignition switches of the "toggle"
downward
in
that
ignition
is
"off"
when
the
knob
of
the
switch
is
the
downward
switch
the
of
knob
that ignition is "off" when the
position.
position.
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10. All
in the
and oil
oil systems
systems shall
shall be
be plainly
plainly
10.
All filler
filler openings
openings in
the fuel
fuel and
marked
imperial gallons
gallons and
and the
word "fuel"
"fuel"
marked with the capacity
capacity in
in imperial
the word
and "oil"
as the
the case
oil gauges
gauges showing
showing tank
tank
and
"oil" as
case may
may be.
be. Fuel
Fuel and
and oil
contents
gallons shall
shall be
calibrated in
in imperial
contents in
in gallons
be calibrated
imperial gallons.
gallons.
fuel lines
of the
bulkhead shall
11. All flexible
flexible fuel
lines forward
forward of
the fireproof
fireproof bulkhead
shall
be
approved by
by the
competent aeronautical
be of aa fireproof
fireproof type approved
the competent
aeronautical
authorities of the United States.
forward of the
fireproof bulkhead
12. Oil lines carried
carried forward
the fireproof
bulkhead shall be
provided
with
fireproof
flexible
joints
of
a
type
approved
provided
flexible joints of a type approved by
by the
the comcompetent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of
the
United
States.
In
other
authorities of the United States. In other parts
parts
of the oil system, joints
joints shall
shall be of aa flexible type approved
approved by
by the
competent aeronautical
United States.
competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
of the United
arranged that
13. Valves and cocks in fuel lines shall be so arranged
that the
effect of vibration and/or gravity
cause the valve
valve or cock
cock
gravity shall
shall not cause
"off" position.
position.
to move to the "closed"
"closed" or "off"
14.
registration marks affixed to the aircraft
14- All New Zealand registration
prior to shipment from the United States
States shall be affixed
affixed in
in accordZealand Air
Air Navigation
Reguance with the
the requirements
requirements of
of the New Zealand
Navigation Regulations, 1933.
carburetor mixture control,
control, if
15. A carburetor
if one is
is installed,
installed, shall
shall be so
connected to the throttle
control that it
return to
throttle control
it will automatically
automatically return
the proper position for sea level flying when
when the
the throttle is
is closed.

The
of the
Dominion of
Zealand (Savage)
to
The Prime
Prime Minister
Minister of
the Dominion
of Now
New Zealand
(Savage) to
(Pinkerton)
the American.
American Consul
Consul General
General (Pinkerton)
DOMINION OF
OF NEW
NEW ZEALAND
DOMINION
ZEALAND

PRIME MINISTER'S
MINISTER'S OFICE,
PRIME
OFFICE,
W ELLINGTON.
WELLINOTON.
February, 1940.
28th. February,
Agreement by
New
by New
Agreement
Zealand.

SIR:
SIR:
I have the honour to acknowledge
acknowledge the receipt
I
receipt of your note of January 30th, 1940, requesting
requesting to be informed whether
whether my Government
Government
accepts the text set forth in the note under acknowledgement
acknowledgement as the
text of the Arrangement
Arrangement between
Zealand and the United States
between New Zealand
relating to the importation
Zealand of aircraft
aircraft
importation into New Zealand
aircraft and
and aircraft
components manufactured
manufactured in the United
United States,
components
States, which was agreed to
negotiations recently
of
in the course of the negotiations
recently conducted
conducted by the Office
Office of
Minister with the Consulate
Consulate General.
set
the Prime Minister
General. The
The text as
as set
forth in the note from the Consul General
General is as follows:follows
"ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND
"ARRANGEMENT
THE DOMINION
DOMINION OF
ZEALAND RELATING
TO THE
THE IMPORTATION
OF NEW
NEW ZEALAND
RELATING TO
IMPORTATION

ZEALAND OF AIRCRAFT AND
INTO NEW ZEALAND
AND AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT COMPONENTS
COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURED
UNITED STATES
STATES
MANUFACTURED IN THE UNITED

ARTICE
Airrnaz L.—SCOPE
ARRANGEMENT
I-Scop OF ARRANGEMEc
T
(a)
(a) This Arrangement applies
applies to civil
civil aircraft and to aircraft
components constructed in the continental United States of America,
components
America,
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including Alaska,
exported to the Dominion of New Zealand.
and exported
Alaska, and
including
(b)
This
Arrangement
shall extend
extend to
complete aircraft
aircraft of all
to complete
(b) This Arrangement shall
New Zealand
into
types,
and
to
aircraft
components
when
imported
Zealand
imported
when
components
types, and to aircraft
aircraft.
as
merchandise
and
not
as
a
part
a
complete
aircraft.
a
of
part
a
as
not
and
as merchandise
(c)
For the
the purpose
of classifying
procedure, aircraft
aircraft and
classifying import procedure,
purpose of
(c) For
aircraft
components
are
divided
into
three
general
classes
of aircraft
aircraft
three
into
divided
are
aircraft components
Units,
as
follows
follows:Units, as
(1)
any complete
complete aircraft
aircraft
aircraft or aircraft
as any
defined as
are defined
Units are
Class IIUnits
(1) Class
components
approvals in themselves,
themselves, or any
type approvals
having type
components having

major assemblies
of aircraft
aircraft structural
structural parts exported not
assemblies of
major
complete aircraft.
as
of a
a complete
part of
a part
as a
Items in
in this
include, among
among others,
complete airothers, complete
class include,
this class
Items
craft,
aircraft
engines,
propellers,
appliances,
and such
appliances,
craft, aircraft engines, propellers,
major assemblies
assemblies of
of structural
structural parts
as wings,
tail surwings, tail
parts as
major
faces,
ailerons and
and fuselages.
fuselages.
faces, ailerons
(2) Class
defined as
any assemblies
or parts,
parts, other
other
assemblies or
as any
are defined
Units are
II Units
Class II
(2)
than
those included
included in
directly influence
influence the
which directly
I, which
Class I,
in Class
than those
airworthiness of
an aircraft
aircraft component,
component, except
or aircraft
aircraft or
of an
airworthiness
in this class
Items
small
standard
parts
and
materials.
Items
materials.
and
small standard parts
include
having type
approvals in themtype approvals
not having
components not
include components
selves,
as any
any structural
structural part
part or
or assembly
of an airassembly of
such as
selves, such
craft,
and any
functioning or
or structural
structural part
part of an engine
engine
any functioning
craft, and
or propeller,
standard parts.
parts.
small standard
except small
propeller, except
or
(3)
Class III
parts and
and mastandard parts
small standard
as small
defined as
are defined
Units are
III Units
(3) Class
terials
not
having
type
approvals
in
themselves.
Items
in
Items
themselves.
in
approvals
terials not having type
this
class include,
materials,
sound-proofing materials,
others, sound-proofing
among others,
include, among
this class
cowling, ventilation
tires, bolts,
nuts, rivets,
rivets,
bolts, nuts,
equipment, tires,
ventilation equipment,
cowling,
roller bearings.
cotter
and standard
ball or
or roller
bearings.
standard ball
pins, and
cotter pins,

I UNITS
ARTICLE II—
IMPORTATION or
CLASS I
OF CLASS
II-IMPORTATION
ARTICLE
of New Zealand
The
authorities of
Zealand will conaeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
The competent
for Export
Airworthiness
fer
the
same
validity
upon
Certificates
of
Airworthiness
of
fer the same validity upon Certificates
United
of
issued
by
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
the
United
States
authorities
issued by the competent aeronautical
Zealand,
New
in
registered
for
complete
aircraft
subsequently
to
be
registered
Zealand,
for complete aircraft subsequently to be
and for
for other
New Zealand,
Zealand, as
as if
if such
such
imported into New
Units imported
Class II Units
other Class
and
on
force
regulations
certificates
had
been
issued
pursuant
to
the
regulations
in
on
the
to
certificates had been issued pursuant
docuapplicable
the
of
the
subject
in
New
Zealand,
upon
receipt
the
applicable
docuthe subject in New Zealand, upon receipt
requirements prescribed
ments
technical data
data specified
specified in
prescribed
special requirements
in special
and technical
ments and
this arof
by
the
New
Zealand
authorities
pursuant
to
Article
III
of
III
Article
to
pursuant
by the New Zealand authorities

rangement.
rangement.
As
this Arrangement,
the term
"Certificate of Airworthiterm "Certificate
Arrangement, the
in this
used in
As used
ness
for
Export"
means
a
document
issued
by
the competent
competent aeroby the
issued
document
ness for Export" means a
at the time
that,
nautical
authorities
of
the
United
States,
certifying
that,
certifying
States,
United
the
nautical authorities of
by specific
of
the
issuance
thereof,
a
specified
aircraft
Unit
identified
specific
identified
Unit
aircraft
of the issuance thereof, a specified
qualia
inspection
markings
or
otherwise,
has
been
found,
after
inspection
by
a
after
found,
been
has
markings or otherwise,
special
any
with
fied
representative
of
such
authorities,
to
comply
with
special
comply
to
authorities,
such
fied representative of
requirements specified
the New
New Zealand
authorities as provided
provided
Zealand authorities
by the
specified by
requirements

in Article
HI of
Arrangement; and
and
this Arrangement;
of this
Article III
in
(1) to
to conform
conform to
type which
which the
aeronautical aucompetent aeronautical
the competent
to aatype
(1)
to be of proper
found
thorities
of
the
United
States
have
found
have
States
United
thorities of the
design, material,
specifications, construction
construction and performperformmaterial, specifications,
design,
ance
for safe
operation; or
safe operation;
ance for
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(either generally
generally or subject
subject to special
special

ARTICLE III-SPECIAL
III— SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS
ARTICLE
The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
of New
may make
make
authorities of
New Zealand
Zealand may
the validity conferred
conferred upon Certificates
of Airworthiness
for
Export
Certificates of
Airworthiness for Export
and the importation and use of Class
Class II
and Class
Class III
III Units
Units dedeII and
pendent upon the fulfilment
fulfilment of any special requirements
requirements which
which are
are
for the time being specified
issuance of
certificates
specified by them
them for
for the
the issuance
of certificates
of airworthiness,
airworthiness, or for the use of similar Units,
Units, in New Zealand,
Zealand,
requirements shall have
provided such requirements
communicated to
to the
the
have been communicated
60 days or more prior to
United States authorities
authorities -60
of shipshipto the date
date of
ment of the aircraft Unit or Units involved. Pursuant to
Article
to Article
special requirements
VII, the details of such special
requirements shall be communicated
communicated
by the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of New
New Zealand
Zealand directly
directly
to the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
the United
United States.
of the
States.

ATICLE
IV-IMPORTATION
ARTICLE W
— IMPORTATION OF
OF C
LASS II
II UNITs
UNITS
CLASS

The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
Zealand will
will apapof New Zealand
prove the importation and use of Class II
II Units provided
provided each
Unit
each Unit
or shipment of like Units is accompanied
accompanied by an Inspection
Inspection Tag
Tag and
and
by the technical
technical data specified
specified in the special requirements
requirements prescribed
prescribed
by the competent
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
authorities of New Zealand pursuant
pursuant
to Article III of this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
Arrangement, the term "Inspection
As used in this Arrangement,
"Inspection Tag"
Tag" means a
a
document
representative of the competent
document signed by a
aqualified representative
aerocompetent aeronautical authorities of the United States, certifying that at the time
of issuance thereof, the specified Unit
to which
tag is
is affixed
affixed has
has
Unit to
which the
the tag
been inspected and approved
approved as airworthy
airworthy by such authorities.
authorities.
V-IMPORTATION
ARTICLE V—
IMPORTATION OF
OF CLASS
CLASS III
III UNrrs
UNITS
The competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
New Zealand
Zealand will
will apapauthorities of
of New
prove
prove the importation
importation and use of Class III Units provided
provided each
Unit
each Unit
or shipment of like Units is accompanied
accompanied by a
invoice
a manufacturer's
manufacturer's invoice
which
which shall set forth

(1)
(1) that such Units were manufactured
manufactured for use with
aircraft
with aircraft
or aircraft
aircraft components
components for which
which the competent
competent aeronauaeronauauthorities of the United States issue Certificates
tical authorities
Certificates of
of
Airworthiness for Export;
Airworthiness
Export;
(2)
manufactured in accord(2) that the Units are new
new and were
were manufactured
accordapproved specifications,
specifications, naming the
ance with approved
applicable
the applicable
specifications;
specifications;
(3)
(3) full details of the conditions
conditions under
the Unit
Unit may
under which
which the
may
be operated, such as permissible
permissible loads and information
information of
of
necessary; and
like nature, if necessary;
(4) with respect to materials, their conformity
conformity with
with certain
certain
stated specifications
specifications and
a report
and a
report of tests of specimens
specimens
taken from the material
under consideration.
material under
consideration.
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NON-COMPULSORY MODIFICATION
ARTICLE VI—
COMPULSORY AND
MODIFICATION
AND •NON-COMPULSORY
VI-COMPULSORY
ArTICLE
(a)
in this
term "compulsory
"compulsory modifimodifithe term
Arrangement, the
this Arrangement,
used in
As used
(a) As
cation" means
modification of
an aircraft
Unit required by the
aircraft Unit
of an
a modification
means a
cation"
of the United
competent aeronautical
authorities of
United States. The term
aeronautical authorities
competent
modification approved, but
a modification
"non-compulsory
modification" means
means a
"non-compulsory modification"
not required,
required, with
with respect
respect to
to an
an aircraft
aircraft Unit, by the competent
competent
not
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
United States.
the United
of the
aeronautical
(b)
competent aeronautical
authorities of the United States
aeronautical authorities
The competent
(b) The
shall arrange
arrange for
for the
effective communication
communication to the competent
competent aerothe effective
shall
nautical authorities
authorities of
Zealand of
the Particulars
compulParticulars of compulof the
New Zealand
of New
nautical
sory
modifications affecting
aircraft Units
Units of such make and
and model
affecting aircraft
sory modifications
as
have been
been imported
Arrangement.
this Arrangement.
under this
imported under
as have
(c) The
authorities of the United
United States
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
The competent
(c)
shall,
to the
the extent
they may
from time
time to
to time deem practicable
may from
that they
extent that
shall, to
and
desirable, advise
the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities of New
advise the
and desirable,
Zealand
of the
the provisions
modifications affecting
affecting
non-compulsory modifications
of non-compulsory
provisions of
Zealand of
aircraft Units
make and
imported purmodel as have been imported
and model
such make
of such
Units of
aircraft
suant to
this Arrangement.
Arrangement.
to this
suant
ARTICLE
VII— DIRECT CORRESPONDENCE
CORRESPONDENCE
ARTICLE VII-DIRECT
(a)
The competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of each
each Party shall
competent aeronautical
(a) The
Party
the
keep
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
of
other
Party fully
authorities
aeronautical
keep the competent
in regard
and
currently
informed
of
all
their
regulations
in
force
regard
regulations
their
all
of
informed
and currently
that
therein
changes
any
to
the
airworthiness
of
aircraft
Units
and
changes
therein
and
Units
aircraft
of
to the airworthiness

may from
time to
to time be made.
from time
may
(b)
In
the
event
that, as
difficulties encountered
encountered in servof difficulties
result of
a result
as a
(b) In the event that,
ice
(such
as
structural
failure,
etc.)
the
competent
aeronautical auaeronautical
competent
the
etc.)
failure,
ice (such as structural
the further
thorities
of
New
Zealand
should
suspend
or
prohibit
further
suspend
should
thorities of New Zealand
Arrangeof
terms
operation
of
aircraft
imported
pursuant
this
Arrangethe
to
pursuant
operation of aircraft imported
ment,
shall promptly
promptly inform
competent aeronautical
authoraeronautical authorthe competent
inform the
they shall
ment, they
encountered.
ities
of
the
United
States
of
the
nature
of
the
difficulties
encountered.
difficulties
the
of
nature
the
of
ities of the United States
(c) The
The furnishing
of the
the information
information required
required by this Arrangefurnishing of
(c)
ment
and
the
notification
of
special
requirements
pursuant
Article
pursuant to Article
requirements
special
of
ment and the notification
authorities
III
shall
be
communicated
by
the
competent
aeronautical
aeronautical
competent
the
III shall be communicated by
of
to the
authorities of
of
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
the competent
directly to
Party directly
one Party
of one
the
in
the
other
Party.
All
questions
of
procedure
to
be
followed
followed
be
to
procedure
of
the other Party. All questions
application of
of the
provisions of
present Arrangement
Arrangement shall be the
the present
of the
the provisions
application
subject
of
direct
correspondence,
whenever
necessary,
between the
necessary, between
whenever
subject of direct correspondence,
competent
aeronautical
authorities
of
the
Parties.
Parties.
the
of
authorities
competent aeronautical
ARTICLE
WII— TriammAnort
ARTICLE VIII-TERMINATION
The
The
Party
Party

present
to termination
either
by either
termination by
subject to
be subject
shall be
Arrangement shall
present Arrangement
Party."
upon
six
months'
notice
given
in
writing
to
the
other
Party."
other
the
to
writing
upon six months' notice given in

I am
glad to
to assure
assure you
my Government
Government accepts
accepts the
forethe forethat my
you that
I am glad
course
the
in
as
the
text
which
was
agreed
to
by
it
course
of
as the text which was agreed to by it
Govnegotiations.
My
Government
also
accepts
your
Govaccepts
negotiations. My Government also

going
text
going text
the
recent
the recent
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ernment's suggestion
suggestion that the
Arrangement become
become effective
on
the Arrangement
effective on
March 1, 1940, and will accordingly
regard it
it as
as becoming
becoming effective
effective
accordingly regard
on that
that date.
date.
IIhave the
honour to
the honour
to be
be Sir,
Sir,
Your obedient
obedient servant,
servant,
P.
P.FRASER
the Prime
Minister
for the
Prime Minister
L. C. PINKERTON,
PINKERTON, Esquire,
L.
Esquire,
Conul General
Generalof the United States
Consul
America,
States of
of America,
Wellington,
Wellington, C.
C. 1.
I.

Special
Specified by
Special Requirements Specified
by the
the New
Zealand Aeronautical
Aeronautical Authorities
Authorities
New Zealand
for
of United States Aircraft and
for the
the Importation
Importation of
and Aircraft
Aircraft Components
Into
Components Into
the Dominion
Dominion of New
New Zealand as
as of
of March
March 1,
1940*
1, 1940*

1. (a)
1.
(a) A
A Licence to Import, issued by the
competent authorities
authorities
the competent
of
of New Zealand, shall be required
required for
each shipment
shipment of
of aircraft
aircraft
for each
Units. With respect
respect to Class I
Units
the
Licence
to
Import,
toI Units the Licence to Import, together
with a
a Certificate
Compliance, must
gether with
Certificate of Compliance,
must be
be produced
produced at
the
at the
time
time release is secured
secured of such shipment of
of Class
Units from
from the
the
Class IIUnits
customs authorities
authorities of
New Zealand.
Zealand.
of New
As used in this Arrangement,
Arrangement, the
"Certificate of
of Compliance"
the term
term "Certificate
Compliance"
means
a document issued by the competent
means a
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities
of the United'
a United
United States to a
United States
States manufacturer
manufacturer certifying
certifying
that
a particular
I Unit, produced
produced by
that a
particular Class I
such manufacturer,
manufacturer, comcomby such
plies with all of the special requirements
requirements for
plies
for the
the importation
importation of
of
I Units into New
Class I
New Zealand.
Zealand.
(b) The prospective
prospective importer shall file
(b)
file aa separate
separate application
application for
for
aa Licence
Licence to
to Import with the competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities
of
New Zealand
of New
Zealand for each shipment
shipment of aircraft
aircraft Units.
Such applicaapplicaUnits. Such
tion shall be supported
supported by full
information:
full information:
(1)
Each Complete Aircraft:
(1) With Respect to Each
Aircraft:
(i) The type
type of
of aircraft,
aircraft,
(li)
(ii) The type of engine/s,
engine/s, and
and
(iii) The type
type of propeller/s,;
propeller/s,;
(2)
(2) With Respect to Other Aircraft
Aircraft Units
or Shipments
Units or
Shipments of
of AirAir-

craft
craft Units:
Units:

(i) The type of Aircraft Unit,
Unit, and
and
(ii)
aircraft in which the Unit may be
(ii) The
The aircraft
be installed
or
installed or
used, if any,
any,
and
will be considered
and will
considered by the New
New Zealand
Zealand authorities
authorities at
whose disat whose
discretion
granting of
cretion the granting
remains.
of aalicence
licence remains.
(c) The actual Licence to Import
Import will
not be
until the
docuwill not
be issued
issued until
the documents
specified in special requirements
ments and
and technical
technical data specified
requirements 3
(a), (b),
(b),
3 (a),
and (c)
(c) have been received
received from the United
United States
manufacturer and
and
States manufacturer
approved by the competent
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
approved
of New
New Zealand.
Zealand.
authorities of

*Subject to
change. For definition of terms, see
*Subject
to change.
see Arrangement
Arrangement between
between
the
United
States of
of America
the
United States
America and the Dominion
Dominion of
of New
New Zealand relating to
to
the
importation
into
New
Zealand
of
aircraft
and aircraft units manufactured
the importation into New Zealand of
manufactured
in
the United States, effective
effective March 1,
1, 1940.
1940.
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NEW
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NEW ZEALAND
CERTIFICATES OF AIRWORTHINESS
AIRWORTHINESS

Jan
Jan..391940
30,,1940
F
eb 28,
28 1940
1940
Feb.

sufficient urgency, perconsidered to be of sufficient
(d) In cases which are considered
I
a Class I
Import for a
to
mission
anticipate the issue of a
Licence
a Licence
mission to anticipate
to
model
and
its
make
of
the
first
model
II Unit which is
Class II
Unit or Class
modifications in a
a model
changes or modifications
incorporates changes
be imported,
imported, or incorporates
to
given
previously
imported
into
New
Zealand,
may
subject
receipt
may
be
Zealand,
previously imported
Zealand
by
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
of
New
Zealand
of
assurby the competent aeronautical
has
information
required
ance
from
the
manufacturer
that
the
required
information
actumanufacturer
ance
until
not
will
licence
actual
ally
been
despatched,
but
licence
be
issued
until
the
ally been despatched,
received.
been
have
the
technical
data
relative
to
make
and
model
been
received.
model
the
to
the technical data relative
(e) The
The competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United
United States
competent aeronautical
(e)
authorities
will
be
advised
directly
by
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
aeronautical
competent
by
directly
will be advised
a
of
of
New
Zealand
the
issue
contemplated
issue
a
Licence to
contemplated
or
issue
of
the
of New Zealand
of
American
II
Class
or
Import
in
respect
to
a
Class
I
II
Unit
American
I
a
respect
Import in
manufacture.
manufacture.
2. The competent
aeronautical authorities of the United
United States shall
competent aeronautical
upon
furnish
the
following
documents
and
data
receipt of advice
documents
the
furnish
Zealand that aa
from
aeronautical authorities of New Zealand
the competent aeronautical
from the
Licence to Import has been or will be issued:
into New
(a)
With Respect
Class I
I Unit Imported into
to Each Class
Respect to
(a) With
Zealand:
Zealand:
(1)
Certificate of Airworthiness
Airworthiness for Export.
(1) Certificate
(2)
2) Loading schedule if applicable.
The
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United
competent aeronautical
The competent
Export
States
issue Certificates
Certificates of
Airworthiness for Export
of Airworthiness
shall issue
States shall
under the
Arrangement effective
effective March
March 1, 1940, only in
the Arrangement
under
respect
to new
aircraft Units. For the purpose of this
new aircraft
respect to
regarded as new if it
clause
it
clause, no aircraft Unit shall be regarded
has
been, flown
aircraft in flight for more
in an aircraft
or used in
flown or
has been
than fifty
(50) hours
hours before
before the
the date
date of
shipment to New
of shipment
fifty (50)
than
Zealand.
(b)
With Respect
Respect to
First Aircraft of Its Make and Model
to the
the First
(b) With
to Be
New Zealand
from the
United States
States
the United
Zealand from
into New
Imported into
Be Imported
to
(in
addition to
items listed
listed in
in (a) above):
above):
to the
the items
(in addition
(1)
(1)
(2)
2)
(3)
3)
(4)
(4)

Type
Type flight test report.
Rigging information
information when
when applicable.
applicable.
Rigging
Three-view
containing general
general dimensions.
dimensions.
drawing, containing
Three-view drawing,
Approved
aircraft limidescribing the aircraft
specification describing
aircraft specification
Approved aircraft
tations in
detail and
of approved
approved standa list
list of
containing a
and containing
in detail
tations
ard
optional equipment.
equipment.
and optional
ard and
(5) A
of the
the approved,
aircraft structure,
structure, ininthe aircraft
of the
drawings of
approved drawings
list of
A list
(5)
cluding drawing
drawing numbers
numbers and
and titles.
titles.
cluding
(c)
With Respect
of a
Make and
Model PrePreand Model
a Make
Aircraft of
FirstAircraft
the First
to the
Respect to
(c) With
viously Imported
into New
Zealand which
Incorporates
which Incorporates
New Zealand
Imported into
viously
Changes or
or Modifications:
Modifications:
Changes
(1)
Revised type
test report,
if prepared.
prepared.
report, if
flight test
of flight
type of
(1) Revised
(2) Revised
Revised rigging
information, if
if applicable.
applicable.
rigging information,
(2)
(3)
Revised three-view
three-view drawing,
drawing, if
if prepared.
prepared.
(3) Revised
(4)
Approved aircraft
aircraft specifications
the changes
changes or
showing the
specifications showing
(4) Approved
modifications from
from the
the original
original specifications
submitted for
specifications submitted
modifications
the model,
model, pursuant
pursuant to
Special Requirement
Requirement 2
(b) (4).
(4).
2 (b)
to Special
the
(5)
show the
the changes
modifications
and modifications
changes and
to show
revised to
list revised
Drawing list
(5) Drawing
pursuant
from
list submitted
submitted for
for the
the model,
model, pursuant
original list
the original
from the
to Special
Special Requirement
Requirement 2
2 (b)
(b) (5).
(5).
to
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directly
the
directly to
to the
the
following:
the following:

(a) With Respect to
First Aircraft
Aircraft of
of Its
Its Make
Make and
and Model
Model
to the First
to be Imported into New Zealand
Ze
from the United
United States:
States:
(1) A complete
complete set of drawings
drawings of the aircraft
aircraft structure,
structure, showshowing dimensions and materials of all component
component parts,
which drawings are contained
contained on
on the
the list
list furnished
furnished by
by
authorities pursuant
the United States
States authorities
pursuant to the provisions
provisions
of Special
(5).
Special Requirement
Requirement 22 (b)
(b) (5).
(2) A stress analysis summary showing for
members of
of the
the
for all members
primary structure
structure their design load, size, material,
primary
strength, and margin of safety.
strength,
safety.
(3) Instruction
(3)
Instruction manuals
manuals for the care and
operation of the
airand operation
the aircraft and its engine/s
engineis and
and propeller/s,
if available.
available.
propeller/s, if

(b) With Respect to the First
First Aircraft
Aircraft of a
a Make and Model
Previously Imported into New
Previously
New. Zealand,
Zealand, which
which, Incorporates
Incorporates
Changes
Changes or
or Modifications:
Modifications:
(1)
complete set of drawings
drawings showing
showing the changes and modifimodifi(
1) A complete
cations
cations in the original drawings
drawings of the model
model submitted
submitted
Requirement (3)
pursuant to Special Requirement
(3) (a) (1).
(1).
(2) A revised
(2)
revised stress analysis summary
summary if such changes
changes and
and
modifications
modifications have
have affected
affected the
the primary
primary structure.
structure.
(3)
instruction manuals for the care
care and
and operation
of
operation of
(
3) Revised instruction
the aircraft and its engines and propellers, if available.
(c) With Respect to the First
Fir8t of Each
Class II and Class
Class II
II
Each Class
(c)
Unit to be Imported
Imported into New Zealand
Unit
Zealand from the United
States not as
as a
Component of a
a Component
aComplete Aircraft:
(1)
specifications descriptive
(1) A set of specifications
descriptive of the Unit, if not adeadequately included
included in data previously furnished for the
aircraft in which
which the Unit
installed or
used.
Unit may
may be installed
or used.
(2) A repair manual for the
of accuracy,
accuracy,
(2)
the Unit, stating limits of
recommended overhaul
recommended
overhaul times, and similar information,
if
information, if
such a
a manual has
has been issued,
information is
is
issued, and if such information
not contained in data previously furnished
furnished for the complete aircraft
aircraft in which the Unit may be installed or used.
(d)
Each Class
(d) With Respect to Each
Class II Unit
Unit Imported into New
New
Zealand:
Zealand:
(1)
(1) A Certificate
Certificate of Compliance.
Compliance.
(2)
Information in the nature of Service
(2) Information
Bulletins, etc.
etc. issued
issued
Service Bulletins,
from time to time by the manufacturer
manufacturer pertaining
pertaining to
such
to such
aircraft
aircraft Unit subsequent
aircraft and aircraft
subsequent to the shipment
shipment
thereof.
4. Aircraft, aircraft
aircraft engines, propellers, and appliances
appliances of all
all
descriptions
descriptions shall comply
comply fully either
either (1)
(1) with the applicable
applicable provisions of the following
following Parts of the Civil Air Regulations
Regulations issued
issued by
by
the competent
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the United
competent aeronautical
United States, as revised
revised
to May 31, 1938:
1938:
Part
Part
Part
Part

04-Airplane Airworthiness
04—Airplane
13-Aircraft
13—Aircraft Engine Airworthiness
Airworthiness
14-Aircraft Propeller
14—Aircraft
Propeller Airworthiness
Airworthiness
15-Aircraft Equipment
15—Aircraft
Equipment Airworthiness
Airworthiness
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Jan. 31940
39, 1940
1940
Feb.
28,

or
with the
requirements of
of said
Civil Air RegulaRegulasaid Parts of the Civil
the requirements
(2) with
or (2)
amendments
further
all
tions
as
revised
to
May
31,
1938
plus
any
or
further
amendments
plus
1938
tions as revised to May 31,
if the competent
or revisions
that if
competent aeronautical
aeronautical
provided that
thereof, provided
revisions thereof,
or
aerocompetent
the
notified
authorities
of
New
Zealand
shall
have
notified
competent
have
shall
authorities of New Zealand
amendments
any
nautical
authorities
of
the
United
States
that
such
amendments
States
nautical authorities of the United
or revisions
revisions are
are not
not acceptable,
acceptable, or
further amendments
amendments or
or
if such further
or if
or
aeronautical
competent
revisions
have
not
been
communicated
to
the
competent
aeronautical
communicated
revisions have not been
authorities of
of New
New Zealand
Zealand sixty
(60) days
prior to the date of shipdays prior
sixty (60)
authorities
ment
of
the
aircraft
Unit,
compliance
with
the
amendments or
the amendments
with
compliance
ment of the aircraft Unit,
to be imported
Units
revisions
in
question
shall
not
entitle
aircraft
imported
aircraft
entitle
revisions in question shall not
under
these requirements.
requirements.
under these
5. Provision
Provision shall
shall be
be made
made in
for protection
against
protection against
aircraft for
all aircraft
in all
5.

the effect
of static
electricity while refuelling.
static electricity
effect of
the
6.
Provision
shall
be made
made in
prevent accidental
accidental or
to prevent
aircraft to
all aircraft
in all
6. Provision shall be
to avoid
and
unauthorised
operation
of
air
controls
and
throttles,
throttles,
and
controls
unauthorised operation of air
shut-off
fuel
and
accidental
interference
with
the
ignition
switches
shut-off
switches
ignition
accidental interference with the
valves.
valves.
7.
The aircraft
comply
investigated for and comply
be investigated
shall be
structure shall
aircraft structure
7. The
normal
for
with
the
British
centre
of
pressure
back
(CPB)
condition
condition
(CPB)
back
with the British centre of pressure
category aircraft.
aircraft.
category
8. All
All engines
engines shall
be fitted
fitted with
dual ignition.
with dual
shall be
8.
arranged
9.
All
ignition
switches
of
the
"toggle"
type
shall be
be so arranged
type shall
"toggle"
the
9. All ignition switches of
downward
the
in
is
that
ignition
is
"off"
when
the
knob
of
the
switch
the
downward
switch
the
of
knob
the
that ignition is "off" when
position.
position.
10. All
All filler
filler openings
in the
and oil
oil systems
systems shall be plainly
plainly
fuel and
the fuel
openings in
10.
"fuel"
word
the
and
marked
with
the
capacity
in
imperial
gallons
"fuel"
gallons
imperial
in
marked with the capacity
tank
showing
and
"oil"
as
the
case
may
be.
Fuel
and
oil
gauges
tank
gauges
oil
and
Fuel
be.
may
and "oil" as the case
contents
in
gallons
shall
be
calibrated
in
imperial
gallons.
imperial
in
calibrated
be
contents in gallons shall
11.
flexible fuel
lines forward
the fireproof
fireproof bulkhead
bulkhead shall
of the
forward of
fuel lines
All flexible
11. All
authoraeronautical
competent
be
of
a
fireproof
type
approved
by
competent
aeronautical
authorthe
by
approved
type
be of a fireproof
ities
of
the
United
States.
United
ities of the
12. Oil
Oil lines
lines carried
carried forward
forward of
of the
bulkhead shall be
fireproof bulkhead
the fireproof
12.
approved
provided
with
fireproof
flexible
joints
of
a
approved by the
the
type
a
of
joints
flexible
fireproof
provided with
other
In
competent
aeronautical
authorities
of
the
United
States.
In
other
States.
United
the
of
authorities
aeronautical
competent
approved
parts of
of the
the oil
oil system,
system, joints
joints shall
shall be
be of
flexible type approved
of aa flexible
parts
States.
United
by
the
competent
aeronautical
authorities
United
the
of
authorities
aeronautical
competent
by the
13. Valves
Valves and
and cocks
cocks in
fuel lines
lines shall
shall be
be so
arranged that the
so arranged
in fuel
13.
effect
of vibration
and/or gravity
gravity shall
shall not
not cause
cause the
the valve
valve or cock
cock
vibration and/or
effect of
to
move
to
the
"closed"
or
"off"
position.
position.
"off"
or
"closed"
the
to
move
to
14. All
New Zealand
registration marks
affixed to
the aircraft
aircraft
to the
marks affixed
Zealand registration
All New
14.
accordin
prior
to
shipment
from
the
United
States
shall
be
affixed
accordprior to shipment from the United States shall be affixed
ance
with
the
requirements
of
the
New
Zealand
Air
Navigation
ance with the requirements of the New Zealand Air Navigation Regulations, 1933.
1933.
lations,
15. A carburetor
mixture control,
control, if
one is
installed, shall
shall be so
is installed,
if one
15. A carburetor mixture
return
automatically
will
connected
to
the
throttle
control
that
it
automatically
it
connected to the throttle control that
to the proper
proper position
position for
sea
level
flying
when
the
throttle
closed.
closed.
is
throttle
the
for sea level flying when
to the
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Arrangement
Arrangement between the United
and Panama
Panama respectrespectUnited States of America and
ing the Trans-Isthmian
Trans-Isthmian Joint
Effected by
by exchanges
exchanges
Joint Highway
Highway Board.
Board. Effected
of notes signed
signed October
October 19 and
and 23, 1939, December
1939, and
and
December 20, 1939,
January
1940.
January 4,
4, 1940.
The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador (Dawson)
(Dawson) to the Panamanian
Panamanian Secretary
of
Secretary of
Foreign
and Communications
Communications (Garay)
(Garay)
Foreign Relations
Relations and
No. 80

EMBASSY
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
STATES
Panamd,
Panamd, October
October 19, 1939
1939

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

53 Stat.
53
tat. 1870.
1870.

I have the honor to refer
I
refer to
III of
of the
the Convention
Convention between
between
to Article
Article III
PanamA
Panama and the United States
States regarding
regarding the construction
construction of
of a
aTransTrans-

Isthmian
Highway,1 which as Your Excellency
Excellency will recall provides
Isthmian Highway,'
provides

that:

"Prior to the undertaking
construction on
the Transundertaking of
of further
further construction
on the
TransHighway, each Government
Isthmian Highway,
Government will appoint
appoint an equal
equal
representatives, who
who will
constitute aajoint
board with
number of representatives,
will constitute
joint board
with
authority to adjust questions
regarding the
the location,
location,
questions of
of detail regarding
construction of
design and construction
of the
the Highway
falling
of the portions
portions of
Highway falling
under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of each
Government. Questions
of detail
detail
each Government.
Questions of
on which the board may fail to reach an
agreement will
will be
be referred
an agreement
referred
to the two Governments
Governments for
settlement."
for settlement."
Constitution of
of
Constitution
Board.
Board.

My Government
Government has given consideration
constitution of
of the
the
consideration to
to the
the constitution
Joint Highway Board contemplated
contemplated in the foregoing
Article of
of the
foregoing Article
the
Convention and it
Convention
it believes
believes that the Board might
might well
well consist
of only
consist of
only
two members,
members, one to be appointed
appointed by the Government
Government of the Republic
of Panama and one to be appointed
appointed by
by the
the President
President of
the United
United
of the
States. My Government
Government has
directed me
me to
submit
its
views
the
has directed
to submit its views in
in the
matter to Your Excellency
Excellency with the request
request that the Panamanian
Panamanian
Government be good enough
enough to
indicate whether
whether it
it approves
approves the
to indicate
the
constitution of the Joint Highway Board
the manner
suggested.
Board in the
manner suggested.
Accept, Excellency,
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
Excellency, the renewed
highest consideration.
eration.
WILLIAM
W ILLIAM DAWSON
DAWSON

His Excellency
Excellency
Sefior Doctor
Senor
Doctor Don
Don NARCISO
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY,
Secretary
Secretary of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations
and Communications.
Communications.
' [Treaty
[Treaty Series No. 9461
946.]
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and 23,
23, Dec.
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1939,
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4, 1940
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The Panamanian
Secretary of
Foreign Relations
Relations and
and Communications
Communications
of Foreign
The
PanamanianSecretary
(Garay)
to the
the American
Ambassador (Dawson)
(Dawson)
American Ambassador
(Garay) to
SECRETARIA
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
SECRETARIA DE RELACIONES

0
D.
N°
2491.—
D. D.
D. N
2491.-

Y
COMUNICACIONES
Y COMUNICACIONES
Departamento Diplomatico
Diplomatico
Departamento

PANAMA., Octubre
23 de
1939.
PANAMA,
Octubre23
de 1939.

SESOR
EMBAJADOR:
SENOR EMBAJADOR:
Refiriendome a
la atenta
de Vuestra
N.°° 80 de 19 de
Excelencia N
Vuestra Excelencia
nota de
a la
atenta note,
Refiriendome
los corrientes,
corrientes, tengo
la honra
honra de
que mi Gobierno
Gobiemo accede
accede
de manifestarle
manifestarle que
tengo la
los
esa Emabajada
gustoso aala
solicitud que
Emabajada le hace
hace el
de esa
que por
por conducto
conducto de
la solicitud
gustoso
Junta
Gobiemo
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
America, aaefecto
efecto de
de que
que la Junta
de los
los Estados
Gobierno de
sobre Carretera
la Convenci6n
Mixta
trata el
el articulo
artfculo III
III de
de la
Convencien sobre
Carretera
de que
que trata
Mixta de
se comTransfstmica
el 2
2 de
de marzo
marzo 'de
'de 1936,
cora1936, se
Washington el
firmada en
en Washington
Transfstmica firmada
y otro
ponga
solo de
de dos
dos rniembros,
uno que
Gobierno y
este Gobierno
que nombrara
nombrarf este
miembros, uno
ponga s61o
que
nombrara el
el Presidente
Presidente de
de los
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
los Estados
que nombrarA
Tan
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia me haga saber el nombre
nombre del
como Vuestra
Tan pronto
pronto como
de
la
Carretera
Mixta
la
Junta
en
Unidos
comisionado
de los
los Estados
Estados
la. Junta
Carretera
comisionado de
el
nombre
comunicarle
Transfstmica,
tendre
el
placer
de
comunicarle
nombre
del comide
placer
el
tendr6
Transfstmica,
sionado
de
Panama.
de
Panama.
sionado
testimonio reiterado
Sfrvase aceptar
Excelencia el testimonio
reiterado de mi mAs
més
Vuestra Excelencia
aceptar Vuestra
Sirvase
alta y
consideracien.
y distinguida
distinguida consideraci6n.
alta
NARCISO
GARAY,
NARCISO GARAY,
Secretario
de Relaciones
Exteriores
Relaciones Exteriores
Secretario de
y
y Comunicaciones.
Comunicaciones.
DAWSON,
Su
Excelencia don
WILLIAM DAWSON,
don WILLIAM
Su Excelencia
Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
Embajador
de
los
Estados
Unidos
de
America,
de los Estados Unidos de America,
Presente.—
Presente.[Translation]
[Translatlonl
SECRETARIAT OF FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS
SECRETARIAT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS
AND COMMUNICATIONS

Diplomatic Department
Department
Diplomatic

D. D.
2491
D.
D. 2491

23, 1989
PANAMA, October
PANAMA.,
October 23,
1989

M R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
note No. 80 of the 19th
Referring to
to Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's courteous
courteous note
Referring
instant,
I
have
the
honor
to
state
that
my
Government
is pleased
pleased to
to
instant, I have the honor to state that my Government is
accede
to
the
request
made
by
the
Government
of
the
United
States
States
accede to the request made by the Government of the United
of
America through
through your
your Embassy,
to the
the end
end that
that the
the Joint
Joint Board
Board
Embassy, to
of America
contemplated
in
article
III
of
the
convention
concerning
a
TransTransa
concerning
contemplated in article III of the convention
Isthmian
Highway signed
signed in
Washington on
on March
March 2,
2, 1936,
1936, consist
consist
in Washington
Isthmian Highway
of
only
two
members,
one
to
be
appointed
by
this
Government
and
and
Government
this
by
be
appointed
to
one
of only two members,
the
other
to
be
appointed
by
the
President
of
the
United
States.
States.
United
the
of
President
the
by
appointed
be
the other to

i-i6
1934701-41-PT.
19347W
-41—PT. II-86

Agreement
Pan.
Agreement by Pan.

8MR.

by
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

As soon as Your Excellency
Excellency lets me know
name of
the commisknow the
the name
of the
commissioner of the United States on the
the Joint
Joint Board
of
the
Trans-Isthmian
Board of the Trans-Isthmian
Highway, I
I shall be pleased
pleased to communicate
communicate the name
name of the
the comcommissioner of Panama.
Panama.
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
renewed expression
expression of my highest
highest and
and most
most
distinguished
consideration.
distinguished consideration.
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY,
NARCISO

Secretary of Foreign
Foreign Relations
Relations
and Communications
and
Communications
His Excellency
Excellency W
ILLIAM ])AWSON,
WILLIAM
DAWSON,
Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
America,
of the United States
States of
of America,
Panama.Panama.The American Ambassador (Dawson)
Panamanian Secretary of
of
(Dawson) to the Panamanian
Foreign
Foreign Relations and Communications
(Garay)
Communications (Garay)
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
No. 129
EMBASSY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
Panamd,
Panamd, December
December 20, 1939
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
I have the honor to refer
refer to my note No. 80 of October 19,
I
19, 1939,
1939, and
to Your Excellency's esteemed
esteemed note No. 2491 of October
October 23,
23, both
concerning the constitution of the Joint
concerning
Joint Highway
Highway Board contemplated
contemplated
in Article III of the Convention
Panama and the United States
Convention between
between Panama
regarding
construction of aaTrans-Isthmian
regarding the construction
Trans-Isthmian Highway.
In note No. 2491,
2491, Your Excellency
Excellency informed me
me that the Government of Panama acceded with pleasure to the proposal
of my
my GovernGovernproposal of
ment to the effect that the Joint Board
Board be composed
composed of
of only
only two
two
members. Your Excellency
Excellency stated
stated also that, as soon as II should
should
furnish the name of the American
representative on
on the
the Board,
Board, you
you
American representative
would be glad to advise me
representative.
me as to
to the Panamanian
Panamanian representative.
II. S. representative.
representative.
U.S.
I now take pleasure
pleasure in stating
I
stating that on December
December 2,
2, 1939,
the PresiPresi1939, the
dent of the United States signed the Commission appointing
appointing Colonel
Colonel
Glen E. Edgerton, U. S. A.,
A., Engineer
Panama
Engineer of Maintenance
Maintenance of
of the
the Panama
Canal,
American representative
Canal, as the American
representative on
on the
the Joint
Highway
Board.
Joint Highway Board.
I shall be grateful
I
grateful if Your
Excellency will
will be
be good
good enough
enough to
to inform
inform
Your Excellency
me in due course regarding the
Panamanian
representative.
the Panamanian representative.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
of my
my highest
highest conconrenewed assurances
assurances of
sideration.
sideration.
Excellency
His Excellency

W ILLIAM DAWBON
DAWSON
WILLIAM

Seflor
Doctor Don
Senor Doctor
NARCISO GARAY,
Don NARCISO
GARAY,
Secretary
Secretaryof Foreign
ForeignRelations
Relations
Communications.
and Communications.

54
TAT.]
FTAT.]
54 S

Oct 19
19and
andJan.
23, Dec.
Dec. 20,
20,
23,
and
PANAMA—JOINT HIGHWAY
HIGHWAY BOARDBOARD-Oct.
1 93 9 , and
PANAMA-JOINT
1939,
Jan. 4,1940
4, 1940
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The Panamanian
Secretary of
Relations and Communications
Communications
Foreign Relations
of Foreign.
PanamanianSecretary
The
(Dawson)
(Garay) to
the American
American Ambassador (Dawson)
to the
(Garay)

D. N° 28.D.
SECRETARIA
D. D.
28.—
EXTERIORES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
SECRETARIA DE
Y COMUNICACIONES
COMTJNICACIONES
Y
Enero de 1940.
Departamento Diplomatico
Diplomatico
PANAMA,
4de Enero
PANAMA, 4
Departamento
SENOR
EMBAJ AD OR:
SEROR EMBAJADOR:
Excelencia N°
Refiriendome a
la atenta
comunicacien de Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
atenta comunicaci6n
a la
Refiri6ndome
informa aa esta Cancilleria
129 de
de 20 de
de diciembre
diciembre liltimo,
Cancillerfa
por la cual informa
filtimo, por
129
America en fecha 22 del
que el
de los
los Estados
Unidos de America
Estados Unidos
Presidente de
el President°
que
mismo mes
nombre al
al Coronel
E. Edgerton,
Edgerton, su representante
representante en
en
Glen E.
Coronel Glen
mes nombr6
mismo
Convenci6n
la
articulo III de
la Junta
Junta Mixta
Mixta de
Convencien sobre
sobre
trata el artIculo
que trata
de que
la
Carretera
Transfstmica firmada
1936,
de marzo de 1936,
el 22de
Washington el
en Washington
firmada en
Carretera Transistmica
el
que
Excelencia
me
es
grato
llevar
a
conocimiento
de
Vuestra
Excelencia
el
me es grato llevar a conocimiento de Vuestra
Ejecudel
Excelentfsimo
serior
Primer
Designado,
Encargado
Poder
EjecuEncargado
Excelentisimo sefor Primer Designado,
tivo,
Decreto Ejecutivo
Ejecutivo N?.
de 30
de diciembre
proximo
diciembre pr6ximo
30 de
195, de
N° 195,
por Decreto
tivo, por
su
Arosemena
Leopoldo
pasado,
nombr6
al
sefior
Ingeniero
don
Leopoldo
Arosemena
don
pasado, nombr6 al sefior Ingeniero
representante
Junta Mixta.
Mixta.
dicha Junta
en dicha
representante en
reiterado de mi
Sfrvase aceptar
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia el testimonio reiterado
aceptar Vuestra
Sirvase
consideraci6n,
Inas
y distinguida
distinguida consideracion,
alta y
mas alta
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY,
NARCISO
Secretario de
de Relaciones
Exteriore,s
Relaciones Exteriores
Secretario
Comunicaciones.
yyComunicaciones.
A
DAWSON,
WILLIAM DAWSON,
Don WILLIAM
Excelencia Don
Su Excelencia
A Su
Embajador
yPlenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
Extraordinarioy
Embajador Extraordinario
America.
de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
de Ambica.
Unidos de
de los
Presente.Presente.[Translation]
[Translation]

D. D. No. 28
SECRETARIAT OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS
28
RELATIONS
OF FOREIGN
SECRETARIAT
AND
COMMUNICATIONS
AND COMMUNICATIONS
4, 1940
Diplomatic
PANAMA, January
January 4,
1940
PANAMA,
Department
Diplomatic Department
AMBASSADOR:
MR. AMBASSADOR:
communication No. 129
Referring to
to Your
1our Excellency's
courteous communication
Excellency's courteous
Referring
of
December
20,
last,
in
which
you
inform
the
Foreign
that the
Office that
Foreign Office
the
inform
you
which
in
last,
of December 20,
of the
2d
the
of
date
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
under
date
under
America,
of
States
United
the
President of
representative
same
month,
appointed
Colonel
Glen
E.
Edgerton
as
his
representative
Edgerton
E.
Glen
Colonel
appointed
month,
same
on the
the Joint
Joint Board
Board provided
provided for
convention conarticle III of the convention
in article
for in
on
March
cerning a
Trans-Isthmian Highway
signed at Washington
Washington on March
Highway signed
a Trans-Isthmian
cerning
2,
1936, it
it
is
a
pleasure
to
bring
to
Your
Excellency's
attention
is a pleasure to bring to Your Excellency's attention that
2, 1936,
His
Excellency
the First
First Designate,
Designate, in
in charge
charge of
Executive Power, Representative
the Executive
of the
Representative of
of
His Excellency the
Panama.
by
Executive
Decree
No.
195
of
December
30,
appointed Panama
by Executive Decree No. 195 of December 30, last, appointed
Engineer
Leopoldo Arosemena
representative on the said Joint
his representative
as his
Arosemena as
Engineer Leopoldo
Board.
Board.
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the
renewed expression
expression of
of my
highest and
and most
most
my highest
the renewed
Accept,
distinguished consideration.
NARCISO GARAY,
consideration.
distinguished
NARCISO
GARAY,
Secretary
Foreign Relations
Relations
of Foreign
Secretary of
and
Communications.
and Communications.

His
Excellency WILLIAM
WILLIAM DAWSON,
Dewsorr,
His Excellency
Ambassador
Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Ambassador Extraordinaryand
of
the
United
States
of
America.
America.
of
States
of the United
Panama.Panama.-
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April 23, 1940
1940
[E.
A. S.
S. No.
No. 169]
[E. A.
169]

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTFIER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Agreement
States of
and Chile
Chile respecting
respecting a
a
Agreement between the
the United
United States
of America
America and
military aviation
23, 1940;
1940; effective
military
aviation mission.
mission. Signed
Signed April
April 23,
effective April
April
28,
23, 1940.
1940.
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE GOVGOV- CONTRATO
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
ENTRE LOS GOBIERCONTRATO ENTRE
GOBIERERNMENTS
ERNMENTS OF THE UNITED
UNITED
NOS DE LOS
LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS
NOS
STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND THE
THE
DE AMERICA
AMERICA Y
REPUBDE
Y DE LA REPUBREPUBLIC OF CHILE
DE CHILE
LICA DE

44 Stat.
44
Stat. 565.
565.
49 S
tat. 218.
49
Stat.
218.
10
U.S.
10 U.
S. C.
C. §540;
540;
Supp. V,
V,1
§ 540;
540; 84
Supp.
84
U. S. C.§
441a; Supp.
U.S.C.
i 441a;
Supp.
V, §
§ 441a.
441a.
V,

Purpose
Purpose and
duraand duration.
tion.

In conformity
conformity with a
a request
request
made by the Chilean
Chilean Ambassador
Ambassador
Secretary of
at Washington
Washington of the
the Secretary
of
United States
States of
State of
of the United
of
of the
America, the
the President
President of
the
United States of America,
America, by
by virvirtue of the
the authority
authority conferred
conferred by
by
the Act of Congress,
Congress, approved
approved
May 19, 1926, entitled
entitled "an Act to
to detail
detail
authorize the
the President
President to
officers
men of
of the
officers and
and enlisted men
the
United States Army, Navy and
Marine Corps to assist the Governments of the Latin
Latin American
American
Republics in military
military and
and naval
naval
matters", as amended by
Act
by an Act
of May 14, 1935, to include the
Commonwealth
Commonwealth of the
the Philippine
Philippine
Islands, has authorized
authorized the
the detail
detail
officers constituting a
a United
United
of officers
States
mission to
the ReStates military mission
to the
Republic of Chile
Chile upon
upon the
the following
following
agreed conditions:
conditions:
agreed

conformidad con
una solisoliDe conformidad
con una
citud
de Chile
Chile en
en
citud del Embajador
Embajador de
Washington
Secretario
de
EsWashington al
al Secretario de Estado de los Estados Unidos de
America,
de los
los EstaEstaAmerica, el Presidente
Presidente de
dos Unidos
America, en
en virtud
Unidos de
de America,
virtud
de
autorizacion conferida
conferida por
la
de la
la autorizaci6n
por la
Congreso, aprobada
aprobada el
el 19
19
Ley del Congreso,
de
de 1926,
1926, intitulada
intitulada "Ley
"Ley
de mayo de
que
autoriza al
al Presidente
Presidente para
para
que autoriza
designar
del
designar oficiales
oficiales y
y personal
personal del
Ejercito,
de Guerra
Ej6rcito, de la Marina de
Guerra yy
Cuerpo de
de Infanteria
Infanterfa de
de MaMadel Cuerpo
rina
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
rina de los
los Estados
America, para colaborar
colaborar con los
Gobiernos
Gobiernos de las Repdblicas
Rep6blicas de
de la
la
America Latina
Latina en asuntos miliAmerica
militares y
y navales",
enmendada por
por
navales", enmendada
Ley
Ley del 14 de mayo
mayo de 1935 para
incluir la Comunidad
Comunidad (Common(Commonwealth) de
Filipinas, ha
ha auauwealth)
de las
las Filipinas,
torizado el nombramiento
nombraraiento de
ofide oficiales para
para constituir
constituir una misi6n
misian
militar estadounidense
estadounidense en la ReReptiblica
con
publica de
de Chile,
Chile, de
de acuerdo
acuerdo con
las condiciones
condiciones estipuladas
estipuladas a
a concontinuaci6n:

TITLE 1
TITLE
1

CAPITULO
CAPITIMO I
I

Purpose and Duration
Duration
Purpose

Objeto
duracidn
Objeto yyduracidn

Art. 1. The purpose of
the Misof the
Miscooperate with
sion is to cooperate
with the
the
Ministry of National
Chilean Ministry
National Defense
Commander in
fense and Commander
in Chief
Chief of
of
the Chilean
Chilean Air Force
deForce in the
the de-

de la
Mision es
es
Art. 1. El objeto
objeto de
la Misi6n
cooperar
Ministerio de
de Decooperar con el Ministerio
Defensa
Nacional de
de Chile
Chile y
y con
con el
el
fensa Nacional
Comandante
Comandante en Jefe
Jefe de la
la Fuerza
Fuerza
A&rea Chilena
Aerea
Chilena en el desarrollo
desarrollo y
y

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

MISSION-APR.
AVIATION MISSIONCHILE-MILITARY
CHILEMILITARY AVIATION
APR.23, 1940

velopment and functioning of the
Chilean Air Force. Officers
Officers of the
Mission will act wherever required
by the Chilean Ministry of Natactical and techtional Defense as tactical
advisers to the Chilean Air
nical advisers
Force with regard to aviation.
conArt. 2. The Mission shall continue for three years from the date
of the signature
signature of this agreement
agreement
by the accredited
representatives
accredited representatives
of the Governments
Governments of the United
States of America
America and the Republic of Chile.
Art. 3. The
The agreement
agreement may be
in the interminated
if
necessary
terminated
upon
Government upon.
terest of either Government
notification duly delivered through
through
diplomatic channels three months
in advance.
advance.
Art. 4. Temporary
Temporary assignments
of
officers additional to those
of officers
enumerated
II may be
enumerated in Title II
arranged for shorter periods by
agreement, depending
depending upmutual agreement,
on
circumstances in each case.
the circumstances
on the

It is herein stipulated
Art. 5. It
stipulated
Mission
and agreed that while the Mission
shall
operation under this
in operation
shall be in
agreement, or under an extension
extension
thereof, the Government
Government of the
Republic
Republic of Chile will not engage
the
the services of any mission or
personnel of any other foreign
foreign
government
for
duties
and
the
government
purposes
contemplated by
this
by this
purposes contemplated
agreement,
agreed to the
unless agreed
agreement, unless
contrary
between the
Governthe Governcontrary between
ment
Republic of Chile and
ment of the Republic
Government of the United
the Government
States
America.
States of America.
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funcionamiento
la Fuerza Aerea
funcionamiento de Is
Chile,na. Los oficiales de la MiChilena.
dondequiera que lo
si6n
sien actuaran,
actuarin, dondequiera
exigiere el Ministerio
Ministerio de Defensa
Defensa
exigiere
Nacional
Chileno, como
como asesores
asesores
Nacional Chileno,
t6cnicos de la Fuerza
tacticos y
y tecnicos
Aerea Chilena, en lo referente
referente a
a
aviacion.
aviaci6n.
durara tres
Misi6n durara
Art. 2. La Misien
afios a
acontar
contar de la fecha
fecha en que se
firms
contrato por los reprefirme este contrato
sentantes
acreditados de los Gosentantes acreditados
biernos
Estados Unidos de
biernos de los Estados
America
de la
is Repdblica
Reptiblica de
y de
Am6rica y
Chile.
Art. 3. Si asi lo exigiere
exigiere el
u otro Gobierno,
inter& de uno u
interes
puede darse por termiel Contrato puede
aviso, dado por la
is
nado, previo aviso,
diplomatica, con tres meses de
via diplomatica,
anticipacien.
anticipaci6n.
Art.
Art. 4. Por mutuo acuerdo
puede convenirse
convenirse la designaci6n
designacion
puede
provisional, para
para periodos
periodos mis
mas
provisional,
adicion a
a
cortos, de oficiales en adici6n
enumerados en el Capitulo
los enumerados
II,
determinen las cirlo determinen
II, segfin lo
cunstancias
cads caso.
cunstancias en cada
conviene
Art.
y conviene
Art. 5. Se estipula y
que
Mision desempefie
desempefie
mientras la Misi6n
que mientras
sus funciones
funciones de acuerdo con este
sus
contrato,
pr6rroga del
contrato, oo por pr6rroga
mismo,
el
Gobierno
de la ReRemismo,
pUblica de Chile no contratara
contratard, los
pfblica
servicios de otra Misi6n
Mision o
o personal
Gobierno extranjero
sonal de otro Gobierno
pars
y los fines a
a
funciones y
para las funciones
contrae este acuerdo,
acuerdo, salvo
se contrae
que se
quo se c,onvenga
convenga lo contrario
que
Gobierno de la Republics
Republica
entre el Gobierno
y el Gobierno de los
de Chile y
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
America.
Estados

TITLE II

II
CAPITULO II

Composition
and Personnel
Personnel
Composition and

ComposiciOn y
ypersonal
personal
Composici6n

Art.
6. La
La Mision
inteMisi6n estara intoArt. 6.
Art.
6. The Mission will be
Art. 6.
grads
en
un
comienzo
los
por
comienzo
un
en
grada
composed at the outset of the
composed

Composition.
Com
P i oL
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INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL

following officers
officers of
Regular
of the Regular
following
Army of
of
United States of
Army
of the United
America: one Major of the Air
America:
Corps; one
Captain of the Air
Air
Corps;
one Captain
Corps and one
Lieutenant
one First
First Lieutenant
Corps
senior
Corps. The
The senior
of the Air Corps.
officer
of the
the Mission,
officer will
will be Chief
Chief of
direct
who will assure normally the direct
relations of the Mission with the
Ministry of National
National Defense and
Ministry
the
Chief of
of the
Commander in
in Chief
the Commander
Air Force.
modifications in the
Art. 7. Any modifications
composition
Mission that
composition of the
the Mission
that
may be considered
considered advisable or
necessary shall be mutually
agreed
mutually agreed
upon in accordance
accordance with the provisions of Article 4.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

siguientes
rcito
siguientes oficiales del Ej ercito
regular
de
Estados
de
los
Estados
Unidos
regular de
America:
un
Mayor
del
Cuerpo
Cuerpo de
America: un Mayor
Aviacion,
Capitan del Cuerpo
Aviaci6n, un Capitan
de Aviaci6n
Aviacion y
Teniente Priy un Teniente
mer°
Aviacion. El
mero del Cuerpo de Aviaci6n.
oficial
graduacion sera
sera
oficial de
de mayor
mayor graduaci6n
el
Mision, quien aseguasegula Misi6n,
el Jefe de la
rará
rara normalmente
normalmente las relaciones
directas de la Misi6n
Mision con el MinisNacional y
y con
con
terio de Defensa Nacional
el Comandante
Comandante en Jefe de la
Fuerza Aerea.
Fuerza
A6rea.
Art.
7. Cualesquiera
Cualesquiera modificamodificaArt. 7.
clones en la composici6n
composicion de la
ciones
Mision quo
pudieran ser consideMisi6n
que pudieran
radas aconsejables
aconsejables o
necesarias
o necesarias
radas
seran convenidas
acuerdo
convenidas por acuerdo
mutuo, en conformidad
conformidad con las
disposiciones
articulo cuatro.
cuatro.
disposiciones del articulo

TITLE
III
TITLE III

CAPITTJLO III
III
CAPITULO

Duties,
and Precedence
Precedence
Duties, Rank and

Obligaciones, rango
rango yy precedencia
precedencia
Obligaciones,

Accountability; duAccountability;
ties.

Art. 8. The members of the
Mission shall be responsible
responsible solely
solely
Chilean Ministry
Ministry of Nato the Chilean
tional Defense through the Chief
Chief
of the Mission and shall act as
tactical and technical advisers to
to
tactical
the Chilean Air Force with regard
regard
to aviation.

Suspension in case
Suspension
war, etc.
of war,
etc.

between
Art. 9. In case of war between
Chile and any other nation, the
duties of the members of the
Mission shall be immediately
immediately suspended
and
the
Mission shall
pended
shall
terminate within thirty
thirty days. In
In
the case of other hostilities involvGovernment of
Reing the Government
of the Republic of Chile, the duties of the
members of the Mission
Mission shall be
immediately suspended,
suspended, and
at
and at
Government of
the option of the Government
the United States of America
America the
Mission
withdrawn imMission may
may be
be withdrawn
immediately.

8. Los miembros
miembros de la
Art. 8.
responsables de sus
Misi6n seran
seran responsables
actos dnicamente
unicamente ante el Ministerio
Nacional Chileno,
Chileno,
terio de
de Defensa Nacional
por
por intermedio
intermedio del Jefe
Jefe de la
Misien, y
y actuarin
conseMisi6n,
actuaran como consetacticos y
y tecnicos
tecnicos de
la
jeros t&cticos
de la
Fuerza Aerea Chilena
Chilena en lo refereferente a
a aviacien.
aviaci6n.
Art. 9. En caso de guerra entre
y cualquiera
cualquiera otra naci6n
nacien se
se
Chile y
suspenderan inmediatamente
inmediatamente los
suspenderan
deberes de los miembros
miembros de la
deberes
Misi6n
Misien y
y la Misi6n
Mision sera dada por
por
terminada
terminada dentro de un plazo de
dfas. En caso de otras hostili30 dias.
dades que envuelvan
envuelvan al Gobierno
dades
Republica de Chile se
de la Repdblica
suspenderan inmediatamente
inmediatamente los
suspenderan
deberes de los miembros
miembros de la
deberes
Misi6n, y, a
a opci6n
opcien del Gobierno
Misi6n,
Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America,
Misi6n podra ser retirada
la Misi6n
inmediatamente.
inmediatamente.

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

CHILE-MILITARY
AVIATION MISSION—
MISSION-APR.
CHILE—
MILITARY AVIATION
APR.23, 1940
1940

officers
Art. 10. Precedence
Precedence of officers
composing the Mission with respect to Chilean officers shall be
accordance with their respecin accordance
tive rank and seniority
seniority therein.
therein.

Art. 10. La
La precedencia
precedencia de
de los
oficials que integren
integren la Misi6n,
Mision,
respecto
chilenos,
respecto aa los oficiales chilenos,
sera determinada
sera,
determinada por su respecrespectivo grade
grado y
y antiguedad
antiguedad en el
ismo.
mismo.

TITLE
TITLE IV

CAPITULO IV
IV
CAPITULO

Pay
Pay and Allowances

Pago y
ybonificaciones
bonificaciones
Pago

Government of
Art. 11. The Government
the Republic
Republic of Chile shall pay
to the members
members of the Mission
Mission
compensation additional to such
compensation
such
allowances as the mempay and allowances
bers may receive from the Government of the United States, in
an amount to be determined
for
determined for
each member by the Government
Government
of the United States, but in no
case to exceed
exceed fifty percent
percent of the
regular pay and allowances,
allowances, exregular
authorized
clusive of any increase authorized
for duty involving
involving flying which
which
the members may receive from
the Government
Government of the United
America. The said addiStates of America.
tional compensation
paid
compensation shall be paid
in equal monthly
monthly instalments and
and
month by the
at the end of each month
Government
Republic of
Government of the Republic
Chile in United States currency
currency
or in Chilean pesos at a
a rate agreed
upon between
between the two GovernGovernments.
Art. 12. The additional
additional compensation payable
payable to the members
pensation
of the Mission shall be computed
computed
from the date of their departure
from
they shall
from New
New York
York and they
continue to receive such additional
compensation
compensation up to the date of
after
their return to New York, after
services
the completion of their services
on
having proceeded
proceeded
on the
the Mission, having
each way by the usual sea route.
Any member of the Mission who
fag to fulfil the terms of the
fails

2285
Precedence.
Predene.

Compensation;
compensation;
Art. 11. El ,Gobierno
,
Gobierno de la
la computation.
Republica de Chile pagara
pagara aa los
Repiblica
Miembros de la Misian
Miembros
Misi6n una remuneraciOn adicional
adicional a
muneraci6n
a los pagos
y asignaciones
asignaciones que reciban
y
reciban del
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
Unidos
Gobierno
de America, la cual sera determiel
nada para cada uno de ellos por el
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Gobierno
debiendo exceder,
de America,
America, no debiendo
cincuenta por
en ningCm
ningen caso, del cincuenta
y a,signaciones
ciento de los pagos y
asignaciones
regulares,
con exclusi6n
exclusion de cualregulares, con
quier aumento autorizado
autorizado por acquier
tividades referentes
tividades
referentes aa vuelos, que
miembros reciban
reciban del Gobierno
los miembros
Gobierno
de los Estados Unidos de America.
remuneracion adicional
adicional sera
sera,
Dicha remuneraci6n
pagada por el Gobierno de la
pagada
RepUblica de Chile en mensualimensualiRepfblica
en
y vencidas
vencidas en
dades iguales y
moneda de los Estados Unidos de
moneda
America o
o en pesos chilenos, al
America
tipo de cambio que se convenga
convenga
entre los dos Gobiernos.
Art. 12. La remuneraci6n
remuneracien adicional que se pague a
alos miembros
miembros
de la Misi6n
Mision comenzara
comenzara a
a comcoraputarse a
contar de la fecha
fecha de su
a contar
salida de Nueva York y
y continuaran
fecha
recibiendola hasta la fecha
nuaran recibiendola
de
regreso a
a esa
ciudad, al
esa ciudad,
de su regreso
terminar sus servicios
servicios en la Misien,
haciendo el viaje de ida y
y
si6n, haciendo
vuelta por la ruta maritima
marltima usual.
Cualquier
Misi6n
Cualquier miembro
miembro de la Misien
que
que dejare
dejare de
de cumplir sin justificajustificacion los teminos
terminos del contrato,
ci6n
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solamente recibira
recibira la
la remuneraci6n
remuneraci6n
contract
without just
cause will
will solamente
just cause
contract without
fecha de su
adicional
hasta
la
receive
additional compensation
compensation adicional
receive additional
Santiago, salvo en el
salida de Santiago,
only
up to
depar- salida
his deparof his
date of
the date
to the
only up
caso de
de enfermedad
enfermedad o
o de venciture from
Santiago, except
except in
the caso
in the
from Santiago,
ture
del contrato
de la Mision,
Misi6n,
contrato de
miento del
case
of illness
or termination
the miento
termination of the
illness or
case of
en cuyos
cuyos casos el pago se har&
hare,
contract
of the
Mission, in
which en
in which
the Mission,
contract of
su
de
efectivo
hasta
fecha
fecha
la
hasta
efectivo
cases
payment
will
be
made
up
to
to
up
made
be
will
payment
cases
llegada
Ilegada aaNueva York.
his
arrival in New
York.
New York.
his arrival
Art.
estipula, ademas,
ademes,
Art. 13. Se estipula,
Art. 13. It
It is further stipulated
stipulated
por
que
la
remuneracion
recibida
remuneraci6n
la
que
by
received
that
the
compensation
received
that the compensation
no
Misi6n
la
de
los
miembros
Mision
miembros
los
members
of
the
Mission
shall
not
shall
Mission
members of the
impuesto
estara
suj
eta
a
impuesto
ningdn
a
sujeta
estara
be
subject
to
any
Chilean
tax
Chilean
be subject to any
chileno vigente
vigente o
o que fuere esnow in
or which
which may herehere- chileno
force or
in force
now
tablecido
futuro.
En el caso
el
futuro.
en
tablecido
after
be
imposed.
Should
there,
after be imposed. Should there,
de
que
actualmente,
o
la
o
durante
however,
be at
during de que actualmente,
or during
at present
present or
however, be
vigencia
de
este
contrato,
hubiere
contrato,
the life
this agreement, any vigencia de este
life of this
the
pudieran afectar
afectar
que pudieran
impuestos que
taxes which
may affect the said impuestos
which may
taxes
remuneraci6n, tales impuestos
compensation, such taxes
tal remuneracion,
taxes shall be tal
compensation,
sufragados por
el Ministerio
por el
borne by the
Ministry of serin
ser&n sufragados
Chilean Ministry
the Chilean
borne
Chileno para
Nacional Chileno
National Defense
Defensa Nacional
de Defensa
Defense in order to de
National
asf las
las condiciones
condiciones ya
satisfacer asf
comply with
provisions before satisfacer
with the provisions
comply
estipuladas de que los sueldos
stipulated that
salaries agreed estipuladas
the salaries
that the
stipulated
convenidos scan
sean netos.
convenidos
upon shall
net.
be net.
shall be
upon
exArt. 14.
14. Except
Except in
the special
Art. 14. Excepto
Excepto en los casos
Art.
Art.
in the
special
especiales especificados
especificados en
este
en este
cases
specified in this contract, the especiales
cases specified
el Gobierno
ReptiGobierno de la Repucontrato, el
Government
Republic of contrato,
the Republic
of the
Government of
pagara por adelande Chile pagara
blica de
advance the blica
Chile
Chile shall pay in advance
tado los
los gastos de transporte
transporte de
expenses of transportation
transportation in both tado
expenses
mar,
vuelta, por tierra yypor mar,
y vuelta,
ida y
directions, by
by land
by sea, of Ida
and by
land and
directions,
de los
miembros de la Mision
y de
Misi6n y
los miembros
the
Mission and off de
the members of the Mission
asf como de sus
their families,
their sus familias, asi
families, as well as of their
their
efectos domesticos,
domesticos, equipajes
equipajes y
y
household effects,
effects, baggage
baggage andI efectos
household
costo
el
incluyendo
automoviles,
incluyendo
f
autom6viles,
of
automobiles,
including
costs
of
including
automobiles,
de embalaje
embalaje y
y empaque de los
theiir de
packing
between their
crating, between
and crating,
packing and
mismos,
entre
los
sus puestos en los
entre
f
mismos,
ol
States
stations
in
United
of
the
stations in
sus
y
Estados
Unidos
America
y
America
de
Unidos
America
and
their
in
the
Estados
the
in
stations
their
America and
Republica de Chile.
puestos en la Republica
andI puestos
Republic
Chile. Officers and
Republic of Chile.
Los
oficiales
y
tendrim
y
their
furnishedI Los oficiales sus familias tendrAn
families shall be furnished
their families
pasajes
de
primera
clase,
entenclase,
accommodations , pasajes de primera
first-class accommodations,
with first-class
diendose por "familia",
"familia", para los
wivess diendose
families being construed as wives
efectos de
de este
este contrato,
contrato, aa la
and dependent
children throughthrough-- efectos
dependent children
and
esposa eehijos menores a
asu cargo.
cargo.
under.- esposa
It is undercontract. It
out the contract.
Se entiende,
entiende, sin embargo, que los
stood, however,
accom-- Se
the accomhowever, that the
stood,
pasajes y
y asignaciones
asignaciones de viaje y
y
fo3r pasajes
modations and allowances
allowances for
modations
excederAn
travel
effectss transporte
efectos no excedertin
and transportation
transportation of effects
travel and
transporte de efectos
pre de las
asignaciones que para tal
shall
allowances prelas asignaciones
shall not exceed allowances
Ejercito de
Army · proposito
rigen en el Ejercito
vailing in the United States Army.
proposito rigen
los Estados
America.
Estados Unidos de America.
los
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With respect to an officer detailed for less than one year, the
Government of the Republic of
Government
Chile will not make provision for
transportation of the
payment for transportation
officer's
officer's family, household goods
or automobile.
The household effects, baggage
automobiles of members of the
and automobiles
Mission shall be exempt from customs duties and imposts of any
Government of
kind in Chile. The Government
the Republic of Chile shall grant,
upon the request of the Chief of
the
Mission, free entry throughout
throughout the
stay
stay of the Mission in Chile for
articles for the personal use of
members of the Mission and their
families.
Art. 15. Members
Members of the Mission who may become ill during
the period of duty in Chile shall be
cared for
the Government
Government of
for by
by the
cared
the Republic
Republic of Chile. Any member of the Mission
Mission unable to perMission
form his duties with the Mission
by
long continued physof long
reason of
by reason
ical
disability shall be replaced.
replaced.
ical disability

2287

Respecto a
a cualquier
cualquier oficial
Respecto
designado
menos de un afio,
afo,
designado por menos
Repdblica de
Gobierno de la Republica
el Gobierno
Chile no sufragara,
sufragarA los gastos de
transports
efectos
transporte de la familia, efectos
autom6vil.
domesticos
dom6sticos ooautomevil.

Exemption from
from
Exemption
domesticos, equipaje
equipaje customs
Los efectos domesticos,
customs duties,
duties, etc.
etc.
y
autom6viles de los miembros de
y automeviles
la.
estarin exentos de derela Misien
Misi6n estaran
cualesquier
y de cualesquier
chos de aduana y
impuesto en Chile. El Gobierno
Gobierno
impuesto
Repdblica de Chile otorgara,
de la Rep(iblica
solicitud del Jefe de Misi6n,
Misien, la
aa solicitud
entrada
libre, durante
durante la permapermaentrada libre,
nencia
Chile, de los
en Chile,
Misi6n en
de la Misien
nencia de
artfculos de uso personal de los
artfculos
Misi6n yy sus
miembros de la Misien
miembros
familias.
familias.
Care during inness.
illness.
Care
Art. 15. Los miembros
miembros de la
Mision
enfermaren durante
Misi6n que se enfermaren
el perfodo
periodo de sus servicios en Chile,
saran atendidos
seran
atendidos por el Gobierno de
Ia.
Republica de
Cualquier
de Chile. Cualquier
la Repdblica
miembro
miembro de la Misi6n que no
pudiere
desempefiar sus funciones
funciones
pudiere desempefar
Misien por motivo
motivo de inen la Misi6n
capacidad fisica
prolongada, ser/
sere
fisica prolongada,
capacidad
reemplazado.
reemplazado.
In case
Expenses in
case of
Art.
cualquier miembro death.
Si cualquier
Art. 16. Si
Art. 16. If a
a member of the
familia falleo de su familia
Misi6n o
Mission or one of his family should de la Misien
Gobierno de la
there en Chile, el Gobierno
die
Government of ciere
in Chile, the Government
die in
RepAblica de Chile hara
harA transthe Republic
Republic of Chile shall have Repfblica
the
portar los restos
restos al
al lugar de los
transported to such aa portar
the body transported
America que
que
United States of Estados Unidos de America
the United
in the
place in
indicado por la familia.
familia.
fuere indicado
America
America as the family shall desig- fuere
fuere
En el
el caso de que el difunto fuere
a En
nate. Should the deceased
deceased be a
miembro
Mision,
Gobierno
el
Gobierno
Misi6n,
de
la
miembro
member
of the Mission, the Govmember of
de la
RepUblica de Chile
pagara
Chile pagara
la Repfiblica
ernment
of the
Republic of Chile de
the Republic
ernment of
los
gastos
de
la,
familia
y
y
la
familia
de
viaje
de
gastos
los
of
shall
pay
the
expenses
of
travel
shall pay the expenses
el
transporte
de
sus
hasta
hasta
efectos
sus
de
transporte
el
the
family
and
transportation
of
transportation
the family
Nueva York.
their effects
effects to New York.
their
Leave.
Leave.
Art. 17.
17. Cada miembro de la
la
Art.
Each
of
the
member
Each
17.
Art.
Mision tendrA
tendra derecho a
a dos dias
dlas
Mission shall be entitled to two Misi6n
y medio
licencia con sueldo
medio de licencia
full y
one-half days leave with full
and one-half
completo por cada
cada mes de servicio
pay for
month of service he completo
each month
for each
pay
desempefie con la Misi6n,
Mision,
que desempefie
performs
which que
Mission, which
with the Mission,
performs with
podri ser acumulicencia podrs
cuya licencia
cumulative during cuya
leave may be cumulative
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the period
of his
his service
service with
with the
the
period of
the
Mission. Members
Members of the
the MisMission.
sion
leave in
spend the said leave
may spend
sion may
Chile or
other countries
at such
such
countries at
or other
Chile
times as
as may
be agreed upon with
may be
times
the
appropriate Chilean authorthe appropriate
ities.
Art.
18. In
In case
case members
members of
the
of the
Art. 18.
Mission are
are required
travel on
on
required to travel
Mission
business for the GovernGovernofficial business
Republic of Chile,
ment
ment of the Republic
they
shall receive
receive the same per
they shall
diem allowances
allowances and transportatransportadiem
granted
those
as
tion
allowances
granted
tion allowances
of the
to
officers
rank
of
similar
to officers
Chilean Air Force.

lativa
durante el periodo
periodo de su
lativa durante
servicio
la Mision.
Los miemMisi6n. Los
con la
servicio con
bros
de
is.
Mision
pueden
hacer
hacer
pueden
Misi6n
bros de la
oo
uso
de
dicha
licencia
Chile
en
uso de dicha licencia
aquellas epocas
epocas
paises en aquellas
otros pafses
en otros
en que se convenga con las autoen
ridades
chilenas correspondientes.
correspondientes.
ridades chilenas
Art.
Art. 18. En el caso de que se
requiera que
que los miembros
miembros de la
is.
requiera
Misien
oficiales
en asuntos oficiales
Misi6n viajen en
del Gobierno
Gobierno de la
is. Repdblica
Republica de
del
viatiChile, recibiran
recibiren los
los mismos viátiChile,
cos diarios
y gastos de viaje que
diarios y
cos
se otorguen
otorguen aalos
los oficiales
oficiales de igual
se
categorfa
Fuerza Aerea
A6rea
categoria de la Fuerza
Chilena.

TITLE V
V
TITLE

CAPITCLO V
V
CAPITULO

Retiro y
y reemplazo de los miembros
Recall and Replacement of Members Retiro
de la
la Misi6n
Mision
de
Mission
of the
the Mission
Recall
Recall and
and replacement.

Cancellation.
Cancellation.

Art. 19.
19. Si
Si asf
requiere el
lo requiere
asi lo
Art.
inter&
Gobierno de
pdblico, el Gobierno
interes public°,
America
los
los Estados Unidos de America
podra
cualquier moen cualquier
retirar, en
podra retirar,
ment°,
uno o
o todos
todos los miembros
miembros
mento, uno
de is.
reemplazandolos con
la Misien,
Misi6n, reemplazandolos
tuting
them other
ac- de
officers acother officers
for them
tuting for
otros oficiales
oficiales que sean
seen aceptables
aceptables
ceptable
to the
the Government
of otros
Government of
ceptable to
Republica
Gobierno de la Repdblica
para el Gobierno
the Republic
Republic of Chile,
expenses pars.
Chile, all expenses
the
de Chile,
Chile, y
los gastos en
todos los
y todos
in connection therewith
therewith being in- de
in
que se incurra
incurra por este
este concepto
concepto
cumbent
Government of que
the Government
upon the
cumbent upon
Gobierno
sufragados por el Gobierno
seran sufragados
the United
If serail
America. If
of America.
States of
the
United States
de los
los Estados
Unidos de America.
America.
Estados Unidos
request of the Government
Government de
on the request
Si a
a solicitud
solicitud del Gobierno
Gobierno de la
of
the Republic
Republic of
any mem- Si
of Chile, any
of the
Republics. de Chile se retirase
recalled for due Repdblica
Mission is recalled
the Mission
ber of the
cualquier miembro
is. Misi6n,
Misien,
miembro de la
and just
than the ter- cualquier
other than
just cause other
and
un motive
motivo justificado
justificado que no
por un
mination
services or illness,
illness, por
mination of his services
vencimiento de sus
servicios
sus servicios
fuere vencimiento
the fuere
all
connected with the
all expenses
expenses connected
gastos
los
o
enfermedad,
todos
enfermedad,
o
upon
incumbent
return
incumbent
be
shall
return
de
ocasionados
regreso
viaje
el
por
United
ocasionados
the
Government
the
United
of
the Government
wren
sufragados por el Gobierno
serAn sufragados
States
America.
of America.
States of
de
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America.
de los Estados
cancelare este
Art.
20.
If
cancellation
of
this
Art.
20.
se cancelare
Si
Art.
Art. 20. If cancellation
contrato
a
iniciativa
del Gobierno
rethe
del
iniciativa
contract
be
effected
on
contrato a
contract
de
los
Estados
Unidos
de Am6rica,
America,
quest
Government of the de los Estados
quest of the Government
United
America, all ex- todos los gastos de viaje de
United States of America,
regreso de la
is. Misi6n
Misien y
y de sus
penses
return of the Mission regreso
the return
penses of
of the
efectos personales
personales swim
sufragados
serin sufragados
and
and of
of all personal effects thereof, efectos

public interest
Art. 19. If the public
so
Government of
requires, the Government
so requires,
the
America may
States of America
the United
United States
recall at any time any or all of the
recall
members of
the Mission,
Mission, substiof the
members
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por el
el Gobierno
Estados
de los Estados
Gobierno de
to the
the United
United States,
States, shall be por
to
se canSi
Unidos
America.
Am6rica.
de
Unidos
borne
by
the
Government
the
of
Government
the
by
borne
celare
el
contrato
por
iniciativa
iniciativa
contrato
el
celare
United
States
of
America.
Should
America.
of
States
United
Repiblica de
Gobierno de la Repablica
del Gobierno
cancellation be effected on the del
cancellation
Chile, o
consecuencia de las
o aa consecuencia
initiative of
of the
the Government
Government of Chile,
initiative
condiciones
estipuladas
en el arestipuladas
condiciones
the
Republic
of
because
because
or
Chile,
of
the Republic
ticulo
noveno
de
este
contrato,
of
provisions set
set forth
forth in ticulo noveno de este contrato,
the provisions
of the
dichos gastos
wan sufragados
sufragados por
gastos seran
Article
of this
contract, the said dichos
this contract,
9 of
Article 9
de la Repdblica
Republica de
Gobierno de
el Gobierno
costs shall be borne by the Gov- el
costs
Chile.
ernment of the Republic
Republic of Chile. Chile.
eminent
LO
Art. 21.
21. EN
EN TESTIMONIO
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
Art.
Art.
INFAITH
FAITH WHEREOF,
the
WHEREOF, the
21. IN
Art. 21.
debidamente
CIIAL,
los
suscritos,
debidamente
suscritos,
los
undersigned,
duly author- CUAL,
being duly
undersigned, being
autorizados, ban
han firmado
firmado este conized,
have signed the present con- autorizados,
ized, have
trato,
estampando
sus
sus sellos resestampando
tract, affixing
affixing their respective
respective seals trato,
tract,
pectivos.
Hecho
duplicado,
duplicado,
en
Hecho
hereto. Done
Done in duplicate, in the pectivos.
hereto.
en
los
idiomas
ingles
y
espanol,
espafol,
y
ingles
idiomas
los
English
and Spanish
Spanish languages,
languages, en
English and
siendo
ambos
textos
autenticos,
aut6nticos,
textos
ambos
both
being authentic,
authentic, at siendo
texts being
both texts
en la
ciudad de
de Washington,
Washington, Disla ciudad
Washington, District of Colum- en
Washington,
trito
de
Columbia,
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Estados
bia,
United
States
of
America,
Columbia,
de
bia, United States of America, trito
el din
veintitres de
dia veintitres
America el
de America
the twenty-third day
day of April of de

the twenty-third
1940.
1940.

abril de
1940
de 1940
abril

[BEAL]
[SEAL]

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

I
SEALI
[SEAL]

A.
ABERO.
CABERO.
A. C

Ante, p. 2284.

Ak, p.2284.

Signature&
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November
30, 1939
November 30,
1939
[E. A. S.
No. 170]
[E.
s. No.
170]
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Proclamation
Proclamation by the
United States
States issued
issued on
on November
the President
President of
of the United
November
30,
80, 1939,
1989, pursuant
pursuant to article
article III of the reciprocal
reciprocal trade
trade agreement
agreement
between the United States of America and
and Canada
Canada signed
signed November
November
respecting allocation
17, 1938, respecting
allocation of tariff
cattle during
during
tariff quota on heavy cattle

the calendar
calendar year 1940.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
AMERICA.
OF THE
UNITED STATES

A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.

Ante, p. 107.
IT. S. C.
C. i.
§¢ 1351135119 U..
1354; Supp.
Bupp. V, f§
1351§§13511352.

WHEREAS
it is provided
provided in the Tariff
W HEREAS it
Tariff Act of 1930 of
of the
the Congress
Congress of
of
the United States of America,
America, as amended
amended by the Act of
12, 1934,
of June 12,
1934,
entitled "AN
ACT To amend
"AN ACT
amend the
of 1930"
1930" (48
(48 Stat.
Stat. 943),
943),
the Tariff
Tariff Act of
which amending Act was extended
extended by Joint Resolution
Resolution of
of Congress,
Congress,
approved March 1,
as follows:
follows:
1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24),
24), as
"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding
"Sec.
expanding foreign
markets
foreign markets
for the products of the United
United States
States (as a
assisting
a means
means of assisting
in the present
emergency in
present emergency
restoring the American
of
in restoring
American standard
standard of
living, in overcoming
overcoming domestic
domestic unemployment
and the
the present
present
unemployment and
economic
depression, in increasing
economic depression,
of the
the
increasing the
the purchasing
purchasing power
power of
American
American public, and in
establishing and
maintaining a
better
in establishing
and maintaining
a better
relationship among various branches
relationship
branches of
of American
American agriculture,
agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce)
commerce) by regulating
regulating the admission
of
admission of
foreign goods into the United
States in
in accordance
accordance with
with the
the
United States
characteristics
characteristics and needs
needs of various branches
branches of
of American
American proproduction so that foreign
markets
foreign markets will be
available to
to those
those
be made available
branches of American production
production which require and
are capable
capable
and are
of developing
developing such outlets
outlets by affording
affording corresponding
corresponding market
market
opportunities for foreign products in the United
United States,
States, the
the
President, whenever
whenever he finds as a
existing duties
duties or
a fact that
that any
any existing
or
other import restrictions
United States
States or
or any
any foreign
foreign
restrictions of
of the
the United
country
burdening and restricting
country are unduly burdening
restricting the
foreign trade
trade of
of
the foreign
the United States and that the purpose above declared
will be
declared will
be
promoted by the means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, is
is authorized
authorized from
from
time to time—
time"(1) To enter
"(1)
enter into foreign trade agreements
with foreign
foreign
agreements with
governments
instrumentalities thereof; and
governments or instrumentalities
and
"(2) To proclaim
"(2)
proclaim such modifications
modifications of existing
duties and
existing duties
and
restrictions, or such additional import restrictions,
other import restrictions,
restrictions,
or such continuance,
continuance, and for such minimum periods, of
of existing
existing
customs or excise
excise treatment of any article
article covered by
foreign
by foreign
trade agreements, as are required or appropriate
appropriate to
to carry
carry out
out
any foreign trade agreement
that
the
President
agreement
entered into
into
has entered
hereunder. No proclamation
proclamation shall be
made increasing
increasing or
or dedebe made
creasing
by
more
than
50
per
centum
any existing rate of duty
creasing
duty
or transferring
transferring any article between
between the dutiable
free lists.
lists.
dutiable and
and free
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restrictions shall apply
other import restrictions
duties and other
proclaimed duties
The proclaimed
produce, or manufacture
manufacture of all foreign
foreign
articles the growth, produce,
to articles
Provided,
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
the
President may suspend
suspend the application
application to articles the
the President
That the
manufacture of any country because of its
growth, produce, or manufacture
discriminatory
treatment of American
commerce or because of
American commerce
discriminatory treatment
other
defeat the
policies which in his opinion tend to defeat
or policies
acts or
other acts
purposes
section; and the proclaimed
proclaimed duties and
and
set forth in this section;
purposes set
other
effect from and after such
restrictions shall be in effect
import restrictions
other import
is specified in the proclamation. The President may at
time as is
any time terminate
terminate any such proclamation
proclamation in whole or in part."
any
W
HEREAS, pursuant
1930, as amended, II
pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930,
WHEREAS,
on November
entered
Trade Agreement
Agreement on
November 17, 1938,
1938, with His
into aa Trade
entered into
Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the British dominions
dominions
beyond
Canada;
the Seas, Emperor of India, in respect of Canada;
beyond the
W
HEREAS, by
by my
proclamation of November
November 25, 1938, IIdid make
my proclamation
WHEREAS,
public
the said
Schedules annexed
Agreement, including two Schedules
Trade Agreement,
said Trade
public the
provisions of
thereto, and
in my
provided that the provisions
proclamation provided
my proclamation
and in
thereto,
Article VII
of the
the said Agreement
Agreement should
should be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled
VII of
Article
America and the citizens
with good
good faith
faith by the
citizens
United States of America
the United
with
1939;
1, 1939;
January 1,
on and after January
thereof on
W HEREAS, Article
Article VII
the said
provides as follows:
follows:
Agreement provides
said Agreement
of the
VII of
WHEREAS,
"1. Articles
growth, produce
produce or
manufacture of Canada
Canada
or manufacture
the growth,
Articles the
"1.
Agreeto
this
annexed
II
enumerated and described
described in Schedule
Schedule II annexed
enumerated
America,
of
States
United
the
into
importation
States
ment shall, on their importation
be
ordinary customs
customs duties
those set
set
duties in excess of those
from ordinary
exempt from
be exempt
forth
and
provided
for
in
the
said
Schedule,
conconthe
to
subject
Schedule,
said
the
in
for
forth and provided
ditions
therein set
set out.
said articles shall also be exempt
The said
out. The
ditions therein
from
charges, or exactions,
exactions, imposed
imposed
other duties, taxes, fees, charges,
all other
from all
on or
connection with
imposed
importation, in excess of those imposed
with importation,
or in
in connection
on
on the
signature of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement or required
required to be
the signature
of the
day of
the day
on
America in
imposed thereafter
thereafter under laws of the United States of America
imposed
force
signature of this Agreement.
Agreement.
day of the signature
the day
on the
force on
"2.
II shall
shall have full force and effect as an integral
Schedule II
"2. Schedule
Agreement."
of this Agreement."
part of
W HEREAS, Schedule II
annexed to the said Agreement
Agreement provides in
II annexed
WHEREAS,
part
follows:
part as follows:
"United States
"United
Tariff Act of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

701
701

Description
Description of Article

Cattle,
weighing seven
pounds or more each:
hundred pounds
seven hundred
Cattle, weighing
Cows,
purposes
dairy purposes
for dairy
specially for
imported specially
Cows, imported
Other
Other
Provided, That
That after
after December
December 31, 1938, such
such cattle weighProvided,
ing
hundred pounds or more
than cows
cows
more each (other than
seven hundred
ing seven
imported
specially for
for dairy
dairy purposes)
purposes) entered, or withimported specially
drawn
from
warehouse,
for
consumption
in
excess
drawn from warehouse, for consumption in excess of
60,000
head in
entitled to
to
quarter year shall not be entitled
any quarter
in any
60,000 head
reduction in
in duty
by virtue
item, and such cattle
this item,
of this
virtue of
duty by
aareduction
(other than
than cows
cows imported
imported specially
dairy purposes)
specially for dairy
(other
warehouse, for consumption
consumption
entered, or withdrawn from warehouse,
in
excess
of
225,000
head
in
any
calendar
year
in excess of 225,000 head in any calendar year shall not be
this
entitled
to
a
reduction
in
duty
by
virtue
item, but
but
of
virtue
entitled to a reduction
the rate
duty thereon
shall not
not exceed
thereon shall
of duty
rate of
the

Rate off Dty
Duty

1% per lb.
1%0
1340
14 per lb.

30
lb.
per lb.
3 per

53 Stat. 2348.

53Stat.
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53 Stat.
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Provided further,
That if,
after consultation
consultation with
with the
GovernProvided
further, That
if, after
the GovernStates of
the Government
Government of
ment of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America, the
of
Canada requests
of the
the quantity
quantity entitled
requests the allocation
allocation of
entitled to
to
under this
this item,
item, the
the
enter at the
the reduced
reduced rate
rate of duty under
Government
Government of the United States of America
America shall
shall take
the
allocate the
the said
said quantity
quantity among
the necessary
necessary steps
steps to allocate
among
countries
countries of export
export on the
the basis provided
III
provided for in Article
Article III
Agreement."
of this Agreement."

WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, Article III of the said Agreement
Agreement reads as follows:
follows:
"If imports of any article
article into
be regulated
regulated
"If
into either
either country should
should be
either as regards the total amount permitted
imported or
permitted to be imported
as regards the amount
permitted to be imported
imported at a
amount permitted
a specified
specified
rate of duty, and
and if shares are allocated
allocated to countries
countries of export,
the share allocated
allocated to the other country shall be based
based upon the
the
proportion of the total imports
proportion
imports of such article from all
all foreign
foreign
countries supplied
supplied by that country in past years, account
account being
being
taken in so far as practicable
any special
special
practicable in
in appropriate
appropriate cases of
of any
factors which
which may have affected
affected or may be affecting the trade
trade in
that article. In those cases in which the other country
country is
is a
a
relatively
relatively large
large supplier of any
any such article, the Government
Government of
of
the country imposing
imposing the regulation
regulation shall, whenever
whenever practicable,
practicable,
consult with the Government
Government of the other country
country before the
allocated to that country is
share to be allocated
is determined."
determined."
53 Stat. 2397.

53

tat. 2397.

WHEREAS,
proclamation of February
W
HEREAS, by my proclamation
February 27, 1939, II did propro-

claim the allocation among
countries of export, on the basis therein
among countries
set forth, of the quantity
quantity of cattle weighing seven hundred
hundred pounds
pounds or
or
more each (other than cows imported specially
purposes)
specially for
for dairy purposes)
reduction in
of the
the said
said item
item 701
of
entitled to a
a reduction
in duty by virtue
virtue of
701 of
Schedule
II annexed to the said Agreement
Agreement during the period
Schedule II
period April 1
1
to December
December 31, 1939 inclusive;
inclusive;
WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, after consultation
consultation with the Government
Government of
United
of the United
America, the Government
Government of Canada has requested
States of America,
requested the
the
Government of the United
United States of America
America to continue such
such allocaallocation during the calendar
calendar year 1940;
1940;
WHEREAS
W HEREAS such allocation
allocation is required
required and appropriate
to carry
carry out
out
appropriate to
the said Agreement;
Agreement;
WHEREAS
I find that, taking into
W HEREAS I
into account
account special factors
factors affecting
affecting
the trade, imports into the United
United States of America
America from all countries
of such cattle
cattle weighing seven
seven hundred
or more
more each
(other
hundred pounds
pounds or
each (other
than cows imported specially
specially for
purposes) during
the years
years
for dairy
dairy purposes)
during the
1936 and 1937 were representative
representative of the trade
trade in such articles;
articles;
WHEREAS
I find that the proportions
W HEREAS I
proportions of total imports into the
America for consumption of such cattle weighing
United States of America
weighing
seven hundred
hundred pounds or more each (other than cows
cows imported
imported
specially for dairy purposes) supplied by Canada
Canada and by
foreign
by other
other foreign
countries, respectively,
respectively, during the years
years 1936 and
and 1937 were as
follows:
follows:
Canada
Canada_
e,entum
.-----------------_ 86.2 per
per centum
Other foreign
foreign countries-----countries
13.8 per centum
centum
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Proclamation of al-

Proclamation of alNow,
THEREFORE, be
it known
known that
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, location
I, Franklin
that I,
be it
Now, THEREFORE,
of tariff
tariff quota
quota
of
on heavy cattle, 1940.
1940.
President
of the
United States
States of America,
America, acting
acting under the
the authority
the United
President of
Peat, p. 2445.
Post,
conferred
by the
of 1930,
1930, as amended
amended by the said Act
Act
Act of
Tariff Act
said Tariff
the said
conferred by
of
June 12,
12, 1934,
extended by
the said
said Joint Resolution
Resolution of March 1,
1,
by the
as extended
1934, as
of June
1937,
that no
more than
193,950 head of cattle
than 193,950
no more
proclaim that
do hereby
hereby proclaim
1937, do
weighing
seven hundred
more each (other than cows
pounds or more
hundred pounds
weighing seven
purposes), the produce
imported
dairy purposes),
produce of Canada, nor
nor
for dairy
specially for
imported specially
more than
31,050 head
of such
cattle, the produce
produce of other
other foreign
foreign
such cattle,
head of
than 31,050
more
countries, entered,
entered, or
or withdrawn
from warehouse,
consumption
warehouse, for consumption
withdrawn from
countries,
during the
calendar year
year 1940,
1940, shall
shall be
in duty
a reduction
reduction induty
entitled to a
be entitled
the calendar
during
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the said
said item
of Schedule
of the
said Agreement;
Agreement;
the said
II of
Schedule II
701 of
item 701
by
and
cattle weighing seven
seven hundred
hundred
no more than 51,720 head of cattle
that no
and that
specially for dairy
imported specially
pounds or
or more
each (other
(other than
cows imported
than cows
more each
pounds
purposes),
the produce
produce of
of Canada,
nor more
than 8,280
8,280 head of such
more than
Canada, nor
purposes), the
cattle,
of other
other foreign
countries, entered,
entered, or withdrawn
withdrawn
foreign countries,
the produce
produce of
cattle, the
from
consumption in any calendar
calendar quarter year during
for consumption
warehouse, for
from warehouse,
1940,
be entitled
reduction in
the said
said
in duty by virtue of the
to a
a reduction
entitled to
shall be
1940, shall
Agreement.
item 701
701 of
II of the said
Schedule II
of Schedule
item
hand and
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
and caused
caused
my hand
I have
IN
affixed.
to
be
America
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
affixed.
of
the
the Seal
DONE at
at the
this thirtieth
November,
thirtieth day of November,
Washington this
of Washington
city of
the city
DONE
in
year of
our Lord
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
hundred and
one thousand
Lord one
of our
in the
the year
[SEAL]
thirty-nine, and
and of
the Independence
the United
United
of the
Independence of
of the
thirty-nine,
[SEAL]
States
of America
America the
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
the one
States of

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:
By

HULL
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
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S. No. 171]
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Agreement
between the
United States
States of
America and
and Nicaragua
Nicaragua rereAgreement between
the United
of America
specting exchange
exchange of offiial
official publications.
publications. Effected by exchange
of
exchange of
notes signed February
February 14 and
February 14,
1940.
and 19,
19, 1940;
1940; effective February
14, 1940.

The American Minister
(Nicholson) to the
Nicaraguan Minister
Minister for
for
Minister (Nicholson)
the Nicaraguan
Foreign
(Argilello)
Foreign Affairs
Affairs (ArgaeUo)
No. 268
No.
268
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
official
Exchange of official
publications with
publications
Nicaragua.
Nicaragua.
Agreement by U. S.

LEGATION
LEGATION OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
Managua, D.
N., Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, February
February 14,
14, 1940.
1940.
Managua,
D. N.,

I have the honor to refer to Your Excellency's
I
Note No. B-24
of
Excellency's Note
B-24 of
1940,'1 and to earlier correspondence
February 8, 1940,
correspondence regarding
regarding the
exchange of official publications
exchange
publications between
between the United States
America
States of America
and
and Nicaragua.
Nicaragua.
It
It gives me pleasure to inform you that my Government will be
be
glad to undertake
undertake an exchange
exchange of official
the GovGovofficial publications
publications with
with the
Nicaragua, which shall be carried
ernment of Nicaragua,
carried out in accordance
accordance with
the following provisions:
1.
exchange offices
the transmission
transmission of
of publications
publications
1. The
The official
official exchange
offices for
for the
of the
United
States
of
America,
the Smithshall be,
be, on
on the part
part of
the United States of America, the
Smithsonian Institute, and on the part of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, the Ministry for
for
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Foreign
publications exchanged
2. The publications
received on behalf of
exchanged shall be
be received
of the
the
United States of America
Library of Congress;
Congress; and
on behalf
America by
by the
the Library
and on
behalf
Minister for
Foreign Affairs.
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua by
by the
the Minister
for Foreign
Affairs.
3. The Government
Government of the United States
States of America
America shall
shall furnish
furnish
regularly one copy of each
each of the official
publications included
the
regularly
official publications
included in
in the
attached
attached List
List No. 1.
1.'2
4. The Government
Government of Nicaragua
Nicaragua shall furnish
regularly one copy
furnish regularly
copy
of
publication included
included in
in the
the attached
List No.
No. 2.'
2.2
of each of the
the official
official publication
attached List
5. Each party to the agreement
agreement shall bear
bear the
the postal,
postal, railroad,
railroad,
steamship, and other
arising in
its own
own country.
country.
steamship,
other charges
charges arising
in its
6. Both parties express their willingness
willingness as far as possible to
expedite shipments.
expedite
shipments.
7. This agreement
agreement shall not be understood
agreeunderstood to modify any agreements concerning
concerning the exchange
exchange of official publications
publications which may be
be
in effect between departments
departments or instrumentalities
instrumentalities of the two
Governments.
Governments.
I
[Not printed.]
' [Not
printed.]
[See p. 2297.]
[See
2297.1
[For list as furnished by the Government
see p. 2299.]
Government of
of Nicaragua, see

2

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]

NICARAGUA-EXCHANGE
PUBLICATIONS-FEB.
NICARAGUA—
EXCHANGEk
OF PUBLICATIONS—
FEB .14,19,1940
14, 19, 1941)

Nicaragua is in accord with the foregoing
If the Government
Government of Nicaragua
foregoing
text, my Government
receipt of a
a corresponding
Government will, upon the receipt
corresponding note
consider the
concluded and
in
the agreement
agreement concluded
and in
from Your Excellency,
Excellency, consider
effect from February
February 14, 1940.
effect
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurance of my highest esteem
esteem
Accept,
renewed assurance
consideration.
and most distinguished consideration.
MEREDITH
M EREDITH NICHOLSON
NICHOLSON
Excellency
His Excellency
Doctor
ARIANO ARGUELLO
ARGUELLO VARGAS
VARGAS
Doctor M
MARIANO
Minister
Foreign Affairs,
Ministerfor Foreign
Managua, D. N.
Managua,
Nicaraguan Ministerfor
Minister for Foreign
iiello) to
American
ForeignAffairs
Affairs (Arg
(Arguello)
to the American
The Nicaraguan
Minister
Minister (Nicholson)
MINISTERIO
MINISTERIO
DE
DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIOBES
RELACIONES
Departamento
Diplomdtico
DepartamentoDiplonultico

No.
No. B-31.

M ANAGUA, D.
D.N.
N.Febrero
Febrero 19,
19, 1940.
1940.
MANAGUA,

S
ESoR MINISTRO:
MusTismo:
SENOR
Con
la atenta
nota de
de la
la Legacion
su digno
cargo,
digno cargo,
Legaci6n aa su
atenta nota
referencia a
a la
Con referencia
No.
268
de
fe,cha
14
del
mes
en
curse,
tengo
el
honor
c,omunicar
aa
de
comunicar
No. 268 de fecha 14 del mes en curso, tengo el honor
Vuestra
Excelencia
que,
el
Gobierno
de
Nicaragua
esta
acuerdo
de
estf
Nicaragua
Vuestra Excelencia que, el Gobierno
con
intercambio de publicaciones
publicaciones oficiales propuesto
propuesto por el Gobierno
Gobiemo
el intercambio
con el
menciola
nota
de
Estados
de
America,—a
quo
refiere
menciose
que
America,-a
Unidos
los
Estados
de
nada—,
siendome grato hacer constar
constar sobre el particular
siguiente:
particular lo siguiente:
nada-, si6ndome
Habra
intercambio de
de publicaciones
oficiales entre
entre el Gobierno
publicaciones oficiales
un intercambio
Habrf un
de
Nicaragua y
America, el
y el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America,
de Nicaragua
efectuarse de acuerdo
acuerdo con las siguientes estipulaciones:
estipulaciones:
cual debera
debera. efectuarse
1.-Las
1.-Las oficinas de canje oficial para la transmisi6n
transmision de publicaciones
publicaciones
seran de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
America, el
el Instituto
Institute SmithSmithseran
de parte
parte de
y de parte de Nicaragua,
Relaciones ExteMinisterio de Relaciones
Nicaragua, el Ministerio
soniano, y
riores.
2.-Las publicaciones
canjeadas deberan ser recibidas a
anombre
nombre de
publicaciones canjeadas
los
Biblioteca del Congreso,
Congreso, y
y de
la Biblioteca
America por
por la
Unidos de America
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Relaciones Exteriores.
parte de Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, por el Ministerio
Ministerio de Relaciones
Exteriores.
3.-El
America suministrari
surninistrari
3.-El Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America
regularmente
incluidas
publicaciones incluidas
de cada una de las publicaciones
copia de
regularmente una copia
1.4
en la lista adjunta No. 1.
4
4.-El
suministrara regularmente
copia
regularmente una copia
de Nicaragua
Nicaragua suministrarA
Gobierno de
4.-El Gobierno
de
de las
oficiales incluidas
incluidas en lista
adjunta
lista adjunta
publicaciones oficiales
las publicaciones
una de
de cada
cada una
No. 2.
2.?5
[Para la
la lista
suministracia por
por el
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America,
America,
Gobierno de
el Gobierno
lista suministrada
4'[Para
vease
v6ase pig.
pag. 22971
2297.]
pig. 2299.]
22991
t [Vitae
[V6ase pig.
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5.-Cada parte en el acuerdo debera
5.—Cada
debera sufragar
sufragar los
los gastos
gastos de
de correo,
correo,
ferrocarril, vapor
vapor y
yotros que surjan
surjan dentro
dentro de
su propio
propio pais.
pals.
de su
6.-Ambas
6.—Ambas partes expresan su voluntad de expeditar
hasta
expeditar los
los envios
envios hasta
donde sea pasible.
posible.
7.-Este acuerdo no debera
interpretarse en
7.—Este
deberg, interpretarse
que modifica
modifica
en el sentido que
cualesquiera convenios concernientes
concernientes al canje de publicaciones
oficiales
publicaciones oficiales
que esten en vigor entre departamentos
dependencias de
dos
departamentos oo dependencias
de los
los dos
Gobiernos.
Gobiernos.
consecuencia me es grato participar
En consecuencia
participar aaVuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que
que
mi Gobierno considera
considera el acuerdo
concluido y
y en
en vigor
vigor aa
acuerdo anterior, concluido
partir del 14
14 de febrero
febrero de 1940.
1940.
Dignese Vuestra
Excelencia aceptar
Vuestra Excelencia
las seguriaceptar en esta oportunidad
oportunidad las
seguridades de mi mas
dad.es
Inas distinguido
consideracion,
distinguido consideracion,
MARIANO ARGU'LLO
ARGtELLO
MARIANO
Excmo. Sefior
NICHOLSON,
Sefior MEREDITH
MErAErrI
NICHOLSON,
Enviado Extraordinario
Ervviado
Extraordinario y
Plenipotenciario
y Ministro Plenipotenciario
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unid,os de
de America.
AmTrica.
Managua,D. N.—
Managua,
N.MINISTRY OF
OF FOREIGN
MINISTRY
FOREIGN
AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS

[Translation]
[Translationl

Diplomatic
Diplomatic Division
Division

No. B-31
Agreement
Agreement by
by NicNicara
gua.
aragua.

M
ANAGUA, D.
D.N.,
February 19,
19, 1940.
1940.
MANAGUA,
N., February

MR.
M R. MINISTER:
M INISTER:

With reference to the courteous
courteous note from
from the
the Legation
Legation worthily
worthily
in your charge, No. 268 of the 14th
present month,
month, IIhave
have the
14th of
of the
the present
the
Excellency that
honor to advise Your Excellency
that the Government
Government of
Nicaragua
of Nicaragua
agrees to the exchange
exchange of official
official publications
publications proposed
proposed by
by the
the GovGovernment
America-to which
ernment of the United States of America—to
which the
the note
note menmenrefers-and I
I am pleased to state
tioned refers—and
follows regarding
state as
as follows
regarding the
the
matter:
There shall be an exchange
exchange of official
official publications
between the
publications between
the
Government of Nicaragua
Government
Nicaragua and the Government
Government of
the United
United States
of the
States
of America, which
which shall be effected
effected in accordance
accordance with the following
following
provisions:
provisions:
1. The official exchange offices
1.
offices for the transmission
transmission of
of publications
publications
shall be, on the part of the United States of America, the
the Smithsonian
Smithsonian
Institute, and on the part of Nicaragua,
Nicaragua, the Ministry
for Foreign
Ministry for
Foreign
Affairs.
2. The publications exchanged
exchanged shall be received
on behalf
behalf of
of the
the
received on
United States of America
America by the Library
of
Congress;
and
on
behalf
Library of Congress; and on behalf
of Nicaragua
Ministry for Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Nicaragua by the Ministry
3. The Government
Government of the United
United States of America shall furnish
furnish
regularly
publications included in the
regularly one copy of each
each of the publications
the attached
attached
List No.
No. 1.
1.'4
furnished by
Government of
•[For list as furnished
by the
the Government
of the
United States
States of
of America,
America, see
see
the United
p. 2297.]
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regularly one
of Nicaragua
4. The
The Government
Nicaragua shall
shall furnish
furnish regularly
one copy
copy
Government of
4.
2.'7
of each
each of
official publications
publications included
included in
attached List
List No. 2.
in the
the attached
of the
the official
of
bear the
Each party
party to
to the
the postal,
postal, railroad,
railroad,
shall bear
agreement shall
the agreement
5. Each
its own
steamship, and
and other
other charges
arising in
own country.
in its
charges arising
steamship,
far as possible to expe6. Both
Both parties
willingness as far
their willingness
express their
parties express
6.
dite
shipments.
dite shipments.
to modify any agreeunderstood to
be understood
7.
This agreement
shall not
not be
agreement shall
7. This
ments
concerning the
the exchange
exchange of official
official publications
publications which
which may be
ments concerning
two Govin
effect between
or instrumentalities
instrumentalities of the two
Govdepartments or
between departments
in effect
ernments.
ernments.
I
am accordingly
to advise
advise Your
Govthat my GovExcellency that
Your Excellency
pleased to
accordingly pleased
I am
effect
in
and
ernment
considers
the
foregoing
agreement
concluded
and
in
effect
concluded
ernment considers the foregoing agreement
14, 1940.
from
February 14,
from February
Please accept,
on this
the assurances
assurances of
of my
my
occasion the
this occasion
Excellency, on
accept, Excellency,
Please
consideration.
most
distinguished
consideration.
most distinguished
M ARIANO ARGOELLO
ARGUELLO
MARIANO

His Excellency
M EREDITH NICHOLSON,
NICHOLSON,
Excellency MEREDITH
His
Envoy Extraordinary
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
and Minister
Extraordinaryand
Envoy
of America,
America,
of the
States of
United States
of
the United
Managua, D.
D. N.
N.
Managua,
LIST
NO.1.
1.
LIST NO.
THE
OFFICIAL
TO BE
FURNISHED REGULARLY
REGULARLY BY
BY THE
BE FURNISHED
PUBLICATIONS To
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
CONGRESS OF
OF THE
STATES
CONGRESS
House Journal
Journal
House
Senate
Journal
Senate Journal
Code
supplements
and supplements
Laws and
of Laws
Code of

PRESIDENT OF
STATES
OF UNITED
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT

Annual
messages to Congress
Annual messages

DEPARTMENT OF
or AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT

Agriculture
Annual
Secretary of Agriculture
Annual Report of the Secretary
Farmers'
Farmers' Bulletins
Yearbook
Yearbook
BUREAU
W
EATHER BUREAU
WEATHER
Monthly
Weather Review
Monthly Weather
DEPARTMENT
OF COMMERCE
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF
Annual
Report of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Annual Report
Bureau of the Census
Census
Bureau
Reports
Reports
Abstracts
Bureau
and Domestic Commerce
Foreign and
of Foreign
Bureau of
Commerce
Reports (weekly)
Commerce Reports
Foreign
Navigation of
United States (annual)
of the United
and Navigation
Commerce and
Foreign Commerce
Statistical
(Annual)
Abstract of the United States (Annual)
Statistical Abstract
Survey
Business (monthly)
of Current
Current Business
Survey of
Trade
Bulletins
Information Bulletins
Trade Information
Foreign
Yearbook (annual)
Foreign Commerce Yearbook
National Bureau
Bureau of Standards
Standards
National
Technical News
News Bulletin
7 [See

p. 2299.)
2299.]
' [See p.

2297
2297

2298
2298

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TREATIES
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE
JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF
Annual Report of the Attorney
General
Attorney General
DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF
Annual
Report of
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of Labor
Annual Report
Labor
Bureau
Bureau of Labor
Labor Statistics
Statistics
Bulletins
Bulletins
Monthly
Review
Monthly Labor
Labor Review
DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE
Department
State Bulletin
Bulletin
Department of
of State
Inter-American
Inter-American Series
Series
Foreign
Relations of
of the
Foreign Relations
the United
United States
States (annual)
(annual)
Statutes at Large
Treaty Series
Series
DEPARTMENT
OF THE
NTERIOR
DEPARTMENT OF
THE I
INTERIOR
Annual Report
of the
of the
Annual
Report of
the Secretary
Secretary of
the Interior
Interior
Bureau
Bureau of Fisheries
Fisheries
Bulletins
Bulletins
Investigational Reports
Investigational
Reports
Bureau of Mines
Bureau
Mines
Minerals Yearbook
Yearbook
Minerals
Bureau
Bureau of Reclamation
Reclamation
New Reclamation
Reclamation Era
(monthly)
New
Era (monthly)
National
Park Service
Service
National Park
General
Publications
General Publications
DISTRICT
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DISTRICT OF
Annual Report
Report of
the Commissioners
Commissioners
of the
Annual
the Public
Utilities Commission
Commission
Annual Report
Report of
of the
Public Utilities
Annual
the Insurance
Insurance Department
Department
Annual Report
Report of
of the
Annual
the Health
Health Officer
Officer
Annual Report
Report of
of the
Annual
the Engineer
Department
Annual Report
Report of
of the
Engineer Department
F
EDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
FEDERAL
SECURITY
AGENCY
Office of
of Education
Education
Office
School
School Life
Life (monthly)
(monthly)
Public Health
Public
Health Service
Service
Public
Health Reports
Reports (weekly)
(weekly)
Public Health
FEDERAL WORKS
FEDERAL
W ORKS AGENCY
AGENCY
Administration
Public Roads
Roads Administration
Public
Public
(monthly)
Public Roads
Roads (monthly)
INTERSTATE
COMMISSION
I
NTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
Annual Report
Report
Annual
NATIONAL ADVISORY
AERONAUTICS
NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMIbfITTEE
COMMITTEE FOR
FOR AERONAUTICS
Annual
technical reports
reports
Annual Report
Report with
with technical
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
NATIONAL
ARCHIVES
Annual
Annual Report
Report
NATIONAL
M USEUM
NATIONAL MUSEUM
Annual Report
Annual
Report
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
Annual
Report of
Annual Report
of the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Navy
Navy
Nautical Almanac Office
Nautical
Office
American
Nautical Almanac
American Ephemeris
Ephemeris and
and Nautical
Almanac
PArs AMERICAN
PAN
AMERICAN UNION
UNION
Bulletin (monthly)
Bulletin
(monthly)
POST
DEPARTMENT
PoST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report of the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN I
NSTIT uTION
Annual Report
Annual
Report

STAT.
[54 STAT.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1940

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
TREASUrRY
DEPARTMENT

Annual
Annual Report on the State of the
the Finances
Finances
Bureau
Internal Revenue
Bureau of
of Internal
Annual
Commissioner
Annual Report
Report of
of the
the Commissioner
Bureau
Bureau of
of the Mint
Mint
Annual Report of the Director
Director
Comptroller
Currency
of Currency
Comptroller of
Annual Report
W AR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
WAR
Annual Report
LISTA NO.
NO.2.
LISTA
PUBLICACIONES
SER SUMINISTRADAS
SCMINISTRADAS
OFICIALES QUE
QUE DEBEN
DEBEN SER
PUBLICACIONES OFICIALES
REGULA.RMENTE POR
POE EL
EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE
DE NICARAGUA.—
REGULARMENTE
NICARAGUA.Gaceta" (Diario Oficial)
"La Gaceta"
(Organo de la Corte Suprema
Suprema de Justicia)
Boletin Judicial (6rgano
Estadfstica)
Boletin de Estadistica
Estadsftica (Organo de la D. G. de Estadistica)
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores (anual)
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Instrucci6n
Instruccion Pdblica
Pdblica (anual)
Memoria
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Gobernaci6n
Gobernaci6n y
Policia (anual)
y Policfa
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Guerra,
Guerra, Marina
y Aviacion
Memoria
Marina y
Aviaci6n (anual)
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Agricultura
Agriculture y
Trabajo (anual)
y Trabajo
Pdblicas (anual)
y Obras
Obras P4blicaa
Memoria del Ministerio de Fomento y
Memoria
Sanidad (wand)
(anual)
Memoria de la Direcci6n
Direcci6n General de Sanidad
Nicaragua (trimestral)
Revista del Banco Nacional de Nicaragua
Hipotecario de Nicaragua
Nicaragua (semestral)
Revista del Banco Hipotecario
y Credito
Credito Pdblico
Memoria del Ministerio
Ministerio de Hacienda
Pablico (anual)
(anual)
Hacienda y
Revista Comercial
(organ° de
Nacional de
de Comercio)
Comercio)
la Cirnara
Camara Nacional
de in
Comercial (6rgano
Revista
Revista de Policia (mensual)

[Translation]
[Translation]
LIST NO.
NO. 22

BE REGULARLY
ARE TO
PUBLICATIONS WHICH
OFFICIAL
W HICH ARE
To BE
REGULARLY FURNISHED
FURNISHED
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
NICARAGUA
BY THE
OF NICARAGUA
GOVERNMENT OF
BY
THE GOVERNMENT
"La
Gaceta" (Official Journal)
"La Gaceta"
Judicial Bulletin
Bulletin (organ of the Supreme Court of Justice)
Statistical
(organ of the Bureau of Statistics)
Statistical Bulletin (organ
Report of the
Ministry of Foreign
(annual)
Foreign Affairs (annual)
the Ministry
Report
Report
Public Instruction
Instruction (annual)
Ministry of Public
of the
the Ministry
Report of
Report of
the Ministry
Ministry of
of the
Interior and
and Police
(annual)
Police (annual)
the Interior
of the
Report
Report of
the Ministry
of War,
War, Navy,
and Aviation
(annual)
Aviation (annual)
Navy, and
Ministry of
of the
Report
Report of
of the
the Ministry
Ministry of Agriculture
Labor (annual)
and Labor
Agriculture and
Report
Report
of the
Ministry of
and Public Works (annual)
of Foment()
Fomento and
the Ministry
Report of
Bureau of Health (annual)
of the Bureau
Report of
Review of
the National
National Bank
of Nicaragua
Nicaragua (quarterly)
(quarterly)
Bank of
Review
of the
Nicaragua (semiannual)
Mortgage Bank of Nicaragua
Review of the Mortgage
Report of
of the
Ministry of
Credit (annual)
Public Credit
and Public
Finance and
of Finance
the Ministry
Report
Commercial
Review (organ of the National Chamber of Commerce)
Commercial Review
Police Review (monthly)

2299
2299

2300

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Apr.
29, Aug.
Aug. 24,
Oct.
Apr. 29,
24, Oct.
22,
1938, Sept.
2,
22, 1938,
Sept. 2,
Oct.
18,
1939,
Jan.
Oct. 18, 1939, Jan.
10,
4, 1940
1940
10, Mar.
Mar. 4,
Arrangement
United States of America and
and Canada
Canada for the
Arrangement between the United
ER. A.
S. No.
No. 172]
172]
[E.
A. S.
in
reciprocal recognition
recognition, of load line regulations
regulations for vessels engaged
engaged in
reciprocal
international
Great Lakes. Effected by exchanges of
international voyages on the Great
notes
notes signed
signed April 29, 1938, August 24, 1938, October 22, 1938,
January 10, 1940, and March
1939, October 18, 1939,
1939, January
September 2, 1939,

4,
4, 1940.
1940.

The American
Chargé d'Affaires
interim to the Canadian
CanadianSecreAmerican Charge
d'Affaires ad interim
tary
of State for External
Externa Affairs
tary of
No. 686
686
No.

LEGATION
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITLI)
UNITED STATES
LEGATION OF
OTTAWA, CANADA.
CANADA.
OTTAWA,
April 29, 1938.

S
IR:
Sm:
I
appropriate authorities of
of
I have the honor to inform you that the appropriate
tion of
line regution
of load
load line
regu- my Government
have
received
copies
of
the
Canada
Gazette
of
Government
received
Canada Gazette of
lations
veslations for
for certain
certain vesels.
sels.
August
28,
1937,
containing
an
Order-in-Council,
P.
C.
1903,
under
August 28, 1937, containing an Order-in-Council, P. C. 1903, under
October 1,
date of August
August 6, 1937, making effective
effective as of October
1, 1937,
1937, load
load
line rules for ships making
making voyages
voyages on lakes or rivers.
The
Coastwise Load
1935, as amended,
amended, of the United
United
Load Line Act,
Act, 1935,
The Coastwise
46
U. S.
S. C.,
Supp. States, provides
46 U.
C., Supp.
in the U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., title 46, sec.
sec. 88 d:
d:
V, 188d.
88d.
V.,
Canada.
Canada.
Reciprocal
recogniReciprocal recogni-

"§ 88d. Foreign
application of sub-chapter.
sub-chapter. When'When"§
Foreign vessels;
vessels; application
ever the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce shall certify that the laws and
regulations
force in any foreign country relating to load lines
regulations in force
are
regulations established
established under secare equally effective
effective with
with the regulations
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce may
tions 88 to 88i of this title, the Secretary
direct,
proof that a
a vessel of that country
country has complied
complied with
direct, on proof
foreign laws and regulations,
regulations, that such vessel and
and her massuch foreign
exempted from compliance
compliance with
with the proproter and owner shall be exempted
visions
except as hereinafter
hereinafter
this title, except
visions of sections
sections 88
88 to 881
88i of this
provided: Provided,
Provided, That this section shall not apply
apply to the vesprovided:
sels
foreign country
which does not similarly recognize
country which
sels of
of any foreign
the
established under
title
under sections 88 to 88i of this title
the load lines established
and
made thereunder.
thereunder. (Aug.
27, 1935,
1935, c.
c. 747,
(Aug. 27,
747,
and the
the regulations
regulations made
889.)."
Stat. 889.)."
§§ 5,
5, 49 Stat.
except for subconcluded that, except
authorities have concluded
The American
American authorities
applicable to passenger
passenger vessels,
vessels, the aforementioned
aforementioned
division load lines applicable
Canadian load line regulations
regulations are
effective as the regulations
regulations set
set
are as effective
Canadian
Load Line Regulations
Regulations of the United
United States
forth in Section C
C of the Load
(Rules and Regulations
Regulations Series, No. 4, January
January 1938 edition),i
of
edition), 1 of
which three
three copies are enclosed.
enclosed.
The Government
Government of the United States will recognize
recognize the Canadian
Canadian
load line regulations
Gazette of
regulations as promulgated
promulgated in the Canada
Canada Gazette
of
August 28, 1937.
1937, to be as effective
effective as Section C
C of the United
United States
Load Line Regulations
Regulations (January 1938 edition),
edition), provided
provided that the
2 [II.
Commerce, Bureau of Marine Inspection
Inspection and NavigaNaviga[U. S. Department of Commerce,
(Government Printing Office,
Office, 1938).]
tion (Government
1938).]

54 STAT.]
54STAT.]

CANADA—LOAD LIN

REGLATIONS
E REODLATIONS
CANADA-LOAD LINE

Apr. 29,
29, Aug.
Aug. 24,
Oct. 22,
22, 1938,
1938, Sept.
Sept.
24 Oct.
Apr.
2, Oct. 18, 1939, Jan. 10, Mar. 4, 1940
1940

2, Oct. 18, 1939, Jan.

Canadian
recognize United
States load
United States
Government will similarly recognize
Canadian Government
line regulations.
As
regulations for
Canadian load line regulations
no provision
provision is made in the Canadian
As no
marks for passenger vessels, and as the United States
sub-division marks
Load
Regulations under Section D require
require passenger
passenger vessels to
Load Line Regulations
Government to
I am desired by my Government
be provided with such marks, I
inquire whether, in order to prevent
prevent Canadian passenger
passenger vessels from
inquire
becoming liable
entering United
United States
States ports, the
a penalty when entering
liable to a
becoming
Canadian
extended to
Regulations could be extended
Great Lakes Load Line Regulations
Canadian Great
give effect
effect to
sub-division and
and other matters
pertaining thereto.
matters pertaining
to sub-division
give
assurances of my highest consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
J
OHN FARR SIMMONS
SIMMONS
JOHN
Charge dAffaires
d'Affaires a.
a. i.
i.
Charge
Enclosure.
Enclosure.

The
The Right Honorable
STATE
OF S
The
SECRETARY OF
TATE
The SECRETARY
FOR EXTFANAL
AFFAIRS,
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.

The Canadian
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State for
to the AmeriAffairs to
External Affairs
for External
The
can
interim
ad interim,
d'Affaired ad
Charge d'Affaires
can Chargé
DEPARTMENT
OF EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF
CANADA
CANADA
No. 125
125
No.

OTTAWA,
August, 1938.
1938.
£4th August,
OTrAWA, 24th,

SIR,
With reference
reference to
your note
No. 686
of the
the 29th
April, 1938,
the
in the
1938, in
29th April,
686 of
note No.
to your
With
I
Lakes,
the
apply
matter
of
load
line
regulations
apply
to
Great
I
have
which
regulations
line
matter of load
the honour
considered by the Canadian
Canadian
matter was considered
that this matter
state that
to state
honour to
the
authorities concerned.
authorities
It
is observed
the United
States authorities
authorities have
have concluded
concluded
United States
that the
observed that
It is
that, except
except for
for sub-division
load lines applicable
applicable to passenger
passenger vessels,
vessels,
sub-division load
that,
the
regulations applicable
applicable to
ships making
voyages
making voyages
to ships
line regulations
load line
Canadian load
the Canadian
regulations set forth in Secas the regulations
on
Lakes are
as effective
effective as
are as
Great Lakes
the Great
on the
tion
Load Line
Line Regulations
Regulations of the United
United States (Rules
(Rules and
the Load
of the
(C) of
tion (C)
Regulations
Series No.
No. 4,
4, January,
edition), and that
that the Gov1938, edition),
January, 1938,
Regulations Series
ernment
United States
States will
will recognize
Canadian load line
line
recognize the Canadian
the United
of the
ernment of
regulations
the Canada
Canada Gazette of the 28th August,
in the
promulgated in
regulations promulgated
1937,
that is
the "Load
Line Rules
Rules for
for Ships
Ships making
making Voyages
Voyages
"Load Line
to say
say the
is to
1937, that
August,
6th
the
of
on Lakes
or Rivers",
by Order-in-Council
Order-in-Council
approved by
Rivers", approved
Lakes or
on
recognize
1937,
provided
that
the
Canadian
Government
will
similarly
recognize
similarly
will
1937, provided that the Canadian Government
the United
United States
States Load
Load Line
referred to above.
Regulations referred
Line Regulations
the
The
Canadian
authorities
consider
that
Load Line Regulations
the Load
that
consider
The Canadian authorities
in making voyages
of
the
United
States
applicable
ships
engaged
engaged
ships
to
applicable
of the United States
No. 4, January,
on
the
Great
Lakes
(Rules
and
Regulations
Series
Series
Regulations
and
(Rules
Lakes
on the Great
"Load Line
1938,
edition)
are
as
effective
as
Canadian
regulations,
Canadian
as
the
effective
as
are
edition)
1938,
approved by
Rules
for Ships
Ships Making
Voyages on Lakes
Lakes or Rivers", approved
Making Voyages
Rules for
Order-in-Council
the 6th August, 1937.
Order-in-Council of the

2301

2302

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

The
Canadian Government
Government recognize
that the
the United
United States
States Load
Load
The Canadian
recognize that
Regulations mentioned
mentioned above
are
equivalent
to
the
Load
Line
Line Regulations
above are equivalent to the Load Line
Rules
for
ships
Making
Voyages
on
Lakes
or
Rivers
approved
by
Rules for ships Making Voyages on Lakes or Rivers approved by
Order-in-Council
of
the
6th
August,
1937.
Order-in-Council of the 6th August, 1937.
With reference
to the
paragraph of
of your
note, the
the Canadian
With
reference to
the last
last paragraph
your note,
Canadian
authorities advise that the Canada
Canada Shipping
inasfar as it
authorities
Shipping Act, 1934,
1934, inasfar
it
passenger
concerns load lines,
lines, does
does not deal
deal with the sub-division
sub-division of
of passenger
ships, this question being dealt with under the part of
which
of the Act
Act which
refers to the construction
construction and inspection of ships. General regulations
regulations
dealing with the construction
construction and inspection
inspection of the hulls of steamconsideration, and
sub-division
ships are now under consideration,
and the matter of sub-division
will be dealt with in them.
Canadian authorities
The Canadian
authorities will not be in aa position
position to have these
these
regulations
regulations in force before the end of the season
season of navigation this
year for passenger
passenger ships employed
employed on the
Great Lakes,
Lakes, plying to
to
the Great
that there
there are
are few
few
United States ports. It
It is
is understood,
understood, however,
however, that
such ships, and that their season of navigation
ends not later
the
navigation ends
later than
than the
30th of September.
As most of the passenger
passenger ships making voyages
voyages on the
the Great
Great
Canadian to United States
Lakes from Canadian
States ports are old ships, there
is doubt in the minds of the Canadian
Canadian technical
technical officers
officers as to whether
whether
reasonable and
practicable
to
have
them comply
comply fully
fully
it would
would be
be reasonable
and practicable to have them
with the sub-division regulations
regulations laid down by the United
United States
authorities,
authorities, which are based,
based, generally,
generally, on the International
International Con-

stat.

50
0 Stat. 1121.
1121.

vention
Canadian authorities
vention for
for Safety
Safety of Life
Life at Sea. The
The Canadian
authorities would
would

appreciate
appreciate if information could be obtained as to what
what action
action the
United States authorities
authorities propose to take in the matter of such ships
of United States registry.
Accept,
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
0.
D. SKETON
SREvrox
O. D.

for
Secretary
Secretary of State
State
for External
External Affairs.
JOHN FARR SIMMONS,
SIMMONS, Esquire,
Esquire,
JOHN
Charge d'Affaires,
Chargé
Legation of the United
United States of America,
Legation
America,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.

Chargé d'Affaires
interim to the
Canadian Acting
Acting
The American?,
American Charge
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
the Canadian
Secretary
External Affairs
Affairs
Secretary of
of State for
for External
No. 819
No.
819

LGATION OF TEm
LEGATION
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMEICA
AMERICA
OTTAWA,
OTTAWA, CANADA.
CANADA.

Sin:
SIR:

October
22, 1938.
1938.
October X2,

reference to Dr. Skelton's
With reference
Skelton's note
note No. 125, dated August
August 24,
1938, in the matter
of
load-line
regulations
applicable
to
the Great
matter
load-line regulations applicable
Great

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CANADA—
LOAD LINE
LINE REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
CANADA-LOAD

Apr.
2,Sept.
Oct.
29,,18,
Aug.
24,Jan.
Oct.10,
22,Mar.
1938,
4, Sept.,
1940
22,
1M938
Oct.
12,
Aug.1939,
2Ap

2, Oct. 18, 1839, Jan. 10, Mar. 4, 1940

American authoriinform you that the American
I have the honor to inform
Lakes, I
recognizes
ties
Government recognizes that the
have noted that the Canadian Government
ties have
load-line
United States applicable
applicable to vessels makload-line regulations of the United
ing
voyages
on
the
Great
Lakes
of
North
America are equivalent
equivalent
America
North
ing voyages on the Great Lakes
on Lakes
to
Canadian
"Load-line
Rules
for
Ships
Making
Voyages
Making
to Canadian "Load-line Rules for Ships
of
August,
6th
on
the
or
Rivers",
approved
by
Order-in-Council
August,
or Rivers", approved by Order-in-Council
passenger
to
1937,
except
as
to
subdivision
load-lines
applicable
passenger
load-lines
subdivision
1937, except
vessels.
The American
have noted also that the Canadian
Canadian
authorities have
American authorities
The
subdivision
in
Government
will
a
position
force
subdivision
have
to
a
in
be
not
will
Government
load-line
regulations applicable
applicable to vessels of the Great Lakes before
load-line regulations
the close of navigation this year. In this regard, when the subdivision
regulations are issued by the Canadian authorities,
division load-line regulations
the
American authorities
consideration to them
authorities must give consideration
competent American
the competent
before
accepting them
United States
States subdivision
them as being equal to the United
before accepting
load-line regulations.
The American
American Government
appreciate, therefore,
therefore, receiving
receiving
Government will appreciate,
The
regulations as soon as possible
copies
subdivision load-line
load-line regulations
of these subdivision
copies of
after they are issued.
With
regard to
note under
contained in Dr. Skelton's note
request contained
to the request
With regard
reference
procedure for marking
marking existing
existing
information as to the procedure
reference for information
passenger vessels
vessels with subdivision
what extent such
subdivision load-lines and to what
passenger
ships are
subdivision load-line
load-line regulato comply with the subdivision
required to
are required
ships
each
tions,
American authorities have
have stated
stated that each
competent American
tions, the competent
existing
is considered on its merits in relation to
passenger ship is
existing passenger
its
physical compliance
compliance with
with the
load-line requirements.
requirements.
subdivision load-line
the subdivision
its physical
In
interpreting
the
meaning
of
the
words
reasonable
and
practicable
practicable,
In interpreting the meaning of the words reasonable
the
decisions
of
the
Department
of
Commerce
have
resulted
resulted in most
the decisions of the Department of Commerce
cases
one-compartment standard
standard of subdivision.
a one-compartment
cases in a
The
American authorities
have directed
directed attention
attention to the following
following
authorities have
The American
of the
slight
difference
in
the
scope
of
the
basic
load-line
laws
load-line
slight difference in the scope
United
States
and
of
Canada:
The
laws
of
the
are
States
United
United States and of Canada: The laws
more
general
and
probably
embrace
more
vessels;
tug
tug
instange,
for
vessels;
more
more general and probably embrace
boats do
not seem
be required
required to have load-lines
Canadian
load-lines under the Canadian
to be
seem to
do not
boats
law. In
States
United
law,
but
are
required
to
have
them
under
the
United
required
are
law, but
the
Canadian
of such Canadian vessels which are exempt from Canadian
the case of
load-line
United States ports, it will
regulations and which visit United
load-line regulations
satisfy
the American
American load-line
marked
load-line authorities if such vessels are marked
satisfy the
with load-lines
load-line regulations, even though
though
the Canadian load-line
under the
load-lines under
with
Canadian load-line
load-line law
would not
require them
them to
to be marked.
marked.
not require
law would
Canadian
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
consideration.
highest consideration.
my highest
the renewed
Accept,
DAVID
KEY
McK. KEx
DAvID AlcK.
Charge
d'Affaires a. i.
Charge d'Affares

The
Honorable
The Right Honorable
or STATE
The
ECRETARY or
STATE
SECRETARY
ACTING S
The ACTING
FOR EXTEBNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
AFFAIRS, 0,
FOR
Ottawa,
Ottawa,
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

The Canadian
CanadianSecretary
Secretaryof State
to the
State for
for External
External Affairs
Affairs to
the American
American
Chargé
interim,
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
DEPARTMENT OF
OF EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
CANADA
CANADA

No. 185
SIM,

OrrAwA, 2nd
September, 1939.
1939.
OTTAWA,
2nd September,

With reference to the despatch
despatch No.
22nd October,
October, 1938,
1938,
No. 819 of
of the
the 22nd
from the United States Charge
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires at
at Ottawa,
Ottawa, and
previous
and previous
correspondence, in the matter of
correspondence,
Line Regulations
Regulations applicable
applicable
of Load
Load Line
to the Great Lakes, II have the honour
to state
state that,
that, by
by Order-inhonour to
Order-inCouncil of the
July, 1939,
1939, P.
C. 1790,
certain regulations
relating to
to
the 7th July,
P. C.
1790, certain
regulations relating
sub-division
made, bearing the title,
sub-division have been made,
"Regulations respecting
respecting
title, "Regulations
the Sub-Division
Sub-Division and Pumping
Pumping Arrangements
of Passenger
Passenger SteamSteamArrangements of
ships employed making Inland Voyages
between Canada
Canada and
the
Voyages between
and the
United States
States of
of America".
America".
These regulations were published
published in
"Canada Gazette"
Gazette" of
the
in the
the "Canada
of the
12th August, 1939, and IIenclose herewith
herewith a
copy
of
the
"Gazette",
a copy of the "Gazette","1
so that the competent
competent authorities
authorities of the
United
States Government
Government
the United States
may be in a
a position to give consideration
to
the
acceptance
of these
these
consideration to the acceptance of
regulations
as
being
equal to the
regulations
United States
States Sub-Division
Sub-Division Load
Load
the United
Line Regulations.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
0.
D.
SKEuroN
O. D. SKBLTON
for
for
Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
for External
EoternalA
Affairs.
fairs.
JOHN
J
OHN FARB
FARE S
EMMONS, Esquire,
Esquire,
SIMMONS,
Charge d'Affaires,
d'Affaires,
Chargé
Legation of the United
United States of America,
Legation
America,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.

The Canadian
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of State for External
to the
the
External Affairs
Affairs to
American Charge
American
Chargé d'Affaires ad interim
interim
DEPARTMENT OF
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT
OF EXTERNAL
AFFAIRS
CANADA
CANADA

No. 217
Sir:
Sir:

OTTAWA, 18th
OTTAWA,
October, 1939.
1939.
18th October,

With reference
reference to my note No. 185 of the
September, 1939,
1939,
the 2nd September,
certain regulations
regulations relating
advising that certain
relating to
sub-division of
of ships
ships
to the sub-division
making inland voyages
voyages between Canada and the
the United
United States
States of
of
America had been made, and enclosing a
a copy of the Canada
Canada Gazette
of the 12th August
August containing
containing these Regulations,
have the
honour
Regulations, IIhave
the honour
to state that these Regulations
Regulations contained
contained two errors and
and that
that action
action
was taken to have these errors corrected
corrected by Order-in-Council.
Order-in-Council.
2

[Not printed.]

54 STAT.]

CANADA-OALINEpr
54STAT.]
CANADA—
LOAD
LINE REGULATIONS
54
STAT. CANAA-LOAD
LINE
REGULATIONS

Apr. 29,
29, Aug
Aug.
24, ct. 22, 1938,8, ept.
24, Jan.
2, Oct.
Oct. 18,
18, 1939,
1939,
Jan.
Oct.1
22,
0, Mar.
Mar.
193 4,
4, Sept
1940
2,
10,
1940

Order-in-Council P. C. 2669,
2669, dated September
An Order-in-Council
September 14th, was issued,
amending the errors in question, and was published
published in the Canada
Canada
Gazette
September 30th, 1939.
Gazette of September
Canada
II enclose herewith three copies of an extract from the Canada
Gazette
containing the Order-in-Council,
Order-in-Council, and wish to
Gazette of that date, 22 containing
request that a
extract be forwarded
forwarded to the Government
Government of
of
a copy of the extract
United States.
the United
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest consideration.
0. D. SKEUrON
Sinairox
O.
for
State
Secretary of State

for External
EoterralAffairs.
J
OHN FARR
FARR S
IMMONS, Esquire,
JOHN
SIMMONs,
Esquire,
Chargé
d'Affaires, a.
a. 1.,
i.,
Charge d'Affaires,
Legation
of America,
the United
United States
States of
America,
Legation of
of the
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
The
American Chargé
interim to the Canadian
Canadian SecreAffaires ad
ad interim
Charge d'Affaires
The American
Affair
tary
Extenal Affairs
tary of State for External
No.
No. 208
208

LEGATION OP
THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
LEGATION
OF THE
OTTAWA, CANADA.
CANADA.
OrrawA,
January 10,
10, 1910.
19.40.
January

S
IR:
SIR:
I
have the
the honor
to refer
to your
your note
note No.
dated October
October 18,
18,
No. 217
217 dated
honor to
refer to
I have
1939, and
previous correspondence
ara proposed
proposed arconcerning a
correspondence concerning
1939,
and to
to previous
rangement
between Canada
Canada and
the United
States for
the reciprocal
reciprocal
for the
United States
and the
rangement between
recognition
of load
regulations for
engaged in
in interfor vessels
vessels engaged
line regulations
load line
recognition of
national
voyages on
Great Lakes.
Lakes.
national voyages
on the
the Great
desired by my Government
Canadian
to advise you that the Canadian
Government to
II am
am desired
regulations
set forth
forth by
1939, P.
P. C.
by Orders-in-Council
Orders-in-Council of July 7, 1939,
regulations set
12,
1790
published in
Canada Gazette
Gazette of August 12,
as published
in the Canada
1790 and
and 1791,
1791, as
1939, have
have been
been examined
and compared
the competent
competent
by the
compared by
examined carefully
carefully and
1939,
American
authorities with
with the
regulations of
Secretary
the similar regulations
of the Secretary
American authorities
forth in
in Section
Commerce, as
Section D of the Load Line Regulations
Regulations
of Commerce,
as set forth
of the
approved September
September 28,
Section
1937 (Part
(Part 46, Section
28, 1937
States, approved
of
the United
United States,
46.42 of
of the
the Load
Load Line
Regulations), and
have
and have
Line Regulations),
of the
the Codification
Codification of
46.42
been found,
found, subject
subject to
to the
the following
to be
equivalent
be the
the equivalent
comments, to
following comments,
been
of
said United
United States
regulations:
States regulations:
the said
of the
(a)
United States
States regulations
regulations are
passenger vesapplicable to all passenger
are applicable
(a) United
sels of
150 gross
and above,
whereas Canadian
Canadian regulations
regulations are
above, whereas
gross tons
tons and
of 150
sels
applicable
only to
steamships (motorships)
(motorships) of
of 150
gross tons
and
tons and
150 gross
to steamships
applicable only
above.
above.
(b)
A United
States passenger
passenger vessel
vessel on the
the Great
Great Lakes is one
United States
(b) A
carrying more
passenger
Canadian passenger
whereas aa Canadian
16 passengers,
passengers, whereas
more than
than 16
carrying
vessel is
one carrying
than 12
passengers.
more than
12 passengers.
is one
carrying more
vessel
printed.]
' [Not printed.]
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STAT.
[54 STAT.

(c) Canadian
regulation 4,
4, subparagraph
subparagraph (2),
(2), defines
defines the
free(c)
Canadian regulation
the freeboard
subdivision water line to the
margin
board as
as the distance
distance from
from the subdivision
the margin
line
presumed that
provided
line and it
it is
is presumed
that when
when marked
marked on
on the
the ship as
as provided
by
regulation 49,
49, subparagraph
subparagraph (2),
that proper
proper allowances
allowances will
will
by regulation
(2), that
be made.
It
competent American
American authorities
authorities that
that any
It is the opinion of the competent
differences
which
may
arise
with
reference
to
the
foregoing
comdifferences which
arise with reference to the foregoing comments can be adjusted
adjusted administratively.
It
Canadian regulation
It appears
appears from Canadian
regulation no. 2
(P. C. 1790) that these
2 (P.
regulations apply only to steel vessels, and that in the case of wooden
wooden
regulations
taken to the
vessels, if any, the breadth
breadth will be taken
the outside of the
planking.
1935, as amended, of the United
United
The Coastwise Load Line Act, 1935,
States,
S. C.,
46, sec.
sec. 88
d:
States, provides
provides in
in the U.
U. S.
C., title
title 46,
88 d:
"§ 88d. Foreign
WhenForeign vessels;
vessels; application
application of sub-chapter.
sub-chapter. Whencertify that the
ever the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce shall
shall certify
the laws
laws and
regulations
regulations in force
force in any foreign country
country relating
relating to load
effective with the
regulations established
established under
under
lines are equally effective
the regulations
Secretary of
Commerce may
may
sections 88 to 88i of this
this title,
title, the Secretary
of Commerce
that a
direct, on proof that
a vessel of that country has complied
complied with
with
laws and regulations, that such
such vessel
vessel and her master
such foreign laws
master
exempted from compliance
compliance with the
proand owner shall be exempted
the proexcept as
hereinafter
visions of sections 88 to 88i of
of this
this title, except
as hereinafter
Provided, That this section shall
shall not
provided: Provided,
not apply to the
vessels of any foreign country which does
does not similarly
similarly recognize
recognize
the load lines established
under sections
88 to
88i of
this title
established under
sections 88
to 88i
of this
title
and the regulations
regulations made
made thereunder. (Aug. 27, 1935,
1935, c. 747,
§
889.)."
§ 5, 49 Stat. 889.)."
The Government
Government of the United States recognizes
recognizes the Canadian
Canadian Load
Line Regulations,
Gazette
dated August
August
Regulations, as promulgated
promulgated in the Canada
Canada
dated
12, 1939, respecting subdivision,
subdivision, pumping
pumping arrangements,
arrangements, watertight
watertight
doors, and other appliances
passenger steamers
steamers making inland voyappliances of passenger
ages on the Great Lakes
Lakes between Canada and the
the United
United States, to be
as effective
effective as comparable
comparable United States regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to
engaged in voyages
voyages on the Great Lakes between
between the
passenger vessels engaged
Canada, provided
provided that the Canadian Government
Government
United States and Canada,
similarly
recognizes the Subdivision
similarly recognizes
Subdivision Load Line Regulations
Regulations of the
applicable to
passenger vessels
in voyages
voyages on
on
United States applicable
to passenger
vessels engaged in
the Great Lakes.
.With
further reference
October 18,
18, 1939,
With further
reference to your
your note
note No.
No. 217 of
of October
1939,
dated September
September
which stated that an Order-in-Council,
Order-in-Council, P. C. 2669, dated
14, 1939, was issued, amending
amending two errors
occurred in
the OrderOrder14,1939,
errors which
which occurred
in the
in-Council
of
July
7,
1939, P. C. 1790, I
I am requested to inform you
in-Council
July
of the receipt by the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Commerce of the United
United States
States of
of
this information.
Accept, Sir,
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
Sir, the renewed
highest consideration.
J
OHN FARR
FARR SIMMONS
SIMMONS
JOHN
The
Honorable
The Right
Right Honorable

Charge d'Afaires
d'Affaire,8 a.
a. i.
Charge

The S
ECRETARY Or
OF S
TATE
The
SECRETABR
STATE
FOR
FOREXTERNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS,
AIraiBs,
Ottawa, Canada.
Ottawa,
Canada.

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]

CANADA—
LOAD LINE REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS
CANADA-LOAD

nSept.
T. 29,
24, Oct.
Oct. 22,
22, 1938,
1938, Sept.
Aug. 24,
Apr.
29, Aug.
A
2, -Oct. 18, 1939, Ja. 10, Mar,
2, Oct. 18, 1939, Jan. 10, Mar. 4, 1940

The Canadian
External Affairs to the
Secretary of
of State for External
CanadianSecretary
The
Minister
American Minister
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF
OF FarkatNAL
.AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT

CANADA
CANADA
No.
No. 20
20

OTTAWA,
4, 1940.
1940.
March 4,
OTTAWA, March

Sm:
208, of the 10th January, 1940, from
With
note No.
No. 208,
to the note
reference to
With reference
the
d'Affaires ad
ad interim,
interim, concerning
concerning a
a proCharge d'Affaires
States Chargé
United States
the United
posed arrangement
arrangement between
United States
and Canada
Canada for the
States and
the United
between the
posed
reciprocal recognition
of load
load line
vessels engaged in
for vessels
regulations for
line regulations
recognition of
reciprocal
I have the honour to state
international voyages
Lakes, I
on the Great Lakes,
voyages on
international
that it
noted that
that the
States Government
recognizes the
Government recognizes
United States
the United
it is
is noted
that
respecting subdivision, pumping arrangements,
Canadian
regulations respecting
arrangements,
Canadian regulations
steamships enpassenger steamships
watertight
doors and
on passenger
appliances on
and other appliances
watertight doors
gaged
making inland
voyages on
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes between
between Canada
Canada
on the
inland voyages
in making
gaged in
and
the United
States to
be as
as effective
effective as
United States
comparable United
as comparable
to be
United States
and the
regulations applicable
to passenger
engaged on voyages in the
vessels engaged
passenger vessels
applicable to
regulations
Great
Lakes between
Canada and
and the
the United
provided that the
United States, provided
between Canada
Great Lakes
Canadian
recognizes the
the subdivision
load line
subdivision load
similarly recognizes
Government similarly
Canadian Government
regulations
of the
the United
United States
to passenger
passenger vessels
vessels
applicable to
States applicable
regulations of
engaged
in voyages
on the
the Great
Great Lakes.
Lakes.
voyages on
engaged in
say that
Canadian Government
recognizes the subdivision
subdivision
Government recognizes
the Canadian
that the
IImay
may say
load
line regulations
regulations of
the United
United States
applicable to
passenger
to passenger
States applicable
of the
load line
Section
in
forth
as
set
vessels
engaged in
on the
the Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes,
Section
in voyages
voyages on
vessels engaged
D
of the
the Load
United States, approved
approved Septhe United
of the
Regulations of
Line Regulations
Load Line
D of
tember
28th, 1937,
1937, as
as effective
as the
the Canadian
Canadian regulations
regulations
effective as
as being
being as
tember 28th,
respecting
subdivision,
pumping
arrangements,
watertight
doors
doors and
watertight
arrangements,
respecting subdivision, pumping
bevoyages
inland
making
other
appliances
for
passenger
steamships
making
inland
voyages
steamships
passenger
for
other appliances
retween
Canada
and
the
United
States,
as
set
forth
the
Regulations
Regulations
the
in
forth
as
set
States,
United
the
tween Canada and
specting
Subdivision
and
Pumping
Arrangements
of
Passenger
SteamSteamPassenger
of
Arrangements
Pumping
and
specting Subdivision
ships employed
employed making
Voyages between
Canada and the
between Canada
Inland Voyages
making Inland
ships
United
States,
P.
C.
1790
of
July
7th,
1939,
and
the
Regulations
the Regulations
and
1939,
7th,
of
July
1790
C.
P.
States,
United
respecting
Doors and
Appliances, P.
of
P. C. 1791, of
Other Appliances,
and Other
Watertight Doors
respecting Watertight
July 7th,
7th, 1939, respectively.
July
Accept, Sir,
Sir, the
the renewed
renewed assurances
highest consideration.
consideration.
my highest
of my
assurances of
Accept,
0.
D. Sitztirox
SEmUON
O. D.
for
for
Secretary of
of State
State
Secretary
for
Affairs.
External Affairs.
for External
The MINISTER
M INISTER OF
OF THE
tHE UNITED
UN1TJD S
TATES TO
TO CANADA,
CANADA,
STATES
The
Legation,
United
United States Legation,
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
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1938
. A. . No. 173]
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INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Protocol between the United
Protocol
United States
States of America
America and
and other
other powers
revising
powers revising
the minimum nomenclature
nomenclature of causes
causes of death annexed to the interinternational
national agreement
agreement signed at London June
1934. Signed
Signed at
at Paris
Paris
June 19, 1934.
October
October 6, 1938;
January 1,
1, 1940.
1938; effective
effective January
1940.
PROTOCOLE.
Conference du 66 octobre
A la Conference
octobre 1938 reunie
reunie a
Paris par
application
A Paris
par application
du paragraphe
4
de
l'article
4
de
l'Arrangement
paragTaphe 4
Particle 4
PArrangement International
International du
du 19
19
juin 1934, relatif aux statistiques des causes de deces, les
les Delegations
D6elgations
presentes des Gouvernements
Gouvernements parties audit Arrangement,
Arrangement, A
a, savoir
savoir les
les
d6elgations representant
delegations
representant les pays suivants: Allemagne,
Allemagne, Australie,
Australie,
Canada, Etats-Unis d'Amerique,
d'Amerique, Hongrie,
Hongrie, Italie, Nouvelle-Mande,
Nouvelle-Zelande,
Pays-Bas,
Royaume Uni de Grande-Bretagne
Pays-Bas, Royaume
d'Irla,nde du
Nord,
Grande-Bretagne et
et d'Irlande
du Nord,
Venezuela, ont adopte A
l'unanimit6 les modifications
Venezuela,
a Punanimite
la nomennomenmodifications de
de la
clature de base en vigueur
vigueur telles qu'elles resultent
resultent de la
la nomenclature
de base revise()
revisee (Liste
Intermediaire) dont le texte certifie
(Lists Intermediaire)
certifie conforme
conforme
par le Secretaire
Secrdtaire General
General de la Conference
Conference est annexe au Present
Present
Protocole.
Protocole.
En foi de quoi, les delegues
d6elgues soussignes
soussignes dument
ditment autorises
autorises a,
effet
a cet effet
ont
modifications adoptees
adoptees par leurs Gouvernements
out declare lesdites modifications
Gouvernements
respectifs.
Le present Protocole,
Protocole, depose
depose aux Archives
Archives du
du Gouvernement
Gouvernement
frangais,
restera ouvert, jusqu'au
francais, resters,
jusqu'au 31 decembre
decembre 1938
1938 inclus,
inclus, A
ala
la signasignature des representants
representants diplomatiques
diplomatiques des pays dont
dont les
les delegues
d6elgues a
A la
la
Presente
Conference n'etaient
n'etaient pas autorises
Presente Conference
autorises A
a engager
engager leurs
lours GouGouvernements.
Etant
Etant entendu
entendu que
quo si au
an lw
le nombre
nombre de
signatures
1~ janvier 1939 le
de signatures
procedures precitees
acquises selon les
lea deux procedures
precitees n'atteint
n'atteint pas
quatre
pas les
les quatre
cinquiemes du nombre des Gouvernements
cinquiemes
Gouvernements represent&
des
representes par
par des
del6gations aa la presente
delegations
Conference, lesdites
modifications a
a la
la
presente Conference,
lesdites modifications
nomenclature de base en vigueur
nomenclature
vigueur seront
seront nulles
nulles et
et non
non avenues.
avenues.
Fait aa Paris, le 66 octobre 1938, en
un seul
seul exemplaire
exemplaire qui
qui sera
en un
sera
depos6
Gouvernement frangais
depose dans les Archives
Archives du Gouvernement
frangais et
et dont
dont copies
copies
certifi6es
a chacun
certifiees seront
seront remises ft
chacun des
des Gouvernements
Gouvernements contractants.
contractants.
Pour le Royaume-Uni
Grande-Bretagne et
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne
d'Irlande du
du Nord:
Nord:
et d'Irlande
SYLVANUS P.
SYLVANUS
P. VIVIAN.
VIVIAN.

Pour le Commonwealth
Commonwealth d'Australie:
d'Australie:
SYLVANUS P.
P. VIVIAN.
SYLVANIIS
VIVIAN.
Pour le
Venezuela:
le Venezuela:
CARLOS ARisTimurto-CoLL.
CARLOS
ARISTIMUNO-COLL.

Nouvelle-Zelande:
Pour la Nouvelle-Mande:
ERIC PHIPPS.

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

MULTILATERALCAUSES OF
OF DEATH--OCT.
DEATH- OCT.6,1938
6, 1938
MULTILATERAL-CAUSES

Pour l'Italie:
Phalle:
GITARIGLIA.
GUARIGLIA.
Canada:
Pour le Canada:
PHILIPPE ROY.
ROY.
PHILIPPE

l'Allemagne:
Pour l'Allemagne:
WELCZECK.
JOHANNES GRAF
VON W
ELCZECK.
GRAF VON
JOHANNES

itats-Unis:
Pour les Etats-Unis:
EDWIN
W ILSON.
C. WILSON.
EDWIN C.
Hongrie:
Pour la llongrie:
Comte
KHUEN-HiDERVARY.
Comte KIIIIEN-HLDERVARY.
Pour les Pays-Bas.
J. LOUDON.
J.
Lounox.
[Annul
[Annexl

CONFERENCE
INTERNATIONALE POUR LA CINQUIEME
CIN QUItME REVISION
REVISION
CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE
DES NOMENCLATURES
NOMENCLATURES DE CAUSES DE DECPS.
DECtS.
DES
PARIS,
OCTOBER 1938.
7 OCTOBRn
3 AU 7
PARIS, DU 3

Interm6diaire.
Nomenclature Intermediaire.
Nomenclature
(Voir les
les numeros
de la
Is nomenclature
nomenclature d6taillee,
detafilee, indiques
indiques entre parentheses,
parentheses, pour
numeros de
(Voir
chaque rubrique).
la
specification complete
complete du contenu
contenu de °halve
la specification

I.
infectieuses et parasitaires.
parasitaires.
Maladies infectieuses
I. Maladies

(1 et 2).
1.
Fievres typhoide
typhoide et paratypholde
paratyphoide (1
1. Fievres
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.
8.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
12.
13.
14.
15.
15.
16.
16.
17.
17.

Peste (3).
Scarlatine (8).
Scarlatine
Coqueluche (9).
(9).
Coqueluche
Diphterie (10).
(10).
Dipht6rie
Tuberculose de
(13).
respiratoire (13).
de l'appareil respiratoire
Tuberculose
a22).
Toutes autres tuberculoses (14 A
Infection
purulente et
puerperale (24).
septicemie non puerperale
et septicemie
Infection purulente
Dysenterie (27).
Paludisme (28).
Syphilis (30).
Grippe ou influenza
(33).
influenza (33).
Variole (34).
Rougeole (35).
Rougeole
Typhus exanth6matique
exanthematique (39).
(39).
Typhus
Maladies dues
dues a.
41, 42).
42).
(40, 41,
helminthes (40,
des helminthes
A des
Maladies

Autres maladies
infectieuses et
et parasitaires
12, 23,
a 7, 11, 12,
parasitaires (4 a
maladies infectieuses
Autres
25,
25, 26, 29, 31, 32, 36, 37, 38, 43 et 44).
II.
autres tumeurs.
et autres
Cancer et
II. Cancer

buccale et du
18.
et autres
autres tumeurs
Is cavit6
°mite buccale
de la
malignes de
tumeurs ma,lignes
Cancer et
18. Cancer

pharynx (45).
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19. Cancer
Cancer et autres
tumeurs malignes
du tube
tube digestif
digestif et
et du
du
autres tumeurs
malignes du
peritoine (46).
peritoine
(46).
tumeurs malignes
de l'appareil
respiratoire
20. Cancer
Cancer et
et autres
autres tumeurs
malignes de
1'appareil respiratoire
(47).
(47).
21.
Cancer et
et autres
tumeurs malignes
malignes de
de l'uterus
Puterus (48).
21. Cancer
autres tumeurs
(48).
Cancer et
autres tumeurs
seins. (50).
(50).
22. Cancer
et autres
tumeurs malignes
malignes des
des seins.
23. Cancer
Cancer et autres
tumeurs malignes
malignes d'autres
d'autres organes
ou d'organes
d'organes
autres tumeurs
organes ou
51 A
a, 55).
55).
non specifies
specifies (49,
(49, 51
24. Tumeurs non malignes
malignes ou
on dont
dont le
le caractere
pas
caractere malin
malin n'est
n'est pas
specifie
57).
specifi6 (56
(56 et
et 57).
III. Maladies
Maladies rhumatismales,
rhumatismales, maladies
de la
la nutrition,
nutrition, des
glandes
maladies de
des glandes
endocrines, autres
endocrines,
mares maladies
avitaminoses.
maladies gent-rales,
generales, avitaminoses.

25.
25.
26.
27.
27.
28.
(63).
(63).
29.
29.
30.

Rhumatisme
Rhumatisme articulaire
articulaire aigu
aigu febrile
febrile (58).
(58).
Rhumatisme
Rhumatisme chronique
chronique et goutte
(59, 60).
60).
goutte (59,
Diabete
sucre (61).
(61).
Diabete sucre
Maladies
Maladies de la glande thyroide et des glandes
glandes parathyroides
para.thyroldes
Autres maladies
maladies generales
64 ft
66).
generales (62,
(62, 64
A 66).
Avitaminoses
Avitaminoses (67
(67 a.
71).
A 71).

sang et des organes
organes hematopoietiques.
IV. Maladies
Maladies du sang
hgmatopoietiques.
31. Anemies
Anemies pernieieuses
et autres
autres (73).
(73).
pernicieuses et

aleuc6mies et autres
32. Leuc6mies,
Leucemies, aleucemies
autres maladies du sang et des
des organes
organes
hematopoiltiques (72,
hematopoletiques
(72, 74
a76).
76).
74 A
V. Empoisonnements
Empoisonnements chroniques
chroniques et
intoxications.
et intoxications.
33. Alcoolisme aigu
aigu on
ou chronique
chronique (77).
(77).
34. Autres
(78, 79).
Autres empoisonnements
empoisonnements chroniques
chroniques (78,
79).
VI.
VI. Maladies
Maladies du systeme nerveux et des
organes des
des setts.
des organes
sens.
35.
35.
36.
37.
38.
38.
39.
39.

Meningite non
(81).
Meningite
non meningococcique
m6ningococcique (81).
Maladies
Maladies de la moelle
moelle Cpiniere,
ataxie locomotrice
(82).
6piniere, excepte
excepts ataxie
locomotrice (82).
Lesions intra-craniennes
intra-craniennes d'origine
d'origine vasculaire
(83).
vasculaire (83).
Maladies et
et deficiences
mentales (84).
(84).
Maladies
d6ficiences mentales
Epilepsie (85).
]pilepsie
(85).
40. Autres maladies du systeme
nerveux (80, 86, 87).
systeme nerveux
87).
41. Maladies
Maladies de l'ceil,
Pceil, de
et de
de leurs
lours annexes
annexes (88,
(88, 89).
de Poreille
l'oreille et
89).
VII. Maladies
Maladies de l'appareil
Pappareil circulatoire.
circulatoire.

42. Pericardite,
y compris
rhumatismale chronique
Pericardite, y
compris pericardite
pericardite rhumatismale
(90).
chronique (90).
Affections chroniques
43. Affections
valvules cardiaques
cardiaques et
et de
de l'endocarde
l'endocarde
chroniques des
des valvules
(92).
(92).
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Maladies du myocarde, y
y compris anevrisme
anevrisme du coeur
cceur (93).
(93).
Maladies
Maladies des arteres
arteres coronaires
coronaires et angine
engine de
(94).
de poitrine (94).
Autres maladies du cceur (91 et
95).
et 95).
Arteriosclerose et gangrene
Arteriosclerose
gangrene (97 et 98).
98).
1'appareil circulatoire
Autres maladies de Pepperell
circulatoire (96,
103).
(96, 99 aA 103).
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l'appareilrespiratoire.
respiratoire.
VIII. Maladies
Maladies de l'appareil
49
49
50.
51.
52.
(104,
(104,

Bronchite (106).
(106).
Bronchite
Pneumonies
a 109).
109).
(107 A
Pneumonies (107
Pleuresie non tuberculeuse
(110).
Pleuresie
tuberculeuse (110).
Autres maladies de l'appareil
l'appareil respiratoire, excepte tuberculose
Autres
114).
105, 111 a
A 114).
Maladies de
IX. Maladies
de l'appareil
l'appareildigestif.

53. Ulcere
Ulcere de
l'estomac et du duod6num
duodenum (117).
(117).
de l'estomac
53.
enterite au-dessous
ens (119).
(119).
au-dessous de deux ans
54. Diarrhee
Diarrh6e et
et enterite
Di arrhee, enterite
enterite et
at ulceration
intestinale deux
deux ans et plus (120).
(120).
ulceration intestinale
55. Diarrh6e,
Appendicite (121).
(121).
56. Appendicite
(122).
Hernie, obstruction
obstruction intestinale (122).
57. Hernie,
58. Cirrhose
(124).
58.
Cirrhose du foie (124).
Autres maladies
vesicule biliaire, y
y compris
du foie
foie et de la v6sicule
maladies du
59. Autres
calculs
a 127).
127).
calculs biliaires
biliaires (125 A
60. Autres
Autres maladies
118, 123, 128,
128,
(115, 116, 118,
l'appareil digestif
digestif (115,
maladies de
de Pappareil
60.
129).
129).

(non ?Miteven6X.
Maladies de
l'appareil genital
genital .(non
urinaire et de l'appareil
l'appareilurinaire
de l'appareil
X. Maladies
riennes,
oti. puerperales).
puerperales).
gravidiquesou
riennes, gravidiques
61. N6phrites
Nephrites (130
(130 a
132).
A 132).
61.
62. Autres
Autres maladies
maladies des
bassinets et des ureteres
ureteres (133).
(133).
reins, des bassinets
des reins,
62.
63. Calculs des
urinaires (134).
(134).
voies urinaires
des voies
63.
Maladies de
excepte tumeurs (135).
(135).
de la vessie, except6
64. Maladies
(136).
Maladies de
l'uretre, abces urineux, etc. (136).
de Puretre,
65. Maladies
66.
Maladies de la prostate (137).
(137).
66. Maladies
67.
organes g6nitaux,
genitaux, non d6sign6es
designees comme
67. Autres maladies des organes
veneriennes,
(138 et 139).
puerperales (138
gravidiques ou puerperales
veneriennes, gravidiques

puerperal.
la grossesse,
grossesse, accouchement, etat
&at puerperal.
Maladies de la
XI. Maladies
68.
Maladies et
grossesse (142 A
a145).
145).
de la
la grossesse
accidents de
et accidents
68. Maladies
69.
Avortement non
non specifie
(141).
septique (141).
comme septique
sp6cifie comme
69. Avortement
70.
apres avortement
avortement (140).
(140).
Infection apres
70. Infection
71.
pendant l'accouchement
Petat puerperal
(147).
puerp6ral (147).
et 1'6tat
l'accouchement et
Infection pendant
71. Infection
l'accouchement et de l'6tat
Petat
accidents et maladies de l'accouchement
72. Autres
Autres accidents
puerpeal (146,
(146, 148,
150).
148, 149, 150).
puerp6al
XII.
de la
la peau
peau et
et du
du tissu cellulaire.
cellulaire.
Maladies de
XII. Maladies
73.
Maladies de
tissu cellulaire
cellulaire (151
153).
(151 aa 153).
et du
du tissu
la peau
peau et
de la
73. Maladies
XIII. Maladies
Maladies des
du mouvement.
des organes
organes du
os et
et des
des os
XIII.
74. Maladie
des os
et des
organes du mouvement,
excepte tubermouvement, except6
des organes
os et
Maladie des
74.
culose
a 156).
(154 A
156).
et rhumatisme
rhumatisme (154
culose et
XIV. Vice
de conformation
congenitauz.
conformation congenitaux.
XIV.
Vice de
75. Vices
Vices de
de conformation
congenitaux, mart-nes
(157).
mort-nes non compris (157).
conformation cong6nitaux,
75.
193470*-41-rr.
l--68
193470°-41-PT. n-68
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XV.
Maladies particulieres
vie.
XV. Maladies
particuli&resdala premiere
premiere ann.&
annie de
de vie.
76.
76.
77.
77.
78.
79.

Debilite congenitale
congenital° (158).
(158).
Naissance prematuree,
non compris
(159).
Naissance
pr6matur6e, mort-nes
mort-n6s non
compris (159).
Consequences de Paccouchement,
mort-nes non compris (160).
Consequences
l'accouchement, mort-nes
(160).
Autres maladies particulieres
annee de vie (161).
(161).
particulieres aala premiere
premiere ann6e
Senilite, vieillesse.
XVI. S&nilit,

80. Senilite, vieillesse
(162).
vieillesse (162).
XVII. Morts
Marts violentes et accidentelles.
aecidentelles.
(163, 164).
81. Suicides (163,
164).
82. Homicides
Homicides (165 A
a 168).
82.
168).
83. Accidents
amoteurs)
moteurs) [1701.
[1701.
83.
Accidents d'automobiles
d'automobiles (tous velaicules
vehicules A
(169, 171 A
a 195)
195) sauf
sauf
84. Autres morts violentes ou
ou accidentelles
accidentelles (169,
accidents d'automobiles.
d'automobiles.
85. Deces de militakes
corns (et de civils du fait) d'op6rations
d'operations de
militaires au cours
guerre (196,
(196, 197).
197).
86. Executions judiciaires
(198).
judiciaires (198).

Causes de aces
d6ces indetermin&es.
XVIII. Causes
indeterminees.
87. Causes non specifi6es
specifiees ou
(199, 200).
200).
ou mai
mal definies (199,
[Translation]
[Translation]
PROTOCOL
PROTOCOL
Minimum nomenMinimum
clature
clature of causes of
death.
49 Stat. 3789.

Conference held
At the Conference
held in Paris
Paris on October
October 6,
6, 1938, convened
convened under
4 of article 44of the international
paragraph 4
international agreement
agreement dated June 19,
1934,1
relating
to
statistics
of
causes
of
death,
the delegations
1934,'
delegations present
present
governments contracting
of governments
said agreement,
agreement, viz,
viz, the
the delegadelegacontracting under the said
tions representing
representing the following
following countries:
Germany,
Australia,
Cancountries: Germany, Australia, Canada, United
United States of America,
Hungary,
Italy,
New
Zealand,
NetherAmerica, Hungary, Italy, New Zealand, Netherlands, United Kingdom
Great Britain
Northern Ireland,
VeneKingdom of Great
Britain and
and Northern
Ireland, Venezuela, have unanimously
adopted the modifications
modifications in the minimum
unanimously adopted
nomenclature in force which
nomenclature
embodied in the revised
revised minimum
which are embodied
minimum
nomenclature
General of
of the
the
nomenclature certified
certified as authentic
authentic by the Secretary
Secretary General
Conference and annexed
annexed hereto.
In faith whereof
whereof the undersigned
delegates duly authorized
authorized to
that
undersigned delegates
to that
signified the adoption
adoption of the said modifications
modifications by their
effect have signified
their
respective governments.
governments.
respective
protocol deposited in the archives
The present protocol
archives of the French Government shall be open until December
December 31,
31, 1938,
1938, inclusive, for signature by the diplomatic
diplomatic representatives
representatives of the countries
countries above menmentioned, the delegates of which
engage their
which had
had not been authorized
authorized to engage
respective governments.
governments.
Provided, however,
however, that if by January
January 1, 1939,
1939, the number of signatures obtained
obtained by either procedure
procedure is less than four-fifths
number
four-fifths of the number
1

[Executive
[Executive Agreement Series No. Sal
80.1
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of governments
governments represented
represented at the present Conference,
Conference, the said
said modifimodifications
in
the
minimum
nomenclature
in
force
shall
be
of
no
force
cations
nomenclature
force or
or
effect.
effect.
Done at Paris, October 6, 1938, in a
a single copy, which
which shall be
Government and of which cerdeposited in the archives
archives of the French Government
furnished to each contracting
tified copies shall be furnished
contracting government.
government.
For the United Kingdom of Great
Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland:
Ireland:
SYLVANUS
SYLVANITE; P.
P.VIVIAN.
VIVIAN.
For the Commonwealth
Commonwealth of Australia:
Australia:
SYLVANUS
S
YLVA.NITS P.
P.VIVIAN.
VIVIAN.
For Venezuela:
Venezuela:
CARLOS ARISTIMUNO-COLL.
CARLOS
ARISTIMTINO-COLL.

For New Zealand:
Zealand:
ERIC
ERIC PHIPPS.
PHIPPS.
For Italy:
Italy:
GITARIGLIA.
GUARIGLIA.
For Canada:
Canada:
PHILIPPE ROY.
PHULPPE
For Germany:
Germany:
JOHANNES GRAF
ELCZECIE.
JOHANNES
GRAF VON
VON W
WELCZECK.

For the United States:
EDWIN
W ILSON.
EDWIN C.
C. WILSON.
For Hungary:
Hungary:
CODAS
KEIDEN-HtDERVARY.
Comte KHUEN-HEDERVARY.

For the Netherlands:
Netherlands:
J.LOUDON.
LOUDON.
J.
[Amex—Translation]
[Annex-Translatlon]

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE FOR THE 5TH
5TH REVISION
REVISION
NOMENCLATURES OF CAUSES OF
OF THE NOMENCLATURES
OF DEATH
DEATH
PAM'S,
Ocronza 3-7,
1938
PABIs, OCTOBBs
3-7, 1938

Intermediate Nomenclature
Nomenclature
detailed nomenclature,
nomenclature, indicated
indicated in parentheses,
(See the numbers
numbers of the detailed
parenthees, for the
complete specification
specification of
contents of
of each
each rubric).
rubric).
complete
of the contents

I. Infectious
parasitic diseases
Infectious and parasitic
diseases
1.
Typhoid and
and paratyphoid
fevers (1
and 2)
2)
(1 and
paratyphoid fevers
1. Typhoid
2. Plague
Plague (3)
(3)
Scarlatina (8)
3. Scarlatina
4.
4. Whooping cough (9)
(9)
Diphtheria (10)
5. Diphtheria
6. Tuberculosis
Tuberculosis of the respiratory
respiratory tract (13)
(13)
7. All other tuberculoses
tuberculoses (14
(14 to 22)
22)
8. Purulent infection
nonpuerperal septicemia
septicemia (24)
infection and nonpuerperal

2313
2313
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2314
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9. Dysentery
Dysentery (27)
(27)
9.
10. Malaria
Malaria (28)
(28)
10.
11. Syphilis
Syphilis (30)
(30)
11.
influenza (33)
(33)
12. Grippe or influenza
13. Smallpox
Smallpox (34)
(34)
13.
(35)
14.
Measles (35)
14. Measles
15.
Exa.nthematic typhus
typhus (39)
(39)
15. Exanthematic
16. Diseases
Diseases due
to helminthes
helminthes (40,
41, 42)
42)
(40, 41,
due to
16.
17. Other
and parasitic
parasitic diseases
(4 to
to 7,
7, 11,
11, 12,
12, 23,
26,
23, 25,
25, 26,
diseases (4
infectious and
Other infectious
17.
29, 31,
37, 38,
and 44)
44)
43, and
38, 43,
36, 37,
32, 36,
29,
31, 32,
II.
Cancer and
other tumors
and other
II. Cancer
18. Cancer
and other
other malignant
malignant tumors
tumors of
buccal cavity
and
cavity and
the buccal
of the
Cancer and
18.
of
(45)
the pharynx
pharynx (45)
of the
19.
and other
malignant tumors
tumors of
the digestive
digestive tube and
of the
other malignant
Cancer and
19. Cancer
of the
peritoneum (46)
of
the peritoneum
20. Cancer
Cancer and
malignant tumors
tumors of
of the respiratory
respiratory apapother malignant
and other
20.
paratus (47)
(47)
paratus
tumors of the uterus (48)
21.
Cancer and
malignant tumors
other malignant
and other
21. Cancer
22.
Cancer and
malignant tumors
tumors of
of the
the breast
breast (50)
(50)
other malignant
and other
22. Cancer
23.
Cancer and
malignant tumors
tumors of
of other organs and of
other malignant
and other
23. Cancer
organs not
not specified
51 to 55)
(49, 51
specified (49,
organs
character
24.
Tumors which
which are
are not
not malignant
malignant character
or the malignant
malignant or
24. Tumors
of which
not specified
specified (56 and
and 57)
is not
which is
of

endocrine
III. Rheumatic
diseases, nutritional
diseases, diseases
diseases of the endocrine
nutritional diseases,
Rheumatic diseases,
III.
glands, other
diseases, [and]
[and] avitaminoses
avitaminoses
general diseases,
other general
glands,
25.
25.
26.
26.
27.
27.
28.
28.
29.
29.
30.
30.

rheumatism (58)
Acute
articular rheumatism
(58)
febrile articular
Acute febrile
Chronic rheumatism
and gout
(59, 60)
gout (59,
rheumatism and
Chronic
Diabetes mellitus
(61)
mellitus (61)
Diabetes
Diseases of
of the
thyroid gland
gland and
and of the parathyroid
parathyroid glands (63)
the thyroid
Diseases
Other general
diseases (62,
(62, 64
64 to
to 66)
66)
general diseases
Other
Avita,minoses
71)
to 71)
(67 to
Avitaminoses (67
IV. Diseases
Diseases of
of the
the blood
hematopoietic organs
organs
blood and of the hematopoietic
IV.

31. Pernicious
Pernicious and
and other
anemias (73)
(73)
other anemias
31.
aleukemia, and other diseases of the blood and of
32. Leukemia,
Leukemia, aleukemia,
32.
the hematopoietic
the
hematopoietic organs (72, 74 to 76)
poisonings and
and intoxications
intoxications
V. Chronic
Chronic poisonings
33. Acute or
alcoholism (77)
(77)
or chronic
chronic alcoholism
33.
34.
Other
chronic
poisonings
(78,
79)
34. Other chronic poisonings (78, 79)

and of the sense organs
VI. Diseases
Diseases of the nervous
organs
nervous system and
VI.
35. Nonmeningococcie
meningitis (81)
(81)
35.
Nonmeningococcic meningitis
36. Diseases
except locomotor ataxia
ataxia (82)
cord, except.locomotor
of the
the spinal
spinal cord,
36.
Diseases of
vascular origin (83)
Intracranial lesions of vascular
37. Intracranial
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38.
38.
39.
39.
40.
40.
41.
41.
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Mental diseases
diseases and
deficiencies (84)
and deficiencies
Mental
Epilepsy (85)
Epilepsy
Other
of the
the nervous system
diseases of
Other diseases
Diseases
of the
eye, of
of the ear, and
and
the eye,
Diseases of

(80, 86, 87)
of their annexes (88, 89)

circulatory system
VII.
Diseases of
of the circulatory
VII. Diseases
42.
42.
43.
43.
(92)
(92)
44.
44.
(93)
(93)
45.
45.
46.
46.
47.
47.
48.
48.

Pericarditis, including
chronic rheumatic
pericarditis (90)
rheumatic pericarditis
including chronic
Pericarditis,
Chronic
affections of
of the
the cardiac
and of the endocardium
endocardium
valves and
cardiac valves
Chronic affections
Diseases
of the
aneurysm of the heart
heart
including aneurysm
myocardium, including
the myocardium,
Diseases of
Diseases
of the
coronary arteries
arteries and
and angina
(94)
angina pectoris (94)
the coronary
Diseases of
Other
diseases (91
(91 and 95)
heart diseases
Other heart
Arteriosclerosis
gangrene (97 and 98)
and gangrene
Arteriosclerosis and
103)
Other diseases
diseases of
the circulatory
circulatory system (96, 99 to 103)
of the
Other
VIII. Diseases
of the
respiratory system
the respiratory
Diseases of
VIII.

49.
49.
50.
50.
51.
51.
52.
52.

Bronchitis
(106)
Bronchitis (106)
Pneumonias (107
to 109)
(107 to
Pneumonias
Nontubercular
pleurisy (110)
Nontubercular pleurisy
Other diseases
the respiratory
respiratory system except
except tuberculosis
tuberculosis
of the
diseases of
Other

(104, 105, 111 to 114)
(104,
IX.
Diseases of
the digestive
digestive system
of the
IX. Diseases
53. Ulcer
Ulcer of
of the
the stomach
and of
of the duodenum
duodenum (117)
(117)
stomach and
53.
54. Diarrhea
Diarrhea and
and enteritis
(119)
under 22years (119)
enteritis under
54.
55. Diarrhea,
intestinal ulceration,
ulceration, 2
2 years and over
enteritis, and intestinal
Diarrhea, enteritis,
55.
(120)
(120)
56.
Appendicitis (121)
56. Appendicitis
obstruction (122)
57.
[and] intestinal
intestinal obstruction
(122)
Hernia [and]
57. Hernia
58.
of the liver (124)
(124)
Cirrhosis of
58. Cirrhosis
59. Other
diseases of
of the
and the
the gall
gall bladder,
bladder, including
including
liver and
the liver
Other diseases
59.
biliary
biliary calculi (125 to 127)
60. Other
Other diseases
diseases of
of the
the digestive
system (115,
(115, 116,
116, 118,
118, 123, 128,
digestive system
60.
129)
129)
X.
urinary system
and the
(not venereal
venereal or
system (not
genital system
the genital
system and
the urinary
of the
Diseases of
X. Diseases
connected
pregnancy or childbirth)
childbirth)
uith pregnancy
connected with
61.
61.
62.

Nephritis (130
132)
(130 to 132)
Nephritis
Other
diseases
of
the
kidneys,
the calyxes,
calyxes, and
and of
the ureters
ureters
of the
of the
kidneys, of
the
of
62. Other diseases
(133)
(133)
63.
Stones of
of the
passages (134)
(134)
urinary passages
the urinary
63. Stones
-64.
Diseases
of
the
bladder,
with
the
exception of
of tumors
tumors (135)
(135)
exception
the
with
bladder,
the
of
Diseases
64.
65.
Diseases of
urethra, urinary
urinary abscesses,
abscesses, etc. (136)
the urethra,
of the
65. Diseases

66.
Diseases of
of the
the prostate
(137)
gland (137)
prostate gland
66. Diseases
67. Other
the genital
genital organs,
organs, not
not designated
as venereal
venereal
designated as
of the
diseases of
67. Other diseases
or
connected
with
pregnancy
or
with
childbirth
(138
and
139)
139)
and
(138
or connected with pregnancy or with childbirth
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XI. Diseases
accouchement, and the puerperal
puerperal state
Diseases of pregnancy,
pregnancy, accouchement,
state
accidents of
68. Diseases and accidents
of pregnancy
pregnancy (142 to
to 145)
145)
69. Miscarriage
Miscarriage not specified
specified as septic
septic (141)
(141)
(140)
70. Infection
Infection after miscarriage
miscarriage (140)
71. Infection
Infection during accouchement
accouchement and the puerperal
state (147)
(147)
puerperal state
72. Other accidents
accidents and diseases
diseases of accouchement
accouchement and of
of the
puerperal state (146,
(146, 148, 149, 150)
XII. Diseases
cellular tissue
Diseases of the skin and of
of the cellular
tissue
73. Diseases of the skin and
and of the cellular tissue (151
(151 to
to 153)
153)

XIII.
Diseases of the bones and
and of the organs
X_III. Diseases
organs of movement
74. Diseases of the bones and
and of the organs of movement, with the
exception of tuberculosis
tuberculosis and rheumatism
rheumatism (154 to
156)
to 156)

XIV. Defects
XIV.
Defects of congenital
congenital conformation
conformation
conformation, stillborn
75. Defects of congenital
congenital conformation,
stillborn not included
included (157)
(157)
Diseases special
special to thefirst
XV. Diseases
the first year of life
life
76.
77.
78.
79.

Congenital debility (158)
Premature
included (159)
(159)
Premature birth, stillborn not
not included
Consequences of accouchement,
Consequences
not included
included (160)
(160)
accouchement, stillborn not
Other diseases special to the first year of life (161)
(161)
XVI. Senility, old age

80. Senility, old age (162)
(162)
XVII. Violent and
accidental deaths
deaths
and accidental

81. Suicides (163,
(163, 164)
168)
82. Homicides (165 to 168)
83. Automobile
Automobile accidents (all motor vehicles) (170)
(170)
84. Other violent or accidental
automobile accidents
accidents not
not
accidental deaths, automobile
included (169,
(169, 171 to 195)
included
85. Deaths of soldiers (and of civilians) in the course of war
war operaoperations (196, 197)
86. Executions
Executions by law (198)
XVIII. Undetermined
of death
death
Undetermined causes
causes of

87. Nonspecified
Nonspecified or indefinite causes (199,
(199, 200)
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June
Canadarespecting
Agreement between
the United
States of
America and
and Canada
respecting
June 18,
18, 1940
1940
of America
United States
between the
Agreement
No.
.
S.
[E.
of
exemptions
from
exchange
control
measures.
Effected
by
exchange
of
1741
A.
B.
No. 1741
exchange
by
Effected
measures.
control
exchange
from
exemptions
June 18, 1940.
notes
signed June
June 18, 1940; effective
effective June
notes signed

The Camadian
Canadian Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State for
ExternalAffairs to the American
for External
The
Minister
Minister
EXTERNAL AFFAIRS
OF EXTERNAL
DEPARTMENT OF
AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT

CANADA
CANADA
No.
84
arrAwA, June
19,0.
18th, 194.0.
June 18th,
OTTAWA,
No. 84
SIR:
SIR:
representatives of the
With reference
reference to
to recent
conversations between representatives
recent conversations
With
the
of
Government
of
Canada
and
the
Government
the United States
States of
Government
the
and
Canada
of
Government
resident
America
regarding
the
extension
to
individuals
ordinarily
resident
in
individuals
to
extension
the
regarding
America
British
States
of
Canada
who
are
nationals
of
the
United
States
and
are
not
nationals
are
Canada who
subjects
exemptions from orders
orders and regulations
regulations now
now or
certain exemptions
of certain
subjects of
foreign
of
disposition
and
hereafter
in
force
respecting
the
acquisition
foreign
acquisition
the
respecting
force
in
hereafter
currency
foreign securities,
securities, I
have the
agreehonour to propose an agreethe honour
I have
and foreign
currency and
following terms:-ment concerning
concerning these
exemptions in
terms:in the following
these exemptions
ment

required declara1. Such
will be
be exempt
from any required
declaraexempt from
individuals will
Such individuals
1.
tion
and will
will be
be permitted
permitted freely to use or dispose of,
of, and
sale of,
or sale
tion or
foreign currency
currency and
and foreign
which
securities held by them (in which
foreign securities
foreign
beneficial interest)
no non-exempted
resident has
has any beneficial
interest) which were
non-exempted resident
no
(a) acquired
them before
the time
time of
of the coming
coming into
before the
by them
acquired by
(a)
force
the Foreign
Foreign Exchange
Exchange Control
Order, viz.,
viz., before
Control Order,
of the
force of
September
September 16, 1939; or
(b)
by them
to such
such time
time from nonsubsequent to
them subsequent
acquired by
(b) acquired
residents of
Canada, excluding
currency and
and
foreign currency
any foreign
excluding any
of Canada,
residents
exports
with exports
foreign
securities
so
acquired
(1)
in
connection
connection
in
(1)
acquired
so
securities
foreign
from
into Canada
Canada of
not exempted
exempted by
this
by this
property not
of property
imports into
or imports
from or
in
on
carried
business
agreement,
or
(2)
as
the
result
business
carried
of
result
the
as
(2)
or
agreement,
Canada.
Canada.
2. The
foregoing paragraph
shall apply
apply to private individuals
individuals
paragraph shall
The foregoing
2.
and
not to
associations, firms or partnerpartnercompanies, associations,
corporations, companies,
to corporations,
and not
ships.
ships.
3.
of the
the exemptions
exemptions mentioned
mentioned above
above shall
shall lapse
if and
and
lapse if
Any of
3. Any
when
such
individual
becomes
a
British
subject
or
ceases
to
be
a
a
be
to
ceases
or
subject
a
British
becomes
when such individual
United
national.
States national.
United States
4. In
In the
measures should be
control measures
exchange control
similar exchange
event similar
the event
4.
enforced
States with
with respect
respect to
to individuals
individuals ordiUnited States
the United
in the
enforced in
narily resident
in the
the United
United States
States who
who are
are nationals
of Canada
Canada
nationals of
resident in
narily
and
are not
of the
States without
without like exempUnited States,
the United
nationals of
not nationals
and are
tions
such individuals,
the Government
Government of Canada
Canada
individuals, the
granted such
being granted
tions being
shall consider
themselves released
from the
the obligation
obligation to
to continue
continue
released from
consider themselves
shall
to
the exemptions
provided for
this agreement
agreement as
in this
for in
exemptions provided
of the
such of
grant such
to grant
may
not be
to the
the said
individuals.
said individuals.
accorded to
be accorded
may not
5. "Foreign
"Foreign currency",
currency", as
is defined
defined as
agreement, is
this agreement,
in this
used in
as used
5.
meaning any
any currency
(excluding coin)
coin) other than
than Canadian
Canadian
currency (excluding
meaning
currency, including
including bank
notes and
and other
notes intended
intended to
to circucircuother notes
bank notes
currency,
late
money in
outside Canada
and also
also postal
postal notes,
notes,
Canada and
country outside
any country
in any
as money
late as

Terms proposed.
proposed.
Terms
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money orders,
travellers' cheques,
prepaid letters
of
letters of
cheques, prepaid
cheques, travellers'
money
orders, cheques,
credit,
bank drafts
drafts and
and other
other similar
instruments payable
payable in
in any
any
similar instruments
credit, bank
currency
other than
than Canadian
Canadian currency,
and includes
includes any
any foreign
foreign
currency, and
currency other
currency
on deposit;
and "foreign
currency on
on deposit"
deposit" or
"deor "dedeposit; and
"foreign currency
currency on
posit" means
any amount
amount in
in foreign
foreign currency
which a
aresident
resident
currency of
of which
posit"
means any
has aa right
obtain payment
payment by
deposit, credit
or
of a
a deposit,
credit or
to obtain
by reason
reason of
has
right to
balance of
any kind
at or
or with
with a
abank,
bank, savings
savings bank,
bank, trust
trust comcomkind at
balance
of any
pany, loan
stockbroker, investment
dealer or
or other
other
investment dealer
company, stockbroker,
pany,
loan company,
similar depositary
or any
other person
person or
or institution
desi gnated
institution designated
any other
similar
depositary or
by
Canadian Foreign
Board as a
a deposiExchange Control Board
by the
the Canadian
Foreign Exchange
tary.
tary.
the honour
to suggest
suggest that if an agreement
agreement in the sense of the
IIhave
have the
honour to
foregoing paragraphs
is acceptable
United
Government of the United
acceptable to the Government
paragraphs is
foregoing
States
note and
thereto in
in similar
terms shall be resimilar terms
and your
your reply
reply thereto
States this
this note
garded as placing
understanding arrived
arrived at
at between the
the understanding
on record the
garded
placing on
Governments concerning
matter.
concerning this matter.
two Governments
Accept,
Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
consideration.
highest consideration.
Accept, Sir,
0. D.
D.SKEIaTON
SKELTON
O.
for
Secretary of State
State
Secretary
for
External Affairs.
for External
J. P
IERREPONT MOFFAT,
Hon. J.
PIERREPONT
Minister of the United
United States,
States,
Minister
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
Minister to
Secretary of
of State for
to the
the Canadian.
Canadian Secretary
The American.
American Minister
• *
External
Affairs
ExternalAffairs
No.
NO. 77

LEGATION or
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
AMERICA,
LEGATION
OF THE
UNITED STATES

Ottawa,
Canada, June 18, 1940.
Ottawa, Canada,
1940.
SIR:
SIR:
A
greement by
S.
Agreement
by U.
U.S.
IIhave the honor to refer to your note of today's date proposing
proposing an
agreement
between the
United States of America
America
agreement between
the Government
Government of
of the United
and
Government of Canada
Canada concerning
concerning the
extension to individuals
individuals
and the Government
the extension
ordinarily
resident in Canada
Canada who are nationals
nationals of the United States
ordinarily resident
and are not British subjects of certain exemptions
exemptions from orders
orders and
regulations now or hereafter
respecting the acquisition
regulations
hereafter in force respecting
acquisition and
disposition of foreign
foreign exchange
foreign securities in
in the
the following
following
disposition
exchange and foreign
terms:
exempt from
required declaradeclara1. Such individuals will be
be exempt
from any
any required
tion
permitted freely
of,
tion or
or sale of, and
and will be permitted
freely to
to use or dispose
dispose of,
foreign currency
currency and
and foreign
foreign securities
securities held
by them
them (in
which
foreign
held by
(in which
no non-exempted
non-exempted resident
resident has
has any
any beneficial
beneficial interest)
interest) which
which were
were
no

(a)
(a) acquired by them before the time of the
the coming into
Exchange Control Order, viz.,
force of the Foreign Exchange
viz., before
September 16, 1939;
1939; or
September
(b) acquired
(b)
acquired by them subsequent to
to such time from nonresidents of Canada,
excluding any foreign currency
Canada, excluding
currency and forsecurities so
(1) in
eign securities
so acquired
acquired (1)
in connection
connection with exports
imports into Canada of property
property not
exempted by
from or imports
not exempted
by
this arement,
agreement., or (2)
(2) as the result
result of business carried on in
Canada.
Canada.
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2. The foregoing paragraph
paragraph shall apply to private individuals
individuals
and not to corporations, companies,
associations, firms or partnercompanies, associations,
ships.
ships.

mentioned above shall lapse if and
3. Any of the exemptions mentioned
when such individual becomes aaBritish subject or ceases
ceases to be aa
United States national.
4. In the event
event similar exchange
exchange control measures
measures should be
enforced
enforced in the United States with respect
respect to individuals
individuals ordinarily resident in the United
United States who are nationals of Canada
Canada
and are not nationals
nationals of the United States,
States, without like exemptions being granted such individual;
individuals, the Government
Government of Canada
shall consider themselves
themselves released
released from the obligation to continue
to grant such of the exemptions provided
provided for in this agreement
agreement
as may not be accorded to the said individuals.
individuals.
5.
used in this agreement,
5. "Foreign currency", as used
agreement, is defined as
as
meaning
meaning any currency
(excluding coin)
coin) other than Canadian
Canadian curcurrency (excluding
currency, including bank notes and other notes intended
intended to circulate
circulate
as money in any country outside Canada
Canada and also postal notes,
notes
money orders, cheques, travellers'
travellers' cheques, prepaid
prepaid letters of
credit, bank drafts and other similar
similar instruments
any
instruments payable
payable in any
currency other than Canadian
currency, and includes
foreign
Canadian currency,
includes any foreign
currency on deposit; and "foreign
"foreign currency
deposit" or "decurrency on deposit"
posit" means any amount in foreign currency
resident
currency of which aaresident
has a
payment by reason of aa deposit, credit
credit or
a right to obtain payment
balance of any
any kind at or with
with a
a bank, savings
savings bank,
bank, trust comcompany, loan company,
other
company, stockbroker,
stockbroker, investment
investment dealer or other
depositary or any other person
or institution
designated
similar depositary
person or
institution designated
by the Canadian
Canadian Foreign
Foreign Exchange
Exchange Control
Control Board as a
a depositary.
agreement in the terms of
of
IIhave the honor to inform you that an agreement
paragraphs is acceptable
acceptable to the Government
the foregoing paragraphs
Government of the
United States of
that this note,
and your note under
under
United
of America
America and that
note, and
reference, will
vvill be regarded
regarded as placing
understanding
reference,
placing on record the understanding
arrived at between
between our Governments
Governments concerning
concerning this matter.
renewed assurances
Accept, Sir, the renewed
assurances of my highest consideration.
consideration.
PIERREPONT
M OFFAT.
PIERREPONT MOFFAT.

The Right Honorable
The S
ECRETARY OF
or STATE
STATE
The
SECRETARY
FOR EXTEBiNAL
EXTERNAL AFFAIRB,
AFFAIRS,
iOR
Ottawa.
Ottawa.
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June 29,
29, 1940
[E.
A. S.
1751
[E. A.
S. No.
No. 175]

44 Stat.
Stat. 565;
Stat.
49 Stat.
44
565; 49
218.
218.
10 U.
540;
10
U. S.
S. C.
C. i 540;
Supp. V,
540.
V, § 540.
Supp.
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Agreement
between the
Argentina reof America and Argentina
States of
the United States
Agreement between
specting military
military aviation
aviation instructors.
instructors. Signed
Signed June 29, 1940;
specting
effective
June 29, 1940.
effective June
Habiendo el
los
el Presidente
Presidente de los
Habiendo
The
United
of the United
President of
The President
Estados
de
America,
por
por
de
America,
States
of
America,
by
Unidos
of
Estados
virtue
by
States of America,
virtud de la autoridad
autoridad conferida
confeiida
conferred by the Act
Act virtud
the authority
authority conferred
Ley
Congreso
aprobada
el
aprobada
del
Congreso
of
Congress,
approved
May
19,
por
Ley
of Congress, approved May 19,
19
de
Mayo
de
1926
y
reformada
y
reformada
1926,
amended by an Act of 19 de Mayo de 1926
as amended
1926, as
por Ley
del Congreso
Congreso del 14 de
Ley del
Congress,
having por
Congress, May 14, 1935, having
1935, autorizado
authorized the detail of
autorizado la deof United
United Mayo
Mayo de 1935,
authorized
de oficiales
oficiales del
States Army
officers to
del Cuerpo
to signacien
signaci6n de
Army Air Corps officers
States
Ejercito de los E.E.
del Ej6rcito
Aereo del
assist the Argentine
Argentine War Depart- Aereo
ment, the
conditions are U.U.,
cooperar con el
el Minispara cooperar
the following
following conditions
U.U., para
ment,
terio de Guerra
RepAblica
la Republica
agreed between the
Ambassador terio
Guerra de la
the Ambassador
agreed
Argentina, se
se aceptan
aceptan las
las condicondiArgentine Republic
Republic at Argentina,
of the Argentine
ciones que
continuacion se exWashington, as
as representative
representative and ciones
que aa continuaci6n
Washington,
presan y
convenidas
sido convenidas
han sido
Argentine Ministry
y que
que ban
agent of the Argentine
Ministry presan
entre el
Embajador de la RepuRepfireferred to as entre
hereinafter referred
el Embajador
of War,
War, hereinafter
blica Argentina
Washington
the
and blica
Part, and
en Washington
of the
the First Part,
the Party
Party of
Argentina en
representante y
y agente del
the
Secretary of War of the como
como representante
Acting Secretary
the Acting
Guerra, de la
in RepiRepAUnited States
States of
Ministerio de Guerra
as reprerepre- Ministerio
America as
of America
United
sentative
Argentina, en adelante
adelante refesentative and agent of certain blica
blica Argentina,
rido como
como la Primera
Primera Parte
Parte conconofficers
the Air Corps, United rido
officers of the
hereinafter referred
Guerra
referred tratante
tratante yy el Ministro de Guerra
States Army, hereinafter
los Estados Unidos de
to
of the
the Second
Second Interino
Interino de los
to as the Parties of
Regular America
America como representante
representante yy
Officers of the Regular
or as
as Officers
Part or
Army of
United States
oficiales del Cuerpo
States of agente
agente de los oficiales
of the
the United
Army
have been
been detailed
detailed Aereo
Aereo del Ejercito
Ejercito de los E.E.
America who have
en
adelante
referidos
of
referidos como
Secretary
en
adelante
by
U.U.
to
duties
the
Secretary
their
to
o como los
after
War
of
United
States
after
las
Segundas
Partes
o
los
the
United
Segundas
War of
las
de
approval
of
the
compensation
oficiales
del
Ejercito
Regular
and
oficiales del Ejercito
approval of the compensation
America,
emoluments herein
los
Estados Unidos de America,
stipulated.
herein stipulated.
los Estados
emoluments
previa aprobaci6n
aprobacion de la remuneraremuneraprevia
cid% y
y emolumentos
emolumentos aqui estipulaci6n
dos.
TITULO I
I
I
TITULO
TITLE I
DUTIES AND
AND DURATION
DURATION
DUTIES

Duties and duraand duraSon.
tion.

[54 STAr.
STAT.
[54

Y DURACI6N
OBLIGACIONES Y
DURACIoN
OBLIGACIONES

1. The Parties of the Articulo
Article 1.
Arttculo 1°. Por el presente
presente conSecond Part hereby
hereby agree:
agree:
Partes se comcoralas Segundas Partes
trato las
prometen
prometen a:
a) To place at
at the disposal of
of
a) Poner a
a disposici6n
disposicitin de la
the Party of the First Part
Part all Primera Parte todos
todos sus conociconoci-
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their
y profesionales
profesionales
professional mientos
and professional
tecnicos y
technical and
mientos tecnicos
their technical
capacities, acting
acting as
actuando como
como informantes
informantes ee inas technical
technical ad- actuando
capacities,
avisrelacion a
ala
la aviavisers and
instructors with regard structores
con relaci6n
and instructors
visers
structores con
asi sean requeridos
to
aviation when
requested by ci6n
ci6n cuando
when so requested
cuando asi
to aviation
por el
el Ministro
Ministro de Guerra
Guerra de la
of War, Argentine
the
Minister of
Argentine por
the Minister
Republics Argentina;
Argentina;
Republic;
Repfblica
Republic;
b)
Asesorar al Comandante
Comandante de
b) To
Commanding
the Commanding
b) Asesorar
To advise the
b)
Aviacion de Ejercito
Ejercito cooperando
cooperando
Officer
of the
Forces Aviaci6n
the Army Air Forces
Officer of
con 61 en todas las materias
cooperating
with him in all mat- con
cooperating with
relativas a
a las
las mismas, prescriprescrib- relativas
ters pertaining
same, prescribto same,
ters
pertaining to
biendo
los
cursos
y cooperando
cooperando en
en
y
cursos
in
los
assisting
biendo
ing
the
courses
and
assisting
the
and
the
courses
ing
is instruccion;
la
instrucci6n;
instruction;
instruction;
c)
A instruir
instruir personalmente
personalmente en
c) A
personally in
c) To
in
instruct personally
To instruct
c)
sus caracteres
profesores de
caracteres de profesores
as instructors
instructors of sus
their capacities
capacities as
their
bombardeo, de
tiro aereo,
a6reo, de
de tiro
bombing, aerial
aerial bombardeo,
gunnery, aerial
aerial gunnery,
bombing,
tactics a6rea,
aerea, de vuelo
vuelo a
a ciegas
ciegas
tactics, blind and night flying and tactica
tactics,
ynocturno
nocturno y
yde
de navegacion,
tanto
navegaci6n, tanto
navigation,
as regards
theory y
both theory
regards both
navigation, as
en la
is parts
te6rica como
como en vuelo,
parte te6rica
and flying,
flying, the
the students who are en
and
alumnos que
que se les designen
designen
a los
los alumnos
in aa complete a
detailed to them in
detailed
un curso
completo de las
curso completo
en un
course
dealing with
with the
subject en
the subject
course dealing
pars el
el cual
cual deberin
deberan conmaterias, para
for which
which they
they shall draw up aa materias,
for
segin
feccionar
los
programas
seem las
programas
program in
accordance with the feccionar los
in accordance
program
directivas
del
Comandante
de
Comandante
del
directivas
directives of
of the Commander
Commander of
directives
Aviacien.
de
Ejercito;
de
Ejercito;
Aviaci6n
the Air
Forces of the Army;
Air Forces
the
d) Cumplir
sin restricci6n
restricci6n
Cumplir sin
d)
d)
To obey
without any reserobey without
d) To
alguna,
excepts
las
obligaciones
obligaciones
las
excepto
alguna,
be
may
as
such
vations except
except
vations
que les
lea imponen
imponen sus juramentos
juramentos
required
required by the obligations
obligations of their que
como oficiales
oficiales del Ejercito
Ejercito de los
oaths as
officers of the
the United como
as officers
oaths
E.E.U.U., las
las 6rdenes
6rdenes del servicio
States Army,
the E.E.U.U.,
orders of the
the orders
Army, the
States
quo se
se los
impartan por
Minisel Minispor el
les impartan
to que
service which may be given to
service
representro de
Guerra o
debido represensu debido
o su
de Guerra
them
the Minister
of War or
or tro
Minister of
by the
them by
tante, relativas
relativas al
desempefio de
al desempefio
his lawful
deputy, relative to the tante,
lawful deputy,
his
sus funciones.
contrazio
Caso contrario
funciones. Caso
In sus
performances of their duties. In
performances
faculta a
a la
is Primers
Parte para
pars
Primera Parts
case
of noncompliance
noncompliance with this faculta
case of
cancelar el
el presente
presents contrato en
en
provision
the Party
of the
First cancelar
the First
Party of
provision the
el
establece
las
condiciones
establece
que
condiciones
Part shall
shall be
empowered to
cancel las
to cancel
be empowered
Part
Articulo
tr;
9°;
Articulo
the
present
contract,
under
the
the present contract, under
conditions set
set forth
forth in
in Article
9;
Article 9;
conditions
e) Las
Segundas Partes parLas Segundas
e)
Second
the
of
Parties
e)
The
Second
The
e)
ticiparin en
vuelos que
que sean
los vuelos
en los
Part shall
shall participate
participate in
in such
air ticiparAn
such air
Part
el cumplimiento
cumplimiento
pars el
necesarios pars
flights
may be
be required
required in the necesarios
as may
flights as
y con la conobligaciones y
sus obligaciones
de sus
performance
of their
duties; pro- de
their duties;
performance of
de que
que el Gobierno
Gobierno ArgenArgondici6n de
vided further,
further, that
that the
the Argentine
Argentine dicien
vided
a dispositino pondra
pondra, aeroplanos
aeroplanos a
air- tino
Government
shall place
place an
an airGovernment shall
cion de
Segundas Partes
pars
Partes pars
las Segundas
de las
plane
their disposal
such ci6n
for such
disposal for
at their
plane at
efectuar
los
vuelos
peri6dicos
que
que
peri6dicos
vuelos
periodic
as may
be rere- efectuar los
may be
flights as
periodic flights
sean
necesarios
pars
mantener
sus
mantener
para
quired
as sean necesarios
status as
their status
maintain their
to maintain
quired to
lo
como
entrenamientos
de
como
pilotos
de
entrenamientos
pilots
under United
United States Army
pilots under
requieran
los
Reglamentos
del
del
Reglamentos
los
requieran
Regulations.
In making flights
Regulations. In
de los
los E.E.TJ.U.
efecAl efecE.E.U.U. Al
Ejercito de
no liability
liability is
is assumed
assumed by the Ejercito
no
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Parties of the Second
for
Second Part
Part for
damage
damage caused
caused to
equipment, or
to equipment,
or
for death or injury
injury to others
inothers incident to any accident
accident in
in which
which
he may be involved
involved under
under the
the
provisions of this contract.
contract.

The senior officer
officer will assure
assure
normally
normally the direct
relations with
with
direct relations
the Minister of War,
the Chief
Chief of
of
War, the
Staff of the Army and
the
Comand the Commanding Officer of the Air Force.
Force.

Ante,
Ante, p. 1813.

Suspension or terSuspension
mination in event of
of
hostilities.
hostilities.

Services of personServices
person
nel of
of other foreign
foreign
governments, restricgovernments,
restrition.
tion.

Article 2. This agreement
agreement shall
shall
continue in effect for a
a period
period of
one year from the date of its
its
signature and shall supersede
the
supersede the
agreement
agreement signed September
September 12,
12,
1939.'
1939.1
Article 3. The present
present agreeagreement is subject to extension
by
extension by
mutual consent
consent at its expiration
expiration
for aaperiod of one year.
Article 4.
4. It
It is agreed
agreed that
that the
the
services to be rendered
by the
rendered by
the
Parties of the Second Part,
set
Part, as
as set
forth in Article 1, may be
susbe suspended in the event that any of
of
the armed forces of Argentina
enArgentina engage in activities other than those
those
normally carried on during
during times
times
It is agreed
of peace. It
agreed further
further
that in case of war being declared
declared
Argentine Republic
between the Argentine
Republic
and any other nation,
or
nation, or between
between
the United
United States and
other
and any
any other
nation, the present
present agreement
agreement may
may
be terminated, subject to the
rethe return of the officers, their families
families
and household effects
effects to the United
States, as indicated
indicated in Articles 13,
14, 15, 16 and 19.
19.

Article 5. It
Article
It is stipulated
stipulated and
agreed
agreed that while the Parties of
the Second Part shall be employed
employed

[54 STAT.
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tuar vuelos
vuelos las
Partes no
las Segundas
Segundas Partes
no
asumen responsabilidad
responsabilidad alguna
alguna
por dafos
dailos causados al equipo
equipo o
opor
por
dafios
daiios o
o muerte a
a otros
otros como
como
resultado de cualquier
resultado
cualquier accidente
accidente
en que tomen parte
parte dentro de
de las
las
estipulaciones
estipulaciones del presente
conpresente contrato.
El oficial de mayor categoria
categoria
sera
encargado de mantener
sera el encargado
mantener
regularmente
regularmente las relaciones
con el
relaciones con
el
Ministro de Guerra, el
el Estado
Estado
Mayor
Mayor General
General del Ej6rcito
Ejercito y
y el
el
Comando
Comando de Aviacion
de Ej
Ejercito.
Aviaci6n de
rcito.
Articulo 2°.
contrato duduo2.Este contrato
rara
afio desde
rara. un año
desde la fecha de su
su
y reemplazara
firma y
reemplazara al contrato
contrato
firmado el 12 de Septiembre
firmado
Septiembre de
de
1939.
Articulo 3°. El
El presente
presente concontrato puede ser extendido
extendido por
por conconsentimiento
sentimiento mutuo
m4tuo aa su vencivencimiento,
miento, por un nuevo periodo
period° de
de
un an°.
anio.
Articulo 40.
4°. Se conviene
conviene que
que
los servicios que
que deban prestar
prestar las
Segundas Partes
Segundas
Partes segfn
seem se estaesteblece en el Articulo
Articulo 10
1° podran
podran ser
ser
suspendidos, en
en el
case de
de que
suspendidos,
el caso
que
cualquiera de las Fuerzas
cualquiera
Fuerzas Armadas
Armadas
de la Republica
Repfiblica Argentina
Argentina tome
tome
parte en otras actividades
parts
actividades que
que
aquellas que se ejercen
ejercen normalmente
mente en tiempo de paz.
paz. Se conconviene
viene ademAs
edemas que en caso de
de
declaraci6n
declaracion de guerra
guerra entre la
la
Republica Argentina
Repfiblica
y cualquiera
cualquiera
Argentina y
otra
otra naci6n,
nacion, oo entre los Estados
Unidos
Unidos y
y cualquiera
cualquiera otra
nacion,
otra naci6n,
podra considerarse
podrIt
considerarse rescindido
rescindido el
el
presente
presente contrato, disponiendose
disponi6ndose
el regreso de los oficiales, sus
sus famifamilas
y
lias y efectos personales
los
personales aa los
E.E.U.U. en la
E.E.U.U.
en
la forma
forma indicada
indicada en
los Articulos
.Art1culos 13,
13, 14, 15, 16
16 y
y 19.
19.
Articulo 50.
5°. Se
establece y
y conconSe establece
viene que durante
durante la vigencia
vigencia del
del
presente
presents contrato
contrato o
o cualquiera
cualquiera

1
I[Executive
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series No. 161.]
161.]
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under this agreement,
agreement, or any extension thereof,
thereof, the Party of the
First Part will not engage the
services of any personnel of any
any
other foreign government
government for the
contemplated
duties and
and purposes contemplated
agreement, unless expressly
expressly
by this agreement,
agreed to
Argentine
agreed
to between the Argentine
Government and the Government
Government
Government
of the United States.

prorroga
rnismo, la
Primera
del mismo,
la Primera
pr6rroga del
Parte no
no podra
podra utilizar
los servicios
Parte
utilizar los
servicios
de
personal alguno
de otros
otros gobiergobierde personal
alguno de
nos
para las
las obliganos extranjeros
extranjeros para
obligaciones y
contemplados
y propositos
prop6sitos contemplados
ciones
en este
contrato, fuera
fuera del
del caso
caso
en
este contrato,
en que
qua ello
ello sea
expresamente
en
sea expresamente
convenido por
el Gobierno
Gobiemo Argenconvenido
por el
Argentin° yel
yel Gobierno
Gobierno de
los E.E. U.U.
U.U.
tino
delosE.E.

TITLE II

TITULO
II
TITULO II

REQUISITES AND
CONDITIONS
AND CONDITIONS
REQUISITES

REQUISITOS Y
CONDICIONES
Y CONDICIONES
REQUISITOS

Requisites and
and conconRequisites
Articulo
Segundas ditions.
Article 6. The Parties of the
6°. Las
Las Segundas
Articulo 6°.
ditions.
comprometen por
Second Part hereby agree not to Partes
por el
el
Partes se
se comprometen
presente contrato
contrato a
ano
no divulgar
divulge nor by any means to dis- presente
divulgar oo
government revelar
revelar por
por ningfm
medio, cualcualningfn medio,
close to any foreign government
or person whatsoever
secreto o
oasunto
asunto confidencial
confidencial
whatsoever any secret quier
quier secreto
llegue a
aser
de su
SU conocimiento
conocimiento
ser de
or confidential
matter of which qua
que llegue
confidential matter
de
natural de
una consecuencia
consecuencia natural
cognizant as aa como
como una
they may become cognizant
opor
cualquier otro
otro
por cualquier
funciones, o
sus funciones,
natural consequence
consequence of their func- sus
que
it being medio;
quedando establecido
establecido que
medio; quedando
tions, or in any other way, it
honorablesubsistira honorablerequisito subsistira
understood
este requisito
understood that this requisite este
de buena
buena fe
aim despues
despues
fe adn
mente y
y de
honorably continues even after mente
cancelacion del
del
o cancelaci6n
vencimiento o
del vencimiento
the expiration or cancellation
cancellation of del
cualquier
contrato o
o de
de cualquier
presente contrato
the present or any other sub- presente
otro
otro subsiguiente.
subsiguiente.
sequent agreement.
agreement.
Articulo 7°.
toda la
la
Durante toda
7°. Durante
Article 7. During the entire stay Articulo
Argentina
la Repfiblica
Repfiblica Argentina
en la
estada en
in
Argentine Republic at the estada
in the
the Argentine
de la
la Primera
las
Parte, las
Primera Parte,
service
al servicio
servicio de
service of
of the Party of the First al
gozarfin de
de los
los
Partes gozaran
Segundas Partes
Part, the Parties of the Second Segundas
los reglamentos
reglamentos del
del
que los
beneficios que
Part shall be entitled to the bene- beneficios
conceden a
asus
Argentino conceden
Ejercito Argentin°
Argentine Army Ejercito
fits which the Argentine
oficiales
del
mismo
grado.
mismo
grado.
del
oficiales
officers
Regulations
provide
for
its
officers
Regulations
corresponding rank.
of corresponding
Articulo 8°.
En caso
caso de
de que
que la
la
8°. En
Article
Article 8. In case the Party of Arttculo
Primera Parte
Parte deseara
deseara que
que los
los
the
that Primera
the First Part should desire that
servicios de
de las
Segundas Partes
Partes
las Segundas
the
the services
services of the Parties of the servicios
mas alia
fueran prorrogados
prorrogados mas
all del
Second Part
extended beyond
beyond fueran
be extended
Part be
Second
period° estipulado
el Articulo
en el
Articulo
estipulado en
the period
Article 2, periodo
in Article
stipulated in
period stipulated
the
segim se
se establece
establece en
en el
el Articulo
Articulo
2° segun
Article 3, written 2°
as referred
referred to in Article
3°, debera
debera presentar
presentar una
una propuesta
propuesta
proposal to that effect must be 3°,
escrita
en
tal
sentido,
tres
meses
meses
tres
sentido,
made three
three months before the
the ex- escrita en tal
made
antes
del
vencimiento
del
presente
presente
del
vencimiento
del
piration
the present
present agreement. antes
of the
piration of

contrato.
contrato.
presente conArticulo 9°.
9°. El
El presente
conArticle
The present agree- Articulo
9. The
Article 9.
trato
puede
ser
cancelado
por
cualcualpor
ser
cancelado
puede
trato
ment
may
be
cancelled
by
either
ment may be cancelled

Canoelation
a a
Edon.

oi l

provi-

pmv-
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subject to
of the Parties subject
quiera de
de las
las dos
Partes previa
dos Partes
to thirty
thirty quiera
previa
(30)
days'
notice
in
writing
(30) days' notice in writing.
notificaci6n por escrito,
notificacion
escrito, presentada
presentada
dias de
de anticipaci6n.
anticipacion.
con treinta
treinta dias
Article
of
Article 10. For the
the purposes
A los
del
purposes of
Articulo 10°. A
los efectos
efectos del
family of
the present contract
contract the
presente contrato
the family
contrato la familia
of presente
familia de
de
an officer is
include un oficial se
is construed
construed to
to include
considera compuesta
se considera
compuesta
children. por la esposa
his wife
wife and dependent
dependent children.
de
esposa yy los
los hijos que
que de
el1edependen.
dependen.
Article 11. After
After each
each year
year of
of
Articulo 11°. Despues de cada
cada
service
Argentine Govservice with
with the
the Argentine
Gov- afio
alio de servicio
servicio con el Gobierno
Gobierno
ernment, or
or proportional
proportional part
fraccion en
en caso
de
part Argentin°,
Argentino, o
o fracci6n
caso de
contract be
be terminar
thereof, should
should this
this contract
terminar este contrato
contrato antes
antes del
del
terminated
one year,
the plazo de un
terminated prior to
to one
year, the
atio, las Segundas
un ano,
Segundas
Parties of the Second
Second Part
Part are
are inin- Partes tendran
tendran derecho
derecho a
a un mes
mes
dividually entitled
entitled to
to one
one month's
month's de
licencia, oo fraccion
de licencia,
fracci6n proporproporleave or proportional part thereof
thereof cional, con
con goce
goce de
de sueldo.
sueldo.
with pay.
pay.
Article 12.
12. The leave cited
cited in
in
12°. De
la licencia
menArticulo 1°.
De la
licencia menthe preceding
preceding Article
Article may be spent
spent cionada
cionada en el articulo
articulo precedente
precedents
in
subject to
the se podra,
in foreign
foreign countries, subject
to the
podra hacer uso en el extranextranstanding instructions of the United
United jero, sujeto
sujeto aa las instrucciones
instrucciones
States War Department
Department concernconcern- vigentes
vigentes del Ministerio de Guerra
Guerra
ing visits to
foreign
countries.
to foreign countries. In
In de
acerca de
de las
las vide los E.E.U.U.
E.E.U.U. acerca
viall cases, a
a previously
previously written
written sitas a
paises extranjeros.
extranjeros. En
En totoa paises
application, containing
containing full
full details,
details, dos los
casos serf
sera menester
menester formuformulos casos
addressed
addressed to the appropriate
appropriate ArAr- lar un pedido
pedido previo
previo por escrito
escrito
gentine Army authority, will
will be
be conteniendo
conteniendo todos
los detalles,
todos los
detalles, aa
portions of
of la autoridad
necessary. Unused
Unused portions
autoridad militar
argentina comilitar argentina
cosuch leave including that deriving
deriving rrespondiente.
de
rrespondiente. Las
Las licencias
licencias de
from the previous individual
individual con- que no han
han hecho uso y
y las que
que
tracts shall be cumulative
cumulative from
from deriven de los previos contratos
contratos
year
year to
to year.
year.
individuales
acumularse
individuales podran
podran acumularse
de un afio aa otro.

Compensations.
Compensations.
Ante,
p. 2320.
Ante, p.
2320.

III
TITLE III

TITULO III
III
TITULO

COMPENSATIONS
COMPENSATIONS

REMUNERACI6N DE
REMIINERACI6N
DE S
ERVICIOS
SERVICIOS

Article 13. For the
the services
services
inArticle
specified in
Article 1
1of this contract
contract
the officers of the
Army of
of
the Regular
Regular Army
the United States of America shall
shall
receive from the Argentine
Argentine Government
ernment such monthly
monthly compensacompensation in pesos,
pesos, national money, of
of
legal tender, as may be agreed upon between the Governments
Governments of
of
the United States and the Argentine Republic for each
each individual
individual
officer.
officer.

° . Por
Articulo
13°.
Por los
los servicios
servicios
Articulo 13
especificados
especificados en el Articulo
Articulo 1° del
presente
presents contrato,
contrato, los
oficiales del
del
los oficiales
Ejercito
Ejercito de los E.E.U.U.
E.E.U.U. recibiran del Gobierno Argentin°
Argentino una
remuneraci6n mensual
remuneracion
mensual en pesos
moneda nacional
nacional de
de curso
curs° legal
legal
moneda
segfn se convenga entre los Gobierseem
nos
Estados Unidos
de
nos de los
los Estados
Unidos y
y de
la Repfiblica
RepAblica Argentina
Argentina para
para cada
cada
oficiaL
oficial.
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The said salary shall be payable
on the last day of each month, it
being hereby stipulated that neicompensation nor
ther said compensation
nor the pay
pay
and allowances which they receive
from the Government
Government of the
United States, shall
subject to
to
shall be
be subject
any Argentine
Government tax
Argentine Government
force, and that if any other
now in
in force,
other
tax
tax or
or taxes
taxes are imposed by the
Argentine Government,
Argentine
Government, the compensation shall be
be so
so increased
increased as
to cover this taxation.
Article
Article 14. The compensation
compensation
set forth in Article 13 shall begin
begin
from the date of signature of this
this
agreement in the case of such
officers as may be in the ArgenArgenofficers
tine Republic at that time, and
in the case of any newly assigned
assigned
officer shall begin on the date of
officer
traveling by
leaving New York, traveling
compensation shall consea. The compensation
tinue until the termination
termination of this
contract, plus the time required
contract,
to travel by the usual sea route
from Buenos Aires to New York,
plus such additional time as may
cover the leave periods.
Article
15. The
The Party of the
Article 15.
First
First Part will furnish the extransportation if necespenses of transportation
sary
sary byland
byland and sea of the Parties
of
of the
the Second
Second Part, their families,
household effects and baggage,
baggage,
including
automobile, in
in advance,
advance,
including automobile,
the officers
officers and their families
the
being
furnished with
first-class
with first-class
being furnished
accommodations.
accommodations.
Article
allowance as
Article 16. Such allowance
may be agreed upon will be provided
in advance
Argentine
by the
the Argentine
advance by
vided in
Government
to cover
cover expenses
expenses
Government to
arising
changing the resifrom changing
arising from
dence
and
of any
any additional officer and
dence of
his
proceed to the
his family as may proceed

Esos salarios
salarios seran pagados
pagados el
dltimo
dItimo dia de cada
cada mes, siendo
entendido
en tendido que dicha remuneraci6n
remuneraci6n
y is
reciban del Gobierno
Gobiemo de
y
la que reciban
serin gravadas
los E.E.U.U.
E.E.U.U. no
no serAn
gravadas
con ningCm
con
ningin impuesto del
del Gobierno
Argentino en vigor al presente
presente y
y
Argentino
Gobiemo
que si se aprobara
aprobara por el Gobierno
Argentino un impuesto o
oimpuesArgentino
remuneraci6n sera
sere aumentaaumentatos, is
la remuneraci6n
pars cubrir tales impuestos.
da para

Articulo
El goce
goce de
de la
is
Articulo 14°.
14 °. El
rerauneracion estipulada en el
remuneraci6n
Articulo 13° comenzara
comenzara el dia
Articulo
is firma de este contrato en
de la
caso de
oficiales estude que los oficiales
el caso
vieran en ese
is ReRevieran
ese tiempo
tiempo en la
pfiblica Argentina;
pfiblica
Argentina; en el caso de
is designaci6n
designacion de un
ma nuevo oficial
la
goes de is
remuneracion emla remuneraci6n
el goce
pezara, el
Banda de
Nueva
el din
dia de salida
de Nueva
pezara
York viajando
viajando por mar. La
York
remuneraci6n continuara
continuara hasta la
is
remuneraci6n
terminacion de este contrato mAs
más
terminaci6n
tiempo necesario
necesario para el viaje
viaje
el tiempo
por
is ruta
ruts maritima
maritima ordinaria de
por la
Buenos Aires
Nueva York,
Aires aa Nueva
Buenos
agregando
correspondiente a
a los
la correspondiente
agregando is
periodos de licencia.
licencia.
periodos
.Articulo
Primera Parte
Articulo 15°.
156. La Primera
pagara, los gastos
ga,stos necesarios
necesarios de
pagara
transports por mar y
y por tierra
tierra aa
transporte
Ejdrcito de los
los oficiales
oficiales del Ejercito
E.E.U.U., sus
sus familias, sus efectos
E.E.U.U.,
personales, incluyendo
incluyendo el automoautom6personales,
vil,
proveyendoadelantado, proveyendovil, por adelantado,
selos
primers
selos siempre
siempre de
de pasajes de primera
clase.
clase.
Artieulo 16°.
Una bonificaci6n
bonificacion
16". Una
Articulo
cuyo
seth
convendra serA
cuyo monto se convendre,
provista
el
por adelantado
adelantado por el
provista por
Gobiemo Argentino
Argentino para
pars corncomGobierno
pensar
los gastos
originados por
por
pensar los
gastos originados
cambio
residencia de las Secambio de residencia
gundas
ysus
sus familia-R,
si un
un
familias, si
gundas Parte,s
Partes y
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la
nuevo oficial
oficial fuera
fuera enviado
enviado a
a la
Argentine Republic
Republic under
Argentine
under this
this nuevo
Rep
ablica Argentina
Argentina de
de acuerdo
acuerdo
Repfblica
contract.
contract.
a
contrato.
a este contrato.
Article 17.
cases of
cancel17°. Los
Los casos
casos de
de canArticulo
Article
17. The
The cases
17°.
of cancelcanlation
en
el
Artilation mentioned
mentioned in
in Article
Article 9
9 shall celacion
celaci6n mencionados
mencionados en el Articompensated as follows:
culo
compensados en la
be compensated
culo 9° seran compensados
siguiente forma:
siguiente
a) The
The United States
States may, if
if
rea) Si los Estados
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, rethe public
public interest
interest so requires,
requires, queridos por su inter&
pfiblico,
inter6s piblico,
recall at any time any or all of ordena el regreso en
cualquier tiemen cualquier
the officers,
officers, substituting
substituting for them po
po de uno
uno o
o de todos los oficiaoficiaother officers acceptable
acceptable to the les,
sustituyendolos por
les, sustituy4ndolos
por otros,
otros, de
Argentine Government,
Government, all
Argentine
all exex- acuerdo
acuerdo con el Gobierno
Gobierno Argentin°;
Argentino;
originados por
por
penses in
in connection
connection therewith
therewith todos
todos los gastos originados
incumbent upon the Govern- este
being incumbent
motivo corresponderan
corresponderAn al
este motivo
ment of the United States
States of Gobierno de los Estados
Unidos de
Estados Unidos
America. If
If on
on the request of America.
America. Si por
pedido del
por el
el pedido
the Argentine
Argentine Government,
Government, any
any Gobierno Argentino
Argentino alguno
alguno de los
officers is recalled
of the
the officers
recalled for due oficiales
oficiales es llamado aa su pals por
por
cause other
the termitermi- otra causa que
or just
just cause
other than
than the
quo la terminaci6n
terminacion de
nation of his services or
or illness, all sus servicios
servicios o
o enfermedad,
enfermedad, todos
todos
expenses connected
connected with the
the rere- los
los gastos
relacionados
gastos relacionados con
con este
este
turn shall be incumbent
incumbent upon the
the retorno, si hubiera justa
justa causa,
United
United States
States of
of America.
America.
incumben al Gobierno
Gobierno de los
incumben
los Estados
Unidos de America.
America.
tados Unidos
b)
b) If
If cancellation
cancellation of this
this conpropuesta de
cancelab) Si la propuesta
de cancelatract be effected
effected on the request
request of ci6n fuera
fuera presentada
presentada a
apedido
pedido de
the
United States
America, all los
America,
the United
States of
of America,
los Estados
Estados Unidos de America,
expenses
offi- todos los gastos
regreso de
expenses of
of the return of
of the offigastos para
para el regreso
cers
cers and all effects
y sus efectos
efectos persoeffects thereof
thereof to the
the los
los oficiales y
United States
United
States shall be
be borne
borne by the
the nales seran satisfechos
satisfechos por el
el Gobierno de los
Estados Unidos
Government of the United States bierno
Government
los Estados
Unidos de
de
of
America; should
cancellation America;
of America;
should cancellation
America; si la propuesta
propuesta de caninitiative of the celacion
be effected
effected on
on the initiative
pedido del
celaci6n se efectuara
efectuara aapedido
del
Argentine Government,
Government, or
Argentine
or as
as a
a Gobierno
Argentino, o
Gobierno Argentino,
o como resulresult of war
war between
between the
the ArgenArgen- tado
guerra entre
Retado de
de una
una guerra
entre la Retine
Republic and a
gov- pfblica
tine Republic
a foreign
foreign govp4blica Argentina
y un Gobierno
Argentina y
Gobierno
ernment or as the
the result
result of the
the extranjero
extranjero oo como resultado
resultado de
contingency
contingency envisaged
envisaged in Article los casos previstos en el Articulo
4,
Argentine Government
Government shall
4, the Argentine
shall 4°,
gastos estaran
4°, todos los
los gastos
estaran aa
bear
bear these
these costs.
costs.
Argentino.
cargo del Gobierno
Gobierno Argentino.
Article 18.
18. The
The Party of
of the
the
Articulo 18°. La Primers
Primera Parte
First Part will not provide for
for no
otorgara
por
is
licencia anual
anual
no otorgara por la licencia
annual
annual leave any additional
additional al- ninguna
remuneracion
o
bonificaninguna remuneraci6n o bonificacompensation further
lowance or compensation
further ci6n
eke adicional,
aclicional, salvo
la estipulada
estipulada
salvo la
than that stipulated in Article
Article 13 en el Articulo
Articulo 13° y
y mencionada
mencionada
and mentioned in Article 14.
Articulo 14°.
en el Artfculo
14°.
°..La
Article 19.
19. The additional
additional alalArticulo 19
19°
bonificacion
Articulo
La bonificaci6n
lowance of Article
lowance
Article 16 for
for the adicional
adicional del
Articulo 16° otordel Articulo
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Parties of the Second Part shall be
Parties
paid by the Party of
First
of the First
departure from presPart prior to departure
ent station in the United
United States
proceeding
traveled
proceeding by the usual traveled
route.
Article
household efArticle 20. The household
fects, personal
personal effects, and baggage,
automobile, of
an automobile,
gage, including an
the Parties of the Second Part
and their families, shall be exempt
exempt
from customs duties in the Argencustoms
tine Republic, or if such customs
duties are imposed and required,
an equivalent additional
additional allowance to cover such charge shall
be paid by the Argentine Government.
compensation
Article
Article 21. The compensation
for transportation
transportation and traveling
traveling
expenses in the Argentine
Argentine RepubRepubnecessitated by the Argentine
lic necessitated
Argentine
official business in compliance
compliance
with Article 1
1 will be provided
provided
according to conditions specified
specified
in Article 7.
Article
22. a) Should any of the
Article 22.
Parties of the Second Part become
become
ill, he shall be cared for by the
Argentine Government
such
Argentine
Government in such
hospital, after consultation,
consultation, as
hospital,
may be considered
considered suitable; any
officer
perform his duofficer unable to perform
reason of long continued
ties by reason
physical disability shall be
changed.
changed.

b) If any of the Parties of the
Second Part, or one of his family,
Argentine Reshould die in the Argentine
public
present or any
any
public while the present
agreement is in
extension of this agreement
force, the
the Party of the First
First Part
force,
shall
have
the
body
transported
to
transported
shall have the body
such
place
in
as
States
the
United
place
such
Should
the family may decide. Should
Parties
be any
any of
of the Parties
deceased be
the deceased
agreement
of the Second Part this agreement
will be considered terminated
terminated with
193470*-41—Pr.
--- 69
193470--41-rP. n-69
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gada a
Segundas Partes sera
gad
a las Segundas
pagada
pagada por la Primera
Primera Parte
Parte por
por
adelantado yy antes de la salida
adelantado
salida
de su actual
residencia oficial
actual residencia
oficial en
los Estados Unidos por la ruta
ordinaria.
ordinaria.
Articulo
mobiliario, los
Articulo 20°.
20° . El mobiliario,
los
efecto personales,
efecto
personales, el equipaje, incluyendo un autom6vil
automovil de las
cluyendo
Segundas
Segundas Partes yy sus familias,
estaran
derechos aduaestaran libres de derechos
neros en la Republica
Argentina;
Repiblica Argentina;
pero si tales derechos fueran
fueran impuestos y
y exigidos, la Primera
Parte abonara
abonara una bonificacien
bonificaci6n
adicional
cubrir
equivalente para cubrir
adicional equivalente
dicho
•
i
dicho gasto.
Articulo
compensacien
Articulo 21°. La compensaci6n
viaje
transporte y
y gastos de viaje
por transporte
RepAblica Argentina,
Argentina, origien la Repfblica
nada por comisiones
comisiones oficiales en
nada
curnplimiento
cumplimiento del Articulo 1° sera
otorgada de acuerdo
acuerdo con las concliciones
especificadas en el Artidiciones especificadas
culo 70.
7°.
Articulo 22°.
22°. a)
que
a) En
En caso de que
Articulo
las
Segundas Partes
alguna de
Partes oo alguna
las Segundas
ellas contrayesen
alguna enfermeenfenneellas
contrayesen alguna
dad,
seran
hospitalizadas
dad, ser6n hospitalizadas por el
Gobierno Argentino
en el
el lugar
lugar
Argentino en
Gobierno
quo se
considere apropiado,
apropiado, previa
se considere
que
consulta; cualquier
oficial incapacualquier oficial
consulta;
citado de cumplir con sus obligacitado
ciones por razones de continuada
continuada
ciones
imposibilidad
imposibilidad fisica debera ser
cambiado.
cambiado.
6) Si
Segundas
Si alguna
alguna de las Segundas
b)
Partes o
ocualquier
cualquier miembro de su
an
familia llegara
llegara a
afallecer en la Refamilia
pfiblica Argentina
Argentina durante
durante el tiempo
contrato o
o cualque este contrato
po en quo
quiera
de sus pr6rrogas
prerrogas este
en
est6 en
quiera de
vigor,
Parte tomara las
la Primers
Primera Parte
vigor, is
medidas necesarias
necesarias para
pars que
quo el
medidas
cuerpo sea
lugar
al lugar
sea transportado
transportado al
cuerpo
quo decida
decida
Estados Unidos que
de los Estados
la
familia. En
En caso de ser el
la familia.
fallecido
alguna de las Segundas
fallecido alguna

Ante, p.
p. 2320.
2320.
Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 2323.
2323.
Ante,
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reference
fifteen days after
to him fifteen
reference to
his death,
death, and
and compensation
compensation will
will
his
be provided
as specified
Articles
specified in Articles
provided as
be
13,
and 20, payable
19 and
15, 16, 19
13, 14, 15,
to
Party of the
of the
the Party
widow of
to the
the widow
other person who
or other
Part or
Second Part
may
writing by
in writing
designated in
be designated
may be
the
the Party of the Second Part any
time
continuance of
time during the continuance
this contract, provided such widow
person will not be comor other person
leave of
pensated for the accrued leave
the
deceased,
provided
further
further
and
the deceased,
that
these
compensations
be
paid
that these compensations
within fifteen days of the death of
the Party
Part.
the Second
Second Part.
of the
Party of
the
•
Signatures.

Article
faith whereof,
whereof, the
23. In faith
Article 23.
undersigned, being duly authorundersigned,
present agreement
agreement
ized, sign the present
duplicate, each one
in two texts in duplicate,
in the Spanish and English languages, this twenty-ninth
twenty-ninth day of
June,
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty,
June, nineteen
in Washington,
Washington, D. C., United
States of America.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
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considerara
Partes este contrato se considerath
a
su
respecto
terminado
quince
respecto terminado quince
a
despues del deceso y
y las comdias despues
pensaciones y
y remuneraciones
remuneraciones que
pensaciones
especificadas
se otorga,rAn
otorgaran seran las especificadas
16, 19 y
y
en los Articulos 13, 14, 15, 16,
20,
a la viuda oo cual20, pagaderos
pagaderos a
designada por
por
persona designada
quier otra
otra persona
Partes en
escrito por las Segundas Partes
cualquier
cualquier momento durante la
vigencia de este contrato,
contrato, siempre
vigencia
que la viuda o
ola persona designada
designada
no
este compensada
compensada por la licencia
licencia
no est6
proporcional
corresponderia al
proporcional que corresponderia
fallecido y
yestipulandose
estipulandose que estas
fallecido
remuneraciones seran
serail pagadas
pagadas denremuneraciones
tro
quince
ocurrida
dias
de ocurrida
de
los
quince
tro
la muerte
muerte del oficial.
Articulo
Articulo 23°. En testimonio de
que, los abajo
abajo firmados,
todo lo que,
estando debidamente
debidamente autorizados,
autorizados,
estando
presente contrato
contrato en dos
firman el presente
textos por duplicado,
duplicado, cada uno en
textos
veinespafiol eeingles, hoy veinidioma espariol
novecientineuve de junio de mil novecientos cuarenta
cuarenta en Washington,
Washington, D. C.,
Estados Unidos de America.
Estados

LOUIS
JOHNSON
LOUis JOHNSON
FELIPE
A ESPIL
ESPIL
FELIPE A
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and Brazil
Brazil respecting
States of
of America and
Agreement between
Agreement
between the
the United
United States
respecting
Effected by
of official
exchange
exchange of
official publications.
publications. Effected
by exchange
exchange of
of notes
notes signed
signed
effective June
June 24,
24, 1940.
1940.
June 15 and
and 24, 1940;
1940; effective

2329

June
24, 1940
940
June 15
15 and 24,
IS. A. S.. No. 1768
176)

ad
IE.A. No.

The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
The
(Hull) to
(Martins)
to the Brazilian
Brazilian Ambassador
Ambassador (Martins)
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
Washington, June
June 15,
15, 1940
Washington,
1940

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
of April
note of
I
the Department's
April 20,
20,
to refer
refer to
to the
Department's note
have the
the honor
honor to
I have
1940 1 and
regarding the
the exchange
of official
official
1940
and previous
previous correspondence
correspondence regarding
exchange of
publications.
publications.
It gives me pleasure
It
pleasure to
Excellency that
the Governto inform
inform Your
Your Excellency
that the
Government of
United States
America will
will be
glad to
to undertake
ment
of the
the United
States of
of America
be glad
undertake aa
complete
of official
official publications
publications with
with the
of the
the
complete exchange
exchange of
the Government
Government of
United States
States of
of Brazil
with the
the followUnited
Brazil to
to be
be conducted
conducted in
in accordance
accordance with
following provisions:
office for
for the
the transmission
of publicapublica1. The
The official
official exchange
exchange office
transmission of
tions of
of the
the United
United States
is the
the Smithsonian
Institutions
States of
of America
America is
Smithsonian Institution. The
official exchange
the part
States
tion.
The official
exchange office
office on
on the
part of
of the
the United
United States
Nacional do
of Brazil is
is the
the Instituto Nacional
do Livro.
2. The
publications exchanged
shall be
behalf of
of
be received
received on
on behalf
exchanged shall
2.
The publications
the United
United States
States of
America by
Library of
of Congress;
Congress; on
on
by the
the Library
the
of America
behalf of
of the
United States of
Brazil by the
Instituto Nacional
Nacional
of Brazil
the Institute
behalf
the United
do Livro.
Livro.
do
3.
Government of
of the
States of
of America
America shall
the United
United States
shall
3. The
The Government
furnish regularly
copy a
afull
set of
the official
official publications
publications
furnish
regularly in
in one
one copy
full set
of the
of its
its several
branches, departments,
departments, bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
offices, and
and instiinstiseveral branches,
of
tutions.
A list
of such
with an indication
indication of
of
list of
such instrumentalities
instrumentalities with
tutions. A
their
principal serial
publications to
to be
included in
in the
the exchange
exchange
their principal
serial publications
be included
shall be extended
extended to include,
is attached
attached (List No. 1).
1).22 This
This list shall
without the
necessity of
subsequent negotiation,
instruwithout
the necessity
of subsequent
negotiation, any
any new
new instrumentalities
create in the future.
mentalities that the
the Government
Government may
may create
future.
4. The
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
Brazil shall furnish
United States
States of Brazil
furnish
regularly
official publications
publications of
of its
its
regularly in
in one
one copy
copy aa full
full set
set of
of the
the official
several branches,
offices, and
and institutions.
several
branches, departments,
departments, bureaus,
bureaus, offices,
institutions.
A
of such
instrumentalities with
indication of
prinwith an
an indication
of their
their prinA list
list of
such instrumentalities
cipal serial
serial publications
publications to
to be
be included
included in
in the
the exchange
exchange is
attached
is attached
cipal
(List
No. 2).
2).33 This
This list
list shall
be extended
to include,
without the
include, without
shall be
extended to
(List No.
necessity
subsequent negotiation,
any new
new instrumentalities
instrumentalities
necessity of
of subsequent
negotiation, any
that the
the Government
may create
create in
in the
the future.
future.
Government may
that
5. With
respect to
at this
this time
time do
do not
not
which at
instrumentalities which
to instrumentalities
5.
With respect
attached
issue publications
publications and
and which are not
mentioned in the attached
not mentioned
issue
lists, it
it is
issue in
which they may issue
that publications
publications which
is understood
understood that
lists,
the
future shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished in
in one
one copy.
copy.
the future
6. Neither
shall be
by this
agreement
this agreement
be obligated
obligated by
Government shall
6.
Neither Government
to
furnish confidential
publications, blank
forms, or
or circular
circular
blank forms,
confidential publications,
to furnish
letters not
not of
of a
public nature.
nature.
a public
letters
I
1[Not printed.]
printed.]
*[See
[See p. 2331.]
2331.]
1[For
furnished by the
Brazilian Government, see p. 2338.]
the Brazilian
[For list
list as
as furnished

2

Agreement
U.. S.
Agreement by IL

by
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7. Each party to the agreement
agreement shall
the postal,
postal, railroad,
railroad,
shall bear the
steamship, and other charges
charges arising in its own country.
country.
8. Both parties express their willingness
as far
far as
to
willingness as
as possible
possible to
expedite shipments.
9. This agreement
agreement shall
shall not be understood
understood to modify
the
modify the
already existing exchange agreements
agreements between
between the various GovGovernment
ernment departments
departments and instrumentalities
instrumentalities of the two
two countries.
countries.
Upon the receipt
receipt of a
note from
Excellency indicating
indicating that
that
a note
from Your
Your Excellency
Government of the United States of Brazil
the Government
Brazil is
is prepared to underundertake aa complete exchange
exchange of official publications
the GovernGovernpublications with the
ment of the United States of America
America in accordance
foregoing
accordance with
with the foregoing
agreement shall be considered
provisions, the agreement
considered to be concluded
in
concluded and in
effect as of the date
date of such
such note from Your
Your Excellency.
Excellency.
renewed assurances
Accept, Excellency, the renewed
conassurances of my
my highest consideration.
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Enclosures:
Enclosures:
1. List No. 1.
1.
2. List No. 2.

His Excellency
Excellency
CARLOS M
ARTINS,
CARLOS
MARTINS,
Ambassador of
Ambassador
of Brazil.
Brazil.

The Brazilian
Brazilian Ambassador
Ambassador (Martins)
of State
(Hull)
(Martins) to the Secretary
Secretary of
State (Hull)
EMBAIXADA DOS
EMBAIXADA
DOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DO
DO BRASIL
BRASIL
N° 109/471.
No
109/471. (42)
(42) (22)
(22)
de Junho
Junho de
1940.
Washington, em
em 24
24 de
de 1940.

SENHOR SECRETARIO
SECRETARIO DE
DE ESTADO,
ESTADO,
SENHOR

Tenho a
a honra de acusar recebimento
recebimento da nota de Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia
de 15 de Junho corrente relativa
relativa A
Atroca
troca de publicacoes
publicaeOes oficiais
oficiais entre
entre
ooBrasil eeos Estados
Estados Unidos da
da America.
America.
2. Informa
o Govern°
Governo americano concorda
Informa Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia que o
concorda na
na
referida
referida troca sujeita as
As disposigoes
disposigdes estabelecidas
pelo texto
texto da
conestabelecidas pelo
da convenqao incluso na mesma nota de Vossa Excelencia,
vened°
Excelencia, sendo apenas
apenas
necessario
entrada em vigor
necesskrio para aa entrada
vigor dessa
que o
o Governo
Govern°
dessa convenctio
convencao que
brasileiro por meu intermedio
intermedio indique estar igualmente
igualmente de
de acerdo
ac6rdo
nessa troca.
3. Em resposta, comunico
comunico aa Vossa
Excelencia, usando
usando dos
dos plenos
plenos
Vossa Excelencia,
a mim conferidos,
conferidos, que o
o Govmrno
poderes a
Govern() dos Estados Unidos do
Brasil concorda
concorda na troca em questao,
questa°, submetida
submetida as disposicoes
disposigoes da
da
convencao
eonvencAo incluida por Vossa Excelencia
sua citada
citada nota.
ExcelAncia em sua
nota.
oportunidade para renovar
Aproveito a
a oportunidade
renovar aa Vossa
Vossa ExcelAncia
Excelencia os
os
protestos da minha mais alta consideragio.
consideragao.
CARLOS M
MARTINS
ARTINS PEREIRA
PEREIRA E
E SOUsA
SOUSA

A Sua
A
Sua Excelencia
Senhor CORDELL
CORDELL H
ULL,
Excelencia o
o Senhor
HULL,
Secretdrio de Estado
Seeretdrio
Unidos da America.
dos Estados Unidos
Anzirica.
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[Translation]
[Translationl
EMBASSY
UNITED STATES
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF BRAZIL
BRAZIL

No. 109/471.
109/471. (42) (22)
(22)

Washington,
June 24,
24, 1940.
1940.
Washington, June

MR.
M R. S
ECRETARY OF
OF STATE:
STATE:
SECRETARY

I have
the honor to acknowledge
Agreement
Excellency's note BA
I
have the
acknowledge receipt of Your
Your Excellency's
gl.e e m e n t
Brazil.
of
June 15 instant relative to the exchange
of June
exchange of
official publications
publications
of official
between
between Brazil
Brazil and the United States
States of
of America.
America.
2. Your Excellency
Excellency advises that the
Government agrees
agrees
the American
American Government
to
the said exchange subject
to the
subject to the provisions
provisions established
by the
the text
established by
text
convention included
of the convention
included in Your Excellency's
Excellency's note,
note, it
being necesnecesit being
sary in order that this convention
convention may
sary
may enter
force merely
merely for
the
enter into
into force
for the
Brazilian Government,
Government, through
me, to
indicate that
likewise agrees
agrees
through me,
to indicate
that it
it likewise
to this exchange.
exchange.
3. In
I inform Your Excellency,
In reply, I
exercising the
the full
powers
Excellency, exercising
full powers
conferred
Government of
conferred on me, that the Government
the United
States of
of the
United States
of Brazil
Brazil
agrees to the exchange in question,
agrees
question, subject
subject to
to the
the provisions
the
provisions of
of the
convention
Excellency in
convention included by Your Excellency
note.
in the
the above-mentioned
above-mentioned note.
IItake the occasion to renew
renew to
the assurances
of
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurances of
my highest consideration.
consideration.
CARLOS MARTINS
CARLOS
M ARTINS PEREIRA
PEREIRA E
SOUSA
E SOUSA

His
Excellency CORDELL
His Excellency
CORDELL HULL,
HULL,
Secretary of
Secretary
State
of State
United States
of the United
States of
America.
of America.

LIST NO.
NO. 1
1
LIST
OF BRANCHES,
BRANCHES, DEPARTMENTS,
LIST OF
DEPARTMENTS, BUREAUS,
OFFICES, AND
AND INSTIINSTIBUREAUS, OFFICES,
TUTIONS OF
THE GOVERNMENT
OF THE
TUTIONS
OF THE
GOVERNMENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS OF
OF W
WHICH
THE
HICH ARE
ARE TO
TO BE
FURNISHED IN
BE FURNISHED
IN ACCORDACCORDANCE
WITH
THE AGREEMENT
FOR THE
ANCE W
ITH THE
AGREEMENT FOR
EXCHANGE OF
OFFICIAL
THE EXCHANGE
OF OFFICIAL
PUBLICATIONS
BETWEEN THE
THE GOVERNMENT
PUBLICATIONS BETWEEN
GOVERNMENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF
AMERICA AND
OF THE
OF AMERICA
AND THE
THE GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF
BRAZIL; TOGETHER
BRAZIL;
TOGETHER WITH
W ITH AN
AN INDICATION
INDICATION OF
THE PRINCIPAL
OF THE
PRINCIPAL
SERIAL
THOSE BRANCHES,
S
ERIAL PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS OF
OF THOSE
BRANCHES, DEPARTMENTS,
DEPARTMENTS, BUBUREAUS,
REAUS, OFFICES,
AND INSTITUTIONS.
INSTITUTIONS.
OFFICES, AND
AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT
DEPA RTMENT
Crops and Markets,
Markets, monthly
monthly
Department
Department Leaflet
Leaflet
Farmers'
Farmers' Bulletin,
Bulletin, irregular
irregular
Agricultural Research,
Journal of Agricultural
Research, semi-monthly
semi-monthly
Miscellaneous
publications
Miscellaneous publications
Technical Bulletin,
Bulletin, irregular
irregular
Yearbook
Yearbook of
Agriculture, bound
bound
of Agriculture,
Agricultural
Chemistry and
Agricultural Chemistry
and Engineering
Engineering Bureau
Report, annual
Report,
annual
Agricultural
Agricultural Economics
Bureau
Economics Bureau
Agricultural Situation,
Agricultural
Situation, monthly
monthly
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Animal Industry Bureau
Bureau
Service
Service and Regulatory
Regulatory Announcements
Announcements

by
by

2332
2332

INTERNATIONAL
OTFrER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT—COntinUed.
AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT-Continued.
Chemistry
Bureau
Chemistry and
and Soils Bureau
Soil Survey Reports
Reports
Report, annual
annual
Dairy Industry
Dairy
Industry Bureau
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Entomology and Plant
Plant Quarantine
Bureau
QuarantineBureau
Report, annual
Stations Office
Experiment Stations
Experiment Station Record, monthly
Experiment
Report on Agricultural
Experiment Stations, annual
annual
Agricultural Experiment
Extension Service
Extension
Service
Extension Service Review,
Review, monthly
Extension
Farm Credit
Credit Administration
Farm
Administration
Report, annual
Cooperatives, monthly
News for Farmer Cooperatives,
Food and Drug
Drug Administration
Administration
Service and Regulatory
Regulatory Announcements
Announcements
Forest Service
Forest
Service
Fire Control Notes, quarterly
quarterly
annual
Report, annual
Home Economics
Economics Bureau
Bureau
Report, annual
annual
Report,
Information Office
Information
Office
Report, annual
Report,
Plan Industry Bureau
Bureau
Plan

Rural
Rural Electrification
Administration
Electrification Administration
Report, annual
Rural Electrification
Electrification News,
News, monthly
Soil Conservation
ConservationService
Service
Report, annual
annual
Soil
Soil Conservation,
Conservation, monthly
monthly
Bureau
Weather Bureau
Climatological Data for the United States, monthly
Climatological
Monthly
Review
Monthly Weather
Weather Review
BUREAU
OF THE
THE BUDGET
BUREAU OF
BUDGET
Budget,
bound
Budget, annual,
annual, bound
CIVIL
AUTHORITY
CIVIL AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS AUTHORITY
Commerce Bulletin,
monthly
Air Commerce
Bulletin, monthly

CIVIL
CIVIL SERVICE
SERVICE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Official Register of the United States, annual, bound
Official
bound
Report, annual
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report
Report of the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce
Census
Bureau
Census Bureau
Decennial
Census
Decennial Census
Biennial Census of Manufactures
Manufactures
Birth, Stillbirth and Infant Mortality
Mortality Statistics,
Statistics, annual
annual
Financial Statistics of Cities over
over 100,000, annual
Financial Statistics of State and Local
Local Governments,
Governments, annual
Mortality
annual
Mortality Statistics, annual
County and City Jails, Prisoners,
Prisoners, annual
Federal Prisons,
Prisoners in State and Federal
Prisons, annual
Statistical
annual
Statistical Abstract,
Abstract, annual
Coast and Geodetic Survey
Coast
Special publications
publications
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DEPARTMENT — Continued.
COMMERCE DEPARTMENT-Continued.
Foreign
and Domestic
Domestic Commerce
Commerce Bureau
Foreignand
Commerce
weekly
Reports, weekly
Commerce Reports,
Comparative
monthly
Series, monthly
Law Series,
Comparative Law
Foreign
Commerce and
and Navigation,
Navigation, annual, bound
Foreign Commerce
Commerce
Monthly
of Foreign
Foreign Commerce
Summary of
Monthly Summary
Survey
Current Business
of Current
Survey of
Bulletin
Trade
Information Bulletin
Trade Information
Trade
Promotion Series
Series
Trade Promotion
Marine Inspection
Inspection and
Navigation Bureau
and Navigation
Marine
Merchant Marine
annual
Statistics, annual
Marine Statistics,
Merchant
Merchant
of the
United States,
States, annual
annual
the United
Vessels of
Merchant Vessels
Standards
National
of Standards
Bureau of
National Bureau
Circular
Circular
Journal of
Research, monthly
of Research,
Journal
Technical
monthly
Bulletin, monthly
News Bulletin,
Technical News
Patent
Patent Office
Office
Official
Gazette, weekly
weekly
Official Gazette,
Index
of Trade
annual
Marks, annual
Trade Marks,
Index of
Index of
of Patents,
Patents, annual
Index

COMMERCE

CONGRESS
CONGRESS
Congressional Record,
Record, bound
bound
Congressional
Congressional Directory,
Directory, bound
Congressional
Statutes at
at Large,
bound
Large, bound
Statutes
Code
bound
supplements, bound
and supplements,
Laws and
of Laws
Code of
House
Representatives
of Representatives
House of
bound
Journal, bound
Journal,
Documents,
bound
Documents, bound
Reports,
bound
Reports, bound
Senate
Senate
Journal,
bound
Journal, bound
Documents, bound
bound
Documents,
Reports, bound
bound
Reports,
CLAIMS
COURT OF CLAIMS
Reports
Decided
Cases Decided
of Cases
Reports of

COURT

COURT OF CUSTOMS
CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS
COURT
Reports (decisions),
(decisions), bound
Reports

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
government
the local government
Reports of
of the
various departments
departments of the
the various
Reports
COMPENSATION COMMISSION
COMMISSION
EMPLOYEES' COMPENSATION
Report,
annual
Report, annual

EMPLOYEES'

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS CoMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
Report, annual
annual
Report,
Decisions
Decisions
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
CORPORATION
INSURANCE CORPORATION
DEPOSIT INSURANCE
FEDERAL
FEDERAL LOAN
AGENCY
LOAN AGENCY
FEDERAL
Federal Home
Loan Bank
Bank Board
Board
Home Loan
Federal
Federal
Home Loan
monthly
Review, monthly
Bank Review,
Loan Bank
Federal Home
Federal Housing
Administration
Housing Administration
Federal
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Insured
monthly
Portfolio, monthly
Mortgage Portfolio,
Insured Mortgage
Corporation
Reconstruction Finance
Finance Corporation
Reconstruction
Reports
Reports
FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION
COMMISSION
FEDERAL
Report, annual
annual
Report,

2333
2333

2334
2334

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
FEDERAL
RESERVE S
F
EDERAL RESERVE
YSTEM
SYSTEM
Bulletin, monthly
Federal Reserve Bulletin,
Report, annual
annual
FEDERAL
SECURITY
FEDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
AGENCY
Civilian Conservation
Civilian
Conservation Corps
Corps

Education Office
Education
National
National Youth Administration
Administration
PublicHealth
Public
Health Service
Service
Social Security
Security Board
Social Security Bulletin, monthly
monthly
Report, annual
Report,
annual

FEDERAL
FEDERAL TRADE
TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Report, annual
Decisions,
Decisions, bound
bound

FEDERAL WORKS
W ORKS AGENCY
AGENCY

Public Buildings
Public
Buildings Administration
Administration
Public Roads
Roads Administration
Public
Administration
Public Roads, A
A Journal
Journal of Highway
Highway Research,
monthly
Research, monthly
Public
Public Works Administration
Administration
United
United States Housing Authority
Work Projects
Projects Administration
Administration
GENERAL
GENERAL ACCOUNTING
ACCOUNTING OFFICE
OFFICE
Decisions of the Comptroller-General,
Comptroller-General, bound
bound

GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT PRINTING
PRINTING OFFICE
OFFICE
Report, annual
annual
Documents Office
Documents
Documents Catalog, biennial
Monthly Catalog, United States
States Public
Public Documents
Documents
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
INTERIOR
Decisions of the Department
Department of the Interior
Interior
Report, annual
Biological
Biological Survey Bureau
Bureau
North American
American Fauna
Fauna
Fisheries
Fisheries Bureau
Bureau
Bulletin
Fishery Circular
Circular

Investigational
Investigational Report
Report
General Land Office
General
Office
Geological
GeologicalSurvey
Bulletin
Professional
Professional Paper
Paper
Water Supply
Supply Papers
Papers
Mines
Mines Bureau
Bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
Minerals Yearbook
Yearbook
Technical
Technical Paper
Paper
NationalPark
National
Park Service
Service

Reclamation Bureau
Reclamation
Bureau
Reclamation
Reclamation Era, monthly
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COMMISSION
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Annual Report
Railways
Report on Statistics of Railways
Annual
Interstate
Commerce Commission
Commission Reports (decisions),
(decisions), bound
bound
Interstate Commerce
Jusvwx
DEPARTMENT
JusnTIC DEPARTMENT
Annual
of the
General
Attorney General
the Attorney
Report of
Annual Report
Opinions
the Attorney
Attorney General
General
of the
Opinions of
Prisons Bureau
Bureau
Prisons
Federal
annual
Offenders, annual
Federal Offenders,
LABOR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Children's Bureau
Bureau
Children's
Bulletin
Bulletin
The Child,
Child, Monthly
Summary
Monthly News Summary
The
Service
and Naturalization
Immigration
Naturalization Service
Immigration and

Division
Standards Division
Labor Standards
Bulletin
Bulletin
Series
Industrial Health
Safety Series
and Safety
Health and
Industrial
Labor
monthly
Standards, monthly
Labor Standards,
Labor
Bureau
Statistics Bureau
Labor Statistics
Bulletin
Bulletin
Labor Review
Monthly Labor
Review
Monthly
Bureau
Women's Bureau
Bulletin
Bulletin
OF CONGRESS
LIBRARY OF
CONGRESS
LIBRARY
Report, annual,
annual, bound
bound
Report,
Copyright Office
Copyright
Catalog of
Entries
Copyright Entries
of Copyright
Catalog
Division
Documents Division
of State
Monthly
Checklist of
State Publications
Monthly Checklist
Legislative Reference Service
Service
Legislative
bound
biennial, bound
State Law
Index, biennial,
Law Index,
State
COMMISSION
M ARITIME COMMISSION
MARITIME
Maritime Commission
Commission Reports
Reports
Maritime
Report
Water-Borne Foreign
Foreign Commerce,
annual
Commerce, annual
on Water-Borne
Report on
NATIONAL ACADEMY
ACADEMY or
OF SCIENCES
SCIENCES
NATIONAL
Report,
annual
Report, annual
FOB AEBONAUTICS
NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR
AERONAUTICS
ADVISORY COMMITTIB
NATIONAL

Report, annual
annual
Report,
Bibliography of
Aeronautics, annual
of Aeronautics,
Bibliography
Technical Reports
Reports
Technical
ARCHIVES
NATIONAL
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Federal
bound
Register, bound
Federal Register,
NATIONAL
BOARD
RELATIONS BOARD
LABOR RELATIONS
NATIONAL LABOR
Report,
annual
Report, annual
Decisions
Decisions
NATIONAL
M EDIATION BOARD
BOARD
NATIONAL MEDIATION
Report,
annual
Report, annual
NATIONAL RAILROAD
RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT
ADJUSTMENT BOARD
BOAP.D
NATIONAL
Awards
Awards
BOARD
NATIONAL RESOURCES
RESOURCES PLANNING
PLANNING BOARD
NATIONAL

Reports
Reports

2335

2336

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THANTREATIES
NAVY
NAVY DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Annual Report of the
of the
the Navy
Navy
Annual
the Secretary
Secretary of
Engineering Bureau
Engineering
Bureau
Hydrographic
Hydrographic Office
Office
Publications
Publications
Marine
Marine Corps
Corps

Medicine and Surgery
Bureau
Surgery Bureau
Medical Bulletin, quarterly
Naval Medical
quarterly
Annual Report of
Surgeon General
General
of the
the Surgeon
Naval
Naval War College
International
International Law Situations,
Situations, annual, bound
Nautical
Nautical Almanac Office
Office
American
American Ephemeris
Almanac, annual
annual
Ephemeris and Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
American
American Nautical
Nautical Almanac,
Almanac, annual
annual
Navigation
Navigation Bureau
Bureau
Navy Directory, quarterly
Register, annual
Supplies and
and Accounts Bureau
Supplies
Bureau
Naval
Expenditures, annual
Naval Expenditures,
OFFICE OF GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT REPORTS
REPORTS

United States Government
Government Manual
Manual
POST
POST OFFICE
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
Postal Guide, annual
annual with monthly
monthly supplements
supplements
Annual Report of the Postmaster
Postmaster General
General
Postal
Postal Savings System
Annual
Annual Report
Report

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
TATES
UNITED S
STATES
Addresses
Addresses and
and messages
messages
RAILROAD RETIREMENT
RAILROAD
RETIREMENT BOARD
BOARD
Report,
Report, annual
annual
S
ECURITIES AND
SECURITIES
AND EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE COMMISSION
COMMISSION
Decisions
Decisions
Report,
Report, annual
annual

SMITHSONIAN
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
Report,
annual
Report, annual

Ethnology Bureau
Bureau
annual
Report, annual
Bulletin
Bulletin
National
National Museum
Museum
Report,
Annual
Report, Annual
STATE DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT
STATE
Arbitration Series
Series
Conference Series
Series
Conference
Department of
Department
of State
State Bulletin,
weekly
Bulletin, weekly
Executive Agreement
Executive
Agreement Series
Series
Foreign Relations,
annual, bound
Relations, annual,
bound
Inter-American Series
Series
Inter-American
Territorial
Territorial Papers
Papers of
the United
United States,
bound
of the
States, bound
Treaty Series
Treaty
Series

SUPREME
S
UPREME COURT
COURT
Official Reports,
bound
Reports, bound
TARIFF COMMISSION
TARIFF
CoanussIoN
Report, annual
annual
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous Series
Series
Reports
Reports
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TAX
APPEALS BOARD
TAX APPEALS
BOARD
Board of
Appeals Reports
Reports
of Tax
Tax Appeals
TRZA.SURY
DEPARTMENT
TBEASURY DEPARTMENT
Annual
Annual Report
Report on the
the Finances
Finances
the State of
of the
Statement of Receipts,
Combined Statement
etc.
Receipts, Expenditures,
Expenditures, Balances,
Balances, etc.
Treasury
Treasury Decisions,
bound
Decisions, bound
Bookkeeping and
Warrants Division
Division
and Warrants
Digest of Appropriations,
Appropriations, annual
annual
Coast Guard
Coast
Guard
Register, annual
annual
Register,
Comptroller
the Currency
Currency
Comptrollerof
of the
Report, annual
annual

InternalRevenue Bureau
Internal
Bureau
Internal
Internal Revenue Bulletin,
Bulletin, weekly
weekly
Annual Report
Report of the Commissioner
Commissioner of
of Internal
Internal Revenue
Revenue
Statistics of Income
Income
Mint Bureau
Bureau
Report, annual
Report,
annual
Narcotics Bureau
Narcotics
Bureau
Procurement
Procurement Division
Division
VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION
VETERANS' ADMINISTRATION
Report, annual
annual

Medical Bulletin, quarterly
Medical
quarterly
WAR
W
AR DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT

Report of the Secretary
Secretary of war, annual
Adjutant General's
Adjutant
General's Department
Department
Official
Official Army
Army Register, annual
annual

Army List and Directory,
Directory, semi-annual
semi-annual
Army Medical
Medical Department
Department
Army
Index-Catalogue
Index-Catalogue
Engineer Department
Department
Engineer
Report of the Chief of Engineers (including
(including the
the commercial
commercial statistics
statistics of
of
water-borne commerce),
water-borne
commerce), annual
annual
Rivers and Harbors
Rivers
Board
Harbors Board
Port
Series
Port Series
General
Staff Corps
Corps
GeneralStaff
Medical Department
Medical
Department
Report of the Surgeon General,
General, annual
annual
Military
Military Intelligence
Intelligence Division
Division
National Guard
Guard Bureau
National
Bureau

Ordnance Department
Ordnance
Department
QuartermasterGeneral
Quartermaster
General
Signal
Signal Office
Office

2337
2337

[
LIST NO
[LIST
NO..2]
2]
CONVA
NIO PARA
PARA A
TROCA DE
PUBLICAOES OFICIAIS
OFICIAIS ENTER
0BRASIL
BRASIL E
OS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS
CONVANIO
A TROCA
DE PUBLICAgOES
ENTRE O
E OS
Relactio de
de Repartic6es
poderao, desde
j, ser
as dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Relagao
Repartlfoes °Sculls
oficiais cujas
cujas publicacoes
publicag6es podergo,
desde ja,
ser permutadas
permutadas corn
corn as
Unidos ee que
que deverd
devera figurar
figurar
anexa ao Convenio.
ConvAnio.
Cl/31/471.(42)(22)/1940/Anexo/dnico
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Reparticiio editors
editors
RepartlCllo

Nome da
da publica
Nome
publimalocio

Data

da
fundsfunds-

fo.
VW.

Principal destine
on
destino on

finalidade
finalidade

Raped°
Espeoie

i
PeriodPeriodlcidade.
cidade.

Tira-

gem de
gem
de
cada
cada

Distribute/1o
Distribuligo

edictio
edicOo

o:J

Ministdrio
da Marinha
Marinha
Miniaterio da
Estado Malor
Maior da Armada
Diretoria do Pessoal da
Armada.
Diretoria de NavegaDiretoria
Navegacio
gao
Diretoria
Diretoria de NavegaNavegacitor:,
Cgo

Revista Maritima Brasileira.
sileira.
Legislaclo
LcgislaqAo de Marinha

1881
1723
1723

Aviso aos Navegantes
Navegantes

2. 000 Paga (Brasil e
e extenor)
rior)
2. 000 Na Marinha
Marinha

Assuntos tdcnicos
tecnicos navais.
Legislagao
Legislagao

Revista

Bi-mensal

Livro

Anual

Alteracoes maritimas.
Alteracaes

Boletim

Quinzenal
Quinzenal

Revista

Anual

AlmanaAlmanaque

Anual

2. 000
000 Paga (Brasil)
2.

Revista
Revista

Trimestral
Trimestral

1.
000
1. 000

Boletim

Anual
Anual

Hlidrograficoa
Anais Hidrogrificos

1933
1933

Trabalhos
cos.
cos.

hidrografihidrogra-

Secretaria Geral
Secretaria

Almanaque
Almanaque de Guerra

1849
1849

Diretoria de Sadde do
do
Diretoria
Exercito
Hospital
Hospital Central do
Ex6rcito
Exercito

Revista de Medicina
Medicina
Militar
Militar
Anais do Hospital Central do Execito
Exercito

1915
1915

Divulgagdo dos quaDivulgagao
dros de oficiais,
oficiais, sargentos, etc.
etc.
gentos,
Trabalhos de medicina
medicina
militar

Gratdita (Brasil e
e exterior)
600 Paga (Brasil e
600
e extenor)
terior)

Minieterio
Guerra
Ministrio da Guerra

1936
1936

gratdita (BraPaga eegratdita
sil e
eexterior)
exterior)
sil
1. 000
1.
000 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil e
e extenor)
terior)

Mintidertio da AriculAgriculMinistirio
tura
tura
Publicidade Agricola
Agricola
Publicidade
Diretorin, de EstatfsDiretoria
tica da Producao.
Produce°.
Instituto de Biologia
Instituto
Animal.

do Ministerio
Ministerio
Boletim do
da Agricultura
Agricultura
da
Revista de Economia
Economia
e
e Estatfstica
Estatistica
Revista
D.N.P.A.
Revista D.N.P.A.

1911
1911

Publicidade agricola
Publicidade

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral
Trimestral

1936
1936

EstatIstica ee aeon&
econ6Estatlstica
mica
mica

Revista
Revista

Trimestral
Trimestral

Revista
Revista

Trimestral

1934

Gratdita (Brasil eeexGratdita
terior)
Gratdita (Brasil
ex4.
4. 000
00 Gratdita
(Brasil eeexterior)
terior)
4. 000
00

Mintistertio
Educardo
MinistUrioda Educaldo
1876

Trabalhos
cos.
COs.

bibliografi-

Livro

Anual

gratdita (Bra1.
000 Paga e
e grattlita
1. 000
e exterior)
sil e

Biblioteca
Biblioteca Nacional

Anais
Biblioteca
da Biblioteca
Anais da
Nacional
do Rio
Rio de
Naeional do
Janeiro.
Janeiro.
Documentos Histdricos
Hist6ricos
Documentos

1928

Livro

Trimestral
Trimestral

Biblioteca
Biblioteca Nacional

Boletim Bibliogrifico.
Bibliografico.
Boletim

1919
1919

Boletim
Boletim

Semestral

Departamento
Departamento NadeSadde
cional do
Sadde PdpPdblica
blica,
Departamento Nacional do Sadde Pdblica
blica
Departamento NaDepartamento
cional de Sadde Pdblies
blica
Nacional de
Escola Nacional
Eacola
Mdsica
Mdsica
Faculdade
Direito
Faculdade de
do Direlto

Arquivos de Higiene

1927
1927

Divulgagio
Divulgaeao de documentos hist6ricos
hist6ricos
Aquisic5es
por
Aquisie6es feitas por
contribuiceo
contribuiSao legal
observaTrabalhos e
e observa,
Trabalhos
g5es
cientfficas
96es cientlficas

Boletim
Boletim

Mensal

1.
e gratdita (Bra1. 000
000 Paga e
e exterior)
sil e
e gratdita (Bra1.
000 Paga e
1. 000
sil eeexterior)
ex2. 000 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil eeexterior)

Boletim Mensal

1892
1892

Boletim

Mensal

Grattlita (Brasil eeex2. 000 Gratdita
terior)

Boletim Semanal
Semanal

1902
1902

estatfsticos deDados estatisticos
mograficos
sanitemograficos ee sanitarios
rios
Idem, idem

Boletim
Boletim

Semanal

Gratdita (Brasil eeex2.
2. 000 Gratdita
terior)

Braileira de
Revista Brasfieira
Reviata
Mdsica
Mdsiea
Revista Juridica
Jurfdica
Revista

1934
1934

Cultura musical
musical

Revista
Revistn.

Trimestral
Trimestral

1933

Cultura juridica
jurfdica
Cultura

Revista
Revista

Irregular
Irregular

Museu Nacional
Museu

Museu
Arquivos do Museu
Nacional
Nacional
Boletim do Museu Nacional
Antutrio do Observat6Obserrat6AnuSrio
rio
rio. Nacional
Taboa
Mos das Mares

1876
1876

Hist6ria Natural

Livro

Irregular
Irregular

1923

Hist6ria Natural

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral

1885

Assuntos tecnicos do
Observat6rio
Observaterio
Assuntos tecnicos
tecnicos do
Observat6rio
Observat6rio

Boletim

Anual

Boletim
Boletim

Anual

e gratdita (Bra1.
50 Paga e
1. 500
sil e
e exterior)
1. 000 Paga (Brasil ee ex1.000
terior)
Gratdita (Brasil e
eex1.
1. 600 Gratdita
terior)
1.
1. 600 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil e
eexterior)
Gratdita (Brasil
ex(Brasil eeex3. 500 Gratdita
terior)
terior)
Gratdita (Brasil e
eex2. 500 Gratdita
2.
terior)

Biblioteca
Biblioteca Nacional

Naclonal
Museu Nacional
Observaberio
Naclonal
Observat6rio Nacional

Observat6rlo Nacional
Nacional
Observatorio

CONVitNIO
CONVANIO PARA
PARA A.
A

TROCA DE
DE PUBLICAgoES
ENTRE 0
E Os
ESTADOS UNIDOS-Continua
UNIDOS — COntinuft
TROCA
PUBLICAg8ES OFICIAIS
OFICIAIS ENTRE
O BRASIL
BRASIL E
OS ESTADOS

Relaglio
Relagco de
poderAo, desde
desde ja,
já, ser
permutadas corn
devera figurar
figurar
de RepartigOes
Repartic6es oficiais cujas publicagoes
publicaces poderio,
ser permutadas
cor as
as dos
dos Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos ee que
que devera
anexa ao
Convenio—Continua
anexa
ao Convenio-Continua
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Repartictio
Repartiglo editors
editora

Nome da publicagao
publlcseo

Data
da
funds.
fundaç50.
CSo.

Principal
Principal destino ou
tinalidade
finaildade

Especie
Especie

I

-

_,

Period/.
rerfoaIcidade.
cidade.

Tiragem
gem de
cads
cada
whelk.
edieao

Distribuictio
DistribuiCso

Minizterio
Miniat&rioda Bducagdo—
EducadeoContinua
Continua

Institute
Institut° Oswaldo
Cruz
Oswaldo Cruz
Servigo
Service do Patrim6nio
Patrimonio
Historic°
Hist6rico eeArtistic°
Artistico
Nacional
Nacional
ManicSmio
JudiciArio
Manic6rnio Judiciario
Colegio Pedro II

Membrias
Mem6rias do
do Institut°
Institute
Oswaldo
Oswaldo Cruz
Cruz
Revista
Service do
do
Revista do Servigo
Patrim6nio
Patrimonio Historic°
Hist6rico
eeArtistic°
Artistico Nacional
Arquivos do
Manic6Arquivos
do Manic&
JudiciArio do
Rio
mio Judiciario
do Rio
de Janeiro
Anuario do
AnuSrio
do Colegio PePedro II
II

Pesquizas cientificas
cientificas

Livro
Livro

Trimestral
Trimestral

Revista
Revista

Anual

(Brasil e ex2. 00C
000 Gratuita
2.
Gratuita (Brasil

tenor)
terior)
2.
2. 000
00C Paga (Brasil)
(Brasil)

Gratdita (Brasil
600
600 Gratdita
(Brasil eeexexterior)
terior)

1930
1930

Psicologia e
e estudos
estudos de
de
medicina legal
medicina
legal

Revista
Revista

Semestral
Semestral

1914
1914

Assuntos colegiais
educacionais
educacionais

Livro

Anual

Gratdita (Brasil
3. 00C
000 Gratdita
3.
(Brasil eeexex-

1901

DivulgagAo de dados
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Anual
Anual

Gratdita (Brasil
3.
3. 500
50C Gratdita
(Brasil eeexexterior)
terior)

DivulgagAo de dados
dados
Divulgagao
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Anual
Anual

Gratdita (Brasil
(Brasil e
ex3.50C
3. 500 Gratdita
e exterior)
terior)

e
e

0

terior)
terior)

Ministdrio da Fazenda
Ministerio
Fazenda
Diretoria
Estatistica
Diretoria de Estatlstica
Econ6mica e
e FinanEconOmica
ceira
ceira
de Estatfstica
Estatistica
Diretoria de
Econ6mica
Econ6mica eeFinanceira
ceira
Estatistica
Diretoria de Estatfstica
Econ6mica eeFinanEcon6mica
°aka
ceira
Diretoria de Estatfstica
EstatLstica
Econ6mica eeFinanEconomics
ceira
ceira

do
Comercio Exterior
Exterior do
Brasil
Comercio de Cabotagem do Brasil
Brasil
Movimento Maritimo
Marftimo
Movimento

1901

DivulgagAo
Divulgagco de dados
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Anual
Anual

Gratdita (Brasil
(Brasil e
ex3. 500
500 Gratdita
3.
e ex-

Movimento Baneasio
Movimento
Bancrio

1901
1901

DivulgacAo
de dados
Divulgaqgo de
dados
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Anual
Anual

Gratdita (Brasil
(Brasil e
3. 500
3.
500 Gratdita
e exex-

terior)
terior)
terior)
terior)

P.

__

·

_

___·.

Diretoria de Estatistica
Diretoria
Estatlstica
Economics o
oFinanEconSmica
ceira
Diretoria de Estatlstica
Estatistica
Diretoria
Econ6mica
FinanEconSmica eeFinanceira
Diretoria de Estatistica
Estatistica
Diretoria
Economica e
Econ6mica
e Financeira
Diretoria de Estattstica
Diretoria
Estatistica
Econ8mica
Econ6mica e
e Financeira
ceira
Diretoria de Estatistica
Diretoria
Estatfstica
Econoraica
Econ6mica e
e Financeira
Diretoria de Estatistica
Diretoria
Estatfstica
Econtimica
Econ6mica e
e Financeira
Amortizaglio
Caixa de Amortizagao

Movimento
Movimento Bancario

1901

DivulgagOo de dados
Divulgagao
dados
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral
Trimestral

3. 50(
500 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil e
e ex3.
terior)

Comercio Exterior do
do
Com6rcio
Brasil
Brasil

1901

Divulgaglo de dados
Divulgagao
estatisticos
estatfsticos

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral
Trimestral

Gratdita (Brasil eeex50C Gratdita
3. 500
terior)
terior)

Comercio de
Comrcio
de CabotaCabotaBrasil
gem do Brasil

1927

Divulgagio de dados
Divulgacao
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim

Trimestral
Trimestral

Gratdita (Brasil
3.
(Brasil e
3. 500
50C Gratdita
e exterior)

Estatistioas Econ6miEstatisticas
cas

1934
1934

DivulgagOo de dados
Divulgagao
estatisticos
estatisticos

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral

Gratdita (Brasil
ex3.
3. 500
500 Gratdita
(Brasil eeexterior)
terior)

Comercio Exterior do
Comercio
Brasil
Brasil

1901

Divulgaglio de dados
Divulgagao
estatisticos
estatisticos

Folheto

Mensal

Gratdita (Brasil
(Brasil e
exa
3. 500
50( Gratdita
e exterior)
terior)

Exportagdo
Cafe
Exportaglo de Café
pars
para o
o estrangeiro

1901

Divulgagflo
DivulgagAo de dados
estatisticos
estatisticos

Folheto

Mensal

DemonstragOes
DemonstragSes das
EmissOes de Ap6lices
Apolices
Emissoes
da Divida
PAblica
Divida Pablica

1924

Finangas e
e circulagao
circulagao
de titulos da dlvida
divida
Piblica.
Pdblioa.

Boletim
Boletim

Anaul

200
20C Gratdita (Brasil).
(Brasil).

Imprensa
Imprensa Nacional
Nacional

Diario
Ditirio Oficial (1)
(1)

1862

Atos do Governo
Governo FedeAtos

Diario

13. 000
13.
000 Paga (Brasil e
e exte-

Imprensa Nacional
Nacional
Imprensa

Diario
Justiga
Diirio de Justiga

1925

Imprensa
Imprensa, Nacional

Revista da Propriedade
Industrial
Instituto
Revista do Instituto
Hist6rico e
Hist6rico
e Geografico.
Diario do Poder Legislativo
Arquivos da Polfcia
Policia
Civil do Distrito Federal.

1934
1839

Jornal
ral
Atos do Poder JudicittAtos
Judicid- Jornal
rio
rio
Expediente do DepartaDeparta- Revista
mento
Histeria
geografia
Hist6ria e
e geografia
Revista
Revista

Irregular
Irregular

1.000
1.
000

1930

Atos do Poder LegislaAtos

Jornal

Diario

Revista

Trimestral

Paga (Brasil ee exte2. 000 Paga
2.000
rior)
rio
500 Gratdita
Gratdita
(Brasil eeexterior)

Gratdita (Brasil
exa50C
500 Gratdita
3.
(Brasil eeexterior)
terior)

Ministdrio
Ministerio da Justifa
Justica

Imprensa Nacional
Nacional
Imprensa

Imprensa
Imprensa Nacional
Geral de
Diretoria Garai
Comunicagoes
e EsComunicaeOes e
tatistica da Policia
Policia
do Distrito Federal.

1933
1933

tivo
Criminalogia
Criminalogia e
e estatisestatfstica
tica

Dittrio
Diario
Diana
Diaria

rior)
2.000
2.
000 Paga (Brasil e
e exteparior)
r
g
io
ar)
13. 000
000 Paga (Brasil
(Brasil e
e exteexte13.
rior)
rior)
(Brasil
exGratdita
(Brasil eeexterior)

CONVANIO PARA
OFICIAIS ENTRE
ENTRE 0
BRASIL E
OS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS—Continua
CONYENIO
PARA A TROCA
TROCA DE PUBLICAOES
PUBLICAg6ES OFICIAIS
0 BRASIL
E OS
UNIDOS-Continua

Relit°Ao de
oficiais cujas
poderao, desde
já, ser
ser permutadas
as dos
dos Estados
que devera
figurar
corn as
Estados Unidos
Unidos ee que
devera figurar
Relagao
de RepartigOes
Repartig6es oficiais
cujas publicagOes
publicag6es poderao,
desde ja,
permutadas corn
anexa
Convenio-Continua
anexa ao Convenio—Continua

4

Cl/31/471.(42)(24)/1940/Anexo/ttnico
O/31/471.(42)
(2)/190/Anexo/finico

Repartigllo editors
editors
Bepartilao

publicaclo
Nome da publicaglo

Data
da
da
funda-

gAo.

Principal
on
Principal destino on
finalidade
tlnalidade

Especie
Especle

Periodicidade.
cidade.

TiraTitsgem de
cada
edicao
edlgao

Distribuiptio
DistribulgSo

----

;u•

Ministerio
da JustigaJustice—.
Ministdrioda
Continua
Institut°
Instituto de IdentifiIdentificacao da Policia
Polfcia do
Distrito Federal
Federal
Imprensa
Imprensa Nacional

Identificaeao ee estatisestatisIdentificagao
tica criminal
tics

Livro

Irregular
Irregular

Gratuita (Brasil eeexex2. 000 Grataita
terior)

A.tos do Prefeito
Atos
Prefeito

Jornal

Diario
Mario

4. 000 Paga (Brasil ee exterior)

Boletim
Boletim

Mensal
Mensal

GratAita (Brasil
5. 000 Gratdita
(Brasil e
e exex5.000
terior)

1929
1929

Propaganda, estatlstica
estatistica
Propaganda,
eeassuntos de ordem
social
Propriedade
industrial
Propriedade industrial

Revista

Mensal

Gratdita (Brasil
(Brasil e
e ex1.
1. 000 Grattlita
terior)

1934
1934

Indtistria
comercio
Inddstria e
e com6rcio

Boletim
Boletim

Mensal
Mensal

e exGrataita (Brasil e
2. 500 Gratdita
terior)

Medicina
Arquivos de Medicina
Legal ee IdentificaIdentifiesea°.
cao.
Diario Oficial (2)

1931
1931

Boletim do
Ministerio
do Ministerio
do Trabalho,
Trabalho, InddsIndastria e
e Com6rcio
Comercio
Revista do Departamento Nacional da
Propriedade
Propriedade Industrual
Boletim do Departamento Nacional
Nacional de
mento
Inddstria
Comerdo
Indastria ee Comer

1934
1934

Ministrio
Ministerio do TraTrabalho
Departamento de
Departamento
de EsEstatlstica
e Publicitatistica e
dade
dada
Departamento NacioDepartamento
Nacional da Propriedade
Propriedade
Industrial
Departamento
NacioDepartamento Nacional de Inddstria
Indastria e
e
Comercio
Comercio

Ministrio
Ministerio da Viafdo
Viaçdo
Departamento
Departamento de Aeromiutica
nMutica Civil

cio

rh

Estatistica do Trafego
Estatfstica
Trafego
A6reo-Comercial
Aereo-Comercial no
Brasil
Brasil

1927
1927

Estatistica
moviEstatfstica do moviaeronautico
mento aeronautic°

Folheto

Trimestral

500 Grattlita
500
Gratuita (Brasil
(Brasil e
e exexterior)

L
I/

4
0

tf,

co

tl
i

•

Departamento de
AerodeAeroDepartamento
nAutila
nautica Civil
Departamento dos
dos
Departamento
Correios e
e TelegraTelegrAfos
f
os

Boletim do D. A. C.
Almanaque do Pessoal
Almanaque

1936
1936

Departamento
dos
Departamento dos
Correios ee Telegrafos
los

e TeleBoletim Postal e
grifico
grafico

1932

Secretaria de Estado
Secretaria

Almanaque de Pessoal
Almanaque

1916

Secretaria de Estado
Secretaria

Itamaraty
Anais do Itamaraty

1937
1937

Secretaria
Secretaria de Estado

"Brasil"
"Brasil"

Ministerio
Exterior
Ministdrio do Exterior

Assuntos concernentes
concernentes Boletim
a
a Aeronautica
Aeronautica Civil
Civil
Assuntos concernentes Almanapessoal dos Berylque
serviao pessoal
que
gos postale
postais eetelegrdtelegraficos
ficos
Assuntos tecnicos
tecnicos e
e Boletim
Boletim
concernentes ao pesconcernentes
soal dos serviqos
servigos pose telegrAficos
telegrdficos
tais e

Trimestral
Trimestral
Irregular

Mensal

10. 000 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil)

Assuntos referentes
referentes ao
carreira
pessoal da carreira
diplomatica
diplomAtica

Folheto

Anaul

Brochura
Brochura

Anual

1930

Propaganda
Propaganda do Brasil

Brochura
Brochura

Anual

1932
1932

tecnicos s6bre
sobre
Assuntos t6cnicos
engenharia
engenharia
Trabalhos s6bre sadde
eeassistencia
assistenoia

Revista

Mensal

Boletim
Boletim

Trimestral
Trimestral

Paga (Brasil ee extePap.
rior)
2.
000
2.000 Gratdita (Brasil e
e exterior)

Movimento da BiblioMovimento
teca
tem

Boletim
Boletim

Anual

1. 000 Gratdita
1.
Gratdita (Brasil

administrativa
Tecnica administrative.

Revista

Mensal

5. 000 Page.
5.000
Paga (Brasil ee exterior)
rior)

Sinopse da estatlstica
estatistica
brasileira
brasileira

Brochura
Brochura

Anual

Gratdita
Grat6ita (Brasil e
e exterior)
terior)

Divulgacao
Divulgagdo de conhecimentos geograficos
geograficos

Revista
Revista

Trimestral

e exGratdita (Brasil e
terior)

Prefeitura
Prefeitura
Revista da D. E.
Diretoria de Engenha- Revista
Diretoria
ria
ria
Secretaria
Secretaria de Sadde ee Boletim da Secretaria
Secretaria
e AssistenAssistende Sadde e
Assistencia
Assistencia
cia
Boletim
Bibliografico
Boletim Bibliogrdfico
Biblioteca Municipal
Municipal
Biblioteca

1.
000 Gratdita (Brasil e
1. 000
e exterior)
terior)
1.
Gratetita nas reparti1. 000 Gratdita
gees
9Ges

1935
1931

Diversas
Diversas
Servioe
1937
do
Servigo
Departamento Admi- Revista
Departamento
Pdblico
nistrativo
nistrativo do Servigo
Pdblico
Anuario Estatistico
Instituto Brasileiro
Brasileiro de
Geografia e
EstatisGeografia
e Estatfstica
Revista
Brasileira de 1939
Revista Brasileira
Instituto
1939
Institut° Brasileiro de
Geografia
Geografia
Geografia eeEstatisEstatlsGeografia
tioa
tioa

1.
1. 000

Gratdita (Brasil e
e exterior)

1.
1. 000 Gratilita
Gratdita (Brasil e
e exexterior)
10. 000 Gratdita
Gratdita (Brasil e
10
e exterior)

bD
F0

C4
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July
31. 1940
1940
July 31.
[E.
[E. A.
A. S.
S. No.
No. 177]
177]

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

Agreement
the United
United States
America and
and Peru
respecting a
a
Agreement between
between the
States of
of America
Peru respecting
naval mission.
mission. Signed July 31, 1940; effective July 31,
naval
1,940.
31, 1940.
AGREEMENT
GOV- ACUERDO
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
BETWEEN THE GOVACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO
ERNMENT
ERNMENT
OF
THE
UNITED
UNITED
UNIDOS DE
DE
DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND THE
AMERICA
AMERICA Y
Y EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO DE
DE
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE
THE REREPUBLICA DEL PERU
PERU
RELA REPUBLICA
PUBLIC OF PERU

conformity with the
In conformity
the request
request
of the Ambassador
Ambassador of the Republic
Republic
of Peru in Washington,
Washington, to
to the
Secretary
Secretary of State, the President
President
America
of the United States of
of America
has authorized
authorized the appointment
appointment of
of
officers and enlisted
enlisted men
officers
men to
to conNaval Mission
stitute aa Naval
Mission to
to the
the
Republic of Peru under the conconditions
ditions specified
specified below:
below:
TITLE
TITLE I
I
Purpose and
and duraduraPurpose
tion.
tion.

De conformidad
conformidad con la solicitud
de
de su Excelencia
Excelencia el Embajador
Embajador de
de
Peru en Washingla RepUblica
Repfblica del Perd
Washington al
Secretario de
de Estado,
Estado, el
el
al Secretario
Presidente
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Presidente de los Estados
de Am6rica
America ha autorizado
autorizado el nombramiento de oficiales
bramiento
oficiales y
y personal
subaltern°
constituir una
subalterno para constituir
Misien Naval en la Rep6blica
Republica del
Misi6n
Peri
Peru de acuerdo con las condiciones
estipuladas aacontinuaci6n:
continuacien:
estipuladas
TITULO
TITULO II

Purpose and Duration
Duration
Purpose
Duration
Objeto y
y Duracion
Article 1.
1. The purpose of this
Articulo
Artfculo 1. El objeto de esta
Mission is to
cooperate with the Misi6n
to cooperate
Misien es cooperar
cooperar con el Ministro
Ministro
Minister of Marine
Aviation de Marina
Minister
Marine and
and Aviation
Marina y
y Aviaci6n
Aviacien del Peru
Peri yy
of Peru and with the officers
officers of the con los oficiales
Armada
oficiales de la Armada
Peruvian Navy, with a
a view
Peruvian
view to
to Peruana,
Peruana, con la mira de
de aumentar
aumentar
enhancing the efficiency
enhancing
efficiency of the la
is eficiencia
Armada Peruana.
Peruana.
eficiencia de is
la Armada
Peruvian Navy.
Navy.
Article 2. This Mission
Mission shall
Articulo
Artfculo 2. Esta Misi6n
Misien conticonticontinue for a
aperiod of four years nuara
nuarh, por un
perlodo de
cuatro
un periodo
de cuatro
from the date of the signing of this
this afios desde la fecha
fecha de
de is
firma de
de
la firma
Agreement
rep- este Acuerdo
Agreement by the
the accredited
accredited repAcuerdo por los representantes
representantes
resentatives of the
Government acreditados
the Government
acreditados del Gobierno
Gobierno de los
los
States and
the Estados
of the United States
and the
Estados Unidos y
y del Gobierno
Gobierno
Government of Peru,
Peru, unless
unless prepre- del Peril,
Government
Peru, siempre
siempre que no sea
sea
viously terminated
terminated or extended
extended terminado
termin ado antes o
extendido en
en
o extendido
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided. Any
Any is
la forma que
que se establece
establece mis
rafts
member
Mission may
member of the Mission
may be adelante. Cualquier miembro de
recalled by the Government
Government of la
is Mision
ser retirado
retirado por
Misi6n puede ser
por
the United States after the ex- el Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
piration of two years of service,
service, despues
despues de la
is expiraci6n
expiracien de dos
in which case another
another member
member anos
affios de servicios,
servicios, en cuyo
cuyo caso
shall be furnished to replace him. otro miembro
miembro sera proporcionado
proporcionado
para
pars reemplazarlo.
reemplazarlo.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

2345
2345

PERU-NAVAL
PERU—
NAVAL MISSION--JULY
MISSION— JULY 31, 1940

Article
3. If
If the
the Government
Article 3.
Government
of Peru
desire that
of
Peru should
should desire
that the
the
services of
exservices
of the
the Mission
Mission be
be exstipulated pepetended beyond
beyond the
the stipulated
riod, it
it shall
written
riod,
shall make
make aa written
proposal to
six months
months
proposal
to that
that effect
effect six
expiration of this Agreebefore the
the expiration
Agreement.
ment.
Article 4.
4. This
Agreement may
may
Article
This Agreement
be
before the
the expiraexpirabe terminated
terminated before
tion of
of the
the period
tion
period of
of four
four years
years
prescribed
in Article
Article 2,
2, or
or before
before
prescribed in
the
expiration of
the extension
the expiration
of the
extension
authorized
authorized in Article
Article 3,
3, in the
the
following manner:
manner:
following
(a) By
either of
Govof the
the Gov(a)
By either
ernments, subject
to three
ernments,
subject to
three
months'
written notice
to the
the
months' written
notice to
other Government;
other
Government;
(b) By
By the
the recall
of the
the
(b)
recall of
entire personnel
personnel of
of the
the Misentire
Mission
sion by the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
United States
States in
in the
public
United
the public
interest
interest of
of the
the United
United States,
without
compliwithout necessity of compliance with provision
(a) of
ance
provision (a)
of
this Article.
Article.

Articulo
3. Si
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Articulo 3.
Si el
Peru deseara
Perd
deseara que los servicios
servicios de
is Mision
fueren extendidos
extenclidos mas
mits
la
Misi6n fueren
alla del periodo
all&
hark
periodo estipulado, hara
una propuesta
propuesta por
per escrito
escrito con
con
una
este objeto seis meses antes
antes de la
expiracion de
de este
este Acuerdo.
expiraci6n
Acuerdo.
Articulo
Articulo 4.
4. Este
Este Acuerdo
Acuerdo puede
ser
terminado antes
antes de
de la
expireser terminado
la expiracite del
del periodo
periodo de
ci6n
de cuatro
cuatro afios,
prescrito
Articulo 2,
2, o
oantes
antes
prescrito en el
el Articulo
is expiraci6n
expiracion de la
extension
de la
la extensi6n
autorizada en
en el
el Articulo
3, de
de la
la
autorizada
Articulo 3,
manors
manera siguiente:
siguiente:
(a) For
cualquiera de
de los
(a)
Por cualquiera
los
dos
Gobiernos, sujeto a
a tres
dos Gobiernos,
meses de
de aviso
aviso por
escrito al
al
meses
por escrito
otro Gobierno;
Gobierno;
otro
(b) Por
Per llamada
el
(b)
llamada de
de todo
todo el
personal de la
el
personal
la Mision
Misi6n por
por el
Gobierno
de los
los Estados
Estados UniGobierno de
Unidos
raz 6n de
de interespdblico
inter& public°
dos en
en raz6n
de
Estados Unidos,
sin
de los
los Estados
Unidos, sin
tener
que cumplir
cumplir con
con la
tener que
la
disposicion del
inciso (a)
de
disposici6n
del inciso
(a) de
este Articulo.
Articulo.
este

Article 5.
5. This
This Agreement
Agreement is
is
cancellation upon the
the
subject to cancellation
initiative
either the
Governinitiative of
of either
the Government
or the
the Government
Government
ment of
of Peru
Peru or
of
States in
in case
either
of the
the United
United States
case either
country becomes
country
dobecomes involved in domestic
or foreign
foreign hostilities.
hostilities.
mestic or

ArtieLilo 5. Este
Acuerdo esti
esta
Artfculo
Este Acuerdo
sujeto
cancelaciOn por
por iniciativa
iniciativa
sujeto a
a cancelaci6n
ya
del Gobierno
del Peril
del
ya sea
sea del
Gobierno del
Perd oodel
Gobierno
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Gobierno de los Estados
en
case de que
que cualquiera
cualquiera de los
en caso
dos
envuelto en
en una
una
dos paises
paises se
se yea
vea envuelto
guerra
interne o
o extranjera.
extranjera.
guerra interna

TITLE
TITLE II
II

TITULO II
II
TITULO

Composition and
Personnel
Composition
and Personnel

Composiciem
Composici6n yyPersonal
Personal

Article
Article 6.
6. This
This Mission
Mission shall
shall
consist of
Chief of the
Mission
the Mission
consist
of aa Chief
of the rank
Captain or Comrank of Captain
Comof
mander
active service
service in the
mander on
on active
United
other
such other
States Navy
Navy and such
United States
personnel of
of the
the United
United States
States
personnel
Navy as
as may
may subsequently
rebe resubsequently be
Navy
quested by
by the
the Ministry
Ministry of
Marine
of Marine
quested
through its
its
of Peru through
and Aviation
Aviation of
authorized representative
representative in Washauthorized
ington
ington and
and agreed
agreed upon
upon by the
Navy Department
the United
United
of the
Navy
Department of
States.
States.

Articulo
6. Esta
Esta Misi6n
Misi6n consconsArtlculo 6.
tara
un Jefe
Jefe de
de la
is Misi6n
del
tara de
de un
Misi6n del
grado de
de Capitan
de Nay%
Capitan de
Navio o
o de
grado
Fra,gata de
de la
Armada de
de los
los
Fragata
la Armada
Estados Unidos
servicio activo,
activo,
Estados
Unidos en
en servicio
y del
personal adicional
adicional de
de dicha
dicha
y
del personal
Armada que
que pueda
pueda ser
ser solicitado
solicited°
Armada
posteriormente por
per el
el Ministerio
Ministerio
posteriormente
de Marina
Marina y
AviaciOn del
del Perd
Peril por
per
de
y Aviaci6n
medio
autoride su
su representante
representante autorimedio de
zado
y de
de acuerdo
acuerdo
Washington y
zado en
en Washington
con
Departamento de
de Marina
de
Marina de
el Departamento
con el
los
los Estados
Estados Unidos.

Composition and
and
Composition

personnol.
personnel.

2346
2346

Duties, rank, and
and

precedence.
precedence.

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

United States naval
Article 7. United
personnel
personnel now
now serving on indicontracts with the
vidual contracts
the GovernGoverncontinue their
ment of Peru may continue
their
services in accordance
accordance with the
terms of this Agreement,
Agreement, effective
effective
from the date on which it
signed
it is
is signed
representaby the duly authorized
authorized representatives of the Government
Government of Peru
and the Government
Government of the
the United
United
service performed
States. The service
performed by
by
such personnel
personnel under
under individual
individual
contracts shall be
counted for
contracts
be counted
for the
enjoying the
benefits
purpose of enjoying
the benefits
are agreed
agreed
and privileges
privileges that
that are
upon, under this Agreement,
Agreement, for
for
members of the Mission with two
members
service on
or more years of service
on the
Mission.
Mission.

Articulo
is
Articulo 7. El
El personal
personal de la
Armada
Armada de los Estados Unidos
PerA
que se encuentra
encuentra ahora en el
el Perd
en cumplimiento
cumplimiento de contratos
contratos inindividuales
dividuales con el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Peru, podth
podra continuar
continuar prestando
sus servicios
servicios en conformidad
conformidad con
con
las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de este Acuerdo
Acuerdo
desde la
en que
quo sea
firmado
desde
la fecha
fecha en
sea firmado
representantes debidamente
debidamente
por los
los representantes
autorizados del Gobierno
autorizados
Gobierno del Perd
Peru
y del Gobierno
Gobierno de
y
de los Estados
servicios prestados
Unidos. Los servicios
prestados
actualmente por el
personal quo
actualmente
el personal
que
sirve en cumplimiento
cumplimiento de
de contraLos individuales
computados
tos
individuales serail
seran computados
pars el efecto de los goces y
para
y
privilegios quo
privilegios
que se acuerdan,
acuerdan, en
en
conformidad con las disposiciones
disposiciones
conformidad
Acuerdo, a
alos miembros
miembros de
de este Acuerdo,
la Misi6n
Mision con dos o
omas
rafts afos
aiios de
servicio en la Misi6n.

TITLE III
III
TITLE

TITULO III
III
TITULO

Duties,
Precedence
Duties, Rank and
and Precedence

Servicios, Grado
Grado y
yPrecedencia
Precedencia
Servicios,

Article 8. The personnel
personnel of the
the
Mission shall perform
perform such duties
Mission
duties
as may be agreed
agreed upon between
between
the Minister of Marine
Marine and Aviation of Peru and the Chief of the
the
Mission.
Article 9. The members
members of
of the
the
responsible solely
solely
Mission shall be responsible
Marine and
and
to the Minister of Marine
Aviation of Peru, through
through the
Chief of
the Mission.
Chief
of the
Mission.
Article 10. Each member
member of
of the
Mission shall serve
serve on
on the Mission
Mission
with the rank he holds in the
the
wear
United States Navy
Navy and
and shall wear
the uniform of his rank
rank in the
United States Navy, but shall
have precedence
precedence over all Peruvian
Peruvian
officers
officers of the same rank.

8. El personal
personal de la
is
Articulo 8.
Misi6n
MisiOn desempeflara
desempeftark los servicios
servicios
quo puedan ser acordados
entre el
el
que
acordados entre
Ministerio de Marina
Marina y
y Aviaci6n
Aviaci6n
Ministerio
del Perd yy el Jefe de la Misi6n.
Misi6n.

Articulo 9. Los miembros
miembros de Is
la
seran responsables
Misi6n scritn
solaresponsables solamente
mente ante el Ministro de Marina
Marina
Peril, por conducto
yy Aviaci6n
Aviaci6n del Peru,
conducto
del Jefe de la
is Mision.
Misi6n.
Articulo 10. Cada
miembro de
Articulo
Cads iniembro
is
Mision desempefiara
desempeflara sus funciola Misi6n
nes en la
is Misi6n
Mision con el grado
grado que
quo
tiene en la
is Armada de los Estados
Unidos
Unidos y
yllevara el uniforme
uniforme de su
grado en la Armada
Armada de los Estados
grado
Unidos, pero tendra
precedencia
tendra, preeedencia
sobre
todos
los
oficiales
peruanos
sobre
los oficiales peruanos
del mismo
grado.
mismo grado.
Article 11. Each member
member of the
the Articulo 11.
11. Cada
Cads miembro
miembro de
Mission shall be
be entitled
entitled to all la
is Misi6n
Mision tendra derecho
derecho a
a todos
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benefits or
benefits
or privileges
privileges which
which the
the
Regutions
of
the
Peruvian
Regutions of the Peruvian Navy
Navy
provide for Peruvian officers
officers and
and
subordinate personnel of
subordinate
of correcorresponding
sponding rank.
rank.
Article 12.
the
Article
12. The
The personnel
personnel of
of the
Mission shall
by the
the
Mission
shall be
be governed
governed by
disciplinary regulations
of the
the
disciplinary
regulations of
United States
Navy.
United
States Navy.

beneficios ooprivilegios
los beneficios
privilegios que los
reglamentos de la Armada PeruaPeruana dan aa los oficiales
oficiales peruanos yy
al personal
personal subalterno
subaltern° del grado
couespondiente.
correspondiente.
Articulo 12.
12. El personal
personal de la
Articulo
Mision
estara regido
regido por
por los reglaMisi6n estara
mentos de disciplina
disciplina de la Armada
Armada
de los Estados
Estados Unidos.

TITLE
IV
TITLE IV

TITULO IV
TITULO
IV

Compensation
Perquisites
Compensation and
and Perquisites

CompensaciOn
Concesiones
Compensaci6n yyConcesiones

Article 13. Members
the
Article
Members of
of the
Mission
receive from the
Mission shall
shall receive
Government of
anGovernment
of Peru
Peru such
such net
net annual
compensation expressed
in
nual compensation
expressed in
States currency
currency as
as may
United States
may be
be
agreed upon between the GovernGovernagreed
ment
the United
States and
and the
ment of
of the
United States
the
Government
Government of Peru for each
each
member.
This compensation
compensation shall
shall
member. This
be
twelve (12)
be paid
paid in
in twelve
(12) equal
equal
monthly
each due
due
monthly installments,
installments, each
and payable
payable on
on the
day of
the
and
the last
last day
of the
month.
may be
in
month. Payment
Payment may
be made
made in
Peruvian national currency
currency and
Peruvian
and
when so made shall
shall be computed
computed
dollar
at the highest value of
of the
the dollar
of exchange
exchange
at the
the free
free market
market rate
rate of
in
on the
the day
on which
which due.
due.
in Lima
Lima on
day on
Payments made
made outside
outside of
of Peru
Peru
Payments
shall
in the
the national
national currency
currency
shall be
be in
of
of the
the United
United States. The
The comcompensation
not be
be subject
subject to
to
pensation shall
shall not
any tax,
now or
or hereafter
in effect,
any
tax, now
hereafter in
effect,
of the
Government of
of Peru
or of
Peru or
of
of
the Government
any
of
its
political
or
administraany of its political or administrative subdivisions.
there,
subdivisions. Should
Should there,
tive
however,
present or
or while
however, at
at present
while this
Agreement
be any
any
Agreement is
is in effect, be
taxes that
that might
might affect
affect this
this comcomtaxes
pensation,
shall be
such taxes shall
pensation, such
borne by
by the
the Ministry
Ministry of
of Marine
Marine
borne
and
Aviation of
of Peru
to
and Aviation
Peru in
in order
order to
comply with
the provision
with the
provision of this
comply
Article that the compensation
compensation
Article
agreed
agreed upon shall be net.

Articulo 13.
Los miembros
de la
la
Articulo
13. Los
miembros de
recibirin del Gobierno
Gobierno del
Misi6n recibiran
Perd una
neta anual
anual
Perd
una rettibucion
retribuci6n neta
computada en
en moneda
corriente
computada
moneda corriente
de los
los Estados Unidos que fuere
acordada entre
entre el
el Gobierno
de los
los
acordada
Gobierno de
Estados Unidos
Estados
Unidos yy el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Pend para
cada miembro.
Esta
Perd
para cada
miembro. Esta
retribucion
sera abonada
abonada en
en doce
does
retribuci6n sera
(12) mensualidades
mensualidades iguales,
iguales, debidebi(12)
das y
pagaderas el
el Altimo
de
das
y pagaderas
ultimo dia
dia de
cada mes. El
El pago
pago puede
puede ser
en
cads
ser en
moneda nacional
en
moneda
nacional peruana
peruana y
y en
este caso
caso estara
estara computado
computado al
este
al
valor mas
alto del
&Mar al
al tipo
tipo de
de
valor
mas alto
del d6lar
cambio libre
en
cambio
libre de Lima en el dia en
que
que sea
pagadero.
sea pagadero.
Los pagos
hechos
sorbo
hechos fuera
fuera del Perti
Perd deben serlo
nacional de
en la
la moneda
moneda nacional
de los
Unidos. La retibucidn
Estados Unidos.
retribuci6n
no
estara sujeta
impuesto,
no estara
sujeta aaningdn
ningdn impuesto,
ahora
vigencia o
que se
cree en
ahora en
en vigencia
o que
se cree
en
el futuro,
futuro, del
Gobierno del
del Perd
Perd o
o
el
del Gobierno
de ninguna
de
dependencias
ninguna de sus dependencias
politicas y
y administrativas.
politicos
axlministrativas. Sin
Sin
embargo,
embargo, si
si al presente
presente oo durante
la vigencia
este convenio
convenio existen
existen
la
vigencia de
de este
algtmos
impuostos que
puedan
algunos impuestos
que puedan
afectar
dichos
afectar esta
esta retribucion,
retribuci6n, dichos
impuestos seran
seran pagados
pagados por
el
impuestos
por el
Ministerio de
Marina y
y Aviaci6n
Aviaciem
Ministerio
de Marina
del Peru,
con el
el objeto
objeto de
cumplir
del
Perd, con
de cumplir
con la
clisposicion de
este Articulo
Articulo
con
la disposici6n
de este
que
convenidos seran
que los
los salaries
salaries convenidos
seran
netos.
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Article 14. The compensation
compensation
agreed upon
Arupon in
in the
the preceding
preceding Article
upon the
the date
date of
of
ticle shall begin upon
departure from
from the
the City of
of New
York
York of each member
member of the Miscontinue after
sion, and shall continue
after the
the
termination of his service
termination
with
service with
the Mission during his
trip
his return
return trip
to the City of New
New York and
and
thereafter for the
period of
the period
of any
any
accumulated leave to which
accumulated
which he is
entitled.
Article 15. The
compensation
Article
The compensation
due for the period of the return
trip and accumulated
accumulated leave
leave shall
be paid to a
detached member
member of
a detached
of
the Mission before
before his departure
from Peru, and such payment
payment
computed for travel
travel by
by
shall be computed
travelled sea
sea
the shortest usually
usually travelled
route regardless
regardless of the route
route and
and
used by
method of travel used
by the
the
member of the
the Mission.
member of the
Article 16. Each member
the
each member
member of his
Mission and each
his
by the
family shall be provided
provided by
the
Government
Government of Peru with firstfirstclass accommodations
accommodations for
for travel
travel
required and performed
performed under this
Agreement,
Agreement, by the shortest
shortest usuusually travelled sea route between
between
the City of New York and
and his
residence in
for
official residence
in Peru,
Peru, both for
the outward and for the return
return
voyage. The expenses of shipshipment of the household
household effects,
effects,
baggage and automobile
automobile of each
each
Mission between
between
member of the
the Mission
the City of New
New York
York and his
his
official residence
residence in Peru
also
Peru shall
shall also
be paid by the Government
Government of
Peru; this shall include all necesnecesexpenses incident
sary expenses
incident to unloadunloading from the steamer
steamer upon arrival
arrival
in Peru, cartage between
between the ship
and the residence
residence in Peru, and
packing and loading on board the

[54
STAT.
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Articulo
retribucion
Articulo 14.
14. La retribuci6n
convenida en el Articulo
Articulo prececonvenida
precedente comenzara
comenzara a
a regir desde
desde la
fecha de la
la partida de la
la Ciudad
Ciudad
de Nueva
Nueva York de cada
cada miembro
miembro
de
continuara despues
despuds
de la Mision,
Misi6n, yy continuara
de la
la terminaci6n
terminacion de
de sus
sus servicios
servicios
con la
durante el
viaje de
de
la Mision
Misi6n durante
el viaje
regreso
regreso a
a la Ciudad
Ciudad de Nueva
sucesivo por el
York y
y en lo sucesivo
el pelicencia acuriodo de cualquiera
cualquiera licencia
acumulada aa que el miembro
tenga
mulada
miembro tenga
derecho.
derecho.
Articulo
Articulo 15.
15. La retribuci6n
retribucion debida por el periodo
periodo del
del viaje de
regreso y
y licencia acumulada
acumulada debe
ser pagada a
aun miembro
miembro cesante
cesante
y tal
tal
antes de su partida del
del Peril,
Peru, y
pago debe ser calculado
calculado por un
un
viaje por la ruta maritima mas
mas
corta actualmente
actua]mente empleada,
empleada, independientemente
de
pendientemente
la ruta y
y
metodo
m6todo de viaje usado
por el
el
usado por
miembro de
de la
MisiOn.
miembro
la Misi6n.
Articulo
Articulo 16. A
A cada miembro
de la Misi6n
Mision y
ya
acada
cada miembro de
su familia el Gobierno
Gobiemo del Peru
Peril
proporcionara pasajes de primera
proporcionara
primera
clase para el viaje
requerido y
y
viaje requerido
efectuado
conformidad con este
efectuado de conformidad
este
Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, por
por la ruta maritima
marftima
mils corta actualmente
actualmente empleada
empleada
mas
entre la Ciudad de
de Nueva York
York yy
su residencia
residencia oficial en el
Peril,
el Peru,
tanto para el viaje de ida como
para el de regreso.
regreso. Los gastos de
transporte
transporte de los efectos domesdom6sticos, equipaje
equipaje y
y autom6vil
autombvil de
de
cada miembro de
Mision entre
de la Misi6n
Nueva York
York y
y su
su
la Ciudad de Nueva
residencia
residencia oficial en
Peril seran
seran
en el
el Perd
tambien
tambien por cuenta
cuenta del Gobierno
Gobierno
del Perd;
Peril; esto debera,
debera incluir todos
todos
los gastos necesarios
necesarios relacionados
relacionados
descarga de aa bordo del
con la descarga
vapor a
asu llegada
llegada al Peril,
Perd, transporte entre el vapor
vapory
y la
la residencia
residencia
en el Perd
Peril y
y embalaje
embalaje y
y carga
carga a
a

54
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steamer
departure from
steamer upon
upon departure
from
Peru.
The transportation
of such
Peru. The
transportation of
such
household
and auhousehold effects,
effects, baggage
baggage and
automobile shall be
be made
made in
in aasingle
single
shipment
and all
subsequent shipshipshipment and
all subsequent
expense of
ments shall be
be at the expense
members of
of the
the
the respective
respective members
Mission except when
when the result of
Mission
of
circumstances beyond
their conconcircumstances
beyond their
trol. Payment
Governtrol.
Payment by
by the
the Government of
of Peru
Peru of
the expenses
expenses for
for
ment
of the
the
of the
families,
the transportation
transportation of
the families,
household effects,
effects, baggage
baggage and
and
household
automobiles
personnel who
may
automobiles of
of personnel
who may
join the
the Mission
Mission for temporary
temporary
service at
at the
request of
of the
service
the request
the
Minister
Minister of
of Marine
Marine and
and Aviation
Aviation
of Peru
Peru shall
shall not
not be
of
be obligatory
obligatory
under this
shall
under
this Agreement,
Agreement, but
but shall
bebe determined
determined by negotiations
negotiations between the Navy
tween
Navy Department
Department of
the United
United States and the authorized representative
representative in
Washington
in Washington
of the Ministry
Ministry of Marine
Marine and
and
Aviation of
Aviation
of Peru, at
at such
such time as
the
personnel for
for such
such
the detail
detail of
of personnel
temporary service
temporary
service is
agreed upon.
is agreed
Article 17.
Government of
Article
17. The Government
of
Peru
in the
Peru shall allot
allot in
the budget
budget of
of
the Ministry
Ministry of
the
Marine and
of Marine
and AviaAviation
adequate to
tion an amount
amount adequate
to pay
pay
customs
articles imported
customs duties on articles
imported
by
Mission for
members of the Mission
by the
the members
their personal
the use
use
use and
and for
for the
their
personal use
of their
families, provided
provided that
of
their families,
that the
the
Chief of
of the Mission
Mission authorizes
authorizes
Chief
such
such importations.
importations.
Article 18.
18. If
If the
services of
of any
any
the services
Article
member
of the
be
member of
the Mission
Mission should be
terminated by
by the Government
Government of
terminated
the
United States,
as estabestabStates, except as
the United
lished in the
the provisions
provisions of Article
Article 5,
5,
before
two years
years
before the
the completion
completion of
of two
of service, the provisions
provisions of Article
Article
16 shall
shall not
not apply
the return
return
apply to
to the
16
trip. If
If the
of any
memtrip.
the services
services of
any mem-

bordo
su partida
del
bordo del
del vapor
vapor a
a su
partida del
Peru. El
El transporte
de
estos
Peru.
transporte de estos
efectos
domesticos, equipaje
efectos dom6sticos,
equipaje yy
autom6vil debera
deberft ser
ser hecho
hecho en
en un
un
autom6vil
solo
embarque y
y todos
todos los
los ememsolo embarque
barques sucesivos
barques
sucesivos seran aacosto de
los
miembros de
los respectivos
respectivos miembros
de la
Mision, exceptuando
exceptuando casos derivaderivaMisi6n,
dos de
de circunstancias
ajenas aa su
an
dos
circunstancias ajenas
voluntad.
el GoGovoluntad. El
El pago
pago por
por el
bierno
del Peril
de los
gastos para
para
bierno del
Perd de
los gastos
el
de las
el transporte
transporte de
las familias,
familias,
efectos
domesticos, equipaje
efectos domesticos,
equipaje y
y
automoviles del
personal que
que
autom6viles
del personal
pueda
unirse a
a la
la Misi6n
Mision para
para
pueda unirse
servicio
temporal a
a solicitud
solicitud del
del
servicio temporal
Ministro de
de Marina
y Aviaci6n
Ministro
Marina y
Aviaci6n
del
Peril, no
no sera
serft obligatorio
obligatorio segin
segfm
del Perd,
las
disposiciones de este Acuerdo,
Acuerdo,
las disposiciones
pero
determinado por
por negocianegociapero serh
sera determinado
ciones
entre el
Departamento de
ciones entre
el Departamento
Marina de
Estados Unidos
Unidos y
y
de los Estados
Marina
el representante
representante autorizado
en
autorizado en
el
Washington del
del Ministerio
de
Ministerio de
Washington
Marina y
Aviacion del
del Peru,
Peru, en
en el
el
Marina
y Aviaci6n
moment° en
en quo
el nombramiento
nombramiento
momento
que el
del personal
para ese
ese servicio
servicio
personal para
del
temporal sea
sea convenido.
convenido.
temporal
Articulo 17.
17. El
Gobierno del
del
El Gobierno
Articulo
Peril
consignarã
en
el
Presupuesto
Peru consignara en el Presupuesto
del Ministerio
de Marina
y AviaMarina y
AviaMinisterio de
del
ci6n
una suma
surna adecuada
adecuada para
para
ci6n una
pagar derechos
derechos de aduana
aduana por
por
pagar
coneepto
de articulos
importados
articulos importados
concepto de
por
los miembros
miembros de
la Mision
de la
Misi6n
por los
para
personal y
y de
de sus
sus
para su
su uso
uso personal
familias,
siempre quo
el Jefe
Jefe de
de la
la
familias, siempre
que el
Mision
estas importaimportsMisi6n autorice
autorice estas
ciones.
ciones.
Articulo 18.
los servicios
Articulo
18. Si los
servicios de
cualquier
miembro de
Misi6n
de la
la Misi6n
cualquier miembro
fueren
terminados por
por el
el Gobierno
Gobierno
fueren terminados
de
los Estados
Estados TJnidos,
exceptuanUnidos, exceptuande los
do lo
lo establecido
en las
las disposidisposiestablecido en
do
ciones del
Articulo 5,
5, antes
antes de
de la
la
ciones
del Articulo
terminacion de
ailos de servide dos afnos
terminaci6n
cios, las
las disposiciones
disposiciones del
del Articulo
Articulo
cios,
16 no
no se
pars el
el viaje
viaje
se aplicaran
aplicar&n para
16

Ante, p. 2345.
34

A,

p.

2
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ber of the Mission should
should terminate
terminate
terminated before
or be terminated
before the completion of two years
years of service,
service, for
for
any other reason,
reason, including
including those
established in Article
such memestablished
Article 5,
5, such
member shall receive from the
the GovernGovernment of Peru all compensations,
compensations,
emoluments, and
and perquisites
perquisites as
as
though he had completed
two
completed two
years of service, but the annual
salary shall terminate
terminate as provided
provided
in Article 14.
14. But
But should
should the
the
Government of
Government
of the United States
recall any member
member for breach
breach of
discipline, the cost of the return
trip to the United States
States of such
such
household
member, his
his family, household
effects, baggage or automobile
shall not be borne by the GovernGovernment of Peru.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 2346.
2346.

[54 STAT.
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regreso. Si los servicios
servicios de
de regreso.
cualquier miembro
miembro de la Misi6n
Mision
terminen o
o fueren
fueren terminados
terminados
completar dos
dos afios
aiios de
de
antes de completar
servicios por cualquiera
cualquiera otra
raz6n,
otra raz6n,
incluyendo
incluyendo las establecidas
establecidas en el
Articulo 5, este miembro
miembro recibira
recibirA
del Gobierno del
Peril todas
del Peri
todas las
las
retribuciones,
y conretribuciones, emolumentos
emolumentos y
hubiera complecomplecesiones como si hubiera
tado dos afios
anos de servicios, pero
pero el
sueldo
sueldo anual cesara
cesara de abonarse
abonarse
como se dispone en
Articulo 14.
en el Articulo
Pero si el Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados
cualquier miembro
Unidos retira aacualquier
miembro
por faltas cometidas contra la disdiscosto del viaje
ciplina, el costo
viaje de regreso
regreso
Unidos de
de este
este
aa los Estados Unidos
miembro, de
su
familia,
efectos
de su familia, efectos
dornesticos,
equipaje y
automovil
domesticos, equipaje
y autom6vil
no sera
sera pagado por el Gobierno
Gobierno del

Perl.
Articulo 19.
19. La compensaci6n
compensacion
por
gastos de transporte
transporte y
yde
de viaje
por gastos
viaje
Repdblica del Peri
Peril en
en cocoen la Repiblica
raisiones
oficiales del Gobierno
Gobierno del
misiones oficiales
Peril sera
sera proporcionada
proporcionada por
el
Peri
por el
Gobierno
Gobierno del Peril
acuerdo con
Perd de
de acuerdo
con
las disposiciones
disposiciones del
Articulo 11.
11.
del Articulo
Articulo 20. El Gobierno
Articulo
Gobierno del
del
Perd
proporcionara al Jefe
Peril proporcionara
Jefe de
de la
la
Misi6n un autom6vil
autom6vil con chauffeur,
chauffeur,
Misi6n
Transports adeadepara uso oficia].
oficial. Transporte
cuado
cuado en automovil
chauffeur,
autom6vil con
con chauffeur,
y cuando
y
cuando sea necesario
necesario una
una lancha
lancha
convenientemente
convenientemente equipada,
equipada, seran
sergin
provistas,
provistas, aapedida, por el GobierGobierno del Peri
Peru para el uso
uso de los
miembros de la Misi6n
Mision para
el
para el
cumplimiento de las funciones
cumplimiento
oficiales
oficiales de la misma.
Articulo
Articulo 21. El Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Perd
Peril proporcionara
proporcionark alojamiento
alojamiento yy
facilidades
facilidades adecuadas
adecuadas de oficina
oficina
de la
la
para el uso de los miembros
miembros de
Mision.
Misi6n.
Article 22. If any member
member of the
Articulo 22.
Articulo
22. Si cualquier
cualquier miemMission or any member
member of his bro de la Mision
Misi6n oocualquier
cualquier miemmiemArticle 19.
Compensation for
19. Compensation
for
transportation and
and travelling
extransportation
travelling expenses in the Republic
Republic of Peru on
official business of the Government
Government
of Peru shall be provided
provided by the
Government
Government of Peru in accordance
accordance
11.
with the provisions of
of Article 11.
Article 20. The Government
Government of
of
Peru shall provide the Chief of the
Mission with a
suitable automobile
automobile
a suitable
with chauffeur, for use on official
official
business. Suitable motor
motor transtransportation
portation with chauffeur, and when
when
necessary aa launch
launch properly
properly
equipped, shall on
on call be
be made
made
available by the Government
of
Government of
Peru for use by the members of the
Mission
Mission for the conduct of the
the
official
official business
business of the
Mission.
the Mission.
Article 21. The Government
Government of
Peru shall provide suitable
suitable office
office
space and facilities
facilities for the use
use of
of
the members of the Mission.
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family should die in Peru, the
Government
Government of Peru shall have
the body transported
transported to such
place in the United States as the
surviving members of the family
family
may decide, but the cost to the
Government
Government of Peru shall not
exceed the cost of transporting
the remains from the place of
decease to the City of New York.
Should the deceased
member
deceased be a
a member
of the Mission, his services with
the Mission shall be considered
considered to
to
(15) days
have terminated fifteen (15)
after his death. Return transportation to the City of New
York for the family of the deceased member and for their
household effects,
effects, baggage
baggage and
automobile shall be provided as
prescribed
prescribed in Article 16. All compensation
due the
deceased memthe deceased
mempensation due
ber, including salary for the fifteen
fifteen
(15)
(15) days following his death,
reimbursement due the deand reimbursement
ceased member for expenses
expenses and
and
transportation on trips made on
transportation
official business of the Government
ment of
of Peru, shall
shall be paid
paid to the
the
widow of the deceased
deceased member
or
other person
person who
who may
or to
to any
any other
may
have been designated in writing
by the deceased while he was serving under
under the terms of this AgreeAgreement; but the widow or other
other
person shall not be compensated
compensated
for accrued
accrued leave due but not
taken by the deceased. All compensations due the widow or other
other
pensations
person designated
designated by the deceased,
deceased,
person
under the provisions of this Article,
shall be paid before the departure
person
widow or such other person
of the widow
(15)
from Peru and within fifteen (15)
days after the death of the
member.

bro de
de su
familia falleciese
el
bro
su familia
falleciese en
en el
Per, el Gobierno
Perti hara
har6,
Peru,
Gobierno del Perd

que los
los restos
restos sean
transportados
sean transportados

hasta el lugar de los Estados Unidos determinado
determinado por los miembros
miembros
sobrevivientes
sobrevivientes de la familia,
familia, pero
el costo para
para el Gobierno
Gobierno del Perd
Pend
no excedera
excedera del costo del transporte de los restos del lugar del
fallecimiento
Nueva
fallecimiento aala Ciudad
Ciudad de Nueva
York. Si el fallecido
fallecido es un miemmiembro de la Misi6n,
Misi6n, sus servicios
con
servicios con
la Misi6n
considerados
Misi6n deben ser considerados
como
terminado quince
como que han terminado
(15) dias despues
(15)
despues de su muerte.
El transporte
transporte de regreso aa la
Ciudad de Nueva
Nueva York
York para
pars la
la
familia
fallecido y
y
familia del miembro
miembro fallecido
pars
efectos domesticos, equipara sus efectos
pale,
provisto
y automovil
autom6vil sera provisto
paje, y
como se prescribe
prescribe en el Articulo
Articulo
16. Toda retribucion
retribuci6n debida al
miembro
el
miembro fallecido,
fallecido, incluyendo
incluyendo el
sueldo por los quince dias (15)
y reemsubsiguientes
muerte y
reemsubsiguientes aasu muerte
bolso adeudado
adeudado al miembro falletransports en
cido por gastos yy transporte
realizados en asuntos ofiviajes realizados
ciales del
Peril,
del Gobierno
Gobierno del Perd,
ciales
serial
pagados
a
la
viuda
miemdel
miemseran pagados a la
cualquiera otra
bro fallecido oo aa cualquiera
persona que pueda
pueda haber
haber sido
side
persona
designada por
escrito por
por el
el fallefallepor escrito
designada
cido mientras
mientras estaba
estaba sirviendo en
en
cido
conformidad
conformidad con los terminos de
este Acuerdo;
la
Acuerdo; pero la viuda o
o la
otra persona no sera compensada
compensada
per
licencia acumulada
por la licencia
acumulada aa que
tenla
tenia derecho el fallecido pero no
usada por 61. Todas
Todas las compencompenusada
saciones debidas
la viuda
viuda o
o aala
saciones
debidas a
a la
qtra persona
por el
designada por
persona designada
qtra
fallecido, segin
seem' las disposiciones
disposiciones
fallecido,
Articulo, seran
seran pagadas
pagodas
de este Articulo,
antes de la partida de dicha viuda
viuda
antes
Perd y
o
persona del Peril
ydentro
o dicha persona
de
de quince
quince (15)
(15) dias despues del
fallecimiento
fallecimiento del miembro.
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TITLE V
V
TITLE

TITULO V
V
TITULO

Requisites and
Requisites
and Conditions
Conditions

Condiciones
Requisitos yy Condiciones

Article 23. So long as this
this AgreeAgreement, or any extension
thereof, is
extension thereof,
is
in effect, the Government
Government of Peru
Peru
shall not engage the services
of
services of
any personnel of any other foreign
foreign
government for duties of any
government
any
nature connected
connected with the Peruvian Navy, except by mutual
agreement between
agreement
between the
the GovernGovernment of the United States
States and
and the
the
Government
Government of Peru.
Peru.
Article 24. Each member
member of
of the
the
Mission shall agree not to divulge
or in any way disclose
to any
any
disclose to
foreign government
any pergovernment or
or to
to any
person whatsoever
whatsoever any secret
secret or confidential matter
matter of which he may
may
become cognizant
cognizant in his capacity
capacity
a member of the Mission.
as a
Mission. This
requirement shall continue
requirement
continue in force
after the termination
termination of
of service
service
with the Mission and
and after
after the
the
expiration or cancellation
cancellation of
of this
any extension
Agreement
or
extension
thereof.
thereof.

Articulo
Articulo 23.
23.
Mientras
este
Mientras este
Acuerdo, oocualquiera
Acuerdo,
cualquiera extensi6n
extension de
de
61,
01, est6
estd en efecto,
efecto, el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Perd
Peril no empleara
de
empleara los
los servicios de
ningdn
ningim personal
personal de ningim
otro
ningdn otro
Gobierno
Gobierno extranjero
servicios
extranjero para
para servicios
de cualquiera naturaleza
naturaleza relarelacionados
cionados con la
Armada Peruana,
la Armada
Peruana,
excepto
except() por mutuo convenio
convenio entre
el Gobierno
Gobierno de los
Unidos
los Estados
Estados Unidos
y
Gobierno del Perd.
Peril.
y el Gobierno
Articulo 24. Cada
miembro de
Cada miembro
de
Misi6n convendra,
la Mision
convendra en
en no
no didivulgar o
o por cualquier
cualquier medio
medio
revelar aa cualquier
cualquier Gobierno
Gobierno exextranjero oo a
a cualquiera
cualquiera persona
persona
cualquier
cualquier secreto o
asunto concono asunto
fidencial
fidencial del cual pueda
pueda tener
tener
conocimiento
conocimiento en su capacidad
capacidad de
miembro
miembro de la Misi6n.
Mision. Este rerequisito
quisito continuara
continuara en vigencia
vigencia
despu6s
despues de la
terminaciOn de
de los
los
la terminaci6n
servicios
servicios con la Misi6n
Mision y
y despues
despu6s
de la expiraci6n
expiracion o
o cancelaci6n
cancelacion de
de
Acuerdo oo cualquiera
este Acuerdo
extencualquiera extension
el.
si6n de 6l.
Article 25. Throughout
Throughout this
this
Articulo 25.
25. En todo
todo este
este
Agreement
Agreement the term "family"
"family" is
is Acuerdo
Acuerdo el termino "familia"
"familia"
limited to mean
mean wife and dependdepend- estara
estara restringido
restringido a
a significar
significar
ent children.
esposa eehijos dependientes.
dependientes.
Article 26. Each member
member of the
Articulo 26. Cada
Cada miembro
miembro de
de
Mission shall be entitled to
one la Misi6n
to one
Mision tendra derecho
derecho aaun mes
mes
month's annual leave
leave with
or anual de licencia
with pay,
pay, or
licencia con
con goce
goce de
de
proportional part thereof
to a
aproportional
thereof with
with sueldo, ooaauna parte proporcional
pay for any fractional
of a
a con goce de sueldo por
fractional part of
por cualquiera
cualquiera
year. Unused
Unused portions
portions of said
said parte fraccional
fraccional de
de un
un aio.
aim. Las
Las
leave shall be cumulative
cumulative from
from partes
partes no usadas de dicha licencia
licencia
year to year during service
service as
as aa seran
seran acumuladas
acumuladas de afio aa afio,
alio,
member of the Mission.
durante
durante el servicio
servicio como miembro
de la Misi6n.
Mision.
Article 27. The leave specified
specified
Articulo
Artfculo 27. La licencia especiespeciin the preceding Article may
may be
be ficada en el Articulo
Articulo precedente
precedents
spent in Peru, in the United States
States puede ser disfrutada
disfrutada en el Peru,
Peril,
countries, but
or in other countries,
the
ex- en los Estados Unidos o
but the exo en
en otros
otros
penses of travel and transportation
transportation paises,
paises, pero los gastos de viaje
viaje y
y
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in this
this
not otherwise
otherwise provided
provided for in
Agreement shall
borne by
by the
Agreement
shall be
be borne
the
member of
the Mission
taking
Mission taking
member
of the
such leave.
leave. All
All travel
time, intravel time,
insuch
cluding sea
sea travel,
shall count
as
count as
travel, shall
cluding
be in
in addition
addition
leave and
and shall
shall not
not be
to
the time
in the preto the
time authorized
authorized in
ceding
Article.
ceding Article.

de transporte
sean abonatransporte que no man
abonade acuerdo
acuerdo con
con las
disposibles de
las disposiciones de
Articulos de
de este
este
ciones
de otros Articulos
Acuerdo seran
serân pagados
pagados por
por el
Acuerdo
el
miembro de la Mision
que disfruta
disfruta
miembro
Misi6n que
de
de la licencia.
licencia. Todo
Todo el tiempo
tiempo de
viaje,
incluyendo viaje por mar,
viaje, incluyendo
mar,
sorb, contado
contado como
como licencia
licencia y
y no.
no
sera
sera en
autosera
en adicion
adici6n al
al tiempo
tiempo autoArticulo precedente.
precedente.
rizado en
en el Articulo
Article
of
Artfoul°
28. El
del
The Government
Government of
Article 28. The
Articulo 28.
El Gobierno
Gobierno del
Peru
agrees to
the leave Peri
en conceder
Peril conviene
c,onviene en
conceder la
la
Peru agrees
to grant the
specified
Article 26
26 upon
receipt licencia
licencia especificada
especificada en
en el
el Artfculo
upon receipt
in Article
Articulo
specified in
of
approved 26
26 al
al recibir
recibir la
la solicitud
of written
written application,
application, approved
solicitud escrita,
escrita, yy
by
Chief of
of the
the Mission
por el
el Jefe
Jefe de
de la
la Misi6n
Misifm
with aprobada
Mission with
by the
the Chief
aprobada por
con la
is debida
debida consideracion
por
due consideration
consideration for the conven- con
consideraci6n por
ience
Government of Peru.
ience of the Government
Peru. la conveniencia
conveniencia del Gobierno
Gobierno del
Peru.
Article
Members of the
Article 29.
29. Members
Articulo
.Articulo 29.
29. Los miembros de la
is
Mission
that may
be replaced
que sean
replaced Mision
Mission that
may be
Misi6n que
sean reemplazados
reemplazados solo
cesar en
funciones en
en la
is
en sus
sus funci6nes
shall terminate their services on podrin
podran cesar
la llegada
llegada de
los reemarrival Mision
reemthe Mission
Mission only
only upon
upon the arrival
de los
Misi6n aa la
exceptuando los casos
casos
of
replacements, except
except when
when plazantes,
plazantes, exceptuando
their replacements,
of their
sea convenida
convenida de
de otra
otra
otherwise
en que
que sea
otherwise mutually agreed
agreed upon
upon in
in en
antemano por
los
advance by
respective Governpor los
y de
de antemano
Govern- manera
manera y
by the
the respective
advance
Gobiernos
respectivos.
ments.
ments.
Gobiernos respectivos.
Articulo 30.
30. El
Gobierno del
del
El Gobierno
Articulo
Article 30.
30. The
Government of
Article
The Government
of
los miembros
miembros
Perd proporcionara
proporcionara aalos
shall provide
provide suitable
suitable medical
medical Peril
Peru shall
de la
is Misi6n
Mision y
y aa sus
sus familias
familias la
la
attention to
the MisMis- de
to members
members of
of the
attention
sion
and their
their families.
families. In
case a
atencion medica
apropriada. En
a atenci6n
medica apropriada.
sion and
In case
miembro de la Mide que
que un
un miembro
becomes caso
of the
the Mission becomes
caso de
member of
so enfernme
enferme o
o sufra
sufra lesioncs,
lesiones,
ill or suffers injury, he shall, at the sion
si6n se
hospitalizado a
adiscreci6n
discrecion del
of the Chief of the Mis- serâ
discretion of
sera hospitalizado
en cualquier
cualquier hossion,
be placed
in such
hospital as
hosas Jefe
such hospital
de is
la Misi6n
Misi6n en
sion, be
placed in
Jefe de
pital que el
Jefe de la
in Mision
conMisi6n conel Jefe
the
Mission deems
deems pital
Chief of
of the Mission
the Chief
suitable, after
after consultation
with siders
adecuado, despues
considere adecuado,
despues de conconsultation with
suitable,
the
Peruvian naval
de is
la
autoridades de
authorities, sultar con las autoridades
naval authorities,
the Peruvian
Perua.na, y
y todos
todos los
Armada Peruana,
and
expenses incurred
as the Armada
incurred as
all expenses
and all
en que
se mcurra
como reregastos en
que se
incurra como
injury gastos
result of
of such
such illness
illness or injury
result
sultado
de
esta
enfermeda
siemddsiemsultado
de
esta
enfermeda
while
the
patient
is
a
member
of
while the patient is a member of
paciente sea un miembro
pre que
que el
el paciente
the
Mission and
remains in Peru pre
and remains
the Mission
y permanezca
en el
el
permanezca en
Misi6n y
de la
la .Mision
shall
be paid
paid by
by the
the Government
Government de
shall be
serAn pagados
pagados por el Gobierof
If the
mem- Peru, seran
the hospitalized
hospitalized memof Peru.
Peru. If
En caso
caso de
de que
que el
el
Peru. En
no del
del Peril.
ber
commissioned officer he no
ber is aa commissioned
hospitalizado sea un
shall
pay his
cost of
miembro hospitalizado
of subsistence,
subsistence, miembro
his cost
shall pay
mismo papael mismo
comisionado, el
oficial comisionado,
but
the oficial
an enlisted
enlisted man the
but if
if he is an
garfi, sus
sus gastos
de subsistencia,
subsistencia,
gastos de
cost
paid gara
shall be paid
of subsistence
subsistence shall
cost of
pero en
caso de que
que sea un suben caso
by
Government of
of Peru. pero
by the
the Government
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Families shall enjoy the same
same
privileges
privileges agreed upon
upon in this
this
Article for members of the
Misthe Misof the
sion, except that
that aamember
member of
the
Mission shall in all cases pay
pay the
the
subsistence incident
cost of subsistence
incident to
to
hospitalization
of
hospitalization of
of aa member
member of
may be
be prohis family except
except as
as may
pro-

vided under Article
Article 11.
11.

Article 31. Any member
member of the
the
Mission
Mission unable to perform
perform his
his
duties with the Mission
reason
Mission by
by reason
of long continued
continued physical
physical disadisability shall be
be replaced.
replaced.
Signatures.

IN
I
N WITNESS
WHEREOF, the
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the
undersigned, Sumner Welles,
Welles, ActActing Secretary
the
Secretary of
of State of
of the
United States of
and
of America,
America, and
Eduardo
Eduardo Garland,
Garland, Charge
Chargé d'Affaires of the Republic of Peru,
duly authorized
authorized thereto,
thereto, have
signed this Agreement
Agreement in duplicate
duplicate
in the English and
and Spanish lanlanWashington, District of
guages, at Washington,
of
Columbia, United States
States of AmerAmerica, this thirty-first
thirty-first day of
July of
of
of July
1940.
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alterno sus gastos de subsistencia
subsistencia
seran
pagados por el
serân pagados
del
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
Peru.
Peril. Las familias
familias disfrutaran
disfrutaran de
de
los mismos privilegios
privilegios convenidos
convenidos
en este Articulo
Articulo para los miembros
miembros
de la Misi6n,
Mision, exceptuando
exceptuando que
quo un
un
miembro
miembro de la Misi6n
Mision pagark
en
pagara en
todos
todos los casos los gastos
gastos de subsubsistencia
sistencia relacionados
relacionados a
a la
la hospitalizaci6n
pitalizacion de un
im miembro
miembro de
de su
familia,
familia, con excepcion
de lo
quo
excepci6n de
lo que
sea dispuesto en el
Articulo 11.
11.
el Articulo
Articulo 31.
31. Cualquiermiembro
Cu alquier miembro
de la Mision
Misi6n inhabilitado
inhabilitado para
para
desempefar
desempaar sus servicios
la
servicios con
con la
Misi6n por raz6n
razon de incapacidad
incapacidad
fisica prolongada,
prolongada, sera
sera reemplazreemplazado.
EN TESTIMONIO
DE LO
CUAL, los
los
EN
TESTIMONIO DE
LO CUAL,

suscritos, Sumner
Sumner Welles,
suscritos,
Welles, SecreSecretario de Estado interino
tali°
los
interino de
de los
Estados
Estados Unidos de America,
America, y
y
Eduardo
Eduardo Garland, Encargado
Encargado de
de
Negocios de
de la
la Repdblica
Rep6blica del
del Peril,
Negocios
Peru,
debidamente
debidamente autorizados
autorizados para ello,
ello,
han firmado este Acuerdo,
por
Acuerdo, por
duplicado
duplicado en los idiomas
idiomas ingles
ingles y
y
espafol,
espanol, en Washington,
Washington, Distrito
de Columbia, Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de
America,
America, el dia
treinta y
y uno
uno de
de
dia treinta
julio de 1940.

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

SUMNER W
ELLES
SUMNER
WELLES

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

EDUARDO
GARLAND
EDUARDO GARLAND
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and Peru
Peru respecting
Agreement
States of
of America
Agreement between
between the
the United
United States
America and
respecting aa
1940; effective
1940.
naval
aviation mission.
July 31,
naval aviation
mission. Signed
Signed July
31, 1940;
effective July
July 31,
81, 1940.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVGOV- ACUERDO
ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO
THE UNITED
UNITED
ERNMENT
OF
ERNMENT
DE LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
UNIDOS DE
DE
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND THE
AMERICA Y
GOBIERNO DE
DE
AMERICA
Y EL GOBIERNO
GOVERNMENT
OF THE
REGOVERNMENT
RELA REPUBLICA
REPUBLICA DEL PERU
PUBLIC OF PERU

In
conformity with
with the
the request
In conformity
request
of the Ambassador
Ambassador of
of the Republic
Republic
Washington, to the
of Peru in Washington,
the
Secretary
of
Secretary of
of State, the President
President of
the United
United States of America
has
America has
authorized
of
authorized the
the appointment
appointment of
officers and enlisted
enlisted men to conconstitute aa Naval Aviation
Aviation Mission
Mission
to
Republic of Peru
the
to the
the Republic
Peru under the
conditions
specified below:
below:
conditions specified

De conformidad
con la
la solicitud
solicitud
De
conformidad con
Excelencia el Embajador
Embajador de
de su Excelencia
de
la
del Per
la Repdblica
Repdblica del
Perd en
en WashingWashington
ton al
al Secretario
Secretario de
de Estado,
Estado, el
Presidente de
Presidente
de Los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de
autorizado el
el nomnomde America
America ha
ha autorizado
bramiento
oficiales y
y personal
personal
bramiento de oficiales
subaltern.°
subalterno para constituir
constituir una
Mision.
Aviacion Naval en la
Misi6n de Aviaci6n
Republica
con
del Perd de acuerdo
acuerdo con
Repfblica del
las
condiciones estipuladas
estipuladas a
a conconlas condiciones
tinuacien:
tinuaci6n:

TITLE II
TITLE

TITULO
TITULO II

Purpose and
Purpose
and Duration
Duration

Objeto y
yDuraci6n
Tharacion
Objeto

Article
1. The purpose
purpose of
of this
Article 1.
Mission is
is to
cooperate with
Mission
to cooperate
with the
the
Minister of Marine
Marine and
Aviation
Minister
and Aviation
Peru and
officers of
of Peru
and with
with the officers
of the
Peruvian Air
Peruvian
Air Force,
Force, with aaview
view to
to
enhancing the
the
enhancing
the efficiency
efficiency of
of the
Peruvian Air
Air Force.
Peruvian
Article
Mission shall
2. This
This Mission
shall
Article 2.
continue for
for a
period of
four years
years
continue
a period
of four
this
from the
the date
date of the signing
signing of this
Agreement by
the accredited
accredited
by the
Agreement
representatives of
of the
the Governrepresentatives
the United
United States
States and the
ment of the
Government of
of Peru,
Peru, unless
unless previpreviGovernment
ously terminated
extended as
as
or extended
terminated or
ously
hereinafter provided.
provided. Any
Any memmemhereinafter
ber of
of the
the Mission may be recalled
recalled
ber
by the
the Government
United
of the United
Government of
by
States after
the expiration
of two
two
expiration of
States
after the
years
of service,
case
in which
which case
years of
service, in
another member
be furnished
furnished
another
member shall be
to replace him.
him.

Articulo 1.
El objeto
de esta
esta
Articulo
1. El
objeto de
Mision
cooperar con el Ministro
es cooperar
Misi6n es
de
Marina y
Peril y
y
de Marina
y Aviacien
Aviaci6n del
del Perd
con los
los oficiales
oficiales de
de la
la Fuerza
Fuerza
con
Aerea Peruana,
Peruana, con la mira de
Aerea
aumentar
eficiencia de
Fuerza
de la Fuerza
aumentar la eficiencia
Aerea Peruana.
Aerea
Peruana.
Articulo 2.
Mision con2. Esta
Esta Misi6n
Articulo
tinuari
un periodo
pertodo de cuatro
tinuara por
por un
afins desde
desde la
fecha de
de la
firma de
de
la firma
aftos
la fecha
este
represenpor los
los represeneste Acuerdo
Acuerdo por
tantes
acreditados del Gobierno
Gobierno
tantes acreditados
de
Unidos ydel
del GobierGobierEstados Unidosy
de los
los Estados
no del
del Perd,
Perd, siempre
sea
que no
no sea
siempre quo
no
terminado
antes ooextendido
extendido en la
terminado antes
forma que
e,stablece mas
Inas adeque se
se establece
forma
lante. Cualquier
Gualquier miembro
miembro de
de la
la
lante.
Misien puede
puede ser
ser retirado
retirado por
por el
el
Misi6n
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
Gobierno
despues
expiracion de
de dos
dos
de la
la expiraci6n
despues de
silos
de
servicios,
en
cuyo
caso
afios de servicios, en cuyo caso
otro
sorb, proporcionado
proporcionado
miembro sera
otro miembro
pars
reemplazarlo.
para reemplazarlo.

Purpose and
and duraduraPurpose
tion.
tion.
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Article 3. If the Government
Government of
services
the services
Peru should
should desire that the
of the
be extended
of
the Mission
Mission be
extended beyond
beyond
shall make
the stipulated period, it shall
proposal to that
aa written proposal
that effect
effect
before the expiration
expiration
six months before
of this Agreement.
Agreement.
Article
Article 4.
4. This
This Agreement
Agreement may
may
terminated before
be terminated
before the expiraexpirafour years
years
tion of the period of four
prescribed
prescribed in Article 2, or before
expiration of the extension
extension authe expiration
Article 3, in the followthorized in Article
following manner:

Articulo 3. Si el Gobierno del
Peril
deseara que
los servicios
de
Perd deseara
que los
servicios de
la Mision
Misi6n fueren
fueren extendidos mas
allA del
estipulado, hara
harâ
all
del periodo estipulado,
una propuesta
propuesta por escrito con este
objeto seis meses
meses antes de
de la
la expiracion de este Acuerdo.
piraci6n
Acuerdo.
Articulo
4. Este Acuerdo
Acuerdo puede
Articulo 4.
terminado antes de la expiser terminado
raci6n del periodo
period() de cuatro
cuatro afos,
raci6n
prescrito en el Articulo
Ardenlo 2, o
o antes
expiracion de la extensi6n
extension
de la expiraci6n
autorizada
3, de la
autorizada en el Articulo
Articulo 3,
manera
manera siguiente:

(a)
By either
either of
of the
the GovernGovern(a) By
ments, subject to three months'
months'
written notice to the other GovernGovernment;
(b)
recall of the entire
(b) By
By the
the recall
personnel of the Mission by the
Government
Government of the United States
in the public interest of the
United
the United
States, without necessity of comprovision (a)
(a) of this
pliance with provision
Article.

(a) For
Por cualquiera
de los
los dos
(a)
cualquiera de
dos
Gobiemos,
sujeto
a
tres
meses
de
Gobiernos, sujeto a tres meses de
escrito al otro Gobierno;
Gobierno;
aviso por escrito
(b) Por llamada de todo el
el
personal de la Mision
el
Misi6n por el
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos en
Gobierno
razon
inter& pliblico
los
raz6n de interes
pdblico de los
Estados Unidos, sin tener que
quo
disposicion del incumplir con
con la disposici6n
inciso (a) de
de este
este Articulo.

Article 5. This Agreement
Agreement is
is
subject to cancellation
cancellation upon
upon the
initiative of either the GovernGovernment of Peru or the Government
Government
either
of the United States in case either
becomes involved in
docountry becomes
in domestic or foreign hostilities.

Articulo 5. Este acuerdo
acuerdo esta
Articulo
sujeto aacancelaci6n
cancelacion por iniciativa
iniciativa
sujeto
Peril o
odel
ya sea
sea del
del Gobierno
Gobierno del
del Perd
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados Unidos en
Gobierno
caso de quo
que cualquiera
cualquiera de los
los dos
paises se yea
poises
vea envuelto en una
guerra interna
interna o
o extranjera.
extranjera.

TITLE II
TITLE
II

TITULO II
II
TITULO

Composition and Personnel
Personnel
Composition

Composicion yyPersonal
Personal
Composici6n

Mission shall
Article 6. This Mission
consist of such aviation
aviation personnel
personnel
of
of the Navy or
or Marine
Marine Corps
Corps of
be
the United States as may be
requested
requested by the Ministry
Ministry of
of
Marine and Aviation
Aviation of Peru
Peru
through its authorized
authorized representagreed
ative in Washington
Washington and agreed
upon by the Navy Department
Department of
the United
United States.
States.

Articulo 6. Esta Misi6n
Mision consconsArticulo
tara
tar & del personal
personal de aviaci6n
aviacion de
la Armada
Armada o
oCuerpo
Cuerpo de Infanteria
Infanteria
Marina de los Estados Unidos
de Marina
que
quo pueda ser solicitado
solicitado por el
el
Ministerio de Marina
Marina y
y Aviacion
Ministerio
Aviaci6n
Peril, por conducto
conducto de su
del Peri,
su
repre,sentante
autorizado en Washrepresentante autorizado
acuerdo con el Deington y
y de acuerdo
partamento de Marina
Marina de los
partamento
Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.
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TITLE III
III

TITULO III
III
TITULO

Duties,
Precedence
Duties, Rank
Rank and
and Precedence

Servicios,
Grado y
yPrecedencia
Precedencia
Servicios, Grado

Article 7.
7. The
The personnel
personnel of
of the
the
Article
perform such
such duties
Mission shall
shall perform
duties
as may
may be agreed upon
upon between
between
Minister of
and Aviathe Minister
of Marine
Marine and
Aviathe Chief
Chief of
of the
the
tion of
of Peru and
and the
Mission.
Mission.
Article
8. The
members of
the
Article 8.
The members
of the
Mission
shall be
be responsible
Mission shall
responsible solely
solely
Minister of Marine
Marine and
and Avito the Minister
Avithrough the
the Chief
Chief of
ation of
of Peru,
Peru, through
of
the
the Mission.
Mission.
Article
the
Article 9. Each member
member of
of the
Mission
Mission
Mission shall
shall serve on
on the
the Mission
with
the rank
rank he
holds in
the
with the
he holds
in the
United
Marine
United States
States Navy
Navy or
or Marine
Corps
the uniform
uniform
Corps and shall wear
wear the
of
United States
of his
his rank in
in the
the United
States
Navy
Navy or Marine
Marine Corps,
Corps, but
but shall
shall
have
precedence over
over all
all Peruvian
have precedence
Peruvian
officers
officers of
of the
the same
same rank.
rank.

and
Duties, rank, and
Artfculo
personal de
de la
la precedence.
Articulo 7. El personal
precedence.
Misi6n
desempefiara los servicios
Mision desemperiarti,
servicios
que
puedan ser
acordados entre
entre el
el
que puedan
ser acordados
Ministerio de
Ministerio
Marina y
y Aviacien
de Marina
Aviaci6n
Peru y
del Peril
y el Jefe
Jefe de la Misi6n.
Mision.

Article 10. Each
Article
member of
Each member
of the
Mission shall be
be entitled
entitled to
to all
all
benefits or privileges which the
the
Regulations
the Peruvian
Peruvian Air
Regulations of the
Air
Force provide
provide for
for Peruvian
Force
Peruvian officers
officers
and subordinate
subordinate personnel
personnel of
of corcorresponding
responding rank.
Article 11.
11. The
of the
the
Article
The personnel
personnel of
Mission shall
be governed
Mission
shall be
governed by
by the
the
disciplinary regulations
disciplinary
regulations of
of the
the
United States
United
States Navy.
Navy.

Artie
do 8. Los miembros
miembros de
de la
la
Articulo
Misi6n
Mision seran
serail responsables
solaresponsables solamente
mente ante
ante el
Ministro de
de Marina
el Ministro
Marina
y Aviacion
del Peru,
Peru, por
por conducto
conducto
y
Aviaci6n del
Jefe de
Mision.
del Jefe
de la Misi6n.
Articulo
de la
Articulo 9.
9. Cada miembro
miembro de
la
Mision desempeflark
sus funciones
funciones
Misi6n
desempefiara sus
Mision con
que tiene
tiene
en la Misi6n
con el grado que
en la
la Armada
Cuerpo de
de Infanen
Armada o
o Cuerpo
Infanterfa de
Marina de
de los
los Estados
Estados
teria
de Marina
Unidos y
uniforme de
de su
Unidos
y llevara
llevara el
el uniforme
su
grado en
Armada o
Cuerpo de
de
grado
en la
la Armada
o Cuerpo
Infanterfa de
Marina de
de los
los EsEsInfanteria
de Marina
tados
Unidos, pero
pero tendrâ
pretados Unidos,
tendra precedencia
cedencia sobre
sobre todos los
los oficiales
oficiales
peruanos del
del mismo
grado.
peruanos
mismo grado.
Articulo
10. Cada
Cada miembro
miembro de
de
Articulo 10.
la
tendra derecho
derecho a
a todos
todos
la Mision
Misi6n tendra
los
beneficios ooprivilegios
privilegios que
que los
los beneficios
los
reglamentos
Fuerza Aerea
Aerea
reglamentos de la
la Fuerza
Peruana dan
dan a
alos
oficiales peruaperuaPeruana
los oficiales
nos
y al
al personal
personal subalterno
subaltern° del
del
nos y
grado
correspondiente.
grado correspondiente.
Articulo 11.
El personal
personal de
de la
la
Articulo
11. El
Misi6n estara
estarâ regido por los reglareglaMisi6n
mentos de
de disciplina
disciplina de
mentos
de la
la Armada
Armada
de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos.

TITLE
TITLE IV
IV

TITITLO IV
TITULO
IV

Compensation
Compensation and
and Perquisites
Perquisites

Compen,sacion
Concesiones
Compensaci6n yy Concesiones

Article
Members of
the
Article 12.
12. Members
of the
shall receive
the
Mission shall
receive from
from the
Government of Peru
Government
Peru such net
net
compensation expressed
expressed in
annual compensation
States currency
currency as may
may be
be
United States
agreed upon between
between the
Governagreed
the Government of the United
United States
States and
and the
Government of Peru
Peru for
for each
Government
each

2357
2357

Compensation and
and
Compensation
Artfoul°
Los miembros
la perquisites.
Articulo 12.
12. Los
miembros de
de la
perquisites.
MisiOn recibiran
recibiran del
Gobierno
Misi6n
del Gobierno
del
del Peril
Peril una retribucion
retribuci6n neta
anual
en moneda
coanual computada
computada en
moneda corriente de
los Estados
Unidos que
que
rriente
de los
Estados Unidos
fuere acordada
entre el
el Gobierno
Gobierno
fuere
acordada entre
de
los
Estados
Unidos
y
el GoGode los Estados Unidos y el
bierno
del
Peru
para
eada
miembierno del Perd para cada miem-
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member. This compensation
compensation shall
shall bro. Esta retribucion
retribuci6n sera,
abosera abotwelve (12)
(12) equal
equal nada
be paid
paid in
in twelve
nada en doce (12)
mensualidades
(12) mensualidades
monthly installments,
installments, each
due iguales, debidas y
each due
y pagaderas
pagaderas el
el
and payable on
last day
day of
the dltimo
on the
the last
of the
ultimo dfa de cada
cada mes.
mes. El
El pago
pago
Payment may
be made
month. Payment
may be
made puede ser en moneda nacional
nacional
in Peruvian
Peruvian national currency
currency and
and peruana
peruana yyen
caso estara
estara comcornen este
este caso
when so made shall be computed
computed putado al valor
Inas alto
alto del
valor mas
del
at the highest value of
at d6lar
of the
the dollar
dollar at
&liar al tipo
de cambio
cambio libre
libre de
de
tipo de
the free market rate of exchange
exchange in
Lima en
el
dia
en
que
sea
pagain Lima
en el dia en que sea pagaLima on the day on which
which due. dero. Los pagos
pagos hechos
hechos fuera
del
fuera del
Payments made outside
outside of
of Peru
Peru Perd
Peril deben
deben serlo
la moneda
moneda
serlo en
en la
shall be in the national
national currency
currency nacional
nacional de
los Estados
Unidos.
de los
Estados Unidos.
of the United States.
The comcom- La retribucion
States. The
retribuci6n no estara
estara, sujeta
sujeta aa
pensation
pensation shall not be subject
subject to
to ningin
ningan impuesto, ahora
ahora en
en vigenvigenany tax, now or hereafter
hereafter in cia oo que
en el
el future,
futuro, del
que se cree
cree en
del
effect, of the Government
Government of
of Peru
Peru Gobierno del Perd
Peril o
ode ninguna
ninguna de
de
or of any of its
or adminits political
political or
admin- sus dependencias
dependencias politicas
politicas y
y adadistrative subdivisions. Should
Should ministrativas.
rninistrativas. Sin
Sin embargo,
si al
al
embargo, si
there, however, at present
present or while
while presente
presente oo durante la vigencia
vigencia de
de
this Agreement
Agreement is in
any este convenio existen
in effect, be
be any
existen algunos
algunos imimtaxes that might affect this
this com- puestos que puedan
puedan afectar
esta
afectar esta
pensation, such taxes shall
pensation,
shall be
be retribucion,
retribuci6n,
dichos
dichos
impuestos
impuestos
borne by the Ministry of
Marine seran pagados
of Marine
pagados por el
el Ministerio
de
Ministerio de
and Aviation
Aviation of Peru
order to
to Marina y
Peru in order
Aviacion
del
Peru,
con
y Aviaci6n del Peru, con
comply
comply with
provision of
this el objeto de cumplir con la
with the provision
of this
disposila disposiArticle that the compensation
compensation cion
este Articulo
Artfculo que
que los
ci6n de
de este
los
agreed
agreed upon shall be
be net.
net.
salarios
salarios convenidos
convenidos seran
sera,n netos.
netos.
Article 13. The compensation
compensation
Articulo
Articulo 13. La retribucion
conretribuci6n conagreed
agreed upon in the preceding
preceding venida en el Articulo
Artfculo precedente
Article
Article shall begin upon the date comenzara
comenzar& aaregir desde la fecha
fecha de
de
of departure
departure from
from the
the City
City of
of New
New la partida de
la Ciudad
de Nueva
Nueva
de la
Ciudad de
York of each member
member of
of the
the MisMis- York de cada miembro de
de la
la
sion, and
continue after
and shall
shall continue
after the
the Misi6n, yy continuara
continuara despu6s
despu6s de
de
termination of his service
termination
service with
with la terminaci6n
terminacidn de
de sus
sus servicios
servicios con
con
the Mission during his
trip la Misi6n
his return
return trip
Mision durante
durante el
el viaje
viaje de
de rereto the City of New York
York and
and greso
greso aala Ciudad
Ciudad de Nueva
Nueva York
York
thereafter for the period of any
thereafter
any y
y en lo sucesivo
sucesivo por
el periodo
perfodo de
de
por el
accumulated
accumulated leave to which
which he
he is
is cualquiera
licencia
cualquiera licencia acumulada
acumulada a
a
entitled.
entitled.
que el miembro
miembro tenga
derecho.
tenga derecho.
Article 14. The compensation
compensation
Articulo 14. La retribucion
deretribuci6n dedue for the period of the
the return
return bida por el periodo
perfodo del
viaje de
de
del viaje
trip and accumulated
leave shall
shall regreso
accumulated leave
regreso y
ylicencia
licencia acumulada
acumulada debe
debe
a detached
be paid to a
detached member
of ser pagada a
member of
aun miembro
miembro cesante
the Mission before
his
before
departure antes de su partida del
del Peru,
Peril, y
y tal
tal
from Peru, and such payment
payment pago
pago debe ser calculado
calculado por
por un
un
shall be computed
computed for travel by the viaje por la ruta
ruts, maritima
marftima rafts
mas
shortest usually travelled
sea route
route corta
travelled sea
corta actualmente
actualmente empleada,
empleada, indeinderegardless of the route and method
method pendientemente
pendientemente de
de la
la ruta
ruta y
y
of travel
travel used by the
the member
member of
of metodo
metodo de viaje usado
usado por
por el
el
the Mission.
miembro de la Misi6n.
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Article 15.
15. Each
Each member
member of the
the
Article
Mission
and each
each member
his
member of his
Mission and
family
shall be
provided by
by the
the
be provided
family shall
Government
Peru with
with firstof Peru
Government of
for travel
travel
class
accommodations for
class accommodations
required
under this
this
and performed
performed under
required and
Agreement, by
usby the
the shortest
shortest usAgreement,
ually travelled
travelled sea
between
route between
sea route
ually
the City of New York
his
York and his
the
official residence
in Peru,
for
Peru, both
both for
official
residence in
return
outward and
and for the return
the outward
voyage. The
The expenses
expenses of
of shipshipvoyage.
ment
of
household
effects,
effects,
the
household
ment of
baggage and
and automobile
automobile of
each
of each
baggage
between
member
the Mission
Mission between
member of the
the City
of New York
offiYork and his offiCity of
the
Peru shall also
also
cial residence
residence in
in Peru
Government of
of
be paid by the Government
Peru; this shall include all necesnecesPeru;
sary
unloadto unloadsary expenses
expenses incident
incident to
ing
the steamer
arrival
ing from
from the
steamer upon arrival
in
cartage between
in Peru,
Peru, cartage
between the
the ship
ship
and
the residence
residence in Peru, and
and the
packing
board the
and loading
loading on
on board
packing and
steamer
Peru.
departure from
from Peru.
steamer upon
upon departure
The
housesuch housetransportation of
of such
The transportation
hold
baggage and
autoand autohold effects,
effects, baggage
mobile
be made
made in aa single
shall be
mobile shall
shipment
shipsubsequent shipshipment and
and all subsequent
of
ments
expense of
ments shall
shall be at the expense
the respective
members of
of the
respective members
the
Mission except when the result of
circumstances
beyond their
their conconcircumstances beyond
Governtrol.
by the GovernPayment by
trol. Payment
ment
Peru of
of the
expenses for
for
of Peru
the expenses
ment of
the
transportation of
of the families,
the transportation
household
effects, baggage
baggage and
and
household effects,
automobiles
personnel who
who may
of personnel
automobiles of
join the
the Mission
.for temporary
temporary
Mission .for
join
service
at
the
request
Minthe Minof the
the
request
at
service
ister of
of Marine
Marine and
and Aviation
of
Aviation of
ister
Peru shall
shall not
under
obligatory under
be obligatory
not be
Peru
this Agreement,
but shall
shall be
deterbe deterthis
Agreement, but
mined by
by negotiations
negotiations between
between
mined
the
Department of the
Navy Department
the Navy
United States
States and
authorized
the authorized
and the
United
representative in Washington
Washington of
representative
the
Ministry of
of Marine
Marine and
and AviaAviathe Ministry
the
tion
such time
time as the
at such
of Peru,
Peru, at
tion of
193470*-41-Pr. t1-71
I---71
193470°-41-Pr.

Articulo 15.
cada miembro
Articulo
15. A
A cada
miembro
de la Mision
Misi6n y
ya
a cada
cada miembro
Gobiemo del Peril
de su
su familia
familia el Gobierno
Perd
proporcionartt
pasajes de
de primera
primera
proporcionara pasajes
clase para
para el
viaje requerido
clase
el viaje
requerido yy
efectuado de conformidad
conforraidad con
efectuado
este
la ruta
ruta marimarleste Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, por
por la
actualmente emtima rafis
mks corta actualmente
empleada
Ciudad de
de Nueva
entre la
la Ciudad
Nueva
pleada entre
York
y su
el
York y
su residencia
residencia oficial en el
Peril, tanto
para el
viaje de
ida
Peru,
tanto para
el viaje
de ida
como
para el
de regreso.
regreso. Los
Los
como para
el de
gastos
de
transporte
de
los
efectos
de
los
efectos
de
transporte
gastos
domesticos,
equipaje y
automovil
dom6sticos, equipaje
y autom6vil
de
cada miembro
Mision
de cada
miembro de la Misi6n
entre
la Ciudad
Ciudad de
entre la
de Nueva
Nueva York yy
su
residencia oficial
Peril
oficial en el
el Perd
su residencia
serân tambien
tambien por
por cuenta
cuenta del
del
seran
Gobiemo
esto debera
deberk
Perd; esto
Gobierno del Pet*
incluir todos
necesarios
todos los
los gastos
gastos necesarios
incluir
relacionados con
la descarga
descarga de aa
relacionados
con la
bordo
del vapor
vapor aa su
su llegada
llegada al
al
bordo del
transporte entre
entre el
el vapor
vapor y
y
Peru, transporte
la residencia
residencia en
Peril y
yembalaje
embalaje
en el Perd
la
carga a
a bordo
del vapor aa su
bordo del
yy carga
partida
del
Peril.
El transporte
transporte
El
Perd.
del
partida
de
estos efectos
domesticos, equiequiefectos domesticos,
de estos
paje y
y automovil
debar& ser hecho
hecho
autom6vil debera
paje
en
solo embarque
embarque y
y todos los
en un
un solo
embarques
sucesivos seran
seran aacosto
costo
embarques sucesivos
de
miembros de
de la
la
los respectivos
respectivos miembros
de los
Misi6n, exceptuando
casos derivaderivaexceptuando casos
Misi6n,
dos
de circunstancias
su
circunstancias ajenas aa su
dos de
voluntad. El
por el
el GoGoEl pago
pago por
voluntad.
biemo
del Perd
Peril de
de los
los gastos
gastos para
para
bierno del
efecel
transporte de las familias, efecel transporte
tos
equipaje y
autoy autodomesticos, equipaje
tos domesticos,
m6viles
del personal
personal que
quo pueda
pueda
m6viles del
unirse
is Misi6n
Mision para
para servicio
servicio
unirse a
a la
temporal a
asolicitud
solicitud del
del Ministro
Ministro
temporal
de Marina
Aviacion del
del Peru,
Perd,
y Aviaci6n
de
Marina y
no
obligatorio segdn
seem las
las disdisno seth
sera obligatorio
posiciones de
de este
este Acuerdo,
pero
Acuerdo, pero
posiciones
seth determinado
determinado por
por negociacionegociaciosera
nes entre
Departamento de
entre el Departamento
nes
Marina de
de los
los Estados
Unidos y
yel
el
Estados Unidos
Marina
representante
autorizado
en
Washen
Washrepresentante autorizado
ington del
Ministerio de
de Marina
Marina y
y
del Ministerio
ington
Aviacion del
del Peru,
en el
el momento
momento
Perd, en
Aviaci6n
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nombramiento del perdetail of
of personnel
personnel for
tem- en que el nombramiento
such temfor such
detail
sonal
servicio temporal
temporal
ese servicio
para
sonal
porary service
service is
upon.
agreed upon.
is agreed
porary
convenido.
sea convenido.
Articulo 16. El Gobierno
Gobierno del
Article
Government of
The Government
16. The
Article 16.
Peril consignor
Presupuesto
consignara en el Presupuesto
Peru shall
allot in the
budget of Peru
the budget
shall allot
Peru
Ministerio de Marina y
y Aviathe
Marine and Avia- del Ministerio
the Ministry of Marine
eke una suma adecuada
adecuada para
tion
pay ci6n
adequate to pay
an amount adequate
tion an
pagar derechos
derechos de aduana
aduana por
por
customs duties on articles
articles im- pagar
customs
concepto de articulos
articulos importados
members of the concepto
ported by the members
miembros de la Mision
Misi6n para
los miembros
personal use and
and por los
Mission for their personal
y de sus familias,
su uso personal y
for the
use of
of their
families, pro- su
their families,
the use
for
siempre quo
Misibn
que el Jefe de la Misi6n
vided that the Chief
Chief of the Mission siempre
vided
autorice
importaciones.
importaciones.
estas
autorice
authorizes
such
importations.
importations.
such
authorizes
Articulo 17. Si los servicios
servicios de
Articulo
Article
services of any
Article 17. If the services
cualquier
miembro
de
lit Misi6n
Mision
la
miembro
cualquier
be
member of the Mission should
Gobierno
terminados
por
Gobierno
el
terminados
fueren
of
terminated
by
the
Government
Government
terminated
exceptuanEstados Unidos, exceptuande los
los Estados
the
United States,
States, except
except as estab- de
the United
lo
establecido
en
disposilas
establecido
lo
do
lished
lished in the provisions of Article
de la
del
Articulo
antes
antes
5,
del
ciones
completion of two
5, before the completion
servide
terminacion
aiios
afios
dos
de
service, the provisions
provisions of terminaci6n
years of service,
disposiciones del Articulo
Articulo
Article 15 shall not apply to the cios, las disposiciones
return trip.
services of any 15 no se aplicaran para el viaje de
If the services
trip. If
return
regreso. Si los servicios de cualmember of the Mission should ter- regreso.
member
Mision terquier miembro de la Misi6n
minate or be terminated
terminated before the quier
minate
minen o
o fueren terminados
terminados antes
completion of two years of service,
service, minen
completion
altos de servicios
servicios
completar dos afios
de completar
including de
reason, including
for any other reason,
razOn, incluotra raz6n,
cualquiera otra
por cualquiera
those established
established in Article
Article 5, por
establecidas en el Artisuch
receive from yendo las establecidas
member shall receive
such member
recibir& del
miembro recibira
Government of Peru all com- culo 5, este miembro
the Government
Gobierno del
Peru todas las retridel Peril
pensations, emoluments,
emoluments, and per- Gobierno
pensations,
y conemolumentos y
com- buciones, emolumentos
quisites as though he had comcesiones como si hubiera
hubiera completacompletapleted
years of service, but the cesiones
pleted two years
servicios, pero el
dos afios de servicios,
annual salary shall terminate
terminate as do dos
annual
de abonarse
sueldo
cesar&
abonarse
cesara
anual
sueldo
provided
in
Article
13.
But
But
Article
provided in
13.
Articulo
como
dispone
el
Articulo
en
se
como
should
the
Government
of
the
should the Government
Pero
si
el
Gobierno
Estados
Estados
de
los
United
States
recall
any
member
United States recall any member Pero si el Gobierno
Unidos retira
cualquier miembro
miembro
for
retira aacualquier
of discipline,
discipline, the cost of Unidos
breach of
for breach
faltas cometidas
cometidas contra la
la
por faltas
United por
the return trip to the United
States
qosto del viaje de
States of such member, his family, disciplina, el cost°
a los Estados Unidos de
regreso a
household effects, baggage or auto- regreso
household
familia,
mobile shall not be borne by the este miembro, de su familia,
domesticos, equipaje
equipaje y
y
Government of Peru.
efectos domesticos,
autombvil no sera
seri pagado por el
el
autom6vil
Gobierno del Peru.
Peril.
Gobierno
Article
Articulo
18. La compensaci6n
compensacion
Compensation for
Article 18. Compensation
Articulo 18.
transportation and travelling ex- por gastos de transporte
y de
transportation
transporte y
la Repuiblica
Republica del Perd
Peril
penses in the Republic of Peru on viaje en la
Goofficial
del
official business of the GovernGovern- en comisiones
oficiales
comisiones oficiales
by
provided
Memo
del
Peril
seri
proporcionada
shall
be
Peru
ment of
bierno del Perd sera proporcionada
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the
ac- por
of Peru
Peru in acGovernment of
the Government
Gobierno del
del Peril
Perd de
por el Gobierno
cordance
acuerdo con
con las
with the
the provisions
provisions of acuerdo
cordance with
las disposiciones
disposiciones del
Article
ArtIculo
Article 10.
Articulo 10.
10.
Article
Government of
Artfculo 19. El
Gobierno del
The Government
El Gobierno
Article 19. The
Articulo
Peru shall
shall provide
provide the Chief
Peril proporcionar&
al Jefe
is
Chief of Peru
Peru
Jefe de
de la
proporcionara al
a suitable
suitable auto- Mision
autora6vil con chaufMission with
with a
the Mission
Misi6n un
un autom6vil
mobile
for use
use on
pars uso
on feur,
feur, para
uso oficial.
oficial. Transporte
Transporte
chauffeur, for
mobile with
with chauffeur,
official business.
adecuado en autom6vil
automovil con
con chaufSuitable motor
motor adecuado
official
business. Suitable
cuando sea
necesario una
una
transportation with
and feur,
sea necesario
with chauffeur,
chauffeur, and
feur, y
y cuando
transportation
equiconvenientemente equiwhen necessary
necessary a
alaunch
lancha con.venientemente
launch properly
properly lancha
when
pedida,
equipped, shall
shall on
on call
call be
provistas, aa pedida,
made pada,
seran provistas,
be made
pada, serfin
equipped,
Gobierno del
del Perd
Peril para
pars el
el
el Gobierno
available
Government of por
por el
the Government
available by the
uso
de
los
miembros
de
is
Mision
Misi6n
de
la
Peru
use by
members of uso de los miembros
by the
the members
Peru for
for use
el cumplimiento
cumplimiento de las funfunthe
Mission for
the conduct
conduct of
of the pars
para el
for the
the Mission
ciones oficiales
oficiales de
de is
misma.
la misma.
ciones
business of the Mission.
official business
Ardenlo 20.
El Gobiemo
Gobierno del
20. El
Articulo
Government of
Article 20. The Government
Peril conceder&
is
personal de la
concedera al personal
Peru
personnel Perd
to the
the personnel
grant to
Peru shall grant
Mision autorizacion
general para
pars
autorizaci6n general
of
authoriza- Misi6n
blanket authorizaof the
the Mission
Mission blanket
vuelos en
el Peril,
aviones
Peru, en aviones
en el
hacer vuelos
tion
to make
flights in
in Peru,
Peru, in hacer
tion to
make flights
los Estados
Estados Unidos ooen aviones
United
aircraft or in Peru- de los
States aircraft
United States
peruanos que
quo se
se pondran
pondran aasu disvian
aircraft which
which shall be made peruanos
vian aircraft
posicien, para
pars el
desempefio neceneceel desempefo
available,
necessary in
in the con- posici6n,
available, as necessary
sario de
de las
funciones oficiales
de
oficiales de
las funciones
duct
of the
official business
the sario
duct of
the official
business of the
is Misien,
y tambi6n
tambien para
pars los
los
Misi6n, y
Mission,
as well as for such
such peri- la
Mission, as
vuelos peri6dicos
periedicos que
quo sean
requerisean requeriodic
may be
to vuelos
flights as
as may
be required
required to
odic flights
dos para
pars mantener
su habilidad
habilidad
mantener su
proficiency as
as avi- dos
maintain
maintain their proficiency
come aviadores.
aviadores. No incurrira
incurrirh en
en
ators.
No liability
liability shall
shall be in- como
ators. No
ninguna
responsabilidad
ningfin
ningin
responsabilidad
ninguna
curred
by
any
member
of
the
any
member
of
the
curred by
miembro de
de la Misi6n
Mision ni el GoGoMission
the Government
Government of miembro
Mission or by the
bierno de
Estados Unidos
Unidos por
por
los Estados
de los
the United States for damage
the
damage to bierno
propiedad o
o al
la propiedad
de danos
daftos aais
raz6n de
property or
or equipment
or for
for razon
equipment or
property
por lesiones
lesiones o
o mucrte
muerte
injury or
or death
others as
as the
material oo por
to others
the material
injury
death to
de otros
otros como
como resultado
resultado de cualdualresult
of any
any accident
accident in
in which
which aa de
result of
quier accidente
miemque un miemen que
accidente en
may be
be quier
member
member of
of the Mission
Mission may
bro de
este envuelto
envuelto
la Misi6n
Misi6n este
de is
involved
engaged in flights bro
involved while
while engaged
realice estos
estos vuelos
vuelos de
de
mientras realice
accordance with the provisions
in accordance
provisions mientras
acuerdo con
las disposiciones
de
disposiciones de
con las
acuerdo
of
Agreement.
of this
this Agreement.
este
este Acuerdo.
Acuerdo.
Artfculo 21.
El Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
21. El
Articulo
Article
The Government
of
Government of
21. The
Article 21.
alojamiento yy
proporcionara alojamiento
Perd proporcionara
Peru
suitable office Peril
Peru shall provide suitable
facilidades adecuadas
adecuadas de
oficina
de oficina
space and
for the
of facilidades
the use of
facilities for
and facilities
space
de la
pars el
el uso
uso de
de los miembros
miembros de
para
the
members of the Mission.
the members
/vlisien.
Misi6n.
Artfculo 22. Si
Si cualquier
cualquier miemmiemArticulo
Article
If any
member of
of
any member
Article 22. If
de is
Mision o
o cualquier
cualquier
la Misi6n
bro de
member of his bro
the
Mission or
or any
any member
the Mission
de su
familia falleciese
falleciese en
en
su familia
miembro de
family should
the miembro
in Peru,
Peru, the
die in
should die
family
el
Pert,
el
Gobierno
del
Peril
Perd
del
Gobierno
Government of
of Peru shall have el Perd, el
Government
har& quo
los restos
restos sean
sean transportransporque los
such hara
transported to such
the body transported
tados
hasta
el
lugar
de
Estados
los
de
lugar
el
hasta
tados
as the
the
place in
the United States as
in the
place
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surviving
members of
family Unidos
surviving members
of the
the family
determinado por los
Unidos determinado
los 'themmiemmay decide, but
the cost
cost to
to the
the bros sobrevivientes
but the
sobrevivientes de
de la
familia,
la familia,
Government
shall not
Government of
of Peru
Peru shall
not pero el costo
costo para
pars el
del
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
exceed the cost of
of transporting
transporting Perd
Peril no
excederti del
del costo
no excedera,
costo del
del
the remains from the
of transporte
the place
place of
transporte de los restos del
del lugar
lugar
decease to
City of
of New
New York.
York. del fallecimiento
to the
the City
Ciudad de
de
fallecimiento aa is
la Ciudad
Should the deceased
deceased be a
amember
member Nueva York. Si el
fallecido es
es un
un
el fallecido
his services
with miembro
of the Mission,
Mission, his
services with
miembro de is
Mision, sus
servila Misi6n,
sus servithe Mission
shall be
considered
Mission shall
be considered to
to cios con la Mision
deben ser
conMisi6n deben
ser conhave terminated
terminated fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) days
days siderados
siderados como
como que
que han
han terminaterminaafter his death. Return
Return transtrans- do quince
quince (15)
(15) dias despues
de su
su
despues de
portation to
the City
of New
to the
City of
New muerte.
muerte. El transporte
transporte de
de regreso
regreso
York for the family of the
the deceased
deceased aala
is Ciudad
Ciudad de
de Nueva
Nueva York
York para
para
member and for their
their household
household la
Is familia del miembro fallecido
fallecido
effects, baggage
baggage and
and automobile
automobile y
y para
pars sus
efectos domesticos,
sus efectos
domesticos,
shall be provided
provided as prescribed
prescribed in
in equipaje, y
y autom6vil
autombvil sera
serh, proproArticle 15. All compensation
compensation due
due visto como se prescribe
prescribe en el
el
the deceased
deceased member,
including Articulo
member, including
Artfculo 15. Toda retribuci6n
retribucion dedosalary for the fifteen
(15) days
fifteen (15)
days bids
bida al miembro
miembro fallecido, inclufollowing his death, and
reim- yendo el sueldo
and reimpor los
los quince
quince
sueldo por
bursement due the deceased
deceased mem- dias (15)
(15) subsiguientes
subsiguientes aasu muerte
muerte
ber for expenses and transportatransporta- y
reembolso adeudado
yreembolso
adeudado al
miembro
al miembro
tion on trips made on
official fallecido
on official
fallecido por gastos
gastos y
y transporte
transport°
business of the Government
Government of
of en viajes realizados
realizados en
en asuntos
asuntos
Peru, shall be paid
paid to
to the widow
widow oficiales del Gobierno
Gobierno del
del Perd,
Peru,
of the deceased
deceased member
member or
to any
or to
any seran pagados a
Is viuda del
del
a la
other person who may
have been
been miembro
may have
miembro fallecido oo aa cualquiera
cualquiera
designated
designated in
writing by
by the
de- otra persona que
in writing
the dequo pueda
pueda haber
haber
ceased while he was serving
serving under
under sido designada
designada por escrito
escrito por
per el
el
the terms of this Agreement;
Agreement; but
but fallecido
fallecido mientras estaba
estaba sirviendo
sirviendo
the widow or other person
person shall
shall en conformidad con los terminos
terminos
not be compensated
compensated for
accrued de este Acuerdo; pero
for accrued
pero la
Is viuda
la
viuda oola
leave due but not taken
by the
the otra persona
taken by
persona no
no sera
serfl compensada
compensada
deceased.
deceased. All compensations
due por
compensations due
per la
is licencia
licencia acumulada
acumulada a
a que
quo
the widow or other person
person desigdesig- tenfa
tenf a derecho el fallecido
fallecido pero no
no
nated by the deceased,
deceased, under
under the
the usada
por el.
las compenusada por
l1. Todas
Todas las
compenprovisions of this Article,
be saciones
Article, shall
shall be
saciones debidas
debidas a
viuda oo a
is
a la viuda
a la
paid before
before the departure
departure of
the otra persona
of the
persona designada
designada por
per el
el
widow or such
from fallecido,
such other
other person
person from
fallecido, segdn
segfin las disposiciones
disposiciones
Peru and within fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) days
days de este Articulo,
Artfculo, wan
pagadas
serin pagadas
after the death of
of the
the member.
member.
antes de la
is partida
partida de dicha viuda
viuda

o dicha
o
dicha persona del
del Perd
Peril y
ydentro
dentro
de quince
quince (15)
(15) dias
despues del
del
dias despu6s
fallecimiento del miembro.
fallecimiento

TITLE V

TrruLo
TrrIL V
V
Requisites
Requisites and Conditions
Conditions
Requisitos yyCondiciones
Concliciones
dRquisite
and conRocItlisittis
and
oonArticle
23.
So
long
as
this
Article
23.
So
long as this
ditions.
Articulo
Articulo 23. Mientras
Mientras este
este
Agreement, or any extension
extension there- Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, o
o cualquiera
cualquiera extension
de
extensi6n de
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of, is in effect, the Government
Government
of Peru shall not engage the
services of any personnel of any
government for
for
other foreign government
duties of any nature connected
connected
with the Peruvian Air Force,
except by mutual
mutual agreement between the Government
Government of the
United States and the Government of Peru.
Article 24. Each member of the
Mission shall agree not to divulge
or in any
any way disclose
disclose to any
any
foreign government
government or to any
any
person whatsoever
whatsoever any secret or
confidential matter of which he
may become
become cognizant
cognizant in his
capacity as a
member of the
a member
Mission. This requirement shall
continue in force after the termination of service with the Mission
Mission
and after the expiration
expiration or cancellation of this Agreement
Agreement or any
extension thereof.
Article 25. Throughout this
"family" is
Agreement the term "family"
limited to mean wife and dependent children.
Article 26. Each member of the
Mission shall be entitled to one
month's annual leave with pay,
or to a
proportional part thereof
thereof
a proportional
with pay for any fractional
fractional part
a year. Unused portions of
of a
said leave
leave shall be cumulative
from year to year during service
as a
amember of the Mission.
Article 27. The leave specified
specified
preceding Article may be
in the preceding
spent in Peru, in the United
United
States or in other countries, but
the expenses of travel and transportation not otherwise provided
provided
for in this Agreement
Agreement shall be
borne by the member of the MisMission taking such leave. All travel
travel
time, including sea travel,
travel, shall
count as leave and shall not be

61, este
el,
est6 en efecto,
efecto, el Gobierno del
Peru
emplearh los servicios de
Peril no emplear&
ningen
ningnin otro
ningun personal de ningfn
otro
Gobierno
Gobierno extranjero
pare servicios
servicios
extranjero para
naturaleza relacionarelacionade cualquiera
cualquiera naturaleza
dos con la Fuerza Aerea
Peruana,
A6rea Peruana,
excepto
excepto por mutuo convenio entre
el Gobierno
Unidos
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
y el Gobierno
Peril.
y
Gobierno del Peru.
Articulo
Cads miembro
miembro de
Articulo 24. Cada
is Misi6n
Mision convendr&
la
convendra en no divulger o
o por cualquier
cualquier medio revelar
reveler
gar
a
Gobierno extranjero
a cualquier
cualquier Gobierno
cualquiera persona
oo aa cualquiera
persona cualquier
cualquier
secret° o
o asunto
asunto confidencial
confidencial del
secreto
puede tenor
conocimiento en
en
tener conocimiento
cual pueda
an capacidad
capacidad de Miembro
Miembro de la
su
Misien. Este requisite
requiaito continuacontinueMisi6n.
r&
vigencia despues de la
rh en vigencia
terminacien de los servicios
servicios con
con
terminaci6n
Misien y
y despues
despues de la
is expireexpirala Misi6n
cieno cancelacien
Acuerdo
cancelaci6n de este Acuerdo
ci6no
cualquiera extensi6n
extension de el.
61.
oocualquiera
Articulo
Articulo 25. En todo este Acuerterrain° "familia"
"familia" estar&
ester&
do el t6rmino
restringido a
a significar esposa e
e
restringido
hijos dependientes.
dependientes.
hijos
Artfculo
miembro de
Articulo 26. Cada miembro
la Misien
Misi6n tendriut
tendra derecho aa un
licencia con goce de
mes anual de licencia
sueldo, o
proporcional
oa
a una parte proporcional
sueldo,
sueldo por cualquiera
cualquiera
con goce de sueldo
parte fraccional
ano. Las
fraccional de un afio.
parte
partes no usadas de dicha licencia
partes
&wan acumuladas
aft°,
acumuladas de afio aa afio,
ser&n
durante el servicio
servicio como miembro
de la
is Misien.
Misi6n.
Articulo 27.
27. La
La licencia
especilicencia especiArticulo
ficada
en
el
Articulo
precedente
precedente
ficada en el Articulo
puede ser clisfrutada
Peru,
puede
disfrutada en el Perd,
en
Unidos o
o en otros
en los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
pekes, pero los gastos de viaje y
y
paises,
quo no sean
seen abonaabonade transporte
transporte que
acuerdo con las disposibles de acuerdo
ciones de otros Articulos de este
ciones
pagados por el
seran pagados
Acuerdo win
miembro
is Misien
qua disfrata
disfruta
Misi6n que
miembro de la
de la
is licencia.
licencia. Todo
el tiempo
tiempo de
de
Todo el
de
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time authorized
authorized viaje, incluyendo
viaje por
por mar,
mar,
in addition to
to the
the time
incluyendo viaje
in the preceding
Article.
preceding
contado como licencia
licencia y
y no
sera contado
no
sera
adici6n al tiempo autosera, en adicion
rizado en el Articulo
precedente.
Articulo precedente.
Article
Article 28. The Government
of
Government of
Articulo 28. El Gobierno
Articulo
Gobierno del
Peru agrees to grant
conceder la licengrant the
the leave Peril
Perd conviene
conviene en conceder
specified in Article 26 upon receipt
receipt cia especificada
especificada en el Articulo 26
26
of written application,
application, approved
approved al recibir la solicitud escrita, y
y
by the Chief of
of the
the Mission
Mission with aprobada
aprobada por el Jefe
Jefe de la Misi6n
Mision
due consideration for the convenconven- con la debida
debida consideraci6n
consideracion por
por la
ience of the Government
ience
Government of Peru. conveniencia
conveniencia del Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Peri.
Article 29. Members of the
the MisArticulo 29. Los miembros
Articulo
miembros de la
la
replaced shall Mision
sion that may be replaced
Misi6n que sean reemplazados
reemplazados solo
terminate their services on the podran cesar
terminate
cesar en sus funciones
funciones en
en
Mission only upon the arrival
of la Misi6n
arrival of
Mision aala llegada
llegada de los reemtheir replacements,
replacements, except
except when
when plazantes,
plazantes, exceptuando
exceptuando los casos
otherwise
otherwise mutually agreed
agreed upon in
in en que sea
sea convenida
convenida de otra
otra
advance by the respective
respective GovernGovern- manera
manera y
y de antemano
antemano por los
los
ments.
Gobiernos respectivos.
Gobiernos
respectivos.
Article 30. The Government
Government of
of
Articulo
Articulo 30. El Gobierno del
Peru shall provide suitable
suitable medical Perdi
Peru proporcionara
proporcionara a
a los
los miemmembers of the
attention to members
the MisMis- bros de la Misi6n
Mision y
ya
asus familias
sion and their families. In
In case a
a la atenci6n
atencion medica
medics, apropriada. En
En
member of the Mission becomes
becomes ill
ill caso de que un miembro de
de la
la
or suffers injury, he shall, at the Misi6n
Misibn se
enferrne
o
sufra
lesiones,
se enferme o sufra lesiones,
discretion of the Chief of the Mis- sera
sera hospitalizado
discrecion del
hospitalizado aadiscreci6n
del
sion, be placed
placed in
as Jefe
in such
such hospital
hospital as
Jefe de la Misi6n
Mision en cualquier
cualquier hosthe Chief of the Mission
Mission deems
deems pital que el Jefe
Jefe de
de la
la Misi6n
Misi6n conconsuitable, after consultation
with sidere adecuado,
consultation with
adecuado, despues
despues de
de conconPeruvian naval
authorities, sultar con las autoridades
the Peruvian
naval authorities,
autoridades de la
and all expenses
expenses incurred
incurred as
the Armada
as the
Armada Peruana, y
y todos los
or injury
injury gastos en que
result of such illness or
que se incurra como
while the patient is
of resultado
is aa member
member of
resultado de esta enfermedad
enfermedad
the Mission and remains in Peru siempre que el paciente
paciente sea un
un
shall be
be paid
paid by
by the
the Government
Government miembro
miembro de la Misi6n y
y permapermaof Peru. If the hospitalized
hospitalized mem- nezca
nezca en Peri,
Peril, seran pagados
pagados por
por
ber is a
a commissioned
commissioned officer
officer he
he el Gobierno
Gobierno del Peril.
Perd. En caso de
de
shall pay his cost of subsistence, que el miembro hospitalizado
hospitalizado sea
sea
but if he is an enlisted
enlisted man the un oficial comisionado,
comisionado, el
mismo
el mismo
cost of subsistence
subsistence shall be paid by pagara
pagara sus gastos de subsistencia,
the Government
Government of Peru. Families pero en caso
caso de que sea un subalshall enjoy the same
same privileges
privileges terno
tern° sus gastos de subsistencia
subsistencia
agreed upon in
agreed
in this
this Article
Article for
for seran
serán pagados
pagados por el Gobiernmo
Gobierno del
del
members of the Mission, except
except Peril
Las familias
familias disfrutaran
disfrutarim de
Perd. Las
de
that a
amember of the Mission
Mission shall los mi.srnos
privilegios convenidos
mismos privilegios
convenidos
in all cases pay the cost of sub- en
en este
este Articulo
los miembros
miembros
Articulo pars
paralos
sistence incident to hospitalizade la
is Mision,
exceptuando que
un
hospitaliza- de
Misi6n, exceptuando
que un
tion of a
a member of his family, ex- miembro
is Misi6n
Mi' sion pagara
pagarit en
en
miembro de
de la
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cep t as
may be
be provided
provided under
under todos los casos los
cept
as may
de sublos gastos de
subArticle 10.
10.
Article
sistencia
la hospitahospitasistencia relacionados
relacionados aala
lizacidn
miembro de su
su
lizaci6n de un
un miembro
familia,
con excepci6n
excepcion de
lo que
quo
familia, con
de lo
sea
dispuesto en
en el
el Articulo
Articulo 10.
10.
sea dispuesto
Article
member of
of the
the
Articulo 31.
Cualquier miemmiemArticle 31.
31. Any
Any member
Articulo
31. Cualquier
Mission
to perform
perform his
his bro de la Mision
unable to
pars
Mission unable
Misi6n inhabilitado
inhabilitado para
duties
with the
the Mission
desempefiar sus
con la
la
reason desempefiar
Mission by
by reason
duties with
sus servicios
servicios con
of
continued physical dis- Misi6n
Mision por
per razon
de incapacidad
of long
long continued
raz6n de
incapacidad
ability
replaced.
reemplafisica prolongada,
prolongada, sera
sera reemplabe replaced.
ability shall
shall be
zado.
zado.
I
NWITNESS
WHEREOF, the
the underunderWITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
signed,
Welles, Acting
signed, Sumner Welles,
Secretary of
State of the United
United
of State
Secretary
States of
America, and
Eduardo
States
of America,
and Eduardo
Garland, Chargé
d'Affaires of
Charge d'Affaires
of the
the
Garland,
Republic of
duly authorized
authorized
Peru, duly
Republic
of Peru,
thereto, have
thereto,
have signed this
this AgreeAgreement in
in duplicate
duplicate in the
the English
English
ment
languages, at WashWashand Spanish
Spanish languages,
Columbia,
ington, District
District of Columbia,
United States
States of
of America,
America, this
this
United
thirty-first
day of
July of
thirty-first day
of July
of 1940.
1940.

EN
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
LO CUAL,
CUAL, los
los
EN TESTIMONIO
suscritos, Sumner
Sumner Welles,
Welles, SecreSecresuscritos,
tario de Estado
Estado interino
los
interino de los
tario
Estados Unidos
America, y
y
Unidos de America,
Estados
Eduardo Garland,
Garland, Encargado
de
Encargado de
Eduardo
Negocios de
de la
del Perd,
Peru,
la Repliblica
Repiblica del
Negocios
debidamente autorizados
pars ello,
ello,
autorizados para
debidamente
han
este Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, por
por
han firmado
firmado este
duplicado en los idiomas
idiomas ingles y
y
duplicado
espafiol, en
Washington, Distrito
Distrito
en Washington,
espafol,
de
Unidos de
de
Estados Unidos
de Columbia,
Columbia, Estados
America,
el
dia
treinta
y
de
uno
de
treinta
y
el
dia
America,
julio
1940.
de 1940.
julio de

ELLES
ES
S
1JMNER W
WELLI
SUMNER
EDUARDO
GARLAND
,AND
EDUARDO GARI

[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Signatures.
Signatures.
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TREATIES
OTHER THAN

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Commercial
Commercial agreement
States of
America and
and the
the
agreement between the
the United
United States
of America
Union
continuing in
in force
force until
until August
August
Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics continuing
6, 1941, the agreement
agreement of August 4,
4, 1937. Effected by
by exchange
of
exchange oj
at Moscow August 6, 1940; approved
approved by the
notes signed at
of
the Council
Council of
People's Commissars
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist
People's
Republics
Socialist Republics
August 7, 1940; proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
United States
President of
of the
the United
States
August 7, 1940; effective
effective August 6, 1940. And
related notes.
notes.
And related
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITsD
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Continuance of
Continuance
of preprevious agreement.
agreement.

Confirmation by
Confirmation
C. S.
U.S.

Pos p. 2370.
Post,
2370.

1947, 2404.
53 Stat. 1947,

WHEEs
W
HEREAS by my authority,
authority, the Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
interim of
of
ad interim
the United States of America
America at Moscow
Moscow exchanged
at that
that capital
capital
exchanged at
on August 6, 1940, with the authorized
representative of
of the
Union
authorized representative
the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics identic notes, constituting
constituting an
an agreement
agreement
in regard to commerce
commerce between the United States of America
America and
and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics and
the continuance
continuance of
and the
of
favorable commercial
commercial relations
relations between
the two
which
between the
two countries,
countries, which
notes are word for word as follows:
follows:
"Moscow, August
August 6,
6, 1940.
1940.
"Moscow,
"
MR. PEOPLE'S
PEOPLE'S C
OMMISSAR:
"MR.
COMMISSAR:
"In accordance
accordance with the conversations
conversations which have taken
taken place,
place,
I have the honor to confirm
I
confirm on behalf
of my
Government the
the
behalf of
my Government
agreement which has been reached
reached between
between the Governments
Governments of
of
our respective
respective countries
countries that the agreement
agreement regarding
regarding commercommercial relations
between the United
relations between
United States
of America
America and
and the
States of
the
Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
recorded in
in the
the exchange
Republics recorded
exchange of
of
notes between the Ambassador of the United
of America
United States of
America
and the People's Commissar
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
of the
the Union
Commissar for
Affairs of
Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Republics, of August 4, 1937,
1937, which
which came
came
into force on August
August 6,
1937, on
the date
date of
of proclamation
proclamation thereof
thereof
6, 1937,
on the
President of the United States
by the President
States of
America and
and approval
approval
of America
thereof by the Council
Council of People's Commissars of
the Union
Union of
of
of the
Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics and which
which was
was renewed
on August
August
renewed on
5, 1938,
1938,11and August 2, 1939 2shall continue
continue in force
until August
August
force until
6, 1941.
1941.
6,
"The present
present agreement
agreement should be
by the
President
be proclaimed
proclaimed by
the President
of the United States of America
America and approved
approved by
the Council
Council
by the
of People's Commissars
Commissars of the Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist
Republics.
"Accept, Mr. People's Commissar,
Commissar, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of
my highest consideration.
WALTER
W ALTER THuRSToN
TiEruRsToN
Mr.
A. I.
I.MIKOYAN,
MIKOYAN,
Mr. A.
People's Commnissar
People's
Commissar for Foreign
Trade of
of the
the
Foreign Trade
Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics,
Republics,
Moscow."
Moscow."
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series
Series No.
No. 132.]
132.]
[Executive
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series No. 151.]
151.]

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

U .S. S.
R .--00MMERCIAL RELATIONS--AUG
1940
RELATIONS-AUG. .6, 1940
S. R.--OMMERCIAL
U.
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[Translation]
[Translation]

"MR. CHARGE
CHARGE
'D'AFFAIRES:
D'AFFAIRES:
"MR.

"Moscow,
6, 1940.
"Moscow, August 6,

Confirmation by
Confirmation
by
conversations which have taken
"In
the conversations
taken place, Union
"In accordance
accordance with the
Social.
of Soviet Social1st
Republics.
ist
Republics.
the honor
honor to
to confirm
confirm on behalf
Government the
behalf of my Government
II have
have the
between the Governments
agreement which
which has
reached between
Governments of
been reached
has been
agreement
our respective
agreement regarding
regarding commerthat the agreement
countries that
respective countries
our
cial
between the Union
Republics
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
relations between
cial relations
and
the United
United States
America recorded
recorded in the exchange of
States of America
and the
notes between
between the
Commissar for Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
People's Commissar
the People's
notes
Ambassador of
the Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics and the Ambassador
Union of
the
the
America, of August 4, 1937, which came
came
States of America,
the United
United States
1937, on the date of approval
into
on August
approval thereof by
August 6, 1937,
force on
into force
the Union of Soviet
the
of People's
Commissars of the
Soviet SoPeople's Commissars
Council of
the Council
the President of
cialist
proclamation thereof
thereof by the
and proclamation
Republics and
cialist Republics
the
United States
of America
America and which was
was renewed
renewed on August
States of
the United
5, 1938,
1938, and
and August
2, 1939
shall continue
until August
August
in force until
continue in
1939 shall
August 2,
5,
6, 1941.
1941.
6,
"The
present agreement
agreement should
approved by the Council
be approved
should be
"The present
of People's
Commissars of
of the
the Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist ReUnion of
People's Commissars
of
publics and
proclaimed by
by the
the United States
President of the
the President
and proclaimed
publics
of America.
"Accept, Mr.
Mr. Charge
Charge d'Affaires,
d'Affaires, the
the renewed
assurances of
renewed assurances
"Accept,
my
highest consideration.
consideration.
my highest
A. M
IKOYAN
A.
MrKOYAN

Mr. WAITr
WAIMER THURSTON,
Titus&row,
Mr.
Chargé
Charge d'Affaires of the
United States
of America,
America,
States of
United
M OSCOW."
Moscow."
Am WHEREAs,
WHEREAS, it
it is
the said
agreeagreement that the agreesaid agreement
in the
provided in
is provided
AND
ment
should
be
proclaimed
by
the
President
the United
United
of the
ment should be proclaimed by the President of
States
of America
by the
Council of People's
People's Comthe Council
approved by
and approved
America and
States of
Republics:
Socialist
missars
of
the
Union
of
Socialist
Republics:
Soviet
missars of the Union of
Now,
BE rr
KNOWN THAT I,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
IT KNOWN
THEREFORE, BE
Now, THEREFORE,
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
known
make
hereby
do
America,
of
States
President of the United
and
proclaim
the
said
agreement,
and
having
been
notified
that
the
the
that
notified
been
having
and
agreement,
said
and proclaim the

same has
approved on
day by the
the Council of People's Comthis day
on this
been approved
has been
same
missars
of
the
Union
of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics, direct that it be
Republics,
Socialist
Soviet
of
Union
missars of the
observed
and
fulfilled
with
good
faith
by the
the United
United States of
by
faith
good
with
fulfilled
and
observed
after
America
on
and
August
6,
1940.
and
America on

my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
set my
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHERnOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN TESITMONY
affixed.
be
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
America
of
States
United
the
of
Seal
the
Dorre
the city
city of
of Washington
this seventh
seventh day
day of
of August,
August, in
in
Washington this
at the
DONE at
the year
year of
our Lord
nine hundred
hundred and
forty
and forty
thousand nine
one thousand
Lord one
of our
the
[SEAL]
and of
Independence of
of the
America
of America
States of
United States
the United
the Independence
of the
[sEAL] and
the one
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
one hundred
the
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
the President:
President:
By the
WELLES
SUMNER
S
UMNER W
ELLES
Acting Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

Effective date.
Effective
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[54 STAT.
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RELATED NOTES
RELATED
NOTES
1. C
CONCERNING
THE AMOUNT
AMOUNT OF
ONCERNING THE
OF PURCHASES
PURCHASES To
BY THE
TILL UNION
To BE
BE MADE
MADE BY
UNION
OF
SOVIET
or SOVIET SOCIALIST
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
REPUBLICS IN
IN THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF
AMERICA
AMERICA

The American
American Charge
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
The
interim, (Thurston)
(Thurston) to
to the
the PeoPeople's
Foreign Trade
ple's Commissar
Commissar for Foreign
Trade (Mikoyan)
(Mikoyan)
EMBASSY OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
EMBASSY
STATES OF
AMERICA
Moscow, August 6,
1940
6,1940
MA.
COMMISSAR:
MR. PEOPLE'S
PEOPLE'S COMMISSAR:

IIhave the honor to refer
refer to our recent
conversations in
in regard
to
recent conversations
regard to
the commerce
commerce between the United States
States of
and the
the Union
Union
of America
America and
of Soviet Socialist
Republics and to ask
Socialist Republics
to let
me know
know the
ask you
you to
let me
the
value of articles, the growth,
growth, produce, or
manufacture of
the United
United
or manufacture
of the
States of America
which the Government
America which
of the
Union of
of Soviet
Soviet
Government of
the Union
Socialist Republics
Socialist
Republics intends to purchase
purchase in
the United
United States
States of
of
in the
America
America during the next twelve months for
for export
export to
the
Union
of
to the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics.
Republics.
Accept, Mr. People's Commissar,
Commissar, the renewed
of my
renewed assurances
assurances of
my
highest consideration.
consideration.
WALTER
W ALTER THURSTON
THURSTON

Mr.
Mr. A.
A.I.
I.MIKOYAN,
MniorAN,
People's Commissar
People's
Commissar for
for Foreign
Foreign Trade
Trade of
of the
the

Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics,
Moscow.
Moscow.

The
Commissar for
for Foreign
Foreign Trade
The People's
People's Commissar
Trade (Mikoyan)
to the
(Mikoyan) to
the
American Chargé
Charge d'Affaires
dAffaires ad
ad interim
interim (Thurston)
(Thurston)
[Translation]
[Translation]

Moscow,
Moscow, August
6, 1940.
1940.
August 6,
MR.
MR. CHARGE
CHARGi D'AFFAIRES:
D'AFFAIRES:
In
regarding the
In reply
reply to your inquiry
inquiry regarding
the intended
intended purchases
by the
the
purchases by

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics in
United States
of America
America
in the United
States of
in the course of the next twelve months, II have
the honor
honor to
to inform
have the
inform
you that the economic
organizations of the
economic organizations
Union of
of Soviet
Socialist
the Union
Soviet Socialist
Republics
Republics intend to buy in the United States of
of America
America in
in the
the course
course
of the next twelve months
months American
American goods
the value
value of
of forty
goods to
to the
forty
million dollars or more.
more.
If,
restrictions imposed on exports
If, however, restrictions
exports by
by the
Government of
of
the Government
the United States should render
render it difficult for
for Soviet
Soviet economic
economic ororganizations
ganizations to satisfy their needs
needs in the United States,
States, it
it may
may be
be
impossible for these organizations
organizations to carry
carry out
out their
their intentions.
intentions.
The Government
Government of the Union
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics is
thereis there-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

U. S.
S. R.-OOMMERCIAL
IJ.
S.S.
R.--00 MMERCIAL RELATIONS—
AUG.6, 1940
RELATIONS-AUG.
1940

fore not in a
a position at the present time to guarantee
guarantee the aboveabovementioned value of its
mentioned
United States.
its purchases in
in the
the United
States.
Accept, Mr. Charg6
Chargé d'Affaires, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of my
highest consideration.
consideration.
highest
A. MIKOYAN
A.
MIKOYAN

MT.
W ALTER THURSTON,
THURSTON,
Mr. WALTER
Charge
d'Affaires of
the
Charge d'Affaires
of the
United States
United
States of
of America,
America,
Moscow.

2.
2. EXEMPTION
EXEMPTION FROM
FROM EXCISE
EXCISE TAX
TAX OF
or Co,
Co, AND
AND COAL
COAL OR
OR COKE
COKE
COAL, COKE,
BRIQUErTES
IMPORTED
INTO
UNITED STATES
BRIQUETTES I
MPORTED I
NTO THE
Ink. UNITED
STATES FROM
FROM THE
THE UNION
UNION
OF
SOVIET S
OCIALIST REPUBLICS
OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS
The
American Charge
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
the
The American
ad interim
interim (Thurston)
(Thurston) to
to the
People's Commissar
People's
Commissar for Foreign
Foreign Trade (Mikcoyan)
(Mikoyan,)
EMBASSY OF
or THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
EMBASSY
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
M
O8C01.0, August
August 6,
6, 1940
1940
Moscow,
MR. PEOPLE'S
PEOPLE'S COMMISSAR:
COMMISSAR:
MIM
With
reference to the agreement
signed today
continuing the
the
With reference
agreement signed
today continuing
agreement
agreement concerning
concerning commerce
United States
of
commerce between
between the
the United
States of
Union of
Socialist Republics
which came
came into
into
America and
and the Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Republics which
the honor
honor to
to state
state that
the Embassy
force on August 6, 1937,
1937, IIhave
have the
that the
Embassy
authorities of
Treasury Department
has been
been informed
informed that
that the
the authorities
of the Treasury
Department
of the United States will admit
coal of all
admit coal
all sizes, grades, and
and classificlassifications
and duff),
duff), coke
manufactured therefrom,
therefrom, and
and
cations (except
(except culm
culm and
coke manufactured
coal
imported from the Union
Union of
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
coal or coke briquettes,
briquettes, imported
Socialist
Republics free
from the
the import
import tax
tax provided
in Section
601 (c)
(c) (5)
(5)
Republics
free from
provided in
Section 601
of the
the Revenue
Revenue Act
amended, during
the
agreeAct of
of 1932,
1932, as
as amended,
during the
the life of
of the agreeis required
by controlling
dement unless
unless other
other treatment
treatment is
required by
controlling judicial
judicial decision
hereafter
rendered.
cision hereafter rendered.
Accept,
People's Commissar,
Commissar, the
the renewed
assurances of
my
Accept, Mr.
Mr. People's
renewed assurances
of my
highest consideration.
consideration.
W
ALTER TH1JRSTON
WALTER
THURSTON

Mr.
A.I.
I.M
IKOYAN,
Mr. A.
MIKOYAN,
People's Commissar
Commissar for
for Foreign
Foreign Trade
of the
the
People's
Trade of
Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics,
Republics,
Union of
M O8COW.
Moscow.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Foreign Trade
Trade (Mikoyan)
to the
the
The People's
People's Commissar
Commissar for Foreign
(Mikoyan) to
American Charge
Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim
(Thurston)
American
d'Affaires ad
interim (Thurston)
[Translation]
[Translation]

Moscow, August 6, 1940
MR. CHARGE
CIIARa D'AFFAIREs:
D7AFFAIRES:
MR.
inquiry regarding
intended exports
exports of
Soviet
In reply to
to your
your inquiry
regarding the
the intended
of Soviet
coal to the United
United States
States of
America during the
twelve
of America
the ensuing
ensuing twelve
months,
state that
the economic
economic organizations
of the
the Union
Union of
of
months, I
I may
may state
that the
organizations of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
to the
the United
United
Republics will
will not
not in any case export to
States of America during the year
6, 1940,
1940, more
more
year beginning
beginning August
August 6,
than 400,000 tons of Soviet
Soviet coal.
d'Affaires, the renewed
assurances of
of my
my
Accept, Mr. Charge d'Affaires,
renewed assurances
highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
MIKOYAN
A. MIKOYAN
Mr. WALTER
W ALTER THURSTON,
Mr.
THURSTON,
Charge
Charge d'Affaires of the
the
United States
of America,
United
States of
America,
MO8COW.
Moscow.

ACCOMPANIMENT
ACCOMPANIMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
AGREFATENT
BETWEEN THE
THE UNITED
UNITLI) STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AND THE
THE UNION
AMERICA AND
UNION
OF
SOVIET S
OCTALTST REPUBLICS
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS,
OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS REGARDING
REGARDING COMMERCIAL
RELATIONS,
EFFECTED
or NOTES
SIGNED AUGUST
AUGUST 4,
4, 1937
1937
EFFECTED BY
BY EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF
NOTES SIGNED

(Davies) to
to the
the People's
People's Commissar
Commissar for
for
The American
American Ambassador
Ambassador (Davies)
Foreign
(Litvinoff)
Foreign Affairs (Litminoff)
Moscow,
4, 1937.
1937.
Moscow, August
August 4,
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
With reference
reference to recent
conversations which
taken place
place in
in
recent conversations
which have taken
between the
America and the
regard to
to commerce
commerce between
the United States of
of America
the
the honor
honor to
to confirm
confirm and
and
Union of Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics,
Republics, IIhave
have the
to make of record by this note the following agreement
agreement which
has
which has
been reached between
between the Governments
Governments of our respective
respective countries:
countries:
One. The United States of
grant to the Union
of
of America
America will grant
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics unconditional
mostunconditional and
and unrestricted
unrestricted mostfavored-nation treatment
matters concerning
concerning customs
customs duties
favored-nation
treatment in all
all matters
and charges of every
every kind and in
and,
in the method
method of levying
levying duties, and,
rules, formalities
formalities and
and charges
charges
further, in
in all matters concerning
concerning the rules,
imposed in connection
connection with the clearing
clearing of goods through the customs,
and with respect to all laws
regulations affecting the sale or use
laws or regulations
of imported
imported goods within
within the country.
country.
Accordingly, natural
natural or manufactured
manufactured products
having their
Accordingly,
products having
their
origin in
in the
the Union
of Soviet
Socialist Republics
Republics shall
shall in
in no
no case
case
origin
Union of
Soviet Socialist
be subject, in regard to the matters
matters referred
referred to above, to any
any duties,
taxes
formalities other
other
taxes or
or charges
charges other
other or
or higher, or to any
any rules or formalities

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

RELATIONS-AUG.
U.
S.S
R.--C)
OMMERCIAL RELATIONSAUG.6, 1940
S..R.--OMMERCIAL
U. S.

to which the like products
or more
more burdensome,
products having
than those to
burdensome, than
or
their
origin in
in any
any third
third country
hereafter be subject.
may hereafter
are or
or may
country are
their origin
Similarly, natural
natural or manufactured
manufactured products
products exported
exported from the
Similarly,
consigned to the territerritory of
United States
States of
of America
America and
and consigned
the United
of the
territory
tory
of the
the Union
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics shall in no case
case be
of Soviet
tory of
above-mensubject
respect to
and in regard
regard to the above-menexportation and
to exportation
with respect
subject with
to
or charges
charges other
tioned
matters, to
duties, taxes,
other or higher,
higher, or to
taxes, or
any duties,
to any
tioned matters,
any
rules or
or formalities
formalities other
other or
more burdensome,
burdensome, than those to
or more
any rules
which
when consigned
consigned to
territory of any
any
to the territory
products when
like products
the like
which the
third
country are
are or
or may
hereafter be subject.
may hereafter
third country
Any advantage,
advantage, favor,
immunity which
which has been or
or immunity
privilege or
favor, privilege
Any
may
granted by the United
America in regard
regard
United States of America
be granted
hereafter be
may hereafter
manufactured prodto
the above-mentioned
matters, to
natural or manufactured
to aanatural
above-mentioned matters,
to the
uct
in any
any third
or consigned
territory of
to the territory
consigned to
country or
third country
originating in
uct originating
comwithout
and
any third
third country
country shall
be accorded
accorded immediately
immediately
shall be
any
the
to
consigned
in
or
originating
pensation to
like product originating
the like
to the
pensation
Republics.
territory
of
the
Union
of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics.
Soviet
territory of the Union of
It
that so
as and
and in
so far as existing
existing law
in so
long as
so long
understood that
It is
is understood
the
require,
America
of
the
United
States
of
America
may
otherwise
require,
the foreof
States
of the United
duties,
to
otherwise
going
provisions,
in
so
far
as
they
would
otherwise
relate
would
as
they
far
so
in
going provisions,
or
coal
or
therefrom,
manufactured
coke
taxes
or
charges
on
coal,
manufactured
therefrom,
on
coal,
or
charges
taxes
the
into
imported
products
coke
briquettes,
shall
not
apply
products
imported
such
to
apply
not
shall
briquettes,
coke
United
States of
of America.
America.. If
law of
the United
United States of
of the
the law
If the
United States
foregoing
America
not permit
complete operation
operation of the foregoing
the complete
permit the
shall not
America shall
provisions
with respect
to the
above-mentioned products,
Union
products, the Union
the above-mentioned
respect to
provisions with
of
Socialist Republics
Republics reserves
reserves the
the right
right within
within fifteen
fifteen days
days
Soviet Socialist
of Soviet
agreement in its entirety on
after
1938, to terminate
terminate this agreement
1, 1938,
January 1,
after January
thirty
thirty days' written notice.
It
that the
the advantages
advantages now accorded
accorded
furthermore, that
understood, furthermore,
is understood,
It is
or which
which may
hereafter be
accorded by
United States of America,
by the United
be accorded
may hereafter
or
its
or possessions,
possessions, the Philippine
Philippine Islands, or the Panama
Panama
territories or
its territories
Canal Zone
Zone to
to one
or to
to the
the Republic
Republic of Cuba shall be exanother or
one another
Canal
cepted
operation of
agreement.
of this agreement.
the operation
from the
cepted from
Nothing in
in this
this agreement
agreement shall
shall be
be construed
construed to prevent the
the adopNothing
tion of
measures prohibiting
prohibiting or
the exportation
exportation or imrestricting the
or restricting
of measures
tion
portation of
of gold
gold or
or silver,
silver, or
or to
prevent the adoption
adoption of such
to prevent
portation
measures
as
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of America
America may
measures as the Government of the United States of
see
fit
with
respect
to
the
control
of
the
export
or
sale
for
export of
for export
sale
or
see fit with respect to the control of the export
arms,
ammunition,
or
implements
of
war,
and,
in
exceptional
caspA,
cases,
exceptional
in
arms, ammunition, or implements of war, and,
all
other
military
supplies.
It
is
understood
that
any
action
which
which
action
any
that
all other military supplies. It is understood
may be
taken by
by the
the President
United States
of America
America
States of
the United
of the
President of
be taken
may
under
the
authority
of
Section
2
(b)
of
the
Neutrality
Act
of 1937
1937
of
Act
Neutrality
the
of
(b)
2
under the authority of Section
in
regard
to
the
passage
of
title
to
goods
shall
not
be
considered
as
as
considered
be
not
shall
goods
to
title
of
passage
in regard to the
contravening
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
agreement
relating
to
the
the
to
relating
agreement
this
of
provisions
the
of
contravening any
exportation of
of natural
natural or
or manufactured
manufactured products
from the
the territory
territory
products from
exportation
of
United States
America.
of America.
States of
the United
of the
Subject to
that no
no arbitrary
discrimination shall
shall
arbitrary discrimination
requirement that
the requirement
to the
Subject
be
effected by
by the
the United
United States
States of
importations
against importations
America against
of America
be effected
from the
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
and in
favor of
of those
those
in favor
Republics and
Socialist Republics
Union of
the Union
from
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from any third country, the foregoing provisions
provisions shall
shall not
not extend
to
extend to
prohibitions
prohibitions or restrictions
restrictions (1)
(1) imposed
on moral
moral or
or humanitarian
humanitarian
imposed on
grounds, (2)
(2) designed to protect human, animal,
animal, or
or plant
(3)
plant life,
life, (3)
relating to prison-made
prison-made goods, or (4)
relating to
to the
the enforcement
enforcement of
of
(4) relating
police
or revenue
revenue laws.
police or
laws.
Two. On its part the Government
Government of the Union
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist
Union of
Republics will take
Republics
take steps
steps to increase
increase substantially
the
amount
of purpursubstantially the amount of
chases in the United States of America for
export to
to the
the Union
of
for export
Union of
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics of articles
articles the
the growth,
growth, produce,
produce, or
or manumanufacture of the United
States of
of America.
America.
United States
agreement shall come
Three. This agreement
come into force
force on
on the
day of
of procprocthe day
lamation
President of
lamation thereof by the President
United States
America
of the
the United
States of
of America
and of approval thereof by the Soviet of
People's Commissars
Commissars of
of the
the
of People's
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Republics, which proclamation
proclamation and
and apapproval
proval shall take place on the same
same day. It
shall continue
continue in
in effect
effect
It shall
for twelve months. Both parties
parties agree
agree that
not
less
than
thirty
days
that not less than thirty days
prior to the expiration of the aforesaid
twelve months
months they
aforesaid period
period of
of twelve
they
shall start negotiations
regarding the extension of
negotiations regarding
of the
the period
period durduring which the present
present agreement
agreement shall
continue in
in force.
force.
shall continue
Accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest conconrenewed assurances
sideration.
sideration.
JOSEPH
JOSEPH E.
E.
DAVIFS
DAVIES

His Excellency
Excellency

Ambassador Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
of the United
States of
of America
America
United States

MAXIM
MAXIM LITVINOFF,
LITVINOPP,
People's
Commissar for Foreign
People's Commissar
Affairs,
Foreign Affairs,

Moscow.

The People's
Commiissar for Foreign
People's Commissar
Affairs (Litvinoff)
the
Foreign Affairs
(Litvinoff) to
to the
American
Ambassador (Davies)
American Ambassador
(Davies)
Moscow, August
Augu,st 4,
4, 1937.
1937.
AMBASSADOR:
MR. AMBASSADOR:
With reference
reference to recent
conversations which
recent conversations
which have
have taken
taken place
place
in regard to commerce between the Union of
Soviet Socialist
Reof Soviet
Socialist Republics and the United
United States of America,
America, I
have the
the honor
honor to
to conconI have
firm and to make
make of record by this note
note the
following agreement
agreement
the following
which
between the Governments
Governments of
which has been reached
reached between
of our
respective
our respective
countries:
countries:
One. The United States of America
America will
to the
Union of
of
will grant to
the Union
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics unconditional
and unrestricted
unrestricted mostunconditional and
mostfavored-nation treatment
favored-nation
treatment in all matters concerning
concerning customs
duties
customs duties
and charges of every
every kind and in the method
method of
duties, and,
and,
of levying duties,
further,
in
all
matters
concerning the rules,
further,
concerning
formalities, charges
charges imimrules, formalities,
posed in connection with the clearing
clearing of goods through
the customs,
customs,
through the
and with respect to all laws or regulations
the sale
sale or
or use
use
regulations affecting
affecting the
of imported goods within
the country.
country.
within the
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Accordingly, natural
natural or
or manufactured
products having
having their
their origin
manufactured products
Accordingly,
case
no
in
shall
in the
the Union
Union of
of Soviet
Republics
case be subSocialist Republics
Soviet Socialist
in
taxes
duties,
any
to
above,
to
referred
ject,
regard to
matters referred
any
the matters
to the
in regard
ject, in
or
other
formalities
or
rules
any
or charges
charges other
other or
formalities
to
or to
higher, or
or higher,
or
their
products
more
burdensome,
than
those
to
which
like
products
having
their
the
which
to
more burdensome, than those
hereafter be subject.
origin in
country are or may hereafter
third country
any third
in any
origin
Similarly,
natural
or
manufactured
products
exported from the
manufactured
Similarly, natural or
consigned
America
of
territory
of
the
United
States
America
and
consigned to the
States
territory of the United
Republics
territory
of
the
Union
of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics
shall in no case
case
Socialist
Soviet
of
territory of the Union
abovethe
to
regard
in
be
subject
with
respect
to
exportation
and
regard
exportation
to
respect
be subject with
mentioned
matters, to
to any
taxes, or charges
charges other
other or higher,
duties, taxes,
any duties,
mentioned matters,
than those
burdensome,
or
to
any
rules
or
formalities
other
or
more
burdensome,
more
or
other
formalities
or
or to any rules
of any
territory
the
to
consigned
to
which
the
like
products
when
when
consigned
territory
products
like
the
to which
third country
or may
hereafter be subject.
may hereafter
are or
country are
third
Any advantage,
advantage, favor,
privilege or
or immunity which has been or
favor, privilege
Any
may hereafter
hereafter be
be granted
granted by the United
United States of America in regard
regard
may
manufactured prodto
the above-mentioned
matters, to
to aanatural or manufactured
above-mentioned matters,
to the
territory of
uct originating
any third
or consigned
consigned to the territory
country or
third country
in any
originating in
uct
any third
third country
country shall
accorded immediately
immediately and without
without combe accorded
shall be
any
consigned to the
pensation
like product
in or consigned
originating in
product originating
the like
to the
pensation to
territory of
Union of
of Soviet
Republics.
Soviet Socialist Republics.
the Union
of the
territory
It is
so long
so far
existing law of the
far as existing
in so
and in
as and
long as
that so
understood that
is understood
It
foregoing prorequire, the foregoing
United States
may otherwise
otherwise require,
America may
of America
States of
United
visions,
in so
far as
as they
they would
duties, taxes or
otherwise relate to duties,
would otherwise
so far
visions, in
or coke
coal
charges
on coal,
coal, coke
coke manufactured
manufactured therefrom,
therefrom, or
coke bricharges on
United
the
into
imported
quettes,
shall not
products imported
such products
to such
apply to
not apply
quettes, shall
shall
America
States of
America. If
If the
the law
United States
States of
shall
the United
of the
law of
of America.
States
with
provisions
not
permit
the
complete
operation
of
the
foregoing
provisions
foregoing
not permit the complete operation of the
Soviet
of
respect
to
the
above-mentioned
products,
the
Union
of
SoUnion
respect to the above-mentioned products, the
January
cialist
Republics
reserves
the
right
within
fifteen
after
after
January
days
cialist Republics reserves the right within fifteen
1,
this agreement
entirety on
on thirty days'
its entirety
in its
agreement in
terminate this
to terminate
1938, to
1, 1938,
written
written notice.
It is
furthermore, that
that the
now accorded
accorded
advantages now
the advantages
understood, furthermore,
is understood,
It
America,
of
States
United
or
which
may
hereafter
be
accorded
by
the
United
America,
the
by
or which may hereafter be accorded
its territories
Islands, or the
Panama
the Panama
Philippine Islands,
the Philippine
possessions, the
or possessions,
territories or
its
be exCanal
Zone
to
one
another
or
to
the
Republic
of
Cuba
shall
shall
Cuba
of
Republic
the
to
or
Canal Zone to one another
agreement.
cepted
from
the
operation
of
this
agreement.
this
of
cepted from the operation
Nothing in
in this
to prevent
prevent the
the adopadopconstrued to
be construed
shall be
agreement shall
this agreement
Nothing
imor
tion
of
measures
prohibiting
or
restricting
the
exportation
exportation
the
restricting
or
prohibiting
tion of measures
meassuch
portation
of
gold
or
silver,
or
to
prevent
the
adoption
of
adoption
the
prevent
to
or
silver,
or
gold
portation of
America may see fit
ures
the Government
the United
States of America
United States
of the
Government of
as the
ures as
with respect
respect to
sale for export of arms,
or sale
export or
the export
of the
control of
the control
to the
with
ammunition, or
implements of
of war,
war, and,
and, in
cases, all
all
exceptional cases,
in exceptional
or implements
ammunition,
other military
military supplies.
It is
is understood
understood that
that any
any action
action which may
supplies. It
other
America under
be taken
President of
of the
under
of America
States of
United States
the United
the President
by the
taken by
be
the authority
of Section
2 (b)
of the
the Neutrality
Neutrality Act of 1937 in re(b) of
Section 2
authority of
the
gard to
to the
to title
title to
be considered
as conconconsidered as
not be
shall not
goods shall
to goods
passage to
the passage
gard
the
travening
any
of
the
provisions
of
this
agreement
relating
to
travening any of the provisions of this agreement relating
exportation
of
natural
or
manufactured
products
from
the
territory
territory
exportation of natural or manufactured products from the
of the
the United
United States
America.
of America.
States of
of
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Subject
to the
that no
arbitrary discrimination
shall
Subject to
the requirement
requirement that
no arbitrary
discrimination shall
States of
America against
against importations
be effected by the
the United States
of America
importations
from the Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics
Republics and in favor of
of those
those
from any third country, the
shall not
not extend
extend
the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions shall
to prohibitions
prohibitions or restrictions (1)
(1) imposed
imposed on
on moral
moral or
or humanitarian
humanitarian
grounds, (2) designed to protect
protect human, animal, or
(3)
or plant life, (3)
prison-made goods, or (4)
relating to prison-made
(4) relating
relating to the enforcement
enforcement of
of
police or revenue
revenue laws.
laws.
Two. On its part the Government
of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist
Government of
of the
the Union of
Republics
Republics will take steps to
increase substantially
the amount
amount of
of purpurto increase
substantially the
chases in the United
United States of
America for
export to
to the
the Union
of
of America
for export
Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics
Republics of articles
growth, produce,
produce, or
or manumanuarticles the growth,
facture of the United
of America.
America.
United States
States of
Three. This agreement
agreement shall come
come into force on the day of proclaproclamation thereof by the President of the United States of
of America
America and
of approval thereof
thereof by the Soviet of People's
People's Commissars
Commissars of the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
Republics, which
which proclamation
and apapproclamation and
proval shall take place on the same day. It
It shall continue
effect
continue in
in effect
for twelve months. Both parties agree that not
than thirty
thirty days
days
not less than
aforesaid period
prior to the expiration
expiration of the aforesaid
period of twelve
twelve months they
they
shall start negotiations
negotiations regarding
regarding the extension of the
the period
period during
during
which the present agreement
agreement shall continue in force.
renewed assurances
Accept, Mr. Ambassador,
Ambassador, the renewed
assurances of my highest
highest
consideration.
consideration.
M. LITVINOFF
LirvirroFF
M.
Mr.
OSEPH E.
E.DAVIES,
Mr. J
JosEPH
DAVIES,
Ambassador of the United
Ambassador
of America,
United States
States of
America,
Moscow.
Moscow.
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Agreement between
between the United
States of America and Venezuela respecting
United States
respecting
reciprocal trade.
trade. Signed at Caracas
proclaimed by
by
reciprocal
CaracasNovember 6, 1939; proclaimed
the President
States of America November 16, 1939;
President of the United States
ratified by the President
ratified
President of the United
United States
States of Venezuela July 24,
and ratification
ratificationexchanged at Washington
1940; proclamation
proclamation and
Washington NovemNovember 14, 1940;
1940; supplementary proclamation
President of the
ber
proclamation by the President
United States of America November 27, 1940;
1940; effective provisionally
United
provisionally
December 16, 1989;
effective definitively December
1939; effective
December 14, 1940. With
related notes.
related

November
6, 1939
1939
November 6,
1801
[E. A. S.
8. No. 180]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
AMERICA.

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS it is provided
provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
WHEREAS

of the United States of America, as amended
amended by the Act of June
June 12,
1934, entitled "AN
"AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930"
1930" (48
Stat. 943), which amending Act was extended
extended by Joint Resolution of
Congress, approved
approved March
March 1,
24), as follows:
Congress,
1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24),
follows:
"Sec.
foreign markets
"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding
expanding foreign
for the products of the United States (as a
a means of assisting
present emergency
emergency in restoring
restoring the American
American standard
in the present
of living, in overcoming
domestic unemployment
unemployment and the present
present
overcoming domestic
economic depression,
depression, in increasing
purchasing power of the
increasing the purchasing
better
American public, and in establishing and maintaining
maintaining a
a better
relationship among various branches
branches of American
American agriculture,
agriculture,
relationship
industry, mining, and commerce) by regulating
admission
regulating the admission
of foreign goods into the United States in accordance
accordance with the
characteristics
branches of American
American procharacteristics and needs of various branches
duction so that foreign markets
markets will be made available
available to those
branches of American production
require and are capable
production which require
of developing
developing such outlets by affording
corresponding market
affording corresponding
market
opportunities for foreign products
Presiopportunities
products in the United States, the President, whenever
fact that any existing duties or other
other
whenever he finds as a
a fact
States or any foreign country
import restrictions of the United States
burdening and
restricting the foreign
foreign trade of the
and restricting
are unduly burdening
above declared
purpose above
declared will be proUnited States and that the purpose
moted by
means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
from time
time
specified, is
is authorized
authorized from
by the
the means
moted
to time—
time" (1) To
To enter
enter into
agreements with
with foreign
foreign
foreign trade
trade agreements
"(1)
into foreign
governments
or
instrumentalities
thereof;
and
and
thereof;
or
instrumentalities
governments
"
(2) To
To proclaim
such modifications
other
and other
duties and
existing duties
of existing
modifications of
proclaim such
" (2)
import restrictions,
restrictions, or
or such
such additional
restrictions, or
import
additional import
import restrictions,
such continuance,
minimum periods, of
existing
of existing
and for
for such minimum
such
continuance, and
customs or
or excise
excise treatment
treatment of
of any
any article
article covered
covered by
by foreign
foreign
customs
trade agreements,
appropriate to carry out
Out
required or appropriate
agreements, as
as are required
trade
193470°-41—PT.
193470-41-PT.

n-72
n--72

Preamble.
Preamble.

B. C.§§§ 1351135119 U. S.
Stipp. V, §¢
1351,
1354; Supp.
fi 1351,
1352.
1352.
Ante, p. 107.
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any
the President
President has
has entered
entered
that the
agreement that
trade agreement
foreign trade
any foreign
into
hereunder.
No
proclamation
shall
be
made
increasing
or
into hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or
decreasing
by
more
than
50
per
centum
any
existing
rate
of
duty
decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty
or transferring
between the
the dutiable
free lists.
lists.
and free
dutiable and
article between
any article
transferring any
or
The
proclaimed
duties
and
other
import
restrictions
shall
apply
The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply
to articles
growth, produce,
or manufacture
manufacture of all foreign
foreign
produce, or
the growth,
to
articles the
countries,
whether imported
imported directly,
indirectly: Provided,
Provided,
or indirectly:
directly, or
countries, whether
That
the President
may suspend
the application
application to articles the
suspend the
President may
That the
growth,
manufacture of any country because
because of its
or manufacture
produce, or
growth, produce,
discriminatory treatment
of American
commerce or because
because
American commerce
treatment of
discriminatory
of other
other acts
or policies
policies which
which in
in his
his opinion
opinion tend
defeat the
the
to defeat
tend to
acts or
of
purposes
set forth
and the
the proclaimed
proclaimed duties
duties and
and
section; and
this section;
in this
forth in
purposes set
other import
import restrictions
be in
in effect
effect from and
such
and after such
shall be
restrictions shall
other
time
specified in
at
President may at
the proclamation.
proclamation. The President
in the
is specified
as is
time as
any
time
terminate
any
such
proclamation
in
in
part."
in
part."
or
whole
in
proclamation
such
any
terminate
time
any

48
Stat. 943;
943; 50 Stat.
48 Stat.
24.
19
U. S.
§§ 13511351S. C.
C. §§
19 U.
1354;
§5 1351,
1351,
V, §§
Supp. V.
1354; Supp.
1352.
1352.
Ante,
p. 107.
107.
Ante, p.

Modus °Wadi.
Modus
ivendi.

W HEREAS I
D. Roosevelt,
United States
President of the United
Roosevelt, President
Franklin D.
I,,Franklin
WHEREAS
of
found as
fact that
certain existing duties and other
other
that certain
a fact
as a
have found
of America,
America, have
import
restrictions of
of the
United States
States of
America and the United
of America
the United
import restrictions
burdening and restricting
States of
unduly burdening
restricting the foreign
foreign
Venezuela are unduly
of Venezuela
States
trade of
the United
United States
declared
the purpose
purpose declared
and that the
of America
America and
States of
of the
trade
in the
said Tariff
Act of
of 1930,
1930, as amended
amended by the said Act of June 12,
12,
Tariff Act
the said
in
1934, as
as extended
extended by the
Congress, approved
approved
Resolution of Congress,
the said Joint Resolution
1934,
March 1,
promoted by aaforeign trade agreement
agreement between
between
1, 1937, will be promoted
March
Venezuela;
of
States
the
United
States
of
America
and
the
United
Venezuela;
and
America
the United States of
W
HEREAS reasonable
intention to negotiate such
public notice of the intention
reasonable public
WHEREAS
foreign
trade
agreement
was
given
and
the
views
presented by persons
persons
foreign trade agreement was given and the views presented
interested in
negotiation of such agreement
agreement were received
received and
in the negotiation
interested
considered;
considered;
with
advice with
W
HEREAS, afterleeking
and obtaining
obtaining information
information and
and advice
after seeking and
WHEREAS,
respect thereto from
Commission, the DepartUnited States Tariff Commission,
from the United
respect
ments
of State,
State, Agriculture,
Commerce, and from other sources, II
Agriculture, and Commerce,
ments of
entered into
into a
including two Schedules annexed
agreement, including
a definitive
definitive agreement,
entered
thereto,
empowered PlenipoPlenipo6, 1939,
1939, through my duly empowered
November 6,
thereto, on November
tentiary,
President of the
Venezuela, through
the United States of Venezuela,
with the President
tentiary, with
his
empowered Plenipotentiary,
Plenipotentiary, and, on the same day and in like
his duly empowered
exchange of notes,
a modus vivendi in the form of an exchange
into a
manner, into
including two Schedules
Schedules annexed
annexed thereto, to be effective
effective on and after
after
December 16, 1939,
1939, pending
definitive
the entry
entry into force of the definitive
pending the
December
agreement between
countries;
agreement
between the two countries;
annexed
W HEREAS the said
including two Schedules
Schedules annexed
said modus
modus vivendi, including
WHEREAS
thereto,
Spanish languages, is in words and figures
figures
and Spanish
thereto, in the English and
as follows:
follows:
as
No. 43
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

EMBASSY OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
EMBASSY
OF THE
THE UNITED
Caracas,
Caracas,November 6, 1939

President
The
empowered thereto
thereto by the President
The undersigned,
undersigned, being duly empowered
of the
the United
America, has
has the honor to confirm
confirm and make
make
of
United States
States of
of America,
following modus vivendi which
which has been
of record by this note the following
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entered into by our respective
respective Governments
Governments for the purpose of regulatbetween the two countries, pending the
ing the commercial relations between
Agreement between
between the United States of
of
entry into force of the Trade Agreement
America and the United States of Venezuela
Venezuela signed this day:
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the United States
Articles the growth, produce
I annexed
of America,
described in Schedule I
annexed to this
enumerated and described
America, enumerated
Agreement
thereof, shall, on their importation
importation into
Agreement and made aapart thereof,
Venezuela, be exempt
customs
exempt from ordinary customs
the United States of Venezuela,
excess of those set forth in the said Schedule.
Schedule. The said
duties in excess
taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges
articles shall also be exempt from all other duties, taxes,
or exactions,
exactions, imposed
connection with importation,
importation, in excess of
on or in connection
imposed on
or
those imposed
imposed on the day of the signature
Agreement or required
required
signature of this Agreement
Veneto be imposed thereafter
thereafter under laws of the United States
States of Venezuela
zuela in force on the day of the signature of this Agreement.

Imports from
Imports
United States.
States.
United
Pod, p.
p. 2383.
2383.
Post,

ARTICLE
ARTICLE II
II
nlIl
eaports

Imports from Vene-

Articles
manufacture of the United States zuela.
growth, produce or manufacture
Articles the growth,
Post, p. 2386.
2386.
Pist,
of
enumerated and described
Schedule II annexed to
described in Schedule
of Venezuela,
Venezuela, enumerated
Agreement and made a
a part thereof, shall, on their importation
this Agreement
into
the United
exempt from ordinary
ordinary customs
be exempt
America, be
of America,
United States of
into the
duties in
in excess
provided for in the said Schedule.
set forth and provided
excess of those set
duties
exempt from all other duties, taxes, fees,
articles shall also be exempt
said articles
The said
importation,
charges
exactions, imposed on or in connection
connection with importation,
or exactions,
charges or
of
signature
in
excess
of
those
imposed
on
the
day
the
this Agreeof
the
in excess of those imposed
United
ment
or
required
to
be
thereafter
of
the
United
laws
under
thereafter
imposed
ment or required to be
States
of
America
in
force
the
day
of
the
signature
Agreement.
Agreement.
of
this
the
signature
of
day
on
the
States of America in force

III
ARTICLE III
ARTICLE

Agreement shall not preThe
The provisions of Articles IIand II of this Agreement
vent
Parties from imposing at
Contracting Parties
of the Contracting
Governments of
the Governments
vent the
any
the importation
importation of
article a
acharge equivalent
equivalent to an
any article
of any
on the
time on
any time
internal
tax imposed
in respect
respect of
of a
respect
domestic article or in respect
a like
like domestic
imposed in
internal tax
of
commodity from
imported article has been manufacfrom which the imported
of a
a commodity
tured or
produced in
in whole
whole or
or in part.
or produced
tured

Imposition of
of
Imposition
charges on
linport.
on imports.
charges

ARTICLE
IV
ARTICLE IV
The United
United States
America and
United States of Venezuela
Venezuela
and the United
States of America
The
agree that
that the
Schedules I
II are hereby given
I and II
in Schedules
included in
notes included
the notes
agree
force and effect
as integral parts of this Agreement.
effect as
force

Force and effect of
notes.
noF
t.
es
orce and effect of

ARTICLE V
V
ARTICLE
Limitation on interLimitation

taxes, etc.
Articles
growth, produce
produce or
manufacture of the United
United States nal taxes,
or manufacture
the growth,
Articles the
of
America or the United
United States
importation
Venezuela, shall, after importation
States of Venezuela,
of America
into
country, be
be exempt
from all
all internal
internal taxes,
taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges
exempt from
other country,
the other
into the
or exactions
higher than
those payable
articles of
of
payable on like articles
than those
or higher
other or
exactions other
or
national
or
foreign
origin.
national or foreign
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The provisions of
of this
national treatment
treatment shall
shall
this Article
Article relating
relating to
to national
not apply to taxes imposed
the United
United States
States of
of Venezuela
imposed by
by the
Venezuela on
on
cigarettes, but cigarettes
cigarettes originating
originating in the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America
shall, after importation
importation into
of Venezuela,
Venezuela, be
be exempt
exempt
into the United
United States
States of
from all internal
internal taxes, fees, charges
charges or exactions
exactions other
higher than
than
other or
or higher
those in effect on the day of
signature of this
this Agreement.
Agreement.
of the
the signature
The provisions of this Article shall not
to alcoholic
alcoholic beverages.
not apply
apply to
beverages.
ARTICLE VI
VI
ARTICLE

l
Quantitative
restrictions.
Post,
p.
2383.
Po,

touatitativerestricp. 2383.

Post, p. 2388.

pZ'pw.'8.

Regulation of imRegulation
ports; notice.

Articles
produce or manufacture
Articles the growth,
growth, produce
manufacture of the United States

of America
America enumerated
described in Schedule I
I and
of
enumerated and
and described
and articles
articles the
the
growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of
of the
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela
the United
United States
enumerated and described in Schedule II
enumerated
II shall be permitted
to be
be
permitted to
imported into the territory
other country
quantitative
territory of
of the
the other
country without
without quantitative
restrictions. Nevertheless,
restrictions.
Nevertheless, should the Government
Government of
of one
one of
the
of the
Contracting
it necessary
Contracting Parties find it
necessary because of
special circumstances
of special
circumstances
to establish a
a quantitative
quantitative restriction
restriction on any such
article, it
shall
such article,
it shall
notify the other Government.
Government. If
If agreement
agreement between
between the
two GovGovthe two
ernments regarding
regarding the restriction
restriction is
such other
other Governis not reached,
reached, such
Government may terminate
terminate this Agreement
on thirty
days' written
written notice.
notice.
Agreement on
thirty days'
quantitative restriction
No quantitative
this Article
by
the
restriction established
established under
under this
Article by the
Government of either of the Contracting
Contracting Parties
Government
shall be
be applicable
applicable
Parties shall
for a
a period of thirty days after the public
public notice of such
restriction to
to
such restriction
imports the invoices
certified prior
prior to
to the
the date
invoices for
for which
which have
have been
been certified
date of
of
such public notice by
by a
aconsular
consular officer
officer of
of the
establishing
the Government
Government establishing
the restriction.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE VII
VII

Government of the United States
In the event the Government
of America
America or
or
States of
the Government
Government of the United
United States of Venezuela
Venezuela regulates
regulates imports
imports
of any article
article in which
which the other country
country has
has an
an interest
interest either
either as
as
regards the total amount permitted to be imported
imported or as regards
regards
the amount permitted to be imported at aa specified rate of duty,
the Government taking such action
action shall
shall establish
in advance,
advance, and
and
establish in
give public notice
of,
the
notice
total amount
permitted to
to be
be imported
imported
amount permitted
from all countries during
during any specified
specified period,
period, which
which shall
shall not
not be
be
shorter than three months, and of any increase
decrease in
in such
such
increase or
or decrease
amount during the period, and if shares
amount
shares are allocated
allocated to countries
of export, the share allocated
allocated to the other country shall
shall be
be based
based
upon the
the proportion
proportion of the total imports of such article from all
upon
foreign countries
countries supplied
supplied by the other country in a
a previous
repreprevious representative
sentative period, account
account being taken in so far as
as practicable
practicable in
in
appropriate cases of any special
appropriate
special factors
factors which may have
have affected
affected or
or
may be affecting
affecting the trade in that article.
article.
ARTICLE VIII
ARTICLE
VIII

Monopolies.
Monopolies.

Government of the United
In the event that the Government
United States
States of
of America
America
or the Government
Government of the United
United States of Venezuela establishes or
or
maintains a
a monopoly for the importation, production
maintains
production or
sale of
or sale
of a
a

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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particular
grants exclusive
exclusive privileges,
privileges, formally or in
commodity or grants
particular commodity
effect,
agencies to import, produce
particular
produce or sell aaparticular
more agencies
to one or
or more
effect, to
commodity,
country establishing
establishing or mainmainGovernment of the country
commodity, the Government
agrees
taining such monopoly, or granting such monopoly privileges, agrees
foreign purchases
such monopoly or agency
agency
purchases of such
that in respect of the foreign
the commerce
country shall receive
receive fair and equitable
commerce of the other country
treatment.
ARTICLE IX
ARTICLE
IX
of
Control of means of
In
States of America
America International
Government of the United States
In the event that the Government
international payment.
or
Government of the United
establishes or
Venezuela establishes
United States of Venezuela
or the Government
maintains, directly or indirectly, any form of control of the means of
international
control:
administration of such control:
it shall, in the administration
payment, it
international payment,
(a)
transfer of payment
payment
(a) Impose no restrictions or delays on the transfer
manufacture of the
for any imported article the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
other country, or on the transfer
transfer of payments necessary
necessary for or incidental to the importation of such article, greater
greater or more onerous
onerous
importation
imposed on the transfer of payment for the importation
those imposed
than those
of any article from any third country.
(b)
respect to rates of exchange
exchange and
and
unconditionally, with respect
Accord unconditionally,
(b) Accord
taxes
exchange transactions
transactions in connection
connection with paysurcharges on exchange
or surcharges
taxes or
necessary and incidental
incidental to the importation
importation
or payments
payments necessary
for or
ments for
of any
produce or manufacture
other
manufacture of the other
growth, produce
any article the growth,
of
thereto,
country,
and formalities
formalities relative
relative thereto,
country, and with respect to all rules and
treatment
favorable than that accorded
accorded in connection with
less favorable
no less
treatment no
the
importation of any article
article whatsoever
whatsoever the growth, produce or
the importation
manufacture
country.
manufacture of any third country.
In the
the event
either country
country shall make
Government of either
that the Government
event that
In
Government
the
representations
concerning
the
application
by
Government of the
application
the
concerning
representations
other
provisions of this Article,
Article, the Government
Government of
other country of the provisions
such
sympathetic consideration
consideration to such repother country shall give sympathetic
such other
resentations,
after the receipt
receipt of such repreresentations, and if, within thirty days after
sentations, a
asatisfactory
satisfactory adjustment
adjustment has not been
been made or an agreeagreesentations,
ment has
representations, the
not been reached with respect to such representations,
has not
ment
Government making
within fifteen
fifteen days after the expirathem may, within
making them
Government
tion
of the
terminate this Agreement
Agreement
days, terminate
thirty days,
aforesaid period of thirty
the aforesaid
tion of
in
thirty days'
days' written
written notice.
on thirty
entirety on
in its
its entirety

X
ARTICLE X
Most-favoredWith
respect to
to customs
customs duties
or charges
charges of
of any
on nation
i
z
ioo
ns
t
t
fav
eo
l
le dimposed on
kind imposed
any kind
duties or
treatment.
With respect
respect
with
and
importation or exportation,
respect
connection with importation
or in connection
to
the method
levying such
with respect to
and with
charges, and
or charges,
duties or
such duties
of levying
method of
to the
all
and formalities
formalities in connection
connection with importation
importation or exportaexportarules and
all rules
tion,
and
with
respect
to
all
or
regulations
affecting
sale,
the
affecting
regulations
or
laws
all
to
respect
with
tion, and
taxation
advantage,
taxation or use of imported goods within the country, any advantage,
favor,
privilege or
hereafter be
has been or may hereafter
immunity which has
or immunity
favor, privilege
United States of
granted
America or the United
the United States of America
granted by the
Venezuela
originating in or destined for any third counto any article originating
Venezuela to
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try shall be granted
granted immediately
immediately and
unconditionally to
like artiand unconditionally
to the
the like
article originating in or destined for
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela or
for the
the United States
or
States of
America, respectively.
the United States
of America,
respectively.
Neither the United States
America nor
nor the
the United
United States
States of
of America
States of
of
Venezuela shall establish or maintain
Venezuela
maintain any
any import
import or
or export
prohibiexport prohibition or restriction on any article
article originating in
destined for
for the
terin or
or destined
the territory of the other country which
which is not
to the
the like
like article
article
not applied
applied to
originating in or destined for any
Any abolition
abolition of
of an
any third
third country.
country. Any
an
import or export prohibition or
restriction which
which may
may be
even
or restriction
be granted
granted even
temporarily by either country
temporarily
favor of an
article originating
originating in
in or
or
country in favor
an article
a third.
third country shall be applied
destined for a
immediately and
and unconapplied immediately
unconditionally to the like article
article originating
for the
the territory
originating in or
or destined
destined for
territory
of the other
other country.
country.
ARTICLE XI

ARTICLE XI

Laws, regulations,
regulations,
and decisions.

regulations of administrative
Laws, regulations
administrative authorities
and decisions
decisions of
of
authorities and
administrative
or
judicial
authorities
administrative
authorities of the
of America
the United States of
America
and the United
United States of
of Venezuela
pertaining to
the classification
of
Venezuela pertaining
to the
classification of
articles for customs
customs purposes or
rates of
of duty
duty shall
be published
published
or to rates
shall be
promptly in such a
amanner
manner as to enable traders to become
become acquainted
acquainted
with them.
them. Such laws, regulations
regulations and decisions shall
shall be
be applied
applied
uniformly
uniformly at all ports of the respective
respective country which
open to
which are
are open
to
foreign commerce, except
except as
specifically provided
laws,
as otherwise
otherwise specifically
provided in
in laws,
regulations, and administrative
United States
States of
of America
America
administrative rulings
rulings of
of the
the United
and the United States of
Venezuela.
of Venezuela.
ARTICLE XII
XII
ARTICLE

When
of exWhen rate
rateof
exchange prejudicial.

In
the rate of
of exchange
exchange between
between the
In the event that
that the
the currencies
of
currencies of
the United States of America
America and the
the United
United States
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela
varies considerably
considerably from
from the rate of exchange
exchange of the said
said currencies
currencies
on the day of the signature
signature of this
the Government
Government of
of
this Agreement,
Agreement, the
either Contracting
Contracting Party, if it considers
considers the change
change in
rate so subsubin rate
stantial as to prejudice
prejudice the industry or
or commerce
commerce of
the country,
of the
country,
shall be free to propose
propose negotiations
negotiations for the modification
modification of
this
of this
Agreement or, upon thirty days'
days' written
Government of
Agreement
written notice to the Government
of
the other Contracting Party, to terminate
terminate this Agreement
Agreement in
its
in its
entirety.
ARTICLE
ARTICLE XIII
XIII

in documen-

Errors in documenErrors
tation.

The Government
Government of each
Contracting Parties
Parties shall
each of the Contracting
shall accord
accord the
the

most favorable treatment
treatment permitted by law in regard to penalties
applicable
applicable in the case
case of errors in the documentation
documentation for
for importation
importation
of articles
the
growth,
produce
or
manufacture
articles
growth, produce
manufacture of the other
other country,
country,
when the nature of the infraction
leaves no doubt with
infraction leaves
to good
good
with respect to
faith or when
evidently clerical
when the errors are evidently
clerical in
origin.
in origin.
Mutual
conidera
The Government
Government of each
considerseach of
Parties shall
accord
of the
the Contracting
Contracting Parties
tion
of representations.
shall accord
sympathetic consideration
representations which the Governconsideration to the representations
Government of the other country
country may make with respect to the operation of
of
regulations and quantitative restrictions
customs regulations
on imports,
imports, the
the
restrictions on

54 STAT.]
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observance of
of customs
and the
the application
application of sanitary laws
formalities and
customs formalities
observance
and regulations
animal or plant life or
of human,
human, animal
protection of
for the
the protection
regulations for
and
health. If
If there
should be
be disagreement
respect to the
the applicawith respect
disagreement with
there should
health.
tion
regulations there shall be established,
established,
laws and
and regulations
said sanitary
sanitary laws
tion of
of said
upon the
the request
request of
committee of
of
Parties, a
a committee
of the
the Contracting
Contracting Parties,
of either
either of
upon
represented. The
experts
on which
which both
Governments shall be
be represented.
both Governments
experts on
committee,
after considering
considering the
the matter,
submit its report to
matter, shall submit
committee, after
both
Governments.
Governments.
both
ARTICLE XIV
XIV
ARTICLE
The
provisions of
this Agreement
Agreement relating
treatment to be
relating to the treatment
of this
The provisions
accorded
United States of
by the
the United States of America and the United
accorded by
Venezuela, respectively,
respectively, to
commerce of
country shall
of the other country
to the
the commerce
Venezuela,
apply,
on the
the part
part of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
continental
the continental
America, to the
apply, on
territories
of
its
such
and
America
of
States
of the United
territory
territories
territory of
The
its
in
are
included
and
possessions
included
customs
territory.
provias
and possessions
treatment shall
most-favored-nation treatment
sions of
relating to most-favored-nation
Agreement relating
of this
this Agreement
sions
apply
to all
all territories
territories under
the sovereignty
sovereignty or authority of the
under the
apply to
United States
of America,
other than
than the Panama
Zone.
Panama Canal Zone.
America, other
States of
United

Scope of Agreement.
Agreement.

ARTICLE
XV
ARTICLE XV
The provisions
of this
Agreement do not extend to:
this Agreement
provisions of
The
hereafter
(a) The
The advantages
now accorded
accorded or
may hereafter
which may
or which
advantages now
(a)
be
accorded by
the United
United States
of America
the United
United States
States
or the
America or
States of
by the
be accorded
of
Venezuela to
to adjacent
countries in
in order
order to
to facilitate
frontier
facilitate frontier
adjacent countries
of Venezuela
which
a customs
traffic, or
advantages resulting
resulting from
from a
customs union to which
or advantages
traffic,
either the
States of
America or
the United
of
States of
United States
or the
of America
United States
the United
either
Venezuela may
become a
a party
long as such
such advantages
advantages are
so long
party so
may become
Venezuela
not extended
country;
to any other country;
extended to
not
hereafter be
(b)
The advantages
now accorded
may hereafter
accorded or which may
advantages now
(b) The
accorded by
by the
the United
of America,
America, its territories
territories or
States of
United States
accorded
possessions or
or the
Panama Canal
Zone to one another
another or to the
Canal Zone
the Panama
possessions
Republic
of
Cuba,
irrespective
of
any
change
in
in the political
change
any
of
Republic of Cuba, irrespective
United
of
the
status
of
any
of
the
territories
or
possessions
United States
States
or
possessions
territories
of
the
any
status of
of
of America.
America.
Venezuela reserves
United States of Venezuela
The
reserves the
the United
Government of the
The Government
right
to apply,
apply, with
with respect
respect to
imported into the United
United States
to articles
articles imported
right to
of
territory
the customs territory
in the
included in
not included
the Antilles
Antilles not
from the
of Venezuela
Venezuela from
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, the
special surtax
applicable to such
surtax applicable
the special
of
articles under
under existing
existing Venezuelan
Venezuelan law.
articles

Trade with adjacent
adjacent
Trade
countries.

U. S. trade
trade with its
its
possessions,
possessions, Canal
Zone, or Cuba.

Venezuelan imports
imports
Venezuelan
from the Antilles.

ARTICLE XVI
XVI
ARTICLE
not exProvisions not
Subject
requirement that,
that, under
and concon- tended
circumstances and
like circumstances
under like
the requirement
to the
Subject to
tended to
to certain
certain proetc.
hibitions,
ditions, there
shall be
no arbitrary
discrimination by
by either
either country
country
arbitrary discrimination
be no
there shall
ditions,
any third country, and without
against the
favor of any
country in favor
other country
the other
against
prejudice to
the provisions
of the
the second
Article XIIT,
XIII,
of Article
paragraph of
second paragraph
provisions of
to the
prejudice
the
this Agreement
not extend to prohibitions or
shall not
Agreement shall
of this
provisions of
the provisions
restrictions (1)
moral or
humanitarian grounds; (2) deor humanitarian
on moral
imposed on
(1) imposed
restrictions
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signed
protect human,
human, animal
or plant
plant life
life or
or health;
health; (3)
relating to
to
(3) relating
animal or
to protect
signed to
prison-made
of police or
or
enforcement of
the enforcement
to the
relating to
(4) relating
goods; (4)
prison-made goods;
revenue
revenue laws.
Nothing in
in this
this Agreement
be construed
construed to
to prevent
prevent the adopadopshall be
Agreement shall
Nothing
tion
of
measures
prohibiting
or
restricting
the
importation
exportaexportaor
importation
the
or
restricting
tion of measures prohibiting
tion of
of gold
silver, or
to prevent
prevent the
the adoption
adoption of such measures
measures as
eltc. tion
Export of arms, etc.
or to
or silver,
gold or
either
Government
may
see
fit
with
respect
to
control
of the excontrol
the
to
respect
either Government may see fit with
port
or
sale
for
export
of
arms,
ammunition,
or
of war,
implements
or
port or sale for export of arms, ammunition,
nothand
in
exceptional
circumstances,
all
other
military
supplies;
and
Measures relating to
supplies;
Measures
military
to and in exceptional circumstances, all other
neutrality.
neutrality.
ing
in
this
Agreement
shall
prevent
the
adoption
or
enforcement
of
ing in this Agreement shall prevent the adoption or enforcement of
measures
relating to
neutrality.
to neutrality.
measures relating

Trade
silver.

in gold

or

or

ARTICLE XVII
XVII
ARTICLE
Adjustment
Adjustment of
measures
impairing
objects of Agreement.

Differences
Differences of interpretation, etc.

In the
event that
that the
the Government
of the
United States of America
America
the United
Government of
the event
In
any
or
the
Government
of
the
United
States
of
Venezuela
adopts
adopts
Venezuela
of
States
United
or the Government of the
this
terms
the
with
measure
which,
even
though
it
conflict
of
conflict
not
does
it
measure which, even though
to
Agreement,
is
considered
by
the
Government
of
other
country
country
other
the
of
Agreement, is considered by the Government
have
the
effect
of
nullifying
or
impairing
any
object
of
the
Agreement,
Agreement,
the
of
have the effect of nullifying or impairing any object
the Government
any such
such measure
measure shall consider
consider
adopted any
has adopted
which has
Government which
the
make
may
such representations
representations and
and proposals
Government
other Government
as the
the other
proposals as
such
the
of
with
view to
to effecting
satisfactory adjustment
mutually satisfactory
effecting aa mutually
with aa view
matter.
ARTICLE XVIII
XVIII
ARTICLE
All differences
High Contracting
Contracting Parties relative
relative to
the High
between the
differences between
All
the interpretation
interpretation or execution
Agreement shall be decided
decided by
execution of this Agreement
the
pacific
means recognized
recognized in International
International Law, in conformity
conformity with
with
pacific means
treaties and
and conventions
conventions in force
Parties.
between the Parties.
force between
treaties
ARTICLE
XIX
XIX
ARTICLE -

on December
force on
into force
shall enter
The
present Agreement
enter into
December 16, 1939
Agreement shall
The present
and
supplant the
between the United States of
vivendi between
modus vivendi
the mod=
shall supplant
and shall
America and
the United
States of Venezuela
Venezuela effected
effected by exchange
exchange of
of
United States
and the
America
52 Stat. 1493; a
53
dated
notes
exchange
extended
1938
12,
May
signed
May
12,
1938
and
extended
by
exchange
of
notes
dated
signed
notes
1493;
at.
2
St
Stat. 2344.
May
9, 1939,
1939, and,
and, subject
subject to the provisions of Articles
Articles VI, IX and
May 9,
Ante,
pp. 237%23'79,
It may be exof
one
a
for
in
force
continue
23782379
Aae, pp.
XII,
shall
in
a
period
year.
It
ex2380.
tended, upon
expiration of the aforementioned
aforementioned period of one year or
the expiration
upon the
tended,
upon the
expiration of any extension,
extension, for further periods of six
the expiration
upon
Termination ot nomodus
This
vivendi
shall terminate
terminate upon the entry into
months.
oft
Termination
due
vivendi.
vucUdi.
dua
America
force
of
the
Trade
Agreement
between
the United
United States of America
between
Agreement
force of the Trade
day.
this
signed
of
Venezuela
United States
Venezuela signed
the United
and the

Date of coming into
into
Date of
force.

coming

Accept, Excellency,
assurances of my highest
highest conconExcellency, the renewed assurances
Accept,
sideration.
sideration.
FRANK P.
P.CORRIGAN
CORRIGAN
FRANK
GIL BORGES,
BORGES,
E. Gn.
His
Excellency Dr.
Dr. E.
His Excellency
Minister
Affairs,
ForeignAffairs,
for Foreign
Ministerfor
Veneuela.
Caracas, Venezuela.
Caracas,
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SCHEDULE I
SCHEDULE
interpreted as though
Norm:
Schedule will be
be interpreted
though
The provisions of this Schedule
NoTE: The
included in the current
current Venezuelan
Venezuelan tariff law by an
they had been included
amendment to that law.
amendment
Venezuelan
Venemelan
Customs Tariff
OustomsTariff
Number
Number

3-D
3-E
3-F
4
4
77
99
13-B
14-C
14-C

15-A
15-B
22-B
27-A
27-A
27-C
27-C
36-A
36-A

36-B

36-C
36-C
36-C
36-C
37-B
37-B

37-C
37-C

39
39
44
44
57
57
99-E
99-E
143-A
143-A

143-C
143-C
224-F
224-F

229
229
230-B
230-B

243

Description
Article
Description of Article

Rate of
of Import
Import
Per KiloDuty Per
gram
gram

B°:
B!
Salmon, canned
oil), in sauce or in
Sardines, canned, in oil (except olive oil),

0.90

their
juice
own juice
their own
Shellfish, canned
Shellfish,
Hog lard
lard
Hog
Bacon
Bacon
Prepared milk, including
evaporated, condensed, dried
dried
including evaporated,
Prepared
skimmed
skimmed and dried whole milk
Apples, pears and grapes, fresh
Dried
apriincluding raisins, prunes, aprispecified, including
fruits, not specified,
Dried fruits,
and mixed fruits
peaches, apples, pears and
cots, peaches,
Fruits,
their own juice
Fruits, canned or bottled, in their
canned or bottled, in syrup
syrup
Fruits, canned
crushed or rolled
Oats, crushedorrolled
Wheat flour
flour
Wheat
Oat flour
flour
Oat
Hams
Hams
Pork sausages
Canned
pork
Canned pork
canned or bottled
Vegetables, soups, sauces and relishes, canned
bottled
Special foods
for children
including
and for dietary uses, including
children and
foods for
Special
malted milk
and similar
similar milk base
base preparations
preparations not
milk and
malted
containing cacao
containing not
not more than 10 per
cacao or containing
containing
centum of
of cacao,
those with fruit or
or
also including those
cacao, and also
centum
vegetable bases
bases
vegetable
Special
foods for
dietary uses containing
for children
children and for dietary
Special foods
more than
than 10
10 per
centum but
but not
more than
15 per
per
than 15
not more
per centum
more

ti

0.28
0.
28

if

"

1. 50
1.50

"
"ft

0.90
90
0.
1. 20
20
1.

"

"
"

0. 50
0. 75

"
"
"
"

0. 90
0. 90
1.00
1. 00
0. 20
0.20

"
"
"

0.24
0.24
0.40
0.40
1.20
1.20

it
ti

"

1.20
20
1.

"

1.20
20
1.

"

0.80
0.
80

"

CC

0.30
. 30

centum
cacao
of cacao
centum of
Sweets,
bon-bons and
and candies
kind, including
including
any kind,
of any
candies of
Sweets, bon-bons
chocolate confectionery
confectionery
chocolate
Crackers
unsweetened
biscuits, unsweetened
and biscuits,
Crackers and
Sterilized
juices
Sterilized fruit juices
similar articles
Corsets, elastic garments, garters and
and similar
articles (of
Corsets,
cotton)
cotton)
Hosiery of
or mixtures
of pure silk or
Hosiery
Corsets,
elastic garments,
garments, garters
garters and
and similar
similar articles
articles (of
(of
Corsets, elastic
pure silk
silk or
mixtures)
or mixtures)
pure
Rubber
patches for
tires and
tubes and
and emerand tubes
repairing tires
for repairing
Rubber patches
gency repair
repair kits
kits consisting
of patches,
patches, cement
and
cement and
consisting of
gency

"

0.70
0.70

"
"
"

4. 50
50
4.
1.
20
1. 20
0. 40
0.40

"

"

15. 00
00
15.
40.
40. 00

"ti

15. 00
00
15.

buffer
buffer
Cigarettes
Cigarettes
centimeters
Sawn
timber and
and rough
rough lumber,
lumber, measuring
25 centimeters
measuring 25
Sawn timber
or less
less in
at both
ends, including
including pitch
pitch pine,
pine,
both ends,
in thickness
thickness at
or
Ponderosa pine,
sugar pine,
pine, Douglas
Douglas fir,
spruce, hemhemfir, spruce,
pine, sugar
Ponderosa
lock,
(Sequoia), cedar
Southern cypress
cedar and Southern
redwood (Sequoia),
lock, redwood

"
"

0.75
0.75
12.00
12. 00

Writing paper, not lined

it

"
"

it

0.15
15
0.
0.90
90
0.

2384
2384

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
Venezuelan
Venezuelan

Description of
Article
of Article
Description

Customs Tariff
CustomsTariff
Number
Number

298-J
298-J
298-L
298-L
319-D
319-D
319-E
319-E
319-E
319-E
320-A
320-A
321-A
321-A
321-B
321-B
321-C
321-C

[54
TAT.
STAT.
[54 S

Rate of
of Import
Import
Rate
Duty Per Kilo-

Duty Per Kilogram
gram

Iron
or steel
steel sheets,
sheets, galvanized
Er!..
B!
galvanized
Iron or
Tinplate
sheets
"CI
in sheets
Tinplate in
Metal filing
filing cabinets
"ft
cabinets
Metal
Beds of
ordinary metals,
or without
without spring
spring matwith or
metals, with
of ordinary
Beds
gg
tresses
"
tresses
"ft
Furniture of
of ordinary
specified
metals, not specified
ordinary metals,
Furniture
Automobile truck
chassis, without
without bodies, but
bus chassis,
and bus
truck and
Automobile
including chassis
chassis with
with cabs
cabs
"It
including
Passenger automobiles
with bodies,
bodies, not exceeding
exceeding 800
automobiles with
Passenger
kilograms
weight
.
"i.
in weight
kilograms in
Passenger
automobiles with
with bodies
whose weight exceeds
exceeds
bodies whose
Passenger automobiles
800
kgs. and
and is
not more
more than
than 1400
1400 kgs.
kgs.
is not
800 kgs.

20
0. 20
0. 08
0. 40
0.40
00
1. 00
1. 40
1.

0. 09
0.
55
0.55

"

ft

0. 60

"

it

0. 80

"

tt

1. 00

"

di

1. 40
1.

321-F
321-F

Passenger automobiles with bodies whose
whose weight exceeds
exceeds
Passenger
1400 kgs.
kgs. and
more than
than 1600
kgs.
1600 kgs.
not more
is not
and is
1400
exceeds
Passenger automobiles
automobiles with
with bodies whose weight exceeds
Passenger
1600 kgs.
is not
not more
1700 kgs.
than 1700
more than
and is
kgs. and
1600
exceeds
Passenger
whose weight exceeds
with bodies whose
automobiles with
Passenger automobiles
1700
kgs. and
and is
not more
more than
than 2000 kgs.
kgs.
is not
1700 kgs.
Passenger automobiles
bodies whose weight exceeds
exceeds
automobiles with bodies
Passenger

"

1.
1. 60
60

322-A
322-A
322-B
322-B

Wheels for
for rubber
rubber tires
tires
Wheels
Rubber tires
tires
Rubber

"
"

322-C
322-C
322-D
322-D
322-E
322-E
322-F
322-F
322-G
322-G
322-H
322-H
322-K
322-K
330-A
330-A

Inner
tubes
Inner tubes
Spring
seats
Spring seats
Boxes
automobiles
(trunks) for automobiles
Boxes (trunks)
Automobile
tops
Automobile tops
Fenders
Fenders
Spare
holders
tire holders
Spare tire
Not
specified
Not specified
Radio receiving
receiving sets,
sets, phonographs,
weighing up to 10 kgs.
phonographs, weighing
Radio
net
each
net each

",i

",i
"
44

1.
1. 00
1. 00
1. 00
1. 00
1.
1. 00
1. 00
00
1. 00
1.
1.
00
1.00
1.00
1.
00

",,

2.00
2.00

330-B

Radio receiving
receiving sets, phonographs,
phonographs, weighing
weighing more than 10
kgs. net
25 kgs.
"4,
kgs.
to 25
up to
net each
each up
kgs.
Radio
receiving sets, phonographs,
phonographs, weighing
weighing more than
than 25
Radio receiving
"
kgs, net
each up
,,
up to
to 50 kgs.
kgs,
net each
more than 50
50
phonographs, weighing more
receiving sets, phonographs,
Radio receiving
kgs.
"44
kgs.
Accessories
for radio
tubes or
receiving sets, including tubes
radio receiving
Accessories for
valves
for the
"44
the same
same
valves for
Motion picture
film, silent
unprinted
".,
silent and sound, unprinted
picture film,
Motion
"it
Motion picture
picture film,
film, silent
printed
silent and sound, printed
Motion
",,
Refrigerators, weighing
weighing up to 100 kgs. net each
Refrigerators,
Refrigerators, weighing
more than 100
100 kgs. up to 250 kgs.
weighing more
Refrigerators,
"
net
net each
each
Refrigerators, weighing more than 250 kgs. up to 500 kgs.
Refrigerators,
"
net
each
net each
Refrigerators, weighing
weighing more than 500 kgs. net each
",I
Refrigerators,
Sewing machines
"sc
machines
Sewing
"cc
Lanterns,
types
Lanterns, wick and pressure types
Typewriters
accessories, including
including parts, cases, covers
Typewriters and accessories,
and
"di
stands
and stands

321-D
321-D
321-E
321-E

330-C
330-C
830-D
330-D
330-E
330-E
332-A
332-A
332-B
332-B
333-A
333-B
333-C
333-C
333-D
333-D
338-A
338-A
342-B
344
344

2000 kgs.
kgs.
2000

44
41

ii

",,
"
"

GI

It

",,

1.

3. 00
4. 00
00
5.00
5.00

0. 40
2. 00
2. 60
0.. 40
a0. 50
50
a0. 60
60
40
0. 40
20
aO. 20
0. 80

L 00

1.

54 STAT.]
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Venezuelan
Venezuelan
Customs Tariff
Customs
Number
Number

345
345
346
346
348
348

349
349
356
356
-A)
-A)
-B)
-B)
-C)
-C)
-D)
-D)
-E)
-E)
-F)
-F)
-G)
-G)
H)
-H)
-I)
-I)
357
357
358-C
358-C
358-D
358-D

359
359
364-A
364-A
367-B
367-B
370
370
371-A
371-A
371-B
371-B
382-C
382-C
382-H
382-H
394-E
394-E
405
405
406
406
422
422
424
424
442
442
451
451
472
472

2385
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Description
Description of Article

Rate of Import
Import
Duty Per Kilogram
gram

B"
Calculating machines,
electric ones
lr.including electric
machines, including
Calculating
"
Cash registers
it
registers
Cash
"II
Internal combustion
combustion engines
engines
Internal
"
Spark
plugs
ii
Spark plugs
Parts for
agricultural machinery
and implements:
implements:
machinery and
for agricultural
Parts
"it
Weighing not
than 1
kg. net
each
net each
1 kg.
more than
not more
Weighing
",,
more
than 1
1kg.
to 5
each
net each
kgs. net
5 kgs.
up to
kg. up
more than
"ii
more than
kgs. up
up to
to 10
each
net each
kgs. net
10 kgs.
5 kgs.
than 5
more
"ft
more than
10 kgs.
kgs. net
each
net each
30 kgs.
to 30
up to
kgs. up
than 10
more
"ii
more than
30 kgs.
kgs. net
each
net each
50 kgs.
to 50
up to
kgs. up
than 30
more
"ii
more
50 kgs.
100 kgs.
kgs. net each
each
to 100
up to
kgs. up
than 50
more than
"
more
than 100
kgs. up
500 kgs.
If
net each
kgs. net
to 500
up to
100 kgs.
more than
"le
more
than 500
500 kgs.
kgs. up
net each
up to 1000 kgs. net
more than
"f4
more
than 1000
each
net each
kgs. net
1000 kgs.
more than
"It
Pharmaceutical
specialties, not
specified
not specified
Pharmaceutical specialties,
"ti
Absorbent and
antiseptic or
medicinal cotton
cotton
or medicinal
and antiseptic
Absorbent
"
Pharmaceutical products,
products, not
not specified
specified
ti
Pharmaceutical
NOTE to
items 357
Veneabove: The Vene358-D above:
and 358-D
357 and
to items
NOTE
zuelan
agrees that
that it
not impose
will not
it will
Government agrees
zuelan Government
any
certification requirement
requirement or any formality
formality for
any certification
registration, licensing or sale of
the
importation, registration,
of
the importation,
medicines and
pharmaceutical
specialties, patent
patent medicines
pharmaceutical specialties,
pharmaceutical
products which
which would be impharmaceutical products
possible of
fulfilment in
the United
of
United States of
in the
of fulfilment
possible
America because
because of
of the
the lack
authorized
lack of aa duly authorized
America
federal agency.
agency.
federal
"
Dentifrices
46
Dentifrices
"II
Chewing gumn
guin
Chewing
"
Toilet soap,
soap, including
including shaving
soap in
in any
_II
form
any form
shaving soap
Toilet
"ii
Varnishes
and
lacquers
lacquers
and
Varnishes
"ii
Ready
mixed paints
in oil,
liquid
oil, liquid
paints in
Ready mixed
"ii
Paints
varnishing and
enamelling
and enamelling
for varnishing
Paints for
"
Industrial
polishing or cleaning
for polishing
preparations for
Industrial preparations
"
shining footwear
Industrial
preparations for
coloring or shining
footwear
ii
for coloring
Industrial preparations
"41
Sporting goods,
specified
not specified
goods, not
Sporting
"II
Electric batteries
(except storage
sterage batteries)
batteries) and
and parts
parts
batteries (except
Electric
Storage batteries
II
batteries and parts
Storage
"14
Transmission belting
belting
Transmission
"11
Pharmaceutical
specified
not specified
articles, not
Pharmaceutical articles,
It

Toilet paper
paper
Toilet
Tractors, wheel
wheel and
and tracklaying
tracklaying types
types
Tractors,
Lumber of
of white
pine, pitch
Douglas fir, sawn,
sawe,
and Douglas
pine and
pitch pine
white pine,
Lumber
measuring more
than 25
at
centimeters in thickness at
25 centimeters
more than
measuring
both
ends
both ends

2. 00
00
2.00
2.
00
0. 08

1. 20
20
1. 00
0. 50
0. 35
30
0.
0.30
0. 25
25
20
0.
0.20
0. 15
0. 10
0.
10
0. 05
1.
1. 95
95
2. 00
1. 95

2. 00
00
2. 00
00
4. 00
. 80
0:
0. 50
50
1.
1. 20
20
0.
0. 60
60
1.
1. 20
20
0. 08
0.
08
0.20
0.
20
0.. 50
50
1.20
1. 20
2.00
2. 00
Free
Free
Free

Free

.

2386
2386

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

SCHEDULE II
NOTE: The provisions
provisions of this
Schedule shall
shall be
be construed
construed and
and given
given the
the
NOTE:
this Schedule
same
effect, and
application of
collateral provisions
provisions of
the
same effect,
and the application
of collateral
of the
customs laws of the
the United
United States
States to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
Schedule
this Schedule
shall be determined,
practicable, as
determined, insofar
insofar as may be practicable,
as if each
each proviprovision of this Schedule
Schedule appeared
appeared respectively
respectively in the statutory
statutory provision noted in the
the column
column at the left of the respective
respective descriptions
descriptions of
of
articles.
In the case of any article
article enumerated
enumerated in this Schedule,
Schedule, which is
is
subject on the day of the signature
signature of this Agreement
Agreement to any
any additional or separate
ordinary customs duty,
whether or not imposed
imposed
separate ordinary
duty, whether
under the statutory provision noted in the column
column at the left
left of the
respective description
respective
description of the article,
article, such separate
additional
separate or additional
duty shall continue
continue in force,
force, subject to any reduction
reduction indicated
indicated in
this Schedule
Schedule or hereafter
hereafter provided
terminated in
in
provided for, until terminated
accordance with law, but shall
accordance
shall not be increased.
increased.
United States
Tariff Act of 1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

35

92
754
1653
1654

1670

1685
1697

1722
1733

1765
1803 (2)

Description of Article
Descrption

Barbasco or cube
cube root, natural
uncomBarbasco
natural and
and uncompounded, but advanced
advanced in value or condition
by grinding
essential to
to proper
proper
grinding beyond
beyond that essential
packing and the prevention
prevention of decay or deterioration pending
whether or
or
terioration
pending manufacture,
manufacture, whether
not otherwise
otherwise advanced,
not containing
containing
advanced, and not
alcohol
Tonka beans
Orchid
Orchid plants
Cocoa or cacao beans, and shells thereof
Coffee, except coffee imported
imported into Puerto
Puerto Rico
and upon which a
a duty is imposed
imposed under
under the
authority of section
section 319
319
Dyeing or tanning
tanning materials:
materials: Divi-divi,
whether
Divi-divi, whether
crude or advanced
advanced in value
value or condition
condition by
by
shredding, grinding, chipping,
chipping, crushing, or any
similar process, and not containing alcohol
alcohol
Manures
Manures
Gutta balata,
balata, crude
crude
Barbasco or cube root, crude or unmanufactured,
unmanufactured,
specially provided
not specially
provided for
Oils, mineral:
mineral:
Petroleum, crude, and
Petroleum,
and fuel oil derived
derived from
from
petroleum
petroleum
Reptile
Reptile skins, raw
raw
Boxwood
Boxwood in the log

Rate of Duty

5% ad
ad val.
5%
val.
12%0 per
per lb.
lb.
12~%
15% ad
15%
ad val.
val.
Free

Free

Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free

Free
Free
Free
Free

STAT.]
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TRADE— NOV.6, 1939
VENEZUELA-RECIPROCAL

Internal Revenue
enue Code
Code
Section

3422

3451
3451

Description of Article
Description

Import Tax
Rate of Import

petroleum, topped
topped crude petroleum, and
Crude petroleum,
fuel oil derived
derived from petroleum
petroleum including
including fuel
fuel
oil known as gas oil
Y
40per
gal.
per gal.
Y4
Provided, That such
such petroleum
petroleum and
and fuel
fuel oil entered,
entered,
Provided,
consumption
or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption
in any calendar year in excess of 5
centum of
5 per centum
the total quantity of crude petroleum
petroleum processed
processed
continental United
United States during
in refineries
refineries in continental
calendar year, as ascertained
ascertained by
the preceding calendar
United
Interior of the United
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
States, shall not be entitled to a
areduction
reduction in tax
States,
of import tax
by virtue of this item, but the rate of
%0
thereon shall not exceed
exceed
thereon
X%per gal.
Provided further,
effecbecomes effecfurther, That if this item becomes
Provided
a calendar
tive after the beginning
beginning of a
calendar year
year the
which
petroleum and fuel oil which
quantity of such petroleum
may
entered or
withdrawn from warehouse
warehouse
or withdrawn
be entered
may be
for consumption
reduced rate
rate during the
consumption at the reduced
remainder of such calendar
calendar year shall be oneoneremainder
multiplied by
twelfth of the foregoing
foregoing quantity multiplied
twelfth
a
the number of months (treating any part of a
month as
a full month) during which this item
month
as a
shall be in effect during
during such calendar
calendar year.
topped crude
crude petroleum,
petroleum, and
petroleum, topped
Crude petroleum,
fuel oil derived from petroleum
petroleum including
including fuel oil
oil
known as gas oil; any of the foregoing
foregoing sold for
use
sea stores, or
ships' stores, sea
supplies, ships'
use as fuel supplies,
legitimate
equipment on vessels of war of the
legitimate equipment
United States
any foreign
foreign nation,
nation, or vessels
vessels
or of
of any
United
States or
employed in the fisheries
the whaling
whaling
fisheries or in the
employed
business, or
actually engaged in foreign trade or
or actually
business,
Atlantic and Pacific
of
Pacific ports of
between the Atlantic
trade between
United States or between the United States
the United
possessions, under regulations
regulations
and any
any of its possessions,
Secretary of
prescribed with the approval
approval of the Secretary
prescribed
Exempt
taxes
Exempt from taxes
the Treasury
Imposed by Secs.
Imposed
3420 and 3422 of
the Internal
Internal Revenue Code
enue

2387

2388
2388

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA
ESTADOS
UNIDOS DE
MINISTERIO DE
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
MINISTERIO
DIRECCION DE
DE POLITICA
ECONOMICA
DIRECCION
POLITICA ECONOMICA
SECCI6N DE
DE ECONOMfA
SECCI6N
ECONOMfA
NO. 5.182-E
5.I82-E
NO.

CARACAS, 6
6de
de noviembre
noviembre de
de 1989
CARACAS,
1939
SENOR
EMBAJADOR:
SEiOR EMBAJADOR:
El
debidamente autorizado
autorizado por
por el
el Presidente
Presidente de
El infrascrito,
infrascrito, debidamente
de los
los
Venezuela, tiene aa honra dejar constancia
constancia y
y
Estados Unidos
Unidos de Venezuela,
confirmar por
quo, mientras
entre en vigor el tratado
por la
la present°
presente nota
nota que,
mientras entre
tratado
confirmar
reciprocidad comercial
fecha entre los
de reciprocidad
comercial concluido
concluido en esta fecha
los Estados
Unidos de Venezuela
America, los dos GoGoVenezuela y
y los Estados Unidos de America,
convenido en regular sus relaciones
comerciales por el
biernos han convenido
relaciones comerciales
siguiente modus vivendi:
siguiente
vivendi:
ARTICIJLO I
ARTICULO
I
Los articulos cosechados,
cosechados, producidos oo manufacturados
manufacturados en los
Estados Unidos de
enumerados y
y descritos en la Lista
Lista
Estados
de America,
America, enumerados
N2
anexa a
aeste Convenio,
Convenio, del cual forma parte, no pagaran
pagaran al ser
ser
N° IIanexa
irnportados en
Venezuela derechos
derechos ordinarios
ordinarios
importados
en los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Venezuela
importacion en las aduanas
aduanas que excedan
excedan de los
especificados en
en
de importaci6n
los especificados
articulos estartm
asimismo exentos
exentos del
dicha Lista. Tales
Tales articulos
estaran asimismo
del pago
pago
impuesto, contribuci6n,
contribucion, carga
carga oo exaccion
de cualquier otro derecho, impuesto,
exacci6n
establecidos sobre
sobre la importaci6n
importacien o
relacien con ella, que exo en relaci6n
excedan de los que rijan en el dia
dfa de la firma
firma de este Convenio,
Convenio, o
o
cuya ulterior aplicacien
prevista por leyes vigentes
aplicaci6n este
est6 ya
ya prevista
vigentes en los
los
Estados Unidos de Venezuela
dfa de la firma de este Convenio.
Venezuela en el dia
ARTICULO
ARTICULO II
II
Los artfculos
cosechados, producidos
producidos o
manufacturados en los
articulos cosechados,
o manufacturados
Estados Unidos de Venezuela,
Venezuela, enumerados
enunierados y
y descritos en la Lista
N°
II anexa
Convenio, del cual forma
pagaran al
N2 II
anexa aa este Convenio,
forma parte, no pagaran
al
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
ser importados
importados en los
los Estados
Am6rica, derechos
derechos ordinarios de importaci6n
importacion en las aduanas
aduanas que excedan de los incluidos
incluidos
y especificados
especificados en dicha
y
dicha Lista. Tales articulos
artfculos estaran
estaran asimismo
exentos del pago de cualquier
cualquier otro derecho,
derecho, impuesto, contribuci6n,
contribucien,
carga o
o exaccien
exacci6n establecidos
importacion o
o en relaci6n
relacion con
establecidos sobre la importaci6n
con
ella, que exceda
exceda de los que rijan en el dia
dfa de la firma de este Convenio,
Convenio,
oo cuya ulterior aplicacion
aplicaci6n este
prevista por leyes vigentes en los
est6 ya prevista
Estados Unidos de America
America en el dia
dfa de la firma de este
este Convenio.
Convenio.
ARTICULO
III
ARTICULO III

disposiciones de los Articulos
Las disposiciones
Artfculos II y
y II
II de este Convenio no
impediran a
a los Gobiernos
impediran
Gobiernos de las Partes
Partes Contratantes,
Contratantes, establecer
establecer
importaci6n de cualquier
en cualquier tiempo, sobre la importacion
cualquier articulo,
artfculo, un
a los impuestos
internos establecidos
gravamen equivalente
equivalent° a
impuestos intemos
establecidos con
respecto a
aproductos nacionales
nacion.ales analogos
analogos oocon respecto aaun producto
cual el articulo
importado haya
del cud
artIculo importado
haya sido manufacturado
manufacturado o
oproducido
en todo o
o en parte.
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ARTICITLO
IV
ABTICULO IV
Los
Unidos de
de Venezuela
Venezuela y
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America
y los Estados
Estados Unidos
Los Estados
tendran
II,
I
y
las
convienen
en
que
las
notes
incluidas
en
Listas
I
y
II,
tendran
incluidas
notas
las
convienen en que
fuerza
y
efecto
como
partes
integrantes
este
Convenio.
Convenio.
este
de
integrantes
fuerza y efecto como partes
ARTICULO V
V
ARTICULO

manufacturados en los
o manufacturados
Los articulos
articulos cosechados,
producidos o
cosechados, producidos
Los
los Estados Unidos de America,
Estados Unidos
de Venezuela
Venezuela o
o en los
Unidos de
Estados
pais, exentos
estaran, despues
importaciOn en el otro pals,
exentos de cualescualessu importaci6n
de su
despues de
estaran,
internos,
exacciones
quiera
impuestos,
contribuciones,
carges
o
exacciones
intemos,
o
cargas
quiera impuestos, contribuciones,
diferentes
o mayores
mayores que
que los
los que
que graven
graven articulos
articulos analogos
anidogos de origen
origen
diferentes o
nacional
o
extranjero.
o
extranjero.
nacional
tratamiento
Las estipulaciones
de este
Articulo referentes
referentes al trataraiento
este Articulo
estipulaciones de
Las
nacional
no se
se aplicaran
aplicartm a
alos
Unidos
impuestos con que los Estados Unidos
los impuestos
nacional no
de Venezuela
Venezuela graven
cigarrillos; pero
cigarrillos originarios de
pero los cigarrillos
los cigarrillos;
gravan los
de
despues de su importaci6n
estaran, despues
los Estados
Unidos de
de America
importacion
America estartm,
Estados Unidos
los
contribuciones,
a
Venezuela, exentos
exentos de
de cualesquiera
cualesquiera impuestos,
impuestos, contribuciones,
a Venezuela,
cargas
diferentes o
que los vigentes
vigentes para el
mayores que
o mayores
exacciones diferentes
cargas oo exacciones
de este Convenio.
dia
firma de
la firma
de la
dia de
a las bebidas
aplicaran a
no se aplicaran
Las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de
de este
Artfeulo no
bebidas
este Articulo
Las
alcoh6licas.
alcoh6licas.
ARTICIILO
VI
ARTICULO VI
Sc permitira
permitira la
en el
el otro pals sin restricciones
restricciones cuantiimportaci6n en
la importacion
Se
tativas,
a
los
artfculos
cosechados,
producidos
o
manufacturados
manufacturados en
en
o
producidos
cosechados,
articulos
tativas, a los
Lista
en
y
descritos
enumerados
los
Estados
Unidos
de
America
enumerados
y
desciitos
la
Lists
America
de
Unidos
los Estados
I, y
artfculos cosechados,
cosechados, producidos
manufacturados en los
producidos oo manufacturados
los articulos
y aa los
I,
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Venezuela,
Venezuela, enumerados
y descritos en la Lista
Lists II.
enumerados y
Estados
Sinembargo, si
Si el
Gobierno de
de las Partes Contratantes
Contratantes creyere
una de
de una
el Gobierno
Sinembargo,
necesario en
en circunstancias
especirdes establecer
establecer una
una restricci6n
restriccien
circunstancias especiales
necesario
cuantitativa sobre
sobre cualquiera
cualquiera de
tales articulos,
informer de su
su
articulos, informara
de tales
cuantitativa
proposito
otro Gobierno.
Gobierno. Si
Si no
no se
se llegare
entre los dos Gobiernos
Gobiemos
llegare entre
al otro
prop6sito al
podra dar por
a
un acuerdo
acuerdo sobre
restriccion, el otro Gobierno
Gobierno podri
la restricci6n,
sobre la
a un
terminado
el
presente
Convenio
notificandolo
por
escrito
treinta
con treinta
escrito
por
terminado el presente Convenio notificandolo
dias
de
anticipaci6n.
Cualquiera
restriccion
cuantitativa
estaque
cuantitativa
dias de anticipaci6n. Cualquiera restricci6n
Partes
de
cualquiera
de
blezca
conforme
a
este
Articulo
el
Gobierno
cualquiera
las
Gobierno
el
blezca conforme a este Articulo
Contratantes
aplicara, haste
desput% de trascurridos
trascurridos treinta
hasta despues
se aplicara
no se
Contratantes no
dies
contados
desde
is
publicacion
de
is
noticia
de
tales restricciones,
restricciones,
tales
de
noticia
la
de
publicaci6n
la
desde
contados
dias
las importaciones
factures hayan
sido visadas
visadas antes
antes de la
is
hayan sido
cuyas facturas
importaciones cuyas
aa las
fecha de
de ese
ese aviso
por un
un funcionario
funcionario consular
consular del Gobierno
Gobierno
pdblico por
aviso pdblico
fecha
que estableciere
estableciere la
la restriccion.
restricci6n.
que
ARTICULO
VII
ARTICULO VII
En
caso de
de que
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Venezuela o
o
Unidos de Venezuela
de los
Gobierno de
el Gobierno
que el
En caso
el
de los
los Estados
America regulare
regulare la
is importacion
importaci6n
de Am6rica
Unidos de
Estados Unidos
Gobierno de
el Gobierno
ya sea respecto
de articulos
articulos de
de inter&
pals, ya
respecto a
ala cantidad
otro pais,
el otro
para el
interes pars
de
permita
total que
se permita
permits importer
is cantidad
que se permits
cantidad que
a la
respecto a
importar oorespect°
que se
total
importar bajo
el Gobierno
que adopte
adopte tal medida
Gobierno que
aforo, el
determinado aforo,
bajo determined°
importar
permita
fijara. de
antemano, y
y harh
herb, publica
pdblica is
cantidad total
total que
que se permits
la cantidad
de antemano,
fijarh
importer de
todos los
pafses durante
determinado, no
periodo determinado,
durante un period°
los paises
de todos
importar
menor
de tres
tree meses,
meses, asi
asi como
aumento oo disminuci6n
disminucion de
cualquier aumento
como cualquier
menor de
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dicha
cantidad durante
dicho periodo,
y si
si dicha
dicha cantidad
cantidad fuese
fuese
periodo, y
durante dicho
dicha cantidad
distribuida
entre
los
paises
exportadores,
la
parte
atribuida
al
otro
distribuida entre los paises exportadores, la parte atribuida al otro
pals
tendra,
por
base
la
proporcion
que
en
el
total
de
la
importaci6n
pals tendrA por base la proporci6n que en el total de la importaci6n
de
dichos articulos
articulos de
de todos
los paises
extranjeros haya
haya correscorrespalses extranjeros
todos los
de dichos
pondido
al
otro
pals
en
un
periodo
representativo
anterior,
teniendo
pondido al otro pals en un periodo representativo anterior, teniendo
en cuenta,
posible, los
los factores
factores especiales
especiales que
que
lo posible,
en la
la medida
medida de
de lo
en
cuenta, en
hubieren
afectado o
que afectaren
comercio de
de dicho
dicho artfculo.
articulo.
el comercio
afectaren el
o que
hubieren afectado
ARTICULO
VIII
ARTICULO VIII
En
caso de
de que
de los
Unidos de
de Venezuela
Venezuela o
o
los Estados
Estados Unidos
que el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
En caso
el
de
los
Estados
Unidos
de
America
establezca
o
mantenga
un
el de los Estados Unidos de Am6rica establezca o mantenga un
monopolio
para la
produccion o
oyenta
de cierto
cierto articulo
articulo
venta de
importaci6n, producci6n
monopolio para
la importaci6n,
o
conceda
privilegios
exclusivos
en
forma
legal
o
de
hecho
a
una o
o
o conceda privilegios exclusivos en forma legal o de hecho a una
mfis
agencias,
para.
importar,
producir
o
vender
cierto
articulo,
el
mas agencias, para importar, producir o vender cierto articulo, el
Gobierno del
del pais
pals que
establezca o
o mantenga
dicho monopolio
monopolio o
o que
que
mantenga dicho
que establezca
Gobierno
conceda tales
conviene, en
en lo
lo que
que respecta
respecta aa
exclusivos, conviene,
tales privilegios
privilegios exclusivos,
conceda
las compras
en el
el exterior
de tal
tal monopolio
agencia, que el comercomermonopolio oo agencia,
exterior de
las
compras en
cio
del otro
otro pals
recibir un tratamiento
tratamiento justo y
y equitativo.
equitativo.
debera recibir
cio del
pais debera
ARTICITLO
IX
ARTICULO IX
En
Venezuela o
o
Unidos de Venezuela
el Gobierno
Gobierno de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
En caso de
de que
que el
el
Gobierno de
de los
los Estados
establezca oomantenga,
mantenga,
America establezca
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
el Gobierno
directa o
indirectamente, cualquier
cualquier forma
medios
forma de control de los medios
directa
o indirectamente,
administracion de dicho control, conla administraci6n
de pagos
pagos intemacionales,
internacionales, en la
vienen:
a) En
En no
imponer restricciones
restric,ciones oo dilaciones
transferimiento de
dilaciones al transferimiento
a)
no imponer
importados, cosechados,
cosechados, producidos
producidos o
o manupagos de los articulos
articulos importados,
facturados en el otro
pals, o
pars, el transferimiento
transferimiento de pagos necesneceso para
facturados
otro pais,
importacien o
o incidentales
arios para is.
la importaci6n
incidentales aais.
la importacion
importaci6n de dichos
dichos
articulos, que
scan mayores
mayores o
o mas
mfts onerosas
onerosas que
apliquen
articulos,
que sean
que las que
que se
se apliquen
al transferimiento
importaci6n de cualquier
cualquier articulo
transferimiento de pagos
pagos para la importaci6n
articulo
de
cualquier tercer
de cualquier
tercer pals;
pals;
b) En
En acordar
incondicionalmente, respecto
respect° a
a los
los tipos
tipos de
de cambio
cambio
b)
acordar incondicionalmente,
e
impuestos
o
recargos
sobre
transacciones
de
cambio
relacionados
e impuestos o recargos sobre transacciones de cambio relacionados
pago de is.
importaci6n de todo
articulo cosechado,
cosechado, producido o
o
con el pago
la importaci6n
todo articulo
manufacturado en el otro
otro pals,
pagos necesaiios
incidentales
manufacturado
pats, o
o los
los pagos
necesarios oo incidentales
para dicha importaci6n,
importaci6n, y
reglamentos y
yformaliy respecto de todos los reglamentos
dades que los
tratamiento no menos
los rijan, un tratamiento
menos favorable
favorable que
que el que
acordado en relaci6n
cualquier articulo
fuere acordado
relacien con la importaci6n
importacien de cualquier
articulo
cualquier tercer
cosechado, producido
producido o
o manufacturado
manufacturado en cualquier
tercer pais.
pals.
En caso de que el Gobierno
cualquiera de los dos paises
Gobierno de cualquiera
formule
pafses formule
representaciones relativas
representaciones
relativas a
aplicaci6n por parte del
a la aplicaci6n
del Gobierno del
del
otro pals de las estipulaciones
estipulaciones de este articulo, este 6ltimo
filtimo considerarh amistosamente
amistosamente dichas
representaciones y
rara
dichas representaciones
caso de que, en un
y en caso
un
plazo de 30 dias
dias despues de recibidas
recibidas dstas,
&tag, no se haya obtenido
obtenido un
satisfactorio o
o no se haya Ilegado
Ulegado a
a un aeuerdo
acuerdo sobre la
resultado satisfaktorio
materia objeto de dichas
diehas representaciones, el Gobierno
Gobierno que las haya
haya
formulado,
dies posteriores
posteriores a
ala
is. expiraci6n
expiracien del
del anteanteformulado, dentro de los 15 dias
rior period°
podri dar
dar por
por terminado
ternainado este
Convenio en
en su
an
perlodo de
de 30
30 dias,
dias, podr&
este Convenio
aviso por ecrito
eserito con
eon 30 dias de anticipaci6n.
anticipacion.
totalidad, dando aviso
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X
ARTICULO
ARTICULO X

inmunidad, relativos aa
Cualquier
favor, ventaja,
ventaja, privilegio
privilegio o
o inrnunidad,
Cualquier favor,
derechos
de
aduana
o
contribuciones
cualquierclasesobrelaimportacualquierclasesobrelaimportade
derechos de aduana o contribuciones
ci6n o
is exportaci6n
exportaciOn o
oconexos
conexos con
con ellas,
ellas, a
alos m6todos
metodos de percepci6n
percepcion
o la
ci6n
formalidades
y
de
dichos
derechos
o
contribuciones,
a
reglamentos
reglamentos
y
formalidades
los
a
contribuciones,
o
de dichos derechos
y reglarelacionados
is importaci6n
importacion y
reglaexportaci6n;.;aa las leyes y
y exportacion
con la
relacionados con
importaarticulos
de
mentos
relativos
a
la
vents,
gravamenes
o
los
articulos
importsuso
o
gravAmenes
venta,
la
a
relativos
mentos
dos, que
que hayan
hayan sido
sido o
en lo futuro concedidos
concedidos por los Estados
fueren en
o fueren
dos,
Unidos de
por los Estados Unidos de America aa los
o por
Venezuela o
de Venezuela
Unidos
l6, se
destinados aa 61,
articulos originarios
pals o
o destinados
cualquier tercer pais
de cualquier
originarios de
articulos
articulos
los
a
entenderan
incondicionalmente concedidos
concedidos a
inmediata eeincondicionalmente
entender&n inmediata
similares originarios
Estados Unidos de America
America o
ode los Estados
Estados
los Estados
de los
originarios de
similares
respectivamente.
Unidos de
destinados aaellos, respectivamente.
o de,stinados
Venezuela o
de Venezuela
Unidos
Ni
Estados Unidos
de Venezuela
Venezuela ni los Estados Unidos de
Unidos de
los Estados
Ni los
de
America
establecerkn
o
mantendrin
prohibicion o
o restricci6n
resticcion de
America establecerbn o mantendrin prohibici6n
terridel
originario
articulo
importaci6n
o
de
exportacion
de
ninglin
articulo
originario
ningdn
de
importaci6n o de exportaci6n
aplicable aaarticulos
torio
otro pais,
pals, o
destinado a
a61,
que no fuere aplicable
1e,que
o destinado
del otro
torio del
a 61. Toda
destinados
o
pais,
similares
originarios
de
cualquier
tercer
pals,
o
destinados
a
cualquier
de
similares originarios
exportaci6n,
o
importaci6n
abolicion
de
prohibicion
o
resticcion
de
importacion
o
exportaci6n,
restricci6n
de
o
abolici6n de prohibici6n
que fuere
fuere concedida
concedida an
cualquiera de los dos
temporalmente por cualquiera
ain temporalmente
que
o destinado
pais o
un
paises
a
favor
de
un
articulo
originario
de
tercer
pals
destinado a
a
originario
articulo
un
de
favor
a
paises
articulo
61,
sera
aplicada
inmediata
e
incondicionalmente
al
mismo
articulo
incondicionalmente
e
inmediata
aplicada
1e, serb
a 61.
destinado a
originario
del territorio
pals o
o destinado
del otro pais
territorio del
originario del
ARTICULO XI
XI
ARTICULO
Las
los reglamentos
reglamentos de
de las
las autoridades
administrativas y
y las
autoridades administrativas
leyes, los
Las leyes,

decisiones de
autoridades judiciales
administrativas de los Estados
judiciales ooadministrativas
las autoridades
de las
decisiones
a la
Unidos
de
Venezuela
y
de
los
Estados
Unidos
de America
America relativos a
Unidos de Venezuela y de los Estados
con
publicaran
se
los
clasificacion
arancelatia
de
articulos
o
a
aforos,
publicaran
a
clasificaci6n arancelaria de articulos o
comerlos
tiempo
suficiente
de
modo
que
lleguen
a
conocimiento
de
comerconocimiento
a
tiempo suficiente de modo que lleguen
manera
ciantes.
Tales leyes,
ydecisiones
decisiones se aplicaran
aplicarfln de manors
reglamentos y
leyes, reglamentos
ciantes. Tales

uniforme,
todos los
los puertos
puertos abiertos
abiertos al comercio
comercio exterior
exterior del
del
uniforme, aa todos
otra
de
disponga
se
respectivo
pals,
excepto
cuando
especificamente
disponga
otra
especificamente
respectivo pats, excepto cuando
manera
en las
las leyes,
reglamentos y
y resoluciones
resoluciones de los Estados
leyes, reglamentos
manera en
de America.
Unidos
Unidos
de
Venezuela
y
de
Estados
Unidos
America.
los
de
y
Venezuela
de
Unidos

XII
ARTICULO
ARTICULO XII
Si
de cambio
cambio entre
entre las
monedas de los Estados Unidos de
las monedas
tipo de
el tipo
Si el
Venezuela
y
de
los
Estados
Unidos
de America
variare sensiblemente
sensiblemente
America variare
Venezuela y de los Estados Unidos de
la firma
de is
el
en
con
relaci6n
a1
tipo
de
cambio
de
dichas
monedas
dia
monedas
con relaci6n al tipo de cambio de dichas
de este Convenio,
Convenio, el
Gobierno
de
una
de
las
Partes
Contratantes
que
PartesContratantesque
las
de
una
el Gobierno de
de este
oo
industrias
considere
is
diferencia
tan
substancial
que
perjudique
las
perjudique
que
considere la diferencia tan substancial
el comercio de
su
pals,
estark
en
libertad
de
proponer
negociaciones
negociaciones
proponer
de
libertad
el comercio de su pais, estara en
pars la
modificacion de
de este
este Convenio
Convenio o
o darlo por
terminado en su
por terminado
pars la modificaci6n
Contratante
totalidad, notificando
al
Gobierno
de
is
Parte
Contratante por
por
otra
la
de
Gobierno
al
totalidad, notificando
6 n.
escrito,
con
treinta
dias
anticipacion.
anticipaci
de
dias
escrito, con treinta

XIII
ARTICULO XIII
ARTICULO
El Gobierno
de cads
una de
de las
las notes
otorgark el
Contratantes otorgar&
Partes Contratantes
cada una
Gobierno de
El
aalas
respecto
con
tratamiento
mks
favorable
que
permitan
las
leyes
respect.°
las
tratamiento mas favorable que permitan las leyes
6n para la
Is
documentaci
multas aplicables
aplicables en
en casos
casos de °trona
errores en la documentaci6n pars
multas
193470°-41-m
--- 73
193470'-41-Pr. n-73
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importaci6n
importaciOn de articulos cosechados,
producidos o
omanufacturados
manufacturados en
en
cosechados, producidos
pais, cuando la %dole
el otro pals,
indole de la infracci6n
infraccion no
no de
duds
d6 lugar
lugar a
a duda
sobre is
la buena
o cuando
buena fe o
cuando tales
tales errores
mores tengan
an origen,
origen, de
de manera
tengan su
manera
evidente,
evidente, en meras equivocaciones
equivocaciones de
de copia.
copia.
El Gobierno de cada uno de las
notes Contratantes
Contratantes considerara
considerara
las Partes
atentamente
representaciones que
atentamente las representaciones
que el
el Gobierno
del
otro pais
pals
Gobierno del otro
hiciere relativas
al
cumplimiento
relatives
curnplimiento de los reglamentos
aduana y
de
reglamentos de
de aduana
y de
restricciones
cuantitativas de is
restricciones cuantitativas
la aplicaci6n
aplicaciOn de
de
la importacion,
importaci6n, a
a la
formalidades
aduana y
y de las leyes y
formalidades de aduana
y reglamentos
reglamentos sanitarios
sanitarios pars
para
la
o is
is protecci6n
proteccion de la
is vida
vide o
humans, animal
Si
la salud
salud humana,
animal oo vegetal.
vegetal. Si
hubiere
hubiere desacuerdo
desacuerdo con respect°
is aplicaci6n
aplicacion de
dichas leyes
respecto aa la
de dichas
leyes y
y
reglamentos
reglamentos sanitarios
sanitarios se constituira
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
de las
las
constituira aasolicitud
solicitud de
Partes Contratantes
(Jontratantes un Comite
Comite de expertos
cual estaran
estaran repreexpertos en el
el cual
representados ambos Gobiernos.
Gobiemos. El Comite,
despues de
considerar el
el
Comit6, despues
de considerar
asunto, sometera su informe
informe a
alos
Gobiernos.
los dos Gobiernos.
ARTICITLO XIV
XW
ARTICULO

Las clausulas de este Convenio
Convenio relativas
relatives al
que los
al tratamiento
tratamiento que
los
Venezuela y
Estados Unidos de Venezuela
y los Estados
America
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
comercio del otro
conceden respectivamente
respectivamente al comercio
pals serin
serail apficables,
otro pais
aplicables,
por parte de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America aa su territorio
territorio conticontinental
y todo otro territorio y
y posesiones comprendidos
nental y
comprendidos dentro
dentro de
de su
su
territorio
territorio aduanero. Las clausulas
clausulas de este
al
este Convenio
Convenio relatives
relativas al
tratamiento
naci6n mas
mis favorecida,
favorecida, serail
tratamiento de la nacion
serin aplicables
aplicables a
a todos
todos
la soberania
o la autoridad
los territorios bajo is
soberanfa o
autoridad de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America
America excepto la Zona del Canal de
Panama.
de Panama.
ARTICULO XV
ARTICULO
XV

Las clausulas
clausulas de
Convenio no
no se
se aplicaran:
aplicaran:
de este Convenio
a) A
A las ventajas
ventajas acordadas
acordadas o
o que fueren acordadas
acordadas en
en lo
lo futuro
futuro
por los Estados Unidos de Venezuela
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Venezuela o
o por
por los
de
Am6rica a
a paises vecinos
America
vecinos con el fin de facilitar
facilitar el
el trafico
trafico fronterizo,
fronterizo, o
o
aalas ventajas
ventajas que resultaren
resultaren de una uni6n
aduanera de
de la
la cual
cual forforuni6n aduanera
maren parte los Estados Unidos
Unidos de Venezuela
Venezuela o
o los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
de America en tanto que dichas
dichas ventajas
ventaj as no
no se
hagan extensibles
extensibles aa
se hagan
otro
otro pals.
pals.
b) A
A las ventajas
ventajas acordadas
acordadas o
o que se acordaren
acordaren en
en lo
futuro por
por
lo futuro
America, sus territorios
los Estados Unidos de America,
o
territorios oo posesiones,
posesiones, o is
la
Zona del Canal de Panama, entre si
a la
sf o
oa
is Repfblica
Republica de
de Cuba,
Cuba, indeindependientemente
pendientemente de todo cambio del estatuto politico de
cualquiera de
de
de cualquiera
los territorios o
o posesiones de los Estados
Estados Unidos de America.
America.
El Gobierno de los Estados
de Venezuela
Venezuela se
reserve el
el
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
se reserva
derecho de aplicar aalos articulos
articulos importados en los Estados Unidos
de
Unidos de
Venezuela de las Antilles
Antillas que no
esten comprendidas
comprendidas dentro
dentro del
del territerrino est6n
torio aduanero de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America,
America, la sobretasa
sobretasa especial
especial
aplicable aatales articulos segdn
apficable
segiin las byes
vigentes en
on Venezuela.
Venezuela.
leyes vigentes
ABTICULO
ARTICULO XVI
XVI

Con sujeci6n al requisite
requi'sito de que, bajo circunstancias
circunstancias y
y condiciones
condiciones
anilogas,
no
habra
discriminaci6n
arbitraria
analogas,
habrft discriminacion arbitraria por
otro pals
pals en
en
por uno y
y otro
contra del otro en favor de cualquier
tercer pais,
pals, y
y sin
sin perjuicio
perjuicio de
cualquier tercer
de

54 S
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Las estipulaciones
paragrafo segundo
Articulo XIII, las disposisegundo del Articulo
del paragrafo
estipulaciones del
las
o restricclones de
de este
este Convenio
Convenio no
prohibiciones o
restricaplicarin aalas prohibiciones
no se aplicaran
ciones
destinadas
(2)
morales;
o
ciones (1)
impuestas con
humanitarios omorales;
destinadas
con fines humanitarios
(1) impuestas
ciones
a
vida o
ola
la salud
humana, animal
animal o
relacionadas
o vegetal; (3) relacionadas
salud humana,
la vida
proteger la
a proteger
ejecuci6n
ala
con
mercanclas
producidas
en
prisiones;
(4)
respecto
a
la ejecucion
con
con mercancias producidas en
de
leyes
policiales
o
fiscales.
o
de leyes
Nada
contenido en este
Convenio se interpretara
interpretari en un seneste Convenio
lo contenido
de lo
Nada de
tido
que
impida
adopcion
de
medidas
prohibicien
orestriccion dela
prohibici6norestricci6ndela
de
medidas
adopci6n
la
impida
tido que
o que impida la adopci6n
importacion
adopcion
o plata, o
exportaci6n de oro o
la exportacien
importaci6n oola
de
medidas que
Venezuela oo los Estados
que los Estados Unidos de Venezuela
las medidas
de las
Unidos
necessarias para el
respectivamente, estimen necessarias
America, respectivamente,
de America,
Unidos de
control
exportacien o
oyenta
exportacion de armas, muniventa para la exportaci6n
la exportaci6n
de la
control de
clones o
o maquinas
maquinas de
excepcionales, de
circunstancias excepcionales,
guerra, y, en circunstancias
de guerra,
ciones
impedira- la
todo otro
otro material
y nada
nada en este Convenio
Convenio impedirk
is
material de guerra; y
todo
neutralidad.
a la
adopcion o
o ejecucion
medidas relativas
relativas a
Is neutralidad.
de medidas
ejecuci6n de
adopci6n
ARTICITLO
XVII
ARTICULO XVII

o
Venezuela o
En
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de Venezuela
de que el Gobierno
caso de
En caso
cualquier medida
el
Estados Unidos de America
medida
America adopte cualquier
los Estados
Gobierno de los
el Gobierno
que
cuando no
contradiccien con los terminos de este
no este en contradicci6n
aun cuando
que an
pals como anulando
Convenio
sea considerada
considerada por el Gobierno
anulando
Gobierno del otro pats
Convenio sea
o
cualquiera de
de sus fines, el
Gobierno que hays
haya adoptado
el Gobierno
o desvirtuando
desvirtuando cualquiera
proposiciones que el
y proposiciones
tal medida
medida considerarb
representaciones y
considerara las representaciones
tal
mutuamente satisfacotro
Gobiemo haga
haga en
sentido de un arreglo mutuamente
en el sentido
otro Gobierno
tcaio.
ARTICULO XVIII
torio.
ARTICuL0 XVIII

Todas
las diferencias
Altas Partes
Partes Contratantes, relativas
relativas
diferencias entre las Altas
Todas las
decideran
a
is
interpretacion
o
ejecucion
Convenio,
se
deciderftn
por los
Convenio,
este
de
ejecuci6n
o
a la interpretaci6n
conforde
medios
pacificos
reconocidos
en
Derecho
Internacional,
conforDerecho
el
reconocidos
medios pacificos
midad
y convenciones
convenciones en vigor entre las Partes.
tratados y
los tratados
con los
midad con
ARTICuL0 XIX
ARTICULO

El
presente convenio
en vigor
dieciseis de diciembre
diciembre
el dia dieciseis
vigor el
entrara en
convenio entrara,
El presente
de
Unidos
Estados
de
1939
y
reemplazari
el
modus
vivendi
entre
los
de 1939 y reemplazara el modus vivendi
de
por
Venezuela
y
los
Estados
Unidos
de
America
c,elebrado
cambio
celebrado
America
Venezuela y los Estados Unidos
y prorrogado
notas
el 12
12 de mayo de 1938 y
prorrogado por cambio de
firmadas el
notas firmadas
aalo previsto
notas
de
fecha
9
de
1939,
y,
con
sujecion
previsto en los
sujeci6n
de
mayo
de
9
fecha
de
notas
Podra
afio. Podrit
articulos
VI, IX
yXII,
XII, continuara
continuari por un periodo
period° de un sf0.
IX y
articulos VI,
o aala
ser prorrogado,
is expiracien
period° de un afio
tato o
is exexpiraci6n de dicho periodo
a la
prorrogado, a
ser
piracion de
de cualquier
cualquier pr6rroga,
prorroga, por
adicionales de seis meses.
periodos adicionales
por periodos
piraci6n
Este
vivendi terminarft
Tratado de Recientrar en vigor el Tratado
al entrar
terminara al
modus vivendi
Este modus
procidad
Comercial entre
entre los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Venezuela yy los Estade Venezuela
Unidos de
procidad Comercial
dos
Unidos de
de America,
firmado en
en esta
esta fecha.
fecha.
America, firmado
dos Unidos
Valgome de
de la
la oportunidad
Excelencia las
a Vuestra Excelencia
renovar a
para renovar
oportunidad para
Valgome

seguridades
de mi
consideraci6n.
alta consideracien.
mi alta
seguridades de

E.
GIL BORGES
E.GIL BORGES

ANEXOS :
ANEXOS:
Lists
y II
II
Lista N/I y
Al
Excelentisimo
Sefior FRANK
FRANK P.
CORRIGAN,
P. CORRIGAN,
Al Excelentisimo Senor
Plenipotenciario
Embajador
Extraordinario y
y Plenipotenciario
Embajador Extraordinario
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de Anal-lea,
Amrica,
los Estados
de
Presents.
Presente.

2393

2394'
2394

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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°
LISTA N
N! II
LISTA

Nom.—Las disposiciones
contenidas en
en esta
esta Lista
Lists se
se interpretaran
interpretarAn
NoTA.-Las
disposiciones contenidas
como si se hubieran
come
hubieran incluido
incluido en
en is
la Ley
Ley de
de Arancel
Arancel de
de Aduanas
Aduanas venevenezolana por una reforms
reforma de
de esa Ley.
Ley.
N2
Arancel
N° del Araneel

Deserlpeion de los Artfeulos

venezolano
venezolano

3-D
3-E
3-F
44
77
99

13-B
14-C
15-A
15-B
22-B
27-A
27-C
36-A
36-A
36-B
36-B
36-C
36-C
37-B

37-C
39

44
57
99-E
143-A
143-C
224-F

229

230-B
230-B

Descripci6n de los Artlculos

imDerechos de
de im-

portacion por Kg.
portacin

Salmon
Salm6n en latas
Sardinas en latas, en
en aceite
(except° aceite
aceite de olivas),
olivas), en
aceite (excepto
en
salsa o
o en su
on propio
propio jugo28
Mariscos en
en latas
Mariscos
latas
Manteca
Manteca de cerdo
cerdo
Tocino
Tocino
Leche preparada, incluso leche evaporada, condensada,
condensada,
desecada y
y descremada
y leche
leche completa
completa desecada
desecada
desecada
descremada y
Manzanas,
Manzanas, peras y
frescas
y uvas, frescas
Frutas secas, no
e,specificadas, inclusive
no especificadas,
inclusive pasas, ciruelas-pasas,
ciruelas-pasas,

albaricoques, melocotones,
melocotones, manzanas,
manzanas, peras
albaricoques,
perms y
yfrutas
frutas mezmezcladas
cladas
Frutas en su jugo, en
en latas
latas o
oen frascos
frascos
Frutas en almfbar, en latas o
o en
en frascos
Avena quebrantada
quebrantada oomolida
Harina
Harina de trigo
Harina de avena
avena
Harina
Jamones
Jamones
Saichichas a
base de
came de
de cerdo
cerdo
Salchichas
a base
de carne
Came de
Carne
de cerdo
cerdo en
en conservas
conservas
Legumbres,
aderezos, en
en latas
en frascos
Legumbres, sopas, salsas
salsas y
y aderezos,
latas ooen
frascos
Alimentos especiales
especiales para
de uso
en dietetica,
dietetics, incluinclupara nifios
nifios yy de
uso en
sive la leche
malteada yy las preparaciones
leche malteada
preparaciones similares
similares a
a base
de leche que no contengan
contengan cacao
cacao o
o que contengan
contengan no mas
de 10%
10% de cacao, ad
come aquellas
aquellas preparaciones
base
asf como
preparaciones aabase
de frutas o
legumbres
o legumbres
Alimentos especiales
especiales para
pars nibs
nifios y
y de uso en dietetica
dietetica que
que
contengan mas
rnas de 10%
cacao y
y no
no mas
mis de
15%
10% de
de cacao
de 15%
Dulces, bombones
Dukes,
bombones y
y confituras
especie, inclusive
inclusive
confituras de
de cualquier
cualquier especie,
chocolate
bombones
chocolate en
en bombones
Galletas, sin dulce
Jugo esterilizado
esterilizado de
de frutas
frutas

Bt 0,90
0, 90
B-

"..
e.
"
..
"

0, 28
0,
1, 50
1,50
0, 90
90
0,

"

1, 20
1,20

..
"
"..

0, 50
50
0,
0, 75
0,
75

..

"

0, 90
0,90

",,
"
",,
",,
",,

0, 90
90
0,
1
1..-_
0, 20
20
0,
0, 24
24
0,
0, 40
0,
40

Id

",,

1, 20
20
1,

",,
"
",,

1, 20
1,
20
1, 20
1,
20
0, 80
80
0,

"

0, 30
30
0,

"

0, 70
0,
70

4, 50
50
",, 4,
1, 20
"..
1,
20
..
0,
40
"
0, 40
"
"15.15. -—
"" 40.
40. —
-

Corses, elasticas, 14as
ligas y
y artfculos
artfculos semejantes
semejantes (de algod6n)
algodon)
Calceteria de seda
o mezclada
mezclada
Calceterla
soda pura o
Corses, elgsticas,
elasticas, ligas
o
ligas y
y artfculos
artfculos semejantes
semejantes (de seda
soda pura o
mezclada)
mezclada)
15. —
"" 15y camaras
Parches de caucho
caucho para
pars reparar neumaticos
neumaticos y
camaras de
aire y
y cajitas
para reparaciones
sire
cajitas de
de emergencia
emergencia pars,
reparaciones consistentes
consistentes
en parches, pega,
5- rallo
0, 75
pega y
".. 0,75
Cigarrillos
12. _
Cigarrillos
"ii 12.Madera
Madera aserrada
aserrada o
o trozas
trozas de madera
madera que midan 25 cm. o
o
menos
menos de espesor
espesor en ambos extremos,
extremos, inclusive
inclusive pichip6n,
pichipen,
pino ponderoso,
ponderoso, pino dulce, abeto de Douglas, pinabete
pinabete
Spruce, pinabete
pinabete Hemlock,
Hemlock, sequoia
sequoia (redwood),
(redwood), cedro
cedro yy
cipres
cipres del Sur

"
"

0, 15
0,15
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319-D
319-E
319-E
320-A
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Descripci6n de
Descripcion
de los Artlculos
ArtIculos

Derechos
De
erechos de imim-

portacion
Kg.
eid6n por
por Kg.
porl

Papel para
par correspondeneia,
correspondencia, sin rayar
B:
LAminas
Laminas galvanizadas
galvanizadas de acero o
ode hierro
"
Hojalata en laminas
laminas
"
Archivadores
Archivadores de metal
"
Camas de metales ordinarios con o
osin colchones
colchones de muelles
"
Muebles
especificados
Muebles de metales ordinarios no especificados
"
Chasis para
pars camiones y
y autobuses, sin carrocerfa,
pero inincarroceria, pero
((
cluidos los chasis con casillas
casillas
321-A
Automoviles con carrocerfa
paseo, cuyo
cuyo peso
exceda de
321-A
Autom6viles
carroceria de paseo,
peso no
no exceda
de
Kgs. 800
"
321-B
Autom6viles con
con carrocerfa
de paseo,
paseo, cuyo
cuyo peso exceda
321-B
carroceria de
exceda de
Kgs. 800 y
y no pase de Kgs. 1.400
"
321-C
Autom6viles con carrocerfa
carrocerfa de paseo, cuyo peso exceda
321-C
Automoviles
exceda de
Kgs. 1.400 y
y no pase de Kgs. 1.600
"
321-D Autom6viles con carroceria
carrocerfa de
de paseo,
paseo, cuyo peso exceda
exceda de
yno pase de Kgs. 1.700
Kgs. 1.600 y
"
321-E
Automoviles con carroceria
carrocerfa de
de paseo,
paseo, cuyo peso exceda
exceda de
321-E
Autom6viles
Kgs. 1.700 y
y no pase de Kgs. 2.000
2.000
"
321-F
Autom6viles con carrocerfa
321-F
Automoviles
carrocerfa de paseo,
paseo, cuyo peso exceda
exceda de
gt
Kgs. 2.000
((
Ruedas
322-A
Ruedas para
pars llantas de caucho
322-B
Neumaticos
((
II
CAmaras de aire
322-C
Camaras
sire
322-D
Asientos con resortes
Asientos
gt
((
nr
it
322-E
Cajas para autom6viles
autom6viles
it
para autom6viles
322-F
Capotas pare.
automoviles
¢f
322-G Parafangos
322-H Portacauchos
Portacauchos
to
322-K
no especificados
especificados
330-A
Aparatos radio-receptores,
radio-receptores, fon6grafos,
fon6grafos, hasta
Aparatos
hasta 10 Kgs. netos
"
cads
cada uno
330-B
Aparatos radio-receptores,
radio-receptores, fon6grafos,
fon6grafos, de mils
mas de 10 Kgs.
"
Kgs.
netos cada uno, hasta 25 Kgs.
radio-receptores, fon6grafos,
fon6grafos, de
de nuts
mas de 25 Kgs.
330-C Aparatos radio-receptores,
"
netos cada uno, hasta 50 Kgs.
radio-receptores, fon6grafos,
fon6grafos, de mas de 50 Kgs.
330-D Aparatos
Aparatos radio-receptores,
radio-receptores, inclusive
inclusive los tubes
vtilvutubos oovalvu330-E Accesorios
Accesorios para radio-receptores,
"
las pars
para los mismos
"
332-A
Pelfculas cinematograficas
silentes y
y sonoras
sonoras
332-A
oinematograficas sin imprimir, silentes
"
impresas, silentes
silentes o
332-B Peliculas
Pelculas cinematognificas
cinematograficas impresas,
o sonoras
333-A
Refrigeradoras,
cads. una
"
Refrigeradoras, hasta 100 Kgs. netos cada
una
333-B
Refrigeradoras, de mas
mils de 100 Kgs. hasta 250 Kgs. netos
Refrigeradoras,
cads una
"
cada
333-C
Refrigeradoras,
de mas
de 250
hasta 500
500 Kgs.
Kgs. netoe
netos
250 Kgs.
Kgs. hasta
Refrigeradoras, de
mas de
333-C
"
cads. una
cada
"
333-D
Refrigeradoras,
netos cada
cads una
mas de 500 Kgs. netos
una
Refrigeradoras, de =Is
"
338-A
coser
338-A Mitquinas
Maquinas de coser
"
342-B
Linternas de mecha
mecha y
presi6n
y de presi6n
Maquinas
344
Maquinas de
de escribir
escribir y
y sus
sus accesorios,
accesorios, inclusive
inclusive repuestos,
"
cajas,
tapas y
y bases
cajas, tapas
tl

it
If

ft

0, 90
0,90
0,
20
0,20
0, 08
0,08
0, 40
0,
40
1. —
1.1, 40
1,40

ti

0, 09
0,09

ft

0, 55
55
0,

if

0, 60
0,60

ft

0, 80

ft

1. —
1.-

it

1,
40
1, 40
1, 60
1,
1. 1.-

1. 1. -

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. L-

if

2.2. —

ft

3. —
3.-

4.4. —
i55..-—

it

40
0, 40

If

2.2. —
2, 60
60
2,
0,40
0,
40

41

it

it

0,50
0,50

0,60
0, 60
0,40
0,40
0, 20
0,20
0, 80
0,80
1.-

I. —

2396
2396

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
Ns del Areneel
Ns
venerolano
venezolano

N. del Arancel

345
345
346
346
348
348
349
356
356

los Artferdos
de los
Artlculos
Descripcin de

Dereehos de tinportaeion
Kg,
portacin por Kg.

Dereehos de im-

Maquinas de
calcular, inclusive
las electricas
electricas
RI
, 2.2. —
B-"
inclusive las
de calcular,
Maquinas
Caj as registradoras
registradoras
2.-—
"" 2.
Cajas
Motores de
combustion interna
interns
"" 0,
0, 08
Motores
de combusti6n
"" 1,
pars motores
motores
1, 20
Bujfas para
Repuestos pars
agrfcolas:
maquinarias eeimplementos
implementos agrfcolas:
Repuestos
para maquinarias
A)
Cuyo peso
peso no
de un
kilogramo neto
neto cada
cads uno
uno ""
1. -—
1.
exceda de
un kilogramo
no exceda
A) Cuyo
B)
mas de
un kilogram°,
kilogramo, hasta
hasta 55 kilogramos netos
de mas
de un
B) de
cada uno
uno
cada

C)
de mas
hasta 10
10 kgs.
netos cada
cada uno
uno
kgs. netos
mas de
de 55kilogramos,
kilogramos, hasta
C) de
D) de
mas de
kgs. hasta
netos cads
uno
30 kgs.
kgs. netos
cada uno
de 10
10 kgs.
hasta 30
D)
de mas
E)
de mita
de 30
30 kgs.
kgs. netos cads
cada uno
basta 50
50 kgs.
kgs. hasta
E) de
mas de
F)
de mas
mas de
hasta 100 kgs. netos cada uno
uno
de 50 kgs. hasta
F) de
G)
mfis de
de 100
hasta 500
netos cada
cada uno
500 kgs.
kgs. netos
100 kgs.
kgs. hasta
G) de
de mas
H)
hasta 1.000 kgs.
kgs. netos cads,
cada uno
mas de
de 500 kgs. hasta
H) de
de mas
1.000 kgs. netos cada
cada uno
mas de 1.000
I) de m1s
357
Especialidades farmaceuticas,
no especificadas
especificadas
farmac6uticas, no
357
Especialidades
358-C
Algod6n
y antiseptic°
medicinal
antiseptico oo medicinal
Algod6n absorbente
absorbente y
358-C
358-D
Productos
especificados
no especificados
farmaceuticos, no
Productos farmaceuticos,
358-D
Nota
partidas 357 y
y 358 D:
respecto aalas partidas
Nota con
con respect°
El
Gobiemo venezolano
para la imporconviene en no exigir pars
venezolano conviene
El Gobierno
o la venta
tacion, el registro,
registro, la concesion
licencias o
yenta de
concesi6n de licencias
taci6n,
patentadas yy
especialidades farmaceuticas,
farmac6uticas, medicinas patentadas
especialidades
productos farmaceut,icos,
certificado, requisito
requisito o
o
ningdn certificado,
productos
farmac6uticos, ningfm
formalidad que fueran
imposible de cumplirse
los
cumplirse en los
fueran imposible
formalidad
America debido
debido a
que no existe allf
allf
a que
Estados Unidos de Am6rica
una agencia
federal debidamente
autorizada.
debidamente autorizada.
agencia federal
359
Dentifricos
359
Dentifricos
364-A
mascar (chicle)
Pastillas de goma de mascar
Jabon para
para el tocador,
tocador, inclusive jab6n
jabon parts
afeitarse de
para afeitarse
367-B Jab6n
cualquier clase
clase
cualquier
370
Barnices y
y lacas
Barnices
370
Pinturas liquidas preparadas
preparadas en aceite
371-A Pinturas
Pinturas para
pars bamizar
esmaltar
371-B
barnizar y
y esmaltar
382-C
Preparaciones industriales
industriales pars
pars pulimentar
pulimentar o
o limpiar
Preparaciones
382-C
382-H
Preparaciones industriales
industriales para
pars tefiir o
olustrar
lustrar el calzado
calzado
Preparaciones
394-E
Articulos para
pars deportes,
deportee, no especificados
especificados
Articulos
Plias
electricas (except°
y sus repuestos
repuestos
405
Pilas electrioas
(exoepto acumuladores) y
406
Aeumuladores
repuestos
y sus repuestos
406
Acumuladores y
Bandas para
pars trasmisien
422
trasmisi6n
424
Artfculos
no especificados
de farmacia,
farmacia, no
especificados
424
Artfculos de
442
451
472

[54 STAT.
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Papel higienico
Tractores
Tractores de ruedas o
o de orugas
orugas
Trozas de pino blanco, de pichipen
pichip6n y
y de abeto
abeto de Douglas
aserradas
midan mas
rads de 25 cms.
ems. de espesor
espesor en ambos
aserradas que midan
extremos
extremos

""

0, 50
50
0,

""
""
""
""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

0, 35
0, 30
30
0,
25
0, 25
0, 20
0,
0, 15
15
0, 10
0, 05
1, 95
95
1,
2. —
2.1, 95
95

it

11
di

"el

2.
2.-

""

2. -—

"11

4. —
4.
-

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
""

0,80
0, 80
0, 50
1, 20
1,
0, 60
1, 20
0,08
0,
0, 20
0,
50
0, 50
1, 20
a -2.libre
fibre
libre

""

libre
Libre

11

11

41

11
/4

11
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N2 II
II

Na

y efecto,
Nowt: Las
disposiciones de esta Lista, pa,ra
efecto,
interpretaci6n y
para su interpretacian
Las disposiciones
NOTA:
colaterales de las leyes de
y
in aplicacion
disposiciones colaterales
ellas de las disposiciones
aplicaci6n aa ellas
y la
determinadas, en
Arancel de
America, seran determinadas,
Estados Unidos de America,
de los
los Estados
Arancel
disposici6n de esta Lista apareciera
cuanto fuere
posible, como si cada disposician
apareciera
fuere posible,
cuanto
respectivamente en la disposici6n
disposician estatulda
estatufda sehalada
senalada en la columna
columns
respectivamente
de la
in izquierda
izquierda de
respectivas descripciones
descripciones de los articulos.
articulos.
las respectivas
de las
de

En
artfculo enumerado
este
enumerado en esta Lista est6
cualquier articulo
de que
que cualquier
caso de
el caso
En el
sujeto
este Convenio a
acualquier
cualquier derecho
derecho de
la firma de este
de in
dia de
sujeto en el din
aduana ordinario,
ordinario, adicional
separado, impuesto o
o no conforme
conforme a
a
o separado,
adicional o
aduana
a la izquierda
la
disposicion estatufda
In columna a
izquierda de la
in
estatufda anotada en la
la disposici6n
adicional,
respectiva descripcian
artfculo, tal derecho,
derecho, separado ooadieional,
del artfculo,
descripci6n del
respectiva
continuara en
vigor, sujeto
a cualquiera reduccian
reducci6n indicada en esta
sujeto a
en vigor,
continuara
Lista
posteriormente, hasta
vencimiento de acuerdo
hasta su vencimiento
establecida posteriormente,
Lista oo establecida

aumentado.
con
in ley, pero no debera,
debers ser aumentado.
con la
Ley de Tarifas
Tarifss
Ley
Aduaneras de 1930
de
los EE.
E. 1TU.
UU.
delos
Paragrato
Parlgrafo

35
35

92
92
754
754
1653
1653
1654
1654

1670
1670

1685
1685
1697
1697
1722
1722
1733
1733

1765
1765
1803 (2)
(2)
1803

Descripcion
Artlculos
de los
los Artfculos
Descripcion de

Importaci6n
Derechos de Importacron

Rafces de
mezcla, pero
o sin mezcla,
natural o
barbasco, al natural
de barbasco,
Raices
aumentadas en
en valor
valor o
condici6n por frago en condician
aumentadas
mentacien mayor
esencial para el
la esencial
que la
mayor que
mentaci6n
o
debido empacado
proteccion de averia
averfa o
y la protecci6n
empacado y
debido
no
o no
est6n o
deterioro para
par
manufactura, estan
la manufactura,
deterioro
aumentadas de algdn
algan otro modo, y
y sin que
aumentadas
5%
contengan alcohol
5% ad val.
contengan
Sarrapia
$0,125 por Lb.
Sarrapia
15%
Orqufdeas
15% ad val.
Orquideas
Cacao o
de cacao
Libre
cascaras
sus cascaras
cacao yy sus
o almendras
almendras de
Cacao
a Puerto
caf6 importado
Café,
importado a
excepci6n del café
Cafe, con excepcion
Rico y
cual existe tin
derecho de
un derecho
el cual
sobre el
y sobre
Rico

Libre
secci6n 319
acuerdo con
con la
la autorizaci6n
autorizacian de
Libre
la seccion
de in
acuerdo
Tinturas
curtientes: dividive,
dividive, ya
Tinturas oo materiales curtientes:
sea al
aumentado en valor o
o
natural oo aumentado
estado natural
al estado
sea
en condici6n
condicion por
fragmentaci6n, pulverizaci6n,
pulverizaci6n,
por fragmentaci6n,
en
desmenuzamiento, trituraci6n
trituracion o
ocualquiera
cualquiera otro
desmenuzamiento,
proceso similar y
contener alcohol
alcohol
Libre
y sin contener
proceso
Libre
Bofllga
Bofiiga
Libre
Balata, al natural
Balata,
Rakes de
de barbasco
manufacturar,
en bruto oo sin manufacturar,
barbasco en
Rafces
no especificadas
Libre
especificadas
no
Aceites minerales:
minerales:
Petroleo crudo
y petr6leo
petraleo combustible
combustible (fuel
crudo y
Petr61eo
petraleo
Libre
oil) derivado del petr6leo
Libre
Pieles
de reptiles en
bruto
Libre
en bruto
Pieles de
Libre
Madera
zapatero en trozas
de zapatero
Madera de

2397

2398

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
C6digo
Ream
C6di!o de Rentas
=tenses
Internas
secci6n
&colon

3422

3451

Deseripcion
de los Artfullos
Descripci6n de
Artlculos
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Impuesto de
Impuesto
de
Importacian
Importacdin

Petr6leo crudo,
crudo, petreleo
crudo desprovisto
petr61eo crudo
desprovisto de
de sus
fracciones
ms livianas,
livis.nas, y
fracciones mas
y petreleo
petr61eo combustible
combustible
derivado del crudo,
comcrudo, incluyendo
incluyendo el petreleo
petr6leo comgait%
bustible conocido
oil
1/4 c. por gal6n
conocido con
con el
el nombre
nombre de gas
gas oil
petreleo combustible
combustible
No obstante
obstante el petroleo
petr61eo y
y el petr61eo
(fuel oil) ingresado
ingresado o
o retirado
retirado del deposit°
dep6sito para
para
el consumo en cualquier
alto civil en cantidad
cualquier afio
cantidad
que exceda del 5%
5% de la cantidad
total de
de
cantidad total
petreleo
refinado en los
petr6leo crudo refinado
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
continentales durante
durante el
alio civil
anterior,
continentales
el afio
civil anterior,
segdn
gegen verificaci6n
verificacien del Secretario
Secretario del Interior de
los Estados Unidos,
Unidos, no gozara
gozara de la reduccien
reducci6n de
de
impuesto prevista
prevista en esta
el
impuesto
esta concesi6n,
concesi6n, pero
pero el
impuesto de importacion
que lo grave no sera
seth
importaci6n que
mayor
mayor de
1/2 c. por gal&
gal6n
Sin embargo si esta concesi6n
concesien se hace efectiva
efectiva
comienzo de un afo
despues del comienzo
afio civil la cantidad
petradeo y
y de petradeo
combustible
de dicho petr6leo
petr61eo combustible
(fuel oil) que pueda ingresar
o ser retirado
retirado del
del
ingresar o
dep6sito
para el consumo
deposit° pars
consumo a
a la rata reducida
reducida
re,sto del
alio civil sera
sera de
de una
una
durante el
el resto
del tal
tal ano
duodecima
parte de la
in cantidad
cantidad anterior
multiduodecima parte
anterior multindmero de meses (considerando
plicada por el numero
(considerando
cualquier parte de un mes
cualquier
mes como mes completo)
completo)
durante
durante el cual esta
esta concesi6n
concesiOn este en
vigencia
en vigencia
durante tal afio.
durante
Petr6leo crudo, petraeo
Petreleo
desprovisto de sus
petr6leo crudo desprovisto
sus
fracciones
fracciones mas livianas,
livianas, y
petreleo combustible
y petr6leo
combustible
derivado del crudes,
incluyendo el
comderivado
crudo, incluyendo
el petreleo
petr6leo combustible
bustible conocido con el nombre
nombre de gas-oil; cualquiera de estos vendido
como proproquiera
vendido pars
para usarse
usarse como
visi6n de combustible,
vision
combustible, abastecimiento
abastecimiento de barcos,
barcos,
provisiones de mar, o
o equipo legftimo
provisiones
legitimo de los
barcos de guerra
guerra de los
Unidos o
o de
los Estados
Estados Unidos
cualquiera
naci6n extranjera,
o de barcos
cualquiera otra melon
extranjera, o
barcos
pesqueria o
o en los
negocios de
utilizados en Is.
la pesquerla
los negocios
peeca
ballena, o
pesos de la
Is. Wiens,
o efectivamente
efectivamente dedicados
al comercio
comercio exterior
exterior o
o al trafico entre los puertos
del Atlantic°
Atlantico y
y del Pacifico
Pacffico de los Estados UniUnidos o
o cualquiera
cualquiera de sus posesiones, bajo
bajo disprescritas con la aprobaci6n
posiciones prescritas
aprobacian del
Secretario
Secretario de Is.
la Tesoreria.
Exentos de los imExentos
puestos fijados
fijados
Secciones
por las Secciones
3420 y
y 3422 del
C6digo de RenRenC6digo
tas Internas.
Internam,.
tas
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W HEREAS the
the provisions
provisions of Articles II to XVIII, inclusive,
inclusive, of the
WHEREAS

Schedules annexed
said
annexed thereto, are
and the two Schedules
agreement, and
definitive agreement,
said definitive
corresponding
identical
in
text
and
numbering
with
the
corresponding
Articles and
and
identical in text and numbering
the
and
above,
forth
Schedules
of
the
moth's
vivendi
preamble,
set
Schedules of the modus vivendi
Article XIX
XIX and
and the
concluding paragraphs
definitive
paragraphs of the said definitive
the concluding
Article
in
languages,
agreement,
in
the
English
Spanish
languages,
are
words
and
and
agreement, in the English
figures as follows:
El
Presidente de los Estados
El Presidente
The
President of
of the United
The President
Unidos
y el PresiVenezuela y
de Venezuela
Unidos
the
States
of
America,
and
PresiAmerica,
States of
dente
de
los
Estados
Unidos de
los
de
dente
dent
of
the
United
of
States
United
the
dent of
America, deseosos
estrechar los
deseosos de estrechar
Venezuela,
being desirous
desirous of America,
Venezuela, being
vInculos tradicionales
amistad
tradicionales de amistad
strengthening the
traditional bonds vinculos
thetraditionalbonds
strengthening
los dos paises,
paises, de mantener
mantener
entre los
of friendship
coun- entre
twocounbetween the two
friendship between
of
sus relaciones
relaciones comerciales
comerciales el
en sus
tries,
of maintaining
maintaining the principle
principle en
tries, of
principio de igualdad de trataof
treatment in their principio
of treatment
equality of
of equality
rniento
fomentarlas por medio
y fomentarlas
commercial
pro- miento y
relations, and of procommercial relations,
de
mutuas
concesiones y
yventajas,
ventajas,
moting
relations by granting de mutuas concesiones
such relations
moting such
un Conhan
acordado
celebrar
celebrar
acordado
reciprocal
reciprocal concessions and advan- ban
y
comercial,
venio
reciprocidad
comercial,
y
reciprocidad
de
tages,
have agreed
conclude a
a venio
agreed to conclude
tages, have
como
con
este
fin
han
designado
han
fin
este
con
and
reciprocal trade
trade agreement,
reciprocal
Plenipotenciarios:
sus Plenipotenciarios:
have
purpose sus
this purpose
for this
designated for
have designated

Plenipotentiaries:
as their Plenipotentiaries:
El Presidente
Presidente de
de los Estados
El
United
The
President of the United
The President
Unidos
Venezuela:
Venezuela:
de
Unidos
States
of
America:
States of America:
Excelencia el
el Doctor
Doctor EsteSu Excelencia
aaSu
His Excellency
Excellency Frank P. CorHis
ban
Gil
Borges,
Ministro
rigan,
Extraordinary ban Gil Borges, Ministro de RelaAmbassador Extraordinary
rigan, Ambassador
Exteriores de
de los
los Estados
clones Exteriores
and
of the United ciones
Plenipotentiary of
and Plenipotentiary
Unidos
de
Venezuela;
Unidos de Venezuela;
States
of America
America to Venezuela;
States of
El
de los
los Estados
Estados
Presidente de
El Presidente
The President
President of the United
United
The
Unidos
de
America:
America:
Unidos de
States
Venezuela:
States of Venezuela:
Frank P.
P. CorCorExcelencia Frank
Su Excelencia
aa Su
His
Excellency Doctor Esteban
His Excellency
rigan,
Embajador
Extraordinario
Extraordinario
Embajador
rigan,
Gil
Minister of Foreign
Borges, Minister
Gil Borges,
EstadosI
de los Estados
Relations of
the United
Plenipotentiario de
States of yy Plenipotentiario
United States
of the
Relations
Unidos de
de America
America en
en Venezuela;
Venezuela;
Unidos
Venezuela;
Venezuela;
Quienes
despues
de
haber
canhaber cande
despues
Quienes
Who,
having
exchanged
their
exchanged
Who, having
jeado
sus
plenos poderes
poderes y
y de
de
plenos
sus
jeado
full
powers,
found
to
be
in
good
to
found
full powers,
haberlos hallado en buenay
buena ydebida
debids
haberloshalladoen
and
due
form,
upon
agreed
have
form,
and due
forma
ban convenido
convenido en
en los
los ArtiArti.
forma han
the
following Articles:
the following
cuks siguientes:
culos
siguientes:

•

•
ARTICLE XIX
XIX
ARTICLE

•

AwrIcuLo
XIX
ARTfCULO XIX

Agreement to
to
Agreement
p
El
presente Convenio
rati- proclaimed,
Convenio sera rati
etc.
El presente
The present
Agreement shall be
present Agreement
The
ficado por
el Gobierno
Gobierno de los
los3
por el
proclaimed by
President of the ficado
by the President
proclaimed
S
3y
Venezuela
Estados Unidos de
United States
States of
of America
America and
shall Estados
and shall
United
a
di
proclamado
por
el
Presidente
de
Presidente
el
be
ratified by
Government of proclamado por
the Government
by the
be ratified
di
los
Estados
Unidos
America
de
America
de
Unidos
the United
of Venezuela
Venezuela in los Estados
States of
United States
the
byes de su
sus
conformidad con las leyes
the conformidad
conformity
with
laws of the
the
with
conformity
n
ei
Entrara
respectivos
paLses.
Entrari
en
paises.
respective countries.
countries. It
en respectivos
It shall enrespective

be
be

2400
2400
Entry into
duration.
duration.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

force;
force;
treinta dias
canje
dias despues del canje
vigor treinta
ter
thirty days
after vigor
force thirty
days after
ter into
into full
full force

Notice
Notice of intention
to terminate.
terminate.

Signatures.
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the
exchange of
of the
the proclamation
proclamation
the exchange
and the
the instrument
instrument of
of ratification,
ratification,
and
which shall
take place
place in
in the
the City
City
which
shall take
of
Washington
as
soon
as
possible,
as
possible,
of Washington as soon
and
continue in
force until
and shall
shall continue
in force
until
December
15,
1942,
unless
termiDecember 15, 1942, unless terminated
accordance with the proin accordance
nated in
visions of Articles VI, IX or XII.

Unless at least six
six months
months beDecember 15, 1942, the
fore December
Government
either country
country
Government of
of either
shall
the other
other
have given to the
shall have
Government
notice of ininGovernment written notice
Agreetention to
to terminate
terminate this Agreement
Agreement
ment on that date, the Agreement
force thereafter,
thereafter,
shall remain in
in force
provisions of
to the provisions
of Artisubject to
cles VI,
VI, IX and XII, until six
months
months from
from such time
time as the
the
Government
of
either
country
Government of either country
shall have given
given such notice
notice to
the other Government.
Government.

instrumentos de ratificaci6n
ratificacien
de los instrumentos
y de
de proclamacien,
efecque se efecproclamaci6n, que
y
tuarit
ciudad de Washington
Washington
la ciudad
tuar, en
en la
tan
pronto como
y
como fuere posible, y
tan pronto
permanecera en
en vigor
vigor hasta
15
hasta el
el 15
permanecerh
de diciembre
menos que
que
de
diciembre de 1942 aamenos
cesaren sus efectos
efectos de conformidad
cesaren
conformidad
con
lo previsto
en los
Articulos VI,
VI,
los Articulos
con lo
previsto en
IX ooXII.
Si por
rneses
seis meses
por lo menos
menos seis
Si
antes del
del 15
15 de
de diciembre
1942
de 1942
diciembre de
antes
el
Gobierno de
de cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
los
el Gobierno
paises no notificare al otro
dos paises
por
por escrito
escrito su intencion
intenci6n de terminar
el presente
presente Convenio en la
nar el
fecha
mencionada, el
el Convenio
fecha mencionada,
continuara,
vigor en lo sucontinuari en vigor
cesivo,
sujeto aalas provisiones de
cesivo, sujeto
Articulos VI, IX y
y XII
los Articulos
XII hasta
seis meses
rneses despu6s
despues que uno
uno de
seis
los
Gobiernos hubiere
hubiere dado
los dos Gobiernos
Gobierno.
tal aviso al otro Gobierno.

In witness whereof the respecrespecPlenipotentiaries have
tive Plenipotentiaries
have signed
signed
affixed
this Agreement
Agreement and have affixed
their seals hereto.
Done in
in duplicate,
duplicate, in the
the EngEnglish and Spanish languages,
languages, both
authentic, at
at the City
City of
of Caracas,
Caracas,
this sixth
sixth day
day of
of November,
November, ninenineteen
hundred and
teen hundred
and thirty nine.

En
respectivos
En fe de lo cual los respectivos
Plenipotenciarios
Plenipotenciarios han &mad°
firmado este
Convenio y
y le han puesto
Convenio
puesto sus
sus
sellos.
sellos.
Hecho en duplicado, en los
espaiiol ee ingl6s,
ingles, siendo
idiomas espafol
ambos textos
autenticos, en la
textos autenticos,
Ciudad de Caracas,
Caracas, a
seis
a los seis
dias del mes de noviembre
noviembre de
de mil
mil
novecientos
y nueve.
novecientos treinta y
For the President
President of the United
United
For el Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
Por
States of
of America:
America:
Unidos de Venezuela,
Venezuela,
Unidos
(Seal)
(Seal)
FRANK P.
CORRIGAN
FRANK
P. CORRIGAN
(Selo)
E. GIL
BORGES
(Sello)
-•
E.
GIL BORGES
For the President of the United
United
Por
For el Presidente
Presidente de los Estados
Estados
States of
of Venezuela:
States
Venezuela:
Unidos de America,
America,
Unidos
(Seal)
E.
GIL BORGES
(Seal)
E. GIL
BORGES
(Se11o) FRANK
FRANK P.
P.CORRIGAN
CORRIGAN
(Sello)

WHEREAS
modifications of existing duties
W HEREAS such modifications
duties and
and other import
import
restrictions
and
such
continuance
of
existing
customs
and
excise
restrictions
existing
excise
treatment as are set forth and provided
for
in
the
said
modus
provided
mato vivendi
and definitive
including the two Schedules annexed
definitive agreement, including
annexed to
to
each of them, are required
required and appropriate
appropriate to carry out the said
modus
mod= vivendi and
definitive agreement;
and definitive
agreement;
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WHEREAS
W
HEREAS it
it is provided by Article
Article XIX of the said modus vivendi
that it
it shall enter into
force on
December 16,
1939, and
into force
on December
16, 1939,
and that,
that, subject
subject
to
the provisions
and XII,
it shall
shall continue
continue in
in
to the
provisions of
of Articles
Articles VI,
VI, IX,
IX, and
XII, it
force for a
a period
it may be extended,
period of one year, and that it
extended, upon the
expiration
aforesaid period
year or upon the
expiration
expiration of
of the
the aforesaid
period of one
one year
the expiration
of any extension,
extension, for further
further periods
periods of
shall
of six
six months,
months, and that itit shall
terminate upon the entry into force
force of
of the definitive
definitive agreement
agreement between the United States of America
America and the
United States
the United
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela
signed
1939;
signed on
on November
November 6,
6, 1939;
W
HEREAS itit is
provided in
Article XIX
of the
the said
definitive agreeagreeWHEREAS
is provided
in Article
XIX of
said definitive
it shall be proclaimed
ment that it
proclaimed by the President
President of
of the United
States
ratified by the Government
States of America
America and shall be ratified
Government of the
the
United States
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela in conformity
United
respecconformity with the laws of
of the
the respective countries,
countries, and that the said agreement
agreement shall enter into full force
days after
after the exchange
exchange of
of the proclamation
thirty days
proclamation and the
the instrument
instrument
of
ratification;
of ratification;
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be
be it
known that
that I,
I, Franklin
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
it known
Franklin D.
Now,
States of America,
America, acting
acting under
authority
President of the United
United States
under the authority
conferred by
by the
said Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930,
1930, as
by the
Act
conferred
the said
as amended
amended by
the said Act
of
extended by
Joint Resolution
Resolution of March
March
by the
the said
said Joint
12, 1934,
1934, as
as extended
of June
June 12,
1,
said modus
modus vivendi
definitive
vivendi and definitive
proclaim the
the said
1, 1937,
1937, do
do hereby
hereby proclaim
agreement, including
including the two
annexed to each
to
each of them, to
two Schedules
Schedules annexed
agreement,
the end
that the
part thereof may be
the said
said modus
modus vivendi
vivendi and every part
the
end that
of America
observed
and fulfilled
fulfilled by the
United States
America and the citiStates of
the United
observed and
zens
1939, and
and thereafter
thereafter during its conon December
December 16, 1939,
zens thereof
thereof on
tinuance in
in force
to the
end that
definitive agreement
agreement and
and
the said
said definitive
the end
that the
force and
and to
tinuance
every part
thereof may be
after
and fulfilled thirty days after
be observed
observed and
every
part thereof
the exchange
my proclamation
proclamation for the instrument
instrument of ratificaof this
this my
exchange of
the
provided
tion of
of the
Government of the
States of Venezuela,
Venezuela, as provided
the United
United States
tion
the Government
for
definitive agreement.
agreement.
of the said definitive
for in
in Article XIX of
PURSUANT to
to the
Section 350
350 (a)
(a) (2)
of the
the said
Tariff
said Tariff
(2) of
in Section
the proviso
proviso in
PURSUANT
from
I shall from
the said
said Act of June 12, 1934,
Act of
1934, I
amended by the
of 1930,
1930, as
as amended
Act
time to
to time
the Secretary
Treasury of
of the
the countries
countries
the Treasury
Secretary of
of the
time notify
notify the
time
with respect
to which
application of
of the
is
duties herein
herein proclaimed
proclaimed is
the duties
which application
with
respect to
to
to be
be suspended.
suspended.
IN TESTIMONY
set my
hand and
caused
my hand
and caused
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
the
of the
United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the United
the Seal
Seal of
DONE
at the
the city
Washington this
day of
of November
November
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
city of
of Washington
DONE at
in
Lord one
one thousand
nine hundred
and
hundred and
thousand nine
of our
our Lord
in the
the year
year of
[SEAL] thirty-nine
thirty-nine and
and of
United States
States
of the
the United
Independence of
of the
the Independence
[SEAL]
of
America the
the one
sixty-fourth.
of America
one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the
the President:
S
1JMNER W
ELLES
WELLES
SUMNER
Acting
Secretary oJ
of State.
Acting Secretary

Ante,
p.
Ante '
"2382.
82.
2379,
23Ante,
nje, pp.
pp. 2378,
2378, 2379,
2380.

Proclamation.

Proclamation.

150 Stat.
8tat.
48 Stat. 943; 50

24
.
24.48

Stat. 843;

135119 U. S. 0i
C.
13 51.8
1; 1Supp.
Lp
8P.CV,
41
1
1
3
3
8
5
1
1
,
1354;
I§ 1351,
1352.
1311te,

p. 107.
Ante, p.

2402
2402

INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
AGREEMENTS OTHER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
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[
SUPPLEMENTARY PROCLAMATION]
PROCLAMATION]
[SUPPLEMENTARY
BF
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
A
PROCLAMATION.

WHEREAS,
Proclamation of November
W
HEREAS, by my Proclamation
November 16, 1939,
did make
make
1939, I
I did
public the trade agreement
agreement consisting of
of a
modus vivendi
vivendi and
and definitive
a modus
definitive
agreement,
agreement, with two schedules
schedules annexed to each of
them, which,
which, purpurof them,
suant to Section 350 (a) of
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930
1930 of
of the
the
of the
the Tariff
of the
the Congress
Congress of
amended by the Act of
United States of America, as amended
12, 1934,
1934,
of June 12,

10
u.8.S. C..5511§§
1 U°.
ifH1351Amend the Tariff
Act of
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To Amend
Tariff Act
of 1930"
1930" (48
Stat. 943),
(48 Stat.
943),
1354; Supp.
Bopp. V, if
1351,
1351,
1352.
3Ante, p.
p 107
which
amending
act
was
extended
extended by Joint Resolution of
of Congress
Congress
107.
approved March
March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24), IIentered
entered into on November 6,
1939,
1939, through my duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiary,
President
Plenipotentiary, with the
the President
of the Republic of Venezuela,
PleniVenezuela, through
through his
his duly
duly empowered
empowered Plenipotentiary, to the end that the said modus vivendi and every
every part
part
thereof might be observed
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled by the United States
States of
of
citizens thereof
America and the citizens
thereof on December
1939, and
and therethereDecember 16,
16, 1939,
after during its continuance
continuance in force
force pending the
into force
force of
of
the entry into
agreement, as is
the definitive agreement,
provided for
for in
Article XIX
XIX of
of the
the
is provided
in Article
said modus vivendi, and further
further to the end that
said definitive
definitive
that the
the said
agreement and every part thereof
might
be
observed
and
fulfilled
thereof
fulfilled
thirty days after the exchange
my said
said proclamation
the
exchange of
of my
proclamation for
for the
instrument
of
ratification
of
the
Government of
instrument
ratification
Government
United States
of
of the United
States of
Venezuela,
Venezuela, as is provided for in Article
Article XIX
XIX of the said definitive
definitive
agreement;
agreement;
AND WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, the proclamation
proclamation of
of the
the said
said trade
trade agreement
by
agreement by
the President of the United
United States of America and
the ratification
ratification
and the
thereof by the Government of the United States
of Venezuela
were
States of
Venezuela were
duly exchanged
exchanged at the city of
Washington on
on November
November 14,
14, 1940;
1940;
of Washington
Date of
of entryinto
into
Date
Now, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, be itit known
known that I, Franklin
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
fore,
force
of entry
definitive
of
definitive
agreement.
waement.
President of
United States
President
of the
the United
States of America,
America, supplementing
supplementing my said
said
November 16, 1939,
proclamation of November
hereby proclaim
that the
the said
said
1939, do hereby
proclaim that
definitive
agreement of November
November 6, 1939, will enter into full force
definitive agreement
on December 14, 1940.
1940.

IN
hand and
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set my
my hand
and caused
caused
America to be affixed.
the Seal of the United States of America
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
twenty-seventh day
day of
Washington this
this twenty-seventh
of
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

November in the year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty, and of the Independence
Independence of the
the
United States of America the one
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
one hundred
sixty-fifth.

By the President:
Commix
HULL
COIDuL HLL
Secretary of
Secretary
State.
of State.

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

-

- -
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TRADE-NOV.
VENEZUELA- RECIPROCAL TRADENOV.6,
6, 1939
VENEZUELA-RECIPROCAL

EXCHANGE
NOTES
EXCHANGE OF NOTES

Ambassador (Corrigan)
The American
(Corrigan) to the Venezuelan Minister for
American Ambassador
Foreign
Borges)
Affairs (Gil Borges)
Foreign Affairs
No.
44
No. 44

STATES
THE UNITED
EMBASSY
EMBASSY OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

Caracas,
1989.
Caracas,November 6, 1939.
EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
Excellency that it is the underIIhave the honor to inform Your Excellency
standing
Article XVIII of the Trade
Trade AgreeAgreemy Government
Government that Article
of my
standing of
manner supplement
supplement or modify
modify
ment signed today does not in any manner
between the
the
provisions of treaties and conventions
conventions in force between
the provisions
Venezuela.
United States of America and the United States of Venezuela.
Accept,
assurances of my highest
highest conconExcellency, the renewed assurances
Accept, Excellency,
sideration.
sideration.
F
RANK P.
P.CORRIGAN
CORRIGAN
FRANK
E. GIL
His Excellency
Excellency Dr.
Gth BORGES,
BORGES,
Dr. E.
His
Minister
Foreign Affairs,
for Foreign
Ministerfor
Caracas,
Caracas, Venezuela.

The
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs (Gil
Borges) to the
(Gil Borges)
Ministerfor
Venezuelan Minister
The Venezuelan
(Corrigan)
American
Ambassador (Corrigan)
American Ambassador
DE VENEZUELA
ESTADOS
IJNIDOS DE
VENEZUELA
ESTADOS UNIDOS
MINISTERIO DE
EXTERIORES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
DE RELACIONES
MINISTERIO
DIRECCION
DIRECCION

ECONOMICA
DE
POLITICA ECONOMICA
DE POLITICA
SECCI6N DE
ECONOMIA
DE ECONOMfA
SECCI6N
NO. 5183-5
5183-E
NO.

CARACAS,
noviembre de
de 19S9.
1989.
6 de
de noviembre
CARACAS, 6

S
ENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SENOR
Gobierno
Tengo el
Vuestra Excelencia
Excelencia que mi Gobiemo
informar aaVuestra
de informar
el honor
honor de
Tengo
entiende
Articulo XVIII del
firrnado
del Tratado de Comercio firmado
el Articulo
que el
entiende que
boy,
forma suplementa
suplementa o
disposiciones de los
modifica las disposiciones
o modifies
ninguna forma
en ninguna
hoy, en
Tratados
yConvenios
Estados Unidos
Unidos de Venezuela
Venezuela
entre los Estados
en vigor entre
Convenios en
Tratados y
Unidos de
America.
de America.
Estados Unidos
los Estados
yylos
Valgome
°emit% pars
Excelencia las
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
renovar a
para renovar
la ocasi6n
de la
Valgome de
seguridades
de
mi
mâs
alta
consideracien.
seguridades de mi mas alta consideraci6n.
E
GIL BOROES
BORGES
E GIL
Al
Excelentisimo
Serior
FRANK
P.
CORRIGAN
CORRIGAN
P.
FRANK
Sefior
Al Excelentisimo
Embajador Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
ExtraordinarioyyPlenipotenciario
Embajador
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
Venezuela.
en Venezuela.
America en
de America
los Estados
de
Presents.—
Presente.-

2403

2404
2404

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS 01.11ER
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

(Translation]
[Translation]

UNITED STATES
STATES OF
VENEZUELA
UNITED
OF VENEZUELA
MINISTRY OF
FOREIGN RELATIONS
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
RELATIONS
BUREAU OF
OF ECONOMIC
BUREAU
ECONOMIC POLICY
POLICY
ECONOMICS
SECTION
ECONOMICS SECTION
NO. 5I83—E
NO.
5183-E

CARACAS,
CARACAS, November 6, 1989.
1939.
M
R. AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
MR.
honor to
to inform
inform Your
Excellency that
that my
my Government
IIhave the
the honor
Your Excellency
Government
understands
understands that Article XVIII of the Treaty
signed
Treaty of Commerce
Commerce signed
today in no wise supplements
modifies the provisions
supplements or modifies
of the
the Treaties
Treaties
provisions of
and Conventions
between the United
Conventions in effect between
United States
States of
of Venezuela
Venezuela and
and
the United
the
America.
United States
States of
of America.
I
the occasion
occasion to
to renew
to Your
Your Excellency
Excellency the
the
I avail
avail myself
myself of
of the
renew to
assurances of my highest consideration.
assurances
consideration.
E.GIL
GIL BORGES
BORGES
E.
His
Excellency F
RANK P
CORRIGAN,
His Excellency
FRANK
P..CORRIGAN,
Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
United States of America in Venezuela,
of the United
City.
City.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

GREAT BRITAINNAVAL AND AIR BASES-SEPT.
BASES--SEPT.2, 1940
BRITAIN-NAVAL
GREAT

Great Britain
Arrangement between
between the
the United
America and Great
Britain
of America
States of
United States
Arrangement
signed
respecting naval
air bases.
bases. Effected by exchange of notes signed
and air
naval and
respecting

September 2, 1940.

Secretary of State (Hull)
The
(Lothian) to the Secretary
Ambassador (Lothian)
British Ambassador
The British
BRITISH EMBASSY,
EMBASSY,
BRrTISH

W ASHINGTON, D.
D.C.,
WASHINGOTON,
September
September 2nd, 1940

SIm,
I
the honour
instructions from His Majesty's Princiunder instructions
honour under
have the
I have
pal
Secretary
of
State
for
Foreign Affairs
inform you that in
Affairs to inform
Foreign
for
State
of
Secretary
pal
view
the friendly
friendly and
Majesty's
sympathetic interest of His Majesty's
and sympathetic
of the
view of
Government in
Kingdom in the national
national security
security of the
the United Kingdom
in the
Government
United States
and their
their desire
strengthen the ability
ability of the United
to strengthen
desire to
States and
United
States
cooperate effectively
other nations of the Americas
Americas
with the other
effectively with
to cooperate
States to
in the
the defence
defence of
the Western
Western Hemisphere,
Hemisphere, His Majesty's
Government
Majesty's Government
of the
in
freely
will
Government of the United
United States, freely
will secure the grant to the Government
establishment
and without
immediate establishment
consideration, of the lease for immediate
without consideration,
and
and use
and air
air bases and facilities
facilities for entrance
entrance thereto
naval and
of naval
use of
and
and the
protection thereof,
Peninsula
thereof, on the Avalon Peninsula
and protection
operation and
the operation
and
coast
and
on the
the southern
Newfoundland, and on the east coast
of Newfoundland,
coast of
southern coast
and on
and
on the
Bermuda.
the Great Bay of Bermuda.
and on
Furthermore, in
of the
the above
view of the desire
desire of the
and in view
above and
view of
in view
Furthermore,
in
United
States
to
acquire
additional
air
naval
bases
the Caribnaval
and
air
United States to acquire additional
a
place a
endeavouring
without
bean
and
in
British
Guiana,
and
endeavouring
to
bean and in British
and
monetary
or
commercial
many
intangible
tangible
the
upon
value
commercial
monetary or
rights and
and properties
properties involved,
involved, His Majesty's Government
Government will make
rights
available to
immediate establishment
establishment and use
the United States for immediate
to the
available
naval and
air bases
bases and
and facilities
facilities for entrance
entrance thereto and the operaand air
naval
tion
protection thereof, on the eastern
eastern side of the Bahamas, the
and protection
tion and
southern coast
coast of
western coast of St. Lucia,
Lucia, the west
west
Jamaica, the western
of Jamaica,
southern
coast of
of Trinidad
Trinidad *in
Paris, in the island of Antigua
Antigua
of Paria,
the Gulf of
in the
coast
and
British Guiana
Guiana within
Georgetown, in exchange
exchange
miles of Georgetown,
fifty miles
within fifty
in British
and in
for naval
military equipment
equipment and
material which
which the United
and material
and military
naval and
for
States
Government will
will transfer
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government.
Government.
to His
transfer to
States Government
paragraphs
All
the
bases
and
facilities
referred
to
in
preceding
paragraphs
preceding
the
in
All the bases and facilities referred to
will
be
leased
to
the
United
States
for
a
period
ninety-nine
years,
years,
ninety-nine
of
a
period
for
States
United
will be leased to the
to be
compensation
free
from
all
rent
and
charges
other
such
compensation
than
other
charges
and
free from all rent
comto
mutually
agreed
on
to
be
paid
by
the
United
States
in
comorder
States
United
the
by
paid
be
to
on
agreed
mutually
or
expropriation
by
loss
for
property
pensate
owners
private
property
expropriation
or
private
of
owners
the
pensate
damage
of the
the establishment
establishment of
facilities
of the bases and facilities
out of
arising out
damage arising
in question.

2405

September 2,
2, 1940
194t)
[E. A.
A. B. No.
No. 1811
[E.

September
S. I81]

2406
2406

INTERNATIONAL
OTHEI-t THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

His
Majesty's Government,
Government, in
in the
leases to
will
His Majesty's
the leases
to be
be agreed
agreed upon,
upon, will
grant
the United
United States
period of
of the
the leases
all the
the rights,
grant to
to the
States for
for the
the period
leases all
rights,
power, and
and authority
the bases
bases leased,
leased, and
and within
the limits
power,
authority within
within the
within the
limits
of
the
territorial
waters
and
air
spaces
adjacent
to
or
in
the
vicinity
of the territorial waters and air spaces adjacent to or in the vicinity
of such
such bases,
bases, necessary
necessary to
to provide
provide access
access to
to and
and defence
defence of
of such
such
of
bases,
provisions for
their control.
control.
bases, and
and appropriate
appropriate provisions
for their
Without
prejudice to
to the
the above-mentioned
of the
the United
United
Without prejudice
above-mentioned rights
rights of
States
authorities and
their jurisdiction
leased areas,
areas, the
the
States authorities
and their
jurisdiction within
within the
the leased
adjustment and reconciliation
adjustment
between the
of the
authorireconciliation between
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
the authorities of the United States within
within these
areas and the
jurisdiction of
of
these areas
the jurisdiction
the authorities
territories in
in which
authorities of the territories
which these
are situated,
situated,
these areas are
shall
common agreement.
shall be
be determined
determined by
by common
agreement.
The exact
location
and bounds of
exact
and
aforesaid bases,
bases, the
necessary
of the
the aforesaid
the necessary
seaward, coast
defences, the
the location
of sufficient
sufficient
coast and anti-aircraft
anti-aircraft defences,
location of
military garrisons, stores and other necessary
necessary auxiliary
auxiliary facilities
facilities
shall
be determined
determined by
common agreement.
shall be
by common
agreement.
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government
are prepared
prepared to
to designate
designate immediately
immediately
Government are
experts
with experts
of the
the United
States for
for these
these purposes.
purposes.
experts to
to meet
meet with
experts of
United States
Should these experts be unable
unable to agree
in any
any particular
agree in
particular situation,
situation,
except in the case of Newfoundland
Newfoundland and Bermuda,
Bermuda, the
matter shall
shall
the matter
be settled by the Secretary
of
State
of
the
United
States
and
Secretary
His
Majesty's Secretary
Secretary of State
for Foreign
State for
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
IIhave the honour to be, with the highest
highest consideration,
Sir,
consideration, Sir,
obedient, humble
servant,
Your most obedient,
humble servant,
LOTHIAN
LOTHIAN
Honourable Cosmmi.
The Honourable
COBDELL HULL,
Secretary
Secretary of State
the United
State of
of the
United States,
States,
Washington,
D. C.
Washington, D.
C.

The Secretary
Secretary of State
the British
British Ambassador
(Lothian)
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
to the
Ambassador (Lothian)
DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
TATE
OF S
STATE

W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
2, 1940.
1940.
September 2,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENi
r:
IIhave received your note of September 2,
2, 1940, of which the text
is as
as follows:
follows:
Lease of naval and
ad
ntva
air bases,of
etc.,
without
consideration.
consideration.

airnse

I
have the
under instructions
instructions from
from His
Majesty's PrinPrinHis Majesty's
honour under
the honour
I have
cipal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
cipal
Affairs to inform you that
that
friendly and sympathetic
in view of the friendly
sympathetic interest
interest of His Majesty's Government
Government in the United Kingdom
Kingdom in the national sesecurity of the United
United States and their
desire to
to strengthen
the
their desire
strengthen the
ability of the United
United States
States to cooperate
cooperate effectively
effectively with
with the
the
in the defene
other nations of the Americas
Americas in
defence of
of the Western
Western
Hemisphere, His Majesty's Government
Hemisphere,
Government will secure
secure the grant
grant
to the Government of the United States, freely
freely and without
without
consideration,
consideration, of the lease
lease for immediate
immediate establishment
establishment and use

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]

AIR BASES-SEPT.
GREAT
BRITAIN— NAVAL AND AM
BASES— SEPT.2, 1940
GREAT BRITAIN-NAVAL

of
naval and
entrance thereto
thereto and
and air bases and facilities for entrance
of naval
the
operation and protection
protection thereof, on the Avalon
Avalon Peninsula
Peninsula
the operation
southern coast of Newfoundland,
coast
Newfoundland, and on the east coast
on the southern
and on
and on the Great Bay of Bermuda.
Furthermore,
Furthermore, in view of the above and in view of the desire
additional air and naval bases
acquire additional
bases
of the United States to acquire
Caribbean and in British Guiana, and without
without endeavourendeavourin the Caribbean
commercial value upon the many
many
monetary or commercial
ing to
to place aa monetary
involved, His MajMajproperties involved,
intangible rights and properties
tangible and intangible
esty's Government
United States for
available to the United
will make available
Government will
esty's
establishment and use naval and air bases and faciliimmediate establishment
ties
protection thereof,
operation and protection
thereto and the operation
for entrance
entrance thereto
ties for
Bahamas, the southern
southern coast of Jathe eastern side of the Bahamas,
on the
maica,
west coast of Trinidad
Trinidad
western coast of St. Lucia, the west
maica, the western
in
the Gulf
Gulf of
of Paria,
Antigua and in British
British
island of Antigua
the island
in the
Paria, in
in the
Guiana within
Georgetown, in exchange
exchange for naval
fifty miles of Georgetown,
within fifty
Guiana
and
equipment and
material which the United States
and material
military equipment
and military
Majesty's Government.
Government
will
transfer
to
Majesty's
Government.
His
Government will transfer
preceding parathe preceding
in
to
All
the
bases
referred
referred
facilities
and
All the bases
of ninetya
period
for
graphs
will
be
the
United
States
a
period
States
United
to
the
leased
be
will
graphs
such
than
other
nine
years,
free
from
and
charges
charges
rent
all
from
free
years,
nine
United
by
compensation
to
be
agreed
be
paid
the
United
to
on
agreed
mutually
be
to
compensation
States
order to
compensate the
owners of private property
property
the owners
to compensate
in order
States in
for
by expropriation
expropriation or
damage arising
arising out of the estabor damage
loss by
for loss
lishment
the bases and facilities in question.
lishment of the
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government,
agreed upon,
Government, in the leases to be agreed
His
will grant
to the United
United States for the period of the leases all the
grant to
will
rights,
within the bases leased, and within
authority within
and authority
power, and
rights, power,
the limits
the territorial
territorial waters and air spaces
spaces adjacent
adjacent to
of the
limits of
the
or in
the vicinity
vicinity of
of such
necessary to provide access to
such bases, necessary
in the
or
and defence
of such
such bases,
bases, and
and appropriate
appropriate provisions for their
defence of
and
control.
Without
prejudice to
the above-mentioned
United
above-mentioned rights of the United
to the
Without prejudice
areas,
States
authorities
and
their
jurisdiction
within
leased
leased
the
within
States authorities and their jurisdiction
the
of
the
adjustment
and
reconciliation
between
jurisdiction
the
between
reconciliation
and
the adjustment
authorities
of
the
United
States
within
areas
and
juristhe
and
areas
these
within
States
United
of
the
authorities
diction
of the
territories in which these areas
of the territories
authorities of
the authorities
diction of
are situated,
situated, shall
shall be
by common
common agreement.
agreement.
determined by
be determined
are
The
exact location
aforesaid bases,
bases, the necesnecesthe aforesaid
of the
bounds of
and bounds
location and
The exact
sary
seaward, coast
coast and
defences, the location
location of
anti-aircraft defences,
and anti-aircraft
sary seaward,
sufficient military
stores and
and other necessary
necessary auxiligarrisons, stores
military garrisons,
sufficient
ary facilities
facilities shall
determined by
by common
agreement.
common agreement.
be determined
shall be
ary
His Majesty's
Majesty's Government
Government are
to designate
designate immediimmediprepared to
are prepared
His
ately
experts
to
meet
with
experts
of
the
United
States
for
these
ately experts to meet with experts of the United States for these
purposes.
Should these
experts be
to agree in any partiunable to
be unable
these experts
purposes. Should
cular situation,
situation, except
except in
the case
case of
Newfoundland and Berof Newfoundland
in the
cular
muda, the
matter shall
be settled
settled by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State of
shall be
the matter
muda,
the
United
States
and
His
Majesty's
Secretary
of
State
for
State
of
the United States and His Majesty's Secretary

Affairs.
Foreign Affairs.

74
l-193470*-41--Pr. 11-74
193470-41-PT.

2407
2407

Additional bases
Additional
made available
available on exmade
change basis.
change

Duration of leae.
lease.
Duration

2408

Transfer of U.
Transfer
destroyers.
destroyers.

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
STAT.

I
directed by
President to
to your
your note
note as
as follows:
follows:
reply to
to reply
the President
by the
I am
am directed
The
Government
of
the
United
States
appreciates
the
declarations
The Government of the United States appreciates the declarations
and the
the generous
generous action
action of
His Majesty's
Government as
as contained
contained
of His
Majesty's Government
and
in
which are
destined to
national
the national
to enhance
enhance the
are destined
communication which
in your
your communication
security of
United States
strengthen its
its ability
ability to
to
to strengthen
greatly to
and greatly
States and
of the
the United
security
cooperate
effectively with
the other
other nations
the Americas
Americas in
in the deof the
nations of
with the
cooperate effectively
fense of
of the
the Western
Western Hemisphere.
Hemisphere. It
It therefore
therefore gladly
gladly accepts
accepts the
fense
proposals.
proposals.
The
Government of
States will immediately
immediately designate
of the
the United
United States
The Government
Majesty's Governexperts
to
meet
with
experts
designated
Majesty's
Governby
His
experts to meet with experts designated
determine upon the
location of
bases
of the naval and air bases
the exact location
ment to determine
mentioned
acknowledgment.
communication under acknowledgment.
mentioned in your communication
sS. In
consideration of the declarations
In consideration
declarations above
above quoted, the Government
Government
immediately transfer
transfer to
Majesty's Govto His Majesty's
Govof the United
United States
States will immediately
ernment fifty
United States
States Navy destroyers
destroyers generally
generally referred
referred to
to
ernment
fifty United
as the twelve
twelve hundred-ton
hundred-ton type.
Accept,
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest conAccept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
sideration.
sideration.
CORDFLL
CORDE.L HULL

His Excellency
Excellency
The Right Honorable
Honorable The MARQUESS
M ARQUESS OF
OF LOTHIAN,
LOTHIAN, C. H.,
H.,
British. Ambassador.
Ambassador.
British

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

2409
2409

CANADA-GREAT
FISHERIES-FEB.
CANADA- GREAT LAKES
LAKES FISHERIESFEB.29, 1940
1940

Agreement between
the United
Canada concerning
concerning
Agreement
between the
United States
States of
of America
America and
and Canada
the establishment
establishment of a
a Board
Inquiryfor the Great
Great Lakes Fisheries.
Board of Inquiry
Fisheries.
Effected by exchange of
signed February
February 29,
29, 1940;
1940; effective
effective
of notes signed
February
February29,
29, 1940.
1940.

February

29, 1940
February 29,1940
[E.
A. 8.
S. No. 1821
182]
[E. A.

Secretary of
State (Hull)
(Hull) to
to the
Canadian?, Minister
Minister (Christie)
(Christie)
The Secretary
of State
the Canadian
DEPARTMENT
or STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT OF
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
February 29,
29, 1940
1940
February

SIR:
With
reference to
proposals which
under consideration
consideration
With reference
to proposals
which have
have been
been under
between
governments at
Ottawa and
and Washingbetween representatives
representatives of
of our
our governments
at Ottawa
Washington concerning the establishment
establishment of an International
International Board
Board of InInquiry
to consider
consider and
recommend measures
for the
the conservation
of
quiry to
and recommend
measures for
conservation of
the
honor to
confirm my underthe Great
Great Lakes fisheries,
fisheries, I
I have the
the honor
to confirm
such aa Board
standing that an agreement
agreement for the establishment
establishment of such
Board
has been
been reached
has
reached in the
following terms:
terms:
the following
(1) The
The Board
for the
Lakes Fisheries
Fisheries
(1)
Board of
of Inquiry
Inquiry for
the Great
Great Lakes
shall
consist of four
members, two to
shall be established,
established, and
and shall consist
four members,
be appointed
appointed by
the United
States of
of AmerAmerbe
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
ica
appointed by the
Canadian Government
ica and
and two to
to be appointed
the Canadian
Government within
three
from the
date of
this agreement.
agreement.
three months
months from
the date
of this
(2) The
Board shall
make a
a study
study of
of the
taking of
of fish
fish in
in
the taking
(2)
The Board
shall make
the
study to
to be
undertaken as
as soon
as pracpracthe Great
Great Lakes,
Lakes, such
such study
be undertaken
soon as
ticable.
report of
its investigations
Board shall
shall make
make aa report
of its
investigations
ticable. The
The Board
to
the two
and shall
shall make
recommendations as
as to
to
to the
two governments
governments and
make recommendations
the
preserving and
developing the
of the
the
fisheries of
for preserving
and developing
the fisheries
the methods
methods for
Great
Great Lakes.
appreciate it
if you will
inform me whether
whether the terms of
II shall
shall appreciate
it if
will inform
the agreement
agreement as
as herein
herein set
are in
in accordance
with the
the underunderset forth
forth are
accordance with
the
standing
of your
your Government.
If they
it is
is suggested
suggested that
that the
the
standing of
Government. If
they are,
are, it
agreement
be considered
as becoming
on this
date.
agreement be
considered as
becoming effective
effective on
this date.
Accept,
Sir, the
the renewed
assurances of
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
Accept, Sir,
renewed assurances
consideration.
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
The Honorable
The
Honorable
LORING
C. CHRISTIE,
CHRISTIE,
LORING C.
Minister
Canada.
Minister of
of Canada.

Terms ofagreement.
of agreement.
Terms
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The
(Christie) to
to the
Secretary of
of State
State (Hull)
(Hull)
the Secretary
Minister (Christie)
CanadianMinister
The Castadiam.
No. 74
74
No.

CANADIAN LEGATION
LEGATION
CANADIAN

W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON

February 29, 1940
February

SIR,
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
receipt of
of your
your Note
Note of
of
the receipt
II have
have the
the honour
honour to
February 29th,
and, with
with reference
reference to
to proposals
proposals which
have
which have
1940, and,
February
29th, 1940,
been
consideration between
representatives of the Canadian
Canadian
between representatives
under consideration
been under
Governments concerning
establishment of
of
concerning the establishment
and United
United States Governments
an
International Board of
Inquiry to consider and recommend
recommend measof Inquiry
an International
ures for
the conservation
conservation of the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes fisheries, II have the
ures
for the
honour
to
confirm
your
understanding
that
agreement for
for the
the
an agreement
honour to confirm your understanding that an
establishment of such
such a.
a Board has been reached.
The
communicated to me
me
The terms
terms of
of this agreement
agreement which
which you
you have communicated
are
are as follows:
follows:
(1) A
Board of
Inquiry for the Great Lakes fisheries
fisheries shall
shall be
of Inquiry
(1)
A Board
and shall consist of four members,
established, and.
members, two to be apAmerica
pointed by the Government
Government of the United States of America
and two to be appointed by the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government within
three months from
from the date of this agreement.
(2) The Board
Board shall make a
a study
study of
of the taking
taking of fish in
in
undertaken as
the Great Lakes, such study
study to be undertaken
as soon as pracpracBoard shall make
make aa report
report of its investigations
investigations
ticable. The Board
Governments and shall make
recommendations as to
to the two
two Governments
make recommendations
and developing the fisheries
fisheries of the
the methods
methods for
for preserving
preserving and
Great Lakes.
I
instructed, to
comterms of the agreement as comI am
am instructed
to state that the terms
municated
understanding of
of the
municated to me
me are
are in accordance
accordance with the understanding
Canadian Government.
Government.
Canadian
I
Canadian GovI am
am further
further instructed
instructed to
to inform
inform you that
that the Canadian
ernment
concurs in
suggestion that
that the agreement
agreement be considernment concurs
in your suggestion
effective on
on this
this date
date and
will accordingly
accordingly consider
consider
ered as
as becoming
becoming effective
and will
it as becoming
becoming effective
effective on
on this date.
I have the honour to be, with the highest
I
highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Your
humble servant,
servant,
Your most obedient,
obedient, humble
LORING
LORING C.
C.CHRISTIE
CHRISTIE
ORDELL HULL,
HULL,
The Hon.
Hon. C
COBDELL
Secretary of State of the United
United States,
Secretary
Washington:
D.
C.
Washington: D. C.
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STAT.]
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HAITI—
FINANCES--SEPT.27,
27, 1940
1940
HAITI-FINANCES-SEPT.

Supplementary agreement
United States of America and
agreement between the United
Supplementary
respecting
Haiti
further modifying the
the agreement
agreement of August 7, 1983, respecting
Haitifurther
Haitian
effective October 1,
I,
finances. Signed September 27, 1940; effective
Haitianfinances.
1940.
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September 27,1940
27, 1940
September
[E. A. S. No.
No. 183]
184]
[E.

ADDITIONNEL
SUPPLEMENTARY
EXECUTIVE
EXECUTIVE ACCORD EXECUTIF ADDITIONNEL
SUPPLEMENTARY
ENTRE
LES
ETATSUNIS
ETATS-UNIS
ENTRE
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
THE
BETWEEN
AGREEMENT
REPUBLID'
AMERIQUE ET LA
LA REPUBLID'AMERIQUE
UNITED STATES
AND THE RERESTATES AND
UNITED
QUE D'HAITI
D'
HAITI
QUE
PUBLIC OF HAITI
PUBLIC

plenipotentiaundersigned plenipotentiaThe undersigned
ries, duly authorized
authorized by their reagreed
spective Governments, have agreed
Supplementary
upon the following Supplementary
Executive Agreement:
Agreement:
Executive
ARTICLE
ARTICLE II

Les
Plenipotentiaires,
sousLes Plenipotentiaires,
signs,
dilment
autorises
leurs
par
signes, diment autorises
sont
Gouvemements
respectifs,
sont
respectifs,
Gouvernements
convenus
l'Accord Additionnel
Additionnel
convenus de l'Accord
suivant:
Awriax II
ARTICLE

Deposit of receipts.
receipts.
ler. Octobre 1940 et Deposit
A partir du 1er.
A
On and after October 1, 1940
jusqu'au 30 Septembre
Septembre 1941 inand
and until and including Septem- jusqu'au
les fonds
clusivement,
tons
tous
received clusivement,
ber 30, 1941, all monies received
recouvres par ou pour le Gouverby
Government recouvres
or for the Haitian Government
by or
nement Haitien seront deposes,
shall be deposited in the National nement
Gouvernement Haiau credit du Gouvernement
Bank
of the Republic of Haiti to an
Bank of
tien,
a
la
Banque
is
Nationale de la
Haitian GoverneGoverne- tien, a la Banque Nationale
the credit of the Haitian
Republique
d'Haiti
a
l'exception
l'exception
a
d'Haiti
ment with
exception of the Republique
the exception
with the
ment
sommes suivantes qui seront
seront
des sommes
following sums which will be des
following
Represendu
credit
deposees
an
Represenau
deposees
deposited to the credit
credit of the
deposited
recettes
5% des recettes
1. les 5%
Fiscal: 1.
Fiscal Representative:
Representative: 1. the five tant Fiscal:
l'Article
douanie.res
prevues
l'Article
iX
A
prevues
douanieres
revenues
per centum of customs
2.
1933,
de
l'Accord
du
7
Ao6t
1933,
et
Aoit
7
l'Accord
de
Acthe
foreseen
in
Article
IX
of
Acforeseen in
48 Stat. 1780; 52
2
48
les
valeurs
exigibles
les
pour
exigibles
valeurs
les
the
cord
of
7,
1933,
1
Stat. 1473;
1473; 53 Stat.
2.
tlt.
and
1933,'
Stat.
of
August
cord
1923,
2402.
402.
1923,
paiements afferents
afferents au service des
amounts
amounts needed for payments paiements
paied'emprunt, lesquels palecontrats d'emprunt,
connected
connected with execution of the contrats
is periode
periode susmenments, durant la
Loan Contracts which payments
payments ments,
Loan
tionnee, consisteront
consisteront en les valeurs
during
during the period mentioned shall tionnee,
necessaires
consist
necessary necessaires pour payer les interets
the amounts necessary
of the
consist of
sur thus
circulation
les titres en circulation
tous les
to
interest on all out- sur
the interest
pay the
to pay
emis
d'apres
contrats
d'emprunt
d'emprunt
contrats
les
d'apres
emis
the
standing
standing bonds issued under
des
6
Octobre
1922
2
.
6
1925,
Mai 1925,
26
et
1922
Octobre
6
des
1922
6,
Loan Contracts of October
additionet
3.
recettes
les
toutes
3.
et
and
May
26,
1925,
3.
all
addiand
and May 26, 1925,
que le Gouvernement
Gouvemement Haitional
receipts which the Haitian nelles que
tional receipts
aura recouvreffi
pendant
recouvrees pendant
tien aura
Government
Government will collect during the tien
fiscale 1940-1941 en sus
l'annee fiscale
1940-1941 over and Pam&
fiscal year 1940-1941
la valeur portee
port& au
an budget
de la
above
carried in the de
above the amount carried
1938-1939
et
en
sus
budget
1938-1939 and over and 1938-1939 et en sus de toutes
budget 1938-1939
autres valeurs
qui peuvent
peuvent etre
valeurs qui
above all other amounts
amounts which
which autres

agreements of
1[Executive
Agreement Series
also the
the modifying
modifying agreements
of
No. 46; see also
Series No.
[Executive Agreement
January 13
13 and
July 1, 1938,
1938, and July
July 8, 1939 (Executive
(Executive Agreement
Agreement Series
Series Nos.
Nos.
and July
January
117,
150).1
117, 128, and 150).]
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Suspension of cerSuspension
tain provisions.
provisions.
48 Stat. 1781, 1783.
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STAT.

may be
the
necessary by the
deemed necessary
be deemed
may
Secretary of
State for
for Finance
Finance in
in
of State
Secretary
accord with
RepresentaFiscal Representawith the Fiscal
accord
tive, to
extraorexpended as extraorbe expended
to be
tive,
dinary appropriations
meet
to meet
appropriations to
dinary
serious emergencies.
emergencies.
serious

Secr6taire
jugees
necessaires par le Secretaire
jug6es necessaires
Finances d'accord
d'accord avec
des Finances
d'Etat des
le
Repr6sentant Fiscal, pour etre
le Representant
consacrees comme
affectations
comme affectations
consacrees
extraordinaires, en
en vue de faire
extraordinaires,
face
circonstances extraordiface aades circonstances
naires
et impr6vues.
naires et

II
ARTICLE II
ARTICLE

ARTICLE
II
ARTICLE II

The
provisions of
of the
the first sensenThe provisions
tence
first
tence of Article XI and the first
XVI
and last sentences of Article XVI
Accord of August 7, 1933,
of the
the Accord
to the extent
only to the
extent and only
to
extent
inconbe inconmay be
they may
that they
extent that
provisions of
sistent with the provisions
Article I
Accord, shall be
I of
of this
this Accord,
Article
suspended so long as this
this SuppleSupplesuspended
Agreement
mentary Executive
Executive Agreement
mentary
remains in effect.
remains
Signed
Port-au-Prince, in
Signed at Port-au-Prince,
duplicate,
in
the
french
duplicata, in the english and french
languages, this
day of
of SeptemSeptemlanguages,
this 27
27 day
hundred and forty.
ber nineteen
nineteen hundred

Les effets
dispositions de
la
de la
des dispositions
Les
effets des
premiere phrase
phrase de
PArticle XI et
et
de l'Article
premiere
de la
premiere et de la derniere
derniere
la premiere
de
phrases
Particle XVI de l'Acl'Acphrases de l'article
cord du
du 77 Aott
Aoilt 1933 seront, en
cord
seulement qu'ils sont contant seulement
traires aux
Particle
dispositions de l'article
aux dispositions
traires
Accord, suspremier du present Accord,
tent que cet Accord
Accord
pendus, tant
Executif
Additionnel
restera
Executif Additionnel restera en
vigueur
vigueur
en
foi, en double,
double, en
Fait de bonne foi,
anglais
frangais, a
a Port-auen frangais,
anglais et
et en
Prince, le 27 Septembre
Septembre mil neuf
Prince,
cent quarante.

EDWARD
PARKS
J S
SPARKS
EDWARD J

LtON LALEAII
LEON
LALEAU

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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CANADA-RECIPROCAL
TRADE-DEC.
CANADA— RECIPROCAL TRADE—
DEC.30, 1939

Supplementary agreement
United States
States of America
America and
Supplementary
agreement between the United
Canada
regard to fox
fox furs and
and skins the
Canada amending
amending with regard
the agreement
agreement of
November 17, 1988,
1938, respecting
Signed at Washington
respecting rectprocal
reciprocal trade.
trade. Signed
December 30,
proclaimed by the President
80, 1939; proclaimed
United States
President of the United
December 30, 1989;
1939; effective
provisionally January
effective provisionally
January 1, 1940.

December
December 30,
30, 1939
E
E.- A.
A. S.
B. No.
No. 184]
1841
II

THE PRESIDENT
Br THE
PRESIDENT OF
Br
or THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMERICA.
AMERICA.

A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.

WHREAS it is provided
provided in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
WyrneyAs

Preamble.
Preamble.

of the United States of America,
America, as amended
amended by the Act of
of June 12,
19 U.
U. S.
S. 0.
O0i
.§§ 1351135119
1934, entitled
entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930"
1930" (48 Stat. 1354;
1354; Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
§§ 1351,
1351,
§§
1352.
1352.
943), which amending Act was extended
extended by Joint Resolution of Ant,
Ante, p.
107.
p. 107.
Congress, approved March 1, 1937 (50
(50 Stat. 24),
24), as follows:
follows:

"Sec. 350. (a)
(a) For the purpose of expanding
expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United
United States
States (as a
a means of assisting
assisting
in the present
present emergency
emergency in restoring
restoring the American
American standard
standard of
of
living, in overcoming
overcoming domestic unemployment
unemployment and
and the present
present
economic
economic depression, in increasing
purchasing power
increasing the purchasing
power of
of the
the
American
American public, and in establishing
establishing and maintaining
better
maintaining aa better
relationship among various
various branches
branches of American
American agriculture,
relationship
industry, mining, and commerce)
commerce) by regulating
regulating the admission of
of
foreign goods into the United
accordance with the
United States in accordance
characteristics and needs of various
various branches
characteristics
branches of
of American
American production so that foreign markets
available to
markets will be made available
to those
branches
branches of American
require and are capable
capable
American production
production which require
of developing
developing such outlets by affording
affording corresponding
market
corresponding market
opportunities for foreign
foreign products in the United States, the
President, whenever
fact that any existing
existing duties
whenever he finds as aa fact
or other import restrictions of the United
United States or any foreign
foreign
country are unduly burdening and restricting
restricting the foreign trade
United
of the United States and that the purpose above declared will be
be
promoted
specified, is
authorized from
promoted by the means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
is authorized
from
time to timetime—
"(1)
agreements with
gov"(1) To enter
enter into foreign
foreign trade
trade agreements
with foreign governments or
instrumentalities thereof;
thereof; and
and
ernments
or instrumentalities
"(2)
modifications of existing
"(2) To proclaim
proclaim such
such modifications
existing duties and
import restrictions,
restrictions,
other import
import restrictions,
restrictions, or
or such
such additional
additional import
continuance, and for such minimum
minimum periods, of existing
existing
or such continuance,
customs or excise treatment of
covered by
foreign
customs
of any article covered
by foreign
appropriate to carry
carry out
out
trade agreements, as are required
required or
or appropriate
agreement that
that the
the President
President has
entered into
into
any foreign trade
trade agreement
has entered
hereunder. No proclamation
proclamation shall be made increasing
hereunder.
increasing or decreasing by more than 50 per centum any existing
existbg rate of duty
duty

2414
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[54 STAT.
[54

or transferring
any article
and free
free lists.
lists.
dutiable and
the dutiable
between the
article between
transferring any
or
The
proclaimed
duties
and
other
import
restrictions
shall
apply
apply
shall
restrictions
The proclaimed duties and other import
to articles
articles the
growth, produce,
of all
foreign
all foreign
manufacture of
or manufacture
produce, or
the growth,
to
countries,
whether
imported
directly,
or
indirectly:
Provided,
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided,
That the
the President
President may
may suspend
the application
application to articles the
suspend the
That
growth,
or manufacture
of any
because of its
country because
any country
manufacture of
produce, or
growth, produce,
discriminatory
treatment of
of American
American commerce
because of
commerce or because
discriminatory treatment
other
acts
or
policies
which
in
his
opinion
tend
defeat
the purdefeat
to
tend
opinion
his
in
which
policies
or
other acts
poses
set
forth
in
this
seCtion;
and
the
proclaimed
duties
and
and
duties
proclaimed
the
and
section;
this
poses set forth in
after
and
other
import
restrictions
shall
from
after
such
effect
in
be
shall
other import restrictions
time
as is
is specified
the proclamation.
The President may at
proclamation. The
in the
specified in
time as
any
time
terminate
any
such
proclamation
part."
any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part."

23.

53
53 Stat.
stat. 2348.

W HEREAS, pursuant
pursuant to
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, aa
said Tariff
the said.
to the
WHEREs,
Trade
Agreement
was
entered
into
the United
United States of
between the
Trade Agreement was entered into between
1938,11 which Agreement
November 17, 1938,
America
on. November
Agreement II did
and Canada on
America and
25, 1938
November
of
proclaim
public by
1938
proclamations
my proclamations
by my
make public
and make
proclaim and
between
force
and June
June 17,
and which
Agreement is now
now in
between the
which Agreement
1939, and
17, 1939,
and
countries;
two countries;
W HEREAS I,
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
of the
the United
United States
President of
Franklin D.
I, Franklin
WHEmAs
of
America,
have
found
as
a
fact
that
certain
duties of the
existing
certain
that
fact
a
as
found
have
of America,
the
restricting
United
States
of
America
are
unduly
burdening
restricting
and
burdening
unduly
are
America
of
United States
purpose
that
and
foreign
trade
of
the
United
States
America
the
America
of
States
United
foreign trade of the

amended by the said Act
as amended
of 1930,
declared in
in the
said Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
1930, as
Act
the said
5v, 1135declared

1351;
upp. V, §§ 1351
4; Sapp.
1352.
Ante, p.
p. 107.
107.

'nte

Text.

Text.

of June
June 12,
1931, as
by the said Joint Resolution of Conextended by
as extended
12, 1934,
of
gress,
approved March
March 1,
1, 1937,
1937, will
will be promoted
agreement
promoted by aatrade agreement
gress, approved
to
amend the
Trade Agreement
Agreement entered
entered into between
between
the Trade
and amend
supplement and
to supplement
the
United States
America and
Canada on November
November 17, 1938;
1938;
and Canada
of America
States of
the United
W
HEREAS, reasonable
reasonable public
public notice
notice of the
intention to negotiate
negotiate
the intention
WHEEms,
such
agreement was given and the views presupplementary trade agreement
such supplementary
sented
by
persons
interested
in the
the negotiation
such agreement
agreement
negotiation of such
in
interested
persons
sented by
were
received
and
considered;
considered;
and
were received
W
HEREAS, after
after seeking
seeking and obtaining information and advice
WHmERE,
the
with
respect
thereto
the United
United States
Commission, the
States Tariff Commission,
from the
with respect thereto from
other
from
and
Departments
of State, Agriculture, and Commerce,
other
Departments of
sources,
entered into
December 30, 1939,
1939,
Agreement on December
Trade Agreement
a Trade
into a
sources, II entered
through my
my duly
duly empowered
Plenipotentiary, with His Majesty the
empowered Plenipotentiary,
through
King
of Great
Britain, Ireland
beyond
Ireland and the British dominions beyond
Great Britain,
King of
duly
his
the
Seas,
Emperor
of
India,
in
respect
Canada,
through
Canada,
of
respect
in
India,
of
Emperor
Seas,
the
Trade
the
amend
and
empowered
Plenipotentiary,
to
supplement
amend
supplement
to
Plenipotentiary,
empowered
between the United States of America and
Agreement
entered. into
and
into between
Agreement entered
is
Agreement
Canada.
on
November
17,
1938,
which
supplementary
Agreement
supplementary
Canada on November 17, 1938, which
in words
words and
follows:
as follows:
figures as
and figures
in
Majesty
The
America and
and His Majesty
of the United States of America
President of
The President
beyond
dominions
the King
of Great
Ireland and the British dominions beyond
Britain, Ireland
Great Britain,
King of
the.
the Seas,
Seas, Emperor
Emperor of India,
India, in respect
respect of Canada;
Canada;
the
Considering
the.reciprocal
reciprocal concessions
concessions and advantages
advantages for the proConsidering the
motion of
trade provided
existing trade
trade agreement
agreement between
between
in the existing
for in
provided for
of trade
motion
the
States of
America and
Canada;
and Canada;
of America
United States
the United
[Eiteentive Agreement
Agreement Series
Series No. 149.]
149.]
[Executive

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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Taking cognizance of the emergency
emergency which has arisen with respect
respect
black fox furs and skins;
or
to the marketing of silver
agreement
Desiring to
purposes of the existing
existing trade
trade agreement
promote the purposes
to promote
Desiring
providing
by
Canada
between
the
United
States
of
America
providing
and
America
between the United States
products;
orderly
measures
to
assist
the
orderly
marketing
of
these
products;
in
measures
Have resolved
conclude an agreement
supplement and amend
amend
agreement to supplement
to conclude
resolved to
Have
Amerof
States
United
the
trade
agreement
entered
between
the
States
between
into
the trade agreement entered
purpose,
this
ica
and
Canada
on
November
1938,
and
for
have
17,
November
on
ica and Canada
through their
following
Plenipotentiaries, agreed on the following
respective Plenipotentiaries,
their respective
through
Articles:
Articles:

ARTICLE I
I
ArTICLE

During the
effectiveness of this Agreement, item 1519 (c) of Schedthe effectiveness
During
ule
II
of
the
trade
agreement entered
entered into between
between the United States
ule II of the trade agreement
1938, shall be suspended,
17,
of
America
and
Canada
November
suspended,
on
of America
substituted:
shall
and
in
lieu
thereof
the
item
be
substituted:
following
and in lieu thereof
United States
Tariff Act
Act
Tariff
of 1980
1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

1519
(C)
1519 (c)

Description
Article
Description of Article

Rate
Rate of
of Duty

Silver
or black
black fox
dressed or undressed,
skins, dressed
furs or skins,
fox furs
Silver or
not specially
specially provided
provided for
for
not

35% ad
35%
ad val
val.

53 Stat. 2389.
2389.
53

ARTICLE II
II
ARrTci
Quantitative
Quantitative regula-

1.
quantity of silver or black fox furs and tion.
aggregate quantity
total aggregate
The total
1. The
skins, parts
made wholly or in chief value of
articles made
thereof, and articles
parts thereof,
skins,
any of the foregoing, whether or not manufactured
manufactured in any manner
manner
or
entered,
extent, and silver or black foxes which may be entered,
or to any extent,
or
United States
consumption in the United
warehouse, for consumption
from warehouse,
withdrawn from
or withdrawn
1
December 1
of
America in
twelve-month period
period commencing on December
any twelve-month
in any
of America
in
the year 1940 or
subsequent year, shall be 100,000 units. For
or any subsequent
in the
the
period from
January 1,
November 30, 1940, inclusive, the
1940 to November
1, 1940
from January
the period
total aggregate
aggregate quantity of such furs
furs and skins, parts, articles, and
total
foxes which
which may
may be
be entered, or
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for conor withdrawn
foxes
sumption shall
units, less
km the
the number of silver or black fox
100,000 units,
be 100,000
shall be
sumption
furs
and skins (not including
including parts) and silver or black
black foxes enfurs and
tered,
or
withdrawn
from
warehouse,
for
consumption
during the
tered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during
by the
month
of
December
1939,
as
determined
made
public
public
and
month of December 1939, as determined
Secretary
of
the
Treasury
of
the
United
States
America.
For
America.
of
States
United
Secretary of the Treasury of the
or
the
purposes
of
this
Article,
a
unit
shall
a
black
silver
whole
a
be
shall
a
unit
the purposes of this Article,
fox fur
fur or
or skin
skin or
or any
separated part
article made
any article
or any
thereof or
part thereof
any separated
fox
wholly
or
in
chief
value
of
one
of
the
foregoing,
a
silver
or black
silver
a
or
foregoing,
the
of
one
of
value
chief
wholly or in
fox;
and
any
article
made
wholly
or
in
chief
value
of
or more
two
of
value
chief
in
or
wholly
made
article
fox; and any
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid furs,
shall be considered
considered as
skins, or parts thereof shall
furs, skins,
of the
consisting
such units in such article.
number of such
total number
the total
of the
consisting of
2. In
the principles
principles set
Article III
of
mH of
in Article
forth in
set forth
with the
accordance with
In accordance
2.
the
trade
agreement
entered
into
between
United
AmerAmerof
States
United
the
between
into
entered
agreement
trade
the
ica and
and Canada
on November
November 17,
17, 1938,
1938, a
a. share
share of the total quantity
Canada on
ica
of imports
in paragraph
paragraph 1
Article shall be illoallothis Article
of this
1 of
for in
provided for
imports provided
of

Allocations.
o
AlSoati.
53
2Sl.
3 Stat. 2351.
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cated to
to Canada
Canada equivalent
equivalent to
to the
the proportion
of the
the total
total imports
imports
proportion of
cated
for
consumption
into
the
United.
States
of
America
of
silver
or
black
for consumption into the United States of America of silver or black
fox furs
and skins
was supplied
by Canada
Canada during
during the
period
the period
supplied by
which was
skins which
fox
furs and
from January
1939 to
November 30,
30, 1939,
inclusive, and
and shares
shares to
to
1939, inclusive,
to November
1, 1939
January 1,
from
individual countries
other than
than Canada
be allocated
allocated on
on the
basis
the basis
may be
Canada may
countries other
individual
of
the proportion
total imports
supplied
and skins
skins supplied
furs and
of such
such furs
imports of
of the
the total
of the
proportion of
by
countries during
during the
the same
same period,
period, account
being taken
taken in
in so
so
account being
by such
such countries
far
practicable of
of any
any special
factors which
which may have affected
affected or
special factors
far as
as practicable
may be
be affecting
the trade
trade in
in such
such articles.
Accordingly, of the
total
the total
articles. Accordingly,
affecting the
may
number
of
units
which
may
be
entered,
or
withdrawn
from
warefrom
or
withdrawn
number of units which may be entered,
house, for
for consumption
the United
States of
of America
America during
during any
United States
in the
consumption in
house,
quota
no more
than 58,300
units shall be imported
imported from
58,300 units
more than
period, no
quota period,
Canada, nor
more than
41,700 units
from other
foreign countries:
countries:
other foreign
units from
than 41,700
nor more
Canada,
Provisos.
Proeisos.
Provided,
That
for
the
quota
period
from
January
1,
1940
to
NovemNovemto
1,
1940
January
from
period
the
quota
for
Deduction,
quota
That
Deduction, quota Provided,
period
1-Nov. 30
Jan. 1-N
period Jan.
specified
ber
30,
1940,
inclusive,
there
shall
be
deducted
such
specified
from
deducted
be
there
shall
1940,
inclusive,
ber
30,
30
ov.
1940.
quantities,
number of silver
silver or black fox furs and
the number
respectively, the
quantities, respectively,
skins
parts) and silver or black foxes imported
imported from
including parts)
skins (not including
Canada,
and
from
other
foreign
which
entered, or
were
entered,
which
countries,
Canada, and from other foreign
withdrawn
from
warehouse,
consumption
December
1939,
December
during
consumption
for
from
warehouse,
withdrawn
Treasury
Secretary of the Treasury of
public by the Secretary
as determined
determined and made public

That no more
Provided further,
America; Provided
the United
the
United States
States of
of America;
further, That
more than
25 per
per centum
centum of any quantity entitled to entry during any quota
period
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumpbe entered,
entered, or withdrawn
period may be
Allocation b:
by PresiAllocation
further, That the PresiProvided
single
month;
during
Presi.
tion
any
single
month;
and
Provided
U. 8.
S.
dent of U.
dent
United States of America
America may by proclamation
proclamation allocate
dent of the United
to
individual countries
countries other than Canada
Canada shares of such total numto individual
ber of units on the basis set forth above.
Canadian
certifiCanadian
of the
the
Government of
It is
is agreed
agreed that,
that, if
if after
after consultation
consultation with
with the
the Government
certifIt
cates
cates of
of origin.
the
requests,
Government of Canada so
United States
America the Government
States of America
United
President
United States
proclaim that on
on
States of
of America shall proclaim
the United
President of the
imported
no articles
articles imported
fixed in such
such proclamation
proclamation no
and after
after the date
date fixed
Canada and
herein provided
provided for shall be
and subject to
to the
the quota
quota herein
from Canada
withdrawn from
from warehouse, for conpermitted to be
be entered, or withdrawn
accompanied by official
official certificates
certificates
sumption unless such articles are accompanied
of
Government of
Canadian origin.
of Canada stating them to be of Canadian
of the
the Government
Exceptions
Exceptions tto quota
3. The following shall not be subject to or affect any quota
quota limitalimitations. to quota
Article:
tions provided
provided for in
in this Article:
Monthly limitation.
Monthlylim
itaton.

(a) articles
apparel imported
imported by returning
returning residents
(a)
articles of
of wearing
wearing apparel
United States
States of America
America for their
or other persons arriving in the United
personal
personal use
use and not
not intended
intended for
for sale;
(b)
admitted to
paragraph 1615 of the Tariff
to entry
entry under paragraph
articles admitted
(b) articles
Act of
of 1930, as
as amended.
amended.
Reservations by
by
Reservations
U.
Government.
U. S.. Government.

4.
Government of the
America reserves
reserves the
the United States of America
4. The
The Government
right to
paragraphs 1
2 of this Article
Ankle and to substi1 and
and 2
terminate paragraphs
right
to terminate
autonomous quota regime. Should the Government
tute therefor an autonomous
Government
agrees
ths tight,
ight, it
of
itself of
of this
it agrees
States of-itmerlea'avail.
of America avail itse
of the United States

hare of the
to allocate to Canada the same share
the total quantity
quantity permitted
permitted
wWehous, for
from watelionse,
o-r withdrawa
to be entered, o
withdriwit from
fur consumption
consumption as
-to
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is provided
in paragraph
paragraph 2,
and. it
it likewise
likewise agrees that the total quan2, and
provided in
is
from warehouse,
tity
permitted
to
be
entered,
or
withdrawn
from
warehouse, for conwithdrawn
or
entered,
be
to
tity permitted
less than the quanbe
not
sumption
in
any
twelve-month
period
shall
period
twelve-month
any
in
sumption
Article.
this
of
1
tity
provided
for
in
paragraph
1
Article.
paragraph
in
for
provided
tity

III
Arm= III
ARTICLE
be
1.
Agreement shall
shall be
prt
e
greemert w.'
proclaimed by the President of prieement
be proclaimed
present Agreement
The present
1. The
Majesty
be
the
United
States
of
America
and
shall
ratified
by
His
shall
and
America
of
States
the United
and the British dominions
the
Great Britain,
Ireland and.
dominions beyond
beyond
Britain, Ireland
of Great
King of
the Bing
enty
Defintive
shall
It
the
Seas,
Emperor
of
India,
in
respect
of
It
shall
enter into
Definitive
Canada.
of
respect
force.
entry
in
India,
of
Emperor
the Seas,
Procthe
of
exchange
following
day
definitively
into
force
on
the
following
the
exchange
the
on
force
into
definitively
lamation and
instrument of
shall take
take place at
at
ratification, which shall
of ratification,
the instrument
and the
lamation
Washington
Washington as soon as possible.
entry
Agreement, it
force of this Agreement,
2. Pending
the definitive
definitive coming
coming into
it itProvis
inrorgrial
entry
into force
Pending the
2.
shall
provisionally into
January 1,
1, 1940.
force on January
into force
enter provisionally
shall enter
3.
the present
present Agreement
Agreement remains
remains in force
force it
it shall
shall conas the
long as
So long
3. So
stitute an
an integral
integral part
part of
of the
the trade
trade agreement
agreement entered
entered into between
between
stitute
53stat.234.
the United
United States
of America
America and
Canada. on
1938,
53
Stat.234s.
November 17, 1938,
on November
and Canada
States of
the
Agreement.
and
shall be
termination as
as a
apart
part of that Agreement.
to termination
subject to
be subject
and shall
Termintio.
4.
it appear
the Government
Government of the United States
Termination.
either the
to either
appear to
Should it
4. Should
condiemergency
the
that
of
the Government
Government of
Canada
emergency
of Canada
or the
America or
of America
tions
with respect
the marketing
marketing of silver or black fox furs and
and
to the
respect to
tions with
have
skins
which
have
given
rise
to
the
conclusion
of
this
Agreement
Agreement
this
of
conclusion
the
skins which have given rise to
ceased
exist or
become substantially
Governsubstantially modified, that Governhave become
or have
to exist
ceased to
terminate
Government,
ment
may,
after
consultation
with
the
other
Government,
terminate
other
the
with
consultation
ment may, after
the
present Agreement
90 days'
written notice.
notice. Moreover,
Moreover, the
days' written
on 90
Agreement on
the present
present
Agreement
may
be
terminated
at
any
time
by
agreement
by agreement
time
any
at
terminated
be
may
present Agreement
countries.
between
the
Governments
of
the
countries.
two
the
of
Governments
the
between
force
nto
5. Should
the present
Agreement be
be terminated
accordance with of,Reentpry
Reentry
Into
force
in accordance
terminated in
suspended
item.
present Agreement
Should the
5.
item
the
provisions
of
paragraph
4
of
this
Article,
the
provisions
of
provisions
the
Article,
this
of
4
paragraph
of
provisions
the
Stat. 2389.
agreement entered
1519 (c)
(c) of
of Schedule
Schedule II
entered into between
between53 3 stat.-2o.
II of the trade agreement
1519
the
and Canada
on November
November 17,
17, 1938,
1938,
Canada on
America and
of America
States of
United States
the United
thereupon autowhich
have been
suspended by
by this
this Agreement,
Agreement, shall thereupon
been suspended
which have
matically
reenter into
force.
into force.
matically reenter
In
witness whereof
signed
Signatures.
sgtu
have signed
Plenipotentiaries have
respective Plenipotentiaries
the respective
whereof the
In witness
this
Agreement
and
have
affixed
their
seals
hereto.
this Agreement and have affixed their seals hereto.
Done
in duplicate,
duplicate, at
the city
thirtieth day of
this thirtieth
Washington, this
of Washington,
city of
at the
Done in
December,
December, 1939.
For the
the President
the United
States of America:
America:
United States
of the
President of
For
CORDELL HJLL
Hurs,
[Emu.]
[SEAL]
CoNDELL
Secretary of
of State
Secretary
of
the United
United States
States of
America
of America
of the

For
His Majesty,
in. respect
respect of
Canada:
of Canada:
Majesty, in
For His
LORING
C.CHTSTEi
CHRISTIE
[SEAL]
[sEAL]
LOBgNO C.
Minister
Envoy
Extraordinary and Minister
Envoy Extraordinary
Plenipotentiary
the United
United
to the
Plenipotentiaryto
States
America
of America
States of
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W HEREAS, such
of existing
existing duties
duties and
addiWHEREAS,
such modifications
modifications of
and such
such additional import
as are
are set
set forth
forth and
and provided
provided for
for in
in the
the
import restrictions
restrictions as
tional
said supplementary
supplementary Agreement
are required
and appropriate
appropriate to
to carry
carry
required and
said
Agreement are
Agreement;
supplementary Agreement;
out the
the said supplementary

Proclamation.
proclamation.
48 Stat. 943;
50
43
; 50
4 tat.24.
Stat.
24.
stat.
19 U. S. C. ft 1351i19iu..
1354
;Stipp.CV.
V, ft i351
1351,
1352.
Ante,
107.
A13, p.
p. 107.

48 Stat. 013.
19
U. S. C.
tC. 1351;
1351;
19 U.S.
Stipp.
supp. V.
v.1 1351.
351.

W
HEREAS, it
provided in
in Article
Article III
of the
the said
supplementary
it is
is provided
III of
said supplementary
WHEnmAs,
Agreement
that
it
shall
be
proclaimed
by
the
President
of the
the United
United
by
the
President
of
Agreement that it shall be proclaimed
States
of
America
and
shall
be
ratified
by
His
Majesty
the
King
States of America and shall be ratified by His Majesty the King
beyond the Seas,
Ireland and
and the British dominions
dominions beyond
of Great
Great Britain, Ireland
Emperor of
India, in
in respect
Canada, and
that it
it shall
enter
and that
shall enter
of India,
respect of
of Canada,
Emperor
definitively into
on the
day following
following the
the exchange
exchange of
of the
force on
the day
the
definitively
into force
Proclamation and
instrument of ratification;
ratification;
and the instrument
Proclamation
AND
said
of the said
it is
is further
further provided
provided in Article III of
wnhmsE, it
AND WHEREAS,
supplementary Agreement
pending the definitive
definitive coming
coming into
Agreement that, pending
supplementary
force of
of the
it shall
provisionally into
into force
force on
on
shall enter
enter provisionally
force
the Agreement,
Agreement, it
January 1, 1940;
January
1940;
THEREFORE, be it
Now, THEREFORE,
it known that I, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
under
the authority
authority
dent of the United States of America, acting under the
conferred by
by the
the said
said Tariff
of 1930,
1930, as
amended by
by the
the said
said Act
Act
as amended
Tariff Act
Act of
conferred
of June
June 12,
12, 1934,
1934, as
as extended
of March
March 1,
1,
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
extended by
by the
the said
said Joint
of
1937,
do hereby
the said
said supplementary
supplementary Agreement
to
Agreement to
proclaim the
hereby proclaim
1937, do
observed and
the end that
that the same and
and every
every part
part thereof
thereof may be observed
fulfilled with good
good faith
faith by the
the United
United States of America
America and the
citizens thereof, provisionally
provisionally on
January 1,
pending
on and
and after
after January
1, 1940, pending
the definitive coming
coming into force of the Agreement,
Agreement, and definitively
definitively
on
day following
exchange of
of this
proclamation
on and
and from
from the
the day
following the exchange
this my
my proclamation
for the ratification of His Majesty
in
respect
Majesty
respect of Canada, as provided
III of
the said
supplementary Agreement.
Agreement.
for in Article III
of the
said supplementary
PURSUANT
the proviso
in Section
Section 350
the said
said Tariff
350 (a)
(a) (2)
(2) of
of the
Tariff
PURSUANT to
to the
proviso in
Act of
of 1930,
Act
1930, as amended
amended by the said Act of June 12, 1934, II shall
from
notify the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
of the
the councounfrom time
time to
to time
time notify
the Treasury
Treasury of
tries with respect
respect to which application
application of the duties and other import
restrictions
proclaimed is to
restrictions herein proclaimed
to be
be suspended.
suspended.
I
N TESTMONT
Tzermorry wHEREOF,
WHEREOF', II have
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
IN
have hereunto
caused
the
United States
States of
of America
America to
affixed.
the Seal of
of the United
to be
be affixed.
DoNE
Washington this thirtieth
thirtieth day of December
DoNE at the city of Washington
December in
the year of our Lord
Lord one thousand
and
thousand nine
nine hundred
hundred and
[snAL]
Independence of the United States
[SSAL] thirty-nine
thirty-nine and
and of the Independence
hundred and sixty-fourth.
of America
America the one
one hundred
sixty-fourth.
By
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
CoMDwEL
Secretary of State.

FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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OCT.11,
11, 1940
PRIVILEGES-OCT.
BRAZIL-CUSTOMS

Agreement
between the
the United
United States
States of
respecting
Brazil respecting
and Brazil
America and
of America
Agreement between
reciprocal customs
customs privileges
privileges for
Foreign Service
Service personnel.
Effected
personnel. Effected
for Foreign
reciprocal
by
of notes
notes signed
signed October
October 11,
effective October 11, 1940.
1940; effective
11, 1940;
exchange of
by exchange
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October 11, 1940
1940
186]
No. 185]
8. No.
[E.
[E. A.
A. S.

Brazilian Minister
The American
American Ambassador
in Brazil to the Brazilian
Minister
Ambassador in
The
for
Foreign Affairs
for Foreign
No. 606.

EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE
EMBASSY
UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
Rio de
Janeiro, October
October 11, 1940.
de Janeiro,
Rio

EXCELLENCY :
EXCELLENCY:

With reference
reference to
note No.
No. C/75/924.81
0/75/924.81
Excellency's note
Your Excellency's
to Your
With
1 I have
Your Ex(22)
(42)
of
April
24th
last,'
the
honor
inform
to
honor
the
have
I
last,
(22) (42) of April 24th
to
is
States
the
cellency
that
the
Government
of
United
disposed
to
Government
the
cellency that
means
Brazil
of
conclude
an
agreement
with
the
Government
Brazil
by
means
Government
the
with
agreement
an
conclude
a basis of reciprocity, that
of
an exchange
providing, on a
that the
notes providing,
of notes
exchange of
of an
the
United
the
diplomatic
and
consular
representatives
United
States
and the
of
representatives
consular
and
diplomatic
Amerithe
and
Embassy
clerical
personnel
attached
to
the
American
Embassy
AmeriAmerican
the
to
attached
personnel
clerical
nationals of the United States;
can consular
consular offices
offices in
in Brazil,
States;
who are nationals
Brazil, who
can
and
that the
the diplomatic
and consular
representatives of Brazil and
and
consular representatives
diplomatic and
and that
the
clerical personnel
personnel attached
to the
the Brazilian
Brazilian Embassy
Embassy and Braattached to
the clerical
zilian
consular offices
offices in
in the
the United
who are
are nationals of
of
States, who
United States,
zilian consular
payment of duties,
Brazil, will
will be
import, free
free from the payment
to import,
permitted to
be permitted
Brazil,
articles for
for their
their personal
personal use,
are not engaged
engaged in any
any other
other
if they are
use, if
articles
imporone
not
private
occupation
for
gain
and
if
the
article
is
the
private occupation for gain and if the article
tation of
of which
respectively, by the laws
laws of Brazil
Brazil
prohibited, respectively,
is prohibited,
which is
tation
America.
and by
laws of
States of America.
United States
the United
of the
the laws
by the
and
if Your
Excellency would be good
good enough
enough
Your Excellency
it if
appreciate it
would appreciate
II would
considers
to
indicate
in
writing
that
the
Brazilian
Government
considers
the
Government
to indicate in writing that the Brazilian
notes.
of
agreement
concluded
by
this
exchange
exchange
this
agreement concluded by
this opportunity
opportunity to renew
renew to Your Excellency
Excellency
of this
myself of
avail myself
II avail
consideration.
the
assurances
of
my
highest
consideration.
highest
my
of
the assurances
JEFFERSON CAFERY.
CAFFERY.
JEmERSON
His
Excellency
His Excellency
Dr.
°WALDO ARANHA,
ARANHA,
Dr. OSWALDO
Minister
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Minister for
Rio
Janeiro.
de Janeiro.
Rio de
I [Not

printed.]
[Not printed.]

by
Agreement by

Agreement
TJ. S. A.
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The Brazilian
Foreign Affairs
to the
the
Affairs to
for Foreign
Minister for
Brazilian Minister
The
American
in Brazil
Brazil
Ambassador in
A rnmican Ambassador
C/180/924.81(22) (42)
(42)
C/180/924.81(22)

MINISTatIO
DAS RELAgoEs
EXTBRIORES,
RELAqOES EXTRIORES,
MINISTERIO DAS
RIO
JANEIRO.
RIo DE JANEIRO.
Em 11
Outubro de 1940.
11 de Outubro
Em

SENHOR
EMBAIXADOR,
SENHOR EMBAIXADOR,

Tenho a
honra de
de acusar
n° 606, datada
datada
nota n°
da nota
o recebimento
recebimento da
acusar o
a honra
Tenho
de
hoje, pela
Vossa Excelencia
que o
o GovArno
Govern° dos
ExcelAncia comunica que
qual Vossa
pela qual
de hoje,
Estados Unidos
Unidos da
da America
America esta
esti, disposto
urn acordo
acOrdo por
concluir um
disposto aa concluir
Estados
troca de
notes, baseado
principio de estrita
estrita reciprocidade,
re,ciprocidade, que
no principio
baseado no
de notas,
troca
permita aos
funcionirios de
carreira e
funcionkrios dos
e demais funcionarios
de carreira
aos funcionarios
permita
Embaixada ee nas reEstados Unidos
exercfcio na Embaixada
America em exercicio
da America
Unidos da
Estados
particOes consulares
consulares acreditadas
acreditadas no Brasil, os quais
quais sejam cidadaos
cidadaos
particoes
funcionarios
e
demais
carreira
daquele
pals,
e
aos
funcionfirios
de
carreira
e
demais
funcionirios
daquele pais, e aos funcionarios
consulares
brasileiros em
em exercfcio
reparticOes consulares
Embaixada eenas reparticoes
na Embaixada
exercicio na
brasileiros
cidadaos
acreditadas
America, os quais sejam cidadios
nos Estados Unidos da America,
acreditadas nos
isento do pagamento
pagamento de quaisquer
quaisquer
importar livremente, isento
brasileiros, importar
direitos, nos pafses em
residirem, todo
todo ee qualquer artigo para
pare
em que residirem,
direitos,
son
uso pessoal,
pessoal, desde
desde que
que flan
exercam nenhuma
nenhuma outra
outra atividade
nao exerqam
seu uso
corn
lucro eeque nio
se trate de artigo cuja
cuja importanao se
de lucro
prop6sito de
cor oo propOsito
ção
respectivamente, pelas leis do Brasil eepelas leis dos
profbida, respectivamente,
cao seja profbida,
Estados Unidos
America.
da Am6rica.
Unidos da
Estados
2.
Ern
resposta
e
confirmando a
note deste
&este Ministerio n° C/75/C/75/a nota
2. Em resposta e confirmando
2
satisfacao
a
ultimo,2 tenho
924.81(22)
(42), de 24 de Abril illtirno,
t,enho a satisfacio de in924.81(22) (42),
concordando
former
Excelencia de que ooGovmrno
Govern° brasileiro, concordando
formar Vossa ExcelAncia
corn a
a sugestao
sugestio do GovArno
Govern° dos Estados Unidos da America,
America, aceita
aceita
cor
di por concluido
concluido cor
corn aa
transcritos ee oo da
acima transcritos
termos acima
oo acOrdo
acordo nos termos
troca
notas.
duas notes.
troca destas duas
oportunidade para
pare renovar
renovar aa Vossa Excelencia
Excelencia os
Aproveito aa oportunidade
protestos da
da minha
minha mais alta
consideracao.
alta consideracio.
protestos
OSWALDO
ARANHA
OswALDO ARANHA

JEE1rrSOoN
A
Sua Excelencia
A Sua
Excelencia o
oSenhor
Senhor J
EFFERSON CAFFERY,
CAFFERY,
da Amirica.
Amerioa.
Embaixador
Estados Unidos
Unidos da
Embaixador dos Estados
[Translation]
[Translation]

C
/180/924.81(22) (42)
C/180/924.81(22)
(42)

AFFAIRS,
MINISTRY
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
MINISTRY OF
RIO DE
DE JANRO,
JANEIRO,
RIO
October 11,
11, 1940.
1940.
October

MR. AMBASSADOR:
AMAssADOoR:
MR.
Agreement by
by
Agreement
Brazil.

receipt of note no. 606, of
of
acknowledge the receipt
the honor
honor to acknowledge
II have
have the
Excellency informs me that the Governeven
which Your Excellency
date, in which
even date,
ment
America is
an
is disposed to conclude an
of America
States of
the United
United States
of the
ment of
agreement by means
means of an exchange
exchange of notes, based on the principle
of strict
strict reciprocity,
which would permit career
career and other personnel
personnel
reciprocity, which
of
of
States of America
America attached
attached to the Embassy
Embassy and acof the United States
credited
Brazil, who
nationals of the
who are the nationals
offices in Brazil,
consular offices
credited consular
' [Nfo impresso.]

54
SrAr.]
54 STAT.]

BRAZIL—CUSTOMS PRIVILEGES--OCT.
PRIVILEGES-OCT. 11, 1940
BRAZIL-CUSTOMS

former country,
country, and
Brazilian career
other personnel attached
and other
career and
and Brazilian
former
to
the
Embassy
and
accredited
consular
offices
in
the United
United States
in the
offices
consular
accredited
and
to the Embassy
from
of
America,
who
are
Brazilian
nationals,
to
import,
free
from the
import,
to
nationals,
Brazilian
are
who
of America,
payment
of duties,
the countries
countries in
which they
and
they reside, any and
in which
in the
duties, in
payment of
engaged in another
all
articles for
for their
personal use,
use, if
are not engaged
another
they are
if they
their personal
all articles
occupation
the purpose
gain, and
if the
the article
article is not one the
and if
of gain,
purpose of
for the
occupation for
the laws of
importation of
of which
prohibited, respectively,
respectively, by the
of
is prohibited,
which is
importation
Brazil and
and by
by the
United States
of America.
America.
States of
the United
of the
laws of
the laws
Brazil
2.
In reply,
reply, and
and confirming
confirming this
this Ministry's
0/75/924.81
note no. C/75/924.81
Ministry's note
2. In
(22)
(42) of
take pleasure
informing Your Exin informing
pleasure in
I take
last,33 I
24 last,
April 24
of April
(22) (42)
cellency
that the
the Brazilian
Brazilian Government,
Government, agreeing
suggestion
with the suggestion
agreeing with
cellency that
of
the Government
Government of
the United
States of
of America,
America, accepts the
United States
of the
of the
concluded
agreement in
the terms
terms expressed
considers it concluded
and considers
above and
expressed above
in the
agreement
notes.
by
exchange of
of these
these two
two notes.
the exchange
by the
Excellency
avail myself
of the
the opportunity
renew to
to Your
Your Excellency
to renew
opportunity to
myself of
II avail
the
assurances
of
my
highest
consideration.
the assurances of my highest consideration.
OswALno
ARANHA
OSWALDO ARANHA

His
Excellency Mr.
KLITERSON C
AFFERY,
CAPEEY,
JFMEBRON
Mr. J
His Excellency
Ambassador
of
the
of Amerima.
America.
States
United
the
Ambassador of

''[Not printed.]
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INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

November 29 and DeNovember
cember
1940
Arrangement between
between the
United States
States of
America and
and Canada
Canada giving
giving
of America
the United
2,1940
cember 2,
Arrangement
[E. A.
A. 8.
S. No.
No.1861
effect
to article
III of
of the
signed August
1861
[E.
August
arrangement signed
transport arrangement
air transport
the air
article III
effect to

18, 1939,
1939, respecting
respecting air
transport services.
Effected by
exchange of
of notes
notes
by exchange
services. Effected
airtransport
18,
signed
November 29
29 and
8, 1940.
1940.
December 8,
effective December
2, 1940;
1940; effective
December 2,
and December
signed November

The
Secretary of
to the
d'Affaires ad
interim
ad interim
Charge (dAffaires
CanadianCharge
the Canadian
State to
of State
The Secretary
DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
STATE
DEPArTMENT OF
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
November 29,
1940
29, 1940
November
S
IR:
SIR:
Agreement
Agreement by
U. S. A.
A

u. S. .

Ante,
p.180
1806,
Ante, p.

Recommendations.
Recommendations.

representatives of
of representatives
of the
the competent
competent aeromeeting of
to aa meeting
refer to
II refer

the Government
nautical authorities
authorities of
Government of the United States
States of Amerof the
nautical
ica
and
of
the
Government
of
Canada,
respectively,
held
at
Ottawa,
at Ottawa,
held
respectively,
Canada,
of
ica and of the Government
Canada,
on
September
9
and
10,
1940,
for
the
purpose
of
making
making
of
purpose
the
for
1940,
Canada, on September 9 and 10,
transport
air
recommendations
to
give
effect
to
Article
III
of
transport
the
of
III
recommendations to give effect to Article
arrangement
Governments on
on August
August
two Governments
the two
between the
into between
entered into
arrangement entered
1
international air
18, 1939,
by reference
reference to
existing and prospective
prospective international
air
to existing
1939,1 by
18,
transport
between the
United States
Canada.
and Canada.
States and
the United
services between
transport services
The
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of
the two
two Governments
Governments
of the
The competent
recommendations:
have made
made the
following recommendations:
the following
have
arrangement entered
(1) That
transport arrangement
entered
of the air transport
Article III of
That Article
(1)
1939,11 should
into between
between the
Governments on
should be
on August 18, 1939,
two Governments
the two
into
given effect
effect in
in accordance
enumerations attached
attached hereto,
hereto,
the enumerations
with the
accordance with
given
and made
made a
apart hereof.
and
(2) That
That the
the recommendations
recommendations shall, if accepted
accepted by the two Gov(2)
31,
1942.
ernments,
have
effect
until
December
31,
December
until
effect
have
ernments,
(3) That
That at
at least
least six
months prior
December 31,
31, 1942, aa furprior to December
six months
(3)
aeronautical
ther conference
conference of
of representatives
of the
the competent
competent aeronautical aurepresentatives of
ther
thorities
Governments shall be called for the purpose of
two Governments
of the two
thorities of
modification of their recommendations
considering any
recommendations
any revision or modification
considering
and any
any new
new problems
to air
transport services
services which
which
air transport
pertaining to
problems pertaining
and
arisen in the
the interim.
may have arisen
aeronautical authorities
competent aeronautical
of the competent
The recommendations
authorities
recommendations of
The
are
acceptable
to,
referred
as
herein
of the
the two
Governments,
referred
acceptable to the
two Governments,
of
Government
appreciate it
it if you will
States. II shall appreciate
United States.
of the United
Government of
inform me
recommendations are also acceptable
acceptable to
me whether
whether these recommendations
inform
suggested that the present note
If so, it
your Government.
Government. If
it is suggested
note and
constitute an arrangement
arrangement between
between the Governyour reply thereto constitute
America and the Government
ment
Government of Canof the
the United
United States of America
ment of
159.]
'[Executive
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series No. 1.59.]

I

54 STAT.]
STAT.]

SERVICES
CANADA-AIR
CANADA—
AIR TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT SERVICES

Nov. 29, 1940
NovDec. 291940
2, 1940

2423
2423

ada
to become
effective on December
effect
December 3, 1940, and to remain in effect
become effective
ada to
thereafter
December 31, 1942.
thereafter until December
consideration.
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
assurances of my high consideration.
CORDELL Hum.
HULL
CORDELL
Attachment:
Attachment:
Enumerations of air
Enumerations
transport
transport routes.
Mr.
MERCHANT MAHONEY,
MAHONEY, C.
B. E.,
C. B.
Mr. MERCHANT
Canada.
ad interim
Charge
interim of Canada.
Charge d'Affaires ad
[Attachment]
[Attachment]

AUTHORITIE Or
AERONAUTICAL AUTHORITIES
RECOMMENDATIONS
OF Tat.
OF
COMPETENT AERONAMICAL
THE COMPETENT
RECOMMENDATIONS OF
UNITrrED STATES
OF
THE GovERNmENTS
orrTHE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
or AMERICA
AMERICA AND
AND CANADA
CANADA
GOVNM
THE
TRANSPORT ARRANGEFOR
GIVING EFFECT
TO ARTaCLE
ARTICLE III
ARRANGEAIR TRANSPORT
THE AIR
OF THE
III OF
EFFET TO
FOR GIVING
MENT
THE Two
GovEsxmarsas, ENTERED
ENTERED INTO ON AUGUST
AUGUST 18,
Two GOVERNMENTS,
BETWEEN THE
MENT BETWEEN
1939
(Enumerations
Referred to in Exchange
Between the Two Governments
Governments
Exchange of Notes Between
(Enumerations Referred

Recommendations)
Accepting These Recommendations)
Accepting

between the
International air transport
transport services actually
actually in operation between
International
two
countries, for which certificates
certificates and permits have been issued by
two countries,
the respective
respective Governments,
Governments, to be confirmed.
confirmed. Services with respect to
which
applications for formal certificates
certificates or permits are now pending,
which applications
to
other
specifically listed below, shall be subject to
other than those services specifically
appropriate agency
agency of the Govdisposition at the sole discretion of the appropriate
applications are pending.
ernment before which such applications
With respect to new services:
services:
Each Government
Government to
appropriate steps to permit the operathe appropriate
to take the
Each
tion
authorizaof the other, holding proper authorizaenterprises of
carrier enterprises
air carrier
by air
tion by
tion
respectively, during
during the period endGovernments, respectively,
tion from their own Governments,

specification
accordance with the following
following specification
ing December 31st, 1942, in accordance
nationalities of the air carriers by which servthe routes and of the nationalities
of the
between:
ice over each route will be operated between:
Bangor,
Maine—Moncton,
New
Brunswick
United States
United
Brunswick
Bangor, Maine-Moncton, New
Canada
Canada
Ontario
York-Toronto, Ontario
York, New York—Toronto,
New York,
United States
York-Toronto, Ontario
Buffalo, New York—Toronto,
Ontario
United
Windsor,
Ontario—Any point or points in
Windsor, Ontario-Any
States
United States
United
United States
the United
Detroit,
Michigan—Any point or points
Detroit, Michigan-Any
Canada
in
in Canada
Great
Falls, Montana-Lethbridge,
Montana—Lethbridge, Alberta
United States
Great Falls,
The Canadian
co-operate in, or to permit or underGovernment to co-operate
Canadian Government
The
take the
establishment on
on behalf
United States
air carrier,
carrier, subject
subject
States air
of aaUnited
behalf of
the establishment
take
to
Canadian
law,
of
the
necessary
aids
to
air
navigation,
along
to Canadian law, of the necessary aids to air navigation, along the
coast of British Columbia.
Further decisions
decisions with
respect to
to
services to Alaska to
and services
routes and
to routes
with respect
Further
be
consideration.
reserved for future consideration.
be reserved

5
19347V-41—PT. n---75
n--198470°-41-PT.

Enumerations.
Enumeratons
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INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
STAT.

The
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
interim to
the Secretary,
Secretary of
of State
State
to the
CanadianCharge
The Canadian
No.
379
No. 379

Agreement by
by CanCanAgreement
ada.

C
ANADIAN LEGATION
LEGATION
CANADIAN
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
December 2,
0, 1940.
1940.
December

S
IR,
SIR,
the honour
honour to
to acknowledge
the receipt
receipt of
of your
your note
note of NoNoacknowledge the
have the
IIhave
vember 29,
in which
you refer
to aameeting
meeting of
of representatives
representatives
refer to
which you
1940, in
29, 1940,
vember
of the
competent aeronautical
Government of Canthe Government
authorities of the
aeronautical authorities
the competent
of
ada
and of
Government of the United States of America reof the Government
ada and
spectively, held
at Ottawa,
on September
September 99 and
and 10,
10, 1940,
1940,
Canada, on
Ottawa, Canada,
held at
spectively,
for
making recommendations
recommendations to
to give
give effect to
to Article
of making
purpose of
the purpose
for the
III
of the
air transport
transport arrangement
arrangement entered
entered into
into between
between the two
the air
III of
1
Governments
on
August
18,
1939,
1
by
reference
to
existing
and proGovernments on August 18, 1939, by reference to existing and
spective
transport services
services between
between the United
United States
States
air transport
international air
spective international
and Canada.
Governments
The
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorities
authorities of the two Governments
The competent
have made
made the
following recommendations:
recommendations:
the following
have
(1)
transport arrangement
arrangement entered
entered
That Article III of the air transport
(1) That
into between
the two
1939,1 should be
two Governments
Governments on August 18, 1939,'
between the
into
given
effect in
enumerations attached
attached hereto,
accordance with the enumerations
in accordance
given effect
and
and made aapart hereof.
(2)
accepted by the two Govrecommendations shall, if accepted
(2) That the recommendations
erninents,
effect until December
December 31, 1942.
have effect
ernments, have
a further
(3) That
months prior
prior to December
December 31, 1942, a
further
That at least six months
(3)
conference of
competent aeronautical
aeronautical authorof the competent
representatives of
of representatives
conference
called for the purpose
purpose of conGovernments shall be called
ities of the two Governments
sidering
modification of their recommendations
recommendations and
or modification
revision or
sidering any revision
any
transport services
services which may
air transport
pertaining to
to air
any new problems pertaining
have
arisen in the interim.
have arisen

recommendations of the comYou
informed whether
whether the recommendations
You ask to be informed
petent
of the
two Governments,
Governments, as herein
herein
the two
authorities of
aeronautical authorities
petent aeronautical
referred to,
Canada. In
In reply,
Government of
of Canada.
to, are acceptable
acceptable to the
the Government
referred
the honour
to say
these recommendations
recommendations are acceptable
acceptable
honour to
say that
that these
II have
have the
to
my Government,
which agrees
to your
your suggestion
suggestion that
that your
your note
note
agrees to
to my
Government, which
of November
29, 1940,
1940, and
and the
the present
present reply
reply shall
aran arshall constitute
constitute an
of
November 29,
rangement between
between the
Canada and the
Government
the Government
of Canada
the Government
Government of
rangement
of the United States of America.
America. My Government
Government also agrees to
your
arrangement become
effective on December
December
your suggestion
suggestion that
that the
the arrangement
become effective
December 31, 1942.
effect thereafter
thereafter until December
3, 1940, and remain in effect
the honour
to be,
Sir,
IIhave
have the
honour to
be, with
with the
the highest
highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Your most obedient, humble servant,
MERCHANT MAHONEY
MAHONEY
MERCHANT
Chargé d'Affaires
ad interim
interim,
d'Affaires ad
Charge
The Hon. CORDmEi
CORDELL HULL
HUL
United States
Secretary of State of the United
Secretary
Washington,
Washington, D.
D. C.
'[Executive
Agreement Series
Series No. 159.]
[Executive Agreement

TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

CANADA—AIR TRANSPORT
Nov.
Dec. 29
1940
CANADA-AIR
TRANSPORT SERVICES
SERVICES Nov
29, 1940
2, 1940
1940
Dec. 2,

[Attachment]
[Attachment]
RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE COMPETENT
COMPETENT AERONAUTICAL
AERONAUTICAL AUTrORnrIES
RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE
A urtiORMES OF
OF
THE
GOVERNMENTS OF
CANADA AND
AND THE
STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
itik, GOVERNMENTS
OF CANADA
run UNITED
UNITED S
TATES or
FOR GIVING
GIVING EFFECT
TRANSPORT ARRANGEFOR
EFFECT TO
ARTICLE III
III or
THE AIR
AIR TRANSPORT
TO ARTICLE
OF Ttikl
ARRANGEMENT
MET BETWEEN
BEIWEEN THE Two GOVERNMENTS,
ENTERED I
NTO ON
ON AUGUST
18,
GOVERNMENTS, ENTERED
INTO
AUGUST 18,
1939
1939
(Enumerations
Exchange of Notes Between the Two Governments
(Enumerations Referred
Referred to in Exchange
Governments
Accepting These
These Recommendations)
Recommendations)
Accepting

International
actually in
in operation
operation between
between
International air transport
transport services
services actually
the two countries,
countries, for which
certificates and
and permits
permits have
issued
which certificates
have been issued
by the respective
respective Governments
Governments to be confirmed.
Services with
respect
confirmed. Services
with respect
to which
which applications
applications for
for formal
formal certificates
certificates or permits
now pendpermits are now
ing, other
than those
those services
specifically listed
below, shall
be subject
subject
ing,
other than
services specifically
listed below,
shall be
to disposition
at the
sole discretion
discretion of
appropriate agency
agency of
of the
the
to
disposition at
the sole
of the
the appropriate
Government
Government before
before which
which such
such applications
applications are
are pending.
With respect
With
respect to
to new
new services:
services:
Each Government
to take
the appropriate
appropriate steps
steps to
the operaoperaEach
Government to
take the
to permit
permit the
tion by
enterprises of the
proper authorizaauthorizathe other, holding proper
tion
by air
air carrier
carrier enterprises
tion
from their
Governments, respectively,
the period
period endendduring the
tion from
their own
own Governments,
respectively, during
ing December
31st, 1942,
1942, in
with the
the following
specification
in accordance
accordance with
following specification
ing
December 31st,
of the
the routes
routes and
and of
the nationalities
of the
the air
by which
servair carriers
carriers by
which servof
of the
nationalities of
ice over
will be
operated between:
between:
route will
be operated
ice
over each
each route
Bangor, Maine—Moncton,
New Brunswick
Brunswick
Maine-Moncton, New
Bangor,
New York,
York, New
New York-Toronto,
York—Toronto, Ontario
Ontario
New
Buffalo, New York-Toronto,
York—Toronto, Ontario
Ontario
Buffalo,
Windsor,
Ontario—Any point or
points
or points
Windsor, Ontario-Any
in the
States
in
the United
United States
point or points
points
Detroit, Michigan—Any
Michigan-Any point
in
Canada
in Canada
Great Falls,
Montana—Lethbridge, Alberta
Alberta
Falls, Montana-Lethbridge,
Great

United
States
United States
Canada
Canada
United
United States
United States
States
United
Can ada
Canada
United States
States
United

The Canadian
or to
to permit
or underpermit or
to co-operate
co-operate in,
in, or
Government to
The
Canadian Government
take the
behalf of
of a
United States
air carrier,
carrier, subsubStates air
a United
on behalf
take
the establishment
establishment on
ject to
to Canadian
Canadian law,
law, of
necessary aids
to air
navigation, along
along the
the
aids to
air navigation,
of the
the necessary
ject
coast of
Columbia.
British Columbia.
coast
of British
Further
decisions with
routes and
and services
to Alaska
to be
be
services to
Alaska to
to routes
with respect
respect to
Further decisions
reserved
for
future
consideration.
reserved for future consideration.
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October 14 and 31,
31, and
November
1940
November 7,
7,1940
A. S.
[E. A.
8. No. 1871
187]

INTERNATIONAL
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN

[54 STAT.

Agreement between the United States
and Canada
respecting
States of America
America and
Canada respecting
Great Lakes—St.
exchanges of
of notes
notes
Great
Lakes-St. Lawrence
Lawrence Waterway.
Waterway. Effected by exchanges
31 and
November 7,
7, 1940.
1940.
signed October
October 14 and 31
and November
The
to the
the Canadian
Minister
The Secretary of State to
CanadianMinister
DEPARTMENT
OF S
TATE
DEPARTMENT OF
STATE
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Sm:
Sm:

U. S. proposals.
U.8.proposals.

Advance offunds.
of funds.
Advace

Utilization of certsliznation
bf Oncetain
waters by
tario.

terlo.

October 14,
14, 1940
1940
October

conversations which have
have taken
taken
II have the honor to refer to
to the conversations
place recently
recently between
Governments of
United
between officials
officials of
of the
the Governments
of the
the United
in regard
regard to
to the
the desirability
desirability of
States and
and Canada
Canada in
of taking
taking immediate
immediate
of certain
certain portions
portions of
of the
the
steps looking to the
the early development
development of
Great Lakes -—St. Lawrence
Basin project.
These conversations
have
Lawrence Basin
project. These
conversations have
apprehension in
countries over
over the
the posposindicated that
that there
there is apprehension
in both
both countries
a power
sibility of a
power shortage;
shortage; these apprehensions
apprehensions have
have been
been heightheightnecessity for increased
supplies of
of power
power in
in consequence
consequence
ened by the necessity
increased supplies
of Canada's war effort and
and of the major national
defense effort
effort in
national defense
in
the
the United
United States.
In the light of these
considerations the Government
In
these considerations
Government of the United
States proposes
proposes that each
each Government
appoint forthwith
TempoGovernment appoint
forthwith a
a Tempo- St. Lawrence
rary Great
Great Lakes —
Lawrence Basin Committee
not
Committee consisting
consisting of
of not
more than five members. These two Committees
Committees would cooperate
cooperate in
in
preliminary engineering
preliminary
engineering and other investigations
investigations for
for that
part of
of
that part
International Rapids
the project which is located
located in the International
Rapids Section of
of
the St. Lawrence
River,
in
Lawrence
order that the entire project may
may be unundertaken
dertaken without delay when final decision is
two
is reached by the
the two
Governments.
Governments. The Government
Government of the United States
States is prepared
prepared to
advance
necessary funds up to $1,000,000
$1,000,000 to pay for these prelimadvance the necessary
inary engineering
engineering and other investigations, on the understanding
understanding
that their cost shall ultimately be prorated
prorated by agreement
the
agreement between
between the
two
Governments.
two Governments.
Meanwhile,
adequate supply
of power
power to
to
Meanwhile, to
to assist
assist in
in providing
providing an
an adequate
supply of
meet Canadian defense needs
needs and contingent
contingent upon the Province
of
Province of
Ontario's agreeing
agreeing to provide immediately
diversions into
the
immediately for diversions
into the
Great Lakes System of waters from the Albany River Basin which
which
normally flow into Hudson Bay, the Government
Government of the United
United
States will interpose no
the conclusion
conclusion of
of aa final
final
no objection,
objection, pending
pending the
Great
Great LakesLakes— St. Lawrence
Lawrence Basin agreement
agreement between
between the two countries, to the immediate
immediate utilization
utilization for power
Niagara Falls
Falls by
by the
the
power at
at Niagara
Province
equivalent in quantity to
Province of Ontario of additional
additional waters equivalent
the diversions
diversions into the Great Lakes
Lakes Basin above referred
referred to.

CANADA—
WATERWAY
CANADA-WATERWAY-

STAT.]
54 S
TAT.]

Oct.
14 ,
31 ,
1940
Oct. 14,
40
Nov.
7,31 1940
Nov.
7,
1940

2427
2427
2427

I shall be glad if
if you will let
I
Government is in
let me know
know if your Government
in
accord
foregoing proposals.
accord with
with the
the foregoing
proposals.
Accept, Sir, the renewed
renewed assurances
assurances of
of my highest consideration.
consideration.

The Honorable
Honorable
The

For the Secretary of State:
ADOLF
ADOLF A. BERaL,
BERLE, Jr.
Jr.

LORING C.
LORING
C.CHRIsTME,
CHRISTIE,
Minister
of Canada.
Minister of
The
Canadian Minister
Minister to
of State
The Canadian
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State

No.
316.
No. 316.

CANADIAN
LEGATION
CANADIAN LEGATION
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
October
14, 1940.
1940.
October 14,

S
LR:
SIR:
Agreement by
by
have the
the honour
to refer
refer to
note of
October 14,
14, in
IIhave
honour to
to your
your note
of October
in which
which Canada.
c^a*men
you proposed
proposed that the Governments
Governments of Canada
Canada and the United
United States
take immediate steps looking
development of
certain
looking to
to the early
early development
of certain
portions of the
portions
Lawrence Basin
Basin project.
the Great
Great Lakes
Lakes -—St.
St. Lawrence
project.
instructed to inform
inform you
the Canadian
Canadian Government
is
II am instructed
you that
that the
Government is
in accord with the proposals
proposals which you
made.
you have made.
to be,
with the
the highest
consideration, Sir,
IIhave the
the honour
honour to
be, with
highest consideration,
Sir,
servant,
Your most
most obedient,
obedient, humble
humble servant,
LOSING
C.CHRISTIE
LORINa C.
CHISTI
The
Honourable CORDELL
HULL,
The Honourable
CORDELL HULL,
Secretary of State of the United States,
States,
Secretary
Washington, D.
C.
Washington,
D. C.

The Canadian
The
Canadian Minister
State
Minister to
to the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
No. 340
340
No.

CANADIAN
LEGATION
CANADIAN LEGATION
W ASHINGTON
WAsIIINa
ON
October 31,
31, 1940.
1940.
October

SIR::
II have the honour to refer to the
the third
third paragraph
note
paragraph of your
your note
of October
St. Lawrence
of
October 14
14 concerning
concerning the
the Great
Great Lakes—
Lakes-St.
Lawrence Basin
Basin
in which
which you
state that
to assist
assist in
providing an
an adequate
adequate
project, in
you state
that to
in providing
supply of
of power
power to
Canadian defence
defence needs
needs and
and contingent
contingent upon
upon
supply
to meet
meet Canadian
the Province
Province of
of Ontario's
agreeing to
for diverdiverthe
Ontario's agreeing
to provide
provide immediately
immediately for
sions into
Great Lakes
System of
of waters
waters from
the Albany
River
sions
into the
the Great
Lakes System
from the
Albany River
Basin which
which normally
normally flow
into Hudson
Hudson Bay,
the Government
the
Basin
flow into
Bay, the
Government of
of the
United States
States would
objection, pending
the conclusion
conclusion
United
would interpose
interpose no
no objection,
pending the
of
final Great
Great Lakes
—St. Lawrence
Lawrence Basin
agreement between
the
of aafinal
Lakes-St.
Basin agreement
between the
immediate utilization
utilization for power
power at Niagara
two countries,
countries, to the
the immediate
Niagara
Falls by
by the
the Province
Province of
of Ontario
of additional
equivalent in
in
Falls
Ontario of
additional waters
waters equivalent
quantity
the Great
Great Lakes
Basin above
above rerequantity to
to the
the diversions
diversions into
into the
Lakes Basin
ferred to.
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I
instructed to
to inform
inform you
you that
that the
the Canadian
Canadian Government
Government has
has
I am
am instructed
received
appropriate assurances
assurances that
that the
Comreceived appropriate
the Hydro-Electric
Hydro-Electric Power
Power Commission of
is prepared
proceed immediately
with the
the
mission
of Ontario
Ontario is
prepared to
to proceed
immediately with
Long Lac
diversions and
and that
has been
approved
Long
Lac -—Ogoki
Ogoki diversions
that this
this action
action has
been approved
Government of the Province.
by the
the Government
Government is
therefore giving
giving appropriate
appropriate ininThe Canadian
Canadian Government
is therefore
structions
authorize the
additional diversion
diversion of
of 5,000
structions to
to authorize
the additional
5,000 cubic
cubic feet
feet
second at
Niagara by the Hydro-Electric
Hydro-Electric Power
Power Commission
of
per second
at Niagara
Commission of
Ontario.
Ontario.
highest consideration,
consideration, Sir,
IIhave
have the honour to be,
be, with
with the
the highest
Your
obedient, humble
humble servant,
Your most
most obedient,
LORING C.
C.CHIISTIE
CHRISTIE
LoRING
The
Honourable CoDELL
CORDELL Hum.,
The Honourable
HULL,
Secretary of State of
United States,
Secretary
of the United
Washington,
Washington, D. C.

The
Minister
The Secretary
Secretary of State to
to the
the Canadian
Canadian Minister

SIR :
SIR:

DEPARTMENT OF
OP S
TATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
7, 1940.
1940.
November 7,

IIhave the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge the
receipt of
340
the receipt
of your
your Note
Note No.
No. 340
of October 31,
Power Com31, 1940,
1940, stating
stating that the Hydro-Electric
Hydro-Electric Power
Commission
mission of Ontario is prepared
prepared to
proceed immediately
Long
to proceed
immediately with the Long
Lac-Ogoki
diversions of waters from the Albany River Basin into
Lac —Ogoki diversions
the Great Lakes System
System and that this action has been approved
approved by
Province.
the Government
Government of
of the
the Province.
I note also that the Canadian
I
Government is giving appropriate
Canadian Government
instructions to authorize the additional
additional diversion of 5,000 cubic feet
feet
per second of water at Niagara
by the
the Hydro-Electric
Niagara Falls by
Hydro-Electric Power
Power
Commission of
Commission
of Ontario.
Accept,
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
The Honorable
LORING
CHRISTIE,
LORINa C.
C. CHRISTIE,
Minister of
Minister
of Canada.
Canada.

For the
of State:
the Secretary
Secretary of
State:
A.A.
A.
A. BERLE, Jr.
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ECUADOR- NAVAL MISSION-DEC.
MISSION- DEC.12, 1940
ECUADOR-NAVAL

respecting
and Ecuador
Agreement
the United
United States
Ecuador respecting
America and
of America
States of
between the
Agreement between
December 12,
1940; effective December
a
mission. Signed
December 12, 1940;
Signed December
naval mission.
a naval
1940.
1940.

December 12,1940
12, 1940
December
No. 188]
[E. A. S. No.1881

ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
GOBIERNO
GOV- ACUERDO
ACUERDO ENTRE
AGREEMENT
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE GOVDE
ESTADOS UNIDOS DE
DE
LOS ESTADOS
DE LOS
ERNMENT
OF
UNITED
OF THE UNITED
ERNMENT
AMERICA
GOBIERNO DE
Y EL GOBIERNO
AMERICA Y
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA AND THE
STATES
REPUBLICA DEL ECUADOR
ECUADOR
REPUB-- LA
LA REPUBLICA
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB
LIC
ECUADOR
OF ECUADOR
LIC OF

request
In conformity
conformity with the request
In
of
the Government
Government of
Repubof the Repubof the
Governlic
Ecuador to the Governof Ecuador
lic of
ment of
of the
United States of
the United
ment
America, the President of the
America,
United States
America has
States of America
United
authorized
appointment of
authorized the appointment
officers
conenlisted men to conand enlisted
officers and
the
to
stitute
a
Naval
Mission
a
stitute
Republic
Ecuador under the
of Ecuador
Republic of
conditions
specified below:
conditions specified

De
soliconformidad con la soliDe conformidad
citud
Gobierno de la Repdblica
Republica
del Gobierno
citud del
del
Ecuador al
Gobierno de los
al Gobierno
del Ecuador
de America,
Estados
Unidos
America, el
Estados Unidos de
Unidos
Presidente
de
los
Estados
Unidos
Estados
los
de
Presidente
el
autorizado
de
America
ha
autmizado
ha
America
de
norabramiento de
oficiales y
y perde oficiales
nombramiento
sonal subalterno
subaltern° para
para constituir
constituir
sonal
una Misi6n
Mision Naval en la
in Repdblica
Republica
una
del
acuerdo con las
Ecuador de acuerdo
del Ecuador
condiciones
estipuladas aa conticondiciones estipuladas
nuacien:
nuaci6n:

TITLE
TITLE II

TITTJLO
TITULO II

Duration
Purpose and Duration
Purpose

Objeto
Duracion
Objeto yyDuracidn

Articulo
Articulo 1. El objeto de esta
Article
1. The
of this
this
purpose of
The purpose
Article 1.
Misien es
es cooperar
cooperar con el Ministro
Mission is
is to
cooperate with the Misi6n
to cooperate
Mission
de
Defensa
Ecuador
Nacional del Ecuador
Minister
of National Defense of de Defensa Nacional
Minister of
Armada
y
con
el
personal
de
in
Armada
la
de
personal
Ecuador
with the personnel y con el
and with
Ecuador and
de
mira
la
Ecuatoriana,
con
in
do
con
a Ecuatoriana,
of
the Eucadoran
Eucadoran Navy,
Navy, with a
of the
Arla
aumentar
In
eficiencia
de
in
de
eficiencia
la
aumentar
view
to enhancing
efficiency
enhancing the efficiency
view to
mada
Ecuatoriana.
mada Ecuatoriana.
of the
Ecuadoran Navy.
the Ecuadoran
of
Articulo 2.
2. Esta
Esta Misi6n
Misien conticontiArticulo
Article
2. This
Mission shall
This Mission
Article 2.
nuare. por
por un
un period°
periodo de cuatro
continue for a
period of four years nuara
a period
continue
desde In
in firma
firma de
de la
fecha de
la fecha
afios desde
the signing of this afios
from the
the date
date of the
from
represenlos
este
Acuerdo
por
.represenpor
Agreement by
accredited reprerepre- este Acuerdo
the accredited
by the
Agreement
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de
acreditados del
tantes acreditados
sentatives of
the Government
Government of tantes
of the
sentatives
Gobierno
del
los
Estados
Unidos
y
y
Gobierno
Unidos
Estados
los
the
the GovernGovernand the
States and
United States
the United
siempre quo
no sea
sea
que no
Ecuador, siempre
del Ecuador,
ment
Ecuador, unless previ- del
of Ecuador,
ment of
la
terminado
antes
o
extendido
en
in
o
antes
terminado
as
ously
extended
terminated or extended
ously terminated
adeforma
que
se
establece
adomas
establece
se
que
forma
hereinafter
provided.
Any
memmemhereinafter provided. Any
miembro de la
Cualquier miembro
lante. Cualquier
be re- 'ante.
ber
of the
the Mission
may be
Mission may
ber of
Misien
puede
ser
retirado por
por el
retirado
ser
puede
Misi6n
called
by
the
Government
the
of
Government
called by the
Gobierno de
de los
Unidos
Estados Unidos
los Estados
United States
States after
after the expiration
expiration Gobierno
United
de la
in expiraci6n
expiracion de
de dos
dos
despues de
of two
of service,
which despues
in which
service, in
years of
two years
of

u
Purpose and d
raand duration.

urpO
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Extension.
Extension.

Termination
Termination before
before
expiration of
period,
expiration
of period,
etc.

ancelation in
event
Cancelation
in event
of hostilities.
of
hostilities.

Composition
Composition and
personnel.
personnel.

OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS

[54 STAT.
[54

servicios, en
cuyo caso
caso otro
otro
afos de
de servicios,
en cuyo
case another
shall be
be afios
case
another member
member shall
miembro
proporcionado para
para
miembro ser
sera proporcionado
furnished to
to replace
replace him.
him.
furnished
reemplazarlo.
reemplazarlo.
Articulo 3. Si el Gobierno del
Article
If the
of
Article 3.
3. If
the Government
Government of
quo los servicios
servicios
Ecuador deseara que
Ecuador
should desire
the Ecuador
desire that
that the
Ecuador should
Mision fueren
fueren extendidos
extendidos mas
mas
services
services of
of the Mission be ex- de la Misi6n
perfodo estipulado,
estipulado, harA
hart.
alli del periodo
tended beyond
the stipulated
stipulated alla
beyond the
tended
propuesta por escrito con
con este
period, it
shall make
pro- una propuesta
period,
it shall
make a
a written
written proobjeto seis
posal to
to that
that effect
seis meses
meses antes
antes de la
la exexeffect six
six months
months objeto
posal
piracion
de
este
Acuerdo.
before
the
expiration
of
this
Agreepiraci6n
de
este
Acuerdo.
Agreethe
expiration
of
this
before
ment.
ment.
Article 4.
Agreement may
Artfeulo
Este Acuerdo
Acuerdo puede
puede
Articulo 4.
4. Este
Article
4. This
This Agreement
may
expirabe
ser terminado
terminado antes de
de la expirathe expiraexpira- ser
be terminated before the
ciOn del periodo
cuatro afios,
adios,
periodo de cuatro
tion
period of
tion of the period
of four
four years
years ci6n
prescribed
preserito en el Articulo
Artfculo 2, o
oantes
antes
prescribed in
in Article
Article 2,
2, or before
before prescrito
the
the extension
extension de la expiraci6n
expiracion de la extensi6n
extension
the expiration
expiration of
of the
authorized in Article 3,
Artfculo 3,
authorized
3, in the autorizada
autorizada en
en el Articulo
3, de
de la
la
manera
siguiente:
manera siguiente:
following manner:
(a)
either of the GovGov(a) By
By either
For cualquiera
cualquiera de los
(a) Por
ernments,
subject to
ernments, subject
to three
Gobiernos, sujeto a
dos Gobiernos,
a tres
tres
months'
notice to the
meses
de aviso
aviso por
por escrito
escrito
months' written
written notice
the
meses de
other
Government;
other Government;
otro Gobierno;
Gobierno;
al otro
(b) By
By the
the recall
recall of
of the
the en(b)
Por
de todo
todo el
el
(b) Por llamada
llamada de
tire personnel
personnel of the Mission
Mission
personal
Misi6n por
por el
personal de Is
la Misi6n
el
by
Government of
by the
the Government
of the
the
Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados
Estados UniUniUnited States
States in
in the public
public
razon de inter&
dos en raz6n
inter6s pdpiinterest
United States,
interest of
of the
the United
States,
blico de los
Estados Unidos,
los Estados
Unidos,
without
compliwithout necessity of
of complitenor que
quo cumplir con la
sin tener
la
ance
ance with
with provision
provision (a)
(a) of
of this
this
disposici6n
disposicion del ineiso
inciso (a) de
de
Article.
Article.
Artfculo.
este Articulo.
Article
Article 5. This
This Agreement
Agreement is
is
subject
cancellation upon
the
subject to
to cancellation
upon the
initiative of
of either the
the GovernGovernEcuador or
ment of
of Ecuador
or the
the GovernGovernStates in
ment of
of the United
United States
in case
case
either country becomes involved
involved
in domestic or foreign
foreign hostilities.

Artfculo 5.
esa
Articulo
5. Este Acuerdo esta
sujeto a
acancelaci6n
cancelaci6n por iniciativa
iniciativa
ya sea del Gobierno del
del Ecuador
Ecuador o
o
del Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
caso de que
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de
dos en
en caso
pafses se
envuelto en
en
los dos paises
se yea
vea envuelto
hostilidades internas
extranjeras.
hostilidades
internas ooextranjeras.

TITLE
II
TITLE II

TITULO II
TITITLO
II

Composition
Personnel
Composition and Personnel

Composieion
Personal
Composici6n y
y Personal

Article 6. This Mission shall
consist
Mission
consist of
of a
a Chief of the
the Mission
of
Commander,
of the
the rank
rank of
of Commander, LieuLieutenant Commander
Commander or lieutenant
Lieutenant
service in the United
on active service
United
such other
other perStates Navy and such
personnel
United States
States Navy
sonnel of the
the United
Navy
subsequently be agreed
as may subsequently
agreed

.Artfeulo 6.
6. Esta
Mision consconsArticulo
Esta Misi6n
tar&
Jefe de la
is Misi6n
Mision del
tara de un
un Jefe
grado de Capitan
Caplan de Fragata,
Capitan. de Corbeta
Capitan
Corbeta ooTeniente
Teniente de
Navlo de la
Navio
is Armada
Armada de los EsUnidos en
tados Unidos
en servicio
servicio activo,
y del personal
adicional de dicha
dicha
y
personal adicional
Armada que
Armada
que pueda ser acordado
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ECUADORNAVAL MISSION-DEC.
MISSION- DEC.12,
12, 1940
ECUADOR-NAVAL

upon
between the
Ministry of
the Ministry
upon between
Ecuador
National
Defense
of Ecuador
National Defense of
through
its
authorized
representrepresentauthorized
its
through
ative in
Washington, and the
in Washington,
ative
Navy Department
Department of the United
Navy
States.
States.
III
TITLE
TITLE III

posteriormente
posteriormente entre el Ministerio
de
Defensa Nacional del Ecuador
Ecuador
de Defensa
autorizado
por su representante
representante autorizado
y elDepartamento
en.
Washington, y
elDepartamento
en Washington,
Marina de los Estados Unidos.
de Marina

Duties,
Rank and
Precedence
and Precedence
Duties, Rank

Servicios, Grado
Precedencia
Grado yy Precedencia
Servicios,

Article
The personnel
personnel of the
7. The
Article 7.
Mission shall
duties
shall perform such duties
Mission
between
as may
may be
be agreed
upon between
agreed upon
as
the Minister
Defense
National Defense
of National
Minister of
the
of
Ecuador
and
the
Chief
of the
Chief
the
of Ecuador and
Mission.
Mission.
Article
Article 8. The members of the
solely
Mission
responsible solely
be responsible
shall be
Mission shall
to
the Minister
Minister of National Deto the
fense
of Ecuador, through the
fense of
Chief of
of the
the Mission.
Chief
of the
Article
Each member
member of
9. Each
Article 9.
Mission
Mission shall
shall serve
serve on
on the
the Mission
Mission
with the
the rank
holds in
the
in the
he holds
rank he
with
United
Navy and shall
States Navy
United States
in
wear
the uniform
nniform of his rank hi.
wear the
the
United
States
Navy,
but
shall
but
Navy,
the United States
have
precedence over all Ecuahave precedence
doran officers
officers of the same rank.
doran
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TITITLO
III
TITULO III

la
Articulo 7.
personal de is
7. El
El personal
Articulo
Mision
desempenarh,
servicios
los
Misi6n desempefiara
que puedan
acordados entre
entre el
el
ser acordados
puedan ser
que
Ministerio de
de Defensa
Defensa Nacional
Nacional
Ministerio
del Ecuador
Ecuador y
y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
del

Duties,
Dutie, rank, and
precedence.
precedence.

Articulo
la
Los miembros de la
8. Los
Articulo 8.
Mision seran
serân responsables
responsables solaMisi6n
mente
ante el
de Defensa
Ministro de
el Ministro
mente ante
Nacional del Ecuador, por conNacional
Misi6n.
ducto
Jefe de la
is Mision.
ducto del Jefe
.Articulo 9.
9. Cada
Cads miembro
miembro de
Articulo
sus funis
Mision
desempefiar6
desempefiara
la Misi6n
ciones
en la
la Mision
con el grado
Misi6n con
ciones en
que
tiene en
Armada de los
la Armada
en is
que tiene
Estados
Unidos y
y llevara
llevara el uniEstados Unidos
form°
an grado
grado en
en la
is Armada
Armada
de su
forme de
tendr&
de los
Estados Unidos,
Unidos, pero tendrá
los Estados
de
precedencia sobre
sobre todos los oficiaoficiaprecedencia
les ecuatorianos
del mismo
mismo grado.
ecuatorianos del
les
Articulo
Cads miembro
miembro de
Articulo 10. Cada
Article 10.
Each member
member of the
10. Each
Article
la
Misita
tendra
derecho
todos
a todos
Mission
shall be entitled to all la Misi6n tendra derecho a
Mission shall
los
beneficios
o
privilegios
que
los
que
benefits
privileges which the los beneficios o privilegios
benefits or privileges
Armada
la
reglamentos
Armada
Ecuade
Regulations
of the
Ecuadoran reglamentos
the Ecuadoran
Regulations of
oficiales ecuatoria los
los oficiales
dan a
toriana dan
Navy provide
provide for
for Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran of- toriana
Navy
subalterno
anos
y
personal
subaltern° del
personal
al
y
anos
ficers and
and subordinate
subordinate personnel
ficers
grado
correspondiente.
correspondiente.
grado
of
corresponding rank.
rank.
of corresponding
ArtSculo
11. El
El personal
personal de la
Articulo 11.
Article 11.
personnel of the
The personnel
11. The
Article
Mision
estara
regido
per los reglareglapor
regido
estara
Misi6n
by
Mission
shall
be
governed
the
governed
be
shall
Mission
mentos de
de la
is Armada
Armada
disciplina de
de disciplina
disciplinary
regulations of
of the
the mentos
disciplinary regulations
de
los Estados
Unidos.
Estados Unidos.
de los
United
States Navy.
Navy.
United States
TITLE
IV
TITLE IV

TITULO IV
TITULO
IV

Compensation
and Perquisites
Perquisites
Compensation and

Compensacion
Concesione,s
y Concesiones
Compensacin y

Article
Members of the Mis12. Members
Article 12.
sion
receive from
from the Governshall receive
sion shall
ment
of Ecuador
such net annual
Ecuador such
ment of
compensation
agreed
may be agreed
as may
compensation as
upon
between the Government
Government of
upon between

Compensation
Compenation
.Articulo 12.
Los miembros
miembros de perqaust
12. Los
Articulo
perquisites. Is.
recibiran del
Gobiemo
del Gobierno
Misi6n recibirin
la Misi6n
del Ecuador
nets.
retribuci6n neta
una retribucion
Ecuador una
del
anual
que
fuere
acordada
entre
el
entre
acordada
fuere
que
anual
Gobierno de
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos y
y
los Estados
Gobierno

and
and
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the United States and
the Governand the
Government of Ecuador
Ecuador for
member.
for each
each member.
This compensation
paid
compensation shall
shall be
be paid
in twelve
twelve (12) equal monthly
monthly ininstallments, each
and payable
each due
due and
payable
on the last
day of
of the
last day
the month.
month.
The compensation
compensation shall
be
shall not
not be
subject to any tax,
heretax, now
now or
or hereafter in effect, of the Government
Government
of Ecuador
Ecuador or of
of its
of any
any of
its politipolitical or administrative
administrative subdivisions.
subdivisions.
Should there, however,
however, at
at present
present
or while this Agreement
Agreement is
is in
in dfeffect,
feet, be
taxes that
affect
be any
any taxes
that might
might affect
this compensation,
compensation, such taxes
shall
taxes shall
be borne by
of
by the Ministry
Ministry of NaNational Defense of Ecuador in
in order
order
to comply with the
the provision
provision of
of
this Article
Article that the
the compensacompensation agreed
agreed upon shall be net.
net.

Article 13. The compensation
compensation
agreed
agreed upon in the preceding
preceding
Article shall begin upon the
the date
date
of departure from the
the United
United
States of each member
member of
of the
the
Mission and, except as otherwise
expressly provided in this
this AgreeAgreement, shall continue
continue after
after the
the
termination of his service with
termination
with
the Mission during his
trip
his return
return trip
to the United States and
and therethereafter for the period of any
any accumuaccumulated leave to which he is
is entitled.
entitled.

fromcusExemption from
cusduties.
toms duties.

Article 14. The compensation
compensation
due for the period
period of the
the return
return
trip and accumulated
accumulated leave
leave shall
shall
be paid to a
adetached
detached member
of
member of
the Mission before
before his
departure
his departure
from Ecuador, and such payment
payment
shall be computed
computed for travel
travel by
by
the shortest usually travelled
travelled sea
sea
route regardless of the route
and
route and
method of travel
used by
by the
travel used
the
member
member of the Mission.
Mission.
Government of
Article 15. The Government
of
Ecuador shall grant, upon request
request

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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Ecuador para
para cada
cada
el Gobierno del
del Ecuador
miembro. Esta retribucion
miembro.
sera
retribuci6n sera
abonada en
abonada
en doce
doce (12)
mensuali(12) mensualidades iguales,
debidas y
ypagaderas
pagaderas
iguales, debidas
el Altimo
ultimo dia
cada mes.
mes. La
La
dfa de
de cada
retribuci6n
retribucion no
no estara
suj eta a
estarA sujeta
a
ningin
ningan impuesto,
ahora en
en viviimpuesto, ahora
gencia
gencia o
o que se cree en
el futuro,
en el
futuro,
del Gobierno del
del Ecuador
Ecuador o
o de
de
ninguna de sus dependencias
ninguna
dependencias polipoliy administrativas.
ticas y
administrativas. Sin
Sin emembargo,
si
al presente
bargo,
presente o
o durante
durante la
la
vigencia
vigencia de este convenio
convenio existen
existen
algunos
algunos impuestos que
que puedan
puedan
afectar
afectar esta retribuci6n,
retribuciOn, dichos
dichos
impuestos serAn
impuestos
serail pagados por
por el
el
Ministerio
Ministerio de Defensa
Defensa Nacional
Nacional
del Ecuador, con
con el
el objeto
objeto de
de
cumplir
cumplir con la disposici6n
disposicion de
de este
este
Articulo que los salarios conveniArticulo
conveniseran netos.
dos serail
Articulo 13. La retribucion
conretribuci6n convenida en el Articulo
Articulo precedente
precedente
comenzara aa regir desde la
coraenzara
la fecha
fecha
de la partida de los
los Estados
Estados
Unidos de cada
cada miembro de
de la
la
Misi6n y, con
excepci6n de lo
Mision
con excepcion
que
lo que
sea especificadamente
especificadamente dispuesto
dispuesto de
de
otra manera
manera en este Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, concondespu6s de la terminaci6n
tinuara despues
terrainacion
de sus servicios
servicios con la
Misi6n
la Misi6n
durante
durante el viaje
viaje de regreso aa los
los
Estados
Estados Unidos y
y en lo
lo sucesivo
sucesivo
por el periodo
period° de cualquiera
cualquiera licencia acumulada
acuraulada a
a que el
el miembro
miembro
derecho.
tenga derecho.

Articulo
Articulo 14. La retribuci6n
retribucion dedebida por el periodo
periodo del
del viaje
viaje de
de
regreso y
regreso
y licencia acumulada
acumulada debe
debe
E
ser pagada aaun miembro
cesante
miembro cesante
antes de su
antes
partida
del
Ecuador,
su partida del Ecuador,
y tal pago
y
pago debe ser calculado
calculado por
por
un viaje
viaje por la
maritime, mfs
Inas
la ruta
ruta maritima
icorta
corta actualmente
actualmente empleada,
indeempleada, inde]pendientemente de la ruta
pendientemente
ruta y
y
3metodo de viaje usado por
metodo
por el
el
Imiembro de la Misi6n.
miembro
Mision.
Articulo
Articulo 15. El
El Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
]Ecuador
Ecuador otorgar&,
otorgara, a
a solicitud
solicitud del
del
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of
the Chief
Chief of
of the Mission, exof the
emption
emption from customs duties on
articles imported by the members
personal
of the Mission for their personal
use
the use of members of
use and for the
their families.
Article
Compensation for
Article 16. Compensation
transportation
travelling extransportation and travelling
Ecuador
Republic of Ecuador
penses in the Republic
on official business of the Government of
provided
Ecuador shall be provided
of Ecuador
ment
Ecuador in
Government of Ecuador
the Government
by the
accordance
accordance with the provisions of
Article 10.
Article 17. The Government
Government of
Article
Ecuador shall provide the Chief
Chief
of
the Mission with aa suitable
of the
automobile with chauffeur,
chauffeur, for use
on
on official business. Suitable mochauffeur,
tor transportation
transportation with chauffeur,
tor
launch
a launch
and
necessary
a
necessary
when
and
call
properly
equipped,
shall
on
equipped,
properly
available by the GovernGovernbe made available
ment
ment of Ecuador for use by the
members of
of the Mission for the
members
conduct of
of the official business of
conduct
the Mission.
Article 18. The Government
Government of
Ecuador
shall provide suitable
Ecuador shall
office
space and
and facilities for the
office space
use
of
the
members
use of the members of the Mission.
Article
Article 19. If any member of
the
Mission should die while he is
the Mission
serving
the terms of this
serving under the
Agreement,
compensation due
Agreement, all compensation
the deceased
deceased member,
member, including
including
the
salary for the fifteen (15)
(15) days folsalary
lowing his
death, and reimbursehis death,
lowing
ment due
due the
the deceased
deceased member
member
ment
for
expenses
and
transportation
for expenses and transportation
on
made on official business
trips made
on trips
of
the
Government
Ecuador,
of Ecuador,
Government
of the
shall
be paid
to the
the widow of the
paid to
shall be
deceased
to any other
member or to
deceased member
person
who may have been desigperson who
deceased;
nated
in writing by the deceased;
nated in
but the
the widow
or other
person
other person
widow or
but
shall
compensated for acshall not be compensated

Jefe de la Misi6n,
Mision, exenci6n
exencion de
derechos de aduana
aduana por concepto
concepto
derechos
importados por los
articulos importados
de articulos
miembros de la Misi6n
Mi,si6n para
pars su uso
miembros
de los
personal
y
para
uso
el
personal y
familias.
miembros
sus
familias.
de
miembros
compensaci6n
Articnlo
Articulo 16. La compensacion
y de viaje
viaje
transporte y
gastos de transporte
por gastos
Rept%Rea del Ecuador
Ecuador en
en la Repdblica
comisionas oficiales
Gobierno
oficiales del Gobierno
comisiones
sera, proporcionada
proporcionada
Ecuador sera
del Ecuador
Gobierno del Ecuador de
por el Gobierno
acuerdo con las disposiciones
disposiciones del
acuerdo
Articulo 10.
Articulo
Articulo
17. El Gobierno del
Articulo 17.
Ecuador
proporcionara
Ecuador proporcionara al Jefe de
la
Mision un autom6vil
automovil con
la Misi6n
chauffeur, para uso oficial. Transchauffeur,
porte aclecuado
autom6Vil con
con
adecuado en autom6vil
porte
chauffeur,
necesario
y cuando sea necesario
chauffeur, y
una
convenientemente equilancha convenientemente
una lancha
pada,
seran provistas, aa pedida,
pada, scrim
por
Gobierno del Ecuador
Ecuador para
por el Gobierno
el
miembros de la
la
el uso de los miembros
cu.mplimiento de
Misi6n para el cumplimiento
las funciones
funciones oficiales
oficiales de la misma.
las
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Transportation.
Transportation.

etc.
space, etc.
Artfculo
Office space,
Gobierno del Office
18. El Gobierno
Articulo 18.
Ecuador
proporcionarb, alojaEcuador proporcionara
miento
y facilidades
facilidades adecuadas
miento y
de
oficina para el uso de los miemde oficina
bros de la Misi6n.
etc.,
Compensation,
Articulo 19.
19. Si
zniem- duo
compensation,
etc,
Si cualquier miemArticulo
deceased memmeindue deceased
ber.
bro
falleciese mienmien- ber.
Misi6n falleciese
la Mision
de la
bro de
tras esta
est& sirviendo
conformidad
sirviendo en conformidad
tras
con los
terminos de este Acuerdo,
los thrminos
con
toda
retribucion debida al miemtoda retribuci6n
bro
induyendo el sueldo
bro fallecido incluyendo
(15) dias
dfas subsipor los quince (15)
y reembolso
muerte y
reembolso
guientes aasu muerte
adeudado al miembro
mie.mbro fallecido por
gastos y
transporte en viajes realiy transporte
gastos
zados en
asuntos oficiales
oficiales del
en asuntos
zados
serfn pagaGobierno
del
Ecuador,
serim
Gobierno del
falledos
a
la
viuda
miembro
del
dos a la
cido
o
a
cualquiera
otra
persona
cualquiera
a
cido o
quo
pueda haber
designada
sido designada
haber sido
que pueda
per escrito
esc,rito por el fallecido; pero la
por
persona no sera
seri
viuda oo la otra persona
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Requisites and
conRequisites
and con.
ditions.
ditions.

Secrecy.
Secrecy.

"Family"
"Family" defined.
daned.

Leave.
Leave.
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leave due
but not
not taken
taken by
by
crued leave
due but
the deceased.
All compensations
compensations
the
deceased. All
widow or
other person
person
due the
the widow
or other
designated
deceased, under
under
designated by
by the
the deceased,
provisions of
this Article,
Article, shall
shall
the provisions
of this
be paid within fifteen
fifteen (15)
(15) days
clays
after
death of
of the
the member.
after the death
member.

compensada por la
la licencia
acucompensada
licencia acumulada aa que
tenia derecho
derecho el
el
mulada
que tenia
fallecido pero
usada por
por el.
fallecido
pero no
no usada
6l.
Todas las compensaciones
compensaciones debidas
debidas
Todas
a
viuda o
oa
a la otra
a la viuda
otra persona
persona
designada
designada por
por el
el fallecido,
seg6n
fallecido, segun
las
disposiciones
de
este
Articulo,
las disposiciones de este Articulo,
seran
serial pagadas
pagadas dentro
dentro de quince
quince
(15) dias despues del
(15)
fallecimiento
del fallecimiento
del miembro.

TITLE
V
TITLE V

TuLo V
V
TITULO

Requisites and
and Conditions
Conditions

Requisitos y
yCondiciones
Condiciones
Requisitos

Article
Article 20. So long
long as
as this
this AgreeAgreement, or any
extension thereof,
thereof, is
is
any extension
in effect,
of
effect, the Government
Government of
Ecuador shall not engage
the
engage the
services of any
any personnel
personnel of
of any
any
other foreign
duforeign government
government for
for duwith
ties of
of any nature
nature connected
connected with
the Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran Navy, except
except by
by
agreement between
between the
the
mutual agreement
Government
Government of the United
United States
and the Government
Government of
Ecuador.
of Ecuador.

Articulo
Mientras este
Articulo 20. Mientras
este
Acuerdo, oo cualquiera
Acuerdo,
cualquiera extensi6n
extension
el, est6
este en
en efecto,
efecto, el
el Gobierno
de 61,
Gobierno
no emplearA
los serserdel Ecuador
Ecuador no
empleara los
vicios de ningdn
ningim personal
personal de
de ninningdn otro Gobierno extranjero
extranjero para
para
servicios
servicios de cualquiera
cualquiera naturaleza
naturaleza
relacionados
relacionados con la Armada
Armada EcuaEcuatoriana, except°
por mutuo
excepto por
mutuo conconvenio entre el Gobierno
Gobierno de
de los
los
Estados Unidos
Estados
Unidos y
y el Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
Ecuador.
Articulo 21.
21. Cada
miembro de
Cada miembro
de
convendrh, en
en no
divulla Misi6n convendra
no divulgar o
o por cualquier
cualquier medio
medio revelar
revelar
a cualquier
a
cualquier Gobierno
Gobierno extranjero
extranjero oo
a cualquiera
cualquiera persona cualquier
a
cualquier
secreto oo asunto
secreto
asunto confidencial
confidencial del
cual pueda
pueda tener
toner conocimiento
conocimiento en
en
su capacidad
capacidad de miembro
an
miembro de
de la
la
Misi6n.
Mision. Este requisito
requisito continuara en vigencia despu6s
despues de
de la
terla terminaci6n
minacien de los servicios con
la
con la
Misi6n
y
despu6s
de
la
expiraci6n
Mision y despues
expiracion
oo cancelacion
cancelaci6n de este Acuerdo oo
cualquiera
cualquiera extensi6n
extension de 81.
el.
Articulo
Articulo 22. En
este
En todo este
Acuerdo
Acuerdo el t6rmino
termino "familia"
"familia"
estara
estarh restringido
restringido a
a significar
significar
esposa
e hijos dependientes.
e,sposa e
Artfculo 23.
23. Cada miembro
miembro de
mes
la Misi6n
MisiOn tendra derecho
derecho a
aun raes
anual de licencia
con
goce
licencia
goce de
sueldo, ooaauna parte
parts proporcional
proporcional
con goce
cualquiera
goes de sueldo por cualquiera

Article 21. Each member
member of
the
of the
Mission shall agree not
not to divulge
divulge
or in any way disclose
any forfordisclose to
to any
eign government
government or to any
any person
person
whatsoever any secret
secret or confidenconfidenwhich he
he may
may bebetial matter of which
come cognizant in
capacity as
as
in his
his capacity
aa member of the
Mission. This
the Mission.
This
requirement
continue in
requirement shall
shall continue
in force
force
after the
the termination
termination of
of service
service
after
with the Mission and after the
expiration or
cancellation of
or cancellation
of
this Agreement
Agreement or any extension
thereof.
Article 22. Throughout
Throughout this
this
Agreement
Agreement the term
term "family"
"family" is
is
limited to mean
mean wife
dependwife and dependent children.
children.
Article 23. Each member
member of
the
of the
Mission shall be entitled
entitled to one
month's annual
annual leave
leave with pay,
pay,
or to a
a proportional
proportional part
part thereof
thereof
with pay for any fractional
part
fractional part
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parts
frac,cional de un ano.
alio. Las
parte fraccional
licencia
partes no usadas de dicha
dicha licencia
sera.n
acumuladas de afio aa afio
seran acu.muladas
durante el
miembro
el servicio como miembro
durante
de la Misi6n.
Misi6n.
Articulo 24. La licencia especispecified
Article 24. The leave specified
ficada
Articulo precedente
en al Articulo
be
ficada
in
the
preceding
Article
may
Article
in the
puede
ser
disfrutada
Ecuador,
en el Ecuador,
disfrutada
puede
spent
in
Ecuador,
the
United
in
Ecuador,
spent
o
en otros
en
Unidos
o
Unidos
Estados
los
but
States
or
in
other
countries,
but
countries,
States
paises, pero los gastos de viaje yy
the
expenses of travel and trans- poises,
the expenses
abonaportation
otherwise provided
transporte que no sean abonaprovided de transports
portation not otherwise
acuerdo con las disposiAgreement shall be bles de acuerdo
for in this Agreement
orticulos de este
ciones de otros articulos
borne by the member of the Mis- clones
Acuerdo serán
seran pagados por el
sion taking such leave. All travel Acuerdo
Mision que
que disfruta
la Misi6n
miembro de is
time,
time, including sea travel, shall miembro
is licencia.
Todo el tiempo de
licencia. Todo
de la
count
count as leave and shall not be in de
incluyendo viaje por mar,
authorized in viaje, incluyendo
addition to the time authorized
sera,
contado
como licencia
licencia y
y no
sera contado como
the preceding
preceding Article.
adician al tiempo autorisera en adici6n
precedents.
Articulo precedente.
zado en el Articulo
.Articulo
25.
El
Gobierno del
Gobierno
Articulo
Article
25.
The
Government
of
Government
Article
Ecuador conviene
conviene en conceder
conceder la
is
Ecuador agrees to grant the leave Ecuador
licencia especificada
e,specificada en el Articulo
specified in Article 23 upon receipt
receipt licencia
specified
solicitud escrita, y
y
la solicitud
23 al recibir Is.
approved 23
application, approved
of written application,
aprobada por el Jefe
is Misi6n
Mision
Jefe de la
by
Chief of the Mission with aprobada
by the Chief
considerackm por
debida consideraci6n
la debida
due
consideration for the con- con is.
due consideration
del Gobierno
Gobierno del
conveniencia del
la conveniencia
Government of is
venience of the Government
Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Articulo
26. Los miembros
miembros de
Articulo 26.
Members of the MisArticle 26. Members
is
Mision
reemplazados
reemplazados
sean
que
Misi6n
la
sion that
replaced shall
may be replaced
that may
sion
solo podran
podrim cesar
cesar en sus funciones
terminate
terminate their services on the solo
en
is.
Mision
llegada de los
la llegada
aa is
Misi6n
la
en
Mission
only
upon
the
arrival
of
Mission only upon
los
reemplazantes,
exceptuando
exceptuando
reemplazantes,
their
replacements,
except
when
their replacements,
convenida de
otherwise
mutually agreed
agreed upon casos en que sea convenida
otherwise mutually
y de antemano
antemano por
manera y
in advance by the respective otra manors
respectivos.
Gobiernos respectivos.
los Gobiernos
Governments.
Governments.
Articulo 27.
27. El Gobierno del
Article
Government of
The Government
27. The
Article 27.
aalos miemEcuador
proporcionark
proporcionara
suitable Ecuador
Ecuador shall provide suitable
Ecuador
bros
is
Mision
y
a
familias
sus
a
y
Misi6n
la
de
f
bros
medical attention to members
members of
medical
Is
atencion
m6dica
apropriada.
apropriada.
medica
atenci6n
la
the
Mission
and
their
families
the Mission and their families.
la
In
case a
a member
Mission1 En caso de que un miembro de la
member of the Mission
In case
Mision
se
enferme
o
lesiones,
lesiones,
sufra
o
enferme
se
3
Misi6n
becomes
ill
or
suffers
he
injury,
becomes ill
discrecion del
hospitalizado aadiscreci6n
sera hospitali7ado
shall,
discretion of the serâ
the discretion
shall, at the
Mision en cualquier
cualquier hosla Misi6n
de is
Jefe de
Chief
Chief of the Mission, be placed inI Jefe
pital que
is Misi6n
Misian
que el Jefe de la
such
the Chief of the pital
as the
such hospital as
considers adecuado,
adecua,do, despu6s
despues de
con-- considere
Mission deems suitable, after conconsultar con
con las
autoridades de
las autoridades
Ecuadoran na-- consultar
sultation with the Ecuadoran
y
Is
Armada
Ecuatoriana,
y todos
Ecuatoriana,
Armada
val authorities,
authorities, and
expenses la
and all expenses
val
como
los
gastos
en
incurra
incurra
se
que
gastos
los
incurred as the result of such illincurred
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Unused portions of
of aa year. Unused
cumulative
leave shall be cumulative
said leave
from year to year during service
service
a member of the Mission.
as a

Replacement
Replacement
members.
members.

of
of

Medical attention.
attention.
Medical
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de esta
enfermedad siemsieraness
the patient
is resultado
resultado de
ness or
esta enfermedad
or injury while
while the
patient is
the Mission
and pre
paciente sea
sea un
un miembro
miembro
pre que el paciente
aa member of
of the
Mission and
remains
Ecuador shall
paid de la Mision
remains in Ecuador
Misi6n y
y permanezca
perraanezca en
en el
el
shall be
be paid
the Government
Government of
of Ecuador.
seran pagados
pagados por
por el
el
by the
Ecuador. Ecuador, seran
If
member is
If the hospitalized
En caso
hospitalized member
caso
is aa Gobierno del Ecuador. En
commissioned officer
officer he
he shall
shall pay
commissioned
de
pay
que
quo el miembro hospitalizado
his cost
cost of
of subsistence,
subsistence, but
if he
oficial comisionado,
comisionado, 61
el
his
but if
he is
is sea
sea un
un oficial
an enlisted
man
the
cost
of
subenlisted man the cost of sub- mismo
mismo pagara
pagara, sus
sus gastos
gastos de
de subsubsistence shall be paid by the GovGov- sistencia,
sistencia, pero en caso de
quo sea
sea
de que
ernment of
Families un subalterno
ernment
of Ecuador.
Ecuador. Families
subaltern° sus gastos
gastos de subsubprivileges sistencia
shall enjoy the
the same privileges
sistencia seran
serail pagados
por el
pagados por
el
agreed upon
agreed
upon in this
this Article
Article for
for Gobierno
Gobierno del
del Ecuador.
Ecuador. Las
Las famifamimembers
members of the
except lias
the Mission, except
lias disfrutaran
de los
los mismos
mismos
disfrutaran de
a member of
that a
of the
the Mission shall
shall privilegios
privilegios convenidos
convenidos en este
Artfeste Artiin all cases pay the cost of
of subsub- culo
para los
los miembros
raiembros de
de la
culo para
la
hospitalization Misi6n,
sistence incident
incident to
to hospitalization
Misien, exceptuando
exceptuando que
quo un
un miemmiemexcept bro de la Misi6n
of a
a member of
of his family
family except
Misien pagart
pagarft en
en todos
todos
as may be provided
provided under
under Article los casos
casos los gastos
gastos de subsistencia
subsistencia
10.
10.
relacionados
relacionados a
hospitalizacien de
de
a la hospitalizaci6n
miembro de
de su
un miembro
su familia,
familia, con
con
excepci6n
excepcion de lo quo
que sea
sea dispuesto
dispuesto
.Articulo 10.
10.
en el Articulo
Article
Any member
member of
the
Article 28. Any
of the
Articulo
Articulo 28. Cualquier
Cualquier miembro
Mission unable to perform
perform his
his de la Misien
Misi6n inhabilitado
inhabilitado para
para
duties with the Mission by reason
reason desempenar
desempeiiar sus servicios con
con la
continued physical
physical disdis- Misi6n
of long continued
Misien por raz6n
razen de
de incapacidad
incapacidad
ability shall be replaced.
replaced.
fisica
prolongada,
fisica prolongada, sera
sere, reemplareemplazado.
zado.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
the underINWITNESS
WHEREOF, the
underEN TESTIMONIO
LO MAL,
EN
TESTIMONIO DE
DE LO
CUAL, 10S
los
signed, Cordell Hull, Secretary
of suscritos, Cordell
Secretary of
Cordell Hull, Secretario
Secretario
State of the United States of
of de Estado de los
Unidos
los Estados Unidos
America,
Col6n Eloy Alfaro, de America,
America, and Colen
Am6rica, yy Col6n
Cols% Eloy Alfaro,
Ambassador of the
Ambassador
the Republic
Republic of
of Embajador
Embajador de la
is Republica
del
Repdblica del
Ecuador,
authorized thereto, Ecuador,
Ecuador, duly authorized
autorizados
Ecuador, debidamente
debidamente autorizados
have signed this Agreement
Agreement in
in dudu- para
ello,han firmado este Acuerdo,
para ello,han
Acuerdo,
plicate
plicate in the English
English and Spanish
Spanish por duplicado en
en los
idiomas
ingles
los idiomas ingl6s
languages,
languages, at Washington,
Washington, DisDis- y
y espafol,
espanol, en Washington,
DisWashington, District of Columbia, United
United States trito de Columbia, Estados
Estados Unidos
of America,
America, this
day of
of de America,
this twelfth day
el &a
doce de
de diciemdiciemAm6rica, el
dia doce
December of 1940.
1940.
bre de 1940.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
C. E.
E. ALFARO
ALFARO
C.
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MISSION-DEC.
ECITADOR— MILITARY AVIATION
AVIATION MISSION—
DEC.12, 1940
ECUADOR-MILITARY

respecting
and Ecuador
Agreement
Ecuador respecting
America and
of America
States of
United States
the United
between the
Agreement between
12, 1940; effective
December 12,
a
aviation mission.
mission. Signed
Signed December
military aviation
a military
December 12,
1940.
12, 1940.
December
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December 12,1940
12, 1940
December
EL. A.
A. S.
8. No.
No. 189]
189]

GOBIERNO
ACUERDO ENTRE EL GOBIERNO
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE ACUERDO
AGREEMENT BETWEEN
UNIDOS DE
DE LOS
LOS ESTADOS
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE
DE
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED
GOVERNMENT
AMERICA
DE
GOBIERNO DE
AMERICA Y EL GOBIERNO
STATES OF AMERICA
AND THE
AMERICA AND
STATES
ECUADOR
REPUBLICA DEL ECUADOR
REPUB-- LA REPUBLICA
GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUB
ECUADOR
LIC OF ECUADOR

In
conformity with the request
request
In conformity
of the Repubof the
the Government
Government of
Repubof
Government
lic of
Ecuador to the Government
of Ecuador
lic
of the
the United
United States
States of America,
of
the
of the
the United
States
United States
President of
the President
authorized the
of
has authorized
America has
of America
of officers
appointment
officers and enappointment of
a Military
listed
men to
to constitute
constitute a
listed men
to the Republic
Aviation
Mission to
Aviation Mission
conditions
of
Ecuador under
the conditions
under the
of Ecuador
specified
below:
specified below:

De conformidad
con la
is solicitud
solicitud
conformidad con
De
del
la Repdblica
Repdblica del
de la
Gobierno de
del Gobierno
Ecuador
al Gobierno
Gobierno de los EstaEcuador al
Presidos Unidos
de America,
Am6rica, el PresiUnidos de
dos
dente de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
dente
America
autorizado el
el nomnomha autorizado
America ha
personal
y
bramiento
de
oficiales
y
personal
bramiento de oficiales
subalterno
pars constituir
constituir una
subalterno para
Misi6n
Aviacion Militar
Militar en la
is
de Aviaci6n
Misi6n de
de acuerdo
RepAblica del
Ecuador de
del Ecuador
Repdblica
a
con las
las condiciones
estipuladas a
condiciones estipuladas
con
continuacion:
continuaci6n:

TITLE
TITLE II

I
TITULO I
TITULO

Purpose and
Duration
and Duration
Purpose

Objeto y
yDuracion
Duracion
Objeto

duraand duraArticulo 1.
1. El
El objeto
objeto de
de esta
esta Purpose
Purpose and
Articulo
of this
Article 1.
1. The
The purpose
purpose of
Article
Ministro tto
es cooperar
cooperar con
con el
el Ministro
Misi6n es
Mission is
is to
cooperate with the Mision
to cooperate
Mission
de
Defensa
Nacional
del
Ecuador
Ecuador
del
Nacional
Defensa
de
Defense
Minister
of
National
of
National
of
Minister
y con
con el
el personal
de la
is Fuerza
Fuerza
personal de
Ecuador and
with the personnel y
and with
Ecuador
con la mira
Aerea Ecuatoriana,
mira de
Ecuatoriana, con
of
the Ecuadoran
Force with A6rea
Air Force
Ecuadoran Air
of the
la Fuerza
awnentar la
is eficiencia
Fuerza
eficiencia de is
to enhancing
enhancing the efficiency
efficiency aumentar
view to
aaview
Aerea
Ecuatoriana.
Ecuatoriana.
Aerea
of the
the Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran Air
Force.
Air Force.
of
Articulo
Misi6n conEsta Misi6n
2. Eats
Articulo 2.
Mission shall
Article 2.
This Mission
2. This
Article
tinuar6.
por
un
periodo
de
cuatro
de cuatro
periodo
un
por
tinuara
years
period of four
continue for
for a
aperiod
continue
de
firma
la
atios
desde
is
fecha
de
la
firma
de
fecha
la
desde
aios
of
from
the
date
of
the
signing
signing
the
from the date of
representanlos
e,ste
Acuerdo
por
representanpor
Acuerdo
este
this
Agreement
by
the
accredited
accredited
the
this Agreement by
tes acreditados
del Gobierno
Gobierno de los
acreditados del
representatives
of the GovernGovern- tes
representatives of
Estados
Unidos
y
del Gobierno
Gobierno
del
y
Unidos
ment
of the
the United
United States
States and
and the
the Estados
ment of
no sea
del
Ecuador,
siempre
quo
no
sea
que
siempre
Ecuador,
del
Government of
unless
Ecuador, unless
of Ecuador,
Government
en
terrainado
antes
o
extendido
extendido
o
antes
previously terminated
terminated or extended
extended terminado
previously
adeIs
forma
que
se
establece
mas
establece
se
quo
forma
la
provided. Any
as
hereinafter provided.
as hereinafter
lante. Cualquier
Cualquier miembro
miembro de la
is
member of
the Mission
Mission may
may be lante.
of the
member
el
por
Mision
puede
ser
retkado
retirado
ser
puede
Misi6n
recalled
by the
Government of
the
of the
the Government
recalled by
Gobierno
de
los
Estados
Unidos
Unidos
Estados
los
de
Gobierno
United
States after the expiration
expiration
United States
despues de
de la
la expiracion
de dos
dos
expiraci6n de
of
of service,
which despues
service, in which
years of
two years
of two
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case another
another member shall
shall be afos
afios de
servicios, en
caso
de servicios,
en cuyo
cuyo caso
furnished
to replace
replace him.
furnished to
him.
otro miembro
miembro sera
sera, proporcionado
proporcionado
para reemplazarlo.
reemplazarlo.
para
Extension.
Extension.
Article 3. If the Government
Government of
of
Articulo
Articulo 3.
3. Si el
del
el Gobierno
Gobierno del
Ecuador should desire
desire that
that the
the Ecuador
Ecuador deseara
deseara quo
los servicios
servicios
que los
services
services of the Mission
Mission be
be extended
extended de la Mision
Misi6n fueren
fueren extendidos
extendidos
beyond the stipulated
stipulated period,
period, it
it mas all
alla, del period()
periodo estipulado,
estipulado,
shall make aa written proposal
to hara una propuesta
proposal to
propuesta por escrito
escrito con
con
that effect six
before the
six months before
the este objeto seis
antes de
de la
la
seis meses
meses antes
expiration
expiration of this Agreement.
Agreement.
expiraci6n
expiracion
de
este
Acuerdo.
de
este
Acuerdo.
Termination before
Article 4. m
This
expiration of
of period,
period
Article 4.
Article
4. This
may
expiration
his Agreement
Agreement may
Articulo
Articulo 4. Este Acuerdo
Acuerdo puede
puede
etc.
etc.
be
terminated
be terminated before
before the expiraexpira- ser terminado
terminado antes
antes de
la expirade la
expiration of the period
period of
of four
four years
years ci6n
cion del periodo
perfodo de
aftos,
de cuatro anos,
prescribed
prescribed in Article
Article 2,
2, or
or before
before prescrito
prescrito en el Articulo 2,
antes
2, o
o antes
the expiration
expiration of the extension
extension de la expiraci6n
expiracion de
la extensi6n
extension
de la
authorized
authorized in Article
Article 3,
3, in
in the
the autorizada
autorizada en el Artfculo
3, de
de la
Articulo 3,
la
following manner:
manner:
manera
siguiente:
manera siguiente:
(a) By either of the
(a)
the GovernGovern(a) Por cualquiera
cualquiera de
los dos
dos
de los
ments, subject to
months' Gobiernos, sujeto
to three
three months'
sujeto aa tres
meses
de
tres meses de
written notice to the other GovGov- aviso por escrito al
al otro
Gobierno;
otro Gobierno;
ernment;
(b) By the recall of the
the entire
entire
(b) Por llamada
Ramada de
de todo
todo el
el perperpersonnel of the Mission
by the
the sonal
Mission by
sonal de la Misi6n por
el Gobierno
Gobierno
por el
Government of the United States
States de los Estados
Estados Unidos en
en ram%
raz6n de
de
in the public interest
interest of the United
United inter&
inter6s pdblico
pliblico de
de los
Estados
los Estados
States, without necessity
of comcom- Unidos, sin toner
necessity of
quo cumplir
cumplir con
con
tener que
pliance with provision (a) of
of this
this la disposici6n
disposicion del inciso
inciso (a)
este
(a) de
de este
Article.
Adieulo.
Articulo.
Cancelation in event
nel
event
Article 5. This Agreement
is
of hotiliti
hostilities.
Agreement is
Articulo
Artfculo 5. Este acuerdo
acuerdo esta
esta
subject to cancellation
cancellation upon
upon the
the sujeto aacancelaci6n
cancelacion por iniciativa
iniciativa
initiative
initiative of either the
the GovernGovern- ya sea del Gobierno
Ecuador o
o
del Ecuador
ment of Ecuador or the GovernGovern- del Gobierno de los Estados
Estados UniUniment of the United States in case
case dos en caso de que
quo cualquiera
cualquiera de
de
either country becomes
becomes involved
involved los dos paises
pafses se vea
yea envuelto
envuelto en
en
in domestic or
or foreign
foreign hostilities.
hostilities. hostilidades
hostilidades internas
intemas o
extranjeras.
o extranjeras.

Composition and
and
personnel.
personnel.

TITLE
II
TITLE II

TITIJLO II
II
TITULO

Composition and
Composition
Personnel
and Personnel

Composiciern, y
Personal
Composici6n
y Personal

Article
Article 6. This Mission
Mission shall
shall
consist of a
a Chief of Mission of
of
the rank of Colonel, Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Colonel or Major
Major on active
active service
service
in the United States Army
Army Air
Air
Corps and such other personnel
personnel of
of
the United States Army Air Corps
Corps
as may subsequently
subsequently be agreed
agreed
upon between
upon
between the Ministry
Ministry of
of

Articulo 6.
6. Esta Mision
consMisi6n constara
tarb, de un Jefe
Jefe de
la
Mision
de la Misi6n del
del
grado de Coronel, Teniente CoroCoronel oo Mayor del Cuerpo
Cuerpo Aereo
Aereo
del Ejercito
Ejercito de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
en servicio
seryicio activo
activo y
y del personal
personal
adicional del Cuerpo Aereo
del
Aereo del
Ejercito
Ejercito de los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos
que
quo pueda
pueda ser acordado posteriorDefense of Ecuador, mente entre acordado posteriorNational Defense
el Ministerio
mente
Ministerio de
de
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through
its authorized
authorized representarepresenta- Defensa
Defensa Nacional
Nacional del Ecuador,
through its
por su
all representante
representante autorizado
tive
War por
in Washington,
Washington, and the War
tive in
Departamento
en Washington,
y el Departamento
Department
the United
United States.
Washington, y
States. en
of the
Department of
Unidos.
Estados
de
Guerra
de
los
Estados
los
de
Guerra
de

III
TITLE III
TITLE

III
TITULO
TITULO III

Duties,
Precedence
and Precedence
Rank and
Duties, Rank

Servicios, Grado
Precedencia
y Precedencia
Grado y
Servicios,

Article
of the
personnel of
7. The
The personnel
Article 7.
Mission
shall
perform
such
duties
Mission shall perform such duties
as
may
be
agreed
upon
between
between
upon
as may be agreed
the Minister
Defense
National Defense
Minister of National
the
of Ecuador
Ecuador and the Chief of the
of
Mission.
Article 8.
members of
the
of the
The members
8. The
Article
Mission shall
shall be
be responsible
solely
responsible solely
Mission
to
Minister of National Dethe Minister
to the
fense
Ecuador, through
through the
of Ecuador,
fense of
Chief
of the
the Mission.
Mission.
Chief of
Article
member of the
Each member
9. Each
Article 9.
Mission
Mission shall serve on the Mission
rank he holds in the
with
the rank
with the
United
States
Army Air
and
Air Corps and
United States Army
of
shall
wear
the
uniform
his
rank
uniform
the
wear
shall
in
the United
Army Air
States Army
United States
in the
Corps, but
shall have
precedence
have precedence
but shall
Corps,
over all
officers of the
Ecuadoran officers
all Ecuadoran
over
rank.
same rank.

Articulo 7.
7. El
El personal
de la
la
personal de
Articulo
Mision
desempenara, los servicios
servicios
Misi6n desempefiara
acordados entre
ser acordados
que puedan
puedan ser
entre
que
Defensa Nacional
el Ministerio
el
Ministerio de Defensa
y el Jefe de la Misi6n.
del Ecuador
Ecuador y
Mision.
del

Article
10. Each
member of the
Each member
Article 10.
Mission shall be entitled
entitled to all
Mission
benefits or
which the
privileges which
or privileges
benefits
Regulations of
the Ecuadoran
Air
Ecuadoran Air
of the
Regulations
Force
provide for Ecuadoran
Ecuadoran offioffiForce provide
cers
subordinate personnel
personnel of
and subordinate
cers and
corresponding
corresponding rank.
Article 11.
11. The
personnel of the
The personnel
Article
Mission
shall be governed
governed by the
Mission shall
disciplinary regulations
regulations of
of the
disciplinary
United States
States Army
Army Air
Corps.
Air Corps.
United

Articulo
8. Los
Los miembros de la
Articulo 8.
Mision seran
ser&n responsables
responsables solaMisi6n
mente ante
ante el
Ministro de Deel Ministro
mente
fensa Nacional
Nacional del Ecuador, por
por
fensa
conduct°
del Jefe
Jefe de
de la
la Misi6n.
Mision.
conducto del
Articulo 9.
is
miembro de la
9. Cada miembro
Articulo
Mision
desempefiarti, sus funciones
funciones
Misi6n desempefiara
en
con el grado que tiene
Misi6n con
en is
la Mision
en el
el Cuerpo
Cuerpo Aereo
Aereo del
Ejercito de
del Ej6rcito
en
los Estados
Unidos y
el
llevara el
y llevara
Estados Unidos
los
uniforme de
de su
su grado
grado en el Cuerpo
uniforme
Aereo .del
de los
Estados
los Estados
Ejercito de
del Ejercito
Aereo
Unidos, pero
pero tendra
tendth precedencia
precedencia
Unidos,
sobre
todos los
los oficiales
oficiales ecuatoecuatosobre todos
rianos
del mismo
grado.
mismo grado.
rianos del
Articulo
10. Cada miembro de
Articulo 10.
is
Mision
tendra
derecho a
atodos
todos
la Misi6n tendra derecho
los
los
beneficios
o
privilegios
que
que
privilegios
o
los beneficios
reglamentos
Aerea
reglamentos de la Fuerza A4rea
Ecuatoriana
dan a
los oficiales
oficiales
a los
Ecuatoriana dan
ecuatorianos
y al
al personal
personal subalecuatorianos y
tern° del
del grado
correspondiente.
grado correspondiente.
terno
Articulo
personal de la
is
11. El personal
Articulo 11.
Mision estartt
los reglareglapor los
regido per
estara regido
Misi6n
mentos de
del Cuerpo
disciplina del
de disciplina
mentos
Estados
Aereo
del
Ejercito
los
de
Ejercito
del
Aereo
Unidos.
Unidos.

TITLE IV
IV
TITLE

TITULO
IV
TITULO IV

Compensation and
Perquisites
and Perquisites
Compensation

Compensacion
Concesiones
Compensaci6n yy Ccmcesiones

and
Duties,
Duti
e
e
n
s,ce.rfnk,
rank, and
precedence.

p

Benefits, privileges,
privileges,
Benefits,
etc.

Compensation and
and
Articulo
miembros de poeation
Articulo 12. Los miembros
Article
Members of
of the
the MisMisPerquisites.
12. Members
Article 12.
is Misibn
del Gobierno
Gobierno
recibiran del
Misi6n recibirim
Govern- la
sion
shall receive
receive from
from the Governsion shall
del
Ecuador
una
retribucion
nets,
neta
retribuci6n
una
Ecuador
del
ment
annual
Ecuador such net annual
of Ecuador
ment of
anual
que
fuere
acordada
entre
el
el
entre
acordada
fuere
que
anual
agreed
compensation
may be agreed
as may
compensation as
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upon
between the
of
upon between
the Government
Government of
the
and the
the Governthe United
United States
States and
Government
of Ecuador
Ecuador for
member.
ment of
for each
each member.
This
compensation shall
be paid
This compensation
shall be
paid in
in
twelve
(12) equal
equal monthly
monthly installtwelve (12)
installpayable on
on
ments, each
each due
due and
and payable
month.
The
the last
last day
day of
of the
the month. The
compensation
shall not
be subject
compensation shall
not be
subject
to any tax, now
now or
hereafter in
or hereafter
in
effect,
the Government
effect, of
of the
Government of
of
Ecuador or
or
or of
of any of its
its political
political or
administrative
subdivisions.
administrative
subdivisions.
at present
present
Should there,
there, however,
however, at
Agreement is
is in
effect,
or while this Agreement
in effect,
this
be any
any taxes that might affect
affect this
compensation, such
compensation,
such taxes
taxes shall
shall be
be
the Ministry
Ministry of
of National
National
borne by
by the
Defense of Ecuador
Ecuador in order
order to
to
comply with
the provision
provision of
this
comply
with the
of this
Article that the compensation
compensation
agreed upon
upon shall
be net.
agreed
shall be
net.
Article 13. The
compensation
The compensation
agreed
upon in
agreed upon
in the
the preceding
preceding
Article shall begin upon
upon the
the date
date
of departure from
from the
the United
United
States of each member
the
member of
of the
Mission and, except
otherwise
except as otherwise
expressly provided in
Agreein this Agreement, shall continue
continue after
after the
the
termination of his
service with
with the
his service
the
Mission during his return trip
to
trip to
the
States and
thereafter
the United
United States
and thereafter
of any
any accumulated
accumulated
for the period
period of
leave to which he
he is entitled.

compensation
Article 14. The compensation
return
due for the period of the return
trip and accumulated
leave shall
accumulated leave
shall
be paid to aa detached
detached member of
of
the Mission
Mission before his
his departure
departure
from Ecuador, and Such
such payment
payment
shall be computed for travel by
by
the shortest
shortest usually travelled
travelled sea
sea
route regardless of the route
route and
and
method of travel used by the
member of the Mission.
ExemptIonfrom
cus1
to
.Article
Article 15. The Government
of
Government of
tomsefSomeu
duties.
Ecuador shall grant, upon
upon request
request
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Gobierno de
Unidos y
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
y
el Gobierno
Gobierno del Ecuador
Ecuador para cada
cada
miembro.
retribucion sera
sera
miembro. Esta retribuci6n
abonada
doce (12)
mensualiabonada en
en doce
(12) mensualidades
debidas y
ypagaderas
dades iguales,
iguales, debidas
pagaderas
de cada
cada mes.
mes. La
La
el filtimo
iltimo dia
dia de
retribucion no
no estara
estara sujeta
sujeta a
retribuci6n
a
ningfm impuesto,
irnpuesto, ahora en
en vigencia
vigencia
ningdn
en el
future, del
del
oo que se cree
cree en
el futuro,
Gobierno del Ecuador
Ecuador o
ode
de ninguna
ninguna
dependencias politicas
de sus dependencias
politicas y
ady administrativas.
Sin embargo,
embargo, si
si al
ministrativas. Sin
al
presente
durante la
la vigencia
de
presente oodurante
vigencia de
algunos imimeste convenio
convenio existen algunos
puestos que puedan afectar
afectar esta
esta
retribuci6n, dichos impuestos seretribucion,
ran pagados
pagados por el
Ministerio de
de
el Ministerio
Defensa Nacional
Nacional del
del Ecuador,
Ecuador,
Defensa
con el objeto de cumplir
con la
la
cumplir con
disposicion de este Articulo
ArtIculo que
que
disposici6n
los
convenidos seran
seran netos.
los salaries
salarios convenidos
netos.
ArtIculo 13.
13. La retribuci6n
retribucion conconArticulo
venida en el Articulo
ArtIculo precedente
precedente
comenzara a
a regir desde
comenzara
desde la
la fecha
fecha
de la partida
partida de los Estados UniUnidos de cada
Mision
cada miembro
miembro de
de la
la Misi6n
y, con excepci6n
excepcion de
de lo
lo que
que sea
sea
especificadamente
especificadamente dispuesto
dispuesto de
de
manera en
Acuerdo, conconotra manera
en este
este Acuerdo,
tinuara
tinuara, despues
despues de la terminaci6n
terminacion
de sus servicios con
con la
la Misi6n
Mision
durante el viaje
durante
viaje de
regreso a
los
de regreso
a los
Estados Unidos
y en
en lo
sucesivo
Unidos y
lo sucesivo
por el periodo
period° de cualquiera
cualquiera lilicencia acumulada
acu.mulada a
aque
que el
el miemmiembro tenga derecho.
derecho.
Articulo
ArtIculo 14. La
deLa retribuci6n
retribuci6n dedel viaje
viaje de
de
bida por el period°
periodo del
y licencia
regreso y
licencia acumulada
acumulada debe
ser pagada
pagada a
miembro cesante
a un miembro
cesante
antes de su partida del Ecuador,
y tal pago
y
debe ser
calculado por
por
pago debe
ser calculado
maritima mas
un viaje por la ruta xnarftima
Inas
corta actualmente
actualmente empleada,
empleada, independientemente
pendientemente de la
la ruta
ruts y
y
metodo
metodo de viaje
viaje usado por
el
por el
miembro de la
miembro
is Mision.
Misi6n.
Articulo
Articulo 15. El Gobierno del
Ecuador otorgara,
Ecuador
otorgara, a
a solicitud
solicitud del
del
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of the Chief of the
the Mission,
Mission, exexof
emption
duties on
emption from
from customs
customs duties
articles
members
by the
the members
imported by
articles imported
of the
the Mission
Mission for their personal
personal
of
use
the use
use of members
of
members of
use and
and for
for the
their
families.
their families.
Article
16. Compensation
Compensation for
Article 16.
transportation
and travelling
extravelling extransportation and
penses
in the
Republic of Ecuador
Ecuador
the Republic
penses in
on
Governof the Governon official
official business of
ment.of Ecuador
Ecuador shall be provided
provided
ment.of
of Ecuador in
by
Government of
by the
the Government
accordance with
provisions of
with the provisions
accordance
Article 10.
10.
Article
Article 17. The
Government of
The Government
Article
Ecuador shall
the Chief
Chief
provide the
shall provide
Ecuador
of
the Mission
with a
a suitable
suitable
Mission with
of the
automobile
with chauffeur,
chauffeur, for
automobile with
Suitable
use
on official business. Suitable
use on
motor
transportation with
with chaufchaufmotor transportation
feur,
and when
necessary an
airan airwhen necessary
feur, and
plane
properly equipped,
shall on
on
equipped, shall
plane properly
call
by the
the
available by
be made
made available
call be
use
Government of
of Ecuador
Ecuador for
for use
Government
Mission
by the members
members of the Mission
by
official
for
for the
the conduct of the official
business of the Mission.
business
Article 18. The
of
Government of
The Government
Article
Ecuador
provide suitable
suitable ofshall provide
Ecuador shall
fice space
facilities for the use
space and facilities
fice
of the
the members
members of
of the
Mission.
the Mission.
of
Article
If any
any member
member of
19. If
Article 19.
the Mission
die while he is
is
should die
the
Mission should
serving under
under the terms of this
serving
Agreement,
all compensation
compensation due
Agreement, all
the
deceased
member,
including
member,
deceased
the
salary
for the
(15) days
fifteen (15)
the fifteen
salary for
following
his death,
and reimdeath, and
following his
bursement due
due the
deceased memmemthe deceased
bursement
ber for
for expenses
transportaand transportaexpenses and
ber
tion
trips made
on official
official
made on
on trips
tion on
business of
the Government
Government of
of the
business
paid to the
Ecuador, shall
be paid
shall be
Ecuador,
widow
deceased member or
of the deceased
widow of
to
may have
have
who may
person who
other person
any other
to any
the
by
been
designated
in
writing
by
in
writing
designated
been
deceased;
but the
the widow
or other
other
widow or
deceased; but
person shall
shall not
not be
compensated
be compensated
person

Jefe de la
la Mision,
Misi6n, exencion
exenci6n de
derechos de aduana por concepto
derechos
de articulos
articulos importados
importados por los
miembros de la Misi6n
Mision para
para su
su
miembros
uso personal
personal y
y para
el uso
uso de los
para el
uso
miembros de sus
families.
sus familias.
miembros
Articulo
compensacion
La compensaci6n
16. La
Articulo 16.
por gastos
gastos de
transport° y
y de
de transporte
por
viaje en
Republica del
del Ecuador
Ecuador
en la
la Repdblica
viaje
en
oficiales del Gobierno
en comisiones
comisiones oficiales
del
sera proporcionada
proporcionada
del Ecuador
Ecuador sera
por
el Gobierno
del Ecuador
de
Ecuador de
por el
Gobierno del
acuerdo
con
las
disposiciones
del
acuerdo con las disposiciones
Articulo
10.
Articulo 10.
.Articulo 17.
El Gobierno
Gobierno del
del
17. El
Articulo
Ecuador
proporcionara, al Jefe
Jefe de
Ecuador proporcionara
autom6vil con chaufun automovil
la
la Mision
Misi6n un
feur,
Transporte
uso oficial. Transporte
para uso
feur, para
adecuado en
en autom6vil
automovil con
chaufcon chaufadecuado
feur, y
cuando sea necessario
necessario un
un
y cuando
feur,
avion
equipada,
convenientemente equipada,
avi6n convenientemente
el
seran provistas,
provistas, a
pedida, por
por el
a pedida,
seran
Gobierno
Ecuador para
para el uso
del Ecuador
Gobierno del
de
los miembros
de la
la Misi6n
Mision para
para
miembros de
de los
el cumplimiento
cumplimiento de
de las
las funciones
el
oficiales
de la
la misma.
misma.
oficiales de
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Transportation.
Transportation.

Office space, etc.

Articulo
18. El
Gobierno del
del Office space, etc.
El Gobierno
Articulo 18.
Ecuador
aloj amienproporcionari alojamienEcuador proporcionara
to
adecuadas de ofiofifacilidades adecuadas
y facilidades
to y
cina
para el
el uso
uso de
miembros
los miembros
de los
cina para
de la
Is Misi6n.
Misi6n.
de
Compensation,
Compensation, etc.,
Articulo
Si cualquier
cualquier miemmiem- due
19. Si
Articulo 19.
due deceased
deceased memnmember.
bro de
de is
falleciese mienmienla Mision
Misi6n falleciese
bro
tras
conformidad
esta sirviendo en conformidad
tras est&
con
terminos de
este Acuerdo,
Acuerdo,
de este
los terminos
con los
toda
retribucion debida al miemtoda retribuci6n
bro fallecido,
fallecido, incluyendo
incluyendo sueldo
bro
por los
los quince
(15) dias subquince (15)
por
siguientes
su muerte
reembolso
y reembolso
muerte y
siguientes aasu
adeudado al
fallecido por
por
al miembro
miembro fallecido
adeudado
gastos
ytransporte
transport° en
en viajes
viajes realigastos y
zados
asuntos oficiales
oficiales del
en asuntos
zados en
Gobierno
Ecuador, serin
serail pagapagadel Ecuador,
Gobierno del
dos
is viuda
viuda del
del miembro
miembro fallefalledos aala
cido
cualquiera otra
otra persona
persona
cido oo aa cualquiera
quo
sido designa,da
designada
haber sido
pueda haber
que pueda
por escrito
escrito por
por el
el fallecido;
fallecido; pero
pero
por
Is viuda
viuda o
ola
persona no sera
sera
la otra persona
la
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accrued leave
leave due but
not
for accrued
but not
deceased. All
All comcomtaken by
by the
the deceased.
pensations
or other
other
pensations due
due the
the widow
widow or
person designated
designated by
by the
the deceased,
deceased,
provisions of
of this
under the
the provisions
this ArtiArtishall be
within fifteen
cle, shall
be paid
paid within
fifteen
(15) days after the
death of
(15)
the death
of the
the
member.

compensada por la licencia
licencia acumuacumucompensada
derecho el fallelada aaque tenia derecho
Toda,s
cido pero no usada por el.
61. Todas
compensaciones debidas a
a la
las compensaciones
viuda ooaala otra persona designada
designada
por el fallecido,
sepia las disposifallecido, segdn
disposiciones de este Articulo,
Artfculo, seran
serfin pagadas dentro
dentro de quince (15)
dias des(15) dias
despu6s del fallecimiento
pues
fallecimiento del miembro.

TITLE
V
TITLE V

TITULO V
V
TITULO

Requisites
Requisites and
and Conditions
Conditions

Requisitos yy Condiciones
Condiciones

AgreeArticle 20. So long as
Articulo 20. Mientras
este AcuAcuas this
this AgreeArticulo
Mientras este
ment,
or
any
extension
thereof,
is
ment, or any extension thereof, is erdo, o
extension de 6l,
el,
o cualquiera
cualquiera extensi6n
in effect, the Government of
of Ecuaeste en efecto, el Gobierno
Gobierno del
Ecua- est6
dor shall not engage
services of
of Ecuador
engage the services
Ecuador no emplear§
emplearfi, los servicios
servicios
other foreign
any personnel
personnel of
ningen personal de
of any
any other
foreign de ningdn
de ningtin
ningun otro
government
government for duties of any
any Gobierno extranjero
extranjero para servicios
servicios
nature connected
connected with the Ecuacualquiera naturaleza
naturaleza relacionaEcua- de cualquiera
doran Air Force, except
except by
mutual dos con la Fuerza
by mutual
Fuerza /Urea
EcuatoAerea Ecuatoagreement
agreement between
between the GovernGovern- riana, excepto por mutuo convenio
ment of the United
and the
the entre el Gobierno
United States and
Gobierno de
los Estados
Estados
de los
Government of
Government
of Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Unidos y
yel Gobierno
Gobierno del Ecuador.
Article 21. Each member of
of
Articulo
21. Cada miembro de
Articulo 21.
the Mission shall agree not to la Misi6n
Mision convendra
convendrfi, en no didivulge or in any way disclose
to vulgar o
disclose to
opor cualquier
cualquier medio
medio reveany foreign government
government or
or to
any lar
to any
lax a
cualquier Gobierno
Gobierno extranjero
a cualquier
or o
person whatsoever
whatsoever any
any secret
secret or
persona cualquier
o aa cualquiera
cualquiera persona
cualquier
confidential
confidential matter of which
which he
he secreto oo asunto confidencial
confidencial del
may become cognizant
in his
his cual pueda
cognizant in
pueda tener conocimiento
conocimiento en
en
capacity
capacity as
member of
of the
the su capacidad
as aa member
capacidad de miembro
miembro de la
Mission. This requirement
requirement shall
shall Misi6n.
Misi6n. Este requisito
requisito continuacontinuacontinue in force after the
termi- l*
the termira en vigencia despu6s
despues de la ternation of service
service with
with the
the Mission
Mission minaci6n
rninacion de los servicios con la
la
and after the expiration
expiration or can- Misi6n
Mision y
expiracion
y despues
despu6s de la expiraci6n
cellation
Agreement or
cellation of this Agreement
or any
any o
o cancelaci6n
cancelacion de este Acuerdo o
o
extension thereof.
thereof.
cualquiera
cualquiera extensi6n
extension de el.
61.
Throughout this
Article 22. Throughout
this Artfculo
Articulo 22. En todo este AcuAgreement the
Agreement
"family" is
the term
term "family"
is erdo el t6rmino
termino "familia"
"familia" estarit
estarA
limited to mean wife and depend- restringido
restringido a
a significar
significar esposa e
e
ent children.
hijos dependientes.
dependientes.
Article 23. Each
member of
the
Each member
of the
Articulo
Articulo 23.
23. Cada miembro de
Mission
Mission shall be entitled to one la Misi6n
Misi6n tendra derecho a
aun mes
month's annual
or anual de licencia con goce de
annual leave with pay, or
to a
a proportional
proportional part thereof with sueldo, ooaauna parte proporcional
proporcional
pay for any fractional
of a
a con goce de sueldo por cualquiera
fractional part
part of
cualquiera
year. Unused portions of said parte
parte fraccional de un afio.
afto. Las
leave
leave shall be cumulative
cumulative from
from partes no usadas de dicha licencia
licencia

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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12, 1940

year
service as a
a sera.n
during service
to year
year during
year to
seran acumuladas
acurauladas de aio
aid° a
a aflo
mac,
the Mission.
Mission.
member
member of the
durante el
como miembro
raiembro
el servicio
servicio como
durante
de
Misien.
de la Misi6n.
Article
24. The
specified
leave specified
The leave
Artfculo 24.
licencia especiespeciArticle 24.
24. La licencia
Articulo
in the
the preceding
preceding Article
el Articulo
Articulo precedente
precedente
Article may be ficada
in
en el
ficada en
spent
puede ser
Ecuador,
in Ecuador, in the United puede
en el Ecuador,
spent in
disfrutada en
ser disfrutada
o en otros
States
other countries,
but en
countries, but
Unidos o
Estados Unidos
or in
in other
en los
los Estados
States or
the expenses
expenses of
travel and
and trans- paises,
pafses, pero
pero los gastos de viaje y
y
of travel
the
de transporte
transporte que no sean
sean aboportation not
not otherwise
provided de
otherwise provided
portation
nables de
acuerdo con las disposide acuerdo
for in this Agreement
Agreement shall be nables
for
cione,s de
de otros articulos de este
borne
the member
member of the ciones
by the
borne by
Acuerdo seran
serfin pagados
por el
pagados por
Mission
such leave. All Acuerdo
taking such
Mission taking
miembro de is
Misi6n que disfruta
la Misien
travel
time, including
including sea
travel, miembro
sea travel,
travel time,
de la
licencia. Todo el tiempo
la licencia.
shall
shall count as leave and shall not de
de viaje,
viaje, incluyendo
incluyendo viaje
por
be
in addition
time authorviaje por
author- de
to the
the time
addition to
be in
mar, sera
sere, contado
licencia
contado como licencia
mar,
the preceding Article.
ized
in the
ized in
y no
no sera
sera, en
en adici6n
adiciOn al
tiempo
al tiempo
y
autorizado
en el
el Articulo
Artfeulo preautorizado en
ceden.te.
cedente.
Artfculo
Gobiemo del
25. El
E1 Gobierno
Articulo 25.
Article 25.
The Government
Government of
25. The
Article
Ecuador conviene
conviene en
conceder la
is
en conceder
Ecuador agrees
agrees to
grant the leave Ecuador
to grant
Ecuador
Articulo
en
licencia
especificada
el
Artfculo
especificada
specified in
receipt licencia
upon receipt
23 upon
Article 23
in Article
specified
is solicitud escrita,
escrita, y
y
of
written application,
application, approved
approved 23 al recibir la
of written
aprobada
por
el
Jefe
de
la
Misien
la
Misi6n
de
Jefe
el
por
aprobada
by
the
Chief
of
the
Mission
with
by the Chief of the Mission
con la
is debida
debida consideraci6n
consideracien por la
is
the conven- con
due consideration
consideration for the
due
Gobiemo del
conveniencia del Gobierno
of conveniencia
ience of
the Government
Government of
of the
ience
Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Ecuador.
Artfculo 26.
26. Los
miembros de
Los miembros
Articulo
Article
Members of the Mis26. Members
Article 26.
reemplazados
sean reemplazados
que sean
Misi6n que
la Misien
sion that
that may
replaced shall la
be replaced
may be
sion
en sus funciones
cesar en
funciones
podran cesar
solo podrim
on the solo
terminate
services on
their services
terminate their
Misien a
a la
is llegada
de los
los
llegada de
la Misi6n
en la
Mission
upon the
arrival of en
the arrival
only upon
Mission only
reemplazantes,
exceptuando
los
their
replacements, except
when reemplazantes, exceptuando
except when
their replacements,
que sea
convenida de otra
sea convenida
en que
casos en
otherwise mutually
mutually agreed upon cases
otherwise
manera
y
de
antemano
por los
por
antemano
de
y
manera
in advance
by the
the respective
respective
advance by
in
G-obiernos
respectivos.
respectivos.
Gobiernos
Governments
Governments.
Articulo
27. El
El Gobierno
Gobiemo del
Articulo 27.
Article 27.
Government of
The Government
27. The
Article
proporcionark a
alos
miemlos miemEcuador proporcionara
Ecuador
shall provide
provide suitable Ecuador
Ecuador shall
bros de
sus famifamia sus
Misi6n yy a
la Misien
de is
medical
to members
members of bros
attention to
medical attention
lias la
apropriada.
medica apropriada.
atenci6n medics
la atencion
families. lias
the
and their families.
Mission and
the Mission
En caso
caso de
de que
la
miembro de is
un miembro
que un
In case
member of
of the
Mission En
the Mission
a member
case a
In
Misien
se
enferme
o
sufra
lesiones,
lesiones,
o
sufra
enferme
becomes
ill or
or suffers
injury, he
he Misi6n se
suffers injury,
becomes ill
sera hospitalizado
hospitalizado a
discrecien del
del
a discreci6n
shall,
discretion of the sera
the discretion
at the
shall, at
Jefe
de
is
Mision
en
cualquier
hoshoscualquier
en
Misi6n
la
de
Jefe
Chief
the Mission,
Mission, be
placed in
be placed
of the
Chief of
Misi6n conpital que
que el
el Jefe
Jefe de la
is Misien
such
hospital as
as the
Chief of the pital
the Chief
such hospital
sidere
adecuado,
despues
de conconde
despues
adecuado,
sidere
Mission
deems
suitable,
after
conMission deems suitable, after conla
suites
con
las
autoridades
is
de
autoridades
las
con
sultar
sultation
with
the
Ecuadoran
Air
Air
sultation with the Ecuadoran
Fuerza
Aerea
Ecuatoriana,
y
toy
Ecuatoriana,
Aeea
Fuerza
exForce
authorities,
and
all
Force authorities,
dos los
los gastos
se incurra
incurra
que se
en que
gastos en
penses
as the result of dos
incurred as
penses incurred
resultado de
de esta
eats enfermeenfermecomo resultado
such
illness or
or injury
while the como
injury while
such illness
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patient
of the
the MisMispatient is
is aa member
member of
sion
and remains
Ecuador shall
shall
sion and
remains in
in Ecuador
be
paid by
Government of
be paid
by the
the Government
of
Ecuador.
If
Ecuador.
If the
the hospitalized
hospitalized
member is a
a commissioned
officer
member
commissioned officer
subsisthe shall pay his
his cost of subsistence, but
he is
is an
enlisted man
man
ence,
but if
if he
an enlisted
the cost of
subsistence
shall
be
of subsistence shall be
paid
Government of
of EcuaEcuapaid by
by the Government
dor.
shall enjoy
the
dor. Families
Families shall
enjoy the
same privileges agreed
agreed upon
upon in
this Article
members of
Article for members
of the
the
Mission, except
except that
that a
a member
member of
of
cases pay
pay
the Mission
Mission shall
shall in
in all
all cases
subsistence incident
incident to
to
the cost of
of subsistence
hospitalization of
hospitalization
of a
a member
member of his
family, except as
as may be
be propro10.
vided under
under Article 10.

Article
Article 28. Any member
member of the
the
Mission unable
unable to perform his
his
duties with the Mission
Mission by
reason
by reason
of long continued physical disability shall be replaced.
replaced.
Signatures.
Signatures.

I
N WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the
the ununIN
dersigned, Cordell Hull,
Hull, Secretary
Secretary
of State
of
State of
of the
the United
United States
States of
America, and Col6n
Colon Eloy
Eloy Alfaro,
Alfaro,
Ambassador
the Republic
Republic of
of
Ambassador of
of the
Ecuador, duly authorized
authorized thereto,
Agreement in
have signed this Agreement
duplicate
duplicate in the
the English
English and
and
Spanish languages,
languages, at Washington,
District of Columbia,
Columbia, United
United
States of America,
America, this twelfth
twelfth
day of December
December 1940.
1940.
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[54
STAT.
[54 STAr.

que el
paciente sea
sea
dad siempre
siempre que
el paciente
miembro de
de la
la Misi6n
Mision y
perun miembro
y permanezca en
Ecuador, seran
sergin pagamanezca
en Ecuador,
pagados por
por el
Gobierno del
del Ecuador.
Ecuador.
dos
el Gobierno
quo el
el miembro
miembro hoshosEn caso de
de que
pitalizado sea un
comisiopitalizado
un oficial comisionado, el1emismo pagara
pagarh, sus
nado,
sus gastos
gastos
de
subsistencia,
pero
en
caso de
de
de subsistencia, pero en caso
quo
subalterno sus
sus gastos
que sea un
subalterno
gastos
de
subsistencia seran pagados
pagados por
por
de subsistencia
el
Gobierno del
Las fafael Gobierno
del Ecuador. Las
milias disfrutaran de
de los mismos
mismos
privilegios
privilegios convenidos
convenidos en este
este
Articulo para los
Articulo
los miembros
miembros de
Mision, exceptuando
exceptuando que
quo un
un
la Misi6n,
miembro
Mision pagara
pagara, en
en
miembro de
de la
la Misi6n
subtodos los
los casos los
los gastos
gastos de
de subsistencia
la hospihospisistencia relacionados
relacionados a
a la
talizaci6n de un miembro
miembro de
de su
su
talizaci6n
familia, con excepci6n
excepcion de
de lo
lo que
quo
sea dispuesto
dispuesto en el Articulo
Articulo 10.
Articulo 28. Cualquier miembro de la Misi6n
Mision inhabilitado
inhabilitado para
desempenar
servicios con la
desempefiar sus
sus servicios
la
Misi6n por raz6n
Mision
razOn de incapacidad
incapacidad
fisica
ffsica prolongada, sera
serO, reemplareemplazado.
EN
TESTIMONIO DE
EN TESTIMONIO
LO CUAL,
CUAL, los
los
DE LO
suscritos, Cordell
Secretario
Cordell Hull, Secretario
de Estado de los Estados
Estados Unidos
America, y
Colon Eloy Alfaro,
de America,
y Col6n
Alfaro,
Embajador de la Repdblica
Embajador
Repdblica del
del
Ecuador, debidamente
Ecuador,
debidamente
autorizados para ello,
do, han
han firmado este
Acuerdo, por duplicado
Acuerdo,
duplicado en los
los
idiomas ingl6s
ingl es y
y espafol,
espaiiol, en
en
Washington,
Washington, Distrito de Columbia, Estados Unidos de America,
America,
el dfa doce de diciembre
diciembre de
de 1940.

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
C.
C. E.
E. ALFARO
ALFARO

54
STAT. ]
54STAT.]
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Proclamation by
President of the United States of America issued
by the President
Proclamation
article III of the reciprocal
November 30,
30, 1940,
pursuant to article
reciprocal trade
trade
1940, pursuant
November
and Canada
America and
United States of America
agreement
between the
Canada signed
the United
agreement between
quota on heavy cattle
tariff quota
November 17,
allocation of tariff
respecting allocation
1938, respecting
17, 1938,
November
during
the calendar
related notes.
calendar year 1941. And related
during the

November 30,
30, 1940
1940
November
I
E. A.
A. S.
S. No.
No. 190]
190]
[E.

AMERICA.
BY
PRESIDENT OF Tlik.
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA.
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
W HEREAS
WHEREAS

Congress
in the Tariff Act of 1930 of the Congress
is provided
provided in
it is
of the
States of
America, as
as amended
amended by the
Act of June 12,
the Act
of America,
the United
United States
of
1934,
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To
1930" (48
amend the Tariff Act of 1930"
To amend
1934, entitled
Resolutions
extended by Joint
Stat. 943),
amending Act was extended
Joint Resolutions
which amending
943), which
Stat.
of Congress,
April 12, 1940
(50 Stat. 24) and April
1937 (50
March 1, 1937
approved March
Congress, approved
of
as
follows:
Cong.),
Res. No. 61, 76th Cong.),
(Public
follows:
(Public Res.
"Sec.
350.
(a)
For
the
purpose
of
foreign markets
markets
of expanding
expanding foreign
purpose
the
"Sec. 350. (a) For
of
a
(as
for
the
products
of
the
United
(as
a
means
assisting
States
United
the
of
products
the
for
in the
the present
emergency in restoring
restoring the
the American
American standard
standard of
of
present emergency
in
present
living, in
overcoming domestic
unemployment and the present
domestic unemployment
in overcoming
living,
economic
depression, in
increasing the
the purchasing
power of the
purchasing power
in increasing
economic depression,
American public,
in, establishing
better
maintaining aa better
and maintaining
establishing and
and in
public, and
American
American agriculture,
branches of American
relationship among
agriculture,
various branches
among various
relationship
industry, mining,
mining, and
admission
commerce) by regulating the admission
and commerce)
industry,
of foreign
foreign goods
into the
the United
accordance with the
States in accordance
United States
goods into
of
branches of American
characteristics
American proand needs of various branches
characteristics and
duction so
so that
that foreign
foreign markets
markets will
will be
made available to those
be made
duction
branches
American production
which require
require and
are capable
capable
and are
production which
of American
branches of
corresponding market
of
developing such
outlets by
market
affording corresponding
by affording
such outlets
of developing
in
the
foreign products
opportunities
products
the United States,
States, the
opportunities for foreign
President, whenever
whenever he
he finds as aa fact that any existing duties
President,
or
other import
States or any
foreign
any foreign
United States
the United
of the
restrictions of
import restrictions
or other
country
are unduly
unduly burdening
burdening and
the foreign trade
restricting the
and restricting
country are
of
the United
United States
States and
and that
that the
the purpose
above declared
will
declared will
purpose above
of the
be
promoted by
the means
hereinafter specified,
specified, is
is authorized
authorized
means hereinafter
by the
be promoted
to time—
timefrom
time to
from time
"(1)
foreign trade
agreements with
with foreign
foreign
trade agreements
into foreign
enter into
To enter
"(1) To
governments
or instrumentalities
thereof; and
and
instrumentalities thereof;
governments or
"(2) To
of existing
existing duties
duties and
modifications of
such modifications
proclaim such
To proclaim
"(2)
other
import
restrictions,
or
such
additional
import
restrictions,
restrictions,
import
other import restrictions, or such additional
or
continuance, and
and for
such minimum
periods, of
of existing
existing
minimum periods,
for such
such continuance,
or such
customs
or
excise
treatment
of
any
article
covered
by
foreign
by
foreign
covered
article
any
of
customs or excise treatment
trade
agreements,
as
are
required
or
appropriate
carry
out
carry
to
appropriate
or
required
are
as
trade agreements,
any
foreign
trade
agreement
that
the
President
has
entered
into
into
entered
has
President
the
that
agreement
trade
foreign
any
it

Preamble.
Preamble.
19 U.
C.. §§ 13511351U. S.. c.
19
1354;
V, §§
1351§01351Supp. V,
1354; Supp.
1352.
1352.
Ante, p.
p. 107.
107.
Ante,
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[54 STAT.
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hereunder.
No proclamation
shall be
be made
or dedehereunder. No
proclamation shall
made increasing
increasing or
creasing
by
more
than
50
per
centum
any
existing
rate
of
duty
creasing by more than 50 per centum any existing rate of duty
or
any article
the dutiable
dutiable and
and free
free lists.
or transferring
transferring any
article between
between the
lists.
The proclaimed
and other
other import
import restrictions
restrictions shall
shall apply
apply
The
proclaimed duties
duties and
to articles
growth, produce,
or manufacture
of all
all foreign
to
articles the
the growth,
produce, or
manufacture of
foreign
countries, whether
directly, or
indirectly: Provided,
Provided,
whether imported
imported directly,
or indirectly:
President may
suspend the
the application
application to
That the
the President
may suspend
to articles
articles
or manufacture
manufacture of
country because
because
the growth, produce,
produce, or
of any
any country
of American
American commerce
commerce or
beof its
its discriminatory
discriminatory treatment
treatment of
or because of other acts or
which in
his
opinion
tend
to
defeat
or policies
policies which
in his opinion tend to defeat
and the
the proclaimed
duties
the purposes set
set forth in this
this section;
section; and
proclaimed duties
and other import
import restrictions
restrictions shall
and after
after
shall be
be in effect
effect from
from and
such time as is specified
specified in the proclamation.
proclamation. The President
President
terminate any
such proclamation
proclamation in
in whole
or
may at any time
time terminate
any such
whole or
in
in part."

WHEREAS,
W
HEREAS, pursuant to the said Tariff Act of 1930,
1930, as
as amended,
amended,
2348.
53 Stat.
Stat 24

2393.
53 Stat.
tat.2393.

I entered
entered into a
a Trade
Agreement on November
November 17, 1938,1
His
I
Trade Agreement
1938,1 with
with His

Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and
doand the
the British
British dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor
Emperor of India,
India, in respect
respect of
of Canada;
Canada;
WIHREAS,
1938,11 IIdid
W
HEREAS, by my proclamation
proclamation of November
November 25, 1938,
did make
make
public the said Trade
Trade Agreement,
Agreement, including two Schedules
Schedules annexed
annexed
proclamation provided that the
thereto, and in my proclamation
of
the provisions
provisions of
Article VII of the said
Agreement should
said Agreement
should be
be observed
observed and
and fulfilled
fulfilled
with good faith by the United
America and the citizens
United States of America
citizens
thereof on and after January
1, 1939;
January 1,
1939;
WHERE.A,
Agreement provides
W
HEREAs, Article
Article VII of the said Agreement
provides as follows:
follows:
"1. Articles
Articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
of Canada
Canada
manufacture of
enumerated
described in Schedule II
II annexed
enumerated and described
annexed to this Agreement shall, on their importation
importation into the United
United States of
America, be exempt from ordinary
ordinary customs
customs duties in
in excess
excess of
of
those set forth and provided for in
in the
the said
said Schedule,
Schedule, subject
subject
to the conditions
conditions therein
therein set out. The said articles shall also
be exempt from
from all other duties, taxes, fees,
fees, charges, or exactions, imposed on or in connection
importation, in excess
connection with importation,
excess
of those imposed on the day of the signature of this Agreement
Agreement
or required to be imposed thereafter
thereafter under
under laws of the United
United
States of America
America in force
force on the day of the signature
signature of
this
of this
Agreement.
Agreement.
"2. Schedule
Schedule II
II shall have
have full force and effect
an integral
integral
effect as
as an
part of this Agreement."
Agreement."

stat.2378.

53
3 Stat. 2378.

1

[Executive
Agreement Series No.
[Executive Agreement
No. 149.]
149.]

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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WminnAs, Schedule
Schedule II
II annexed
Agreement provides
to the said Agreement
annexed to
WHEREAs,
in part
part as
follows:
as follows:
in
"United
"United States
Tariff Act of
1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

701
701

Description of Article
Article
Description

Cattle, weighing
weighing seven
hundred pounds
each:
more each:
or more
pounds or
seven hundred
Cattle,
Cows,
imported specially
dairy purposes
purposes
for dairy
specially for
Cows, imported
Other
Other
Provided, That
1938, such cattle
31, 1938,
December 31,
after December
That after
Provided,
weighing seven
or more each
each
pounds or
hundred pounds
seven hundred
weighing
(other than
than cows
imported specially
specially for
for dairy
dairy
cows imported
(other
purposes)
entered, or
or withdrawn
from warehouse,
warehouse,
withdrawn from
purposes) entered,
for consumption
consumption in
in excess
excess of
head in any
of 60,000
60,000 head
for
quarter year
not be
be entitled
to a
reduction in
a reduction
entitled to
shall not
year shall
quarter
duty
by virtue
virtue of
and such
such cattle
cattle (other
this item, and
of this
duty by
specially for dairy purposes)
than
cows imported
imported specially
than cows
entered,
withdrawn from
warehouse, for confrom warehouse,
or withdrawn
entered, or
calendar
sumption in
in excess
excess of
of 225,000
head in
in any calendar
225,000 head
sumption
reduction in
year shall
shall not
not be
in duty
duty by
entitled to aa reduction
be entitled
year
virtue of
but the
rate of
duty thereon
thereon
of duty
the rate
item, but
this item,
of this
virtue
shall not
exceed
not exceed
shall
with the
Provided
consultation with
after consultation
if, after
That if,
further, That
Provided further,
Government
of the
the United
United States
States of America,
America, the
Government of
Government
requests the
allocation of
the allocation
Canada requests
of Canada
Government of
the quantity
enter at the reduced
reduced rate
rate
entitled to enter
quantity entitled
the
of duty
under this
this item,
item, the
Government of the
the Government
duty under
of
United
of America
take the
the necessary
necessary
shall take
America shall
States of
United States
countries
steps
to allocate
allocate the
said quantity
among countries
quantity among
the said
steps to
of
export on
the basis
for in
in Article
Article III
III
provided for
basis provided
on the
of export
of
this Agreement."
Agreement."
of this

Rate of Duty

53 Stat. 2383.
1~%
1%¢ per
per lb.
1%0
per lb.
1\y per

3¢
3¢ per
per lb.

WiTennAs,
reads as follows:
follows:
Agreement reads
said Agreement
the said
of the
III of
Article III
WHEBEA, Article

53 Stat. 2351.

3Stat 2351.

be
"If imports
of any
article into
country should be
either country
into either
any article
imports of
"If
be
permitted
amount
total
regulated
either
as
regards
the
amount
permitted
to
the
regards
as
either
regulated
imported
imported or
as regards
permitted to be imported
amount permitted
the amount
regards the
or as
imported
at a
rate of
and if
if shares
allocated to counshares are allocated
duty, and
of duty,
specified rate
a specified
at
allocated to the other country shall
tries
of export, the share allocated
tries of
be based
proportion of
total imports
imports of such artithe total
of the
the proportion
upon the
based upon
be
by that country
cle from
foreign countries
country in past
supplied by
countries supplied
all foreign
from all
cle
in so far as practicable
years, account
account being
practicable in approtaken in
being taken
years,
factors which may have
priate
cases of
any special
have affected
affected or
special factors
of any
priate cases
may
be
affecting
the
trade
in
that
article.
In
those
cases in
may be affecting the trade in that article. In those cases
supplier
which
the
other
country
is
a
relatively
supplier
of any
large
which the other country is a relatively
such
article,
the
Government
of
the
country
imposing
the
regureguthe
imposing
country
such article, the Government of the
lation
shall,
whenever
practicable,
consult
with
the
Government
Government
the
with
consult
lation shall, whenever practicable,
of
the share
share to
be allocated
allocated to
that
to that
to be
before the
country before
other country
the other
of the
country
is determined."
determined."
country is
53 Stat. 2397.
53Stat2397.
W HEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
February 27,
1939,22 II did
did propro27, 1939,
of February
proclamation of
WHEREAS,
claim the
among countries
of export,
export, on the basis therecountries of
allocation among
the allocation
claim
in set
set forth,
the quantity
of cattle
cattle weighing
hundred pounds
seven hundred
weighing seven
quantity of
of the
forth, of
in
or more
more each
than cows
imported specially
specially for
for dairy
purposes)
dairy purposes)
cows imported
(other than
each (other
or
entitled to
to a
virtue of
of the
said item
701 of
of
item 701
the said
by virtue
duty by
in duty
reduction in
a reduction
entitled
Schedule
annexed to
to the
Agreement during
period April
April 11
the period
during the
said Agreement
the said
II annexed
Schedule II
to
December 31,
31, 1939
1939 inclusive;
inclusive;
to December
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WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
proclamation of
30, 1939,
such alloalloof November
November 30,
1939,f3 such

cation
cation was continued
continued for
the calendar
year 1940;
1940;
for the
calendar year
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS,

Findings.
Findings.

Proclamation of
Proclamation
alof allocation
location of
quota
of tariff
tariff quota
on
on heavy
heavy cattle,
cattle, 1941.
1941.

after consultation
after
Government of
of the
the United
United
consultation with
with the
the Government

States of America, the Government
of Canada
has requested
the
Government of
Canada has
requested the
Government
Government of the United States of
of America
America to
continue such
to continue
such
allocation during the
calendar year
the calendar
year 1941;
1941;
WHEREAS
WITF:REAs such allocation is required
and appropriate
appropriate to
to carry
carry
required and
out the
the said Agreement;
Agreement;
WHEREAS II find that, taking
taking into
into account
account special
special factors
factors affecting
affecting
the trade, imports into the United
United States
States of
of America
America from
all
from all
countries of such cattle weighing
weighing seven
seven hundred
pounds or
or more
hundred pounds
more
each (other than cows imported
imported specially
specially for
for dairy
purposes) durdairy purposes)
during the years
years 1936 and 1937 were
representative of
of the
the trade
trade in
were representative
in
such
articles;
such articles;
WHEREAS II find that the proportions
proportions of
WHEREAS
of total
total imports
imports into
into the
the
America for
United States of America
consumption of
of such
such cattle
cattle weighing
weighing
for consumption
seven hundred
hundred pounds
pounds or
(other than
than cows
cows imported
imported
or more
more each
each (other
specially for dairy purposes)
purposes)- supplied
supplied by
by Canada
Canada and
and by
by other
other
foreign countries, respectively, during
during the
years
1936
and
1937
were
the years 1936 and 1937 were
as follows:
follows:
Canada
Canada
86.2 per
centum
86.2
per centum
Other foreign countries
countries
13. 8
per centum
centum
13.
8 per
Now, THEREFORE,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Now,
THERErosE, be it known that I,
I, Franklin
Roosevelt, PresPres-

ident of the United States of America,
America, acting
ident
acting under
under the
the authority
authority
conferred by the said Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
amended, do
do hereby
hereby
proclaim
proclaim that no more than 193,950
193,950 head of cattle weighing
weighing seven
seven
hundred pounds or more each
each (other
(other than
than cows
imported specially
specially
cows imported
for dairy
dairy purposes),
purposes), the produce
produce of
more than
than 31,050
31,050
of Canada,
Canada, nor more
head
of such cattle,
cattle, the produce
head of
produce of other foreign countries,
entered,
countries, entered,
or
from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption
or withdrawn
withdrawn from
consumption during
calendar
during the calendar
year
shall be entitled
year 1941, shall
entitled to a
a reduction
reduction in duty
by virtue
virtue of
of the
duty by
the
said item 701
701 of
of Schedule
II of the said
said
Schedule II
said Agreement;
Agreement; and
and that
that no
no
more
than
51,720
head
of
cattle weighing
more than 51,720
cattle
weighing seven hundred
hundred pounds
pounds
or more each (other than cows imported
or
purimported specially
specially for
for dairy
dairy purposes),
Canada, nor more
poses), the produce
produce of Canada,
more than 8,280
8,280 head
of such
such
head of
cattle, the produce
produce of other foreign countries, entered,
entered, or
or withwithdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for consumption
consumption in any calendar
drawn
calendar quarter
quarter
year during 1941,
1941, shall be entitled
year
entitled to a
reduction in
in duty
duty by
virtue
a reduction
by virtue
of the said item 701 of Schedule II
of
Agreement.
II of the said Agreement.
IN
I have
have hereunto set
I
N TESTMONY
TESTIMONY WHEBEOr,
wHEREor, I
set my hand
hand and
caused
and caused

the
the United States
the Seal
Seal of the
States of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
America to
DONE
at
the
city
of
Washington
Dorm at the
Washington this thirtieth
thirtieth day of
of November
November
in
of our
Lord one
in the
the year
year of
our Lord
one thousand nine hundred
hundred and
and
[SEL.]
and of
[BEAL] forty,
forty, and
of the
the Independence
Independence of the
the United States of
of
America
one hundred
hundred and sixty-fifth.
America the
the one
sixty-fifth.
-

By the President:
COBDEL
CORDELL Hum
HULL
Scretary
Secretory of State.
State.

By the President:

FBANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
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RELATED NOTES
RELATED

Secretary of State
The
Canadian Minister
Minister to the Secretary
State
The Canadian
CANADIAN LEGATION
LEGATION
CANADIAN
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
October
15, 1940
1940
October 15,

No.
312
No. 312

SIR,
have the
the honour
to refer
my Note
6th
No. 303 of November 6th
Note No.
to my
refer to
honour to
IIhave
44 relative to
1939,
to
the
allocation
of
the
United
quota on heavy
heavy
the allocation of the United States quota
1939, relative
Secretary of
cattle and
to state
state that
have been
been requested
requested by the Secretary
I have
that I
and to
cattle
Government
the
that
State
for External
Affairs to
to inform
inform you
Government of
External Affairs
State for
United
of
Canada
would
be
grateful,
if
the
Government
the
United States
States
Canada would be grateful, if the Government
to
1941
calendar
of
America
would
continue
throughout
calendar
year
to
the
of America would continue throughout
more
pounds
allocate
the
import
quota
on
cattle
weighing
700
pounds
or
weighing
allocate the import quota on cattle
each between
between Canada
Canada and
and other
other foreign
countries in
accordance with
in accordance
foreign countries
each
calendar
the
basis
of
allocation
effective
during
the
calendar
year 1940.
the
during
effective
the basis of allocation
Sir,
consideration,
highest
I
have
the
honour
to
be,
with
consideration,
the
with
be,
to
I have the honour
Your most
humble servant,
servant,
obedient, humble
most obedient,
Your
M .M.
M .MAHOmET.
MAHONEY.
M.
For
the Minister
Minister
For the
The
HuT
COBDELL HULL,
HON. CORDELL
The HON.
Secretary
of State
of the
the United States,
State of
Secretary of
0.
D. O.
Washington,
Washington, I).
The
Secretary of
of State
to the Canadian
Canadian Minister
State to
The Secretary

STATE
DEPARTMENT
TATE
oF S
DEPARTMENT OF
W
ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
October
1940
21, 1940
October 21,
SI:
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
receipt of your note no. 312
312
the receipt
honor to
the honor
have the
II have
the
of
on
of
October
15,
1940
in
which
the
request
is
made
behalf
request
the
which
in
1940
15,
of October
agreeGovernment
of Canada,
under the
the provisions
provisions of
trade
of the trade
Canada, under
Government of
signed on
ment
between
the
United
States
of
America
Canada
and
America
of
States
United
the
between
ment
conStates
United
November
that the
the Government
Government of the
1938, that
17, 1938,
November 17,
or
pounds
700
weighing
tinue
quota on cattle weighing
or
tariff quota
the tariff
allocate the
to allocate
tinue to
the
with
more
each
throughout
the
calendar
year
1941
in
accordance
accordance
in
more each throughout the calendar year 1941
basis
of allocation
effective during
the calendar
calendar year 1940.
during the
allocation effective
basis of
I
have
the
honor
to
inform
you
that
request of the Governthe request
I have the honor to inform you that the
appropriate agencies
ment
of
Canada
is
receiving
the
attention
of
the
appropriate
agencies
the
of
ment of Canada is receiving the attention
further
with
of
this
Government,
and
I
will
communicate
you
further
as
communicate
will
I
of this Government, and
soon
possible.
as possible.
soon as
Accept, Sir,
renewed assurances
assurances of
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
of my
the renewed
Sir, the
Accept,
For
Secretary of
of State:
State:
the Secretary
For the
HENRY
F.GRADY
HENRY F.
The
Honorable
The Honorable
LORING
C. CHRISTIE,
CHBISmIE,
LORING C.
Minister of
Canaa.
of Canada.
Minister
6

[Not printed.]

53 stat.
Stat.22348.
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The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State to
the Canadian
Chargé d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
ad interim
to the
CanadianCharge
interim

Sm:
SIR:

DEPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE
DEPARTMENT
STATE
W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
December 6,
December
6, 194,0
1940

I have the honor to refer
I
refer again
again to the Legation's
note no.
no. 312
312 of
of
Legation's note
in which
request
was
made
under
the
provisions
October 15,
15, 1940 in
which the
the request was made under the provisions
of the trade agreement
agreement between
between the
States of
of America
America and
and
the United
United States
November 17, 1938, that
Canada signed on November
of the
the
that the Government
Government of
United States continue to allocate
allocate the
quota on
the tariff quota
on cattle
cattle weighing
weighing
700 pounds or more each
each throughout
calendar year
year 1941
1941 in
in
throughout the
the calendar
accordance with the basis of allocation effective
effective during
accordance
during the calendar
calendar
year 1940.
I have the honor to inform
I
inform you that on
on November
30, 1940
1940 the
the
November 30,
President
President issued a
a proclamation
directing the
the continuance
continuance of
the
proclamation directing
of the
allocation during the calendar year
year 1941 on the same basis
basis as that
that
effective
effective during 1940. Copies of aapress
press release
with regard
regard to
to the
the
release with
issuance of this proclamation
enclosed.'5
proclamation are
are enclosed.
In connection
connection with this matter, you will of course
course recognize
recognize that
that
circumstances
circumstances may arise
may make
make a
a change
in the
the basis
basis of
of
arise which
which may
change in
allocation necessary or desirable,
desirable, and that
that consequently
consequently no
no assurassurance can be given
given that
that the existing
allocation will
will be
be maintained
maintained on
on
existing allocation
the same basis during subsequent
quota years.
subsequent quota
years.
Accept,
assurances of my high
Accept, Sir, the renewed assurances
consideration.
high consideration.
For the Secretary
Secretary of State:
State:
Enclosures:
(3) Press release
(3)
December 2,
release no. 508, December
2, 1940
1940

S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER

Mr. MERCHANT
Mr.
MERCHANT MAII0NEY,
MAHONEY,
ChargedAffaires
Chargé
d'Affaires ad interim
of Canada.
interim of
Canada.
'[Department
State Bulletin,
Bulletin, December
December 7,
[Department of State
p. 522.]
7, 1940,
1940, p.
522.]
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States of America, issued
Proclamation by the President
Proclamation
President of the United States
reciprocal trade
article VII of the reciprocal
1939, pursuant
December 12, 1939,
pursuant to article
trade
United States of America and
and Venezuela signed
agreement
agreement between the United
crude petroNovember 6, 1939, respecting
allocation of tariff quota on crude
respecting allocation
leum
leum and fuel oil.
oil.
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December 1
12, 1939
1939
[E.
A. S.
S. No.
N. 191]
E.A.

BYTHE
THE PRESIDENT
PuS UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA.
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF AMERIOA.
A
PROCLAMATION.
A PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.
in the Tariff
Tariff Act of 1930
1930 of the Congress
WazRzAs
it is provided
provided in
Congress
WHEREAS it
of
United States
States of
of America,
America, as
as amended
amended by
Act of
of June
June 12,
12,
by the
the Act
of the
the United
19 U.
U. S.
S. C.
13510. §¢¢ 13511934, entitled
"AN
entitled "A
N ACT To amend
amend the
1930" (48
(48 Stat.
the Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of 1930"
Stat. 1354;
Supp. V,
V, 1352.
Ante, p. 107.
Ante,
943),
which amending
extended by
by Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution of
Act was extended
943), which
amending Act
(50 Stat. 24), as follows:
follows:
Congress, approved
approved March
March 1,
1, 1937
1937 (50

Sec.
350. (a)
purpose of
expanding foreign markets
markets
of expanding
(a) For the purpose
Sec. 350.
for the
the products
products of
States (as
(as a
assisting in
a means
means of assisting
of the
the United
United States
for
the present
present emergency
standard of
of livlivin restoring
restoring the
the American
American standard
the
emergency in
ecoand
the
ing,
in
overcoming
domestic
unemployment
and
present
unemployment
ing, in overcoming domestic
of the
nomic depression,
depression, in
purchasing power
power of
in increasing
increasing the purchasing
nomic
better
American public,
and in
establishing and
and maintaining
maintaining aa better
in establishing
public, and
American
agriculture, inrelationship among
among various
various branches
American agriculture,
branches of American
relationship
regulating the admission of
commerce) by regulating
dustry,
mining, and commerce)
dustry, mining,
foreign goods
goods into
into the
States in
accordance with
with the
the charin accordance
United States
the United
foreign
American production
needs of various branches
acteristics and needs
branches of American
production
acteristics
available to those branches
so
that foreign
markets will
branches
be made available
will be
foreign markets
so that
of
production which
require and
and are
are capable of developwhich require
American production
of American
ing
outlets by
by affording
affording corresponding
corresponding market opportunities
ing such
such outlets
for
foreign products
products in the United States, the President, whenever
whenever
for foreign
he
finds as
that any
any existing
existing duties
duties or
restricor other
other import restrica fact
fact that
he finds
as a
tions of
of the
the United
foreign country
country are unduly
or any foreign
States or
United States
tions
trade of
of the United
burdening and
United States
foreign trade
restricting the foreign
and restricting
burdening
and that
that the
the purpose
above declared
will be
be promoted
promoted by
by the
the
declared will
purpose above
and
means
hereinafter
specified,
is
authorized
from
time
to
time—
means hereinafter specified, is authorized from time to time(1) To
into foreign
trade agreements
agreements with foreign
foreign
with
foreign trade
enter into
(1)
To enter
governments
or
instrumentalities
thereof;
and
thereof;
governments or instrumentalities
(2)
To proclaim
proclaim such
modifications of
of existing
existing duties
duties and
and
such modifications
(2) To
other
import
restrictions,
or
such
additional
import
restrictions,
restrictions,
import
such
additional
or
restrictions,
other import
or such
and for
minimum periods,
periods, of
of existing
existing
such minimum
for such
continuance, and
or
such continuance,
customs
or excise
treatment of
any article
covered by
foreign
by foreign
article covered
of any
excise treatment
customs or
trade agreements,
agreements, as
as are
or appropriate
to carry
carry out
out any
any
appropriate to
required or
are required
trade
foreign
the President
President has
has entered
hereinto hereentered into
that the
agreement that
trade agreement
foreign trade
under. No
No proclamation
be made
increasing or
or decreasing
decreasing
made increasing
shall be
proclamation shall
under.
by more
more than
per centum
centum any
existing rate
duty or
or transtransof duty
rate of
any existing
50 per
than 50
by

2452
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ferring
article between
the dutiable
and free
lists. The
proThe profree lists.
dutiable and
between the
any article
ferring any
claimed duties
restrictions shall
shall apply
apply to
to
import restrictions
and other
other import
duties and
claimed
articles
produce, or
of all
all foreign
foreign councounor manufacture
manufacture of
growth, produce,
the growth,
articles the
tries, whether
imported directly,
or indirectly:
Provided, That
That
indirectly: Provided,
directly, or
whether imported
tries,
the
President
may
suspend
the
application
to
articles
the
growth,
the
growth,
articles
to
the President may suspend the application
produce, or
manufacture of
of any
of its
its discrimidiscrimibecause of
country because
any country
or manufacture
produce,
natory
treatment
of
American
commerce
or
because
of
other acts
acts
natory treatment of American commerce or because of other
or policies
which in
his opinion
tend to
defeat the
set
purposes set
the purposes
to defeat
opinion tend
in his
or
policies which
forth in
in this
this section;
section; and
proclaimed duties
duties and
other import
import
and other
and the
the proclaimed
forth
restrictions
be in
in effect
effect from
and after
after such
such time
time as
is specispecias is
from and
shall be
restrictions shall
fied
the proclamation.
The President
may at
at any
any time termiPresident may
proclamation. The
fied in
in the
nate any
proclamation in
or in
in part.
part.
in whole
whole or
any such
such proclamation
nate

Ante, p.
p. 2375.
2375.
Anie,

Ante,
p. 23.
2399.
Ante, p.
Ante,
p.2377,
Ante, p.
2377.

W
HEREAS, pursuant
to the said Tariff
Act of 1930, as amended,
amended, II
Tariff Act
pursuant to
WHEREA,
entered
into
a
modus
vivendi
and
a
definitive
agreement
November
on
November
agreement
a
definitive
and
vivendi
a
modus
into
entered
1
with the President
President of the United States
States of Venezuela;
Venezuela;
1939,1
6, 1939,
W HEREAS, by
1939, I
I did proNovember 16, 1939,
of November
proclamation of
by my
my proclamation
WHEREAS,
claim
the
said
modus
vivendi
and
definitive
agreement,
including
two
claim the said modus vivendi and definitive agreement, including two
Schedules
annexed to each of them, to the end that the said modus
Schedules annexed
vivendi and
and every part thereof
observed and fulfilled by
should be observed
thereof should
vivendi
America and the citizens thereof on December
December 16,
States of
of America
the United
United States
1939,
thereafter during
force, and that the
in force,
during its
its continuance
continuance in
1939, and
and thereafter
observed and fulfilled
fulfilled upon its
agreement should
should be so observed
said definitive
definitive agreement
entry into full force,
force, as provided
provided for in Article
Article XIX
XIX of the said
definitive agreement;
agreement;
definitive
WHEREAS,
II of the said moduR
modus vivendi and the identical
W HEREAS, Article II
identical
Article
agreement provide
follows:
Article II
II of the said definitive
definitive agreement
provide as follows:
Articles the growth, produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture of the United
described in Schedule
Schedule II
II
Venezuela, enumerated
enumerated and described
States of Venezuela,
Agreement and made
on
annexed to this
this Agreement
made aa part
part thereof, shall, on
their importation into the United States of America,
America, be exempt
exempt
from ordinary
excess of
of those
those set
set forth
forth and
from
ordinary customs
customs duties
duties in
in excess
provided for in the said Schedule.
Schedule. The said articles shall also
be exempt from all other duties, taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges or exactions,
imposed on or in connection
connection with importation,
importation, in excess of those
imposed on
on the
the day
day of
the signature
signature of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement or
required
imposed
of the
or required
to be imposed thereafter
thereafter under laws of the United
United States of
America
Agreement.
America in
in force on the day of
of the signature
signature of this
this Agreement.
1 [Executive Agreement
Agreement Series
Series No. 180.]
180.]
'[Executive

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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II annexed to the said modus vivendi and
W
HEREAS, Schedule II
WHEEMAS,
Schedule II
annexed
to
the said definitive
definitive agreement
agreement provide in part
II
as follows:
Internal
Revenue Code
Code
Section

Description of Article
Article
Description

crude petroleum, and
and fuel
3422 Crude petroleum, topped crude
oil
petroleum including fuel oil known
oil derived from petroleum
as
as gas oil
oil
Provided,
petroleum and fuel oil entered, or
Provided, That such petroleum
withdrawn
consumption in any
any
withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption
calendar year in excess of 5
5 per centum of the total
quantity
petroleum processed
refineries
processed in refineries
quantity of crude petroleum
preceding
in continental
continental United States during the preceding
Secretary of the
ascertained by the Secretary
calendar year, as ascertained
entitled
Interior of the United States, shall not be entitled
to
a reduction
of this item, but the
to a
reduction in tax by virtue of
rate
thereon shall not exceed
import tax thereon
rate of import
Provided
further, That if this item becomes effective
effective
Provided further,
after
beginning of a
calendar year
year the quantity
a calendar
after the beginning
entered
petroleum and fuel oil which may be entered
of such petroleum
at
or withdrawn
consumption at
warehouse for consumption
withdrawn from warehouse
or
reduced rate during the remainder
remainder of such
such calthe reduced
endar
year shall be one-twelfth
one-twelfth of the foregoing
foregoing
endar year
number of months
months
quantity multiplied by the number
(treating
as a
a full month) during
a month
month as
of a
part of
any part
(treating any
which this
this item
effect during
during such calendar
calendar
item shall be in effect
which
year.

Rate of Import Tax
Rate

%0 per gal.
Y%

3i0 per
per
b gal.

W HEREAS, Article
Article VII
the said
and the
identical
the identical
modus vivendi and
said modus
of the
VII of
WHEREAs,

Article
VII of
agreement read as follows:
follows:
definitive agreement
said definitive
of the said
Article VII

America
Government of the United States of America
In the event the Government
or the
the Government
Government of
United States
States of Venezuela
Venezuela regulates
the United
of the
or
imports
interest
in which the other country has an interest
any article in
of any
imports of
imported or as
either
permitted to be imported
as
total amount permitted
as regards
regards the total
either as
regards
the amount
permitted to
to be
be imported
at a
a specified rate of
imported at
amount permitted
regards the
duty, the Government
Government taking such action shall establish in adduty,
vance,
and
public notice of, the total amount permitted
permitted to be
give public
vance, and give
period, which
imported
from
during
specified
any
countries
all
imported from
shall
not be shorter than three months, and of any increase or
shall not
decrease in
period, and if shares are
such amount during the period,
in such
decrease

allocated
of export,
other
share allocated to the other
export, the share
countries of
to countries
allocated to
country
based upon the proportion
proportion of the total imports
imports of
be based
shall be
country shall
such
foreign countries
other councouncountries supplied by the other
such article from all foreign
try
previous representative
representative period,
account being taken in
period, account
a previous
in a
try in
so
far as practicable
practicable in appropriate
appropriate cases
cases of any special factors
factors
so far
which
may have
have affected
may be
be affecting
affecting the trade
trade in that
that
or may
affected or
which may

article.

Ante, p. 2387.
Acp.2387.

Ante, p. 2378.

AnU, p 2378.
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50 Stat. 161
1514.
50stat.
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[54 S
TAT.
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
TREATIESS [54
STAT.

W HEREAS, Article
Article VI
VI of
of the
the Trade
Agreement between
the United
United
WHEEAS,
Trade Agreement
between the
States
of America
of
the
Netherlands,
entered
into
States of
America and
and the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of the Netherlands, entered into
on
20, 1935,
1935,22 pursuant
pursuant to
to the
the said
said Tariff
Act of
as
on December
December 20,
Tariff Act
of 1930,
1930, as
amended,
and
now
in
force
between
the
two
countries,
provides
in
amended, and now in force between the two countries, provides in
part as
follows:
part
as follows:
Government of
United States
of America
America estab7. If
If the Government
of the
the United
States of
establishes
maintains any
any form
form of
of quantitative
quantitative restriction
restriction or
or control
control
lishes or
or maintains
of the
any article
article in
which the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of
of
the importation
importation or
or sale
sale of
of any
in which
the Netherlands
or imposes
imposes a
lower duty
duty or
or charge
charge
the
Netherlands has
has an
an interest,
interest, or
a lower
on
the importation
importation or
sale of
quantity of
of any
any such
such
on the
or sale
of aa specified
specified quantity
article
the duty
duty or
charge imposed
imposed on
importations in
article than
than the
or charge
on importations
in excess
excess
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
States of
Amerof such quantity,
quantity, the
the United
of America
will
allot
to
the
Kingdom
of
the
Netherlands
a
share
of the
the
ica will allot to the Kingdom of the Netherlands a share of
total
quantity
of
such
article
permitted
to
be
imported
or
sold,
total quantity of such article permitted to be imported or sold,
imported or
or sold
sold at
at such
such lower
lower duty
duty or
charge,
or permitted to
to be
be imported
or charge,
during
specified period,
equivalent to
to the
the proportion
of the
the total
total
during aaspecified
period, equivalent
proportion of
importation of such article
which the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands
article which
supplied in a
a basic period
period prior to the imposition
of such
such quanimposition of
quantitative restriction
restriction on
unless it
it is
is mutually
mutually agreed
agreed to
on such article,
article, unless
to
dispense
allotment. . . .
dispense with
with such
such allotment.

49
49 Stat.
tat. 3875.
76.

Aide, p.
Ante.
p. 2387.
387.

Findings.
Findri gs

W
HEREAS, aaTrade
Agreement was
was entered
into between
between the
the United
United
WHEREAS,
Trade Agreement
entered into

States
America and the Republic of Colombia
States of
of America
Colombia on
on September
September 13,
13,

1935,38pursuant to the said Tariff
1935,
as amended,
amended, and
and is
is now
now
Tariff Act of
of 1930,
1930, as
two countries;
countries;
in force
force between
between the
the two
W HEREAS, the
the Kingdom
Kingdom of
the Netherlands,
Netherlands, the
the United
States of
WHEREAS,
of the
United States
of
Venezuela, and the Republic
Venezuela,
Republic of Colombia
Colombia have
have an interest in the
importation
importation into the United States of America of crude
crude petroleum,
petroleum,
topped crude petroleum, and fuel oil derived
petroleum includincludderived from
from petroleum
ing fuel oil
oil known
as gas
gas oil;
known as
oil;
WHEREAS,
Netherlands (inW HEREAS, the allocation to the Kingdom
Kingdom of the Netherlands
territories), to the United States of Venezuela
cluding its overseas territories),
Venezuela
Republic of Colombia, of shares of the total quantity
and to the Republic
of
quantity of
such petroleum and fuel oil entitled to aareduction
reduction in the rate of import tax
tax by
by virtue of the said item 3422 of Schedule II
to the
port
II annexed
annexed to
the
said modus vivendi and definitive
agreement
is
required
definitive agreement
required and appropriate, during the period from December
December 16, 1939
December 31,
31,
1939 to December
1940, inclusive,
inclusive, to carry out the said trade agreement
agreement of December
December 20,
20,
1935 between the United
America and the Kingdom of the
United States of America
Netherlands,
Netherlands, the said modus vivendi and definitive
definitive agreement
agreement of
of
November 6,1939
between the United States of America and the
November
6, 1939 between
the United
United
Venezuela and the said trade agreement
States of Venezuela
agreement of September
September 13,
1935 between
United States of America
between the United
America and the Republic
Republic of
Colombia;
Colombia;
WmHERA,
W HEREAS, II find
find that imports for consumption
consumption into the United
United
States of America from all countries,
of
such petroleum and fuel oil
countries,
during the period from January 1,
1, 1939 to October 31, 1939,
1939, inclusive,
inclusive,
were representative
representative of the trade
trade in such articles;
articles;
'[Executive
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series No. 100.]
I[EIxecutive
Agreement Series
[Executive Agreement
Series No. 89.]
89.]

$
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imports into the
W HEREAS, I
find that
that the
proportions of total imports
the proportions
I find
WHEREAS,
United States
States of America
America for consumption
consumption of such petroleum and
United
fuel
oil supplied
by the
Venezuela, the Kingdom of
the United States of Venezuela,
supplied by
fuel oil
the Netherlands
Netherlands (including
overseas territories),
territories), the Republic
Republic of
its overseas
(including its
the
Colombia
and by
by all
respectively, during
during the
countries, respectively,
foreign countries,
other foreign
all other
Colombia and
period
inclusive, were as
October 31, 1939, inclusive,
1, 1939 to October
January 1,
from January
period from
follows
follows::
71.9 per centum
United States
centum
Venezuela
of Venezuela
States of
United
Kingdom
(including
Netherlands (including
Kingdom of the Netherlands
its overseas
territories)
centum
20.3 per centum
overseas territories)
its
Republic
of
Colombia
4.0
per
centum
centum
Republic of Colombia
Other
foreign
countries
per
centum
3.8
Other foreign countries
Now, THEREFoRE,
it known
Roosevelt,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
that I,
known that
be it
THEREFORE, be
Now,

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

President
of the
United States
America, acting under the authorof America,
States of
the United
President of
50 Stat.
48 Stat. 943; 50
ity
conferred
by
the
amended by the said
said 24;
of 1930, as amended
Act
Tariff
said
24; ante, p.
p. 107.
107.
ity conferred by the
19 U.
U. S.. C. §§
1351§ 1351Act of
extended by the said Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution of 1354; Supp. V,
V, §
§1352.
1352.
12, 1934, as extended
June 12,
of June
Act
quantity
aggregate
total
March
1,
1937,
do
hereby
proclaim
that,
total
aggregate
the
of
proclaim
hereby
do
March 1, 1937,
of crude
crude petroleum,
petroleum, topped
topped crude
crude petroleum, and fuel oil derived
derived from
of
reduction
petroleum including
oil known as gas oil, entitled to aareduction
fuel oil
including fuel
petroleum
Ante, p.
2387.
p. 2387.
Ante,
in
rate of
of import
tax by virtue of the said item 3422 of Schedule
import tax
the rate
in the
II
the said
modus vivendi
definitive agreement
agreement of November
November 6,
and definitive
vivendi and
said modus
of the
II of
1939
the United.
of
United States of America and the United States of
between the
1939 between
Venezuela, no
more than 71.9 per centum
produce or
centum shall be the produce
no more
Venezuela,
manufacture of
States of
of Venezuela, nor more than 20.3
United States
the United
of the
manufacture
per
centum,
the
produce
or
manufacture
the Kingdom of the
of the
per centum, the produce or manufacture of
Netherlands
(including
its
overseas
territories),
Netherlands (including its overseas territories), nor more than 4.0
per centum,
or manufacture
manufacture of the Republic
Republic of Colombia,
Colombia,
produce or
the produce
centum, the
per
nor
more
than
3.8
per
centum,
the
produce
manufacture
other
of other
manufacture
or
nor more than 3.8 per centum, the produce
during
foreign
countries,
such
percentages
to
respectively,
during
respectively,
applied,
be
to
foreign countries, such percentages
the period
period from
from December
December 16,
1939, inclusive,
inclusive,
December 31, 1939,
16, 1939 to December
the
1940.
and
during
the
calendar
year
and during the calendar
caused
I
N TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY wamarkr,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and caused
WHEZEOF, II have
IN
affixed.
be
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
affixed.
America
of
States
United
the
of
the Seal
Doi E at
the city
December
day of December
twelfth day
this twelfth
Washington this
of Washington
city of
at the
DoNE
in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
thousand nine hundred and
Lord one thousand
in the
[sxm] thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
and of
of the
United States
States
the United
of the
Independence of
the Independence
[SEAL]
of
America
the
one
hundred
and
sixty-fourth.
of America the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the President:
C
ORDFIL HULL
Hum
CORDELL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

193470
°--41—PT. rit1-193470--41-PT.

77
77
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December
1940
December 28,
28,1940
[E.
No. 192]
192]
[E. A.
A. S.
S. No.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES

TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Proclamation by the President
Proclamation
President of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, issued
issued
December
1940, pursuant
pursuant to article
December 28, 1940,
of the
the reciprocal
reciprocal trade
trade
article VII
VII of
agreement between the United States
agreement
and Venezuela
Venezuela signed
signed
States of
of America
America and
1939, respecting
respecting allocation
November 6, 1939,
tariff quota
quota on
on crude
crude petropetroallocation of
of tariff
and fuel
fuel oil.
oil.
leum and

BY THE
OF THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT OF
TIER UNITED
ITNITED S
TATES OF
AMERICA.
STATES
OF AMERICA.
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
Preamble.
Preamble.

19
U. 8.
S. C.
C. §§
§§ 1351135119 U.
1354; Supp.
Sapp. V,
V,§
1352.
1354;
§ 1352.
Ante,
107.
Ante, p.
p. 107.

WHEREAS
W
HEREAS it is provided
the Tariff
Tariff Act
of 1930
1930 of
the Congress
Congress
provided in
in the
Act of
of the

of the United States of America, as amended
amended by
by the
the Act
Act of
of June
June
12, 1934, entitled
entitled "AN ACT To amend the Tariff Act of 1930" (48
(48
Stat. 943), which amending
amending Act was extended
extended by Joint
Joint Resolutions
Resolutions
of Congress, approved March
March 1, 1937 (50 Stat. 24) and April 12, 1940
1940
Cong.), as follows:
(Public Res. No. 61, 76th Cong.),
follows:
"Sec. 350. (a)
(a) For the purpose
purpose of expanding foreign markets
for the products of the United States (as aa means of assisting
assisting
in the present emergency in restoring the American
standard of
American standard
living, in overcoming
overcoming domestic
domestic unemployment and
present
and the present
economic
depression, in increasing
economic depression,
increasing the purchasing
purchasing power of the
American
American public, and in establishing and maintaining
maintaining a
better
a better
relationship among various
branches of American
relationship
various branches
American agriculture,
agriculture,
industry, mining, and commerce)
commerce) by regulating
the admission
admission of
of
regulating the
foreign goods into the United States in accordance
accordance with the
the
characteristics
characteristics and needs of various branches
branches of American
American proproduction so that foreign
foreign markets will be made
made available
available to those
production which
branches of American
American production
which require
require and
and. are capable
capable
outlets by affording
affording corresponding
of developing such outlets
corresponding market
market
opportunities for foreign products in the United States, the
opportunities
President, whenever
whenever he finds as a
a fact that any existing duties
duties
or other import restrictions
restrictions of the United States or any
any foreign
foreign
country are unduly burdening
burdening and restricting
restricting the foreign trade
of the United
States
and that the purpose above
United
declared will
above declared
will
be promoted
promoted by the means hereinafter
hereinafter specified,
specified, is authorized
authorized
from time
time to time—
time"(1) To enter
"(1)
enter into foreign trade
trade agreements
agreements with foreign
governments
instrumentalities thereof; and
governments or instrumentalities
"(2) To proclaim such modifications
modifications of existing duties
"(2)
duties and
and
other
import
restrictions,
or
such
additional
import
restrictions,
other import
additional
or such continuance,
continuance, and for such minimum
or
minimum periods, of existing
existing
customs or excise
treatment
of
any
article covered by foreign
excise
foreign
trade agreements,
appropriate to carry out
agreements, as are required
required or appropriate
out
any foreign trade agreement
agreement that the President
President has entered
entered into
hereunder. No proclamation shall be made increasing or dede-

%
STAT.]
54STAT.]
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creasing
more than
centum any
existing rate
rate of duty
any existing
per centum
50 per
than 50
by more
creasing by
free lists.
and
or
transferring
any
article
between
the
dutiable
dutiable
the
between
article
any
or transferring
shall
restrictions
The
proclaimed
duties
and
other
import
restrictions
apply
import
other
and
duties
proclaimed
The
foreign
of
all
to
articles
the
growth,
produce,
or
manufacture
foreign
manufacture
or
produce,
growth,
the
articles
to
Provided,
countries, whether
directly, or
indirectly: Provided,
or indirectly:
imported directly,
whether imported
countries,
That the
the President
to articles the
application to
the application
suspend the
may suspend
President may
That
growth, produce,
or manufacture
manufacture of
of any
country because
because of its
any country
produce, or
growth,
commerce or because
discriminatory treatment
treatment of
American commerce
because of
of American
discriminatory
other
in his
tend to defeat the
opinion tend
his opinion
which in
policies which
or policies
acts or
other acts
purposes
section; and the
proclaimed duties and
and
the proclaimed
in this
this section;
forth in
set forth
purposes set
other
restrictions shall
shall be
effect from
from and after such
such
be in effect
import restrictions
other import
time as
as is
is specified
in the
proclamation. The President
President may at
the proclamation.
specified in
time
any time
terminate any
proclamation in whole or in part."
such proclamation
any such
time terminate
any
WErEarAs,
said Tariff
Tariff Act
Act of
of 1930,
amended, II
1930, as amended,
the said
to the
pursuant to
WHEmREA, pursuant
entered
into a
a modus
agreement on Novemdefinitive agreement
a definitive
and a
vivendi and
modus vivendi
entered into
11
Venezuela;
ber
6,
1939,
with
the
President
of
the
United
States of
of Venezuela;
ber 6, 1939, with the President of the United States
WHEREAS,
by
my
proclamation
of
November
16,
1939,
I
did make
make
I
WHEREAS, by my proclamation of November 16, 1939, did
including
agreement,
definitive
public
the
said
modus
vivendi
and
definitive
agreement,
including
and
public the said modus vivendi
two
Schedules annexed
annexed to
to each
each of
them, to the end
end that the said
of them,
two Schedules
be
modus
vivendi
and
every
part
thereof
should
be
observed and fulshould
thereof
part
modus vivendi and every
filled
by
the
United
States
of
America
and.
the
citizens
thereof
citizens thereof
the
and
America
of
States
United
the
filled by
on December
December 16,
16, 1939,
and thereafter
thereafter during
during its continuance
continuance in
1939, and
on
force,
the said
said definitive
definitive agreement
observed
agreement should be so observed
that the
and that
force, and
force, as provided for in
and
upon its
entry into
into full force,
its entry
fulfilled upon
and fulfilled
agreement;
Article XIX of
the said
said definitive agreement;
of the
Article
W
HEREAS, by
by my
my proclamation
proclamation of
did propro1940, II did
27, 1940,
November 27,
of November
WHBERAS,
14, 1940 of the said
claim
entry into
full force
December 14,
on December
force on
into full
the entry
claim the
definitive
agreement;
definitive agreement;
WHEREAS,
Article II
the said
agreement provides
provides
definitive agreement
said definitive
of the
II of
WHEREAs, Article
as
follows:
as follows:
"Articles
the growth,
United
of the United
manufacture of
or manufacture
produce or
growth, produce
"Articles the
States
of
Venezuela,
enumerated
and
described
in
Schedule
II
II
Schedule
States of Venezuela, enumerated and described in
on
annexed
to
this
Agreement
and
made
a
part
thereof,
shall,
thereof,
a
part
annexed to this Agreement and made
their importation
importation into
into the
America, be
be exempt
exempt
of America,
States of
United States
the United
their
and
from
customs duties
duties in
of those
those set
set forth
forth and
excess of
in excess
ordinary customs
from ordinary
provided for
for in
the said
Schedule. The
The said
shall also
also
articles shall
said articles
said Schedule.
in the
provided
be
exempt from
from all
all other
duties, taxes,
taxes, fees,
fees, charges
charges or
or exactions,
exactions,
other duties,
be exempt
imposed on
or in
importation, in
in excess
excess of
of those
those
with importation,
connection with
in connection
on or
imposed
imposed
on the
the day
day of
signature of
of this
this Agreement
Agreement or
reor rethe signature
of the
imposed on
quired
to
be
imposed
thereafter
under
laws
of
the
United
States
quired to be imposed thereafter under laws of the United States
of
America in
the day
of the
the signature
of this
this AgreeAgreesignature of
day of
on the
force on
in force
of America

ment."
180.]
[Executive Agreement
Agreement Series No. 180.1
[Executive

Ante, p.2375.
Attep.2376.

Ante, p. 2300.
Ate, p. 2399.
Ante, p. 2402.
Ante, . 2402.

Ante, p. 7.377.
Ante, p. 2377
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TREATIES

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

Schedule
II annexed
Schedule II
annexed to the
definitive agreement
agreement
the said definitive
in part
provides in
part as
as follows:
follows:
WHEFEAS,
WHEREAS,

Internal Revenue
Revenue
Code Section
Code

3422
3422

Description of
Description
of Article
Article
Crude
petroleum, topped
crude petroleum,
and fuel
fuel
Crude petroleum,
topped crude
petroleum, and
oil derived
derived from
from petroleum
including fuel
fuel oil
oil known
known
petroleum including
as gas
gas oil

Provided, That such petroleum
Provided,
petroleum and fuel oil entered,
or withdrawn
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for
consumption in
in
for consumption
any calendar
calendar year in excess of 5
5 per
per centum
centum of
of the
the
total quantity of crude
crude petroleum
petroleum processed
processed in
in
refineries
refineries in continental
continental United
States during
during the
United States
the
preceding calendar
calendar year,
year, as
by the
Secas ascertained
ascertained by
the Secretary of the Interior
States, shall
shall
Interior of the
the United
United States,
-not
not be entitled to a
reduction in
in tax
by virtue
of
a reduction
tax by
virtue of
this item, but the rate of import tax thereon
thereon shall
shall
not exceed

Rate of
of Import
Rate
Import
Tax
Tax

>/.4
% per
per gal.
gal.

%0
per gal.
gal.
A per

•
Aide, p.
2378.
An.
p. 2378.

50
1514.
50 Stat.
tat.1514.

WmEREAS,
definitive agreement
W
M:RP:AG, Article
Article VII of the said definitive
agreement reads
reads as
as
follows:
follows:
Government of the United
"In the event the Government
United States
States of
of America
America
or the Government
Government of the United
United States
of Venezuela
Venezuela regulates
regulates
States of
imports of any article in which
other country
country has
has an
which the
the other
an interest
interest
either as regards
the
regards
total amount permitted
to be
imported
permitted to
be imported
or as regards the amount permitted
permitted to be imported at
at a
aspecified
specified
Government taking such action
rate of duty, the Government
action shall establish
establish
in advance, and give public notice
notice of,
amount perperof, the
the total
total amount
mitted to be imported
imported from
during any
any specified
specified
from all countries
countries during
period, which shall not be shorter
shorter than three
months, and
of
three months,
and of
decrease in such amount during
any increase or decrease
during the
the period,
period, and
and
if
if shares are allocated to countries
countries of export, the
allocated
the share allocated
to the other country
shall
be based
country
based upon the
the proportion
proportion of
the
of the
total imports of such article
article from all foreign countries
countries supplied
supplied
by the other country in a
a previous representative
representative period,
account
period, account
being taken in so far as practicable
practicable in
appropriate cases
cases of
any
in appropriate
of any
special factors which may have affected or may be
be affecting
affecting the
the
article."
trade in
in that
that article."
WHEREAS,
Agreement between
WHEREAS, Article
Article VI of the Trade
Trade Agreement
between the United
United
States of America
America and
and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, entered
entered
the Netherlands,
into on
December 20,
pursuant to the said Tariff Act of
into
on December
20, 1935,2
1935,2 pursuant
of
1930, as amended, and now in force between
between the two countries,
provides in part
follows:
part as
as follows:
"7. If
If the Government
Government of the United States of
estabof America
America establishes or maintains
maintains any
any form of quantitative
quantitative restriction
restriction or
or concontrol of the importation
importation or sale
sale of any article in which the
Kingthe Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands has an interest,
interest, or imposes
imposes a
alower
lower duty
duty
or charge
on the
the importation
or
charge on
importation or sale of a
a specified
specified quantity of
of
any such article than the duty
duty or charge
charge imposed on importations
importations
in
of such
quantity, the Government
Government of the United States
in excess
excess of
such quantity,
States
America will allot to the Kingdom
of America
Kingdom of
of the
the Netherlands
Netherlands a
ashare
share
of the total quantity
of
quantity of such article
article permitted
permitted to be imported
or
imported or
sold, or permitted
sold,
permitted to be imported
imported or sold at such
such lower
lower duty
duty or
or
*'[Executive
[xecutive Agreement
Agreement Series No.
No 100.]
100.]
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charge, during aa specified
specified period,
period, equivalent
equivalent to the proportion
proportion
of the total importation
importation of such article which the Kingdom of
of
the Netherlands
Netherlands supplied in a
abasic period
period prior to the imposition
of such quantitative
quantitative restriction
restriction on
on. such article, unless it is mutually agreed to dispense
dispense with
with such allotment...."
allotment. ..."
WHEREAS,
a Trade
Agreement was entered into between
between the United
W HEREAS, a
Trade Agreement
United
States of America
America and the Republic
of Colombia
Colombia on
on September
September 13,
13,
Republic of
1935,
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,
amended, and
and is
is
1935,33 pursuant to the said Tariff
now in force between
between the two countries;
countries;
WHEREAS,
Kingdom of the Netherlands,
W HEREAS, the Kingdom
Netherlands, the United States of
of
Venezuela,
Republic of Colombia have an
Venezuela, and the Republic
an interest
interest in
in the
importation into the United States of America
importation
crude petroleum,
America of crude
petroleum,
topped crude petroleum, and fuel oil derived from petroleum
petroleum including fuel oil known as gas oil;
W HEREAS,
my proclamation
proclamation of
12, 1939,
did proW
ER.EAs, by
by my
of December
December 12,
1939,44 II did
procountries of production, on the basis
claim the allocation among countries
quantity of crude
petroleum, topped crude
therein set forth, of the quantity
crude petroleum,
petroleum, and fuel oil derived from petroleum
including fuel oil
petroleum including
rate of import tax
known as gas oil, entitled to aa reduction in the rate
by
virtue of
3422 of
II of
of the
the said
fitaAM
the said
said item
item 3422
of Schedule
Schedule II
said modus
by virtue
of the
vivendi and definitive
agreement during the period from
from December
December
visendi
definitive agreement
16, 1939 to December 31, 1940, inclusive;
inclusive;
W HEREAS, the allocation to the Kingdom
Kingdom of the Netherlands
Netherlands (in(inWHEREas,
cluding its overseas territories),
territories), to the United
States of Venezuela
United States
Venezuela
and to the Republic
the total quantity
quantity of
of
Republic of Colombia, of shares of the
such petroleum
petroleum and fuel oil entitled
entitled to a
reduction
in
the
rate
of
the
of
a
import tax by virtue of the said item 3422 of Schedule
Schedule II
II annexed
annexed to
to
agreement is required
required and appropriate,
appropriate, during the
the said definitive agreement
trade agreement
agreement of Decemcalendar year 1941, to carry out the said trade
United States
States of America
America and the Kingdom
ber 20, 1935 between the United
November 6,
of the Netherlands,
Netherlands, the said definitive agreement of November
1939 between the United States of America
America and the United
United States of
Venezuela and the said trade agreement
agreement of September 13, 1935 beVenezuela
tween
Republic of Colombia;
Colombia;
the Republic
of America
America and the
tween the
the United States of
W
HEREAS, II find that imports for consumption
consumption into the United
United
WHEREAS,
States
of America
all countries,
countries, of
of such
such petroleum
petroleum and
fuel
and fuel
from all
America from
States of
oil
during
the
calendar
year
1939
were
representative
of
the
trade
oil during the calendar year 1939 were representative of the trade
in such articles;
articles;
W
HEREAS, I
find that
proportions of
of total imports
imports into the
that the
the proportions
WHEREAS,
I find
United
States
of
America
for
consumption
such
of
such
petroleum and
consumption
America
for
States
of
United
fuel
Venezuela, the Kingdom
the United
United States of Venezuela,
fuel oil supplied by the
of the
(including its
its overseas
territories), the Republic
overseas territories),
Netherlands (including
of
the Netherlands
of
foreign countries, respectively,
respectively, during
during
by all
all other foreign
of Colombia
Colombia and by
calendar year 1939,
1939, were as follows:
follows:
the calendar
Sto
a
f
tets
he
Vzuela
th
enel
of eVenezuela
United States
(includKingdom of the Netherlands (includits overseas
overseas territories)
territories)
ing its
Republic of
of Colombia
Colombia
Republic
Other foreign
countries
foreign countries
Other
s [Executive

89.]
Agreement Series No. 89.]
[Executive Agreement
[Executive Agreement
'[Executive
Agreement Series
Series No.
No. 191]
191.]

70.4
per centum
centum
70.4 per

centum
21.3 per centum
centum
3.2 per centum
5.1 per
per centum
centum
5.1

49 stat87a.

49 Stat. 3875.

Ante, p. 2451.
Ane,
21.

Ante, p. w7.
2397.
Anc,p.

Findings.
FindthiPs•
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rTHEEFoRE, be it known that I,
Now, THEREFORE,
I, Franklin
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt,
the
authorunder
President
of
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
America, acting
President
48
Stat.
943;
50
Stat.
hereby
amended,
do
of
1930,
as
conferred by the said Tariff Act
hereby
48 tat. 93; 5otat. ity conferred
24; ante, p. 107.
19 usll.
U. S. c.
C. §§ 13511351- proclaim
petroleum,
crude
quantity
aggregate
of
that,
the
total
aggregate
of
petroleum,
proclaim
1354; Supp. V, §1352.
topped crude
crude petroleum,
petroleum, and
and fuel
oil derived
from petroleum
petroleum ininderived from
fuel oil
topped
reduction in the rate
known as gas oil, entitled to aareduction
oil known
cluding fuel oil
Ante,p.2387.
P.
Schedule II
II of the
of import tax by virtue of the said item 3422 of Schedule
Ante
said
definitive
agreement
November
6,
1939
between
United
United
the
between
6,
November
of
agreement
said definitive
more
no
States
of
America
and
the
United
of
Venezuela,
Venezuela,
States
States of America and the United
the
of
centum shall be the produce
produce or manufacture
manufacture
70.4 per centum
than 70.4
Venezuela, nor more than 21.3 per centum, the
United States of Venezuela,
manufacture of the Kingdom of the Netherlands (inproduce or manufacture
centum, the
territories), nor more than 3.2 per centum,
cluding its overseas territories),
Colombia, nor more
produce
manufacture of the Republic of Colombia,
produce or manufacture
than
produce or manufacture
manufacture of other foreign
than 5.1 per centum, the produce
countries,
percentages
applied
during the calendar
year
calendar year
during
applied
be
to
percentages
such
countries,
1941.
I
N TETIMONY
TESTIMONY WITEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
of the
the United
the Seal of
Dorm
twenty-eighth day of DecemWashington this twenty-eighth
city of Washington
DONE at the city
thousand nine hundred
hundred
the year of our Lord one thousand
ber in the
[sxm.] and
of the
the Independence
Independence of the United States
and of
forty, and
and forty,
[sEAL]
America the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fifth.
of America
Proclamation.
Proclamation.
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FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
COMBDE
HULL
Secretary of State.
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November 28,
28, 1940
1940
respecting November
Proclamation by
President of the United
United States of America,
America, respecting
by the President
Proclamation
E. A.
A. 8.
S. No.193]
No. 193]
[E.
Novemissued
handkerchiefs,
on
the
termination
in
part
of
concession,
handkerchiefs,
Novemof
concession
part
in
termination
the
trade agreement
ber
28, 1940
pursuant to
to article
reciprocal trade
XVI of the reciprocal
article XVI
1940 pursuant
ber 28,
between
United States
Switzerland signed January
January
States of America and Switzerland
the United
between the
9, 1986.
notes.
related notes.
And related
1936. And
9,
BY TH
TIED PESIDENT
PRESIDENT or
ms. UNrrED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
or AMImcA.
Ammucta..
OF THE
BY
A PROCLAMATION.
PROCLAMATION.
A
Preamble.
Preamble.
WE:EREAs,
pursuant to
provisions of section
section 350 of the Tariff
the provisions
to the
WHEREAS, pursuant
Stat. 943;
50 Stat.
Stat.
943; 50
48 Stat.
24
;ante,
ante, p.. 107.
107.
24;
Act
as amended
amended (United
States Code, 1934 ed.,
ed., title 19,
19, secsec(United States
1930, as
of 1930,
Act of
19 U.
S. c.C. ¢§
1351§.1351u.s.
19
Supp. V,
V, f1352.
1352.
1354;;Supp.
Agreement on January
tion
into a
foreign Trade
Trade Agreement
January 9, 1354
a foreign
I entered
entered into
1351), I
tion 1351),
49 Stat.
Stat. 3917,
3917, 3958,
398,
49
3959.
3959.
I did pro1936
with the
Swiss Federal
Federal Council,
Agreement I
Council, which Agreement
the Swiss
1936' 1 with
claim
and make
make public
proclamations of January
January 9, 1936
my proclamations
by my
public by
claim and
force;
and May
and which
Agreement is
now in force;
is now
which Agreement
1936, and
7, 1936,
May 7,
and
follows:
WHEREAs, Article
Article II
II of
of the
the said
provides as follows:
Agreement provides
said Agreement
WHE:EAS,
Switzerof
manufacture
or
"Articles
the
growth,
produce
manufacture
"Articles the growth, produce
II annexed
Schedule II
land
and described
annexed to this
described in Schedule
enumerated and
land enumerated
United
Agreement
shall,
on
their
importation
into
United States
the
into
importation
Agreement shall, on their
duties
of
America,
be
exempt
from
ordinary
duties
in excess of
customs
ordinary
from
exempt
of America, be
The
said
those
set
forth
and
provided
for
in
the
the
Schedule.
in
for
provided
and
those set forth
other
said
articles
shall
also
be
exempt
frcm
duties,
taxes,
all
from
exempt
be
also
shall
said articles
fees,
charges or
connection with
on or in connection
imposed on
exactions, imposed
or exactions,
fees, charges
importation,
in
excess
of
those
imposed
on
the
day of the sigday
the
on
imposed
those
of
excess
in
importation,
be imposed thereafter
nature
Agreement or
required to be
thereafter
or required
this Agreement
of this
nature of
under
of the
the United
force on the
in force
America in
of America
States of
United States
laws of
under laws
day
of the
signature of this
Agreement."
this Agreement."
the signature
day of
W EIMEAS, Schedule
Schedule II
annexed
to the
Agreement provides
provides
said Agreement
the said
annexed to
II •
WHEREAs,
in part
follows:
as follows:
part as
in
United
States
United States
Tariff Act
Act of
of
Tariff
1930
Parag3araph
raph
Paragraph

D0ptonorte
Description of
of Articles
Articles
Description

1529 (b)
(b) Handkerchiefs,
Handkerchiefs, wholly
wholly or
or in
machineof machinepart of
in part
1529
(whether
made
embroidered (whether
handkerchiefs embroidered
lace; handkerchiefs
made lace;
with aa plain
plain or
fancy initial,
monogram, or
initial, monogram,
or fancy
with
otherwise,
and whether
not the
embroidery is
the embroidery
or not
whether or
otherwise, and
on
appliqued, or
or
tamboured, appliqued,
edge), tamboured,
scalloped edge),
on aa scalloped
from
which threads
omitted, drawn,
drawn,
been omitted,
have been
threads have
from which
punched,
or cut,
and with
introduced
threads introduced
with threads
cut, and
punched, or
after
to finish
or ornament
the openopenornament the
finish or
weaving to
after weaving
work,
one row
of straight
straight hemrow of
including one
not including
work, not
stitching
the hem;
any of
the foreforeof the
hem; any
adjoining the
stitching adjoining
going,
finished or
contain no
no
which contain
unfinished, which
or unfinished,
going, finished
handmade
which are
embroidered
not embroidered
are not
and which
lace and
handmade lace
or
in any
by hand:
hand:
part by
any part
tamboured in
or tamboured
Composed wholly
cotton
of cotton
value of
chief value
in chief
or in
wholly or
Composed
Composed
wholly or
or in
value of vegechief value
in chief
Composed wholly
table
than cotton:
cotton:
other than
fiber other
table fiber
If
valued at 80 cents or more
finished and valued
If finished
per dozen
dozen
per
If
andwithout any
any finished
finished edge,
unhemmed andwithout
If unhemmed
dozen
and valued
valued at
cents or
or more
per dozen
more per
45 cents
at 45
and
1[Executive

Series No. 90.]
Agreement Series
[Executive Agreement

of Duty
Rate
Rate of
Duty
Stat. 3951
S.
49 Stat

20 each
and 30%
30%
each and
2¢
ad val.

20 each
and 30%
30%
each and
25
ad
val
ad val.
20 each
and 30%
30%
each and
2¢
ad val.
ad
vaL
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49 stat.
Stat. 3927.
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WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, Article XVI of the said Agreement
Agreement provides
provides as
as follows:
follows:
"The
Government
of
the
United
States
of
America
and the
"The Government of the United States of America and
the
Government of
of Switzerland
reserve the
the right
or to
Government
Switzerland reserve
right to
to withdraw
withdraw or
to
modify
any article
article under
under this
this Agreemodify the
the concession
concession granted
granted on
on any
Agreement
to impose
impose quantitative
quantitative restrictions
on any
any such
article
ment or
or to
restrictions on
such article
the extension
extension of
of such
concession to
to third
third counif, as a
a result of the
such concession
countries,
countries obtain
the major
major benefit
of such
such concession
tries, such
such countries
obtain the
benefit of
concession
and in consequence
consequence thereof
large increase
in imporimporthereof an
an unduly large
increase in
tations
place:
tations of such
such article
article takes
takes place:
Provided,
Government of either
Provided, That before the Government
country shall
shall
either country
avail itself of the foregoing
reservation, it
it shall
shall give
give notice
notice in
foregoing reservation,
in
writing to the other Government
Government of
intention to
to do
do so,
so, and
and
of its
its intention
shall afford such other Government
opportunity within
thirty
Government an
an opportunity
within thirty
receipt of such notice
days after receipt
consult with
with it
it in
respect of
of
notice to
to consult
in respect
the proposed
proposed action; and
if an
agreement with
respect thereto
thereto
and if
an agreement
with respect
is not reached
reached within thirty days following receipt of
of the
the aforeaforesaid notice, the
which proposed
to take
take such
action
the Government
Government which
proposed to
such action
shall be free to do
any time
thereafter, and
and the
the other
other GovGovdo so at any
time thereafter,
ernment
ernment shall be free
free within fifteen
days
after
such
action
is
taken
fifteen days after such action is taken
to terminate
terminate this Agreement
Agreement in its entirety on thirty days'
days'
written notice."
notice."
WHEREAS,
to third
W
HEREAS, as a
aresult of the extension to
third countries
countries of
the conof the
con-

cession on handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs enumerated
enumerated and described
described in
the said
said item
item
in the
1529 (b) of Schedule
II annexed to the said Agreement,
Schedule II
Agreement, countries
countries
other than Switzerland
Switzerland have obtained the major benefit
the conconbenefit of
of the
cession on certain
certain articles
articles enumerated
enumerated and described
described in
in the
the said
said item
item
and in consequence
consequence thereof an
unduly large
increase in
in importations
an unduly
large increase
importations
of such articles
articles into the United
United States of America
place;
America has taken
taken place;
WHEREAS,
W HEREAS, notice in writing has been given,
given, and an opportunity
opportunity for
for
consultation
Government of Switzerland
consultation afforded, to the Government
Switzerland by the
the GovUnited States of America
ernment of the United
America of its
intention to
withits intention
to withdraw the concession
concession on the said articles;
articles;
AND
WHEREAS, the Government
AND WHEREAS,
Government of Switzerland
Switzerland has
has signified
signified its
its

Proclamation.
Proclamation.

48 Stat. 943; 60 Stat.
Stat.943;
24;48ante,
p. 107.50 Stat.
19 U. S. C. §§ 135113521354; Supp. V, §1352.
49 Stat. 3958, 3959.
49 Stat. 3952.
49

19 u..pp. ,
Stat. 3959.

agreement
respect to
agreement with respect
withdrawal;
to such withdrawal;
Now, THr
EFORE, be it known that I, Franklin
Now,
THEREFORE,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, PresiPresident of the United States
States of America,
America, acting
acting under the authority
authority conferred by the said section
section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
as amended,
amended,

do hereby
hereby proclaim that my proclamations
proclamations of January
1936 and
do
January 9,
9, 1936
and
May 7, 1936, in so far as they relate to
to handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs enumerated
enumerated
and
described in item
II of the said Agreement,
Agreement,
and described
item 1529 (b) of Schedule II
are
hereby
terminated
in
part,
effective
January
1,
1941,
are hereby terminated
effective January
1941, so that the
rates
of
duty
specified
in
the
said
item
1529
(b)
shall
apply, on and
rates of duty specified
and
after January
January 1, 1941,
1911, only to the following:
following:

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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United States
Tariff Act of
1930
Paragraph
Paragraph

Articles
Description of Articles
Description

machine-made
1529
Handkerchiefs, wholly or in part of machine-made
1629 (b) Handkerchiefs,
handkerchiefs embroidered
with
(whether with
embroidered (whether
lace; handkerchiefs
monogram, or otherwise,
aaplain or fancy initial, monogram,
scaland whether or not the embroidery is on aascalloped edge),
edge), tamboured,
tamboured, appliqued,
appliqued, or from
loped
threads have been omitted, drawn,
which threads
punched,
with threads
threads introduced
introduced
punched, or cut, and with
openafter
ornament the openafter weaving to finish or ornament
straight hemwork, not including
including one row of straight
stitching
any of the
the foregoforegostitching adjoining the hem; any
contain no
ing, finished or unfinished,
which contain
unfinished, which
handmade
lace, which
which are not embroidered,
handmade lace,
tamboured, or appliqued in any
any part by hand,
hand,
from
from which threads have not been omitted,
drawn,
punched, or cut by hand, and having no
drawn, punched,
threads introduced
introduced by hand to finish
finish or ornament
ornament
the openwork:
openwork:
Composed
Composed wholly or in chief value of cotton
Composed
Composed wholly or in chief value of vegetable fiber other
other than cotton:
cotton:
If
valued at 80 cents or
finished and valued
If finished
more per dozen
dozen
unhemmed and without any finished
If unhemmed
edge,
valued at 45 cents or more
more
edge, and valued
per dozen
Provided, That
handkerchiefs which
which were
no handkerchiefs
That no
Provided,
provided for in item 1529 (b) of Schedule
Schedule II
II
provided
of
Agreement between
between the United
United
Trade Agreement
the Trade
of the
Switzerland, as proproStates of America and Switzerland,
claimed
President of the United
United States
the President
claimed by the
of
America on January
shall be exJanuary 9, 1936, shall
of America
cluded
from classification
item by
classification under this item
cluded from
reason of incidental
incidental handwork
handwork necessary
necessary to
finish the machine work or to mend
mend or correct
correct
defects.

Rate of Duty
Duty
Rate

2* each and
and 30%
30%
24
ad val.

24 each and 80%
30%
2j
ad val.
val.
30%
20 each and 30%
ad val.

caused
ITATIMOITY minnow',
hereunto set my hand and caused
have hereunto
I have
WBOrm0F, I
IN TSTIMONY
of the United States of America to be affixed.
the Seal of
November
Dorm at
twenty-eighth day of November
Washington this twenty-eighth
of Washington
the city of
at the
DONE
and
hundred
nine
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
hundred
thousand
one
in the year of our Lord
of
[sEAL]
forty,
and
of
the
Independence
the
United
States
United
of
the
[SEAL] forty, and of the Independence
America
the
one
hundred
sixty-fifth.
and
hundred
America the one
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CODELL Hum.

Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
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RELATED
NOTES
RELATED NOTES
The American Legation
Legation to
of Commerce,
Commerce, Swiss
Swiss Federal
Federal
to the
the Division
Division of
Department
Eeonom,y
Department of
of Public
Public Economy
No. 97

LEGATION
OF THE
THE
LEGATION OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED
AMERIcA

The Legation of the United
America presents
presents its
United States
States of
of America
its comcompliments to the Division of Commerce
Commerce of
Federal Department
Department of
of
of the
the Federal
Public Economy
Economy and, under
under instructions
from the
Secretary of
instructions from
the Secretary
of
State, has the honor to refer
refer to previous
correspondence and
and perprevious correspondence
personal conversations with regard
regard to the intention
of the
the American
American
intention of
Government to modify the Trade
Government
Trade Agreement
between the
the United
United
Agreement between
States of America and Switzerland
respect to
to the
the concession
concession
Switzerland with respect
handkerchiefs included in
relating to handkerchiefs
in Item
1529 (b)
(b) of
of Schedule
Schedule II
Item 1529
II
of the agreement.
In the light of representations
representations received
received as a
a result of
of the
the public
public
announcement
announcement in Washington
Washington on March
29, 1940,1
1940,1-of intention
intention to
March 29,
to
withdraw, in part, the handkerchief
handkerchief concession
concession in
the manner
manner dein the
described in the Legation's
Legation's note No. 87 of April
1, 1940,
1940,22 it
it is
is proposed
April 1,
proposed
to reword the concluding
attached to the list of items
concluding proviso attached
items remainremaining subject
subject to the reduced
duty, as
as follows:
reduced rates
rates of duty,
follows:

"Provided,
"Provided, that no handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs which were
provided for
for in
in
were provided
Item 1529 (b) of Schedule
Schedule II
II of the Trade Agreement
Agreement between
between
the United States of America and
Switzerland as
as proclaimed
proclaimed
and Switzerland
by the President
President of
United States
States of
of America
America on
on January
January
of the United
9, 1936, shall be excluded
excluded from classification
classification under
this item
item
under this
handwork necessary
necessary to finish the machine
by reason of incidental
incidental handwork
machine
work or to mend or correct
correct defects."
defects."
•
•
•
•
It is the intention
It
intention of the Government
Government of the United States
States to
to
take action in the near future, under Article 16 of the
the Trade
Trade AgreeAgreement, withdrawing the handkerchief
handkerchief concession, in
in part,
part, as
as stated
stated
in this Legation's
Legation's note dated April 1, 1940, except that
the proviso
that the
proviso
will be reworded as indicated
indicated in the second
second paragraph
of the
the present
present
paragraph of
note. Although the modification
modification in the handkerchief
handkerchief concession
concession will
will
not be made effective
effective until January
January 1, 1941, it
it is the intention
intention of
the
of the
American
Government to announce
announce the modification
American Government
immediately in
modification immediately
in
order to give importers as much advance
advance notice
notice as possible.
possible. AccordAccordingly, the American Government
Government hopes
hopes that
that the Swiss Government
Government
will signify its agreement
will
agreement in the
the next few days with respect
respect to
to the
modification
handkerchief concession
modification in the handkerchief
concession proposed
proposed by
the GovernGovernby the
ment
ment of the United States
States of America.
America. But, in any event, the
American
constrained in the very near future
American Government
Government will feel constrained
to
take the
action proposed
proposed in accordance
accordance with the provisions of
of
to take
the action
Article 16.
16.
[Federal Register,
2, 1940
(vol. 5, no. 64),
Register, April Z
1%10 (vol.
64), p. 1280]
1280.]
'[Not
printed.]
[Not printed.]

1 [Federal
1

TAT.]
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United States
Government of the United
expressing the hope of the Government
In expressing
that a
areply to the foregoing
foregoing may be received in the very
very near
near future,
future,
the Legation
Legation avails itself of the opportunity
opportunity to renew to the Division
Division
of
Department of Public Economy the
the Federal
Federal Department
of the
of Commerce
Commerce of
assurance
assurance of its high consideration.
BERN, September 19, 1940.
1940.

To the

DIVISION
OF COMMERCE,
COMMERCE,
DIVISION OF
FEDERAL
OF PUBLI
PUBLIC ECONOMY,
ECONOMY,
DEPARTMENT OF
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
Bern.
Bern.

T1u3
Department of Public
Public
FederalDepartment
Sissw Federal
Commerce, Swim
of Commerce,
Division of
The Division
Legation
Ecmomy,
American Legation
Economy, to the American
BERNE, le 4
4 octobre 1940.
DiPARTEMENT FEDERAL
FiDiRAL DE
DE L'ECONOMIE
L'ECONOMEE PBLIQUE
PUBLIQUE
DEPABTEMENT
COMMERCE
DIVISION DU
DIVISION
DU COMMERCE

La
federal de l'conomie
Peconomie
Departement f6edral
commerce du Departement
Division du commerce
La Division
a la Legation
reception a
Phonneur d'accuser
d'accuser reception
Legation des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis
publique aal'honneur
concernant
d'Amerique de sa note du 19 septembre
septembre dernier (No. 97) concernant
d'Amerique
is. modification
modification de
concernant les
mouchoirs (No. 1529 (b)
les mouchoirs
de la clause concernant
la
contenue dans la liste II
l'accord commercial,
commercial,
II aal'accord
americain) contenue
du tarif americain)
9 janvier
signe entre lee
d.'Amerique et la Suisse le 9
janvier 1936,
les Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
sign6
et de
faire savoir
accede a
h. la proposition
proposition figurant aala page
savoir qu'elle accede
lui faire
et
de lui
concue:
1
1 de la dite note ainsi congue:
"Provided,
that no
handkerchiefs which
which were
were provided
provided for in
no handkerchiefs
"Provided, that
Item
1529
(h)
of
Schedule
II
of
the
Trade
Agreement
between
between
Item 1529 (b) of Schedule II of the
the
United
States
of
America
Switzerland
proclaimed
by
as
proclaimed
Switzerland
and
the United States of America
America on January
January 9,
the President of the United States of America
classification under
excluded from classification
under this item by
1936, shall be excluded
handwork necessary
necessary to finish the machine
machine
incidental handwork
reason of incidental
defects."
work or to mend or correct defects."
La Division du commerce prend toutefois la liberte d'ajouter que
l'opinion des industriels
industriels suisses de la
Is. branch°,
serait preferil serait
branche, II
selon l'opinion
remplacer dans le texte reproduit
reproduit ci-dessus
ci-dessus les mots "necessary
"necessary
able de
de remplacer
to
machine work or to
texts
defects" par le texte
to mend
mend or correct defects"
finish the machine
to finish
suivant:
suivant:
...necessary
necessary to finish
finish the work
work done on the multiple-needle
multiple-needle
"" ...
embroidery
machine
or
to
mend
or
correct
defects."
embroidery machine or to mend or correct defects."
•
•
l'economie
La
Division
du
commerce
Departement
federal
de l'economie
federal
du
Departement
La Division du commerce
publique
renouveler a
ala Legation
Legation des Etatspublique saisit cette occasion de renouveler
Unis
lee assurances
consideration.
assurances de sa haute consideration.
d'Amerique les
Unis d'Amerique
A la Liozemorr
LEoGAoN
DEB
D'AMRIQUE,
DES ETATS-IINIS
ETATS-UNIs D'AMiRTQUE,
Berne.
Berne.
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[Translation]
[Translation]

BERN,
October 4,
4, 1940.
BEmN, October
1940.
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF
OF PUBLIC
FEDERAL
PUBLIC ECONOMY,
ECONOMY,
DIVISION
OF COMMERCE.
COMMERCE.
DIVISION OF
Federal Department
Department of
of Public
The Division of
of Commerce
Commerce of the
the Federal
Public
Economy has the honor to acknowledge
receipt of
of Sepacknowledge the receipt
of the note
note of
September 19
19 last
(no.
97)
from
the
Legation
of
the
United
States
of
last (no. 97) from the Legation of the United States of
America
modification of
of the
clause concerning
concerning handhandAmerica concerning
concerning the
the modification
the clause
kerchiefs (no. 1529
tariff) contained
contained in
in Schedule
Schedule
1529 (b) of the
the American
American tariff)
II
agreement between
the United
States of
of America
America and
II of the
the trade
trade agreement
between the
United States
and
Switzerland,
Switzerland, signed on
the Legation
Legation
on January
January 9, 1936,
1936, and to inform the
on page
the said
that it
it agrees
agrees with
with the
the proposal
proposal appearing
appearing on
page 1
1 of
of the
said note
note
worded as follows:
follows:

"Provided,
"Provided, that no
handkerchiefs which
for in
in
no handkerchiefs
which were
were provided
provided for
Item 1529 (b) of Schedule
Schedule II
II of the
the Trade
Trade Agreement
Agreement between
between
the United
United States of America
America and Switzerland
as proclaimed
Switzerland as
proclaimed by
by
the President of the United
States
of
America
United
America on January
January 9, 1936,
shall be excluded
excluded from
classification under this
by reason
from classification
this item by
reason of
of
incidental
incidental handwork
necessary to finish
machine work
work or
to
handwork necessary
finish the
the machine
or to
mend
correct defects."
mend or correct
defects."
nevertheless, of
of adding
The Division of Commerce
Commerce takes
takes the
the liberty,
liberty, nevertheless,
adding
that
to
the
opinion
in
Swiss
handkerchief-manufacturing
that according
according to the opinion in Swiss handkerchief-manufacturing
preferable in the text quoted
circles it would be preferable
quoted above to replace
replace the
"necessary to finish the machine
machine work or to mend or correct
words "necessary
correct
defects",
the following
defects", by the
following text:
text:
necessary to
to finish
work done
done on
the multiple-needle
multiple-needle
". .
..
. necessary
finish the
the work
on the
enibroidery machine or to mend or
embroidery
or correct
correct defects."
defects."
•

The Division of Commerce
Commerce of the Federal Department
Department of
of Public
Economy
Legation of the United
Economy takes this occasion
occasion to renew to the Legation
United
States of America
America the
assurances of its
consideration.
the assurances
its high
high consideration.
To
To the
LEGATION
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATI
STATES OF
OF AMERICA,
LEGATION OF
AMERICA,
Bern.

The American
American Legation to the Division
Division of Comonerce,
Commerce, Swiss Federal
Federal
Department
Public Economy
Department of Pubic
No. 100

LEGATxON OF
LEGATION
or THE
THE
UNIED
UNITED S
TATES OF
or AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES

The Legation of the United States of America presents its compliments to the Division of Commerce of the Federal Department
Department
of Public Economy and has the honor to state that the Legation
Legation
did not fail to transmit
transmit to its Government
Government the contents of the Divi-

54 STAT.]
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1940, expressing
sion's
dated October
expressing the Swiss
Swiss GovernOctober 4, 1940,
note dated
sion's note
handkerchiefs
ment's
acceptance of
set
of the proviso relating to handkerchiefs as set
ment's acceptance
forth on
Legation's note No. 97 of September 19, 1940.
the Legation's
of the
page 11of
on page
forth
As
regards the
changes desired by the interested Swiss manuthe changes
As regards
facturers,
as set
forth in
in the
note of October
October 4, the
Division's note
the Division's
set forth
facturers, as
that
the
inform
to
Legation
has
been
directed
to
inform
Swiss
authorities
that
Legation has been directed
found
not
has
it
after
careful
and
sympathetic
consideration,
it
been
found
consideration,
after careful and sympathetic
reasons:
feasible
to adopt
adopt these
these suggestions for the following
following reasons:
feasible to
1. It
It is
felt that
revised concession
concession (as given in the wording
wording
the revised
that the
is felt
1.
of the
proviso contained
second paragraph
paragraph of this
contained in the second
the proviso
of
Legation's note
note No.
September 19, 1940) is suf97 dated September
No. 97
Legation's
ficient to
to prevent
which any substantial
substantial
handkerchiefs, on which
prevent handkerchiefs,
ficient
part
of the
the ornamentation
been done by hand, from
has been
ornamentation has
part of
being
entered at
agreement rate.
at the agreement
being entered
2.
If the
purpose of
of the
the Swiss
Swiss suggestion
to exclude from
from
suggestion is to
the purpose
2. If
the
which are
handkerchiefs which
concession, handkerchiefs
the concession,
of the
scope of
the scope
multiple-needle
ornamented on
other than
than multiple-needle
machines, other
on machines,
ornamented
misunderstanding
a
is
machines, it
is believed
that there
there
a misunderstanding
believed that
it is
machines,
as
the purpose
purpose of
the proviso, which is simply to
of the
to the
as to
embroidered,
make
it clear
that the
the words
words "which
not embroidered,
are not
"which are
clear that
make it
by
tamboured
or
appliquid
in
any
hand",
et cetera,
cetera,
part
any
in
tamboured or appliqued
hand
do
not
exclude
from
the
concession
such
incidental
hand
incidental
such
concession
the
do not exclude from
Swiss
operations
as
are
described
in
the
proviso.
The
proviso.
the
in
described
operations as are
proposal
for amendment
the proviso
proviso would
exclude
would not exclude
of the
amendment of
proposal for
mulhandkerchiefs
ornamented
on
machines
other
than
other
machines
on
ornamented
handkerchiefs
tiple-needle machines
from the
the benefit
concession,
benefit of the concession,
machines from
tiple-needle
if they
have not
not been
finished in
in any
any part
or finished
ornamented or
been ornamented
they have
if
by hand.
hand. Adoption
Adoption of
the Swiss
language would,
would, howSwiss language
of the
by
ever,
create uncertainty
the treatment
would
which would
treatment which
to the
as to
uncertainty as
ever, create
be accorded
to such
they had
had been
been
when they
handkerchiefs when
such handkerchiefs
accorded to
be
incidentally
finished.
hand finished.
incidentally hand
3.
Past experience,
event, does
does not indicate that any
any event,
in any
experience, in
3. Past
important trade
developed under
under the concession
concession
be developed
could be
trade could
important
in
handkerchiefs
ornamented
on
machines
other than mulmachines
on
in handkerchiefs ornamented
therefore, that
tiple-needle machines.
machines. It
not believed,
believed, therefore,
is not
It is
tiple-needle
by the
Switzerland
would
be
particularly
benefited
benefited
particularly
be
Switzerland would
prothe
revision
adoption
of
the
suggestion
regarding
revision
of
regarding
suggestion
the
adoption of
viso,
while
the
wording
might
involve
considerable
considerable
involve
might
wording
the
viso, while
administrative difficulty.
difficulty.
administrative
4.
The
suggestion
that
the word
be administratively
administratively
"machine" be
word "machine"
the
that
4. The suggestion
interpreted
mean multiple-needle
machine does
not
does not
multiple-needle machine
to mean
interpreted to
appear to
to be
feasible, as
is believed
believed that
that such
such
it is
as it
legally feasible,
be legally
appear
an
interpretation would
not be
upheld by
courts.
the courts.
by the
be upheld
would not
an interpretation
The Legation
Legation expresses
Government's most
cordial appreciation
appreciation
most cordial
its Government's
expresses its
The
of
the
cooperation
which
the
Swiss
Government
has
given
in
this
in this
given
has
Government
Swiss
the
of the cooperation which
matter
and
would
be
glad
if
it
may
now
finally
report
the
agreement
agreement
the
report
finally
now
may
it
if
glad
be
matter and would
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Government to the modification
of the Swiss Government
modification of
of the
handkerchief conconthe handkerchief
cession pursuant
pursuant to the formal notice
notice of
make such
of intention
intention to
to make
such change
change
in accordance
accordance with
XVI of
of the
the Trade
Trade Agreement.
with Article XVI
Agreement.
The Legation
Legation avails
avails itself of this opportunity to
to renew
renew to
to the
the DiviDivision of Commerce
Commerce of the
Department
of
Public
Economy
the
the Federal
Federal Department of Public Economy the
assurance
assurance of
of its
high
consideration.
its high consideration.
BERN,
BERN, November
November 5,1940.
5, 190.
To the
the
DrvISION
DIVISION OF
OMMERCE OP
or THE
alio
OF C
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT or
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
Punta° Ecobronry,
OF PUBUO
ECONOrY,
Bern.
Bernm

The Division
Division of Commerce,
Commnerce, Swiss Federal
Federal Department
Department of
of Public
Public
Economy, to the American Legation
Legation
BERNE, le
le 14
14 novembre
novembre 1940.
1940.
DEPARTEMENT
DEPARTEMENT FEDERAL
piDintar, DE
DE L'ECONOMIE
PUBLIQUE
LECONOMIE PUBLIQUE
DIVISION
DIVISION DII
COMMERCE
DU COMMERCE

La Division du commerce
commerce du Departement
Departement federal
federal de
de Peconomie
'economie
a 1'honneur
reception aala Legation
publique a
Phonneur d'accuser
d'accuser reception
Legation des
Etats-Unis
des Etats-Unis
d'Amerique de sa note du 5
5 de ce
d'Amerique
cc mois
mois (n° 100)
concernant la
la modifi100) concernant
modification de la stipulation concernant
concernant les mouchoirs
mouchoirs (no
(n° 1529
1529 (b)
(b) du
du tarif
tarif
americain) contenue dans la liste
americain)
Este II
l'accord commercial,
signe entre
II a
a l'accord
commercial, signe
entre
les Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique et la Suisse le
janvier 1936.
1936. La
Division
le 99janvier
La Division
du commerce
commerce prend acts
acte quo
que pour les raisons
exposees dans
note
raisons exposees
dans la
la note
precitee, le Gouvernement
Gouvernement am6ricain
americain estime
ne pas
pouvoir donner
donner
estime ne
pas pouvoir
suite aux propositions
propositions contenues
contenues dans
dans la
la Division
du 4
4
la note
note de
de la
Division du
octobre
octobre dernier. Ces propositions
propositions n'ayant
n'ayant ete presentees
presentees qu'a
qu'it titre
titre
de simple suggestion, la
is. Division du commerce
commerce a
al'honneur
Phonneur de
de d6clarer
declarer
que le
Is Conseil federal
federal accepte
accepts la modification
modification proposee
proposee par
is GouverneGouvernepar le
conformit6 de
ment des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis en conformite
Particle XVI
XVI de
de l'accord
l'accord
de l'article
commercial
commercial du 99 janvier
janvier 1936.
1936. Vu les notes
notes echangees
echangees entre
entre la
la
Legation des Etats-Unis et la Division du
commerce, le
la
du commerce,
le texts
texte de
de la
stipulation concernant les mouchoirs
mouchoirs (n° 1529 (b) du tarif
tarif americain)
americain)
contenue
II h.a l'accord
contenue dans la liste II
l'accord commercial
commercial du 99janvier
janvier 1936
1936 aura
aura
dor6navant la
dorenavant
teneur suivante:
suivante:
la teneur
"1529 (b)
(b)
Handkerchiefs, wholly or in
In part of machine-made
Handkerchiefs,
emmachine-made lace; handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs embroidered
a plain or fancy initial, monogram, or otherwise,
broidered (whether
(whether with a
otherwise,
and whether or not the embroidery
embroidery is on aa scalloped
and
scalloped edge),
edge), tamboured, apappliqued,
pliqued, or from which threads
threads have
have been omitted, drawn,
drawn, punched, or cut,
and with
threads introduced
weaving to finish
ornament the openand
with threads
introduced after
after weaving
finish or ornament
open-

work,
including one row of straight hemstitching
hemstitching adjoining
work, not
not including
adjoining the
the hem;
hem; any
any
of the foregoing,
finished or unfinished,
foregoing, finished
unfinished, which
which contain
contain no handmade
handmade lace,
lace, which
which
are not
in any part
are
not embroidered,
embroidered, tamboured, or appliqued
appliqued in
part by
by hand,
hand, from
which
from which

54 S
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threads
not been
been omitted,
drawn, punched,
hand, and having
by hand,
cut by
or cut
punched, or
omitted, drawn,
have not
threads have
ornament the openwork:
no
by hand
openwork:
finish or ornament
to finish
hand to
introduced by
threads introduced
no threads
Composed wholly
wholly or
or in
chief value
of cotton
cotton
value of
in chief
Composed

20 each and 30%
30%
2f
ad val.
ad
val.

vegetable fiber
Composed wholly
wholly or
fiber
or in chief value of vegetable
Composed
other
cotton:
than cotton:
other than
If
and valued
valued at
or more
more per
2¢ each and
and 30%
30%
per dozen
dozen 2f
80 cents
cents or
at 80
If finished
finished and
ad
val.
ad val.
If unhemmed
without any
any finished
finished edge, and
and without
unhemmed and
If
2¢
and 30%
30%
each and
2f each
valued
at 450
45¢ or
or more
per dozen
dozen
more per
valued at
ad val.
Provided,
provided for in Item
Item 1529 (b)
were provided
which were
handkerchiefs which
no handkerchiefs
that no
Provided, that
of
II of
of the
Trade Agreement
Agreement between
between the
the United
America
United States of America
the Trade
Schedule II
of Schedule
and Switzerland
proclaimed by
the President
United States
States of
of
President of the United
by the
as proclaimed
Switzerland as
and
America on
on January
January 9,
9, 1936,
be excluded
classification under this
excluded from classification
shall be
1936, shall
America
item
by reason
of incidental
handwork necessary
machine work
work
necessary to finish the machine
incidental handwork
reason of
item by
or to
defects."
correct defects."
or correct
mend or
to mend
or

La Division du commerce du Departement fledral de l'economie
publique saisit cette occasion de renouveler a la Legation des Etatsconsideration.
Unis
sa haute consideration.
assurances de as.
les assurances
d'Amerique lea
Unis d'Amerique
rPBuIQ
LT'IONOMIE
DEPARTMENT
FEDERAL DE J.:Roo/wan
2 runtaQuil
T riDRii&
DiPABRTEME
Difisrow
DU COMMECE
COMMERCE
DIVISION DU
Ala
A la
LEGATION
IPATB-UNIS D
AMERIQUE,
D'AMIIQUE,
ETATS-UNIS
DEs F
LEOATsoN DES
Berne.
Berne.

La Division du commerce du Departement federal de l'economie

publique saisit cette occasion de renouveler a la Legation des Etats-

-

1

(Translation]
[Translation]
BERN, November
November 14,
14, 1940
1940
BERN,

ECONOMY
FEDERAL DEPARTMENT
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC rcowonne
FEDERAL
nrvIstorr
COMMERCE
OF COMMERCE
DIVISION or

Public
Department of Public
The
Commerce of the Federal
Federal Department
Division of Commerce
The Division
Economy has
receipt of the note of the
acknowledge the receipt
honor to acknowledge
has the honor
Economy
dated the 5th instant
Legation of
instant
America dated
States of America
United States
the United
of the
Legation
(no. 100)
concerning the
modification of the
the provision
provision respecting
respecting
the modification
100) concerning
(no.
in
handkerchiefs (no.
1529 (b)
(b) of the
American tariff)
tariff) contained
contained in
the American
(no. 1529
handkerchiefs
States of
Schedule
of the
the trade agreement
agreement between
of
between the United States
II of
Schedule II
America and
Switzerland, signed
9, 1936.
1936.
January 9,
on January
signed on
and Switzerland,
America

The Division
Division
The

of Commerce notes that for the reasons set forth in the above-mentioned note,
note, the
American Government
Government does
it possible
consider it
not consider
does not
the American
tioned
to
accept
the
proposals
contained
the
of
October
October
note
Division's
the
in
to accept the proposals contained
4
last.
These
proposals
having
been
presented
merely
suggestions,
suggestions,
as
merely
presented
been
having
4 last. These proposals
the
of Commerce
Commerce has
has the
the honor
the Federal
Federal
that the
honor to state that
Division of
the Division
Council accepts
the
modification
proposed by
Government of
Government
the
by
proposed
modification
the
accepts
Council
the
United States
XVI of the trade agreeArticle XVI
conformity with Article
in conformity
States in
the United
ment of
1936.
In
exchanged between
between
notes exchanged
the notes
view of the
In view
9, 1936.
January 9,
of January
ment
the Legation
the United
United States
and the Division
Commerce,
Division of Commerce,
States and
of the
Legation of
the

49 Stat. 3952.

49 Stat. 3952

of Commerce notes that for the reasons set forth in the above-men-

49 Stat. 3927.

4 Stat. 3.
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the text
text of the provision
provision concerning
handkerchiefs (no.
(b) of
concerning handkerchiefs
(no. 1529 (b)
of
the American
American tariff)
tariff)

contained in Schedule
Schedule II
of the
agreecontained
II of
the trade
trade agreewill
henceforth
be
worded
as
follows:
will henceforth be worded as follows:

ment of January
9, 1936,
January 9,
1936,
"1529
"1529 (b)
(b)

Handkerchiefs,
Handkerchiefs, wholly or in part of machine-made
emmachine-made lace;
lace; handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs embroidered (whether
(whether with a
plain or
or fancy initial, monogram,
monogram, or
a plain
or otherwise,
otherwise,
and whether or not the embroidery
embroidery is on
edge), tamboured,
applion a
a scalloped
scalloped edge),
tamboured, appliqued, or from which threads have been omitted,
or cut,
cut, and
and
omitted, drawn, punched,
punched, or
with threads
threads introduced
introduced after
after weaving to finish
the openwork,
openwork,
finish or
or ornament
ornament the
not including
including one row of straight
straight hemstitching
hemstitching adjoining
adjoining the
the hem;
any of
the
hem; any
of the
foregoing, finished or unfinished,
unfinished, which
which contain
contain no handmade
handmade lace, which
which
are not embroidered, tamboured,
tamboured, or appliqued
any part
hand, from
from which
which
appliqued in
in any
part by
by hand,
threads have not been omitted, drawn,
drawn, punched,
no
punched, or cut by hand, and
and having
having no
threads
introduced by hand to finish or ornament
threads introduced
ornament the openwork;
openwork;
Composed wholly or in chief
chief value
value of
cotton
of cotton
Composed wholly
wholly or in
vegein chief
chief value
value of vege-

table fiber other
other than
than cotton:
cotton:
If finished and valued at 80 cents or
more per dozen
unhemmed and without any
If unhemmed
any finished
finished
edge, and valued at 45¢
450 or more per
dozen
dozen

4 each
each and
and 30%
30% ad
ad
2f
val.

4
each and
30% ad
ad
20 each
and 30%
val.
val.
4 each
each and
and 30%
30% ad
ad
2(
val.
val.

"Provided,
"Provided, that no handkerchiefs
handkerchiefs which
which were
were provided
provided for in Item 1529
1529 (b)
(b)
of Schedule
Agreement between
Schedule II
II of the Trade
Trade Agreement
between the United States
America
States of
of America
and Switzerland
Switzerland as proclaimed
proclaimed by the President
President of the United
United States of
of
January 9, 1936, shall be excluded
America on January
excluded from classification
classification under
under this
this
incidental handwork
item by reason
reason of incidental
handwork necessary
necessary to finish
finish the machine
machine work
work or
or
correct defects."
to mend or correct

The Division of Commerce
Commerce of
of the
Federal Department
of Public
Public
the Federal
Department of
Economy
takes
this
occasion
to renew to the Legation
Economy
Legation of
the United
United
of the
States of America the assurances of
its high
consideration.
of its
high consideration.
FEDERAL
DEPARTMENT OP
F
EDERAL DEPARTMENT
ECONOMY
OF PERM)
PWLTO ECONOMY
DIVISION
OF COMMERCE
DIVISION or
COMMERCE

To
To the
the
LEGATION
UNITED S
STATES
LEGATION OF
or THE
THE UNWED
TA'TES OF
or AMERImA,
AMERICA,
Bern.
Bern.

54 STAT.]
54
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Agreement between
between the
December 2,
2, 12,
12, 1940
of America
America and
the United
United States
States of
for the
the December
and Honduras
Hondurasfor
14
[E. A. S. No. 1941
exchange of official publications.
publications. Effected by exchange of notes signed
exchange
signed
E. A.
-. No. 1941
December
December 2
2 and 12, 1940;
1940.
1940; effective
effective December
December 12,
12, 1940.

The Honduran
Honduran Minister
Minister for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
to the
the American
American Minister
Minister
Affairs to
BECRETARIA DE
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
SECRETARIA
DE RELACIONES
EXTERIORES
DE
LA
DE LA
REPUBLICA DE
HONDURAS
REPUBLICA
DE HONDURAS

Of. N°
N° 789.—
789.Of.

PALACIO NACIONAL
PALACIO
NACIONAL

Tegucigalpa,
Diciembre 2
Tegucigalpa, D. C.
C. Diciembre
de 1940.
1940.
2 de

SENOR
SESOR M
INISTRO:
MINISTRO:
Agreement by
Agreement
by HonHon.
Tengo el honor de referirme a
a la atenta
de Vuestra
atenta nota de
Vuestra Excelencia,
Excelencia, duras.
duras.
ndmero 286, fechada el 8
8 del mes de noviembre recien
pasado, ' y
y me
me
recien pasado,
es grato comunicarle
Gobierno est/
comunicarle que mi
ml Gobiemo
est& dispuesto
dispuesto a
a Revar
Uevar aacabo
cabo
con el Ilustrado
Gobierno de Vuestra
Rustrado Gobiemo
Vuestra Excelencia,
Excelencia, el
el acuerdo
quo
acuerdo que
publicaciones oficiales,
propone, sobre el canje de publicaciones
oficiales, por lo
lo que
quo me
es
me es
placentero dejar constancia
de que
placentero
constancia de
quo hemos
en lo
lo siguiente:
siguiente:
hemos convenido
convenido en
Habr/
publicaciones oficiales
Habrh, un intercambio
intercambio de publicaciones
oficiales entre
entre los
Gobiemos
los Gobiernos
y el de los Estados Unidos
de Honduras
Honduras y
quo se
efectuara
Unidos de
de America
America que
se efectuara
de acuerdo
acuerdo con las estipulaciones
estipulaciones siguientes:
siguientes:
1.-Las
publicaciones wan
1.—Las oficinas para
para el canje de publicaciones
del
seran por
por parte
parte del
Honduras: La
La Oficina
Gobierno de Honduras:
Oficina de
Canje del
del Ministerio
de ReRede Canje
Ministerio de
laciones
laciones Exteriores; y
y de parte de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de America
America
los Estados
The Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.Institution.2.-Las
publicaciones oficiales
2.—Las publicaciones
intercambiadas seran
aerial recibidas
en
oficiales intercambiadas
recibidas en
nombre de Honduras, por el Ministerio
Ministerio de
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores;
Exteriores; y
y
en nombre de los Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
America por
del
por la
la Libreria
Libreria del
Congreso.Congreso.3.-E1
Gobierno de Honduras,
3.—El Gobiemo
Honduras, suministrara
suministrarb, regularmente
regularmente de
de cada
cada
una de las publicaciones
publicaciones oficiales,
oficiales, una copia,
copia, segdn
seem la
la lista
lista adjunta
adjunta
ndmero
ndmero 1.1.--2
4.-El Gobiemo
Gobierno de los Estados Unidos
4.—E1
America, suministrara
suministrari de
Unidos de
de America,
de
cada
publicaciones oficiales,
eada una de las publicaciones
copia, segdn
seem la
la lista
lista adoficiales, una
una copia,
adjunta
ndmero 2.- 3
junta numero
5.-Cada
5.—Cada parte eufragar&
su propio
los gastos
de correo,
correo, ferroferrosufragar/ en su
propio pals
pais los
gastos de
navegacien u
u otros.
carril, navegaci6n
otros.
6.-Ambas partes expresan
6.—Ambas
expresan su
expeditar hasta
hasta donde
sea
su voluntad
voluntad de
de expeditar
donde sea
posible
posible los
los envios.—
envios.impress.]
I [No impresa.]

I[No

3 [Vease

p4g. 2474.]
[V4ase pAg.

8 [Para la lista suministrada por el Gobierno
Goblerno de los Estados
Estados Undos
Urddoe de
America,
de America,

3

vease peg.
',ease
p6g. 2474.1
2474.1

19347W-41—PT.
193470°-41-PT. ir---
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7.--Sera
entendido quo
modifica otros
otros acuerdos
acuerdos que
quo
no modifica
que este
este acuerdo
acuerdo no
7.-Sera entendido
esten
departamentos e
instituciones de
los dos
dos GobierGobiere instituciones
de los
vigentes entre
entre departamentos
esten vigentes
nos, sobre
el intercambio
publicaciones oficiales.
oficiales.
intercambio de
de publicaciones
nos,
sobre el
Sirvase
aceptar,
Senor
Ministro,
las
seguridades
de mi
mi mas
mas alta
alta y
y
seguridades
de
Sefior
Ministro,
las
Sirvase aceptar,
distinguida
consideracian.
distinguida consideraci6n.
S
ALVADOR AGUIRRE.
AGUIRRE.
SALVADOR
Excelentisimo Senor
OHN D.
D.Enwm,
Sefior J
JOHN
ERWIN,
Excelentisimo

Enviado Extraordinario
Plenipotenciario
y Ministro
Ministro Plenipotenciario
Enviado
Extraordinarioy
de
de America.
America.
Unidos de
de los
los Estados
Estados Unidos
Legacion Americana.
Americana.
Legacion
[Translation]
[Translation]

SECRETARIAT OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AFFAIRS
SECRETARIAT
OF THE
THE
OF
REPUBLIC
OF HONDURAS
REPUBLIC OF
HONDURAS
No. 789.
789.
No.

NATIONAL
PALACE
NATIONAL PALACE
Tegucigalpa,
D.
C.,
December
2, 1940.
1940.
Tegucigalpa,D. C., December 2,

M
R. MINISTER:
M INISTER:
MR.
I
the honor
honor to
refer to
to Your
Excellency's kind note no.
no. 286
to refer
Your Excellency's
I have
have the
dated
November 8
to inform you that
that my
8 last, 44 and II am pleased
pleased to
dated November
Government
illustrious Governis prepared
prepared to conclude
conclude with your illustrious
Government is
ment
the agreement
agreement which
propose regarding
the exchange
regarding the
exchange of
which you
you propose
ment the
official
publications, and in this connection
pleasure for me to
connection itit is aapleasure
official publications,
place
agreed upon
following:
place on
on record
record that
that we have agreed
upon the following:
There
exchange of
publications between
between the
of official publications
There shall
shall be
be an exchange
Governments of Honduras and of the United
United States of America which
Governments
which
shall be effected in
in accordance
accordance with
the
following
provisions:
with the following provisions:
1. The office for the exchange
exchange of publications
publications on
on the part of the
Government
Exchange of the
Government of
of Honduras shall
shall be the Office
Office of Exchange
Ministry
Foreign Affairs;
Affairs; and
of
Ministry of Foreign
and on the part of the United
United States
States of
America,
America, the Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution.
Institution.
2.
publications exchanged
exchanged shall be
received on behalf
behalf of
of
2. The official publications
be received
Honduras by the Ministry
Ministry of
Honduras
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs and on
on behalf of the
United
America by the
Library of Congress.
United States
States of
of America
the Library
3. The Government
Government of Honduras
Honduras shall
regularly one copy
copy of
of
shall furnish
furnish regularly
each of the official
official publications
attached list no.
publications included
included on
on the attached
no. 1.65
4. The Government of the United States shall furnish one copy of
publications included
each of the official publications
included on the attached
attached list no. 2. 66
5. Each party to the agreement
agreement shall bear the postal, railway,
railway, navigation, and other charges
charges arising in its own country.
6. Both parties express their desire to expedite
expedite shipments as far as
possible.
possible.
'•[Not
[Not printed.]
printed.]
•[See
[See p.
p. 2474.1
2474.]
furnished by
of the
the United
States of
of America,
America, see
see
*•[For list
list as furnished
by the
the Government
Government of
United States
p.
p. 2474.]
2474.]
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It shall be understood
understood that this agreement
7. It
agreement shall not modify other
other
agreements concerning the exchange
agreements
exchange of
official publications
publications which
which may
may
of official
departments or instrumentalities
be in effect between the departments
instrumentalities of
of the two
two
Governments.
Governments.
Please accept, Mr. Minister, the assurances
assurances of my highest and
and most
most
distinguished
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
SALVADOR AGUIRRE
AGUIRRE
SALVADOR
His Excellency
Excellency JOHN
JOHN D.
His
ERWIN,
D. ERWIN,
Minister Plenipotentiary
Plenipotentiary
Envoy Extraordinary
Extraordinaryand
and Minister
of
States of
of the
the United
United States
of America,
America,
American Legation.
Legation.
American

The American
to the
the Honduran
for Foreign
The
American Minister
Minister to
Honduran Minister
Ministerfor
Foreign Affairs
Affairs
No. 300.
300.
No.

TEGUCIGALPA,
D.C.,
C., December
December 12, 1940.
1940.
TEGUCIGALPA, D.

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:

I
have the
honor to
to acknowledge
receipt of
your kind
kind Note
No.
I have
the honor
acknowledge the
the receipt
of your
Note No.
789, of
of December
2, 1940,
1940, stating
that Your
Excellency's Government
Government
Your Excellency's
789,
December 2,
stating that
is agreeable
agreeable to
to the
the conclusion
conclusion of
of an
an agreement
agreement with
the United
United States
is
with the
for the exchange
exchange of certain official publications
publications listed in my Note
Note No.
in the manner proposed
proposed by the Librarian
286, of
of November
November 8, 1940, 77 in
of
and in
in accordance
the Buenos
Buenos Aires
Aires convention.
accordance with
with the
convention.
of Congress,
Congress, and
I
been authorized
by my
my Government
to conclude
conclude this
this agreeauthorized by
Government to
agreeI have
have been
ment, whose
whose terms
terms have
been set
set forth
forth in
the referred
to notes
notes exexhave been
in the
referred to
ment,
changed
between
Your
Excellency
and
myself
behalf
our
reon
behalf
of
our
rechanged between Your Excellency and myself
spective Governments.
may be
be considered
considered in
in effect
effect
Governments. The
The agreement
agreement may
spective
from this
this date
date forth,
forth, placing
placing upon
upon a
permanent
a formal
formal and
and more
more permanent
from
in effect upon this subject.
basis the
the informal arrangement
arrangement heretofore
heretofore in
Please
Excellency, the renewed
highest
renewed assurances
assurances of my highest
accept, Excellency,
Please accept,
esteem
consideration.
distinguished consideration.
esteem and most distinguished
JOHN D.
D.ERWIN
ERWIN
JOHN
His Excellency
Excellency
His
DT.
SALVADOR AGUIRRE,
Dr. SALVADOR
AGUIRRE,
Minister for
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs,
Minister
for Foreign
Tegucigalpa, D.C.
Tegucigalpa,
D.C.
7 [Not printed.]

Agreement by U. S.
Agreement
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LISTA
N°1.
1.
LISTA N°
PUBLICACIONES
OFICIALES QUE
QUE SE
SE ENVIARAN
REGULARMENTE POR
POE EL
EL
ENVIARAN REGULARMENTE
PUBLICACIONES OFICIALES
GOBIERNO DE
DE HONDURAS.
GOBIERNO
HONDURAS.
La
La Gaceta
Gaceta
Decretos
del Congreso
Congreso Nacional
Nacional Legislativo.
Legislativo.
Decretos del
Presupuesto
general de
de egresos
(anual)
egresos e
e ingresos
ingresos (anual)
Presupuesto general
Congreso
Nacional. Boletin
Boletfxt del
del Congreso
Congreso Nacional
Legislativo.
Nacional Legislatfvo.
Congreso Nacional.
Corte
Justicia. Gaceta
Gaceta Judicial
Judicial (bi-semanal)
(bi-semanal)
de Justicia.
Corte Suprema
Suprema de
Presidente.
Presidencial (anual)
Mensaje Presidencial
Presidente. Mensaje
Secretarfa
de Educaci6n
Educacion Pdblica.
Pdblica.
Secretaria de
Memoria
in Secretaria
Secretarfa de
de Educaci6n
(anual)
Pdblica (anual)
Educaci6n PUblica
Memoria de
de la
Boletfn
la Biblioteca
Biblioteca y
Nacionales (Semestral)
(Semestral)
y Archivo
Archivo Nacionales
Boletin de
de la
Revista del
y Biblioteca
Biblioteca Nacionales
(mensual)
Nacionales (mensual)
del Archivo
Archivo y
Revista
Universidad Central.
y otras publicaciones.
publicaciones.
Memorias y
Central. Memorias
Universidad
Secretarfa de
de Fomento.
Fomento. Agricultura,
Trabajo y
y Comercio.
Comercio.
Agricultura, Trabajo
Secretarfa
Memoria (Anual)
(Anual)
Memoria
Secretarfa de
de Gobernaci6n,
Justicia, Sanidad
Sanidad y
y Beneficencia
Beneficencia
Gobernaci6n, Justicia,
Secretaria
Memoria (Anual)
Memoria
(Anual)
Concejo
Distrito Central
Central
Concejo del Distrito
Boletfn
Propaganda
Boletfn de
de Propaganda
Bole
tin del
Distrito Central
(mensual)
Central (mensual)
del Distrito
Boletin
Informe del
Central (anual)
(anual)
Informe
del Distrito
Distrito Central
Direccion general
general de Estadistica.
Estadistica.
Direcci6n
Censo
General de Poblaci6n.
PobIaci6n.
Censo General
Direccion General
Policia Nacional.
Nacional.
Direcci6n
General de Policia
Revista
Comisario (mensual)
Revista de Comisario
Revista
Policia (mensual)
Revista de
de Policia
y Aviaci6n.
Secretarfa de Guerra, Marina y
Aviacion. Memoria
Memoria (Anual)
Secretaria
Secretarfa de Hacienda
y Credit°
Public°. Memoria (anual)
(anual)
Credito Pdblico.
Hacienda y
Secretaria
Secretarfa de
de Relaciones
Exteriores. Memoria
Memoria (anual)
(anual)
Secretaria
Relaciones Exteriores.
Tribunal Superior de Cuentas. Informe (anual).
(anual).

N° 2.
LIST N°
TO BE
FURNISHED REGULARLY
PUBLICATIONS TO
OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS
BE FURNISHED
REGULARLY
OFFICIAL

UNITED STATES
STATES GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENT
UNITED
STATES
CONGRESS OF
CONGRESS
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES
House Journal
Senate
Senate Journal
Journal
Code
Code of Laws and
and supplements
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES
PRESIDENT
OF UNITED
Annual messages to Congress
DEPARTMENT
AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF AGRICULTURE
Report of the Secretary
Secretary of
Annual Report
of Agriculture
Agriculture
Farmers' Bulletins
Bulletins
Farmers'
Yearbook
Yearbook
DEPARTMENT
COMMERCE
DEPARTMENT OF
OF COMMERCE
Annual Report
Report of the
Secretary of
of Commerce
Commerce
the Secretary
Bureau of the Census
Bureau
Reports
Abstracts

Statistical Abstract
Abstract of the United
United States (annual)

BY THE
BY
THE

54 STAT.]
Sum)
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HONDURAS—Kx.CHANGE OF
DEC.2,
2, 12, 1940
1940
OF PUBLICATIONS—
PUBLICATIONS-DEC.
HONDURAS-EXCHANGE

DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE—Continued
OF COMMERCE-Continued
DEPARTMENT
Bureau
of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce
Foreign and
Bureau of
Commerce
(weekly)
Reports (weekly)
Commerce Reports
of the United
Foreign
and Navigation
United States (annual)
Navigation of
Commerce and
Foreign Commerce
Survey
Current Business
Business (monthly)
of Current
Survey of
Trade
Bulletins
Information Bulletins
Trade Information
National Bureau
of Standards
Standards
Bureau of
National
Technical
News Bulletin
Bulletin
Technical News
Weather
Bureau
Weather Bureau
Monthly
Review
Weather Review
Monthly Weather
DEPARTMENT
OF JUSTICE
DEPARTMENT OF
Annual Report
of the
Attorney General
General
the Attorney
Report of
Annual

OF LABOB
DEPARTMENT
LABOR
DEPARTMENT OF
Labor
Annual
Report of
of the
Secretary of Labor
the Secretary
Annual Report
Bureau
Statistics
Labor Statistics
of Labor
Bureau of
Bulletins
Bulletins
Monthly Labor
Review
Labor Review
Monthly
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE
STATE
DEPARTMENT
Department
State Bulletin
Bulletin
of State
Department of
Inter-American
Inter-American Series
States (annual)
Foreign
United States
the United
of the
Relations of
Foreign Relations
Statutes
at Large
Large
Statutes at
Treaty
Series
Treaty Series
DEPARTMENT OF
INTERIOB
THE INTERIOR
OF THE
DEPARTMENT
Interior
Annual Report
the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
of the
Report of
Annual
Fish and
Wild Life Service
and Wild
Fish
Bulletins
Bulletins
Investigational Reports
Reports
Investigational
Mines
Bureau
Bureau of Mines
Minerals
Yearbook
Minerals Yearbook
Bureau
of Reclamation
Reclamation
Bureau of
New
(monthly)
Era (monthly)
Reclamation Era
New Reclamation
National
Park Service
Service
National Park
General Publications
Publications
General
DISTRICT OF
OF COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA
DIBTBICT
Annual
the Government
of the
District of
Columbia
of Columbia
the District
Government of
of the
Report of
Annual Report
FEDERAL S
ECURITY AGENCY
SECUrTY
FEDERAL
Office of Education
Office

School
(monthly)
Life (monthly)
School Life
Service
Health Service
Public
Public Health
Public
Health Reports
Reports (weekly)
(weekly)
Public Health
Social
Board
Security Board
Social Security
Social
Security Bulletin
(monthly)
Bulletin (monthly)
Social Security

FEDERAL
AGENCY
WORKS AGENCY
FEDERAL WORICS
Public
Administration
Roads Administration
Public Roads
Public
(monthly)
Roads (monthly)
Public Roads
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION
COMMERCE COMMISSION
INTERSTATE
Annual
Report
Annual Report
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
CONGRESS
LIBRARY
Annual
Report of
of the
Librarian of
Congress
of Congress
the Librarian
Annual Report
List
American Doctoral
Doctoral Dissertations
(annual)
Dissertations (annual)
of American
List of
NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
COMMITTEE FOB
FOR AERONAUTICS
AERONAUTICS
NATIONAL ADVISORY
Annual Report
Report with
with technical
technical reports
Annual
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
ARCHIVEs
NATIONAL
Annual Report
Report
Annual

2475
2475

2476
2476

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
NATIONAL
M USEUM
NATIONAL MUSEUM
Annual Report
Annual
Report
NAVY
DEPARTMENT
NAVY DEPARTMENT
Annual
the Navy
of the
Navy
Secretary of
Report of
of the
the Secretary
Annual Report
Nautical Almanac Office
Nautical
American Ephemeris
Almanac
and Nautical
Nautical Almanac
Ephemeris and
American
POST OFFICE
DEPARTMENT
POST
OFFICE DEPARTMENT
Annual Report
Report of
of the
Postmaster General
General
the Postmaster
Annual
S
MITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
INSTITUTION
SMITHSONIAN
Annual
Annual Report
Report
TREASURY
DEPARTMENT
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Annual Report
Report on
on the
the State
State of
the Finances
Finances
of the
Annual
Bureau
Internal Revenue
Bureau of Internal
Annual Report
the Commissioner
Annual
Report of
of the
Commissioner
Bureau of
Bureau
of the Mint
Mint
Annual Report
of the
Director
Report of
the Director
Annual
Comptroller
Currency
Comptrollerof Currency
Annual
Report
Annual Report
W
AR DEPARTMENT
WAR
DEPARTMENT
Annual
Report
Annual Report

[54 STAT.
STAT.
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GREAT BRITAIN-AUSTRALIAN
WOOL-DEC.
BRITAIN— AUSTRALIAN WOOL—
DEC.9, 1940

Agreement between the United
United States of
America and
Britain
of America
and Great
Great Britain
respecting aastrategic
respecting
strategic reserve of Australian
Australian wool.
by exchange
exchange
wool. Effected
Effected by
of notes signed December 9,
effective December
December 9,
9, 1940; effective
9, 1940.
1940.

2477
2477

December 9,
9, 1940
1940
December
[E. A.
A. 8.
S. No.
195]
[E.
No. 196]

The British
of State
British Secretary
Secretary of
Foreign Affairs
to the
the American
American
State for
for Foreign
Affairs to
Charge d'Affaires
d'Affaires ad
interim at
at London
Landon
Charge
ad interim
No. W
W 11985/79/49.

FOREIGN
S. W
FOREIGN OFFICE,
OFFICE, S.
W..1.
1.
9th
December,
1940.
9th December,1940.

S
IR,
SIR,
Agreement proproAgreement
IIhave the honour to inform you that
that in
order to
to enable
Govern- posed
in order
enable the
the Governby Great
Britposed by
Great Britain.
ment of
of the United
States of
of America
to establish
in the
the United
United States
States
United States
America to
establish in
a reserve
reserve of Australian wool against
a
possible emergency
emergency shortage
shortage of
against aapossible
of
wool supplies in the United
States, the
the Government
Government of
United
United States,
of the
the United
Kingdom
Kingdom of Great
Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland
are prepared
prepared to
to enter
enter
Ireland are
into an agreement
Government of
agreement with the Government
United States
States in
in the
the
of the
the United
Terms.
Termnns.
following terms:terms
following

(1) The Government
(1)
Government of the
the United
Kingdom shall
availUnited Kingdom
shall make
make available to
States Government
an agency
agency acting
on its
its
to the
the United States
Government (or
(or an
acting on
behalf) 250 million pounds
Australian wool
wool as
as aastrategic
strategic repounds of
of Australian
reserve for the
United States
States Government
Government against
against a
possible emeremerthe United
a possible
gency shortage of wool supplies in the
United States.
States. The
The wool
wool
the United
shall be transported to the United States where it
be stored
stored
it shall
shall be
in bonded warehouses. The Government
Government of
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
of the
shall retain title to
to the
all or
any part
of the
the wool
wool may
may
the wool, but all
or any
part of
be purchased
purchased by the United
United States
Government (or
(or an
an agency
States Government
agency
acting
acting on its behalf) for use in the United States
States or may
be sold
sold
may be
to the United States
States domestic
domestic trade,
trade, if
and when
it has
has been
been deterif and
when it
deterStates Government
mined by the United States
Government that
that an
an emergency
emergency
shortage of wool exists in
in the
United States.
States.
the United
(2)
(2) The Government
Government of the
may withdraw
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom may
withdraw
wool from the reserve for shipment
shipment to the
Kingdom or
or
the United
United Kingdom
other British territory
territory in the case of emergency
emergency shortage
shortage of
of supsupplies in such
in the
the contingency
contingency of
an interruption
interruption
such territory,
territory, or
or in
of an
of wool textile production
production in
United Kingdom
Kingdom for
for the
the manumanuin the United
facture of textiles in the
to meet
meet United
United Kingdom
Kingdom
the United
United States
States to
emergency
emergency textile requirements,
requirements, provided
(a) replacements
replacements
provided that
that (a)
for wool so withdrawn
withdrawn are
are on
on the
the way
way to
States and
and (b)
(b)
to the
the United
United States
at no time the total of the reserve
reserve in
States is
is tempotempoin the
the United
United States
rarily depleted by more than twenty
twenty per
cent by
such withdrawals.
withdrawals.
per cent
by such
(3) At any time after the
(3)
of a
Armistice
the signing
signing of
a General
General Armistice
between the United Kingdom and
and Germany,
the Government
Government
Germany, the
of the United Kingdom shall
be at
at liberty
dispose of
of the
wool
shall be
liberty to
to dispose
the wool
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remaining in
in the
the United
States Government
Government
remaining
the reserve,
reserve, but
but the
United States
and
the
Government
of
the
United
Kingdom
shall
toand the Government of the United Kingdom shall consult
consult together
with
a
view
to
ensuring
that
the
disposal
of
any
such
gether with a view to ensuring that the disposal of any such
wool in
in the
United States
wool
the United
States shall
shall be
be effected
effected under
under conditions
conditions
which will
will avoid
dislocation of
of normal
normal wool
wool marketing
marketing there.
there.
which
avoid aadislocation
(4)
for the
the reserve
be made
by the
(4) The
The wool
wool for
reserve shall
shall be
made available
available by
the
Government
the United
f.o.b. at
Australian ports,
Government of
of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom f.o.b.
at Australian
ports,
and
United States
States Government
(directly or
or through
through an
and the
the United
Government (directly
an
agency
behalf) shall
thereafter
accept
responsiagency acting
acting on
on its
its behalf)
shall thereafter accept responsibility for
for the
safe custody
custody of
of the
and shall
shall pay
pay transport,
transport,
bility
the safe
the wool
wool and
handling,
storage,
insurande
including
war
risk,
and
other
handling, storage, insurance including war risk, and other
charges in
connexion with
establishment and
charges
in connexion
with the
the establishment
and maintenance
maintenance
of
reserve. Payments
Payments shall
shall be
be made
made between
between the
the
of the
the wool
wool reserve.
United States Government
of the
the United
United
Government and the Government
Government of
Kingdom
wool from
the reserve
reserve to
any savings
savings
Kingdom on
on sale of
of wool
from the
to offset
offset any
Government of
the United
to
secured by the
the Government
of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom owing
owing to
having been transported
transported to
to and
and stored
stored in
in the
the United
United
the wool
wool having
and any
any loss
loss incurred
incurred
States by the
the United
United States
States Government
Government and
by
the
Government
of
the
United
Kingdom
by
reason
of dedeby the Government of the United Kingdom by reason of
preciation in the value of the wool stored in the United
United States
as aa result of deterioration
deterioration of the wool or by reason of
of the
position in which the wool is
stored in the United
United States, provided
provided
is stored
that (a) in the case of sales in the United States no payment
payment
shall be made which would
would reduce
reduce the receipts
receipts by the GovernGovernment of the United Kingdom
Kingdom for the wool in question below the
the
have been
received on
on sale
sale f.o.b.
f.o.b. Australia
Australia
amount which would
would have
been received
at the same date, and (b)
sales outside
outside the
the United
United
(b) in
in the case
case of
of sales
States any payments as
between the two
two Governments
Governments shall
shall not
not
as between
involve the Government of
Kingdom in
in any
any net
of the United
United Kingdom
net
expenditure
expenditure of United States
States dollars in respect
thereof.
respect thereof.
(5) It
(5)
It is tentatively
tentatively agreed
agreed that the 250,000,000
250,000,000 pounds of
of
Australian wool which will be made available
available by the
the GovernGovernment of the United Kingdom
reserve shall
be composed
composed
Kingdom for the reserve
shall be
of the following:-following:270,000 bales of 58/60s of types normally imported
imported into
into the
the
United States and of good topmaking Bradford
Bradford styles;
styles;
290,000 bales of 60s and finer of types normally imported
imported
into the United States and of good topmaking Bradford
styles;
190,000 bales of 60s and finer of good
average Bradford
good to average
styles; balance (to make
up
250,000,000
make
250,000,000 pounds) of 60s
and finer
styles;
finer of
of average
average Bradford
Bradford styles;
two-thirds of all the 60s and finer wools to consist of
of 64/60s.
64/60s.

The
counts are
are as
as normally
The counts
normally understood
understood in the United States.
Although
Although this tentative
tentative agreement
agreement on grades
grades and
and types
types is
is subsubject
to
modification
following
consultation
between
the
two
Govject
modification
between
ernments after examination
examination of samples
samples of the wool by the United
United
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authorities, it
shall become
become definitive
the examination
States authorities,
it shall
definitive if
if the
examination
of
indicates that
of wool
included
of samples indicates
that the grades
grades and
and types
types of
wool included
in
the above
above mentioned
general categories
categories are
are such
such that
they
in the
mentioned general
that they
could
readily used
in American
American mills
mills without
interruption
could be
be readily
used in
without interruption
of
or delays
in the
the production
production of
the mills.
that
of or
delays in
of the
mills. It
It is
is understood
understood that
the
United Kingdom
in estimating
estimating the
the
the Government
Government of
of the United
Kingdom in
quantities
for the
the retenretenquantities available
available for the
the reserve
reserve have
have provided
provided for
tion of
supplies in
in Australia
to ensure
ensure that
that the
the comtion
of sufficient
sufficient supplies
Australia to
commercial
demand can
can be
be met.
met. It
understood that
that both
both the
the
mercial demand
It is
is also
also understood
total
estimated to
be available
for the
the reserve
reserve after
after proprototal quantity
quantity estimated
to be
available for
United Kingdom,
viding for sales abroad and shipments
shipments to the United
Kingdom,
and
the distribution
distribution by
by types
types and
been based
based
and the
and descriptions,
descriptions, have
have been
upon
of the
the 1939-40
and that
that should
should the
the results
upon the
the results
results of
1939-40 clip,
clip, and
results
of
may be
necessary to
the supply
supply
of the
the 1940-41
1940-41 clip
clip differ
differ it
it may
be necessary
to vary
vary the
for
the reserve.
for the
reserve.
(6)
Space on
established British
British shipping
lines running
berunning beshipping lines
on established
(6) Space
tween Australia
Australia and the United States
States shall be used for the
transport
of the
wool so
far as
as available.
wool will
will be
be
transport of
the wool
so far
available. The
The wool
made
available
in
Australia
as
rapidly
as
possible,
provided
that
made available in Australia as rapidly as possible, provided that
the
wool from
commercial account
account or
or its
its
the sale
sale of
of wool
from Australia
Australia on
on commercial
shipment to
Control in
the United
United Kingdom
shipment
to the
the Wool
Wool Control
in the
Kingdom or
or CanCanada
be prejudiced,
prejudiced, and
every endeavour
endeavour shall
shall be
be made
made
ada shall
shall not
not be
and every
to
the allocations
by the
end of
of March
March
to complete
complete the
allocations in
in Australia
Australia by
the end
1941.
1941.
If the Goverrunent
of the
prepared to
to accept
accept
2. If
Government of
the United
United States
States are
are prepared
the foregoing
provisions, II have
have the
the honour
honour to
that the
the
the
foregoing provisions,
to propose
propose that
present note
and your
to that
regarded as
constituting
reply to
that effect
effect be
be regarded
as constituting
present
note and
your reply
an agreement
between the
Governments which
shall come
come into
which shall
into
an
agreement between
the two
two Governments
force immediately.
immediately.
I
honour to be, with high
I have
have the honour
high consideration,
consideration, Sir,
Your
obedient Servant,
Servant,
Your obedient
HALIFAX
HAUFAX
Mr.
JOHNSON,
Mr. HERSCHF1.
HIERSHEL V.
V. JOHNSON,
etc.,
etc.
etc., etc.,
etc., etc.

The American
to the
the British
British
The
American Chargé
Charge d'Affaires
dPAffaires ad
ad interitn
interim at
at London
London to
Secretary
of State
State for
Affairs
Secretary of
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
No.
No. 2662
2662

EMBASSY
TATES OF
or AMERICA
AMERICA
EMhBASS or
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
London,
9, 1940.
1949.
London, December
December 9,

MY
LoRD:
MY LoRD:
I
have the
the receipt
receipt of
your note
note No.
No. W
W
to acknowledge
acknowledge the
of your
I have
the honor
honor to
11985/7
9
/
4
9
of
December
9,
1940,
in
which
Your
Lordship
is
good
Lordship
is
good
9,
1940,
in
which
Your
11985/79/49 of December
enough to
to inform
inform me
me that
that in
in order
to enable
enable the
the Government
Government of
of the
the
order to
enough
United
of America
to establish
in the
the United
United States
reserve
States aareserve
establish in
United States
States of
America to
of
Australian wool
wool against
against a
shortage of
wool
of wool
a possible
possible emergency
emergency shortage
of Australian
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supplies in the
the United
United States
States the
the Government
of the
the United
United KingGovernment of
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Northern Ireland
is prepared
to enter
enter
Ireland is
prepared to
into an agreement
agreement with the
Government of
of the
States in
in the
the
the Government
the United
United States
following
terms:
following terms:
(1) The Government
Government of
United Kingdom
shall make
availof the
the United
Kingdom shall
make available to the United States
States Government
Government (or
(or an
an agency
acting
on
agency acting on
its behalf) 250 million pounds
pounds of
of Australian
Australian wool
wool as
a
strategic
as a strategic
United States
reserve for the United
against a
a possible
States Government
Government against
possible
emergency
shortage
emergency
of wool supplies in the
the United
United States.
States. The
The
wool shall be transported
transported to the United
United States
States where
where it
it shall
shall
be stored in bonded
bonded warehouses. The
The Government
Government of
of the
the United
United
Kingdom shall retain title to
to the
the wool,
wool, but
or any
any part
part of
of
but all
all or
purchased by
the wool may be purchased
United States
States Government
Government
by the United
(or an agency acting
acting on its behalf)
behalf) for use
the United
States or
or
use in
in the
United States
United States domestic
may be sold to the United
domestic trade,
trade, if
if and
when
it
and when it
has been determined
determined by the United States
States Government
Government that
an
that an
emergency shortage
shortage of wool
wool exists
exists in
in the
the United
United States.
States.
(2) The Government
Government of the
Kingdom may
may withdraw
withdraw
the United
United Kingdom
wool from the reserve
reserve for shipment
shipment to the
United Kingdom
Kingdom or
or other
the United
other
British territory in the case of
emergency shortage
shortage of
of supplies
of emergency
supplies
in such territory, or in the contingency
in
contingency of an interruption
interruption of
of wool
wool
textile production
production in the United Kingdom for
for the
the manufacture
manufacture
of textiles
textiles in the United
of
United States to meet United
United. Kingdom
Kingdom emeremergency textile requirements,
requirements, provided that
that (a)
(a) replacements
replacements for
for
wool so withdrawn are on the way to
United States
States and
and (b)
(b)
to the United
at no time the total of the reserve in the
the United
United States
States is
is temtemporarily depleted by more than
twenty per
per cent
cent by
by such
withthan twenty
such withdrawals.
(3)
(3) At any time after the signing
signing of aaGeneral
General Armistice
Armistice bebetween the United Kingdom and Germany,
Germany, the
tween
the Government
Government
of the United Kingdom shall be at
at liberty
to dispose
dispose of
of the
the wool
wool
liberty to
remaining in the reserve,
remaining
reserve, but the
United States
States Government
and
the United
Government and
the
Government
of
the
United
the
United Kingdom
Kingdom shall consult
consult together
together
with a
a view to ensuring
ensuring that the
the disposal
of any
any such
such wool
wool in
in
disposal of
the
United
States
shall be effected
the United
effected under conditions
will
conditions which
which will
avoid aadislocation
dislocation of normal
normal wool
marketing there.
there.
wool marketing
(4) The wool for the reserve
reserve shall be made
(4)
made available
available by
by the
the
Government of the
the United Kingdom
Government
Kingdom f.o.b. at Australian
Australian ports,
ports,
and the
Government (directly or through an
and
the United
United States Government
an agency
agency
acting
thereafter accept responsibility
acting on its behalf) shall
shall thereafter
for
responsibility for
the
the safe
safe custody
custody of the wool and shall pay transport,
transport, handling,
handling,
storage,
including war risk, and other
storage, insurance
insurance including
other charges
charges in
in conconnection
with
the
establishment and maintenance
nection with
maintenance of
the wool
wool
of the
reserve.
be made
made between
reserve. Payments
Payments shall
shall be
between the United States
States
Government
the Government
Government of the United Kingdom
Government and
and the
Kingdom on
on
sale of
wool from
from the
reserve to offset
sale
of wool
the reserve
offset any savings secured
secured by
by
the
of the
United Kingdom
Kingdom owing to the wool havthe Government
Government of
the United
ing
been
transported
to
and
stored
ing been transported to and stored in the United
United States by the
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Government and
United States Government
by the
the Govand any
any loss
loss incurred
incurred by
Government
Kingdom by
by reason
of depreciation
depreciation in
in
ernment of
of the
the United
United Kingdom
reason of
the
stored in
in the
the United
United States
States as
as aaresult
result of
of
the value of the
the wool
wool stored
deterioration
the wool
wool or
or by
the position
position in
deterioration of
of the
by reason
reason of
of the
in which
which
the wool
wool is
is stored in the United
the
United States,
States, provided
that (a)
(a) in
in
provided that
the case of
of sales in the
payment shall
shall be
be made
made
the United
United States
States no
no payment
which would reduce
reduce the receipts
receipts by
Government of the
the United
United
by the
the Government
Kingdom for the wool in
amount which
would
in question below
below the amount
which would
have
on sale
sale f.
Australia at
at the
the same
same date,
and
have been
been received
received on
f. o.
o. b.
b. Australia
date, and
(b) in
the case
case of
of sales
the United
United States
States any
any payments
payments
(b)
in the
sales outside
outside the
between the
Governments shall
shall not
not involve
involve the
Governas between
the two Governments
the Government of
of the
Kingdom in
of United
United
ment
the United
United Kingdom
in any
any net
net expenditure
expenditure of
States dollars
respect thereof.
thereof.
States
dollars in
in respect
(5) It
It is
agreed that
that the
the 250
of
(5)
is tentatively
tentatively agreed
250 million
million pounds
pounds of
Australian wool which will be made available
Australian
available by the Government
Government
of
be composed
composed of
of the
the
of the
the United Kingdom
Kingdom for
for the
the reserve
reserve shall
shall be
following: 270,000 bales of 58/60s of
of types
types normally
normally imported
imported into
into
the United
United States
topmaking Bradford
Bradford styles;
States and
and of good topmaking
styles;
290,000
bales of
of 60s
and finer
finer of
of types
normally imported
imported into
the
290,000 bales
60s and
types normally
into the
United
and of
190,000
United States and
of good
good topmaking
topmaking Bradford
Bradford styles;
styles; 190,000
bales
60s and
and finer
average Bradford
balance
bales of
of 60s
finer of
of good
good to
to average
Bradford styles;
styles; balance
(to
of 60s
60s and
finer
of
average
(to make up 250
250 million
million pounds)
pounds) of
and finer of average
Bradford styles; two-thirds
two-thirds of all
all the
wools to
to
Bradford
the 60s
60s and
and finer
finer wools
consist
of 64/60s.
consist of
64/60s.
The counts
counts are
as normally
in the
the United
United States.
States.
The
are as
normally understood
understood in
Although
tentative agreement
grades and
types is
is subAlthough this
this tentative
agreement on
on grades
and types
subfollowing consultation
consultation between
the two
two Govject to
to modification
modification following
between the
Govexamination of
of samples
the wool
wool by
the United
ernments after
after examination
samples of
of the
by the
United
States authorities,
authorities, it
shall become
become definitive
examination
States
it shall
definitive if
if the
the examination
grades and
included
of samples
samples indicates
indicates that the grades
and types
types of
of wool
wool included
in
mentioned general
general categories
categories are
are such
that they
they
in the
the above
above mentioned
such that
could be
used in
American mills
interruption of
could
be readily
readily used
in American
mills without
without interruption
of
or
is understood
or delays in the production
production of
of the
the mills.
mills. It
It is
understood that
that
the
the quantiquantithe Government
Government of
of the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom in
in estimating
estimating the
ties
available for
the reserve
reserve have
retention of
of
ties available
for the
have provided
provided for
for the
the retention
sufficient supplies in Australia to ensure that the commercial
commercial demand
be met.
met. It
also understood
understood that
both the
the total
total quanquanmand can
can be
It is
is also
that both
tity
available for
reserve after
after providing
providing for
for
tity estimated
estimated to
to be
be available
for the
the reserve
sales
abroad and
and shipments
shipments to
to the
the dissales abroad
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, and
and the
distribution
by types
types and
and descriptions,
based upon
upon the
tribution by
descriptions, have
have been
been based
the
results of
of the
the 1939-40
clip, and
and that
that should
the results
results of
of the
the
results
1939-40 clip,
should the
1940-41 clip
it may
be necessary
vary the
supply for
1940-41
clip differ
differ it
may be
necessary to
to vary
the supply
for
the reserve.
reserve.
(6) Space
lines running
berunning beshipping lines
British shipping
on established
established British
(6)
Space on
tween
Australia and
be used
used for
the transtransshall be
for the
tween Australia
and the
the United
United States
States shall
port
of the
the wool
so far
far as
available. The
The wool
wool will
be made
port of
wool so
as available.
will be
made availavailable
in
Australia
as
rapidly
as
possible,
provided
that
the sale
sale of
able in Australia as rapidly as possible, provided that the
of
wool
from Australia
Australia on
on commercial
account or
to the
the
wool from
commercial account
or its
its shipment
shipment to
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Wool Control
Control in
the United
United Kingdom
Kingdom or
or Canada
Canada shall
shall not
not be
in the
Wool
prejudiced,
and
every
endeavor
shall
to
complete
the
complete
be
made
prejudiced, and every endeavor shall
allocations
in
Australia
by
the
end
of
March
1941.
allocations in Australia by the end of March
In
numbered paragraph
paragraph 2
Lordship's note, I
I have
2 of Your Lordship's
to numbered
In reply to
the honor to confirm
Government that Your
instructions of my Government
under instructions
confirm under
the
agreed
Lordship's
forth above is agreed
understanding as set forth
Lordship's statement of our understanding
to
Government and
exchange of notes is to be
that the present exchange
and that
my Government
to by
by my
regarded
Governments
agreement between the two Governments
constituting an agreement
as constituting
regarded as
immediately.
which shall come into force immediately.
consideration, My Lord,
II have the honor to be, with the highest consideration,
Your most obedient, humble
humble servant,
servant,
HERSCHEL V.
V.
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
HBERCHEL
Chargé dAffaires
d'Affaires ad interim
interim.
Charge

The Right Honorable
Viscount
HALrrAx, KG.,
K.G., G.C.SI.,
Viscount HALItvAx,
etc., etc., etc.,
Foreign
Office, S.W.1.
&W.I.
Foreign Ofiee,
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1940
MEXICO-RADIOBROADCASTING-AUG.
MEXICO
— RADIOBROADCASTING--AUG.24, 28, 1940

respecting
of America and
Agreement between
and Mexico respecting
United States of
between the United
Agreement
radiobroadcasting. Effected by exchange of notes signed
radiobroad,casting.
signed August 24
24
and
29, 1941.
1941.
and 28,
28, 1940;
1940; effective
effective March
March 29,
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August 24,
24, 28,
28, 1940
1940
August
E. A.
A. S.
B. No.
No. 196]
[E.
196]

The
Mexican Minister
Minister for
Affairs to
to the
the American
American Ambassador
for Foreign
ForeignAffairs
The Mexican
SECRETARIA
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES EXTERIORES
EXTERIORES
SECRETARIA DE
ESTADOS
IINIDOS MEXICANOS
MEXICANOS
ESTADOB UNIDOS
MEXICO
MEXICO
56248
56248

Mtmco, 24
agosto de 1940.
24 de
de agosto
MEXIco,

S
ENOR EMBAJADOR:
EMBAJADOR:
SENOR
Agreement by
by Mex.
Alextengo la
honra de comuni- ia,.
Con
referencia a
los antecedentes
antecedentes del caso,
caso, tengo
is honra
a los
Con referencia
ico.
car
acuerdo
esta de acuerdo
de Mexico
Mexico esta,
que el
el Gobierno
Gobierno de
Excelencia que
Vuestra Excelencia
car aaVuestra
en que
ponga en
efectos el Convenio
vigor-cuando surta sus efectos
en vigor--cuando
se ponga
en
que se
1
-el Tratado
Regional Norteamericano
RadiodifusiOn 1el
Tratado de Cabade Radiodifusi6n
Norteamericano de
Regional
lleros
es el siguiente:
cuyo texto es
el anterior
anterior yy cur)
con el
relacionado con
lleros relacionado
A.—Los Estados
Estados Unidos
Unidos estan
estan de acuerdo
acuerdo en proteger a
a las
A.-Los
frecuencias de
siguientes estaciones
estaciones mexicanas
mexicanas de
de la
is clase
clase I-A
I—A con
con frecuencias
siguientes
730
kilociclos, 800
y 1570
kilociclos.
1570 kilociclos.
kilociclos y
900 kilociclos
kilociclos, 900
800 kilociclos,
730 kilociclos,
B.—A
1220 kilociclos
kilociclos los
Unidos pueden
asignar una
pueden asignar
Estados Unidos
los Estados
B.-A 1220
una antena
estacion
en
is
region
de
Detroit,
Michigan,
una
con
estaci6n en la regi6n de Detroit, Michigan,
direccional
que
dirigira
is
serial
hacia
el
norte
y
protegera
lo mas
protegera
y
norte
el
hacia
sefal
direccional que dirigira la
Estados
en
los
mexicana
posible
al
campo
que
cubre
is
estacitm
mexicana
Estados
estaci6n
la
cubre
que
campo
al
posible
Unidos.
Unidos.
C.—Se permitir&
permitira a
alos
Unidos asignar a
a 1050 kilociclos
kilociclos
Estados Unidos
los Estados
C.-Se
una
Nueva York,
York, N. Y., con una antena
antena
de Nueva
regi6n de
en la
la regien
estaci6n en
una estacien
direccional
hacia el
el noreste
protegera lo
lo
y protegera
noreste y
sefal hacia
la solid
dirigira la
que dirigire,
direccional que
mexicana en los
estaci6n mexicana
mas
posible al campo que cubre
cubre la
is ostaci6n
mas posible
Estados
Unidos.
Estados Unidos.
D.—Mexico
cambiar de lugar sus estaciode cambiar
privilegio de
el privilegio
tendra el
D.-Mexico tendra
mas cerca
nes de
is clase
I—A siempre
eaten mita
cerca de la
is frontera
que no esten
siempre que
clase I-A
de la
nes
Regional
norteamericana
de
lo
que
se
especifica
en
Regional
el
Convenio
en
se
especifica
que
norteamericana de lo
Norteamericano sobre
Radioclifusion.
sobre Radiodifusi6n.
Norteamericano
E.—Reciprocamente,
de acuerdo
asignar
acuerdo en no asignar
esta de
Mexico esta
E.-Reciprocamente, Mexico
astaciones algunas
la,s siguientes
siguientes frecuencias
frecuencias usadas
Estados
usadas en Estados
a las
algunas a
estaciones
Unidos
close I-A:
I—A: 700
720 kilociclos,
kilociclos, 1120
1120
kilociclos, 720
700 kilociclos,
la clase
para is
Unidos pars
kilociclos
kilociclos.
1210 kilociclos.
y 1210
kilociclos y
1
[El Convenio
Regional Norteamericano
Norteamericano sobre
sobre Radiodifusi6n
Radiodifusion fu6
fue firmado
firmado en
en
Convenio Regional
I [El
La
13 de
de 1937.
Los parrafos
de la
la parte
parts III
y 11de
de la
la
III y
parrafos 11de
1937. Los
diciembre de
de diciembre
el 13
La Habana
Habana el
parte V
inciso 3
Is tabla
apendice I
entraron en
I entraron
del ap6ndice
VI del
tabla VI
3 de
de la
el inciso
del convenio,
convenio, yy el
V del
parte

vigor el
de marzo
marzo de
disposiciones del convenio, yy por
per
demas disposiciones
Las demds
1940. Las
de 1940.
el 29
29 de
vigor
consiguiente el
convenio en
totalidad, entrarin
29 de marzo
marzo de
el 29
vigor el
en vigor
entraran en
en su
su totalidad,
el convenio
consiguiente
1941 (Treaty Series
962).1
Series 962).]
1941
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F.—Mexico
Estados Unidos
admitiren estaciones
estaciones de
dia de
de
F.-M6xico y
y Estados
Unidos admitiran
de dia
la
clase
II
con
fuerza
no
mayor
de
1
kilovatio
en
los
canales
quo
la clase II con fuerza no mayor de 1 kilovatio en los canales que
estAn de
de acuerdo
en. proteger,
que la
sefial de
de dichas
dichas
estan
acuerdo en
proteger, siempre
siempre que
la sefal
estaciones
produzca
efectos
no
mayores
de
5
microvoltios
por
estaciones produzca efectos no mayores de 5 microvoltios por
metro
de la
onda bAsica
en cualquier
lugar de
la frontera
frontera entre
entre
metro de
la onda
basica en
cualquier lugar
de la
Mexico y
y los
los Estados
Estados Unidos.
Unidos. El
"estaciones de
de dia"
dia"
Mexico
El termino
t6rmino "estaciones
significa
quo no
no se
emisiones entre
entre la
la puesta
puesta y
yla
la salida
salida
significa que
se permitiren
permitiran emisiones
del sol
el lugar
de las
estaciones de
de la
II.
del
sol en
en el
lugar del
del transmisor
transmisor de
las estaciones
la clase
clase II.
Aprovecho
oportunidad para
para renovar
renovar a
a Vuestra
Vuestra Excelencia
el
Aprovecho la
la oportunidad
Excelencia el
testimonio de
de mi
ml mas
mis alta
consideracien.
alta consideraci6n.
testimonio
EDUARDO HAY
HAY
EDUARDO
Excelentisimo sefior
SalOT JOSEPHUIS
JOSEPHUS DANIELS,
Excelentisimo
DANIELS,

Embajador Extraordinario
Extraordinario y
Embajador
y Plenipotenciario
Plenipotenciario
de
Unidos de
de America.
de los Estados
Estados Unidos
America.
Presente.
Presente.
[Translation]
[Translation]

DEPARTMENT OF
DEPARTMENT
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN RELATIONS
RELATIONS
UNITED
UNITED MEXICAN
MEXICAN STATES
STATES
MEXICO
MEXICO CITY
CITY
56248
56248

M EXICO CITY,
CITY, August
August 24,
24, 1940.
1940.
MEXICO

AMBASSADOR:
AMBASSADOR:
With
the relevant
relevant antecedents,
have the
With reference
reference to
to the
antecedents, I
I have
the honor
honor to
to
communicate to Your Excellency
Excellency that the Government
communicate
Government of Mexico
Mexico is
is
in accord that when the North American
American Regional
Regional Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Agreement
effective 22 aa Gentleman's
Agreement shall
shall be
be
Agreement becomes
becomes effective
Gentleman's Agreement
put into force relative
relative thereto,
thereto, the
text
of
which
is
as
follows:
the text of which is as follows:
Mn.
MR.

A. The United States agrees to protect
protect the following Mexican
Mexican
Class 1-A
1—A stations
stations having
kilohaving frequencies
frequencies of 730
730 kilocycles,
kilocycles, 800
800 kilocycles,
kilocycles, 1570
1570 kilocycles.
cycles, 900
900 kilocycles,
kilocycles.
B. On 1220 kilocycles,
kilocycles, the United States may assign
assign a
astation
station
in the Detroit, Michigan, area with a
a directional antenna that
that
northward and protect the Mexican
will direct the signal to the northward
Mexican
coverage in the United States
station's coverage
States as much as possible.
C. On 1050 kilocycles, the United States is permitted
permitted to assign
assign
a station in the New
a
New York, N. Y.,
area with
with a
directional
antenna
Y., area
a directional antenna
that will direct the signal toward the northeast
northeast and protect
the
protect the
Mexican station's coverage
coverage in the United States as much as
possible.
possible.
D. Mexico
Mexico has the privilege
privilege of changing
changing the location of its
Class 1—A
1-A stations provided they are not closer to the United
United
Regional Broadcasting
2 [The
North American
American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement was signed at
at
Habana December 13, 1937. Section 11 of part III and
and section 1
1 of part
part V
V of
of
the agreement,
3 of table VI of appendix
appendix I
I became
agreement, and paragraph
paragraph 3
became effective
effective on
March
provisions of the agreement,
March 29, 1940. All other provisions
agreement, and in consequence
consequence the
agreement
a whole, will become
agreement as a
become effective
effective on March 29, 1941 (Treaty Series
Series
962).]
962).]
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States border
than specified
border than
specified in
North American
American Regional
Regional
in the North
Broadcasting
Broadcasting Agreement.
Agreement.
E. Reciprocally, Mexico agrees
assign any stations on
agrees not to assign
on
the following United
United States Class 1-A
1—A frequencies:
700 kilocycles,
kilocycles,
frequencies: 700
720 kilocycles,
kilocycles, 1120 kilocycles,
and 1210
1210 kilocycles.
kilocycles.
kilocycles, and
F.
United States
F. Mexico and the United
States to permit
permit day-time
day-time Class II
II
stations with a
apower not in excess
excess of
kilowatt on the
the channels
channels
of 1
1 kilowatt
they agree to protect, provided that the signal from
these stations
from these
ground wave results at
shall not exceed
exceed 55 microvolts per meter ground
at
any place on
Mexico—United States
By day-time
day-time
on the
the Mexico-United
States border.
border. By
operation is permitted
stations is meant
meant that no operation
permitted between
between sunset
sunset
and
sunrise at
at the
of the
the transmitter
of the
the Class
Class II
II
and sunrise
the location
location of
transmitter of
stations.
stations.
I avail myself of the opportunity
I
opportunity to renew
the
renew to Your Excellency
Excellency the
assurances
of my
my highest
highest consideration.
consideration.
assurances of
EnuARno
HAY
EDUARDO HAY
His
JOSEPHIIS DANIELS,
His Excellency
Excellency JOSEPHJS
DANIELS,
Ambassador
Ambassador Extraordinary
and Plenipotentiary
Extraordinaryand
Plenipotentiary
of the
the United
United States
States of
of
of America,
America,
City.
City.
The American
to the
the Mexican
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs
The
American Ambassador
Ambassador to
Mexican Minister
Ministerfor
Affairs

No.
No. 4685
4685

EMBASSY OF
OF THE
THE
EMBASSY
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED
AMERICA
Mexico, August
August 28,
28, 1940
1940
Mexico,

EXCELLENCY:
EXCELLENCY:
have the
the honor
honor to
to acknowledge
of Your
Your Excellency's
Excellency's
IIhave
acknowledge the
the receipt
receipt of
courteous note no.
no. 56248 of
courteous
August 24,
of August
24, 1940 and to communicate
communicate
herein my Government's
Government's understanding
understanding of the agreement
agreement which
which was
was
the subject of Your Excellency's
acknowledgement,
Excellency's note
note under acknowledgement,
touching
touching the
mutual interest to
to our
our Governments
Governments in
in
the questions of mutual
relation
to the
American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement
relation to
the North
North American
Regional Broadcasting
Agreement
the Mexican
Government having
deposited
(the ratification
ratification by
by the
Mexican Government
having been
been deposited
with the
on March
March 29, 1940),
1940), which
which is
is as
as follows:
follows:
with
the Cuban
Cuban Government
Government on
A. The
United States
States agrees
protect the
the following
following Mexican
Mexican
A.
The United
agrees to
to protect
Class
1—A
stations
having
frequencies
of
730
kilocycles,
800
kiloClass 1-A stations having frequencies of 730 kilocycles, 800 kilocycles,
kilocycles.
cycles, 900
900 kilocycles,
kilocycles, 1570
1570 kilocycles.
B.
On 1220
1220 kilocycles,
United States
assign aastation
B. On
kilocycles, the
the United
States may
may assign
station
in the
the Detroit,
Michigan, area
directional antenna
antenna that
that
in
Detroit, Michigan,
area with
with a
a directional
will direct
direct the
the signal
to the
the northward
northward and
protect the
Mexican
signal to
and protect
the Mexican
will
station's coverage
coverage in
the United
United States
as much
much as
possible.
station's
in the
States as
as possible.
C. On
On 1050
the United
United States
to assign
assign
C.
1050 kilocycles,
kilocycles, the
States is
is permitted
permitted to
a
the New
N. Y.,
Y., area
area with
directional antenna
antenna
a station
station in
in the
New York,
York, N.
with a,
a directional
that
the signal
the northeast
and protect
the
northeast and
protect the
that will
will direct
direct the
signal toward
toward the
Mexican station's
in the
much as
as
the United
United States
States as
as much
Mexican
station's coverage
coverage in
possible.
possible.

Agreement by
by U.
U. 8.
S.
Agreement
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D.
has the
privilege of
of changing
location of
of its
its
the location
changing the
the privilege
D. Mexico
Mexico has
Class
1—A stations
provided they
they are
are not
closer to
to the
the United
United
not closer
stations provided
Class 1-A
States
border than
than specified
specified in
in the
the North
North American
American Regional
Regional
States border
Broadcasting Agreement.
Broadcasting
E. Reciprocally,
Reciprocally, Mexico
agrees not
to assign
any stations
stations on
on
assign any
not to
Mexico agrees
E.
the
following
United
States
Class
1—A
frequencies:
700
kilokilo700
frequencies:
1-A
Class
the following United States
cycles, 720
kilocycles, 1120
kilocycles.
kilocycles, and 1210 kilocycles.
1120 kilocycles,
720 kilocycles,
cycles,
F.
Mexico
and
the
United
States
to
permit
day-time
II
F. Mexico and the United States to permit day-time Class II
stations
power not
1 kilowatt on the channels
not in excess of 1
with aapower
stations with
they agree
provided that
that the signal from
these stafrom these
to protect,
protect, provided
agree to
they
tions
not exceed
exceed 5
5 microvolts
microvolts per meter
meter ground wave
shall not
tions shall
results
By
Mexico-United States border. By
on the Mexico—United
at any
any place on
results at
day-time stations
stations is
is meant
that no
operation is permitted between
between
no operation
meant that
day-time
sunset and
at the
the location
location of the transmitter
transmitter of the Class
sunrise at
and sunrise
sunset
II
stations.
II stations.
Effective
date.
Effective date.

ItIt is understood
agreement shall enter
understood that this agreement
enter into force when
the North
North American
Regional Broadcasting
Broadcasting Agreement
Agreement shall become
American Regional
the
efTective.
effective. 33
highest
Please accept,
accept, Excellency,
Excellency, the renewed
assurances of my highest
renewed assurances
Please
and
distinguished consideration.
consideration.
and most distinguished
JOSEPHUS DANIELS
DANIELS
JOSEPHUS

Excellency
His Excellency
General EDUARDO
HAY,
General
EDUARDO HAY,
Minister for Foreign
ForeignAffairs,
Minister
Mexico.
[See footnote 2, p. 2484.]
5[See

8
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RUMANIA-PASSPORT
RUMANIA— PASSPORT VISA
VISA FEES-AUG.
FEES— AUG.25, 29, 30, 1939

Agreement between
Agreement
between the
the United
of America
and Rumania
Rumania respecting
respecting August
29, 30
30, 193
1939
United States
States of
America and
August 25, 29.
E
passport
visa fees.
Effected by
by exchanges
exchanges of
A. s.
S. No.
No. 197
197]
- A.
25, 29, [E.
notes dated
dated August
August 25,
of notes
fees. Effected
passportvisa
and
1989; effective
September 1,
1939.
and 80,
30, 1939;
effective September
1, 1939.
The
Rumanian Minister
Minister to
Secretary of
State
The Rumanian
to the
the Secretary
of State
ROYAL LEGATION
or ROMANIA
ROYAL
LEGATION OF
ROMANIA
Washington, D.
D. C.
a
Washington,
Agreement by
by RuRuAgreement
Romania presents
his compliments
compliments to
to the
the HonorThe Minister
Minister of
of Romania
presents his
Honor- mania
mania.
able
able the
the Secretary.of
the Secretary's
Secretary's note
of State, and,
and, with
with reference
reference to the
note
of
March 18,
1939'1 (No.
(
No. 811.11101
811.11101 Waivers
Waivers 71),
71), has
the honor
honor to
to
of March
18, 1939
has the
advise
Romanian Government
Government agrees
agrees to
to the
the reciprocal
advise him
him that the
the Romanian
reciprocal
reduction of
of the
passport visa
fees, under
the following
reduction
the present
present passport
visa fees,
under the
following
conditions:
conditions:
The fee for the issuance
issuance of a
The
apassport
passport visa,
visa, valid for
for aaperiod of one
one
year and for
for an unlimited
unlimited number
number of entries,
entries, is
is reciprocally
reciprocally established
established
by
Government and
of the
United
by the
the Romanian
Romanian Government
and the
the Government
Government of
the United
States
$3.75, the application
application fee being
being included
States at
at $3.75,
included in
in this sum; this
this
to be collected
collected in the cases
cases of
of
in other
other currency
currency is to
fee or
or its equivalent
equivalent in
nationals of
of either
Government, including
including citizens
citizens of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine
nationals
either Government,
Islands,
entering the territory
including the
the Philippine
Islands, entering
territory of the
the other, including
Islands,
temporarily for
for business
or pleasure.
pleasure.
Islands, temporarily
business or
The Romanian
Romanian Government
Government further
the new
new fees go
further agrees
agrees that the
The
September 1, 1939,
1939, after which date
date they are to remain
remain
into effect on September
in force
force until
until the
the agreement
should be
terminated by either
either Governbe terminated
agreement should
in
ment, upon
months' notice to
to the
the other.
ment,
upon six months'
25, 1939.
1989.
August 25,

Secretary of
The Secretary
of State
State to
to the Rumanian
Rumanian Minister
The Secretary
of State
presents his
his compliments
compliments to
the Honorable
Honorable
to the
Secretary of
State presents
The
the Minister
and has
has the
the honor
to his
his note
no.
to refer
refer to
note no.
honor to
the
Minister of
of Rumania
Rumania and
3021/C-110
1939 and
and previous
previous correspondence
correspondence concernconcern25, 1939
of August
August 25,
3021/C-110 of
ing
nonimmigrant visas
issued to
to citizens
citizens of
of
visas issued
for nonimmigrant
of fees
fees for
ing the
the reduction
reduction of
the United
United States
States and
and Rumania.
Rumania.
the
The Department
Department is
the Government
of Rumania
Rumania
Government of
that the
to note
note that
is pleased
pleased to
The
agrees
to the
the reciprocal
reciprocal reduction
reduction of
of passport
visa fees
fees under
under the
the folfolpassport visa
agrees to
lowing
which the
the Government
Government of
of the
the United
United States
States also
also
to which
conditions, to
lowing conditions,
agrees:
agrees:
"The
the issuance
of a
apassport
passport visa,
visa, valid
for aaperiod
period
valid for
issuance of
fee for
for the
"The fee
of
one year
year and
an unlimited
unlimited number
of entries,
is reciprocally
reciprocally
entries, is
number of
and for
for an
of one
established
by the
the Romanian
Romanian Government
Government and
and the
Government
the Government
established by
I
I [Not printed.]
193470*-41—PT
--79
193470°-41-PT ii-79

Agreement by
by U.
U. S.
8.
Agreement

Conditions.

Conditioms
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of the
the United
States at
$3.75, the
application fee
fee being
being included
included
of
United States
at $3.75,
the application
in
this
sum;
this
fee
or
its
equivalent
in
other
currency
is to
to be
be
in this sum; this fee or its equivalent in other currency is
collected in the cases of nationals
nationals of
of either
Government, including
including
collected
either Government,
of the
the
citizens of
of the
the Philippine
Philippine Islands,
Islands, entering
entering the
the territory
territory of
other,
including the Philippine Islands,
for business
business
other, including
Islands, temporarily
temporarily for
or
or pleasure.
pleasure.
"The
Government further agrees
agrees that
new fees
fees
"The Romanian
Romanian Government
that the
the new
after which date
they are
are to
to
go into
into effect
effect on September
September 1,
1, 1939,
1939, after
date they
remain in force
force until the agreement
agreement should
should be terminated
terminated by
either Government, upon
upon six
months' notice to the other."
other."
either
six months'

Effective
Effective date.
date.

American
diplomatic and
officers are
appropriately
American diplomatic
and consular
consular officers
are being
being appropriately
agreement in
order
informed by cable regarding
regarding the conclusion
conclusion of this agreement
in order
that it
it may take effect beginning
beginning September
September 1, 1939.
1939.
reference is made
Although it
it is noted that no reference
made in the Legation's
Legation's
note
visas; it
it is the Department's
that the
the
note to transit
transit visas,
Department's understanding
understanding that
Rumanian
34 Lei
Lei for
for the
the
Rumanian Government
Government will continue
continue to
to collect a
a fee
fee of
of 34
application for a
atransit visa
issuance of
of such
such a
avisa.
application
visa and
and 34 Lei for the
the issuance
visa.
American
diplomatic and consular officers will continue
American diplomatic
continue to
to issue transit
transit
certificates to citizens of
of Rumania
Rumania without
without fee.
fee.
certificates
DEPARTMENT OF
OF STATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT

Washington, August
August 29
29 1939
Rumanian Minister
Secretary of State
The Rumanian
Minister to the Secretary
State
ROYAL LEGATION
ROYAL
LEGATION OF
OF ROMANIA
ROMANIA
D. C.
Washington, D.
C.
The Romanian Minister presents
presents his compliments
Honorable,
compliments to
to The
The Honorable,
The Secretary
Secretary of State, and has the honor to acknowledge
acknowledge receipt of
his note No. 811.11101 Waivers 71,
71, of August 29,
29, 1939,
1939, concerning
concerning
reduction of nonimmigrant
the reduction
nonimmigrant visa fees, with which
which the Romanian
Romanian
Government
accord.
Government is in
in complete
complete accord.
SO, 1939.
August 30,

54STT.]
S
TAT.]
54
STAT.]

SWEDEN— PASSPORT VISA
FEES
FEE
VISA
SWEDEN-PASSPORT
VISA FEES
SWEDEN-PASSPORT

S
ept.5,4,
4,1911,
11,98199
1989
Sept.
Oct.

2489

Oct.
5, 1)709
1939
'Jet. 0(

Arrangement
respecting
and Sweden respecting
States of America and
the United
United States
between the
Arrangement between
passport
visa fees.
Effected by
4
September 4
notes dated September
by exchanges of notes
fees. Effected
passport visa
and 11
and October
October 5,
1939.
and
11 and
5, 1939.

September 4,11
4,11, OctoOctoSeptember
ber 5,
5, 193
1939
ber
A. 8.
B. No.
198]
I.E. A.
No. 198]

The Swedish
Swedish Chargé
d'Affaires ad
interim to the
State
the Secretary
Secretary of State
ad interim
Charge d'Affaires
The
LEGATION
SWEDEN
OF SWEDEN
LEGATION OF
WASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
C.
WASHINGTON,
Notice of
intention
of intention
The
Swedish Charge
d'Affaires ad
compliments byNotice
presents his compliments
ad interim
interim presents
Charge d'Affaires
The Swedish
Sweden.
Sweden.
to
Honourable the Secretary
Secretary of State and, acting upon instructions,
instructions,
to the
the Honourable
has the
the honour
to inform
that the
Swedish Government
Government has
the Swedish
Him that
inform Him
honour to
has
decided to
entrance into
Sweden, beginning
September
beginning on September
into Sweden,
for entrance
to require
require for
decided
5th,
visa on
on passports
passports issued
A visa
visa
citizens. A
American citizens.
issued to American
a regular
regular visa
5th, a
fee
of Kronor
no visa has
for which
which no
on passports
passports for
levied on
be levied
will be
Kronor 44 will
fee of
hitherto been
required.
,
been required.
hitherto
The
Chargé d'Affaires
return to this matter
matter as soon as
d'Affaires will return
Swedish Charge
The Swedish
detailed
received.
been received.
instructions have been
detailed instructions

W
ASHINGTON, D.
C., September
1989.
September 4, 1939.
D. C.,
WASHINGTON,
The
Secretary of
State to
interim
Charge d'Affaires ad interim
Swedish Chargé
to the
the Swedish
of State
The Secretary
Reciprocal
The Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State presents
his compliments
Chargé byReciprocal
compliments to the Charge
presents his
The
U. S.
S.
U.
the
Legation's
to
d'Affaires
ad
interim
Sweden
refers
Legation's
note
of
and
Sweden
of
interim
ad
d'Affaires
September 4,
1939 stating that the
Swedish Government
Government has decided
decided
the Swedish
4, 1939
September
to require,
require, for
September 5, 1939, aa
Sweden, beginning September
into Sweden,
entrance into
for entrance
to
regular
visa on
passports issued
American citizens
citizens for which
which a
afee
issued to American
on passports
regular visa

charged.
of
of Kronor 44 will be charged.
Appropriate note
has been
taken of
this decision
decision on the
the part
part of the
of this
been taken
note has
Appropriate
Swedish Government
Government and
American diplomatic
diplomatic and consular
consular officers
officers
and American
Swedish
have
collect, beginning
beginning September 5,
5, 1939, a
acorreto collect,
instructed to
been instructed
have been
sponding
fee of
for the
issuance of
passport visas
visas to non-immiof passport
the issuance
of $1.25
$1.25 for
sponding fee
Government
of
exception
the
with
Government officials,
officials,
grant Swedish subjects,
temporarily
visiting
the
United
States.
United
the
visiting
temporarily
D
EPARTMENT OF
OF S
TATE,
STATE,
DEPARTMENT
Washington, September
1939
September 11 1939
Washington,
The
State
Secretary of State
to the
the Secretary
Minister to
Swedish Minister
The Swedish
LEGATION
OF SWEDEN
SWEDEN
LEGATION OF
C.
WASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
WASHINGTON,
Aux termes
59 du
du Decret
du 26
26 novembre
dnoncant
novembre 1937 enongant
Decret du
de Particle
Particle 59
termes de
Aux
des prescriptions
la loi
loi du
juin 1937
1937 sur
sur le
le sejour
sejour des
des
11 juin
du 11
A la
relatives a
prescriptions relatives
des
etrangers en
les agents
consulaires
agents consulaires
et les
diplomatiques et
agents diplomatiques
les agents
Suede, les
en Suede,
6trangers
de carriere
carriere des
des Puissances
ainsi quo
que leurs families
en Suede, ainsi
etrangeres en
Puissances etrangeres
de
nationaux ou
et
lours gens
service doivent
doivent etre
etre munis
passeports nationaux
munis de passeports
de service
gens de
et leurs

action
aetion
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d'autres pieces
pieces d'identite
admises A
aen
en tenir
tenir lieu.
Dana les
les cas
prevus
d'autres
d'identit6 admises
lieu. Dans
cas prevus
par le Ministre des
Etrangeres, les
lea passeports
passeports ou
ou autres
autres
des Affaires
Affaires Etrangeres,
pieces
vises.
pieces d'identite doivent
doivent etre
etre vises.
Se
Sc referant
referant a
de la
la Legation
Legation en
en date
date du
du 4
septembre
Ala note verbale
verbale de
4 septembre
1939 le Ministre de
de porter
ala
la connaissance
connaissance de
de
de Suede
Suede aal'honneur
l'honneur de
porter A
l'Honorable, le Secr6taire
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat des
que le
le Ministre
l'Honorable,
des Etats-Unis
Etats-Unis que
Ministre du
du
Roi des Affaires Etrangeres,
raison de
de la
la situation
situation actuelle,
s'est vu
Etrangeres, en
en raison
actuelle, s'est
vu
ncessite d'etendre
dans la necessite
d'etendre aux
des categories
categories vis6es
visees ciciaux personnes
personnes des
l'obligation du
dessus au premier alin6a
alines l'obligation
du visa
visa A
a l'exception
l'exception toutefois
toutefois
des ressortissants
ressortissants danois, finlandais,
et norvegiens.
norvegiens. Les
Les
finlandais, islandais
islandais et
contr6leurs
des
passeports ont
controleurs
passeports
out en
regu l'ordre
l'ordre de
de s'assurer,
en consequence
consequence requ
s'assurer,
a partir
partirdu ler
quo les
lea passeports
autres pieces
pieces d'idend'idenler octobre 1989,
1939, que
passeports ou
ou autres
tite des dites
personnes sont
d'un visa.
dites personnes
sont munis
munis d'un
visa.
Le Ministre
Ministre de
Suede desire
ajouter que
quo les
lea visas
visas d'entree
d'entree et
et les
lea
de Suede
desire ajouter
visas de sejour A
a d6livrer
delivrer aux agents diplomatiques
diplomatiques et
et aux
aux agents
agents
consulaires de carriere,
consulaires
carriere, aux
aux membres
de leurs
leurs families
families et
et a
leurs gens
gens
membres de
A leurs
de service
service seront, sous reserve de reciprocite,
reciprocite, libelles
libelles de
de maniere
maniere A
a
permettre aux interesses de
faire un
illimite de
de voyages
voyages en
de faire
un nombre
nombre illimite
en
que leur delivrance
Suede et quo
aura lieu
atitre
titre gratuit.
gratuit.
d6livrance aura
lieu A
WASHINGTON
W ASHINGTON le
le 5
5octobre
octobre 1939.
1939.

LEGATION OF
SWEDEN
LEGATION
OF SWEDEN
WASHINGTON, D.
D. C.
C.
WASHINGTON,
Extension of visa
re.
Extension
visa requirement.

[Translation]
[Translation]

According
According to the terms of article
article 59
59 of
of the
the decree
decree of
of November
26,
November 26,
1937,
1937, in which are set forth the regulations
regulations relative
to the
the law
law of
of June
relative to
June
11, 1937 on the stay of foreigners
foreigners in Sweden,
diplomatic agents
agents and
and
Sweden, the diplomatic
the consular agents of career of foreign
foreign powers
powers in
in Sweden,
Sweden, as
as well
well as
as
their families
families and their servants,
must be
be provided
provided with
passports
of
servants, must
with passports of
their countries or other identification
identification papers
papers which
which are
are accepted
accepted in
in
their stead. In the cases for which provision
provision is
made by
by the
Minister
is made
the Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs,
Affairs, the passports or other identification
identification papers
papers must
must
bear
visa.
bear aavisa.
With
With reference to the note verbale of the
Legation of
of September
September 4,
the Legation
4,
1939,
1939, the Minister
Minister of Sweden has the honor
advise The
honor to
to advise
The Honorable
Honorable
Secretary of State of the United
the Secretary
United States
that His
Minister
States that
His Majesty's
Majesty's Minister
of Foreign Affairs, because of the existing
existing situation,
been obliged
obliged
situation, has
has been
to extend to the persons of the categories
categories referred
referred to above
above in the first
first
paragraph the visa requirement,
requirement, excepting,
excepting, however, Danish,
Danish, Finnish,
Finnish,
Icelandic, and Norwegian
nationals. Passport
Passport inspectors have thereIcelandic,
Norwegian nationals.
therefore been ordered to make sure, starting
starting October 1,
1, 1939, that
passports
that passports
or other identification
papers of the said persons
identification papers
persons bear aavisa.
visa.
The
The Minister of Sweden wishes to add that entry
entry visas and nonimmigrant
diplomatic agents
immigrant visas to be delivered
delivered to diplomatic
and to
to consular
consular
agents and
agents
career, to the members
agents of career,
members of their
their families
families and to their
servants
their servants
shall, subject
shall,
subject to reciprocity,
reciprocity, be worded
worded so as to permit the interested
interested
partiess to make
partie
make an unlimited
unlimited number of journeys into
into Sweden
Sweden and
and
that they shall be delivered
delivered free of charge.
charge.
WASHINTON,
W
ASHINGTON, October
October 6,
1939.
5, 199.
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Act
of Habana,
Habana, contained
in the
of the
the Second
Second Meeting
Meeting of
of
Act of
contained in
the Final
Final Act
Act of
Ministers of
Ministers
of Foreign
of the
the American
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
Amerzican Republics,
Republics, respecting
respecting
provisional
provisional administration
administration of European
the
Europeancolonies
colonies and
andpossessions
possessions in
in the
Americas. Signed at
Habana July
at Habana
July 30,
30, 1940.
1940.

July 30, 1010
9I
[E. A. 8
B. No. 1991

July 30,

IE.

A.

. No.

19]
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FINAL DE
LA SEGUNDA
RESEGUNDA REDE LA
ACTA FINAL
FINAL ACT
ACT OF
OF THE
SECOND MEETMEET. ACTA
THE SECOND
FINAL
UNION
CONSULTA ENTRE
ENTRE
DE CONSULTA
UNION DE
ING
MINISTERS OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN
ING OF
OF MINISTERS
LOS
MINISTROS DE
DE RELACIONES
RELACIONES
LOS MINISTROS
AFFAIRS OF
THE AMERICAN
AMERICAN REREOF THE
AFFAIRS
EXTERIORES
DE LAS
LAS REPUBLIREPUBLIEXTERIORES DE
PUBLICS, SIGNED
SIGNED IN
THE CITY
CITY
IN THE
PUBLICS,
CAS
AMERICANAS,
SUSCRITA
EN
EN
SUSCRITA
AMERICANAS,
CAS
OF
LA
HABANA,
THE
THIRTIETH
THIRTIETH
OF LA HABANA, THE
LA CIUDAD
CIUDAD DE
IA HABANA,
HABANA, EL
EL
DE LA
LA
DAY OF
JULY, ONE
THOUSAND
ONE THOUSAND
OF JULY,
DAY
DIA TREINTA
DE JULIO
JULIO DE MIL
TREINTA DE
DIA
NINE
FORTY.
AND FORTY.
NINE HUNDRED
HUNDRED AND
NOVECIENTOS
CUARENTA:
NOVECIENTOS CUARENTA:

Delegates.
Delegtes.

The Governments
of the
the AmerAmerGovernments of
The
ican Republics,
in order
their
that their
order that
Republics, in
ican
Ministers
Foreign Affairs
or
Affairs or
of Foreign
Ministers of
their
Representatives
Personal Representatives
their Personal
might
for purposes
purposes of conmeet for
might meet
sultation
accordance with
with agreeagreein accordance
sultation in
ments
at prior InterInterapproved at
ments approved
American Conferences,
Conferences, duly
duly acacAmerican
credited the
the Delegates
hereinbeDelegates hereinbecredited
low
expressed (following
the order
order
(following the
low expressed
of precedence
precedence determined
determined by lot)
of
who met
in the
La Habana
Habana
the City
City of
of La
who
met in
during the
period comprised
comprised bebeduring
the period
the
tween the
twenty-first and
and the
the twenty-first
tween
thirtieth of
of July,
July, one
thousand
one thousand
thirtieth
nine
answer
hundred and forty,
forty, in answer
nine hundred
to the
the GovernGovernto
the invitation
invitation of the
ment of
of the
Cuba:
of Cuba:
ment
the Republic
Republic of

Los
Gobiemos de
las Repdblicas
Repfblicas
de las
Los Gobiernos
Amexicanas,
con
el
propOsito
de
de
el
prop6sito
con
Americanas,
que
sus
Ministros
de
Relaciones
que sus Ministros de Relaciones
Exteriores 66 los
los Representantes
Representantes
Exteriores
personales de
de los
los mismos,
mismos, se
se reupersonales
nieran
con fines
fines de
de consulta,
consulta, aa
nieran con
virtud
de los
los acuerdos
adoptados
acuerdos adoptados
virtud de
Interen
anteriores Conferencias
Conferencias Interen anteriores
Americanas,
acreditaron debidadebidaAmericanas, acreditaron
mente
que se
Delegados que
mente a
a los Delegados
expresan
a
continuacion
(siguienexpresan a continuaci6n
do el
el orden
orden de
de precedencia
precedencia
do
fijado
por el
el correspondiente
correspondiente sorfijado por
teo), los que se reunieron
reunieron en la
teo),
ciudad de
de la
durante los
los
la Habana,
Habana, durante
ciudad
dias comprendidos
comprendidos desde
veintidias
desde el
el veintiuno hasta
el treinta
treinta de Julio de
uno
hasta el
mil
cuarenta, responresponmil novecientos
novecientos cuarenta,
diendo
diendo aa invitacion
invitaci6n del Gobiemo
Gobierno
de
la Repfblica
Rep6blica de
de Cuba:
de la
Cuba:

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

H.
E. SILVERIO
H. E.
SILVERI° LAINEZ,
LAINEZ, Personal
Personal S.
S. E.
E. el
el sefior
sefior S
ILVERI° LAINEZ,
LAINEZ,
SILVERIO
Representative of
of H.
H. E.
The
Representative
E. The
Minister of Foreign
Minister
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.

HAITI
HAITI

Representante personal del
Representante
Excmo.
Sefior Ministro
Ministro de
de ReExcmo. Sefior
laciones Exteriores.
HAITI
HAITI

H. E.
LE6N LALEAU,
of S.
H.
E.LE6N
LALEAU, Secretary
Secretary of
S. E.
sellOr LE6N
LE6N LALEAU,
LALEAU,
E. el
el sefor
State for
for Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Secretario de
de Estado
de RelaRelaSecretario
Estado de
ciones
Exteriores.
ciones Exteriores.
COSTA RICA
COSTA
RICA

COSTA RICA
COSTA
RICA

H. E.
H.
E. Lus
Luis ANDERSON
M OR6A, S.
S. E.
ANDERSON MOR1A,
seflor LU
I
S ANDERSON
ANDERSON
E. el sefor
Lufs
Personal Representative
Representative of H.
M oR6A, Representante
perRepresentante perMOR1A,
E. The Secretary
Secretary of Foreign
Set1°r Secresonal del Excmo. Sefor
Affairs
Affairs.
tario de Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
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ATA FINAL
DA DA
DA SEGUNDA
SEGUNDA RERE- ACTE
DE LA
LA DEUXIEME
DEUXIEME
FINAL DA
ATA
ACTE FINAL
FINAL DE
UNIAO
MIDOS MICONSULTA DOS
REUNION DE
CONSULTATION
DE CONSULTA
UNIAO DE
DE CONSULTATION
REUNION
NISTROS
DAS RELACOES
RELACOES EXTEEXTEDES
DES RELATIONS
NISTROS DAS
RELATIONS
MINISTRES DES
DES MINISTRES
RIORES DAS
AMEEXTERIEURES
REPUBLIREPUBLICAS AMEDAS REPUBLICAS
DES REPUBLIRIORES
EXTERIEURES DES
RICANAS, ASSINADA
NA CIDADE
CIDADE
ASSINADA NA
Q
UES AMERICAINES,
AMERICAINES, SIGNE
SIGNE A
ALA
LA
RICANAS,
QUES
HAVANE
TRENTE JUILLET
DE HAVANA,
DIA TRLNTA
DE
TRINTA DE
NO DIA
JUILLET
HAVANA, NO
LE TRENTE
DE
HAVANE LE
CENT QUARANTE.
QUARANTE.
JULHO DE
NOVECENTOS E
E MIL
MIL NOVECENTOS
MIL NEUF
NEUF CENT
DE MIL
JULHO
QUARENTA.
QUARENTA.
Os Govrnos
Governos das
das Repiblicas
Reptiblicas
Os
Americanas,
corn
o
propesito
de
o
prop6sito
cor
Americanas,
que
seus
Ministros
das
Relag6es
RelapSes
das
Ministros
seus
que
Exteriores ou
ou seus
seus Representantes
Representantes
Exteriores
pessoais,
se remiss=
corn fins de
reunissem com
pessoais, se
consults,
em virtude
actbrdos
de ac6rdos
virtude de
consulta, em
adotados em
anteriores ConferAnConferenem anteriores
adotados
cias Interamericanas,
Interamericanas, acreditaram,
acreditaram,
cias
devidamente, os
Delegados adiante
adiante
os Delegados
devidamente,
enumerados
na ordem
ordem
(seguindo na
enumerados (seguindo
de
precedencia fixada
sorteio
fixada pelo sorteio
de precedencia
correspondente),
quais se reuos quais
correspondente), os
nfram
na cidade
cidade de Havana,
Havana, duniram na
rante
os dias compreendidos
compreendidos entre
rante os
vinte
e
um
e
trinta
de Julho
Julho de
de mil
mil
de
e
trinta
e
um
vinte
novecentos e
responquarenta, respone quarenta,
novecentos
dendo ao
ao convite
Govrno da
do Govern°
convite do
dendo
Repeblica
Cuba:
de Cuba:
Repdblica de

Les
Gouvemements des
des R6puRepuLes Gouvernements
bliques
Americaines,
dans
le
desk
de
bliquesAmericaines,dansledesirde
reunir
dims un
in but
but de
de consultaconsultareunir dans
tion, leurs
leurs Ministres
Ministres des Relations
Relations
tion,
Exterieures
Representants
Exterieures ou leurs Representants
accords
personnels,
en vertu
des accords
vertu des
personnels, en
adopt& all
cours des
Conferences
des Conferences
au cours
adoptes
Internationales prce6dentes,
precedentes, ont
ont
Internationales
accredite
bonne et
de forme
lee
forme les
et dAe
en bonne
accredit6 en
Delegues mentionnes
mentionn46 ci-dessous,
ci-dessous,
De1gues
scion l'ordre
pr4seance etabli
l'ordre de presance
selon
sort, lesquels, inpar
au sort,
le tirage
tirage au
par le
la
vites
le Gouvemement
Gouvernement de is
vites par le
Republique
de Cuba,
reuCuba, se sont r6uRepublique de
nis
La Havane
vingt-et-un
Havane du vingt-et-un
A La
nis a.
juillet au
au trente
trente juillet mil neuf
juillet
cent quarante:
quarante:
cent

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

SILVERIO LAfNEZ,
LAiNEZ,
S
o Senhor
Senhor SILVERIO
S. E.
E. Monsieur SILVERIO
SILVERIO S.
Exa. o
S.. EMI..
Representant
personnel de
de S.
S.
Representant personnel
LAINEZ, Representante
Representante pespesLAfNEZ,
Ministres des
E.
Monsieur le Ministres
E. Monsieur
seal do Exmo. Senhor Miniss6al
Relations Exterieures.
Ext6rieures.
Relations
Relapoes Exteriores.
tro das ReinOes
HAITI
HAITI

HAITI
HAII

Monsieur LtoN
LALEAU,
LEON LALEAU,
E. Monsieur
S. E.
LALEAU,7 S.
S. Exa.
Exa. o
LLON LALEAU
Senhor LiEN
o Senhor
S.
Secretaire d'Etat
d'Etat des
des RelaRelaSecretaire
Secretario de Estado das RelaSecretario
tions
Exterieures.
tions Exterieures.
coes Exteriores.
Exteriores.
g6es
COSTA
RICA
COSTA RICA

COSTA
RICA
CosTA RICA

E. MOILSiellr
ANDERSON
Luis ANDERSON
Monsieur LUIS
S.
Exa o
ANDERSON S.
S. E.
LuIs ANDERSON
o Senhor
Senhor Luis
S. Exa
M
OR6A,
Representant
perRepresentant
MORtA,
MOR15A,
Representante
pesRepresentante
MOR6A,
sonnel
S. E.
Monsieur le
le
E. Monsieur
de S.
sonnel de
seal
SecresSal do Exmo. Senhor SecreRelations ExSecretaire
Secretaire des Relations
des RelagSes
Relag6es Exteriores.
tario das
terieures.
terieures.
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M
EXICO
MEXICO

E. el
senor EDUARDO
SUAREZ,
H.E.
SUA.REZ, Personal
Personal S.
S. E.
el sefnor
EDUARDO SUAREZ,
H.
E. EDUARDO
EDUARDO SUAREZ,
Representative
E. The
Representative of
of H.
H. E.
The
Secretary of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Secretary
ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA

Representante
Representante personal
personal
Excmo.
Sefior Secretario
Excmo. Sefor
Secretario
Relaciones
Exteriores.
Relaciones Exteriores.

del
del
de
de

ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA

E. el
el sefior
sefior LEOPOLDO
LEOPOLDO M
ELO,
H.E.
LEOPOLDO MELO,
M ELO, Personal
Personal S.
S. E.
H.
E. LEOPOLDO
MELO,
Representative
of H.
E. The
Representative of
H. E.
The
Minister
Affairs.
Minister of
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
URUGUAY
URUGUAY

Representante
del
Representante personal
personal del
Excmo.
Sefior Ministro
Ministro de
de
Excmo. Sefor
Relaciones
Exteriores.
Relaciones Exteriores.
URUGUAY
URUGUAY

H.
E. P
EDRO MANINI
M ANINI Rios,
Rios, PerS. E.
PEDRO MANINI
M ANINI Rfos,
Rfos,
H. E.
PEDRO
Per- S.
E. el
el senor
sefior PEDRO
sonal Representative
Representative of
of H.
sonal
Representante
del
H. E.
E.
Representante personal
personal del
The Minister
Minister of
of Foreign
The
Foreign AfExcmo.
Sefior Ministro
Ministro de
AfExcmo. Sefor
de
fairs.
fairs.
Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
ECUADOR
ECUADOR

ECUADOR
ECUADOR

H. E.
E. JULIO
Jumo TOBAR
TOBAR DONOSO,
DONOSO, S
H.
E. el
el senor
sefior JULIO
JULIO TOBAR
TOBAR
S.. E.
Minister of Foreign
Affairs.
Foreign Affairs.
DoNoso,
Ministro de
de RelaRelaDONOSO, Ministro
ciones Exteriores.
ciones
Exteriores.
BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA

BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA

H.
E. ENRIQUE
INOT, Personal
Personal S.
S. E.
H. E.
ENRIQUE F
FINOT,
E. el
el senor
sefior ENRIQUE
ENRIQUE FINOT,
PINOT,
Representative of H. E. The
Representative
Representante personal
personal del
Representante
del
Minister of
Minister
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Excmo.
Excmo. Sefor
Senor Ministro
Ministro de
de
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
Relaciones
CHILE
CHILE

CHILE
CHILE

H.E.
E. OSCAR
SCHNAKE, Personal
Personal S.
H.
OSCAR SCHNAKE,
S. E.
el sefior
OSCAR SCHNAKE,
SCHNAKE,
E. el
sefior OSCAR
Representative of H.
Representative
H. E.
E. The
The
Representante personal
personal del
Representante
Minister
Minister of
Affairs.
of Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Excmo. Sefior
Senor Ministro
de
Excmo.
Ministro de
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
Relaciones
BRAZIL
BRAZIL

BRASIL
BRASIL

H. E.
E. M
MAURICIO
Per- S.
H.
AURICIO NABUCO,
NABUCO, PerS. E.
E. el
el senor
senor MAURICIO
M AURICIO NABUCO,
NABUCO,
sonal
H. E.
E.
sonal Representative
Representative of
of H.
Representante personal
personal del
Representante
del
The
of Foreign
The Minister
Minister of
Foreign AfAfExcmo.
Ministro de
de
Excmo. Sefior
Sefor Ministro
fairs.
fairs.
Relaciones
Exteriores.
Relaciones Exteriores.
CUBA
CUBA

CUBA
CUBA

H. E.
E. M
MIGUEL
ANGEL CAMPA,
H.
IGUEL ANGEL
S. E.
CAMPA, S.
E. el
d sefior
M IGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL
sefor MIGUEL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
CAMPA, Secretario
Seeretari0 de
de Estado.
Estado.
CAMPA,
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MEXICO
MEXICO
S.
S.

Exa.
EDUARDO S.
S. E.
SUAREZ,
EDUARDO SUA.REZ,
Senhor EDUARDO
Monsieur EDUARDO
E. MOI1SieUT
Exa. oo Senhor
Representant
SUAREZ,
Representante pespersonnel de S.
Representant personnel
SUAREZ, Representante
E.
Monsieur le
Seeretaire des
le Secr6taire
seal
do Exmo.
Exmo. Senhor
Senhor SecreSeereE. Monsieur
s6al do
tario das
Relagoes Exteriores.
Exteriores.
Relations Exterieures.
Exterieures.
Relations
das RelagSes
tario
ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA

S.
S.

MEXIQUE
MEXIQUE

ARGENTINE
ARGENTINE

S.E.
E.Monsieur
Monsieur LEOPOLDO
LEOPOLDO MELO,
Senhor LEOPOLDO S.
oo Senhor
S..
de S
Representant
personnel de
MELO, Representante
Representante pessoal
pess6al
Representant personnel
MELO,
E.
Monsieur le
le Ministre
Ministre des
des
E. Monsieur
do Exmo.
Senhor Ministro
Exmo. Senhor
do
Relations
Exterieures.
Relations Ext6rieures.
das
Relacoes Exteriores.
Exteriores.
das Rela6oes

Exa.
Exa.

URUGUAY
URUGUAY

URUGUAY
URUGUAY

S. E.
Monsieur PEDRO
MANINI
PEDRO MANINI
S.
Senhor PEDRO
MANINI S.
E. Monsieur
PEDRO MANDri
o Senhor
Exa. o
S. Exa.
Rfos, Representant
personRepresentant personRfos, Representante
Representante pesseal
pess6al
Rfos,
Rfos,
nel de
S. E.
Monsieur le
E. Monsieur
de S.
nel
do Exmo.
Exmo. Senhor Ministro
do
Ministre des
des Relations
Relations ExMinistre
das Re'noes
Exteriores.
Relacoes Exteriores.
das
terieures.
t6rieures.
EQUADOR
EQUADOR

[1
1
1
]

TOBAR
JULIO Tolima
S.
Senhor JuLlo
Exa. oo Senhor
S. Exa.
das
Do/cos°,
Ministro
ReMinistro
DONOSO,
lagoes
Exteriores.
lasoes Exteriores.
BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA

BOLIVIE
BOLUVIE

S.E.
Monsieur ENRIQUE
ENRIQUE FINOT,
PINOT,
E. Monsieur
S. Exa.
PINOT, S.
ENRIQUE FINOT,
Senhor ENRIQUE
Exa. oo Senhor
S.
de
Representant
personnel
Representant
do
Representante
pesseal
Representante pess6al
Ministre
S
.
E.
Monsieur
Ministre
le
Monsieur
E.
S.
Exmo.
Ministro das
Exmo. Senhor Ministro
des
Exterieures.
Relations Ext6rieures.
des Relations
Reit:7,0es Exteriores.
Exteriores.
RelacOes
CHILE
CHILE
S.
S.

S.E.
E. Monsieur
Monsieur OSCAR
SCHNAKE,
OSCAR SCHNAKE,
Exa.
o
Senhor
OSCAR
OSCAR S.
Senhor
o
Exa.
de S.
Representant
personnel
S.
personnel
Representant
pesSCHNAKE,
Representante
peeRepresentante
SCHNAKE,
E.
des
Ministre des
le Ministre
Monsieur le
E. Monsieur
seal
do Exmo.
Exmo. Senhor Miniss6al do
Relations Exterieures.
Exterieures.
Relations
tro das
Exteriores.
Relagaes Exteriores.
das Re'noes
tro
BRASIL
BRASIL

S.
S.

CHILI
CHILI

BRIMFUL
BRESIL

MOILSiellT MAURICIO
MAURICIO NABUE. Monsieur
S..E.
Exa. 0
DI M ' MAURICIO S
Senhor
o &
Exa.
co, Representant
Representant personnel
personnel
co,
NABUCO,
Representante pespe,sNABUCO, Representante
de
S.
E.
Monsieur
le
le
de S. E. Monsieur Ministre
seal
Exmo. Senhor
Senhor MinisMinisdo Exmo.
s6al do
des
Relations
Exterieures.
Relations Exterieures.
des
tro
RelapOes Exteriores.
das RelagoesExteriores.
tro das
CUBA
CUBA

CUBA
CUBA

S.E.
E. Monsieur
ANGEL
MIGUEL ANGEL
Monsieur MIGUEL
S.
Exa. 0
o Senhor MIGUEL ANGEL S.
S. Exa.
d'Etat.
CAMPA,
Seeretaire
d'Etat.
Secr6taire
CAMPA,
CAMPA,
Seeretilrio
de
Estado.
CAMPA, Secretario de Estado.
1[Une r6ferenee
son
'Equateur et aason
rdference aa l'Equateur
lUne
representant
se trouve
lee originaux
originaux
dans lee
trouve dans
repr&entant se
sign& des
anglais, espagnol,
espagnol, et
textes anglai,
des textes
sign6s
dana
portugais mais
inais ne
ne as
trouve pas
pas dans
se trouve
portugais
sign6 du
du texte
texte franeais.]
francaia]
I'original sign6
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PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

S. E.
E. el
el senor
senor TOMAS
Tomks A.
A. SALOMONI,
SALOMONI,
H. E.
E. Tonas
H.
ToMAs A.
A. SALOMON;
SALOMONI, MinMin- S.
ister of
of Foreign
Affairs.
ister
Foreign Affairs.

Ministro de
de Relaciones
Relaciones ExMinistro
Exteriores.
teriores.
PANAMA
PANAMA

PANAMA
PANAMA

H. E.
E. NARCISO
NARCISO GARAY,
GARAY, Secretary
Secretary S.
GARAY,
S. E.
H.
E. el
el senor
sefior NARCISO
NARCISO GARAY,
of Foreign
Foreign Relations
and
of
Relations and
Communications.
Communications.
COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

Secretario
ExSecretario de
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores
Comunicaciones.
teriores y
y Comunicaciones.
COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

H. E.
E. Luis
L6pEz DE
S. E.
el sefior
senor Lufs
Lufs L6PEZ
DE
LuIs L6PEZ
H.
E. el
DE MESA,
MESA, MinMin- S.
L6PEZ DE
ister of
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
MESA, Ministro
Ministro de
de RelacioRelacioister
of Foreign
MESA,
nes Exteriores.
nes
Exteriores.
VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

H. E.
E. DI6GENES
H.
DI6GENES ESCALANTE,
S. E.
senor DI6GENES
ESCAESCALANTE, PerPer- S.
E. el
el sefior
DI6GENES ESCAsonal Representative
sonal
of H.
LANTE, Representante
Representante persoRepresentative of
H. E.
LANTE,
E.
persoThe Minister of Foreign
Foreign Afnal
Senor MinisMinisAfnal del
del Excmo.
Excmo. Sefior
fairs.
tro de
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
tro
de Relaciones
EL
EL SALVADOR
SALVADOR

EL SALVADOR
SALVADOR
EL

H.
SERRANO, S.
H. E.
E. HECTOR
HACTOR ESCOBAR
ESCOBAR SERRANO,
S. E.
E. allI sefior
Sefier HECTOR
HACTOR ESCOBAR
ESCOBAR
Personal
Representative
Personal Representative of
of
SERRANO,
Representante perperSERRANO, Representante
H. E. The
The Minister
Foreign
sonal
del Excmo.
Excmo. Sefior
Senor MinisMinisMinister of
of Foreign
sonal del

Affairs.
Affairs

tro de
de Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
tro

DOMINICAN
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
REPUBLIC

REPUBLICA DOMINICANA
REPUBLICA
DOMINICANA

ARTURO DESPRADEL,
H. E.
E. ARTURO
DESPRADEL, SecreSecre- S.
el Senor
Sefior ARTURO
S. E.
E. el
ARTURO DESPRADEL,
DESPRADEL,
tary of
of State
Foreign
tary
State for
for Foreign
Secretario
de
Estado
Secretario de Estado de
de ReReAffairs.
Affairs.
laciones
Exteriores.
laciones Exteriores.

PERU
PERU

PERU
PERU

E. LINO
CORNEJO, Personal
Personal S.
H. E.
LINO CORNEJO,
S. E.
E. el
el senor
senor LINO
LINO CORNEJO,
CORNEJO,
Representative of
Representative
The
of H. E.
E. The
Representante personal
personal del
del
Representante
Minister
Minister of Foreign
Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Excmo.
Excmo. Sefior
Senor Ministro
Ministro de
de
Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores.
Exteriores.
NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA

NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA

H. E. MARIANO
MARIANO ARGtELLO,
ARGUELLO, Minel sefior
senor MARIANO
MARIANO ARGiELLO,
ARGUELLO,
Min- S.
S. E.
E. el
ister of Foreign Affairs.
Affairs.
Ministro de
Ministro
de Relaciones
Relaciones ExExteriores.
teriores.
GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

H.
E. CARLOS
CARLOS SALAZAR,
S. E.
el sefior
SALAZAR,
H. E.
SAL.AZAR, Secretary
Secretary S.
E. el
senor CARLOS
CARLOS SALAZAR,
of Foreign Affairs
Affairs.
Secretario
Secretario de
Exde Relaciones
Relaciones Exteriores.
teriores.
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HABANA-JULY
INTER-AMERICAN-ACT

PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

TomIs A. SALOSALOMonsieur TOMAS
S. Exa.
Exa. o
SA.- S.
S. E.
TOMAS A. SAE. Monsieur
Senhor TomA.s
o Senhor
S.
MORI,
Ministre
des
Relations
Relations
des
RelaLomom,
Ministro
das
Reladas
Ministre
MONI,
LOMONI, Ministro
Exterieures.
coes Exteriores.
Exteriores.
Ext6rieures.
9oes
PANAMA
PANAMA
S.
S.

PANAMA
PANAMA

E. Monsieur
GARAY,
NARCIBO GARAY,
Exa.
o
Senhor
NARCISO
NARCISO S.
Monsieur NA.RCISO
S. E.
o Senhor
Exa.
ExSecretaire
des
Relations
Relations
des
GARAY,
Secretario
das
ReSecr6taire
GARAY, Secretirio das ReCommunicaterieures
et
des
Communicades
et
lag6es
Exteriores
e
Comuniterieures
laS6es Exteriores e Comunitions.
tions.
cagOes.
cagSes.
COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

COLOMBIE
COLOMBIE

E. Monsieur
Monsieur Luis
LoPEZ DE
DE
Luis L6PEZ
S.
Exa. o
LOPEZ DE
DE S. E.
LUIS LOPEZ
Senhor Lim
o Senhor
S. Exa.
MESA,
Ministre
des
Relations
Relations
des
Ministre
MESA,
Relag6es
MESA, Ministro
Ministro das
das Relagoes
MESA,
Exterieures.
Ext6rieures.
Exteriores.
Exteriores.
VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA
S.
S.

VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

ESCADI6GENES EWA.Monsieur DI6GENES
E. M011810111*
Exa.
Senhor DI6GENEB
DI6GENES S.
S. E.
o Senhor
Exa. o
LANTE,
Representant
personpersonRepresentant
LANTE,
ESCALANTE,
Representante
Representante
ESCALANTE,
nel de
de S.
S. E.
Monsieur le
E. Monsieur
nel
pess6a1 do
do Exmo.
Senhor MiMiExmo. Senhor
pess6al
Ministre
des
Relations
Relations
des
Ministre
nistro
das Relagoes
Reines Exteriores
Exteriores
nistro das
Extkrieures.
Exterieures.
0 SALVADOR
SALVADOR
O

EL SALVADOB
EL
SALVADOR

S. E.
Monsieur HgCTOR
HECTOR ESCOBAR
E. Monsieur
ESco- S.
S. Exa.
HCTOR EscoSenhor HECTOR
Exa. oo Senhor
S.
perSERRANO,
Representant
Representant
SERRANO,
BAR SERRANO,
SERRANO, Representante
Representante
BAR
le
Monsieur
sonnel
de
S.
E.
Monsieur
E.
S.
de
sonnel
pess6a1 do
do Exmo.
Senhor MiExmo. Senhor
pess6al
Relations
Ministre
Relations
des
Ministre
nistro
dasRelagoesExteriores.
Exteriores.
nistro dasRelages
Exterieures.
Ext6rieures.
REPTJBLICA
DOMINICANA
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA

DOMINICAINE
REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE
REPUBLIQUE

S. E.
E. Monsieur
DESPRAARTURO DESPRAMonsieur ARTURO
DES- S.
S.
Senhor ARTURO
ART1JR0 DESo Senhor
Exa. o
S. Exa.
DEL,
Secretaire
d'Etat
at
des
et des
d'Etat
DEL, Secretaire
Estado
de Estado
PRADEL,
Secretoxio de
PRADEL, Secret&rio
Relations
Exterieures.
Extrieures.
Relations
das RelagOes
Exteriores.
Relag6es Exteriores.
das
PER*
PERf

PEROU
PEROU

E. Monsieur
Monsieur LINO
LINO COBNEJo,
Comm°,
S. E.
CORNEJO, S.
S. Exa.
Se111101" LINO
LINO CORNEJO,
o Senhor
Exa. 0
S.
Representant
de
personnel
Repr6sentant
do
Representante
pess6a1
pess6al do
Representante
Ministre
le
S.
E.
Monsieur
Ministre
Monsieur
E.
S.
Exmo. Senhor
Senhor Ministro
des
Ministro das
Exmo.
des
Extrieures.
Relations Exterieures.
des Relations
Relagoes Exteriores.
Exteriores.
RelaCoes
NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA
S.
S.

NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA

Monsieur MARIANO
MARIANO ABARE. Monsieur
S. E.
Exa. o
o Senhor
MARIANO S.
Senhor MARIANO
Exa.
Relades
GtrELLo,
Ministre
des
RelaMinistre
GtELLO,
Redas
ARGUELLO,
Ministro
das
ReMinistro
ARGUELLO,
tions
Exterieures.
tions Exterieures.
lagoes
Exteriores.
lagies Exteriores.
GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

S. E. Monsieur CARLOS SAT.AZArt,
S.
Senhor CARLOS
CARLOS SALASALA- S. E. Monsieur CARLOs SAT.AAR,
o Senhor
Exa. o
S. Exa.
Secretaire
des Relations
Relations ExExSecr6taire des
das Relagoes
ZAR,
Secretario das
ReinOes
ZAR, Secretario
terieures.
terieures.
Exteriores.
Exteriores.
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THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL

UNITED STATES
STATES OF
UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

ESTADOS
UNIDOS DE
AMERICA
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE AMERICA

S. E.
E. el
el senor
senor CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
HULL, SeH. E.
HULL, Secretary
Secretary of
SeH.
E. CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
of S.
cretario de
de Estado.
cretario

State.
State.
Inau
gural session.
Inaugural
session.

The Meeting
held its
its inaugural
The
Meeting held
inaugural
session on the twenty-first
twenty-first day
day of
July,
hundred
July, One thousand
thousand nine
nine hundred
and
and forty, at
at four o'clock in
in the
the
afternoon,
Sessions
in the Hall of
of Sessions
afternoon, in
of the
of Representatives,
Representatives,
of
the House
House of
in
National Capitol, in
in the
the National
in the
the
presence of H.
Federico
presence
H. E. Dr.
Dr. Federico
Laredo
Brfi, President
President of the
Laredo Brd,
the ReRepublic
of
Cuba,
under
the
provipublic of Cuba, under the provisional
sional presidency
presidency of
of H.
H. E. Dr.
Dr.
Miguel
Miguel Angel
Angel Campa,
Campa, Secretary
Secretary of
y de
State, with Dr. Cesar
C6sar Salaya
Salaya y
is
Puente, acting
Secretary
la Fuente,
acting as Secretary
General.

Second
Second Meeting.
Meeting.

The Second
Second Meeting
Meeting of
of the
Ministers of Foreign
Affairs of
of
Ministers
Foreign Affairs
the American
American Republics
Republics approved
approved
Votes, Motions,
Motions,
the following Votes,
Declarations,
Recommendations
Declarations, Recommendations
and
and Resolutions:
Resolutions:

•

•

•

•

•

•

La
Reunion celebre
Sesion
La Reuni6n
celebr6 su Sesi6n
Inaugural el dia veintiuno
veintiuno de
de Julio
Inaugural
Julio
las
de mil
mil novecientos
novecientos cuarenta,
cuarenta, aalas
cuatro de
tarde, en el Hemiciclo
cuatro
de la tarde,
Hemiciclo
is Chmara
Chmara de Representantes,
Representantes,
de la
edificio del
del Capitolio
con
edificio
Capitolio Nacional,
Nacional, con
is
doctor
la asistencia de S. E.
E. el doctor
Federico Laredo
Laredo Brd,
Brii, Presidente
Presidents
Federico
Cuba, bajo
de is
la Republica
Repdblica de Cuba,
bajo la
la
presidencia provisional
provisional de
S.
E.
el
presidencia
de S. E. el
doctor
Angel Campa,
Campa, Sedoctor Miguel
Miguel Angel
Secretaiio
cretario de Estado,
Estado, actuando
actuando de
Secretario
doctor Cesar
Secretario General,
General, el doctor
C6sar
Salaya
Salaya yyde la Fuente.
Fuente.

•

•
Segunda Reuni6n
Reunion de ConLa Segunda
Consulta entre los
Ministros
de
Relasulta
los Ministros de Relaclones Exteriores
Exteriores de
Repdblicas
ciones
de las
las Repdblicas
Americanas, aprob6
aprobe los siguientes
Americanas,
Votos, Mociones,
Declaraciones,
Votos,
Mociones, Declaraciones,
Recomendaciones y
y Resoluciones:
Resoluciones:
Recomendaciones

•
XX
XX
Act of
of Habana
Habana.

XX
XX

ACT OF
OF HABANA
CONCERNING THE
ACT
HABANA CONCERNING
THE ACTA
ACTA DE
DE LA
LAHABANA:
HABANA: SOBRE
SOBRE ADADPROVISIONAL
P
ROVISIONAL ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION
MINISTRACION PROVISIONAL
PROVISIONAL DE
DE
MINISTRACION
OF EUROPEAN
EUROPEAN COLONIES
COLONIES AND
OF
AND
COLONIAS Y
Y POSESIONES
POSESIONES EUEuCOLONIAS
POSSESSIONS IN
IN THE
POSSESSIONS
THE AMERICAS
AMERICAS
ROPEAS EN
EN AMERICA:
AMERICA:
ROPEAS

W
HEREAS:
WHEREAS:
1. The status of regions
1.
regions in this
continent belonging
European
belonging to European
powers
powers is a
a subject
subject of
of deep
deep conconcern to all of the
of
the Governments
Governments of
the American
American Republics;
Republics;

2. As a
a result of the present
present
European
European war there may be
be atatbeen
tempts at conquest, which has been

Reuni6n de
La Segunda Reuni6n
de Consuits entre Ministros
Relasulta
Ministros de Relaciones Exteriores
ciones
Exteriores de las RepiiRepiblicas Americanas,
Americanas,
blicas
CONSIDERANDO:
CONSIDERANDO:
Primero:
Primero: Que el status
status de los
territorios
territorios de este
este Continente
Continents pertenecientes a
apotencias
potencias europeas
europeas es
tenecientes
es
motivo
motivo de honda preocupaci6n
preocupacien
pars todos los Gobiernos
Gobiemos de las
para
RepAblicas
Americanas;
Repiblicas Americanas;
consecuenSegundo: Que,
Que, como consecuencia de is
actual guerra europea
la actual
europea
puede intentarse la
is conquista,
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INTER-AMERICAN-ACT

ESTADOS
DA AMERICA
AMERICA
UNIDOS DA
ESTADOS UNIDOS

ETATS UNIS
D'AMERIQUE
UNIS D'AMERIQUE
ETATS

Monsieur CORDELL
Hum,
HULL, S
CORDELL HULL,
S
Exa. o
o Senhor
Senhor CORDELL
CORDELL HULL,
E. Monsieur
S.. E.
S..Exa.
Secretaire
Secr6taire d'Etat.
Secretario de
Estado.
de Estado.
Secretario
La s6ance
seance d'inauguration
d'inauguration de la
La
Reunion s'est
s'est tenue
le vingt-et-un
vingt-et-un
tenue le
Reunion
juillet mil
neuf cent
cent quarante,
quarante, ae,
mil neuf
juillet
quatre heures
l'apres-midi, dans
de l'apres-midi,
heures de
quatre
Pilemicycle de
Chambre des
la Chambre
de la
l'Hemicycle
Deputes, an
en
National, en
Capitole National,
au Capitole
Deputes,
Fepresence
de
S
.
E.
Monsieur
presence de S. E. Monsieur
derico Laredo
President de
Bru, President
Laredo Bru,
derico
la R6publique
Republique de
de Cuba,
Cuba, et
et sous
la
la presidence
provisoire de S.
S.E.
E.
presidence provisoire
la
Monsieur
Miguel Angel
Angel Campa,
Campo.,
Monsieur Miguel
Secretaire
d'Etat; la
la fonction
fonction de
de
Secretaire d'Etat;
Secretaire
y fut
remplie
fut remplie
General y
Secr6taire General
Cesar Salaya
y de
Salaya y
Monsieur Cesar
par Monsieur
tado, &tumid°
como Secretario
Secretario par
atuando como
tado,
la Fuente.
Doutor Cesar la
Geral o
Senhor Doutor
o Senhor
Geral

sua Sessao
A
celebrou sua
Reuniao celebrou
A Reuniao
Inaugural no
dia vinte
vinte ee um de
no dia
Inaugural
Julho
mil novecentos
novecentos ee quade rnil
Julho de
renta, As
as quatro
tarde, no
da tarde,
quatro do.
renta,
hemiciclo do.
Reprede RepreCamara de
da Camara
hemiciclo
sentantes, edificio
edificio do
do Capitolio
Capitolio
sentantes,
Nacional,
corn a
a assistncia
assistencia de
Nacional, cor
Sua
Excelencia o
o Senhor
Senhor Doutor
Doutor
Sua ExcelAncia
Federico
Laredo Brd,
Brd, Presidente
Presidente
Federico Laredo
do.
Repdblica de
de Cuba,
prea presob a
Cuba, sob
da Repdblica
Excesidencia
provisbria
Sua
Sua
Excede
sidAncia provis6ria
lencia
Miguel
Senhor Doutor Miguel
o Senhor
lAncia o
Angel Campa,
Secretario de
Esde EsCampa, Secretario
Angel
Salaya
la Fuente.
Fuente.
de la
Salaya yy de

A
Segundo, ReuniAo
Reuniao de
Consults
de Consulta
A Segunda
Extedos Ministros
das Relac6es
RelacOes ExteMinistros das
dos
riores
das Repdblicas
Americanas
Repdblicas Americanas
riores das
Moaprovou os
os seguintes
oVotos, M
seguintes Votos,
aprovou
cOes, Declarac6es,
Declaracoes, Recomendacties
Recomendag6es
g6es,
e
Resolugoes seguintes:
seguintes:
e Resolugoes
.

de ConLa Deuxieme
Deuxieme Reunion
Reunion de
ConLa
sultation des
Ministres des
des RelaRelades Ministres
sultation
tions Exterieures
des Republiques
Republiques
Exterieures des
tions
les
Americaines
a
adopte
les voeux,
voeux,
adopt6
Americaines a
recompropositions,
declarations,
recomdeclarations,
propositions,
suivants:
mand
ations et
et resolutions
resolutions suiv
an ts:
mandations

I

XX
XX

XX
XX

ACCORD DE
HAVANE: AU
AU SUJET
SUJET
LA HAVANE:
DE LA
ADMI- ACCORD
A ADMISOBRE
A
.TA. DE
HAVANA: S
OBER A
DE HAVANA:
ATA
PROVIDE
L'ADMINISTRATION
PROVIL'ADMINISTRATION
DE
NISTRACX0 PROVIS6RIA
CODE CoPROVIS6RIA DE
NISTRACAO
DES
SOIRE DES
DES COLONIES
COLONIES ET
ET DES
SOIRE
EUROPEIAS
LONIAS
EPOSSESSOES
POSSESSORS EUROPtIAS
LONIAS E
POSSESSIONS
EUROPEENNES
EUROPEENNES
POSSESSIONS
NA
AMERICA:
NA AMERICA:
D'AMERIQUE.
D'AMERIQUE.
LA
DEUXIEME REUNION
REUNION DE
DE CONCONLA DEUXIEME
Consulta
de Consulta
A Segunda
ReuniAo de
Segunda Reunifo
A
RESULTATION
DEB
MINISTRES
DES
REDES
MINISTRES
DES
SULTATION
dos
das Rela6oes
Relag6es ExteExteMinistros das
dos Ministros
REPUBDES
LATIONS
EX'TERIEURES
DES
REVUEEXTERIEURES
LATIONS
riores
das
Republicas
Americanas,
riores das Republicas Americanas,
LIQUES AMERICAINES,
AMERICAINES,
LIQUES
CONSIDERANT:
CONSIDERANT:
CONSIDERANDO:
CONSIDERANDO:
lo.--Que le
des territoires
territoires
statut des
le statut
lo.-Que
Primeiro: Que
Que o
dos territerristatus dos
o status
Primeiro:
des
a des
de
ce
Continent
appartenant
appartenant
torios
perten- de ce Continent
Continente, pertendeste Continente,
torios deste
un
puissances
europeennes
est
un
est
europeennes
puissances
e
centes a
potencias europeias,
europeias, é
a potencias
centes
sujet
de
profonde
preoccupation
preoccupation
profonde
de
sujet
motivo de
de profunda
preocupagao
profunda preocupacgo
motivo
pour tous
tons les
les Gouvernements
des
Gouvernements des
para
todos os
Governos das
das ReRe- pour
os Govrnos
para todos
Republiques
Americaines;
Am6ricaines;
Republiques
pdblicas
Americanas;
pfiblicas Americanas;
2.—Qu'une des
des consequences
consequences
2.-Qu'une
consequenSegundo:
como consequenQue, como
Segundo: Que,
etre
de
la
guerre
actuelle
pourrait etre
pourrait
actuelle
guerre
la
de
europeia,
cia da
guerra europeia,
itual guerra
da atual
cia
fait
une
tentative
de
conquete,
hit
conquete,
de
tentative
une
podera
irttentar-se
a
conquista,
conquista,
poderi intentar-se a
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TREATIES

repudiated
repudiated in
in the
the international
international
relations of the American
American RepubRepublics, thus placing
danger the
the
placing in
in danger
essence and pattern
the instituinstituessence
pattern of
of the
tions of America;
America;
3. The doctrine of
of inter-Ameriinter-Amerisolidarity agreed
at the
the
can solidarity
agreed upon
upon at
at Panama
meetings at
at Lima and
and at
Panama
requires the adoption of a
a policy
policy
of vigilance and defense
defense so that
that
systems or regimes in
with
in conflict
conflict with
their institutions shall
not upset
shall not
upset
the peaceful
peaceful life
the American
life of
of the
American
Republics, the normal
Republics,
functioning
normal functioning
of their institutions,
institutions, or
the rule
or the
rule of
of
law
law and
and order;
order;
4. The course of military
military events
events
in Europe
Europe and the changes resultresulting from them may
create the
the
may create
grave danger that European
European territerritorial possessions
possessions in America
America may
may
converted into strategic
be converted
strategic centers
centers
of aggression
against nations
of
aggression against
nations of
the American
American Continent;
Continent;

The Second Meeting
Ministers
Meeting of
of Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of the American
American
Republics,
Republics,
Declaration
Devaratlon

Couditions
Conditions of proprio
Yidwo
visional admhdAmadministratiWL

DECLARES:
DECLARES:
That when
in
when islands or
or regions
regions in
the Americas now under the possession of non-American
nations
non-American nations
are in danger
danger of
becoming
the
of becoming the
subject of barter
barter of territory
or
territory or
change
change of sovereignty,
sovereignty, the AmeriAmerican nations, taking into account
account
the imperative
imperative need of continental
continental
security
security and the desires of
of the
the
inhabitants
inhabitants of the said islands or
or
regions,
regions, may set up a
a regime of
provisional
administration under
provisional administration
under
the following conditions:
conditions:

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

repudiada
repudiada en las relaciones
relaciones interinternacionales de
de las
Repdblicas AmeAmenacionales
las Repiblicas
ricanas
poniendo de este
ricanas poniendo
en
este raodo
modo en
peligro la
esencia y
modalidad
peligro
la esencia
y la
la modalidad
instituciones de
America;
de las instituciones
de America;
Tercero:
la doctrina
doctrine de
de la
la
Tercero: Que
Que la
solidaridad interamericana
acorsolidaridad
interamericana acordada en las Reuniones
de Lima
Lima y
y
Reuniones de
Panama
la adopci6n
adopcidn politica
politica
Panama exige la
de vigilancia
vigilancia y
yde defensa a
afin
fin de
de
sistemas o
oregimenes
regimenes en
en desadesaque sistemas
sus instituciones
instituciones no
no
cuerdo con
con sus
entorpezcan
entorpezcan la vida
vide pacifica
pacffica de
de
las Republicas
Repdblicas de America, la
la
practica
practice normal de sus instituinstituciones, el imperio
imperio del
del orden
orden y
y del
del
ciones,
derecho;
derecho;
Cuarto: Que el curso de
de los
aconteOuarto:
los acontecimientos militares en Europa
Europa y
y
los cambios
cambios resultantes
resultantes de
de los
los
mismos, pueden
pueden crear
creer la
la grave
grave
amenaza
amenaza de
cualesquiera pode que cualesquiera
posesiones
sesiones territoriales
tenitoriales europeas
europeas en
en
America
America se conviertan
conviertan en
en centros
centros
estrategicos
estrategicos para agresi6n
agresion contra
contra
naciones
Continente ameriamerinaciones del
del Continente
cano,
cano,

POE
POR TANTO:
TANTO:
DECLARA:
DECLARA:
Cuando las islas
isles o
o regiones
americanas, actualmente
americanas,
actualmente bajo
bajo la
la
posesi6n
posesien de naciones
amerinaciones no
no americanas, se encuentren
encuentren en
peligro de
de
en peligro
constituirse
constituirse en materia
materia de
de trueque
trueque
de territorios
territoiios oo cainbios
cambios de soberanfa,
ranf
a, las Repdblicas
RepAblicas americanas
americanas
podrAn,
teniendo
podran,
en cuenta las
necesidades imperiosas
necesidades
la seimperiosas de
de la
seguridad del Continente y
y la
opila opini6n de los habitantes
nion
habitantes de
esas isles
de esas
islas
o
establecer un
un regimen
regimen
o regiones,
regiones, establecer
administraci6n
administracion provisional, bajo
bajo
las siguientes reservas:
reserves:

(a) That as soon as the reasons a).-Que
a).—Que tan pronto como
dejen de
de
como dejen
requiring this measure shall
shall
existir los
los motivos que hicease to exist, and in the event
cease
event
cieron
deron necesaria dicha
dicha medithat it
it would not be prejudiy si
ei ello
ello no fuera
da, y
fuera perjuperju-
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repudiada nas
nas relapoes
relacoes internaciointernacio- repousse
par les
les relations
interrepudiada
relations interrepousse par
nais das
Republicas Americanas,
Americanas, nationales
das Repdblicas
Amenationales des
Republiques Am&
nais
des R6publiques
pondo deste
perigo a
a ricaines,
em perigo
modo em
mettrait ainsi
deste modo
en
pondo
ainsi en
qui mettrait
ricaines, qui
essencia
insti- danger
danger Pessence
forme des
des
a modalidade
modalidade das instiessencia eea
la forme
et is
l'essence et
tuicees
America;
institutions
de PAmerique;
da America;
1'Am6rique;
institutions de
tuig6es da
Terceiro:
Quo a
a doutrina
de
3.--Que
doctrine de
de la
la solidoutrina de
soliTerceiro: Que
la doctrine
3.-Que is
solidariedade
as- darite
interamerieaine adoptee
au
adopt6e au
interamericana, asdarit6 interamericaine
solidariedade interamericans,
sentada
ReuniOes de
Lima ee cours
de Lima
de Lima
de
Lima et de
nas Reunioes
Reunions de
des Reunions
sentada nas
cours des
exige l'adoption
l' adoption d'une
d'une
PanamA, exige
adocrto de
de uma Panama,
Panama, exige
a adocao
exige a
Panama,
de surveillance
surveillance et
et de
politica de
de vigilancia
vigilencia e
ede
de defesa,
defesa, politique
politique de
politica
afin quo
des systemes
systemes ou
ou
afim de
os sistemas,
que des
re- defense
ou redefense afin
sistemas, ou
de que
que os
afim
regimes en
en d6saccord
desaccord avec
avec
gimes, em
em desac6rdo
desacordo corn
corn as
as suas
suas des
des r6gimes
gimes,
ne gAnent
anent pas
pas la
instituioes, nao
nito perturbem
vida buns
institutions ne
leurs institutions
perturbem aavida
instituigoes,
pacifique des
des R6publiques
Republiques de
de
pacifies das
Repdblicas da
da AmeAme- vie
vie pacifique
das Repdblicas
pacifica
l'Amerique,
le
cours
normal
de
normal
cours
suas 1'Am6rique, le
rica, a
a prittica
normal das suas
pratica normal
rica,
institutions et
et le
le regne
regne de
instituioes, o
da ordem
leurs institutions
ordem leurs
o imperio
imp6rio da
instituigoes,
Pordre
et
du
droit;
droit;
et
du
l'ordre
e
do
direito;
e do direito;
4.—Quo le
cours des
evenedes evenele cours
4.-Que
Quarto: Quo
curso dos
aeondos acono curso
Que o
Quarto:
en Europe
Europe et les
les
militaires en
ments mffitaires
tecimentos
militares na Europa
Europa ee ments
tecimentos militares
ehangements qui
resulteront
en resulteront
qui en
as modificaOes
modificac6es deles resultantes changements
as
creer une grave menace
pourraient Cie&
podem
criar a
a grave
de pourraient
ameaga de
grave ameaca
podem criar
en transformant
possession
transformant une possession
que
possesses territerri- en
quaisquer possessoes
que quaisquer
europeenne d'Amerid'Ameriterritoriale europeenne
Am6rica se territorial°
na America
toriais europ6ias
europeias na
toriais
centre strategiquelconque en centre
que quelconque
convertam em centros
centros estrategi- que
convertam
pour une
une agression
agression contre les
que pour
nagoes que
agressao contra nacees
cos para
pars agresstio
cos
nations
du
Continent
americain,
americain,
Continent
du
nations
do
americano,
Continente americano,
do Continente

DECLARA:
DECLARA:
Quando as
as ilhas
ameriouregiOes ameriilhas ouregiees
Quando
canas,
de
posse de
atualmente na posse
canas, atualmente
nacties nit°
estejam
americanas, estejam
nao americanas,
nag6es
em perigo
de tomar-se
materia de
tornar-se materia
perigo de
troca de
territorios ou
sobede sobeou de
de territorios
troca
rania,
as Reptiblicas
Americanas
Repdblicas Americanas
rania, as
poderlio,
consideraem consideratomando em
poderao, tomando
can
a
necessidade
imperiosa
da
da
imperiosa
Qao a necessidade
seguranca
do Continente
opie aa opiContinente e
seguranga do
nitto
dos habitantes
habitantes dessas
ou
ilhas on
dessas ilhas
niao dos
regioes, estabelecer
estabelecer urn
um regime
regi6es,
de administragao
administractio provis6ria,
proviseria, sob
sob
de
as
reservas:
seguintes reservas:
as seguintes

DECLARE:
DECLARE:
Quo
lorsque les
les ties
ties ou
ou regions
regions
Que lorsque
americaines
actuellement en posam6ricaines actuellement
session
de
nations non
non ameriamerinations
de
session
caines, se
danger
trouveraient en danger
se trouveraient
caines,
sujet d'echange
de devenir
devenir un
d'echange de
un sujet
de
territoire
ou de
de changement
changement de
territoire ou
souverainete, lea
R6publiques ameles Republiques
souverainete,
ricaines pourront,
pourront, en tenantcompte
tenant compte
ricaines
des
besoins imperieux
de la
Is s6curiseetuiimp6rieux de
des besoins
te
du Continent
Continent et
l'opinion des
et de l'opinion
te du
habitants
ees
lies ou de ces
ces lies
de ces
habitants de
regions,
etablir un
tin regime
regime d'adregions, etablir
ministration
sous les
lea
provisoire, sous
ministration provisoire,
reserves suivantes:
suivantes:
reserves

a).-Qu'aussit6t que
que les
qui
motifs qui
les motifs
a).-Que 16go
logo que
existir a).-Qu'aussit6t
deixem de existir
que deixem
a).-Que
auraient
rendu
necessaire
nkcssaire
rendu
auraient
as
causas
que
motivaram
tal
as causas que motivaram tal
eette
disparaitront,
mesure disparaitront,
cette mesure
medida,
isso ntio
nao prejue caso isso
medida, ecaso
et
dans
le
eas
oA
n'en dedeet dans le cas oi il n'en
dique a
Redas Reseguranga das
a seguranca
dique
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cial to
to the
of the
cial
the safety
safety of
the AmeriAmerican
territories
can Republics,
Republics, such
such territories
shall,
with the
the
shall, in
in accordance
accordance with
reaffirmed by
principle reaffirmed
by this
this
declaration that
peoples of
declaration
that peoples
of
this continent
the right
this
continent have
have the
right
freely
to determine
their own
own
freely to
determine their
destinies,
be organized
organized as
as
destinies, be
autonomous states
it shall
autonomous
states if
if it
shall
appear that
are able
appear
that they
they are
able to
to
constitute and maintain
themconstitute
maintain themselves
in such
selves in
such condition,
condition, or
or
be
restored to
to their
be restored
their previous
previous
status,
whichever of
status, whichever
of these
these
alternatives
shall appear
appear the
alternatives shall
the
more
practicable and
more practicable
and just;
just;

the regions
to which
(b) That
That the
regions to
which this
this
declaration
refers shall
be
declaration refers
shall be
placed
placed temporarily
under the
temporarily under
the
provisional administration
of
provisional
administration of
the American
American Republics
and
Republics and
this administration
administration shall
shall be
be
with the
the two-fold
exercised with
two-fold
purpose of contributing
purpose
contributing to
to the
the
and defense
security and
of the
the
defense of
Continent, and
the ecoecoContinent,
and to
to the
nomic, political and
and social
social
progress of such
regions and,
and,
such regions

COMEmergency committee.

[54 STAT.
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dicial aa la
la seguridad
seguridad de
las
dicial
de las
Reptiblicas Americanas,
Americanas, los
los
Repdblicas
territorios sertin,
acuerdo
territorios
serAn, de
de acuerdo
con
el
principio
que
por la
la
con el principio que por
presente
Declaracion se
se reapresente Declaraci6n
reafirma,
de que
pueblos de
de
firma, de
que los
los pueblos
este Continents
tienen el
el dedeeste
Continente tienen
recho de disponer
recho
libremente
disponer libremente
de
sus propios
propios destinos,
de sus
destinos, oo
bien
como EsEsbien organizados
organizados como
tados aut6nomos
autonomos si
si apareaparetados
ciera
que son
son capaces
de consconsciera que
capaces de
tituirse
y
mantenerse
en
tituirse y mantenerse en esa
esa
condici6n, oo bien
condici6n,
bien restaurarestaurados
anterior,
dos a
a su
su situaciOn
situaci6n anterior,
seg6n parezca
segun
parezca mas
factible y
y
mfs factible
equitativo
equitativo una
una u
u otra
otra de
de
estas alternativas.
estas
alternativas.
b).-Que
regiones a
que la
la
b).-Que las
las regiones
a que
presente
presents se
serán colocolose refiere seran
cadas temporalmente
temporalmente baja
baja la
la
administraciOn provisional
provisional de
de
administraci6n
las Repiblicas
Republicas Americanas
Americanas y
y
esta administraci6n
administraciOn se
se ejerejercerk
cerit, con el
el doble
doble objeto
de
objeto de
contribuir
a la
contribuir a
la seguridad yy
defensa
defensa del Continente
Continente y
y al
al
progreso econ6mico,
economic°, politico
progreso
politico
y
y social
de dichas
dichas regiones;
regiones; y
y
social de

RESOLVES:
RESOLVES:
To create
create an
emergency comcoman emergency
mittee, composed
one reprecomposed of
of one
representative of
of each
of the
each of
the American
American
Republics,
which
committee
Republics, which committee shall
shall
be deemed constituted
constituted as soon as
as
two-thirds of
two-thirds
its members
members shall
shall
of its
have been appointed.
appointed. Such
apSuch appointments
pointments shall
be made
by the
the
shall be
made by
American
American Republics as soon as
possible.
possible.

Crear
Comit6 de emergencia
Crear un Comite
emergencia
compuesto
compuesto de un
un Representante
Representante
por cada
cada una de las Repdblicas
Reptiblicas
Americanas,
Americanas, el
se consideconsideel cual
cual se
rara constituido
rarb,
constituido desde que esten
est&
nombradas
nombradas las
las dos
dos terceras
terceras partes
partes
de sus miembros,
raiembros, debiendo
debiendo los
los
Gobiernos de esas
esas Reptiblicas
deRepdblicas designarlos
signarlos dentro
dentro de
de la
la mayor
mayor brevebrevedad.

The committee
committee shall
on
shall meet
meet on
the request of
signatory of
of
of any
any signatory
this
resolution.
this resolution.
If it
necessary as
it becomes necessary
as an
an
imperative
imperative emergency
emergency measure
measure bebethe coming
fore the
into effect
the
coming into
effect of
of the
convention
convention approved
approved by this ConConsultative Meeting, to apply
apply its
its

Este Comit6
Comite se reunirh
reunirfi aa petipetici6n
eke de cualquiera
cualquiera de
de los
los signasignatarios de esta Resolucion.
Resoluci6n.
Si antes de
de entrar
entrar en
en vigor
is
vigor le
Convenci6n
ConvenciOn acordada
acordada en
en la
la prepreBente
Consulta, fuere
fuere
sente Reunion
Reuni6n de
de Consulta,
necesario, como
necesario,
medida imperiosa
imperiosa
como medida
de emergencia,
einergencia, aplicar
aplicar sus eses-

RESUELVE:
RESUELVE:
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publicas
terrios terriAmericanas, os
publicas Americanas,
torios serao,
sera°, de
de acordo
coin o
o
torios
ac6rdo corn
principio reafirmado
reafirmado pela
prepela preprincipio
sente Declarawao
Declaragao de
de que
os
que os
sente
povos deste
deste Continent°
t6m
Continente tern
povos
direito de
dispor livrelivrede disp6r
oo direito
mente dos
dos seus
seus proprios
proprios desdes-.
mente
tinos,
ou organizados
como
organizados como
tinos, ou
Estados
se
si se
aut6nomos, si
Estados autenomos,
de
verificar
capazes de
sao capazes
que sao
verificar que
constituir-se
nese manter-se
manter-se nesconstituir-se e
se
ou restaurados
restaurados
condiao, ou
sa condigao,
em
condigao anterior,
anterior,
em sua
sua condigao
conforme
parega
mais
fativel
fativel
mais
parega
conforme
e
ou outra
outra
uma ou
e equitativa
equitativa uma
dessas
alternativas,
dessas alternatives,

riverait aucun
aucun dommage
dommage pour
is securite
des Republiqucs
Republiques
la
securite des
Americaines
d'accord avec
avec le
le
Americaines d'accord
principe
par la
la preprereaffirme par
principe reaffirme
sente
que lea
les
Declaration, que
sente Declaration,
peuples
de ce
ce Continent
Continent out
ont
peuples de
Is droit
droit de
de d6finir
definir librement
librement
le
leur propre
propre destinee,
destine*, ces
ces terterleur
ritoires seront,
soit organises
organises
seront, soit
ritoires
comme Etats
Etats autonomes
autonomes dans
comme
is cas
o ils
seraient capables
capables
ils seraient
le
cas oi
d'acquerir cette
cette forme
forme et
et de
de
d'acquerir
s'y maintenir,
soit rendus
ft
rendus A
maintenir, soit
s'y
leur anterieure
situation, selon
selon
leur
anterieure situation,
que l'une
Pune ou
ou l'autre
l'autre alternaalternaque
tive
pratiquable
plus pratiquable
semble plus
tive semble
ou equitable.
ou
equitable.

b).-Que les
lea regions
regions auxquelles
auxqualles la
is
b).--Que
as regi6es
regioes a
que se
se refere
refere b).-Que
a que
b).-Que as
presente
Declaration se rapesta
ResolugaO serao
sera° colocacolocapr6sente Declaration
esta Resolugao
port°
placees tempotemposeront placees
porte seront
das temporariamente
a adadsob a
temporariamente sob
das
rairement
sous
l'administra1'administrasous
rairement
ministragio
Republicas
das Republicas
ministragao das
Republition provisoire
provisoire des Republition
Americanas,
esta adminisadminise esta
Americanas, e
ques
Americaines
et
que
et que
Americaines
ques
tragio
sera
exercida
corn
o
o
corn
trasao sera exercida
s'exercette
administration
administration
cette
duplo
objetivo
de
contribuir
contribuir
de
duplo objetivo
crera dans
dans le
is double but de
cera
para a
a seguranga
defesa
seguranga ee defesa
para
contribuer aft la
is securite
securite et
et
contribuer
do Continente
progresso
e ao progresso
Continente e
do
defense du
du Continent
Continent et
et
aft la
la defense
economic°,
politico e
e social
econ6mico, politico
au
economique, poliprogres economique,
au progres
de
regibes; e
e
ditas regi6es;
de ditas
tique
et social
regions; et
et
de ces regions;
social de
tique et
DECIDE:
DECIDE:
RESOLVE:
RESOLVE:
De
Comit6 de secours
un Comite
creer un
De creer
emergencia
Criar
urn Comite de emergencia
Criar um
Repre
qui
sera
compose
d'un Reprecompose
sera
qui
compost° de
Representante de
um Representante
de um
composto
R6publique
chaque
sentant
de
cheque
Republique
de
sentant
Americada uma
urns das
Republicas Amerdas Repdblicas
cada
et qui
qui sera
considere
sera consid6er
Americaine, et
canes, o
qual considerar-se-a,
como Americaine,
considerar-se-a como
o qual
canas,
comme
constitue
ft
partir
du momodu
A
partir
constitue
comme
constituido
desd.e
que
estejam
estejam
que
desde
constituido
oA les
lee deux
deux tiers de ses
see
ment oa
nomeadas duas
duas tergas
tergas partes
partes de ment
nomeadas
membres auront
auront ete
the designee;
lee
designes; les
seus membros,
que os
os Governos
Govrnos membres
membros, que
seus
Gouvemements des
des Republiques
Republiques
dessas Repiblicas
Reptiblicas desigmuto
corn Gouvernements
designarao corn
dessas
Americaines devront
devront faire ces de
deAmericaines
a
possivel brevidade.
brevidade.
a possivel
signations le
le plus
plus rapidement
rapidement pospossignations
sible.
sible.
Ce
se reunira
reunira aa la dedoComite se
Ce Comite
Esse
reunir-se-a, a
a pedido
pedido
Comite reunir-se-a
Esse Comite
mande
de
n'importe
quel
Etat
Etat
quel
n'importe
de
mande
de
qualquer Govrno
Govern° signatario
signatario
de qualquer
signataire de
cette Resolution.
Resolution.
de cette
signataire
desta
Resolugao.
desta Resolugao.
Si
avant
l'entree
en
vigueur de
en vigueur
l'entr6e
avant
Si
Se
antes
de
entrer
em
vigor
a
a
vigor
em
entrar
de
antes
Se
la Convention
sign& au
au cours
cours de
Convention signee
Convengio
ajustada na
na presente la
Convenao ajustada
la
presents
Reunion
de
ConsultaConsultaReuniao
Consulta, for
f6r neces- la presente Reunion de
de Consulta,
Reuniao de
devenait necessaire
necessaire d'apil devenait
tion, il
sari°,
de tion,
imperiosa de
medida imperiosa
como medida
sario, como
pliquer
sea
stipulations
dans
dans le
stipulations
ses
emergencia,
aplicar suas esti- pliquer
emergencia, splicer
--- 80
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provisions
in order
order to
to safeguard
provisions in
safeguard
the
peace of
of the
continent, taking
the peace
the continent,
taking
account also the
into account
the desires
desires of the
the
of any
the aboveaboveinhabitants of
any of
of the
mentioned regions,
regions, the
committee
mentioned
the committee
shall
assume the
the administration
shall assume
administration
of
the
region
attacked
of the
region
attacked or
or
threatened,
accordance
threatened, acting
acting in
in accordance
with
provisions of
with the
the provisions
of the
the said
said
convention.
As soon
soon as
the
conconvention. As
as the convention
vention comes
comes into effect,
effect, the
authority and functions
functions exercised
exercised
by
committee shall
by the
the committee
shall be transferred
Inter-American Comferred to the
the Inter-American
mission for Territorial AdminisAdministration.
tration.
emergency
Should the
the need
need for emergency
action
by
action be so
so urgent that
that action by
the
committee cannot
the committee
cannot be awaited,
awaited,
Republics,
any of
of the
the American
American Republics,
individually
or
jointly
with
individually or jointly with others,
others,
shall
act in
shall have
have the
the right to
to act
in the
the
manner which its own
own defense
manner
defense or
that
continent requires.
that of
of the continent
requires.
Should this situation
situation arise, the
the
American Republic
American
Republic or
or Republics
Republics
taking
taking action
action shall
shall place
place the
the
matter before the committee
committee immediately,
may
mediately, in order
order that
that it
it may
consider the action
action taken
taken and
and
measures.
adopt appropriate
appropriate measures.

None of the provisions contained in the present
present Act refers to
to
territories or possessions which
which
are the subject of dispute
dispute or
claims between European
European powers
and one or more of
Republics
of the
the Republics
Americas.
of the
the Americas.
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tipulaciones a
fin de
tipulaciones
a fin
de salvaguardar
salvaguardar
la
paz
del
Continente,
teniendo
la paz del Continente, teniendo
ademas en cuenta
cuenta la
la opini6n
opinion de
de los
los
ademas
habitantes
de las
las
habitantes de cualquiera
cualquiera de
regiones
mencionadas, el
el Comit6
Comite
regiones mencionadas,
asumira la
administracion de
de la
la
asumira
la administraci6n
region
agredida oo amenazada
acregi6n agredida
amenazada actuando de acuerdo
acuerdo con lo
lo dispuesto
dispuesto
tuando
referida Convenci6n.
Convencien. Tan
en la
la referida
pronto
en vigor
esta Conpronto entre
entre en
vigor esta
Convencion, la
autoridad y
y funciones
funciones
venci6n,
la autoridad
ejercidas por el
Comite seran
ejercidas
el Comit6
seran
transferidas a
a la Comisi6n
Comision. InteraInteratransferidas
mericana de
de Admiuistracien
Terrimericana
Administraci6n Territorial.
torial.
de una
una acci6n
accien de
Si is
la necesidad
necesidad de
de
emergencia resultase
resultase tan
tan urgente
emergencia
urgente
que
no hiciera
hiciera posible
posible el
el esperar
que no
esperar
la
actuacien del Comite, cualla actuaci6n
cualquiera
quiera de las Republicas
Repdblicas AmeriAmericanas, individualmente
canindividualmente oo en conjunto
tendra, el
derecho
junto con
con otras,
otras, tendri
el derecho
de actuar
actuar en la forma que exige su
su
defensa
Continente.
defensa o
o la del Continente.
Si surgiera esta
esta situaci6n,
situacien, la Republica
Repilblicas actuantes
piblica oolas Republicas
actuantes
someteran
someteran inmediatamente
inmediatamente el asunto al conocimiento
conocimiento del Comite,
Comit6,
pars que este pueda
considerar las
las
para
pueda considerar
actuaciones
actuaciones y
y adoptar las medidas
adecuadas.
adecuadas.
Ning-una de las disposiciones
disposiciones que
Ninguna
abarca
abarca la
is presente Acta,
Acts, se refiere
refiere
aa territories
territorios o
o posesiones
posesiones que
que son
son
materia
de litigio
litigio o
o reclamaci6n
reclamaci6n
materia de
entre potencias
potencias de Europa
Europa y
y alalRepiblicas de
gunas de las Republicas
America.
America.

• •
En
lo cual,
cual, los
los
En testimonio
testimonio de
de lo
isters of
Foreign Affairs
Affairs of
of the
of Foreign
the Ministros
Ministros de Relaciones
Relaciones ExterioExterioAmerican Republics or their per- res de 18,s
American
las Repdblicas
Repdblicas Americanas
Americanas
sonal representatives,
representatives, sign
and o
sign and
o sus Representantes
Representantes Personales,
seal the present Final Act.
firman y
y sellan
sellan la
la presente
presente ACTA
ACTA
IN WITNESS
the MinMinIN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, the

Deposit
of ori
orlghWa
Deposit of
ginal

of
of Ftna
Final Act.
Act.

FINAL.

Done
Habana,
Done in the
the City of Habana,
Hecha
Hecha en la Habana, a
a los
this thirtieth day of July, one treinta dias
dias del mos
mes de Julio de mil
thousand
hundred and forty, novecientos
thousand nine hundred
novecientos cuarenta, en textos
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a but de
salvaguardar a
afim de salvaguardar
pulagbes afim
pulacoes
sauvegarder la paix du
de sauvegarder
tomando em Continent
paz do
do Continente,
Continente, tomando
paz
Continent comme
comme une mesure proconsideracko
ademais a
aopiniao
opinirto dos voqu6e
imperieuse urconsideragao ademais
vogue° par
une imperieuse
par une
regi6es gence
habitantes
qualquer das
das regi5es
gence et
en tenant
compte ausausde qualquer
habitantes de
tenant compte
et en
mencionadas,
Comite assumirk
assumira si
o Comit6
si de
de l'opinion
habitants de
mencionadas, o
des habitants
l'opinion des
a
regifin agre- toute
region interessee,
interessee, le Comite
a administractio
administrapao da regiao
toute r6gion
dida ou
ou ameagada,
&nand° de se
charge de l'Administration
l'Administration
smeagada, atuando
fera charge
dida
se fera
acordo corn
disposto na ref
erida de
referida
attaquee ou menacee
region attaquee
menace°
o disposto
de la
la region
cor o
ac6rdo
avec ce que dispose
dispose la
ConvencAo. L6go
Logo que entrar em d'accord
d'accord avec
Convengao.
Convention mentionnee.
mentionnee. Des
Des que
vigor esta
esta Convengao,
Convenclo, a
autoridade Convention
a autoridade
vigor
en vientrera
e
fungoes
exercidas
pelo
Coraite
cette
Convention
entrera
Convention
Comite
cette
e fungoes exercidas pelo
serko transferidas
transferidas a
Comissko InIn- gueur,
a Comissao
l'autorit6 et les fonctions
gueur, Pautorite
serao
passeront
teramericana
Administragito exercees
Comit6 passeront
par le
le Comite
exercees par
de Administragao
teramericana de
Interamericaine
A.
Commission Interamericaine
a la Commission
Territorial.
Territorial.
d'Administration
Territoriale.
d'Administration Territoriale.
Si la
la necessite
n6ecssit6 d'une action de
Si
secours
tenement urgente
urgente
6tait tellement
secours etait
qu'il ne
d'attendre
possible d'attendre
fut pas
pas possible
ne fut
qu'il
du Comite,
le
fonctionnement du
le fonctionnement
n'importe
quell° Republique
Republique AmeAm&
n'importe quelle
e, d'une
fawn isolee
isolee ou d'acd'une fagon
ricaine,
cord
avec d'autres
d'autres R6publiques
Republiques
cord avec
aura le
d'agir comme
comme l'exile droit
droit d'agir
aura
gera
ou celle
cello du
du ConCond6fense ou
sa defense
gera sa
tinent.
Si cette
cette situation
survenait, la
situation survenait,
Si
Si se
situavio, a
a
esta situagao,
produzir esta
se produzir
Si
Republiques qui
Republique ou les Republiques
asao Republique
Repdblica
em scab
Repdblicas em
ou Repdblicas
Repdblica on
auraient agi,
agi, soumettront
soumettront imsubmeterko
imediatamente o
as- auraient
o assubmeterao imediatamente
mediatement
le
A. la
la connaisconnaissunto
conhecimento do Comite,
Coraite, m6diatement le cas a
ao conhecimento
sunto ao
celuisauce
du
Comite
que
pour
Comite
du
para
que este
possa considerar oo sance
este possa
para que
et
faits
les
ci
puisse
considerer
faits
et
considerer
puisse
ci
procedimento
medidas
as medidas
e adotar
adotar as
procedimento e
adopter
les
mesures
appropriees.
appropriees.
mesures
les
adopter
adequadas.
adequadas.
Aucune des
des dispositions
dispositions que
Aucune
Nenhuma
das disposiCoes
disposigoes que
que
Nenhuma das
ne se rapcomprend
cot
Accord,
Accord,
cet
comprend
abrange
a
presente
Ata,
refere-se
a
a
refere-se
Ata,
abrange a presente
port°
aux
territoires
ou
aux
posaux posou
territoires
aux
porte
territorios
ou
possessOes
que
sac
sao
que
possess6es
ou
territorios
sessions qui sont un sujet de
materia
de litigio
litigio on
reclamagao sessions
ou reclamacAo
materia de
on de
reclamation
de reclamation
controverse ou
entre
potencias da
Europa ee controverse
da Europa
entre potencias
puissances d'Europe
d'Europe et
et
les puissances
entre les
algumas
da AmeAm& entre
Repdblicas da
das Repdblicas
algumas das
certaines
Republiques
d'Amerique.
d'Amerique.
Republiques
certaines
rica.
rica.

agao
uma agilo
Se aa necessidade
necessidade de uma
Se
de
emergencia tornar-se
toniar-se tao
tit° urde emergAncia
esperar
gente que
seja possivel esperar
nao sejayossivel
que nao
gente
a
Comite, qualquer
qualquer
do Comite,
a atuagko
atuagao do
das
Americanas, indiRepublicas Americana,s,
das Repdblicas
cor
vidualmente ou
ou em conjunto corn
vidualmente
outras,
o direito
atuar na
de atuar
direito de
tera o
outras, tera
forma
a sua
sua defesa, ou
exigir a
que ooexigir
forma que
a
Continente.
do Continente.
a do

Em testemunho
do que,
que, os
os
testemunho do
Em
Ministros
das
RelayOes
ExteMinistros das RelagOes Exteriores das
das Repdblicas
Republicas Americanas
Americanas
riores
ou
seus
representantes
pessoais,
ou seus representantes pessoais,
assinam
e
selam
a
presente
An
ATA
a
presente
e
selam
assinam
FINAL.
FINAI.
Feita em
em Havana,
Havana, aos
aos taints
trinta
Feita

Et en t6moignage
temoignage de tout ceci,
ce,ci,
les
Ministres des
ExteriRelations Exterides Relations
les Ministres
AmeriR6publiques Ameneures des Republiques
Representants Percaines
on leurs Representants
caines ou
sounds,
signent et posent leurs
leurs
sonnels, signent
sceaux sur cet Acte.
Fait
Havane, le trente
La Havane,
a La
Fait a

dias do
mks de
de Julio
de mil
nove- juillet
juillet mil neuf cent quarante
quarante sur
mil noveJulho de
do mes
dias
espagnol,
en
rediges
des
centosequarenta,
em
textos
reditextes
/*lig&
espagnol, en
en
centos e quarenta, em textos redi-
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in texts
texts in
the English,
English, Spanish,
Spanish,
in the
in
Portuguese
and French
langunges,
French languages,
Portuguese and
which
be deposited
deposited in
in the
the
shall be
which shall
archives
American
of the Pan American
archives of
Union.
Secretary General
General of
Union. The
The Secretary
the Meeting
the
transmit the
shall transmit
Meeting shall
the
original
present Final
Act
Final Act
of the present
original of
to the
the Pan American
Union
American Union
to
through
the
intermediary
of
the
the
of
intermediary
the
through
Department
of
State
Cuba.
of
Department of State

redactados
espanol, ingl6s,
ingles, porredactados en espafol,
tugues y
frances, que seran
serail depodepoy franc6s,
tugues
sitados
en
Archivos
de
la
los
Archivos
sitados en
Union
Panamericana. El SecreSecreUni6n Panamericana.
Reunion rela Reuni6n
tario General
General de is
mitira
mitira el original de la presente
Acta
is Union
Panamericami, por
a la
Uni6n Panamericana,
Acta a
mediacion
Secretaria de
mediaci6n de la Secretaria
Estado
Estado de Cuba.
Cuba.

RESERVATIONS:
RESERVATIONS:

RESERVAS:
RESERVAS:
•

Delegacion ArgenReserva de la Delegacion
Dele- Reserva
Reservation
of the
the Argentine DeleReservation of
tina:
tina:
gation:
gation:
2.—As
Habana:
2.-As to the Act of Habana:

2.—En
de la
la
2.-En cuanto
cuanto al Acta de
Habana
(XX):
Habana (XX):

Argenof the
the Argen"The Delegate of
in signing
signing this
Republic in
tine Republic
Act
does
it does
that it
record that
on record
places on
Act places
not
include the Malto or include
refer to
not refer
vinas
because the latter
vinas Islands,
Islands, because
do not
not constitute
a colony or
constitute a
do
possession
any European
naEuropean napossession of any
tion,
since
they
are
a
part
of
the
tion, since they are a part
Argentine territory and are inArgentine
cluded
its dominion
dominion and
cluded within its
sovereignty,
sovereignty, as was stated at
the
which
Panama meeting, which
the Panama
statement
considers reiterhe considers
statement he
and
its entirety,
entirety, and
hereby in
in its
ated hereby
also with reference
reference to other
regions as he
southern Argentine regions
deliberations
in the
the deliberations
has stated in
of this
Commission. He likelikeof
this Commission.
of
wise states that the
the signing
signing of
Resolution does
not
this Act
Act and
and Resolution
does not
affect and leaves intact his
Government's powers
powers estabestabGovernment's
lished
lished in
in the
the constitutional
constitutional
norms which obtain in Argentina, with respect
respect to the proprocedure applicable
applicable in order
order that
this Act
Resolution may
Act and Resolution
may
validity, force and
acquire validity,
and effeceffectiveness."
tiveness."

Delegado de la
is Repiblica
Republica
"El Delegado
Argentina al
al suscribir
suscribir esta
esta Acta,
Argentina
constancia de que
que ella no se
deja constancia
a las Islas
refiere
comprende a
refiere ni comprende
Malvinas
porque estas
&tag no consconsMalvinas porque
tituyen colonia
posesi6n de
colonia oo posesi6n
tituyen
nation europea
alguna por hacer
hacer
europea alguna
naci6n
parte
del
territorio
argentino
yy
argentino
parte del territorio
estar comprendidas
comprendidas en su domisegdn se destac6
nio
soberanfa, segilin
y soberania,
nio y
is Reuni6n
Reuni6n de Panama,
Panama, cuya
en la
declaraci6n da por reproducida
reproducida
declaraci6n
contenido y
tambien
y tambien
en todo
todo su
su contenido
con relaci6n
relacion a
regiones
a otras
otras regiones
con
australes argentinas
argentinas segun
segun lo ha
australes
hecho
presente en las deliberahecho presente
ciones de esta Comision.
IgualComisi6n. Igualciones
mente
manifiesta que la
is firma
firma de
mente manifiesta
is
presente Acta
y Resoluci6n
Resolucion
la presente
Acta y
no
afecta y
y deja intactas las faf
ano afecta
cultades del Gobierno
Gobierno establecultades
normas constituciocidas en las normas
nales
rigen en la
is Argentina,
nales que rigen
procedimientos aplisobre los
los procedimientos
pars que esta Acta y
y
cables para
Resolucion adquiera
adquiera obligatorieResoluci6n
fuerza y
yvigor".
vigor".
dad, fuerza
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gidos em
em espanhol,
espanhol, ingles,
ingles, portugidos
gues eefrances,
trances, que serao
sera° depositadepositsgues
Panados
Arquivos da
da Uniao Pansnos Arquivos
dos nos
Geral da
mericana. 0
Secretario Geral
O Secretario
mericana.
Reuniao
remetera oooriginal da preReuniao remetera
Bente
Ata
AUniao
Panamericana,
A
Uniao Panamericana,
Ata
sente
Secretaria de
por
intermedio da Secretaria
por intermedio
Estado
Estado de Cuba.

anglais, en
frangais
portugais et en frangais
en portugais
anglais,
qui seront
seront deposes aux Archives de
qui
PUnion
Panamericaine. Le SecreSeer&
l'Union Panamericaine.
taire
General dela Reunion
Reunion remettaire General
tra
Poriginal du
Acte a
a
present Acte
du present
tra l'original
I'interl'Union
Panamericaine,
par
PinterPanamericaine,
1'Union
mediaire du
du Secretariat
Secretariat d'Etat de
m6diaire
Cuba.
Cuba.

RESERVAS:
RESERVAS:

RESERVES:
RESERVES:

•
•
Delegation de l'Argenla Delegation
Reserva
da Delegagao
Delegactio da Argentina:
Argentina: Reserve
de la
Rserve de
Reserva da
tine:
tine:
2.—No
que se refere
a Ata de
ref6re A
2.-No que
Havana
(XX):
Havana (XX):

2.—Au
sujet de l'Accord
l'Accord de La
2.-Au sujet
Havane
Havane (XX):

"0 Delegado
Delegado da Republica
Repdblica
"0
Argentina, ao
assinar esta Ata,
ao assinar
Argentina,
esta nao
deixa
constancia de que
que estanao
deixa constancia
c,ompreende as Ilhas Malvinas,
compreende
que no
constituem nem colonia
nao constituem
que
nem
possessao de qualquer
qualquer nanem possessao
fazem
ves
gao
europeia,
urns
yes
que fazem
uma
Qo europ6ia,
argentino ee
parte do territorio
territorio argentin°
parte
se incluem
incluem nos
seus dominios
dominios ee
nos seus
se
sua soberania,
soberania, conforme
conforme consta
sua
de declaragao
declaragao feita na Reuniao
de
de Panama,
Panama, declaraao
declaragao que ele
de
considera reiterada
reiterada por este
considera
modo no
seu todo, tambem
no seu
modo
corn
referenda a
regioes
outras regioes
a outras
corn referencia
meridionais argentinas,
argentinas, como
meridionais
foi manifestado
nas deliberadeliberamanifestado nas
foi
Vies
desta
Comissao.
Outrogoes desta Comissao. Outrosim
a assinatura
manifesta que a
sim manifests
desta
ResolugAo nao
desta Resoluaso
Ata eedesta
desta Ata
compromete ee deixa
intact° os
deixa intacto
compromete
poderes
seu Govern°
estabeGovArno estabede seu
poderes de
lecidos nas
nas normas constitulecidos
cionais
vigoram na Argenque vigoram
cionais que
tina
relagao ao
so procediprocediem relagao
tina em
mento seguido
seguido pars
para que esta
mento
Ata
Resolugao possam
possam ade Resolucao
Ata e
quirir
forga e
efeito."
e efeito."
validez, forga
quirir va,lidez,

R6pu"Le
la RepuDelegue de la
"Le Delegue
moment de
blique
Argentine, au
an moment
de
blique Argentine,
veut faire
signer
le present
Acte, veut
present Acte,
signer le
constater
no se rapporte
rapport°
constater qu'il ne
pas aux
lies Malvines
Malvines et
et qu'il
aux fles
pas
no
car ces
comprend pas, car
les comprend
ne lea
dernieres ne
no sont
colonie
ni la colonie
sont ni
dernieres
ni is
possession d'aucune
d'aucune nation
nation
la possession
ni
europeenne, puisqu'elles
puisqu'elles font
europeenne,
partie du
du territoire
territoire argentin
argentin et
et
partie
qu'elles
sont comprises
comprises dans
dans
qu'elles sont
sa
son domain°
et placees
placees sous as
domaine et
son
6et
a
souverainete,
selon
qui
a
ete
ce
selon
souverainete,
la
mis en
en evidence
evidence au cours de la
mis
Conference de Panama, par une
Conference
declaration qu'il suppose
suppose enendeclaration
tierement
id; il en
reproduite ici;
tierement reproduite
est
memo des autres regions
est de meme
australes
argentines, comme
comme il
australes argentines,
l'a fait
an cours
cours des delibevoir au
fait voir
l'a
rations de
Commission.
cette Commission.
de cette
rations
11
declare
egalement
que la siegalement
nI declare
gnature
du present
Acte et de
present Acte
gnature du
is present°
n'affecte
Resolution n'affecte
presente Resolution
la
pas
intacts tous
thus les
lea
laisse intacts
et laisse
pas et
droits
bases
Gouvernement, bases
du Gouvernement,
droits du
sur lea
principes constitutionconstitutionles principes
sur
nels qui
en Argentine
Argentine
regnent en
qui regnent
nels
sur les
lea procedures
procedures a
asuivre
suivre pour
pour
sur
que
cot
Acte
et
cotta
Resolution
Resolution
que cet Acte et cette
deviennent obligatoires,
obligatoires, avec
deviennent
force
et
vigueur."
vigueur."
force et
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Delegaci6n del UruReservation of
the Uruguayan
U711Reserva de la Delegacion
Dele- Reserva
UruguayanDeleof the
Reservation
guay:
gation:
gation:
3.-En
3.—As to
the Act
Act of
Habana
3.—En cuanto al Acta de la
is
of Habana
to the
3.-As
Habana (XX):
(XX)
Habana
(XX):
"The
of the
the ReDelegacion de la Re"La Delegaci6n
ReDelegation of
"The Delegation
public
of Uruguay
Uruguay states
publics
Uruguay manifiesta
manifiesta
publica del Uruguay
that
states that
public of
the
of this
this Act
Act is
is to
to
Acta tiene por objeto
que esta Acta
purpose of
the purpose
anticipate
the carrying
anticipar el cumplimiento
cumplimiento de la
anticipar
out of
of
carrying out
anticipate the
aprobada sobre la
Convenci6n
the
Convention
approved
on
Convencion
aprobada
on
the Convention approved
para
this
subject,
in
case
it
is
necesmateria,
para
el caso de que
que sea
materia,
this subject, in case it is necesde que
sary
to
apply
the
Convention
necesario
aplicarla
antes
antes
necesario aplicarla
sary to apply the Convention
before the
the number
number of
of ratificaratificase
ndmero de ratiobtenga el nfunero
se obtenga
before
tions
requisite for
ficaciones bastante
bastante para
pars su enficaciones
its taking
taking
for its
tions requisite
trada
effect
has been
been obtained.
trade, en vigencia.
obtained.
effect has
It
wishes, therefore,
En
tal concepto
concepto quiere
quiere dejar
dejar
En tal
place
to place
therefore, to
It wishes,
la actitud
on
areservation
respectreserva sentada sobre is
actitud
reserva
reservation respectrecord a
on record
ing
the attitude
its Governde
y por instrucsu Gobierno, y
de su
Governof its
attitude of
ing the
ment,
the latter's
clones
expresas de este, por si
express
ciones expresas
latter's express
under the
ment, under
instructions, in
case it
considers del caso antes de aplishould
considera
it should
in case
instructions,
examinar la
deem necessary,
necessary, prior
to the
car el Acta,
Acta, examiner
is cuesti6n
cuestien
the car
prior to
deem
de si dentro del regimen constiapplication of
of the
examthe Act, to examapplication
corresponde
ine the
question of
whether
tucional uruguayo, corresponde
of whether
tucional
the question
ine
under the
Uruguayan constituconstituobtener is
previa ratificaci6n
ratificacien
la previa
obtener
the Uruguayan
under
legislativa.
tional
legislative
legislativa.
regime, prior legislative
tional regime,
ratification
is required."
required."
ratification is
•
• •
Reservation
of
the
Mean
DelegaReservas
de
la
Delegacion
Chile:
de Chile:
Delegacidn
Delegala
de
Chilean
of
the
Reservas
Reservation
tion:
tion:
5.—"La Delegacion
de Chile,
Delegaci6n de
5.—"The
Delegation of
of Chile,
Chile,
5.-"La
5.-"The Delegation
convencida
is necesidad
necesidad de
de la
convinced
giving
need of giving
convencida de
of the need
convinced of
practical application
realizar
practicamente la
Is solicontiapplication to contirealizar practicamente
practical
nental
solidarity, approves
daridad continental,
continental, aprueba
aprueba los
the
approves the
daridad
nental solidarity,
agreements with
with the
acuerdos aclarando
aclarando que
Chile
underque Chile
the underagreements
acuerdos
only
s6lo
adquirira compromisos
compromisos yresyresChile will only
standing that Chile
s6lo adquirira
rassume obligations
responponsabilidades
cuando los rhobligations and responassume
ponsabilidades cuando
aforementhe aforemensibilities when the
feridos
Bean ratificados
ratificados
feridos acuerdos
acuerdos sean
tioned agreements
agreements are
are ratified
ratified
por
constituciotioned
organismos constituciosus organismos
por sus
by its
constitutional bodies."
bodies."
its constitutional
by
nales".
nales".
•
Reservation
Colombian DeleReservation of
of the
the Colombian
Dele- Reserva
Delegaci6n de ColomReserva de la Delegaciem
gation:
gation:
bia:
bia:
7.—As to the Act
of Habana
Habana
7.-As
Act of
(XX) and
and the
Declaration concon(XX)
the Declaration
cerning Reciprocal
and
Assistance and
cerning
Reciprocal Assistance
Cooperation
Defense of the
the Defense
Cooperation for the
American Nations
(XV):
American
Nations (XV):

de la
7.—En cuanto
cuanto al Acta
Acta de
is
7.-En
Declaraci6n
Habana (XX) y
ya
ala
is Declaracion
Habana
y CoReciproca y
sobre Asistencia
Asistencia Recfproca
operaci6n Defensiva
Defensiva de las Naoperaci6n
ciones
(XV):
clones Americanas
Americanas (XV):
"I
vote
affirmatively
with
the
"I vote affirmatively with the
"Voto positivamente
positivamente con la
is
"Voto
I shall sign the
statement that I
firmare el Acta
indicaci6n
indicaci6n de que ftrmare
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Reserva
da Delegaga"
odo
Uruguay: Reserve de la
Delegagdo
do Uruguay:
Reserva da
la Delegation
l'UruDelegation de l'Uruguay:
guay:
3.—No
que se refere
refere a.a Ata
Ata de
3.-No que
Havana
(XX):
Havana (XX):

3.—Au sujet
sujet de
de l'Accord
La
de La
1'Accord de
3.-Au
Havane
(XX):
Havane (XX):

"A
da Repalica
Repdblica
Delegapao da
"A Delegactio
esta
do
Uruguay manifesta
manifesta que esta
do Uruguay
Ata tem
tern por
por objetivo
objetivo antecipar
antecipar
Ata
da Convengao
Convenglio
cumprimento da
oo cumprimento
aprovada sobre a
a materia,
pare
materia, para
aprovada
caso de
que seja
seja necessario
necessario
de que
oo caso
aplical-a
antes de
de que
que se
obtenha
se obtenha
aplical-a antes
de ratifica6ces
ratificag6es sufinumero de
oo numero

"La
de la
la R6puRepud6elgation de
"La delegation
blique
de l'Uruguay
l'Uruguay declare
declare que
que
blique de
le
present Acte
pour but
Acte aa pour
but
le prAsent
d'anticiper
is muse
execution
mise en
en execution
d'anticiper la
de
Convention etablie
etablie en
de la Convention
cas
cette
metier°
dans
dans
le
cas oa
oh il
cette matiere
deviendrait n6cessaire
necessaire de 1'applil'applideviendrait
quer avant
avant d'obtenh•
d'obtenir le nombre
quer
de ratifications
pour
suffisant pour
de
ratifications suffisant
son entrée
en vigueur.
vigueur.
son
entree en
Sur
sujet, II
faire une
tine
il veut
veut faire
ce sujet,
Sur ce
reserve, d'accord
d'accord avec
avec l'attitude
reserve,
de son
Gouvernement et avec
de
son Gouvernement
sea instructions
speciales au cas
instructions speciales
ses
oh ce
considererait necesnectsdernier considererait
ol
ce dernier
sake, avant
l'application de
avant l'application
saire,
la question suil'Acte, d'6tudier
d'etudier is
l'Acte,
verde:
dans le regime convante: si dans
stitutiormel
de l'Uruguay,
une
l'Uruguay, tine
stitutionnel de
ratification
legislative prealable
prealable
ratification legislative
eat
necessaire."
est necessaire."

eientes
vigor".
para que entre em vigor".
cientes pare

"Nessas
condigoes, quer
quer dei"Nessas condicges,
formulada reserva
xar formulada
xar
reserve s6bre a
a
atitude do
seu Govern°,
de
Governo, de
do seu
atitude
scordo com
corn instrugOes
expresinstrusoes expresacBrdo
ses deste,
em que
caso em
parao caso
deste, parao
sas
possa
Ata posse
antes
aplicar aa Ata
de splicer
antes de
examiner
questao de,
de, se dentro
a questso
examinar a
do regime
regime constitucional
do
constitucional do
do
a
previa
Uruguay,
cabe
obter
a
obter
Uruguay, cabe
ratificagio legislative".
legislativa".
ratificagao

Reserva
Delegacao do Chile:
Chile:
da Delegagao
Reserva da
5.—"A Delegagrio
Chile,
Delegagao do Chile,
5.-"A
convencida da necessidade
convencida
necessidade de
dar
a. solidaBolideaplicagao pratica a.
dar aplicactio
riedade
continental, aprova oo
riedade continental,
de que
acordo,
no presuposto
presuposto de
ac6rdo, no
s6 assumira
obrigagOes ee
assumira obrigagOes
ooChile
Chile s6
responsabilidades quando
quando os
os
responsabilidades
referidos ac6rdos
acerdos forem ratireferidos
ficados
pelos seus
seus orgaos
orgfies eonsconsficados pelos

Reserve de
Delegation du Chili:
Chili:
de la
la Delegation
Reserve
5.—"La
du Chili,
Chili,
5.-"La Delegation du
convaincue
necessite de
la necessite
convaincue de is
realisor
is Bolidesolidapratiquement la
realiser pratiquement
rite
approuve les
continentale, approuve
rite continentale,
accords en
en sp6cifiant
specifiant que le
accords
Chili n'acceptera
lea obligations
obligations
n'acceptera les
Chili
et
lea
responsabilit6s
loreque lorsresponsabilites
les
et
qu'ils seront
par ses
sea orratifies par
seront ratifies
qu'ils
ganismes
constitutionnels."
ganismes constitutionnels."

titucionais".
titucionais".

•
Reserve
de
de la
is
Delgation de
la Delegation
de la
Reserve
Reeerva da
da Delegagao
Delegactio da
da Colombia:
Colombia:
Reserva
Colombie:
Colombie:
7.—Au sujet
sujet de
de l'Accord
l'Accord de La
7.-Au
7.—No que
se refere
refere a
a. Ata
Ata de
de
que se
7.-No
(XX) et
et de
de la
is DeclaraDeclaraHavane (XX)
Havana (XX)
(XX) e
e a.
Declaracao Havane
A Declaractio
Havana
Reciproque
1'Assistance Reciproque
sur l'Assistance
tion stir
sebre
Assistencia Reciproca
Co- tion
Reciproca eeCos6bre Assistencia
stir is
Cooperation Defensive
Defensive
la Cooperation
et sur
operaglo
Nagoes et
das Naqoes
Defensiva das
operaqao Defensive
des Nations
Nations americaines
(XV):
americaines (XV):
des
Americanas
(XV):
Americanas (XV):
"Jo vote
vote positivement
positivement en
en
"Je
corn
"Voto afirmativamente
afirmativamente corn
"Voto
faisant
constater
que
je
signerai
signerai
je
que
constater
faisant
a
de que
que assino
declaraao de
a declaractio

2509
2509

2510

OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
DeclaraAct of Habana and the DeclaraReciprocal AsAstion concerning
concerning Reciprocal
sistance
sistance and Cooperation for
Defense of the Nations of
the Defense
the
Americas, subject to apthe Americas,
proval
Government and
and
by my Government
proval by
of
norms of
to the constitutional
constitutional norms
country."
my country."

[5._4
STAT.
[54 STAT.

de la Habana y la Declaraci6n
y
Reciproca y
Asistencia Recfproca
sobre Asistencia
Cooperacidn
las
de las
Defensiva de
Cooperaci6n Defensiva
Americanas, sujeto a
a
Naciones Americanas,
mi Gobierno
Gobierno
de ml
aprobaci6n de
la aprobacidn
y a
a las normas constitucionales
de
pais".
de mi
mi pais".

de la Habana y la Declaracion
sobre

VeneDelegacion de Venede la Delegacion
Reservation
the Venezuelan Dele- Reserva de
Reservation of the
zuela:
zuela:
gation:
gation:
As to the Act of Habana
Habana
8.-As
(XX):
CXX):
"The Venezuelan
Delegation
Venezuelan Delegation
"The
understanding
signs with the understanding
that the Act of Habana
Habana relative to colonial
colonial possessions
possessions is
subject to ratification
ratification by the
Public Power of the Nation in
accordance
with its constituconstituaccordance with
tional provisions."
provisions."

8. —

cuanto al Acta de la
la
8.-En cuanto
Habana
Habana (XX):
La Delegaci6n
Delegacion de
Venezuela
de Venezuela
"La
inteligencia de
de que
en la
la inteligencia
firma, en
el Acts
Acta de la Habana, relativa
queda
aa posesiones coloniales, queda
de los
sujeta a
a ratificaci6n
ratificacion
poderes
poderes pdblicos de la naci6n,
conforme
disposiciones
conforme aa sus disposiciones
constitucionales".
constitucionales".

8.—En

"

•
Signatures.

HONDURAS:
HONDURAS:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

SILVERI° LAfNEZ
SILVERIO

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

HAITI :
HAITI:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[SEAL]

LiON
LALEATJ
LEON LALEAU

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

Luis ANDERSON
LuIS
ANDERSON

EDUARDO SUJREZ
SuA.REz

LtoN LALEAU
LALEAU
LEON
COSTA
RICA
COSTA RICA

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

LUIS
ANDERSON
Luis ANDERSON

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

MEXICO
EDUARDO SuiREz
EDUARDO
SUAREZ

MEXICO:
MEXICO:

[SEAL]

SILVERI°
SILVERIO LAfNEZ

HAITI
HAITI

COSTA RICA:
COSTA
RICA:
[BEAL]

•

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA::

ARGENTINA
ARGENTINA

reserva del
Con la aclaracion y reserva formu- Con
del
aclaraciones y reserva
Con las
las aclaraciones
lada
en el acta. 1
lada en
acta

Con la aclaracion y reserva
1

[SEAL]

LEOP MELO

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

URUGUAY
URUGUAY

URUGUAY:
URUGUAY:
[BEAL]
[SEAL]

P.
MANINI Rfos
P. MANINI

[sEizo]
[SELLO]

J.
ONOSO
J. TOBAR
TOBAR D
DONOSO

[sELE0]
[BELLO]

BOLIVIA:
BOLIVIA:
[BEAL]
[SEAL]

ENRIQUE FINOT
ENRIQUE

SCHNAKE
SCHNAKE

[Translation: With the clarification
1 [Translation:
and
and reservation formulated in
in the act.]
act.]

J. TOBAR DONOBO
J.
DONOSO

BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA
[sELL0]
[SELLO]

ENRIQUE FINOT
ENRIQUE

CHILE
CHILE

CHILE:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

P. MANINI
Rios
P.
MANINI Rfos

ECUADOR
ECUADOR

ECUADOR:
ECUADOR:
[BEAL]
[SEAL]

LEOP MELO

[SELuo]
[BELLO]

SCHNAXE
SCHNAKE

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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HABANA-JULY
INTERAMERICAN— ACT OF HABANA—
JULY 30, 1940
1940
INTER-AMERICAN-ACT

a Ata,
ambos,
Convencio ee a
ambos, aa Convengao
sugeito
men
aprovagao do meu
sugeito aa aprovagio
Govern° e
e as normas constituGovArno
cionais
pais".
meu pals".
do meu
cionais do

l'Accord de
de La Havane et la
l'Accord
RDeclaration
sur l'Assistance
l'Assistance ReDeclaration sur
Dciproque
et
la
Cooperation
DeCooperation
ciproque et la
fensive
des Nations
americaines
Nations americaines
fensive des
qui
seront subordonnes
subordonns aa l'apqui seront
probation
mon GouverneGouvernede mon
probation de
ment
et aux
aux principes
principes constitument et
tionnels de mon
mon pays".
tionnels

Dlegation du VenVenela Delegation
de la
Reserve de
Reserva
Delegactio da Venezuela: Reserve
da Delegagao
Reserva da
zuela:
zuela:

Ata de
8.—No que
se refere a Ata
que se
8.-No
(XX):Havana
Havana (XX)
"A Delegagao
Delegactio da Venezuela
Venezuela
"A
a
assina,
assina, no pressuposto de que a
as
Ata
de
Havana,
relativa
Ata de Havana, relativa
possessoes
colonials fica sujeita
possess6es coloniais
ratificagfio
a ratificagao dos poderes publicos da
sums
nacao, conforme as suas
da nagio,
cos
disposigOes
constitucionais".
disposi90es constitucionais".
HONDURAS
HONDURAS
SthvERIO LAfNEZ
Ltf NEZ
SILVERIO
HAITI
HAITI
LtON
LALEAU
LMON LALEAU
COSTA RICA

LUIS
ANDERSON MOREA'
Mort*A'
Lus ANDERSON
MEXICO
EDUARDO SUAREZ
EDUARDO

8.—Au sujet
sujet de
l'Accord de La
de l'Accord
8.-Au
Havane
(XX):
Havane (XX):
"La Delegation
Venezuela
du Venezuela
D6elgation du
"La
signe en
constater que
faisant constater
en faisant
signe
l'Accord de
Havane, relatif
La Havane,
de La
l'Accord
aux
possessions coloniales,
coloniales, sera
aux possessions
subordonne
ratification des
la ratification
subordonne aala
pouvoirs
publics de
de la nation,
pouvoirs publics

d'accord avec
avec sm
dispositions
ses dispositions
d'accord
constitutionnelles".
constitutionnelles".

HONDURAS
HONDURAS

LAfNEZ
SILVERI°
SILVERIO LAN=
HAITI
HAITI
MON LALEAU
LALEAU
LEON
COSTA RICA

LUIS
ANDERSON MORUA
LuIs ANDERSON
MEXIQUE
MEXIQUE
EDUARDO SUAREZ
EDUARDO

ARGENTINE
ARGENTINE
ARGENTINA
reserva del
Con las
aclaraciones yy reserva
del
las aclaraciones
Con
las aclaraciones
y reserva
reserva del Con
aclaraciones y
Con las
acta.
2
acta.'
acta. 2
acta.
LEOP MELO
MELO
LEOP. MELO
MELO
URUGUAY

P. MANINI
Rfos
MANINI Rfos
P.
EQUADOR
EQUADOR
J
ULIO TOBAR
TOBAR DONOSO
JULIO
BOLIVIA
BOLIVIA
E FINOT
E
CHILE
SCHNAKE
SCHNAKE

URUGUAY
URUGUAY

P. MANINI
Rfos
MANINI Rfos
P.
EQUATEUR
EQUATEUR
1

JULIO TOBAR
TOBAR DoNoso
DONOSO 1
JTUIO
BOLIVIE
BOLIVIE
E FINOT
E
CHILI
CHILI
SCHNAKE

1[Dans
l'original
1
signature eat
la signature
l'original la
'[Dans
a
a assinatura
1 [No original a
assinatura 6
éescrita a
ecrite a
la machine.]
a la
ecrite
maquinal
maquina.]
eclairci'seeles 6clairciieAvec lee
s [Traduction: Avec
e aa s[rraduction:
2
aclaracees e
Cor as aclarac6es
' [rraduccao:
[Traduccvo: Corn
ments et
et la r6erve
reserve de Facto.]
1'acte.]
ments
reserva do acto.]
reserva

2512

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
BRASIL
BRASIL

BRASIL:
BRASIL:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

M.
NABUCO
M. NABUCO

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL
MIGUEL

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

CAMPA
CAMPA
PARAGUAY:
PARAGUAY:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

NARCISO
NARCISO GARAY
Luis
LUIS

[SELLO]
[SELLO]

DE
DE [BELLO]
[SELLO]

VENEZUELA:
VENEZUELA:

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

ESCA- [BELLO]
ESCA[SELLO]

LANTE
LANTE

EL
EL SALVADOR:
SALVADOR:

EL SALVADOR
SALVADOR

H.
H.

ESCOBAR
ESCOBAR

SE- [BELLO]
[SELLO]
SE-

REPUB-

EMILIO
EHILIO GARCIA
GO- [SELLO]
[BELLO]
GARCIA GODOY
DOY
[BELLO]
[SELLO]

MARIANO ARGUELLO
ARGUELLO [SELLO]
[BELLO]
MARIANO

EMILIO GARCIA
EMILIO
GARCIA GOGoDOY
DOY

LINO CORNEJO
MARIANO ARGUELLO
MARIANO
GUATEMALA

CARLOS
SALAZAR
CARLOS SALAZAR

UNITED STATES
STATES
AMERICA:
AMERICA:

[BELLO]
[SELLO]
OF
OF

CORDELL HULL
HULL

A dditional Reservation
Additional
Reservation
Chilean Delegation:
Chilean
Delegation:

H.
SEESCOBAR SEH. ESCOBAR
RRANO
RRANO

NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA

GUATEMALA:
GUATEMALA:

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

E
sCAESCA-

PERU
PERU

LINO
CORNEJO
LINO CORNEJO
NICARAGUA:
NICARAGUA:

(SEAL]
[SEAL]

DE
DE

REPUBLICA
DOMINIREPUBLICA DOMINICANA
CANA

PERU:

[SEAL]

DI6GENES
DI6GENES

LANTE
LANTE

DOMINICAN
DOMINICAN
LIC
LIC

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

LUIS L6PEZ
L6PEZ
LuIS
MESA
VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

DI6
GEN E S
D
re GENES

RRANO
RRANO

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

NARCISO GARAY
GARAY
COLOMBIA
COLOMBIA

LOPEZ
L6PEZ

MESA
MESA

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Tomis A.
ToMAs
A. SALOMONI
SALOMONI
PANAMA
PANAMA

COLOMBIA:
COLOMBIA:
[BEAL]
[SEAL]

MIGUEL ANGEL
ANGEL
MIGUEL
CAMPA
PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

ToM.s A.
Twirls
A. SALOMONI
SALOMONI [SELLO]
[SELLO]
PANAMA:
PANAMA:

[SEAL]
[SEAL]

MAURICIO
MAURICIO NABUCO
NABUCO

CUBA

CUBA:
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

[54
TAT.
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of

CARLOS SALAZAR
CARLOS
SALAZAR
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE
ESTADOS
UNIDOS DE
AMERICA
AMERICA

[BELLO]
[SELLO]

CORDELL HULL

Adicional de la Delegaci6n
the Reserva Adicional
Delegacidn
de Chile:

As to the Act of Habana
Habana (XX):

En cuanto
al Acta
Acts de
de la
En
cuanto al
la Habana
Habana

"The
Chilean Delegation,
Delegation, at
"The Chilean
at
the time of signing the present
present
Final Act, makes reservation
reservation in
addition
to the
the reservation
reservation set
set
addition to
forth in yesterday's
yesterday's Private
Private
Plenary Session, of the rights of
of
Chile in Antarctica."
Antarctica." 1

(XX):
"La Delegacion
Delegaci6n de Chile, en el
la prepremomento de
de suscribirse
suscribirse la
sente Acta Final;
Final; ademas de
de la
expresada en la Sesion
reserva expresada
Sesi6n
Plenaria Privada de ayer, hace
reserva de
de los derechos
derechos de
de Chile
en la Antartica.
Antirtica.
SCHNAKE
SCHNAKE

[Original English text of additional
reservation unsigned.]

54 STAT.]
54

1940
HABANA-JULY
INTERAMERICAN— ACT OF HABANA—
JULY 30, 1940
INTER-AMERICAN-ACT
BRESIL
BRESIL

BRASIL
BRASIL

M
M

M NABUCO
M

NABUCO

CUBA
CUBA

CUBA
MIGTJEL
ANGEL CAMPA
MIGUEL ANGEL

CAMPA1
MIGUEL ANGEL CAMPA
MIGUEL

1

PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY

PARAGUAY
PARAGUAY
Tomis
ToMAS

A.

A. SALOMON'
SALOMONI

TomAs A. SALOMONI
SALOMON'
ToiAs

1

PANAMA
NA.RCISO GARAY
GARAY
NARCISO

PANAMA

COLOMBIA

COLOMBIE
COLOMBIE

NARCISO GARAY

LUIS
MESA
L6PEZ DE MESA
LuIs LOPEZ

LUIS
LuJI L6PEZ DE MESA

VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA

VENEZUELA

DI6GENES ESCALANTE
ESCALANTE
DI6GENES

DI6GENES ESCALANTE
ESCALANTE
DI6GENES

EL
SALVADOR
EL SALVADOR

0 SALVADOR
SALVADOR
O

H. ESCOBAB
ESCOBAR SERRANO
SERRANO
H.

H.
ESCOBAR SERRANO
H. ESCOBAR

REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE
DOMINICAINE
REPUBLIQUE

REPtIBLICA
REPOBLICA DOMINICA

EMILIO GARCIA
GARCIA GODOY
GODOY

EMILIO GARCIA
GARCIA GODOY
EMILIo

PEROU
PEROU

PERU
PERU

LINO CORNEJO

LINO CORNEJO
LINO

NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA

NICARAGUA
NICARAGUA
MARIANO
ARGUELLO
MARIANO ARGUELLO

ARGtELLO
MARIANO ARGTtELLO
MARIANO

I

GUATEMALA
GUATEMALA

GUATEMALA

CARLOS SALAZAR
SALAZAR

CARLOS SALAZAR
SALAZAR
CARLOS

D'AMERIQUE
ETATS UNIS D'AMERIQUE
ESTADOS UNIDOS DA AMERICA ETATS
ESTADOS
CORDELL HULL 1
COBDELL

CORDELL HULL
HULL 1
1
CORDELL

Delegation
la Delegation
Reserve aditionnelle
aditionnellede la
da Delegagio
Reserva
Delegagao do Reserve
Adicional da
Reserva Adicional
Chili:
du
Chili:
Chile:
Chile:
Au
de l'Accord de La
La
sujet de
Au sujet
No
que
se refere
refere ia Ata
Havana
Ata de Havana
No que se
(XX):
Havane (XX):
Havane

(XX):

(XX):

Chile,
Chile, no
momento
da
assinatura
momento da assinatura da prereserva
senta
alem da reserva
Final; al6m
Ata Final;
senta Ata
Plenaria
expressada
Sesstic
Sessao
Plenaria
na
expressada
reserva
Privada de
de ontem, faz reserva
Privada
direitos do Chile na Andos direitos
"A
"A

DelegagEto
Delegacao

do

tartica."
tartica."
OSCAR
SCHNAKE.
OSCAR SCHNAKE.

1

"La
D6elgation du Chili, au
"La Delegation

present
moment de signer le present
Final, outre is
reserve deja
deja
la reserve
Acte Final,
exprimee
au
cours
is Seance
Séance
la
de
cours
exprim6e au
Pleniere
Privee d'hier, fait aussi
Plniere Privee
une
Reserve
droits
au sujet des droits
R6serve
une
du
1'Antartique.""
sur l'Antartique.
Chili sur
du Chili
OSCAR SCHNAKE.'
SCHNAKE.
OSCAR

[Dans 1'original
11 [Dana
1 [No original a assinatura
l'original
a
escrita a
6 escrita
I [No original a assinatura 6
machine.]
la
A
6crite
maquina.]
&rite
a
maquina.]

la
la

eat
signature est
signature

2513
2513

2514
2514

December
December 13,
13, 1937
1937
[E. A.
No. 200]
ZOO]
[E.
A. S.. No.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN TREATIES
TREATIES

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Arrangement between the United
United States
States of America
Arrangement
America and
and other American
American
Republics respecting
respecting radio
radio communications.
communications. And annex. Signed at
Republics
Habana December
December 13, 1937; notification
Habana
notification of approval
approval by
by the
the United
United
States of America communicated
communicated to the Government of
Cuba July
July 18,
of Cuba
18,
1938.
INTER-AMERICAN
INTER
AMERICAN ARRANGEMENT
ARRANGEMENT CONCERNING
CONCERNING RADIO
RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS.
COMMUNICATIONS .
SECTION
SECTION 1.
1. INTRODUCTION.
INTRODUCTION.

Effective
Effective date.
date.

The delegates
Governments listed below;
delegates of the American
American Governments
below; assembled
assembled
in conference
conference in Habana, Republic of Cuba, from
to
from November
November 11 to
December 13th, 1937, hereby
hereby make the following Administrative
Administrative
Arrangement, which shall become effective on
Arrangement,
on July
July 1, 1938
in those
those
1938 in
it shall have been approved
countries where it
approved by the
Govthe respective
respective Governments,
ernments, which
which approval shall
be communicated
communicated to
to the
the Department
Department
shall be
of State of the Government
of Cuba.
Government of
Cuba.
Countries.
Countries.
Argentine Republic
Brazil
Brazil
Canada
Colombia
Colombia
Cuba
Cuba
Chile
Dominican Republic
Republic
United States of America
America
Guatemala
Guatemala
Haiti
Mexico
Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Panama
Panama
Peru
Uruguay
Uruguay
Venezuela
Venezuela

Termination.
Termination.

If
terminate this arrangement
arrangement in whole
If any
any state
state desires
desires to
to terminate
whole or
or in
in
part,
it
may
do
so
by
written notice to the Government
part, it
Government of
Cuba,
of Cuba,
giving the reasons therefor, one year prior to the date
which it
it
date on which
desires
desires to effect this termination. The Government
Government of Cuba shall
shall
communicate such notification to the other States concerned.
concerned.
communicate

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]

13, 1937
INTERAMERICAN— RADIO COMMUNICATIONS-DEC.
COMMUNICATIONS— DEC.13,1937
INTER-AMERICAN-RADIO

SECTION 2.
2. TABLES
TABLES OF
OF ALLOCATION.
ALLOCATION.
SECTION
TABLE I
I
AMERICAN CONTINENT
IN THE
SERVICES
FOR VARIOUS
FREQ
UENCY ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION FOR
VARIOUS S
ERVICES IN
THE AMERICAN
CONTINENT
FREQUENCY
10-550 Kcis.
Kc/s.
10-550

10-100
100-110
100-110
110-125
125-150
125-150
150-160
160-200
160-200
200-285
200-285
285-315
285-315
315-320
320-325
320-325

325-345
345-365
345-365
365-385
365-385
385-400
385-400

400-460
460-485
460-485
485-515
485-515
515-550
515-550

Fixed.
Fixed.
Mobile.
(b) Mobile.
(a) Fixed. (b)
Mobile.
exclusively).
Maritime mobile (open to public correspondence
correspondence exclusively).
Maritime
Mobile.
(a)
Aeronautical.
Fixed. (b) Mobile (c) Aeronautical.
(a) Fixed.
Aeronautical and mobile excepting
excepting commercial
commercial ship stations.
Aeronautical
Radio beacon, Maritime
Maritime priority.
Radio
Aeronautical.
Aeronautical.
(a) Aeronautic,al.
correspondence.
Aeronautical. (b) Mobile not open to public correspondence.
(a)
Aeronautical.
Aeronautical.
(a) Aeronautical.
Aeronautical. (b)
correspondence.
Mobile not open to public correspondence.
(b) Mobile
(a)
(a)
direction finding.
finding. (b) Mobile, provided
provided it does not interRadio direction
(a) Radio
fere
direction finding.
B waves
Coast station using B
finding. Coast
radio direction
the radio
with the
fere with
excluded.
Mobile
and aeronautical,
Maritime priority,
it being understood that
that
priority, it
aeronautical, Maritime
Mobile and
the
priority refers
refers to existing services.
the priority
Mobile.
A-1 and A-2 only.
Mobile A-1
Mobile (distress,
calling, etc.)
(distress, calling,
Mobile
Services
correspondence A-i
A-1 and A-2 only.
Services not open to public correspondence

Note:
1. The
of frequencies
frequencies between
Kc/s. is reserved in the Ameribetween 200 and 400 Kcis.
band of
The band
1.
cas for
aids to
to air
navigation and
for the
the transmission
weather and other safety
of weather
transmission of
and for
air navigation
for aids
cas
information to
to aircraft
aircraft in flight, subject
priorities of marine
subject only to existing priorities
information
services within this band.
2. When
When due
due to
to adverse
adverse atmospheric
technical reasons it is
atmospheric conditions or other technical
2.
not
possible to
employ frequencies
He/a for the services
between 200 and 400 Kc/s
frequencies between
to employ
not possible
above
mentioned, other
other suitable
suitable frequencies
may be
provided that all the
utilized provided
be utilized
frequencies may
above mentioned,
countries
America are advised
advised of the frequencies
frequencies selected.
countries of America
TABLE II
ALLOCATION
or FBEQUENCIES,
FREQUENCIES, 550-1600
550-1600 Kc/s.
Kc/s.
ALLOCATION or
550-1600 Kola
Broadcasting.
Kc/s Broadcasting.
660-1600

2515

2516
2516

INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
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TABLE III
GENERAL
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION TO
TO VARIOUS
VARIOUS SERVICES
SERVICES 1600-4000
Kc/s.
1600-4000 Kc/s.
GENERAL FREQUENCY
Frequency.
Frequency.

1600-1750

North
Zone.
American Zone.
North American

Fixed
and
Mobile.
Mobile.
and
Fixed
(Primarily police)
police)
(Primarily

Amateur.
Amateur.
Mobile.
Fixed and Mobile.
Mobile (Primarily
(Primarily Ship
Ship
Mobile
Stations).
Mobile.
2200-2300
2200-2300 Fixed and Mobile.
(Primarily Po2300-2395 Mobile (Primarily
2300-2395
lice)
Experimental.
2395-2400 General Experimental.
2395-2400

1750-2050
2050-2100
2050-2100
2100-2200

2400-2500

Po-Mobile (Primarily
(Primarily Po
lice)
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
2500-2600
2500-2600 Mobile
Coast
Stations)
Coast Stations)
Aeronautical and Mo2600-2735
2600-2735 Aeronautical
bile.
bile.
2735-2740 Mobile
Mobile (Primarily In2735-2740
Assignable
tership. Assignable
frequency
frequency 2738
Kc/s).
Kc/s).
2740-2850 Fixed and Mobile.
2740-2850
Aeronautical and
and Mo2850-3000 Aeronautical
2850-3000
bile.
Mobile.
3000-3065 Fixed and Mobile.
Aeronautical.
3065-3100 Aeronautical.
3065-3100
Air(Primarily AirMobile (Primarily
3100-3110 Mobile
craft
Calling Frecraft Calling
quency 3105 Ko/s)
Kc/s)
3110-3150
3110-3150
3150-3265

3265-3320
3320-3440
3440-3485

3485-3500
3500-4000

Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile (PriAeronautimarily Aeronautical).
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and
and Mobile
Mobile
(Primarily
Aero(Primarily Aeronautical)
General ExperimenExperimental.
Amateur.

Central
Zone.
Central Zone.

Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
including A
Aviaviaincluding
tion.
Amateur.
Fixed and Mobile.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Ship Stations).
Fixed and
and Mobile.
Mobile.
Fixed

Mobile (Primarily
Mobile
(Primarily
Police). (1)
Police).
(1)
General ExperimenExperimenGeneral
tal.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Police)
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Stations)
Coast Stations)
Aeronautical
nd
d
Aeronautical aa n
Mobile.
Mobile.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Intership. AssignAssignIntership.
s
b1
frequency
1 ee frequency
ab
2738
2738 Reis).
Kc/s).
Fixed
and Mobile.
Mobile.
Fixed and
an
n dd
Aeronautical
a
Aeronautical
Mobile.
Fixed and Mobile.
Fixed
Aeronautical.
Aeronautical.
Mobile (Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Aircraft
Aircraft Calling
Frequency 3105
Frequency
Ko/s)
Ko/8)
Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
(Primarily Aero(Primarily
nautical).
nautical).
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Fixed and
Mobile
Aero(Primarily Aeronautical)
General ExperiExperiGeneral
mental.
Amateur.
Amateur.

South American
American Zone.
South

Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
including A
Aviaviaincluding
tion.
Amateur.
Fixed
Mobile.
Fixed and Mobile.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Stations).
Ship Stations).
and Mobile.
Fixed and
Mobile and Broadcasting.
casting.
Mobile and Broadcasting.
casting.
Mobile and BroadBroadMobile
casting.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Coast
Coast Stations)
Aeronautical a
an
nd
d
Aeronautical
Mobile.
Mobile
(Primarily
(Primarily
Mobile
Intership. Assignb1
1ee frequency
frequency
aa b
2738 Kc/s).
Kc/s).
2738
Fixed and Mobile.
Fixed
Aeronautical
d
Aeronautical aann d
Mobile.
Mobile.
Fixed and Mobile.
Fixed
Aeronautical.
Aeronautical.
Mobile (Primarily
Mobile
Aircraft Calling
Aircraft
Frequency
Frequency 3105
Kc/s)
Ke/s)
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Aero(Primarily Aeronautical).
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed and Mobile.
Mobile.
Fixed
Aero(Primarily Aeronautical).
nautical).
General ExperiExperiGeneral
mental.
Amateur.

NOTE:
NoTE:
(1) The countries in the central zone situated
Colombia shall be
situated to the north of Colombia
(1)
permitted to set aside the frequency
frequency band of 2300 to 2350 Kc/s. for broadcasting
broadcasting
agreement whereby
whereby they are to
service in each of these countries,
countries, pursuant
to
pursuant to an agreement
service
separated from
country within this band separated
frequencies per country
from
use not more than two frequencies
power and directional
antennae limitations. The use of
of
directional antennae
proper power
with proper
one another
another with
such frequencies
cause interference
interference to other services
services
frequencies by these countries must not cause
Southern zones
zones using such frequencies
frequencies at the present
present time.
in the Northern and Southern
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TABLE
TABLE IV 1
4000-25000 Kc/s.
SBEVICES
GENERAL
UENCY ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION TO
ERVICES 4000-25000
Reis.
VABIOUS S
TO VARIOUS
FBRQUmINCY
GzNURAL FREQ
(See
special note
note below)
(See special
Frequency
Frequency
(Kc/s)
(Kc/s)

40005500
4000- 5500
55005570
5500- 5570
55705700
5570- 5700
57005900
5700- 5900
5900- 6000
6000
59006000- 6150
6150
60006150- 6675
6675
615066757000
6675- 7000
70007300
7000- 7300
73008200
7300- 8200
82008550
8200- 8550
85508900
8550- 8900
89009500
8900- 9500
95009600
9500- 9600
9600- 9700
9700
96009700-11000
9700-11000
11000-11400
11000-11400
11400-11700
11400-11700
11700-11900
11700-11900
11900-12300
11900-12300
12300-12825
12300-12825
12825-13350
12825-13350
13350-14000
13350-14000
14000-14400
14000-14400
14400-15100
14400-15100
15100-15350
15100-15350
15350-16400
15350-16400
16400-17100
16400-17100
17100-17750
17100-17750
17750-17800
17750-17800
17800-21450
17800-21450
21450-21550
21450-21550
21550-22300
21550-22300
22300-24600
22300-24600
24600-25000
24600-25000

Service
Fixed and
and Mobile
Mobile (1)
Fixed
Maritime Mobile
Maritime
Aeronautical
Aeronautical
Fixed
Fixed (2)
(2)
Broadcasting (3)
Broadcasting
6210 Kc/s)
frequency 6210
Mobile
(International air calling frequency
Kc/s)
Mobile (International
Fixed
Fixed
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed
Fixed
Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting (3)
Broadcasting
Fixed (2)
Fixed.
Mobile.
Fixed.
Broadcasting (3)
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile.
Fixed
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed
Broadcasting (3)
Fixed
Fixed
Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
(3)
Broadcasting (3)
Broadcasting
Fixed
Broadcasting
(3)
Broadcasting (3)
Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
and Mobile
Fixed and
Mobile

by the
Cairo, 1938,
revision (Treaty
(Treaty Series 948).]
948).]
1938, revision
the Cairo,
[Modified by
' [Modified
NOTES
NOTES

Kol/s.
(1)
4504-5900 Kc/s.
(1) 46006-500
The high contracting parties
parties each
agree to
to make
special study
study of
band
of this band
make aa special
each agree
The high contracting
broadcasting in
of frequencies with
with a
a view
view to
solving the
the problem
of national
in
national broadcasting
problem of
to solving

of frequencies
those
countries within
within the
the central
central sone
zone located
located to the
the south of Panama.
those countries
This study
should be
be presented
presented to
to the
the Cairo
Cairo Conference
consideration and
Conference for consideration
study should
This
should be accompanied by
pertinent recommendations based on the following
following
should be accompanied by pertinent recommendations based
considerations:
considerations:
a. The use
of directional
antennas by
by broadcasting
broadcasting stations to avoid
avoid interdirectional antennas
a. The use of
ference to
to services
other regions.
regions.
in other
on in
carried on
services carried
ference
b. Determination of the maximum night power for broadcasting stations
b. Determination of the maximum night power for broadcasting
frequencies.
within
band of
of frequencies.
this band
within this
e. The maximum
broadcast band
band within
within the frequency
frequency
the broadcast
of the
width of
total width
c. The maximum total
Kc/s.
range 4500-5200
Kc/s. should
should be
be not
not greater
greater than 300 Has.
4500-5200 Kc/s.
range
(2) 5900-6000
and 9600-9700
9600-9700 Kc/s.
5900-6000 and
(2)
The proposals of Brazil
to assign the frequency bands 5900 to 6000 Ke/s.
!Ws. and
The proposals of Brazil to assign the frequency bands 5900 to
Conference
9600 to 9700 lic/s. to broadcasting shall be studied prior to the Cairo Conference
9600 to 9700 kc/s. to broadcasting shall be studied prior to the
in accordance
with Note 3
3below.
below.
accordance with
in

Ante, pp. 1447,1449.
1447, 1449.

2518
2518

49
Stat. 2475.
49 stat.
2475.

Ante, p.
1429.'
P. 1429
49
Stat. 2453.
49 stat.
2453.

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES
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(3)
(3) 6000-25000
6000-25000 'Ws.
Kc/s.
In
needs of
the broadcasting
service in
in the
frequency band
band
In considering
considering the
the needs
of the
broadcasting service
the frequency
6000-25000 Kc/s.
Kc/s. the
the Inter-American
agrees to
the fol6000-25000
Inter-American Radio
Radio Conference
Conference agrees
to apply
apply the
following
in the
of this
problem and
and to
to make
make recommendations
lowing principles
principles in
the study
study of
this problem
recommendations
based
thereon to
Conference:
based thereon
to the Cairo
Cairo Radio
Radio Conference:
1.
adherence to
to the
the provisions
provisions of
paragraph 19,
Article 7,
7, of
of the
General
1. Strict
Strict adherence
of paragraph
19, Article
the General
Radio Regulations
Convention, 1932,
1932,
Regulations annexed
annexed to
to the Madrid
Madrid Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention,
which states
follows:
which
states as follows:
"It
recognized that
frequencies between
and 30000
30000 Kc/s
Kc/s (50
(50 and
and
"It is recognized
that the
the frequencies
between 6000
6000 and
10
efficient for
for long-distance
communications. The
administrations
10 m)
m) are very efficient
long-distance communications.
The administrations
possible effort
effort to reserve
the frequencies
frequencies of
of this
this band
band for
shall make the
the greatest
greatest possible
reserve the
for
this purpose, except
when their
their use for
or medium-distance
medium-distance communication
communication
except when
for short- or
is not likely to interfere
with long-distance
long-distance communications".
communications".
interfere with
2. Broadcast
Broadcast channels shall be
assigned primarily
primarily for
international long-distance
long-distance
be assigned
for international
communications
secondarily for long-distance
communications and secondarily
long-distance national services,
services, particularly
particularly
between
between points
points not
served by
lines. In every
case the
the frequency
frequency should
be
not served
by wire lines.
every case
should be
optimum
optimum for the distance
distance involved.
involved.
3. Stations operating within the present allocated
broadcast bands,
allocated broadcast
bands, and in
derogation
the purpose
purpose of
of rendering
local service,
be moved
derogation thereof, for
for the
rendering local
service, should
should be
moved to
to
lower frequency
frequency standard
below 6000
6000 Kc/s.
Kc/s.
lower
standard broadcast
broadcast bands
bands below
It would be
4. It
be unwise
to extend
extend the
the present
present high
high frequency
frequency broadcast
bands
unwise to
broadcast bands
until positive assurance
assurance is given
nations that
that there
there will
will be
be strict
strict adherence
adherence
given by all nations
to any table of allocation
allocation of frequencies
frequencies to services
may be
services that
that may
be adopted
adopted at the
the
Cairo radio conference.
conference. In this connection
is invited
invited to
fact that
that
connection attention
attention is
to the
the fact
an examination
examination of the
the records
records discloses
discloses that frequencies
frequencies throughout
throughout the
the high
high
frequency
frequency radio spectrum are being
being used
used by
many broadcast,
broadcast, telephone
telephone and
by many
and
telegraph stations in derogation of the
the provisions
provisions of the Madrid
Madrid Radio
Regulations.
Radio Regulations.
5. Following good engineering
engineering practice
rendering good
good broadcast
broadcast service,
service,
practice in
in rendering
it
agreed that:
it is agreed
(a) Not less than
than 5
kw power
power shall
used for
for international
broadcast service.
5 kw
shall be
be used
international broadcast
service.
Directional antennas shall be used wherever
(b) Directional
wherever practicable
practicable to
to provide
provide good
good
service to specified countries or regions
regions depending
depending upon the time
time of
of day,
day, the
the
listening hours of the receiving
receiving public, the particular
particular frequency
frequency in
in use,
use, etcetera.
etcetera.
(c) Bands shall be subdivided
subdivided so
give priority to
to different
of
so as to give
different classes
classes of
depending upon the adequacy
broadcasting stations, depending
adequacy of power and quality
quality of
of
emissions from the
good engineering
practice.
the standpoint
standpoint of good
engineering practice.
6. The shared use, on an engineering
engineering basis, of high frequency
frequency broadcast
broadcast
channels between
throughout the
the world
world promises
promises some
some relief
relief in
in the
the
between countries
countries throughout
present
high frequency
frequency broadcast
present high
broadcast bands.'
bands.'

7. Existing services operating within the present
authorized bands
bands shall
shall not
present authorized
not
be displaced therefrom
therefrom unless suitable
suitable replacement
frequencies are
are provided;
provided;
replacement frequencies
therefore, it
it is important
important that
that the
the recommendations
recommendations to Cairo contain
contain specific
specific
recommendations
recommendations on this subject.
subject.
dependence upon radio as a
8. In view of their dependence
carrying on
on comcoma means
means for carrying
munication
protection of life and property, mobile services
munication and for the protection
services shall be
given first consideration
consideration in any alteration
alteration of the present
present authorized
authorized bands.
bands.
Recommendations for additional broadcast frequencies
9. Recommendations
frequencies which may be found
found
necessary
necessary shall be based upon extensions
extensions of the present
present broadcast
broadcast bands
bands rather
rather
than upon the creation of any new bands.
Special Note
Note
The action
action taken
at Cairo
with respect
The
taken at
Cairo with
respect to the recommendations
recommendations to be submitted
in compliance
compliance with notes
notes (1) (2) and (3) shall automatically
automatically modify the allocation
allocation
to services in
in Table
Table IV
IV above.
above.
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TABLE V
V
TABLE
GENERAL FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION
ALLOCATION TO
VARIOUS SERVICES
Ke/s.
SERVICES 25.000-30.000 Kc/s.
TO VARIOUS
GENERAL
25,000-25,600
25,000-25,600
25,600-26,600
25,600-26,600
26,600-27,000
26,600-27,000
27,000-28,000
27,000-28,000
28,000-30,000

Broadcasting
Broadcasting l
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Broadcasting lI
(a) Fixed
(b) Mobile
Mobile I
1
(b)
Amateur
Amateur

I
of Article 7, Paragraph
Paragraph 1
1of the
service under the provisions of
1 Available
Available for this service
General
Annexed to the International
International Telecommunication
Telecommunication
Regulations Annexed
Radio Regulations
General Radio
international
Convention, Madrid,
1932, provided no interference
caused to the international
interference is caused
Madrid, 1932,
Convention,
service
to which
which this
band of frequencies
allocated under
under the Madrid
Madrid Radio
frequencies is allocated
this band
service to
Regulations.
Regulations.
TABLE
TABLE VI

Kc/s.
300,000 He/B.
FREQUENCIES
BETWEEN 30,000
30,000 AND
AND 300,000
FREQUENCIES BETWEEN
This
planning, research,
research, and the
a guide to planning,
is accepted as a
This table is
experimental
frequencies.
experimental use of frequencies.

between countries or when
develop between
Each
country shall,
when interference
interference might develop
shall, when
Each country
agreement
between countries,
countries
countries, notify the other American countries
desirable between
is desirable
agreement is
concerned
the contemplated
type of service
service of
of
frequency and type
power, frequency
location, power,
contemplated location,
of the
concerned of
frequencies higher than
any
or stations
to be
operated in the band of frequencies
be operated
stations to
station or
any station
30 me
mc to
to the
end that
and development
development may
may be realized.
realized.
agreement and
mutual agreement
that mutual
the end
30
Frequency
Frequency

30,000-41,000
30,000-4100
41,000-44,000
41,000-44,000
44,000-56,000
44,000-56,000
56,000-60,000
56,000-60,000
60,000-66,000
60000-66,000
66,000-72,000
66,000-72,000
72,000-78,000
72,000-78,000
78,000-90,000
78,000-90,000
90,000-96,000
90,000-96,000

96,000-108,000
9,000-108,000
108,000-112,000
108000-112000
112,000-118,000
112,000-118,000
118,000-123,000
118,000-123,000
123,000-126,000
123,000-126,000
126,000-132,000
126,000-132,000
132,000-156,000
132,000-156,000
156,000-168,000
1566,000-168,000
168,000-180,000
168,000-180,000
180,000-192,000
180,000-192,000
192,000-204,000
192,000-204,000
204,000-216,000
204,000-216,000
216,000-224,000
216,000-224,000
224,000-230,000
224,000-230,000
230,000-234,000
230,000-234,000
234,000-246,000
234,000-246,000
216,000-258,000
246,000-268,00
258,000-270,000
258,000-270,000
270,000-282,000
270,000-282,000
282,000-294,000
282,000-294,000
294,000-300,000
294.000-30,000

North American
Zone
American Zone
North
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile

Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Television
Television
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Television
Television
(Aviation
Mobile (Aviation
Fixed and Mobile
Marker beacons)
beacons)
Marker
Television
Television
(Including
FLced
and Mobile
Mobile (Including
Fixed and
Aviation Blind landing SysSystems)
tems)
Television
Television
Fixed
Mobile (Including
(Including
Fixed and Mobile
Aviation
Blind Landing
Aviation Blind
and localizer beacons)
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
Aeronautical Radio Range
Aeronautical
Beacons
Beacons
Aeronautical (Airport
(Airport Traffic
Traffic
Aeronautical
Control)
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
(Television)
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
(Television)
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed and Mobile
Flied
Mobile

193470*-41--PT.
183470--41-PT. I---81

Central
Central Zone
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Television
Television
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Television
Television
Fixed
and
Mobile (Avia(AviaFixed and Mobile
tion Marker
Marker beacons)
beacons)
tion
Television
Television
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile (IncludFixed
ing Aviation
Aviation Blind
Blind landing
ing Systems)
Television
Television
Fixed
Mobile (Includand Mobile
Fixed and
ing Aviation Blind
Blind LandLanding
localizer beacons)
ing and localiser
beacons)
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and
Mobile
and Mobile
Fixed
Aeronautical Radio
Radio Range
Aeronautical
Beacons
Beacons
TrafAeronautical
(Airport TrafAeronautical (Airport
Control)
fic Control)
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting
(Television)
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed
and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and
Broadcasting
(Television)
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed
and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and
Broadcasting
(Television)
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed and
Mobile
and Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed

South American
American Zone
Zone

Fixed
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting
Television
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Television
Television
Fixed
Fixed and Mobile (Aviation Marker
Marker beacons)
beacons)
tion
Television
Television
Fixed
Mobile (Includand Mobile
Fixed and
ing
landing Aviation Blind landing Systems)
Television
Television
Fixed and
Mobile (Includand Mobile
Fixed
Land
ing
Blind Land
ing Aviation Blind
lug and
and localser
localiser beacons)
Ing
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Fixed
Aeronautical Radio Range
Range
Aeronautical
Beacons
Beacons
Aeronautical (Airport
(Airport TrafAeronautical
fic Control)
fic
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed
Mobile
Fixed and Mobile
Broadcasting (Television)
Broadcasting
(Television)
Fixed and
and Mobile
Mobile
Broadcasting
(Television)
Broadcasting (Television)
and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and
Amateur
Amateur
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Broadcasting (Television)
(Television)
Broadcasting
Fixed
and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed and
Broadcasting
Broadcasting (Television)
Fixed and
and Mobile
Fixed
Broadcasting
(Television)
Broadcasting (Teeision)
Fixed and Mobile
Mobile
Fixed

49 Stat.
Stat. 2453.
2453.
49
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ASSIGNABLE FREQUENCIES
ASSIGNABLE
ON RADIOTELEGRAPH
RADIOTELEGRAPH
FREQUENCIES BASED
BASED ON
EMISSIONS.
EMISSIONS.

In general,
general, in
frequency range
range 1600-4000
1600-4000 Kc/s,
Kc/s, the
the frequencies
In
in the
the frequency
frequencies

assigned shall be integral multiples
multiples of 44Kc/s from
Kc/s
from 1600
1600 to
to 3000 Kc/s
and integral
integral multiples of
3000 to
to 4000
Kc/s. CommuniCommuniof 5
5 Kc/s
Kc/s from 3000
4000 Kc/s.
cation channels wider than 4
4 Kc/s or 55Kc/s may
may be assigned where
the authorized
authorized band
band width of
emission requires
requires the
the use
use of
of such
such
of the
the emission
wider channels. For example,
channels
may
example, two adjoining
adjoining telegraph
telegraph channels may
be assigned for telephony, in which case the frequency
frequency assigned to
to a
a
station should be the mid-frequency
mid-frequency of such channels.
channels. The
The frequenfrequenin the
the Table
Table below.
below. DeparDeparcies to be assigned
assigned to stations
stations are
are given
given in
ture from these assignments
assignments may be made in order
order to
to make
make more
efficient use
space available.
available.
efficient
use of
of the frequency
frequency space
The following Table
Table indicates
the assignments
assignments frequencies.
frequencies.
indicates the
1600

1756

1912
1912

1604
1608

1760
1764
1764

1916
1916
1920
1920

1612
1616
1620
1624

1768
1768
1772
1776
1780
1780

1628
1632
1636

1784
1784
1788
1792
1792

1640
1644
1644
1648
1648
1652
1652
1656
1660
1664
1668
1672
1676
1680
1680
1684
1688
1692
1696
1700
1704
1708
1712
1716
1716
1720
1724
1728
1732
1732
1736
1740
1740
1744
1748
1752

1796
1800

1924
1924
1928
1928
1932
1932
1936
1936
1940
1940
1944
1944
1948
1948
1952
1956
1956
1960
1960
1964
1964
1968
1968
1972
1972
1976
1976
1980
1980
1984
1988
1992
1992
1996
1996
2000
2000
2004
2004
2008
2012
2012
2016
2016
2020
2024
2028
2028
2032
2032
2036
2036
2040
2044
2044
2048
2048
2052
2052
2056
2056
2060
2064
2064

1804
184
1808
1812
1816
1816
1820
1820
1824
1824
1828
1828
1832
1832
1836
1836
1840
1840
1844
1844
1848
1852
1856
1856
1860
1860
1864
1864
1868
1872
1876
1876
1880
1880
1884
1888
1888
1892
1892
1896
1896
1900
1900
1904
1908

2068
2068
2072
2076
2076
2080
2080
2084
2088
2092
2096
2100
2104
2104
2108
2112
2112
2116
2116
2120
2124
2124
2128
2128
2132
2132
2136
2136
2140
2140
2144
2144
2148
2148
2152
2152
2156
2156
2160
2164
2168
2168
2172
2172
2176
2176
2180
2180
2184
2184
2188
2188
2192
2192
2196
2200
2200
2204
2208
2208
2212
2212
2216
2216
2220

2224
2224
2228
2228
2232
2232
2236
2236
2240
2240
2244
2244
2248
2248
2252
2252
2256
2256
2260
2260
2264
2268
2268
2272
2272
2276
2276
2280
2284
2284
2288
2288
2292
2292
2296
2296
2300
2300
2304
2304
2308
2308
2312
2312
2316
2316
2320
2320
2324
2324
2328
2328
2332
2332
2336
2336
2340
2340
2344
2344
2348
2348
2352
2352
2356
2356
2360
2360
2364
2364
2368
2368
2372
2372
2376
2376

2380
2380
2384
2384
2388
2388
2392
2392
2396
2396
2400
2400
2404
2404
2408
2408
2412
2412
2416
2416
2420
2420
2424
2424
2428
2428
2432
2432
2436
2436
2440
2440
2444
2444
2448
2448
2452
2452
2456
2456
2460
2460
2464
2464
2468
2468
2472
2472
2476
2476
2480
2480
2484
2484
2488
2488
2492
2492
2496
2496
2500
2500
2504
2504
2508
2508
2512
2512
2516
2516
2520
2520
2524
2524
2528
2528
2532
2532
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2536
2536
2540
2540
2544
2548
2548
2552
2552
2556
2556
2560
2560
2564
2564
2568
2568
2572
2572
2576
2576
2580
2580
2584
2584
2588
2588
2592
2592
2596
2596

2684
2688
2688
2692
2692
2696
2696
2700
2704
2704
2708
2708
2712
2712
2716
2716
2720
2720
2724
2724
2728
2728
2732
2732
2736
2736
2740
2740
2744
2744

2600
2600
2604
2604
2608
2608
2612
2612

2748
2748
2752
2752
2756
2756
2760
2760
2764
2764
2768
2768
2772
2772
2776
2776
2780
2780
2784
2784
2788
2788
2792
2792
2796
2796
2800
2800
2804
2804
2808
2808
2812
2812
2816
2816
2820
2820
2824
2824
2828
2828

2616
2616
2620
2620
2624
2624
2628
2628
2632
2632
2636
2636
2640
2640
2644
2644
2648
2648
2652
2652
2656
2656
2660
2660
2664
2664
2668
2668
2672
2672
2676
2676
2680
2680

2832
2836
2840
2840
2844
2844
2848
2852
2852
2856
2856
2860
2864
2868
2868
2872
2876
2876
2880
2880
2884
2884
2888
2888
2892
2892
2896
2900
2900
2904
2904
2908
2908
2912
2912
2916
2916
2920
2920
2924
2928
2932
2936
2940
2940
2944
2948
2948
2952
2956
2956
2960
2960
2964
2964
2968
2968
2972
2972
2976
2976

2980
2984
2984
2988
2988
2992
2992
2996
3000
3000
3005
3005
3010
3010
3015
3015
3020
3020
3025
3025
3030
3030
3035
3035
3040
3040
3045
3045
3050
3055
3060
3060
3065
3070
3070
3075
3075
3080
3085
3085
3090
3090
3095
3100
3105
3110
3110
3115
3115
3120
3120
3125
3125
3130
3135
3140
3140
3145
3150
3150
3155
3155

3160
3160
3165
3170
3175
3180
3180
3185
3190
3195
3200
3205
3210
3210
3215
3215
3220
3225
3225
3230
3230
3235
3235
3240
3245
3250
3255
3255
3260
3265
3270
3270
3275
3280
3280
3285
3290
3295
3300
3300
3305
3305
3310
3310
3315
3315
3320
3325
3330
3335
3340

2521

3345
3350
3355
3360
3365
.3370
3370
3375
3380
3385
3390
3390
3395
3395
3400
3400
3405
3410
3415
3420
3425
3430
3430
3435
3440
3440
3445
3445
3450
3450
3455
3460
3465
3465
3470
3470
3475
3480
3480
3485
3490
3490
3495
3495
3500
3500
to
to
4000
Amateur
Amateur

EMISSIONS
SECTION 4.
TOLERANCES AND
PURIOUS EMISSIONS
SPURIOUS
AND S
4. TOLERANCES
SECTION
-I-

TABLE
OF FREQUENCY
TOLERANCES AND
AND OF
INSTABILITIES
OF INSTABILITIES
FREQUENCY TOLERANCES
TABLE OF
The Inter-American
Inter-American Radio
Conference,
Radio Conference,
The
Considering:
Considering:
a) that
technical progress
progress since
since the
the preparation
of the
the Table
given
Table given
preparation of
that technical
a)
in
Appendix
I
of
the
Madrid
General
Radio
Regulations
permits
an
an
permits
in Appendix I of the Madrid General Radio Regulations
and
appreciable
reduction
of
the
figures
therein
given
for
tolerances
tolerances
for
given
appreciable reduction of the figures therein
instabilities;
instabilities;
b) that,
that, although
tolerances and
applicable acacinstabilities applicable
and instabilities
the tolerances
although the
b)
be
to
continue
cording
to
the
Madrid
General
Regulations
should
should
continue
Regulations
General
Madrid
the
to
cording
applied for
for present
present transmitters,
transmitters constructed
constructed after
after the
transmitters, transmitters
applied
date
in the
should be
held to
to more
more severe
severe rebe held
below should
Table below
the Table
given in
date given
quirements;
quirements;

Frequency
tolerFrequency tolerand instabilities.
instabilities
ances and

49 Stat.
Stat. 2585;
ante,
2585; ante,
49
p. 1589.

2522

49 Stat. 2585; ante,
ante,
p. 1589.
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[54 STAT.

c)
have supplementary
data for
for the
tolerances
c) that it
it is desirable
desirable to
to have
supplementary data
the tolerances
and instabilities
instabilities that
can be
in current
current practice,
practice, particularly
particularly
that can
be applied
applied in
on
23000 Kc/s.,
Sc/s., which
become the
the subject
subject
on frequencies
frequencies higher
higher than
than 23000
which may
may become
of
international regulations;
of international
regulations;
to accept:
accept:
Agrees to
(1)
that
technical
(1)
technical progress in the matter
matter of
frequency stabilization
of frequency
stabilization
is such that all stations may
the limits
limits of
of
may keep
keep themselves
themselves within
within the
tolerance
instabilities specified
tolerance and instabilities
in the
the Table
Table below
below and
assist in
in
specified in
and assist
reducing
caused by
reducing interference
interference caused
by frequency
frequency variations;
variations;
(2) that the Table
for that
that given
given in
Table below
below should
should be
be substituted
substituted for
in
General Regulations;
Appendix 1
1of the Madrid General
Regulations;
(3)
(3) that the question of improving
improving tolerance
tolerance and
stability conand stability
conAgenda and
ditions should be kept on the Agenda
and extended
extended to
to higher
higher frefrequencies than
than those
quencies
following table
within
the
limits
those appearing
appearing in
in the
the following
table within the limits
of regulations
regulations to be adopted
adopted by the Cairo Conference;
Conference;
REVISED
REVISED

TABLE

OF FRE
FREQUENCY
QUENCY TOLERANCE
TOLERANCE AND INSTABILITIES.
INSTABILITIES .

(1) frequency
frequency tolerance
tolerance is the maximum
maximum permissible
permissible separation
separation
between
the
frequency
assigned
between
frequency
to
station and
the real
transmission
to a
a station
and the
real transmission
frequency.
frequency.
separation results from the
(2) this separation
combination of
three errors;
the combination
of three
errors;
(a) error of the radio frequency
frequency meter
meter or of the frequency
frequency
indicator
indicator used;
used;
(b) error made
made during
during the adjustment
adjustment of
of the
the transmitter.
transmitter.
(c) slow variations of the transmitter
frequency.
transmitter frequency.
(3)
(3) in frequency tolerance
tolerance no account
account is taken
taken of modulation.
(4) frequency
instability
is
the maximum
frequency instability
maximum permissible
permissible separation
separation
resulting only from the error contemplated
in (c) above.
contemplated in
1589.
Ante, p. 1589.

TABLE OF
REQ17EN'OT TOLERANCES
AND I
NSTABILITIES 11
TABLE
OF F
FREQUENCY
TOLERANCES AND
INSTABILITIES
Tolerances
Tolerances

Frequency
Fruen bands
bands

A. From 10 to
Kc.
to 550 Kc.
a) Fixed stations
stations
b) Land stations

Transmitters
now in service and until
until
JJanuary 1, anuary
New Trans1942
which
1942
after
they
New
Transhichafter
they
itters
ranters

which they
shall
comply
halwith toiertin
ances
olances in columns
2 and 4,
umns 2
respectively
respectively

mtte

installed

from Jan.
from
Jan.
1/39.
1/39

O. 1%
0.1%

O. 05%
0.05%

O. 1%
0.1%

O. 1%
0.1%

c) Mobile Stations using indicated frequencies
frequencies (1)
(1)
O. 5%
0.5%
d) Mobile stations using any frequency within the band.
band.
e) Broadcasting
Broadcasting
cycles
50 cycles

Instabilities
Instabilile
Transmitters
Transmitters
now
servnow in
in service
ice and until

a

January 1,

January,,
1942, after
after
1942,
whic
which they
they
shall comply
comply
shall
shall
with
tolerwith tollerJan.
anes
ances in colcolumns 2
and 4,
4,
umns
2 and
respectively.
respectively.

0. 1%
0.1%

cycles
20 cycles

B. From 550
550 to 1600
1600 kcis.
kc/s.

a) Broadcasting
Broadcasting stations
stations

50 cycles
cycles

New
transNew transNers
mitters
tters
installed
installed
omn
from Jan.
from
/
11/39
39

20 cycles
cycles

(Modified by
by the
[modified
the Cairo, 1938, revision (Treaty Series 948).]
948).]

O. 5%
0.5%

O. 1%
0.1%

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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TABLE OF FREQUENCY TOLERANCES AND INSTABILITIES—COI:Ail:Med

Indabiliti
Instabilities

Tolerances
Tolerances

'TeatlenC5
bands
uency band

Transmitters
Transmitters
now
now in service and until
until
January 1,
New transarler
Jn
New Transmitters
mitters
mitters
mitters
which
1942, alter
they
install
they
Installed
installed
shall compl
comply
shall
from
Jan.
from Jan.
shall oomply from
an.
ith
tolerJan.
with
tolerwithtoler1h3
9l
1/39
1/39.
ances in colances
col1/3.
ances in col2 and 4,
umns
umns 2
respectively.
respectively.

Transmitters
Transmitters
now in service and until
January 1,
1,
Janafry
1942
after
1942 after
which
which they
shall comply
with tolerances in columns 2
2and 4,
4,
respectively
respectively

6000 kc/s.
C. From
to 6000
1600 to
From 1600
C.
a)
Fixed stations
stations
a) Fixed
b) Land
Land stations
stations
b)
c) Mobile
stations using indiMobile stations
c)
cated frequencies
frequencies
cated
L
1500 to
to 3500 kc/s
L 1500
II.
to 6000
6000 kc/s
kc/s
3500 to
II. 3500

O. 03%
0.03%
0. 04%
04%
0.

0.
1%
0. 1%
0.
1%
0. 1%

0.
01%
0. 01%
0.
02%
0.02%

O.
1%
0. 1%
O.
05%
0. 05%

d)
Mobile stations
stations using any fred) Mobile
band.
quency
within the band.
quency within
L
1500 to
to 3500
3500 kc/s
kc/s
L 1500
IL
3500 to
to 6000
6000 kc/s
kc/s
IL 3500
D.
From 6000 to 30000 kc/s.
D. From
a)
Fixed stations
stations
a) Fixed
b)
stations
Land stations
b) Land
c)
using indistations using
Mobile stations
c) Mobile
cated frequency
frequency
cated
d) Mobile
using any
any frefrestations using
Mobile stations
d)
quency within
band.
the band.
within the
quency
e) Broadcasting
stations.
Broadcasting stations.
e)

0. 02%
0.02%
0. 04%
04%
0.

0. 01%
01%
0.
0. 02%
02%
0.

0.
1%
0. 1%

O. 05%
0.05%

0.
01%
0. 01%

0.
005%
0. 005%

O.
1%
0. 1%
O.
1%
0. 1%

O. 07%
07%
0.
O. 05%
05%
0.

0. 05%
05%
0.

0.
02%
0. 02%

(1)
It is
recognized that
is in
great number
number of spark
spark transservice aa great
this service
in this
there is
that there
is recognized
(1) It
mitters
and simple
transmitters which
which cannot meet
meet this
auto-oscillator transmitters
simple auto-oscillator
mitters and
requirement.
requirement.

to take
Notes: 1.
1. The
will endeavour
take advantage
advantage of the progress
endeavour to
administrations will
The administrations
Notes:
of
the art
art in
in order
order gradually
the frequenoy
tolerances and
frequency tolerances
reduce the
to reduce
gradually to
of the
limits
instabilities.
of instabilities.
limits of
bands must
2. It
ship stations
stations operating
operating within
within shared
shared bands
that ship
understood that
is understood
It is
2.
comply
conform to
to the
stations and should
should comply
land stations
to land
applicable to
tolerances applicable
the tolerances
conform
nto,
2475; mete,
49 Stat. 2475;
Madrid General
with article
the Madrid
General Radio
Radio Regulations.
Regulations. p. 1471.
of the
117, of
Paragraph 117,
1471.
7, Paragraph
article 7,
with
with
3.
The
aforementioned
material
was
approved
in
accordance
Buchaaccordance
in
approved
was
material
3. The aforementioned
rest C.C.I.R.
C.C.I.R. Opinion
modifications under
under headings
headings in
in
with modifications
93 with
No. 93
Opinion No.
rest
columns
3.
and 3.
columns 11and

-IIPREVENTION OF
RADIATION
SPURIOUS RADIATION
OF SPURIOUS
PREVENTION

The participating
to require
stations under
require stations
agree to
Governments agree
participating Governments
The
their jurisdiction
transmitters which
are as
free as practicable
practicable
as free
which are
use transmitters
to use
jurisdiction to
their
from
emissions.
spurious emissions.
all spurious
from all
These
radiations should
not be
be of
sufficient intensity
to cause
cause interinterintensity to
of sufficient
should not
These radiations
tuned
ference
on
receiving
sets
of
modern
design
which
are
outside
ference on receiving sets of moder design
the
emission
required for the type of emission
emission required
of emission
band of
frequency band
the frequency
employed.—
In
the
case
of
type
A-3
emission,
(radiotelephony),
(radiotelephony),
emission,
A-3
type
of
employed.- In the case

Spurious
radiatio
Spurious radiation.

2524
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the
transmitter should
not be
be modulated
modulated in
in excess
excess of
of its
its modulation
modulation
the transmitter
should not
capability
spurious
radiations
and
capability to
to the
the extent
extent that
that interfering
interfering spurious radiations occur
occur and
in
the
case
of
amplitude
modulation
the
operation
percentage
of
in the case of amplitude modulation the operation percentage of
modulation
should
not
be
less
than
75
per
cent
on
peaks
of
frequent
modulation should not be less than 75 per cent on peaks of frequent
recurrence.
Adequate means
means should
should be
be employed
employed to
insure that
that the
recurrence. Adequate
to insure
the
transmitter
not modulated
capability.
transmitter is
is not
modulated in
in excess
excess of
of its
its modulation
modulation capability.
A spurious
spurious radiation
transmitter which
is
A
radiation is
is any
any radiation
radiation from
from a
a transmitter
which is
band of
for the
type of
of transtransoutside the
the frequency band
of emission normal
normal for
the type
including any
harmonic modulation
modulation products,
key
mission employed,
employed, including
any harmonic
products, key
clicks, parasitic
parasitic oscillations or other
transient effects.
other transient
SECTION
NON USE
SECTION 5.
5. NON
USE OF
OF 333
333 Ke/s.
AS AIR
AIR CALLING
CALLING FREQUENCY.
FREQUENCY.
Kc/s. AS

stat.

49
49 Stat. 2471.
2471.

Referring
Paragraph 11 of the
Referring to Article
Article 7, Paragraph
the Madrid
Madrid RadiocomRadiocomfrequency 333 kc/s. is not to be used as an intermunications the frequency
international
national Air Calling frequency
American Continent, except
except
frequency in
in the American
in special cases in connection
connection with
with transatlantic
transatlantic flights.
flights.
SECTION
SECTION 6.
6. USE
OF 500
500 Kc/s.
USE OF
Kc/s.

49 Stat.
Stat. 2515.
49
2516.

Referring
Referring to Article 19, Section I, Paragraph
Paragraph 6—a
6-a of the Madrid
American Continent, except
except for
Hudson
Radio Regulations, the entire American
for Hudson
Bay and Regions
Regions North thereof, shall be considered
considered a
aregion
region of heavy
heavy
traffic within the meaning of said Article,
therefore, except
Article, therefore,
except for Hudson
Hudson
Bay and Regions North thereof, traffic
traffic on 500 kc/s. shall be limited
to the transmission of
distress traffic, urgent and safety
messages,
of distress
safety messages,
signals and single short
radio telegrams.
short radio
telegrams.
SECTION
SECTION

7.
DEFINITIONS 11
7. DEFINITIONS

DEFINITION
TERMS
DEFINITION OF
OF TERMS
Definitions.

Defintions.

Ante, p. 1419.
Ante,
p. 1419.

The definitions of terms which appear
(1) to (42)
appear as numbers (1)
inclusive of Section XII of Resolution
Resolution No. 6
6 of the Final Act
Act of the
the
March 1937 Conference
approved with
the reservation
reservation
Conference of Habana,
Habana, are
are approved
with the
that any changes
changes which
which may result from the International
International Radio
Conference of Cairo 1938, with respect to the wording
Conference
wording of
of these
these definidefinisupersede the present wording.
tions shall automatically
automatically supersede
(1)
(1) TELECOMMUNICATION:
TELECOMMUNICATION:

telegraph or telephone
Any telegraph
telephone communication
communication of signs, signals,
signals, writing,
images and sounds of any nature, by wire, radio, or other systems or
processes
processes of electrical
electrical or visual (semaphore) signalling.
signalling.
(2)
(2) RADIOCOMMUNICATION:
RADIOCOMMUNICATION :

Any telecommunication
telecommunication by means
means of Hertzian
Hertzian waves.
waves.
(3) RADIOTELEGRAM:
(3)
RADIOTELEGRAM:
Telegram
Telegram originating
originating in or destined to a
amobile station, transmitted
transmitted
on all or part of its route over the radio channels
channels of the
the mobile
mobile service.
service.
1938, revision
revuson (Treaty Series
ries 948).1
948).]
I[Modified by the Cairo, 1988.
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CORRESPONDENCE :
PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE:

Any
telecommunication which
the offices
stations, by reason of
offices and stations,
which the
Any telecommunication
their
at the
disposal of
must accept
transmission.
accept for transmission.
of the
the public,
public, must
the disposal
their being
being at
(5) PRIVATE
PRIVATE OPERATING:
OPERATING :
(5)

government
Any individual,
company or
other than
than aagovernment
corporation, other
or corporation,
Any
individual, company
conby
the
government
recognized
which
is
institution or agency,
agency,
recognized
coninstallations for the
telecommunication installations
which operates
operates telecommunication
cerned
cerned and which
purpose
of exchanging
exchanging public
correspondence.
public correspondence.
purpose of
(6)

ADMINISTRATION :
ADMINISTRATION:

A government
administration.
government administration.
A
(7)
(7)

INTERNATIONAL SERVICE
SERVICE::
INTERNATIONAL

A telecommunication
telecommunication service
service between
between offices or stations
stations under the
A
jurisdiction
different countries,
countries, or
between stations
stations of the mobile
mobile
or between
of different
jurisdiction of
service,
latter are of
same nationality
nationality and are
of the
the same
when the
the latter
except when
service, except
they belong.
within
country to
belong. An internal or
which they
to which
the country
limits of
of the
the limits
within the
is
national
telecommunication
service
likely to cause interwhich
service
national telecommunication
ference with
services beyond
beyond the
country in which
which
the limits of the country
with other
other services
ference
it operates,
be considered
international service
service from the standas international
considered as
shall be
operates, shall
it
point
interference.
of interference.
point of
(8) LIMITED
SERVICE :
(8)
LIMITED SERVICE:

A
can be
be used
used only
special
specified persons or for special
only by specified
which can
service which
A service
purposes.
purposes.
SERVICE::
(9) MOBILE SERVICE

A
between mobile
mobile and
and land
on between
carried on
service carried
A radiocommunication
radiocommunication service
stations
and
by
mobile
stations
communicating
among
themselves,
among
communicating
stations
stations and by mobile
special services
services being
excluded.
being excluded.
special
(10)

STATION::
FIXED STATION

A station
not
station not
A
radio
with one
or
one or
radio with
(11)
(11)

capable of
of being
and communicating
communicating by
by
moved, and
being moved,
capable
more
stations
similarly
established.
established.
more stations similarly

LAND STATION:
STATION :
LAND

A station
station not
not capable
being moved,
on a
amobile
mobile service.
carrying on
moved, carrying
of being
capable of
A
STATION::
(12) COAST STATION

A
station carrying
ship stations.
stations. This
may
This may
with ship
service with
on aaservice
carrying on
A land
land station
be fixed
fixed station
station used
used also
also for
with ship
ship stations;
stations; in
in
communication with
for communication
be
this case,
it shall
shall be
be considered
station only
only for
for the
duration
the duration
a coast
coast station
as a
considered as
case, it
this
of its
its service
with ship
ship stations.
stations.
service with
of
(1s) AERONAUTICAL
STATION :
AERONAUTICAL STATION:
(18)
A
on a
a service
service with
with aircraft
stations. This
aircraft stations.
carrying on
station carrying
A land
land station
may be
fixed station
also for
for communication
communication with
with aircraft
aircraft stations;
stations;
station also
be a
a fixed
may
in
this
case,
it
shall
be
considered
as
an
aeronautical
station
only for
for
in this case, it shall be considered as an aeronautical station only
the
duration
of
its
service
with
aircraft
stations.
the duration of its service with aircraft stations.
(14)
(14)

MOBILE STATION:
STATION :
MOBILE

A
station capable
capable of
of being
and which
which ordinarily
ordinarily does
does move.
move.
moved and
being moved
A station
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STATION:
ON BOARD
BOARD STATION:

A station
A
station on board
board either of
which is
permanently moored,
moored,
of a
a ship
ship which
is not
not permanently
or
an
aircraft.
or an aircraft.
(16) SHIP STATION:
STATION:

A
A station
station on board a
aship which is not permanently
permanently moored.
moored.
(17) AIRCRAFT
AIRCRAFT STATION:
(17)
STATION:

A
A station on board any
vehicle.
any aerial
aerial vehicle.
(18) RADIOBEACON
(18)
RADIOBEACON STATION:
STATION:

A special station
A
station the emissions
which are
are intended
to enable
emissions of
of which
intended to
enable an
an
on-board
on-board station to determine
determine its bearing or a
adirection
with reference
direction with
reference
to the radiobeacon
radiobeacon station,
and in
some cases
cases also
also the
the distance
distance which
which
station, and
in some
separates
separates it
it from
from the
the latter.
latter.
(19)
RADIODIRECTION-FINDING STATION:
(19) RADIODIRECTION-FINDING
STATION:

A station equipped
apparatus for determining
A
equipped with special
special apparatus
determining the
the
direction
direction of the emissions
of other
other stations.
emissions of
stations.
(20)
BROADCASTING STATION:
(2o) TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE BROADCASTING
STATION:

a telephone
A station carrying on a
telephone broadcasting
broadcasting service.
service.
(21)

TELEVISION
TELEVISION BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING STATION:
STATION:

A
transmission of transient visual
A station licensed for the transmission
images of
of
visual images
moving
simultaneous reception and
moving or fixed objects,
objects, for simultaneous
and reproduction.
reproduction.
(22) AMATEUR
AMATEUR STATION:
STATION:

A
A station used by an amateur,
amateur, that is, by aaduly
duly authorized
authorized person
person
interested
interested in radio technique
technique solely with
with aapersonal
aim
and
without
personal aim and without
pecuniary interest.
pecuniary
(23)
EXPERIMENTAL STATION:
(28) PRIVATE
PRIVATE EXPERIMENTAL
STATION:

A
A private station for experiments
experiments looking
looking to
the development
development of
of
to the
radio technique
technique or science.
science.
(24)
(24) PRIVATE RADIO STATION:
STATION:

A private station, not open to
A
which is
is
to public
public correspondence,
correspondence, which
authorized solely to exchange
exchange with other
other private
radio stations
private radio
stations
communications
concerning the private
communications concerning
private business of the license
license holder
holder
or holders.
(26)
FREQUENCY ASSIGNED
(25) FREQUENCY
ASSIGNED TO A STATION:
STATION:

The frequency
frequency assigned to a
astation is the frequency
frequency occupying
occupying the
the
center
center of
of the frequency
frequency band
band in which
which the station is
is authorized
authorized to
to
work.
In general
general this frequency
work. In
frequency is that of the carrier wave.
(26) FREQUENCCY
BAND OF AN
AN EMISSION:
FREQUENCY BAND
EMISSION:

The frequency
The
frequency band of an emission is the frequency band
band actually
actually
occupied by
by the
the emission for the type of transmission
transmission and
occupied
and for
for the
the
signaling
signaling speed used.
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TOLERANCE:
FREQUENCY TOLERANCE:
(27) FREQUENCY

The
frequency tolerance
maximum permissible separation
separation
tolerance is the maximum
The frequency
between
the
frequency
assigned
to
a
station and the actual frequency
frequency
between the frequency assigned to a station
of emission.
TRANSMITTER:
(28) POWER OF A RADIO TRANSMITTER:

The power
radio transmitter
power supplied
supplied to the
transmitter is the power
a radio
of a
power of
The
antenna.
In
tran qmitter, the power
power in the
modulated-wave transmitter,
of aa modulated-wave
In the case of
antenna shall
indicating the
numbers, one indicating
represented by two numbers,
be represented
shall be
antenna
power of
carrier supplied to the antenna and the other the actual
the carrier
of the
power
maximum rate of modulation used.
maximum
SERVICE:
AERONAUTICAL SERVICE:
(29) AERONAUTICAL

A
carried on between aircraft
aircraft stations and land staservice carried
radio service
A radio
communicating among themselves.
tions,
aircraft stations communicating
tions, and by aircraft
This
term shall
special radio services intended
intended
to fixed and special
shall also apply to
This term
navigation.
to insure the safety of aerial navigation.
(so)
SERVICE:
(30) FIXED SERVICE:
A
communication of any kind between
between
carrying on radio communication
service carrying
A service
fixed
points excluding
excluding broadcasting
broadcasting services
special services.
services and special
fixed points
(81)

SPECIAL SERVICE:
SERVICE:
SPECIAL

A
service carried
carried on especially
especially for the needs
needs of
telecommunication service
A telecommunication
correspondpublic
to
specific service
interest and not open
correspondof general interest
service of
aaspecific
ence, such
such as:
as: a
a service
radiobeacons, radio direction
direction finding, time
time
of radiobeacons,
service of
ence,
press
signals,
regular
meteorological
bulletins,
notices
navigators,
press
navigators,
to
bulletins,
signals, regular meteorological
messages addressed
notices, medical consultations,
consultations,
addressed to all, medical notices,
messages
etc.
purposes,
scientific
standard
frequencies,
for
scientific
purposes,
emissions
frequencies,
standard
(32) TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING SERVICE:
SERVICE:
(32)

A service
service carrying
radiotelephone emissions
broadcasting of radiotelephone
carrying on the broadcasting
A
primarily
received by the general public.
intended to be received
primarily intended
(3s)
BROADCASTING SERVICE:
SERVICE:
VISUAL BROADCASTING
(83) vistrAL
A service
service carrying
broadcasting of
visual images, either fixed
fixed
of visual
the broadcasting
on the
carrying on
A
or moving,
moving, intended
intended to
to be
general public primarily.
the general
by the
received by
be received
or
AMATEUR SERVICE:
SERVICE:
(84) AMATEUR

A
amateur stations.
carried on between amateur
service carried
radio service
A radio
(85) AIR MOBILE
MOBILE SERVICE:
SERVICE:
(86)

A radio
radio service
service carried
on between
between aircraft
carriers and by aircraft
aircraft
aircraft carriers
carried on
A
stations
communicating among
themselves.
among themselves.
stations communicating
OW GENERAL
SERVICE:
EXPERIMENTAL SERVICE:
GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL
(86)
A radio
experimental stations
stations engaged
engaged in reby experimental
on by
carried on
service carried
radio service
A
search or
development in the radio art.
or development
search
(87) POLICE SERVICE:
SERVICE:
(87)
The
radio service
by provincial,
provincial, state, or municipal
municipal police
police
on by
carried on
service carried
The radio
police
mobile
authorities
for
emergency
services
principally
with
mobile
police
principally
authorities for emergency services

units.
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(38)
CHANNELS:
(38) CHANNELS:
The
the portion
of the
the radio
spectrum of
of aa
The term
term "channels"
"channels" means
means the
portion of
radio spectrum
width
sufficient
to
permit
of
its
use
by
a
radio
station
for
communicawidth sufficient to permit of its use by a radio station for communication purposes;
three elements,
all defined
defined
tion
purposes; it
it comprises
comprises the
the following
following three
elements, all
below:
below:
1)
the "frequency
"frequency band
band of
emissions".
1) the
of emissions".
2)
specified "frequency
2) twice the specified
"frequency tolerance".
tolerance".
3)
if required.
required.
3) the
the "interference
"interference guard
guard bands",
bands", if
(39)
BAND OF
(39) FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY BAND
OF EMISSION:
EMISSION:

The term frequency
frequency band of emission,
that the
the frequency
frequency
emission, means that
the frequency
band actually
occupied by
band of
of an emission
emission is
is the
frequency band
actually occupied
by this
this
emission for the type of transmission
the signalling
signalling speed
speed used.
transmission and for the
used.
(40)
BANDS:
(40) INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE GUARD
GUARD BANDS:
The term "interference
"interference guard bands"
frequency bands
bands
bands" means
means the frequency
additional, to the frequency
frequency band
band of
of emission
emission and
and frequency
frequency tolertolerance, which may be allowed
allowed in order
there shall
shall be
be no
no interferinterferorder that there
ence between stations
having adjacent
adjacent frequency
assignments. In
In
stations having
frequency assignments.
general this provision is dependent
dependent upon
upon receiver
receiver selectivity
selectivity and
and
transmitter characteristics.
characteristics.
(41)
(41) PRIMARILY:
PRIMARILY:
The term "primarily"
"primarily" used
in connection
connection with
with certain
certain bands
bands in
in the
the
used in
allocation table of this agreement
agreement means that
duly authorized
that as duly
authorized
installations of the primary
primary services
services are
are undertaken,
undertaken, they
they will
will have
have
preference
preference on the available
channels in
in that
band.
available channels
that particular
particular band.
The assignment
assignment of channels
channels to other
other services
services in the general
general allocaallocation for each of these bands will be carried out
such a
amanner
as to
out in
in such
manner as
to
prevent undue interference
interference with
with existing stations of
the
primary
of the primary
service.
service.
(42)
(42) FACSIMILE
FACSIMILE BROADCAST
BROADCAST STATION:
STATION:

A station licensed to transmit images of still
A
objects for
record
still objects
for record
reception by the
general public.
the general
public.
SECTION 8.
8. AMATEURS
AMATEURS
SECTION
Amateurs.

The following
provisions concerning
The
following provisions
concerning amateurs
amateurs were unanimously
unanimously

addition to the allocation
agreed upon in addition
allocation tables:
1.
That
the
band
from
1750
to 2050 kc. be allocated for A-1 and
1.
from
A-3 emissions.
a study of the recommendations
recommendations issued by the Radio
2. That, after a
Radio
Conference at Buenos Aires, (revised at Rio de Janeiro,
1937) e)
e) and
Janeiro, 1937)
and
J)
f) of Recommendation
Recommendation number
number 10, they have agreed
agreed to
to amend
amend them,
them,
without
thereof, substituting
without altering
altering the spirit thereof,
substituting in
stead, the
the
in their
their stead,
following:
following:
e)
That the Administrations
Administrations should
convenience
e) That
should point out the convenience
that amateurs use the bands from 1750 to 2050 and 3500
to 4000 Kc/s
preferably for short distance
Kcis preferably
distance communication.
communication.
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recommend that the bands from
f)
That the
Administrations recommend
from
the Administrations
f) That
be
should
Kc/s
7000
to
7300
Kc/s
and
14000
14400
Kc/s
should
not
to
14000
and
Kc/s
7300
to
7000
amateur
used for
short distance
between amateur
communications between
distance communications
for short
used
stations.
stations.
3. That
That frequencies
frequencies included
between 3500 to 4000, 7000 to 7300
included between
3.
and 14000
to 14400
available for
allocation in accordance
accordance with the
for allocation
be available
14400 be
14000 to
and
following table:
following
3500
to 3800
for A-1 only.
Kc/s. for
3800 Kc/s.
3500 to
3800
to 4000
4000 Kc/s.
A-1 and A-3.
for A-1
Kc/s. for
3800 to
7000
to 7050
Kc/s. for A-1 only.
7050 Kc/s.
7000 to
7050 to
to 7150 Kc/s. for A-1 and A-3
A-3
7050
(A-3 for
for Latin-America
Latin-America only).
(A-3
7150 to
7300 Kc/s.
Kc/s. for A-1 only.
to 7300
7150
14000
14100 Kc/s.
Kc/s. for A-1 only.
to 14100
14000 to
14100
to
14300
Kc/s. for A-1 and A-3.
14100 to 14300 Kc/s.
14300
to
14400
Kc/s.
14300 to 14400 Kc/s. for A-1 only.
Emission type
type A-1
may be
be used
used in
the entire
entire frequency
frequency band comcomin the
A-1 may
Emission
Latin-American
The
prised
between
14000
and
14400
Kc/s.
Latin-American
countries,
Kc/s.
14400
and
14000
between
prised
frequencies
Canada
may use type A-3 in the frequencies
Newfoundland may
and Newfoundland
Canada and
comprised
States will
and 14300 Kc/s. The United States
14100 and
between 14100
comprised between
operate with
type A-3
Kc/s.,
frequencies 14150 to 14250 Kc/s.,
A-3 on frequencies
emission type
with emission
operate
at least
least until
December 31, 1939.
until December
at
4. The
The bands from
4.

1750
1750
3500
3500
7000
7000
14000
14000
28000
28000
56000
56000

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

2050
2050
4000
4000
7300
7300
14400
14400
30000
60000
60000

Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s
Kc/s

shall
be amateur bands.
shall be
5. In
In order
make a
of the
insofar
megacycle band insofar
14 megacycle
the 14
use of
better use
a better
to make
order to
5.
as radiotelephone
concerned, and
and to avoid at the
is concerned,
communication is
radiotelephone communication
as
same
any undue
undue congestion
which may
be caused
operation
caused by the operation
may be
congestion which
time any
same time
is recomit
of
beginners
not
familiar
with
the
use
of
high
frequencies,
it
frequencies,
of beginners not familiar with the use of high
mended
that
an
adequate
probationary
period
in
which
to
acquire
the
acquire
to
which
in
period
mended that an adequate probationary
be
necessary
experience,
as
well
as
a
technical
and
practical
test,
practical
and
technical
a
as
well
necessary experience, as
the
on
operate
required
before
an
amateur
will
be
granted
a
license
operate
to
license
a
granted
be
will
amateur
required before an
14
band for
radiotelephony.
for radiotelephony.
megacycle band
14 megacycle
6.
The
amateurs
bands
lately
assigned shall
not be
be used
for any
used for
shall not
lately assigned
bands
amateurs
6. The
type of
fixed or
or mobile service.
broadcasting fixed
of broadcasting
type

S
ECTION 9.
9. AMATEUR
AMATEUR THIRD
THIRD PARTY
PARTY MESSAGES.
M ESSAGES.
SECTION

Amateur thht party
ma"Urrd
Whereas the
Radio Regulations
annexed to the Interna- messages.
Regulations annexed
General Radio
the General
Whereas
49 Stat.
M 2477; wits,
tional Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention
Convention of
Madrid provide
provide that unless pp. 1473. a:. 24 'n
of Madrid
tional
modified
by special
special arrangements
interested countries
countries
between interested
arrangements between
modified by
amateur
forbidden to
to transmit
communicainternational communicatransmit international
are forbidden
stations are
amateur stations
tions emanating
emanating from
from third persons;
persons; and
tions
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Whereas
that the
community of
of interest
interest of
of the
the
the community
Whereas it
it is
is apparent
apparent that
peoples
of
all
the
Americas
would
be
fostered
by
encouraging
the
peoples of all the Americas would be fostered by encouraging the
exchange, by
without charge,
charge, of
of friendly
friendly messages
messages
stations, without
by amateur
amateur stations,
exchange,
emanating from
from our citizens.
citizens.
emanating
Be
it resolved,
resolved, by
by the
the Inter-American
Inter-American Radio
Radio Conference,
Conference, that:
that:
Be it
In
and friendly
friendly contacts
contacts between
between the
the peoples
peoples of
of
close and
interest of
of close
In the
the interest
the Americas,
Americas, the
of the
the contracting
contracting countries
countries whose
whose
the administrations
administrations of
the
internal
agree that
amateur radio
radio stations
stations in
in
that amateur
permits it
it agree
legislation permits
internal legislation
their respective
countries and
and possessions
possessions may
may internationally
internationally exchange
exchange
their
respective countries
messages
provided, however,
however, that
that such
such
third parties;
parties; provided,
emanating from
from third
messages emanating
messages
shall
be
of
a
character
that
would
not
normally
be
sent
by
be
sent
by
normally
messages shall be of a character that would not
any
other
existing
means
of
electrical
communication
and
on
which
no
any other existing means of electrical communication and on which no
compensation
may be
indirectly paid.
paid.
directly or
or indirectly
be directly
compensation may
S
ECTION 10.
10. INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL POLICE
RADIO.
POLICE RADIO.
SECTION
International police
International
radio.

1.
the advantage
gained by coordinating
coordinating internainternabe gained
advantage to be
1. Realizing
Realizing the
tional
police
communications,
all
countries
parties
to
this
agreement
tional police communications, all countries parties to this agreement
in close
are encouraged
encouraged to
police radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph stations in
authorize police
to authorize
are
proximity to
the boundaries
boundaries of
countries for the
the transmistransmisof contiguous
contiguous countries
to the
proximity
sion of
of emergency
law enforcement
enforcement matters.
information regarding
regarding law
emergency information
sion
In general,
only important
police messages
are to
to be
be handled,
handled, such as
messages are
In
general, only
important police
that which
which would
lose its
value due
to slowness
and time
time limitations
limitations
that
would lose
its value
due to
slowness and
of
other communication
communication methods.
methods.
of other
2.
Stations engaged
service
engaged in
in international
international police
police communication
communication service
2. Stations
shall
the facilities
for national
national police
police service;
service;
shall normally
normally use
use the
facilities provided
provided for
provided
police frequencies
frequencies used
radioteleprovided (a)
(a) that
that police
used primarily
primarily for radiotelephone
communication with
with mobile
shall not
used for
police units shall
not be used
mobile police
phone communication
radiotelegraph communication,
radiotelegraph
communication, (b) that stations of different
different countries
countries
in close
proximity to
to the
between countries
countries may
be authorauthorin
close proximity
the boundary
boundary between
may be
ized
administrations to
to exchange
point to
point radiotelephone
ized by
by their
their administrations
exchange point
to point
radiotelephone
communication,
(c) that
that initially
the following
following frequencies
frequencies be
communication, and
and (c)
initially the
be
national and
international police
police radiotelegraph
radiotelegraph comused for
for both
both national
and international
munication:

Kc/s calling
2804
calling
2804 Kcis
Kc/s working
working
2808 Kcis
working
2812 Kc/s working

5195
calling
5195 Kc/s
Kc/s day only
only calling
5135 Kc/s
Kcis day
5135
day only
only working
working
Iccis day only working.
5140 Kc/s

3. Notifications
3.
Notifications concerning
stations engaged
engaged in
in
concerning the
the particulars
particulars of
of stations
international police
police service
to the
the Bureau
Bureau of
of the
the
international
service shall
shall be
be forwarded
forwarded to
International Telecommunication
Union, Berne,
Berne, Switzerland,
Switzerland, in
in order
International
Telecommunication Union,
order
that all stations desiring to inter-communicate
inter-communicate may
may be kept informed
informed
of
operation.
of the details
details concerning
concerning individual
individual operation.
4. In
In order
to insure
insure uniformity
uniformity in
handling of
of messages,
4.
order to
in the
the handling
messages, the
the
Operating proceproce- following
operating procedure
be followed:
doperating
following operating
procedure shall
shall be
followed:
49 Stat.
49
Stat. 2501..

(a) This service shall,
shall, in general,
general, conform
conform with the provisions of
Article
16 of
of the
the General
Radio Regulations
Article 16
General Radio
Regulations annexed to the International Telecommunications
Telecommunications Convention,
Convention, Madrid,
Madrid, 1932.
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(b) Full
be made
abbreviations appearing
appeasing in
list of abbreviations
the list
of the
made of
shall be
use shall
Full use
(b)
the Interto
Appendix
to the
General Radio
Regulations annexed
annexed
Radio Regulations
the General
Appendix 99to
Plain
1932.
national
Convention, Madrid,
Telecommunications Convention,
national Telecommunications
Service
suffice.
will
language shall
be used
abbreviation
Service
if an abbreviation
used if
not be
shall not
language
indications are
are as
as follows:
follows: P—Priority,
messages which
which are
are to be
P-Priority, for messages
indications
file.
messages on file.
sent
the number of other messages
of the
regardless of
immediately regardless
sent immediately
order
the
transmitted
No
service
indication,
messages
that
are
to
be
transmitted
in
order
to
are
that
messages
No service indication,
of
receipt.
of receipt.
(c)
The message
shall contain
contain the preamble, text, and signature, as
message shall
(c) The
follows:
(1)
The preamble
preamble of
of the message shall consist
consist of the
Preamble: The
(1) Preamble:
following: The
number preceded
preceded by the letters NR;
NR; service
serial number
The serial
following:
accordindications
as
appropriate;
check
(this
is
the
count
accordgroup
indications as appropriate; check (this is the
followed
"CK"
letters
ing
"CK" followed by
system, the
count system,
cable count
standard cable
to standard
ing to
contained
words
of
numerals
the number
number
contained in the text of
indicating the
numerals indicating
the
message);
office
and
country
of
origin
(not abbreviated);
abbreviated); day
day
of
country
and
the message); office
filing;
hour
of
month
and
month;
hour
of
fling;
address.
month;
of month and
language or code.
(2)
Text: The
The text
be in
in either
either plain language
may be
text may
(2) Text:
include
(3)
Signature:
The
signature
shall
include
the name and title
signature
The
(3) Signature:
of the
the person
the message.
message.
originating the
person originating
of
S
ECTION 11.
11.
SECTION

2819.
49 Stat.
Stat. 2619.

RADIO AIDS
Ant NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
TO Am
AIDS TO
RADIO

RATIOS
INTERFERENCE RATIOS
STANDARDS OF
AND INTERFERENCE
STRENGTH AND
FIELD STRENGTH
OF FIELD
STANDARDS
Radio aids to air

navigation.
1. W
HEREAS the
Radio Conference
Conference has
has carefully
carefully na^ioad^is.
Inter-American Radio
the Inter-American
WHEREAS
1.

considered the
the various
InterSeptember 1937 Interresolutions of the September
various resolutions
considered
particular
Lima,
American
Technical
Aviation
Conference
and
in
particular
of
Conference
Aviation
American Technical
referred to this Conresolutions
XIV, XVII and
XVIII which were referred
and XVIII
resolutions XIV,
ference and

2.
Considering
2. Considering
a)
the great
great importance
of radio
radio aids
aids to
air navigation,
navigation, the pheto air
importance of
a) the
nomenal growth
growth of
air traffic
traffic and
and the further expansion which will
of air
nomenal

certainly
take place in the future;
certainly take
b) the
exacting requirements
requirements of
of such
radio aids to air navigation
such radio
the exacting
b)
with
respect
to
stability
of
affected by multiple
multiple path
affected
as
emissions
with respect to stability of
extent
greatest
transmission
which
can
be
roinimi7ed
to
the
greatest
extent by
minimized
be
transmission which can
effects;
selection
of
frequencies
least
subject
sky
wave
effects;
wave
to
subject
least
selection of frequencies
possesses the
c) the
the extremely
limited range
range of
frequencies which possesses
of frequencies
extremely limited
c)
above;
(b)
necessary
propagation
characteristics
mentioned
in
mentioned
as
characteristics
propagation
necessary
d)
the absolute
radio for
aircraft in flight upon radio
of aircraft
dependence of
absolute dependence
d) the
navigational guidance
guidance and communication;
communication;
navigational
e)
number of
of aircraft
throughout the world
world that now use,
aircraft throughout
vast number
the vast
e) the
and
must
continue
to
share
the
limited
number
of
frequencies suitable
of
and must continue to share the limited number frequencies
for
aids
to
air
navigation,
therefore
making
the
economy of
economy
strictest
the
for aids to air navigation, therefore making
minimum
use
necessary
in
order
that
all
may
be
accommodated
aaminimum
with
accommodated
be
may
all
use necessary in order that
of
interference;
of interference;
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f) the standardization
standardization which
which therefore
seems desirable
desirable in
order
therefore seems
in order
to facilitate international
international flying
flying by
coordination, and,
and, as
posby coordination,
as far
far as possible, standardization
standardization of equipment
equipment and
and operating
operating procedure;
procedure;
g) that it
it is possible for
station such
for instance
for a
a single
single ground
ground station
such for
instance
as the radio range beacon
beacon to
give navigational
navigational guidguidto simultaneously
simultaneously give
a practically
ance to a
of aircraft;
aircraft;
practically unlimited
unlimited number
number of
h) the grave responsibility
responsibility of radio
aids to
to air
air navigation
navigation for
for
radio aids
rendering reliable service
service to
aircraft which,
which, under
certain circumcircumto aircraft
under certain
dependent for
stances, may be entirely dependent
their safety
safety upon
upon uninteruninterfor their
rupted reception
reception of satisfactory
navigational signal;
signal; and
satisfactory navigational
and
i) the short period of time that has been
available for
for engineering
engineering
been available
study since the September
September 1937 Inter-American
Inter-American Technical
Technical Aviation
Aviation
Conference at
at Lima;
Lima;
Conference
3. The Inter-American
Inter-American Radio Conference
Conference resolves:
resolves:
a) That in accordance
accordance with the
Lima
the recommendations
recommendations of
of the
the Lima
Convention
Convention the countries
countries participating
participating in
in this
this conference
conference should
should
exchange not later than June
prepare and exchange
June 1, 1938
all pertinent
data
1938 all
pertinent data
which may be of value in the drafting of
of the
the following
following tables
tables which
which
may serve as aaguide in connection
the application
of the
the engineerengineerconnection with
with the
application of
ing principles herein
herein set
set forth.
forth.
Table IIlisting various types
types of radio aids to air navigation
which
navigation which
approved for
have been approved
for service
service operation;
operation;
Table II
II establishing
establishing minimum signal
signal intensities
intensities required
required for
for
satisfactory
satisfactory reception
reception of the various
of radio
aids to
to air
air naviganavigavarious types of
radio aids
tion, such data to be used as a
determination of
of normal
a basis for determination
normal
areas;
service areas;
Table III establishing
establishing permissible values
of interfering
interfering signal
signal
values of
strength for the various types of radio aids to air navigation
navigation expressed
expressed
in ratios of desired to undesired
undesired signal at the
minimum service
service signal
the minimum
signal
contour (a) on the same frequency,
frequency, (b) 3
in frequency,
frequency,
3 kc/s removed
removed in
and (c) 6
6 kc/s
removed in
in frequency.
frequency.
kc/s removed
b) that radio aids to air navigation,
navigation, especially
especially those
those which
of
which are
are of
a one-way or broadcast
a
broadcast nature, such
such as
as radiobeacons,
radiobeacons, should
should be
be
maintain the highest
expected to maintain
highest possible
possible standards
reliability,
standards of
of reliability,
stability, and quality of emissions;
emissions:
c) that in the interests of economy of frequencies
frequencies the
limited numthe limited
number of channels
channels suitable for the use of radio
navigational aids
aids
radio air
air navigational
should be assigned with the closest practicable
practicable separation,
separation, considering
considering
the type of service and class of emission, and
that, as
as far
as possible,
possible,
and that,
far as
all nations
nations should reserve
reserve the same
same bands for similar types of
of service
service
in order to simplify receiver design and through standardization
in
standardization
extend the geographical
geographical limits of usefulness.
usefulness.
frequencies to provide facilities
d) that the sharing of frequencies
facilities within
within the
the
authorized bands might be arranged
regional agreement
authorized
arranged by regional
agreement between
between
the countries
the
countries within whose borders
borders lie portions of the interference
interference
area of existing stations as determined by the table of interference
area
interference
ratios and service signals;
signals;
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e)
the power
power radiated
aids to air navigation
navigation in the
radio aids
by radio
radiated by
that the
e) that
authorized frequency
should ordinarily
confined to a
avalue
ordinarily be confined
bands should
frequency bands
authorized
consistent
with the
the normal
normal required
required signal intensity within the area
consistent with
render service
in which
which it
it is
is desired
service in order
order that interference
interference beyond
to render
desired to
in
a minimum.
minimum.
the
area may be reduced
reduced to a
the service
service area
informative purposes,
NOTE: See
See additional
additional material
material submitted
by the U.S.A.
U.S.A. for informative
submitted by
NOTE:
annexed.
annexed.
CAUSED BY
SECTION 12.
12. S
UPPRESSION OF
OF INTERFERENCE
INTERFERENCE CAUSED
BY ELECTRICAL
ELECTRICAL
SUPPRESSION
SECTION
APPARATUS.
APPARATUS.
Interference from
from
Interference
1. Diathermy
Diathermy apparatus,
heaters, carrier call electrical
induction field heaters,
apparatus, induction
1.
apparatus.
apparatus.
frequency
radio
systems,
and
similar
non-radio
apparatus
which
use
frequency
which
systems, and similar non-radio apparatus
currents as
to their
be aaserious
serious source of
operation, may be
their operation,
essential to
an essential
as an
currents
interference to radio communications.
interference
2.
The use of such
such apparatus
apparatus has an important
important place
place in therapeutics,
therapeutics,
2. The
surgery,
industry, etc.
surgery, industry,
3.
of radio
radio energy
is not
proper
essential to the proper
not essential
energy is
radiation of
The radiation
3. The
and can
functioning
of the
the apparatus
can be prevented
prevented or controlled
controlled
apparatus and
functioning of
without
impairing the
apparatus for its intended
intended
of the apparatus
usefulness of
the usefulness
without impairing
purpose.
purpose.
4.
radiation takes
place generally
from the output circuit,
generally from
takes place
The radiation
4. The
essential
internal
circuits
or
power
supply
connection,
which are essential
internal circuits or power supply connection, all of which
elements.
elements.
5. The
The extent
the radiation
depends upon
frequency
operating frequency
the operating
upon the
radiation depends
of the
extent of
5.
of
or
frequencies,
power,
and
the
design,
installation
and
operation
operation
and
installation
design,
the
and
power,
or frequencies,

the apparatus.
apparatus.
the
6.
radiation through
through the
the power
power supply
supply connection
connection can
can be
The radiation
6. The
prevented by
of the
the proper
filter. Radiation
Radiation from the
line filter.
proper line
means of
by means
prevented
internal circuits
circuits can
be prevented
means of suitable
suitable metallic cases.
by means
prevented by
can be
internal
The radiation
output circuits
circuits can
can be
reduced to a
alevel so as
as
be reduced
the output
from the
radiation from
The
of suitmeans
by
not to
to radio
radio communications
communications
interference to
cause interference
to cause
not
able metallic
metallic shielding,
apparatus
shielding encloses the entire apparatus
if the
the shielding
shielding, if
able
and
is
of
sufficient
dimensions
that large
large eddy
currents are not
not
eddy currents
and is of sufficient dimensions that
produced
in the
the shield.
produced in
required
7. In
many cases
cases it
it may
practicable to
employ the required
to employ
be practicable
not be
may not
In many
7.
shielding.
shielding.
8.
used for
for such
apparatus may
may be
frequency
any frequency
be any
such apparatus
frequencies used
The frequencies
8. The
in
useful radio
many modern
diathermy
moder diathermy
However, many
spectrum. However,
radio spectrum.
the useful
in the
units
cause most
long-distance radio
radio interference)
operate on
on
interference) operate
most long-distance
(which cause
units (which
frequencies
from approximately
10,000 to
to 20,000
20,000 kilocycles.
kilocycles. OperaOperaapproximately 10,000
frequencies from
tions on
other frequencies
mainly cause
local or
or
to local
interference to
cause interference
frequencies mainly
on other
tions
moderate
distance reception.
moderate distance
9.
cases where
where it
it is
is not
not practicable
practicable to
the entire
entire apparatus
apparatus
shield the
to shield
In cases
9. In
to
control
the
radiation,
then
the
only
means
of
operating
machines
machines
operating
of
means
only
the
to control the radiation, then
without
causing
interference
would
be
to
use
frequencies
which
are
are
which
frequencies
use
to
be
would
without causing interference
not
assigned
to
any
radio
services.
services.
radio
any
to
not assigned
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10. The usual diathermy
diathermy machine
machine is essentially
essentially a
aradio transmitter
transmitter
of the self-excited
oscillating type
self-excited oscillating
type and generally
self-rectifying
generally uses self-rectifying
plate
inherent instability of the oscillator
plate power
power supply. Due to the inherent
oscillator
circuits,
the wide variation
circuits, the
variation in voltage
voltage during aa plate supply
supply cycle,
cycle,
and the different
different uses to which the output circuit is subject,
and
the
operatsubject, the operating frequency
frequency varies during
during normal
normal operation
operation over
over very
wide bands,
bands,
very wide
possibly
one
or
two
megacycles,
possibly
megacycles, when
when operating on a
a frequency
frequency of
of
approximately 15 megacycles.
approximately
megacycles.
11. All diathermy machines
designed for the same service
11.
machines designed
service could
could
operate
frequency without impairing their
operate on the same frequency
usefulness,
their usefulness,
since their operation
operation is not affected
affected by radiation from other
other machines.
machines.
To operate on a
a fixed frequency
frequency would require
To
additional apparatus
require additional
apparatus
and cost
cost in
in that
automatic frequency
frequency control would be requiredand
that automatic
required—
to
maintain
operating frequency
to maintain the operating
frequency within at least %o
opercent
percent to
to
be effective.
megacycles this would require
be
effective. At 15 megacycles
require a
a band
band width
width of
of
15 kilocycles,
kilocycles, or virtually one communication
communication channel.
channel.
12. From the best information
information available
diathermy operation
operation should
should
available diathermy
be
restricted
until
the
art
advances
be restricted
advances to the point where apparatus
apparatus may
may
be designed to completely
completely suppress interfering
interfering radiations, to
to three
three frefrequencies, namely, approximately
approximately 12 megacycles,
quencies,
25 megacycles,
megacycles, and
and
megacycles, 25
megacycles.
50 megacycles.
13. Such apparatus
apparatus as carrier call systems
systems and
certain types
types of
of
and certain
induction furnaces
induction
furnaces and similar apparatus
apparatus using medium
or low
low fremedium or
frequencies should be required
required to restrict
quencies
of harmonics
harmonics
restrict the generation
generation of
and
make the
the necessary
and make
necessary test to determine that radiation
radiation of signal
signal does
does
not result beyond a
level.
a prescribed
prescribed level.
14.
14. Each subscribing
subscribing country
country should
should make the necessary
necessary regularegulations
to
require
shielding or operation
tions to require the complete shielding
operation on
on designated
designated
frequencies
frequencies of all non-radio apparatus which generate
radio frequency
frequency
generate radio
electric
operation but
electric energy as an essential
essential to its operation
not engage
engage in
but does not
in
radio communication.
communication.
15. There
annexed hereto a
a report on "Radio
15.
There is
is annexed
"Radio Interference
Interference from
from
Electro Therapeutic
Therapeutic Apparatus"
Apparatus" presented
presented by Canada
Canada which
which is
to
be
is to be
considered
material adopted
considered part of the material
this subject.
subject.
adopted on this
NOTE:
See "Radio
NOTE: See
"Radio Interference
Interference from
from Electro
Electro Therapeutic
Apparatus" report
report
Therapeutic Apparatus"
presented
by Canada, contained
contained in document
presented by
document C.I.R./Doc.
C.I.R./Doc. 43.
43.

In
witness whereof,
whereof, the respective
respective Delegates
In witness
Delegates have signed
signed various
various
copies
of
this
instrument
Portuguese and French,
copies of this instrument in Spanish,
Spanish, English, Portuguese
French,
to be
deposited in the archives of the Government
to
be deposited
Cuba, which
which
Government of Cuba,
shall
forward
an authenticated
authenticated copy
shall forward an
copy thereof in each language
language to
to the
the
other contracting
contracting Governments.
Governments.
Done in
in the city of Havana,
Havana, Republic
Done
Republic of Cuba,
Cuba, on
on the
the 13th
13th day
of
day of
December, 1937.
1937.

Signatures.
signatures.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC:
ARGENTINE
BRAZIL:
JosE
DE M
Jost ROBERTO DE
ACEDO-SOAREB.
MACEDO-SOARES.
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CANADA:
LAURENT
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
BEAUDRY.
C.P.
P.EDWARDS.
C.
EDWARDS.
COLOMBIA:
COLOMBIA:

J
ORGE S
OTO DEL
CORRAL.
JORGE
SOTO
DEL CORRAL.
RICARDO
GUTARREZ LEE
LEE Y
Y RIVER°.
RICARDO GUTIERREZ
RIVERO.
CUBA:
CUBA:

WIFREDO
W
IFREDO ALBANES
ALBANS Y
Y PEA.
PENA.
ANDR]S
ANDRiS ASENSIO
ASENSIO Y
CARRASCO.
Y CARRASCO.
NICOLA
LEZ DE
DE MENDOZA
M ENDOZA Y
Y DE
LA TORRE.
TORRE.
NICOLASS GONZA
GONZALEZ
DE LA
ALFONSO
ALFONSO HERNANDEZ
HERNANDEZ CATA
GALT.
CATA .Y
Y GALT.
CHILE:
EMILIO
EMILIO EDWARDS
EDWARDS BELLO.
BELLO.
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:
DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC:
ROBERTO DESPRADEL.
ROBERTO
DESPRADEL.
MkXIMO
MA.XIMO LOVAT6N
LOVAT6N P.
P.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:
AMERICA:
T.
A. M.
T.A.
M .CRAVEN.
GUATEMALA:
GUATEMALA:

ARTURO
ARTURO C6BAR
L.
C6BAR L.
HAITI:
HAITI:

J
USTIN BARAU.
JUSTIN
BARAU.
MEXICO:

I
GNACIO GALINDO.
IGNACIO
GALINDO.
SALVADOR
S
ALVADOR TAYABAS.
TAYABAS.
FERNANDO SANCHEZ
SA NCHEZ AYALA.
AYALA.
FERNANDO
RUB AN FUENTES.
FUENTES.
RUBEN
N ICARAGUA :
NICARAGUA:
GUILLERMO
GUILLERMO ARGUEDAS.
ARGUEDAS.

PANAMA:
PANAMA:

ERNESTO B.
ERNESTO
B. FABRECIA.
FABREGA.
PERU:
PERU:
CARLOS
TUDELA.
CARLOS A.
A. TUDELA.
URUGUAY:
URUGUAY:
CASAR GORRI.
GORRI.
CESAR
VENEZUELA:
VENEZUELA:
ALBERTO
SMITH.
ALBERTO SMITH.
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193470--41-PT.
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ANNEX
ANNEX

ADDITIONAL
DOCUMENT FOR
INFORMATION PURPOSES.
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENT
FOR INFORMATION
PURPOSES.
In
accordance with
the suggestion
suggestion made
In accordance
with the
made for
for an
an interchange
interchange of
of
technical
information,
the
Inter-American
Radio
Conference
technical information, the Inter-American Radio Conference takes
takes
be presented
presented at
at
into consideration
consideration the
the following
following points, which
which shall
shall be
by the
the Government
Government of
of the
United States
the appropriate
appropriate time
time by
the United
States of
of
America,
the American
countries.
America, to
to all
all the
American countries.
aeronautical stations
operated
1. Lists of
of all aeronautical
stations in the United
United States operated
by
of Air
by the Department
Department of
of Commerce,
Commerce, Bureau
Bureau of
Air Commerce.
Commerce. This
This
list
following information
information concerning
each station:
list will
will give the following
concerning each
station:
Location and
Location
and type of
of station.
beacon courses.
Bearings of
of all
all range
range beacon
courses.
Call
Call letters.
Operating
frequency in kilocycles.
Operating frequency
kilocycles.
Station identification
identification signals.
signals.
Bearing and distance to nearest
nearest landing field, including
including exact
exact
elevation of such
elevation
such field above
above sea level.
Schedule
radiotelephone broadcasts
broadcasts of
of weather
Schedule of
of radiotelephone
weather information
information
and
and notices to
to airmen.
airmen.
2. Maps
Maps on which are
are plotted locations
locations and range
range courses
courses of
of all
all
directional guidance,
directional
guidance, weather broadcast,
broadcast, and marker beacon stations.
stations.
3. Maps of the Department
of Commerce
Commerce aeronautical
Department of
aeronautical ground
ground comcomteletypewriter and radio point-to-point
munication system of teletypewriter
point-to-point stations.
stations.
4. Maps of designated
designated Federal
Federal Air mail routes of
of the United States.
States.
showing normal
normal
5. Tables
Tables and
and graphic
graphic interpretations
interpretations thereof
thereof showing
service area and normal interference area of each
each type of directional
directional
guidance
guidance stations. These tables will be based on an assumption of
of
definite values of minimum service signal and maximum interference
interference
ratios and will be corrected
corrected for variations
variations in transmitting
transmitting antenna
antenna
efficiency to all frequencies
efficiency
frequencies between
between 200 and
and 400
400 kc.
kc.
6. Attenuation
Attenuation curves based on
measurements of
on measurements
of existing
existing range
range
beacon stations, showing variation of sky wave intensity with frequency and distance and indicated
indicated maximum
maximum and
ground
and minimum
minimum ground
attenuation as experienced
experienced in widely different parts of the continental
continental
United States.
7. Detailed performance
performance specifications
specifications of various types of aeronautical radio aids developed
developed by the United States Bureau of Air
Commerce and approved for service operation.
Commerce
Es copia fiel de su original.
[SEAL]
[BEAL]

Luis R. MIRANDA
M IRANDA
Lms
Subsecretario
Estado
Subsecretariode
de Estado
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ARREGLO INTERAMERICANO
INTERAMERICANO SOBRE
ARREGLO
SOBRE
RADIOCOMUNICACION
RADIOCOMUNICACION
S
ECCION 1.—I
NTRODUCCION
SECCION
1.-INTRODUCCION
Los Delegados de los Gobiernos Americanos
mencionados,
Americanos abajo mencionados,
reunidos en Conferencia
Conferencia en la Habana, Repdblica
Repablica de Cuba, del lro.
Iro.
de noviembre
noviembre al 13 de diciembre
ban celebrado
diciembre de 1937, han
celebrado el siguiente
quo empezara
empezara, a
a regir el Iro.
1ro. de julio
Julio de 1938
arreglo administrativo,
administrativo, que
en aquellos poises
aprobacien del
paises en donde hubiere obtenido la aprobaci6n
respectivo
Gobierno, que debe comunicarlo
respectivo Gobierno,
comunicarlo a
a la Secretaria
Secretaria de Estado
de Cuba.
Argentina,
Argentina,
Brasil,
Canada,
Canada,
Colombia,
Colombia,
Cuba.
Cuba.

Chile,
Repablica Dominicana,
Republica
Dominicana,
America,
Estados Unidos de Am6rica,
Guatemala,
Guatemala,
Haiti,
Haiti,

Mexico,
Mexico,
Nicaragua,
Nicaragua,
Panama,
Pelt,
Perd,
Uruguay,
Uruguay, yy
Venezuela.
Venezuela.

Si cualquier
cualquier Estado deseare dar por terminado
terminado este arreglo
arreglo total
total oo
parcialmente,
parcialmente, podth
escrita
podra hacerlo por medio de una comunicacion
comunicaci6n escrita
dirigida
Gobierno de Cuba, con tin
dirigida al Gobierno
anticipacien a
ala fecha
un alio
ano de anticipaci6n
fecha
en quo
que des&
desee ponerle fin, en la cual dare,
dara las razones quo
que le
le inducen a
a
ello.
ello.
recibido aa los demAs
demas
El Gobierno de Cuba transmitira,
transmitira el aviso recibido
interesados.
Estados interesados.
S
ECCION 2.-TABLAS
2.—TABLAS DE
SECCION
DE ASIGNACION
ASIGNACION
TABLA II
ASIGNACION DE
ASIGNACION

FRECIIENCIAS
FRECUENCIAS

PARA
PARA

AMERICANO.
AMERICANO.

10-100
10-100

100-110
100-110
110-125
110-125
125-150
150-160
160-200
160-200
200-285
200-285
285-315
315-320
320-325
325-345
325-345
345-365
345-365

DIVERSOS
DrirErtsos

CONTINENTE
SERVICIOS
SERVICIOS EN EL CONTINENTE

(10-550 Kc/s.)
(10-550
Kc/s.)

Fijos.
Fijos.
a) Fijos. b) M6viles.
a)
M6viles.
M6viles.
M6viles.
M6viles maritimos
marftimos (abiertos a
a la correspondencia
correspondencia publica
exclusivapdblica exclusivaM6viles
mente).
mente).
M6viles.
M6viles.
Aeronauticos.
a) Fijos. b) M6viles.
M6viles. c)
c) Aeronauticos.
Aeronautic° y
m6vil, excepto
estaciones comerciales
de navfo.
y m6vil,
excepto aa estaciones
comerciales de
navio.
AeronAutico
Radiofaros teniendo
prioridad los destinados
destinados a
a servicios marftimos.
maritimos.
Radiofaros
teniendo prioridad
Aeronauticos.
Aeronguticos.
a) Aeronauticos.
Moviles no abiertos a
correspondencia
a la correspondencia
Aeronauticos. b) M6viles
pablica.
pdblica.
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
a) Aeronauticos.
b) M6viles
M6viles no
no abiertos
la correspondencia
correspondencia
a)
Aeronauticos. b)
abiertos aa la

pdblica.
pablica.
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TABLA I—Continua
I-Continda
TABLA
365-385
365-385

385-400
385-400
400-460
400-460
460-485
460-485
485-515
485-515
515-550
515-550

a)
Radiogoniometria, b)
b) M6viles,
de no
a) Radiogoniometria,
M6viles, aa condicion
condici6n de
no perturbar
perturbar la
la
radiogoniometria,
quedando excluldas
excluidas las
las estaciones
radiogoniometrfa, quedando
estaciones costeras
costeras que
que
emplean
ondas B).
emplean ondas
B).
M6viles
y aeronauticos,
aeronauticos, teniendo
prioridad los
los marftimos,
maritimos, entenentenM6viles y
teniendo prioridad
diendose que
que la
se refiere
existentes.
diendose
la prioridad
prioridad se
refiere aalos
los servicios
servicios existentes.
M6viles.
M6viles.
M6viles
A-1 y
y A-2
solamente.
M6viles A-1
A-2 solamente.
M6viles.
etc.)
M6viles. (Socorro,
(Socorro, Ramada,
llamada, etc.)
Servicios
no abiertos
abiertos a
a la
la correspondencia
correspondencia pdblica
A-1 y
y A-2
Servicios no
pdblica A-1
A-2
gnicamente.
dnicamente.

NOTA:
NOTA:
1.—La
banda de
frecuencias comprendida
entre los
se reserva
1.-La banda
de frecuencias
comprendida entre
los 200
200 y
y 400
400 Kc/s.
Kc/s. se
reserva
en
pars la
en las
las Americas
Americas para
la ayuda de
de la
la navegacion
navegaci6n aerea
aerea y
y pars
para la transmitransmisi6n de
de informes
informes meteorolOgicos
otros informes
pars la
la proteccian
de
meteorol6gicos y
y otros
informes para
protecci6n de
solamente a
a la
prioridad que en
las aeronaves
aeronaves en vuelo, sujeta solamente
la prioridad
en esta
esta
banda puedan
servicios maritimos.
maritimos.
banda
puedan toner
tener los servicios
2.—Cuando
adversas o
o aa otras razones
razones
2.-Cuando debido
debido aa condiciones
condiciones atmosfericas
atmosfericas adversas
tecnicas,
pueda emplear
frecuencias entre
entre los
los 200
y 400
tecnicas, no
no se
se pueda
emplear frecuencias
200 y
400 kc/s.
kc/s.
pars
servicios antedichos,
antedichos, se
se podra,
usar otras
otras frecuencias
para los
los servicios
podra usar
frecuencias adecuadas,
adecuadas,
siempre
paises de America
America cugles
frecuencias
siempre que
que se notifique
notifique aatodos
todos los palses
cuales frecuencias
han sido escogidas.
escogidas.
ban
TABLA
II
TABLA II
ASIGNACION DE LAB
LAS FRECIIENCIAS
ENTER 550-1600
550-1600 lic/s.
ASIGNACION
FRECUENCIAS ENTRE
Kc/s.
A
LA RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFUSION
A LA
550-1600
Radiodifusion
550-1600 Kcls.
Kc/s. Radiodifusi6n
TABLA
III
TABLA III
ASIGNACION
DE FRECUENCIAB
FRECUENCIAS A
A LOB
DIVERSOS S
ERVICIOS.
ABIGNACION GENERAL
GENERAL DE
LOS DIVERSOS
SERVICIOS.
1600-4000 KcIs.
1600-4000
Kc/s.

Frecuencias
Frecuenciaa
%c/s.
Kc/s.
1600-1750
1600-1750

1750-2050
1750-2050
2050-2100
2050-2100
2100-2200

2200-2300
2200-2300
2300-2395
2300-2395

Norte Amferca
America
Zona de Norte

Zona Central
Central
Zona

Zona
Bud America
Zone de
de Sud
Amdrica

Moviles (PreFijos y
y M6viles
(Preferentemente
pars
ferentemente
para
policia).
policla).
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos
y Moviles.
Fijos y
M6viles.
M6viles
(Preferente(Preferentemente
mente estaciones
estaciones de
barco).
barco).
y M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos y
M6viles
(PreferenteM6viles (Preferentemente para
pars policla).
policia).

Fijos
Fijos y
y M6viles inincluyendo aeronduaeronducluyendo
tica.
tica.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos y M6viles.
Moviles.
Fijosy
M6viles
M6viles (Preferente(Preferentemente
mente estaciones
estaciones
de barco).
barco).
y M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos y
M6viles
(PreferenteM6viles (Preferentemente pars
mente
para papolida). (1)
cia).
(1)
General de ExperienExperiencias.
M6viles
Moviles (Preferentemente
pars polipollmente para
eta).
cfa).
M6viles (Preferente(Preferentemente
Estaciones
mente Estaciones
Costeras).
Aeronguticos y
y M6Aeronauticos
M6viles.

Fijos y
y M6viles
M6viles inincluyendo aeronauaeronaucluyendo
tica.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos
Fijos y
y M6viles.
M6viles
M6viles (Preferentemente estaciones
estaciones
de
barco).
de barco).
Moviles.
Fijos y
y M6viles.
Moviles y
RadiodiM6viles
y Radiodifusion.
fusi6n.

2395-2400
2395-2400

General de
General
de ExperienExperiencias.
2400-2500
M6viles (Preferente2400-2500 Moviles
(Preferentemente pars
para policia).
policia).

2500-2600
2500-2600
2600-2735
2600-2735

Moviles
(PreferenteM6viles
(PreferenteEstaciones
mente
Estaciones
Costeras).
Costeras).
Aeronauticos
y M6Aeroniuticos y
Moyne&
viles.

M6viles
M6viles y
y
difusion.
difusi6n.
Moviles
M6viles yy
difuEd6n.
difusi6n.

RadioRadioRadioRadio-

Moviles (Preferente(PreferenteM6viles
Estaciones
mente Estaciones
Costeras).
Costeras).
Aeronguticos y
MoAeronauticos
y Moviles.
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COMM UNICATIONS—DEC.13,
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INTER-AMERICAN-RADIO
TABLA
TABLA

III-Continda

Frecnencias
Frecuencias
Kc/s.
Kc/s.

Zona de
de Norte
Norte America
America
Zona

Central
Zona
Zona Central

Amdrica
Zona
Sticl America
de Bud
Zona de

2735-2740
2735-2740

A/Wiles
(PreferenteM6viles (Preferentemente
barcos.
mente inter barcos.
Frecuencia
asigFrecuencia
nable-2738
nable-2738 kc/s.)

2740-2850
2740-2850
2850-3000

Fijos
M6viles.
Fijos yy MOviles.
AeronAuticos
y M6Aeronauticos y
viles.
Fijos y
M6viles.
y M6viles.
Fijos
Aeronguticos.
Aeronauticos.
M6viles
(PreferenteM6viles (Preferentemente frecuencia
frecuencia de
mente
llamada
llamada de los serviaeronauticos
cios aeromiuticos
kc.)
3105 kc.)
M6viles.
y M6viles (PreFijos y
ferentemente AeroAeroferentemente
miuticos).
nauticos).
Fijos.
Fijos.
Fijos
y Moviles.
M6viles.
Fijos y
Fijos
M6viles (Prey M6viles
Fijos y
ferentemente
Aeroferentemente AeronAuticos).
nauticos).
General
General de Experiencias.
eias.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.

M6viles (Preferente(Preferentemente inter barcos.
Frecuencia
cos. Frecuencia
asignable-2738
asignable-2738
kc/s.)
Fijos y
y M6viles.
Aeronauticos
y M6Aeronauticos y
viles.
Fijos y
y M6viles.
MOviles.
Fijos
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
Moviles
(PreferenteM6viles (Preferentemente
frecuencia
mente frecuencia
de
l1amada de los
de Ramada
servicios
aeronauservicios aeronauticos
3105 kc).
ticos 3105
Moviles.
M6viles.
Fijos y
y M6viles
M6viles (PreFijos
ferentemente
ferentemente
Aeroneuticos).
Aeronauticos).
Fijos.
y M6viles.
Fijos y
Fijos y
y Moviles
(PreM6viles (PreFijos
ferentemente
ferentemente
Aeronauticos).
Aeronauticos).
General
ExperienGeneral de Experiencias.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.

M6viles (Preferente(PreferenteM6viles
mente inter barmente
Frecuencia
cos. Frecuencia
asignable-2738
asignable-2738
kc/s.)
y M6viles.
Fijos y
Aeronauticos
Aeronauticos yy M6viles.
Fijos
Fijos yy M6viles.
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
M6viles
M6viles (Preferentemente
frecuencia
mente frecuencia
Ramada de los
de l1amada
servicios
aeronAuservicios aeronauticos
3105 kc.)
ticos 3105
M6viles.
Fijos
M6viles
Fijos yy M6viles
(Preferentemente
(Preferentemente
Aeronauticos).
Aeronauticos).
Fijos.
Fijos
y M6viles.
Moviles.
Fijos y
Fijos
M6viles (PreFijos yyMoviles
ferentemente
ferentemente
Aeromtuticos).
Aeronauticos).
General de ExperienExperienGeneral
cias.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.

3000-3065
3065-3100
3100-3110

3110-3150
3110-3150
3150-3265
3150-3265

3265-3320
3265-3320
3320-3440
3320-3440
3440-3485
3440-3485

3485-3500
3485-3500
3500-4000
3500-4000
NOTA:
NOTA:

(1)
pafses en
la Zona
Colombia se les perZona Central situados al Norte de Colombia
en la
los parses
A los
(1) A
para servicio de
mitird
la
banda
de
frecuencias
de
a
2,350
kc/s.
a
2,300
de
frecuencias
de
banda
mitira reservar la
un convenio por
radiodifusi6n en
uno de
de estos
estos paises,
cumplimiento de tin
en cumplimiento
paises, en
cada uno
en cada
radiodifusi6n

el cual
eual no
han de usar mas de dos frecuencias por pals dentro de esta
eata banda,
no han
el
separadas una
de otras,
apropiada y
y antena
direccional. El uso de
antena direccional.
potencia apropiada
con potencia
otras, con
una de
separadas
was frecuencias
frecuencias por
por estos
estos paises
ocasionara, interferencia
interferencia a
a los otros servioios
servicios
no ocasionara
palses no
esas
frecuencias.
usan
en
las
Zonas
del
Norte
y
actualmente
esas
frecuencias.
actualmente
que
Sur
y
Norte
del
en las Zonas
IV 1
TABLA IV
ASIGNACION
LOS DIVERSOR
SERVIO106
DivneRso SIDBtICos
A LOS
FRECUENCIAS A
DE FREGUENCIAR
GENERAL DE
ASIGNACION GENERAL
(\Tease
al pie)
especial al
nota especial
(Vease nota
Frecuenclas.
Frecuencla
Be/s.
Kcds.
40004000550055005570570057005900590060006150-

5500
5570
5700
5900
6000
6150
6675

4000-2?5,000 Kc/s.
4000-25,000
Berveleo.
Berviclo.

(1)
Fijos y M6viles.
M6viles.
(1)
Fijosy
M6viles
Maritimos.
M6viles Marftimos.
Aeroneuticos.
Aeronauticos.
Fijos.
Iljos. (2)
Fijos.
Radiodifusien. (3)
(3)
Radiodifusi6n.
servicios
lo servicios
M6viles. (Frecuencia
(Frecuencia Internacional
Internacional de llamada
llmada de los
M6viles.
aeronguticos 6210 kc.)
kc.)
aeronauticos

por la
revision del
del Cairo
Cairo de 1938
1938 (Treaty Series 948).]
948).]
la revisi6n
[Modificado por
I [Modificado

2539

2540

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
TABLA
TABLA IV—Continda
IV-Continda

Frecuencias.
Frecuencias.

Servicio.
Servicio.

Kc/s

6675- 7000
7000
667570007000- 7300
73007300- 8200
8200- 8550
82008550
85508900
8550- 8900
8900- 9500
890095009500- 9600
96009600- 9700
9700-11000
9700-11000
11000-11400
11400-11700
11400-11700
11700-11900
11700-11900
11900-12300
11900-12300
12300-12825
12300-12825
12825-13350
12825-13350
13350-14000
13350-14000
14000-14400
14000-14400
14400-15100
14400-15100
15100-15350
15100-15350
15350-16400
15350-16400
16400-17100
16400-17100
17100-17750
17100-17750
17750-17800
17750-17800
17800-21450
17800-21450
21450-21550
21450-21550
21550-22300
21550-22300
22300-24600
22300-24600
24600-25000

[54
TA2.
[54 S
STAr.

Fijos.
Fijos.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos.
M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos
M6viles.
Fijos yy M6viles.
Fijos.
Radiodifusi6n. (3).
(3).
Radiodifusi6n.
Fijos (2).
(2).
Fijos.
M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos.
Radiodifusi6n.
(3)
Radiodifusi6n. (3)
Fijos.
Fijos.
M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos y
y MOviles.
M6viles.
Fijos.
Fijos.
Aficionados.
Fijos.
Fijos.
RadiodifusiOn.
Radiodifusi6n. (3)
(3)
Fijos.
Fijos.
M6viles.
M6viles.
Fijos yy M6viles.
M6viles.
Radiodifusi6n. (3).
Radiodifusi6n.
(3).
Fijos.
Radiodifusi6n,
(3).
Radiodifusi6n, (3).
M6viles.
M6viles.
Moviles.
Fijos yy M6viles.
M6viles.
M6viles.

Notas:
Notas:
(1) 4600-6200
Kc/s.
4600-5200 Ke/s.

Las altas
contratantes eonvienen,
alias partes contratantes
convienen, cada
en haeer
tin estudio
especial
cada una,
una, en
hacer un
estudio especial
sobre estas
estas frecuencias
considerandolas como una de las posibles soluciones
sobre
frecuencias considertindolas
soluciones para
la
para la
radiodifusi6n
radiodifusion nacional
nacional en aquellos
aquellos paises
paises de la
situada al
al sur
our de
de
la Zona
Zona Central
Central situada
Panama.
Este
consideraci6n de la
Este estudio
estudio deberia
deberfa ser presentado a
a la consideracion
El
la Conferencia
Conferencia de
de El
Cairo, con las respectivas
respectivas recomendaciones,
recomendaciones, basadas en
siguientes puntos:
en los
los siguientes
puntos:
a).-Uso
direccionales en las estaciones
a).-Uso de antenas
antenas direccionales
estaciones radiodifusoras
radiodifusoras para
para evitar
evitar
interferencias aaotros servicios.
interferencias
servicios.
b).-Determinaci6n
b).-Determinaci6n de la
In potencia
potencia maxima nocturna para
estaciones radiodipara estaciones
radiodifusoras, en esta banda de frecuencias.
frecuencias.
c).-La amplitud
amplitud total de esta banda
banda entre los 4500 yy los 5200 Kc/s.
c).-La
no debera
debera
Kc/s. no
exceder de 300 Kc/s.
(2) 6900-6000
5900-6000 y
y9600-9700 Kc/s.
La
La proposici6n
proposicion presentada
presentada por el Brasil, de que se asignen
las bandas
bandas de
asignen las
de
frecuencias de
de los
5900 a
a los
kc., y
a los 9700 kc. aala radiodifusi6n,
frecuencias
los 5900
los 6000 ke.,
yde los 9600
9600 a
radiodifusi6n,
sera estudiada
estudiada antes
la Conferencia
Conferencia de El Cairo, de acuerdo con los
sera
antes de
de celebrarse
celebrarse in
los
principios expuestos en la nota No. 33siguiente.
principios
(3) 6000-25000
6000-25000 Kc/s.
Al considerar
las necesidades
Al
considerar las
necesidades del servicio
servicio de radiodifusi6n
radiodifusion en
la banda
banda de
en la
de
frecuencias
de los
los 6000 a
a los 25000 kc. la Conferencia
frecuencias de
Conferencia Interamericana
Interaniericana de
de Radio
Radio
conviene en apliear
aplicar los siguientes principios
conviene
principios al estudio de
de este
este problems,
problema, y
y en
en
presentar recomendaciones
recomendaciones a
Conferencia de
presentar
a la Conferencia
de Radio
Radio de
de El
El Cairo,
Cairo, tomandolos
tomandolos
como base:
como
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INTERAMERICAN— RADIO COMMUNICATIONS-DE).
COMMUNICATIONS— DEO.13, 1937

1.-Cumplimiento
1.-Cumplimiento estricto
estricto de las disposiciones
disposiciones del Parrafo
Worth> 19 del Articulo
Artfculo 7
7 del
Reglamento General de Radiocomunicaciones,
InterReglamento
Radiocomunicaciones, anexo a
a la Convencien
Convenci6n Internacional de Telecomunicaciones
Telecomunicaciones celebrada en Madrid,
Madrid, en 1932, que dice asi:
ad:
reconoce que las frecuencias
frecuencias entre 6000 y
y 30000 kc. (50 y
y 10 m) son muy
"Se reconoce
eficaces para las comunicaciones
a larga distancia. Las Administraciones
eficaces
comunicaciones a
Administraciones se
esforzaran todo lo posible por reservar las frecuencias
frecuencias de esta banda para ese fin,
e,sforzardn
excepto
excepto cuando
cuando su empleo
ernpleo para comunicaciones
comunicaciones a
a corta distancia
distancia o
oa
a distancias
medias no sea susceptible
susceptible de causar interferencia
interferencia a
a las comunicaciones
larga
comunicaciones de
de larga
distancia".
distancia".
2.-Los
canales de radiodifusion
radiodifusi6n seran
preferentemente para
2.-Los canales
sertin asignados
asignados preferentemente
para comunicomunicaciones internacionales
internacionales aa larga
larga distancia, y, en segundo termino, a
a los servicios
nacionales
nacionales de larga distancia, particularmente
comuniparticularmente entre puntos que no esten
est6n comunifrecuencia debera ser la 6ptima
optima para
para
cados por hilo telegrdfico.
telegrafico. En todo caso, la frecuencia
distancia en cuesti6n.
cuestien.
la distancia
estaciones que funcionen
bandas de radiodifusien
asignadas
3.-Las estaciones
funcionen dentro de las bandas
radiodifusi6n asignadas
actualidad, y
derogacien de las mismas, con
en la actualidad,
y en derogaci6n
con el fin
fin de
de prestar
prestar servicio
servicio
local, deberan ser trasladadas a
a bandas de radiodifusien
frecuencias mas
ms bajas,
radiodifusi6n de frecuencias
inferiores a
a los 6000 kc.
4.-No serfa
seria prudente
4.-No
prudente extender las bandas de radiodifusien
radiodifusi6n de altas frecuencias
frecuencias
dfa, hasta que se obtenga la promesa formal de todas las naciones
que rigen
rigen hoy dia,
naciones de
que cumpliran
asignacien de frecuencias
frecuencias que
cumpliran estrictamente con las tablas de asignaci6n
que se
se
adopten en in
Conferencia de El Cairo.
Cairo. Sobre este particular, se llama la atencien
la Conferencia
atenci6n
hacia el hecho de que un estudio de la
demostraria que
in documentaci6n
documentacien respectiva demostraria
telef6nicas y
muchas estaciones
estaciones radiodifusoras,
radiodifusoras, telef6nicas
y telegr6ficas
usando fretelegraficas estan usando
cuencias en toda la gama
gama de altas
altas frecuencias en el "spectrum",
"spectrum", en
en violaci6n
violacien de
de
las disposiciones
disposiciones contenidas
Radiocomunicaciones de
contenidas en el Reglamento General de Radiocomunicaciones
Madrid.
5.-Siguiendo buenos
5.-Siguiendo
buenos principios de ingenieria
ingenieria practica, a
un
a fin
ffn de prestar un
servicio adecuado
adecuado de radiodifusien,
acuerda:
radiodifusi6n, se acuerda:
a) Que no se usard
usara una potencia menor de 5
5 K. W. para el servicio
servicio internacional
de radiodifusi6n.
radiodifusien.
b)
usaran antenas direccionales
conveniente a
a fin de
b) Que se usarAn
direccionales siempre
siempre que
que sea conveniente
prestar buen servicio a
a determinados
paises o
o regiones, dependiendo
determinados parses
dependiendo esto de la
prefiera el pdblico
peblico radioescucha,
radioescucha, la
in frecuencia
este
hora, de las horas que prefiera
frecuencia que se est6
usando,
usando, etc.
etc.
prioridad a
c) Que las
las bandas se
se subdividirdn
subdividiran de manera que
que den prioridad
a clases distintas
distintas
estaciones radiodifusoras, dependiendo
potencia sea adecuada
de estaciones
dependiendo de que
que la potencia
adecuada y
y de
de in
la
calidad de las emisiones, desde el punto de vista de
de las buenas normas
normas de
calidad
ingenieria.
ingenierfa.
6.-El
ingenieria, de canales
canaies de radiodifusion
6.-E1 uso en comun
comdn basado en in
la buena ingenierla,
radiodifusi6n
frecuencias entre paises de
en altas frecuencias
de todo
todo el
el mundo,
mundo, promete
promete algOn
algdn alivio en
en lo
lo
que respecta
respecta a
bandas de radiodifusion
atlas frecuencias.
frecuencias.
a las presentes bandas
radiodifusi6n de
de atlas
7.-Los servicios
servicios actuales que funcionen dentro de las bandas de frecuencia
frecuencia
7.-Los
autorizadas
serin eliminados
eliminados de ellas a
autorizadas no seran
a menos que se suministren frecuencias
frecuencias
adecuadas
importancia, en consecuencia,
adecuadas que
que las
las reemplacen;
reemplacen; siendo
siendo de
de importancia,
consecuencia, que
que las
las
recomendaciones
Conferencia de
Cairo contengan
contengan recorecomendaciones que
que se
se presenten
presenten aa la Conferencia
de El
El Cairo
mendaciones
especiales sobre este asunto.
mendaciones especiales
depender In
protecci6n
la comunicaci6n
comunicaci6n por radio puede depender
la protecci6n
8.-En vista de
de que de Ia
in vida
y In
propiedad, se
dart/ consideraci6n
consideracion primordial
primordial a
mOviles
de la
vida y
la propiedad,
se dara
a los
los servicios m6viles
alteracion en
bandas actualmente
autorizadas.
en las bandas
actualmente autorizadas.
al hacer
hacer cualquiera
cualquiera alteraci6n
9.-Las
recomendaciones que se
presenten respecto
respecto a
a frecuencias
adicionales
9.-Las recomendaciones
se presenten
frecuencias adicionales
ampliaciones de las bandas
bandas
necesarias, deberan hacerse a
a base de ampliaciones
que se consideren
consideren necesarias,
de radiodifusion
nuevas bandas.
radiodifusi6n ya existentes, en yes
vez de la creaci6n de nuevas
Nota especial:
especial:
resoluci6n que
qua se
respect° aa las recomendaciones
recomendaciones que
La resoluci6n
se tome en
en El Cairo
Cairo con respecto
que
scrim presentadas
presentadas en
(1), (2) y
serin
en cumplimiento
cumplimiento de las notas
notas (1),
y (3) modificsulin
modificaran autoautomiticamente la
in asignaci6n a
maticamente
a servicios en la Tabla IV que antecede.
antecede.

2541

2542
2542

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
TREATIES
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TABLA V
TABLA
V

ASIGNACION
ASIGNACION GENERAL
FRECIIENCIAS A
LOS DIVERSOS
DIVERSOS SERVICIOS
GENERAL DE
SERVICIOS
DE FRECUENCIAS
A LOS
25,000
K c/s.
25,000 Y
Y 30,000
30,000 Kc/s.
25000-25600
25000-25600
25600-26600
25600-26600
26600-27000
26600-27000
27000-28000
27000-28000

ENTRE
ENTRB

Radiodifusion t1
Radiodifusi6n
Radiodifusion.
Radiodifusi6n.
Radiodifusion
Radiodifusi6n 1
(a)
(a) Fijos
(b)
MOviles 1
(b) M6viles
Aficionados.
Aficionados.

28000-30000
28000-30000
Disponible para
para este servicio
servicio de acuerdo
acuerdo con
con lo estipulado
estipulado en
el Artfculo
Articulo 7,
7,
en el
General de Radimomunicaciones
parrafo 1, del Reglamento
Reglamento General
al Convenio
Radiocomunicaciones Anexo
Anexo al
Convenio
Internacional de Telecomunicaciones
Telecomunicaciones firmado
Internacional
Madrid en
en 1932,
1932, siempre
siempre que
que
firmado en Madrid
no se cause interferencia
interferencia al servicio internacional
se ha
asignado esta
esta banda
banda
internacional aa que
que se
ha asignado
de frecuencias
frecuencias de acuerdo con
con dicho
Regjamento.
dicho Reglamento.
1 Disponible

TABLA VI
TABLA
VI

[F]RECUENCIAS
[11RECITENCIAS ENTER
Y 300,000
300,000 Kc/s.
Re/s.
ENTRE 30,000
30,000 Y

Cada pals comunicarA
comunicara aa los demas
americanos interesados,
demais palses
pafses americanos
easo de
de
interesados, en
en caso
que exists
exista posiblidad de originarse
originarse interferencia
interferencia entre palses
pafses o
o de
que se
se desee
desee
de que
entendimiento entre ellos, la ubicaci6n,
entendimiento
ubicacion, potencia,
y clase
clase de
de servicio
servicio
potencia, frecuencia
frecuencia y
de cualquiera
cualquiera estaci6n
estacion o
oestaciones
estaciones que se
proyecte operar
operar en
en la
la banda
de frecuenfrecuense proyecte
banda de
a los 30 megaciclos
megaciclos aa fin de que pueda llegarse
cias superior a
ilegarse a
a un
un mutuo
mutuo acuerdo
acuerdo
y desarrollo
y
deseados.
desarrollo deseados.
Se acepta
acepta esta tabla
gufa para
investigaci6n y
tabla como guts
para la investigacion
y el uso
uso experimental
de
experimental de
frecuencias.
Frecuencias
Frecuencias
Kc/s.
Ke/s.

Zone
Norte Amrica
America
Zona de
de Norte

Zone Central
Zona

3000030000- 41000
41000- 44000
4100044000
44000- 56000
440056000
5600060000
66000-60000
60000- 66000
66000
6000066000-72000
6600072000
7200072000 78000
78000

Fijos y
y M6viles.
Moviles.
Fios p
Fijos
Mt:wiles.
y M6viles.
Radiodifusion.
Radiodifusi6n.
RadiodifusiOn.
Radiodlfnsi6n.
Television.
Televisi6n.
TelevisiOn.
Televisi6n.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fios y
y M6viles.
Fijos
Moviles.
Fios y
Fijos
Movies.
y M6viles.
Television.
Televisi6n.
TelevisiOn.
Televisi6n.
Fios yyM6viles
Fijos
Moviles (Radithros
Ae- Fios
(Radioaros AeFijos p
y Movies
M6viles (Radiofaros
(Radiofaros
ronAuticos
Indicadores).
ronautleos Indicadores).
Aeroninticos
IndicadoAeronauticos
Indicadores).
res).
78000
78000- 90000 Televisi6n.
Television.
Televisi6n.
Television.
90000- 96000 Flos
9000Fijos y
y Moviles
(Incluyendo Fijos
M6viles (Indeuyendo
(Incluyendo
Fios yyMoviles
M6vlles (Induyendo
seronfaiticos de
de atesistemas aeronAuticos
sistemas aeronlinticos
de
aeronautlco. de
degas).
rrizaje a
a cegas).
aterrizaje a
adegas).
aterrizaje
96000-108000 Television.
Televisl6n.
Television.
Televisl6n.
108000-112000 Fios
y Movies
M6viles (Incluyendo
Fijos y
(Incluyendo Fios
Fijos y
yM6viles
Movies (Incluyendo
(Incluyendo

112000-118000
112000-118000
118000-123000
123000-126000
123000-126000

126000-132000
126000-132000
132000-156000
132000-156000
15000-168000
156000-168000
168000-180000
168000-180000
180000-192000
180000-192000
192000-20000
192000-204000
204000-216000
20400-216000
216000-224000
216000-224000
224000-23000
224000-230000
230000-234000
i234000-24000
234000-246000
2400-268000
244000-258000
i28000-27000
258000-270000
120000-282000
F000--282000
282000401000
28000-32000
201000400000
00W0-0
!

radiofaros
radiofaros aeronauticos
aeronAuticos pare
para
d
aterrlzae aa degas
iegas 1
y, para
el sten**
Para
localizacien).
localizaci6n).
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fios y
y M6vile.
Fijos
Movies.
Radiofaros aeronAuticos
aeronaitcos de
Radiofaros
de orientacion.
entaci6n.
Aeronauticos
AeronAnticos (Control
(Control del trantrhnsito
aeropuertos).
sit° en aeropuertos).
Fios
M6viles.
Fijos y
y Movies.
Radiodifusi6n
(Televisi6n).
Radiodifusion (TelevisiOn).
Fos
Fijos y
yM6vies.
MOviles.
Radiodfnesi6n (Toevisi6n).
RadiodifusiOn
(TelevisiOn).
Flsos y
y MS6vios.
Radlodjfusi6n
Radiodifusion (Taleviin).
(TelevisiOn).
Foes y M6vils.
Pijoap
Meoviles.
Aficolnados.
Aficionados.
Fos y
y MOvilea.
Fijos
M6vile.
Radiodifusin
(Televisi).
Radiodifusiem (Television).
Filos
y M6vies.
Fijos y
Wylie&
Radiodifusi6n
(TelevisiOn).
Radiodifusi6n (Televisi6).
F
y
M6viem.
Fijos
y Moyne&
Badiodifusi6n
RadiodiftniOn (Telvisi6n).
(Television).
Pljos
116vike.
PF c y
y M6vfle.

radlofaros aeronAutioos
radiotaros
aeronauticos
pra
pare el aterrizaje
aterrizaje adages
a degas yy
pare localizacion).
para
localizad6n).
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos y
y Movies.
Fios
M6viles.
Radlotaros
aeronAnticos de
Radiofaros aeronauticos
orientacion.
orientad6n.
Aeronauticos (Control
Aeronauticos
(Control del
transito
transito en aeropuertos).
aeropnertos).
Filos
Fijos y
y MOviles.
M6viles.
Radiodifusi6n (Television).
Radiodifusion
(Televisi6n).
Fios
Pike y
p M6viles.
M6vfes.
RadiodifusiOn (Televisi6n).
(Television).
Raddiodifsi6n
Fijos y
y Movies.
Fols
M6vles.
Radiodiusi6n
RadiodifnsiOn (Televisl6n).
(Television).
Fijos yM6viles.
y MOviles.
Fijos
Aficionados.
Afidonados.

Zone
Eind America
America
Zona de Sud
Movies.
Fijos yyM6viles.
Radiodifusion.
Radiodifusi6n.
Television.
Televisi6n.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos y
y M6viles.
Moviles.
Fios
Television.
Televisi6n.
Fijos yp Movies
M6viles (Radiofaros
(Radiofaros
Aeronauticos
AeronAuticos
Indicadores).
res).
TelevisiOn.
Televlsi6n.
Fios
rya y
yM6viles
MOviles (Inluyendo
(Incluyendo
sistemas aeronauticos
aeronAnticos de
sistems
aterrizaje
degas).
aterriraJe aadeias).
Television.
Televisl6n.
Fijos y
yM6viles
M6viles (Incluyendo
radiofaros aeronauticos
aeronauticos
radiofaros
parael
para
el aterrizaje
aterrizaje aadegas
oiegas yy
pars localizaci6n).
para
localizad6n).
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos y
y M6vlles.
Movies.
Fios
Radiofaros
Radiofaros aeronauticos
aeronauticos de
orientacion.
orientaci6n.
Aeronauticos
Aeronauticos (Control del
transito en aeropuertos).
trAnsito
aeropuertos).
Fijos y
yM6viles.
Movies.
Fios
Radiodifusi6n
Radiodifusion (Televisi6n).
(Television).
Fijos p
Moviles.
Fijos
y M6viles.
Radiodifusion (Televisi6n).
(Television).
Radiodifusi6n
Fijos y
y Movies.
Fios
M6viles.
RadiodifnsiOn (Televisl6n).
(TelevisiOn).
Radiodifusi6n
Fios
Fijos y
p M6viles.
Movies.
Aficionados.
Aficionados.
Fijos y
y M6vflB.
Moyne&
Fios
Radiodifusion (Televisifn).
(Television).
Radiodifusfn
Fijos y
yM6viles.
Movies.
Fios
Radiodifusi6n
Radiodiftuden (Telvid6n).
(TelevisiOn).
Fijoss y
Movies.
F
ypM6vils.
Radiedifusi6nf(Teoevlsin).
(Television).
Radlodlsi6n

Fios
M6viles.
Fibs y
y Movies.
RadiodifusiOn (Televisifm).
Radiodu
(Tevisi6n).
Fijos
y Movies.
FJPs y
M6viles.
RadiodifosiOn
(Television).
Badlodintsui (Tebvidsin).
Fijos p
MOvilze.
F1o
y M6vllt.
Radiodifusion (TeBlvisl6n).
(Television).
Badlodisulin
Fijo y
y M6vfle.
nice
MOviles.
Fios
M6vlesb
riles y
3
,1.16viles.
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S
ECCION 3.—FREC1TENCIAS
EN EMISIONES
EMISIONES
SECCION
3.-FRECUENCIAS ASIGNABLES
ASIGNABLES BASADAS
BASADAS EN
RADIOTELEGRAFICAS
RADIOTELEGRAFICAS

En principio,
principio, la asignaci6n
frecuencias, en la banda
asignacion de frecuencias,
banda de 1600 a
a
3000, se hara en mdltiplos enteros de 4
4 Kc/s.,
banda de 3000
Kc/s., y
y en
en la banda
3000
enteros de 5
canales de
aa4000 Kc/s., se hara en multiplos enteros
5 Kc/s.—Los
Kc/s.-Los canales
comunicaci6n
4 o 5 Kc/s., podran ser a,signados
comunicacion de mayor amplitud
amplitud de 405
asignados
cuando la amplitud
amplitud de la banda para el tipo de transmisi6n
transmision autorizada
autorizada
requiera el uso de canales
canales mas
mas anchos,
requiera
anchos, por ejemplo: Dos canales
adyacentes de telegraffa
telegrafia podran ser destinados
adyacentes
destinados aa telefonfa,
telefonia, en cuyo
caso
la
frecuencia
asignada
a
la
estacion
debera
ser la
la frecuencia
frecuencia
caso la frecuencia asignada a la estaci6n debera ser
siguiente tabla
intermedia de ambos canales. En la siguiente
tabla se dan
dan las
las frecuencias que
quo deberan
cuencias
deberan ser
ser asignadas
asignadas aa las
las estaciones
estaciones radiotelegraficas;
radiotelegraficas;
asignaciones podran hacerse
hacerse siempre que ella
ella
la modifica,cion
modificaci6n de estas asignaciones
beneficio de la separacion
frecuencias.
redunde en
en beneficio
separaci6n entre las
las frecuencias.
La siguiente tabla indica las frecuencias
asignables:
frecuencias asignables:
1600

1756

1912

2068

2224

1604

1760

1916

2072

2228

1608

1764

1920

1612
1616
1620
1624
1628
1632
1636
1640
1644
1648
1652
1656
1660
1664
1668
1672
1676
1680
1684
1688
1692
1696
1700
1704
1708
1712
1712
1716
1720
1724
1724
1728
1732
1736
1740
1744
1748
1752
1752

1768
1772
1776

1924
1928
1932
1936
1940
1944
1944
1948
1948
1952
1956
1960
1964
1968
1972
1976
1980
1984
1988
1992
1996
2000
2004
2008
2012
2016
2016
2020
2020
2024
2028
2032
2036
2036
2040
2044
2048
2052
2056
2060
2064
2064

:2076
2076
2080
2084
2088
2092
2096
2100
2100
2104
2104
2108
2108
2112
2112
2116
2116
2120
2120
2124
2128
2132
2136
2140
2144
2148
2152
2156
2160
2160
2164
2168
2168
2172
2172
2176
2176
2180
2180
2184
2188
2192
2196
2200
2204
2208
2208
2212
2212
2216
2220

2232
2232
2236
2240
2240
2244
2248
2252
2256
2260
2264
2268
2272
2276
2276
2280
2280
2284
2284
2288
2292
2296
2300
2304
2308
2312
2316
2320
2324
2328
2332
2336
2340
2340
2344
2348
2352
2356
2360
2364
2368
2368
2372
2372
2376
2376

1780
1784
1788
1792
1796
1800
1804
1808
1812
1816
1820
1824
1828
1832
1836
1840
1844
1848
1852
1856
1860
1864
1868
1872
1876
1880
1884
1888
1892
1896
1896
1900
1904
1908
1908

2380
2384
2388
2392
2392
2396
2396
2400
2400
2404
2404
2408
2408
2412
2412
2416
2416
2420
2420
2424
2428
2428
2432
2432
2436
2436
2440
2440
2444
2444
2448
2448
2452
2456
2456
2460
2464
2468
2472
2476
2480
2480
2484
2488
2492
2492
2496
2496
2500
2504
2504
2508
2512
2516
2520
2524
2528
2532
2532

2543

2544
2544

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
2536
2536
2540
2544
2548
2548
2552
2556
2560
2564
2568
2572
2576
2580
2584
2588
2592
2596
2600
2604
2608
2612
2616
2620
2624
2628
2632
2636
2640
2644
2648
2652
2656
2660
2664
2668
2672
2676
2678
2680

2684
2688
2692
2692
2696
2696
2700
2700
2704
2708
2712
2716
2720
2724
2728
2732
2736
2740
2744
2748
2752
2756
2760
2760
2764
2768
2772
2776
2780
2784
2788
2792
2796
2800
2804
2808
2812
2816
2820
2824
2828

2832
2832
2836
2836
2840
2840
2844
2844
2848
2848
2852
2856
2860
2864
2868
2872
2876
2880
2884
2884
2888
2888
2892
2896
2900
2904
2908
2908
2912
2916
2920
2924
2924
2928
2932
2936
2940
2940
2944
2948
2952
2956
2960
2964
2968
2972
2976

2980
2984
2984
2988
2992
2992
2996
2996
3000
3000
3005
3005
3010
3015
3020
3025
3025
3030
3035
3035
3040
3040
3045
3050
3055
3060
3065
3070
3075
3080
3080
3085
3090
3095
3100
3100
3105
3110
3110
3115
3120
3120
3125
3125
3130
3130
3135
3135
3140
3140
3145
3150
3155

TAT.
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3345
3160
3345
3350
3165
3170
3355
3355
3170
3175
3360
3175
3360
3180
3365
3180
3365
3185
3370
3185
3370
3375
3190
3380
3195
3380
3385
3200
3390
3205
3390
[3395 1]
3210
[33951]
3215
3400
3215
3400
3220
3405
3220
3405
3225
3410
3225
3410
3415
3230
3415
3235
3420
3240
3425
3245
3430
3430
3435
3250
3440
3255
3440
3445
3260
3445
3265
3450
3265
3450
3270
3455
3270
3455
3275
3460
3275
3460
3280
3280
3465
3285
3470
3285
3470
3290
3475
3475
3295
3480
3295
3480
3300
3300
3485
3305
3490
3310
3495
3495
3315
3500
3315
3500
3320
3320
aa
3325
3325
4000
3330
Aficionados.
3330 Aficionados.
3335
3335
3340

SECCION
EMISIONES ESPURIAS.
SECCION 4.-TOLERANCIA
4.—TOLERANCIA Y
Y EMISIONES
ESPURIAS.

-ITABLA DE
TABLA
DE TOLERANCIAS
TOLERANCIAS DE
FRECIIENCIA Y
DE INESTABILIDADES.INESTABILIDADES.DE FRECUENCIA
Y DE

La Conferencia
Interamericana de
Radio,
La
Conferencia Interamericana
de Radio,
CONSIDERANDO:
CONSIDERANDO:

a)
Que el
el progreso
a) Que
progreso tecnico
tecnico alcanzado
alcanzado desde
desde la
la formulaci6n
formula,cion de
de la
la
tabla
en el Ap6ndice
Reglamento General
de Radiotable contenida
contenida en
Ap6ndice IIdel
del Reglement°
General de
Radiocomunicaciones
las
c,omunicaciones de Madrid, permite
permit° una
una reducci6n
reduc,cion apreciable
apreciable de
de las
cifras que
en
ella
se
dan
para
tolerancias
e
inestabilidades.
quo
tolerancias einestabilidades.
b) Que, aun cuando seria
la aplicaci6n
de
serfa conveniente
conveniente continuar
continuer la
aplicacion de
las tolerancias
e
inestabilidades
que
fija
el
Reglamento
General de
tolerancias e inestabilidades
fija el Reglamento General
de
Madrid aa los emisores actualmente
actualmente en
impon6rseles
en uso,
uso, deberia
deberfa imponerseles

II[Vanse
[Wangs los textos ingles y
y portuguds.]
portugues.]
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requisitos mas severos
severos a
alos emisores
emisores construidos
construfdos despues
despues de la
fecha
la fecha
indicada
indicada en la tabla que a
continuacion se
inserta;
a continuaci6n
se inserta;
c) Que convendria
convendrfa obtener
obtener datos suplementarios
las
suplementarios en cuanto aa las
tolerancias
inestabilidades que pueden
tolerancias ee inestabilidades
pueden aplicarse
practica
aplicarse en la practica
especialmente respecto
actual, especialmente
respect° a
alas frecuencias
frecuencias mayores
mayores de 23000
23000 kc.
que podrfan
podrian ser objeto de reglamentacion
reglamentaci6n internacional;
internacional;
ACUERDA:
ACITERDA:

1.-Aceptar que el progreso tecnico
1.—Aceptar
materia de estabilizaci6n
estabilizacion de
tecnico en
en materia
de
frecuencias
frecuencias ha llegado al extremo
extremo de que todas las
pueden
las estaciones pueden
mantenerse
inestabilidades
mantenerse dentro de los lfmites
limites de tolerancias
tolerancias oo inestabilidades
especificados en la tabla que mis
adelante se inserta, asi
especificados
mas adelante
asf como cooperar
cooperar
en la reducci6n
reduccion de interferencias
causadas por
la
fluctuacion
de las
las
interferencias causadas
por la fluctuaci6n de
frecuencias;
frecuencias;
2.-Que la susodicha
susodicha tabla deberia
2.—Que
deberf areemplazar
reemplazar aala
la contenida en
en el
el
Apendice
Reglamento General
de Madrid;
Apendice 11del
del Reglamento
General de
Madrid;
3.—Quo
condiciones de tolerancias
tolerancias y
yde
3.-Que el asunto de la mejora en las
las condiciones
de
estabilidad deberfa
deberia mantenerse
mantenerse en la Agenda
estabilidad
Agenda y
incluir
y ampliarse
ampliarse hasta
hasta incluir
frecuencias
altas que las que aparecen
frecuencias mAs
mas alias
aparecen en la siguiente tabla, con
con
sujecion
reglamentacion que se adopte
Conferencia de
de El
El
sujeci6n a
a la reglamentaci6n
adopte en
en la
la Conferencia
Cairo;
Cairo;
TABLA
REVISADA DE
DE TOLERANCIA
TOLERANCIA DE
DE FRECUENCIAS
TABLA REVISADA
FRECIIENCIAS Y
Y DE
DE INESTABILIINESTABILIDADEB.DADES.-

1) La tolerancia
maxim° de separaci6n
tolerancia de frecuencia
frecuencia es el maximo
separaci6n admisible
admisible
entre la frecuencia
asignada a
a una
estacion y
y la
la frecuencia
real de
de
entre
frecuencia asignada
una estaci6n
frecuencia real
trasmision.
trasmisi6n.
2) Esta separacion
combinacion de estos
errores:
2)
separaci6n resulta de
de la combinaci6n
estos 33errores:
indicador de
de frecuencia
frecuencia
a) el
el error
error del radiofrecuencfmetro
radiofrecuencimetro o
o del
del indicador
emple ado;
empleado;
b)
cometido al ajustar el trasmisor.
b) el error
error cometido
trasmisor.
del emisor.
c) variaciones
variaciones lentas
lentas de
de la frecuencia
frecuencia del
emisor.
3) En la tolerancia
tolerancia de
frecuencia no se
cuenta la
la modula3)
de frecuencia
se tiene
tiene en
en cuenta
modulaelem.ci6n.4)
inestabilidad de frecuencias
4) La
La inestabilidad
frecuencias es
es el maximo
maximo de desviacion
desviaci6n
admisible
resultante solamente
comprendido en
en el
el inciso
inciso (c)
(c)
admisible resultante
solamente del error
error comprendido
anterior.
anterior.

2545
2545

2546

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATI
ES
TREATIES
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TABLA
TABLA DE
DE TOLERANCIAS
TOLERANCIA13 is
RECIIENCIA Y
Y DE
DE I
NESTABILIDAD. 11
DE F
FRECUENCIA
INESTABILIDAD.
Tokrancias.
Tolerancias.
Em!sores en
Emisores
servicio
actualmente
y
y hasta el 1.
1o
de enero de
142 despufs
des
1942,
de cult feeha
deberan

Bandasde Flpreuei.
Fremenei s.

-Bandas

ailistarse a las

tolerancias
indicadas en

las columnas
columnass
2y
d2
y 4,
4, rrespec--tivamente.-

Emisores
Emisores en
servicio
actualmente
actualmente
y
hasta
el lo
1.
y hasta el
de enero de
Nuevos em!Nuevos emiuvos
4lnstais
oems1942,
despues
sores instala•
. sores Instatedos-despu6s de ellYa meth " dos-despues
deberin
dell. de enero
del lo de enero
ajustarse alas
de 1939.
de 1939.
tolerancias
indicadas en
columnas
las columns
esppe- 2y 4, respectivamente.-

A.-De 10
A.-De
10 a
a 550 Kc.
Kc.
a) Estaciones fijas.
1% sfij aas.
0. a
1%
0.. 05%
05%
b) Estaciones terrestres.
terrestres.
0.
1%
0.1t%
0. 1%.
1%
0.
c)
Estaciones moviles
c) Estaciones
m6viles que
que
utilicen las frecuencias
frecuencias
indicadas.
indicadas.
0.5d
%
0. 5%
0.1%
0. 1%
d) Estaciones
Estaciones moviles
m6viles que
usen una frecuencia
frecuencia cualcualquiera dentro
dentro de
de la
la
banda.
--------------------e) Radiodifusidn.
Radiodifusi6n.
ebbs.
50 ciclos.
ciclos.
20 ciclos.

B.-De 550 a
a 1600 Kc.
Kc.
a) Estaciones de Radiodifudein.

C.-De 1600 a6000 Kc.
a) Estaciones fijas.
fijas.
b) Estaciones
Estaciones terrestres.
m6viles que
c) Estaciones
Estaciones moviles
usen
que usen
las frecuencias
frecuencias indicadas
indicadas

I. 1500 a
Kc/s
a 3500
3500 Kc/s
a6000Kc/s
II..3500
3500 a
6000 Kc/s

Inestalnlidades.
Inestabilidades.

-e--

I

50 ciclos
Begundos.

20 ciclos
segundos.

0.03
%
0. 03%
0.04%
0.
04%

0.015%
0.
01%
0.02%
0.
02%

0. 1%
0. 1%
1%

0. 1%
0.1%
0. 05%
05%........

s

0.
5%
0.5%

-.

0. 1%
0.
1%

-

d) Estaciones
queusen
Estaciones m6viles
moviles que
usen
unafrecuencia
culquiera
unafrecuencia cualquiera
dentro de la banda.
banda.
I. 1500 a
a3500
3500 Kc/s
Kc/s--II. 3500 aa 6000 Kc/s

D.-De 6000 a
a 30000 Kc.
a) Estacionesfijas.
Estacionesfijas.
b) Estaciones terrestres.
terrestres.
Estaciones m6viles
que usen
c) Estaciones
moviles queusen
las frecuencias
frecuencias indicadas.
indicArlita
d) Estaciones
Estaciones moviles
m6viles que usen
usen
unafrecuencia
cualquiera
frecuencia cualquiera
banda.
dentro de la
la banda.
e) Estaciones de RadiodifuRadiodifusion.
si6n.

------------

0.1%
0. 1%
0.1%
0.
1%

0. 02%
02%
0.04%
0.
04%

0.01%
0.
01%
0.02%
0. 02% ...............-..-.

1%
0. 1%

0.05%
0. 05% ---

_

a0. 005
05%
0.. 01%
01%

0.
0. 07%
07%
0.05%
O. 05%

O.
0. 005%-.................
005%

[Modifiesdo
[Modificado por
poy la revisi6n
revision del Cairo
Cairo de 1938 (Treaty Series
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(1) Se reconoce el hecho de que en este servicio
(1)
servicio existe un gran ndmero
numero de transmisores de chispa
auto-osciladores, que no pueden
chispa y
y de auto-oscfiadores,
pueden cumplir con este
requisito.
requisito.
NOTAS: 1.—Las
1.-Las administraciones
esforzarin por aprovechar
NoTes:
administraciones se esforzarin
aprovechar los progresos
progresos
de la tecnica radioelectrica para
reducir progresivamente
las tolerancias
tolerancias de freparareducir
progresivamente las
cuencia y
y los lfmites
inestabilidad.
cuencia
limites de inestabilidad.
2.-Enti6ndese
2.—Entiendese que las estaciones
estaciones de barco
barco que operen dentro de las bandas
comunes deberan ajustarse
ajustarse a
alas tolerancias
tolerancias aplicacables
aplicacables a
estaciones terrestres,
terrestres,
a las estaciones
y debertin
y
observar las disposiciones
Articulo 7, Prrafo
Parrafo 117,
117, del Reglamento
Reglamento
deberan observar
disposiciones del Artfculo
General de Radiocomunicaciones
Radiocomunicaciones de Madrid.
3.—Este
fue aprobado
aprobado de acuerdo
in Opini6n
Opinion No. 93
3.-Este texto de tolerancias fu6
acuerdo con
con la
93
adoptada por el C. C. I. R. de Bucarest,
Bucarest, con las modificaciones
modificaciones de
de los encaencabezamientos
y 3.
bezamientos de las columnas
columnas 1
1y
3.

II
II
SUPRESION
EMISIONES ESPITRIAS
SUPRESION DE
DE EMISIONES
ESPURIAS
estaciones que se hallan
hallan
Los Gobiemos
Gobiernos convienen en
en requerir
requerir de
de las
las estaciones
bajo
transmisores lo
mas libre
libre posible
de toda
toda
bajo su
su jurisdicciOn
jurisdicci6n que
que usen
usen transmisores
lo mas
posible de
deberfin ser
de
clase de
de emisiones
emisiones espfuias.
espirias. Estas
Estas radiaciones
radiaciones no deberan
ser de
suficiente
suficiente intensidad
intensidad para causar interferencia
interferencia a
aaparatos
receptores de
aparatos receptores
disefio
banda de
de frecuencia
frecuencia de
de
disefo moderno que
que se sintonicen
sintonicen fuera
fuera de la
la banda
emisi6n
necesaria para
tipo de
de emisi6n
enaision que
se utilice.
utilice. En
En el
caso de
de
emisi6n necesaria
para el
el tipo
que se
el caso
emisi6n del tipo A-3 (radio-telefonia)
emisiOn
(radio-telefonla) el transmisor
transmisor no deberA
deberd, modularse
modulacion hasta
el punto
que
larse en
en exceso
exceso de
de an
su capacidad
capacidad de
de modulaci6n
hasta el
punto en
en que
radiaciones espdrias,
y tratAndose
tratandose de
de la
la
ocurran las radiaciones
espdrias, interferentes
interferentes y
modulaci6n
modula,cion por amplitud, el porcentaje
porcentaje de
de modulaciOn
modulaci6n en
en los maximos
mAximos
recurrencia frecuente,
frecuente, no
del 75
75 por
por ciento.
ciento.
de recurrencia
no deberd,
debera ser
ser menor
menor del
DeberAn
Deberan emplearse
emplearse medios
transmisor
medios adecuados
adecuados para asegurar
asegurar que el transmisor
no
no sea
sea modulado
modulado en exceso de
de su
su capacidad
capacidad de
de modulaciOn.
modulaci6n.
radiaci6n espuria
Una radiacion
transmisor
espdria es cualquiera
cualquiera radiacion
radiaci6n de un transmisor
que se ladle
frecuencia normal
halle fuera de la banda de frecuencia
normal de emision,
emisi6n, para el
el
tipo
cualesquiera productos
tipo de tra,nsmision
transmisi6n que se
se utilice, incluso cualesquiera
productos de
de
armonicos
modulacion, golpes
oscilaciones parasitas
parasitas u
arm6nicos de
de modulaci6n,
golpes de
de nave,
lave, oscilaciones
u
otros efectos
efectos transitorios.
transitorios.
S
ECCION 5.-No
5.—No USO
LOS 333
Kc/s. Como
DE
SECCION
Uso DE
DE LOS
333 Kc/s.
COMO FRECITENCIA
FRECUENCIA DE
LLAMADA AEREA.
AEREA.
LLAMADA
En relaci6n
Articulo 7,
Madrid,
relaci6n con el Articulo
7, inciso
inciso 11,
11, del Reglamento
Reglamento de Madrid,
la frecuencia
frecuencia de 333 Kc/s. no debera.
utilizarse como
como Ramada
debera utilizarse
llamada internacional en el Servicio Adreo
excepts) en
A6reo en el Continente americano,
americano, excepto
en
especiales en
conexion con
uelos trasatlanticos.
casos especiales
en conexi6n
con v
vuelos
trasatlAnticos.
S
ECCION 6.—USO
LOS 500
Kc/s.
SECCION
6.-Uso DE
DE LOS
500 Kc/s.
art1culo 19, SecciOn
parrafo 6-a del Reglamento
Reglamento
En relacion
relaci6n al articulo
Secci6n 1, pArrafo
Madrid, todo el Continente
Continente americano
americano con excepciOn
de
de Radio de Madrid,
excepci6n de
Norte de
serail consideconsidela Bahia de Hudson y
y regiones al Norte
de la
la misma,
misma, serAn
radas
trafico, de
acuerdo con
de
radas como region
regi6n de intenso
intenso trafico,
de acuerdo
con la definicion
definici6n de
Hudson y
dicho articulo. Por lo tanto, except°
excepto la Bahia de Hudson
y las
las
regiones
quedara
regiones al Norte
Norte de la misma,
misma, el
el servicio de
de los 500 kc/s. quedarA
limitado
trasmisiOn de
llamadas de emergencia,
emergencia, de mensajes
limitado a
a la trasmisi6n
de llamadas
mensajes
urgentes
y de seguridad
y radiotelegramas
y aislados.
aislados.
urgentes y
seguridad y
radiotelegramas cortos y

2547
2547

2548
2548

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
THAN TREATIES
INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
TREATIES

SECCION 7.—DEFINICIONES
SECCION
7.-DEFINICIONES
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DEFINICION
DE TERMINOS.
DEFINICION DE
TERMINOS.
La definicion
definici6n de terminos
t6rminos que aparecen
aparecen numerados
numerados desde el 11al
al 42,
inclusive, de la Seccion.
la
Secci6n XII, Resoluci6n
Resoluci6n No.
No. 66 del Acta
Acta Final de la
Conferencia
Habana en el mes de Marzo de
1937,
Conferencia verificada
verificada en la Habana
de 1937,
cualquier cambio que resultare de la
la
se aprueba con la reserva de que cualquier
Conferencia
Conferencia Internacional
Cairo, 1938, con
con respecto
respecto a
a la
la
Internacional de El Cairo,
terminologia de estas definiciones,
definiciones, debera
debera, automaticamente
automaticamente suplantar
suplantar
terminologia
actual.
la redaccion
redacci6n actual.
(1)
(1) TELECOMETNICACION.
TELECOMUNICACION.
Toda comunicaci6n
comunicacion telegrafica
telegrafica ootelefonica
signos, sefales,
senales, escriescritelef6nica de signos,
imagenes, y
y sonidos de cualquier naturaleza,
naturaleza, por conductores,
conductores,
tos, imagenes,
radio u
uotros sistemas
sistemas o
o procesos de trasmitir sefiales,
sefales, sean electricas
electricas o
o
(semliforos).
visuales (semaforos).
(2)
(2) RADIOCOMUNICACION.
RADIOCOMUNICACION.
Toda telecomunicaci6n
telecomunicacion por medio de ondas Hertzianas.
Hertzianas.
(8)
(8) RADIOTELEGRAMA:
RADIOTELEGRAMA:

Telegrama
procedente oocon destino
Telegrama procedente
destino a
auna estaci6n
estacion movil,
m6vil, trasmitido
canales de radiocomunicacion
en todo o
o parte de su recorrido,
recorrido, por los canales
radiocomunicaci6n
del servicio movil.
m6vil.
(4) CORRESPONDENCIA
CORRESPONDENCIA PUBLICA:
PIJBLICA:
(4)
Toda telecomunicacion
oficinas y
estaciones, por
telecomunicaci6n que las oficinas
y estaciones,
por el
el hecho de
estar las mismas aa disposicion
disposici6n del publico,
deban
public°, deban aceptar
aceptar para
para su
trasmision.
trasmisi6n.
(5) EXPLOTACION
PRIVADA.
(5)
EXPLOTACION PRIVADA.

Todo particular, compel%
compania oo corporaci6n
corporaci6n que no sea institucion
instituci6n o
o
agencia gubernamental
reconocid.a por el Gobierno
interesado, y
y que
gubernamental reconocida
Gobierno interesado,
destinadas al intercambio
de
explote instalaciones
instalaciones de telecomunicacion
telecomunicaci6n destinadas
intercambio de
la correspondencia
correspondencia pdblica.
piblica.
(6)
(6) ADMINISTRACION.
ADMINISTRACION.

Una Administracion
Gubemamental.
Administraci6n Gubernamental.
(7) SERVICIO
SERVICIO INTERNACIONAL.
INTERNACIONAL.
(7)

Un servicio de telecomunicaci6n
telecomunicacion entre
entre oficinas
oficinas o
oestaciones de paises
poises
diferentes o
o entre estaciones de servicio m6vil,
excepto si estas
diferentes
movil, except°
6stas son de
a que pertela misma nacionalidad
nacionalidad y
y situadas en los limites del pais
pals a
necen. Un servicio de telecomunicaci6n
telecomunicacion interior o
o nacional,
nacional, suscepsusceptible de causar
interferencia a
causar interferencia
servicios ms
all
de
los
limites
a otros servicios
mas alia de
limites
del pais
en
el
que
opera,
pals
se considerara
considerarti como servicio
servicio interna,cional
internacional
desde el punto de vista de la interferencia.
interferencia.
(8) SERVICIO
(8)
SERVICIO RESTRINGIDO.
RESTRINGIDO.

Un servicio que puede utilizarse
utilizarse solamente
solamente por determinadas
determinadas pero para objetivos especiales.
sonas o
especiales.
I1 [Modificado
[Modifieado por
per la revision
revision del
del Cairo
Cairo de
de 1938
1938 (Treaty
(Treaty Series
948).]
Series 948).]
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(9) SERVICIO
SERVICIO MOVIL.
(9)
MOVIL.

Un servicio de radiocomunicaci6n
radiocomunicacion llevado
llevado a
a cabo entre estaciones
estaciones
m6viles
y por las estaciones
ra6viles y
y estaciones terrestres
terrestres y
estaciones moviles
m6viles comunicAndose
si, excluyendose
excluy6ndose los servicios
candose entre sf,
servicios especiales.
especiales.
(10)

ESTACION FIJA.
FLU.
ESTACION

Estaci6n no susceptible de ser trasladada
trasladada y
Estacion
comunica por
por
y que se comunica
medio de la radiocomunicaci6n
con
una
o mas
estaciones establecidas
radiocomunicacion
o
mits estaciones
establecidas
misnaa manera.
manera.
de la misma
(11)

ESTACION TERRESTRE
ESTACION
TERRESTRE..

susceptible de ser trasladada
Una estaci6n
estacion no susceptible
trasladada yy que efectim
efectuia un
servicio movil.
m6vil.
(12)

ESTACION COSTERA.
COSTERA.

Una estaci6n terrestre que efectim
efectia un servicio
servicio con estaciones de
barco. Esta puede ser una estaci6n
estacion fija dedicada
dedicada tambien
tambien aa las
comunicaciones
comunicaciones con las estaciones de barcos, en este caso, es consideconsiderada como esta,cion
estaci6n costera unicamente
mientras dure su servicio con
dnicamente mientras
las estaciones de barco.
(13) ESTACION
(13)
EBTACION AERONAUTICA.
AERONAUTICA.

Una estaci6n
estacion terrestre que efectd.a
servicio con las
efectda un servicio
las estaciones
estaciones de
aeron.aves.
estacion fija dedicada
declicada tambi6n
tambien aalas
las
aeronaves. Esta puede ser una
una estaci6n
comunicaciones
estaciones de aeronaves;
aeronaves; en
en este
este caso
caso es
es conconcomunicaciones con
con las estaciones
siderada como esta,cion
mientras dure
&ire su
estaci6n aeronautica
aeronautica Cmicamente
dnicamente mientras
su
servicio con las estaciones
estaciones de aeronaves.
aeronave,s.
(14) ESTACION
ESTACION MOVIL.
MOVIL .
(14)

Una estaci6n
estacion susceptible
susceptible de
de ser
y que
que ordinariamente
ordinariamente se
se
ser trasladada
trasladada y
trasl
ad a.
traslada.
(15)
(15)

ESTACION DE A BORDO
ESTACION
BORDO..

Una estacion
estaci6n situada a
a bordo, ya sea de un barco que no este
amarrado permanentemente,
permanentemente, ya sea de una aeronave.
aeronave.
BARCO .
(16) ESTACION DE BARCO.

Una estaci6n
esta,cion aabordo de un barco
barco que no est6
este amarrado
arnarrado permanentepermanentemente.
(17)

ESTACION DE AERONAVE
ESTACION
AERONAVE..

estacion situada a
uier vehfculo
aereo.
Una estaci6n
a bordo de cualq
cualquier
vehiculo a6reo.
(18)

ESTACION DE RADIOFARO
ESTACION
RADIOFARO..

Una estaci6n
estacion especial
especial cuyas emisiones
emisiones estan destinadas
destinadas a
apermitir
permitir a
a
determinar su posici6n
posicion o
ouna direcci6n
direcci6n con
con
una estacion
estaci6n de aabordo el determinar
relacion
estacion de radiofaro,
y en
tambien la
relaci6n aala estaci6n
radiofaro, y
en algunos
algunos casos
casos tambidn
la distancia que la separa de esta
6sta filtima.
dltima.
(19)
(19)

ESTACION RADIOGONIOMETRICA.
RADIOGONIOMETRICA.
ESTACION

Una
provista de aparatos
aparatos especiales
para determinar
determinar la
Una estacion
estaci6n provista
especiales para
la
direccion de las emisiones de otras estaciones.
direcci6n
estaciones.
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ESTACION
ESTACION DE
DE RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFUSION TELEFONICA
TELEFONICA..

Una
estacion que
quo efectaa
servicio de
de radiodifusi6n
radiodifusion telef6nica.
telefonica.
Una estaci6n
efectda an
un servicio
(21) ESTACION
TELEVISION.
(21)
ESTACION DE RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFUSION DE TELEVISION.

Una estacian
autorizada para
para trasmitir
trasraitir imagenes
visuales cambiables
Una
estaci6n autorizada
imAgenes visuales
cambiables
de objetos
objetos fijos
fijos o
en movimiento,
movimiento, para
y reproducci6n
reproduccian
de
o en
para la
la recepcian
recepci6n y
simultanea.
simultanea.
(22)
(22)

ESTACION
ESTACION DE AFICIONADO.
AFICIONADO.

Una
estacion utilizada
utilizada por
un aficionado,
es decir,
decir, por
por una
una persona
persona
Una estaci6n
por un
aficionado, es
debidamente
interesada en
en la
la tecnica
con
debidamente autorizada,
autorizada, interesada
tecnica radio-electrica
radio-electrica con
an
fin anicamente
personal y
sin inter&
pecuniario.
un fin
inicamente personal
y sin
interes pecuniario.
(22) ESTACION
ESTACION DE EXPERIMENTACION
PRIVADA .
(28)
EXPERIMENTACION PRIVADA.

privada para experimentos
destinados al desarrollo
desarrollo
Una estacion
estaci6n privada
experimentos destinados
de
is
tecnica
o
de
is
ciencia
radioelectrica.
de la tecnica o de la ciencia radioelectrica.
(24)

ESTACION
ESTACION PRIVADA DE RADIO.
RADIO.

Una estacion
no abierta
is correspondencia
correspondencia pdblica,
pablica, que
quo
Una
estaci6n privada
privada no
abierta a
a la
autorizada dnicamente
unicamente a
acambiar
"estaciones privadas
esta autorizada
cambiar con otras "estaciones
privadas
concernientes aalos
de su
su
de radio",
radio", comunicaciones
comunicaciones concernientes
los asuntos
asuntos propios
propios de
permi.sionario o
ode
sus permisionarios.
permisionarios.
permisionario
de sus
(26) FRECUENCIA
ASIGNADA A UNA ESTACION.
(25)
FRECUENCIA ASIGNADA
ESTACION.

La frecuencia
estacion, es
es la
is frecuencia
frecuencia que
el
La
frecuencia asignada
asignada aauna
una estaci6n,
que ocupa
ocupa el
centro de
de la
is bands
frecuencia en
en la
la cual
cual la
is estacion
centro
banda de
de frecuencia
estaci6n autorizada
autorizada aa
trabajar. En
general esta frecuencia
frecuencia es la
is de
de la
is onda
portadora.
trabajar.
En general
onda portadora.
UNA EMISION
(26) BANDA
BANDA DE FRECUENCIAS
FRECUENCIAS DE UNA
EMISION..

de frecuencia
frecuencia
La bands
banda de
de frecuencia
frecuencia de
de una emisian
emisi6n es la banda de
efectivamente
ocupada
efectivamente ocupada por esta emisi6n,
emisi6n, para
transmision
para el tipo de
de transmision
y
is velocidad
velocidad de
y para
para la
de las
las seilales
sefiales utilizadas.
utilizadas.
(27).-TOLERANCIA
(27).-TOLERANCIA DE FRECUENCIA.
FRECUENCIA.

es el
el maximum
La tolerancia
tolerancia de frecuencia
frecuencia es
maximum de
desviacian admisible
de desviaci6n
admisible
asignada aa una
entre la
is frecuencia
frecuencia asignada
estacian y
is frecuencia
frecuencia real de
una estaci6n
y la
emisi6n.
emisi6n.
(28).-POTENCIA DE UN
EMISOR RADIOELECTRICO
(28).-POTENCIA
UN EMISOR
RADIOELECTRICO. .

La potencia de an
is potencia
potencia suministrada
suminiqtrada
un emisor
emisor radioelectrico
radioelectrico es
es la
a
En el
el caso
modulada, la
is potencia
potencia
a is
la antena. En
caso de
de un
un emisor
emisor de
de onda
onda modulada,
en
dos nameros,
indicando uno
uno el
el
en is
la antena
antena seth
sera determinada
determinada por
por dos
nimeros, indicando
la potencia
potencia de la
valor de is
is onda
surninistrada aais
onda portadora
portadora suministrada
la antena
antena yy
el
el valor
valor mAximo
maxim° real
de modulaci6n
modulacion empleado.
empleado.
el otro
otro el
real de
(20).-SERVICIO AERONAUTICO.
AERONAUTIC°.
(29).-SERVICIO

Un servicio de radiocomunicaci6n
radiocomunicacion ejecutado
ejecutado entre
estaciones de
entre estaciones
de
aeronaves
y estaciones
estaciones terrestres
y por
de aeronaves
aeronaves
aeronaves y
terrestres y
por las
las estaciones
estaciones de
entre at.
si. Este tenino
y
termino se
as aplica igualmente
igualmente a
alos servicios fijos y
espeeiales de
de radio
destinados a
garantizar is
seguridad de
is navenaveespeciales
radio destinados
a garantizar
la seguridad
de la
gaci6n
aerea.
gaci6n aerea.
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(80).-s
Envicio
(80).-SERVICIO

'uo:
FIJO:

Un servicio
radioelectricas de cualcomunicaciones radioelectricas
que realiza
realiza comunicaciones
Un
servicio que
los
servicios de radiodiquier
excluyendo
puntos fijos, excluyendo
quier clase entre puntos
fusion y
y los
especiales.
los servicios especiales.
fusi6n
(81).-SERVICIO ESPECIAL:
ESPECIAL :
(81).-SERVICIO

telecomunicacion operado especialmente
especialmente para
pars las
Un servicio de telecomunicaci6n
y no abierto
interes general
necesidades de un servicio
servicio determinado de inter&
general y
necesidades
a
radiofaro, de
piblica, tal como: un servicio de radiofaro,
a la
la correspondencia
correspondencia publics,
meteorol6gicos
radiogoniometria,
sefiales
horarias,
boletines
meteorolegicos
de
de
sefiales
radiogoniometria,
dirigidos
regulares, de
avisos a
navegantes, de mensajes
mensajes de prensa dirigidos
a los
los navegantes,
de avisos
regulares,
a
medicas, de frecuencias
frecuencias patr6n,
patron,
consultas medicas,
de avisos
avisos medicos, consultas
a todos,
todos, de
de emisiones
cientificos, etc.
destinadas aafines cientificos,
de
emisiones destinadas
TELEFONICA::
(82).-s Envicio DE RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFUSION TELEFONICA
(82).-SERVICIO

Un servicio
servicio que
que efectta
efectua is
difusion de
radiotelef6nicas
de emisiones
emisiones radiotelefonicas
la difusi6n
Un
esenciahnente destinadas
destinadas a
aser recibidas por el pfiblico
pfiblico en general.
esencialmente
VISUAL::
(83). - SERVICIO DE RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFUSION VISUAL
(83).-SERVICIO

o
visuales, fijas o
imagenes visuales,
Un servicio que efectda
difusi6n de imagenes
efectia la clifusion
Un
animadas,
esencialmente destin.ado
recibido por el pfblico
pdblico en
destinado aa ser recibido
animadas, esencialmente
general.
general.
(84).-SERVICIO
AFICIONADOS..
(84).-BERVICIO DE AFICIONADOS

estaciones de aficionados.
entre estaciones
aficionados.
de radio efectuado entre
Servicio de
AEREO::
(85).-SERVICIO
(85).-SERVICIO MOVIL AEREO

y por estaciones
porta-aviones y
estaciones
Servicio de radio efectuado entre porta-aviones
en aeronaves
comunican entre si.
se comunican
que se
aeronaves qua
en
(86).-s
Envicio GENERAL
GENERAL DE EXPERIMENTACION:
EXPERIMENTACION :
(86).-SERVICIO

Servicio
efectuado por
estaciones de experimentacion
experimentaci6n
por estaciones
radio efectuado
de radio
Servicio de
dedicadas
a
investigaciones
o
desarrollo
en
el
arte
de
radio.
arte
en
el
o
desarrollo
dedicadas a investigaciones
(37).-s Euvicio DE POLICIA
POLICIA::
(87).-SERVICIO

Servicio
de radio
radio efectuado
por autoridades
policia del Estado,
autoridades de policia
efectuado por
Servicio de
Provincia
Municipio para
pars servicios
principalmente
emergencia, principalmente
servicios de emergencia,
o Municipio
Provincia o
con
imidades m6viles
Wm-lies de policla.
polio's.
con unidades
"CANAL":
(88).-EL VOCABLO "CANAL":

Significa
una parte
parte del
radio suficientemente
suficientemente ancho
espectro de radio
del espectro
Significa una
pars
su uso
por una
una estacion
radio con fines de comuniestaci6n de radio
uso por
permitir su
para permitir
cacien.
Comprende los
los tres
tres elementos
elementos definidos
continuacion:
definidos aa continuaci6n:
caci6n. Comprende
(1)
"banda de frecuencia
frecuencia de emisi6n".
emision".
La "banda
(1) La
(2).
de la
"tolerancia de
de frecuencia"
especificada.
frecuencia" especificada.
la "tolerancia
doble de
El doble
(2). El
. (3).
"bandas de
de interferencias",
interferencias", si se requieren.
requieren.
protecci6n de
de proteccion
Las "bandas
(3). Las
FRECUENCIA DE EMISION":
(89).-LA
EXPRESION DE "BANDA
"BANDA DE FRECUENCIA
EMISION ":
(39).-LA EXPRESION

Signifies
que is
banda de
de frecuencia
de einision
bands realrealemisi6n es la banda
frecuencia de
la banda
Significa que
velocidad
mente
ocupada por esta
is clase de trasmisi6n
trasmisifin y
yvelocidad
para la
emisi6n pars
esta emision
mente ocupada
de
utilizadas.
de sefiales
sefiales utilizadas.
(40).-LA
"BANDAS
EXPRESION "BANDAS
(40).-LA EXPRESION

Significa
Significa
cuencia
de
cuencia de

DE

PROTECCION DE INTERFERENCIA":
INTERFERENCIA ":
PROTECCION

las bandas
bandas de
frecuencia adicionales
la banda
banda de frede la
adicionales de
de frecuencia
las
emision
y
tolerancia
de
frecuencia,
que
puedan
ser peremisi6n y tolerancia de frecuencia, que puedan ser
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mitidas a
a fin de que no haya
haya interferencia
interferencia entre estaciones
tengan
estaciones que tengan
asignaciones de frecuencias
frecuencias adyacentes.
En
general,
esta
disposiasignaciones
adyacentes.
general, esta
eke
depende de la selectividad
caracteristicas del
del
ci6n depende
selectividad del receptor
receptor yy las caracteristicas
trasmisor.
trasmisor
(41).-EL
(41) .—EL V
OCABL 0 "PREFERENTEMENTE":
(PREFERENTEMENTE
VOCABLO

Seen esta
esta, empleado en relacion
ciertas bandas de la Tabla
Tabla de
de
Segfn
relaci6n con ciertas
Asignaciones
Asigna,ciones de este Acuerdo,
Acuerdo, significa
significa que a
amedida que se emprenemprendas instalaciones
instalaciones debidamente
autorizadas de los servicios principales,
debidamente autorizadas
principales,
ellas tendran la preferencia
aquella
preferencia de los canales disponibles en aquella
banda.
En cada una de estas bandas, la asignaciOn
asignaci6n de canales
canales para otros
servicios distintos de los de la asignacion
hara de tal
asignaci6n general, se hara
interferencia indebida
manera que se evite la interferencia
indebida con estaciones existentes
existentes
del servicio principal.
principal.
(42).-ESTACION DE
(42).—ESTACION
DE RADIODIFUSION
RADIODIFITSION DE
DE FACSIMIL:
FACSIMIL:

Una estaci6n
estacion autorizada
autorizada para trasmitir imagenes
imagenes de objetos fijos
impresion o
oregistro
registro de la recepci6n
pfiblico en
en general.
general.
para la impresi6n
recepci6n por el
el pfblico
SECCION 8.—AFICIONADOS:
SECCION
8.-AFICIONADOS:

Las siguientes
sig-uientes disposiciones
disposiciones concernientes
concemientes a
a aficionados
aficionados fueron
fueron
convenidas por unanimidad
unanimidad en adici6n
adicion aalas tablas de asignaciones:
asignaciones:
1.-Que
1.—Que la banda de 1750 a
a 2050 Kc/s. quede asignada para
para las
emisiones A-1 y
y A-3.
2.-Que
2. Que estudiadas las recomendaciones
Conferencia de
recomendaciones de la Conferencia
de
Radio de Buenos Aires, Revision
Janeiro, 1937,
1937, eey
y f, de
Revisi6n de Rio de Janeiro,
la Recomendaci6n
Recomendaci6n No. 10, han convenido en modificarlas,
modificarlas, sin que
espiritu de ellas, sustituy6ndolas
esto altere el espiritu
sustituyendolas como sigue:
e) Que las Administraciones
Administraciones indiquen
conveniencia de que
indiquen la conveniencia
que
las bandas de 1750 a
a 2050 Kc/s. yy de 3500 a
a 4000 Kc/s, sean
utilizadas por los aficionados
preferentemente para
aficionados preferentemente
para las comunicaciones a
corta distancia.
a corta
f) Que las Administraciones
recomienden el no emplear
Administraciones recomienden
emplear las
bandas de 7000 aa 7300 Kc/s. y
y de 14000 aa 14400 Kc/s, para
pars
comunicaciones de estaciones
comunicaciones
estaciones de aficionados
aficionados a
acorta distancia.
distancia.
3.-Las frecuencias
frecuencias comprendidas
comprendidas entre 3500 aa 4000 Kc/s.,
3.—Las
Kc/s., 7000 a
a
7300 Kc/s, y
y 14000 aa 14400 Kc/s., sean disponibles
disponibles de acuerdo
acuerdo con la
Tabla siguiente:
3500 a
a 3800 Kcs para.
Solamente.
para A-1
Solamente.
3800 a
a 4000 "" "" A-1
A-l y
y A-3
A-3
7000 a
a 7050 " "" A-1
Solamente.
Solamente.
" "" A-1 y
7050 a
a 7150
solamente para
y A-3
(A-3 solamente
para
is. America
America Latina.)
la
"" "" A-1
7150 a
a 7300
Solamente.
" "" A-1
14000 a
a 14100
"
Solamente.
14100 a
a 14300 "
" "" A-1
A- y
y A-3
A-3
14300 a
a 14400 " ",c A-1
Solamente.
Solamente.
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frecuencia
Podra usarse la emisi6n
emisiOn de tipo A-1 en toda la banda de frecuencia
comprendida
a 14400 Kc/s. Los paises
comprendida entre los 14000 a
paises latino-amerilatino-americanos, Canada
Canada y
podran usar
canos,
y Terranova, podran
usar emision
emisi6n tipo
tipo A-3
A-3 en las
frecuencias comprendidas
Kc/s. Los
Los
frecuencias
comprendidas entre
entre los 14100 y
y los
los 14300
14300 Kc/s.
Estados
Estados Unidos operaran
operaran con emisiones
emisiones del tipo A-3 entre los 14150 y
y
diciembre de 1939.
1939.
los 14250
14250 Kc/s.
Kc/s. por
por lo menos
menos hasta el 31
31 de diciembre
4.-Las bandas de:
1750
Kc/s.
1750 aa 2050
2050 Kc/s.
"
3500 a
a 4000
"
7000
7000
14000
28,000
28,000
56,000

a
7300
a 7300

aa14400
30000
aa30000

"
"
"" y

aa60000

Benin bandas
aficionados.
seran
bandas de aficionados.
5.-Con
el
objeto
hacer un
un mejor
la banda
de 14
mega5.-Con el objeto de
de hacer
mejor uso
uso de
de la
banda de
14 megaciclos,
ciclos, en cuanto a
a la radiotelefonia
radiotelefonfa se refiere,
refiere, y
ya
a fin de evitar una
congestion indebida por la presencia de principiantes
principiantes no familiafamiliarizados con el
rizados
el uso
uso de altas
altas frecuencias,
frecuencias, se
se sugiere: que
que se
se exija un
periodo
suficiente de prueba
necesaria
prueba para
para adquirir
adquirir la experiencia
experiencia necesaria
periodo suficiente
y,
tm exmnen
examen tecnico
teethe° y
y practico,
practico, antes
conceda
y, ademas, un
antes de que
que se conceda
permiso
aficionado para usar
usar la banda
megaciclos para la
permiso aaun
un aficionado
banda de
de 14 megaciclos
la
radiotelefonia.
radiotelefonia.
6.-Las bandas
aficionados asign.adas
recientemente no seran
seran
asignadas recientemente
6.-Las
bandas de
de aficionados
empleadas
servicio de
radiodifusi6n, ya
de radiodifusi6n,
ya sean
para ningan
ningdn tipo
tipo de servicio
empleadas para
fijos
fijos o
o mOviles.
m6viles.
SECCION
SECCION

9.—MENSAJES
TERCERA PERSONA
PERSONA CURSADOS
CIIRSADOS POR
POE
9.-MENSAJES A TERCERA
AFICIONADOS.
AFICIONADOS.

Considerando
que el
el Reglamento
Reglament° General
General de Radiocomunicacion.es
Radiocomunicaciones
Considerando que
anexo
Convencien Internacional
Telecomunicaciones de
a la Convenci6n
Internacional de Telecomunicaciones
anexo a
Madrid dispone,
modificado por acuerdos
acuerdos
haya sido
sido modificado
dispone, que,
que, a
a menos
menos que haya
Madrid
a
estaciones
de
especiales
entre
paises
interesados,
prohibe
a
las
estaciones
se
palses interesados,
especiales
de
tercera
aficionados
tra,smitir mensajes intemacionales
tercera
internacionales que emanen
aficionados trasmitir
persona; y
persona;
y
Considerando: que
evidente que
se fomentaria
fomentaria la
comunidad de
la comunidad
que se
es evidente
que es
Considerando:
Americas estimulando
intereses entre los pueblos de todas las Americas
estimulando el interintereses
cambio, por
aficionados y
de
y sin compensacion
compensaci6n alguna, de
de aficionados
por estaciones
estaciones de
cambio,
mensajes amistosos
amistosos que
emanen de nuestros
ciudadanos;
nuestros ciudadanos;
que emanen
mensajes
La Conferencia
de Radio
Radio
Interamericana de
Conferencia Interamericana
RESUELVE: La

RESUELVE:

Con el
relaciones estrechas
estrechas y
y amistosas
amistosas entre
entre
de fomentar
fomentar relaciones
prop6sito de
Con
el prop6sito
los
pueblos de
de las
Americas, las
las administraciones
palses contracontra-.
de los
los paises
administraciones de
las Americas,
los pueblos
tantes cuyas
cuyas legislaciones
acuerdan que
que las
las
lo permitan,
permitan, acuerdan
internas lo
legislaciones intenaas
tantes
estaciones
en sus
sus respectivos
pages y
y en las
respectivos paises
radioaficionados en
estaciones de
de radioaficionados
posesiones
de los
internacional
efectuar intercambio
intercambio internacional
podrfn efectuar
los mismos
mismos podran
posesiones de
de
mensajes
procedentes
de
tercera
persona;
siempre
tales
menque
tales mensiempre
de mensajes procedentes de tercera persona;
sajes
sean
de
tel
indole
que
normalmen.te
no
serian
transmitidos
por
sajes sean de tal indole que normalmente no serian transmitidos por
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ningfin otro medio existente
ningtin
existente de
electrica, y
y que
que por
de comunicacion
comunicacion electrica,
por
ellos no se pague
directaraente ni
ni indirectamente,
compensaci6n
pague directamente
indirectamente, compensaci6n
alguna.
alguna.
SECCION
10.-SERVICIO
INTERNACIONAL
SECCION 10.--S
ERVICIO I
NTERNACIONAL DE
DE RADIO
RADIO PARA
PARA POLICIA.
POLICIA.

1.-Considerando las ventajas
1.—Considerando
ventajas que puedan
puedan obtenerse
obtenerse de
de la
la coordinacoordinaci6n de las comunicaciones
cid%
comunicaciones de
de policia
interna,cional, se
se recomienda
policia internacional,
recomienda aa
todos los paises que son parte
parte de
este Convenio,
Convenio, que
que autoricen
autoricen estaestade este
ciones
ciones radiotelegraficas
radiotelegraficas de
Policia
lo
mas
proximas
a
sus
limites
con
de Policia lo mAs pr6ximas a sus limites con
paises
contiguos
paises
para la trasmisi6n
trasmision de informaciones
informaciones de
de emergencia,
emergencia,
relativas aamaterias sobre
sobre observancia
observancia de
de las
leyes. En
En general,
solo
las leyes.
general, solo
se tratara
trataril de aquellos mensajes de policia
que perderian
perderian su
su valor
por
policia que
valor por
la lentitud y
limitaciones de tiempo de otros metodos
ylimitaciones
de comunicaciones.
comunicaciones.
metodos de
2.-Las
2.—Las estaciones ocupadas
ocupadas en
del servicio
en la
la comunicacion
comunicacion del
servicio internainternacional
cional de policia haran
haran uso normalmente
normalmente de
de las
proporlas facffidades
facilidades proporcionadas
cionada,s al servicio nacional
nacional de policia;
policia; siempre
siempre que
que (a),
(a), las
frecuencias
las frecuencias
de policia
primordialmente para comunicaci6n
policia usadas
usadas primordialmertte
comunicacion radiotelef6nica
radiotelefonica
con unidades de policia movible
movible no sean usadas para
para comunicaciones
comunicaciones
radiotelegraficas;
radiotelegrificas; (b) que
quo las estaciones de
de distintos
paises en
cercana
distintos paises
en cercana
proximidad
a los unites
limites entre paises
prwdmidad a
paises puedan ser
ser autorizadas
autorizadas por
por sus
sus
administraciones para cambiar de punto a
administraciones
punto comunicaci6n
comunicaci6n radioradioa punto
telef6nica,
y (c) que las siguientes frecuencias
telefonica, y
inicialmente
frecuencias sean
sean usadas
usadas inicialmente
tanto para la comunica,cion
comunicaci6n radiotelegrbfica
radiotelegrafica de
nacional como
de policia
policia nacional
como
internacional:
internacional:
2804 kc/s. llamar
Hamar
2808 "
" operar
operar
2812 "
" operar
operar

5195 kc/s.
de dia
din llamar.
llamar.
kc/s. solo
solo de
5135
5135
solo de
de din
operar.
"" solo
dia operar.
5140
5140
solo de
&a operar.
operar.
"" solo
de dia

3.-Las
notificaciones concernientes
3.—Las notificaciones
concernientes aalas caracteristicas
caracteristicas de
las estaestade las
ciones dedicadas al servicio
servicio internacional
internacional de radio para policia,
policia, seran
Benin
remitidas
Uni6n Internacional
remitidas a
ala Oficina de la Union
Intemacion.al de
Telecomunicaciones
de Telecomunicaciones
Berna, Suiza, aa fin de que
de Bema,
que deseen
deseen interinterque todas
todas las
las estaciones
estaciones que
comunicarse
comunicarse puedan mantenerse
mantenerse informadas
los
detalles
coninformadas de
de los detalles concernientes
funcionamiento individual.
cernien tea al funcionamiento
4.-A fin de asegurar
asegurar uniformidad
4.—A
uniformidad en
de los
los mensajes,
mensajes, se
se
en el manejo de
seguira
el
procedimiento
seguirti
procedimiento operativo
operativo siguiente:
siguiente:
a) Este servicio se ajustara,
ajustara, en general,
general, aalas disposiciones
del ArtiArtidisposiciones del
culo XVI del Reglamento
Reglamento General de Radio
al Convenio
InterRadio anexo
anexo al
Convenio Internacional de Telecomunicaciones
Telecomunicaciones de
Madrid, 1932.
1932.
de Madrid,
b)
hara amplio uso de la lista de abreviaturas
b) Se harti,
abreviaturas que
que aparece
aparece en
en el
el
apendice
9 del Reglamento
Reglamento General
General de Radio anexo
apendice 9
anexo al Convenio
Convenio InterInternacional de Telecomunicaciones
Telecomunicaciones de Madrid,
Madrid, 1932.
nacional
1932. No
se empleara
emplearit
No se
lenguaje
corriente
si
una
abreviatura
es
suficiente.
lenguaje corriente
abreviatura
indica,ciones
Las indicaciones
de servicio
servicio son como siguen:
siguen: P
P -— Prioridad, para
para mensajes
mensajes que hayan
hayan
de ser enviados
prescindiendo del
enviados inmediatamente
inmediatamen.te prescindiendo
;Amer° de
del nimero
de otros
otros
mensajes depositados.
mensajes
depositados. No conteniendo
conteniendo indicaci6n
indicacion de servicio,
servicio, los
los
mensajes
orden que
mensajes seran
saran transmitidos
transmitidos en el orden
que se
se reciban.—
reciban.-
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c) Los mensajes contendran
contendran el preambulo,
y firma, como
preambulo, texto y
como
sigue:
preambulo del mensaje
(1) Predmbulo:
Predmbulo: El pregmbulo
mensaje consistir6
consistira en lo sisiguiente: Numero
Ndmero de orden
orden precedido
precedido por las letras
letras NR;
NR;
indicaciones de servicio como sean
check
indicaciones
sean apropiadas;
apropiadas; check
palabras de conformidad
(este es el conteo de palabras
conformidad con
con el
el
sistema de cuenta tipo del cable,
cable, las
las letras
letras "OK"
seguidas
"CK" seguidas
por cifras que indican
indican el n6mero
palabra,s contenidas
contenidas en
ndmero de
de palabras
en
el texto del mensaje);
mensaje); oficina
oficin.a y
y pals de origen, (sin abreviar);
viar) ;dia
dfa del mes
xnes y
y mes;
hora de dep6sito;
direccion.
mes; hora
dep6sito; direcci6n.
(2) Texto: El texto podra,
cifrado.—
podra ser
ser en lenguaje
lenguaje corriente, oo cifrado.(3) Firma:
Firma: La firma incluira el nombre y
y titulo del remitente
remitente del
mensaje.
mensaje.
SECCI6N
AUXILIO POR
S
ECCI6N 11.
11. AUXILIO
POE RADIO
A LA
REA.
RADIO A
LA NAVEGACI6N
NAVEGACI6N A
AEREA.
NORMAS
INTENSIDAD DE
NORMAS DE
DE INTENSIDAD
RELACI6N DE
DE INTERFERENCIAS.
DE CAMPO
CAMPO Y
Y RELACI6N
INTERFERENCIAS.

1.-POR
Conferencia Interamericana
1.—Pon CUANTO
cumin) la
la Conferencia
Interamericana de
de Radio
Radio ha
ha concon-

las diversas
resoluciones de
de la
Conferencia
siderado cuidadosamente
cuidadosamente las
diversas resoluciones
la Conferencia
en Lima
Septiembre
Tecnica Interamericana
Interamericana de Aviacion,
Aviaci6n, reimida
reunida en
Lima en
en Septiembre
1937, y
especial las Resoluciones
y XVIII
XVIII referidas
referidas
de 1937,
y en
en especial
Resoluciones XIV,
XIV, XVII
XVII y
aaesta Conferencia,
Conferencia, yy
2.--CONSIDERANDO
2.-CONSIDERANDO
a) la gran importancia que la radiocomunicaci6n
radiocomunicazion tiene en
en auxilio
auxilio
de
navegacion aerea;
desarrollo fenomenal
del transito
trinsito a6reo
aereo y
y is
de la
la navegaci6n
aerea; el
el desarrollo
fenomenal del
la
expansion que
que seguramente
esta ha
ha de
toner en
en el
el futuro;
futuro;
mayor expansi6n
seguramente 6sta
de tener
los servicios
servicios radioelectricos
radioelectricos de
de ayuda
ayuda aala
la
b) la precision
precisi6n que
que exigen
exigen los
navegaci6n aerea
a6rea respecto
respecto a
a la estabilidad
navegacion
estabilidad de las emisiones
emisiones en
en cuanto
las
transmision de
de trayectoria
trayectoria multiple,
is cual
puede ser
ser
las afecta
afecta la transmisi6n
multiple, la
cual puede
reducida al minimun
infnimun escogiendo
escogiendo frecuencias
menos exexreducida
frecuencias que esten
esten menos
puestas aalos
los efectos
efectos de
de las ondas reflejadas;
reflejadas;
c)
quo es
is gama
gama de
de las
frecuencias
c) lo
lo extremadamente
extremadamente limitada
limitada que
es la
las frecuencias
que
poseen
las
caracteristicas
de
propagacion
necesarias
mencionadas
que poseen las caracteristicas de propagaci6n necesarias mencionadas
considerando b) anterior;
anterior;
en el considerando
d)
aeronaves en
dependen en
en absoluto
absoluto del
del radio
pars
d) que las aeronaves
en vuelo dependen
radio para
su
orientacion y
y comunicaci6n;
comunicacion;
su orientaci6n
e) el
niunero de
aeronaves de
partes del
del mundo
mundo que
en
e)
el gran
gran ndmero
de aeronaves
de thdas
todas partes
que en
la
tienen que
usando en
en comdn,
comiin, el
ndmero
la actualidad
actualidad usan y
y tienen
que seguir
seguir usando
el ndmero
limitado
para la
la ayuda
is navegaciOn
limitado de
de frecuencias
frecuencias adecuadas
adecuadas para
ayuda a
a la
navegaci6n
aerea, lo
lo cual
cual obliga
Is economia
economia mas
mos estricta
estricta en
su uso,
uso,
aerea,
obliga a
a practicar
practicar la
en su
de
con un
minimun de
de inde manera que
que aa todas pueda
pueda atenderse
atenderse con
un minimun
interferencia;
terferencia;
f)
normolizacion que,
lo tanto,
tanto, convendria
convendrfa efectuar
efectuar para
pars
f) la
la normalizaci6n
que, por
por lo
navegacion aerea
aerea internacional,
internacional, coordinando,
en lo
lo
facilitar la
la navegaci6n
coordinando, y
y en
posible
equip° y
el procedimiento
de operaci6n;
posible haciendo
haciendo uniforme,
uniforme, el
el equipo
y el
procedimiento de
operaci6n;
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g)
que le
le es
es posible,
posible, a
auna
una sola
sola estaci6n
estaciOn terrestre,
terrestre, como
ejemplo,
g) que
como por
por ejemplo,
un radiofaro
orientacion, prestar
prestar simultan6amente
simultaneamente ayuda
en la
la
un
radiofaro de
de orientaci6n,
ayuda en
navegacion
ndmero practicamente
practicamente ilimitado
ilimitado de
aeronaves;
navegaci6n a
a un
un numero
de aeronaves;
la)
la gran
gran responsabilidad
responsabilidad que
asumen los
los servicios
servicios radioelectricos
radioelectricos
h) la
que asumen
que ayudan
la navegaci6n
navegacion a6rea
aerea de
de prestar
un servicio
competente
que
ayudan aala
prestar un
servicio competente
aeronaves, las
que, en
circunstancias, pueden
pueden depender
depender
aalas
las aeronaves,
las que,
en ciertas
ciertas circunstancias,
por
completo para
su
seguridad
de
la
recepcion
ininterrumpida
de
por completo
para su seguridad de la recepci6n ininterrumpida de
sefiales
satisfactorias
de
navegacion;
e
sefiales satisfactorias de navegaci6n; e
i)
corto plazo
plazo con
que se
se ha
contado para
para hacer
estudios de
de
i) el
el corto
con que
ha contado
hacer estudios
ingenieria desde
clausura de
de la
la Conferencia
Conferencia Tecnica
Inter-Americana
ingenieria
desde la
la clausura
T6cnica Inter-Americana
Avia,cion rewaida
Septiembre de 1937;
de Aviaci6n
reunida en Lima
Lima en Septiembre
1937;
3.—La Conferencia
Interaramicana de
de Radio
3.-La
Conferencia Interamericana
RESUELVE:
REBUELVE:
a) Que,
de acuerdo
recomendaciones de
Conferencia de
de
a)
Que, de
acuerdo con
con las
las recomendaciones
de la
la Conferencia
paises representados
representados en esta
Lima, los poises
esta Conferencia
Conferencia preparen
preparen y
ycambien
cambien
entre si,
at, a
amas
1ro. de
de 1938,
1938, todos
todos los
los datos
datos pertipertientre
mfs tardar
tardar el
el Iro.
de junio
junio de
nentes
que
puedan
utilizarse
en
la
redaccion
de
las
siguient,es
tablas,
nentes que puedan utilizarse en la redacci6n de las siguientes tablas,
servirian de
de guia
gala en
lo que
que respecta
respecta a
aplicacion de
los
las cuales
cuales servirian
en lo
a la
la aplicaci6n
de los
principios
que aqui
exponen:
principios de
de ingenieria
ingenieria que
aquf se
se exponen:
Tabla
I, que
contenga una
diversos tipos
tipos de
de servicios
servicios
Tabla I,
que contenga
una lista
lista de los
los diversos
radioelectricos de ayuda
navegaci6n aerea
aerea que
que han
ban
radioelectricos
ayuda aa la
la navegaci6n
operaci6n.
sido aprobados
aprobados para
para ponerlos
ponerlos en
en operaci6n.
Tabla
II, que
especifique las intensidades
intensidades de
sefial minimas
que
Tabla II,
que especifique
de senal
minimas que
son necesarias
necesarias para la recepci6n
recepcion satisfactoria
satisfactoria de
de las
las
diversas clases
closes de ayuda
ayuda radioelectrica
radioelectrica a
a la navegaci6n
navegaci6n
aerea;
datos que se usarAn
usaran como base
determinar las
aerea; datos
base para determinar
las
areas de servicio
servicio normal;
normal;
Tabla
aamisibles de
de la
la intensidad
intensidad
Tabla III.
III. que
que especifique
especifique los valores
valores acmisibles
interferente de los
tipos de
ayuda
de la sefial
serial interferente
los diversos tipos
de ayuda
radioel6ctrica
navegaci6n a6rea,
radioelectrica aa la navegaci6n
aerea, expresandose
expresandose dichos
relaci6n entre sefiales
valores en forma de relacion
sefiales interferidas
interferidas y
y
sefiales interferentes
interferentes en el contorno minimo de sefial
sefial de
servicio;
servicio; a) on
b) 33Kc/s
Bc/s fuera
de la
la
en la misma
misma frecuencia,
frecuencia, b)
fuera de
frecuencia
frecuencia y
yc) 6
6 Sch
Kc/s fuera de
de la frecuencia.
frecuencia.

b) Que es de esperarse que los servicios
servicios radioelectricos
radioelectricos de ayuda a
a
la navegacion
navegaci6n aerea,
especialmente los de radiodifusi6n
a4rea, especialmente
radiodifusi6n unilateral,
mas altas
normas de seguridad,
como los radiofaros, mantengan
mantengan las =is
alias norrnas
seguridad,
estabilidad
e,stabilidad y
calidad de
y calidad
de emisi6n.
emisi6n.
c) Que, con el objeto de economizar
frecuencias, se asigne
ndmero
economizar frecuencias,
asigne el numero
limitado de canales
adecuados para los servicios
canale,s adecuados
servicios radioelectricos
radioelectricos de
ayuda a
a la navegaciOn
navegaci6n aerea
Berea separandolos
separtuadolos lo menos que sea posible
desde un punto de vista practico,
practico, tomando
tomando en consideraci6n
consideracion el tipo
de servicio y
y la clase de ernision;
emisi6n; y
y que, en lo posible,
posible, todas las naciones
deben
reservar las mismas
clones
reservar
mismas bandas
bandas para
para, tipos analogos
analogos de
servicio,
simplificar los receptores
servicio, de manera
manera que se puedan
puedan simplificar
receptores y
yse logre,
por medio de la normalizacion,
normalizaci6n, extender
extender los limites
limites geograficos
geograficos de
utilidad.
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frecuencias para
d) Que
Quo podria
podria convenirse
comun de frecuencias
el uso
uso en comfm
convenirse el
d)
meautorizadas,
bandas
las
proveer
los
medios
necesarios
dentro
de
bandas
autorizadas,
proveer los medios necesarios
cuyas
paises
los
diante
un
acuerdo
regional
celebrado
entre
paises
dentro
de
diante un acuerdo regional celebrado
fronteras
secciones del
del area
area de
de interferencia
interferencia de las estaciones
estacion,es
existan secciones
fronteras exLstan
y
sefiales
existentes segdn
segim la
la tabla
interferencias y sefiales de
relaciones de interferencias
de relaciones
tabla de
existentes
servicio;
servicio;
estaciones de ayuda
e) Que
Quo la potencia radiada
ayuda aala navenaveradiada por las estaciones
e)
autorizadas, deben por lo
gacion a6rea,
aerea, en
frecuencias autorizadas,
bandas de frecuencias
en las
las bandas
gaci6n
sefal
comun, limitarse
limitarse a
alos
los valores
valores compatibles
compatibles con la intensidad
intensidad de sefial
comun,
que
se necesite
necesite normalmente,
normalmente, dentro
prestar
dentro del area en que se desee prestar
que se
area
servicio,
de reducir
reducir a
aun
interferencia fuera del area
minimum la interferencia
un minimum
fin de
servicio, aafin
servicio.
de servicio.
FINES
U. DE
NOTA: VER
ITER DOCUMENTO
DOCUMENTO ADICIONAL
ADICIONAL PRESENTADO
PRESENTADO POB
POE LOS
LOS E.
E. U.
DE A.
A. CON
CON FINES
NOTA:

INFORMATIVOS.
INFORMATIVOS.

ANEXO.
ANEXO.

SEcci6N
.—SuPuEsioN DE INTERFERENCIAS
INTERFERENCIAS CAUSADAS
OAUSADAS
12.-SUPRESI6N
SECCI6N 12
ELturrucos.
ELECTRICOS.

POR
POE APARATOS
APARATOS

inducci6n, sistemas
1.—Los aparatos
aparatos diatermicos,
sistemas de
diatermicos, homos de induccian,
1.-Los
y
frecuencias
altas
mediante
intercomunicacion
domestica
mediante
altos
frecuencias
y otros
domestica
intercomunicaci6n
como
aparatos
electricos
que
emplean
corrientes
radiofrecuencia
radiofrecuencia
de
corrientes
aparatos electricos que emplean
interferencia
causar
pueden
elemento esencial
funcionamiento, pueden causar interferencia
su funcionamiento,
esencial aa au
elemento
radiocomunicaciones.
aalas radiocomunicaciones.
2. El
El uso
uso de
terapeutica,
importancia en terap6utica,
mucha importancia
es de
de mucha
aparatos es
tales aparatos
de tales
2.
cirugia, las industrias, etc.
cirugia,
3.
La radiacion
la energia
esencial para
para el
radioelectrica no es esencial
energia radioelectrica
de la
radiaci6n de
3. La
controo
funcionamiento
adecuado
de
los
aparatos,
y
puede
o
controevitarse
funcionamiento adecuado de los aparatos, y puede
a que se
larse
mermar la
cada aparato,
aparato, al objeto a
utilidad de cada
la utilidad
sin mermar
larse sin
dedique.
dedique.
4. La
La radiacion
ocurre por
general en
circuito de salida, los
en el circuito
lo general
por lo
radiaci6n ocurre
4.
circuitos internos
son
energia, todos los cuales son
de energia,
fuentes de
las fuentes
en las
o en
internos o
circuitos
elementos esenciales.
esenciales.
elementos
5. La
magnitud de
la radiaci6n
radiacion depende
depends de la frecuencia
frecuencia oofrecuenfrecuende la
La magnitud
5.
yy
instalaci6n
disefo,
y
cias
de
funcionamiento,
de
potencia
y
del
diseno,
instalacian
potencia
la
de
funcionamiento,
de
cias
funcionamiento del aparato.
aparato.
funcionamiento
6. La
radiacion que
que emana
fuentes de
de energia
energia puede
evitarse
puede evitarse
las fuentes
de las
emana de
La radiaci6n
6.
circuitos
los
de
usando
un
filtro
de
linea
adecuado.
La
radiacian
circultos
radiaci6n
La
adecuado.
linea
de
usando un filtro
internos puede
puede evitarse
evitarse usando
usando cajas
metalicas adecuadas.
adecuadas. La
cajas metalicas
internos
nivel en que
a
radiacion
de
los
circuitos
de
salida
puede
reducirse
a
un
reducirse
puede
salida
radiaci6n de los circuitos de
no
se
cause
interferencia
a
las
radiocomimica,ciones
usando una
no se cause interferencia a las radiocomunicaciones usando
y
aparato
el
todo
pantalla
metalica
siempre
que
el
protector
aparato y
cubra
pantalla metAlica siempre que el protector
sus
dimensiones
sean
tales
que
no
se
produzcan
corrientes
corrientes
grandes
sus dimensiones sean tales que no se produzcan
parasitas.
parasitas.
7.
puede que
que no
no sea
practico emplear
emplear tal blindaje.
blindaje.
sea prActico
casos puede
muchos casos
En rauchos
7. En
8.
en dichos
aparatos cualquier
cualquier frecuencia
frecuencia en
en la
la
dichos aparatos
usar en
puede usar
Se puede
8. Se
porcion atil
espectro de
radio. Sin embargo, muchos
muchos de los
de radio.
del espectro
6til del
porci6n
aparatos terap6uticos
terapeuticos modernos,
modernos, que
causan la
mayor parte de la
la
la mayor
que causan
aparatos
interferencia
larga distancia,
distancia, operan
de 10,000 a
a
frecuencias de
en frecuencias
operan en
a larga
interferencia a
20,000 kc/s,
kcis, aproximadamente.
aproximadamente. Cuando
utili7an otras frecuencias
frecuencias
se utilizan
Cuando se
20,000
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interferencia principalmente
se causa interferencia
recepcion aacorta
corta distancia
principalmente a
a la
la recepci6n
distancia
o aadistancia moderada.
o
moderada.
9. En
en que
es practico
practico blindar
todo el
el aparato
aparato para
para
En los casos
casos en
que no
no es
blindar todo
controlar
radiaci6n, el &tic°
controlar la radiacion,
medio para
para conseguir
que las
las maquinas
maquinas
inico medio
conseguir que
interferencia es
funcionen sin causar interferencia
frecuencias no
no asignadas
asignadas aa
es usar frecuencias
de radio.
servicios de
radio.
10. El aparato terap6utico
terapdutico usual, es esencialmente
esencialmente un
un emisor
emisor de
de
radio del tipo oscilante
oscilante de
y emplea
generalmente
de autoexcitacion,
autoexcitaci6n, y
emplea generalmente
corriente de pla,ca
coniente
de la
la inestabilidad
inestabilidad
placa autorectificada.
autorectificada. A
A causa
causa de
inherente
a
los
circuitos
osciladores, a
inherente a
osciladores,
grandes variaciones
variaciones de
de
a las
las grandes
voltaje
voltaje durante
durante cada ciclo de
coniente suministrada
suministrada a
ala
la placa,
pla,ca, y
y
de la
la corriente
a los usos distintos
a
que puede
puede darse
al circuito
circuit° de
de salida,
salida, la
la frecuencia
distintos que
darse al
frecuencia
en servicio varia durante
durante la operaciOn
normal, en
un margen
margen muy
operaci6n normal,
en un
muy
o dos megaciclos,
megaciclos, cuando
amplio, posiblemente
posiblemente uno o
se opera
opera en
en una
una
cuando se
frecuencia aproximada
frecuencia
aproximada de
15 megaciclos.
de 15
megaciclos.
11.
11. Todas las maquinas
terapeuticas disefladas
disetiadas para
para un
un mismo
mismo
mAquinas terap6uticas
servicio pueden operar en la misma
frecuencia sin
sin limitar
limitar su
su utilidad,
utilidad,
misma frecuencia
ya que la radiacion
radiaci6n emitida
en3itida por otras maquinas
maquinas no afecta
afecta su funcionafuncionamiento. Se necesitarian
necesitarian mas aparatos
aparatos y
mayores gastos
gastos para
para poder
poder
y mayores
frecuencia fija,
funcionar en una frecuencia
plies habria
que tener
tener control
control autoautofija, pues
habria que
matico
a fin de mantener
matic° de frecuencias
frecuencias a
mantener la frecuencia
frecuencia en
en que
que se
opera,
se opera,
con una variaci6n
variacion de por lo menos 1/20
1/20 por
En 15
megaciclos
por ciento.
ciento. En
15 megaciclos
esto representaria
representaria una anchura
anchura de banda
banda de 15 Kc/s,
lo que
que corresKc/s, lo
corresponde practicamente
practicamente a
un canal
de comunicacion.
a todo
todo un
canal de
comunicaci6n.
a la informaci6n
12. Conforme a
informacion. Dias
acertada de
de que
que se
se dispone,
dispone, el
mas acertada
el
funcionamiento
diatermico
deberia restringirse
funcionamiento diatermico deberia
restrin.girse hasta
hasta que
que la
la ciencia
ciencia
alcance
alca,nce a
a tal punto, en que
qua los aparatos
aparatos puedan
puedan ser
ser disetiados
disefiados ha,sta
hasta
suprimir completamente
radiaciones interferentes,
completamente las radiaciones
interferentes, a
a tres
tres frefreo sean, aproximadamente,
cuencias, o
aproximadamente, 12,
12, 25
25 y
megaciclos.
y 50
50 megaciclos.
a los aparatos tales como sistemas de
13. Respecto
Respecto a
intercomunide intercomunicaci6n domestica y
y ciertos tipos de
de inducci6n,
inducci6n, asi
a,si como
como
de hornos
hornos de
aparatos
aparatos analogos que emplean frecuencias
frecuencias medias o
o bajas,
bajas, deberia
deberia
exigirse
generaci6n de armonicos,
exigirse que limiten todo lo posible
posible la generacion
y que
que
arm6nicos, y
hagan la prueba de rigor aafin de ver que la radiaci6n
radiaciOn no
no pase
pase de
de un
un
nivel determinado.
14. Cada pais
reglamentar lo necesario
pals contratante
contratante debera
debera, reglamentar
necesario para
para
obligar a
a que se blinden por completo
completo y
se sujeten
frecuencias
y que se
sujeten aafrecuencias
determinadas los aparatos
aparatos el6ctricos
determinadas
eldctricos que generan
generan energia
energia electrica
electrica de
de
radiofrecuencia,
radiofrecuencia, como medida esencial
esencial a
operacion, pero
pero que
que no
no se
a su operaci6n,
se
a las radiocomunicaciones.
dedican a
radiocomunicaciones.
15. Se
anexa al
al presente
presente un informe
radio-interferencia
15.
Se anexa
inforrae sobre "la radio-interferencia
por
aparatos
el6ctro-terapeuticos",
presentado por el Canada,
por
electro-terapeuticos", presentado
Canada, el
el cual
cual
debe
considerado como parte de las disposiciones
debe ser
ser considerado
disposiciones adoptadas sobre
sobre
esta materia.
NOTA:
Radio Interferencia
Aparatos Electro Terapeuticos",
Terap6uticos", inN OTA: Ver
Ver ("La
("La Radio
Interferencia por Aparatos
informe
Documento C.
forme presentado por el Canada,
Canada, en el Document°
C. I.
R./Doc. 43.43.—
I. R./Doc.

En
respectivos Delegados
En fe
fe de
de lo
lo cual, los
los respectivos
Delegados han firma&
sendos
firmado sendos
ejemplares
espafiol, ingls,
portugu&s y
ejemplares de
de este
este instrumento
instrumento en espafiol,
ingis,portugues
yfrances,
frances,
los
cuales quedarAn
quedaran depositados en los archivos
los cuales
archivos del
del Gobierno
Gobierno de
de Cuba,
Cuba,
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que enviarA
enviara copia autenticada
autenticada de ellos, en cada
a
cada uno de los idiomas,
idiomas, a
los demis
demas Gobiernos
contratantes.
Gobiernos contratantes.
Repdblica de Cuba, el 13 de
Hecha en la ciudad de la Habana, Repilblica
diciembre de 1937.
diciembre
ARGENTINA :
ARGENTINA:
BRASIL :
BRASIL:
Jost
JosE ROBERTO DE MACEDO-SOARES.
MACEDO-SOARES.
CANADA :
CANADA:
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
LAURENT
C.
C. P.
P. EDWARDS.
EDWARDS.
COLOMBIA:
COLOMBIA:
JORGE SOTO
SOTO DEL
CORRAL.
JORGE
DEL CORRAL.
RICARDO GUTIERREZ
Y RTVERO.
RICARDO
GUTIERREZ LEE Y
RIVERO.
CUBA:
CUBA:
WIFREDO ALBANES
ALBANS Y
PELT.
Y PERA.
ANDRtS ASENSIO
ASENSIO Y
ANDRES
Y CARRASCO.
CARRASCO.
NICOLAB
LA TORRE.
TORRE.
NICOLAS GONZALEZ
GONZALEZ DE MENDOZA
MENDOZA Y
Y DE
DE LA
ALFONSO
HERNANDEZ CATA
CATA Y
GALT.
ALFONSO HERNANDEZ
Y GALT.
CHILE :
CHILE:
EMILIO EDWARDS BELLO.
BELLO.
REPUBLICA
DOMINICANA:
REPUBLICA DOMINICANA:
ROBERTO
DESPRADEL.
ROBERTO DESPRADEL.
MAXIMO LOVAT6N
LOVAT6N P.
MAXIMO
P.
ESTADOS
UNIDOS DE
ESTADOS UNIDOS
DE AMERICA:
AMERICA:

T.
M .CRAVEN.
CRAVEN.
T. A.
A. M.
GUATEMALA :
GUATEMALA:
ARTURO
CoBAR L.
ARTURO C6BAR
L.

HAITI:
JUSTIN BARAU.
JUSTIN
BARAU.
MEXICO::
MEXICO
IGNACIO
GALINDO.
IGNACIO GALINDO.
SALVADOR TAYABAS.
TAYABAS.
FERNANDO SANCHEZ
AYALA.
SANCHEZ AYALA.
FERNANDO
RIII3iN FUENTES.
RUBEN
NICARAGUA:
NICARAGUA:
GUILLERMO ARGUEDAS.
ARGUEDAS.
GUILLERMO
PANAMA :
PANAMA:
ERNESTO
B.FABREGA.
FABREGA.
ERNESTO B.
PERU
PERU::
CARLOS A.
A. TUDELA
CARLOS
URUGUAY:
URUGUAY:
CiSAR GORRI.
GORRI.
CESAR
VENEZUELA
VENEZUELA::
ALBERTO
MITH.
ALBERTO S
SMITH.
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De acuerdo
acuerdo con lo sugerido respecto
respecto a
un intercambio
intercambio de
de informaa un
informaci6n
cion tecnica,
tecnica, la Conferencia
Conferencia Interamericana
Radio tiene
tiene en
en conInteramericana de
de Radio
consideraci6n
siguientes puntos, que seran
sideracion los siguiente,s
oportuserAn proporcionados
proporcionados oportunamente por el Gobierno
Gobierno de los Estados
America aatodos
todos
Estados Unidos
Unidos de
de Am6rica
los paises
americanos.paises americanos.1.-Lista de todas las estaciones
estaciones aeronAuticas
1.—Lista
aeronauticas que funcionan
funcionan en
en los
los
Estados Unidos bajo la direccion
direcci6n de
Oficina de
Aviacion. Comercial
Comercial
de la Oficina
de Aviaci6n
de la Secretaria
Secretarfa de Comercio.
Comercio. En
se aportarA
aportara la
siguiente
En esta lista
lista se
la siguiente
informaci6n
informacien relativa
estacion:
relativa aacada
cada estaci6n:
Lugar donde estA
estg, ubicada
ubicada y
estacien.
y tipo de la estaci6n.
Direcci6n
radiofaros de orientacien.
Direccien de todos
todos los radiofaros
orientaci6n.
Letras de llamada.
Ramada.
Letras
Frecuencia de operaci6n
operacion en
en kilociclos.
kilociclos.
Senales de identificacien,
Sellales
la estaci6n.
esta,cion.
identificaci6n de
de la
Posici6n y
Posicion
y distancia respecto al campo
campo de aterrizaje
atenizaje mas
mas cercercano,
cano, incluyendo
incluyendo la elevaci6n
elevacion exacta de clicho
campo sobre
sobre el
el
dicho campo
nivel del mar.
mar.
Horario de irradiaciones
irradiaciones telefonicas
Horaiio
telef6nicas de
de informacion
informaci6n meteorometeoro16gicas
legless y
yde avisos a
aviadores.
a los
los aviadores.
2.-Mapas en los cuales se design=
2.—Mapas
ubicacien y
y alcance
alcance de
de todas
todas
designan la
la ubicaci6n
las estaciones
orientaci6n, de
estaziones de orientacion,
informa,cion meteorol6gica
meteorologica y
de
de informaci6n
y de
radiofaros
radiofaros indicadores.
indicadores.
3.-Mapas del sistema de comunicacion
3.—Mapas
terrestre que
mantiene la
la
comunicaci6n terrestre
que mantiene
Secretaria
Secretarfa de Comercio
Comercio mediante
mediante el "teletypewriter",
estaci6nes de
de
"teletypewriter", y
y estaci6nes
radio de punto a
a punto.
punto.
4.-Mapas de las rutas del servicio postal
4.—Mapas
postal aereo
aereo federal
de los
los Estados
Estados
federal de
Unidos de
de America.
America.

5.-Tablas con su correspondiente
5.—Tablas
correspondiente interpretaci6n
interpreta,cion grafica,
grafica, en
en las
las quo
que
se muestran el area de servicio normal
normal y
de interferencia
interferencia
y el area normal
normal de
de cada tipo de estaci6n
estaciOn orientadora.
orientadora. Estas tablas tendrAn
tendran como
base la presunci6n
de
valores
definidos de senales
presun.cion
sefiales de servicio
servicio minimo
mfnimo
y
mAximas de interferencia,
interferencia, y
estarAn corregidas en
y las proporciones
proporciones mamiraas
y estaran
en
lo que respects,
respect aalas variaciones
variaciones en la eficiencia de la an.tena
emisora
antena emisora
a todas las frecuencias desde los 200 hasta
a
los 400
400 kc.
hasta los
kc.
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6.—Curvas de
basadas en
en las
las medidas de las estaciones
atenuaci6n basadas
de atenuacien
6.-Curvas
existentes
radiofaros de
orienta,cien mostrando
mostrando el cambio de intenside orientaci6n
de radiofaros
existentes de
dad
de la
la onda
y el maximo
maxim°
y la distancia, y
la frecuencia
frecuencia y
onda reflejada,
reflejada, con la
dad de
y
minirno indicados
indicados para
terrestre, tal como se ha
la atenuacien
atenuaci6n terrestre,
para la
el minimo
y el
determinado
regiones muy distintas en si
territorio continental
continental
si del territorio
en regiones
determinado en
de los Estados Unidos.
7.—Especificaciones
funcionamiento de los varios tipos
detalladas de funcionamiento
7.-Especificaciones detallada,s
radioelectricos de
aviacien desarrolladas
desarrolladas por la Oficina de
a la aviaci6n
de ayuda
ayuda a
radioelectricos
Aviacien Comercial
de los
Estados Unidos
Unidos de America
y aprobados
aprobados
Am6rica y
los Estados
Comercial de
Aviaci6n
para
servicio.
en servicio.
ser puestos en
para ser
Es eopia
fiel de su original.
Es
copia fiel
LUIS R.
IRANDA,
R. M
MIRANDA,
Luis
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Subsecretario de
de Estado.
Estado.
Subsecretario
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ACCORD° INTERAMERICANO
RADIOACCORDO
INTERAMERICANO SOBRE
SOBRE RADIOCOMMUNICACOES
COMMUNICACOES
SECcX0 1.-INTRODUCqAO.
1.—INTR ODD CgX.O.
SECICXO
Os delegados
dos Governos
Govemos americanos
americanos abaixo
Os
delegados dos
abaixo enumerados,
enumerados,
Conferencia em Havana,
Havana, Repdblica
RepUblica de
de Cuba,
Cuba, de
de Iro.
lro. de
de
reunidos em Conferencia
Novembro a
a 13
Dezembro de 1937,
1937, celebraram
celebraram o
oseguinte
seguinte accordo
accord°
13 de
de Dezembro
administrativo que
reger a
de Julho
de 1938,
1938, nos
administrativo
que comengara
comengara a
a reger
a 1ro.
Iro. de
Julho de
nos
paizes onde tiver obtido a
Govern°, que
que
a approvaga'o
approvagao de respectivo
respectivo Governo,
communical-o aa Secretaria
deve communical-o
Secretaria de Estado
Estado de Cuba:
Argentina,
Cuba,
Maxico,
Cuba,
Maxico,
Brasil,
RepAblica
Dominicana,
Nicaragua,
Brasil,
Repfblica Dominicana,
Nicaragua,
Canada,
Estados Unidos de Amdrica,
America,
Panama,
Chile,
Gu atemala,
Guatemala,
Perd,
Haiti,
Uruguay, ee
Colombia,
Haiti,
Uruguay,
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
Se qualquer
qualquer Estado desejasse
desejasse dar
terminado este accord°
total
dar por terminado
acc6rdo total
ou parcialmente,
poderA fazel-o por meio
parcialmente, podera
urns communicagao
communicagao
meio de uma
escripta
Governo de Cuba, com
escripta dirigida
dirigida ao Govern°
corn urn
antecipagAo a
um anno de antecipagao
a
data em que deseje por-lhe
urn, na qual dara as
razoes que
que o
oinduzcam
induzcam
p6r-lhe fim,
as razoes
aaisso.
isso.
O Governo de Cuba transmittira
o aviso
O
transmittira o
aviso recebido aos demais
Estados interessados.
interessados.
SECCAO
FREQUENCIAS PARA DIVERSOS
SEccXo 2.
2. ASSIGNACAO
ASSIGNAgX0 DE FREQUENCIAS
DIVERSOS SERVIGOS
SERVIcOS
NO CONTINENTE
CONTINENTE AMERICANO.
AMERICAN°.
(10-550 Kc/s).
Kc/s).
(10-550
10-100
10-100
100-110
110-125
125-150
150-160
150-160
160-200
160-200
200-285
285-315
315-320
320-325
325-345
345-365
365-385
385-400
385-400
400-460

TAMA II
TABUA
Fixos.
a) Fixos. b) M6veis.
Moveis.
M6veis.
M6veis maritimos
Moveis
marftimos (abertos a
4correspondencia
correspondencia publica
publics exclusivamente).
exclusivamente).
Moveis.
M6veis.
Moveis. c) Aeronauticos.
a) Fixos. b)
b) M6veis.
Aeronauticos.
Aeronautico
e m6vil,
Aeronautico e
movil, excepto
excepto para
pars estacoes
estagoes commerciaes
commerciaes de navio.
navfo.
Radiopharoes
prioridade os destinados
Radiopharoes tendo prioridade
destinados a
a servicos
marftimos.
servigos maritimos.
AeronAuticos.
Aeronauticos.
a) Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos. b) M6veis
M6veis nao
nao abertos 4
4 correspondencia
correspondencia publics).
publica).
AeronAuticos.
Aeronauticos.
a) Aeronauticos.
Aeromiuticos. b) M6veis
M6veis nao
nao abertos
abertos 4
publics.
4 correspondencia
correspondencia publica.
a) Radiogoniometria.
Radiogoniometrfa. b) M6veis
M6veis sob condicso
condigfto de
de nao perturbar
perturbar a
a
radiogoniometrfa
estag6es costeiras
radiogoniometrfa ficam
ficarn excluidas
excluidas as estagoes
costeiras que empreguem ondas B.
guem
M6veis ee aeronauticos
prioridade os maritimos
entendendo-se
aeronauticos tendo prioridade
maritimos entendendo-se
a prioridade
que a
prioridade se refere
refere aos servicos
existentes.
servigos existentes.
M6veis.
M6veia
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TABUA
I—Continua
TABUA I-Continua

460-485
485-515
515-550

e A-2 s6mente.
M6veis A-1 e
somente.
M6veis (Soccorro,
(Soccorro, chamada, etc.)
s6mente.
e A-2 semente.
Servigos no
correspondencia publica
publics A-1 e
t, correspondencia
nao abertos a
Servicos

Nota:
Nota:
1.-As
frequencies comprehendidas
200 e
e400 Kc/s se reservam
comprehendidas entre os 200
1.-As faixas de frequencias
nas Americas para ajudar a
a navegagtio
informes meteorometeoroa6rea e
e para transmittir
transmittir informes
navegacao aerea
16gicos
informes para a
protecgAo das aeronaves
aeronaves em v6o, sujeitas s6mente
semente
a protecVao
16gicos eeoutros informes
prioridade que
servigos maritimos.
maritimos.
que nesta faixa possam ter os services
a prioridade
2.-Quando
atmosphericas adversas
adversas ou a
a outras razees
raz6es
a condigOes
condicges atmosphericas
2.-Quando devido
devido a
servicos
technicas
frequencias entre os 200 e
pars os servigos
e 400 Kc/s para
nao se possa empregar frequencias
technicas no
adequadas, sempre que
frequencias adequadas,
acima mencionados,
mencionados, se fodera usar outras frequencias
quo se
se
notifique
America quaes frequencias
escolhidas.
frequencias foram escolhidas.
notifique aa todos os paizes da America

II
TABUA II
550-1600 Kc/s.
AssioNAgio
DA FREQUENCIA
FREQUENCIA ENTRE 550-1600
I RADIODIFFUSX0
RADIODIFFUBXO DA
AssIGNAgCO A
550-1600 KcIs
Radiodiffustio
Kc/s Radiodiffusao
6650-1600
TABUA III
ASSIGNAgX0
ABBIGNACXO

GERAL DE

FREQUENCIAS
FREQUENCIAS

DIVERSOS BERVICOB
NOS
NOS DIVERSOB
BERVIc013

KC/3
1600-4000 Kc/s
Frequencies
Frequeneas
Kcjs.
Kc./s.

1600-1750
1600-1750

1750-2050
2050-2100
2050-2100
2100-2200
2100-2200

2200-2300
2200-2300
2300-2395
2300-2395

2395-2400
2395-2400
2400-2500
2400-2500

2500-2600
2500-2600

2600-2735
2600-2735
2735-2740
2735-2740

2740-2850
2740-2850
2850-3000
2850-3000

Amrica
Zone
Zona de Norte America

Zona Central
Zone

M6veis ininFixos ee M6veis
cluindo aeronauaeronautics.
tica.
Amadores.
Amadores.
Mayes.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
M6veis (Preferente(Preferentemente esta6ces
estagees de
mente
navio).
navio).
Fixos e
c M6veis.
M6veis.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente
para Polimente para
cia) (1)
ExperienGeral de ExperienExperiencias. Gore!
Geral de Experiencias.
cies.
cias.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferentePre f
eren te- M6veis
(PreferenteM6veis (
mente para
pars Polirnente
para Policia)
mente pars
cia)
(PreferenteM6veis
eren te- M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis (Pref
mente
EstagOes
EstacSes
mente
mente
Estagoes CosCosmente Estacoes
Costeiras).
Costeiras).
teiras).
teiras).
M6e M6Aeronauticos e
Aeronauticos
M6veis. Aeronauticos
Aeronauticos eeM6veis.
veis.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteMoveis
(Preferente- M6veis
M6veis (Preferentemente internavios.
internavios.
mente internavios.
internavios.
mente
Frequencia assigassigFrequencia
Frequencia assignsassignaFrequencia
navel 2738 Kc.)
navel
vel 2738 Kc.)
M6veis.
Fixos ee M6veis.
e Moveis.
M6veis.
Fixos e
e naM6Aeronauticos e
Aeronauticos
Moveis. Aeronauticos
e M6veis.
Aeronauticos e
vels.
veis.
Fixos e
e M6veis
M6veis (Preferentemen para
pars Poferentemen
licia)
Amadores.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
M6veis (Preferente(Preferentemente estagoes
de
esta6oes de
mente
navio) .
navio).
Fixos e
e Moveis.
M6veis.
M (Wei s (Preferente(Pre f
ere nte M6veis
para Policia)
mente para

Zone de
de Sul-America
Sul-America
Zona

Fixos
Moveis inFixos ee M6veis
cluindo aeronauaeronaucluindo
tics.
tica.
Amadores.
M6veis.
Fixos ee M6veis.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente estacoes
estagees de
navio).
navio).
Fixos ee M6veis.
M6veis ee RadiodifM6veis
fusAo.
fusao.
navels ee RadiodifM6veis
fusao.
fusao.
M6veis e
e RadiodifRadiodifM6veis
fuslo.
fusao.
Moveis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente
Estagoes
Estagces
mente
Costeiras).
Costeiras).
Aeronauticos e
M6e M6Aeronauticos
veis.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente internavios.
internavios.
mente
Frequencia
swigFrequencia assigKc.)
2738 Kc.)
navel 2738
Fixes
M6veis.
Fixos ee M6veis.
Aeronauticos
Aeronauticos ee M6veis.
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TABUA III—Continua
TABUA
III-Continua
Frequencies
Frequencias
Ke./s.
Kc./s.

America
Zona de Norte America

Zona Central
Central
Zona

Sul-America
Zona de Sul-America

3485-3500
3485-3500

Fixos e
e Moveis.
M6veis.
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
Moveis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente
frequencia de
de
mente frequencia
chamada
servichamada dos
dos servicos
aeronauticos
gos aeronauticos
3105 Be.)
Ke.)
Moveis.
M6veis.
(PreFixos ee M6veis
M6veis (Preferentemente
ferentemente AeroAeroniuticos).
nauticos).
Fixos.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
Move's (Pre(PreFixos ee M6veis
ferentemente Aeroferentemente
Aeronauticos).
nauticos).
Geral
Geral de
de Experiencias.
Experiencias.

Fixos
M6veis.
Fixos eeM6veis.
Aerona,uticos.
AeronAuticos.
M6veis
(PreferenteM6veis (Preferentemente frequencia
frequencia
chamada dos
dos
de chamada
servigos aeronauaeronAuservigos
Kc.).
ticos 3105 Kc.).
M6veis.
M6veis.
M6veis (Pre(PreFixos eeM6veis
ferentemente
ferentemente
Aeronauticos).
AeronAuticos).
Fixos.
Fixos
Fixos e
e M6vels.
Moveis.
Fixose M6veis
M6veis (Pre(PreFixose
ferentemente Aeferentemente
ronauticos).
ronauticos).
Experiencias.
Geral Experiencias.

3500-4000
3500-4000

Amadores.
Amadores.

Fixos e
e M6veis.
M6veis.
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
M6veis (Preferente(PreferenteM6veis
mente
mente frequencia
frequencia
de
chamada dos
dos
de chamada
servigos aeronauaeronauservigos
ticos 3105
ticos
3105 Kc.)
Kc.)
M6veis.
M6veis.
Fixos
M6veis (Pre(PreFixos e
e M6veis
ferentemente
ferentemente
Aeronituticos).
AeronAuticos).
Fixos.
Fixos e
Moveis.
Fixos
e M6veis.
Fixos e
eM6veis
M6veis (Preferentemente
Aeferentemente Aeromtuticos).
ronauticos).
Geral
Geral de
de ExperienExperiencias.
cias.
Amadores.

3000-3065
3000-3065
3065-3100
3065-3100
3100-3110
3100-3110

3110-3150
3150-3265
3150-3265

3265-3320
3265-3320
3320-3440
3440-3485
3440-3485

Amadores.

Nota:
(1) Aos paizes na Zona Central
Central situados
so Norte
Norte de
de Colombia
Colombia se
permittira
situados ao
se lhes
Ihes permittirA
reservar aafaixa de frequencia
reserver
frequencia de 2,300
2,300 a
a2,350
Kc/s pars
Radiodiffusao
2,350 Kc/s
para servigo
servigo de
de Radiodiffusao
em cada
cads um
urn destes paizes, no cumprimento
cumprimento de
de um
um convenio
convenio pelo
polo qual
qual nao
no usarito
usarao
mais de dots
dois frequencias
mats
frequencies por paiz dentro desta faixa,
faixa, separadas
urns das
das outras
separadas uma
outras
com potencia
apropriada ee antenna
potencia apropriada
antenna direccional.
direccional. 0
0 uso
uso dessas
dessas frequencias
frequencies por
por
occasionarA interferencia
estes paizes nao
no occasionart
interferencia aos
aos outros servigos nas Zonas
Zones do
do Norte
Norte
e Sul quo
que actualmente mem
e
eases frequencias.
frequencies.
usam essas
TABUA IV
IVl1
AS8IGNACXO GERAL DE PREQUENCIAS
ASSIGINAgIO
AOS DIVERSOS
DIVERSOS
FREQUENCIAS AOS

sEnvIcos.
BERVI0gS.

a seguinte nota
(Vide a
note especial,
especial, abaixo)
4000-56.000
4000-25.000 Kc.ls
Kc./s
Frequencies
Yo./a.
Kc./s.

Freuencas

4000-5500
4000-5500
5500-5570
5500-5570
5570-5700
5700-5900
5900-6000
5900-6000
6000-6150
6000-6150
6150-6675
6150-6675

6675-7000
6675-7000
7000-7300
7000-7300
7300-8200
7300-8200
8200-8550
8200-8550

Servigoe
ServiQce

Fixos ee M6veis
Fixes
M6veis (1)
(1)
M6veis Maritimos
Meveis
Maritimos
Aeronauticos.
Aeronauticos.
Fixos.
(2).
Fixos (2).
Radiodiffusao
Radiodiffustio (3)
M6veis
M6veis
internacional de chamada
chamada dos servigos
(Frequencia internacional
aeronduticos 6810
6B10 Kc.).
aeronauticos
Kc.).
Fixos.
Amadores.
Amadores.
Fixos.
M6veis.
Moveis.

[Modificado pela revisao
revisit° do Cairo de 1938 (Teaty
(Treaty Series
Series 948)1
948).1
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Frequencias
Frequencias
Kc./s.
Kc./s.

8550-8900
8550-8900
8900-9500
8900-9500
9500-9600
9500-9600
9600-9700
9600-9700
9700-11000
9700-11000
11000-11400
11000-11400
11400-11700
11400-11700
11700-11900
11700-11900
11900-12300
12300-12825
12825-13350
12825-13350
13350-14000
14000-14400
14000-14400
14400-15100
14400-15100
15100-15350
15350-16400
16400-17100
16400-17100
17100-17750
17750-17800
17800-21450
21450-21550
21450-21550
21550-22300
21550-22300
22300-24600
22300-24600
24600-25000
24600-25000

TABUA IV-Continua
TAMA.
IV—Continua
Elervigos
Bervivos

Fixos ee M6veis.
M6veis.
Fixos
Fixos.
Fixos.
RadiodiffusAo (3)
Radiodiffusao
(3)
Fixos (2)
Fixos.
Fixos.
Moveis.
M6veis.
Fixos.
RadiodiffusAo (3)
Radiodiffusao
(3)
Fixos.
MOveis.
M6veis.
Fixos
M6veis.
Fixos ee M6veis.
Fixos.
Amadores.
Fixos.
Fixos.
RadiodiffusAo (3)
(3)
Radiodiffusao
Fixos.
MOveis.
M6veis.
Fixes
Fixos ee M6veis.
Radiodiffuslo
Radiodiffusao (3)
Fixos.
Radiodiffusao (3)
Radiodiffusao
M6veis.
M6veis.
Moveis.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
Moveis.
M6veis.

Notes:
Notas:
(1)
4500-5200 Kc./s.
Kc./s.
(1) 4500-6200
contractattes convem, cada uma, em fazer
fazer um
urn estudo
estudo especial
As altas partes contractantes
especial
sobre estas frequencias, considerando-as
considerAndo-as como
como uma das
das possiveis
possiveis solucOes
para aa
soluoges para
radiodiffusao nacional naquelIes
naquelles paizes da Zona Central situada ao Sul do Panama.
radiodiffusAo
PanamA.
deveria ser apresentado
Conferencia do Cairo
Cairo
Este estudo deverfa
apresentado ad consideracio
consideraoo da
da Conferencia
corn as respectivas
respectivas recommendagoes
recommendagoes baseadas
baseada nos seguintes
seguintes pontos:
cor
pontos:
a.-Uso de antennas direccionaes nas estao6es
estacOes radiodiffusoras
radiodiffusoras para
pars evitar
interferencias a
a outros servigos.
servigos.
interferencias
b.-Determinagilo da potencia maxima nocturna
nocturna para
pars estag6es
estagoes radiodiffusoradiodiffusob.-Determinaao
ras, nesta faixa de frequencia.
frequencia.
nit° deverA
deverA exceder
c.-A amplitude
amplitude total desta faixa entre 4500 e
e 5200 Kc/s.
Kcls. n~o
exceder
de 300 Kc/s.
5900-6000 e
s.
(2) 6900-6000
e 9600-9700 K4(
Kc/s.
A
que se assignem
faixas de frequencias
frequencias
A proposta
proposta apresentada
apresentada pelo Brasil, de
de que
assignem as faixas
dos 5900 aos 6000 Kc. e
estudada
e dos 9600 aos 9700 Sc.
Kc. aA radiodiffusrto,
radiodiffusao, sera estudada
Cairo, de accord°
corn os principios expostos
expostos
antes de
de eelebrar-se
celebrar-se a
a Conferencia
Conferencia do Cairo,
accSrdo cor
na chamada
chamada no 3
3 subsequente.
subsequente.
(3) 6000-25000 Kc./8.
Kc./s.
Ao considerar
considerar as necessidades
radiodiffusao na
necessidades do servigo
servigo de radiodiffusIo
an faixa de frequencias
frequencias
dos 6000 aos 25000 Kc. a
a Conferencia
Conferencia Interamericana
Interamericaaaa de RadiocommunicagOes
Radiocommunicag5es
eonvem
applicar os
principios ao
no estudo
deste problema,
apresentar
convem em applicar
os seguintes
seguintes principios
estudo deste
problema, eeapresentar
recommendagoes
Radiocommunicagoes do
tomando..08
recommendag5es a
a Conferencia
Conferencia de Radiocommunicag5es
do Cairo,
Cairo, tomando-os
como base:
1.-Cumprimento estricto
estricto das disposig5es
disposigoes do paragraph°
l.-Cumprimento
paragrapho 19 do Artigo 77 do
Regulamento
RadiocommunicagOes, annex°
4 Convengco
Convengio Internacional
Internacional
Regulamento Coral
Geral de RadiocommunicaSoes,
annexo a
de Telecommunica0oes
TelecommunicagOes celebracla
ern 1932,
que dis:
diz:
celebrada em Madrid,
Madrid, em
1932, que

2565

2566
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TREATIES
OTHER THAN
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"Se reconhece
reconhece que as frequencias entre
"Se
entre 6000
6000 e
e 30.000
(50 e
10 m.)
m.) so
mui
30.000 Kc. (50
e 10
sao mui
efficazes para as communicagoes
communicacoes a
efficazes
distancias. As
Administragees se
a longas distancias.
As AdministragSes
se
esforgarao todo oo possivel por reservar
reservar as frequencias
esforgarAo
frequencias desta
faixa para
para esse
esse fim,
fim,
desta faixa
excepto quando seu emprego para
except°
para communicagOes
distancia ou
adistancias
communicagSes aacurta
curta distancia
ou a
distancias
medias nito
nao seja susceptivel
susceptivel de causar interferencias
median
As communicacSes
communicag5es de
de longa
longs
interferencias as
distancia".
distancia".
2.-0s
assignados preferentemente
2.-Os canaes de radiodiffusao
radiodiffusao serao
sera° assignados
para communipreferentemente para
communicagSes internacionaes
internacionaes aalongas distancia
cagees
distanci ae, em segundo lugar, aos serviqos
servigos nacionaes
nacionaes
de longa
distancia, particularmente
longa distancia,
particularmente entre
entre pontos
pontos que nao
no estejam
estejam ligados
ligados por
por fios
fios
telegraphicos. Em todo o
caso, aa frequencia
ser a
a optima
distancia
o caso,
frequencia devera
devera ser
optima para
para a
a distancia
em questao.
questAo.
3.-As estacoes
estagoes que funccionem
funecionem dentro
dentro das faixas
faixas de radiodiffusao
radiodiffuslo actualmente
actualmente
assignadas, e
e em derogagao
derogagio das mesmas, corn
de prestar
prestar servigo
local,
com o
o fim de
servigo local,
deverao
faixas de radiodiffusao
deverao ser trasladades a
a faixas
radiodiffusio de frequencias
frequencias mais
baixas,
mais baixas,
inferiores aos 6000 Kc.
4.-Nao
radiodiffusao de altas frequencias
4.-Nfto seria
serfs prudente
prudent° extender
extender as faixas de radiodiffusAo
frequencias
que regem
regem neste
neste momento
moment° ate
ate que se obtenha
obtenha aa promessa
promessa formal
formal de
de todas
todas as
as
nagoes de que cumprirao
estrictamente com
nagOes
cumprirlo estrictamente
corn as tabuas
assignagao de
de frequencias
frequencias
tabuas de assignagao
Conferencia do Cairo.
que se adoptem na Conferencia
Cairo. Sobre este
este particular,
particular, chama-se
chama-se aa
attenqao para o
o facto de que urn
attengfto
da documentagao
respectiva demonstrademonstraum estudo da
documentagao respectiva
estacoes radiodiffusoras, telephenicas
ria que muitas estagOes
telegraphicas estao
estao usando
usando
teleph6nicas e
e telegraphicas
frequencias em toda aa gamma de altas frequencias
frequencias no "spectrum"
ern violagao
violagfto
"spectrum" em
das disposig6es
das
disposigoes contidas no Regulamento
Regulament° Geral de RadiocommunicagSes
RadiocommunicagOes de
de
Madrid.
5.-Seguindo
5.-Seguindo bons principios de engenharfa
afim de
de prestar
um servigo
engenharfa practica
practica afim
prestar um
servigo
adequado de radiodiffusao,
radiodiffuslio, accorda-se:
accorda-se:
a) Quo
Que no
nao se fare
fara uso de uma potencia
potencia menor
menor de 5
kw para
para o
servigo interinter5 kw
o servigo
nacional
nacional de radiodiffusao.
radiodiffustio.
b) Que se usarao antennas
antennas direccionaes
direccionaes sempre
sempre que seja conveniente
afim
conveniente afim
de prestar
bom servigo aa determinados
prestar born
determinados paizes
paizes ou regiSes,
regiees, dependendo
dependendo
isto da hora,
hora, das horas
horas que prefira
prefira o
o publico radio-ouvinte,
radio-ouvinte, a
frea frequencia que se estiver
estiver usando, etc.
etc.
c)
as faixas
faixas se sub-dividirAo
sub-dividirao de maneira
maneira aa assegurar
c) Que
Quo as
assegurar dem prioridade
prioridade a
a
differentes de estagoes
classes differentes
estagoes radiodiffusoras,
radiodiffusoras, dependendo
dependendo de
de que
que a
a
potencia seja adequada
adequada e
e da qualidade das emissees,
emiss6es, desde
desde ooponto
ponto de
de
b6as norma,s
normas de engenharia.
vista das boas
engenharia.
6.-0 uso em commum,
baseado
na boa engenharia,
commum,
engenharia, de canaes
radiodiffusAo
canaes de radiodiffusao
em altas
altas frequencias
frequencias entre paizes
paizes de todo o
o mundo,
promette algdm
em
mundo, promette
algem alivio
que
alivio no
no que
diz respeito as presentes
radiodiffusao de altas
presentee faixas de radiodiffuslo
altas frequencias.
frequencias.
7.-0s servigos
servigos actuaes que funccionem
7.-Os
funccionem dentro
dentro das faixas de
de frequencias
aufrequencias autorizadas, nab
nao sera°
serao dellas
torizadas,
dellas eliminados a
a menos
menos que se subministrem
subministrem frequencias
frequencias
adequadas
importancia, em
adequadas que as substituam;
substituam; sendo de importancia,
ern consequencia,
consequencia, que
que as
as
recommendagoes
apresentem aa Conferencia
recommendagoes que se apresentem
Conferencia do Cairo
Cairo contenham
contenham recomrecommendao6es
naendagoes especiaes sobre este assumpto.
assumpto.
8.-Em vista
de que da communicagao
communicaao pelo
8.-Em
vista de
pelo radio
radio pode depender
depender a
a protecgao
protecgAo
da
vida e
e da
propriedade dar-se-a
da vida
da propriedade
dar-se-A consideragco
consideragAo primordial
primordial aos servigos
servigos m6veis
moveis
ao fazer-se
alteragso nas faixas actualmente
ao
fazer-se qualquer
qualquer alteraglo
actualmente autorizadas.
autorizadas.
9.-As
recommendao6es que se apresentem
a respeito
9.-As recommendagoes
apresentem a
respeito a
afrequencias
frequencias addicionaes,
addicionaes,
necessarias, deverao
fazer-se na base de ampliagOes
ampliacoes das faixas
necessarias,
deverao fazer-se
faixas de radiodiffusao
radiodiffusio
actualmente existentes,
creagco de novas faixas.
actualmente
existentes, em vez
vez de creagfto
Nota especial:
especial:
A resolugAo
resolugio que
que se
se tome
com respeito as
A
tome no Cairo corn
as recommendagoes
recommendag5es que
que serao
sera()
apresentadas
notas (1),
modificarao automaticaapre,sentadas em
em cumprimento
eumprimento das notas
(I), (2)
(2) e
e (3)
(3) modificartio
autornatioamente
a assignaao
Tabua IV.
mente a
assignacio a
a servicos
servicos na precedente
precedente Tabus
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TA.BUA V
TABUA
V
ASSIGNAg.a0
FREQUENCIAs AOS
AOS DIVERSOS
DIVERSOS SERVIcOS
ASSIGNACAO GERM,
GERAL DE
DE FREQUENCIAB
SERVICOS
25,000
85,000

e
e 30,000 Kc.
servico
Servico

Frequensiss
FreguienwsKc/s.

25000-25600
25000-25600
25600-26600
25600-26600
26600-27000
26600-27000
27000-28000
27000-28000

Radiodiffusao (1)
Radiodiffusdo
(1)
Radiodiffustio.
Radiodiffusao.
Radiodiffusdo
Radiodiffusao (1)
(1)
(a)
(a) Fixos.
Fixos.
(b)
M6veis (1)
(l)
(b) M6veis
Amadores.
Amadores.

28000-30000
28000-30000

estipulado no Artigo
Artigo 7,
(1) Disponivel para este servi90
servigo de accardo
acc6rdo corn
com oo estipulado
paragrapho
Annex° ao ConRadiocommunicac6es Annexo
paragrapho 1,
1, do Regulamento
Regulamento Geral de Radiocommunicagoes
venio Internacional
Telecommunicagoes assignado
assignado em Madrid
Madrid em 1932, sempre
Internacional de Telecommunicag6es
que
cause interferencia
interferencia ao
servieo internacional,
se assignou
assignou esta
esta
internacional, ao
ao qual
qual se
nfo se
se cause
ao servigo
que Da°
frequencia de acc6rdo
acc6rdo corn
Regulamento.
com o
o mencionado
mencionado Regulamento.
faixa de frequencia
TABUA
VI
TABUA VI
FREQUENCIAS ENTER
30,000 E
300,000 Kcia.
E 300,000
Kc/s.
ENTRE 30,000
FREQUENCIAS
Cada
paiz communicari
communicant aos
aos demais
demais paizes
no caso
caso de
interessados, no
de
paizes americanos
americanos interessados,
Cada paiz
que
exists possibilidade
possibilidade de
entre paizes
paizes ou
on de
que se
se
de que
de originar-se
originar-se interferencia
interferencia entre
que exista
entendimento entre elles, a
localizacao, potencia,
potencia, frequencia
frequencia e
e classe de
a localizagco,
deseje entendimento
servigo de qualquer estaclo
na
funccionar na
estagoes que se intencione
intencione fazer funccionar
servigo
estacao ou estag6es
faixa de
de frequenciaa
megacyclos afim
afim de
de que
que se
se possa
um
chegar aa um
30 megacycles
possa chegar
faixa
frequencias superior
superior a
a 30
acc6rdo eedesenvolvimento
desenvolvimento desejados.
mutuo accords)
Esta Tabua
Ttibua 6
é acceita
acceita como guia pars
investigaao e
e uso
uso experimental
experimental de
para a
a investiga/o
frequenciaa.
frequencias.
Frequencias
Frequenclas
Ke.la
Kc./s

e

Am6rica
Zona d
de Norte AmArica

M6veis.
3000030000- 41000 Fixos eeMoveis.
Radiodiffusao.
41000- 44000 RadiodiffusAo.
Televido.
44000- 56000 Televislo.
440005600060000 Amadores.
600- 60000
Fixos e
e M6veis.
6000066000 Firm
MOveis.
60000-66000
TelevisSo.
66000- 72000
72000 Televisio.
66000MOveIs (Radlopharoes
(Radlopharoes
72000- 78000 Flaw
Fixos ee M6vels
72000Aeronauticos Indicadores)
Aeronauticos
Indlcadores)

Zona
Zona Central

Flaw
Fixos e
e Move's.
M6veis.
Radiodiaudo.
RadiodiffusAo.
Televido.
Televislo.

Amadores.
Move's.
Fixos e
e M6vels.
TelevIdo.
TelevisSo.
Firm
Fixos e
e Move's
Movels (Radiopharoes AeronAuticos
Aeronauticos Indicadores)
dlcadores)
Televido.
Televis0o.

Zona de Sul-America
Sul-AmArica

Fins
Fixos eeMovels.
M6veis.
Radiodiftudo.
Radiodiftusao.
Televido.
Televislo.
Amadores.
Maas
Movels.
Fixos eeM6veis.

Televisao.
Toles/Id°.

Mass e
e M6vels
M6veis (RadioFixos
pharoes
pharoes AeronAuticos
Aerontuiticos Indicadores)
dicadores)

Televido.
Televisao.
78000- 90000 Televido.
78000Televiseo.
Fixes ee M6vels
M6veLs (Incluindo
Movets (Incluindo
(Incluindo
e M6veis
(Incluindo Fixos
Mtiovels (Incluindo
(Incluindo sysaye- Fixes e
0000- 96000 Fixes
Fixos e
e M6veis
90000seronAuticos de
do
tomes
sYstemas
de
systemas aeronautlcos
systemas seronAuticos
aeronauticos de
de Mereaterriaeronauticos de
temas aeronauticos
zagem As cegas)

aterrizagem As
aterrizagem
as cegas)
cegas)

Televislo.
TelevisSo.
96000-108000 Televisao.
96000-108000
Televisao.
(Incluindo
Fixos eeMoveis
M6veis (Incluindo
Ra- Fixos
(Incluindo Ra108000-112900
108000-112000 Firm
Fixos e
e Moveis
M6veis (Incluindo
Radiopharoes seronautiRadiopharoes
diopharoes
aeronauticos pare
para
diopharoes aeronauticos
cos
As
As cegas
cegas e
para oo aterrizagem
aterrizagem as
cos para
e pare
para
oo atterizagem
atterizagem as
cegas e
locallzado)
a localizapco)
cegas
e pars a
a
a localizado)
locallzaco)
Amadores.
Amadores.
112000-118000
112000-118000 Amadores.
Amadores.
Face
Fixos eeMoveis.
118000-123000 Fixes
118000-123000
Fixos e
e M6veis.
Move's.
aeronAuticos
Radiopharoes aeronauticos
123000-126000 Radiopharoes
aeronauticos de Radlopharoes
Radiopharoes aeronauticos
12000-126000
de
orientado.
de orientacAo.
mientacAo
orientacao
Aeronauticos (Controle
(Controls do
126000-132000 Aeronauticos
(Controle do tran- AeronAuticos
Aeronituticos (Cent:role
126000-132000
transit° em aeroportos)
aeroportos)
transito
sito em aeroportos)
aeroportos)
Films
Moveis.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
132000-156000 Fixos
Fixes e
132000-166000
e M6veis.
(Televsiao)
Radiodlflusao Cralevisg0
1156000-168000 Radiodiffudo
RadiodiffusA0
166000-168000
Radiodiffusao (Televido)
(Televtiso)
Movels
e M6veis
Fixos 0
16800-180000 Fixos
M6veis
168000-180000
Fine e
eMovels

193470*-41--PT.
193470'-41-PT. it-84
11---84

aterrizagemAs
As cegas)
aterrizagem
Televido.
TelevisBo.
Flaw e
e Move's
(Incluindo
Fixos
M6veis (Incluindo
Radiopharoes aeronAutiaeronautiRadiopharoes

cos para
pam 0
aterrIzagem 6s
As
cos
o aterrizagem
cegas e
pant a
alocalizado)
cegas
e para
localizaAo)
Amadores.
Amadores.
Fixos eeMoveis.
M6veis.
Fixos
Radiopharoe,s
aeronauticos
Radiopharoes aeronAuticos
de orientacao.
orientado.
Aeronauticos
(Controle do
Aeronluticos (Controle
transit°
transito em aeroportos)
Flaw
Moved&
Fixos eeM6veis.
Radiodiffusao (Televids)
(Televisao)
Radiodiffuslio
Fixes
Moela
Fixos eeM6ebs.

2567
2567

2568

INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
INTERNATIONAL
TREATIES
AGREEMENTS OTHER
OTHER THAN TREATIES
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T
A.BIJA V
1—Continua
TABUA
V1-Continua
Frequencies
Frequencias
Ifc.ls
Kc./s
180000-192003
180000-192000
192000-204000
204000-216000
204000-216000
218000-224000
216000-224000
224000-230000
224000-230000
230000-234000
230000-234000
234000-246000
234000-246000
246000-258000
246000-258000
2.58000-270000
258000-270000
270000-282000
27000-282000
282000-294000
282000-29400
294000-300000
2940-00000

Zona de Norte
Norte Amdries
Zona
Am6rica

Radiodiftuslio
Radiodiffusgo (Televistio)
(Televisao)
Fixos eeMOveis
M6veis
Radiodiffustio (Televisao)
(Televistio)
Radiodiffusso
Fixos
Fixos eeMOveis.
M6veis.
Amadores.
Amadores.
Fixos e
MOvels.
e M6veis.
RadiodiffusAo (Televislo)
Radlodiffusfio
(TelevisEie)
Words.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
Radiodiffusao (Televis6u)
Radiodiffusao
(Televisao)
Fixos
e M6veis.
Pima e
Maveis.
Radiocliffustio
(TelevisAo)
Radiodiffusao (Televisao)
Flue
Fixos ee'gavels.
M6veis.

Zona Central
Zona
Central

Radiodiflustto
Radiodiffuslo (Televisao)
(Televisao)
Fixos e
eM6veis
Maveis
Fixos
Radiodiffuslo
(Televisito)
Radiodiffusao (Televisao)
Finis e
eM6veis.
'gavels.
Fixos
Amadores.
Amadores.
Flaw e
Moveis.
Fixos
e M6veis.
Radiodiffusdo (Televisao)
(Televislo)
Radiodiffusao
Rims
Fixos eeMove's.
M6veis.
Radiodiflustlo
(Televisao)
Radiodiffusao (Televisao)
'gavels.
Fixos e
e M6veis.
Radiodifrusito (Televisao)
(Televislio)
Radiodiffusao
Rios
Fixos eeMaveis.
M6veis.

Zona de
de Sul-Amarica
Zona
Sul-America

Radiodiflusik) (Televisgo)
(Televistto)
RadiodlffusSo
Films e
enavels
Fixos
M6veis
Radiodiffusao (Televisao)
(TelevisAo)
Radiodiffusso
Fins e
eM6veis.
'gavels.
Fixos
Amadores.
Amadores.
Mos e
Maveis.
Fixos
e M6veis.
Radiodiffusao
Radiodiflusito (Televisdo)
(Televis6o)
Elms
Moveis.
Fixos eeM6veis.
Radlodiffuslto
Radiodiffusso (Televistio)
(Televisao)
Fixos e
eMaveis.
M6veis.
Radiodiffuslo (Televisao)
(Televislio)
Radiodiffusao
Fixos e
eMerreis.
Fixos
M6veis.

SECcAO
SEccAo 3.—FREQUENCIAS
BASEADAS
EMISS6ES
3.-FREQUENCIAS ASSIGNAVEIS
ASSIGNAVEIS BASEADAS
EM EMISSES
RADIGTELEGRAPHICAS.
RADIOTELEGRAPHICAS.

Em principio, a
a assignagao
assignagao de
frequencies na
faixa de 1600 a
a3000,
3000,
de frequencias
na faixa
se fara em multiples
multiplos inteiros de 4
4 kilocyclos,
kilocyclos, ee na faixa
de 3000
3000 a
a
faixa de
4000 lic/s.,
lic/s.
Kc/s., se
se fara
faraem multiplos
multiples inteiros
inteiros de
de 55Kc/s.
Os canaes de communicagao
communicacao de major
amplitude que
que 4
ou 55 Kc/s
licis
maior amplitude
4 ou
poderao
da faixa
para o
o typo
typo de
de
poderao ser assignados
assignados quando
quando aa extensao
extensao da
faixa para
transmissao autorizada
autorizada requeira o
por
o uso de
de canaes
canaes mais extensos, por
exemplo: dois canaes adjacentes
ser destinadestinaadjacentes de
de telegraphia
telegraphia poderao,
poderao, ser
telephonia; no cujo caso
dos a
atelephonia;
caso a
afrequencia
assignada a
estagao
devera
frequencia assignada
Aestagao deverA
ser a
a frequencia intermedia
intermedia de ambos
ambos canaes.
canaes. Na seguinte
seguinte tabua
tAbua
indica-se as frequencies
frequencias que
que deverao
devertio ser assignadas
assignadas As
as estagoes
estag6es radioradiotelegraphicas; aamodificactio
modificagao destas
assignagOes podera fazer-se
telegraphicas;
destas assignag6es
fazer-se sempre
sempre
que resulte em beneficio da separagao
separagao entre as frequencias.
frequencies.
A
tabus indica as frequencies
A seguinte tabua
frequencias assignaveis:
assignaveis:
1600
1600
1604
1604
1608
1608
1612
1612
1616
1616
1620
1624
1624
1628
1628
1632
1632
1636
1640
1640
1644
1644
1648
1648
1652
1656
1660
1660
1664
1664
1668
1668
1672
1676
1676
1680
1680

1684
1684
1688
1692
1696
1700
1704
1708
1712
1716
1716
1720
1720
1724
1724
1728
1728
1732
1736
1736
1740
1744
1744
1748
1752
1756
1756
1760
1764

1768
1768
1772
1772
1776
1776
1780
1780
1784
1788
1788
1792
1796
1796
1800
1804
1808
1812
1816
1816
1820
1820
1824
1828
1832
1832
1836
1836
1840
1840
1844
1844
1848
1848

1852
1852
1856
1856
1860
1860
1864
1864
1868
1868
1872
1876
1876
1880
1880
1884
1884
1888
1888
1892
1896
1896
1900
1900
1904
1908
1908
1912
1912
1916
1916
1920
1920
1924
1924
1928
1928
1932
1932

1936
1936
1940
1940
1944
1944
1948
1948
1952
1952
1956
1956
1960
1960
1964
1964
1968
1968
1972
1972
1976
1976
1980
1980
1984
1984
1988
1988
1992
1992
1996
1996
2000
2000
2004
2004
2008
2008
2012
2012
2016
2016

2020
2020
2024
2028
2028
2032
2032
2036
2036
2040
2040
2044
2044
2048
2048
2052
2052
2056
2056
2060
2060
2064
2064
2068
2068
2072
2072
2076
2076
2080
2080
2084
2084
2088
2088
2092
2092
2096
2096
2100
2100
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2104
2104
2108
2112
2116
2120
2124
2128
2132
2136
2140
2144
2148
2152
2156
2160
2164
2168
2172
2176
2180
2184
2188
2192
2196
2200
2204
2208
2212
2216
2220
2224
2228
2232
2236
2236
2240
2244
2248
2252
2256
2260
2264
2268
2272
2276
2280
2284
2288
2292
2296

2300
2304
2304
2308
2312
2316
2320

2324
2324

2544
2544

2328
2332
2336
2340
2344
2348
2352
2356
2360
2364
2368
2372
2376
2380
2384
2384
2388
2392
2396
2400
2404
2408
2412
2416
2420
2424
2428
2432
2436
2440
2444
2448
2452
2456
2456
2460
2464
2468
2472
2476
2480
2484
2488
2492
2496
2500
2504
2508
2512
2516
2520
2524
2524
2528
2532
2536
2540

2548
2552
2556
2560
2564
2568
2572
2576
2580
2584
2588
2592
2596
2600
2604
2608
2612
2616
2620
2624
2628
2632
2636
2636
2640
2644
2648
2652
2656
2660
2664
2664
2668
2672
2676
2676
2680
2684
2684
2688
2692
2696
2700
2704
2708
2712
2716
2720
2724
2728
2732
2732
2736
2736
2740
2744
2744
2748
2752
2756
2760

2764
2764
2768
2772
2776
2780
2780
2784
2788
2792
2796
2800
2804
2808
2812
2816
2820
2824
2828
2832
2836
2840
2844
2848
2852
2856
2860
2864
2868
2872
2876
2880
2884
2888
2892
2896
2896
2900
2904
2908
2912
2916
2916
2920
2924
2928
2932
2936
2940
2944
2948
2952
2956

2960
2964
2964
2968
2972
2976
2980

2984
2984

3255
3255

2988
2988
2992
2992
2996
2996
3000
3000
3005
3005
3010
3010
3015
3015
3020
3020
3025
3025
3030
3030
3035
3035
3040
3040
3045
3045
3050
3050
3055
3055
3060
3060
3065
3065
3070
3075
3075
3080
3080
3085
3085
3090
3090
3095
3095
3100
3105
8105
3110
3115
3120
3125
3130
3135
3140
3145
3145
3150
3155
3160
3165
3170
3175
8180
3180
3185
3185
3190
3190
3195
3195
3200
3200
3205
3210
3215
3215
3220
3220
3225
3230
3230
3235
3240
3240
3245
3250

3260
3260
3265
3265
3270
3270
3275
3275
3280
3280
3285
3285
3290
3290
3295
3300
3305
3305
3310
3310
3315
3315
3320
3325
3330
3330
3335
3340
3345
3350
3350
3355
3360
3395
3365
3370
3370
3375
3380
3385
3390
3395
3400
3400
3405
3410
3410
3415
3415
3420
3420
3425
3425
3430
3430
3435
3435
3440
3440
3445
3450
3450
8455
3460
3465
3465
3470
3475
3475
3480
3485
3490
3495
3500
aa
4000
Amadores.
Amadores.

2569
2569

2570

INTERNATIONAL
AGREEMENTS OTHER
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
OTHER THAN
TREATIES
THAN TREATIES
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SuccXo 4.-TOLERANCIAS
4.—TOLERANCIAS E
EMISS6ES ESPITRIAS
SECCAO
E EMISSoES
ESPURIAS

-ITkBUA
TABITA DE
DE TOLERANCIA
TOLERANCIA DE
DE PREQUENCIA
E DE
DE INESTABILIDADES.
INESTABILIDADES.
FREQUENCIA E

A
Interamericana de
de Radiocommunica~oes,
Radiocommunicacoes,
A Conferencia
Conferencia Interamericana
CONSIDERANDO:
CONSIDERANDO:

a) Que
Que o
o progresso
progresso technic°
alcancado desde
desde aa formulaqao
formulacao da
da
technico alcancado
no Appendice
tabua contida
contida no
Appendice I
do Regulamento
Geral de
de
I do
Regulamento Geral
RadiocommunicaCoes de
Radiocommunicacties
de Madrid
Madrid permitte
permitte uma
uma reduccao
reduccao
apreciavel das
das cifras
cifras nella
apreciavel
nella indicadas
indicadas para
para tolerancias
tolerancias ee

Inestabilidade;
Inestabilidade;
b) Que, mesmo se fosse
conveniente continuar
continuar aa applicacdo
fosse conveniente
applicagao
das tolerancias
tolerancias e
inestabilidades que
Regulamento
e inestabilidades
que fixa
fixa oo Regulamento
Geral de Madrid as emmisoras
emmisoras actualmente
actualmente em
em uso
uso se
se

deveria
deverfa imp6r-lhes
impOr-lhes requisitos
requisitos mais
severos as
as emissoras
emissoras
mais severos
construidas depois
construidas
depths da data
data indicada
ttibua que
que a
conindicada na
na tabua
a continuactio
transcreve;
tinuagao se transcreve;
c)
c) Que conviria
conviria obtem dados supplementarios
em quanto
quanto as
as totosupplementarios em
lerancias e
e inestabilidades
inestabilidades que podem applicar-se
applicar-se na
na
practica
prActica actual, especialmente
especialmente no
que diz
no que
diz respeito
respeito as
as frefrequencias maiores
maiores de 23,000 Kc.,
poderiam ser
ser objecto
objecto
Kc., que
que poderiam
de regulamentagao
regulamentagao internacional;
internacional;
ACCO
RDA:
ACC6RDA:

1.-Admittir
1.-Admittir que
que o
o progresso
progresso technic°
em materia
materia de
de estabilizagao
estabilizactio
technico em
de frequencias
frequencias chegou
chegou ao
ao extremo
de que
que todas
todas as
as estagoes
podem
extremo de
estag6es podem
manter-se
dentro
dos
limites
de
tolerancias
e
inestabilidades
manter-se
lImites
tolerancias einestabilidades especificados
ficados na tabua que
que mais adiante se transcreve
transcreve assim como
cooperar
como cooperar
na reducgao
causadas pela fluctuagao
reduccAo de interferencias
interferencias causadas
fluctuagito das frequencias;
frequencias;
2.-Que
2.--Que a
a mencionada
mencionada tabua
tfibua (lever%
substituir aa contida
contida no
no ApApdeverla substituir
pendice IIdo Regulamento
Regulamento Geral
Geral de Madrid;
Madrid;
o assumpto
3.-Que o
assumpto da melhoria
melhorf anas condis6es
condicoes de tolerancias
tolerancias eede
de
manter-se na agenda
estabilidade deveria
deverf a raanter-se
agenda ee ampliar-se
ampliar-se ate
ate incluir
incluir
frequencias mais altas do que as que apparecem
frequencias
apparecem na seguinte
seguinte tAbua,
tabua,
sujeitas a
a regulamentagao
sujeitas
regulamentaggio que se adopte
adopte na Conferencia
Conferencia do
Cairo.
do Cairo.
TABUA
DE TOLERANCIA
TOLERANCIA DE
TAB17A REVISADA
REVISADA DE
DE FREQUENCIAS
FREQUENCIAS E
E DE
DE
INESTABILIDADES.
INESTABILIDADES.

1) A
6o
o maximo
A tolerancia de frequencia
frequencia 6
maxim° de separagao
separactio admissivel
admissivel
entre a
a frequencia
frequencia assignada
assignada a
a uma
uma estaga°
frequencia real
real de
de
estagao o
o a
a frequencia
transmissao.
transmissio.
2)
separagao resulta
2) Esta separagtio
resulta da combinacao
combinagEto destes trez
trez erros:
erros:
o erro de radiofrequencimetro
a) o
radiofrequencimetro ou
on do indicador
indicador de frequencia
frequencia
empregado;
empregado;
b) ooerro commetido
commnetido ao regular ootransmissor;
transmissor;
c) variagoes lentas da frequencia
frequencia do
do emissor.
3)
4)
4)
sivel
sival

Na tolerancia de frequencia
frequencia no
nao se leva em conta
coats a
amodulacao.
modulacfio.
A
inestabilidade de frequencias
A inestabilidade
frequencias 66o
omaximo
maxim° de desviacAo
desviagao admisadmisresultante
resultante s6mente
somente do erro comprehendido
conaprehendido no inciso c) anterior.
anterior.
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TABUA DE TOLERANCIAS
TAIIIIA.
UENCIA. E
NESTABILIDADE. 1
TOLERANCIAS DE FREQ
FREQUENCIA
E DE I
INESTABILIDADE.
Toierancias
Tolerancis

Faixas
Fairas defrequencias.
de frequencias.

Emksores em
Emissores
servigo
servico actualmente e
eate
almente
at6
ho. de 3
metro
Iro.
3aneiro
de
emisNovos emisde 1942,
1942, depots
depois Novos
cuja data
de cuja
sores instalainstalsdevereo ajus- dos depois
depots do
deverao
tar-se As
as to- ho.
de Janeiro
Janeiro
tar-se
Iro. de
lerancias inde 1939.
1939.
lerancias
dicadas nas
columnas 2
2ee44
respectiverespectivamente.
mente.

A.
a)
b)
c)

De 10 aa 550 Kc.
Estacoes
fixas.
0. 1%
Estao6es fixas.
0. 05%
05%
Estacoes terrestres.
0. 1%
Esta6ces
terrestres.
0. 1%
1%
Estacoes m6veis que utilizem
utilizem
EstaS6es
as frequencias
frequencias indicadas
indicadas
1%
0. 5%
5%
0. 1%
d) EstacSes
EstacOes m6veis
mOvels que usem
frequencia dentro
qualquer frequencia
da faixa.
----------------e) Radiodiffusao
RadiodiffusAo
50 cyclos.
cyclos. 20 cyclos.

B. De 550 aa 1600 Kc.
m).
a)
EstagOes de radiodiffusAo.
a) Estag6es
radiodiffusao.
C. De 1600 a
a 6000 Kc.
tn.).
m.).
a) Estac6es
Estaoes fixas.
EstagOes terrestres.
terrestres.
b) Estag6es
Estacoes m6veis
moveis que emprec) Esta6ces
guem as frequencias
frequencias indicadas:
I. 1500 a
a 3500 Kc.
II.
II. 3500 a
a 6000 Kc.

cyclos.
50 cyclos.

Inestabilidade.
Inestabilidada.
Emissores em
em
service actuservico
almente
e at6
almente e
ate
Iro.
lro. de Janeiro
de 1942depois
1942 depots
de
de cuja data
deverao
devereo ajustar-se as
As tolerancias indicadas nas
dicadas
columnas
columnas 2
2e
e4
4
respectivarespectivemente.
mente.

Novos
Novos emisemissores instalainstalsdos depois do
ho.
Iro. de Janeiro
de 1939.

---.-- ----..---.
------------------------------0. 5%
5%
1%
0. 1%
-_------- ----------

20 cyclos. ---------

---------

03%
0. 03%
04%
0. 04%

01%
0. 01%
02%
0. 02%

---------- ----------------.---

1%
0. 1%
0. 1%
1%

0.
0. 1%
0.
005%
0.005%

.
----------------.............

d) Estac6es
Estaeoes moveis
m6veis que empreguem qualquer
qualquer frequencia dentro da faixa:
I
I..1500 a
a 3500 Ko.
-------------------II
a 6000
Ho.
II. .3500
3500 a
6000 Kc.
--------------------

0. 1%
0.
0. 1%
1%

a0. 07%
07%
05%
0. 05%

D. De 6000 a
a 30.000 Kc.
a) Esta6ces
Estagoes fixas.
b)
terrestres.
b) Estacekes
Estacoes terrestres.

0.
02%
0. 02%
0.
04%
0.04%

0.
0. 01%
01%
0. 02%
0.02%

----------------.
-------------.---..

EstagOes m6veis que empreemprec) Estagoes
0.
1%
0. 05%
guem as
frequencias indicadas.
0.05%
---------- --------indicadas.
0. 1%
guem
as frequencias
moveis que empreempred) Estacoes
Estaeoes m6veis
guem qualquer
de
frequencia de
qualquer frequencia
guem
0. 05%
0.
02%
0.05%
0.02%
------------------faixa.
radiodiffusiio.
005% --------- --------0. 01%
01%
0. 005%
e) EstagOes
Estaeoes de radiodiffusao.
[Modificado pela revisao
revislo do Cairo de 1938 (Treaty Series
Series 948).]
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(1) Se
Se reconhece
o facto de que neste servigo
(1)
reconhece o
existe um
urn grande
grande ndmero
mlmero de
de transtransservioe existe
missores de faisca eede auto-os-cilladores
mis,sores
auto-os-cilladores que
que nao
nao podem
podem cumprir
cumprir este
requisito.
este requisito.
Notas: 1.—As
l.-As administracSes
Notes:
administrag6es deverlo
esforgar-se por
os progressos
progressos da
da
deverao esforcar-se
por approveitar
approveitar os
technica
para reduzir
progressivamente as tolerancias
technica pars
reduzir progressivamente
de frequencia
os limites
limites de
de
tolerancias de
frequencia eeos
inestabilidade.
inestabilidade.
2.-Fica entendido que as estagiSes
estacSes de navfo
2.—Fica
navio que
que operem
operem dentro
dentro de
de faixas
faixas comcommuns deverAo
deverao ajustar-se
as tolerancias
tolerancias applicaveis as
muns
ajustar-se As
its estacoes
estageies terrestres
terrestres o
deverAo
o deverao
observar as disposiglies
disposi6ces do Artigo 7,
paragrapho 117,
do Regulamento
Regulamento Geral
Geral de
de
7, paragrapho
117, do
Radiocommunica6ces
RadiocommunicagAes de
de Madrid.
Madrid.
3.-Este
3.—Este texto
text° de tolerancia
tolerancia foi approvado
approvado de acc6rdo
accOrdo cor
corn a
a Opiniao
OpiniAo no
no 93
93
adoptada pelo C. C. I.
I. R. de Bucarest,
Bucarest, com
adoptada
corn as modificacoes
dos encabecamentos
encabegamentos
modificacoes dos
das columnas 11e
3.
e 3.

II
II
SUPPRESSAO DE EMISSOES
STJPPRESSIO
EMISSOES ESPITRIAS.
ESPURIAS.

Os
Governos convem
conv6m em requerer
requerer das estagoes
Os Govemos
estag5es que
se encontram
encontram
que se
sob sua
sua jurisdicgao
empreguem transmissores
sob
jurisdicglo que empreguem
mais livre
transmissores oomais
livre possipossivel de toda classe de emiss6es
emiss6es espurias.
Estas irradiates
irradiagoes nao
nao deverAo
deverAo
espurias. Estas
ser
intensidade para
ser de
de sufficiente
sufficiente intensidade
para causar
causar interferencias
apparelhos
interferencias aa apparelhos
receptores
de
desenho
receptores
moderno que se sintonizem f6ra
f6ra da
da faixa
faixa de
de
frequencia
de emissao
frequencia de
emissao necessaria
necessaria para
para o
o typo
typo de
de emissao
que se
se
emissao que
utilize.
utilize. No
No caso de emissao
emisslo do typo A-3 (radio-telephonia)
(radio-telephonia) o
o transtransmissor nao devera
devera modular-se
missor
modular-se em
de sua
sua capacidade
capacidade de
de
em excess()
excesso de
modulagao
o ponto em que occorram as
modulactio ate o
irradiagOes espurias
espurias interinteras irradiagoes
ferentes
tratando-se da modulagao
modulaao por amplitude,
ferentes eetratando-se
amplitude, a
percentagem de
a percentagem
de
modulagao
nos
maximos
de
recorrencia
modulagAo
recorrencia frequente
nAo devera
devera, ser
ser menor
menor
frequente nao
do 75 por cento. feverao
empregar-se meios
do
beverAo empregar-se
ineios adequados
adequados para
para asseassegurar
nao seja modulado
modulado em
guar que o
o transmissor no
excesso de
de sua
em excesso
sua capacicapacidade de modulagAo.
modulagao.
Uma irradiagao
irradiaglo espuria é
de um
um transmissor
transmissor
6 qualquer
qualquer irradiagao
irradiaeao de
que
que se encontre
encontre f6ra
fora da faixa de frequencia
frequencia normal
normal de
de emissio,
para o
o
emissao, para
typo de transmissito
transmissao quo
que se utilize,
typo
utilize, inclusive
quaesquer productos
productos de
inclusive quaesquer
de
harmonicos
de modulaglo,
modulafao, golpes de chave,
harmonicos de
chave, oscilag9es
oscilacOes parasitas
parasitas ou
ou
outros effeitos
effeitos transitorios.
transitorios.
SECCXA 5.—NXo
5.-Nio USAR os
Kc/s COMO FREQUENCIA
SEcao
Os 333 Kcis
FREQUENCIA DE
DE CHAMADA
CHAMADA
AEREA.
AEREA.

Em relagAo
relagao cor
o Artigo 7, inciso 11,
11, do Regulamento
Era
corn o
Regulamento de
de Madrid,
Madrid, a
a
frequencia
de
333
Kc nao
devera utilizar-se
frequencia
no deveri
utilizar-se como
como chamada
chamada internainternacional
servigo Aereo
Aereo no Continente americano,
cional no
no servigo
americana excepto
except° nos
casos
nos casos
especiaes
em
connexao corn v5os
especiaes
connexAo
v6os trasatlanticos.
trasatlanticos.
SEC jio 6.—Uso
6.-Uso DOS 500
SEccio
Kc/s.
500 Kc/s.

Em relagAo
relaSAo so
ao artigo 19, Secgao
Em
SeccAo 1,
paragrapho 6-a,
6-a, do
Regulamento
1, paragrapho
do Regulamento
de
Radio
de
Madrid,
de Radio de
todo o
o Continente
Continent° americano,
americano, com
corn excepgao
excepgAo da
da
Bahia de
de Hudson
regi6es ao
Bahia
Hudson ee regioes
so Norte da mesma, serao
serAo consideradas
consideradas
como regiao
de intenso
intenso trafico,
trafico, de acc6rdo
acc6rdo corn
como
regiAo de
corn a
a definicito
do menmendefinigao do
cionado artigo.
excepto a
a Bahia
Bahia de Hudson
cionado
artigo. Portanto,
Portant°, except°
e
as
regiOes
Hudson e as regioes so
ao
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Norte da mesma,
mesma, o
IC*, ficara limitado
limitado ft
Norte
o servigo
servigo nos 500 Kc/s,
a transmissito
de
chamadas
de
emergencia,
de
mensagens
urgentes
missao
chamadas
emergencia,
mensagens urgentes ee de
seguranga o
curtos eeisolados.
seguranga
o radiotelegraramas
radiotelegrammas curtos
1
SEcgXo 7.—DEEnsugoEs.
SECgAO
7.-DEFINIgOES. 1

DEEmigXo DE TERMOS
TERMOS
DEFINIgAO
A definigao de termos que apparecem
apparecem numerados
numerados de 1
A
1a
a 42 inclusive,
inclusive,
Conferencia realida Secgao
Secgao XII, Resoluck,
Resolugao No. 6,
6, da Acta Final, de Conferencia
Margo de 1937,
1937, 6
e approvada
approvada corn
cor aareserva
reserva
zada em Havana no mez de Marqo
mudanga que resultasse
resultasse da Conferencia
Conferencia Internacional
Internacional
de que qualquer mudanga
do Cairo 1938, cor
corn referencia
referencia ft
ternibaologia destas definigoes,
definioes,
A terminologia
devera automaticamente
supplantar a
a redaccao
redacgao actual.
deverA
automaticamente supplantar
(1)
TELECOMMITNIcAao.
(1) TELECOMMUNICACiO.
Toda communicagAo
telegraphica ou
on telephonica
telephonica de signos, signaes,
signaes,
communicaqao telegraphica
imagens e
conductores, radio
escriptos, imagens
e sons de qualquer natureza, por conductores,
on outros systemas
systemas ou processos
trarrsmittir signaes,
signaes, sej
am electricos
electricos
sejam
ou
processos de transmittir
on visuaes (semaphoros).
ou
(semaphoros).
(2)

RADIOCOMMUNICAa0
RADIOCOMMUNICAgXO

telecommunicactio por meio de ondas Hertzianas.
Hertzianas.
Toda telecommunicaqao
(8) RADIOTELEGRAMMA
RADIOTELEGRAMMA
(8)

Telegramma
uma estagtio
move!,
estagao movel,
ou corn
cor destino fta uma
Telegramma procedente on
trancruittido
em
todo
ou
em
parte
do
seu
recorrido,
pelos
canaes
de
recorrido,
em
transmittido
radiocommunicagao
do
servigo
muvel.
movel.
radiocommunicagao
(4) CORRESPONDENCIA
(4)
CORRESPONDENCIA PUBLICA

telecommunicactio que tiver de ser acceita
pelas repartigoes
reparticeies e
e
acceita pelas
Toda telecommunicagao
e,stagoes, pelo motivo
disposiqao do publico.
motivo de
de estarem as mesmas aft disposigtto
estag6es,
(5) ExPLoRA0.0
pRIVADA
(6)
EXPLORAAiO PRIVADA

nrto seja instituigao
instituigtio
corporaqao que nao
particular, companhia
companhia ou corporagrto
Todo particular,
on agencia govemamental,
reconhecida pelo Govern°
Governo interessado
interessado ee
governamental, reconhecida
ou
telecommunicactio destinadas
destinadas ao interinstallao6es de telecommunicagao
que explore
explore installagOes
cambio da correspodencia
correspodencia publica.
(6)
ADmiNisTRAcIO
(6) ADMINISTRACXO
Uma AdministracAo
Administragio Governamental.
Governamental.
(7)
INTERNACIONAL
BERVICO INTERNACIONAL
(7) sEuvigo
Um
servigo de
telecommunicagitio entre repartigoes
repartig6es ou estagoes
estagOes de
de telecommunicagao
Um servigo
excepto se estas
estas8es de servigo movel, excepto
paizes differentes
differentes ou entre estagoes
sao da
da mesma
mesma nacionalidade
nacionalidade e
ese encontram
a que
encontram nos limites do paiz a
sao
perteneeem.
pertenecem.
Urn serviqo
servigo de
de telecommunicaglo
on nacional,
susceptivel
nacional, susceptivel
interior ou
telecommunicagao interior
Um
de causar
causar interferencia
servicos mais alem dos limites
limites do paiz
outros servigos
interferencia aaoutros
de
no qual
considera-se como
servigo internacional
internacional desde
desde o
ponto
o ponto
como servigo
opera, considera-se
no
qual opera,
de
interferencia.
de vista
vista de interferencia.
revisAo do Cairo de 1938 (Treaty Series 948).]
948).]
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(8) BERVICO
BERVIg0 RESTRICTO
RESTRICTO
(8)

Urn
que pode
utilizar-se somente
por determinadas
determinadas pess6as
pessoas
Um servigo
servigo que
pode utilizar-se
s6mente por
ou para
para fins
ou
fins especiaes.
especiaes.
(9) SERVICO
sERvigo MOVEL
MOVED
(9)
Urn
servigo de
de radiocommunicagao
radiocommunicagAo entre
estageies m6veis
moveis eeestagoes
estag6es
Um servigo
entre estacoes
terrestres e
entre si,
sf, excluidos
excluidos os
os servi9os
servigos especiaes.
especiaes.
terrestres
e pelas
pelas estagoes
estagoes rn6veis
m6veis entre
(10)

ESTAgX0
EBTACAO FIXA

Estagio nao
no susceptive!
ser transferida
transferida eeque
que se
communica por
por
Estagio
susceptivel de
de ser
se communica
meio
da radiocommunicagao
uma ou
mais estag6es
estagOes estabelecidas
estabelecidas
meio da
radiocommunicagao corn
cor uma
ou mais
da
mesma maneira.
maneira.
da mesma
(11)
(11)

ESTAcX0 TERRESTRE.
ESTAsAO
TERRESTRE.

Uma
estagAo nao
100 susceptive!
ser trasladada
trasladada e
que effectua
effectua um
urn
Uma estagao
susceptivel de
de ser
e que
servigo
move!.
servigo movel.
(12) EsTAcXo
COSTEIRA
(12)
ESTACAO COSTEIRA
Uma
estagAo terrestre
terrestre que
effectua um
servigo com
corn estagOes
de
Uma estagao
que effectua
um servigo
esta56es de
Esta p6de
Ode ser
uma estagtio
fixa dedicada
dedicada tambem
tambem As
as communicommuniEsta
ser uma
estagao fixa
entries
as esta95es
estagoes de
de navios;
caso s6
só 66considerada
como
cag6es corn
cor as
navios; neste
neste caso
considerada como
estagAo
costeira emquanto
durar seu
corn as
estagOes de
de navio.
navio.
estagao costeira
emquanto durar
seu servico
servigo cor
as estagSes

navio.
navio.

(13) EsTAcXo
(18)
AERONAITTICA
ESTACAO AERONAUTICA

Uma
Uma estagao
estacAo terrestre
terrestre que
effectua um
urn servigo
corn as
as estag6es
estag6es de
que effectua
servigo cor
de
aeronaves. Esta
pode ser
ser uma
fixa dedicada
tambem as
aeronaves.
Esta pode
uma estaglio
estagao fixa
dedicada tambem
As
communicagoes
communicao6es corn
corn as
estagoes de
aeronave;
neste
caso
só
é
consideas estagoes
de aeronave; neste caso s6 6 considerada como
como estagSo
aeronautica emquanto
estagAo aeronautica
emquanto durar
durar seu
seu servigo
servigo coin
as
corn as
estagOes
de aeronave.
estagoes de
aeronave.
(14)
EsTAOlo MOVEL
(14) ESTAQAO
MOVEL

Uma
estaglo susceptivel
de ser
Uma estacAo
susceptive! de
ser traslada
traslada eeque
que geralmente
geralmente se
se traslada.
traslada.
(a)
BORDO
(16) ESTAgIO
ESTAVXgO DE BORDO

Uma estagAo
estagao situada
situada a
a bordo,
bordo, jA
seja de
Uma
jA seja
navio que
nAo esteja
esteja
de urn
um navio
que nao
atrakado permanentemente,
jA seja
de uma
aeronave.
atracado
permanentemente, ja
seja de
uma aeronave.
(16) EsTe.gXo
DE NAVIO
(16)
ESTACAO DE
NAVIO

Uma estagao
bordo de
Uma
estaglio a
abordo
de um
um navio
navio que
esteja atracado
atracado permapermsque nAo
nao esteja
nentemente.
nentemente.
(17)
(17)

ESTAVIO
E8TAgAO DE AERONAVE
AERONAVE

Uma
a bordo
de qualquer
qualquer vehiculo
Uma estagco
estagao situada
situada a
bordo de
vehkulo aereo.
aereo.
(1s) ESTAVAO
rorAgl.o DE
RADIO-PHAROL
(18)
DE RADIO-PHAROL

Uma estagao
especial cujas
cujas emissaoe
Uma
e,stactio especial
emissOes estao
estAo destinadas
destinadas aapermittir
permittir aa
uma
de a
a bordo
posigco ou
urns estacao
estacAo de
bordo determinar
determin.ar sua
sua posigao
ou uma
urns direcgao
direccAo com
corn
relacao
a estagAo
estagao de radio-pharol,
em alguns
tamben aa
relacito a
radio-pharol, e,
e, em
alguns dos
dos casos,
casos, tamben
distancia
desta ultima.
distancia que
que aasepara
separa desta
ultima.
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(19) ESTACAO
ESTAOD RADIOGONIOMETRICA
RADIOGONIOMETRICA
(19)

determinar a
a
especiaes para determinar
apparelhos especiaes
provista de apparelhos
Uma estacao provista
estagoes.
direccAo
ernissOes de outras estagoes.
das emissses
direccao dos
(20)
(20)

TELEPHONICA
ESTAgoES
RADIODIFFUSAO TELEPHONICA
ESTACBES DE RADIODIFFUSXO

Uma
estagao que
que effectua
servigo de radiodiffusan
telephonica.
radiodiffusao telephonica.
um servigo
effectua um
Uma estacao
TELEVISAO
(21) EsTAgIo
RADIODIFFUSAO DE TELEVISXO
ESTACAO DE RADIODIFFUSIO
(21)

mudaveis de
Uma estacdo
transmit& imagens
visuaes mudaveis
imagens visuaes
a transmittir
autorizada a
estacao autorizada
Uma
reproduccao
e
objectos
fixos
ou
em
movimento,
para
a
recepgao
e
reproduccio
recepcao
a
para
movimento,
em
ou
fixos
objectos
simultaneas.
simultaneas.
(22)
(22)

ESTAgIO DE AMADORES
AMADORES
ESTACAO

Uma
utilizada por um
urn amador, ou seja, por uma pess6a
pess6a
estacao utilizada
Uma estagAo
com um
devidamente
autorizada, interessada
interessada na technica
radioelectrica corn
um
technica radioelectrica
devidamente autorizada,
firn
unicamente
pessoal
e
sem
interesse
pecuniario.
pecuniario.
interesse
e
sem
pessoal
fim unicamente
PRIVADA
(28) ESTAgIG
EXPERIMENTAgX0 PRIVADA
ESTACAO DE EXPERIMENTACAO
(23)

Uma estagAo
privada para
para experimentos
destinados ao desenvolvidesenvolviexperimentos destinados
estagao privada
Uma

mento da
sciencia radioelectrica.
radioelectriza.
t6chnica ou da sciencia
da technica
mento
RADIO.
(24) ESTAgi0
ESTACAO PRIVADA DE RADIO.
(24)

publica, que
Uma estagao
estagAo privada
nAo aberta
aberta a
correspondencia publica,
quo
a correspondencia
privada nao
Uma
"estaQoes privadas
esteja autorizada
autorizada unicamente
cor outras "estagoes
trocar corn
a trocar
unicamente a
esteja
de radio",
radio", communicag6es
communicacOes concernentes
concern.entes aos
particulares de
aos assumptos particulares
de
seu ou
concessionarios.
ou de seus concessionarios.
seu
(26)
(25)

ESTACAO
UMA ESTAgX0
FREQUENCIA ASSIGNADA
ASSIGNADA A UMA
FREQUENCIA

frequencia que
a frequencia
A frequencia
estagdo 6éa
quo occupa
occupa o
o
assignada aauma estagao
frequencia assignada
A
a trabacentro
da faixa
de frequencia
estb, autoriza
autoriza a
frequencia na qual aa estagao estA
faixa de
centro da
lhar.
geral, esta 6
éa
frequencia da onda portadora.
a frequencia
Em geral,
lhar. Em
EMISSAO
UMA Ems&lo
(26) FAIXA DE FREQUENCIAS
FREQUENCIAS DE UMA
(26)

frequencias
A
faixa de
frequencias de
faixa de frequencias
6 aa faixa
emissao é
uma emisstio
de uma
de frequencias
A faixa
effectivamente occupada
emissio, para o
otypo de transmissao
transmissao
esta emissao,
por esta
occupada por
effectivamente
velocidade dos signaes
signaes utilizados.
utilizados.
eepara aavelocidade
(27) TOLERANCIA
TOLERANCIA DE
FREQTJENCIA
DE FREQUENCIA
(27)

A tolerancia
tolerancia de
desviagAo admissivel
admissivel
maximo de desviagao
e oo maximo
frequencia é
de frequencia
A
entre
frequencia real de
estagao ee aa frequencia
uma estagdo
a uma
assignada a
frequencia assignada
a frequencia
entre a
emissAo.
emissao.
(28) POTENCIA
RADIOELECTRICO
EMISSOR RADIOELECTRICO
POTENCIA DE UM EMISSOR
(28)

A
potencia de
de um
emissor radioelectrico
radioelectrico 6éa
apotencia
subministrada
potencia subrninistrada
um emissor
A potencia
No caso
caso de
urn emissor
emissor de
modulada, a
apotencia
potencia na
onda modulada,
de onda
de um
antenna. No
aa antenna.
antenna
determinada por
nurneros, indicando um o
o valor
por dois numeros,
sera determinada
antenna sera
o outro
A antenna
da potencia
potencia da
da onda
subministrada a
antenna ee o
portadora subministrada
onda portadora
da
modulacao empregado.
maximo real de modulacao
valor maxim°
oovalor
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2575
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SERVI g0 AERONAUTICO
AERONAUTIC °
SERVICO

Um servico
radiocommunicagao executado
servigo de radiocommunicagao
executado entre
aeroentre estagoes
estagoes de
de aeronave ee estagoes
estag6es terrestres
terrestres e
de aeronave
aeronave entre
entre si.
sf.
Este
e por estagOes
estao6es de
Este
termo applica-se
applica-se egualmente
egualmente aos servigos
termo
fixos
e
especiaes
de
radio
servicos fixos e especiaes de radio
destinados
a garantir
destinados a
garantir a
aseguranga
seguranca de navegagao
navegagao aerea.
aerea.
(30) SERVI
g0 FIXO
FIXO
SERVICO

Um servigo
servico que rea,liza
realiza communicacoes
Urn
communicagOes radioelectricas
radioelectricas de
de qualquer
qualquer
classe
entre
fixos, excluindo
excluindo os servigos
classe entre pontos fixos,
servigos de
radiodiffusdo e
e os
os
de radiodiffusao
servigos especiaes.
servigos
especiaes.
(31)
(3r) SERVI
g0 ESPECIAL
SERVICO
ESPECIAL

Um servico
servigo de telecommunicagao
telecommunicagAo operado
para as
as
operado especialmente
especialmente para
necessidades
um servigo
necessidades de um
servigo determinado
determinado de interesse geral e
e pito
nao
aberto acorrespondencia
& correspondencia pubfica,
publica, tal como: um
aberto
urn servigo
de radioradioservico de
pharol,
de radiogoniometria,
pharol, de
radiogoniometria, de signaes
signaes horarios,
horarios, de
de boletins
boletins meteorometeorologicos
regulares,
de
avisos
aos
navegantes,
logicos regulares,
navegantes, de mensagens
mensagens de
imprensa
de imprensa
dirigidos
a todos, de avisos medicos,
dirigidos a
medicos, consultas
consultas medicas,
medic as, de
de frequencias
frequencias
padrao,
de
emissqes destinadas
padrao,
emissOe,s
etc.
destinadas aa This
fins scientificos,
scientificos, etc.
(32)
SERVICO
(32) SERVI
g0 DE
DE RADIODIFFUSAO
RADIODIFFUSX0 TELEPHONICA
TELEPHONICA

Um servico que effectua a diffusao de emissSes radiophonicas essencialmente destinadas
a serem
serem recebidas
cialmente
destinadas a
recebidas pelo
publico em geral.
geral.
pelo publico

Um servigo quo effectua a diffustio de emiss6es radiophonicas essen-

(33)

SERVICO
SERVI g0 DE RADIODIFFUSAO
RADIODIFFITHIO VISUAL
VISUAL

Um
que effectua
a diffustio
Urn servigo
servigo quo
effectua a
imagens visuaes,
visuaes, fixas
fixas ou
diffusao de imagens
ou
animadas essencialmente destinado a ser recebido pelo publico em
geral.
geral.
anfinadas essencialmente destinado a ser recebido pelo publico em

(34)
SERVICO
(34) SERVI
g0 DE AMADORES
AMADORES

Servigo
de radio effectuado
effectuado entre estagoes
Servigo de
de amadores.
amadores.
estaQOes de
(35)
SERVICO
(88) SERVI
g0 MOVEL AEREO
AEREO

Servico de
de radio
radio effectuado
Servigo
effectuado entre
entre porta-avioes
porta-aviOes e
e por
por estagoes
estagtSes em
em
aeronaves
aeronaves que
quo se communicam
communicam entre
entre sf.
sf.
(86)
SERVICO
(36) SERVI
g0 GERAL DE EXPERIMENTA
gX0
EXPERIMENTACAO

Servigo
de radio
effectuado por
por estagoes
Servigo de
radio effectuado
estagoes de experimentagao
experimentagAo dedidedicadas
a
investigagoes
ou
desenvolvimentos
cadas a investigagOes
desenvolvimentos na
na arte do radio.
(37)
(87) SERVICO
SERVI g0 DE POLICIA

Servigo
effectuado por
por autoridades
autoridades policiaes
Servigo de
de radio
radio effectuado
policiaes do Estado,
Estado,
Provincia ou
ou Municipio
para servigos de emergencia,
Provincia
Municipio para
emergencia, principalmente
principalmente
como unidades
unidades m6veis
como
moveis de policia.
policia.
(38)
(88)

O VOCABULO
o
VOCABULO "CANAL"
"CANAL"

Significa
do "spectrum"
"spectrum" de
radio sufficientemente
Significa uma
tuna parte
parte do
de radio
sufficientemente extenso
para
permittir seu
seu US°
uso por
por tuna
uma 6stagao
de radio cor
pars permittir
&tactic) de
corn fins de
de comcornmunicaQgo.
Comprehende 0s
tres elementos
defiidos aa continuagao:
municagrto.
Comprehende
os tres
elementos definidos
continuagAo:
(1)
A "faixa
"faixa de
de frequencia
frequencia de
(1) A
de eraissio".
emissao".
(2)
0
dobro
da
"tolerancia
de
frequencia"
(2) 0 dobro da "tolerancia
frequencia" especificada.
especificada.
(3)
As
"faixas
de
protecgio
(3)
"Wass
proteccio de
de interferencias",
interfereueias", se
se requerem.
requerem.
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(39)
(30) A EXPRESAO
EXPRES2.0 "FAIXA
"FAIXA DE FREQUENCIA
FREQIIENCIA DE
DE mussXo
EMISSAO

Significa que aa faixa de frequencia
frequencia de emisstio
emissao 6é a
a faixa realmente
Significa
occupada por esta emissao para a
aclasse de transmissao
transmissiic eevelocidade
de signaes utilizados.
EXPRESXO "FAIXAS
PROTECOO DE
INTERFERENCIA"
(40) A
A EXPRESAO
"FAIXAS DE
DE PROTECCAO
DE INTERFERENCIA"

Significa as faixas de frequencia
frequencia addicionaes
addicionaes da faixa de frequencia
frequencia
emissab e
tolerancia de frequencia, que possam ser permittidas
permittidas
de emissao
e tolerancia
interferencia entre estag6es
estagoes que
que tenham
tenham
afim de que nao haja interferencia
assignagoes de frequencias
adjacentes. Em geral, esta disposigao
disposigrio
assignagoes
frequencias adjacentes.
receptor ee das caracteristicas
depende da selectividade
selectividade do receptor
caracteristicas do transmissor.
(41)
"PREFERENTEMENTE"
(41) 0
O VOCABULO
VOCABULO "PREFERENTEMENTE"
Segundo esta empregado
corn cortas
cortas faixas da tsibua
Segundo
empregado em relactio
relaqao corn
tabua de
assignagOes
significa que a
amedida
medida em que se emprehenassignagoes deste accord°,
acc6rdo, significa
instalacoes devidanaente
servicos principaes,
dem instalaqoes
devidamente autorizadas
autorizadas dos servigos
alas
terito
a
preferencia
dos
canaes
disponiveis
naquella
faixa.
naquella
faixa.
canaes
ellas terao a preferencia
Era
cada
uma
destas
faixas,
a
assignagao
de
canaes
para outros
Em
a assignagao
para
servicos differentes
fara, de maneira
maneira tal que
servigos
differentes dos da assignagao
assignaqao geral, se fara
corn estag6es
existentes do serviQo
servigo
se evite a
a interferencia
interferencia indevida cor
estaQ6es existentes
principal.
(42)

EsTAgio
RADIODIFFITS;(0 DE FAC-SIMILE
PAC-SIMILE
ESTACAO DE RADIODIFFUSAO

Uma
objectos
para transmittir
transmittir imagens
imagens de objectos
Uma estacAo
estagao autorizada
autorizada para
fixos
para
a
impresslio
da
receperto
public°
geral.
publico
em
geral.
impressao
ou
registro
da
recepgao
pelo
fixos para a
SEccXo 8.—AmADORES.
SECCXO
8.-AMADORES.
As
disposicoes referentes
amadores foram
acceitas por
por
foram acceitas
referentes aa amadores
As seguintes
seguintes disposigoes
unanimidade, em additamento as tabuas de assigna6oes:
assignacOes:
unanimidade,
1.-Que
para as emiss3es
assignada para
de 1750 aa2050
2050 Kc/s fique assignada
1.-Que a
a faixa de
A-1 eeA-3.
2.-Que estudadas
estudadas as recommendagoes
recommendag3es da Conferencia
Conferencia de Radio
Radio de
Buenos
Aires, Revisit°
Janeiro, 1937,
da RecomRecomf, da
Rio de
de Janeiro,
1937, ee eef,
Revisao do
do Rio
Buenos Aires,
mendactto
convieram em
em modifical-as,
modifical-as, sem que isto altere oo
10, convieram
mendagao No. 10,
substituindo-as como segue:
espirito dellas, substituindo-as
e)
Administrac5es indiquem aaconveniencia
conveniencia de que as
e) Que as
as Administracoes
Kc/s., e
e de 3500 a
Kc/s.,
a 4000 Kc/s.,
faixas de 1750
1750 a
a 2050 Kc/s.,
para
preferentemente
sejam
utilizadas
amadores,
preferentemente
pelos
amadores,
utilizadas
sejam
as
communicag3es
a
curta
distancia.
as communicacoes a
f) Que
Administracoes recommendem
nil° se
empregue
se empregue
que nao
recommendem que
Que as
as Administraqes
f)
as
faixas
de
7000
a
7300
Kc/s
e
de
14000
a
14400
Kc/s
as faixas de 7000 a 7300 Kc/s e de 14000 a 14400 Kc/s
para communicacties
estagbes de
de amadores
amadores A
a ctuta
de estagoes
curta
para
communicaQoes de
distancia.
3.-As
comprehendidas entre
entre 3500
Kc/s., 7000
7000 aa
a 4000
4000 Kc/s.,
3500 a
3.-As frequencia,s
frequencias comprehendidas
Kcis., sejam disponiveis
accardo com
corn a
a
disponiveis de acc6rdo
a 14400 Kc/s.,
e 14000
14000 a
7300 Kc/s e
Tabua seguinte:
3500 a
para. A-1
A-1 somente.
s6mente.
a 3800
3800 Kc/s
Kc/s para
3500
e A-3
A-3
"
"" A-1 e
3800 a
a 4000
"
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7000 aa7050
7000
7050
7050 a
a7150

"
"

"
"

A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1

7150 aa7300
7300
14000 a
a 14100
14000
14100
14100
14300
14100 a
a 14300
14300 aa 14400
14400

"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"

A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
A-1
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somente.
s6mente.
e
e A-3
A-3 (A-3
(A-3 s6mente
somente para
para aa America
America
Latina).
Latina).
somente.
s6mente.
semente
s6mente
A-3
eeA-3
somente.
s6mente.

Podera
Podera, usar-se a
aemissao
emissao do typo A-1 em toda a
afaixa
faixa de
de frequencias
frequencias
comprehendida
entre
14000
e
14400
Kc/s.comprehen,dida
e
Kc/s.— Os paizes latino-americanos,
latino-americanos,
Canada eeTerranova, poderao
poderao usar emissao
emissito typo A-3
nas frequencias
frequencias
A-3 nas
comprehendidas entre 14100 e
e 14300 Kc/s. Os
comprehendidas
Unidos de
de
Os Estados Unidos
America operarao
emiss6es do typo A-3
operario cor
corn emissOes
entre 14150
14150 ee 14250
14250
A-3 entre
Kc/s, pelo menos ate o
Dezembro de
de 1939.
1939.
o dia
dia 31 de
de Dezembro
4.—As faixas de
de
4.-As
1750 a
a 2050 Kc/s.
Kc/s.
3500
3500 a
a 4000
4000
7000
7000 a
a 7300
7300
14000 a
a 14400
28000
a 30000
28000 a
30000
56000
56000 a
a60000
60000

"
"
"tt

"ti
"tt
It
"

serao faixas de amadores.
serAo
5.-Com o
o objecto de fazer urn
um melhor
5.—Corn
melhor uso da faixa de 14
14 megacyclos,
megacyclos,
no que
que se refere a
a radiotelephonia,
radiotelephonia, e
no
evitar uma
uma congestao
congestao
e afim de evitar
indevida
pela
presenga
de
principiantes
nao familiarizados
indevida
principiantes no
uso
familiarizados corn
cor o
o uso
de
altas frequencias,
de altas
frequencias, se suggere: que se exija um periodo
periodo sufficiente
sufficiente
de prova para adquirir aaexperiencia
experiencia necessaria
alem disso,
disso, um
um exame
necessaria e,
e, alum
exame
technico
e pratico, antes de que se conceda
technico e
conceda permissAo
urn amador
amador
permissao a
a um
para usar afaixa de 14
14 megacyclos,
megacyclos, para
para aaradiotelephonia.
radiotelephonia.
6.-As
amadores assignadas
6.—As faixas de amadores
assignadas recentemente
serAo empreemprerecentemente nAo
nao serao
gadas
gadas para nenhum typo de servigo
servigo de radiodiffusao,
radiodiffusAo, sejam
sejam fixos
on
fixos ou
meveis.
m6veis.
SEC(AO
9.-MENSAGENS DE
TERCEIRA PESSOA
SEcgIo 9.—MENSAGENS
DE1 TERCEIRA
PESSOA TRANSMITTIDOS
TRANSMITTIDOS POR
POR
AMADORES.
AMADORES.

Considerando que oo Regulamento
Considerando
Regulamento Geral
Geral de Radiocommunicacoes
Radiocommunicagoes
Annexo a
a ConvengAo
Convencao Internacional
Internacional de Telecommunica6ces
Annex°
Telecommunicagoes de
de Madrid,
Madrid,
dispoe que, a
a menos
sido rnodificado
dispOe
menos que haja sid.o
por acc6rdos
accordos e
speciaes
modificado por
e speciaes
entre
os
paizes
interessados,
se
prohibe
entre os
interessados,
prohibe as estagoes
estagoes de amadores
amadores transtransmittir mensagens internacionaes
internacionaes que emanem
emanem de
de terceira
terceira pessoa;
pessoa; e
e
Considerando
e evidente
Considerando que é
evidente que se fomentaria
fomentaria a
a communhAo
de
communhao de
interesses
interesses entre os povos de todas as Americas
Americas estimulan.do
estimulando o
o interinter-

cambio,
por estagoes
amadores ee sem compensagao
cambio, por
estagOes de amadores
compensaglo alguma, de
de
mensagens
amistosos que emanem
mensagens amistosos
emanem de nossos cidadaos;
cidadAos;
Conferencia Interamericana
RESOLVE: a
a Conferencia
Interamericana de
de Radio.
Radio.
Com ooproposito
fomentar relagoes
Corn
proposito de fomenter
relagOes estreitas eaamistosas
amistosas entre
entre os
os
povos
das
Americas,
Administragaes dos
paizes contractantes
povos das Americas, as AdministragOes
dos paizes
eontractantes
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cujas
internas o
o permitam,
estag6es de
acc6rdam que as estagSes
permitam, accOrdam
legislagqes internas
cujas legislagoes
radio-amadores
possegoes poderao
podertio
respectivos paizes ee suas posse5oes
radio-amadores em seus respectivos
effectuar
mensagens procedentes
procedentes de
internacional de mensagens
intercambio internacional
effectuar intercambio
terceiras pessoas, desde
sejam de indole tal que
mensagens sejam
desde que taes mensagens
terceiras
normalmente
transmittidas por nenhum outro meio
nao seriam transmittidas
normalmente nan
existente
comraunicaga,o electrica,
electrica, e
elks nao
nap se pague
e que por elles
existente de communicacao
compensaqao alguma.
indirectamente compensagrio
alguraa.
directa ou indirectamente
SEccXo 10.
10. SERVIQO
RADIOCOMMITNICAOES PARA
SERVICO INTERNACIONAL
INTERNACIONAL DE RADIOCOMMUNICAgOES
SECCAO
POLICIA.
POLICIA.

1.—Considerando
se possam
possam obter
obter da
da coordinactin
coordinagao
que se
as vantagens
vantagens que
1.-Considerando as
das communica6ces
communicagOes de
internacional, recommenda-se
recommenda-se aa todos
de policia
policia internacional,
das
estagoes
os paizes
que fazem
deste convenio
que autorizem
autorizem estagoes
convenio que
parte deste
fazem parte
paizes que
os

o mais proximas aos seus limites corn
radiotelegraphicas de policia o
corn
radiotelegraphicas
contiguos para a
transmissao de informagoes
informacoes de emergencia,
emergencia,
a transmissao
paizes contiguos
relativas aa materias
so se
leis.- Em geral, s6
a observancia
observancia das leis.—
materias sobre a
relativas
tratarit daquellos mensagens
perderiam seu valor pela
policia que perderiam
mensagens de policia
tratari
lentidtio e
outros methodos de communicagoes.
comnrwaicag6es.
e limitagoes de tempo de outros
lentidao
interna2.—As
occupadas na communicag6es
communica95es do servigo internaestacoes occupadas
2.-As estacoes
facilidades proporcionanormalmente das facilidades
farao uso normalmente
cional de
de policia lard°
servico nacional
nacional de policia; sempre que: (a) as frequencias
frequencias de
ao servigo
das ao
policia usadas
radioteleph6communicagoes radioteleph6para communicagOes
primordialmente para
usadas primordialmente
policia
sejam usadas
usadas para
para commuunidades de policia movel nao sejam
corn unidades
nicas corn
nicago'es radiotelegraphicas;
radiotelegraphic as; (b) que as estagoes
estagaes de differentes
differentes paizes
nicao6es
autorizadas
ser
proximas
limites
paizes
possam
autorizadas
por seus
entre
aos
proximas
radioadministragoes
para
a
communicacito
radio-.
communicagao
a
ponto
ponto
de
trocar
administragoes para
telephonica;
e
(c)
que
as
seguintes
frequencias
sejam
usadas
inicialinicialsejam
frequencias
telephonica; e (c) que as seguintes
unicagdo radiotelegraphica
radiotelegraphica de policia
communicagao
a comm
tanto para a
mente tanto
internacional:
nacional como internacional:
2804
kc chamar
chamar
2804 kc
2808
2808 kc operar
operar
2812 kc opera'

5195
chamar s6
so de
dia.
de dia.
5195 kc
kc chamar
5135 kc operar s6 de dia.
5140 kc operar s6 de dia.
estaqoes dedi3.—As
referentes As caracteristicas
caracteristicas de estag6es
notificagoes referentes
3.-As notificacties
remettidas
serfo
policia,
para
cadas
ao
servico
internacional
de
pars,
serAo
remettidas
radio
internacional
servigo
ao
cadas
ao
Escriptorio
da
Unian
Internacional
Telecommunicagoes
de
Telecommunicacoes
de
Internacional
Uniio
da
ao Escriptorio
Berna,
Suissa,
afim
de
que
todas
estagbes
que
intercomdesejem
que
esta5Ses
as
todas
Berna, Suissa, afim de que
municar-se possam
possam manter-se
relativos ao
dos detalhes relativos
informadas dos
manter-se informadas
municar-se
funccionamento individual.
funccionamento
4.—Afim
assegurar a
manipulaciio das menuniformidade na manipulagao
a uniformidade
4.-Afim de assegurar
sagens,
procedimento seguinte:
seguinte:
o procedimento
seguira o
se seguira,
sagens, se
XVI
(a)
Este servico
servico se
as disposicties
disposicoes do artigo XVI
geral, as
ajustara, em geral,
se ajustara,
(a) Este
do
Regulamento Geral
annex° ao Convenio
Radiocommunicacoes annexo
de Radiocommunicagoes
Geral de
do Regulamento
Internacional
TelecommunicacOes de Madrid,
1932.
Madrid, 1932.
de Telecommunicaloes
Internacional de
(b)
Se fara
far& amplo
abreviaturas constante
constante do
da lista de abreviaturas
ample uso da
(b) Se
appendice
Regularaento Geral
de Radiocommunicagoes
annex°
Radiocommunicav5es annexo
Geral de
do Regulamento
appendice 99 do
ao
Telecommunicagoes de Madrid,
Madrid, 1932.
de Telecommunicacoes
Internacional de
ao Convenio
Convenio Internacional
No
se empregara
empregara, linguagem
linguagem corrente
se uma
abreviatura for sufficiensufficienuma abreviatura
corrente se
Nao se
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te. As indicacoes
indicagoes de servigo
sAo as
as seguintes:
seguintes: P
Prioridade, para
para
servigo sao
P -— Prioridade,
mensagens que tenham
tenham de
de ser
ser enviados
enviados immediatamente
immediataraente prescindindo
prescindindo
do numero dos outros mensagens
depositados. As
As mensagens
mensagens sem
sem
mensagens depositados.
indicacao
servico, sera°
serao transmittidas
indicagAo de servigo,
transmittidas na ordem
ordem em
que sejam
sejam
em que
recebidas.
recebidas.
(c)
(c) As mensagens conterao
conterao o
o preambulo,
preambulo, text()
texto eeassignatura,
assignatura, como
como
segue:
(1) Preambulo:
O preambulo
preambulo da mensagem
Preambulo: 0
consistira no
no seguinte:
seguinte:
mensagem consistira
ndmero
ndmero de ordem precedido
precedido pelas
pelas letras
letras NR;
NR; indicago'es
servigo
indica6ces de
de servigo
como sejam apropriadas;
apropriadas; check (isto 6éaacontagem
contagem de
palavras de
de conconde palavras
formidade
o systemic
systema de contagem
contagem typo do
formidade corn o
do telegramma,
telegramma, as
as letras
letras
"CK" seguidas por cifras que indicam
"OK"
indicam oonumero
n.umero de
de palavras
palavras contidas
contidas
no texto da mensagem); repartigao
repartigio eepaiz
origem (sem
(sem abreviar);
abreviar);
paiz de
de origem
dia do mez e
deposito; enderego.
e mez; hora do
do deposito;
enderego.
(2)
Texto:
O
texto
podera
ser em linguagem
linguagem corrente
(2)
0 text°
corrente ou
ou cifra.
cifra.
(3)
(3) Assignatura:
Assignatura: A
A assignatura incluira
incluira o
nome ee titulo
o nome
titulo do
do
remettente
remettente da
da mensagem.
mensagem.
SECiAO 11.--AUXILIO POR RADIOCOMMUNICA0.0
RADIOCOMMUNICACXO
SEcgX.o
AEREA.
AEREA.
"STANDARDS"
"STANDARDS" DE INTENSIDADE
INTENSIDADE DE

CAMPO
CAMPO

E
E

A A
NAVEGAgX0
NAVEGACAO

RELAgIO
RELACAO

DE INTERINTERDE

FERENCIAS.
FERENCIAS.

1.-PORQUANTO aa Conferencia
Conferencia Interamericana
1.—PORQUANTO
de RadiocommuniRadiocommuniInteramericana de

cagoes
cag6es considerou
considerou cuidadosamente
cuidadosamente as
as diversas
diversas resolugoes
resolugoes da
da ConConferencia
T6chnica Interamericana
Interamericana de
ferencia Teclanica
em Lima
Lima em
de AviagAo,
Aviagao, reunida
reunida em
em
Setembro de 1937, eeespecialmente
especialmente as Resolug9es
Resolugoes XIV,
XVII e
XIV, XVII
e XVIII
XVIII
referidas a
a esta Conferencia,
referidas
Conferencia, ee
2.—CONSIDERANDO:
2.-CONSIDERANDO:

a)
a) a
a grande
grand° importancia da radiocommunicagao
radiocommunicagAo como
como auxilio
auxilio a
a
navegagao
navegacAo aerea; oo desenvolvimento
desenvolvimento phenomenal
phenomenal do
do transit°
aereo ee
transito a6reo
a major
maior expansao
a
expansAo que certamente
de ter
ter no
no futuro;
futuro;
certamente ha
ha de
b) aa precisAo
precisao que exigem os servigos radioelectricos
radioelectricos de
ajuda a
de ajuda
navegagao aerea
cor respeito a
a estabilidade das emissSes
navegagAo
adrea corn
emissOes emquanto
emquanto
as affects
affecta a
a transmissio
transmissao de trajectoria
trajectoria mdltipla,
as
radltipla, a
a qual pode
pode ser
ser
reduzida
reduzida ao
so minimum escolhendo
escolhendo frequencias
am menos
menos
frequencias que
que estej
estejam
expostas aos effeitos das
ondas reflectidas;
reflectidas;
das ondas
c) o
o extremadamente
6a
extremadamente limitada que é
das frequencias
frequencias que
que
a gamma
gamma das
possuem
caracteristicas de propagacao
propagagao necessarias
possuem as caracteristicas
necessarias mencionadas
mencionadas
no considerando
considerando b)
b) anterior;
anterior;
d) que as aeronaves
aeronaves em v6o
d)
vto dependem
dependem no absoluto do
do radio
radio para
pars
a sua orientagao
orientagio e
a
communicagAo;
e communicagao;
e) o
o grande ndraero
ndmero de aeronaves
aeronaves de todas partes
e)
partes do
do mundo
mundo que
que
na
actualidade
empregam ee tern
tem continuar
empregando em commum,
na sztualidade empregam
continuar empregando
commum,
oo ndmero
limitado de frequencias
frequencias adequadas
ndmero limitado
adeguadas para
pars ajudar a
a naveganavegagao
o qual
a praticar
praticar aa economfa
economia mais estricta
gAo a6rea,
aerea, o
qual obriga
obriga a
estricta no
seu
no seu
uso,
forma que
que seja
possivel attender
attender a
um minimum
uso, de
de forma
seja passive'
a todas com
corn urn
de interferencia;
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f) a
anorm.alizacdo
convirfa effectuar
facilitar
normalizacao que portanto conviria
effectuar para facilitar
aa navegagdo
navegagao aerea
a6rea internacional
internacional coordinando
coordinando ee no possivel fazendo
fazendo
uniforme
o apparelhamento
apparelhamento eeooprocedimento
uniforme o
procedimento de operacao.
operagAo.
g)
uma s6
so estagao
estagdo terrestre,
de
g) que
que 6é possivel
possivel a
a uma
terrestre, um
um radiopharol
radiopharol de
orientagao,
orientagdo, por exemplo, prestar simultaneamente
simultaneamente ajuda para
para a
anavegacao
a um nfimero
nlmero praticamente
gaga() a
praticamente illimitado de aeronaves;
aeronaves;
responsabilidade que assumen
servigos radioel6ctricos
radioelectricos
h) a
a grande responsabilidade
assumen os servicos
que ajudara
ajudam aanavegagdo
navegagao aerea, ao prestar um servigo
servico competente
competente as
aeronaves, cuja seguranga
determin.adas circunstancias,
aeronaves,
seguranga pode, em determinadas
circunstancias, vir
depender por completo da recepgdo
ininterrupta de signaes
signaes de
aadepender
recepgao ininterrupta
de navegagrio
satisfactorios, e
e
gacao satisfactorios,
i) o
o curto prazo que tern
ter havido para fazer estudos de engenharia
engenharia
Conferencia Technica
Technica Interamericana
desde o
o encerramento
encerramento da Conferencia
Interamericana de
Aviagdo
remlida em Lima em
era Setembro
1937;
Aviagao reuIida
Setembro de 1937;
3.—A Conferencia
de Radiocoramunicagoes
Radiocommunica6ces
3.-A
Conferencia Interamericana
Interamericana de
RESOLVE:
RESOLVE:
corn as recommendagoes
recommendagOes da Conferencia
Conferencia de
a) Que, de accordo
accordo cor
Lima, os palms
Conferencia preparem
paizes representados
representados nesta Conferencia
preparem e
e troquem
troquem
entre
entre sf,
si, ao mais
mais tardar
tardar a
a primeiro
primeiro de Junho de
de 1938,
1938, todos os dados
dados
pertinentes que possam utilizar-se
seguintes tabuas,
pertinentes
utilizar-se na redacclo
redacgao das seguintes
as
serviiiam de
respeito a
Aapplicagao
applicacilo dos
dos prinas qua,es
quaes serviriam
de guia no que
que diz respeito
cipios
de
engenharia
que
aqui
se
expoem:
expoem:
cipios
engenharia
contenha uma lista dos diversos typos de serviges
servigos
Tabua I, que contenha
radioelectricos
aerea que foram
navegagao a6rea
a navegagrio
radioelectricos de ajuda A
approvados para
pOr em operagdo.
operagao.
para os p6r
approvados
Tabua
II, que
as intensidades
mlnimas necesnecesintensidades de
de signal minimas
que especifique
especifique as
Tabua II,
sarias
recepgrto satisfactoria
diversas clases de
satisfactoria das diversas
sarias para
para a
a recepgao
ajuda radioelectrica
navegagdo aerea;
dados que
que se
se usarao
a6rea; dados
radioelectrica 6,a navegacao
ajuda
como
normal;
areas de
de servigo
servico normal;
determinar as areas
como base
base para determinar
Tfibua
admissiveis da intensidade
intensidade
especifique os
os valores admissiveis
III que especifique
Tabua III
de signal interferente
interferente dos diversos typos de ajuda radioelectrica
navegagla aArea
mencionados
adrea expregando-se
expresando-se os mencionados
electrica A
a navegagao
valores
relaglio entre
interferidos ee
entre signaes interferidos
valores em
em forma
forma de relagao
signaes
de
no contOrno
cont6rno minimo
minimo de signal de
signaes interferentes
interferentes no
servico;
na mesma
mesma frequencia,
b) 33kc.
kc. f6ra
fora da frequencia
frequencia
frequencia, b)
servigo; a)
a) na
e
fora da
da frequencia;
frequencia;
e c) 66kc.
kc. f6ra
servigos radioelectricos
radioelectricos de ajuda a
b) Quo
Que 66 de
de esperar que os servigos
navegaclo aerea,
aerea, especialmente
especialmente os
os de
unilateral, como
como
de radiodiffusdo
radiodiffusao unilateral,
navegacao
os
radio-pharoes, mantenham
mantenham as mais altas
altos normas de seguranga
seguranga
os radio-pharoes,
estabilidade
emissito.
de emissao.
estabilidade ee qualidade
qualidade de
c)
Que,
corn
o
fim
de
economizar
frequencias, se
se assigne
assigne oondmero
ndmero
frequencias,
de
economizar
o
fim
c) Que, cor
limitado de
de canaes
canaes adequados
radioelectricos de
de ajuda
ajuda
para os
os servigos
servigos radioelectricos
adequados para
limitado
A
navegagd,o
aerea
separando-os
o
menos
desde
urn
de
de
possivel
desde
um
ponto
Anavegasao aerea separando-os o menos
vista
pratico,
tomando
consideragio
o
typo
e
a
classe
classe
de
servigo
e
a
o
typo
em
consideragao
vista pratico, tomando
de emissao;
emissio; e
e que, no
possivel, todas
nagOes devem
devem reservar
reserver as
as
no possivel,
todas as
as naCges
de
mesmas
faixas
para,
typos
anAlogos
de
servico,
de
maneira
que
se
posse
possa
mesmas faixas para typos analogos de servigo, de maneira que se
simplificar
os receptores
que se
se logre
logre por
por meio
da normalizagAo
normalizacAo
meio da
receptores ee que
simplificar os
extender os limites geographicos
utilidade.
geographicos de utilidade.
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d)
poderfa convencionar
em commum
commum de
d) Que
Que se
se poderia
convencionar oouso
uso em
de frequencias,
frequencias,
prover os
dentro das
faixas autorizadas,
autorizadas, memepara prover
os meios
meios necessarios
necessarios dentro
das faixas
convenio regional celebrado
celebrado entre
entre os
paizes dentro
dentro de
cujas
diante urn
um convenio
os paizes
de cujas
fronteiras
seccoes da
interferencia das
estacOes exisfronteiras existam
existam seccoes
da area
area de
de interferencia
das esta6ces
existentes
tabua de
de relagoes
relacoes de
interferencias e
de
tentes segundo
segundo a
a tAbua
de interferencias
e signaes
signaes de
servi go .
servico.
e) Que
Quo a
pelas estag9es
estacOes de
de ajuda
ajuda a
anavegacao
navegag5,o
a potencia
potencia irradiada
irradiada pelas
aerea
1AI-ea nas faixas
geralmente limitarlimitarfaixas de
de frequencias
frequencias autorizadas
autorizadas devem
devem geralmente
se aos valores compativeis
corn aa intensidade
intensidade de
de signal
signal necessaria
compativeis cor
necessaria
normalmente dentro da area
se deseje
deseje prestar
prestar servigo,
servico, a
a fim
area em
em que
que se
fim
de reduzir
minim° a
interferencia f6ra
fora de
de area
de servigo
servico
reduzir ao
ao minimo
a interferencia
area de
Nota: Vide document°
documento addicional
addicional apresentado
apresentado pelos Estados
Unidos de America
America
Estados Unidos
Annex°.
Annexo.

corm fins informativos.
corn

SxcgXo
12.--SUPPRESSX.0 DE
NTERFERENCIAS CAUSADAS
CAUSADAS POR
POE APPAAPPASECCAO 12.-SUPPRESSAO
DE I
INTERFERENCIAS
RELHOS ELECTRICOS
ELECTRICOS
RELHOS

1.-Os apparelhos
apparelhos diathermicos,
diathermicos, fornos
1.-OS
fornos de induccao,
induccao, systemas
de
systemas de
intercommunicagao
intercommunicac5,o domestica
domestics rnediante
frequencias e
outros
mediante altas
altas frequencias
e outros
electricos que empregam
apparelhos electricos
empregam correntes
de radiofrequencia
radiofrequencia
correntes de
como elemento
elemento essencial
so seu
seu funccionamento,
funccionamento, podem
podem causar
causar interinteressencial ao
ferencia as
as radiocommunicagoes.
radiocommunicag6es.
ferencia
2.-0 uso de taes apparelhos
apparelhos 6
6 de muita
importancia na
muita importancia
na therapeutics,
therapeutica,
cirurgia,
cirurgia, industrias,
industria,s, etc.
3.-A
radioelectrica nab
3.—A irradiagao
irradiagAb da energia radioelectrica
pars o
o
nao 6é essencial para
funccionamento adequado
adequado dos apparelhos,
funccionamento
apparelhos, eepode
evitar-se ou
ou conconpode evitar-se
trolar-se sem reduzir a
autilidade
de cada
cada apparelho,
pars o
que se
se
utilidade de
apparelho, para
o fim
fim que
emprega.
emprega.
4.-A irradiactio
irradiagao occorre
geralmente no circuito
4.—A
occorre geralmente
circuito de
sahida, nos
nos circirde sahida,
ou nas fontes de energia
cuitos internos on
energia todos os
os quaes
quaes sao
sAo elementos
elementos
essenciaes.
5.-A
depende da frequencia
5.—A magnitude
magnitude da irradiaiao
irradiagio depende
frequencia ou frequencias
frequencias
de funccionamento,
funccionamento, da potencia e
installagg,o eefunccionafunccionae do desenho,
desenho, installagao
mento do apparelho.
apparelho.
6.-A
6.—A irradiagao
irradiagAo que emana das fontes de energia
pode evitar-se
evitar-se
energia pode
usando um
urn filtro
filtro de linha adequado.
adequado. A
A irradiagao
irradiactio dos
circuitos
dos circuitos
internos pode evitar-se
evitar-se usando caixas metalicas
metaficas adequadas. A
A irracircuitos de sahida pode
diagao dos circuitos
urn nivel
nivel em
pode reduzir-se
reduzir-se a
a um
em que
que
interferencia as
as radiocommunicagoes
nao se cause interferencia
radiocommunicacoes usando
usando uma
urns tela
tela
metalica sempre que o
o protector
o apparelho
protector cubra todo o
apparelho ee suas
dimmensoes
sejam
taes que nao
dimmensOes
nito se produzam grandes correntes
parasitas.
7.-Em muitos casos pode ser que nao
7.—Em
nab seja pratico
pratico empregar tal
proteccio.
proteceao.

8.-Se p6de usar nos mencionados
mencionados apparelhos
apparelhos qualquer
8.—Se
qualquer frequencia
frequencia
na porgao
na
porcao util do "spectrum"
"spectrum" de radio. No entanto,
entanto, muitos
muitos dos appaappamodernos, que causam
a maior
relhos therapeuticos
therapeuticos modemos,
causam a
major parte da
interfeda interferencia aa longs
longa distancia,
distancia, operam
operam em frequencias
frequencias de 10,000
10,000 a
a 20,000
20,000
kilocyclos,
aproximadamente.
kilocyclos, aproximadamente. Quando
Quando se utilizam
utilizam outras frequencias
frequencias
causa-se interferencia
principalmente a recepOO
recepo o a
a curta distancia
interferencia principalm.ente
distancia ou
aadistancia moderada.
moderada.
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o apparelho
9.—Nos
no 6
apparelho para
para
proteger todo o
6 pratico
pratico proteger
que nao
em que
casos em
9.-Nos casos
machinas
as
que
conseguir
para
controlar
meio
conseguir
irradiagao, oo unico meio
controlar aa irradiagfio,
nao assignadas
6 usar frequencias
funccionem
interferencia é
frequencias nrto
assignadas
sem causar interferencia
funccionem sem
aaservigos de radio.
6 essencialmente
essencialmente um emissor de
10.
0 apparelho
apparelho therapeutico
therapeutico usual 6
10. O
emprega geralmente
radio do
typo oscillante
oscillante de
autoexcitagfio, e
geralmente
e emprega
de autoexcitagao,
do typo
radio
inestabilidade inhecorrente de placa
placa auto-rectificada.
auto-rectificada. A
A causa
causa da inestabilidade
corrente
rente aos
oscilladores, as grandes
variagrws de voltagem
voltagem dugrandes variagoes
circuitos oscilladores,
aos circuitos
rente
rante cada
cyclo da
da corrente
subministrada A
a placa e
eaos usos diffediffecorrente subministrada
cada cyclo
rante
rentes
que pode
frequencia em servigo
circuito de sahida, aafrequencia
ao circuito
pode dar-se ao
rentes que
varia
durante a
aoperagao
operagao normal
numa margem muito amplia, possinormal numa
varia durante
velmente
urn ou dois
uma frequencia
frequencia
megacyclos quando se opera em uma
dois megitcyclos
velmente um
aproximada de
raegacyclos.
de 15 megacyclos.
aproximada
um mesmo
11.—Todas
as machinas
raachinas therapeuticas
desenhadas para
para urn
therapeuticas desenhadas
11.-Todas as
servigo
operar na mesma frequencia
frequencia sem limitar sua utilidade,
utilidade,
podem operar
servigo podem
já que
irradiagao emittida
emittida por
nfio affecta
affecta seu
seu
machinas nao
outras machinas
por outras
a irradiagao
que a
ja
funccionamento. Necessitar-se-ia
apparelhos eemaiores despesas
despesas
Necessitar-se-ia mais apparelhos
funccionamento.
uma frequencia
funccionar em urns
frequencia fixa, pois haveria que ter
poder funccionar
para poder
controler automatico
automatico de frequencias
manter a
afrequencia
frequencia em
frequencias afim de manter
controler
um
de
1/20
de
que
se
opera,
corn
urns
variaglo
polo
menos
urn por cento.
menos
pelo
variagao
uma
corn
opera,
que se
Em
15
megazyclos
isto
repre,sentarfa
uma
extensfio
de
faixa
de 15 Kc/s.,
Kc/s.,
extensao
representaria
isto
megacyclos
Em 15
o
que
corresponde
praticamente
a
todo
communicagao.
communicagfio.
de
canal
um
todo
a
praticamente
o que corresponde
disp6e, oo
12.—Conforme a
acertada de que se dispfie,
informacao mais acertada
a informagrto
12.-Conforme
a
sciencia
que
ate
restringir-se
deveria
funccionamento
diathermico,
deverfa
re,stringir-se
a
sciencia
funccionamento diathermico,
ate
desenhados
possam
alcance
a
tal
ponto,
em
que
apparelhos
ser
desenhados
apparelhos
os
alcance a tal ponto, em que
frequena
supprimir
completamente
as
irradiag5es
interferentes
a
tres
frequeninterferentes
irradiagoes
as
supprimir completamente
cias,
ou sejam,
sejam, aproximadamente,
megacyclos.
12, 25 ee50 megacyclos.
aproximadamente, 12,
cias, ou
13.—Cora
respeito
aos
apparelhos
taes
systemas
systemas de intercomcomo
taes
13.-Com respeito aos apparelhos
de induccao,
municagao
domestica
e
certos
de
fornos
induccao, assim
fornos
typos
municagao domestica e certos
medias
como
apparelhos
analogos
que
empregam
frequencias
medias ou baifrequencias
como apparelhos analogos que empregam
geragao
a
xas, deveria
deveria exigir-se
harmonilimitem todo oopossivel ageragAo de harmoniexigir-se que limitem
xas,
cos
e
que
facam
a
prova
rigor afim
de ver
irradiagfio nAo
nit°
que aa irradiagao
ver que
afim de
de rigor
cos e que facam a prova de

passe de um nivel determinado.
determinado.
passe
regulamento neces14.—Cada paiz
paiz contractante
contractante deverfi
promulgar o
oregulamento
necesdevera promulgar
14.-Cada
e que se sujeitem aa
saxio para
pars obrigar
completo e
protejam por completo
se protejam
que se
obrigar aaque
sario
energia
frequencias determinadas
determinadas os apparelhos electricos que garem energia
frequencias
electrica de
radiofrecuencia, como medida
medida essencial
essencial a
a sua operagao,
operaglo,
de radiofrecuencia,
electrica
mas que
que nao
nab se
se dedicam
radiocoramunicagfies.
as radiocommunicagoes.
dedicam as
mas
15.—Inclue-se
como annexo
este informe um documento
"a
documento sobre "a
a este
annexo a
15.-Inclue-se como
radio-interferencia por
electro-therapeuticos", apresentado
apresentado
apparelhos electro-therapeuticos",
por apparelhos
radio-interferencia
pelo
disposigSes
como parte das disposigfies
considerado como
ser considerado
deve ser
qual dove
Canada, oo qual
pelo Canada,
adoptadas
sobre esta materia.
adoptadas sobre
N OTA:
NOrA:
Vide.—(0
apresentado pelo
"A Radio-interferencia
Radio-interferencia por
sobre "A
pelo Canada sobre
informe apresentado
Vide.-(O informe
Apparelhos Electro-therapeuticos"
Electro-therapeuticos" encontra-se
C.I.R./Doc. 43)
Documento C.I.R./Doc.
encontra-se no Documento
Apparelhos

Em f6
fe do
do que
os respectivos
respectivos Delegados
exemplares
assignaram varios exemplares
Delegados assignaram
que os
Em
do presente
presente Instrumento
Instrumento en
espanhol, inglez,
portuguez eefran.cez
francez que
inglez, portuguez
en espanhol,
do
sera° depositados
nos archivos
Govern° cubano,
cuban.o, o
o qual encamido Governo
archivos do
depositados nos
serao
nhari aos
aos outros
Governos contractantes
urns copia authenticada
authenticada em
contractantes uma
outros Governos
nharA
cads urns
dessas linguas.
uma dessas
cada
198470°--41—m.
--- 85
193470'-41-PT. Ix-85
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Feito
de Havana,
Havana, em
13 de
de Dezembro
Dezembro de
de 1937.
1937.
Feito na
na cidade
cidade de
em 13
Argentina:
Argentina:
Brasil:
Brasil:
Jos A ROBERTO
ROBERTO DE
DE M
ACEDO-SOARES.
Josh
MACEDO-SOARES.
Canada:
Canadd:
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
B]!jAUDRY.
LAURENT
C.P.
P.EDWARDS.
C.
EDWARDS.
Colombia:
Colombia:
J
ORGE S
OTO DEL
DEL CORRAL.
CORRAL.
JORGE
SOTO
RICARDO GUTIERREZ
GUTIERREZ LEE
LEE Y
RICARDO
Y RIVER°.
RIVERO.
Cuba:
Cuba:
WIFREDO
ALBANES Y
W IFREDO ALBANS
Y PEA.
PErA.
A
.NDRAS ASENSIO
ASENSIO Y
4NDRES
Y CARRASCO.
CARRASCO.
NICOLAS
GONZALEZ
NICOL
AS GONZA
LEZ DE
M ENDOZA Y
Y DE
DE LA
TORRE.
DE MENDOZA
LA TORRE.
ALFONSO HERNANDEZ
ALFONSO
CATA.Y
Y GALT.
GALT.
HERNANDEZ CATA
Chile:
Chile:
EMILIO EDWARDS
EMILIO
EDWARDS BELLO.
BELLO.
Reptiblica
Repfiblica Dominica=
Dominicana:
ROBERTO
ROBERTO DESPRADEL.
DESPRADEL.
MAXIMO LOVAT6N
LOVAT6N P.
P.
MAXIMO
Estados
Estados Unidos de America:
T.A.
A.M
CRAVEN.
T.
M..CRAVEN.
Guatemala:
Guatemala:
ARTURO C6BAR
C6BAR L.
ARTURO
L.
Haiti:
Haiti:
JUSTIN
JUSTIN BARAU.
BARAU.

Mexico:
IGNACIO
I
GNACIO GALINDO.
GALINDO.
SALVADOR
SALVADOR TAYABAS.
TAYABAS.
FERNANDO
FERNANDO SANCHEZ
SANCHEZ AYALA.
AYALA.
RUBEN
RUBtN FUENTES.
FUENTES.

Nicaragua:
Nicaragua:
GUILLERMO ARGUEDAS.
GUILLERMO
ARGUEDAS.

Panama:
Panamd:
ERNESTO
ERNESTO B.
B. FABREGA.
FABREGA.

Peri:
Per,:
CARLOS A.
TUDELA.
CARLOS
A.TUDELA.
Uruguay:
Uruguay:
CtSAR
GORRI.
CESAR GORRI.
Venezuela:
Venezuela:
ALBERTO SMITH.
ALBERTO
SMITH.
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INTERAMERICAN— RADIO COMMUNICATIONS—
DEC.13,
13, 1937
1937
INTER-AMERICAN-RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS-DEC.

ACCORDO INTERAMERICANO
INTERAMERICA.NO SOBRE
ACCORDO
RADIOCOMMUNICACX0
RADIOCOMMUNICACAO
ANNEXO
ANNEXO
DOCUMENTO ADDICIONAL
ADDICIONAL COM FINS INFORMATIVOS
INFORMATIVOS
DOCUMENTO

De
accordo corn o
o suggerido
suggaido a
respeito de um intercambio
intercambio de
a respeito
De accordo
informactio
technica, a
Conferencia Interamericana
Interamericana de RadiocommuRadiocommua Conferencia
informagao t6chnica,
serao pronicagOes
em consideragan
consideragao os seguintes pontos, que seran
nicagoes tern era
porcionados opportunamente
opportunamente pelo Governo
Govern.° dos Estados Unidos de
porcionados
America a
America
a todos os paizes americanos.
1.-Relaca.o
estag6es aeron.auticas
funccionam nos
aeronauticas que funccionam
1.-Relagao de todas as estagoes
Estados Unidos da America sob a
Departamento de
a direccito
direcgao do Departamento
Aviactio Commercial
Desta relagao
relactio
Commercio. Desta
Commercial do Ministerio do Conamercio.
Aviagao
constare, a
seguinte informagao
informagito relativa
relativa a
acada estagao:
estagio:
a seguinte
constara

estagao.
Logar onde estiver installada
installada eetypo da estagio.
Direccan
orientagao.
radio-pharoes de orientagan.
Direegao de todos os radio-pharoes
Letras de chamada.
chamada.
Frequencia
era kilocyclos.
kilocyclos.
operagao em
de operactin
Frequencia de
Signaes
identificagan de estagao.
Signaes de identificagao
Posigan
distancia respeito ao campo de aterrissagem
aterrissagem mais
Posigao ee distancia
exacta do referido campo sobre
proximo,
elevagdo exacta
a elevagao
proximo, incluindo a
o
o nivel do mar.
Horario
irradiacoes telephonicas
telephonicas de
informagan meteorologica
meteorologica
de informagao
de irradiag6es
Horario de
aviadores.
e
de
avisos
aos
aviadores.
e
a posigiio
posigao ee alcance
2.-Mappas
quaes se designam
designam a
alcan.ce de todas
2.-Mappas nos quaes
estagOes
meteorologica ee de radioinformagao meteorologica
orientagao, de informactio
de orientaga.o,
estag0es de
pharoes indic
adores.
indicadores.
3.-Mappas
communicaao terrestre
terrestre que mantem
mantem o
o
de communicacao
do systema de
3.-Mappas do
Ministerio
do Commercio
Commercio mediante
"teletypewriter", eeestag6es
estagoes de
o "teletypewriter",
mediante o
Ministerio do
a ponto.
radio de ponto a
4.-Mappas
das
rotas do
servigo aereo
Estados
federal dos Estados
postal federal
aereo postal
do servigo
rotas
das
4.-Mappas
Unidos da America.
5.-Tabuas
corn a
a sua
graphica, nas
interpretagao graphica,
sua correspondente
correspondente interpretagao
5.-Tabuas corn
de internormal
e aa area
que
servico normal
normal e
area
se indiquem
indiquem aa area de servigo
que se
ferencia
de
cada
typo
de
estactio
orientadora.
Estas
tabuas
ferencia de cada typo de estagao orientadora. Estas tabuas deverao
ter
presunctio de
de valores
valores definidos
de signaes
signaes de servico
servigo
definidos de
a presungao
base a
como base
ter como
minimo
e
as
proporgoes
maxhnas
de
interferencia,
e
estarao
emendadas
minimo e as proporgoes maximas de interferencia, e estarao emendadas
a todas
efficiencia da antenna
antenna emissora
emissora a
variagoes na efficiencia
no que
que se refere as variagoes
as
frequencias desde 200 ate 400 kc.
as frequencias
estac6esexistentes
6.-Curvas de
attenuagan base
adas nas medidas das estagOes
existentes
baseadasnasmedidas
de attenuagao
6.-Curvas
de radio-pharoes
orientagilo mostrando
mudanga de intensidade
intensidade
mostrando aamudanga
de orientagao
radio-pharoes de
de
maximo ee oo
e a
a clistancia
distancia ee oo maxim°
da
reflectida, com
corn a
a frequencia a
da onda reflectida,
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attenuagao terreste, tal como se tern determidetermiminimo indicados para a
a attenuagao
regioes mui diversas
diversas entre si do territorio
territorio continental
continental dos
nado em regiSes
Estados Unidos da America.
America.
Estados
7.—Especificagoes pormenorizadas
pormenorizadas do funccionamento
funecionamento dos varios
varios
7.-Especificagoes
typos radioelectricos
radioelectrieos de ajuda a
aviagan
estabelecidos
pelo
DepartaA aviacao estabelecidos
mento de Aviacao
Commercial dos Estados Unidos da
da America
America e
e
mento
Aviacao Commercial
approvados para ser postos em servico.
Es copia
copia fiel
fiel de
de su
su original
original
Es
Luis R. MIRANDA
M IRANDA

[SEAL]

Subsecretario
Estado
Subsecretario de
de Estado
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ARRANGEMENT
ARRANGEMENT INTERAMERICAIN
INTERAMERICAIN DE
DE RADIORADIOCOMMUNICATION.
COMMUNICATION.
SECTION
SECTION 1.
INTRODUCTION
1. INTRODUCTION

Les D6legues
Gouvernements americains
Delegues des Gouvernements
americains ci-dessous
ci-dessous mentionnes,
mentionnes,
reunis en Conference
a la
la Havana,
Havana, R6publique
Conference a
Republique de
de Cuba,
Cuba, du
du ler.
1er.
novembre au 13 d6cembre
ont arrete
arret6 l'Arrangement
decembre 1937,
1937, out
adminisl'Arrangement administratif suivant, qui entrera
le ler.
entrera en vigueur
vigueur le
ler. juillet
juillet 1938
1938 pour
pour les
pays
les pays
ou II
il aurait obtenu l'approbation
du Gouvernement
l'approbation du
Gouvernement respectif,
lequel
respectif, lequel
devra la communiquer
communiquer au
Ministere d'Affaires
d'Affaires Etrangeres
an Ministere
Etrangeres de
de Cuba.
Cuba.
PAYS
PAYS

Argentine
Argentine
Bresil
Canada
Colombie
Cuba

Chili
Etats Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique
Guatemala.
Guatemala.
Haiti
Mexique
Mexique

Nicaragua
Nicaragua
Panama
Panama
Perou
P&rou
Republique
Republique Dominicaine
Dominicaine
Uruguay
Uruguay
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
Si un Etat desire mettre
mettre fin
arrangement, en
en tout
tout ou
on en
pude
fin a
Acot
cet arrangement,
en partie
il pourra le faire an
au moyen d'une
&tine communication
communication par ecrit
twit adre,ssee
adressee
au
enen donnant
an Gouvernement
Gouvemement de Cuba, elven
donnant lea
raisons un an avant
avant la
les raisons
la
date A
il desire y
y mettre
ft laquelle II
mettre fin. Le Gouvernement
Gouvemement de Cuba devra
communiquer cet avis aux autres Etats int6resses.
interesses.
SECTION
2. ATTRIBUTION
ATTRIBUTION DE
DE FREQUENCES
SECTION 2.
FRtQITENCES POUR
SERVICES
POUR DIVERS
DIVERS SERVICES
DANS LE
DANS
CONTINENT MARICAIN.
LE CONTINENT
AMERICAIN.
TABLEAU I
TABLEAU
I

PFrpuences.
Prequences.
kcls.

10-100
100-110
110-125
125-150
125-150
150-160
160-200
200-285
200-285

285-315
315-320
320-325
320-325
325-345
325-345
345-365

Kc.la.
10-650 Kc./e.
Fixes.
a)
a) Fixes,
Fixes, b)
b) mobiles.
Mobiles
Mobiles maritimes (reserves
(reserves exclusivement
correspondance
exclusivement aa la
la correspondance
publique)
Mobiles
Mobiles
a) Fixes, b) Mobiles, c) Aronautiques.
Aeronautiques.
Aeronautique et mobile, exception
Aeronautique
exception faite
commerciaux de
faite des postes
postes commerciaux
de
navires.
Auront
radio-phares destin6s
Auront la priorite
priorite les
lea radio-phares
destines aux
aux services
services maritimes.
maritimes.
Aeronautiques.
Aeronautiques.
a) A6ronautiques.
b) Mobiles
Aeronautiques. b)
Mobiles non ouverts
ouverts A la correspondance
correspondence
publique.
Aeronautiques.
A6ronautiques.
a) Aeronautiques.
Aeronautiques• b) Mobiles
Mobiles non reserves a
A la
correspondance
la correspondance
publique.
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TABLEAU
TABLEAU I—Continuee
I-Continuee

a) Radiogoniometrie,
Radiogoniometrie, b) Mobiles,
Mobiles, a
a condition
de ne
pas embrouiller
embrouiller
condition de
ne pas
la radiogoniom6trie.
radiogoniomktrie. Sont
Sont exclues
exclues lea
stations cotieres
les stations
c6ti6res qui
qui
emploient
emploient lea
les ondes
ondes b)
b)
Mobiles et akronautiques.
is priorite
priorite lea
services maritimes,
maritimes,
aeronautiques. Auront
Auront la
les services
il est
eat entendu
entendu que
que cette priorite concerne
concerne les
lea services
services existents.
existants.
Mobiles
Mobiles
A-2 seulement.
seulement.
Mobiles A-1 et
et A-2
Mobiles (D6tresse,
(D6tresse, appels,
appels, etc.)
etc.)
Services non ouverts a
publique, A-1
et A-2
a la correspondence
correspondance publique,
A-1 et
A-2
seulement.
seulement.

385-400
400-460
400-460
460-485
460-485
485-515
515-550

NOTA:
NOTA:
1.-La bande
1.—La
bande de frequences
frequences comprises
comprises entre
entre 200
400 kc/s.
kc/s. se
se r6serveront
reserveront en
en
200 et
et 400
Am6rique a
a l'aide
1'aide de is
la navigation aerienne et a
Amerique
la transmissions
de rapports
rapports
A la
transmissions de
meteorologiques
meteorologiques et d'autres rapports pour
pour la protection
protection des aeronefs
aeronefs en
en vol,
vol, qui
qui
ne reconnattront dans cette bande que la
is priorite
priorite que peuvent
peuvent avoir lea
les services
services
maritimes.

2.-Quand, pour des raisons
atmosph6riques contraires
2.—Quand,
raisons atmosph6riques
contraires ou
ou a
à
,cause
cause d'autres
d'autres
raisons techniques, on ne pourra
pourra pas
pas employer
employer les
lea frequences
comprises entre
200
frequences comprises
entre 200
et 400 kc/s. dans les
lea services
services deja
deja cites, on
recourir a
fr6quences approapproon pourra
pourra recourir
A des
des frequences
piees, en ayant
ayant soin
soin de communiquer
communiquer a
d'Amerique les
lea frequences
frequences
a tous les
les pays
pays d'Amerique
choisies.
choisies.
TABLEAU II
TABLEAU
II
ATTRIBUTION DES
DES F
FREQUENCES
ATTRIBUTION
REQUENCES ENTRE
550 ET
ET 1600
A LA
LA RADIODIIFFUSION.
RADIO-DIFFUSION.
ENTRE 550
1600 KC.
Kc. A

650-1600
550-1600 Kele.
Radio-dijusion.
Kc/s. Radio-dijusion.
TABLEA4J III.
TABLEAC
III.
ATTRIBUTION
ATTRIBUTION GENERALE
GENtRALE DE
AUX DIVERS
SERVICES.
DE FRtQUENCES
FR]QUENCES AUX
DIVERS SERVICES.

1600-4000 Kcls.
1600-4000
l
Frftu
ncea.
Frec
lue7
5
13.
ces * Zone de l'Amrique
l'Amdrique du
du Nord.

KC/s.

1600-1750
1600-1750
1750-2050
1750-2050
2050-2100
2050-2100
2100-2200

Fixes et Mobiles (Prin(Principalement
cipalement pour
pour is
la
Police)
Amateurs.
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Mobiles
Mobiles (Surtout
(Surtout stastations de navires)
navires)

2200-2300
2200-2300
2300-2395
2300-2395

Fixes
et Mobiles.
Fixes et
Mobiles.
Mobiles (Surtout
pour
(Surtout pour
la Police)
Police)

2395-2400
2395-2400

Ondes g6nerales
generale,s d'experiences.
periences.
Mobiles
(Surtout pour
Mobiles (Surtout
pour
la police)
police)
Mobiles (Surtout stastations
tions cotieres)
cotieres)
Aeronautiques
Aeronautique,s et
et MoMobiles.
biles.

2400-2500

2500-2600
2500-C600
2600-2735
2600-2735

Zone Centrals.
Zone
Centrale.

Fixes et
Mobiles y
y
et Mobiles
compris l'aeroPedrocompris
nautique.
nautique.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes
Mobiles
Mobiles (Surtout
(Surtout
stations de nevinavires)
res)
Fixes
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
Mobiles
la
Mobiles (Surtout
(Surtout la
(1)
Police) (1)
Ondes
Ondes g6n6rales
generales d'exd'experiences.
periences.
Mobiles (Surtout la
la
police)
police)
Mobiles (Surtout stastations cotieres)
cotieres)
A6ronautiques
Aeronautiques
et
et
Mobiles.
Mobiles.

Zone de
l'Arn6rique du
du Sud.
Bud.
Zone
del'Am4rique

Fixes et Mobiles yy
compris l'a6ronaul'aeronaucompris
tique.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
et Mobiles.
Fixes et
Mobiles
(Surtout
Mobiles
(Surtout
stations de nevinavires.)
res.)

Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Mobiles et
Mobiles
et RadioRadiodiffusion.
diffusion.
Mobiles et RadioMobiles
Radiodiffusion.
diffusion.
Mobiles
Mobiles et RadioRadiodiffusion.
diffusion.
Mobiles (Surtout
(Surtout stastaMobiles
tions
tions cotieres)
cotieres)
Aeronautiques
et
A6ronautiques
et
Mobiles.
Mobiles.
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TABLEAU III-Continu6e.
TABLEAU
III—Continuee.

Fitquences.
Frc6uenses.
Kc/s.
Kern.

2735-2740
2735-2740

Zone de l'Amerique
'Amerique du Nord.
Nord.
Mobiles (Surtout entre
entre
navires.
Frequence
Frequence
qui peut etre atribuee: 2738 kc/s)

2740-2850
2740-2850
2850-3000
2850-3000

Fixes et Mobiles
Aeronautiques et
A6ronautiques
et MoMobiles
3000-3065
3000-3065 Fixes
Fixes et mobiles
3065-3100
3065-3100 Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques
3100-3110
3100-3110 Mobiles (Surtout la
la
frequence d'appel des
aeronefs
3105 Kc.)
Kc.)
aeronefs 3105
3110-3150
3110-3150
3150-3265

Mobiles
Mobiles
Mobiles (SurFixes et Mobiles
(Surtout Aeronautiques)
Aeronautiques)

3265-3320
3265-6320
3320-3440
3320-8440
3440-3485
3440-3485

Fixes
mobiles
Fixes et mobiles
Fixes et
mobiles (sur(stiret mobiles
tout
tout aeronautiques)
aeronautiques)

3485-3500
3485-3500

Ondes
generales d'exOndes gen6rales
periences
periences
Amateurs
Amateurs

3500-4000
3500-4000

Zone Centrale.
Centrole.
Zone

Zone de l'Amfrique
1'Amfrique du Bud
Bud..

Mobiles (Surtout
Mobiles
(Surtout
Freentre navires. Frquence qui
quence
qui pout
peut
8treatribu6e:
etre atribuee: 2738
2738
kc/s)
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques et
et
Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et mobiles
mobiles
Aeronautiques
Aeronautiques
Mobiles (Surtout la
Mobiles
frequence d'appel
d'appel
fr6quence
des aeronefs
aeronefs 3105
Kc.)
Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes
et
Mobiles
Mobiles
(Surtout aeronaua6ronautiques)
Fixes
Fixes et mobiles
mobiles
et mobiles
Fixes
mobiles
(Surtout
(Surtout aeronauaeronautiques)
Ondes g6n6rales
generales d'experiences
p6riences
Amateurs

Mobiles (Surtout
(Surtout
entre navires.
navires. Freentre
quence qui peut
petit
quence
atribuee: 2738
etre atribu6e:
2738
kc/s)
kc/s)
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Aeronautiques
e
Aeronautiques
e tt
Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et mobiles
mobiles
Aeronautiques
A6ronautiques
Mobiles (Surtout la
frequence
d'appel
frequence d'appel
aeronefs 3105
des a6ronefs
Kc.)
Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et
Mobiles
Mobiles
(Surtout a6ronauaeronau(Surtout
tiques).
Fixes
Fixes
Fixes et mobiles
mobiles
Fixes et mobiles
(Surtout a6ronauaeronau(Surtout
tiques).
tiques).
Ondes
generales exOndes g6nrales
periences
periences
Amateurs

(1) I11 sera permis aux Pays de la Zone Centrale,
Centrale, situes
situ& au Nord de la Colombie,
(1)
de reserver respectivement
respectivement la bande
bande de 2300 aa 2350 kc/s. au service
service de radiodiffusion, d'accord avec une
convention selon laquelle
pourra employer
employer plus
une convention
laquelle on ne
ne pourra
de deux fr6quences
frequences par pays dans cette bande,
bande, frequences
frequences separ6es
separees 1'une
l'une de
avec tine
puissance appropiee
antenne de direction.
L'emploi de
l'autre, avec
une puissance
appropi6e et
et tine
une antenne
direction. L'emploi
ces frequences
devra causer
aucune interference
interference aux autres services
frequences par ces pays ne devra
causer aucune
services
des Zones Nord et Sud, qui emploient actuellement,
actuellement, ces
memes fr6quences.
frequences.
ces memes
TABLEAU IV I1
TABLEAU
ATTRIBUTION
DE FRtQ
UENCES AUX
AUX DIFFERENTS
SERVICES.
ATTRIBUTION GtNERALE
GENERALE DE
FREQUENCEB
DIFFERENTS SERVICES.
speciale ci-dessous)
(Voir la note
note sp6ciale
4000-25000 Kc/s.
Kele.
4000-5000
Frequences
Frequences

Kels.

4000-5500
4000-5500
5500-5570
5570-5700
5570-5700
5700-5900
5700-5900
5900-6000
5900-6000
6000-6150
6150-6675

Services.
Services.

(1)
Fixes et Mobiles. (1)
Mobiles et Maritimes.
Aeronautiques.
Aeronautiques.
Fixes.
Fixes
Fixes (2)
(2)
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (3)
Mobiles.
internationale
Mobiles. (Frequences
(Fr6quences internationale
aeronautiques 6810
6210 Kc.)
aeronautiques

d'appel des services
services
d'appel

[modifie par la revision
948).]
revision du Caire, 1938 (Treaty Series 948).]
I [Modifi6
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TABLEAU IV
— Continuee
TABLEAU
IV-Continu6e
Fr6quences
Fr6quences
Reis.
Kc/s.

6675-7000
6675-7000
7000-7300
7000-7300
7300-8200
7300-8200
8200-8550
8200-8550
8550-8900
8550-8900
8900-9500
8900-9500
9500-9600
9600-9700
9600-9700
9700-11.000
11.000-11.400
11.000-11.400
11.400-11.700
11.400-11.700
11.700-11.900
11.700-11.900
11.900-12.300
11.900-12.300
12.300-12.825
12.300-12.825
12.825-13.350
12.825-13.350
13.350-14.000
13.350-14.000
14.000-14.400
14.000-14.400
14.400-15.100
14.400-15.100
15.100-15.350
15.100-15.350
15.350-16.400
15.350-16.400
16.400-17.100
16.400-17.100
17.100-17.750
17.100-17.750
17.750-17.800
17.750-17.800
17.800-21.450
17.800-21.450
21.450-21.550
21.450-21.550
21.550-22.300
21.550-22.300
22.300-24.600
22.300-24.600
24.6001
25.000
24.600-25.000

Services.
Services.

Fixes.
Fixes.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Fixes.
Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes.
Radio-diffusion (3)
Radio-diffusion
(3)
Fixes (2)
Fixes
(2)
Fixes.
Fixes.
Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes.
Fixes.
Radio-Diffusion
(3)
Radio-Diffusion (3)
Fixes.
Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes.
Fixes.
Amateurs.
Fixes.
Fixes.
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (3)
(3)
Fixes.
Mobiles.
Fixes
Mobiles.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion. (3)
Radio-diffusion.
(3)
Fixes.
Radio-diffusion (3)
(3)
Radio-diffusion
Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Mobiles.

Nos:
NoTrs:
(1)
(1) 4500-5200
4500SO00 Ke.
Kc.

Lee Hautes Parties contractantes
contractantes s'engagent
s'engagent individuellement
Les
individuellement a
afaire
faire une
une etude
etude
sp6ciale
speciale de ces bandes de fr6quences
frequences en
le sconsiderant
considerant comme
en les
comme une
une des
des solutions
solutions
possibles
possibles pour la radio-diffusion
radio-diffusion nationale
rationale dans
dans les
lea pays
pays de
de la.
la Zone
Zone Centrale
Centrale
situes au sud de Panama Cette etude
etude devrait etre soumise
soumise aA, la
consideration de
de
la consideration
la Conference du Caire, avec les
recommendations appropriees
lea recommendations
sur lea
appropriees basees sur
les
suivants:
points suivants:
(a) Usage d'antennes
(a)
d'antennes dirig6es
dirigees dans
lea stations
stations de
de radio-diffusion
radio-diffusion afin
afin d'6viter
d'eviter
dans les
des interferences
interferences aux services
services d'autres
regions.
d'autres r6gions.
(b) Determination
puissance nocturne
Determination de la
la, puissance
nocturne maximum
pour les
lea stations
stations de
de
maximum pour
radio-diffusion, dans cette bande
radio-diffusion,
bande de frequence.
frequence.
(c) L'amplitude
radio-diffusion entre 4500 et5200
L'amplitude totale de la bande de radio-diffusion
et 5200 Kc. ne
ne
devra pas depasser 300
300 Kc.
(2) 5900-6000 et 9600-9700 Ka&
Kc/s.
La proposition
Br6sil au sujet
proposition presentee
presentee par le Bresil
sujet de l'assignation
des bandes
bandes de
l'assignation des
de
fr6quences
a 6000 Kc. et de 9600 a11, 9700 Kc. aala Radio-diffusion,
frequences de 5900 A
Radio-diffusion, sera
sera
gtudiee avant l'inauguration
l'inauguration de la Conference
etudiee
Conference du Caire, selon
scion les
lea principes
principes exposes
exposes
dans
(3) di-dessous.
di-dessous.
dans la suivante
suivante Nota
Nota (3)
6000-25.000 Kc.
Kc.
(3) 6000-26.000
Au moment
moment de considerer
considerer les
lea besoins du service de la Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion dans
dans la
la
bande de frequences
frequences de 6000 aA25000 Kc. la Conference
Conference Interamericaine
Interamericaine de RadioRadioCommunications
convenu appliquer
Communications aa convenu
appliquer les
lea principes
principea suivants
suivants a
A1'6tude
retude de ce
proee probl6me
presenter A
& la Conference
Radio-oommunications du Caire doe
blem et de presenter
Conference de Radio-communications
des
recommandations
recommandations basses
basks sur
our ces
oes principes.
principes.
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1.-Accomplissement strict des dispositions
dispositions du paragraphe
paragraphe 19 de l'article
l'article 7
7 du
1.-Accomplissement
Reglement General
General de Radio-communications,
Radio-communications, zumexe
annexe aft la Convention InterReglement
est ainsi
nationale
Telecommunications, qui a
Madrid en 1932,
1932, et qui eat
a eu lieu aft Madrid
de Telecommunications,
nationale de
redigee.
"II
eat reconnu
frequences entre 6000
metres)
Kc. (50 et 10 metres)
6000 et 30000 Ke.
que les
les frequences
In est
reconnu que
sont
tres efficaces
communications de longue distance. Les Administrapour les communications
6fficaces pour
sont tres
tions s'efforceront,
s'efforceront, autant
autant qu'il
frequences de
reserver les frequences
qu'il leur sera possible, de reserver
tions
cette bande
ces communications,
excepte quand
quand leur
pour des communicacommunicaleur emploi
emploi pour
communications, excepte
bande aft ces
cette

tions a
ft courtes distances,
n'entrathe pas une cause
& distances
distances moyennes, n'entralne
distances, ou ft
tions
a longue
communications a
d'interferences dans les communications
longue distance."
distance."
d'interferences
2.-Les voles
Radio-diffusion seront
seront assignees
assignees principalement
aux communiprincipalement aux
de Radio-diffusion
voies de
2.-Les
nationaux de
cations internationales
internationales de
de longue
aux services
services nationaux
et ensuite aux
distance, et
longue distance,
cations
services par fil.
longue
qui n'ont pas de services
flu. En tous
thus
longue distance, surtout entre les points qui
a la distance
distance en question.
cas, la frequence
miens adaptee
adapt& ft
frequence devra etre la mieux
3.-Les postes
postes qui
fonctionnent dans
bandes de Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion reservees
dans les bandes
qui fonctionnent
3.-Les
service local,
actuellement,
can de
pouvoir preter un service
local,
derogation pour pouvoir
de leur derogation
en cas
actuellement, et en
devront
frequences plus basses,
de Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion de frequences
des bandes de
transportes ftA des
etre transport&
devront etre
inferieures
A 6000 Kc.
inferieures A
Radio-diffusion de hautes
4.-I1 ne
d'etendre les bandes
bandes de Radio-diffusion
ne serait
serait pas prudent d'etendre
4.-II
frequences
Von obtienne
obtienne de tous
tons les pays
pays
jusqu'a ce que l'on
aujourd'hui, jusqu'A
existent aujourd'hui,
qui existent
frequences qui
la
promesse formelle
strictement les
d'assignation de freles tableaux d'assignation
respecter strictement
de respecter
formelle de
la promesse
quences qui
Conference du Caire. Sur ce sujet en attire
qui s'adopteront
s'adopteront fta la Conference
quences
documentation respective
l'attention
our le
respective d6montredemontresuivant, une etude de la documentation
le fait suivant,
l'attention sur
rait
tklegraphiques et t6lephoniques
teephoniques ememetteuses, t61egraphiques
beau-coup de stations emetteuses,
que beau-coup
rait que
toute la gamme des hautes
ploient
frequences comprises dans touts
Mutes
actuellement des frequences
ploient actuellement
prevues par le Reglement
frequences
aux dispositions
Reglement
dispositions prevues
contrairement aux
du spectre contrairement
frequences du
General de Radio-communications
Radio-communications de Madrid.
Madrid.
General
5.-Afin de
de pr&ter
preter un
Is Radio-diffusion,
d'accord avec les
Radio-diffusion, d'accord
opportun aA la
service opportun
un service
5.-Afin
reconnus bons, on a
a convenu.
convenu.
de genie reconnus
principes de
a)
pas employer
employer tine
puissance inferieure
inferieure a
ft 5
service interna5 Kw pour le service
une puissance
De pas
a) De
Radio-diffusion.
tional de Radio-diffusion.
b) D'employer
D'employer des antennes dirigees
tons les cas ou cela serait utile pour
pour
dirigees dans tous
b)
preter
bon service
service a
ft des
pays ou
regions determines, en raison
raison de l'heure
des regions
ou aA des
des pays
un bon
prAter un
du
jour, des
frequence
Radio-diffusion, de la frequence
le public pour la Radio-diffusion,
prefere le
heures que prefere
des heures
du jour,
qu'on emploie, etc.
c) Que
Que les
les bandes
divisions interieures
interieures pour que l'on puisse
comprendront des divisions
bandes comprendront
c)
donner
priorites aux differentes
Radio-diffuseurs, en raison
differentes sortes de postes Radio-diffuseurs,
donner des priorites
d'une puisance
puisance appropiee
appropiee et
et de
la qualite
emissions, du point de vue des
des emissions,
qualite des
de la
d'une
principes de g6nie
genie reconnues.
frequences,
6.-L'usage
en commun,
des voies
voles de Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion aft hautes frequences,
commun, des
6.-L'usage en
entre pays
pays et
et continents
monde, offrira
sensible soulagement
soulagement dans ces
un sensible
offrira un
du monde,
continents du
entre
est base sur
bandes
de Radio-diffusion
frequences, si cet usage
usage eat
sun des
Radio-diffusion de hautes fr6quences,
bandes de
principes de genie.
7.-Les services
services actuels
qui fonctionnent
fonctionnent dans
les bandes
bandes de
autofrequences autode frequences
dans les
actuels qui
7.-Les
l6imines, a
Ages
Amoins
moths que l'on
Pon ne fournisse des frequences approapprorisees n'en seront pas elimines,
piees
pour les
les remplacer;
remplacer; par
par consequent
eat fres
important de remettre
remettre a
A la
la
tres important
il est
consequent il
piees pour
Conference du
des recommendations
recommendations contenant
specifiques sur
sun
voeux specifiques
des voeux
contenant des
Caire des
du Caire
Conference
ce sujet.
8.-Au
moment de
de faire
une modification
modification quelconque
quelconque dans
boucles autoles bandes
dans les
faire une
8.-Au moment
risees actuellement,
et en
en raison
raison de
dependance avec la Radio
Radio comme
comme moyen
leur d6pendance
de leur
actuellement, et
risees
de communication
communication et
la vie
vie et
la propi6t6,
propiete, on
considerera
on considerera
et de
de la
de la
protection de
et comme
comme protection
de
tres specialement
specialement les services mobiles.
tres
radio-diffusion
9.-Les recommandations
recommandations pour
pour des
additionnelles de radio-diffusion
fr6quences additionnelles
des frequences
9.-Les
qui seraientjugees
seraientjugeesnecessaires
extensions des bandes actuelles,
actuelles,
sur des extensions
basees stir
seront basks
ncessaires seront
qui
plutot
nouvelles bandes.
sur la creation de nouvelles
plut6t que sun
Note
La decision
Caire au sujet
an jet des recommendations
recommendations qui
prise aa Caire
decision prise
special: La
Note specials:
seront
presentees conformement
2) et
et 3)
automatiquemodifiers automatique3) modifiers
1), 2)
notes 1),
aux notes
conformement aux
seront presentees
meat l'attribution
Tableau IV ci-dessus.
l'attribution aux services du Tableau
ment
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TABLEAU V
V
TABLEAU
ATTRIBUTIONS
ATTRIBUTIONS GENERALE
Al7X DIFFEBENTS
DIFFERENTS SERVICES
SERVICES
GENERALE DE
DE FREQUENCES
FREQUENCES AUX

25,000-30,000 Kc
25,000-80,000
Kc
25000-25600
25000-25600
25600-26600
25600-26600
26600-27000
26600-27000
27000-28000
27000-28000
28000-30000
28000-30000

Radio—diffusion
Radio-diffusion (1)
(1)
Radio—diffusion
Radio-diffusion
Radio—diffusion (1)
(1)
Radio-diffusion
a)
Fixes. b)
Mobiles.
a) Fixes.
b) Mobiles.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.

(1) Disponible pour ce
d'apres ce qui a
cc service, d'apres
dans l'article
l'article 7,
a ete stipule
stipule dans
7, paraparagraphe 1, du Reglement
annexe a
a la
ConvenReglement general
general de
de Radio-communications,
Radio-communications, annex6
la Conven-

tion Internationale
Internationale de Madrid
Madrid de 1932,
1932, a
ne causer
causer aucune
aucune interintera condition de ne
ference
a qui a
ference au service
service international,
international, a
ete assignee
assignee cette
bande de
frequences
a et6
cette bande
de frequences
d'accord
d'accord avec le Reglement
Reglement deja mentionne.
mentionne.
TABLEAU
TABLEAU VI
VI
FREQ
UENCES ENTRE
ET 300,000
300,000
FREQUENCES
ENTRE 30,000
30,000 ET
Chaque pays communiquera
communiquera aux autres
autres pays americains
americains interesses
interesses dans
dans le
cite
le cas
oil
interference pourrait surgir entre des pays, on
oit une interference
accord serait desir6
desire par
par
ou un accord
ceux-ci,
la situation, la puissance, la fr6quence,
ceux-ci, lit
frequence, et la classe de service
service de n'importe
n'importe
a l'intention
l'intention d'exploiter
quelle station ou
on stations
stations que l'on
Von a
d'exploiter dans
la bande
bande de
de frefredans la
quences
megacycles pour
quences sup6rieure
superieure a
a30 megacycles
pour que
que l'on puisse
puisse arriver
un accord
arriver a un
accord mutuel
mutuel
et au developpement
desire.
developpement desir6.
Ce tableau est accepte
accepte pour tracer un plan
de recherches
recherches et
et d'usage
experiplan de
d'usage exp6rimental
mental de frequences.
frequences.
S0.000-300.000 Kc.
30.000-300.000
Kc.
Frequences.
Frequences.
KcIs.
Kc/s.

Zone d'Amirique
d'Amerique du
Nord.
Zone
du Nord.

30000-41000
30000-41000
4100-44000
41000-44000
44000-56000
44000-53000
56000-60000
56000-00000
60000-66000
6000-08000
66000-72000
00000-72000
72000-78000
72000-78000

Fixes et Mobiles
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion
Television
Television
Amateurs
Fixes et Mobiles
Television
Television
Fixes et Mobiles (Radiophares,
(Radiophares,
Aeronautiques, Indicateurs)
Afronautlques,
Indicateurs)

78000-90000
78000-90000
90000-96000
90000-60000

Television
Tlevislon

Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles (Y compris
syst4mes aeronautiques
les systemes
aeronautiques
d'eterrissage a8l'avengle)
d'aterrissage
l'aveugle)
96000-108000
96000-108000 Television
TeleviEdon
108000-112000
108000-112000 Fixes et Mobiles (Y
(Y compris
compris les
Radiophares,
Radiophares, aeronautiques
akronantiques
pour
aterrissages 8
pour aterrissages
a ravenl'aveulocalisation)
glette, et pour localisation)
112000-118000
112000-118000 Amateurs
118000-123000
118000-123000 Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
123000-126000
123000-126000 Radiophares aeronautiques
aeronautiques de
baRsage.
ballsage.
126000-132000 Aeronautiquei.
126000-13200
Aeronautiqnes. (ControIe
du
(Controle du
trafie des aereports)
traflo
aereports)
132000-156000
132000-1
00l Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
15600-18000
Isamo-max Radio-diffusion
Radiodiffusion (Television)
usoop-is0000 Fixes et mobiles
168000-180000
180000-192000
180000-192000 Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (Television)
(Television)
192000-204000 Fixes et Mobiles.
192000-2000
Mobiles.
124000-21o00 Radio-diffusion
204000-216000
Radio-diffusion (T/levision)
(Television)
216000-224000
216000-224O
0 Fixes et Mobiles

Zone
Zone Centrale.

Sud.
Zone d'Amerique
d'Amerique du
du 8ud.

Fixes et Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion
Television
Television
Amateurs
Amateurs
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Television
Television
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles (Radio(Radiophares, Aeronautiques,
phares,
Adronautiques,
Indicateurs)
Indlcateurs)
Television
Tel1vision

Fixes et
et Mobiles
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion
Television
Television
Amateurs
Amateurs
Fixes et Mobiles
Television
Television
Fixes et Mobiles (Radiophares, Aeronautiques,
Aeronautiques,
phares,
Indicateurs)
Indicateurs)
Television
Television
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles (Y compris Fixes et Mobiles (Y compris
compris
aeronautiques
les systemes
syst8mes aeronautiques
lessyst8mes
systemes aeronautiques
les
aeronautiques
d'aterrisage a8l'aveugle)
d'aterrisage
d'aterrissage
d'aterrissage A
l'aveugle)
a i'aveugle)
Television
Television
Television
Television
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles (Ycompris Fixeset
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles (Y compris
les Radiophares
Radiophares aeronau- les Radiopahres
Radiopahres aeronauaeronauaterrissages A
tiques pour
pour aterrissages
a tiques
tiques pour aterrissages
aterrissages a
A
l'aveuglette, et pourlocalipour localil'aveuglette
l'aveuglette et pour localsation)
isation)
Amateurs
Amateurs
Amateurs
Amateurs
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et Mobiles
Radiophares
Radiophares a6ronautiques
aeronautiques Radiophares
Radiophares aeronautiques
aeronautiques
de balisage.
balisage.
de balisage.
balisage.
Aeronautiques.
Aeronautiques. Controle
du A6ronautiques.
Controledu
Aeronautiques. Controle
Controle
trafel
trail° des aereports)
aereports)
du trafic
bulk des aereports.)
aereports.)
du
Fixes
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et Mobiles
Fixes
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (Television)
(T6elvision) Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (Television)
(Television)
Fixes et mobiles
Fixes
Fixes et mobiles
Radio-dffusion (Television)
Radio-diffusion
(Television)
Fixes et
et Mobiles

Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (T6e1vision)
(Television)
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes
Radiodiffusion (Television) Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion (Television)
(Te16vision)
Fixes
Fixes et Mobiles
Mobiles
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
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Continue
TABLEAU
VI-Continu&e

Fr6quences.

Zone d'Amerique
d'Am6rique du
du Nord.
Zone
Nord.

FrKcq/es.
Kas.

224000-230000
230000-234000
234000-246000
234000-246000

Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion.
(T616vision)
Radio-diffusion. (TOlevision)

246000-258000
246000-258000

Fixes
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.

258000-270000
258000-270000

Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion

270000-282000
270000-282000
282000-294000
282000-294000

Fixes
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion.
(Television)
Radio-diffusion. (Television)

294000-300000
294000-300000

Fixes
at Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Fixes et

(T516vision)
(Television)

Zone
Zone Centrele.
Centrale.
Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Mobiles.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion.
Radio-diffusion.
sion)
Fixes at
Mobiles.
et Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion.
Radio-diffusion.
sion)
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
Radio-diffusion.
Radio-diffusion.
sion)
sion)
Fixes
Fixes et
at Mobiles.
Mobiles.

Zone d'Amerique
d'Amerique du find.
Sud.

Amateurs.
Amateurs.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
(Televi- Radio-diffusion.
Radio-diffusion.
sion)
Fixes
Fixes et
et Mobiles.
(Tel6vl- Radio-diffusion.
Radio-diffusion.
sion)
sion)
Fixes et Mobiles.
Mobiles.
(T6elvi- Radio-diffusion
Radio-diffusion
sion)
Fixes
Mobiles.
Fixes et
et Mobiles.

(Televi.

(Televi-

(T6elvi-

SECTION
3 FREQUENCES
S
ECTION 3
ASSIGNABLES BASSES
BASSES SUR
SUR LES
EMISSIONS
FREQUENCES ASSIGNABLES
LES EMISSIONS
BADIOTELEGRAPRIQUES.
RADIOTELEGRAPHIQUES.

En general, l'assignation
l'assignation de frequences,
bande de
de 1600
1600 a
frdquences, dans la
la bande
a
3000 kilocycles, se fera par multiples integraux
integraux de 4
4kilocycles,
et dans
dans
kilocycles, et
la bande
bande de 3000 &
A 4000, por multiples de 5
5Kc.
Kc. integranx.
communication d'une
Les voies de communication
d'un.e largeur
largeur de plus
plus de
de 4
4Kc/s.
Kc/s. ou
de
ou de
plus de 55kc/s pourmnt
pourront etre
assignees
quand
la
largeur
de
bande
autoWtre
quand la largeur de bande autoriss6 de la transmission
risse
transmission soit telle gull
besoin d'un
d'un usage
de ces
ces
qu'il soit
soit besoin
usage de
canaux t6elgraphiques
telegraphiques adjacents
voies plus larges. Pax
Par exemple:
exemple: deux canaux
adjacents
pourront
pourront etre destines
destines ft
telephonique dans
dans ce
ce cas
cas la
a un usage
usage tdlphonique
la frefr&
quence assignee A
A. un poste devra etre
frequence moyenne
ces
8tre la
la frequence
moyenne de
de ces
voies. Dans
Dims le tableau suivant
les frequences
frequences qui
suivant apparaissent
apparaissent les
qui
8tre assignee aux postes. On pourra modifier
devront etre
modifier ces valeurs
dans les cas ou
oll ce soit en benefice
benefice de la separation qui existe
existe entre les
frequences.
frequences.
suivantes:
Les frequences
frequences assignables sont les suivantes:
1600

1692

1604
1608
1612
1616
1620
1624
1628
1632
1636
1640
1644
1648

1696
1700
1704
1708
1712
1716
1720
1724
1728
1732
1732
1736
1740

1784
1788
1792
1796
1800
1804
1808
1812
1816
1820

1876
1880
1884
1888
1888
1892
1896
1896
1900
1904
1904
1908
1912

1824
1824
1828
1832
1832

1916
1916

1652

1744

1836
1836

1656

1748

1840

1660

1752
1752

1844
1844

1664
1668
1672
1676
1680
1684
1688

1756
1760
1764
1768
1772
1776
1780

1848
1852
1856
1860
1864
1868
1872

1920
1924
1928
1928
1932
1936
1936
1940
1944
1948
1952
1956
1960
1964
1964

1968

2060

1972
1976
1980
1980
1984
1984
1988
1992
1992
1996
1996
2000
2004
2008
2008
2012
2016

2064
2064
2068
2068
2072
2072
2076
2076
2080
2080
2084
2084
2088
2088
2092
2096
2096
2100
2100
2104
2104
2108
2108

2020
2020

2112
2112

2024

2116
2116

2028
2028

2120
2120

2032
2036
2036
2040
2044
2048
2052
2056
2056

2124
2124
2128
2132
2136
2140
2144
2144
2148
2148
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2152
2152
2156
2156
2160
2160
2164
2164
2168
2168
2172
2172
2176
2176
2180
2180
2184
2188
2192
2192
2196
2196
2200
2200
2204
2204
2208
2212
2216
2216
2220
2224
2228
2232
2236
2240
2244
2248
2252
2256
2260
2264
2268
2272
2276
2280
2284
2288
2292
2296
2300
2304
2308
2312
2316
2320
2324
2324
2328
2332
2336
2340
2344
2348
2352
2352
2356
2356
2360

2364
2364
2368
2368
2372
2372
2376
2376
2380
2380
2384
2384
2388
2388
2392
2392
2396
2396
2400
2404
2404
2408
2408
2412
2416
2416
2420
2424
2424
2428
2428
2432
2432
2436
2436
2440
2444
2444
2448
2448
2452
2452
2456
2456
2460
2464
2468
2472
2476
2480
2484
2488
2488

2576
2576
2580
2580
2584
2584
2588
2588
2592
2592
2596
2596
2600
2600
2604
2604
2608
2608
2612
2612
2616
2616
2620
2620
2624
2624
2628
2628
2632
2632
2636
2636
2640
2640
2644
2644
2648
2648
2652
2652
2656
2656
2660
2660
2664
2664
2668
2668
2672
2672
2676
2676
2680
2680
2684
2684
2688
2688
2692
2692
2696
2696
2700
2700

2788
2788
2792
2792
2796
2796
2800
2800
2804
2804
2808
2808
2812
2812
2816
2816
2820
2820
2824
2824
2828
2828
2832
2832
2836
2836
2840
2840
2844
2844
2848
2848
2852
2852
2856
2856
2860
2860
2864
2864
2868
2868
2872
2872
2876
2876
2880
2880
2884
2884
2888
2888
2892
2892
2896
2896
2900
2900
2904
2904
2908
2908
2912
2912

2492
2496
2500
2504
2508
2512
2516
2520
2520
2524
2528
2528
2532
2536
2536
2540
2540
2544
2548
2548
2552
2552
2556
2560
2564
2568
2572

2704
2704
2708
2708
2712
2712
2716
2716
2720
2724
2724
2728
2732
2732
2736
2736
2740
2740
2744
2744
2748
2748
2752
2752
2756
2756
2760
2760
2764
2764
2768
2768
2772
2772
2776
2776
2780
2780
2784
2784

2916
2916
2920
2920
2924
2924
2928
2928
2932
2932
2936
2936
2940
2940
2944
2944
2948
2948
2952
2952
2956
2956
2960
2960
2964
2964
2968
2968
2972
2972
2976
2976
2980
2980
2984
2984
2988
2988
2992
2992
2996
2996

3000
3000
3005
3005
3010
3010
3015
3015
3020
3020
3025
3025
3030
3030
3035
3035
3040
3040
3045
3045
3050
3050
3055
3055
3060
3060
3065
3065
3070
3070
3075
3075
3080
3080
3085
3085
3090
3090
3095
3095
3100
3100
3105
3105
3110
3110
3115
3115
3120
3120
3125
3125
3130
3130
3135
3135
3140
3140
3145
3145
3150
3150
3155
3155
3160
3160
3165
3165
3170
3170
3175
3175
3180
3180
3185
3185
3190
3190
3195
3195
3200
3200
3205
3205
3210
3210
3215
3215
3220
3220
3225
3225
3230
3230
3235
3235
3240
3240
3245
3245
3250
3250
3255
3255
3260
3260
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3265
3265
3270
3270
3275
3275
3280
3280
3285
3285
3290
3290
3295
3295
3300
3300
3305
3305
3310
3310
3315
3315
3320
3320
3325
3325
3330
3330
3335
3335
3340
3340
3345
3345
3350
3350
3355
3355
3360
3360
3365
3365
3370
3370
3375
3375
3380
3380
2285
228511
3390
3390
133951
[3395] 22
3400
3400
3405
3405
3410
3410
3415
3415
3420
3420
3425
3425
3430
3430
3435
3435
3440
3440
3445
3445
3450
3450
3455
3455
3460
3460
3465
3465
3470
3470
3475
3475
3480
3480
3485
3485
3490
3490
3495
3495
3500
3500
a
a
4000
4000
Amateurs.
Amateurs.

[Ce
chiffre se
se lit
"3385" dans
dans les
[Ce chiffre
lit "3385"
les textes
textes anglais,
anglais, espagnol,
espagnol, et portugais.]
portugais.]
lea textes
testes anglais
anglais et
et portugais.]
portugais.]

a [Voir
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SECTION
4.
S
ECTION 4.

TOLERANCE ET
ET ]MISSIONS
TOLtRANCE
EMISSIONS PARASITES.
PARASITES.

(1)
DE TOLERANCE
TOLERANCE ET
(1) TABLEAU
TABLEAU DE
ET D'INSTABILITES.
D'INSTABILITES.

Radio-Communications,
La Conference
Conference Interamericaine
Interamericaine de Radio-Communications,
CONSIDERANT:
CONSIDERANT:
progres de la technique
Tableau
a) Que le progres
technique depuis la redaction du Tableau
inclus dans l'Appendice
Reglement General de
1'Appendice I
I du Reglement
Radio-Communication
reduction
Radio-Communication de Madrid, permet une reduction
concernant les tolerances
sensible, des chiffres concernant
tolerances et les instabilites
y apparaisent.
apparaisent.
bilit6s qui y
memo dans le cas oi
01k il serait opport
un de continuer
opportun
b) Que meme
Papplication
instabilites que fixe le
l'application des tolerances et des instabilit6s
Reglement
emetteurs actuelleG6neral de Madrid pour les emetteurs
R6glement General
ment en usage, on devrait imposer des conditions plus
severes
emetteurs construits apres la date indiqu6e
indiquee
severes aux emetteurs
dans le tableau ci-dessous;
ci-dessous;
c)
d'obtenir des renseignements
supplementaires
renseignements supplementaires
c) Qu'il serait bon d'obtenir
peuvent
stir
instabilites qui peuvent
sur les tolerances et sur les instabilites
s'appliquer
actuellement dans
practique aux frequences
frequences
dans la practique
s'appliquer actuellement
superieures
pourraie,nt etre
8tre l'objet
A23.000 Kilocycles, qui pourraient
superieures a
d'une
d'une reglementation.
r6glementation internationale.
DECIDE:
DECIDE:
1.-Que le progres
progres de la technique en matiere de stabilisation de
peuvent
tous les postes peuvent
frequences est parvenu
parvenu a,A un tel point, que tons
frequences
se
maintenir dans les
d'instabilites specifiees
specifiees
tolerances et d'instabilites
les limites de tolerances
se maintenir
reduction
ci-dessous annexe, et aussi cooperer dans la reduction
dans le
le tableau ci-dessous
d'interferences produites par la fluctuation
fluctuation des frdquences.
frequences.
d'interferences
2.-Que
devrait remplacer
remplacer celui qui apparait
apparalt dans l'Apce tableau
tableau devrait
2.-Que ce
pendice
General de Madrid.
I du Reglement
Reglement General
pendice I
3.-Que
l'amelioration des conditions de tolerances
question de l'amelioration
la question
3.-Que la
jusqu'a
et d'in.stabilite,
maintenir dans l'Agenda et s'61argir
s'elargir jusqu'a
d'instabilit6, devrait se maintenir
apparaissent
comprendre
frequences plus hautes que celles qui apparaissent
comprendre des frequences
dans
tableau suivant,
reglementation qui s'adoptera
la reglementation
avec la
d'accord avec
suivant, d'accord
le tableau
dans le
a
la
Conference
du
Cairo;
Ala Conference du Cairo;
TABLEAU RiVISt
ET D'INSTABILITtS.
D'INSTABILITES.
DE FRtQUENCES
FREQUENCES ET
TOLERANCE DE
REVISE DE
DE TOLtRANCE
TABLEAU
frequences est le maximun de separation
separation admis1.-La tolerance de frequences
sible entre
frequence assignee
a un
frequence reelle
et is
la frequence
poste et
un poste
assignee A
la fr6quence
entre la
sible
d'emission.
2.-Cette
produite par la combinaison
combinai' son des trois
est produite
separation est
2.-Cette separation
erreurs ci-dessous:
a) L'erreur
L'erreur du
ou de
Pin.dicateur de
de
de l'indicateur
Radio-Fr6quencemetre ou
du Radio-Frequencemetre
a)
frequence employe.
frequence
b) L'erreur
faite en
le poste
emetteur.
poste emetteur.
accordant le
en accordant
L'erreur faite
b)
c)
Variations lentes
Pemetteur.
de l'6metteur.
frequence de
lentes de la frequence
c) Variations
3.-Dana
tient pas compte de la
on no
ne tient
frequences, on
tolerance de frequences,
la tolerance
3.-Dans la
modulation.
modulation.
4.-L'instabilite
frequences est le maximum de separation ad4.-L'instabilite de frequences
missible,
n'e,st causee
cans& que
l'erreur signalee
aignalee dans
paragraphe
dans le
le paragraphe
que par
par l'erreur
qui n'est
missible, qui
e) anterieur.
c)

2595
2595

2596
2596
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TABLEAU
U RANCEB DE
FRAQUENCES ET
INBTABILITt.
TABLEAU DE
DE TO
TOLERANCES
DE FREQUENCES
ET D'
D'INSTABILITE.

1

1

Tolerances
Tollrances

&swim de Priquences.
Bandes
Frquences.

Emetteurs
Emetteurs
actuellement enservice et
service
en service
jusqu'au ler.
Nouveaux
Nouveaux
emetteurs
Jan. 1942,
apres cette date installes
apres
Hs devront
devront
apres
ils
apr6s le
ler. Janvier,
s'ajuster aux
Janvier,
tolerances
1939.
tolerances
indiquees
respectiverespectivameat
lea
ment dans les
colonnes 2
2et 4.
4.

Emetteurs
actuelleactuellement enservice et
et
en
service
en service
jusqu'au ler.
Jan. 1942
apres cette date
Us
ils devront
s'ajuster aux
s'ajuster
tolerances
tolerances
indiquees
indiquees
respectiverespectivalea
ment dans les
colonnes 2
colonnes
2 et 4.
4.

A. De 10 a
Kc. (30.000
(30.000 A
a
A 550 Kc.
545
545 m.)
m.)
a) Postes fixes.
O.
O.
05%
0. 1%
1%
0.05%
b) Postes terrestres.
0.
0. 1
1%
0. 1%
1%
0.
%
employent
c) Postes mobiles qui employent
lee
(1)
0. 5%
0. 1
1%
%
les frequences
frequences indiquees
indiquees (1)
0.
5%
0.
d) Postes
Postes mobiles
mobiles qui emploient
emploient
une frequence
frequence quelconque
lee bandes.
dans les
e) Radio-Diffusion.
50 perio- 20 periodes
des
B. De 550
a 1,600 Kc.
550 A
Kc. (545 aa
200 m.)
200
m.)
a) Postes de radiodiffusion.
radiodiffusion.
50

Oliop6riodes

C. De 1,600 a
a 6,000 Ice.
Kc. (200 aa
50 m.)
a) Postes fixes.
b) Postes terrestres.
terrestres.
c) Postes mobiles
mobiles qui employent
employent
lee frequences
indiquees.
les
frequences indiquees.

II1,500 a
a 3,500 Kc/s
II
a 6,000 Kc/s
II 3,500 ft
Kc/s
d) Postes mobiles qui employent
employent
uno frequence quelconque
bande;
dans la bande;
II 1,500 a
a 3,500 Kc/s
II
II 3,500 a
a 6,000 Kc/s

lee frequences
frequences indiquees.
indiquees.
d) Postes mobiles qui employent
employent
une
tine frequence
frequence quelconque
dans la bande.
bands.
Radio-Diffusion.
e) Postes de Radio-Diffusion.
1 Dilodifie

O. 5%
0.
5%

O.
1%
0.1%

periop6riodes
des

O.
0. 03%
03%
0.
0. 04%
04%

O. 01%
0.01%
0. 02%
0.02%

O.
0.11 %
0.
0.11 %

O. 1 %
0.1
%
0. 05%
0.05%

---.---

D.-De 6000 A
D.—De
a 30000 (50 a
a 10
10 m.)
m.)
a) Postes fixes.
a)
b) Postes terrestres.
b)
c) Postes mobiles qui employent
c)
employent

20
20

Nouveaux
emetteurs
6metteurs
installes
installes
apres le
ler. Janvier,
1939.

--

---.

...

O.
0. 1%
1%
O.
1%
0.1%

0. 02%
0.02%
0. 04%
0.04%

0. 01 %
0.01
% .......
0. 02 %
% .......
0.02

0. 1%
1%

0. 05 %
0.05
%

0.
01%
Q001%

0.
005%
0.005%

O.
07%
0.07%
O.
05%
0.05%

0.
0.05%
05%

--

1[Modifi6 par la r6vision
revision du Caire, 1938 (Treaty Series 948).1
948).

--

-

0. 02%
0.02%
----
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(1)
reconnait le fait qu'il y
service un grand nombre d'emetteurs
d'emetteurs a
dans ce service
ya
a clans
(1) On reconnait
etincelles, et a
a emetteurs
auto-oscillateurs qui ne peuvent
peuvent pas s'ajuster
6metteurs simples auto-oscillateurs
etincelles,
cette condition.
condition.
a cette
Notes:Notes:t6chnique,
1.—Les Administrations
Administrations s'eforceront
s'eforceront de profiter des progres
progr6s de la technique,
1.-Les
pour r6duire
reduire progressivement
progressivement les tolerances
tolerances des frequences
fr6quences et les limites d'instapour
bilite.
op6rent dans des bandes
2.—I1
bandes com2.-I1 est entendu que les postes des bateaux qui operent
conformer aux tolerances
tolerances applicables
applicables aux postes terrestres, et
munes, devront se conformer
r6gledevront aussi,
aussi, respecter les dispositions de l'article 7,
'7, paragraph
paragraph 117, du regledevront
ment general
general de Radio-Communications
Radio-Communications de Madrid.
ment
3.—Le document
document ci-dessus expose, a
a ete approuve d'accord avec l'avis No. 93
3.-Le
dea
adopt& par
par la
C.C.I.R. de
avec les modifications
modifications des en-t6tes
en-tetes des
de Bucarest,
Bucarest, avec
la C.C.I.R.
adoptee
colonnes
et 3.
3.
colonnes 11et
II

SUPPRESSION D'EMISSIONS
D'EMISSIONS PARASITES
PARASITES
SUPPRESSION
Les Gouvernements
participants sont d'accord
d'accord pour exiger que les
Gouvernements participants
Les
stations soumises
soumises A
a leur
emetteurs qui
jurisdiction emploient des emetteurs
leur jurisdiction
stations
soient, autant
autant que possible,
d'eraissions parapossible, libres de toutes sortes d'emissions
soient,
sites. Ces
devront pas atteindre
atteindre une intensite telle
ne devront
rayonnements no
Ces rayonnements
sites.
qu'elle
soit cause
A regard
l'egard d'appareils recepteurs de
d'Interferences a
cause d'Interferences
qu'elle soit
construction
frequence
accordes hors de la bande de frequence
qui sont accord&
moderne, qui
construction modenae,
l'emission du
de
remission necessaire
Pans le cas de remission
au type employe. Dans
necessaire au
de l'6mission
type
(radio-telephonie) le transmetteur
ne devra pas etre module
transmetteur no
A-3 (radio-t6elphonie)
type A-3
excessivement
par
rapport
a
sa
capacite
modulation,
a
Aun point tel
de
modulation,
capacit6
A
sa
rapport
par
excessivement
susque
cela
soit
cause
d'une
production
rayonnements
parasites
de
rayonnements
production
d'une
que cela soit cause
d'amplila
concerne
ceptibles
d'interferences
et
ce
concerne
modulation
qui
en
ceptibles d'interferences
tude, le
de modulation
cretes fr6quentes
frequentes ne devra
modulation dans les crates
pourcentage de
le pourcentage
tude,
necessaires
pas
etre
inferieur
a
75%.
On
devra
prendre
precautions
necessaires
les
pas etre inferieur A75%. On devra prendre
sa
Asft
rapport
par
exc6s
pour
a
soit pas module en exces
ne soit
le transmetteur
transmetteur ne
que le
pour que
modulation.
capacite de modulation.
On
appelle rayonnement
transmetrayonnement d'un transmetparasite, tout rayonnement
rayonnement parasite,
On appelle
d'emission
tour qui
qui se
hors de
normale d'emission
fr6quence normale
de frequence
bande de
la bande
de la
trouve hors
se trouve
teur
pour le
le type
de transmission
transmission employS,
employe, en
y comprennant
comprennant toutes
lee
toutes les
en y
type de
pour
productions d'harmoniques
d'harmoniques de
claquements de manimodulations, claquements
de modulations,
productions
pulateurs, oscillations parasites ou autres effets transitoires.
pulateurs,
S
ECTION 5.—NE
EMPLOYER 333
333 Kc/s.
Kc/s. COMME
FREQUENCE
COMME FREQUENCE
PAS EMPLOYER
5.-NE PAS
SECTION
D
'
APPEL A
ER ONAITTIQUE
AERONAUTIQUE
D'APPEL
En
avec l'Article
paragraphe 11,
11, du Reglement
Reglement de Madrid,
7, paragraphe
1'Article 7,
relation avec
En relation
fr6quence
s'employer comme frequence
le
no devra pas s'employer
Kc. ne
frequence de 333 Kc.
le frequence
internationale,
le Service
Continent
aeronautique dans le Continent
Service aeron.autique
dans le
d'appel dans
internationale, d'appel
amezicain,
cas speciaux,
rapport avec
des vols
vols
avec des
en rapport
speciaux, en
des cas
dans des
except6 dans
americain, excepte
transatlantiques.
transatlantiques.
SECTION 6.-TRAFIC
6.—TRAFIC S
UR 500
500 Kc.
SUR
SECTION
En relation
Particle 19,
Section 1,
paragraphe 6-a
REgle6-a du Regle1, paragraphe
19, Section
avec l'article
relation avec
En
amment
des
Radioc,ommunications
de
tout
(le
continent
ameMadrid,
ment des Radiocommunications

2597

2598
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ricain)
ricain) en exceptant
exceptant la Bale
Baie d'Hudson
d'Hudson et
les regions
sont au
nord,
et les
regions qui
qui sont
au nord,
sera considere comme region d'intense
avec la
la d6finidefinid'intense trafic,
trafic, d'accord
d'accord avec
tion dudit article.-Par
article.—Par consequent,
consequent, en
exceptant la
la Baie
en exceptant
Baie de
de Hudson
Hudson
et les r6gions
regions situees au Nord de cette Baie,
le trafic
trafic dans
dans les
les 500
Baie, le
500
Kc/.s
Kci.s devra se limiter A
ala transmission,
transmission, d'appels
d'appels de
detresse de
mesde d6tresse
de messages urgents et de securite, et de radiotelegrammes
et isoles.isoles.—
radiotelegrammes courts
courts et
SECTION 7.-DEFINITIONS.
7.—DErmaTioNs. 1
DEFINITION DES TERMES.
DEFINITION
TERMES.

Les d6finitions
definitions des termes num6rot6s
numerotes du
ycomdu No.
No. 11au
au 'Amer°
nimero 42
42 y
compris, de la Section XII, Resolution
Resolution No. 6
pris,
de
l'acte
Final
de
la
6 de l'acte Final de la ConConference
ference qui a
aeu lieu A
ala Havane au mois
mois de
de mars
mars 1937,
1937, sont
sont approuapprouv6es
avec
la
reserve
suivante
vees
tout changement
provenant de
de la
la ConConchangement provenant
ference Internationale
Caire 1938, au
Internationale du Cairo
vocabulaire de
de ces
ces
au sujet
sujet du
du vocabulaire
definitions devra remplacer
definitions
remplacer automatiquement
automatiquement la
la pr6sente
presente redaction.
redaction.
(1)
TELECOMMUNICATION:
(1) TELECOMMUNICATION:

Toute communication
communication t6legraphique
telegraphique ou
ou telephonique
t6elphonique de
de signaux
signaux
signes, &fits,
ecrits, images sons de toutes sortes,
par des
conducteurs par
sortes, par
des conducteurs
par
radio, ou autres systemes ou proc6des
procedes pour transmettre
signaux,
transmettre des
des signaux,
qu'ils
quits soient 6lectriques
electiques ou optiques. (semaphores)
(semaphores)
(2) RADIOCOMMUNICATION:
(2)
RADIOCOMMUNICATION:

Toute telecommunication
tel6communication au moyen
moyen d'ondes
d'ondes hertziennes.
hertziennes.
(3)
(3) RADIOTELEGRAMME:
RADIOTELEGRAMME:

T6legramme provennant
provennant ou destine a
A un station
Telegramme
mobile, trasmis
trasmis
station mobile,
surtout
surtout son parcours,
parcours, ou sur une de ses parties,
par les
les voies
parties, par
voies de
de radioradiocommunications du
communications
du service
service mobile.
mobile.
(4) CORRESPONDANCE
CORRESPONDANCE PUBLIQUE:
(4)
PUBLIQUE:

Toute telecommunication
Toute
telecommunication que
quo les bureaux et
doivent
et les
les stations,
stations, doivent
accepter
accepter pour etre transmise, puisqu'ils on ete
la disposition
du
ete mis
mis aala
disposition du
public.
(5)
(5) EXPLOITATION PRIVEE:

Tout particulier compagnie
compagnie ou compagnie
privee, qui
qui ne
ne soit
pas
compagnie privQe,
soit pas
une
ou une
une agence gouvernementale,
une Institution
Institution ou
gouvernementale, reconnue
reconnue par
par le
le
Gouvernement interesso,
interess6, et qui exploite des installations
Gouvernement
installations de
de teletel6communications destinies
a un echange
6change de correspondance
correspondance publique.
communications
destinees a
publique.
(6) ADMINISTRATION:
ADMINISTRATION:
(6)

Une Administration
Administration Gouvernementale.
Gouvernementale.
(7) SERVICE INTERNATIONAL:
(7)
INTERNATIONAL:

Un service
service de
de tdlcommunication
Un
telecommunication entre bureaux
bureaux ou stations de
de
pays
diff6rents
entre stations
pays differents ou
ou entre
stations du service
service mobile,
mobile, en exceptant
exceptant le
le
[Modifi6 par
I [Modifie
par la
rdvision du
is revision
do Caire,
Caire, 1938 (Treaty
(Treaty Series 948).]
948).]
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cas ou celles ci ont la meme
memo nationality
nationa,lite et se trouvent
trouvent dans les limites
du pays auquel elles appartiennent.
appartiennent. Un service de t6lecommunicatelecommunication int6rieur
interieur ou national
national susceptible de causer des interferences
interferences
A d'autres
d'autres services au-dela
au-dela des limites
fimites du pays, dans lequel
lequel il oper6
open!)
sera [? considere]
considere] comme
corame service international du point de vue de
l'interference.
l'interference.
(8)

SERVICE -RESTREINT
SERVICE
RESTREINT::

tin service qui ne peut s'employer quo
personnes d6finies
definies
Un
que par
par des personnes
ou
speciales.
ou pour des fins
fins sp6ciales.
SERVICE MOBILE
(9) SERVICE
MOBILE::

Un
tin service de radio-communications
radio-communications etabli entre des
des stations
stations
mobiles et des stations terrestres,
terrestres, et par des stations mobiles communicant entre elles non compris
commis les services
speciaux.
municant
services sp6ciaux.
(10) STATION
STATION FIXE
(10)
FIXE::

Wtre transportee
Station qui ne peut etre
transport& et qui communique au moyen
plusieurs stations etablies
etablies de
de
de la radio-communication
radio-communication avec
avec une
une ou plusieurs
la
la memo
mnme maniere.
maniere.
(11)
(11)

STATION TERRESTRE:
TERRESTRE :
STATION

tine station qui ne
no peut etre
deplacee et
tm service
Une
Atre deplacee
et qui
qui effectue
effectue un
mobile.
(12)

STATION COTIERE
COTIERE::

Station terrestre
terrestre qui effectue un
service avec
Station
un service
avec des
des stations de navire.
navire.
Ce peut etre
effectue aussi
etre une station fixe qui effectue
aussi des communications
communications
considerera station
avec les postes des navires dans ce cas, on ne la considerera
cotiere que
quo pendant
temps que
que dure
dure son
son service
les postes
postes
c6tiere
pendant le
le temps
service avec
avec les
de navire.
navire.
(13)
(13)

STATION AERONAUTIQUE:
AERONACTIQUE :

les station
Station terrestre
terrestre qui
qui fait son
son service
service en
en relation avec
avec les
station
d'aeronefs. Elle peut etre
Atre aussi une station fixe qui etablit egalement
dgalement
des communications
communications avec les station d'aeronefs.
d'aeronefs. Dans cc
ce cas on no
ne
considerera comme stations
aeronautique que
quo pendant
le considerera
stations aeronautique
pendant son temps
temps
d'avions.
de service
service avec
avec les
les postes
postes d'avions.
(14) STATION
STATION MOBILE
MOBILE::
(14)

line station
susceptible de
&placement, et
habiUne
station susceptible
de deplacement,
et qui
qui se
se &place
d6place habituellement.
tuellement.
BORD :
(15) STATION DE BORD:

Station
in.stallee a
bord, soit
soit d'un
d'un navire
navire qui
Station install6e
A bord,
qui n'est
n'est pas
pas ancre
ancre en
en
permanence,
permanence, soit d'un
d'un avion.
avion.
(1s)
(16)

STATION DE NAVIRE
STATION
NAVIRE::

Station a
permanence.
A bord d'un navire qui n'est pas ancre en permanence.

193470*-41—rr. n--86
n-86
193470-41-PT.
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IAERONEF :
(17) STATION D
D'AERONEF:

Station install6
installe a
abord de
de n'importe
vehicule aerien.
n'importe quel
quel vehicule
a6rien.
(18)

STATION DE RADIOPHARE
STATION
RADIOPHARE::

Station speciale
sont destin6es
destinees a
une
sp6ciale dont
dont les
les emissions
emissions sont
A permettre
permettre a
a une
station de bord de determiner
determiner sa
sa position
ou
une
direction
en
relation
position ou une direction en relation
avec le poste de radiophare, et en
distance qui
qui la
en certains
certains cas,
cas, la
la distance
la
separe
celui-ci.
separe de
de celui-ci.
(19) STATION
STATION RADIOGONIOMETRI
QUE :
(19)
RADIOGONIOMETRIQUE:

Station possedant des appareils
appareils speciaux
speciaux pour
determiner la
la direcdirecpour determiner
tion des emissions
emissions des autres stations.
stations.
(20) STATION
STATION DE RADIODIFFUSION
TELEPHONIQUE :
RADIODIFFUSION TELEPHONIQUE:

Station qui fait un service de
radio-diffusion telephonique.
de radio-diffusion
telephonique.
(21) STATION DE RADIODIFFUSION DE
TELEVISION :
RADIO-DIFFUSION
DE TELEVISION:

Station autoris6e
autorisee a
a transmettre
transmettre des images optiques representant
representant
A etre regues et reproduites
des objets fixes ou mobiles destines a
reproduites sisimultanement par le public en general.
multanement
(22)

STATION D'AMATEUR:
D IAMATEUR :
STATION

Station employee par un amateur, c'est A
a dire
par une
une personne
dire par
personne
dument autoris6e,
autorisee, interess6e
interessee A
ala technique radio-electrique,
radio-electrique, dans
im
dans un
uniquement personnel, et sans interet
but uniquement
interet pecuniaire.
(23)
D'EXPERIMENTATION
(28) STATION
STATION D
IEXPERIMENTATION PRIVEE
PRIVEE::

Station
Station
technique
(24)

prive pour experiences
experiences destinees
destinees au
de la
la
au developpement
developpement de
ou de la science radio-6lectrique.
radio-electrique.

STATION PRIVE DE RADIOSTATION
COMMUNICATIONS :
RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS:

privee qui n'accepte
Station wive()
n'accepte pas la correspondance
publique et
correspondance publique
et qui
qui
echanger avec d'autres "station
n'est autorisee
autorisee que pour &hanger
"station privo"
prive" des
des
communications concemant
concernant les
communications
propres affaires
affaires de
de celui
celui ou
de ceux
les propres
ou de
ceux
qui en sont les
beneficiaires.
les benificiaires.
(25)

FREQUENCE
FRE QUENCE ASSIGNEE
STATION :
ASSIGNEE A UNE STATION:

frequence assignee
a une station est la frequence
La frequence
assignee a
frequence qui
occupe le
le
qui occupe
centre de la bande
frequence dans laquelle la station est
bande de frequence
autoest autoris~e a
a travailler.
/is&
travailler. En general
general cette frequence est celle de l'onde
porteuse.
porteuse.
(26)
FREQUENCES
EMISSION
(26) BANDE
BANDE DE FRE
Q17ENCES D'UNE
D'
UNE EMISSION

La bande de frequences
frequences d'une emission
emission est la bande de frequences
frequences
reellement occuppee
reellemen.t
occuppee par cette emission, pour le type de la
transmission
la transmission
et pour la vitesse des signaux employes.
employes.
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TOLERANCE
QUEN cE
FREQUENCE
TOLERANCE DE FRE

La
tolerance de frequence
maximum de deviation adminissible
adminissible
frequence est le maximum
La t6lrance
entre
frequence assignee a
um poste et la frequence
frequence reelle
reelle de Venlig1'6misAun
entre la frequence
sion.
sion.
D'
UN EMETTEUR
EMETTEUR RADIORADIO-ELECTRIQUE:
ELECTRI QUE :
(28) PUISSANCE
PUISSANCE D'UN

La
puissance fournie
fourth°
radio-electrique est la puissance
La puissance d'un
d'un emetteur
emetteur radio-electrique
emetteur d'onde modulee,
modulee, la puissance
aaPantenne.—
l'antenne.- Dans le cas d'un emetteur
de l'antenne
l'antenne se caracterisera
caracterisera par deux chiffres,
chiffres, indiquant,
Pun la
indiquant, l'un
valeur
puissance de l'onde porteuse
porteuse fournie
fournie A
al'antenne,
Pantenne, I'autre
l'autre
valeur de la puissance
le pourcentage
pourcentage maximum reel de la modulation employee.
(29) SERVICE AERONAUTIQUE
AERONAUTIQUE: :
(29)

service de radio-communications
radio-communications effectu6
effectue entre des stations
Un service
d'aeronefs et des stations terrestres, ou
on entre des stations d'aeronefs
d'aeronefs
d'aeronefs
speciaux de radio
Ce terme s'applique egalment
egalment aux services fixes et speciaux
garantir la stirete
navigation aerienne.
aerienne.
Agarantir
stret6 de la navigation
destines a
(30) SERVICE
SERVICE FIXE:
FIXE :
(30)

radio-electriques de
communications radio-electriques
Un service qui etablit des communications
n'importe quelle'sorte
quelle'sorte entre
services
entre des
des points
points fixes, non compris les services
n'importe
speciaux.
de radio-diffusion
radio-diffusion et les services speciaux.
(31)

SERVICE SPECIAL:
SPECIAL :

Un
besoins
specialment aux besoins
de tele-communications
tele-communications destine specialment
Un service
service de
d'un
d'interet general, et n'acceptent
n'acceptent pas de corres.
determine, d'interet
d'un service determine,
pondance publique
publique par
exemple: un
service de radio-phare,
radio-phare, un service
par exemple:
un service
pondance
radiogoniometrie, de signaux horaires,
horaires, de bulletins
bulletins m6t6orolometeorolode radiogoniometrie,
gigues
messages de presse
navigateurs, de messages
prevenir les navigateurs,
giques reguliers pour prevenir
adresses a
a tous,
tons, d'avertissements
d'avertissements medicaux,
consultations de
m6dicaux, de consultations
adresses
medecins, de frequences
frequences etalons, d'emissions
d'emissions faites dans
dans un but scienetc.tifique, etc.—
(32)
(32)

SERVICE DE RADIO-DIFFUSION
RADIO-DIFFUSION TELEPHONIQUE
TELEPHONIQUE

Un
service destine
la diffusion
radio-telephoniques,
d'emissions radio-telephoniques,
diffusion d'emissions
destine aA la
Un service
destinees
aAtre
etre regu
regu par
par le
le public en general.
destinees A
(33) SERVICE DE RADIO-DIFFUSION
RADIO-DIFFUSION OPTIQUE
OPTIQUE::
(33)

Un service
service destine
destine a
ou mobiles,
mobiles,
fixes ou
optiques, fixes
d'images optiques,
a la
la diffusion
diffusion d'images
Un
essentiellement
destinees
au
public
en
general.
essentiellement destinees au public en general.
(34) SERVICE D'
AMATEITRS .
D'AMATEURS.
(84)

Radio-Communications effectu6
effectue entre des stations d'amaService de Radio-Communications
teurs.
(so SERVICE MOBILE
AERIEN
MOBILE AERIEN
(35)
Service
effectue entre
entre des
des porte-avions
porte-avions
radio-communications effectue
de radio-communications
Service de
ou
porteurs d'aeronefs,
porte-aeronefs.
entre des porte-aeronefs.
ou entre
d'a6ronefs, ou
ou porteurs
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SERVICE
GENERAL D'EXPERIMENTATION.
DIEXPERIMENTATION .
SERVICE GENERAL

Service
radio-communications effectu6
effectue par
par des
d'expeService de
de radio-communications
des stations
stations d'exp6rimentations destinees
destinees a
recherches ou
de la
la RadioRadiorimentations
A des
des recherches
ou au
au progres
progr6s de
Communication.
Communication.
(37) SERVICE
(37)
SERVICE DE
DE POLICE
POLICE..

Service de
radio-communication effectue
des autorites
poliService
de radio-communication
effectu6 par
par des
autorit6s policieres, d'un
d'im Etat,
d'une Municipalit6,
Municipalite, en
en cas
cas
Etat, d'une
d'une Province
Province on
ou d'une
quand il
II s'agit
s'agit d'imites
mobiles de
d'urgence, surtout
surtout quand
d'unites mobiles
de police.
police.
(38) LE TERME
TERME "VOIE
".
(38)
"VOIE".

Se rapporte
de radio-communication
radio-communication suffirapporte aa une partie du
du spectre de
suffisamment large
permettre son emploi par
un poste
samment
large pour
pour permettre
par un
poste de
de radioradiocommunication
communication pour effectuer
effectuer les
communications. II
Ii comprend
comprend les
les communications.
les
6elments ci-dessous:
trois elements
ci-dessous:
(1) la "bande
"bande de frequence
frequence d'emission".
(1)
d'emission".
(2)
tolerance de
de frequence
specifiee".
(2) Le
Le double de
de la
la tolerance
fr6quence specifiee".
(3) Les "bandes
"bandes de protection d'interferences"
(3)
d'interferences" s'il en
en est besoin.
(89) L
L'EXPRESSION
"BANDES DE FREQUENCES
IEXPRESSION "BANDES
FRE QUENCES D'EMISSION".
DIEMISSION ".
Vent
de frequence
d'emission est
realeVeut dire
dire quo
que la bande
bande de
frequence d'emission
est la
la bande
bande r6ellement occuppee
occuppee par cette emission pour
transmission et
et
pour le type de
de transmission
employes.
vitesse des signaux
signaux employ6s.

(40) L
L'EXPRESSION
IEXPRESSION "BANDES
PROTECTION D
IINTERFERENCE ":
"BANDES DE PROTECTION
D'INTERFERENCE":

rapporte aux bandes de frequen.ce
Se rapport°
de
fr6quence additionnelles
additionnelles a
A la
la bande
bande de
frequence d'6mission
frequence
d'emission et de tolerance
tolerance de frequence, qui peuvent etre
etre
d'interf6rence entre
permises pour qu'il n'y ait pas d'interference
qui
entre des
des stations qui
ont des assignations
assignations de frequences
frequences adjacentes.
Eu gen6ral
general cette
disadjacentes. En
cette disposition depend de la selectivit6
selectivite du recepteur
recepteur et des caracteristiques
caracteristiques
du
du transmetteur.
transmetteur.
(41)
(41)

LE
LE TERME
TERME "PRINCIPALEMENT"
"PRINCIPALEMENT"

Quand il s'emploie en,
en relation avec certaines
table
certaines bandes
bandes de
de la table
d'assignation de cet arrangement,
arrangement, il veut dire
des
dire qu'a mesure
mesure que
que des
installations, diment
autorisdes des services principaux
principaux sont
installations,
dilment autorisees
soot entreprises, elles auront
auront la preference sur les voies disponibles
disponibles de
de cette
cette
bande.
Dans chacune de ces bandes, l'assignation
l'assignation de
d'autres
de voles
voies pour d'autres
services
services differents
differents de ceux de l'assignation
l'assignation generale,
g6enrale, se
se fera de telle
telle
sorte
l'interference inadmissible avec
sorts qu'on 6vitera
evitera Pinterference
avec les
les postes
postes
existants dans le service principal.
(42)
(42) STATIONS DE RADIO-DIFFUSION
RADIO-DIFFUSION DE FACSIMIL
FACSIMIL::

Une
autoris6 aa transmettre
line station autorise
transmettre des images d'objets
d'objets fixes pour
la transcription de la reception
en g6neral.
reception par le public ea
general.
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SECTION 8.—AMATEURS.
8.-AMATEURS.
SECTION
unanimite les dispositions suivantes, en annexe
annexe aux
a pris par unanimity
On a
tableaux
assignations, en cc
ce qui concerne les amateurs,
des assignations,
tableaux des
emissions
1.-Que la bande 1750 aa 2050 kc/s. soit assignee aux emissions
A-1 et A-3.
2.-Qu'apres une etude
recommendations de la Conference
Conference de
etude des recommendations
2.-Qu'apres
Radio-communication
Radio-communication de Buenos Ayres, revision de Rio de Janeiro
de
recommendation No. 10, on a
adecide leur
lour modifiet f, de la recommendation
e et
de 1937,
1937, e
redaction
a remplacees
remplacees par la redaction
alterer le sens, et on les a
cation, sans en alterer
suivante:
e) Quo
in.diqueront la convenance
convenance d'utiliser
d'utiliser
Administrations indiqueront
Que les Administrations
a 2050 Kc/s et de 3500 a
a 4000 Kc/s
les bandes de 1750 A
pour des
des services
preference pour des comservices d'amateurs, de preference
pour
distances.
munications
de
courtes
courtes
munications
f)
les Administrations
recommenderont de no
employer
ne pas employer
Administrations recommenderont
f) Quo
Que les
A 7300 Kcs et de 14000 aa 14400 Kcs.
les bandes de 7000 a
pour
des
communications
de postes
postes d'amate
urs a
a courte
d'amateurs
pour des communications de

distance.
a 7300
frequences comprises
comprises entre 3500 et 4000 Kc/s., 7000 a
3.-Les frequences
Kc/s. et 14000 a
s'emploireront en conformite avec le
Kcls., s'emploireront
a 14400 Kcis.,
Kc/s.
Tableau suivant:
Tableau
a 3800 Kc/s.
seulement
seulement
pour A-1
Kc/s. pour
3500 A
" A-1 et A-3
A4000 Kc/s. "
3800 a
7000
A 7050
7050
7000 a
7050
A 7150
7150
7050 a

" A-1
"
l'Am6rique
A-1 et A-3 (A-3 seulement pour l'Amerique
"" A-1
latine)
latine)
a 7300
seulement
seulement
Kc/s. pour A-1
7300 Kc/s.
7150 A
14000 A 14100
14100
14000
14100 A
a 14300
14300
14100
14300 a
a 14400
14400
14300

"
"

""
""
""

"
A-1
" A-1
A-3
"
" A-1 et A-3
seulement.
seulement.
A-1
"" A-1

bande
On
employer 1'6mission
l'emission du Type A-1 dans toute la bands
On pourra employer
frequences comprise
Kc/s.- Les pays de
comprise entre 14000 et 14400 Kc/s.de frequences
L'Amerique latine,
Canada et Terre Neuve, pourront
pourront employer une
latine, Canada
L'Amerique
emission
du
Type
A-3
dans
les
frequences
entre 14100 et
comprises
frequences
les
dans
emission du Type A-3
14300
Kc/s.Les
Etats
Unis
d'Amerique
emploiront
des emissions
d'Amerique
14300 Kc/s.du
type
A-3
entre
14150
et
14250
Kc/s.,
au
moms
jusqu'au
&Tem31 decemmoins
du type A-3 entre 14150 et 14250 Kc/s.,
bre 1939.
bandes de
4.-Les bandes
A 2050 Kc/s.
1750 a
A 4000
3500 a
7000 a
7300
A 7300
7000
14000 a
A 14400
28000
A 30000
30000
28000 a
A 60000
56000 a
reservees aux amateurs.
seront reservees

"
"
"

"
et
"" et

"
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3.-Afin de faire
faire un
3.—Afin
usage de
la bande
bande de
14 megacycles
en
un meilleur
meilleur usage
de la
de 14
megacycles en
ce qui concerne
cc
concerne la radio-telephonie,
et pour
pour eviter
une
congestion
radio-t6lephonie, et
eviter une congestion
indue,
in.due, causee par la presence
presence de
debutants non
familiarises a
l'usage
de debutants
non familiaris6s
a l'usage
des hautes fr6quences,
frequences, on
on fait
fait la
la suggestion
suggestion suivante:
qu'il soit
soit exig6
&lige
suivante: qu'il
un
suffisamment long
un. temps suffisamment
long d'epreuve
d'epreuve pour
pour acquerir
acquerir l'experience
l'experience
necessaire, et aussi un examen
necessaire,
examen technique
practique avant
avant de
de donner
donner
technique et
et practique
la permission A
a un amateur
amateur d'employer
de 14
megacycles
d'employer la
la bande
bande de
14 megacycles
pour la radiotelephonie.
radiot6elphonie.
6.-Les
d'amateurs attributes
6.—Les bandes d'amateurs
attribuees reamment
reamment ne
no seront
seront employees
employees
par aucun type de service
radio-diffusion, de
service de radio-diffusion,
service fixe,
onde
de service
fixe, onde
service
mobile.
service mobile.
SECTION
A DES
TIERS EMIS
S
ECTION 9.-MESSAGES
9.—M ESSAGES A
DES TIERS
EMIS PAR
AMATEURS
PAR DES
DES AMATEURS

Considerant quo
que le Reglement
Considerant
Reglement general de Radio-communications
Radio-communications
annexe a
ala Convention
Convention internationale
internationale de
Radio-communications
de
de Radio-communications de
Madrid, dispose
qu'il
est
defendu
dispose
defendu aux stations
d'amateurs d'emettre
stations d'amateurs
d'emettre
des messages
interationaux qui sont fournis
messages intemationaux
tiers, sauf
fournis par
par des
des tiers,
sauf dans
dans
les cas ou ceci aa6et
60 modifie par
par des
accords speciaux
pays
des accords
speciaux entre
entre les
les pays
interesses; et
et
interesses;
Considerant
que l'on
Considerant qu'il est evident quo
Pon encouragerait
communite
encouragerait la
la communite
d'interets
d'interets entre les peuples de toutes les Am6riques,
Ameriques, en
en stimulant
stimulant
l'echange, par les stations d'amateurs et
Pechange,
et sans
aucune
retribution,
sans aucune retribution,
des messages amicaux
amicaux qui emanent
emanent de
de nos
nos citoyens;
citoyens;
La Conference
Conference Interamericaine
Interamericaine de
de Radio-communications:
Radio-communications:
A CONVENU:
CONVENU:
A

Que dans le but
but de
Quo
le relations
et amicales
amicales entre
entre
de stimuler
stimuler le
relations etroites
6troites et
les peuples des Ameriques,
Ameriques, les Administrations
Administrations des
des pays
pays contractants
contractants
dont les
interieures le permettent, convieruient
lea legislations
legislations interieures
quo les
lea
conviennent que
stations d'amateurs
d'amateurs de leurs
et de leurs possesions
stations
lei= pays respectifs at
possesions
pourront
international de messages
pourront dtablir
etablir un echange
&hang() international
provenant de
de
messages provenant
tiers, dans les cas od
tiers,
ol ces messages soient tels qu'ils
gulls ne
puissent
etre
ne puissent etre
transmis
par aucun moyen existant
transmis par
existant de communication
communication electrique,
6lectrique,
et quo
que pour cette transmission il ne
no soit
Boit paye,
ou indirecteindirectepaye, directement
directement ou
ment aucune
aueune retribution.
retribution.
SECTION
10.-SERVICE
INTERNATIONAL
SECTION 10.—S
ERVICE I
NTERNATIONAL DE
DE RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS
RADIO-COMMUNICATIONS
POUR LA
LA P
POLICE.
POUR
OLICE.

1.-En considerant
considerant les
les avantages
1.—En
avantages qu'on peut obtenir de la
la coordinacoordination
des
communications
de
police
internationale,
on
recommande
tion des communications de police internationale,
recommande &
tous
les
pays
signataires
de
cette
convention
thus lea pays signatafres
convention d'autoriser des
stations
des stations
radio-t&ltgraphiques
situ6es le plus pres
pros possible de leurs
radio-telegraphiques de
de police
police situees
frontires
les pays limitrophes
frontiares avec lea
limitrophes pour la
la transmission
transmission d'informad'informations
d'urgence
concernant l'observation
gneral il
tions d'urgence concernant
l'observation des lois. En general
il ne
ne
s'agira que
que de
messages importants
importants de police qui perdraient
leur valour
valeur
s'agira
de messages
perdraient lour
aacause
cause de
de la
lenteur at
et des
des limitations
de temps des autres methodes
la lenteur
limitations de
methodes
communications.
de communications.
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2.-Les stations destin4es
internationa2.—Les
destinees au service
service de communications
communications intern.ationafacilitds prevues
les de police, emploiront
emploiront normalement le facilites
prevues pour
pour le
le serservice national
national de police; dans tous lea
frequences
les cas cependant:
cependant: a)
a) lea
les frequences
employees principalement
de police employees
principalement pour la
radio-telela communication
communication radio-telephonique avec des unites de police mobile ne seront pas employees
communications radio-telegraphiques;
radio-t6elgraphiques; b) les stations de divers
pour des communications
pays au voisinage des frontieres entre
pourront etre
autorisees
entre pays pourront
etre autoris&es
echanger entre points fixes des
par leurs administrations
administrations A
a, &hanger
communicades communicaradio-t6elphoniques, et c) lea
tions radio-telephoniques,
les frequences
fr6quences suivantes
suivantes seront
seront d'abord
employees pour la communication
de la
police
employees
communication radio-telegraphique
radio-t6elgraphique de
la police
nationale de meme que pour l'intemationale:
nationale
l'internationale:
2804
2804 Kc/s
Kc/s onde
onde d'appel
d'appel
2808
Reis onde
travail
2808 Kc/s
onde de travail

2812 Kc/s onde
onde de travail

5195
d'appel (pendant
5195 Kc/s.
Kc/s. onde
onde d'appel
(pendant le
le
jour
seulement)
jour seulement)
5135 Kc/s. onde de travail
travail (Pendant le
jour seulement)
seulement)
5140 Kc/s. onde
onde de travail (pendant
(pendant le
le
jour
jour seulement.)
seulement.)

3.-Les
concernant les
3.—Les notifications
notifications concemant
lea renseignements
renseignements de stations
destinees au service
service de police internationale,
intemationale, se
remettront au
se remettront
au Bureau
Bureau
de l'Union Internationale
Internationale de Telecommunications
T61dcommunications 11ABerne,
Berne, Suisse
Suisse pour
pour
que toutes les
lea stations
stations qui desirent communiquer
communiquer entre
elles puissent
puissent
entre elles
etre
renseignee,s sur le,s
details concemant
fonctionnement individuel.
6tre renseignees
les details
concernant le
le fonctionnement
individuel.
4.-Afin d'assurer
4.—Afin
d'assurer l'uniformit6
Puniformite du maniement
maniement des
des messages, on suivra
la
procedure suivante:
suivante:
la procedure
(a) Ce service, se reglera en general sur les
lea dispositions
dispositions de
de l'article
l'article
XVI du Reglement
Reglement G6neral
General de Radio-communications,
Radio-communications, annexe
annexe a.a la
la
Convention
Internationale de
Telecommunications de
de Madrid,
Madrid, 1932.
Convention Internationale
de T6lecommunications
1932.
(b)
qui
(b) On fera tin
un usage complet
complet de la liste des
des abreviations
abr6viations qui
apparait dans 1'appendice
l'appendice 9
9 du Reglement
Reglement General
General de
de Radio-comRadio-communications annexe
annex6 a
a la Convention
Convention Internationale
Internationale de TelecomT4l6communications
munications de Madrid, 1932. On n'emploiera pas le langage
langage courant
courant
si
Si une abreviation
sont
lea
abr6viation est suffisante
suffisante. Lea
Les indications
indications de service
service sont les
suivantes: P.-Priorite,
transmis
limesuivantes:
P.-Priorite, por
por messages
messages qui
qui deivent etre
8tre transmis immediatement
diatement sans tenir compte du
du numero
numero des
des autres
autres messages
messages deposes.
deposes.
Les messages qui no
contiennent aucune
ne contiennent
aucune indication
indication de service
service seront
seront
transmis dans lordre
l'ordre ils ont ete
et6 recus.
(c)
preambule, un texte et
et tine
(c) Les
Les messages
messages dans
dans lequel
lequel auront un
un preambule,
une
signature
signature de la maniere
maniere suivante:
suivante:
(1)
Preambule: Le
Un num6ro
numero d'ordre
d'ordre
(1) Preambule:
Le preambule
preambule du message sera:
sera: Un
precede
precede des lettres NR; des indications appropriees
appropriees de service;
service; check
check
(ceci eat
est le compte des mots d'accord avec le systeme
systeme de compte
standard
le
standard du
du cable)
cable) lea
les lettres
lettres CK
CK suivies des
des chifres
chifres qui indiquent
indiquent le
nombre des paroles contenues dans le
nombre
bureau
le texte du
du message;
message; le
le bureau
at le pays d'origine
d'origine (sans
abreger); jour
at mois;
et
(sans abr/ger);
jour du
du mois
mois et
mois; heure de
la deposition;
deposition; adresse.
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(2) Texte:
texte pourra
pourra etre
en langage
clair ou
ou cbiffre.
(2)
Texte: Le
Le texte
etre etabli
etabli en
langage clair
chiffr6.
(3) Signature:
Signature: La
signature contiendra
contiendra le
et le
le titre
titre de
de la
la
(3)
La signature
le nom
nom et
personae qui
qui a
remis le
message.
personne
a remis
le message.

SECTION
S
ECTION 11.—AIDE
DE LA
LA RADIO
RADIO COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION A
A LA
LA NAVIGATION
NAVIGATION
11.-AIDE DE
AERIENNE.
AERIENNE.
STANDARDS DE
DE L'INTENSITA
STANDARDS
L'INTENSITt DE
ET PROPORTIONS
D'INTERDE CHAMP
CHAMP ET
PROPORTIONS D'INTERFkRENCE.
FERENCE.

1.-La
1.—La Conference
Conference Interamericaine
de Radio-communications
Interamericaine de
Radio-communications ayant
ayant
considere soigneusement
soigneusement les
les diverses resolutions
considere
de la
resolutions de
la Conference
Conference
Technique
Interamericaine d'Aviation
reunie aA Lima
de
Technique Interamericaine
d'Aviation reunie
Lima au
au mois
mois de
Septembre 1937, et specialement
specialement les resolutions
XIV, XVII
XVII et
et XVIII,
resolutions XIV,
XVIII,
resolutions qui
qui lui
lui furent
remises; et
et
resolutions
furent remises;
2.—Considerant:
2.-Considerant:
importance de
a) la grande importance
l'aide pretee
au trafic
aerien par
de l'aide
pr6tee au
trafic aerien
par la
la
Radio-Communication; le
Radio-Communication;
extraordinaire du
du trafic
le developpement
developpement extraordinaire
trafic
aerien
l'expansion beaucoup
beaucoup plus
aerien et l'expansion
grande quo
aura certaiplus grande
que celui-ci
celui-ci aura
certainement
nement dans
dans l'avenir;
l'avenir;
b) la precision qu'exigent
qu'exigent les
services Radio-electriques
Radio-electriques d'aide
d'aide a
les services
a la
la
navigation aerienne
aerienne convernant
la stabilite
stabilite des
des emissions
convernant la
emissions qui
qui sont
sont
genees
la transmission
transmission en
en trajectoires
trajectoires multiples,
multiples, laquelle
peut
genees par la
laquelle peut
au minimum
etre reduite au
des frequences
frequences qui
subissent
minimum en
en choisissant
choisissant des
qui subissent
l'influence des
Pinfluence
ondes reflechies
avec moins
moms d'effet;
des ondes
r6fl6chies avec
d'effet;
c)
grande limitation
limitation de
la gamme
gamme des
des frequences
frequences qui
qui possedent
les
c) la grande
de la
possedent les
caracteristiques de propagation necessaires,
caracteristiques
necessaires, mentionnees
dans la
la consimentionnees dans
consideration
deration anterieure
anterieure b);
b);
d) quo
que les a6ronefs
dependent absolument
aeronefs en
on vol dependent
absolument des
stations de
des stations
de
Radio en cc
ce qui
concerne la
qui conceme
navigation et
communications.
la navigation
et les
les communications.
e) le grand nombre d'aeronefs
d'aeronefs de
de toutes
toutes les
parties du
du monde
qui
les parties
monde qui
actuellement emploient
actuellement
emploient et doivent continuer
continuer a
A employer
employer en
en commun
commun
le nombre limite de frequences
frequences appropiees
& l'aide
appropiees a
la navigation
navigation
l'aide de
de la
aerienne; ce
aerienne;
cc qui oblige a
a. observer
observer une economie
economie tres
tres stricte
stricte dans
dans leur
leur
usage,
tous les aeronefs
usage, pour qu'on puisse
pui' sse desservir tons
aeronefs avec
un minimum
minimum
avec un
d'interference;
d'interfer6nce;
f) la normalisation,
normalisation, qu'il serait bon d'etablir,
d'etablir, pour
faciliter d'apres
pour faciliter
d'apres
les considerations
considerations ci-dessus, la navigation
navigation aerienne
aerienne internationale,
internationale, en
en
coordonnant, et autant que possible en rendant
rendant uniforme
uniforme Pappareillage
l'appareillage
et la procedure
procedure d'exploitation.
d'exploitation.
g) qu'un soul
seul poste terrestre,
terrestre, un
un radio-phare
radio-phare d'orientation
d'orientation par
par
peut preter simultanement
a un nombre
exemple, pout
simultanement aide a
presque illimit6
illimite
nombre presque
d'aeronefs
d'adronefs en
en vol.
vol.
h) la grande
radio-electriques, destines
grande responsabilit6
responsabffite des services radio-electriques,
a l'aide
de
la
navigation
aerienne,
convenablement lee
l'aide
aerienne, de desservir
desservir convenablement
les
aeronefs
scurit6 en certaines
certaines circonstances
depend entiereaeronefs dont la securite
circonstances depend
entierement de la continuite
continuit6 de la
navigation;
ment
is r6ception
reception des signaux
signaux de navigation;
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0 donn6
donne pour faire des etudes techniques
a6
ete
i) le
le Mai
d6lai tres bref qui a
Conference Technique
Technique Interamericaine
Interamericaine
cl6ture de la Conference
la cloture
de la
a partir de
d'Aviation
de
Lima,
mois
de
septembre
1937.
1937.
de
septembre
mois
du
de
Lima,
d'Aviation
3.-La
Conference Interam6ricaine
Interamericaine de Radio-Communications:
Radio-Communications:
3.-La Conference

A CONVENU
A
CONVENU

a) Que,
d'accord avec
recommendations de la Conference de
avec les recommendations
Que, d'accord
a)
Lima, les pays
represent& A
acette Conference,
prepareront et echangeechangeConference, prepareront
pays represent6s
Lima,
ront entre
entre eux,
eux, au
au plus
1938, tons
tous les renseignements
le ier.
ler. juin 1938,
plus tard, le
ront
susceptibles d'être
redaction des tableaux suivants,
utilis6s pour la redaction
d'6tre utilises
susceptibles
qul serviront de guides en ce qui concerne l'application
l'application des principes
qui
techniques mentionnes ci-dessous:
techniques
1.-Tableau
contiendra une liste des divers types de services
I. qui contiendra
l.-Tableau I.
6et approuves
radio-electriques
d'aide
a
out ete
approuves
aerienne qui ont
a la
la navigation aerienne
d'aide
radio-electriques
_
appliques.
pour etre appliques.
II. qui specifiera
2.-Tableau II.
specifiera les intensites de signal minimum qui
2.-Tableau
necessaires pour la reception satisfaisante
satisfaisante des diverses
diverses classes
sont necessaires
renseignements
d'aide
aerienne, ces renseignements
navigation aerienne,
A la navigation
radio-electrique a
d'aide radio-electrique
determiner les aires de service
qui
employes comme base, pour determiner
seront employes
qui seront
normal.
l'intensit6
3.-Tableau
qui specifiera
spkifiera les
velours admissibles, de l'inteneite
les valeurs
III. qui
3.-Tableau III.
du
signal interferant
electrique A
pour les divers types d'aide radio electrique
interferant pour
du signal
la
aerienne, en exprimant
exprimant ces valeurs en forme de rapport
rapport
navigation aerienne,
la navigation
entre les
contour
interferants dans le contour
signaux interferants
et les signaux
interferes et
signaux interferes
les signaux
entre
3 Kc.
minimum de
de signal
signal de service;
frequence, b) 3
meme frequence,
dans la memo
a) dans
service; a)
minimum
hors
de la frequence
6 Kc. hors de la frequence.
fr6quence et c) 6
hors de
radio-electiques d'aide a
a la
faut esperer que les services radio-electriques
Qu'il faut
b) Qu'il
navigation
aerienne, specialement
radio-diffusion unilat6rale
unilateral°
de radio-diffusion
specialement ceux de
navigation aerienne,
ainsi que
que les
les radio-phares,
observeront les
hautes regles de conles plus hautes
radio-phares, observeront
ainsi
tinuite de
de stabilite et de qualite d'emission:
tinuite
c) Que
Que pour economiser
frequences, on attribuera
attribuera un nombre
economiser des frequences,
c)
limite de
de voies
appropiees aux services radio-electriques
radio-electriques d'aide a
voies appropiees
limite
la navigation
aerienne en
le° separant le moins
moms qu'il est practiquent
practiquent
en les
navigation aerienne
la
d'emission;
classe
de
possible
en
tenant
du
type
service
et
la
°lasso
d'emission;
de
du
compte
possible en tenant
et
qu'autant
que
possible
toutes
les
nations
devront
reserver
memos
les memes
reserver
devront
nations
les
et qu'autant que possible toutes
simplifier
bandes
aux
types
analogues
de
service,
de
facon
a
pouvoir
simplifier
A
fagon
de
service,
de
bandes aux types analogues
les recepteurs
obtenir an
normalisation un agrandisseagrandissela normalisation
de la
moyen de
au moyen
Aobtenir
et e,
recepteurs et
les
ment
des
limites
geographiques
d'utilite.
ment des limites geographiques
d) Que
l'usage en
en commun
services
pour fournir les services
frequences pour
des frequene,es
commun des
Que l'usage
d)
accord
un
par
regle
necessaires
dans les
pout etre
autorisees, peut
bandes autorisees,
les bandes
necessaires dans
des
regional
entre
les
pays
qui
ont
a
l'interieur
de
leurs
frontieres,
frontieres,
regional entre les pays qui ont A l'interieur
sections
l'aire d'interference
existantes d'apres
d'apres la
des stations existantes
d'interference des
de l'aire
sections de
table de
service.
d'interf6rences et de signaux de service.
de relations d'interferences
table
e)
la puissance
transmise par
par les postes
ala navigation
navigation
postes d'aide A
puissance transmise
Que la
e) Que
aerienn.e dans
autorisees, devront
devront generalegeneralefrequences autorisees,
de frequences
bandes de
les bandes
dans les
arienne
ment
se limiter
limiter aux
valeurs compatibles
dont
de signal dont
l'intensite de
avec l'intensite
compatibles avec
aux valeurs
ment se
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on
normalement, dans
dans laquelle
le
on aa besoin normalement,
dans Paire
'aire dans
laquelle on
on a
a prevu
prevu le
service, afin
reduire A
aun
minimum
Pinterference
hors
de
l'aire
de
ce
service,
afin de
de r6duire
un minimum l'interference hors de l'aire de ce
service.
service.
NOTE:
N OTE: Voir document additionnel
presente par
les Etats-Unis
additionnel presente
par les
Etats-Unis d'Amerique
d'Amerique pour
pour
information (annexe)
(annexe)
information
SECTION
S
ECTION 12.—S
UPPRESSION DES
NTERFiRENCES CAUSEES
CAUSES PAR
DES
12.-SUPPRESSION
DES I
INTERFERENCES
PAR DES
APPAREILS
APPAREILS ELECTRIQUES.
LLECTRIQUES.

1.-Les
diathermiques, fours aa induction,
1.-Les appareils
appareils diathermiques,
induction, systemes
systemes d'ind'intercommunication
tercommunication domestique
domestique au moyen de hautes
hautes frequences
et
frequences et
autres appareils
appareils electriques
qui
emploient
des
courants
de
radio6lectriques qui emploient des courants de radiofr6quence
frequence comme element
element essentiel
fonctionnement, peuvent
essentiel de leur
leur fonctionnement,
peuvent
causer des interferences
radio-communications.
interferences aux
aux radio-communications.
2.-L'usage de ces appareils est d'une
importance en
en
d'une grande importance
therapeutique,
chirugie, industrie
industrie etc.
etc.
therapeutique, chirugie,
3.-Le rayonnement de
Penergie radio-electrique
pas essentiel
essen.tiel
de l'energie
radio-electrique n'est
n'est pas
pour le fonctionnement
fonctionnement appropie
appropie des appareils et on
pout l'eviter
reviter ou
ou
on peut
le contr6ler
sans
diminuer
l'utilit6
controler
Putilite de chaque appareil,
appareil, pour le
le but
but
auquel il est
auquel
est destine.destine.4.-Le rayonnement
rayonnement se produit
circuit interieur
interieur
produit gen.eralement
generalement au
au circuit
ou aux sources d'energie,
d'energie, les-quels
les-quels sont
sont tous
tous des
des elements
elements essentiels.
essentiels.
5.-La grandeur
grandeur du rayonnement
rayonnement depend de la frequence
frequence ou des
frequences du fonctionnement,
fonctionnement, de la puissance
frequences
et de
construction,
puissance et
de la
la construction,
fonctionnement de l'appareil.
de l'installation et du fonctionnement
l'appareil.
6.-Le rayonnement
rayonnement qui emane des sources d'energie
d'energie peut
peut etre
etre
evite en faisant usage d'un ffitre
filtre de ligne approprie. Le
rayonnement
Le rayonnement
des circuits interieurs
interieurs pout
en employant
des bottes
bottes metallimetallipeut s'eviter
s'eviter en
employant des
rayonnement des circuits
ques appropriees.
appropriees. Le rayonnement
de sortie
pout se
circuits de
sortie peut
se
a un niveau au lequel il ne
reduire a
no soit pas
pas cause
cause d'interference
d'interf6rence aux
aux
radio-communications en employant
ecran metallique,
metallique, de
radio-communications
employant un ecran
de telle
telle
fagon
l'6cran recouvre tout Pappareil,
l'appareil, et que ses dimentions
facon que Pecran
dimentions
soient suffisantes
suffisantes pour dempecher
dempecher que des courants
courants importants
importants n'y
n'y
prennent
prennent
7.-I1 se pout
peut que dans beaucoup
7.-11
beaucoup de
l'usage d'un
tel &ran
de cas
cas l'usage
d'un tel
ecran ne
ne
Boit pas
pas pratique.
pratique.
soit
8.-On peut
pent employer
employer dans ces appareils une frequence quelconque
dans la partie utile du spectre de radio-communication.
radio-communication. Cependant
Cependant
beaucoup d'appareils
therapeutiques modernes qui causent
beaucoup
d'appareils therapeutiques
causent la
la plupart
plupart
interferences a
a longue distance, operent sur des frequences
des interferences
frequences de
10000
approximativement. Quand
10000 A
A20000 Kc/s.
Kcis. approximativement.
Quand on emploie
emploie d'autres
frequences
on
cause
des
interferences
surtout
A
la
reception
frequences
interferences
a reception A
A courte
distance,
a moyenne distance.
distance, ou A
9.-Dans
9.-Dans les
lea cas obi
ol il n'est pas pratique
pratique d'employer
d'employer l'ecran
Pecran sur
sur
tout l'appareil afin de contr6ler
rayonnement, le seul
contriller le rayonnement,
soul moyen
moyen qui
qui
fasse que ces machines
d'interferences est
machines fonctionnent sans causer d'interferences
est
l'usage de frequenc,es
frequences qui ne
no soient pas assignees au service de
de radioradiocommunication.
communication.
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essentiellement un
10.—L'appareil
therapeutique commun est essentiellement
10.-L'appareil therapeutique
g6n6ralequi
emetteur
du
type
oscillant
auto-excitation
emploie generalepar
oscillant
emetteur du type
l'instabilit6
de
cause
A
ment
un
courant
de
plaque
auto-rectifie.
A
l'instabilite
auto-rectifie.
ment un courant de plaque
inherente aux
aux circuits
circuits oscillateurs,
oscillateurs, aux
variations de voltages
aux grandes variations
inherente
la
a
pendant chaque
chaque cycle
courant fourni
plaque et aux divers
fourni a plaque
du courant
cycle du
pendant
usages
que l'on
Pon peut
peut donner
donner au circuit de sortie, la frequence
frequence varie
usages que
vraissemblapendant
normale dans
de tres larges limites, vraissembladans de
l'operation normale
pendant l'operation
frequence de
blement
un ou
ou deux megacycles
megacycles lorsqu'on
lorsqu'on opere sur une frequence
blement un
pres
de 15 megacycles.
pres de
11.—Toutes les
les machines
machines therapeutiques
therapeutiques construites
construites pour un meme
11.-Toutes
service
operer a
la meme frequence
frequence sans limiter leur utilite,
A la
peuvent op6rer
service peuvent
puisque
rayonnement emis
par d'autres machines ne gene en rien
emis par
le rayonnement
puisque le
I1
leur fonctionnement.
fonctionnement.
II faudrait
faudrait des semblables appareils plus
leur
compliques
de prix
prix plus
plus doves
elevds pour pouvoir fonctionner sur une
et de
compliques et
automatique
contr6le automatique
frequence
stable
puisqu'on
devrai
installer un contrede
devrai
puisqu'on
stable
frequence
laquelle
de
frequences
pou
maintenir
la
frequence
sur
on
opere avec
sur
frequence
la
maintenir
pou
de frequences
megacycles,
une
variation
d'au
moms
1/20
de
un
pourcent.
Sur
15
megacycles,
pourcent.
un
de
1/20
moins
une variation d'au
communicaentier de communicacc
qui correspondrait
pra-tiquement aaun canal ender
correspondrait pra-tiquement
ce qui
tions.
12.—D'accord
renseignements dont on dispose, on
meilleurs renseignements
les meilleurs
avec les
12.-D'accord avec
devrait
restreindre
les
appareils
que la
diathermiques jusqu'a ce que
devrait restreindre les appareils diathermiques
Wtre
science
atteigne
un
progres
tel
que
les
appareils
puissent
etre
faits
de
puissent
science atteigne un progres tel que les appareils
trois
a
nuisibles
fawn
a
supprimer
completement
les
rayonnements
a
fagon A supprimer completement les rayonnements
frequences qui
qui sont
approximativement 12, 15, et 50 megacycles.
sont approximativement
frequences
13.—Au
sujet
des
appareils
comme les
d'inter-communicasystemes d'inter-communicales systemes
13.-Au sujet des appareils comme
tion
et comme
certains types
a induction, ainsi
types de fours A
comme certains
domestique et
tion domestique
fr6quences
qu'au
sujet d'appareils
analogues qui
emploient des frequences
qui emploient
d'appareils analogues
qu'au sujet
moyennes
ou basses,
basses, on
devrait exiger
exiger que
que la
generation d'harmoniques
la generation
on devrait
moyennes ou
soit
autant que
possible, et qu'une
qu'une epreuve de rigueur soit
que possible,
limitee autant
soit Iimitée
faite pour
rayonnement ne
ne depasse
&passe pas un niveau deterle rayonnement
si le
verifier si
pour verifier
faite
mine.
n6ces14.—Chaque pays
pays contractant
contractant devra
promulguer le reglement acesdevra promulguer
14.-Chaque
same
pour
exiger
que
les
appareils
electriques
qui
engendrent
une
engendrent
qui
1cdetriques
appareils
les
que
exiger
saire pour
pour
d'ecrans
energie
electrique
de
radio-frequence,
soient
d'ecraus
et
pour
munis
soient
radio-frequence,
de
energie dlectrique
gulls
se maintiennent
a des
des frequences
frequences determinees,
determinees, comme mesure
maintiennent A
qu'ils se
essentielle
de
leur
fonctionnement.
Ii
appareils qui ne
no
s'agit des appareils
I1
fonctionnement.
essentielle de leur
s'emploient
pas
dens
la
radio-communications.
radio-communications.
la
s'emploient pas dans
15.—Un
rapport sur
sur "la
"la radio-interference
radio-interference par
par les
appareils electroelectroles appareils
15.-Un rapport
doit
therapeutiques",
qui
a
ete
presente
par
Canada
et
qui
etre
Canada
le
par
therapeutiques", qui a ete presente
considere
comme
faisant
porde
des
dispositions
adoptee,s
a
cc
sujet,
sujet,
ce
a
adoptees
consid6re comme faisant partie des dispositions
est
annexe au present document.
est annexe
electro-therapeutiques".
("Radio-Interference produite
Appareils electro-therapeutiques".
produite par des Appareils
("Radio-Interference
port present4
presente par
par le
Document C. I. R. Doe.
Doc. 43.)
Canada Document
le Canada
port

Rap-

cet
En
quoi, les
respectifs out
des copies
copies de cet
signe des
ont signe
Delgues respectifs
les Deltas
de quoi,
foi de
En foi
instrument en
en espagnol,
portuguais et
frangais qui
en francais
et en
en portuguais
anglais, en
en auglais,
espagnol, en
instrument
seront deposees
aux archives
du Gouvemement
de Cuba;
cc GouvemeGouverneCuba; ce
Gouvernement de
archives du
deposees aux
seront
ment
enverra une
une copie
certifies en
en chaque
langue, aux autres
chaque langue,
copie certifiee
en enverra
ment en
Gouvernements
Gouvernements contractants.
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Fait a
a la Havane,
Havane, R6publique
Republique de
le 13
13 decembre
de Cuba,
Cuba, le
d6cembre 1937.
1937.
ARGENTINE.
ARGENTINE.
BRESIL.
BRESIL.

JosE
JOSt

ROBERTO
DE MACEDO-SOARES.
M ACEDO-SOARES.
ROBERTO DE

CANADA.
CANADA.
LAURENT BEAUDRY.
LAURENT
BEAUDRY.
C.
C. P.
P. EDWARDS.
EDWARDS.
COLOMBIE.
COLOMBIE.
JORGE S
OTO DEL
DEL CORRAL.
CORRAL.
JORGE
SOTO
RICARDO
Y RIVERO.
RICARDO GUTIERREZ
GUTIERREZ LEE
LEE Y
RIVERO.
CUBA .
CUBA.
WIFREDO
W IFREDO ALBANS
PEA.
ALBANES Y
Y PENA.
ANDRES
ANDRtS ASENSIO
ASENSIO Y
Y CARRASCO.
CARRASCO.
NICOLASSGONZA
GONZALEZ
NICOLA
LEZ DE
DE MENDOZA
M ENDOZA Y
Y DE
DE LA
LA TORRE.
TORRE.
ALFONSO HERNANDEZ
ALFONSO
HERNANDEZ CATA
Y GALT.
CATA.Y
GALT.
CHILI.

EMILIO EDWARDS
EMILIO
EDWARDS BELLO.
BELLO.
REPUBLIQUE DOMINICAINE
DOMINICAINE.
REPUBLIQUE
ROBERTO
DESPRADEL.
ROBERTO DESPRADEL.
MAXIMO LOVAT6N
LOVAT6N P.
MA.XIMO
P.

ETATS
ETATS UNIS D'AMERIQUE.
D'AMERIQUE.

T.
T.A.
A.M
M..CRAVEN.
CRAVEN.
GUATEMALA.
GUATEMALA.
ARTURO CoBAR
C6BAR L.
ARTURO
L.

HAITI.
HAITI.
JUSTIN
J
USTIN BARAU.
BARAU.
MEXIQUE.
MEXIQUE.
IGNACIO
GALINDO.
IGNACIO GALINDO.
SALVADOR
SALVADOR TAYABAS.
TAYABAS.
FERNANDO
SANCHEZ AYALA.
FERNANDO SANCHEZ
AYALA.
RUBEN
RUIAN FUENTES.
FUENTES.
NICARAGUA.
NICARAGUA.
GUILLERMO
GUILLERMO ARGUEDAS.
ARGUEDAS.
PANAMA.
PANAMA.
ERNESTO
ERNESTO B.
B. FABRAGA.
FABRAGA.
PEROU.
PEROU.
CARLOS
CARLOS A.
TUDELA.
A. TUDELA.
URUGUAY.
URUGUAY.
CESAR
CtSAR GORRI.
GORRI.
VENEZUELA.
VENEZUELA.
ALBERTO SMITH.
ALBERTO
SMITH.
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INTERAMERICAN— RADIO COMMUNICATIONS—
DEC.13, 1937
COMMUNICATIONS-DEC.
INTER-AMERICAN-RADIO

ARRANGEMENT
INTERAMERICAIN DE RADIORADIOARRANGEMENT INTERAMERICAIN
COMMUNICATION.
COMMUNICATION.

D'INFORMATION.
DOCUMENT
NFORMATION.
ADDITIONEL D'I
DOCUMENT ADDITIONEL
D'aceord avec
avec la suggestion
echange de rapports
concernant un echange
suggestion concemant
D'accord
Radio-communications
techniques,
la
Conference
interamericaine
Radio-communications
de
techniques, la Conference int6ramericaine
considere
renseignements suivents, qui seront fournis
fourths par le Gouverconsid6re les renseignements
nement des Etats Unis astous les pays americains.
americains.
1.—Liste
aeronautiques qui se trouvent aux
les stations aeronautiques
toutes les
1.-Liste de toutes
Etats
sous la
la direction
du Bureau d'Aviation
d'Aviation Commerciale
Commerciale du
direction du
Unis sous
Etats Unis
Ministére
Commerce. Dans cette liste apparaitra
apparaitra le suivant rapMinist6re du Commerce.
port sur chaque station:
L'endroit ou
on il
il est
est situe et son type.
L'endroit
La
direction
de
tons les
radio-phares d'orientation.
d'orientation..
les radio-phares
La direction de tous
Les lettres d'appel.
d'operation en kilocycles.
kilocycles.
La frequence
frequence d'op6ration
Les signaux
sign.aux d'identification
d'identification du poste.
Les
La
et is.
distance par rapport
rapport au champ d'aterrissage
d'aterrissage les
lea
la distance
position et
La position
la hauteur exacte du champ au-desplus
plus proche en indiquant is.
sus du niveau
niveau de la mer.
L'horaire
des irradiations
irradiations t6elphoniques
telephoniques de rapport
rapport m6t6orolometeoroloL'horaire des
gigues
d'avertissements aux aviateurs.
et d'avertissements
giques et
2.—Des cartes
signalees la
is. situation
situation et la port6s
port& de toutes
ou sont signal6es
cartes on
2.-Des
et de radiolea
stations
d'orientation,
meteorologiques
meteorologiques
rapports
de
les stations d'orientation,
phares
indicateurs.
phares indicateurs.
que main3.—Des cartes
du systeme
system° de
communication terrestre quo
de communication
cartes du
3.-Des
"t1eltypewriter", et,
tient le
Commerce au moyen du "teletypewriter",
de Commerce
le Ministere
Ministere de
tient
des stations
de radio-communications
radio-communications entre points fixes.
stations de
des
4.—Des cartes
cartes des routes
routes du service postal aerien federal des Etats
4.-Des
Unis d'Amerique.
ou corresgraphique on
5.—Des
corresinterpretation graphique
tableaux avec leur interpretation
5.-Des tableaux
pondante ou sont signalees
signalees l'aire du service normal et l'aire normale
pondante
d'interference de
chaque type
d'orientation. Ces Tableaux
Tableaux
poste d'orientation.
type de posts
de chaque
d'interference
de
seront bases
Pappreciation des
definitives des signaux
signaux de
des valeurs d6finitives
sur l'appreciation
bases sur
seront
service minimum,
minimum, et
et les
les proportions
et
d'interferences, et
maximum d'interferences,
proportions maximum
service
l'efficacit6 de l'anseront corrigees
corrigee,s en
variations de l'efficacite
les variations
qui concerne lea
en ce
ce qui
seront
kilocycles.
a 400 kilocycles.
tenne d'6mission
d'emission a
frequences depuis 200 a
a toutes les frequences
tenne
6.—Des courbes
courbes d'attenuation
bas6es sur les mesures
d'attenuation qui seront basees
6.-Des
d'orientation et
des station
station actuellement
radio-phares d'orientation
et
existantes des radio-phares
actuellement existantes
des
la
qui signaleront
signaleront le
rondo reflechie avec ht
changement d'intensite de l'onde
le changement
qui
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frequence
maximum et le minimum indiquds
indiques pour
fr6quence et la distance, et le maximum
l'attenuation terrestre, tels qu'ils ont 60
fixes dans des regions du
6t6 fix&s
l'att6nuation
territoire continental
continental des Etats Unis, tres diff6rentes
differentes les unes
mica des
autres.
7.—Des
fonctionnement des divers
d6taillees sur le fonctioruaement
7.-Des specifications
specifications detaillees
types radio-6lectriques
radio-electriques d'aide A
A. l'aviation prepares
pr6pares par le Bureau
d'Aviation des Etats Unis d'Amerique
approuves pour etre applid'Am6rique et approuves
d'Aviation
ques.
qu6s.
Es copia
copia fiel de su
su original
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Lus
Luis R.
R.

MIRANDA
M IRANDA

Subsecretario
Estado.
de Estado.
Subsecretariode

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS
REGULATIONS
CERTAIN GAME
REGULATIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
TO MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS AND
AND CERTAIN
GAME
MAMMALS
M AMMALS 1
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

August 11,
11, 1939
1939

[No.
[No. 2345]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, under authority and
direction of sections 3
Migratory Bird Treaty
3 and 44 of the
the Migratory
Treaty Act
Act of
of
July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), as amended by the act of June 20, 1936,
49 Stat. 1555, the administration
administration of which said act, as amended, was
transferred to said Secretary on July 1, 1939,
1939, pursuant to the ReorReorganization
19-76th Congress),
ganization Act of 1939 (Public No. 19-76th
Congress), has adopted
adopted
and submitted to me regulations
regulations which he has determined
determined to be
suitable regulations permitting
suitable
permitting and governing
governing (1)
(1) the
the hunting, taking,
capture, killing, possession,
purchase, shipment,
transportation,
capture,
possession, sale,
sale, purchase,
shipment, transportation,
carriage, exportation,
exportation, and importation
importation of migratory
migratory birds and parts,
carriage,
nests, and eggs thereof, included
included in the terms of the Convention
Convention between the United States and Great Britain for the protection
protection of migratory
concluded August
between
gratory birds concluded
August 16, 1916,
1916, and the
the Convention between
Mexican States for the protection
protection
the United States and the United Mexican
of migratory
migratory birds and game mammals
mammals concluded
concluded February
February 7,
7, 1936,
and (2) the exportation
exportation and importation to and from Mexico
Mexico of
of game
mammals, parts and
mammals,
and products
products thereof, included in
in the
the aforesaid
aforesaid
Convention
Mexican States,
Convention between
between the
the United
United States and the United Mexican
which
are as
said regulations
regulations are
as follows:
follows:
which said

Preamble.

16 U. 8
S C. §j
H 703703711; Supp. V,
V, §¢
703§§ 703709a709a.
53 Stat.
Stat. 561,
561, 1434.
5
C., Supp.
6 U. S. C.,
V, §§
133-133t.
§j 133-133t.

1702.
39 Stat. 1702.
50 Stat. 1311.

M IGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
REGULATIONS ADOPTED
BY THE
ADOPTED BY
THE
TREATY ACT
ACT REGULATIONS
MIGRATORY
SECRETARY OF
NTERIOR
SECRETARY
OF THE
THE I
INTERIOR
authority and
direction of sections 33and 44of the Migratory
Under authority
and direction
Bird
755), as amended by the act
act
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act
Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
of
49 Stat.
1555, the
the administration
administration of
of which
act
of June
June 20,
20, 1936,
1936, 49
Stat. 1555,
which said
said act
amended was transferred
transferred to the Secretary
Secretary of
1,
of the Interior on July 1,
as amended
1939,
pursuant to
to the
of 1939
1939 (Public
19(Public No.
No. 19Act of
the Reorganization
Reorganization Act
1939, pursuant
76th
L. CHAPMAN
Secretary of the
Acting, Secretary
the
76th Congress),
Congress), I
I,,OSCAR
CHAPMAN Acting,
OSCAR L.
Interior,
zones of temperature
temperature and to the
Interior, having
having due regard to the zones
distribution,
economic value,
breeding habits,
habits, and
and times
times
abundance, economic
value, breeding
distribution, abundance,
and
included in the terms
flight of migratory
migratory birds included
of migratory flight
and lines of
of
the Convention
States and
and Great
Great Britain
for
Britain for
United States
between the
the United
Convention between
of the
the
protection of
of migratory
birds, concluded
concluded August
August 16,
1916, and
and the
16, 1916,
the
migratory birds,
the protection
Convention
the United
Mexican
and the
the United Mexican
States and
United States
between the
Convention between
States for
for the
the protection
of migratory
game mammals,
mammals,
birds and
and game
migratory birds
protection of
States
concluded February
1936, and
and having
having due
regard to
to the
laws of
the
the laws
of the
due regard
February 7,
7, 1936,
concluded
I
This Proclamation
Proclamation affects
affects Parts
Parts 1
of the
Code of
Federal
of Federal
the Code
50 of
of Title
Title 50
1 and
and 22 of
I This
Regulations.
Regulations.
2615
193470*-41—PT.
193470--41-PT.

I--8

Migratory Bird
Migratory
Treaty Act
Act RegulaRegulaTreaty
tions.
S. C. if
16 U. S.
1 703703711; Supp. V, if
§I 703703709a.
709a.
561, 1434.
1434.
53 Stat. 561,
S. C.,
55 U. S.
C., Supp.
V, if
§§ 133-133t.
Post, pp. 2661,
2661, 2729.
Post,

39 Stat. 1702.

1311.
50 Stat. 1311.
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United Mexican
Mexican States
States relating
the exportation
exportation and
and importation
importation of
of
United
relating to
to the
game mammals,
mammals, and
and parts
and products
included in
in the
the terms
terms
game
parts and
products thereof,
thereof, included
of the
Convention between
the United
United States
States and
and the
the United
of
the said
said Convention
between the
United
Mexican States
and to
to the
laws of
the States
and Territories
and of
of
Mexican
States and
the laws
of the
States and
Territories and
the District
of Columbia
into which
which such
such mammals,
parts,
the
District of
Columbia from
from and
and into
mammals, parts,
and
products thereof,
may be
proposed to
to be
be exported
exported or
and products
thereof, may
be proposed
or imported,
imported,
and to
to the
the laws
United States
forbidding importation
importation of
of certain
certain
and
laws of
of the
the United
States forbidding
live
to the
of agriculture
agriculture and
and horticullive mammals
mammals injurious
injurious to
the interests
interests of
horticulextent, and
and by
by what
what means
means it
is
ture, have
have determined
determined when,
when, to
to what
what extent,
it is
compatible with the terms
compatible
and act
act to
to allow
allow the
the
terms of
of said
said conventions
conventions and
hunting, taking, capture,
killing, possession,
capture, killing,
possession, sale,
sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
shipment,
transportation, carriage, exportation,
transportation,
exportation, and
importation of
of such
birds
and importation
such birds
and their
and parts thereof and
nests and
and eggs,
eggs and
the exportation
exportation and
and
their nests
and the
importation
of such
mammals to
to and
and from
Mexico, and,
in accordance
accordance
importation of
such mammals
from Mexico,
and, in
with such determinations,
determinations, do
adopt the
the following
regulations
do hereby
hereby adopt
following regulations
as suitable
suitable regulations
regulations permitting
and governing
the hunting,
permitting and
governing the
hunting, taking,
capture,
capture, killing, possession,
sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
shipment, transportation,
transportation,
possession, sale,
carriage, exportation, and
carriage,
importation of
of said
said migratory
migratory birds
birds and
and
and importation
parts, nests, and eggs thereof, and
exportation and
and importation
importation of
of
and the exportation
game mammals and parts
parts and products
to and
and from
from Mexico:
Mexico:
products thereof
thereof to

Regulation
Regulation 1.-DEFINITIONS
1.—DEFINITIONS OF
OF

M
IGRATORY
MIGRATORY
MAMMALS
M AMMALS

"Migrator

y brds.'Z

"Migratory biros.71

BIRDS
BIRDS

AND
AND

GAME
GAME

Migratory
birds included
Migratory birds.-Migratory
birds.—Migratory birds
included in
in the
terms of
of the
the terms
the

conventions
conventions between the United
and Great
Britain for
United States
States and
Great Britain
for the
the
protection of migratory
birds and
and between
the United
United States
States and
and
migratory birds
between the
the United Mexican
Mexican States for the protection
protection of
birds and
and
of migratory
migratory birds
39
39 Stat.
Stat. 1702; 50 game mammals, concluded,
concluded, respectively,
respectively, August
August 16,
16, 1916,
1916, and
and FebFeb1311.
Stat. 1311.
ruary 7,
7, 1936,
1936, are
as follows:
follows:
ruary
are as
Game bird
is.
1. Game birds:
Game
birds.
birds:
(a) Anatidae,
Anatidae, or waterfowl,
waterfowl, including brant,
wild ducks,
ducks, geese,
geese,
brant, wild
and
and swans.
swans.
(b) Gruidae, or cranes,
cranes, including little brown,
brown, sandhill,
and whoopwhoopsandhill, and
ing cranes.
cranes.
(c) Rallidae,
including coots,
gallinules, and sora and other
rac)
Rallidae, or
or rails,
rails, including
coots, gallinules,
50

and sora and other

(d) Limicolae (Charadrii),
or shore
shore birds,
avocets, curcur(Charadrii), or
birds, including
including avocets,
lews
godwits, knots,
oyster-ca t
chers ,
ph al
aropes, p
l
overs,
lews, dowitchers,
dowitchers, godwits,
knots, oyster-catchers,
phalaropes,
plovers,
sandpipers, snipe, stilts, surf
sandpipers,
turnstones, willet,
willet, woodcock,
woodcock, and
surf birds,
birds, turnstones,
and
yellowlegs.
yellowlegs.
(e) Columbidae,
Columbidae, or pigeons, including
doves and
and wild
wild pigeons.
pigeons.
including doves
Nongame
birds.
2.
Insectivorous and
Nongame birds.
2. Insectivorous
and other
other riongame
birds:
nongame birds:
Cuckoos, flickers and other woodpeckers;
nighthawks, or
or bullbats,
Cuckoos,
woodpeckers; nighthawks,
bullbats,
chuck-will's-widow poorwills,
whippoorwills; swifts; hummingchuck-will's-widow,
poorwills, and whippoorwills;
birds; kingbirds,
kingbirds, phoebes,
phoebes, and other
other flycatchers;
flycatchers; horned
horned larks;
larks; bobobobolinks, cowbirds, blackbirds,
grackles, meadowlarks,
blackbirds, grackles,
meadowlarks, and
and orioles;
orioles;
grosbeaks, finches, sparrows, and
and buntings;
buntings; tanagers;
tanagers; martins and
and
other swallows; waxwings;
other
waxwings; phainopeplas;
phainopeplas; shrikes; vireos; warblers;
warblers;
pipits; catbirds, mockingbirds,
mockingbirds, and thrashers;
thrashers; wrens; brown creepers;
creepers;
nuthatches; chickadees and titmice;
titmice; kinglets
nuthatches;
kinglets and
and gnatcatchers;
gnatcatchers; robins
robins
and other thrushes;
thrushes; all other perching
perching birds
birds which
which feed
feed entirely
entirely or
or
chiefly on insects; and auks, anklets,
auklets, bitterns, fulmars, gannets,
gannets,
grebes, guillemots,
guillemots, gulls,
grebes,
gulls, herons, jaegers, loons, murres, petrels,
petrels,
shearwaters, and
and terns.
puffins,
shearwaters,
terns.
mma
S
"Game ma
la"
Game mammoals.-Game
the terms
mammals.—Game mammals
mammals under the
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid
terms of
convention
between the United
convention between
United States and the United Mexican States
include:
Antelope, mountain sheep,
sheep, deer, bears, peccaries,
rabbits,
Antelope,
peccaries, squirrels, rabbits,
and hares.
"aame malmnalq"

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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Regulation
2.— DEFINITION OF
OF TERMS
TERMS
Regulation 2.-DEFINITION
For the
purposes of these regulations,
regulations, the following terms shall be
the purposes
For
includeconstrued,
respectively, to mean and to include—
construed, respectively,
Secretary.—Secretary
Interior of the United States.
Secretary.-Secretary of the Interior
Biological Survey,
Chief of
of Bureau.—Chief,
Survey, United
United
Bureau of Biological
Bureau.-Chief, Bureau
Chief
States Department
Department of the Interior.
States
partnership, or corporation,
Person.—Individual,
club, association,
corporation,
association, partnership,
Person.-Individual, club,
any
or all, as
requires.
context requires.
as the context
one or
any one
attempt to hunt, kill, or capture.
Take.—Hunt, kill,
capture.
capture, or attempt
or capture,
kill, or
Take.-Hunt,
Open
season.—Time
during
which
migratory game birds may
may
which
during
Open season.-Time
be taken.
Transport.—Ship, carry,
export, import,
import, and receive or deliver for
for
carry, export,
Transport.-Ship,
shipment,
conveyance, carriage,
carriage, exportation,
exportation, or importation.
shipment, conveyance,

2729.
Post, p. 2729.

"Secretary."
"Secretary."
"Chief of Bureau."
"Chief
"Person."
"Person."
"Take."
"Take."
"Open season."
season."
"Open
"Transport."
"Transport."

Regulation 3.—M
EANS BY
BY W
HICH MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS MAY
M AY
WHICH
3.-MEANS
Regulation

TAKEN
BE
BE TAKEN

which
by which
Means by
The migratory
game birds
open seasons
seasons are specified
specified in migratory
birds on which open
migratory game
The
migratory game
game birds
may
taken.
be
taken.
may
respective
such
during
regulation 4
4 of
of these
these regulations
regulations may be taken
respective
regulation
open
larger than
open seasons with bow and arrow or with aa shotgun not larger
To.-10 gage
fired from
the shoulder,
shoulder, except as permitted
permitted by regularegulafrom the
gage fired
No.-10
tions 7,
7, 8,
9, and
and 10
regulations, but they shall not be taken
of these regulations,
10 of
8, 9,
tions
with
or by
means of
of any
any automatic-loading
hand-operated repeating
automatic-loading or hand-operated
by means
with or
shotgun
of holding
than three
three shells, the magazine
magazine of
of
holding more than
capable of
shotgun capable
one-piece metal
a one-piece
which
been cut
cut off
off or plugged
metal or wooden
wooden
plugged with a
not been
has not
which has
filler incapable
incapable of
of removal
removal through
loading end thereof so as to
the loading
through the
filler
than
more
not
to
gun
said
reduce
the
capacity
of
than three shells at one
one
reduce the capacity
tune
the magazine
taken
chamber combined; they may be taken
and chamber
magazine and
in the
time in
during
season from
land or
with the
the aid of aadog, and
water, with
or water,
from land
open season
the open
during the
(battery), powerfrom
blind, boat,
boat, or
or floating
except sinkbox (battery),
craft except
floating craft
a blind,
from a
boat,
sail, and
any craft
craft or
device of any
or device
and any
under sail,
boat under
any boat
sailboat, any
boat, sailboat,
permit
herein
kind
towed
by
powerboat
or
sailboat;
but
nothing
herein
shall permit
nothing
but
sailboat;
or
powerboat
by
kind towed
the
taking of
of migratory
migratory game
game birds
by means,
means, aid, or use of
of
or by
from or
birds from
the taking
any
an
automobile
aircraft
of
kind.
aircraft
or
an automobile
Waterfowl
propagating, scientific,
purposes
scientific, or banding purposes
for propagating,
(except for
Waterfowl (except
regula8 and 99of these
under
permit
issued
pursuant
regulations
8
these replaregulations
to
pursuant
under permit issued
tions)
and mourning
doves and
and white-winged
white-winged doves are not permitted
permitted
mourning doves
tions) and
indirectly, of corn, wheat,
to be
be taken
taken by
use, directly or indirectly,
aid, or use,
means, aid,
by means,
to
any kind
oats,
or
other
grain
or
product
thereof,
or
kmd of feed
feed whatsalt,
thereof,
product
or
grain
other
or
oats,
soever, placed,
distributed, scattered,
out
scattered, or otherwise put out
deposited, distributed,
placed, deposited,
soever,
enticed, reattracted, or enticed,
whereby
such waterfowl
waterfowl or
lured, attracted,
are lured,
doves are
or doves
whereby such
gardless of
of the
the distance
intervening between
between any
any such grain, salt, or
distance intervening
gardless
feed and
and the
the taker,
but it
it is
intended to
forbid the
to forbid
not intended
is not
taker, but
of the
position of
the position
feed
taking of
of such
such birds
birds attracted
attracted by
growing or
standing crops of grain
grain
or standing
by growing
taking
or by
by harvested
grainfields so
are not
manipulated
not manipulated
crops are
such crops
as such
long as
so long
harvested grainfields
or
or such
fields have
not been
harvested by
by man
man or
agencies so
s9 as
as to
to
his agencies
or his
been harvested
have not
such fields
or
cause
such grain
grain to
be placed,
deposited, scattered,
or otherwise
otherwise put
put
scattered, or
placed, deposited,
to be
cause such
out
as aforesaid;
aforesaid; and
in the
taking of
directly or
waterfowl, the use, directly
of waterfowl,
the taking
and in
out,? as
indirectly,
of live
live duck
or goose
goose decoys
decoys is
is not
not permitted,
permitted, regardless
regardless of
duck or
indirectly, of
the distance
distance intervening
between any
any such
decoys and
and the position
live decoys
such live
intervening between
the
to
of the
taker; nor
nor shall
these regulations
be deemed to
regulations be
in these
anything in
shall anything
the taker;
of
permit the
of aircraft
any kind,
kind, or
powerboat, sailboat,
or
sailboat, or
of aapowerboat,
or of
of any
aircraft of
use of
the use
permit
other floatihig.
craft or
of any
any kind,
purpose of concenthe purpose
kind, for the
device of
or device
floating craft
other
trating, driving,
driving, rallying,
stirring up
waterfowl and
and coots.
coots. .
up waterfowl
or stirring
rallying, or
trating,
Federal migratoryA
person
over
16
years
of
age
is
not
permitted
to
take
migratory
bird huntingstamp.
hunting stamp.
migratory bird
take
to
permitted
not
is
A person over 16 years of age
over 16
Persons
16
Persons
waterfowl
unless
at
the
time
of
such
taking
he
has
on
his
person
an
waterfowl unless at the time of such taking he has on his person
years of age.
age.
years
unexpired
Federal
migratory--bird
hunting
stamp,
validated
his
his
by
validated
stamp,
hunting
unexpired Federal migratory-bird
Person.'
over 16
16
Persons not over
signature written
across the
the face
face thereof
thereof in
in ink.
ink. Persons
16 years
not over 16
Persons not
years of
of age.
age.
written across
signature
years of
of age
take migratory
waterfowl without
without such
such
migratory waterfowl
to take
permitted to
are permitted
age are
years
stamp.
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Open seasons on and
and
possession
certain
possession of certain
migratory game birds.
birds.

Reservations
Reservations
sanctuaries.

or
or

16 U.
715-U. 8.. C. 54 715715r;
715d715r; &app.
Bnpp. V.
V. U
§ 715d1-715s.
1-715s.

Waterfowl, Wilson's
Waterfowl,
Wilson's
snipe
or jacksnipe,
nipe or
acksnipe,
and coot.
coot.

Proviso.
Scoters.

[54 STAT.

Regulation 4.—OPEN
EASONS ON
ESSION OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN
Regulation
4.-OPEN S
SEASONS
ON AND
AND Poss
POSSESSION

M
IGRATORY GAME
MIGRATORY
GAME BIRDS
BIRDS

Waterfowl
(except snow
snow geese
geese and
in States
States bordering
on the
the
Waterfowl (except
and brants
brants in
bordering on
Atlantic Ocean,
Ocean, Ross'
Ross' geese,
geese, wood
and swans),
swans), and
and coots,
coots, may
Atlantic
wood ducks,
ducks, and
may
be taken
day from
m., and
and gallinules
be
taken each
each day
from 7
7 a.
a. m.
m. to
to 44 p.
p. m.,
and rails
rails and
gallinules
(other than
coots), Wilson's
Wilson's snipes
snipes or
jacksnipes, woodcocks,
woodcocks, mourning
mourning
(other
than coots),
or jacksnipes,
doves,
and band-tailed
band-tailed pigeons
from 7
m. to
to
doves, white-winged
white-winged doves,
doves, and
pigeons from
7 a.
a. m.
sunset
each day
day during
the open
seasons prescribed
prescribed therefor
in this
this
sunset each
during the
open seasons
therefor in
regulation, and
and they
be taken
taken by
by the
the means
and in
the numbers
numbers
regulation,
they may
may be
means and
in the
permitted by
by regulations
regulations 33 and
of these
respectively,
permitted
and 5
5 of
these regulations,
regulations, respectively,
and when
be possessed
in the
the numbers
numbers permitted
and
when so
so taken
taken may
may be
possessed in
permitted by
by
regulation 5
5 any
any day
day in
in any
any State
or Territory
Territory or
in the
the District
District of
regulation
State or
or in
of
Columbia
Columbia during
period constituting
constituting the
the open
open season
season where
where taken
during the
the period
taken
and for an additional
additional period
next succeeding
said open
open
period of 10 days next
succeeding said
season, but
such bird
shall be
be possessed
possessed in
or
season,
but no
no such
bird shall
in aaState
State or
or Territory
Territory or
in the
District of
of Columbia
at a
atime
such State,
State, Territory,
or
in
the District
Columbia at
time when
when such
Territory, or
District prohibits the possession
thereof. Nothing
Nothing herein
shall be
possession thereof.
herein shall
be
deemed to permit
permit the taking of
migratory birds
on any
any reservation
or
of migratory
birds on
reservation or
established under the Migratory
sanctuary established
Migratory Bird
Conservation Act
Act of
of
Bird Conservation
February
February 18,
on any
of the
the United
United
18, 1929 (45
(45 Stat. 1222),
1222), nor
nor on
any area
area of
States set aside under any other
other law,
or Executive
Executive order
law, proclamation,
proclamation, or
order
for use
game, or
or other
reservation, breeding
breeding ground,
use as a
a bird,
bird, game,
other wildlife
wildlife reservation,
ground,
or
insofar as
may be
be permitted
permitted by
by the
the Secretary
of the
or refuge except insofar
as may
Secretary of
the
Interior
law, nor
nor on
on any
adjacent to
to any
any such
such
Interior under existing law,
any area
area adjacent
refuge
designated as
refuge when such area is designated
area under
under the
the Migraas aaclosed
closed area
Migratory
Bird Treaty
Act.
tory Bird
Treaty Act.
Waterfowl, Wilson's
or jacksnipe,
coot.—The open
open seaseaWaterfowl,
Wilson's snipe
snipe or
jacksnipe, and
and coot.-The
sons on waterfowl
waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in
in States bordering
bordering
Ocean, Ross'
goose wood
and swans),
Wilson's
on the
the Atlantic
Atlantic Ocean,
Ross' goose,
wood duck,
duck, and
swans), Wilson's
snipe or jacksnipe, and
the several
several States
States and
and Alaska,
Alaska, shall
and coot, in
in the
shall
be as follows, both
both dates inclusive:
inclusive:
In Maine, Michigan,
Hampshire, North
North Dakota,
Dakota,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Minnesota, New
New Hampshire,
Vermont, and
and Wisconsin,
October 1
1to
November 14.
14.
Vermont
Wisconsin, October
to November
In California, Colorado,
Delaware, Idaho,
Idaho, Illinois
Colorado, Connecticut,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Illinois
(except
(except coot in
as hereinafter
hereinafter provided
Indiana,
in certain
certain counties
counties as
provided for),
for), Indiana,
Massachusetts, Missouri,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Massachusetts,
Missouri Montana,
Montana, NeNeNevada, New
braska, Nevada,
Jersey, New
York, incl
uding Long
Island, Ohio,
Ohio,
New Jersey,
New York,
including
Long Island,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Utah,
Utah,
Washington, West
Wyoming, October
Washington,
West Virginia,
Virginia, and Wyoming,
October 22
22 to
to December
December 5.
5.
Arkansas,' Florida,
In Alabama,
Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas
Georgia, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Florida, Georgia,
Maryland, Mississippi,
Mexico, North
Mississippi New Mexico,
North Carolina,
Carolina, South Carolina,
Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, and
Virginia, November
Tennessee,
and Virginia,
November 15 to December
December 29.
29.
In
In southeastern Alaska
Alaska from the 141st
141st Meridian
Meridian south
south to
to Dixon
Dixon
Entrance October
October 1
November 15;
15 ;in
i
n Al
as ka south
sou th and
an d wes
of
Entrance,
1 to
to November
Alaska
westtof
Naknek Lake and the Katmai
the Naknek River
River and Naknek
Katmai National
National MonMonument
westernmost boundary
boundary of the Aleutian
ument to the westernmost
Aleutian Islands and east
east
of this area to the 150th Meridian,
Meridian, November
to December
December 30;
30;
November 16
16 to
and in the remainder of Alaska,
September 11to October 15: Provided,
Alaska, September
Provided,
That scoters,
coots,zmay
scoters, locally known as sea coots
in_ay be taken
taken in open coastal
coastal
waters
beyond outer h
harbor
waters only, beyond
arbor li
nes m
m Maine
Maine and
and New
New Hampshire
Hampshire
lines,
from September
September 15 to September
September 30,
30, and in Connecticut,
Connecticut, MassaMassachusetts,
September 15
chusetts, and Rhode
Rhode Island, from September
15 to
to October
October 14,
14, and
and
thereafter from land or water
thereafter
water during
during the
the open
open seasons
seasons for
for other
other waterwaterfowl
in these
these States.
States.
fowl in
In Illinois, the season
season on coot in Rock Island,
Island, Whiteside,
Lee, De
De
Whiteside, Lee,

Kalb, Kane,
Sane, Du Page, and Cook
Cook Counties,
Counties, and all counties north
north
thereof, shall be October 1
thereof,
December 5.
1 to December
5.
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Rails
and gallinules
gallinules (except
(except coot).—The
open season
on rails
rails and
and Rais
Rails and
gallinules
and gamlnules
season on
coot).-The open
Rails and
(exceptcoot)
30,
gallinules
(except
coot)
shall
be
from
September
1
November
(except
coot).
to
1
September
from
be
shall
coot)
gallinules (except
both
dates inclusive,
inclusive, except
except as follows:
both dates
Alabama, November
November 20 to January
January 31.
31.
Alabama,
January 31.
1 to January
Louisiana,
November 1
Louisiana, November
Washington,
Massachusetts, New
York including Long Island, and Washington,
New York
Massachusetts,
5.
October
22
to
December
October 22 to December
Wisconsin, October
November 14.
1 to November
October 1
Wisconsin,
District
of Columbia,
Columbia, no open season.
District of
Woodcock.—The open
seasons on
woodcock shall be as follows, Woodcock.
Woodcock.
on woodcock
open seasons
Woodcock.-The
both dates inclusive:
both
That part
part of
of New
New York
York lying
lying north of the tracks of the main line
That
of
Buffalo to Albany
Albany
extending from Buffalo
Railroad extending
Central Railroad
York Central
New York
the New
of the
& Albany
Boston
the
of
and north
north of
of the
the tracks
of the
Albany
main line
the main
tracks of
and
Massachusetts State line, and
Railroad extending
extending from
from Albany
Albany to the Massachusetts
Railroad
in Maine,
Maine, Michigan,
Hampshire, North
North Dakota,
Minnesota, New Hampshire,
Michigan, Minnesota,
in
October
to
1
Pennsylvania,
Vermont,
and
Wisconsin,
October
1
October 31.
Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, Vermont, and
described
above
line
the
That
part
of
New
York
of
described and
south
lying
York
New
of
part
That
Virginia,
West
in Indiana,
Iowa, New
Jersey, Ohio, and
Virginia, October
October 15
New Jersey,
Indiana, Iowa,
in
14.
to
November
to November
That part
of New
New York
York known
known as
November 1
1 to
to
Long Island, November
as Long
part of
That
November 30.
November
Virginia,
Arkansas,
Delaware, Kentucky,
Kentucky, Maryland,
Maryland, Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, and Virginia,
Arkansas, Delaware,
November 15
15 to
December 15.
to December
November
Connecticut, and
and Rhode
Island, October
October 21
21 to
November 20.
to November
Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
1 to January
Louisiana,
January 1
January 31.
Louisiana, January
November 19.
Massachusetts, October
October 20 to November
Massachusetts,
Missouri, November
10 to
December 10.
to December
November 10
Missouri,
Moumingdov-.
Mourning dove.—The
open seasons
on mourning
mourning dove
dove shall
shall be as Mourning
dove.
seasons on
dove.-The open
Mourning
follows,
both
dates
inclusive:
inclusive:
dates
both
follows,
Alabama, north
of United
80, September
September 15
15
No. 80,
Highway No.
States Highway
United States
north of
Alabama,
highway,
said
to
October
14
and
December
20
to
January
31;
of
south
31;
January
to
20
December
to October 14 and
31.
November
to January
January31.
20 to
November 20
Georgia, in
Merriwether, Pike,
Lamar, Monroe, Jones, Baldwin,
Pike, Lamar,
Troup, Merriwether,
in Troup,
Georgia,
Washington,
Burke Counties,
Counties, and all counties
counties north
and Burke
Jefferson, and
Washington, Jefferson,
January 31;
to January
20
December
thereof,
September
15
to
October
14
December
and
14
thereof, September 15 to October
31.
January
to
20
in
remainder
of
State,
November
January
31.
November
State,
of
remainder
in
Mississippi, north
of United
United States
States Highway No.
No. 80, September
September 15
north of
Mississippi,
of said highsouth
to
October
14
and
November
30
to
January
11;
January
to
30
November
and
to October 14
way,
October 15
December 31.
to December
15 to
way, October
South Carolina,
Pickens, and
and Greenville
Greenville Counties,
Oconee, Pickens,
in Oconee,
Carolina, in
South
October 1
to October
December 20 to January
January 31; in EdgeEdgeand December
October 31 and
1 to
October
field,
McCormick, Greenwood,
Anderson Laurens,
SparLaurens, SparAbbeville, Anderson,
Greenwood, Abbeville,
field, McCormick,
Counties,
and
Chester,
tanburg,
Cherokee,
Union,
Fairfield
,
Che
s
t
er,
York
Counties,
Fairfield,
Union,
Cherokee,
tanburg,
September
30 and
to January
January 31; in
20 to
December 20
and December
September 30
to September
September 11 to
31.
remainder
of
State,
November
20
to
January
31.
January
to
20
November
remainder of State,
Arizona, California,
Idaho, Kansas,
Minnesota, Missouri,
Missouri, Nevada,
Nevada,
Kansas, Minnesota,
Arizona, California, Idaho,
to
11 to
September
New
Mexico,
Oklahoma,
Tennessee,
and
Virginia,
September
Virginia,
and
Tennessee,
New Mexico, Oklahoma,
November
15.
15.
November
Arkansas, and
and Delaware,
November 30.
September 15 to November
Delaware, September
Arkansas,
Florida
(except
in
Dade,
Broward,
and
Monroe
Counties),
NovemCounties), NovemMonroe
and
Broward,
Dade,
in
Florida (except
ber 20
to
January 31.
to January
20
ber
That part of Florida
comprising Dade,
Dade, Broward,
Monroe
and Monroe
Broward, and
That part of Florida comprising
Counties,
November 15.
to November
1 to
October 1
Counties, October
Illinois
September 30
30..
to September
1 to
September 1
Illinois, September
Kentucky,
September
1
to
October
31.
October
to
1
September
Kentucky,
Louisiana, October
October 15
15 to
December 31.
31.
to December
Louisiana,
Maryland, September
30 and
November 15
15 to
and November
September30
to September
1 to
September 1

Maryland,

December 31.
December
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White-winged dove.
dove.
White-winged

Band-tailed pigeon.
pigeon.
Band-tailed

[54 STAT.

North
Carolina, September
September 1
1 to
to September
September 30
30 and
North Carolina,
and December
December 20
20
to January
January 31.
to
31.
Texas,
Yoakum, Terry,
Terry, Lynn,
Garza, Kent,
Stonewall, Haskell,
Haskell,
Texas, in
in Yoakum,
Lynn, Garza,
Kent, Stonewall,
Throckmorton,
Young, Jack,
Jack, Wise,
Wise, Denton,
Denton, Collin,
and Hunt
Hunt
Collin, and
Throckmorton, Young,
Counties,
counties north
thereof, and
and in
in Parker,
Parker, Tarrant,
Tarran t,
Counties, and
and all
all counties
north thereof,
Dallas,
Kaufman, Johnson,
Johnson, Hopkins,
Hopkins, Delta,
Delta, Franklin,
Franklin,
Dallas, Rockwall,
Rockwall, Kaufman,
and
Ellis Counties,
Counties, September
October 31;
31; in
in remainder
remainder of
State,
September 1
1 to
to October
of State,
and Ellis
September 15
15 to
to November
15.
November 15.
September
White-winged dove.-The
dove.—The open
open seasons
on white-winged
white-winged dove
dove shall
shall
seasons on
White-winged
be as
follows, both
inclusive:
both dates
dates inclusive:
be
as follows,
Arizona, August
to September
15.
1 to
September 15.
Arizona,
August 1
Texas, in
in Yoakum,
Terry, Lynn,
Lynn, Garza,
Garza, Kent,
Kent, Stonewall,
Stonewall, Haskell,
Haskell,
Texas,
Yoakum, Terry,
Throckmorton, Young,
Young, Jack,
Denton, Collin,
Collin, and
and Hunt
Hunt
Jack, Wise,
Wise, Denton,
Throckmorton,
Counties,
counties north
north thereof,
thereof, and
and in
in Parker,
Counties, and
and all
all counties
Parker, Tarrant,
Tarrant,
Dallas, Rockwall,
Rockwall, Kaufman,
Kaufman, Johnson,
Johnson, Hopkins,
Hopkins, Delta,
Delta, and Franklin
Dallas,
Counties,
September 1
1 to
remainder of
of State,
State, SepSepto October
October 31;
31; in
in remainder
Counties, September
tember
November 15.
15.
tember 15
15 to November
Band-tailed pigeon.—The
seasons on
on band-tailed
band-tailed pigeon
shall
open seasons
pigeon shall
Band-tailed
pigeon.-The open
be as
inclusive:
as follows, both
both dates inclusive:
be
Arizona, and
and New
Mexico, October
October 1
to October
15.
1 to
October 15.
Arizona,
New Mexico,
California,
December 1
1to
December 15.
15.
to December
California, December
Oregon,
September 15.
1 to
to September
15.
Oregon, September
September 1
Washington, September
September 30.
September 16 to
to September
Washington,

Regulation
LIMITS ON
ON CERTAIN
Regulation 5.-DAILY
5.—DAILY BAG AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION LIMITS
CERTAIN

Post,
2732.
Po, p.
p. 2732.

MIGRATORY
M
IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
BIRDS

Daily bag and

session limits.
saolimits.

pos-

Ducks.
Ducks.

oeese and

Geese and brant.

A
in any one day during the open seasons
A person may take in
seasons pre4 of these regulations not to exceed the
scribed
scribed therefor in regulation 4

following numbers of
migratory game birds,
birds, which numbers shall
following
of migratory
include all birds taken
other person
person who for hire accompanies
accompanies
include
taken by any other
or assists him in taking
*birds; and when
when so taken these may be
taking such birds;
possessed in
specified as follows:
possessed
in the
the numbers
numbers specified
follows:
Ducks (except
(except wood duck).-Ten
duck).—Ten in the aggregate
aggregate of all kinds, of
which not more than 3
one, or more than 33in the aggregate,
aggregate,
3 of any one,
may
species—canvasback, redhead,
redhead, bufflehead,
may be
be of the following
following species-canvasback,
bufflehead,
and
possess not
not
and ruddy
ruddy duck;
duck; and
and any person
person at any one time may possess
more than 20 ducks in the aggregate
aggregate of all kinds, of which not more
than 6
more than
than 66 in
in the
the aggregate,
aggregate, may
may be
be of
the
than
6 of
of any
any.one,
one, or
or more
of the
redhead, bufflehead,
following species-canvasback,
species—canvasback, redhead,
bufflehead, and ruddy duck.

Geese and brant (except snow geese
geese and
and brant in
in States
States bordering
bordering

on the Atlantic Ocean, and Ross'
goose).-Four in the aggregate
Ross' goose).—Four
aggregate of
of
all kinds, and any person
person at any one time may
may possess not more than
8
kinds.
8 in
in the
the aggregate of all kinds.
Rails and
and gallinnles.
Rails
gallinules.
Rails and
and gallinules
gallinules (except
Rails
(except sora
sora and
and coot).-Fifteen
coot).—Fif teen in the aggregate of all kinds, and any person at any one time may
may possess not
not
more than 15 in the aggregate
aggregate of all kinds.
a
Sera
soe
Sora.-Fifteen, and any
Sora.—Fifteen,
any person at any one time may
may possess not
more
more than
than 15.
15.
Coot.
coot.
Coot.-Twenty-five,
Coot.—Twenty-five, and any
any person at any one time may possess
not more
more than 25.
Wilson's
snipe or
or
Wilson's snipe
Wilson's
Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe.-Fifteen,
jacksnipe.—Fifteen, and any person at any one
jacksnipe.
jsnipe.

Woodcock.
Woodcock.

time may
possess not
not more
15.
time
may possess
more than
than 15.
Woodcock.-Four, and
and any
any person
person at any one time may possess
Woodcock.—Four,

not more
8.
not
more than
than 8.
Mourning
Mourning dove and white-winged dove.-Fifteen
dove.—Fifteen in the aggregate
e-ed
dove
of both kinds, and any
any person at any one time may possess
possess not more
than 15 in the aggregate of both
both kinds.
Band-tailed pigeon.
pigeon.
Bend-taled
Band-tailed pigeon.—Ten,
pigeon.-Ten, and
any one
one time
time may
Band-tailed
and any
any person
person at any
may
possess
possess not more than 10.

Mourning dove
dove and
and
Moing
white-winged dove.
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The
ore prescribed
to
prescribed shall apply as well to
hereinbefore
limits hereinbef
possession limits
The possession
ducks,
geese, brants,
including coots
coots and
gallinules, Wilson's
Wilson's
and gallinules,
rails, including
brants, rails,
ducks, geese,
white-winged doves,
snipes
jacksnipes, woodcocks,
woodcocks, mourning
mourning doves, white-winged
or jacksnipes,
snipes or
and
band-tailed pigeons
pigeons taken
Mexico, or other foreign
foreign
in Canada, Mexico,
taken in
and band-tailed
country
brought into
taken in the
States, as to those taken
United States,
the United
into the
and brought
country and
United States.

to
Limits applicable
Limits
applicable to
certain birds brought
c
in
er
to
t
lU. S.
rds brought
into

Regulation 6.—
SHIPMENT, TRANSPORTATION,
POSSESSION OF
OF
AND POSSESSION
TRANSPORTATION, AND
6.-SHIPMENT,
Regulation

Post, p.
p. 2733.
2733.
Post,

CERTAIN M
IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
BIRDS
MIGRATORY
CERTAIN

Migratory
game birds
birds of
of a
a species
on which
which open
open seasons
seasons are pre- Shipment,
Shipment, transpor
transporspecies on
Migratory game
taon,posion.
taken,
scribed
by
regulation
4
of
these
regulations
'
legally
taken
and
parts
tation, and possAssi
regulations,
these
of
4
regulation
by
scribed
thereof, may
may be
in or out of the State where taken during
transported in
be transported
thereof,
the
respective
open
seasons
in
when legally taken in
in that State, and when
seasons
the respective open
and
from Canada
Canada or
or Mexico,
from Mexico are accomaccomMexico, and if from
exported from
and exported
transported into the
panied
by a
Mexican export
may be transported
permit, may
export permit,
a Mexican
panied by
or
United
States during
during the open season
season in the Province, State, or
United States
District where
where killed,
not more than
than the number thereof
thereof perbut not
killed, but
District
person
mitted
by regulation
regulation 5
5of
these regulations
regulations to be taken by one person
of these
mitted by
in
in 2
in the
the case
ducks, geese, brants,
brants, and woodwoodof ducks,
case of
days in
2 days
or m
day, or
in 11day,
cocks shall
be transported
any one person
person in 1
1calendar
calendar week out
out
by any
transported by
shall be
cocks
United
into
Mexico
Canada
of
the
State
where
taken
from
Canada
or
Mexico
the
United
from
or
taken
where
State
of the
States;
such birds
parts thereof
transit during the open
open
thereof in transit
or parts
birds or
any such
States; any
immediately
time immediately
additional
season
may
continue
in
such
additional
transit
in
season may continue
to
succeeding
such open
open season,.
exceed 55 days, necessary
necessary to
season, not to exceed
succeeding such
any
in
be
and
deliver
the
same
to
their
destination,
may
possessed
deliver the same to their destination,
State, Territory,
or District
during the
the period
period constituting the open
District during
Territory, or
State,
season where
for an
an additional
period of 10 days next
additional period
and for
taken, and
where taken,
season
succeeding
said
open
season;
and
any
package
in which such birds
birds or
package
any
and
season;
open
said
succeeding
parts
thereof are
have the
name and address of the
the name
shall have
transported shall
are transported
parts thereof
statement of the numshipper
and of
of the
the consignee
accurate statement
consignee and an accurate
shipper and
bers and
and kinds
kinds of
of birds
or parts
parts thereof
thereof contained
and
contained therein clearly and
birds or
bers
conspicuously marked
marked on
on the
outside thereof; but no such birds or
the outside
conspicuously
parts thereof
shall be
transported from
from any
any State
State or Territory or the
be transported
thereof shall
parts
District of
to or
through another
Temtory or
another State or Territory
or through
Columbia to
of Columbia
District
contrary
the
District
of
Columbia
or
to
or
through
Canada
Mexico
Mexico
or
Canada
through
or
to
or
the District of Columbia
to the
the laws
laws of
of the
the State
State or
or Territory
Columbia in
or the District of Columbia
Territory or
to
which
were taken
they are transported;
transported; nor shall
which they
from which
or from
taken or
they were
which they
into any State or
any
such
birds
or
parts
thereof
transported
or
transported
be
thereof
parts
or
birds
such
any
another State or Territory
Territory or
or the
Territory
from another
Columbia from
of Columbia
District of
the District
Territory
or
District of
of Columbia,
Columbia, or
or from
Canada or
Mexico, or from any
or Mexico,
from Canada
or District
State
or Territory
Territory or
the District
of Columbia
Columbia into any Province
Province of
District of
or the
State or
when
the
Dominion
of
Canada
or
into
Mexico
a
any such
such
time
a
at
Mexico
into
or
Canada
the Dominion of
State, Territory,
Province, or
or Mexico,
Mexico, into which they
or Province,
District, or
Territory, District,
State,
are
transported, prohibits
transportation thereof.
or transportation
possession or
the possession
prohibits the
are transported,
Migratory game
game birds
birds imported
countries other
other than
than Canada
Canada ,trIpohrfrtha,
imi=rf
t
rh
czegin
C.a.
from countries
imported from
Migratory
Mexico.
and
and
Mexico.—Migratougame
birds
of
a
species
on
which
open
seasons
ads
and
Mexico.
ada
seasons
open
which
on
species
a
of
and Mexico.-Migratorygame birds
are
by regulation
regulation 4
of these
regulations, legally
taken in
legally taken
these regulations,
4 of
prescribed by
are prescribed
and exported
from a
aforeign
country (other
(other than
than Canada
and Mexico,
Mexico,
Canada and
foreign country
from
exported
and
for which provision
provision is
hereinbefore made)
made) may
may be
be transported
to any
any
to
transported
hereinbefore
is
whichTerritory during the open season prescribed by said regulation
for
State or Territory
regulation
said
by
during the open season prescribed
State or
4
such State
Territory on
that species
to the District of
and to
species, and
on that
or Territory
State or
for such
4 for
Columbia during
season so
prescribed for
for Maryland,
Maryland, and
and may
so prescribed
open season
the open
during the
Columbia
be possessed
possessed in
in such
Territory, or
additional
for an additional
District for
or District
State, Territory,
such State,
be
period of
of 10
immediately succeeding
such open season, by any
succeeding such
days immediately
10 days
period
one person
person in
in 1
calendar week
in numbers
numbers not
those perexceeding those
not exceeding
week in
1 calendar
one
mitted by regulation 5
of
these
regulations
to
be
taken
by
one
person
person
one
by
taken
be
to
5 of these regulations

mitted by regulation

woodducks,,geese,
in
or mn
m 2
geese, brants,
brants, and
and wooddays in the case of ducks
2 days
day or
11day,
in
cocks,
if
transportation
and
possession
of
such
birds
are
not
propronot
are
birds
such
of
possession
and
ocks, if transportation
hibited by
State, Territory,
Territory, or
or District
and if
transported in
if transported
District and
suh State,
by such
hibited
packages
as hereinbefore provided in
in this
regulation.
this regulation.
markovided
packages marked
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Regulation 7.—TAKING
CERTAIN MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY NONGAME
NONGAME BIRDS
BIRDS
Regulation
7.-TAKING OF
OF CERTAIN
BY
BY ESKIMOS
ESKIMOS AND
AND I
NDIANS IN
ALASKA
INDIANS
IN ALASKA

In
Alaska, Eskimos
and Indians
may take
manner and
and at
at
In Alaska,
Eskimos and
Indians may
take, in
in any
any manner
and may
and transport,
transport, auks,
ails, auldets,
anklets, guillemots,
guillemots,
any time, and
may possess
possess and
murres, and
murres,
puffins and
and their
and skins
skins for
of themselves
themselves and
and
and puffins
their eggs
eggs and
for use
use of
their
families for
food and
and clothing.
clothing.
their immediate
immediate families
for food
Post, 233.

Post, p. 2733.

PROPAGATE M
MIGRATORY
Regulation 8.-PERMITS
8.—PERMITS TO
TO PROPAGATE
IGRATORY
W
ATERFOWL
WATERFOWL

1. 1. A
person in possession
a valid, subsisting permit
him
A person
possession of a
permit issued to
to him
by a
a State, on its part, authorizing
authorizing him
him to
take therein
therein migratory
to take
migratory
waterfowl or their eggs for
purposes, may
may take
such birds
birds
for propagating
propagating purposes,
take such
or their
their eggs in
or
such purposes
purposes when
when authorized
authorized by
in such
such State
State for
for such
by aa
permit issued
permit
which permit
permit may
may limit
limit the
the
issued to
to him
him by
by the
the Secretary,
Secretary, which
species and numbers
eggs that
that may
may be
taken and
and the
the
numbers of birds
birds or
or eggs
be taken
period during which and
and the locality
in which
which they
they may
be taken.
taken.
locality in
may be
Both permits shall be carried
carried on
of the
the permittee
permittee when
when he
he is
is
on the
the person
person of
taking migratory waterfowl
waterfowl or their eggs and shall be
be exhibited
exhibited to
to any
any
person requesting
requesting to
see them.
their eggs
eggs so
so taken
taken
to see
them. Waterfowl
Waterfowl and
and their
may be possessed by the permittee and may be sold
and transported
transported
sold and
by him for propagating
propagating purposes to
to any
person holding
permit
any person
holding aa permit
issued by the Secretary in
m accordance
accordance with the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
regulation.
regulation.
2. A
Apersonin
a valid,
person in possession of a
valid, subsisting
subsisting permit issued to him by
by
aaState, on its part, authorizing
authorizing him to possess,
purchase, sell,
and
possess, purchase,
sell, and
transport
transport migratory waterfowl
waterfowl and their increase
and eggs
eggs for
for propapropaincrease and
gating purposes, may possess
possess, purchase,
purchase, sell,
sell, and
transport such
such
and transport
waterfowl
waterfowl and their increase
increase and eggs for such purposes
purposes when
authorwhen authorized by a
a permit issued to him by the Secretary;
Secretary; but may
may not
not purchase
from or sell to any person
regulations or by a
person not authorized
authorized by these regulations
permit issued thereunder
thereunder to sell or purchase
purchase such waterfowl
waterfowl and
and their
their
eggs; and migratory
migratory waterfowl, except the birds, and those hatched
hatched
paragraph 11of this regulation,
from the eggs, taken under
under paragraph
regulation, possessed
possessed
under such permit, or as otherwise
authorized by this regulation,
otherwise authorized
regulation,
may be killed by him at any time and in any manner
manner (except that
that they
may be killed by shooting
shooting only during the open season
season for
waterfowl
for waterfowl
in the State where killed), and the carcasses,
heads and feet
carcasses, with heads
feet
attached thereto, may be sold and transported
transported by
by him
him to
to any
any person
person
for actual consumption,
or to the keeper
consumption, .or
keeper of aa hotel,
hotel, restaurant, or
or
boarding house, aadealer m
in meat or game, or a
a club,
club, for sale or
or service
service
to their patrons,
patrons, who may possess such carcasses
carcasses for actual
actual consumpconsumption without aapermit,
permit, but no such birds that have been
been killed
killed shall
shall
be bartered,
bartered, sold, or purchased unless each bird before attaining
attaining the
age of 4
4weeks shall have had removed
removed from the web of one foot aa
portion
form of a
portion thereof
thereof in the form
aV large
large enough
enough to make a
apermanent,
permanent,
well-defined
well-defined mark, which shall
shall be sufficient
sufficient to
identify it
it as
as a
a bird
bird
to identify
raised in domestication
domestication under a
apermit.
Applications for perAtPplications
or per- -3.
3. Applications
Applications for permits shall be addressed
addressed to the Secretary of
the Interior, Washington,
Washington D. C., and must state
state the name
name and
an daddress
of the applicant; the pie°
place where
where the propagating
propagating project
project is
to be
be
is to
carried on; the area to be used in the project; the facilities the applicant
applicant
has for properly caring
caring for the waterfowl;
waterfowl; the number of
each species
species
of each
of waterfowl
waterfowl in his possession,
possession, and how, when, and where they were
acquired;
and, if
if the
the application
is for aa permit to take migratory
acquired; and,
application is
waterfowl
waterfowl or their eggs, the species
species and the
number of
of each
species or
or
the number
each species
of the
the eggs
eggs of each species proposed
proposed to be taken,
taken and the specific
specific
locality
where it
take
localitywhere
it is proposed
proposed to t
ake them.
No permit
will be
be issued
No
permit will
issued

Permits topropProPaP
Permits
watergate migratory
gate
migratory
waterfowl.

fowl.

mits.
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to take
take for
for propagation
propagation or
to propagate
waterfowl on premmigratory waterfowl
propagate migratory
or to
to
waterfowl is
ises
any part
part of
the hunting
shooting of waterfowl
hunting or shooting
which the
of which
on any
ises on
permitted.
permitted.

Records and
reports.
andreports.
that shall correctly
4. Every
Every permittee
books and
and records
correctly Records
records that
keep books
shall keep
permittee shall
4.
taken
eggs
set
forth
the
number
of
each
species
waterfowl
and
their
taken
waterfowl
of
species
each
set forth the number of
by
him, if
to take
waterfowl, the
number of
of each
each
the number
take waterfowl,
permit to
a permit
holds a
he holds
if he
by him,
species
their eggs
on the
the date of the applipossessed on
eggs possessed
and their
waterfowl and
of waterfowl
species of
cation for
for a
apermit,
the number
species reared and killed, the
each species
of each
number of
permit, the
cation
number
of each
each species
transported, the
and their eggs sold and transported,
species and
number of
each
manner
in
which
they
were
transported,
the
name
and
address
address of each
and
name
the
transported,
manner in which they were
person from
waterfowl and
were purchased
purchased or sold,
eggs were
and eggs
whom waterfowl
to whom
or to
from or
person
the
number and
species so
so purchased
purchased or
or otherwise
otherwise acquired or sold and
and species
the number
whether
sold
alive
or
dead,
and
the
date
of
transaction. WhenWheneach transaction.
of each
date
the
and
whether sold alive or dead,
ever
of the
the Bureau,
the permittee
permittee shall submit
submit
Bureau, the
Chief of
the Chief
by the
requested by
ever requested
to him
such report
report of
his operations
operations under
called
the permit as may be called
under the
of his
him such
to
provided
for,
and
in
any
event
shall
file
with
the
Secretary,
on
a
form
provided
a
on
Secretary,
the
with
file
shall
event
any
in
and
for,
therefor, on
or before
January 10,
10, a
afull
full report
of his
operations during
his operations
report of
before January
on or
therefor,
Penalty.
the
preceding
calendar
year.
Failure
to
make
the
reports herein
herein Penalt.
reports
the
make
to
the preceding calendar year. Failure
provided
cause for
for revocation
revocation of
of the
the permit.
permit.
be cause
will be
for will
provided for
Inspection.
5.
permittee shall
hours allow
authorized InpectioL
allow any authorized
reasonable hours
all reasonable
at all
shall at
A permittee
5. A
employee
United States
States Department
Department of
Interior to enter
enter
the Interior
of the
the United
of the
employee of
and inspect
the premises
carried on
on under
under
being carried
are being
operations are
where operations
premises where
inspect the
and
this regulation
regulation and
to inspect
the books
records relating
thereto. State permits.
relating thereto.
and records
books and
inspect the
and to
this
6.
No
permit
issued
by
the
Secretary
authorizes
the
taking,
possesStatepennits,
possestaking,
the
authorizes
Secretary
the
by
issued
permit
6. No
sion_,
sale,
purchase
exchange,
or
transportation
of
migratory
waterwatermigratory
of
sion, sale, purchase, exchange, or transportation
fowl or
their eggs
eggs unless
unless the
his possession
possession while
while exerin his
has in
permittee has
the permittee
or their
fowl
cising
privilege a
valid, subsisting
of equivalent
equivalent tenor
tenor
permit of
subsisting permit
a valid,
such privilege
any such
cising any
Mexican export
issued
to
him
by
the
State
in
which
he
proposes
to
operate.
No
permit
Meican export
permit
permits.
No
operate.
to
proposes
he
issued to him by the State in which
issued
by
the
Secretary
authorizes
the
transportation
of
migratory
migratory
issued by the Secretary authorizes the transportation of
waterfowl.
or their
their eggs
from Mexico
into the
United States
States unless such
the United
Mexico into
eggs from
waterfowl or
waterfowl or
or eggs
eggs are
are accompanied
export permit.
Mexican export
a Mexican
by a
accompanied by
waterfowl
in the Revoked permits.
Permits
are not
not transferable
and are
are revocable
revocable at any time m
transferable and
Permits are
discretion
of
the
Secretary.
A
permit
revoked
by
the
Secretary
shall Revoked permits
shall
Secretary
the
by
revoked
permit
A
discretion of the Secretary.
be
surrendered to
to him
the person
to whom
whom it
it was
issued on demand
was issued
person to
by the
him by
be surrendered
Interior
the
off t
of
any.employee
of the
the United
Department o
he Interior
States Department
United States
employee of
of any
authorized
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act.
Act.
Bird Treaty
enforce the
to enforce
authorized to
Tmnsportittion,etc.,
7. A person may
subject to
to the
provisions of
of of Transportaton.er.
live migratory
the provisions
transport, subject
and transport,
possess and
A person may possess
7.
waterfowl.
paragraph
8
of
this
regulation,
for
his
own
use,
without
a
permit,
live
waterfowi.
live
permit,
a
without
use,
own
his
for
paragraph 8 of this regulation
migratory- waterfowl
or hereafter
legally acquired
acquired
hereafter legally
possessed or
now legally
legally possessed
waterfowl now
migratory
by him, but
he
may
not
purchase
or
sell
such
waterfowl
without
without aa
waterfowl
by him but he may not purchase or sell such
permit. A
municipal game
or city
city park
park may
possess,
may possess,
farm or
game farm
or municipal
State or
A State
permit.
purchase_,
sell,
and
transport
live
migratory
waterfowl
without aa
without
waterfowl
purchase, sell, and transport live migratory
permit,
no such
waterfowl shall
be purchased
purchased from
from or
or sold
sold to
to aa
shall be
such waterfowl
but no
permit, but
person
(other than
State or
city park)
park) Transportstion.etc..
or city
farm or
game farm
municipal game
or municipal
such State
than such
person (other
feathers.
unless he
he has
has a
permit. Feathers
of wild
wild ducks
and wild
legally ofoeathee
geese legally
wild geese
ducks and
Feathers of
a permit.
unless
killed,
and
feathers
of
such
birds
seized
and
condemned
by
Federal
Federal
by
condemned
killed, and feathers of such birds seized and
or State
game authorities
may be
sold, and
and
purchased, sold,
possessed, purchased,
be possessed,
authorities, may
State game
or
transported for
for use
making fishing
fishing flies,
flies, bed
pillows, and
and mattresses,
mattresses,
bed pillows,
in making
use in
transported
and
commercial purposes,
purposes, but
not for
for millinery
millinery or
but not
similar commercial
such similar
for such
and for
ornamental
purposes.
purposes.
Marking at packornamental
8. Every package
migratory waterfowl
or parts
parts or
or eggs
eggs ages.
Marking d pa
waterfowl or
which migratory
in which
8. Every package in
thereof are
wholly within
or Territory
or the
District
the District
Territory or
a State
State or
within a
shipped wholly
are shipped
thereof
of
Columbia,
or
in
which
such
waterfowl
or
parts
or
eggs
thereof
are
are
thereof
eggs
or
parts
or
of Columbia, or in which such waterfowl
transported by any means whatever from
from one
one State,
State, Territory,
or
the
the
or
Territory,
whatever
means
any
by
transorted
District
Columbia, to,
to, into,
into, or
through another
Territory, or
State Terrtory,
another State,
or through
of Columbia,
Distrct of
the District
District of
Columbia, or
or to
a
foreign
country,
shall
be plainly
and
plainly and
shall
country,
foreign
a
to
Columbia,
of
the
clearly
marked,
labeled,
or
tagged
on
the
outside
thereof
to
show
the
clearly marked, labeled, or tagged on the outside thereof to show the
name
and
address
of
the
consignor
and
consignee,
the
contents
of
the
the
of
contents
the
consignee,
and
consgnor
the
name and address of
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package,
the number
number of
permit under
authority of
which it
it is
is
of which
under authority
of the
the permit
package, the
shipped
transported and
the purpose
purpose for
which the
the waterfowl
waterfowl or
or
for which
and the
or transported
shipped or
eggs are
are being
being shipped
shipped or
transported.
or transported.
eggs
Post, p. 2733.

Post, p. 2733.

Collections
for scienCollectionsforscientific purposes.

tine purpose.

Restriction.

Applications for perApplicationsforpermits.
ts

mi

Effect of
of permit.
permit.

Effect

Taxidermists.

Taxidermts.

MIGRATORY
COLLECT M
9.-PERMITS
Regulation 9.—P
Regulation
ERMITS TO
TO COLLECT
IGRATORY BIRDS FOR
FOR
SCIENTIFIC PURPOSES
PURPOSES
SCIENTIFIC
A person
person in
in possession
of a
valid, subsisting
permit issued
issued to
to him
him
subsisting permit
a valid,
possession of
1.1. A
migratory birds
to take
by a
State, on
part, authorizing
authorizing him
him to
take therein
therein migratory
birds
its part,
a State,
on its
by
or
nests or
or eggs
for scientific
scientific purposes
take such
such birds
birds or
their
or their
may take
purposes may
eggs for
or their
their nests
nests
or eggs
eggs in
for such
such purposes
purposes when
when authorized
authorized by
by. a
a
State for
such State
in such
nests or
permit
to him
the Secretary.
carried
Secretary. Both permits shall be carried
by the
him by
issued to
permit issued
on
person when
when he
he is
is taking
taking migratory
migratory birds,
birds, or
or their
their nests
nests or
eggs,
or eggs,
on his
his person
thereunder, and
shall be
exhibited to
to any
any person
requesting to see
see
person requesting
be exhibited
and shall
thereunder,
them; but
but nothing
shall be
be deemed
deemed to
to permit
permit the
of any
any
taking of
the taking
herein shall
nothing herein
them;

or
migratory game
game bird
bird during
season therefor
therefor in any
manner or
any manner
the open
open season
during the
migratory
by
means or
or at
any time
time of
the day
day not
permitted by
by regulations
regulations
not permitted
of the
at any
any means
by any
3
of these regulations.
regulations.
4 of
and 4
3 and

of the
be addressed
2. Applications
Applications for
for permits
permits shall
shall be
addressed to
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
the
2.
Interior, Washington,
Interior,.
'W ashington, D. C., and must state the name and address of
the applicant,
the State
or Territory
Territory in
in which
which migratory
migratory birds
birds
State or
his age,
age, the
applicant, his
the
or
their nests
are proposed
proposed to
to be
be taken,
taken, the
purpose for
for which
which
the purpose
eggs are
or eggs
nests or
or their
they are
are intended,
show that
that such birds, nests,
to show
sufficient to
information sufficient
intended, information
they
or eggs
permitted to
taken will
will be
be devoted
devoted to
to scientific
purposes,
scientific purposes,
be taken
to be
or
eggs permitted
and the
names and
and addresses
at least
least two
ornithologists,
well-known ornithologists,
two well-known
of at
addresses of
the names
and
principals, or
or superintendents
zoological institutions,
of educational
educational or zoological
superintendents of
principals,
or
officials or
of zoological
organizations, or
history organizations,
natural history
or natural
zoological or
members of
or members
officials
universities, from
instructors
zoology in high schools,
schools, colleges,
colleges, or universities,
instructors in zoology
whom
may be
obtained information
information respecting
the applicant's
applicant's status
status
respecting the
be obtained
whom may
as a
The applicant
applicant must
furnish such
such other
must furnish
investigator. The
a scientific
scientific investigator.
as
a permit
information touching
touching his
permit as may
may
fitness to be entrusted with a
his fitness
information
be
called for
for by
the Secretary.
by the
be called
3. A
permit may
may limit
limit the
number and
migratory birds
birds
of migratory
species of
and species
the number
3.
A permit
or
nests or
or eggs
that may
be taken
thereunder ' and the places
places
taken thereunder,
may be
eggs that
or their
their nests
taken and may
be taken,
where,
time when,
when, and
means by
may
by which they may be
and means
where, time
an equivalent
equivalent State
authorize the
thereof, when
when possessed of
of an
State
holder thereof,
the holder
authorize
migratory
transport migratory
permit, to
exchange, and transport
purchase, sell, exchange,
possess, purchase,
to possess,
permit,
for scientific
birds
and their nests
eggs for
scientific purposes
purposes but not to purand eggs
nests and
birds and
any person
not authorized
chase
person not
authorized by these
these regulations
regulations or by aa
to any
chase or sell to
nests, or eggs,
sell or
or purchase
purchase such birds,
permit
birds ,.nests,
to sell
issued thereunder
thereunder to
permit issued
or
limit the
the holder
one or
more of
of these
these privileges.
privileges. Public
or more
holder to
to one
or it
it may
may limit
societies, and public scientific and
parks and
museums,
and societies,
zoological parks
museums, zoological
educational
educational institutions may possess, purchase, sell, exchange,
exchange, and
transport migratory
migratory birds and their nests and
and eggs
eggs for scientific
scientific purpurtransport
poses, without
without a
a permit,
but no
birds, nests, or
or eggs
eggs shall be
no such
such birds,
permit, but
poses,
exchanged with
purchased from,
from, sold to, or exchanged
taken
with
a permit
permit or purchased
taken without
without a
a person not authorized
authorized by these regulations
a
regulations or by a
a permit
permit issued
issued
thereunder
purchase, or
them. Migratory
Migratory birds
birds
to sell,
sell, purchase,
or exchange
exchange them.
thereunder to
found
or dead,
dead, in the wounding
wounding or killing
which the finder
finder
killing of which
wounded or
found wounded
under
was not
not implicated,
salvaged by
by him
him and possessed under
be salvaged
implicated, may be
was
terms and conditions as
permit
Secretary upon
upon such
such terms
issued by
by the Secretary
permit issued
may not
not be sold, purchased,
shall
be stated
purchased,
permit, but they may
stated in the permit,
shall be
bartered, or exchanged.
exchanged. The plumage
plumage and skins of migratory
migratory game
birds legally
legally taken may be possessed
possessed and transported
transported by a
a person
person
without
permit.
without aapermit.
authorized by
permit issued
4. A
A taxidermist,
taxidermist, when
when authorized
by aa permit
issued by
by the
the
Secretary,
may possess
any migratory
bird or
or nest
or egg
egg thereof
thereof
Secretary, may
possess any
migratory bird
nest or
preparation by any person
delivered to
to bun
or other
other preparation
mounting or
him for mounting
delivered
who
who has legally taken
taken or legally possesses it and may transport
transport such
such
bird,
consummation of such purpose
purpose when likewise
bird, nest, or egg in consummation
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authorized
State in
in which
which such
such permittee
is operating. Every
permittee is
the State
by the
authorized by
correctly setting
records correctly
such permittee
per-puttee shall
setting forth
shall keep books and records
such
the
name and
each person
delivering each
each migratory
migratory bird
person delivering
of each
address of
and address
the name
or
nest or
egg thereof
to him,
him, together
together with the name of each species,
thereof to
or egg
or nest
the
date
of
delivery,
the
disposition
of each such bird, nest, or egg and
disposition
the
the date of delivery,
available for
the date
thereof, and
books and records
records shall be available
such books
and such
date thereof,
the
inspection at
at all
all reasonable
reasonable hours on request of any authorized
inspection
representative
the Interior.
Department of the
the Department
of the
representative of
6.
No permit
issued by
by the
the Secretary
Secretary authorizes
posauthorizes the taking, pospermit issued
5. No
transportation
or
session,
purchase, exchange,
exchange,
transportation of any migratory
sale, purchase,
session, sale,
permittee has in his possession
bird. or
or nest
or egg
egg thereof
thereof unless the permittee
possession
nest or
bird
while exercising
any such
such privilege
valid, subsisting
subsisting permit of
a valid,
privilege a
exercising any
while
to
equivalent
tenor issued
which he proposes
proposes to
him by the State in which
to him
issued to
equivalent tenor
authorizes the transoperate.
permit issued
issued by
the Secretary
Secretary authorizes
by the
No permit
operate. No
porta
.top.
in of
of any
bird, or part, nest, or egg thereof from
migratory bird,
any migratory
portation
M
exico into
to the
United States unless such bird, or part, nest, or egg
the United
Mexico
is accompanied
by a
export permit.
permit. Permits are not
Mexican export
a Mexican
accompanied by
is
transferable
and
are
revocable
any
time
in the discretion
discretion of the
at
revocable
are
and
transferable
Secretary.
permit revoked
revoked by
Secretary shall
surrendered
be surrendered
shall be
the Secretary
by the
A permit
Secretary. A
of any emto
him
by
the
person
to
whom
it
was
issued
demand
demand
on
issued
was
it
to him by the person to whom
ployee
of the
the United
Department of
the Interior
authorized to
Interior authorized
of the
States Department
United States
ployee of
requested by the
enforce the
the Migratory
Whenever requested
Act. Whenever
Treaty Act.
Bird Treaty
Migratory Bird
enforce
him such report
to
submit
Chief
of
the
Bureau,
the
permittee
submit
report
shall
permittee
the
Chief of the Bureau,
of his
his operations
as may be called for, and in any
permit as
the permit
under the
operations under
of
event shall
shall file
on a
aform
form provided
therefor, on or
provided therefor,
Secretary, on
the Secretary,
with the
file with
event
before
January
10,
a
full
report
of
his
operations
during
the
preceding
the preceding
during
operations
his
of
report
a
full
10,
January
before
calendar year.
year. Failure
Failure to
reports herein
herein provided
provided for will
the reports
make the
to make
calendar
be
revocation of the permit.
cause for revocation
be cause
6. Every
package in
in which
birds or
parts, nests,
nests, or eggs
eggs
or parts,
migratory birds
which migratory
Every package
6.
the
or
thereof
are
shipped
wholly
within
a
State
or
Territory
DisTerritory
or
State
a
thereof are shipped wholly within
are
eggs
or
triet of
Columbia,
or
in
which
such
birds,
parts,
nests,
parts,
birds,
such
which
in
or
Columbia,
of
trict
the
or the
transported
whatever from one State,
State ,Territory,
Territory, or
any means whatever
by any
transported by
District
to, into,
into, or through
through another State, Territory,
Territory,
Columbia, to,
of Columbia,
District of
or
the District
Columbia, or
or to
to a
foreign country for scientific
scientific
a foreign
of Columbia,
District of
or the
on
labeled, or tagged,
purposes shall
and clearly marked,
tagged, on
marked, labeled,
plainly and
be plainly
shall be
purposes
the
outside thereof
to show
show the
address of the consignor and
the name and address
thereof to
the outside
consignee, the
the contents
contents of
of the
package, the number
number of the permit
permit
the package,
consignee,
under
authority
of
which
it
is
transported,
and
that
specimens
that the specimens
and
transported,
is
it
which
of
under authority
contained therein
therein are for scientific
scientific purposes.
contained

and records.
Books
Books and
records.

permits.
State
State permits.

Mexican
Mexican
permits.

TO
Regulation
10.— PERMITS TO
SILL MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS I
NJURIOUS TO
INJURIOUS
TO KILL
Regulation 10.-PERMITS
PROPERTY
PROPERTY
Community injury.—When
information is
is furnished
furnished the
the Secretary
Secretary
injury.-When information
Community
that
become, uncley
extraordinary
under extraordinary
has become,
bird has
migratory bird
of migratory
species of
any species
that any
conditions,
seriously injurious
injurious to
to agriculture
agriculture or other interests in any
conditions, seriously
particular
community, an
be made
determine
made to determine
will be
investigation will
an investigation
particular community,
to be
the
nature
and
extent
of
the
injury,
whether
the
alleged
be
alleged
birds
the
whether
injury,
the
the nature and extent of
doing
the damage
should be
during what
what times and
so, during
if so,
and,.if
killed, and,
be killed,
damage should
doing the
by
what means.
Upon his
his determination
determination an
appropriate order
order will
will
an appropriate
means. Upon
by what
be made.
Specific injury.-Upon
by the
the Bureau,
Bureau, or
the
or the
of the
Chief of
the Chief
receipt by
Specific injury.—Upon receipt
regional
director
of
the
Bureau
of
Biological
Survey
in
the
region
where
where
region
the
in
Survey
Biological
of
Bureau
the
of
regional director
the injury
of information
from the
the owner,
tenant, or share
owner, tenant,
information from
occurs, of
injury occurs,
the
other property
or
cropper
that
migratory
birds
are
injur
in
g
his
crops
his
injuring
cropper that migrator birds are
on the
land on
resides, together
a statement
statement of
j ethe
fh
te
y
with a
together with
he resides,
which he
on which
the land
on
injured,
location
of
the
land,
the
nature
of
the
crops
or
property
being
bein
property
or
crops
of the land, the nature
location
the extent
injury, and
specie, of
of birds
birds commitcommitparticular species
the particular
and the
such injury,
of such
the extent of
ting
the
injury,
an
investigation
vp11
be
made
and
if
it
is
determined
determined
is
it
if
and
made
ting the injury, an investigation woll be

is substantial
from
such investigation
investigation that
the injury
injury complained
complained of
of is
that the
from such

export

export

Permits.

Revoked permits.
Revoked permits.

Reports.
Reports.

Penalty.

Penalty.

of packMarking
Marking of pack.
ages.

ages.

Post,
2733.
Post, p. 27aa.

Community
injury:
Community injuryl

Specific injury.
inury.
Specific
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[54 STAT.

and
by killing
killing the
the birds,
birds, or
or so
so many
as may
thereof as
may
many thereof
be abated
abated only
only by
and can
can be
be
necessary, a
apermit
permit to
to kill
kill the
birds will
issued by
by said
said Chief
Chief of
of
will be
be issued
the birds
be necessary,
the
or by
director if
if authorized
authorized by
by said
said Chief,
Chief, in
which
in which
by the
the director
the Bureau
Bureau or
permit
be specified
specified the
time during
the means
means and
methods
and methods
during which,
which, the
the time
will be
permit will
by
which,
and
the
person
or
persons
by
whom
the
birds
may
be
killed,
by which, and the person or persons by whom the birds may be killed,
and
the disposition
disposition to
be made
made of
of the
birds so
so killed,
killed, and
other
and such
such other
the birds
to be
and the
restrictions
be deemed
necessary and
appropriate in
the circirin the
and appropriate
deemed necessary
as may
may be
restrictions as
cumstances
of the
particular case:
case: Provided,
however, That
That in
in every
every
Proviso.
Provided, however,
the particular
cumstances of
PoriO.
Revtrictions.
Restrictions.
it shall be specified that no such birds shall
permit issued as aforesaid, it
be
shot
at
or
killed
at
any
time or
any manner
manner not
authorized by
by
not authorized
or in
in any
be shot at or killed at any time
the
laws of
of the
the State
State in
which such
such permit
permit is
is effective;
and as
as to
to migramigraeffective; and
in which
the laws
tory
that they
be shot
shot at
at or
or killed
(1) from
from any
any
killed (1)
not be
they shall
shall not
tory waterfowl,
waterfowl, that
blind,
sink, pit,
pit, or
other device
device or
or means
means of
of concealment,
natural
concealment, natural
any other
or any
blind, sink,
or artificial,
artificial, movable
or stationary,
stationary, whether
whether on
on land
land or
or water;
by
(2) by
water; (2)
movable or
or
means of
of any
any gun
larger than
No.-10 gage,
gage or
or of
of any
any gun
gun to
to which
which aa
than No.-lO
gun larger
means
silencer has
or otherwise
otherwise affixed;
and (3)
by the
the use
of
use of
affixed; and
(3) by
has been
been attached
attached or
silencer
decoys of
description, or
of traps
traps or
or nets
nets of
of any
any kind.
kind.
or of
of any
any description,
decoys
Records
and reports.
any privilege
regulaEvery
Recordsandreports.
Every person
person exercising
exercising any
privilege provided
provided for
for in
in this
this regulation shall
shall keep
record of
birds killed
killed by
by him
him
migratory birds
of all
ail migratory
an accurate
accurate record
keep an
tion
requested by
by the
the Chief
Chief of
by the
regional
the regional
Bureau or
or by
of the
the Bureau
and whenever
whenever requested
director
promptly, on
form provided
provided by
by the
the Bureau
Bureau
on a
a form
submit promptly,
shall submit
director shall
for
the purpose,
purpose, a
areport
stating the
the number
number
and the
the species
species and
report correctly
correctly stating
for the
of
each species
species of
of migratory
killed by
by him
him and
and in
in any
any event
event
birds killed
migratory birds
of each
shall
such report
report to
to the
regional director
director on
on or
or before
before January
January
the regional
shall submit
submit such
Penalty.
Penalty.
10 of each year. Failure to submit a
areport
report as required
required by this regulation
be sufficient
sufficient cause for revocation
revocation of the permit or withwill be
lation will
drawal of
privilege accorded
any person
person failing
failing to
to make
the report.
report.
make the
accorded any
of any
any privilege
drawal
THE P
PROTECTION
Regulation
11.—STATE LAWS
LAWS FOR
ROTECTION OF
OF MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY
FOR THE
Regulation 11.-STATE
BIRDS
BIRDS
with
Compliance with
Compliance
Nothing
these regulations
regulations or
thereunder shall
permit issued thereunder
or in any permit
in these
Nothing in
laws
State
laws, etc.; conditions.
ditions.
,
be construed
construed to
permit the
possession, sale,
sale, purchase,
purchase, or
the taking,
taking, possession,
to permit
be

transportation of migratory
thereof
birds or parts, nests, or eggs thereof
migratory birds
transportation
regulations of
of any State or Territory
contrary to the
Territory or the
the laws
laws and
and regulations
contrary
Columbia, made
purpose of giving further protecDistrict of
of Columbia,
made for
for the
the purpose
tion
migratory birds,
birds, their
nests, and
when such
and
their nests,
and eggs,
eggs, when
such laws
laws and
tion to
to migratory
regulations
inconsistent with the conventions
conventions between
regulations are not
not inconsistent
between the
the
protection of migratory
United States and any other country for the protection
migratory
birds or with the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
Act and do not extend the
open seasons for
for such
such birds
birds beyond
the dates prescribed
these regubeyond the
prescribed by these
lations.
lations.

OF GAME
Regulation
Regulation 12.-TRANSPORTATION
12.— TRANSPORTATION OF
GAME MAMMALS
M AMMALS TO
TO AND
AND FROM
FROM
M EXICO
MEXICO
Exportationto
ExPortation
to Mex.
Max100.

Certfca.
Certificate.

Game Mammals
or parts
Game
Mammals or
parts or
products thereof
taken in
and transtransor products
thereof taken
in and

ported
a State, Territory,
ported from a
Territory,. or the District of Columbia may be
thereof is not prohibited
transported to Mexico,
transported
Mexico, if the importation thereof
prohibited
by law or
or regulation
by
regulation of
country, upon
upon presentation
presentation to
to the
the colcolof that country,
lector
lector of customs at the port of exit of the certificate
certificate of an official,
warden, or
other officer
game d
ep
ar t
men to
hState,
St at
e,
Terriwarden,
or other
officer of
of the
the game
department
offsuc
such
Territory, or District, that such game mammals
mammals or
or parts
parts or
products thereof
thereof,
or products
which must be listed in the certificate,
certificate, were taken or acquired,
acquired, and
and
compliance with
are being transported in compliance
with the laws and regulations of
such
Territory, or
or District.
District.
such State, Territory,
Live
game mammals authorized
Live game
authorized by a
aspecial
special permit issued
issued by the
Seetary
or
of
241 of the
the Penal
Secretary
of the Interior, pursuant to section
section 241
Penal Code,
Code,

into
Importaton
Importation
Into
United States; perinns.
SS Stat. 1137.
18 II. 13 O. MI.
the administaation of which section was in part transferred to said

i

o.
a8.

he admnsaton of which section was in part transferred to said
eretry on July 1, 1939, pursuant to the Reorganization Act of 1939

Secretary on July 1, 1939, pursuant to the Reorganization Act of 1939

54
TAT.]
STAT.]
54 S
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53
561, 1434.
53 Stat. 561,
(Public No.
No. 19-76th
19-76th Congress),
Congress), to be imported,
imported, and the dead bodies 55
(Public
U.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
U. S.
8upp.
V,
1¢
133-133t.j
§§
133-133t.J
from
of
game
mammals,
or
parts
or
products
thereof,
proceeding
proceeding
thereof,
products
or
parts
or
of game mammals,
permit, may be transMexico,
accompanied by
Mexican export permit,
by aa Mexican
if accompanied
Mexico, if
ported into
into the
the United
United States,
possession in any State or
or
States, but their possession
ported
Territory or
Columbia will be subject to the laws of
District of Columbia
the District
or the
Territory
such State,
State, Territory,
Territory, or District.
such
Designated regularegulaDesignated
The
Treaty Act regulations
approved July 30, 1937 tions
regulations approved
Migratory Bird Treaty
The Migratory
revoked; excepexceprevoked;
(50
1844), and
amendments thereof
are hereby revoked,
revoked, but tions.
thereof are
all amendments
and all
Stat. 1844),
(50 Stat.
all
heretofore adopted
adopted and
and approved
pursuant to said act
act
approved pursuant
regulations heretofore
all regulations
closing
areas of
of land
land and
and water or
adjacent to migraland or water adjacent
or of land
closing areas
tory-bird
breeding and feeding
reservations, and breeding
refuges, reservations,
sanctuaries, refuges,
tory-bird sanctuaries,
grounds
taking of
of migratory
and all orders
orders and permits
birds, and
migratory birds,
the taking
to the
grounds to
heretofore made
or issued
pursuant to
to said act, and now in force,
issued pursuant
made or
heretofore
authorizing the
killing or
or other
disposition of
of certain
certain species
species of migraother disposition
the killing
authorizing
tory birds
when injurious
property and interests,
interests,
injurious to crops and other property
birds when
tory
transportation
and the
the taking,
taking, possession,
possession, sale, purchase,
exchange, or transportation
purchase, exchange,
and
of migratory
birds and
their nests
scientific purposes,
purposes,
nests and eggs for scientific
and their
migratory birds
of
purposes, are
and migratory
waterfowl and
propagating purposes,
for propagating
and their eggs for
migratory waterfowl
and
hereby continued
and extended
force and effect as regulations,
regulations,
extended in full force
continued and
hereby
orders,
or permits
adopted and
and approved
approved or
hereunder.
or made or issued hereunder.
permits adopted
orders, or
IN TESTIMONY
have hereunto
subscribed my
hereunto subscribed
I have
WHEREOF, I
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
Interior to be
name
caused the seal of the
Department of the Interior
the Department
and caused
name and
r day
affixed,
this 3
3rd
August, 1939.
day of August,
affixed, this
OSCAR
CHAPMAN
OSCAR L. CHAPMAN
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior
Acting
,

AND
WHEREAS upon
upon consideration
appears that approval
approval
it appears
consideration it
AND WHEREAS
of the
foregoing regulations
regulations will
will effectuate
purposes of the aforeeffectuate the purposes
of
the foregoing
said Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty
Treaty.Act:
said
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiROOSEVELT, PresiTHEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
of the
the United
United States
States of
hereby approve and proclaim
of America, do hereby
dent of
the
foregoing regulations.
regulations.
the foregoing
IN
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
my hand
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused the
the United
affixed.
United States to be affixed.
of the
seal of
the seal
caused
DONE
the City
of Washington
Washington this
this 11"
11" day
August, in the
of August,
day of
City of
at the
DONE at
year of
of our
our Lord
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
hundred and
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
year
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States of America the
of
[SEAL]
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
one
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
By the President

Re gulations apRegulations
proved and
and proproproved
claimed.
med.

S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER
Acting
Secretary of State
State
Acting Secretary

EXTENDING
THE PERIOD
PERIOD FOR
ESTABLISHMENT OF
OF AN
AN ADEQUATE
ADEQUATE
TEE ESTABLISHMENT
FOR THE
EXTENDING THE
SHIPPING S
ERVICE FOR,
DEFERRING EXTENSION
EXTENSION OF
THE
OF THE
AND DEFERRING
FOR, AND
SERVICE
SHIPPING
COASTWISE
LAWS
TO,
CANTON
I
SLAND
ISLAND
CANTON
TO,
COASTWISE LAWS
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
BY
OF THE
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

August 21,
21, 1939
1939
August
[No.
23461
[No. 234

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble. .
WHEREAS section
the Merchant
Marine Act,
Act, 1920
1920 (ch.
(ch. Pramw
Merchant Marine
of the
21 of
section 21
WHEREAS
46 U.
S. o.
0.1I 877
aS7;
U. S.
46
Bopp.
V, 1877.
1|87.
V,
Bapp.
250,
41
Stat.
997),
provides:
provides:
250, 41 Stat. 997),
POIt, W277,
pp. 21177.
2s7.
P.
Ak
"That from
the coastwise
coastwise laws
of the
the
laws of
1922, the
1, 1922,
February- 1,
after February
and after
from and
"That
United
States
shall
extend
to
the
island
Territories
and
possessions
of
of
possessions
and
Territories
United States shall extend to the island
the
covered thereby,
and the
the bosixi
board is directed
thereby, and
now covered
not now
States not
United States
the United
prior
to the
expiration of
of such
have established
established adequate
to have
year to
such year
the expiration
prior to
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Canton Island.
Island.
Canton
Period for
estabPeriod
for establishingade
quate shiplishing
adequate
shippin
g service
exping
service for,
for, extended.
tended.
Extension of
U. S.
Extension
of U.
S.
coastwise laws
laws to,
coastwise
to, dedeferred.
ferred.
41
997.
41 Stat.
Stat. 997.
46
C. 877;
46 U.
U. S.. C.
877;
Supp.
V, 877.
877.
Supp. V,
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STAT.
[54

service at
at reasonable
accommodate .the
the commerce
steamship service
reasonable rates
rates to
to accommodate
commerce
and the
passenger travel
of said
said islands
islands and
to maintain
maintain and
and operate
operate
and
the passenger
travel of
and to
until it
it can
can be
be taken
taken over
over and
and operated
and maintained
maintained
such service until
operated and
upon satisfactory
terms by
capital and
and enterprise:PROVIDED,
enterprise:PROVIDED,
upon
satisfactory terms
by private
private capital
That if adequate
adequate shipping
service is
not established
established by
1,
shipping service
is not
by February
February 1,
1922, the President shall extend
the period
period herein
allowed for
for the
extend the
herein allowed
the
establishment of
the case
case of
of any
island Territory
Territory or
or
of such
such service
service in
in the
any island
possession for such time as may
be necessary
for the
establishment of
of
may be
necessary for
the establishment
adequate shipping
shipping facilities
facilities therefor
adequate
therefor ** ** ";
*";
WHEREAS
adequate shipping
shipping service
service to
to accommodate
the
WHEREAS an adequate
accommodate the
commerce and the passenger
of Canton
Canton Island
has not
not been
been
passenger travel of
Island has
established as provided in
the aforesaid
section;
in the
aforesaid section;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the extension
extension of
the coastwise
coastwise laws
laws of
United
of the
of the
the United
States to Canton Island, as
as provided
provided in
the aforesaid
aforesaid section,
section, is
in the
is
dependent upon the establishment
dependent
of such
such adequate
adequate shipping
service;
establishment of
shipping service;
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
President of the United
under and
virtue of
of the
the
United States of
of America,
America, under
and by
by virtue
authority vested in me by section 21
Merchant Marine
Marine Act,
Act,
21 of
of the Merchant
1920,
1920, do hereby
hereby declare
declare and proclaim
proclaim that the period
the establishestablishperiod for
for the
ment of an adequate
adequate shipping
for Canton
Canton Island
Island is
is extended
to
shipping service
service for
extended to
January 1, 1940, and that
that the extension
extension of
the coastwise
of the
the
of the
coastwise laws
laws of
United
United States to Canton Island
deferred to
to January
1940.
Island is
is deferred
January 1,
1, 1940.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
I have
caused the seal of the United
United States
States to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 21"
21" day
of August,
August, in
in the
the
day of
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine
thirty-nine and
and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United
United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
SUMNER
S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

CLOSED
AREA UNDER
THE MIGRATORY
CLOSED AREA
UNDER THE
M IGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
TREATY ACT
ACT
M ARYLAND
MARYLAND
August 24,
August
24, 1939
1939
(No.
23471
INo. 2347]

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

16 U.
U. 8.
§§ 703703.18
8. C.
0. 5f
711;
Supp. V,
711 ;Supp.
V, ¢§
703i1703709a.
63
Stat. 1431.
1431.
53 Stat.
5
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp.
5 U.
U. 8.
V,
13at (note).
(note).
V, I
§ 133t

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Secretary
Secretary of the Interior
Interior has submitted
to me
me
submitted to
for approval the following
following regulation
regulation adopted by
him on
on August
August 11,
11,
by him
Migratory Bird Treaty
1939, under authority of the Migratory
Treaty Act
Act of July
July 3,
3,
1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), and Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
Plan No. II,
II, transmitted
transmitted
to the Congress May 9,
9, 1939:
1939:
REGULATION DESIGNATING
A CERTAIN
CERTAIN PART
CHESAPEAKE
REGULATION
DESIGNATING A
PART OF
OF CHESAPEAKE
BAY AS
AS THE
THE S
SUSQUEHANNA
BAY
USQUEHANNA MIGRATORY
M IGRATORY WATERFOWL
W ATERFOWL CLOSED
CLOSED
AREA,
AREA, MARYLAND
M ARYLAND

Susquehanna
Susquehanna MiMigratory
Waterfowl
gratory
Waterfowl
Cloed
MdregClosed Area,
Area, Md.,
regulation designatin
•
Illation
designating.
g.
1Po,
Post, p.
p. 2012.
2N,.

By virtue
of and
By
virtue of
and pursuant
pursuant to the authority contained
contained in
in
section 33 of
section
of the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July
July 3,
3, 1918 (40
Stat. 755,
755, 16 U. S. C. 704),
Stat.
704), and Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No. II,
II,
transmitted by the President to the Congress May 9,
transmitted
9, 1939,
1939, there
is hereby designated
designated as closed
in or
or on
on which
which pursuing,
pursuing,
closed area
area in
hunting, taing,
taking, capturing,
or killing,
or attempting
take,
hunting,
capturing, or
killing, or
attempting to
to take,
capture, or Ill,
migratory birds is not permitted,
bill, migratory
permitted, all that area
area

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54

PROCLAMATIONS
PROCLAMATIONS

Au
g.
24,
1939
24,1939
Aug
Sept. 5,
5, 1939
1939
Sept.
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of land
and water
water of
of Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay,
Cecil
in Harford
Harford and Cecil
Bay, in
of
land and
Counties,
Maryland, to
known as
Migratory
as the Susquehanna
Susquehanna Migratory
be known
to be
Counties, Maryland,
Waterfowl
follows:
Area, bounded
bounded as
as follows:
Waterfowl Closed
Closed Area,
Description.
Beginning at
Chesapeake Bay on the west side Description.
a point in Chesapeake
at a
Beginning
at
thereof,
of
Elk
Neck,
440
yards
distant
from
the
shore
line
thereof,
from
distant
440
yards
of Elk Neck,
latitude 39030'
39°30' N.;
N.; thence
southwesterly direction
direction with
in aasouthwesterly
thence in
latitude
a
440 yards
yards distant from the shore on the
to and 440
a line parallel to
west
side of
off Turkey
Turkey Point, the
to aa point
point off
of Elk
Elk Neck, to
west side
southernmost
Neck, from which the naviganavigaof Elk
Elk Neck,
extremity of
southernmost extremity
tion bell
said point
E.2,400
21400 feet distant
bears S. 70° E.
point bears
on said
tion
bell on
(approximate);
2°W. (approximate)
(approximate) to a
apoint
point
623°
thence N. 62Y
(approximate); thence
in
Bay 440
440 yards
yards distant
northeast side
from the
the northeast
distant from
in Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay
of
Spesutie Island at Locust
Locust Point; thence north and west
of Spesutie
along the
Spesutie Island and 440 yards
north shore of Spesutie
the north
along
distant therefrom,
therefrom, to
opposite the center of Spesutie
to aapoint opposite
distant
Narrows, and thence
westerly and
northerly and 1,000 yards
and northerly
thence westerly
Narrows,
distant from
lying close to the
the channel
channel lying
side of
of the
from the
the east side
distant
west shore,
shore, to
to the
said latitude
latitude 39°30'
39030' N. (at aapoint 1,000
the said
west
yards east
east of
said channel);
and thence
due east
the place
place
to the
east to
thence due
channel); and
of said
yards
of beginning.
beginning.
of
AND
WHEREAS upon consideration
it appears
appears that the foregoing
foregoing
consideration it
AND WHEREAS
regulation
will tend
effectuate the purposes
aforesaid MigraMigrathe aforesaid
purposes of the
tend to
to effectuate
regulation will
tory Bird
Act of
July 3,
1918:
3, 1918:
of July
Bird Treaty
Treaty Act
tory
Regulation ap417Regulation
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresi- proved
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
proved and
and proproclaimed.
claimed.
the
dent of the
America, under and by virtue of
the United States of America,
dent
authority vested
vested in me by the
aforesaid Migratory,Bird Treaty Act
Act
the aforesaid
authority
of July
July 3,
do hereby
and proclaim
proclaim the foregoing
foregoing reguapprove and
hereby approve
3, 1918,
1918, do
of
Interior.
lation of the Secretary of the Interior.
IN
my hand and
hereunto set my
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF I
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
of America
affixed.
to be affixed.
America to
States of
the United
caused the
Washington this 24" day of August in the
City of Washington
at the City
DONE at
year
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
hundred and thirty-nine, and
nineteen hundred
year of
America the
[SEAL]
of the
United States of America.
Independence of the United
the Independence
[SEAL] of
one
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred and
one hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

PROCLAIMING
THE NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY OF
STATES IN
IN THE
W AR
THE WAR
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
PROCLAIMING THE
BETWEEN
AND FRANCE;
POLAND; AND
AND THE
UNITED
THE UNITED
FRANCE; POLAND;
GERMANY AND
BETWEEN GERMANY
KINGDOM, INDIA,
INDIA, AUSTRALIA
AUSTRALIA AND
AND NEW
ZEALAND.
NEW ZEALAND.
KINGDOM,
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

September
1939
September 5., 1939
[No. 2348]
23481
[No.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
unhappily exists
Germany and
and
between Germany
exists between
of war
war unhappily
state of
WHEREAS aastate
France;
Poland;
and
the
United
Kingdom,
India,
Australia
and
Australia
India,
Kingdom,
United
the
and
Poland;
France;
New Zealand.
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the United
States is
is on
on terms
of friendship
friendship and
and
terms of
United States
AND
amity with
with the
the contending
with the
persons inhabiting
inhabiting
the persons
and with
powers, and
contending powers,
amity
dominions;
their several
several dominions;
AND
WHEREAS there
are nationals
nationals of
United States
States residing
residing
of the
the United
there are
AND WHEREAS
within
the territories
territories or
or dominions
each of
the said
said belligerents,
belligerents,
of the
of each
dominions of
within the
and
carrying on
on commerce,
commerce, trade,
or other
business or
or pursuits
pursuits therethereother business
trade, or
and carrying
in;

Preamble.
Preamble.
Existence
Existence of state
of war.
Post, pp.
pp. 2643,
2643, 23
2652,
Pos,
2699, 2704
270‘ 2707,
2764.
2707, 2764.
269
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Designated acts
Designated
acts forforbidden;
bidden; penalties.
penalties.

35 Stat. 1088.
18U. S.C.chs.1-15;
S. C. chs. 1-15;
18U.
Supp.
ohs. 3-15.
3-15.
Supp. V,
V, ohs.
40 Stat.
Stat. 217.

Commissioned servCommissioned
service.
ice.

Service
etc.

as
soldier,
as soldier,

services of
Hiring services
of
another as soldier,
etc.
etc.

Hiring another
another to
to
enlist outside
outside U.
U. S.
Intent to be entered
entered
into service.
Retaining
Retaining another
another
to enlist outside U.
S.
U.S.
entered
Intent to be entered
into service.
service.

Exception.
35 Stat. 1088.
1088.
18U.
C. chs.
18
U. S.
S.C.
chs. 1-15;
1-15;
Supp. V, chs. 3-15.
217.
40 Stat.
Stat. 217.

Fitting out, etc.,
etc., of
of
vessels.

[54 S
PAT.
[54
STAT.

AND
are nationals
nationals of
of each
each of
said belligbelligAND WHEREAS
WHEREAS there
there are
of the
the said
erents residing within,
within the territory
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States,
territory or
or jurisdiction
States,
and carrying
carrying on commerce,
commerce, trade, or other business
business or pursuits theretherein;
AND
'AND WHEREAS the
the laws
and treaties
treaties of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
laws and
without interfering
interfering with the free
expression of
of opinion
opinion and
and sympathy,
syn.ipathy,
free expression
nevertheless impose upon
nevertheless
be within
within their
their territerriupon all
all persons
persons who
who may
may be
tory and jurisdiction the duty of an impartial
neutrality during
during the
the
impartial neutrality
existence
of the
the contest;
existence of
contest;
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is the
government not
not to
to
the duty
duty of aa neutral
neutral government
permit or suffer the making
making of its territory
territory or
or territorial
territorial waters
waters subsubservient to the purposes
servient
purposes of
of war;
war;
NOW, THEREFORE,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiTHEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
dent of the United States of America,
America, in order
order to
neuto preserve
preserve the
the neutrality of the United States
trality
States and of
citizens and
and of
of persons
persons within
within
of its
its citizens
its territory and jurisdiction,
jurisdiction and to enforce
laws and
and treaties,
treaties ,an
enforce its
its laws
andd
in order that all persons
warned of
of the
the general
general tenor
tenor o
th e
persons, being
being warned
offthe
laws and treaties of the United States in
and of
of the
the law
law
in this behalf, and
of nations, may thus be prevented
prevented from
any .violation
the same,
same,
from any
violation of
of the
do hereby declare and proclaim that
by certain
certain provisions
of the
the act
that by
provisions of
act
approved on the 4th day of March,
March, A.
approved
known as
A. D.
D. 1909,
1909, commonly
commonly known
as
the "Penal
"Penal Code of the United States"
of the
the act
act approved
approved on
on
States" and of
the 15th day of June, A. D. 1917, the following
following acts
to
acts are forbidden
forbidden to
be done, under severe penalties,
within the
and jurisdiction
penalties, within
the territory
territory and
jurisdiction
of the United States,
to wit:
wit:
States, to
1. Accepting
commission to serve
Accepting and exercising
exercising a
a commission
serve one of
of the
the said
said
belligerents
against an opposing
belligerents by land or by sea against
opposing belligerent.
belligerent.
2. Enlisting or entering
entering into the service
service of a
abelligerent
belligerent as aasoldier,
soldier,
or as aa marine,
marine, or seaman on board of any
any ship
ship of
of war,
war, letter
letter of
of
marque, or privateer.
privateer.
3. Hiring or retaining
retaining another person
person to enlist or enter
in
enter himself in
the service of aabelligerent as aasoldier, or as aamarine, or seaman on
on
board of any ship of war, letter of marque, or privateer.
privateer.
4. Hiring another
another person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction of
of
the United
United States with intent to
aforesaid.
to be enlisted
enlisted as
as aforesaid.
5. Hiring another person to go
the limits
jurisdiction of
of
go beyond the
limits or
or jurisdiction
the United States with intent to be entered into service
service as
as aforesaid.
aforesaid.
6.
Retaining another person
6. Retaining
person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the United
United States
be enlisted
enlisted as
as aforesaid.
States to be
aforesaid.
7. Retaining
Retaining another person to go beyond the limits or jurisdiction
jurisdiction
of the United States with intent to be
entered into
into service
service as
as aforesaid.
be entered
aforesaid.
(But the said act of the 4th day of March,
March, A. D. 1909,
1909, as
as amended
amended
by the act of the 15th day of June, A. D. 1917,
1917, is not to be construed
construed
to extend to a
a citizen or subject
subject of a
a belligerent who,
who, being transiently within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United
United States, shall, on board
which, at the time of its arrival
of any ship of war, which,
arrival within the jurisdicUnited States, was fitted and equipped
tion of the United
equipped as such ship of
of
war, enlist or enter himself or hire or retain another subject
or citizen
citizen
subject or
of the same belligerent,
belligerent, who is transiently within the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
himself to serve such belligerent
belligerent
the United States, to enlist or enter himself
on board such ship of war, if the United States
on
be at
States shall then be
at peace
peace
with such belligerent.)
belligerent.)
8. Fitting out and arming, or attempting
attempting to fit out and arm, or
or
procuring to be fitted out and armed, or knowingly being
being concerned
concerned
in the furnishing
furnishing, fitting out, or arming
of any
any ship
ship or
or ves
selwith
w ith
arming of
vessel
intent that such ship or
or vessel
vesselshall be employed
employed in the service
service of
of one
of the said belligerents
belligerents to cruise, or commit hostilities
hostilities against
against the
the
subjects, citizens,
citizens, or property
property of
of an opposing
opposing belligerent.
belligerent.
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Issuing of commis.
within the territory
9.
or delivering
delivering a
commission within
territory or juris- sion
a commission
Issuing or
9. Issuing
sionfor
essel to
fo serve
serv e
for vessel
that
intent
the
vessel
diction
of
the
United
States
for
any
ship
to
intent
that
belligerent.
or
belligerent.
diction of the United States for any ship
she may
aforesaid.
employed as aforesaid.
be employed
may be
she
Increasing
of
force of
Increasing force
10.
or augmenting,
augmenting, or
procuring to be
be increased
increased or
or armed
or procuring
Increasing or
10. Increasing
vessel.
armed vessel.
augmentor
in
increasing
concerned
augmented,
or
knowingly
being
concerned
increasing
augmentknowingly
or
augmented,
mg,
the force
force of
of any
any ship
which
cruiser, or other armed vessel, which
ship of war, cruiser,
ing, the
at
United States
jurisdiction of the United
the jurisdiction
within the
arrival within
her arrival
of her
time of
the time
at the
service of aabelligwas
of war,
or armed vessel in the service
cruiser, or
war, cruiser,
ship of
was aa ship
adding to the number of
erent, or
to a
anational
national thereof,
thereof, by adding
or belonging
belonging to
erent,
board of her for guns of aa
guns of
of such
such vessel,
vessel, or
changing those on board
or by changing
guns
larger caliber,
caliber, or
equipment solely
solely
addition thereto of any equipment
the addition
by the
or by
larger
applicable
war.
applicable to war.
Expeditions,
etc.,
etc.,
Expeditions,
11. Knowingly
providing or prepar- from
setting on foot or providing
beginning or setting
Knowingly beginning
11.
U. S.
S. territory.
territory.
U.
ing
any
for or furnishing the money for, or taking part in, any
means for
a means
ing a
military
naval expedition
expedition or enterprise
enterprise to be carried
carried on from the
or naval
military or
territory or
or jmisdiction
of the
the United
territory or
or
against the territory
States against
United States
jurisdiction of
territory
dominion
belligerent.
a belligerent.
dominion of a
Carriage of
of certain
certain
Carriage
Despatching from the United States, or any place subject to the materials,
12. Despatching
materials, etc., to belligerent
vessel.
jurisdiction
thereof, any
vessel, domestic
foreign, which is about
about to ligerent vessel.
domestic or foreign,
any vessel,
jurisdiction thereof,
a belligerent
carry
to a
supply ship of a
belligerent any fuel,
fuel,
or supply
tender, or
warship, tender,
a warship,
carry to
shipped
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, men,
men, supplies,
supplies, despatches,
information shipped
or information
despatches, or
arms,
jurisdiction of the United States.
received on board within the jurisdiction
or received
Despatching
vesDespatching
13.
Despatching from
from the
the United
subject to the sels
United States, or any place subject
13. Despatching
suitable for warsuitable
like
use.
use.
jurisdiction thereof,
thereof, any armed vessel owned wholly or in part
part by
by
jurisdiction
American
or any
any vessel, domestic
domestic or foreign (other than one
citizens, or
American citizens,
which
has entered
entered the jurisdiction,
United States as a
a public
jurisdiction of the United
which has
vessel),
which is
manifestly built for warlike purposes or has been conis manifestly
vessel), which
verted
or adapted
private vessel
vessel to one suitable for warlike
warlike use,
a private
from a,
adapted from
verted or
and which
is to
to be
be employed
employed to
against or commit or attempt
attempt
cruise against
to cruise
which is
and
to commit
commit hostilities
hostilities upon
the subjects,
subjects, citizens, or property
property of aa
upon the
to
belligerent nation,
which will be sold or delivered to a
a belligerent
belligerent
nation, or which
belligerent
nation,
or to
to an
agent, officer
or citizen
jurisdiction
citizen thereof, within the jurisdiction
officer,, or
an agent,
nation, or
jurisdiction, upon the high
of the
high
having left that jurisdiction,
or, having
States, or,
United States,
the United
of
seas.
Despatching
Despatching vessels
vessels
14. Despatching
Despatching from
the United
United States,
subject to the equipped
States, or any place subject
from the
14.
as ships
ships of
of
equipped as
war,
etc.
of
jurisdiction
thereof, any
any vessel built,
armed, or equipped
equipped as a
aship of
built, armed,
jurisdiction thereof,
war,
private vessel into
into aaship of war (other than
from aaprivate
converted from
or converted
war, or
a public
one
has entered
entered the
jurisdiction of the United States
States as a
public
the jurisdiction
which has
one which
vessel), with
intent or
agreement or contract, written
any agreement
under any
or under
any intent
with any
vessel),
or oral,
that such
be delivered
delivered to a
abelligerent
belligerent nation, or to
shall be
vessel shall
such vessel
oral, that
or
any agent,
officer, or
of such
such nation
nation, or
or where
reasonable
there is reasonable
where there
citizen of
or citizen
agent, officer,
any
cause to
believe that
that the
the said
vessel shall
or will be employed
employed in the
shall or
said vessel
to believe
cause
service of
of such
nation after
its departure
departure from the jurisdicafter its
belligerent nation
such belligerent
service
tion
the United
States.
United States.
of the
tion of
'raking out of port,
Taking
15. Taking,
or attempting
attempting or
or conspiring
conspiring to
take, or
or authorizing
the etc.,
authorizing the
to take,
vessels in viovioetc., of vessels
Taking, or
15.
of designated
designated
lation
taking
of
any
vessel
out
of
port
or
from
the
jurisdiction
of
United
the
of
jurisdiction
taking of any vessel out of port or from the
provisions.
provisions.
States
in violation
violation of
of the
said act
act of
of the
day of
of June,
June 'A. D.
1917,
D. 1917,
15th day
the 15th
the said
States in
as set
set forth
forth in
in the
paragraphs numbered
numbered 11
11 to 14 inclusive.
inclusive.
preceding paragraphs
the preceding
as
Interned
persons
Interned
16.
or attempting
attempting to
to leave
of the
the United leaving
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
ursdialeave the
leaving U.S.
IL8B. jurisdicLeaving or
16. Leaving
tion,
etc.
tion,
etc.
States
by
a
person
belonging
to
the
armed
land
or
naval
forces
of
a
a
of
States by a person belonging to the armed land or naval forces
belligerent who
who shall
jurisdiction of the
interned within the jurisdiction
been interned
have been
shall have
belligerent
or
United States
accordance with
with the
the law
law of nations, or leaving or
in accordance
States in
United
of
attempting
to
leave
the
limits
of
internment
which
freedom
of
in
internment
of
attempting to leave the limits
movement has
been allowed,
allowed, without
without permission
from the
proper
the proper
permission from
has been
movement
official
of the
charge, or
or wilfully
overstaying a
aleave
leave
wilfully overstaying
in charge,
States in
United States
the United
official of
of absence
granted by
by such
such official.
..
official.
absence granted
of
17. Aiding
Aiding or
or enticing
interned person
person to
escape or attempt to hlwaiduPi-ow
to escape
any interned
Int=pe.rs.o°1o119..
enticing any
17.
escape
from
the
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States,
lmiita
or from the limits
States,
United
the
of
jurisdiction
the
from
escape
internment prescribed.
of internment
Issuing
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AND IIdo
hereby further
further declare
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim tb
at any
frequenting
any frequenting
that
do hereby
AND
of the
the waters
waters within
within the
the territorial
the United
United
of the
jurisdiction of
territorial jurisdiction
use of
and use
ot and

Designated uses
of
uses of
Designated
territorial waters not
permitted.
ermitted.

States
by the
the vessels
of a
belligerent, whether
public ships
ships or
or privaprivawhether public
a belligerent,
vessels of
States by
teers
for the
the purpose
purpose of
preparing for
hostile operations,
operations, or
as posts
of
posts of
or as
for hostile
of preparing
teers for
observation
of war
or merchant
merchant vessels
vessels of
of
privateers or
war or
or privateers
ships of
the ships
upon the
observation upon
an
opposing
belligerent
must
be
regarded
as
unfriendly
and
offensive,
offensive,
and
unfriendly
as
regarded
be
must
belligerent
an opposing
and
violation of
of that
that neutrality
neutrality which
which it
it is
is the
determination of
of this
this
the determination
in violation
and in
government to
to observe;
and to
to the
the end
end that
the hazard
hazard and
inconand inconthat the
observe; and
government
venience of
of such
apprehended practices
may be
be avoided,
further
avoided, IIfurther
practices may
such apprehended
venience
proclaim and
declare that
that from
from and
and after
the fifth
fifth day
of September
September
day of
after the
and declare
proclaim
instant, and
long as
shall be
effect, no
no ship
ship
in effect,
be in
proclamation shall
this proclamation
as this
so long
and so
instant,
of war
or privateer
privateer of
of any
any belligerent
shall be
be permitted
to make
make
permitted to
belligerent shall
of
war or
use of
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
or waters
subject to
to the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction
waters subject
roadstead, or
of any
use
of the
the United
United States
States as
as a
station or
place of
of resort
resort for
for any
purany warlike
warlike puror place
a station
of
pose or
the purpose
purpose of
warlike equipment;
equipment; no
privateer
no privateer
obtaining warlike
of obtaining
or for
for the
pose
of
belligerent shall
shall be
permitted to
to depart
from any
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor,
depart from
be permitted
of aabelligerent
jurisdiction of the United States;
the jurisdiction
roadstead, or
subject to the
waters subject
or waters
roadstead,
and
no ship
of war
of a
shall be
be permitted
permitted to
to sail
out of
of or
or
sail out
a belligerent
belligerent shall
war of
ship of
and no
jurisdiction
leave any
any port,
waters subject to the jurisdiction
roadstead, or waters
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
leave
of
the United
Umted States
States from
from which
of an
an opposing
opposing belligerent
belligerent
vessel of
which aa vessel
of the
(whether
the same
same shall
of war
war or
merchant ship)
ship) shall
shall have
have
or aamerchant
a ship
ship of
shall be
be a
(whether the
previously
after the
the expiration
expiration of
of at
at least
least twenty-four
twenty-four
until after
departed, until
previously departed,
hours
of such
such last
last mentioned
vessel beyond
beyond the
mentioned vessel
departure of
the departure
hours from
from the
jurisdiction of the United
United States.
jurisdiction
time this
this notificaa belligerent
belligerent shall,
If
war of
'rime limit for deTime
If any
any ship
ship of
of war
of a
shall, after
after the
the time
notificaparture of belligerent
tion
effect, be
be found
or shall
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead,
enter any
shall enter
in, or
found in,
takes effect,
tion takes
vessels;
exception.
ex; epoent
or waters
the jurisdiction
the United
United States,
States, such
such vessel
of the
jurisdiction of
subject to
to the
waters subject
or
shall not
not be
permitted to
in such
roadstead, or
or
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
such port,
remain in
to remain
be permitted
shall
waters more
more than
than twenty-four
hours, except in case
case of stress of
twenty-four hours,
waters
weather, or
or for
for delay
receiving supplies
supplies or
or repairs
or when
when detained
detained
repairs, or
in receiving
delay in
weather,
by
in any
any of
of which
which cases
authorities of the port,
cases the
the authorities
States; in
the United
United States;
by the
or
(as the
the case
shall require
her to
to put
to
put to
require her
case maybe),
may be), shall
port (as
or of
of the
the nearest
nearest port
the delay
delay is
sea
cause of the
i
sat an end, unless
unless within the
soon as the
the cause
sea as
as soon
merchant
whether ship of war
twenty-four hours aavessel,
preceding
vessel, whether
war or merchant
preceding twenty-four
belligerent, shall have
ship
have departed
departed therefrom
therefrom, in
ship of an
an opposing belligerent,
which case
case the timelimited
which
time limited for the departure
departure of such ship of war shall
be extended
so far
far as
necessary to
to secure
secure an
an interval
of not
not
interval of
be
extended so
as may
may be
be necessary
less than
hours between
between such
such departure
departure and
and that of any
any
less
than twenty-four
twenty-four hours
ship of
of war
war or
or merchant
of an
an opposing
opposing belligerent
belligerent which
which may
may
ship
merchant ship
ship of
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or waters.
have previously
previously quit the same
same port, harbor,
Vessels for scientific,
Vesselsforsdentlc,
Vessels used
used exclusively
for scientific,
scientific, religious,
philanthropic
Vessels
exclusively for
religious, or
or philanthropic
etc., purpooes.
purposes.
pu purposes
etc.,
rposes are exempted from the foregoing
foregoing provisions
provisions as to the length
of
war may
may remain
the ports
harbors, roadsteads,
roadsteads, or
or
of time
time ships
ships of
of war
remain in
in the
ports,'harbors,
waters
United States.
waters subject
subject to
to the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the
the United
States.
Limitation
on numLimitationonnumThe maximum
maximum number
of ships
ships of
of war
war belonging
to aa belligerent
The
number of
belonging to
belligerent
ber of belligerent ships
and
which may
be in
one of
of the
ports, harbors,
harbors, or
or roadsteads
roadsteads
in one
the ports,
may be
and its
its allies
allies which
intubs.wates.hiP
U. B. waters.
subject to the jurisdiction of the United
United States simultaneously
simultaneously shall
be
be three.
three.
Ships of opposing
When ships
of war
opposing belligerents
belligerents are
present simultanesimultaneare present
of opposing
war of
ships of
When
ri
eShips ooerens
belligerents,
provisions
departure.
sions for
or deprture.
ously in
same port,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters,
to the
ously
in the
the same
port, harbor,
waters, subject
subject to
the
jurisdiction
the United
United States,
States, the
the one
entering first
depart
jurisdiction of
of the
one entering
first shall
shall depart
first, unless
as to
extending her
stay.
first,
unless she
she is
is in
in such
such condition
condition as
to warrant
warrant extending
her stay.
In any
the ship
arrived later
has the
the right
to notify
notify the
the
In
any case
case the
ship which
which arrived
later has
right to
other through the competent
competent local authority
authority- that within
within twenty-four
twenty-four
hours she will leave such port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead, or waters,
waters the one
first entering,
however, having
having the
the right
t
o depart
departwithin
w ithin that
that time.
time.
first
entering, however,
right to
the
If the one first entering
entering leaves, the notifying
notifying ship must observe the
prescribed interval
prescribed
interval of twenty-four
twenty-four hours.
hours. If a
adelay
delay beyond
beyond twentytwentyfour hours from the time of arrival
arrival is granted,
granted, the termination
termination of the
the time of
cause of delay
delay will be considered
considered the
in deciding
deciding the
of arrival in
the
in departing.
right of priority in
departing.
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Vessels of
belligerent shall
not be
depart successively
successively
to depart
be permitted
permitted to
shall not
of a
a belligerent
Vessels
from any
any port,
roadstead, or
jurisdiction
or waters subject to the jurisdiction
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
from
a
of the
the United
United States
States at
at such
as will delay
delay the
the departure
departure of a
intervals as
such intervals
of
ship of
of war
war of
an opposing
such ports,
ports, harbors, roadfrom such
belligerent from
opposing belligerent
of an
ship
steads, or
waters for
more than
than twenty-four
twenty-four hours
beyond her desired
hours beyond
for more
or waters
steads,
time
sailing. If,
If, however,
the departure
departure of several ships of war
war
however, the
of sailing.
time of
and
of opposing
opposing belligerents
belligerents from
the same port, harfrom the
ships of
merchant ships
and merchant
bor,
or waters
is involved,
involved, the
order of their departure
the order
waters is
roadstead, or
bor, roadstead,
therefrom shall
shall be
arranged as
as to
afford the opportunity
leaving
opportunity of leaving
to afford
so arranged
be so
therefrom
alternately to
to the
of the
the opposing
opposing belligerents,
belligerents, and to cause
vessels of
the vessels
alternately
the least
proclamation.
consistent with the objects of this proclamation.
detention consistent
least detention
the
Use of
of radio
radio by belbelUse
All belligerent
belligerent vessels
shall refrain
refrain from use of
of their radio and signal ligerent
vessels shall
All
vessels, limilimiligerent vessels,
tation.
apparatus
harbors, ports,
waters subject to tation.
roadsteads, or waters
ports, roadsteads,
in the
the harbors,
while in
apparatus while
the
the United
United States,
for calls of distress and
except for
States, except
of the
jurisdiction of
the jurisdiction
communications connected
connected with
with safe
arrangements for
for
navigation or arrangements
safe navigation
communications
the
vessel within,
within, or
or departure
departure from, such harbors,
harbors,
of the
the vessel
arrival of
the arrival
ports,
roadsteads, or
or waters,
or passage
waters; prothrough such waters;
passage through
waters, or
ports, roadsteads,
vided
that such
material aid
be of direct material
communications will not be
such communications
vided that
to the
conduct of military operations
operations against an
belligerent in the conduct
the belligerent
to
Sealing of radios by
by
opposing belligerent.
belligerent. The
of belligerent
belligerent merchant
merchant vessels may U.Sealing
radio of
The radio
opposing
S. authorities.
authorities.
S.
shall
seals
such
be sealed
sealed by
by the
the authorities
authorities of the United
United States, and
be
not be
broken within
the jurisdiction
States except by
United States
the United
of the
jurisdiction of
within the
be broken
not
proper authority
authority of
United States.
the United
of the
proper
Limitation on
on supsup.
Limitation
No ship
of a
be permitted,
while in
any plies,
in any
permitted, while
shall be
belligerent shall
a belligerent
war of
of war
ship of
No
etc.
plies, etc.
port,
roadstead, or
subject to the jurisdiction of the
waters subject
or waters
harbor, roadstead,
port, harbor,
United
take i
n any
any supplies
except provisions
provisions and such
such
supplies except
in
to take
States, to
United States,
in
crew
other
things
as
may
be
requisite
for
the
subsistence
her
of
subsistence
the
for
requisite
be
may
as
things
other
amounts necessary
necessary to
such supplies
to her
standard, and
peace standard,
her peace
supplies to
bring such
to bring
amounts
except such
lubricants, and
and feed
feed water
as may be
be sufficient,
only as
water only
fuel, lubricants,
such fuel,
except
with
that already
already on
on board,
board, to
to carry
carry such
vessel, if without
without any sail
such vessel,
with that
power, to
to the
her own
own country;
country; or
case a
a vessel is
in case
or in
of her
port of
nearest port
the nearest
power,
rigged
to
go
under
sail,
and
may
also
be
propelled
by
machinery,
then
machinery,
by
propelled
be
also
may
and
sail,
rigged to go under
half
the quantity
and feed
water which
which she would
would
feed water
lubricants, and
fuel, lubricants,
of fuel,
quantity of
half the
be entitled
board, if
if dependent
dependent upon propelling
machinery
propelling machinery
on board,
have on
to have
entitled to
be
Restriction.
alone, and
fuel, lubricants,
or feed
shall be
again supplied
supplied to
to
be again
water shall
feed water
lubricants, or
no fuel,
and no
alone,
any such
such ship
of war
war in
the same
same or
or any
any other
other port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead,
in the
ship of
any
or
waters
subject
to
the
jurisdiction
of
the
United
States
after
after
until
States
United
the
of
jurisdiction
the
to
subject
waters
or
the expiration
of three
time when
when such fuel, lubrithe time
from the
months from
three months
expiration of
the
cants and
feed water
supplied to
within waters Bals
to her within
last supplied
been last
have been
may have
water may
and feed
cants
Basis for allotments.
allotments.
fuel
subject to
amounts of fuel,
jurisdiction of the United States. The amounts
to the
the jurisdiction
subject
shal
lubricants,
feed water
under the
the above provisions shall
allowable under
water allowable
and feed
lubricants, and
be
the economical
economical speed
speed of
of the
allowance of
of
an allowance
plus an
vessel, plus
the vessel,
on the
based on
be based
thirty per
centum for
eventualities.
for eventualities.
per centum
thirty
Repairs, restrictions.
restrictions.
Repairs,
No ship
of war
war of
of a
belligerent shall
shall be
be permitted,
permitted, while
in any
any port,
port,
while in
a belligerent
ship of
No
harbor, roadstead,
roadstead, or
or waters
waters subject
urisdiction of the United
jurisdiction
the j
subject to the
harbor,
States, to
beyond those
those that
that are
essential to
to render
render the
the
are essential
repairs beyond
make repairs
to make
States,
vessel seaworthy
seaworthy and
and which
no degree
constitute an
an increase
increase in
in her
her
degree constitute
in no
which in
vessel
military strength.
strength. Repairs
Repairs shall
delay. Damages
Damages
without delay.
made without
be made
shall be
military
which
are found
have been
produced by
enemy's fire
shall in
in no
no
fire shall
the enemy's
by the
been produced
to have
found to
which are
case
repaired.
be repaired.
case be
for
Authorization for
No
of war
war of
or receive
receive fuel,
repairs, etc.
fuel, repairs,
repairs or
effect repairs
shall effect
belligerent shall
of aa belligerent
ship of
No ship
lubricants,
provisions within
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of the
the
within the
or provisions
water, or
feed water,
lubricants, feed
United States without
without written
authorization
of the
proper
authorities
authorties
proper
the
of
authorization
written
United States
oEm
Declarationby
by cony.
Declration
of the
the United
Before such
will be
issued z the
the mander
mender of vemeL
vesaeL
be issued,
authorization will
such authorization
States. Before
United States.
of
commander of
of the
to such
authorities a
a written
wntten
such authorities
furnish to
shall furnish
vessel shall
the vessel
commander
declaration,
by such
such commander,
commander, stating
date, port,
port,
the date,
stating the
signed by
duly signed
declaration, duly
and
amounts
of
supplies
last
received
in
the
jurisdiction
of
the
United
United
the
of
and amounts of supplies last received in the jurisdiction
States, the amounts of fuel, lubricants, feed
water, and
and provisions
provisions on
on
States, the amounts of fuel, lubricants, feed water,
board, the port to which the
the economical
economical speed
speed
vessel is
is proceeding,
proceeding, the
board, the port to which the vessel
of
the
vessel,
the
rate
of
consumpt
io
n of
of fuel,
lubricants,
and
feed
feed
and
lubricants,
fuel,
consumption
of
rate
the
of the vessel,
water
and the
the amount
each class
class of
supplies desired.
desired.
of supplies
of each
amount of
speed, and
such speed,
at such
water at
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If repairs
repairs are
declaration shall
shall be
be furnished
furnished stating
stating
similar declaration
desired, aasimilar
are desired,
If
cause of
damage and
and the
of the
the repairs.
In either
either case,
case,
repairs. In
nature of
the nature
of the
the damage
certif- the cause
shall be
be included
to the
the effect
effect that
the desired
are
desired services
services are
that the
included to
aacertificate
certificate shall
in
accord
with
the
rules
of
the
United
States
in
that
behalf.
behalf.
that
in
States
United
of
the
the
rules
in accord with
of
supNo
the United
United States
or
Government shall, directly or
States Government
of the
agency of
No agency
of sup

Inclusion
Inclusion of certificate.
ca te

.

Provision
Provision
plies, etc., by U. S.
agencies
agencies prohibited.

indirectly,
provide supplies
nor effect
effect repairs
to aa belligerent
belligerent ship
ship
repairs to
supplies nor
indirectly, provide
of war.
war.
of
Right of search;
search;
the right
shall exercise
exercise the
No
vessel of
right of
of search
search within
within the
the
of a
a belligerent
belligerent shall
No vessel
Right
p ri z e s
prizes.
.
waters
waters under the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of the United States, nor shall prizes be
taken by
by belligerent
vessels within
such waters.
waters. Subject
Subject to
to any
any
within such
belligerent vessels
taken
applicable treaty
provisions in
force, prizes
captured by
belligerent
by belligerent
prizes captured
in force,
treaty provisions
applicable
vessels
shall not
any port,
port, harbor,
harbor, roadstead,
or waters
waters under
the
under the
roadstead, or
enter any
not enter
vessels shall
jurisdiction
the United
United States
States except
in case
case of
of unseaworthiness,
unseaworthiness,
except in
of the
jurisdiction of
stress of
of weather,
weather, or
of fuel
fuel or
or provisions;
when the
the cause
cause has
has
provisions; when
or want
want of
stress
disappeared, the
prize must
must leave
immediately, and
if aaprize
prize captured
captured
and if
leave immediately,
the prize
disappeared,
by a
vessel enters
enters any
harbor, roadstead,
or waters
waters
roadstead, or
port, harbor,
any port,
a belligerent
belligerent vessel
by
subject to
jurisdiction of
United States
States for
reason
other reason
any other
for any
the United
of the
the jurisdiction
to the
subject
than
on account
of unseaworthiness,
of weather,
weather, or
or want
want of
of fuel
fuel
stress of
unseaworthiness, stress
account of
than on
or
provisions, or
fails to
to leave
as soon
soon as
which
the circumstances
circumstances which
as the
leave as
or fails
or provisions,
justified
the entrance
entrance are
at an
an end,
the prize
prize with
with its
its officers
officers and
crew
and crew
end, the
are at
justified the
will
and the
the prize
will be
be interned.
interned. A
A belligerent
belligerent
crew will
prize crew
released and
will be
be released
Prize Court
Court can
can not
be set
set up
subject to
jurisdiction
to the jurisdiction
territory subject
up on
on territory
not be
Prize
of the
the United
United States
vessel in
in the
the ports,
ports, harbors,
harbors, roadsteads,
roadsteads,
on a
a vessel
or on
States or
of
or waters
jurisdiction of the United States.
to the jurisdiction
subject to
or
waters subject
Vessels
operating
The provisions
this proclamation
proclamation pertaining
pertaining to ships of war shall
of this
provisions of
operatinr The
vuessels
under public control
public control
for hostile, etc., purvessel operating
operating under
to any
apply equally
equally to
pur- apply
any vessel
under public
control for hostile
poses.
poses.
or military purposes.
Neutrality of perthe
and the
AND I
do further
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim that
that the
the statutes
statutes and
further declare
I do
AND
Neutrality
within U.ofS. persons
within
territory.
that
treaties of
the United
States and
and the
require that
the law of
of nations alike require
United States
treaties
of the
ritory.
and jurisdiction
no
person, within
within the
territory and
jurisdiction of the United States,
the territory
no person,
shall take
or indirectly,
in the
remain
but shall remain
the said war, but
indirectly, in
directly or
part, directly
shall
take part,
at
peace with
with all
all of
of the
belligerents, and shall maintain aastrict
strict
the said
said belligerents,
at peace
and
neutrality.
and impartial neutrality.
Applicability
AND IIdo further
Applicablitytoto
further declare
declare and proclaim that the provisions of this
Canal Zone; exception.
proclamation shall apply
tih.
one; es
proclamation
apply to the Canal Zone except
except in
in so far as such
Pod, p. 2638.
a proclamation
provisions
Pot, p. 238.
provisions may be specifically
specifically modified
modified by a
proclamation or proclaproclafor the Canal
Canal Zone.
issued, for
mations issued
Observance of laws,
AND IIdo
do hereby
hereby enjoin all nationals
Observance
and all
all
nationals of the United States, and
etc.
persons
within the territory or jurisdiction of the
residing or being within
persons residing
no act
act
United
observe the
and to commit
commit no
the laws thereof, and
States, to
to observe
United States,
violation
statutes or
or treaties
contrary
provisions of the said statutes
treaties or in violation
to the provisions
contrary to
in that
that behalf.
of
nations in
of the law of nations
Misconduct of 17. S.
AND
do hereby
give notice
that all
nationals of the United
United States
all nationals
notice that
hereby give
AND IIdo
U. S.
Miasonduct
nationals,
etc.,of
protection
denied.
and
government, who
tiondenied.
and others
others who may claim
claim the
the protection
protection of this government,
may misconduct themselves
themselves in the premises,
premises, will do so at their peril,
and that
that they
they can in no wise obtain
obtain any protection
protection from the government of theUnited
theUnited States
ment
States against the consequences
consequences of their misconduct.
Continuance in
in efproclamation shall continue
efContinuance
This proclamation
continue in full force and effect unless
unless and
fect.
terminated, pursuant
otherwise terminated,
modified, revoked
revoked or otherwise
until modified,
pursuant to law.
IN WITNESS
WILIEREOF, I
set my hand
hand and
I have hereunto
hereunto set
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
States to
affixed.
caused the
the seal of the United
United States
to be affixed.
DONE
Washington this fifth day
September in
the
at the
the city
city of
of Washington
day of
of September
in the
DONE at
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-nine, and
and
Lord nineteen
year
of our
of the United States of America
[BEAL] of
Independence of
America the
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
one hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
By the
the President:
President:
CORDELL
H ULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

prohibited.
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IMPLEMENTS
AND I
EXPORT OF
ARMS, AMMUNITION,
AMMUNITION, AND
MPLEMEN1 S OF
OF WAR
W AR TO
TO
OF ARMS,
EXPORT
INDIA,
KINGDOM,
UNITED
FRANCE;
GERMANY;
POLAND;
AND
THE
UNITED
KINGDOM,
I
NDIA,
THE
AND
POLAND;
FRANCE; GERMANY;
AUSTRALIA
AND NEW
NEW ZEALAND
ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA AND

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY

September 5,5, 1939
[No. 2349]
2349
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
section 1
1of
Congress approved
approved
of the joint resolution of Congress
WHEREAS section
May 1,
provides in part as follows:
1937, provides
1, 1937,
May
"Whenever
President shall find that there exists aastate of
the President
"Whenever the
President
states, the President
between, or among, two or more foreign states,
war between,
shall proclaim
such fact, and it shall thereafter
thereafter be unlawful to
proclaim such
shall
export,
exported, arms,
or attempt to export, or cause to be exported,
export, or
ammunition,
implements of war from any place in the United
United
or implements
ammunition, or
States
proclamation, or
belligerent state named in such proclamation,
any belligerent
to any
States to
to any
any neutral state for transshipment
transshipment to, or for the use of, any
to
state."
such belligerent state."

1 of the said
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it is further provided
said
provided by section 1
AND
joint resolution that
"The President
proclamation, defidefiPresident shall, from time to time by .proclamation,
"The
of war,
implements
and
nitely
enumerate
the
arms,
ammunition
and.
implements
ammunition,
nitely enumerate
the
export of
of which
prohibited
ammunition,
by
section. The arms,
by this section.
is prohibited
which is
the export
ammunition,
and
implements
of
war
so enumerated
enumerated shall include
ammunition, and implements of
proclamation Numbered
those enumerated
enumerated in the President's
President's proclamation
Numbered
those
2163, of
April 10,
10, 1936,
include raw materials or
shall not include
1936, but shall
of April
2163,

any
articles or
character
not of the same general character
materials not
or materials
other articles
any other
as
proclamation, and in the Conthe said proclamation,
in the
enumerated in
those enumerated
as those
vention
for the Supervision
International Trade in Arms
Supervision of the International
vention for
and
Geneva
Implements of War, signed at Geneva
and Ammunition and in Implements
June 17, 1925."

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is
is further
section 1
1of the said
provided by section
further provided
AND
joint resolution
resolution that
"Whoever, in
of any
the provisions
provisions of this Act,
of the
any of
violation of
in violation
"Whoever,
armsl
to be exported,
shall
export,
or
attempt
or
cause
exported, arms,
cause
export,
to
shall export, or attempt
ammumtion,
implements of war from
from the United States shall
or implements
ammunition, or
be fined
$10,000 or imprisoned
imprisoned not more than five
not more than $10,000
fined not
be
years,
or
both,
and
property,
vessel,
containing the
vehicle containing
or vehicle
property,
the
and
both,
years, or
same shall
be subject
subject to
sections 1
1to 8, incluincluprovisions of sections
the provisions
to the
shall be
same
(40
1917
sive,
title
6,
chapter
30,
the
Act
approved
June
15,
approved
Act
the
of
30,
sive, title 6, chapter
Stat.
S. C.,
1934 ed.,
title 22,
secs. 238-245)."
238-245)."
22, secs.
ed., title
C., 1934
U. S.
223-225; U.
Stat. 223-225;
AND
WHEREAS it
it is
further provided
provided by section 1
1 of the said
is further
AND WHEREAS
joint resolution
resolution that
"In the
case of
of the
the forfeiture
forfeiture of
ammunition, or
of any arms, ammunition,
the case
"In
implements
war by
by reason
of a
aviolation
violation of this Act, no public
reason of
of war
implements of
or
or private
private sale
be required;
required; but
but such arms, ammunition, or
shall be
sale shall
or
implements of
shall be
delivered to
Secretary of War for
the Secretary
to the
be delivered
war shall
of war
implements
such
use or
or disposal
approved by the President
President
be approved
shall be
as shall
thereof as
disposal thereof
such use
of
States."
of the United States."
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is
is further
further provided
provided by section 11 of the said
AND
joint
resolution
that
joint resolution
"The
President
may, from
from time
time to
to time,
promulgate such rules
time, promulgate
President may,
"The
and
regulations,
not
inconsistent
with
law,
as may
be necessary
necessary
may be
as
law,
with
nconsistent
not
regulations,
and
and
to carry
any of
of this Act; and
provisions of
the provisions
of the
out any
carry out
proper to
and proper
he
any power
conferred on him by
power or authority conferred
exercise any
may exercise
he may
this
Act through
officer or
officers,, or agency
agency or agences,
agencies,
or officers
such ofr
through such
this Act
direct."
as he shall direct."

Preamble.
Ptamble.
50 Stat. 121.
Pot,
Past, p.
p. 2672.

49 Stat. 3503.
350.
49statr
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NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
ROOSEVELT, President
of the
States of
acting under
virtue of
dent of
the United
United States
of America,
America, acting
under and
and by
by virtue
of
the authority
conferred on
on me
me by
by the
the said
do hereby
hereby
the
authority conferred
said joint
joint resolution,
resolution, do
proclaim
that a
unhappily exists
exists between
Germany and
and
proclaim that
a state
state of
of war
war unhappily
between Germany
France;
and the
Australia and
New
France; Poland;
Poland; and
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
India, Australia
and New
Citizens,
do hereby
hereby admonish
admonish all
Citizens, toetc., adad- Zealand,
Zealand, and IIdo
all citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
astain
monished to abstain
.
i
from
violations,
or any
possessions, and
all persons
being within
within the
from law violations.
or
any of
of its
its possessions,
and all
persons residing
residing or
or being
the
territory or
jurisdiction of
of the
or its
its possessions,
to
territory
or jurisdiction
the United
United States,
States, or
possessions, to
abstain from
from every
violation of
the provisions
resolution
abstain
every violation
of the
provisions of
of the
the joint
joint resolution
above
made effective
applicable to
to the
export
above set
set forth,
forth, hereby made
effective and
and applicable
the export
of
ammunition, or
or implements
war from
from any
any place
place in
of arms,
arms, ammunition,
implements of
of war
in the
the
United
or any
any of
to France;
France; Germany;
Germany; Poland;
Poland;
United States
States or
of its
its possessions
possessions to
and
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India, Australia
Australia and
Zealand, or
or to
to
and the United
and New
New Zealand,
any
for transshipment
transshipment to,
to, or
or for
for the
the use
of, France;
any other
other state for
use of,
France; GerGermany; Poland;
Poland; and
the United
Kingdom, India,
Australia and
and New
New
many;
and the
United Kingdom,
India, Australia
Zealand.
Zealand.
n
Artidl eS
es t°
to be
And I
be eonco And
hereby declare
proclaim that
that the
articles enumerated
enumerated
I do hereby
declare and
and proclaim
the articles
sidered arms, etc.
below
shall be
arms, ammunition,
ammunition and
of war
war
below shall
be considered
considered arms,
and implements
implements of
for
section 1
1of
of the
said joint
joint resolution
resolution of
of Congress:
Congress:
for the
the purposes
purposes of
of section
the said
Existence of

Existence of state
state
of war,o f w a r

monished

b

Artiel

Category
Category I
I
(1) Rifles and
and carbines
carbines using
(1)
in excess
caliber .22,
using ammunition
ammunition in
excess of
of caliber
.22,
and barrels
those weapons;
and
barrels for
for those
weapons;
(2)
guns, automatic
(2) Machine guns,
rifles, and
and machine
automatic or autoloading
autoloading rifles,
machine
pistols using ammunition
ammunition in excess of caliber
caliber .22,
.22, and
and barrels
barrels for
for
those
those weapons;
weapons;
(3) Guns,
mortars of
of all
all calibers,
calibers, their
their mountings
mountings
(3)
Guns, howitzers,
howitzers, and
and mortars
and barrels
•
and
barrels;;
(4) Ammunition
Ammunition in
excess of
of caliber
for the
the arms
arms enumerated
enumerated
(4)
in excess
caliber .22 for
under
under (1)
(1) and (2)
(2) above, and cartridge
cartridge cases
bullets for
for such
such amamcases or bullets
munition; filled
and unfilled
unfilled projectiles
projectiles for
for the
the arms
arms enumerated
enumerated
munition;
filled and
under (3)
(3) above;
above;
under
(5)
bombs, torpedoes,
(5) Grenades, bombs,
torpedoes, mines
depth charges,
charges, filled
filled
mines and depth
apparatus for
their use
discharge;
or unfilled, and
and apparatus
for their
use or
or discharge;
(6)
military armored
armored vehicles,
armored trains.
trains.
(6) Tanks,
Tanks, military
vehicles, and
and armored
Category II
Category
II

of all
all kinds, including aircraft
Vessels of war of
carriers and
submarines,
aircraft carriers
and submarines,
armor plate
for such
vessels.
and armor
plate for
such vessels.
Category
Category III
III
(1) Aircraft, unassembled,
unassembled, assembled,
assembled, or dismantled,
dismantled, both heavier
heavier
and lighter than air,
air, which
which are
designed, adapted,
adapted, and
for
are designed,
and intended
intended for
aerial combat by the use of machine
machine guns
of artillery
or for
for the
the
guns or of
artillery or
carrying and dropping
or
carrying
dropping .of bombs, or which
which are
are equipped
equipped with, or
which by reason of design
design or construction
construction are prepared
any of
of
prepared for, any
the appliances
appliances referred
referred to in paragraph
paragraph (2)
(2) below;
below;
(2) Aerial gun mounts and frames,
frames, bomb racks, torpedo
torpedo carriers,
and bomb or torpedo release
mechanisms.
release mechanisms.
Category IV
IV
Category

(1)
(1) Revolvers
Revolvers and automatic
automatic pistols using ammunition
ammunition in excess
excess
of caliber
caliber .22;
.22;
of
(2)
(2) Ammunition in excess of caliber
caliber .22 for the arms enumerated
enumerated
under (1) above, and cartridge
cartridge cases
cases or
or bullets
bullets for
such ammunition.
ammunition.
for such
Category
Category V
V
(1 l
ig
Aircraft, unassembled,
unassembled, assembled
assembled or
or dismantled,
dismantl ed,both
bothheavier
heavi
er
(1)
Aircraft,
and lighter
•hterthan
and
than air, other than those included
included in Category
Category III;

(2) Propellors
screws, fuselages,
(2)
propellors or air strews,
fuselages, hulls,
hulls, wings,
wings, tail
tail units,
units, and
and
under-carriage units;
under-carage
(3)
engines, unassembled,
unassembled, assembled,
(3) Aircraft engines,
assembled, or dismantled.
dismantled.
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Category VI
VI
Category
throwers;
(1) Livens
projectors and flame throwers;
Livens projectors
(1)
sulphide);
(2) a.
Mustard gas
(dichlorethyl sulphide);
gas (dichlorethyl
a. Mustard
(2)
b. Lewisite
Lew'
. site (chlorvinyldichlorarsme
and dichlordivinylchlorardichlordivinylchlorar(chlorvinyldichlorarsme and
b.
sme);
sine);
c.
Methyldichlorarsine;
c. Methyldichlorarsine;
d.
Diphenylchlorarsine;
d. Diphenylchlorarsine;
e.
DThenylcyanarsine;
e. Diphenylcyanarsine;
f. Diphenylam
in echlorarsine;
Diphenylaminechlorarsine;
f.
g.
Phenyldichlorarsine;
g. Phenyldichlorarsine;
h. Ethyldichlorarsine;
Ethyldichlorarsine;
h.
i.
Phenyldibromarsine;
i. Phenyldibromarsine;
j. Ethyldibromarsine;
Ethyldibromarsine;
j.
k.
Phosgene;
k. Phosgene;
1.
Monochlormethylchlorformate
1. Monochlormethylchlorforrnatei
m.
(diphosgene);
Trichlormethylchlorformate (diphosgene);
m. Trichlormethylchlorformate
n.
Dichlordimethyl Ether;
n. Dichlordimethyl
o. Dibromdimethyl
Dibromdimethyl Ether;
o.
p.
Chloride;
Cyanogen Chloride;
p. Cyanogen.
q. Ethylbromacetate;
Ethylbromacetate;
q.
r. Ethyliodoacetate;
Ethyliodoa,cetate;
r.
s.
Brombenzylcyanide;
s. Brombenzylcyanide;
t.
Bromacetone;
t. Bromacetone;
u.
Brommethylethyl ketone.
u. Brommethylethyl
Category
VII
Category VII
powders;
(1)
(1) Propellant powders;
(2) High
High explosives
explosives as follows:
(2)
12%;
a. Nitrocellulose
Nitrocellulose having
having a
nitrogen content
content of more than 12%;
a nitrogen
a.
b.
Trinitrotoluene;
b. Trinitrotoluene;
c. Trinitroxylene;
Trinitroxylene;
c.
d.
Tetryl (trinitrophenol
(trinitrophenol methyl
methyl nitramine
tetranitro menitramine or tetranitro
d. Tetryl
thylaniline)
thylaniline);;
e. Picric
acid;
Picric acid;
e.
f.
Ammonium picrate;
picrate;
f. Ammonium
g. Trinitroanisol;
Trinitroanisol;
.Trinitronaphthalene;
Trinitronaphthalene;
i.
Tetranitronaphthalene;
i. Tetranitronaphthalene;
j.
Hexanitrodiphenylamine;
j. Hexanitrodiphenylamine;
k.
(Penthrite or Pentrite);
Pentrite);
Pentaerythritetetranitrate (Penthrite
k. Pentaerythrrtetetranitrate
);;
T
1.
'rrimethylenetrinitramine
(llexogen
or
4
)
(Hexogen
4
1. Trimethylenetrinitramine
m.
Potassium nitrate
nitrate powders
powder);
saltpeter powder);
(black saltpeter
powders (black
m. Potassium
powder);
n.
Sodium
nitrate
powders
(black
soda
powder);
(black
powders
nitrate
n. Sodium
o. Amatol
Amatol (mixture
(mixture of
of ammonium
ammonium nitrate
trinitrotoluene);
nitrate and trinitrotoluene);
o.
p
Ammonal
(mixture
of
ammonium
nitrate, trinitrotoluene,
trinitrotoluene,
nitrate,
ammonium
of
p. Ammonal (mixture
and powdered
powdered aluminum,
with or
or without
without other ingrealuminum, with
and
dients);
dients);
q. Schneiderite
Schneiderite (mixture
ammonium nitrate
nitrate and
and dinitroof ammonium
(mixture of
q.
naphthalene,
with
or
without
other
ingredients).
ingredients).
other
without
naphthalene, with or
Officers to prevent
to pret
omc
And
I
do
hereby enjoin
upon all
United States, violations.
of the United
officers of
all officers
enjoin upon
And I do hereby
charged with
the
execution
of
the
laws
thereof,
the
utmost
diligence
utmost
the
thereof,
laws
the
of
charged with the execution
resolution, and this my procin preventing
preventing violations
violations of
procsaid joint resolution,
the said
of the
in
punishment
lamation issued
issued thereunder,
and
in
bringing
to tnal
and punishment
trial and
to
bringing
in
and
thereunder,
lamation
any
offenders against
against the same.
any offenders
Secretary of State
tate
er
to s proAnd
delegate to
the Secretary
Secretary of State the power
power to
to the
hereby delegate
do hereby
I do
And I
niti=rAes,rtc.
etc.
mSae
joint
said
exercise
any
power
or
authority
conferred
on
me
by
'omt
the
by
me
on
conferred
authority
or
power
any
exercise
resolution,
as
made
this my
my proclamation
proclamation issued therethereby this
effective by
made effective
as
resolution,
under, and the
the power
to
promulgate
such
rules and
and regulations
not
not
regulations
rules
such
promulgate
to
power
under, and
carry
to
inconsistent
with
law
as
may
be
necessary
and
proper
out
any
proper
and
inconsistent with law as may be necessary
of its
its provisions.
of
e
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IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
set my
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
hereunto set
my hand
caused the
the Seal
Seal of
of the
the United
United States
of America
to be
affixed.
States of
America to
be affixed.
DONE at the city of
Washington this
fifth day
day of
of September,
September, in
in
of Washington
this fifth
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine,
[SEAL]
and of
of the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
of America
America
[SEAL] and
of the
States of
the
one hundred
hundred and
the one
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
By the
the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
oJ State.
State.

PRESCRIBING
P
RESCRIBING REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS CONCERNING
CONCERNING NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY
IN THE
IN
THE CANAL
ZONE
CANAL ZONE

September 5,5, 193
1930
September
[No. 23501
[No.
23501

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS aaproclamation
me on
on the
the fifth
fifth
proclamation having
having been
been issued
issued by
by me
day of September
neutrality of the United
September instant
instant declaring
declaring the neutrality
United States
of America in the war now existing
existing between
between Germany
and France;
France;
Germany and
Poland; the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
Australia and
and New
India, Australia
New Zealand.
Zealand.
AND WHEREAS the provisions
provisions of the said proclamation
proclamation apply
apply to
to
the Canal Zone except
except in so far as such
may be
be modified
modified
such provisions
provisions may
proclamation issued
by a
aproclamation
issued for
the Canal
Zone;
for the
Canal Zone;
Modification
of preModification of
preNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
vious
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
vious proclamation
proclamation in
President
in
application to
to Canal
application
Canal of the United States
America, do
do declare
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim that,
from
States of
of America,
that, from
Zone.
Zone.
and after the fifth day of September
instant, the
the said
said proclamation
proclamation
September instant,
issued by me on the fifth day of September
instant, in
in its
its application
application
September instant,
to the Canal Zone, is hereby
modified
as follows:
hereby
modified
as
follows:
Time
limit for
deTime limit
for de1. The limit of twenty-four
parture of
twenty-four hours prescribed
the above
above proclaparture
of belligerent
belligerent
prescribed by
by the
proclavessels.
vessels.
mation, with certain exceptions,
mation,
exceptions ' as
the maximum
maximum time
time a
a belligerent
bellig erent
as the
remain within
ship of war may remain
within the
jurisdiction of
of the
the United
United States
States
the jurisdiction
shall apply to the total time such ship of war
war may
may remain
remain in
in all
all the
the
waters
waters of the Canal Zone, except
except that the time
time required
required to
to transit
transit
the Canal shall be in addition
addition to the prescribed
prescribed twenty-four
twenty-four hours.
hours.
Such transit shall be effected
with the
the least
least possible
possible delay
delay in
accordeffected with
in accordregulations in force, and only with
ance with the Canal regulations
interwith such intermission as may result from the
necessities
of the
the service.
service.
the
necessities
of
Limitation on
on numLimitation
num2. The maximum number of ships of war belonging
belonging to
to aabelligerent
belligerent
ber
ofbelligerentships
belligerent ships
berof
in
Canal Zone
In Canal
Zone waters.
waters. and
allies which
be simultaneously
simultaneously in either
port
and its
its allies
which may
may be
either terminal port
and the terminal waters adjacent
adjacent to such port shall
shall be
be three.
three. The
The
maximum number of such vessels in all the waters of the Canal
Zone
Canal Zone
simultaneously,
simultaneously, including
including those in transit
transit through the Canal, shall
shall
be six.
Ships
Ships of
opposing
of opposing
belligerents, exception
3. Belligerent ships of war, not carrying
carrying aircraft, departing
from
belligerents,
departing from
exception
to provisions
de- the jurisdiction
to
provisions for
for dejurisdiction of the Canal Zone
Zone from one of the terminal ports
parture.
parture.
shall
prescribed interval
interval of time between
shall not be required to observe
observe the prescribed
between
such departure and
and the departure
departure from such jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
vessel
of aa vessel
of an opposing
opposing belligerent
belligerent from the
other terminal
terminal port.
port.
the
other
Basis
for determindeterminBasis for
4. The time of original
ing priority
priority in
ing
in dearrival of
deoriginal arrival
vessels within the
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
of
of vessels
Parture.
parture.
the Canal
Canal Zone, whether
whether or not they transit the Canal, shall be
be used
used
as the
time of arrival
as
the time
arrival in deciding
deciding the right of priority, between
between vessels
vessels
of
opposing belligerents,
departing from the jurisdiction
of opposing
belligerents, in departing
jurisdiction of the
p. 2629.
2629.
Ante, p.

Canal Zone.
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priority
Loss of priority
5. If aabelligerent
belligerent ship of war which has left the waters of the Canal rights
rights on return
return withtransitted the Canal or not,
within a
Zone, whether
whether she
she has
has transitted
not, returns
returns within
a in one
week.
one week.
week after her departure, she shall lose all right of priority
priority
period of one week
passage through
through the Canal,
Zone, or in passage
from the
the Canal Zone,
in departure
departure from
over
vessels of an
opposing belligerent
belligerent which may enter those waters
over vessels
an opposing
after
week subsequent
subsequent to
expiration of one week
and before
before the expiration
after her return and
Fixing of
of departure
departure
Fixing
her
departure of a
a time
her previous departure. In any such case, the time of departure
by Canal authorauthorities.
vessel which has so returned
returned shall be fixed
fixed by the Canal authorities,
authorities, ities.
who may
in so
doing consider
consider the wishes
master
commander or master
wishes of the commander
who
may in
so doing
present within
belligerent then present
within the
or vessels
vessels of an
an opposing belligerent
of a
a vessel or
waters of the
the Canal
Canal Zone.
waters
Repairs and sup6. If
impossible, as determined
Governor of the plies
determined by the Governor
it is
is wholly
wholly impossible,
If it
plies permitted;
permitted; concondition.
Panama
effect repairs through, dition.
belligerent ship of war to effect
Panama Canal,
Canal, for
for aabelligerent
or
provisions from, a
aprivate
or to
to obtain fuel, lubricants, feed water, and provisions
contractor
Republic of Panama,
Panama, the
or the
the Republic
the Canal Zone or
within the
contractor within
agencies of
by the Canal authorities
administered by
the United
United States
States administered
agencies
of the
operation of the Canal or its appurappurthe operation
order to
to facilitate the
may, in order
tenances, effect
accordance
furnish such
such supplies in accordance
and furnish
effect such repairs and
tenances,
Limitation.
force, but when repairs and supplies are Limitation.
regulations in force,
with the Canal regulations
repairs and such amounts of
so obtained
obtained they shall be limited to such repairs
fuel,
provisions, with that already on board,
water, and provisions,
feed water,
fuel, lubricants,
lubricants, feed
as
may be
be necessary
necessary to
to enable
enable the
proceed to the nearest
nearest
to proceed
the vessel
vessel to
as may
accessible
port, not
enemy port,
her
direction of her
general direction
port, in the general
an enemy
not an
accessible port,
voyage,
can obtain
repairs or supplies
supplies necessary
necessary
further repairs
obtain further
she can
at which
which she
voyage, at
Deduction of sapsupDeduction
lubricants, plies
amounts of fuel,
for
continuation of the voyage.
voyage. The amounts
fuel, lubricants,
for the
the continuation
from
from allowances.
allowances.
feed water,
water, and
provisions so
deducted from the
so received
received shall be deducted
and provisions
feed
amounts otherwise
otherwise allowed
in ports,
ports, harbors
roadsteads and waters
harbors, roadsteads,
allowed in
amounts
subject to
to the
of the
the United
United States,
Sates, including
including the Canal
the jurisdiction
jurisdiction of
subject
Fuel,
etc., authoriauthoriuel, etc.,
Zone, during
during any
any time
within a
aperiod
period of
months thereafter.
thereafter. No zation
of three
three months
time within
Zone,
zation by Canal authorities.
public
belligerent shall
receive fuel or lubricants
lubricants while thorities.
shall receive
a belligerent
of a
vessel of
public vessel
within
under written
the territorial
territorial waters of the Canal Zone except under
within the
authorization of
of the
Canal Authorities,
Authorities, specifying
specifying the amount of fuel
the Canal
authorization
Use of docks, etc.,
and lubricants
lubricants which
received. Moreover,
Moreover, the repair
repair facilities
facilities byUse
which may be received.
and
public
public vessels
vessels of
of
by
administered
and
docks
belonging
to
the
United
States
and
administered
the
belligerents.
belligerents.
and docks belonging to the United
Canal Authorities
belligerent,
by aapublic vessel of aabelligerent,
used by
not be used
shall not
Authorities shall
Canal
except when
necessary in
of actual
upon
actual distress, and then only upon
case of
in case
when necessary
except
the
the Canal
.Authorities, and
necessary to
only to the degree necessary
and only
Canal Authorities,
of the
order of
the order
render the
work authorized
with
authorized shall be done with
vessel sea-worthy. Any work
the vessel
render
the
least possible
possible delay.
delay.
the least
prizes.
7.
In the Canal Zone, prizes shall be in all respects subject to the Rules for prizes.
7. In
same
rules
as
ships
of
war
belligerents.
the
belligerents.
of
same rules as ships of war
Additional
Additional proviAND
from and after the sions.
and proclaim
proclaim that, from
declare and
do further
further declare
AND I
I do
fifth
day
of
September
instant,
the
following
additional
provisions
provisions
additional
fifth day of September instant, the following
shall be
Canal Zone:
in the
the Canal
be effective
effective in
shall
Embarkation or dis1. No
shall embark
or disembark
munitions of embarkation
disembark troops, munitions
embark or
No belligerent
belligerent shall
1.
of troops,
trooPs,
embarkation of
munitions, etc.
war, or
warlike materials
materials in
in the
the Canal
when required
required by munitions,
except when
Zone, except
Canal Zone
or warlike
war,
the Canal
Canal authorities,
in case
hindrance of the transit.
of accidental
accidental hindrance
case of
or in
authorities, or
the
In such
such cases
the Canal
authorities shall be the judges of the necessity,
Canal authorities
cases the
In
and the
transit shall be resumed
resumed with all dispatch.
the transit
and
Navigation of
of belNavigation
2.
belligerent aircraft
aircraft shall
be navigated
within, or through
through ligeent
into, within,
navigated into,
shall be
2. No
No belligerent
ligerent aircraft.
the
spaces above
above the
the territory
territory or waters
waters of the Canal Zone.
the air
air spaces
Enforcement of nenneuEnforcement
3.
The enforcement
of neutrality
neutrality-of
of the
United States
States within
within the
the trality;
the United
enforcement of
3. The
administrative
traty; administrative
action.
Canal
Zone and
action in
in connection
connection therewith
therewith shall
shall action.
administrative action
and administrative
Canal Zone
be
responsibility of
the Governor
the Panama
Canal; and the
Panama Canal;
of the
Governor of
of the
the responsibility
be the
military
forces stationed
stationed in
in the
Canal Zone
give him
Zone shall g.ive
the Canal
naval forces
and naval
military and
such
assistance for
for this
as he
provided that, if
request; provided
may request;
he may
purpose as
this purpose
such assistance
an officer
of the
the Army
Army is
to assume
authority and junsjurisassume authority
designated to
is designated
officer of
an
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diction over
of the
Canal as
as provided
in Section
Section
diction
over the
the operation
operation of
the Panama
Panama Canal
provided in
of the
the Canal
of the
the Army
Army shall
88 of
of Title
Title 22 of
Canal Zone
Zone Code,
Code, such
such officer
officer of
shall
thereafter have such
responsibility.
thereafter
such responsibility.
AND
do further
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim that
that the
provisions of
of this
AND I
I do
further declare
the provisions
this
proclamation and
and the
of the
the proclamation
proclamation of
of the
the fifth
day
proclamation
the provisions
provisions of
fifth day
instant are
are in
in addition
to the
"Rules and
and Regulations
Regulations
of September
September instant
addition to
the "Rules
for
the Operation
Operation and
and Navigation
Canal and
and ApApfor the
Navigation of
of the
the Panama
Panama Canal
proaches
all Waters
under its jurisdiction"
jurisdiction" prescribed
prescribed
proaches Thereto, including
including all
Waters underits
Executive Order No.
of September
September 25,
25, 1925,
as amended.
by Executive
No. 4314,
4314, of
1925, as
amended.
This proclamation
proclamation shall
shall continue
continue in
in full
force and
and effect
unless and
This
full force
effect unless
and
until modified,
modified, revoked, or otherwise
otherwise terminated
terminated pursuant
pursuant to
to law.
IN
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hand and
caused
caused the
the seal of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at
the city
city of
of Washington
Washington this
this fifth
day of
in
DONE
at the
fifth day
of September,
September, in
the
hundred and
the year
year of our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine,
[SEAL] and of
Independence of the United
of America
America
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
United States of
sixty-fourth.
the one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
FRANK UN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL

Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

I
MPOSING QUOTAS
QUOTAS ON
MPORTS OF
OF COTTON
COTTON AND
AND COTTON
ASTE
IMPOSING
ON I
IMPORTS
COTTON W
WASTE
September 5,, 1939
1939
[No.
[No. 2351]
2361]

BY

THE PRESIDENT
THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
UNITED STATES

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.
Pon, p.
p. 2769.
Post,
2769.

7
M S.
S. C.,
C.„ Supp.
Supp. V.
7U
V,

1 824.
624.

lFndings as to
Findings
to cotcotton and cotton
cotton waste.
waste.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS pursuant
pursuant to
Adjustment
to section 22 of the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Act of 1933 as amended
amended by section
section 31 of the Act
Act of
of August
August 24,
24, 1935
1935
(49 Stat. 750,
750, 773), as amended by section
section 5
5of the Act
Act of
of February
29,
February 29,
reenacted by section 1
1936 (49 Stat. 1148, 1152),
1152), and as reenacted
the Apt
1 of the
Act
of June 3, 1937 (50 Stat. 246),
246), II caused the United States Tariff
Commission to make an investigation
investigation to determine whether
whether cotton or
or
cotton waste was being imported into the United States under such
such
conditions and in sufficient
sufficient quantities as to render
render or tend
tend to render
render
ineffective
ineffective or materially
materially interfere
interfere with the program
program undertaken
undertaken with
respect to cotton under the Soil Conservation
Conservation and Domestic Allotment
Allotment
amended, or to reduce substantially
substantially the amount
product
Act, as amended,
amount of any product
processed in the United States from cotton;
cotton;
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, in the course of the investigation,
investigation, after due notice, a
a
interested were given
hearing was held, at which parties interested
given opportunity
opportunity
to be present, to produce
produce evidence,
evidence, and to be heard, and m
in addition
addition
to the hearing, the Commission
Commission made such investigation
investigation as it
it deemed
deemed
necessary
a full disclosure
presentation of the
necessary for a
disclosure and presentation
facts; and
and
the facts;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Commission
Commission has made findings of fact and
and has
has
transmitted
transmitted to me a
areport
report of such findings and its recommendations
recommendations
based thereon, together with aa transcript
transcript of the evidence
evidence submitted
submitted
at the hearing,
hearing, and has also transmitted
at
transmitted a
acopy
copy of such report to the
Secretary of Agriculture:
Agriculture:
NOW, THEREFORE,
TH KREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
of the United States of America,
America, do hereby
hereby- find,
basis of
of such
such
find, on the
the basis
investigation and report,
report, that cotton and cotton waste are being
being
imported into the United States under such conditions
imported
conditions and in sufficient
sufficient
quantities
render ineffective
ineffective the program undertaken
quantities as to tend to render
undertaken

54 S
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49 Stat.
Stat. 163,
163, 1148.
Conservation and
with
and Domestic
with respect to cotton under the Soil Conservation
S. C.,
C., Supp.
16 U. 8.
V, ch. 3B.
proclaim that
hereby proclaim
Allotment Act,
that the V,
Accordingly, IIhereby
amended. Accordingly,
Act, as amended.
Allotment
Proclamation of
of anProclamation
total
originating in any of the nual
and cotton waste originating
of cotton
cotton and
quantities of
total quantities
counnual quotas by mintries.
countries
named in
the following tables which may be entered, or
in the
countries named
withdrawn
consumption in any year, comfrom warehouse, for consumption
withdrawn from
mencing
September 20,
exceed the quantities
quantities shown
shown opposite
20, shall not exceed
mencing September
hereby find and
countries, which
which quantities
quantities II hereby
and declare
each of said countries,
shown
by the
investigation to be necessary
prescribe in order that
necessary to prescribe
the investigation
shown by
the entry
of cotton
waste will
render or tend to render
render
will not render
cotton waste
cotton and cotton
entry of
the
ineffective or
or materially
undertaken with
interfere with the program undertaken
materially interfere
ineffective
respect to cotton under the Soil Conservation
and Domestic Allotment
Allotment
Conservation and
respect
Act,
amended, or reduce substantially
product
substantially the amount of any product
as amended,
Act, as
processed
in the
United States
States from
produced in the United
from cotton produced
the United
processed in
States:

than %inch in
Cotton (other
harsh or
in staple
staple length
or rough
rough cotton of less than
than harsh
(other than
Cotton
and
blankets and
in the manufacture
used in
and chiefly used
manufacture of blankets
and blanketing,
blanketing, and
and
countries of origin
origin
linters): Annual quotas by countries
other than linters):
Staple length
Country
origin
of origin
Country of

1Y8 inches
inches
ly1
more
or more

Less than

1%
inches
1% inches
Pounds
Pounds

783, 816
816
Egypt and
Anglo-Egyptian Sudan__
Sudan_ _
the Anglo-Egyptian
and the
Egypt
247,
247, 952
-.---------------------------Peru
2, 003, 483
British India -------------------1, 370,
370, 791
China -------------- ------ - - 883, 259
8, 883,
Mexico ---------------------------618, 723
723
-_------------------------- 618,
Brazil
124
124
475,
Union
of
Soviet
Socialist
Republics
_
_
_
Republics_
Union of Soviet Socialist
5, 203
----------------- -Argentina
Argentina -----237
-.------------Haiti
Haiti
9, 333
--...
Ecuador --..
Ecuador
752
- . - - ..
Honduras
Honduras871
--.----------------Paraguay.
Paraguay-...124
124
------------Colombia
Colombia---------195
195
Iraq ---------------------------2, 240
240
2,
British
Africa
---------------East AfricaBritish East
71,
388
71, 388
Netherlands East
East Indies
Indies-------------Netherlands
Barbados -------------------------21,
321
21,321
Other British
British West
Indies - - - - - - ----West Indies
Other
5, 377
5,377
--------------------- ----Nigeria
Other
Africa 2--- ---West Africa
British West
Other British
Algeria and Tunisia
Tunisia----------------Other
French Africa 3..- - - - -----------Other French

Total

Pounds
Pounds

43,
451,
43,451,
2,
2, 056,
056,
64,
64,
2,
2,

3,
3, 808
808

435
435
506
506

29, 909
909
29,
12, 554
554
12,
30,
139
30,139

2,
2, 002
002
1, 634
1,634

16,004
16,004

689
689

14, 516,
516, 882
14,
882
--.-----------------

566
566
299
299
942
942
626
626

45, 656, 420
45,656,
-

than Barbados,
and Tobago.
Barbados, Bermuda, Jamaica, Trinidad, and
Other than
t Other
than Gold
Gold Coast
and Nigeria.
Coast and
'2 Other
Other than
Other than
than Algeria,
Algeria, Tunisia,
Madagascar.
Tunisia, and Madagascar.
8*Other

Cotton; exceptions.
exceptions.
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Cotton waste, etc.

card strips,
comber waste,
lap waste,
waste, and
roving
Cotton card
strips, comber
waste, lap
waste, sliver
sliver waste,
and roving
otherwise advanced
in value:
value:
waste, whether
whether or
or not
not manufactured
manufactured or
or otherwise
advanced in
Annual
by countries
Annual quotas by
countries

Country of
of origin
Country
origin

United Kingdom---___________Kingdom
United
Canada
Canada----------------__--____
France
France ----- __.---___-________British India
India __--___.___-____Netherlands
Netherlands --------. _-__--___Switzerland
Switzerland ------ ___-_______.
Belgium ----------..-----__
..
Japan
Japan.-----_---------------_

China
China____________
Egypt
Egypt.--------.......-...-_
Cuba
Cuba_.---------------------...

Germany ---------.---------.
Germany
_
Italy-Italy
..--..--------Total
Total
Quotas
compared
Quotas
compared
with imports
imports for previous period.
period.

pre-

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

...........

however, that
Total quota, provided,
provided, however,
that
not more
than 33Y
percent of
of the
the
not
more than
33Y33 percent
quotas
shall
be
filled
by
cotton
quotas shall be filled by cotton
wastes other
other than
card strips
strips and
and
wastes
than card
comber
comber wastes made
made from cottons
more in
staple
of 14
ls6e, inches or
or more
in staple
length in the case
case of the following
following
countries:
countries:
United Kingdom
Kingdom
Belgium
United
Belgium
France
Germany
France
Germany
Netherlands
Italy
Netherlands
Italy
Switzerland
Switzerland
Pounds
Pounds

4, 323,
323, 457
4,
457
239,
690
239, 690
227,
227,
69,
69,
68,
68,
44,
38,
38,
341,
341,
17,
17,
8,
8,
6,
6,
76,
76,
21,
21,

420
420
627
627
240
240
388
388
559
559
535
535
322
322
135
135
544
544
329
329
263
263

5, 482,
482, 509
509
5,

IIfind and declare
total quantity
declare that the total
quantity of
of cotton
cotton or
or cotton
cotton waste
waste
which
be entered
entered hereunder
hereunder with
which may
may be
with respect
respect to each
each of the countries
countries

named herein is not less than 50 per
centum of
of the
the average
average annual
annual
per centum
quantity of cotton or cotton waste
waste which
which was
was imported
imported from
from each
each of
of
such countries during the period from July 1,
to June
June 30,
1, 1928, to
30, 1933,
1933,
both dates inclusive,
inclusive, and that during the
named no
no cotton
cotton or
or
the period named
cotton waste originating in any foreign
foreign countries
countries other than
than those
those
enumerated
the foregoing
was imported
imported into
the United
Restriction.
Restriction.
enumerated in the
foregoing tables
tables was
into the
United
States. No cotton or cotton
cotton waste
waste originating in any other
other foreign
foreign
country, or
or originating
originating in the United States, shall be permitted to be
country,
entered, or withdrawn
entered.,
withdrawn from warehouse,
warehouse, for
for consumption
consumption during
during the
the
effectiveness of this proclamation.
effectiveness
proclamation.
1
"Cotton"
and "cot"Cotton" and
'cot- As
As used
used in
in this proclamation,
proclamation, except in the first paragraph,
the word
paragraph, the
word
ton waste" defined.
ton ded.
wt
"cotton"
"cotton" does not include harsh or rough cotton having aastaple
staple of
of
less than % of one inch in length and chiefly used in the manufacture
manufacture of
of
blankets and blanketing,nor
blanketing,nor cotton linters, and the words "cotton
waste"
"cotton waste"
include only card strips, and comber, lap, sliver,
sliver, and
and roving
wastes.
roving
wastes.
Effective date.
Effective
This proclamation
This
proclamation shall
shall become
become effective
effective on
on the 20th day
day of September
1939.
ber 1939.
IN WITNESS
I have
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
Done in the City of Washington
Washington this 5th day of September, in
in the
the
year of our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
and of
of
[SEAL]
Independence of the United States of America,
[sEAL] the Independence
America, the one
hundred and sixty-fourth.
hundred
sixty-fourth.

By the President:

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
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IN CONNECTION
PROCLAIMING A
A NATIONAL
NATIONAL EMERGENCY
EMERGENCY IN
CONNECTION WITH
W ITH THE
THE
PROCLAIMING
OF NEUTRALITY
OBSERVANCE,
AFEGUARDING, AND
NEUTRALITY
ENFORCEMENT OF
AND ENFORCEMENT
SAFEGUARDING,
OBSERVANCE, S
DEFENSE WITHIN
NATIONAL DEFENSE
AND THE
STRENGTHENING OF
OF THE
W ITHIN THE
THE
THE NATIONAL
THE STRENGTHENING
AND
LIMITS OF
AUTHORIZATIONS
PEACE-TIME AUTHORIZATIONS
OF PEACE-TIME
LIMITS
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

September 8, 1939
September
[No. 2352]
[No.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
issued by
me on
September 5, 1939,
on September
by me
proclamation issued
WHEREAS aa proclamation

the United
proclaimed the
the neutrality
neutrality of
United States in the war now unof the
proclaimed
nations; and
happily existing
between certain
certain nations;
and
existing between
happily

WHEREAS
this state
state of
war imposes
imposes on the United States certain
certain
of war
WHEREAS this
observance, safeguarding,
duties
proper observance,
safeguarding, and enthe proper
to the
respect to
with respect
duties with
forcement
of such
neutrality, and
and the
the strengthening
strengthening of the
the national
national
such neutrality,
forcement of
defense within
the limits
authorizations; and
peace-time authorizations;
of peace-time
limits of
within the
defense
time call
WHEREAS measures
measures required
at this
this time
call for the exercise of
required at
WHEREAS
a national
in
granted
powers
only
a
limited
number
of
the
powers
granted
a
national emergency:
emergency:
the
of
number
only a limited
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiTHEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
of the
the United
America, do
do proclaim
proclaim that
that aa national
national
of America,
States of
United States
dent of
necessary for
emergency
connection with.
to the
extent necessary
for
the extent
and to
with and
in connection
exists in
emergency exists
the
proper observance,
observance, safeguarding,
safeguarding, and
and enforcing
enforcing of the neutrality
neutrality
the proper
strengthening of our national defense
of
United States
States and the strengthening
defense
the United
of the
within the
limits of
Specific directions
peace-time authorizations. Specific
of peace-time
the limits
within
and authorizations
time to
time for
for carrying
carrying out
out
to time
from time
given from
be given
will be
authorizations will
and
these
two purposes.
purposes.
these two
IN
WHEREOF I
hereunto set my hand and caused
have hereunto
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
to be affixed.
the seal
of the
States of
America to
of America
United States
the United
seal of
the
DONE
at the
the City
City of
September, in
Washington this eighth day of September,
of Washington
DONE at
the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
thirty-nine,
thirty-nine,
and
hundred
nineteen
Lord
our
of
year
the
[SEAL]
of the
Independence of
the United
United States
of America
America
States of
of the
the Independence
and of
[SEAL] and
the
one
hundred
and
sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
and
the one hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

Preamble.
Preamble.
Ante, p.
p. 2629.
2829.
Ante,

National emergency
emergency
National
proclaimed.
proclaimed.
2711.
Post, p. 2711.

Specific directions,
directions,
Specific
etc., to
to be
be given.
given.
etc.,

P
ROCLAIMING THE
NEUTRALITY OF
OF THE
STATES IN
THE WAR
W AR
IN THE
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
THE NEUTRALITY
PROCLAIMING
BETWEEN GERMANY,
HAND, AND
AND THE
THE UNION
UNION OF
OF
ONE HAND,
THE ONE
ON THE
GERMANY, ON
BETWEEN
S
OUTH AFRICA,
AFRICA, ON
HAND
OTHER HAND
THE OTHER
ON THE
SOUTH
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

September
1939
September 89, 1939
IND.
23531]
[No. 2353

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS
of war
war unhappily
unhappily exists
Germany, on
on Preamble.
between Germany,
exists between
state of
WHEREAS aastate
the
the Union
Union. of
Africa, on
on the
the other
hand;
other hand;
South Africa,
of South
and the
hand, and
one hand,
the one
Provisions of previofation
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, Presi- .ousProisos
D. ROOSEVELT,
proclamation
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
made
applicable
Ale to
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
in
order
to
preserve
the
neuapia
made
neuthe
preserve
to
order
in
America,
dent of the United States of
Union of South Africa.
Africa.
trality
of
the
United
States
and
of
its
citizens
and
of
persons
within
its
uoso
trality of the United States and of its citizens and of persons within its
territory
jurisdiction, and
and treaties,
treaties, and
in
and in
laws and
its laws
enforce its
to enforce
and to
and jurisdiction,
territory and
order
that
all
persons,
being
warned
of
the
general
tenor
of
the
laws
laws
the
of
tenor
general
the
of
warned
being
persons,
all
that
order
and treaties
of the
in this
this behalf,
and of
of the
the law
law of
of
behalf and
States in
United States
the United
and treaties of
nations,
may
thus
be
prevented
from
any
violation
of
the
same,
do
do
same,
the
of
violation
any
from
prevented
be
thus
nations, may
hereby
declare and
that all
all of
of the
the provisions
of my
procla- Ants, p. 2629.
my proclaprovisions of
proclaim that
and proclaim
hereby declare
mation
of
September
5,1939,
proclaiming
the
neutrality
of
the
United Au, p. W2
United
the
of
neutrality
the
mation of September 5, 1939, proclaiming
the United
States in
in a
between Germany
and France;
and the
United
Poland; and
France; Poland;
Germany.and
war between
a war
States
Kingdom, India,
India, Australia
Zealand apply
apply equally
equally in
in respect
respect
New Zealand
and New
Australia and
Kingdom,
to the
the Union
Africa.
South Africa.
of South
Union of
to
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[54 STAT.
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[54

WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
my hand
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
set my
caused the Seal of
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of the United
United States
States of
of America
DONE at
at the
of Washington
this 8th
day of
of September,
September, in
the
DONE
the city
city of
Washington this
8th day
in the
year of our
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and of
of
[SEAL]
of the
States of
of America
America the
one
[SEAL] the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
the one
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the
the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

EXPORT OF
EXPORT
OF ARMS,
ARMS, AMMUNITION,
IMPLEMENTS OF
OF WAR
W AR TO
THE
AMMUNITION, AND
AND IMPLEMENTS
TO IHE
UNION OF
OUTH AFRICA
AFRICA
UNION
OF S
SOUTH
BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA

September
September 8,
8, 1939
2354]
[No. 2354]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.
60 Stat. 121.
Poet,
Post, p. 2672.

1081, 1152.
49 Stat. 1081,
1152.

WHEREAS section
WHEREAS
section 1
1of the joint resolution
of Congress
Congress approved
approved
resolution of
May 1, 1937,
1937, amending
amending the joint resolution entitled "Joint
"Joint resolution
resolution
providing for the prohibition of the export
providing
export of
arms, ammunition,
ammunition, and
and
of arms,
implements of war to belligerent
the prohibition
prohibition of
of the
the
belligerent countries;
countries; the
transportation
ammunition, and implements
transportation of arms,
arms, ammunition,
implements of
of war
war by
by vessels
vessels
of the United
United States for the use of belligerent
belligerent states; for
for the
the registraregistration and licensing of persons
persons engaged
engaged in the
business of
of manufacturing,
manufacturing,
the business
exporting,
exporting, or importing arms, ammunition, or implements
implements of
of war;
war;
and restricting
restricting travel by American
American citizens
citizens on belligerent
belligerent ships
ships during
during
war", approved August 31,
31, 1935,
1935, as
as amended
29, 1936,
1936,
amended February
February 29,
provides in part as follows:
"Whenever
"Whenever the President
that there
there exists
state of
of
President shall
shall find
find that
exists a
a state
war between, or among, two or more foreign
the President
President
foreign states,
states, the
shall proclaim such fact,
shall thereafter
be unlawful
unlawful to
to
fact, and it
it shall
thereafter be
export, or attempt to
or cause to
t
o be
be exported,
expor t
ed, arms,
arms,
to export,
export, or
ammunition, or implements
implements of war from
from any
any place
place m
m the
United
the United
States to any belligerent
belligerent state named
named in
proclamation, or
or to
to
in such
such proclamation,
any neutral state for transshipment
transshipment to, or
the use
use of,
any
or for the
of, any
such belligerent
belligerent state."
state."
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is further provided
provided by section
of the
the said
section 11of
said
resolution that
that
joint resolution
"The President shall, from time to time,
by proclamation,
proclamation, exextime, by
tend
such embargo
tend such
embargo upon the export of arms, ammunition,
ammunition, or
or
implements of war to other
other states as and
and when they may
become
may become
involved in such
such war."
war."

Provisions of previous
proclamation
made
to
made applicable
applicable to
Union of South Africa.

rovision

ofa pre-

UnionofSouthAfrica.
Ante, p.
2635.
Ante,
p. 235.

Officers to prevent
ices to prevent
violations.

NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
President

of
the United
United States
of America,
acting under
of the
States of
America, acting
under and by virtue
virtue of the
authority
conferred upon
upon me
authority conferred
me by the said joint resolution,
resolution, do hereby
hereby
proclaim
that all
all of
the provisions
provisions of
of my
my proclamation
proclamation of September
September 5,
proclaim that
of the
1939, in regard to the export of arms, ammunition,
implements of
of
ammunition, and
and implements
war to France; Germany;
Germany; Poland;
Poland; and the
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
India,
the United
Australia, and New Zealand,
Zealand, henceforth
Australia,
henceforth apply to the Union
Union of
of South
South
Africa.
And I
I do
do hereby
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon all officers of the United
And
United States, charged
charged
with the
the execution
execution of
of the
laws thereof,
the utmost
with
the laws
thereof, the
utmost diligence
diligence in preenting violations
venting
violations of the said joint resolution,
resolutions and
and this
this my
my proclamaproclamation issued
thereunder,
nd iin bringing
bringing to trial and punishment
tion issued
thereunder, and
punishment any
any

offenders
offenders against
against the same.
same.
e

54 STAT.]
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Secretary
And
I do hereby delegate to the Secretary
Secretary of State
And I
Secretary of State the power to exerempowered to proempowered
procise any power or authority conferred
es ol u - mulgate rules,
conferred on me by the
the said joint r
resoluetc.
rules, etc.
tion, as made effective
effective by this my proclamation
proclamation issued thereunder,
thereunder, and
the power to promulgate
promulgate such rules and regulations
regulations not inconsistent
inconsistent
with law as may be necessary
necessary and proper to carry out any of its
provisions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
th
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this 8th
September, in the
8 day of September,
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirty-nine, and of
of
United States
one
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of
of the United
States of
of America
America the
the one
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

ENLARGING
ENLARGING THE CHATTAHOOCHEE
CHATTAHOOCHEE NATIONAL
GEORGIA
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST-GEORGIA
—

THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE

September
6, 1939
September 6,
1939
INo.
2355]
[No. 2356]

PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
certain lands
lands adjacent
adjacent to
National
WHEREAS certain
to the
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee National
acquired or may hereForest within the State of Georgia have been
been acquired
after be acquired
acquired by the United States under authority
of
authority of the act of
March
March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat. 961 (U. S. C., title
title 16,
16, sec.
sec. 516),
516), as
as
amended by the act of June 7, 1924,
1924, 43 Stat. 653 (U.
16,
(U. S. C., title 16,
sec. 515);
515) ;and
sec.
WHEREAS it
WHEREAS
it appears
appears that the said lands are suitable for nationalnationalit would be in
in the public interest
interest to reserve
forest purposes and that it
reserve
Chattahoochee National
them as a
a part of
of the Chattahoochee
National Forest:
Forest:
NOW,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
power
dent of
of the
the United States
States of
of America,
America, under
under and by virtue of the power
vested in me by section
section 24 of the
March 3,
1891, 26
1095,
the act of March
3, 1891,
26 Stat. 1095,
16, sec. 471),
1897, 30
30
1103 (U. S. C., title 16
471), and
and the
the act of June 4, 1897,
34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec.
473), and
Stat. 34,
sec. 473),
and the above-mentioned
above-mentioned act
act
1911, as amended,
(1) that
that all
all lands
lands of
of the
of March
March 1, 1911,
amended, do proclaim
proclaim (1)
the
described, and
on the
the
United States
States within the area
area hereinafter
hereinafter described,
and shown
shown on
diagram attached hereto
made a
hereof, are
are hereby
hereby added
hereto and
and made
a part
part hereof,
added to
to
and reserved as part of the
National Forest
the Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee National
Forest in the
State of
that all
within such
may herehere-State
of Georgia,
Georgia, and
and that
all lands
lands within
such area
area which
which may
after
acquired by the
the United
United States
States under
under authority
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid
after be acquired
authority of
act
March 1, 1911,
1911, as amended,
acquisition of title thereto
act of
of March
amended, shall
shall upon acquisition
become, and
and be
administered as,
part of
of the
the said
Chattahoochee
become,
be administered
as, part
said Chattahoochee
National Forest:
National
Lying and
the watersheds
watersheds of
and Mill
Lying
and being
being on
on the
of Armuchee
Armuchee and
Mill
Creeks, the
and Oostanaula
Oostanaula Rivers,
tributaries of
of the
the
Chattooga and
Rivers, tributaries
Creeks,
the Chattooga
Coosa River
Creek, a
and Chickamauga
Chickamauga Creek,
a tributary
tributary of
of the
the TennesTennesCoosa
River and
see River,
Catoosa, Chattooga,
Chattooga, Floyd,
Floyd, Gordon,
Gordon, Walker,
and
Walker, and
see
River, in
in Catoosa,
Whitfield Counties, Georgia;
Whitfield
Georgia;
Beginning at
at the
Georgia Highways
#2 and
and #95,
#66,
intersection of
of Georgia
Highways #2
Beginning
the intersection
at
the western
foot of
Taylor Ridge,
approximately six
six miles
miles east
east
at the
western foot
of Taylor
Ridge, approximately
of LaFayette, Georgia;
Georgia;
Thence,
northeastwardly, idong
Georgi
aHighway
.
4
35, approxiapproxiThence, northeastwardly,
along Georgia
Highway t
F95,
mately one
one and
miles to
its intersection
with the
the
to its
intersection with
three-quarter miles
mately
and three-quarter
county road
county
road to
to Ringgold;
Ringgold;

Preamble.
Preamble.

Chattahoochee
Chattahoochee
National Forest,
Forest. Ga..
Da..
lands adlded.
added.
lands

Administration
Administration
lands acquired.
acquired.

Description.
Description.
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Thence, northeastwardly
Thence
along the
the county
county road
road to
to Rin
ggo ld,
northeastwardly along
Ringgold,
crossing
Walker-Catoosa County
crossing the Walker-Catoosa
County Line,
approximately thirthirLine, approximately
teen and one-half miles to the intersection
of said
said road
road with
with the
intersection of
the
center of south Chickamauga
Chickamauga Creek,
on the
the south
edge of
of RingCreek, on
south edge
Ringgold;
gold;
Thence, southeastwardly
southeastwardly with the center of South
South ChickamauChickamauga Creek, crossing
crossing the N. C. & St. L.
three times,
apL. Railroad
Railroad three
times, approximately
proximately three miles to the mouth
of East
East Chickamauga
Chickamauga
mouth of
Creek;
Creek;
Thence, southwardly, along the
center of
of East
Chickamauga
the center
East Chickamauga
Creek crossing the N. C. & St. L. Railroad
times, four
four and
and
Railroad three
three times,
aahalf miles to its intersection
intersection with the
county road
road up
up Dogwood
Dogwood
the county
Valley;
Valley;
Thence, southwardly
southwardly along the county
county road
up Dogwood
Valroad up
Dogwood Valley, crossing the Catoosa-Whitfield
Catoosa-Whitfield County Line,
ley,
Line, approximately
approximately
four and one-half miles
miles to its intersection
with the
Trickumintersection with
the TrickumNickajack
Gap Road;
Nickajack Gap
Road;
Thence, westwardly,
westwardly, along the
Nickajack Gap
Gap Road,
Road, approxithe Nickajack
approximately
one-quarter of a
mately one-quarter
to its
intersection with
with a
a county
county
a mile to
its intersection
road to
the south;
south;
to the
Thence, southwardly,
southwardly, along the county road,
road, approximately
approximately
three-quarter miles
two and three-quarter
miles to its
its intersection
with the
the Georgia
Georgia
intersection with
Highway #2;
#2;
Highway
Thence,
southwardly along
Thence, southwardly
Georgia Highway
approxialong Georgia
Highway #2,
#2, approximately
two
intersection with the
mately two and one-half
one-half miles to its intersection
Whit-.
the Whitfield-Walker County
field-Walker
County Line;
Line;
Thence, east
east with the Whitfield-Walker
Whitfield-Walker County
County Line
Line approxiapproximately
mately two and one-half
one-half miles to its intersection
intersection with
with the
the county
county
road down
down Mill
Mill Creek;
Creek;
Thence,
northeastwardly and then
Thence, northeastwardly
then northwardly
northwardly along
along the
the
county
road down
county road
down Mill Creek, approximately
approximately seven
seven and
one-half
and one-half
miles to its intersection
intersection with U.
Highway #41,
#41, Georgia
Georgia HighHighU. S.
S. Highway
ways #2
#2 and #3 near Rocky
Face;
Rocky Face;
Thence,
Thence, southeastwardly
southeastwardly along
U. S.
Highway #41,
#41, Georgia
Georgi
a
along U.
S. Highway
Highways
Highways #2 and #3,
#3, crossing
crossing Mill Creek,
Creek, approximately
approximately one
one
and three-quarter
three-quarter miles to its intersection
with a
county road
road to
to
intersection with
a county
the
the south;
south;
Thence southwardly
Thence,
southwardly along
the coun
ty road
roa d to
t
o the south,
along the
county
the south,
crossing
crossing the Southern Railroad
Railroad. and Swamp Creek,
Creek, approximately
approximately
eleven
eleven and one-quarter
one-quarter miles
Carbondale;
miles to
to Carbondale;
Thence
southwardly,, continuing along
Thence, southwardly
along the
the county
county road,
road,
crossing
Railroad twice,
crossing the Southern
Southern R'!ailroad
twice, and
and crossing
crossing Blue
Spring
Blue Spring
Creek, passing the Whitfield-Gordon
Whitfield-Gordon County Line,
Creek,
Line, approximately
approximately
three and aaquarter
quarter miles to Hill City;
Thence, southwestwardly,
Thence,
southwestwardly, continuing
continuing along
along the
the county
county road,
road,
approximately
one-quarter miles
approximately two and one-quarter
miles to its intersection
intersection with
with
Georgia
Georgia Highway
Highway #143;
#143;
Thence,
southwardly along Georgia
Thence, southwarclly
Georgia Highway
#143, approxiapproxiHihway #143,
mately one-half
mile to
to its intersection
a county road to
mately
one-half mile
intersection with a
to the
the
southwest;
southwest;
Thence,
Thence, southwestwardly
southwestwardly and then
then southwardly,
southwardly, along
along the
the
county
road, crossing Snake
Snake and
county road,
and Bow
Bow Creeks, approximately
approximately

nine miles to its intersection with the county road between
nine
between
Reeves and Curryville;
Curryville;
Thence,
Thence, southwestwardly
southwestwardly along the county
county road
to Curryville,
Curryville,
road to
approximately
approximately one-half
one-half mile to its intersection
intersection with the
the county
county
road to Everett Springs;
Springs;
Thence,
Thence, northwestwardly,
northwestwardly, along the county road
road to
to Everett
Everett
Springs, crossing
crossing Rocky
Springs,
Rocky and Johns Creeks
and the
GordonCreeks and
the Gordon-
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one-quarter miles to
approximately five and one-quarter
Floyd County Line, approximately
its intersection
intersection with the county road between
between Everett Springs
and
Rosedale;
and Rosedale;
approximately
Thence,
county road, approximately
Thence, southwardly, along the county
Rosedale;
to Rosedale;
four miles
miles to
Thence,
southwestwardly along
along the county road,
road, crossing Muck
Muck
Thence, southwestwardly
and
Springs;
approximately three miles to Floyd Springs;
Lovejoy Creeks, approximately
and Lovejoy
county road, approxipaved county
southwardly along the paved
Thence, southwardly
intersection with a
a county road from the
mately one mile to its intersection
southwest;
southwest;
approxisouthwestwardly, along the county road, approxiThence, southwestwardly,
mately
intersection with the county road up
two miles to its intersection
mately two
Armuchee
Creek;
Armuchee Creek;
Thence,
northwestwardly, along
county road
road up Armuchee
Armuchee
along the county
Thence, northwestwardly,
Creek,
three-quarter miles to its interapproximately two and three-quarter
Creek, approximately
Line;
section
Floyd-Chattooga County Line;
with the Floyd-Chattooga
section with
crossing
Thence, southwestwardly
county line,
line crossing
along the county
southwestwardly along
Thence,
Armuchee
Creek, approximately
tr,i its interof aamile to
one-third of
approximately one-third
Armuchee Creek,
section with
Mountain;
the county
county road up Sand Mountain;
with the
section
Thence, southwestwardly
along the county road,
road, approxisouthwestwardly along
Thence,
mately one and
three-quarter miles to its intersection
intersection with U. S.
and three-quarter
mately
Highway #27,
#27, Georgia
Georgia Highway
T-Tighway #1,
one-third of a
a mile north#1, one-third
Highway
Crystal Springs;
west of Crystal
Thence, southeastwardly,
'Highway #27,
Georgia
#27, Georgia
U. S. Highway
with U.
southeastwardly, with
Thence,
Highway #1,
#1, one-third
one-third of
mile to
Crystal Springs,
Springs, Georgia;
Georgia;
to Crystal
of aamile
Highway
Thence, southwardly
and then
southwestwardly, along the
then southwestwardly,
southwardly and
Thence,
county road
road up
up Big
Valley approximately
approximately ten miles to its
Texas Valley
Big Texas
county
intersection with
old Kitchen
Kitchen Gap Road,
Road, from the norththe old
with the
intersection
west;
west;
Thence, northwestwardly
northwestwardly along
along the
old Kitchen Gap Road,
the old
Thence,
crossing
County line
Simms
line at the top of Simms
Floyd-Chattooga County
the Floyd-Chattooga
crossing the
Mountain,
approximately one
one and
three quarter
quarter miles to its
its
and three
Mountain, approximately
intersection with
the Holland-Rome
Holland-Rome County
Road;
County Road;
with the
intersection
Thence,
northwardly, along the county road, approximately
approximately
Thence, northwardly,
three
a mile
to its
its intersection
intersection with
with the Central of
mile to
of a
quarters of
three quarters
Georgia Railroad
at Holland,
Georgia;
Holland, Georgia;
Railroad at
Georgia
Thence, northeastwardly
northeastwardly along
the Central of Georgia RailRailalong the
Thence,
road,
one mile
intersection with the county
county
its intersection
mile to its
approximately one
road, approximately
road to
Summerville Georgia;
Georgia;
to Summerville,
road
Thence
northwardly along the
then northwardly
and then
northwestwardly and
Thence,' northweawardly
county
miles to
intersection with the
to its
its intersection
two miles
approximately two
road, approximately
county road,
county road
road to
Georgia;
to 0-ore,
Gore, Georgia;
county
Thence, northwardly
northwardly along
along the
the county
road to
Summerville,
to Summerville,
county road
Thence,
approximately two
one-half miles
miles to
intersection with an
its intersection
to its
and one-half
two and
approximately
old county
the western
Ridge;
Taylor Ridge;
western foot of Taylor
along the
road along
county road
old
Thence,
the county
county.road and the foot of
along the
northeastwardly along
Thence, northeastwardly
Taylor Ridge,
Ridge, approximately
five miles
miles to
intersection with
to its intersection
approximately five
Taylor
U. S.
Highway #1;
#1;
Georgia Highway
#27, Georgia
S. Highway
Highway #27,
U.
Thence, northeastwardly,
northeastwardly, along
the county
road known
known as
as the
the
county road
along the
Thence,
Old
approximately seven
seven and
and one-half
one-half miles
to its
its
miles to
Road, approximately
Alabama Road,
Old Alabama
intersection
County Road;
Road;
Trion-Subligna County
the Trion-Subligna
with the
intersection with
Thence, northeastwardly,
northeastwardly, continuing
continuing.along
along the
the county
county road
road
Thence,
known as
as the
the Old
Old Alabama
Alabama Road,
Chattooga-Floyd
the Chattooga-Floyd
crossing the
Road, crossing
known
County Line,
Linez and
Cane Creek,
Creek, approximately
approximately ten
and one-half
one-half
ten and
and Cane
County
miles to
to its
intersection with
Georgia Highway
Highway #2 at Naomi;
Naomi;
with Georgia
its intersection
miles
Thence
Highway #2,
#2, apGeorgia Highway
along Georgia
northeastwardly, along
Thence, northeastwardly,
proximately
one and
and one-half
one-half miles
to the
the point of
beginning;
of beginning;
miles to
proximately one
CONTAINING
231,500 acres,
be the
the same
same more
more
acres, be
of 231,500
total of
CONTAINING aa total
or less.
II--90
193470°-41--TT.
n-89
193470°i--41.
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IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
hand and
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
seal of
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
United States
the United
of the
caused
DONE
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this sixth
sixth day
day of
September, in
in
of September,
Washington this
DONE at
the year
our Lord
Lord nineteen
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
hundred and
nineteen hundred
of our
year of
the
[SEAL] of
of the
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
America the
United States
the Independence
[SEAL]
one hundred
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
hundred and
one
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the President:
By
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

CACHE NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST-IDAHO
FOREST- IDAHO AND UTAH
UTAH
CACHE
September 6, 1939
September
[No. 23561
[No.

PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.

43 U. S. C., Supp.
Sump.
V,
§ 315.
V, §

Cache National
National
Cache
Forest,
Forest Idaho and
added.
Utah, lands added.

Description.
Description.

WHEREAS it
appears that
that the
the public
public lands
hereinafterin the hereinafterlands in
it appears
WHEREAS
described area,
area, in
in Utah,
Utah, within
established by the
within aagrazing district established
described
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
April 8,
under the provisions of sec1935, under
8, 1935,
Interior April
Secretary
tion
of the
the act
1934 (ch. 865,
865, 48 Stat. 1269; 43 U. S. C.
28, 1934
June 28,
of June
act of
1 of
tion 1
315), lie
within a
watershed forming
forming a
a part
part of the
the Cache National
a watershed
lie within
315),
Forest and
and can
can best
best be
be administered
administered in
connection with such national
national
m connection
Forest
forest:
forest:
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
States of America, by virtue of the authority
authority
United States
the United
of the
dent of
vested
in me
me by
by section
section 13
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act of June 28, 1934 (43
of the
13 of
vested in
1103),
U. S.
315L), section 24
the act of March 3, 1891 (26 Stat. 1103),
24 of
of the
S. C.
C. 315L),
U.
as
amended (16
(16 U.
S. C.
and the
the act
act of
June 4, 1897 (30 Stat.
of June
471), and
C. 471),
U. S.
as amended
36;
16 U.
S. C.
C. 473),
473), do
do proclaim
that the
the following-described
following-described lands
proclaim that
U. S.
36; 16
are
hereby placed
placed within
within and
and made a
National Forpart of the Cache National
a part
are hereby
est,
that such
such lands
lands shall
subject to all the laws and regulabe subject
shall be
and that
est, and
to national
national forests:
relating to
tions relating
Salt Lake Meridian
Meridian
T. 10
10 N.,
R. 1
4, WX;
T.
N., R.
1 W.,
W., sec.
sec. 4,
W%;
8, inclusive;
inclusive;
secs. 55to
to 8,
sec.
WX, SEY;
SEX;
sec. 9, W%,
secs. 16 to 21, inclusive;
inclusive;
WX;
sec. 22,
22, W%;
sec. 26, SX;
S%;
sec. 27, WX,
SEX;
W%, SE%;
secs.
inclusive;
sees. 28 to
to 36, inclusive;
T. 11 N., R.
R. 11W., sec. 7,
7, WX;
W%;
sec. 18, Wy2E,
WY2E% W%;
W34;
secs. 19,
32;
sees.
19, 29,
29, 30,
30, 31, and 32;
sec.
sec. 33,
33, WXWX;
WYWY2;
T. 10 N., R. 22W., secs. 1, 2,
2, and
and 3;
sec. 4,
4, MX;
EYE2;
14, inclusive;
inclusive;
secs. 10
10 to
to 14,
sec. 15,
sec.
15, NEX;
NE%;
sec. 23,
23, N34,
N%, SEX;
SEY;
seas.
25;
sees. 24 and 25;
E%;
sec. 36, EX;
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SE 4;
W%, SEX;
T. 11
N., R. 22W., sec. 1, WX,
11 N.,
T.
secs. 2
2to
secs. 9
9to 16, inclusive;
to 44 and sees.
sees.
sec. 21, NX,
SE 4;
N%, SEX;
secs. 22 to 27, inclusive;
inclusive;
sees.
EES;
sec. 28, EXEX;
sec. 33, EEY;
EXEX;
36;
secs.
sees. 34, 35, and 36;
inclusive;
T.
12 N.,
N., R.
W., secs.
sees. 33 to 35, inclusive;
to 28 and secs.
26 to
secs. 26
R. 22W.,
T. 12
sec. 36, SWX;
SW 4;
aggregating
aggregating 43,331.83 acres.
The
reservation made
made by
proclamation shall, as to all lands to
to
by this proclamation
The reservation
under any of the public-land
which
legal
rights
have
been
acquired
public-land
which legal rights have
purpose, be subject to, and
laws
or which
reserved for any public purpose,
are reserved
which are
laws or
use
the use
rights or prevent
legal
such
shall not
prevent the
interfere with or defeat
not interfere
shall
such
long
so
for
such
public
so
so
reserved,
as
rights
lands
of
purpose
for such public
are
reservation remains in force.
or such reservation
maintained or
legally maintained
are legally
INWITNESS
WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused
of the United States to be affixed.
the seal of
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this sixth day of September, in
of Washington
DONE
the
year
of
our
thirty-nine, and
hundred and thirty-nine,
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
the year of our Lord
[SEAL]

[SEAL]

Prior rights
Prbr .
affected.

not
not

of the
Independence of
of the
the United
America the
United States of America
the Independence
of
one
hundred and sixty-fourth.
one hundred
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By the President:

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary

S
HAWNEE NATIONAL
LLINOIS
FOREST-ILLINOIS
NATIONAL FOREST-I
SHAWNEE
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY

September 8,
1939
6, 198
[No. 2357]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
certain lands
lands within
the State
State of
Illinois have been
of Illinois
within the
WHEREAS certain
acquired
or
are
in
process
of
acquisition
by
the
United States of
by
acquisition
of
process
in
are
or
acquired
Stt.
1, 1911,
America
under
the
authority
of
the
act
of
March
1911, 36 Stat.
the
America under the authority of
7,
June
961,
962
(U.
S.
C.,
title
16,
sec.
516),
as
amended
the
act
of
by
amended
as
516),
sec.
16,
title
C.,
S.
961, 962 (U.
31
March
of
act
the
515),
1924,
43 Stat.
653 (U.
(U. S.
S. Q
t title
March 31,
title 16, sec.
C..
Stat. 653
1924, 43
585) the National
1933,
c.
348, 48
S. C.,
C., title
16, sec. 585),
title 16,
(B. S.
22 (U.
Stat. 22
48 Stat.
c. 348,
1933,
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act,
Act, approved
16, 1933
195, 202,
1933 (48 Stat. 195,
June 16,
approved June
Industrial
Act
U.
S.
C.,
title
40,
sec.
403),
the
Emergency
Relief
Appropriation
Appropriation
Relief
U. S. C., title 40, sec. 403), the Emergency
the
of
of
1935,
approved
April
8,
1935,
49
Stat.
115
Title
III
itle
and
115
Stat
49
1935,
8,
April
approved
of 1935,
July
Bankhead-Jones
Farm
Tenant
Act,
approvedJuly
22,
1937
(50
Stat.
approved
Act,
Tenant
Bankhead;fones Farm
1010);
522, U.
U. S.
S. C.,
); and
title 7, sec. 1010
C., title
522
WBEREAS it
that it
it would
be in
in the
public interest
interest to
the public
would be
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS
a nagive such lands,
together with
any intermingled
public
lands,
a
lands,
public
intermingled
any
with
together
lands,
give such
tional-forest status:
tional-forest
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiD. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW,the
dent of
States of
of America,
America, under
by virtue of the
and by
under and
United States
of the United
dent
power vested
in me
me by
section 24
24 of
of the
March 3, 1891,
1891, 26 Stat.
of March
act of
the act
by section
power vested in
30 Stat.
1095,
1103
C. title
title 16,
the act
act of
1897130
4,,1897,
June 4
of June
471), the
sec. 471),
16, sec.
S. C.
(U. S.
1103 (U.
1095,
34, 36 (U. S.
C.,
title
16,
sec.
473),
and
the
acts
above
mentioned,
do
mentioned,
above
acts
the
and
473)
title 16, see.
S. C.,
34,36 (U. (1)
proclaim
that there
are hereby
hereby reserved
and set apart as the
reserved and
there are
roclaim (1) that
Shawnee National
Forest
all
lands of
United States
States within the
the United
of the
all lands
Natoal
Forest
Sawnee
areas
hereinafter
described
and
shown
on
diagram
attached hereto
diagram
the
on
areas hereinafter described and shown

Preamble.

18
S. C.
Sapp.
C., BSopp
il o.U. 8.
V. I 585
f85 (note).
V.

W0

50 Stat. 5s.
525.
S. C., [Stipp.
Bnpp.
77 U. S.
V.
ig
1010-1013.
V, i 1010-1013.

Ntional
Shawnee
Shawnee National
Forest, Ill.,
1L, establishForest,
ment.
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[54 S
STAT.
TAT.

(2) that
boundaries
hereof, and (2)
that all lands within such boundaries
Of and
and made
made a
a part
part hereof,
which
process of
of acquisition
acquisition by
by the
the United
under
which are
are now
now in
in process
United States
States under
authority
any of
of the
above-mentioned acts
shall upon
upon acquisition
acquisition
authority of
of any
the above-mentioned
acts shall
of
be administered
administered as
of said
of title become and
and be
as part
part of
said Forest:
Forest:

of

Principal Meridian
Third Principal
Meridian

Description.

T. 8
8 S.,
S., R.
R. 3
3 W.,
W.,
T. 8
8 S., R. 4
4 W.,
W.,
T. 88S., R. 5
5 W.,

T. 99S., R. 77 E.,
E.,
T. 9
9 S., R. 88 E.,
E.,
T.
T.
T.
T.

S.,
99S.,
99 S.,
99 S.,
S.,

R. 2
2 W.,
W.,
R. 3
3 W.,
W.,
R. 4
4 W.,

T. 10 S., R. 5
5 E.,
E.,

T.
T.
T.
T.

10 S.,
S., R.
10 S.,
S.,R.
R.
10 S., R.
10 S., R.

6
6 E.,
E.,
7
7 E.,
E.,
8
8 E.,
9
9 E.,
E.,

T. 10 S.,
S.,R.
R. 10
10 E.,
E.,
R.11 W.,
T. 10 S., R.
S.,R.
T. 10
10 S.,
R. 22W.,
W.,
T. 10 S.,
S., R. 33W.,

T. 10
10 S.,
S., R.
R. 4
4 W.,
W.,
T. 11S.,R.
11 S., R.11E.,
E.,
T. 11
11 S.,
S., R. 4
4 E.,

Tps. 11 S.,
S., Rs. 5,
T.
T.11
R.10
11 S., R.
10 E.,
W.,
T. 11
11 S.,
S., R.
R. 1
1 W.,
T.11
T.
11 S.,
S., R.
R. 22 W.,
W.,
T.11
R. 3
T. 11 S.,
S., R.
3 W.,
W.,

T. 12 S., R. 3
3E.,
E.,
T.
T. 12 S.,
S., R.
R. 44 E.,
E.,
Tps. 12 S., Rs.
Rs. 5,
5,

secs.
to 20,
secs. 29
33,
sees. 18
18 to
20, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
29 to
to 33,
inclusive.
inclusive.
secs.
to 11,
11, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
secs. 13
to 28,
28, ininsees. 44 to
13 to
clusive;
.
% sec.
34, sees.
secs. 35
clusive; N%
N% sec.
sec. 29; N
N%
sec. 34,
35 and
and
36.
36.
secs.
3, 4,
4, and
and 9
9
sees. 11and 2; all that part of secs.
sees. 3,
lying in Jackson
Jackson County;
County; secs.
sees. 10 to
to 15,
15, ininclusive; all that part of sec. 16 lying in Jackson
Jackson
secs. 22
County; N%
NY of sees.
22 and
and 23; sec. 24.
secs. 34
sees.
34 to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.
swg sec. 26; S%
secs. 31
31
SWY
SY2 of
of secs.
sees. 27
27 and 28; sees.
34, inclusive;
inclusive; NV%
sec. 35.
to 34,
W% sec.
35.
secs. 19
19 and
secs. 29
to 32,
32, inclusive.
sees.
and 20;
20; sees.
29 to
inclusive.
secs.
secs. 13
sees. 1
1 to 11, inclusive; sees.
13 to 36,
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
sees.
secs. 1, 2, and 12; all that part of the SY
S% sec.
35 lying east of the Mississippi
Mississippi River; NE%
NE4
and all that part of the S%
SY2 of
of sec.
sec. 36 lying
east of
River.
of the
the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
secs.
sees. 31
sees. 23
23 to
to 26, inclusive; sees.
31 to
to 36,
36,
inclusive.
inclusive.
secs.
sees. 19 to
to 36,
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
all.
sees. 3
3 to 10, inclusive; secs. 13 to 36,
secs.
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
all that part of sec. 13 lying west of the Ohio
River; sees.
secs. 14 to 23, inclusive;
inclusive; all
all that
that part
part of
sec. 24 lying west of the Ohio River;
River; secs.
25
sees. 25
to
to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.
all that part of secs.
west
sees. 19, 30, and
and 31
31 lying west
River.
of the Ohio River.
secs.
inclusive.
sees. 7
7 to 36,
36, inclusive.
sees. 55to 36, inclusive.
secs.
inclusive.
sees.
1 to 29, inclusive; E.%
secs. 1
E.% sec. 30, N%
1st% and
and
SEX
SE
%of sec. 32; secs. 33 to 36, inclusive.
all that part of secs.
sees. 1, 11, 12, 13, and 14 lying
east of the Mississippi
Mississippi River.
River.
all.
all.
sees.
1 and 2; sees.
secs. 1
secs. 11 to 14, inclusive; secs.
sees. 23
to 26, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
secs. 35 and 36.
36.
6, 7, 8, and 9
9 E., all.
all that part lying west of the Ohio River.
1
2 2 to 27, inclusive;
sees. 1
secs.
to 15, inclusive; sees.
secs. 22
inclusive;
secs. 34 to 36, inclusive.
sees.
sees. 1
1 to 12, inclusive; secs.
sees. 14 to 23,
secs.
23, inclusive; secs.
sees. 26 to 35, inclusive.
inclusive.
sees. 1
1 to 4, inclusive; sees.
9 to 16, inclusive;
secs.
secs. 9
inclusive;
NE%
and S%
1ST% and
SE% of
NEland
S4 of sec. 17;
17; N%
and SE%
of sec.
sec.
20; secs.
sees. 21 to 28, inclusive; NE4
NE% sec. 29; E%
E%
sec. 33; secs. 34 to 36, inclusive.
sees. 1, 12,
secs.
12, and 13.
13.
sees. 1
1 to 18, inclusive; secs.
sees. 23 to 26, inclusecs.
sive; secs.
sees. 35 and 36.
6, and 7
7E., all.
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Tps. 12
8 and 99E., all that part lying north of the Ohio
S., Rs. 8
12 S.,
Tps.
River.
T.12
10 E., all that part lying north and west of the Ohio
R. 10
S., R.
12 S.,
T.
River.
T.12
2 to 11, inclusive; secs. 14 to 23, inclusees. 2
W., secs.
R. 22W.,
S., R.
T.
12 S.,
sees. 26 to 35, inclusive.
sive; secs.
T. 12
sees. 1, 2, 3, and 12.
T.
12 S., R. 33W., secs.
sees. 23
T.
13 S.,
secs. 11 to 14, inclusive; secs.
1 and
and 2; secs.
sees. 1
4 E.,
E., secs.
R. 4
S., R.
T. 13
to
inclusive; sees.
secs. 35 and 36.
26, inclusive;
to 26,
Tps.
Rs. 55and 66E., all.
13 S., Rs.
Tps. 13
T. 13
R. 7
that part lying northeast and west of the
7 E., all that
S., R.
13 S.,
T.
Ohio River.
T. 13
part lying north of the Ohio River.
all that part
E., all
R. 88 E.,
S., R.
13 S.,
T.
8 to 11,
T.
13 S.,
W., sees.
secs. 2
secs. 8
11, inclusive;
inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
5, inclusive;
2 to
to 5,
R. 22W.,
S., R.
T. 13
secs. 14
to 17,
19 to 36, insees. 19
17, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
14 to
sees.
clusive.
T.14 S.,
S., R. 55 E., all.
T.
T.14
S., R.
R. 6
part lying west of the Ohio River.
that past
all that
6 E.,
E., all
14 S.,
T.
T. 14
14 S.,
S., R.
R. 1
1W.,
W., secs.
secs. 16 to 18, inclusive.
inclusive.
7 to 9, inclusive; sees.
sees. 7
T.
T.14
14 S., R. 2
2 W., all.
T.
T.14
14 S.,
S., R.
R. 3
W., secs.
secs. 21 to 28, into 15, inclusive; sees.
12 to
sees. 12
3 W.,
T.
clusive; secs.
sees. 33 to 36, inclusive.
clusive;
T.
S., R.
secs. 1
1to 18, inclusive.
R. 55E., sees.
T. 15 S.,
T.15
6 E., all.
S., R. 6
15 S.,
T.
T.15
R. 7
E., all that part
part lying west of the Ohio River.
7 E.,
S., R.
15 S.,
T.
T.15
15 S.,
W., all that part of sees.
secs. 7, 18, 19, and 30 lying
R.11W.,
S., R.
T.
west of
of the
the Cache
and that part of sec.
Cache River, and
west
31
Cache River.
lying west and south of the Cache
31 lying
T. 15
15 S.,
S., R.
W., all.
all.
T.
R. 2
2 W.,
Mississippi
T. 15
15 S.,
S., R.
R. 3
W., all
all that
part lying east of the Mississippi
that part
3 W.,
T.
River.
River.
T.16
16 S.,
S., R.
R. 1
W., all
all that
part of
secs. 6,
6, 7,
and 18 lying west of
7, and
of sees.
that part
1 W.,
T.
Cache River.
the Cache
12
T.
S., R.
R. 2
W., secs.
1, 2,
secs. 12
all that part of sees.
and 11; all
2, and
sees. 1,
2 W.,
16 S.,
T. 16
and
lying west
west of
of the
the Cache River;
River; sec. 14.
13 lying
and 13
The reservation
reservation made
this proclamation
proclamation shall
shall as to
all lands
to all
by this
made by
The
which are
are at
legally appropriated
the public-land
public-land laws
under the
appropriated under
date legally
this date
at this
which
or reserved
public purpose
purpose other
other than
classification, be subthan classification,
any public
for any
reserved for
or
ject to
and shall
shall not
interfere with
with or
legal rights
rights under
under such
defeat legal
or defeat
not interfere
to and
ject
appropriation,
prevent the
use for
purpose of lands so
public purpose
such _public
for such
the use
or prevent
appropriation, or
reserved,
so long
as such
such appropriation
maintained or such
such
legally maintained
is legally
appropriation is
long as
reserved, so
reservation remains
in force.
force.
remains in
reservation
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF IIhave
hereunto set
set my
caused
and caused
hand and
my hand
have hereunto
IN
the seal
States to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
United States
of the
the United
seal of
the
DONE at
the City
this sixth
of September,
in
September, in
day of
sixth day
Washington this
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE
the
year of
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirty-nine,
and
thirty-nine, and
hundred and
our Lord
of our
the year
[SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
America the
the
of America
States of
the United
of the
[SEAL] of
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
one
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL HULL
HULL
COBDELL

Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

Rights,
served.

Rht.

eta..
etc.,

re-
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[54 STAT.

W
ORLD'S F
AIR, NEW
NEW YORK
YORK CITY
CITY
WORLD'S
FAIR,
September 8, 1939
September
[No.
[No. 2358]

Preamble.
Preamble.

49
Stat. 1516.
49 stat.
1516.

1796.
50 Stat. 1796.

Invitation
Invitation to
to nations to
to continue
continue participation during
during 1940,
ticipation
1940,
etc.
etc.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
BY
A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
World's
WHEREAS there is now in progress at New York City a
a World's
Fair for
for the
celebrating the
the one
hundred and
and fiftieth
fiftieth
one hundred
the purpose
purpose of
of celebrating
Fair
anniversary of
the inauguration
of the
the United
United
the first
first President
President of
anniversary
of the
inauguration of
of the
States
of America
America and
and of
of the
governStates of
of the
the establishment
establishment of
the national
national government
in the
the city
city of
of New
New York;
York; and
ment in
and
WHEREAS it
it has
has been
been made
medium of
of
that through
through the
the medium
made evident
evident that
WHEREAS
the
World's Fair
New York
York peaceful
peaceful intercourse
intercourse between
nations
between nations
Fair at
at New
the World's
is promoted,
and the
exchange of
ideas, experience,
technical
experience, and
and technical
the exchange
of ideas,
is
promoted, and
knowledge between
knowledge
between many
many parts
parts of
of the earth
earth has been encouraged;
encouraged; and
WHEREAS, especially
the present
present time,
is fitting
WHEREAS,
especially at
at the
time, it
it is
fitting and
and proper
proper
that
ideal of
peaceful intercourse
intercourse be
firmly maintained
maintained as
as offering
offering
be firmly
the ideal
of peaceful
that the
the
and
ultimate hope towards
towards progress and peace; and
the only
only ultimate
WHEREAS
Resolution of
Congress, approved
June 15,
15,
of Congress,
approved June
WHEREAS aa Joint
Joint Resolution
1936, reads in part as follows:
Resolved
the Senate
Senate and
House of
Representatives of
of the
the
of Representatives
by the
and House
Resolved by
United States
States of
of America
America in
Congress assembled,
assembled, That
That the
President
the President
in Congress
United
of the
the United
States be,
and he
is hereby,
authorized and
and respectrespectUnited States
be, and
he is
hereby, authorized
of
may
fully
manner
nn
as he ma
fully requested
requested by proclamation, or in such manner
i
countries and nations to such
suchy
deem proper, to invite
invite foreign
foreign countries
proposed
participate
request that they
they participate
world's fair with
with aa request
proposed world's
therein.";
therein.";
AND
WHEREAS by proclamation
proclamation dated the sixteenth day of
AND WHEREAS
compliance with the aforesaid
aforesaid Joint Resolution,
November, 1936, in compliance
World's Fair,
Fair, and
of the nations in
in this World's
II invited
invited the
the participation
participation of
participating therein:
many nations are presently participating
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
aforesaid
America, in compliance
compliance with the aforesaid
of the United States of America,
Congress, do invite
presently particiJoint Resolution
Resolution of Congress,
invite the
the nations
nations presently
particiWorld's Fair to continue
continue their participation
participation therein
therein
pating in
in the said
said World's
during
during the calendar
calendar year
year 1940, or such
such part thereof
thereof as may
may seem
seem
appropriate.
appropriate.
WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set my hand
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF II have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
Washington this 8th day of September
September in the
DONE at the
the city
city of Washington
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
and of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the
the United
United States
States of America
America the one
one
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
President:
FRANKLIN D
By
the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.

PROCLAIMING
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
PROCLAIMING THE
THE NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY OF
TATES IN
IN THE
W AR
THE WAR
BETWEEN
GERMANY, ON
BETWEEN GERMANY,
ON THE
THE ONE
ONE HAND,
AND CANADA,
CANADA, ON
ON THE
THE
HAND, AND
OTHER
OTHER HAND
HAND
September 10,
10, 193
1939
September
[No. 236]
2359]
[No.

Preamble.
Preamble.

Provlaimn

of pre-

Prvviike°
°f Previm;
proclamation
vious
prolamation

made
appliable to
mode
°salads.
01ad arildkoble to

BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
a
WHEREAS astate of war unhappily
unhappily exists between
between Germany,
on
Germany, on
the one hand, and Canada,
other hand;
hand;
Canada on the other
NOW,
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, i,
I FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiROOSEVELT, Presithe United
United States
Stat
e; of
in order
order to
to preserve
preserve the
dent of the
of America,
America, in
the
United States and of its citizens and of persons
neutrality of
of the -

STAT. ]
54 STAT.]
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within its
territory and
and jurisdiction, and to enforce
enforce its laws and
its territory
within
treaties,
and in
in order
order that all
persons, being warned of the general
general
all persons,
treaties, and
tenor
the laws
and treaties
treaties of the United States in this behalf,
laws and
of the
tenor of
prevented from any violation
and
the law
of nations, may
violation
may thus be prevented
law of
of the
and of
proclaim that all of the provisions
of
the same,
hereby declare
declare and proclaim
do hereby
same, do
of the
of
of September
proclaiming the neutrality
1939, proclaiming
5, 1939,
September 5,
proclamation of
my proclamation
of my
between Germany and France;
of
United States
France; Poland;
Poland;
States in aawar between
the United
of the
and
Zealand apply
Kingdom, India, Australia and New Zealand
United Kingdom,
the United
and the
equally in respect to Canada.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN
caused
the Seal
of the
the United
United States
America to be affixed.
affixed.
States of America
Seal of
caused the
DONE at
at the
10th day of September,
September, in
Washington this 10t
of Washington
city of
the city
DONE
the year
of our
Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine,
our Lord
year of
the
[sEAL]
and
of
the
Independence
America
the United States of America
of the
Independence
the
of
[SEAL] and
the
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
the one hundred
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
y te P
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Ante, p. 2629.
2629.
.Ante,

By
the President:
By the

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
Secretary of State.

EXPORT OF
OF ARMS,
CANADA
IMPLEMENTS OF WAR TO CANADA
AND IMPLEMENTS
AMMUNITION, AND
ARMS, AMMUNITION,
EXPORT
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY THE PRESIDENT

STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS section
section 1
1of
the joint
joint resolution
approved
of Congress approved
resolution of
of the
WHEREAS
May 1,
the joint
resolution entitled
resolution
"Joint resolution
entitled "Joint
joint resolution
amending the
1937, amending
1, 1937,
May
ammunition, and
providing for
for the
prohibition of
the export
of arms, ammunition,
export of
of the
the prohibition
providing
implements of
war to
to belligerent
the prohibition of the
countries; the
belligerent countries;
of war
implements
by
transportation
of arms, ammunition,
ammunition, and implements of war by
transportation of
vessels of
United States
for the
the use
of belligerent
for the
states; for
belligerent states;
use of
States for
the United
of the
vessels
registration and
of persons
persons engaged
engaged in the business of manulicensing of
and licensing
registration
facturing,
exporting,
or
importing
arms,
ammunition,
implements of
ammunition, or implements
arms,
importing
or
exporting,
facturing,
war;
by American
American citizens
citizens on
on belligerent ships
travel by
restricting travel
and restricting
war; and
February 29,
during
approved August
as amended
amended February
1935, as
31, 1935,
August 31,
war", approved
during war",
1936, provides in part as follows:
1936,
"Whenever
President shall
that there exists aastate of
shall find that
the President
"Whenever the
President
war between,
among, two
two or
or more
more foreign states
states, the President
or among,
between, or
war
to
shall
proclaim
such
fact,
and
it
shall
thereafter
f303
unlawful
unlawful
be
thereafter.
shall
it
and
fact,
such
shall proclaim
export,
or attempt
attempt to
to export,
or cause
cause to
to be exported,
exported, arms
arms,
export, or
export, or
nited
ammunition, or
or implements
of war
war from
any place
in the United
place m
from any
implements of
ammunition,
States to
to any
any belligerent
state named
such proclamation,
proclamation, or to
in such
named in
belligerent state
States
any
neutral state
for transshipment
transshipment to, or for the use of, any such
state for
any neutral
belligerent
state."
belligerent state."
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
provided by
by section
section 1
said
the said
of the
1 of
further provided
is further
it is
AND
that
joint resolution
"The
shall, from
to time,
by proclamation,
proclamation,
time, by
time to
from time
President shall,
"The President
extend
such
embargo
upon
the
export
of
arms,
ammunition,
or
or
ammunition,
arms,
of
export
the
upon
embargo
such
extend
become
implements
war to
to other
other states
they may become
when they
and when
as and
states as
of war
implements of
involved in
such war."
in such
involved
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
dent of
the United
States of
of America,
acting under
and by virtue of
under aid
America, acting
United States
of the
dent
the
authority
.conferred
conferred
upon
me
by
.the
the
said
joint
resolution, do
resolution,
joint
said
by
me
upon
the authority
hereby proclaim
that all
all of
of the
provisions of
of my
proclamation of
my proclamation
the provisions
proclaim that
hereby
ammunition, and
September 5,
5, 1939,
to the
export of arms
arms, ammunition,
the export
regard to
in reg.ard
1939, in
September
implements of
of war
Germany; Poland; and the United
to France; Germany;
war to
implements
Kingdom, India,
India, Australia,
Australia, and
and New
New Zealand,
Zealand, henceforth apply to
Kingdom,
Canada.
Canada.

September 10, 1939
September
[No. 2360]
2360]
(No.

Preamble.
50 Stat. 121.
121.
Post,
Post, p. 2672.

1081, 1152.
49 Stat. 1081,

Provisions
Provisions of pre-

proclamation
vious prockunation
applicable to
made applicable
Canada.
Canada.
Ante, p. 235.
2635.
Ane,

2654
2654
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10, 11,
11, 1939

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Officers
Officers to
prevent
to prevent
violations.
violations.

And II do hereby
hereby enjoin upon
officers of
of the
the United
upon all
all officers
United States,
States,
charged with the execution of
the laws
laws thereof,
thereof, the
the utmost
diligence
of the
utmost diligence
violations of the said joint resolution,
in preventing violations
resolution, and
my
and this
this my
proclamation issued thereunder,
proclamation
thereunder, and
bringing to
to trial
trial and
punishand in
in bringing
and punishment any offenders
offenders against
against the
the same.
same.
Secretary of
Secretary
of State
State
I
do
delegate
And
I
hereby
delegate
to
Secretary of
the power
power to
to
to
the Secretary
of State
State the
empowered
empowered to
proto promulgate
mulgate rules,
rules, etc.
etc.
exercise any power or authority
authority conferred
conferred on
me by
by the
the said
said joint
joint
on me
resolution,
effective by this my
resolution, as made
made effective
issued theretheremy proclamation
proclamation issued
under,
under, ajid
a,nd the power to
such rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations not
not
to promulgate
promulgate such
inconsistent
inconsistent with law as may be necessary
necessary and
proper to
to carry
out
and proper
carry out
any of its provisions.
provisions.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States
States of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
th day
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this
this 10
10th
day of
of September,
September, in
in
the year of our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
thirty-nine,
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
[SEAL]
Independence of the
[SEAL] and of the Independence
of America
America
the United States
States of
the one hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

SUSPENSION
OPERATION OF
TITLE II
II OF
S
USPENSION OF
OF OPERATION
OF TITLE
OF THE
THE S
UGAR ACT
ACT OF
OF 1937
1937
SUGAR
September
11,1939
September 11,
1939
(No.
INo. 2381]
2361]

BY
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.
60
Stat. 903.
903.
SO Stat.
7
U. 3
S. C.,
Vch.
7U.
S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
V,,
4.
ch. 34.
Post, p.
p. 2878.
2676.
Pod,

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 509 of the Sugar
of 1937
1937 provides,
provides, in
in part:
part:
Sugar Act
Act of
"Whenever
"Whenever the President
President finds and proclaims
proclaims that
that a
national
a national
economic
economic or other emergency
emergency exists with respect
to sugar
or liquid
liquid
respect to
sugar or
sugar, he shall by proclamation
proclamation suspend
suspend the operation
operation of
of Title
Title II
II
or III above, which he determines, on the basis of
of such
such findings,
findings,
should
be suspended,
suspended, and,
should be
and, thereafter,
thereafter, the operation
operation of any such
such
title shall continue
continue in suspense until the President finds
and proprofinds and
claims that the facts which
which occasioned
occasioned such suspension no longer
longer
exists. *
* ** *";
*";
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the outbreak of war among major
major European
countries
European countries
has resulted in excessive
excessive and harmful
harmful speculation
sugar and
and rapidly
rapidly
speculation in sugar
rising prices to consumers,
conditions are
rising
consumers, which conditions
are accentuated
accentuated by
by the
the
marketing limitations
imposed under title II
limitations imposed
II of
of the
the Act;
Act; and
and
WHEREAS such increased
increased prices
prices of sugar will
will not
not accrue
accrue to
to the
the
benefit of the majority
producers by reason
benefit
majority of producers
reason of
the sale
sale of
of much
much of
of
of the
their current
current crop before
before the
outbreak
of
the war:
war:
the
outbreak
of
the
Suspension
of operoperSuspension of
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presiation of
title II
ation
of title
II of
of
PresiSugar Act
of 1987.
1937.
Sugar
Act of
dent of the United States
States of America,
America, acting under and by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
authority
authority vested in me by the foregoing provision of the Sugar Act
Act of
of
1937, do
do hereby
1937,
hereby find and proclaim
proclaim that a
anational economic
economic emergency
emergency
exists
with respect to sugar, and do by this proclamation
exists with
proclamation suspend
suspend the
the
operation of title II
operation
II of that Act.
Act.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 11th day
in
day of
of September
September in
the year of our Lord
Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty.-nine, and
and
[SEAL]
[Ewan] of the Independence
Independ ence of
of
the United
States of
of America
the one
one
the
United States
America the
hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.

STAT.]]
54 STAT.
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MARK TWAIN
TWAIN NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST-MISSOURI
FOREST-MISSOURI
MARK

AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

September 11, 1939
(No. 2362]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS certain
certain lands
the State
of Missouri
Missouri have
have been
been
State of
within the
lands within
WHEREAS
acquired or
or are
are in
in process
acquisition by
the United
United States
States under
under
of acquisition
by the
acquired
process of

Preamble.
Preamble.

S. C.,
authority
authority of the act of March
March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat. 961, 962 (U. S.C.,

title
16, sec.
sec. 516),
as amended
amended by
by the
act of
of June
June 7,
7, 1924,
43 Stat.
Stat. 653
653
1924, 43
the act
516), as
title 16,
(U.
1933, c.
c. 348,48
348, 48 Stat.
515), the
the act of March
March 31, 1933,
(U. S.
S. C., title
title 16,
16, sec. 515),
16 U. S.
3., Supp.
Supp.
vl6
s C.,
22 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 585), the National
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
Recovery Act, V,
§585 (note).
e6).
approved
June
1933,
Stat.
195,
202
S.
403),
40,
sec.
403),
S.
C.,
title
195,
202
(U.
48
Stat.
June
16,
1933,
approved
and the Emergency
Appropriation Act of 1935,
1935, approved
approved
Emergency Relief Appropriation
April 8, 1935, 49 Stat. 115; and
it would be in the public interest to
it appears that it
WHEREAS it
give such
together with
certain intermingled
lands, a
a
intermingled public lands,
with certain
lands, together
give
such lands,
national-forest status:
national-forest
Mark Twain
NationinNationD. ROOSEVELT,
NOW,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, Presi- oMa
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
al Forest, Mo.,
:o., estabestab1ishment.
and by virtue of the lishment.
under and
dent
of the
the United
America, under
of America,
States of
United States
dent of
authority
1891,
authority vested in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891,
26
4,
26 Stat. 1095, 1103 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4,
1897,
34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473), and the acts above
1897, 30 Stat. 34,
mentioned,
mentioned, do proclaim (1) that there are hereby reserved and set
United
apart as the Mark Twain National Forest all lands of the United
described, and shown on the diagram
diagram
hereinafter described,
States within the area hereinafter
Administration
of
ation of
attached hereto
and made
hereof, and
and (2)
(2) that
AdiiStr
that all
all lands
lands within
within lands
made aapart
part hereof,
attached
hereto and
acquired.
ed.
of acquisition
such
area which
which are
now in
acquisition by the United
United
in process
process of
are now
such area
above-mentioned acts shall upon
States
any of the above-mentioned
of any
authority of
under authority
States under
the acquisition
acquisition of title
become and be administered
administered as part of
title thereto become
the
the
Mark Twain
Twain National
Forest:
National Forest:
said Mark
the said
Fifth
Meridian
PrincipalMeridian
Fifth Principal
Tps. 21 N., Rs. 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27 W.,
Tps.
T. 22
22 N.,
N., R.
17 W.,
W.,
R. 17
T.

all north
north of
of the
the Missouri
State Line.
Line.
Missouri State
all
secs. 1
to 18,
18, inclusive.
inclusive.
1 to
secs.

1 to 18, inclusive.
secs. 1
W.,
R. 18 W.,
T. 22
22 N., R.
Tps. 22 N., Rs. 23, 24, 25, and 26 W.,
all.
Tps. 23 N., Rs. 15, 16, 17, and 18 W.,
all.
T.
secs. 19 to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.
T. 23 N., R. 23 W.,
T.
secs.
inclusive.
sees. 19 to 36, inclusive.
N., R. 24 W.,
T. 23
23 N.,
Tps. 23 N., Rs. 25, and 26 W.,
all.
all.

Tps.
24 N.,
N., Rs.
10, 11,
15, 16,
16, 17,
17, 18,
18, and
and 19
19 W.,
W., (fractional)
(fractional)
11, 15,
Rs. 10,
Tps. 24
all.
Tps.
25 N.,
N., Rs.
9, 10,
10, and
and 11
11 W.,
W.,
Rs. 9,
Tps. 25
all.
T.
R. 16
W.,
secs.
18 to
21, inclusive;
inclusive; and
and
to 21,
secs. 18
16 W.,
N., R.
T. 25
25 N.,
secs. 28 to 33, inclusive.
T.
R. 17
secs.
13 to
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
to 36,
sees. 13
W.,
17 W.,
N., R.
T. 25
25 N.,
T.
25 N.,
R. 18
W.,
secs.
to 36,
36,
13 to
and secs.
secs. 13
inclusive; and
to 9,
9, inclusive;
secs. 44 to
18 W.,
N., R.
T. 25
inclusive.
inclusive.
Tps.
Rs. 19
19 and
and 20
20 W.,
W.,
N., Rs.
25 N.,
Tps. 25
all.
Tps.
Rs. 9,
9, 10,
10, and
and 11
11 W.,
W.,
N., Rs.
26 N.,
Tps. 26
all.
all.
inclusive.
1 to 24, inclusive.
sees.
T. 26
N., R.
secs. 1
W.,
R. 12
12 W.,
26 N.,
T.
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T. 26 N.,
N., R. 18 W.,
W.,

secs.
9, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
secs. 16
21, insees. 44 to
to 9,
16 to
to 21,
inclusive; and secs.
to 33,
inclusive.
secs. 28
28 to
33, inclusive.
T. 26 X.,
R. 19
W.,
secs.
3, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
to 15,
A., R.
19 W.,
sees. 11to
to 3,
secs. 10
10 to
15, ininclusive; and secs.
19 to
to 36,
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
clusive;
secs. 19
W.,
secs.
19 to
to 36,
inclusive.
T. 26
26 N., R.
R. 20
20 W.,
secs. 19
36, inclusive.
Tps. 27 N., Rs. 10, 11, and
W.,
and 12
12 W.,
all.
T. 31 N., R. 12 W.,
secs. 4
4 to
secs.
to 9,
9, inclusive;
inclusive;
secs. 16 to 21,
inclusive; and
21, inclusive;
and
inclusive.
sees. 28 to 30,
30, inclusive.
T. 31 N., R. 13 W.,
secs. 1
to 3,
3, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
secs. 10
to 15,
15, ininW,
sees.
1 to
10 to
to 25,
clusive; and secs.
sees. 22
22 to
25, inclusive.
inclusive.
Tps. 32 N., Rs. 10,
11, and 12
W.,
10, 11,
12 W.,
all.
T. 32 N., R. 13 W.,
secs. 1
22 to
to 27,
1 to 18, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
secs. 22
27, ininclusive; and secs.
elusive;
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
sees. 34 to
to 36,
T. 33 N., R. 9
9W.,
sec.
sec. 6.
6.
Tps. 33 N., Rs. 10,
10, 11, 12,
12, and 13 W.,
W.,
all.
all.
sees.
T. 34 N., R. 9
9W.,
secs. 4
secs. 16
16 to
to 21,
21, inin4 to 9, inclusive; sees.
clusive; and sees.
secs. 28 to 33, inclusive.
inclusive.
Tps. 34 N., Rs. 10, 11,
11, 12,
12, and 13
W.,
13 W.,
all.
Tps. 35 N., Rs. 10, 11, 12,
12, and
13 W.,
and 13
W.,
all.
all.
T. 36 N., R. 9
all.
9 W.,
W.,
all.
T. 36 N.,
N., R. 10 W.,
secs. 1
1to
3, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
10 to
to 15,
15, ininsees.
to 3,
sees. 10
clusive; secs.
sees. 22 to 27,
and
27, inclusive;
inclusive; and
sees.
secs. 34 to 36, inclusive.
T. 37 N., R.
W.,
all.
R. 99W.,
all.
T. 37 N., R. 10 W.,
sees.
T.
secs. 1
1 to 3, inclusive;
to 15,
inclusive; secs.
sees. 10
10 to
15,
inclusive; sees.
inclusive;
secs. 22 to 27, inclusive;
inclusive;
and sees.
secs. 34 to 36,
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
Rights,
Rights,
aerved.
served-

etc.,

Ste.,

re.

re.

The reservation
reservation made by
as to
all lands
lands
by this proclamation
proclamation shall
shall as
to all
which are at this date legally appropriated
which
appropriated under
the public-land
public-land
under the
laws or reserved
reserved for any public
pubhc purpose other
other than
classification, be
than classification,
be
subject to and shall not interfere
defeat legal
mterfere with or defeat
legal rights
under
rights under
such
for such
such appropriation,
appropriation, or prevent the use for
such public
public purpose
purpose of
of
land so reserved, so long as such
such appropriation
appropriation is
legally maintained
maintained
is legally
or such reservation
reservation remains
remains in
in force.
force.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
I have hereunto
WHEREOF I
hereunto set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United
United States
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States to
DONE
11" day of
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 11"
September, in
in
of September,
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine,
[SEAL] and
of the Independence
[SEAL]
and of
Independence of the United States of
of America
America
the one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.

By the President:
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
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FOREST-MISSOURI
CLARK
NATIONAL FOREST-M
ISSOURI
CLARK NATIONAL
STATES OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

1939
September
11, 1939
September 11,
[No. 2363J

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS
lands within
the State
of Missouri
have been Preamble.
Missouri have
State of
within the
certain lands
WHEREAS certain
of
States
United
the
acquisition by
acquired or
are in
United States
in process of acquisition
or are
acquired
March 1, 1911, c. 186, 36 Stat.
America under
under authority of the act of March
America
961 (U.
(U. S.
S. C.,
16, sec.
sec. 516),
amended by the act of June 7,
516), as amended
title 16,
C., title
961
1924, 43
March 31,
S. C., title 16, sec. 515), the act of March
(U. S.
653 (U.
Stat. 653
43 Stat.
1924,
U. S.
S. C.,
3., Supp.
U.
16§685
National
the
585),
1933,
c.
348,
48
Stat.
22
(U.
S.
16,
sec.
585),
National V,16
title
C.,
S.
(U.
22
Stat.
48
1933, c. 348,
(note).
e).
(not
6
,
I
202
195,
Stat.
48
Industrial
Recovery
Act,
approved
June
16,
1933,
195,
Industrial Recovery Act, approved June
Appropriation
(U. S.
S. C.,
title 40,
40, sec.
sec. 403),
403), and
and the
Emergency Relief Appropriation
the Emergency
C., title
(U.
Act of
April 8, 1935, 49 Stat. 115; and
approved April
1935, approved
of 1935,
Act
WHEREAS it
it would be in the public interest to
that it
appears that
it appears
WHEREAS
give such
such lands,
lands, together
with certain
public lands, aa
intermingled public
certain intermingled
together with
give
national-forest status:
national-forest
Clark National
Forional ForPresi- est,ClarkNat
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLTN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiI, FRANKLIN
Mo., establishestablishNOW, THEREFORE,
ment.
the
of
dent
the United
United States
States of America,
America, under and by virtue
of the
dent of
power
me by
by section
March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.
section 24 of the act of March
in me
vested in
power vested
1897,,30
471), the act of June
1095,
(U. S.
June 4,
4, 1897
30
S. C. title 16, sec. 471),
1103 (U.
1095, 1103
Stat. 34,
36 (U.
title 16,
16, sec.
sec. 473), and the acts above menC., title
S. C.,
(U. S.
34, 36
Stat.
tioned, do
do proclaim
proclaim (1)
that there
hereby reserved
reserved and set apart
apart
are hereby
there are
(1) that
tioned,
United States within
as the
the Clark
Clark National
National Forest all lands of the 'United
within the
as
diagram attached
area
described, and
attached hereto
shown on the diagram
and shown
hereinafter described,
area hereinafter
ration of
and made
made a
(2) that
lands within
within such
such area
area which
which la11.1:2=1
ou of
Admistred..
all lands
that all
and (2)
hereof, and
part hereof,
a part
and
ac
lnds
under
States
are
now
in
process
of
acquisition
by
the
United
under
authority
United
are now in process of acquisition by the
of
any of
the above-mentioned
acquisition of title
shall upon the acquisition
acts shall
above-mentioned acts
of the
of any
thereto become
be administered
part of
of the said Clark National
as part
administered as
and be
become and
thereto
Forest:
Description.
Fifth
Meridian
Description.
PrincipalMeridian
Fifth Principal

T.
23 N., R. 11E., all.
T. 23
and secs.
secs. 16 to
to 18, ininclusive; and
9, inclusive;
to 9,
4 to
secs. 4
T.23
2 E., secs.
R. 2
N., R.
23 N.,
T.
clusive.
all.
T.
23 N., R. 1
1 W., all.
T.23N.,R.
all.
T.24
1E., all.
T. 24 N., R. 1E.,
secs. 4
4to
to 9,
9, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
16 to 21, inclusive;
inclusive;
secs. 16
T.
24 N., R. 22E., sees.
T. 24
and sees.
secs. 28
inclusive.
33, inclusive.
to 33,
28 to
and
2 and
W., all.
and 33W.,
Tps.
24 N., Rs. 1, 2,
Tps. 24
all.
T.25
N
.,
R.1
E.,
1
R.
N.,
T. 25
to 21,
and secs. 28 to 33,
inclusive; and
21, inclusive;
19 to
T.25
25 N.,
N ., R.
sees. 19
E., secs.
2 E.,
R. 2
T.
inclusive.
inclusive.
inclusive;
to 5,
5, inclusive;
secs. 8
8 to 17, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
1 to
T. 25
25 N
R.4
sees. 1
4 E., secs.
N.,., R.
T.
sees. 34 to 36,
secs.
22 to
to 27, inclusive;
and secs.
inclusive; and
sees. 22
inclusive.
all.
T.25 N., R. 5
5 E., all.
T.25N.,R.
secs. 1
18, inclusive,
and sec.
sec. 24.
24.
inclusive, and
to 18,
1 to
T.25
25 N
R. 66E.,
E., sees.
N.,., R.
T.
sec.
3,
Wg;
secs.
4
to
9,
inclusive;
sec. 10,
10,
sec.
inclusive;
9,
to
T.25
25 N
E., sec. 3, W%; secs. 4
R. 77E.,
N.,., R.
T.
NW;
16, NW;
17 to
to 19,
secs. 17
and secs.
NW%; and
sec. 16,
NWY; sec.
inclusive.
inclusive.
2,
3, and
and 4
4 W.,
all:
W., all.
Tps.
25
N.,
Rs.
3,
2,
1,
Tps. 25 N., Rs.
inclusive; sees.
secs. 10
10 to
15, inclusive;
inclusive;
to 15,
3, inclusive;
to 3,
sees. 11to
W., secs.
T.
N ., R.
R. 55W.,
T. 25 N.,
secs.
inclusive; and
and sees.
secs. 34
34 to
to 3b,
36,
27, inclusive;
to 27,
22 to
sees. 22
inclusive.
inclusive.
5, and
all.
E., all.
and 66E.,
4, 5,
Tps. 26
26 N., Rs. 3, 4,
Tps.

193470.-41-PT.
--- 90
193470o-41-PT. u-90
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T. 26
26 N.,
N., R.
R. 7
secs. 7
to 11,
secs. 12,
all
13, all
and 13,
12, and
inclusive; secs.
11, inclusive;
7 to
7 E.,
E., secs.
T.
that part
part west
of St.
Francis River;
secs. 14
14
River; secs.
St. Francis
west of
that
to 23,
sec. 24,
all that
part west
of
west of
that part
24, all
inclusive; sec.
23, inclusive;
to
the St.
St. Francis
Francis River;
sec. 25,
that part
part
all that
25, all
River; sec.
the
north
St. Francis
secs. 26 to 34,
River; secs.
Francis River;
of St.
north of
inclusive; and
NW%.
35, NWN.
sec. 35,
and sec.
inclusive;
T. 26
26 N.,
secs. 1
1to
to 11,
11, inclusive;
inclusive; sec.
SWY,4;sec.
sec. 13,
13,
12, SWY;
sec. 12,
W., secs.
R. 1
1 W.,
N., R.
T.
SW;
inclusive sec. 24, N
wg4
NW
14 to 23, inclusive;
secs. 14
SW%; secs.
and S2;
SY2;and
and sees.
secs. 25
to 36,
inclusive.
36, inclusive.
25 to
and
Tps.
26
N.,
Rs.
2,
3,
and
4
W.,
all.
all.
W.,
4
Tps. 26 N., Rs. 2, 3, and
T. 26
26 N.,
N., R.
to 3,
3, inclusive;
inclusive;
to 15,
15, inclusive;
10 to
sees. 10
inclusive; secs.
sees. 11to
5 W.,
W., secs.
R. 5
T.
secs.
22 to
to 27,
inclusive; and secs.
sees. 34 to 36,
27, inclusive;
sees. 22
inclusive.
Tps. 27
N., Rs.
5, and 66E., all.
4, 5,
3, 4,
Rs. 3,
27 N.,
Tps.
Tps.
N., Rs.
Rs. 1,
and 2
to 36,
36, inclusive.
19 to
sees. 19
W., secs.
2 W.,
1, and
27 N.,
Tps. 27
Tps.
N., Rs.
Rs. 3, and 4
4 W.,
W., all.
27 N.,
Tps. 27
6 E., all.
Tps.
28 N., Rs. 4, 5, and 6
Tps. 28
inclusive;
T.
30 N.,
W., secs.
sees. 16 to 21, inclusive;
9, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
to 9,
4 to
sees. 4
2 W.,
R. 2
N., R.
T. 30
and secs.
inclusive.
33, inclusive.
sees. 28 to 33,
and
T.
30 N., R. 3W.,
T. 30N.,
3W., all.
all.
T.
R. 4W.,
4W., sees.
secs. 1
1to 4, inclusive;
inclusive;
9 to 16, inclusive;
sees. 9
inclusive; secs.
N., R.
30 N.,
T. 30
secs. 21
28, inclusive;
secs. 33 to 36,
and sees.
inclusive; and
21 to
to 28,
sees.
inclusive.
inclusive;
T. 31
31 N.,
W., secs.
sees. 17 to 20, inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
5 to 8, inclusive;
sees. 5
2W.,
R. 2
N., R.
T.
and
secs. 29
inclusive.
32, inclusive.
29 to 32,
and sees.
T.
31 N.,
R. 33W.,
W., all.
N., R.
T. 31
T. 31
31 N.,
W., sees.
secs. 1
inclusive;
sees. 88 to 17, inclusive;
to 5, inclusive; secs.
1 to
4W.,
R. 4
N., R.
T.
secs.
to 29, inclusive; and secs. 32 to 36,
sees. 20 to
inclusive.
T.
N., R.
secs. 16 to 21, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
sees. 44to 9, inclusive;
R. 11E., secs.
T. 32
32 N.,
and sees.
28 to
inclusive.
33, inclusive.
to 33,
sees. 28
and
Tps.
8 E., all.
Rs. 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8
32 N., Rs.
Tps. 32
W., all.
1, 2, 3, and 44W.,
Tps. 32 N., Rs. 1,
inclusive;
sees. 16 to 21, inclusive;
T. 33
33 N.,
secs. 4
4 to 9, inclusive; secs.
N., R. 11E., sees.
T.
and
secs. 28
28 to 33, inclusive.
and sees.
8 E.,
Tps. 33 N., Rs. 4, 5, and 8
E. all.
3, and 4
4W., all.
Tps. 33 N., Rs. 1, 2, 3,
Tps. 34 N., Rs. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 E., all.
Tps.
T. 3434
R.Rs.
E.,
1, 2,
secs.
4, 5,
6, 9,
9,
7, inclusive;
and 8E., secs.
all. 16
16 to
to 21,
21, inclusive;
inclusive;
sees.
to
inclusive;
44 to
sees.
R. 9
9 E.,
34 N.,
N.,N.,
T.
secs. 28 to 33, inclusive.
inclusive.
sees.
Tps.
W., all.
34 N., Rs. 1, 2, and 33W.,
Tps. 34
T.
34N., RAW., sec. 1, Lot 1, W%
NV% Lot 2, Lots 6, and 77 of
of
T. 34N.,R.4W.,
NE%;Lots
1, 2,
and S;
NWY4; andS%;
7 of NW%;
6, and 7
2, 5, 6,
NEY;Lots 1,
NE%;
3 of NEY
W% Lot 3
Lots 1, 2, and W%
sec. 2, Lots
4;
S%;
3 of NWY;
Lots 1, 2, and W%
W% Lot 3
NW%; and S%;
sec.
3, and 4
4 of NE%;
S];
NE4; and S%;
1, 2, 3,
3, Lots
Lots 1,
sec. 3,
sec. 4,
4, Lots
NE; and S%; sec. 5,
2 of NE%;
Lots 1, and 2
sec.
W34 Lot 4, W%
NE%; Lots 1, 2, 3,
5 of NEY;
W%Lot 5
W%
and E%
E% Lot 4
4of NWY;
NW%; and S%; sec. 6, Lots
1,
2, 3, 4, and W%
NEY;Lots 1, 2,
W%Lot 55of NE%;Lots
1, 2,
7 to
to
42 5, 6, and 7
NW%; and S%; sees.
secs. 7
7 of NWy;
3, 4,
36, inclusive.
mclusive.
T. 35 N., R 1
1E., all.
T.
sees. 28 to 33,
sees. 19 to 21,
21, inclusive;
inclusive; and secs.
T. 35
35 N., R. 22E., secs.
inclusive.
T. 35 N., R. 4
4 E., all.
. sees. 9 to 16, inclusive;
7 E., sees.
T. 35 N., R. 7
secs. 1
1to 4, inclusive
inclusive; secs.
9
secs. 21 to
secs. 33
sees.
to 28,
28, inclusive;
inciusive; sees.
33 to
to 36, inclusive.
dusive.
all.,
T. 35 N., R. 8
8E., all.,
W., all.
al.
1, 2, and 3
3W.,
Tps. 35 N., Rs. 1,
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T. 35
35 N.,
N., R.
36, SK.
T.
R. 44W.,
W., see.
sec. 36,
SY,.

T. 36 N., R.
R. 11E.,
E., all.
N., Rs.
Tps. 36
36 N.,
Rs. 1, and 22 W.,
W., all.
all.
T. 36 N., R. 3W.,
sees. 11to 4, inclusive; sees.
3W., secs.
secs. 9
to 16,
16, inclusive;
9 to
inclusive;
secs. 21 to 28, inclusive; and sees.
secs. 33 to 36,
sees.
inclusive.
inclusive.

T. 37 N., R. 11E.,
E., all.
Tps. 37 N., Rs. 1, and 2
2 W., all.
4, inclusive;
inclusive; sees.
secs. 99to
to 16,
16, inclusive;
inclusive;
T. 37 N., R. 33W., secs.
sees. 1
1 to
to 4,
sees. 21 to 28, inclusive;
secs.
inclusive; and sees.
secs. 33 to 36,
36,
inclusive.
inclusive.
T. 38 N., R. 1
21, inclusive;
33,
1 E., secs.
sees. 19 to 21,
inclusive; and
and secs.
sees. 28 to
to 33,
inclusive.
inclusive.
T. 38 N.,
N., R. 1
1W.,
W., sees.
secs. 19 to 36,
36, inclusive.
T. 38 N.,
N., R. 2
2W., sees.
secs. 19 to 36,
36, inclusive.
inclusive.
T. 38 N.,
N., R. 3
secs. 19
3 W., sees.
19 to
to 36, inclusive.
inclusive.

reservation made by this proclamation
proclamation shall as to all lands
The reservation
which are at this date legally appropriated
appropriated under the public-land
laws
public-land laws
classification, be
subject
or reserved for any public purpose other than classification,
be subject
to and shall not interfere
interfere with or defeat legal rights under such
such
appropriation,
appropriation, or prevent
prevent the use for such public purpose
purpose of lands
lands so
reserved, so long as such appropriation
appropriation is legally maintained
maintained or such
such
reservation
reservation remains in force.
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
set my
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
11" day of September,
September, in
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this
this 11"
nineteen hundred
and
the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
fsEAll
Independence of the United States of America
America the
[SEAL] of the Independence
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
one hundred

Rights,
Eights,

served.
served.

etc.,
etc.

rere-

FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

By the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
Secretary

GOLD
TAR MOTHER'S
M OTHER'S DAY--1939
DAY-1939
GOLD S
STAR
BY
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

September II
1930
Beptembet
i im
(No. 2364

Preamble.
Preambl.
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the preamble
preamble to Public Resolution
Resolution 123,
123, 74th Congress,
36 U. S. C., Sapp.
approved June 23,
1895), recites:
recites:
approved
23, 1936 (49
(49 Stat.
Stat. 1895),
V,
V. ilu
ff 147, la.
148.
"Whereas the
rendered the United
United States by the American
American
"Whereas
the service
service rendered
mother is the greatest source of
of the country's
country's strength and inspiration; and
and
"Whereas
ourselves and
America when we
mothers of
of America
we
"Whereas we
we honor
honor ourselves
and the mothers
revere and
to the
as the
the fountainhead
of the
the state;
revere
and give
give emphasis
emphasis to
the home
home as
fountainhead of
state;
and
"Whereas
American mother
mother is
doing so
and
"Whereas the
the American
is doing
so much
much for
for the
the home
home and
for
the moral
and spiritual
spiritual uplift
the people
of the
the United
United States
States
for the
moral and
uplift of
of the
people of
and
for good
humanity; and
and hence
hence so
so much
much for
good government
government and
and humanity;
and
"Whereas the American
suffered the supreme
"Whereas
American Gold
Gold Star
Star Mothers
Mothers suffered
sacrifice of
in the loss of
of their
their sons and
and daughters
daughters m the
sacrifice
of motherhood
motherhood in
World War;"
War;"
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
the said
Public Resolution
123 provides:
provides:
said Public
Resolution 123
AND
"That
the
President
of
the
United
States
is
hereby
and
"That the President of the United States is hereby authorized
authorized and
requested to
to issue
calling upon
upon the
the Government
Government officials
officials
requested
issue a
a proclamation
proclamation calling
to display
display the
the United
United States flag on
on all Government
Government buildings, and

2660
2660

PROCLAMATIONSSEPT.11,
13, 1939
PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT.
11, 13,
1939

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

of the
the United
display the
the flag
flag and
to hold
hold approapprothe people of
United States
States to
to display
and to
priate
meetings at
at their
homes, churches,
churches, or
or other
other suitable
suitable places,
places, on
on
priate meetings
their homes,
the last
in September,
as a
expression of
of the
the love,
the
last Sunday
Sunday in
September, as
a public
public expression
love,
reverence of the people
sorrow, and reverence
for the
the AmeriAmeripeople of
of the
the United
United States
States for
can
Star Mothers.
can Gold
Gold Star
Mothers.
"Sec. 2.
September shall
shall hereafter
hereafter be
desig2. That
That the
the last
last Sunday
Sunday in
in September
be designated and known as
Star Mother's
Mother's Day',
and it
it shall
shall be
duty
as 'Gold Star
Day', and
be the
the duty
of the President to
observance as
as provided
provided for
in this
this
to request its
its observance
for in
resolution."
resolution."
Gold
Gold Star
Star Mother's
Mother's
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiTHEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
Day.
Day.
Observance
Observance of
of SunSun- dent of the United States of
America, under
under and
and by
virtue of
of the
the
of
America,
by
virtue
day, September
day,
September 24,
24,
authority
authority vested
vested in me by the aforesaid
public resolution,
resolution, do
do request
request
aforesaid public
1939, as.
as.
1939,

the observance
observance of Sunday,
Sunday, September
24, 1939,
as Gold
Star Mother's
Mother's
September 24,
1939, as
Gold Star
Day, do direct the officials of
Government to
to have
have the
the flag
flag of
of the
the
of the Government
United States displayed
displayed on all Government
Government buildings,
call upon
upon
buildings, and
and do
do call
the people
people of the United
United States to display the flag and to observe
Gold
observe Gold
Star Mother's Day in their homes, churches,
churches, and other
suitable places
places
other suitable
as a
a public expression of their love
love and
and reverence
for the
the American
American
reverence for
Gold Star
Star Mothers.
Mothers.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set
my hand
set my
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
States of
America to
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this
day of
September, in
the
this 11"
11" day
of September,
in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
and of
of
hundred and
[SEAL]
United States of America the one
[sEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United
one
hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

CONVENING THE
CONGRESS IN
CONVENING
THE CONGRESS
IN EXTRA
EXTRA S
ESSION
SESSION

September
13, 1939
1939
September 13,
[No.
[No. 2386]
23651

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
BY THE
THE UNITED
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS public interests
interests require
require that the
the Congress
Congress of
of the
the
United States should be convened
convened in extra session
o'clock,
session at
at twelve
twelve o'clock,
noon, on
on Thursday, the Twenty-first
Twenty-first day of September, 1939,
noon,
1939, to
to
receive such communication
communication as may be made
receive
made by the Executive;
Executive;
ConveningCongress
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Franklin
NOW,
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President
of the
In
In extra
extra session.
President of
osesson. Sep3the
tember 21,
1939.
tember
21, 1939.
United
States of America,
United States
America, do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim and declare
declare that
that an
an
extraordinary
occasion requires
extraordinary occasion
requires the Congress
Congress of the United
United States to
to
convene in extra session
convene
session at the Capitol
Capitol in the City of Washington
on
Washington on
Thursday, the Twenty-first
Twenty-first day of September,
September, 1939,
1939, at
at twelve
o'clock,
twelve o'clock,
noon,
of
which
noon, of which all persons who shall at that time be entitled
entitled to act
as
act as
members thereof
thereof are hereby
members
hereby required
required to take notice.
IN
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused
caused to be affixed the great
seal of
States.
great seal
of the
the United
United States.
DONE
Washington this 1133 th
DONE at the City of Washington
1
bday of September, in
the year
ear oof our Lord nineteen
thirty-nine, and
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-nine,
[SEAL] of
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
America the
[SEAL]
of te
the Independence
States of America
hundred and sixty-fourth.
one hundred
sixty-fourth.

By the President:

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
State
Secreary of
of Sitae.
-

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
'
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PREVENTION WEEK-1939
FIRE PREVENTION
WEEK-1939
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA

September
September 26,
28, 1939
1939
[No. 2366]
23661
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
accidental Preamble.
WHEREAS, in spite of efforts to curtail
curtail the number of accidental
result
fires in the United States, many lives are still lost each
each year as aaresult
of fires which could have been prevented;
prevented; and
and
WHEREAS the damage caused
WHEREAS
caused by fires
fires in this country
country during
during 1937
approximately $254,000,000,
$254,000,000, and the estimate
has been estimated at approximately
estimate
for 1938 is in excess of $265,000,000;
$265,000,000; and
WHEREAS
necessary in
WHEREAS a
a redoubled
redoubled effort is necessary
in order
order to lessen
lessen the
serious menace to safety of life and the enormous
enormous waste
waste of property
property
that result from destructive fires:
Fire
Prevention
Fire Prevention
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
President Week.
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
Week.
of the United States of America,
America, do hereby
hereby proclaim
proclaim and designate
designate the Designation
Designation of
of week
week
beginning
beginning October
October 8,
8,
week beginning
beginning October
October 8, 1939, as Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
Week, and II 1939,
1939, as.
as.
request the appropriate public authorities,
educators,
authorities, civic groups, educators,
cooperate i
in
and others to cooperate
n bringing to the attention
attention of all the people
measures to
the importance
importance of taking
taking measures
to eliminate
eliminate fire hazards,
hazards, to
to abolish
abolish
dangerous practices
dangerous
occurrence
practices and procedures
procedures which may lead to the occurrence
of needless fires, and to maintain
maintain a
special alertness
alertness in every
every situation
a special
in which aadestructive
destructive fire may occur.
occur.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
I have hereunto
WHEREOF I
hereunto set my hand
hand and caused
the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
Washington this 26" day
day of September in the
DONE at the City of Washington
hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and of
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
[SEAL]
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of America
America the one
hundred
sixty-fourth.
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.

RELATING TO MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY
AMENDMENT
REGULATIONS RELATING
AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS

BIRDS
BIRDS

BY THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED

September 28,
28, 199
1989
September
WO.
23671
[No. 23671

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS the
the Secretary
the Interior,
authority and
and Preamble.
Interior, under
under authority
Secretary of
of the
WHEREAS
direction
of
section
3
of
the
Migratory
Bird
Treaty
Act
of
July
3,
direction of section 3 of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
16 U.
U. B.. C.
704;
1918
June 20,
16
C. iI704;
1936, 49 Stat. Stipp.
20, 1936,
Stat. 755),
755), as amended
amended by the act of June
1918 (40
(40 Stat.
V, I704.
1555,
the
administration
of
which,
as
amended,
was
transferred
to
the
1555, the administration of which, as amended, was transferred to the Supp. V. 704.
said
Secretary by
No. II,
II, submitted
submitted to
the
to the
Plan No.
by Reorganization
Reorganization Plan
said Secretary
Stat. 1431.
Congress
on May
May 9,
adopted and submitted
regula- 53
I 1.
3stat.
submitted to me aaregulahas adopted
9, 1939,
1939, has
Congress on
5 U. S. C., Supp.
tion
amending
Regulation
4
of
the
Regulations
approved
by
ProclaV,
9
133t
(note).
Proclav,
si
33
(note).P
approved
by
4
of
the
Regulations
amending
Regulation
tion
Ante, p. 2615.
mation
11, 1939,
1939, which
which he
he has
determined to be
p. 2615.
be Ant,
has determined
August 11,
No. 2345
2345 of
of August
mation No.
a
suitable
regulation
permitting
and
governing
the
hunting,
taking,
hunting,
taking,
a suitable regulation permitting and governing the
capture,
killing, possession,
transportation,
purchase, shipment,
shipment, transportation,
sale, purchase,
possession, sale,
capture, killing,
carriage,
exportation, and
and importation
migratory birds
birds and parts,
of migratory
importation of
carriage, exportation,
nests, and
eggs thereof,
included in
the terms
the Convention
Convention beof the
in the
terms of
thereof, included
nests,
and eggs
tween
the United
States and
Britain for the protection
protection of
Great Britain
and Great
United States
tween the
39 &at 1701
migratory
concluded August
1916, and
Convention bebe- 3sta-vm.
and the
the Convention
August 16,
16, 1916,
birds concluded
migratory birds

1 This Proclamation affects Parts 1
I
Title 50 of the Code
Code of Federal
Federal
1 and 2
2 of Title
affects
This

Regulations.
Regulations.

2662

50 Stat.
60
stat. 1311.
1311.

PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT.
PROCLAMATIONS— SEPT.28,
28, 1939
1939
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SPAT.
[54 STAT.

tween the United States and the United
United Mexican
Mexican States for
for the
the
protection
migratory birds
and game
concluded February
February
protection of
of migratory
birds and
game mammals
mammals concluded
7, 1936,
1936, which
which said
said amendatory
amendatory regulation
regulation is
is as
as follows:
follows:
AMENDMENT OF
AMENDMENT
OF M
IGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
ACT REGULATIONS
MIGRATORY
TREATY ACT
REGULATIONS ADOPTED
ADOPTED
BY THE
BY
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
OF THE
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR

Migratory
Bird
Migratory
Bird
Treaty
Act Re
gulations, amendment.
16 U. S. C. § 704;
Supp.
V, §704.
Upp. v,S
704;

Under
and direction
direction of
of the
the Migratory
Bird
Under authority
authority and
of section
section 33 of
Migratory Bird
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), as amended
amended by
act of
of
by the
the act

June
1936, 49
Stat. 1555,
the administration
of which,
which, as
as amended,
amended,
June 20,
20, 1936,
49 Stat.
1555, the
administration of

the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior
Interior by
by Reorganization
Reorganization
was transferred
transferred to
to the
53 Stat. 1431.
submitted to
May 9,
9, 1939,
1939, I,
I, E.
E. K.
K.
II, submitted
to the
the Congress
Congress on
on May
5 U.
U. S.. C.,
C., Supp.
Supp. Plan No. II,
V, §
133t (note).
§ 133t
(note).
BURLEW Acting Secretary
Secretary of the Interior, having due
BURLEW
due regard
regard to
to the
the
zones of temperature
temperature and to the distribution,
distribution, abundance,
economic
abundance, economic
value, breeding
breeding habits, and times and lines of migratory
migratory flight
of
flight of
migratory
migratory birds included
included in the terms of the Convention
Convention between
between the
United
United States and Great Britain for the
protection of
migratory birds,
birds,
the protection
of migratory
39 Stat. 1702.
39Stat.1702.
concluded
and the
Convention between
concluded August 16,
16, 1916,
1916 2 and
the Convention
the United
between the
United
States and the United Mexican
Mexican States for the
protection of
of migratory
migratory
the protection
50 Stat. 1311.
50stat.
1311.
birds and game mammals, concluded February
February 7, 1936, have determined when, to what extent,
by what
it is
compatible with
with
extent, and by
what means
means it
is compatible
conventions and act to allow the hunting,
the terms of said conventions
hunting, taking,
capture,
capture, killing, possession,
possession, sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
shipment, transportation,
transportation,
carriage,
importation of such birds and parts thereof
carriage.,exportation,
exportation, and importation
thereof
and their nests and eggs, and the
the exportation
exportation and importation
importation of
such
of such
mammals to and
and from Mexico,
Mexico, and, in accordance
accordance with such
such deterdeterfollowing amendment
minations, do hereby adopt the following
amendment of the
the RegulaRegulations relating
migratory birds and
relating to migratory
and certain
certain game mammals
mammals approved
approved
Ante, p.
p.21.
2615.
Antc,
and proclaimed
and
proclaimed August
August 11,
11, 1939 (4 F. R. 3621 DI), as a
asuitable regulapermitting and governing
governing the
tion permitting
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
taking, capture,
capture, killing,
killing,
possession, sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment, transportation,
transportation, carriage,
carriage, exexportation, and importation of said migratory
migratory birds and parts, nests,
and eggs thereof:
Waterfowl, Wilson's
Wilson's
Waterfowl,
The
of the
the Subtitle
The second
second and
and third
third paragraphs
paragraphs of
Subtitle "Waterfowl,
"Waterfowl,
snipe
or jacksnipe,
or
jacksnipe,
sain
and
a coot,
coot, open
open Bseaea- Wilson's snipe or
or jacksnipe,
jacksnipe, and
and coot"
coot" of
of Regulation
Regulation 4,
4, "Open
"Open Seasons
Seasons
sons,
sons, etc.
etc.
on and
and Possession
Certain Migratory
Migratory Game
Game Birds",
are amended
amended
Ante,
P084 on
Ante, p. 2618; post,
Possession of
of Certain
Birds", are
p.
2730.
p.20.
to read as follows:
follows:
In Maine,
Montana, New Hampshire,
Maine, Michigan,
Michigan, Minnesota,
Minnesota, Montana,
Hampshire, North
North
Dakota, Vermont, and Wisconsin, October
October 1
November 14.
14.
1 to
to November
In California, Colorado,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois
(except coot in certain
counties as hereinafter
hereinafter provided for), Indiana,
certain counties
Iowa,
Massachusetts, Missouri, Nebraska,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Kentucky, Massachusetts
Nebraska,
Nevada, New Jersey,
Jersey, New
New Y
ork, including
including Long
Long Island,
Island, Ohio,
Ohio,
York,
Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Dakota,
Utah, Washington, West Virginia,
Virginia, and Wyoming, October
October 22 to
to
December
December 5.
5.
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
I have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF, I
hereunto subscribed my
name
the seal of the Department
of the Interior to be
name and
and caused
Department
*h
affixed, this 27th
day of September,
September, 1939.
1939.
27
E. K.
BURLEW
E.
K.BURLEW
Acting Secretary
Secretary of the Interior.
Interior.

AND WHEREAS
it appears
AND
W HEREAS upon
upon consideration
consideration it
appears that approval
approval of
the
foregoin amendatory regulation
the foregoing
regulation will effectuate
effectuate the purposes
purposes of
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Migratory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act:
Act:
MuhlNOW,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
President
eon
approved
and
ROOSEVEL T, President
FRANKLIN D.
NOW THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
eP
tagppd
t Amendat°17
procdme.
of the United States of America,
Proclaimed.
of
America, do hereby approve and proclaim the

foregoing
foregoing amendatory regulation.

Sept.
28, 1939
1939
Sept. 28,
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IN WITNESS
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
United States
States to be affixed.
affixed.
the United
of the
the seal of
caused
DONE
the City
Washington this 28"
28" day of September,
September, in
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE at
the
nineteen hundred
and thirty-nine,
hundred and
year of our Lord nineteen
the year
[sEAL]
[SEAL]

United States of America
and
of the
the Independence
America
the United
Independence of the
and of
sixty-fourth.
the one hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary
DAY
GENERAL PULASKI'S
PULASKI'S MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL DAY
GENERAL
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

October 4,
4, 1939
1939
October
[No. 2368]
2368]
[No.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS we do
do honor to ourselves and our nation in honoring
WHEREAS
those
foreign nations who assisted
assisted in the establishment of the
of foreign
sons of
those sons
United States of America; and
WHEREAS
names we hold in high esteem is
WHEREAS one of these whose names
Count
Pulaski, who met
1779, in conmet death on October 11, 1779,
Casimir Pulaski,
Count Casimir
sequence of his exploits in the assault
assault upon Savannah;
Savannah; and
WHEREAS the
Seventy-sixth Congress,
Resolution 29,
by Public Resolution
Congress, by
the Seventy-sixth
WHEREAS
approved on July 15, 1939, provided:
approved
"That
the President
America is authorized
authorized
of the United States of America
President of
"That the
of the Government
officials
to
issue
a
proclamation
upon
officials
Government
calling
proclamation
a
to issue
governmental buildt,o
to display the flag of the United States on all governmental
ings on
people of the United
United
inviting the people
and inviting
1939, and
11, 1939,
October 11,
on October
ings
other
churches,
and
schools
States
to
the
schools
churches,
or
other
in
day
observe
States to
suitable
ceremonies in commemoration
commemoration
appropriate ceremonies
places, with appropriate
suitable places,
of
Pulaski."
death of General Casimir Pulaski."
the death
of the
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
NOW, THEREFORE,
of
United States of
America, do direct that the flag be displayed
displayed
of America,
the United
of the
upon
all Government
Government buildings
October 11,
11, 1939, as a
a mark of
on October
buildings on
upon all
Casimir Pulaski, and
r,espect
memory of General Casimir
and do hereby
hereby
the memory
to the
respect to
people of the United States to observe that day as General
invite the _people
General
Pulaski's Memorial
participate with appropriate
appropriate cerecereMemorial Day and to participate
Pulaski's
monies in
schools and
places m the comchurches or other suitable places
and churches
in schools
monies
memoration of
Pulaski's death
death on October 11, one hundred
hundred and
General Pulaski's
of General
memoration
sixty years ago.
IN
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
I have
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
caused
America to be affixed.
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States of America
DONE at
at the
City of
4" day of October, in the
this 4"
Washington this
of Washington
the City
DONE
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
and of
of
hundred and
our Lord
year
[sEAL]
[SEAL]

the
Independence of
the United
of America
America the
the one
one
States of
United States
of the
the Independence
hundred
and
sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary

Preamble.
Preamble.

53
Stat. 1045.
1045.
53 Stat.

General Pulaski's
Pulaski's
General
Memorial Day.
Day.
Memorial
Observance
of OctoOctoObservance of
as.
ber 11,
11, 1939,
1939, as.
ber
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ARMISTICE
DAY-1939
ARMISTICE DAY-1939
October 16,
16, 1939
[No. 2369]
[No.
2369]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS twenty-one
twenty-one years ago,
ago, on November
11, 1918,
1918, the
the
November 11,
nations then engaged
engaged in the World
to an
an armistice
armistice
World War agreed to
terminating
terminating hostilities;
hostilities; and
and
WHEREAS
Concurrent Resolution
WHEREAS Senate
Senate Concurrent
Resolution 18,
18, Sixty-ninth
Sixty-ninth Congress,
Congress,
Stat. 1982),
1982), reads
reads in
part:
passed June
June 4, 1926 (44 Stat.
in part:
"That the President of
States is
to issue
issue
of the United
United States
is requested
requested to
a proclamation
a
proclamation calling upon the officials
display the
the flag
flag of
of the
the
officials to
to display
United States on all Government
on November
November 11
11 and
Government buildings on
and
inviting the people of the United
United States to observe the
day in
in
the day
schools and churches, or other suitable
with appropriate
suitable places,
places, with
appropriate
ceremonies
ceremonies expressive
expressive of our gratitude for peace
peace and
our desire
desire
and our
for the continuance
continuance of
friendly relations
relations with
with all
of friendly
all other
other peoples"
peoples"

5 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V, and the
the act
May 13,
13, 1938
1938 (52
351), provides
provides that
that "the
act approved
approved May
(52 Stat.
Stat. 351),
"the

5U. S. C.,

§ 87a.

Armistice Day.
Armistice
Observance of NoNo.
Observance
vember
11, 1939, as.
vember 11, 1939, as.

11th day of November
November in
each year,
day to
to be
be dedicated
dedicated to
to the
the
in each
year, aa day
cause of world peace and
celebrated and
and known
known as
as
and to
to be
be hereafter
hereafter celebrated
Armistice Day, is hereby made a
alegal public
public holiday";
and
holiday"; and
WHEREAS, in the tragic situation
situation in which the world finds
finds itself
today, with the destructive
destructive forces
forces of
of war
war once
once again
unleashed, it
it is
is
again unleashed,
appropriate
appropriate for the people
people of the
States to
upon that
the United States
to reflect
reflect upon
that
hour of November
November 11, 1918, when the voices of war were silenced,
silenced,
and to look forward
forward even now to a
a time when a
a just and
and enduring
peace shall be established
established among
among all
all the
of the
the peoples
peoples of
the earth;
earth;
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President of the United
United States
do hereby
hereby direct
direct that
that on
on
States of
of America,
America, do
November
11, 1939,
1939, the flag of the United States be displayed
November 11,
displayed on all
all
Government
Government buildings, and IIinvite
invite the people of the
the United
United States
States
to observe the day in schools
schools and churches,
churches, or
other suitable
suitable places,
places,
or other
appropriate ceremonies.
with appropriate
ceremonies.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
of America
to be
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 16th day of October, in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and thirty-nine, and
[SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of
the
of America
America the
one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By te

By the President:

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

54
TAT.]
STAT.
54 S
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TREATY ACT
CLOSED
MIGRATORY
IGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
ACT
THE M
UNDER THE
AREA UNDER
CLOSED AREA
VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BY

October 16, 1939
1939
[No. 2370]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the
the Secretary of the Interior has submitted to me for
WHEREAS
approval the
the following
adopted by
October 4, 1939,
on October
by him on
regulation adopted
following regulation
approval
under authority
authority of
the Migratory
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40
Migratory Bird Treaty
of the
under
Stat. 755),
and Reorganization
II, transmitted to the
No. II,
Reorganization Plan No.
755), and
Stat.
Congress
9, 1939:
Congress May 9,

Preamble.
Preamble.

16 U. S.. C. J 704;
§ 704.
Supp. V, §
1431.
53 Stat. 1431.
5
U.
S.
C.,
Supp. V.
5 U.S.
§
§133t (note).

REGULATION DESIGNATING
DESIGNATING AS
AS CLOSED
CLOSED AREA
CERTAIN LANDS
LANDS
AREA CERTAIN
REGULATION
AND
ATERS ADJACENT
ADJACENT TO
TO THE
THE
WATERS
AND W
VIRGINIA
W ATERFOWL REFUGE,
REFUGE, VIRGINIA
WATERFOWL

BACK
BACK

BAY
IGRATORY
MIGRATORY
BAY M

By virtue
pursuant to
to the
contained in secauthority contained
the authority
and pursuant
of and
virtue of
By
tion 3
Bird Treaty
Act of July 3, 1918 (40
Treaty Act
Migratory Bird
the Migratory
of the
3 of
tion
II,
Stat. 755,
16 U.
C. 704),
704), and
Plan No. II,
Reorganization Plan
and Reorganization
S. C.
U. S.
755, 16
Stat.
transmitted by
the President
President to
1939, there
Congress May 9, 1939,
the Congress
to the
by the
transmitted
is
hereby designated
designated as
closed area
which pursuing, hunton which
area in or on
as closed
is hereby
ing,
takmg, capturing, or killing, or attempting to take, capture,
ing, taking,
or kill,
kill, migratory
migratory birds
birds is
is not
water
permitted, all areas of land and water
not permitted,
or
adjacent
to the
Bay Migratory
Refuge, in PrinWaterfowl Refuge,
Migratory Waterfowl
Back Bay
the Back
adjacent to
cess
by the United States
owned by
now owned
not now
Virginia, not
County, Virginia,
Anne County:,
cess Anne
boundary:
within
the
following-described
exterior
boundary:
following-described
the
within
Beginning at
at a
a point
S. 34002'
34°02' E.,
35.18 chains, from
E., 35.18
point S.
Beginning
U.
G. S.
"Club", and about oneStation "Club",
Triangulation Station
S. Triangulation
& G.
C. &
S. C.
U. S.
half
of the
the Little
Little Island
Coast Guard
on
Guard Station, on
Island Coast
south of
mile south
half mile
the
Biological
Atlantic Ocean shore, marked with aa U. S. Biological
the Atlantic
Survey
standard concrete
concrete post;
Survey standard
Thence
along the
meanders
Atlantic Ocean shore, with the meanders
the Atlantic
Thence along
thereof,
thereof,
chains;
S. 23058
23°58'' E.,
E., 36.61 chains;
S.
chains;
S.
18°50' E., 10.24 chains;
S. 18°50'
S. 24°52'
chains;
10.24 chains;
24052 ' E., 10.24
S.
S. 24°07'
24°07' E.,
E., 10.57
10.57 chains;
chains;
S.
chains;
S.
25°15' E.,
E., 10.43 chains;
S. 25015'
S. 24°59'
24°59' E.,
chains;
E., 11.61 chains;
S.
S.
24°32' E.,
E., 24.70
chains;
24.70 chains;
S. 24°32'
chains;
S.
24°01' E., 11.15 chains;
S. 24°01'
0 26' E.,
S.
22°26'
E., 11.64
chains;
11.64 chains;
S. 22
S.
20°07'
E., 14.49
chains;
14.49 chains;
S. 20°07' E.,
S.
E., 23.54
chains;
23.54 chains;
22015' E.,
S. 22°15'
S.
E., 12.11
chains;
12.11 chains;
19°20' E.,
S. 19°20'
S.
E., 23.71
chains;
23.71 chains;
22°37' E.,
S. 22°37'
S. 22°51'
22.14 chains;
chains;
E., 22.14
22 0 51' E.,
S.
S. 18°44'
10.62 chains;
chains;
E., 10.62
18°44' E.,
S.
S. 24°19'
24°19' E.,
11.05 chains;
chains;
E., 11.05
S.
S. 17°52'
10.90 chains;
chains;
E., 10.90
17052' E.,
S.
S. 19°22'
11.05 chains;
chains;
E., 11.05
19°22' E.,
S.
S. 17056'
17°56' E.,
10.68 chains;
chains;
E., 10.68
S.
S. 14°40'
22.66 chains;
chains;
E., 22.66
14°40' E.,
S.
S. 19°57'
12.19 chains;
chains;
E., 12.19
19°57' E.,
S.
S. 17°02'
17°02' E.,
9.79 chains;
chains;
E., 9.79
S.
S. 20°26'
20°26' E.,
7.51 chains,
a point;
ehains, to a
E., 7.51
S.

Back Bay Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge, Va.
Regulation
designating certain lands
waters adjacent
adjacent
and waters
to, as closed area.

Description.
Description.
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Thence inland,
Thence
inland,
S. 87°59'
87°59' W.,
W., 97.21
point on
on the
the east
east shore
shore of
S.
97.21 chains,
chains, to
to a
a point
of
Sand Bay;
Bay;.
Sand
Thence in
in Sand
Sand Bay,
Thence
Bay,
West,
22.73 chains
chains east
eastern edge
of
West, to
to aa point
point 22.73
east of
of the
the eastern
edge of
the
Ragged Islands;
the Ragged
Islands;
Southerly, with
with aa line
to, and
22.73
Southerly,
line parallel
parallel to,
and easterly
easterly 22.73
chains distant
from, the
eastern edge
edge of
the Ragged
Ragged Islands;
chains
distant from,
the eastern
of the
Islands;
West, 22.73
chains, to
to the
the southernmost
point of
the
West,
22.73 chains,
southernmost point
of the
Ragged Islands;
Islands;
Ragged
Thence in
Bay,
Thence
in Back
Back Bay,
Northwesterly, approximately
approximately 190.00
190.00 chains,
chains to
the southNorthwesterly,
to the
southwestern
Haul Over
Island at
Rocky Point;
Point;
western extremity
extremity of
of Haul
Over Island
at Rocky
Thence in
Red Head
Thence
in Red
Head Bay,
Bay,
Northeasterly,
approximately 16.00
16.00 chains,
chains, to
to the
Northeasterly, approximately
the northnorthwestern
extremity of
Over Island,
Island, near
North Point
on
western extremity
of Haul Over
near North
Point on
said island;
said
island;
Northeasterly, approximately
to Heaven
Heaven
Northeasterly,
approximately 78.00
78.00 chains,
chains, to
Point on
the Ragged
Islands;
Point
on the
Ragged Islands;
Northwesterly, approximately
42.00 chains,
to the
southNorthwesterly,
approximately 42.00
chains, to
the southwestern extremity
lying southwest
of
western
extremity of
of aa marshy
marshy island
island lying
southwest of
north of
Narrows;
Long Island,
Island, and
and immediately
immediately north
of Little
Little Narrows;
Northerly,
approximately 37.00
chains, to
the
Northerly, approximately
37.00 chains,
to aa point
point on
on the
western edge
west of
of Long
Long Island,
western
edge of
of aa marshy
marshy island
island lying
lying west
Island,
and
and east of Great Narrows;
Narrows;
Thence across Great
Narrows,
Thence
Great Narrows,
Westerly,
to a
on the
the
Westerly, approximately
approximately 23.00
23.00 chains
chains to
a point
point on
eastern edge
bounded by
Cove,
eastern
edge of
of a
a marshy
marshy island
island bounded
by Great
Great Cove,
Narrows, Red Head
and Long
Long Point
Point Creek;
Great Narrows,
Head Bay, and
Creek;
Thence along the eastern edge
edge of
of said island with the
the
meanders
meanders thereof,
S. 34°47'
S.
W., 3.43
chains;
34047' W.,
3.43 chains;
S. 13°21'
S.
E., 2.80
2.80 chains;
13°21' E.,
chains;
S.
12°59' W.,
S. 12°59'
W., 2.70
2.70 chains;
chains;
S.
E., 3.80
S. 6045'
6°45' E.
chains;
3.80 chains;
S. 27028'
27°28' V
V., 4.00 chains;
chains;
S.
W.,
S.
2°26' E.,
E. 2.73
2.73 chains;
chains;
S. 2026'
S. 24°00'
24°00' Nir.,
chains;
W., 1.12
1.12 chains;
S.
41°31' E.,
E., 1.88
1.88 chains;
S. 41°31'
chains;
S. 56°11'
56°11' W.,
S.
W., 1.44
1.44 chains;
chains;
S. 30°42'
W., 3.09
3.09 chains;
30°42' W.,
chains;
S. 56050'
W.,12.90
56°50' W.
2.90 chains,
chains, to a
a point on the southeastern
southeastern
extremity of said island;
island;
Thence
Red Head
Head Bay,
Thence in Red
Bay,
Westerly, approximately 34.00
34.00 chains, to the southwestern
extremity of Long Point Island;
Island;
Northwesterly, approximately
approximately 43.00
43.00 chains,
on
Northwesterly,
chains, to
to aa point
point on
East Head Bay Point, at the entrance
entrance to Head
Head Bay Cove;
Cove;
Thence across Head
Head Bay Cove,
Cove,
Northwesterly,
approximately 11.00 chains,
Northwesterly, approximately
chains, to a
apoint on
West Head Bay Point;
Thence across marsh,
marsh,
80035' W.
a point in the line between
N. 80°35'
W., 43.24
43.24 chains, to a
between
marsh and
land;
and fast land;
Thence between marsh and fast land,
land,
N. 23°17'
23017' E., 11.16
11.16 chains;
chains;
N. 16029'
16°29' W., 11.90
11.90 chains;
chains;
N. 1°57'
1°57' W.,
W., 2.35
2.35 chains;
chains;
chains;
N. 12058'
12°58' E., 6.95 chains;
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N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

2°04'
2.05 chains;
chains;
E., 2.05
2004 ' E.,
25°44' W.,
2.47 chains;
chains;
25044'
W., 2.47
7°38'' E.,
E., 10.63
chains;
10.63 chains;
7038
25°14'
W., 0.56
chain, to
to a
apoint;
point;
0.56 chain,
25014 ' W.,
Thence across
marsh,
across marsh,
Thence
S. 73022'
73°22' E.,
E., 34.50
chains;
34.50 chains;
S.
S. 74004
74°04'' E.,
E., 16.02
chains;
16.02 chains;
S.
N. 8°00'
8°00' E.,
a point on the west shore of
to a
chains, to
5.92 chains,
E., 5.92
N.
Cedar
Creek Cove;
Cove;
Cedar Creek
Thence
said Cove,
of said
shore of
west shore
along west
Thence along
Northerly, approximately
approximately 2.50
to aa point;
2.50 chains, to
Northerly,
Thence
across marsh,
marsh,
Thence across
N. 8°00'
8°00' E.,
E., 5.83
5.83 chains;
chains;
N.
N. 18°35'
chains, to a
southeast
point on the southeast
a point
4.68 chains,
W., 4.68
N.
18035 ' W.,
shore
of Sylvesters
Sylvesters Cove;
shore of
Thence along
the shore of
Sylvesters Cove, with the
of Sylvesters
along the
Thence
meanders
thereof,
meanders thereof,
N. 22039
22°39'' E.,
E., 2.56
chains;
2.56 chains;
N.
N.
82°05' E.,
E., 2.44
chains;
2.44 chains;
N. 82005'
S.
3.32 chains, to a
at
a point on the west bank at
E., 3.32
78°03' E.,
S. 78°03'
the
mouth of
of ditch
connecting said cove and Cedar Creek
ditch connecting
the mouth
Cove;
Cove;
Thence
said ditch,
across said
Thence across
a point on the
Northeasterly, approximately
approximately 0.50 chain, to a
Northeasterly,
south shore
shore of
Shipps Bay;
of Shipps
south
Thence
in Shipps
Shipps Bay,
Bay,
Thence in
Northeasterly, approximately
approximately 19.00 chains, to a
a point on
Northeasterly,
the
bank at the
the mouth of Kemps Creek, at Shipps Bay;
north bank
the north
Shipps Bay with the meanders
along the shore of Slaipps
Thence along
thereof,
N. 22006'
22°06' E.,
E., 5.39
5.39 chains;
chains;
N.
N. 39°34'
E., 1.75
chains;
1.75 chains;
39°34' E.,
N.
9.07 chains;
N.
E., 9.07
chains;
60047' E.,
N. 60°47'
N. 28°05'
E., 2.80
2.80 chains;
chains;
28005 ' E.,
N.
N. 36°40'
E., 3.07
3.07 chains;
chains;
36040 ' E.,
N.
N. 1°27'
1°27' E.,
2.61 chains;
chains;
E., 2.61
N.
N. 12°15'
12°15' E.,
E., 1.74
chains;
1.74 chains;
N.
N. 89°05'
E., 5.82
5.82 chains;
chains;
89005' E.,
N.
Thence
in Shipps Bay,
Thence in
Northeasterly, approximately
35.00 chains,
norththe northto the
chains, to
approximately 35.00
Northeasterly,
western
Augers Island Bend;
of Augers
extremity of
western extremity
Northeasterly, approximately
chains, to
most
the most
to the
25.00 chains,
approximately 25.00
Northeasterly,
northerly
point
of
Walkers
Island
Point;
Point;
northerly point of Walkers Island
Northeasterly,
approximately 102.00
chains, to
the most
to the
102.00 chains,
Northeasterly, approximately
northerly
Long Island
Island at
Creek;
the mouth of Deep Creek;
at the
of Long
point of
northerly point
Thence
Deep Creek,
Creek,
across Deep
Thence across
Easterly, approximately
approximately 22.00
22.00 chains,
point on the
a point
chains, to a
Easterly,
east shore
at the
the mouth
Deep Creek
Creek at
at Shipps Bay;
of Deep
mouth of
shore at
east
Thence
marsh and
flats,
sand flats,
and sand
across marsh
Thence across
East,
25.22 chains,
chains, to
point of
of beginning.
beginning.
the point
to the
East, 25.22
AND W
HKREAS upon
upon consideration
it appears
appears that the foregoing
consideration it
WHEREAS
AND
regulation
will tend
to effectuate
aforesaid Migraeffectuate the purposes of the aforesaid
tend to
regulation will
tory
tory Bird Treaty Act:
Regulation apNOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
President proved
,
sad Pro',ul-aon
ROOSEVELT, President
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
claimed.
of the
United States
of America,
under and
by virtue
virtue of the authority
authority clmed.
and by
America, under
States of
the United
of
vested
me by
hereby
Bird Treaty Act, do hereby
Migratory Bird
aforesaid Migratory
the aforesaid
by the
in me
vested in
approve
foregoing regulation of the Secretary of the
proclaim the foregoing
and proclaim
approve and
Interior.
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my
nay hand
IN
I have
have hereunto
hand and
and
caused the
seal of
the United
be affixed.
caused
the seal
of the
United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
affixed.
DONE at
the City
day of
October in
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this sixteenth
sixteenth day
of October
in
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine,
the
Lord nineteen
EsEAL1
of the
of the
United States
States of
[SEAL] and
and of
the Independence
Independence of
the United
of America
America
the one
and sixty-fourth.
the
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President,
By the
the President,
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL

Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

USE
October 18,
October
18, 1939
1939

OF

PORTS
TERRITORIAL WATERS
PORTS OR TERRITORIAL
STATES
WATERS OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
SUBMARINES OF
STATES
BY SUBMARINES
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT
BELLIGERENT STATES

BY THE
BY
THE

[No. 2371]
[No.
2371]

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Tambllbe.
Post, p. 2673.

WHEREAS
Joint Resolution
WHEREAS section 88of
of the
the Joint
Resolution approved
approved August
August 31,
31,
1935, as amended
1935,
amended by
Joint Resolution
1937 (50
by the
the Joint
Resolution approved
approved May
May 1,
1, 1937
(50
Stat. 127; U.
C., Sup.
Sup. IV,
IV, title
title 22,
sec. 245e),
U. S.
S. C.,
22, sec.
245e), provides:
provides:

"Whenever, during any war in which
which the
United States
is
the United
States is
neutral, the President shall find that
restrictions placed
placed
that special
special restrictions
on
of the
the ports
of the
on the
the use
use of
ports and
and territorial
territorial waters
waters of
the United
United States
States
by the submarines or armed merchant
merchant vessels of a
a foreign state,
state,
will serve to maintain
maintain peace between the United States and
foreign
foreign states, or
the commercial
commercial interests
interests of
of the
or to protect the
the
United States and its citizens,
citizens or to promote the security
security of
of the
the
United States,
and shall
mile proclamation
it shall
States, and
shall make
proclamation thereof,
thereof, it
shall
submarine or
thereafter be unlawful for any such submarine
armed merchant
or armed
merchant
vessel to enter aaport or the territorial
of the
territorial waters
waters of
the United
United States
States
or to depart therefrom, except under
under such conditions
conditions and
subject
and subject
as the
to such limitations as
may prescribe.
the President
President may
prescribe. Whenever,
Whenever,
in his judgment, the conditions which have
caused him
him to
issue his
his
have caused
to issue
proclamation have ceased to exist,
proclamation
he shall
shall revoke
revoke his
his proclamaproclamaexist, he
tion and the provisions of this section shall thereupon
cease to
to
thereupon cease
apply."
apply."
WHEREAS
WHEREAS there exists a
a state
of war
war between
state of
between Germany
Germany and
and
France; Poland; and the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India, Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada,
New Zealand, and the Union of South Africa;
Afrca;
WHEREAS the United
of America
neutral in
in such
such war;
United States
States of
America is
is neutral
war;
iMnding.
Finding.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
President
ROOSEVELT, President
of the
the
of
the United
United States of America, acting under
under and by virtue of the
authority vested in me by the foregoing
foregoing provision of
section 8
8of
the
of section
of the
Joint Resolution
Resolution approved
approved August 31, 1935, as amended
amended by
the Joint
Joint
by the
Resolution approved
approved May 1, 1937, do by this proclamation
proclamation find
find that
that
special restrictions placed
placed on the use of the ports and territorial
territorial
waters of the United States, exclusive of the
the Canal
Zone, by
Canal Zone,
by the
the
submarines of
of a
foreign b
elli geren tstate,
st
ate, both
bothcommercial
commerc i
al submarines
submarines
a foreign
belligerent
submarines
and
which are
are ships
ships of war, will serve to maintain peace
and submarines
submarines which
between
combetween the United States and foreign states, to protect the commercial interests of the United States and its citizens,
citizens, and to
promote
to promote
the security of the United
United StatesStates
;
Ilse of II. 8. portlier
Utenital waters
wasU.
res
AND I
I do further
and_proclaim
proaim that
hat it
shall hereafter
„ re_
further declare
declare and
it shall
hereafter be
be
terrhtorhel
otrieted.
.Ioted.
unlawful
unlawful for any submarine of
of France;
Germany; Poland;
Poland; or
or the
the
France; Germany;
United
India, Australia, Canada, New
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
New Zealand,
Zealand, or the

territorial

wate

re

54 STAT.]
54
STAT.]
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Union of South Africa, to enter ports or territorial waters
waters of the
Exception.
United States, exclusive of the Canal Zone, except submarines
submarines of the Exception.
said belligerent states which are forced into such ports or territorial
territorial
waters of the United
majeure; and in such cases of
United States by force majeure;
majeure, only when such submarines
territorial
force majeure,
submarines enter ports or territorial
waters of the United States while running on the surface with conning
tower and superstructure
superstructure above water and flying the flags of
of the foreign
foreign
belligerent states of which they are vessels. Such submarines
submarines may
belligerent
may
depart from ports or territorial waters of the United
United States only while
running on the surface with conning tower and superstructure
superstructure above
foreign belligerent
water and flying the flags of the foreign
belligerent states of which
they are vessels.
Officers to
to prevent
Officers
prevent
AND I
I do hereby enjoin upon all officers
officers of the United States, violations.
violations.
execution of the laws thereof,
diligence
charged with the execution
thereof, the utmost diligence
in preventing violations of the said joint resolution, and this my proclamation issued thereunder, and in bringing to trial and punishment
punishment
any offenders against the same.
Continuance
efContinuance in
in efproclamation shall continue in full force and effect unless and fect.
This proclamation
fect.
until modified,
modified, revoked or otherwise
otherwise terminated, pursuant to law.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
Washington this 18"
18" day of.October, in the
DONE at the city of Washington
nineteen hundred and thirty-nine,
thirty-*e, and of
year of
of our Lord nineteen
[snAn]
the Independence
of the
of America
America the
the one
one
[SEAL] the
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

ENLARGING
CANYON OF
THE GUNNISON
NATIONAL
GUNNISON NATIONAL
OF THE
ENLARGING THE
THE BLACK
BLACK CANYON

M ONUMENT
MONUMENT
COLORADO
COLORADO

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY THE

October
October 28, 1989
1039
(No.
[No. 2372]
28732

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS it
it appears
appears that
that certain
certain lands
adjoining the
Black Preamble.
the Black
lands adjoining
WHEREAS
Canyon
of
the
Gunnison
National
Monument
in
Colorado
are
required
Canyon of the Gunnison National Monument in Colorado are required
for
the proper
proper care,
care, protection
and management
management of
the objects
of the
objects of
of
protection and
for the
scientific
situated on
the said monument;
monument; and
scientific interest
interest situated
on lands
lands within the
WHEREAS
it appears
appears that
interest to
to
public interest
be in
in the
the public
it would
would be
that it
WHEREAS it
reserve the
aforesaid lands as a
apart
part of the
the said
said monument:
the aforesaid
reserve
Black Canyon of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRAN K 1
4IN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
President the
tBlk
cnyon
of
Gunnison
National
Monument, Colo.
Colo.,
of
the
United
States
of
America,
under
and
by
virtue
of
the
authority
al Monument,
of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority lands
added.
vested in
in me
of June
June 8,
1906 (ch.
3060, 34
U. S.
S. C.,
C., lands added.
(ch. 3060,
34 Stat.
Stat. 225;
225; U.
me by
by the
the act
act of
8, 1906
vested
title 16
16, sec.
431), do
that, subject
subject to
to all
valid existing
existing rights,
rights,
all valid
do proclaim
proclaim that,
title
sec. 431),
the following-described
following-described lands
lands in
are hereby
hereby added
and
to and
added to
in Colorado
Colorado are
the
of the Gunnison
Gunnison National
made a
a part of
National MonuCanyon of
of the
the Black Canyon
made
ment:
ment:
Description.
oriptlo
De
New Mexico
Meridian
New
Mexico Principal
PrincipalMeridian

T. 49 N., R. 77W., sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

2,
3,
5,
5,
6,
6,

SW;
SW
4;
lots 1, 2, 7
7and 8;
lots
lots 4, 55and
and 12;
lots
8, 9
and 10;
lots 1,
1, 2,
2, 7,
7, 8,
9 and
10;
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T. 50 N.,
N., R.
R. 7
7 W.,
W., sec. 19,
19, SWXNEg;
SWNEY;
sec. 31,
31, SEg
sec.
SE%;;
All;
T. 50 N., R. 88W.,
W., sec. 8, All;
sec. 9,
W%
sec.
9, W%
sec.
sec. 14,
14, S%SWg;
SSW%;
sec. 15, SESW%,
SEgSWg, WMSWg;
SSE;
WSW%; SSE%;
sec.
16, NWY,
Nwg, EgsEg,
NWgSEg;
sec. 16,
ESEY, NWySE
4;
2NEg, NWgNEX;
sec. 17, EY
EYNE4,
NWyNE%;
NY2NEg;
sec. 22, N2NE%;
sec. 23,
23, NWg;
sec.
NW%;

2NWg;
sec. 35, NWgNEg,
NWYNE 4, NY
N2NW%;
containing 2760 acres
acres more
more or less.

Warningagainst
Warning
against un.
unauthorized acts.
authorized

Supervision, etc.
Supervision,
etc.

16 U. S.
C., Supp.
S. C.,
V,a
I, /
V,
§§ 1,2.

Warning
hereby expressly
expressly given
to all
all unauthorized
persons not
Warning.is
is hereby
given to
unauthorized persons
not

to appropriate,
appropriate, injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this
this monument and not to locate or settle upon any of the lands thereof.
The Director of the
National Park
Service, under
the direction
direction of
of
the National
Park Service,
under the
Secretary of the Interior,
the Secretary
Interior, shall have
have the supervision,
supervision, management,
management,
monument as provided
and control of this monument
provided in the act of Congress
entitled "An Act To establish a
aNational
National Park Service, and
and for
for other
other
purposes,"
purposes," approved
approved August 25, 1916 (ch. 408, 39 Stat. 535; U. S. C.,
title 16, secs.
sees. 11and 2),
supplementary thereto or amendatory
2), and acts supplementary
amendatory
thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United
United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 28"
28" day of October, in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and thirty-nine and
and of
of
[sAL]
[swum] the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
of .America
the
of the
America the

one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President
President
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.
The Secretary

THANKSGIVING DAY-1939
DAY-1939
THANKSGIVING
October 31,
1039
81, 193
[No. 23731

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
BY THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day.
Designation
Designation of
of
Thursday, November 23, 139,
1939, as.

I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President of the United
United States of
America, do hereby designate
designate Thursday,
Thursday, the twenty-third
twenty-third of November
November
a day of general.
general thanksgiving.
thanksgiving.
1939, as a
More than three centuries
centuries ago, at the season of the gathering
in of
of
gathering in
the harvest, the Pilgrims humbly paused
paused in their work and gave thanks
thanks
to God for the preservation
preservation of their community
community and for the abundant
abundant
yield of the soil. A century and aahalf later, after the new Nation had
been formed, and the charter
charter of government,
government, the Constitution
Constitution of the
received the assent of the States,
Republic, had received
States, President
President Washington
Washington
and his successors
successors invited the people of the Nation to lay down their
their
tasks one day in the year and give thanks for the blessings that had
tasks
been granted them by Divine Providence.
Providence. It
It is fitting that we should
should
continue
continue this hallowed custom and select aaday in 1939 to be dedicated
reverent thoughts of thanksgiving.
to reverent
thanksgiving.
Our Nation has gone steadily forward
forward in the application
application of demodemocratic processes
processes to economic
economic and
problems. We
We have
have faced
faced the
the
and social problems.
specters of business depression,
depression, of unemployment
unemployment.and
'and of widespread
widespread
agricultural
agricultural distress, and our positive
positive efforts
efforts to alleviate
alleviate these
these condi-

54 S
STAT.]
54
TAT.]
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, 1939
Nov. 4, 1939
Nov.

tions have met with heartening results. We have also been permitted
to see the fruition of measures which we have undertaken
undertaken in the realms
of health, social welfare, and the conservation
conservation of resources. As
As a
a
a world of turmoil we are at peace
Nation we are deeply grateful
grateful that in a
with all countries, and we especially
especially rejoice in the strengthened
strengthened bonds
of our friendship with the other peoples of the Western Hemisphere.
Hemisphere.
Let us, on the day set aside for this purpose, give thanks to the Ruler
Ruler
of the Universe for the strength which He has vouchsafed
vouchsafed us
us to carry
carry
on our daily labors and for the hope that lives within us of the coming
corning
of a
productive activities of peace
a day when peace and the productive
peace shall
shall reign
reign
on every continent.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 31"
day of October,
October, in the
31 st day
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine, and of
[SEAL]
NEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

PROCLAMATION
OF A
STATE
WAR
GERMANY AND
FRANCE;
P
ROCLAMATION OF
AS
TATE OF
OF W
AR BETWEEN
BETWEEN GERMANY
AND FRANCE;
POLAND;
P
OLAND; AND
AND THE
THE UNITED
NDIA, AUSTRALIA,
CANADA,
UNITED KINGDOM,
KINGDOM, I
INDIA,
AUSTRALIA, CANADA,
NEW
OF S
SOUTH
AFRICA
NEW ZEALAND
ZEALAND AND
AND THE
THE UNION
UNION OF
OUTH AFRICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF

November
November 4,
4, 1939
1939
[No. 2374]
23741

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
resolution of
of Congress approved
approved
WHEREAS section 1
1 of
of the
the joint
joint resolution
November
November 4, 1939,
1939, provides
provides in part as follows:
"That whenever
whenever the President, or the Congress by concurrent
concurrent
between
resolution, shall find that there exists a
a state of war between
foreign states, and that it
it is necessary to promote the security
or preserve
preserve the peace of the United States or to protect the lives
of
United States, the
the President
shall issue
issue a
aproclaof citizens
citizens of
of the United
President shall
proclamation naming
and he
he shall, from time
time to
to
mation
naming the states involved; and
time, by proclamation,
proclamation, name other states as and when they
may become
become involved
involved in the war."
war."

Preamble.
Preamble.
Ante,
p. 4.
4.
Ante, p.
S. C., Supp.
22 U. 8.
V, §246j.
2461.

p. 11.
Ante, p.
11.
AND WHEREAS
AND
WHEREAS it
it is
further provided
said 22
is further
provided by
by section
section 13
13 of the said
U. S.. C.,
22 U.
C.,
V,
§2-15J-12.
§
245j-12.
V,
joint resolution
resolution that
that

"The
from time
rules
"The President
President may,
may, from
time to
to time,
time, promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
and regulations,
regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with law as max
may be .necessaiy
necessary
and proper
proper to
to carry
out any
any of
the provisions
this joint
joint resoluand
carry out
of the
provisions of
of this
resolution; and
exercise any
authority conferred
on
tion;
and he
he may
may exercise
any power
power or
or authority
conferred on
him
this joint
joint resolution through
or
officer or officers,
officers, or
through such
such officer
him by
by this
agency or
direct."
or agencies, as he
he shall
shall direct."
agency
PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRAN
KT.-1N D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT! PrFRANKLIN
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
dent
of the
the United
United States
America, acting
acting under
by virtue
dent of
States of
of America,
under and
and by
virtue of
of
the
authority conferred
conferred on
me by
by the
said jont
pint resolution,
hereby
the authority
on me
the said
resolution, do
do hereby
roclaira that a
=happily exists
between Germany
proclaim
a state of
of war
war unhappily
exists between
Germany and
and
rance; Poland; and
J'rance;
and the
the United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India, Australia,
Australia, Canada,
New Zealand
and
it is necessary
Zealand
and the Union of South Africa, and that it
necessary

to promote the security
sectuity and preserve the peace
of the United States
peace of

andto
protect the lives
citizeDs of
States.
and-to.protect
lives of citizens
of the United States.
193470°-41—rr.
198470°-41-PT. It-91
r--91

Supp.
Supp.

Proclamation
Proclamation of
state of
war between
between
state
of war
designated
designated powers.
powers.

2672
Officers to prevent
Officers
prevent
violations.

Delegation of
of powers
powers
State.
to Secretary
Secretary of State.

Revocation
Revocation of designated proclamaproclamations.
tions.
Ante, pp. 2635, 2844,
2644,
2653.
2653.
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[54 S
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And
enjoin upon
officers of
United States,
States,
And I
I do
do hereby
hereby enjoin
upon all
all officers
of the
the United
charged
of the
laws thereof,
thereof, the
the utmost
utmost diligence
charged with
with the
the execution
execution of
the laws
diligence
in preventing
preventing violations
of the
the said
joint resolution
resolution and
in bringing
violations of
said joint
and in
bringing to
to
the same.
same.
trial and
and punishment
punishment any
any offenders
offenders against
against the
to the
State the
the power
power to
And II do
do hereby
hereby delegate
delegate to
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
to
exercise any
authority conferred
conferred on
on me
me by
any power
power or authority
by the
the said
said joint
joint
resolution, as made effective
effective by this
this my
proclamation issued
issued theretheremy proclamation
under, which is not specifically
specifically delegated
delegated by
by Executive
Executive order
order to
to some
some
other officer
officer or agency
this Government,
Government, and
the power
power to
agency of this
and the
to promulpromulgate such rules and regulations
regulations not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
with law
law as
as may
may be
be
necessary and proper
carry out
any of
its provisions.
provisions.
proper to
to carry
out any
of its
I do hereby
And I
hereby revoke my proclamations
2349, 2354
2354 and
and 2360
2360
proclamations nos.
nos. 2349,
issued on September 5, 8, and 10,
10, 1939, respectively, in
to the
the
in regard
regard to
export of arms, ammunition, and
war to
France;
and implements
implements of
of war
to France;
Germany; Poland; and
Germany;
and the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
India, Australia
Australia and
and
New Zealand; to the Union of
Africa; and
of South Africa;
and to
to Canada.
Canada.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand
hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States of America to be
be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this fourth
fourth day
day of
of November,
November, in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen
and thirty-nine,
thirty-nine, and
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and
[SEAL]
Independence of the United
[sEAL] of the Independence
the
United States
States of
of America
America the
one hundred and sixty-fourth,
sixty-fourth, at
at 12.04
12.04 p.
p. m.
m.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
State.

USE OF
OF PORTS
OR TERRITORIAL
THE UNITED
USE
PORTS OR
TERRITORIAL WATERS
W ATERS OF
OF THE
UNITED S
TATES BY
BY
STATES
SUBMARINES
SUBMARINES OF
OF FOREIGN
TATES
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT
BELLIGERENT S
STATES

November 4,4, 1939
November
1939
[No.
[No. 2376]
2375]

BY THE
OF THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante, p.
p. 9.9.
Anid

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 11 of the Joint Resolution
Resolution approved
November
approved November

22 U. .S. C.,
0., Supp.
Supp. 4,
4, 1939, provides:
V,
V,j ~246HO.
2453-10.
.ftat,
pp. 2699,
2899, 2705,
2705,
Pot, pp.
"Whenever, during any war in which the
"Whenever,
is
the United
United States is
2707,2784.
27W,
27S
6.

neutral, the President shall find that special
placed
special restrictions
restrictions placed
territorial waters
on the use of the ports and territorial
waters of
of the
the United
United States
States
a foreign state,
by the submarines
submarines or armed merchant
merchant vessels of a
will serve to maintain
between the United States
maintain peace between
and
States and
foreign states, or to protect the commercial interests of the
United States and its citizens
citizens, or to promote
United
promote the security
security- of the
United States
States, and shall make
mile proclamation
proclamation thereof, it
it shall
shall
thereafter
thereafter be unlawful for any such submarine
submarine or armed merchant
merchant
vessel to enter a
territorial waters of the United States
aport or the territorial
or to depart therefrom,
therefrom 'except
except under such conditions
conditions and
and subject
subject
to such
such limitations
as the
President may
prescribe. Whenever,
to
limitations as
the President
may prescribe.
Whenever,
in his judgment,
judgment, the conditions which have
him to
to issue
issue
have caused
caused him
proclamation have ceased to exist, he shall revoke his
his proclamation
his proclamaproclamation
thereupon cease to
tion and
and the provisions
provisions of this section
section shall thereupon
apply, except
except as to offenses
offenses committed
committed prior to such revocation."
revocation."

WHEREAS
WHEREAS there exists
exists a
a state of war between
between Germany and
and
France; Poland; and the United Kindom
•
om, India, Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada,
New Zealand and the Union
Union of
of So
Afri
ca;
NerwZeand
Sou Afric
WnBEEA
UtedSt
o A
WEMAE,EAS tthe United
Statetof
America iis neutdral
neutral in such
uh war;
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NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
the, United
United States
m
of
America, acting under and by virtue of
of America,
States
of the
dent of
11
the authority
authority
.
vested in me
foregoing provision
provision of section 11
me by the foregoing
vested
the
of
the Joint
Resolution approved
approved November 4, 1939, do by this
Joint Resolution
of the
proclamation
proclamation find .that special restrictions placed on the use of the
ports and
territorial waters
waters of the
exclusive of the
the United States, exclusive
and territorial
ports
belligerent state, both
Canal Zone,
submarines of a
a foreign belligerent
the submarines
Zone, by the
Canal
commercial submarines
submarines and submarines
submarines which are ships of war, will
commercial
serve
to
maintain
peace
between
the United States and foreign
foreign
between
peace
serve to maintain
states, to protect the
commercial interests of the United States and its
the commercial
states,
citizens, and to promote
promote the security of the United States;
citizens,
AND
declare and proclaim that it shall hereafter
hereafter be
I do further declare
AND I
Germany; Poland; or the
unlawful
submarine of France; Germany;
for any submarine
unlawful for
United
Zealand, or the
United Kingdom, India, Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
territorial waters of the
Union
South Africa, to enter ports or territorial
of South
Union of
except submarines of the
United
States, exclusive of the Canal Zone, except
United States,
said
belligerent states
states which
forced into such ports or territorial
are forced
which are
said belligerent
waters
of the
majeure; and in such cases of
States by force inajeure;
United States
the United
waters of
force majeure,
majeure, only
only when
submarines enter ports or territorial
when such submarines
force
waters
surface with conUnited States while running on the surface
of the United
waters of
ning
tower and
superstructure above water and flying the flags of
and superstructure
ning tower
the foreign
foreign belligerent
belligerent states
states of which they are vessels. Such subthe
marines
depart from
territorial waters of the United
ports or territorial
from ports
may depart
marines may
surface with conning tower .and
States only while running on the surface
superstructure above water and flying the flags of the foreign belligersuperstructure
ent states of which they are vessels.
AND I
I do
enjoin upon
upon all officers
officers of the United States,
hereby enjoin
do hereby
AND
with the execution of the laws thereof, the utmost diligence
charged with
my
in
resolution.
,and this .
violations of the said joint resolution,
preventing violations
in preventing
proclamation issued
issued thereunder,
thereunder, and in bringing to trial and punishproclamation
ment any offenders against the same.
AND
hereby revoke
revoke my
Proclamation No. 2371 issued by me
my Proclamation
do hereby
AND IIdo
on
October
18,
1939,
in
regard
the use of ports or territorial waters
to
on October 18, 1939, regard
belligerent states.
of the
the United
United States by submarines of foreign belligerent
of
This
proclamation shall continue in full force and effect unless and
This proclamation
until modified
modified, revoked
or otherwise
terminated, pursuant to law.
otherwise terminated,
revoked or
until
IN WITNESS
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
the Seal of
the United States of America to be affixed.
of the
caused the
November, in
DONE at
the city
Washington this fourth day of November,
city of Washington
at the
DONE
the year
year of
of our
our Lord
thirty-nne,
hundred and thirty-nine,
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
the
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
America
States of America
of the
and of
[SEAL] and
the
one hundred
hundred and
sixty-fourth, at 12.04
12.04 p. m.
and sixty-fourth,
the one
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

Finding.

9.
Ante, p. 9.

Use of U. S. ports or
territorial waters
waters restricted.

Exception.
Exception.

prevent
Officers
Officers to prevent
violations.

Revocation of preRevocation
vious proclamation.
proclamation.
Ante, p. 2668.

efContinuance
Continuance In
in effect.

DEFINITION OF
OF COMBAT
AREAS
COMBAT AREAS
DEFINITION
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November 4,
4, 193
1939
[No. 2a76
237e]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS section
section 3
joint resolution
resolution of
approved
Congress approved
of Congress
the joint
3 of
of the
WHEREAS

Preamble.
prm:ableAlUp, p. 7.

22
V. P8.
e.7..
i3., Sam
o.
PO.
, 11u

November
follows:
v,
November 4, 1939, provides as follows:
a -a.
v,jI9410-2.
ppp. 1M,
"(a)
Whenever
the
President
shall
have
issued
a
proclamation
"(a) Whenever the President shall have issued a proclamation Pea. PP- 2493.
under the
section 1
(a), and
shall therefter
thereafter find
he shall
and he
1 (a),
of section
authority of
the authority
under
that the
the protection
of citizens
citizens of
requires,
States so require,
United States
the United
of the
protection of
that

W.

2706.
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he shall, by proclamation,
define combat
combat areas,
areas, and
and thereafter
thereafter it
it
proclamation, define
shall
under such
such rules
regulations as
as may
may
shall be unlawful, except
except under
rules and
and regulations
be prescribed,
prescribed, for any
of the
United States
States or
or any
any American
American
any citizen
citizen of
the United
vessel to proceed
through any
any such
such combat
area. The
The
proceed into or through
combat area.
combat areas so
defined may
made to
to apply
to surface
surface vessels
vessels
so defined
may be
be made
apply to
or
or both.
both.
or aircraft, or
"(b) In case
case of the
violation of
of any
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this
the violation
section
American vessel, or any
section by any American
any owner or
or officer
officer thereof,
thereof,
owner, or
or officer
more than
than $50,000
such vessel,
vessel, owner,
officer shall
shall be
be fined
fined not
not more
$50,000
or imprisoned
imprisoned for
than five
five years,
years, or
or both.
both. Should
Should the
the
for not more than
owner of such vessel be a
acorporation,
corporation, organization,
organization or
or association,
association,
each officer or director participating
participating in the violation
violation shall
be
shall be
liable to the penalty
hereinabove prescribed.
prescribed. In case of the
penalty hereinabove
the
violation
violation of this section
any citizen
citizen traveling
traveling as
as aa•passenger,
section by
by any
passenger,
such passenger
passenger may be fined not
$10,000 or
or imprisoned
imprisoned
not more
more than $10,000
two years,
years, or
or both.
both.
for not more
more than
than two
"(c) The President may from
time to
to time
time modify
or extend
from time
modify or
extend
any proclamation
under the
the authority
authority of
section, and
proclamation issued
issued under
of this
this section,
and
conditions which shall have caused him to issue
when the conditions
issue any
any
such proclamation
proclamation shall have ceased to exist he shall
revoke
shall revoke
such proclamation
proclamation and the provisions of this section shall
shall therethereupon cease to apply, except as to offenses
offenses committed
committed prior to
to
revocation."
such revocation."
Ante,
11.
Ante, p.
p. 11.
C., Supp.
22 U. S.
S. C.,
V, §
V,
§ 245j-12.
245j-12.

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
it is further provided
provided by section 13 of the said
said
joint resolution that
that
"The President may, from time to time, promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
and regulations,
regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with law as may
may be
be necessary
necessary
and proper to carry
carry out any of the provisions of this joint resoluresolution; and he may exercise any power or authority
authority conferred
conferred on
on
him by this joint resolution
resolution through such officer
or
officer or
or officers,
officers, or
agency
agency or agencies,
agencies, as he shall direct."
direct."

Definition of combat
Definition
combat
area.

area.

Offcern
prevnt
Meets to prevent

Ttoattom
violations.

NOW,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiD. ROOSEVELT,
dent of the United States of America,
acting under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
the
America, acting
of the
authority conferred
conferred on me by the said joint
pint resolution,
resolution, do
do hereby
hereby
find that the protection
protection of citizens
citizens of the United States requires
requires that
that
there be defined a
acombat area through or into which it
it shall
shall be
be unlawunlawful, except under such rules and
and regulations
regulations as may be prescribed,
prescribed, for
for
any citizen of the United
United States or any
any American
American vessel,
vessel, whether a
a
surface
surface vessel or an aircraft,
aircraft, to proceed.
AND I
I do hereby
hereby define such combat
combat area as follows;
follows:
All the navigable
navigable waters within the limits set
forth hereafter.
set forth
hereafter.
intersection of the North Coast of Spain with
Beginning at the intersection
with
the meridian
meridian of 2045
2°45'' longitude west of Greenwich;
Greenwich;
Thence due north to
in 43°54'
north latitude;
latitude;
to aapoint in
43054' north
Thence by rhumb line to a
a point in 45°00'
latitude;
4500' north latitude;
2000'
20
°00' west longitude;
longitude;
Thence due north to 5800'
58°00' north latitude;
latitude;
Thence by a
a rhumb line to latitude 62° north, longitude
longitude 2° east;
Thence by rhumb
thumb line to latitude 60° north, longitude
Thence
longitude 5° east;
Thence due east to the mainland
mainland of Norway;
Thence
Norway;
Thence along the coastline
coastline of Norway, Sweden,
Sweden, the Baltic Sea
Sea
and dependent
dependent waters thereof,
thereof, Germany,
Germany, Denmark,
Denmark, the
Netherthe Netherlands, Belgium, France
lands,
France and Spain to the point of beginning.
beginning.
AND
I
do
hereby
enjoin
AND I
hereby
upon all officers of the United
United States,
charged
with the
the execution
charged with
execution of the laws thereof,
thereofzthe utmost diligence in
preventing violations
resolution and in bringing
violations of
of the said joint resolution
to
bringing to
trial and punishment any offenders
trial
offenders against the
the same.
same.
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AND IIdo hereby delegate to the Secretary
Secretary of State
Secretary
Secretary of State the power to
empowered to proexercise any power
said joint empowered
power or authority conferred
conferred on me by the said
mulgate rules, etc.
mulgate
resolution as made effective
effective by this my proclamation
proclamation issued thereunder, which
which is
is not specifically
delegated by
by Executive
some
specifically delegated
Executive order
order to
to some
other officer or agency
agency of this Government, and the power to promulgate such rules and regulations
regulations not
inconsistent with
law as
not inconsistent
with law
as may
may be
be
necessary and proper to carry out any
any of its
its provisions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the Seal of the United States of
of America
affixed.
America to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
fourth day of November,
Washington this fourth
November,
in the
the year
year of our
nineteen hundred
thirty-nine,
our Lord
Lord nineteen
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
the Independence
[SEAL] and of the
Independence of
of the United
United States
States of
of America
America
3 p. m.
the one hundred and sixty-fourth,
sixty-fourth, at 3
in.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
By the
the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

RELATING
TO CERTAIN
LAWS OF
THE COMMONWEALTH
RELATING TO
CERTAIN LAWS
OF THE
COMMONWEALTH
OF THE
THE PHILIPPINES
PHILIPPINES
OF
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
STATES OF

December
1939
December 12,
12,1939
[No.
2377]
[No. 2377]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.
WHEREAS section
section 7(a)
WHEREAS
7(a) of the act
act of August 7, 1939,
1939, 53
53 Stat. 1226,
1226, 48
S. C.,
C., Supp.
Stipp.
48 U.
U. S.
V, § 1236
1236 (note).
(note).
1233, provides, in part:
V,

of this
this amendatory
Act shall become
become
Sections 1
1to 5, inclusive, of
amendatory Act
effective on January
effective
January 1, 1940, if before that datedate—
(1)
Subsection 5
5of section 1
Ordinance Appended
Appended to
(1) Subsection
1 of
of the
the Ordinance
to the
been amended
the
Constitution of the Philippines shall have been
amended in the
manner
manner now provided
provided by law,
period of
of
law, by changing the
the final
final period
said subsection
a comma, and by adding thereto the words:
subsection to a
"as amended by the Act of Congress of the United States
apStates approved (followed
(followed by the
proved
the date of the approval
approval of
of this amendatory
amendatory
Act)", and section 33of the said ordinance
ordinance shall have been
amendbeen amended by
by inserting
inserting immediately
immediately after the words
March
words "approved
"approved March
24, 1934"
1934" the same amendatory
amendatory language mentioned
mentioned above.
(2)
The President
President of
the United
United States
States shall
shall have
and
have found
found and
of the
(2) The
proclaimed
proclaimed that the Philippine Government
Government has enacted,
enacted, subsubsequent
sequent to the
amendments to the
the adoption of the amendments
the Constitution
Constitution
of the
Philippines (as
in subdivision
subdivision (1)
(1) of
of
the Philippines
(as provided
provided in
of this
this subsecsubsection)
tion) ,aalaw relating
relating to
to export taxes (as provided in
in .section 1),
and has
has retained
retained those
laws relating
relating to
to sinking-fund
sinking-fund
and
those Philippine
Philippine laws
and currency
currency matters
in effect
effect on
and
matters which
which were
were in
on May
May 20, 1938.
Amendments to
Amendments
to
WHEREAS
Constitution of the Philippines
WHEREAS amendments
amendments to
to the Constitution
Philippines Constitution
Constitution of PhilPhilippines.
have been adopted as provided
provided in the said act of August
August 7, 1939, ippines
which
amendments were
were approved
approved by
November 10,
10, 1939;
1939;
which amendments
by me
me on
on November
to exLaw
Law relating
relating to
eaWHEREAS the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Commonwealth
WHEREAS
Commonwealth of
of the
the PhilipPhilip- port
port taxes.
taxes.
pines on
on November
November 14, 1939, enacted
enacted a
a law
law relating
relating to
to export taxes,
7, 1939,
as provided in the
the said
said act of August 7,
1939, which
which law
law IIhave apapproved
proved this date; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Government
Commonwealth of the
Government of
of the
the Commonwealth
the PhilipPhiliprelating
sinking-fund and
pines has retained those laws rela
ing to sinking-fund
and currency
currency
matters which were in effect on May 20, 1938:
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NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
NOW,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
President
by virtue
virtue of
of the
of the United States of America, under and by
the authority
authority
in me vested by
the said
said act
of August
1939, do
do
by section
section 7(a)
7(a) of
of the
act of
August 7,
7, 1939,
Commonwealth
hereby find and proclaim that
that the
the Government
Government of
of the
the Commonwealth
has enacted,
enacted, subsequent
to the
the adoption
adoption of
of the
the
of the Philippines
Philippines has
subsequent to
above-mentioned
above-mentioned amendments
amendments to the Constitution of the Philippines,
Philippines,
a law relating
a
relating to export taxes as provided
7,
provided in the said
said act of August 7,
1939, and has retained
retained those Philippine
Philippine laws
laws relating
relating to
to sinking-fund
sinking-fund
and currency
currency matters which were in effect on
20, 1938.
1938.
on May 20,
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this Twelfth day
day of December
December in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine,
and
thirty-nine, and

[SEAL]
[sEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United States of
of America
America the

one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL

Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

REMOVINa
REMOVING SUSPENSION
SUSPENSION OF TITLE II
1937
II OF THE SUGAR ACT
ACT OF
OF 1937
December 26,1939
December
26, 1939
[No.
[No. 2378]

BY THE PRESIDENT

OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
OF
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.

50
916.
60 Stat.
Stat. 916.
7
V,
7 U.
U. S.
S. C.,
C., Supp. V,
I] 1179.
1179.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 509 of the Sugar Act of 1937 provides, in part:
"Whenever
"Whenever the President finds and proclaims
proclaims that a
a national
economic or other emergency
emergency exists with respect to sugar or
economic
or
liquid sugar, he shall by proclamation
proclamation suspend
suspend the
the operation
operation of
of
title II or III above, which he determines,
determines, on the basis
basis of such
such
findings, should be suspended,
thereafter, the
suspended, and, thereafter,
the operation
operation of
of
any such title shall continue in suspense until the President
President
finds and proclaims that the facts which occasioned
occasioned such suspensuspension no longer exist.

Ante, p. 2654.
50
60 Stat. 904.
7 U. S. C., Supp. V,
7
411111-1122.
§111-1122.

Suspension reSuspension
moved, for calendar
year
1940.
year 1910.

* *
* *";
*
"; and

WHEREAS
September 11, 1939, I
WHEREAS by proclamation issued September
I found
and proclaimed
a national economic emergency
proclaimed that a
emergency existed with
respect to sugar and suspended the operation
operation of title II
II of that Act:
Act:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiAmerica, acting under and by virtue
dent of the United States of America,
virtue of
the authority
authority vested in me by the foregoing provision of the Sugar
Sugar
Act of 1937, do hereby
hereby find and proclaim that the facts which
which occasioned such suspension
suspension no longer exist and do by this proclamation
proclamation
remove the suspension of the operation of title II of that Act with
with
respect to the calendar year 1940.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, I
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 26th day of December in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and thirty-nine, and
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

of the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the
the

one hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D
y te P
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of Sate.
Secretary
State.
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EXTENDING
PERIOD FOR
FOR THE
THE ESTABLISHMENT
AN ADEQUATE
ADEQUATE
ESTABLISHMENT OF AN
EXTENDING THE PERIOD
SHIPPING SERVICE
FOR,
EXTENSION
AND DEFERRING
DEFERRING EXTENSION
SHIPPING
COASTWISE
TO, CANTON
CANTON ISLAND
COASTWISE LAWS TO,

OF

THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT

December 29, 1939

[No. 2379]
[No.
2379]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.
WHEREAS
21 of
of the
Merchant Marine
Act, 1920
1920 (41
(41 46
Marine Act,
the Merchant
section 21
WHEREAS section
S. C.
§877;
877;
46 U.
U.S.
C. 1
Supp.
V, §§877.
877.
Supp. V,
Stat. 997), provides:

"That from
1, 1922,
1922, the
coastwise laws of
of
the coastwise
after February
February 1,
from and
and after
"That
to the island Territories
the
United States
Territories and posextend to
States shall extend
the United

Ante,
2627, post,
post,
Ante, rh
p, 2627,
p.
2767.
p. 2767.

the
sessions of the United States not now covered thereby, and the
board .is directed
directed prior to the expiration of such year to have
established adequate steamship service at reasonable
reasonable rates to
accommodate
accommodate the commerce and the passenger travel of said
it can be
operate such service until it
islands and to maintain and operate
taken over and operated and maintained upon satisfactory
satisfactory
terms by private capital
capital and enterprise: PROVIDED, That if
adequate shipping service is not established
established by February,1,
1, 1922,
adequate
the President shall extend the period herein allowed for the establishment
lishment of such service in the case of any island Territory or
necessary for the establishpossession for such time as may be necessary
ment
therefor *
* *
* *";
adequate shipping facilities therefor
ment of adequate
WHEREAS
adequate shipping
accommodate the
shipping service to accommodate
an adequate
WHEREAS an
commerce and the passenger
passenger travel of Canton
Canton Island has not been
commerce
established
established as provided in the aforesaid section;
WHEREAS the extension of the coastwise laws of the United States
WHEREAS
dependent
to Canton Island, as provided in the aforesaid section, is dependent
adequate shipping service;
service; and
establishment of such adequate
upon the establishment
WHEREAS
21, 1939, the
No. 2346 of August 21,
by Proclamation
Proclamation No.
WHEREAS by
establishment of an adequate
adequate shipping service for Canperiod for the establishment
ton Island
Island was
was extended
extended to January 1,
1, 1940, and the extension of the
ton
coastwise laws of the United States to the Island was deferred to
coastwise
that date:
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
NOW, THEREFORE,
authority
America, under and by virtue of the authority
of the
the United States of America,
Merchant Marine Act,
vested in me by section 21 of the aforesaid Merchant
1
.
920, do
do hereby
declare and
proclaim that the period for the estabestaband proclaim
hereby declare
1920,
adequate shipping service for Canton Island is further
further
of an adequate
lishment of
extended
extension of the coastwise
January 1, 1941, and that the extension
to January
extended to
laws of
of the
United States
to Canton
Canton Island is further deferred
deferred to
States to
the United
laws
January 1,
1, 1941.
January
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have
IN
United States to be affixed.
affixed.
caused the seal of the United
DONE at
at the
the City
City.of
of Washington
Washington this
29th day of December
December. in
this 29th
DONE
the
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and
and thirty-nine,
thirtynine,
nineteen hundred
our Lord
the year
[SEAL]
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
of
America
[SEAL] and of the Independence of the United States
the
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
hundred and
one hundred
the one
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

CantonIsland,shipIsland, shipCanton
ping service.

Ante, p.
P. 2627.
2627 .

Establishment
of
Establishment
service,
time ex tended.
service, timeoxtenddl.

Deferment of extenDeferment
sion
laws
sion of
of coastwise
coastwise laws
of U. S.
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ENLARGING
PARK-WASHINGTON
ENLARGING OLYMPIC
OLYMPIC NATIONAL
NATIONAL PARK-WASHINGTON
January 2,
2, 1940
January
1940
[No. 2380]
[No.
2380]

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Preamble.
16 U. S. C., Supp.
Supp.
V.
V, ¢§
§ 251-255.
251-255.

52 Stat. 1242.
S. C.,
C., Supp.
16 U. S.
V. §
§255.
255.
V,
Lands
added
added to
to
Olympic National
National
Park,
Park, Wash.

Description.

the act
act of
of June
June 29,
1938, (ch.
(ch. 812,
812, 52
52 Stat.
Stat. 1241),
WHEREAS the
29, 1938,
1241),
established the Olympic
National Park
Park in
the State
State of
of Washington,
Olympic National
in the
Washington,
and authorizes the
enlargement thereof
proclamation under
under the
the enlargement
thereof by
by proclamation
the
terms and conditions
conditions set
forth in
set forth
in said
said act;
act; and
and
WHEREAS it
it is deemed advisable to add certain
certain lands
lands as
as hereinhereinafter
described to
to the
the said
park; and
after described
said park;
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the terms and conditions of
of section
section 5
5 of
of the
the said
said Act
Act
of June 29,
29, 1938 have
have been
been fully
fully complied
complied with:
with:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
FRANKLIN D.
of the United States of America,
and by
virtue of
the authority
authority
America, under
under and
by virtue
of the
vested in me by section
of the
29, 1938,
do
section 5
5 of
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act of
of June
June 29,
1938, do
proclaim
proclaim that subject to all valid
rights, the
following
valid existing
existing rights,
the following
described
described lands, in
Washington, are
are hereby
added to
and
in the State
State of
of Washington,
hereby added
to and
made aapart of the Olympic National
National Park:
Park:
Willamette
Willamette Meridian-Washington
Meridian-Washington

T.
T.25 N., R. 4
4W. Secs.
2, 3,
4, 9,
11, 15,
16, 21,
parts
Secs. 2,
3, 4,
9, 10,
10, 11,
15, 16
21 those
those parts
12 and
13 west
west of
of a
a line
between
of Secs. 1,
1, 12
and 13
line between
the south peak of The
The Brothers
Brothers and
Mt.
and Mt.
Constance and
Constance
Secs. 14,
14, 22,
22, 23,
23,
and those parts
parts of
of Secs.
27, 28 and 33 west of a
a line
line connecting
connecting the
the
south peak
and the
the southeast
peak of
of The Brothers and
southeast
corner of
(unsurveyed).
of Sec. 32 (unsurveyed).
T. 26 N., R. 4
4 W. Secs. 14, 15,
T.
15, 16, 21,
22, 23,
23, 26,
26, 27,
27, 28,
33, 34,
34,
21, 22
28, 33,
35 and those parts of Secs. 13,
and 36
13, 24,
24, 25
25 and
36
a line connecting
west of a
connecting the south peak of
of
The Brothers and Mt.
Constance (unsurMt. Constance
(unsurveyed).
veyed).
T. 28 N., R. 44W. Secs. 6
6 and 7
7 (unsurveyed).
T.
(unsurveyed).
T. 29 N., R. 4
4 W. Sec. 31
31 (unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
T. 23 N., R. 55W. Sec. 3
3 WgWg,
WXKW, Sec. 44All (unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
T. 24 N., R. 5
5 W. Secs. 44 to 9,
33, inclusive
9, 16
16 to
to 21,
21, 28
28 to
to 33,
inclusive
(unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
T.
5 W.
1 to 3, inclusive
T.28 N., R. 5
W. Secs. 1
inclusive (unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
T. 29 N., R. 5
5 W. Secs. 21 to 28, 35 and 36
36 (unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
T. 24 N., R. 6
6 W. Secs. 1, 2, 11 to 14, 23 to 26, 35 and
36 (un(unand 36
surveyed).
surveyed).
T.
Sees. 22to 6, inclusive (unsurveyed).
T.28 N., R. 66W. Secs.
(unsurveyed).
T. 29
6 W. Secs.
Ses. 4
4 to 9, 16 to 21, 29 to 34, inclusive
T.
29 N., R. 6
inclusive (partly
surveyed).
surveyed).
T. 30 N., R. 6
6 W. Sec. 15 NWXNEX,
NWNE%, except
T.
following dedeexcept the
the following
scribed portions thereof:
Beginning at the quarter
Beginning
quarter section
section post between
between sections 10 and
15;
15; thence
thence South along the West line of said NW%
NW % of the NE
NEg,
4,
Section
Section 15, for a
a distance
distance of 208.7 feet; thence East on a
a line
parallel
parallel to the North line of said NW%
NW% of the NEY
NE% Section 15 for
for
aa distance
distance of
feet; thence North on a
a line parallel
of 208.7
208.7 feet;
parallel to the
West
of said NW%
NE% Section 15, to the South
West line of
NW% of the NE%
line
of Tax No.
line of
No. 260; thence Westerly
Westerly along the South line of
Tax
260 to
to the
the place
being one acre,
acre more or
Tax No.
No. 260
place of
of beginning,
beginning, being
less.
less. (Shown on the County Assessor's
Assessor's Rolls
Rolls as
as Tax
No. 1058)
Tax No.
1058)
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NEY,4,Section
Beginning at the SW corner of the NWY4 of the NEY
15; thence easterly along the southerly line of said NWY44 of the
NEY4,827 feet; thence at right angles northerly
northerly 206 feet; thence
NEY,
at right
right angles
angles westerly
westerly 360 feet; thence
thence at right angles southerly
at
westerly
194 feet; thence at right angles westerly
westerly 467 feet to the westerly
NW% of the NEY;
NE; thence southerly
southerly 10 feet to the
line of said NWY
point of beginning.
Beginning at the quarter section post between Sections 10 and
1327.2
15; thence in an easterly direction along the section line 1327.2
ft.; thence
00°57'25" W. 30 feet; thence west on a
a line
thence S. 00°57'25"
ft.;
a straight line
parallel with the section line 734 feet; thence in a
parallel
to the beginning.
T.
7 W.
N., R. 7
T. 23 N.,

T.
W.
R. 77 W.
T. 28
28 N., R.
29 N., R. 77 W.
T. 29
T.
23 N.,
N., R.
W.
R. 88 W.
T. 23

24 N., R. 88 W.
T. 24
T. 29
N., R.
R. 8
8 W.
W.
T.
29 N.,
T. 23
N., R.
W.
23 N.,
R. 99 W.
T.
T. 24
24 N.,
N., R.
W.
T.
R. 9
9 W.
T.
30 N.,
N., R.
W.
R. 9
9 W.
T. 30
T.
23 N.,
W.
N., R.
R. 10
10 W.
T. 23
T.
24 N.,
R. 10
W.
10 W.
T. 24
N., R.
T.
25 N.,
W.
R. 10
10 W.
T. 25
N., R.

T.
R. 10
10 W.
W.
T. 27
27 N.,
N., R.
T. 28
N., R.
R. 10
10 W.
W.
28 N.,
T.

T. 29
29 N.,
N., R.
R. 10
10 W.
W.
T.

8
Secs.
6 and those parts of Secs. 3, 4, 7, 8
Secs. 5, 6
and 9
9 north
between Quinault
Quinault
of the divide between
north of
and
River and Humptulips and Wynoochee
Wynoochee
River
Rivers
(unsurveyed).
Rivers (unsurveyed).
Secs.
(unsurveyed).
1 to 44 (unsurveyed).
Sees. 1
All
surveyed).
All (partly surveyed).
Secs.
1, 2,
2, 3
3 and
and those parts of Secs. 10, 11
Secs. 1,
Quinault
and 12 north of the divide between Quinault
and Humptulips
(unsurveyed).
Rivers (unsurveyed).
Humptulips Rivers
and
Secs.
Sees. 19 to 27, 34 to 36 and those parts of
Quinault
Secs. 28,
28, 29, 30 and 33 north of Quinault
Sees.
River
surveyed).
(partly surveyed).
River (partly
8 to 17, 22 to 27, 34 to 36,
Secs.
1 to 5, 8
Secs. 1
inclusive
(unsurveyed).
inclusive (unsurveyed).
Secs.
3, 4,
4, 5,
and SWY
Sec. 6, Secs. 7,
SWY4 Sec.
5, E%
EY and
Sees. 3,
9 and 10
8, 18
18 and
and those
those parts
Secs. 2, 9
parts of Sees.
8,
west
and north
Quinault River.
of Quinault
north of
west and
Secs.
23, 24,
24, 26,
34, 35 and those
27, 34,
26, 27,
22, 23,
Sees. 22,
of
parts of
Secs. 25
25 and 36 north and west of
of Sees.
parts
Quinault
Quinault River.
Those parts
parts of
Secs. 19, 20, 21 and 22 south
of Sees.
Those
of
the divide
divide between
Lyre and Twin Rivers
between Lyre
of the
and
Lake Crescent,
surveyed).
Crescent, (partly surveyed).
and Lake
S%
Secs. 1
1and
and 2,
2, Sees.
Secs. 11
11 to
to 14, and
2,
lots 1, 2,
and lots
S%Sees.
3,
23.
3, 44 in
in Sec.
Sec. 23.
Those
parts of
Secs. 3,
3, 4,
6 north of
and 6
4, 55 and
of Sees.
Those parts
Sams
River (unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
Sams River
S/ Sec. 15,
Secs.
12, 13,
13, E34
and SW4 Sec.
Sec. 14, S%
E2 and
Sees. 12,
S%
Sec. 21,
Secs. 22
22 to
to 28,
Sec. 36
and those
those
36 and
28, Sec.
21, Secs.
SY Sec.
parts
of Sees.
33, 34
and 35
35 north of Sams
34 and
Sees. 33,
parts of
River.
River.
Secs.
and
to 18, 20 to 23, Sec. 26 and
14 to
to 11, 14
7 to
Sees. 7
NY2 of
of Sees.
Secs. 27, 28 and 29.
N2
Creek;
That part
of Sec.
Alckee Creek;
Sec. 11 east of Alckee
part of
That
those parts
parts of
of Sees.
Secs. 4,
4, 5
of the
of
NY22 of
the NY
and of
5 and
those
Secs.
7,
8,
9
and
10
south
of
the
divides
bebedivides
the
of
south
10
and
Sees. 7, 8, 9
tween
Calawah Rivers
Rivers and
and Calawah
Soleduck and
tween Soleduck
between Sitkum
Sitkum and
and South
Calawah
Fork Calawah
South Fork
between
Rivers,
N%
of
section
12
(unsurveyed).
(unsurveyed).
12
section
of
N
Rivers,
2
Secs. 1,
and 12
12 except
those parts
south
parts south
except those
2 and
1, 2
Sees.
and west
west of
those parts
of
parts of
River; those
Soleduck River;
of Soleduck
and
Secs. 32
32 and
and 33
33 south
south of
the divides
between
divides between
of the
Sees.
Soleduck and
Rivers and between
between
Calawah Rivers
and Calawah
Soleduck
Sitlaun and
South Fork
Calawah Rivers;
Rivers;
Fork Calawah
and South
Sitkum
those
of Secs.
25 and
Alckee
of Akkee
east of
36 east
and 36
Secs. 25
parts of
those parts
Creek
surveyed).
(partly surveyed).
Creek (partly

swg
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between
T.30
N., R.
W. That
of Sec.
Sec. 13
13 south
south of divide between
part of
That part
10 W.
R. 10
T.
30 N.,
East
Twin River
River and
and Lake
SecLake Crescent, SecEast Twin
tions 24,
sections 23,
23, 26,
26, 27
27 and 28
36; sections
24, 25,
25, 36;
tions
except
those parts
parts lying
north and west of
of the
lying north
except those
Olympic
and Soleduck
Soleduck Road
Road and
and
Highway and
Olympic Highway
Sections 33,
33, 34
34 and
those parts
parts
except those
and 35
35 except
Sections
south
west of
of the
Soleduck River
River (partly
(partly
the Soleduck
and west
south and
surveyed).
surveyed).
T.
27 N.,
R.11
11 W.
N% of Secs. 14 and 15,
15, Sec. 16,
to 13,
13, NY
7 to
Secs. 7
W. Secs.
N., R.
T. 27
NY
Sec. 17
surveyed).
(partly surveyed).
17 (partly
NY2Sec.
T.
R.11
11 W.
W. Those parts of Secs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17
N., R.
T. 28
28 N.,
and 18
18 south of
between Sitkum
divide between
of the divide
and
and South
South Fork
Fork Calawah
to
Secs. 19 to
Rivers, Secs.
Calawah Rivers,
and
surveyed).
inclusive (partly surveyed).
36, inclusive
T.27
27 N.,
N., R.
W. NY
N% Sec. 10,
12.
SEY%Sec. 11 and Sec. 12.
N2 and SE
10, N%
12 W.
R. 12
T.
T.28
28 N.,
N., R.
Those parts
of Secs.
13 south
and 13
10, 11,
11, 12 and
Sees. 10,
parts of
T.
R. 12
12 W.
W. Those
between Sitkum
Sitkum and South
the divide
divide between
of the
Fork Calawah
Rivers; Secs.
to 27,
27,
15, 22
22 to
14, 15,
Sees. 14,
Calawah Rivers;
Fork
10
34,
36, also
also that part of Section 10
35 and
and 36,
34, 35
south
the South
South Fork Calawah
Calawah River, conof the
south of
approximately 187,411 acres.
taining approximately
administration, protection,
protection, and development
development of the lands withThe administration,
in
direction of
Secretary of
of
the Secretary
of the
under the direction
be exercised
exercised under
area shall
shall be
in this
this area
Interior by the National Park Service, subject to the provisions
the Interior
of
act entitled
entitled "An
"An Act To establish
and
a National
National Park Service, and
establish a
of the
the act
16 U. S.
C., Supp.
Stipp. for
S. 0.,
S.
U.
Stat.
purposes,"
approved
August
(39
535;
C.,
25,
1916
August
approved
purposes,"
for
other
,la, la, & '
Vl
V, jJ,
amendatory
title
supplementary thereto
thereto or amendatory
1 and 2), and acts supplementary
sees. 1
title 16, secs.
thereof,
and regulations
regulations applicable to the
laws, rules,
rules, and
to all other laws,
thereof, and to
said park.
Existing rights not
Nothing
herein contained
contained shall affect any valid existing claim, locaNothing herein
affected.
affected.
tion,
whether
tion, or
or entry made under the land laws of the United States, whether
for
mineral, right-of-way,
right-of-way, or any other
purpose whatsowhatsoother purpose
for homestead,
homestead, mineral,
ever,
locator, or entryman
of any
any such
such claimant,
claimant, locator,
the right of
ever, or shall
shall affect the
to the full use and enjoyment
enjoyment of his land, nor the rights reserved
reserved by
by.
treaty to the Indians
Indians of any tribes.
IN
hereunto set my hand and caused
I have hereunto
WHEREOF I
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
seal of
of the
the United States to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
the seal
1 day of January,
January, in the
the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of Washington
Washington this 2d
2 day
the
year
hundred and forty and of the
our Lord nineteen hundred
year of
of our
[
SEAL] Independence
America the
the one
one
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
States of America
[SEAL]
hundred and
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
President:
By the
CORDELL HULL
COBDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.
The Secretary
Administration, etc.
et.

GOLDEN
GATE INTERNATIONAL
INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION
EXPOSITION
GOLDEN GATE
SAN
FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA
S
AN FRANCISCO,
January 11
11, 1940
1940
[No. 238J]
[No.
2381]

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS there has been in progress at San Francisco, California,
during the year 1939
19391z an international exposition
"-position which had for its
purpose
celebratio
of the San
the celebration
of the omlti
FranciscoOakland
San
aland Bridge and the Golden
Golden Gate Bridge, and the
which was designed
which
designed
to depict and exhibit the
progress
Pacific
th pr
s and accomplishments
accompliahments of the Pacific
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area
United States
States in
in science,
science, industry, business, transportatransportathe United
of the
area of
has
character,
tion,
.and
culture,
and
which,
because
of
its
character,
world
because
which,
and
tion, and culture,
contributed to
among the nations of the world; and
relations among
cordial relations
to cordial
contributed
WHEREAS it
it has been
made evident that through the medium of
been made
WHEREAS
the
Golden
Gate
International
Exposition peaceful intercourse
intercourse bethe Golden Gate International Exposition
tween
nations has
promoted and
exchange of ideas, expeand the exchange
been promoted
has been
tween nations
rience, and
knowledge between
between many parts of the earth has
technical knowledge
and technical
rience,
been
encouraged; and
been encouraged;
WHEREAS, especially
the present time,
proper
time, it is fitting and proper
at the
especially at
WHEREAS,
maintained as
that the
ideal of
of harmonious
harmonious intercourse
intercourse be firmly maintained
the ideal
that
offering the
only hope
hope of
of progress and peace; and
the only
offering
WHEREAS
a
Joint
Resolution
of
approved June 15, 1936,
of Congress, approved
Resolution
Joint
a
WHEREAS
reads in part as follows:
United
"Resolved
the Senate
House of
of Representatives
Representativesof the United
and House
Senate and
by the
"Resolved by
President
the
States
of
America
in
Congress
assembled,
That
President
of the
assembled,
Congress
in
America
States of
United States
States be,
and he is
respectfully
authorized and respectfully
is hereby, authorized
be, and
United
requested
proclamation, or in such manner as he may deem
by proclamation,
requested by
proper,
to
invite
foreign countries
countries and nations to such proposed
proposed
proper, to invite foreign
exposition with
request that they participate therein."
therein."
a request
with a
exposition
AND
proclamation dated
dated the sixteenth day of
by proclamation
WHEREAS by
AND WHEREAS
Resolution,
Npve
.
mber, 1936,
in compliance
compliance with the aforesaid
aforesaid Joint Resolution,
1936, in
November
k
invited the
participation of the nations in the Golden Gate Internathe participation
I invited
tional
Exposition and
many nations
nations have participated
participated therein:
and many
tional Exposition
President
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW,
of
United States
States of
of America,
do invite
invite the nations which have
America, do
the United
of the
participated in
the said
said Golden
Golden Gate International
International Exposition during
in the
participated
the year
year 1939
continue their
their participation
participation therein during the
to continue
1939 to
the
calendar
year 1940,
or such
part thereof
appropriate.
thereof as may seem appropriate.
such part
1940, or
calendar year
my
hereunto
IN
WITNESS
WHEREOF
I
set
hand and
have
I
WHEREOF
IN WITNESS
caused
of the
States of America to be affixed.
the United States
seal of
the seal
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
January in the
of January
day of
11" day
this 11"
of Washington
DONE
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
of the
and of
forty,
and
hundred
year of our Lord nineteen
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
the
one
one
the
America
of
States
United
the
of
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
BY
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

49
1618&
Stat. 131&
49 Stat.

BO
1797.
0 Stat. 1797.

Continued participarticiContinued
pation
in 1940
invited.
1940 invited.
pation in

January
1910
13, W1
January 13,
[No. 23821
382]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preambmlr

WHEREAS
the exigencies
exigencies of
of international
international conflict
conffict may
expected Tremble.
be expected
may be
WHEREAS the
to deter
travel by
by American
American citizens to the areas involved, and
deter travel
to
WHEREAS
no such
deterrent to
friendly
travel exists among the friendly
to travel
such deterrent
WHEREAS no
Hemisphere, and
Western Hemisphere,
nations of the Western
WHEREAS it
it is
is important
we in
in the
the Americas
Americas further
further conthat we
important that
WHEREAS
solidate
our
unity
by
a
better
knowledge
our
own
and
each others
others'
own
our
of
knowledge
better
a
by
solidate our unity
countries
instrumentality of travel, and
through the instrumentality
countries through
WHEREAS the
facilities of
States
Government of the United States
the Government
of the
the facilities
WHEREAS
program
may
well
be
devoted
to
the
encouragement
of
so
laudable
a
program
a
laudable
so
of
encouragement
the
to
be devoted
well THEREFORE,
may
Travel America
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, President yTravel
America
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVET, Preident YVeu-.
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
proclaim
1940
as
TRAVEL
TRAVEL
of the United States of America, do proclaim 1940 as
AMERICA
YEAR and
do invite
our own
own citizens,
citizens, and
and friends
friends from
from
invite our
and do
AMERICA YEAR
other
lands, to
to join
join in
in a
great travel
movement, so
peoples
that our peoples
so that
travel movement,
a great
other lands,
may
drawn even
even more
more closely
closely together
together in
in sympathy
sympathy and underbe drawn
may be
standing.
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IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
I have
hereunto set
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
seal of
United States
States of
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
of America
of the
the United
the seal
caused
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
January in
in
day of
of January
thirteenth day
this thirteenth
Washington this
DONE
the year
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty,
forty, and
of the
and of
the
the
our Lord
[SEAL]
Independence of
one
the one
of America
America the
States of
the United
United States
of the
[SEAL] Independence
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
President:
By the
the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary

CLOSED
AREA UNDER
UNDER THE
IGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
TREATY ACT
ACT
THE M
MIGRATORY
CLOSED AREA
M ARYLAND
MARYLAND
January 24, 1940
1940
2383]
[No. 71&3]

OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

§§ 703711; Supp.
SupP- V, ft
703709a.
709a.
65U. S. C., Supp. V,
§
(note).
§ 133t (note).

WHEREAS
the Acting
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
Interior has submitted
submitted to
to
the Interior
of the
WHEREAS the
me
the following
following regulation
regulation adopted
by him
on December
December
him on
adopted by
for approval
approval the
me for
12,
under authority
authority of
of the
Migratory Bird Treaty
Act of
of July 3,
Treaty Act
the Migratory
12, 1939,
1939, under
II
1918
(40 Stat.
Stat. 755,
755, 16
16 U.
704), and
Reorganization Plan No. II
and Reorganization
U. S. C. 704),
1918 (40
(53 Stat. 1431):

desigRegulation
Regulation
nating additions
to
nating
additions to
Susquehanna MigraSusquehanna
tory
Waterfowl
Closed
tory Waterfowl Closed
Area, Md.
Area,

REGULATION
CERTAIN PARTS
PARTS OF
RIVER AND
AND
OF BUSH
BUSH RIVER
DESIGNATING CERTAIN
REGULATION DESIGNATING
OF
AS ADDITIONS
ADDITIONS TO
TO THE
THE S
USQUEHANNA
SUSQUEHANNA
BAY AS
CHESAPEAKE BAY
OF CHESAPEAKE
M
IGRATORY W
ATERFOWL CLOSED
ARYLAND
MARYLAND
AREA, M
CLOSED AREA,
WATERFOWL
MIGRATORY

Preamble.
Preamble.
18 U. S. C.. §C
§§ 70370316

16
S. C., SuPP.
Supp.
18 U. S.
V.
§ 704.
V, §

Ante, p. 2028.
Ante,
2,28.

Bush River Unit.

By
authority contained
section
contained in section
pursuant to the authority
virtue of
of and pursuant
By virtue
755,
of the Migratory
Migratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755,
33of
II (53 Stat. 1431),
16 U. S. C.
1431),
and Reorganization
Reorganization Plan No. II
C. 704),
704), and
16
there
hereby designated
designated as
as closed
closed areas,
to the
the
additions to
areas, additions
are hereby
there are
Susquehanna Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl Closed Area established
established by
Susquehanna
Proclamation
No. 2347, of August 24, 1939, in or on which purProclamation No.
suing,
hunting, taking,
capturing, or killing,
killing, or attempting to
taking, capturing,
suing, hunting,
capture, or kill migratory
permitted, two areas
birds is not
not permitted,
migratory birds
take, capture,
a part of Bush River and parts of Chesaof land
land and water,
water, being a
Harford County,
Maryland, bounded
bounded as follows:
County, Maryland,
peake Bay,
Bay, in
in Harford
Bush, River
Unit
Bush
River Unit
corer of the United States Army
Beginning
Beginning at the south corner
Army
Chesapeake Bay, 105
Reservation,
Reservation, Aberdeen,
Aberdeen, Maryland, in Chesapeake
yards (approximate)
(approximate) from the south end of Pooles Island;
Island;
Thence northwesterly
northwesterly 280
yards (approximate)
in ChesaThence
280 yards
(approximate) in
Chesapeake Bay with the southwest boundary of the United States
peake
Reservation;
Army Reservation;
Thence N. 2%°
2r W., 3,170 yards (approximate)
(approximate) in Chesapeake Bay, to a
a corner 440
440 yards
yards distant
distant east
east of the shore
shore at
Robins Point, at the south end of Gunpowder
Gunpowder Neck;
Neck;
Thence northerly
Chesapeake Bay with aaline parallel
parallel
northerly in Chesapeake
to and 440 yards distant offshore from the east side of Gunpowder Neck passing Fords Point, to the mouth of Bush
River at Lego Point;
Thence northerly in
Thence
m Bush River with a
a line parallel to and
440 yards
yards distant
distant offshore
offshore from Gunpowder
Gunpowder Neck
Neck passing
corer which bears N. 46°
Sandy Point, to a
a corner
46 0 E. (approximate),
mate), 440 yards distant offshore
offshore from Briery Point;
Thence
Thence S.. 46°
46 0 W. (aproximate),
(approximate), 440 yards to
to the shore
line
on Gunpowder
line at
at Briery
Brry Point, on
Gunpowder Neck;
Neck;
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direction with the shore line
Thence
in a
general northerly
northerly direction
a general
Thence in
of Gunpowder
of
the east
Gunpowder Neck,
east side of
along the
River along
of Bush
Bush River
around
Doves Cove,
Cove passing
passing Wilson Point and Beach Point,
around Doves
around
the cove
cove of
of Kings
Kings Creek, passing Tapler Bar and
around the
Eagle
Point, and
cove of Lauderick
Lauderick Creek to aa
around the cove
and around
Eagle Point,
corner
in the
the north
north boundary
boundary of
Army
of the United States Army
corner in
Reservation
at Fairview
Fairview Point;
Point;
Reservation at
Thence
N. 56°
E. (approximate)
crossing Bush River to the
(approximate) crossing
56° E.
Thence N.
mouth of Sod
Run;
Sod Run;
mouth
with the east shore
Thence
southerly direction with
a general
general southerly
in a
Thence in
line
of Bush
Bush River,
passing Chilbury
Chilbury Point, Pond Point, and
River, passing
line of
around
Redmon Cove
a point
point of land 1,060 yards (approxito a
Cove to
around Redmon
Point;
mate) north
north of Bush Point;
mate)
a line
W., 710 yards (approximate) on a
Thence S.
46 ° W.,
S. 46°
Thence
440 yards from the east
toward Briery
Briery Point,
Point, to
corner 440
to aa corner
toward
shore line
line of
of Bush River;
River;
shore
Thence southeasterly
to
southeasterly in Bush River with aaline parallel to
Thence
shore line of the river,
and
yards distant
from the east shore
distant from
440 yards
and 440
yards south of Abbey
passing Bush
Bush Point
corner 440 yards
Abbey
to a
a corner
Point to
passing
Point;
Point;
line
Thence
in Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay,
a line
Bay, with a
northeasterly in
Thence northeasterly
parallel to and 440 yards offshore, passing the mouth of
parallel
Romney
the mouth
mouth of Delph Creek, and Stony
Creek, the
Romney Creek,
the southeast boundary
Point to
a corner
boundary of the United
corner in the
to a
Point
States Army
440 yards
yards distant
near
offshore, near
distant offshore,
Reservation 440
Army Reservation
States
Chesapeake Bay;
Cherry
Point, in Chesapeake
Cherry Tree Point,
in Chesapeake
Chesapeake Bay with the southThence southwesterly
southwesterly in
Thence
east boundary
boundary of
of the
the United
Reservation, to the
Army Reservation,
States Army
United States
east
beginning.
place
place of beginning.
Phosphorous Area
Phosphorous
Unit
PhosphorousArea Unit
Unit.
side
Beginning at
corner on the shore line at the west
at a
a corner
Beginning
of
the south
of Spesutie
Narrows about
about 880 yards
yards south
Spesutie Narrows
end of
south end
of the
of Mulberry
Point, which
which corner bears S. 46° E., 530 yards
Mulberry Point,
of
(approximate)
from the
tower located
located near
Point;
Mulberry Point;
near Mulberry
the tower
(approximate) from
Thence
in
Chesapeake
Bay,
Chesapeake
in
Thence
S.
yards (approximate);
(approximate);
1,400 yards
E., 1,400
26°° E.,
S. 26
S.
70° W.,
400 yards
(approximate);
yards (approximate);
W., 400
S. 70°
N.
W., 1,070
1,070 yards
on
corer on
to aacorner
(approximate), to
yards (approximate),
26°° W.,
N. 26
the
line of
Chesapeake Bay,
Bay, about 530
530
of Chesapeake
shore line
the shore
yards north
north of
of Black
Black Point;
Point;
yards
Thence
northerly
with
the
shore
line of
Chesapeake Bay,
of Chesapeake
shore line
the
with
northerly
Thence
to
the place
place of
of beginning.
beginning.
to the
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS upon
upon consideration
consideration it
appears that the foreit appears
AND
Ong
will tend
tend to
effectuate the
purposes of
of the
aforesaid
the aforesaid
the purposes
to effectuate
regulation will
going regulation
Migratory
Bird
Treaty
Act:
Migratory Bird Treaty Act:
Regulation
apRegulation apNOW,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, Presi- proved and proFRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLTN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
claimed.
claimed.
dent of
the United
United States
and by virtue of the
under and
America, under
of America,
States of
of the
dent
authority
vested in
me by
Bird Treaty
Act,
Treaty Act,
Migratory Bird
aforesaid Migratory
the aforesaid
by the
in me
authority vested
do hereby
approve and
and proclaim
proclaim the
the foregoing
of the
regulation of
foregoing regulation
hereby approve
do
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Acting
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
and
hand and
my hand
set my
hereunto set
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
caused the
of the
the United
of America
to be
be affixed
affixed.
America to
States of
United States
seal of
the seal
caused
DONE
at the
of Washington
Washington this
24" day
of January
the
in the
January in
day of
this 24"
City of
the City
DONE at
year
of our
our Lord
nineteen hundred
and forty
forty .and
of the
the
and of
hundred and
Lord nineteen
year of
NEAL] Independence
the United
States of
of America
America the
one
the one
United States
of the
Independence of
[SEAL]
hundred and
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
By the President:

By the President:

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
Secretary of State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
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ENLARGING THE
HURON NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST-MICHIGAN
FOREST-MICHIGAN
THE HURON
ENLARGING
January 31,
1940
31,1940
[No. 238A]
284]

BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

adjacent to the Huron National
WHEREAS certain lands within or adjacent
Forest
in the
of Michigan
Michigan have
been acquired
acquired or
or are
are in
in process
process
have been
State of
the State
Forest in
of
acquisition by
by the
the United
authority of
of the
the act
of
act of
under authority
States under
United States
of acquisition
March
1, 1911,
36 Stat.
516), as amended
amended
sec. 516),
title 16,
16, sec.
S. C.,
C., title
Stat. 962
962 (U. S.
1911, 36
March 1,
by
the act
act of
7, 1924,
43 Stat.
sec. 515),
515),
title 16,
16, sec.
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
Stat. 653
653 (U.
1924, 43
of June
June 7,
by the
18
C., supp.
Supp. the act of March
U. S.. C.,
s U.
585), the
16
March 31, 1933,
1933, 48 Stat. 22 (U. S. C.,
C. I title 16, sec. 585),
V, 585 (note).
85 (note.
National Industrial
Industrial Recovery
June
National
Recovery Act, approved J
LIDE5 16, 1933, 48 Stat.
202
title 40,
40, sec.
the Emergency
Emergency Relief ApproApproand the
sec. 403),
403), and
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
202 (U.
priation
49 Stat. 115; and
8, 1935,
1935, 49
approved April 8,
Act of 1935, approved
priation Act
WHEREAS
it appears
that the
said lands
lands and
and certain
intermingled
certain intermingled
the said
appears that
WHEREAS it
public
for national-forest
purposes, and
it
and that it
national-forest purposes,
are suitable
suitable for
public lands
lands are
would be
reserve them
them as
the said
as part
part of the
to reserve
interest to
public interest
in the
the public
be in
would
Huron
Huron National Forest:
Huron National
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
FuronMich.,atMion^al
Forest,
lands
added.
added.
dent of the United States of America, under and by virtue of the
power
in me
vested by
section 24
March 3,
26 Stat.
3, 1891,
1891, 26
act of March
24 of the
the act
by section
me vested
power in
1095,
1103 (U.
title 16,
16, sec.
sec. 471),
June 4, 1897,
1897, 30
471), the act of June
S. C
C.,:,title
(U. S.
1095, 1103
473) and the acts above mentioned,
Stat. 34 (U.
(11. S. C., title 16, sec. 473),
mentioned,
do
(1) that all lands of the United
United States within the followdo proclaim
proclaim (1)
ing-described boundaries,
boundaries, as shown on the diagram
diagram attached
attached hereto
ing-described
and
part hereof,
are hereby
hereby included
reserved as part
part
included in
in and reserved
a part
hereof, are
and made
made a
Administration of
(2) that
that
the Huron
Huron National
National Forest
in the
State of
of Michigan;
and (2)
Michigan; and
the State
Forest in
of of
of the
lAdsmistr"
lands acquired.
all lands within such boundaries
boundaries which are now in process
process of acquisiabove-mention
by the
States under
under authority
authority of any of the above-menthe United
United States
tion by
acquisition of title thereto
thereto become and be
the acquisition
tioned acts shall upon the
administered as
the said
said Forest:
Forest:
as part
part of the
administered
Preamble.

Michigan Meridian
Meridian
Michigan
secs. 4
13 to 16 inclusive.
4 and 9; sees. -13
T. 22 N., R.
R. 88E., sees.
9 E., sec. 18.
T.22 N., R.
R. 9
T.
NE~%sec.
R. 7
7 E., 8%
S} sec. 13; sec. 24; NE
T. 23 N., R.
see. 25.
E)OER4% sec. 29;
sees. 21 and 28; EE
S% sec. 16; secs.
T. 23 N., R. 88E., S%4

sec. 33.
T. 24 N., R. 3
23;
3 E., secs.
sees. 7, 8, 17 and 18; N3iNE%
NNEY sec. 23;
N %NW % sec. 24.
NNW%
T. 24 N., R.
R.4
4E., sees.
secs. 19 to 30 inclusive.
T.
5 E., secs.
T.24 N., R.
R.5
sees. 31 to 35 inclusive.
W.,., all.
T. 25 N., R.
R.2
2W
T. 25 N., R.
R. 88E., sees.
sees. 14 to 18 inclusive.
T.
secs. 22to 11 inclusive; secs.
inclusive.
T. 26 N., R. 2
2 W., all that part lying south of the Middle Branch
T.
Branch
Au Sable River.
T. 26 N., R. 8
8 E., secs.
sees. 3
3 to 10 inclusive; sees.
secs. 14 to 23 inclusive;
inclusive;
sees.
secs. 26 to 35 inclusive.
Tps.27N.,Rs.4,
Tps.
27 N., Rs. 4, 5, 6and
6and 7
E., all.
7 E.,
T. 27 N., R. 88E., sees.
sees. 27 to 34 inclusive.
secs. 1
1to 22 inclusive;
inclusive; secs.
T. 27 N., R.
R. 99E., sees.
1 to 12 inclusive.
T.
secs. 1
T.
9 E., sees.
T.28 N., R. 9
secs. 19 to 36 inclusive.
inclusive.

= ig Ling rights
lights not
not

The reservation made by this proclamation shall,
to
shall, as to all lands to
which
which legal
legal rights have been acquired under any of the public-land
public-land
laws,
laws, be subject to, and shall not interfere with or defeat such legal
legal

legally maintained.
rights so long
long as such rights are legally
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Jan. 31, 1940
1940
Jan.
JFeb. 31
3,1940
Feb. 9,
9, 1940
1940
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I have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
IN WITNESS
IN
hereunto set my hand and
caused
United States to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
31" day of January
Washington this 31"
DONE at the City of Washington
January in the
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of the
year of our
our Lord nineteen
[sEALI Independence
Independence of
of the
of America
America the
one
the one
States of
the United
United States
[SEAL]
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
SIXTEENTH
CENSUS
DECENNIAL CENSUS
SIXTEENTH DECENNIAL
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
OF THE
STATES OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT

February
1940
9, 1940
February 9,
[No. 2385]
2385]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
WHEREAS,
the act
Congress approved
approved June
June 18, Preamble.
of Congress
to the
act of
pursuant to
WHEREAS, pursuant
2
C.. §2a;
2a ;55
2 U.
U. S.
S. C.
1929,
the Sixteenth
Sixteenth Decennial Census of the United States U.
21, the
1929, 46 Stat. 21,
S. C.
C. §
35;13
13 U.
U.S.
35;
U. S.
S.
C.. §§
§§ 1-8,
1-8, etc.;
Supp.
will be
be taken
April first,
first, nineteen
hundred and
and forty;
etc.; Supp.
forty; and
nineteen hundred
beginning April
will
taken beginning
V,
§§
1,
3,
74
;
39
IT.
13.
39
U..
, 1,3,74;
will mark the one hundred
WHEREAS
hundred and V:
which will
this Census,
Census, which
WHEREAS this
C.
324.
C. 324
fiftieth anniversary
anniversary of
of the
United States Census, is required
required by
the first
first United
fiftieth
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the United
United States
States to
to determine
apportionment
the apportionment
determine the
the
of Representatives;
among the
several States
Representatives; and
States of seats in the House of
the several
among
:WHEREAS
inquiries
information obtained from the Census inquiries
the information
WHEREAS the
this
must present
current factual
factual picture of the
a complete
complete and current
present a
year must
this year
factories, and other resources
Nation's
people, homes, farms,
resources to
farms, factories,
Nation's people,
pleasure
effects of
the difficult
difficult decade now closing and to guide us
of the
the effects
measure the
intelligently in
in the future:
future:
mtelligently
Duty of
over
Duty
of persons
persons over
the 18
NOW,
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
President of the
Franklin D.
I, Franklin
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
18 to
answer census
census
to answer
United
of America,
hereby declare
uestions.
questions.
and make known that, q
declare and
do hereby
America, do
States of
United States
under
aforesaid act
Congress, it
it is the duty of every person over
of Congress,
act of
the aforesaid
under the
schedules
eighteen
age to
questions on the Census schedules
all questions
answer all
to answer
of age
years of
eighteen years
to
belongs,
applying
to
him
and
the
family
to
which
belongs,
and
the farm
he
which
to
family
the
and
him
to
applying
and all other Census schedules
or
home occupied
occupied by
by him
him or
or his family, and
or home
refusing to do so is subject to
as
by law,
and that
that any
any person refusing
law, and
required by
as required
penalty.
penalty.
Purpose of
the cenPurpose
of the
cenThe sole
purpose of
the Census
Census is
secure general statistical in- sus.
is to secure
of the
sole purpose
The
sus.
resources
formation
regarding
the
population,
business
activities,
and
resources
activities,
business
population,
the
formation regarding
of
replies are
are required
required from
from individuals
individuals only
enable
only to enable
and replies
country, and
of the
the country,
.the
harmed
of such general statistics. No person can be harmed
the compilation
compilation of
in any
any way
way by
by furnishing
The Census
Census has
has
required. The
information required.
the information
furnishing the
in
nothing to
to do
with taxation,
military or
or jury
the
with .the
service, with
jury service,
with military
taxation, with
do with
nothing
compulsion
school attendance,
with the
regulation of
of immigration
immigration,.,
the regulation
attendance, with
of school
compulsion of
or
enforcement of
local law,
ordilaw, or ordior local
state, or
national, state,
any national,
of any
the enforcement
with the
or with
No
disclosures as
as to
to
No disclosures
regard- individuals
nance.
There need
disclosure Will
made regardbe made
will be
any disclosure
that any
fear that
be no
no fear
need be
nance. There
individuals to
to be
be
made.
made.
ing
any
individual
person
or
his
affairs.
For
the
due
protection
of
the
ing any individual person or his affairs. For the due protection of the
rights
and interests
interests of
of the
the persons
persons furnishing
furnishing information, every
rights and
employee
of the
the Census
Census Bureau
is prohibited,
prohibited, under
under heavy
penalty,
heavy penalty,
Bureau is
employee of
from
information which
thus come to his knowledge.
may thus
which may
any information
disclosing any
from disclosing
Life
and liberty
liberty in
in a
afree
democracy entail
entail a
avariety
variety of
of cooperative
cooperative
free democracy
Life and
actions
the common
common good.
good. The
The prompt,
prompt, complete,
complete, and
and accurate
accurate
for the
actions for
answering
all official
addressed to
to each
each person
person by
by Census
Census
inquiries addressed
official inquiries
of all
answering of
officials
be regarded
regarded by
as one
of the
the requirements
requirements of
of good
good
one of
him as
by him
sould be
officials should
citizenship.
citizenship.

19847W-41—PT.
ii-92
198470--41-PT. 11---2
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PROCLAMATIONS FEB. 9, 12, 1940
PROCLAMATIONS-FEB.
—

[54 STAT.
SPAT.

IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
IN WITNESS
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
be
affixed.
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
th day of February in the
DONE
this 9th
of Washington
Washington this
at the
the City
City of
DONE at
9 day of February in the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and of
of the
the
and forty,
forty, and
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
the
one
[SEAL] independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
By the
President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
State.
Secretary
of State.

PAN
PAN

February 12,
1940
12,1940
February
[No.
[No. 2386]
2386]

AMERICAN
AMERICAN

DAY
ANNIVERSARY
FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
DAY AND
AND THE
THE FIFTIETH
FOUNDING OF THE PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN UNION
FOUNDING

OF
OF

THE
THE

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

in 1930 the Governing Board of the Pan American
WHEREAS in
WHEREAS
American
Union
recommended that
that April
be designated
designated as
American
Pan American
as Pan
14 be
April 14
Union recommended
Day
in all
all the
the American
and that
be established
as a
a
established as
that it
it be
Republics, and
American Republics,
Day in
commemorative
of the
the sovereignty
of the
American nations
nations
the American
sovereignty of
symbol of
commemorative symbol
and
voluntary union
of all
community; and
one continental
continental community;
all in one
union of
the voluntary
and the
WHEREAS
years Pan
Pan American
Day has
been
has been
American Day
past ten
ten years
the past
during the
WHEREAS during
annually observed
observed and
and has
has increased
in significance
significance through
its
through its
increased in
annually
emphasis
on the
the spirit
peace, friendship,
friendship, and
and cooperation
cooperation uniting
uniting
of peace,
spirit of
emphasis on
the
nations of the American
American Continent;
Continent; and
the nations
WHEREAS in
Pan American
American Day
Day will
will be especially
important
especially important
in 1940
1940 Pan
WHEREAS
because it
will mark
of the
the founding
the
founding of
of the
Anniversary,of
Fiftieth Anniversary
mark the
the Fiftieth
it will
because
organization of the twentyPan
American Union, the international
international organization
Pan American
one American
which was
accordance with
in accordance
established in
was established
Republics, which
American Republics,
one
by the
the First International
a
resolution adopted
adopted on
on April 14, 1890, by
International
a resolution
Conference
of American
American states
states and
and which,
half century,
century,
during the last half
which, during
Conference of
has constantly
fostered the
development of closer economic,
economic, cultural,
cultural,
the development
has
constantly fostered
and
Western Hemithe nations of the Western
between the
relations between
and juridical
juridical relations
sphere; and
and
sphere;
WHEREAS it
appropriate that the people
people of the
WHEREAS
it is
is most
most appropriate
the United
United
States
should commemorate
commemorate this
this significant
thereby
significant occasion
occasion and
and thereby
States should
testify
to the
the close
close bonds
friendship that
that unite
the Government
and
testify to
bonds of
of friendship
unite the
Government and
people
with those of
of the
the other republics
republics of the
people of
of the
the United States with
American Continent;
American
Continent;
Pan American
ROOSEVELT, PresiI, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE,
Day
NOW,
Pan
American Day
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
and Fiftieth Anniversary
of Pan Amercan
American dent of the United States of America, do
rof
do hereby
that on April
hereby order that
the flag
flag of
of the
the United
United States
States be
displayed on
on all
Government
all Government
be displayed
14, 1940,
1940, the
Observance
ObsevanceonApril
on April 14,
14,
14 1940.
1940.
buildings, and do hereby invite the churches, the educational
educational instiinstitutions, the
civic associations,
the people
of the
States
tutions,
the civic
associations, and
and the
people of
the United
United States
generally
commemorative ceremonies
generally to
to observe
observe with appropriate
appropriate commemorative
ceremonies
Anniversary of
of the
the founding
founding
this Pan American
American Day and the Fiftieth Anniversary
of the Pan American
of
American Union.
IN WITNESS
my hand
hand and
and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my
caused the seal of the United
United States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 12"
12" day
day of February,
February, in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of
of
[BEAL]
[
BEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United
United States of America the
one hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
OLL
COaRDLL R
HULL
Screawy
Secretary of
State.
of Sutab.
Preamble.
Preamble.

54
TAT.]
STAT.]
54 S
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ENLARGING
ASATCH NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST
WASATCH
THE W
ENLARGING THE
UTAH
UTAH
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
BY

March 2,1940
2, 1940
March
[No. 2387]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.

WHEREAS
it, appears
appears that all lands of the United States within
WHEREAS it
the
hereinafter-described
adjacent to the Wasatch
Wasatch National
National
area, adjacent
the hereinafter-described area,
national-forest
Forest
in
the
State
of
Utah,
are
suitable
for
national-forest
purposes,
for
suitable
are
Utah,
of
State
the
in
Forest
and
would be in the public interest to add such lands of the
that it would
and that
United
States
Wasatch National
and
National Forest; and
said Wasatch
the said
to the
United States to
WHEREAS it
it further
further appears
appears that
that the
extension of the boundaries
the extension
WHEREAS
of the
hereinafter-.
National Forest to include the said hereinafterWasatch National
the Wasatch
of
described area
would be in the public interest:
area would
described
Wasatch National
National
Wasatch
President Forest,
NOW, THEREFORE,
ROOSEVELT, President
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
Forest, Utah, lands
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
added.
added.
power
the
of
of the
the United
America, under
power
under and by virtue
of America,
States of
United States
of
vested in
in me
me by
by section
section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
vested
1103, as
as amended
amended (U.
title 16,
sec. 471), and the act of June 4,
16, sec.
C., title
S. C.,
(U. S.
1103,
1897, 30
30 Stat.
11, 36
36 (U.
S. C.,
C., title 16, sec. 473), and upon recom(U. S.
Stat. 11,
1897,
mendation
of the
the Secretaries
Secretaries of Agriculture
Agriculture and of the Interior, do
mendation of
proclaim
(1)
that
the
boundaries
Wasatch National Forest in
of the Wasatch
boundaries
the
that
(1)
proclaim
the State
of Utah
Utah are
are hereby
hereby extended
extended to include therein the followingState of
the
described area,
and (2)
(2) that
that all
all lands of the United States within such
area, and
described
area
are
hereby
added
to
and
reserved as part of the Wasatch National
National
reserved
and
to
added
hereby
area are
Administration.
Forest, and
shall hereafter
regulations Administration.
subject to the laws, rules, and regulations
be subject
hereafter be
and shall
Forest,
applicable to national
national forests.
Salt Lake
Lake Meridian
Meridian
Salt

T.
4S., R. 2
2 E.,
T. 4
sec. 7,
7, NEY,
NE, EgNWg,
NWNW 4,
ENWY, NWgNWg,
sec.
sec. 8, SWY,
SWg,
Wg,
sec. 17, W%,
sec.
Wg,
sec. 20, W4,
sec. 29, W%,
Wg,
sec. 32, E%;
Eg;
T.
5 S., R. 22E.,
T. 5
sec. 5, E%,
Eg,
sec. 8, NE%,
NEg,
sec. 9, all,
sec. 15, SWY,
SWg,
sec.
Eg, NWY
NWg;
16, E%,
sec. 16,
4;
AGGREGATING 3,506.37
3,506.37 acres.
&CMS.
AGGREGATING

The reservation
made by
this proclamation
proclamation shall, as to any of the
by this
reservation made
The
above-described
lands
which
are
at
appropriated
date legally appropriated
this date
at this
are
which
above-described lands
under
any of
of the
public-land laws
laws or
reserved for any public purpose,
purpose,
or reserved
the public-land
under any
be
to, and
and shall
not interfere
interfere with
with or defeat, legal rights
shall not
subject to,
be subject
under
such appropriation,
or prevent
prevent the
for such
such public
public purpose
purpose
use for
the use
appropriation, or
such
under
of
lands so
so reserved,
so long
long as
appropriation is
is legally
legally maintained
maintained
such appropriation
as such
reserved, so
of lands
or
reservation remains in force.
such reservation
or such
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused the
the seal
the United
United States
States to be affixed.
of the
seal of
caused
DONE
of Washing-ton,
this 2"
day of
of March,
March, in
year
in the
the year
21 day
Washington, this
City of
the City
at the
DONE at
of
our
Lord
nineteen
huniired
and
forty,
the
Indethe
of
and
forty,
and
hundred
nineteen
Lord
of our
[SEAL]
of the
States of
of America
hundred
the one hundred
America the
United States
the United
pendence of
[SEAL] pendence
and
ROOSEVELT
D
FRANKLN
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN 13 ROOSEVELT
By
By the President:
HULL
CORDELL
COBDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.

Description.

Existing rights not
not
affected.
affected.
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PROCLAMATIONSMAR .12,
18, 1940
12, 18,
1940

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

ARMY
ARMY DAY-1940
DAY-1940
March 12,
1940
March
12, 1040
[No.
2388]
[No. 23881

BY THE
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
Concurrent Resolution
WHEREAS Senate
Senate Concurrent
5, 75th
75th Congress,
1st
Resolution 5,
Congress, 1st
session (50
session
Stat. 1108)
(50 Stat.
1108) provides:
provides:

6 of each
"That April 6
each year
recognized by
by the
and
year be
be recognized
the Senate
Senate and
House of Representatives
Representatives of the United States
States of
of America
America as
as
Army Day, and that the President of the
United States
States be
the United
be rerequested, as Commander in
in Chief,
Chief, to
to order
order military
units throughmilitary units
throughto assist civic
out the United States to
civic bodies
celebodies in
in appropriate
appropriate celebration to such extent as he may deem
advisable; to
issue aa
deem advisable;
to issue
proclamation each year declaring
declaring April
as Army
Army Day,
in
April 66as
Day, and
and in
such proclamations
proclamations to invite the Governors
Governors of
of the
the various
various States
States
to issue Army Day proclamations:
proclamations: Provided,
Provided, That
That in
in the
event
the event
April 66 falls on Sunday, the
following Monday
Monday shall
shall be
be recogthe following
recognized as
as Army
Army Day."
Day."
April
6, 1940,
1940, desigApril 6,
desigTHEREFORE, I,
I, FRAN
FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
RIJN D.
Presinated
nated as
as Army
Army Day.
Day.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President of the United
United States of America,
America, pursuant
pursuant to
aforesaid conconto the
the aforesaid
current resolution,
resolution, do hereby declare April
April 6,
1940, as
as Army
Day,
6, 1940,
Army Day,
and I
I hereby
and
hereby invite the Governors
Governors of the several States
to issue
issue Army
Army
States to
Day proclamations;
acting under
proclamations; and, acting
authority vested
vested in
in me
as
under the
the authority
me as
order military
Commander in Chief, IIhereby order
military units
units throughout
throughout the
the
United
United States, its Territories and
and possessions,
to assist
assist civic
possessions, to
civic bodies
bodies
in the appropriate
appropriate observance
observance of
of that
that day.
day.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set
IN WITNESS
hand and
set my
my hand
and
caused the seal of the United States
America to
affixed.
States of
of America
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 12"
12" day
day of
of March,
in the
March, in
the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and of
of the
hundred and
and forty,
forty, and
the
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

Independence of the
the United
States of
Independence
United States
of America
the one
America the
one

hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

CANCER
CONTROL MONTH-1940
CANCER CONTROL
MONTH-1940

March 18,
1940
March
18, 1940
[No. 23896
2389]
[No.

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.

WHEREAS
Preamble.
WHEREAS the President is
is authorized
authorized and
and requested
Public
requested by
by Public
s.. C.,
C. Supp.
Supp. Resolution
Resolution No. 82, 75th Congress, approved March 28, 1938 (52
Stat.
No. 82, 75th Congress, approved March 28, 1938 (52 Stat.
148),
to
issue
annually
aa proclamation
148),
proclamation setting apart
apart the
the month
of
month of
April of
each year
April
of each
year as Cancer Control Month, and to invite
the GoverGoverinvite the
nors of
several States, Territories,
nors
of the several
Territories, and possessions
possessions of
Umted
of the
the United
States to issue proclamations
for like purposes;
proclamations for
and
purposes; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS itt is
said Public
Resolution No.
No.
is also
also requested
requested in
in the
the said
Public Resolution
82
the proclamations
proclamations issued invite
82 that
that the
invite the medical profession,
the
profession, the
press,
and all
al agencies and individuals interested in
press, and
in the
the control
control of
of
cancer
through aanational program of education
cancer through
education and
other cooperative
and other
cooperative
means to unite in dedication
dedication to such a
and by
a purpose
purpose and
by concerted
concerted
effort
to impress
effort to
impress its necessity
necessity upon the people
people of
of the
Nation; and
the Nation;
and

V36
36 U.
u.

V,,150.
150.

STAT.
54 S
54
TAT.]]
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18, 21,
21, 1940
PROCLAMATIONS-MAR.
1940

voluntary
the month
month of April to aavoluntary
WHEREAS by
by this dedication
dedication of the
WHEREAS
for the control of cancer, the people of the entire
national program for
acquainted with the progress that is being made by
country
will be acquainted
country will
United States
States Public Health
the
Federal Government
through the United
Health
Government through
the Federal
by other agencies,
Service,
agencies, as well as by
of the States
States and by
Service, by
by certain of
individuals, in
the struggle
dread disease,
disease, which
second
is second
against this
this dread
which is
individuals,
in the
struggle against
among
of death
United States:
States:
death in
in the
the United
among the
the causes
causes of
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
dent
the United
United States
the month of April
April
of America,
America, do
do proclaim the
dent of
of the
States of
1940
Control Month,
invite the
the Governors
and do
do invite
Governors of
of the
the
1940 as
as Cancer
Cancer Control
Month, and
States, Territories,
Territories, and
and possessions
several
possessions of the United States to
to
several States,
issue
proclamations; and in
people throughout
throughout
in order that
that the
the people
issue similar
similar proclamations;
prevalence of
of
the land
have informed
knowledge concerning
concerning the prevalence
informed knowledge
the
land may
may have
cancer
and of
which can
can be
it, I
I also
also invite
be taken
taken to
to control
control it,
the means
means which
cancer and
of the
members of the medical profession,
individually and through their
profession, individually
the members
of opinion,
opinion, including
including the
associations,
scientific groups, all organs
organs of
other scientific
associations, other
all others
others who have the
press,
the radio,
picture, and
and all
the motion picture,
press, the
radio, and the
interest
of the
the public
public health
to unite during the month of
at heart, to
health at
interest of
April
1940 in
in concerted
to impress
upon the
people of
United
of the United
the people
impress upon
effort to
concerted effort
April 1940
to
for the
the control
control of cancer
States the
the necessity
necessity: of a
anational
cancer to
program for
national program
States
life preserved.
preserved.
the
end that
that suffering
suffering may
relieved and life
may be relieved
the end
IN
hereunto set
set my
my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affixed.
be affixed.
caused the
the seal
America to be
States of America
the United States
seal of the
caused
in the
the
DONE
the City
of Washington
Washington this
this 18"
18" day of March, in
City of
at the
DONE at
hundred and forty, and of the
nineteen hundred
our Lord
Lord nineteen
year of our
the one
[SEAL]
of the
the United
America the
States of America
United States
Independence of
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
President:
By the

April
1940
designated as Cancer
Cancer Connated
trol Month.

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

INVENTORS' AND
DAY
PATENT DAY
AND PATENT
INVENTORS'
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

March 21,
21, 1940
1940

[No.
[
N O. 2390]
ZIVO1

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
Resolution 58, Seventy-sixth
Seventy-sixth
to Public
Public Resolution
preamble to
the preamble
WHEREAS the
Congress,
recites:
1940, recites:
15, 1940,
March 15,
approved March
Congress, approved
"Whereas
there will
will occur
occur on
April 10,
1940, the
the one
one hundred
hundred
10, 1940,
on April
"Whereas there
and
fiftieth anniversary
President George
George Washington's
Washington's apof President
anniversary of
and fiftieth
proval
of the
the first
of Congress
authorizing and
regulating the
and regulating
Congress authorizing
Act of
first Act
proval of
grant
as contemplated
contemplated in
article I,
8, of
of the
the
section 8,
I, section
in article
of patents
patents as
grant of
Constitution; and
Constitution;
and
"Whereas
the encouragement
and the
thus afforded
afforded
protection thus
the protection
encouragement and
"Whereas the
rewarded
to discoverers
inventors have
inspired and rewarded
both inspired
have both
and inventors
to
discoverers and
their genius
genius to
to the
of this
this Nation
Nation and
and the
world;
whole world;
the whole
benefit of
the benefit
their
and
"Whereas
patent system
system inaugurated
inaugurated by
this
by this
American patent
the American
"Whereas the
Act
of Congress
Congress has
countless applications
arts
the arts
of the
applications of
promoted countless
has promoted
Act of
and
sciences to
to the
the needs
and well-being
of our
our people
and thereby
thereby
people and
well-being of
needs and
and sciences
contributed
of living
in our
our country;
country;
living in
standard of
to a
a higher
higher standard
notably to
contributed notably
and
and
"Whereas
it is
fitting that
the anniversary
the institution
of
institution of
of the
anniversary of
that the
is fitting
"Whereas it
beneficial to
the people
people of
of the
United States
States should
should be
be
the United
to the
so beneficial
aasystem
system so
worthily
observed";
worthily observed";

Preamble.
Preamble.
p. 60.
Ante, p,
6
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PROCLAMATIONSMAR .21,
21, 29,
29, 1940
1940

to

Commission
Commission to
make arrangements.

g

April 110,
April
10, 1040, deslgdesignated as Inventors'
Inventors'

and
Day.
and Patent
Patent Day.

[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

the said Public
Public Resolution
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
Resolution 58
creates a
58 creates
a commiscommis-

sion consisting of the Chairman of the Senate Committee
on Patents,
Committee on
Patents,
the Chairman of the House
of Representatives
Committee on
House of
Representatives Committee
on Patents,
Patents,
the Secretary
Secretary of Commerce, the
Commissioner of
Patents, and
five
the Commissioner
of Patents,
and five
other members to be selected by
them to
arrangements for
for an
by them
to make
make arrangements
an
appropriate observance
observance of the sesquicentennial
appropriate
sesquicentennial of
of the
the first
first United
United
States patent law, and provides that
Senate and
and House
of RepreReprethat the
the Senate
House of
sentatives
sentatives shall conduct
conduct suitable exercises
exercises whereby
Congress may
whereby Congress
may mark
mark
anniversary; and
and
the anniversary;
WHEREAS the said public resolution
the President
President of
resolution requests
requests the
of the
the
United States "to set aside April 10, 1940, as
as Inventors'
Inventors' and
Patent
and Patent
Day to invite a
a general public commemoration
commemoration of an
which
an event
event which
has proved
proved so important
to this
this Nation";
important and salutary
salutary to
Nation";
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiD. ROOSEVELT,
dent of the United States of
America, pursuant
of America,
to the
pursuant to
the request
request concon-

tained in the aforesaid
aforesaid public resolution,
do hereby
hereby designate
designate April
April 10
resolution, do
10
of the present year as Inventors'
Inventors' and Patent
Day and
do hereby
Patent Day
and do
hereby
invite the people of the United
on that
United States
States to
to commemorate
commemorate on
that day
day
the sesquicentennial
sesquicentennial anniversary
anniversary of the
first of
of the
the United
the first
United States
States
patent laws, which, by afibrding
afbfrding protection
protection and encouragement
encouragement to
to
inventors as envisaged and authorized
authorized by
the Constitution,
by the
Constitution, contribcontributed so greatly to the
encouragement of
inventive genius
the
the encouragement
of inventive
genius in
in the
United
United States.
States.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand
IN
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States
States of
of America
affixed.
America to
to be
be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
21" day
of March,
March, in
in the
the
Washington this
this 21"
day of
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and
and of the
[SEAL]
[BEAU] Independence
Independence of the United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary of State.
Secretary

ENLARGING S
SCOTTS
BLUFF NATIONAL
NATIONAL MONUMENT-NEBRASKA
ENLARGING
COTTS BLUFF
M ONUMENT—NEBRASKA

March
1940
March 29,
29,1940
(No.
[No. 2391)
2391]

BY THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS by Proclamation No. 1547 of December 12, 1919 (41
(41
Stat. 1779), lots 6
6 and 7, sec. 27, and
22 N
R.55
55 W
and lot
lot 4,
4, sec.
sec. 28,
28, T.
T. 22
N.,.,R.
W.,.,
of the 6th P. M., bordering on the North Platte
River, were
reserved
Platte River,
were reserved
as part of the Scotts Bluff National
National Monument;
Monument; and
and
WHEREAS certain islands in the said river and south
WHEREAS
of the
south of
the main
main
channel
subsequent to
channel thereof
thereof in front of these lands which formed subsequent
to the
the
original
original survey are considered
considered as being appurtenant
appurtenant to the
lands
the shore lands
referred
referred to and as forming a
apart of the said monument;
monument; and
and
WHEREAS
a certain
adjacent to the said monuWHEREAS a
certain public-land
public-land island adjacent
ment is
ment
is necessary
necessary for the proper
proper care and administration
administration thereof;
thereof; and
and
WHEREAS
it appears that it
it would be in the
WHEREAS it
interest to
the public
public interest
to
reserve this island as an addition to the
Bluff National
the said
said Scotts
Scotts Bluff
National
Monument:

NOW,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
President
of
the United
United States of America, under and by virtue of the authority
of the
vested
me by
by section
2 of the act of June 8, 1906, c. 3060,
vested in me
section 2
3060, 34 Stat.
225 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 431), do proclaim as follows:
follows:

54 STAT.
STAT.]I

Mar.
29, 1940
Mar.
1940
Ar. 29
Apr.
3,
1940
Apr.
3,, 1940
1940

PROCLAMATIONSPROCLAMATIONS

1. The
above-mentioned proclamation
proclamation of
of December
1.
The above-mentioned
December 12,
12, 1919,
1919, shall
shall
be construed
construed in conformity
survey approved
conformity with the
the plat of survey
approved September
September
embrace the
following-described land:
1, 1937,
1937, to embrace
the following-described

2691
•
Construction
ef preConstruction
of
revious
proclamation.

Sixth Principal
Principal Meridian-Nebraska
Meridian—Nebraska

T. 22
22 N.,
N., R. 55 W.,
W., sec.
sec. 27, lot
lot 9;
9;
sec. 28, lots 66 and 7;
comprising 7.17 acres.
comprising
Scotts
Bluff NaNaBluff
scotts Monument,
hereinafter-described lands tional
rights, the
existing rights,
2.
Subject to
to valid
valid existing
the hereinafter-described
2. Subject
Monument,
tional
lands added.
Nebr.,lands
are
reserved from
from all
forms of
of appropriation
appropriation under
under the
the publicpublic- Nebr.,
all forms
are hereby
hereby reserved
land laws and added
added to
to and made
made aapart of
of the Scotts
Scotts Bluff National
Monument:
Monument:

7;
T. 22
22 N.,
N., R. 55 W.,
W., sec. 20,
20, lot
lot 7;
sec. 21, lot
lot 3;
sec.
8;
sec. 28, lot 8;
comprising
comprising 46.17 acres.
Warning against unWarning
unauthorized persons authorized
Warning
expressly given to any unauthorized
Warning is hereby expressly
authorized acts.
not
appropriate, injure,
to appropriate,
injure, destroy, or remove any feature of this
not to
monument
locate or settle
not to
to locate
settle upon any of the lands thereof.
monument and
and not
Supervision, etc.
Director of
The Director
of the
the National Park
Park Service,
Service, under the
the direction
direction of Supervision,
Secretary of
have the supervision,
management,
supervision, management,
shall have
the Secretary
of the
the Interior, shall
monument as provided m the act of Congress
of this
this monument
and control
control of
entitled
for other
other
National Park Service, and for
entitled "An
"An Act to establish aa National
16 U. S.. C., Supp.
purposes,"
approved August
Stat. 535 (U. S. C., title 16, V,
25, 1916,
1916, 39 Stat.
August 25,
purposes," approved
V, ¢§§ 1,
1, la, 2.
secs.
amendatory thereof.
supplementary thereto or amendatory
2), and
and acts supplementary
secs. 11and 2),
IN
WHEREOF, I
hand and
my hand
have hereunto
hereunto set my
I have
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
affixed.
seal of
of the United States to be affixed.
caused the seal
DONE
Washington this 29" day of March in the
City of
of Washington
DONE at the City
year
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
and forty,
forty, and of the
hundred and
nineteen hundred
year of
[sEAL] Independence
Independence of
United States of America the one
of the
the United
[SEAL]
hundred and
and sixth-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
State.
The Secretary
Secretary of State.

CHILD HEALTH
HEALTH

DAY-1940
DAY-1940

THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY THE

3, 1940
April 3.
[No. 2392]

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
by joint
of May
18, 1928
1928 (45
(45
May 18,
resolution of
joint resolution
Congress by
the Congress
WHEREAS the
Stat. 617),
617), has
has authorized
authorized and
and requested
of the
United
the United
President of
the President
requested the
Stat.
1 as Child
States to
issue annually
proclamation setting
setting apart May 1
annually aa proclamation
to issue
States
Day;
Health Day;
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLTN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
PresiROOSEVELT, PresiI, FRANKLIN
NOW,
dent of
United States
States of
of America,
America, do
do hereby
hereby designate
designate the
the first
the United
of the
dent
day of
this year
year as
all agencies
agencies
invite all
and invite
Day, and
Health Day,
Child Health
as Child
of this
May of
of May
day
and
organizations
interested
in
child
welfare
to
unite
upon
that
day
that day
upon
to
unite
and organizations interested in child welfare
in the
observance of
of such
exercises as
will awaken
awaken the
the people
people of
of the
the
as will
such exercises
in
the observance
nation
necessity of
program for
the
for the
year-round program
of aa year-round
fundamental necessity
to the
the fundamental
nation to
protection and
development of
of the
the health
health of
of the
nation's children.
children.
the nation's
and development
protection

Preamble.
143.
. 4143.
II. s.
8. C
C.
36 U.

Chffd
Child Health
Health Day.
May 1,
1, 1940 desigMay

nated as.
as.
nated
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And IIhereby
hereby call upon the people
of the
the United
to consider
consider
people of
United States
States to
for conserving
conserving the
the health
health of
the recommendations
recommendations for
of children
children made
made by
by
the White House Conference
Conference on Children
in a
and to
Children in
a Democracy
Democracy and
to
take steps needed
needed to strengthen and
protection and
and
and extend
extend health
health protection
medical care for mothers and
children in
community. II also
also
and children
in every
every community.
call upon the boys and girls of the
note the
the gains
health
the nation to
to note
gains in
in health
they have made during the past year and to share
share in
to improve
improve
in efforts
efforts to
the health of children and of our whole
whole population.
population.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
WHEREOF IIhave
have hereunto
and caused
the seal of the United States of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
d day of April in the year
DONE at the City of Washington this
this 3d
of April in the year
3 day
of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and
and of
Indeof the
the Inde[SEAL]
[SEAL]

pendence of
States of
of America
America the
the one
one hundred
hundred
pendence
of the
the United
United States
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.

By the President:
President:

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL

Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

MODIFYING
MODIFYING THE
THE GRAND
GRAND CANYON
CANYON NATIONAL
NATIONAL MONUMENT-ARIZONA
MONUMENT-ARIZONA

April
4, 1940
April 4,
1940
[No. 2393]
[No.
2393]

BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
it appears that certain lands within the Grand
WHEREAS it
Grand Canyon
Canyon
National Monument
Monument in the State of Arizona,
Arizona, established
established by
Proclamaby Proclamation of December
2547) are
not necessary
December 22,
22, 1932
1932 (47
(47 Stat.
Stat. 2547)
are not
necessary for
for the
the
proper care and management
management of
of scientific
of the
the objects
objects of
scientific interest
interest
situated on the lands within the
and
the said monument;
monument; and
WHEREAS it
WHEREAS
it appears
would be
be in
in the
public interest
to
appears that
that it
it would
the public
interest to
exclude such lands from the said
national monument:
said national
monument:
Grand Canyon
Grand
NaCanyon NaNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresitional Monument,
Monument,
tional
Aug.
Ariz.
dent of the United States of
of America,
under
and by
by virtue
virtue of
the
America,
under
and
of the
Lands
Lands excluded.
excluded.
authority
2 of the
authority vested in me by section 2
the act
of June
c. 3060,
act of
June 8,
8, 1906,
1906, c.
3060,
34 Stat. 225 U. S. C. title 16,
431), do
that the
16, sec.
sec. 431),
do proclaim
proclaim that
the followingfollowingdescribed lands in the State of Arizona, be and they are
hereby,
are hereby,
excluded
excluded from the Grand Canyon National
National Monument:
Monument:
Description.
Description.
T.

T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.
T.

Gila
Gila and Salt River Meridian-Arizona
Meridian-Arizona
sees. 7, 88, 9,
35 N., R. 4
4W., secs.
9,W%
sec. 15,
16
W% sec.
sec. 10, W%
W% sec.
15, secs.
sees. 16
nclusive, and W%
W%sec. 22 (unsurveyed);
to 21, inclusive,
(unsurveyed);
35 N., R. 5
5 W., secs.
sees. 7
7 to 24, inclusive
inclusive (unsurveyed);
(unsurveyed);
6 W., secs.
sees. 77 to 24
35 N., R. 6
24 inclusive;
inclusive;
7 W., sees.
34 N., R. 7
secs. 33to
to 9,
9, W%
W% sec.
sec. 10,
10, secs.
16 to
21, incluinclusees. 16
to 21,
sive, W}4
W% sec. 28, secs.
sees. 29 to 32,
32, inclusive,
inclusive,
W34 sec.
sec. 33;
33;
and W%
35 N., R. 7
7W., sees.
secs. 77 to 24, inclusive, W%
W% NE,
NE%, NW,
NW%,
N%
SWY4 sec. 27, sees.
N% SW%
secs. 28 to 33,
33, inclusive;
inclusive;
34 N., R. 8
8 W., secs.
sees. 11to 3,
3, inclusive, SE%
SE% sec. 4,
sec. 9,
9,
4, E%
E% sec.
sees. 10 to 16 and 21 to 24, inclusive;
inclusive;
secs.
35 N.,
E% sec. 14, E%
E% sec.
35
N., R. 8
8W., E%
E% sec. 11,
11, sees.
secs. 12, 13, E%
2 5, E%
23, secs.
sees. 24, 25,
Eg sec. 26, S% sec. 34, NEY,
NEY4,
S%
S% sec. 35
35 and
and sec.
sec. 36;
36;
aggregating
aggregating approximately 71,854 acres.
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IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
to be affixed.
caused the
the seal
of the
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
seal of
caused
DONE
at the
4" day of April, in the
Washington this 4"
of Washington
City of
the City
DONE at
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and forty, and of the
and
hundred
nineteen
Lord
year of our
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
of America the one
States
United
the
of
Independence
[SEAL]
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
hundred and
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
The Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
The

AREA
DEFINITION
OF A
A COMBAT
COMBAT AREA
DEFINITION OF
STATES OF AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

April 10,
0, 1940
April
2394]
[No. 2394]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

of Congress
WHEREAS section
of the
the joint
resolution of
Congress approved
approved
joint resolution
3 of
section 3
WHEREAS

November
4, 1939,
1939, provides
follows:
as follows:
provides as
November 4,
proclamation
issued aaproclamation
"(a)
Whenever
the
President
have issued
shall have
"(a) Whenever the President shall
shall thereafter
under
section 1
1 (a),
(a), and
and he
thereafter find
he shall
of section
authority of
the authority
under the
that the
the protection
protection of
of citizens
citizens of
the United
United States so requires, he
of the
that
shall,
by
proclamation,
define
combat
areas,
thereafter it
it
and thereafter
areas, and
combat
define
shall, by proclamation,
regulations as may
shall be
be unlawful,
and regulations
rules and
such rules
under such
except under
unlawful, except
shall
be prescribed,
prescribed, for
for any
any citizen
citizen of
United States
States or any American
American
the United
of the
be
The
area.
combat
vessel
to
proceed
into
or
through
any
combat
such
any
through
or
into
vessel to proceed
combat
areas so
so defined
defined may
may be
be made to apply to surface
surface vessels
combat areas
or aircraft,
aircraft, or
or both.
both.
or
"(b)
case of
the violation
any of
of the
provisions of this
the provisions
of any
violation of
of the
In case
"(b) In
section by
by any
any American
American vessel,
or any
owner or
officer thereof,
thereof,
or officer
any owner
vessel, or
section
such
vessel, owner,
owner, or
officer shall
shall be
$50,000
fined not more than $50,000
be fined
or officer
such vessel,
Should
or
imprisoned
for
not
more
than
five
or
both.
Should
the
years,
five
than
more
not
for
or imprisoned
owner
of such
such vessel
vessel be
organization, or association,
corporation, organization,
be aacorporation,
owner of
each officer
officer or
participating in
violation shall be
in the violation
director participating
or director
each
case of the
In ease
prescribed.
liable
to
the
penalty
hereinabove
prescribed.
hereinabove
penalty
the
to
liable
a passenger,
violation of
section by
by any
any citizen
citizen traveling
traveling as a
this section
of this
violation
imprisoned
such
passenger may
be fined
not more
more than $10,000 or imprisoned
fined not
may be
such passenger
for not
two years, or both.
than two
more than
not more
for
"(c) The
President may
may from
from time to time modify or extend
The President
"(c)
any proclamation
proclamation issued
under the authority
authority of this section, and
issued under
any
when tHe
tie conditions
conditions which
shall have
caused him to issue any
have caused
which shall
when
he shall revoke
such
proclamation
shall
have
ceased
to
exist
revoke such
ceased
have
shall
such proclamation
proclamation and
provisions of
of this
thereupon
section shall thereupon
this section
the provisions
and the
proclamation
cease to
except as
to offenses
committed prior to such
offenses committed
as to
apply, except
to apply,
cease
revocation."
revocation."

Preamble.

Preamble.
Ante, p. 7.
22 U..

V, §2451-2.

upp.
C., SupP.
C.,

Ante, p. U.
AND
is further
further provided
provided by
of the
the said
Supp.
., Stipp.
said 22"
13 of
22 U. B. ..C.,
section 13
by section
it is
WHEREAS it
AND WHEREAS
2
5
V. §24,1-12.
2Ci
v.
joint
resolution
that
joint resolution that
"The
time to
to time,
time, promulgate
promulgate such
such rules
rules
from time
may, from
President may,
"The President
necessary
and
regulations,
not
mconsistent
with
law
as
may
necessary
be
may
as
law
and regulations, not inconsistent with
and
proper to
carry out
of the
the provisions of this joint resoluany of
out any
to carry
and proper
tion;
and he
he may
may exercise
or authority
authority conferred
conferred on
power or
any power
exercise any
tion; and
him
by
this
joint
resolution
through
such
officer
or
officers, or
officers,
or
officer
such
through
him by this joint resolution
direct."
agency
or
agencies,
as
he
shall
direct."
shall
he
as
agencies,
or
agency
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Combat
Combat

tended.n
te

area
ae

d e d

Definition.
Definition.

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS on
on November
November 4,
4, 1939,
proclamation
I issued aa proclamation
1939, I
AND
in
accordance
with
the
provision
of
law
quoted
above
defining aa
in accordance with the provision of law quoted above defining
combat
area.
combat area.
ROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
exNOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
ex-NOW,
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
under
and
and by virtue of
under
acting
America,
of
States
United
the
of
dent
the
authority
conferred
on
me
by
section
3
of
the
joint
resolution of
resolution
joint
the
of
3
section
by
me
on
conferred
the authority
Congress
November 4,
1939, do
hereby find
find that
that the
the proprodo hereby
4, 1939,
approved November
Congress approved
tection
of
citizens
of
the
United
States
requires
that
there
be
an
be
there
that
requires
States
tection of citizens of the United
extension
combat area
defined in
in my
my proclamation
November
of November
proclamation of
area defined
the combat
of the
extension of
4, 1939,
1939, through
through or
into which
combat area
area it
it shall
shall be
be ununextended combat
which extended
or into
4,
lawful,
except
under
such
rules
and
regulations
as
may
be
prescribed,
prescribed,
be
may
as
regulations
and
rules
such
lawful, except under
for
citizen of
the United
United States
States or
any American
American vessel,
whether
vessel, whether
or any
of the
any citizen
for any
a
vessel or
or an
aircraft, to
proceed.
to proceed.
an aircraft,
surface vessel
a surface
AND IIdo
define the
the extended
extended combat area as follows:
hereby define
do hereby
AND
the limits set forth hereafter.
within
All
the
navigable
waters
within the
hereafter.
waters
All the navigable
Spain with
Beginning
at
the
intersection
of
the
North
Coast
of
Coast
North
the
of
Beginning at the intersection
the meridian
meridian of
of 2°45'
west of
Greenwich;
of Greenwich;
longitude west
2°45 ' longitude
the
43054' north latitude;
Thence due
north to
to a
apoint in 43°54'
due north
Thence
Thence by
by a
a rhumb
line to
to a
in 45°
20°
45° north latitude, 20°
point in
a point
rhumb line
Thence
west longitude;
longitude;
west
Thence
due north
to 58°
58° north
north latitude;
latitude;
north to
Thence due
Thence by
rhumb line to a
76°30' north latitude,
a point in 76030'
by aa rhumb
Thence
16°35'' east
east longitude;
longitude;
16035
44 °
Thence by
by a
line to
to a
a point
point in 70° north latitude, 44°
rhumb line
a rhumb
Thence
longitude;
east longitude;
Thence due
due south
Soviet
the mainland of the Union of Soviet
to the
south to
Thence
Socialist
Republics;
Socialist Republics;
Thence along
along the
Socialist
of Soviet Socialist
the Union of
of the
coastline of
the coastline
Thence
Republics, Finland,
Sweden, the Baltic Sea and dependNorway, Sweden,
Finland, Norway,
Republics,
ent
waters thereof,
thereof, Germany,
Germany, Denmark, the Netherlands,
ent waters
Belgium,
France, and
and Spain to the point of beginning.
Belgium, France,

officers to prevent

Officers to prevent
violations,
etc.
v

lolatons, etc.

Enforcement.
Enforcement.

STAT.
[54 S

hereby enjoin upon all officers of the United
United States,
AND II do hereby
diligence
utmost
the
thereof,
laws
the
of
charged with the execution
thereof,
execution
charged
to
bringing
in
and
joint
said
in
preventing
violations
of
resolution
bringing
the
of
violations
in preventing
trial
offenders against the same.
punishment any offenders
and punishment
trial and
Ido
AND I
do hereby delegate to the Secretary
Secretary of State the power to
exercise
any power
power or authority
conferred on me by the said joint
joint
authority conferred
exercise any
resolution as
as made
effective by
by this
this my proclamation
proclamation issued theremade effective
resolution
delegated by Executive order to some
under,
specifically delegated
which is not specifically
under, which
other
this Government,
Government, and the power to promulof this
agency of
or agency
officer or
other officer
gate such
such rules
rules and
regulations not inconsistent
inconsistent with law as may be
and regulations
gate
necessary
necessary and proper to carry out any of its provisions.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
caused
Seal of
the United
United States of America to be affixed.
of the
the Seal
caused the
Washington this tenth day.of April, in the
at the City of Washington
DONE at
year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
year of
America the one
NEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL]
hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of State.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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FIJI—SUSPENSION
FIJI-SUSPENSION OF TONNAGE DUTIES

AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

April 11,
1, 1940
[No. 2395]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
section 4228
4228 of
the Revised Statutes of the United
United
of the
WHEREAS section
States,
as
amended
by
the
act
of
July 24, 1897, c. 13, 30 Stat. 214
States, as amended by the act of July
(U. S.
S. C.,
C., title
in part, as follows:
sec. 141), provides, m
title 46, sec.
(U.

Preamble.
Preamble.

"Upon
satisfactory proof
proof being given to the President, by the
"Upon satisfactory
government
of any
discriminating duties
nation, that no discriminating
foreign nation,
any foreign
government of
of
tonnage
or
imposts
imposed
or
in the ports of such
such
levied
imposed
are
imposts
or
of tonnage
nation
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United
merchandise
States, or
the produce,
manufactures, or merchandise
produce, manufactures,
upon the
or upon
States,
imported in
United States or from any foreign
foreign
in the same from the United
imported
country, the
President may
may issue
issue his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring that
the President
country,
the
foreign discriminating
duties of tonnage
tonnage and impost within
discriminating duties
the foreign
the
United
States
are
suspended
and
discontinued, so far as
and
suspended
are
States
United
the
respects
vessels of
of such foreign
foreign nation, and the produce,
the vessels
respects the
manufactures, or
merchandise imported into the United States
or merchandise
manufactures,
from such
such foreign
foreign nation,
nation, or from any other foreign country; the
from
suspension to
effect from the time of such notification being
take effect
to take
suspension
given
to
the
President,
reciprocal
given to the President, and to continue so long as the reciprocal
exemption
of
vessels,
belonging
to
citizens
of
the
United
States,
United
the
of
citizens
to
belonging
vessels,
of
exemption
* "
and their
shall be
continued, and
* *
and no longer *
be continued,
cargoes, shall
their cargoes,
and

received by me from
AND
satisfactory proof has been received
WHEREAS satisfactory
AND WHEREAS
the Government
Government of
of Fiji
no discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage or
that no
Fiji that
the
imposts are
imposed or
the ports
Fiji upon vessels wholly
of Fiji
ports of
in the
levied in
or levied
are imposed
imposts
belonging
to citizens
the United States, or upon the produce,
of the
citizens of
belonging to
manufactures,
or merchandise
imported in such vessels, from the
merchandise imported
manufactures, or
United
from
country:
country:
foreign
any
from
or
States,
United
President
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
of
United States
States of
of America,
America, under and by virtue of the authority
the United
of the
vested in
in me
me by
by the statutory
statutory provisions
provisions above set out, do hereby
vested
declare and
and proclaim
discriminating duties of tonnage
the foreign discriminating
proclaim that the
declare
suspended and discontinued
and
imposts
within
the
States
are suspended
discontinued
United
and imposts within the
manufactures,
so
produce, manufactures,
vessels of Fiji and the produce,
respects the vessels
as respects
far as
so far
or
merchandise imported
imported in said vessels into the United States from
or merchandise
Fiji
or
from
any
other foreign
foreign country;
country; the suspension to take effect
Fiji or from any other
date of this proclamation, and to continue so long as the
from the date
reciprocal exemption
of vessels belonging
belonging to citizens of the United
exemption of
reciprocal
States and
shall be continued,
continued, and
and no longer.
cargoes shall
their cargoes
and their
States
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and caused
I have
IN WITNESS
the
seal of
affixed.
America to be affixed.
United States of America
of the United
the seal
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
day.of April in the
11" day
Washington this 11"
DONE
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
Lord nineteen
of our
year
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
America the one
of America
States of
[SEAL]
hundred and
sixty fourth.
fourth.
and sixty
hundred
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of State.
Secretary

Fiji.
FiJL
discrimiForeign
nating duties
duties and Imimnating
against, susfillaposts against,
pe nde d.
pended.

Effective
Effective date and
duration.
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NATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT W
EEK
WEEK
NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
April 12,
12, 1940
1940
April
[No. 2396]
2396]
[No.

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Both
the State
and Federal
governments have
have been
especially conconbeen especially
Federal governments
State and
Both the
cerned
problems of
of whom,
whom,
thousands of
many thousands
workers, many
older workers,
of older
the problems
with the
cerned with
despite their
their persistent
persistent efforts,
efforts, still
still lack
in industry.
Among
industry. Among
place in
lack aaplace
despite
these
are
a
considerable
number
of
World
War
Veterans,
who
now
who now
Veterans,
War
World
of
these are a considerable number
average
years of
of age,
and who,
who, IIfeel,
have a
a particular
particular
feel, have
age, and
forty-seven years
average forty-seven
appeal to
to our
national sense
sense of
of responsibility.
responsibility.
our national
appeal
sixteen
Our
public employment
employment service-a
service—a nation-wide
network of
of sixteen
nation-wide network
Our public
hundred offices
now operated
operated jointly
jointly by
by the
the State
State and
governFederal governand Federal
offices now
hundred
ments—has made
made special
special efforts
efforts in
behalf of
of workers
workers past forty years
in behalf
ments-has
of age,
including veterans.
We know
from the
facts gathered
by this
gathered by
the facts
know from
veterans. We
age, including
of
agency that
that men
men and
and women
in middle
middle life
possess abilities
abilities and skills
skills
life possess
women in
agency
work.
which would
fit them
employment in
line of work.
every line
in nearly
nearly every
for employment
them for
would fit
which
We know
know further
that these
these older
older workers,
workers, when
given an
opportunity,
an opportunity,
when given
further that
We
to their
demonstrate a
seasoned experience
experience and
mature application
application to
a mature
and a
a seasoned
demonstrate
of
tasks
which
in
many
callings
outweigh
the
physical
advantages
advantages
physical
the
outweigh
callings
many
in
which
tasks
youth.
youth.
53 Stat.
Stat. 2535.
2535.
With these
these considerations
mind, IIissued
issued a
aproclamation
proclamation last year
53
in mind,
considerations in
With
designating an
Employment Week
Week and
and requesting
requesting that
our citizens
citizens
all our
that all
an Employment
designating
give particular
attention to
to the
the problems
problems of older workers
workers
active attention
and active
particular and
give
lacking employment.
the month
month in
Employment Week
which Employment
in which
During the
employment. During
lacking
occurred
over a
third of
jobs-a third more than during the
million jobs—a
a million
of a
a third
occurred over
same
previous year-were
year—were filled
filled through
through the public
the previous
of the
month of
same month
employment offices,
offices, and
quarter of
of a
million of
placements
of these placements
a million
a quarter
and a
employment
were in
in private
industry. Moreover,
Moreover, placements
placements proceeded
proceeded at an
private industry.
were
Week. Because
accelerated
in the
Employment following Employment
month following
the month
rate in
accelerated rate
public-spirited groups, and,
efforts of government, of public-spirited
of
concerted efforts
the concerted
of the
the land,
particularly,
employers throughout
land, thousands
thousands of workers
workers
throughout the
of employers
particularly, of
among them veterans, shared beneficially
over
beneficially in
years of age, among
forty years
over forty
this
result.
this fine
fine result.
appeal;
response to my first appeal;
the wholehearted
wholehearted response
for the
grateful for
am grateful
II am
and as
as President,
to encourage
encourage a
continued nation-wide
nation-wide ina continued
I desire
desire to
President, I
and
terest
terest in this persistent problem.
ROOSEVELT, PresimeNational
:s:r tar:e
l
k Employn
anindv a
.
:
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
ment Week an Nadesignate
hereby
of
America,
tional
Employment
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
designate the week
States
United
of
the
dent
tional Employment
Sunday.
Week,
Employment
Sunda
y.
1,
1940,
May
beginning
Designation
of.
beginning
as
National
Employment
Week
and Sunday,
Designation of.
May 5,
5, 1940,
National Employment
Employment Sunday, and II urge all
as National
1940, as
May
churches,
civic organizations,
Chambers of Commerce, Boards of
organizations, Chambers
churches, civic
public-spirited citizens,
Trade,
veterans' organizations,
organizations, industry, labor, public-spirited
citizens,
Trade, veterans'
the
throughout the United States to observe that
that
and the
the press throughout
the radio,
radio and
week
Week, to
that interest
in the
the
interest in
end that
to the
the end
Employment Week,
National Employment
week as
as National
especially the workers over forty
welfare
unemployed, and especially
of all the unemployed,
welfare of
extended to them.
years of age, may be stimulated and employment be extended
IN
WHEREOF II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
caused
affixed.
caused the seal
12" day of April in the year
of Washington
Washington this 12"
DONE
year
the City
City of
DONE at the
and forty, and of the Indeof our
nineteen hundred and
Lord nineteen
of
our Lord
America the one hundred
[SEAL]
[sEAL] pendence
pendence of the United States of America
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
By
the President:
President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Scretary
Secretary of State.
Preamble.
Preamble.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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PROCLAMATIONS-APR.
PROCLAMATIONS— APR. 18, 1940
1940
SWEDEN-SUSPENSION
SWEDEN—SUSPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

April
18, 1940
April 18,
1940
[No.
[No. 2397]
2397]

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS section
WHEREAS
section 4228 of
of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
the United
United
amended by the act
States, as
as amended
act of
of July
July 24, 1897, c.
c. 13, 30 Stat. 214
141), provides,
(U. S. C.,
C., title
title 46,
46, sec. 141),
provides, in part, as follows:
"Upon
proof being
being given
to the
President, by
by the
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof
given to
the President,
the
government
nation, that
that no discriminating
discriminating duties
duties
government of any foreign nation,
of
tonnage or imposts
of tonnage
imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of such
nation
nation upon vessels wholly belonging
belonging to citizens of
of the United
States,
merchandise immanufactures, or merchandise
States, or
or upon the
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
ported
ported in the same
same from
from the United States or from any foreign
country,
proclamation, declaring that
country, the
the President
President may issue his proclamation,
discriminating duties
foreign discriminating
duties of tonnage and impost within
the foreign
United States are suspended
discontinued, so far as resuspended and
and discontinued,
the United
spects the
produce, manuvessels of
of such
such foreign
foreign nation, and the produce,
spects
the vessels
factures, or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported into the United States from
factures,
such
foreign nation,
or from
other foreign
such foreign
nation, or
from any
any other
foreign country;
country; the
the sussusnotification being
pension to take
take effect from
from the
the time of
of such notification
given to
to the President,
President, and to
to continue
continue so long as the reciprocal
reciprocal
exemption of
citizens of
exemption
of vessels,
vessels, belonging to
to citizens
of the
the United States,
continued, and no
and their
their cargoes,
cargoes, shall be
be continued,
no longer .. .. .";

Preamble.
Preamble.

AND WHEREAS
proof has
has been
been received
received by me from
AND
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof
the Government
Government of
of Sweden
Sweden that
no discriminating
tonnage
of tonnage
discriminating duties of
that no
the
or imposts
in the
the ports of Sweden upon vessels
imposts are
are imposed
imposed or levied in
or
wholly
to citizens
citizens of
the United
United States,
States, or
the produce,
produce,
or upon
upon the
of the
wholly belonging
belonging to
manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported in such vessels,
vessels, from the
manufactures, or
United
States, or
country:
foreign country:
or from
from any
any foreign
United States,
Sweden.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President
President of the Sweden.
NOW,
Foreign discriminatForeign
discriminatingduties
duties and
and imposts
imposts
United
States of
of America,
of the
the authority vested in me ing
virtue of
America, by virtue
United States
a
gainst, suspended.
suspended.
against,
by
above-quoted statutory
statutory provisions,
declare and
and
do hereby
hereby declare
provisions, do
the above-quoted
by the
proclaim
that the
the foreign
of tonnage
imand imtonnage and
duties of
discriminating duties
foreign discriminating
proclaim that
posts
within the
the United
States are
are suspended
discontinued so
far
so far
and discontinued
suspended and
United States
posts within
manufactures, or
the vessels of Sweden and the produce, manufactures,
as respects the
merchandise
into the United
United States from
said vessels into
in said
imported in
merchandise imported
Effective
and
Effective date and
Sweden
or from
other foreign
foreign country;
country; the
suspension to take duration.
the suspension
any other
from any
Sweden or
duration.
effect
from
the
date
of
this
proclamation,
and
to
continue
so
long
as
as
so
long
to
continue
effect from the date of this proclamation, and
the
reciprocal exemption
exemption of
belonging to
citizens of the
the United
to citizens
of vessels
vessels belonging
the reciprocal
shall be
be continued,
continued, and no longer.
their cargoes
cargoes shall
States and their
IN
TESTIIVIONY WHEREOF
I have hereunto set my hand
WHEREOF I
IN TESTIMONY
and caused
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
States of America
America to
affixed.
to be affixed.
the United
United States
and
DONE at
the City
City of
Washington this
18th day
of April
April in
in the
the
day of
this 18u1
of Washington
DONE
at the
nineteen hundred
and of the
the
hundred and
and forty, and
year of
of our
our Lord nineteen
[
SEAL] Independence
Independence of
of the
the United
States of
of America
the one
one
America the
United States
[SEAL]
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
FRANKUN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
the
President:
President:
the
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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1940
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[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

P
ROCLAMATION OF
OF A
TATE OF
OF WAR
W AR BETWEEN
GERMANY AND
PROCLAMATION
A S
STATE
BETWEEN GERMANY
AND
NORWAY
NORWAY
1940
April 25,
25, 1940

BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE

[No. 2398]

Preamble.

Ante, p.
p. 4.
Ante,
4.
22 U.
U. S.
C., Supp.
Supp.
22
S. C.,
V, §
§245].
245j.
V,

Ante, p.
Ante
p. 11.
11.
22 1
IT. S.
22
. . C.,
C., Stipp.
Supp.

t245J-12.
245J-12.
V. I

Proclamation of
Proclamation
state of war between
between
Germany
Germany and Norway.

Officers to prevent
violations.

Secretary of State
Secretary
State
empowered to pro.
empowered
promutate
mulgate rules, etc.

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
section 1
1of
the joint
joint resolution
approved
WHEREAS section
of the
resolution of
of Congress
Congress approved
November
4, 1939,
1939, provides
November 4,
provides in
in part
part as
as follows:
follows:
"That whenever
whenever the
President, or
the Congress
"That
the President,
or the
Congress by
by concurrent
concurrent
resolution, shall
exists a
state of
of war
war between
forresolution,
shall find
find that
that there
there exists
a state
between foreign
states, and
it is
promote the
the security
security or
or
eign states,
and that
that it
is necessary
necessary to
to promote
preserve the
the United
or to
to protect
lives of
preserve
the peace
peace of
of the
United States
States or
protect the
the lives
of
citizens of
of the
United States,
the President
President shall
proclacitizens
the United
States, the
shall issue
issue aaproclamation naming
the states
states involved;
he shall,
from time
to
mation
naming the
involved; and
and he
shall, from
time to
time,
proclamation, name
name other
other states
states as
time, by
by proclamation,
as and
and when
when they
they may
may
become involved
the war."
become
involved in
in the
war."
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS it
provided by
by section
section 13
13 of
of the
the said
said
AND
it is
is further
further provided
joint resolution
that
joint
resolution that
"The
President
may,
from
to
rules
and"The
regulations,
President
not
may,
in consistent
from time
timewith
to time,
time,
law promulgate
promulgate
as may be such
such
necessary
rules
and regulations, not inconsistent with law as may be necessary
and
proper to
to carry
any of
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of this
this joint
joint resoluand proper
carry out
out any
resolution;
and he
exercise any
any power
power or
or authority
conferred on
tion; and
he may
may exercise
authority conferred
on
joint resolution
through such
officers, or
him by this
this joint
resolution through
such officer
officer or
or officers,
or
agency
agencies, as
as he
shall direct."
agency or
or agencies,
he shall
direct."
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
President of the United States of America,
virtue of
America, acting under
under and
and by
by virtue
of
the authority
resolution, do
do hereby
the
authority conferred
conferred on
on me
me by
by the
the said
said joint
joint resolution,
hereby
state of war
proclaim that a
astate
and
war unhappily
unhappily exists
exists between
between Germany
Germany and
Norway, and that
that it
it is necessary
the security
security and
and prenecessary to
to promote
promote the
preserve the peace
peace of
serve
the lives
citizens
of the United
United States
States and
and to
to protect
protect the
lives of
of citizens
of the United
United States.
States.
And I
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon
upon all
officers of
the United
charged
And
I do
do hereby
all officers
of the
United States,
States, charged
with the execution of the
the laws thereof,
prethereof the utmost
utmost diligence
diligence in
in preventing violations
violations of
the said
said joint
joint resolution
and in
in bringing
to trial
trial
venting
of the
resolution and
bringing to
and
offenders against
and punishment
punishment any
any offenders
against the
the same.
same.
I do hereby
State the
And I
hereby delegate
delegate to the Secretary of State
the power
power to exercise any power
power or authority
authority conferred on me
me by
by the said joint
joint resoluresolution, as made effective by this my proclamation
proclamation issued thereunder,
thereunder,
which is not
which
by Executive
some other
other
not specifically
specifically delegated
delegated by
Executive order
order to
to some
Government, and
officer or agency
agency of this Government,
promulgate
and the power to promulgate
such rules and regulations not inconsistent with law as may be necessary anclproper
and proper to
any of
provisions.
to carry out
out any
of its
its provisions.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto set my hand and
caused the Seal of the United
be affixed
United States of America to be
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 25" day of April, in
year
in the
the year
of our Lord nineteen
forty, and of
nineteen hundred and forty,
of the
the IndeInde[SEAL]
United States
[sEAL1 pendence
pendence of the United
America the
States of America
the one
one hundred
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
Secretary

54
54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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PROCLAIMING
THE NEUTRALITY
PROCLAIMING THE
NEUTRALITY OF
THE UNITED
STATES IN
IN THE
THE W
AR
OF THE
UNITED STATES
WAR
BETWEEN
GERMANY, ON
BETWEEN GERMANY,
THE ONE
NORWAY, ON
ON THE
ON THE
ONE HAND,
HAND, AND
AND NORWAY,
THE
OTHER HAND.
HAND.
OTHER
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
AMERICA

April
25, 1940
April 25,1940
[No. 2399]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
WHEREAS a
of war
between Germany,
WHEREAS
a state
state of
war unhappily
unhappily exists
exists between
Germany, Existence
Existence of
of state
state of
on
the one
hand, and
Norway, on
on the
other hand;
war.
on the
one hand,
and Norway,
war.
the other
hand;
Application
Application of preTHEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresi- vious
proclamation
proclamation exexdent of the United States of America, in order to preserve
preserve the neutral- tended.
ity
ity of
of the
the United
United States
States and
and of its citizens and of
of persons
persons within its
its
territory and
to enforce
laws and
and treaties,
treaties, and
in
territory
and jurisdiction,
jurisdiction, and
and to
enforce its
its laws
and in
that all
all persons,
order that
persons, being
of the
laws
being warned
warned of
of the general
general tenor
tenor of
the laws
of the
the United
United States
States in
behalf, and
and of
of the
the law
of
and treaties of
in this
this behalf,
law of
may thus be
be prevented
prevented from
nations, may
violation of the
from any violation
the same,
same, do
do
hereby
the provisions
provisions of
hereby declare
declare and proclaim that
that all
all of the
of my
my proclamaproclamap. 2629.
tion
5, 1939,
proclaiming the
the neutrality
of the
tion of September
September 5,
1939, proclaiming
neutrality of
the United
United Ante, p.2629.
States
in a
war between
between Germany
France; Poland;
Poland; and
and the
the United
States in
a war
Germany and
and France;
United
Kingdom,
India, Australia
and New
New Zealand
Zealand apply
in respect
respect
Kingdom, India,
Australia and
apply equally
equally in
to
Norway.
to Norway.
IN
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the
Seal of
of the
the United
to be
affixed.
caused
the Seal
United States
States of
of America
America to
be affixed.
DONE
of Washington
25" day
day- of
April, in
the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington this
this 25"
of April,
in the
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
of the
year
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and
and forty,.
forty, and
and of
the
[SEAL] Independence
States of
America the
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United
United States
of America
the one
one
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
hundred
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
By
the President:
HULL
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of
of State.

THE UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
BY
USE OF
OF PORTS
PORTS OR
TERRITORIAL WATERS
W ATERS OF
OF THE
TATES BY
USE
OR TERRITORIAL
S
UBMARINES OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT
BELLIGERENT STATES
STATES
SUBMARINES

BY
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

April 25,
25, 1940
April
1940
--- [No.
[No. 2400r
2400]

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 11 of the Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution approved NovemNovember 4,
ber
4, 1939,
1939, provides:
provides:
"Whenever,
during any
"Whenever, during
which the
is
any war in
in which
the United States is
neutral,
the President
President shall
shall find
find that
special restrictions
restrictions placed
neutral, the
that special
placed
on
use of
of the
the ports
ports and
territorial waters
of the
States
on the
the use
and territorial
waters of
the United
United States
by the
the submarines
or armed
armed merchant
merchant vessels
of a
aforeign
foreign state,
by
submarines or
vessels of
state,
will
serve to
to maintain
maintain peace
United States
States and
the United
and
peace between
between the
will serve
foreign
states, or
to protect
protect the
the commercial
commercial interests
interests of
of the
the
foreign states,
or to
United States
States and
citizens, or
to promote
promote the
the security
security of
of
and its
its citizens,
or to
United
the United
and shall
shall make
proclamation thereof,
thereof, it
it shall
shall
make proclamation
United States,
States, and
the
thereafter
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any such
armed meror armed
mersuch .submarine
submarine or
thereafter be

chant
waters of
of the
the United
United
the territorial
territorial waters
to enter
enter a
a port
port or
or the
chant vessel
vessel to
States
or to
to depart
therefrom, except
except under
such conditions
and
conditions and
under such
depart therefrom,
States or
President may prescribe.
as the
the President
such limitations
limitations as
subject to such
Whenever, in
the conditions
which have
have caused
caused
Whenever,
in his
his judgment,
judgment, the
conditions which
him to
ceased to
to exist,
!oast, he
he shall
shall
his proclamation
proclamation have
have ceased
him
to issue
issue his
revoke
his
proclamation
and
the
provisions
of
this
section
shall
section
shall
the
provisions
of
this
his
proclamation
and
revoke
thereupon cease
apply, except
prior
to offenses
offenses committed
committed prior
except as
as to
cease to
to apply,
thereupon
to such revocation."

Preamble.
Preamble.
Ante,
p.9.
Ante p.
p9.
22 U.
U. S.
22
S. C.,
C, BUM
Bupp.
245J-10.
V, §
O24W-10.
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PROCLAMATIONS—
APR.25,
25, 30,
30, 1940
1940
PROCLAMATIONS-APR.

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS there
there exists
state of
of war
war between
and
exists a
a state
between Germany
Germany and
Norway;
Norway;
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the United
United States of
of America
is neutral
neutral in
such war;
America is
in such
war;
Ante, p. 2672.
22.
WHEREAS by my proclamation
proclamation of
WHEREAS
of November
November 4,
4, 1939,
1939, issued
issued
pursuant to the
provision of
of law
quoted above,
above, II placed
placed special
the provision
law quoted
special
restrictions on the use of ports
territorial waters
of the
ports and
and territorial
waters of
the United
United
States by the submarines of France;
France; Germany;
Germany; Poland;
the United
Poland; and
and the
United
Kingdom, India, Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada, New
New Zealand,
Zealand, and
and the
the Union
Union of
of
South
Africa;
South Africa;
Application of
of prepreApplication
NOW, THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresivious proclamation extended.
tended,
dent of the United
America, acting
acting under
under and
and by
virtue of
of
United States
States of
of America,
by virtue
the authority vested in
in me
by the
provision of
section
11
me by
the foregoing
foregoing provision
of section 11
of the Joint
Joint Resolution
approved November
4, 1939,
by this
this
Resolution approved
November 4,
1939, do
do by
proclamation
proclamation declare and proclaim
that the
provisions of
of my
proclaim that
the provisions
my proclaproclaNovember 4, 1939,
mation of November
regard to
the ports
ports and
and
1939, in
in regard
to the
the use
use of
of the
territorial waters of the United
United States,
States, exclusive
of the
exclusive of
the Canal
Canal Zone,
Zone,
by the submarines of
France; Germany;
the United
of France;
Germany; Poland;
Poland; and
and the
United
Kingdom, India, Australia,
Australia, Canada, New
Kingdom,
New Zealand,
Zealand, and
the Union
and the
Union of
of
South Africa,
Africa, shall also apply to
to the
the ports
ports and
and territorial
territorial
the use
use of
of the
States, exclusive
waters of the United States,
the Canal
Canal Zone,
by the
exclusive of
of the
Zone, by
the
submarines of
submarines
of Norway.
Norway.
Officers
to
prevent
fcrs to prevent
upon all
AND II do hereby enjoin upon
all officers
officers of
of the
the United
United States,
States,
violation&
charged with
the execution
charged
with the
execution of the laws thereof, the utmost diligence
diligence
in preventing violations of the said Joint Resolution, and this my
proclamationissued
in
preventing issued
violations
thereunder,
of the said
and in
Joint
bringing
Resolution,
to triala
and
n d thi
punishs my
proclamation
thereunder,
and in
bringing to trial and punishment any offenders against
the same.
same.
against the
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have
set my
my hand
and
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
caused the Seal of the United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this
day- of
of April,
April, in
in the
the
this 25"
25" day
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty,
f
or ty, and
an d of
the
our Lord
of the
[SEAL]
NEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of
America the
of America
the one
one
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

NATIONAL MARITIME
NATIONAL
M ARITIME DAY-1940
DAY-1940
Apr1130,
April
30, 1940
[No. 2401]

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
*UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

36 U. S.. a.
C. iI145.
Di&

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the first successful transoceanic
voyage under
steam
transoceanic voyage
under steam
propulsion
was made by the steamship The Savannah,
propulsion was
Savannah, which
which set
set sail
sail
from Savannah,
Savannah, Georgia,
Georgia, on
May 22,
and
on May
22, 1819;
1819; and
WHEREAS,
WHEREAS, in
in commemoration
commemoration o
th e material
material contribution
thus
offthe
contribution thus
made
to the
made to
the advancement
advancement of
of ocean
ocean transportation,
transportation, the Congress by aa
joint
resolution of
20, 1933
1933 (48 Stat. 73), designated May
joint resolution
of May
May 20,
May 22
22 of
of
each
year
as National
National Maritime Day and requested.
requested the President
each year as
to
President to
issue annually
proclamation calling
annually a
a proclamation
calling for
observance
for the
the appropriate
appropriate observance
of the day; and
it is proper
that public
WHEREAS it
proper that
recognition should
given to
public recognition
should be
be given
to
the courage,
vision and achievem
achievements
courage, vision,
en t
s of
of the
the officers
and seamen
seamen of
of
officers and
the American
American merchant
marine and to the eminence of American inthe
merchant marine
ventors and
engineers in
in the
of navigation;
naigation;
ventors
and engineers
the science
science of

NOW,
THEEFORE, I,
National Maitin
Maritime
I FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiDObwru
dent
o
of
May
of the United States of America, do hereby call
call npon,
upon. the people
people
DIffieervanoe on May
of
3,B3o
the United
12•1940.
United States
States to observe
Natimol Maritime
of the
observe May 22, 1940, as National

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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Apr.
Apr

May

30,
3,

30,

1940

1940
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Day by
displaying the
the flag
flag at
their homes
or other suitable places and
homes or
at their
by displaying
Day
Government
do
direct
Government
officials
to
display
the
the flag on all Government
display
to
officials
Government
do direct
buildings
on that day.
buildings on
IN
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
to be affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
affixed.
America
of
States
United
the
of
seal
caused the
DONE
the City
of Washington
Washington this
30" day of April,
April, in the
this 30"
City of
at the
DONE at
and
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and of the
hundred
nineteen
year of our Lord
the one
America
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
of
States
United
the
of
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
SUMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER

Acting
Secretary of
of State.
Acting Secretary

"I
Am AN
AN AMERICAN
DAY"-1940
AMERICAN DAY"-1940
"I AM
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

May 3, 1940
May3,1940
[No. 2902]
2402]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS, the
the preamble
Resolution 67, 76th Congress,
Public Resolution
to Public
preamble to
WHEREAS,
3d Session,
Session, approved
May 3,
1940, recites:
recites:
3, 1940,
approved May
3d
"Whereas
two million
million young
young men and women in the
some two
"Whereas some
United
States
each
year
reach
the
age
twenty-one years; and
age of twenty-one
the
reach
year
each
States
United
our
citizens of our
"Whereas
it
is
desirable
that
the
sovereign
"Whereas it is desirable that the
impressed
and
Nation
be
prepared
for
the
responsibilities
with
responsibilities
the
Nation be prepared for
Republic";
the significance
of their
their status
in our
self-governing Republic";
our self-governing
status in
significance of
the
AND WHEREAS
said public
public resolution provides:
the said
WHEREAS the
AND
"That
the third
third Sunday
May each
each year
year be, and hereby
hereby is,
in May
Sunday in
"That the
United
the
President
the
set
aside
as
Citizenship
Day
and
that
of
that
set aside as Citizenship Day and
a
annually
to
States
is
hereby
authorized
and
requested
issue
annually
a
requested
and
authorized
States is hereby
the
for
occasion
proclamation
aside that
that day
as aapublic occasion
day as
setting aside
proclamation setting
have
naturalization, have
recognition
who, by
by coming
coming of age or naturalization,
all who,
of all
recognition of
designated
be
shall
day
the
attained
the
status
of
citizenship,
and
designated
and
citizenship,
of
status
the
attained
as 'I
'I Am.
Am An American Day'.
as
"That
authorities of States, counties,
educational authorities
and educational
civil and
the civil
"That the
cities, and
and they
are hereby,
hereby, urged to make plans
they are
be, and
towns be,
and towns
cities,
for
the
proper
observance
of
this
day
and
and for the full instruction
day
this
of
for the proper observance
opportunities as
and opportunities
of
future
citizens
in
their
responsibilities
responsibilities
their
in
citizens
future
of
localities in
citizens
of
the
United
States
and
of
the
States
and
and localities
States
citizens of the United States and of the
which
which they reside.
attempting
"Nothing
shall be
be construed
construed as
as changing,
changing, or attempting
herein shall
"Nothing herein
comaltogether
to
change,
the
time
or
mode
of
any
of
the
many
altogether
many
the
of
to change, the time or mode of any
time
mendable
observances
of
similar
nature
now
being
held
from
being
now
nature
similar
of
observances
mendable
to time,
or periodically,
but to
to the
contrary, such
practices are
such practices
the contrary,
periodically, but
time, or
to
hereby
praised and
and encouraged.
encouraged.
hereby praised
decree of
"SEc.
2. Either
time of
the rendition
of the
the decree
rendition of
of the
the time
at the
Either at
"SEC. 2.
naturalization
at such
such other
time as
as the
fix, the
may fi,
judge may
the judge
other time
or at
naturalization or
newly
the
judge
or
someone
designated
by
him
shall
address
shall
judge or someone designated by him
Government
our
of
naturalized
citizen
upon
the
form
and
genius
of
Government
genius
and
form
the
upon
citizen
naturalized
and the privileges
of citizenshipbeing the
it being
citizenship; it
responsibilities of
and responsibilities
the privileges and
and
intent and
purpose
of
this
section
to
enlist
the
aid
of
ihe
judiciary,
judiciary,
the
of
aid
the
enlist
intent and purpose of this section to
in
civil and
educational authorities,
authorities, and patriand educational
with civil
cooperation with
in cooperation
otic organizations
continuous effort
effort to
dignify and emphasize
to dignify
a continuous
in a
organizations in
otic
the significance
of citizenship."
citizenship."
significance of
the
193470*
--41
193470°-41-PT.

---
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Preamble.
Prmble.
Ante,p.178.

2702
2702
"I Am An American Day."
Sunday, May
19,
May 19,
Sunday,
designated as.
1940, designated
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154 STAT.

NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
President
ROOSEVELT, President
D. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
of
the
United
States
of
America,
pursuant
to
the
aforesaid
public
public
aforesaid
of the United States of America, pursuant to the
resolution,
hereby
designate
Sunday,
May
19,
1940,
as
"I
Am
An
An
Am
"I
as
1940,
19,
May
Sunday,
designate
hereby
resolution,
American Day"
the day
observed as
as aapublic
public ococbe observed
day be
that the
I urge
urge that
and I
Day" and
American
casion
in
recognition
of
our
citizens
who
have
attained
their
majority
majority
their
attained
have
who
citizens
our
casion in recognition of
or who
who have
have been
within the
past year.
year.
the past
naturalized within
been naturalized
or
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
set my
my hand
and
hand and
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
of
America
States
United
the
of
seal
caused the
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
of May,
in the
the year
year of
of
May, in
day of
this 3d
DONE
3 d day
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and
of
the
IndepenIndepenof
the
and
forty,
and
hundred
our Lord nineteen
[SEAL]
dence of
of the
the United
of America
hundred
one hundred
the one
America the
States of
United States
[SEAL] dence
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
and
sixty-ou .
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By
the President:
President:
By the
SUMNE RW
ELLE S
WELLES
SUMNER
Acting
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary

I
TALY—SUSPENSION OF
DUTIES
TONNAGE DUTIES
OF TONNAGE
ITALY-SUSPENSION
May
1940
7,1940
May 7,
[No. 2403]
24031

AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

PROCLAMATION
A
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.

Foreign discriminattonnage,
ing duties of tonnage,
etc., against Italy,
suspended.
Suspended.

WHEREAS section
section 4228
4228 of
Revised Statutes of the United
of the Revised
WHEREAS
States,
amended by
by the
13, 30 Stat. 214
the act of July 24, 1897, c. 13,
as amended
States, as
follows:
(U.
C., title
title 46,
141), provides,
provides, in
in part,
part, as follows:
sec. 141),
46, sec.
S. C.,
(U. S.

the President,
"Upon
given to
President, by the
to the
being given
proof being
satisfactory proof
"Upon satisfactory
government of
of any
any foreign
nation, that
discriminating duties
that no discriminating
foreign nation,
government
the ports of such
of
or imposts
imposts are
imposed or
levied in the
or levied
are imposed
tonnage or
of tonnage
citizens of the United
nation upon
upon vessels
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
belonging to citizens
nation
States,
or upon
upon the
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise
the produce,
States, or
foreign
or from any foreign
imported
same from
from the
United States
States or
the United
the same
in the
imported in
proclamation, declaring
country,
the President
declaring
may issue his proclamation,
President may
country, the
impost
that the
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost
foreign discriminating
the foreign
that
discontinued, so far
within the
the United
United States
suspended and discontinued,
are suspended
States are
within
as respects
of such
such foreign
foreign nation, and the produce,
vessels of
the vessels
respects the
as
manufactures, or
or merchandise
United States
imported into the United
merchandise imported
manufactures,
from
such foreign
nation, or
or from any other foreign country; the
foreign nation,
from such
suspension to take
notification being
take effect from the time of such notification
suspension
given to
the President,
President, and
continue so long as the reciprocal
reciprocal
and to continue
to the
given
exemption
of vessels,
belonging to
citizens of the United States,
to citizens
vessels, belonging
exemption of
. .";
. .
shall be continued,
and their
their cargoes,
continued, and no longer .
cargoes, shall
and
AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof has been received by me from
AND
discriminating duties of tonnage
the Government
tonnage or
of Italy that no discriminating
Government of
the
imposts are
are imposed
levied in
in the
ports of
of Italy upon
upon vessels wholly
the ports
or levied
imposed or
imposts
belonging to
produce, manuUnited States, or upon the produce,
the United
to citizens
citizens of the
belonging
factures, or
imported in such vessels, from the United
United
merchandise imported
or merchandise
factures,
country:
States
or from
any foreign
foreign country:
from any
States, or
NOW, TH
EREFORE, I,
Franklin D.
Roosevelt, President of the
D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
THEREFORE,
NOW,
United
States of
America, by virtue of the authority vested in me
of America,
United States
by the
the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory
statutory provisions, do hereby declare and
by
discriminating duties of tonnage and imposts
proclaim
that the
the foreign
foreign discriminating
proclaim that
within the
discontinued so far as
United States are suspended and discontinued
the United
within
produce, manufactures, or merrespects
vessels of
of Italy
Italy and the produce
the vessels
respects the

vessels into the United States from Italy
chandise imported in said vessels

54
TAT.]
54 S
STAT.]
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or from
any other
country; the
the suspension
to take
from
effect from
take effect
suspension to
foreign country;
other foreign
or
from any
as the reciprocal
the date
of this
this proclamation,
to continue
continue so
so long as
and to
proclamation, and
the
date of
exemption of
of vessels
vessels belonging
to citizens
citizens of
United States and
of the
the United
belonging to
exemption
their cargoes
cargoes shall
be continued,
continued, and
and no
no longer.
longer.
shall be
their
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
I have
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
caused the
of America
America to
affixed.
to be affixed.
States of
United States
of the
the United
seal of
the seal
caused
th
DONE
at the
this 77th
day
year
day of May in the year
Washington this
of Washington
City of
the City
DONE at
and of the Indeof our
our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty, and
Lord nineteen
of
one hundred
[BEAL] pendence
pendence of
of the
the United
United States
America the one
hundred
of America
States of
[SEAL]
and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.

By the
President:
the President:
By

Effective date; duduEffective
ration.

FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

THE
PROCLAMATION OF
AS
TATE OF
AR BETWEEN
GERMANY, ON
ON THE
BETWEEN GERMANY,
OF W
WAR
STATE
OF A
PROCLAMATION
NETHERLANDS,
ONE
AND THE
THE NETHERLANDS,
LUXEMBURG, AND
BELGIUM, LUXEMBURG,
AND BELGIUM,
HAND, AND
ONE HAND,
ON
THE OTHER
HAND
OTHER HAND
ON THE
AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

May 11,
11, 1940
M194
May
flgo. 2404]
2404
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
section 1
1of
resolution of Congress approved
joint resolution
the joint
of the
WHEREAS section

November 4,
provides in
part as
follows:
as follows:
in part
1939, provides
4, 1939,
November

concurrent
"That
whenever the President, or the Congress by concurrent
"That whenever
resolution,
shall find
there exists
exists a
a state
state of
between
war between
of war
that there
find that
resolution, shall
foreign
states, and
and that
is necessary
necessary to promote the security
it is
that it
foreign states,
or preserve
the peace
the United
States or to protect the lives
United States
of the
peace of
preserve the
or
a procof
citizens
of
the
States,
the
President shall issue a
the
States,
United
the
of
citizens
of
lamation
states involved; and he shall, from time to
naming the states
lamation naming
and when they may
time,
by proclamation,
proclamation, name
name other
states as
as and
other states
time, by
become involved
involved in the
the war."
become
AND WHEREAS
it is
is further
further provided
section 13 of the said
by section
provided by
WHEREAS it
AND
joint
resolution that
that
joint resolution
"The
President may,
may, from
from time
time to
to time, promulgate such rules
"The President
and
with law as may be necessary
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
regulations, not
and regulations,
this joint
joint resoand proper
proper to
to carry
out any
any of
of the
resoof this
the provisions
provisions of
carry out
and
conferred
lution;
he may
authority conferred
may exercise
exercise any power or authority
and he
lution; and
on
him by
by this
joint resolution
resolution through such
such officer or officers, or
this joint
on him

Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante, IN 4.
4.
Ante,..

V,
O., Snpp.
22U.
s. °.,
2211 •
B.
BuPP.V.

6 245j.
241.

Ants, pl. 11.
11.
AntI,p.
22 U. 8.. O.,
0., 8pp.V,
Stipp. V,
22.

f
246J-12.
1246j-L

agency
agencies, as
as he
direct."
shall direct."
he shall
or agencies,
agency or

Proclamation
of
Proclamation of
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
Presi- state
ROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
NOW, THEREFORE,
state of
war between
between
of war
desi
g
nated
powers.
powers.
desigated
by virtue of
dent
United States
of America,
America, acting
under and by
acting under
States of
the United
of the
dent of
the
authority conferred
conferred on
by the
said joint
joint resolution,
hereby
resolution, do hereby
the said
me by
on me
the authority
proclaim
a state
of war
war unhappily
between Germany,
exists between
unhappily exists
state of
that a
proclaim that
on
one hand,
and Belgium,
Belgium, Luxemburg,
Luxemburg, and
and the
the Netherlands,
Netherlands,
hand, and
the one
on the
on
the
other
hand,
and
that
it
is
necessary
to
promote
the security
security
the
promote
to
necessary
it
is
that
on the other hand, and
and
preserve the
the peace
peace of
and to
to protect
protect the
the lives
lives
States and
United States
of the
the United
and preserve
of
the United
United States.
States.
of the
citizens of
of citizens
°Moors to
to ;avowing
prxmet
Offirs
And IIdo
do hereby
enjoin upon
all officers
charged vicdations.
v haaK>&
States, charged
United States,
the United
of the
officers of
upon all
hereby enjoin
And
with
the laws
utmost diligence
diligence in
prein prethe utmost
thereof, the
laws thereof,
of the
execution of
the execution
with the
venting violations
violations of
of the
the said
said joint
resolution and
and in
in bringing
to trial
trial
bringing to
joint resolution
venting
and punishment
punishment any
any offenders
the same.
same.
against the
offenders against
and

2704
Dele
gationofpowers
Delegationofpowers
to Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
to
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[54 STAT.
STAT.
[54

And
hereby delegate
delegate to
to the
the power
power to
to
And I
I do
do hereby
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State the
exercise
power or
conferred on
by the
the said
joint
exercise any
any power
or authority
authority conferred
on me
me by
said joint
resolution, as
as made
effective by
by this
my proclamation
issued therethereresolution,
made effective
this my
proclamation issued
under,
which is
is not
not specifically
specifically delegated
by Executive
Executive order
order to
some
under, which
delegated by
to some
other officer
officer or
Government, and
and the
power to
to promulother
or agency
agency of
of this
this Government,
the power
promulgate such
rules and
and regulations
inconsistent with
with law
law as
may be
gate
such rules
regulations not
not inconsistent
as may
be
necessary and
proper to
out any
any of
its provisions.
provisions.
necessary
and proper
to carry
carry out
of its
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
caused the
the Seal
of the
the United
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
caused
Seal of
United States
States of
DONE
City of
eleventh day
day of
in the
the
DONE at
at the
the City
of Washington
Washington this
this eleventh
of May,
May, in
year of
and of
of the
year
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty,
forty, and
the
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
of the
United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
the United
[SEAL]
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

PROCLAIMING THE
THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES IN
IN THE
AR
PROCLAIMING
THE NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY OF
OF THE
STATES
THE W
WAR
BETWEEN GERMANY,
THE ONE
HAND, AND
BELGIUM, LUXEMBETWEEN
GERMANY, ON
ON THE
ONE HAND,
AND BELGIUM,
LUXEMBURG,
AND THE
BURG, AND
THE NETHERLANDS,
NETHERLANDS, ON
ON THE
THE OTHER
OTHER HAND
HAND
May 11,
11, 1940
1940
May
[No. 24051
[No.
2405]

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
AMERICA
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Preamble.
o(
Existeneof
Existence
of state
state of

WHEREAS aastate
of war
between Germany,
on
Germany, on
exists between
war unhappily
unhappily exists
state of
WHEREAS
the one hand, and Belgium, Luxemburg,
Luxemburg, and
Netherlands, on
the
and the
the Netherlands,
on the
other
hand;
other hand;
Application of prior
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
PresiROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW, THEREFORE,
prplication of prir
proclamation
extended.
tedaed.
dent of the United States of America,
America, in order to preserve the neutrality
of the
United States
States and
of its
citizens and
and of
of persons
persons within
within its
ity of
the United
and of
its citizens
its
territory
and jurisdiction,
enforce its
its laws
treaties, and
territory and
jurisdiction, and
and to
to enforce
laws and
and treaties,
and in
in
warned of
the general
of the
the laws
order that all
all persons, being warned
of the
general tenor
tenor of
laws
of the United
and treaties of
behalf, and
of the
the law
law of
United States
States in this
this behalf,
and of
of
nations, may thus be prevented
nations,
prevented from any
violation of
the same,
same, do
do
any violation
of the
hereby declare
and proclaim
proclaim that
that all
of the
provisions of
proclamahereby
declare and
all of
the provisions
of my
my proclamaAlite, p.2629.
An.,
p. 629.
tion of
of September
the neutrality
the United
United
September 5,
5, 1939,
1939, proclaiming
proclaiming the
neutrality of
of the
between Germany
France; Poland;
Poland; and
and the
the United
United
States in a
a war
war between
Germany and
and France;
Kingdom,
respect
Kingdom, India, Australia
Australia and New Zealand apply equally in respect
to Belgium, Luxemburg,
Luxemburg, and the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and
hereunto set
caused
the Seal
Seal of
of the
the United
of America
America to
be affixed.
caused the
United States
States of
to be
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington this eleventh
eleventh day of May, in the
and of
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred and forty, and
of the
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.

war.
wr.

By the
the President:
President:
By

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.

FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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BY
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
USE OF
PORTS OR
W ATERS OF
OF THE
STATES BY
TERRITORIAL WATERS
OR TERRITORIAL
OF PORTS
USE
STATES
BELLIGERENT
S
UBMARINES
OF
FOREIGN
BELLIGERENT
S
TATES
FOREIGN
OF
SUBMARINES
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

11, 1940
May 11,
[No. 2406]
2408)
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
WHEREAS section
11 of
the Joint
Joint Resolution
Resolution approved
approved November
November Ante,
Preamble.
of the
section 11
p. 9.
WHEREAS
4, 1939, provides:
provides:
Ante,
22
9. Supp.
Bopp. V,
22 U. S.p.. C.,
4,1939,
245j-10.
"Whenever,
any war
war in which the United States is §245j-10.
during any
"Whenever, during
neutral, the
the President
President shall
shall find
find that
restrictions placed
placed
that special restrictions
neutral,
of the United
on
the
use
of
the
ports
and
territorial
waters
waters
on the use of the ports and territorial
States by
by the
the submarines
foreign
or armed merchant vessels of aaforeign
submarines or
States
state, will
will serve
maintain peace
peace between
between the United States and
to maintain
serve to
state,
foreign
or to
to protect
protect the
the commercial
commercial interests of the
states, or
foreign states,
United
States
and
its
citizens,
or
to
promote
the security of the
promote the
to
or
citizens,
United States and its
it shall
United
States,
and
shall
make
proclamation
thereof,
thereof, it
proclamation
make
shall
and
States,
United
merchant
armed
or
submarine
thereafter be
be unlawful
unlawful for
for any
any such
merchant
such
thereafter
vessel to
enter a
or the
the territorial
territorial waters
waters of the United
port or
a port
to enter
vessel
States
except under such conditions
therefrom, except
depart therefrom,
to depart
or to
States or
and
subject
to
such
limitations
as
the President
President may prescribe.
prescribe.
and subject to such limitations as the
caused
have
Whenever,
in
his
judgment,
the
conditions
which
caused
which
conditions
the
Whenever, in his judgment,
shall
him
to
issue
his
proclamation
have
ceased
to
exist,
he
revoke
exist,
to
ceased
have
proclamation
his
him to issue
his
proclamation and
the provisions
this section shall thereof this
provisions of
and the
his proclamation
to
committed
upon
cease
to
apply,
except
as
to
offenses
committed prior to
offenses
to
as
except
upon cease to apply,
such
revocation."
such revocation."
the
between Germany on the
WHEREAS there
exists a
a state
of war
war between
state of
there exists
WHEREAS
hand;
other
on
one
hand
and
Belgium
and
the
Netherlands
the
hand;
one hand and Belgium and the Netherlands
WHEREAS the
United States
of America
America is
in such war;
neutral in
is neutral
States of
the United
WHEREAS
p. 2672.
WHEREAS by
my
proclamation
of
November
4,
1939, issued
Ante, p. 2872.
issued pur- Ante,
1939,
4,
November
of
proclamation
my
by
WHEREAS
suant to
to the
provision of
law quoted
placed special restrictions
above, IIplaced
quoted above,
of law
the provision
suant
on
the
use
of
ports
and
territorial
waters
of
the United
United States by the
the
of
waters
territorial
and
ports
of
on the use
United Kingdom,
submarines
of
France;
Germany;
Poland;
and
the
and
submarines of France; Germany; Poland;
India,
Australia,
Canada,
New
Zealand,
and
the
Union
of
Africa;
South Africa;
of South
Union
the
and
Zealand,
Canada, New
Australia,
India,
of prior
Application
NOW,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT,
President
Application of prior
President
exROOSEVELT,
D.
proclamation
I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
tonded.
of the Fu
virtue of
of
the United
United States
States of
and by
by virtue
rgda
.mation exacting under and
America, acting
of America,
of the
authority vested
vested in
in me
by the
the foregoing
provision of section 11 of
foregoing provision
me by
authority
the
Joint
Resolution
approved
November
4,
procla1939, do by this procla4,
November
approved
Resolution
Joint
the
of
mation
declare
and
proclaim
that
provisions
of my proclamation
the
mation declare and prolaim that
of November
in regard
regard to
to the
the use of the ports and territorial
territorial
1939, in
4 1939,
November 4,
of
of the Canal Zone, by the
waters of
the United
States, exclusive
exclusive of
United States,
of the
waters
Kidom,
submarines
of France;
France; Germany;
and the
United Kingdom,
the United
Poland; and
Germany; Poland;
submarines of
India,
Australia,
Canada,
New
Zealand,
and
the
Union
of
South
of Sout
Union
the
and
Zealand,
New
Canada,
Australia,
India,
waters
territorial
Africa,
shall
also
apply
to
the
use
of
the
ports
and
and
ports
the
of
use
Africa, shall also apply to the
of the
the United
States, exclusive
exclusive of
the Canal
submarines
Canal Zone, by the submarines
of the
United States,
of
of Belgium
the Netherlands.
Netherlands.
and the
Belgium and
of
officers
prevemt
Officers to prevent
States, violations.
AND
upon all
of the
the United States
.
olations.
officers of
all officers
enjoin upon
hereby enjoin
do hereby
I do
AND I
utmost diligence
thereof,
lawss t
charged with
hereof, the
the utmost diligence vi
with the execution of the law
charged
in
violations of
of the
Resolution, and this my
Joint Resolution,
said Joint
the said
preventing violations
in preventing
proclamation
trial and punishto trial
bringing to
in bringing
and in
thereunder, and
issued thereunder,
proclamation issued
the
ment
any
offenders
against
same.
against
offenders
ment any
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
hand and
my hand
set my
have hereunto
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
be
caused
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
affixed.
America
of
States
of the United
the Seal
caused
DONE at
the City
of Washington
Washington this
eleventh day
day of
of May,
May, in
this eleventh
City of
DONE at the
the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and
and of
forty,
and
hundred
the year of our Lord nineteen
one
the
[SEAL]
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
America
of
States
United
the
of
[SEAL] the Independence
hundred
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
Vi
lOUUO" JiA
IN D
D ROOSEVELT
FRANK
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary
of Stat.
State.
Seretary of
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[54 STAT.

P
ROCLAMATION OF
OF A
AS
TATE OF
AR BETWEEN
BETWEEN ITALY,
ITALY, ON
THE ONE
ONE
ON THE
OF W
WAR
STATE
PROCLAMATION
HAND,
A
ND
F
RANCE
AND
THE
UNITED
KINGDOM,
ON
THE
OTHER
OTHER
THE
ON
KINGDOM,
UNITED
THE
AND
FRANCE
HAND, AND
HAND
HAND
June
June 10, 1940
1940
[No.
24071
[No. 24071

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF
BY
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Preamble.
Ante, p. 4.
22
II. S.
C., Supp. V,
V.
S.C.,
22U.
245j.
245j.

Ante, p 11.
upp.v,
AU.'BeoS
M
1J. B. C., Supp.
V.
245j-12.
2465-12.

WHEREAS section
section 1
1of
the joint
joint resolution
resolution of
Congress approved
approved
of Congress
of the
WHEREAS
November
4,
1939,
provides
in
part
as
follows:
follows:
as
part
in
provides
1939,
4,
November
"That
the President,
or the
the Congress
by concurrent
concurrent
Congress by
President, or
whenever the
"That whenever
resolution, shall
find that
that there
exists a
state of
forwar between
between forof war
a state
there exists
shall find
resolution,
eign
states, and
that it
to promote
the security
security or
or
promote the
necessary to
it is
is necessary
and that
eign states,
preserve the
States or
to protect
of
lives of
the lives
protect the
or to
the United
United States
of the
peace of
the peace
preserve
citizens
proclamaissue aaproclamashall issue
President shall
the President
States, the
United States
of the
the United
citizens of
tion
naming the
states involved;
from time
time to
to time,
shall, from
he shall,
and he
involved; and
the states
tion naming
by
name other
other states
states as
they may become
and when
when they
as and
by proclamation,
proclamation, name
involved in
war."
in the war."
involved
AND
WHEREAS it
it is
is further
further provided
section 13
13 of
said
the said
of the
by section
provided by
AND WHEREAS
joint resolution that
"The
from time
to time,
promulgate such
rules
such rules
time, promulgate
time to
may, from
President may,
"The President
be necessary
and regulations,
regulations, not
may be
with law as may
inconsistent with
not inconsistent
and
resoluand
proper to
to carry
out any
the provisions
of this joint resoluprovisions of
of the
any of
carry out
and proper
him
tion;
may exercise
conferred on hira
power or authority conferred
exercise any power
he may
and he
tion; and
by
officer or officers, or agency
agency
through such officer
resolution through
joint resolution
by this
this joint
or
agencies, as
he shall
direct.
shall direct."
as he
or agencies,

Proclamation
Proolamation of
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
President
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
FRANKLIN D.
NOW, THEREFORE,
state of war between
designated powers.
of
America, acting under and by virtue of the
of America,
States of
United States
of the
the United

Oflloers
prevent
Offoers to prevent
violations.

powDelegation of pow..
Delegation
era to Seiretary
Seretary of
era
State.
State.

proauthority conferred
by the
said joint
hereby proresolution, do hereby
joint resolution,
the said
me by
on me
conferred on
authority
Italy, on the one
claim that
that a
state of
of war
unhappily exists between
between Italy,
war unhappily
a state
claim
Kingdom, on the other hand, and
hand ? and
France and
and the
United Kingdom,
the United
and France
hand,
that
it is
is necessary
promote the security and preserve the peace of
to promote
necessary to
that it
the United
the lives of citizens of the United
and to protect the
States and
the
United States
States.
States.
the United States,
AND
do hereby
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon all officers of the
AND II do
charged with
the execution
execution of
of the
laws thereof,
diligence
utmost diligence
the laws
thereof, the utmost
charged
with the
joint resolution and in bringing to
in preventing
of the
the said
said joint
in
preventing violations of
trial and
the same.
same.
against the
any offenders
offenders against
trial
and punishment
punishment any
AND I
do hereby
Secretary of
power to
of State
State the
the power
delegate to
to the
the Secretary
AND
I do
hereby delegate
authority conferred
exercise
power or authority
conferred on me by the said joint
any power
exercise any
this my
my proclamation
resolution,
proclamation issued theremade effective
effective by this
resolution, as made
under,
is not
not specifically
Executive order
order to
to some
delegated by
by Executive
which is
specifically delegated
under, which
other officer
or agency
of this
this Government,
and the
power to
to promulpromulGovernment, and
the power
other
officer or
agency of
gate such
rules and
law as
as may
may be
inconsistent with
with law
and regulations
regulations not inconsistent
gate
such rules
necessary and
and proper
carry out
of its
proper to
to carry
out any
any of
its provisions.
provisions.
necessary
set my hand and
IN
hereunto set
I have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
the Seal
Seal of
the United
United States
of America
America to
to be
affixed.
of the
States of
be affixed.
caused
DONE at
the city
city of
tenth day
of June,
June, in
in the
the
of Washington
Washington this
this tenth
day of
DONE
at the
year of our Lord nineteen
the
nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
of America
America the one
[SEAL]
of the
one
States of
the United States
Independence of
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
hundred
and sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
10.20 p.
p. m
m E.
E. S.
T.
10.20
S. T.
President:
By the President:

CORDELL HULL
HULL
COBDELL

Secretary of State.
Secretary
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WAR
IN THE
STATES
PROCLAIMING THE
THE NEUTRALITY
NEUTRALITY OF
UNITED S
TATES IN
THE W
AR
THE UNITED
OF THE
PROCLAIMING
UNITED
THE UNITED
BETWEEN I
TALY, ON
ON THE
HAND, AND
AND THE
FRANCE AND
AND FRANCE
ONE HAND,
THE ONE
ITALY,
BETWEEN
HAND.
THE OTItER
KINGDOM, ON
ON THE
OTHER HAND.
KINGDOM,
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

June 10,
1940
0,1940
June

[No. 2408]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
WHEREAS a
unhappily exists between Italy, on the Preamble.
war unhappily
of war
state of
a state
WHEREAS
hand;
other
the
one hand,
and France
France and
and the
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, on
hand;
hand, and
one
Application
of prior
pplicationofprior
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
ROOSEVELT, Presi- proclamation
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
exNOW,
dent
of the
in order to 'preserve the neu- tended.
America, in
of America,
States of
United States
the United
dent of
trality
of its citizens and of persons within
and of
States and
United States
the United
of the
trality of
its
territory
and
jurisdiction,
and
to enforce
treaties, and
enforce its laws and treaties,
its territory and jurisdiction, and to
tenor
in
order
that
all
persons,
being
warned
of
general
of the laws
the
of
warned
being
persons,
in order that all
the law of
and
and
treaties
of
the
United
States
in
this
behalf,
of
behalf,
this
in
States
United
the
of
treaties
and
same, do
the
of
nations,
may
thus
be
prevented
from
any
violation
violation
any
nations, may thus be prevented from
proclamamy
of
provisions
the
hereby
declare
and
proclaim
that
all
proclamaof
all
that
proclaim
hereby declare and
Ante, p. 2629.
2629.

United
the neutrality
tion of
1939, proclaiming
neutrality of the
the United
proclaiming the
5, 1939,
September 5,
of September
tion

Ante, p.

States in
in a
awar
Germany and
France; Poland; and the United
and France;
between Germany
war between
States
respect
Kingdom,
India,
Australia
and
New
Zealand
apply
equally in respect
apply equally
Zealand
New
and
Kingdom, India, Australia
to
Italy.
to Italy.
IN
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
I have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
to be affixed.
America
of
caused
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
States
United
the
caused the Seal of
the
DONE
the City
of Washington
Washington this tenth day of June, in the
City of
at the
DONE at
of
and
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
the
and
hundred
year of our Lord nineteen
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
States of
of America
America the one
one
United States
the United
of the
[SEAL]
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
10.20
p. m
S. T.
7'.
S.
E.
m E.
10.20 p.
E.S. T.
By the
President:
the President:p
By
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary
STATES
USE OF PORTS OR TERRITORIAL W ATERS OF THE UNITED
UNITED S
TATES BY
BY
USE OF PORTS OR TERRITORIAL WATERS OF THE
STATES
SUBMARINES OF
OF FOREIGN
TATES
BELLIGERENT S
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT
SUBMARINES
AMERICA
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
BY

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
resolution approved November
WHEREAS
section
11
of
joint resolution
November
the joint
WHEREAS section 11 of the

4,
1939, provides:
provides:
4, 1939,
"Whenever,
any war
in which
which the United States is
war in
during any
"Whenever, during
neutral,
the
President
shall
find
that
special
restrictions placed
special restrictions
that
find
shall
President
the
neutral,
on the
the ports
ports and
and territorial
of the United States
waters of
territorial waters
of the
use of
the use
on
by
submarines or
or armed
armed merchant
aforeign state,
of a
vessels of
merchant vessels
the submarines
by the
will
serve
to
maintain
peace
between
United
States and
the
between
peace
maintain
to
serve
will
of the
foreign
states,
or
to
protect
the
commercial
interests
interests
foreign states, or to protect the commercial
of the
security
United
States
and
its
citizens,
or
to
promote
the
security
the
promote
to
or
United States and its citizens,
shall
it
United
States,
and
shall
make
proclamation
thereof,
it
thereof,
proclamation
make
shall
and
States,
United
merchant
thereafter
be
unlawful
for
any
such
submarine
or
armed
merchant
submarine
thereafter be unlawful for any such
vessel to
enter a
aport
or the
the territorial
territorial waters
of the
United States
the United
waters of
port or
to enter
vessel
or
to
depart
therefrom
'except
except
under
such
conditions
and
subject
and subject
conditions
such
under
therefrom,
depart
or to
Whenever,
to
such
limitations
as
the
President
may
prescribe.
Whenever,
prescribe.
may
to such limitations as the President
in his judgment, the
conditions which
caused him
to issue
issue
him to
have caused
which have
in his judgment, the conditions
his
proclamation
have
ceased
to
exist,
he
shall
revoke
his
proclaproclahis
revoke
shall
he
exist,
to
ceased
have
his proclamation
to
mation
and the
the provisions
of this
this section
section shall
thereupon cease
cease to
shall thereupon
provisions of
mation and
apply,
except
as
to
offenses
committed
prior
to
such
revocation."
revocation."
such
to
prior
committed
offenses
apply, except as to

one
WHEREAS there
there exists
exists a
astate
state of
Italy, on
the one
on the
between Italy
war between
of war
WHEREAS
hand;
other
the
on
Kingdom,
the
hand,
and
France
and
United
Ki
n
g
dom,
on
the
other
hand;
and
France
and
hand,

Jane
10, 19401940
Jun10,
[No.
249Ol
[No. 24091

Preamble.
Ante, p. 9.
22U.
supp. V,
C, Stapp,
22Ui.et. C.,
245j-10.

Premble-

2708
2708
p. 2672.
Ante, p.

Application of prior
Application
proclamation
exproclamation extended.

Officers
to prevent
Officers to
violations.
violations.
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[54 STAT.
STAT.

WHEREAS
neutral in
war;
in such
such war;
is neutral
of America
America is
States of
United States
the United
WHEREAS the
WHEREAS
my proclamation
proclamation of
4, 1939,
1939, issued
purissued purof November
November 4,
by my
WHEREAS by
suant
of law
quoted above,
above, IIplaced
placed special
restricspecial restriclaw quoted
provision of
to the
the provision
suant to
tions
on the
the use
use of
ports and
of the
the United
United States
States
waters of
territorial waters
and territorial
of ports
tions on
by
France; Germany;
Poland; and
and the
the United
United
Germany; Poland;
of France;
submarines of
the submarines
by the
Kingdom,
India, Australia,
Australia, Canada,
Canada, New
Zealand, and
Union of
of
the Union
and the
New Zealand,
Kingdom, India,
South
Africa;
Africa;
South
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
FRANKLIN D.
NOW,
dent of
of the
States of
of America,
acting under
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of
America, acting
United States
the United
dent
the authority
me by
by the
the foregoing
foregoing provision
of section
11
section 11
provision of
in me
vested in
authority vested
the
of the
the joint
joint resolution
resolution approved
approved November
4, 1939,
1939, do
by this procprocdo by
November 4,
of
lamation
declare and
proclaim that
proclamation
of my proclamation
provisions of
the provisions
that the
and proclaim
lamation declare
of November
November 4,
1939, in
in regard
regard to
to the
of the
and territorial
the ports and
use of
the use
4, 1939,
of
waters of
of the
United States,
Zone, by the
the
Canal Zone,
the Canal
of the
exclusive of
States, exclusive
the United
waters
submarines
Germany; Poland;
and the
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom,
Poland; and
of France;
France; Germany;
submarines of
India,
Zealand, and the Union of South
Australia, Canada, New Zealand,
India, Australia,
Africa,
shall also
also apply
apply to
to the
the use
of the
the ports
and territorial waters
ports and
use of
Africa, shall
of
States, exclusive
of the Canal Zone, by the submarines
exclusive of
United States,
the United
of the
of
of Italy.
AND I
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon
upon all
the United States,
of the
officers of
all officers
do hereby
I do
AND
charged with
the execution
laws thereof,
the utmost
utmost diligence
diligence
thereof, the
the laws
of the
execution of
with the
charged
in preventing
violations of
the said
resolution, and this my
joint resolution,
said joint
of the
preventing violations
in
proclamation issued
and in bringing to trial and punishthereunder, and
issued thereunder,
proclamation
ment any
against the
same.
the same.
offenders against
any offenders
ment
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
my hand
and
hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
IN WITNESS
caused
Seal of
of the
the United
America to be affixed.
affixed.
of America
United States of
the Seal
caused the
DONE at
City of
this tenth day of June, in the
of Washington
Washington this
the City
at the
DONE
year
of our
hundred and
forty, and of the
and forty,
nineteen hundred
Lord nineteen
our Lord
year of
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
the one
the
America
of
States
United
the
[SEAL] Independence of
hundred
sixty-fourth.
hundred and sixty-fourth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
10.20 p.
m. E.
E. S.
T.
S. T.
10.20
p. m.
By
the
President:
President:
By the
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
State.
Secretary
Secretary of State.

AREA
DEFINITION
OF A
COMBAT AREA
A COMBAT
DEFINITION OF

Jane 11,
1940
11, 1940
June
[No.
2410]
[No. 2410]

STATES OF
UNITED STATES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
BY THE

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.

Ante, p.
p. 7.7.
Ate,

Supp. V,
22U.
22 13. 8.
B. C., 8upp.
§2461-2.
245-2.

WHEREAS section 3
approved
3 of the joint resolution of Congress approved
WHEREAS
November
November 4, 1939, provides as follows:

a proclamaWhenever the President
"(a) Whenever
"(a)
President shall have issued a
proclama1 (a), and he shall thereafter
tion under the authority of section 1
thereafter
require,
find that the protection of citizens of the United States so requires,

thereafter it
he shall, by proclamation, define combat areas, and thereafter

shall be unlawful,
unlawful, except under such rules and regulations as may
any...
prescribed, for any
be prescribed,
citizen of the United. States or any AmeriAmenvessel to proceed into or through any such combat
can vessel
combat area.
area.
The combat areas so defined may be made to apply to surface
surface
vessels or aircraft,
vessels
aircraft, or both.
"(b) In case
case of the violation of any of the provisions of this
section
section by any American vessel,
vessel, or any owner or officer
officer thereof,
vessel, owner, or officer
such vessel,
officer shal
shall be fined not more than $50,000
$50,000
imprisned for not more than five
or imprisoned
five years, or both. Should the
associaa corporation, organization,
owner of such vessel
vessel be a
organization, or aasocia-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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tion, each
each officer
or director
participating in the violation shall
director participating
officer or
tion,
be
liable
to
the
penalty
hereinabove
In case of the
be liable to the penalty hereinabove prescribed. In
violation of
this section
by any
traveling as a
a passenger,
citizen traveling
any citizen
section by
of this
violation
such passenger
passenger may
fined not
more than $10,000
imprisoned
$10,000 or imprisoned
not more
be fined
may be
such
for not
two years,
years, or both.
than two
more than
not more
for
extend
"(c) The
President may
may from time to time modify or extend
The President
"(c)
any
issued under
under the
authority of this section, and
the authority
proclamation issued
any proclamation
when the
conditions which shall have caused him to issue any
the conditions
when
such
proclamation
exist he shall revoke such
to exist
ceased to
have ceased
shall have
such proclamation shall
proclamation and
and the
provisions of this section shall thereupon
the provisions
proclamation
cease
to apply,
except as
as to
to offenses
offenses committed
such
committed prior to such
apply, except
cease to
revocation.
revocation."
AND
WHEREAS it
is further
further provided
section 13
13 of
of the
the said
said Ante,
p.011.
v
Spp.V,
2A'ts
., ,Sum
by section
provided by
it is
AND WHEREAS
5
245j-12.
joint resolution
that
2451-12.
resolution that
joint
"The President
President may,
from time to time, promulgate such rules
may, from
"The
necessary
and regulations,
not inconsistent
with law as may be necessary
inconsistent with
regulations, not
and
and proper
carry out
out any
provisions of this joint resoluany of the provisions
to carry
proper to
and
tion; and
and he
he may
may exercise
exercise any
any power
power or
or authority
authority conferred
conferred on
tion;
him by
by this
this joint
joint resolution
officer or officers, or
through such officer
resolution through
him
agency
agencies, as he shall direct."
or agencies,
agency or
t p. 2693.
AND
WHEREAS on
on April
10, 1940,
1940, I
proclamation in
in Ante,
p. 2693.
A de,
issued aa proclamation
I issued
April 10,
AND WHEREAS
combat
a
accordance
with
the
provision
of
law
quoted
defining
a
combat
defining
above
accordance with the provision of law quoted
area.
area.
NOW,
ombe t
Additiounal combat
Presi- Additional
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiI, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent of the United States
of
America,
actin
areas found necessary'
g
under
and
by
virtue
of
of
virtue
by
and
under
dent of the United States of America, acting
the authority
me by
by section
section 3
the joint
resolution of
joint resolution
of the
3 of
on me
conferred on
authority conferred
the
Congress approved
4, 1939,
do hereby
find that the prohereby find
1939, do
November 4,
approved November
Congress
tection
citizens of
of the
United States
there be
defined
be defined
that there
requires that
States requires
the United
of citizens
tection of
proclamacombat
areas in
in addition
addition to
to the
the combat
area defined in my proclamacombat area
combat areas
tion
April 10,
10, 1940,
through or
or into
combat areas
additional combat
which additional
into which
1940, through
of April
tion of
it
unlawful, except
except under
such rules
and regulations as may
rules and
under such
be unlawful,
shal be
it shall
American
be prescribed,
prescribed, for
for any
any citizen
citizen of
or any American
States or
United States
the United
of the
be
vessel, whether
whether a
surface vessel
or an
an aircraft,
to proceed.
proceed.
aircraft, to
vessel or
a surface
vessel,
AND Ido
hereby define
define the
the additional
additional combat
combat areas
follows:
Areas
defined.
Areas defined.
as follows:
areas as
AND I do hereby
All
the
navigable
waters
within
the
limits
set
forth
hereafter:
hereafter:
forth
set
limits
the
within
waters
navigable
the
All
1. Beginning
the intersection
intersection of
of the
the West
Morocco
of Morocco
Coast of
West Coast
at the
Beginning at
1.
with
the
parallel
of
33°10'
north
latitude;
latitude;
with the parallel of 33010' north
Thence
west to
to 20°
longitude;
20° west longitude;
due west
Thence due
Thence
due north
north. latitude;
latitude;
37°05' north
to 37°05'
north to
Thence due
Thence due
to the
Portugal;
of Portugal;
mainland of
the mainland
east to
due east
Thence
Thence
along the
of Portugal,
Portugal, Spain,
Spain,
Gibraltar, Spain,
Spain, Gibraltar,
coastline of
the coastline
Thence along
France,
Italy,
Yugoslavia,
Albania,
and
Greece
to
intersection
of
intersection
the
to
Greece
and
France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Albania,
the
Coast of
Greece with
the parallel
of 39040'
39°40' north
north latitude;
latitude;
parallel of
with the
of Greece
East Coast
the East
Thence due
mainland of
Turkey;
of Turkey;
the mainland
to the
east to
due east
Thence
Thence
along
the
coastline
of
Turkey,
Syria,
Egypt,
Palestine, Egypt,
Syria, Palestine,
Turkey,
of
coastline
the
Thence along
Libya,
Tunisia,
Algeria,
and
Morocco
to
the
point
of
beginning.
beginning.
of
point
the
to
Morocco
and
Algeria,
Tunisia,
Libya,
All
the navigable
the limits
hereafter:
forth hereafter:
set forth
limits set
within the
waters within
navigable waters
All the
2.
Beginning
at
the
intersection
of
the
North
Coast
of Italian
Italian
of
Coast
North
the
of
intersection
2. Beginning at the
Somaliland with
with the
meridian of
longitude east
Greenwich;
of Greenwich;
east of
50° longitude
of 50°
the meridian
Somaliland
Thence
north to
Arabia;
of Arabia;
mainland of
the mainland
to the
due north
Thence due
Thence
eastward
along
the
coast
of
Arabia
to the
of 51°
51°
meridian of
the meridian
to
Arabia
of
coast
the
along
eastward
Thence

east
longitude;
east longitude;
Thence due south to the mainland of
Italian Somaliland;
Somaliland;
Italian
mainlandofofItalian
to thethe
due south along
Thence
Thence westward
the point
point
to the
Somaliland to
coast of Italian Somaliland
the coast
westward along
Thence
ofcra to
beginning.
of AND
do hereby
hereby enjoin
enjoin upon
upon all
United States,
States, o Officers to
t
the United
of the
officers of
all officers
I do
AND I
charged with the
execution
of
the
laws
thereof,
the
utmost
diligence
in
in
diligence
utmost
the
thereof,
laws
the
of
the execution
charged withviolations
preventing violations
of the
the said
said joint
and in
bringing to
in bringing
resolution and
joint resolution
of
preventing
trial and punishment any
any offenders
offenders against
against the
the same.
same.

trial and punishment

preant

prevent

.tvet
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AND
do hereby
hereby delegate
to the
Secretary of
of State
the power
power to
to
State the
Delegation of
of powpowDelegation
the Secretary
delegate to
AND IIdo
ers
of exercise any power or authority conferred on me by
Secretary of
to Secretary
ers to
the
said
joint
joint
said
the
by
me
on
conferred
authority
or
power
any
exercise
State.
State.
resolution
as made
made effective
my proclamation
proclamation issued
thereunder,
issued thereunder,
this my
by this
effective by
resolution as
which
is
not
specifically
delegated
by
Executive
order
to
some other
other
some
to
order
Executive
by
delegated
specifically
which is not
officer
of this
this Government,
and the
to promulgate
promulgate
power to
the power
Government, and
agency of
or agency
officer or
such
not inconsistent
law as
may be necesas may
with law
inconsistent with
regulations not
and regulations
rules and
such rules
sary
and
proper
to
carry
out
any
of
its
provisions.
provisions.
its
of
any
out
carry
to
proper
and
sary
IN
caused
and caused
hand and
my hand
set my
hereunto set
I have
have hereunto
WHEREOF, I
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
the
Seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
to
be
of
America
the Seal of the United States
DONE
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this eleventh
eleventh day
day of June, in the
the City
at the
DONE at
year of
nineteen hundred
and forty,
forty, and
and of the
hundred and
Lord nineteen
our Lord
of our
year
the one
[SEAL]
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
of
States
United
the
of
[SEAL] Independence
hundred and
sixty-fourth.
and sixty-fourth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
June
11,
1940,
5.20
p. m.
S. T.
T.
E. S.
m. E.
5.20 p.
1940,
11,
June
By
the
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
ENLARGING KINGS
NATIONAL PARK-CALIFORNIA
PARK—CALIFORNIA
CANYON NATIONAL
KINGS CANYON
ENLARGING
June 21,
1940
21, 1940
June
[No. 2411]
2411]
[No.
Preamble.
Preamble.
p. 41.
At..

Ante,

Area
enlarged.
Areaenlarged.

Description.
Description.

AMERICA
OF AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE PRESIDENT
BY

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the
act of
March 4,
4, 1940,
1940, Public,
No. 424,
76th ConCon424, 76th
Public, No.
of March
the act
WHEREAS

in the State
State of
of
establishes the
the Kings Canyon
Canyon National
National Park, in
gress, establishes
California,
authorizes the
the extension
extension of
of the
General Grant
grove
Grant grove
the General
and authorizes
California, and
hereinafter-described
section thereof
thereof by
include the hereinafter-described
to include
proclamation to
by proclamation
section
and
lands; and
WHEREAS
appears that
that it
it would
in the public interest to
be in
would be
it appears
WHEREAS it
add these
these lands to the said park:
add
NOW, THEREFORE,
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
dent of
of the
United States
of America,
America, under
under and
by virtue of the
and by
States of
the United
dent
aforesaid
authority
vested
in
me
by
section
2
of
act of March
March 4,
the
2
of
section
by
me
authority vested in
following1940, do
proclaim that, subject to valid existing rights, the followingdo proclaim
a part
described
lands in
in California
California are hereby added to and made a
described lands
National
Kings
of
of
the
General
Grant
grove
section
the
Canyon
National
section
grove
Grant
of the General
Park:
Park:
Mount
Meridian-California
Diablo Meridian—California
Mount Diablo
T. 14
14 S.,
S., R.
R. 28
28 E.,
sec. 9,
9, S34;
T.
E., sec.
S%;
and that part of ES
sec. 10,
E% south of
SWY4, and
10, SWY4,
sec.
Generals
Highway;
Generals Highway;
sec. 11,
11, that
that part
of Generals
Generals Highsouth of
part south
sec.
way;
way;
sec.
Generals Highsouth of Generals
part south
13, that
that part
sec. 13,
way;
way;
south of Generals
sec.
Generals High14, that
that part south
sec. 14,
way;
way;
SEY4 SW
ES, NWY,
sec. 15, E%,
NW%, SE%
SW;
4;
SEX;
sec. 21, SE%
SEY4 NEY
NEY44,,E%SEY
;
4
NWY
SWY4 ;
NW4, SWY
sec. 22, E%, E4
E% NW,
swg4 Nwg,
4 , swY4;
sec. 23,
all;
sec.
23, all;
sec.
24, that
Generals Highthat part
part south of Generals
sec. 24,
way;
way;
secs.
sees. 25 and
and 26,
26, all;
all;

SWY4
NW%,4, and that part of SW%
sec.
sec. 27, E%, NWY

north
and east
of the
crest of
Redof Redthe crest
east of
north and
wood Mountain.
Mountain.
wood
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T.
14 S.,
R. 28
28 E.,
sec. 34,
that part
part east of the crest of Red34, that
E., sec.
S., R.
T. 14
wood
Mountain;
wood Mountain;
secs.
35 and 36, all.
secs. 35
T. 15
15 S.,
R. 28
28 E.,
E., secs.
secs. 11and 2, all;
S., R.
T.
sec.
3, that
part east
east of the crest of Redthat part
sec. 3,
wood
Mountain;
wood Mountain;
sec. 11,
that part
east and north of the crest
part east
11, that
sec.
of
Redwood
Mountain;
Mountain;
Redwood
of
sec.
12, all;
all;
sec. 12,
Sequoia National
sec.
13, that
part north
north of Sequoia
that part
sec. 13,
Park
boundary,—
boundary,Park
containing approximately
approximately 10,000 acres.
containing
The administration,
administration, protection,
protection, and
development of the lands
and development
The
direction
within
this
area
shall
be
exercised
the
direction of the Secretary
under
exercised
be
shall
area
within this
of
by the
the National
Service 'subject to the provisions
Park Service,
National Park
Interior by
the Interior
of the
a National Park Service,
of
entitled "An
Act to
to establish
establish a
Service, and
and
"An Act
act entitled
the act
of the
S. C.,
U. S.
535,
Stat.
(39
1916
25,
for
other
purposes,"
approved
August
535,
August
approved
for other purposes,"
title 16,
16, secs.
2), and
and acts
amendatory
supplementary thereto or amendatory
acts supplementary
and 2),
1 and
secs. 1
title
the
thereof,
to all
all other
rules, and regulations
regulations applicable
applicable to the
laws, rules,
other laws,
and to
thereof, and
said
said park.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF II have
IN WITNESS
be affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
affixed.
to
caused the seal of the United States
the
DONE
at
the
City
of
Washington
this
21" day of June in the
this
Washington
of
City
DONE at the
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of the
our Lord
year
one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United States of America the
the one
[SEAL] Independence
hundred
and
sixty-fourth.
sixty-fourth.
and
hundred
FRANKT,TN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
the President:
President:
By the

Administration,
et. etc.
Administration,

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

THE
OF THE
WATERS
CONTROL
ATERS OF
TERRITORIAL W
IN TERRITORIAL
VESSELS IN
OF VESSELS
CONTROL OF
UNITED S
TATES
STATES
UNITED
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
THE UNITED
BY THE

June 27,
27, 190
1910
June
(No. M2l
2412)
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

me on September
WHEREAS, A
proc
lamation issued
issued by
September 8, 1939
1939,
by me
A proclamation
WHEREAS,
and
with and
proclaimed
that
a
national
emergency
existed
in
connection
emergency
proclaimed that a national
and
safeguarding
observance
to
the
.
extent
necessary
for
the
proper
observance,
safeguarding
proper
the
for
necessary
to the extent
strengthening
enforcing of
of the
the neutrality
neutrality of
the United
States and the strengthening
United States
of the
enforcing
authorizations,
of
our national
national defense
the limits
peace-time authorizations,
of peace-time
limits of
within the
defense within
of our
and
that
specific
directions
and
authorizations
would
be given from
authorizations
and
directions
specific
and that
time to
for carrying
these two
two purposes,
out these
carrying out
time for
to time
time
WHEREAS, The
the conditions
forth in
said
in said
set forth
conditions set
of the
continuation of
WHEREAS, The continuation
measures
proclamation
of
September
8,
1939,
now
calls
for
additional
additional
for
calls
now
1939,
8,
September
of
proclamation
within
the limits
limits of
of peace-time
peace-time authorizations,
authorizations,
within the
Act
II of the Act
WHEREAS,
Under
of title
title II
1 of
section 1
of section
virtue of
by virtue
and by
WHEREAS, Under and
title
of
Congress
approved
June
15,
1917,
40
Stat.
220
(U.
S.
C.
50,
C.
S.
(U.
220
Stat.
40
1917,
15,
June
approved
of Congress
sec.
191), it
it is
is provided
follows:
provided as follows:
sec. 191),
"Section
1.
Whenever
President by
proclamation or
or
by proclamation
the President
"Section 1. Whenever the
Executive
order declares
emergency to exist by reason
national emergency
a national
declares a
Executive order
of actual
or threatened
threatened war,
war, insurrection,
or invasion,
invasion, or disinsurrection, or
actual or
of

turbance
or threatened
disturbance of the international
international relathreatened disturbance
turbance or
tions of
of the
the United
States, the
the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
Treasury may
United States,
tions
make, subject to the approval of the President, rules and regula-

make, subject to the approval of the President, rules and regulations
and movement
foreign
vessel, foreign
any vessel,
of any
movement of
anchorage and
the anchorage
governing the
tions governing

Preamble.

Ante, p.
24.
p. 2643.
Ante,
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or
in the
the territorial
territorial waters
of the
the United
States, may
may
United States,
or domestic,
domestic, in
waters of
inspect
any time,
guards thereon,
thereon, and,
and, ifif
vessel at
at any
time, place
place guards
inspect such
such vessel
necessary
in his
in order
to secure
secure such
such vessels
vessels from
from
his opinion
opinion in
order to
necessary in
damage
prevent damage
injury to
any harbor
or injury
to any
harbor
or injury,
injury, or
or to
to prevent
damage or
damage or
or
waters of
States, or
or to
to secure
secure the
observance of
of
the observance
or waters
of the
the United
United States,
the
rights
and
obligations
of
the
United
States,
may
take,
by
and
the rights and obligations of the United States, may take, by and
with the
of the
President, for
such purposes,
purposes, full
possession
full possession
the consent
consent of
the President,
for such
with
and
of such
such vessel
vessel and
remove therefrom
officers and
and
and remove
therefrom the
the officers
and control
control of
crew thereof
and all
all other
other persons
specially authorized
authorized by
by
not specially
crew
thereof and
persons not
him to
go or
remain on
on board
board thereof.
to go
or remain
him
"Within the
territory and
and waters
Canal Zone
the GovGovwaters of
of the
the Canal
Zone the
"Within
the territory
ernor of
of the
Panama Canal,
with the
approval of
of the
President,
the approval
the President,
ernor
the Panama
Canal, with
exercise all the powers
powers conferred
conferred by this section on the
shall exercise
Secretary of
Treasury."
•
of the
the Treasury."
Secretary
AND, WHEREAS,
in order
to carry
carry into
effect
into effect
essential, in
order to
AND,
WHEREAS, It
It is
is essential,
the
provisions
of
said
Act,
which
are
quoted
herein,
that
the
powers
quoted
herein,
that
the
powers
of
said
Act,
which
are
the provisions
conferred therein
upon the
President, the
Secretary of
the Treasury
Treasury
the Secretary
of the
conferred
therein upon
the President,
and
of the
the Panama
Canal be
at this
or
be at
this time
time exercised,
exercised, or
Panama Canal
the Governor
Governor of
and the
available
exercise, with
to foreign
and domestic
domestic vessels.
vessels.
with respect
respect to
foreign and
available for
for exercise,
Continuation of naNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
PresiROOSEVELT, PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
tional
emergency ndedetiona emergency
clared.
lared.
dent of
of America,
America, by
by virtue
of the
the United
United States
States of
of the
convirtue of
the powers
powers conferred upon
upon me
me by
by the
provisions of
of the
quoted
said Act
Act of Congress
Congress quoted
the said
the provisions
ferred
herein,
continuation of the
conditions set
set
the conditions
the continuation
hereby declare
declare the
herein, do
do hereby
Ante,
2643.
Ane, p.. 2643.
proclamation of September 8, 1939, and the existence of
forth in my proclamation
a
national emergency
emergency by
by reason
reason of
threatened disturbance
of the
the
of threatened
disturbance of
a national
international
United States.
relations of the
the United
international relations
Control
of vessels
oontrolof
vessels inn
AND, II therefore
consent to
to the
the exercise,
exercise, with
with respect
to foreign
AND,
therefore consent
respect to
foreign
territorial waters.
Treasury and the
domestic vessels, by the Secretary
Secretary of the Treasury
and domestic
ttoate.
Governor of the Panama
Panama Canal,
conferred by the
the
Canal, of
of all
all the
the powers conferred
Governor
provisions of said Act.
provisions
IN
hereunto set my
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto
my hand
hand and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
caused
DONE
DONE at the
the City of
of Washington
Washington this
this 27" day of June
June in the
year
year of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty
forty and of the
[BEAL] Independence
United States
States of
one
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United
of America,
America, the
the one
hundred
hundred and sixty-fourth.
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.
ADMINISTRATION
ADMINISTRATION OF
OF SECTION
SECTION 6
OF THE
THE ACT
ACT ENTITLED,
"AN ACT
6 OF
ENTITLED, "AN
To
ACT To
EXPEDITE
STRENGTHENING
EXPEDITE THE
THE S
TRENGTHENING OF
THE NATIONAL
DEFENSE"
OF THE
NATIONAL DEFENSE"
APPROVED
JULY 2,
2, 1940
APPROVED JULY
1940
1940
July 2,
2,1M0
[No.
2413]
[No. 24131

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY
ME PRESIDENT
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS section
section 6
6of
act of
of Congress
preambl.
WHEREAS
of the
the act
Congress entitled
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To
To
A
p
ra.n
21,26
..
of the
the national.
approved July
7., expedite
expedite the
the strengthening
strengthening of
national defense,"
defense," approved
July 2,
2,
An, pr.6 -. 2737
2743,
1940, provides
provides a
2743, 2768,
768 2770.
2770.
1940,
assfollows:

"Whenever
it is necessary in
"Whenever the President determines
determines that it
in
the interest of national defense to prohibit
prohibit or curtail
curtail the exportation of any military equipment
equipment or munitions,
munitions, or component
component
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parts
or machinery,
tools, or
material or supplies necesor material
machinery, tools,
thereof, or
parts thereof,
sary
for the
the manufacture,
manufacture, servicing
operation thereof, he may
or operation
servicing or
sary for
except
by
proclamation
prohibit
or
curtail
such exportation
exportation, except
by proclamation prohibit or curtail such
such
Any
prescribe.
shall
he
as
under
such
rules
and
regulations
prescribe.
Any
such
regulations
and
rules
under such
or materials
proclamation
shall describe
describe the
the articles
materials included
included in
articles or
proclamation shall
the prohibition
prohibition or
or curtailment
contained therein.
In case of the
therein. In
curtailment contained
the
or
violation
of
any
provision
of
any
proclamation,
of any rule
proclamation,
any
of
provision
violation of any
or regulation,
issued hereunder,
hereunder, such
violator or violators, upon
such violator
regulation, issued
or
conviction,
shall be
be punished
punished by
$10,000,
fine of not more than $10,000,
a fine
by a
conviction, shall
both
or
by
imprisonment
for
not
more
than
two
years
or
by
than
more
not
for
or by imprisonment
such fine
and imprisonment.
imprisonment. The
granted in this Act
Act
authority granted
The authority
fine and
such
shall
terminate June
June 30,
1942, unless
otherwise
the Congress shall otherwise
unless the
30, 1942,
shall terminate
provide."
provide."
NOW, THEREFORE,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiFRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
and by virtue of
under
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
under
acting
America,
of
States
dent of the United
the
vested in
in me
me by
the said
act of Congress, do hereby
said act
by the
authority vested
the authority
of
6 of
proclaim
that the
the administration
administration of
of the provisions of section 6
proclaim that
who
that
act
is
vested
in
the
Administrator
of
Export
Control,
shall
Export
of
Administrator
the
in
vested
that act is
administer such
such provisions
rules and regulations as IIshall
such rules
under such
provisions under
administer
from
time
to
time
prescribe
in
the
interest
of the national defense.
defense.
interest
from time to time prescribe in the
recommendation
the
AND
I
do
hereby
further
proclaim
that
upon
the
recommendation
upon
that
proclaim
further
AND I do hereby
of
the aforesaid
aforesaid Administrator
Control, IIhave determined
Export Control,
of Export
Administrator of
of the
national
that
it
is
necessary
in
the
interest
of
the
national
defense that on and
the
of
that it is necessary in the interest
hereinafter
after
July
5,
1940,
the
articles
and
materials
hereinafter
listed shall
materials
and
articles
the
1940,
after July 5,
authorized in
not
United States
except when authorized
States except
the United
from the
exported from
be exported
not be
each
license as
hereinafter provided:
provided:
as hereinafter
by aalicense
case by
each case
1.
Arms,
ammunition,
of war
as defined
defined in my
war as
implements of
and implements
1. Arms, ammunition, and
Proclamation No.
of May
May 1,
1, 1937.
1937.
No. 2237, of
Proclamation
2. The
The following
following basic
and products
products containing
containing the same:
materials and
basic materials
2.
a. Aluminum
Aluminum
a.
b. Antimony
Antimony
b.
c.
Asbestos
c. Asbestos
d.
Chromium
d. Chromium
e.
Cotton linters
e. Cotton
f. Flax
Flax
f.
g.
Graphite
g Graphite
h.
Hides
h. Hides
1. Industrial
diamonds
Industrial diamonds
i.
].
Manganese
i. Manganese
1
E. Magnesium

. Magnesium
Manila fiber
Mercury
Mercury

1.
1.
m.
n.
n.
o.
o.
p.
p.
q.
q.
r.
r.
s.
s.
t.
t.
u.
u.
v.
v.
w.
w.
x.
x.
y.
y.
z.
z.

Mica
Mica
Molybdenum
Molybdenum
Optical
glass
Optical glass
Platinum
group metals
metals
Platinum group
Quartz crystals
crystals
Quartz
Quinine
Quinine
Rubber
Rubber
Silk
Silk
Tin
Toluol
Toluol
Tungsten
Tungsten
Vanadium
Vanadium
Wool
Wool

Administration
Administration
vested in Administravested
of Export
Export Control.
tor of

Exports of designated
articles and
materials.
License
requirement.

Arms, ammunition,
ammunition,
Arms,
and implements
implements of
war.

50 Stat. 1834.
1834.
Basic materials,
materials, etc.
etc.
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Chemicals.
ChemiEls.

3. Chemicals
as follows:
follows:
Chemicals as
a Ammonia
ammonium compounds
a.
Ammonia and
and ammonium
compounds
b. Chlorine
Chlorine
b.
c. Dimethylaniline
Dimethylaniline
c.
d. Diphenylamine
Diphenylamine
d.
e. Nitric
acid
e.
Nitric acid
f.
f. Nitrates
Nitrates
g.
nitrogen content
content of
less than
12
g. Nitrocellulose,
Nitrocellulose, having
having aa nitrogen
of less
than 12
percent.
percent.
h. Soda
h.
Soda lime
lime
i. Sodium
acetate, anhydrous
i.
Sodium acetate,
anhydrous
j. Strontium
chemicals
j.
Strontium chemicals
k. Sulphuric
Sulphuric acid,
fuming
k.
acid, fuming

Ptoducts.
Products.

4. Products
Products as
as follows:
follows:

Machine tools.
Machine
tools.

5. Machine
Machine tools
as follows:
5.
tools as
follows:
Metal-working
machinery forfor—
Metal-working machinery
(1)
Melting or
(1) Melting
or casting
casting
(2)
Pressing into
(2) Pressing
into forms
forms
(3)
Cutting or
or grinding,
(3) Cutting
grinding, power
power driven
driven
(4)
Welding
(4) Welding

a. Aircraft
Aircraft parts,
and accessories
accessories other
than those
those
a.
parts, equipment,
equipment, and
other than
listed in
of May
May 1,
1937.
listed
in my
my proclamation
proclamation of
1, 1937.
b. Armor
Armor plate,
plate, other
other than
in my
my proclamation
proclamation of
of
b.
than that
that listed
listed in
May 1
1, 1937.
May
1937.
c. Glass,
proof.
c.
Glass, nonshatterable
nonshatterable or
or bullet
bullet proof.
d.
optically clear.
clear.
d. Plastics,
Plastics, optically
e. Optical
for fire
fire control
control instruments,
instruments, aircraft
instrue.
Optical elements
elements for
aircraft instruments,
ments, etc.
etc.

Secretary of
State
secretary
of State
AND IIdo
hereby empower
the Secretary
Secretary of
of State
State to
licenses
do hereby
empower the
to issue
issue licenses
empowered to issue
authorizing the
the exportation
of the
the said
said articles
articles and
and materials
the
expodrtl licenses. issue authorizing
exportation of
of any
any of
export
materials the
exportation of
which is
subjected to
the requirement
to the
requirement
exportation
of which
is not
not already
already subjected
that a
alicense
obtained from
from the
of State
their
State authorizing
authorizing their
that
license be
be obtained
the Secretary
Secretary of
exportation and
authorize and
refuse
exportation
and IIdo hereby authorize
and enjoin him
him to issue
issue or
or refuse
authorizing the exportation
or
to issue licenses authorizing
exportation of
of any of the articles
articles or
and
materials listed
listed above
above in accordance
accordance with
with the
the aforesaid
aforesaid rules
rules and
as may
may be,
from time
time,
regulations or
or such
such specific
specific directives
directives as
be, from
time to
to time,
communicated
Administrator of
of Export
Control.
communicated to him
him by the Administrator
Export Control.
Admonition
to abAdmonitin to
ab.
I do hereby admonish
all citizens
of the
the United
States and
AND I
admonish all
citizens of
United States
and
stain
from violations.
violations.
stain from
every
to abstain
abstain from
every violation
violation of
secAie,
every person
person to
Ante, p. 714.
from every
of the
the provisions
provisions of
of section 66of the
the act
act above
above set forth,
proclamation,
forth, of the
the provisions
provisions of this
this proclamation,
and of the provisions of such regulations
be issued thereunder,
regulations as may be
thereunder,
and I
I do hereby warn them that all violations of such provisions
will be
provisions will
rigorously prosecuted.
rigorously
prosecuted.
Officers
omtleer toto prevent
prevent
AND II do hereby enjoin upon all officers
officers of the United States,
violations.
charged with the execution of the laws thereof, the utmost diligence
diligence in
in
proclamation, and of
preventing violations of the said act, of this my proclamation,
any
may be
be issued
issued pursuant
pursuant hereto,
hereto, and
and in
in bringing
bringing
any regulations
regulations which
which may
to
trial and
punishment any
any offenders
offenders against
same.
to trial
and punishment
against the
the same.
WHEREOF, I
I have
have hereunto
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
hereunto set
set my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
n
the
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 2
2nd
day of July, in the
nineteen hundred and
year of our Lord nineteen
and of
and forty, and
of the
the
[SEAL]
Independence of the United
[
SEAL] Independence
United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-fourth,
m. E. S.
S. T.
T.
sixty-fourth, at 11 a. in.
FRANKLIN
D
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.

54 S
TAT.]
STAT.]
54
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INC.-EMPLOYEES
EMERGENCY
RAILWAY EXPRESS
EXPRESS AGENCY,
AGENCY, INC.—EMPLOYEES
BOARD, RAILWAY
EMERGENCY BOARD,
UNITED STATES
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY

July 10,
1940
10, 1940
July
2414]
[No.
[No. 2414]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the
the President,
having been
been duly
duly notified
notified by the
President, having
WHEREAS,

National
Mediation Board
Board that
that a
dispute between the Railway
a dispute
National Mediation
Express
Agency,
Inc.,
a
carrier,
and
certain of its employees reprerepreExpress Agency, Inc., a carrier, and certain
by
sented by
sented
Brotherhood of
Railway and
and Steamship
Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers,
Handlers,
of Railway
Brotherhood
Express
and Station
Employes,
Station Employes,
Express and
which
heretofore adjusted
adjusted under the provisions
been heretofore
not been
has not
dispute has
which dispute

Preamble.
Preamble.

44 Stat.s.577. . i151u. S. C. 1§15.1of
Act, amended,
substantially to 45 U.
threatens substantially
now threatens
amended, now
Labor Act,
Railway Labor
the Railway
of the
164.
degree such as to deprive
interrupt
interstate commerce
to a
deprive the 164.
a degree
commerce to
interrupt interstate
country of
essential transportation
transportation service;
of essential
country
Creation of
of emerCreatioan
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW,
D. ROOSEVELT,
Presi- gency
board to emerinvesFRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
ti
g
ate
and
report
on
report on
dent of
of the
the United
United States
States of
by virtue
virtue of the power vested
vested tigte
America, by
of America,
dispute.and
dent
in
me by
by the
of the United States, and by dispute.
laws of
and laws
Constitution and
the Constitution
in me
44 Stat. M.
U.atS. C. 1160.
e.
virtue
of
and
under
the
authority
in
me
vested by
by Section
Section 10
the 45
454s.c.
of the
10 of
vested
me
in
authority
the
under
and
of
virtue
Railway
create a
a board to be comhereby create
do hereby
amended, do
Act, amended,
Labor Act,
Railway Labor
interested in
posed of
not pecuniarily
or otherwise
otherwise interested
pecuniarily or
persons not
three persons
of three
posed
investigate
carrier,
any
organization
of
railway
employees
or
any
to
any
or
employees
railway
of
organization
any
within 30
the
aforementioned
dispute
and
report
its
findings
to
me
30
findings
its
the aforementioned dispute and report
days
from
this
date.
Compensation.
davs from this date.
aton
The members
board shall
shall be
compensated for and on acbe compensated
this board
of this
members of
The
for
($75.00)
dollars
count
of
such
duties
in
the
sum
of
seventy-five
($76.00)
for
seventy-five
of
count of such duties in the sum
every
day actually
actually employed
upon account
account of
of travel
travel and Expense allowance.
or upon
with or
employed with
every day
pense llo
duties incident
to
such
board.
The
members
will
be
reimbursed
for
reimbursed
be
will
members
The
board.
such
to
duties incident
expenses
for
and
they
are
hereby
authorized
to
make
expenditures
expenses
for
expenditures
make
to
and they are hereby authorized
in
and in
themselves and
of the
the board,
board, including
including traveling
traveling expenses
expenses and
and of
themselves
47 Stat. 405.
a.
7u.
5
U.tstc.
S. C. 1823.
conformity
with
Public
No.
212,
72d
Congress
approved
June
30,
June
conformity with Public No. 212, 72d Congress approved
for
diem
dollars
1932,
11:30
a.
m.,
not
to
exceed
five
($6.00)
per
($5.00)
five
1932, 11:30 a. m., not to exceed
Fund available.
expenses incurred
for subsistence.
subsistence.
Fund
available.
incurred for
expenses
Ante, p. 596.l.
All expenditures
of the
the Board
Board shall
allowed and
and paid for out of Antep.
be allowed
shall be
expenditures of
All
the
Boards Railway
Railway Labor
Labor Act, May.20,
"Emergency Boards,
appropriation "Emergency
the appropriation
of itempresentation
on
1926,
National
Mediation
Board,
1941"
the
presentation
1941"
Board,
Mediation
1926, National
of
ized
vouchers
properly
approved
by
the
chairman
the
Board
chairman
ized vouchers properly approved by the
hereby
created.
hereby created.
hand and
IN TESTIMONY
have hereunto
hereunto set my band
and
WHEREOF, IIhave
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
IN
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
States
caused the seal of the United
DONE at
at the
City of
Washington this 10th day
day. of July in the
of Washington
the City
DONE
and forty,
hundred
year
of
our
Lord
one
thousand
nine
hundred
nine
thousand
one
year of our Lord
America
of
States
[SEAL]
and
of
the
Independence
of
the
United
States
of
America
United
the
of
Independence
and of the
[SEAL]
the
one hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred and
the one
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
the President
President
By

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
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CHATTAHOOCHEE NATIONAL
FOREST— GEORGIA
CHATTAHOOCHEE
NATIONAL FOREST-GEORGIA
TALLADEGA NATIONAL
—
ALABAMA
TALLADEGA
NATIONAL FOREST
FOREST-ALABAMA
OUACHITA NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST
—
ARKANSAS
OUACHITA
FOREST--ARKANSAS
APALACHICOLA
NATIONAL FOREST
—
FLORIDA
APALACHICOLA NATIONAL
FOREST-FLORIDA
CHEQUAMEGON
CHEQUAMEGON AND
July 12,
1940
12,1940
[No. 2415]

BY THE

NICOLET
NATIONAL FORESTS
—
WISCONSIN
NICOLET NATIONAL
FORESTS-WISCONSIN

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION

Preamble.

Preamble.

S. C.,Supp.
C., Supp. V,
7U.
U.s.
§§1010-1013.
51 Stat. 404.

WHEREAS certain lands which have been acquired
acquired or
or are
are in
in proc-

ess of acquisition
acquisition by the United States under authority of Title III
of the Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, approved
1937
approved July 22, 1937
(50 Stat. 522, 525), are situated within the exterior boundaries of the

Chattahoochee National Forest as enlarged
Chattahoochee
enlarged by
Proclamations No.
by Proclamations
No.
2263
1937, and
No. 2294
2294 of
of August
August 2,
2, 1938;
2263 of
of December
December 7,
7, 1937,
and No.
1938; the
the
52 Stat. 1548.
Talladega National Forest as enlarged by Proclamation No. 2285
2285 of
53 Stat. 2465.
May 11,
11, 1938; the Ouachita
Ouachita National Forest as enlarged
Proclaenlarged by Proclamation No. 2296 of August
August 30, 1938; the Apalachicola
Apalachicola National
53 Stat. 2453.
Forest as enlarged
enlarged by Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2289 of June 21,
21, 1938; the
52
Stat. 1533.
52Stat.1533.
Chequamegon National Forest as enlarged by Proclamations No.
Chequamegon.
53 Stat. 2489.
2271 of
of January 17, 1938, and No. 2303 of October
2271
October 14,
14, 1938;
1938; and
and the
the
52 Stat.
1532.
tat. 1532.
Nicolet National Forest as enlarged
enlarged by Proclamations
Proclamations No. 2269 of
2488.
53 Stat. 2488.
14, 1938;
January 17,
17, 1938,
1938, and No. 2302 of October 14,
1938; and
WHEREAS it appears that such lands are suitable for nationalWHEREAS
forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to
reserve
to reserve
such lands as parts of the said national forests; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS certain vacant, unappropriated,
unappropriated, and unreserved
unreserved
public lands also suitable for national-forest
national-forest purposes
purposes are situated
within the exterior boundaries of the said Talladega
Talladega National
National Forest:
Forest:
Lands
reserved as
Landsreerved
NOW,
THEREFORE
I
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT,
President
THEREFORE,
I,
FRANKLIN
D.
ROOSEVELT,
President
additions.
of the United States of America,
America by virtue of
authority vested
vested in
in
of the
the authority
me
section 24
the America,
act
me by
by section
24 of
of the
act of
of March 3, 1891,
1891, 26 Stat. 1095, 1103,
1103, as
as
amended (U. S. C., title 16, sec.
amended
sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897,
1897, 30 Stat.
34, 36 (U. S. C., title 16, sec. 473),
473), and Title III of the said BankheadBankheadJones Farm Tenant Act, do proclaim that all lands within the exterior
exterior
Chattahoochee, Talladega,
boundaries of the Chattahoochee,
Talladega Ouachita, Apalachicola,
Apalachicola,
Chequamegon,
Chequamegon, and Nicolet
Nicolet National Forests which have
have been
been acacquired or are in process of acquisition
acquisition by the United States
States under
under
authority
authority of Title III of the said Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant
Tenant Act,
and the vacant, unappropriated,
unappropriated, and unreserved public lands within
within
the Talladega
Talladega National
National. Forest, are hereby
hereby included in and
and reserved
reserved as
as
parts of the respective
respective national forests within which they are situated.
Partial
revocation of
Partialrevocationof
Executive Order No. 6964, dated February 5,
Executive
5, 1935, withdrawing
withdrawing
prior Executive order.
prior Exectiveorder. for classification the public lands within the State of Alabama, is hereby revoked so far as it affects the public lands included in this
proclamation.
proclamation.
Prior
rights
not
Prior
not
The reservation
reservation made by this proclamation
The
proclamation shall, as to any lands
affected; condition.
which are this date embraced
embraced in any valid claim under the publicpublicland laws or reserved
reserved for any public purpose, be subject to, and shall
not interfere with or defeat, legal rights under such claim,
claim, or prevent
prevent
the use
use for
for such public purpose
purpose of lands so reserved,
reserved, so long as such
claim is legally maintained or such reservation
reservation remains in force.
51S1ta. 44.

53 Stat.
Stat. 2463.
2463.

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
caused
caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 12" day of July, in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of the
Independence of the
United States
States of
one
[SEAL] Independence
the United
of America
America the
the one
hundred and
sixty-fifth.
hundred
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.

CHANGING
CHANGING THE
THE NAMES
NAMES OF
CERTAIN FEDERAL
FEDERAL WILDLIFE
W ILDLIFE REFUGES
OF CERTAIN
REFUGES
BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

July
25, 1940
July 25,
1940
[No. 2416]
2416]
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS
WHEREAS certain areas of land and
United States,
and water in the
the United
States, Preamble.
its Territories,
Territories, and its insular possessions
possessions have
reserved and
have been
been reserved
set aside from time to time as refuges and breeding grounds
grounds for native
birds, migratory waterfowl,
forms of
of wildlife,
wildlife,
waterfowl, wild
wild animals,
animals, and
and other
other forms
it is unlawful
on which it
unlawful for any person to
to hunt, trap,
trap, capture, willfully
willfully
disturb, or kill any bird
animal of any
whatsoever, to
to take
bird or
or wild animal
any kind whatsoever,
take
or destroy the nests or eggs of any
any wild
bird, or
occupy or
wild bird,
or to
to occupy
or use
use any
any
reservations or
enter thereon
for any
any purpose,
except as
part of such
such reservations
or to
to enter
thereon for
purpose, except
as
permitted
permitted by law or by rules and regulations
the
regulations of the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
Interior ' in order
conservation and
and development
development of
the
Interior,
order that
that the
the conservation
of the
natural wildlife
wildlife resources may contribute to the
welfare of
of
the economic
economic welfare
the Nation and provide opportunities
to the
the
opportunities for
for wholesome
wholesome recreation
recreation to
citizens of the
the United
United States;
States; and
WHEREAS some of the
WHEREAS
the States
States are setting
setting aside
aside areas of land and
and
States being
being furthered
furthered
water for
for similar
similar purposes,
purposes, such
such action
action by
by the
the States
16 U.
U.8..S. C.,
., Supp.
Supp. V.
V,
approved September
(50 Stat.
917), lit 16
by the act
act of Congress
Congress approved
September 2,
2, 1937
1937 (50
Stat. 917),
669-669j.
which provides that the United States shall aid the States
States in wildlife- it 609-MB).
restoration
and
restoration projects;
projects- and
WHEREAS it
it is
desirable that
of such
WHEREAS
is fitting
ftting and desirable
that the
the names
names of
such Federal
Federal
areas
areas should distinguish them from projects of the States or from
from prepreserves
serves under
under private
private ownership:
ownership:
Names of
certain
Names
of certain
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ROOSEVELT, Presi- Federal
D. ROOSEVELT,
Federal wildlife
wildlife
dent of
do proclaim
that the
names refuges
of the
the United
United States
States of America,
America, do
refuges changed.
changed.
proclaim that
the names
of the Federal
Federal wildlife refuges listed below
as
below are
are hereby changed
changed as
indicated:
indicated:
Old
New
of Refuge
Refuge
Old Name of Refuge
Refuge
New Name
Name of
ALABAMA
ALABAMA

Petit
Bois Island
Island Reservation
Reservation
Petit Bois
Wheeler
Migratory
Wheeler Migratory
Refuge
Refuge

Waterfowl
Waterfowl

198470°-41-PT. It-94
198470--41-PT.
--94

Petit Bois National
National Wildlife Refuge (Alabama
(Alabama and Mississippi)
Mississippi)
Wheeler
Wheeler National
National Wildlife Refuge
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New
Refuge
of Refuge
Namwe of
New Name

Old
Name of
Refuge
of Refuge
Old Name
ALASKA
ALASKA
Aleutian
Islands Reservation
Reservation
Aleutian Islands
Bering
Reservation
Sea Reservation
Bering Sea
Bogoslof
Reservation
Bogoslof Reservation
Chamisso Island
Island Reservation
Reservation
Chamisso
Forrester
Reservation
Island Reservation
Forrester Island
Hazen Bay
Bay Migratory
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Hazen
Refuge
Refuge
Hazy Islands
Reservation
Islands Reservation
Hazy
Nunivak Island
Island Reservation
Reservation
Nunivak
Saint
Reservation
Lazaria Reservation
Saint Lazaria
Semidi Islands
Islands Wildlife
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge
Semidi
Tuxedni Reservation
Reservation
Tuxedni

Aleutian Islands
Islands National
WildNational WildAleutian
life Refuge
Refuge
life
Bering Sea
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Sea National
Bering
Refuge
Refuge
Bogoslof
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefBogoslof National
uge
uge
Chamisso National
National Wildlife
RefWildlife RefChamisso
uge
uge
Forrester Island
Island National
WildNational WildForrester
life Refuge
Refuge
life
Hazen
Bay National
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Hazen Bay
Refuge
Refuge
Hazy
Islands National
National Wildlife
Hazy Islands
Refuge
Refuge
Nunivak
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefNunivak National
uge
uge
Saint Lazaria
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Lazaria National
Saint
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
Semidi National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Semidi
Tuxedni
Wildlife RefNational Wildlife
Tuxedni National
uge
uge

ARIZONA
ARIZONA
Apache
Migratory Waterfowl
Apache Migratory
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
Boulder Canyon
Wildlife Refuge
Canyon Wildlife
Boulder
Salt River Reservation
Reservation

Apache
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Apache National
Boulder
Canyon National
WildNational WildBoulder Canyon
~aT1
life
(Arizona and
Nelife Refuge
lefuge (Arizona
and IN
evada)
Salt River National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge

ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS
Big
Migratory Bird
Bird Refuge
Lake Migratory
Big Lake

WaterWhite
River Migratory
Migratory WaterWhite River
Refuge
fowl
fowl Refuge

National Wildlife
Big Lake
Lake National
Big
Ttefuge
Refuge
White
National Wildlife
River National
White River
Refuge
Refuge

FORNIA
CALIFORNIA
Lake National Wildlife
Clear Lake
Reservation
Clear Lake
Lake Reservation
Clear
Refuge
Farallon National
National Wildlife RefReservation
Farallon
Farallon Reservation
uge
Reservation
Lower Klamath National WildKlamath Lake Reservation
Klamath
life Refuge (California and
Oregon)
Sacramento
Sacramento National Wildlife
Sacramento
Migratory WaterWaterSacramento Migratory
Refuge
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
National Wildlife
Salton Sea Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Salton
Salton Sea National
Refuge
Tule
Lake Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Tule Lake National Wildlife
Tule Lake
Refuge

DELAWARE
DELAWARE
Bombay Hook
Hook Migratory WaterBombay
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge

Bombay Hook National Wildlife
Refuge

54
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New Name of Refuge

Old
of Refuge
Refuge
Name of
Old Name
FLORIDA
iRIDA
Anclote
Migratory Bird
Bird Refuge
Anclote Migratory
Brevard
Reservation
Brevard Reservation
Caloosahatchee
Reservation
Caloosahatchee Reservation
Cedar Keys
Refuge
Bird Refuge
Keys Bird
Cedar
Chinsegut
Migratory Bird
Hill Migratory
Chinsegut Hill
Refuge
Refuge
Great White
White Heron
Heron Refuge
Great
Indian
Key Reservation
Reservation
Indian Key
Island
Reservation
Bay Reservation
Island Bay
Key West
West Reservation
Reservation
Key
Matanzas
Bird Refuge
Refuge
Matanzas Bird
Matlacha
Reservation
Pass Reservation
Matlacha Pass
Palma Sola
Sola Reservation
Reservation
Palma
Passage Key
Reservation
Key Reservation
Passage

Reservation
Pelican Island
Island Reservation
Pelican
Pine
Reservation
Pine Island Reservation
St. Marks
Marks Migratory
Migratory Bird Refuge
St.

Andote National
National Wildlife Refuge
Anclote
Brevard
National Wildlife RefBrevard National
uge
uge
National WildCaloosahatchee National
Caloosahatchee
life
Refuge
life Refuge
Cedar Keys
Keys National Wildlife
Cedar
Refuge
Refuge
Chinsegut
Wildlife RefNational Wildlife
Chinsegut National
uge
uge
Great White
White Heron
Heron National
Great
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Wildlife
Indian Key
National Wildlife
Key National
Indian
Refuge
Refuge
Island
Bay National
National Wildlife
Island Bay
Refuge
Refuge
Key
Wildlife RefNational Wildlife
West National
Key West
uge
uge
Wildlife RefMatanzas National
National Wildlife
Matanzas
uge
uge
Matlacha
Pass National
National WildMatlacha Pass
life
Refuge
life Refuge
Palma Sola
National Wildlife
Sola National
Palma
Refuge
Refuge
Passage
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Key National
Passage Key
Refuge
Refuge
Pelican Island
Island National
National Wildlife
Pelican
Refuge
Refuge
Pine
National Wildlife
Island National
Pine Island
Refuge
Refuge
St. Marks
National Wildlife RefMarks National
St.
uge
uge

GEORGIA
GEORGIA
Blackbeard Island
Reservation
Island Reservation
Blackbeard
Okefenokee Wildlife
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge
Okefenokee
Piedmont
Wildlife Refuge
Piedmont Wildlife
Savannah
Wildlife Refuge
River Wildlife
Savannah River
Tybee
Migratory Bird
Refuge
Bird Refuge
Tybee Migratory
Wolf
Island
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Island
Wolf

Blackbeard
Island
National
National
Island
Blackbeard
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Okefenokee National
National Wildlife
Okefenokee
Refuge
Refuge
Piedmont
Wildlife RefNational Wildlife
Piedmont National
uge.
uge.
Savannah National
National Wildlife RefSavannah
uge
(Georgia and South Carouge (Georgia
lina)
lina)
Tybee National
Wildlife Refuge
National Wildlife
Tybee
Wildlife
Wolf Island
Island National
National Wildlife
Wolf
Refuge
Refuge

ISLANDS
HAWAIIAN
SLANDS
HAWAIIAN I

Hawaiian Islands
Reservation
Islands Reservation
Hawaiian
Johnston Island
Island Reservation
Reservation
Johnston

Hawaiian
National WildIslands National
Hawaiian Islands
life Refuge
Johnston
National WildIsland National
Johnston Island
life
Refuge
life Refuge
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New
Refuge
of Refuge
Name of
New Name

Old Name
Name of Refuge
Old
IDAHO
IDAHO
Camas Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Camas
Refuge
Refuge
Deer
Flat Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Deer Flat
Refuge
Refuge
Snake River
River Migratory
Migratory WaterSnake
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl

Camas National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge
Camas
Deer
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Flat National
Deer Flat
Refuge
Refuge
Snake River
River National
National Wildlife
Snake
Refuge
Refuge

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS
Chautauqua
National Wildlife
Chautauqua National
Chautauqua Migratory
Migratory WaterChautauqua
Refuge
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
I
OWA
Iow.
Union
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Slough National
Union Slough
Union Slough
Migratory WaterWaterSlough Migratory
Union
Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Kentucky Woodlands
Woodlands
Kentucky
Refuge
Refuge

KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY
Kentucky
Woodlands National
National
Kentucky Woodlands
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife

LOUISIANA
rISIANA
Breton National
Wildlife Refuge
National Wildlife
Breton
Breton
Breton Bird Refuge
Lacassine
National
Wildlife RefNational
Lacassine
Lacassine
Migratory
Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Lacassine Migratory
uge
Refuge
Refuge
Sabine
National Wildlife Refuge
Sabine National
Sabine
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Sabine Migratory
Refuge
Refuge
National Wildlife
Shell
Keys National
Shell Keys
Shell Keys
Keys Reservation
Reservation
Shell
Refuge
Refuge
Tern Islands
National Wildlife
Islands National
Tern
Tern
Islands Reservation
Reservation
Tern Islands
Refuge
Refuge
M AINE
MAINE
Moosehorn
Migratory Bird RefMoosehorn Migratory
uge
uge

Moosehom
Moosehorn
Refuge

National

Wildlife

National
National

Wildlife

M
ARYLAND
MARYLAND

Bird RefBlackwater
Migratory Bird
Blackwater Migratory
uge
uge

Blackwater
Blackwater
Refuge

M
ICHIGAN
MICHIGAN
Huron National
National Wildlife Refuge
Huron
Huron
Migratory
Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Bird
Migratory
Huron
Seney
Seney National Wildlife Refuge
Seney Migratory
Waterfowl RefMigratory Waterfowl
Seney
uge
uge
Siskiwit National Wildlife RefReservation
Siskiwit
Siskiwit Islands Reservation
uge
M
INNESOTA
MINNESOTA
Mille Lacs
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Lacs National
Mille
Refuge
Refuge
Mud
National Wildlife
Lake National
Mud Lake
Mud Lake Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
Rice
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Lake National
Rice Lake
Rice Lake Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge_
Refuge
Refuge
Talcot
Lake National Wildlife
Talcot Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterTalcot Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Waterfowl
Tamarac National
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Tamarac Migratory Waterfowl
Tamarac
Tamarac
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge

Mille Lacs
Lacs Reservation
Reservation
Mille
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New
New Name of Refuge

Old Name
Name of
of Refuge
Refuge
Old
M
ISSOURI
MISSOURI
Squaw
Migratory WaterWaterCreek Migratory
Squaw Creek
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Swan Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Swan
Refuge
Refuge

Squaw
Creek National
National Wildlife
Squaw Creek
Refuge
Refuge
Swan
National Wildlife
Lake National
Swan Lake
Refuge
Refuge

M ONTANA
MONTANA
Benton
Lake Bird
Refuge
Bird Refuge
Benton Lake
Black Coulee
Migratory WaterWaterCoulee Migratory
Black
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Fort
Refuge
Bird Refuge
Keogh Bird
Fort Keogh
Hewitt
WaterMigratory WaterLake Migratory
Hewitt Lake
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Lake Thibadeau
Migratory WaThibadeau Migratory
Lake
terfowl
Refuge
terfowl Refuge
Medicine
Migratory WaterLake Migratory
Medicine Lake
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Nine-Pipe Reservation
Reservation
Nine-Pipe
Pablo Reservation
Reservation
Pablo
Pishkun
Reservation
Pishkun Reservation
Willow
Creek Reservation
Reservation
Willow Creek

Benton
Lake National
National Wildlife
Benton Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Black Coulee
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Coulee National
Black
Refuge
Refuge
Fort Keogh
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Keogh National
Fort
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Hewitt
Lake National
National Wildlife
Hewitt Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
Thibadeau National
WildNational WildLake Thibadeau
life
Refuge
life Refuge
Medicine
Lake National
National WildWildMedicine Lake
life Refuge
Refuge
life
Wildlife
Nine-Pipe National
National Wildlife
Nine-Pipe
Refuge
Refuge
Pablo National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Pablo
Pishkun National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Pishkun
Willow Creek
National Wildlife
Creek National
Willow
Refuge
Refuge

NEBRASKA
NEBRASKA
Refuge
Crescent
Lake Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Crescent Lake
Niobrara Reservation
Reservation
Niobrara
North Platte
Platte Reservation
Reservation
North

Crescent Lake National
National Wildlife
Crescent
Refuge
Refuge
Fort Niobrara
Niobrara National
National Wildlife
Fort
Refuge
Refuge
North
Platte National
National Wildlife
North Platte
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Valentine National
National Wildlife
Valentine
Refuge
Refuge

Valentine Migratory
Migratory WaterValentine
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
NEVADA
NEVADA
Wildlife
Anaho
National Wildlife
Island National
Anaho Island
Anaho
Island Reservation
Reservation
Anaho Island
Refuge
Refuge
Sheldon National
National Antelope RefRefSheldon
Charles Sheldon
Sheldon Wildlife Refuge
Charles
uge
Fallon National
National Wildlife Refuge
Fallon
Fallon Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Fallon
Railroad
WildValley National WildRailroad Valley
Railroad Valley
Valley Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird
Railroad
life
Refuge
Refuge
life
Refuge
Refuge
Ruby Lake
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Lake National
Ruby
Ruby
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Lake Migratory
Ruby Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
Winnemucca National Wildlife
Winnemucca
Winnemucca
Bird
Migratory Bird
Winnemucca Migratory
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
Refuge
M EXICO
NEW
NEW MEXICO
Bitter
Migratory WaterWaterLake Migratory
Bitter Lake
fowl Refuge
fowl
Carlsbad Reservation
Reservation
Carlsbad

Refuge
Rio Grande
Grande Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Rio

Bitter Lake
Lake National
National Wildlife
Bitter
Refuge
Refuge
Carlsbad National
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefCarlsbad
uge
Rio Grande
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Grande National
Rio
Refuge
Refuge
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New Name
of Refuge
Refuge
New
Name of

Old
of Refuge
Old Name cof
NEW
YORK
NEW YORK
Fort Tyler
Migratory Bird
Bird RefRefFort
Tyler Migratory
uge
uge
Montezuma
Migratory Bird
RefMontezuma Migratory
Bird Refuge
uge
Shinnecock
Shinnecock Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird RefRefuge
uge

Fort
Fort Tyler
Tyler National
National
Refuge
Refuge
National
Montezuma
Montezuma National
Refuge
Refuge
National
Shinnecock
Shinnecock National
Refuge
Refuge

Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife

NORTH
NORTH CAROLINA
<CAROLINA
Lake Mattamuskeet
Mattamuskeet Wildlife
Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Pea Island
Migratory Waterfowl
Pea
Island Migratory
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Swanquarter Migratory
Swanquarter
Migratory Bird
Bird
Refuge
Refuge

Mattamuskeet
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Mattamuskeet National
Refuge
Refuge
Pea Island
RefWildlife RefPea
Island National
National Wildlife
uge
uge
Swanquarter National
Wildlife
Swanquarter
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge

NORTH
DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA
Appert
Lake Migratory
Appert Lake
Migratory WaterWaterfowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Ardoch Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterArdoch
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Arrowwood
Migratory WaterWaterArrowwood Migratory
fowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Billings
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterBillings Lake
Waterfowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Bone
Hill Creek
Migratory
Creek Migratory
Bone Hill
Waterfowl Refuge
Refuge
Waterfowl
Brumba
Brumba Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Buffalo
Migratory WaterWaterBuffalo Lake
Lake Migratory
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Camp Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterCamp
Waterfowl Refuge
Canfield
Lake Migratory
Canfield Lake
Migratory WaterWaterfowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Charles
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterCharles Lake
fowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Chase
Reservation
Chase Lake
Lake Reservation
Cottonwood Lake
Cottonwood
Lake Migratory
Migratory
Waterfowl Refuge
Waterfowl
Refuge
Dakota Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterDakota
fowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Des
Lacs Migratory
Des Lacs
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Flickertail
Migratory Waterfowl
Flickertail Migratory
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Florence Lake
Migratory WaterWaterFlorence
Lake Migratory
fowl Refuge
Half-Way Lake
Migratory
Half-Way
Lake M
i g r a to ry
Waterfowl Refuge
Waterfowl
Refuge
Hiddenwood
Hiddenwood Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory
Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge
Refuge
Hobart
WaterHobart Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
fowl Refuge
Refuge
Hutchinson Lake Migratory
Hutchinson
Waterfowl
Waterfowl Refuge
Refuge

Appert Lake
Lake National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Appert
Refuge
Refuge
Ardoch National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Ardoch
Wildlife Refuge
Arrowwood National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Arrowwood
Refuge
Refuge
Billings
Wildlife
Billings Lake
Lake National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Bone
Hill National
Wildlife RefRefBone Hill
National Wildlife
uge
uge
Brumba
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefBrumba National
uge
uge
Buffalo
National Wildlife
Lake National
Buffalo Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Camp
Lake National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Camp -Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Canfield Lake National
National Wildlife
Canfield
Refuge
Refuge
Charles Lake
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Charles
Lake National
Refuge
Refuge
Chase Lake
Wildlife
Chase
Lake National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Cottonwood Lake
Cottonwood
Lake National
National WildWildlife Refuge
Refuge
Lake National
Dakota Lake
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
National Wildlife
Des Lacs National
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Flickertail National
Flickertail
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefuge
uge
Lake National
National WildFlorence Lake
Wildlife
life Refuge
Half-Way
Half-Way Lake National
National WildWildlife Refuge
Refuge
Hiddenwood
Hiddenwood National
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Hobart
Hobart Lake National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Hutchinson
Hutchinson Lake National
National WildWildlife Refuge
Refuge
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Old
Name of Refuge
Old Name

New Name of Refuge

NORTH DAKorA—Continued
DAKOTA-Continued
NORTH
Johnson
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterJohnson Lake
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Lake
Elsie Migratory
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Lake Elsie
Refuge
Refuge
Lake George
Migratory WaterGeorge Migratory
Lake
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Lake
Ilo Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Lake Ilo
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
WaterMigratory WaterMoraine Migratory
Lake Moraine
fowl
fowl Refuge
Lake Nettie
Migratory WaterWaterNettie Migratory
Lake
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Lake Oliver
Oliver Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterLake
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Lake
WaterMigratory WaterPatricia Migratory
Lake Patricia
fowl
fowl Refuge
Lake
Susie Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterLake Susie
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Lake Zahl
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Zahl Migratory
Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Lambs Lake
WaterMigratory WaterLake Migratory
Lambs
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Legion
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterLegion Lake
fowl Refuge
Migratory WaterLittle Goose Migratory
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Little
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterLittle Lake
fowl
fowl Refuge
Long
Lake Migratory
Migratory Bird
Long Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Lords Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterLords
fowl
fowl Refuge
Waterfowl
Lost Lake
Migratory Waterfowl
Lake Migratory
Lost
Refuge
Refuge
Lostwood Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Lostwood
Refuge
Refuge
Lower Souris
Souris Migratory
Migratory WaterLower
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Maple River
Migratory WaterWaterRiver Migratory
Maple
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Minnewastena
Migratory WaterWaterMinnewastena Migratory
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Pioneer
WaterMigratory WaterLake Migratory
Pioneer Lake
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Pleasant Lake
Lake Migratory
WaterMigratory WaterPleasant
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Rock Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterRock
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl
Shell Lake
WaterMigratory WaterLake Migratory
Shell
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Sibley Lake
Lake Migratory
WaterMigratory WaterSibley
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge
Stump Lake
Reservation
Lake Reservation
Stump

Johnson Lake
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Lake National
Johnson
Refuge
Refuge
National Wildlife
Lake
Elsie National
Lake Elsie
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
National Wildlife
Wildlife
George National
Lake George
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
National Wildlife RefIlo National
Lake Bo
uge
uge
Lake Moraine
National Wildlife
Moraine National
Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Lake Nettie
Nettie National
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Oliver National
Lake Oliver
Refuge
Refuge
Lake
Patricia National
Wildlife
National Wildlife
Lake Patricia
Refuge
Refuge
McLean National
National Wildlife RefMcLean
uge
uge
Lake Zahl
National Wildlife RefZahl National
Lake
uge
uge
Wildlife
Lambs Lake
Lake National
National Wildlife
Lambs
Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Legion Lake
National Wildlife
Lake National
Legion
Refuge
Refuge
Little
Goose National
National Wildlife
Little Goose
Refuge
Refuge
Little
'Jake National
National Wildlife
Little Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Long
Lake National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Long Lake

Upper Souris
Souris Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterUpper
fowl Refuge
Refuge
fowl

Wildlife
Wildlife

Refuge
Refuge

Lords 'Jake
National
National
Lake
Lords
Refuge
Refuge
Lost Lake
National
Lake National
Lost
Refuge
Refuge
Lostwood
National
National
Lostwood
Refuge
Refuge
Lower
Souris National
National
Lower Souris
Refuge
Refuge
Maple -River
River National
Maple
Refuge
Refuge
Minnewastena
National
Minnewastena National
Refuge
Refuge
Pioneer
Pioneer Lake National
Refuge
Refuge
Pleasant Lake
Lake National
Pleasant
Refuge
Refuge
National
Rock Lake
Lake National
Rock
Refuge
Refuge
Shell
National
Lake National
Shell Lake
Refuge
Refuge
Sibley Lake
National
Lake National
Sibley
Refuge
Refuge
Stump Lake
Lake National
National
Stump
Refuge
Refuge
Upper Souris
Souris National
National
Upper
Refuge
Refuge

Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife

Wildlife
Wildlife

Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
Wildlife
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New Name
Name of
Refuge
New
of Refuge
OHIO
OHIO

West Sister Island
tory
Migratory
Island Migrat
Bird Refuge
Refuge
Bird

West Sister
Island National
Sister Island
National WildWildlife Refuge
Refuge
life

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA
Salt Plains
Plains Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Salt

Salt
Salt Plains
Plains
Refuge
Refuge

National
National

Wildlife
Wildlife

OREGON
OREGON

Cape Meares Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Goat Island
Island Migratory
Bird
Goat
Migratory Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Hart
Mountain Antelope
Antelope Refuge
Refuge
Hart Mountain
Malheur Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird Refuge
Refuge
McKay
Bird Refuge
Refuge
McKay Creek
Creek Bird
Three Arch
Arch Rocks Reservation
Reservation
Upper Klamath
Klamath Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Upper

Cape
Meares National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Cape Meares
Refuge
Refuge
Oregon
Islands National
WildOregon Islands
National Wildlife
Refuge
life Refuge
AnteHart Mountain National
National Antelope Refuge
Refuge
lope
Malheur
National
Wildlife
National
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
McKay
Creek National
Wildlife
McKay Creek
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Three Arch
Three
Arch Rocks
Rocks National
National WildWildlife Refuge
life
Refuge
Upper Klamath
Klamath National
National WildWildUpper
life Refuge
Refuge

PUERTO
PUERTO Rico
RICO

Culebra
Reservation
Culebra Reservation

Culebra
Culebra National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
S
OUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH
CAROLINA

Romain Migratory
Bird
Cape Romain
Migratory Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Carolina Sandhills
Carolina
Sandhills Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefuge
uge

Cape Romain National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Carolina
Carolina
Sandhills
National
Sandhills
National
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge

SOUTH DAKOTA
SOUTH
DAKOTA

Belle Fourche
Fourche Reservation
Reservation
Lacreek Migratory
Lacreek
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Lake Andes Migratory
Migratory WaterWaterfowl
fowl Refuge
Sand Lake
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Lake Migratory
Refuge
Refuge
Waubay Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge

Belle Fourche National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Refuge
Lacreek
Lacreek National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Lake Andes National Wildlife
Wildlife
Refuge
Sand Lake National Wildlife
Refuge
Waubay
Waubay National Wildlife Refuge

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE

Lake Isom Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge

Lake Isom
Wildlife
Lake
Isom National
National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge

TEL
TEXAS

Aransas Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Muleshoe
Muleshoe Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge

Aransas National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Muleshoe
Muleshoe National Wildlife RefRefuge
uge
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Old Name
Name of
of Refuge
Old
Refuge

New Name of Refuge
Refuge
UTAH
UTAH

Locomotive
Migratory
Locomotive Springs
Springs Migratory
Bird Refuge
Bird
Refuge
Strawberry Valley
Valley Reservation
Reservation
Strawberry

Locomotive Springs
Wildlife
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge
Strawberry
Valley
Valley
Wildlife
Refuge
Wildlife Refuge

National
National
National
National

VERMONT
VERMONT

Morgan
Morgan Farm Wildlife Refuge

Morgan National
Morgan
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge

VIRGINIA
VIRGINIA
Back Bay
Bay Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Waterfowl
Back
Refuge
Refuge

Back Bay
Back
Bay National
National Wildlife
Wildlife RefRefuge
uge

W ASHINGTON
WASHINGTON
Columbia River
River Bird
Bird Refuge
Columbia
Refuge
Conconnully Reservation
Conconnully
Reservation

Copalis Rock
Rock Reservation
Reservation
Dungeness Spit
Spit Reservation
Dungeness
Reservation
Flattery Rocks
Reservation
Flattery
Rocks Reservation
Jones
Migratory Bird
Jones Island
Island Migratory
Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Lenore
Migratory Bird
Lenore Lake
Lake Migratory
Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Little
Oreille Wildlife
Little Pend
Pend Oreille
Refuge
Refuge
Matia
Island Migratory
Bird
Matia Island
Migratory Bird
Refuge
Refuge
Quillayute
Quillayute Needles
Needles Reservation
Reservation
Smith
Smith Island
Island Reservation
Reservation
Turnbull Migratory
Waterfowl
Migratory Waterfowl
Refuge
Refuge
Willapa
Bird
Wilapa Harbor
Harbor Migratory
Migratory Bird
Refuge
Refuge

Columbia River
River National
National WildWildColumbia
life Refuge
Refuge
life
Coneonnully National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Conconnully
Refuge
Refuge
Copalis National
Refuge
Copalis
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Dungeness National
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Dungeness
Refuge
Refuge
Flattery Rocks
National WildFlattery
Rocks National
Wildlife
life Refuge
Refuge
Jones
Island National
Wildlife
Jones Island
National Wildlife
Refuge
Lenore
National Wildlife
Lenore Lake
Lake National
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Little
National
Little Pend Oreille
Oreille National
Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Matia Island
Island National
Refuge
Refuge
Quillayute
Quillayute Needles
Needles National
National
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Wildlife
Smith
National Wildlife
Wildlife
Smith Island National
Refuge
Refuge
Turnbull
National
Turnbull
National
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Willapa
National Wildlife
Refuge
Willapa National
Wildlife Refuge

WISCONSIN
W
ISCONSIN

Gravel Island Reservation
Reservation
Green Bay
Reservation
Bay Reservation
Green
Long
Long Tail
Tail Point
Point Migratory
Migratory
Waterfowl Refuge
Waterfowl
Refuge
Trempealeau
Migratory WaterWaterTrempealeau Migratory
fowl
Refuge
fowl Refuge

Gravel Island
Gravel
National WildIsland National
WildRefuge
life Refuge
Green Bay National Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
Long Tail Point
WildPoint National Wildlife Refuge
Refuge
Trempealeau
Trempeale,au National Wildlife
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge

W
YOMING
WYOMING
Bamforth Lake
Lake Migratory
Migratory Bird
Bird
Bamforth
Refuge
Refuge
Elk Refuge
Hutton Lake
Migratory Bird
Bird
Lake Migratory
Hutton
Refuge

Bamforth
Bamforth
National
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
National
Refuge
National Elk
Elk Refuge
Hutton Lake
Lake National
National Wildlife
Hutton
Wildlife
Refuge
Refuge
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IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
I have
have hereunto
hand and
caused the
caused
the United
States of
of America
America to
to be
be affixed.
the seal
seal of
of the
United States
affixed.
DONE at
the City
Washington this
this 25"
25" day
day of
July, in
in the
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
of July,
the
year of
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and forty,
and of
the
year
of our
our Lord
forty, and
of the
[sEAL]
of the
States of
the one
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
the United
United States
of America
America the
one
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
President:
By
the President:
SUMNER
WELLES
SUMNER WELLES
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting

ADMINISTRATION
OF SECTION
SECTION 6
ENTITLED, "AN
"AN-ACT
To
ADMINISTRATION OF
6 OF
OF THE
THE ACT
ACT ENTITLED,
ACT TO
EXPEDITE
EXPEDITE THE
OF THE
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE"
DEFENSE"
THE STRENGTHENING
STRENGTHENING OF
APPROVED JULY
2, 1940
1940
APPROVED
JULY 2,
July 26, 1940
1940
[No.
[No. 2417]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante, p. 714.
714.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 6
of the
of Congress
Congress entitled
To
6 of
the act
act of
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To
expedite the strengthening
strengthening of
defense," approved
approved July
of the national
national defense,"
July 2,
2,
1940, provides
1940,
provides as
as follows:
follows:
"Whenever the
determines that
is necessary
necessary in
in
"Whenever
the President
President determines
that it
it is
the interest of national defense to prohibit or
the exportaexportaor curtail
curtail the
any military equipment
tion of any
or munitions,
munitions, or
or component
equipment or
component parts
parts
thereof, or
thereof,
machinery, tools,
or material
supplies necessary
or machinery,
tools, or
material or
or supplies
necessary for
for
manufacture, servicing or
the manufacture,
thereof, he
he may
may by
by
or operation thereof,
proclamation prohibit or curtail such exportation,
proclamation
exportation, except
under
except under
such rules and regulations as he shall prescribe. Any
such procAny such
proclamation
lamation shall describe the articles
materials included
the
articles or
or materials
included in
in the
prohibition
curtailment contained therein.
prohibition or curtailment
case of
the
therein. In
In case
of the
violation
any provision
violation of any
any proclamation,
proclamation, or
provision of
of any
or of
of any
any rule
rule or
or
regulation,
regulation, issued hereunder,
hereunder, such violator
upon conconviolator or
or violators,
violators, upon
viction, shall be punished
punished by a
of not
not more
more than
or
a fine
fine of
than $10,000,
$10,000, or
by imprisonment for not more than two years
years or
or by
by both
both such
such
fine and imprisonment. The authority
granted in
in this
authority granted
this Act
Act shall
shall
terminate
unless the
terminate June 30, 1942, unless
Congress shall
otherwise
the Congress
shall otherwise
provide."
provide."

AND WHEREAS
WHEREAS by my proclamation
proclamation no.
1940,
no. 2413
2413 of
of July
July 2,
2, 1940,
entitled "ADMINISTRATION
"ADMINISTRATION OF SECTION 6
THE ACT
ACT
6 OF THE
ENTITLED
ENTITLED 'AN ACT TO EXPEDITE THE STRENGTHENSTRENGTHENING OF THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE'
DEFENSE' APPROVED
JULY 2,
APPROVED JULY
2,
1940",
recommendation of
1940", IIproclaimed
proclaimed that upon the recommendation
of the
the AdminisAdminisI had determined
trator of Export Control I
determined that it was necessary
necessary in
in
the interest of the national defense
defense that certain
listed articles
and
certain listed
articles and
the United
materials should not be exported from the
States except
except when
United States
when
authorized
authorized in each case by a
alicense as provided
provided for in the said proclaproclamation.
Exports
Exports of desi
gdesigNOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
TH EREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, President
President
nated materials.
nated
materials.
the United States of America,
License
License re
quire- of
requireacting
under
virtue
of
the
America,
and
by
virtue
of
the
of the
ment.
ment.
authority
hereby proclaim
authority vested in me by the said act of Congress, do hereby
proclaim
that upon the recommendation
that
recommendation of the aforesaid
aforesaid Administrator
Administrator of
of
Export Control IIhave
necessary in the
have determined that it
it is necessary
interest
the interest
of the national defense
defense that on and after August 1,
1940, the
additional
1, 1940,
the additional
materials
hereinafter listed shall not be exported
exported from the
materials hereinafter
the United
United
Ante, p. 2712.
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provided
as provided
States except
authorized in
case by aalicense as
in each
each case
when authorized
except when
States
for in
aforesaid proclamation:
proclamation:
the aforesaid
for
in the
1.
products
Petroleum products
1. Petroleum
2. Tetraethyl
lead
2.
Tetraethyl lead
3. Iron
scrap
steel scrap
and steel
3.
Iron and
IN WITNESS
hereunto set my hand and
and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused the
the seal
seal of
States of
of America
to be affixed.
America to
the United
United States
of the
caused
DONE
City of
Washington this
this 226th
day of
of July,
July, in the
the
the City
of Washington
DONE at
at the
6th day
year of
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
and of
of the
forty, and
and forty,
of our
year
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
United States
of America
the one
one
America the
States of
of the
the United
[SEAL]
hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred and
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
FRANKLIN
By
the President:
SUMNER
WELLES
SUMNER WELLES
Acting
Secretary of
State.
of State.
Acting Secretary

DAY OF
OF PRAYER
PRAYER
DAY
BY THE
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

August 7,1940
7, 1940
August
[No, 2418]
2418] [No.

Preamble.
The American
heritage of
freedom and of government
government Preamble.
of individual
individual freedom
American heritage
The
deriving its
its powers
consent of
of the
governed has from
the
from the
the governed
the consent
from the
powers from
deriving
time of
of the
of our
our Republic
Republic been
proudly transmitted
each
to each
transmitted to
been proudly
Fathers of
the Fathers
time
succeeding
and to
to us
generation has
fallen the task
has fallen
of this
this generation
us of
generation, and
succeeding generation,
are now
of
and transmitting
transmitting it
it to
the future.
future. We are
to the
it and
of preserving
preserving it
effort to fortify that heritage.
engaged in
in a
amighty effort
engaged
endeavored
nations we have endeavored
Mindful
of our
duties in
in the
the family
of nations
family of
our duties
Mindful of
we have raised
to prevent
prevent the
the outbreak
outbreak and
the spread
of war,
war , and we
spread of
and the
to
our
against international
international injustice.
Americans and as lovers
As Americans
injustice. As
voices against
our voices
of
freedom we
are humbly
humbly sympathetic
those who are facing
with those
sympathetic with
we are
of freedom
tribulation
tribulation in lands across the seas.
suffering and disaster
When
every succeeding
succeeding day
day brings
brings sad
sad news of suffering
When every
abroad
we are
are especially
of the
the Divine
our
Divine Power and of our
conscious of
especially conscious
abroad we
dependence
upon God's
God's merciful
consciousness
guidance. With this consciousness
merciful guidance.
dependence upon
in
our hearts
it is
seemly that
we should,
should, at a
a time like this, pray to
that we
is seemly
hearts it
in our
Almighty
on our
our country and for the establishblessing on
His blessing
for His
God for
Almighty God
ment
just and
and permanent
among all
all the
the nations of the
peace among
permanent peace
a just
of a
ment of
world.
world.
Sunday, September
September
Sunday,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT, Presi- 8,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
1940, set
set aside
aside as
as a
a
8, 1940,
day
of
prayer.
of
prayer.
day
dent
of
the
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
set
aside
Sunday,
aside
set
hereby
do
of
America,
States
United
dent of the
September
of prayer;
urge the
the people
the
people of the
and IIurge
prayer; and
day of
as aaday
8, 1940,
1940, as
September 8,
on that day,
United
of all
all creeds
creeds and
and denominations,
denominations, to pray on
States, of
United States,
in their
their homes,
the high
high seas
seas or
they
or wherever
wherever they
on the
homes, on
or at
at their
churches or
in
their churcites
may be,
be, beseeching
beseeching the
the Ruler
Ruler of
of the
the Universe
to bless
blest.; our
our Republic,
Republic,
Universe to
may
to
our heritage
heritage and
and firm
firm in
its defense,
defense,
in its
for our
grateful for
us reverently
reverently grateful
to make
make us
and
to
grant
to
this
land
and
to
the
troubled
world
a
righteous,
a
righteous,
world
troubled
the
to
and
land
this
to
to
grant
and
enduring peace.
peace.
enduring
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have
my hand
and
hand and
set my
hereunto set
have hereunto
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States of
to be
affixed.
be affixed
America to
of America
the seal
caused the
DONE at
the City
City of
of Washington
this 7th
7th day
the
in the
August, in
of August,
day of
Washington this
at the
DONE
year
of our
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
forty, and
the
of the
and of
and forty,
our Lord
year of
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
the United
States of
of America
the one
one
America the
United States
of the
[SEAL]
hundred
sixty-fifth.
and sixty-fifth.
hundred and
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
IFRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
the President:
By

SUMNER WELLES
WELLES
SUMNER

Acting Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of
Acting
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PROCLAMATIONS—
AUG.8,
PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
8, 1940
1940

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

CANADA-SUSPENSION
CANADA—SUSPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES
August 8,
8, 1940
[No. 2419]
[No.
2419]

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.

WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised
the United
United
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
of the
States, as amended
amended by the act of
24, 1897,
1897, c.
c. 13,
13, 30
214
of July
July 24,
30 Stat.
Stat. 214
(U. S. C., title 46,
141), provides,
provides, in
in part,
as follows:
46, sec. 141),
part, as
follows:
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof being given
given to
President, by
by the
the
to the
the President,
government of any foreign
government
foreign nation,
no discriminating
discriminating duties
duties
nation, that
that no
of tonnage
tonnage or imposts are imposed or
levied in
in the
ports of
of such
or levied
the ports
such
nation upon vessels wholly belonging
belonging to
to citizens
of the
the United
citizens of
United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or merchandise
merchandise imimported in the same from
United States
States or
or from
from any
foreign
from the United
any foreign
country, the President
President may issue his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring
that the foreign discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
tonnage and
and impost
impost
duties of
within the United States are suspended
so
suspended and
and discontinued,
discontinued, so
far as respects
respects the vessels of such foreign
foreign nation,
nation, and
and the
the produce,
produce,
manufactures,
merchandise imported
manufactures, or merchandise
imported into
into the
United States
the United
States
from such foreign
foreign nation, or from any other foreign
foreign country;
country;
the suspension to take effect from the time of
of such
such notification
notification
being given to the President, and to continue
so long
continue so
long as
as the
the
reciprocal exemption
reciprocal
exemption of vessels,
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
vessels, belonging
of the
the
United States, and their cargoes, shall be
continued, and
no
be continued,
and no
longer .
."
. ..."

Canada.
Suspension of for.
for.
eign discriminating
sign
duties and imposts
against.
against.

Effective date and
Effective
duration.

WHEREAS, satisfactory
WHEREAS,
satisfactory proof
proof was received
by me
me from
the
received by
from the
Government
Government of Canada that no discriminating duties
duties of
tonnage or
of tonnage
or
imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of
upon vessels
of Canada
Canada upon
vessels
wholly belonging to citizens of
of the
States, or
or upon
the produce,
the United
United States,
upon the
produce,
manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported in such
from the
such vessels, from
the
United States, or from
country;
from any
any foreign
foreign country;
THEREFORE, I, Franklin
NOW, THEREFORE,
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
of the
the
President of
United States of America, by virtue of
authority vested
in me
of the
the authority
vested in
me by
by
the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory
statutory provisions,
provisions, do hereby declare
declare and
and proclaim
proclaim
that the foreign
discriminatng duties of tonnage
foreign discriminating
tonnage and
and imposts
imposts within
within
the
discontinued so far as
the United States
States are suspended and discontinued
respects
as respects
the vessels of Canada
Canada and the produce, manufactures
or merchandise
merchandise
manufactures,'or
imported in said vessels into the United
at
es f
rom Canada
Canada or
United St
States
from
or from
from
any other
other foreign
foreign country;
country; the suspension to take
from the
the
take effect
effect from
date of this proclamation,
proclamation, and to continue so
so long
long as
as the
the reciprocal
reciprocal
exemption of vessels belonging
exemption
belonging to citizens of the United States
States and
and
their cargoes
their
cargoes shall be continued, and no longer.
longer.
IN
I have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
hereunto set my hand
and
hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America to
to be
affixed.
be affixed.
DONE at
at the City of Washington
Washington this 8th day of August
DONE
in the
August in
the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred
year
hundred and forty, and of
of the
the
[SEAL]
Independence of the United States of America
[SEAL] Independence
America the
one
the one

hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By President:
FRANKLIN
By the President:
SUMNER
SUMNER W
ELLES
WELLEs
Secretary of State.
Acting Secretary
Stte.
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54
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PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
PROCLAMATIONSAUG.9,
9, 1940
1940

AMENDMENTS
OF REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS RELATING
RELATING TO
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS
AMENDMENTS OF
TO MIGRATORY
BY
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
AMERICA

August 9, 1940
August
[No.
[No. 2420]
2420]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
authority and
WHEREAS the
the Secretary
Secretary of
of the
the Interior, under authority
and
direction of and in
compliance with section 33 of the Migratory
direction
in compliance
Migratory Bird
amended by the act of
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755), as amended
June
June 20,
20, 1936,
1936, 49
49 Stat. 1555,
1555, the
the administration
administration of which act was
transferred to the
Secretary on
transferred
the said Secretary
on July
July 1,
1, 1939 by
by Reorganization
Reorganization
II (53 Stat. 1431),
adopted and submitted to me the
Plan No. II
1431), has adopted
following amendments, which he
he has
has determined
determined to be
be suitable
suitable
amendments
amendments of certain of the regulations
regulations approved by Proclamation
Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2367
No. 2345 of August 11, 1939, as amended
amended by Proclamation
of
of September
September 28, 1939,
1939, permitting and
and governing
governing the
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
taking,
capture,
purchase, shipment, transportation,
capture, killing,
killing, possession, sale, purchase,
transportation,
carriage, exportation,
migratory birds and parts,
exportation, and importation of migratory
parts,
Convention
eggs thereof,
thereof, included
included in the terms of
of the
the Convention
nests, and eggs
between the United
protection of
Great Britain for the
the protection
between
United States
States and Great
migratory birds concluded
concluded August
1916, and
Convention
migratory
August 16,
16, 1916,
and the
the Convention
Mexican States for the
between the United
United States
States and
and the United Mexican
mammals concluded
February
protection of migratory birds and
and game
game mammals
concluded February
7, 1936:

Preamble.
Preamble.

IJ. S. C.
C. §§ 70370316 U.
711;
703711; Supp. V,
V, §§ 703709a.
S. C.,
65U.
U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
(note).
§§133t
133t (note).

Ante,
Ante, pp. 2616,
2615, 2661.
2661.

1702.
39 Stat. 1702.

1311.
50 Stat. 1311.

"AMENDMENTS
OF MIGRATORY
MIGRATORY BIRD
BIRD TREATY
ACT REGULATIONS
REGULATIONS ADOPTED
ADOPTED
TREATY ACT
"AMENDMENTS OF
BY
THE SECRETARY
SECRETARY OF
THE INTERIOR
INTERIOR
BY THE
OF THE
Under
authority and
3 of the
the Migratory
Migratory Bird
of section
section 3
and direction of
Under authority
Treaty Act
Act of
3, 1918
1918 (40
(40 Stat.
by the
the act of
Stat. 755), as
as amended
amended by
July 3,
Treaty
of July
June
administration of which act was
June 20,
20, 1936,
1936, 49 Stat. 1555, the administration
transferred to the Secretary of the Interior on July 1, 1939 by Retransferred
organization
Plan No.
No. II
1431), I,
I,Harold
Secretary
Harold L.
L. Ickes
Ickes, Secretary
II (53
(53 Stat.
Stat. 1431),
organization Plan
of
the Interior,
temperaLe and to
of temperature
the zones of
regard to the
having due
due regard
Interior, having
of the
the
abundance, economic
breeding habits, and
value, breeding
economic value,
the distribution,
distribution, abundance,
migratory birds included in the
migratory flight of migratory
lines of migratory
times and
and lines
terms
Convention between
between the United States and Great Britain
of the
the Convention
terms of
for
the protection
protection of
of migratory
migratory birds, concluded
concluded August
1916, and
August 16, 1916,
for the
the
Convention between
Mexican
between the
the United States
States and the United Mexican
the Convention
mammals,
protection of migratory birds and game mammals,
States for the
the protection
concluded
February 7,
when, to
to what
what extent,
7, 1936,
1936, have
have determined when,
concluded February
and by
by what
what means
compatible with
terms of
of said
said convenconvenwith the
the terms
means it
it is
is compatible
and
capture, killing, possession,
possession,
hunting, taking, capture,
tions and
and act to allow
allow the huntmg,
sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
shipment, transportation,
carriage exportation,
exportation, and
transportation, carriage,
sale,
importation
and their
their nests
nests and
and eggs,
eggs,
of such birds and
and parts
parts thereof and
importation of
and, in
determinations, do
amend, as
do hereby
hereby amend,
accordance with such determinations,
and,
in accordance
specified,
regulations approved
Proclamation No. 2345 of
approved by Proclamation
specified, the regulations
August
as amended
No. 2367
of September
September
2367 of
Proclamation No.
amended by
by Proclamation
11, 1939,
1939, as
August 11,
28,
so amended
amended do
regulations as
as
such regulations
adopt such
hereby adopt
do hereby
and as
as so
28, 1939,
1939, and
suitable
governing the
the hunting,
hunting, taking,
taking,
and governing
permitting and
regulations permitting
suitable regulations
capture, killing,
killing, possession,
possession, sale,
sale, purchase,
purchase, shipment,
transportation,
shipment, transportation,
capture,
carriage,
exportation, and
and importation
importation of
such migratory
migratory birds
birds and
and
of such
carriage, exportation,
parts,
nests, and
eggs thereof:
thereof:
and eggs
parts, nests,
Regulation 2,
of Terms",
as follows:
follows:
to read
read as
amended to
is amended
Terms", is
2, "Definition
"Definition of
Regulation
REGULATION
2.-DEFINITION OF
OF TERMS
TERMS
REGULATION 2.-DEFINITION
For
the purposes
of these
following terms
terms shall
shall be
be
the following
regulations, the
these regulations,
purposes of
For the
construed, respectively,
mean and
and to
to includeincludeto mean
respectively, to
construed,
Secretary.-Secretary
the Interior
States.
the United
United States.
of the
Interior of
of the
Secretary.-Secretaryof
Director.-Director,
Fish
and
Wildlife
Service,
United
States DeDeStates
United
Service,
Wildlife
Fish
and
Director.-Director,
partment
of the Interior.
partment of

Migratory Bird
Migratory
Treaty Act Regulations.
70316 U. S.
S. C.
C. §703711; Supp.
Supp. V.
§§ 703V, §§703709a.
U. S. C., Supp. V,
55U.S.
II133t (note).

39
Stat. 1702.
1702.
39 Stat.

50 Stat.
Stat. 1311.
1311.

2615, 2661
Ante, pp. 2615,

Ante, P.
p. 2617
2617.-

"Secretary.'
"Director."

2730
2730
"Regional
"Regional
tor."

PROCLAMATIONS— AUG.9,
PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
9, 1940
1940
DirecDirec-

"Person."
"Person."

"Take."
"Take."
"Open
season."
"Openseason."

"Transport."

Ante, pp. 2618, 2662;
Ante,
pp. 2618, 2662;
poet,
p. 2767.

Open seasons on and

[54
STAT.
[54 STAT.

Regional Director.-Regional
Fish and
Wildlife Service,
Regional
Director.—Regional Director,
Director, Fish
and Wildlife
Service,
United
United States
States Department
Department of
of the
the Interior.
Interior.
Person.-Individual,
Person.—Individual, club, association,
association, partnership,
partnership, or corporation,
corporation,
any one or all, as the context
context requires.
requires.
Take.--Hunt, kill, or capture, or
Take.—Hunt,
or attempt
attempt to
to hunt,
or capture.
capture.
hunt, kill,
kill, or
Open season.-Time
season.—Time during which migratory
migratory game birds
may be
birds may
be
taken.
taken.
Transport.-Ship,
Transport .—Ship, carry, export,
import, and
and receive
receive or
deliver for
for
export, import,
or deliver
shipment, conveyance,
conveyance, carriage,
carriage, exportation, or importation.
Regulation
Regulation 4,
"Open Seasons on
and Possession
of Certain
Certain MigraMigra4, "Open
on and
Possession of
tory Game Birds", is amended
to read
read as
amended to
as follows:
follows:
REGULATION 4.-OPEN
4.—OPEN SEASONS
SEASONS ON
REGULATION
ON AND
AND POSSESSION
POSSESSION OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN
MIGRATORY
M
IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
BIRDS

Waterfowl
snow geese
and brants
States bordering
bordering on
on the
the
Waterfowl (except
(except snow
geese and
brants in
in States
Atlantic Ocean; Ross'
Ross' geese, wood ducks, and swans),
may
swans), and
and coots,
coots, may
be taken each day from sunrise
p. m.,
m., and
and rails
rails and
sunrise to 4
4 p.
and gallinules
gallinules
(other than coots),
coots), Wilson's snipes or jacksnipes,
woodcocks mourning
ramaning
jacksnipes, woodcocks,
white-winged doves,
or turtle doves, white-winged
pigeons from
doves, and band-tailed
band-tailed pigeons
from
sunrise to sunset each day during the
open seasons
seasons prescribed
the open
prescribed therefor
therefor
in this regulation, and they may be taken by the means and in the
numthe numbers permitted
permitted by regulations 33and 5
regulations, respectively,
5 of
of these
these regulations,
respectively,
and when so taken may be possessed in the
permitted by
the numbers
numbers permitted
by
regulation
regulation 5
5 any day in
State or
of
in any
any State
or Territory
Territory or
or in
in the
the District
District of
Columbia during the period constituting the open season
season where
where taken
taken
and for an additional
additional period of 20 days
next succeeding
said open
open
days next
succeeding said
season, but no such bird shall
in a
aState
State or
Territory or
or in
shall be possessed in
or Territory
in
the District of Columbia at a
a time when
such
State,
Territory, or
or
when
such
State,
Territory,
Reservations or
prohibits the
Nothing herein
be
Rsaetrations or District
District prohibits
the possession
possession thereof.
thereof. Nothing
herein shall
shall be
sanctuaries.
migratory birds on any reservation
deemed to permit the taking
taking of migratory
reservation or
sanctuary established
established under the Migratory Bird
Act of
Bird Conservation
Conservation Act
of
16 U. 8. C. §§ 7151;6
. S. V.
7- February
c. 14§715aFebruary 18,
18, 1929
1929 (45
(45 Stat.
Stat. 1222),
1222), nor
on any
any area
of the
United
States
nor
on
area
of
the
United
States
715
r; 8upp.
n7s.
715s.
set aside under
proclamation, or Executive
under any other law, proclamation,
Executive order for
use
for use
as a
a bird, game, or other wildlife reservation,
breeding ground,
reservation, breeding
ground, or
or
refuge except insofar
insofar as may be permitted
permitted by
by the
Secretary of
of the
the
the Secretary
Interior under existing law,
area adjacent
adjacent to
to any
any such
law, nor
nor on
on any
any area
such
refuge when such area is designated
designated as a
area under
the Migraa closed area
under the
MigraAct.
tory Bird Treaty
Treaty Act.
Waterfowl, Wilson's
Waterfowl.Wilson's
Waterfowl, Wilson's snipe or
or jacksnipe,
Waterfowl,
jacksnipe, and
coot.—The open
open
and coot.-The
snipe
or jacksnipe,
and
an coot.
coot.
seasons on waterfowl (except snow geese and brant in States bordering
bordering
on the Atlantic Ocean;
Ocean •Ross'
wood d
uc k, an
d swans),
swans ), Wilson's
Wilson's
Ross' goose, wood
duck,
and
jacksnipe, andcoot,
and coot, in the several
snipe or jacksnipe,
several States
and Alaska,
shall be
States and
Alaska, shall
be
as follows, both
inclusive:
both dates
dates inclusive:
In Maine,
Mame, Michigan,
Minnesota, Montana,
New Hampshire,
In
Michigan, Minnesota,
Montana, New
Hampshire,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin,
Wisconsin, and
and Wyoming, October
October 11
to November
November 29.
29.
In
In California, Colorado,
Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware,
Delaware, Idaho
Idaho, Illinois,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas,
K ansas , Kentucky,
K ent
uc k
y,
Massachusetts,
Idaho,Missouri,
Indiana, Iowa,
Massachusetts,
Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey,
Jersey, New Mexico,
Mexico, New
New York,
York, including
including
Long Island, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Oregon Pennsylvania,
Pennsylvania, Rhode
Rhode Island,
Island,
Utah,
ng t
on ,Oregon,
and West Virginia,
Utah, Vermont,
Vermont, Washi
Washington,
and
October 16 to
December
14.
December 14.
In Alabama, Arizona,
In
Arizona Arkansas,
Arkansas, Florida,
Florida, Georgia,
Georgia, Louisiana,
Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi,
Arizona,
Maryland,
Mississippi,
North Carolina,
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, and Virginia, November
to Dembmber
December 31.
November 2
2 to
31.
In Fur Districts 1
1 and 3
3 in Alaska, as defined in the regulations
In
governing
governing the taking of game in Alaska adopted June 8, 1940
1940 (5
F. R.
(5 F.
R.

Open seasons
onand
possession
of
possession
of certain
game birds.
migratory game
birds.
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2288),
2288), October 1
1 to November
November 29; and in the remainder
remainder of Alaska,
r *0
r'
September 1
1 to October
October 30: Provided, That scoters, locally known
*
September
ter
as sea
coots, may
may be
taken in
only, beyond
outers• Sco
beyond outer
waters only,
be taken
in open
open coastal
coastal waters
as
sea coots,
harbor lines, in Maine and New Hampshire from September
September 15 to
September 30, and in Massachusetts, New York, Including
Long
September
including Long
Island,
Island, and Rhode Island, from September
September 15 to October 15, and
thereafter
thereafter from land or water during the open seasons
seasons for other waterfowl in
in these States.
States.
Rails and gallnule
gallinulea
Railsand
on rails and
and (=opt
open season on
coot).-The open
Rails and gallinules (except coot).—The
coot).
gallinules (except
November 30, (except coot).
coot) shall be from September 11 to November
(except coot)
gallinules
both dates inclusive, except as follows:
November 20 to January
Alabama, November
January 31.
Louisiana,
November 1
1to
January 31.
Louisiana, November
to January
31.
Massachusetts, New York, including Long Island, and Washington,
Massachusetts,
Washington,
October 16
October
16 to December
December 14.
14.
Minnesota,
September 16
16 to
November 30.
30.
Minnesota, September
to November
Wisconsin,
October 1
November 29.
1 to November
29.
Wisconsin, October
District
Columbia, no open season.
District of Columbia,
season.
Woodcock.—The open seasons on woodcock shall be as follows, Woodcoc.
Woodcock.
Woodcock.-The
both dates inclusive:
inclusive:
That part
part of
of New
New York lying north
north of the tracks of the
the main
main line
line
extending from Buffalo to Albany
of the New York Central Railroad extending
Albany
and north of the tracks of the main line of the Boston &
tic Albany
Albany
Railroad extending
State line,
and
to the
the Massachusetts
Massachusetts State
line, and
Railroad
extending from
from Albany
Albany to
October 1
1 to
in New Hampshire, North Dakota, and Wisconsin, October
October 15.
October
That
described and
That part of New York lying south of the line above described
in Indiana, and Iowa, October
October 15 to October 29.
That
November 11 to
That part
part of
of New
New York known
known as Long Island, November
November 15.
November
Arkansas, Kentucky,
and Oklahoma,
Oklahoma, December
December 15.
15.
December 11to
to December
Kentucky, and
Arkansas,
Connecticut, October 25 to November
November 8.
Delaware, and
Maryland, November
November 15
29.
15 to
to November
November 29.
and Maryland,
Delaware,
Louisiana, and
and Mississippi,
December 15
15 to
December 29.
29.
to December
Mississippi, December
Louisiana,
Maine, October
10 to
October 24.
24.
to October
October 10
Maine,
Massachusetts, October 20 to November
November 3.
Massachusetts,
Michigan, in
in Upper
Peninsula, October
October 15; in
remainin remainto October
October 11to
Upper Peninsula,
Michigan,
der
of State,
State, October
15 to
October 29.
29.
to October
October 15
der of
Minnesota, September
September 16
16 to September
September 30.
Minnesota,
Missouri, November
November 10 to
to November
November 24.
Missouri,
New
Island, November
November 1
November 15.
1 to November
and Rhode
Rhode Island,
New Jersey
Jersey,-,and
Ohio,
October 10 to October 24.
Ohio, October
Pennsylvania,
October 16 to October 30.
Pennsylvania, October
Vermont,
31.
October 31.
October 17 to October
Vermont, and West Virginia, October
Virginia, November
November 20
December 4.
4.
20 to
to December
Virginia,
v ing or
or tur
Mourning
dove.—The open seasons on mourning
rrnIng
Will°
mourning or turtle doMo
Mourning or turtle dove.-The
dove shall be as
as follows, both dates inclusive:
dove
Alabama, north
north of
of United
United States
Highway No.
October 1
to
1 to
80, October
No. 80,
States Highway
Alabama,
October
31 and
and December
December 20
31; south
south of
of said
said highway,
highway,
to January
January 31;
20 to
October 31
November
to January
January 31.
31.
20 to
November 20
Georgia,
in Troup,
Lamar, Monroe,
Monroe, Jones,
Jones,
Pike, Lamar,
Meriwether, Pike,
Troup, Meriwether,
Georgia, in
Baldwin
Washington,
Jefferson
and
Burke
Counties,
and all
all counties
counties
and
Counties,
and
Burke
Jefferson,
Baldwin, Washington,
north
thereof, October
October 1
31 and
to January
January
20 to
and December
December 20
October 31
1 to
to October
north thereof,
31 ;
in remainder
of State,
State, November
November 20
20 to
to January
January 31.
31.
in
remainder of
31;
Mississippi, October
October 1
1 to
December 1
1 to
to January
January
and December
15 and
to October
October 15
Mississippi,
31.
South Carolina,
Greenville Spartanburg,
Spartanburg,
Pickens, Greenville,
Oconee, Pickens,
in Oconee,
South
Carolina in
Cherokee,
York,
Chester,
Fairfield,
Union,
Laurens,
Alderson, Abbe.
AbbeAnderson,
Laurens,
Union,
Fairfield,
Cherokee, York, Chester,
Pr°6811
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vile, Greenwood,
Greenwood, McCormick,
Edgefield, and
and Aiken
Aiken Counties,
Counties, Septville,
McCormick, Edgefield,
September 15
15 to
to October
15 and
and December
December 20
31; in
in remainder
remainder
ember
October 15
20 to
to January
January 31;
of State,
November 20
20 to
to January
31.
of
State, November
January 31.
Arizona,
Kansas, Missouri,
Missouri, Nevada,
Nevada, New
Arizona, California,
California, Idaho,
Idaho, Kansas,
New
Mexico,
Oklahoma, September
to November
Mexico, and
and Oklahoma,
September 11to
November 15.
15.
Arkansas,
Delaware, North
Carolina, and
Tennessee, September
Arkansas, Delaware,
North Carolina,
and Tennessee,
September
15 to November
November 30.
Florida
in Dade,
Dade, Broward,
Counties), NovemFlorida (except
(except in
Broward, and
and Monroe
Monroe Counties),
November
ber 20
20 to
to January
January 31.
of Florida
Florida comprising
Dade, Broward,
Broward, and
Monroe
That part
part of
comprising Dade,
and Monroe
Counties, October
October 1
1to
November 15.
15.
Counties,
to November
Illinois 'September
Illinois,
September 11to September
September 30.
30.
Kentucky,
September 1
1to October
October 31.
Kentucky, September
31.
Louisiana 'December 1
1to January
31.
Louisiana,
January 31.
Maryland,
September 1
1 to
and November
to
Maryland, September
to September
September 30
30 and
November 15
15 to
December
December 31.
31.
Minnesota, September
September 16 to September
September 30.
30.
Texas
Yoakum, Terry,
Garza, Kent,
Kent, Stonewall,
Stonewall, Haskell,
Haskell,
Texas, in
in Yoakum,
Terry, Lynn,
Lynn, Garza,
Throcknlorton, Young,
Wise, Denton,
Denton, Collin,
Collin, and
and Hunt
Hunt CounThrockmorton,
Young, Jack,
Jack, Wise,
Counties,
all counties
counties north
and in
Dallas,
ties, and
and all
north thereof,
thereof, and
in Parker,
Parker, Tarrant,
Tarrant, Dallas,
Rockwall, Kaufman,
Kaufman, Johnson, Hopkins,
Ellis
Rockwall,
Hopkins, Delta,
Delta, Franklin,
Franklin, and
and Ellis
Counties, September
September 1
remainder of
of State,
State, SepSepCounties,
1 to October
October 31;
31; in
in remainder
tember 15 to November
November 15.
Virginia' September
September 1
Virginia,
1 to
to September
September 30
30 and November
November 20
20 to
to
December 31.
White-winged dove.-The
dove.—The open
open seasons
seasons on
on white-winged
White-winged
white-winged dove
dove
shall be as
as follows, both
both dates
dates inclusive:
inclusive:
August 16
15.
Arizona, August
16 to
to September 15.
Texas in Yoakum, Terry, Lynn,
Haskell,
Texas,
Lynn, Garza,
Garza, Kent,
Kent, Stonewall,
Stonewall, Haskell,
Throckmorton,
Throckniorton, Young, Jack, Wise, Denton, Collin,
Collin, and
and Hunt
Hunt
Counties, and
counties north
thereof, and
and in
Tarrant,
Counties,
and all
all counties
north thereof,
in Parker,
Parker, Tarrant,
Dallas Rockwall,
Hopkins ' Delta,
Delta,' Franklin,
Dallas,
Rockwall, Kaufman,
Kaufman, Johnson,
Johnson, Hopkins,
Franklin,
and Ellis Counties, September
October 31;
31; in
in remainder
September 1
1 to
to October
remainder of
of
November 15.
15.
State, September
September 15
15 to
to November
Band-tailed pigeon.-The
pigeon.—The open
pigeon
Band-tailed
open seasons
seasons on
on band-tailed
band-tailed pigeon
follows both
inclusive:
shall be as follows,
both dates
dates inclusive:
Arizona,
Arizona, New Mexico,
Mexico, and Washington, September 16
16 to
September
to September
30.
California, December
December 15.
15.
California,
December 11to
to December
September 1
to September
15.
Oregon, September
1 to
September 15.
Regulation
Regulation 5, "Daily Bag and Possession
Certain MigraMigraPossession Limits on Certain
follows:
tory Game Birds", is amended
amended to read as follows:

REGULATION
REGULATION 5.-DAILY
5.—DAILY BAG
BAG AND
POSSESSION LIMITS
LIMITS ON
ON
AND POSSESSION
CERTAIN
CERTAIN M
IGRATORY GAME
GAME BIRDS
MIGRATORY
BIRDS

Daily bag
bag and
and pospossession
session limits.
limits.

Ducks.
Ducks.

A person may take in any one day during the open seasons prescribed
A
prescribed
therefor in regulation 4
4of these regulations
regulations not to exceed
exceed the following
birds, which numbers
numbers of migratory
migratory game birds
numbers shall
all
shall include
include all
birds taken
taken by
any other
other person
birds,
birds
by any
person
who for hire accompanies
or assists
accomp ani
es or
him in taking such birds; and when so taken these may be possessed
possessed
in the numbers
numbers specified
specified as follows:
duck).-Ten in the aggregate of all kinds, of
Ducks (except wood duck).—Ten
which not more than 3
3 of any one, or more than 33 in the aggregate,
aggregate,
species-canvasback, redhead, bufflehead,
may be of the following species—canvasback,
bufliehead,
and ruddy
ruddy duck;
duck; and any person at any one time may possess not
not
more than 20 ducks in the aggregate of all kinds, of which not more
than 6
6 of any one,
one, or more than
than. 6
6 in the aggregate,
: egate, may be of the
following species-canvasback,
following
species—canvasback, redhead,
redhead, bufflhead,
b a' cad, and ruddy
ruddy duck.
duck.
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brant.
and brant.
Geese and
in States bordering Geese
Geese
brant (except
brant in
geese and brant
snow geese
(except snow
and brant
Geese and
on the Atlantic Ocean; and Ross' goose).-Three
goose).—Three in the aggregate of
all kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not more than
6
aggregate of all kinds.
6 in the aggregate
and gallinules.
allinules.
Railsand
Rails and
gallinules (except sora and coot).-Fifteen
coot).—Fifteen in the aggre- Rails
and gallinules
Rails
gate of all kinds, and any person at any one time may possess not
more than 15 in the aggregate
aggregate of all kinds.
SoraSora.—Fifteen, and any person at any one time may possess not Sora.
Sora.-Fifteen,
more than 15.
coot.
Coot.—Twenty-five,
Coot.-Twenty-five, and any person at any one time may possess Coot.
not more than 25.
Wilson's
or
snipe or
wlson's snipe
jacksnipe.—Fifteen, and any person at any one jacksnipe.
Wilson's snipe or jacksnipe.-Fifteen,
15.
time
possess not
not more
more than
than 15.
may possess
time may
Woodcock.
Woodcock.—Four,
person at any one time may possess Woodcock.
any person
Woodcock.-Four, and any
not more than 8.
Mourning
or
or turtle
Mourning
Mourning
dove.—Twelve in the dove
white-winged dove.-Twelve
Mourning or turtle dove and white-winged
and white.
whiteaggregate
both kinds,
kinds, and
and any
any person
possess winged dove.
may possess
time may
any one
one time
at any
person at
of both
aggregate of
not
aggregate of both kinds.
not more than 12 in the aggregate
Band-tailedI pigeon.
Band-tailed
any person at any one time may Band-tailed
pigeon.-Ten, and any
Band-tailed pigeon.—Ten,
possess not more than 10.
Limits
applicable
icable to
The possession
possession limits
hereinbefore prescribed
shall apply
apply as
as well
Limitspl
well to
to certain
prescribed shall
limits hereinbefore
The
birds brought
brought
S.
gallinules,
into
U.
S.
and
coots
ducks,
geese
brant,
including
gallinules,
Wilson's
including
rails,
brant,
geese,
ducks,
snipes
jaasnipes, woodcocks,
woodcocks, mourning
mourning or turtle doves, whiteor jacksnipes,
snipes or
winged
pigeons taken in Canada,
Canada, Mexico, or
band-tailed pigeons
doves, and band-tailed
winged doves,
United States, as to those
other foreign
and brought
brought into the United
country and
foreign country
other
taken in the United States.
Regulation
ion 8,
6,
aRenguent
and Possession of amendment.
Regulation 6,gy "Shipment,
"Shipment, Transportation,
Transportationamendmen
Regulation
t.
Ante, p. 22
2621.
1.
Certain Migratory
Migratory Game
Birds", is
amended by striking out the Ante,p.
is amended
Game Birds",
Certain
regulation and by inserting
wherever it occurs in the said regulation
"10" wherever
figure "10"
in lieu
lieu thereof
the figure
figure "20".
"20".
thereof the
in
Regulations18
8and 0,
Regulation
to Propagate
Propagate Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl",
and amen'dment
Waterfowl", and
Regulation 8,
8, "Permits
"Permits to
amendment.
Ante,
pp.
2822,
2824.
122,
Regulation
"Permits to Collect Migratory Birds for Scientific Ante,pp. 2 2624.
Regulation 9, "Permits
the
"Chief
words
Purposes",
are
amended
by
striking
the
"Chief
of
out
striking
Purposes", are amended
Bureau"
wherever they
regulations and by inserting
the said regulations
they occur in the
Bureau" wherever
in lieu thereof
thereof the word "Director".
"Director".
Regulation
Migratory Birds Injurious
Injurious to
Regulation 10, "Permits to Kill Migratory
Property", is amended
read as follows:
amended to read
Property",

REGULATION 10.-PERMITS
10.—PERMITS To
To KILL
M IGRATORY BIRDS
BIRDS INJURIOUS
INJURIOUS
KILL MIGRATORY
REGULATION
TO
PROPERTY
TO PROPERTY

Ante, p. 265.
2828.

Community.injury.—When
furnished the Secretary
injury.-When information is furnished
Community
that any
species of
of migratory
migratory bird has become, under
under extraordinary
extraordinary
any species
that
conditions,
injurious to
agriculture or other interests in any
to agriculture
seriously injurious
conditions, seriously
particular community, an investigation will be made to determine
the
the injury, whether
whether the birds alleged to be
o: the
extent of
and extent
the nature
nature and
doing the
damage should
be killed,
killed, and,
during what times and
so, during
if so,
and, if
should be
the damage
doing
by what
means. Upon
appropriate order will
determination an appropriate
his determination
Upon his
what means.
by
be made.
made.
Specific injury.—Upon
Regional
or the Regional
by the Director, or
receipt by
injury.-Upon receipt
Specific
Director
in the
the region
region where
the injury
occurs, of
of information
information from
injury occurs,
where the
Director in
the
cropper that
injuring
migratory birds are injuring
that migratory
or share
share cropper
tenant, or
owner, tenant,
the owner,
his
other property
together
the land on which he resides, together
on the
property on
or other
crops or
his crops
with
statement of
of the
location of
of the
the land,
the nature
of the
the crops
crops
nature of
land, the
the location
with aastatement
or
property
being
injured,
the
injury,
and
parthe
injury,
of
such
extent
the
injured,
being
or property
ticular
birds committing
committing the
investigation will
the injury, an investigation
of birds
species of
ticular species
be
made, and
is determined
such investigation
investigation that
the
that the
from such
determined from
if it
it is
and if
be made,
injury
complained
of
is
substantial
and
can
be
abated
only
_
killing
by
killing
only
abated
be
can
and
substantial
of
is
complained
injury
the
birds, or
or some
them, a
permit to
will be issued
issued
the birds will
kill the
to kill
a permit
of them,
some of
the birds,

Community injury.
injury.
Community

It198470' --41
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by
the Director
or by
the Regional
Director if
if authorized
authorized by
by the
the
Regional Director
by the
Director or
by the
Director,
in
which
permit
will
be
specified
the
time
during
which,
which,
during
time
the
specified
be
will
permit
Director, in which
the
by which,
the person
by
persons by
or persons
person or
and the
which, and
methods by
and methods
means and
the means
whom
the
birds
may
be
killed,
and
the
disposition
to
be
made
of
the
the
of
made
whom the birds may be killed, and the disposition to be
birds so
killed, and
and such
such other
may be
be deemed
deemed necesnecesas may
restrictions as
other restrictions
so killed,
birds
sary and
appropriate in
the circumstances
of the
the particular
case:
particular case:
circumstances of
in the
and appropriate
sary
Proviso.
Provided,
however,
That
in
every
permit
issued
as
aforesaid,
it
shall
it
shall
aforesaid,
as
issued
permit
every
in
That
Provided, however,
pricOiS
Restrictions.
be specified
specified that
that no
no such
birds shall
be shot
or killed
time
at any
any time
killed at
at or
shot at
shall be
such birds
be
or in
any manner
manner not
not authorized
authorized by
by the
the laws
laws of
the State
State in
in which
which
of the
in any
or
such permit
as to
to migratory
migratory waterfowl,
that they
they
waterfowl, that
and as
effective; and
is effective;
permit is
such
other
shall not
not be
be shot
at or
or killed
(1) from
any blind,
pit, or any
any other
sink, pit,
blind, sink,
from any
killed (1)
shot at
shall
device or
means of
concealment, natural
natural or
artificial, movable
or
movable or
or artificial,
of concealment,
or means
device
stationary, whether
whether on
or water;
(2) by
by means
of any
gun
any gun
means of
water; (2)
land or
on land
stationary,
to which aa silencer has been
larger than
than No.-10
gage or
of any
any gun to
or of
No.-10 gage,
larger
and (3)
(3) by
by the
the use
use of
of decoys
of any
any
attached or
gage,
decoys of
affixed; and
otherwise
or otherwise
attached
description, or
or of
of traps
traps or
or nets
any kind.
of any
nets of
description,
in this regulation
Records and
and reports.
reports.
exercising any privilege provided
Every
person exercising
Records
Every person
provided for in
regulation
by
shall
keep
an
accurate
record
of
all
migratory
birds
killed
him and
killed
birds
migratory
all
of
record
accurate
an
keep
shall
whenever requested
requested by
by the
or by
by the
Regional Director shall
shall
the Regional
Director or
the Director
whenever
submit
on a
aform
the Fish
Service
Wildlife Service
and Wildlife
Fish and
by the
provided by
form provided
promptly, on
submit promptly,
for
stating the
species and the number
number
the species
correctly stating
report correctly
purpose, aareport
the purpose,
for the
any event
of
species of
of migratory
migratory birds
killed by
by him
him and in any
event
birds killed
each species
of each
shall submit
submit such
such report
report to
Regional Director
January
Director on or before January
the Regional
to the
shall
regula10
each year.
year. Failure
to submit
report as
as required
by this regularequired by
submit aareport
Failure to
of each
10 of
tion will
will be
sufficient cause
the permit or withdrawal
of the
revocation of
for revocation
cause for
be sufficient
tion
of any
any privilege
privilege accorded
accorded any
any person
failing to
to make
make the report.
person failing
of
subscribed my
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
hereunto subscribed
I have
IN
name and
the seal
seal of
Department of
Interior to be
the Interior
of the
the Department
of the
caused the
and caused
name
August, 1940.
affixed,
this second
second day of August,
affixed, this
HAROLD
L. IcKEs
ICKES
HAROLD L.
[SEAL]
Secretary
of the
the Interior."
Interior."
[SEAL]
Secretary of
AND
approval
appears that approval
it appears
consideration it
upon consideration
WHEREAS upon
AND WHEREAS
of the
the foregoing
foregoing amendments
amendments will
will effectuate
effectuate the purposes of the
of
Act:
aforesaid
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty Act:
aforesaid Migratory
lamation
Approval
NOW,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
I,
FRANKLIN
THEREFORE,
NOW
and procproApproval and
of amendAmerica, do hereby approve
of the United
United States of America,
approve and proclaim
proclaim
ments.
the foregoing
foregoing amendments.
the
and
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
have hereunto
my hand and
set my
hereunto set
I have
IN
caused
the seal
seal of the United States to be affixed.
affixed.
caused the
in
DONE
the City
WashinOon this
August, in
ninth day of August,
this ninth
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE at
nineteen hundred and forty, and of
the
year of
Lord mneteen
of our
our Lord
the year
[SEAL]
the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the one
[SEAL] the
hundred and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By
President
the President
By the
S
UMNER WELLES
W ELLES
SUMNER
Acting Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting

COMMISSION ON
TARIFF COMMISSION
OF UNITED
UNITED S
STATES
APPROVING
TATES TARIFF
ON
REPORT OF
APPROVING REPORT
SHIPMENTS AND
IMPORTS OF
OF RED
CEDAR SHINGLES
SHINGLES
SHIPMENTS
AND IMPORTS
RED CEDAR
August 26.
1940
August
2 1940
[No. 21211
2l21]
[No.

Preamble.
Preamble

Ask, p. 706.
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p

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

No.
Congress approved July 1, 1940 (Pub. No.
WHEREAS the act of Congress
WHEREAS
698 76th Cong.),
exercising the right
698,
Cong.), entitled "An Act to provide for exercising
trade agreement
reerved in the trade
with respect to red cedar shingles
shingles reserved
agreement

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54

PROCLAMATIONS— AUG.26,
26, 1940
1940
PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
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concluded November
November 17,
1938, between
between the
the United
United States of
of America
America
17, 1938,
concluded
2348.
53 Stat. 2348.
and Canada,
Canada, and
and for
for other
as follows:
follows:
provides as
other purposes,"
purposes," provides
and
"That
(a) the
States Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission is
is hereby
hereby
United States
the United
"That (a)
directed to
conduct an
investigation as
as soon
after
soon as
as practicable
practicable after
an investigation
directed
to conduct
the
of the
calendar year
year 1939
and each
each calendar
year theretherecalendar year
1939 and
close of
the calendar
the close
after,
for the
the purpose
of ascertaining
ascertaining the
quantities of red
cedar
red cedar
the quantities
purpose of
after, for
shingles
shipped by
by producers
the United
States and
and the
in the
United States
producers in
shingles shipped
quantities
entered for consumption,
consumption,
shingles entered
red cedar
cedar shingles
of imported
imported red
quantities of
of
or
withdrawn from
warehouse for
for consumption, during each of
from warehouse
or withdrawn
the .three
any such
such investipreceding any
years immediately
immediately preceding
calendar years
the
three calendar
gation.
gation.
(b)
If the
the Commission
basis of
investigation
of an investigation
on the
the basis
finds, on
Commission finds,
(b) If
under subdivision
subdivision (a)
(a) of
of this
this section,
section, that
that in any
year
any calendar
calendar year
under
after 1938
1938 the
the quantity
shingles entered
entered
cedar shingles
red cedar
of imported
imported red
quantity of
after
for consumption,
or withdrawn
from warehouse
for consumption,
consumption,
warehouse for
withdrawn from
consumption, or
for
the combined
was m
of 30
30 per
combined total for such
of the
per centum
centum of
excess of
in excess
was
y ear of
respective quantities
investigation,
such investigation,
ascertained in such
quantities ascertained
the respective
year
of the
it shall
shall so
report to
to the
the President.
President approves
approves the
President. If the President
so report
it
report of
he shall so
proclaim, and on and after
after
so proclaim,
Commission, he
of the
the Commission,
report
the day
day following
following the
the filing
of such
proclamation with
with the
the Division
Division
filing of
such proclamation
the
of
the Federal
Federal Register
and so
so long
long as
as any
trade agreement
entered
agreement entered
any trade
Register and
of the
Stat. 943.
9.
into
authority of
of the
Act of 1930, 48
the Tariff
Tariff Act
350 of
section 350
of section
the authority
into under
under the
19
U. S.
0. I§ 131;
1331;
S. o.
19 U.
Supp.
V,
§
1331.
V,
1351.
Supp.
as
amended,
shall
be
in
effect
with
respect
to
importation
the
importation
to
respect
with
in
effect
be
as amended, shall
into the
United States
red cedar
shingles, there
there shall
be aa
shall be
cedar shingles,
of red
States of
the United
into
duty upon
upon imported
red cedar
consumption,
for consumption,
entered for
shingles entered
cedar shingles
imported red
duty
or withdrawn
from warehouse
warehouse for
consumption, in
in any
calendar
any calendar
for consumption,
withdrawn from
or
year in
excess of
30 per
per centum
of the
the annual
average for
for the
the
annual average
centum of
of 30
in excess
year
preceding three
three calendar
calendar years
the
of the
total of
combined total
the combined
of the
years of
preceding
quantity
of such
by producers
the United
United
in the
producers in
shipped by
shingles shipped
such shingles
quantity of
States
and of
of the
the quantity
quantity of
of such
shingles entered
for
entered for
imported shingles
such imported
States and
consumption,
withdrawn from
warehouse for
for consumption.
consumption.
from warehouse
or withdrawn
consumption, or
The
be 25
25 cents
cents per
square. Any duty
per square.
shall be
duty shall
such duty
of such
The rate
rate of
imposed
under this
this Act
Act shall
be treated
all
of all
purposes of
for the
the purposes
treated for
shall be
imposed under
as aaduty imposed
provisions
of law
law relating
customs revenue
revenue as
to customs
relating to
provisions of
by the
of 1930,
1930, and
shall not
not apply
entered
to shingles
shingles entered
apply to
and shall
Act of
Tariff Act
by
the Tariff
for consumption
consumption before
before the
duty becomes
applicable.
becomes applicable.
the duty
for
(c) The
The quantity
quantity of
red cedar
cedar shingles
shingles entitled
exemption
entitled to
to exemption
of red
(c)
from
duty imposed
pursuant to
Act shall
be ascertained
ascertained
shall be
to this
this Act
imposed pursuant
from any
any duty
for
each quota
by the
the Commission
Commission and
reported to the
the
and reported
period by
quota period
for each
Secretary of
the Treasury.";
Treasury.";
of the
Secretary
Investigation conInvestigation
mo.to ducted.
dusted.
WHEREAS the
States Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission has
has reported to
United States
the United
WHEREAS
me
pursuant to
said act
has conducted
an investigation
investigation
conducted an
act it
it has
to the
the said
that pursuant
me that
and
of red
shingles shipped
shipped by
by
cedar shingles
red cedar
the quantities
quantities of
has ascertained
ascertained the
and has
producers in
in the
United States
States and
the quantities
quantities of
of imported
red
imported red
and the
the United
producers
cedar shingles
shingles entered
or withdrawn
from warehouse
warehouse
withdrawn from
for consumption,
consumption, or
entered for
cedar
for consumption,
consumption, during
each of
the three
calendar years
years immediately
immediately
three calendar
of the
during each
for
preceding such
such investigation,
investigation, namely,
years 1937,
1938,
1937, 1938,
calendar years
the calendar
namely, the
preceding
and
1939; and
and 1939;
and
WHEREAS,
shown by
report, the
the Commission
Commission has
has found,
found, on
iidWfL
on Finding.
by its
its report,
as shown
WHEREAS, as
the
basis
of
its
investigation,
that
in
the
calendar
year
1939
the
quanthe
quan1939
year
the
calendar
in
that
investigation,
of
its
basis
the
tity
red cedar
cedar shingles
shingles entered
for consumption,
consumption, or
or withwithentered for
imported red
tity of
of imported
drawn from
for consumption,
per centum
centum
of 30
30 per
in excess
excess of
was in
consumption, was
warehouse for
from warehouse
drawn
of the
the combined
total for
for such
such year
quantity of
red cedar
shingles
cedar slungles
of red
the quantity
year of
of the
combined total
of
shipped by
by producers
in the
the United
States and
quantity of
unmof imand the
the quantity
United States
producers in
shipped
ported
red
cedar
shingles
entered
for
consumption,
or
withdrawn
from
ported red cedar shingles entered for consumption, or withdrawn from
warehouse for
for consumption,
as ascertained
ascertained by
the Commission:
Commission:
by the
consumption, as
warehouse
dnp
ApproVl of
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
President Approval of Mat
ROOSEVELT, President
D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
of the
the United
hereby proclaim
proc
laim my
my approval
of
approval of
do hereby
of America,
America, do
States of
United States
of
the
the United
United States
States Tariff
Tariff Commission,
Commission, to
the end
end that
that
to the
of the
report of
the said
said report
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PROCLAMATIONS— AUG .26,
1940
PROCLAMATIONS-AUG.
26, 27,
27, 1940

[54 STAT.

the
in the
the duty
duty provided
provided in
the aforesaid
aforesaid act
act approved
approved July
July 1,
1, 1940,
1940, shall
shall be
be
imposed
such imported
shingles as
subject to
imposed upon
upon such
imported red
red cedar
cedar shingles
as are
are subject
to duty
duty
under that act.
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF
I have
hereunto set
caused
the seal
the United
United States
States to
affixed.
the
seal of
of the
to be
be affixed.
DONE at
City of
of August
August in
the
DONE
at the
the City
of Washington
Washington this
this 26"
26" day
day of
in the
year of
our Lord
nineteen hundred
hundred and
forty, and
of the
the
year
of our
Lord nineteen
and forty,
and of
[SEAL]
of the
the United
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
United States
States of
of America
America the
the one
one
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

ENLARGING
ENLARGING THE OZARK NATIONAL
NATIONAL FOREST—ARKANSAS
FOREST-ARKANSAS
August 27, 1940
[No. 2422]

BY THE PRESIDENT
AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

WHEREAS certain lands in the State
State of Arkansas
WHEREAS
have been
been
Arkansas have
acquired or are in process of acquisition
under
acquisition by
by the
the United States under
authority of the Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act
Act of 1935,
1935,
approved April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115),
115), and Title III of the BankheadBankheadSupp. V, Jones
7U.
II. S.C.
8. C. Stipp.
approved July
July 22,
22, 1937
(50 Stat.
522, 525),
525),
Jones Farm Tenant
Tenant Act,
Act, approved
1937 (50
Stat. 522,
1010-1013.
connection with
Mountain Land Utilization
Utilization
for use
use in connection
with the
the Boston Mountain
Project (LU—AK-6);
(LU-AK-6); and
WHEREAS by Executive Order No. 7670 of July 19, 1937,
1937, the
WHEREAS
the
vacant, unappropriated,
lands within
within the
unappropriated, and unreserved
unreserved public lands
the
project
boundaries were
project boundaries
were temporarily
temporarily withdrawn
withdrawn from settlement,
settlement,
location, sale, or entry, and reserved
reserved for use and development
development by the
the
Department of Agriculture
Agriculture in
in. connection
connection with the said project; and
Department
WHEREAS
WHEREAS by reason of the transfer effected by Executive Order
administered
No. 7908 of June 9, 1938, the said project is now being administered
pursuant
pursuant to Title III of the above-mentioned
above-mentioned Bankhead-Jones
Bankhead-Jones Farm
Tenant Act; and
Tenant
WHEREAS
WHEREAS it appears
appears that the said project lands are suitable for
for
national-forest purposes and that it would be in the public interest to
national-forest
to
include them in and reserve them as a
a part of the Ozark National
Forest, in Arkansas:
Lands
adder.
NOW, THEREFORE,
I, FRANICTJN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
Lands added*.
THEREFORE, I,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
of the United States of America,
America, under
under and by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the power
power
vested in.
in me by section 24 of the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095,
1103, as amended (U.S.
(U. S. C., title 16, sec. 471), the act of June 4, 1897,
30 Stat. 34, 36 (U. S. C.,
C. title 16, sec. 473), and Title III of the
the said
said
BankheadJones Farm Tenant
Bankhead-Jones
Tenant Act, and upon recommendation
recommendation of the
Secretary of Agriculture,
Agriculture, do proclaim that the boundaries
boundaries of the said
Secretary
Ozark National Forest are hereby extended to include the non-contiguous area shown on the diagram attached hereto and made aapart
part
hereof; that (1) all lands within the said boundaries
boundaries which have been
acquired by the United States under the provisions of the said EmerEmerAppropriation Act of 1935 and Title III of the said
gency Relief Appropriation
Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, and all unappropriated
Bankhead-Jones
unappropriated public
lands within the said area, are hereby reserved as a
a part of the Ozark
Admistraton
o
National
that
lands
the
Administration of
National
Forest;
and
(2)
all
within
said boundaries
lands acquired.
.
process of acquisition by the United States under authorwhich are in process
ity of the said Emergency
Emergency Relief Appropriation
Appropriation Act and Title III of
Preamble.
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Aug.
27, 1940
1940
Aug- 271940
Sept. 12, 1940

Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act shall upon the acquisition
the said Bankhead-Jones
acquisition
of title thereto
thereto become
become and be reserved
reserved as
as aapart of the said forest,
forest, all
thereafter to be
such lands
lands thereafter
be subject to
to the
the laws,
laws, rules,
rules, and regulations
regulations
applicable to the
applicable
the national
national forests.
forests.
The
above-mentioned Executive
Executive Order No.
The above-mentioned
No. 7670 of July 19,
19, 1937, is
is
hereby
hereby revoked.
revoked.
The reservation
proclamation shall, as to all lands
reservation made by this proclamation
which are at this date legally appropriated
appropriated under the public-land
public-land laws
reserved for
other than
than classification,
classification, be
be subject
subject
or reserved
for any public
public purpose
purpose other
to and
and shall
shall not
not interfere
interfere with
with or
or defeat
defeat the
the use for such public
public purpose
to
of lands
lands so
so reserved,
so long
such appropriation
legally maintained
of
reserved, so
long as
as such
appropriation is
is legally
maintained
reservation remains in
in force.
or such
such reservation
IN
WHEREOF I
have hereunto
set my
my hand
hand and
caused
I have
hereunto set
and caused
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF
the
affixed.
of the United
United States
States to be affixed.
the seal of
DONE
of Washington,
of August
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
Washington, this
this 27"
27" day
day of
August in
in the
the
year
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and
the
year of our
our Lord nineteen
and of the
[sEALI
Independence of
America the
[SEAL] Independence
of the
the United
United States of
of America
the one
one
hundred and
hundred
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:

Revocation
Revocation of prior
prior
Executive order.
Executive
Rights reserved.
reserved.

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

CONTROL OF
THE EXPORT
EXPORT OF
CONTROL
OF THE
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN ARTICLES
ARTICLES AND
AND MATERIALS
MATERIALS

BY
OF THE
AMERICA
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF

September 12,1940
12, 1940
September
[No. 2423=
243l
[No.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Act to
to
WHEREAS section
"An Act
act of Congress
Congress entitled "An
section 6
6 of
of the act
WHEREAS
expedite
the strengthening
strengthening of
national defense,"
approved July
defense," approved
of the
the national
expedite the
as follows:
follows:
2,
1940, provides
provides as
2, 1940,
it is necessary
determines that it
"Whenever the
necessary in the
President determines
the President
"Whenever
interest
of national
national defense
defense to
prohibit or
or curtail
curtail the
the exportation
exportation
to prohibit
interest of
or component
component parts
of any
any military
military equipment
equipment or munitions,
munitions, or
of
thereof, or
or machinery,
tools, or material,
necessary
or supplies
supplies necessary
material, or
machinery, tools,
thereof,
for the
servicing, or
or operation
may by
by
thereof, he
he may
operation thereof,
the manufacture,
manufacture, servicing,
for
curtail such exportation,
proclamation prohibit
exportation, except under
under
prohibit or curtail
proclamation
prescribe. Any such
regulations as he shall
shall prescribe.
such
rules and regulations
such rules
or materials
materials included in the
proclamation shall describe
describe the articles or
proclamation
prohibition or
or curtailment
prohibition
curtailment contained therein. In case of the
proclamation, or
or of
of any
any rule or
violation
violation of
of any provision of any proclamation,
regulation,
issued hereunder,
hereunder, such
such violator or violators, upon
regulation, issued
conviction,
shall be
punished by a
$10,000,
not more
more than $10,000,
a fine
fine of
of not
be punished
conviction, shall
both such
or by
than two years, or by both
for not
not more than
imprisonment for
or
by imprisonment
authority granted
fine and
imprisonment. The authority
granted in this section
section
and imprisonment.
fine
shall terminate
30, 1942,
1942, unless
otherwise
shall otherwise
Congress shall
unless the
the Congress
June 30,
terminate June
shall
provide.";
provide.";

Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante,
Ante, p. 714.
714.

Control of exports of

Control of exports of
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
President certain
ROOSEVELT, President
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
NOW,
certain articles
articles and
and
materials.
of
the United
United States
States of
of America,
America, acting
acting under
and by
of the
the materials.
virtue of
by virtue
under and
of the
authority
in me
me by
the aforesaid
act of
do hereby
hereby
Congress, do
of Congress,
aforesaid act
by the
vested in
authority vested
proclaim
upon the
recommendation of
of the
the Administrator
Administrator of
of
the recommendation
that upon
proclaim that
Export
Control I
determined that
necessary in
the interest
interest of
of
in the
it is
is necessary
that it
I have
have determined
xport Control
the
on and
after this
date the
following-described
the following-described
this date
that on
and after
defense that
national defense
the national
articles
materials shall
shall not
be exported
the Umted
United States
States
from the
exported from
not be
and materials
articles and
except
when
authorized
in
each
case
by
a
license
as
provided
for in
in
for
as
provided
by
a
license
case
in
each
except when authorized

2738
Ante,

PROCLAMATIONS— SEPT.12,
12, 14,
14, 1940
1940
PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT.

p.
p. 2712.

[54 S
TAT.
STAT.
[54

Proclamation
No. 2413
2413 of
Proclamation No.
of July
July 2,
2, 1940,
1940, entitled
entitled "Administration
"Administration of
of
section 66of
'An Act
strengthening of
section
of the
the act
act entitled
entitled 'An
Act to
to expedite
expedite the
the strengthening
of
the national
defense' approved
2, 1940,"
1940," and
and in
regulations
the
national defense'
approved July
July 2,
in the
the regulations
issued pursuant
thereto:
issued
pursuant thereto:
1. Equipment
Equipment (excluding
minor component
parts) which
can
1.
(excluding minor
component parts)
which can
be used,
to use,
production of
aviation
be
used, or
or adapted
adapted to
use, for
for the
the production
of aviation
motor
fuel from
hydrocarbons,
motor fuel
from petroleum,
petroleum, petroleum
petroleum products,
products, hydrocarbons,
or
hydrocarbon mixtures,
mixtures, by
involving chemical
chemical
or hydrocarbon
by processes
processes involving
change;
and any
any plans,
other documents
documents
change; and
plans, specifications,
specifications, or
or other
containing
descriptive or
technical information
of any
any kind
containing descriptive
or technical
information of
kind
(other
than that
that appearing
appearing in
any form
available to
(other than
in any
form available
to the
the
general
design, construction,
construction, or
general public)
public) useful
useful in
in the
the design,
or operaoperation of
any such
such equipment,
equipment, or
or in
connection with
with any
any such
tion
of any
in connection
such
processes.
Aviation motor
shall mean
mean such
fuel as
as is
processes. Aviation
motor fuel
fuel shall
such fuel
is
defined in the regulations
regulations issued
issued pursuant
pursuant to
to Proclamation
Proclamation
No. 2417
2417 of
July 26,
26, 1940,
time be
be
No.
of July
1940, as
as may
may from
from time
time to
to time
amended.
amended.
2. Equipment
(excluding minor
component parts)
which can
can be
be
Equipment (excluding
minor component
parts) which
used, or
or adapted
adapted to
to use,
of tetraethyl
used,
use, for
for the
the production
production of
tetraethyl
lead;
specifications, or
or other
other documents
conlead; and
and any
any plans,
plans, specifications,
documents containing descriptive
taining
descriptive or
technical information
information of
any kind
kind
or technical
of any
appearing in
available to
to the
the
(other than that appearing
in any
any form
form available
general
general public) useful in
in the
the design,
design, construction,
operaconstruction, or
or operation of
of any
any such
such
any such
such equipment,
equipment, or
or in
in connection
connection with
with any
processes. Tetraethyl
Tetraethyl lead
lead shall
shall mean such tetraethyl
tetraethyl
lead as is defined in the
to
the regulations
regulations issued pursuant
pursuant to
Proclamation
2417 of July
Proclamation No. 2417
as may
may from
July 26, 1940,
1940, as
from time
time
to time be
be amended.
amended.
3. Plans, specifications,
specifications, and
other documents
documents containing
containing descripdescripand other
tive or technical information
information of
than that
that
of any kind
kind (other
(other than
appearing
form available
appearing in any form
available to
general public)
to the
the general
public)
setting forth the design or construction
construction of aircraft
aircraft or aircraft engines.
engines.

hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
the seal
seal of
caused the
United States
States of
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
of the
the United
of America
America to
*
DONE at the City of Washington
in
Washington this 112th
September in
2 h day of September
and of
of
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and
[SEAL] the Independence
[BEAL]
Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
of State
State
Secretary of
GOLD S
STAR
GOLD
TAR M
OTHER'S DAY
DAY
MOTHER'S

September
1940
September 14,
14, 1940
(No.
[No. 2424j
24241

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.
36 U. 8.
8. C.,
C., Supp.
38

V, 147, 148.
Val

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the preamble
preamble to Public Resolution
Resolution 123, 74th Congress,
approved
approved June
June 23, 1936 (49 Stat. 1895), recites:
"Whereas
rendered the United
"Whereas the
the service
service rendered
United States by the American
ican mother is the greatest source of the country's
county's strength and
inspiration;
inspiration; and

STA.T.1
54 STAT.]
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America
"Whereas
honor ourselves and the mothers of America
we honor
"Whereas we
the
as
home
when
we
revere
and
emphasis
the
fountainto
emphasis
give
and
when we revere
of the state; and
head of
"Whereas the
American mother is doing so much for the home
the American
"Whereas
and
for
the
moral
people of the United
and spiritual uplift of the people
and for the moral and
States
and hence
hence so
government and humanity;
humanity;
so much for good government
States and
and
"Whereas
the American
American Gold Star Mothers suffered the su"Whereas the
preme sacrifice
motherhood in the loss of their sons and
sacrifice of motherhood
preme
daughters in the World War;"
War;"
daughters
provides:
AND WHEREAS
the said
Resolution 123 provides:
said Public Resolution
WHEREAS the
AND
authorized
hereby
is
"That
the
President
of
the
United
authorized
States
"That the President of the United
the
calling
and
requested
to
a
proclamation
upon
Governproclamation
a
issue
to
and requested
ment officials
display the United States flag on all Government
Government
to display
officials to
ment
buildings, and
people of
of the United States to display the
the people
and the
buildings,
flag
and
to
hold
appropriate
meetings
churches,
meetings at their homes, churches,
appropriate
hold
to
flag and
a
or
other suitable
suitable places
the last
last Sunday in September, as a
on the
places, on
or other
people
reverence
and
public
expression
of
the
love
sorrow,
reverence
of
the
people
public expression of the love,
of the
the United
United States for the American
American Gold Star Mothers.
of
hereafter
"Snc.
2. That
That the
the last
last Sunday
September shall hereafter
Sunday in September
"SEC. 2.
Mother's Day', and it
be designated
as 'Gold Star Mother's
known as
and known
designated and
be
shall
President to
request its observance
observance as
to request
the President
of the
duty of
the duty
be the
shall be
provided
for in
resolution."
in this resolution."
provided for
Gold
Mother's
Gold Star Mother's
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, 1,
FRANKLIN D.
President Day.
ROOSEVELT, President
D. ROOSEVELT,
I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
Day.
of last
Designation
Designation
authority
the
of
virtue
of
United States
States of
authority Sunday in September
America, under and by
of America,
the United
of the
September
hereby
vested
in
me
by
the
aforesaid
do
designate
resolution,
public
of
this
and
succeeding
of
aforesaid
vested in me by the
observance inobservance
succeeding year as years;
the last
September of this and of each succeeding
in September
Sunday in
last Sunday
the
vited.
to
Government
the
of
Gold
Star Mother's
Government
do direct the officials
Mother's Day, do
Gold Star
Government
have the
the flag
of the
the United
displayed on all Government
United States displayed
flag of
have
buildings
on that
that day,
day, and
and do
call upon
American people to display
upon the American
do call
buildings on
the flag
flag and
and observe
Star Mother's
Day in
in their
churches,
their homes, churches,
Mother's Day
Gold Star
observe Gold
the
affection
and
other
suitable
places
as
a
public
of
affection
and
their
expression
public
a
as
places
and other suitable
reverence for the American
American Gold Star Mothers.
reverence
IN WITNESS
hereunto set my hand and
have hereunto
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
caused the
of the
United States of America to be affixed.
the United
seal of
the seal
caused
September in
this 14th
DONE
the City
Washington this
of Washington
City of
at the
DONE at
14 th day of September,
the
year of our
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of
our Lord nineteen
the year
States of America the one
[SEAL]
the Independence
of the
United States
the United
Independence of
the
[SEAL]
sixty-fifth.
hundred
and
hundred
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
State.
Secretary of
of State.
Secretary

REGISTRATION DAY
REGISTRATION
BY
THE
BY THE

PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE

UNITED

STATES

1, 1940
September 16,
[No. 2425]
242

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the
has enacted
enacted and
have this
day approved
approved
this day
I have
and I
Congress has
the Congress
WHEREAS
the
Selective
Training
and
Service
Act
of
1940,
which
declares
that
that it is
declares
which
the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940,
forces
imperative
to
increase
and
train
the
personnel
forces
of
armed
the
of
personnel
the
train
and
imperative to increase
the
United States
States and
that in
in a
a free
free society
the obligations and
society the
and that
the United

Preamble.

5.L
Ask,
p. ESL
Ate, p.
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[54
TAT.
[64 S
STAT.

privileges of
service should
should be
shared generally
generally
privileges
of military
military training
training and
and service
be shared
in accordance
accordance with
just system
in
with a
a fair
fair and
and just
system of
of selective
selective compulsory
compulsory
military
and service;
and
military training
training and
service; and
WHEREAS the
Act contains,
contains, in
following provisions:
provisions:
WHEREAS
the said
said Act
in part,
part, the
the following
"SEC.
2. Except
Except as
"SEc. 2.
provided in
this Act,
it shall
be
as otherwise
otherwise provided
in this
Act, it
shall be
the duty of every
the
every male
male citizen
citizen of
of the
United States,
every
the United
States, and
and of
of every
male alien residing
residing in
on the
or days
in the
the United
United States,
States, who,
who, on
the day
day or
days
fixed
any subsequent
subsequent registration,
the
fixed for
for the
the first
first or
or any
registration, is
is between
between the
ages of
twenty-one and
and thirty-six,
himself for
ages
of twenty-one
thirty-six, to
to present
present himself
for and
and
submit
registration at
at such
or times
times and
and place
place or
or places,
places,
submit to
to registration
such time
time or
and in
in such
such manner
manner and
and in
in such
such age
group or
groups, as
as shall
be
age group
or groups,
shall be
rules and
determined by rules
regulations prescribed
hereunder.
and regulations
prescribed hereunder.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEC.
"SEc. 5. (a) Commissioned
Commissioned officers,
officers warrant
warrant officers,
officers, pay
pay
clerks, and
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, the
the
and enlisted
the Navy,
Navy, the
Marine
Marine Corps
Guard, the
and Geodetic
Survey,
Corps, the
the Coast
Coast Guard,
the Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey,
the Public
Public
Corps,
the
Health Service, the
the federally
federally recognized
recognized active
active
National
Guard, the
National Guard,
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve Corps,
Corps the
the Regular
Regular Army
Army
Reserve,
Reserve, the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
the Naval
Reserve, and
Corps, the
Naval Reserve,
and
the Marine Corps Reserve;
Reserve; cadets,
cadets, United
United States
States Military
Military
Academy;
Academy; midshipmen, United States
States Naval
Naval Academy;
Academy; cadets,
cadets,
United
Guard Academy;
United States Coast Guard
men who
who have
have been
been
Academy; men
accepted for
accepted
admittance (commencing
year
for admittance
(commencing with
with the
the academic
academic year
next succeeding
succeeding such acceptance)
to the
the United
acceptance) to
States Military
Military
United States
Academy as cadets, to the United States Naval Academy
Academy as
as
midshipmen, or
or to
midshipmen
States Coast
Coast Guard
Academy. as
to the United
United States
Guard Academy
as
midshipmen,
cadets,
but
cadets, but only during the continuance
continuance of
such acceptance;
acceptance; cadets
of such
cadets
of the advanced
advanced course, senior
senior division, Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training
Corps or Naval
Reserve Officers'
Naval Reserve
Training Corps;
and diplomatic
Officers' Training
Corps; and
diplomatic
representatives,
technical attaches
representatives, technical
foreign embassies
legaattaches of
of foreign
embassies and
and legations, consuls general, consuls, vice consuls, and consular
consular agents
agents of
of
foreign countries, residing in the United
States who
are not
United States,
who are
not
citizens of
States, and
and who
have not
not ,declared
their
of the
the United
United States,
who have
declared their
intention to become
become citizens
the United
States shall
shall not
be
citizens of
of the
United States,
not be
required
required to
under section
section 2
2 and
relieved
to be
be registered
registered under
and shall
shall be
be relieved
from liability for training and
and service
service under
under section
section 3
3 (b)."
(b)."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEC. 10 (a) The President is
"SEc.
authorized—
is authorized(1) to prescribe
prescribe the necessary rules and regulations
to carry
carry
regulations to
out the provisions of this Act;"
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"(4)
of any or all
"
(4) to utilize the services of
all departments
departments and
and any
any
and all officers or agents
accept the
agents of the United States and to accept
services
services of all officers
officers and agents of the several States,
States, Territories,
Territories,
and the District of Columbia and subdivisions
in the
subdivisions thereof
thereof in
the
execution
execution of
of this
Act;"
this Act;"
*

*

*

*

"SEc. 14 (a) Every person shall
the
requirements of this Act upon
the requirements
of a
a proclamation
proclamation or other public
public
registration under section 2."
2."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

be deemed to have
have notice of
of
publication by the President
President
notice fixing
fixing aa time
time for
for any
any
*

*

*

NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiTHEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
PresiAmerica, under
under and
dent of the United States of America,
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
authority vested
vested in me by the aforesaid Selective Training and
following:
Service Act of 1940, do proclaim the following:

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
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1. The first registration under the
Training and
the Selective
Selective Training
and Service
Service
Wednesday, the sixteenth
Act of 1940 shall take place on Wednesday,
sixteenth day of
of
October,
the hours
A. M.
M. and
and 9
M.
October, 1940,
1940, between
between the
hours of
of 7
7 A.
9 P.
P. M.
Section
2. Every male person (other than persons
persons excepted
excepted by Section
5
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act)
Act) who
who is
United States
States or
5 (a)
(a) of
of the
is a
a citizen
citizen of
of the
the United
or an
an
registration date
alien residing in the United States and who, on the registration
twenty-first anniversary
of
fixed herein, has
has attained
attained the
the twenty-first
anniversary of
of the
the day
day of
his birth and has not attained
anniversary of the
attained the thirty-sixth anniversary
day of his birth, is
day
and submit
submit to
to
is required
required to present
present himself
himself for
for and
registration.
Every such person who is within
registration. Every
continental United
within the
the continental
United
States
on the
registration date
date fixed
fixed herein
herein shall
shall on
date present
States on
the registration
on that
that date
present
himself
the duly
place
himself for and
and submit
submit to registration
registration at
at the
duly designated
designated place
of
precinct, district,
registration area
of registration
registration within
within the
the precinct,
district, or
or registration
area in
in
which
in which
may happen
which he has
has his
his permanent
permanent home or
or in
which he
he may
happen to
to be
be
within the
the continental
on that date. Every such person who is not within
continental
United States on the registration date fixed herein shall within five days
present himself
himself for
for
after his
his return to the continental
continental United
United States
States present
registration. Regulations
and submit
submit to registration.
Regulations will be prescribed
prescribed hereafter
hereafter
providing for special
special registration
registration of
account of sickness
of those who
who on account
sickness
their control
or other
other causes beyond their
control are
are unable to
to present themselves
themselves
for registration
registration at the designated places
registration on
on the registraplaces of registration
registraherein.
tion date
date fixed
fixed herein.
3. Every
Every person
person subject
3.
required to
subject to
to registration
registration is
is required
to familiarize
familiarize
himself with the rules and regulations
regulations governing
registration and to
governing registration
to
comply
therewith.
comply therewith.
4. The times and places
places for registration in Alaska, Hawaii, and
Puerto Rico will be fixed in subsequent
subsequent proclamations.
5. IIcall upon the Governors of the several States and the Board
to provide
suitable
provide suitable
of Commissioners
Commissioners of the
the District of Columbia to
registration within their respective
and sufficient
sufficient places of registration
respective jurisdictions and to provide
provide suitable and necessary
necessary registration
registration boards to
registration.
effect such registration.
6. I
I further call upon all officers
6.
officers and agents of the United States
States and the District of
and all
all officers
officers and
and agents
several States
the several
agents of the
and
and
and subdivisions thereof to do and perform all acts and
Columbia and
services
necessary to
to accomplish
effective and
registration;
and complete registration;
accomplish effective
services necessary
I especially
especially call upon all local election officials
officials and other patriotic
amd I
registration.
services as members of the boards of registration.
citizens
to offer their services
citizens to
In order that there may be full cooperation
7.
7. In
cooperation in carrying into
government
I urge all employers,
of said
said Act, I
purposes of
employers, and government
the purposes
effect the
under
Local-to give those under
of all kinds—Federal,
kinds-Federal, State and Local—to
agencies
agencies of
their charge
their
charge sufficient time off in which to fulfill the obligation
obligation of
registration
incumbent on them under the said Act.
registration incumbent
America stands
stands at the crossroads of its destiny. Time and disAmerica
tance
have been
few weeks
have seen great nations
weeks have
A few
shortened. A
been shortened.
tance have
fall. We
of force
force now
philosophy of
to the
the philosophy
indifferent to
cannot remain
remain indifferent
fall.
We cannot
rampant
in the
world. The
fate of
nations whose
weakness
whose weakness
of nations
The terrible
terrible fate
the world.
rampant in
us all.
invited
is too
too well
known to us
well known
attack is
invited attack
We must
must and
and will
great potential
potential strength
strength to
off
to fend off
our great
marshal our
will marshal
We
war
from our
shores. We
and will
prevent our land
becomfrom becomland from
will prevent
We must
must and
our shores.
war from
of aggression.
ing
ing aavictim of
Our
been made.
made.
has been
decision has
Our decision
It
is in
in that
the people
people of
assuming the
the
are assuming
our country
country are
of our
that the
spirit that
that spirit
It is
burdens that
Offers of
service have
flooded
have flooded
of service
necessary. Offers
become necessary.
now become
that now
burdens
ask only
in from
citizens in
in every
every part
of the
nation, who ask
only
the nation,
part of
patriotic citizens
from patriotic
in
what they
do to
to help.
help. Now
Now there
there is
both the
the opportunity
and
opportunity and
is both
can do
they can
what
the need
need for
for many
to assist
the names
and
names and
listing the
in listing
assist in
thousands to
many thousands
the
addresses of
of the
who will
will enroll
enroll on
on registration
registration day
school
at school
day at
millions who
the millions
addresses
houses,
polling places,
places, and town halls.
houses, polling

regis.
Time for first regis.

tration.
tration.

Persons
Persons required to
register.
Ante, p. 887.

Regulations for speRegulations
cial registration.
registration.

Observance
Observance of rules,
etc.

Registration in
in
Registration
Alaska,
Alaska, Hawaii,
and
Hawaii, and

Puerto Rico.
Rico.
Poet,
Pbst, pp. 2760, 2745,
2745,
2747.
State,
etc., facilities.
State, etc.,
facilities.

Services of
Services
of ofeials,
officials,
etc.
eto.

Coopeation
all
Cooperation of a
employees,
employees, etc.

PROCLAMATIONS- SEPT.16,
PROCLAMATIONS-SEPT.
16, 18,
18, 1940
1940
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STAT.
[54 STAT.

The Congress
Congress has
has debated
without partisanship
The
debated without
partisanship and
and has
has now
now enacted
enacted
method of
of augmenting
augmenting our
our armed
aalaw
law establishing
establishing aaselective
selective method
armed forces.
forces.
The method
method is
is fair,
fair, it
it is
is sure,
sure, it
democratic—it is
the will
will of
our
The
it is
is democratic-it
is the
of our
people.
After
thoughtful deliberation, and
and as
as the
first step,
step, our
our young
young men
After thoughtful
the first
men
will come
and the
the cities
cities and
towns, to
to
come from the factories and
the fields,
fields, the
and the
the towns,
enroll
day.
enroll their names
names on
on registration
registration day.
generation will
On that eventful day my generation
will salute
salute their
their generation.
generation.
conception of
of liberty
and
May we
we all renew
renew within
within our
our hearts
hearts that
that conception
liberty and
that way-of life which we
we have
have all
all inherited. May we all
all strengthen
strengthen
our resolve to hold high
the torch
of freedom
in this
world
high the
torch of
freedom in
this darkening
darkening world
so that our children and their children may not be robbed of
of their
rightful inheritance.
inheritance.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
set my
my hand
hand and
and caused
caused
WHEREOF I
I have hereunto set
the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Washington this sixteenth day
September
DONE at the City of Washington
day of
of September
in the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
forty, and
and of
of
hundred and
and forty,
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

the Independence
of the
United States
of America
the one
the
Independence of
the United
States of
America the
one
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

FIRE
PREVENTION WEEK-1940
F
IRE PREVENTION
W EEK-1940
September 18,
18, 1940
1940
September
[No.
[No. 2426]
2426]

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS untimely death
by fire
WHEREAS
death by
painful injury
fire or painful
injury from
from flames
flames
and smoke is the tragic fate of an appalling number annually
annually of men,
women
women, and children; and
WHEREAS avoidable
avoidable fires caused damage
WHEREAS
damage!, to property in the United
States during 1939 amounting
approximately $275,000,000,
amounting to approximately
$275,000,000, an
increase over the annual losses i
n recent years; and
in
WHEREAS .public alertness
WHEREAS
alertness and attention are most effective
means of ensuring
ensuring the establishment
establishment of adequate safeguards
safeguards in places
destructive fires may occur:
where destructive
Fire
Fire Prevention
Prevention
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiWeek.
Week.
Designation
Designation of
week dent of the United States of America,
of week
hereby designate
and proAmerica,
do
designate and
probeginning
Oct.
f6,1940,
beO0c0t..8, 1940,
beginning October
claim the week beginning
October 6, 1940, as Fire Prevention
Prevention Week,
as.
as.
and I
I urge that civic leaders and the press cooperate
cooperate in promoting
promoting
throughout
throughout the Nation, during that week, discussions
discussions and measures of
action that will lead to the prompt elimination
elimination of fire hazards
hazards and to
increased vigilance at potential
potential points of danger.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
I have hereunto set my hand and
IN
WHEREOF, I
caused
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 18"
18" day of September, in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of
[SEALJ the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the one
[SEAL]
hundred and sixty-fifth.

By the President:
President:

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.

FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT

54 STAT.]
STAT. ]
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30, 1940
18, 30,
1940
GENERAL
PULASKI'S M
GENERAL PULASKI'S
EMORIAL DAY
MEMORIAL
DAY

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
UNITED STATES
BY THE
THE UNITED
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

September
September 18, 1940
1940
[No. 2427]

A PROCLAMATION
A
PROCLAMATION

WHEREAS,
a world seared
WHEREAS, in a
seared by
hand of
by the
the ravaging hand
of war
war and
and
increasingly grateful
oppression, we Americans are increasingly
grateful for the
the Republic
Republic
which our fathers built on principles of freedom
freedom and
equality; and
and equality;
and
WHEREAS
valiant struggle
WHEREAS the valiant
American independence
struggle to
to win
win American
independence
was advanced
advanced by the bravery of General
Casimir Pulaski,
General Casimir
Pulaski, a
a Pole
Pole
who hated tyranny and who fought fiercely
fiercely by
the side
side of
American
by the
of American
patriots
patriots until he was wounded
wounded unto
unto death,
October 9,
and drew
death, October
9, and
drew his
his
last breath on
October 11,
11, 1779;
1779; and
and
on October
of the Seventy-sixth
WHEREAS Public Resolution 76 of
Congress,
Seventy-sixth Congress,
approved
on June
6, 1940,
provides:
approved on
June 6,
1940, provides:
the United States
"That the President of the
of America
is authorauthorStates of
America is
ized to issue a
a proclamation
of the Governproclamation calling upon officials
officials of
Government to display
display the
on all
all governmental
governmental
the flag
flag of
of the
the United
United States
States on
buildings on October
October 11,
and inviting
of the
the
11, 1940,
1940, and
inviting the
the people
people of
United States to observe
in schools and churches, or
observe the day in.
or
other suitable places,
places, with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies
commemoceremonies in
in commemoof the
ration of
death of
of General
the death
General Casimir
Casimir Pulaski."
Pulaski."
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
FRANKLIN D.
President
of the United States of America, do
call upon
upon officials
officials of
of the
the
do hereby call
Government to display the flag on Government buildings
buildings on
on October
October
people of
11, 1940,
1940, and IIinvite the people
United States
States to
of the United
to participate
participate
in the observance
General Pulaski's
observance of that day as General
Day
Pulaski's Memorial
Memorial Day
with appropriate
appropriate ceremonies
ceremonies in schools and churches,
churches, or
suitable
or other
other suitable
places.
places.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
hand and
I have
have hereunto
my hand
and
caused the seal of the United States
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
States of
of America
to be
18" day of September, in
DONE at the City of Washington this 18"
in the
the
year
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty,
forty, and
of the
the
and of
[SEAL]
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of the
United States
States of
of America
the United
America the
the one
one
hundred
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT

Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante, p. 231.
231.

General
Pulaski's
Memorial Day.
Observance on Oct.
Observance
11, 1940
11,
1944

President:
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

ADMINISTRATION
SECTION
THE ACT
"AN
ACT To
ADMINISTRATION OF
OF S
ECTION 66 OF
OF THE
ACT ENTITLED
ENTITLED "
AN ACT
To
EXPEDITE
EXPEDITE THE
THE STRENGTHENING
STRENGTHENING OF
NATIONAL DEFENSE,"
DEFENSE,"
OF THE
THE NATIONAL
APPROVED J
APPROVED
ULY 2,
1940
JULY
2, 1940
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
WHEREAS section
section 6
6of the act of
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
To
of Congress
Congress entitled
ACT To
expedite
strengthening of
of the
the national
national defense,"
defense," approved
July 2,
2,
expedite the
the strengthening
approved July
as follows:
1940, provides as
follows:
"Sec.
6. Whenever
Whenever the
the President
it is
is necessary
"Sec. 6.
President determines
determines that
that it
necessary
in the interest of national defense to prohibit or curtail the exexportation
munitions, or
or component
portation of
of any military
military equipment
equipment or
or munitions,
component

September 30, 1940
1940
2428]
[No. 2428]

Preamble.
Ante, p. 714.
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Control
of export of
Control ofexportof
designated
articles
tc es
ad
matterials.
l
and materials.

Ante, p.
p. 272.
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parts
thereof, or
or machinery,
tools, or
supplies necesparts thereof,
machinery, tools,
or material,
material, or
or supplies
necessary for
for the
manufacture, servicing,
servicing, or
or operation
operation thereof,
he may
may
sary
the manufacture,
thereof, he
by
or curtail
exportation, except
by proclamation
proclamation prohibit
prohibit or
curtail such
such exportation,
except under
under
such rules
regulations as
as he
shall prescribe.
such proclaproclasuch
rules and
and regulations
he shall
prescribe. Any
Any such
mation shall describe
describe the articles or
or materials
included in
in the
the
materials included
prohibition or
contained therein. In case of
or curtailment
curtailment contained
of the
the violation of any provision of
proclamation, or of
any rule
or
fation
of any proclamation,
of any
rule or
regulation,
upon
regulation, issued
issued hereunder, such violator or
or violators, upon
conviction, shall be
conviction,
be punished
punished by aafine
fine of
of not
not more
more than
than $10,000.00
$10,000.00
imprisonment for
two years,
years, or
or by
by both
both such
or by imprisonment
for not
not more than
than two
such
section
fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment. The authority granted in
in this
this section
shall terminate June 30, 1942,
1942, unless
unless the
the Congress
Congress shall otherotherwise provide."
provide."
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiTHEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
dent
America, acting
under and
and by
by virtue
virtue of
dent of the
the United States
States of
of America,
acting under
of
the authority
authority vested in me by the aforesaid
aforesaid act of Congress, do
hereby
hereby proclaim that upon the recommendation
recommendation of the Administrator
Administrator
I have determined
determined that it is necessary
of Export Control I
necessary in the
interest of the national defense
defense that on and after October
October 15,
interest
15, 1940,
1940,
the following-described
articles and materials
materials shall not be exported
exported
following-described articles
from the United States except when authorized in each case by a
a
license
license as provided for in Proclamation No. 2413 of July 2, 1940,
entitled
entitled "Administration
entitled 'An
'An Act
to
"Administration of section 66 of the act entitled
Act to
expedite
strengthening of the national defense'
expedite the strengthening
defense' approved July 2,
1940,"
1940," and in the regulations issued pursuant thereto:
Fire Control Instruments, Military Searchlights, Aerial Cameras
and other types of Military Equipment containing
containing optical
optical
elements.
hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
DONE at the City of Washington this 30" day of September, in
in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
[smATA
[SEAL]

Independence
the United
United States
States of
of America
one
Independence of
of the
America the
the one
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary
State.

ICELAND-SUSPENSION
TONNAGE DUTIES
ICELAND— SUSPENSION OF TONNAGE
September
September 30, 1940
1940
24291
[No. 2429]

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
STATES OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, as amended
amended by the act of July 24, 1897, c. 13,
13, 30 Stat. 214
214
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141),
follows:
141), provides, in part, as follows:
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof being given to the President, by the
government of any foreign nation, that no discriminating duties
of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of such
such
nation upon vessels wholly belonging
belonging to citizens of the United
States, or upon the produce,
produce manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise
imported
imported in the same from the United States or from any foreign
country, the President
President may issue his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring
that the foreign discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost
impost
that

54
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Sept. 1,
30,
1940
0, 1940
PROCLAMATIONS-;Sept.
PROCLAMATIONS
,
Oct.
1940
Oct.
1, 1940

within the United States are suspended and discontinued,
discontinued, so
far as respects the vessels of such foreign nation, and the produce,
manufactures, or merchandise
manufactures,
merchandise imported into the United States
or from
country; the
the
from such foreign nation,
nation, or
from any
any other
other foreign
foreign country;
suspension to take effect from the time of
notification being
suspension
of such notification
being
reciprocal
given to the President, and to continue so long as the reciprocal
exemption of vessels, belonging to citizens of the United States,
and their cargoes, shall be continued,
continued, and no longer .
. ..."
WHEREAS satisfactory proof was received by me from the
Government
Iceland on September 13, 1940,
1940, that no discriminating
discriminating
Government of Iceland
duties of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied
levied in the ports of
of
United States,
States,
Iceland upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of
of the
the United
or upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise imported
imported in suck
such
the United
country;
vessels, from
from the
United States,
States, or
or from
from any
any foreign
foreign country;
Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, Franklin
President of
of the
United States of America, by virtue of
of the
authority vested
in me
me by
the authority
vested in
by
the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory
statutory provisions, do hereby declare and prodiscriminating duties of tonnage and imposts
claim that the foreign discriminating
within the United States are suspended
suspended and discontinued
discontinued so far as
respects the vessels of Iceland
Iceland and
respects
and the
the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or
merchandise
merchandise imported in said vessels into the United States from
from
Iceland
Iceland or
or from
from any other
other foreign country;
country; the
the suspension
suspension to
to take
effect from September 13,
13, 1940, and to continue so long
long as
as the
the recipreciprocal exemption
exemption of
of vessels belonging
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of the United
United States
States
and their cargoes shall be continued, and no longer.
longer.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
hereunto set
set my hand
hand and
America to
caused the seal of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
September in
DONE at the City of Washington this 30"
30" day of
of September
the
the year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty,
forty, and of
EsEAE]
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of the United States of America the
the one
one
hundred and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
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Iceland.
Iceland.
Suspension
forSuspension of
of foreign discriminating
discriminating
eign
duties
ge
and
duties of
of tonna
tonnage
and
imposts.
imposts.

Effective
duEffective date
date;;duration.
ration.

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.

REGISTRATION DAY-HAWAII
DAY—HAWAII
REGISTRATION
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES

October
October 1,
1, 1940
[No. 2430]
24301
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
WHEREAS the
the Congress
Congress has
and IIhave
have on
on the
WHEREAS
has enacted,
enacted, and
the sixteenth
sixteenth Ante,
Preamblk.
P. 885.
September, 1940, approved
approved the Selective Training and Service
Service
day of September,
declares that it is imperative
Act of 1940, which declares
imperative to increase and train
the personnel
personnel of the
the armed
armed forces of the United
United States
States and
and that
that in aa
free society
society the obligations
obligations and privileges of military training and
service should be
in accordance
accordance with
and just
just
service
be shared
shared generally
generally in
with aafair
fair and
Tnilitary training
system of
of selective compulsory
compulsory military
training and service;
service;
WHEREAS the said Act contains, in part, the following provisions:
WHEREAS
"SEc.
2. Except
provided in
in this
it shall
be
shall be
"SEC. 2.
Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided
this Act,
Act, it
the
of every
every
the duty
duty of every
every male
male citizen
citizen of
of the United States,
States, and
and of
male alien
alien residing in the
the United
United States, who, on
on the day or
or days
days
fixed for the first or any subsequent registration,
registration, is between
between the
ages of twenty-one
twenty-one and thirty-six, to present himself for and
submit to registration at such time or times and place or places,
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and in
in such
such age
group or
or groups,
groups, as
and
in such
such manner
manner and
and in
age group
as shall
shall be
be
determined by
by rules
rules and
regulations prescribed
prescribed hereunder.
determined
and regulations
hereunder.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"
SEC. 5.
officers, warrant
warrant officers,
officers, pay
pay
"SEC.
5. (a)
(a) Commissioned
Commissioned officers,
clerks,
and enlisted
the Navy,
clerks, and
enlisted men
men of
of the
the Regular
Regular Army,
Army, the
Navy, the
the
Marine
Marine Corps,
Coast Guard,
the Coast
Coast and
Geodetic Survey,
Corps, the Coast
Guard, the
and Geodetic
Survey,
the
Public Health
Service, the
the federally
federally recognized
active NaNathe Public
Health Service,
recognized active
tional
Reserve Corps,
the Regular
Regular Army
tional Guard,
Guard, the
the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Corps, the
Army
Reserve, the
Reserve Corps,
Reserve, and
and
Reserve,
the Enlisted
Enlisted Reserve
Corps, the
the Naval
Naval Reserve,
Marine Corps
Reserve; cadets,
cadets, United
the Marine
Corps Reserve;
United States
States Military
Military
Academy;
midshipmen, United
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy;
cadets,
Academy; midshipmen,
Academy; cadets,
States Coast
United States
Academy; men
men who
who have
Coast Guard Academy;
have been
been
accepted for
admittance (commencing
the academic
academic year
accepted
for admittance
(commencing with
with the
year
next succeeding
next
succeeding such
acceptance) to
the United
United States
States Military
Military
such acceptance)
to the
Academy as
Academy
Academy as
as
as cadets,
cadets, to
to the
the United
United States
States Naval
Naval Academy
midshipmen, or
United States
States Coast
Guard Academy
or to the
the United
Coast Guard
Academy
as cadets, but only during the
the continuance
continuance of
of such
such acceptance;
acceptance;
cadets
of the
the advanced
advanced course,
division, Reserve
cadets of
course, senior
senior division,
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training
Training Corps or Naval Reserve
Officers' Training
Corps; and
and
Reserve Officers'
Training Corps;
diplomatic representatives,
diplomatic
representatives, technical
of foreign
foreign embassies
technical attaches
attaches of
embassies
and legations, consuls
general, consuls,
vice consuls,
and consular
consuls general,
consuls, vice
consuls, and
consular
agents of foreign countries,
countries, residing
the United
United States,
who
residing in
in the
States, who
are not citizens
citizens of
and who
who have
have not
not declared
of the United States,
States, and
declared
their
intention to
to become
of the
the United
United States,
States, shall
shall
their intention
become citizens
citizens of
not be required
required to be registered under
under section 2
2 and
shall be
and shall
be
relieved
training and service
relieved from liability for training
under section
section
service under
3
(b)."
3 (b)."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEC.
"SEC. 10
President is
is authorized—
10 (a) The
The President
authorized(1) to prescribe
prescribe the necessary
necessary rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations to
to carry
carry
out the provisions of
of this
this Act;"
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"(4) to
to utilize
the services
of any
all departments
departments and
any
"(4)
utilize the
services of
any or
or all
and any
and all officers
officers or agents of
United States
accept the
of the
the United
States and
and to
to accept
the
services
services of all officers and agents of the
several States,
States, Territhe several
Territories, and the
Columbia and
and subdivisions
thereof in
in
the District
District of
of Columbia
subdivisions thereof
the execution
of this
this Act;"
the
execution of
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

**

.

"SEC.
have notice
"SEc. 14 (a) Every person shall be deemed to have
notice of
of
the requirements
requirements of this Act upon publication by the President
President of
of
a proclamation
a
proclamation or other public notice
fixing a
atime
time for
notice fixing
for any
any regisregistration under section
section 2."
2."
*
Ante,
2739.
Ante, p.
p. 2739.

Post,
Post, pp.
pp. 2760,
27130, 2747.
2747.

Hawaii.
First regitntion,
registzation,
dat
and time.
time.
date and

*

*

*

*

*

*

WHEREAS on the sixteenth
sixteenth day of September,
September, 1940, I
issued a
I issued
a
proclamation calling upon all persons subject
proclamation
to registration
registration in
in the
the
subject to
several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia to
to
registration as provided by,
present themselves
themselves for and submit to registration
and
by, and
in accordance with, the aforesaid
aforesaid Act of Congress;
Congress; and
and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS such proclamation
proclamation provides that "The times and places
for registration
registration in Alaska,
for
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico will be fixed in
in
subsequent
subsequent proclamations."
proclamations.";•
NOW, THKREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresident of the United States of America
America, under and by
rt
ue o
by vi
virtue
offth
thee au
au-thority vested in me by
aforesaid Selective
137 the aforesaid
Selective Training and Service
Service
Act of 1940, do proclaim the following:
registration under the
1. The first registration
the Selective
Selective Training
Service
Training and
and Service
Act of 1940 for the Territory
Territory of Hawaii shall take place in such TerriTerritoy on Sturday,
twenty-ixh day of October,
tory
Saturday.,the twenty-sixth
October, 1940,
the
1940, between
between the
hours of 7:00 A. M. and 9:00 P. M.
hours
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Registration of male
Registration
persons excepted
2. Every
person (other
(other than persons
excepted by section 5(a) persons
male person
Every male
2.
between 21
21
persons between
and
36;
exception.
and
36; exception.
the
pursuant
of
the
aforesaid
Act
and
those
previously
registered
pursuant
to
registered
previously
those
and
of the aforesaid Act
Ante,
pp.
887,
2739.
a citizen of the Ante, pp. 887, 2739.
said
of September
16, 1940) who is a
September 16,
Proclamation of
said Proclamation
United
States residing
or on
October 26, 1940, is within, the Terrion October
in, or
residing in,
United States
in such Territory, and who
tory
of
Hawaii
or
who
is
an
alien
residing
residing in
alien
an
is
tory of Hawaii or who
on the
registration date
fixed herein
herein has
attained the twenty-first
twenty-first
has attained
date fixed
the registration
on
has not attained the thirtyanniversary
of the
the date
of his
birth and has
his birth
date of
anniversary of
sixth
the date
of his
birth, is required to and shall on
his birth,
date of
of the
anniversary of
sixth anniversary
that date
date present
himself for
and submit
registration at the duly
to registration
submit to
for and
present himself
that
designated place
registration within the precinct,
precinct, district, or regisof registration
place of
designated
to
tration area
area in
in which
which he
has his
his home
or in
in which
he may
happen to
may happen
which he
home or
he has
tration
alien residing in the Terribe on
date. Every
Every such
citizen and
and alien
such citizen
that date.
on that
be
tory of
of Hawaii
within such
such Territory
Territory on the registration
not within
is not
who is
Hawaii who
tory
date
fixed
herein
shall
within
five
days
after
his
to such Terrireturn to
his return
after
days
five
within
shall
herein
date fixed
cases of regSpecial cases
tory
himself for
for and
and submit
submit to registration.
registration. The provisions
provisions istration.
present himself
istration.
tory present
Volume
of
Section
XIV
entitled
"Special
Cases
of
Registration",
of
Volume
of
of
Registration",
of Section XIV entitled "Special Cases
Two
the Selective
Selective Service
Regulations prescribed
Executive
prescribed by Executive
Service Regulations
of the
Two of
Order
far as they may be
shall, so far
1940, shall,
23, 1940,
September 23,
of September
8545 of
No. 8545
Order No.
registration of those who on account of sickness
applicable, govern
govern the registration
applicable,
or other
other causes
causes beyond
beyond their
themselves
unable to present themselves
control are unable
their control
or
for
at the
the designated
designated places
places of registration
registration on the regisregistration at
for registration
tration
fixed herein.
herein.
date fixed
tration date
Observance of
of rules,
rules,
Observance
3. Every
person subject
to registration
registration is
is required
required to
familiarize etc.
to familiarize
subject to
Every person
3.
etc.
to
registration
himself
with
the
rules
and
regulations
governing
registration
and
governing
himself with the rules and regulations
comply therewith.
therewith.
comply
for regisFacilities for
4.
Territory of
Hawaii to provide tration.
of Hawaii
the Territory
of the
Governor of
the Governor
upon the
call upon
I call
4. I
tration.
suitable
suitable
and
sufficient
places
of
registration
and
to
provide
provide
to
and
registration
of
suitable and sufficient places
and
registration boards
to effect
effect such
registration.
such registration.
boards to
necessary registration
and necessary
Services of Gov5. I
further call
upon the
the Governor
of the
Territory of
Hawaii and ernor,
of Hawaii
the Territory
Governor of
call upon
I further
etc.
officers, etc.
5.
ernor, officers,
all
and agents
agents of
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii
and subdivisions
subdivisions
Hawaii and
of the
officers and
all officers
thereof
to do
do and
perform all
all acts
and services
services necessary
necessary to
to accomplish
accomplish
acts and
and perform
thereof to
offiLocal election offieffective
and complete
complete registration;
registration; and
call upon all local dais
especially call
and IIespecially
cials and other patrieffective and
citizens.
otic
citizens.
election
and other
patriotic citizens
citizens to
to offer
their services
services as
offer their
other patriotic
officials and
election officials
members of
of the
boards of
of registration.
registration.
the boards
members
Time
off for
for regisTime off
6. In
may be
cooperation in
carrying into
into tration.
in carrying
tration.
full cooperation
be full
there may
that there
order that
In order
6.
effect
the purposes
of said
Act, IIurge
urge all
government
and government
employers and
all employers
said Act,
purposes of
effect the
agencies of
of all
all kinds-Federal,
kinds—Federal, Territorial,
Territorial, and
those
give those
local-to give
and local—to
agencies
obligations
under
their
charge
sufficient
time
off
in
which
to
fulfill
obligations
the
fulfill
to
which
in
under their charge sufficient time off
of registration
registration incumbent
incumbent on
on them
under the said Act.
them under
of
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
have hereunto
I have
IN WITNESS
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
be
to
States
United
the
of
caused the seal
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
Washington this
day of
of October in the
first day
this first
DONE
year of
of our
Lord nineteen
hundred and forty, and of the
nineteen hundred
our Lord
year
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
the United
of America
America and
and one
States of
United States
of the
[SEAL]
hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred and
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By
the President:
President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
of State.
Secretary of

REGISTRATION
DAY—PUERTO RICO
RICO
REGISTRATION DAY-PUERTO
STATES
UNITED STATES
BY
OF THE
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

October 8,
1940
8, 1940
October
[No.
24311
[No. 2431]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS the
has enacted
enacted and
have on
on the
the sixteenth
sixteenth
and IIhave
Congress has
the Congress
WHEREAS
day
September, 1940,
the Selective
Training and
and Service
Service
Selective Training
approved the
1940, approved
of September,
day of

Act
of 1940,
1940, which
imperative to
train
increase and train
to increase
is imperative
it is
that it
declares that
which declares
Act of
193470°-41—PT.
it-96
1934T70-41-PT. II-96

Preamble.
Ante,
p. 485.
Ppmbb.
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the personnel
armed forces
forces of
of the
United States
and that
in a
a
States and
that in
the
personnel of
of the
the armed
the United
free
society
thebe obligations
obligations
and privileges
of military
military
training
and
service
society
should
shared generally
and
privileges
in accordance
of
with atraining
fair and just
and
service should be shared generally in accordance with a fair and just
training
service;
system
of
selective
compulsory
military
system
WHEREAS
of selective
the said
compulsory
Act contains,
military
in part,
training
the and
and
following
service;
provisions:
provisions:
in part,
the
following
Act contains,
the said
WHEREAS
"SEc. 2.
2. Except
Except as
as otherwise
provided in
in this
Act, it
it shall
shall be
be
this Act,
otherwise provided
"SEC.
the
male citizen
citizen of
of the
States, and
and of
every
the United
United States,
of every
the duty
duty of
of every
every male
male
residing in
States, who,
on the
days
in the
the United
United States,
who, on
the day
day or
or days
male alien
alien residing
fixed for
for the
the first
or any
any subsequent
registration, is
the
is between
between the
fixed
first or
subsequent registration,
ages
to present
himself for
subtwenty-one and
and thirty-six,
thirty-six, to
present himself
for and
and subages of
of twenty-one
mit to
to registration
such time
times and
and place
and
places, and
place or
or places,
time or
or times
at such
mit
registration at
as shall
shall be deterdetermanner and in such
such age group or
or groups, as
in such
such manner
prescribed hereunder."
hereunder."
regulations prescribed
mined by rules
rules and regulations
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEc. 5. (a) Commissioned
pay
"SEC.
Commissioned officers, warrant officers, pay
Regular Army, the Navy, the
the
and enlisted men of the Regular
clerks, and
Marine Corps,
Corps, the
Guard, the
Coast and
and Geodetic
Survey,
the Coast
Geodetic Survey,
Marine
the Coast
Coast Guard,
the
federally recognized
recognized active Nathe Public
Public Health
Health Service,
Service, the federally
tional
Guard, the
the Officers'
Reserve Corps,
Corps, the
the Regular
Army
Regular Army
tional Guard,
Officers' Reserve
Reserve,
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps,
the Naval
Reserve, and
the
the Enlisted
Corps, the
Naval Reserve,
and the
Reserve, the
Marine Corps Reserve;
Military Academy;
Academy;
Reserve; cadets,
cadets, United States Military
Marine
midshipmen,
Naval Academy;
Academy; cadets,
cadets, United
States Naval
midshipmen, United States
States Coast
men who
accepted for
for
been accepted
who have
have been
Guard Academy;
Academy; men
States
Coast Guard
admittance (commencing
(commencing with the academic year next succeeding
succeeding
admittance
such acceptance) to the United States Military Academy
Academy as
cadets, to the United States Naval Academy as midshipmen,
midshipmen, or
cadets,
only
to the
the United States Coast Guard Academy as cadets, but only
acceptance; cadets of the adcontinuance of such acceptance;
during the continuance
Training Corps
Officers' Training
vanced course, senior division, Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
rraining Corps; and diplomatic reprerepreor Naval Reserve Officers'
sentatives, technical attaches of foreign embassies and legations,
consuls general, consuls, vice consuls, and consular agents of
of
foreign countries, residing in the United States, who are not
not
citizens of the United States, and who have not declared
declared their
intention to become citizens of the United States, shall not be
relieved
required to be registered under section 2
2 and shall be
be relieved
from liability for training and service
service under
under section
section 3
(b).
3 (b)."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEc.
President is authorized—
"SEC. 10 (a) The President
authorized(1) to prescribe
necessary rules and regulations
(1)
prescribe the necessary
regulations to carry
provisions of
out the provisions
of this
this Act;"
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

the services
any or
all departments
departments and
"(4) to utilize
utilize the
services of
of any
or all
and any
any
and .all officers or agents of the Umted States
States and to accept
accept the
all officers
officers and agents of
services of all
several States, Terriof the
the several
Territories, and the District of Columbia and subdivisions
!ones,
subdivisions thereof
thereof
in the execution
execution of this Act;"
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEC.
"SEc. .14 (a) Every person shall be deemed to have notice of
the requirements
requirements of this Act upon publication by the President
President
proclamation or other public
of a!t, proclamation
public notice fixing a
a time
time for any
any
registration under section 2."
*

Antsp.278.
Ante. p. 71189.

*

*

*

*

*

*

WHEREAS on the sixteenth day of September, 1940, I
I issued
issued a
a
the
proclamation calling
calling upon all persons subject to registration in the
several States of the United States and in the District of Columbia to
to
present themselves
registration as provided by,
by, and
themselves for and submit to registration
m accordance with, the aforesaid Act of Congress; and
in

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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WHEREAS such
such proclamation
provides that
that "The
"The times
times and
and places
proclamation provides
WHEREAS
Post, p. 2760; amlte,
for registration
registration in
Alaska, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico
Rico will
will be
Post
We*
fixed in P..2745.
be fixed
and Puerto
Hawaii, and
in Alaska,
2745.,
for
subsequent
proclamations.";
subsequent proclamations.";
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiFRANKLIN D.
I, FRANKLIN
NOW,
dent
the United
United States
States of
and by
by virtue of the
under and
America, under
of America,
of the
dent of
authority
in me
by the
the aforesaid
Training and Service
Selective Training
aforesaid Selective
me by
vested in
authority vested
Act
do proclaim
following:
the following:
proclaim the
1940, do
of 1940,
Act of
Puerto Rico.
re Aration,
1.
The first
first registration
Selective Training
Training and
Service nr.
First registration,
and Service
the Selective
under the
registration under
1. The
ate and time.
Act
of
1940
for
Puerto
Rico
shall
take
place
in
Puerto
Rico
on
date
and time.
d
on
Rico
Puerto
in
place
take
shall
Rico
Puerto
Act of 1940 for
Wednesday,
the twentieth
day of
November, 1940,
1940, between
hours
the hours
between the
of November,
twentieth day
Wednesday, the
13

276131

R i

of
7:00 A.
M. and
M.
P. M.
9:00 P.
and 9:00
A.M.
of 7:00
Registration
male
ofmale
Registration of
21
between 21
2.
Every male
than persons
persons excepted
persons between
5 (a)
(a) persons
section 5
by section
excepted by
(other than
person (other
male person
2. Every
and
exception.
and 36;
36;exception.
of the
Act and
and those
those previously
registered pursuant
pursuant to the Ante,
previously registered
Ante, pp.
2739.
pp. 887,
887, 2739.
aforesaid Act
the aforesaid
of
said
of September
September 16,
16, 1940,
the ProclaProclato the
pursuant to
or pursuant
1940, or
Proclamation of
said Proclamation
for
mation
issued
by
me
on
the
first
day
of
October,
1940,
providing
providing
1940,
October,
of
day
first
the
on
me
by
issued
mation
registration for
the Territory
Territory of
of Hawaii)
citizen of
of the
the United
a citizen
is a
who is
Hawaii) who
for the
registration
States residing
residing in,
in, or
on November
20, 1940,
1940, is
is within,
within, Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico or
November 20,
or on
States
who
is
an
alien
residing
in
Puerto
Rico,
and
who
on
the
registration
registration
the
on
who
and
Rico,
Puerto
in
residing
alien
an
is
who
date
herein has
has attained
attained the
anniversary of the date
twenty-first anniversary
the twenty-first
fixed herein
date fixed
the
of
his
birth
and
has
not
attained
the
thirty-sixth
anniversary
anniversary of the
thirty-sixth
the
attained
not
of his birth and has
date
is required
shall on
on that
date present himself
himself
that date
and shall
to and
required to
birth, is
his birth,
of his
date of
for
submit to
to registration
registration at
the duly
designated place of regisduly designated
at the
and submit
for and
tration
within
the
precinct,
district,
or
registration
area in
in which
which he
area
registration
or
district,
precinct,
tration within the
date. Every
has his
his home
home or
happen to
on that
that date.
be on
to be
may happen
he may
which he
in which
or in
has
such citizen
and alien
alien residing
residing in
is not within Puerto
who is
Rico who
Puerto Rico
in Puerto
citizen and
such
within
Rico
on
the
registration
date
fixed
herein
shall
five days after
after Special
shall
herein
fixed
date
registration
the
on
Rico
Special cases of regstration.
his return
return to
to Puerto
for and
to registration.
registration. istration.
submit to
and submit
himself for
present himself
Rico present
Puerto Rico
his
The provisions
provisions of
XIV entitled
Cases of
of RegistraRegistra"Special Cases
entitled "Special
Section XIV
of Section
The
tion",
of the
Regulations prescribed
prescribed
Service Regulations
Selective Service
the Selective
Two of
Volume Two
of Volume
tion", of
by
No. 8545
September 23,
23, 1940,
as
far as
so far
shall, so
1940, shall,
of September
8545 of
Order No.
Executive Order
by Executive
they
may
be
applicable,
govern
the
registration
of
those
who
acon
who
those
of
registration
the
govern
they may be applicable,
control are unable to
count
of sickness
other causes
beyond their control
causes beyond
or other
sickness or
count of
present
themselves for
for registration
at the
the designated
regisof regisplaces of
designated places
registration at
present themselves
tration
on
the
registration
date
fixed
herein
herein.
fixed
date
Observance
of rules,
rules,
Observance of
tration on the registration
3.
Every person
person subject
subject to
registration is
is required
required to
to familiarize
familiarize etc.
to registration
3. Every
himself with
rules and
and regulations
regulations governing
registration and to
governing registration
the rules
with the
himself
comply
therewith.
Facilities
for regis
regiscomply therewith.
Facilities for
tration.
4. I
upon the
the Governor
Governor of
Puerto Rico
Rico to
to provide
suitable and
and tration.
provide suitable
of Puerto
call upon
I call
4.
sufficient
places of
and necessary
necessary
suitable and
provide suitable
to provide
and to
registration and
of registration
sufficient places
registration
boards
to
effect
such
registration.
registration.
such
effect
to
Goverboards
Services of Ooverregistration
etc.
officers, etc.
nor, officers,
officers nor,
5. I
further call
call upon
Governor of
of Puerto
Puerto Rico
Rico and
all officers
and all
the Governor
upon the
I further
5.
and
Rico and
and subdivisions
subdivisions thereof
thereof to
to do
do and
perform
and perform
Puerto Rico
of Puerto
agents of
and agents
all
services necessary
necessary to
accomplish effective
effective and
and complete
complete Local
to accomplish
election offiand services
acts and
Local election
all acts
cials and
and other patricials
registration;
and IIespecially
upon all
election officials
officials and
and otic
local election
al local
call upon
especially call
registration; and
otic citizens.
citizens.
other patriotic
patriotic citizens
citizens to
offer their
their services
the boards
boards
of the
members of
as members
services as
to offer
other
of registration.
registration.
Time off
off for
of
regisfor regisTime
tration.
6.
that there
be full
full cooperation
in carrying
effect tration.
into effect
carrying into
cooperation in
may be
there may
order that
In order
6. In
the purposes
purposes of
of said
said Act,
urge all
all employers
agencies
government agencies
and government
employers and
I urge
Act, I
the
of all
all kinds—Federal
and local—to
those under
their charge
charge suffisuffiunder their
give those
local-to give
kinds-Federal and
of
cient
time
off
in
which
to
fulfill
the
obligations
of
registration
incumincumregistration
of
obligations
cient time off in which to fulfill the
bent on
on them
under the
the said
said Act.
Act.
them under
bent
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
have hereunto
hereunto set
my hand
and
hand and
set my
IN WITNESS
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
United
States
to
be
affixed.
affixed.
the United States to be
caused
DONE at
the
City of
Washington
this
of October
in the
the
in
October
of
day
8th day
this 8th
Washington
theofCity
DONE at
year
our of
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and
of
the
the
of
and
forty,
and
hundred
year of our Lord nineteen
[sRAT.] Independence of the United States
of
America
the
one
hun[sEAL] Independence of the United States of America the one hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
T f wr.T.P
_
dred and
FRANKLIN
x%-AX-iM Tif"
J4'.K1JJNM 1, 1'4JD ROOSEVELT
By
the
President:
President:
By the
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
State.
Secretary of State.
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PERU—S
USPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
PERU-SUSPENSION
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
STATES OF
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

October 17,
17, 1940
1940
October
iNo. 2432]
[No.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS section
section 4228 of
Statutes of
of the
the United
United
WHEREAS
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
States, as
as amended
the act
act of
30 Stat.
Stat. 214
States,
amended by
by the
of July
July 24,
24, 1897,
1897, c.
c. 13,
13, 30
214
(U.
C., title
141), provides,
in part,
part, as
follows:
(U. S.
S. C.,
title 46,
46, sec.
sec. 141),
provides, in
as follows:
"Upon satisfactory
proof being
the President,
by the
the
"Upon
satisfactory proof
being given
given to
to the
President, by
government of
of any
nation, that
that no
duties
government
any foreign
foreign nation,
no discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
tonnage or
or imposts
imposts are
or levied
levied in
the ports
of such
such
of
are imposed
imposed or
in the
ports of
nation upon
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
to citizens
of the
the United
nation
upon vessels
belonging to
citizens of
United
States, or
or upon
manufactures, or
States,
upon the
the produce
produce, manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise
in the
the same
from the
from any
any foreign
imported in
same from
the 'United
United States
States or
or from
foreign
country, the
President may
may issue
proclamation, declaring
declaring
country,
the President
issue his
his proclamation,
that
foreign discriminating
of tonnage
tonnage and
and impost
impost
that the
the foreign
discriminating duties
duties of
within the
the United
are suspended
and discontinued,
within
United States
States are
suspended and
discontinued, so
so far
far
as
foreign nation,
nation, and
as respects
respects the
the vessels
vessels of
of such
such foreign
and the
the produce,
produce,
manufactures, or
imported into
the United
manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
into the
United States
States
from such foreign
from
any other
foreign nation, or
or from
from any
other foreign
foreign country;
country;
the
the time
time of
of such
such notification
the suspension
suspension to
to take effect from
from the
notification
being
the President,
to continue
so long
being given
given to the
President, and
and to
continue so
long as
as the
the
reciprocal exemption
vessels, belonging
the
reciprocal
exemption of
of vessels,
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
of the
United States,
States, and
and their
be continued,
and no
no
United
their cargoes,
cargoes, shall
shall be
continued, and
longer ** ** ** ";

Preamble.

Peru.
Suspension
Suspension

eign
eign

of for.
for-

of

AND WHEREAS
by me
me from
from the
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof was
was received
received by
the
Government
Government of Peru
1, 1940,
1940, that
no discriminating
discriminating duties
Peru on
on October
October 1,
that no
duties
of tonnage
tonnage or
imposts are
imposed or
or levied
levied in
ports of
of Peru
Peru upon
of
or imposts
are imposed
in the
the ports
upon
vessels
to citizens
of the
the United
United States,
or upon
vessels wholly belonging to
citizens of
States, or
upon
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported in
in such
such vessels,
vessels,
United States,
States, or
or from
from any
foreign country:
country:
from the
the United
any foreign
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt,
President
of the
the
President of
D.
Roosevelt,
Franklin
I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
ted States
America, under
virtue of
authority vested
vested
United
States of
of America,
under and
and by
by virtue
of the
the authority

discriminatin
discriminatingg Uni.
duties of tonnage and
of
imposts.

dties tonnageand in me by the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory provisions, do hereby declare
and proclaim
the foreign
proclaim that the
discriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage
tonnage and
foreign discriminating
and
imposts
States are
suspended and
discontinued
imposts within the
the United
United States
are suspended
and discontinued
so far as respects
so
and the
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures,
respects the vessels of Peru
Peru and
merchandise imported in said vessels into the United
United States from
or merchandise
from
Peru or from any other foreign
foreign country; the
the suspension
suspension to
to take
take
ffective date;
effect from
from October
1940, and
and to
continue so
so long
as the
the reciprocal
reciprocal
affective
du- effect
date; duOctober 1,
1, 1940,
to continue
long as
exemption
exemption of vessels belonging
belonging to citizens of the United States and
be continued,
continued, and no longer.
their cargoes shall be
longer.
I have
have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF I
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the United States of America to be affixed.
th
DONE at the City of Washington this 17th
1 7 day of October in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and of the
[SEAL]
the one
one hun[SEAL] Independence
independence of the United States of America
America the
dred and
sixty-fifth.
dred
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
By the
By
the President:
President:
e

CORDELL
ILL
CORDELL M
HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
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DAY-1940
ARmISTIcE DAY-1940
ARMISTICE
BY THE
OF THE
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY

October 17,
17, 1940
October
[No. 2433]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
WHEREAS on
November 11,
11, 1918,
the nations
nations then at war laid Preamble.
1918, the
on November
WHEREAS
down
hoped-for dawn
their thoughts to the hoped-for
turned their
and turned
weapons and
their weapons
down their
of
an era
and order; and
peace and
of peace
era of
of an
WHEREAS
Senate Concurrent
Resolution 18, Sixty-ninth ConConcurrent Resolution
WHEREAS Senate
requests the President of the
gress,
passed
June
4,
1926
(44
Stat.
1982),
requests
1982),
Stat.
(44
1926
4,
June
gress, passed
United
States to
to issue
calling for
the display of the flag
for the
proclamation calling
issue aaproclamation
United States
of
the
United
States
on
all
Government
buildings
on November 11 and
of the United States on all Government
ceremonies,
for
the
observance
of
the
day
with
appropriate
ceremonies, and the
appropriate
with
day
the
of
for the observance
5 U. S. C., Supp. V,
act
(52 Stat.
351) designates
designates the 11th day of NovemNovem- j 87a.
Stat. 351)
1938 (52
13, 1938
May 13,
of May
act of
ber
of each
legal public
public holiday; and
a legal
as a
year as
each year
ber of
WHEREAS
observance
of the
anniversary of the armistice of 1918
the anniversary
of
observance
WHEREAS
will direct
our minds
to the
need of the world then as now not only
the need
minds to
direct our
will
cessation
for
peace
but
also
for
peace
with
understanding, not only for a
acessation
for peace but also for peace with understanding,
between
intercourse
the
of
hostilities
but
also
for
mutual
respect
in
the
intercourse
between
in
respect
mutual
for
also
but
of hostilities
nations:
nations:
Armistice Day.
of the Observanceon
NOW, THEREFORE,
Franklin D.
President of
Armistice
Roosevelt, President
ObservanceDay.
on Nov.
Nov.
D. Roosevelt,
I, Franklin
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
1940.
11,
United
the
of
flag
United
States
of
America,
do
hereby
direct
that
the
flag
United
11,
1940.
the
that
direct
hereby
do
United States of America,
11,
States be
displayed on
on all
all Government
buildings on November 11,
Government buildings
be displayed
States
day
the
to
1940,
and
I
call
upon
the
people
of
the
United
States
observe
United
the
of
people
1940, and I call upon the
with
appropriate ceremonies
schools and churches, or other suitable
in schools
ceremonies in
with appropriate
places.
places.
IN
have hereunto
my hand and
set my
hereunto set
WHEREOF, II have
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN WITNESS
affied.
be
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to
affixed.
America
of
States
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
of October, in the
Done at
the City
of Washington
17th day
day of
this 17th
Washington this
City of
at the
Done
forty, and of the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and
hundred
nineteen
Lord
our
of
year
[
BL] Independence of the
the
United
States
of
America
the one
one
United States of America the
[SEAL] Independence of
hundred
and
sixty-fifth.
hundred and sixty-fifth.

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

By the
the President:
President:
By

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
DUTIES
GREENLAND SUSPENSION OF
TONNAGE DUTIES
OF TONNAGE
GREENLAND--SUSPENSION
AMERICA
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
STATES OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE

October 29, 1940

[No. 24341

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS section
section 4228
of the
the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of the United
4228 of
WHEREAS
States,
as
amended
by
the
act
of
July
24,
1897,
c. 13,
13, 30 Stat. 214
c.
1897,
24,
July
States, as amended by the act of
follows:
(U.
S.
C.,
title
46,
sec.
141),
provides,
in
part,
as
part,
in
provides,
141),
sec.
(U. S. C., title 46,
President, by
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof being
being given
the President,
to the
given to
"Upon
the
government
of
any
foreign
nation,
that
no
discriminating
discriminating
no
that
nation,
the government of any foreign
duties of
or imposts
imposts are
imposed or
or levied
levied in
ports
the ports
in the
are imposed
tonnage or
of tonnage
duties
of the
of
such
upon vessels
wholly belonging
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
vessels wholly
nation upon
such nation
of
United States,
upon the
the produce,
meror mermanufactures, or
produce, manufactures,
or upon
States, or
United
chandise imported in
the
same
from
the United
United States
or from
from
or
States
the
from
same
the
in
chandise imported
any
foreign country,
country, the
the President
may issue
his proclamation
proclamation,
issue his
President may
any foreign
declaring
that
the
foreign
discriminating
duties
of
tonnage
tonnage and
of
duties
discriminating
declaring that the foreign
impost
within
the
United
States
are
suspended
and
discontinued,
discontinued,
and
suspended
are
States
United
the
within
impost
the
so
far as
as respects
respects the
vessels of
foreign nation, and the
such foreign
of such
the vessels
so far

Preamble.
Preamble.
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Oct. 29,
29, 1940
Oct.
Nov. 7, 1940
Nov.
7, 1940
1940

[54 STAT.

produce,
produce, manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
into the
manufactures, or
imported into
the United
United
States from such foreign
other foreign
counforeign nation,
nation, or
or from
from any
any other
foreign country; the suspension to
effect from
from the
the time
of such
notificato take effect
time of
such notification being
being given
to continue
continue so
long as
as the
tion
given to
to the
the President,
President, and
and to
so long
the
reciprocal exemption of vessels,
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
vessels, belonging
of the
the
United States, and
and their
their cargoes,
shall be
be continued,
and no
no
cargoes, shall
continued, and
longer
longer ...
. .";
.";
AND WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof
was received
received by
by me
from the
proof was
me from
the
Government of Greenland
Government
Greenland on
October 9,
that no
on October
9, 1940,
1940, that
no discriminating
discriminating
duties of tonnage
tonnage or imposts are
levied in
are imposed
imposed or
or levied
in the
the ports
ports of
of
Greenland upon
upon vessels wholly
Greenland
citizens of
of the
United
wholly belonging
belonging to
to citizens
the United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
manufactures, or
imported
the United
in such vessels, from the
States, or
from any
any foreign
United States,
or from
foreign country:
country:
Greenland.
Oreenland.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. Roosevelt,
President of
the
I, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, President
of the
Suspension
of forSuspension of
forei
gn discriminating
discriminating United States of America, by
eign
virtue
of
the
authority
vested
in
me
by
virtue
of
the
authority
vested
in
me
duties
of tonnage
and
duties of
tonnage and
by the above-quoted
imposts.
imposts.
above-quoted statutory provisions, do
declare and
and
do hereby
hereby declare
proclaim
discriminating duties of tonnage
proclaim that the foreign discriminating
tonnage and
and imposts
imposts
within the United States are suspended
suspended and
and discontinued
far as
as
discontinued so
so far
respects the vessels of Greenland and the
or
the produce
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
merchandise imported in the
the said
merchandise
said vessels
vessels into
into the
the UnitedStates
United States from
from
Effective
du- Greenland or from any other foreign country;
Effective date;
date; duGreenland
country; the suspension
suspension to
to take
take
ration.
ration.
effect from
effect
October 9, 1940, and
continue so
long as
as the
the reciprocal
from October
and to
to continue
so long
reciprocal
exemption of vessels belonging to citizens of
the United
United States
of the
States and
and
be continued,
their cargoes shall be
no longer.
continued, and
and no
longer.
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
IN TESTIMONY
WHEREOF IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set
set my
my hand
hand and
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States of
America to
affixed.
of America
to be
be affixed.
at the
DONE at
Washington this
this 29th
day of
of October
the City of
of Washington
29th day
October in
in
of our
the year of
hundred and
and forty,
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
forty, and
and of
of
[SEAL] the Independence
Independence of
of the
of America
America the
the United
United States
States of
the one
one
hundred
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the
President:
the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary of
Secretary
of State.
State.

EGYPT-SUSPENSION
EGYPT—SUSPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES

November
7,1940
November 7,1940
INo. 2435]
[No.
2436]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
Statutes of
the United
United
of the
States,
States, as amended by the act of July
13, 30
30 Stat.
July 24, 1897, c.
c. 13,
Stat. 214
214
141), provides,
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141),
follows:
provides, in part, as
as follows:
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof being
by the
the
being given
given to
to the
the President,
President, by
government
nation, that
government of any foreign nation,
that no
no discriminating
discriminating duties
duties
of tonnage or imposts
imposts are imposed or levied in
the ports
ports of
of such
such
in the
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the
the United
United
States,
or upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
States, or
merchandise
imported in the same from the United States or from any foreign
imported
foreign
country,
country, the President
President may issue his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring
that
the foreign discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage
that the
tonnage and
and impost
impost
within the United States are suspended
suspended and discontinued,
discontinued, so
so
far as respects the vessels of such foreign nation, and the
the produce,
produce,
manufactures,
merchandise imported
manufactures, or merchandise
the United
imported into
into the
United States
States
from
foreign nation, or from any other foreign country;
from such
such foreign
country;
the suspension
to take
the
suspension to
take effect from the time of such notification

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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being
given to
to the President, and to continue so long as the
being given
reciprocal
exemption of
vessels, belonging to citizens
citizens of the
of vessels,
reciprocal exemption
United
and their cargoes, shall be continued, and no
States, and
United States,
longer
.";
. .";
longer ...

the
AND
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof was received by me from the
AND WHEREAS
discriminating
that
1940,
Government
of
Egypt
on
October
3,
no
discriminating
October
on
Egypt
of
Government
duties
tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of
of tonnage
duties of
Egypt
upon vessels
wholly belonging
belonging to citizens of the United States,
vessels wholly
Egypt upon
merchandise imported
or merchandise
or
upon
the
produce,
manufactures,
or
imported in
manufactures,
produce,
the
or upon
such
United States
States, or from any foreign country:
the United
from the
vessels, from
such vessels,
NOW,
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiI, FRANKLIN
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
dent
United States of America, by virtue of the authority
the United
of the
dent of
vested
me by
by the
the above-quoted
hereby
statutory provisions, do hereby
above-quoted statutory
in me
vested in
discriminating duties of tonnage
declare and
proclaim that
foreign discriminating
the foreign
that the
and proclaim
declare
and imposts
discontinued
the United States are suspended and discontinued
within the
imposts within
and
Egypt and the produce,
so
as respects
respects the
the vessels
produce, manufactures,
vessels of Egypt
far as
so far
in said vessels into the United States from
or
merchandise imported
imported in
or merchandise
the suspension to take
Egypt
or from
any other
other foreign
country; the
foreign country;
from any
Egypt or
effect
from October
1940, and to continue so long as the reciprocal
3, 1940,
October 3,
effect from
citizens of the United States and
exemption
of vessels
belonging to
and
to citizens
vessels belonging
exemption of
their cargoes
shall be
be continued,
and no longer.
continued, and
cargoes shall
their
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, IIhave
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
and
IN TESTIMONY
affixed.
to be affixed.
America
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
America
of
States
United
the
of
caused the seal
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this 7th
November in the
of November
day of
7t1 day
the City
DONE at
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and forty, and of the
hundred
year of our Lord nineteen
[SEAL] Independence
Independence of
States of
of America
America the one
United States
the United
of the
[SEAL]
hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred and
FRANKT,TN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL
The
Secretary of
of State.
The Secretary

Egypt.
Egypt.
forof forSuspension of
Suspension
ei
gn discriminating
discriminating
eign
duties
tonnageand
and
of tonnage
duties of
imposts.
imposts.

Effective
date; duduEffective date;
ration.
ration.

GUATEMALA—SUSPENSION
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES
GUATEMALA-SUSPENSION OF
BY
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
OF AMERICA
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November
194
November 7, 1940
Rio. 3436j
[No.
26]

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS
section 4228
of the
the Revised
Statutes of the United
United
Revised Statutes
4228 of
WHEREAS section
214
Stat.
30
1897,
July
States,
as
amended
by
the
act
24,
1897,
c.
13,
of
act
the
by
amended
States, as
(U. S.
follows:
part, as follows:
in part,
provides, in
141), provides,
sec. 141),
46, sec.
title 46,
C., title
S. C.,
(U.
the
"Upon
given to
to the
the President, by the
being given
proof being
satisfactory proof
"Upon satisfactory
government
of any
any foreign
foreign nation,
nation, that
no discriminating
discriminating duties
that no
government of
of
tonnage or
or imposts
are imposed
levied in
in the
the ports of such
or levied
imposed or
imposts are
of tonnage
of the United
nation
upon
vessels
wholly
belonging
to
United
citizens
to
belonging
nation upon vessels wholly
States, or
the produce,
manufactures, or
or merchandise
merchandise
produce, manufactures,
upon the
or upon
States,
imported in
the same
same from
the United
United States
States or
or from
any foreign
foreign
from any
from the
in the
imported
country,
the
President
may
issue
his
proclamation,
declaring
declaring
proclamation,
his
country, the President may issue
that the
discriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage
tonnage and
impost
and impost
foreign discriminating
the foreign
that
within the
are suspended
suspended and
and discontinued,
discontinued, so
so
States are
United States
the United
within
far
as
respects
the
vessels
of
such
foreign
nation,
and
the
produce,
produce,
the
and
nation,
foreign
such
far as respects the vessels of
manufactures, or
or merchandise
imported mto
the United
States
United States
into the
merchandise imported
manufactures,
from
foreign nation,
nation, or
or from
from any
other foreign
foreign country;
the
country; the
any other
such foreign
from such
ing
suspension
to
take
effect
from
the
time
of
such
notification
be
being
notification
such
of
time
the
suspension to take effect from
given
to the
the President,
President, and
long as
as the
the recap
reciprocal
so long
continue so
to continue
and to
given to
exemption of
to citizens
citizens of
United States,
States,
the United
of the
belonging to
vessels, belonging
of vessels,
exemption
and
their
cargoes,
shall
be
continued,
and
no
longer
.
.
...
longer
no
and
continued,
be
and their cargoes, shall

Preamble.
Pramble
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[54 STAT.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof was received by
me from
from the
the Governby me
Government of Guatemala
Guatemala on October 19, 1940,
discriminating
1940, that no
no discriminating
duties of tonnage
tonnage or imposts are
or levied
in the
the ports
ports of
of
are imposed or
levied in
Guatemala
Guatemala upon vessels wholly belonging
to citizens
of the
the United
United
belonging to
citizens of
States, or upon the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported
in such vessels, from the United
United States,
States, or
foreign country:
country:
or from
from any
any foreign
uatemnala o for
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, Franklin
Franklin D.
of the
the
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
President of
penson of foreign discriminating
discriminating United States of America, by
virtue
of the
authority
vested in
me by
by
virtue
of
the
authority
vested
in
me
by
duties of tonnage and
isfto.nnageand
the above-quoted
imposts.
above-quoted statutory
statutory provisions,
do hereby
declare and
and proprovisions, do
hereby declare
proclaim that the foreign
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage
tonnage and
imposts
and imposts
within the United
United States are suspended and discontinued
discontinued so
so far
as
far as
respects the vessels of Guatemala
Guatemala and
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
and the produce,
or
merchandise imported in said vessels into the United
merchandise
United States
States from
from
Effective date; dudu- Guatemala
Guatemala or from any other foreign
Effective date;
foreign country; the suspension
to
suspension to
ration.
1940 and to continue
take effect from October 19, 1940,
so long
long as
the
continue so
as the
reciprocal exemption
reciprocal
exemption of vessels belonging
belonging to
to citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United
States and their cargoes shall be
and no
longer.
be continued,
continued, and
no longer.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
I have
have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
caused
caused the seal of the United States of
America to
of America
to be
be affixed.
affixed.
th day
DONE at the City of Washington
day of
November in
the
Washington this
this 7rh
of November
in the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
forty , and
of the
and forty,
and of
the
[SEAL]
[
SEAL] Independence
Independence of the United States
of America
America the
the one
one
States of
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL

Secretary
Secretary of State.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC—SUSPENSION
DOMINICAN
OF TONNAGE
REPUBLIC-SUSPENSION OF
TONNAGE DUTIES
DUTIES
November 7, 1940
1940
[No. 24371
2437]
[No.

DY
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
STATES OF

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 4228 of the Revised
Revised Statutes
of the
the United
United
Statutes of
States,
States, as amended
amended by the act of July 24, 1897,
1897, c.
c. 13,
13, 30
30 Stat.
Stat. 214
214
(U. S. C., title 46, sec. 141), provides, in
as follows:
in part, as
follows:
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof being
given to
to the
the President,
by the
the
being given
President, by
government
government of any foreign nation, that no discriminating duties
duties
of tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the ports of
of
of such
nation upon vessels wholly belonging to citizens
United
citizens of
of the
the United
States, or upon the produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
merchandise
or merchandise
imported
imported in the same from the United States or from
from any
any foreign
foreign
country, the President may
his proclamation,
may issue
issue his
proclamation, declaring
declaring
that the foreign
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties of
of tonnage
tonnage and
and impost
impost
within the
the United States are suspended
suspended and discontinued,
discontinued, so
so
far as respects
respects the vessels of such foreign nation, and the produce,
produce,
manufactures, or merchandise
manufactures,
merchandise imported into the
the United
United States
States
from such foreign nation, or from any other foreign
country;
foreign country;
the suspension
suspension to take effect from the time of such
such notification
notification
being
given to the President, and to continue so long as the
being given
the
reciprocal exemption
reciprocal
exemption of vessels, belonging to citizens
citizens of the
United States, and their cargoes,
cargoes, shall be continued,
continued, and
and no
no
longer
. .".;
longer ...
";

54
STAT.]
54 STAT.]
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WHEREAS
proof was
received by me from the Governwas received
satisfactory proof
WHEREAS satisfactory
ment of
Republic on October 19, 1940, that no disDominican Republic
the Dominican
of the
ment
criminating
duties of
tonnage or imposts are imposed or levied in the
of tonnage
criminating duties
to
ports
the Dominican
Dominican Republic
Republic upon
vessels wholly belonging to
upon vessels
of the
ports of
citizens of
United States,
States, or
the produce,
manufactures,
produce, manufactures,
upon the
or upon
the United
of the
citizens
the United States,
or merchandise
imported in
in such
such vessels,
vessels, from
from the
merchandise imported
or
or from
from any
any foreign
country:
foreign country:
or
RepubNOW, THEREFORE,
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
President of
of lic.Dominican
Dominican RepubRoosevelt, President
D. Roosevelt,
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
Suspensionofforeign
the United
America, by
virtue of
of the
authority vested in discriminating
BusPensionofforeign
the authority
by virtue
of America,
States of
United States
the
duties
im-of lo
mta grIng
and it
tonnage
me by
by the
the above-quoted
provisions, do
do hereby declare and of
statutory provisions,
above-quoted statutory
me
posts.
proclaim
the foreign
duties of tonnage
tonnage and im- posts.
discriminating duties
foreign discriminating
that the
proclaim that
posts within
within the
United States
are suspended
suspended and discontinued
discontinued so
States are
the United
posts
Republic and the produce,
far as
as respects
respects the
the vessels
Dominican Republic
the Dominican
of the
vessels of
far
manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
vessels into the
imported in said vessels
manufactures, or
United
States
from
the
Dominican
Republic
or
from any other
other
Republic
Dominican
the
United States from
Effective date;;du19,,1940, Znec.t've
to take effect from October 19
foreign country;
country; the
suspension to
date duthe suspension
ration.
foreign
and
continue so
as the
exemption of vessels bereciprocal exemption
the reciprocal
long as
so long
to continue
and to
longing
of the
United States
and their cargoes shall be
States and
the United
citizens of
to citizens
longing to
continued, and
no longer.
and no
continued,
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF,
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, IIhave hereunto
IN
America
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
to be affixed.
affixed.
States
United
the
of
seal
the
caused
7th day of November in
DONE at
at the
the City
City.of
Washington this rh
of Washington
DONE
the year
of our
our Lord
Lord nineteen
hundred and forty, and
nineteen hundred
year of
the
America
States of America
[SEAL]
of
Independence of
of the
United States
the United
the Independence
of the
[SEAL]
sixty-fifth.
and
the one
hundred
one hundred
the
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
the President:
President:
By
lie .

(
lisc im ina

ut

CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of

DUTIES
HAITI—SUSPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
HAITI-SUSPENSION
AMERICA
BY
OF THE
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
UNITED STATES
THE UNITED
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November
1940
November 77. 1940
[No. 2438]
2438]
[No.

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION

Revised Statutes of the United
WHEREAS section
section 4228
4228 of
the Revised
of the
WHEREAS
13, 30 Stat. 214
States, as
by the
act of
24, 1897,
1897, c. 13,
July 24,
of July
the act
amended by
as amended
States,
follows:
as
part,
in
U.
C., title
46, sec.
sec. 141),
provides,
141), provides,
title 46,
S. C.,
U. S.
President, by the
"Upon
satisfactory
proof
being given
to the President,
given to
being
proof
satisfactory
"Upon
government
of any
any foreign
foreign nation,
nation, that
discriminating duties
no discriminating
that no
government of
of
or imposts
imposed or
or levied
ports of such
the ports
in the
levied in
are imposed
imposts axe
tonnage or
of tonnage
nation
belonging to
to citizens of the United
wholly belonging
vessels wholly
upon vessels
nation upon
States,
upon the
produce, manufactures,
merchandise imor merchandise
manufactures, or
the produce,
or upon
States, or
ported
in
the
same
from
the
United
States
or
from
any foreign
foreign
any
from
or
States
United
the
ported in the same from
country,
President may
issue his
his proclamation,
proclamation, declaring
declaring
may issue
the President
country, the
that the
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage
tonnage and impost
impost
duties of
the foreign
that
so far
within
the
United
States
are
suspended
and
discontinued,
discontinued,
and
suspended
are
States
within the United
as
the vessels
of such
such foreign
foreign nation,
nation, and
the produce,
produce,
and the
vessels of
respects the
as respects
manufactures,
or merchandise
merchandise imported
imported into
the United
United States
into the
manufactures, or
from
such
foreign
nation,
or
from
any
other
foreign
country; the
the
country;
foreign
other
any
from
or
nation,
from such foreign
suspension to
of such
such notification
notification being
being
time of
the time
from the
effect from
take effect
to take
suspension
given to
the President,
President, and
and to
to continue
reciprocal
the reciprocal
as the
long as
so long
continue so
to the
given
United
exemption
of
vessels,
belonging
to
citizens
of
the
States,
the
of
citizens
to
belonging
vessels,
of
exemption
and
their cargoes,
cargoes, shall
shall be
be continued,
continued, and
no longer
.";
.. ..";
longer .
and no
and their

Preamble.
Preamble.
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or

Hasionoti
Suspensionof
Haiti.
foreign

[54
[54 STAT.
STAT.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS satisfactory
satisfactory proof
proof was
was received
received by
Govby me
me from
from the
the Government
ernment of Haiti on October
October 19,
that no
duties
19, 1940,
1940, that
no discriminating
discriminating duties
of tonnage or
of Haiti
upon
or imposts
imposts are
are imposed
imposed or
or levied
levied in
in the
the ports
ports of
Haiti upon
vessels wholly belonging
belonging to
to citizens
of the
the United
or upon
the
citizens of
United States,
States, or
upon the
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or merchandise
vessels,
merchandise imported
imported in
in such
such vessels,
from the United States,
States, or
or from
from any
any foreign
foreign country:
country:
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
of the
th e
I, Franklin
Franklin D.
President of

discriminating
duties United States
States of
of America,
discriminating duties
America, by
virtue of
the authority
in me
by virtue
of the
authority vested
vested in
me
of tonnage and im-

ostsnnage and im- by the above-quoted
above-quoted statutory provisions,
do hereby
hereby declare
declare and
and
provisions, do
proclaim that the foreign discriminating
discriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage
tonnage and
and imimposts within the United States are suspended and
and discontinued
discontinued so
so far
far
as respects the vessels of Haiti and the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or
or
merchandise
merchandise imported in
said vessels
vessels into
into the
the United
United States
from
in said
States
from
Effective
Effective date;
date; du-" Haiti or from any other foreign country; the suspension
suspension to
to take
take effect
effect
ration.
from October 19, 1940, and to continue
continue so
reciprocal
so long
long as
as the
the reciprocal
posts.

du

exemption
exemption of vessels belonging to citizens of the United States
States and
and
their cargoes shall be continued, and no
no longer.
longer.
IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I
hand
I have hereunto set
set my
my hand
and caused the seal of the United States of America
be affixed.
America to
to be
affixed.
th day of November
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 7
7th
the
November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
the
[SEAL] Independence
at
es o
America the
the one
Independence of
of the
the United
United St
States
offAmerica
one
hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of
CLOSED AREA
UNDER THE
THE M
MIGRATORY
BIRD TREATY
CLOSED
AREA UNDER
IGRATORY BIRD
TREATY ACT
ACT
WASHINGTON
W
ASHINGTON

November 7.
7, 1940
1940
[No.
[No. 2439]

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
AMERICA
STATES OF
OF AMERICA

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Acting Secretary
Secretary of the Interior has
has submitted
submitted to
to
me for approval the following
following regulation adopted
by
him on
October
adopted
by
him
on October
16 U.
8.
C.
II
703r• .
22 1940, under authority of
of the
the Migratory
Bird Treaty
Trea ty Act
Actof
ofJ
ul
y
Migratory Bird
711; Stipp
Supp.
.C•
V
it
V,,it
July
it 703703-" 22,
709a.
3,
1918
755,
16
S.
709a.
(40
Stat.
U.
C.
704),
Reorganization
Plan
No.
704),
and
Reorganization
Plan
No.
U. S.
8. C., Snpp.
517.
V,
Supp.V,
II (53 Stat. 1431):
i int
133t (note).
1431):
(nete)16

8

763

REGULATION
REGULATION

DESIGNATING
DESIGNATING

AS
AS

CLOSED
CLOSED

AREA
AREA

UNDER
UNDER

THE
THE

MIGRATORY
BIRD TREATY
TREATY ACT
CERTAIN LANDS
M IGRATORY BIRD
ACT CERTAIN
LANDS AND
ATERS
AND W
WATERS
ADJACENT TO
AND IN
IN THE
THE VICINITY
ADJACENT
TO AND
THE WILLAPA
W ILLAPA
VICINITY OF
OF THE
NATIONAL WILDLIFE
NATIONAL
W ILDLIFE REFUGE,
REFUGE, WASHINGTON
W ASHINGTON

Wnilapa National
Willapa
Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge,
Refuge,
Wash.
Regulation desigRegulation
designating certain lands
and waters
waters adjacent
adjacent
to, as closed area.
area.
39 Stat. 1702.

Ane,
Ante. pp. 2717, 2725.
2725.

I, E. K. Burlew, Acting Secretary of the Interior, after con1,
sideration
of the exigencies of the migratory
sideration of
migratory waterfowl
waterfowl and other
other
migratory birds included
included in the terms of the Convention
Convention between
between
the United States and Great Britain for the protection
protection of migramigratory birds, concluded
concluded August 16,
16, 1916, resident upon
resortupon and
and resorting to the Willapa National Wildlife Refuge, in Pacific
Pacific County,
County,
Washington, which was established as the Willapa
Washington,
Willapa Harbor
Harbor Migratory Bird
Bird Refuge
Refuge by Executive
Executive Order No. 7541, of January
January 22,
1937, and enlarged by Executive Order No. 7721,
7721, of October 8,
8,
1937, and the designation
designation of which was changed to Willapa
Willapa
National
Wildlife Refuge
Refuge by Proclamation
Proclamation No. 2416, of July 25,
National Wildlife
1940,
1940, have determined that to allow the hunting, taking, capturing, or killing of migratory waterfowl
waterfowl or
turing,
or other
other migratory
migratory
birds, or the attempt
attempt to hunt, take,
take, capture,
capture, or
wateror kill such water-

54 STAT.]
STAT.]
54
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fowl
or the
taking of
their nests
or eggs in or on
nests or
of their
the taking
birds, or
other birds,
or other
fowl or
hereinany lands
or waters
Willapa Bay within the boundary
boundary hereinin Willapa
waters in
lands or
any
at
waters
after
described,
which
said
lands
the
date
hereof
and
lands
said
which
after described,
in, the
are
vicinity of, but not incorporated
incorporated in,
the
the vicinity
in the
or in
to or
adjacent to
are adjacent
said Willapa
Willapa National
National Wildlife
Wildlife Refuge, would defeat
defeat the protecsaid
other
and other
tion
sought to
waterfowl and
extended to such migratory waterfowl
be extended
to be
tion sought
migratory
the establishment
establishment of said refuge and, thereby the
birds by
migratory birds
Convention:
fore,
would be
incompatible with the terms of said Convention:
be incompatible
fore, would
WHEREFORE, by
by virtue
virtue of the authority vested in me by
WHEREFORE,
the Migratory
Treaty Act of July 3, 1918 (40 Stat. 755),
755),
Bird Treaty
Migratory Bird
the
and
Reorganization
Plan
No. II
1431), and in extension
extension
(53 Stat. 1431),
II (53
No.
Plan
and Reorganization

Treaty Act Regulations,
of Regulation
of the
Migratory Bird
Bird Treaty
the Migratory
4 of
Regulation 4
of

Ante, p. 2730.
2z0.

Ante, p.

the
aforesaid lands
and waters
waters in Willapa Bay lying within the
lands and
the aforesaid
a closed area, and
following-described
boundary
are
designated as a
are designated
boundary
following-described
the hunting,
taking, capturing,
capturing, or killing of migratory waterfowl
hunting, taking,
the
or other
other migratory
migratory birds,
birds, or
or the
attempt to hunt, take, capture,
the attempt
or
or the taking
or
kill
such
waterfowl
or
other
birds,
taking of their nests
birds,
other
or
waterfowl
such
or kill
or
eggs therein
therein or
or thereon,
thereon, is not permitted:
or eggs
Willamette
Meridian
Willamette Meridian
Beginning
the meander
sections 5
5 and 8,
8,
meander corner between sections
at the
Beginning at
and
T.
10
N.,
R.
10
W.,
on
the
east
bank
near
the
mouth
east
the
on
T. 10 N., R. 10 W.,
of Bear
River, at
Willapa Bay;
at Willapa
Bear River,
of
Thence
west approximately
chains to
to the west side of
20 chains
approximately 20
Thence west
Bear
River
Channel;
Channel;
Bear River
Thence
in Willapa
Bay with
with the west side of said channel,
Willapa Bay
Thence in
W., 25 chains
Northerly
to
a
point
bears S. 35°
35 ° W.
which bears
Northerly to a point which
(approximately)
from
the
southernmost
extremity of
southernmost
the
from
(approximately)
High
on Long Island;
Island;
Point on
High Point
Thence continuing
Bear River
Channel,
River Channel,
with Bear
continuing with
Thence
of Tarlett Slough
side
Westerly
to
a
point
on
east
Slough
the
on
point
a
to
Westerly
Channel, at
its point
confluence with the said Bear
of confluence
point of
at its
Channel,
River Channel;
Channel;
River
Thence crossing
crossing Tarlett
Slough Channel,
Tarlett Slough
Thence
channel, aa
Westerly
to a
a point
point on
side of said channel,
west side
the west
on the
Westerly to
corner
in
the
southwesterly
boundary
of
the Long
boundary
southwesterly
the
in
corner
Island
Oyster Reserve;
Reserve;
Island Oyster
Thence
Willapa Bay,
Bay with the west, north,
in Willapa
continuing in
Thence continuing
island
and
east
boundaries
of
the
said
Island Oyster Reserve,
Reserve,
Long
said
the
of
boundaries
and east
N. 22042'51"
22°42'51" W.,
chains;
107.775 chains;
W., 107.775
N.
N. 87°07'15"
87°07'15" W.,
W., 13.318 chains;
N.
N.
2°44'10" E.,
E., 45.125
chains;
45.125 chains;
N. 2°44'10"
N.
66°27'05" E.,
E., 43.126
43.126 chains;
N. 66°27'05"
N. 32°18'31"
32°18'31" W.,
chains;
52.81 chains;
W., 52.81
N.
N. 10°31'44"
10°31'44" W.,
chains;
72.773 chains;
W., 72.773
N.
N. 32°12'20"
W., 56.344
56.344 chains;
chains;
32012'20" W.,
N.
N. 15°10'14"
15°10'14" W.,
W., 51.602
51.602 chains;
N.
S. 84°26'05"
E., 37.668
chains;
37.668 chains;
84026'05" E.,
S.
N.
0°56'50"
W.,
184.14
chains;
chains;
184.14
N. 0056'50" W.,
N.
chains;
47.888 chains;
E., 47.888
28051 ' 36 " E.,
N. 28°51'36"
S.
84°23'35" E.,
E., 130.19
130.19 chains;
chains;
S. 84023'35"
S.
80°35'53" E.,
E., 35.341
35.341 chains;
chains;
S. 80°35'53"
S.
7°48'14"
E.,
154.995
chains;
chains;
154.995
E.,
7°48'14"
S.
S. 37°44'01"
E., 124.408
chains to
to a
acorner
of the
said
' 0 1 " E.,
the said
corner of
124.408 chains
37044Island
S. Long
Oyster
Reserve on
on the
the east
side
of Stanley
Stanley
of
side
east
Reserve
Oyster
Long Island
Channel, which corner bears S. 7° E., 18 chains
Channel, which corner bears S. 7° E., 18 chains
(approximately) from
between
corner between
meander corner
the meander
from the
(approximately)
section
32,
T.
12
N.,
R.
10
W.,
and
5,
11 N.,
T.
section
and
W.,
10
section 32, T. 12 N., R.
R. 10W.;
10 W.;
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Thence crossing
Stanley Channel
near the
Thence
crossing Stanley
Channel near
the mouth
mouth of
of Nasal
Nasal
River,
River,
Southerly 83
chains (approximately)
corner in
the
Southerly
83 chains
(approximately) to
to aa corner
in the
Reserve on
the
boundary of
of the
the Long Island
Island Oyster
Oyster Reserve
on the
east side
corner bears
east
side of
of Long
Long Island
Island Slough,
Slough, which
which corner
bears
S
38 chains
(approximately) from
S.. 72°
72° W.,
W., 38
chains (approximately)
from the
the
meander corner
sections 8
and 9,
T.11
N.,
meander
corner between
between sections
8 and
9, T.
11 N.,
R.
W.;
R. 10
10W.;
Thence
said
Thence in Long
Long Island
Island Slough,
Slough, with
with the
the boundary
boundary of
of said
Long Island
Island Oyster
Oyster Reserve,
Reserve,
S
3°08'43" E., 36.468
S.. 3008'43"
36.468 chains;
chains;
S
13°17'57" E.,
E., 175.699
chains to
to a
acorner
corner of
of the
S..13017'57"
175.699 chains
the Long
Long
Island
Island Oyster
Oyster Reserve;
Reserve;
Thence
the north
Thence S.
S. 13°17'67"
13"17'57" E., to
to an
an intersection
intersection with
with the
north
boundary
21, T.
T.11
of Long
Long
boundary of sec.
sec. 21,
11 N., R.
R. 10 W.,
W., on the shore
shore of
Slough;
Island Slough;
Thence with
boundary of
of sections
21, 20,
20, 29,
Thence
with the
the westerly
westerly boundary
sections 21,
29,
and
section 5,
5, T.
T. 10
10 N.,
and 32 of T.
T. 11
11 N.,
N., R.
R. 10
10 W.,
W., and
and section
N., R.
R.
10
W., along
along the
the east
east shore
Long Island
Island Slough
Slough and
10 W.,
shore of
of Long
and Willapa
Willapa
Bay
Bay to
to the place of
of beginning;
beginning;
excepting therefrom
therefrom such of
comprised in the island
island
excepting
of the lands comprised
set apart,
and
known as Long Island as
as are not
not reserved,
reserved, set
apart, and
designated as the
Wildlife Refuge
by the
designated
the Willapa National
National Wildlife
Refuge by
the
aforesaid
aforesaid Executive
Executive orders.
orders.
All lands and waters constituting
constituting the Willapa National
National
Wildlife Refuge are closed by virtue of the aforesaid
aforesaid orders,
orders,
and by the acts of Congress thereunto
entry
thereunto appertaining,
appertaining, to
to entry
for
except in
with regulations
for any purpose
purpose except
in accordance
accordance with
regulations of
of the
the
Secretary of the Interior.
hunting either
either of
of migratory
or
Secretary
Interior. All
All hunting
migratory or
nonmigratory birds or of
nonmigratory
of wildlife
wildlife of
of any
any kind
kind on said
said lands
and waters
waters is forbidden by
by law.
law.
AND WHEREAS
upon consideration
consideration it
appears that
that the
the foregoing
foregoing
WHEREAS upon
it appears
regulation will tend to effectuate
regulation
effectuate the
purposes of the aforesaid
aforesaid MigraMigrathe purposes
tory
Treaty Act:
Act:
tory Bird Treaty
NOW, THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
of the United States of America, under and
authority
and by virtue
virtue of the authority
aforesaid Migratory
hereby
vested in me by the aforesaid
Migratory Bird Treaty Act, do hereby
approve
approve and proclaim the foregoing regulation of the Acting Secretary
Secretary
of the Interior.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF
WHEREOF II have hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United States of America
America to be affixed.
th
DONE at the City of Washington
Washington this 77th
day of November
November in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of the
the
[SEAL]
Independence of the United States of America
America the one
[
SEAL] Independence
hundred and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:

CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL

Secretary
Secretary of State.
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VENEZUELA— SUSPENSION OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
VENEZUELA-SUSPENSION
BY
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November 8,
8, 1940
November
[No. 2440]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS section
4228 of
of the
Revised Statutes of the United
the Revised
section 4228
WHEREAS
24, 1897, c. 13, 30 Stat. 214
States,
as
amended
by
the
act
of
July
July
of
act
the
by
amended
as
States,
(U.
S. C.,
sec. 141),
141), provides,
provides, in
part, as
as follows:
follows:
in part,
46, sec.
title 46,
C., title
(U. S.
"Upon satisfactory
satisfactory proof
being given to the President, by the
proof being
"Upon
government
of
any
foreign
nation,
that no discriminating
discriminating duties
that
nation,
foreign
any
of
government
of tonnage
or imposts
imposts are
are imposed
imposed or
or levied in the ports of such
tonnage or
of
nation upon
upon vessels
wholly belonging
belonging to
United
citizens of the United
to citizens
vessels wholly
nation
merchandise
States,
or
upon
the
produce,
manufactures,
merchandise
or
manufactures,
produce,
the
upon
States, or
imported
in the
the same
United States
or from
from any foreign
States or
the United
from the
same from
imported in
declaring
country, the
President may
may issue
proclamation, declaring
his proclamation,
issue his
the President
country,
impost
and
tonnage
that
the
foreign
discriminating
duties
of
impost
of
duties
discriminating
foreign
the
that
within
United States
States are
are suspended
and discontinued,
discontinued, so
suspended and
the United
within the
nation, and the produce,
far as
as respects
the vessels
of such
foreign nation,
produce,
such foreign
vessels of
respects the
far
manufactures,
imported into the United States
merchandise imported
or merchandise
manufactures, or
from such
or from
from any
foreign country;
other foreign
any other
nation, or
foreign nation,
such foreign
from
the
take effect
effect from
notification
from the time of such notification
to take
suspension to
the suspension
being
given to
to the
President, and to continue
continue so long as the recipthe President,
being given
rocal
exemption of
of vessels,
citizens of the United
United
vessels, belonging to citizens
rocaf exemption
longer
and no longer
States,
and
their
cargoes,
shall
continued,
continued,
be
shall
cargoes,
States, and their
*

*

*

Preamble.
Preamble.

*,,.

*”.

AND
WHEREAS satisfactory
proof was
was received
received by me from the
satisfactory proof
AND WHEREAS
Government
of Venezuela
23, 1940,
1940, that
discriminating
that no discriminating
October 23,
on October
Venezuela on
Government of
duties
of tonnage
tonnage or
or imposts
imposts are
are imposed
or levied
the ports of
in the
levied in
imposed or
duties of
United
of
Venezuela
upon
vessels
wholly
to
citizens
the United
belonging
wholly
vessels
upon
Venezuela
States,
upon the
manufactures, or
or merchandise
imported
merchandise imported
produce, manufactures,
the produce,
or upon
States, or
in
vessels, from
from the
United States,
or from
foreign country:
any foreign
from any
States, or
the United
such vessels,
in such
Venezuela.
Venezuela.
of the Suspensionof
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt,
President
President
Roosevelt,
Suspension of foreign
D.
Franklin
I,
forelgn
NOW, THEREFORE,
duties
discriminating
United
of America,
under and
virtue of
of the
authority vested
vested of
the authority
by virtue
and by
America, under
States of
United States
tonnage and Imimof tonnage
declare
posts.
in
me
by
the
above-quoted
statutory
provisions,
do
hereby
do
provisions,
in me by the above-quoted statutory
and
proclaim that
that the
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties of tonnage
tonnage and
the foreign
and proclaim
imposts within
United States
are suspended
discontinued so
suspended and discontinued
States are
the United
within the
imposts
manufactures,
far as
as respects
respects the
the vessels
produce, manufactures,
the produce,
and the
Venezuela and
of Venezuela
vessels of
far
or
merchandise imported
imported in
vessels into the United States from
said vessels
in said
or merchandise
Effective date; duduEffective
to take ration.
Venezuela
or from
from any
country; the
the suspension
suspension to
foreign country;
other foreign
any other
Venezuela or
ration.
the
as
so
effect
from
October
23,
1940,
and
to
continue
so
long
reciprocal
continue
to
and
1940,
23,
October
effect from
exemption of
of vessels
vessels belonging
citizens of
of the
United States and
the United
to citizens
belonging to
exemption
their cargoes
be continued,
continued, and
no longer.
longer.
and no
shall be
cargoes shall
their
IN
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF IIhave
hereunto set
set my
my hand
and
hand and
have hereunto
IN TESTIMONY
caused the
of the
the United
of America
America to
be affixed.
affixed.
to be
States of
United States
seal of
the seal
caused
DONE
at the
City of
of Washington
Washington this
this 8th
of November
November
day of
8th day
the City
DONE at
in the
the year
year of
our Lord
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and
of our
in
[SEAL]
of the
the Independence
States of
the
America the
of America
United States
the United
of the
Independence of
of
[SEAL]
one hundred
and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.
hundred and
one
FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the
the President:
President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL

Secretary of State.
State.
Secretary
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THANKSGIVING DAY-1940
DAY-1940
THANKSGIVING
November 9,, 1940
1940
November

AMERICA
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY THE PRESIDENT

[No. 2441]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Thanksgiving
Day.
Thanksgiving Day.
Designation of
Thursday, Nov. 21,
1949, as.

Thursday,
940, as.

I,
FRANKLIN D.
President of
United States
of the United
ROOSEVELT, President
D. ROOSEVELT,
I FRANKLIN

America, do
do hereby
hereby designate
Thursday, the
the twenty-first
of
day of
twenty-first day
designate Thursday,
of America,
21, of

November
1940, to
observed nationally
nationally as
as aaday
day of
of thanksgiving.
thanksgiving.
to be
be observed
November 1940,
In
year which
many
fall upon many
and sorrow fall
calamity and
seen calamity
has seen
which has
In a
a year
peoples elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
the world
we give
give thanks
our preservation.
preservation.
for our
thanks for
may we
world may
peoples
On
the same day,
in the
the same hour, let us pray:
day, in
On the
Almighty
hast given
our
this good land for our
us this
given us
who hast
God, who
Almighty God,
heritage;
Thee that
we may
may always prove
that we
beseech Thee
humbly beseech
We humbly
heritage; We
ourselves a
people mindful
mindful of
and glad
do Thy will.
glad to do
favor and
of Thy
Thy favor
a people
ourselves
Bless our
honourable industry,
and
learning, and
sound learning,
industry, sound
with honourable
land with
our land
Bless
pure
manners.
Save
us
from
violence,
discord,
confusion;
confusion;
and
discord,
violence,
from
us
Save
manners.
pure
from pride
arrogancy, and
from every evil
Defend
way. Defend
evil way.
and from
and arrogancy,
pride and
from
our
and fashion
fashion into
united people
the multitudes
multitudes
people the
one united
into one
liberties, and
our liberties,
brought
and tongues. Endue with
kindreds and
out of many kindreds
hither out
brought hither
the spirit
of wisdom
wisdom those to whom in
in. Thy Name we entrust
entrust the
spirit of
the
authority of
of government,
there may be justice and peace
government, that there
authority
through obedience to Thy law, we may show
that, through
home, and that,
at home,
forth Thy praise among the nations of the earth. In the time
of prosperity,
prosperity, fill
thankfulness, and in the day
with thankfulness,
hearts with
our hearts
fill our
of
of trouble,
suffer not
to fail; Amen.
Thee to
in Thee
not our trust in
trouble, suffer
of
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
IN
the United States of America to be affixed.
of the
the seal of
caused the
DONE
November, in
Washington this 9" day of November,
City of Washington
the City
at the
DONE at
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

one
the Independence
of the
United States
States of
America the one
of America
the United
Independence of
the

hundred and sixty-fifth.

By
the President:
President:
By the

FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT

CORDELL HULL

CORDELL HULL

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

REGISTRATION DAY-ALASKA
DAY—ALASKA
REGISTRATION
November 12, 1940
190
[No. 2442]
[No.
2442]

STATES
BY THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

A
PROCLAMATION
A PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante,
Ante, p.
p. 885.
88.

WHEREAS
WHEREAS the Congress has enacted and IIhave on the sixteenth
day of September, 1940, approved
approved the Selective Training and Service
imperative to increase and train
Act of 1940, which declares that it is imperative
the personnel
personnel of the armed forces of the United States and that in a
a
free society
society the obligations and privileges of military training and
a fair and just
service should be shared generally
generally in accordance with a
system of
compulsory military
of selective compulsory
military training and
and service;
service;
WHEREAS the said Act contains, in part, the following provisions:
visions:

"SEC.
"SEC. 2. Except as otherwise provided in this Act, it shall be
the duty of every male citizen of the United
United States, and of every
every
who, on the day or
male alien residing in the United States, who,

54 S
STAT.]
TAT.]
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days fixed for the first or any subsequent registration, is between
between
the ages of twenty-one
present himself for
twenty-one and thirty-six,
thirty-six, to present
for
and submit to registration at such time or times and place or
or
places, and in such manner
manner and in such age group
group or
or groups, as
as
shall be determined
heredetermined by rules
rules and
and regulations
regulations prescribed
prescribed hereunder."
under."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEc.
(a) Commissioned
Commissioned officers,
warrant officers,
pay
"SEC. 5. (a)
officers, warrant
officers, pay
clerks, and enlisted men of the Regular Army, the
the Navy, the
Marine Corps, the Coast Guard, the Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
the Public Health Service, the federally
federally recognized
recognized active NaNational Guard,
Reserve Corps, the Regular Army
Guard, the Officers'
Officers' Reserve
Reserve, the Enlisted
Naval Reserve,
and
Enlisted Reserve
Reserve Corps, the
the Naval
Reserve, and
the Marine
Marine Corps Reserve;
Reserve; cadets, United States Military
Academy; midshipmen,
Academy;
midshipmen, United States Naval Academy;
Academy; cadets,
cadets,
United States
Academy; men
men who
who have
have been
been
States Coast Guard
Guard Academy;
accepted
admittance (commencing
(commencing with
with the
the academic
year
accepted for admittance
academic year
acceptance) to
next succeeding
succeeding such acceptance)
to the United States Military
Military
Academy as cadets, to the United States Naval Academy
Academy
Academy as
midshipmen, or to the United States Coast Guard
Guard Academy
Academy as
as
continuance of such acceptance;
acceptance;
cadets, but only
only during
during the continuance
cadets of the advanced
advanced course, senior division, Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers'
Training Corps or Naval Reserve
Reserve Officers'
Officers' Training
Training Corps;
Corps;
diplomatic representatives,
technical attaches
attaches of
and diplomatic
representatives, technical
of foreign
foreign
embassies
embassies and legations, consuls general, consuls, vice
vice consuls,
consuls,
and
consular agents of
countries, residing
in the
the United
and consular
of foreign countries,
residing in
United
States,
States, and
and who
who have
have
States, who
who are not citizens
citizens of
of the
the United
United States,
not
of the
United
not declared
declared their intention
intention to become citizens of
the United
States, shall not be required
registered under
under section 2
2 and
required to be registered
and
shall
liability for
for training
and service
service under
under
shall be
be relieved from
from liability
training and
section
(b)."
section 3
3 (b)."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEc. 10 (a) The
President is
"SEC.
The President
is authorized—
authorized(1) to prescribe
prescribe the necessary
(1)
necessary rules
rules and regulations to carry
out the provisions of this Act;"
Act;"
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"
(4) to
the services
any or
"(4)
to utilize
utilize the
services of
of any
or all
all departments
departments and
and any
any
and
and all
all officers or agents of the United
United States
States and
and to accept
accept the
services of all officers
officers and agents of the several States,
States, Territories, and the District of Columbia and subdivisions thereof
thereof
of this
this Act;"
Act;"
in the
the execution
execution of
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"SEC.
"SEc. 14 (a) Every person
person shall be deemed
notice of
of
deemed to
to have
have notice
requirements of
of
the requirements
of this
this Act upon publication
publication by
by the
the President
President of
aa proclamation
proclamation or other public notice fixing aa time
time for
for any
any
registration
registration under
under section
section 2."
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ante, p.
P. 27S9..
WHEREAS on the sixteenth day of September,
September, 1940,
1940, I
I issued
issued aa At,
WHEREAS
proclamation
calling upon
upon all
all persons
subject to
registration in
the
proclamation calling
persons subject
to registration
in the
several States
States of
the United
United States
in the
the District
and in
District of
of Columbia
Columbia to
to
several
of the
States and
present themselves
and submit
registration as
provided by,
by, and
and
present
themselves for
for and
submit to
to registration
as provided
in
the aforesaid
aforesaid Act
Act of
in accordance
accordance with,
with, the
of Congress
Congress;•and
and
Ante, pp. 2745, 2747.
WHEREAS such
proclamation provides
provides that
that "The
"'hie times
times and
and places
WHEREAS
such proclamation
places AU, PP. 27s 5 2747for
registration in
in Alaska,
Hawaii, and
and Puerto
Puerto Rico
be fixed
fixed in
in
for registration
Alaska, Hawaii,
Rico will
will be
subsequent proclamations.";
subsequent
proclamations.";
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
PresiD. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
dent of
the United
States of
America, under
and by
by virtue
virtue of
of the
the
of America,
under and
United States
dent
of the
2739
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authority
vested in
me by
by the
aforesaid Selective
Selective Training
Training and
and Service
the aforesaid
in me
authority vested
Act
of 1940,
1940, do
proclaim the
following:
the following:
do proclaim
Act of
1.
first registration
under the
Selective Training
and Service
Training and
Alaska.
the Selective
registration under
The first
1. The
Alaska.
First
registration,
Terriof 1940
1940 for
for the
Territory of
take place
in such
such Terriplace in
shall take
Alaska shall
of Alaska
the Territory
Act of
' Act
date
time.
date and time.t
tory
on
Wednesday,
the
twenty-second
day
of
January,
1941,
between
between
1941,
January,
of
day
tory on Wednesday, the twenty-second
the
hours of
of 7:00
A. M.
9:00 P.
M.
P. M.
and 9:00
M. and
7:00 A.
the hours
5 (a)
Registration
of male
(other than persons excepted
2.
Every
male person
excepted by section 5
person (other
Every male
2.
male
Registration of
persons between 21
21
to
pursuant
of
the
aforesaid
Act
and
those
previously
registered
pursuant
the
registered
previously
those
and
Act
of the aforesaid
exception.
and 36;;exception
said
16, 1940,
1940, or
pursuant to
to the ProclamaProclamaor pursuant
September 16,
of September
Proclamation of
said Proclamation
Ante, pp.
pp. 887,
2739, tion
tion issued
issued by
the first
first day of October, 1940, providing
providing for regison the
me on
by me
887, 2739,
Ante,
2745.
45
27
proclamation
the proclamation
to
tration
for
the
Territory
of
Hawaii,
pursuant
or
Hawai,
of
Territory
the
for
tration
.
Ante,
p. 2747.
2747.
1940, providing for regisissued
me on
the eighth
of October,
October, 1940,
day of
eighth day
on the
by me
issued by
An, p.
tration
who is
is a
citizen of
of the United States residing
a citizen
Rico) who
Puerto Rico)
for Puerto
tration for
in,
or
on
January
22,
1941,
is
within,
the
Territory
Alaska, or who
of Alaska,
Territory of
the
within,
is
1941,
22,
in, or on January
is
an alien
residing in
in such
Territory, and who on the registration date
such Territory,
alien residing
is an
fixed
herein has
has attained
attained the
the twenty-first
twenty-first anniversary
anniversary of the date of
fixed herein
his
birth
and
has
not
attained
the
thirty-sixth
anniversary
anniversary of the date
thirty-sixth
the
attained
not
has
and
birth
his
of
his birth,
birth, is
required to
and shall
present himself for
for
that date present
on that
shall on
to and
is required
of his
and
submit
to
registration
at
the
duly
designated
place
registration
of registration
place
designated
duly
and submit to registration at the
in which
within the
district, or
or registration
area in
which he has his
registration area
precinct, district,
the precinct,
within
home or
in which
which he
he may
may happen
happen to
be on
on that
that date.
such
date. Every such
to be
or in
home
who
citizen
and
alien
residing
in
the
Territory
of
Alaska
is
not
within
Alaska
of
Territory
the
in
citizen and alien residing
the Territory
Territory of
of Alaska
Alaska on
date fixed
herein shall
fixed herein
registration date
the registration
on the
the
present
Territory of Alaska present
within five
day's after
the Territory
to the
return to
his return
after his
five days
within
Section
Special
cases
of
The
himself
for
and
submit
to
registration.
The
provisions
of
Section
registration.
to
submit
and
for
himself
o
cases
ecial
registration.
XIV entitled
entitled "Special
Cases of
Registration", of Volume Two of the
of Registration",
"Special Cases
XIV
restation
No. 8545
Selective
prescribed by
Executive Order
Order No.
by Executive
Regulations prescribed
Service Regulations
Selective Service
applicable,
of
September
23,
1940,
shall,
so
far
as
they
may
be
applicable,
govern
may
they
as
far
so
shall,
of September 23, 1940,
the
of those
those who
who on
sickness or other causes
of sickness
account of
on account
registration of
the registration
at
beyond
their control
control are
unable to
to present
present themselves
registration at
themselves for registration
are unable
beyond their
the
designated
places
of
registration
on
the
registration
date
fixed
herein.
fixed
date
registration
the
on
the designated places of registration
Observance of rules,
3. Every person subject to registration
registration is required to familiarize
familiarize
3.
ebservanceofrules,
etc.
to
governing registration
regulations
and
himself
with
the
regulations
registration and to
rules
the
with
himself
comply therewith.
therewith.
comply
provide
to provide
Territory of
Facilities for
for regisI call upon the Governor
4.
Facilties
4. I
Governor of
of the
the Territory
of Alaska
Alaska to
tration.
suitable
to
places
suitable
and
sufficient
places
of
registration
and
provide
sufficient
and
suitable
tr.
registration.
and
necessary registration
boards to
to effect such registration.
registration boards
and necessary
Services of Gov5. IIfurther
the Governor
the Territory
Territory of Alaska and
of the
Governor of
upon the
call upon
further call
5.
ernor,
officers, etcO.f
etc.
ernorvocers,
subdivisions
all officers
and agents
agents of
of the
Territory of Alaska and subdivisions
the Territory
officers and
all
thereof to
perform all
acts and
necessary to accomaccomservices necessary
and services
all acts
and perform
do and
to do
thereof
upon
especially call
I especially
Local election
election offloffi- plish effective and complete
complete registration;
registration; and I
call upon
Lo4cl
cials and other patriofficials and other patriotic
all
election officials
patriotic citizens to offer
offer their
all local election
otic
citizens.
oticdtizens.
services
members of
of the
the boards
boards of
registration.
of registration.
as members
services as
into
carrying into
cooperation in
full cooperation
be full
Time
off for registra6.
Timeofforregstra6. In
In order
order that there may be
in carrying
tion.
government
effect the
said Act,
all employers
employers and government
I urge
urge all
Act, I
of said
purposes of
the purposes
effect
agencies of
of all
all kinds—Federal
and local-to
local—to give those under their
kinds-Federal and
agencies
charge sufficient
sufficient time
off in which to fulfill the obligations of registratime off
charge
tion
incumbent on them under the said Act.
tion incumbent
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have hereunto set my hand and
IN WITNESS
States to be affixed.
caused
the seal
seal of
affixed.
United States
of the
the United
caused the
City of Washington
DONE at
Washington this twelfth day,of November
November in
in
at the City
DONE
hundred
the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty, and
nineteen
Lord
the year of our
the
America the
[sEAL] of
of the
Independence of the United States of America
the Independence
[SEAL]
one hundred and sixty-fifth.
By
By the President:
CODEZLL
Corinim, HULL
Hum,
Secretary of Stats.
State.
Scretary

FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D

54 STAT.]
54
STAT. ]
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PROCLAMATION
OF A
PROCLAMATION OF
A STATE
STATE OF
OF WAR
W AR BETWEEN
BETWEEN ITALY
ITALY AND
AND GREECE
GREECE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
OF THE
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
STATES OF
AMERICA

November 15,
1940
November
15, 1940
[No. 2443]
2443]
[No.

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Congress approved
WHEREAS section
joint resolution
resolution of
of Congress
approved
of the
the joint
WHEREAS
section 11of

Preamble.
Pranmble.
Ante, p. 4.

S. C.,
C., Supp.
November
22 U.
U.S.
V,
upp. V,
November 4, 1939, provides
provides in part as follows:
&
OARi
§
245j.
* -Ev.
"That whenever
concurrent
whenever the President, or
or the Congress
Congress by
by concurrent
resolution, shall find
of war
resolution,
find that there
there exists
exists aa state
state of
war between
between
foreign states, and that
that it
is necessary
promote the
the security
security
it is
necessary to
to promote
peace of
or to
protect the
the
or preserve the
the peace
of the
the United
United States
States or
to protect
lives of citizens of the United States, the President shall issue
a proclamation naming the
a
shall, from
the states involved;
involved; and
and he
he shall,
from
time
when
time to time, by proclamation,
proclamation, name other
other states
states as
as and
and when
they may become involved
involved in
in the war."
war."
p. 11.
p.
11.
WHEREAS it
it is further
AND WHEREAS
further provided
provided by
by section
section 13
13 of
of the said Ante,
22 U. S. C.,
22U.S.
C., Supp.
Supp. V,
V,
245j-12.
245j-12.
§
joint resolution
that
resolution that
"The
promulgate such
"The President may, from time
time to
to time, promulgate
such
rules and regulations, not inconsistent
inconsistent with law, as may be
necessary an
and proper
necessary
mper to carry out any of the provisions of this
joint
resolution; and
he may
may exercise
exercise any
joint resolution;
and he
any power
power or
or authority
authority
conferred
conferred on him by this joint resolution through
officer or
or
through such officer
agency or agencies,
agencies, as he shall direct."
direct."
officers, or agency

ROOSEVELT, President
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
President
of the United States of America,
America, acting
acting under and by virtue of
of the
the
hereby
authority conferred on me by the said joint resolution, do hereby
proclaim that a
a state of war unhappily
unhappily exists between Italy and
and
Greece, and that it
necessary to
the security
security and
and preserve
it is necessary
to promote the
preserve
the
peace of
of the
the United
to protect
protect the
the lives
lives of
of citizens
citizens of
of
the peace
United States
States and
and to
the United States.
AND
United States,
States,
AND I
I do
do hereby enjoin upon all officers
officers of
of the
the United
charged with
with the
execution of
of the
the laws
laws thereof,
thereof, the
diligence
charged
the execution
the utmost
utmost diligence
joint resolution
bringing
in preventing
preventing violation
violation of the
the said
said joint
resolution and
and in
in bringing
to trial
trial and
punishment any
any offenders
against the
the same.
same.
offenders against
to
and punishment
AND II do
delegate to
of State
the power
power to
AND
do hereby
hereby delegate
to the
the Secretary
Secretary of
State the
to
exercise any power or
authority conferred
conferred on
on me
me by
the said
said joint
joint
exercise
or authority
by the
resolution, as
effective by
by this
this my
proclamation issued
thereresolution,
as made
made effective
my proclamation
issued thereunder, which
which is
is not
specifically delegated
by Executive
some
under,
not specifically
delegated by
Executive order
order to
to some
and the
power to
proother officer
officer or
or agency of
of this
this Government,
Government, and
the power
to promulgate such rules
regulations not
not inconsistent
inconsistent with
law as
may
mulgate
rules and regulations
with law
as may
be necessary
necessary and
proper to
to carry
carry out
of its
provisions.
be
and proper
out any
any of
its provisions.
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, II have
hereunto set
set my
hand and
and
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
my hand
caused the
of the
the United
America to
to be affixed.
affixed.
States of
of America
the seal
seal of
United States
caused
DONE
Washington this
fifteenth day
day of
of November
November
DONE at
at the
the City
City of
of Washington
this fifteenth
in
the year
Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and
forty, and
and
in the
year of
of our
our Lord
and forty,
[SEAL]
of
Independence of
of the
States of
of America
America the
the
the United
United States
of the
[SEAL]
the Independence
one
hundred and
sixty-fifth.
one hundred
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By
President:
By the
the President:
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

0

193470*-41-Pr.
11-97
193470 -41-PT. n-97

Proclamation of
of
Proclamation
state
between
state of
of war
war between
Italy
and Greece.
Italy and
Greece.

Officers
to prevent
prevent
Officers to
violations.
violations.

Delegation of
of powpowDelegation
ers to
of
to Secretary
Secretary of
ers
State.
State.
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[54 STAT.

PROCLAIMING
THE NEUTRALITY
P
ROCLAIMING THE
NEUTRALITY OF
UNITED STATES
STATES IN
AR
OF THE
THE UNITED
IN THE
THE W
WAR
BETWEEN
BETWEEN ITALY,
ITALY, ON
ON THE
THE ONE
ONE HAND,
AND GREECE,
OTHER
HAND, AND
GREECE, ON
ON THE
THE OTHER
HAND.
November 15,
November
15, 1940
[No. 2444]
2444]

BY THE
BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS
a state of war unhappily exists between
WHEREAS a
between Italy,
Italy, on
on the
the
one hand, and Greece, on
on the
the other
other hand;
hand;
Provisions of previp"'rovisi'nscl
NOW THEREFORE,
NOW,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiTHEREFORE, I,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
ous
proclamationc
made
applicable to dent of the United States of America, in order
rnade applicable
to
preserve
the
neuorder
to
preserve
the
neuGreece.
(
ce.
trality
of the United States and of its citizens and of persons
persons within
trality of
within
its territory and jurisdiction, and to enforce
enforce its
its laws
laws and
and treaties,
treaties, and
and
in order that all persons, being warned
warned of the general
general tenor
of the
laws
tenor of
the laws
and treaties of the United States
in this
this behalf,
behalf, and
and of
law of
States in
of the
the law
of
from any
nations, may thus be prevented from
violation of
of the
the same,
any violation
same, do
do
hereby declare
declare and proclaim
proclaim that all of
of my
my proclamaof the provisions
provisions of
proclamaAn, p.
p. 2629.
Ante,
2629.
tion of September
neutrality of
tion
September 5, 1939, proclaiming
proclaiming the neutrality
of the
the United
United
a war between Germany
Germany and
States in a
France; Poland;
Poland; and
and the
United
and France;
the United
Kingdom, India, Australia and New Zealand
Zealand apply
respect
apply equally
equally in
in respect
to
Greece.
to Greece.
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
I have hereunto set
IN WITNESS
set my
my hand
and
hand and
caused the
the seal
the United
United States
of America
America to
to be
affixed.
seal of
of the
States of
be affixed.
DONE at the City
City of Washington
Washington this
this fifteenth
clay of
of November
November
fifteenth day
in the year
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
and forty,
and
hundred and
forty, and
Independence of the United States
[SEAL] of the Independence
of America
America the
the
States of
one hundred and
sixty-fifth.
and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
CORDELL
CORDELL HULL
HULL
Secretary
of State.
Secretary of
State.
USE OF
OR TERRITORIAL
USE
OF PORTS
PORTS OR
TERRITORIAL WATERS
W ATERS OF
THE UNITED
STATES BY
BY
OF THE
UNITED STATES
SUBMARINES
S
UBMARINES OF
OF FOREIGN
FOREIGN BELLIGERENT
STATES
BELLIGERENT STATES
I[

November 15,
1940
November
11940

[No.A

[No. 2445]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
AMERICA

P24]

A
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
Preamble.
Preamble.

Ante, p.
9.
p. 9.

22 U. B.
B. C., Bupp.
V, f
V,
245J-10.
§ 246j-10.

WHEREAS section 11 of the joint
joint resolution
WHEREAS
approved November
November
resolution approved
4,
provides:
4, 1939,
1939, provides:
"Whenever, during any
any war in
in which
the United
United States
States is
is
which the
neutral, the President
neutral,
President shall find that special
special restrictions
restrictions placed
placed
-on
on the use of the ports and territorial
territorial waters of
of the
the United
United States
States
by the submarines or armed merchant
merchant vessels of
of a
a foreign
foreign state
state
will serve
serve to
foreign
will
to maintain
maintain peace between
between the United States and foreign
states, or to protect
commercial interests
protect the commercial
interests of
of the
the United
United States
States
and its citizens, or to promote the security of
United States,
States,
of the
the United
and shall
shall make
it shall thereafter
thereafter be unlawand
make proclamation
proclamation thereof, it
ful
ful for any such submarine
submarine or armed merchant vessel
enter aa
vessel to
to enter
port or the territorial
territorial waters
waters of the United
States or
United States
or to
to depart
depart
therefrom,
conditions and subject
therefrom, except under such conditions
subject to
such limto such
limitations
President may prescribe.
itations as the President
prescribe. Whenever, in
in his
his judgjudgment,
the conditions
conditions which have caused
ment, the
caused him to issue his proclaproclamation
ceased to exist, he shall revoke his proclamation
proclamation and
mation have
have ceased
and
the provisions
the
provisions of this section shall thereupon
thereupon cease to apply, except
except
as to offenses committed
committed prior to such
revocation."
such revocation."

54
TAT.]
STAT.]
54 S
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Greece;
WHEREAS there
there exists
exists a
war between
between Italy and Greece;
of war
state of
a state
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the
America is neutral
neutral in such war;
of America
States of
United States
the United
WHEREAS

2

Ante,
p.2672. s6pp.
te, p.
of November
WHEREAS
my proclamation
proclamation of
November 4, 1939, issued purpur- A.
by my
WHEREAS by
22 if. S. C., Supp.
V,
§
245J-10
(note).
(note).
2s4j-0
v,
restricspecial
I placed
above, I
suant to
the provision
provision of
law quoted
restricquoted above,
of law
to the
suant
by
the
of
tions
on
the
use
of
ports
and
territorial
waters
United
States
territorial
tions on the use of ports and
the submarines
submarines of
of France;
France; Germany;
Germany; Poland;
Poland; and the United Kingthe
and the Union of South
dom, India,
Canada, New
Zealand, and
New Zealand,
Australia, Canada,
India, Australia,
dom,
Africa;
Africa;
Provisions of
of p
previorovisaions
President ous
NOW, THEREFORE,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
I, FRANKLIN
proclamation
THEREFORE, I,
NOW,
to
applicable
to
made
of
virtue
by
and
of
the
United
States
of
America,
acting
under
and
by
virtue
the
of the United States of America, acting under
Greece.
Greece.
section
provision
authority
vested
in
me
by
the
foregoing
of
section
11
of
the
foregoing
the
by
authority vested in me
proclamation
joint resolution
resolution approved
4, 1939,
1939, do by this proclamation
November 4,
approved November
joint
declare
and proclaim
of my proclamation of Noprovisions of
the provisions
that the
proclaim that
declare and
vember
4, 1939,
to the
use of
of the
the ports and territorial waters
the use
regard to
in regard
1939, in
vember 4,
of the
States, exclusive
exclusive of the Canal Zone, by the submarines
submarines
United States,
the United
of
of France;
France; Germany;
Poland; and
and the
Kingdom, India, AusUnited Kingdom,
the United
Germany; Poland;
of
tralia,
New Zealand,
Union of South Africa, shall
the Union
and the
Zealand, and
Canada, New
tralia, Canada,
also apply
the use
ports and
and territorial
territorial waters of the United
the ports
of the
use of
to the
apply to
also
Greece.
States,
of the
the Canal
Canal Zone,
submarines of Greece.
the submarines
by the
Zone, by
exclusive of
States, exclusive
Officers
prevent
to prevent
o,,ies to
States, violations.
of
officers
AND
I
do
hereby
enjoin
upon
all
officers
of
the
United
all
upon
enjoin
hereby
do
I
AND
diligence
charged with
with the
the execution
of the
laws thereof,
thereof, the utmost
the laws
execution of
charged
in preventing
violations of
said joint
joint resolution,
resolution, and this my procthe said
of the
preventing violations
in
lamation
issued
thereunder,
and
in
bringing
to
punishment
to trial and punishment
bringing
in
and
lamation issued thereunder,
the same.
any
offenders against
against the
any offenders
IN
WITNESS WHEREOF,
have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WHEREOF, II have
IN WITNESS
to be affixed.
caused
the
seal
of
the
United
States
of
America
America
of
States
United
the
caused the seal of
November
DONE
at the
City of
fifteenth day of November
this fifteenth
Washington this
of Washington
the City
DONE at
forty, and
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
hundred
nineteen
Lord
in the year of our
the
[SEAL]
of
the
Independence
the
United
States
of
America
the
of
Independence
the
[SEAL] of
one
hundred and
and sixty-fifth.
one hundred
FRANKLIN
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D
By the
President:
the President:
By
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary
of State.
State.
Secretary of

PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN AVIATION
AVIATION DAY
PAN
STATES OF
BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
BY

November 18, 1960
190
[No. 2446)
2446
[No.

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.

WHEREAS
past ten
ten years
have witnessed
amazing developan amazing
witnessed an
years have
the past
WHEREAS the
ment
of
civil
aviation
in
the
American
republics;
and
republics;
American
the
in
aviation
civil
ment of
WHEREAS the
the easy
and rapid
rapid intercourse
intercourse made possible by this
easy and
WHEREAS
development
has
already
contributed
in a
a substantial
substantial manner to aa
development has already contributed in
better
understanding
and
friendship
among
the
peoples
Ameriof the Ameripeoples of
the
among
friendship
and
understanding
better
can republics
republics and
heretofore considered
commercially
considered commercially
regions heretofore
brought regions
and brought
can
inaccessible within
within the
world markets;
markets; and
and
of world
radius of
the radius
Ante,
1093.
inaccessible
p. 103.
Ante, p.
October
WHEREAS
by
Public
Resolution
No.
105,
approved
October 10,
approved
105,
No.
Resolution
Public
by
WHEREAS
1940, the
the Congress
of the
progress and
this progress
considering this
States, considering
United States,
the United
Congress of
1940,
appreciating
the
important
role
which
it
is
possible
for
civil
aviation to
to
aviation
civil
for
possible
is
it
which
role
appreciating the important
play in
fostering
the
development
of
closer
cultural
and
economic
economic
and
cultural
closer
of
development
the
fostering
in
play
relations between
peoples of
of the
the American
American republics,
the
authorized the
republics, authorized
the peoples
between the
relations
President of the
the United
States
to
designate
December
17
of
each
year
year
each
of
17
December
designate
to
States
United
President of
as Pan
Pan American
Day:
Aviation Day:
American Aviation
as
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PROCLAMATIONS- NOV.18,
18, 23,
PROCLAMATIONS-NOV.
23, 1940
1940

TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

Pan
American AviPan American
AviNOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
ation
Day.
ation Day.
the United
States of
of America,
hereby designate
December
17,
Desi
gnation of
of DeDe- of
of the
United States
America, do
Designation
do
hereby
designate
December
17,
cember
17, 1940,
1940, and
cember 17,
and 1940, the
the anniversary
anniversary of
of the
successful flight
flight of
heavier-than-air
the first
first successful
of aaheavier-than-air
December
17 of
of each
each 1940,
December 17
succeeding year
as.
succeeding
year as.
machine,
and December
17 of
of each
year as
as Pan
machine, and
December 17
each succeeding
succeeding year
Pan American
American
Aviation
all officials
the Government,
Government,
Aviation Day,
Day, and
and do hereby
hereby call upon
upon all
officials of
of the
the
the forty-eight
States, our
our possessions,
the Governors
Governors of
of the
forty-eight States,
possessions, and
and the
the
observe with
appropriate
people of the United States
States generally
generally to
to observe
with appropriate
ceremonies this day
ceremonies
day as
as Pan
Pan American Aviation
Aviation Day.
Day.
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
WHEREOF, I
hereunto set
set my
I have hereunto
my hand
hand and
and
caused the seal of the
the United
United States
States of America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city
Washington this
city of Washington
this 18" day of
of November
November in
in the
the
year of our Lord nineteen
nineteen hundred
hundred and forty,
forty, and
of
and of
[SEAL] the Independence
United States of
Independence of the United
of America
America the
the
one hundred and sixty-fifth.
sixty-fifth.

By the President:

FRANKLIN D
D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

SUMNER
ELLES
SUMNER W
WELLES
Acting Secretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.
Acting

PAN AMERICAN
AMERICAN HEALTH
PAN
HEALTH DAY
DAY
November 23,
23, 1940
November
190
[No.
[No. 24471
24471

BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
BY
THE PRESIDENT
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

Preamble.
Preamble.

WHEREAS the Fourth Pan American
WHEREAS
American Conference
Conference of National
Directors of Health, held in Washington
Directors
adopted a
a
Washington in May 1940, adopted
resolution recommending
recommending "that a
in
a 'Health
'Health Day'
Day' be held annually in
the countries of the Pan American Union"; and
WHEREAS
WHEREAS the National
National Health
Health Authorities of the American
American
Republics have agreed upon the second day of December, 1940, as
Republics
the date for the first celebration of Pan American
Health Day, inasAmerican Health
much as this is the anniversary
anniversary of the opening date of the First Pan
American Sanitary Conference, in 1902, marking the
American
the beginning of
of
inter-American
inter-American cooperation
fields most
most important
to
cooperation in one of the fields
important to
progress, civilization, and the general
general well-being-that
well-being—that of Public
Health; and
WHEREAS the Director of the Pan
Sanitary Bureau
WHEREAS
Pan American Sanitary
Bureau
and the Surgeon General
General of the United States Public Health Service
have requested that the United States Government
Government and the people
render their fullest cooperation
cooperation and support to this new demonstrademonstration of the unity of interests and ideals of the countries
countries of the Western
Western
Hemisphere:
Hemisphere:
Pan American
American
Pan
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiPresiHealth
Health Day.
Day.
Designation of
of DeDe- dent of the United States of America,
Designation
America,
do hereby designate
the second
second
designate
cember
and
cember 2
2 of
of this
this and
American
succeeding year as Pan American
of
each succeedin
of each
succeedingg day in December of this and of each succeeding
year
year as.
Health Day, and do hereby
hereby call upon the citizens of our country to
celebrate
celebrate the day appropriately, do invite similar action on the part
part
of the Governors
Governors of the several States, Territories, and island possessions of the United States, and, in order that our people may become
better informed concerning
concerning the importance
importance of Pan American coopercooperation in the field of public health and of the work which has been and
is being done in this field, do invite the medical,
sanitary, dental,
medical, sanitary,
pharmaceutical
pharmaceutical and nursing professions, the scientific groups, all
organs of opinion, including the press, radio, and the motion
mot
ion picture
pic t
ure
industry, and all agencies and individuals interested
interested in health, and
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especially
each
with each
authorities, to join with
school authorities,
and school
health and
public health
especially public
other and
with similar
Republics in the celebration
celebration
bodies in our sister Republics
similar bodies
and with
other
of
Pan American
American Health
Health Day, thus emphasizing
emphasizing once more the ties
of Pan
that bind
countries together.
our countries
bind our
that
I have hereunto set my hand and caused
IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
caused
WHEREOF, I
IN
of
the
seal
of
the
United
States
America to be affixed.
the seal of the United States
d
in
DONE at
City of
23" day of November, in
Washington this 23
of Washington
the City
at the
DONE
the
year of
of our
our Lord
nineteen hundred and forty, and of
Lord nineteen
the year
[SEAL]
Independence of
of the
the United States of America the one
the Independence
[SEAL] the
hundred and
sixty-fifth.
and sixty-fifth.
hundred
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
By the President:
President:
By
S
UMNER W
ELLES
WELLES
SUMNER
State.
Acting Secretary
Secretary of State.
Acting

EXTENDING
PERIOD FOR
FOR THE
THE
THE PERIOD
EXTENDING THE
SHIPPING S
ERVICE FOR,
FOR, AND
AND
SERVICE
SHIPPING
COASTWISE
CANTON
TO, CANTON
LAWS TO,
COASTWISE LAWS

ADEQUATE
ESTABLISHMENT OF
AN ADEQUATE
OF AN
ESTABLISHMENT
THE
DEFERRING
EXTENSION OF
OF THE
DEFERRING EXTENSION
ISLAND
I
SLAND

BY
THE UNITED
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

November 23, 1940
1940
November
[No.
2448]
[No. 2448]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS section
21 of
of the
the Merchant
Merchant Marine
1920 (41 Stat.
Act, 1920
Marine Act,
section 21
WHEREAS
997),
provides:
997), provides:
"That
and after
February 1,
coastwise laws of
1922, the coastwise
1, 1922,
after February
from and
"That from
and posTerritories
the
United
States
shall
extend
to
the
island
Territories
the
to
extend
shall
States
United
the
sessions of
United States
now covered thereby, and the
not now
States not
the United
of the
sessions

Preamble.
Preamble.
46 U.
C. 1§ 877;
S. C.
U. S.
46
877.
Supp. V, ;877.

board
prior to
to the
year to have
have essuch year
of such
expiration of
the expiration
directed prior
is directed
board is
to acat
tablished
adequate
steamship
service
reasonable
rates
service
steamship
adequate
tablished
commodate the
the commerce
commerce and
and the
the passenger
passenger travel of said islands
commodate
and
to maintain
such service
service until it
it can be taken
operate such
and operate
maintain and
and to
over
and operated
operated and
maintained upon
satisfactory terms by
upon satisfactory
and maintained
over and
private
capital and
enterprise: PROVIDED,
PROVIDED, That if adequate
and enterprise:
private capital
shipping
service
is
not
established
by February
February 1, 1922,
1922, the Presiby
established
not
shipping service is
establishment
dent shall
shall extend
extend the
period herein
herei,n allowed
allowed for the establishment
the period
dent
of
service in
case of
of any
any island
island Territory
possession
Territory or possession
the case
in the
such service
of such
establishment of adefor
time as
as may
be necessary
adenecessary for the establishment
may be
such time
for such
. ."; and
. .
therefor .
quate shipping
shipping facilities
facilities therefor
quate

accommodate the
WHEREAS
adequate shipping
shipping service
service to accommodate
an adequate
WHEREAS an
has not been
commerce
and
the
passenger
travel
of
Canton
Island
Canton
of
commerce and the passenger travel
and
established
as
provided
in
the
aforesaid
section;
section;
aforesaid
the
in
provided
as
established
WHEREAS the
extension of
the coastwise
coastwise laws
of the United States
laws of
of the
the extension
WHEREAS
dependent
is dependent
to
Canton
Island,
as
provided
in
the
aforesaid
section,
section,
aforesaid
the
to Canton Island, as provided in
and
upon
the
establishment
of
such
adequate
shipping
service;
and
service;
shipping
adequate
such
of
establishment
upon the
WHEREAS by
2346 of
of August
August 21,
the
1939, the
21, 1939,
No. 2346
Proclamation No.
by Proclamation
WHEREAS
for
period
for
the
establishment
of
an
adequate
shipping
service
service
shipping
adequate
an
of
period for the establishment
Canton
Island
was
extended
to
January
1,
1940,
and
the
extension
of
extension
the
and
1940,
1,
January
to
extended
was
Island
Canton
the coastwise laws
of
the
United
States
to
the
Island
was
deferred
to
to
deferred
was
laws of the United States to the Island

Ante,
2627.
Ante, p. 2627.

the coastwise

that
date; and
that date;
WHEREAS by
by Proclamation
Proclamation No.
of December
1939, the
29, 1939,
December 29,
2379 of
No. 2379
WHEREAS
for
period
for
the
establishment
of
an
adequate
shippmg
service
shipping
period for the establishment of an adequate
the
and
Canton
Island
was
further
extended
to
January
1,
1941,
and
ex1941,
1,
January
to
extended
further
was
Canton Island
tension of the coastwise laws
laws of
of the
the United
States to
to the
the Island
was
Island was
United States
tension of the coastwise
further
deferred to
date:
that date:
to that
further deferred

Ask, p.
p. 2677.
2077.
Ate,
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Canton Island.
Island.
Period for establishestablishadequate shipping
ing adequate
service for, extended.
extended.
Extension of U. S.
S.
Extension
coastwise laws to, deferred.
41 Stat. 997.
997.
46 U.
U. S. C. §
§ 877;
Supp. V, §
§877.

Nov.
23, 1940
Nov. 23,
1940
v. 2,
1940
Dec.
10,
1940
Dec.
10, 1940

[54 S
TAT.
[54
STAT.

NOW,
I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D.
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I,
D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, President
President
of the United States
under and
by virtue
virtue of
the authority
authority
States of America,
America, under
and by
of the
vested in me by
the aforesaid
Merchant Marine
Act,
by section 21 of
of the
aforesaid Merchant
Marine Act,
1920, do hereby declare and proclaim
proclaim that the
for the
the establishestablishthe period for
ment of an adequate shipping service
service for
for Canton
Canton Island is
is further
further
extended
1, 1942,
extended to January 1,
1942, and that the extension
extension of the coastwise
coastwise
laws of the United States to Canton Island is further
further deferred
deferred to
to
January 1,
1942.
1, 1942.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hand and
and
hereunto set my
my hand
caused the seal of the United States
affixed.
States to be
be affixed.
d day of November in
DONE at the City of Washington this 23d
of November in
2 3 day
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and of
hundred and
and forty,
forty, and
of
[SEAL]
Independence of
the one
one
[SEAL] the Independence
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America the
hundred and sixty-fifth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
President:
SUMNER WELLES
WELLES
SUMNER
Acting
Acting Seoretary
Secretary of
of State.
State.

ADMINISTRATION OF
THE ACT
ACT ENTITLED,
ENTITLED, "AN
ADMINISTRATION
OF SECTION
SECTION 6
6OF
OF THE
"AN ACT
ACT To
To
EXPEDITE THE
EXPEDITE
OF THE
THE STRENGTHENING
STRENGTHENING OF
THE NATIONAL
NATIONAL DEFENSE"
DEFENSE"
APPROVED
JULY 2,
2, 1940
1940
APPROVED JULY
December
December 10, 1940
[No. 2449]
2449]

BY THE
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
AMERICA
BY
OF AMERICA
A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A

WHEREAS
WHEREAS section 6
6of the act of
To
of Congress
Congress entitled
entitled "AN
"AN ACT
ACT To
expedite
expedite the strengthening
strengthening of
national defense,"
defense," approved
approved July
of the
the national
July
2, 1940, provides
provides as
follows:
as follows:
Whenever the President
"Sec. 6. Whenever
President determines
it is
is necesdetermines that
that it
necessary in the interest of national defense to prohibit
prohibit or
or curtail
curtail the
the
exportation of any military equipment
equipment or
or comor munitions,
munitions, or
component parts thereof, or machinery,
machinery, tools,
supplies
tools, or
or material,
material, or
or supplies
necessary for the manufacture,
necessary
manufacture, servicing, or operation
operation thereof,
thereof,
he may by proclamation
proclamation prohibit
such exportation,
prohibit or
or curtail
curtail such
exportation,
except under such rules and regulations
regulations as he shall prescribe.
Any such proclamation shall
the articles
articles or
materials
shall describe
describe the
or materials
included in the prohibition
prohibition or curtailment
curtailment contained therein.
therein.
In
In case of the violation of any provision of any proclamation,
proclamation, or
or
of any rule or regulation, issued
hereunder, such
such violator
violator or
or
issued hereunder,
violators, upon conviction, shall be punished
punished by a
a fine
fine of
of not
not
$10,000, or by imprisonment
more than $10,000,
imprisonment for not more than two
two
years, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
The authority
imprisonment. The
authority
granted in this section shall terminate
terminate June 30,
granted
the
30, 1942,
1942, unless
unless the
Congress shall otherwise
otherwise provide."
provide."
Export of
and
Export
of iron
iron and
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE, I, FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT,
ROOSEVELT, PresiNOW,
steel, restriction.
steetriction
Preamble.
Ante, p. 714.

Ante, p.

2712.
mZ

dent of the United States of America,
of
dent
America, acting under and by virtue
virtue of
the authority
authority vested in me by the aforesaid act of
of Congress,
do hereby
Congress, do
hereby
proclaim that upon the recommendation
Administrator of
proclaim
recommendation of the Administrator
of
Export Control I
I have determined
necessary in
determined that it is necessary
interest
in the
the interest
of the national defense that on and after December
of
December 30, 1940,
1940, the
following-described articles
following-described
articles and materials
materials shall not be exported
exported from
from
the United States except when authorized
authorized in each case by aa license
as
provided for
for in
Proclamation No. 2413 of July 2, 1940, entitled
as provided
in Proclamation
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"Administration
of section
section 66 of the
the act entitled 'AN Act to expedite
"Administration of
1940.":
2, 1940.":
the strengthening
of the
defense' approved
approved July 2,
the national defense'
strengthening of
the
IRON
IRON and STEEL
IN WITNESS
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
hereunto set my hand and
WITNESS WHEREOF,
IN
to be affixed.
America
caused the
the seal
of the
the United States of
seal of
caused
day of December,
tenth
this
DONE
at
the
City
of
Washington
Washington
of
City
DONE at the
in
the year
year of
our Lord
and
nineteen hundred and forty, and
Lord nineteen
of our
in the
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

United States
of the
Independence of
States of America the
the
the United
of the
the Independence
of

one hundred
sixty-fifth.
hundred and sixty-fifth.
one
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
President:
By the President:
CORDELL
HULL
CORDELL HULL
Secretary of State.
Secretary

S
USPENDING QUOTAS
QUOTAS ON
ON I
MPORTS OF
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN COTTON
IMPORTS
SUSPENDING
STATES OF
BY THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE UNITED
OF AMERICA
AMERICA
UNITED STATES
OF THE
THE PRESIDENT
BY

December
19, 1940
1940
December 19,

2460]
[No. 2450]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS pursuant
to section
section 22
the Agricultural
Agricultural Adjustment
Adjustment
of the
22 of
pursuant to
WHEREAS
1935
24,
August
of
the
of
31
section
Act
of
1933
as
amended
by
act
August
24, 1935
Act of 1933 as amended
(49
773), as
as amended
amended by section 55of the act of February 29,
750, 773),
Stat. 750,
(49 Stat.
1 of the act
1936
Stat. 1148,
1148, 1152),
and as
act
as reenacted by section 1
1152), and
(49 Stat.
1936 (49
September
on
proclamation
a
of
June
3,
1937
(50
Stat.
246),
I
issued
a
proclamation
September
I
246),
Stat.
of June 3, 1937 (50
5,
1939, .limiting
quantities of
of certain
certain cotton and cotton waste
the quantities
limiting the
5, 1939,
from warehouse,
which
might
be
entered,
or
withdrawn
warehouse, for consumpconsumpwithdrawn
or
which might be entered,
tion;
and
tion; and
a supWHEREAS the
United States
States Tariff Commission has made a
the United
WHEREAS
respect
22
said
plemental
investigation
pursuant
to
the
section
with
respect
to
pursuant
plemental investigation
to
cotton and
has made
made findings
with respect
certain cotton
respect to certain
fact with
of fact
findings of
and has
to cotton
the
of which
were limited
proclamation; and
limited by such proclamation;
which were
entries of
the entries
report
a report
has
WHEREAS
the
Tariff
Commission
transmitted
to me a
Commission
Tariff
the
WHEREAS
thereon, and has
of
such findings
recommendations based thereon,
its recommendations
and its
findings and
of such
Agriculture:
also transmitted
transmitted a
such report
report to the Secretary of Agriculture:
of such
copy of
a copy
also
ROOSEVELT
D.
NOW,
THEREFORE,
I,
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT,
PresiFRANKLIN
I
NOW, THEREFORE,
on
dent
of the
States of
hereby find and declare,
declare, on
America, do hereby
of America,
United States
the United
dent of
circumstances
the
the
basis
of
such
investigation
and
report,
that
circumstances
report,
and
the basis of such investigation
requiring
of the
the aforesaid
aforesaid proclamation
proclamation with respect
provisions of
the provisions
requiring the
eleven-sixteenths
to
cotton
having
a
staple
of
and
eleven-sixteenths
inches or
one
to cotton having a staple of
aforepursuant
more
in
length
no
longer
exist.
Accordingly,
pursuant
to
the
aforeAccordingly,
exist.
longer
no
more in length
said section
by the act of January 25, 1940,
amended by
further amended
as further
22, as
section 22,
said
Public,
406, 76th
hereby proclaim that such proCongress, II hereby
76th Congress,
No. 406,
Public, No.
visions
of
such
proclamation
as
limit
the
quantities of cotton having
the quantities
limit
as
proclamation
visions of such
a
of one
one and
inches or
or more
more in length which
which
eleven-sixteenths inches
and eleven-sixteenths
staple of
a staple
are
consumption
may
be
entered,
or
withdrawn
from
warehouse,
for
consumption
warehouse,
from
may be entered, or withdrawn
suspended,
effective
immediately.
immediately.
effective
suspended,
IN WITNESS
have hereunto
hereunto set
hand and
set my hand
I have
WHEREOF I
WITNESS WHEREOF
IN
caused the
the seal
seal of
of the
the United
United States
States of
of America
America to
to be
affixed.
affixed.
be
caused
DONE
at the
the City
December in
this 19" day of December
Washington this
of Washington
City of
DONE at
the
year
of
our
Lord
nineteen
hundred
and
forty,
and
and of
forty,
and
hundred
the year of our Lord nineteen
[SEAL]
[SEAL]

the
Independence of
the United
United States
States of
America the
the
of America
of the
the Independence
one
hundred and
sixty-fifth.
and sixty-fifth.
one hundred
FRANKLIN D
ROOSEVELT
D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN

By the
President:
the President:
By

CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of
of State.
State.
Secretary

Preamble.
Preamble.

7
Supp. V,
S. C., Stipp.
7 U.
U. B.
§
624.
1624.
Ante,
2640.
Ante, p. 2640.

Findings as to cerFindings
tain cotton;
cotton; proclamaproclamation.
tion.

Ante, p. 17.
Ante,

Effective date.
Effective
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CONTROL OF
CONTROL
OF THE
OF CERTAIN
CERTAIN ARTICLES
ATERIALS
THE EXPORT
EXPORT OF
ARTICLES AND
AND M
MATERIALS
December 20, 1940
1940
December

[No. 2451]

BY
THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT OF
BY THE
OF THE
THE UNITED
UNITED STATES
STATES OF
OF AMERICA
AMERICA

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
Preamble.
Preamble.

714.
Ante, p. 714.

WHEREAS
6 of the Act of Congress
WHEREAS section 6
"AN ACT
Congress entitled
entitled "AN
ACT To
To
expedite
strengthening of the
expedite the strengthening
national defense,"
defense," approved
approved July
July 2,
the national
2,
1940, provides
provides as follows:
follows:
"Sec. 6. Whenever
Whenever the President determines
it is
is necessary
necessary
determines that
that it
in the interest of national defense to prohibit
or curtail
curtail the
prohibit or
the
equipment or munitions, or
exportation of any military equipment
or compocomponent parts thereof, or machinery, tools, or material, or
supplies
or supplies
necessary
necessary for the manufacture,
manufacture, servicing,
servicing, or operation
operation thereof,
thereof,
he may by proclamation
proclamation prohibit or
or curtail
curtail such
such exportation,
exportation,
except under such rules and
regulations as
he shall
shall prescribe.
prescribe.
and regulations
as he
Any such proclamation
proclamation shall describe
the articles
describe the
articles or
or materials
materials
included in the prohibition or curtailment
curtailment contained
contained therein.
therein.
In case of the violation
provision of
proclamation,
violation of
of any
any provision
of any
any proclamation,
or of any rule or regulation, issued hereunder,
such violator
violator or
hereunder, such
or
violators, upon conviction, shall be
fine of
be punished
punished by
by aa fine
of not
not
more than $10,000.00 or by imprisonment
not more
than
imprisonment for
for not
more than
two years, or by both such fine and imprisonment.
imprisonment. The
The authorauthority granted in this section shall terminate
terminate June
30, 1942,
unless
June 30,
1942, unless
the Congress
Congress shall otherwise
provide."
otherwise provide."

Control of exports

NOW,
I,
FRANKLIN D.
D. ROOSEVELT,
ofertain
NOW, THEREFORE,
THEREFORE,
I, FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT,
of certain aricles
articles and
materials.
President of the United States of America, acting
President
acting under
and by
by
under and
virtue of the authority
authority vested in me by the aforesaid
Act of
aforesaid Act
of Congress,
Congress,
do hereby proclaim
proclaim that upon the
recommendation of
the recommendation
of the
the AdminisAdministrator of Export Control I
I have determined
determined that it
it is necessary
necessary in
in
the interest of the national
national defense
defense that on
and after
on and
after January
January 6,
6, 1941,
1941,
the following-described
following-described articles and materials
not be
be exported
materials shall
shall not
exported
from the United
United States except
when authorized
authorized in
each case
by a
except when
in
each
case
by
a
Ante, p.
2712.
Ante,
p.2712.
license as
provided for
for in
license
as provided
in Proclamation No. 2413 of July 2, 1940,
entitled
"Administration of section 6
entitled "Administration
'AN Act
Act to
6 of the Act
Act entitled
entitled 'AN
to
expedite the strengthening of the national
expedite
national defense'
approved July
July 2,
defense' approved
2,
1940.":
1.
1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
6.
6.
7.

Bromine
Ethylene.
Ethylene dibromide.
Methylamine.
Strontium Metals and Ores.
Cobalt.
Abrasives and abrasive
Abrasives
abrasive products containing
containing emery, corundum, or garnet, as well as abrasive paper and cloth.
8. Plastic molding machines
machines and presses.
9.
9. Measuring
Measuring Machines.

10. Gauges.
10.
Gauges.
11. Testing Machines.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

Balancing Machines.
Machines.
Hydraulic Pumps.
Tools incorporating
incorporating industrial diamonds.
Equipment
Equipment and plans for the production of aviation lubricating oil.
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20, 28,
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IN WITNESS
WITNESS WHEREOF,
hand and
hereunto set my hand
WHEREOF, II have hereunto
IN
caused the
the seal
America to be affixed.
the United States of America
seal of the
caused
in
DONE
Washington this 20th day of December,
December, in
the City of Washington
at the
DONE at
the year
year of our
our Lord nineteen hundred and forty, and of
the
[SEAL] the
the Independence
America the one
the United States of America
Independence of the
[SEAL]
hundred and sixty-fifth.
hundred
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
By the
the President:
By
CORDELL HULL
HULL
CORDELL

Secretary of
State.
of State.
Secretary

DUTIES
URUGUAY—S
USPENSION OF
OF TONNAGE
TONNAGE DUTIES
URUGUAY-SUSPENSION
AMERICA
BY
UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA
STATES OF
THE UNITED
OF THE
PRESIDENT OF
THE PRESIDENT
BY THE

December 28, 1940
December
[No.
[No. 2452]

A PROCLAMATION
PROCLAMATION
A
WHEREAS
section 4228
4228 of
of the
the Revised
Statutes of the United
Revised Statutes
WHEREAS section
States,
as amended
amended by
by the
of July 24,
24, 1897, c. 13, 30 Stat. 214
act of
the act
States, as
(U. S.
S. C.,
sec. 141),
141), provides,
provides, in part, as follows:
46, sec.
title 46,
C., title
(U.

Preamble.

Preamble.

"Upon satisfactory
proof being
being given
given to the President, by the
satisfactory proof
"Upon
government
foreign nation,
that no discriminating
discriminating duties
nation, that
any foreign
of any
government of
of
tonnage or
imposts are
are imposed
imposed or levied in the ports of such
or imposts
of tonnage
nation
upon vessels
wholly-belonging
to citizens of the United
belonging to
vessels wholly
nation upon
merchandise
States, or
or upon
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures, or merchandise
upon the
States,
imported
in the
foreign
the United States or from any foreign
from the
same from
the same
imported in
country,
the
President
may
issue
proclamation,
declaring
proclamation,
his
issue
may
President
the
country,
that the
discriminating duties of tonnage and impost
foreign discriminating
the foreign
that
discontinued, so far
within
the
United
suspended and discontinued,
are suspended
States are
within the United States
as
respects the
foreign nation, and the produce,
such foreign
of such
vessels of
the vessels
as respects
manufactures, or
merchandise imported
imported into the United States
or merchandise
manufactures,
from
such
foreign
nation,
or
from
any other
foreign country; the
other foreign
any
from
or
nation,
foreign
from such
suspension to
take effect
time of
notification being
such notification
of such
the time
from the
effect from
to take
suspension
given
to
the
President,
and
to
continue
so
long
as the reciprocal
as
long
so
given to the President, and to continue
United States,
citizens
to
exemption
of
vessels,
belonging
of
the
belonging
vessels,
of
exemption
. .."
and their
cargoes, shall
be continued,
and no longer ...
continued, and
shall be
their cargoes,
and
AND
WHEREAS satisfactory
received by
by me
me from the
was received
proof was
satisfactory proof
AND WHEREAS
discriminating
Government of
of Uruguay
December 10, 1940, that no discriminating
on December
Uruguay on
Government
duties of
tonnage or
or imposts
or levied
levied in the ports of
imposed or
are imposed
imposts are
of tonnage
duties
Uruguay upon
upon vessels
vessels wholly
wholly belonging
to citizens
United
the United
of the
citizens of
belonging to
Uruguay
imported
States, or
upon the
merchandise imported
or merchandise
manufactures, or
produce, manufactures,
the produce,
or upon
States,
in such
United States,
from any
any foreign country:
or from
States, or
the United
from the
vessels, from
such vessels,
in
NOW,
I, Franklin
D. Roosevelt,
Roosevelt, President
President of the
Franklin D.
THEREFORE, I,
NOW, THEREFORE,
United
States
of
America,
under
and
by
virtue
of
the
authority vested
virtue
by
and
under
America,
United States of
in me
by the
statutory provisions,
provisions, do hereby
hereby declare
above-quoted statutory
the above-quoted
me by
in
and proclaim
foreign discriminating
discriminating duties
duties of
of tonnage and
the foreign
that the
proclaim that
and
imposts within
within the
the United
United States
are suspended
discontinued so
and discontinued
suspended and
States are
imposts
far
the produce,
produce, manufactures,
manufactures,
and the
Uruguay and
of Uruguay
vessels of
the vessels
respects the
as respects
far as
or
merchandise imported
imported in
in said
said vessels
into the
the United
United States
from
States from
vessels into
or merchandise
Uruguay
or
from
any
other
foreign
country;
the
suspension
to
take
take
to
suspension
the
country;
foreign
other
any
Uruguay or from
effect from
December 10,
10, 1940,
and to
to continue
recipcontinue so long as the recip1940, and
from December
effect
rocal
of vessels
vessels belonging
belonging to
to citizens
of the United States
citizens of
exemption of
rocal exemption
and
their
cargoes
shall
be
continued,
and
no
longer.
longer.
no
and
continued,
be
shall
and their cargoes

Uruguay.
Uruguay.
Suspension of tonSuspension
impost
nage
and
impost
and
nage
duties.
duties.

diEffective date; duEffective
ration.
ration.
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PROCLAMATIONSDEC .28, 1940
PROCLAMATIONS-DEC.

[54
TAT.
[54 S
STAT.

IN TESTIMONY
TESTIMONY WHEREOF
WHEREOF IIhave hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the United
United States of America
America to be affixed.
affixed.
DONE at the city of Washington
Washington this 28" day of December,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
hundred and forty, and
[SEAL]
[
SEAL] of the Independence
Independence of the United States
America the
the
States of
of America
one hundred and sixty-fifth.
FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
FRANKLIN
ROOSEVELT
By the President:
CORDELL HULL
CORDELL
HULL
Secretary
Secretary of State.
State.
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Apalachicola
National Forest, Fla.,
Fla., lands
Apalachicola National
reserved
addition to------------to
reserved as addition

G., consideration
consideration of disAbbitt, Thomas G.,
ability claim -- __------__---___--Acme Die-Casting Corporation,
payment
Corporation, payment
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Pao
2716
2716
1280

Arena, Bruno, payment
to-------------payment to
1278 Argentina, agreements
respectingagreements with, respecting—
1278
Exchange of official
official publications
1855
Exchange
publications------1284
to
1284
Military aviation instructors-----instructors
1813, 2320
2320
to-------------------------------Acosta,
(Master Sgt.), payArmistice Day, observance
observance invited:
invited:
Francisco R. (Master
Acosta, Francisco
2664
1258
1939 -----------------------------ment to-------------------------to
1258
2751
1940 -----------------------------acceptance
Adams, Emory S. (Maj. Gen.), acceptance
Implements of
and Implements
Ammunition, and
of
1260 Arms, Ammunition,
of foreign
foreign decoration
authorized----of
decoration authorized
to—
War, export toAdamson,
George E. (Col.),
acceptance of
(Col.), acceptance
Adamson, George
Canada
2653
foreign
decoration authorized------authorized
1260
1260
Canada---------------------------foreign decoration
Revocation of proclamation
2672
Agreements.
proclamation-------International AgreeRevocation
See International
Agreements.
Poland, United Kingments
Treaties.
France, Germany, Poland,
Other Than Treaties.
ments Other
Air
and Naval Bases,
Bases, agreement
dom, India, Australia, and New
agreement with
Air and
Zealand
2635
Zealand----------------------respecting
2405
Great Britain respecting-----------Revocation of proclamation-------proclamation
2672
Revocation
Air
Navigation, agreement with Liberia-Liberia
2018
Air Navigation,
Union of -------------2644
South Africa, Union
Air
Transport Services,
arrangement with
Services, arrangement
Air Transport
Revocation of proclamation
2672
proclamation--------Revocation
Canada relating
to
2422
1805, 2422
relating to-----------Canada
Army
1940, designation
2688
designation -------Day, 1940,
Army Day,
Airworthiness for Export, Certificates of,
Arrangements.
International AgreeArrangements. See International
agreement
with New
New Zealand
Zealand respectrespectagreement with
ments Other Than Treaties.
2263
ing ----------------------------Mary S.,
to
1308
S., payment
payment to-------Arthur, Mary
Alaska,
designation --- __ 2760 Arthur,
Day, designation__
Registration Day,
Alaska, Registration
admission for perGeorge Louis, admission
Artick, George
Allen,
accounts ofof_ 1313,
1313, Artick,
in accounts
allowed in
credit allowed
F., credit
Guy F.,
Allen, Guy
1252
manent residence---------------residence
1328, 1331, 1338, 1348,
1352, 1354, 1390
1390
1348,1352,
1328,1331,
1343
Asaro,
Andrew,
payment
to
to------------payment
Andrew,
Asaro,
perAlvarado,
Josefina,
admission
for
admission
Alvarado,
to
Geraldine, jurisdiction of Court to
Ash, Geraldine,
1373 Ash,
manent residence ----------------manent
hear
claim ----------------------1306
hear claim
Ambrose,
acceptance
Ambrose, Joseph R. (2d Lt.), acceptance
of
Scouts of
1260 Ashland District Council, Boy Scouts
authorized---decoration authorized
of foreign
foreign decoration
America, donation of certain
certain log house
America,
American Insurance Company of New
to trustees
1336
trustees-----------------------Jersey, payment
to---------------- 1242
payment to
Jersey,
Australia:
American Republics:
Republics:
American
Arms, ammunition,
ammunition, etc.,
export to
to---- 2635
etc., export
Arms,
European
colonies and
possessions in
in
and possessions
European colonies
2672
Revocation
of
proclamation
of
proclamation-------Revocation
respecting
Americas, agreement
agreement respecting
the Americas,
Neutrality of
of U.
U. S. in war with GerNeutrality
provisional administration
2491
administration ------provisional
many
2629
many ------------------------Publications,
inrespecting inconvention respecting
Publications, convention
State
State of war with Germany, proclamaterchange of
1715
1715
of ------------------terchange
2671
tion
of
tion of-----------------------Radio communications,
communications, arrangement
arrangement
Radio
S.
U.
use
Submarines
restriction
on
of
of,
restriction
2514
Submarines
respecting
2514
respecting -------------------ports
2668, 2672
territorial waters ----- 2668,2672
ports or territorial
Amos Handle
payment to
1353
to-Company, payment
Handle Company,
Amos
Avery, John E., payment
payment to-----------to
1376
1278 Avery,
Anderson, C.
C. Max (Dr.), payment
to.-payment to.
Anderson,
agreements
Military,
Aviation
Military,
agreements
Instructors,
Anderson,
Katheryn
S.,
consideration
of
of
consideration
S.,
Anderson, Katheryn
with Argentina
respecting ----1813,2320
1813, 2320
Argentina respecting
with
disability claim
1246
claim-----------------disability
agreements
Aviation
Mission,
Military,
Mission,
Aviation
Anderson,
Nanette, payment
payment to
to guardian
guardian
Anderson, Nanette,
withrespecting, with—
1396
of
of----------------------------Chile
Chile ---------------------------- 2282
Anderson, Stina,
cancelation of
of deportation
deportation
Stina, cancelation
Anderson,
Ecuador
2437
Ecuador--------------------------1267
order,
etc-----------------------order, etc
with
agreement
Naval,
Mission,
Aviation
Mission,
Naval,
Apachite,
John,
deposit
to
credit
of
estate
Apachite, John, deposit to credit of estate
Peru respecting
-------- - 2355
respecting--------Peru
1394
of____
of-----------------------------
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2774
2774
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B
Back Bay
Bay Migratory
Migratory Waterfowl
Back
Waterfowl Refuge,
Refuge,
Va.,
regulation designating
designating certain
Va., regulation
certain
lands and
and waters
to, as
lands
waters adjacent
adjacent to,
as
closed
area
closed area----------------------Baird, Joseph
Joseph A.
A. (Capt.),
acceptance of
of
(Capt.), acceptance
Baird,
foreign
authorized
foreign decoration
decoration authorized-------Balls, Alfred
G., credit
credit in
in account
account of
of-----Balls,
Alfred G.,
Banks, Wilson
Wilson H.
(2d Lt.),
Lt.), acceptance
Banks,
H. (2d
acceptance of
of
foreign
authorized
foreign decoration
decoration authorized-----Barbados, parcel
post agreement
agreement with_-with__ _
Barbados,
parcel post
Barber,
Charles N.,
N., credit
accounts of..
Barber, Charles
credit in
in accounts
of _
Bardin,
Edgar C.,
C., payment
Bardin, Edgar
payment to
to---------Barker,
payment to
Barker, Verdie, payment
to----------Barlow,
Lester P.,
payment to
Barlow, Lester
P., payment
to-------Barnholtz,
L., consideration
consideration of
disBarnholtz, Albert
Albert L.,
of disability claim
claim --------------------ability
Barr,
payment to
Barr, Sallie,
Sallie, payment
to ------------Barraclough,
E., credit
credit in
accounts of..
H. H.,
in accounts
ofBarraclough, 11.
Bases,
Air, agreement
agreement with
with
Bases, Naval
Naval and
and Air,
Great
Great Britain
Britain respecting
respecting----------Bastow,
Stuart, payment
to
Bastow, Stuart,
payment to--------Batrack,
Alfred, payment
to administrator
administrator
Batrack, Alfred,
payment to
estate of
of estate
of--------------------Baumgarten,
Baumgarten, L.
L. E.,
E., credit in accounts of
of Bear
acBear Robe,
Robe, Betty
Betty Jane, payment for
for account oT
ofT-----------------------payment to
Beaver, E. C.,
C., payment
to------------Beck, Frederick,
Frederick, nonquota
nonquota visa authorauthorized
ized----------------------------Belgium:
Belgium:
Neutrality
Neutrality of U.
U. S. in
in war
war with Germany .------------------------State
war with
Germany, proclamaproclamaState of
of war
with Germany,
tion of
of ----------------------Submarines
of, restriction
use of
Submarines of,
restriction on
on use
of
U.
___
U. S. ports
ports or
or territorial
territorial waters..
waters--Bell, E. B., payment to
---------Benedict,
Benedict, Jay L. (Brig. Gen.),
acceptance
Gen.), acceptance
decoration authorized
authorized_--_
of foreign
foreign decoration
Bennett, William D.,
reimbursement for
D., reimbursement
loss of personal property----------property
payment to---------to
Berry, John
John H.
H. C.,
C., payment
(Capt.), acceptBessell, William
William W.,
W., Jr.
Jr. (Capt.),
acceptdecoration authorizedauthorized..
ance of foreign decoration
Bickers, Frances, payment
payment to---------to
Bickers,
Bickers,
Bickers, Jane, payment to ----------Rose, payment to ----------Bilaitis, Rose,
Birds. See Migratory
Migratory Birds.
(Mrs.), payment to
Black, B. H. (Mrs.),
to------Mrs.), payment to..
toBlack, C. W. (Mr. and Mrs.),
Black Canyon of
of the Gunnison National
National
Monument,
Monument, Colo.,
Colo., lands added ----Black Hills
Hills Methodist Hospital,
Hospital, Rapid
Dak., payment to
City, S.
S. Dak.,
to..----...
to-------Blackburn, C. A., payment to
Blanton, Arnold,
jurisdiction of Court
Arnold, jurisdiction
Court to
to
hear claim ----------------.--....
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2665
1260
1319
1319

Bond,
Jr. (2d
Bond, Charlie
Charlie R.,
R., Jr.
(2d Lt.),
Lt.), acceptance
acceptance
of
decoration authorized
of foreign
foreign decoration
authorized---Boomer,
L. (Mrs.),
(Mrs.), payment
payment to------to
Boomer, L.
L. L.
Borsellino,
Anthony, payment
to
Borsellino, Anthony,
payment to------Boston
and Maine
Boston and
Maine Railroad,
Railroad, payment
payment to
to_
Bowen,
Bowen, Sidney
Sidney M.,
M., payment
payment to
to--------Bowie,
William (Capt.),
of
Bowie, William
(Capt.), acceptance
acceptance of
foreign
foreign decoration
decoration authorized
authorized------Boy
Scouts of
America, Ashland
District
Boy Scouts
of America,
Ashland District
Council
of, donation
of certain
log
Council of,
donation of
certain log
house
house to
to trustees
trustees------------------

1260
1260
Boyd, Mary,
to
Mary, payment
payment to--------------1838
1838 Boyd,
consideration of
disability
Boyd, Thomas,
Thomas, consideration
of disability
1327 Boyd,
claim
claim _------------ _--_--_1340
of certain
1391 Boyer,
Boyer, Allen
Allen B.,
B., redemption
redemption of
certain
1360
1360
stamps -----------------------1292
1374
1374
1329
1329
2405
2405
1310
1310
1367
1367
1338
1338
1381
1244
1314
1314

2704
2703
2703

2705
1351
1260
1260
1383
1383
1351
1351
1260
1260
1339
1339
1339
1339
1297
1297

Branscome, Ruth
Ruth Gainey,
issuance of
of land
land
Branscome,
Gainey, issuance
to
patent to-----------------------Bray,
to ----. ----Bray, Hannah
Hannah S.,
S., payment
payment to
Brazil,
Brazil, agreements
agreements with,
with, respecting—
respectingExchange of
publications
Exchange
of official
official publications---Reciprocal customs
privileges for
Reciprocal
customs privileges
for ForForeign
Service personnel
eign Service
personnel--------cancelation of
Breithaupt, Le
Le Roy,
Roy, cancelation
of charges
charges
against ----..............
against
---...
Brieger, Simon
Simon A., payment
payment to--------to
Briggs,
allowed in
in acBriggs, Mary
Mary D., credit
credit allowed
account of, for
payments to Simeon
for payments
Simeon G.
Rigor ---------.......--.......-L, payment
payment to
Broggi, Edward J.,
to -------Brown,
Brown, Edward B., Jr.
Jr. (Lt.,
(Lt., Jr.
Jr. Gr.),
Gr.), reimbursement
imbursement for loss of personal
property
property----....................
Brown,
payment to--Brown, Lillian, payment
to
----- _Brown,
C., payment
payment to
Brown, Vernon C.,
to-------Browne, Howard R. M.,
M., payment to---Browne,
to... — _
Bruce, James P., Jr., consideration
of
consideration of
claim for compensation
compensation -----------Buchek,
Buchek, Marjorie, payment to -------..
Buchholz,
Madeline Vera, admission
Buchholz,
Madeline
admission
deemed lawful
lawful ------------______.
Buck,
Buck, Nathan A.,
A., payment to
to--..---.-_
Buddrus, D.,
D., credit allowed
accounts_ _
allowed in
in accounts
Burstein, Adolph,
Adolph, admission for permapermanent residenceresidence....
____
Busalacki, Anthony,
Anthony, payment
to----....
Busalacki,
payment to
Z., payment to --.----.......
Bush, C. Z.,
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1260
1260
1351
1351
1384
1384
1381
1245
1245
1257
1257

1336
1336
1322
1322
1293
1293
1382
1382
1385
1385
1339
1339
2329
2329
2419
2419
1279
1279
1312
1312

1304
1304
1337
1337

1383
1383
1379
1379
1327
1327
1388
1388
1295
1295
1337
1337
1267
1267
1304
1304
1331
1331
1393
1393
1343
1343
1386
1386

C

1351 Cabell, DeRosey
1351
DeRosey C., correction
correction of mili1315
1315
tary
tary record
record ------------____.__.
Cache
Cache National
National Forest, Idaho and Utah,
2669
2669
lands
lands added
added...------____
__
Caletti,
Caietti, Clyde, payment
payment to guardian of--of_ __
1307 Cairo, Il.,
1307
ill, determination
determination and payment of
1331
1331
claims for emergency
emergency work in 1937
flood
flood---......
1298 Calder, Richard L., payment to -- ---1298
--------

1347
1347
2648
1344
1344

1241
1263
1263

INDEX
INDEX
Caldwell, Charles H. (Capt.),
Caldwell,
(Capt.), acceptance
acceptance Page
of foreign decoration authorized
authorized.-..- 1260
1260
Caldwell,
to-----______
Caldwell, Euel, payment to
1364
1364
Camastro, Mary,
Mary, payment to legal guardCamastro,
ian ------------------------.----.
1298
1298
Canada:
Agreements with,
respecting—
with, respectingAir transport services
services --------1805, 2422
2422
Exchange control measures--------measures
2317
Exchange
2317
Great Lakes
Lakes fisheries,
establishment
Great
fisheries, establishment
of Board of Inquiry for -__--___2409
2409
Great Lakes-St.
Lakes—St. Lawrence
Lawrence WaterGreat
way
way_____-- - - - - - - - _ 2426
2426
Load line regulations
2300
regulations_. -- ___-_2300
Rainy
etc., emergency
regulaRainy Lake, etc.,
emergency regulation of level of----__of
1800
__-_ _--._
1800
Reciprocal
trade
Reciprocal trade------__2290, 2413, 2445
2445
Arms,
ammunition, etc.,
etc., export
export to
2653
Arms, ammunition,
to----2653
Revocation
2672
Revocation of proclamation
proclamation________
2672
Neutrality
Neutrality of U. S. in war with
with GerGermany
2652
many ------___-___---_
-2652
State of war with Germany, proclamation of
2671
of___---__---___-________Submarines of, restriction
restriction on use
Submarines
use of
of
territorial waters
2668,
U. S. ports or territorial
waters-.2668,
2672
Tonnage duties, suspension
suspension of -------2728
Canal Zone,
Zone, neutrality
neutrality regulations
regulations ------2638
2638
Canal
Zone,
Zone, Panama, and Central
Central
America, regional radio convention
convention
America,
for ----------------------------1675
Cancer Control Month, 1940, designationdesignation_ 2688
Canton Island, extension
esextension of period for establishment of adequate shipping servservtablishment
extension of
ice for, and deferring extension
coastwise laws to -------- 2627, 2677, 2767
coastwise
Caperton, James N.,
N., correction
correction of military
record
1347
record -------------------------1347
Carmack, Marguerite P., payment
to....
payment to
---__ 1264
Carney,
credit in
in accounts
of ------ _ 1330
Carney, P.
P. J.,
J., credit
accounts of
1330
Carrico,
Ivan, credit in accounts
accounts of-------of
1329
Carrico, Ivan,
Carter,
consideration of disability
Joe, consideration
Carter, Joe,
claim --------------------------1297
Cattle,
Heavy, reciprocal
reciprocal trade
agreement
trade agreement
Cattle, Heavy,
2290, 2445
with Canada
Canada respecting
respecting ----.Cauley, John, payment
payment to heirs of -----1242
Cauley,
Cavil), J. C., credit in accounts
accounts of ------1338
Cavill,
Census, Sixteenth
proclamaDecennial, proclamaSixteenth Decennial,
Census,
tion
2685
tion--------------------------Central
America, Panama,
Panama, and the Canal
Central America,
Zone, regional
convention for
for-- 1675
Zone,
regional radio
radio convention
Certificates of
of Airworthiness
Export,
for Export,
Airworthiness for
Certificates
agreement with
New Zealand
Zealand rereagreement
with New
2263
specting
specting---.--------------------Chaney,
E. (Brig.
(Brig. Gen.),
acceptance
Gen.), acceptance
James E.
Chaney, James
of foreign
decoration authorized-----authorized
1260
of
foreign decoration
Charland,
Louis
A.,
consideration
of
disdisof
Charland, Louis A., consideration
1362
ability
claim-------------------ability claim
Charles
H.
Amos
Handle
Company,
payCharles H. Amos Handle Company, pay1353
ment to------------------------to
ment
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Chattahoochee National
National Forest, Ga., lands
rage
Chattahoochee
Page
added ---------------------- 2645, 2716
Chavez, John, deposit to credit of estate
Chavez,
of
of -------------------------..--1394
1394
Chavez,
1394
Chavez, Roy,
Roy, deposit to credit of estate of..
of- 1394
Chequamegon National
lands
Chequamegon
National Forest, Wis.,
Wis., lands
reserved as addition
2716
reserved
addition to -----2716
Cheyenne River Indian Reservation,
reinCheyenne
Reservation, reincertain entries or purstatement of certain
chases
---chases -------------1336
1336
Chicouras,
Nicholas, admission
admission for
for
Chicouras, John
John Nicholas,
permanent residence
residence -------1338
permanent
1338
Child
designation
2691
Child Health
Health Day,
Day, 1940, designation----2691
Chile,
respecting military
Chile, agreement
agreement with,
with, respecting
military
aviation mission-----_--___--mission
2282
aviation
2282
Chippewa Indian Lands, Minn.,
Minn., reinstatereinstatepurchases..
1336
ment of certain entries or purchases_
1336
Chrystal,
payment to
Chrystal, Charles B., payment
to_ -- _- 1284
1284
Chwalek, Walter, payment to---------to
1353
Chwalek,
1353
Clark, Alan D. (2d Lt.), acceptance
acceptance of
1260
foreign decoration
decoration authorized
authorized------1260
Clark National
National Forest,
Forest, Mo.,
Mo., lands
lands reserved
reserved
apart as---------------as
and set
set apart
2657
Clemmer, William Lee (Lt.), transfer of
certain rights to heirs of -------1276
1276
Cleveland,
Cleveland, Grover, pension granted
granted to
to
of
1396
former widow of--------------1396
Coast and Geodetic
Geodetic Survey,
Survey, reimbursereimbursecertain officers
officers and men for
ment of certain
for
loss of personal property, etc
etc------- 1383
Cobbs, N.
N. H., credit in accounts
accounts of-----of
1330
Cochrane, Carlos
(1st Lt.),
acceptance
Lt.), acceptance
Cochrane,
Carlos J. (1st
foreign decoration
decoration authorized
1260
authorized----of foreign
McFarland, correction
correction of miliCockrill, McFarland,
1347
tary record
record--_...................
Reservation, reinIndian Reservation,
Coeur d'Alene Indian
statement of certain entries or purchases
1336
chases ------------------------Cole,
adjustment of claim authorauthorCole, W. C., adjustment
1265
1265
ized --------------------------1316
Collins,
to
1316
payment to-----------Collins, Earl P., payment
Colville
reinstatement
Indian Reservation,
Reservation, reinstatement
Colville Indian
entries or purchases------purchases
1336
1336
of certain
certain entries
Combat
Areas, definition
definition of
of____
2708
2673, 2693, 2708
--- 2673,
Combat Areas,
Combs,
Fulton, payment
payment to
1342
to------------- 1342
Combs, Fulton,
Commerce
and Navigation,
Navigation, treaty with
with
Commerce and
Iraq
1790
1790
Iraq -------------------------Commercial Agreements.
See also RecipRecipAgreements. See
Commercial
rocal
Trade Agreements.
Agreements.
rocal Trade
Union
Soviet Socialist Republics_
2366
Republics--- 2366
Union of Soviet
Compton, Keith K. (2d Lt.),
Lt.), acceptance
acceptance of
Compton,
1260
1260
foreign
decoration authorized------authorized
foreign decoration
Compton, Louis J. (Maj.),
acceptance of
(Maj.), acceptance
Compton,
1260
1260
foreign decoration
decoration authorized------authorized
Concurrent Resolutions:
Resolutions:
Congress—
CongressAdjournment
1401
Adjournment -------------------Joint
Houses
1401,
two Houses-------meeting of two
Joint meeting
1402, 1404
1404
140,
Recess---------------------Recess
1405, 1406
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2776
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INDEX

Page
Page
Concurrent
Concurrent Resolutions—Continued.
Resolutions-Continued.
Constitution, painting
painting of
at
Constitution,
of scene
scene at
signing
of—
signing of1404
Temporary placement,
1404
Temporary
placement, etc
etc-------Unveiling, printing
printing of
proceedings at_
1405
Unveiling,
of proceedings
at_ 1405
District of
public schools,
schools,
District
of Columbia
Columbia public
correction in
enrollment of
correction
in enrollment
of bill
bill
1405
relating to-------------------to
1405
relating
Excess
Act for
for 1940,
1940,
Excess Profits
Profits Taxation
Taxation Act
printing of
additional copies
copies of
printing
of additional
of
hearings authorized
authorized ----------1407
1407
hearings
Foreign trade
agreements, printing
Foreign
trade agreements,
printing of
of
additional
copies of
hearings relatrelatadditional copies
of hearings
ing
to
1402
ing to--------------------1402
on, extenextenForestry, Joint Committee
Committee on,
sion
of time
time for
for report
1403
sion of
report---------1403
Hawaii,
District Court,
correcHawaii, Ti.
U. S. District
Court, corrections in
in enrollment
bill
1406
tions
enrollment of
of bill-------1406
Inaugural
1941, erection
of
Inaugural ceremonies,
ceremonies, 1941,
erection of
additional stand
stand ---------------1408
additional
1408
"Intermediate
Report of
of Special
Com"Intermediate Report
Special ComInvestigate the
the National
mittee to Investigate
National
Labor Relations
Labor
Relations Board,"
Board," additional
additional
ordered
copies of House
House report ordered
printed -----------------------printed
1403
1403
Interstate
migration
of
destitute
Interstate
migration
of
destitute
citizens,
printing of
citizens, printing
of additional
additional
hearings authorized----authorized
copies of hearings
1408
1408
"Investigation
Holding
"Investigation of Railroads,
Railroads, Holding
Companies, and Affiliated
Companies,
Affiliated ComCompanies," additional
panies,"
additional copies of Senate
Senate
report ordered printed
printed-___-__-1403
1403
Mediterranean fruitfly
fruitily eradication,
eradication, creacreaMediterranean
tion
tion of joint
joint congressional
congressional committee
tee to
to investigate
investigate losses
losses---------1406
Navy Department
Navy
Department appropriation
appropriation bill,
1941,
appointment of
of conferees
1941, appointment
conferees
rescinded,
etc
rescinded, etc------------------1404
1404
Neutrality, printing
printing of
of additional
additional copies
Neutrality,
copies
of
relative to of hearings
hearings relative
1401
-__-____-1401
President-elect,
President-elect, inauguration
inauguration of, joint
joint
committee on arrangements-----arrangements
1402
1402
Prison-made goods,
of enrolled
Prison-made
goods, signing
signing of
enrolled
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H. S.,
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and
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and
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Kingdom
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and
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Congress,
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Uruguay,
suspension
of
tonnage
duties_
2771
Uruguay,
suspension
of
tonnage
duties_
New
York
World's
Fair,
invitation
to
New York World's Fair, invitation to
Venezuela,
suspension of
of tonnage
duties_ 2759
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control of,
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Vessels, control
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of
United States
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of the
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certain
Federal,
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2717
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National Wildlife
Refuge, Wash.,
Willapa
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Ozark
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and
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of certain
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2736
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adjacent to, as
area
as closed
closed area-waters adjacent
Pan
Day
2765
Aviation Day-------Pan American
American Aviation
Protocols.
Agreements
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International Agreements
Protocols. See
Pan
1940, and
and Fiftieth
Day, 1940,
Pan American
American Day,
Other
Other Than
Than Treaties;
Treaties; Treaties.
Treaties.
Anniversary
Pan
of Founding
Founding of
of Pan
Anniversary of
appropriation for
for adjustment
Public Debt,
Debt, appropriation
adjustment
American
Union
2686 Public
American Union--------------of
accounts relating
to
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of accounts
relating to----------Pan
American Health
Health Day----------Day
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Pan American
Interchange
of,
InterInterchange
of,
InterPublications,
duties
2750 Publications,
tonnage duties---Peru, suspension
suspension of
of tonnage
Convention on
1715
on-----------1715
American Convention
Philippines, Commonwealth
of, proclaproclaPhilippines,
Commonwealth of,
Official:
Publications, Official:
mation of certain laws----------laws
2675 Publications,
Agreements
for exchange
exchange of,
of, with—
withAgreements for
Prayer,
of
2727
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Railway Express
Express Agency,
emArgentina
-------------- 1855
Agency, Inc.,
Inc., and
and emRailway
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Brazil
ployees,
creation of emergency
emergency
ployees, creation
Honduras -------------------2471
Honduras
board
2715
dispute-----board to investigate
investigate dispute
Nicaragua----------------------2294
Nicaragua
report of
of
Red cedar
cedar shingles, approving
approving report
United
Puerto
Puerto Rico, Registration Day, proclamaStates Tariff
Tariff Commission
Commission
United States
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2747
2747
on
and imports
of
2734
tion-- ..----.-- ______ ..--- ._on shipments
shipments and
imports of-----Elizabeth, payment
payment to
estate of
1351
Pugh, Elizabeth,
to estate
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Registration Day-----------------Day
2739 Pugh,
1351
Registration
Registration Day,
Day, Alaska
Alaska -----------. 2760 Pulaski's
Pulaski's Memorial Day, observance:
observance:
Registration
Registration Day, Hawaii .--.---....
2745
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Registration Day,
Day, Puerto
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2747
1940 -------.-2743
1940
Registration
_----------..------- 2743
Monument, Nebr.,
Pursifull,
B. L. (Dr.),
(Dr.), payment
of
1397
Scotts Bluff National
Pursifull, B.
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National Monument,
payment to
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lands added------.---------....
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2690 Pursifull,
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Bobby, payment to legal repreShawnee
Forest, Ill.,
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1397
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as
2649 Pursifull,
served and
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of war between—
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of
1397
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Germany and
and Belgium, Luxemburg,
Luxemburg,
Pursifull,
to
1397
Pursifull, Grace, payment
payment to---------1397
and the Netherlands
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2703 Pursifull,
Pursifull, Ralph, payment to legal repreGermany
Germany and
and France,
France, Poland, and
sentative
sentative of
of --------------------1397
1397
the United
United Kingdom,
Kingdom, India,
India,
Q
Australia, Canada,
Canada, New
New Zealand,
and the Union of South Africa-Africa
2671 Quackenbush,
B., settlement
2671
Quackenbush, John
John K.,
settlement of
of
Germany and Norway
2698
Germany
Norway----------2698
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authorized
.
-----------..
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Italy and France
France and the
the United
United
R
Kingdom
Kingdom -...--------........
2706
Italy
Italy and Greece
Greece ----------.---.2763 R.
R. G.
Company, payment
payment
G. Schreck Lumber
Lumber Company,
Submarines
belligerent states,
Submarines of
of foreign belligerent
to
to ----------------------..-----.
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1248
use of U. S. ports or territorial
Rabren, Marion, payment to----------to
1315
1315
waters_2668, 2672,
2699, 2705,
waters_2668,
2672, 2699,
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2707, 2764 Radio Communications,
arrangement with
Communications, arrangement
Sugar Act of 1937, suspension
suspension of
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other American
American Republics
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2514
tion
II ---..tion of
of title
title II
--... ----..
2654 Radio Convention,
Convention, Regional,
Regional, for Central
Removal
suspension
Removal of suspension_--__-___.
2676
America, Panama,
Panama, and the Canal
Canal
Susquehanna
Susquehanna
Migratory
Waterfowl
Migratory
Waterfowl
Zone
Zone---------------------- _ 1675
Closed
Closed Area, Md., designation
designation ____
2628 Radio Regulations,
Regulations, General, and Final
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to ----_-- -- _--_2682
Radio Protocol
Protocol Annexed
Annexed to InternaInternaSweden, suspension
suspension of tonnage duties -- 2697
tional Telecommunication
Telecommunication Convention
Convention
Talladega
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National Forest, Ala., lands
lands
of
of 1932. See Telecommunication
Telecommunication ConConreserved as
as addition
to
reserved
addition to--.-----....
2716
vention.
vention.
Thanksgiving Day,
Thanksgiving
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1939 -----------2670 Radlobroadcasting,
Radiebroadcasting, agreement respecting,
respecting,
Thanksgiving
Day, 1940--,Thanksgiving Day,
------_ _ 2760
with Mexico
Mexico--.--- ------------ 2488
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to__
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N. (Capt.),
William P.,
Roberts, Frank N.
Ragsdale,
authorized- 1260
ance
Navy Cross to-------------------to
decoration authorized_
foreign decoration
1260
Navy
ance of foreign
to----------Roberts,
Samuel, payment to
loberts, Samuel,
Companies, and
"Railroads,
Holding Companies,
"Railroads, Holding
to----Rodgers
Company, payment to
Tile Company,
lodgers Tile
Affiliated Companies,
Investigation
Companies, Investigation
Affiliated
to------------Rogers,
Earl
S.,
payment
to
Rogers,
copies of Senate
Senate report
additional copies
of," additional
to---Lumber Company, payment to
Roper Lumber
1403 Roper
ordered printed
printed-----------------ordered
Rosebud
Reservation, reinstateRosebud Indian Reservation,
Railway
Agency, Inc., and EmEmRailway Express Agency,
ment
certain entries
purchasesentries or purchases_
of certain
ment of
ployees,
emergency board
creation of emergency
ployees, creation
to--Rosenstone,
of
visa to..
granting
Louis,
Rosenstone,
to
investigate
dispute
2715
2715
to investigate dispute-------------Ross,
Betty,
payment to guardian of---of
Betty,
Ross,
Rainy
Lake,
emergency
regulation
of
level,
emergency
Lake,
Rainy
to----------Edward J., payment
payment to
Ross, Edward
1800 Ross,
convention
Canada ---------with Canada
convention with
Ross,
Esther,
to-------------payment to
Esther,
Ross,
1315
Ramsay, A.
payment to -----------1315
A. A., payment
Ramsay,
Ross,
Ross, W. M., payment to -----------Ramsey, T. G. (Mr.
(Mr. and Mrs.), payments
Ramsey,
Roth,
Roth, Gus, payment to...-----------1398
to
1398
to----------------------------Rothrock,
(1st Lt.),
acceptance
Lt.), acceptance
H. (1st
James H.
Rothrock, James
Raritan
Arsenal, Metuchen,
reimMetuchen, N. J., reimRaritan Arsenal,
of foreign
foreign decoration
decoration authorized
authorized _-of
bursement for
personal propfor certain personal
bursement
Routhier,
Joseph F., credit
of
credit in accounts of-Routhier, Joseph
erty losses
1314
at --------------------losses at
erty
Roy,
cancelation of deportation
deportation
Philip P., cancelation
Roy, Philip
1308
Ratcliffe,
L., payment
to
payment to-------Evelyn L.,
Ratcliffe, Evelyn
proceedings
proceedings--------------------Reciprocal Trade
also
Agreements. See also
Trade Agreements.
Reciprocal
Great
Rubber
agreement with Great
Cotton, agreement
and Cotton,
Rubber and
Commercial
Commercial Agreements.
Britain
exchange of ----------Britain for exchange
Canada
2290, 2413, 2445
Canada ------------------ 2290,2413,
Rucker,
Beatrice Lois, payment to guardRucker, Beatrice
1997
Cuba
1997
Cuba---------------------------ian
of--------------------------ian of
Ireland--- 1897
Great Britain
1897
Northern Ireland_
Britain and Northern
Great
Rumania,
agreement with, respecting passRumania, agreement
Hearings relating
relating to,
to, printing
printing of addiHearings
port
fees
port visa fees--------------------tional copies authorized---------authorized
1402
tional
Rupinski,
admission for permaJoseph B., admission
Rupinski, Joseph
Switzerland
2461
Switzerland---------------------nent residence
residence-------------------nent
1870
Turkey
Turkey------------------------- Rupinski,
Zolla, admission
admission for perMaria Zofia,
Rupinski, Maria
2375,2451,2456
Venezuela
2375,
2451, 2456
Venezuela---------------manent residence
residence-----------------manent
Machines ComRecording and
Computing Machines
and Computing
Recording
Russia.
Union of
of Soviet Socialist ReSee Union
Russia. See
pany,
conferred on Court
Court
jurisdiction conferred
pany, jurisdiction
publics.
publics.
of---------- 1361
of
hear claim of
to hear
Claims to
of Claims
Ryan,
Malachy, credit in account
account of----of
Ryan, Malachy,
Red
shipments and imShingles, shipments
Cedar Shingles,
Red Cedar
Ryder,
Charles W.
W. (Lt.
(Lt. Col.),
Col.), acceptance
acceptance
Charles
Ryder,
ports of,
approving report
report of United
of, approving
ports
of foreign
decoration authorized
authorized----foreign decoration
of
2734
States Tariff
Commission on------on
2734
Tariff Commission
States
Registration
proclamation--------- 2739
Day, proclamation
Registration Day,
S
proclamation-- 2760
Registration
Day. Alaska, proclamation
2760
Registration Day,
proclamation-- 2745
Hawaii, proclamation
Registration
Day, Hawaii,
2745 Sabatini, Antonio,
Registration Day,
of order of
of
cancelation of
Sabatini, Antonio, cancelation
Registration
Puerto Rico,
Rico, proclamaDay, Puerto
Registration Day,
2747
deportation
---------------------deportation 1382
2747 Sacatero, Dempsey, deposit to credit of
tion
tion-------------------------Sacatero, Dempsey, deposit to credit of to
Reiber,
Arthur
Joseph,
payment
to
Joseph,
Arthur
Reiber,
to credit
deposit to
1387 Sacatero,
Sacatero,
estateMeguelius,
Meguelius,
of
deposit
credit of
of
guardian of
of----------------------- 1369
guardian
estate of ------------------------1387
Reithel, William A.,
A., payment to-------.
to
Reithel,
1391
St. Jacques,
to
payment to--------Louis, payment
Jacques, Louis,
St.
1391
Reymonda, Lillian
M., payment to ----Lillian M.,
Reymonda,
Great
See Great
Waterway.
Lawrence
St.
1329
Lawrence Waterway. See
1329
of -Reynar,
W., credit
credit in accounts of......
John W.,
Reynar, John
Lakes—St.
Lawrence Waterway.
Waterway.
Lakes-St. Lawrence
Richardson,
of land
land 1250 Sanderlin, Rufus
issuance of
Hubert, issuance
Richardson, Hubert,
to
K., payment to-------Rufus H.,
125C Sanderlin,
patent
authorized-------------patent to, authorized
1270 Sanders,
to
Sanders, Nadine, payment to---------127( Sanford, Paul, payment
Richardson,
Roxie, payment
to--------- 1293
payment to
Richardson, Roxie,
to guardian
guardian of---of____
Sanford, Paul, payment to
1293 Schiller,
Riddlesbarger,
Josephine, payment
to..
Schiller, Henry
Henry Gideon,
Gideon, admission for
payment to--Riddlesbarger, Josephine,
1293
Riddlesbarger,
Wilbur P.,
payment to--to_ _
1293
permanent residence
1318
residence-------------P., payment
permanent
Riddlesbarger, Wilbur
Schommer,
B., credit
of
accounts of--in accounts
credit in
J. B.,
Schommer, J.
Ridgway,
Matthew B.
B. (Maj.),
acceptance
(Maj.), acceptance
Ridgway, Matthew
126(
to-1260
Schreck
Lumber
Company,
payment
to....
payment
Company,
Lumber
Schreck
of
foreign
decoration
authorized
authorized.---of foreign decoration
Sciortino,
Joseph,
reimbursement
of
reimbursement
Joseph,
Sciortino,
Ridings,
A.
L.
(Dr.),
license
to
practice
practice
to
Ridings, A. L. (Dr.), license
1383
amount of
of surety
surety bond
authorized
authorized--bond
1383
amount
healing art
art in
in District
of Columbia-Columbia
District of
healing
1259 Scott,
Scott, J.
payment to--------to
(Mrs.), payment
H. (Mrs.),
J. H.
1259
Rigdon, James
Henry, payment
to
payment to-----James Henry,
Rigdon,
to----------payment
1304 Scott,
Katherine,
payment to
Katherine,
Scott,
1304
Rigor,
Simeon
G.,
payments
to
Rigor, Simeon G., payments to--------- 1301 Scott, Robert, payment to
1301 Scott, Robert, payment to-----------Riley, Elizabeth
Elizabeth L.,
L., payment
to
payment to--------Riley,
Nebr.
Monumet, Nebr.,
1370 Scotts
National Monument,
Bluff National
Scotts Bluff
137(
Rivera, Francisca
Francisca F.,
payment to
to------F., payment
Rivera,
1261
lands
added-------------------2611
lands added
Roberts, Floyd
payment to-------to
H., payment
Floyd H.,
Roberts,
4~v~
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1336
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1307
1323
1323
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2487
1387

1387
1387
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1307
1260

1382
1394
1394
1394
1394
1362
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1345
1286
1286
1340
1340
1318
1328
1248
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1268
1268
1268
1268
1366
1366
290
2890

2788
2788
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"Second Excess
Act of
of 1940,"
1940,"
Excess Profits
Profits Tax
Tax Act
additional
additional copies
printed_ _-copies ordered
ordered printed---Seifert, Frank
Frank W.,
presentation of DisW., presentation
Distinguished Flying Cross
Cross to
to--------Selby, Irving R. (Capt.),
(Capt.), acceptance
of
Selby,
acceptance of
foreign decoration
authorized
decoration authorized-------Selby, Philip, payment to
Selby,
to-------------Sharrah, Bessie,
Bessie, payment
Sharrah,
payment to--------to
Shaw,
Nile, payment
payment to
Shaw, Nile,
to ------------Shawnee
National Forest,
Shawnee National
Forest, Ill.,
Ill., lands
lands rereas
served and set apart as___-------Shea, Anna M., payment
payment to
Shea,
to-----------Sheldon,
George L., payment
Sheldon, George
payment to
to--_---Shelton,
Shelton, Fred, payment
payment to guardian of__
of__-_
Shiomi, Dexter,
Shiomi,
Dexter, admission for permanent
permanent
residence ------residence
__--____-_______.
Shiomi, Elizabeth, admission for
Shiomi,
for permapermanent residence --------------- _- _

Shipowners'
Shipowners' Liability (Sick and Injured
Injured
Seamen)
Convention, 1936
Seamen) Convention,
1936______payment to
Shorter, John
John P.,
P., payment
to---------issuance of
of land
Shurlds, Henry W.,
W., issuance
land
patent to---------_____________to
Sidenstucker, Charles, payment
to
payment to_--_Silberstein, Alex,
Silberstein,
Alex, payment
payment to
to guardian
guardian of_
ofSilberstein, Alice,
Silberstein,
guardian
Alice, payment
payment to
to guardian
of ----.....--...--------

--

Silberstein,
Silberstein, Magdalene,
Magdalene,
payment
to
payment to
guardian of____-__________________
of
Silver, Investigation of,
of adadSilver,
of, printing of
ditional copies of hearings authorized_ -- _ .__________________ ._ized
Simons, Louis,
Simons,
Louis, payment to------.____to
Simpson,
Simpson,
Henry,
admission
Gerald
admission
deemed lawful ------------------Sinnott, William,
William, presentation
presentation of medal
medal
to -to
.----- __ -- ___ ___ .____ -.._-Small, Anon
Small,
Anon J., reimbursement
reimbursement for loss
loss of
of
personal property ----------------Smith, Edward,
Edward, payment
payment to
to ----------Smith, Glenn Richard, payment
to legal
payment to
legal
guardian
guardian of -__----------.._---- _

Smith, Stanley
Stanley V.,
V., payment
to
payment to---------Smith, Velvie
Velvie W., payment
payment to --------Smith, Widmer, payment
payment to
to -----------Winslow Farr, payment
Smith, Winslow
to
payment to------Snyder, Twila,
Twila, payment to
to-----_-------South Africa,
Africa, Union of:
ammunition, etc.,
etc., export
Arms, ammunition,
export to_--__
to
Revocation of proclamation
Revocation
proclamation ------Neutrality of U. S. in war with GerNeutrality
many --------------_--------State of war with Germany,
Germany, proclamaproclamation of-------------____-_______
of
Submarines of, restriction
S.
restriction on use
use of
of U.
U. S.

Reservation, reinreinStanding Rock
Rock Indian Reservation,
statement of
entries or
or purpurstatement
of certain
certain entries

Page

chases
chases -- _ .__--___ ______________
.Steedman,
Howard, Court
Court of
of
Steedman, Carrie Howard,
Claims directed
directed to
to readjudicate
readjudicate case
case
1260
126(
of
of------------------------------1351
Stewart, Jettie,
payment to
to --Jettie, payment
135] Stewart,
.___---- _
1324
Stockman, Robert,
payment to
1324 Stockman,
Robert, payment
to --- ___-__
1340 Stone,
David L.
L. (Maj.
(Maj. Gen.),
Gen.), acceptance
Stone, David
134(
acceptance

1336
1336
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1407
140'
1267
126'

2649
2649
1273
1273
1334
1334
1345
1345
1319
1319
1319
1319
1693
1693
1357
1357
1385
1385
1263
1263
1373
1373
1373
1373
1373

1403
1403
1253
1253
1266
1266
1283
1283
1383
1383
1289
1289
1325
1325
1299
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1325
1325
1366
1366
1327
1327
1325
1325
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2644
2672
2672
2643
2643

1256
1256
1268
1268
1248
1248

of
of foreign
foreign decoration
1260
decoration authorized
authorized ___.
1260
Stotesbury,
Stotesbury, R.
R. B.,
B., payment
payment to
1351
to --------1351
Stringer,
Stringer, George
George R.,
to
1371
R., payment
payment to__..-___
1371
Stubbs, Pearl
Pearl Waldrep,
Waldrep, payment
payment to
to _-- _ 1359
1359
Submarine Base,
Base, New
Conn.,
Submarine
New London,
London, Conn.,
reimbursement of
reimbursement
of certain
certain Navy
Navy perpersonnel
sonnel for
personal property
property losses
1315
for personal
losses at_
at- 1315
Submarines
of Foreign
Foreign Belligerent
Belligerent States,
Submarines of
States,
use
use of
U. S.
territorial waters_
waters_ 2668,
2668,
of U.
S. ports
ports or
or territorial
2672, 2699,
2672,
2705, 2707, 2764
2699, 2705,2707,2764
Sugar Act
Act of
1937, suspension
suspension of
of operation
Sugar
of 1937,
operation
of
of title
title II
II --------- ___.___-----_ 2654
2654
Removal
Removal of
of suspension
suspension------------_ 2676
2676
Sullivan, Maude,
Maude, payment
Sullivan,
to --------payment to
_ 1298
1298
Summers,
J. L.,
credit allowed
accounts
Summers, J.
L., credit
allowed in
in accounts
of-----------------------------of
1313,
1313,
1352,
1392
1352,1392
Suncrest Orchards,
Suncrest
Orchards, Inc.,
Inc., jurisdiction
jurisdiction conconferred upon
upon Court
Claims to
hear
Court of
of Claims
to hear
claim of
of-------___. ...-----1357
.1357
Supreme
Sesquicentennial, printprintSupreme Court,
Court, Sesquicentennial,
ing of
of proceedings
proceedings at
at commemorative
commemorative
ing
ceremonies
ceremonies __------____.______.- 1402
1402
Surmany, Isaac,
Surmany,
for permanent
permanent
Isaac, admission
admission for
residence -----------------------residence
1376
1376
Susquehanna Migratory
Susquehanna
Waterfowl Closed
Migratory Waterfowl
Closed
Area, Md.,
Md., designation
2628
designation.__- .. ____._.
2628
Additions
Additions to..-__
to..
2682
.
...-....._____-2682
.
Sweden:
Sweden:
convention and
Double taxation,
taxation, convention
and protoprotocol respecting
respecting--____.
col
1759
__________-1759
Passport visa
visa fees,
fees, agreement
agreement respectrespecting --2489
____-.....--___._.____
2489
duties, suspension
Tonnage duties,
suspension of--______.
of
2697
2697
3wink, Charles H., payment to
Swink,
to ---.--1351
_ 1351
Switzerland, agreement
Switzerland,
agreement with,
with, respecting
respecting
reciprocal trade
reciprocal
trade -----------------2461
2461
T

.

1317
1317

Talladega National Forest, Ala., lands reTalladega
served
served as addition to---_______.
to
ran, William Lawrence,
Lawrence, citizenship
Tan,
citizenship___
-

Tait, A.
Tait,
A. S., payment
payment to___________
to

2716
2716
1319
1319

ranaka, Sadao, admission for permanent
Tanaka,
permanent
residence
residence
1338
__-___________
--1338
Taras, Salvatore,
cancelation of order of
Tams,
Salvatore, cancelation
of
ports or territorial
waters-- ___
- 2668, 2672
2672
territorial waters_
deportation--_- _-_
deportation
1378
-__________.
1378
Spearin, George
George B., payment
payment to estate
1258
estate of_
of
1258 Tate,
rate, H. T.,
accounts of__
T., adjustment in accounts
of_ __ 1390
1390
Spears, Frank, payment
payment to
to------------- 1343
1343 Tate,
rate, Robert F. (Capt.),
(Capt.), acceptance
of
acceptance of
Spence,
Spence, J. W., payment to heirs of -----

2671
2671

1351

authorized
foreign decoration
authorized_
- _
s
- - - --_

1260
1260
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Taxation, Double,
convention and protocol
Double, convention
Taxation,
with
Sweden -------------------with Sweden
Taylor,
payment to----------to
Taylor, May C., payment
Taylor,
Robert L.,
L., payment to -------Taylor, Robert
Teal, Nannie
Nannie E., payment to ---------Teal,
Tedeschi, Umberto,
Umberto, admission
admission for permapermaTedeschi,
nent residence
residence ----------------nent
InterConvention, InterTelecommunication
Telecommunication Convention,
1932), general radio
national
national (Madrid, 1932),
regulations
and final
final radio protocol
regulations and
-__-----------to
annexed
annexed
Abbreviations to
to be used in radio comAbbreviations
munications --------------munications
Accounting
radiotelegrams
Accounting for radiotelegrams------Model statement
statement for ----------Model
Administrative conferences,
invitation
conferences, invitation
Administrative
to
to---------------------Aeronautical service
service
Aeronautical

-

Page
Page

Convention-Con.
Telecommunication
elecommunication Convention—Con.
License --------------------------License
Master, authority of ---------------Meteorological messages------------messages
Meteorological
navigators----------------Notices to navigators
Operators' certificates
certificates --------------Operators'
mobile
in mobile
1372
Priority
communications in
Priority of communications
1372
serv
i
ce
service-------------------------

1759
1759
1349
1349
1346
1346
1354
1354

1417
1417
1621
1621
1557
1557
1643
1643
1 1!01

l
1581
oi

of public correcorre1567
1567
spondence
spondence------------1535
1535
Alarm
Alarm signals --------staexperimental
Amateur and private
private experimental
Amateur
1473
1473
tions
tions--------------------------1425
of----------------- 1425
Apparatus,
Apparatus, choice of
1579
1579
Bureau
expenses ------the Union, expenses
Bureau of the
1517
1517
---------------------Call,
general
Call, general_
1491
Call
signals
Call signals-------------------------1491
request
Call
to
several
stations
without
request
Call to several stations without
1519
1519
for
for reply (CP) ----------------1519
Calls,
procedure
Calls, procedure-------------------1517
1517
call- ---------------- --- "CQ"
"CQ" call
1419
1419
Definitions ----------------------Definitions
1573
1573
of
Direction-finding
stations, service
Direction-finding stations,
1535
1535
Distress
signal---------------------Distress signal
153f
1535
Distress traffic
traffic----------------------Distress
Documents
to be
be carried
carried by mobile
Documents to
1619
161
..---------------stations
stations----Effective
General Regulations--Regulations__ _ 1581
of General
date of
Effective date
153(
Emergency
signals
1535
Emergency signals------------------Emissions—
Emissions1
142
Classification -------------------1427
Classification
1429
1429
Quality
Quality-------------------------166
Final Protocol
1663
Protocol---------------------Final
Frequencies
Frequencies1501
150
Notification
of
publication of------and publication
1589
Notification and
158!
Tolerances, table
table of---------------of
Tolerances,
Frequencies
types of
of emission,
emission, aland types
Frequencies and
1429
142'
location
and
of
of--------------use
and
location
Frequency-band
occupied by
widths occupied
Frequency-band widths
1595
159
emissions,
of------------table of
emissions, table
Harmonics,
intensity
of,
table
tolerof
table
of,
intensity
Harmonics,
1593
159
----------ances --------Hours
service, ship
ship stations
stations in second
second 1605
of service,
Hours of
1601, 160
1601,
category
category-------------1489
148
--Inspection,
mobile stations-----stations
Inspection, mobile
Installations, emergency,
emergency, for
for ship sta- 1533
Installations,
153
153
tions
tions--------------------------1531
153
Interference
Interference-----------------------International Radio Consulting ComInternational
_ 11577
57
mittee
C. I.
I. R.)---------R.)
(C C
1649
mittee (C.
IRA
Internal regulations
regulations ----------- --Internal

Procedure,
service
general, in mobile service-Procedure, general,
Radio direction-finding
direction-finding bearings,
bearings, proRadio
cedure
obtain----------------to obtain
cedure to

Page
Page

1425
1489
1569
1573
1479
1555
1555
1507
1507

1645

1
1
575
64 5
1575
Radiobeacon service
service----------------Radiobeacon
low-power moRadiotelephone stations, low-power
Radiotelephone
bile, service
of-------------- 1567, 1643
service of
bile,
Research and experiment, table showing
showing
Research
1597
allocation of frequencies---------frequencies
1597
allocation
Reservations
Reservations _---------------------Routing of
radiotelegrams ----------of radiotelegrams
Routing

1663

16
63

1555

Safety signals
signals ---------------------1535
Safety
Secrecy
of radio
radio communications
communications ----1425
Secrecy of
1499,1605
Service
documents ------------1499,
1605
Service documents
Services,
special--------------------- 1569
Services, special
Station
radiotelegrams, indiof origin of radiotelegrams,
Station of
1555
cation of----------------------of
1555
cation
Stations, mobile,
conditions to be obmobile, conditions
Stations,
1475
served by
by----------------------- 1475
served
Strength or
signals, scale for
for
legibility of signals,
or legibility
Strength
1641
expressing
expressing---------------------1617
1617
Symbols,
service
Symbols, service-------------------1573
Time
1573
signals ----------------------Time signals
Violations
Regula Violations of Convention or Regulations, reporting
reporting of
1599
of----------- 1491, 1599
tions,
1523
Waves, use of, in mobile service -- --1523
Waves,
of mobile
Working
Working hours of stations of
mo b ile
1549
-- ------service_
__
1549
service ---...-----Thanksgiving
designation:
Day, designation:
Thanksgiving Day,
- 2670
1939_
2670
1939---.--------------------------2760
1940----------------------------1940
_2760
- _ 1284
Thermal
Syndicate, Ltd.,
Ltd., payment to -__
Thermal Syndicate,
1359
Hazel, payment
Thomas,
payment to---------to
1359
Thomas, Hazel,
1373
of
guardian
to
payment
Thompson,
of_
1373
June, payment
Thompson, June,
admisValdes,, ad
Thompson,
misThompson, Maria Teresa Valdes
1291
sion
permanent residence
residence-------for permanent
sion for
1291
permafor
authorization
Thorne, Louise,
Louise,
Thorne,
nent residence
residence
------- 1319
---------nent
to
of Court
Clyde, jurisdiction of
Cou rt to
Thorpe, Clyde,
1298
hear
1298
hear claim --------------------1366
----------topayment
Toepel, John, payment to
1366
Toepel,
superAgency, payment
Indian Agency,
payment to sup
erTomah Indian
intendent of, for benefit of Edward
Edward
intendent
1289
Smith
1289
Smith------------------------1333
Louise,, payment
Tomkins,
paymen tto--to
1333
Tomkins, Rosetta Louise
acTondre, Joseph F.,
F. , credit allowed
allowed in
in acc
ounts
of
1285
-------------of-------counts
1261
-----------to
payment
D.,
Torian,
1261
Torian, R. D.,
Trade
Reciprocal
See Rec
iprocal Trade
Agreements. See
Trade Agreements.
Agreements.
Agreements
Trans-Isthodan Joint
Highway Board.
Bwed.
Joint Highway
Trans-Isthnian
2278
agreement with
Panama respecting._
reepecting.- 2278
with Panama
agreement
,

,

2790
2790
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"Transportation
"Transportation Act of
of 1940," additional
additional
Page
copies ordered
1407
copies
ordered printed
printed ---------Travel America Year, designation
2681
Travel
designation-----Treasurer of the United
Treasurer
United States,
States, appropriaappropriation to cover certain losses
in office
office of_
1390
losses in
of- 1390
International AgreeAgreeTreaties. See
See also
also International
ments Other Than Treaties.
Treaties.
ments
Canada,
emergency regulation
regulation of level
Canada, emergency
level
of Rainy Lake, etc------------etc
1800
1800
Finland, military service,
service, persons
persons having
having
1712
dual nationality....---------...
Great Britain, exchange
exchange of
cotton and
of cotton
rubber
1411
rubber--------------------Inter-American, interchange
Inter-American,
interchange of
of publicapublications
1715
tions---------1715
--- --------1790
Iraq, commerce
commerce and navigation
navigation-----1790
Liberia—
LiberiaConsular officers
officers .-----------1751
1751
Extradition
1733
Extradition ------------------1733
Friendship, commerce,
commerce, and naviganavigation--------------_-_----_tion
1739
1739
extradition --------------Monaco, extradition
1780
1780
Multilateral—
MultilateralMinimum Age (Sea) Convention
Convention (ReMinimum
vised),
vised), 1936 -----------1705
1705
Officers'
Competency
Certificates
Officers'
Certificates
Convention, 1936
1683
Convention,
1936-----------1683
Radio
Radio regulations,
regulations, general, and final
radio protocol annexed to International Telecommunication
Telecommunication
Convention
Convention of 1932----------1932
1417
1417
Shipowners'
Shipowners' Liability (Sick and InInjured Seamen)
Seamen) Convention,
Convention, 1936_
1693
1936_ 1693
Radio, regional convention
convention for
for Central
America,
America, Panama, and the Canal
1675
Zone .---..----.
..-----------1675
Sweden, double
1759
Sweden,
double taxation
taxation -----------1759
Troendle,
Troendle, Theodore R., jurisdiction
jurisdiction to
to
hear, etc.,
etc., claim of---------------of
1395
1395
W., payment to.--------Tucker, Helen
Helen W.,
to
1256
1256
B., payment to---------Tucker, W. B.,
to1256
1256
Turkey, agreement with, respecting reciprocal trade--------------------_
trade
1870
1870
U
Ulio,
Uli'o, James A.
A. (Brig. Gen.),
Gen.), acceptance
authorized---of foreign
foreign decoration
decoration authorized
1260
1260
Union of Soviet
Soviet Socialist
Socialist Republics, comcommercial
mercial agreement
agreement with---------with
2366
2366
"Unione Numbered
Numbered 1," payments
payments to
to
captain and crew of
of ----1343
___---1343
United Kingdom. See Great
Great Britain.
Universal
Universal Postal Convention
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